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A REMARKABLE HEALER JESUS THE MEDIUM
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Ube Xígbt Mmong tbe IDtlls
Whether his powers were the result of Independent 

Development or of Subjective Control, the mani
festations of the'spirits were most remarkable. 
Whether the ultimate effect on Mr, Caster were 
good or bad, the work accomplished was truly won
derful and beneficent, and he should have a conspic
uous place in the History of Spiritualism.

To the Editor;—Since the exhaustive 
'discussion of the book, “The Great Psy
chological Crime,” in The Progressive 
Thinker, you may not care for anything 
further bearing on that subject. I will, 
however, send you a few notes setting 
forth some of my experiences, or rather 
pome facts that I personally have knowl
edge of. About fifty years ago, Paul 
Caster, then of Decatur county, Iowa, 
received an Injury that so disabled him 
that he was bedfast about eleven years, 
and became a county charge. He was 
healed instantly, and afterwards be
came a famous healer himself. He 
once became quite confidential with the 
writer' and this is substantially what he 
told- me:

“I have, Senator, as you know, a de
ficient palate; I was born so. I have 
great difficulty to bo speakdhat I can be 
understood. My parents and brothers 
and sisters were ashamed of me from a 
child. I had to work hard from a small 
boy. I never went to school. I grew 
up In ignorance. I never learned to 
read or write. After I grew to man
hood I married. At the time 1 was 
nearly killed, while working in a saw
mill I was an ignorant day laborer. The 
accident put me to my bed for many 

it was a dream, and yet I did not think 
I had gone to sleep. An angel came to 
me and said, ‘Paul, if you will obey my 
instructions the spirits will heal you, 
and you shall, with. our help, accom
plish agreat deal of good In the world. 
You have natural healing power, and if 
you do as we tell you, you shall heal 
your thousands. Are you willing to 
make us this promise?’ I cheerfully 
promised to do the bidding of the angel. 
Then said he, ‘Dampen your hands in 
water, and pass them down over your 
body.’ This I did when I was thrilled

‘.'I called for clothing and left that bed 
a perfectly sound man.”

Mr. Caster soon had an opportunity to 
heal the sick who began to flock to him. 
Later, by direction of the spirits, he re
moved to the city of Ottumwa. His 
fame went abroad, and he cured thou
sands. His charges were but ?1 per 
treatment, and his practice became so 
great that in fifteen or twenty years he 
had accumulated a large! property than 
any other citizen in a city of 20,000 in
habitants. He erected, an infirmary at 
a cost of about one hundred thousand 
dollars. On one occasion I took my 
wife to him for treatment.- He was suc
cessful though her ailment was a seri
ous one. At that time he had on his 
hands five hundred cases. Many times 
he cured by one treatment. Other cases 
required several additional treatments. 
I saw him perform marvelous cures. 
Once a young lady was brought to him 
on a bed. She had not walked a step 
for eleven years. With fifteen minutes' 
treatment, by "laying on of hands," she 
got up and walked all about the house.

In scores of Instances he literally fol
lowed' the example of Jesus and com
manded the bed-ridden invalid to "take 
up/thy bed and walk,” and they did so.

In one room of his infirmary he had 
hundreds of crutches and other appli
ance once worn by the lame who were 
cured, and went away rejoicing, leav
ing their canes and crutches with the 
man who had wrought the marvelous 
cure. On one occasion Mr. Caster said 
to me. “Would you like to see my se
ance room?” I replied in the affirma
tive. I walked to the end of a long 
hall. He took out a key, unlocked the 
door and we went in. The room was 
carpeted, and was a gem of neatness, 
but it edntained but a single article of 
furniture—a couch. “Here,” said Cas
ter, "I come at the same hour every 
day. I lie down on this couch, close my 
eyes and talk with my spirit guides. 
Often they show me what appears the 
insides of a man, and if I have a pa
tient seriously afflicted by some inward 
disorder, the guide points it out and in
structs me how to place my hands on 
the man when I treat him.”

He Informed me that he did not talk 
to everybody about his seance room 
and his daily interviews with his spirit 
gnldes, because of the prejudice of 
many against Spiritualism.

In early life Tie had become a mem
ber of the Dunkard society and held a 
membership at the time of which I 
write, and I think he remained a mem
ber to the time of his transition. ;

So marvelous were Caster’s cures, 
thirty years ago, that he literally sl- 

1 lenced opposition in Ottumwa. For 
several years the orthodox ministers, 
and the old school doctors ridiculed and 
persecuted him, but his fame spread. 
He was kind in disposition, in fact, was 
always overflowing with good humor. 
Though often reviled, he reviled not 
again. His success was so phenomenal 
and his disposition was so sweet, that 
even the pastors of all the orthodox 
churches not only ceased their persecu
tions, but consented to take their turns 
at conducting his chapel exercises on 
Sundays. A great many of his patients 
.were members of the churches. Not' 
many pf them knew that Caster was a 

’ ^pirftuallst, rind I do not doubt that 
there are those now, who will insist 
that he was not. He thought he could 
do more good by not publicly proclaim-, 
ing'his belief in Spiritualism; yet he 
never denied being one. On' the con
trary he declared his belief li) spirit re
turn to those whom he knew' would not 
be prejudiced against him if he did bo 
peclpre, I sat several times with him. 

in seances and had many conversations' 
with him on the subject. He repeated
ly told me that every day of his life he 
had glorious interviews with his spirit 
friends. He received regularly all the 
leading Spiritualist publications which 
he caused to be read to him as he had 
never learned to read.

Now, Mr. Editor, here seems to be one 
Instance in which a medium did not de
generate and go to the bad, as the au
thor of “The Great Psychological 
Crime” thinks all mediums do. Caster 
was a grand soul. His passing from this 
physical plane was the occasion of the 
deepest regret by all who knew him. 
He passed away full of years with a rec
ord of a life of noble deeds. He was as 
gentle as a child, kind, benevolent, 
truthful and unselfish.

R. A. DAGUE.
San Francisco, Cal,

“Governor, your Thanksgiving proc
lamation is, to say the least, an amus
ing document,” writes M. M. Mangasa- 
rian of the Independent Religious So
ciety In an open letter which he ad
dressed to Governor Yates. "To be 
candid with you,” continues Professor 
Mangasarlan, “it does not place you In 
a very enviable light, but what about 
your judgment? You write as a theo
logian, forgetting that you are not the 
pastor or priest of a sect, but a gov
ernor in a republic in which theology 
and politics, church and state are for
ever separate.

'‘You refer with painful reiteration to 
the ‘mighty purpose’ of the Deity to ere- 

that God 'let down tire curtain of the 
waters of the Atlantic ocean for a 
mighty purpose,’ and that this curtain 
‘remained unpenetrated until 1492,’ also 
for a ‘mighty purpose,’ and that no 
othc rthan ‘Providence itself kept it 
there for fifteen centuries after the 
coming of Christ.’ Again, 'for that 
mighty purpose,’ which was 'to estab
lish and maintain a mighty and model 
republic, with corner stones of religion, 
science, labor, etc., etc.' ■

Seeks Source of Knowledge.
“Governor, do you get all this infor

mation at first hand or at second hand? 
In your haste you have also mixed, up 
the corner stones of this mighty and 
model republic.’

"You evidently think that the Amer
icans are the chosen people of God. You 
say ‘destruction by epidemic and pesti
lence, tornado and flood and fire has 
been mercifully kept away. But do 
you know of any good reason, governor, 
why the Deity should Interfere to save 
us when he does not interfere to save 
His other children?

"Is it for any merit on our part that 
heaven is partial to us, or is it a case of 

storms and fires upon other nations, has 
been excluded from the Constitution of 
this republic?” .

Also Arouses “0. W. N."
“0. W. N.,” in a letter to the editor of 

the Record-Herald, said: “It is difficult 
to say anything new in a Thanksgiving 
proclamation, but Governor Y-ates ap
pears to have succeeded In his procla
mation, published on Wednesday. His 
revelation of the design of the Almighty 
in regard to the Atlantic ocean reminds 
one of Private Miles O’Reilly’s appeal to 
President. Lincoln, as reported by 
Charles G. Halpine in his book, pub
lished during the civil war.

"Mlles was a rollicking Irish soldier, 
who was always getting Into difficulties 
with the government, and finally landed 
in the guardhouse. He penned the fol
lowing touching letter and sent it to 
Mr. Lincoln in the hope that it would 
do the business: . ,
“Long life to ye, Misther Lincoln!

May ye die both.late and aisy, • 
And when ye lie wid yer toes turned up

- i to the roots of a daisy,. .
May this be yer epitaph nately writ: 

'He was honest and kindly, he loved his 
joke, , ’’

And he pardoned Mlles O’Reilly.”'

'Tls my mother’s step I hear; ' -
Quick,.oh, quickly give to me— 
Haste,' it is her step' I hear— •’ 
Give ffce kfes-ygaVp fo thee. 
She doth ffotrnq nigh^and day; 
“Kisses, prithee;” she doth say, • 
"Never maid should give away, 
Never mafotherlove betray!” ¡“ . 
Give, oh; quickly give to me— .“
Give the kl.ss l gftve.to thee.
"Have you kised a man?” she’ll say, 
And I’ll answer, nay and. nay;
Give, oh,-quickly give, to irie— 
Give the kiss , I gave to. thee. - 
“ :. ,' ;' - Jennie E. T. Dowe.

Adam invented all the different ways 
in which a-young man can make a fool 
of himself.—G. H. Lorimer, 
j Tho most certain Bign of being born 
with great qualities.Is to,be born with
out envy.—Rdchefopcauld,

Most 
the 
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Beautifully Suggestive is “ The Light Among 
Hills,” by Mrs. 1. L. Lewis, of Bethel, Vt. It
narrative. founded on facts alone, and every 

Spiritualist should read it. •
The old gray school house was 

packed, for there was a revival in prog
ress. It was customary in the mountain 
districts to have a revival of religion 
after the crops were gathered in, for the 
long winter evenings proved irksome 
to the active farmers and woodsmen.

The low, dingy room, which was fin
ished with wide pine boards, was dimly 
lighted with spluttering tallow candles 
set in old bottles, lanterns and tin can
dlesticks. The men and women were 
arranged upon opposite sides of the 
room. The women wore their "go-to- 
meetln' ” print dresses and heavy 
shawls of “homespun.”

lb the dim light the men looked very 
much alike with their long hdir and 
beards, their blue smock frocks and 
heavy top boots. There were children 
of all ages from the month old babe up
ward, and several dogs lay curled up 
under tho seats. Slabs from a near-by 
saW-mlll had been brought in and 
placed from one lower line of seats to 
another across the floor and these rude 
seats, as well as all the others, were 
crowded with human occupants. Across 
one end of the room was a huge desk 
Intended for the school teacher's use. 
Behind tills desk stood the preacher, a 
short, thick-set, untidy-looking man. 
He gazed sternly around upon the sol
emn upturned faces of his flock and be
gan the services by reading in a power
ful voice the opening stanza of the 
hymn— '

"The chariot! the chariot! its wheels 
, roll in fire,

As the Lord cometh down in the pomp 
of his ire;

Lo, self-moving it drives on its pathway 
of cloud,

And the heavens with the burden of 
Godhead are bowed.”

After the singing of this hymn, came 
a long prayer, interspersed with groans, 
tears and shouts, and then another 
hymn was sung in which the agony of 
the lost sinner was vividly po.rtrayed. 
Then the preacher announced his text:

“For the great day of his wrath has 
come, and who shall be able to stand?”

The preacher fairly outdid himself 
that night. He stamped up and down 
the platform in his heavy boots. He 
stretched out his long, muscular arms 
and shook his clenched fists at his con
gregation, and in a peculiar rising and 
falling tone shouted, “I tell ye: ye’ll 
ketch it, yit.” .

Shouts and amens greeted his words 
and a few old sinners seated in the dlin 
corners moved uneasily. .

In the midst of the excited congrega
tion little Martha Weston sat, bolt up
right, with one hand clutching tightly 
her mother's arm. Her large dark eyes 
were wide open and her sensitive lips 
quivering. As she drank In the burning, 
words of the preacher she seemed to 
see the blue sky rent asunder and a 
great white throne appear upon which 
sat a dreadful object, with fiery eyes 
and snowy hair, while raging flames 
rolled about him, devouring stars, earth 
and sky. Shiver after shiver ran over

YE SPIRITUALISTS, READ TfllS^^ÎMLLISHNESS OF ROMANISM !
“FAT AND KICKING."

Under the heading, “Jeshurun Waxed 
Fat and Kicked,” the New York Advo- 
'cate printed a leading editorial, evi
dently from the pen of Rev. Dr. J. M. 
Buckley, the editor. This editorial is 
significant in that it speaks very plainly 
of a hierarch who has hitherto escaped 
for some reason, much of the criticism 
which he has deserved from the leading 
editors. Dr. Buckléy says: ■

“■\Vhen the whole world was sympa
thizing with the late Pope and the Cath
olic Church; whemthe publications-were, 
sent out from Rome in the,most dra
matic way; when in their enthusiasm 
many protestants began to suggest that 
the time was not far off when all Chris
tian churches could unite; and when, 
some Catholic bishops and one arch
bishop declared that it would not be 

.fifty years before this country-would iie- 
come all Catholic, we'/, wondered how,' 
long it would be before the cloven foot 
would be shown more fully than here
tofore by the highest representatives of 
the Roman Catholic church in this coun
try. (Here we pause in the main busi
ness of this article to explain its title 
and also the use of the: expression 
“cloven foot.”) We do not mean to 
speak disrespectfully of the Catholic 
church in the title, nor in. the us'e^of the- 
phrase “cloven foot.”. .We/have.-a'Sigh 

. respect for the .Roman 'Cpthollc 'eliurtb. 
That respect does not .teach reverence 
because of the iricongrriops ^mlxtuye';^ 
things which we respect wltit'-thlngri wri 
cannot respect.” ' .

t Dr. Buckley then proceeds to tell why 
•he’ "respects" Romanism, after whicli 
he continues: J. . . . ; . .- ::■■<--

. "What,. then; -do We. symbolize .-’by 
'waxed fat! and by ‘kicked’?.- ’W.O’lneapi 
that, the Roman Catholic' church, by 
reason of its prosperity, here; and the 
flattery of politicians, thinks ' it.: now 
safe to avow hostility to and begln- an 
attack upon the public schools ‘ of this 
(country; that" it‘proposes to overturn 
them as now 'constrticted and- to get 
what the state will not now give' it—a. 
portion of the public money raised by' 
gerieral'taxation for education; and that 
at the present’ time in . different parts,

pets, her playmates and probably her
self. ’

Tired out with excitement Martha 
went to sleep during ¡¡the ride home but 
some hours after she'-was safely tucked 
into bed Mr. and Mrs. Weston were 
awakened by loud shrieks. ’ Hastening 
to the little bed they found Martha with 
burning cheeks and wild eyes, crying 
that the Lord had <jome arid taken 
mamma and she arid the kitten were 
burning up. After sijme time 
mother succeeded in explaining to 
child that she had merely had a 
dream and that the Lord would 
burn her up if he did dome.

It was a very sober little girl
moved restlessly about the old farm
house the riext day. Thè: memory of 
her frightful dreams andlthe scenes she 
had heard described the evening before 
had not vanished with the night. As 
tho sun sank behind the forest-clad 
mountains at the west, Martha drew 
closely to her mother arid paid iri an 
awestruck tone: , -

“Mamma, when the Lord coriies and 
burns up the world, will’ he burn me, 
too?” '

"Mot if you are a good-girl.”
“How good must I be?’’ persisted the 

child.
“Oh,” said Mrs. Wesftòn, puzzled by 

her child’s earnestness, "you mlist read 
your .Bible, for it is GSfl's weird, and 
you must ask the Lordato give you a 
new. heart, and you musf-love'him....”

“O mamma,” broke ih Martha, “I 
can't love him, I can’t love .stirili an aw
ful God!” .. ..

“Hush; child,'” said hei*  mother, look
ing about her in a frighténe<ì'w'ay, "If he 
Should hear you he migUt . Briifté you 
with his rod.” f , .

Here was another and- nejv 'terror, 
and Martha went away td try and think 
it out. Up in her own littlp room she 
stood with her face pressed against the 
frosty window, a miserable-looking lit
tle object. •'

"If hè comes, he will burn me up,” 
she half sobbed, “I know he will burn 
me.” '

"He qever will,” said’a calm, clear 
voice just beside her. .

Martha started and looked sharply 
around. She was alone in the room. 
She could hear the creakiri^ of the rock
ing-chair and her mother singing a 
hymn as she rocked to and fro In the 
living room beneath, and Martha knew 
there was no one else in the house.

But that voice! Martha was puzzled 
but she was also comforted? for that1 
calm voice carried a sense of safety to 
the troubled little girl.. >. • ' . .

Martha came down lafer.than usual 
the next morning, and as t she entered 
the living-room she gave'a' little cry of 
joy, and bounding across'the floor, was 
caught in the arms of a,m^n.seated by 
the kitchen stove. He wOB a" man past 
middle age, with a plurrip, rosy face, 
upon which good nature was indelibly 
stamped, and kind blue eyes which 
looked straight at one with ¿.-clear, hon
est look that at once Inspired confi
dence in their owner. Marfha cuddled 

of the country priests, bishops, arch
bishops, and the only American cardinal 
are engaged in denouncing the public 
school system. We have waited until 
His Eminence, Cardinal Gibbons,, spoke, 
for his speaking is worth- the utterance 
of a thousand priests and ordinary bish
ops. He is pre-eminent on this conti-_ _* __ 1 A . M . ■ ■ - ■ M 

tltudes and' widely reported, He is the. 
embodiment of Roman ¿ magnificence, 
grace, and osteritatloft. -

“Usually what he. says Is .diplomatic
ally said and is valuable to indicate the 
way the Catholic wind blows ¡and the 
current flows. He seldpffl.spefffis so as 
to excite direct and. IniifiP¿llaté<rt>pposI- 
,tiqn. But nów he com'egforüíilágaipst 
the public school systeiriyof.’thri'Unlt'ed 
States, and.'declares thati'the^'system 
of public education in this ^otftitry' is 
imperfect and vicious, apfl tindb'rmiries 
the religion of pur youth?) HeCharges- 
that ‘the education of puplls therein is 
shallow and fragmentar^ Hand- often 
proves a curse Instead 'pf á btesBing.' 
He asks, 'Of what valupMh.’a Brother’s 
toil if the seed's qf falt^thfcbihe has 
planted attain a sicM^.tó'fqwtmMn the 
cheerless atmosphere;';«®■ ffliej'ichool- 
robm from which the pitffiqfiMfgion is! 
ilgldly excluded?’.' Éé’JigjlsS'The rem- 
qdy for. these defects w'.o’^d le Supplied 
if tfle' denominational'.'ays^nfl"which 
now obtains in Canada were1 applied in 
our public schools.’ j..

. ‘’The'piiblic schools, riri&t-. be 'main
tained. The .propositipri^o 'adOpt ‘the 
denominational' syafop^rfitigrevailB in 
Canadá' is ^equivalent tqWlÜng church- 
and state, so far as itgpc^Apébrdlng .tó 
the theory of this gov.erriiheat .the'state 
has no right to enforce Christian educa-' 
tldn upon children- ^hqaft-flárérits are 
(opposed'to it; -i-.-I! '

''lit is a dfecldcd fnfllqtfolh fwhen ap
plied to. J,ews; it is a dealtlat ihfliction 
when applied tó- suclmfe. hgivlgWe Idea- 
mistaken though it. We^tliat'they cwlll 

down In his strong arms and looked up 
in his face with a contented smile. 
Just then Mr. Weston came in with a 
pan of corn which he placed upon the 
stove hearth, and drawing up a splint
bottom chair, he seated himself and be
gan to shell the corn from the cob.

“Wall, Uncje Ezry,” he began, by way 
of opening conversation, “pretty power
ful meetin’ we had last night.”

“Yes,” assented his caller, "some of 
’em got considerably rousted.”

“What did ye think of Neighbor 
Green's testimony and prayer?” per
sisted Mr. Weston.

“Wall," said Uncle’Ezra, as he tucked 
a lump of maple sugar into Martha’s 
hand, "Philander is a good man." He 
gets pretty noisy sometimes, but he 
ain’t all noise the way some folks be. 
He’ll holler and tell the Lord what he 
thinks he oughter do, but when he finds 
the Lord don’t pay any ’tention fo him, 
he’ll go to work and do the best he can 
on his own hook. Philander makes me 
think of old Aunt Huldy Cross up to 
the Holler. She kept stewing at Hiram 
all summer to have him build a porch 
over the front door, but Hiram never 
paid a mite of ’tention to her, and one 
day she got riled. ‘Wall,’ says she, 'if 
I can’t have a porch over my front door, 
I'll have a cat-hole in the back door, If I 
have to make It myself.’ Now, to ray 
way of thinkiri the best kind of religion 
is the kind that does more actin’ than 
talkin’. If ye can’t do the big things 
that ye think the Lord ought to, but 
won’t, why, do the best ye con and do 
It real well.”

"Yes, I know,” said Mr. Weston, “the 
Book says that faith without'wonks Is 
dead, and we haven’t got much time to 
work in.”

"We've got all the time there Is,” was 
the laconically.

"Yes, bCc'my way of thinkin’. the 
Lord is liable to come at any minute."

At her father’s words Martha started 
and a wild, hunted look came into her 
eyes which did not escape Uncle Ezra’s 
observation, but before he could make 
any reply, Mrs: Weston entered' with a 
look of stern displeasure upon her face. 
“Silas Weston!” she exclaimed, “them 
hens will starve if they have to wait for 
you to talk all day.”

"Yes, yes, Sarah,” said her husband, 
as he caughf up the pan of corn, “I’m 
goin’ ’’—and he went................... •

Uncle- Ezra got tip arid carled. Martha 
to the door. As he put her dbwn he 
whispered, “Don’t worry, Martha, ’bout 
the Lord’s cornin’. He won’t hurt you 
any.”

"Oh, Uncle Ezry, are you sure?” said 
Martha, as She clung tightly to his 
hand.

“1 know he won’t,” was the calm re
ply, and agalp Martha was comforted.

The long, dreary winter ended at last 
and spring with Its 7 sunny days, and 
birds, and flowers came, and in the joy 
of existence Martha forgot the winter's 
woes. Like the child of nature she was, 
she exulted in? her freedom in the 
pure air and glorious sunlight, and 
grew strong and happy.

The farmers were now busy upon 
their larid and had "no time to attend to 
religion.” From’every rocky hillside 
was heard the voices that the previous 
winter had been uplifted in prayer and 
exhortation, now shouting to their 
teams and frequently some "meetlri 
house” language was used in any way 
but a pious one. •

One unlucky day in midsummer there 
came to Mr. Weston’s a traveling 
preacher who succeeded in bringing a 
chill into the home atmosphere. There 
was much talking about strange and 
terrible beasts with horns and heads, 

to choose a religion for themselves.
"If all the world were Christians a re

public could be maintained with a suit
able relation .between church and state 
in the matter of public education; but 
in the present mixed state it would be 
impossible.

“Behold the troubles on this subject 
that now exist In England and have ex
isted for ages. A most pitiable condl-

taxes that are imposed because of the 
relation of the plan to denominational 
education.. Only the Church of Eng
land people (and not all of them) and 
the Roman Catholics fully sympathize 
with the scheme now in force. Others 
arewllling to accept itonly because they 
believe it is better than what previ
ously existed, and is a step In the right 
dlrectirin ; but the great majority of all 
the English people ate opposed to it. 
Catholics arid Church of England peo
ple sympathize with it, not because they 
sympathize with each other, but be
cause It gives them public money to use 
for the education of the children In 
church schools and in the Catholic re
ligion. '

"If Roman Catholicism in England 
had a great proportion of the popula
tion, if for example it approximated the 
English Church In numbers, ther.e would 
be a contention which would rend tho 
nation over the method ■ that exists 
there now.

“As for Canada, who does not know 
that Lower -Canada is preponderatlngly 
French and Catholic, and no proper an
alogy .can be drawn between that coun
try arid this? .
- “Politicians who care to preserve the 
integrity of their 'parties will do well 
not-to mingle in this discussion, for if 
.the public schools are disturbed.a wave 
which .will rextiand' them to. obscurity, 
will certainly rise.”. ; ' , ' .

The art of uslijg 'moderate abilities'to 
advantage wins praise, and often ac
quires more reputation than real brill
iancy.—Rochefoucauld. 1 ..■ , i ~. ■> ■ ■ ■.. ■ • ' . .. ' ■ -■■ ■ o- : <■ ■

and tails in profusion. For months 
Martha heard but very little upon any 
other subject. She was told that the 
Lord was liable to cqme at any irioment, 
and whether it was like the sun appear
ing like a ball of fire In a murky sky, 
the appearance of the beautiful north
ern light, or the flashing of meteors, all 
were "signs of the Lord’s speedy com
ing.” u

Martha was a true lover of the grand 
and beautiful in nature, but she soon 
grew so nervous she would cower in 
terror when she would naturally have 
enjoyed.

Mrs. Weston was one of the incon
sistent people whose theory and prac
tice never agree. She professed to be
lieve in the immediate coming of Ilie 
Lord and consequent destruction of the 
world, but her one idea when it came 
to practice was the accumulation of 
property. She did not allow her theory 
to disturb her mind except when there 
was some unusual disturbance in na
ture, then she was seized with fear. 
Martha, with a child’s quick percep
tion saw this and wondered greatly. 
To her mind every one was what he or 
she professed to be.

One day Martha heard Parson Drake 
tell her father something which made a 
great impression upon her mind: One 
night as the parson was going home 
from meeting lie saw a strange, bright 
light glowing in the east. He broke 
into a run, and having gained his home, 
he rushed In where his wife was sound 
asleep and shouted, "Mary, wake up, 
quick!”

Tho poor woman sat up in bed. 
"What is the matter?” she asked her ex-

But Instead of leaping forth with joy 
to njeet her coming Savior, the poor wo
man fell back upon the bed in a dead 
faint! And she is a good woman, 
thought Martha, and a minister’s wife, 
too! .

The summer faded and the golden 
days of autumn came and went. The 
trees stood dark and naked upon the 
bleak hill sides. The winds came howl
ing down over the mountains and swept 
around the old farm-house as if bent on 

who frequently came in. He was always 
bright and happy. . No thought of com-' 
Ing ill ever seemed to trouble him, and 
he always had some interesting story to 
tell of the days when the country was 
new and the settlers lived in log 
'houses and fought the wild beasts—real 
ones, not the kind Parson Drake and a 
man named Daniel told about.

The weeks dragged on, and one day 
when the snow still lay heaped over 
fences and sheds, there came a great 
joy to Martha in the shape of a baby 
brother. For once in her small life 
Martha was genuinely happy. Even 
tho omnipresent terror of the Lord’s 
immediate return failed to darken her 
sunshine for a time. But it was not 
for long, however, for one unlucky day 
she heard Elder Drake tell her father

Church of Rome does not make for en
lightenment. In Spain, at the 1787 
census, there were 188,625 ecclesiastics 
of all descriptions, including 61,617 
monks, 32,500 nuns, and 4.705 inquisit
ors. In 1833, this unproductive class 
still numbered 175,574 individuals; of 
these, 61,727 were monks, and 24,007 
nuns. In 1884 there was in the land of 
the Inquisition 32,435 priests, 1,648 
monks, and 15,594 nuns. (By decrees 
of the Cortes passed July 23, 1835, and 
March 9, 1836, all conventual establish
ments were suppresed and tfiett prop
erty confiscated for the benefit of the 
nation.) Seeing that the education 
the Spaniards has for Centuries been 
under the control of tho clergy, it will 
surprise no one that at the beginning of 
the last century a working man in 
Spain, able to read, was a'curiosity, and 
that the accomplishment among women 
was looked upon as “Immoral." In 
1898, 68.1 per cent of the population 
could neither read nor write. In Italy 
there were, in 1865, 28,991 ‘‘religious” 
14,807 men and 14,184 women. (At the 
1866 seston of Chamber of Representa
tives, a perfect law for the entire sup
pression of all religious houses was 
adopted.) According to the 1864 cen
sus returns, out of a population of 21,
703,710, no less than 16,4)99,707 persons 
could neither, read nor write! In 1881 
the ratio of illiteratae above six years 
of age was as follows: Upper Italy, 
40.85 per. cent; Central Italy 64.61- 
South Italy, 79.45; In the Islands, 80.91. 
These figures prove abundantly that 
Rome fosters ignorarice.

Nature is motion’s mother.—Jonson.
The man who overestimates the fool

ishness of others is himself the biggest 
fool concerned.—Setori Merriman. . ,

AU' things are artificial, for nature is 
the, art of God.—Sir Thomas Browne.

Patience la,the support of weakness; 
Impatience Is the ruin of strength.— 
Colton. ‘ - . -
. Where love Is there Is no labor; and 
if there bo labor Hint labor Is loved.— 
Austin. ■

Some two thousand years ago there 
dwelt upon this earth a man so poor 
and humble at his birth that it is saldi 
he was born in the manger of a wayside 
inn. He made no pretense to greatness 
or wisdom, and he was so poor in world: 
ly goods that he had nowhere today hia 
head. He was scoffed at, derided, 
thrust from the temple where he went 
to worship, called the son of the devil ; 
almost friendless, he went about preach, 
ing thè noble doctrine of self-sacrifice, 
and proved his divine mediumship by. 
the works he did. He exalted human
ity and claimed its divine soulship with 
God. It was not beneath his dignity to 
sit at meat with sinners. A dissolute, 
abandoned woman claimed his tender- 
est sympathy, because being back of all 
her shame and degradation, he recog
nized the divine part of her nature, hen 
womanhood.

The aristocracy of Judea hated him' 
because he made himself one with the 
common people. The church hated him' 
because he rebuked its hypocrisy and 
its arrogance. ।

One of his chosen friends proved to 
be his bitterest enemy and, for a piti
able sum of money sold him to the 
crowd that clamored to heap upon him 
their acorn and contempt.

False accusations' were trumped up’ 
against him, he was condemned, and 
died a martyr to his principles, and 
from his murderers went up a shout of 
triumph, saying: "Now we have rid thq 
world of him who rose up against us, 
and his pernicious and false doctrines 
have perished with him.

But, lo! from out that darkness shona 
forth a brighter light than the world 
had ever known before.

Jesus was a divine medium such aS 
the world had never known before-, 
claiming no more for his divine gifts 
than do our good, true mediums of this 
day, requiring the same conditions that 
the modern medium requires to obtain 
the same results.

When Jesus sent out his disciples to 
the lost sheep of the house of Israel he 
commanded them to preach, to heal the 
sick, cleanse the lepers, raise the dead,1 
cast out devils (diseases). He said:!- 
"Freely ye have received, freely give.’* 
Jesus did not tell his disciples to fill 
their medicine cases with pills and pow
ders before they left for the field of op- 
eratlon, for he know that God had en
dowed them with powers sufficient to 
do their work well, to heal the sick, tdC 
restore the lame and the blind. ' '

Has time and evolution changed tha 
law that governs divine mediumship?,' 
No, it is the same today that it was terei 
thousand years ago; it will be the! 
same to morrow, and on through the! 
coming of future' generations, as long 
as time lasts. All spiritual gifts that' 
men and women possess and practice 
to-day were practiced by the disciples 
of Jesus two.thousand years ago. If tha 
reader doubts the above statement,1 
please get your Bible and turn to I. Cor. 
12:4-11; turn to I. Cor. 14:4 and 7, and 
you will find that in that remote age o" 
the world there existed trumpet medi
ums; also unknown tongues. >

Jesus taught, nay, he commanded hf" 
disciples to cultivate and practice al
those God-giverf gifts, that he worlc 
might profit by their labors. Medium
ship like a golden thread has come 
down tlie corridor of time to bless ths 
race. : In the language of an inspired 
poet— . '
“Is God asleep that he has ceased to b’ 
All that he was to prophets of the past 
All that he was to poets of old time, 
All that he was to herosouls of ager 

past?”
It has taken the people of the world 

many, many centuries to realize tha’ 
the divine gifts of mediumship thai 
Jesus exercised while on earth, wouh 
be perpetuated after he ceased hl: 
work here. But Jesus said unto them, 
"Greater things than these shall yer 
do,” assuring his disciples that then 
were greater things for them to do . 
they were faithful to his teachings.

The religion of Jesus, as taught by " 
him, was both demonstrable and ph" 
nomenal. He, demonstrated to his dlr 
clples everything that it was possibl 
for them to understand, with the pron 
ise of reward for their faithfulness thr. 
the things he did and greater thing; 
they should do if they were faithful.

It is not necessary to refer to the me 
dlumship of Jesus to prove the fact o 
mediumship, but to the Chrlstia’ 
world that scouts at the idea of spirit, 
communing with mortals, the accouri' 
of Jesus’ works that he did, and tht. 
lesons he taught his disciples, mus^ 
prove a stumbling-block in the wav o' 
their opposition to the fact of spiri 
communion. ■

But the world moves rapidly along 
and religion is now looking throng! 
clearer glasses than it did one hundre: 
years ago, and it lies with the mediums 
and Spiritualists to prove the fact c 
spirit return by their steadfastness t 
the one cause that has shed more llgh 
on the race than the world ever knev 
before.

MRS. MARGARET STEWART.
Piqua, Ohio. -

Get your enemies to read your work! 
in order to mend them, for your frleni’. 
is so much like your second self that h- 
will judge too much like you.—Pope.

The string'o’erstretched breaks, anU 
the music flies; the string o’er slack 1-. 
dumb, and music dies; tune us the star; 
neither low nor high.—Edwin Arnold.

The force of his own merit makes hlff 
way; a-gift that heaven gives for hlm4 
which buys a place next to a klng.-a. 
Shakspeare. .

Ari hour's industry will do more td 
.produce cheerfulness; suppress evil hu< 
mors, arid retrieve your affairs, than a 
month's moaning.—Anon.' •
. Rattier - than denouncing passion'd 

control over a fellow-being, everyone 
should be thankful to have escaped a 
like misfortune. • ~"v

’ .Where cavilling begins reason cease^. 
Thus argument In wasted. -. "•-'
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Scintillations from
the Sunny South.

Some excellent lessons are imparted by Mrs. Shaffer, 
which will touch a a responsive chord in every soul. 
Encouragement, good cheer, and efforts in the right 
direction, seem to be the fundamental principles of 
her nature in her efforts to' spread broadcast the 

truths of Spiritualism. :

SYNOPSIS OF LECTURE
By Mrs. Florence E. B. Shaffer, B/,O.

“For’with Thee is the fountain of 
life; In Thy light shall we see light.”

Many have.heard the. story ..ofthb 
brave fireman Who, in the face of al; 
most certain destruction was ascending 
a ladder to rescue from a burning build
Ing. a woman standing in one of the up
per windows praying for help; and how,- . 
as he neared the top, heat and smoke ; 
bo nearly overpowered him that he tai- 
tered and seemed about to yield the ef- ' 
fort and return to the ground, leaving . 
the woman to perish, and percelvjpg 
which, some one in the crowd below 
shouted, "Cheer him!” Instantly a 
mighty, soul-inspiring cheer arose; , the 
volume of its strength-giving sound , 
reaching the senses of the well-nigh . 
fainting but valiant hero, and thrilling 
him with a renewed spirit of courage, ( 
he resumed his purpose, sped up the 
ladder, and descending, bore the uncon
scious form of the woman to safety. .

Sucli demonstration of what human 
sympathy expressed in words' or acts. ot ; 
cheer can effect for good, speak more el
oquently than volumes of written eulogy 
could do; but who can point to an in
stance where an intrepid soul has 
sought to scale the Ladder of Truth— ' 
that symbol which Jacob saw with its ’ 
foot on the earth and its top reaching ' 
into the innermost heavens, with an
gels (God’s thoughts) ascending and 
descending, striving to penetrate into 
unknown and possibly dangerous 
realms of thought, seeking to secure 
from without ihe vale of sense some 
precious trophy whereby the world of 
objective being might be enriched—we 
repeat, who can point to such a soul the 
onlooklug crowd has cheered onward 
in his arduous quest?

On the contrary, does not history re
cord that whenever in the past, man or 
woman has passed beyond the limited 
spheres of known thought-investigation, 
has striven to explore hitherto de
nounced, or at least unaccepted do
mains where knowledge might be pre
sumed to dwell, no matter though it be 
a spirit of heroic self-sacrifice in tho 
hope of unveiling new views of trut^ or 
gathering fresh fruitage from tho gar
dens of eternal life, we say, does not 
history prove that, instead of cheering 
the seeker on a way, hard enough at 
best, every fling of bitter unkindness, of 
critical doubt, and difficulties of count
less variety are meted out—aye, even 
death Itself—as rewards'for such purely 
unselfish efforts?

Self-seeking is never a characteristic 
of. the true benefactor, And . instances 
where the destructive, malicious anger 
of a pdbulaco wliò-fàil,' ’not .alone to 
cheer .but tp -under^teml,, ar&: scattered 
all along the pathway of human prog: 
reap, and known, to the world..-hy '.the 
names'of Pythagoras, Socrates, Coper
nicus, Galileo, Newton, Joan of Arc, and 
maiiy more we might name. And 'yet, 
did'these who courageously stood alone, 
who bore the saddening sense of having 
alienated .even the affections of those 
who might have loved them in a nar
rower sphere, and endured without 
cheer or sympathy the fiercest blows 
that the waves of life’s sea beating furi- 
ouslly against their life-barque could 
deal them—did these ask aught of those 
who. made their progress so difficult? 
Was it because light or strength, time 
or means was sought or gained from 
those who raised their voices most 
clamorously against the success of 
thesb self-moving ones, and all because 
they could not understand? Almost 
would we think, listening to the wild 
wail directed against that one who, 
trusting to the guiding impulses of his 
own highest being, and following the 
instructions of those whose help he had 
perhaps besought in prayer, that a 
criminal had escaped, charged with 
stealing light and wisdom and all the 
powers by which he moved, from the an
gry crowd who strove to bar his way.

’ We wish to assert the fact that every 
individualized being has the right, in 
every posible way, to prosecute his or 
her investigations into the Invisible, 
equally with every other inhabitant of 
the universe. The messages which 
Marconi transmits through material ap
paratus of mechanical construction, 
have descended from the realm of pure 
Intelligence—wherever that may be— 
tlyough that living apparatus of soul
construction, the human brain. In that 
brain- mechanism—if we are permitted 
the expression, pure intelligence was. 
moulded, crystallized, or, In obedience 
to some mandate we are unfamiliar 
with, formed into ‘formulated thought.' 
We are reduced to the clumsy sounds 

- of our vocabulary for a vehicle of ex
pressed, and they are incomplete to 
show forth these subtle phases of men-, 
tai effort; but pure intelligence must be 
so formulated ere it can be expressed at 
all through voice-sound. Then, Mar
coni's ihventlon transmits these to the’ 
outer sense-facultlee of humanity In 
Still further materialized forms, thus, 
commuicating them to life, vibrating on 
a plane where spiritual senses are not 
recognized..

It is not an unusual experience for 
■ any of us to receive invitations to “be’ 

developed” by some one. claiming to- 
posseBs the power to do'so. We have, 
no word of condemnation to offer when 
souls are struggling toward a higher es

itate, provided In bo doing they infringe 
not upon the sphere of another. ' But 
learn from the loftiest examples of 
seership who have lighted the torches 
of human advancement, and tell us, did 
they ever offer, for à stated sum each, 
to "develop” soul-powers? Have they 
not invariably pointed the seeker to the 
Universal Fountain of Truth and ad
monished him that in the silence of hlB 
own soul he would find the "1 am’<? and 
the power to express, the Infinite? , 7

Suppose the full-blown rose, dew-wet 
and perfume laden, unfolded in therar- 

, est perfection, nodding in the sunlight 
and drinking In the refreshing dewe of 
heaven, in turn dispensing its fragrance 
and beauty1 to every passer-by—suppose 
such an open flower should say to the 
unop'ened bud hesidó It, growing on thè 
same tree and enjoying evory-prlvllego 

' and right the other had ever khòwn or 
appropriated; ."Cqme a^d'’dwell 'in ’nifr 
atmosphere, Abide in iny shadow, ’tolto, 
of my light and beauty and wholeness;- 
and thus Iwill assist your development;*'  
What would we superior intelligences 
think-?. .. Yet, :when we say-to another,'. 
"Como and join my circle, abide by. my 
example, follow the instructions I sot 

'\sorth, and bo I will develop you;'\do

,we not practically deny the conditions 
surroundliig a fellow 'human being pos
sessing the same power as those in- 
which'we pre enfolded? Just as the 
same light and warmth and moisture 
surrounds each rosebud alike, bo does 
eaph soul dwell, in the AU Good of the 
Father; the Great Creator; and all are 
alike' partakers of his bounteous love 
and power in which we may unfold our 
Inner Bçlf-Jiood.

Higher criticism presumes to assert 
thàt .the personal Jesus of -Nazareth 
never Jived. I don’t know whether he 
did or not No one eJse knows, hut 
neither. do I know that in 1620 a band of 
brave men and women landed on Ply
mouth Rock, searching out a spot on the 
earth where they might find freedom, 
and live according to the deepest in
stincts of tiieir being. '

But the fact faces me here that here 
on this western continent lies a tract of 
three millions square miles brought un
der the sway of civilization by that 
same spirit I am told landed amid the 
snows pf'winter on the famous rock.

I don’t know whether Washington led 
the American army to victory over the 
legions of the old world. I was not pres
ent at either of these times or places, 
but I live beneath the folds and am pro
tected by the august, the sovereign 
power of our nation's beauteous flag, 
and acknowledging this, I must accept 
the facte as recorded by history con-, 
earning how they were wrought out. I 
don't know whether the personal Jesus, 
or any character like unto him ever 
walked (be earth ; but I live to-day, ex
periencing the same enlightenment. I 
know of the same powers. I seo the 
same works wrought out by the means 
He advised, or at least the means ad
vised through his name. I believe He 
lived; and am content to develop tiie 
life He came to teach us of, through fol
lowing the way He pointed out. .

What is that way?
Ah, did it not, above all else, consist 

of being faithful to his highest concep-' 
tion of duty laid upon Him? Do the 
pages recording his life reveal a single 
instance where lie faltered when as
sailed by those who faiièd to under
stand? Besides, is it so very unlikely 
that history is at fault relative to his 
being an historical character? We 
never question facts pertaining to 
events of four or five hundred years ago 
in our own time, and latter-day schol- 
are are furnishing us with translations 
of those old Hebrew writings found 
now on tablets, and inscriptions traced 
upon walls and other remains of that 
ancient world; translations into "this 
modern English tongue we use. But a 
few centuries, comparatively speaking, 
had rolled by untiL Constantine of 
Rome transported into- thé Christian 
world, MSS and various evidences pf; 
th^ifaot thaf icértàin'sêvehts hïd-traÜB “ 
plied which We are asked now to doubt. 
We repeat, it matters little whether 
the literal facte of a certain person's 
life be Accepted or not. You have the 
evidences of your senses to-day to prove 
that the truths given through the name 
of Jesus, a great and wondrously un
folded medium between the heavens 
and the earth are real, are exalting, are 
true. r .

Permit one personal allusion. I can 
count on the fingers of one hand every 
instance wherein a discarnate intelli
gence has presented itself to my own in
ner senses of Bight, and hearing, here 
and for the benefit of audiences in this 
hall, which have not been recognized 
clearly by those to whom they came. 
Often before leaving the hall, some
times before going a block from the 
door, and frequently after days had 
passed, the favored one has come to me 
and said they remembered the visitor 
whom they failed to recall at the time. 
To this many are willing to testify for 
the gratification of those interested. Is 
not this a phase of wireless telegraphy 
through the human brain. Instead of 
through man-made instruments, the 
brain being a constructional device ly
ing just above the ability of mankind to 
organize through and by material agen
cies? . -.

And this is true, high-class medium
ship. .

MANY SUICIDES DUE TO IGNOR
ANCE OF PHYSIOLOGY.

The new suicide statistics from Yale 
College and the increasing tendency to 
self-destruction which marks the hot 
season are reminders that a large num
ber of suicides are really preventable, 
and are only due to lack of physiological 
education. If college lecturers upon hy
giene and teachers of physiology would 
take pains, to widely impress one sim
ple lesson a large, and definite class of 
suicides would cease to be, and the gen
eral average of happiness would be dis
tinctly- augmented.
a This lesson is that despair is a tem
porary state, and in many cases is en
tirely due to physical, or bodily, causes. 
Thp best remedy for "the blues” is a 
liver pill. That gloomy, hopeless out
look, in events which drives many to sui
cide- is due not to the events them
selves, but to bodily conditions which 
set up the state called "despair” in. the 
mind., . ’• '

. Any despondent person whose, trou
bles are really trivial may prove this 
by looking backward for a day or a 
week to the last day .on which he was 
abundantly happy. He will find in many 
cases that events and conditions have 
not altered in the least, that the exist
ing- gloom comes, therefore, from some 
cause within himself, and ho may come*  
to believe that hope for the hopeless 
can be purchased at a drug store. ■ ■ 

. Love,.particularly among those young 
people who have been executing them
selves so.recklessly of late, is, to the 
physician, ■ merely a definite state of 
bodily congestion, whose natural mental 
result is melancholy, and which can 
easily be alleviated, if not cured, by 
simple treatment And if any lover or 
pair of lovers who are thinking of death 
will consult an intelligent doctor they 
will save their lives at the expense of 
a very moderate fee.—Chicago Ameri
can; •

"The Present Ago and inner Lite; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied And explained.” By ’Andrew jfifik- 
son Davis? -We-have a few copies of 
this • work, by the celebrated seer. 
CloUbil.10; " ’ - ' ’ - ■
■ ‘“The'Majesty of Calmness, or Indi
vidualProblemsand Possibilities:’* By 
wni.' George- Jordan. Another valuable' 
liftlo'work. Price 80 cento. For sate at 
thteofflee. .'i ’ ■

OBSESSION CONSUMED.
On the Earth Plane there is a good^nd a bad side to 

existence. The former advances--leads upward! 
The latter retrogrades until a cflan^O takes place. 
Those who are mischievously or ’Viciously obsessed 
are entitled to our deepest symp®thy<nd our most 
tender care. There is a danger kqe connected with 
spirit development and control/ahdiwhen you get 
beyond that, great trouble may arise.« A letter from 
Iowa refers to a sad case, where tha medium was; 
controlled by Col. Ingersoll. The husband recog
nizing the spirit as a liar, tried to get,¿id of it in vain, 
resulting in'great misery to the dear wife who is now 
in a Hospital. Obsessed afflicted ones, please send 
your address, with a description’ of your case, to 
this office.'... :..................  -

OBSESSION,
The Interesting Experiences of an In

. vestlgatpr,

(Continued from No!" 728.)
For twenty years prior to my devel

opment I had been an active business 
man. During this time I had- but little 
trouble in transacting my affairs, but 
now how changed- I am crossed in ev
erything. I cannot conduct the most 
trivial affair without disputes and con
tention. Petty thieving has set in. I 
am continually missing articles, and am 
unable to catch the thief.

I now observe that my voice is grad
ually changing and I must speak In a 
higher key than usual. I am being 
slowly swallowed up, as it were, and 
transformed. When the second clair- 
vayont scene occurs, I see the summit 
of several mountains studded with ever
green trees, and I know that It is a 
southern scene, but cannot locate it 
definitely. Now an old man appears in 
a sitting posture. I can see he is in 
poor health, and is suffering with his 
eyes, and he seems to be in a prison or 
hospital, the walls of which are as that 
of a barn. The building is long, nar
row, and one story high. This scene 
with the one that I have already men
tioned will be the only two of this class 
that I shall refer to in the future in or
der to try to convince you what it is 
that on^sees and describes when under 
control and trying to tell anyone about 
their spirit friends.

I am now Influenced to go to the 
planchette, and here ip the message I 
receive:

"We wish to have you go under con
trol and so remain until we complete 
the work-that we are here to do.”

“How long a time will it'require?" !■ 
ask. '

“Seven days,” is thereply.
I now ask many questions and learn 

that I must remain in my rooms day 
and night; must Bee no one but a trust
ed friend and Spiritualist who can enter 
the . ,rooms. once, .eaelr; day. -by, ■ the 
rear way? iiain to plpsfe tiki onlyVen-. 
trance next to the street and- keep it- 
closed. I must darken the rooms as 
much as possible. I feel sure my wife 
and the spirits in whom I have' confi
dence are in control, and it is hot long 
before I decide to make the necessary 
arrangement and grant their request. 
Everything is in readiness now, and I 
say to my band, “'Proceed with their 
work.” .

The first change that! notice is an un
usual excitement of a certain passion, 
which continues to Increase in intensity 
until it is almost uncontrollable. At. 
this I demur, and again I ask many 
questions and I am assured that every
thing is all right, and that the object in 
view is to materialize my wife. I sub
mit, and the work goes on ' day and 
night.

Quick and almost violent contractions 
of the muscles now set in, and I find 
one leg drawn up until my knee almost 
touches my chin, while my other leg is 
straight and rigid. The next instant I 
find my arm above my head and my 
hand clutching as If at something in 
the air. Now again my legs and arms 
draw to my body, and I double up as one 
suffering with cramps; thus I am agi
tated in body continually until I am 
completely exhausted, and I fall over 
on my couch and go. to sleep. :

On awaking, the work is renewed at 
once and continues till my friend ar
rives, and I order the necessary rations 
for another day. During the time I 
eat heartily. Thus the work continues 
and I feel my energy begins to go, and 
I think that I am going to be entranced, 
And to this I file iny objections, saying 
that I wish to keep my mind clear 
through all the proceedings, if possible,

I am again assured that I will be 
properly taken care of. I consent, and 
the work goes on. I now begin to 
slowly sink away, and down I go al
most to oblivion, when a reaction comes 
and I ascend slowly and steadily to my 
former condition. I am now nearing 
the end of the seven days when the 
walls and barriers that separate me 
from the spirit world begin to melt 
away as if they were clouds, in a dark 
and gloomy day giving way to let the 
Bunshine in. I find, myself in a new at
mosphere. Around.about me ife a heal
ing and soothing halo... .My eyes and 
ears are opening.up to the spirit world. 
I see those that Llike and those I dis
like. I hear those that I regard as my 
friends speak to epch other in regard to 
the progress of the-work. and know that 
they are highly pleased. .

I do not hear, the evil, ones say any
thing, but I see them. My hand now 
grasps mv pencil and . I write automat
ically. Presently my tongue begins to 
move and it is giving commands to 
those about me, saying what to do. It 
has passed tothe control of another and 
I hear the commands it gives, but lam 
not affected in the least mentally.. My 
mind is as clear as it ever was before 
my developments. When talking un
der control. I speak out as^loud as if 1 
were addressing some one in the flesh. 
The spirit that has my ’ tongue under 
control, now speaks to me, using my own 
tongue for that purpose. He tells me 
that lama "wonderful medium and 
when my friend arrives, tolls him tho 
same thing, ublfig me.the. same as a 
trance medium for that purpose. I am 
now promised healing, slate-writing, 
trumpet and materializing. While I 
am under control I feel tho presence of 
tho spirit os If a strong man had me In. 
his grasp. If I wish to speak to him he 
senses It, relaxes his hold, frees my 
tongue, and I nay What I wish. He im
mediately takes cdntrol and replies.

I now begin to sing and dance and do 
many other things under control. I 
now bellovo that my. band Of good, spir
its consists of sueh mCn ak Darwin, 
Voltaire, etc. ? Thetaoven • doyfl/ rhavo

rooms that,tha:|jjmyDOiJ!ps and gossip- 
era are getting tjieir work in. • All man- 
nqr. of atorlep grp;,afloat and they are 
quitp sure tflat those fool Spiritualists 
afp no .good, PM.tliaL I ought to be 
looked after. , ., ... ■ ,

On two occasions eome young men 
from up town had,, viel ted me in order 
to learn something of,my mediumship. 
I did nothing in their, presence farther 
than to execute some muscular move
ments and tell them that I did it under 
control. With those young men was a 
reporter for one pf our country papers. 
In our conversation I said I did not care 
what he told about*  me; nor did I, So 
he, feeling sure he "was the right man 
in the right place to write me up, 
Bailed in and soon there was plenty of 
squibs in the papers concerning me and 
Spiritualism. To these I made no re
ply. I did not even read them, but con
tinued my development as directed by 
my band, for my -development was not 
yet complete by any means. .

It was now my wife’s turn to control, 
which she did,-using my tongue in thp. 
same manner as the one I have already 
described. With her return there came 
a healing Influence, which abated my 
fears. . .

It is now evening and I am alone. 
Around about m« I'Bee the outlines of 
many babies. .1 say'to my wife Emily 
(for that is her. name), “Is there not a 
good many babies, in. my atmosphere?” 
She replied; "There te, and there is a 
band of grand -/spirits approaching 
also.” .„ . ti.

I now .become, greatly interested 
about. thoBpi babies, but my wife does 
not controiiwell and I do not get much 
information. ,

A few evenings later I am sitting 
alone In my roonx-when my wife as
sumes control with such force as to al
most th row,me from my chair. “Oh, 
look at thfljittleobabies! Look at the 
little bablep,!’ she, exclaims. ‘’I’ll bet a 
dollar ,! d'it ’em,” using for the.flrst time 
baby talk. I encourage her and Bay 
that we wfltadbptrone since we are so 
unfortunate as to have none of our own. 
. After the lapse of about one week I

Reuse 
quire

; my room „when. I' 
tep BUBpenSe'nnil,m; 
get h# replÿ/ I Ili eh

ask my wife if she is not getting along 
well with the babies, and still I get no 
reply. The feeling increases in intens
ity. I say, “Will you please tell what 
the trouble is?” '■

“I want a baby of my own,’! she meek
ly rfeplies. I say to her that 'she is 
aware that our chances are past in this 
respect, and advise her to see the band 
of grand spirits that she said was ap
proaching, and ifiy the matter before, 
them. H. L. DAILEY.

, (To be, continued.)

AW LOUISA Personal
A Tribute of Love to a Dear Ono Passed 

fo Spirit Life. Magnetism

ended-and I opta my doors and 
about my affairs as usual,

I find that during rp? .Stay, In
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APPARITIONS OF THE LIVING.
In a well authenticated Illinois case 

the rather wild son of ^ Kentucky min
ister had left home and ceased writing 
his parente for a long period. He had 
married and settled in Illinois, and was 
playing with his.son, a child of four, 
upon the floor,of a room in his house 
when the child pointed to the celling 
and said, “Dada! Look there." The 
man looked up and saw his father with 
perfect plainness, the father's eyes look
ing tenderly into. his. A comparison of 
the time showed that this was three 
hours before the father’s death in Ken
tucky, the son being ignorant of the 
fact that the father was ill. The fact 
that the apparition was first seen by the 
child removes, any possibility of telep
athy or hallucination. It proves the 
apparition to have been actually there.

There are a large number of cases of 
this kind in the Psychical Society’s rec
ords, all of them having been verified as 
well as poéslble. Only cases of' first 
hand are valued, and there are epough 
ot these, all agreeing in the general 
facte, to constitue ,a class and serve as 
the basis for formulating a law. A sin
gle case would amount to little. A long 
series revealing practically the same 
general characteristics becomes scien
tific evidence which is acceptable and 
valid. .... ■

They should not be confounded, with 
another class of cases in which two liv
ing minds àrç known to each other and 
a. projection of personality" takes 
place. There are many instances in 
which men have'tried by effort of will 
to make themselves visible to other per
sons at a distance, and that this has 
been Buccessfulljodone many times can
not be doubted. ■ Mere, telepathy and the 
various unknown -facts underlying hyp
notism ardiht work. ■ .

In fact tiib mend question as to-wheth
er or not ; tdplrlteï exist and Communi
cate, of high importance though it be 
becomes afomucH.fsmaller interest than 
the searclDCfor the great general law 
which mayoeven how be fairly looked 
upon as pstoved.siviz.. that personality 
and body Im the living can and do exist 
Independently of each other.

Pelhamjiwho hild been a deep student 
of these Imattewsl before his death, 
averred afterwards; during - the Piper 
Experlmerite, thdt<such was the case. 
He declared, tbat'the human personality 
was essentially ethereal in its constitu
tion, and,fckht ltrwas entirely complete 
in itself. .lüHiat, neihe said, "Thought is 
a prlmaryislatumoDf consciousness.”- 
This means that' what we call con
sciousness'and'-self-consciousness can 
exist without a material body. That 
matter and nctveS and brain cells ore 
not essential factors to consciousness 
nor to memory. j> The establishment of 
tills fact beyond' dispute means much- 
One valuable result of such an estab
lishment will die-thnt we shall be able 
to very largely., determine what “spir
itual" .conditions actually, aro by study
ing, living conditions. This will remove 
the field of experiment from the debata
ble .-land entirely: and-, maw show that 
there are few BÈcretafljf the life to come 
which-maywet be "well uncovered by an 
adequate atudy. og..the. life that is. .

H J W, DAM
"Aatrâ'wrëW " bFJ~H~HI11, M 
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Passed to the higher life, from her 
home in Friendship, N. Y., October 8, 
Mrs. Louisa Butterfield Vreeland, in the 
80111 year of her age,

She was born in Rushford, N. Y., and 
was one of the seven daughters . of 
Oliver and Lodeusla Butterfield, in her 
early life. her parents moved to this 
littte valley up among tiie hills of Alle
gany county, and after a life of many • 
changes Aunt Louisa came back to the 
old homestead where she lived until she 
pased on to join the loved ones waiting 
for her. . . - ..

Dear Aunt Louisa;, how sweet and 
lovely she was! In my childhood I re
member her as a young married woman, 
crowned with the love of husband and 
friends; and when, a few years later (a 
girl of twelve) ! came back to my natal 
home from-the west,-bearing the mes
sage of the spirit world,-Aunt Louisa 
and Uncle Lewis Vreeland were among 
the very first, to-recognize and accept 
this great truth of spirit ministration.

" This knowledge has been her life 
strength and comfort from that time. It 
was a great joy to her that her family 
shared this beautiful belief, and that 
her three children.ever turned to her 
for advice and. gentle teaching of what 
she knew of - immortality; and now 
those children, grown to manhood and 
.womanhood, hold ' her religion as a 
priceless Inheritance.

While the writer was at Meadville, 
Pa., the first week In October, where I 
had gone to participate in the loving 
tributes that were paid to Mrs. Thank
ful Gaston (wife of the Hon.A. Gaston) 
the news was flashed over the wires 
that Aunt Louisa had’also passed on.

These two noble women were first 
cousins, and had . been much together 
for many years! Each summer Mr. and 
Mrs. Gaston had entertained Aunt 
Louisa at their cottage at Cassadaga 
camp, and I always looked forward to 
meeting and gazing upon the dear faces 
of both these arisen ones among the 
group of relatives and friends that ever 
met me there. This year they were 
both too ill to leave their homes, and 
passed away nearly together, oily three 
days Intervening.

I hastened to answer the call of the 
dear ones, to speak at the service in my 
aunt’s memory, and was accompanied 
byMr.Gaston and Mrs. Nichols—a sister 
of Mrs. Gaston. A few hours took us 
by rail to my native place—Cuba, N. Y. 
—where we rested at the home of my 
Bister’s family. The next day we drove 
five miles up, up among and over the 
hills. Crowned were they and robed iff 
splendor. Crimson, gold, brown and 
emerald; such tinte and tones of au
tumn foliage os make one In love with 
death. When nature arrays herself ,in 
such regal splendor for the dying of the 
year why should mortals fear the great 
transfiguration miscalled Death?. It 
seemed that the entire scene was made 
to reveal the greater glory of .the life 
beyond.

How perfectly in keeping with the 
beautiful autumn scene was the life 
just closed to earth; the harvests gath
ered, the fruitage of her beautiful life 
all garnbred. As wé drew near the lit
tle wood-colored house that had with
stood the storms of nearly a century, it 
seemed to.ine that a great light sur
rounded the dwelling, and when we en
tered the light was stronger and was 
centered around the still white form 
thit seemed like a lily 'testing there. A 
lily of her pure and peaceful life that 
shed its radiance on all wh6 were 
there. The lily seemed to grow and 
take the shape of the message of com
fort and love for those assembled; 
touching with Its sweet influence the 
dear ones of her heart

It was uplifting, strengthening. 
While.the guides ministered, I saw with 
open spirit vision the throngs of loved 
arisen ones—a vast concourse of the 
spiritual household—saw Cousin Thank
ful, so lately arisen, already there to 
welome dear Aunt. Saw each familiar 
face known in childhood; and the white
ness grew and grew until the great Lily 
of Immortal Life received and encom
passed dear Aunt Louisa.

CORA L. V. RICHMOND.

Lights and Shadows.
We never know the the blessings of 

this life until we are deprived of them. 
We cannot truly welcome the sunlight 
until we pass through the shadows or 
night. Each is necessary to the perfec
tion of both.

The progressive man needs mental 
and spiritual pabulum daily, and is al
ways reaching out for continued novel
ty and contrasts. What would . the 
great novelist writers Stevenson, Victor 
Hugo and Eliot be in their life-like sto
ries if it were not for the characters de
picted and contrasts? What were mu- 
.sic without Its scales of harmony and 
cadences, the minor and major tones of 
melody?

Who could endure the sun in mid
heaven, forever pouring Its mad rays 
down upon the earth, every hour of the 
day the year out? Darkness and sleep 
are the restoratives.

Welcome sunlight and no less wel
come shadows and night. Without va
riety even pleasure cloys and happiness 
becomes wearisome.
■ Contrast is the stimulant to sharpen 
one s perceptions and opens the doonof 
knowledge exalting the sentiments. Mo
notony of life will not build up thought 
in the thinker, will not thrill tire poet 
with imagery and speech. It will not 
give the artist forms in nature s intri
cate galleries to grace his canvas. It 
will not lift the weary-hearted nor heal 
the soul-sick mind. It will not satisfy 
the gifted soul and lover.

The morning has far advanced and 1 
hear the whistle of the locomotive 
steaming on Its way, leaving Its freight 
of living souls in their travels to and 
fro. up and. down the earth, and I hasten 
to mall tifose pen-thoughts to the car of 
progress and. to reach you in the sane- 
tuary of your home sphere where 
through the columns of The Progress
ive Thinker radiates the clear thoughts 
of reason ani from minds attuned to 
the glory over evil, and superstition and 
the conquest of Right over Wrong and 
Might .BISHOP A. BEALS.

Summerland, Cal.

Terrible Disease Cancer Succumbs 
the Application of Simple Oils.

to

Heretofore thought to be fatal, can 
now be successfully cured by a combi
nation of soothing balmy Oils. Can
cer,'tumor, piles, catarrh, ulcers, fistula 
and all Birin and female diseases readily 
yield to this wonderful Oil. Write for 
an illustrated book. Address Dr. W. O. 
Bye, Drawer 1111; Kansas Oity, Mo.

"Right Generation the Key to tho 
Kingdom-of-Heaven on Earth;"-. •> By 
Dr. M.rB. Conger., . An appeal to-reason 
and man s highest aspirations. A plea 
for justice and equality in all the rela
tions of-Ilfp between men and women. 
Cloth. 75 cents; leatherette. SO cento.

■■Talmngcan Inanities,. Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage e. oft repeated attacks 
upo&iBp’jfltoalteja ** By Mcaea Hull, 
We salq etfefaggtoa, arie®
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How Prominent Men Develop Thia 

Power and Use it to Influence 
Others — .Women, Too, 

Adepts in This Mys
terious Art.

A Reporter Makes Astounding
Discoveries—Secret Methods

Which Cham and Fasein-
ate the Human Mind.

High Priests ofthe Occult Reveal 
Jealously Guarded Secrets of 

Years—A Wonderful New 
Book by Prominent .

New York Men.

A wonderful now book entitled "The Secret of 
Power" has just been Issued at an expense of 
over 85,000 by one of the leadlhg'colleges of the 
City of New York. This book is from the pens of 
the ablest specialists of modern times. The 
authors gave away the copyright on conditions 
that 10,000 copies should be distributed to the 
public free of charge. The Columbia Scientific 
Academy Is now complying.with this contract, 
and until theedltlonof 10,000 copies Is exhausted 
you can get a copy of this book absolutely free. 
The book is profusely Illustrated with the most 
expensive half-tone engravings. It is fuU of 
wonderful secrets and startling surprises, and 
thoroughly explains the real source of the power 
of personal influence. It fully and completely 
reveals the' fundamental‘principles of success 
and influence in every walk of Ute. Thu hidden 
mysteries of personal magnetism,will power and 
sclentlllc character reading ore explained luan 
Intensely interesting manner. Two secret meth
ods of personal Influence are described, which 
positively enable any intelligent person to ex
ercise a marvelous Influence and control over 
anyone whom he may wish. These methods ore 
entirely now end have never before been made 
public. A reporter has tried them personally 
and can vouch for their wonderful power.

The book also describes absolutely certain 
methods by which you can read the character, 
secrets and lives of every one you meet. No one 
cun deceive you. You can telj what vocation is 
best for you t¿ follow. You can know the se
cret power by which minds'of human beings 
are charmed and fascinated. The newest, latest 
and best system of physical and mental culture 
and magnetic healing is fully explained and U- 
lustrated by beautiful half-tone engravings. 
No such book has over before been published. 
No such wonderful information has ever before 
been placed in the hands of tho public. On ac
count of tho mighty power and Inliuenceiplaced 
In one's hands by this book, the legislature of 
the State of Now York debated whether or not 
the state ought to permit its promiscuous circu
lation; .but it was finally decided tho good it 
would accomplish would greatly overcome the 
UI, and its distribution was not interfered with.

Not long ago John D. Rockefeller, tho richest 
man in America, sold, in talking to a Sunday 
school class, that he regarded his success In life 
largely to hlB ability to Influence others. Lin
coln, Leo, Napoleon and Alexander? the Great, 
aUwon name and renown by their wonderful 
power of personal Influence. Jay Gould plied 
up millions by this same power. J. P. Morgan 
organized the billion dollar steel trust and en
riched himself by millions simply by his mar
velous ability to influence others. Thore aro 
to-day thousands of men with tho brains and 
education of Mr. Morgan who aro practically 
paupers; They have tho ability to organizó ti: 
trust, but they havo not sufficient power of per
sonal influence. Personalinfluence, will-power 
stamina—call it what you will—has from tho 
creation of man been tho subtle force that has 
brought wealth, fame and renown to those who 
were fortunate enough to possess it.

This strange, mysterious influence is Inherent 
in every human being. By tho lato methods 
explained by the New York specialist inhuman 
culture any intelligent person can develop a 
wonderfully magnetic personality, and learn 
how to read the character, secrets and the Uves 
of others in a few days' study at his own home. 
You can use this marvelous power without the 
knowledge of your most intimate Mends and 
associates. You can use it to obtain lucrative 
employment, to secure an advance In salary, to 
win the friendship and Influence .of others to 
obtain a greater share of happiness from life. 
You can be respected, honored, and become a 
leader in your community.

It you are not fully satisfied with your pres
ent condition and circumstances; It you long 
tor greater success or more money; it you aro 
not able to influence others to tho extent you 
desire, the reporter would advise you to write 
at once for free copy or this great work now be
ing given away by tho Columbia Scientific Acad
emy.

Mrs. C. Richmond Duxbury, of 472 A Groeno 
Ave., Brooklyn, N, Y., the authoress or “New 
England Folk" recently sent tor copies or the 
books; after carefully examining them and test
ing the methods ot personal influence on her 
Monds and associates, sho makes tho rollowing 
statement in a letter to a rriendi "Nothing 
could induce mo to part with the advantage that 
my little knowledge or your books has given 
me. Any studont can acquire it and will be 
rasclnatcd and delighted with the result.’

Fred Porkins, ot South Haven, Mich., saysi 
"I have been In great demand since I read tho 
work or the Columbia Scientific Academy. Peo
ple are amazed and mystified at the things I do. 
I believe I could make 825 per day reading char
acter alono If I were to charge tor my services. 
If anvono would hayo told mo I would receive so 
much wonderful information I would havo 
thought him crazy."

Mrs. Effie Watson, ot Martinsville. Ind., says: 
"Could I have had access to such Information 
in past years I could have avoided many mis
fortunes. This work of the Columbia Scientific 
Academy shall be my guiding star tho remain
ing days of my life."

If you will send your name and address to 
the Secretary. L. C. Oooper. Dept. 242. 1941 
Broadway. Now York City, this book will be 
sent you absolutely free, postage prepaid. On 
account of tho great expense Involved in pro
paring this book, the Columbia Scientific Acad
emy requests that only people who are espo- 
peclally Interested write for free copy—only 
those who desire to achieve greater success and 
better their condition In Uto.

LIGHT OF EGYPT.
The Second Volume of 

Most Valuable Work.
a

This is the author's posthumous work 
left la MS. to a few ot bls private pu
pils in occultism, and like Volume L Is 
(a valuable addition and) a library on 
occult subjects. Spiritual astrology Is 
especially elaborated. Alchemy, Talis
mans, the Magle Wand, Symbolism, 
Correspondence, Penetralia, etc., are a 
few ot the subjects treated ot in a 
scholarly and masterly manner, show
ing tho author to be familiar with his 
subjects. You cannot afford, to be with
out it, as well as all his other books, 
vis.: Tho Light of ISgypt, Vol. I., bound 
in cloth, $2; paper, ?I. Tho Light o| 
Egypt, Vol. II., bound in cloth only, $2, 
Celestial Dynamics, cloth, $L i

THE. SOUL OF THINGS:
Or Psychometric Researches Sad Discoveries. 
By Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book it 
is as fascinating M,a work of fiction. The 
reader will be amazed to ace the curious facts 
here combined in support of ’thia power ot tho 
humam.jnlnd. which will resolve, a thousand 
doubts and difficulties,, make, ecology .plain as 
day; and throw light oil alt subjects now ob
scured by time Price, 81 SO In thrwvolumus 
clotli bound, 81 B’osteg®, No per copy
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r GREAT 
INDUCEMENT»

NEVER BEFORE , 

OFFERED 
BY 

ONE PAPER. ’

OUR PREMIUMS,
bear in mind.

Remember, please, that we send 
oit,our Premium Books by ex

press. It you do not receive your orderuithe wpOM 
office. If not there, notify ub at once 
centaTo^i Plea88 that u COBtfl tea 
a b^ik re 1personai check cashed at' 
sonm .If >ou send a por* 1amotJnÄ. d te“ Cent8 t0 

twoeimXber’TI?ase'that we have only
Si!,

der a year's subserlpüin 'to'TheUp?£ 
gressive Thinker.
wavM^t''' pIease’ that tta safest 
a postal orderaremittaucelstosecur, 
NOTWRITF1and do 
TERMA w T0 Us F0R ANY OTHER 
r>E.RM ,^011 must send Si for The 
onegorSmVe ™nker wllen you order

, ra Premium books. Please bear this in mind.
troRubTBemb/Xplease' that ml6takes and 
rect ¿kh fhi beJ’volde‘i by dealing dl- 
a news agent OfflCe' ln8tead of throu«lh

BiihsnHntrer8.on wll° sonds ln a yearly subscription to The Progressive Think*  
fLF®n have until further notice, the two 
Reiteten8»»“^1“ f°r 25 C8ntB eaoh: "Th8 
hJ h °1 Man and Ethics of Science," by Hudson Tuttle, and “Seers of the 
ente”'hv'nPlrJtUpallsm Past and Pres

Dr- M. Peebles. Both ex- 
Sn?Äy va'uable, and though widely 
different, each one fills an exceedingly sXntanl nlche ln the literature %f 
Spiritualism.

y°u order only one book, and that 
?h™f8Hth8r ,of the booka mentioned 
above, the price is 50 cents.

order two books, and neither ot 
them the above mentioned, the price is vu cents.

Wo have TEN Premium Books only, 
tows^°U CaD B81eCt irOm them as Io1'

Any three of the ten Premium Booka 
you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the ten Premium Booka 
you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the ten Premium Books 
you may order, price $1.80.

Any six of the ten Premium Booka 
you may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of the ten Premium Books 
you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the ten Premium booka 
you may order, price $2.65. *

Any nine of the ten Premium Booka 
you may order, price $2.90. '

Lastly all of these TEN valuable 
Premium Books here announced are 
sent out, all postage prepaid, for $3.10, 
a price never before equaled in this 
country or Europe. The following is 
the list: “

TEN KEMARKABLE BOOKS 
FOR $3.10.

l-The Encyclopedia of Death, an« 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1 
t E“cycIoPedla of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit Worte, vol. 2. ;

Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism.

5 Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occultimp.
S~^8 Next World Interviewed. . 

Th®,Occiilt Life of Jesus.
_™Wan“l6r,er in the Spirit Lands.

9-The Religion of Man and Ethics ot 
bcience.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present
Read This Carefully Before Re

Remitting.
When you send in your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire In 
this list, and their price, and send for 
them. They are very valuable. They 
are intensely interesting. They are ele
vating in tone and will do you good In 
remitting do not fail to enclose a dollar: 
for The Progressive Thinker.

These ten books, substantially and 
elegantly bound, and printed in tha 
neatest style of the printer’s art. will ba 
furnished to our subscribers for $3 10, a 
price which modern machinery and en
terprise has rendered possible in The 
Progressive Thinker office only. Send
ing out these books, however, at tha 
prices we do, does not reduce the price 
of the Bubscription of the paper, appar
ently or otherwise, a single cent, for 
that cannot be afforded for less than 
one dollar per year, in view of the fact 
that we publish such a vast amount of 
reading matter. ■

In conclusion, bear In mind that the 
postage on these ten premium books Is 
about ONE DOLLAR, leaving this office 
only $2.10, Illustrating the great bargain 
you are getting—a bargain the like of 
which was never known before on this 
material plane. ■
CLUBSI OLUBSI CLUBS! OLUBSH

To Clubs of ten or more we offer the 
following terms to each one: The Pro
gressive Thinker one year, and ONE of 
the following books. $1.15: "The Relig
ion of Man and Ethics of Science" :| 
“Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past 
and Present"; "AWanderer in the Spirit 
Lands": "The Encyclopedia ot Death, 
and Life in the Spirit World." Vol. 8- 
The one who gets up the Club will be 
entitled to the paper one year free, and 
any two of the books he may select 
among our list of premiums.
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A REMARKABLE BOOK,
The clear and very interesting ah- 

count of the assassination of Abraham 
Lincoln, with tho inciting causes of that 
tragedy, will servo to excite renewed” 
Interest in tho great work of Fathen 
Chinlquy, entitled "Fifty years in thc-> 
Church of Rome.” In this book he ex*"  
noses in tho minutest details tho corrupt .‘ 
Uontbat exists In that church, and Ita 
Iniquitous methods apd alms. , - ,

It is a book of absorbing interest, and 1 
should bo read by every patriotic Amer«: 
lean and by every ouo who would bo, 
well informed concerning the evil works ■ 
gffid designs of tho Romish hter^rahF. 
Si to a large volume of 838
Frico, $3 25
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DR. CONGER TO THE FRONT
Dr. M. E. Conger, the able lecturer on Reform and 

Medical Subjects, and the author of several works 
of great merit, applies tlie Scalpel to The Great 
Psychological Crime and dissects it into shreds. 
The Doctor is an Old Pioneer in the Cause of 
Truth, and his views will be read with abiding in
terest. Read carefully his second paragraph and 
then proceed with his Analysis, .

“The Great Psychological Crime,” 
and The Destructive Principle of Na
ture in Individual Life,” Is the text for 
this symposium.

. This book is ably written, carefully 
edited, methodically arranged and filled 
with important matter, has over 400 
pages, clear-faced, large type,’ very 
large pages, substantially bound, and 
IS WORTHY OF A CAREFUL PER
USAL BY EVERY INDEPENDENT 
SPIRITUALIST AND LIBERALIST.

As a basic exposition of the subjects 
and Influence of mesmerism, psychol
ogy, hypnotism and mediumship, it is 

. inexcusably deficient.
First—It has only touched the ex

ternal expression of the subjects.
■ Second—Life, love, Inspiration and

spiritual exaltation have not been no
ticed, unless classed and included in the 
emotional. See chapter thirteen.

Third—If a great crime is to be con
sidered, if it exists outside of the 
thought—Imagination—of the author of 
the book, with such a strong emphatic 
title, we should seek to know Its origin

Ninth—Has any religion done as 
much to free humanity from myth and 
dogma, from, ignorance and fear, from 
priestly control and domination in the 
past fifty years, as have the teachings 
and demonstrations of Modern Spin
Ituallsm? *

and cause. The author has failed 
give either origin or cause, both 
which are virtually Ignored.

Fourth—If there is anything new 
startling in the brain of the author

to 
of

or 
he

has failed to make it known; his third 
hook may contain the secret, when un
folded it may give us the whole thing.

Fifth—Just why modern Spiritualists

Is it possible or honest to ignore tjie 
fact' that Spiritualism demonstrates 
continued life and thus supersedes 
faith, hope and belief with knowledge 
regarding the one most important prob
lem that humanity has ever been called 
upon to solve and settle?

Tenth—The subjugation and control 
of humanity is not a new expression in 
life; it is an old, old crime, as old as 
priestcraft, kingcraft, churchcraft or 
govemmentcraft. Is always a selfish, 
criminal craft.

That it is a terrible crime cannot be 
disputed, nor that this discussion is not 
opportune.

This world has been deluged with 
blody wars, as a result of the subjuga
tion of the ignorant, the weak and the 
innocent. Religious wars continue, 
blood still flows; civilized or uncivilized 
the stake and sword are not yet dis
carded.

Eleventh—NO HARM CAN COME TO 
SPIRITUALISTS OR SPIRITUALISM 
IN THIS AGITATION, BUT GREAT 
GOOD MUST RESULT.

"TURN ON THE LIGHT” and have 
no fear; truth never suffers in the

Ella Wheeler Wilcox,
The Poet Philosopher

This Poet Philosopher stands before the world to-day 
without a Peer in many respects. Her Poems are 
Gems of Logic, Eloquence, Pathos, Philosophy a'nd 
Wit; a combination of excellences not possessed 
to the same extent by any other poet on earth to_- 
day. She believes in Spirit Communion, and al
ludes to the same most beautifully in many articles 

’ she has written for the press. Her views on The 
Great Psychological Crime will be read with in
terest by everybody.

MRS. ELLA WHEELER WILCOX EN- 
DbRSES THE BOOK.

May I add my little endorsement of 
"The Great Psychological Crime”?

I believe it to be the MOST IMPORT
ANT BOOK PUBLISHED IN THE 
LAST CENTURY.

The purely physical sciences benefit 
only our earthly life.

This School of Natural Science, from 
which the book emanates, benefits man 
the mortal and man the immortal, if he 
chooses to profit by it. ■

The book under discussion has been 
to me like a great Search Light sent 
from a ship, showing rock and reef and 
safe harbor, ahd the channel leading 
thereto..

Born into a family of agnostics, faith 
.in God and life immortal were brought 
with me from former incarnations. In 
my early„girlhood I began to investi
gate Spiritualistic manifestations, with 
results at once convincing and confus
ing; convincing of the fact of'continu
ance of life and Intelligence after 
death, yet confusing because the 
messages received were so fre
quently contradictory and un
worthy. Supposing as I did that death 
meant illumination of spirit, I could not 
understand many messages sent me, 
messages I still knew to be from 
s.ome source beyond earth.

Snortly after my marriage in 1884 my 
husband who has always urged and 
aided me forward into, new fields of 
thought, induced me to take up the 
study of Theosophy. ’
Jn this path of research I found my 

first explanation of the confusing experi
ences I had encountered in Spiritualis
tic tests. The study and reading along 
Theosophical lines were broadening 
and helpful, but several of the leaders 
in the various branches were so at vari
ance with my ideals of religious teach
ers, and so at swords’ points with one 
another, that I went no farther in that 
direction.

My next and most beneficial experi
ence was the privilege of being a stu-

dent under'that remarkable soul, VIve- 
kananda, the Hindu monk. He was the 
greatest soul I have' ever encountered, 
yet his ideal was the renunciation of the 
world, and this ideal, to my worlddov- 
ing, humanity-loving nature, was impos
sible to attain.

In The Great Psychological Crime I 
find proofs in abundance of Spiritualis
tic truths. I. find all of Theosophy 
epitomized and formulated so the mind 
can grasp its salient points; and I find 
the broad, high, beautiful wisdom of the 
Hindu philospphy brought into health
ful, helpful, modern, every-day life, for 
those who have ears to'hear; eyes to 
see, and minds to think.

My observation of spiritual medium
ship proved to me that it was dangerous' 
and that it invariably destroyed or in
jured the Individuality of the medium to 
some degree; yet as it was at its best 
absolutely convincing of a continuation 
of life beyond death, it seemed a com
mendable sacrifice.

Theosophy suggested mysteriously 
the possible acquirement of knowledge 
of immortal life without mediumship, 
yet its philosophy was so Involved and 
intricate, and its ministers so warlike 
and ofttimes mercenary among them
selves, that it gave small impetus to the 
peace-seeking soul to go farther.

The Hindu Sage (God glorify him 
through eternity) spoke more familiarly 
of worlds beyond than of this world, 
and I KNOW HE KNEW; yet to reach 
his standard of joyful renunciation of 
all that makes life sweet was impossi
ble.

Therefore, the publication of this 
nook, "The Great Psychological Crime” 
(and its predecessor, "Harmonics of Ev
olution”), with its positive statements 
and statistics, its reserved yet earnest 
assurances of the possibility of each 
worthy soul to attain Mastership and 
knowledge, I consider of incalculable 
value to humanity in tills material age.

It is a call to us all, to COME HIGH
ER, yet to do the work appointed us 
and to fill the sphere we are fitted for.

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

exposed the leaders of tlie great crime 
in public, In season and out of seasop, 
for more than forty years.

Spiritualists may have failed Ip many 
respects to protect themselves in deal
ing with unseen and unknown laws, in
fluences and persons—Spirits—but they 
have never publicly taught or sanc
tioned Psychologic, Hypnotic or Meili- 
pmistlc deception. Our ism has rested, 
and ever must rest upon demonstration. 
Demonstration of what? Of continued 
life, Spirit llfe beyond the grave.

Just why the author of “The Great 
Psychological Crjme” has arraigned 
Spiritualists as the headcenter of the 
crime, may bff explained in his third 
book, but is not found in his present 
effort.
*-■ If honest he must be ignorant; if 
ignorant he may be excused, but wheth
er honest or ignorant, signs are in evi
dence of a priestly scheme to saddle the 
great crime upon the backs of the only 
ism that can and has stood the crucial 
test—demonstration.

In summing Up, I use plain language, 
naked truth, reason and justice as Im
pressed by the subject iq hand. As a 
priestly movement to deceive millions 
of honest, earnest investigators of the 
most important subject humanity has 
ever investigated, studied or considered, 
“The Great Psychological Crime” book 
may be pronounced a partial success. It 
appeals to ignorance and fear, tlie ear
marks that ever attend priestcraft.

The author hap not disturbed the 
hoary-headed monster of priestcraft, 
kingcraft, myth and mystery, and the 
long train of subjugation and crime— 
blood, fire and every conceivable form 
of torture ever attending priestcraft.

I charge a deep laid scheme of con
spiracy; the author is the subjective 
conspirator, a paid tool; he is not a fool, 
but an instrument of the slick, unscru
pulous Christian clergy, Catholic and 
Protestant, who are every day seeing the 
necessity of uniting for a common de
fense against the Increasing influence of 
scientific demonstration of continued 
life, the most dangerous foe that priest
craft has ever met.

Spiritualists ought to perceive that 
their position,. their demonstration, 
takes the wind out of the sails of faith, 
myth and mystery of the ages.

The demonstration is scientific and is 
conceded. Cunning priests know there 
Is something more needed than robes, 
ceremonies and Sunday club entertain
ments to annul the constantly increas
ing skepticism, intelligence and inde
pendence of this strenuous period.

“The Great Psychological Crime” has 
no signfiicance unless the design and 
object is perceived.

A wide field bf thought was opened— 
discovered—when mediums gave evi
dence .that the dead still lived in a 
world unseen. Fifty years of scientific 
research in the realm unseen has caused 
a revolution in all independent minds. 
At this time scientific thought is de
scribed as chaotic, because of the won
derful discoveries of everyday occur
rence.

Thought as a force, thought as the 
one primal unseen force, is being recog
nized, so say the scientists. '

Bacquerel rays, radium, pollonlum 
and other radio-active substances are 
being studied, also ether, which is de
clared to be the mother and source of 
all things.

Prof. Crookes estimates that a square 
foot of ether has a restraining or uplift
ing force of ten tons.

This ether cannot be seen, felt, smelt, 
tasted or heard; it cannot be defined, 
and its origin is unknown; it Is said 
to be the essence of light, heat and 
electricity. '

• An eminent liberal clergyman of the 
east declares ether to be “A universal 
something without beginning, without 
conceivable end, everywhere, yet ¡.no
where, the Sphinx of Science, -the illu
sive of algebraic quantities of knowl
edge.”

Modern Spiritualism laid the founda
tion for scientific investigation of all 
occult forces. ■

We are nearing the day of a great 
change, with the most remarkable dis
coveries in the occult, of the ages. Are 
we ready to let go, and move on with 
eyes and ears open, ever receptive to 
the incoming tide?

If a medical monopoly proves to be at 
tho bottom of this book scheme, it does 
not signify; all monopolies are. assured 
of a royal support by the great influen
tial American Church, both divisions.

DR. M. E. CONGER.
4918 Calumet avenue, Chicago.

AN IMPRESSION.

A wind-swept sky, 
The waste of moorland stretching 

the west;.
The sea low moaning in a strange 

rest— : . ■ ■■ ■.
A seagull’s cry.
Washed by the tide,

to

un-

The rocks lie sullen in thewaning light;
The foam breaks in long strips of hun

gry white, 
Dissatisfied.
Above, around,

Thunderous calm of drought that kills
and sears;

Silence in travail, waiting birth

Of

- tears— < . ■ . • • "■ : ■
No conscious sound.
Only the stir • .

some small Insect life within 
land, ■ .

The lapping of the waves upon 
sand, ■■■' ■. ■" ■ ...

A corncrake’s whirr.
Upon the hill .

of

the

the

MR. HAIHELL TO THE FRONT
Mr. Herbert A, Haj-rell is President of the Englewood 

Spiritualist ^Jocigty, and a comprehensive, critical 
thinker alopg spiritualistic and occult lines, and his 
views will re^d with interest. . '

In tlie brevity of space allotted to the 
discussion pf a topic so stupendously 
great as that covered by tlte author of 
the book entitled “The Great Psycholog
ical Crime," I -find myself somewhat 
cribbed in my efforts when limited to a 
few columns in The Progressive Think
er. Our author in his efforts to convey 
exaqjt mental pictures with bis words 
makes a mistake from my point of view, 
in defining the triplicity of the constitu
tion of man. He speaks of him as soul, 
spirit and body. Among students of oc
cultism and of biblical lore we find the 
Pauline classification (spirit, soul and 
body) more generally accepted. * But 
since he defines his terminology the 
reader will encounter little or no diffi
culty from this point of exception unless 
through inadvertence he fails to im
press himself at the outset with the 
writer’s lexicon.

It seems to me a further analysis of 
this complex entity called man would 
more fully suffice the objects and aims 
that we are so considerately weighing.

I refer in particular to the septenary 
constitution of man, analyzing the per
sistent reincarnating ego, who is a re
flected trinity of the triune godhead. 
When once man understands that his 
beginning and home is in heaven and his 
pilgrimage here is but temporary, learn
ing as he does on this plane of manifes
tation the things of this great school of 
sentient physical life, then and not until 
then, will he be fully able to grasp the 
injury done him by subjective processes, 
induced either by the use of opiates, 
hypnosis, self-induced hysteria, or spirit 
dominance. For more than 35 years 
have I been associated with spiritistic 
phenomena effected by the subjugation, 
In almost every Instance, of a gracious
ly willing but not over-bright medium. 
The more rigorous and perfect' the con
trol, the more astounding, as a rule, the 
manifestation.

Let' me define myself more clearly 
when I use the word medium. I mean 
to convey the idea of one who permits 
the use by excarnate spirits of his phys
ical organism, which includes not only 
the dense physical body but Its etheric 
double and astral duplicates [I am here 
assuming that you are all familiar with 
the planes of nature] for the purpose of 
receiving tho subtle Impacts of the 
planes to which these bodies corre
spond and transmitting them to the 
outer or objective world. Literally 
speaking these vehicles are utilized by 
the Ego in the very inverse relation to 
which they are perverted in hypnosis or 
subjective mediumship. There is 
wherein lies tlie wrong. The suggestion 
that reduces the man to catalepsy, or 
any degree thereof, crowds back the 
outrushlng energies of the soul at one 
and the same time when the Conscious
ness is attempting to focus himself into

mesinqric dominance, is it not at least 
worth your while to be especially cau
tious in such practices and submit to 
them only upon the rarest occasions, if 
at all? - *

Why I should trike this position is 
quite obvious.

On page 97 I find a grotesque form of 
syllogism proceeding from premises to 
conclusions, viz.: "In like manner the 
first method of cure above-named de
velops a therapeutic faith by the lever 
of prayer. The second accomplishes 
the same result by the inclined plane of 
reason. The third employs the wheel 
oi negation and the axle of affirmation. 
The fourth resorts to the jackscrew of 
superstition. The fifth relies upon the 
pulley of suggestion and the wedge of 
wisdom," etc. I trust my brother of the 
Natural Science school will not again in 
this incarnation be guilty of perpetrat
ing such literary rot upon sympathetic 
students of occultism.

On page 83 we are Informed of an al- 
chemistical process of transmutation 
that would haffle the skill, intuitive diag
nosis and far-reaching clairvoyance of 
even Paracelsus himself. "Hysteria is 
‘cured’ only to develop epilepsy; the co
caine habit is ‘cured’ and immediately 
develops cancer of the stomach.” A 
grand truth may be couched in these 
two sentences, but for purposes of main
taining the high standard of the book in 
the minds of the mort studious of his 
readers this statement shoud have been 
omitted.

Quite naturally with his ability to 
raise bis consciousness to no higher 
level than the sixth level of the astral 
plane, our brother tells us there are 
thirteen spheres; seven terrestrial and 
six celestial. And right here let me say 
that It is a source of intense gratifica
tion to the writer hereof to And an in
dependent investigator who corrobo- 
ates with such perfect parallelisms, as 

far as he goes, the wisdom of the an
cients. It is the rising out of and 
above this thirteenth sphere into the 
seventh subdivision of the astral plane 
that brings our brother to the conclu
sion that “spiritual death (for man) is 
not necessarily Inevitable, but under 
control of the individual.”

“To all appearances death, both phys
ical and spiritual, is ultimately inevit
able for the animal.” So far as he goes 
and with what evidence he has before 
him he is correct. But his verdict has 
been rendered before the evidence is all 
in. Individuals who have developed a 
higher power of response tell us that 
tills "spiritual” animal has carried with 
him into the great anijnal over-mind'all 
his earthly experiences, there to be 
commingled ai)d Interpenetrated with 
and by the experiences of other animals 
of his species for a period of time des-

. „ --------------- Ignated by the Great Universal Intelli-
his physical vehicles on the physical gence. Tinctured with tlie instinct be- 
plane and assert himself in what we ' gotten of experience there again comes

An Optimistic View of the Book
E. W. Baldwin is one ofeWisconsin’s foremost think

ers. He looks on all sides of a subject, and then 
fearlessly discusses the same.

' To the Editor:—You carried the Sym
posium through courageously and nobly.

I feel that it cost you one or two 
sleepless moments. What of it? No 
great things are generally done without 
some effort. I feel that you at last 
found the undertaking more than you 
thought at first. I may be all wrong. 

.You know what the facts were and 
that's enough. You may be so prac
ticed that what seenis a mountain to 
me, to you is only a jingling of the bells 
sleigh ride.

Anyway it has helped the cause. In 
every way it has helped it. Every me
dium will be helped by it. If they en
dorse or condemn the book, IT WILL 
BE HELP. .

My opinion is that twenty-nine thir
tieths of the mediums will condemn it. 
Even so. That will do them good.

Suppose it to be true that a Jesuit 
hand is back of the author. It is then 
of tlie same value. It Is a question of 
what is said, not who says it. If the 
devil controlled the author he shall be 
credited with the good things said just 
the same.

It may be a whole year before the 
leaven gets through, fairly through the 
lump. It is one of those cases where 
the full force of it is not seen and felt 
in a moment. ,

Again, as to the author concealing 
his name. As long as he gave it to you, 
that was sufficient. Every day editors 
are publishing communications with 
false signatures. It is recognized as le
gitimate, the only requirement being 
that the editor shall know who is re
sponsible.

Thos Carlyle wrote several books be
fore signing his own name to one.
' It is not positively known yet who 
wrote the “Junius Letters.” They were 
written from the most honest and pat
riotic motives. Had his real name 
been given his life would have paid the 
penalty.

For a long time no one knew who 
"George Eliot” was. Now her novels 
are praised as among the very best. I 
think it showed EXTREME WEAK
NESS to make a point of the writer be
ing anonymous. True, high, and deep 
wisdom treats matter on its merit, not 
on its source. A temperance thought 
from a man in thé gutterXis as valuable 
as from a king çn a throne.

Mediumship and Spiritualism will 
now go on better than ever. You don’t 
regret what you did, and you never will. 
You were honest, and you saw it right. 
The time had come for just ' Such an 
awakening. Thanks to the author of 
The Great Psychological Crime, and I 
don’t care who or what he is. THE 
CHARACTER BEHIND THE BOOK IS 
NOTHING TO ME; IT IS THE BOOK 
ITSELF I AM CONCERNED WITH.

We have an Interesting neighbor that 
I sometimes meet. He knows of the 
Symposium, although not a Spiritualist. 
I showed him the last number, and told 
him you had told three “lies” about me; 
that I was neither distinguished, liter
ary, nor fine. He says : "It isn’t for1 you 
to judge; it is for the editor and the 
public to judge, and that I would be 
ruled off the witness stand.”

E. W. BALDWIN.

egt

you such proofs of this statement as 
will put you beyond doubt in the mat
ter, for it frequently occurs that in 
marking otf what seems to be the limit 
of the red ray two very honorably-in
clined persons will embark in disagree
ment. This same rule likewise holds 
good in the matter of hearing. You will 
agree with me, then, if my premises be 
scientifically correct, that a difference if 
perceptible, may under proper methods 
of culture, be brought to a degree of 
Inclusiveness that that will widen the 
scope of response in both hearing and 
sight that will . open to mankind a 
broader and more beautiful world than 
the little one in which we now live. Hu
manity was once, away back In the 
night of time, in possession of clairvoy
ant and clalraudient faculties and when 
tlie lessons of the physical plane shall 
have been learned more fully, at a date 
far remote in the future, they again will 
be repossessed of the same penchants. 
When the connecting links between the 
spiritual and physical bodies have been 
fully evolved, there will be no moment
ary cessation of consciousness in the 
transmission of spiritual experiences 
down into the physical brain. The 
pineal gland, now an atrophied mass of 
gray matter attached to the floor of the 
third ventrical of the brain in front of 
the cerebellum, was the organ of spirit
ual sight in tlie ancient Lemurian race. 
They lost their psychic sight as the 
sympathetic system grew weak and evo
lutionary processes brought to the fore
front the dominance of the cerebro
spinal system. The large proportion of 
our mediums to-day and of the so-called 
good subjects for hypnosis are those 
who, In a large measure, are under the 
sway of the processes of the sympa
thetic system. Take special note of

Spiritualist
Badges,

IN

^C’Solid GoldOnly
flalte*«  Vitek Cbwx

PH WES:—Badge Pin. 81.60: Lapel Button, 11.Wj 
Sunflower Brooch. |L00; Maltese Charm, 15.00;

Maltese Pendant, I5.W. Thia jewelry needs no oth
er recommend than to say It is the SUNFLOWER 
BADGE, the adopted emblem of SpjrlluaUsin. As 
the Sunflower turns Its face towards the sun, so 
Spiritualism turns the faces of humanity from 
darkness and superstition towards the Sunlight 
of Truth and Progression. Thea© beautiful env 
blems are for sale at this office.

ft Few Words ftbout the Devil,1 
And other Essay«. By Charles Bradlaugh. 
With the story of bls life us told by himself, 
and the history of his parliamentary struggle. 
With portrait. Paper. 50c. .

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE.'
By Lizzie Bolen. These poems aro truly la. 

eplratlonal and as staple as sugar. Price 11.00»

Memorial Oration OU Roscoe^Cnnkflnff 
a warm friend of his and a great statesman, de*  
livered before the New York Legislature. Mav D 
1888. Price i cents. ■ ’

POEMS OF PROGRESS, 
oByLlazie Doten. They are really valuably Frloe, 11.00»

Practical Methods to Insure Success.
A valuable little work, full of practical In

struction In matters pertaining to physical, 
mental and spiritual health. Worth mane 
times lig cost, price 10 cents.

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,
And the wondrouu power which helped or ma<!a4Li.. ____ . .. . ------- . «*•  nuumuuu power wnicn neined or mail«this statement with reference to psycho-1 them perform mighty works and utter inspired 

metric readers who place the article to ’ £?rd8- together with some Personal Traits and 
• ’ ‘ - Characteristic« of Prophets, Apostles, and

Jesus, or New Reading« of “The Miracles. Bw 
Allen Putnam. Price, 76 cents. 9

be read from, upon the pit of their 
stomachs. This accounts, too, for the 
fact that a "natural-born" medium is 
seldom If ever a monument of intellec
tion.

But enough of this for one time. I 
will suffice this almost Inexhaustibly in
teresting discussion of the merits and 
demerits of the book entitled "The 
Great Psychological Crime” by saying 
that I have many words of commenda-

Kfl R F 7 7R a “e" -b'111 lllL/jLlwl 1 D. Kure££a makes a 
plea for a belter birthright for children, and 
alms to lead Individuals to seek a higher de
velopment of themseives through most sacred 
relations. It is pure in tone and alm, and 
should be widely circulated. Price, cloth, 11.

MAHOMET, THE ILLUSTRIOUS.1tlon for the tenets therein put forward, | By Godfrey lllgglns, Esq. Thu work is on» 
and to the student of metaphysics, to of the Library or Liberal Classics., No author
my brother spiritists and theosophists, 
and to my advance-thought associates in 
general I most heartily commend it.

HERBERT A. HARRELL.
Chicago, Ill.

THE SYMPOSIUM HIGHLY LAUDED.
Truth bears Inspection and dissection; 

in fact, recoils from naught. Even di
rest threats of annihilation but create 
Increased brilliancy for a great truth 
like Spiritualism; and in no instance 
could this ever have been proven more 
conclusively than In the Symposium re
cently published in The Progressive 
Thinker upon the subject of The Great 
Psychological Crime. I have read every 
line published so far, and fail to note 
any diminution of lustre of the old ship 
that has so proudly ridden the waves of 
opposition for almost three score years 
without going into ’dry dock" for re
pairs. Rather, I feel that She has been 
remodeled to the taste and advanced 
ideas of modern progressive thinkers, 
and has received a fine polish by the ex-
perts In the ranks. P. O. KERR.

Dr. COFFEE’S 
Famous Eye-Book Free

80-page book on “Eye and Its Diseases” 
will be sent to every reader of this paper

Write To-Day For It.
Dr Coffee wants to send his famous 80-page 

Illustrated book on "The Eye and Its Diseases," 
and professional opinion Free to every person 
who has any eye disease.

Dr. Coffee explains In his book that his tt'eat- 
ment Is by mild medicines which the patients 

Put ln thelc e-ves- at home under 
t A plain written directions from Dr. 
lap Coffee.
W <p8M This book explains not only 
jL ’LL 110w torestore youreyesight and 

'«HLSZAy'» keep It perfect, but how to pre- 
V vent OldSlght,Near-Sightedness, 

eure cataracts, granulated lids, 
ulcers, scums and make Weak Eyes strong, so 
you can see without glasses. Contains pictures 
of diseased eyes taken from life, gives the rules 
of health, tells how to diet, and take physical 
exercise so as to keep perfectly healthy.

This book explains how he cured Mr. H. C. 
Laub, of Denison. Iowa, ot cataract of 30 years' 
standing. Geo. G. Brown, of Brownsville, Me., 
of cataracts on bq}h eyes. Mrs. Blackburn, 
1707 East Des Moines St,, Des Moines, la., of to
tal blindness after 36 Doctorshad treated her 
case. Describes dozens of chronic cases cured
at home at small expense. Write

DR. W, 0. COFFEE. B12 Good Block, Dei Molliti, li.

"Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
Important subject. Price, cloth, |1.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of । 
spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents.

“Wedding Cnlmes.” By Delpha Pearl

¿ :

io Library of Liberal — — — ■ — - -   ’ ^^»
was better qualified to write an impartial and 
honeitllfeof Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volumo is intensely interesting. la 
should be read in conjunction with Gibbon's 
work. Price, 25 cent«. .........

OUTSIDE THE OATES
•Dd other tales and sketches. By a band of spirit 1O 
UHIkcqcos, through the mediumship of Mary There**  
Bbelnatucr. An excellent work, rrlco, 11.00- For 
•ale at this office.

Three Journey Around the World —OR—
Travels in the Pacific Islands,

New Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles. 
A. M., M. D.. Ph. D. In this splendid large 
book Dr. Feeble« has concentrated a vast 
amount of valuable Information. It is exceed
ingly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual
ism as he found it everywhere in his travels 
receives due attention, making the book of 
special value and Interest to Spiritualists. 4M 
large pages, finely bound, at the price of 11.50.

TaReurand’s Letter to the Popei 
This work will be found especially Interesting 
to all who would dc.lre to make a study ot Ro
manism and th« Bible. The historic facts stat
ed, and the keen, icathlng review of Romish 
Ideas and practices should ue read by all. Priog 
26 cents.

In the World Celestial.
By DR. T. A. BLAND.

"It is inexproaiibly delightful."—Hon. O. A, 
WlnAlo.

“It lifts tho reader into enchanting realms."— 
Mediool Glo^por.

"Ills Intensely interesting."—Rev. Minot J.

tags make thia book remarkable. Ite 
authoriM». lab astoundUg claims put forth In 
Ji. and the pbliosephy gift rpfrelatlop of a futurS 
Uto it eontdfl»."-B. a Flower, In tjie Arena.

’ll will sive us coulage to paes through tho 
dMWjjluteows of death te the sun-lit clime of 
the Wokld Oeleatial,“-RcT. H. W. Thomae.

"Everybody will bo charmed with it, for it te 
not only a great Spiritual book, but a most 
beautiful romance of two worlds.“—Banner of 
Lteht.
ills Printed in elegant style and bound In 

cloth and gold. Prlc 51.00.

The Mystic Thesaurus, 
Or Initiation Ip th. Theoretical and Practical 
eser.U ot Astral Truth and Occult Art. By 
Wiixia F. WniTCHBAD, Bailor Agrippa’« "Nat
ural Magic.” The book treats of The Symbol ot 
the Croaj. Spiritual Gift«. Injpiratlonal Con
ception, Initiative Bxponltlon.The Astral Broth» 
ertiood, Measaee ot tho Brotherhood. The Mario 
Mirror, an4 Celestial Cotapaulonablp. It is a 
Sood text book tor student, ot the Mystic, and 

■ill bo sent postpaid, in paper, for U.K.

MOLLIE FANCHER, i
The Brooklyn Enigma. ,

An authentic statement of facts In the life ot 
Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel ot 
the nineteenth century. Unimpeachable testi
mony of many witnesses. By Abram H. Dalley. 
With Illustrations. Price, cloth. 41.50. »

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA, 
According to Old Record?. By Dr. Paul Cams. 
A translation made from Japanese, under the 
auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyer, delegate to 
tho Parliament of Religions. Was published 
in Japan. Price. 81. j

should be selected as a special class, 
and paraded before the world as par
ticularly fostering (sustaining and en
couraging hypnotism) crime, is beyond 
the vision or capacity of the scribe to 

. understand.
Sixth—Not possessing the quallflca- 

tlons of a book reviewer and limited for 
’ space In this great Symposium, I will 

confine my effort to what seems to be 
the objective points of the text

Seventh—If a great psychological 
• crime exists, why does it exist? What 

is the origin? Does it date back one 
thousand, ten thousand or one hundred 
thousand years for cause? What does 
the author know about origin or cause?

Snail the crime be charged to Spirit
ualists of this day and date, or to an
cient religionists all along the line for 
the past ten thousand years? Charged 
up to their intelligence or the subjugat-. 
Ing influences of their religions, per
petuated by priestcraft and kingcraft 
united? -

■ Is this great crime something new, or 
as old and black as the hills and hells, 

-.. andtas thoroughly materialistic? Did it 
originate during the past century? • 

,. Are not the above queries important 
in the investigation of this sub\ X%

Eighth—Were not hypnotism »nd 
mediumship recognized by all Bible 
writers, by the prophets, the inspired, 

'by. those who dreamed dreams and saw 
visions, by those who healed, by those 
who talked with materialized Spirits, 
by those who were entranced and lifted 

. up.as Paul claimed to be, os multitudes
Li have been in all ages of recorded his-
U? [ tory? Are Spiritualists to be especial

ly arraigned for subjugating, control- 
llngand destroying thelr.;followers? "Is
this justice or, good eense? , •

brightest light; It is intense darkness 
that causes fear and destruction.

Spiritualism has only one condition 
to fear and that is all restrictive influ
ences; give freedom to mortals and spir
its, and they will redeem this world. 
They will soon put an end to all psy
chologic and hypnotic subjugations.

Liberty—freedom—is the one infinite 
just demand made upon all people; the 
subjugation by any method, power or 
influence of any individual is certainly a 
great crime.

Twelfth—If one of the objects of the 
author was to call attention of the read
ing public to the great subjugating 
crime, and to place it upon the shoul
ders of those dependent upon It for 
spiritual and material support, he needs 
a guide, a physician; he is sick, he is 
blind, fifty years of darkness envelops 
him—turn on the light.

For fifty years Modern Spiritualism 
has preached deliverance to all hy- 
notlzed, subjugated, priest-ridden peo
ple, has ever refrained from teaching 
selfishness for one class, destruction for 
the other, and a heaven add hell relig
ion of Christianity.

If the author'-desired to lessen the 
great crime of the ages, is It riot rea
sonable to expect a careful, just exposi
tion of its origin, cause, objects to be 
attained, the secret influences arid 
methods "used in perpetuating the in
famous subjugating crime? Why has 
not the author sought out the origin, 
or given us a hint of the cause or ob
ject of tho great crime of the ages?

His vision when turned towards tho 
past is dim, , and goes back less than a 
century for origin and cause, ■ ...
'Be musters- all' his forces, and 

charges upon the only class who have

The gorse seems thirsting for rain; 
afar, ’

Low poised on the horizon line, one star 
Shines, lonely still.

—May Bateman.

A Perfect Reaufator of
the Stomach and Bowels 

is Vernal Saw. Palmetto Berry Wine. It 
promptly relieves and permanently 
cures dll weaknesses, irritations,' in
flammations, obstructions or diseased of 
the stomach, bowels, kidneys, bladder, 
liver and prbstate gland. It will re
store perfect health and vigor to any 
person afflicted with general debility or 
nervous debility. It cures constipation 
so that it stays cured by removing the 
cause of the difficulty. .Only one small 
dose a day will cure any case, no mat
ter how light or of how long standing'. 
It cures by toning, strengthening and 
adding new life and vigor to the intes
tines, so that they move themselves 
healthfully and naturally. All such con
ditions as dyspepsia, catarrh of the 
stomach, chronic indigestion, constipa- 
tlon, Bright’s disease, diabetes, inflam
mation of the kidneys, catarrh of the 
bladder, irritation or • enlargement of 
the prostate gland, torpid liver, pain in 
the .back, female weakness and female 
irregularities begin in clogged bowels. 
They are cured by Vernal Saw Palm
etto Berry Wine. Try it. A free sam
ple bottle for the asking.1 Vernal Rem
edy Co., 166 Seneca Bldg., Buffalo, 
N. Y. ■

For sale'by all leading druggists.

‘The Light of Egypt.” - Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library ’In\- itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic ■ Philoso
phy. Price ?2 per volume, For sale at 
thia office. *

kndw as.the waking state. It makes no 
difference, I repeat, whether this per
version of nature's.intent is induced by 
the will of h living'or excarnate human 
entity, the result iq precisely one and 
the same thing. Again, we are told in 
vulgar literature and by ignorant or de
signing persons that the liberty of 
choice is never surrendered by the ego 
in any of his subjectlve moods; that an 
impingement upon his moral Status will 
immediately result in the reawakening 
or throwing oft of the entranced condi
tion. This our learned.author emphat
ically denies, and in hip denial he has 
the full and unqualified.support of the 
subscriber hereto. The deeper the in
jection of suggestion, the smaller and 
less assertive the volitional activity. In 
the hundreds of clinlcabdemofibtrations 
that it has been my morbid privilege to 
witness, the Flower andiAtkinson school 
of therapy, notwithstanding, ilUiave in
variably found that the/resistin^-power 
of each and every subject, wlifeiigforced 
into a state of deep somnolence and 
then gradually resuscitated, was identi
cally the same. They invariably fol
low out to the letter the dictates of the 
operator. The subject’of the average 
type of character, being confronted, 
with a proposition that is repugnant to. 
him, will most generally resent any sug
gested Infraction of his principles of 
right or wrong at any degree of con
sciousness between his normal waking 
state and that of deep trance. But, 
strange as it may seem,'the same sub
ject will carry out In the 'minutest de
tail any command given him by tho op
erator during tho period of transit from 
coma back to full consciousness. Now 
since wo have all agreed on tho one co
gent point of similarities in the posi
tion occupied by the individual subject
ed to sprit control aad the man' under

forth into physical manifestation, time 
and again, animals from the same sub
division of this collective group-soui or 
over-inlnd till " individualities are 
evolved—persistent entitles—and the 
third outpouring coming from God-the- 
Father (which is a spark from the Di
vine) forming a conjunction with these 
animal entities, marks the epoch 
where, in time and space, the ego or 
soul of man is born. - These processes 
take place on higher spiritual levels 
than any of those to" which reference is 
made in our book under review.

As to clairvoyance and clairaudlence 
I must explain to you what I mean, and 
to the development of these miscalled- 
spiritual powers I shall always lend my 
hearty support and endorsement. I am 
one with the spiritistic movement, in
culcating as best I can, not as a teacher, 
but os a fellow-student, oil that is en
nobling, and decrying all that appeals 
to me as degenerating, irrespective of 
condemnation or hope of reward. I will * 
make clear to you, therefore; in man
ner and form as comprehensive as my 
clumsy words will permit, something of 
the modus operand! of raising your pow
ers of response to a. high vibratory level. 
I take it that you are all fully aware 
that tho eye does not see and that the 
ear does not heaiv-that they are but av
enues that are correlated to a compara
tively email set of vibrations, and are 
the transmitters, as it were, of these 
impacts from the external world into 
the much-enwrapped ego or conscious
ness. There is but one sense and 
these avenues are two of tho five aper
tures through which the ego le enabled 
to distinguish himself from the not-self. 
Now each of these organs of sense (as 
well as the other three), for normal hu
manity, vary within measurable de
grees, The spectrum analysis will give

Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, ’ marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist andJjlberal’ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For sale at this office.

“Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car-

Whu I Am a Vegetarian.
An address delivered before tho Chicago Vego» 

tarlan Society. By J. Howard Mooro. Price, 
2n cents. : .

DC ITf'II12 1» ‘lie invention of a prae- 
| ¥ I \fl Ik medium, under spirit.■ •
I ex 1 \J I 1L3 guidance, and is designed 
to develop mediumship, Many, by Its use, have 
received long 'communications from spirit! 
friends, and express great satisfaction. Price, 
11, and 20 cents extra for expressage.
DniPMC ?! ,the Ll,c Beyond and Wlthlift 
ri I |l| Ilin Voices from many lands and coun- 
x uxixum tries, saying, "Man, thou shal*  
never die.” An excellent selection. Edited and 
compiled by Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth. 11. '

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of "Al)'« Right with tho World." Cloth 270 
page*.  Mr. Newcomb made adlitluct aueceiewlth 
•‘All’* Right with tho World," which continue» tn the 
front rank of tho Metaphyelcai book*  that ar« now so 
popular. Thdgrcat number who have Jeon cheered

1 ana'itrengthoned by him will welcome another booM 
: bf th.B who toaeher whose words of help aro doing *a  ,rylng the principles of evolution Into, . —----------------- --------------------- - --

n«® ffolds Clloth S2 For nalo nt thl«Z mucl110 "h* 1’ ‘be world better by m.klnr men andnew neias. viom »Z. r or sale at tUtf womcn better able to underused «nd enjoy It.
office. “Discovery of a Lost Trail"

‘-‘After Her Death. The Story of si1 «implo study of that strange and beautiful thing
r0 ' called life, but grand In It*  scholarly simplicity. Is

i will be In demand by many who have not provlouiiy 
can retd metaphysical writing*.  Price ll.&O. For t&lo M 

' this office.

The Story of; 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. Ni 
min'd that loves spiritual thought /chi 
fall to be fed and delighted witj/this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com-
bining advanced ideas- on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, JI.

“Death ,Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Price |1.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office.' '

“New Testament Stories Comically Il
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts.” Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price In boards, $1. 
Cloth, $1.50. .

"Healing, Causes and Effects.” By 
W- F. Phelon, M. D. Price 50 cents.

"The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture.. By twenty 
physiclaiis and (specialists.. Edited by 
Albert' Turner." Of especial interest 
and value. For sale at this office. 
Pries gl. - .

hF ATA »nd the AFTERLIFE 
ULIlin By A. J. Davis.
An instructive and interesting work for all to 
read. Price 00 cents.

THE OTHER WORLD AND THLS.1
A compendium of Spiritual Laws. No, 1, 

New Whlto Cross Literature. By Augusta W.' 
Fletcher. M. D. In thia volume the author, 1U 
the thirty-nine chapters, discusses a wide va
riety of subjects pertaining, to Spiritualism, 
from a spiritualistic! standpoint. She evinces 
the powers of a trained thinker, both in mattei? 
of thought and tine literary stylo, and capa
bility of thought expression. The subjects ara 
well handled with conciseness and yet with 
clearness. It wilb prove a rich addition to an# 
Spiritualist's library, and a most excellentboos 
for any one seeking information concerning 
Spiritualism and its teachings. Price 91.00» j

Three Remarkable Books
••Th® Dlvla. X-.aijr.o of Han.”................
“The I.BVT of r.yohlo Phenomena.” 
"A fielenttflo Dseaoiistrwlion «f the Fa*

tare IMe.M ,
. The Divine Pedigree of Man,or the Testimony 
of Evolution and Psychology to the Fatherhood 
at God. By Thorripaon Jay Hudson,»LL. D. A 
mon remarkable work, demonstrating theex- 
Utenoo of the Soul and Future Life. Xi Is B0en- 
tlfio throughout. Price 51.M. Dr. Hudson'» 
work on "The Law of I’sychio Phenomena" la 
alao valuable. Prloe, Dl.W. His "Scleuilfie 
Ptmonalration of the Future Life" should I® 
mdbynlL Price si,

»
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DR. VAINE- EXPLAINS.
Moses Hull With the Light Turned On.

The Great Psychological Crime.

FARMER RILEY’S SEANCESIjggljS Reflections on The Great Psychologist Crime.
g. R. FH ANU18, Editor and Publisher, 

tutored at Obic&go Vostoaea as fiGcand-alM» cxftUcr.
•—-—------ ;— ------------ -—'—' most effective and corrective.
i {H'BUäKB .
I ïliniPBoasBasivB’J'xinxxàwiUba tuiolahed 
Until rurlhur notice, at th» foUoWlng ierint, In-

have In their lives and by their experl- we have not ihe least apology to make 
Often the bitterest reme'dy is the oncea pioven that as it appears to the f-~ --- .......

mind of the author of the book it has
for Its existence, nor do we Invite hos-
Ule forces toiijannilglate it—It must 
stand or fall on its merits.

As to the “hidden!! author, we recog
This is true in medicine and equally not appeared to them; BUT IT WILL 

true all through life. HAVE AN EDUCATIVE EFFECT
How often do we leara the greatest UPON MEDIUMS- AND SERVE AS A nize that the ffiost patent, the mast ben-

Eminent Men are often Spiritualists of the Genuine 
Type. Such is the on$ who steps to the front to 
describe the Materializations given through that 
Wonderful Medium, Farmer Riley. He selects The 
Progressive Thinker for that Important Purpose, 
realizing that he reaches a vast concourse ofread- 

... ers by so doing, more^by far than he could in any 
other Spiritualist or Freethought Paper.

Moses Hull is often entertaining, 
cornel lines instructive and accas tonally 
ver "umoosln’." He appears in the 
last named role in bo far as his article 
in The Progressive Thinker of Novem
ber 7 refers to the election of N. S. A. 
president and vice-president. He cer-

sent or tho change oui-

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1903.

TAKE NOTICE.
spiritual perfection, fairásleep at our Let us cast, aside the narrowness of said, and that undeservingly.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

and Constant Complacency are not the the background, leaving his ideas tothinkers.

the human family.ORGANISMS. However, we have no apologies to ob

ration, giving additional strength to the when the views even of Spiritualists are
Now, we are ready to say that while will, more healthy vibration to the sen- conflicting in regard to its teachings?

train

was

wonder by, what I believed I had seen

Chicago, 111. H. B.

fl REMflRKflBLE GflSE IN THE SPIRITUAL OR OGGULT REALM

Moses, therefore, really belongs
'Was Abra- honor of its discovery, and if he had

whole any other western state offered him, or
Even

Illinois was not urged to throw her le-

■ Spiritualists conceded the presidency to

Arcana of Spiritualism.

m
LYMAN C. HOWE AND MRS. FLORy cial messenger after the midnight hour

Address

When she emerged from this stage sho

Fol sal#

taluly did not wish to bo taken too seri
ously therefor, for doing' so would be to 
place his reliability upon convention 
happenings on a par with his gullibility 
as to Pacific coast conditions In our

Riley." 
missed 

shortly, 
recogni-

the 
the 
To 
the

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

ful crimes.”
Dr. Hirsch lectured on

ward bound on the Grand Trunk 
for Chicago.

de- 
at

ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The Price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is |2.

FRANK M. SNARRENBERGER.
London, England................

*1.« 
¿Octa 
«et» 
UU

efficiency and devotion.
Dr. Warne’s principal support came 

from the east. Neither Wisconsin nor

NOW WE NEED THESE ATTACKS triplets that continually accompany any stand just as the tree stands, jupt as the 
AND BECOME STRONGER BY THE one who is traveling along the Road of rose-bush stands, just as the vine stands 
ENCOUNTERS, AND ARE MADE TO Progress. Sunshine, at times a great that clambers up the side of a house, 
REALISE THAT THERE ARE WEAK blessing, and absolutely necessary in just as the golden wheat stands, just as 
PLACES THAT WE HAD FAILED TO the process of the evolution of climate the lily stands—who can tell the origi-

London, Eng.—Thanks to a freak of 
nature, of which a hapless English girl

ranks. It did not need a printed con
fession to prove that he did not indulge

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or rellg-

Tit for Tat.”
It is a curious thing that the

’Poems of Progress.” By Lizzie

short visit "Old Nicle" disappeared for a Two of her selves wot® terrifying. In How to Wake the Solar Flex
year, and then camo to stay for twelve one of them she named herself “The as.” By Mstóeth Ttawae. Valuable 
weeks. In this stags the girl wen taken Dr^dfidWicked Creatura,'-* gfe® wan to With. Frio® tò cents»

and heard. The sequel to this visit I 
shall endeavor to set forth In a future 
continuation hereof. '

ited methods of reasoning upon - the or z less friction. THE ETERNAL ■ Under all the circumstances, why 
fundamental points of Spiritualism, and CALM HERE WOULD MEAN ETER- abuse the author of The Great Psycho
become sensitive to attack from other NAL STAGNATION. Peace, Quietude logical Crime for keeping his name in

tive that would in after time produce Doten. In this volume, this peerless

the humble door of “Farmer 
He was not at home. I had 
him at Marcellus. He came 
however, and with no sign of

I must admit, however, that I was 
thoroughly mystified and filled with

latter deserted his constituents in the 
West. We are in a position to know 

NOTICE; THAT THE HUMAN FRAIL- and seasons, would become a curse if nal author thereof—why is his name B°mewhat of Dr. Warne’s actlops and 
TIES WERE BECOMING MILL- made perpetual. concealed in the vast economy of crea- “o^about no^-poHtfc^matters on the
STONES ABOUT OUR SPIRITUAL Embodied perfection does not exist in tion? is an important question. - - - ................. ■

mysteriously acute us her sense of tills debate will be specially interesting 
touch had been in tho previous stage. and instructive. '

PART OF HER BAD. _______ .... _ ,,

lous press on Spiritualism. Send him jn people who do not believe as they do; There can be absolutely no progres- of such a wonderful mechanism, pro- 
cllppirigs when an attack is made, glv- those who take exceptions to their 11m- sion in this sphere of life without more duclng such magnificent results.

All these personalities chme and went 
usually without warning, beginning 
where they left off before, however, long 

, . ag° that might have been. Sometimes 
This took the girt seemed conscious of the fact’

physician. ”

I

Variably In aúvanco: ' .
. Onarear........................ ....
Six Hontem........................... .
ïhlruaan Weeks,....................
Cinglo Copy,.................. .
. JsKMlTTAlSCEB.

lesson from the bitterest experiences of WARNING TO THOSE WHO CON- oficial and satatary fprees of the uui- 
our lives. How often the most beautiful TEMPLATE BECOMING MEDIUMS, verse are “hidden.”
rainbow appears across the blackest TO MAKIS HASTE SLOWLY. You have p.aver seen electricity, yet
cloud. The discussion is of too much value what a wonder! You may see the

We are reluctant to acknowledge the to end abruptly with .only two issue^ of lightning, but it is hot electricity—it is 
good that comes through a deep sorrow, The Progressive Thinker, therefore we simply a magnificent transformation, as

' Bamltby PostoHco Monay Order, Reglstaefl 
bolter or Orate oh Cidcago or New York. II 
costa from 10 to 16 cenu to got checks cashed on 
local bank», so don’t send them unless you wish 
that amount deducted from teio amount seat. - - - ■ , ,, . .1 . - -
Address ail letters to J. H. FB4NCI3, No. 40 for tears are so blinding, but when the shall present more upon this subject in light and heat. in a great amount of exertion at the
Loomis street, Chicago, ill.______ , . sorrow lias passed and our eyes are from time to time as the accumulation The ether of .space is hidden from Washington convention. Had he per

TAKE NOTICE._ washed by their crystal drops, vye can -of material upon both sides will justify, your view. • ■ ??-■ mitted himself a little irioro effort he
ISTAt expiration of subscription, if not ro- discern a deeper sympathy for our fol- Spiritualism has shown itself amply You cannot see the vibrations that' ®eat own

iwaSjlforextranumbers,Nobuu‘wlu lows. We can feel as they feel when able to cope with all contending forces transform themselves in the various - • p - -
tarif you do not receive your paper promptly 

write tons, and any errors In uddreae win be 
g» oorreoted, and missing number» sup-1

It is worihy of note that he himself is 
clothed in the habiliments of woe. We in the past, and there need be no fear colors of the spectrum, Nor can you not a8 innocent of political methods as 
can meet them heart to lieart and soul hut that the cause will be protected by see those undulations that transform he would like to be thought He and 

_ to soul, We-have been there; we are the united forces of the two worlds. ■ the vibrations of the violin into the Mrs. Stewart went to Washington with
HTWheneyer you desire u>e address of your one with them in kinship. ■ In the spirit of perfect fairness we most elquislte music. a *4?^  up their sleeve for any presi-
4PW chauged. always give the.addres. of the Agal9j we are often shocked by’an ac- have endeavored to conduct-this great Every spirit control, however low ottee

cusatlon that is true, and of which fact discussion, as we ever have in the past and vicious, or however grand, beautl- ----
we were ignorant until accused and all other questions of vital importance fui and soul-exalting, is hidden from the 
aroused by the stroke. to our cause. ordinary gaze. •

No one can see pur faults like the If we have faults we cannot see, and AH evolutionary processes are hidden,
other party. No one can see another’s that can be shown us, let us be pro- Certain forces of the universe are hid-
faults more plainly than we. We all gresslve enough—let us be frank den from the mortal, the seer, the phil-
need watching and arousing, lest in the enough to acknowledge them and wise osopher and the angel,
monotony of self-conceit during this enough, and reasonable enough to cor- The controls , of all inspirational 
walk of life we forget tliere .are others; rect them and keep In Une with our fel- speakers are absolutely hidden from
lept in -the quietude of contentment we, lows In our teaching and our practice, mortal view. The wise spirit often re-

A1I books'advertised in the columns feeling that we have reached the limit and in touch with those who can bene- fuses to give his name, because the
of The Progressive Thinker are tor ««•« of wisdom, the height of moral and flf us and whom we can .aid. name Itself might add lustre to what he
at this office. Bear this In mind. spiritual perfection, fairasleep at our Let us cast, aside the narrowness of said, and that undeservingly.

post and the onrushing crowds of young prejudice, envy, jealousy, and egotism Who ever saw the underlying cause 
genluses^scientlsts, moralists and re- that blinds our eyas to our own imper- that produces those beautiful Bclntilla- 
ligionists pass over our lifeless forms. f fections; walk with our higher asplra- tions in the heavens known as the au- 

Many Spiritualists have seemingly ar- tions in the path of right, and change at rora borealis? The blood circulates, 
rived at their destination of progress or the cross-roads if we have been going the heart beats, and secretion and ex- 
the limit of their capacity to expand, wrong; walk uprightly and in a manly cretion goes on In the systejn, and no- 
and fail to see anything good and grand and womaqly way with our comrades. body has been able to tell the author

A Field of Noble Effort.
Not one of our thousands of readers 

should fail to read Mrs. Emma Rood 
Tuttle’s essay on The Lyceum.

The grand and far-reaching import
ance of the progressive lyceum cannot 
be overestimated. As a matter of fact, 
sadly we say it, the importance of the 
lyceum is all too evidently under-esti
mated by Spiritualists generally, arid 
there should be a thorough waking-up 
on this, subject.

Spiritualists should awake to the fact 
that lyceums are as needful, if indeed 
they are not more necessary and more 
useful than Spiritualist societies them
selves. Wliile societies are good and 
helpful, and are In themselves schools 
of learning for adult minds, the lyceums 
take minds in their more plastic state 
and their more educative condition, and 
wisely aim, both in theory and practice, 
to impart and Implant a knowledge of 
underlying ethical principles, combined 
with spiritual Ideals, and exalted and up
lifting conceptions of life and.the things 
that ennoble and beautify human char
acter for time and for eternity.

How different is all this from the rou
tine ordinary Sunday-school, training of 
the churches! To train young children 
in the dogmatic beliefs of the church 
creeds that they are wiclted, vile sin
ners, and will go to hell unless they are 
saved by the blood of an atoning savior 
--such is the trend of ordinary Sunday
school teaching.

Tlie progressive lyceum alms to in
culcate high moral principles, to build 
pure and noble character on the basis 
of pure thoughts and high ideals, and 
love of truth and goodness, coupled with 
humane sentiments wrought into con
crete life and action toward humanity 
and toward the lower orders of animal 
beings.

Think of it! What nobler work— 
what higher, purer and more uplifting 
field of effort? What line of work more 
effective for the production of good re
sults, in the upbuilding of a true, noble 
humanity? What can be better than 
this work, to raise up a high and grand 
class of citizenship, brave thinkers and 
workers for mankind?

So we say to Spiritualists, Rally to 
tlie progressive lyceums. Establish 
them where there are none. Strengthen 
and encourage them where they are.

By this work you will render a grand, 
good service to the cause of Spiritual
ism, to your country, and to humanity.

The Lyceum at the N. S. A. Convention.
John W. Ring, the national superin

tendent of the lyceum movement, made 
a good showing, and although he was 
only given one hour during-the conven
tion, he impressed every one present 
tliat he..in the right man in the right 
place. . Personally he made a great 
“hit” with all. His earnestness, hon
esty and lack of egotism, with his abil
ity and zeal won all hearts. His report 
was received with enthusiasm and his 
work is to be continued, but we must 
remember that it costs money to publish 
the' weekly paper which he puts out for 
Sunday use in the lyceums, which is 
really a great helper. Subscribe liber
ally. Hold up his hands, for he is a rep
resentative of Truth, enlightening the 
world. Could not each lyceum give an 
entertainment to help him along finan
cially? The N. S. A., voted that $100 
be given to him to carry on his work, 
but^that is a small sum for so much 
wort.

A paper showing why the lyceum is 
the basic work of Spiritualism was 
read at the convention by Mrs. Emma 
Rood Tuttle, which we publish for your 
consideration. ’

We ARE HUMAN, but we are also Spirit influence CONTINUALLY EX- fer for the book that comes forth with 
spiritual and as the bodily disorders are ERTED on any person in controlling the the author’aj(jiame ln the background; 
corrected by the most bitter doses of will and sensory organism, would be as nor do we condemn, it. Why should we 
medicine, so are our spiritual disorders ruinous tp tlie individual as constant condemn it while nearly all our leading 
changed by a BITTER DOSE OF THE sunshine would be to the earth we In- thinkers say- IT WILL DO GOOD, and 
TRUTH, wisely and carefully admlnls- habit. But those spirit Influences then set to work like beavers to annihl- 
tered, and In the ultimate outcome it which sooner or later, accompany every late it wlth^he HATCHET OF REA- 
matters not as to the personale of the high, holy, truthful and beneficent aspl- SON? Why,shoul4 we commend it

Morris Pratt Institute, Indeed I was 
honored in my Chicago home with a, 
visit from the second performer of that 
duet, who with quiet witchery of man
ner and words hinted that no one could 
have Wisconsin’s vote without a prom
ise in advance to stand by the school, 
and the remark was innocently dropped 
that they knew where Brother Kates 
stood. ' • ■ /

The caller even reached Washington 
expressing doubt as to Dr. Warne’s po< 
sltion and remained in that state until 
the day following the nomination of offi
cers. And yet that gentleman had led 
a Chicago mass meeting In giving sub
stantial aid to the Institution by him
self taking a life membership; had af
terwards spoken for the school on the 
Milwaukee platform of the Wisconsin 
State Asoclution; had urged over his 
own name in The Progressive Thinker 
that a broad view be taken of the possi
bilities of that undertaking. Like other 
well-seasoned politicians, Brother Hull 
Is troubled with a defective memory. 
Oh, guileless Moses! You went to 
Washington determined to trade upon 
the Badger state’s votes in the conven
tion.

Brother Hull strives to enter Brother 
Warne as a “leader" in a “star cham
ber session of certain wire workers and 
manipulators,” and charges that the

floor of the convention hall the evening 
preceding the nominations, a personal 
friend presented one,of the petitions 
urging Brother Barrett to become a 
candidate, anfl asked Dr. Warne to sign 
it. Glancing over the thirty names it 
bore he found among them not only 
well-known Spiritualists, but some of 
his own friends and even that of his
room-mate, Brother Grimshaw. He 
signed it then and there, for there was 
a rising determination to rebuke the an
tics of a professional campaign mana
ger to hoodwink easy-going Spiritualists 
by appeals to prejudice into giving 
thoughtless proxies. Dr. Warne did not 
see any of the petitions from that mo
ment until just as the .session for nomi
nations was called to order the next 
afternoon, when they were placed in bls

The Great Psychological Crime has sory organism, enlarging the under- It is our wffiolo purpose to leave this 
heed a bitter dose to many, It has calm- standing and quickening the perception book to the ^ole carb and custody of the
ly, candidly and very timely called our (just as the tiny seed receives the: co- reader; he can CONDEMN IT In .un-
attentlon to a. few dangers that would, operation of soli, water and suqghine) measured terms, op he nan APPROVE
perhaps, have been unnoticed by thou- may In the economy of nature become IT in the highest pitch of his voice, and
sands who were so wrapped up in their continuous, with most' excellent.effects.' we shall esteem him just the same., hands with a request that he nominate
beautiful Interviews with . friends In That Is the kind of spirit Influence.th^t’ Some thln&Fw caff systematically reg- Mr. Barrett, his long-time friend and
spirit realms, that, they hajj given no -will come eventually to allCWNO ARE' uljil'e/and gpma things we prefer to the triend'of his friends. A lady dele-
thought to any other side of the ques- WORTHY, and which should be cultl- leave exclusively to the-reader, espe- gate alltlcIPated blm however, and It
tldns. ’ vated by all; under whatever name you clallJS’a work on which there-Is such a

The book will have"-but»ilttle. effect may choose. , vast variety of conflicting opinions as
upon those of our genuine mediums who As to The Great Psychological Crime, on The Great Psychological Crime.

CARD FROM DR. J. M.-PEEBLES.
Dr. Peebles writes: "Bunday, Nov. 8, 

I lecture in Chicago, and go directly 
from there to Southern California for 
the winter. Accordingly, all newspa
pers, magazines and letters designed for 

' mo upon the subjects of books, lec-- 
> tures, literature, travels, and the delete
' rlous influences of ignorant and evil- 

disposed spirits—in brief, obsessions, 
should be directed to mo at San Diogo, 
California." A •

"Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine," contains his celebrated 
"Ago of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and 

. theological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
i Price $1. For sale at this office.

English Girl's Sad State—One of Them 
Writes Backward, Another Is Addict
ed to Toothache, Another Has Excel
lent Health, a Fourth Knows Only 
Baby Talk, While a Fifth Has 
Learned French—One a Deaf-Mute.

to the seaside to a place with which she 
was perfectly familiar,,but “Old Nick” 
proved a complete stranger there. Oc
casionally, however, a glimpse of some 
particularly familiar landmark would 
shake her out of the “Old Nick” state 
into some other personality. •

“Old Nick’s” remarkable health is in
dicated by the fact that once when the

violent, cruel, and degenerate, and on 
one occasion she was caught trying to 
throw her little sister into the Are. The 
other self, which developed when she 
was about seventeen, took'the form of 
desperate affinity for the opposite sex, 
but this stage did 'hot last long, and at 
last accounts “Pretty Dear” seemed to 
be getting the upper hand of the syndi
cate. .. . .

only remained for the Doctor to second 
her nomination on behalf of the peti
tioners. At this most interesting mo
ment Brother Hull was heard piping up 
a plaint, not about Barrett as a “reluct
ant" candidate, but because he himself 
had not been given a chance to climb 
into the band wagon by having his 
name enrolled upon thé 'petitions be
fore they were publicly read. The pres
idential question was happily settled by 
that movement. While there may have 
been some opposition to Brother Kates 
on the ground of personal egotism, yet

SEANCES WITH THE CELEBRATED 
FARMER RILEY.

One morning in the sumine rof 1898, 
my friend, Judge P----- , dropped into,
my office with Jhe Information that 
“Fanner Riley" would give a seance 
that afternoon on the West Side—would 
I like to attend? With the greatest of 
pleasure, I assured him. Well, I went 
I had never seen the “Farmer." A few 
moment’s conversation in the seance
room before the circle was formed was 
my first opportunity to begin a study of 
this remarkable medium. I found him 
a well preserved man, of medium 
helghth and build, about fifty years of 
age, with a finely-formed, full-sized and 
well developed head, gray-eyed, and 
square-faced; a plain, unassuming, un
ostentatious, matter-of-fact character— 
the embodiment of gentleness, candor 
and good sense, with no trace of pride 
or insincerity about him. His dress 
and bearing that of a plain tiller of the 
soil; his appearance such that he would 
readily pass anywhere as a genuine 
member of that profession—no wonder 
he Is known far and near as "Farmer 
Riley."

About twenty-five were in the circle. 
The seance-room, the back parlor on the 
•first floor and the cabinet, a small bed
room off from the parlor. At the ap
pointed time Riley, clod in his everyday 
clothes entered the cabinet. A few mo
ments later a form stepped suddenly 
from the cabinet, bearing the music 
box, saying, "Here, take this,” as It 
handed the box to one near, and retired 
to the cabinet. I had sat in many se- 

■ ances commencing with the Davenport 
Brothers in the early ’60s, but no form 
like that had ever met my gaze. It was 
Riley—and it was not Riley. Not the 
physical body of anyone present. Then 
came a.successlon of forms, and among 
them that of the great war governor of 
Indiana, the late Oliver P. Morton. The 
majesty and dignity of this figure could 
not be mistaken. And then came the 
figure of a young man, a former mem
ber of the household where we were 
met, and who had, in fact, departed 
this life in the room used as a cabinet 
The efforts of this figure to secure rec
ognition by the surviving members of 
the family were touching, and unmis
takable.

Well, the seance was over and the 
members dispersed. But the impres
sion that the first form seen on this oc
casion; was that of Medium Riley, and 
yet was not Riley In the. flesh, remained 
with me; it was abiding.

Time sped on. One dreary day in Oc
tober following, I attended the funeral 
of my friend, Major D----- , at Bishop
Fallows’ church on the West Side and 
took, as I supposed, my last look at his 
familiar face. Not long thereafter, 
moved by an irresistible impulse, I 
found myself at Marcellus, Michigan, 
and by the aid of a willing liveryman at 
the close of the day I was knocking at

tion on his part, and without explanar 
tion or introduction even, I received his 
cordial greeting as a stranger, and was 
assured that we would have a seance 
that evening. It was evlflpnt that he 
had no recollection of having seen me 
before. ,

Well, the hour came. Some strangers 
and some neighbors came also, The 
cabinet, a bed-room adjoining the par
lor, the doorway closed with curtains, 
the parlor lighted by a lamp. The cir
cle arranged .an usual around the door
way of the cabinet and Riley retired to 
the cabinet, his good wife (now de
ceased) acting as manager. Among the 
first manifestations was tliat of a tall, 
fine-looking young gentleman who 
stepped out from the cabinet. Two eld
erly people advanced; they were from 
the far Northwest; they came with 
whitened locks and forms bent and 
bowed with age. The story of their 
grief was told in a single glance at the 
apparition. It was their lost son, a 
traveler “from that undiscovered coun
try," who had returned to greet them 
as “Father—Mother." The inexpress
ible tenderness and pathos of the inter
view which followed could not be mis
understood. The scene was real, not a 
mockery, not a delusion evoked by the 
malignant magic of Riley’s brain. 
There was no Podmore in that circle.

Presently there came another form, 
also that of a tall, fine-looking young 
man, beckoning to the writer for recog
nition. Who could it be? I could not 
tell. In a moment it was gone, and 
then came the impression, "Why, that is 
my old friend, Major D-----, who died
last month." Not as he was at tho 
time of his death, but the spruce young 
man as he was when I first knew him 
twenty-five years ago when we offleed 
together In the Times Building. A few 
moments later I was called to the cab
inet, the curtains thrown aside, and 
there stood my old friend, Major D----- ,
in full form and feature as be was the 
day he died. He greeted me with a 
smile, passed out the music box, and 
with a wave of his hand, the curtain 
closed. I had, however, had sufficient 
time to take In every detail of the face. 
There was nothing lacking. It was the 
living presentation of the face of my 
departed friend whom I had last seen in 
his coffin at Bishop Fallows’ church. 
The identification, to my mind, waa 
complete. ,

A succession of forms followed—all 
apparently recognized by some one 
present, until at last the power of thd ■ 
medium was declared exhausted and 
the seance at an end. After a night's, 
rest and an old-fashioned farmer's 
breakfast in the morning, the writer bld 
good-bye to Farmer Riley and to his 
hospitable family, and soon was home-

more came from his willingness to ac
cept the office even though it came 
through methods for which he publicly 
disclaimed responsibility and which 
were repugnant to Spiritualists inside 
and. outside of the convention. His 
election meant a serious defection from 
the N. S.-A. ranks. On the other hand, 
Dr. Warne was palnted'as a bitter en
emy of all mediums, because he opposes 
willful trickery under the cloak of their 
sacred calling. Persons upon the floor 
had been furnished by Chicago trick
sters with Inaccurate newspaper re
ports of his remarks upon fraud at the 
last Chicago mass-meeting, for which 
they roundly denounced him in one 
breath, but with the next one substan
tially confirmed his main position by 
loudly boasting that the Illinois State 
Association had used some of the worst 
frauds at its public meetings. Kates 
and Warne were untried men in the po- 
sltlofi while Barrett had filled it with

Bible Story Causes Crime. TOr u RI IQ NJ I G RIICW ”
That the story of Abraham aqd Isaac * DUR1U1W DUcll.

as told in the Bible was responsible for --------
many of the murders committed by re- Moses’ Burning Bush Is Explained, 
liglous fanatics, was tho contention re- ---- -—
cently made by Dr. Emil G. Hirsch at At Kew Gardens, which are botanical 
Temple Israel. Referring to the story grounds located on the Thames river,

<na^r0L H J 'Z fiImnspintn Blrl was iu 111 bed and ln an imbecile is the victim, w® get such a glimpse Into a t
the mysteries of the human mind as Ehe Buddeul arose entl ln 
perhaps was never obtained excellent health, asked why she was in

Eveflr one of «B^trung tempera- bed, and waflt^ to go on d(n_
ment has felt the power of moods, wnicn where she had left off r”’ ' ' ' 
seem to transform the character, mak- _lo__ »_ 2L"' °* ’“ wuwwud ui ta© laciing of an individual at, say, 10 o’clock in g’^Vee^be^ In September o “ e T6 th“ one »tonality,
the evening quite a different person aad egun ln September of the but in other phases she seemed cut off 
from that same individual at 10 o’clock year Delore- physically as well as mentally from all
the following morning. But through A DEAF MUTE. that had gone before. In one of them
some strange lack of connecting links Self No. 4. was a deaf mute, who ap- US'}i1IZ safferéd greatly from tooth- 
between moods, so to speak, a yoùng peared four or five.times and stayed only a ways vanished when her
woman now under medical observation a few-days at a time. In this stage the S , came on the stage. One of 
in England has had thrust upon her the giri made her thoughts known by writ- °£ toothache became so
distinction of having twelve wholly dii-, ¡ng *evene tootl1 t>ad to be pulled,
ferent selves, most of them unacquaint- In another Btage the glrl insisted that „“°Uie,r who came along soon after
ed with each other, and each having in- she was only three days old, and in *aa mightily surprised to find that
dividual diseases, accomplishments, gome ways acted accordingly. It ap- ° gone.- Washington Post,
virtues and faults. pears, however, that she could write in

For obvious reasons the girl s name the ordinary way, but if asked to spell
cannot be given, but the case is vouched verbally the word came out backward,
for by Dr. Albert Wilson, a British spe- Another self was a maniac, and was - — ------
clalist in mental diseases, whose writ- suffering from fear of snakes and tor- Christian (?) world stand back in per- was asked by him fpr its votes, 
ten account of his observations will ap- tured with a headache. ' feet awe at the Turkish massacres of 1 ‘
pear almost immediately in the British One of the most interesting personali- the Christians. Perhaps thev have som« gltlmate strength for him. Eastern 
Journal of Mental Science, a publication yea was “pretty Dear,” who was gen- recollection of the Hma wh«n raj ' Spiritualists conceded the presidency to
of the highest standing. tie, modest, and refined, and more intel- , .. .e w,.en Chris- the west and rallied about the Chicago

The young woman comes from a well- ligent than the others, although she had ,s "?re slauBhtering those who did candidate on the question of locality, 
to-do Birmingham family, whose other to learn all over again to read and no^ endorse their superstitions, tortur- Instead of paying attention to political
members are sound and healthy as any write. She even learned French, al- inS victims in the same brutal manner matters, Dr. Warne’s entire summer
one. She also was normal, bright and though none of the other selves was as are the Turks to-day. and nerhans hasbeendevoted-toperplexitiesgrow- 
inteliigent until inri895, when she was ever able to understand French. Luck- thè Turks have a similar rennllerrinn- ing out of his assumption of the bur-
twelve years old, she had an attack of liy this self has been uppermost of late, fttanv mtath«nfrnniH«« h dens of another who Was called from
influenza, followed by six weeks of de- and has eaabied the girl to earn her the atrocities continue in the mortal llfe betore ber plaM coula be
lirluzn fits, and partial paralysis some own livelihood at the Rath Hill Asylum, °*d-fashioned  way.piid the other powers completed for the happiness of her dear
kind of internal revolution so violent, In near Liverpool, where she is now kept 8ay naught to stay thp hand of the “in- ones. He was true to the distant con-
fact, that her very identity seemed to under observation, owing to the occa- fidels” and »^heathens.” stituency which was loyal to him at
be torn asunder, for thereafter she was sionally sudden visits of less desirable Why doefih’t God the all-nowerf«i Washington.
continually being ejected from one of selves. ruler of world« nrid’inflntfa „ $ < Have Spiritualists a right to expect
her selves and thrustlnto another. ADJUICA UNEZA a?? lafla,te Wace ntlse TOHege president to pay such at-

TALKED BABY TALK. ■ _ . , ’ his peacefitf Jiandjfind stay the murder- tentioh to the eternal fitness of things
Tbo first new self annarentlv” was One of the strangest ofthe personali- ous hand oLTurkqy? . that he will rise above the methods of

three years old In thlsPphase the girl nn«™*“ 0Thith«lifa^ed A<JJPlc.a These arespometcof the important in- a politician? He could -have 
ropld talk only blby talk She knew SghUndww’unable¡to^alkbut proved «>nts crowd themselves learned la Washington th^t Brother
many words, but didn’t know what most to have a remarkable memory for the upoa a sh^ical^ritìcal’people at the §^Ms^Stete dhveSice fromtto

emallevents.ofhérchUdhooduptothe Presenttta£ - . ; ^¿TofprSnt Thus he could hav^
avoided public aspersions upon the lab 
ter’s intentions at a time when,many 
feel in tlie light -of subsequent events 
that his re-election was a fortunate di
rection by unsoeivintellfgences. None 
who saw the mortal agony which seized 
upon our president as he staggered 
from the telephone booth with the ter
rible tidings of the death of the lament- 
el Tuttle of the Banner of Light, are In 
a mood to welcome flippancy from even 
a Moses Hull, who was informed by spe-

of the attempted sacrifice of Isaac by London England, there grows a plant 
Abraham, Dr. Hirsch said: g hJmS’ its flowers, which, when a lighted

“More harm has been done by that matCh is held near it, takes Are and 
tale than any other in the Bible. We turns brightly for a few seconds.
read every few months of some man in its habitat, the deserts of Arabia, 
who, In a religious frenzy, has killed his this plant grows vigorously, reaching a 
children, saying that he did so in order height of six feet, and its discovery 18 
that he might make a sacrifice to God. particularly interesting owing to the 
The story of Abraham and Isaac has fact that its existence explains 
been read by those religious fanatics “burning bush" .phenomenon which 
and has led them to commit their fear- Bible states Moses witnessed.

ham Real?" and contended that no been a botanist we would now have an 
, . . , .. , . interesting as well as valuable accountsuch person ever existed. Abraham, he of )tg findingi )nstead of the blghly^ol. 

declared, was the personification of a ored, superstition-tainted story which 
nation and the story of his life as told the Bible contains.
in the Bible is a story of the people of Scientists who have examined the pe- 
whom he was the type. ,cnliar Plant have declared it quite prob-

v ,, „ „... Able that the burning rays of the sun
We should, realize that the Bible Is might ignite the gas given off by the 

a book of poetry and not a history, flowers, thus causing the bush to be llt- 
said Dr. Hirsch. “Its series corre- erany aflame, the branches, owing to 
spond to those that we find in the myth- their sap, remaining uninjured by the 
° logy of every nation from the ancient flames. No doubt this occurred that 
Greeks to- the native inhabitants of memorable day when Moses happened 
North America. It is as a book of po- to be passing one of these plants.
etry that the Bible should be taught In bas bean truly said that an ignor- 
the Sunday schools. The children ant savage does one of two things when 
should not bebrought up to believe that be Beeg bears something which he 
every story in_the Bible is true. does not qujte understand or which ap-

“Atheism -has gained ground because pears exteaordinary to him—he either 
of the manner In which the Bible stories runs away terrified, or he falls down 
are interpreted. When the children and worships it. This would seem to 
grow up they come to see that many of -apply to Moses, for, according to the 
the tales cannot be literally true, and, Bible, he adopted the latter method ol 
not knowing that the Bible is a book of expressing the depth of his ignorance 
peotry and not history, are led astray by of things botanical—burning bushes, in 
Buch men as the late Robert Ingersoll.” particular.

^icnl^dritical’people at the
eYeuuj vis uer cuuunooa up io me . ....

she might point to her ear, or asked to flate of iier influenza, knowing nothing . When Spain wgs. wielding the sword 
choose white from an assortment of of wjjat happened since. Another self over Cuba,¡¡Porto Rico and the Philln- 
co ors, she would select black. This was only a few hours old, although she nineB unc « Sfim «btnnJT . r?
self soon Jearned to write, but Hie writ- could read. Another self was blind, ? „ Uncto SSm- shipped a few
ing was done backward, beginning with and yet manifested marked ability in Jacldes amP,?8 them and called a halt in
the tail of the last letter of a word. In drawing, and could copy pictures, guld- a very effebtlve manner, and the won-
ttls state she was dimly conscious of her ea only by the sense of touch, which dec Is that the humanitarian old chap
first self, whom she sriid she hated be- seemed almost miraculous. Her. eyes doesn’t dq.UkewiBft in the mntenr qf th» 
sonSeburno^ody HWhe il «Pimento Turlts,
son, nut nonouy imea ner, i. e., tne pres- of holding a book between her eyes and
ent personality. . ; the drawing she was copying proved these flendstaaate. ■ -

Suddenly she would change back into that she was following tho lines of tho
her normal self, in which form she picture to be copied by some mlracu- 
would remember nothing of the second lously delicate sense of touch and 'fiot 
personality. Then she would, without .by sight. -When tho picture was moved 
warning, change back again, contlnu- from her she could not proceed with 
ing tho second life exactly where sho the copy until sho had groped after the 
had" left off, and knowing nothing of original and placed her fingers on its 
what had passed in tho interval. In tho nncs. In this stage she usually under- 
first stage sho Yas VQry modest and nothing that was said to hor. 
woll-bohnved. In tho second she was 
rowdy. r ' •

Dr. Hirsch compared the stories told 
in the Bible to those told in' Shak- 
dp-eare's plays.

“We know that such a person as 
Hamlet, prince of Denmark, never ex
isted and yet the play that bears his 
name is noUthe less instructive. It nar-

Bolf No. 3 turned up without warding 
in July, 1895, and announced herself as 
“Old Nick,” a name that proved appro
priate, for “Old Nick” had a nasty tem
per, although tills personality had hot- 
health than any of tho others. Atter a

ENCE HUNTLEY. <
Next week we will publish Mr. Howe’s 

first communication in the debate with 
Mrs. Florence Huntley. Every Spirit
ualist should read the articles by those 
two truly gittod persons, on The Great 

wob short-sighted and unable to discern £atehol(fcal «rltrae- T,ro 
color more than four Inches’away, but Thinker Is opening a new field of 
In compensation her hearing became as thought to Spiritualists everywhere,and

of the situation and notified that ho 
must fill certain Ohio engagements of 
Brother Barrett. Brother Hull’s reflec
tions upon our president are ill-timed 
and grate upon the finer sensibilities of 
tho better side of human nature.

. GEO. B. WARNE.

"Child Culture, According to the 
Daws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion." By, Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work for all 
who have tho care or training of chil
dren. Price 85 cento.

"Wily 1 Am s Vegetarian." By J. 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
Oduago Vegetarian Society. Prion, 25 
eaaM» , * ’

rates the story of a struggle which an A Manual of Spiritual Science and 
entire people had with the idea that a Philosophy
son must seek vengeance for the death ____ _ 3'
of a father. • _ ... .........................tha Do you "wish to assist in the publics« «¿rJ nf «on of a revised edition of this book? 
IXfi III!

C“SS.8 1» tt'. « ““ m- ■«
Deity which found its way into the 
creeds of nearly all the races. The 
other stories in the Bible and the bib
lical biographies are similar to the 
story of Abraham.”

To an onlooker it does seem some
what strange that an allwjSe Being, who 
know beforehand tho terrible results, 
should inspire any one to write a narrn-

desired until the book Is ready for 
livery. Please send your address 
once if you desire to assist.

320 octavo pages, finely bound 
muslin.

Price to subscribers, $1, postpaid.

such murderous-acts. But, as.-depleted poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
in the Bible, the God of Abraham, Ifeaac, varied moods, “from grave to gay, from

-».-m Ar.ii ■„»•»n_m lively to severe.” It is a book to beJncpb. David and the lest of them in- trea8ure(1 and rj0]j]y enjoyed by nil who 
eluding tho orthodox belleveis of to-day, love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Is a very peculiar personage.. Spiritualists. The volume is tastily

Dr. Hirsch’0 views are "Interesting, Pr,ce?l."A I lea for the NewWomtm. ByV ^^’Tretatlon is fat pref- Collins. -An address delivered be« 
! arable to ths ordinary orthodox evangel- Ohlo Liberal Society.

iaaJ rite« ths S5U®. at this offige. -Mos 10 cents.
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Deafness Is tho direct result, la D5 out of every 
buudred cases, of carotilo catarrh of the throat

lers
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ÿi Prof, B. F. Underwood,
A Lay Funeral Sermon.

B. F. Underwood’s Lay Funeral Sermon on Life, 
Death and the Future, delivered October 8, 1903, 
on' the .occasion of the funeral of John L. Moore, a 
descendant of Sir John Moore; a prominent Free
thinker, a unique personality, and for many years 
one of the most-picturesque figuresand best known 

men .in Quincy, Illinois. . /
We have assembled, here—relatives, 

»eighbors, friends—to express the sym
pathy and sorrow we feel over the de
parture of John L. Moore, whose life
less body is before us. Although death 
Is as inevitable as. fate, it is impossible 
for us from our finite and human point 
.¿I view to think ot it otherwise than as 
ft loss.; and, indeed, the death of every 
good man or woman is a loss to family, 
to the community, to the world, though 
in the higher sense this loss may be 
only temporary and relative rather than 
absolute. Death belongs to the natural 
order, and, therefore, Is not in itself to 
1>e accounted an evil, unless, Indeed, we 
regard Nature herself as evil, which is 
contrary to the convictions and feeling 
of the wisest and best of mankind.

LIFE AND DEATH*NOT  EVIL.

, That life is not-regarded as an evil, 
the welcome which we give to the new
born child, our love of life and our de
sire for its fullness and for its continu
ance, are sufficient proofs. But, if life 
as it exists here and now is good, and 
if life is possible only because death 
also exists, then, death, without which 
the joy of living were unknown, with
out which that cMldhood which “shows 

.. the man as morning shows the day” 
would be impossible, without which 
love's young dream and the delights of 
motherhood, the maturity of manhood 

• and the serenity of old age could not be
—then, I say, death should not be re
garded as an evil to be deplored.

. What we call death, which is as nat
ural as birth and which Ib no more a 
mystery than is life, is more universal 
than is tlie dally rising and setting of 
the sun (for there are regions on the 
earth’s surface where the sun remains 
visible during months together). But 
from death, .which sooner .or later 
clalms'us all- there is no possible es
cape. Death is co-extensive with life; 
ft has prevailed in all ’ages and climes; 
wherever life has existed death has ex
Isted; no creature lives which shall not 
die; and death has all seasons for its 
own.

From birth the approach of death is 
as certain and as unceasing as the flow 
of time. As the taper, from the instant 
ft is lighted, is being consumed, so with 
every heart throb from the moment that 
we are born we are going to our death; 
'As the poet says: "Our birth is noth- 
inp but our death begun.” Generation 
ano growth imply decay and death, one 
process being impossible without the 

. other, and both necessary to-the con
tinuation of the race. Neither can be 
absolutely evil unless both are..

Of- the fact and of the certainty of 
'death wo are being constantly remind
ed. Our fellows drop away from around 
us, os If our Immediate circle re
mains for a time Intact, Its members 
may, when once a breach in it Ib made, 
¡go more rapidly. And how irreparable 
.seems the loss, how keen the sorrow 
«‘when death takes from us those near 
ijmd dear! Of the absent ones we are 
Continually reminded, not only by the)r 
Alisappearance from their accustomed 
•-Maces, but by the indefinable feeling 
V.hat something is wanting to our sur- 
•-’,-oundlngs—a feeling which» keeps alive 
',-'.he memory of the calamity which we 
¡have suffered.

As common as death Is, we are so 
-constituted that we do not think about 
I't continually In relation to ourselves, 
lit is so familiar to us under Its ordinary 
aispectB that we do not, until we meet 
it fftce to face, recognize its real charac
ter, or even fully realize that we must 

‘ jjodn be overtaken by it Yet we know 
i-t is inevitable; and that which is in
evitable should be accepted with philo
sophical resignation.

Before all of us stand veiled in im
penetrable shadows the dark portals of 
(exit from this brief existence, and 
through these portals we Bee our friends 
and comrades vanish one by one until 
pre all follow them into the silent land, 

■ -whither have gone countless millions 
¿Ince man appeared upon this globe.. 
Meantime the human race, being per
petually renewed, knows no diminution 
iind feels no loss in the death of any of 
its individual members, however illus
trious and highly gifted with genius 
they may have been. Nature, the “in- 
rfcrutable and mute,” gives no sign of 
itegret or of remembrance of the in
numerable millions of human beings 
i,-.-horn she has heretofore upborne and 
•nurtured in the past; but as fresh and 
vigorous as ever, she is continually wel
coming new-comers' to her domain of 
nixed good and evil, joy and sorrow, to 
read the routine of life, as if ft were 
iomethlng novel and inexperienced be- 
.□re.

In view of the brevity and uncertainty 
cf life from day to day, and of the mys- 
,ery and certainty of death after a few 
short years, the energy, hopefulness and 
activity of the human race at the pres- 
-¡nt time are something wonderful; and 
his energy'and activity are constantly 
r.creasing. Why is this? Because we 
md this life Itself good and- desirable.

that the permanent is the invisible, the 
intangible, the uncognizable. Ultl-. 
mate being is unrepresentable and un- 
picturable in thought and indescribable 
by any terms which apply to the rela
tive world; but it is that ultimate power 
that lies behind, so to speak, of all ob
jects of sense, that of whjeh phenomena 
are but the appearances to the mind of 
map, that which is the basis of all ac
tivity, of the inorganic and organic 
world alike. There is a universe of 
which the physical universe is only 
such a symbolical representation as Is 
possible to the finite and sense-impris
oned mind of man, with its organically 
imposed limitations. Jt is, in ourselves 
that the universe Ib revealed, that the 
world of sense, with all its wealth df'ilue 
and sound and odor exists, with more 
senses than we possess or with senses 
more acute and capable of more com
prehensive cognitions, glories in the 
natural world would doubtless be wit
nessed, which have never dawped upon 
the mind of any human being in the 
flesh, Jt would seem that our senses, 
Instead" of enabling us to know all 
things that exist, as some people super
ficially suppose, serve to restrict us 
from knowing all but a comparatively

and of priestcraft, enmlaa of cdenco 
end knowledge, of progress and reform, 
and often persecutors of the wise and 
the good, of the best and noblest men 
and women that the world has pro
duced. These absurd and horrible be
liefs, reacting upon ignorant and credu
lous devotees, have not only retarded 
the progress of truth, but have also 
hardened the hearts of men, made them 
unsympathetic with |hose In distress 
and indifferent to.the condition of the 
wronged and oppressed. It was these 
dogmas which John Moore opposed.

As the miild becomes more enlight
ened and humane, conceptions of the 
future are divested of their horrors and 
the authority and sway of irrational 
dogmas decline. If we believe there are 
reasonable grounds for expectations of 
continued .life beyond this state, we 
should rise above the errors of the past 
and have rational and humane ideas as 
to the life beyond. Then, only, can such 
a belief possibly be a source of com
fort and encouragement amidst the 
trials of life or of consolation in the 
hoijr of death. When no longer shall 
be taught as a dogma a future life of 
joy for so-called believers and of eter
nal punishment for so-called unbe
lievers, men, doubtless, will cherish the 
hope and belief, as did our Brother 
Moore, that death leads to a higher life 
beyond tills mundane sphere. The head 
and the heart both demand such a life.
SENTIMENT ON THE BATTLE

FIELD,

few tilings. A
LIMITATIONS OF THE SENSES.

With Increase of knowledge the mind 
comes to see that neither sensibility nor 
conceivability is the test of possibility, 
that there are objects beyond the 
range, beyond all possible extension of 
the senses, and that actualities exist 
which transcend all present knowledge, 
and of which the mind may be able to 
form no representative idea. It IS by 
exercise of the “scientific imagination” 
that’discoveries are made and the boun
daries of the known extended. The 
man of science tests his imagination 
and inferences by verification. But ly
ing beyond the proven is ever the great, 
unexplored region to which the mind 
has had no access; and,in regard to the 
possibilities and probabilities of that 
unknown region, men always have im
agined, believed and hoped. And there 
is no reason to think that they will re
sist the inclination to do so in the fu
ture.

We have caught only a few glimpses 
of the universe and they are such only 
as sense limitations have permitted us 
to obtain. This view is altogether upon 
a priori grounds, in favor of a larger 
conception of life than that which is 
based upon thç conception that life is 
the result of mere collocation of mat
ter. The mind must have a deeper 
basis than that which is- afforded by 
the fleeting phenomena of material com
binations; and^as sunset and night 
bring to view a multitude of stars, the 
blazing suns of Other systems than our 
own, po the end of earthly life and the 
darkness of death may reveal glories 
quite as august wlfich belong to another 
order and stage of being. ’

This life in itself gives no explana
tion of our being, unless indeed it be 
conceived as philosophies and religions 
teach, and as the millions believe, that 
death is a door to a larger life.' The 
conviction of future life persists 
through centuries with a vigor, which 
no'superstltion can destroy, giving com
fort and consolation to all who mourn 
for their loved ones removed by death.

Our brother, John; L. Moore, did not 
dogmatize in regard to the details of 
the future life nor shall we in thé pres
ence of his mortal form. Certain it is 
that the best possible preparation for 
death is the faithful performance of the 
duties of this life. In this conviction 
our brother lived and passed from the 
scenes of earth to whatever realities lie 
beyond, and in this conviction Ms 
friends bid him farewell with the be
lief that the personality which1 has dis
appeared from earthly view, still con
tinues under conditions higher than 
those known to us, and that a gladsome 
reunion with the departed awaits those 
who now sorrow in their bereavement.

Man’s life on earth, even continued

Everyone who has made the most of 
-arthly life, bo that in living it he can 
bay, “Vlxl,” “I have lived,” has bflen a 
guest at the table of Life, where the 
seats, as well as tho bill of fare, are 
limited, and has reason to’be glad, even
though he has to make place for others, 
as others made place for him. We all 
feel that it is better to have lived than 
not to have lived.

It Is not surprising that man clings to 
life even amidst the greatest privations 
and misfortunes. It is, as I have said, 
good to live, to breathe the fresh air, to 
!eel the warmth of the sunshine, to 
gaze on the beauties of Nature and, 
above all, to love and be loved, to com
mune with our friends, be they near and 
deaf to us in the flesh or be they now 
toutid only in the printed page where 
their thoughts, by the inventive genius 

. inan, are preserved as tho common 
heritage of the race; for, as John Milton 
Bays, “A good book is the precious life 
blood of a master spirit embalmed and 
treasured up on purpose to a life beyond 
life.” Who can regret having had a 

. Bent at the banquet table of life, where 
coming guests, welcomed and full of 
joy, are constantly taking tho places of 
those who leave? <

Our brother, John- L.' Moore, has 
passed on Into tho invisible to make 
room for another guest. We no longer 
see him.

But because ho has ceased to be part 
of tho visible order, it does not follow 
that lio hM ceased to exist, It is a fact 
of science, not less than a philosophy.

through his word and deed, is, In one 
sense, limited only by‘the duration of 
his race with whom he has a corporate 
existence. Man’s, words, said Tenny
son,
“—like the stone-cut epitaph, remain 
After the vanished voice, and speak to 

man.”
The memory of a beautiful life is al

ways fragrant. Such a life dispenses a 
gracious influence as sweet as the per
fume of flowers, when the body through 
which it looked, spoke and acted Is dust 
and ashes. This Influence, which, to 
use a familiar Illustration, like the rip
pling circle caused by a pebble thrown 
Into a lake grows wider and wider till 
It reaches the shore where, even then, 
the movement does not cease, is a prec
ious legacy which one of a good life, de
parting, leaves not only to family and 
to immediate friends, but also to the 
world. Such belong to "■ 
"—those immortal dead who live again 
In minds made better by their pres

ence." ,
To live in the minds and the hearts 

of those whom we love in the trans
mitted ' influence of our thoughts and 
deeds, to have a corporate immortality 
with and In our race, is all that some 
think that they have reason to expect; 
but, for most people, such an imper
sonal, post-mortem existence Is not 
enough to satisfy “this pleasing hope, 
this fond desire, this longing after im
mortality.” They aspire to individual 
survival and immortality, and expect 
when they leave there to pass out upon ’ 
a shining sea of-life beyond.

Neither our beliefs nor our doubts 
can change the nature of man or the 
constitution of the universe; neither 
can makb us mortal or Immortal. Our 
destiny is determined by the Power 
which brought us into conscious ex
istence, not by our creed, not by our 
fancies, not by our denial, not by our 
hopes, not by our fears. The best that 
was possible has been; the best that 
can be, will be. Necessity, not chance, 
governs the ■world, if continued indi
vidual life is desirable we shall have it; 
if it is not, wo should be glad to es
cape IL

SUPERSTITIOUS BELIEFS.
Unfortunately, the imagination of tlie 

superstitious has Ailed tho unknown fu
ture with terrors, and these fancies of 
ignorance, of fear and of hate, formu
lated in articles of faith, and preached 
as solemn truths of religion, havo 
frightened the; multitude and made 
many slaves—slaves of superstition

One night in October, 1861, under a 
starlit sky on.the Potomac, a group of 
Boldiers belonging to the Fifteenth Mas
sachusetts Volunteers was discussing 
this old problem—the immortality of 
the soul. An,opinion expressed, by one 
and concurred in by Bevexal was that 
with no hope of anything beyond death, 
a man is a fool to Imperil his life in bat
tle for his country or f.or a principle. 
Others, full of youthful enthusiasm and 
patriotic ardor, claimed that the nation 
needed the services of hei- sons and 
that every true American should feel 
that it is sweet and glorious to suffer, 
and If needs be, to die for his country, 
with no hope of reward beyoi.J the con
sciousness of having faithfully done hlB 
duty?

A few days thereafter occurred the 
fierce and bloody battle of Ball’s Bluff, 
in which some of those who toon part in 
this conversation were slain. As I (who 
was wounded in this engagement, and 
the morning after the battle was cap
tured by the Confederates) saw the 
dead lying on the field of carnage and 
heard the groans of the dying, an ap
palling spectacle, I recalled thé discus
Bion of a few nights before and I could 
not1 help thinking that if for the poor 
fellows who, in the flower of youth, 
when life was all bright before them, 
had fallen fighting for flag and coun
try, which they were never to see again, 
there was nothing but annihilation, 
then, indeed, justice and right do not ex
ist in the power^that rules the world.

In this thought emotion was probably 
stronger than reason. Yet, after all 
these many years from the date of that 
tragic event—‘‘all of which I saw and 
a part of which I was”—I am unable to 
reconcile with justice the death of those 
comrades who perished in the spring
time of life, if there is no unseen world 
supplementary to this Into which their 
death was a birth and in which they did 
and do perform parts in the great 
drama of being. k

If the millions who, for principle, for 
country and for race have suffered im
prisonment, torture and ignominious 
death, if they feurvlve not beyond, there 
Beems to be something lacking which 
is needed to satisfy the moral , nature 
and the heart of man. We. admire the 
self-sacrifice which gives up all and ex
pects nothing when truth is to be ad
vanced and humanity is to be benefited; 
but the thought that the most exalted 
moral goodness, the unselfish love, may 
perish with tjie effort it makes to help, 
and save those who may not even ap
preciate the cost of the blessings which 
they, through the suffering and death 
of others, receive, is, to’ pay the least, 
depressing..
IMMORTALITY A RATIONAL BE

x LIEF. .
. It is more in consonance with, our 
feelings and with our .moral sentiments 
to believe that whatever is worth pre
serving persists, in an unseen order,, or 
in an unapprehended dimension of be
ing, in^-whlch.wlll be solved the prob
lems of this life of lights and shadows, 
of joys and sorrows. . ’

In justification of the hope may we 
not point to the progressive develop
ment of life on this earth which has 
been going on amidst struggle and suf
fering for so many ages? Has human
ity appeared after this unimaginable 
duration, after these millions ot years 
of preparation, as the final products of 
evolution, only to be extinguished for
ever? Is the development ot the hu
man race from savagery to civilization, 
is the ascent of man to the mountain 
peaks of Intellectual and moral great
ness, are all the conquests over wrong, 
all the victories of virtue achieved 
through sacrifice and undeviating devo
tion to prlndiple,- all the love and good
ness which have brightened and bet
tered the world, and all the hopes and 
aspirations which have appealed to hu
man hearts and sustained man in the 
midst of .disaster and in the face of 
death—are these to be followed by the 
complete extinction of all light on this 
planet and by the return of the planet 
itself to fire-mist? Will there remain 
no enduring results of the mental and 
moral condition which it has taken so 
many ages to produce? Is not the fact 
that all which has been and all which 
will have been achievd on the earth 
must ultimately be blotted out, so far 
as it can be by physical dissolutions— 
is not thia fact an indication that the 
results of this long process of evolution 
and ascension—intellect, character, vir
tue-will continue to exist unimpaired 
by death, even when our planet has run 
its course and has been resolved back 
to the worldfltuff frojn which it was de
veloped? •

Many—most people, perhaps—have 
no difficulty in believing in immortality, 
which they assume to- be true without 
much interest in arguments .for or 
against the doctrine. Many feel an abid
ing conviction in its truth. During a 
walk and conversation which I had With 
the poet, Fitz-Greene Halleck, more 
than forty years ago at Guilford, Conn., 

• he said: “There is no proof of such 
a life, and we need none,” or words to 
this effect. His contention was, aa 
Cicero says, "that there is, I know- not

bill,1* were more uobla<Uoa wgoU have 
bean.any mere ejroresBtoa'of confidence 
Iu ths certainty of hla “calling and elec 
Uon.” : 11

Of course, mlslnterprettaJoiiB and per
versions of belief in- innhbrtalfty, by 
which it is made a substitute for char
acter, or an excuse for neglect for tho 
practical concerns of life, should not be 
confounded with the belief'itself, which 
we know is consistent with a life of 
practical usefulness and to Che unselfish 
and the good, may give not only com
fort and consolation 1$ bereavement and 
sorrow, but hopefulness and encourage
ment' in their labors lb benefit and bless 
the world. ”

Mankind will neveribe without belief 
in immortality. Man's love of life, his 
moral Ideals, tlie In justice; and inequali
ties of social conditions, the wrongs un
righted and the virtues unrewarded 
here, together with the impossibility of 
diBproving the reality-of a future life, 
are .without other reasons perhaps, suf
ficient to insure general adherence to 
the belief when the special dogmas and 
traditlonfl.assoclated with it in the pop
ular mind shall have been outgrown.

How much of what we regard as the 
spiritual part of man is of the essen
tial and the permanent we may not be 
able to know, at least, while on “this 
bank and shoal of time.” If in the night 
of death shall be opened to man’s vis
ion the realities of a world now 
hidden from flight, they who have 
expected nothing beyond this life 
we may Imagine will be happily sur
prised and will rejoice with their ex
ultant brothers whose beliefs and an-

talxis but one definition of religion—* 
that In the Epistle of James, which 
days that "Pure religion and undeflled 
before God and the father is this, “To 
visit the fatliwleafl and widows In afflic
tion and to keep himself unspotted from 
tho world.” Purity of life and a kind 
and helpful disposition toward our fel
low beings, put into practical effect, is 
tho rellgioUjj^auglit by Jesus, and It is 
Ilie religion of the best of men. This re
ligion John L. Moore possessed iu an 
ciniuent degree. He was generous to 
the poor and iu the support of what
ever he believed just and right His 
intellect was keen, his wit was as sharp 
as a razor, his sensibilities were as ten
der as a woman’s. He was widely read, 
a vigorous writer and a philosophical 
thinker.

Mr. Moore was of English descent, 
and the family coat-of-arms bears evi
dence that tlie family are direct de
scendants of Sir John Moore. He was 
born in New York City, Jan. 16, 1820; 
came West with his father in 1833, stud
ied in Illinois College and in 1834 he 
came to this city, where he for many 
years had been one of the most unique 
personalities and one of the most pic
turesque figures, as well as one of tlie 
best known citizens of Quincy. He 
lived a brave and useful life and left be
hind the legacy of-the influence of an 
honest man—the noblest work, of God. 
.The world is belter for his having lived, 
a?.d now that he has passed from earth
ly view; all who knew hlm will cherish 
his memory\with grateful appreciation 
of his high character and useful life.

Tffi LYCEUM
Notes’by the National-Superintendent 

of Lyceum Work.

CURES DEAFNESS 
AND CATARRH

tlclpations shall have been realized in 
the continuance of conscious life '
yond the scenes of earth, 

SORROW IS NATURAL.
Sorrow at death is natural, am)

be-

not
to feel grief when we part with those 
whom we'love would not be human; yet, 
how unreasonable is immoderate grief 
on the occurrence of an event which we 
know must happen if hot at the present 
moment, at a comparatively early date! 
Seneca observes: "No man has cause 
to complain for that which overy. man 
must Buffer as well as himself * * * 
It is but traveling the great road and 
to the place whither all must go at 
last.”

They who mourn their dead should 
consider this fact and remember that 
to all comes the sad experience of be
reavement. All through the ages, in all 
lands, hearts have felt as they feel to
day the loss and the agony of separa 
(ion by death. The epitaphs written to

-day do not show more mournful sorrow 
than those written by ¡pagan Roman 
centuries ago. In all lands, Christian 
and pagan alike, devotees show the 
same grief. Neither religion nor phil
osophy can, in the moment of bereave
ment, wholly reconcile us to the loss 
of the presence and the companionship 
of those whom we love. “Philosophy,” 
says Rochefoucauld, “triumphs easily 
over past--and over future evils; but 
present evHs triumph over philosophy."

Yet we may, if. reason id not over
powdered by emotion; when- it comes 
our turn to mpurn the, loss of one whose 
life has been very close to.,purs, mod
erate our grief with;the thought that 
our 'experience is only one of countless 
millions of similar ones and that soon 
time will assuage the Intensity’of our 
grief and add our personal loss and sor- 
sow to the multitude of sad experi
ences which are forgotten by, the world 
as the new generations, 'taking the 
place of the preceding ones',“renew the 
novelty and the charm- of life. Happily 
Nature provides that' when: our time 
comes to pass to the,silent; realm w-a 
shall ppt indulge.ln vain longings to jp-. 
main. Why should we before indul
gent to our grief when‘it ls"aiiother and 
not ourself who Is called to pass on into 
the shadow? -

Death closes our record here. It ends 
the follies as,well as the dreams of 
youth; the anxieties as well as the am
bitions of matured manhood; the weak- 
ness'es'as well as the .wisdom of age. In 
contemplating at his death the life of a 
just man we can say, "The past Is se
cure.” He whose faults we deplore we 
can think of as at rest free from evil 
tendencies and temptations, and in 
charity reflect that with the same or
ganization and in. the same circum
stances our lives would have been no 
better.

But if, as many are confident ' and 
most people believe and fondly hope, 
death is a change which brings to man 
.the flower and fruit of’ life, we ought, 
when the first flow of emotion is past, 
to rejoice that our friends have passed 
the portal which leads to the higher and 
larger sphere of being. If the- dead 
.have vanished from existence they have 
simply lost a. few years of happiness 
and sorrow which they would have had 
with longer life, and the loss Ib one they 
know not of. But If death is thh birth 
of the soul, into a happier life, where 
the mourner will, in a short time, re
join friends passed on before, he should 
not be inconsolable.

As there Is no pleasure unalloyed, so 
there is noiunhappinesfl, even that aris
ing from the. death of a friend, without 
its compensation. It is a trite saying 
that "Distance lends enchantment to 
the view;” and time is like distance in 
this respect. How different is the ap
pearance of a mountain when seen as a 
whole from a distance and when viewed 
on the’ spot Here every detail obtrudes 
its’Mf on the notice and as it cannot be 
properly compared with other details 
so as to give an idea of their just pro
portion, the pleasure arising from the 
conception of beauty in one feature is 
marred by the sight of ugliness In an
other, At a distance the sense of dis
proportion,’ on which the idea of ugli
ness largely depends, Is lost and every 
detail being reduced in the same ratio 
the whole blends into a prospect of 
beauty which has no feature which can 
give rise to the Idea ot incongruity.

It is much the flame with human char
acter and disposition. ,,We <jo not meet 
with actual perfection in lilfo AU have 
blemishes more or jess .pronounced 
which may hardly be notlcdd, however, 
by those who are famtHftr'with them, 
as we may be accustomed by-daily asso- 
elation. to the ., fugged appearances 
which, to a stranger’BjOye, rpar the face 
of Nature. But habit may ajso blind us 
to the perception of beauties which aro 
.constantly before our’tayes/Just as we 
are so accustomed td the flight of the 
heavenly hosts whichngllsten- like gema

how, in the minds of men a certain 
presage, as it were, of a future exist
ence.” Thomas Paine, commonly! re
garded as the arch heretic, declared 
that the “belief in a future state is a 
rational belief founded upon facts visi
ble in the creation.” - ,

Faith in Immortality will not atone 
for moral shortcomings. Indeed, belief 
in heaven for one’s self may take a very 
selfish form, as belief in hell for one’s 
opponents in religion, or for one’s ene
mies in war, may be full of revenge. He 
who Is continually concerned about the 
salvation of his soul may not have a 
valuable soul either to save or to lose. 
He whose thoughts, as his life closes 
here, are on the crown of glory which 
he expects to receive, may be less de
serving of such a crown than is he 
whose last concern is for his country or 
hffi family. Charles Sumner’s flying 
words, "Take) care of my civil rights

THE BATTL’E FIELD.

Some Exceptionally interesting Experi
ences, Illustrating Certain Grand 
Principles Connected with Spiritual
ism. *
To the Editor:—The annexed original 

war sketch, which appears in the New 
Philadelphia (Ohio) ¿ally Times, comes 
so near to what in my humble judgment 
is Spiritualism, pure and truthful, that 
I offer no apology for asking you to give 
it space in your excellent paper, merely 
remarking, in common parlance, that 
the secular press will get “onto it” un-. 
wittingly in due season; that is, they 
will surely “reap if they faint not."

C. H. MATHEWS.
- New Philadelphia, Ohio.

on the robe of nighty that,,,wo seldom 
take notice of them; .so thçy who live 
amidst the beauties earth may be 
regardless of acenes 'Which' arouse in 
those who see them tor th^i first,time 
and are able to appreciate: their har
monies, the deepest epotiop5

In like manner, though not to the 
same extent, we may become so accus
tomed to the goodness of those around 
us that we may almost, lose sight of 
beauties; of character which are most 
Btriking to comparative strangers.

Thé peculiarities and eccentricities, 
which assume bo much importance to 
superficial observers may fade Into 
nothingness .when the whole character 
Is appreciated, when the whole life lo 
contemplated and fairly estimated. .

. PURE RELIGION.
èo it will be with John L. Moore even 

by those who were sometimes offended 
by his Bcathlng criticism of what many 
people regard as religion—theological 
dogmas and creeds. Mr. Moore was no 
enemy of true religion. The Bible com

At Anderson, Ind., I met Bomb very 
earnest workers, and though my stay 
was short I enjoyed the acquaintances 
formed and hold them in pleasant mem
ory. They have a very beautiful tem
ple, which I believe is kept open certain 
seasons of the yqar.

At Waldron, Ind., I foupd, truly kin
dred spirits. Messrs Shoup and Heck, 
who own the largest fancy fish farm in 
the United States, very kindly secured 
the use of the Adventist church, and on 
my return trip, as the Adventists were 
using their building, the Baptist people 
very kindly and willingly gave us the 
use of their building, and on each oc
casion the choir furnished music; the 
reason of tills liberality is the fact that 
the few Spiritualists there live their lite 
of tolerance and purity. Mr? Heck’s 11- 
year-old boy, Chester, holds his own, 
among his schoolmates in telling them 
the beauties of Spiritualism.

At Columbus, Ohio, I was most pleas
antly entertained by Mrs. S. E. Delong, 
who does a most excellent work as mes
sage medium both in private and pub
lic; we ministered to the earnest and 
devoted people of the West Side Socie
ty, where a most admirable work is be
ing accomplished in both Iyceum and 
society. Mrs- Delong's messages bore 
the stamp of reliability and sincerity.
-At Conneaut, Ohio, I found many of 

the friends of several years ago, but be
hold, where then all was chaos and we 
met in the town hall, they now have a 
most comfortable and homedike hall, 
controlled entirely by the society; all 
the members are workers and the cause 
is prospering. Oh, for the time when 
each and all will unite on the cardinal 
principles and move on to the goal of 
right living, regardless of personalities.

Buffalo, N. Y., proved to be a haven of 
rest. Late trains prevented me from 
meeting the members of the Iyceum, 
but I was royally entertained by the P. 
R. C. at their parlors, and next day vis
ited Nature’s marvel, Niagara Falls, In 
company with one of the dear Iyceum 
boys.

Sunday, the 18th, I again ministered 
to the society in Conneaut, Ohio, being 
unable to keep my engagements in Phil-

OiMT O&SJiKKKDY IS CESTAI S AH» 
THAT IS “AiatSA."

aua middle «ar. The eheco 
ot catarrh la to All up end 
clog the air passages with 
deposits, these In a short 
time stopping tho action 
ot tho vibratory bones. 
Deafness ensues, and the- 
hearing cannot be restored 
until those deposits are re
moved. It Is impossible to 
reach tho Inner ear by 
probing or spraying, and 
that la tho reason why tho 
greatest aurlsts and pby- ■ 
slclans And their skill bal- 
hod. But science has dis
covered a way to reach 
these heretofore inaccess-

ibie portions of the head. This discovery has 
been named “Actina.” It is a vapor current 
which, passing through the Eustachian tubes 
attacks and dissolves the clogging catarrhal 
deposits, so that they pass away, and at the 
same time loosens up the bones (hammer, anvil 
and stirrup) in the inner ear, so that thay 'im. 
mediately respond to tho slightest sound vibra
tion. Ringing noises in the head are also caused 
by catarrh, and are the premonitory signs of 
deafness. “Actina” never’ fulls to cure this 
distressing afilietlon; wo have known cases 
®\yoars’ standing to be cured In three weeks. ' 

Aotlna” la also a certain specinq for asthma, 
bronchitis, sore threat, weafc lungs, colds and 
headaohe; all of which aro either directly or in
directly caused by catarrh. “Actlna" is sent ou 
trial postpaid. Write ua about your case. We 
gjye advloe free, and positive proof of cures. 
Professor Wilson's 100 page Dictionary of 
Disease, also sent Free. Address New York & 
London Electric Association, Den. TD 020 Wal
nut Street, Kansas Olty, Mo. ’

HAIR ON THE FACE 
LADIES—flond for new Infonniitlon Uow to remove 
ib eullj and elfuCtuaUy without oheiuicalt or Instru
ments. Corrcepondonee coniidcntiid tn plain sealed 
envelope. Hundreds of UwUnioolalB.
MRS.M.N.PERJIY, c f 0 Drawer 4IJ, Lonj Beach, California.

ON THE BRINK.
I have told of my. experience on that 

battle field a hundred times, and never 
yet have found one listener but be- 
lleved it was the creation of an over
strained brain. I, the only one fitted to 
pass judgment upon what I alone was 
cognizant of, have no opinion to offer. 
One thing 1 know—we, living in this 
age of rationalism, have banished all 
save the material. Fools! We see stars 
In the heavens countless ■ millions of 
miles away because our eyes are adapt
ed to see them. How easy for our Cre
ator to have given us another lens with 
which to discern spirits near at hand! 
And may not a man’s eye, under certain 
strained conditions, be so changed as to 
form a spiritual Irnijge?

From early morning till afternoon the 
Confederate General, Albert Sidney 
Johnston, had flung one battle wave 
after another upon the Union army un
der Grant. He had said at sunrise, “Be
fore it sets we shall water our horses in 
the Tennessee." Before that setting he 
and thousands of his men had passed 
from their material bodies. The first 
day of the battle of Shiloh had passed, 
leaving no sound save on occasional 
boom, here and there a rifle shot, but 
above-all the cries of the wounded.
i Thad fought in the "hornets’ nest,” 
pud‘there-I had been severely wounded, 
lying where I fell, among a heap of 
Slain. It was early In April, and in 
Tennessee April Is what June is in the 
northern states. I looked up and saw 
the leaves of a tree lazily fluttering in 
the breeze. I remembered it because of 
the peaceful contrast with the hell rak
ing within me. Oh, that thirst! How 
lb was driving me mad I Then for a 
time I lost consciousness.

When I came do myself it must have, 
been after midnight. I think so because 
the wounded, at least those near me, 
had been removed, and there was no liv
ing thing near me. Doubtless I had 
been left for dead. Was I not in the 
first stage of death, yet not destined for 
the last stage? I had no feeling of pain. 
I lay thinking of the events of the past 
day. Suddenly I heard a bugle call. It 
was “the assembly.” But instead of 
having the rasping ring of metal it was 
like a seraph’s voice.

I started up. How light I was! Noth
ing was an effort. Looking around, I 
saw over each body its counterpart ris
ing and hurrying away. I stood on my 
feet, and, looking down, there lay my 
own corpse. Turning, I saw men form
ing in the ranks of war. I called to an 
officer who passed me and asked him:

"What does this all mean?" 
“They are coming!”'
“Who?” .
"The Confederate dead.”
“Whatf Do the dead fight on?”
"Yes; we are simply what we left off 

being yesterday. We shall now develop 
differently, more rapidly and on a much 
broader scale. But for the "present— 
come, we must join/’
rfWe hurried forward to where this 

singular army was forming, and, pass
ing the flank, I stood for a moment look
ing down the line. In the faces of the 
men was all the war passion of living 
beings, but none of the fatigue, none of 
the suffering. The forms were like a 
night mist, and I noticed that they not 
only flickered with an unsteady motion, 
but the Une seemed like a flag through 
which a breeze Is passing, Importing un
dulations.

By tils time there was a Une of bat
tle formed composed of regiments 
whose meager numbers were indicated 
by the nearness of the standards. I 
heard a cheer—it sounded like a’ dis
tant whlstUng of wind—and a man rode 
by in a general’s uniform. •

"He was the ranking sacrifice yester
day,” said a man at my elbow, “but he 
Is no match for the Confederate gen
eral In chief."

Our leader waved his sword above 
his head, beckoning us to follow him. 
There was neither sound or firing nor 
tramp of men. Often since, when look
ing at the 'great panoramas of battle 
fields in which the action Is vividly por
trayed without the slightest sound, I 
have thought of this~advance of dead 
men. Here and there we would come 
to a part of the field occupied by camps, 
but we passed through them os though 
they were of vapor. Then suddenly 
emerging from a wood wo saw the Con
fedrates advancing to meet us. ’"

Their .leader was a tall, magnificent 
looking man in the uniform of a Confed
erate general. "When I first saw him he 
.was riding back and forth before his- 
troops encouraging them. They were a 
singular army, infantrymen, artillery
men, cavalrymen, standing shoulder to 
shoulder. The battle flags were torn 
and dingy. ■

adelphla and Baltimore.
Monday night the reception preceding 

the eleventh annual convention, of the 
N. S. A., In Washington—a very enjoy
able evening. The next four 'days 
fleeted rapidly that scarcely had we 
become acquainted when farewells 
must he paid. Others will tell you 
about some of the notable events, but 
I shall proceed to ride my “hobby,” the 
Iyceum.

Forty minutes the last day, belnnlng 
at fifteen minutes to twelve, were de
voted to the Iyceum work; I hope you 
will not think me sarcastic as to the 
hour or amount of time, for I believe 
that more business was done then than 
in any other forty minutes of the con
vention. I read all of my report, made 
a speech—long enough, I think—Mrs. 
Emma Rood Tuttle, Mr. Hudson Tuttle,

"Voltalre’B Romances.” Translate^ 
from the French. With numerous II- 
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an Invincible en
emy of the Catholic church,, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind, Price §1.60. For sale 
at this office.

and several others made speeches 
Mrs. Pruden, of Minnesota, made 
only speech that she made during 
convention, because she felt the

and 
the 
the 
1m-

portance of the issue—attention to the 
little folks. One hundred dollars were 
appropriated for the work during the 
year and my expenses to and from the 
convention were allowed. I whs in
formed that I had been reappointed Su
perintendent for the coming year—the 
appointment had taken place when I 
was in committee room. Miss Maggie 
Gaule donated five dollars to the cause 
of the little folks and several sub
scribed,for the Progressive Lyceum and 
a spirit of good-will prevailed, although 
the dinner hour was half gone, bo I 
think that It was a very important forty 
minutes of the convention.

JOHN W. RING, 
National Sup’t. Lyceum Work.

Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, Texas.

RESIGNATION.

Among.the changing acenes of life, 
Amidst its pleasures/ cares and strife; 
There comes a feeling I have known, 
That I’ve a little older grown.
The fUrrows 'pon my cheeks appear, 
Their presence brings a falling tear; 
For now I'm going down the hill, 
I simply yield unto God’s will.
He knoweth all! He knoweth best;
l am resigned to his behest;
Our coming, going, who can tell?
I know “He doeth all things well. ’’
I’m here because he wills It bo, 
HIb purpose wise, ah, who may know? 
His power we witness everywhere; 
His bounty each and all may share.
I would not drift from him apart, 
I need his presence in my heart;
'Tis His design in me revealed, 
His loving presence not concealed.
A helpful presence all may know, 
As thro’ life’s journey here below; ■ 
We wend our weary toilsome way, 
He’s with, to guide us, every day,
And give us strength frorq, realms 

above,
If we His faithful children prove;
Oh, Lord, we of Thy strength would 

share,
Enfold us to Thy loving care.
May we behold ourselves within, 
Protect, and guide us from all Bln; 
Reveal to us the heavenly light, 
And we’ll walk humbly in Thy sight.
And when on earth ow work is dohe, 
Convey us to our heavenly home, 
Where all earths-weary ones find rest 
“Among the mansions of the blesL”

DR. G. W. FOWLER.
Lynn, Maas. ’

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD
Information How They May Give Birth to Happy, 

Healthy Children Absolutely With- ' 
out Paln~Sent Free.

No woman need any looser dread the palne ot 
ohlld-birth, or remain childless. Dr. J. H. Dye 
hae devoted his life to relieving tho sorrows of 
women. Ho has proved that all pain at childbirth may be entirely banished, and ho will gladly tell 
you how It may be done absolutely free of charge, 
sendyonrname and address to Dr.J.H. Dye, 151 
Lewis Block, BuHalo, N. V.. and ho will send you 
postpaid, his wonderful book which teUs how to 
give birth to happy, healthy children, ansolutely 
withou.pain; also, how to cure sterility. Do not 
delay, but write to-day.

The above is the number of the pres
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing tho number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
data Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper.

KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualistic and -Occult 

News.
You can do ft by reading each week 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo- 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena It contains each week, -ia 
the maryel of the age. No one can af
ford to be without the paper. Its prlca 
is within the reach of all.

HEALING,
with the finer menial and spiritual forces as ap
plied to healing. Price, M cents.

Molecuiar Hupothesis of Nature; 
The Relation of Its Principles to Gontlnued Ex
istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper, 24 cents.

A Conspiracy Against theRepublic 
By Charles B. Waite. A- M., author of “History 
of the Christian Religion to the Year 200,” etc. 
Price, paper, 25 cents.

ANCIENT INDIA,
Its Language and Religions. By Prof. H. Olden*  
berg. Paper, 25 cents. . .

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
It is enough to say this 50 page pamphlet la 

written by Moses Hull. Price 15 cents. -

ORIGIN OF LIFE
tod Bow the Spirit Body Growt. By M. F&rtday 
Price« 10c. For iale at this office

“ THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE. •
Or The Threefold Power ot Sox. By Lolo Wals- 
brookor. Price, 50 cents.

WOMAN! ^¿»’ereS’at^h^i 
thlnker’e International Congress, Chicago, Ill., 
October, 1803. By Susan H. wixon. Price, 10c.

CHRIS'flANfTY TFlCTION.
The Astronomical and Astrological origins of 

all religions. .A poem by Dr. J. 11. Mendenhall. 
Price 50 cents.

The Christ Question Settled.
Jesus, Man, Medium, Martyr. A symposium 
by W. E. Coleman, J. S. Loveland, Hudson Tut
us, Moses Hull, J. R. Buchanan, B. B. Hill, 
Rabbi I. M. Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what tho 
spirits say about It. By j. M. PEEBLES, M. D, 
Whether this book settles the question or not 
it will be round eminently entertaining, and 
brings together a mass ot evidence to establish 
the historical character ot Jesus. A large 
volume. Price, cloth. 81.25.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The imost important reflations concerning 

the true origin of Christianity. Reader, in 
bringing to your notice “Antiquity Unveiled,’1 
it is with the sincere hope that you are earn
estly looking for the truth, regardless of nny 
other consideration’ If such is the case, this 
advertisement will deeply interest you, and 
after reading this brief description you will 
doubtless wish to give the work a careful 
perusal. Price, $1.50.
IIAMAM» A Lecture Delivered to Ladies 
WUI ini ’ « OntyTpZ Mrs.’Dr. Hulburt. On 
the present status oi woman, physically, men
tally, morally and spiritually. Tho divine law 
of true harmonlal marriage, etc. Price, 10c.

ft. SCHOPENHAUER ESSAYS.
Translated by T. B. Saunders. Cloth. 75 cents. 
“Schopenhauer is one of the few phllosophc” 
who can generally understood without a 
commentary. All his theories claim to be 
drawn direct from facts, to be suggested by'ob
servation, and to interpret the world as it is; 
and whatever view he takes, he is constant in 
his appeal to tho experience of common life. 
This characteristic endows his style with 
freshness and vigor which would be difficult to 
match in the philosophic writing of any___
try, and impossible in that or Germany.’’— 
Translator.

iin\WT iniTI Between Religion and Science. 
I il IN H IJ111 Just the book for progressive 
UUXllUXvX thinkers. A book that is very 
interesting to people who havo a taste for the 
past religious history. By John W. Draper. 
Price, cloth, 11.75.

"Cosmlan Hymn Book." A collection 
of original and relected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want It comprises 258 choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price 50 cents.

"The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional."’ This book, by tho well 
known Father Chinlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall, (1. For sale at 
this offloa. .

"Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First The Philosophy of Cura (In
cluding Methods and Instruments.” 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LU. D. A 
vary Instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as it 
well fulfills the promise of Its title. 
For sal® at this office. Price, 75 cents.

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning

By Lilian Whiting,
Author of "Th. World Beautiful,” "K.te Field. 
“After Her Death,*'  “From Dreamland Bent," ate, 
With portrait. 16mo. Cloth, gilt. Price 11.25. Th« 
writer of this “Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning*  
has thrown tho book Into flTochaptcrs. with sub-tlUM 
as follows:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. ' Summer flnow of Apple 

Blossoms;“ Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends in the
Unseen. :

LOVES OF THE POETS. Tho Prefigured Frlendj 
VltaNouva; “One Day, My Biron.

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Poetry; InCase 
Guldl; Fiorentino Days; Walter Savage Lahdor.

ART AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; The 
Clasped Hands*.  Kato Field’s Records; Mrs.
Browning's Death.

LILIES OF. FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual 
Laws; Modern Scientific Thought; Tho Oonsld*  
ation of Genins.

For Bale at this office.

The New and the Old, 
Or tho World'o ProgresB in Thought. By Mosea 
Hull. An excellent work by this veteran writer 
and thinker. Price. 10 conta

AETER HER DEATH
Tho Story ot a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded with ptn-o and boautltul spirituality 
ot thought. Instructivo and bolptul to all who 
lovo and. Book tho. higher and finer ways ol 
spiritual experience, talos. Sito
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THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER
EXCELLENT SUGGESTIONS. TO AL,L C0-W0RKER8,

A Letter From the Edltor-at-Large.

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE THIS 
OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED ON SAT
URDAY AFTERNOONS.

How to Advance the Cause of Spirit- 
uallsm.

ALWAYgUlVH YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES ANlifCO&MUNICATlONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FINI), THEIR WAY TO THETAKE NOTICE.

All books advertised in the columns 
of The Progressive Thinker are for 
sale at this office. Bear. tW In mind.

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS, 
DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

3 i

CONTRIBUTORS;—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statemsnts he may make. Tho editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause, of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
Beutlments uttered In an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly 
understood that our space Is lnR(—] 
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account tor tno 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We woullj. »k® 
to Impress upon the minds of our co 
epondents that The Progressive thins 
is set- up on a Linotype machine J® 
must make speed «pquul to about r 
compositors. That means rapid wora, 
and It is essential that all copy.
Bure insertion In the paper, all otner i 
qulrements being favorable, shomu 
written plainly with ink on w 
paper, or with a typewriter, aud ouij 
one side of tho paper. . t

ITEMS.—Bear la mldd that items i 
the General Survey will In all 
adjusted to the space we have to oc 
py, and In order to do that they w 
generally bave to be abridged more 
less; otherwise many Items wouiu 
crowded out. Sometimes a 
Item Is cut down to ten Unes, and 
lines to two Unes, as occasion may 
Qulre.

Take due notice, that all H,61*18 L 
this page must be accompanied by 
full name and address of the 5Vrl*,’iA 
will not do to sny that Secretary or■ L■ 
respondent writes so and so, 'w‘, ?i.„ 
giving the full name and address or 
writer. The Items of those who do no 
comply with this request will be c 
into tho waste basket.

Keep copies of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we bave not epuce to use them.

Geo. H. Brooks Is at liberty to fill cm 
eairements tor November. Address 
hta mt once at 114 President street, 
Wheaton, Ill- ' ,

H. H. Jones writes: “The Pr°g«SB‘ye 
Thinker is a searcher after light, wH 
out iear or favor itrepeaks out all righ •

E R Fielding writes from Washing
ton D. C.: “Mrs. Mary T. Longley, sec
retary of the N. S. A., will lecture foi 

- the First Spiritualist Association for 
the motith of November. Subject tor 
the morning service, Spiritual Prog!less, 
evening subject, The Lite of the Souk 
At the first evening service, Payson 
Longley sang one of his beautiful song , 
‘Open Those Pearly Gates of Light. 
His songs in time will become as popu
lar as Moody and Sankey s gospel 
songs. The Educational Society of 
Spiritualists, Mrs. Milan Edson will lec
ture for this society for. the month of 
November. Mr. J. H. Altemus holds 
meetings every Sunday evenelng at 
Wonn’s had.”

The Inter Ocean has ..the following 
from Lamont, S. D.: “Lured by the 
promise of a few dollars, 9ft,RaSft 
sen, a young farmer, offered himself as 
subject to a traveling hypnotist, who 
gave an exhibition here Wednesday,and 
consented to be hypnotized and burled. 
To-night Rasmussen still lies rigid in 
the coffin lie voluntarily entered, while 
his friends are scouring the country in 
pursuit of the hypnotist, who fled in ter
ror after trying vainly for more than an 
an hour to revive his subject. Yester
day the coffin containing Rasmussen 
was dug up from the grave In which It 
was buried, and the entire town flocked 
to the lecture-room to witness the re
vival of the young man. The lecturer s 
first attempt failed, and so did the sec
ondhand likewise the third. Then the 
hypnotist began to show signs of un
easiness, but most people in the audi
ence thought nothing of the failures, 
supposing them to be a part of tho pei- 

..formance. After repeated efforts with 
the same fruitless results, the lecturer 
became excited, lost his self-control, 
fainted, and fell to the platform In a 

"•swoon. Realizing the desperate sltua« 
tlon, the audience was instantly in a 
state of greatest excitement. The lec
turer was trampled under foot by the 
Infuriated mob, which swarmed onto 
tho platform, and would have been 
killed had it not been for the presence 
of a few cool-headed men who took 
charge of him, removed him to a farm
house near-by, and locked him in a 
bedroom, but in the midst of the uproar 
at the schoolhouse he regained con
sciousness, and, realizing the situation 
he was in, fled through a window. All 
efforts to arouse Rasmussen have 
■.ailed.” :

G. H. Brooks writes: “I lecture In 
Marshalltown, Iowa, Nov. 8 and 15. My 
address while there will be 130 West 
..lain street. The 22d and 29tlx I lec
ture at Ottumwa, Iowa. My address 
—bile there will be 625 West Fourth 
street. I would like to hold week-night 
meetings near Marshalltown and Ot- 
:umwa. Will respond to calls for fu
nerals.”

Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt has returned from 
a very pleasant month’s engagement 
with the Spiritualist society at St. Jo
seph, Mo; He speaks highly of Dr, J. O. 
Stephens, president of the society, for 
his unremitting kindness, and his self
sacrifices for the cause; also of Mr. 
John M. White’s platform''test work, 
and of Mrs. Tlfflna, trumpet medium, 
who gave a seance for the benefit of the 
society; says many kind words for the 
society people in general on account of 
their intelligent and refined courtesy, 
which made the visit enjoyable. The 
Doctor’s home address Is 633 West 
Madison street, Chicago.

Another religious ijoclety has been 
. formally organized in Cedar Rapids, 

Iowa, to be known as the Progressive 
Spiritualist Society, which has re
ceived a formal charter from the state 
organization. V. Drahos Is president 
of the society, and states that regular 
services will be held as soon as suitable 
quarters can be secured.

Dr, Beverly writes: “Over 250 people 
visited Lakeside Hall last Sunday to 
hear tlie best speakers than can be pro
cured and receive free tests and med"- 
sages from the finest psychics in the 
city. I will soon start a branch at 
South Chicago, where meetings will be 
held every Friday evening. Gbo. H. 
Brooks, of Wheaton, a fine lecturer of 

\- national reputation, has proiplsed to be 
witli us soon." 1

The Psychic Research Society of 
Rockford, III., with other societies of 
Northern Illinois, will hold a mass
meeting at Rockford, Ill., Nov. 15. The 
meeting will be opened nt two o’clock 
p. m., with a business meeting for form
ing a circuit of the different societies, 
followed by. a conference meeting.. At 
I ¡30 lecture and tests. An effort is be
ing mntlo to secure first-class lecturers 
Mid test mediums. Also good music. 
The public Is cordially invited. Mrs. 
H. H. Howe, president, 729 Mulberry 
street, Rockford, III.

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to insure insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
Writer. , Otherwise they may be cast 
Into thé waste basket.

Geo., Hamilton Brooks, 6600 Nornïâl 
avenue, Chicago, corresponding secre
tary of tlie Englewood Spiritual Union, 
wants to hear from reliable resident 
platform test mediums, with terms and 
open dates. -

Mrs. J. Lindsey is at present at 
Grand Rapids, Mich., where she can be 
addressed in care of the General Deliv
ery. Mrs. Lindsey is a true worker in 
the cause pf Spiritualism and exerts an 
excellent influence wherever she is.

Nellie S. Baade writes from New Or
leans: “During October I lectured for 
the Independent -Christian Church of 
Alliance, Ohio, where we held some in
teresting meetings. Mr. Dell Herrick, 
of Grand Rapids, Mich., officiates for 
this society during November. I ar
rived in New Orleans in time to com
mence my engagement for the Spiritual 
organization, Nov. 1. This society 
seems to have capable and efficient of
ficers. A large audience greeted me, 
which is encouraging to any speaker. I 
love the sunny south, and as my health 
is so much better here than In the 
northern climate, I hope at some future 
time to make It my home. I have calls 
from different states in the south, and 
when my work is completed here I shall 
go elsewhere to disseminate our beauti
ful philosophy. At this time I wish to 
congratulate the Spiritualists of the 
United States on the re-election of Har
rison D. Barrett for president of the N. 
S. A. Let us all send out best thoughts 
for his perfect restoration to health. 
Spiritualism has come to stay, and let 
us as Spiritualists combine our efforts. 
Support our spiritual literature; live 
spiritual lives ; do all the good can 
in this life; be true to ourselves, our fel
low beings and our God, and then our 
efforts to establish truth as we under
stand It will prove successful. I have 
had more calls for engagements during 
the past months than I could fill in two 
years.”

Maggie Waite writes: “The Metropol
itan Spiritualist Society, on Sunday, No
vember 1, had an audience that occu
pied every available space, and stand
ing-room was at a premium to listen to 
the lecture by its pastor, Mrs. Maggie 
Waite, on Steps from Catholicism to 
Spiritualism, or the Story of Her Life, 
and held her audience for an hour. The 
messages were given by Chas. Peterson 
and shows a marked development In his 
mediumship,■> as every message was 
readily recognized. He wa's followed 
by Maggie Waite, who brought consol
ing messages from spirit life. The Pro
gressive Thinker has a ready sale at the 
door each Sunday evening.”

Scribe writes from Detroit, Mich.: 
“The Spiritual Workers, at their hall, 
333.Michigan avenue, are pushing the 
fall and winter work under the most fa
vorable influences. President Badger 
will address the society for the second 
time next Sunday evening. Mrs. Rose 
Ferris conducted the services most ac
ceptably last Sunday, and Mrs. Jenk
ins, of-Windsor, this Sunday, with ex
ellent music by Miss Francis. Addi
tional seats had to be provided. Al
though this society has just passed its 
second year, it has already put forth a 
sprout. There was a good-patured jar 
at the recent election of officers, that 
must have been taken as a jolt, for the 
retired ones have set out to holcDmeet- 
ings in another part of the city under 
the name of the Church of the Soul. 
Mr. and Mrs. Brockway have appeared 
at one of the finest halls in the city-and 
held two Sunday evening meetings, to 
very large audiences. Mrs. Brockway
gave tests that 
over the hall.

gave satisfaction all 
They have fine consul-

tation rooms at 29 East Columbia 
street. An immense audience greeted 
Rev. Arthur S. Vosburgh, at the De
troit Opera House, Sunday afternoon, 
on ‘Christian Science.’ Windsor, the 
vitosophyist, is here for a week. Dr. 
Mina Wise said to be the most conscien
tious hand-reader in the state, is per
manently situated at her homo on 
Miami avenue.”

SPIRITUALISTS everywhere take 
notice of the Testimonial to W. J. Col
ville. C. G. and A. M. Oyston write 
from Seattle, Wash., as follows: 
“Twenty-five years ago, in Nov. 1878, W. 
J. Colville, the well known inspira
tional lecturer, author and poet, ar
rived in America from England, where 
he had, at a remarkably tender age, 
won high renown as a speaker of ex
traordinary ability. As a quarter of a 
century' has now passed on and this In
defatigable worker has, In this and 
many other lands, made hosts of friends 
who desire to show their appreciation 
of the good work accomplished through 
his instrumentality,' It has been de
cided to Celebrate this 25th anniversary 
by the presentation of a friendly offer
ing composed of the free will donations 
of those only who Esteem it a privilege 
to contribute. Thougli the first Sunday 
in November, 1903, is the exact anni- 
very otthe commencement of W. J. Col
ville’s ministrations in America, it has 
not been ^found practicable to make this 
project known -early enough to enable 
all who desire to take part therein to 
contribute by that date, consequently 
after-consulting with many who take 
keen interest In the event we have de
cided to make a presentation on Jan. 1, 
1904. Knowing the widely representa
tive character of The Progressive 
Thinker, and realizing the utter impos
sibility of reaching W. J. Colville’s 
widely scattered friends by private cir
cular, we venture to trespass on the ed
itor's kindness far enough td request an 
Insertion of this announcement. The 
smallest as~Xvell as thq largest offering 
to this testimonial fund will be immedl-' 
ately acknowledged by us. Address ub 
at No. 102 Queen Anne avenue, Seattle, 
Wash.” .

T. A. Thompson writes from Wichita, 
Kans.: “I arranged with Mrs. Maggie 
Vestal to come and spend this month 
and give trumpet seances, public and 
private, here. She began her manifes
tation's last evening, and will continue 
each Sunday evening during this 
month. This is her fourth visit to this 
jclty, and the interest is. greater now 
than before. She gives private sittings 
at which spirit friends come and con
verse in clear, strong voice familiarly 
with their anxious mortal friends« To
day, our mutual friend, Chas. R. Miller 
came and said-be wanted I should'con
vey to yon and Brother Moses Hull his 
cordial greetings; and was met at the 
threshold of spirit life by bls daughter 
Carrie, wlio conducted him to bar beau
tiful spirit home where he was happier

Kov. 14, ISffiL,

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office hot later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind, 
tjiat he could describe. He especially
desired me to report through The Pro
gressive Thinker to his mortal wife 
that he was often at her home to com
fort and aid her by his influence. Also, 
he Wished me to state that in the near 
future he should come and give to Spir
itualists and the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker a communication re
garding bls experience in passing out of 
the mortal and entrance upon life in the 
spirit realms. I will add that the mani
festations given by Mrs. Vestal are in 
bright electric and full daylight."

Virginie Barrett writes: “Will the li
brarian for Spiritualistic works of Mon
treal, Can., kindly give his address and 
report of progress, and oblige, as I have 
something of interest to communicate. I 
would be pleased to hear from-French 
students and societies desiring my ser
vices as teacher upon Spiritualism and 
reform subjects. I would like to go 
southward. Terms reasonable. Ad
dress me at 1915 Broadway, Indianapo
lis, Ind.”

Mrs. Dr. H. A. Cross writes: "The 
Hyde Park Occult Society will be fa
vored with an address by Dr/Juliet H. 

«Severance (subject, ‘Thomas Paine’) on 
Nov. 15. We want to begin our services 
at 7:30, if possible, so come early. All 
will miss a great treat who fall to be 
present to hear Mrs. Severance. We 
held a delightful social on October 27. 
The house was crowded. All had a 
good time; plenty to eat, and fine tal
ent. We closed with dancing in the 
wee small hours of the morning. Mrs. 
Noyes was also with us that evening, 
and gave many fine readings. She is a 
noble worker, who reaches the hearts 
of all who meet her.”

TJie Denver : (Colo.) Post says 
“Adolph Dameron, a well-known Pueblo 
man, says that he Is now a convert to 
clalrvoyancy and a firm believer in the 
powers of Prof. Laska to locate gold 
mines or any other old thing. Dameron 
says that he consulted Laska in refer
ence to several mining propositions at 
Waunita, and*  that as the result of fol
lowing the clairvoyant’s advice he se
cured a claim on which the assays run 
$60 to $80 a ton, and yesterday all his 
friends were helping him celebrate his 
good luck.” ,

Harry J. Moore is now located at 625 
West Fourth street, Ottumwa, Iowa. 
Mr. Moore lectures for the Rockford 
(Ill.) society the last -two Sundays of 
November and his address during his 
stay in Rockford will be 313 East State 
street. ■ ’.

At the farm home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Fuller, Nashville, Mich., on Oct. 28, 
their son Fred and Miss Sadie McGinnis 
were united in marriage. The spacious 
rooms were decorated with ferns, flow
ers and autumn leaves. The bride was 
most beautifully gowned ip white. The 
bridesmaid was Miss S. Russell; the 
best man, Mr. Fred Long. Mr. and 
Mrs. Fuller were both Spiritualists, and 
were not afraid to let their friends know 
it. They served a sumptuous repast for 
about one hundred and twenty-five, 
guests. The presents were many, and 
all valuable and useful. They received 
the blessings and good wishes from a 
large circle 6f friends. Mrs. Marian 
Carpenter, of Detroit, Mich., officiated.

Dr. Freedman, the Australian healer, 
writes that he has been obliged to 
change his residence to a more desir
able house, 513 West Adams street, 
where he can renew his classes in psy
chic culture. Sunday evening meetings 
Will commence Nov. 15. - Engagements 
with the Doctor or Mrs. Freedman can , 
be secured by using ’phone 1133 Polk, 
three rings.

W. J. Colville is now on the Pacific 
coast. During October he gave a great 
many lectures in Seattle, Wash. Octo
ber 4, 11, 18 and 25 he spoke in Pythian 
Hall, First avenue, under auspices of 
First Association of Spiritualists, when 
the spacious hall was filled in the after
noons and overcrowded in the evenings. 
Lectures during the week were given in 
Theosophical Hall, Third avenue, where 
Mr. Leadbeater had recently appeared. 
On all occasions the attendance was 
large and interest great. A great va
riety of subjects were treated and nu
merous questions were asked and an
swered on all occasions. Oct. 26 and 27 
Mr. Colville lectured in Victoria, B C., 
under auspices of the Psychical Re
search Society in Caledonia Hall, 
Blanchard street. Though very brief 
notice had been given the hall was full 
on both occasions, and the audiences 
received lectures and poems with great 
applause. On Sunday, Nov 1. he began 
a three months’ engagement in Califor
nia. Till further notice he lectures ev
ery Sunday at 3 p. m. in FloofFBulldlng, 
Market street, San Francisco; at 3 p. m.*  
day, Loring Hall, 11th street, Oakland ; 
at 7 :.3O p. m., also in San Francisco. On 
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 8 p. 
m., and in Oakland on Monday and 
Wednesday at 8 p. m., in same hall. Ar
rangements ckn be made on easy terms 
with societies or responsible individuals 
in that vicinity with this popular speak
er for engagements on Fridays, during 
November and December, 1903, and 
January, 1904. Address all letters, etc., 
to W. J. Colville, Room 11 Flood,Build
ing Market street, San Francisco,'Cal.

The well known worker, Addie L. Bal
lou, writes from San Francisco, Cal.: 
“During the late state convention of 
Spiritualists one of the out-of-town trus
tees said to me, ‘I see you are not doing 
any speaking of late,’ and seemed sur
prised when I told him of several en
gagements that I had filled, and re
quested me to report them to the state 
board and the journals for general In
formation, which L now do with your 
permission although somewhat late In 
date with some of them. Since the 
March anniversary, at which I was a 
participant, I have lectured as follows: 
The afternoons of the three last Sun
days of April, for an Oakland, society; 
the evenings of the same days for Mrs. 
Gillespie’s congregation in San Fran
cisco; on May 19 by engagement of its 
pastor, Rev. Mr. Sargent, in the Second 
Baptist church, Berkeley—two services, 
one on the ocean and the other at the 
cemetery in Oakland, occasion of- Me
morial Day. I was engaged by the Rev. 
Mr. Hudson of the Unitarian church in 
San Francisco to go to Santa Rosa oh 
Oct. 18, and ‘preach’ th his former con
gregation, he choosing for my subject, 
Thomas Paine, which was excellently 
received. On Nov. 3, I officiated in 
christening a babe. All this being ‘mis
sionary work’ I trust It may be deemed 
as .entitled to credit. In passing, I am' 
not averse to saying that I am rather 
partial to’ doing missionary work out
side of the ranks of Spiritualists, and In 
the churches. I always find marked 
consideration and attentiveness: and an 
equal freedom to express my views un
trammeled, which may-not speak illy 
of out missionary good work.’’ ’

The Itev.i tWilllam Chester, formerly 
the pastor jef Immanuel Presbyterian 
church of ^jlway^ee, Wis., has written 
a book on "Immortality a Rational 
Faith,” which will cause a deep seated 
pang in thd'hearts of those Christians 
who have a faculty of reading a work in 
fragments. ^There1 are passages in the 
work, and admissions, too, that will 
stagger the faithful who have been pin
ning their faith to the old-time philoso
phy of the pulpit, but taken as a whole 
the volume 1b a powerful argument in 
favor of the future life for man. As a 
clergyman in charge of the Milwaukee 
church, Mr. Chester was considered one 
of the most profound teachers of the 
truths of the gospel in the city. He re
signed his position here against the 
wishes of his people, aqd, it may be 
said, the people of the city, to go tb Eu
rope and study deeper into the prob
lems of religious life. -

At Detroit, Mich., 58" W. Columbia 
street, on Thursday evening, at 8 p. m., 
Mr. Archie Morrow and Miss Grace 
Queenette were united in marriage. 
The bride was gowned in white silk, 
and carried white roses. The brides
maid was Miss Florence Clayton; the 
best man, Mr. Harvey Demerest. The 
happy couple were in. receipt of many 
valuable presents. Refreshments were 
served to about forty guests. Mrs. Mar 
rian Carpenter officiated.

Will C. Hodge writes from San Diego, 
Cal.: “B. Fay Mills has stirred up the 
dry bones of the old fossils in San Di
ego, . but the preachers are fighting 
mighty shy of the 20th century religion. 
They hate to give up, but thank God 
they are going just the same."

Mrs. Cora 1». V. Richmond’s subject 
for Nov. 15: Spiritual or Psychic Phe
nomena, 'ffiieir Import, and Are They 
Natural or Supernatural?

Mrs. C. H. Stevens writes from Ox
ford, Mich.: "I am now past 95, and 
have taken The Progressive Thinker 
ever since it was published; must have 
it to cheer me on the remainder of the 
journey through life.”

Wm. Fetzer, secretary, writes: “The 
First Church of Spiritualists -of Pitts
burg, Pa., having recently purchased a 
beautiful two-story brick church on 
Boquet street, held Its dedicatory serv
ices, Sunday, Nov. 1, beginning at 10:45 
a. in. Opening hymn' by the congrega
tion, 'Nearer, My God, to Thee.’ Invo
cation by Mjs.-C. L. Stevens, one of the 
oldest members of the society, she hav
ing made tlie opening address when the 
society first organized in this city in 
1886, two years before our charter for 
church was granted by the court of 
Pennsylvania. Our president then fol
lowed with an address of welcome, con
gratulating the church on having at
tained the success made manifest by 
this large assembly to-day. His re
marks included a brief history of the 
church, and the good works achieved 
since Its organization. Next in order 
was a beautiful solo rendered by Mr. 
Harry F. Conners,' a music teacher, ac
companied by Mr. John Clouse, organ
ist. Harrison D. Barrett, president pf 
the N, 8. A., delivered the opening ded
icatory address. His inspired and force
ful words on ’What Spiritualism Means 
to-T.be Awakening’World' enthused his 
hearers -and evoked the highest appreci
ation. In casing'he made an earnest 
appear for finds to clear the church 
from debt, ami the;responses were most 
gratifying. Rev. B. F. Austin followed 
with a short address. F. Corden White 
was Introduced and spoke briefly when 
the morning services concluded with 
the new doxology. The afternoon serv
ices began at 3 p. m. with congrega
tional music. The president, Mr. C. L. 
Stevens, opened the exercises with a 
few earnest, soul-inspiring remarks, fol
lowed by the christening of a sweet lit
tle six months old'baby boy, Charles 
Robbins Fetzer, our worthy secretary’s 
son, Rev. Austin and President Barrett 
officiating. Then followed a beautiful 
solo rendered by Mrs. Lina Hughes But
ner. The services were continued in 
the form of a symposium, our ever
ready and faithful home worker, Rich
ard F.'Tischer and others making ad
dresses. Then followed a pleasing solo 
with auto-harp accompaniment, by Prof. 
Bonnell. An address was then given 
by President Barrett, after which Mr. F. 
Corden White gave spirit messages. 
The evening services began at 7:45, 
with an" invocation by Mrs. C. L. Stev
ens. The principal address of the even
ing was given by Dr. Austin, of Toronto, 
which was an eloquent continuation of 
the dedicatory address of the morning. 
Then followed a quartette by the organ
ist, Mr. Evans and his musical friends. 
Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, of Chicago, was in
troduced, and gave a most inspiring ad
dress, and after more music, President 
Barrett made another appeal for funds, 
which was responded to with liberality, 
over $1,500 in cash and subscriptions 
being given during the day. Mr. F. 
Corden White then gave most inspiring 
and convincing messages from the

We meet Spiritualists who are aux- 
loUs, to do something to advance the 
cause of Spiritualism, but seem to think 
the only way to help the cause along is 
to develop mediumship and go before 
the public. While that is a very good 
way, it is not the only way. There is 
need of others workers than mediums, 
and there are other ways to work be
sides preaching and .giving tests. A 
most excellent way to help our cause 
along would be:

1. Make a thorough canvass of the 
community, taking the names and ad
dresses of all Spiritualists and sending 
them to the secretary of your state as
sociation, if you have one; if you have 
none, send them to the secretary of the 
National Association, or to the mis
sionaries. . • f

2. After getting these addresses", if 
you have no society In your place, and 
.there are seven good Spiritualists or 
more, send for the missionaries to come 
gnd hold meetings to awaken interest 
and organize a society.

3. If there are not enough Spiritual
ists to form a society, call the mission
aries and let them help you to make 
more Spiritualists.

4. if conditions will not permit you 
to call the missionaries; get some .good 
books on tlie subject, subscribe for tlie 
Spiritualist papers and start a reading 
class for the study of Spiritualism in Its 
different phases, inviting your orthodox, 
agnostic and Spiritualist neighbors to 
join the class.

5. Start a lyceum. Yes, start a ly
ceum If you only have one child to be
gin with. You -will soon get more. 
Write John W. Ring, Galveston, Texas, 
National Lyceum Superintendent, and 
he will advise you how to manage the 
work.

6. If you can do none of the things 
recommended above, do press work, 
write for the secular newspapers and 
other periodicals. You can also distrib
ute leaflets furnished by the N. S. A. In 
this way you can preach to a large audi
ence and not be overcome by stage 
fright. There are many ways to work 
and It seems clear that no one need re
main idle if they are willing to work for 
our cause. __

We are at present doing missionary 
work in Indiana. We want the hearty 
co-operation of every Spiritualist in tlie 
state. Indiana has a population of 
more than two and a half millions, and 
thousands of them are Spiritualists.

. Wo wish to visit every society and ev
ery locality In the state where the ser-

For - the words of appreciation ex
pressed by the delegates at the national 
convention, of the work of the office for 
tlie past year, I wish to express my 
thankfulness. I also desire to thank 
those, who, by sending clippings and 
suggestions, furnished material and 
pointed the occasion for replies and se
cured publication by personal influence. 
I sincerely pray them to continue their 
assistance and that many others will 
join them-

To realize the fullest possibilities of 
this work, there must be co-operation of 
all those interested. In fact, its suc
cess depends on the watchfulness and 
zeal -of correspondents even more than 
on the labor of the editor:at-large.

If Spiritualists would interview the 
editors of their local papers, they would 
often find'that articles on Spiritualism 
would be accepted,Jf furnished. Thus 
it is possible to reach an audience that 
can be Instructed in no other manner, 
and the prejudices and false concep
tions of the public be corrected and the 
truth made known.

It is quite as important to present 
the positive side, as to repel attacks. 
Let us not stand on the defensive and 
apologize for our belief, We can make a 
campaign of education in this manner, 
the advantage of which cannot be over
estimated.

The world Is prejudiced against Spir
itualism, because of misunderstanding 
from Ignorance and misrepresentation. 
If it is prêsentedjn its purity, as a phi
losophy of life, here and hereafter; as 
a system of knowledge of all things 
beyond the border of matter; as a relig
ion of devotion to the right and true, 
and self-consecration to the highest 
idea), it will command respect of all the 
right-thinking. .

All Spiritualists are missionaries 
elect to press forward tills word of en
lightenment. They can ascertain if 
their local newspapers will publish ar
ticles on the subject and the character 
of the matter desired. Then they can 
furnish this themselves, or request the 
editor-at-large to glye it his attention.

The year before us is full of promise. 
We may not‘reap the harvest we are 
sowing, but we may rest assured that 
the seed will find lodgment, and cultured 
by angel hands, will furnish the very 
bread of life to coming generations.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Editor-at-LargeNatlonal Spiritualist As

sociation.

THE PSYGHOGRflPH,
—OR——

DIAL PLANCHETTE

. 1« »ub«t«iitlsiiy tho e»mo u th««
lQ W*  o«rly tnvoatlg«tloUL i?,. JpProreil form It baa beau before ths public for 

tuore chan «even years, aud Ju the hand« of thousaudi 
of persons has proved Its superiority over the PIsm- 
chette, and all other instruments which have been 
brought out In Imitation, both lu regard to certalnt*  
ttd correctness of tho communication« recilvod bv 
ua Mu. and as a means or developing mediumship.

JDo vw wUh to UplrUualbm^
Do you with U» develop AiediutntMpV
Do you detiro Iq receive Communieationt^

The Psychograph to an Invaluable auhtant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Modiuiufihip

with every Instrument. Many who were Cbt aware of 
their madlumUtlc gift, have, after & fow rktlaga. 
m.tL« J? ft r?cu’,v? delightful messages A yolum*  
might be filled with commendatory. lurtcrs, Many 
who(began with It as on amusing toy, found that the 
Intelligence controlling H knew more than them, 
•cives, and became couverU to Spiritualism.
J?*? 1- Edwards. Orient, N. Y., writes: '•! bad 
J?hi?uftcaft>a8 the Psychograph) from many 
oiner friends, even from old settlers whose grave*  
Stones are moss-grown In the old yard. They have

*J<1 proved to iae U»t Bplr- 
iiuauam la Indeed true, end tlie connuuntcatlona huvo 

eomrorl In the acvereal 
nJ ? “‘2 roe. daughter, «nd Ihelr motbor." 

M?n;r.^S8C.ro’l1’11' '"■'ties» hevc mule bl«
i’rh^A r‘u t0 th?,° 1» ixycblc milter«,
2ha!aili?.i -I ■!“ ideeb pteoed with the Pay- 
11» JJ1’..nTL•I'nplelu prluclplceudconatruo
ku»l „ mutt bo far mure aeueltlve to aplr.
renrrSnT tb ‘a8 °“8 U0W 111 U,°' 1 
n.“rt!?>y ’“peroedo the latter when Ita aupertor/ 
norlta become known."

Security packed, and lent pottage paid fmn 
manufaclUrcr, for (l.W. Addreui

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

TO THE MOON.

vices of missionaries are needed. We
hope to encourage and strengthen the 
old societies, organize new ones, and 
assist in uniting the local societies in 
a fine state association.

The N. 8. A. lias sent us to do this 
4wk. We solicit correspondence from 

(every part of the state.
ÌAdress, Rochester, Ind.

E. W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE, 
N- 8. A. Missionaries.

Oh, haunting specter of a long-dead joy, 
Thou phantom of a dim and buried 

past,
Oh, fair lost sphere, what strange hand

ASPHODEL BLOOMS
AND

Other Offeriscisi
BY

EMMA ROOD TUTTLH.

THE GREATEST OF ALL FRAUD».

spirit world. The meetings were 
enjoyable, inspiring and spiritual, 
Ifestlng a unity of purpose and 
will on the part of all concerned.”

PRAYER.

most 
man
good

“Behold there Is no gj-ief like this;
The barren blossom of thy prayer, 

Thou shalt find out how Bweet it is,
O fools and blind, what seek ye there, 

High up In the air?
“Ye must have gods, the friends of men, 

Merciful gods, compassionate;
And these shall answer you again, 

Will ye beat always at the gate,
Ye ^pls op fate?

“Ye fools'and 'blinds for this Is sure,- 
That all yeiShall Yiot live, but die.

Lo, what thing havfe ye found endure?
Or what thing haVe you found on high 

Past'the bllhd sky?”
r<! 4h-A. C. Swinburne.
—' . ...ii— -----------

In the school itseft, should be taught, 
to all children of whatever gift, grade, 
or age, the laws ofthonor, the habit of 
truth, and the happiness of love.—John 
Ruskin.' 9j ’ f

■ b< -n .
“The Kingship o^Self-Control.' , 

Wm. George Jordan, It treats of the
crimes of the.

By

the Red Tape
dütÿ, the supreme -çharlty of the world, 
the revelation of réserve power, etc. 
Price 30 cents. For sale at this office.

“Death, Its Meaning anil Results," 
By J. K. Wilson, df the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided .value. A narrative of 
wonderfiil psychic event's In the au
thor’s experience. Cloth, 560 -pages, Il
lustrated, $1.25. ; 1 "

“Origin of.Llfe, or Where Man Comes 
From.” "Thé Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses,or How the Spirit Body .Grows." 
By Michael Fara'dàÿ. Prince 10 cents. 
For solo.at this office. • ■ ■ • -

"Religious and' Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” Contains bls celebrated 
"Age of Reason," and a number of let
ters and"discourses on religious and the
ological subjeets. Cloth binding, 430 
gagss. :: Prie® St / For ash at this cQea

Diss De Bar Spirit Painting to Be Sold 
to Mortals—Luther Marsh Gave a 
Fortune for Them, and They Were 
Seized by Police in 1888 and Kept at 
Headquarters.
Ann O. Della Diss do Bar’s spirit paint

ings are to be shown at last to the pub
lic. They were the most dearly sold, 
tho most widely talked of, the least 
known paintings of the nineteenth cen
tury.

For them Luther R. Marsh, an . old 
lawyer, well educated and refined In 
taste, a founder of the Union League 
Club and one of its vice-presidents, gave 
a fortune, the deed of his house, his rep
utation as an art collector. And every
one who heard of them thought of them 
as of spectres of paintings, ugly or fool
ish. ......

Inspector Byrnes’ policemen, Mr. 
Marsh’s son and one of Mr. Marsh’s 
partners in the legal firm of Marsh, Wil
son & Wallace, raided his house in 
June, 1888. They arrested Ann O’Delia 
Diss de Bar and her husband, who lived 
there, and seized the paintings. They 
were placed In cellars of police head
quarters and kept there until a year ago.

The trial of the Diss De Bars is a 
celebrated ease of New York’s courts. 
The woman was convicted of fraud. 
The value of the paintings were not 
verified by experts. The paintings re
mained unknown. Mr. Marsh said that 
he had seen them come to the canvass 
under Diss De Bar’s invocation of Rem
brandt, Van Dyck, Guido Reni and 
others.

Some persons said that her husband 
was a good painter, and might have 
made copies of paintings, which she 
coated with chalk to be erased at her 
Spiritualistic shows. But David Val- 
kenburgh, whose cafe at the Albemarle 
was fashionable, held In reserve a more 
plausible theory. He had known S. L. 
Loewenhertz, who died in a cellar at 
University place and Ninth street, mis« 
erably in 1886.

Lowenhertz had been an antiquarian, 
an art collector, and wealthy. But Ann 
O’Delia Diss De Bar came to him as 
the daughter of Lola Montez, whose 
charm caused Ludwig I. of Bavaria to 
abandon his throne, and Loewenhertz 
lost his wealth and his friends. Among 
Loewenhertz’s papers the administrator 
of bis estate, David Valkenburgh, found 
evidence that Ann O’Delia Diss De Bar 
had the paintings said to be by Rem
brandt, Van Dyck, Guido Reni and 
others that were Loewenhertz’s prop
erty.

Mr. Valenburgh had seen them in Loe
wenhertz’s house and tried to regain 
them from the Diss-De Bare vainly. At 
their seizure by the police in 1888 he 
tried to replevin them, but the Diss De 
Bars objected to that. A compromise 
with their lawyer, John D. Townsend, a 
year and a half ago, brought them Into 
the possession of Alfred Pagelow, Mr. 
Valkenburgh’s attorney.

Ann O’Delia Diss De Bar is in prison 
in England for fraud. The Diss De Bar 
that was known as her husband here 
has vanished. The heirs of Lowenhertz, 
if he have any, are not known. But he 

-has left debts which may be settled by 
the sale of hlB paintings. ,

They are to be shown at the Fifth 
Avenue Art (Galleries on Monday and 
to be sold there by auction by James P. 
Silo on Thursday and Friday evenings.

The above from the New York Amer
ican only illustrates how easy it is to 
“draw the wool” over the eyes even of 
a prominent lawyer, All those paint
ings were produced by accomplices of 
Diss De Bar—they were fraudulent 
throughout. No one was ever connect
ed with Spiritualism that brought such 
disgrace to it as tills notorious woman. 
Shd did not seem to have a redeeming 
trait of chaarctor. Her crimes in Eng
land were of the worst character. ,<

'Handy Electrical . Dictionary. A
practical handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every used elec
trical term or phrase. Price 25 cents. ■

“The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for-the Use of 
Liberals.” •> For sale at this utUc£, 
Price 25 cents.

did destroy, 
And draw tlie breath of life from 

thy breast? .
Or didst thou live the day mapped 

for thee, ..
Eons ago ere this earth hurled 

space ■ ■ .

out

out

in

Did form Itself? Thy day of mystery, 
Whereof is writ In shade on thy pale 

- face?
Did silver song of bird and rippling 

stream .
Their melodies repeat? And did soft 

Ixive
Erect his wondrous caatles built of 

dream,
There, tow’rlng over all the mounts 

above?
Did sad hearts know love’s voice only to 

break,
As here in this wide world. Ah, that 

'tis true,
To break and perish all for love’s sweet 

sake,. . ..... .
As drooping flow’r with ne’er a tear 

of dew?
Oh, phantom, turn thy pale sweet face 

- ■ away, .. -■ ■■ ■■ ■ ■ •
’Tis streaked with tears, sad tears of 

long ago,
Thy silent face that silvers night to 

’ day, :■■■ ■ '■ ■ ■ ..
Beneath the mystic shimmer of its 

■ glow,;." :■ ■■■■•■. ' ......... \
—Bertie DuBois Peters.

Thtsvolnme oaucatns a »election of tho 
pooins of thlb gifted author and Htortuttcs 
Irtbuied by Clair Tuttle In her charming e 
There ore 285 pages, with six full-pivgoinv 
Uozu. Including photogravures of tiio hu 
and ClulrTuttlo. It U bound In blue 
luminum embossing. Manv of the poems Ur« 
•specially adapted f6r recitations.

The Author needs no Intioduotion to the eplr*  
Ituol public. Her eougs are among thebeaflm 
spiritual literature. Epes «Sargent wild of dfij*  
of her poems that H was tho equal of imythfoy 
in the language, and that she was the poabOl 
tho New Dispensation.

The Mecca says: "Psychic Poems."
That erudite critic. Wm. Emmette Colemsqtl 

"To all lovers of good poetry this book Is oonsil 
dently recommended.'1

Will Carlton: "I bare ro:ul with groat Inter*]

Sarah Thorjio Thomas, the Humanitarian! 
aayai "A most exquisite bouquet » • » • tbnl 
thoughts echo and re-echo through tho deeMra 
roqesaas of my heart. I bave some wora on 
praise tor every page."

The author says in the dedication: "TothoM 
whose thoughts and longings reach Into taw 
unseen Land of Souls, this handful of aspho
dels. mixed with common flowers, Is offered,, 
hoping to give rest and pleasure while walling! 
at tiho way stations on the journey thither "

Price, $1.00. For sale by

HUDSON TUTTLE, I
Berlin Heights, Oh to, I 

FOREIGN AGENTS: i
... H. A. Copley, Canningtown, London, Eng.

W. H. Terry. Melbourne. Australia.

THE SPIRITUAL 
SIGNIFICANCE.

A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.
: I have been selling ••Non-Alcoholie-Flavorlng- 
Powders" for the past six months and have 
made $815,00. Every family buys three or four 
boxes. The flavoring powders are better in ev
ery respect than the liquid extracts, and are 
lovely to sell. 1 do not have to canvass. People 
send to me for the powders. Any intelligent 
person can do as well asl and average $30.00 ter 
week. I get my flavoring powders from the Cal- 

•ifornla Fruit & Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Write them and they will start you in busi
ness/ E.C.

THE BIBLE AS REGARDED BY JOHN 
E. REMSBURG.

In this book there are Eleven Chap, 
ters on the Authenticity of the Bible; 
Thirteen on the Credibility of the Bible; 
Ten on the Morality of the Bible, with 
an Appendix of Unanswerable Argu
ments Against the Divine Origin and In 
favor of the Human Origin of the Bible. 
Twenty-six pages of Index, enabling the 
reader to refer in an Instant to any au
thority quoted or argument used by the 
author. '

The tilc-s of the chapters in detail are 
Sacred Books of the World, The Chris
tian Bible, Formation of the Canon, Dif
ferent Versions of the Bible, Author
ship and Dates, The Pentateuch, The 
Prophets, The Hagioegrapha, The Dour 
Gospels; Acts, Catholic Epistles and 
Revelation; Pauline Epistles, Textual 
Errors, Two Cosmogonies of Genesis 
The Patriarchal Age, The Jewish Kings’ 
Inspired Numbers, When Did Jehosa- 
phat Die? Harmony of the Gospels, Paul 
and the j^postles, The Bible and His
tory, The' Bible and Science, Prophe
cies, Miracles, The Bible God, The 
Bible Not a Moral Guide, Lying, Cheat
ing, Stealing, Murder,- War, Human 
Sacrifices, Cannibalism, Witchcraft, 
Slavery, Polygamy, Adultery, Obscen
ity, Intemperance, Vagrancy, Ignorance, 
Injustice to Women, Unkindness to 
Children, Cruelty to Animals, Tyranny, 
Intolerance, Conclusion, Appendix.

The book makes" some five hundred 
pages, and is printed handsomely on 
heavy paper, with wide margins. Price 
»1.25. .

The new song-bpok, "The Golden 
Echoes,” by S. W. Tucker, has found its 
way into many homes, and Its beautiful 
songs have cheered many sorrowing 
hearts, which they are Bure to do when 
heard and sung. They should be heard 
in every home in the land. For sale at 
this office. Price, 15 cents; ■ $1.50 per 
dozen.

"The Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25' cents. For sale at this office.

"Right Living.’l By Susan H. Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her. method of leaching the principle of 
ethics. Sho illustrâtes her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use' in Children’s 
Lyceum. In Jho hands of mothers and 
teachers it may bo made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by It, 
Cloth $1. For sale at thia office.

A VERY 1MP011TANT WORK.
The Spiritual Significance 'is by Lilian 

Whitlug, author of “The World Beau
tiful,” “After Her Death,” “Kate Field. 
A Record,” “A Study of Elizabeth Bax- 
rett Browning,” Cloth, $1.00.

Miss Whiting finds the title of hen 
new book In these Unes from “Aurora 
Leigh:”

“If a man could feel
Not one, but every day, (east, fast, and 

working-day,
The spiritual significance burn througM 
The hieroglyphic of material shows 
Henceforward be would oalut th- 

globe with wings.” F
The alm of this book Is t0 reveal tha 

curiously close correspondence between 
the developments of modern science and 
spiritual laws; to note that new forcer
as discovered and applied in wireless 
telegraphy, are simply laws of an un. 
seen realm uto which humanity Is ran- 
Idly advancing and thus gaining „ 
environment. From this evolutionary 
progress, as illustrated by physical ence tho author of “The World R°1 ?,? ’ 
tU1’ c°?tl“?es the 6an>e nrguXnt n“£ 
Rented in those volumes In a niPn 
the future life Is the continuation and 
development of our present life in 
Its faculties and powers, and that tha 
present may be ennobled by tho con- 
r.ant sense of the Divine Presence, and 
a truer knowledge of the nature of man 
and his rein ons to God tend to « 
to-guet morality and Increasing habnl“ 
mm. The book s characterized byX 
tame essential style and qualities thaï 
have Insured for “The Worid Beau*  
ful” vo limes an almost worldS 
popularity. a
Oi'HER BOOKS BY Li LUN WHIt'

ING:
Kate Field, A Record. Pricy to
A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Brotra. 

Ing. Prl:e$1.20.
, The World Beautiful Three Berle«. 
Each $1.

From Dreamland Bent, and Oth«« 
Poem*.  »L U i«m books are for aata 
at thia office.

E. D. BABBITT’S WORKS
Haman Culture and Cure. 1
S0Mn'ulr'U Th0 rhll0'°í'llr ot Cure. Paper coy« 

Human Culture and Onrc.
_ Part Second. Marriage, Sexual Dovelnnmunt Social Upbuilding. Clot!,>5 cent». P C *•

Social Upbuilding,
and S5'",crn" “»<> the HapplM!
and Ennobling of Humanity. Paper cover, 15 cent*/

Health and Power. -
«l'oont»nilb°°11 Qf C“rc'Bt0’ C10lh'B cent*i

Religion.
Mo«t thoughtful, spiritual «nd oxoellont dotk 

»1! paper, W cent«. *!•

Principles of Light and Color.
8SOcStSOextre.grCaU,tb<X,lt,0it“10*«' ’ ,

The DeveFooment of the Spirit
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. Th*  
origin of religions, and tholr Influence upon th« 
mental development of the human race. Prices 
Woente. ■ . , ________ ■

Faln6*§  Tiwoiooicai Works. •
Ago of Beiiaon, Examination of theProphe- t 

olee, eto. Illustrated edition. Foal 8ro., 4SS : »
nazes. Price, cloth. 81.99. ’ w

iwA,
i ’ <1 L
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ÂN IMPORTANT LESSON.
-it is imparted by Mrs. Emma Rood'Tuttle, of Berlin 

^Heights, Ohio. Her mind is overflowing with a 
deep and abiding love for thè young, hence she feels 
a great interest in the Lyceum Movement, and is 
thè author of an excellent work, The Lyceum Guide, 
which has proved exceedingly valuable. She has 
made her mark for good,, in her efforts th properly 
educate the young. Her es'say will be read with 

Interest. ’ , ’ ■ ..

THE LYCEUM.
A Paper by Emma Rood Tuttle, Read 

Before the Late N. 8. A. Con
.. . . vention. . ■

U

w

ri.

For a long tjme (lie children of Liber- ] 
als fiad a rough fime trying to keep in 
line with other ambitious boys and 
girls, sheltered by churches, Bunday- , 
schools, and the broad wings of public 
opinion. Liberal men and women re
joiced in mental unchaining from belit- , 
tllng creeds; in controversy; in stand- ( 
ing pat on their convictions, and grow

, ing exultantly strong, like human oaks
, in the forest of Humanity.

’> But the children—what of their chll- 
dren? They could not consistently 
send them to orthodox Sunday-schools 
to be taught tlie errors they were de
nouncing. If they did not go to church 
and Sunday-schooJ.,..tliey were sneered 
at as queer, and u.nsafe, because their

. parents were Tom Palneltes, or enemies 
of Jesus, or Spiritualists, who didn’t be- 
Heve In the devil, hell nor the Bible! 
Too bad were they to die—too danger
ous to live. .

So the children—the human flowers, 
growing beside the road where the 
grand car of Progress went thundering 
along, were covered with dust from Its , 
wheels and tramped on by the crowd 
running along the wayside, scrambling 
to cllmh into the car. shouting, “You IJt- 
tie people, out of the way." There 
aeemed to be no place for them.

They were social, ambitious, wisdom 
searchers; they must have opportuni
ties for action. They must win the faith 

i of their fellows. Their young souls 
must have a chance to climb up Mount 
Use, along the paths of truth, and 

, Mercy, and'justice to noble manhood 
. and womanhood and to safe citizenship.

How were they to do it? Not In soli
tude, and inactivity. I had a dear 
Cousin Cassius when I was a child; a 
precocious lad, blonde-haired, blue-eyed, 
who joined one of the lyceums of heav- 

• eh before there was yet one on the 
earth. His parents left the church and 
embraced Spiritualism. So many hard 
things were said that Cassius would not 
contlntie with the Sunday-school, so he 
stepped out and stood alone. There was 
no place for him to go. He felt the 
mentis! solitude. There were many like 
him. So the Progressive Lyceum was 
evolved. ’The angels knew pur need. 
They, pitied the lonely children and 
gave uS, through our renowned seer, An
drew Jackson Davis, a plan for Liberal 

‘ Sunday-schools, which is bo much more 
attractive, showy, broadening, . eleVat- 
lp£ and spiritualizing .than anything the 
w.orid. has. ever had before, In the way 
<if Sunday-schools,. that the’children at 
once felt they were needed in the front 
yanks with their flags, and that there 
were none better than they! The status 
6f•Sunday-school work had advanced, 
and the banner was in the hands of the 
children of Liberals, And this is the 
rallying yell which will ring down com
ing years:

LYCEUM! LYCEUM! 
March, march ahead!

• Never dead. File ahead! 
■ COME! COME! COME!

Some years ago Mr. Tuttle and I were 
conductor and guardian of a lyceum In 
Milan, Ohio. We began with thirty 
scholars. In less than two years we 
had 400 members. That shows the. at
tractiveness of the lyceum over the Sun
day-school, for these children were 

■ drawn largely, from the three churches 
in that place.

“Were there not many bloodless bat
tles to fight with the pastors and 
church members?”

Oh, yes! They 'do not like to "get 
left”—no one doee. But there was such 
a: difference in the two methods that the 
children could not be held to the dead 

' object of going to Sunday-school to 
. learn how to die. They preferred the 

lyceum, where they teach children how 
to live!

A short time ago a beautiful little girl 
of eight years, who went to a Presbyte
rian Sunday-school, lost one of the most 
charming of mothers by death. Her 
little classmates told her Jesus had 
taken her mother away. When Sunday 
morning came she did not get ready for 
Sunday-school as usual. '

Her father said, “Lovlna, are you not 
going to Sunday-school?”

“No, sir,” she answered firmly. “If 
Jesus has no better disposition than to 
take my mamma away from Junior and 
me, when we need her so much, I don’t 

■/ want to hear any more about him. I am
. through working for him. I’ll stay 

home with mamma’s picture! ”
The lyceum Is the best school for 

' growth physically, intellectually, moral
ly and spiritually, for both adults and 

- children that I know of. Its possibili
ties are .limitless.,

.1 have never believed In makiijg It 
Specially devoted to making Spiritual
ists and mediums. Its alm should be 
to make strong, self-reliant, justice-lov
ing men and women, competent to act 
Instead of waiting to be acted upon. It 
is better to produce lifters than lean- 
era.’ And Instead of encouraging a 
child to be influenced, and wait and see 
what "it will be developed Into—what it 
may be made into, it is best to encour
age. It to work patiently and make Itself 
into just as much of a man or ajwoman 
as Its size will permit

Not that I disparage mediumship 
after the body is grown, and education 
obtained, and strength of character 
gained to enable the individual to run 
alone, to act with precision, and good 

. judgment. -
The most necessary lesson In life is 

to learn to make our own boijles. serv
ants for our own well cultivated spirits, 
This was the primary idea of Mr. Davis 
when he transmitted the plan of the 
schools, in the country of immortals, to 
the 'llttle people of earth, and to the 
adults as well. It is difficult to , toll 
which derive .most benefit from lyceum’ 
work, the children or the adults. They 
.work so well together. , ■ . '

I. st}id tho lyceum teachings stand out 
in marvelous contrast with orthodox 
lessons. I take, to illustrate, a hnlf- 
pago from the Lyceum Guido,' bn a 
hackneyed topic: . .

. No 26—Duties.
h What are duties? .
4s The obligation to obey, the laws of our 
<. being. : ’
P' How may they ba divided:.

Into physical, intellectual, moral and 
spiritual. '

Name the prominent physical duties.
We should j^bey the laws of physical 

health, eat pure and appropriate food, 
drink pure water, ■ breathe fresh air, 
take exercise and rest.

1 Wha,t are intellectual duties?
To cultivate the reasoning and intui

tive faculties.
What are moral duties?
To respect the rights ot others and 

hold their welfare equal to our own.
What are spiritual duties?
They are tlie essence of all the pre

ceding, held In relation tò man’s future 
existence—immortal life.
- To whom do we owe our first duty?

To ourselves.
Why?
Because it Is essential to our exist

ence. '
Must such duty be selfish?
No, for it is'not selfish to care for 

ourselves, if we take from no one by so 
doing, and having cared for ourselves, 
gives us ability tó care for others.

What is the next duty ?
To care for those around us.
What is our duty to ourselves? 
Self-reverence, control, culture.
What 1b our duty to others?
Justice, sympathy, charity, and love.
What is our duty as spiritual beings?
To love and cherish all things. The 

creative force of which is represented in

proper enlightenment on them is mani
fest in the numerous divorces and un
justly treated children.

The Progressive Lyceum covers the 
whole ground, but one day in seven can 
not do enough. It can, however, create 
a demand for breadth in our other 
schools. In the' Lyceum Guide,- which 
was really the parent of the English 
Manual and tho - Australian Lyceum 
Leader, I have introduced a department 
of “The Band of Mercy’’ because I be
lieve that humane education is the 
most imperative demand as a protec
tion against war, crime, and most of the 
evils which come from ignorance, and 
consequent hardness of heart. To pro-' 
mote it I have brought out,a prize con
test system which has been' largely 
adopted, and is productive of great 
good. The prize medal you see is a 
decoration to be proud of, for its beauty 
and the cause it represents. A class of 
speakers is formed to contest for the 
prize. Music, dancing, songs pre Inter
spersed on the program, and a fine en
tertainment furnished, whieh,. with 
management results well financially and 
helps along the education of those who 
are thoroughly cruel to their" human 
and subhuman comrades In the complex 
relations of all sentient lives. T- trust 
the lyceum workers will see its trend 
and realize that the law of kindness is 
the law of happiness; find the first qual
ification • for a beautiful angelhood 
which we all hope to attain here and in 
the hereafter. . ' .

w*
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the elements of our own spiritual 
ture. '

What are these elements?
Truth, goodness, and beauty.
Where are they manifested?
In the mineral, vegetable, and

na

an 1*
mal world, and in their crowning excel
lence in humanity.

Discussed in orthodox fashion, before 
lyceums were known, Duty would be to 
go to church and Sunday-school, love 
God, and prepare to die. . ,

One is broadening and leads on to 
perfect growth; the other is dwarfing 
and insufficient. ■

It was Pestalozzi’s opinion that- edu
cation of some sort should begin from 
the cradle. One of our modern philos
ophers antedates that, and says a 
child’s education should begin one hun
dred years before It Is born!

Powers, the sculptor, said what 
America needs is more education of the 
heart. Not a day goes by that we do do 
not realize that there! are ■ too many 
strong hearts in the world. Too mahy 
who have never been taught that the 
law of kindness is the law of happiness 
and that the Lord delighteth In mercy.

The kind citizen Is the good citizen, 
the good husband, the good father, the 
good man. One cannot be changed 
from bad to good in an instant., Intelli
gent kindness Is â matter of growth. 
So we must begin with the child. Real
izing,this, radded to the Lyceum Guide 
a Band of Mercy department to aid In 
spreading humane education among 
our lyceum children, and It has been 
made a part of our instructions. To add 
interest to this I made a plan, and got a 
prize medal for Humane' Oratorical 
Contests. The National Grange com
mended It and urged that every Grange 
hold contests. . The Woman’s Christian 
Temperance Union adopted It and have 
held hundreds of entertainments. The 
American Humane Education • Society 
have bought thousands of copies of the 
Book of Recitations.' The Brethren 
Evangelists are now recommending and 
using It and our lyceum superintendent 
intends recommending it for lyceum en
tertainments. I wear the sterling silver 
prize medal, which I would be pleased 
to have you examine and see if your 
young lyceum orators would not like to 
win and wear It.

Cruelty is the school of crime. Let 
us see that we bar the gates to it by 
teaching love, mercy and justice to the 
children of to-day who will be the men 
and women of to-morrow.

The criminals of the future are now 
children and we are educating them. 
The men Who might throw railroad 
trains off the track, burn buildings, rob, 
steal, murder are now in our schools, 
our Sunday-schools, where we may Te
strain their criminal tendencies and, by 
humane education develop the good in 
them and repress/the evil thus prevent
ing crime. That is the only sure way. 
The child is the only prime factor in 
solving many important problems. It is 
the base of the individual and Individ
uals are the units which combined give 
us world conditions.

Good individuals give us world bet
terment. Bad ones produce world de
terioration. ■ .

So child study îs thé great prôblem of 
the century.

Education should promote growth, 
physically, Intellectually, morally, spirit
ually; steady growth from the kinder
garten on through the university. 
Growth of heart which means sympa
thy, responsiveness, should not be left 
out. It la most Important in- all posi
tions in life, and should have a place in 
thé curriculum of all schools.' It may 
be assured, secured |f humane educa
tion is given diie prominence.

The individual well equipped with a 
strong,, normally-shaped body hhs the 
working basis for a useful life. A hu
man body is not a cheap product. It is 
perfected at great cost, and is valuable 
in the home and to the nation.

Exercise is good, -but the games 
which annul for the time, all moral re
sponsibility and -turn some lads into 
temporary lunatics are too costly. 
They cultivate in-the wrong direction.

Intellectual education is the- one 
thlng.never overlooked. Too often we 
see bright minds but weak bodies. We 
have, straining , as ¡well as training; 
overcrowding and collapses. We want 
goodness as -well as brightness. Our 
teachers should be versed in the art ot 
producing It. Let us In the lyceum cre
ate a demand that it be furnished in our 
public schools. ■

■ Spencer says, ‘-'Strangely enough the 
most glaring defect teour program of 
education is entirely overlooked. • » • • 
To prepare the’young for the duties of 
life is tacitly admitted by all to be tho 
end which parents and schoolmasters 
should-htivelnvlow. To fit for the du
ties of life,-Almost air young people'ex
pect to becoine ’husbands,’ wlves.’ pa-' 
rents, and the hlghbst aifd last illaco in 
tho courso-of instruction • should, bo 
given to thé topic ef fitting for’the du
ties of life. TM'/'should duality for 
the responsible position of parents and 
the heads of homes." ’ ■ •

Those conüngeiîcida dw® to every 
nine cut df'ten and th»'neglect "of all

To the Editor:—As most of us are a 
trifle inclined to pat ourselves on the 
back, and generously admit that other 
folks like to know what we. are doing, I 
flattered myself that the good friends 
of Wisconsin, and perhaps pf some of 
the other states, might wish to know 
“where I am at,” and what I am doing. 
Ab usual I am trying to reach the unini
tiated as well as the well informed, in 
the hope of bringing some conviction of 
the truths of Spiritualism home to 
them.

■My first venture In the fall work was 
at Ontario, Wis., where we have a live 
society of Spiritualists. We -always 
have a good attendance at this town, 
and the people are for the most part as 
congenial as one will find in a good 
many days’ travel. I must any I always 
enjoy my visits to that place, whether 
the people of the town do or not. The 
society there Is about to be a trifle 
crippled by the loss of several mem
bers, including their genial president, 
Mr. James Lower, but as in all battles 
and armies there are good men to till 
the breach. Ontario is especially well 
fitted In this respect. While they will 
feel the loss of the president and their 
able secretary, as well as others who 
have gone, the Pacific Coast Spiritual
ists will be strengthened by their 
change of home, as that is the destina
tion of thqse who have left

One can readily appreciate the recep
tion accorded the writer in Ontario, 
when the fact becomes known that he 
was placed directly under the care of 
the efficient marshal of Ontario. This 
I presume was a safeguard, but withal 
a very enjoyable one, as the marshal is 
also the vice-president of the above so
ciety,.

LaCrosse has claimed a good deal of 
my attention so far this fall, as there 
has. been much preliminary work.to be 
done Which could b.e acconipllBhed. ttiero 
better than any place else. Our meet
ings in LaCrosse are being well attend
ed, and every one who visits, our new 
quarters has complimented ub on the 
change.. We were fortunate enough to 
secure what was once the Jewish tem
ple, for our services, and have had the 
same redecorated and feel that we are 
moving ahead. The LaCrosse people arq 
faithful in the work, and I as settled 
speaker there can only speak well of 
the way they have used me. '

For nearly three years I have 
tramped back and forth on their plat
form and talked back at them, and their 
excellent patience is well attested by 
the manner in which they have endured 
me. We have some workers in the 
ranks who are striving to build up their 
society, and some day, I predict, they 
will meet with greater success tharfhas 
been theirs for some time. ,

Among other interesting events in 
LaCrosse, we have but recently listened 
to the merry chime of wedding bells, 
and have seen the effect of Cupid’s 
darts. Two of our finest young people 
have but recently been joined in the 
bonds of wedlock by yours truly. They 
were Mr. Walter Holmes, son of our 
able city comptroller, and treasurer of 
the LaCrosse society, and Miss Plasha 
Rozmarynowskl. Their many friends 
wish them all kinds of joy.

Clear Lake, Iowa, though not in dur 
state of Wisconsin, is one of the best 
places to visit, and has Ijeen the scene 
of my labors twice this fall. I hqve 
written of this place before, but a good 
thing will bear repeating, so I will say 
once more, they treat a fellow as well 
in Clear Lake as In any place I have 
even been. Their society is still offl- 
ered by practically the same executive 
board, the president being Mrs. W. F. 
Howard, and the secretary, Mr. Ellis 
Vandenburg. Clear Lake Spiritualists 
have secured the Iowa Convention for 
January of 1904, and are working hard 
to make It a success. They should have 
the co-operation of all Spiritualists in 
that state. •. .

’ While here I was entertained. In the 
cozy home of Mr. and Mrs. Ned O’Neil, 
and was most royally entertained, The 
world has many good people, and some 
of them are named O’Neil.

There must be a good deal of the 
"Johnny Rabbit” In my constitution, as 
I am “long" on jumps; From Clear 
Lake I hurried home, filled three ap
pointments, and then Sunday night 
sneaked out between two days and 
made direct for Osceola, Wis., at which 
point I am writing. The'meetings here 
are being largely attended. Skepti
cism 1b rife, but withal the attention is 
good. No posse or vigilance committee 
has as yet put in its appearance; A 
goodly number of the people of this 
place are interested in dur philosophy, 
but are, some of them, still in the “don’t 
know” state. They will grow, however, 
and I have much hopes of Osceola.

My work will be .principally in Wis
consin from this time hence. .Anipng 
those places destined to be afflicted 
with my presence, are Almond, Oxford, 
Stevens Point and Portage. The last- 
named place is the homeof our effi
cient president, Rev. Nellie K. Baker.

There are many points to’ visit, but I 
want to hear from ah the good Spirit
ualists in Wisconsin. Personal mem
berships are of course solicited for the 
state, . • '

I read with Interest the reports of the 
convention, and note the team we have 

;ftt its head. I feel the N. S. A. is well, 
officered. Should like to have been 
there Jo make a noise for the west, but 
circumstances prevented, -bo I: conclude 
■everything that was.done was.tettho 
best. The spiritual press is doing- a 
great work; Reports, from ¡oil parts of 
the country give .evidence' . of the 
healthy state ot Spiritualism. Sympo-

. Ill > :i->. . ' ... '
. It was circuit tlrag^Udiii} accordance 
with a custom whi^i.bnbi U'ways been 
scrupulously observe, rib® tw® judges 
were dining with tyffi ¿numbers of. the 
bar.. ... .

As It happened, jthpj^ponversation 
turned not on legal topics, but on the 
Influence of the supernatural on tho hu
man mind iu every-day, life.

, “Speaking .for. mys<glf,” said Mr. Jus
tice Keswick, a dapp.ffl', self-complacent 
little man, with a very unmusical voice, 
“I believe nope of ub ever, bestow a 
thought on the other world while we 
are engaged In .our ordinary affairs.” _

“That has been.uiy experience, too,” 
said Mr. Bulstrode, a stout, pugnacious 
looking man, who had reputation of 
bullying witnesses upmercifully. “I 
must confess I never bestowed a 
thought at ordinary times on anything 
but the solid world around me.” , 

. “With'all respect, I must differ In 
opinion from two such,eminent author
ities,” said Mr. Stro<?^, a comparatively 
young man. with a broad unwrinkled 
brow, who was beginning to make his 
mark as a prisoner,'q. advocate. “It 
seems to me'that in.splte .of ourselves, 
and though we don’t I’Hip to admit it, we 
are influenced by th® supernatural in 
every action of our Ilves.” ■

“That is a very sweeping assertion," 
said Mr. Justice Keswick, skeptically.

“There is truth in'it, for • ail that,” 
said Mr. Justice Bland, a fine-looking, 
middle-aged man, with clear-cut feat
ures, that reminded on'e of tlie face of 
Caesar on an old Roman coin. “If you 
feel 111 or depressed, you begin to fear, 
that you have not long to live, and you 
ask yourself, ‘Where shall I go if I die 
to-night?’ If you are unexpectedly suc

cessful In anything you have under
taken, you say to ourself: ‘Luck was on 
my side,” meaning, of course, that 
Providence or some power outside your
self, assisted you. If you meet with a 
reverse, you are impressed with the no
tion that your evil genius had done you 
an 111 turn. If ypn are going on a long 
journey, you hope you: may not meet 
with an accident. Wii^t.does that mean 
but that our destiny 1b in the hand of a 
higher power, whether you call It na
ture, fate or Go.d?" / •.

“You have given uq a charming little 
metaphysical lecture,; Bland," said Mr. 
Justice Keswick; “biit pray, don’t mis
understand me. I am not posing as a 
materialist—I hope I.pm a tolerably or
thodox Christian—but; I merely wished 
to say that we, at leq^t mopt. of ub, are 
not affected In ordinpry ,4j/e by what 
George Eliot calls ‘otoer wprldliness.’"

“I am afraid,” rejojped(iihia brother 
judge, “you have ne^pr, my dear Kes
wick, analyzed your pwn ippntal condl- 
tion sufficiently to bp. ablp to de.clde 
whether the supernajuraj ,l;as affected 
you or not. My conipntio^iB not that 
we ought to believe in gp,pstB, or that 
such a belief is rational. vjndeed, the 
worst ghosts are thosp crepped by Imag
ination, and <,I. can Easily understand 
what Coleridge .peant when, on being 
asked whether he bel|pved I# ghflsts, he 
Baid he had seen too.mamy9y> believe in 
them,” ( . ¡, /

“What, then, do yqu m<jpn,” paid. .Mr. 
Wife .

In.a harsher, tone thpn psupj. . ...,
“I mean,”.'replied Mr-. JjiBtic° Blpted, 

with a certain quiet earnestness that 
could not .jail to Impress, his listeners, 
“that we can’t get rid of thoughts about 
the world beyond the grave., Putting 
the vexed question as to whether spirits 
are ever seen on earth aside, we must 
face the fact that we all have to die. 
Therefore, as some one says In Shak- 
speare’s plays: ‘The sense of death 1b 
most In apprehension.’ ”

"Yes,” Interposed Mr. Bulstrode, "the 
passage occurs in ‘Measure for Meas
ure.' It Is in the prison scene, which 
Bhakspeare, who knew everything—not 
only what had happened, but what was. 
going to happen, gives us between 
Claudia and Isabella, where she says to 
her brother:

‘Dar’st thou die?
The sense of death Ib most in apprehen

sion, '
And the poor beetle that we tread upon 
in corporeal sufferance, finds a pang as 

great
As when a giant dies.' ”■

“I am afraid, my dear Bland, that 
does not assist you’ much,” said Mr. 
Justice Keswick. "It merely refers to 
the physical pain attendant on death.”

“If we are to settle the question by 
Shakspearean quotations,” observed 
Mr. Strood, “we can find many passages 
showing that the great dramatist had a 
weakness for ghosts. We have the 
ghost of Hamlet’s father, whose genu
ineness Hamlet is made to vouch for, if 
the hackneyed words: ‘There are more 
things in heaven and- earth, Horatio, 
than are dreamed of in your philoso
phy, are to have any significance. Then 
there is Banquo’s ghost in Macbeth, 
and in Julius Caesar we find Caesar’s 
ghost appearing to Brutus, before the 
battle of Philllppi.”

“Aye, and there are also the specters 
that terrified Richard III,” broke In Mr. 
Bulstrode, Impatiently, “but we must 
not assume that Bhakspeare believed in 
ghosts. He may have intended to con
vey that these so-called ghosts were 
merely subjective creations, and not 
actual phenomena. Im King Richard’s 
case, the apparitions,, were evidently 
seen in a dream, as bls subsequent in
terview with Radcliffe proves; and 
Brutus attributes the'^illuSion to tie 
‘weakness of his eyes’* ,

“Let us deal with the ¿¡fitter practi
cally,” said Mr. Justic^BlanA “I don’t 
care a straw for mereitheoRys or for the 
fancies of anyj)oet, gio. ¡putter how 
great, when dealing with an&ubject like 
this. To show you that eyen strong- 
minded men are deeply impressed with 
the supernatural I will just, tell you a 
little story, which has,, the., merit, at 
least, of being true.

They certainly lived a miserable lite to
gether. Garvoyle treated her badly,- 
and In turn she proved rather reckless 
in her conduct—not that she was guilty 
of any actual Impropriety-rat least, 
nothing of tho kind was proved against 
her. But the husband, who was addict
ed to'drink aiid'gambling, became furi
ously jealous and in their quarrels he 
often threatened to take her life. Tho 
evidence showed that he always kept a 
revolver in a drawer In the room where 
he slept, and it was with this weapon 
that Mrs. Garvoyle was shot. The evl- 
dene of the servants went to show that 
on tho night ot her death there had 
been a fearful scene between them, Al
together, tho case was a very black one 
against the prisoner, though perhaps 
the chain of testimony was, hot logically 
complete. However, Englefield con
ceived a violent prejudice against the 
husband and believed thoroughly in his 
guilt, even before the trial came on. If 
he had been wise he would have asked 
me' to try the case, hut apparently he 
wished to have the satisfaction of sit
ting in judgment oh the man he hated 
—and perhaps With good reason. You 
see, he had really been attached to this 
woman, for on her account’he never got 
married, and avoided female society. 
Well, the trial came ip due tlmq. The 
prisoner pleaded ‘not guilty.’ He was 
ably defended, and after the case had 
occupied two days, he was convicted 
and sentenced to be hanged that day 
month in the jail-of the city.

“I met Englefield after the close of 
the trial, and his mind seemed to be a 
perfect hell. He felt satisfied that the 
sentence passed on Garvoyle was a just 
one; but he looked on himself, now that 
the reaction had come, not as a judge 
but as an executioner. He told me that 
he had since the termination of the 
trial, dreamed of Mra. Garvoyle, and 
that she had denounced him as the as
sassin of her husband. In his dream he 
tried to speak to her, to explain that he 
had. only done his duty—he even sank 
upon his knees before her; but, with an 
inexorable look in her white face she 
vanished, leaving him in a state of ut
ter despair. -,

“On his return to Chicago he tried to 
resume his ordinary habits. He visited 
his club, and passed some hours each 
day In either his own library or the 
club. But he could not feel the same. 
I often saw him during the month fol
lowing that fatal trial, and was shocked 
at his appearance. He was himself 
more like a ghost than a man. He com
plained of sleeplessness, and wont so 
far as to tell me that he had again seen 
Mrs. Garvoyle, and this time not in a 
dream, but as an actual apparition, and 
that she had cursed him in language too 
awful to be repeated. His conversa
tion at this period was always on the 
one subject—the banker's trial and tho 
approaching execution.

“On the evening Immediately preced
ing the day fixed for ti;e execution of 
Garvoyle, poor Englefield paid me a vis-" 
it. HIb face was literally as pallid as 
that of a corpse. He wore a large trav
eling cloak, and was evidently going 
a journey.

‘ "Good-bye, Bland,' said he. “We 
shall never meet again in this world.’

“ ‘What do you mean?’ I exclaimed. 
‘Are you not In good health? Why, you 
are a stronger man than myself!'

“ ‘Nevertheless It Is the last time 
;you’ll see me this side of eternity,’ said 
Englefield, with a strange look In his 
eyes. * '
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the many new discoveries none
has attracted, so much attention in the 
sclentlijc world as that made by K. Leo 
Minges, of Rochester, N. Y. Mr- 
Minges is to short men and women what 
the great wizard, Edison, Is to electric
ity. He Jjas demonstrated beyond any 
question or doubt that he has gathered 
more information relative to bone, mus
cle and sinew than any one else In exist
ence. Mr. Minges Is very modest In his 
claims. He has the Interest of the gen

- eral public at heart, and every short 
man or woman may write him In the 
fullest confidence, and they may rest as
sured that the confidence placed in him 
will be kept so closely that his most In
timate friends will know nothing of It. 
Making people grow tall has been a hob
by with Mr. Minges for years, and the 
results he has accomplished are start
ling to a high degree.

Mr. Minges has been employed by the 
Institution at a great expense, and he 1b

i ‘“For Gdd’B Bake, Englefield, don’t do 
anythlif^1 hash/.said I. “That .Infernal 
¡murder trial has turned your head, I am 
afraid.’

“He laughed in a melancholy sort ot 
: Why and appeared unwilling to discuss 
the subject further.

“ ‘Well, old fellow,’ he said, wringing 
my hand so that I winced, ’good-bye, 
again! I must go.’

“ ‘Whdre ore you going, Englefield?’ I 
asked. 'r

“ ‘To tlie other world,’ he replied, 
with a sickly attempt at a smile. ‘No, 
not just immediately. I am going to—’

“I implored of him to stay in Chicago. 
In vain. He was as fixed as fate in his 
determination. '

“Next morning Garvoyle was exe
cuted, and on the following night poor 
Englefield shot himself, In the very 
town where the execution had taken 
place. HIb tipstaff, a faithful fellow, 
who had accompanied -him in his jour
ney, and who had closely watched his 
movements,-'' told me that before com
mitting suicide, he had said he had seen 
Garvoyle with a rope around his neck, 
and that the culprit or his apparition 
solemnly declared that he was Innocent 
qf .the murder, inasmuch as his wife 
had, after a deadly quarrel between 
them, got the revolver by stealth and 
shot herself. If the tipstaff is to be be
lieved—and for my part, I think the 
man is ,no liar—his master’s last words • 
were, ‘The dead man must have his re
venge.’

“That’S the whole story, and It ought 
to convince even the most skeptical 
that the supernatural has a deep influ
ence on even the strongest minds in 
dealing with even the ordinary affairs 
of life.” '

“No, no,” said Mr. Bulstrode, ‘dog
matically, “It only proves that when a 
strong mind collapses, superstition 
takes hold of it, just as darkness creeps 
in when the sun has gone down.”

“That explains the matter, in my 
opinion," assented Mr. Justice Keswick, 
“without resorting to any transcend
ental hypothesis."

“Have it your own way,” said Mr. 
Justice Bland; “but, for my part, I be
lieve there are many things In life that 
can never be explained.”

J. W. DINSDALE, M. D.
San Diego, Cal.

(Continued on pago 8.) , t

His three auditors 
and looked all atteni 
Bland went on: '

'their wine 
nr. Justice

“The main fact injzonnectlon with 
the occurrence is known to all of you, of 
course, for it was publishwi in all of 
the newspapers, and Wai it*'  matter of 
common knowledge hhd ifegret in the 
profession. I am’referrihg'to the'sad 
death of Judge Englefield 'home' years 
ago. As you are award,- he committed 
suicide. I was. with'’him for the last 
time before his deaUf. ,t\knpw more 
than any other person.'fexcept, perhaps, 
his tipstaff who acted As his secretary 
and valet, as to the circumstances un
der which he took his life, It was .his 
misfortune to have to try, a-prisoner 
who was not unknown tqi him on a cap
ital charge. The accused had. been a 
bank manager ip a provincial town and 
he had married a woma^. .with .. whom 
.poor Efiglefield had been, madly, in-love 
when he was only a, ,poor, struggling 
barrister. ..Tho bank manager, whoso 
name—us some of yog^ may; recollect 

(froin.reading the •; newspaper'; reports— 
was Mr. Georgs Garyoyie, and was 
charged with having s^rdsfed-hls wife,

The Influence of the .Church In Politics.
In a recent sermon Rev. W. J. Cady, 

of Stamford,- Conn., ended a vigorous 
sermon qn local conditions by saying: ,

"I ask you ,to throng the primaries 
for the purpose of demanding the nomi
nation of the cleanest, purest and best 
type of American manhood that can be 
found. If we fail to do this, then our 
nation will die.” . v

Does not Rey- Çady and all other min
isters who aré making similar appeals 
to their congregations realize that they 
are made to a class of people, the great 
majority of whom have no right to go to 
the primaries or no power to influence 
the nomination or election of any candi
date?

The church census shows that only 
one-fourth or one-flfth of the attendance 
Is of masculine gender,' the three
fourth have no Influencé in the election. 
How much moré senslblé.it would be if 
these ministers'would appeal to the wo
men in their , congregations to demand 
the. ballot which would give them the 
right "to throng the primaries for the 
purpose of demanding the nomination 
of the cleanest, purest and best type of 
American manhood that can be found.”

If tho church ever hopes to influence 
elections it must secure tho enfran
chisement of women. .
' . ' ELNORA M. BABCOCK.

"Spiritual Bongs fog the Use of 0jp> 
des, Camp-meeUnga and'Other Spirit- 
uallstlc 'Gatherings.'’ 'Bjr Mattle 12. 
Hull. For sale st tete, office, Sriea 10 f i s p * '

at the service of our patients and stu
dents without charge. Our methods and 
appliances are fully, protected by pat
ents, and we will vigorously prosecute 
any infringement thereon. By this 
method every man or woman not over 
fifty years of age can be made to grow 
from two to five inches. This systeiii 
is highly endorsed by the leading physi
cians of the land. Several prominent 
institutions of learning have adopted 
this system for the physical develop
ment of their students. Our free book 
tells the interesting story of how Mr. 
Minges made his remarkable discovery. 
Would you like to Increase your height 
from two to five Inches? If so, you 
should read tills remarkable book. 
Failure is absolutely impossible. • Let 
us Bend you the absolute proof of this; 
statement. . Remember, a postal card • 
will bring it. You are not asked to 
spend a single cent with us in order to 
get this information. Write to-day and 
you will receive the free book and full 
information to-morrow. When you 
write, be sure to state your exact height 
and weight, as well as the date of your 
birth; also give full Information rela
tive to your physical condition and we < 
will outline a method of treatment for, 
you and tell you just what you may ex
pect if you decide to place your case in 
our hands. We give you all this Infor
mation absolutely free. If you desire it, 
we can send you the statements ot hun
dreds who have grown from two to five 
Inches in height by following our meth
ode. The reSuits are quickly accom- 
plfshed. Some grow an Inch the first 
week. We have many students and pa
tients who have grown as much as three 
inches in two months. The results are 
accomplished without any inconvenience 
to you whatever. The treatment can be 
sent to any part of the world and you 
can take it without the knowledge, of 
your most Intimate friends. Our free\ 
book and letters will be sent In plain en
velope, If you prefer it. The book also 
contains Illustrations which will inter
est any one. Ten thousand of these re
markable books will be given,away ab
solutely free, postage prepaid, as long 
as the present edition lasts. Air we ask 
in return for this is that you allow some 
friend who you think would like to in
crease his height to read it. It you 
want a free copy, write to-day. Address 
THE CARTILAGE COMPANY, Dept. 
242B, Rochester, N. Y„ U. S. A. '

“THE UNKNOWN
■BY—

GftMILLE FLAMMARION.
-The Unknown" created a marked 

sensation in France when .first pub
lished and can scarcely fall to arouse 
the greatest interest in this country. It 
is an eminent scientist’s study of the 
phenomena of the spirit world. In 
touching upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authenticated Instances, and 
chapters of his book are as weirdly fas-

dnatlng as the most fantastic of Poe’s 
tales. It treats on Incredulity, credul
ity, hallucinations, psychic action of one 
mind upon another, transmission oil 
thought, suggestion, the world oj' 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychlal 
dreams, distinct sight In dreams, actual I 
facts, premonitory dreams and divina
tion of the future, etc. 487 pages, elotn 
bound. Price J2.00. ' ■

For Sale at the Office of The Progressive Thinker.

LIFE. BEYOND DE/VTH-
Being a Review of

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera'
tion of Present Conditions nf Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as o Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
Svo. Cloth, 342 Pages.

After a review of the beliefs held in 
the past concerning life beyond death. 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme “other
worldliness’’ which it replaced, which 
was in turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. He 
points out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of immortality held by the 
churches and tho weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and the loosening ot 
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as he admits, 
fall short of demonstration. Tho vol
ume includes a consideration of tho 
work of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author’s own personal'ex
periences In this line. Dr. Savage

hold«, as.a provisional hypothesis, that 
continued existence is demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least some 
well authenticated communication! 
from persons in the other life. The 
chief contents of pie volume are as fol
lows:

Primitive Ideas—Ethnic Beliefs—The 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul’s 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life— 
Jesus and Immortality—The Other 
World and the Middle Ages—Protestant1 
Belief Concerning Death and the Life 
Beyond—The Agnostic Renctlon-The 
Spiritualistic Reactlon-The World s 
Condition and Needs os to Belief in Im
mortality-Probabilities Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The Society) 
for Psychical Research and tbe Immor
tal Life—Possible Conditions of Anoth
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex
periences and Opinions.

For Sale at this Office. Price $1.50. Postage 10c.

THE BEAUTIFUL SOUVENIR VOLUME,
By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 

■ (Of the Fox Family.)

The Missing Link In
Modem Spiritualism«

Thirty-three chapter«, 477 page«, an- this rare baoft, now out of print, are ta 
perbly printed, and bound in colors and be had, and these can be obtained only 
gold, 15 Illustrations, 5 steel engraved at this office. Those who remit at once 
portralta’of the celebrated'Fox Family, will receive a copy, post paid, at the 
a fuU page engraving of the old house GREATLY REDUCED PRICE OF si 
at Hydesville, which to this day, by Note.~By failure in 1885 to complete 
the act of Its wealthy and respected contract with the author, a large port 
owner,. Artemas Hyde,.Esq., bears tho tion of the edition was left'unbound; 
inscription, “Here Spiritualism' Orlgl- and so remained for a number of years, 
natedIn 1848.” . ... : • ■ when<they wererescued and bound at'

A complete history of the Initiation ot additional cost; hened this 'valuable 
tho movement-known, os Modern Spirit- -Contribution to the cause of Bnirltual- 
uallsm, from the.epochal .period which Ism was not properly'presented to the ■ 
dates tom March 81,1848. . Since that Spiritualistic public, and a host of'lft.- 
day, starting from a small.country vll- vestlgntors have not bad'-tho opporta- • 
fegein w«etern New Xork,. SpirttunllBm nlty of securlny. a icopy until tho pres- 
w) roads its way against tremendoua cut time. Do not fall to oend < for a 
obatacles around tho civilised stobe. 'copy at once. J. ft. FRANCOS, .[

©sly ® limited numW ef copies ci 40 Locate Street, j

I
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A timoni-
tents—Part I.

Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.
OBSESSION CUBED,

a

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

SPIRIT OF THE TIMES

fl NEW DEPARTURE

T. W. W.compare.

A MOST IMPORTANT DISCUSSION.

Standard Occult Literature
The

Stooeham, M&m.Lock Box 1214.

VI

'What We Sb| [hand a code
of 
of

Scl- 
A

¿1.50
. 1.50

50

Between the Veteran Worker, Lyman C. 
Howe, and Florence Huntley.

$2.00 
2.00 

75

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess' 
of ten lines will be charged al the rate 
of fifteen cents per Une. About seven 
words constitute one line.] '

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. A scientific rehears»! 

that is truly interesting. Price, 10 cents.

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Levltlcns, 
Numbers and Deuteronomy, by Elizabeth Cadv 
Stanton, LUU« Devereux Blake, Rev. Phcbo 
Hanaford, Clara Bewick Colby. Ellen Batlello 
Deltrlek, Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ursula N 
Geslefeld, and Frauds E Barr.

Preliffilnary Statement; There Is No 
Death; Life After Physical Death Is 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here

Healing, Gauses and Effects.
By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deals with tho finer- 

mental and spiritual forces as applied to heal« 
lug. Price, 50 cents.

For the (jure of Mental 
and Physical Ailments.

'i This fascin- 
- atlng Book 
by the wel>-

The Conflict Between Greed and Hu
manity,

READINGS AND BUSIN ESS AD-( 
VICE $1.00 and two stamps.

For Free Diagnosis of Disease, 
send five two-cent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.

DON’T READ THIS.
Francos L. Loucka, tho only psychic wonder living, 

that uaoi tho spiritual X-ray without any leading 
symptom to direct, and locates all Internal diseases, 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both sexes successfully treated, as hun
dredscan testify. Bend name, ago, sex, complexion 
and iu eenta in stamps, and receive a correct diagno
sis of yoor case free, worth dollars to you. AddrcM,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

RADIANT ENERGY sis,Its Relation 
to Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon anew branch 
of research into the laws of nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer of the modern as
trological literature will surely come with great 
interest. Price, cloth, 11.75. .

The Religion of Science.
By Dr. Paul Carus. ver tho ightful and 1Q« 

terestlng. Price, 25 ceuu

The GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME, 
Harmonics of Evolution (Florence Hujitley), 
the Dream Child, - ■ - -

“Never-Ending Life Assured by 
ence.” By Daniel , Kent Tenney. __ 
strong and conclusive argument from

Fatfier Tom and the Tone, 
Or a Night at tho Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir Samuel "erguson. From Blackwood’s 
Edinburg Magf.zlno. This Is a humorous ab
count of a rotieksomo visit to tho Popo of 
Romo by Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed 
with a superabundance of Irish wit, two 1m- 
iioriai quart bottles of Irish ‘’poteen," and an 
rlsh recipe for “conwoundlug” the same.

Paper, 25 cents: cloth, so cents.

Tlie Myth ot the Greaj Deluge.
By Jarnos M. McCann. A complete and over

whelming refutation of tho Bible story of the 
Deluge. Price, 15 cents.

Were You Born K;Stan
A complete exposition of the science of Astrol

ogy, adapted from tho Four Books of Ptolemy, 
the Astronomer on the art of Rending the Stars» 
with many illustrations. By A. ALPHEUS. 
Secretary of thcAstrologlcal Society of England 
and America. Handsomely bound in cloth, gilt 
top, with beautiful designs stain tied on side and 
back. Price <1.00. For sale at this office.

The Great Psychological Crime—Con- The Law of Spiritual Gravity; 
tions and Suggestions.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Mattle E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull’» 

sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for 
tho use of congregations, circles and tamlles. 
Price, 10 cents, or 17 per hundred

known Author and Scholar, 
HON. A, B. RICHMOND, 

Should be in the hands of every Spiritualist in 
the land. It is based on a histonoal fact, but 
through the naratlve is woven a psychic line of 
thought in the style so natural to the great 
criminal lawyer that one can feel the author’s' 
very presence during its perusal. It is certain
ly Interesting. Price, cloth, 75 cents. .

MAHOMFT n s, Character and I Doctrine. By Edward Gibton. rills Is No. fl of th0 Library of Liberal 
.11 ls to be historically cor-

reut, mid so exact imd perfect iu every detail aa 
to he p'-acllcally beyond the reach of adverse 
ot IclHiti. This work will to found Intensely 
Interesting. Brice, 25 cents. ““■onsoiy

A, P. A. MANUAL
jects of tho American Protective Association. 
A book for all patriotic American citizens. 
Price. 16 cents, or two tor 25 cents. _. --

New Testament Stories “lSstrat. 
ed. Drawings by Watson Heston, with critical 
and humorops comments upon the texts. Hes
ton’s drawings are incomparable, and excruci
atingly funny. One must see the book to appre
ciate H; the pictorial satire cannot be told. It 
will make you laugh heartily. Price in- board, 
11.00; cloth, 11.50.

MKS. MAGGIE WflITB 
mall. 11.06. Buslaeu adrlc# a ipoulalty, 

81« Indiana *vo. CMvago. ill.

SUw£,uA?»P, PAINLESS CURE OF CANCER, 
u Wuj (8. Moles, Growths, and Buboes, without 

» up bl.00d: without the use ot kttlle 
oian fen- ‘''-'“'¡'''‘I'Uoti, 12.00. Addreue, PHYB1- 
LIAN, 8256 Groveland Ave.

. Complete Works of

Andrew Jackson Davis
Comprising 20 Volumes, all 

Neatly Bound in Cloth.

A Violation of Natural Law; True Bug-’ Harmonics of Evolution—Contents, 
gestión and Therapeutic Faith; Post'- j- -■ • ■ ■

mnn >TTnTf1DC1 By Warren Sumner Barlow. 
I H H, Villi, H,ii Tho Voices contain poems 
Ixlu I UXUxlU Of remarkable beauty and 
force, They ore most excellent. Price »1.00.

IPIIU TAT MTH1 Selections from the con- 
lnl'1 1 nil I III len,s <lf that ancient 

book, Us commentaries, 
teachings, poetry, and legends. Also brief 
sketches of-the men who made aud commented 
upon it. By H. Polang. 859 pp. Price, cloth, Il'

the hypocrlsy. of the present will be 
thing of the past

B. B. WEAVER.

INDUCE
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for 

Progressive Thinker.

MRS-O^PARIRtDOe,™!,,. 
Will read for .select circles and lunch parties, in 
or out of the city. Adorons, U Park av„ Chicago.

A Natiirai 3eçi’, Tried and True. 
W1}?. E. DEFOREST, CLAIRVOYANT.'INTUI- 
AU- tlonal nud prophetic .readings by mail. Send 
owuiiuiniAvrlting.datp of birth and 3 Questions, 
11. Rempyed toFoxboro, Mass

U/nmunlu ITS attainment of VVUlildlllj FORM AND FEATURES

fiPAIltV Tho cultlvatl°n tffBUTional Uulimj beauty, based on/Ilfgleno and
Health Culture, by twenty physicians and spe
cialists, aud edited by Albert Turner. A valua
ble, book for women and therefore for the whole 
world. Price In elegant cloth binding, $1.00. 
For sale at this office.

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. Being an investigation of 

1 rue and I’ abulous Theology. A new and com
plete edition, from new plates aud now type- 
186 pages, post 8vo. Paper cloth. 60o.

THE WOMAN S BIBLE.
PART I.—The Pentateuch,

i SPECIAL OFFE« FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
To Subscribsr® for - ' , . - '..

THE PROGRESSIVE TH1NKER ONLY:

Psychological Crime; New Deflnl- Supplemental.
tibus; Pertinent Admissions; What Is . The Value of “Theories”; Differences 
Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man and Distinctions; Transmigration; 
and His Two Organisms; Phystology Transubstantiatlon; Reincarnation 
and Pathology of Hypn.ot sm; “Auto- Metempsychosis;' SeiLPerpetuation 
Hn>noU6m, ’aMispomer; “Suggestion,” Conditional Immortality; Inherent lm- 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug- mortality; Individual Extinction; Psy- 
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism, and the chlcal Rein vesture.' . , '
Three'Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? ■ '

Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp- 
■ notist?
Part II. "

A Risk and a Duty; Other Defini
tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle 
Involved; “Automatic, Physical Medi
umship" Impossible; Neither a “Gift” 
Nor a “Power”; The Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship and “Affinity”; Medium
ship and Emotionalism; Mediums and 
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan
ity.
Part III.

The Genesis of “Hell”; The Way of 
Death; In Perspective; Individual Im
mortality; On What It Depends; Self
Control, the Application; The Line of 
Despair and the Powers of Darkness;

and Hereafter Has a Common Develop
ment and a Common Purpose; 
The Scope, Method and - Pur
pose; The Genesis of Physical 
Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution; 
The “Law of Natural Selection”; The 
Natural Law of Selection'; A Question 
in Science; The Completion pf an Indi
vidual; Masculine Will and Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle > for Happiness; 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intui
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat
ural Science Corroborated; Natural 
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce; 
True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon
ics, Ethics.

Handsomely Bound,
Send for Circular. 

Address all orders to
THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO., 

19 to 27 North Kedzie Ave., Chicago.

question that l(s;before my miud,> and 
that is the tendency towards Christian 
Science, The Christian Scientists arc 
making wonderful progress.aid teach 
some very, good doctrines, but they are 
not defending the cause of the op
pressed,. But on.the.tither hand tell the. 
wage slave to ’‘think’riie gets what he 
earns, and he will find he has all he 
needs. ' ’

This is plfciiblng to the. ears of those 
who revel in luxury and hence, the sci
entists are attracting the millionaires of 
the world. ; ■

Last but not least Jet me say that 
while these changes are pure! to come, 
they will come through those who will 
try to utilize .-the -privileges at hand to 
make a living aid inteiligehtlyand not 
viciously try to’bring about ’a reforma
tion. Standing on the.street corners 
“cussln’ ’’ corporations, when, you could 
be at work at something apd earn a liv
ing for yourself and family Is nd credit 
to anyone, and-, brings: ipto -' disrepute 
both yourself and the cause you repre
sent. But to work at some honorable 
employment during the day and holding 
meetings in,the evening, .whether on the 
street corner or in a'hall is both honor
able and necessary. ■ • , -

The time will come when auditoriums 
holding thousands of people will be 
built, where public lecture will be 
given upon any subject that, the people 
may desire to have discussed. It may 
seem to the reader as somewhat imag
inary, but I firmly believe that the time 
will come when those who have been 
leaders in the earth life, will material
ize and deliver public lectures and then

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.

- It Is laiportKitii i«hen..tt meeting Is 
»impended,-tl^tliuollcebetglven us, so 
that .Uujuli'ers.ijmy mot be' mislead. Ws 
want new; nofees or^all; meetings being 

rheid 'kew la m^jll|q.'l^lU at the present 
time, - - .

OR. C. E. WATKINS
Is now open for engagements to deliver his 
lectures on Health and Disease (from a Spirit
ualist's standpoint). These health talks are 
something new and most interesting. No 
charge will be made for the lectures. Dr Wat
kins is still in active practice, however, and all 
who are ill are requested to send their age, sex, 
und leading symptoms to

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
<10 Highland ave.

Ncwtoiiville. Mms.

Please remember, LYMAN C. HOWE, 
of Fredonia, N. Y., one of the ablest lec
turers on our rostrum to-day, a pro
found thinker, and in all respect amply 
qualified to maintain himself In any ca
pacity he may be called, upon to act, 
WILL HOLD A DISCUSSION In the 
columns of The Progressive Thinker, 
with MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY, a 
lady who ranks high in the lltefary cir
cles of Chicago, and who is the editor 
of “The Great Psychological Crime,” 
and the author of several other books, 
of great value to the world. She and 
Mr. Howe will enter Into a discussion 
In regard to the merits of THE GREAT 
PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME, and the 
same will be published In The Pro
gressive Thinker, affording a rich and 
valuable intellectual treat, never before 
offered to the readers of any Spiritualist 
paper. The discussion between Mr. 
Howe and Mrs. Huntley will follow 
right along after the Symposium.

Now is the time to send in yoiir sub
scriptions for The Progressive Thinker. 
RENEW AT ONCE. Just think for a 
moment, this large paper furnished for 
two cents per week. Don’t miss the 
valuable intellectual feast we have 
promised. You can not afford to stand 
in the rear destitute of the knowledge 
we give. You cannot afford to have. 
"Rooms to Rent” in a, vacant brain. 
Read over our Premium List and send 
in your subscription at once: Particu
larly should every medium in the land 
read the discussion between Mr. Howe 

’ and Mrs. Huntley.

nwONSlF
(Continued from page 7.)

slums in the N. S. A. convention and in 
the Spiritualist papers are causing an 
awakening which can but bring good re
sults. By the time this reaches head
quarters, and finds its way into press or 
wastepaper basket, as the case may be, 
I will have once more responded to the 
sound of Cupid’s voice and two more of 
our liberal young people will be started 
up the hill of life in double harness, but 
mote of that anon.

I have been much interested in the 
recent symposium, "The Great Psycho
logical Crime,” which called forth so 
many able letters from both sides of the 
house, and if I may be permitted to do 
so, I would like to say that medium
ship-Is largely what we make of it our 
selves. We have been blaming alto
gether too much upon our friends in the 
“Summerland” of life. If we will stand 
more firmly upon our own footing, and 
diffuse a little more reason in our deal
ings with those who have gone before, 
there will be less chance of crime in 
any way.

Abuse of mediumship is decidedly 
irlminal, while on the other hand the 
proper use of if is beneficial. With this 
is with all things else we must learn 
the use thereof and apply it. It is all 
well enough for us to come out severely 
and denounce the authors of the differ
ent works contrary to our ideas, but it 
savors but little of Spiritualism. Who 
knows, what experiences led up to the 
conclusions set forth in the book re
ferred to? There are several ways to 
dispose of a question, among which are 
to ridicule it; to denounce It as a whole, 
or to Investigate from every point of 
view. It is easy to judge which is 
right. Spiritualism teaches fairness in 
all things, but It discourages vitupera
tion and condemnation without the best 
of cause, and even then it urges justice 
and charity. WILL J. ERWOOD,

. Secretary W. S. S. A.
“In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A 

Bland. Interesting, instructive lind 
helpful; spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; Price fl. •
' ‘ The Molecular Hypothesis of Na

ture. By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized-aa one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents

.1 desire to express a few thoughts on 
what l deem the paramount issue of the 
day for Spiritualists to grapple with. 
The common brotherhood of man. is the 
most prominent question for the human 
family to solve. For years tlie Spirit
ualists have been talking brotherhood, 
but now the time is at hand to put it in 
practice. In an issue of the Appeal to 
Reason are given a number of insttyices 
where Socialist speakers have been .ar
rested for proclaiming the truth on the 
public street. If there is anything 
that arouses my fire, it is to rpad of 
such persecution. This is a repetition 
of what the populists suffered from 
1890 to 1896, and I was in the height of 
my glory when I could defend the peo
ple's cause against the attacks of some 
paid hireling of plutocracy.

Spiritualists who have any regard for 
I ruth and justice can not do otherwise 
than give a helping haud to the Social
ist crusade that Is now sweeping the 
entire civilized world. In the days of 
primitive Christianity there were those 
who believed in spirit communon, but 
bitterly antagonized common brother
hood in the sense that the Christian 
martyrs (Spiritualist martyrs) taught it 
and practiced it. It was the antagonism 
to the divine .right of kings, property 
and priesthood that caused thousands 
to be slain, and not the doctrine of spir
it communion.

Instead of trying to minimize the les
son to be learned from the heroic strug
gles of the ancient Spiritualists, we 
should use their example to inspire the 
world to-day to do and to dare. If we 
had the Spirit of Truth to-day as, they 
had, there would be no saloons, broth
els and tenement houses that are a dis
grace to civilization. Neither would there 
be any corporation that has it within 
its power to levy tribute, as well satis
fy its avarice and greed. In all the 
religions of the world from Zoroaster, 
Buddha and Mohammed down to Jesus 
and the ancient mediums, there is not 
one that did,not have as its inspiring 
tenet, opposition to the monopolization 
of the earth and tlie fullness thereof.

The church as never before (in mod
ern times) is taking hold of the great 
social problem; but while some of the 
ministry are fearlessly attacking the 
corporate greed and rottenness that is 
undermining our government (as the 
postal and army scandals are revealing 
so glaringly that no one can help but 
see it), there is, however, a drifting to
gether of the servants of monopoly that 
disgrace the pulpit. The time is not 
far distant when the Roman church and 
its offsprings (the various Protestant 
churches) that worship at the shrine of 
Mammon, will join hands and work to
gether to maintain the divine right of 
property. All hail! the glorious vic
tory of the German Socialists against 
the church and state.

While the Homan, hierarchy stands 
for every form of oppression known to
day (either openly or by silent consent) 
yet the rank and file of the Roman 
church-must not be classed as against 
reform as a whole, because there are 
thousands who are classed as loyal 
members of the church that are stand
ing ready to throw off the shackles that 
bind them. Even some of their priest
hood are deserting their ranks and nail
ing the Flag of Truth to the masthead. 
But while it is the duty of every liberty
loving citizen to do all in his or her 
power to bring about the amelioration 
of the proletariat and usher in tlie new 
heaven and new earth, yet it must be 
done with a feeling towards the bene
factors of the present system that will 
prevent methods being used that will 
be a stain upon civilization. Let us 
show the powers that be, that their 
eternal happiness is more to them than 
the earthly pleasures enjoyed through 
wealth wrung from the hands of toll.

There is not a millionaire in the spirit 
world (that has become conscious of 
his continued life) that would not hail 
with joy the overthrow of this present 
era of commercialism. Yet it is true 
they do not want to see their former 
business go to financial ruin, because 
the love for earthly affiliations still re
mains and self-preservation is natural.

Once let the religious world realize 
that Jesus of Nazareth with thousands 
of his followers, were murdered because 
of their antagonism to the priesthood 
and the usury-mongers, and then the 
days of selfish commercialism are num
bered.' ■ •

I would say to the trade union advo
cate that noble as his ideal may be, yet 
the justice he seeks cannot be obtained 
through strikes and boycotts, but 
through the medium of the ballot alone, 
which is a heritage handed down to us 
by ,dur forefathers. I firmly Relieve in 
being honest with your employer while 
working under the-present system;, but’ 
.your employer, has. no. right to dictate 
to you what way you should vote. .

In succinct form the substance of his.
lectures on tho, Molecular Hypothesis
of Nature; end presents, his views as
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism.1 The book is commended to 
all ■who love;to study .and think.': For 
gala st tlals 9mc%' ?rlcut 25 centej

Wheni.the spirit: world ■ is . planning 
tho great Inventions, they aro not plan
ningthem for the benefit; of the.Mor-
gans, Rockefellers or the Studebakers, 
but for the wholo world.

Spiritualists above all other religious 
organizations .’should lead add not fol- 
low.-jn ¡this great iVork. "

I hlso jfisB 1«. 'moatlon png- other

The funeral services of Anson Hew
ett were conducted by Rev. T. W. Wood
row on Oct. 21, at Arlington, Neb. For 
many years an avowed Spiritualist, he 
passed to the higher life at 73 years of 
age. Not an oath or vile word was 
ever heard to pass his lips; a man of 
marvelous patience, meeting life’s trials 
without a murmur; a man of absolute 
honesty and character almost beyond

Mrs. Priscilla Pillsbury passed to the 
higher life, from Alliance, Ohio, hos
pital, October 25. She was left without 
relatives, as all had preceded her to 
spirit life, where ‘ a joyous welcome 
awaited her. Services conducted by 

REV. NELLIE S. BAADE.

Mr. M. C. White passed to spirit Ute, 
at Port Huron, Mich., October 5, after 
long years ot suffering. He leaves a 
wife and one son, father and mother to 
mourn, who were comforted by the 
knowledge of Spiritualism, and that he 
can and will return to voice a message 
of love to them. Services were conduct
ed by tlie writer. <•

MRS. MARIAN CARPENTER.

Now is the time to extend the circula
tion of The Progressive Thinker, it 
will contain Occult and 'Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Send In a subscription now.

A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. By 
Laura G. Flxen.

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration.

Sent complete for 50 cents.

the basis of science. For sale at this 
office. Price 6 cents.

"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By J. 
S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 
cents. For sale at the office of The 
Progressive Thinker.

"Mark Chester; or a Mill and a Mill
ion. A Tale of Southern California.” 
By Carlyle Petersilea. A pure psychic 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa
per covers, 40 cents. Cloth, 60 cents. 
For sale at this office.

"The Romance of Jude. A Story of 
the Life and Times of the Nazarene and 
His People.” Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely in
teresting book. Neatly bound in cloth 
and gilt. Only 50 cents.

"Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price 
cloth, 60 cents;' paper, 25 cents. For 
sale at this office. r

“Invisible Helpers.” -By C. W. Lead
beater, th<3 noted Theosophist lecturer 
and writer. Very interesting. Price 
55 cents. For sale at this office.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50. For sale 
at this office.

"Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.” 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study 
ot Buddhism;' compact yet comprehen
sive. Pape?, 50 cents. Cloth, $1.25. 
For sale at this office. • '

“The Life Booklets,” .By Ralph 
Waldo Trine. Three daintily beautiful 
little books, finely adapted for holiday 
presents. The titles are, "Character 
Building by Thought Power,” “Every 
Living Creature," and "The.. Greatest 
Thing Ever Known." The matter is of 
high-toned spiritual character: and ol 
helpi-1 purpose. Prbee 35 cents each.

“The Commandments Analyzed.” By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passage:, showing great in
congruities. Price 25 cents

■Spirit Echoes." By Mattle B. Hull. 
This pretjty volumo contains fifty-seven 
of tho author’s latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound In cloth, and with 
portrait ot the author. Price 75 centa.

"Love—Sex—Immortality.”, , By Dr 
W. P. Phelon. For sale at‘this office^ 
Price 25 cents. ' , ■ .

The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 cents. , Big Bible Stories,'cloth, 50 
cents. For sale at this, office.

"A Conspiracy Against the Bepubilc." 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
"Hlstory .of the Christian;. Religion to 
the Year 200," etc. A. condensed state
ment of facts concerning the dfforta of 
church leaders to .get control of the gov
ernment An important work. Paper,

• The.Band Iferfs.oD>-r auxiliary to 
the Church offUie! f^il, meets 'at Room 
512 Masonic every-' first and 
third rTJmrsday« b,®fce -moiqth; after
noon session ¿£',8toWwlr. ■ < The -ladies 
furnislL.yeferafeu6afe, Supper served 
at 6:15,. incJudiiig<tj>ft and coffee. Even
ing session att7:39i. Questions pertain
ing to-spiritual thanes, answered by 
tlie guides of{Mr8.:Bora D. V. Rich
mond; name poeniS’igiveu to strangers. 
Mrs. S. J. -Ashton, assistant pastor.

Spiritual services conducted by Julia 
M. Learnerd. every Sunday evening at 
7:30, at Marble HaU, 467: West Ran
dolph street, corw Sheldon.

Church of the,' Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 8 n. 
m,. Lecture, by Dr. J. O. II; Hewitt at 
8 p. m. Messages by H. F. Coates and 
others. Plenty of good music.

The Spiritual Research meets every 
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, in 
Van Buren Opera House, corner of 
Madison street and California avenue. 
Good music and singing. All aro In
vited to attend.

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature hold services at 
Nathan’s Hall, 1565? Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue, Sunday even
ings, 7:30 p. m. Mrs. W. F. Bchu*  
macher, pastor. •

■ Church of the Spiritual Forces holds 
service at Thurman Club Room, corner 
of 47th street and Cottage Grove ave
nue, every Sunday. Conference at 3 p. 
m. Lecture at 8 p. m. Conducted by 
Iu Cleveland.

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. .Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and music at every ser
vice.

Dr. Sholdlce holds services Sunday 
evenings at 7:45, at 205 Lincoln avenue.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at Alliance Hal), between Kim- 
bark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society.- Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street.

Mrs. M. A. Burland, pastor of the 
Spiritual Union Church, ’holds two 
services each Sunday at No. 77 East 
Thirty-first street. Conference at 3 p. 
m., and lecture and tests at 8 o’clock.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church 
meets every Sunday, at 3 o’clock sharp, 
and 8 o'clock sharp, at Lakeside Hall, 
corner Thirty-first street and Indiana 
avenue, where trutlvseekers and inves
tigators, as well as Spiritualists can en
joy a pleasant'.-'afternoon or evening. 
First-class speakers!? Tests and mes
sages by carefully Selected mediums. 
Excellent music? Mis. Mary Dixon and 
her daughter.Cora, the "Child Wonder," 
always in attendanoe to give readings 
between the meetings. Also free dem
onstrations by C. A.’.’ Beverly, M. D., 
president.

The Spiritual Unity Society holds 
meetings every. Simday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkinq’ Hall, 528 West 
Sixty-third street, every Sunday even
ing at 8 o’clock. Conference in the af-, 
tpsnopn at:: 3. The! Ladies’ <nAnxHtary 
meets every Thursday aftefrioon at 
same number.

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services 
every Sunday In Hall 309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. Sunday-school at 10 
a. m.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Metropolitan Spiritualist Society 
holds services every Sunday at 8 o’clock 
in St. George’s Hall, 3337 State street. 
Good speaking, tests and music. Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Residence, 
3148 Indiana avenue.

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
In Van Buren Opera House, Madison 
street and Calltomia avenue, every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
spirit messages, assisted by other me
diums.

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Sunday afternoon at 
2:30 sharp, at Phoenix Hall, 324 East 
Division street, near SedgWick street. 
Conducted by Mr, and Mrs. Howes.

The Universal Occult Society, Ma
sonic Home Temple, 3118 Forest ave
nue. Hon. R. Gilray, Dean. Services 
every Sunday evening at 8 Lyceum, af
ternoons at 3. Mrs. G. W. Aitken, psy
chic. Tests from 9 to 10 p. m. Good 
music. All welcome. Come and in
vestigate. .

The First Union Spiritual Church 
holds services every; Sunday, 7:30 p. m„ 
in Temperance Hall, 330 Sixty-third 
street, Englewood. Dr. J. H. RandaJJ, 
lecturer. Mrs. Cochonour, psychic 
reader. The public is cordially invited.

The Australian Psychic Society will 
continue its Sunday evening meetings, 
commencing November 15, 8 p. m. Lec
tures, messages and heallng. Good mu
sic. Dr. Freedman, conductor; Mrs. L. 
H. Freedman, secretary, 513 W. Adams 
street. .

Spirit Church, of Universal Brother
hood holds services. Sunday at 7:30 p. 
m., in lodge room qf Lincoln Turner 
Hall, near corner Sheffield avenue and ■ 
Dlversey Boulayard,.near Northwestern 
elevated railroad. 'IJests and messages 
at every meeting. Conducted by Mrs. 
G. A. Cowen, paychiqi.

MRS. STODDARD GRAY
And Son, DE WJTT <1. HOXHiU, 

MamrlnlUlng and Teal Mediums, hold séances 
smitloy, Wcdnçntlay ami S'nday e»,nlngs eight 

m., at their , residence, S3]SnsdUto- SWÍ-.

ci Horoscopes 
iv^?tli>P,1JX.ae.curûlü Wid reliable. Captain G.W. 
wairond, J6W Glwiarm 8t., Denver. Col., EstW

G. MEDIUM.' read-• iuk8.'dally..Circles TnebUuy, Thursday and 
auturday, 6:J(1 .p, ui, Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Mrs. dbwolf-eiser, test and blatk-
.writing iMMIuui. -will give readings at 251 8. 

ncriultago Ave., near VauBuren SI. Seances Sun
day and Thursday at 2:b0. ■ 731

AN ASTONISNINO OFFER
Bend three two-cetit jitanips,' lock of 

hair, age, name and the'leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
tape br spirit power. ' : -,

Mrs. Dr. Dobsoh-Barkor,
230 North Sixth St.

Sau Jose. Call

. . jsbwâshîSè’X'.ô y

6. METER LYNN X
,. . THB »MINEN» V

Wer and .
GiftedPsyehic«

HEALTH RESTORED
By Common Sense Methods

leanings from the .Rostrum.” By
Frenali. • Cloth/11. ■ For oalo at

"Beyond thffil Vq)h” a Sequel to 
“Rending the Vall?'ivBelng a compila
tion, with notes an<V explanations, of 
narrations amyilustijütlons of spirit ex
periences, spokfin, ivjiltten and made by 
full-form mat<]R|aIlzn^ons; setting up a 
scientific and j nersqqpl verification *

ethics, requlsltftf'to tfle most speedy re
alization of thffiihlghftst and purest fe
licity attainabjii In t$e future life. A 
very remarkable book. Large, octavo, 
500 pages. Prlj®, $15p. . .

"Principles cstiiLIghli and .Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt,- M. IX -LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom' Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture's finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general ireaders and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of
great'value and interest A large, four- 
pound’book, strongly bound,’and . con 
talnlng' beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. > It ffi a wonderful work and you will 
bo delighted with It.
. "An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed, 
"Romanism Expose^ Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. CL Wkltft author of Startling 
nets. Pricb'HFc«sga Wh. or two tor 
USosata.

ELTON E. HEDK1CK,
ASTHOLOGKIt— ' - ' * „ auecula-

£,iatl'knony, changes, travel, all arftiru Of
life. Feo $2.00. head, elate ^>1 birth »» 
hour as nosslble. Address, «Bl ta®dt 
Cincliutatl, Ohio. ■ •

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card. 
m?bUrndlHin»!Sri'?u c,an /rSSt1/ help mo care for 
test mJdin.nl0 kJ u.nle. w“bb, one of the eurl- 
toa snM |UM» Clu ‘I1? ,ontl’ by writing a letter 
trv anil nd/?«, id' ,Se,ud.,it t011,0 "'lth and I will 
nXi 4 by itidepeniienl writing or wlils-
Ford'Mass " Mr“' AutUo Lord Chamberlain, MU-

TESTIMONIALS OF CURE.
My Dear Mrs. Dobson-Barker:—I 

want to aay, I have been, ailing tor 
thirty years and you are the only one 
that has done me any good, .
„ MARY JANE PEARCE.
Perris, Riverside Co., Cal.. Feb. 21, 

1903. *

THE SPEAKING DIAL.
A Wonderful Spiritual Invention 

Gives names, dates and circumstances. Sneaks 
in various languages; answers mental questions: 
ESS!.!16 ÂUOBi ^epilcal. Hus come to prove 
Immoi tality and spirit communion, Develops all 
phases of mediumship. Magnetized by .powerful Jüfd kni“da Revi*  what the “ate Hon. Ï. Dounelly 
»aid of ü;e Speakins Dial. Dials now. fl.M. Send 
Io: eirculur and testimonials. Enclose etamp for 
reply. P. J. DEMPSEY Inventor, 2817 Columbus 
ave.. Minneapolis, Mima

Un3',,1?1.1,' P’XON, NATURAL CLAIRVOYANT 
Jil. Send birth and dime; will auswer three ones- Hone by mall. 44 E. 31st st.. Chlcut-o. U72u

Mrs. Dobson-Barker—Kind Friend:— 
As I tried your treatment four years 
ago, and it helped me so much, I will 
write to you again to see If you are still 
practicing, and if you are. I want to 
send to you for another month’s treat
ment, for 1 can safely say that you did 
more for me than all the doctors on 
earth, and I hope you are well and still 
practicing. May the good angels bless 
you, is my prayer. Respectfully,

„ MINA M. YANG.
Pee Dee, Ky., Oct. 20, 1902.

Stanton, Mich., Jan. 19, 1902.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker—Dear Sis

ter:—I take my pen In hand to let you 
know how I am, ■ I thank, you and your' 
band for I know I would be in my grave 
now, but you and your band have saved 
me. I suffered everything. I am hap
py to ray I am . a well woman. I was 
Bick a long time; I do my own work; 
how I would like to see the woman that 
cured me. I let every one know who 
cured me. I war sick twenty-five years.

I still remain your friend,
AMANDA R. GREEN.

Address 855 Grove St, 
, Oakland) Cal

A Veru Interesting Book tor AR,
Philosophy Of This work eon

Spiritual Intercourse.
very wonderful spiritual developments at tho 
house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and 
similar coses in all parts of the country. Thia 
volume Is ie first from the author directly up
on the subject of Spiritualism, and has stood 
the test of many years. Cloth, S1.20; postage 100«

UMHId

ELECTRIC 

GALVANIC 
ADJUSTABLE

FINGER 

RING.
(Put. Oc;. 27, 1W3.)

ForCnrlng Cramps or Tremulous Serv- 
ou.nesa of the Fluicei-s, Hunds anil Arm., 
and preventing Uh future development, also tor 
stlniulntfng mental activity and removing mental 
depression and solicitude, and tor creating har
monious organic and balanced electric conditions 
to thereby aid oilier treatment and reduce liabili
ty to take cold. Send measure on piece of paper. 
Silver plated, fl. Gold plated. 13 per set ot tour. 
Full directions for use with order. Address C. W. 
IIOBJSBTS, 6301 Jefferson ave., Chicago, 111.

Do Ynn Nppfl «<*<<«>•  KycMiffiiii 
MU I UU llUUU Icunliclpyoii. 1 Will ill your 
/SnPPtaplAC ■ by Chdi'voyarice and 
UUUUIxlUlUO spirit asBlstunee at vourown 
hohie with the improved melted pebble lense, to 
see near and at a distance. Please wrlu» for ill us- 
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
niy spirit method of treating’ that restores lost 
vision and Impaired eyesight. I guarantee to til 
your eyes, and safe delivery by jnall,

JU. F. POOLE.
n ri , J8 Evanston Avo.. Chicago. TH.

, A^\?09.LETU!‘,irSIl': X«“»'Magnetized Mell- 
el Pebble Spectacles received, lam delighted. 
X hey are perfection in every way.

Sincerely yours, B. A. PieksoN, Gebo, Mont.

THE

Great Poughkeepsie Seer
STILL LIVES!

THEWOfliN'S BIBLE.-PfiRT II.
Judges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Com

ments on the old and New Testaments, from 
Joshag to Revelation. Thu comments are keen, 
bright, spicy, full of wit. the work of radical 
thinkers who are not ignorant of the higher 
criticism There Is not.» dull page in either of 
these books, but each ;lsa galaxy of the bright! 
minds of the day and throw a new light on the 
Bible teachings relating to woman. Price ot 
each, paper, W cents.

For all who are or wish to bo medhune or imy- 
ehlcs.seeru or diviner» these books are tho beat. 
CLAlKVOYANCE-fiOth thousand, cloth. How to 

enter the Spiritual World, eeenndeonverHe with 
Spirits, locate ore and lost treasures, read the 
crystal. “Ydur work is marvelous, epoch-mak- 
intf.”—Lilian Whiting. ‘ Price, 12.00, .

CRYSTALS from the East. <2.00.
AURAS AND COLORS—60th thousand. How to 

see and rend tho Auras, with Color Dictionary. 
A wonderful book; only 20 cts.

PSYCHOMETRY-50th thousand. The first and 
•only book that teaches you howto psvchome- 

trixerroad Uiesoul of persons and things; from 
a practitioner. Price, 60 cents.

REALIZATION OF DIVINITY—Reduced to 26cts.
EASY LESSONS in unfoldment of occult faculties.

Price, 60 cents. • '
HOW TO DIVINE-MS. Lessons. 11.00.
HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVES-MS. Less

ons, 11 00.
Send money and stamped addressed envelope 

for prospectuses of College of Divine Sciences 
(11th yean to J. C. F. GIHMB15B, 122S5 
Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
lithe oldeal and mo«t «ucc»iifu! Spiritual Phyllo!« 

now In practice. Hit cures are
THE MOST MARVELOUS

of this age- His examinations are correctly made, 
and free to all who send him name, age, sex and lock 
of hair, and six cents in stamps. He doesn’t ask for 
any leading symptom. A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. He positively cures weak men. Address

J. S. LOUCKS, M. D.f
o Itoaeham. Meet.

The Nemesis of 
Chautauqua Lake

THÉ SUNDAY QUESTION.
Historical and critical review, with replies to 

an objection. By G. W. Brown, M. D. Price. 15c.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.’
By tbo Editor of tlie National, with Preface 

and’ Notes by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with 
views of tho old Paine Homestead and Paine 
Monument, at New Rochelle; also portraits ot 
Thomas Clio Rickman, Joel Barlow, Mary Wol- 
stonecraft, Madame Roland, Condorce, Brissot, 
.nd the most prominent of Paine’s friends in 
Europe and America. Cloth, 76 cents. _ - „

ÏHE~GOLDÉNTCHOÎS!
A New Book of Inspirational 

‘ Words and Music,
FoMbe uao of mooting, lyceum» and homo, by 8. W. 
Tucker.- Theco beautiful eongi have already com*  
forted many broken heart«, and it is hoped that they 
may bo,beard in every land. Price 15cj 11.60 pordoa- 
on. For eale at thia office.' ,

tlTE~SPiRiTUAL ALPS
And Hour We Ascend Them.

How to reach that altitude where eplrlt la lapremo 
aim all tblngaiire subject to It; By MoaeiHuil. Prioo 
InclothUO ccnU; paper Wet». For tale at this office. 
----------.1 ;-’-4    ——X—-_______ । LJJ _4 

A MASTERLY WORK 
Continuity, of Life a Cosmic Truth 

By lErof.- W.M. JLookwood,

Answers to Ever Recurring Questions from the 
1 People. (A Sequel to "PenoU’alia.") Cloth, »1, 

postage, lOcts. .
Approaching Crists; or Truth vs. Theology. 

Cloth, 75 cts., imslago 10 cts. . ' .
Arabula; or,'Tho Divine Guest. Cloth, 81, post

, ago, 10 cts. S
Beyond the Valley; A sequel to tho Magic Staff, 

, an Autobiography of Andrew Jackson Davis.
Cloth, 408 pages, containing six attractive aud 
original Illustrations, »1. full gilt, $t.5O.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum. A Manual, with 
Directions for the Organization and Manage
ment of Sunday 'Schools and Lyceums. New 
unabridged édition. Single copy, 25 els.: 12 
copies. »2.50; fifty copies,'$10.00; one hundred 
copies, »18.00.

Death and the After Life. Tho ’’Stellar Key" is 
the philosophical Introduction to the revela
tions contained In this book. Paper, 35cts.; 
Cloth 50 cts. ; postage 5 cts.

Dlakka and Their Earthly Victims. Being an ex
planation ot much that is false unci repulsive 
in Spiritualism. Cloth, 35 ets. ; paper, 20 ets.

Fountain: With Jets of New Meanings, Illustrat
ed with 142 engravings. Cloth’ 75 cts., post
age, 6 cts.

Free Thoughts Concerning Religion. Cloth, 50 
cts., postage, 5 cts. ; paper, 35 els.

Genesis and Ethics of Conjugal Love. This book 
. is of peculiar Interest to all mon ami women.

Paper, 35 cents; cloth. 50 cents: full gilt, mo
rocco, »1.50; do, half morocco, $1.25.

Great Harmonla: Being a Philosophical Rév
élation of tho Natural, Spiritual and Celes
tial Universe. Iu five volumes. In which the 
principles of the Ilarmonial Philosophy are 
more fully elaborated and Illustrated. Vol. 
I. The Physician. Vol, II. The Teacher. Vol. 
III. The Seer. This volume Is composed of 27 
Lectures on Magnetism and Clairvoyance lu 
the past and present. Vol. IV. The Reform
er. Vol. V. The Thinker. Price $1 each, post
age lOceuts. ’

Harbinger of Health. Containing Medical Pre
scriptions for the Human Body and Mind, 
Cloth, $1, postage 10 cts. ■

Harmonlal Man; or. Thoughts of the Age. Pa
per, 85 cents; cloth, 50 cents, postage 5 cents.

History and. Philosophy of Eva. With Sugges
tions for More Ennobling Institutions, and 
Philosophical Systems of Education. Paper, 
25 cents; cloth 50cents, postage 5cents.

Inner Life; or, Spirit Mysteries Explained. 
This is a Sequel to “Philosophy of Spiritual 
Intercourse," revised and enlarged. Cloth, $1, 
postage 10 cents.

Magic Seafl. An Autobiography of Andrew 
Jackson Davis. Cloth, $1.25, postage 12 cts.

Memoranda of Persons, Places and Events. Em
bracing Authentic Facts, Visions. Impress
ions. Discoveries in Magnetism, Clairvoyance 
and Spiritualism. 'Cloth, $1, postage 10 cents.

Penetralia, Containing Harmonlal Answers. The 
topics treated in tnls work are mainly theo
logical and spiritual, and questions of practi
cal interest and value aro answered. Cloth, 
$1.25, postage 12 cents.

Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse. Cloth, 80 
cents, postage 10 cents.

Philosophy of Special Providences. Tho author’s 
“vision''of the harmonious works ol the CTe- 
ator Is given. 'Cloth, 35 cents, postage 6 cents ; 
paper, 20 cts.

Principles of Nature; Her Divine Revelations, 
and a Voice to Mankind. (In Three Parts.) 
Thirty-fourth edition, with a likeness of tho 
author, and containing a family record for 
marriages, births and deaths. This Is the 
first and most comprehensive volumo of Mr. 
Davis’s writings. $2.50. i>ostage 20 cents; red 
Une edition, full morocco, Levant, gUt, $10.00.

Stellar Key to the Summer-Land. Illustrated 
with Diagrams and Engravings of Celestial 
Scenery. Cloth, SOeonts; paper 35 cents, post
age 5 cents.

Tale of a Physician; or, the Seeds and Fruits of 
Crime. Cloth, 75 cents, postage 10 cents.

Temple: On Diseases of tho Brain and Nerves. 
Developing tho Origin and Philosophy of 
Mania. Insanity and TCrlmo; with Directions

•and Prescriptions for their- Treatment and 
Cure. Cloth, $1, postage 10 cents.

I Views of Our Heavenly Home. A Sequel to “A 
Stellar Key." Illustrated.’ Cloth, 50 cents, 
postage 6cents: paper 35 cents.

—THE—
Christs of the Past and Present.

By MOSES HULL,
A comparison of the Christ-work or Medium

Ship of Biblical Messiahs and the conditions 
they required, with sliriilar manifestations In 
Modern Spiritualism. This is a good work to 
study for arguments with which to meet the 
very common orthodox question, “Why do you 
always require conditions for your spiritual 
manifestations?” Cloth bound, 85cents; paper 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

. <OSHIAN HYMN BOOK.
A collection of original and selected Hymns 

for Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. Compiled by L. K. Washburn. 
Tn Is volume meets a public want. It comprises 
258 choice selections of poetry and music,-em. 
bodying the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price. 50 cents.

OLD AND NEW PSYGHOLOGy
By W. J. Colville. Boports of twenty-four 

distinct lectures, recently delivered in New 
York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia and 
other [prominent cities of the United States, 
have contributed the basis ot this volumo. 
Price, »1.00. • .

A mtsierly presentation of an Important nub- 
eck.. A powerful nwmncM Bions now and sden

tino linca; eotabllehln® on n sdentino basis tlie 
fact of tho continuity of toraonal individual con- 
polfiWSelHiood aStor: laSlnff, Mia. m« physical 
body, A tettati »t rnvsn valKO, With moral SMUluaU'&Uoiis, CÎ0W1.81Æ?, ! ,

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
Series one, two and three. By Lilian Whiting.
Throe choice volumes, each com- ’ toln Itself, 

In which spirituality Is related to’ v-ryday life 
In such a way os to malto tho world beautiful.
Price, 81.00 each.

ffltffO-MORROUOF DEATH.
Or tho Future Lite, According to Science. By 
Louis Flguler. Translated from tho French by 
S. R. Crockoo. A very fascinating work. This 
lino volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. It Is writ
ten In that peculiar interosting’stylc In which 
French writers excel when they would popular 
l»e sclontlflo subjects In adaptation to the 
needs of tho general reader.. The author says 
“Thero Is a true and respectable Idea In Splrl 
uallsm;" and regards as proved "the.faot’of 
communication between: superhumana end tho 
inhabitants of earth." Price, 81.W.

AUTOMATIC WRITING, 
[So-called] wltsi'othdrpiirthlo exporltneen. By 
Bara A. undorwoodi' 'Wlux half-tons portrait 
and np?olm«i pasos of the writing, Band, 
metíely bound ta ofoth. grisa, §1. FosMaiea,

Views of Our Heavenfu Homas 
By Androw Jackson Davis. A highly InterJ 

esting work. Price. 76 cents. Postage o oontsj

Aryan San Myths, the Origin r 
of Religion. ..

By Sarah B. Titcomb, wlrhan Introduction, 
by Charles Morris, author of "Tho Aryan Iiuoe.”r 
ftlco. oloth, 11.00. * ,|

flflR»IONI6S OF EVOLUTION,
Tho Philosophy of Individual Life, Baaed

Upon Natural Science '
Ab taught by modern masters of law, By Flor, 
once Huntloy. Ad exceedingly Interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution to tho litera
ture of evolution, unfolding Its lawn from the 
deeper and clearer spiritual aspect, and In*  
dlcatlng tho detect» of.the Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists' and Matwiallcts alike can 
much from its perusal, m», finely bois
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BEftVEN ftND HELL
rhe following illustrates important facts? That the 

individual who met. with this serious accident was 
brought in close touch with-the Spirit-world, there 
can be no doubt. He saw the “infernáis” of the. 
dark spheres of Spirit Life as well as the beautiful 

t .scenes of the higher spheres, all more or less mod?
ified by the experience he had passed through..

Cbc TLigbt Hmong tbe Ibi Ue
H Charming 'Rartative,

Most Beautifully Suggestive is “The Light Among 
the Hills,” by Mrs; I. L. Lewis, of Bethel; Vt. It 

' is a narrative founded’on facts alone; anckevery
Spiritualist should read it. , ‘

THE LATE PAPAL ELECTION
Some Very Interesting Inside History.

He died, and yet he lives, a wonderful 
■ narrative as told by the New York Her- 

aid. The story is unparalleled In toe 
history of electricity’s accidents. About 
half-past three o’clock on the afternoon 
of August 11, Frederick'Flad, of Jersey 

, City, employed ■ by the Westinghouse 
. Electrical' Company at the Kingsbridge 

power house, had half the voltage of the 
entire plant shot through his body— 
8,300 volts, of 265 amperes. ...

He was holding a joint of Iron pipe 
conduit for containing electric wires at 
the time which aworkman, Mallory, was 
measuring, when the plank on which 
Flad,stood tipped. To save himself from 
falling on a nest of deadly wires below 
he threw up his arm to get his balance, 

. touched other wires, and like a thunder
', bolt, twice the voltage required for 

electrocution in Sing Sing prison shot 
through the insulation and through his 

. body.
FJad straightened out and as he stiff

ened like a corpse his head came near 
enough to still other wires above, to 
form a complete circuit. Mallory saw a 
.Stream of blue flame eighteen inches 
long and'six inches'wide roaring out of 
Flad’s head with the noise of a trolley 
car. He saw this flame melting the 
iron pipe above and the molten metal 

, dropping white anfl hissing on the back 
of his head. How could the man be 
saved? To put hands on him to pull 
him away meant death.

WET CLOTHING A CONDUCTOR.
It wap a, sheltering August afternoon. 

Men rind clothing steaming with perspi
ration Were perfect conductors of. the 
awful qtirrerit, arid there was no time to 
sho'ut for help. But Mallory .was.anex- 

"'. pert. He know what to do. Instantly, 
into a catapult,, he.hurled,.himself head
long against thq ,.paralyze,d burrilhg 
man, broké the circuit and they tumbled 

, to .the floor together. Mallory himself 
’ Was' badly shocked and burned in the 

contact, but he was saved, . . , ,
. .This hero, Mallory, staggered to his 
feet arid shouted for help. . A. dozen 

: electricians leaped to his side, took in
. toe situation and while Flad was still 

fcap.tlng and sipoklng seized his arms, 
‘ arid began the resuscitation movements 

used in cases of drowning. Six of the 
irien ’.‘spelled” one another, keeping up 
this artificial breathing process—pump- 
lrig~alr in and out his lungs by working 
Ms arms arid chest. There was no sign 

■ of life—the heart had stopped beating— 
Ìmt they worked Incesantly, never re- 
p.£lng tor a moment. '

. The thing to do'ln such cases is to 
excite the heart’s action. A . shock 

■■ must be produced to start it beating 
àgtìln, just as one jogs a watch to set 
fhe balance wheel going when it stops.

. Injection of brandy into the veins is orie 
way, but there was no hypodermic syr
inge at hand nori any brandy. Strong 
ammonia was used again and again, and 
still there was no response. The spark 
of life had evidently fled.

SCENE IN THE POWER HOUSE.
While the men were manipulating the 

arms desperately a young evangelist of 
toe. Neighborhood, the Rev. G. Bert Car
penter, hurried in, fell on his knees in 

; great emotion and began praying, and 
' continued praying while the men 

pumped in the frenzy of desperation. 
Such a scene was never witnessed in a 

' ppwer house. The great engines, big 
enough to run an ocean steamer, were 
throbbing and thundering; toe big dy- 
names roaring like a tornado and the 
brushes bathed in blue flame were send
ing their currents to all the lines be
tween Harlem and Yonkers. Trafile 
could not stop for a dying man. But 

. fully one-half of this Niagara of bolt 
lightning had passed through the hu- 
mari body over which strong men were 

' , working and a clergyman praying.
The Fordham Hospital ambulance, 

rjfcf which had been telephoned for when 
St Flad fell, was going at full speed, two 
|W miles away, the horse in a gallop tear

Ing down toe long hills above the 
river. It was a race for life. Never 
had such traveling been seen In that

. neighborhood. People rushed to toe 
streets, and the news went up and 
down the avenue that a dreadful acci- 
derit had happened at the power house. 

' At Jast the ambulance appeared in 
. , sight, a little, bobbing vehicle, fully 

Naif a mile away, on toe last long 
’ stretch of road that-.sweeps-down to the

Harlem. '
.The men working Flad’s arms were 

■ feartog the-.ppor man was beyond help 
# when suddenly his- frame heaved. 
" Great knots of musles twitched con

vulsively and Flad tried to leap into the 
air. It took five men to hold him to the 
floor, The contraction of his muscles 
and the terrible contortions which were 
now writhing him were enough to 
break every bone in his body. It was 
on too second gallery with hundreds of 

i live wires, and the men were afraid that 
Flad would break from their grasp .and 

I tumble on tlie dynamos below. Finally 
lie became quieter, his heart began to 
beat a little, very faintly; then froth 

I bubbled on his lips, blood- appeared and 
I the heart began to beat strongly.- ..... 
I HOPE AT-LAST WAS MANIFESTED^ 
I “Thank God!" cried the preacher. 
I Bless the Lord! The dead is coming 
I. to life." But Flad sank awsy until his 
I , heart barely fluttered. Fortunately 
| ■ the ambulance was at hand, the surgeon 

.took charge of toe cose, putting the man- 
| into tho vehicle, and away they dashed 
I,'-j for,the hospital,
J. ijL Tho cose seemed hopeless, but when 
I «jjr^toey w.ere half way up the hill Flad

opened his eyes and in. a faint, agoniz
ing cry gasped, “Pray fpr.me. Jack.” 
Then to the ambulance.surgeon: "Dear 
doctor, I-will be good. Tell me what to 
do and i’ll obey.’’- . Then the ■ man 
fainted.and did not come to himself 
again until three ■ o'clock the next 
morning in the Fordham Hospital.

He seemed to wake out of a horrible 
nightmare. He stared wildly at the 
nurse and asked where he was. Then 
he fainted ■ again. Yet he gained 
strength slowly,- and finally was strong 
enough to talk Intelligently and realize 
that a miracle had happened, - - 
CLAIMS THAT THE ALMIGHTY

' SAVEDr
. The faithful young evangelist re

joiced greatly and assured the sufferer 
that the Almighty had saved him and 
that it was a warning to the unconvert
ed. Flad, with a wild, far-away look In 
his eyes, said to tbe parson:

. “YOU CAN’T TELL ME ANYTHING 
I DON’T KNOW ABOUT THE OTHER 
WORLD. I HAVE BEEN THERE. I 
HAVE BEEN IN HELL, AND COMING 
OUT OF HELL I’VE BEEN IN HEAV
EN. NO. MAN HAS SEEN WHAT I 
HAVE SEEN AND LIVED.”

At this Flad went Into another con
vulsion and it was many days before he 
would speak of the subject or explain 
what he meant. . . ■ -

A Sunday Herald reporter was pres
ent when he told the story in detail.

;>OUND HIMSELF IN.A HELL.
. “I remember I was handling some 

conduit pipes for the wires that were 
being Installed in the second gallery 
bock of the swltph boards in the power 
house, I knew that I was in a danger
ous position, but thought I . was all 
right until I stepped top-far on one side 
and felt toe plank slip oh the-sawhorses, 
which were four feet above the floor. 
As I was getting my balance I shouted 
to Mallory/‘Look out!? From that mo1 
meat I remember nothing of what hap
pened until I awoke in hell.

- “There I found myself1 in a vast vol- 
anlc plain pf rocks and-hills .with tre
mendous buildings of massive construc
tion towering on every side. They 
lokfed like fortresses almost as big as 
mountains. But they were FULL OF 
FIRE AND FLAMES came out on all 
sides. Between the buildings and out in 
the open country everywhere, WERE 
RIVERS OF BLOOD, tumbling and 
dashing over.cliffs and breaking in 
whirlpools around those dreadful build
ings.
LEADING CHARACTERS OF HELL.

“I was naturally dazed for a moment, 
but coming to my senses found myself 
walking and slipping, partly through 
space and partly on the ground, going 
over stones and hills very slippery, for 
blood was everywhere. But this was 
not all. In every direction as far as I 
could see were millions of scaly green 
devils of all sizes. •

“MOST OF THEM WERE DWARFS 
AND HUNCHBACKS, LITTLE AND 
BIG BROWNIE-LOOKING CREA
TURES, BUT ALL MONSTROUS AND 
HORRIBLE. EVERY FACE WAS 
WRINKLED. THERE WAS A MA
LIGNANT LEER, A SORT OF MA
NIAC LAUGH ON EVERY SIDE.

SATAN IN CHARGE OF HELL.
"One hideous shape, bigger than all 

others and as red as fire, with flames 
and smoke spouting from his mouth, 
was the Satanic leader of the Innumer
able hosts. Though the devils were not 
formidable in size, they were terrifying 
and ghastly.

“They sickened my very eyes. They 
were In groups, clustered like bees and 
all tormenting human beings trying to 
escape. Beyond the millions of mon- 
stroslties'near me were others, and long 
processions stretching away in serpen
tine lines to the very clouds, and above 
them were others rising In multitudi
nous masses, in tiers and amphitheatres 
.and all were coming toward me. At 
every burning building they were toss
ing their victims. The structures, 
vast and appalling, Were at white heat, 
with flames roaring from them like vol
canoes. What seemed millions of dev
ils,, crowded together as thick as ants, 
In the. air, on the ground, swarmed 
around the furnaces. I saw them danc
ing and gibbering as they caught their 
victims crawling from bloody pools, and 
hurled them like ninepins Into the fur
naces. -.Near me were groups of these

(dontlnued. from No. 729.)
The morning of the eighteenth rose 

clear and bright. Martha went out Into 
toe clear, crisp air, and drawing her 
Bled out upon the cruet, lay down upoh 

. It. The breath of the.longed-for spring 
,was in the air. Already the robins had 
begun to sing. Where toe paper birches 
gleamed silvery white In the morning 
sun mpunds of bare earth sent forth a 
rich woodsy fragrance suggestive of 

’moss and ferns. Over on the hillside 
'where the stately mqples had begun to 
thrill with the life of spring she could 
hear Uncle Ezra's cheery whistle and 
the jingle of tin buckets as he emptied 
the gathered sap into the steaming pan. 
She gazed Into the clear blue of the sky 
above her. Only twenty-four hours, and 
It would roll away with a great noise, 
and the beautiful sunlight would turn 
to blackness, and flames would leap 
about her and her home, and her lambs 
.and kittens would run about crying in 
terror until they burned before her 
eyes. Oh! It was dreadful! Martha 
laid her. hot face upon the cold snow 
apd groaned aloud. For hours she 

• njoved,slowly over the patches of glis
tening crust pondering upon her prob
able fate. Of her parents and baby 
brother she had no doubt—the Lord 
would save them. After the crust had 
melted she. went slowly to the house, 
but as she. could not eat her dinner ghe 
went to the barn and slowly, walked 
back and forth, still thinking deeply.

At last she : stopped abruptly and 
standing frigidly upright looked up to
ward the sky and said: “Well, you will 
have to burn me.if you want to; there Is 
nothing I can do about it. I can stand 
it, I guess—L.shall not be the only one,”

“Peace, child, peace," said A' firm, 
sweet voice beside her..

, ;. Martha started. and looked .»bouter 
sho was alone. That mysterious voice 

.. again. A great calmpess came over her 
and feeling, strangely weak .and. quiet 
she went into the house.

The morning of the 19th day of “—r- 
18—, dawned; a day, according to Elder 
Drake,, foretold by .prophets of long 
ages past; a .day which the Almighty 
God had revealed unto the.Noahs and 
Lots of the last days as the time when 
the history of the world would be'for
ever closed by. a final- conflagration 
“wherein toe heavens would pass away 
with a great .noiserand the elements 
melt with fervent heat.’’-

Martha was awakened by .wbnt 
seemed to her a terrific noise. Leaping 
out of . bed she ran to the little window, 
and threw it wide open and leaning tor 
out, gazed at the eastern sky. Great 
masses of clouds, crimson and gold, 
scarlet and purple, came flying up out of 
the east, for a very high wind was blow
ing. Martha looked toward the west, 
and saw toe hills and forests lighted as 
if by the light of a great fire and there 
was her father coming toward toe 
house upon a run! Yes, the Lord was 
surely coming! . '

At another time Martha would have 
known*why  her father was running, but

this time terror deprived her of reason. 
With tremljllng hands, she put on her 
dress“and' without stopping to fasten it 
she plunged down the ,narrow-stairway 
irjtb the living room. '.She whs dimly 
conscious that her mother stood at the 
stove preparing breakfast, but without 
a word to her she snatched t)ie sleeping
infant from his pillows and 
an adjoining room where 
window looked' eastward, 
window she took her stand.

rushed into 
one' small
Before this 

A" dazzling 
Utterly'Ob-light streamed up the sfiy. ...... 

llvlqns of the fact that if was the hour 
of sunrise, Martha crled^out, “He, is
coming! He is coming!”, '

Planting her feet firmly, Bhe grasped 
the Infant with a force that caused him 
to scream, and quivering'wito a power 
and energy she had never known, before 
she cried out, “You Bhal.l not have.him! 
You shall not take, him without ine-r 
you shall not!’’

It was not until long years afterward 
that the girl recognized the fact that 
she had then and there defied the.great 
Jehovah, that her spirit hud asserted It
self superior to the mlgh£i’ejtip'ower she 
had, been taught to belleYi in.

Just as Martha hurled ¿>rth her defi
ance her mother came and feelzed her 
roughly by the shoulder:'. "What have
you been and waked up that baby for?” 
she demanded fiercely.' ‘IWliat are you 
down Here all undressed) In that way 
fqr, I'd like to know?” . • •

. “He is riot coming, aftot'ali," .thought 
Martha,’ ds she turned awajt Atom the 
window with" a sigh of relief) ‘IMother 
has not believed he wafi cbniing. to-day, 
either,” she thought, “brsspe Vfould have 
known why I vas here »nd ‘would not. 
have scrilded In,this w^y?’ :

At her mpto.e?h‘.cdmpmnk-.^he/laicl 
downtoe baby and went|o.Iftft.;i86tfm to 
finish dressing, hut toe tosson -had Jtq, 
effect,, for never agarn 'diamlto'put.falth; 
in. Elder brake and hls.^ftiplfeMes.

‘It was early autumii!1,. 7*he  aSters-and 
golden rod nodded to'.^ftch othrir 'Morig- 
the road sides aJad fences, and' the mar 
pies waved their'banrier^ of crimson- 
aiifl gdld,. Mr. and Mr's. Weston; with 
Martha and little Charlie! were seated 
at the dinner table. Through toe open 
door came tjib shrill chirp - of the. 
pricket and the la?y dronU.of ¡flies. All 
was peace within and without. Sud-:

he reappeared.
“The cat Is asleep under the stove," 

wheel and who was the spinner? , ■
Back up the stairs went Mr. Weston, 

folowed by Martha. There stood the 
old spinning wheel, once used by Mrs. 
Weston’s mother and grandmother, but 
it was silent and motionless. Still the 
work of the unseen spinner went on. 
The whirr would rise and increase in 
volume until the thread was spun and 
then it would begin over again. Father 
and daughter gazed about in open-eyed 
wonder as the house fairly thrilled and 
quivered with the .whirr and trundle, 
but not a breath of wind was stirring 
and not a creature was in sight except
ing themselves. The air in the closed 
chamber was stifling and Mr. Weston 
Booh-went down and without-a" word 
went to his work, leaving his daughter 
to think and wonder. Some days after 
this occurrence Martha went timidly up 
to her father and said with evident anx
iety: "Father, every day about ten 
o’clock I see a man go by that window. 
I can see him plainly, but when I get to 
the window he has gone, and if 1 run out 
doors there is never anyone in sight. 
He is there in the path one minute and 
the next he has vanished.”

'IMnrthy Weston,” said her mother, 
suddenly bouncing into the room, "do 
you stop that nonsense! I won’L hear 
another word of it—it's just your, silly 
imagination.”

“Whose imagination was It that run 
the spinning wheel a while ago?” asked 
Mr. Weston. '

"I wouldn’t be a fool!” snapped his 
wife as she hurried out of the room.

Mr. Weston picked up his hat and 
looked thoughtfully after His wife. 
When her footsteps were no longer 
dear he turned tc. ' :s daughter and said 
slowly: “I don't know, Mardle, but I 
think your mother must be right about 
your imagination, only you probably 
saw a shadow of something. The Bible 
says the dead know not anything—if it 
warn’t for that, I could explain some 
things that I can’t now. There are an
gel's,' I suppose, but I guess folks don’t 
see ’em as much now as they use ter.”

Some days..later Mr. Weston came 
latojjhe house and shouted to his wife, 
“Sarah 11 can tell you some news! Zeb- 
Brown has brought home a wife and she 
is a Spiritualist! ” , ■■ ■
/‘■How do you know she Is a. Spiritual-.. 

1st?.” asked Mrs. Weston, as she entered 
the room!.'■' ...... ' '

i'lBe^tme-she.tqld.mq spi’’.- -v. -
“I should think she was pretty, bold 

about <lt,-’.’ said Mrs. Weston decidedly. 
' “I hope you toldlier what ypii think' 

about such works.” ■ -
“I told, her "..said Mr. Weston, “that 

Spiritualism .was all of.the devll. I told 
her that it Was one of the three frogs

cause they did.” ,
“Of alt creation!" gasped Mrs. Wes

ton; “the wicked creature! What kind 
of a lookin' woman is she, Silas?”

“Oh, she's quite good lookin' and real 
lady-like In her ways.”

“1’11 wurrunt It! What else did she 
say?” ’

"She said,” continued Mr. Weston, 
“(hat tbe Bible proves Spiritualism." 
Why Bhe said, ‘I can JuSt read It right 
out of the Bible anywhere,’ and I told 
her she would have to read it out of the 
Bible, for she could not read It In it,” 
and he went away, chuckling at his own 
wit.

“Well,” said Mrs. Weston to her 
daughter, “I'm sorry any such woman 
has come into the neighborhood. I 
don’t want anything to do with her, for 
I know I shan’t like her.”

"What is a Spiritualist, mother?” said 
Martha.

"Oh, they believe the dead are alive, 
and that they come back and rap and 
talk to folks sometimes.”

What is there wicked about that?"
asked Martha.

“Marthy Weston!” exclaimed 
mother, "haven’t you been told 
since you was a baby that the 
sleep in their graves until the 
comes. Folks who don't believe

her 
ever 
dead 
Lord 
that,

believe the lie the devil told when ho 
said they wouldn’t die. Why, in old
Bible times when women went to 
Ing with dead folks—pretending 
mean—they called ’em witches, 
God ordered them to be killed.”

“They won't kill . them now,. — v V a r ■ w
they?” asked Martha 
Voice.

"No. I suppose not; 
growing wickeder all 
devil lias come down

tal Ir
to, I 
and

■will
in an anxious

the' world is 
the time. The 
in great power

that the Revelator saw coming forth 
Sud but of the mouth of the dragon working

«-»;iwtoll,w..wwU.. . jg*- “
sound of footsteps in the chamber over
head, followed by toe souncj of a chair 
rocking. .

“Who is up stairs?" asted Mr. Wes
ton in surplrse. ,

“No\one," replied Martha. -•
“Why, yes there is,”, he began, but 

was Interrupted by his yylfei-who 'said 
.peevishly: “There ain't anybody there 
unless it is toe devil. It’s'-bqemgoln’ on 
half toe time to-day—if-;ydu don’t be
lieve, go and look yourself// .

Mr. Weston rose and went hurriedly 
up stairs. Yes, the chair, was/tocking, 

' but it was empty as, was.also the. cham
ber. "It must be the cat jumped)Into 
the chair and set it a'gdin',” h'e said, as

LANDSCAPE AND THE GREEN MON
STERS FADING AS IN A DREAM, AS 
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL MUSIC 
EVER HEARD BY MAN CAME WAFT
ED TO MY EARS. '

“To say that I was entranced does not 
half express it. At first it was like a 
murmur, a soft, whispering melody 
coming in waves through the air, in fact 
from every place, from the ground, from 
the clouds. It was like cathedral mu
sic, only a million times more beautiful. 
My joy was so great after my struggle 
with the fiends that I nearly collapsed. 
“Then my wondering eyes saw'pal-

sudden shock. T saw a young woman 
standing beside me, and thin faces ap
peared and I asked her wh£i it meant. 
‘Where am I?’ I cried. 'Ge quiet. You 
are in the Fordham Hospital, and will 
recover, we think.’” ' ■= • '

BELIEVE HE WAS IN^VeLL.

Such was the narrativAtold ■ by the 
man who died. For manyi days.after 
this in the midst of conyefsatlon with 
friends he would faint ffE gb ipto Con-
vulsions, but all the whU£ the-'ghastly 
wounds in his head and arrh where the 
electric flame had burned/flesh and 
skull to a cinder slowly' healed. An 
expert said after some figuring that the

aces coming out of the very sky. .They 
arose on every side, with domes and > . ... _ .
pinnacles soaring Into the '- clouds., voltage which had shot through Flad’s 
These palaces were of crystal, clear as 
glass and glittering like diamonds. 
Then I said to myself, ‘I am in heaven.’

the Biljle speaks of a class ‘to whom 
God wOuld send a strong delusion that 
they should believe a lie, that they all
might be damned,”’

“Well, what did she say?”- asked Mrs. 
Weston, looking upon her husband with 
admiration and Approval.’

“She said,” he answered, Hthat it was 
Teal ltlnd of God to try and make people 
believe a lie, and then' damn them be- 
said Martha. - As she spoke a strange 
sound filled the house; it was. the. whirr 
and trundle , of a gigantic spinning 
wheel. The three stood listening in 
dumb amazement. There could be no 
mistaking the sound, for it was too fa. 
miliar for that, but where was the

knowing that his time la short.”
“Who is the devil, mother?” asked 

Martha.
"What! Don’t a great big girl like you 

know who the devil 1b? Well, that’s a 
smart piece of business, I should 
think."

"Well, who Is ho?” persisted Martha.
"Oh, he was once a beautiful angel, 

but he got wicked and God drove him 
out of heaven.-”-

"How came he to get wicked when 
he was in heaven with God?"

“I don’t know; the Bible does not tell 
—come, run along now, I want to read

“But mother, who made toe devil In 
the'first place?”

“Why; God, of course.1’ ' ■
“Did God know when he made him 

that he would'get wicked and do all thp 
dreadful things Elder Drake says he 
does?” ■■

“Of course—God knows everything. 
Do run along and And Charlie.” ’

“Then,” said Martha, as she, turned 
to go, “I think God is wickeder than toe 
devil, or he would not have made him.”

“Marthy Janet W'eston!” screamed 
her mother with uplifted hand. You 
awful wicked girl! Don’t you-ever dare 
to say such a thlng again or. the Lor.d 
will burn you up; I know he will!”

Martha walked slowly out of the 
house, with burning cheeks and flashing 
eyes. “That’s just the way,” she 
thought. “God made me bo I can think 
things and then because I do, he will 
burn me up. Let him!" she said, defi
antly gazing upward to the tranquil 
heavens. “I don’t see what I ever was 
born for. Nobody asked me if I wanted 
to be—that’s just toe meanness of 
things.” '

■ (To be continued.)

body. His back was a mass of knotted 
muscles, and for a week they had to 
swathe him in tight bandages to reduce 
them.

Mrs. Flad says no one could describe 
the horrors when her husband went 
into convulsions and delirium.'

These are the men who worked FLad’s 
arms to bring,him to life: Jack Pryor, 
Ralph Wetter, Frank Craig, Arthur Hob 
boork. Walter-Bates, William Thompson 
and Edward Storer.

PLATFORM OF MEN'S LEAGUE FOR 
WOMAN SUFFRAGE.

It seems there is an organization In 
Great Britain known as the "Male 
Electors’ League for Woman Suffrage.” 
Their platform contains the following
reasons for their existence:

1. Because women equally 
men are subject to laws.

with

CAN’T PUT OUT OUR LIGHT.

tortured ones, with their tongues out, 
half blinded with blood, and as they 
were dragged to the furnaces bit 
their arms in agony. All this I Mw at a 
sweep of the eye, but it setfed of/- 
hours’ duration. _ ■ -

PRAYED। EARNESTLY FOR HELP. .
“Flnalljr^the monsters made a rush 

for.mei Jiit-Was ^-nightmare race to get 
away. 'Slany aitime I was far in ad
vance, .$hen A cloud^of devils swooped 
put of space, arid opt off my retreat, 
dancing! and making horrible grimaces. 
L.managed to esdape, until at last ., a- 
squad of flends, more crooked and 
greener than the others caught me in 
their long slimy arms, on which the 
scales fairly.: rattled, and sticking their 
claws Into me, dragged me to a big fur
nace, belching fire ¡from roof and win
dows.-They got me'so near that I 
was scorched,'my hair on Are and I 
thought the'end Had come. JUST AS 
THEY WERE TOSSING ME INTO 
THE - FLAMES, I MUST HAVE. 
PRAYED FOR HELP—AT ANY RATE 
HELP CAME. I SAW THE BLOODY

I had heard much of the other world, 
but what I saw was beyond any man’s 
pomr to describe. ' ’

“There were avenues, as wide as a 
city. The pavements were, of, solid gold 
and dazzling to the eyes. ' ■ ■

“Meanwhile the music was changing 
every minute In beauty and sweetness.^ 
Far up in the sky I saw palaces, and 
beyond them were palaces—the scene 
like a fairy ’ piqture^and yet I was 
there with my feet on gold pavements. 
Instead of walking I had but to wish to; 
be in a place and I was there. I saw a1 
group of temples at the end of a golden 
avenue wider than the others. I wished 
I could see it and Instantly tound my
self under its crystal arches with the 
corridors resplendent with _heayenly 
light. The music grew sweeter eyefy 

■ moment. -I examined everything mi- 
■ riutely, but .to my surprise did. npt;see a, 
living'xreatpre—neither, angels: Sub
man beings—though I searched through 
miles of temples and coryldprs.'.’ lT&e. 

■ scene was ' always , chh'nglnE, 'fll'tyayfr 
/more beautiful, and the muBic'becdming’ 
-¡grander. ' .....  ,

• “It was of neither brass nor strings,, 
but like an Invisible ocean of melody of 
entrancing sweetnfesif, rising „.frpni a 
murmur to toe loudest organ"tones i 
ever heard. I knew'toat I’was in para; 
dlso safe and happy, and wanted to re
main forever. I had no wish 'to 
change my condition. ■ ' ' ' :
."While I stood in one of'the great 

open courts with a forest of crystal 
domes and pinnacles rising in splendor1

body was thrpe times greater than the 
current required to run toe'. elevated 
trains. The current that-flamed' from 
Flad’s head would have rim fifty cars on 
the suburban lines, or on'e'liundt'ed ordi
nary Broadway earn] ft-

Flad and his.associates.’Relieve that 
he was actually, dead.. It •^'a&Jwenty; 
eight minutes before hlS'keartSapgan to' 
beat. They believe 'toatohq descended 
into hell and was. enduring dite, tor
ments of the damned, w&en' Obd an
swered their p.rhyerB aid * tmnslated' 
hlrt. into'heaven:' " ..........

<‘No man. can. make me»btliev&toat I 
was not really in hell.i» I knbW I was 
.there. I have, haff thessejcperifence'to.', 
prove-it. I nlso know toat I was . in1 
heaven, and that ’I-heavff dngfil. music 
and Experienced tlie rarfuri- iaf para; 
dise.” ’ ■ .■ -.“I

If a deadly foe assail us with a cudgel 
all our own, .

We should make him know that cudgels
we haVe long ago outgrown, 

That the weapons we are ■ using 
. more potent in a fight, 

And however bold-or sneaking, he 
not put out our light

are

can

t It is not -surprisingWrffearfül 
ordeal that the man. Bhéüld’hBre peri
ods of fainting And dell&m. , day 
when’-télllng/hls éxp’éH^m^ tofe visit
ing friend, p- íóirermaíSSfesqf«athlétíc 
strength and' giant“fra^^ffi’MAud^en- 
ly gave a'- scream/ leripeffiOTan^ibed.afd 
began swlnging-hra lorigArJn's^houtlpg 
■that he was going to smash'ií^es/and 
the boilermaker; fled from toó'room'. - '

Only Flad’s young wifeys;,pífetty girl 
of not-moré than :'elgírteén¡ Mtji an'in
fant a year and-a"hblfvok]| cap ,handle 

.'Ker husband, who is,sl.xleet i?rie‘.-inch 
high and 'considered’’one Af,the.best' 
conditioned nibn 'ot- the •,'V^stlnghouse 
•.works,. ' -A' -'
. ,Fiad,told mé felébtriclty'y wás' qtlR 
coming out dt hlm7'MuLlil®dB declaré 
that whén standing oh a wet pavement 
ifi theyitouch himctUey? Shocked. 
- - 11 ‘' '■ every tóusrilOj stood

topeé dp1 over' hla 'alyals,

In the ancient times strong muscle was 
the height of manly pride, ■ • 

And an agile form was something that 
■ the wisest ne’er decried,

But to-day It is diploma and deception 
that unite ' ■ ,

To oppose our. true religion'; still, they 
■ ’ can’t put out our light. :

We once stood the church’s “devil,” as 
■ ■ ' they hurled him in our face,

And we pushed our truth among them 
.- - ; - < with the easiest of grace, 
And we still; continue pushing with 

, the same'old will and might,
And defy all. earthly powers to put out 

pur beacon light ' ’
They may- hide within their trenches 

and in secret htirl their'bombs, " 
Like the coward under: cover when toe 

< ■'i heat of battle comes; ' . '
But no matter, we will fight them from 
i . toe open, in pialn.sight,. ■.
For we’know the trpthwlll conquer and 
' protect her beacon light

. ‘ / ÇR-T. WILKINS.

2. Because, being themselves one- 
half of humanity, women are concerned 
as1 deeply as men in the legislation that 
affects humanity.

3. Because, therefore, the opinion of 
women as • expressed by their vote 
would be of the highest service to the 
whole commonwealth. ■

•4. Because the denial of this equal 
legislative right to women is the refusal 
■of justice to half the' human race, and 
a detriment to the whole.

5. Because under a system of par
tially representative government the in
terests and the lives of the unrepresent
ed alwayssuffer.

6. Because experience has proved 
that men alone sure as unfit to legislate 
for women as. women alone would be 
unfit to legislate for men.

7. Because while’‘‘taxation without 
representation is tyranny,", legislation 
without representation Is yet greater 
tyranny. . .

8. Because by the legal recognition 
and establishment of women’s citizen
ship the intellect and character and re
ciprocal estimation of both sexes would 
be raised. ' ' ' . ■
' 9. Because the help of politically en

franchised women is Indispensable for 
the upbuilding of the higher humanity 
-that'is to be.

10., Because— •
“The woman’s cause is man’s; they rise 

: or sink . . ,
Together, dwarf’d or godlike, bond or 

‘free." .

on every side, and the music' swelling । After the accident'over 
like a' thousand anthems, there came a’ out like cords and ; c -

-, Correction does much, but encourage
ment does’mdre.—Goethe.' ' ' ‘ ” ...'

We can only elicit the good out of a 
cause-byfringing the good in self to 

■bear upori it. : .
.? Charity is the-effort to. feel kindly 
disposed; Sympathy the same feeling 
manifesting Involuntarily. , ’ ■"

To understand a truth is to live -it,
while Its philosophy Is found in the an-

I have lived to know that- the great 
secret of human happiness is this: 
Never buffer your-energies to .stagnate. 
—■Adam Clarke.- ,. .... ;

We are so vain as to set tlie highest 
value upon those tilings to which na
ture. hds assigned the lowest place.— 
Seneca. ■ . . ■ • . • ■ 1

■ One solitary phllosqpMor may bo 
great virtuous and happy in the midst 
of poyorty, but not a whole nation.— 
Isaac Ipelin. , . ' -
\ Strong reason» make strong points, 
—Shakspea’re,' ’ ' - .

One of the ablest contributors to the 
columns of the American Citizen, an ’ 
antl-Cathollc weekly, of Boston, is Mr. 
Charles McArthur, of Brooklyn, a well- 
known Spiritualist. In the issue of Oct, 
24 he has a whole page reviewing a ser
mon of Cardinal Gibbons on the “Late 
Papal Election," in which that prelate 
was one of the sixty-two electors. The 
cardinal assured his hearers "yiat the 
election of the pope was conducted with 
absolute freedom, with the utmost fair
ness and impartiality, and with a dig
nity and solemnity becoming the august 
assemblage of the Sacred College." Mr. 
McArthur meets this allegation as fol
lows :

“We know .that the conclave was not 
an harmonious gathering. Vannutelll, 
the camerlingo, who was to act as pope 
pending the election, chose some rooms 
in the Vatican which he ordered fitted 
up for his use. Then Rampolla, secre
tary of state, ordered the servants to fill 
tbe room with chairs. Over a thousand 
were placed there, and in consequence 
there was a.rupture between these two 
cardinals and they almost came to 
blows. So loud was the rumpus that 
the Swiss guards were ordered to clear 
the way, as it was feared the noise 
might disturb the dying pope. Then 
Vannutelll, in strict hccordance with 
the duties of his oflice, which held him 
responsible for the safety of all the 
property, ordered seals to be placed on 
all the doors containing the private 
property of Leo, and the money of the 
church. When asked why be did so, he 
answered: 'The cardinals and their 
relatives, who have access to these 
apartments, have long fingers.’ This ap
peared in the New York Herald, In a 
special dispatch, and most certainly the 
Herald is not an antl-Cathollc. paper. 
Most of Hb staff are papists.

"When the conclave met, every mem
ber had h6i>es. It was felt that a dark 
horse would win, and everyone hoped 
to be that dark horse, even Gibbons had 
hopes. There were four prominent can
didates, Rampolla being in the lead. 
The cardinals were divided according to 
their nationalities, each having received 
instructions from his own government. 
The Italians supported Rampolla, and 
at one time It looked as if he might be 
elected.

“ ’Then,' says the dispatch, 'one of the 
Austrian cardinals stated In the con
clave tliat'if'Rampolla.were elected the 

’'Emperor -of Austria.would use his' an
cient privilege of vetoing the choice. 
RampqJ.la therçupon aroBe.and pretest-. ... 
.ed agalnsj; any lay power meddling with1 
a pontifical election.’ Germany favored 
Sarto; Atistria joined ; France followed. 
The cfy.,was,‘Anybody to beat Ram
polla.’ - Finding the case hopeless, the 
Italians deserted Rampolla, voted for, 
Sarto, and thus elected him.

“This account camé to the New York 
Sun direct from a cardinal. Other car
dinals have verified It since then. It is 
no longer a secret, and the only thing 
that puzzles me is, why did Cardinal 
Gibbons find it necessary to give a dis
torted account and tell a wilful and de> 
liberate lie, when the truth would have 
answèred his purpose better and could 
not possibly have harmed any one?

“Yes, Cardinal Gibbons, standing at 
the altar and In-the presence of God, 
gives an untruthful account of the con
clave and prates about the ‘new pontiff 
who has been happily chosen to preside 
over the church of God,’ and then he 
winds up by saying: ‘On leaving the 
Sistine chapel, at the conclusion of the 
conclave, and contemplating the over
ruling action of the Holy Ghost on these 
heterogeneous elements, I exclaimed, 
‘The finger of God Is here.’”

“Is that a new name for Joseph of 
Austria? When the new Catholic His
tory Is written will Joseph of Austria 
and his veto appear as the Holy Ghost, r 
or as ‘the finger of God?’ I opine not, if 
Rampolla should edit it” .

I now quote anqther paragraph from 
Mr. McArthur’s article: , .

“It is well known that the Associated 
Press is practically dominated by the 
Roman Catholic church. Anti-Cathollo 
news items are excluded as far as pos
sible, and whenever anything leaks out 
it is by accident, and the leak is stopped 
instanter. Nearly two years ago Presi
dent Roosevelt gave a public reception, 
and a room was prepared for Cardinal 
Gibbons, in which he sat in state, and 
the crowd passed before him, kneeling 
and kissing his hand. A reporter of the 
New York World happened to be pres
ent and, the item appeared in the after
noon edition of that paper. It was what 
reporters call a ‘scoop,’ as no other pa
per had the news. Being anxious to ob
tain some extra copies, I called the next 
morning at my newsdealer’s and was 
told, ‘All sold out.’ I then called on 
several other dealers, with the same re
sult. I knew this to be unusual, as ev
ery dealer always had more or less un
sold copies, and I crossed the bridge to 
Inquire at the oflice of publication. 
Same answer. I noticed a.-newsboy at 
the counter and asked him if he could 
get me twenty-flve çopies. ‘Wfiat will 
you pay for them ?’ he asked. ’ ‘Five 
cents each,’ was my a,nswer. ‘O g’wan 
with your five centfa^he retorted, T am 
offered twenty-five cents for every one 
I can get.’ Now, who was buying up, 
and paying twenty-flve cents for a one- 
cent paper? I cite this to show the 
close scrutiny kept on the press, and 
that when any article appears such as 
the one I have quoted, it is bought up, 
regardless of price." ’

'Not long ago Mr. McArthur declared! 
In a like contribution to the American 
Citizen, that such wks' toe control of the 
American press by toe Catholic power 
that less than fifty newspapers.dared to 
open their columns for an antl-Cathollo 
discussion-, and not one dally newspaper, 
In the lot > .
! What a startling and humiliating . 
fact! ' The Catholic hierarchy com- ■ 
mands all editors’ to print nothing de
rogatory to the holy Catholic church, ! 
and’ they obey! ; Only a few weekly or, 
monthly papers dare to disobey and one 
of--the boldest is The Progressive
Thinker. WM. HENRY BURR.
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Spiritualist Pastor Says Spirits Do Not Need Window,or Doors, CANSPIIHTSBEIDENTIFIED?
Nov 21, 1903.
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and They Can Outspeed Mortals and They Do NotGet Tired 9

Mr.-Jamlecon’e Vlewe on Evidence« of 
, Spiritualism.

ANEWNVENTK)N!tt>

Spirits f+ypnotized by Mortals.
Prof. W. F. Peck, of St. Louis,’Mo., is one of the 

leading lecturers in the ranks of Spir¡tualism--log- 
ical and eloquent. His views will be read with in
terest, opening up a new phase of thought, that 
Spirits can be hypnotized by mortals. •

1. Is it a fact that matter is a bar to 
the passage of spirits and must the win
dows or doors be left open to permit 
their Ingress and egress?

2. Is - it a fact - that spirits can 
travel no faster than mortals?

8. Do they become tired or require 
a bed or pillow to rest upon when they 
visit their mortal friends?

BY REV. W. F. PECK, 
Pastor Church of Spiritual Unity.

No one can read the remarkable story 
of Mr. Babcock’s experiences with the 
spirit glrL Amelia Bauer, as detailed In 
a recent issue of the Sunday Post-Dis
patch, without being impressed with 
the extremely realistic, not to say mar 
teriallstic character of the relations be
tween the spirit and its earthly friends.

The spirit is constantly in Mr. and 
Mrs. Babcock’s company, goes to the 
theater with them, sits on Mr. Bab
cock’s shoulder and enjoys the play. 
She accompanies him to the Exchange, 
evidently Interested In the business 
transacted there. She assists Mrs. Bab
cock In selecting and making up her 
clothing. She becomes tired and reetB 
upon the bed with a pillow for her 
head and presumably, a blanket for her 
body. She must have the doors and 
windows left open for her, or she can
not enter or leave the room.

She is liable to become offended and 
when angry calls harsh names. In 
short, she does everything that a mortal 
girl would do except to eat and drink. 
Why she should not require food and 
water as well as the other mortal neces- 
sities—amusements, sleep and rest—Is 
not qult.e clear.

Many Spiritualists, whose experience 
and communications from the invisible 
world have led to diametrically opposite 
conclusions from some of the state
ments think that Mr. Babcock Is either 
self-deluded or that he is being made 
the victim of some mischievous spirit 
amusing herself at his expense.

I am of the opinion, however, that It

la not necessary to resort to either al
ternative to explain the rather singular 
state of affairs existing in the Babcock 
household. Therefore, while I differ 
widely from tire views-and conclusions 
expressed ip the statement 1 do so with
out Impugning the honesty of either 
Mr. Babcock or the spirit girl.'

Among the questions which this sin
gular story suggests are these:

First—Is it a tact that matter is a bar 
to the passage of spirits and must the 
windows and doors be left open to per
mit their ingress and egress?

Second—Is it a fact that spirits can 
travel no faster than mortals? .

Third—Do they become tired and re
quire a bed or pillow to rest upon when 
they visit their mortal friends?

To answer the above questions In the 
negative and yet admit the more or lees 
genuineness of Mr. Babcock's experi
ences involves a great psychological 
fact All students of Spiritualism recog
nize that mortals may be hypnotized or 
psychologized by disembodied spirits 
and become what Is known as prophets, 
seers, mediums, psychics, etc., but it is 
not so commonly known that mortals 
may also psychologize disembodied 
spirits almost as readily and bring 
them tinder their mental, moral and 
physical control. Yet there Is much evi
dence to substantiate the fact.

The subject of the hypnotist is, for 
the time being, merely the reflex of the 
controlling mind.. He sees with the 
eyes of the operator, hears with his 
eirs, thinks with his brain, knows only 
what he knows and believes only what 
he believes.

Many instances could be cited to 
show that spirits, disembodied, have 
been so completely hypnotized by the 
earth conditions and the minds of mor
tals that they realize only in a vague 
way that they are no longer dwellers in 
the body and bo live largely the life of 
earth, subject to its limitations and par
ticipating in its amusements and inter
ests generally. '

Admitting the facts as true, it is evl-

dent that the spirit of Amelia Bauer is 
a case In point Mr. Babcock says: 
“Now she never leaves us night nor 
day.” Father, mother, in spirit life,, 
have no attraction for her. The Inui-' 
scendent scenes and the limitless fieldg 
of the spiritual spheres have no power 
to draw her away from the companion- 
slijp of her chance earth friends and rhe 
pleasures of the theater. Could a more 
complete illustration of an earth-bound 
spirit be found than in this case? And 
is it at all surprising that one so situ
ated and- environed should demand that 
the doors and windows be opened be
fore she ventures to attempt to enter or 
leave the room?

Is it not clear that she is either ignor
ant of the laws governing the relations 
of spirit and matter, or else, psycholo
gized by her eartlily environments she, 
has never attempted to enter or leave 
a room except through an opening pro
vided for Ui at purpose.

But whatever the facts may be in the 
case of this particular spirit, and how
ever we may try to account for the sin
gular statements made by her to her 
earthly friends, the. truth.is that to spir
its who know the law and who are not 
earth-bound, matter is absolutely no im
pediment to their movements. To a 
spirit, a wall of granite or of steel is no 
more an obstacle than a morning mist 
would be to the movement of the phys
ical body. . .

The popular-opinion regarding the so
lidity of material fqrm& is a very exag
gerated one, but the latest thought of 
science Is greatly modifying our con
cepts of the nature and quality of mat
ter. If the ultimate atom Is merely a 
vortex ring In the imponderable, Invis-' 
ible and intangible éther, and if,' as 
someone wqll expressed it/ “all material 
forms, even the granite rocks, are m -e
ly Concentrated masses of those atoms 
braced up and held together by an Inyis- 
ible and Intangible force, the withdraw
al or suspension» of which would dis- 
■solve the substance Into cosmic dust In 
the twinkling of an eye,’’ then we can 
begin to realize that the so-called solid
ity and impenetrability of matter Is 
largely Imaginary; far more apparent 
than real. •

There Is no such.thing as absolutely, 
solid matter. Solidity Is relative, com
parative. Substances which would be 
impervious to sand or sol} would permit 
water to percolate freely. Receptacles 
which would hold water would be per
vious to air. Vessels which are air 
tight may permit the passage of light, 
while ordinary substances which ord 
opaque to ordinary light permit free 
passage of the X-rays. And the ether, 
so far as we can discover, passes freely

and without friction through every 
known fdrmx>f matter.

A mojnent’s consideration of these 
facts should Ctervince any rational mind 
that tbs. assertion that ■ spirits cannot 
pass through material substances Is, to 
say tlielMst, ajifextiemely reckless one 
without Ai’ single! tact in nature to sub
stantiate 4t. Nay,.that every, known 
fact regarding the nature and quality of 
matter tends to prove the contrary. 
Such an assertion could only be based 
on a very shallow and superficial 
knowledge, nofjonly of spiritual, but of 
physical science as .’well. .

Wonderful as are tho marvels of the 
seance room, they are simplicity l^aelf 
compared with some-of the alleged 
facta of science; Take, for Instance, the 
most modern scientific statement re
garding the ether and its properties. 
Not one of the physical senses can take 
cognizance of it. It is beyond tho 
reach of tjie chemist, nothing is known 
of its constituent elements if it has any, 
Yet its existence is as well established 
as is the. existence of electricity, and 
physicists boldly proclaim -its . proper-
tie». .

Sir William Thompson, Prof. Stanley 
Jevons and other able scientists, tell us 
that invisible/intangible, imperceptible 
though it be to all the physical senses, 
yet It is infinitely more solid than'gran
ite, and, marvel-of marvels, the planets' 
perform their ¡Journeys and men live 
and move without apparent friction 
through this medium, which Prof. Je
vons says; 1b -“Infinitely harder and 
more elastic than adamant.”

The statement that spirits can only
move about as fast as mortals is also
an absurdity. The spirit, freed from 
the mortal clay, is also freed from the 
dominating force. of gravity, .which 
holds the physical body so firmly to tho 
surface of earth. Relieved of this over
powering attraction spirits move by the 
power and with the swiftness of 
thought.

Disembodied spirits may possibly ex
perience, to spme degree, the sense of 
weariness, but bne can scarcely repress 
a smile at the simplicity which provides 
a bed and a pillow for qn angelic vis
itor. '

The truth seems to be that the spirit 
of Amelia Bauer, is so earthbound by the 
hypnotic influence of her earth friends 
that she scarcely realizes that she Is 
not still In the mortal form and subject 
to all Its limitations. One may bo per
mitted to suggest that it Is rather fortu
nate that thé spirit “has no teeth," as 
otherwise the conséquent enlargement 
of Mr. Babcock’# board bill might be an

item. •*'
' ’V.': S'

LOAVES DISAPPEAR.
While an Invisible Choir Sings.

London, Oct. 81.—The mystery of 
Raikes farm, Beverley, grows deeper 
with Investigation. It has hitherto been 
believed that the manifestations were 
confined to the dwindling away and ultl- 

, mate vanishing of loaves, but startling 
' though these phenomena are they do 

. not comprise the whole this weird ' 
Yorkshire story.

. Strange noises are heard about the 
house after nightfall—noises loud

, enough to wake the children, afid to 
cause the Websters to believe at first 
that either a practical joker or a sleep
walker was responsible for them.

"Many times," said Mr. Webster to 
your correspondent, “I have come down 
stairs In the middle of the night to find 
the cause of these uncanny sounds, but 
however stealthily I went I have always 
been baffled.”

Footsteps have been heard upon the 
stairs by both Mr. Webster and his wife. 

. Listening to them as they approached, 
Mr. Webster has opened the bedroom 
door suddenly and shown a light The 
sounds have sometimes ceased at this 
interruption and sometimes continued; 
but though they have been heard quite 
close at hand no human agency has 

/ ever been found to account for them.
“I am not a Spiritualist,” said Mr. 

Webster, “but I am driven against my 
will to the belief that superhuman 
agencies are at work to cause these 
strange things.”

Sometimes the noises have .been so 
loud that Mr. and Mrs. Webster have 
been convinced that some one was mak
ing free with the chairs and flreirons In 
the room beneath them.

One night, while ex-PpIice Constable 
Berridge stayed In the house In charge 
of the dairy, he heard a footstep, which 
be took to be Webster’s, outside the 
door, and was astounded next morning 
when Webster told him he had never 
left his room.

But even tfigse phenomena do not ex
haust the: mysteries of the haunted 
farm. One night, when Webstar had 
heard strange noises, he went to Ber
ridge’s room, and together they 

• Bearhed the house. Everything, how-

MOTHER AND HOME.
Synopsis of Lecture by John W. Ring.

As long as the records of man’s expe
riences rule, supremacy and progres
sion have been speculated upon. We 
find that the most Imperative and fore
most conclusion man has put to this 
earth life Is to gain something. In his 
efforts- hë has found many ' ways by 
•which the laws of justice have been 
perverted. Now why is this? Is it be
cause his desire for something unattalnr 
able has made hlin forget the law? ■"

May be so—-who knows? Can we 
tell but thia Is part of thé Infinite’s 
plan for unfolding the latent qualifies 
co-equal to the supreme soul of all life?

How closely we measure the gréât 
things in life, and how little is thought 
concerning the small details which 
make up the sum of the great problem 
of life. . ■ ' .

Anyone may know he is a soul, but 
few know with what detail and from 
what tiny atom's its self-selected por
tion of the Infinite it may consist

We are thën but the concentration .of 
thought—thought embodied—the su
preme essence of infinite wisdom.

Having each and qll the greatest pos
sibilities,'these possibilities are talents, 
and talents are our intrinsic worth. 
Every man feels the Impulse of the 
soul life within, knowing that the fath
erhood is with and always part of the 
ego—and self, when we speak of self it

the Infant, until he grows.to manhood, 
and builds and fashions another home 
by the use of the mother-given facul
ties. Blessed are the pure in heart, for. 
they shall see God, and if we stop to 
think, we find God in^nother.
Mother is the angel of earth, 
Blesses humanity because of her worth; 
She lives to assist the loved ones so 

• • dear, .
Comforts their sorrows and adds to 

, their .cheer; : ■
To brighten and gladtjen, and make life 

sweet; • \
Oh, with what love does a.xppth^.dn-' 

1 '■ 'tr&t;. ' ' '' ..
For all .she loves dearly, kindly arid 
',, true, ' • _ >

She fills the place of the'angel for you. 
When mother Is with ils no more, 
How sad is the heart alone and sore; 
Then into the silence we lovingly go, 
There to find mother waiting, we know. 
Gladly we listen to this angel of good, 
Who conquers by love and makes right 

understood. •

Hall,, two of the largest auditoriums, ih 
the city. nHe bps cut entirely loose 
from all ¡dogmajrinsisting that there Is 
but one religion) and that It is com
prised In loVe tolGod and the practice of 
the Golden rule, in our dealings with 
our fellow-meno- He M A pronounced 
Socialist land, rwhile- speaking three 
times a day ham not as yet made any 
reference vto any future expression ot 
life. Headid, however, in one of his 
lectures, snake itijils significant', state-
ment:. i: ' j. ■

CALIFORNIA.
Notes and Reflections bn Persons and 

■ ' Events. '

The greatest defect In the "evidences 
of Spiritualism’’ js the entire lock ot 
proof that a particular spirit actually 
does communicate. Add to this the 
fact that people in this world have had 
many cases of -"mistaken identity’’ of 
their earthly neighbors, some of them 
sworn to, and the difficulty in the way 
Of identifying the spirits of our depart
ed friends appears to bo insurmount
able. The lecturer, of whom I made 
mention, who was so sure he saw hla 
wife materialize, who would have sworn 
to her Identity, showed, us Mr. Howe 
says, "exuberance of imagination, and 
unreliable testimony." If all such wit
nesses are to be discredited, the judg
ment day for Spiritualism is close ut 
hand. If It is dangerous, as he says, to 
swear to the identity of your own mate
rialized wife; if you cannot be sure of 
the identity of a spirit, away goes the 
last prop of Spiritualism. Upon tills 
question of identity have Spiritualists 
prided themselves, claiming tlfey have 
"scientific certainty of the fact.”

I will have use for this later in this 
discussion.

Brother Howe tells us that there are 
oven careful people who “relax vigi
lance, and leave unguarded many condi
tions that admit of fraud.”

evaWv I bU all or part tlmo, ebowlng.takiutf orders oud aDualutluy«e*««  
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Every philosophical Spiritualist, I 
think will endorse that.

In my next I will alm to point out the 
“weakness of witnesses."

' ■ W. F. JAMIESON,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Spiritualist

ever, was as they had left it on going to 
bed.

At breakfast next day Webster’s 14- 
year-old son remarked that some one 
had been Binging during the night. H1b 

. lather, anxious for the peace of mind ot 
bis family, told hinf he had been dream
ing, and was not to say another word 

■ about it '
Others, however, had heard this mld- 

night music. Mrs. Webster’s mother 
was so terrified by it at first that she 
burled her head in the bedclothes. Now 
ihe listens for it with pleasure. “It’s the 

• sweetest music I’ve ever heard," she is 
said to have told a neighbor. "It is 
lust like a choir singing;” and, apart 
from the Webster family, the heavy 

_ slumbers of one of the farmhands have 
been interrupted by these minstrel 
voices. ■ i

Mr. Webster woke.up one morning 
gnd found that his clothes were missing. 
A. search discovered them scattered 

’through other rooms of the farm. .
Spiritualistfl from Hull and elsewhere 

have assured him that the phenomena 
are to be attributed to beings of an
other world. Unbelievers in occult 
manifestations look for the explanation 
elsewhere, and suggest that the singing 

■ and removal of the clothes are the work 
of a< sleepwalker. But what about the 
dwindling bread? Even a sleepwalker 

. with a mania for clawing and consum
Ing cannot pass beyond locked doors 
without a key.- Moreover, the ■wasting 
Is as continuous by day as by night 

, On tho other hand, lb has been, well 
' established-that the decay-iof' a loaf Is

Immediately, arrested once it is retrieved: 
from tho precinctfl ©f-i the-farmhouse, 
and it has boon whispered.' about that 

> something of the eame kind of thing oc
curred at Raikes farm fortyi or fifty 
years ago. The oldest inhabitant of 
Bishop Burton, however, can tell, of doll, 

. nlto Btory on this-subject, and at pres: 
ent the .theory of supernatural agency 
is the, only one that finds general ac

. ceptanco.—Chicago Inter Ocean, '

brings us in close touch with the Infi- । 
nite God: When we. speak of God—we , 
see him In nature-everywhere. God ,1s , 
to man what the mind of man is to his , 
body. As the mind of man deals with 
matter, so does God deal with the soul , 
of man. The mind or soul has many ; 
departments—one for lave, wisdom, 
knowledge—aye, even hate, envy, all' 
being the expression of the extremes of 
human emotion. *

Now, who would see God’s face must 
first learn to know the details of the 
things, which concern life. Great is the 
evolution of time, carrying'with it all 
the details, being the aggregation of the 
real and material atoms. From the 
grain of sand to the mountains, greater 
still, thq earth, and with more' magni
tude the system of our planets and 
those systems around which revolve on 
—on—into Infinite space. 6 Wé, to un
derstand the working of God’s power, 
must put ourselves in a condition to 
conceive the wdnderful simplicity ■ of 
Law. To do this we must be natural, 
and to be'natural means the uniting of 
the forces that compose and affiliate 
with all harmonious vibrations, making 
us pure In heart, noble and good.

All nature beats with the strength of 
God. The creative energy—that loving 
principle of nature which has tor its 
source—God—the indefinable ' intelli
gence that pervades the limits of all 
space and envelops all the life energy 
of the universe. When we see God we 
will find him something kind, gentle, 
good. •

Where is this powerful agent of ex
pressed law? In me, in you, in all 
things. The spiritual energy part of the 
whole deals with every human Soul like 
the rays from the sun’s first awaken
ing, that thrills all nature into new and 
ontlnuous life. Every soul, breathes 
this energy and is eriompassed by the 
indestructible love—the God principle 
within. If we do a wrong act, or cause 
an inharmonious vibration by the mis
direction of thought, we are compelled 
to recognize the law of justice which. 
denamnds retribution. But no matter 
what sin one commits, the hand of ten
der mercy is laid, lovingly on'the wrong
doer’s brow, and speaks encouragingly, 
polntipg to a higher plane of exist
ence. ■ This mercy points the way to 
right, one road-^-no cross-roads—just 
straight road, leading to a place called 

: —home. The weary pilgrim’s'hope Is 
home, and wo all- love home. . 
,z. What makes home?. It Is where love 
abides; thero-we find-mother—thb cor-' 
ner-stono of home—without whom5 the 

. world—would -be sad indeed—so sad 
that-.the whole universe would stop In 
qolemn-plty and .-send its electrical'

.The symposium on The Great Psycho
logical Crime has' doubtless proved of 
interest to the forty thousand readers 
of The Progtessive Thinker. Pity that 
it can not. be said forjty thousand sub
scribers, .which-would be true did only 
one-quarter of the Spiritualists have 
any interest in sustaining our publica
tions. ■ ' .

The Great Psychological Crime, in
stead of being a destructive bomb 
hurled into the ranks of Spiritualists, 
has so far proved- harmless, as no one 
seems to have been killed nor even seri
ously wounded.

We shall continue the even tenor of 
our way,'demonstrating through medi
umship the cheering fact that- man sur
vives the change calledheath; hungry
hearts and souls wilLdoritinue to be fed 
with the bread of riffe from ’supernal 
realms, and we shall continue from time 
to time to feel Wie touch of the vanished 
hand and hear the voices supposed to 
be forever stilled. ■

It is surprising, the number of cults 
springing into existence, and it is'aq off 
year when there are no new religions 
■(?> to claim the attention of poor and 
half distracted humanity: .In. this sun- 
ny-corner,of Uncle Sam’s domain it 
would be hard Indeed for any mortal 
not to find a religion or philosophy suit
ed to his needs. While all the regular 
orthodox churches, including the M. E. 
Church,-South, are to be found, we have 
ouri dull'quota of Spiritualists, Theoso- 
phists, Mental and Christian Scientists, 
Mormons and the Salvation Army as 
w;ell as the Texas- Jumpers., We ‘only 
neefi the Hell-Roarers of Kansas, to 
make the list, çoinpleté. The Jumpers 
are a new cult'and are strenuous in 
their methods,- for they can easily ' be 
heard three blocks away. They shout 
and fling and pray until' worked up-to 

• thé proper pitch of enthusiasm or.. are 
filled with the holy.ghost, then manifest 
thé same by jumping into the air and 
around the street until exhausted; '

A Qtialter revival is also In progress, 
services being' held in à compodious 
tent. These people claim 'to be re-

r, “It la hot5 Inconsistent with what'we' 
know of the past; Is not Incohslstent 
with the great revelation of God, to be
lieve that the worlfLof spirit Is. about to 
be more fully revekled unto men.” ■

.1 should not wonder If the truth were 
known, if Spiritualistic lightning had 
struck In his vicinity, and, If so, there 
la danger of his becoming a victim of 
The Great Psychological’ Crime. In 
view of hlq change of front 'It is not 
strange that with the exception df Rev.' 
E. R. Watson, Unitarian, broad-minded 
and liberal; the clergy of San Diego are 
conspicuous by- their absence from 
these meetings. - It is understood that 
Mrs. Mills, who is also an ordained min
ister, and a very talented woman, will in 
the near future accompany her hus
band, preaching the new gospel wher
ever there Is- a demand for their serv
ices, and that there Is a growing de
mand for a reasonable, sensible and 
practical gospel,is evidenced on every 
hand. These talks, lectures or sermons 
are so far aq they go,- good, practical 
spiritual philosophy, though not so la
beled, and hundreds will go to hear it 
who never-enter a meeting of Spiritual
ists. Seed is being sown, however, for 
future harvest and-many who are gladly 
accepting Mr. Mills’ 20jh century relig
ion will not rest content without further 
investigation.

Surely the world is moving, and while 
the old dogmas are hard to eradicate, 
we may take courage and thank • the 
powers that be that they are dying.

Matters at, the new. temple are very 
satisfactory, the new hbme is approach
ing completion, our audiences aré good 
and a good degree of harmony prevails. 
Your scribe who. had the honor of serv
ing the society for October, holds over 
for'November, 'while effort is being 
made to secure Mrs. J. J. Whitney for 
December, as the time is propitious for 
a first-class demonstrator of the phe-
nomena. WILL C. HODGE.

The Willard;San Diego, Cal.

wavcs of comfort and mother principle,- 
that It might bo, glad again.

fotmed Quakers, and aye in their meth
ods iriuçh'liké the Free Methodists;

■ Last, but by no. mearis least are the 
series of meetings conducted for the 
past three weeks by the noted evangel
ist,-B.'Fay Mills; who,'Tvhen here ’sev
eral years ago held union services in a 
very large tent and having the co-oper
ation of every regular mlmster in San 
Diego. .. ...

He was advocating the old-time 
Christian dogmas, a -personal God, 
ubiquitous devil, the-fall of-man and 
originel sih with the provisions made 
by the atonement for restoration to the 
favor of God, With hell-fire thrown in for 
seasoning. " . ..... • -

For some reason a great change has 
taken place in thin mail's mentality,' 
and ho itr’npw giving a series of die-... > . • > • a . r ■ . < ■ < V » ., . ■ •• "V
courses on the general subject of 20th 
century religion, land Is attracting audl-■ ii •• »> / w CklAU 1U t»V|4AVUUij tlUUA**

Homo is tho limit to tiro horizon or encos that flUJtoto'Thftttro and Unity

.; . Cancer Increasing.
This disease has quadrupled Itself In 

the last 40'years. This is made manl- 
.rest by ttje incfeased number of pu- 
tlents applying to pi*.  Bye, of Kansas 
City, Mo/;,His omces.ure crowded con
tinually by patients trom every state In 
■the Union. fl?r. ®ye ,is the discoverer 
of a combination of Medicated Oils that 
readily cure catiger, .tumm, catarrh, 
piles, fistula, and all skin and ,w;omb 
diseases. ¿•^Vrltirfor’ Illustrated Book. 
Address £>r; W.?fi6. Bye, Drawer 1111, 
Kansas City,' Mo.

' hi' W.».__ '
' ■ ■ ■ qn! '

•'Right generation the Key to the 
KlngdornjiUf Hopven on Earth." By 
Dr. M. Ec £Jonge$; An< appeal to reason 
and man's highest aspirations. ■ A. plea 
for justlcqjpnd-euuallty in all the rela
tions of’lire between men and women, • 
Cloth, 75 cents: Eathepette. GO cents.

“TalmagdanTn&nlties, ’ incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of W. T/upWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage'S oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism?’ ' By Moses Hull. 
Fdr. eale iiftiiid office. Price ten cents.

“The Present Age and Inner Life; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied and explainqfl.’’.. By. Andrew Jack
son Davis«..Weiibave a .few. copies of 
thia work by the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, 1 ■ • . , . .

“The Majesty fai Calmness, or Indi
vidual Probloms rind Possibilities.” By 
Wm. George Jdrdiin. Another valuable 
little'Wolk.1 Prlcb 80 cents. For sale ut 
thia office. • * ■
• - '1‘Boolal' UblHiliillng.'.- Including Co-op
erative Systems rind the Happiness and 
Enneblemonfrif Humanity;” JJyi E. D. 
Babbitt, Dli.' -X)., M. D! This comprises 
the last part^of jHfiman Culture end 
Cure. PdWWjftilJi cents. For sale 
at this .J

I, too, know that tills 1b the case, and 
you will notice one thing': It Is Impossi
ble for Spiritualists themselves to dis
cuss Spiritualism without voluminous I 
refereUbe to fraud. Brother Howe 
says: “It might have been safe" for the 
lecturer who was-deceived In the Iden- 
tlty of his wife, “to swear to ’the fact 
that the phenomena was not a trick per
formed by the medium."

There is where he would have been 
deceived again, for it was a trick per
formed by the medtyun! How true it is, 
that “many are careless, Impulsive and 
jump to conclusions,” just as Mr. Howe 
says. This is the trouble with thou
sands of Spirinialists, the uncritical 
class.

He says: "If I mistake not, Prof. Ja-, 
mieson has pften used in argument the 
statements of such scientists as Tyndall, 
Huxley, Darwin, et al., and put them be
fore his audiences as if there was no 
question of their authority.”

Mistaken again. No scientist ac
cepts any man for authority; he accepts 
“truth for authority, not authority for 
truth.” I have rejoicingly quoted their 
statements for Instruction. Anybody 
was at liberty to call them in question, 
and Investigate for himself. That Is tho 
glory of science. In all my experiments 
In the science of chemistry I took no 
man for authority, not even Josiah P. 
Cook, Prof. Youmans, or Steele; but ac
cepted instruction from them all. Their 
advice always was, Doubt, observe, ex
periment, reason for yourself.

It appears to be difficult to make, my 
opponents understand the difference 
between knowledge and belief. Brother 
Howe asks: “Doep Prof. Jamieson, ac
cept the atomic theory of matter?” 
Certainly, I believe In it. No scientist 
in the world knows that there are at
oms. The> very question shows that It 
is held as a theory. Take the new 
chemical element, radium, tho most 
costly metal in the world, discovered by 
the joint efforts and experiments of 
those two distinguished-French sclen- 
tists, Prof. Currie and his wife. It is a 
metal that possesses the strange power 
pf\ constantly' emitting light one-hun
dred, thousand times greater than uranl- 
uffi,I,'dls'c’dveiied by Becquerel An 1896. 
Its projected and positively charged at
oms ¿y away at an immense speed, 
probably one hundred thousand miles a 
second. Radium has been photographed 
by its own light. There is probably not 
two pounds of the metal In the world In 
marketable form, and Is worth two 
millions dollars a pound. It Is needless 
for me to say I have never seen a grain 
of the high-priced stuff! It constantly 
emits, without apparent diminution, 
three'different kinds of rays. A simple 
and beautiful experiment has been 
made by holding a magnifying glass 
over the radium from which light and 
heat are shooting. A multitude of lu
minous specks or flashes of light are 
seen darting hither and thither. When 
these flying atoms strike each other, or 

' strike an obstacle they are stopped and 
their energy is turned into heat.

Hence, when you ask me, “Does Prof. 
Jamieson accept the atomic theory of 
matter?” I say, yes; but I do not claim 
that it has ever been demonstrated, 
from the time of Democritus to the 
present, that there are atoms. It Is a 
theory, or to be more exact, an hypoth
esis, a guess. If there are atoms, then 
matter is proved to be indestructible, 
and the soul, or mind, or ego, trie real 
self, may be immortal! But It has been 
suggested by scientists that all matter, 
by the action of its own Inherent forces, 
such as radium is now known to. pos
sess, may vanish Into the stillness of 

' universal death.
Brother Howe asks me if I believe "In 

the evidence of the hypothetical ether?” 
Yes, I believe In It; but do not know it.

No; I have never measured the dis
tance from pole to pole on the earth; 
and never “measured the distance to 
Venus and Mars.” He asks: "Does he 
believe anyone ever did it?” Yes.

Now, let me say to my inquiring 
friend that I know these celestial meas
urements have been made; that the 
weighing and measuring of heavenly 
bodies are so accurate that events, past 
as well as future, such as eclipses and 
occultatioits, are mathematically fig
ured out to the fraction of a second. 
Will the time ever come when spirits 
can be measured and weighed? When 
we can learn the distance of the spirit 
land with as much exactness as we 
have measured the miles to Mercury, 
Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, 
Neptune? That Will be bringing Spirit- 
uallsm within the purview of knowl
edge.

Is Brother Howe merely a reader of 
'science? It would seem so, judging by 
hla remark that if I accept “statements 
made by reliable men in science, and 
takes for granted what they say Is 
true.” Is that what he does? I do not; 
and there is not a scientist on earth 
who "accepts statements” made . by 

.. even reliable brother scientists; he 
'proves them. No man In all tho realms 
of science is .accepted as authority. 
This was the attitude of Spiritualism In 
itjr early days. It refused, point
blank, to “take for granted what they 
say is true,” either In religion, phlloso- 
phy, or science. Not ©yen the state
ments supposed to have been made by 
the loftiest angel, or highest spirit, 
were taken for granted as true. Spirit 
uallsm combated tho pernicious princi
ple from Its beginning. ‘

I remember that one eminent scien
tist wrote to. another .equally distin
guished. thirty years ago about some 
psychic facta. .. They were old Intimate 
friends, theso two scientists, and these 
are tho words: . ■ . ■

"Any Intellectual reply to your facts 
I cannot seo. Yet It is a curious fact 
that even I, with all my tendency and 
desire to believe spiritualistically, and 
with all my,faith ip your power of ob
serving and your thorough truthfulness, 
fed «0 If I wanted to see for toyssli.”,
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fl-Few Words flöduttHe Devil, 
And other Essays. By Charles Bradlaugh. 
With the story of his life as told by himself, 
and the history of his parliamentary struggle. 
With portrait l’apor, 50c.

P0ÉM8 FROM THE INNER LIF¿
By Llzzlo Doten. Theso poems aro truly In

spirational and a« «tapie as sugar. Price 11.(XL 

Memorial Oration on Roscoe Conkling! 
a warm friend of his and a great slatasmati. de*  
livered before the New York Legislature, May 9. 
1888. Price 4 cents. ‘

“FOEHTOF PROGRESS.
o By Lizzie Doten. They are really valuable. 
Price, 81.00.- .. •

Practical Methods to lasare Success
A valuable little work, full of practical in*  

struetton in matters pertaining to physical, 
mental and spiritual health. Worth many 
times its cost. Price 10 cents.

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS, 
And the wondrous power which helped or mails 
them perform mighty works and utter Inspired 
words, together with some Personal Traits and 
Characteristics of Prophets, Apostles, and 
Jesus, or Now Readings of ”The Miracles. By 
Allen Putnam. Price, 75 cents.
IZ5DnTin Ethlcaot Marriage. By 
K 11 li I- / / 11 Alice B. Stockham, M. Ill 111 to A. Azi 1 D. ICarozza makes a 
plea tor, a bolter birthright tor children, and 
aims to' lead individuals to seek a higher de
velopment of themselves through most sacred 
relations. It Is pure In tone and alm, and 
should bo widely circulated. Price, cloth, 51.

flAHOAET, THE ILLUSTRIOUS.1
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. This work is om 

ot the Library of Liberal Classics. No author 
was better qualified to write an Impartial and 
honest lite of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is intensely interesting. Ii 
should be read in conjunction with Gibbon's Work. Price, 25 rwntji. ■- :--------- -- ' —

Three Journeys Around the Worid
Travels In the Pacific Islands, 

New Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, 
A M., M. D.. Ph. D. In thia splendid large 
book Dr. Peebles has concentrated a vast 
amount of valuable information. It Is exceed
ingly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual
ism as he found It everywhere In his travels 
receives duo attention, making the book of 
special value and Interest to Spiritualists. 4M 
large pages, finely bound, at tho price of SI.HO. .

TaffeurancTs Letter to the Pope. 
This work will be found especially interesting 
to all who would desire to make a study ot Ro
manism and the Bible. The historic facts stat
ed. and the keen, loathing review of Romish 
Ideas and practices should do read by alL Price 
25 cents. *.  __________ _

In the World Celestial.
By DR. T. A. BtiAND.

"It la inexpressibly delightful."—Bon. O. A 
Windle.

"It lifts the reader Into enchanting realms: "— 
Medical Gleanor.

"It is Intensely interesting."—Rev. Minot J. 
rtSSne things make this book remarkable. Its 

authqriblp, tho astounding claims put forth In 
It. and tha philosophy and revelation of a future 
are it contains."—B. O. Flower, in the Arena,

"Il will give us courage -,:o pass through the 
deep shadows of death to the sun-lit clime ot 
tho world Celestial."—Rev. H. W. Thomas.

"Everybody will be charmed with it, for it is 
not only a great Spiritual book, but a mom 
beautiful romance of two worlds."—Banner ot

It is Printed in elegant style and bound in 
sloth and gold. Frio 11.00.
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M ECHOES OF THE SYMPOSIUM CAN NOT THINK ALIKE HE TREATS OF MAGIC
LYMAN C. HOWE. MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY

mains, these “Reverends,” these medi-

MY CREED.

THE THREE WISHES.

NO STAR CHAMBER.

Brief Notes From Lyman C. Howe.

that lights theThe loving thought 
plainest face—

APPRECIATE8 THE ARGUMENTS 
OF OUR LEADING INTELLECT

UAL LIGHTS.

THINKS THE BOOK WILL DO 
GREAT GOOD.

BIRTH OF Í'hE ftpURS.

E. D. TITUS, M. D.
Minneapolis, Minn. ■ .

, "A Plea for the New Woman." By 
.May Collins. An address delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office, Price 10 cent».

’Tis here I find the germ, I find the 
seed, ■

Of what my soul can call its crowning 
creed. ELLA DARE.

Chicago, III.
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The Great Psychological Crime
' ' ' . .. ' ' ■ ■ Í*  ’

fl Comparison Of Views and the Reasons 
Tlierelor. :

’ Lyman C. Howe; the veteran Spiritualist Lecturer and 
Medium, a man well and favorably'-known as one 

’ of the foremost thinkers and writers in our ranks, 
will Champion the Cause of Truth as reflected in 
Spiritualism, while Mrs Florence Huntley, the well- 
known Author and Journalist, will defend all the 
statements in The Great Psychological Crime, 
which Mr. Howe will dare to assail, making a series 
of articles instructive, suggestive and inspiring, and 
which every Spiritualist should most carefully read.

Mrs. Florence Huntley, Chicago, Ill.:
Dear Madam:—I have been reading a 

book, in which your name appears as 
editor. The author is incog. Hence, I 
look to you as the oue qualified to an
swer for him. I take it tor granted that 
you are familiar with his views, know 
bls personal character, and vouch for 
hie integrity. I also infer t(iat you sym
pathize with his ideas, If you do not 
fully endorse them.

It is of some moment that an author 
has the- confidence of his readers, 
whether they share his conclusions or 
not. To thoroughly believe In the in
tegrity of motive animating every sen
tence, may act as a hypnotic suggestion 
to the reader that might disarm tlie 
criticism necessary to a reliable esti
mate of the author’s conclusions. Nev
ertheless a constant distrust of the mo
tives behind a book, must act in an op

. posite way, to prejudice the reader 
against the ideas advanced as well as 
thestatementsput forward In support of 
the claims advocated. A steady desire 
to learn the truth for Its own sake, irre
spective of its bearings upon our predi
lections, is the most essential qualifica
tion for a profitable discussion of any 
subject. This qualification I hope to 
bring to this correspondence, and hold 
It as a vital talisman against all mis
leading suggestions. Observation has 
taught me that very few people are ca
pable of rendering a just judgment In 
any case that (years against their 
atrongest mental habits, or Infringes 
upon their most pronounced predilec’- 
Hons. I am also persuaded that few 
people love .the “naked truth” more 
than their favorite beliefs—whether 
such beliefs are of a religious nature, or 
pertain dogihas of philosophy, or long 
accepted conclusions endorsed by au
thorities In science. In fact there are 
many illustrations of scientific (?) dog
matism, quite as absurd as anything re
corded in the history of religion. Pjej- 
udlce is prejudice whether it rules in ec- 
cleslasticlsm, science or social life; 
whether It favors or condemns any 

- BChSbi of thought, religious creed, or 
spiritual hypothesis. It is not unlikely 
that it may have some part in the shad
ings of thought and shaping of coiiclu- 
slons that our most sincere desires 

' would have free from all intrusive med
dlings of antecedent impressions. No 
mind, I thiqk, can be accused of acting 
Independently. Antecedents, circum
stances, and a vast realm of occult 
causes, may be, and probably are, mod- 
tying our thoughts, molding our de
sires, and directing our conduct, while 
we fancy we are “free moral agents.”

I niay as well admit, at the outset, 
that I am a thorough believer in Nature, 

., and an eternal chain of causation run
ning through the cosmos which leaves 
no place for a "chance” to make havoc 
with destiny, and hold the smallest area 
of boundless Nature subject to un
caused and uncausing chaos.

"The Great Psychological Crime,” 
which is the cause of this writing is not, 
I am quite sure, an accident. It is not 
difficult, in reading it to trace many of 
the most distinguishing ideas and para
graphs, to causes that have been known 
to Spiritualists for rhany years. But, in 
the author’s own brain, and psychic 
sphere are, many causes added to those 
of general antecedents, which give an 
added impetus to the cumulative force 
that has culminated in this remarkable 
book. Without any effort to analyze 
the author's character by his mental 
aura impressed upon the pages, I invol
untarily float into the tide of his 
thought and feel much at home with 
him. I sense an earnestness born of 
sincerity that Inspires confidence in his 
motives. ,

Right here is my weakness, In this 
writing. •

I am too much inclined to accept 
without question all that he asserts, to 
leave me free to analyze and criticise as 
is necessary to arrive at a correct esti
mate of his views. The author's defi
nition of "hypnotic suggestion'' does 
not Include this condition. I suppose it 
Is what he calls "independent sugges
tion.” But as nothing is, or can be, in
dependent, this must be accepted in a 
modified sense. It is suggestion to my 
thinking processes which impresses and 
colors the quality of my thought. But 
it Is not a suggestion forced upon me by 
the conscious effort and determined will 

, of the author; neither does it monopo- 
' lize my “voluntary powers and sensory 

organism;" but is there really any differ- 
• ence, except in degree? Undoubtedly 

it was the author's wish, and therefore 
his will, to carry his thought with as 
much force and effectiveness as he 
could, to all who should read his books. 
How much that wish was instrumental 
in forcing his Ideas upon my willing 
reason’may not be determinable.' But 
it seems to me probable that hiB wish, 
desire, or will, enters as a potent factor 
in an attempt to solve the problem, and 
determine his psychic relation to me, 
and his influence’ upon my thinking 
while I was reading his book, and un
consciously accepting the authority of 
his suggestions.

In so far as the author's words are 
concerned, in this case, we are bound 
to abide by his definitions. But in an 
attempt to arrive at the truth respect

. ing his theories it seems to me legiti
mate to trace the relations—if we can— 
between those more definite phases of 
the suggestive processes, and the1 more 
delicate and remote influences, which 
seem to lead to similar, if not identical, 
results In their culmination. Approach
ing you as one competent to Instruct me 
in the subject matter of the book in ques
tion, I do not. propose a polemic discus
sion, but rather n comparison of views 
and the reasons therefor. If we di
verge—as wo arc liable to—both of us 
acting true to our convictions, tho con
filet of ideas may partake of the nature 

of debate, but not, I trust, with any am
bition for victory, except the victory of 
truth.

In this introductory letter I do not 
propose to attempt any special analysis 
of the many startling statements made 
by the author, but to prepare the way 
for what may follow. If all that is set 
forth in “The Great Psychological 
Crime” can be substantiated, it is of the 
highest importance to the world. It is 
difficult to understand how anyone 
could desire to remain in ignorance of 
such vital truths—if they be truths—or 
to continue a practice which in its, very 
nature must result in such immeasur
able calamity, '

If after carefully perusing the pages 
of this book, hypnotists continue their 
practices, and subjects continue to vol
unteer for experiments, it would seem 
self-evident that they did not believe 
the statement or endorse the theories of 
the author.

A subject involving such momentous 
issues, fraught with such appalling ca
lamities to individuals and to society 
cannot be too carefully or too thorough
ly examined, analyzed, Bifted and 
tested at every pointy by the most pains
taking and scientific methods possible 
to apply. If it be partly true, and part
ly false, the need of testing every claim' 
is not less. "

One error in data, one mistake In the 
application of facts, may vitiate a whole 
system of philosophy or ruin the most 
elaborate structure of science. I think 
I have found some radical errors in 
“The Great Psychological Crime;” but 
you may be able to correct my reason
ing and show me the truth more clearly. 
It is for this purpose, and with this 
hope that I undertake this correspond
ence.

Brother Francis Informs me that you 
are willing to try to enlighten me. I 
tear yoii will find me a dull pupil, and 
perhaps a little obstinate; but I be
lieve I am willing to accept and ac
knowledge any truth when it is made 
clear to my. reason, irrespective of any 
foregone cOnclifsion. •

The author’s definition of hypnotism 
limits it to a comparatively narrow 
range, which makes it easier, to deal 
with. But he predicates all upon the 
assumption that it robs the subject of 
the free exercise of the will and indi
vidual sovereignty, and therefore de
stroys the moral responsibility, and 
steadily, progressively, leads the soul 
down to death. By various expressions 
I infer that this means annihilation of 
the conscious individual!

This places the issue of life and 
death, and the eternal destiny of a con
scious human soul, upon a most fickle 
and fortuitous basis. It does not seem 
to me in accord with that steady march 
of nature, in her processes of progress
ive evolution, apparently moved by an 
almighty flat of irresistible causation, 
towards a specific goal. From a fiery 
sea to granite mountains thundering 
with volcanic voices, and from mollusk 
to man, there appears to be a purpose
ful order of progressive advances, not 
dependent upon the will of any created 
type, or individual, and apparently no 
one of all the millions that play a part 
in this tremendous process can stop or 
hinder the onward, upward march of in
dividualization, which appears to have 
its culmination in the evolution of a 
conscious soul with an inheritance of 
limitless possibilities, inspired by pro
gressive impulses and tendencies irre
sistible. That any man, or class of 
men, can so act upon such a soul, thus 
endowed, as to defeat the order of the 
ages, and turn backward and downward, 
the course of Its destiny, and continue it 
progressively to annihilation, does.not 
seem probable, or possible to my rea
son. Here I rest the case until I hear 
from you. Hoping you will approve my 
object, and enlighten my understanding, 
and that readers of The Progressive 
Thinker may profit by the correspond
ence, I am most sincerely and cordially 
yours for light, ,

LYMAN C. HOWE.

To the Editor; Last Thursday about 
10 p. m., Mrs. Howe was suddenly op
pressed with suffocation. For three 
hours she struggled in terrible agony, 
gasping for breath. A physicion ar
rived at 11:30 and stayed ah. hour. At 
2 a. m. she got easy and slept a little, 
but at 5:30 was taken vomiting. She 
now seems convalescent, and is up and 
walks some to-day; sat at table with us.

In my notes from Washington I 
thought I mentioned all the messagte 
mediums; but I see I omitted the name 
of Mrs. Kates. As I wrote in great 
haste it is not strange, but Mrs. Kates 
might think it an intended slight. Her 
work was as good as any there, I think, 
and I did not intend to leave her out. 
Perfect justice to all under all circum
stances is my motto and my alm. But 
I often forget some things when writing 
in haste. ;

I notice that "Our Moses" refers to 
the petition asking Mr. Barrett to allow 
his name to be used as a candidate, as 
a “star chamber" performance. I do not 
know as I understand what that means; 
but I was consulted and advised tjie pe
tition, and was the first to sign It I-did 
not know it was "star chamber’.' or se
cret, or had any wire-pulling about It. If 
it was It is the first time I was ever in a 
"stay chamber" without looking out at 
tho windows, if it has any I

. . LYMAN C. HOWE.

The thoughts of different ones will not run exactly in 
the same groove. The differentiation is certain to 
manifest itself somewhere as presented in. the fol
lowing articles. Mr. Titus is a thorough an&accom- 
plished Student of Occultism and a believer in the 
Phenomena of Spiritualism, Geo. A. Bacon, of 
Washington, D. C„ is a well-known Thinker along 
Psychical lines also, yet see how they differ on the 
main point at issue. ‘

E. D. Titus, M. D., of Minnesota, a 
Prominent Thinker Along Psychical 
and Occult Lines, and a Firm Believer 
In the Phenomena of Spiritualism, Be
lieves the Storm Center Agitation 
Will Do Good.
I have read with interest the various 

articles on The Great Psychological 
Thinker and all are well written and 
creditable to the philosophy of Spirit
ualism.

Ab a whole they seemed to eipbody a 
brilliant display of rhetoric rather than 
scientific logic.

To me these writers are all right and 
at the same time all wrong, due to ths 
fact that they have taken either one ex
treme or the other.

The real truth lies between the two 
extremes. •.

A dray horse could hardly stand the 
race track, and neither could the race 
horse bear up under the grinding work 
of the dray.

The same rule applies to the effect of 
mediumship upon persons.

It depends upon their mental ’ and 
physical peculiarities, or as St. Paul 
expresses it, their particular gift.
. After thirty-seven years’ scientific in
vestigation, I am opposed to hypnotism 
in any form, whether trance medium
ship, or the Influence of mortal upon 
mortal ; in the long run the effect upon 
the subject can only be harmful, either 
physically or mentally, and especially 
so to persons not endowed with that pe
culiar mentality or gift.

All natureTSaòÈes that power and 
strength comes from action and it mat
ters not whether physically or mentally 
activity is applied.

Now, if we allow ourselves to become 
passive and permit another, whether 
mortal or spirit', to take possession of 
our physical organism, it is like lending 
our horse or ox for another to wear out 
its energies, while we, like the unused 
arm, grow weaker through inactivity.

Another still greater danger lies in 
the path of the average trance medium. 
They know not the unknown spirit that 
may at any time take possession of 
their organism, if once the habit (I will 
not call it power, because it is the re
verse of power), Js once developed.

I never knew a trance medium that 
was not influenced at times with many 
spiritualities, both good and bad.

I have experimented with it for years 
in my own household and seen the inju
rious effects ot obsession in hundreds of 
cases. '

Drifting Into these cohditions was of 
course due. largely to thp acts of the 
persons themselves. In their anxiety 
to produce phenomena they would em
brace as an angel any thing that pro
duced a rap or moved a table.

Father Gneimer, In charge of the 
House of Good Shepherd, wrote a work 
a few years ago, entitled “Spirits of 
Darkness." He ransacked all history to 
prove that the so-called dead still lived 
and‘under certain condltions^could be 
communicated with. He holds that the 
Catholic church from its first inception 
has always taught its priesthood this, 
but they forbid their members from 
making investigation on account of the 
dangers of obsession and evil spirits 
that deceive. ‘

While I am known from the Rockies 
to the Alleghenies, and from the Gulf to 
Canada, among business men as a 
champion of the philosophy of Spirit
ualism, I have never prominently iden
tified myself with spiritual organizsa 
tlons, merely because of the lack of in
terest shown for a philosophy. Too 
much time is spent in criticising the 
churches or else in chasing phenomena.

This great mental struggle about the 
Storm Center is doing $ood.

Thanks to The Progressive Thinker, 
thanks to the able writers ■ who have 
come to thè front and contributed their 
mite. I may not agree with them in 
some particulars, but let them come. It 
starts people thinking and it is thought 
that begets philosophers.

Listening to a gibberish spirit squaw 
control and chatter through a trance 
medium may amuse us, but does not 
teach us philosophical truths.

I addressed an audience last winter at

Not rounded into phrases, set in speech, 
Nor framed in numbered articles to 

teach,
The tongue some hidden meaning to 

proclaim, ■
Of God, and óf his rules, and righteous 

■ ■■ ■ reign. ■ . ■.
In none of these, find I th^vltal seed, 
Of what my soul can call itslrfownlng 

creed. ■
But rather In the hours of every day, 
In little things that meet us on the way.
God’s purpose do I seek, his symboled-

Blgnf ■' ■■ ■■■... ' ■■ '• .'
As writ in common lives, like yours and 

mine. ,

That fills it full - of beauty, and of 
grace. . . -■ ■ ■■■ . '■ ■■■■■ ■ ■■ /

The open hand, that brings the way
ward in, .

And heals the hurt, and washes out the 
Sin. : . ■ : \

The kindly voice, that speaks the words 
of cheer,

Till hope, and health, and cofirage re
appear. .

The heart of oak, that stands for truth 
. and right, ,

And works for these, with all Its 
strength and might

' ■ ’sThe faith and trust, In everlasting good, 
Beginning here with human brother

hood. - ■. .
These are the living threads that throb 

and thrill, ’
Within the web of man’B awakening 

will,
Whose circled lengths are held at cen

tered source, . , .
And sharpened there by laws of loving 

force, ■ . .
To flt the day, to fit the present time;
And build from lowly deeds God’s deeds 

divine. ' ..

the Masonic Temple in this city, on the 
laws governing the formation, existence*  
and decay of .a solar system. At the 
conclusion, a lady medium came to me 
and said: “Why, your theory on that 
subject, is different than my guide told 
me. He says the earth was once the 
'moon.” . ’

■ I relate this as a specimen« of > the 
manner in which certain people assume 
that everything that comes from a 
spirit must of necessity be true.

A lecture was recently published in 
one of our spiritual papers from one of 
the noted trance lecturing mediums on 
the subject of other worlds being inhab
ited.
' It was a jumble of meaningless words 
showing that, the spirit control did not 
know the difference between a star and 
a planet.

Now, Brother Francis, you have 
thrown, down tlie gauntlet and out of 
the Storm Centre, Spiritualism must 
arise to a philosophy, which is hers 
above all others, else fall back and 
confine itself to phenomena chasers and 
fortune telling.

But it is not going backward. Op ev
ery side there are truth seekers craving 
a philosophy. In my travels over 
twenty states I meet them on every 
hand. '

George A. Bacon, a Prominent Spiritual
ist of Washington, D. C., Takes Espe
cial Pleasure In Commending Those 
Who Have Expressed-Their Disap
proval of The Great Psychological 
Crime. '
The gratitude of all thoughtful Spirit

ualists are due to those critical review
ers of The Great Psychological Crime, 
like Hudson Tuttle, Mrs., Richmond, 
Prof. Lockwood, Lyman Ci Howe, J. J. 
Morse, Mrs. Longley and a few others, 
who have in their respective individual 
capacity, so cleverly and masterly laid 
bare the criminality of the author of 
that work. , • ’■

The ability displayed In these criti
cisms would honor any cause, and It is 
a most creditable evidence of the intel
lectual power to be found In the ranks 
of Spiritualism. Each of the above 
writers, and there are others to be men
tioned with them, is;much better quali
fied to treat the question..of medium
ship, by observation;, study and experi
ence, in a far more.ratlonal and philo
sophical manner; Indeed and in fact, in 
a less pretentious, but in a much more 
satisfactory, justly discriminative and 
truthful manner than, that of our anony
mous author. Confessedly he is entire
ly ignorant, in an experimental sense, 
of what he seeks to elucidate, while 
those who reply to his charges, have 
been thus conversant with the subject 
from one quarter tp one-half of a cen
tury. Nd wonder they prove-many of 
his positions untenable—but assump
tions, which their experience demon
strates to be false.

Seeking to build an elaborate super
structure upon partially false founds- 
tlons, upon only half truths, it is not 
difficult to predict its results.

Personally I want to express my 
sense of indebtedness to Mrs. Richmond 
and to Hudson Tuttle, whose replies I 
chanced to read first and in the- order 
named, for the unusually clear, con
vincing and conclusive manner in 
which they discussed the subject. 
Rarely will one be able to find more 
cogent statements, straight-forward ar
gument and virile thoughts, all leading 
up to irresistible conclusions, than in 
these two papers.

This much was written when the late 
convention interrupted further com
ment. I now see that others regard 
these papers in a similar light.

I want to make a suggestion, pro 
bono publico, that Brother Francis se
lect some half-dozen of these worthy 
replies—those that stand out for their 
conspicuous ability in presenting the 
other side of this Great Psychological 
Crime, and publish them in book form.

GEORGE A. BACON.
Washington, D. C. ’

Three girls sat idly oh the beach;
One like a lily, tall and fair;
One brilliant, with her raven hair; 

One sweet and shy of speech.
“I wish for fame,” the lily said, • 

"And I for wealthland courtly life,” 
Then gently spoke the f third:, “As 
. wife, . ;

I ask for love Instead.” ” '
Years passed. Again beside the sea 

Three Women qat with- whitening 
hair,, (

Still graceful, lovable and fair, 
And told thejr destiny.
"Fame is not all,” the lily^slghed, 

“Wealth futile If’the heart be dead." 
.“I have been loved,” one sweetly said

"And I am satisfied.8'
■ ^-Sara^'K. Bolton.

See, the crescent niBon ¡¿^earning 
On the regal broy, of night, 

And her sable robesLare gleaming 
With the sprlnkl’da stars so bright

See the glorious morn, her lover 
Flies to her with Winged feet—

And he gently bends above her, ' 
Kissing his fair-lady sweet ;

And anoh there is a wedding, ■: '
. And anon, amid the flowers, • 
See the rosy limbs their children

Play together, sunny hours.
—Lilian W. Rountree.

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History of tho Christian Religion to 
tho Year 200,” etc. A. condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov-

Dr. J. O.’M. Hewitt was at one time a prominent 
Unitarian Divine. He finally became a Spiritualist, 
and is clairaudient, and in his article he gives the 
sentiments of those Spirits who talk to him.. It will 
be read with interest, illustrating the kaleidoscopic 
character of the Spirit World. t..

The attention of Hie readers pf The 
Progressive Thinker has been called 
lately to a recently published work, en
titled “The Great Psychological Crime.” 
The author is vouched for as a man 
“profoundly wise and yet possessed, of 
that simplicity and kindly spirit that 
shows he is actuated by no selfish mo
tive," consequen ’tly we will take for 
granted that he has in this work con
tributed to the world his honest, manly 
thought; and what we may say, must 
,not be taken as a personal attack if we 
present different conclusions, in our 
own research, as well as search .for 
truth.

Permit pie to say of myself that for 
over thirty years I have been a close 
student along the same lines of psychic 
investigation, and like himself a partici
pant in “the mysteries" in their modern 
dress of “Free Masonry (and like him
self" I do consider “Masonry" as the 
lineal descendant of Egypt’s famous 
school of what may be called both a 
philosophy and a religion.

In writing at this time, I confine my 
attention more particularly to what he 
calls “Magic,” and defines as "tiie indi
vidual exercise and use of the natural 

. powers of the body, spirit and soul, in 
controlling and applying the forces, ac
tivities and processes of nature"— 
Which we must infer that he believes to 
be an Inherent psychic "gift” or attri
bute of humanity.

“White”, or "Black" is but a relative 
term, though he makes what seems to 
be difference; but 1b it not such differ
ence as we would make of powder, 
steam or any other power of nature, ma
terial of psychic—UBe, not the power it
self? So I take It, and treat It accord
ingly, as "a psychic power."

It is what I would call for this paper, 
hypnotic in its character'; calls of an in
telligent exercise of the will of an indi
vidual, in order that it may influence 
(control) the action of another. But 
whether it be trance or suggestion, it is 
still an influence, and in so much is a 
moving force—call it what you will. It 
is also an Innate force that finds in all 
ages an expression in the human race. 
Somewhere in the universe of life, 
“Man” began to be. We will not any of 
us deny that in man. 1b found something 
not existent in other species, that has 
been the cause of progression. Man as 
mon is “a progressive thinker," and by 
what means?

I answer "Magic,” or in other words, 
by means of hypnotic (?) suggestion or 
trance. The “wise men and women" of 
the Orient, that cradle of the race, be
came aware that at -times a psychic 
force outside themselves gave to them 
in the silence, of their hours of reverie, 
words of a wisdom not their own, and 
though they did not know the personal
ity unseen that imparted.to them “the 
gift" of oracular speech, they personi
fied it under the general name of Hu, or 
the god-speakey.

JThey realized also a kind of omnipres
ence in this Hu (or God) and wor
shiped it, i. e., "acknowledged worth."

A Washingtonlady Approves
She assumes that the book is an answer to a pressing 

need. This; variety of thought, conflicting in its 
nature, sets each one to thinking for himself, and 
the result is always good.

THE ANSWER TO A PRESSING 
NEED.

This book bears a distinct message to 
the multitude in the simple, yet ungaln- 
sayable, form of its presentation of the 
fundamental .truths that are of the 
deepest concern to every conscious 
soul. It responds ' with an all-potent 
promise to the universal, and most pro
found aspirations of the soul. It makes 
clear the definite possibility within each 
of communication with the beloved 
ones in their different spheres, whether 
embodied or disembodied, by raising 
our own spiritual gravity up to the de
gree of harmonious rejation. To the 
few It presents a rational hope of im
mortality and indicates the way to its 
realization.

In brief the message is that immortal
ity, as rationally defined and demon
strated, MEANS A SPIRITUAL EVO
LUTION so far beyond the ordinary 
powers of perception as to suggest, 
though not prove, progress in conscious- 
consciousness “forever and ever.” That 
Individual immortality is an achieve
ment offered the human identity; that 
this achievement Is obtained by the 
growth and exercise of the will. The 
essential means for the use and exer
cise of the will is selfcontrol. That the 
hypnotic and mcdlumlstic processes de
prive not only the subject of self-con
trol, the means of developing the will, 
the Instrument of Immortality, but 
thereby according to the reverse action 
of the law expressed In, “It Is more 
blessed to give than to receive;" it is 
more cursed to take away than be 
taken from. 1

The operator, whether embodied or 
disembodied, not only cuts the subject 
off from alliance with the constructive 
principle of nature and the achieve
ment,of Immortality, but yields to him
self the same bitter fruit, and both sub
ject and operator are swept into the aw
ful current of the destructive principle 
of nature, and unless rescued, are car
ried down to eventual individual ex
tinction so far. as is known.

This proposition seems clear enough 
and forceful enough to call forth the ex
clamation: "Oh, God! thfcii^&th! the 
truth!” from every humawsbelng who 
has had the great privilege lof being fa
miliar with the data of the present wave 
of psychic sensitivity with Its incoher
ent, contradictory, Inadequate, disor
ganizing manifestations, and of reading 
the coherent, lucid, sequential presen
tation in . “The Great Psychological 
Crime,” whatever personal prejudices, 
conceits or desires it may uproot.
■ It seems almost powerful enough to 

.quell the petty warfare in which almost 
everyone engages in defense of heredi
tary, habitual or preconceived no
tions, when meeting any new and often 
higher form of truth instead of being 
alert as a lookout or watcher on the 
ramparts of life. • ,

“The Great Psychological Crime” 
comes in answer to a PRESSING NEED 
OF THE RAPIDLY EVOLVING CON- 
RCIOUSNESS of the race for more light 
upon truth as related to fundamental 
principles and evolutionary proems^;
. „ ' ■ U

These magicians of the long ages felt 
that it was to themselyes so closely 
joined, that at last to "man inspired" 
the name of humanity, and realizing 
that all men were consciously or uncon
sciously subject to the magical power of 
this psychic force, what better name 
could they coin for the race or "spe
cies, man?”

They also found that as they (these 
scientists of the Long Ago of Sanskrit 
speech) entered into certain states of 
mind that we call reverie, they came at 
once in rapport with Hu—the unseen 
thinker of thoughts, with wisdom supe
rior to their own. These reverie-men 
are the original “Reverends,” that so 
many of our Spiritualistic friendi, io oe- 
splse, yet it was th? proper title of the 
world's first mediums.

That superstition, that other name 
for ignorance, should draw wrong con
clusions, formulate wrong creeds for 
the people, 1b perfectly natural; these 
tilings are still done in regard to other 
objects than psychic, but the fact re
huuiw, uiese iievereuue, inese meat- nz1£Lfl„ t „r.„ i ~i -umB, knew that theirs was a wisdom pe^Tto me m the exp^^^^^ 
inspired, and called themselves the 1 f^ist “th“ than® that oa scl^tlst 
word-speakers of God. “The word came " between the extremes dob 
tn n>«” ™ thetr nninstnnt »HBnrtinn .* u.m lles between uie extremes or POB-to me," was their constant assertion, 
and, too, they told of visions given 
(“clairvoyance"); a Bight flashed upon 
their consciousness. But did these, the 
Magi of the Ohient, become “demoral
ized,” with “will destroyed," because of 
the “magic” divine? On the other hand, 
they were the leaders of a world’s 
thought. Thpir mediumship, was it "a 
great psychological crime”? By reason 
of this “crime,” the race has climbed 
from savagery to enlightenment! Let 
this be my answer.

But as time passed, there came the 
thought that may be it was not “an out
side force,” that It was “subconscious
ness"; that it was a property of the soul 
—the man. Then began psychical re
search—study of the powers and prop
erties of man as man.

As a matter of course the scientist di
rected his attention first tp acknowl
edged abnprmal “subjects"—mind not 
normal, whether from disease or from 
drugs or drinks; and we have the say
ing of those Insane, "they, have been 
touched of the gods"; also “the 
protect the drunkard.”

In Egypt’s "mysteries" I find a 

gods

thor-
oughly organized system of seances, 
and recognize as a fact that from Egypt 
went forth the teaching of the soul’s im
mortality. There they found that "the 
god" was spirit-man; the unknown "ma
gician" of the reverends was excarnate 
man! And in their initiation’s express
ive symbolism tho Initiate was con
stantly Impressed with the thought that 
under all circumstances he was attend
ed by a friend.

His final bringing to light was a rev
elation of the personality of that, till 
then, unseen friend.

And so, too, he was taught that death 
could not kill the man!

The different phases of one’s medium
ship were severally recognized as clair-

something to intelligently guide the im
pulse toward goodness which in the stu
pidity of its Ignorance assumes that it 
has thé truth and thus often nullifies its 
own good intent, for motive has its 
realm, great and splendid, with its pow
ers and offices, but it cannot rule in the 
kingdom of justice, of conscious knowl
edge, and all effort to give it dominion 
results not only in failure but the down
fall and disintegration of its legitimate 
domain. ■

“The Great Psychological Crime” 
brings a boon to the individual truth
seeker, even though the individual be 
not at once convinced of the whole truth 
of its statements and arguments. It in 
any case furnishes material so formu
lated, and opportunities so immediate 
as to amount to a working hypothesis 
which opens the way for individual ver
ification, acceptance or rejection. This 
is all that can be asked by any one who 
seeks not, accepts not "Authority for 
truth but truth for authority,” for 
neither statement, discussion or even 
demonstration can wholly convince. 
Proof is something that must arrive 
within the individual either through ex
ternal experience or interior conscious
ness.

“The Great Psychological Crime” 
speaks to each as if that one stood with 
the one warning alone in the universe, 
at the same time states so clearly that 
he who runs may read, the awful import 
of choice In every act on every plane, 
not only primarily but momentarily.

This book makes clear free will with-i-
in the law, the relaxation of sponta
neity at one with the firmness of fixed 
principles, as a human possibility and 
necessity, thus removing one of the 
greatest of stumbling blocks to the 
many. It reveals the perfect working 
of the law of balance, justice, the all
inclusive, retributive and compensatory. 
May it bp the connecting link between 
the "inceherent, indefinite homogene
ity of the mass of vague unintelligent 
psychic manifestations and a "coherent, 
definite heterogeneity” of revelations 
possible to the trained psyche.

“The Great Psychological Crime” 
HOLDS ONE SPELLBOUND BY ITS 
VIVID PRESENTATION OF THE SUB
LIME SCHEME OF THE PROGRESS
IVE CREATION OF A HUMANITY; of 
the design of the evolving immortality 
in the consciousness, or nature's evolu
tionary processes bearing this uncon
scious immortal potentiality up to 
where the identity is face to face with 
the law In obedience to which it came 
into being. There alone in the "Infini- 
verse” it awakes to receive the await
ing opportunity, to be offered the 
choice of taking up’the work of its own 
evolutionary completions on to Immor
tality, or of dropping out back again 
Into the universal, into tho crucible 
where cosmic energies are working 
with cosmic Materials. ■

It is marvelous, this picture, so sim
ple and so stupendous in that the splen-. 
dor of tho goal but -illuminés tho prac
tical way.

« May It bo read by every, awakening 
soul, JOSEPHINE ALDEN,

Washington, D. 0, . 

audience or reverie; direct Inspiration 
of words; enthusia or excitement of 
emotions in speech; semi-trance (or 
control) whore the speaker or actor was 
conscious, of events, but still under hyp
notic control and “the deep sleep”! or 
trance, in which the subject or medium 
.was not conscious or either act or 
word; but they had learned “the se
cret of the race,” the "mystery" of the 
God. It that was “black magic,” what 
was "the white"? If it was so destruct
ive to the individual, why did the wisest 
of their time so earnestly seek admit-' 
tance? Why did Plato say that "no man 
was fitted for a legislator who was not 
an initiate of the mysteries?"

That there was danger In the practice 
of mediumship to the unwise, the ignor
ant, they knew, and hence only those 
famed for their intellectuality, either as 
philosophers or leaders, were admitted, 
and even to these “strong-minded ones" 
by degrees—years of study must pass 
ere they were really brought to light, 
the light of the seance room. We may 
take lesson here concerning dangers as 
well as concerning advantages, but we 
may not ignore the discoveries of Spir
itualism, in every age: Personal immor
tality and spirit presence, and with the 
power—tlie ability to intelligently com
municate with us. '

The fact of the race is, that we are all ■ 
of us psychics in greater or less degree; 
all are subject to clairvoyance (vision) 
and clalraudience; and there are none 
who are not at times “the hypnotist”— 
"the subject”; and to me, it is a blessed 
fact that we are, for if we did not have « 
the elements of psychism in us, We 
would not be able to grasp understand- 
ingly tlie wisdom that 1b brought to us 
by the “divine ones" whose touch has , 
enlightened the world. ‘ 

itivism and negation; let him who reads 
take note accordingly.

In closing, permit me a word in re»’ 
gard to tlie editorial, question, thus ex
pressed :

"Mediumship, however perfect it may 
be, has its limits, its drawbacks, almost 
invariably the communications or mes
sages given partake of the character
istics, idiosyncrasies, or the peculiar 
bent of the mind of the medium.

“it has been fully established that a 
wire is not essential to conduct a mes 
sage from one city to another, and Is it 
not equally as possible and equally as 
practicable, and equally as desirable, to 
open up comijiunieatlons with the spirit 
realms without intermediaries, those 
acting as mediums'“

To thia really important question I 
answer unhesitatingly, Ves; and yet 
until we have, as it were, “grown Into 
a consciousness of spirit presence; of 
an almost constant rapport of mind, the 
medium is,,I may say, a necessity, as 
the race would become conscious of 
this, to the majority, occult power, or 
magic, that sways more or less the hu
man mind.

I can seo wisdom on tlie part of 
the spirit world, that we are flooded, bo 
to speak, with phenomena. By this 
method men are forced to see. There 
has been enlightenment, and in conse
quence there has been awakened a de
sire for mediumship of their own. This 
desire is born of the same feeling of our 
editor: personal possession of self-con
scious communication. Naturally, they 
are seeking first (for it was their first 
awaking) the phases of the seance 
room; but the time is surely coming 
WHEN WHAT THE AUTHOR OF THE 
BOOK WOULD CALL NORMAL RAP
PORT, WILL BE UNDERSTOOD AND 
TAUGHT.

Our friend Loveland calls it, if I re
member aright, ” the higher medium
ship.” Personally I have claimed this 
knowledge as an experienced fact for 
the past thirty years,- but let me tell 
you all that there is no phase of medi
umship MORE LIABLE TO DANGERS' 
TO THE UNINSTRUCTED than this! 
Yet we will attain to it as a race, I <K 
believe. But while the world of man is 
skeptical of all that is denominated 
Spiritualism, we may be sure that the 
wisdom of the spirit world will continue 
to give us phenomenal mediumship; in 
other words, it will “rap" into the dull 
brained ones the fact of presence, and 
will trumpet its words, if necessary, un
til they will believe, and if as wise and 
practical a man as Pythagoras was will
ing to confess to a spirit levitation, that 
carried him thirty miles, I do not think 
it will hurt us or “the cause” if spirjjt 
hands paint pictures, write on slates, or 
bring us flowers in the seance room!

It is true, though, that we ought to 
carefully choose our medium, in respect1 
to personal character. We say we are 
in this phenomenal business "CURSED 
WITH FRAUDS,” but the remedy is In 
onr own hands. Wb can let them 
alone, they will quit the business. Be 
not afraid of our magicians. Spiritual
ism has come to stay, and its phenom
ena will stay until the race is awakened 
out of its "hypnotic" state of material
ism, and man realizes in some better 
measure what Immortality means, and 
spirit presence becomes to him a con
sciousness and a life.
. DR. J. 0. M. HEWITT,

Chicago, Ill. Lecturer.

Never Neoiect Constipation.
It means too much misery and piling 

up of disease for all parts of the body. 
Death often starts with constipation. 
The clogging of the bowels forces pois
ons through the intestines into the 
blood. All sorts of diseases commence 
that way. Most common complaints 
are dyspepsia, indigestion; catarrh of 
the stomach, liver complaint, kidney 
trouble, headaches, etc. The bowels 
must be relieved, but not with cathar
tics or purgatives. They weaken and 
aggravate the disease. Use Vernal 
Saw Palmetto Berry Wine instead. It 
is a tonic laxative of the highest order. 
It builds up and adds new strength and 
vigor. It assists the bowels to move 
themselves naturally and healthfully 
without medicine. One small dose ai 
day will cure any case, and remove the 
cause of the trouble. It is not a patent 
nostrum. The list of ingredients goes 
with'evpry package with explanation of 
their action. It is not simply a tempo
rary relief, it is a permanent cure. 
Try it. A free sample bottle for the 
asking. Vernal Remedy Co., 166 Sen, 
eca Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

For sale by all leading druggists.

Three Remarkable Books
“Tho Divine PeOlBreo of Man.1
“The Law of Payable Phenomena.”
“ABelentlflo Demonstration of the P» 

taro Mfe.* ’
The Divine Pedigree of Man,or the Testimony 

9t Evolution and Psychology io tho Fatherhood 
of God. By Thompaon Jay Hudson, LL. D. A 
most remarkable work, demonstrating the ex- 
latenco of the Soul and Future Life. It la acton 
Uflo ^throughout. Price U.K. Dr. Hudson'« 
work on "The Law of Paychlo Phenomena" is 
also valuable. Price, ff.W. His "Sclentlflo 
Demonstration of the Future Lite" should be 
read by all. Price 51. W.

ftp ATM and the AFTERLIFE 
UL! 11 n By A. J. Davis.
An instructivo and interesting work for ail to 
road. Price 00 cents.

mill?! TPITI Between RoilKlon and Science. 1.1 NH lill 11 Juet the book for progroMlvd 
UUXU MIU A thinker». A book that 1» very 
Intereettne to people who have * taste tor the 
past rellslouo history. By John w. Drspen 
Price, doth. 81.75.
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HUDSON TUTTLE.

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an- 
awer all attacks in the secular or rellg-' 
lous press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when av attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Bishop Says the Bible Is Not Infallible.
It is decidedly refreshing to those 

who are stigmatized as "Infidels,” to be 
informed that a high dignitary of the 
Church of England denies that the 
Bible was inspired literally, or that It is 
historically correct or truthful. .

As stated in the St. Louis Globe-Dem
ocrat, it will doubtless come as a sur
prise to many churchmen that an Angli
can bishop should pay a public tribute 
to the work of Charles Darwin and 
frankly state, as an elementary truth, 
that the Bible is not infallible.

This is what the bishop of Wakefield 
did in an address at Leeds, on the 
teaching of the Bible to children, in the 
light of modern criticism.

His lordship recognized the possibil
ity of offending the susceptibilities of 
some of his hearers, but explained that 
Buch wounds as he might inflict would 
be the wounds of a friend. “Some peo

. plc,” he added, “need wounding before 
they will awaken and take a proper 
view of the Bible.”

Many of the questions asked by chil
dren revealed to parents and teachers 
that they themselves had no really suffi
cient answer to give, and they were 
obliged to put the questions aside.

Three courses were open to them. 
Like many devout but notwell-informed 
persons, they might, shut their eyes and 
leave alone all that did not harmonize 
with their old preconceived views about 
Holy Writ; or they might give’ up their 
faith and say that modem science had 
exploded the Bible; that the Christian 
religion was a thing of the past. Be
tween these two was the third and the 
true course—to inquire into these 
tilings.

■ . First, the nature of inspiration ought 
to be understood. Scriptural inspira-

_ tlon was not a verbal, mechanical, abso
" lutely accurate’and infallible inspira

tion—not an inspiration of pens, but of 
men, who stamped their own characters 
upon their writings—men who were not 
free from mistakes, but who were led 
by the Inspiration of the Holy Ghost to 
embody in their writings a revelation of 
God and tbe offer of salvation to men in 
Christ .

For centuries it was believed that ev
ery part of Scripture was equally in
spired—texts had been twisted and tor
tured Into meanings and fixed interpre
tations as absurd as the Jewish cabbala. 
Even educated people had found It a 
great relief to be told such elementary 
truths as these:

The Bible is not infallible.
The Bible is not necessarily literal 

and exact. •
I It is not a scientific text-book.
The books were not necessarily writ-

''A notable advance in the Ideals of re
ligious effort is Indicated by an article 
written by tho Rev. John Watson— 
widely known under the literary pseu
donym. "Ian Maclaren." From one oc
cupying the position of an evangelical 
minister, his words will ‘appear striking
ly sound and sensible. Spiritualists 
will find much to which they will yield 
ready assent. ' -

As set forth In the Chicago Tribune, 
he says the old principle of every man 
for himself 1^ dying out from national 
politics, from the organization of com
merce, from the life of society, and Is 
bound to die out from religion. There 
was a day when a preacher could ap
peal to his hearer and awaken his 
heart to praise because God had saved 
him while thousands had been left to 
perish, but to-day the hearer would 
firmly suspend his praise for his own 
salvation till he knew what was going 
to become of other people. No longer 
does a man think that the great effort 
of life should be, as the Romans say, 
“to make his soul,” but that it should 
be to help his brethren both in soul and 
in body.

Dying people of, say 1850, were solely 
concerned with the question of what 
would become of themselves on the 
other side; dying men of to-day forget 
themselves in thinking of what is to be
come of their wives and children. Ap
peals to the individual to escape hell, 
because of its suffering, or to make sure 
of heaven because of its joy, have little 
effect; and tlie tract which asks a by no 
means unimportant questions, “Whither 
are you going?” is an anachronism, but 
any appeal for the service of others will 
secure willing and sympathetic atten
tion. A sermon on the hell beyond the 
grave would bo beard with Indifference, 
a sermon on the hell in the ghettos of 
cities will lay hold on every man's 
mind. The days of the Manchester 
school In religion are over, .and a new 
sense of solidarity has sprung up. 
Rightly or wrongly, people do not wish 
to escape from the wreck if their ship
mates are to perish. They want to see 
the whole crew saved together.
. Young men who will not teach in Sun
day-school are ready to work In a boy’s 
institute, and women who have wearied 
distributing tracts are anxious to bring 
more comfort 1« the lives of their work
ing sisters. The sense. Is creeping over 
the community that socially and physi
cally we stand together, and religion 
cannot remain a watertight compart
ment of spiritual selfishness. With 
such a wind blowing like a gale upon 
one’s face, have we not reason to ex
pect that the message of the next re
vival will be social righteousness and 
Its effect the redemption of the national 
life?

Years ago, to illustrate the change 
which Is taking place in the attitude of 
religious people, I was present at a 
meeting when reports were given in re
garding what was called “aggressive 
work In the poor quarter of the city, 
and great stress was laid on the use
fulness and the Ingenuity of a certain 
lantern mission. According to this 
scheme the missionaries were provided 
with a large lantern on a pole, and the 
transparent slides were graven with 
gospel texts, such as “God so loved the 
world," and this lantern was carried 
after dark to the center of some miser
able court and then addresses were 
given to the people from the texts on 
Its slides.

To-day it would be thought a bitter 
irony to Invite people living, father, 
mother, grown up sons and daughters, 
In one room, without light or air or san
itary accommodation, to think of the 
love of God. What evidence had |hey 
o.f his love or of the love of their fellow
men? How could they be Christians in

The Four Corner Sones
rom “ What Is Religion,” Col. Ingersoll’s address 
before the Free Religious Association, Boston, Mass., 
June 2,1899—his last public words^anefias such ever 
memorable, and because they-are true-and free' us 
from an immensity of nonsense. Dresden Edition, 
Vol. 4, p. 497. Col. Ingersoll was pne:of the intel
lectual giants of the age in which he lived.

If we have a theory, we must have 
facts for the foundation. We must have 
corker-stones. ' Wo must not build on 
guesses, fancies, analogies or infer
ences. The structure must have a base
ment If we build, we must begin at 
the bottom.

I have a theory and I have four cor
ner-stones. The first stone is that mat
ter—substance—cannot be destroyed, 
cannot be annihilated. The second 
qtone is that force cannot be destroyed, 
cannot be annihilated. The third stone 
is that matter and forec cannot exist 
apart—no matter without force—no 
force without matter. The fourth stone 
Is that that which cannot be destroyed 
could not have been created; that the 
indestructible is the uncreatable.

If these corner-stones are facts, it fol- 
IoWb as a necessity that matter and 
force are from and to eternity; that 
they can neither be increased nor di
minished. It follows that nothing has 
been or can be created; that there 
never has been or can be a creator. It 
follows that there could not have been 
any intelligence, any design back of 
matter and force. There Is no .intelli
gence without force. There is no force 
without matter. Consequently there 
could not by any possibility have been, 
any intelligence, any force, back of mat:

- It therefore follows, that the super
natural does not and cannot exist. If 
these four corner-stones are facts, Na
ture has no master. If matter and 
force are from and to eternity, it fol
lows as a necessity that no God exists; 
that no God created or governs the uni
verse; that no God exists who answers 
prayer; no God who succors the op
pressed; no God who pities the suffer
ings of Innocence; no God who cares 
for the slaves with scarred flesh, the 
mothers robbed of their babes; no God 
who rescues the tortured, and no God 
that saves a martyr from the flames.- 
In other words it proves that man has 
never received any help from heaven; 
that all sacrifices have been in vain, 
and that all prayers have died unan
swered In the heedless air. I do not 
pretend to know. I say what I think.

If matter and force have existed from 
eternity, It then follows that all that 
has, been‘possible has happened, all 
that Is possible Is happening, and all 
that will be possible will happen. In 
the universe there Is no chance, no ca
price. Every event has parents. That 
which has not happened, could not.

The present is tlie necessary product of 
all the past, the necessary cause of all 
the future.

In the infinite chain there Is, and 
there can be, no broken, no missing 
link. The form and motion of every 
star, tlie climate of every world, all 
forms of vegetable and animal life, all 
instinct, intelligence and conscience, all 
assertions and denials, all vices and 
virtues, all thoughts and dreams, all 
hopes and (¡ears, are necessities. Not 
one of the countless things and rela
tions In the universe could have been 
different. .

It matter and force are from eternity, 
tlien we can say that man had no Intel
ligent creator, that man was not a spe
cial creation. We now know; It we 
know anything, that Jehovah, the di
vine potter, did not mis and mould clay 
into the forms of men and women, and 
then breathe the breath of-life Into 
these forms. We now know that ..our 
first parents were not foreigners, We 
know that they were natives of this 
world, produced herb, and that their 
life did not come from the breath of 
any god. We now know, if we know 
anything, that th.e universe is natural, 
and that men and women have been 
naturally produced. We now know our 
ancestors, our pedigree, We have the 
family tree. We have all the links of 
the chain,; twenty-six links inclusive, 
from moner to man.

We did not get our informatlofi from 
Inspired books. We have fossil facts 
and living forms. From the simplest 
creatures, from blind sensation, from 
organism, from one vague want, to a 
single cell with a nucleus, to a hollow 
ball filled with fluid, to a cup with 
double walls, to a flat worm, to a some
thing that begins to breathe, to an or
ganism that has a spinal cord, to a link 
between tho Invertebrate to the verte
brate, to one that has q. cranium—a 
house for a brain, to one with fins, still 
onward tq one with fore and hinder 
fins, to the reptile mammalia, .to the 
marsupials, to the lemures, dwellers In 
trees, to the simiae, to tlie pithecan
thropi, and lastly, to man. <

We know the paths that life has trav
eled. We know, the footsteps of ad
vance. They have been traced. The 
last link, has been found. For this we 
are indebted, more than all others, to 
the greatest of biologists,’ Ernst 
Haeckel. We now believe that the uni
verse is natural, and we deny the exist
ence of the supernatural.

Views of Lilian Whiting.
CHANGES IN THE SOUL.

Prayer the Intensest Form of Spiritual 
Experience.

. Mysterious Occult Power.
In the humble walks of life we often find remarkable 

spiritual or occult powers manifested; ■ This lady 
could trace with absolute certainty lost goods or 
missing articles.1 Whether a wonderful medium, or 
possessing this occult power within herself, in either 
case the result was most remarkable. . .
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FROM ThFÑ.TIOFFICE.
A Card to the Spiritualist Public,

/ ten by the authors whose names they 
bear. ,

These names have absolutely no au
thority, except old tradition of the Jew
ish race.

The old chronology was not inspired. 
. The dates In the ordinary Bible are 

no guide to the dates of the books.
The world was not created 4004 years 

■ before Christ.
Many of the,books are composite, and 

some embody;'older records like flints 
in chalk formations; others are by more 
than one author, and still others are ad
mittedly compilations of various hlstor- 
leal and traditional accounts. .

Once we realized these facts and un
derstood the great purpose of inspira

. tion we should lose the paralyzing and 
. - crippling fear of answering truthfully 

the direct questions of children.
Scientifically and morally (his lord

ship continued) there had been a great 
revelation since the days of the Jewish 
writers. Charles Darwin had placed not 
only scientific but also religious thought 
upon an altogether firmer basis, while 
the progressive moral revelation was 
shown by the fact that the Jews allowed 
slavery, polygamy and many things 

, which we should never think of permit
' . ting to-day.

■' The imprecatory clauses in the

the circumstances in which they were 
living? To-day the desire would be, 
not to send a lantern with a text but to ■ 
send an inspector to examine the prop
erty; not to give’money for preaching 
in courts of that description, but to give 
money for pulling down such courts al
together. .

One feels that that lantern was a par
able of the irony of the situation, when 
the church preached the divine love to 
those who had no sign of human love, 
and the church asked people to believe 
in the sacrifice of Christ when she her
self was making no sacrifices to save 
them from the life of beasts. When 
God is pleased to send his new prophet 
one expects that he will preach the gos-' 
pel of social deliverance; that the white 
female slaves who sew from morning 
till night and half through the night, 
and hardly get the wherewithal to keep 
soul and body together, should be deliv
ered from the.ir bondage, that every la
borer who is willing and temperate 
should have his living wage wherewith 
to keep himself and his family, that ev
ery citizen, however humble, should 
have his own little home wherein to live 
in peace and coihfort, that the country
man should not be evicted from the 
land to make room for wild animals and 
rich men’s sport, that the owners of un
sanitary property should .be punished 
and not compensated, that temptations 
shduld not be placed at every street cor
ner in the way of the poor and miser
able, that every man should have free 
access to education, to the country, to 
health and just enjoyment, and that the

The idea so humorously embodied by 
Dr. Holmes in his poem, "The Cham
bered Nautilus,” is also expressed by 
Emerson in this pasage: ■

“The changes which break up at 
short Intervals the prosperity of men 
are advertisements of a nature whose 
law is growth. Every soul is by this 
intrinsic necessity quitting its whole 
system of things, its friends and home, 
and laws, and faith, as the shellfish 
crawls out of its beautiful but stony 
case, because it no longer admits of its 
growth, and slowly forms a new house. 
In proportion to the vigor of: the indi
vidual, these revolutions are frequent, 
until in some happier mind they are in
cessant, and all worldly relations hang 
very loosely about him, becoming, as It 
were,, a transparent fluid membitane, 
through which the living form Is ireen, 
and not, as in most men, an ipdurated 
heterogeneous fabric of many dates, 
and of no settled character, in which

find? Certainly-; a series of lives, even 
in that on? part of the great and infinite 
duration wjilch. Is, Jived in thjs world. 
As Emerson! says, 1^7,'the pdragfajji’ 
quoted above:'“irhe''changes which 
break up at short intervals the prosper
ity of men are advertisements of a na
ture whose law is growth.” These 
changes constitute a series of what are, 
practically, incarnations. The change 
of ^circumstances; the entering into 
new environmenth, the coming under 
the recasting laws of all influences—all 
these make up a series of hew states 
which are to» a great degree new and 
different lives. .For the element of 
time does not count. It is intensity, not 
duration, that determines experiences. 
Emerson asserts that life is’unnecessa- 
rlly long, and he Is quite right. A day, 
a week, may be so filled as to serve the 
purposes of many an ordinary lifetime.

The keynote of life—the only'and the 
unerring clew to its labyrinthine experi
ences—is trust, absolute trust in God. 
"What is this saving faith to bb and 
how can it be attained? Can we find 
any sure way of touching the spring 
which moves us so potently?” There 
is, assuredly, one means of attaining the 
saving faith; of touching , tho spring,

Binghamton, N. Y.—-This is a charac
teristically proper middle "New York 
town, with the regulation number of 
churches,, banks, schools, mills, mill 
sites and dam Bites. But more than this, 
it has a title to distinction that out
weighs all other considerations. It is 
the home of a soothsayer, a real No. 1, 
first chop, topside sayer ot soothing 
things, without any discount at all.

This oracular individual does not con
fine herself to mystical allusions and 
veiled prophecies of vague and unnamed 
good-fortune certain to come some time 
in the future if you only wait long 
enough. She deals in facts so hard and 
cold that they glitter, and there Is just 
a sufficient admixture of past, present 
and future In them to drive them home. 
all the harder.’

Alihost anybody can tell some kinds 
of facts from the past, but facts of that 
sort this woman fails to mention; She 
does business with the facts that only 
two or three persons know and they us
ually have a vigorous desire to keep 
them dark.

Her special stronghold is the recov
ery of stolen goods, or tilings that have 
been lost, and the range of her opera
tions seems to have no particular limit. 
For instance, there was the case the 
other day of the doctor's wife.

Sho had lost a valuable brooch. As 
usual in such cases, it was one to which 
sb.e was attached for particular reasons, 
outside ot Its Intrinsic value.

It happened that she had not worn It 
for several months, and supposed that 
it was in the case with the rest of her 
jewels. When she had occasion to use 
it, it could not be found. 1

There was a commotion in the house. 
An inventory of the Jewels showed that 
the brooch was the only article miss
ing. That seemed tp dispose of the the
ory that there had been a robbery, at 
least by any one outside of tlie house.

There was, of course, the usual suspi
cion that some of the Servants had 
taken it. The house was searched from 
top to bottom. Every nook and cranny 
was ransacked. The bropch could not 
be found.

Because it had been a gift from the 
doctor, his wife was unwilling to tell 
him that It had been lost, until every 
possible mqans of recovering It had 
been exhausted. In this dilemma she 
thought of the soothsayer. Straightway 
she called on that remarkable person, 
and, without making herself or her er
rand known, received an appointment 
for the next morning.

This miracle worker does business 
with many of the usual accompani
ments. You write your given name on 
a slip of paper and turn it face down on 
the table. .Then you write whatever 
question you desire to ask and turn It 
down also.

The soothsayer's eyes are closed. She 
folds up the papers, with the writing In
side, and rubs them on her head. Then 
the trance begins.

, The doctor's wife had .asked simply 
where her pin was. The clairvoyant be
gan by describing the pin. Then she 
remarked that it had not been stolen, 
and that Mrs. Doctor’s suspicions of her 
servant were groundless. ,

In a certain room of the house there 
was a chiffonier the top of which ex
tended back a little in the rear of the 
glass. On this ledge, behind the mir
ror, the pin was then lying,

Mrs. Doctor got home as quickly as 
she qould. She knew the chiffonier 
very well. It was in the doctor’s room. 
It had already been searched, but no 
one happened to look behind the glass. 
There, sure enough, the brooch was 
found. ■

When the doctor came home his wife 
asked him about it. He remembered 
at once having picked up the pin just 
before they went away for the summer 
and put It there to tease his wife. Then 
he forgot all about it.

Now, says the doctor’s wife, how did 
that woman know all about It? She was

marks of that sort and then got down to 
the business of the cat The questioner 
was told to go back to the bank at once, 
and to go up three flights of stairs to a 
vacant room at the rean of the building. 
There the kitten would be found shut 
In.

Just as soon as the banker’s daughter 
heard the clairvoyant’s directions she 
went back to the bank building and 
climbed the .three flights of stairs. 
When she neared the vacant room she 
distinctly heard the kitten meowing.

The door was opened and there was 
the missing Angora, very thlu and hun
gry. It had been gone for about a 
week. Now, the banker says, “How the 
devil did that kitten get there, and how’ 
did that woman know it was there?”

There is the case of the Colonel’s 
widow’s dog. ‘ It Is a valuable setter, of 
which she is very fond. One day it dis
appeared.

Mrs. Qplonel hunted everywhere she 
could think of. She asked all her 
friends. She advertised in all the pa
pers, offering a reward, with no ques
tions asked, for tho return of the setter. 
No result, Ab a last resort she con
sulted thé clairvoyant.

When the preliminaries of the trance 
had been gone through with, the sooth
sayer directed the Colonel’s widow to 
take her carriage and drive seven miles 
out on a certain road which she indi
cated. At that distance there would be 
a house, which was carefully described, 
at the right of the road.

Mrs.- Colonel was to stoj> there and 
ask for her dog. It would be denied 
that any such dog was there. Mrs.. 
Colonel was to insist, and, If necessary,
force her way into the house, 
she would find her dog.

Mrs. Colonel obeyed orders.

There

She
drove the seven miles and found tlie 
house. When she asked for her dog she 
was told that there was no dog on the 
premises. She insisted and made an 
excuse to get into the house.

The reluctance of the residents to ad
mit her only confirmed her suspicions. 
She stuck to it and finally got inside. 
Then she heard the whining of a dog, 
but could not locate it exactly.

She inquired where it was and was 
told that it was something else that she 
heard. By this time her blood was up 
and she would not be denied. .

The whining kept up and grew louder. 
She finally located It in tho cellar and 
demanded that she be taken there. The 
people in the house evidently began to 
be fearful of the results, for they let 
her go down.

, There she found the dog, tied up. She 
released him ’ and took him home. 
When the Society for Psychological Re
search has a day or two off It can come 
to Binghamton and get all the facts in 
this case without any trouble whatever.

Within a few days there has occurred 
the case of the fur circular. It was the 
property of the mistress of a private 
school. During the usual fall house 
cleaning and renovation it was put out 
on the line In the yard, whence It disap
peared.

The owner made the customary hue 
and cry without finding her circular, 
and, as almost always happens, suspi
cion fell on one of the servants. The 
police were called in, but could do noth
ing. Then the owner went to see the 
clairvoyant.

The circular was stolen, was the ver- 
.diet, but not by one of the servants, as 
was suspected. It was -taken by an ex
tremely dark man, whq carrled It away. 
The owner should go home and adver
tise her loss, offering a reward. On 
third day of the advertisement the clr-

1

burden of weariness and sickness 
tyranny should be lifted from 
shoulders of them who labor and 
heavy laden.

the man is imprisoned. Then there and that is by prayer. For prayer is 
can be enlargement, and the man of to | the means by which one lays hold of 

''day scarcely recognizes tho man of yes- the divine life; enters into the divine 
terday. And such should be the out- spirit, and is as one with it. The most 
ward biography of man in time, a put-1 wonderful and radiant results come 
ting off of dead circumstances day by from the intense effort to purify theting off of dead circumstances day by 
day, as he .renews his raiment day by

and 
the 
are

Arcana of Spiritualism.
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

Do you wish to assist in the publica
tion of a revised edition of this book? 
If so, by subscribing for it now, you will 
receive a copy at less price than it will 
be sold for after publication. Price not 
desired until the book is ready for de-

day.” .
There are many things true in the 

sense of great and eternal' spiritual 
laws which are not true when, reduced 
to a temporary and finite explanation. 
Thus, for instance, the theory of rein
carnation is unmistakably true as a law 
of spiritual growth; but when it Is 
staked out at right angles and formu
lated like the multiplication table, and 
laid down that each individual returns 
again and again to this earth and re
traces his steps through Infancy and 
childhood and youth; when certain indi
viduals assert with convincing elo
quence that they recall their past incar
nations and recollect themselves per
fectly well as having been Bruno, or 
Mary Queen of Scots, or Plato, or Marie 
Antoinette; the asertion is, to put it 
mildly, quite open to reasonable doubts 
and to a final verdict of “not proven.”

But to return to the great realities of 
the life of the spirit; Hhe .life of the 
spiritual man, inhabiting, for a time, a 
physical body, that he may thus come 
Into relations with a physical world; 
slipping out of that body, by the pro
cess we call death; and..dwelling there, 
in the ethereal world, in his ethereal 
body, which Paul terms the “substan
tial” one, because the spiritual body is 
permanent and the physical one tem
porary; turning to the great realities of 
the life of the spirit—-What does one

spirit by prayer before entering into 
sleep at night, for sleep holds the body 
passive, while the spirit is for the time 
free to enter into the higher spiritual 
realm and be companioned with higher 
intelligences. Sleep holds the body 
and liberates the spirit, which then 
may, and often does, hold sweet com
munion with those who .(by death) are 
entirely liberated from the physical 
world.' To enter on sleep through the 
gates of prayer is to be led, for the 
time, into the spiritual world and into 
companionship and communion with 
those in the heavenly life. „

Often there is wise counsel given; 
suggestions, Intimations, that lift up 
the level of human life into closer con
nection with the divine life. These ex
periences duripg sleep—when the life' 
of the spirit is more Intense than in 
waking hours, because.it is liberated 
into its own world—are a vital factor in 
that law of growth by. which the soul 
“quits Its wholer'Systeih of things * • • 
and slowly forffis a new house.” Let 
life be, indeed, “'a putting oft of dead 
circumstances day by day.” Putting oft 
those that are old anddead, one enters 
into those that ‘fire net? and supremely 
alive. It is the'process by which man 
builds “the more stately mansions;” 
by means of width he leaves his “low- 
vaulted past” and coiftcB out into the 
luminous and golden days of the life ra
diant. LILIAN WHITING.

never in the house and couldn’t have 
known anything about the chiffonier in 
the doctor’s room.

Then there was the case of the An
gora cat. It belongs to the daughter of 
a 'banker, and had always been kept in 
the bank.

Not long ago the bank changed its 
quarters and the kitten ’disappeared. 
There was a commotion of search, all in 
vain.

The loss was advertised in all the city 
papers, with offers of a reward, but.wlth 
no success. The càt did not como 
back.

Thereupon the banker’s daughter said 
she would consult the clairvoyant The 
banker is a practical man and had no 
faith in such things, and he forbade it. 
Thé girl was not so skeptical, however, 
and she got one of her friends to make 
the visit to the soothsayer for her.

This friend went at once, and wrote 
on the slip of paper the simple question, 
“Where is the cat?” The clairvoyant 
went into her usual trance.

“I hear the rattle of money,” qhe 
said. “There is a great deal of It. It is 
in a bank.” ■

She went on with some more re-

cular would be returned. .
The school’ mistress followed instruc

tions. On the morning of the third day 
a farmer drove up to the house and in
quired for her. When she saw him he 
began to ask questions about the circu
lar. He had her describe It In minute 
detail, and when she had finished said:

“Your circular is out in my wagon."
It was, sure enough, the missing cir

cular. When it had been delivered the 
farmed said he supposed the lady would 
like to know how it came in his posses
sion. She said she certainly would, and 
he replied that on the day which she 
had given as the date of the theft he 
had bought the circular for 51 from an 
Armenian who had come to his house 
with it.

The Armenian had said that his wife 
had run away with another.man, taking 
everything they had except this circu
lar, It was now no good to him, and 
he would sell it for a dollar.

The farmer suspected that It had 
been stolen and thought the owner 
would be glad to pay a dollar to get it 
back. So he bought it and waited for 
the advertisement.

These are some of the more remark
able cases of this clairvoyant’s skill In

To the Editor and Friends at Large:i 
It gives me pleasure-to again address 

you fronj this home1 office of the Na
tional Spiritualists -Asociation, and to 
extpnd to you one and all the hearty fra
ternal greetings and expressions of 
good will of our board of trustees, and 
of all connected with this organization. 
We deeply acknowledge and highly ap
preciate the grand work of our spiritual 
press and the ever ready and kindly 
courtesies extended by the editors In 
our ranks, toward the N. S. A. and its 
constituents, and It Is with mùch satis
faction that I hereby publicly announce 
that at the last N. S. A. convention in 
Washington, the president and secre
tary each made special mention of the 
help constantly received from the spir
itual papers, and that the delegates 
wltfi one accord passed a specific vote 
of thanks to the editors of each of thé 
spiritual papers for efficient and unfail
ing service to this association.

It is now my duty to notify the publie 
that the N. 8. A. has appointed as spe
cial missionaries for the year—under 
salary, Mr, and Mrs. Sprague, and for 
a specified time, which will probably be 
extended, Mr. Majf O. Gentzke, the able 
editor of the good German Spiritual pa
per, Lichtstrahlen. Mr. Gentzke's mis
sionary work will be principally among 
the Germans,, and his addressee are to 
be mostly delivered in that language. 
We trust that all who are interested in 
such work will aid our German mission
ary In every possible way. He can ba 
addressed in care of the N. S. A. office.

Mr. and Mrs. Kates, who have for two 
years ably served this association a spe
cial missionaries, have decided to aban
don that particular line of work for the 
present, but they may again take It up 
at a later period. It Is quite possible 
that President Barrett may do much 
missionary work during the year, under 
the auspices of the N. 8. A. Mr. Geo. 
H. Brooks, of Illinois, and Mrs. C. E. 8. 
Twing, of New York, have been appoint
ed general missionaries, without com
pensation from this organization.

Mass-Meetings.
From all that we dan gather from dif

ferent points, there seems to be a de
mand for mass-meetings in some of the 
larger cities, and especially where state 
associations exist; we therefore desire 
that all societies where there are state 
associations, that think it feasible to ar
range for one mass-meeting or more in 
tlie state, during the meeting, to corre
spond, and co-operate with the mana
gers of tlie state organizations to the 
end of holding the meetings mentioned; 
the N. 8. A. will assist In the work, 
through the state board. In cities 
where no state association exists, where 
there seems to be enough enthusiasm 
and energy to unite in getting up a 
mass-meeting, the friends are Invited to 
correspond with the N. 8. A. secretary 
at this office, stating their grounds for 
believing a ■ mass-meeting—or more— 
could be held In their localities, and 
pay Its expenses., when, and what place, 
also what talent would be preferred.

Articles on Spiritualism, 
from the secular and religious publica
tions should be sent to our able editor- 
at-large, Mr. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin 
Heights, O., that he may reply to, or 
consider the same. If he deems best; 
our friends everywhere can largely as
sist Mr. Tuttle in his grand work, by 
acting upon this suggestion. The work 
of the editor-at-large last year extended 
far and wide, and was productive of 
great good to our cause.

With the opening of a new year of 
work for the N. 8. A., we find much to 
be accomplished, the officers are united 
in thought and action, and stand as a 
unit for effective humanitarian work. 
Our vice-president, who is widely known 
for his grand works as president of the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association
Dr. Geo. B. Warne—is one who can at
tract and hold the trust of all good Spir
itualists, honest men and honest medi
ums ; we need to say no more in his be
half. Our two new trustees, Mr. Grlm- 
shaw, of St. Louis, and Mrs. Twing, of 
New York, are also well-known Spirit
ualists who honor us by their presence 
on the board. The work of the new 
year opens with promises of cheer and 
success.

Our retiring officers are also entitled 
to our good words and commendatory 
thoughts; vice-president, Hon. T. M. 
Locke, of Philadelphia, ever stood at 
the post of duty, ready to perform his 
work, lend his influence and do his part 
for the betterment of man, and the 
honor of our cause, we cannot say too 
much In his praise; Trustees Pruden 
and Kates also did their work and duty 
on our board with fidelity and clearness 
of thought, their judgment sound, and 
their opinion always expressed In con
sonance with the principles of integrity.

In the spirit of good will and justice 
to all, these words are given.

MARY T. LONGLEY, • 
N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue 8. E., Wash« 
ington, D. C.

recovering lost or stolen articles, 
great many more might be cited.

A

When it comes to the business of for
tune telling there Is the same old plati
tude that is the main stock in trade of 
most of them, but there is enough of 
solid fact in such cases as these to set 
Binghamton people to wondering what 
fs the explanation.

Pslams, in the bishop’s opinion-,’ are not 
fit for public worship, and he would be 
glad if permission were given to omit 
them. .

For the rest, his lordship would have, 
the Bible taught from a literary point of 
view, with Oriental literary methods 
freely exhibited. Such teaching would 
have a peculiar charm, especially for 

■ the older children, but to ask them to 
believe In tho literal accuracy of the 
Bible was to put a strain upon the intel

. Ilgence which It could not easily bear.

livery. Please send your address 
once if you desire to assist

at

320 ÿctavo pages, finely bound in 
muslin. ■. ■

Price to subscribers, $1, postpaid.
Address HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

“In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructivo and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. 'Cloth 
bound; price $1. .

Spiritism and Mrn. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
in Bogard to It. < By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dalley. Demonstrates futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson's explanations of 

A Spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents.

"Just How to Wake the Bolar Plex
us.” By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable 
tor health. Price 25 cents;

"Poems ot Progress,” By Lizzie 
Doten... In -this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may bo read in her 
varied moods, "from igravo to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. Tho volume , is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.

"Spirit Echoes.” My Mattlo E. Hull; 
This pretty volume captains fifty-seven 
of. tho author's latest and clioicoat 
poems. Neatly bound In cloth, and with 
portrait Df tho author. Price 7b cents.

"THE LIFE RADIANT."
"The Life Radiant,” by Lilian Whit

ing, is deeply, Intuitively thoughtful, 
and Intensely spiritual and Inspiring. 
Lilian Whiting, with her poet soul, sees 
the spiritual significance of the things 
of material science as well as the finer 
essences of thought and soul life; and 
with pure cultured taste blends them 
into a radiantly polished gem of beauti
ful literary.work.. . . ,

"The moment one realizes himself as 
a spiritual being, belonging of right to 
the spiritual world; one whoso true In
terests aro in and of that realm, and to 
whom communion with the Divine fs 
tho very brdath of existence, the one 
elixir of life, that moment ho'asserts 
himself aright. From that hour his life 
becomes a significant factor in true 
progress.” ■ w

“One attracts to himself from the un
seen .world companionship ot tho same 
order and quality as that pf his own

spirit, with the ebteeptioh that In propor
tion to the purity of his aspiration does 
this quality of companionship come to 
him of a still higher forder than his
own.' br - ;o

“The physical HiniveAe In which man 
finds himself is not only surrounded by 
tne spiritual universe, but the two aro 
so absolutely Interpenetrated that he 
may live In both, and, as a matter of 
foot, whoever Ilves tho lifo of the spirit 
does live now and here, as an inhabit
ant of both realms. The spiritual uni
verse is the reservoir of energy. 'Tlie 
things that are seen are temporal; but 
the things that are not seen are eter
nal.’” “ i: ■ ■ •■■ ■

' Buch thoughts as these can only have 
an excellent and . uplifting- influence, 
and this new volunio by Miss Whiting 
teems with such spiritual riches.

The book is beautifully printed 
bound in cloth. Price |1. Gilt, 
bossed, $1.25. ., .

and 
env

The Churches on Divorce.
The Roman Catholic church, boldly 

asserted that through its priests it had 
the sole and exclusive right to legalize 
marriage, and if this state was entered 
into otherwise,'by forms of state or the 
officiation of ministers of other denomi
nations, such'contracts were null and 
void. It has held to this arrogant as
sumption, and Protestant ministers, al
though receiving their right to officiate 
at marriages from the state, hold fast 
to the Catholic Idea that marriage is a 
sacrament, and hence under the control 
of the church. Hence the constant 
wall of preachers about the awful state 
of morals indicated by the prevalence 
of divorces. Not that tho churches care 
anything about the matter, only when 
marriages are sanctioned by the priests, 
they want them Indissoluble.

An exchange side by side presents a 
screed of the Unlvorsallsts, and tho 
mandate of the Roman Catholic Cardi
nal Gibbons. » '

At the general convention of the 
fofmer recently hold at Washington, a 
resolution was passed condemning in 
strongest terms the increase of di
vorces, and counseling ministers to bo 
careful to make Inquiries and not join 
those together whose divorces had ob-

-ivould withhold divorce from the laity. 
What the infallible priests have joined 
together1 must so remain. He grants 
the privilege for members of his 
church to mingle in society with those 
who havq been divorced, but they must 
not accept invitations to the houses of 
divorced persons, nor invite them to 
their own homes.

We are not in favor of hasty divorces, 
nor In hasty marriages, but of two evils, 
compelling a man and women to live to
gether, when they abhor each other, or 
allowing them to separate, it seems to 
us that common sense should maintain 
•the latter course.

The causes which make divorce desir
able may be disgraceful to one party, 
but that should not cast reflection on 
the other. It should be tho object of 
every married couple to make each oth
er’s lives happy and home Ideal heaven. 
But If their home-life becomes the very 
opposite, and hate takes tho place of 
love, does policy of state or religion de
mand that because a priest has pro
nounced them one, they must remain 
helpless victims to their mistaken 
choice? 1
; Where is tho immorality of such m!s- 
mated souls being granted divorce? Is 
It not tho height of Immorality to hold 
them In a union so repugnant?

What Is Religion?
At a recent lecture In Temple Israel, 

Dr. Emil G. Hirsch gave utterance to 
some thoughts that make very Interest 
Ing reading. Among other things hq 
said: :

“The Inscription, ‘At home to Chris
tians from 10 to 12 Sunday mornings, to 
Jews from 2 to 4 Saturday afternoons,’ 
on a fashionable calling card and signed 
by the Lord, represents the idea many, 
people have of God.

“So completely have religious cere
monies been placed around the Deity, 
that many people are afraid to commu
nicate with God except at the appointed 
hour, for fear the telephone wires might 
get crossed; >

“You might as well ask men to reclt« 
odes and idyls extemporaneously as to 
ask them to pray. Extemporaneous 
prayer Is a gift denied to most men, fos 
It Is the highest kind of poetry.

, “It Is simply insolence to give ths 
Lord information through prayer and 
then demand the remedy. In many re
ligious centers, when a child is born, OB 
when a girl becomes engaged, or when 
a boy returns from school on a vaca
tion, they have the minister or priest 
tell God. This Is simply Insolence.

"You would not have to walk mors 
than a thousand miles, and you might 
even enter some Jewish synagogues, 
and find religion preached as a releasa 
from pain, a means of escape from ths 
fear of death. Such people would malts 
religion a kind of opium den where 
they smoke the pipe and rush ths 
growler. They want to make a kind of 
soothing sirup. But the dreams pass 
and the awakening is all the more rack
ing. Pain is not punishment Were it 
not for pain the world would still be in 
the hands of the lowest savages.

"Religion Is merely the method to en
able man to find himself. It is for all 
time and all people, in all places."

'S

fi

"Love—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr. 
W. P. Photon. For sale at thia office. 
Price 25 cents.

The Commandments Analyzed, price
jeoUonaWo features. / ’ 25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth, 50
_ The representative of Catholicism ct&ia. For saie at this office:

'The Light ot Egypt" Volumes I 
and 2. An occult library In Itsqlf, * 
text-book of esotorlo knowledge aa 
taught by Adopts of Hermetic Phlloae*  
phy. Price $2 per volume. For sale m 
BUS office. .
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4 “LET THERE BE LIGHT• i • . . ■ ■ ■ .

Mrs. H. P. Kussegue brings the light of her inspi
ration to bear upon this Important subiect, and 
illustrates many important points in connection 
with divine law, vibrations, harmonious thoughts, 
electrical emanations, science and religion, the Su

preme Spirit.  . *
“God said, ‘Let there be light,’ and 

there was light.” >
This we have hosen for our subject 

to-night
Who said, let there be light, and how, 

aa the voices rang down the ages, God 
said let there be light, and there was 

> .’ /lit, and there is light, and the light is 
■ Vi^ifod. Nearly a hundred millions of

believes In a déifie law, law in a divine 
life that must and always will exist for 
all time to come. Cajl this what you 
may, God is simply the term applied to 
the best you know. To the highest life 
that you are able to appreciate. To the 
highest diyine. condition you are able to 
measure, to the holiest attributes of
goodness, and these things you call

tiles away from the earth lies the cen- God. A Spiritualist, an atheist, the in-
•’-ter of this great system of planets, from 

, which come to us floating upon ether, 
' obedient to the law that is susceptible 

of measurement, of recognition, the 
. Tays of light tpat Illumine this earth, 

that point put to us its. beauties, its 
■ grandeur, its motion, and reveal its 

revolution. We recognize the fact, 
that there is a law, that projects from 
the center of this system a ray of light, 
tliat overcomes 98,000,000 miles of 
space, and can bring to us our knowl
edge of the relation that exists between 
this planet and the center of its sys
tem, In order that we may know Its or
bit, its journeys athwart the skies, and 

• we listen to the great rhythm of nature 
‘ that is singing the harmonies of God's 

’• divine laws, and feel that we are close 
to the great heart of the universe; yet 
we know, and know well, that these 
conditions could not exist, were it not 
that a divine law so tempers ub, di
rects us, adjusts one particle of matter 
to another, that the vibration that 

, brings to us the knowledge of the dis
tant planet is as true to us as it 1b to 
the' planet from which emanates the 
light

Tesla tells us that a ray of light trav
els at the rate of 286,000 to 300,000 
miles a seond; and yet with all this 

: great rapidity that carries Into the ob
jective world, it Is true that there is 
a power more wonderful that transmits 
thought,, the spiritual emanation from 
the brain of man, over the earth, and he 

. cannot measure how far out Into space 
may be projected. These are forces 
that can be measured; you can learn 
the diameter and the circumference of 
-a particle of matter; you can learn how 
closely these particles are allied to 
each other; the reason why some are 
octagonal, others are globular; the rea
sons why they are so mathematically 
adjusted one to another, and yet In and 
through'all this knowledge, we are wont 
to consider these laws Holy, Holy.

Ib it not true that any manifestation 
of power, from whatever source It may 
emanate, whatever foundation It may 
rest upon, whatever its beginnings or 
its ultlmates may bring to us, has a 
force underlying It, that is supreme in 
its Intelligence, creative In Its activi
ties, binding In its relationships, loylng 
and tender In Its ministrations, and in 
all these conditions of the outer world, 
we are able to see the handiwork'of a 
divine law, and that law is spiritual in 
its attributes, spiritual In ltd“ sources, 
spiritual ln~lte causes, spiritual In Its 
effects, spiritual in its applications to 
us, spiritual in its associations with ev
eryday common life. These facts sci
ence has established as truths that are 

' - uncontrovertible. They are truths that 
time cannot change, that circumstances 
am) evolutions of life can by no means 
obliterate. They are facts that are 
born In nature, they are bom of a spir
itual law, and they are co-existent with 
Divinity; they are bound within the 
heart and life and spirit of. God, and He 
commands them, He directs them, and 
we are the mirrors upon which Is re
flected the knowledge of His law. • This 
being true, then it becomes our duty 

■ that our minds shall be made as clear, 
as perfect, as unobstructed, that the 
light shall'shine perfectly upon our 
souls, that we may comprehend the 
mlslon of its truths. '

. Science tells us that In the vibrations 
of the air, none are of equal length; the 
vibrations are short and long, they are 
not of the same dimensions in thick
ness, they are not of the same dimen-. 

. sions In length, but they are adjusted 
one to another sb perfectly, so accu- 

■ rately, that they bring to us the wonder
ful message, that when nature, the law 
and voice of God, is heard sounding ' 
through the corridors of nature, and He 
proclaims let there be light, all nature 
arises in response to the mandates of 
His will, and light shines upon us 
through the natural world. So when 
truth with all Its majestic life falls upon 
our souls, It has only obeyed that same 
Divine voice of the Almighty Spirit, 
that proclaims to our Conscience let 

. there be light, and the moment our
' minds are opened to receive His les

sons, His wisdom, His truth, the an
swer comes from the depths of our na
tures, and there Is light.

So with the Influences that 'go out 
from the human mind, there la. a vibra
tory law existing between soul “and soul. 
Your Influences are- going out every 
moment of your lives. Every heart 
throb is bearing upon the bosom of the 
atmosphere about you, its message to 
your fellow creatures, for good or for 
evil, for light or for darkness, for shad

: ow or for shine; it is to carry a mes
sage for use, for helpfulness and 
strength, or a message to depress and 
enslave another life. As the vibrations 
of the air are changing, changing their 
position, changing their attitude one to 
another constantly, under the law In na
ture, so they are changing under the 
same law, or use of It revealed. - ■

Yoti> cannot think an inharmonious 
thought, but that you have bred discord 

’ in The, atmosphere about you, to the full 
limitation of your spiritual orbit. You 
cannot think a holy thought, that you 
are not sending out a helpful giving 
spirit to the world about you, you are Il
luminating the atmosphere about your 
spirit, and you are carrying out to the 
world anInfluence for good. How little 
a man HTglven to think for a moment, 
when he Is In- solitude, he is thinking 
thoughts that shall help the race, or in
jure It, that shall give to it help or 
weakness, that shall be morally helpful 
or Injurious, that shall be physically in
jurious as well. How little we are given 

■ to consider, that all these Influences 
that go out from ub are obeying God’s 
mandates. , i

But you say, you Spiritualists believe : 
in no God, you believe In no Supreme : 
Being, you believe in no divine life, you 
believe in no lights throned and en- ( 
throned in heaven before which we , 
shall bow and worship; and I answer, । 
you know not what you say. You know I 
not what you accuse your fellow crea- ; 
tures of. No man or woman, ,it mat- ’ 
tejrs not how theoretical they may be i 
concerning your faith, no matter how । 
Skeptical concerning your spiritual be- , 

i llefs, If they beliovo in tho Divine law j 
1 that inheres this universe, that evolves 1 
L - its rays from ago to ago, and has por- । 
FitfL irayod tiro . divine majestic spirit < 
Me »rough the divine unfoldlnga of life; I

aa upn 11.UUUOI.) mi umciDi, VUw Hi" 
fidel, the religionist, it matters not to 
what denomination he may attach him-

> self, the moment he realizes and ac
i knowledges the divine, acknowledges a 
, belief in a Supreme Spirit. Thomas 
i Paine, branded as an infidel by theolog- 
i ical behest, a man whose life record is 
, one of well doing, a man who stands out 
i In the history of America a bright and 
, shining light, believed In a. religion to 
• do. He believed in one God, and that 

God was all embracing, all loving, all 
> living, all powerful, universal. It Is of 

no account what another man may 
■ think of you or of me, providing In that 
. thought we are sending back, to him or 
i to her the knowledge of the high appre- 
i elation of truth, goodness and love. 
। These are divine attributes, they are 
. emanations of a divine spirit; and If 
। they shine through our lives, so much 
. more for the divinity of our living.

Spiritualism brings us to the knowledge 
of what the light must be, that Is best 

. adapted to our needs. If we are spirit
ually enhungered, we seek the waters 

• of life that flow from the fountain of 
God. If we are in spiritual darkness, 
we ask for spiritual enlightenment, and 
we look outward and upward to find 
that which shall make more beautiful 
our Ilves. Because a Spiritualist, does 
not make Spiritualism immoral any 
more than if a Methodist be Immoral 
that Methpdism is Impure, or because a 
Calvalnlst is a criminal, does not in
criminate Calvinism. It is only the 
truth Itself, the principle, the spiritual 
perception, that is measured by the un
derstanding of man, that gives the true 
status of any truth. The light that we 
seek most, Is the light that shall make 
life best, that shall reveal to us its best 
uses, the best purposes to which we 
can devote our thought, our attention.

The Influences that are passing out 
from every Individual are based upon 
the sapie law as that which abides In 
nature. We may call it magnetism. 
We may call it any thing we please. 
We may label it electricity. We.may 
label If spiritual force. We may call It 
by any name we please, It emanates 
from spirit. It is spiritual Influence. It 
is spiritual truth carrying with it the 
power for good In every direction. You 
come In contact with your neighbor. If 
you are harmoniously related to that 
neighbor or attracted to him the enia-. 
nations that pass from you spiritually 
are measured, and blend with those 
whom you receive from the friend.

It has been demonstrated by science 
and the Instruments that science has 
created, that the electrical emanations 
from human beings are so forcible, so 
direct, so tangible, that they, may be 
calculated, as you may calijulate a 
mathematical problem, how they will 
reach you, and how you can Impel them, 
the forces that attract them, and the 
forces that repel them, and they go on 
and are blending your influences for any 
good purpose. *

You are all aware In dally experi
ences that ifs two, or ten, or one hun
dred men work hdrmoniously, your de
sires are better, your influences are 
more effective/ your work is more, con
ducive of good results, brings forth 
better ultlmates, and you can establish 
the results of your undertakings with 
greater protection. If there be one in
harmonious mind present, sending out 
the emanations from that mind to influ
ence the plans you formulate, and you 
move on in an inharmonious atmos
phere, you fail In the accomplishment of 
your desires, and why? Simply be
cause in the one’lnstance the Influences 
are moving on with a mighty force, and 
the obstructions are taken away; while 
in the other Instance, you are obstruct- 

‘ed, and the emanations of your mind be
come entangled, one with another, with 
the discordant conditions to which they 
are subjected. These conditions are 
spiritual, they are intellectual, they are 
magnetic, they are electric, they em
brace the law that holds man to man, 
and governs the relations of the human 
races. They are forces that every man 
should, acquaint himself with, and the 
results that have come to scientific in
quirers in the last centuries have given 
them a knowledge that Spiritualism has 
brought us to a higher plane of living, 
doors have opened to the mysteries, the 
human mysteries, that miracles have 
ceased, and the law has adjusted itself 
to human beings, until you are learning 
the reasons why these things exist.

Every family practically demonstrates 
these truths. You will find in a family 
of eight or ten members there are al
ways some of the family who do not 
agree with you. Why? Because tem
peraments differ, , because associa
tions differ, because others have a dif
ferent comprehension of the same 
truths, and the consequence Is, that' 
there will be a discordant condition 
that will bring you either to a more 
careful Investigation of causes, or an 
abandonment of many plans which you 
have undertaken. On the. other hand, 
If your minds are attracted to the 
causes of these conditions, and you rec
ognize why discord Is discovered in 
your midst, you will soon find the way 
to adjust them to a more harmonious at
mosphere, and remove the foundations 
upon which discord rests, and the con
sequence will be to bring ybu better 
conditions. What must be the ultimate 
of these things? -

I will tell you.
The human race 1b one family. The 

Father of that family is God. All men, 
Whether of this age or any age who 
have lived, or whoever will lite, are 
subject to that divine law, are subject 
to the behest of that divine Intellect, 
that divine spirit that Is evolving itself 
through tho human progress of the race, 
and is becoming grander, mightier, 
more potent, in all his laws through the 
human being.

There Is in our lives a broader, higher, 
and deeper knowledge of God than evey 
dwelt in human consciousness boforo. 
God is nearer to tho heart of man be
cause he has lost his personality. He 
is the universal spirit, the breath of 
life, the foundation and summit of all 
the universe or universes tliat exist, 
and In this knowledge wo are coming 
nearer to tho spirit, because its omni
presence is behold through its great 
handiwork through all nature, through
out all life. God’s spirit is tho bridge 
of light that sheds abroad its rtiys over 
the earth, and the children of mon,are

rnan or woman . who recognlzihi », ^.0^..
t ,/ Biese facts, believes In a dlvlno apjrlt, edge, wisdom, pe-ucg and love, nearer to

Climbing to loftier heights of Icnowl-

Ip®

the, heart of the divine life. God is 
here, as everywhere, a power that is un
folding itself continually.

The day has come when science and 
religion no longer wage war with each 
other. They are at one with each 
other. Ona is but the reflector of the 
other, the administrator of the law. 
Science is only the hand of God writing 
upon all life his law, and revealing his 
purposes through his creating power. 
We have looked upon God as a created 
being, upon man as a created individ
ual, because we have measured his life 
by the limitations of the body; There 
is no limitation upon the souls of men. 
There^is no limitation upon the intel
lect of man. ‘There is no condition in 
heaven or on earth- denied to the under
standing of man. The moment his mind 
has so enlarged, has so • awakened to 
the spiritual presence, he is . able to 
comprehend its Import. It is Important 
to-day that men think of their spiritual 
natures In such a manner as shall teach 
them that all things, whether low or 
high, whether they are gross or fine, 
whether they are in Ignorance or in
wisdom, the germ of the highest Is in 
the lowest; the germ of the divine no 
man can annihilate, and it is our duty 
to find, that power, and make the best 
condition possible of its development. 
The ¡spiritual life of man again goes 
out in his conduct In such a way that it 
is felt and seen of men. Why you think

.
In your dally associations you meet a 

man, and you like or dislike him. How 
common It Is.to say, “I have takeri. the 
measure of such a man and I want noth
ing to do with him." How do you do it? 
The spiritual vibration of that man’s 
life did not accord with yours, and you 
resisted him, and therefore judged him 

’as an accountable being for the life he 
was living, accountable to conflict with 
you, and you resented his approach. 
On the other hand, you meet a man, and 
in his case you say you like hlm, “I 
trust hlm, I believe In him.” Why? It 
Is not the beauty of the man’s speech. 
It is not because his pulse is in accord 
with yours. It is not because his feat
ures attract your admiration. It Is be
cause the spiritual vibration that vi
brates from his soul accords with yours, 
and you judge the better side of him, 
because your spiritual Influences blend 
with him, and you are spiritually at
tracted to each other. These are the 
laws that govern human relations, and 
they are the laws that you should un
derstand more. Then the laws that so 
emphatically influence, that are so 
wisely talked of among men, would be 
more understood, If they could be. ap
plied for helpfulness and strength.

The psychological relations between 
man and man are so well marked, and 
so well defined, that the instruments In 
the hands of scientific men could tell, 
not by the color of yoUr eyes or hair, 
but could tell by the émanations that 
are magnetic, that are from your heart 
and from your mind and from your 
spirit For Instance, two men that 
come together, both opposites, both op
posed to each other’s Ideas, how do 
they meet? They meet directly oppo
site to opposite, ahd reproach each 
other. On the other hand, if they will 
meet, to blend their influences, there is 
a successive union and going forward 
on the part of both. So in families, so 
between men and women, children and 
parents, friend and friend, society, busi
ness, religion, commerce, everywhere, If 
these laws are understood, the world is 
richer, stronger, better, and there will 
come to you that light that leads to 
"peace on earth, good will toward men,”

A STUDY IN THEOLOGY,

The Saint Speaks. ' 
Praise to the Lord who saves my sinful 

soul
Safe while the ages roll! ■
Not through my deeds, nor any worth of 

mine, .
But lifted high to shine' .
Through the full ransom of His slaugh- 

tored Son
Slain for sins yet undone.
Praise for my safety, Lord. All praise 

to Thee
Who graciously didst free
My soul from every sin and btyig^aaff" 

stand "
At thy right hand
And see the throng of sinners hurled be

low
To endless woe!.
Oh, joy, to sing throughput the change- 

16ss days 1
Loud songs of praise
Before the Judge who turns away His 

wrath
And merfy hath —
To save me for His glory; while black 

' hell' :
Seethes' with the pain of sinful souls 

that fell.
I see, amid the unredeemed throng 
Children, span long., • ,
My„own, perchance.' But I am safe 

above,
Rescued by lovo. •
For honor or dishonor He made all— 
Some doomed to fall
To show the greatness of His mercy 

given
Those saved for heaven.
Foredoomed to howl in quenchless 

flame to prove
His wondrous love .
For the select few, destined' ere the 

earth
First sprung to'birth,
To all the glories of His heavenly place, 
Saved by His grace.
The awful throne of wrath I bow before 
All trembling to adore
Thee, mighty Ruler, God of torments

dire, 
The while my 

fire.

v 
sinful kindred shriek in

The Sinner Speaks;
“I can never be happy in heaven,” she 

said.
“I hear through the anthems of praise 
A cry from the depths, a sound of dé- 

spair '
From God’s forgotten in torment there, 
And the hymns that the ransomed raise 
Are a broken music to me," she said.
“I take no joy in their heaven,” she 

. said, . • .
“For my heart was ever A human thing 
And it clung to the woeful ones of 

earth.
It hds not changed in this newer birth.
I hear their grief though the angels 

s|ng.
l am sad for the souls in hell," she said.
“I have no place in this heaven,” she 

- said. .. .
“I lean to them o’er the bitter bar.
The bliss and glory are all in vain.
For my heart is rent with their hope

less pain
Prisoned in hell’s black bonds afar, > 
And I am. bound with their bonds,” she 

said: . - ,
“I turn from your holy-heaven,” she 

said, , ...... ■
“For my soûl yearns down, to the lost' 

and lone. . ■
I choose to suffer. I cannot pray
While the lost ones call me. I .cast 

away • ■ . .
My crown immortal and . waiting throne 
Because of the souls in hell,” sho said.

BEATRICE ST. GEORGE, 
Wilmette, Bl.

"Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young," By J. M.

Base Assaults by Catholics on the Public Schools
THE CONFLICT OPENS,

The Citizen, of Boston, has frequently 
of late called attention to tile Increasing 
boldness of the utterances of Cardinal 
Gibbons and the bishops and priests ot 
Romo in their attacks upon the Amer
ican public school. In faQt, they have 
become so bold that , even1 the dally 
press Is beginning to notice it. The 
Springfield Republican, icommentlng 
upon Gibbons' recent attack, says: ...

“There has been of late ¿¡renewed at
tack—nothing at all formidable,- to be 
sure—upon the American public school 
system because of Its ‘godlessness ¡’or, 
as its friends would Bay, the absence of 
positive religious teaching. The Re
publican has no sympathy with assaults 
of this character upon the present state 
system of education. ■

“IL’gke the state of Massachusetts, 
where the public school system has 
has reached as high a development as 
In any American commonwealth. What 
Is the condition of Massachusetts to
day In the matter of crime? Homicides 
have decreased steadily In the past 
thirty years, and If this is not a favor
able test of civilization, what is? Just 
over the Massachusetts boundary line 
there is a Rhode Island manufacturing 
city, Woonsocket, that on June 21 last 
had not had a single case of man
slaughter in fifteen years. Having an 
exceptionally large percentage of fac
tory population, that city’s record Is ex
traordinary, Of serious offences, too, 
aside from homicide, it has had re
markably few In the period mentioned. 
The case of Woonsocket is cited in this 
connection because In Its educational 
system it Is no different from the cities 
In our own commonwealth. If 'godless' 
schools are held responsible for “brlme 
and barbarism, ’where they flourish 
rankly, then the same kind of schools 
must be given credit for such phenom
enal Instances of the absence of serious 
crime as the Rhode Island city repre
sents.”

The Republican then goes on to show

from ofiiclul iigiires, t'- tt criminality Is 
much less in Massachusetts than In
certain countries .where tho schools
•'church schools."

Commenting upon the above. 
Standard, of Cincinnati, remarks:

“Those who are even passably

are

the

lib
formed on tho methods of the papal dic
tatorship need not be told that the hier
archy never begins a move until it is 
ready, nor until tho public is at least 
part ially won. There could bo no bet
ter sign that tjie outposts of Protestant
ism are believed to be captured, than an 
open declaration of its purpose by the 
Roman See. The one safeguard on 
which Protestants have depended more 
than op anything else, is free speech 
and an independent press. That this 
fortress has been captured, The Stand
ard has been proving by example, show
ing that our secular press papers are 
open to all that favors .the Catholic 
hierarchy and closed to all that is in op
position to it. '

• “Now, the press op which the Prot
estants of this Protestant country have 
placed their dependence, having fallen 
Into the bands of the enemy, it takes no 
ghost come from the grave to tell that 
this advantage will be followed up, and 
naturally the first assault is on our 
public school system, with which the 
Catholic church has always Quarreled, 
and which it has always declared was 
usurpation of the sole right of the 
Catholic church to supervise all educa
tion. Such is its contention now, and 
its first effort 1b to break down the char
acter of its enemy—to keep alive its in
famous slander against ‘godless’ 
schools. What the ‘godly’ schools of 
Catholicism are doing for God and hu
manity is seen in the one fact that in 
nearly every capital offence, punished 
on the gallows, the criminal is attended 
in his last hours by a Catholic priest 
' “What Catholic education really is 

may be seen in the hordes of Catholics 
that come to this country from Italy, 
Austria, Hungary and other Catholic 
countries, and do more to degrade the 
standard of public morals than all na-

tivc causes put together. What has put 
American morality so high above all 
foreign countries but our public 
schools, and where is there a country in 
tiie world, not blessed with a Protestant 
school system, that is not on an infinite
ly lower plane of morals and intelli
gence? The Catholic schools of this 
country, poor as they are, are infinitely 
better than in any other part of the 
world, simply because they can not 
otherwise face the light of day, along
side of our Protestant system. France 
herself, a Catholic country, has been 
forced to protect her children from the 
schools of the Catholic orders. And it 
is these so-called ‘educators' who pro
pose to supplant in free America the 
‘godless’ schools which have been our 
bulwark against their superstition and 
mummeries. ,

"But the hierarchy has gone further 
than to assail our godless schools. It 
now assails the cardinal principles of 
our American Constitution, and through 
Archbishop Elder, of .Cincinnati, openly 
proposes to divide the public schools 
among the various religious bodlee, per
mitting the parents of the children to 
decide by majority vote In whose hands 
each school g.halj be placed. In a long 
‘interview,’ evidently prepared for the 
purpose of furthering the scheme, Mr. 
Elder argues at great length this un
American, unpatriotic and reactionary 
measure.

“It Is evident that the time has come 
for the war to begin on the public 
schools, and that, preliminary to that 
war, the secular papers, that ought to 
be their boldest champions, the so- 
called ‘free’ press, has been stricken 
dumb. While heralding the Catholic 
prelate’s scheme to the word with every 
token of approval, the Times-Star has 
not one word to say against it, though 
it is an attack on a vital principle of our 
Government. No other secular paper 
has a word to say against it, Should 
Protestant writers or Protestant con
ventions protest against it, no doubt 
the protest will go to the waste basket.

The outworks have been captured.
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BONE OF CONTENTION
The .Existence of a Man Named Jesus has been vehe

mently affirmed, and equally emphatically denied. 
Ancient libraries have been searched and high spir
its consulted, in the endeavor to settle the vexed 
question, but it will not “settle,” and the world 
will remain- “at 'sea” in regard to this name which 
has figured so largely in the world’s history.

LIFE OF CHRIST.
EVIDENCE AS TO, THE, LIFE OF 

CHRIST HELD INCONCLUSIVE.
" —t t "

Maintains There Is’No Trustworthy 
Writing on Record to Substantiate 
That Anyone Ever- Saw, Jesus or

■ Heard Him Speaki-' ' •
* I did'.make the statertfent^y Implica
tion, as T. 'Darley Alien ¡asserts, that 
the evidence tending to establish the 
actual personality of -the Jesus of the 
gospel narratives is, tp say the least, 
very meager and inconclusive. .
. That there was 1900 years ago a man 
by the name of Jesus, who‘went about 
doing good, It is not my intention to 
deny. Indeed, Jesephus refers to more 
than one person of the same name. We 
Ore, for the present, specifically con-- 
cerned only with Mr. Allen's theological 

-qreation, “unique in biographical literal 
ture"—that stupendous individual's ca
reen— Jesus Christ as delineated in the- 
gospels. .

“History,” says Judge Ladd, “In order 
to be entitled to credit, must have been 
written contemporaneously with‘A the
events narrated therein, or 'rom
writings made at that time, and it must 
or should be known who the writers 
were, that they were men of credibil
ity." <

Test of Reason.
In judging of truth and falsehood, 

there Is but one accepted standard— 
man’s reason, as applied through the 
various channels of intelligence. Civ
ilized nations are such just bo • far as 
they apply this rule tp all matters per
taining to life; a lack of It makes the 
savage. The truth of all history stands 
or falls by this application and this 
alone.

Under established rules of evidence, 
then, Is there any fact about the birth, 
life and death of Christ that shines 
through the night of the past? What Is 
the truth? Simply this: Not a single 
word can be found in any trustworthy 
writing which was written by a person 
who ever saw Jesus or heard him speak. 
The history of Christianity for the first 
century Is almost a blank. The only 
record of his supposed life on earth is 
found in the gospels, in certain epistles 
ascribed to Paul, In certain statements 
by the earliest “fathers," in certain leg
ends contained in the miscellaneous 
portions of the Talmud, and In a very- 
few allusions by pagan writers. But 
not one of these sources is contempo
rary with the career of Jesus.

Is Position Tenable?
The “celebrated pasage’’ In Josephus, 

which was long considered the chief ev
idence In the case, Mij. Allert I® candid 
enough to admit, Is not a ’Subject for 
discussion. But, like .Paley,, whom he 
quotes, he believes that in jhe silence 
of Josephus concerning Jesus he has 
suppressed something. When we con
sider that the question,of Imtnortallty Is 
and ever was one of equal; interest to 
all the human race, thglr position seems 
hardly tenable. c, . ,i<

Matthew's statement tliat “many bod
ies of the saints which slept arose and 
came out of the graves after;His resur
rection and went into the Holy City and 
appeared unto many,’!<shoutd>havo been 
hailed with gladness. ¿.The v.enlgma of 
the ages would haveibeen'^ettled be
yond dispute. Whateverjiidegree of 
prejudice might have existed amfong the 
enemies of Jesus, there was nothing to 
hinder the recognition of that com
pany of resuscitated citizens, and the 
promulgation of the glad tidings of 
their continued existence. Yet, beyond 
that daring assertion of Matthew, there 
Is not a word in aqy-record. .

As to Miracles.
■ Perhaps wo should hesitate In deem
ing it strange that historians should 
omit to. record the remarkable event, 
since "no reference is mode to the mir
acles of Christ by any writer, Christian,' 
heathen or Jewish, until,nearly a hun
dred years after they are bald to have 
been performed."—(Waite’s "Hls-

"sufficient proof." Hardly; such an ex
traordinary. event as the trial and cru
cifixion purports to have been should be 
proved by an extraordinary amount of 
evidence. Tactitus does not testify to 
the crucifixion, nor to anything about 
the Christians' origin or early history, 
any more than he does about the deities 
or heroes of any myth or superstition 
which he records from the stories which 
came to him from their adherents.

William Addis, M. A., In his "Chris
tianity and'the Roman Empire,” speak
ing of Tacitus and Suetonius, says they 
show by their brief and contemptuous 
notices that they knew little about 
Christianity and cared less.

Light as to Acts.
' Pliny’s “letter” Is interesting from, 

the fact that here true history Intro
duces, for the first time, the Christians 
to us. But not a word about/the cruci
fixion. All that these writers say, near
ly a century after the event, Is an echo 
that cannot touch the question under, 
discussion.

“What better evidence for the truth 
of the New Testament could be desired 
(?) than Is'afforded by the gospels and 
apostolic acts?" asks Mr. Allen. In
deed I It is stated, in the religious en
cyclopedia of Mcdllntock and Strong 
that one of the Greek manuscripts of 
the New Testament, the one called “Co
dex Bezae," or the Cambridge manu
script, “is chiefly remarkable for Its 
bold and extensive interpolations,- 
amounting to over. 600 In the Acts 
alone."—(Article Cambridge MS.)

When were the acts of the apostles 
written? Let Rev. Dr. Davidson, the 
Christian writer, answer: “We cannot 
go further back than Irenaeus with cer
tainty. • * * There is nothing In the 
apostolic fathers nor-in any work an
terior to the ‘Letters of the Churches of 
Vienna and Lyons,’ written probably 
soon after 177 A. D., to prove the exist
ence of the Acts.” And that “it has to 
be noticed that the earliest testimony 
Is more than 100 years later than’the 
events described in the Acts. We have 
also to take into account that Irenaeus 
was not critical.” Do we not “desire” 
better evidence?. When were the gos
pels written? It Is admitted by many 
Christian scholars that 69 A. D. is 
much too early. Have we the testi
mony of eyewitnesses? Not-at all.

Evidence Held Lacking.
"The Kingdom of God,” written by 

Alexander Balman Bruce, D. D., profes
sor of N. T. exegesis at Glasgow,, con-
tains this: “It would Inspire great con
fidence in the synoptical records to be

tory;")

ROBERT 6. INGERSOLL.
Defended Against an Evangelist's As- 

perslons.
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R«v. F. A. Strough, Evangelist, Clncln- 
natl, Ohio:—
My Dear 8ir:*-The  telgraphic news 

of last Sunday’s proceedings gives you 
credit with 'the statement that the late 
Robert G. Ingersoll committed suicide; 
that the death of that distinguished 
gentleman was not caused by heart
failure, as indicated by report current 
following his demise. Such statement, 
coming as it does from a supposed ex
pounder of “the truth, the whole truth 
and nothing but the truth,” is more than 
a surprise and extremely illogical to 
any sane mind familiar with the life 
and teachings of that learned agnostic.

Col. Ingersoll's teachings, no matter 
whether they were right or wrong, were 
resultant from his own brain reasoning 
—a gift-power of God Almighty—and 
not reproductions of thought from the 
mythical past. Albeit to his credit, he 
was nonest in whatever method of ex
pression he employed. His life was 
useful and’ beneficial to his fellowman 
from early boyhood until the Ums of his 
departure for that (then to him un
known) realm of existence from which 
he now gives evidence of continuity of 
life.

While among ud, Mr. Ingersoll’s home 
was a bower of bliss, and the ties ce
mented under its protecting root were 
clean, pure and sublime—unexcelled for 
virtue and refinement by any, and not 
equaled by many. All the beauties and 
blessings of life on earth were realized 
and enjoyed by the Ingersoll family and 
the extensive chain of friends with 
whom they fraternized, ‘

The present was all that tender
hearted, sympathetic, loving, kindly 
Bob Ingerspll knew about. He believed 
in and practiced the art of making the 
most and best use of his. now! The 
home, where happiness was complete, 
was his heaven I and as a ministering 
angel unto a psychologized and suffer- 
liig world he dispensed kindness in 
messages , of peace unto the souls of 
millions, who are yet happy in their lib
eration from the slavery that, once ob
tained! *

■ Without knowing more than he did 
concerning 41s future, and honestly ad
vocating his peculiar belief, why should 
fie have sought his end In an unnatural 
manner? The thought, much mote the 
expression of It, is ridiculous in the ex
treme! I am curious to know • what 
reason you may have assigned, rever
end sir, as a cause for this unwarranted 
act? Surely crime was not chargeable 
to his account! Ill health was not his 
to complain of! Having lived an exem
plary private and public life, the cause 
of tfie rash deed was certainly not at
tributable to the compunctions of con
science? Hence, again the question, 
Why? .

As an evangelistic religionist, you, 
Sir, should be a thoughtfully honest 
man—aiming to avoid utterance of any 
statement at first or second-hand, with
out at least endeavoring to analyze both 
its meaning and effect. Harm is sure 
to follow such failure, as is, or should. 
be known by all of your calling espe
cially.

In life, Mr. Ingersoll frequently ex
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assured that they were compiled by ¿pressed a wish that his finale might be 
' ’ * " ' ' " ’-------- terminated speedily. His wish, or prayercertain of the men who had been with

Jesus. But there is no sufficient evi
dence that any one of the first three 
gospels, in the form in which we have 
them, proceeded from the hand of an 
apostie. The most that can be said is 
that their reports are based’ on apos
tolic, traditions, preserved either orally 
or in written form.”

Taking Into consideration, too, the 
many errors and contradictions, that 
they “were cradled in an -uncritical 
age,” compiled by incompetent wit
nesses, and their open confession of 
"pious frauds,” who will claim in the 
face of this—persons acQuainted with 
the veriest rudiments of evidence—that 
the gospels wore produced under aus
pices that involved anything like histor
ical accuracy? ■

* G. L. GULLICKSON.
Dixon, Ill.

BOOK REVIEW.

Koradlne. A Prophetic Story. 
Alice B, Stockham, M, D., and 
Hood Talbot. ' . ' ‘

By 
Lida

Wisely, planned and well executed Is 
this-volume, the product of two brains 
working together ns one; for the accom
plishment of u mdst worthy object. It 
is espcclaly designed to bo instructive 
and helpful to tho coming motherhood 
In the matters that pertain tothe sa
cred elements .and functipiis Incident to 
tho growing girl. The lessons taught 
are presented in the form of. a story 
that of itself 1b very interesting. .Vv" M ■ g . ' ... .. .... . , ,. . a... ..... ... . ' * , — •> .

Mr. Allen affirms that the pagan writ- The book is highly commendable In 
era, Tacitus, (A. D. 100), Pliny (A. D.| its,purpose, and is worthy of wide dr- 
110), and Suetonius (A. D.20) furnished culatiom Price gl.

was answered naturally, the calumnious 
falsehood which you have uttered to the 
contrary notwithstanding! Believing 
you to be in ignorance of the real truth, 
and attributing, to yourself the charac
teristic of honest manliness, it is with 
the hope of inducing retraction of this 
base Blander that I thus address you, In 
the cause of Love, Truth and Justice, 

E. FINLEY KITSON.
Buffalo, N. Y.

"Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments.” 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a- wide circulation, as It 
well fuUllls/'tho promise of Its title. 
For*  sale atzfthls office. Price, 75 cents,

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
"History of the. Christian Religion to 
the Year 200," etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
chuEch leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An important work. Paper, 
25 centi'i For sale at this office.

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an EVent In Life.” By Lilian Whit-, 
Ing. Ono of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, Intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It Is. laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. For sale at this office. 
Brice |L

“New Testament Stories Comically II- 
lustrated. Drawlngs..by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com- 
mentB;, upon tho Texts.” Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable, and excru- 
clntlngly funny. Price In boards, 81. 
Clot®? ii.50. ’ .

".‘Healing, Causes and Effects." By 
M. grics €0 cenw,

ALL ABOUT ÇEVILS.
It Is enough to say this M page pamphlet Is 

written.byMoses Hull. Price 15 cents.

ORIGIN OF LIFE''
«M. How the Spirit Body Growl. By M. Farad*.  
Price. 10c. For sale at thu offlea

“THE FOUNTAIN OFlIEE“
goX?toÆ50PC°XOf SeI- Br L013 Wt^

WOMAN:
thinker’s International Congress, Chicago. Ill.. 
October, 1883. By Susan H. Wlxou. Price, 10c.

' CHRISTIANITY A FÏcYÎÔnT
The Astronomical and Astrological origins of 

all,religions. A poem by Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. 
K.cô 60 cents.

The Christ Question Settfed.
Joins, Man, Medium, Martyr. A symposium 
by W. B. Coleman. J, 9, Loveland, Hudson Tut
tle, Mosos Hull, J. R. Buchanan, B- B- Hill, 
Rabbi I. M. Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what th« 
spirits say about It. By J. u, PEEILES, I. I. 
whether this book settles tho question or not 
It will bo found eminently entertaining, and 
brings together a mass of evidence to establish 
the historical character of Jesus. A lorn 
volume. Price, cloth. £1.26.unf. Price, cloth. £1.25.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The imost Important revelations concerning 

the true origin of Christianity. Reader, In 
bringing to your notice “Antiquity Unveiled," 
it le with tno sincere hope that you are earn
estly looking for tho truth, regardless of any 
other considération’ It such is the case, thu 
advertisement will deeply interest you, and 
after roading this brief description you will 
doubtless wish to give the work a careful 
perusal. Price, 81.60.

n M ■ A Lcctji'H Delivered to Ladles 
I In 111 Only, p/Mrs.lDr. Hulburt. On 
present status ol woman, physically, men

tally, morally and spiritually. Thodivlnolaw 
of truo harmonlal marriage, oto. Price, 10c.

A. SCHOPENHAUER ESSAYS.
Trnnolatod by T, B. Snundor«. Cloth, 76 cent«. 
"Sohoponhauor Is onoof tho few philosophers 
who can J>e generally understood without a 
commentary. All his theorlos claim to be 
drawn direct from facts, to bo suggontod by ob
servation, and to Interpret tho world ns It Is | 
and whatever flow ho takes, hols constant tn 
fits appeal to the experience of common life. 
This eharooterlstlo endows hta stylo with a 
freshness and vigor which would be difficult to 
match in the philosophic writing ot any coun
try. and impossible tn that of Uamany."— 
translates. -

'"C
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B, . . GENERAL SURVEY

THE SPIRITUALISTIC! FIELD-ITS WORKERS, 
DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
U alone responsible for any assertions 
or statemcstB lie may make. The editor 
allows'this freedom of expression, pe- 
tieving that the cause ot truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
.«entfments uttered in‘an article may ue 

. diametrically opposed to bls belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
tuppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that Çon'®® 
to hand, however much we might desire 
tp do so. That must account for tne 
non-appearauee of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to Impress upon the minds of our eorr 
spondents that The Progressive TUlnae 
is set up on a Linotype machine tn 
must make speed equal to about w 
compositors. That means rapid wor^> 
and It is essential that all copy, to ■ 
sure insertion in the paper, all ut L 
qulrements being favorable, shputo. 
written plainly with ink on J»1“ 
paper, or with a typewriter, ana omy 
one side of the paper. .

ITEMS.—Bear In mind that Items w*  
the General SurVley will in all eases 
adjusted to the space we have to occ 
py, .and in order to do that they w 
generally have to be abridged more 
less; otherwise many items would n 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-» 

’ Item Is cut down to ten lines, ana t 
lines to two lines, as occasion may 

" a»lre- . . _
Take due notice, that all items f 

this page must be accompanied by 
full name and address of the wr«A 
will not do to say that Secretary or■ > ■ 
respondent writes so and so, ‘wn,,l 
giving the full name and address of 
writer. The items of those who dp^ 
comply with this request will be cast 
Into tho waste basket.

Keep copies of. your poems sent to 
Ibis office, for they will not be returnea 
If we have not space to use them.

Mrs. Alice Gehring is now located at 
7891 Winneconna avenue, Chicago.

Dr. J. H. Randall will lecture for the 
Spiritualists in Watervliet, Mich., .Sat
urday evening, and twice on Sunday, 
Nov. 21 and 22, to which Spiritualists 
ind all in favor of free-thought along 
»11 lines that will help to usher in the 
higher civilization are invited to at
tend. . .

Mr. Cochonour, by reason of sicknesH 
the last two Sundays, was not able to 
Oil her engagement with thè First Spir
itual Church.

Mrs. A. Bassford, an aged Spiritualist, 
has returned from Quincy, Ill-, to her 
daughter here in Chicago, Miss E. L. 
Worth, the medium. They are residing 
at 516 W. Madison street.

' Mrs. Bartaw Stewart, aged 86 years, 
and a pensioner of the war of 1812, is 
jritcally ill at Greentown, Ind., and her 
death is expected before mady days. In 
anticipation of the event she has laid 

«»side her best dress for a burial robe 
and set aside a sum of money out of her 
savings, although the law provides $50 
tor her burial. Mrs. Stewart is a re
markable character. She can recite 

-■ - 500 hymns and quote liberally from the 
scriptures. But-up to the time her 
children started to school she could 
neither read nor write. Her memory 
has returned in a‘strong degree in age 
and hymns long forgotten she can re
peat now as clearly as if learned yes
terday. She is a woman of great spirit
uality and no trial, However severe, pro

’ vokes a complaint? For five years her 
' sight has been so bad that she could 

' only faintly perceive the strongest 
light. Now she can distinguish the fig
ures on the wall paper. During the time 
she was blind she did not lay aside, her 
labors as a weaver of rugs and mats. 
Her grand children told her thé colors 
of the pieces and placed them as she di
rected. Mrs. Stewart attributes her 
conversion to a dream which left an im
pression for life. In her dream she 
thought she saw a door open and God 
was on his knees reaching for her and 
saying, “Come now or never.”

Mrs. J. W. Getson writes: “October 
. 18, Chesaning (Mich.) Spiritual Society 

and friends listened to a very interest
ing lecture delivered by Dr. Knowles of 

■ Grand Rapids. The lecture was fol
lowed by tests, which could not fail to 
deeply impress his hearers with the 
truth of Spiritualism.. The society 

• hopes to secure his services again some 
time in December, as a great many out-

When writing- for this paper 
use a pep or typewriter. . '

TAKF NOTICE.
Ail books advertised in tho columns 

of The Progressive Thinker rire fol 
sate at this office. ■ Bear this in mind.

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE THIS 
OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED ON SAT
URDAY AFTERNOONS.

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise ■ they may bo cast 
into the waste basket.

In Easton’s hand, hut he followed her 
and.fired two shots Into her brain. The 
murderer is a prominent Spiritualist 
here, and says that he was told of the 
coming tragedy some weeks ago. He 
had all arrangements made to leave, the 
spirits falling to add that he would be 
arrested." ‘

Isa Wilson Kayner, thè well-known 
medium, is now located at Grand Junc
tion, Colo. She is succeeding well in 
her work there, and has started a Chil
dren's Progressive Lyceum. She will 
make engagements for lectures and 
tests in near-by towns during week
days. Address her at Grand Junction, 
145 West White, Col. .

The Chicago Chronicle of Nov 3, 
says: "Springfield, Ill., Nov. • 2.—Gov
ernor Yates this afternoon honored the 
requisition io?, Henry W. Baker, under 
arrest in Chicago and wanted at Boston 
on a charge of obtaining money7under 
false pretenses. The requisition Is not 
operative, however, until Judge Kava
nagh passes on the habeas corpus case 
pending before him. Baker is a clair
voyant and is accused of recelvng $500 
from a woman in Boston under promise 
to invest it so as to return 100 per cent 
interest every thirty days."

C. M. Carter writes: “Allow me to say 
that I have investigated spirit photog
raphy sufiiclently to be thoroughly con
vinced of its reality. While Mr. Wey- 
lie, the photo-medium of Los Angeles, 
Cal., was In Seattle, I went to his stu
dio and had two sittings. On one pic
ture there are two spirit faces, and 
three on the other. Two of the five 1 
recognize, while the other three have 
many features of familiarity. In re
gard to the much discussed subject, The 
.Great Psychological Crime, I will 
say that, limited as hqye been my op
portunities of investigating Spiritual
ism, it has been sufficient to give me 
that grand exalted satisfaction that my 
hungered soul had so long ached for,, 
and could not flpd through, any other 
line of research.”

An authoritative work on dreams has 
been published in Vienna, the author 
being Dr. Sigmund Freud, a distin
guished scientist, and one of the best 
known specialists in Europe on the sub
ject of nervous diseases. Dr. Freud 
hasbeen studying dreams for years, and 
he now gives to the public the conclu
sions at which he has arrived in regard 
to their origin and significance. He 
maintains that there are certain psy
chological rules by means of which 
dreams can be Interpreted, and, fur
thermore, that each dream, after a 
proper study, will be found to be con
nected in some way with the daily life, 
or, rather, with the thoughts of the 
dreamer while awake. According to 
him all the material out of which our 
dreams are woven was at one time a 
part of our experience. In other words, 
In our dreams we only see sights and 
persons with whom we have been or are 
in some way acquainted. Our nightly 
visions have ever been shrouded in 
mystery, and Dr. Freud admits that it 
may take us a long time to discover 
their'significance. The events that oc
cur during one’s childhood, says Dr. 
Freud, furnish a vast amount of mate
rial for the dreams of later years, and 
the sway which such dreams exercise 
over grown persons may be illustrated 
by many stories. Moreover, we should 
never lose sight of the fact that dreams 
very often show the fulfillment'of our 
desires. On this point Dr. Freud re
peatedly lays stress, and at the same 
time he claims that the language of 
dreams would be better understood if 
their function in this respect had not 
been lost sight of.

Mrs. Ella Dare writes: “The Pro
gressive Thinker is certainly accentuat
ing the vitality of its name these days 
when multitudinous opinions are speak
ing in its columns. May the'awakening 
be salutary.”

Bide of the society are anxious to listen 
to him.” ,

By the aid of a clairvoyant, Shan 
Smith, clerk In the Nethercutt grocery, 
has recovered possession of a watch 
which he lost several days ago. It was 
a few days ..ago- that Smith missed his 
timepiece and, being unable to find it, 
and of a speculative frame of mind, he 
called In the clairvoyant one day pad 
asked him to find the watch. The clair
voyant replied he could find it and 
would. He asked many questions, as to 
Smith’s parents, bls habits and pecul
iarities, thçn left the store. He an
nounced he would confine himself in a 
dark room and after bo long a time 
would be able to tell Smith where the 

‘watch was. He left the store and Mon
day returned. He said he had located 
th(Thiding place of the timepiece and 
demanded his money for his services. 
He was told the money would be forth
coming it the watch was found, and the 
clairvoyant hurried to the ice chest of 
the grocery. In the darkness he groped 
about the place and finally brought to 
light the watch. It had evidently fallen 
from Smith’s pocket while he was using 
the ice chest and had laid on the floor 
for several days. How the clairvoyant 
came to find the watch is a mystery, but 
Smith and other employes of the gro
cery vouch for the story.—Logansport 
(Ind.) Journal.

Mrs. Davenport writes from Hope
dale, Mass.: “I have lived 83 years on 
this planet. I have made as many mis
takes as others, so I do not intend to 
criticise them. I believe in God, as my 
heavenly Father, and that he loves his 
children, and has made them free moral 
agents. Each, ones makes his own 
heaven or hell.” .

The Times of Detroit, Mich., has the' 
following . dispatch from Muskegon: 
"Mrs. Ellen Leonard was shot ’ and 
killed by Charles H. Easton. The mur
derer gave himself up and is in jail.

-The tragedy occurred at the home of 
Easton’s aged father, whose house
keeper the dead woman was. Themur- 
derer had been turned out of the bouse 
a week before by the old man on ac
count of drunkenness, and he asserted 
that Mrs. Leonard’s Influence had 
turned his father against him. He ex
plained after his arrest that ho. 
thought she was preparing to turn the 
old gentleman out of his home also, 
after securing his property. The father 
and Mrs. Leonard wore in the dlning-

1 room when Easton appeared with a re
volver. Mrs. Leonard ran into a near
ly bedroom when sho saw the weapon

We go to -press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that' current Issue should reach this 
office not later than *the  previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

Mrs. May Elmo has returned to the 
city and will be’Tleased to meet friends 
at her home,:.40 East 31st street, She 
will hold public seances every Friday 
evening and Wednesday afternoon. 
Sunday meetings at Atheneum Building, 
26 Van Buren street.

Dr. Beverly writes: “At Lakeside 
Hall some were turned away last Sun
day evening for want of room. They 
came’ to hear Dr. Peebles previous to 
his departure for California. The Doc
tor was in fine spirits, arid his talk for 
an hour was highly appreciated. Some 
came as far as fifty miles to hear our 
veteran echo the truth once more in his 
fearless way. Mrs. Dr. See had an ex
tra crowd also in the afternoon. Dr. 
Temple, of Washington, D. C., was pres
ent to give tests and all were delighted 
for he is a fine psychic. During the 
New Thought,Convention, we expect 
President Barrett and others to speak 
for us.”,

Mrs. Mary C. Von Kanzler writes 
from Rochester, N. Y.: "There ,1s much 
interest manifested, and the members 
of the First Spiritualist Church are en
couraged. A lady (a veteran Spiritual
ist) has but lately gone into spirit life, 
and in her will she has left a bequest 
for four thousand dollars or more for 
the benefit of our cause in this city. 
The endowment is a gift to the First 
Spiritualist Church for this purpose. 
This season’s meetings have been min
istered to by Mrs, Messersmith, Mrs. 
Grenamyer .and this present month by 
your correspondent. I hear much in 
praise of both the former- ladles for 
their good works while here aAgpeakers 
and mediums for this society.”
, Geo. H. Smith sends the following 
message from the spirit Bishop Dunkin, 
through Mrs. Gehring: “My Dear Frfenc 
George: I am very happy to come, and 
in this way respond to the many kind 
thoughts which have been borne'to me 
on the inflow of the magnetic tide. Af
ter coming to this side, and my sur
prise had settled into order, I found my 
own place In this wonderful world of 
real living ties. I am satisfied. I 
would not exchange my home here for 

. the grandest one on earth. My only re
gret is that I did not give more earnest 
study and observation to spiritual de
velopment while In the body. I now 
have opportunity to learn under wise 
and proficient teachers. Surrounded by 
new and more heavenly scenes, and as
sociations, I flnd my spirit expanding 
and my soul elevated. I am stimulated 
with a holy desire. to . possess more 
knowledge of life, and' its controlling 
law»,- We are blessed wlthievery op
portunity for Improvement and unfold-

ment. I never feel a need that is not 
supplied, and I never know a want 
which is beyond our power to obtain. 
AU desires flow harmoniously with the 
will of wisdow. Now I send my soul's 
warmest love, and waft you a blessing 
from the eternal life. I now return to 
my higher home and Its lofty duties. 
Be brave and patient to work and wait, 
and we will have many happy talks 
When you join us on this riide.” ■

E. D. Vandergrift writes from Spring
field, Mo.; “The Brilliant Star White 
Crosd Society has organized in this city 
with 34 members, wth Mrs. Pay ton as 
speaker. We would be pleased to hear 
from some good trumpet medium.”

Mrs., Scott Briggs writes from San 
Francisco, Cal.: “On the evening of the 
Sth, in commemoration of the late Mrs. 
Sarah Cook, C. V. Miller held a benefit 
seance and 245 was the result.’ Mr. 
Miller is always ready to give his serv
ices in times of trouble.” ’

Rochester (Ind.) Sentlntel: “It will be 
just as well for the cause of religipn if 
the ministers of the gospel let Jesse Mc
Clure, the murderer of his own children, 
severely alone. He is not insane and 
the fiend who deliberately shoots the 
life out of his own innocent little chil
dren ought to be given punishment of 
the severest kind rather than flowers 
and prayers. This thing of strewing 
the pathway of cold-blooded murderers 
with flowers and chanting heavenly 
melodies to them only adds attraction 
to the curse of murder and we would 
have fewer lynchings if such attentions 
were prohibited.” In connection with 
the above the Rochester Republican 
says: “The above is good sense. It is 
the doctrine the Republican has enunci
ated for the past fifteen years and we 
still contend that the teaching which 
says ‘while the lamp holds out to burn, 
the vilest sinner may-return,’ is a dan
gerous proposition. When the clergy 
discontinue preaching ‘forgiveness of 
sins” and enlighten the minds of men 
on the natural law of compensation, 
that ‘whatsoever ye sow that shall ye 
also reap,’ that if theft, rape, murder, 
suicide and other heinous crimes are 
committed there is no power in heaven 
or earth that will forgive the perpetra
tor, that will wash him 'white as wool’ 
and send him onward and upward, with 
a harp and a crown to sing praises with 
the blest, then will tljere be fewer sim
pering, shivering, senseless McClures to 
infllot the. world with cussedness. We 
have been told by men who knew Mc
Clure in his boyhood days, and the fact 
are, that he is possessed of a vicious 
temper he has cultivated rather than 
controlled. The young man who will 
He down in anger and wildly curse God, 
profaning, blackguarding and villifying, 
as McClure has done, is a fool who is al
lowing his disposition to lead him in the 
path toward the gallows or the felon’s 
cell! We quite agree with the Sentinel. 
McClure has lived his life of wrath, 
selfishness, brutishness and'7murder, 
now let him stand up like a man and 
face the consequences, asking quarter 
from neither God nor man, and person
ally strive to undo hiB great wrong 
through the rolling ages that will wrap 
him in silence, solitude and sorrow.”

Mrs. Hooker McEvoy writes from 
Boulder Creek, California: “More than 
a year has passed since I sent in my 
last communication regarding my spir
itual work. .1 hope my silence will not 
be taken for proof of Idleness, for on 
the contrary I have been in the midst of 
a great harvest of- souls—souls who 
were floundering like a ship without a 
rudder. To such Spiritualism was like 
a beacon light, held in the hands of the 
angelic host. Owing to illness I left my 
work unfinished in Sacramento in July 
and came heye to Boulder Creek for a 
rest in the Santa Cruz mountains—a 
most perfect place for health. Aug. 9,1 
again began lecturing, teaching and 
healing, and found many of the Boulder 
people who were ready for spiritual 
Spiritualism, and all of its grand, phil
osophy. I gave many lectures on the 
street in the evenings, thus getting a 
a chance to teach the working men who 
do not attend the churches. I am glad 
to say that I found many who were lib- 
eralists and socialists, hence they were 
ready for Spiritualism. Socialism and 
Spiritualism are but little understood 
by the people, hence are not appreci
ated and endorsed as thoroughly as 
they should be. Ignorance is hard to 
educate and slow to awaken, yet time 
with her seasons of eternal progressive 
stages will awaken all and quicken 
them In action. I shall soon return to 
Oakland, the paradise city, for a short 
stay with friends and co-workers, and 
then back to Sacramento to resume my 
unfinished work there. The itinerant 
workers find many inconveniences in 
their travels, but in the end they derive 
much satisfaction from the result of 
their work. Otherwise they could not 
endure and keep moving on steadfast in 
the truth of ever progressive eternal 
life ever standing for the liberty of ev
ery soul in the universe.”

R: C. Quay writes from Williamsport, 
Pa : “The spiritual labor being done

ALWAYflbr&YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS'ivHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, xpTHERWIS'E THEY 
WILL FIND TI&IR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKEj’.

of your (I should 'say our) excellent 
ProgressiverThinker, and no paper or 
periodical affords tne as much interest 
aud comfort as 1-get. in its perusal. I 
think11 voice, thte sentiment of all Wash
ington Spiritualists in saying that the 
late N. S. A. contention, in increasing 
the salary bf its ‘ excellent secretary, 
Mrs. M. T.-Longley, did well. Her. la
bors -have been very heavy, giving her 
little chance 'for recreation, but every 
duty has been faithfully met, although 
'draughts have not unfrequently been, 
made on her time ih the way of lec
tures, to the,delight of her Washington 
friends.” ■ ''

E. B. Hardenburg writes from Grand 
Junction, Colo.:'“Mrs. Isa.Wilsop Kay
ner still holds two meetings a week, 
Sunday and Thursday evenings, and 
great interest is being awakened. Be
ing the first Spiritualist medium who 
has ever delivered a series of lectures 
here, she hate had many obstacles to 
overcome, but is doing, grand, good 
work. Her public and private work has 
proved to bo many the return of dear 
ones that Bhe has many followers now, 
and will no doubt leave a large member
ship,for a society should one be'organ
ized. The people will try to keep Mrs. 
Kayner all winter at least, for the inter
est is increasing rapidly."

E. B. Estes, '904% Tacoma avenue, 
Tacoma, Wash.. w'ritgs: ."As president 
of Tacoma Spiritualist Church, I would 
k(ndly request you to put any of the 
good mediums and lecturers headed this 
way in communication with us, as we 
are very much in need of a good medi
um; In fact, this state as a whole I con
sider a good-field for a few more good 
mediums.” '

Hatfield Pettibone is at present, lo
cated at Petersburg, Illinois.

Wm. Broadle writes from New Or
leans: “The Temple of Light Spiritual 
Association has been disbanded and re- 
organlzed.under the name of the New 
Orleans Association of .Spiritualists 
(chartered by the state), with Mr. F. V. 
Muljer as president.. Mrs. Nellie S. 
Baade, of Detroit, Mich., is occupying 
the platform in a very creditable man
ner, to good audiences, nearly taxing 
the seating capacity of the hall. Meet
ings are held every Sunday and 
Wednesday at 8 p. m., at Typographical 
Union Hall. 321 Camp street.”

^Mrs. I.' A. Cross writes: “The Hyde 
Park Occult Society wishes to annoufice 
that our friend and brother, Dr. J. M. 
Green, has promised to speak for us for 
four consecutive Sundays, beginning 
Nov 22. His subject for that evening 
Will be ‘The Spiritualism of Tennyson’s 
In Memoriam.’ Meetings held at. Alli
ance Hall, 323 East 55th street, at 7:45 
p. m. Anyone who has ever heard Dr. 
Green’s talks, knows what to expect; 
one of the most soul-uplifting and1 spir
itual often heard. Don’t miss hearing 
him; ft wlll'do you good. He is a Con- 
gregational’mlnlster, but preaches good 
Spiritualism. No’w don’t forget to keep 
our bazaar ih mind also, and wait to buy 
your Christinas presents of us.”

The Lynn’ (Mass.) Spiritualists Asso
ciation will Entertain visitors from 
neighboring societies at Cadet Hall, 
Saturday, Nov. 281 Services will com
mence at 2 )i. m., and continue through 
the afternoon and1 evening. Jir. and

here through the inspirational powers 
of Charles Theo. Schneider surpasses 
any worker I ever heard. His labor, 
which is with skeptics, through his 
clairvoyant and clairaudient powers ac
complishes a grand work. His last 
night’s lecture on Soul Culture, was de
livered with face transfigured and eyes 
illuminated. Tests were recognized, 
mingled with rejoicing and tears.”

Aug. Recht writes from Brooklyn, N. 
Y.: “It gives me great pleasure to state 
that Mr. Jacob Rassmussen, the presi
dent of the Society ot Spiritual Truth, 
(Crosby Hall, 423 Glasson avenue) and 
Mrs. Carrie Gerlach*  were married Nov. 
4 at the home of Rev. Frank Mason. 
Our society is in a very flourishing con
dition and the audiences are intelligent 
and appreciative. The platform was 
■occupied Nov 8 by Dr. J. Wyman, Mrs. 
Henderson and Mr. Rasmussen gave a 
number of tests.”

V. Fell, M. D., writes: “In your last 
issue I notice with Interest the brief 
note of Bro. O. M. Ambler, relative to 
efforts to Increase the circulation of 
your (or rather, our) Progressive 
Thinker, for, after tailing it from Its 
birth, and having specially endeavored 
to Increase Its circulation by handing It 
to my neighbors, and .sending it by mail 
to my friends as well as sending in lists 
of names occasionally to the office, I 
can’t get rid of the idea that it partly 
belongs to me, and I to it How I wish 
tor the success of our beautiful philos-' 
ophy, and that every subscriber would 
do likewise. It will pay you big, my 
brother and sister Spiritualists, to fol
low inÿ example , in this reéard.” In q 
retrospect of the past 84 years of mÿ 
life, but few recollections give me mère 
pleasure than does the thought of my 
having aided to extend the circulation

Mrs. Elise Stumpf writes: “The First 
German Spiritualist Soclety.haa rented 
a nice cozy hall in New York; where It 
will hold meetings every Sunday even
ing at 8 o'clock. These meetings will 
be conducted in the German language, 
to give the. Germans who are not able 
to understand English sufficiently, a 
chance to investigate, Thin society was 
organized three years ago, and held 
forth In Brooklyn until now it Is branch
ing out and will hold two meetings a 
week—one in Brooklyn every Wednes
day evening at 8 o’clock, in tjie home of 
the president, Mrs, Elise Stumpf, 127 
Putnam avenue! and one every Sunday 
in New York, 168 W. 88d street, near 
7th avenue. Occasionally we will have 
English speaking. All are welcome.”

E. J. Schellhous writes: "The cause 
of Spiritualism in Kansas City, Mo., is 
progressing quietly and steadily. There 
are several mediums here and quite a 
number of Spiritualists, but as in most 
other places, they are not over-zealous 
of distinction as such. W. W. Aber 
(3422 Tenth street in tale city) 1b hold
ing materializing seances, Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday evenings for vis
itors; and on Tuesday evenings, of each 
week the intellectual seances for the 
production of matter for publication. 
These are conducted by the same band 
that gave to the world Rending the 
Vail, Beyond the Vail, and the Guiding 
Star (now in press); works of a pecul
iar character inasmuch as they were 
given by the spirits in materialized 
form in plain view and hearing of all 
present, in speech, writing on tablets 
and on the typewriting machine, an.d ex
ecuting portraits in crayon and oil with 
exquisite skill and in the time of from 
one to five minutes. The seances now 
being held are witnessed by many vis
itors coming from various parts of the 
pountry; from Seattle, Boston, from 
Maryland, Florida, Tennessee, Iowa, 
Illinois, and nearby states. Among 
them are earnest and thorough investi
gators who invariably require the 
strictest tests, to which Mr. Aber cheer
fully submits. None has ever left with
out being fully convinced of the genu-

Mrs. George W. Kates and other good 
taleiit. - Exercises by children'from the 
lycerihi?' Gdncert by Chase's'Orcliestra. 
All members of chartered societies will 
please apply to secretary for free tick
ets. Public cordially Invited. Visitors 
can remain through the entire services 
and go home on the regular Saturday 
night theatre trains.

Dr. E. H. Denslow and family have 
stored their household goods .and have 
gone to South Bend for a short time, 
when they expect to travel for a season 
at least. The doctor and wife are very 
highly esteemed by their many Sturgis 
"friends, who regret their departure and 
trust that they will soon decide to re
turn and make this their permanent 
home.—Michigan Democrat.

G. Hamilton Brooks writes: “Mrs: N. 
S. Noyes, of Boston, Mass, will speak 
for the Englewood Spiritual Union at 
Hopkins' Hall, 528 . West Sixty-third 
street, the last two Sundays in Novem
ber and the first Sunday in December. 
Mrs. Noyes is a very brilliant and inter
esting lecturer. You will feel well paid 
for coming. She always has a large au
dience.” '

E. H. Vandenburg writes: “The third 
annual convention of the State Spirit
ualists Asoci^tion of Iowa, is to be held 
at Clear Lake, Jan, 21 to 24, Inclusive. 
Great preparations are being made to 
make this one of the very best conven
tions ever held In the state. Our talent 
Is among the very best that can be se
cured. Rev. Moses Hull and Mattle E. 
Hull, of Whitewater, Wis.; Will J. Er- 
wood, of La Crosse, Wis., and Mrs. Eva 
McCoy, of Marshalltown, la., are among 
those who have promised to be present. 
We shall-be pleased to see every Spir
itualist who can possibly attend be with 
us through the entire meeting, and we 
promise them a hearty welcome and a 
feast of grand truths.”

Mrs. E. W. Crumb writes:' “I am very 
glad that I yielded to ,the impulse as I 
did to send for q. copy of your paper, 
and Ijave that which reviews tjie book, 
The Great Psychological Crime. It 

' must contain thought food at least. I 
have gained my knowledge through the 
teaching of a very intelligent spirit (ap
parently), calling himself Selah. He 
never has put me .under control any 
more than any person does who talks to 
you in this life, but he has told me how 
at times to secure, the right conditions 
so I can hear hlrri, as a person might 
tell you at the phone to shut a door to 
keep out oth^r nolJe, or to put your ear 
close to the receiver. One of the first 
requisites he^gives-ps a means €o obtain 
sympathy with higher intelligence, is to 
use the morning hqprs, and in full light, 
even out in the sunshine and fresh air; 
or to have doors 'and windows wide 

(Open; to fast,if possible, and take good 
breathing exercise's before listening 
with the psychic e$r, for such It is. For 
years I have Jived almost a hermit’s life 
in order to avoid,, vibrations which 
would be disadvantageous to my 
studies. Th^' trouble Is, all do not dis
criminate as, to their own relative posi
tion. We c$nJ command only‘those be
low ourselves,! The. average harmony of 
a circle detejj^Inesf, the possibilities for 
demonstration, and' music and good 
songs raise such to higher planes, se
curing better results. I have developed 
alone, seldom sitting in ariy circles.” .

' Charlotta Leon Swanson writes: “Sis
ter and brother mediums, we should lis
ten to our spirit friends. They are the 
ones that know what is best for us. In 
the next’five years there will be many 
more mediums developed for our spirit
ual work. Wo will need them all. If 
you have a desire to serve our heavenly 
Father, take the sittings in your own 
home. There your splrlt friends come. 
The spirit guides will do the develonlng 

-if you are qualified for It," . .
"Is the Now Thought New?” will bel 

the subject of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond’s lecture next Sunday, at Masonic 
Temple, Hall 309.

InenesB of the manifestations and 
medium’s fidelity to the cause.”

WILL J. ERWOOD

tne

Notes and Reflections for the Good 
theCause.

of

is heard to heaven. When we come 
right down to the matter, I believe ev
ery intelligent, instructive control who 
comes Within speaking distance of earth 
urges individual culture and develop
ment, and intimates in no uncertain 
manner that they desire the medium to 
reach that plane of development where
in they can work in co-operation with 
the friends of tho “Summerland.”

The writer of the “Reflections” before 
referred to, takes a most estimable po
sition in the matter, when he says it 
will have an educative effect upon me- 
dlums, to have these matters under
stood. And the point is well taken, as 
to the wisdom of sometimes withhold
ing the name of writer or “control.” 
Bah, I get positively weary, sometimes, 
of listening to Buch as the following: 
“Did You know that Christ is my main 
guide? Or. “Henry Clay; Abraham 
Lincoln, Aristotle, Moses, and Elias 
and the whole of the1 twelve disciples 
are in my band?”

Pont tell me we do not see such 
things. I know whereof I speak when 
I say I have met mediums who never 
had, according to their say, a lesser 
“guide” than Abraham Lincoln, and the 
way they ordered them around beat ev
erything I ever saw. Yes, by all means 
let the light be turned on. Let us learn 
wfcat there is in mediumship, even 
though we have to call on outsiders to 
do the turning.

We- have been altogether too cock
sure of ourselves, at times, and have 
seen nothing of fault with "we-uns”; 
but the other fellow, oh, my! Candidly, 
I do not believe the great majority of 
Spiritualists really want their mediums 
to becomp the self-controled, cultured 
exemplars of true Spiritualism as much 
as they should. I know people who 
would rather listen to something which 
comes in a subjective state, than to the 
same thing coming through conscious 
Inspiration. •

But we are growing. Our minds are 
gathering up "bits of knowledge by the 
way” and we are weaving it into a fab
ric which will clothe us In the right ma
terial ere long. Sam Walter Foss says, 
“we are here and all born little, just be- 
cause'we’re here to grow.” ’Tis a corn
ier to know there Is a chance even for 
"Spiritualists” to expand mentally and 
spiritually, till they reach the fullness 
of manhood. Have we not been too

My “Johnny Rabbit” control has been 
again in evidence, with the result that 
I am away out of my regular beat, and 
trespassing upon the Minnesota terri- • 
tory. When I wrote last week 1 was in 
Osceola, Wls., where an unusually large 
attendance responded to the Call for 
meeting. The last night the hall was 
not large enough to hold the people who 
were anxious to see “a real Spiritual
ist.” If I did not fear that I might try 
the patience of the readers, I would cite 
some of the amusing incidents of that 
trip, but they are only what any worker 
will meet with at almost any point 
where our philosophy Is not known.

At one point, visited recently, a cer
tain gentleman (?) who had never been 
at any of our meetings, sized the situa
tion up, and then concluded that there 
was but one thing that would be suited 
to my peculiar style of beauty; and that 
was a nice warm coat of tar, with the 
necessary complement of turkey feath
ers, and then the whole« topped oft with 
the proverbial rail. It is needless fo. 
Bay, I disagreed with him, in his diag
nosis, and the interesting event did not 
come off. Another gentleman (?) who 
had but recently received the baptism 
of religions fervor, came tup to me and 
taking my hand lovlnglyMn his, said 
that he felt moved to speak to me, but I 
mustn’t get mad about what he-«aid. I 
promised I would not, and he proceeded 
to-inform, me that he thought I was a 
very smart young man, but he know I 
was on the wrong track, and that I 
would surely lose my soul, and then he 
assured me that he expected to meet 
me over there—I have been try to fig
ure out where he expects to go.

Cupid has been busy since my last 
writing, and yours truly lias been called 
upon to tie the knot for four progress
ive and aspiring young people. Mrs. L. 
M. Woods, a child of that Spiritualist 
centre, Wonewoc, Wls., was married to 
Mr. Morris Williams, of Milwaukee, at 
LaCrosse. The event was a quiet one, 
only a few friends being present. Mil
waukee will claim this couple as citi
zens.

My visit tq'Princeton, is in.response 
to a request for the same kind of serv
ice, and Monday evening, two of the 
best known young people of this town 
were started on life's pathway in double 
harness. They were MV. John Grahek 
and Miss Ida Pearson. Both are well 
known1 and liked by all who are favored 
with their acquaintance. The wedding 
took place at the residence of Mr. and 
Mrs. Louis Pearson, and was a pretty 
affair indeed. Roses, sniilax and carna
tions played a prominent part in the 
decorations. A splendid repast fol
lowed the ceremony, at which the “par
son” distinguished himself by sampling 
everything passed his way. Mr. and 
Mrs. GrahelMvere the recipient of many 
beautiful and costly presents, from lov
ing friends who wish them well.

Spiritualism In this town is respected 
more than it was when the writer first 
visited here, which fact is largely due 
to the ministrations of Brother and Sis
ter Kates, who have been here a num
ber of times, and especially is it due to 
Mrs. Tryon, of Minneapolis, who la
bored here continually the whole of last 
year. Many good words are spoken of. 
these workers who have been with the 
Princetonites.

The Progressive Thinker of Nov. 14, 
pleased me greatly, and especially Is 
this true of the two items noted therein, 
viz., “Reflections on ,The Great Psycho
logical Crime,” on the editorial page, 
and "An Optimistic View of the Book" 
by E. W. Baldwin. Both bespeak fair
ness to my mind. Why should anyone 
desire to condemn a thing in toto, when 
perhaps the thing condemned Is the 
one thing needed by many. What if 
these s'ymposiums do raise a storm? 
Storms clear the atmosphere and make 
it possible to breathe. Who has not seen 
the summer day, when the humidity 
was so great that qne could scarcely 
breathe freely? Who has not, on such 
occasions, welcomed the rising of the 
storm cloud which gave promise of the 
lightning’s flash, and the thunder’s roar, 
to be followed or accompanied with the 
falling rain, and then- the sunshine and 
pure atmosphere, after all?

When I read "true,high and deep 
wisdom treats matter on its merit, and 
not on its source," in Brbther Baldwin’s 
article, I Baid, Amen! or as the fellow 
once said, "them’s my symptoms, too.” 
Truly, none can deny that there have 
been certain manifestations of medium
ship that were cVlminal to say the least. 
The mistake has been, too many of us 
hqve been inclined to revere the term 
“mediumship" to, the extent that we 
carted not what It was, so long as it pur
ported to come from some spirit, and 
through mediumship. . When will we 
begin to understand the religion, or sci
ence we are teaching.

Well might-the world cry out, “Physi
cian, heal thyself.” We preach the 
-purging of the ranks of all that is .detri
mental; Yet when some one comes 
along: and tries-to do their .mite in that 
direction, we raise a' remonstrance that

live long to dispel those clouds M 
spreading truth.

WILL J. ER WOOD.
Princeton, Minn.

THE FSYCHOGRflPH
—OR—

DIAL PLANCH ETTE.
____ tr

Thli fnitrument b iub»UnUsUr the nine m Chet 
employed by Prof. Bare la his early invesUiattuaa 
U Its improved form It has been before the public ¿n 
more than emu years, aad ta lb« hands of tbouiawdi 
of porson*Improved  its superiority over tho Plan 
cbelto, and all other Instruincncs which have-beta 
brought out la Imitation, both in regard to certainly 
nd correctness of the communications received by 
Ils aid. and m a means or developing mediumship.

Do you with to invotUffato SpirituallftuT 
Do you wUh to devolop ItodiumsMpy 
Do you desire to receive CommunicaUonof

The Psycbogrspb Is an invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for tha 

Formation ot Circles and Cultivation

much like others, in that wo measure it 
manhood In pounds and ounces avoirdu- iu

of Mediumship
»fib every (nitrdraeul. Many who were ait aware ot ■ 
their moIluuillUo »(ft, hare, after e. tow 'l.tlnge, 
¿u’a.e’ “Vfeelvy delightful mciaaie. a volume 
might be Ailed with oommeudatory Litora. Many 
who began with It ae an amusing ley, found that tho 
iDtelllgeuca controillug H knew more then (hem» 
lelrei, aud became convert« to Spiritualism. -

Capt. D. B. Bdwarda, Orient. N. Y„ wrllea: "I had 
WUHuuycatioui (by ibo Paycbograpb) from many 
Hfier frionda, even from old aettleri whose graTa- 
Konea are niosa-grown In the old yard. They bar*  

' .b®e°JJlifbly eaU^ctory, and proved to me chat Bplr- 
I ® ‘ iad.ce.d brufl. ®nd lb® communication! have 

F llF greet«» comfort h the aevereal
rf1 »° hud of aou, daughter, aad their mother.”

1’ croweH, whose writings hare made fata 
Mme familiar to tboie Inlereated In paychic matters

"I much pleated with the-Pay euoirranh. it <• »*»»  -t..___>_______ *

pois, Instead of deedB and achievements j 
spiritually and mentally. By all means, 
Mr. Editor, keep an open page for | 
awhile, that we may have the scintilla
tions from the great brains and minds 
in our ranks.

The N. S. A. convention for 1903 has 
become a tiling of the past, and the re
ports of ilie work done are being spread 
o’er the land with varying effects. Un
doubtedly beautiful and inspiring lec
tures, convincing tests. of spirit pres
ence, were given to the hungry souls 
who assembled at the night meetings. 
The legislation of the day meetings was 
in all probability carried through in as 
effective a manner as possible, and the 
delegates on the floor had the privilege 
of voice and vote in all matters pertain
ing to the welfare of the cause they 
loved. But notwithstanding this, the 
work of the convention is criticised in 
no small degree. This simply proves 
that we as Spiritualists „have not risen, 
to the heights we claim for ourselves.

Is it not a sad commentary on our 
growth when we hear impassioned and 
eloquent pleas for more humanitarian 
and brotherly love—th.e words flowing 
like golden streams from the lips of the 
orator's, and,then, ye Gods! the same 
lips, perhaps the following day, pour 
forth a flood of invective—of accusation 
—of charges and counter charges?

, I will not say that everything done at 
the convention suited me fully, because 
it would be untrue, but I am not going 
to spend the time between now and the 
next convention kicking against the 
work done, and I hope there will not be 
so much of it from others.

Conventions are especially designed 
for the transcation of business—for the 
discussion of ways and means to ad
vance the cause. It is really too bad 
that we must indulge in the painful per
sonalities which so often appear in the 
columns of our papers. I fail to see the 
Spiritualism in it. t „

Brother Barrett was elected presi
dent. He undoubtedly received the ma
jority ot the votes cast, or he could not 
have gotten the position. It must have 
been the popular wish of the conven
tion, as were also all other selections of 
officers. Then let the majority rule, by 
all means, and let us not spend our time 
in rebelling at the decision of the ma
jority.

While I did not expect matters to 
take just the turn they did,by all means 
let ub uphold the man selected by the 
majority of- the Spiritualists assembled 
at the convention. He is time-tried— 
has been weighed in the balance-and 
not found wanting. He does not always 
do everything according to my way of 
thinking, but that is no reason why 1 
should try to place obstacles in his way, 
or that of .the N. S. A.

I am sorry to read ot “star chamber” 
sessions, political wire-pulling. They 
don’t spell "Spiritualism,” Mr. Editor. 
I have before me the last two numbers 

• of The Progressive Thinker, Nos. 728-9, 
in which are the letters of Brothers 
Hull and Warne. Both of these men I 
esteem highly. I have listened to them 
when on the platform and my being 
thrilled with admiration for each. 
Their soul-stirring sentences have rung 
in my ears for days at a time, and many 
a time have I thought, if ever I could bo 
the power these gentlemen were, 1 
should be content, but frankly confess I 
feel that whenever I read such things as 
“star chamber” wire pulling, etc., It 
disappoints me.

Both these gentlemen have greater 
experience than I. I admit I am “green" 
but I would rather be “green” with the 
feeling that sometime the suns of life 
might ripen my . mentality, than feel 
that I was over-ripe and liable to decay. 
Both Brother Hull and Brother Warne 
have been teachers to me in a sense
in the sense that I have watched their 
work for some time through the press, 
and personally. I hope they will dis
pense with these friendly tiffs, and fill 
up the space in good, wholesome advice 
to all of us, and with suggestions for 
the good of the cause which will compel 
the admiration of the world.

Let us not be too political in our 
methods, but inculcate spirituality in 
all things. Become examples of the 
principles we teach. Make the world 
know that we are moving ahead, and 
that the brotherly love, and humanitari
anism of which we preach is practiced 
in our ranks. We must know that it is 
deeds that count, and not creeds, secta
rianism, etc. We are all entitled to our 
share of sunshine, and in the building of 
the character which Spiritualism stands 
for, and which the N. S. A. is seeking tt> 
inspire. We need it.
“Somewhere in life the sun doth' shine, 

For each and every one;
And deeds are marshaled into line, 

And works evolved and done.
And things which niiiny count as naught 

The richest harvests yield—
No victory e'br too dearly bought, , 

No truth too small, to wield."
, In closing let mo say that truths are 
stars which illuminate the night of ig
norance,-and dispel the clouds of super-1 
étltlon and despair. May tho N. S. A.

wrtn uro. ray*
I H7,nBr. j11 1 Tery BllnPle lu principle and conatruo- 
Ei* “!1 “»»"remuât bufar inoro »ansiti re lo spit*  
SÆ6!!!1*0 llJ“ ouo “üw ln «••- 1 tulloro II wlli 

” the lotter when tu »uporiot
ucrlt» become known.”

Securely packed, and sent poetage paid frovn
-le manufacturer, for fl.OO. Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio«

ASPHODEL BLOOMS
AND

Other Offerings;
BY 

EJIMA ROOD TUTTLB.

Blip volume cuuiatnB a selection of the 
poem» of this gifted author and storiettes obd» 
ulbuted by Clair Tuttle in her charming 
There are £80 pages, with six full page Illustra
tions, including photogravures of the author 
and Clair Tutli?. it is bound in blue with al*  
luimmun embossing. Many of the poemu are 
especially adapted for recitations.

Tho Author needs no introduction to the spir
itual ptfljlic. Her spogs are among the boat in 
spiritual literature. Bpos Sargent said of one 
of her poem» that it was tho equal ot anything 
in the language, and that sho was the poetoj 
the New Pispeuaatlpn.

The'Mecca say«: ''Psychic Poems.'
That erudite critic. Win. Emtnelte Coleman: 

“To all lovers of gbod poetry this book is confi
dently recommended.“

Wifi Chrlton: "I have read with great inter« 
esL” •

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, tho Humanitarian, 
aays: “A most exquisite bouquet • • • • tm 
thoughts echo and re echo through the deepest 
recoseers of rhy heart. I have some word or 
prirtse for every page."

The author says hi the dedication: "To those*  
wbooo thoughts and longings reach Into th» 
unseen Land of Souls, this handful of aspho« 
dels, mixed with common flowers, is offered, 
boning to give rest and pleasure while waiting 
at the waystations on the journey thither ”

Price, 81.00. For sale by

HUD8ON TUTTLE,
.. Berlin HelghtSfOhla

FOREIGN AGENTS:
H. A. Copley, Canningtown, London, Eng, 
W. H. Terry. Melbourne. Australia.

THE SPIRITUAL 
SIGNIFICANCE.

A VERY IMPORTANT WORK.
The Spiritual Significance Is by Lilia® 

Whiting, author of "The World Beau
tiful,” "After Her Death,” “Kate Field, 
A Record," “A Study of Elizabeth JBax- 
rett Browning," Cloth, (1.00. .

Miss Whiting finds the title of bea 
new book in these lines from "Aurora 
Leigh:”

“If a man could feel 
Not one, bqt every day, feast, fast, and 

working-day,
The spiritual significance burn through 
The hieroglyphic of material shows, 
Herceforward be would nalut tha 

globe with wings.”
The alm of this book Is to reveal tha 

curiously close correspondence between 
tho developments ot modern science and 
spiritual laws; to note that new forces, 
as discovered and applied In wlrelesa 
telegraphy, are simply laws of an un
man realm into which humanity is ran- 
idly advancing and thus gaining a 
environment From this evolutionär» 
progress, as Illustrated by physical set 
ence the author of "The World tul’.’ continues the same argument n£ 
seated in those volumes in a plea that 
the future life is the continuation and 
development of our present life la all 
Its faculties and powers, and that tha ' 
present may be ennobled by the con
ttant sense of the Divine Presence, and 
a truer knowledge of the nature of maa 
and his relations to God tend to a 
h-gher morality and Increasing hnnnk 
nets. The book is characterized bv tha 
Same essential style and qualities that 
have insured for “The World Beautt- 
tul" volumes an almost world-wida 
popularity.
OTHER BOOKS BY LILIAN WHIT

ING:
Kate Field, A Record. Fifoy fz
A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Brow» 

lug. Prl2e IL2S.
The World Beautiful Three Berle®, 

Each SI, ,
From Dreamland Bent, and Ottsa 

Poems.' IL' Ties« books are for an)® 
at IM« nfflro.

E. D. BABBITT’S WORKS
Human Culture and Cure.

Part First. The Philosophy of Cum. paper cot® 
60 cent*.  r

Human'Culture and Cure.
Part Second. Marriage, Sexual Development Ba 

Social Upbuilding. Cloth, 75 cents- V

Social Upbuilding,
Including Cooperative Systems and tho Happtaef 

and Ennobling of Humanity. Paper cover, 15 contig ’ 
Health and Power.

A Handbook ot Caro, Eto. Cloth, 23 contai Lealhh 
85 cents* - . • • ■

Religion. .
Moat thoughtful, ajlrltnal and excellonl Clotk 

11 (paper,» cent».
Principles of Light and Color.

Oue of tho greateat hooka ot the ago. Mi by mat 
ttcoala extra. ‘

Paine’s ineóióflícaí Works. ;
As« of Reason, Extuninmion of the Props®, fc 

olos. oU’. Illustrated edition. Post Ivo., U* r•” 
pasaa. Price, oloth. Ol-to ,
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Hudson Tuttle,
Redress him at Berlin, Height«. ,ObI&

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of ro- 
epondehts, that to give all equal bear
lug compels the answers to be made In 
the most Condensed'form, and often 

' Clëarness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit- 
Sed, and the style becomes thereby as- 
aerilve, which of all things Is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions anfi write letters .of in- 
Qulry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
®Vÿry one has to wait hla time and 
Çlâbe, and all are treated with equal 
favor. '
■ NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or thé letters will 
not be read. If the request bo madg, 

■ the name- will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become, excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordl- 
nary1 courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE-

I. F. K.: Q. Why do bo many Splrlt- 
Ualists disbelieve the Scriptures? Have 
they not a perfect right to believe their 
Bpirlt friends .told the truth two thou- 
eand years ago, as well as our spirit 
friends tell us the truth to-day?

A It is misleading to say that Spir
itualists disbelieve the Bible. It ’ all 
turns.on what is understood by belief. 
If it means the acceptance of the Bible 
os the infallible, inspired word of God, 
then q majorjty of Spiritualists might 
be counted as unbelievers. Yet all ac
cept thé book on Its merit, as they do 
the sacred books of the world and all 
books with less high-sounding claims, 
and test impartially for the truth they 
contain. The Bible Is a record of spirit 
manifestations, The National Spiritual
ists Association, has published among 
its other tracts one showing tlie parallel 
between the yecords of the Bible and 
modern spiritual manifestations.

A better and more complete answer 
to the position of the medium, “obses
sion," and how. to avoid it, than,is given 
in a postscript to the letter-of this por-. 
respondent. It is so pre-eminently per
tinent, that it should be*  a lesson to 
those who would excuse their misdeeds 
by placing the burden on their “obses
sing Influences.”

"Like begets like. If I am a truthful 
,. man, the spirit friends who approach 

• me will be the same. If I am a bad 
man,’the spirits who will come tô nie 
tire like mydélf. ’If.I should go into a 
seance and receive bad results, I would 
never tell of 1Ç for I should be reveal
ing, my inner self to others. Actuated 
by spirits, they could not go beyond my 
Qwn desires.” ' .

J. M. Mathews: Q. When I attempt 
,vto argue' against the Idea of reincarna- 

tlon, It Ib Always thrown up to’ ine, 
■‘'Wheré fs’ thé justice in |Ife,’ ’lf this Is 

~ ■ -the .flrstandonly earth ,life?” -Can you 
■’•'h’Gip me? ' ' ’ ■ ’

.,;..A .Simply because the doctrine of 
reincarnation accounts for “justice in 
life,” the object for which it was origl-’ 
nated, Is not thé slightest evidence of

■ its truthfulness. The sense of justice- 
is strictly a human quality. . In the 
broad - domain of the world, putslde of. 
the mind of man, justice is unknown. 
Not only justice, but mercy, sympathy, 
charity, have no being in the trend of 
the universe. The elements go on in 
their remorseless courses; blessings 
may follow the shower and the sun
shine, wreck and ruin the tornado. 
Toiling thousands in centuries rear 
beautiful cities, and in an hour the 
proud battlements and god-worshiping 
spires lie in blacked masses and the 

■ teeming populace smothered beneath 
the ashes. The heaving earth, opens 
its fateful jaws and cities fall therein. 
Tidal waves sweep far Inland retiring 
with their spoils. Hurricanes sweep 
the deep, and woe be to the ship met in 
their career. There is no justice only 
blind forces seeking equilibrium. 
There is no restitution for injury done. 
The ship that goes down with Its human 
freight, returns not, and the wind and 
wave make no apology.

Only with human beings who feel' 
that others have rights which should be 
respected, and if not ' bo respected, 

■ there is wrong inflicted, is there what 
is called a sense of justice. This leads 
to a belief that for every right action, 
which is an action for the greatest 
good of the greatest, number, a com
mon good, there must be a reward, and 
for. every bad action, which is an action 
working detriment to the common weal, 
there must be punishment Now ah It 
is clearly apparent that these rewards 
and punishments are not received in, 
this life, this is relegated to the next or 
spirit life, and the return or reincarna
tion of those spirits who suffered in this 
life, to more enjoyable phases, and of 
those who had its pleasures from the- 
suffering of others, to a life of degrada
tion, toll and -pain. A plausible theory, 
but why necessary for such retribution? 
Who and by what arbitrary dictum is 
the matter determined? We at once 
become Involved in an impenetrable 
fog. .

. How much more clear and consistent 
to think of a spirit, passing out of the 
ekfthly body, to go on in a- higher and 
ptirer state of existence, where the er- 
rbrs of this life even the most heinous, 
are effaced by moral and intellectual 
growth.

Let Us call attention to this vital con
sideration: Justice, meaning punish
ment to an offender, as by compelling 

■ his return after death into the state of 
an outcast or criminal, makes no resti
tution to those wronged by such culprit. 
It only degrades the sinner. Whereas 
every spiritual force in earth or heav
en is for elevation of the fallen—for 

. growth In righteousness.
Fall it’may, and often fails, but in the 

- end is triumphant. And in this growth 
5f spirit in perfection of character 
whichleaves all J^llures behind—as a 
ihlp under press of- canvas, leaves the 
lee-shore, treacherous sands and foam
ing reefs, with flotsam and jetsam, of 
wreckage, for the distant harbor—are 
thé ends of justice vindicated.

"Continuity at Life a Coamlo Truth." 
I By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 

. a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
important subject Price, cloth,-11.

. . "Wedding Chimes." By Delpha Pearl
> Hughes. A tasty, .beautiful and appro

priate-wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice, matter In poefiy and 
prose. Specially designed for'the use

- of the Spiritualist And LlberaFmlnlstry, ■ 
*■ -Vrice 75 cents. ■ For sale at this office.

Creation Versus Evolution.
J. S. Loveland presents his views in a clear and 

comprehensive manner, illustrating many points 
that will be of interest to the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker. f ■■

In reading the article ill The Pro
gressive Thinker, of August 29, I was 
forcibly impressed with, the statement 
of Elihu in the book of Job, where ,he 
declares that “Great men are not al
ways wise. It is a notorious tact that 
men who have piade great proficiency 
ip certain departments of science are 
the most credulous, and the most unsci
entific when discussing topics outside 
of their special field of study, In noth
ing is this more marked than in refer
ence to religious dogmas. In the mind 
of the mature man the teachings of the 
catechism, impressed in the nursery, 
shut out the1 deductions of the reason 
and leave him the victim of ancestral 
faith; and his great effort is directed in 
a vain attempt to reconcle the irrecon
cilable. ... . ' . -

Another thing was recalled to my at
tention; and that is, that many persons 
when worsted in argument fly to the 
refuge of “great men,”, or the opinions 
of great meh, to help them out of their 
difficulty, or to silence argument by the 
more force of numbers. This course, I 
am sorry to say, is pursued by too many 
Spiritists. The names of men like 
James Hyslop and others are quoted 
when these men have no fellowship with, 
but on the contrary, despise and de
nounce our movement, or like Rev. Sav-, 
age, keep well aloof in the popular Uni
tarian church. . ' .

In the article referred to, Eld. Myrick 
returns to his attack on me, and 
through me on the doctrine of , evolu- 
Uon, and in defense of the exploded 
theory of creation, and the doctrine of 
design. And he resorts to the shallow 
sophistical method of quoting distin
guished men as authority. And assum
ing their opinions as of sufficient force 
to outweigh positive demonstration;’ 
and, worse than that, he puts their 
opinions or Inferences forward as sci
entific! If the term science means any
thing it is knowledge. Now, do any of 
these quoted men, does the^Elder him
self pretend to know anything about the 
creation of anything or the design or In
tent in that assumed creation?

Says the Eider: “I myself do not 
know, and say it freely. Bpt I believe 
it to be so." Here Is your science. It is 
the science of the savage—of the child 
—of the superstitious believer in relics 
—and of ignorant Catholics who think 
the votes of cardinals have made one 
of their number the infallible vicege
rent of God upon the earth. The Elder 
puts me In ’mind of a negro preacher In 
the south. Speaking of the Bible, he 
remarked that he could not read it, 
“but," said he, “I believe it, every word 
of it." The Elder doesn’t know, but he 
believes the creation story. _

BUt one word more about these'great 
men. They are always the biggest and 
wisest to the one quoting them, what
ever may be their real status in the 
field of science. I One, ignorant of the 
facts would Imagine that all the distin
guished men of science endorsed the 
Elder’s faith. The.' general reader 
knows better. I will not tire the reader 
with a long list of names. One is suffl- 
clept for my purpose. Not one, men
tioned by .the Elder, stands higher-as a 
scientist,than jgaeckel;" and probably 
no one of them has ever spent half the 
time In studying this question of Crea-. 
tlon and Evolution as he has; He has 
met and refuted all their arguments, 
while his own positions remain unas
sailable. '

The.Elder quotes me as follows, “Log
ical reasoning brings us face to face 
with ever-living, ever working nature, 
but nowhere shows us the faintest 
trace of a creative or working God.” 
“But,” he says, “it Is in no sense of the 
word representative of the view of ac
knowledged men . of science.” The 
Elder Is badly mistaken. It is “the ac- 
kn'owledgd view of men of science,”

could be nothing else on which design 
could terminate. Whateve? he might 
create must. In the nature of things, be 
a showing forth of his glory. In other 
words, it must be a manifestation of 
some feature of the divine nature. As 
the creed of the N. $. A. expresses it, 
“The phenomena of*  nature, . physical 
and spiritual, are thé expressions of in
finite intelligence." The entire physical 
and mental universe is simply a por
trait of the creative God. It pictures 
him as he was and is, and forever will 
be. He could design nothing unlike or 
opposed to himself. AU the destructive 
forces of material nature are only so 
ihany manifestations of his. nature. In 
the animal kingdom, all the' ferocious 
beasts, birds, reptiles and. insects dis
play nothing.'but the attributes of the 
eternal. He created them. They bear 
his image—they are his "expressions!’’ 
The fattlesnake, the cobra,, the hyena, 
the carrion buzzard and all thé swarms 
of insect pests are constantly showing 
forth the glory of the creator, they are 
the partakers of . his nature; and, with 
the thieves, robbers, murderers, etc., 
among the humans, constitute a charac
ter of infinite perfectness and goodness. 
But the creative God of “infinite intelli
gence" must, possess ail-these lovely,at- 
tributes, as they all issue from him, 
they are his "éxpresslons.” They are 
wonderful proofs of “design,” and as an 
old Methodist preacher used, to preface 
his sermons, ‘-'If there is design there 
must be a designer.” Elder Myrick be
lieves in design, and hence, if the mos
quito stings him and communicates the 
yellow fever, or the rattlesnake bites 
him, he must piously concede that they 
are the results of God’s design; and 
with Pope he can sing, ,
“If earthquakes fill high heaven’s de

sign,
-Why not a Borgia, or a Cataline?"

No wonder the author of the Penta
teuch made this God proclaim himself 
a “man of war,” for his whole creation 
is one fearful scene of continuous strug
gle and warfare. And it is war to the 
death. .

But the most astounding phase of the 
question is that ft Is God warring with 
God. It is all Included in “the phenom
ena of nature." At one time he is en
gaged in prayer, while again, or at the 
same time, he is cursing in the most 
profane manner. In fact, this God or 
“Infinite Intelligence” is perpetually at 
war with himself.' His attributes are 
exact opposites. Vengeance and love 
are both manifestations of his nature. 
He “makes good and creates evil," and 
yet he is. "angry with tae wicked” he 
has created. And yet “the wrath of man, 
shall praise him;” and how he can be 
"angry" with what praises him is very 
curious. But, according to the faith of 
Elder Myrick, all this was “designed"; 
and if bo, then we must concede with 
Pope, that “all partial'evil Is universal 
good," and the California State Spirit- 
uallst Association endorses Pope's dec
laration that
"All are but parts of one stupendous 

whole, ■
Whose body Nature Is, and God the’ 

■ soul."' ’ .' ; ■■ '
t Nów, ifuiis world Is’ désignée!,is,the 

body of God; the evil Is only partial and 
glorifies, him, as it is intrinsically good. 
Hence, if the rattlesnake should bite 
Brother Myrick, causing his death, ■ 
though ,it would seem an evil, as his 
church would lose an efficient pastor, 
his family a kind head, and’the ptèés an 
ablé contributor, yet after all it would 
be a “universal,good,” and God would 
be glorified thereby because it was part 
of his design. And his'fellow preach
ers would say that it had. pleased di
vine providence to take him atfay.

But some of my readers will say “this 
Is all bosh.” Very true. But it Is ,the• » » • .1. ■ IM1 UUOui VClV vl UV, X3uu 1U l<3'\lus3who occupy no second place In. thgi- very klnd pf b0Bb you wW find 

field. I stand by my position. nursery where the child girl is dressing,
Imust. BO one step farther. I submit rocklng fondllng a buncb of 

that, the men appealed to are not scien- called a baby. or bltterly crylD„ lt
tists at all when making the statements 
quoted. They have abandoned science 
entirely, and have turned metaphysi
cians, <and, like all theological reason
ers, base their assertions not upon sci- 

t ence, what is known, but upon assumed 
premises which are not known, but as 
the Elder confesses are simply be
lieved.

Thd whole superstructure of their po
sition, and the entire strength of all the 
pretense of creation and design rests 
upon two unproved and unprpvable as
sumptions. They are, 1, Matter is 
dead, entirely destitute of life; 2, Ufe 
had a beginning, outside of, and inde
pendent of matter. Neither of these as
sumption is known to be true, hence, 
they are outside the domain of science. 
They belong to the realm of unscien
tific metaphysics. .

I suppose the reply will be that God 
is a living being and therefore, as he is 
eternal, life always was. Very well. 
As God always existed, and is a spirit 
and not matter, there are a few ques
tions that must be satisfactorily - an
swered before we resign ourselves to 
faith. . ... .&

1. Ib the life of God organized or un
organized? It must be. one or the 
other./ If not organized, how could it 
organize anything else? And, If of It
self an organizing power how could it 
spend an eternity in doing nothing? 
And, how could an immutable being be 
induced to act after so long a time 
spent in pure self-contemplation? The 
thing is impossible in itself. . .

2. If matter is, in Itself, dead, .will 
the Elder, or his distinguished scien
tists please Inform us how a living 
God could create a . dead world? As 
you assume God—the living God—to be 
the "Great First Cause," please explain 
how the stupendous effect—matter— 
happens to be dead.- Is matter eternal? 
If created, what was it from? Nothing, 
or God? In either case it can have no 
properties, or attributes but what came 
from God; and if death is one of its 
properties then death is one of the di
vine attributes; for all that id cpme 
from God; either that oh It is self-exist
ent and God is not the Creator.Take 
which horn .you please of this dilemma.

3. Ib any portion, any .particle of 
matter now alive? If so, how came it 
so? When, how and by whom was it 
-made alive? As an absolutely dead, or 
inert substance could not make itself 
alive, .then , there must be a perpetual 
omnipotence at work making dead mat
ter alive. < Is this what your God Is do
ing? Is he busy in changing dead mat
ter Into flies, gnats, poison plants,' rep-' 
tiles, etc.? Dignified work for a God! 
Must he delightful! ’ '

4; What is tho grand design? What 
is all this made for? You answer; "for 
his glory." ’ Very ‘true. No other mo
tive could bb possible'to an-Intelligent 
personality. All must end as well as 
bofein In his own conscious purpose. No 
being but himself was In । existence, 
honco/: putside of himself there .could 
bo no motive, no ' impulsion. There

called a baby, or bitterly crying if it has 
a porcelain head and gets broken. Or 
the boy has driven some tacks into
some wooden blocks and is marshalling 
an ox team. Or, perhaps has purchased 
some toy cars and is running a r.ailroad 
on hlS'Own hook. This is childish, you 
say. But the New Testament Jesus 
says, you must become as a little 
child, or you will fail of the kingdom of 
heaven. Do you insist that you will 
not tend rag babies, nor drive wooden 
oxen into the future, remember, that, 
according to “Divine Inspiration," OF 
SUCH IS THE' KINGDOM OF 
HEAVEN. You must ’“become a fool 
for Christ’s sake.” Hence, as it is some
times amusing to see 1 children with 
their toys, or riding a broomstick- for a 
horse, so also is it to see children of a 
larger growth, following, not Paul’s ex
ample of “putting away childish 
things," but the more reprehensible one 
of becoming “a fool for Christ’C sake."

• J. S. LOVELAND.

' A Wonderful Boy Medium. .
To the Editor:—Inclosed please find 

fac simile of map of the Arctic conti
nent, drawn by spirit of U. S. Grant ( as 
surveyed by him) through the hand of 
Milton Berry, an eleven-year-old medi
um of Brooklyn, N. Y., Oct. 24, 1903. 
Judging from the squares drawn in sold 
map, I have no doubt of its being as 
nearly correct as the size of the map 
will admit. .......

This medium was developed in family 
circles, and is clairvoyant, clalraudient, 
trance speaking, writing, painting,’mu
sical and psychómetrlc. 1

When playing the .piano, writing, 
painting and - map-drawing, .his ‘ right 
arm is paralyzed, and he says he can 
feel the spirits Using his arms and 
hands; both arms being affected while 
playing on the-piano. - ■

His guides tell him there are seven
teen Indians and fifty white spirits ,in 
his band. ’ . .

He is quite rapid In his painting—us
ing water colors. The time occupied In 
each spirit portrait being from three to 
five minutes. He has painted nearly all 
of his spirit guides with their names at
tached, among whlcbi are a number of 
the presidents, celebrated musicians, 
(French and Russian) painters, poets, 
inventors, reformers, historians,' .ora
tors, etc. . • ’ . ■ . .

Columbus, one of hlB band, has paint
ed through his hand what ho claims'to 
be the. only perfect picture of him.that 
has ever been produced; and . this Is 
vouched for by Lincoln, Washington, 
Grant and others, Who are all. anxious 
that it should bo photo-engraved for tho 
benefit of. humanity. :
. Shakspearo also claims to have paint
ed his picture, which ho says is more 
llko him than any .heretofore produced.

Notwithstanding the multiplicity, of 
bls wonderful modlumlatlo gifts and nu
merous controls, he shows no symptoms 
of any of tho horrible effects of medium
ship named in that wonderful. book,’
"The Great Psychological Crime.''
- onset, ».

Th«
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Interesting J^xperjppcea ofin In-

■ (Continued'Ìrem‘$Io. 729.)
■ In my last artiere I mentioned the dò- 

sire of my wife,¡fop a .toy baby of her 
own. We will lebftjile matter rest for a 
while, but we wlllauotjkfe'op it entirely. 
You shall, know ;j>vjiat jwcurred a few 
months later, but iwe must observe what 
happens iu the, mwfinw-' .

The band of. gvaad Spirits of which 
she spoke, soon arrived. . More of the 
opposition came fefeo, jl could hear the 
commands of < thp jgrawl ones. : They 
said they must wall-me-to- I could hear 
some that was said.about the wall,,and 
knew that there was much work being 
done, but I could not see the product of 
their work, Aboujitbls time one of the 
evil ones got control of my tongue, and 
much to my surprise, the first thing he 
did was to upbraid me for chewing to
bacco, and advised’ me to. quit. 1 
thought tills pretty good advice if it 
did come from a devil, and concluded 
to question him.'. He (old me a rambling 
story, and finished by .saying I was a 
very good medium.. He was not alone 
in his demands for me t.o quit using to
bacco, for those whom I considered 
grand advised me likewise. I said to 
them that I Ijad .pBed tobacco for more 
than thirty years^and that I had made 
several efforts to quit, and had failed 
but was wllling to make another effort, 
and if they ..could aid iné any in my ef
fort I would be pleased to have them 
no so. To this ail consented and the 
fight against tobacco commenced.

I had the habit bf smoking as well as 
chewing tobacco'. '■ •’

I now agreed to give the obsessing 
spirits a chance tq'tpll why they insist
ed on being present, provided they 
would be careful 'pot to Interfere with 
the rights of my wife nnd those who 
were assisting her. This had the de
sired effect for a time. My wife got 
control, and was much concerned when 
I would' be trying to cook <or myself, 
which I now did. So I said, “We might 
as well set up housekeeping again.”

When I would be eating she would 
come into my body and seem to be eat
ing with me. This I supposed to be all 
right, thinking that she might thereby 
get energy enough to materialize. '

My wife was not- as tall as 1 am, and 
when she woujd be in my body while 
eating, her feet wohld seem to be stick
ing out at my ankles, and if in while 
standing or walking, her feet would be 
in-iny own,'and her face would be out at 
my neck, and this would cause a chok
ing sensation whlqh gradually disap
peared. When I would be In bed she 
would be in my body, and seemed to 
sleep with as much; composure as when 
she was alive and well. These feelings 
were not slight or^hadowy; they were 
strong and real tOj-rnp, and when she 
controlled my tongue (find talked, I 
would speak in aufemislne voice like 
her own, and qultp,- as-Jpud as she did 
when alive. .;|

Mr. Stephens, tb.e trvunpet medium, 
whom I have mentloneg, continued to 
give seances at njy. rooms, and at one 
of them I asked Bijjy Jq^obs, who is one 
of Mr. Stephens’ ,/?ontroJ’s, something 
concerning my ^yelqpment. ■ “Har
mony, harmony,” yjaa feifi reply. '

Someone in thfliQlrciq then asked a 
question, concerning me. |His only reply 
,>vas, “Mn,Dailey ijy trqe-to the cause." 
Of course this hadsa tendency to make 
those in the.cirqj.e; feel fiat ali was not 
well ,with me cpn£eyn|pg my develop
ment,. .Fearing Iy;m(ghi; be ostracised 

guidali 
we.hadnpt bpttemjnal^/Hi- effort-tocon- 
vlncp-.them that .(yp' w.ere all right? ; I 
was advised to ask my friends to come 
in, and was promised trumpet work of 

•materializing. Accordingly I invited 
those I desired to, form a circle, apd 
made an effort to. get something tp ap
pease them, but my efforts were futile. 
When I made; inquiry of my guides con
cerning, (the failure, I was advised to 
keep rjght on and;make another effort. 
This I did on several; occasions, and at 
one :tlme a man in the circle said he 
saw a small form. build up upon the 
table around which the circle was seat
ed, yet I was unable to get anything- 
afterward in my rooms,-although-I made 
several efforts. The form that ap
peared on .the table .1 believed to be 
that of my brother Albert, whom I have 
already mentioned as being dead. Ha 
•was the younger, and although he died 
before I was four years old, yet I can re
member him quite -well, and can trace 
him readily.. , ■

There noW arose another' trouble. 
One of those whom I had regarded as 
an obsessing spiriti objected4 to my 
brother coming to me, saying, “If Albert 
comes, I go away.” I said I wanted to 
do what was right, and SO long as my 
brother was good I. could not drive him 
away, and while this was not satisfac
tory to him in the least, yet I said it 
would have to be so unless I was con
vinced that my brother was’ in the 
wrong. So the matter remained until 
I discovered there was trouble between 
my brother and my wife, which con
tinued for some time and then my 
brother was compelled to retire, and 
those whom he had driven away re
turned and all went,on as before.

Mr. Stephens now. made his last visit
.to my place. ;.- r , , •

At the end of the seance he gave, 1 
said to, Billy Jacoby ;,’ “W111 you please 
say who It Is that id,trying to. imperson
ate my wife?” ■' ■

The next one to interfere was a healer 
who was a member of our organization. 
He made a lengthy speech at one of oiir 
meetings op tho subject of obsession, 
and while he did not mention my name, 
I well understood mat it was for me. To 
all of this I turned-a deaf ear, for I be
lieved that there, was (something at 
work in my fle-'eiorment that neither 
the living nor the dead understood/out
side of my band

- tlo be continued.)
ii.’L. DAILEY. '

Jonesboro, Ind. . • ' .

WHAT IS PROPHECY?
Its Moral and Spiritual Uses Considered.

Prophecy is the art or science of read; 
Ing causes and thereby judging effects 
tofollow. •

In human affairs it is based on the 
same principle. But in this case the 
reader most be sensitive to the causal 
vibrations governing the Individual.

Much, however, is erroneously deline
ated because of conflict with his own 
vjbratlons—it being often difficult to 
separate the two, unless the reader or 
prophet hps a thorough knowledge of 
self and Is enabled to discern the’differ
ence. ■ • ,

But Buch can also prophesy for self, a 
possibility open to all who are curious 
to “lift the veil,” and which constitutes 
the best safeguard against the errors of 
others or against the false hopes often 
given, when the subject is beyond reach 
of the causal delineator.

The latter obtains when the govern
ing principles or forces of the subject 
have a more active vibration than those 
of the reader or professor in the art— 
Individuals only being able to under
stand causes within their own scope or 
reach. And as human nature can only 
be understood comparative to a knowl
edge of. self, the first requisite in 
prophesying Is introspection, followed 
by tests of self-prophecy. As our 
causal vibrations are a Bynonym 
with the “cause upon ub" or destiny— 
the life’s plan' upon which we are erect
ed and jnust follow out to reach indi
vidual perfection—they must have 
their specific Influences and affect sen
sitives accordingly. Now, when rightly 
interpreted, and their meaning is un
derstood, prophecy becomes an accu
rate science. But we should be better 
able to judge what we feel ourselves, or 
are Inclined to do than an outsider— 
and feeling and inclination are the tell
tales of their underlying forces.

The boy who feels like becoming a 
merchant feels what Is best for him: 
But when a parent’s vanity Insists upon 
educating him for some titled profes
sion, failure must follow In the major
ity of cases.

Of course, a boy and even a man 
may feel like doing something wrong. 
But reason is there to right it—reason 
based on justice or that which Is in 
harmony with justice—conscience and 
intuition.

Now, the man without conscience Is 
not intuitive, and consequently can 
never become a prophet—unless a pre
tended one—for in comparison to a 
feeling of ill-will or prejudice against 
another, or selfishness governing, intui
tion is darkened, and the wrong course 
in life Ib pursued—however gratifying It 
may be for the Individual operator. But 
there are many things In life, pleasing 
during their Indulgence, which end in 
misery. And a whole life's plan thus 
destroyed Is • almost 1 irreparable—at 
least, on this mundane sphere.

■ Self-knowledge should be an accom
paniment of . education—beginning In 
childhood • with object; > lessons1 that 
point a moral; and as is largely done, 
but omitted at the very period of life 
where .their efforts are the .most power
ful—namely, from youth ' to manhood. 
What is then -neglected Is seldom in
vited till middle age or when the soul 
hungers for spiritual food. Worldly 
habits, false teachings and egotism 

"have by that time taken such root, that 
they are. difficult to be subdued or 
thrown aside. But better late than 
never—only that it often takes as many 
years to change the acquired, individ
uality of, the forces as it took to create 
them. It is then when the reformer’s 
feelings do not comport with his higher
sense of reasoning—his
promptings, and as orii 
for the soul's combat A 
gins, as soon as the mi

intuitive 
founded—

superiority bo
ot matter has

surrendered to the new state of things 
—the intention of obeying the cause 
upon’him.

Life Is frequently begun anew under 
these circumstances, and the man of 
matter at 40 may be a man of spirit at 
50—a genuine medium or a prophet, ac
cording to the bent of his energies for 
a higher ideal as a.mortal.

.There is hope for all in self-knowl
edge-hope for renewed health, 
strength and a brighter future. Not 
only that he is enabled to see nls way 
clearer as a mortal, but also as a spirit, 
and that.immortality is a fact—such be
ing the ' most gratifying results of 
prophecy.

• ARTHUR F. MILTON.
Charleston, S. C. .

How a Woman Paid Her Debts.
lam out of debt, thanks to the Dish-washer 

business. In thfe past three months I have 
made 9000,000 selling Dish-washer. Ineversaw 
anything sell so easily. Every family needs a 
Dish-washer and will buy one when shown how 

«lvwj ntici. .ritt • . : ■ beautifully it will wash and dry the family dish-
His reply was, Mi;. Dailey, don’t you ! es in two minutes.'' I ’sell from my own nouse./- 

be surprised p.i any. thing.” However, me m&nyorder^I prevailed on my,.fiends tc -Th6.dis>!2s “e
more effort find see^what I coul'd get I

The Spiritualists of Jpnesbore had an 
organization at*  thlq, time, and had a 
suite of rooms In w^ich they met. -Mr. 
Stephens .gave’.a seance In one of those 

' rooms soon, after I £>as’ declared ob
sessed, and T attended... The' seance

... . „ . ... irom my own nouse./
” However 1 'Bnc“ Dlsn-washer sold brings me nmny orderedThe dishes are washed Without wetting tii 
to maae one hands. That is why ladies want the Dlsh-wash- • ....... ... , 6r I give my experience tor the benefit of any

I one who may wish to make money easy. I 
I buy my Dish-washers from the Mound City

Dish-washer Co., St Louis, Mo. Write them 
or particulars. They will start you In business 
in your own home. . L. A. a

had not befin'l.n 'preg^sg long when 
Billy Jacobs said/Hi .words as near as I 
could understand Alm.y^’Mr. Dailey, if 
you can’t manage,your3?ontrols, I will 

’ have to ask you tajdaTOrthe room.” I 
did n’ot retire, auAfif^ ffeance was soon 
over; bo you see IwaffWpoBed by those 
concerned in Spiritualism on both sides 
of.life.. ’ 7

My next experiencq.wKs with a healer 
from a neighborinirtowiu He attended 
our meeting on Sunday!? ’and when I 
asked those assenwled’to give me aid 
and see what I could get,’ he assumed 
authority, and stafied. h’4’ would look 
after me. I saitf'Jtb' my, guide, "Look 
out, for IbellOveiheJwhofug to lay 
hands bn' me." ®e!,s<5Si approached 
me from the reawand gave me a read
ing.- I could not'sed Vmat passes- he 
made, iior do I reme'mfio’r whether ho 
touched me-or not,; but all he did was 
contrary, to my wfsh’ijs’ and at his own 
risk. '*!  '

My next ehcouhtSr -Was with an old
time Spiritualist; tlia- oldest in, our so- 
clety. On ’stepplng'lnto a ’blacksmith 
shop I found him and totherB Inside. -Ho 
approached me ond BUld: “There !s-no 
doubt about- thievmafl- being controlled' 

- by spirits, of ’ some 'kind/' and I- could 
see that he waB'angry, - I'next met him 
on the street, And hO aaid that ho and 
otlvora wore talMng«<bf coming to my 
rooms to dispel the Wit 'Spirits/' I said 
to him that no one Would bo permitted 
to come to my rooms on -eucha mls-

THE. BIBLE AS REGARDED B\JOHN 
E. REMSBURG. .

In this book there are Eleven Chap
ters on the Authenticity of 'thé' Bible; 
Thirteen on the Credibility of the Bible; 
Ten on the Morality of the Bible, with 
an Appendix of Unanswerable Argu
ments Against the Divine Origin and In 
favor of the Human Origin of the Bible. 
Twenty-six pages of index, enabling the 
reader to refer in an Instant to any au
thority quoted or argument used by the 
author. ,

The tiles of the chapters in detail ore 
Sacred Books of the World, The Chrls^ 
tian Bible, Formation of the Canon, Dif
ferent Versions of the Bible, Author
ship and Dates, The Pentateuch, The 
Prophets, The Hagloegrapha, The Four 
Gospels; Acts, Catholic Epistles and 
Revelation; Pauline Epistles, Textual 
Errors, Two Cosmogonies of Genesis 
The Patriarchal Age, The Jewish Kings 
Inspired Numbers, When Did JehoSa- 
phat Dio? Harmony of the Gospels, Paul 
and the Apostles,. The Bible and His
tory, The Bible, hud Science, Prophe
cies,. Miracles, The Bible God, The 
Bible Not a Moral Guide, Lying, cheat 
Ing, Stealing, Murder, War, Human

;lcal Crime.'' slon without my advice’ and „consent 
H. C, SâHRVffl Ï». 8 Efe thon got yory Wfy and wt aw,

Sacrifices, Cannibalism, Witchcraft, 
Slayory,.Polygamy, Adultery, Obscen
ity, Intemperance, Vagrancy, Ignorance, 
Injustice to Women, .Unklndness to 
Children, Oruelty to Animals, Tyranny, 
Intolerance, Conclusion, Appendix.’ ■

The book makes Bérne five hùndred 
pages, and la printed handsomely on 
heavy paper, with wids ©argina, pries

"Talents and wondrous gifts are possessed by many who carry them from cra
dle to grave without discovering them."—Itayon. I

“Knowing One’s Self is the Key to all the Mysteries."—Rayon. ’ ‘
। Mysticism, Occultism. Magnetism, Mesmerism, Hypnotism—every old ism, 
and every form of so-called “New Thought"—all have tho same alm—
: HEALTg-rPERSONAL POWER—SUCCESS ,
Do you want the gist of all worth knpwipg? Facts as plain as furrows cut by * 

>, plow? The work of practical map—of an acknowledged master?

Get Rayon’s Famous Book, “THE MYSTIC SEtF,”
Sent Postpaid for Fifty Gents. ’

„ / THOMAS A. KNAPP, 175 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111,
Advance Students and old Investigators in all parts of the world write of 

“The Mystic Self” as follows : ,
I-’rom r&ev?Cano“M“BSh}rfltlc Sol.° as Klviub' ‘hea6attl blow to madel materialism., 

, “If I only dared embody your.Uuchlngs la a sermouI”-A Bishop.
“t? I youlinot take IW.OOT ior wbafl have lewuod from Bayou I”—A Doctor, a fashionably

RENDING TrtE VftIL
A Most Remarkable Book Concerning; the Exiotwe 

of Mao, and All Things, and All Being .
It Was Written by Materialized Foi'ms at the House of 

J. H, Pratt, Spring Hill, Kansas, William W. 
Aber Being the Medium.

"Rending the Vail" Is pronounced by and various kindred questions. All ‘ 
Qol. It. T. Van Horn, of Kansas Olty, ' ..
Mo., as a most remarkable work. Thai
Col. Van Horn is fully competent to 
judge, we will say that he has been a 
member of congress for four sessions, 
an editor of a leading dally, and a pro
found thinker along scientific lines. 
He says:. .

“The principal contributors to the 
book are four in number: Dr. W. H. 
Beedi-who Is called the chemical con
trol of the medium; William Denton,

these are treated, some of them verx 
fully, but all rationally understandable. 
Also phenomena, inspiration and such, 
to marly, knotty subjects, are freely and 
fully discussed.

"The work is not written by the me
dium nbr by any one connected with th« 
society or circle. All was delivered by, 
personalities distinct from either, writ
ten down by the secretary os spoken, or 
if in writing, tiled away. At the next 

Thomas Paine and Michael Faraday! crnremld^oricrS 
There are numerous others giving a few aud by autbor^

by both laid away for tho l ook.incidental and mostly persona? mes
sages or dissertations on solentlflc, phil
osophic, religious, théologie and occult 
topics—from, world-building, tho origin 
of Ufe, or religions, of scientific discov
ery, and the laws of cosmos or nature
in fact the entire field of human 
thought The Umitatlon seemed to bo 
only that of the spectators to ask ques
tions.

“In addition to this mass of messages, 
there are In the book about sixty illus
trations—44 of them portraits. Theso 
were drawn by a form standing out In 
the room at a desk, the form br person
ality to be sketched at the doorway of. 
the cabinet and the finished picture 
handed to one of the circle and filed 
away by the seceretary.

“What will attract the attention of 
even the non-Splrltuallst reader Is that 
the topics treated by Prof. Denton, 
Thomas Paine and Prof. Faraday, are 
In kind, in thought and style with those 
to which their active lives in this world 
were devoted-in literary character as 
different here as in their works extant 
on our book-shelves.

“The work is unique in the history of 
spirit communication. Swedenborg, 
Andrew Jackson Davis, and Marla King 
wrote under Inspiration. ■ Newbrough 
wrote Oahspe automatically by type
writer. “Rending the Vali" was Writ,, 
ten afid spoken by full-form personali
ties and is printed as given. Oho re- . 
markable thing about the writing may 
not be amiss here. As high as 1,200 
words a minute were written by actual 
timing by the watch.

“It is but just to tile secretary to say 
tpat his work has been admirably done 
—not only faithfully and efficiently, but 
with excellent taste. There are no dog
matic parentheses, no interpolations or 
ipse dlxlts of tho scribe. H5 simply 
States that "a form purporting to be” 
So-and-So, “appeared and delivered the 
following"—stating Whether it was oral 
or in writing.

"In reading the book, and I have i-ead 
It all, this modest, self-retiring, literal 
rendering of these extraordinary hap
penings by the secretary has been a 
source of constant admiration. It adds 
character to the book and Inspires con- ' - 
étant confidence in the Integrity tha.

"The Spiritualist press and Its cot- 
trlbutors are just now discussing a 
number of questions as to the nature of------ -------------- m*.
spirit, of spirit return; the want of from the first page to tho last enhance 
agreement between those returning as the respect and interest of the reader.’ 
to conditions In their present worldpthe This remarkable book, "Rending the 
2°“s—tbat the organism of the Vail,” is for sale at the office of TIm
medium Imposes upon communication.. Progressive Thinker. Price 51.75.

fi ¡story of the ö 
CTtRISTIAN RELIGION 

to fhje Year 200,
_„ BY CHARLES V. WAITE, A. M.
Bifth edition—Revised, with Mach Additional Matter m Appendix 
„*„ st“da.rd.Bnd reliable’ history of tho 
^eS.perlod oi. the Church, giving 
facts that are not found in the so-called 
,h.ILt2Fle8J.y7,tt®n by churchmen. This 
latest edition has been carefully and 
thoroughly revised, and it is a reliable 
magazine of facts, such as the honest 
inquirer wants. It opens up to the in
vestigator and student a wide field of

hlstorlcal research in matters of fa- 
wholly ignored by the regular churcl 
historians, and throws a bright glare 
light on points heretofore carefuL" 
shrouded In darkness. * ' ■ ’
. A. large octavo volume of 556 page-, 
strongly bound In cloth. Price $2.2& ■ 
For sale at The Progressive Thinker 
office. _

'THE UNKNOWN
‘ -BY—

CAMILLE FLAMMARION
“The Unknown created a marked clnatlng as the most fantastic of Poe’. 

sensaUon in France when first pub- tales. It treats on incredulity, credui 
Hshed and can scarcely fall to arouBe P’ -- --------------- '’Teaube — — mo • t —1 çtl u Re

Ity, hallucinations, psychic action of on« 
mind upon another, transmission ofthe greatest Interest in this country. It___________ _

is an eminent scientist’s study of the thought, suggestion, the world a! 
phenomena of the spirit world. In dreams, cerebral, physiology, psychm 
touching upon the various physical dreams, distinct sight in dreams, actus? 
manifestations the author cites many facts, premonitory dreams and diving 
absolutely authenticated instances, and tlon of the future, etc. 487 naaea riSL 
chapters of his book are as weirdly fas- bound. Price 52.00:

world of

For Bale at the Office of The Progressive Thinker,

Lift BEYOND DE/VTft
Being a Review of

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera
, tlon of Present Conditions of Thought 

and Feeling,
Leaxiliig' to the Question as o Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions. v

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
. 8vo. Cloth, 842 Pages.

After a review of the beliefs held tn 
the past concerning life beyond death. 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction „from tho extreme “other
worldliness" which It replaced, which 
waa in turn followed hy the Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. He 
points out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of immortality held by the 
churches and the weakness of tho tra-
dltlonal creeds and the- loosening of 
their hold upon the people. Ho then 
considers tho probabilities of a, future 
Ufe, probabilities which, as Jie admits, 
fan short, of demonstration.. Tho vol
ume includes a consideration of’ the 
work of the Society for. Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the nuthor’s own personal ex-
pericnces In this Une. Dr 

; ffitor Sale at this \

holds, as a provisional hypothesis, that 
continued existence Is demonstrated, ' 
and that there have been at least some 
well authenticated communications 
from persons in the other life, Th« 
chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows: '

Primitive Ideas— Ethnic Beliefs—Tho 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul's 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Lifo—

। Jesus and Immortality—The Othea 
World and the Middle Ages—Protestant ' 
Belief Concerning Death and the Lift 
Beyond—Tho Agnostic Reaction—Tba 
Spiritualistic Reaction—The . World •
Condition and Needs as to Belief In Im. 
mortality—Probabilities. Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The Society 
for Psychical Research and tho Immor
tal1 Life—Possible Condition:: of Anoth. 
er Life—Some-Hints as to Personal Ex- 
„„Honson nnd Opinions. .

-H««, mi.ßo. Postage 10c.

"Spiritual Bongs for iW Vso of ®r-
clea,-Qamp-meetlngs and Other Spirit- 
uallstlc Gatherings." By ■ Mnttlo ' ffi. 
HnlL For sale at thia office. Priea 10

^Buddfiiam and Its chu.
'By Dr.’Paul Gaius. An exebn,, ./
of Buddhism; compact yet comprohen- 
; i, 60 contar Gletk gU& 

bor eale at thia o®sa, '-
-4
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4 SPECIAL OFFER FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
To Subscribers for ? .

• THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER ONLY: ,

STOMACH 
TROUBLES 

’ . GORED

- V 11. J.., ^xr—

MRS? sfeSARD GRAY
And Sou. wrwm c. HOUGH,

MaferiuUring MiSülmus, hold buuuuuj
•hunda».. WduesiUhri’Aud eU'ht
O.C1CKK!IMMW«»P-.mn«torti' reaiavnoc, », 
Wcülfiïtb at.-, NÿWHYtork. (âittlnga forcominunl- 
cullous dally, 10 tQÍ .< • .-•"■ • «8

£

M

M
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THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME, 
Harmonics of Evolution (Florence Huntley), 
The Dream Child, “ ' " - ‘

$zoo
2.00 

- 75

Si .50
1.50

50

Vi Cu fulBuly C« far C«w et JHtewA-IwaM. Mal
' Canili b Cucir. .De lei Tik» Olir Httf. ■ -

. ' IfCT IT TWtUlF. ■

SctoudflcjiUy ixw&rtltobte. Oapiatn G. W.
WaJr.oud, 1510 G toát SL ¿n. Col., »BtlwO.

G N.K1SKKAD 
» lug» dully. hj 
ßbti.ii'dü>'l B:3U p. n

ML. IJMJREAp- 
J Ji dreduy and 
tbb Ave., Chicago.

A bituaiion on a farm th© year round with Spirit- 
ualluu by an able boated man of ¿8 year» of 
Addrca» D. IL DAVI8, Milwaukee,- ffls.

Healthlia What You Want!
: jMbarfc. Harrison Wallt.
Meulfil.aiidflpirilual Healer, can make you well. 
AU knotvu alseauLi» tr^.alud »ucceeufully at any 
dlnfoncc. Hia curca "are permanent. Come and 
¿potokrif yovuwÄUt fo. be. cured. J3ou»ultaiton 
jPree.y Wr|teTd)'tuBtimonlah.' Formerly of Mln- 
neapohiL-now located at WOO Normal ave.,Chicago, 
Illlnole.p q 733

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Bend three two-çent stamps,' lack of

Die Great Psychological Crime—Gon- The Law of dplHtual Gravity; 
tions and Suggestions.tente—Part 1.

Admoni-

Psychplogical' Crime;. New , Deflni; Supplemental. . ■
lions; Pertinent Admissions; What Is ’ The Value of “Theories”; Differences 
Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man and Distinctions; Transmigration; 
and His Two Organisms; Physiology TrausubBtantiatipn; . -Reincarnation: 
and Pathology of Hypnotism; "Auto- Metempsychosis; -Self-Perpetuation, 
Hypnotism,” aMisnOmer;(“Suggestion,” 'Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
a Lexicological Libel; Independent ijug- iiiortallty;. Individual Extinction; Psy- 
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and the chical Reinvesture. ' ' 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? ; ' -----
A Violation of Natural Law} True Jug- Harmonics of Evolution—Contents. ■
„„2------------------r--2, -_22, 2—.- Preliminary Statement; There Is Nd
Mortem Hypnotism,; What of the Hyp- Death- Life After Physical Death Is 
BoUst? ■ . ■ Sclentljcariy Detnonstr^Jile; Life Here

and Hereafter Has a Common Develop- 
inent and a Common Purpose; 
The Scope, Method and Pur- 
pdse; The Genesis of Physical 
Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution; 
The "Law of Natural Selection”; The 
Natural Law of Selection; A Question

gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Poet-

‘ Part II.
A Risk and a Duty; Other -befini-' 

tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified i The Principle 
Involved; “Automatic, Physical Medi
umship" Impossible; Neither a “Gift”

'Nor a “Power”; The Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom.; 
Mediumship and “Affinity"; Medium
ship and Emotionalism; Mediums ai)d 
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan

ity. ’ i
Part III.

The Genesis of "Hell"; The Way of 
Death; In Perspective; Individual Im
mortality; On What It Depends; Self
Control, the Application; The Line of 
Despair and the Powers of Darkness;

in Science; The Completion of an Indi
vidual; Masculine, Will and Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle for Happiness; 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intui
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat
ural Science Corroborated; Natural 
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce; 
True Marriage, Mathelnatics, Harmon
ics, Ethics. .

Handsomely Bound. ’ *>
Send for Circular.

Address all orders to 
THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO., 

19 to 27 North Kedzie Ave., Chicago.

FREB TEST
TREATMENT

Do ■ you Buffer 
. • from.. -fndigeBtloii, 

. , ti tom-
Sl • ueh’ tr-vublelu -any 
»'.form?. If you do 
SB why not let mb euro 
jSt yonJ. Wo do uol 

meuniiLiiP you'by 
W’Miigyou a Boda 
SSI Compound .Tablet 
[tm 'or Bonie of the oth«

I
«r.patenl "Dyapcp- 
ala CuteuX, Wo 
will- positively 
iiud pormaadutly 
cure you.. We will 
KO to lhe very fouii, 
Uullou of. your 
trouble I will re-
"‘.ove Iho causes, 

. “ “ ’ ,,ptrcn4-theu aud
tone up -the stomach, and make you strpug and. 
healthy any od ©ver .were. We could give you tes
timonials by thethoiwandsof.thoBcwehavec.uml 
of stomach trouble iu all its forma and stages; but 
they would, uot be fuels or proof to you—only 
words of thunks uud praise. The only absolute 
proof la in the treatment Itself. And believing 
that a practical test would be mom convincing to, 
sufferers than all the testimonials wo could print 
and absolutely prove its great merits, we will 

'»end anyqne desiring it a full two weeks’ trial 
treatment absolutely tree. ..

■If you have stomach trouble and have fulloO to 
{’el relief, write us at one» and leurn by practical 
eat what we can do for yon. Address Dr. Peebles 

Institute' of Health, Lid., 2d Main Street, Battle 
Creek, Mich. .

1ÍU8. dbwoli K« mar and- ‘sla-te- 
JH.wrtUne.il th u> WÎÎÆ& raff ts w » ft 
ucmiiiugo SeouçeySuu-
lUy andThuraday 'i -.*  - ? ' W

AS'£Ht>IXHSKSl.-f*lGcatioti.  business upeoula- 
tlon,-..juaMiiioxiytravel; • ait -aflulru ot 
life. FiU) 42.0k tseuu dale of oirtn aa near tho 
hour as •pouatoie.^Audrces. Heading Road,
Cincinnati, Ohio. ■

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, ’'IfoyehU?1
Readings by appohitmeatòr by mall, tl. 8 ques
tions 2fic. Accurate worid 16 Park Avê., Chicago.

A Natural Seer,'Tried and True.
IfRS. IS. PHFOREST, ‘CLAIRVOYANT, INTUI- 
JU- tlontil4u<L.vrpphetlc reading» by mail. fiend 
own handwrlijug, date of birtU and 8 Question«, 
fl. Removed to Foxboro, Maey • - •

Annie l>ojrd Uhwinberlainta Card.
Dear friend», you cun greatly help me care for 

my blind elater, Jennie L. Webb, one,of the earl
iest medium» now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me with 11,- and I will 
try and get -reply by independent writing of whis
pers. Address Mra. Annie Lord Chamberlain,. Mil
ford Muss. ■ '

MRS. CONNECTS :....
Gray Hair Redemption.

. without Leadt»Uver or pojeous. Beet, quickest, 
safest and cheapest on earth;. jfi to W cent» a box. 
yYllMaataixwcmihs. ?"T r.

Oue application wll eurprifie you. No staining. 
Apply,with the' haiidfe once -A wpek; you can't.up» 
ford to. look old, if you ufc looking forcmploy-’ 
ment; aluored halr.restorul to brown,-u- a

> The redemption.hiBtfirca ’iTdy,’ faded or blooded 
hair at once te lls origlu&A color? For-£eiitlein'6U'tf 
mouatuchce it is wonderful and safe. . 25e. a box.’ 
Will lust one year. Try it.*  Cafry it in your pock
et. Spe for yourself.'..No^nunbug. - ■■■>■ - . - ■ - 

Quick make-up for hair^nd eyebrows. 'Try the 
brown for light hulrj take It with you (b your 
workshop. • • v. . ; .. j . . .... i

Your personal appearance counts greatly for 
»ueqcHBand happiness. ,Daut use' stuff that will 
turn your bah’ giuenp-don'tgelyour huir bloinlda, 
for when it grows out at the root’s it wlllTopkTikp 
a spotted canary bird,' Use only Mra. Connelly’s 
Hair Redemption; It will make you happy. Makos 
the hair grow.' ■

By mall on i-eceipt of money. 2c. mid Ac. extra 
for postage. Send stamp for circulars. Address 
all letters to Mrs. ANNA CONNELLY, 678 North 
18th st, Philadelphia, Pa., Sia. S. .

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power. ‘ <

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
280 North Sixth St. .

.. Sau J<>ae, GaU . . . , T

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.
, TESTIMONIALS Of CURE. ,

My Dear Mrs. Dobson-Barker:—! 
want to say, I have . been ailing for 
thirty years and ypu are the only one 
that has done me any good.

‘ MARY JANE PEARCE-
Perris, Riverside Co., Cal., Feb, 21, 

1903. , .

fl NEW DEPARTURE
DR. G.T. WATKINS

Ih now open for engagements to deliver his 
lectures on Heaiui and Disease (from a Spirit
ualist's standpoint). These health talks are 
something new and most interesting. No 
charge will be made for the lectures. Dr Wat- 
kius Is still in active practice, however, and all 
who are ill are requested to send their age, sex, 
and leading symptoms to '

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
00 lllglilai.d ave.

Newloavtlle, Musa. '

MAN’S IMMORTALITY
Man Is a Condition of Life, Nçt Life 

' Itself.

being, will continue to exist through all 
the endless ages of eternity, and while 
it will undergo continuous change dur
ing nll-this time it will neyer lose Its 
identity or individuality. A thing does 
not necessarily lose its identity by a 
change; the boy does not lose his iden
tity In matured manhood, neither will 
man lose his identity though he should 
become a creative power among the 
gods, which he is destined, to do if eter
nal progression is the law of the uni
verse which it seems to me all thinking 
people must admit.

A thing cannot lose its Identity 
through progression, it can only be 
lost by retrogression, and retrogression 
js not the natural course of nature, but 
progression is the universal law. That 
intelligent being now .called man haa 
undergone many changes in the past 
without losing his identity, and it ap
pears just as evident that while it will 
undergo many radical changes in the fu
ture it will never lose its identity. It 
is reasonable to believe that our mem-

My brother J. T., <?f Duluth, Minn., as 
well as many others, use as an argu
ment against immortality that if man 
had a beginning "then he surely must 
have an end. This argument is logical 
and Bound; man had a. beginning and 
will have an end, but man is a condition 
of lite and not life itself. Life has al
ways existed and will never have an 
end. The universe is full of life, the 
time ■ never was when it' was not. All 
life does not possess the same degree of 
development. . • ■

Unconscious life is the lower condi
tion of life, whjle the conscious Ute, or 
that which is conscious of self-exist
ence, belongs to a more developed 
class. All life does not possess , the . 
same degree of development. Life like 
everything else in the universe, is sub
ject to the law of progression, and pro
gression signifies change; - there could 
be no progression without a change. In 
that great sea of homogeneous ’ ebn- 
eclouB-life which exists in the universe 
before the condition of man is reached, 
(although this sea of lite is composed ot 
innumerable separate, and .distinct 
lives) all have one common will. This 
Immortal conscious life while in this 
condition knows not good from evil, it 
knows no sin; it feels no sorrow and 
has no pain; It transgresses no law, 
therefore suffers none .of the-penalties, 
attached to law. It is not subject to the 
law of suggestion, but acta wholly upon 
its own volition which is common to all. 
This conscious life principle consti
tutes the negative force in" nature. 
When this negative force meets tile pos
itive force in the physical organism of 
the mother it at once becomes subject 
to the law of suggestion and when a 
new physical organism Is suggested by 
the parents it commences to build ’one 
for itself. While this immortal. life 
principle occupies the unfinished phys
ical forth of the child id the embryo 
condition, it is subject to the sugges
tions received by the mother, and the 
unborn child will always be marked 
both .physically and mentally by the 
Buggestipns.recelved by the mother dur
ing this’ period. • After bjrth, as the 
brain of its own organism begins to act 
It gradually comes tander the influence 
of the suggestions emanating from Its 
own brain.. . ;

Man ¿as, a dual ¿ature; he has two 
separate ahd distinct mind powers, the 
first is evolved by that immortal con
scious life principle "that'* ’-voluntarily 
took upon Itself -the responsibilities of a 
human existence, thereby placing itself 
under the power of suggestion.

By assuming these responsibilities it 
placed itself in a position where it was 
made possible for it to obtain unlimited 
expansion in knowledge anfi power.

ory will eventually run back to the 
time when intelligence first dawned 
upon our mortal vision, which Ive be
lieve was long before the condition of 
man was reached.

JAMES L. DOW. 
Manhattan; Kansas.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one l!np,J

■’ My'beloved daughter, Mrs. Inez Set
tles, passed to’ spirit'life at her home in 
.Clinton, Mo., Nov 1; Deceased was an 
arderft Spiritualist and reader of your 
paper. She was a medium of no small 
ability and has held çqmmunicatlons 
through the planchette with departed 
friends. For many years she was ca
pable of writing with a pencil beautiful 
discourses from the unseen world. She 
was 32 years old and leaves a husband 
and little girl, her parents and two sis-
ters. ; MRS. W. H. BLEDSOE.

Passed to spirit life from Thornburg, 
Iowa, October 3, 1903, G. R. Biddle- 
man, aged 85 years. He was.a staunch 
Spiritualist. With him belief and faith 
had passed into knowledge of the couth 
nuity of life. He sensed thepresence, 
and often qpoke of the departhd.lpved' 
ones being oy his bedside. He iwas 
ripe for the harvest'and ready to go.

MRS. A; C. BIDDLEMAN.

Asa B. Roff, a pioneer Spiritualist, of 
Watseka, Ill., passed to the higher life, 
Octoberl. He was highly rspected and 
a faithful worker in the cause. The 
funeral services were conducted by 
Margaret E. Skeels, at the home of his 
daughter, Mrs. H.'H. Alter; at the grave 
by the Masonic fraternity.

Mrs. Emily Webb passed to the high
er life, Nov. 4, 1903, aged 85 years. 
From the earliest years of Modéra Spir
itualism Mrs. Webb and her husband 
were staunch supporters of the cause; 
both were mediums and their home was 
always a center for the unfoldment of 
this great truth which is one of the rich
est legacies they leave to their children 
and friends. Funeral services by the 
writer. . MARY WEBB-BAKER.

Spartansburg, Pa.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

How to reach altitude where eplrlt 1. supremo 
end oil thloga ere .object to It. By Mote. Hull. Pries 
la cloth. WceaUi.poperM cU. Por..le, at thlioffice.

Through the human condition the spirit 
becomes individualized. After the. 
spirit, which is but another name for 
that Immortal conscious life principle, 
has once taken upon Itself the condi
tion of man, it will ever afterwards 
have an Individuality peculiarly its own 

..and unlike any other individual in the 
universe. The mind emanating from 
this immortal life principle we shall

Suddenly, Nov. 7, Geo. Weatherwax 
passed to the higher life, from White 
Pigeon township, Mich., aged 75 years. 
Mr. Weatherwax was one of the pio
neers of White Pigeon and was highly 
esteemed by a large circle of friends. 
His wife and four children survive him. 
He was an avowed Spiritualist, and the 
fun^i'al services were,conducted by the 
writer In accordance with the expressed 
wish of the -deceased. , The interinent 
was in -Woodlawn Cemetery, Sturgis,
Mich. DR. E. H. DENSLOW.

designate as the creative mind; it oper
..................... ’ "theates the Involuntary muscles of 

body,' it pumps the blood through 
arteries over the entire system

the 
and

It 
air,

forces it back through the veins, 
expands the lungs, taking in the , 
then 'contracting them and thereby

Mrs. Sarah A. Vankirk, passed to the 
higher life from the residence of her 
son, Chas B. Vankirk, 4754 Gre.enwood 
avenue, Chicago, Oct. 17, at the age of 
82. ■ ■ Funeral services took place at the 
residence, Oct. 20; from there to Mil
waukee, Wis., where cremation took 
place, and the ashes were interred there 
in Forest Home, Cemetery, according, to 
her wishes.

6. »ALLER LYNN
■. THE S1MINJBINX

Healer aiti
, ■ Gifted Psychic.

1 WEALTH RESTORED 

By Common Senise Methods

For the Cure of Mental 
- and Physical Alimenta.

OB8ESSIQN CUBED.

For Free Diagnosis of Disease, 
•end five two-cent stamps, age, nami^ 
sex and own hajidwriting.

*

throwing it out when no longer of use in 
the purifying of the blood.. It throws 
oft the dead tissues of the body and re
places them with new. As before 
stated it operates all the involuntary 
muscles of the body. It never , sleeps 
but performs its work day and night', 
whether the created mind, that which 
emanates from the brain be awake or 
asleep, active or inactive. It never had 
a beginning and will never have, an 
end. ' -

This is our Immortal mind, the I AM 
of our being. . .

The other mind of man is' the created 
mind—that which emanates from' the 
brain. It controls‘the voluntary . mus
cles of the body, it operates the organs 
of speech, the movement of the limbs 
and all muscles controlled by will 
power. Tills mind grows and developes 
withsthe. growth and development of 
tho brain, It lives while, the-brain lives 
and dies when the brain 'dies;'this is 
our created mind and therefore our 
'mortal mind. . j ', ' / . ’ ' , '
i creative mind, the! AM of pm

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.

It Is Important when a ■ meeting Is 
suspended, that notice' be given .us, so 
that inquirers may not be-mislead. We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public halls at the present 
time. .

Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave- * 
nue. Conference and messages at 8 p., ' 
m.' lecture by Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt at 
8 p. m. Messages by H. F. Coates and 
others, plenty of good music. •.

The Spiritual Research meets every ! 
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock,- in < 
Van Buren Opera House, corner of < 
Madison street and California avenue, ! 
Good music and, singing. All aro In- i 
vited to attend. . ■

The Spiritualistic Church of the Btu- 
dents of Nature hold services at 
Nathan's Hall, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, , 
ebrner Western avenue, Bunday even- I 
Ings, 7:80 p.‘m. Mrs, W. F. Bchu- j 
macher, pastor. :

Church of the Spiritual Forces bolds 1 
service at Thurman Club Room, corner ! 
of 47th street and Cottage Grove ave- i 
nue, every Bunday. Conference at 3 p. 1 
m. Lecture at 8 p. m. Conducted by ' 
Isa Cleveland. ,

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services,held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at" 8 
o'clock. Tests and music at every ser
vice. .

Dr. Sholdlce holds services Sunday 
evenings at 7:45, at 205 Lincoln avenue.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday, evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at Alliance Hall; between Kim- 
bark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tai-, 
ent available will be secured for all' 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th stfeet.

Mrs. M. A. Burland, pastor of the 
Spiritual Union Church", holds two 
services each Sunday at No. 77 East 
Thirty-first street. Conference at 3 p. 
m., and lecture and tests at 8 o'clock,

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church 
meets every Sunday at 3 o’clock sharp, 
and 8 o’clock sharp at Lakeside Hall, 
corner Thirty-first street and Indiana 
avenue, where truth-seekers and Inves
tigators, as well as Spiritualists can en
joy a pleasant afternoon ‘or evening. 
Pirst-clasa speakers. Testa and pea
-Ages by carefully ■ selected - nfedlums.i 
Excellent music. Mrs. Mary Dixon and 
her daughter Cora, the “Chlld Wonder,”' 
always in attendance to give readings 
between the meetings. Also free dem
onstrations by C. A. Beverly, M. D., 
president. •' ■ .

The Spiritual Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m.- at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
testa by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual' Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins’ Hall, 523\\ West 
Sixty-tjilrd street, every Sunday- even
ing at 8 o’qlook. Conference :in the af
ternoon at 3. The- Ladies’Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday afternoon at 
same number. ■’ i ' ■ ‘ " ■

Church of the Spiritual. Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7: 30 
at 962. Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond; pastor, . holds services 
every Sunday In HalJ...309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. Sunday-school at 10 
a. m. ’

The Progressive Society- holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and-messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert,-pastor..

The Metropolitan Spiritualist Society 
holds services every Sunday at 8 o’clock 
In St. George’s Hall, 3337 State street. 
Gobd speaking, tests and music. Pas" 
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Residence; 
3148 Indiana avenue.

The Second Church of th? Soul meets 
in Van Buren' Opera House, Madison 
street and CalHCmla aventle, every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
spirit messages, assisted by. other me
diums. " ’

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services" every Sunday afternoon ■ at 
2:30 sharp, at Phoenix Hall, 324 East 
Division street, near Sedgwick street 
Conducted by -.Mr. .and Mrq. Howes. -- .

The Universal Occult Society, Ma
sonic Home Temple, 3118 Forest ave
nue. Hon. R. Gilray, Dean. Services 
every Sunday evening at 8 Lyceum,'af- 

1 ternoons at 3. Mrs. G. W. Aitken, psy
chic. ' Tests from 9 to .10 p. m. Good 
music. -All welcome.. Come and in
vestigate. ;

The First Spiritual'Church holds serv
ices every Sunday, 7:3.0 p. m., in Tem
perance ilall, 330 Sixty-third street, 

। Englewood. Dr. H. Randall, lecturer; 
• Mrs. Vaughn, psychic», will give read

Ings. . .
' The Australian Psyfehic Society will 
। gpntlnue its Sunday evening meetings, 
• commencing November 15, 8 p. m. Lee
: tures, messages and healing. Good mu
i sic. Dr. Freedman, conductor; Mrs. L. 
। H. Freedman, secretary, 513 W; Adams 

street. .
Spirit Church of Universal Brother

hood holds services Sunday at 7:30'p.. 
m., in lodge room of Lincoln Turner 
Hall, near corner Sheffield avenue, and 

i DIversey Boulevard, near Northwestern 
• elevated railroad. Tests qnd messages 
। at every meeting.' Conducted by Mrs.

ÖURB AND. PAINLESS / CUBE OF CANCER 
O Worts. Moles, Growth/;, sud Buboes, wl houl 
thelGBB of u drop of blood; witbautthe uüe of knife 
orpluöfer. Prescription, 4¡tOO. Addresa, PHYSI
CIAN, Ö255 Groveland Avo. ? ' • , •

YOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and e^nt FREE if you will eend your 
birth-date and three etunjpsfer niulliiuf exiHineee 
I have ns touched ihousandgwllh tny wonderfully 
correct reading of their life, past and future. I 
correctly reveal your future love affair», business 
success, marriage mate, etc., and give advice on 
all affairs. Address, SltAGlUfiN. liept. T.1L, 
KlS£,fiiun Xrruuclsou, Cal.

THE SPEAKING DIAL.
A Wonderful Spiritual Invention

Gives name», dates and circumstance». Speaks 
in various languages; answer» mental questions; 
f50nvin?1’^tbe ™>st skepUcal. Hus come to prove 
immortality-and spirit communion. Develops all 
phases of mediumship. Magnetized by powerful 
spirit band. Read what the Itife Hon. I. Donnelly 
said of the Speaking Dl^l. Dials now, 11.50. Send 
forclrcular and testimonials. Enclose stamp for 
reply. P. J. DEMPSEY Inventor, 2817 Columbus 
ave., Minneapolis. Minn.

A MASTERLY WORK. 
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth 

By Prof. W. M. Lookwood.
A masterly presentation of an important sub

powerful argument along new and Bclen- 
tifia lines, eetablltihing On a Bclentific basis the 
fact of the continuity of peraoual individual con
scious selfhood after laying aside the physical 
body. A book of rare value. With »everal 
fineilluBtratlona. Cloth, ll.W.  ■ • 

Works of Thomas Faino 
A new edition io paper covers with large clear type» 

coinpriilog) '

Mrs. Dobson-Barker—Kind Friend:—. 
As ‘I tried your treatment four years 

‘ ago, and it helped me so much, I will 
write to you again to see if you are still 

'practicing, and if you are I want to 
send to you fofl another month’s treat
ment, for I can safely say that you did 
more for me than all tte doctors on 
earth, and I hope you are well and still 
practicing. May the good augffis bless 
you, Is my prayer. Respectfully, 

MINA M. YANG.
Pee Dee, Ky., Oct. 20, 1902.

READINGS AND BUSINESS AD
VICE 11.00 and two stamps.

Address 784 Eighth Sf., 
, Oakland, Cal

Standard Occult Literature

hilMSlIil
U7~n\

ELECTRIC 

GALVANIC 

ADJUSTABLE

FINGER , 
RING.
(Pat. 0«. 27, lOOS.y

For Caring Cramp» or T«mulouB Nerv- 
ousnesa of the Flnfrer»t^IIau<lB and. Arun, 
and preventing It» future development alsd for 
stimulating mental activity-and removing mental 
depression amt soU$Uude. apd tor creatlnK liar- 
monlous organic und.balaiiced electric conditions 
to thereby aid other treatment and reduce liabili
ty to take cold. Sendrineasnro on piece of paper. 
SUverplaied.il. Gold plated. W per set of four. 
Full direction'» for use withdorder. Address O. W. 
ROBERTS, 04 Jefferson ave., Chicago, Ill.

Age of Reason. 
Rights of Man.

Common Sense..
Tbti lit splendid opportunity 
•rd works, the price Is with! 
sale at this office.

..........25 cts.
.......25 cts.
........25 cts.
........ 15 cts.
' to secure these stand» 
lin the reach of all. For

Stanton, Mich., Jan. 19, 1902.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker—Dear Sis

ter:—I take my pen in hand -to let you 
know how I am. I thank’ you and your 
band for I know I wbuld be in my grave 
now, but you and your band have saved 
me. I suffered everything. I am hap
py to say I am a well woman. I was 
sick a long time; I do my own work; 
how I would iffie to see the woman that 
cured me. I let every one Know who 
cured me. I war Bick twenty-five years.

I still remain your friend,
. AMANDA’ R. GREEN.

For all who are or wish to be mediums or pay- 
chles,seers or diviner» these books are the beet. 
CLAIRVOYANCE—foth thousand. cloth. How to.

enter theSpIHhialtyorld, Bee and converge with ' 
Spirit«, locate ore and loet trbusureB« read the 
crystal. "Your work Ie marvelous, epoch-mak
ing.”—Lilian Whiling. Price. UW.

CRYSTALS from the Eusi. f2.0Q. ‘
AURAS AND COLORS—50th thousand. How W 

Bee and read the Auras, with Color Dictionary, 
A wonderful booh; only 60 cts.

PSYCHOMETILY-Wth thousand. The first and 
only book that teaches yon how to psychome
trize, read the sou) of persons and things: from

■ a practitioner. Price, 50 cents.
REALIZATION OF DIVINITY-Reduced to 25cts.
EASY LESSONS in unfoldment of occult faculties. 

Price. 50 cenfe.
HOW TO DIVINE- MS. Lessons, fl.00.
HQW TO REMEMBER PAST L1VES-MS. Less

ons, fl 00.
Send money and stamped addressed envelope 

for prospeetuaea of College mf Divine Sciences 
tilth yeap to J. F. <>iItl 2llBl*F:,  Jtt&S 
ComniojiWeitlth Ave.,'Boston, Masa.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART I.—The Pentateuch.

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Levlttoas, 
Numbers and Deuteronomy, by Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Lillie Devereux Rlake, Rev. Phcbe 
Hanaford, Clara Bewick Colby, Ellen Battelle 
Del trick, Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ursula N. 
Geateteld, and Francis E Barr.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE.--PART II.
Judges. Kings. Prophets and Apostles. Com« 

mentson the Old ana New Testaments, from 
Joshua to Revelation. The comments are ke$n, 
bright, spicy, full of wit. the work of radical 
thinkers who utq not» Ignorant of the higher 
criticism. There Is not a doll page in either of 
these books, but each tis a galaxy of the bright 
minds of the day and throw a new light on the 
Bible teachings relating to woman. Price of 
each, phper, 50 cents.

Do You Need
RnanHnioc. by Clairvoyance and 
OPuULGUluO* ’ spirit asslsumee at your own 
home with the improved melted pebble lense, to 
see near and at u distance. Please write for illus
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
my Spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and Impaired eyesight. 1 guarantee to til 
your eyes, and safe delivery by mull.

U. F. POOLK.
<8 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Ill.

B. F. PQOLE.—DearSIr: Your Magnetized Melt
ed Ppbble Spectacles received. I am delighted. 
They are perfection In every way. x

Sincerely yours, B. A. Piehson, Gebo. Muni,

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
lithe oldest *cd  moil »uccciiful Spiritati Phyiloiat 

tow Id practice. Hit cureatre •

THE MOST MARVELOUS
of tbti age. Hla examlnntloua are correctly made, 
and free to ail who tend him name, age, aex tod loch 
ot hair, and alx cent« la atampa. He deeaa’t tail tea 
any leading aymplom.' A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. He ponti rely curea weak men. Addxcm .

J. S. LOUCKB, M. D.,
' Btoteham. Max. •

(TITTD TTHTHPCI By Warren Sumner Bariow.
I H H» V II lliHaiS Tne Voices contain poems I 

' UXuDU Of romurkable beauty and | 
force. They ore most excellent Price 11.00.

DON'T READ THIS.
Francei L. Loucka, the only piychlc wonder living, 

that aaei the aplrltual X-ray without any leading 
•ymntom to direct, and locates all internal diseases. 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both sexes bucoeijfully treated, aa buo> 
dreds can testify. Send name, age, lex. complexto» 
and Ki cents In stamps, and receive a' correct diagno 
•la of your case free, worth dollars to you. AddreM^ .

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
Lock Box 1214. Btooóham. Mail

AN (OHIOAN’S GRAND.INVENTION!
Without tfrie'tJse of Drugs,or Surgeon’s Knife by Nature’s Drugless Method of Drawing the Poisons Out 
iG ui r ¿ of' HiCiBlood Through tlie 5,ooo,ooo Skin P6res. Stop Paying Big Doctor and Medicine Bills. '

Nature is the Best Doctor of Them AIL Your Stomach is for Food. -
THOUSANDS RESCUED FROM THERRINK OF THE GRAVE. NO COST WHATEVER TO LEARN THIS METHOD AND DRIVE 
. ALL DISEASES FROM THE HUMAN BODY. EVERY WORD AS TRUE AS GOSPEL. WRITE TODAY. •

Wilt be Sent on 30 Days’ Trial. How Some of Our Readers Can Maks $200.00 a Month.

ÍÍ

•l:

“A Cincinnati ¡ton's Discovery.
Itiha» remained for-a'prominent buuineus 

man of Cincinnati to discover that in th^ &£pll- 
,cation of Thermal Air. tò the skin and its re
sultant perspiration lies the secret of good 
health, vigor, beauty aqdifreedom from disease. 
He proved beyond a question of a doubt that 
the Romans and Greeks had

NÒ Physicians for 500 Years
But Thermal and Vappr Baths, and that they 
owed their splendid health, fine physique, 
strength and beauty to*vaporized  air or . sweat 
baths,” and so he set -to work to invent a 
method by.which the American people could 
secure all thè marvdoùs benents of these 
baths without expensive apparatus, bathrooms, 
and at smallest expense.-'- ‘

The now "famous” Quaker Ba th Cabinet was 
the result of his efforts. • f

word for it, although we enjoy the highest 
reputation in the financial world, are respon
sible. Send for It and try it for thirty days, and 
you’ll be surprised and delighted. Thousands 
of remarkable letters have been written the 
makers from users, referring tef the cure of 
various diseases after doctors and medicines 
have failed, a few of which we print here which 
will be interesting to those who suffer. -

Famous Physicians
Believe in and recommend it. Alice B. Stock
ham, M. D., Chicago, says of those famous 
Thermal Baths. .

1. It cleanses and promotes the healthy ac
tion of the skin as ho other bath can do, thus 
relieving the other excretory organs.

" It equalizes the circulation of the bldod, 
removes all local congestion of any part, which 
is one of the most important things to be 

, accomplished in the treatment of disease.
8. "It is the quickest, easiest and 

. Most effectual means of purifying the 
■ wood known to man. It washes the 

body inwardly and outwardly of its im
. punties. . ‘
* 4. “It soothes and equalizes the ner

vous system, sweeps the cobwebs of care 
__ from the brain, leaving it clear and re- 
■Mbm freshed, and equalizes the flow of the

M

»

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary, to 
the Church of the Soûl, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Tepiple every first. and 
third Thursdays of.the’ month;’ after- • 
noon session at 3 o’clock, . The ladies 
furiiish rêfershments.’' Supper served 
at 6115, includiiig tea and coffee. Even
ing session at 7:3(1. Questions pertain
ing ,to spiritual' themes, answered by 
the guides .of Mrs. Cora Ij. V. Rich-. 
mond; namo poems given to strangers. 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton, assistant pastor. . 
' Spiritual »services conducted by Julia 

M. Lèarnêrdi every Sunday« evening, at 
7:30,'at.Marble HalV 467' West Ran-’ 
;dolph;Btroot,. corner Sheldon./ ./ , .

Church’ of ihe Bplrh Communion^

G. A. Cowen, psychic. .
Chicago Spiritual Alliance. Society 

■will hold meetings every Sunday’at 3 
and 8 p. m., at Atheneum Building, 26 
Van Ruren street. Mrs. May Elmo, me
dium. Tests and good’speaking. All 
are welcome. -. . . .

“An. Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath*  
olio Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.” 
“Romanism Exposed." ■ Two pamphlets 
by Rev. Ji G. White, author of Startling 
Facts.. Price 10 cents each.-or two for 
“Why I Am a Vegetarian." By. J. 

Howard Moore. An address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society.'-Prlpe, ..25 
cents. .- "• ' . .

"Discovery of a Lost TralL"-By. Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent • In spiritual 
BUggestivoness. Cloth,. §1.60. For-sale 

this office. 1 .

AnEnot^fnouk^psiness.
■ Invented and phientedrtight year« ago, the 
demand.has been gc} great $.hat over 800,000 Cab
inets are sold annually, and hundreds of men 
and women are guqcwfag plch selling them, as 
the makers offer «plenai&lnducements.

It is an air-tightuiudagure, a rubber-walled 
room in which ode rests comfortably on a 
chair, aud with oasy thcsAead outside, enjoy« 
at home for 8 cajjis eaqm all the marvelous 
cleansing, curatlvayaud imrigorating effects .of 
the famous Turkish) Rus»l^n, Hot Vapor Baths, 
medicated or perfi&ied. ifidesired. with no pos
sibility of tnklnin^ola wprwards, or in any 
way weakening tnajayALea.- ’

Clouds of Hot Air anacYapor surround the 
entire bodyt. stimulating'i^e secretions, open
ing the five millipnjsweatrpor^s, causing pro
fuse persplratioradrawibg out of . the blood 
and system all tuei impure acids, salts and 
effete matter^ whicHdf rethlpcd, cause sickneis, 
debility and affliction, to. *

Astonishing is theTmprovement
In your health, feeljngs and complexion. It is 
the most remarkable invention of the twentieth

• century; for it makes the^sick well,' the weak 
strong, audit has dohe that which physicians 
and medicines have failed to do. '

livery one knows that disease is due to the 
presence in-the-blood or vltalorgans of poison
ous matter.. The Quaker Bath eradicates that 
poison, and it is impossible for those poisons 
to remain in life ■system of a man, woman or 
child who properly uses the Cabinet.

' It removes'Qll obstructions., thus.allowing 
nature to dotts best work, The blood is made 
^ure, rich and healthy. Gives it a free course 

irough the human systemp thus-giving the 
tissues neW and'fresh 'nourishment, an^d after 

■ a abort treatment of.this method old-men and 
women grow young and vigorous; weak men 
and women gain their normal strength, emnei- 
atedJndividuat« recover theirdost flesh; aches, 
pains*and  congestion -disappear and a new 
human being-devolops fifom, in many cases, 
total wpctah „ . _____Undertttffldi we don’t aik yon to take pur.

nervous fluid throughout the body.
"For the above reasons these baths 

are especially useful in the treatment 
of all diseases arising from impurity 
of the blood, inactivity of the skin, local 
congestions or inflamtfiations, or un
balanced nervous action.

"It is invaluable in drug poisoning, 
scrofula, consumption, diseases of the 
akin, dropsy, remittent and intermit
tent fevers, epughs, colds, catarrh, 
croup. gouth rheumatism, neuralgia, 
malaria, diseases of the liver and kid
neys bronchitis, etc.

"Many eruptive diseases are healed 
by it. A lady told me she had salt rheum 
all over her body—a ten-cent plec4 could 
not be laid on a spot free from eruption. 
She took these wonderful baths daily 
forthre^ months without any drugs and 
cured herself. She gained in strength, 
flesh and appetite, and besides, found 
herself free from many minor ailments."

It is Important to know that the
Makers Guarantee Results.

They assert positively, and their state
ments are backed by thousands of let
ters from persons of influence, that this 
Cabinet will cure nervous troubles, de
bility, purify the blood, beautify the skin 
and cure rheumatism, (they offer J50 
reward for a case that cannot be re
lieved.) Cures most obstinate cases of
woman’s ailments, la grippe, sleepless
ness, neuralgia, malaria, headaches, 
§out, sciàtica, eczema, scrofula, piles, 

ropsy, blood and skin diseases, -liver 
and kidney troubles. Reduces obesity. 

Splendidfor children. '

It Will Cure a Hard Cold
Often with one bath, and for breaking up symp
toms of la grippe, ferers, pheumonia, conges
tion, etc., it is invaluable—really a household 
necessity. Gives the most'

Cleansing and Refreshing Bath Known 
And even.those enjoying the best of health 
should use it at least once or twice a week, for 
its great value lies in the marvelous power to 
draw out of the system impurities that cause 
disease, and it is truly proving a godsend to 
humanity. . :

One of Kansas*  Most Prominent Physi*  
dans Sold Over $400 Worth of

These Cabinets and Says:
Gentlemen:—Xhave been selling the Quaker 

Vapor and Hot Air Cabinets for home use for S several months. I 
have used one myself 
right along, and will 
say that if every fam 
ily had one&nd would*  
use it hccordlng to di

' rcctlons, there would 
be very little, If apy. 
use, for doctors And 
drugs. The Quaker 
cleansed the whole 
system of its impuri
ties,equalizes the dr- 
culation of the blood, 
thereby builds up*  the 
weak tissues mid 
muscles, restoring, 
health,' beauty and 
strength to the body, 
and saves its cost in 
curing one severe 

,”V .. : • ca»e of cold or‘ta 
Grippe, Tour aew Quaker la 00 easily cleaned 
and bo perfect in conaUucUoh that X caa «ay It

Is the only Cabinet on the market which I 
would be willing to recommend.

I hope that people will &H try them and be 
convinced. Yours truly, DR. E. L. EAT^N.
A Complete Wreck, No Tongue Can Tell

How I Suffered, Cares locomotor 
Ataxia After Doctors Failed,

John H. Shauch, Marlboro, N.T., writes: "I 
doctored and doctored with no benefit. Four 
years ago the examining physician at the Long 
Branch Hospital told me I had that incurable 
disease, locomotorataxia, and wonld never be 
well again. I read of the wonderful cures of the 
Quaker Cabinet and decided to tty it. Used it 
several weeks and am to-day well and strong, 
and better than for years. No pains, no aches. 
Take no medicine. It is certainly a godsend to 
me. Ara fifty-four years old.”
Rescued From the Tomb, Cured Dropsy, 

Kidney Troubles, and Many
Other 4-iitneats,

Mary L. Willis, Cloverdale, Ala., writes ? ” Life 
was a burden to me. I almost despaired ot ex
latence before I saw the Quaker Cabinet adver
tised. Tried it and am alive and well and 
happy. Feel ten years younger. It cured me of 
dropsy, kidney troubles, congestion and many 
other ailments.”
Terribly Afflicted with Kidney Troubles

For 30 Years, Tried Many Rem*  
cdies—No Relief. Unable To

Work, Fife was a
Torture,

Mr. L. J. Morrison, Pellville, Ky., writes:' 
" Have been afflicted with kidney troubles for 
80 years. Have tried many remedies but re
ceived no relief. Was unable to perform any 
labor for 12 months. My kidney trouble had 
also caused muscularrheumatlsm, nervousness 
and general debility. Life was a tortue. I 
ordered theQnacker Cabinet and immediately 
began its use. After taking a few baths I was 
able to walk a few miles, and today I am enjoy
ing life and health better than for many years."
His Mother Sick For 10 Years With Heart

and Kidney Troubles, Wonderful 
Improvement In Two

. Treatments,
, J.D. Archambean, Perry, Mo., writes! “My 
mother had been sick for 10 years with heart 
and kidney troubles. She was in bed when the 
Quaker Cabinet arrived. She took two baths 
and it was wonderful to see the improvement. 
She savs she feels like a new person and is to
day enjoying belter health than ever before.”
Afflicted For 30 Years With Ectema, 

Suffered Intensely, Tried
Different Physicians-

No Benefit, .
Mr. Tames Fleming; Sac City, Iowa, writes: 

“FOr 80 years I was afflicted with eczema. Suf
fered severely. I tri$d different'physicians but 
little effect. Finally my attention was called 
to the wonderful cures by the Quncker Cabinet. 
I tried it and it has done far more for me than 
all other remedies. It also cured my husband 
of Sciatic Rheumatism. When tiréd and worn 
out à Hot Air Bath refreshes and makes you 
sleep like a baby.”
Doctors Told Me Two Years Ago I Had

Brifiht*s  Disease—Could Not Dive
A month. To-day Am Well 

and Stronff—Do My Own ,
- Housework^ The Qua*

ker Treatment s
, Saved My

Ifife,
Elizabeth Coleman, .Bokoshe, I. T., write»: 

“Two years ago Dr. Burgoin told me I could 
not live a month, that I had Bright’s aqd Kid
ney disease. He recommended your Bath Cab
inet and sent for one for me. It saved my life. 
I do all my housework. Have 9 in family, I 
can recommend lhem»as the grandest thing on 
earth.” . -<
A Minister^ Son Cffred qf Dropsy After 

the Doctors Gave Him Up. Ter*  
ribly Bloatcd-Could Not Walk,

Cured In Two Weeksi by
- . ' This Marvelous-. ’ .

' Treatment, . < • ’
Rev. J. G.W. Henderson, Westron, La.,writes, 

Nov. 18,1902: “My Little boy had dropsy so 
bud he was past walking—so btfdly blbAted the 
doctors gave him tipi They said they could not 
cure binu butdf he did not <Vci It would toke 
them at least 8 years to cure him, but Thank 
God the marvelous Quaker Cabinet Treatment 
cured him In two weeks. Worth’ll.tXXl.OO to ui,"

Cozes Female Ills, Kidney Troubles and:
Dropsy, More Good in 3 Weeks .

Than j years Dootorini.
Rev. Fred D. Hamilton, of Buffalo, says: 

“Thi.a Cabinet did my wife more good in 5 
week's than,threeyearsdoctoring ano a fortune- . 
spent at Hot Springe and health resorts. Cured ' . 
her of female weakness, nervousness and drop
sy, with which she had long suffered. It is a.
God Send blessing to humanity."

‘T?am

REV. G. Jf, BARLOW, 
Cares Heart Trouble, Kidney Disease^ 

Rheumatism,
Rescued from the Grave.

Rev. G. N. Barlow,. Detroit, Mich.,[write«: 
"For many year« was afflicted witn severe- 
heart disease and kidney trouble, which com
pelled me to give up my magnificent work in 
California. The terribleness of my affliction no
mortal could possibly realize, and I despaired) 
of ever getting benefit. After trying all other 
remedies your Quaker Cabinet benefited me as. 
nothing else could have done, and I heartily 
recommend it to nil sufferers. These Thermal 
Baths give me the most refreshing sleep I ever 
enjoyed.” Z •

How To Get One,
All our readers who want to enjoy perfect, 

health, prevent disease, or nre afflicted, should 
have one of these remarkable Cabinets. Space 
prevents a detailed'description, but It will bear 
out the most exacting demand for durability 
and curative properties.

Write the only makers, The World Mfg.... 
Co., 955 World Building, Cincinnati. O., 
and ask them .to send, you their valuable illus
trated bookleFdescribing this invention, ami 
and these remarkable bains. The makers offer 
to oiir readers, for sixty days, the |7.00 Cabinet 
for only $5.00, complete, with medicine and. 
vaporizing pati, best stove and 100-page health 
and beauty book Free,*  or a $12.00 finest hnd 
best double-walled Cabinet for $7.50. Face-and 
Head Steaming Attachment, if desired, 75 cents 
extra, and it is indeed difficult to Imagine 
where that amount of money could be invested 
in anything else that would bring so much 
good health, strength and vigor.

Donft Fail To Write^To-day

For full information; or belter still, «order n ' 
Cabinet; you won’t be disappointed, ns the 
makers guarantee every Cabinet,and agree to 
refund your money after thirty days use,.if not 
just as represented. 4

We know them to do as they agree. They are 
reliable and responsible; capital, $100,000.

The Cabinet is just as represented, and will 
be promptly shipped unori receipt of money or- • 
der, bank draft,, certified check or registered 
letter/ . ’ . ’ •

Don’t fhil to write at once for booklet, wheth
er you intend to buy or not, for you will receive*  
great benefit by doing so. ' •

. • $xoo a Month and Expenses. ‘ 
-This Cabinet Is proving a wonderful seller: 
thousands were sold last month by.sgents, and 
the firm offers Big WaAe« to both pen and 
women upon request. «Mr, Gleaion made $1,777 . 
first year.’ ?Mr. Van Ta««tl $1.600 first 6 months. 
Mr. Peart sold L000 first y«ar. Don’t foil to, 
write them. Make $200 a month your«clf thia

"• ..
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Do Not liss Our' Winter feasts of Bilal ai Spiritual Gooi Things-!
.«We Have Just Begun the Charming Narrative, 
if By Mrs. I. L. Lewis, of Bethel, Vt, Entitled, “THE LIGHT AMONG THE HILLS.” If You Miss an Issue of The Progressive Thinker 

This Winter You Will Lose a Spiritual Fortune.
JL» \
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Here and Hereafter
So accustomed has Mr. Dawbarn become to advancing 

into the higher realms of thought that he has been
1 properly designated as the California Philosopher, 
and he will bear that title as long as Jie lives on this 
earth plane. This series of articles from .his pen 

■ will be read with deep interest. ‘ 1
PREFACE.

A very talented author, in a work just 
published, condenses all that Science 
knows and guesses up to date. He as
sures ub that neither mentally, morally, 
nor physically has the human rate va
ried, to any great extent, in the last ten 
or. fifteen thousand years. The change 

■ in that time, he tells ub, has not been 
more than from that of a Bushman in
Africa to his Zulu neighbor.

Such progress as the v 
gained has depended altoget'a

has 
ion In-

vemioh and the use of mechanical appli
ances. Any such advance was impossi
ble In tlie past, for there was a culti
vated contempt for what are called
practical things. Even Plato de-
nounced them as debasing geometry. 
Bo' Physical mechanics was counted as 

’ merely a branch of the military art, and 
despised by philosophers.

The real obstacle- to progress was the 
. very limited senses of man.' HIS five 

serisesgiyehimaverylnaccurate and un
reliable notion of the world In which he 

i lives, bo that until he had Invented new 
and better senses progress was impos

; Bible. These invented senses are really 
- all wo have to-day in which we sùrpass 

tHp past. Man’s machinery for seeing, 
hearing and even feeling is far better 
than anything with which he was en- 
flowed by his mother Nature. * For in-, 
stance, some four thousand stars were 

. about all tlie ancient man was able to 
sep and ’ count. The man of to-day 
could do no better were it not that the 
eye of-the camera he has Invented 
shows him hundreds of millions. And

(- he has even Invented new senses, and it 
is thé knowledge gained through, these 
new senses, which largely constitutes 
the Science of to-day. A few such 
Items will be alluded to as showing 
both the' author’s claims, and also his 
effort to*destroy  all belief in immortal- 

■ ity, which destruction seeiris to be the 
real object of his book. \

' . He is specially eloquent In describing
'V "~what he calls “the world beyond our 

. senses/’ arid elaborates the divisions of 
. space by the scientist into micro-mi

crons, which bbar, he tells us, the same 
relation to an inch that an inch Jears to 
fifteen miles. This is; not. merely to 
show how far the man of science has 
traveled but to explain that by such 
careful and. accurate weights, measures

Z and analyses he has discovered that all 
I . things are merely electrical.. Every af

" flnity is merely a question of positive 
and negative electricity. This he de
Clares accounts for attractions and re
pulsions, but it seems râther hard on 

.. ■ -the lad and lassie who fancy that love is 
I all in all. They are evidently mistaken, 

’ and shduld be taught that love is mere
ly an expression, of electricity. Per

I haps jnéters may be presently Invented 
I . that will measure the quantity of elec- 
I trlcity in-a lover’s kiss. '

Still our learned author is apparently I disgusted at-tl^e limits to his êcien- I - title investigation of. natural phenomI ena. For instance he runs against I “critical points!" whlch.block his prog- I ress. Nature occasionally and in the' I ’ most arbitrary manner changes fier
I ■ method of advance, whereupon the poorI scientist proclaims it a "critical point,”I and makes a hop, skip and a jumpI across the Intervening space. ’For inI , ' stance, we can mentally halve anything,
I ■ ' but half a molecule of water Is noI • longer water but gas. There is the samp I result if you try to halve the molecule I of say. suger, cotton or salt. When youI break up their molecules you haveI merely oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, sodl- I um, etc. Sp the molecule is itself evl- I • dently one of Nature's critical points, a I . fact of which we shall presently Bee the I Import. '■I Science has discovered, so our authorI tells us, that life is nothing but a SeriesI of fermentations, a different kind ofI yeast plant for each organ in the body.I , He repeats the old claim that without
I ;/ phosphorus there can be no thought. He
Idefines nervous substance as "matter 
ISw*-  whjch thinks.” He acknowledges that 

there is no longer a dividing line be1 
Ikr twéen plant, animal, vegetable—anl-- 
I mate-and inanimate objects, because, as 
I .' he declares, “all matter lives.” I ■ The remarkable truths, gathered and 
I j presented In this book, as well as its aS
I founding omissions arid conclusions will 
I ' be the subject of the following chapters
I . ' by the present writer, for the author
I makes a fierce attack upon "spirit re
I tflrn.'-’ ■ He declares that if spirits really 
I • -exist-they could certainly and easily; 
I make use of the newly invented senSi- 
I , five instruments, and thus give positive 
I ’ proof of their existence. " . .

CHAPTER I.—INTELLIGENCE.
Tie stars of Cosmos appear to be a 

Compilation'of th; same sort of "world 
■ , stuff” as our own little planet, such, at

- least, is thè lesson taught by the spec- 
‘ troscope. and astronomy confirms the 

tide. Some of such lessons'are founded 
. pri solid fact; others are mere theories 

with which the facts seem to agtÉe. 
But all these.lnvestigations and conclu
sions -rest upon the .knowledge ,we\ 

■ ''gather through our limited five sénses, 
supplemented by artificial ones Invent

- ed.and manufactured by. Homo, where-' 
' by he sees, hears and feels at ‘distances

. impossible to normal man.. • r ■ ■
. '■ ” Neither the naturai nor the invented

- Stìnse reach out into the Hereafter,:al; 
though man is immersed in that Here- 

■ ,.„afteras in the ocean of eternity. Nor
mal man is deaf and dumb and pulse-

1 • less to tJie invisible, but from what cer-. 
. tain-abnormal1 men and women, have 
: i told him he fancies ho can map out his

. own future. -The trouble is that al- 
•A-j! though spirit return may be accepted as 
v-VilBiO; y.et it is always, and always must

tai and an abnormal spirit, The stu
bs a meeting between an abnormal mor
dent must be perpetually on his guard, 
for in every spirit communication he Is 
listening to echoes from thp hereafter 
that qre unprovable by his every-day ex; 
perlence. ■ 1 ’ ,

The writer proposes to take our nor
mal life and experiences in this little 
world, and start our investigations from 
tills end of the line. In other words, we 
will see what the Here has to say about 
the Hereafter, instead of listening to 
what the Hereafter has to say about the 
Here. All religion and all spirit return 
have consisted of inspiration and phe
nomena produced by the Hereafter.

Suppose for a l^tle while we open our 
door and shut theirs. In other words 
we will keep to the strictly normal un
til we reach the dividing line. For a 
brief hour or two it is. understood the 
physical, mental and spiritual man, as 
he is in this life, is to have the floor and 
make his little speech.

Everything in the Here, including the 
planet Itself, may be said to be mortal, 
that is to say, it is always a blending of 
units into molecules which come and 
go, and some day drop apart. But as 
long as the molecular grouping remains 
we have the physical form. There 
come changes at certain points when we
ars surprised by a sudden Change of 
form, as arbitrary and as great as that 
from ice to water. The changes within 
these points are called "evolution.” 
Those outside are spoken of as having 
passed a “critical point,” when without 
apparent'rhyme or reason, form Itself Is 
lost in the change. So when we com
mence our study of the Here we find 
the' incomprehensible unit is only 
known to theory until it has blended 
with jts fellows into a molecule, when 
the scientist proceeds to Subject It to 
his cross-examination.. He declares It 
has poles which repel and attract, as 
with magnets of larger size. This is his 
foundation rock, for he asserts that it is 
electricity which is manlfestng itself by 
polar attraction and repulsion, back of 
which ho cannot go. If you assert there 
Is something more manifested than 
mere-attracton and repulsion; he hurls 
his dictionary at'you, and retires into 
his den to write another „volume , on the 
potency of matter. ....

The careful student perceives that at
traction and repulsion are weapons 
wielded by a SOMETHING, whereby it 
selects friend from foe. This something 
he recognizes as INTELLIGENCE, 
which stands back of attraction and re
pulsion, and yet is present and associ
ated. with substance and energy in ev
ery incomprehensible unit of Cosmos. 
That 1b to say, the student at his start
ing point goes back of the attraction 
and repulsion of the materialist, which' 
for him are but forces wielded by the 
eternal unit. .

A little further on in his quest .the sci
entist is compelled to recognize Intelli
gence as a factor in evolution. He can-. 
not tell at just what station it got 
aboard the train, so he assumes it was 
manufactured in the baggage car while 
the train was running. By whom or 
how he does not pretend to guess, fur
ther than that certain molecules put 
their heads-together and invented or 
evolved it. All this vivid mind play, 
which he calls “scientific imagination,” 
is totally unnecessary and useless, for 
the Intelligence at which he marvels 
was aboard the train when it started 
from its headquarters in eternity, and 
was associated in every unit with sub
stance- and energy. So our starting 
point is just a stage back of -that of .the 
materialist, who spends much of his 
time prospecting in Cosmos for “mind 
stuff,” though so far without discover
ing a trace of it.

let us start with a definition, so that 
our position cannot be misunderstood. 
Mind is intelligence in activity, after it 
has passed a certain critical point.- 
Where there is no mental activity there 
is no mind. But intelligence is and 
has always been present long before the 
evolution of mind, but with only ' so 
much of output, as the conditions will 
permit. But we do not call It inental 
activity until Intelligence has given ev
idence that she has Achieved the evolu
tion of mind, which is itself a step In 
her wondrous uplift of evolution;

■ So our starting point in our study of 
HERE Is the .unit as an eternal and ap
parently indestructible trinity, and the 
scientist shall himself be our guide as 
we advance. That the planet was once 
“world stuff” In space'300 degrees be
low zero seems to be an astronomical 
verity. And geology tells us that It got 
hot by compression, of its units into the 
little round ball called earth.. And we 
all know for a fact that it is still hot in
side, at least in spots. But the unit 
neither freezes nor roasts. If it be very 
hot or. cold he and his companions keep 
apart as far as possible. But as soon as 
there is a chance, two or A dozen get to
gether and start A molecule, thereupon 
Cosmos gets'- a new citizen. He would 
ndt be much to look at, even with -a ml-' 
croseope-warranted to stand tempera-, 
hire, but'he grows, and evolution Is 
born. The more molecules In one Cos-, 
fnic spot the more -.substance, energy 
and Intelligence t<5 outworkevolution. -

Some day that ■ .“world -stuff” “cools 
down. -The process is going, on now-r
out'yonder—and the spectroscope con
firms geology, and tells us.of the birth 
pf a new world. The scientist, preaches 
•of law and order .which,-he assures us 
superintend a planet childbirth In Cha
os; but, if you will watch' the process 
you will .find he means "Intelligence” 
every time. So Science has a founda
tion of searched corpuscles for her Igne
ous rocks-, seething and bubbling in an 
atmosphere of rather wot units posing

CHICAGO, ILL,, NOV. 28, 1903,

Ube Xigbt Hmong tbe Ibillc
H Charming Ba watt vè.

Most Beautifully Suggestive is "The Light Among 
the Hills,”' by Mrs. I. L. Lewis, of Bethel, Vt.‘ It 
is a narrative founded on facts alone,' and-every 
Spiritualist should read it. . i- ;

(Continued from No. 780,) .
Again it was autumn and the neai-er 

hills glowed in the mellow suniighi like 
great bouquets, and the distant hills 
slept wrapped in, a purple yell. Mar
tha, now a tall, slander girl, sweet and 
pure in her dawning womanhood, stood 
upon the steps of the old weatherbeaten 
farm house, watching the-gambols of 
her little brother and a pet lamb, with 
eyes -bright with pleasure. She was 
startled when a voice just outside the 
gate called her name. Looking up she 
saw Elder Drake. He had not made an 
appearance for some time before, but 
now he bethought him of his flock 
among the hills,'partly because the 
evenings were growing long and there 
would be plenty of time to work up a re
vival, and partly because at this time of 
the year the farmers sold off their sur
plus crops and stock, and sometimes 
had a little more money than Was need
ed for immediate use.

The Elder came Jn and made himself 
very much at home. Martha noticed 
with a sense of uneasiness that he 
watched her keenly as she brought him 
his tea and pie and all the best food the 
■house afforded. Z-'

After he had finished his meal and 
thq table had been cleared, he said to 
Martha, “Come and sit down beside me'; 
I want to talk to you." .

Martha glanced appealingly at her 
mother, but seeing no sign of disap
proval she reluctantly obeyed... The 
elder took the Blender hand in his own

■—not over clean one. “You ire getting 
to be a great girl,” he said. “You are' 
old enough tb serve the ¿ord. Do you 
love your savior?’’. > -

Martha remained silent. .
“Answer when you are spoken to,” 

said her mother ’sharply.” . -
"Sister Weston," said the Elder offi

ciously,-"will you allow me to-wrestle 
with this poor lost lamb in my. own 
way?”

. Mrs. Weston, with à sullen look upon- 
her face withdrew, and the Elder con
tinued: “The Lord is coming in all his 
power and glory, Mart'ny, and I can’t 
bear the thought of, your being lost in 
that dreadful day; but'if you do not re

’ pent of your sins you will be one of .that 
number, that shafi cal^. upon the rockq 
and mountains to hide them from the 
face of the Lamb, and of him who sit- 
teth on the throne. Are you ready to 
meet that dreadful day, child?” .

“No“, said Martha decidedly, “and I 
don’t know of any one who is. You and 
my father were afraid last winter when 
the northern lights turned ‘the snow so 
red.” , . •

The Elder hitched his chair uneasily, 
then Said in a severe, tone: "My child, 
you should not talk about things of 
Which you know, nothing. The question 
now is, are you ready to meet that 
dreadful day? I see plainly that you 
are not; . My duty calls me to wrestle 
with you in prayer. You must kneel 
beside me. Come,” He said authorita
tively, as Martha hesitated. With burn
ing-cheeks and throbbing pulses Martha 
obeyed, not knowing what else she 
could do. The'Elder then proceeded In 
an ever-increasing volume of voice to 
rehearse before his Deity many of said 
Deity's good points. He then told him

all, or nearly all, of hlsqjroceedings in 
days past and also the. course of con
duct that he, the Elder', expected him to 
pursue in the future. These trifles dis
posed of, he proceeded to arraign the 
young culprit by his side in terms suffi
ciently plain for the Lord's comprehen- 
•sion. Instead of a young and Innocent 
girl who'scarcely knew the meaning of 
the word sin, one would have supposed 
from thè Elder's language that he had 
brought the Lord a hardened villain 
caught in a criminal act After some 
half-hour of oratory befote thè throne of 
grace, he paused and in a voice-hoarse 
from over-exertion said; “Pray for 
yourself now. Call upon the Lord 
mightily and he wifi hear opd forgive 
your sins.” , ,

"Oh, I can’t” said Martha Tn a voice 
trembling with terror. “¿ejt,me,go! oh, 
please let me go!" and .breaking from 
the restraining handr she sprang to her 
feet and fled from the house.

Some time later she criept cautiously 
back to the house to iee If the Elder 
had gone away. As she neared the door 
she saw him standing-with her father 
the other side of a iliac shrub. ' Her 
father was strapping :■ up ills pocket 
book before replacing itjn, his pocket. 
Without a thought of ...eavesdropping 
Martha paused to listen,.and heard her 
father say: “That mopey is seme 1 
saved to bùy Mardié a naw dress, but as 
it 1b all I have, I have let-you have it” 
. The Hyder foiled hjs ¡.eyes,, piously: 
" ‘Thou shalt not muzzje the ox that 
treadeth opt the corn/, saith the Word. 
The girl Is better off without hey dress.”

“I don’t know about that," said Mr. 
Weston. “The girl has -not ■ had any
thing better than cajico.for years, and it 
is'naturai for a young girl to want , to 
dress like other girls.” ..... • .. .

“I tell you, Brother Weston,;It.is Oil 
vanity/*  said the; Elder decidedly. "Does 
not the Bible say, ,‘Goirie; out from 
among them and be ye separate?' Does 
it not Say a 'peculiar; peoplb?’ I ' am 
'surprlsed-at yoju. ■'Dress like other girls 
—indeed! You .better'.read’again what 
the apostle Paul says about 'women and 
their vanities.!’ . .. .

And so the- Elder had taken thq 
money that was to have bóuglit her a 
new dress—the dress she ha^ wanted so 
long. All the sneers and taunts which 
her thoughtless comrades iri' school had 
hurled at her regarding her parents’ un
popular religion; all the poverty of 
home and its furnishings rode up before 
her and her heart was filled with bitter 
resentment. Shaking her fist at the 
Elder, she exclaimed passionately: “I 
hate you! I hate you!” ■ ! ■ J

Then once again she fled from'the 
house but this time she topk the path 
leading to Neighbor 'Brawn’s; At first 
Martha had looked upon . . Mrs. Brown 
with curiosity- not unmixèd with fear, 
but as Mrs. Brown had ripSkeh to her 
kindly and always tried là little ways to 
amuse and interest her, Martha's Heart 
went out to her, and the two were soon 
fast friends. Martha was riot slow In 
perceiving—-young though she was— 
that so far as education and refinement 
went Mrs. Brown was greatly superior 
to the other women in-thè neighbor
hood. To be sure she had received ad-, 
vantages that the others had not, but

as steam, but full of the possibilities of 
' all that can be and shall be in that 
planet’s history, for Intelligence never 
lets go of its partners in the work.

What Intelligence, Energy and' Sub
stance are, no planet man knows, any 

’ more than he can think -bounds to 
space or analyze electricity. But the 
time comes for that planet when the 
firm can evolute beyond the attraction 
of cohesion which is its very first mani
festation. The firm has opened up a
new department, and we find visible 
life on its bargain counter. It is a step 
up for Intelligence, with, perhaps, a

THE GOLDEN RULE.• ■ » • 
An Absolute Obstacle 't^lprogress.

NO. 731,
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SPIRITUALISM.
J. C. F. Grumbine Offers Some Impresa 
• Ive Thoughts Thereon.

trifle more of energy and less of 
stance.

• (To be continued.)

sub-

. Thinking the World Better. ’
There are said to, be-a few advocates 

of the new .cult, sect or „^organization- 
which has been formed in California, In 
Waco, Texas, and it- is said that the 
methods prescribed for -getting arid re
taining health and greater lohgevlty are. 
followed out. The matter seems to be 
metaphysical and L psychological in 
character, as one of the plans of' the 
membership is to have each and every 
member concentrate their minds dally, 
at exactly 12 o’clock (watches' being ar
ranged,so as to' take into account the 
difference in time), all over the coun
try, and think of pleasant things,-.’ of 
things which they wish to’do,'and hope 
to accomplish, thereby getting a,keener 
desire-to Hye and having jnore’Of an ob- 
•ject'in-life. - . . ' ' '.
■ By’thinking at -the same time for.,15 

■ minqtes'lt is argued that the minds and 
wlsheb of the members are brought in
touch by subtle.electrlc or magnetic, 

.currents,' to tno.betterment of all; the 
’’eyes must be closed and tlie mlfid com
pletely withdrawn- from other thoughts 
dpring. thrf. 15 . minutes mentioned. 
Thefff are other things which members 
dp, but most all of them arp along mag
netic op psychological linos. ,

. It is said that there are two or three 
, tnousand members in the United States 
already,, and the ’ desire is to belt' the 
earth wi'th members tie soon as possible 
in oi'der to establish the thought ’ cur
rents arpund-tho world. -
! That life Is’long which answers life’s 
great end—Young. .■ .

Martha only-saw the woman and looked 
up to her and admired her. Mrs. 
Brown was. always pleasant and agree
able, and In her loom Martha found 
books, pictures and papers, The little 
girl was fond of reading, but at home 
she rarely had anything to read but the 
Bible, the hymn book, and their one 
weekly paper, "The Coming Conflagra
tion/’

Martha’s mother looked upon stories 
of all classes as wicked,” and if Mar
tha showed any yearning for them she 
was sternly Informed that whoever 
loves and makes a lie shall have his 
part in the lake that burns with fire apd 
brimstone. .

In Mrs. Brown’s own home..Martha 
spent some of the happiest hours of her 
life in good, wholesome reading, from 
which she gathered many noble Ideas 
which greatly influenced her after life. 
«¿Mrs. Weston possessed a very sharp 
tongue which she did not fall to use 
upon all occasions, and- It must be said 
that Martha was much more comfort
able with Mrs. Brown than with per 
mother. -

To-day Martha-found her friend sit
ting upon a lounge with her lap fyll of 
old letters. Site looked up as Martha 
entered the open dpor and motioned her 

-to a seat' beside herself. “What 1b the 
matter, dear?” she asked kindly. Mar
tha buret into, pars and sobbed out 
the story of her wrongs. Mrs. Brown 
listened attentively, and after Manilla 
had finished, offered what comfort she 
could: .

“Is Elder Drake a good man,” asked 
Martha. ' ■

Mrs. Brown smiled and said quietly, 
“We will hope so. He seems very 
much in earnest; but you know, Mar
tha, his religion and mine are widely 
different. It is ’ quite likely he would 
think me very wicked.”

,A sudden idea struck Martha. Turn
ing to her friend, sh said, "Will' you' 
please tell me,’Mrs. Brown, what makes
you a Spiritualist?” . t 

Mrs. Brown hesitated and then said,

woman came with him. They both 
stood beside my bed and he spoke the 
words, ‘My mother/ and that was ¿11.- I 
saw him distinctly, but the female fig
ure was shadowy and I did pot see her 
features. Do you kpow what a medium 
is?” asked Mre. Brown abruptly.

Martha confessed her ignorance, and 
Mrs. Brown tried to explain; then she 
went on: “Some time after that occur
rence I went to see a medium of whom I 
had heard, She, while in an uncon
scious condition produced this. Read 
Iti” ' '

Martha took the paper from her 
friend. It contained some dozen lines 
written Jn a peculiar hand. It began: 
“Dearest Nellie,” and ended with “your 
loving husband, Frank."

“Now," said Mre. Brown, "look at 
this,” and she held but a letter yellow 
with age.

Martha looked at the letter and then 
at the other paper. "Why, the writing 
looks just alike,” she exclaimed.

“Yes,” said'Mrs. Brown, very quietly, 
"the writing is the same. I cannot ex
plain It, butl know that in some way 
my husband through that medium wrote 
that message to me.”

As Martha walked slowly home in the 
gloderi glow’of a.brilliant October sun
set she pondered over what Mrs. Brown 
had told her. At last she paused and 
looked. around her. The forests were 
ablaze with color. The sky was an in
tense blue ,and delicate gojden clouds 
floated across the west. Down in the 
pasture where the lambs were bounding 
among the rocks, the brook with merry 
song and chatter ran chasing along, 
dark as night where the hemlocks 
dipped their robes' in its waters, and 
white and shining where the sunlight 
streaming between the hills kissed it 
good, night.

Martha drew a deep breath. "It is 
very beautiful,” she said, “and I do’not 
see what the Lord wants to burn it up 
for. Mrs. Brown don’t believe hA will, 
and Mother don’t, either. If she did 
she would not scrimp all the time to get

slowly: “Yes, I will tell you. You are - land and cattle just to be burned up. 
old enough to understand and I surely Mother just the same as said that God 
have a right to tell you if I wish to. A would destroy Mrs^Bfown, but I can’t 
good many years ago I buried my first Bee why she is not just as good as any-
liosband. He was one of the kindest of body, if sheila a

it just as good ai 
Spiritualist; Bt any

men, honest, pure and noble, but he was rate she does not scold all the time.’
not a Christian. He would neyorhave
anything to do with religion/” If any
one said anything to him updn -the sub- 
je'ct he would always- laugh and say he 
could not see-as the Christians behaved 
any better than he did. After he died 
the minister just the same as told me 
'that my husband was in hell. For a 

, tijne I was.jus.t about wild with grief, 
.and-,then I began to study the Bible for 
■myself. Your parents would be very 
angry with rhe if I should tell you the 
conclusions I arrived at, but theyvdid 
not comfort me much; for I feared that I 
should never, see my husband again. 
One night I was lying wide awake, 
thinking of these things, and I heard a 
voice say, ‘Nellie, Nellie!’ ‘Frank!’ I 
cried, and half sprang up id bed. ’ The 
moon was shining in through the win
dow and it was bo,light I could see ev
ery object in the room' distinctly. I 
looked in amazement; for after I had 
spoken ! remembered that my husband, 
was dead. At the sound of his familiar’ 
voice I forgot fpr a moment, but there 
he stood right beside my bed. ' I could 
see him plainly in the bright moonlight. 
He put out a hand as if to touch me. 
‘Nellie,’ he said, ‘I am all right/ and the 
next Instant he was gone—vanished In
stantly before my eyes, and the room 
was empty!” >

Martha's eyes were big and bright as 
sho turned to her friend and asked ea- 

, gerly, “Did he ever come again?”
' “Yes, once afterward he came, and a . . - .

the term "Golden Rule.” It sees deeper 
and acts wiser. That makes a good 
commencement for a new cycle of evo
lution.- • .

The free thought element had gotten 
above the Golden-Rule dogma previous

Truth is eternally ¿oldén? Error has Jó the reappearance of science, 
. . i ° * zslfzsr, Dxrti-nrif onto . nnrl ncoian end.

"Do' unto others as you would have, 
others do unto you.” Were' this prin
ciple lived up to, strictly; the world 
would soon become wreck and ruin. 
After two thousand years of preaching 
it; no man has ever lived, it. This is a 
pretty fair length of time.ior a trial.

A drunkard ¡forces drink ph others be
cause he would have others force drink’ 
on him. The ruin has commenced. A 
rich man gives all hls money to others 
because he would have Others give all 
theirs to him. “Easy come, easy go/’ 
They make foolish use C& Jt, and their 
energies are paralyzed. The ruin in
creases, ■ Roosevelt hwids thè White 
House chair over to the’ world: because 
he would have the world give Sim fur
ther untried honors, He.hipiself is. in
jured, and the world is thrown back^a 
hundred years. Stipposè tJwo\ Of ’ the 
most, honest, Intelligent, and cultivated 
persons meet. , One ptópogèsk to., the 
othér, in the nobility of 'his,' sotti,' tò dp 

' thus and so unto him.. It i^Iglit- be the 
last thing he wotil'd dèstre.; THe meat 
for one is.poison for. tht). other. .The 
"Golden Rule” was-born-'pf priestcraft. 
It is next to lmpossjbie;,wvhereono has 
a. personal interest; for,.iini'. tin have a 
sound-judgment. ’-.- .‘„if ;.T ' , .... 
'' . You sèe.-thé Golden iy ' its

, hdturd,- utterly and hopelessly ffflpracti- 
cable; Every day',and evW • hour the 

' world is . wishing for things done ùnto 
it; which, If granted, would i,/quickly 
make the whole structure totter^■ „'.

The most senBlbÌe;.i>rày'er tlie.Chris- 
tian makes to his DpitHs) "thy will, not 
mine be dope.” Tbis ls the dlrqct oppo- 
sito.of the "Golden; Rule; Itjn.an ac
knowledge that inan'iS riot yet all;wis'e; 

. that .he is .is so largely incompetent to 
be his. “brother’s keeper,” tlnit, were all 
his desireslunto- others obtained, it 
■would-bo his own'.worst ènèmy. The 
world’s desires aro- so weryt largely af
fected by bias, that, urichecl&di disaster 
and destruction would engulf it. ■ , 
■ Sconcò never stoops so low as to use

L'ltl

Thè
Catholics, Protestants, and pseudo re-
formers are- now the ofaly supporters of 
this dogma. . •

Golden Rule is attractive by reason-of 
its golden, name. Gold is glittering, 
and universally desired; any sentiment 
built on its’'name 1b seized with- rave
nous avidity. Is it any wonder the peo
ple have gone wild over it?

The “Golden Rule” is the shibboleth 
of the Christian theology. No other 
bait is more tempting, it promises full- 
nese and gives emptiness. ' It is life to 
the opulent, and death to the dependent. 
The "Golden Rule,” stripped of its glit
ter, is' a Pewter Rule. 1 . •

Many otherwise cultured spirits, hav
ing not yet .outgrown some of their old 
ways, return with the same old refrain 
of the Golden Rule. Some spirit teach
ing still needs reforming. ' .

The Golden Rule, like all .other rules, 
has its exceptions. Some of these .are 
very beautiful. However, in'analyzing 
principles, exceptions are not included. 
Else no principle could be questioned. '

“Let the past dead bury its dead,” 
and let the Golden Rule ignis fatuus be
come, ad rapidly as possible, part of the
burial. -

Madison,. Wis.
E. W. BALDWIN.

; TWO.LIGHTS. ,

' It flaBlififlbut from'the dark^ . ' ' 
■ ',' It blazed and shone ' 
... As an electric spark; „ .

" ' - It came—was gone. ■«. '.
. , For one sweet moment; ope„ ,
7. - To plea'sé’lt came, .. ; <

.Krom SorroyV;-it Jiad jlown-r ' 
' .Wild Passion’s flame. ,- ‘

' . It dawned as Ohrlstians die;’ ! .. 
. -, Pure and serene; ■ / / -,
. Gently*  It swept the sky, • . ■- •

' A holy sheen., . ,
.- It warmed and cheered at noon, • 
: .. Rafllnntabove; ■- . . .

‘ Glorious, at-sunset shone— - -
' ; Eternal love. • ; ■ . ■

! •' ; -^-Blflney Heald.

k
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Martha.'went on slowly.
“Mother' Bays the devil does all the

things, such as Mrs. Browrt..,tQld me 
about. . If he does and Gpd lets him 
when he might stop it, then I don’t see 
why God is not as wicked as the devil. 
Oh, dear,” Bald Martha, twitching her 
shoulders impatiently, “I wish I did 
know what to believe. Elder Drake 
says one thing, and he knows it is so 
for God said so; and Elder Rudwlri says 
It is not so; he knows, for God never 
said any such thing, and Elder Homes 
says that both the others are wrong. 
Oh, dear!” and with a sigh of despair 
Martha hastened homeward.

A-few days later Martha went up to 
her father as they were alone together 
Ip the living-room and Said: “Was .there 
a moon last night, Father?”
“Moon! No, it-was dark as a pocket, 

it was so cloudy. Why?”
"Because I saw a bright light upon 

the slanting wall opposite my bed."'
"Pshaw!" .
“I did, father,” persisted Martha. "It 

was about'the size of our looking-glass, 
and it was real bright. I got up and 
looked out of the window, but I could 
not see a light anywhere. What do you 
suppose made the light?” .

"Wall, I dunno. A good many things 
happen that I can’t, explain, but I 
s’pose I could If I knew enough,” with 
which sage reflection he left his daugh
ter to her reflections.

(To be continued.)

Why I Believe In Woman Suffrage.
I believe in woman suffrage because 

I am an individual, responsible for 
achieving the best possible results for 
myself physically, morally and spiritual
ly,— To do this I must be free -to think 
my own thoughts, to mold my own opin
ions, to order my own actions, to direct 
my own course of conduct In accord
ance with the high standard laid down 
by the Great Teacher, unhampered, un
hindered, untrammeled by unwise juris
prudence, unwise legislation, unjust 
laws, unprincipled policies heaped upon 
me yrithoutmy consent, and which I am 
powerless to remedy without the right 
of suffrage which js my” inherent right.

Individuals, known as men and wo
men, make up the world’s millions of 
human beings, who were placed .upon 
this earth to work out ail of the varlous_. 
life problems together—from the least 
to the greatest—irrespective of sex. 
Only-when they have thus worked have 
tve seen real progress, real success.

It takes many hundreds of years to 
correct the mistakesmade in the feudal 
ages, when might made right., Back 
there, man gofferedideas that anall-wlse 
Providence had made him albne His di
vine, agent for carrying, ■ forward the 
work of the world, first by brute force 
and later by his opinions expressed 
through the ballot. Since the ballot Is 
nothing more nor less than the expres
sion of an individual’s opinion, it seems 
extremely ridiculous that any time or 
effort should have to be expended in 
proving that individuals known by class 
distinction <ss females have opinions : 
and therefore they must give expression 
to them,- just the same as-thode indlvid- 
uals, known, by class distinction as 
males? .- '' • . - -

Nothing more unreasonable, more un- 
phllosophical, could be harbored in the 
brains of melt than this did superstition 
bf their natural'supremacy. We shall 
yet see the'¿ducated'heart, hand and 
brain—-blessed trinity ,of the new gener
ations of meh and- women—achieving 
together that for 'which they wpro.cro-; 
ated, when might no longer makes 
right,-but right-makes might

ELIZABETH COUGAR.
Joliet, lad.’ - ■ -. .

‘ ■ I
It has been some years since I bav, 

had the pleasure of writing for The Pro< 
gresglve Thinker, but during that timi 
Spiritualism as the only science of lifer 
as I perceive it, has moved steadily oil 
to triumph. - It is true that changes anfl 
developments have come both to thd 
platform and its speakers, to' the cu|l 
and its media, but they have washed 
and purified rather than shivered.or del 
stroyed the rock hpon which as a fount 
dation the science or revelation of Spiri 
itualism stands. Mediums with thelij 
variety of psychical phenomena, and exi 
perlences have come and gone, yet re< 
cruits have taken their places to deepen' 
the convictions and enlarge the range 
of-facts upon which the-demonstration 
of a future immortal life rests. It is 
true that Robert Dale Owen, the author! 
of "Footfalls on the Boundary of An« 
other WoHd," has long since been dead, 
but other pioneèr writers and workers , 
are still with us, Andrew Jackson Davis*  
Dr. Peebles, Cora L. V. Richmond, Hud*  
son Tuttle, and a host,of others.

■ The spiritual movement as the key tor 
spiritism is stronger, more formidable

• and impregnable than ever, for it is the 
life of Spiritualism, without which the 
demonstrations of spirits would mean 
nothing.

If as one reviews or retrospects the 
past there is a feature of the movement 
more emphasized than another it is 
spirit and not spirits, for the new sci
entist or Spiritualist is learning to es» 
tnblish the rationale of Spiritualism 
upon spirit as well as spirits, realizing 
that spirits could have no existence pe? 
se without spirit. Hence we hear in 
these recent years more of the spiritual 
life, spirituality, the spiritual world, in 
fine, of spirit, as the beginning and end 
of all that is involved In or evolved 
from the life that now is. This of course 
has never been denied nor yet has it 
been brought vigorously forward by the 
middle men of our cause, but the old 
workers felt and understood it and per
ceived in tlie spiritistic phenomena of 
media ground for the spiritual hypothe
sis. Hence, if at the present hour eyes * 
are turned toward the reality and real
ization of the spirit within man, it is 
not because the demonstrations of splr-. 
its are denied or eschewed but logically 
enforced, for the conclusion is hidden 
away in the premise, and the meaning 
of life is discovered In the nature or es- ’ 
senco of life itself. . . ’.

The divinity of man leads at once to 
a consciousness of the reality and di
vinity of spirit, thè content', essence, life 
of spirits.- So that one naturally feels 
the immanence of spirit in matter and 
that matter itself is permeated with 
and could not manifest save for spirit^

The result of this has been the 
awakening of the soul to the realization 
of the distinction in the very nature of 
things between the personal and tha 
universal, the material and the spirit
ual, the human and the divine—not in 
the sense that the universe is not gov
erned from centre to circumference by 
law, nor that it is not as Pope so aptly, 
expresses it in that famous couplet— 
"All are but parts of one stupendous 
' ' whole, 
Whose body Nature is and God. thè 

soul,” • ■
but rather than man is divine, eterriaL 
infinite, omniscient, omnipotent in es
sence now and here, and he can there
fore, if he chqose, penetrate the thrall-, 
dom of the senses and declare as well- 
as express his divinity. , ’ -

Man, as a compound of matter, is hu-. 
man, weak, Impotent, ignorant, imper
fect, subject to circumstance and condì-1 
tlon, a creature of fate; but as divine,; 
thaUs as potentially and essentially im«' 
material or divine he can, like water, 
rise his highest level. And he be
comes therefore master of his fate, a 
glant-rather than a dwarf, a god rather, ’ 
than a mere bauble. His health; sito- 
cess and opulence are assured and se
cured on this and no other ground, for 
that is the reason why some men and 
women succeed more than others, some ' 
are healthy and others diseased .and 
some are rich while others are poor. 
The,law holds good under all circum
stances and in all exigencies. But it is 
the consciousness of one’s own power, 
applied or implied in a selfish or unself
ish way, which leads to material and 
spiritual possession. “

If the spiritual movement has dona 
this and is doing this and trill continue 
to do this, if as Theodore Parker said. 
Spiritualism will prove “Man’s divinity 
lay in his pure humanity,” the world 
will be the better and finer, and strong
er for the revelation. .This, I take, it, , 
Spiritualism has done for .mankind and 
is doing, and freedom from political 
and industrial bondage and tyranny will 
follow. In fact all good things ought to 
follow. They cannot come too soon, 
We are ready for th«ftn—that is, some of 
us are, ready for this supreme socialism 
in which man is free to live his life, not 
as government dictates but as con
science orders.

Personally, so far as spirit demon
strations are concerned, I have been fa
vored above most men and I have, so 
far as I know never been deceived, I 
know that spirits can and do manifest, 
and knowing this,I have followed the 
trail and guidon back, far batìk perhaps, 
to immortality and divinity.

J. C. F. GRUMBINE.
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THOUGHT.

Thought is force moving in Immensity1! 
It exceeds in power tlie glowlng^sun, 
Impelling man upward qs cycles run 
Enduring as the will of Deity.
It vibrates oh. man’s brain unceasingly, 
It Is the authoir of all music sung. ■ 
It finds-expression on man’s willing 

tongue •
Forever advancing reslstlessly. ’ 
Thought is the lever that uplifts mam .1 . 

■. ' kind - • ’ - - ■ ■, .
It forms the Ideal to. which (men aspire, ■ 
The brotherhood of manupdn theearta. 
Thought develops activity of mind— 
Before its-light blind ignorance retires. 
Because’ its weakness Invites foolish . 

■ . mirth. -
. HENRY M. EDMISTON.I. •' • • - - -. . ■ . • ■- • ■■ J • .- . '■ ’
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Important Facts, Illustrating in an Impressive Manner the Necessity of^EiJciire 
fully the Movements of the Catholic Church Throughout the Whole World.

Col. Edwin A. Sherman, of Oakland, 
Cal-, (the custodian of the key to Lin
coln.'!} tomb) and a bright light in the 
Masonic order, writes words of caution 
lu the “Tyler,” quoted by the Masonic 
Observer, of Minneapolis: .

"I have a word or two of some timely 
caution to send you for our traveling 
brethren, either tourists or commercial 
travelers, i

“ft seems that a general decree has 
gone out from the papal hierarchy 
throughout Spanish America, and is es
pecially enforced in the Central Ameri
can states, for the people not to sell or 
give food, lodging or other accommoda
tion, no matter how urgent and press
ing the need, to anyone wearing a so- 
«lety emblem or jewel of any loud, and 
tnore especially a Masonic one.

“A member of Oakland Cominandery, 
No. 11, of Knights Templar, has recent- 

< ly returned from Central America, and 
he relates the difficulties which he en
countered 'When traveling through that 
country. He had been riding on horse
back all day over a nigged road with
out meeting any accommodation any
where on the way; and at evening rode 
up to a small hamlet to remain ■ over 
night. He went to a house to see if he 
could obtain information, as there was 
no public place for entertainment. A 
woman came to the door, and he asked 
for some food, which he was willing to 

, pay for, and she replied that while she 
had food, she could not sell or give it to 
him, as she was forbidden to do so by 
the priest. He.thought it strange, as he 
had never seen the priest and knew 
nothing about him; while he wondered 
how the priest could know anything 
about him, fie being a total stranger in 
the country. He urged his famished 
condition, and that he must have food 
in some shape or he would starve. But 
she was inexorable, and said that she 

' was ordered not to give food to a here
tic, and more especially to one who was 
a Mason, as she supposed ,him to be 

• from the jewel he was wearing, which 
was the ordinary Knights Templar 
cross. She was deaf to all his Implora
tions for food, offering to pay her any 
price for it. At last, after a very long 

' parleying, she told him to put that 
jewel out of sight and go over to the

consecrated grounds. She, in turn, was 
taken sick, and Would not send ter the 
priest, and died also. The priest him-, 
self then went with a yoke of oxen to 
the house and hitched onto the body by 
the neck and dragged it through the 
streets of the town, followed by the lit, 
tie children, the daughters of the dead 
mother, who were crying piteously, and 
he dragged the body to the outskirts Of 
the town and left it to be devoured by 
swine and the dogs. This our brother 
witnessed himself, and the expression 
of horror that went around that banquet 
table cannot be described." .

There, Americans! There you have 
the delightful picture of Catholicism 
when it has tlie power! Behind all the 
sweet words and cajolery of priests, 
archbishops, cardinals and popes, about 
their love'af American freedom, at the 
basis it is all love of the freedom which 
allows them to enslave mankind. Think 
of the blatant, tlilclehecked priest drag, 
glng the dead body of the mother by a 
chain around her neck, through the 
streets, with her weeping children fol
lowing, and a procession of the blind 
dupes shouting and deriding. Out they 
go into the vacant country' and there 
leave the mangled corpse for the hogs 
and dogs, lighting over the horrible re-

hut of an-Indian,Jwblch she pointed out 
at a distance, and perhaps he might get 
something there. So he rode to the In
dian’s hut and obtained a meagre sup
ply for his immediate necessities, and 
then -rode on; but during the remainder 
of his sojourn in that country he was 
careful to keep his Masonic emblems 
out of sight, otherwise he was not'only 
in dang^- of starving to death, but of 
being put out of the way in some other 
manner. . _______

’“The papacy 1b puttl5g?on the screws 
wherever it can do so, and is tightening 

. up things all around, even to preventing 
commercial relations between countries 
where .it can do so by denying the 
right of nature anfl(hospitality to trav
elers who are suspected of belonging to 
any secret society, and more especially 
of Masons. Therefore, for their own 

’’comfort and securities when starting to 
travel in such countries where the rule 

,. -of priest, either openly or secretly pre
vails, let our brethren keep their jewels 
and enlblems out of sight.

- ' . “EDWIN A. SHERMAN.
“Oakland, Cal.” - t
In another letter' Col. Sherman 

' writes: ' . ' .
“I will glve'a statement of fact as re

lated by a brother and Sir Knight, one 
of the most promlent merchants of San 
Francisco and of the Board of Trade 
and Chamber of Commerce, of which lie 
was- an eye witness but powerless to 
act, which he related at a banquet of the 
Knights Templar recently in that city.

■ “A few ydi 
the republli

:e he was in one of 
Central' America.

past! HUDSON TUTTLE.

fib Vie/isr

While there, In bne of the towns, a na
tive, supposed to be a Mason, when oh 
his death-bed, would not send for the 
priest,, hdr pay for absolution, nor 
massed to be said for his soul, died; 
and his wife had him burled outside of

THE NECESSITY OF WATCHING 
ROME CAREFULLY.■ » . . ' ■ , '

Careful observers of political matters 
have noted for years the subtle and per- 
■sistent efforts of the. papal authorities 
at Rome to obtaimofficlal recognition by 
our government at Washington.

Since the close of the war with Spain 
these efforts - have been especially 
marked, and it must be admitted that 
they have been far too successful, 
There was the mission of Gov. Taft to 
the late pope, Leo XIII., which was. 
clearly of a seml-dlplomatlc characjWl 
although the authorities at Washington 
insisted that It was only a business 
scheme to settle the difficulty in the 
Philippines arising from the lands 
claimed by the friars. Doubtless with 
a view to allay suspicion the negotia
tions were transferred from Rome to 
Manilla.

Now comes a dlspatoh from Rome 
saying the papal representative has 
been recalled from Manilla by the pew 
pope, and that the negotiations must be 
continued at Washington, If at all, and 
that the representative of Rome must 
be accorded some soft of diplomatic 
standing by the government of the 
United States, the pope hoping to fur
ther this end iby making a special ex
hibit of Vatican curios at the St. Louis 
exposition. '

Rome never wearies, and politicians 
never cease to fear Rome" until they 
are forced to fear something more po
tential than Rome. In the determina
tion of the American government no 
church shall dominate. It is quite time 
a very wholesome fear were brought to 
bear. These efforts to establish diplo
matic relations at Washington are not 
directed to the winning of a mere hol
low ceremonial. They are designed to 
affept the question of the temporal 
power of the pope, and to give Roman
ism p predominant Influenceiand stand
ing fn this country. This means to com
plicate our relations Tyith-Itply,.a friend
ly power, as well as to give the Homan 
See a hold on tills nation which no 
church should ,be permitted to exercise 
for one hour.

It .has been but a. few weeks ' since 
Senator Morgan, of Alabama, through 
the columns of the Southern Methodist 
Review, exposed the,¡devices of Rome as 
they were embedded in the Columbian 
treaty for the construction of the Pan
ama canal. That great interest, and 
others of far greater Importance to Ro^ 
manism, are involved in this persistent 
effort to establish diplomatic relations 
with our government It-is time to put 
the priests and the*politicians  on notice 
that the American people' will have

nothing of tills sort. We want none of 
this dickering with a foreign power 
which claims both spiritual and tempo
ral functions.

The long and the short of the inattei 
Is, that the time has come in theliistoi y 
of the world when tho Romish chinch 
must decide whether it will be a politi
cal or an ecclesiastical organization. If 
itefiooses the latter it should be accord
ed the same rights and privileges (and 
no more) that are accorded to other 
churches? If it proposes to be a tempo
ral poweruuidiclaim political authority 
its emissaries should be caused to un
derstand that the American people will 
not tolerate tor a moment any meddling 
by foreigners in the affairs of this gov
ernment, and that our government has 
relations with.the king of Italy .and 
that it distinctly declines to f.ecognize 
the temporal claims of the pope. The 
Italian people have put the king on the 
throne, and it has never been the policy 
of this government to take Bides 
against the people of any country who, 
seek, to choose their own rulers as 
against the pretensions of despots.

The efforts of Romp , to piay the 
double role of both a church and a state 
is unendurable. For this caiise France 
is now expelling some of thè Romish or
ders. For fhc same reason Bismarck 
made issue with Romanism in Ger
many, and Gladstone sounded his note, 
of warning in his notable work entitled 
“The Vatican Decrees.” For this causo 
the American people will do well to 
watch Rome with the utmost vigilance 
just now., , ’’

■ Heretofore the United States has had 
less to fear from this quarter than have 
the European powers; but jhp éay of 
our partial security from this peril has 
pasted- The results of/the war with 
Spain have brought on conditions that 
have never before existed, and we are 
now, more than all other governments, 
exposed to the machinations of Rome; 
and the danger is all the greater be
cause the fefirs of our people are at r§st 
by reason or ó'ur inexperielce in dealing 
with the Jesuitism of Romish diplomacy 
and devilment. We will do well to take 
alarm in time, and learn from the expe
rience of other lands what Vaticanism 
in politics means?

We hope our readers will draw the at
tention of .their senators and .represen
tatives in congress to this matter, that 
being forewarned they may be fore
armed. And- we Say to all our public 
men whose eyes may fall upon these, 
Unes that here is an issue upon these 
lines about which the people will not be 
trifled with. The days of the old 
"American Party,” with more -than’ 
quadrupled power, will return, and par
ty lines be disarranged as they ■ have 
not been since the reyolution of 18C0, if 
this dickering with Rome does not 
speedily cease. • '

The priestly lobby at Washington 
may seem strong with Cardinal Gibbons 
conveniently near, at Baltimore, to di
rect Its movements. But the spirit of a 
genuine Americanism, which abhors a 
political church, is stronger, and it may 
■be aroused bn occasion.—The Advocate, 
Atlanta, Ga. -

t -iq. ■ ■ -
that attack# tljm public school does 
need u defander^for such a clergyman 
or such ajieligloa; if it speak with au
thority, eaiieBseoi fear of knowledge, 
which means feaa-of truth. •

In the atifick oh ,tlie public school it is 
stated thafe tiie public school, in whlca 
educatlonfin FAQd’H is separated from 
the inculcation ofifellglous BELIEF, ac
counts for ,the task of morality in the 
people, fidmes Of one kind or another 
are polntedvout’as the results of the 
public, school, hi: which spelling, arith
metic, geometry and other departments 
of fact are kept distinct from the relig
ious training,. whlca Includes miracles 
and belief. i > ; • ■

We shall show how unjust and foolish 
is the attempt to connect individual 
crime with the splendid, beneficent, na
tional publie school system. ....

The newspaper which contained the 
attack mentioned on the public school 
told also of a young army officer, named 
Murtaugh, - -This .young man had dis
graced himself tlirbugb fraud and had 
been accused Of conduct unbecoming fin 
officer, and also of being a common 
thief. ■ - ’ ■

It happens that this young man got 
his education In ’a Tellgious school, a 
school in which? religion Is taught with 
geography,'etc, ?•-. ' '

Woul d It not lie stupidly unjust to 
hola that RELIGIOUS school respon
sible for this-"unfortunate young man’s 
predicament? ’

That same newspaper contained an 
account of a young woman confined in 
the city prison, accused of forgery and 
other crimes! That young woman’s ed
ucation was received in a RELIGIOUS 
Institution. Would It not be unjust to 
hold the good, earneÿ women who 
taught her responsible for her moral 
shortcomings? ;

Czolgpsz, who murdered President 
McKinley, was educated in a religious 
school; he never attended an American 
public school. Would It not be a stupid 
crime to hold the RELIGIOUS school

A distinguished clergyman last week,

The Various Religions of Christendom.
Are They Becoming «More Materialistic? :

The answer given to that question ’ 
• will depend: largely upon the views of 
those questioned, being decided by what , 
they consider religion. Judging from j 

■ the plaintive wail 'that arises from the . 
‘ believers in dogmatic theology, and ac

cepting their view of the matter as the 
correct one; it would seem that the re
ligious emotions fire waning, and that 
the.materialistic idea of life is becomr 
ing more dominant. .

It is always proper to view both’sides 
of a’questlon and especially one that af
fects the strongest emotions of the hu
man soul; namely, that desire to do 
reverence, to worship some being, 
power or force,, or whatever it may be 
termed, that is superior to the worship
er. That desire is one that Is deeply, 
implanted in human life, and the ques
tion for- which-a correct answer would 
be desirable is, are we, that is the pro
fessed believers in the Christian relig
ion, becoming more materialistic in our 
mode of thought and action. .

, Viewed from the plane of develop
ment on which we are .located, we deny 

. the statement absolutely. . The ten- 
< dency of the scientific researches of the 

age is to reject every statement that 
cannot be proven, at least leaving it 

' open to further investigation. ¡To assert 
that dogmatic theology, founded largely 
upon myths and fables, cannot be a pos
itive force in the uplifting, the resur
rection of human life from the degrad-, 
ing influences-of the mere animal emo
tions is not materialism, ft is a manifes
tation of a higher spiritual power than 
could possibly copie to the individual 
soul when dominated by any theories 

• that hfive not been proven as estab-
1 lished upon the truth. We do not deny 

■ , the fact that, considering the phase of 
' mental and spiritual development of

■ Cnristendom as a whole, when, those 
' views regarding life’s duties were for

mulated and accepted, they had a mor
alizing and restraining influence' for 

, good over the barbarous and semi-bar
barous races to which they were pre
sented as the law and gospel.
■Those incipient civilizations' were in
capable of comprehending anything 
higher.. It would have been the' height 
of. foolishness to try to have them as
Similate that which tk higher civiliza
tion would have comprehended. It 

. ■ ivould have been “casting .pearla bo- 
■ fore .swine." In the unfoldment of life 

i to higher planes .there has- always been 
’ forerunners, advanced missionaries of 

। those higher systems whoso.duty it was 
I to present ali of the truth ,thnt they 

■ could possibly receive. True there-was 
also necessary, a preparatory work in 
'the life of the masses before those 

' , agents’representing the higher could
begin, operations. .

.In that storehouse- of infinite poste 
r bilities there are treasured gifts that 

Will bfi given to individuals, nations or

responsible for the murder?
The public school, in which all 

children, of the nation may meet 
equal terms, is the nation’s glory 
greatfist hope. '.

the 
.on 
and

There are religious schools "of 
kinds, Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, 
Roman Catholic and others, in which

all

children are well educated, and In 
which, in Accordance with their pa
rents’ desire, Tellglous teaching is
added to the other branches of 
structlon. '

in-

These schools-are well managed, they 
do great good, they should be treated 
with respect. They should be paid for 
by those who want them. .

But th<?’1publi<3 schools also should be 
treated V.Ith reject, and especially by 
mlnlBterstef religion. ■

The Cqps'tltutidn of the United States 
forbids tiiq. recognition j>f any religion 
by the GpVern.rqpnt, which means that 
all religions should be treated alike,
justly ani lally.v

Cominqn. sen^e ■ and common Justice 
demand that wfoeii all the people are 
taxed for,,the education of ’childhood re
ligion Bhguld 'bo left out of the school 
course that no fqith may be offended.

Wherever Protestantism, however Inpreaching to a large congregation,’ dealt wnereyer 1rotestantism, however lu- 
with certain aspects of present social Erectly, fti made a feature of the pub
conditions. ' lie schoobjusticaand right are violated.

His.emphasis of the Importance of- The ■ Protestant/- the. Catholic/ the 
morality throtig'aout life■ was admirable tew, ihoiitlielst>teall forms of rellgions; 
and-truthful.’ ■ ■ :i,all. forms-of’bfiltef, and qf unbelief—

His denunciation of tho divorce evt.l should find’.In the public schools tho 
was powerful and In the Interest of the most intelligent inculcation of the es- 
home and of the future. tabllshed FACTS. . ■ ? ’

But his attack on the American pub- Those who’wish, their children to re
lic school, one of a regular series of cqive an education in which fficts and
such attacks daily ■becoming''-more iyi- religion are mingled have the right to 
merous, we feel bound to resent and op- dd as toey please, but they should do it 
pose. ■ . ' at their own expense.

The public school of America does not The man who attacks the African 
need any defender It underlies the public school, be he clergyman or lay- 
country’s -»regress,m is the ONE hope man attacks the welfare of this country 
of the country’s future. .Only knowl- although he may not realize if and he 
edge EXACT knowledge, brings prog- attacks also 'the standing of his own 
rels-, . - religion in the estimation-of the great

But any clergyman or any religion majority of American citizens.

races when they are ready to accept 
them; and consequently to make a wise 
use of them; and fenili they are they 
will be withheld. .

Modern believers in thé Christian re
ligion have arrived to a plane of spirit
ual development where the old-forms of 
religious belief pertaining to-human.-ob
ligations here, and what is to be expect
ed hereafter, fall to give satisfaction; 
they, no not supply the imperative wants 
of the progressive soirfTancLconsequent- 
ly the law of reaction ias set in, and to 
the superficial observer the appear
ances seem to Indicate an entire rejec
tion of all views pertaining to the spirit
ual obligations of human life. What 
formerly furnlshed.food for the develop
ment of the spiritual life has become 
worse than husks to supply that which 
is required for further growth. \. •

The eighteenth and nineteenth cen
turies were periods of great religious 
upheavals, revivals in which many new 
sects were founded. To assert that 
those religious commotions had not ac
complished anything In thé work of hu
man upliftment would be false on the 
very face of It. . They had their mission 
.to perform. They were part of the 
great evolutionary program by which 
society was educated up to a plane

which they gave. To complain that 
they fell into the hands of the ignorant, 
those who could not comprehend the 
high principles. for which they, stood, 
does nqt impeach' them in the least. 
AU of them reached down Into the bar
barism .’which existed at the time of 
their advent and tried to. bring life’s 
standard up to a higher level. That 
they at least partially succeeded will be 
admitted by all raMd&al minds.
' When we consldnWhe s&ndard of the 
civlization of the ^fices which nominally 
accepted Christiinlty; it is no cause of 
wonderment that the high standard 
which it presented was not accepted, 
and that many of the beliefs of those 
dawning, civilizations were mixed with 
it That was an inevitable conse
quence, .and exists in political or relig
ious revolutions. America,' when the 
revolution w.as consummated that large
ly separated it politically; from the old 
world monarchies, sflll retained cer
tain features of those systems. It was’ 
all right.. The growth-of all institu
tions that possess permanency is slow. 
The evolution from the lowest type, of 
the prehistoric human, up to the highest, 
type of the present has been consum
mated only through unknown ages of 
time; but the trend was ifpward and 
temporary obstructions could only re
tard it for a time; so while the high eth
ical standard that Christianity present
ed to the world has been overshadowed
by cruder systems, they will In timé be

and giving more perfect freedom for the 
manifestation of the truth. It is mate
rialism to which’ they have been under 
bondage in the past, and with the in
creasing light .that is . dawnliig upon 
them they are realizing that Idolatry, 
whether it is-of the physical type or 
mise mental conceptions, is not’ true 
worship. 1 . •

-That fill of thé conflicting sects that 
compose thé religious system of Chris
tendom will be recast into one mold Is 
not possible nor desirable. Variations 
of thought can exist in regard to the 
working of any system without any an
tagonism existing between the different 
opinions entertained. The work of sep
arating from that religous system thé 
false theories that have been Incorpo
rated in the body , is & slow and labori
ous one, but it will*  be accomplished, 
and the future’.will witness a growth 
among thénatlons thfit profess that be-

MR8. CATLIM REPLIES TO 4JO8E8 
HULL. '

To the Editor>-With no doubt a 
great many others pf your readers, I 
confess to having felt a good deal of 
surprise to say tho least, at some of the 
utterances of Brother Moses Hull in a 
recent Issue of The Progressive Think
er, relative to the election of president 
and vice-president at the late conven
tion of the N. S. A., and was more than 
delighted with the manly and fearless 
reply of our vice-president to this un
called for and cruel'attack.

As one of the delegates to that con
vention, and as one of the sympathizers 
with, and one of the signers of that 
“star chamber” petition, I think 1 am In 
a position to know something of the 
causes which led up to this, aud while 
I offer no apoligy for any action which 
was then taken by the delegates, I feel 
it is duo them tpat their constituents 
should understand the why and tlie 
wherefore of their actions, and In doing 
this I feel sure I shall voice the senti
ments of the Illinois delegation, since 
Jne and all went to that convention 
with the feeling - uppermost, in their 
minds, that notwithstanding their love 
and/reverence for the nobTe man who 
had been its president for 'so mapy 
years, the time had come, when for the 
good of all concerned, it would be well 
that a change, be made, but while we 
went with a pretty well defined deter
mination to vote for. Dr. Warne, the 
man the West had chosen, because they 
knew him to be a faithful, loyal worker, 
on honorable man, and representative 
that we might well be proud of, still we 
wdnt. without Instruction, perfectly free 
and untrammelled, to vote as our con
science dictated, and never once did1 
Dr. Warne even suggest that our vote 
be cast for him-

Above all personality, however, there 
loomed up the one great principle, the 
safety and success of our N. 8, A., and 
It took but a’ few hours upon the floor 
of the convention hall, to realize tbfit 
we were surrounded by an atmosphere 
of political intiigue which certainly was 
not creditable to a “spiritual body.” 
Experience-is a good teacher, and one 
of the lessons learned by that visit to 
Washington was never to make up the 
mind upon any'vital question until face 
to face with, it in public discussion. To 
my certain knowledge, on .the one hand 
methods were resorted^too as scurril
ous afi they were unjust, to prejudice’ 
tha minds of the delegates, and a sys
tem of bribery, if so it may be called, 
Was In vogue, such for example as tjio 
buying up of proxies, on condition that 
they vote for so and so. These meth
ods may be permissible in a political 
gathering, but I think every right-mind
ed Spiritualist Should resent wlth indig
nation any such work in a body where 
the uplifting of humanity is claimed as 
a fundamental reason for its existence.

The result of this kind of work was 
an undercurrent, or rather an out

‘ spoken declaration by a large body of 
representatives, tliat if the office of 
president could be purchased by such 
unprincipled means, they would secede 
and form a federation of their own. IN 
THE FACE OF THIS GREAT DAN
GER, pacific measures were Bought by 
those who had the welfare of the N. S. 
A most at heart, and the advisability of 
again urging Mr. Barrett, to reconsider 
his decision was quietly discussed with 
as many as possible to reach in the 
short time at our disposal, before the 
time for nominations; and I am proud 
to stand before the world as one of the 
"stat' chamber” ’ actors in bringing 
about so glorious a result. .

Never for one moment did the per- 
sonallty. dr nomination of Dr. Warne in
fluence us in the matter; the safety of 
the N. 8. A. was at stake, and before 
this all else sank ■ into insignificance, 
and It shows the noble character bf the 
miln now our'vice-president • Not one 
feeling of resentment was' shown when 

. our votes were turned against him.
Dr. Warne turned traitor to the

West? '. • ■ '
Nay, my friends, it was rather the 

West turned traitor to Dr. Warne, but 
only that greater good might? come to 

'the N.’S. A at large.
So far as the Wisconsin vote Is con- 

■ cerned, I feel It right to say, that a per
sonal inquiry as to the wishes of the 
Wisconsin deJeBatiop by one of toe 
Western delegates brought out the re
ply from Mrs. Stewart, “We mute first 
find out where Dr. Warne stands with 

. regard to the M. P. I,” and the much-to- 
be-regretted animosity shown by “our 
Moses” looks a little as though he had 
been sohiewhat upset in some cherished 
plan. We are glad, however, that he 
himself has declared that the Wiscon
sin vote was Included in the twenty-five 
which- were turned against the peace 
and' unity' of our national body, since 

. after the fraternal spirit, shown by Dr. 
Warne towards the M. P. I., when of
fering a resolution that - money be ap

. propriated for its support, certainly but 
few would’ have suspected such a result.
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CARLYLE PETERSILEA,
Givun by luitoniatlo writing through. .

- Uib »uthor’H xaedlumslslp

THE DISCOVERED COUNTRY, 
. A nwatlve of the personal experlanoa in spir
it lUe of the author's father, who had been a 
natural philosopher and a materialist. Anex- 
trumely Interesting pooh,. Price, 81.(0.

MARY ANNE CAREW.
This work consists of the experiences of the 

author's mother in spirit life, Price, cloth, (kte; 
paper, 40c.

PHILIP CARLISLIE,
: A philosophical romance by tho guides, the 

subject of the title being a scientific young phil
osopher, who Is a medium; bis yhief opponents 
being a clergyman and a materialist. Cloth, tl.

. . OGEANIDES. .
A solentlflo novel, based on the philosophy of 

life, as soou from tho spirit side. Paper, £>0c.
. MARK CHESTER,
Or “A MUI and a Million.’, This is due of Car
lyle Petersllea's most interesting works. It Js 
purely a psychical romance such as tho author 
la noted for producing, Cloth, bOc; paper, 40c.

ES0TERIGLESSONS.
This'work includes "Personified Um 

thinkable«," "Flrat Lessons in Reality," 
and “A Tour Through the Zodiac.” 
This Is dh interesting production of oc-. 
cult thought and will well repay careful 
study and meditation by all occultists. 
Price, Cloth, $1.50. For. sale at thia 
office. ' '

THE MISSING LINK , 
Ui MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A,Xe*h'Underhni.  Qf tbe'Fox Family.
InterflBtlnf and valuable as n history of tho begin*  

Ding of Modern SpirltualltHU, by one of the Fox fits*  
tors. 478 Pages, 16 illustrations, including portraits ot 
the Fox Family. History of the Hydesville lappings, 
m related by eye-witncsscii remarkable aud woll-ate 
tested manifestations; the “exposures." etc. Hand- 
(omely bound In cloth, But few coplea remaining 
?ublkhera' price, 11.50. Wo will send tha book poetr 
paid f^r 41.40. -

flDOGiUDlial New Testament, 
Being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 
now extant, attributed in the first lour centu
ries to Jesus Chrlet, his apostles'and .their com
panions, and not Included in the New Testament, 
by its compilers. ■ Price, cloth, 11.60.

ROMANISM Is a pamphled of W pages, in 
IPYPORITB reply t0 Prof* DavId Swlnif. JjjXX VDJUV prl0Bt Cashman aud Dr. With
row, and la principally in defense of Protestant
ism, A concUoljttle pamphlet. I’rlce 16 cents.

VEDlNTA PHILOSOPHY,
lectures by tho Swami Vivekananda, on Raja Yoffaj 

or Conquering the Internal Nature, aud Other sub*  
jeots; also, Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms, with com*  
mouteriea and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged, Cloth, il.50. Raia Yoga 
is an ancient system of Indian Philosophy, and one of 
tho four chief methode that tho Vedanta Philosophy 
Offers io obtain freedom and perfection. Swami Vlv*  
eknnanda became a familiar figure tn several Amert 
can cities during the three years following tho Par*  

■ Uament of Religions at Chicago; ho Was cordially re
ceived In America, where cho breadth and depth of 
tils teachings were soon recognized. Bis teachings 
■re universal in their application. The book is cheftp otll.W. For sale at this office.

1 Aryan Son Myths, the Origin 
of Religion.

By Sarah E. Tltcomb. with an Introdnotlou 
by Charles Morris, author of “The fi/yui Bane." 
Irtrlco, doth. 81.00. ___________________ '

HftRMONIGS OF EVOLUTION.
Tha Philosophy of Individual Ufa, Based
x - Upon Natural Science

As taught by modern masters of law. By Flor*  
enep Huntley., An exceedingly Interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution to the lltera*  
ture ot evolution, uhfolding its laws from the 
deeper and clearer spiritual aspect, and In*  
(Heating the defects of the Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists and Materialists alike can gam 
much from its perusal. Price, finely bound in. 
«doth. 12, , t
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fí' GREAT
Ì INDUCEMENT#

7 NEVER BEFORB

OFFERED 
BY ' 

ONE PAPER.

OUR PREMIUMS.

«

BEAR IN MIND. .
Remember,, please, that we send 

many of our Premium Books by ex« - 
^0 not receive your orden

„ipif at the express ■aKi pt Ui.eie‘l£otlfy Ufl at onca- 

Remember, please that It costs ten
°gst a personal check cashed at 

Chicago. .If you send a per
sonal check, add ten cents . to th« 
amount sent. .
/pSe>meVlber', Ptea^fi, that we have only 

BeUd 0Ut nOW te5
25 cents each. We cannot allow you to 
Xca U“y Other b°Ok or b00kB ln toel" 

pIease’ teat you are not ’ 
entitled to any of these Premium 
Books unless you send in with your or- » 
der a year’s subscription to The Pro. tai 
gressive Thinker. .

Remember, please, that the safest 
ay to make a remittance Is to secura 

a postal order.
O£fer’ AND DO. TeJi^R)LE T0 F0r any OTHER 

TERMS. You must send $1 for The 
Progressive Thinker when you order 
hp. on more premium books. Please bear this In mind.
»^eM.e,lb,er'.pl<:aee’ that mistakes and . 

l<Ln\a* be avoided by dealing ,dl*  
rect with (his office, instead of through 
a news agent. ”

Rt,hJp,7(?erson who Bonds ln a yearly 
eiiptlon to The Progressive Think- 

rpnCan<hav.e unt further notice, the two 
following books for 25 cents eaih: “Tho ■ 

°,n of ™an and Ethics of Science," 
by Hudson Tuttle, and “Seers of ths 
^e°’>05'^plr?u.alla'" ,|?a8t and Pre8, - 
ppI’u bi Dr-,J- M- Peebles. Both ex- 
ceedlngjy valuable, and .though widely, 

• umerent, each one fills an exceedingly 
Important niche In the literature ol 
Spiritualism.

If you -order only one book, and that 
one neither of the books mentioned ' 
above, the price is 60 cents.

If you order two books, and neither of 
them the above mentioned, the price I»- 90 cents.

We have TEN Premium Books only, 
and you can select from them as fob lows:

Any three of thé ten Premium 
you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the ten Premium 
you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the ten Premium 
you may order, price $1.80.

Any six of the ten Premium

Booka

Books

Books

Boojss
0

Wnmnnlu its attainment of 
nOlilailly F0RM AND features

RPHIIlV cultivation of personal 
UuflUlJ beauty, based on Hygiene and 

Health Culture, by twenty physicians and spe- 
clallsts, and edited by Albert Turner. A valua
ble book for women and therefore for the whole 
world. Price In elegant cloth binding, J1.00. 

■ For sale at this office.  ■

-THE- '
Christs of the Past and Present,

By MOSES HULL,
A comparison of the Christ-work or Medium*  

ship of Biblical Messiahs and tho conditions 
they required, with similar manifestations in 
Modern Spiritualism. This is a good wofk to 
study for arguments with which1 to meet the 
very common orthodox question, "Why do you 
always require conditions for your spiritual 
manifestations?” Cloth bound, fccents; paper 
25 cents. For sale at'thls office. •

Were You Born f!?ckyr star?
A complete exposition of the science of Astrol- 

' ogy, adapted from the Four Books of Ptolemy; 
the Astronomer on the art of Reading the Stars, 
with many illustrations. By A. ALPHEUS. 
Secretary of thoAstrologkal Society of England 
and America. Handsomely bound In cloth, gilt 
top. with beautiful designs stamped on side and 
back*  Price $1.00. For sale at this office.

™ TALMUD1 *1« “UI U B book, its commentaries, 
teachings, poetry, and legends. Also'brief 
sketches of the men who made and commented 
upon.it, ByH-Folang. 859 pp. Price, cloth, SI

where it could understand ahd accept a by cruder systems, they will fn time be 
more perfect manifestation of the truth, eliminated. ■ Names count but very lit- 
That the work for which they were in- tie in the long run, they are only exter
tended has been well performed is evi- nal signs to help designate one Individ-, 
dent, and the apparent decadence df ual object from another; and whether 
the religious principle in life is only the coming civilizations will use the 
the ebb of the Inflnite tide that with name Christian or adopt some other is 
each successive flow, is bearing onward of little consequence. They certainly 
humanity to a higher and more perfect Will accept all of the truth that is in 
conception of what are its duties and that System, and the errors ’will he 
obligations. eliminated- ’ ' ■ •

The vale of darkness Is rent asunder Materialism is a negation, an absence

you may order, price $2.10, .
Any steen of the ten Premium Books! 

you may order, price $2.35. -
Any eight of the ten Premium book! 

you may order, price $2.65, ■'
Any nine of the ten Premium Book! 

you may order, price $2.90. ’ ■
_ Lastly all of these TEN valuable 
Premium Books here- announced ata' 
sept out, all postage prepaid, for $3.10,'’ 
a price never before equaled In this' 
country or Europe. The following is' 
the list: j
TEN REMARKABLE BOOKS

»

FOR $3.10. . • -
1—The Encyclopedia of Death/ and

Lffe in the Spirit World, Vol. 1. ■-
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and ' 

Life In the Spirit World, Vob 2. ' >
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. ■
. 4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mu* 

dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism. ' ' "
5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Gcculi.Ism. ’ . . . ■ •
0—The Next World^fhterviewed.
7—The Occult Life of Jesus. ' 
8—A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands. ■ '■ 
9—The Religion of Man and Ethics ol • 

Science. . " -
10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism - 

Past and Present ■ - ■.
Read This Carefully Before Re- :

Remitting.
When you send In your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and their price, and send for 
them. They are very valuable: They 
are intensely interesting. They are ele- 
vhting in tone and will do you good. In 
remitting do not fail to enclose a dollar; ' 
tor The Progressive Thinker. ■

These ten books,- substantially and 
elegantly bound, and printed In the 
neatest style 6f the printer’s art, will be 
furnished to our subscribers for $3.10, a 
price which modern machinery and en
terprise has rendered possible In The ■ 
Progressive Thinker office only. Send
ing out these books, however, at the ? 
prices we do, does not reduce the price • ■'" ? 
of. the subscription of the paper, appar- ... ■ 
ently or otherwise, a single cent, fori ; 
that cannot be afforded for less than ' ’ 
one dollar per year, in view of the fact; 
that we publish such a vast amount ol - 
reading matter. ’ ~ -

. In conclusion, bear In min'd that the ' 
postage on these ten premium books 1« • •
about ONE DOLLAR, leaving this office ' ‘\ ' 
only $2.10, Illustrating th? great bargain • 
you are getting—a bargain tho like of 
which was never known before ,6n thia1-" - ■ 
materia! plane. ' ‘ ।?

' That the pacific measure which pre
vailed was the right one', was fully dem
onstrated by« the overwhelming vote 
which again placed for the eleventh 
time our revered president in the chair, 
and our only prayer is that ere another 
convention shall be called, as Spirit
ualists we may have outgrown all per
sonal feelings, eschew political intrigueHfif ñe h 1 ,,, uu* sonai leeiings, escnew ponuctu uiinsiwSDlendentw^^f^^?:11!?®^?; 4s-unworthy the.cause w represent

and light is beaming on. the pathway of something positive. .It Is a condition 
which human life is traveling, with that resulting from a disease of the religious 
power never before experienced. It Is .principle, and when that is healthy it is 
not the question of professing religion a. force that manifests itself in the life- 
which Is'of paramount importance, but of the individual ór race possessing it; 
that of practicing the right klpd; of ac- benefiting its possessor and.also those 
cepttng as the truth the statement that who’ come under its influence. One of 
pure religion Is to visit those who are the prominent causes qf the appearance 
m affliction and to keep unspotted find of the present strength 'of, religious 
free from the obsessing influences that? skepticism is, it is composed of a class 
•are holding down to the lower levels, of minds who have become weary of bo
tile agonizing struggling humanity, who Ing fed on the husks’ óf dead theplog- 
not knowing the way to ■ freedom ore leal systems under the name of religion, 
still held Imspirltual bondage. ' and are hungering and thiteting for the

Whoever makes on effort for the bet- bread and waters of life. Not knowing 
ferment of human conditions on either of the method to adopt by which they 
the physical or spiritual planes of life can receive that blessing, in the intens- 
omplpys a mighty? power that io uplift- ity of their reaction everything that has 
ing to tho individual who mokes the ef- the mark of religion is rejected; with 
fort- It may not be known to the. world such minds time will bring about a rem- 
who the doer of those good deeds fire, edy; they will see as the higher percep- 
Jiistory may not record their acts, .em- tions of the truth dawn upon them that 
blazoning, their names os the world’s there is as piuoh difference between 
great benefactors; that will not be nee- dogmatic theology-and religion ns there 
esBary, the records on which'they are is between the poter end tropical’re
engraven Are immortal.:.? . : - . ¿lons-of the globe.. • ’ ,

“ . ■ * TV AXA UU AC.—
splendent with, the brightness that will 
come from a more perfect knowledge of 
life s religious'obligations. '

The obliteration of the. arbitrary 
boundary lines that have separated the 
different’sects,,and their ability to rec
ognize the ffict that while no’ one' of 
them possesses’ all of the truth, all of 
them have In possession some, is very 
strong evidence proving that they are 
Pec°telng moreYspiritual in their belief.

This decadenbe of extreme sectarian
ism is one of ‘.the most encouraging 
.signs tliaUthe sfilrltual sight of the race 
is .becoming mWe intensified, its vision 
is cleareSHt balr more correctly dis- 
crimlnateH>etw®m the rubbish that has 
encumbered ;reHgiops thought' and its 
actual fi$dd.A--“SettS' and parties will 
rise and'Wferforffi the work intended for 
them amHth'fin Bass’ away' as far as’ 
their eflfarnaltem-ganization is con
cerned; "the'.mtetakes that they made 
will alscrpass With them, blit whateve« 
work they accoffiplished for the better
ment oflife will remain as ,- a perina
Rent inuerjtaffife, -evidencing’ the fact 
that life« mofihg to a higher plane of 
rellglouibelief?’ '

o?, S .tH^^ILT0N db ’

and putting aside all personalities, 
stand courageously and loyally by the 
guns we have helped.to-plant, and rest 
fissured when the time for retrospection

• . ... . • ...... . . . .
Wo affirm'that all of the great r.ell^ Wo assert that Jhe religious systems 

ions of the world had thfilr special mis- of 'Christianity are npt becoming more 
Bion to perform, and life would not have materlaMstte, but they are feeling more

W, Cfiiicér Hereditary? '
Dr. Bye; the Eminent Specialist, on. 

the treatment ór cancer, Kansas Olty, 
Mo, states that3n his long years of ex
tensive practice in. the treatment of 
carcinoma: hhs jiroven beyond a doubt 
that the Hisense is hereditary; having 
successfully treated ds many as four 
or more members óf one family suffer
ing from the disease. The Doctor has 
printed a valuable book, prof usely illus
trated, 'whMi Is senf'frep. Parties af
flicted or haring friends afillctedmhoultl 
write him. ¡ Address . Dr. W. 0/ Bye, 
Kansas City,’’Mo. - ■ . • . - -,

■ • ’ .• i c agw,/ ...................... ' ,
"Social Upbuilding, Including Coop

erative Systems and the Happiness find 
Ennoblement of, Humanity.” -By EL D.

. . ... .................    j Babbitt, LL«sD., M. D. This comprises
. . would not have materiaMstte, but they are feeling more I tho .last part of>. Human Culture and

advanced with that vigor that: they directly than ever the-lnfluence of that Cure. . Paper cover, 15 cents. Few sale 
have, if it had not been for tho help power Which Is eliminating the -false fit Wl? office '

? ■jr £

Fatlier Tom. and the Pone,,
Or a Night at the Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir Samuel Verguson. From Blacktfood'a 
Edinburg Magr-zlne. This is a humorops ab
count of a rolicksome visit to the Pope of 
Rome by Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed 
with a superabundance of Irish wit, two im
perial quart bottles of Irish “poteen,” and an 
irish recipe for “conwoundfng” the same. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. .

of the work shall arrive, “Our Moses” 
will bfi found manning the great Gat
ling against thé enemies of our cause, 
fighting for1 the noble principles of 
peace and harmony for which we ought 
to stand. CAROLINE CATLIN.

TO-MORROW AND TO-MORROW. *

“To-morrow’,”' I said, ‘T will? certainly 
’live,” ’ '

But I spoke with a drunken inlnd;
“To-morrow,” I cried; "to the’ poor FII 

give,” . " ’ ■
As I-scattered my wealth to the wind.

But todnofrow came, and, her smiles 
' were sweet,: .

And the wine was sparkling and red ; 
And my riches’ were rolled in a wind- 
• ing-sheet, ■ -

■ And the poor had to begior his bread.
"To-morrow,”-1 cried, “I will' go' to
•v Christ, '

For Topjiet's too hot to-day;’’ ■ >
But to-morrow came, and the Styx was 
■ . . Iced; ' , •

: And thé devil there was to pay. - •
And fill my good Is in after-now, . • ■

And the present is always here;
And I know how the voice, of my PreB‘ 
. ent. vow ‘ '

Will sound in to-morrow's ear. -
For to-morrow will ever’a. prospect be, 

Unborn, in the future’s womb,
Till I see it stand in God’s chancery, . 

My judge lit tho crack of doom, ■; .
> .—G. S. Layard. ‘ ■

“Koradine. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot” In the form of 
an entertaining story, it contains Ies-, 
sons .which every girt »should. 'know. 
Price, cloth, $1. ■ - -

"The Majesty 6f Calmness, or Indi
viduiti Problems and Possibilities.’’ By 
Wm. George lorda», » Another valuable 
little work. PHcO 80 cents. For sale at 
this office. ’ •

C08MIAN HYMN BOOK.
A collection of original and selected Hymns 

for Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
.and the Home. Compiled by L. K. Washburfi. 
Thia volume meets a public want.. It comprises 
258 choice selections of poetry and music, em*  

. bodying the highest moral sentiment, and free 
' from all sectarianism. Price. BO.cents.

OLD AND NEWPSVGfiOLOGy
By W. j. Colvin«' Deports of twenty-four 

distinct lectures, recently-delivered in New 
York, Brooklyn, Boston. Philadelphia and 
other [prominent cities of the United States, 
have contributed the basis of this volume. 
Price, 11.00. . f ,

SriRITUfll SONGSTER.
' By Mattie E. Hbll. Thlrtv*elght  of Mrs. Hull’s 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for 
the use ot congregations, circles and famlles. 
Price, 10 cents, or 97 per hundred '

The Science ef Spirit Return,.
.By Charles Dawbarn. A acientltlo rehbarsal 

that Is truly Interesting. Price. 10 cents. .

ft, P. ft, NRNUAL
jects of tho American Protective Association. 
A. book for fill patriotic American citizens. 
Price. 16 cents, or.twp tor 25 cents.

The Devefobment of the Spirit
After Transition. By tho late M. Faraday. Tha 
origin of religions, and their Influence upon tho 
mental devolopment.of the human raco. Prioo, 
10 tents._______________________ , >______

The Myth oi tlie Great Deluna, 
‘ By James M. McCann. -A complete aud over- 
«rholmluK refutation ot tho Bible story of tha 
Deluge. JJrlco, 15 cents...,

■’ Views of Our Heavenfu Horned
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly Inter

esting work. Price. 76 cents. PostugoS cents.

’ The Rehoion of Silence.
By Dr. Paul Carae. ”br thoughtful and Im 

tereiitlng. Frlqo. ® csntl. -

TRE RGE OF REASON.
fay TtaMWtFnlno. Belmr an inwifc-ttcm or 
WSB-SB§FteSUlous'Ihsolosy.’ AinSWaud eo"i 
lato.edition,from new plates, and :ww V’,' ". 
M pages, post 8vo. Paper i“h; cloth. "A-

CLUBS! CLUBSI CLUBSj CLUBSD.
To Clubs ot ten or more we offer tha 

following terms to each one: The-Fro- x 
gressive Thinker one year, and ONE oK 
the following booM/ $1.15: “The Rellg« 
ion of Man and Etffiics of Science” 
“Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past 
and Present”; "A Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands”; “The Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life In the Spirit World,” Vol. 8. 
The one who gets up the Club will be 
entitled to the paper one year free, and 
any two of the books he may select 
among our list of premiums. .

bi.« as Disclosed in tho Bible." ■■ 
add LU6 By Rev. .Arthur Chambers, Cnl.lkM Associate of King’s College, ÒD Pit World London. An excellent book 

for Christian people who would Investigate and 
loam tho tacts ot Bible, teachings as we las 
modem spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, pi.10.

Bible and Church Dearade Woman.
By Elizabeth Cady Stan ton. Comprises thre« 

essays on “The Effect ot Woman Suffrage oa 
Questions of Morals and Bel.lon." Price,,10a. .

Man tfie Microcosm. ‘ 
His infinite ana Divine Relations. Intuition^ , 
Tho .Light Within. By Gfies B. Stobbln», . 
Price, 10 cents. . .

THE SOLDEN ECHOES! -
. A Now Book at iBBpltattonsa

Words and MnsiCv
For tlia n«’ct m.olln#«, lycrems jsdhosicjT dJR 
TuoScor. TKots b««tute tav» a»«»*?  
farted rasny brobsa bowu, «gd t» ’»' 
*<&. Forul« fiCtNatiSce. 1 /
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' LIMA» C. iltìWt.

The Great Psychological Crime
fl Comparison ot Views and the Reasons 

Thereîor.
Lyman C. Howe, the veteran Spiritualist Lecturer and 

Medium, a man well and favorably known as pne 
of the foremost thinkers and writers in our ranks, 
will Champion the Cause of Truth as reflected in 
Spiritualism, while Mrs Florence Huntley, the well- 
known Author and Journalist, will, defend all-the 
statements in The preat Psychological Crime, 

. which Mr. Howe-will dare to assail, making a series 
of articles instructive, suggestive and inspiring,-and 
which every Spiritualist should most carefully read

Mn Lyman C. Howe: My Dear Sir::— 
Your valued communication of'Nov. 21! 
has been read With pleasure and profit, 

- and I agree with so much of it that I 
regret the more if we shall fail to coin
cide in all.

Your letter contains the first, essen
—Hal to any discussion, of any subject 

by any two individuals; whether that 
exchange be by letter or print or verbal 
speech. It displays that evenness of 
temper and graclousness of manner 
without which such' discussion is 
neither attractive, educational nor help- 

■ ful. This easy, even-tempered, smooth
ly flowing, initial letter reveals ■ the 
solid basis of your influence and popu- 
larlty among Spiritualists.

I shall have to confess that I am more 
apprehensive concerning your good na
ture than I am as to the result of your 
criticisms; for I am more easily van
quished by courtesy than by arguments. 
Nevertheless 1 am glad to feel that our 
discussion is to He above the plane of 
personalities and disputations. . I am 
also convinced that in the last analysis 
it will be found that if we differ at all 
it will be as to method'alone, and not 
as to the eternal verities, the basic prin
ciples of Equity, Justice and Right.

You say, however, that this letter of 
yours is but- a preliminary and as it 
does not contain specific criticisms nor 

. specific questions, I will not attempt to 
anticipate, you. I perceive that your 
mind has been trained to subtle com
parisons, fine shadings and still finer 
analyses concerning the relations of 
mind and matter and of mind and mind. 
With, your rare facility for combining 
accepted principles with your original 
interpretations, I fear that we are likely 
to be carried away from the theme un

tency and verity of The Great Psy
chological Crime.

Taking up your letter In the order of 
Buch questions as'seem to me to be im
plied In it, I would like to say:,

First—My own interest in this Har
. monlc Philosophy of the school of Nat- 
~'ural Science, dates back nearly seven

teen years. During this time, I have 
known tlie author of The Great Psycho
logical Crime personally and well. For 
all these years I have studied this uni
dentified author, as only the natural 

- skeptic and determined truth Seeker 
can study another individual who 
claims to possess an unusual' knowl
edge and who assumes to teach other 
men a higher ethical standard.

This man who has boldly said of spir
itual things, “I know,” and of individual 
development, “There is a higher stand
ard,” has demonstrated (totmy own en
tire satisfaction) -a high order of intel
ligence, great moral courage and pa
tient perseverance during this entire 

■ period. ’ . . ■
From- the viewpoint of the student 

who measures a “Master” by the life he 
lives, as'well as by the learning he dis
plays, I desire to voice my respect for 
and confidence in the author of this 
book. Not only do I bear witness of his 
intelligence, courage and integrity, but 
With both reason and conscience I have 
accepted him as my instructor, and*  
have committed my own life to an ex
tension of the noble , philosophy he 
comes to present.

Second—These years of instruction 
in spiritual laws, principles, activities 
and forces have been also years of per
sonal experiences and certain demon
strations on my own part I also have 
acquired a sufficient amount of a par
ticular kind of knowledge*to  justify my 
endorsement of the book and to raise 
my testimony concerning this work 
above the altitude of a mere belief, 
opinion or prejudice.

If this were not so.I would not have 
assumed the role of editor, to protect 
the author In the seclusion necessary 
to the accomplishment of certain diffi
cult tasks. Those who have known me 
best and longest will, I think, be the 
last to believe that my election to fol
low this exacting philosophy, and life 
is due to an unreasoning credulity, 
blind prejudice oiJ' hypnotic command. 
1 feel quite safe in saying that those 
who know me best will give mo the 
strongest certificate for intellectual in
dependence.

J t is therefore, by and in accordance 
w'th what I deem to be my sanity and 

' m ; .individual powers of reason and ob
‘ serration, that I vouch for the author 

of The Great Psychological Crime, en
' dorse the motive of the book and com

mend its utterances to all lovers of 
. mankind. ■ -

I do not specially take issue with you 
in that part of your letter wherein you 
say: “Observation has taught me that 
very few people are capable of render-, 
ing a just judgment in any case that 
bears against their strongest mental 
habits or infringes upon their most pro
nounced predilections. I am also per
suaded that few people love the baked 
truth more than their favorite beliefs— 
whether suih beliefs are of a religious 
nature or certain dogmas of philosophy, 
or long-accepted conclusions'"endorsed 
by authorities in science. In fact, there’ 
are many illustrations of scientific (?) 
dogmatism, quite as absurd as anything 
recorded in the history of religion. 
Prejudice IS prejudice, whether it yules 
In eccelesiasticism, science or social 

. .life; whether it favors or condemnBVa 
i school of tliought, religious creed or 
'spiritual hypothesis. .

The point at issue—if there indeed 
be such—is not to be, as I understand 
it, a presentation of our own theories 

-and Individual opinions concerning, let 
us say, the widespread prevalence of 

• prejudice 'in the human mind, nor tne 
, judicial incapacity of the'average intel- 
yi-ligence. I hud been looking rather to 
»’certain direct questions and definite

MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY.

charges concerning the position and 
contenta-of tlje book to be discussed.

While I do not subs'tantlally disagree 
with your clever analysis of the subject 
of human prejudice and mental Inca- 
paclty, you will see that I dp not want 
to take anything for granted, nor make 
applications of your general statements,, 
thus anticipating you, or possibly dis
crediting you. '

I might say, however, In passing, that 
we must, be careful not to include too 
many things under the word “preju
dice,” nor extend its meaning beyond • 
Its limitations ’as a'" “prejudgment.’’ 
There might be danger of confusing 
many or all of our rational and logical 
deductions as mere prejudices. We 
needs must be careful lest'we classify 
our vivid spiritual intuitions, or our 
patriotic zeal, or our religious faith as 
mere prejudices.’ A man may rest his 
fa'lth upon certain facts, may entertain 
certain convictions, and may hold to 
certain conclusions, and yet kepp hie 
mind and heart open to new facts, other 
convictions and différent conclusions.

Seventeen years’ ago I approached 
this field of peculiar knowledge a con
fessed skeptic, but with a mind open 
to receive whatever appealed to my 
reason, what did not Interfere with the 
independent use of my own senses, 
what did not violate my own con
science. ■

If I have wandered from my own con
ception of an unprejudiced and inde
pendent investigator, I have no doubt 
that my error will soon become appar
ent to our audience.

, If it be possible, let us.also at the out
set, prevent'our discussion from lapsing 
into the purely metaphysical or the 
purely Bpecylative. It appears to me 
that there are very simple guide lines 
for both a criticism and defense of the 
work under consideration, and that 
there is nothing In the book, as I see It, 
that would necessarily involve com
parisons of your and my own individual 
opinions, nor an elaborate treatment of 
the doctrine of “Free Will,” or a uni
versal moral irresponsibility. . ,

It is possible that I may not have 
caught your meaning when you say: 
"No mind, I think, can be accused of 
acting independently. Ahtecedents, cir
cumstances, and a vast realm of occult 
causes may be and probably are modify
ing our thoughts, moulding our desires 
and directing our conduct while we 
fancy we are free moral agents." ,

This statement, however, is valuable 
to this discussion in that it makes an 
opportunity to refer you to the ftill 
treatment of this subject of independent 
choice and individual moral responsi
bility, as ypu will find iff in Chapter. V 
of Part III of the book. . /
. The limitations of space and the 
point at issue will not justify extended 
quotations, but I invite our audience to 
a careful rereading of this particular 
chapter, in which the fundamental 
tenet of the Harmonic Philosophy is 
carefully and fully treated, which tenet 
is “Individual Responsibility.” ■

I will say, however, that if by this 
above quotation you mean to imply that 
each; one of us at any given time, repre
sents his own past education, experi- 
'enoes and environment, we do not dif
fer. . That is to say, you at this moment 
represent the sum of your past life with 
Its peculiar training and environment, 
With its individual activities, experi
ences, acquirements, ideas, impressions’, 
beliefs and prejudices. This, however, 
is quite another thing from "saying or 
holding that your daily life, with its 
immediate mental activities and moral 
standards, is not under the direction of 
your own will, reason and conscience.

To say that, our mental and moral 
status is attained through many coun
ter influences, does not mean that our 
rational and moral decisions may not 
therefore be free and Independent. It 
does not matter what facts or opinions 
have influenced our character building, 
these influences in no wisé prevent the 
free and Independent decisions of a 
sane,or normal Intelligence. '

I believe that my friend from Fre-, 
donia will agree with me when I say 
that all. that which we know and desig
nate as morality is absolutely depen
dent upon that character, of “Indepen-
dence” referred 
alyzed in The 
Crime.

If our readers

to and carefully an
Great Psychological

were to follow (what
appear "to be) your preliminary sugges
tions to their legitimate conclusions it 
would seem, to my mind at least, that 
your purpose is to excuse mankind In 
to.to from the mora\ results of their own 
acts. • •

Do I understand this to be your posi
tion? ■

All the laws of men would seem to re
fute such an implication. For is it not 
a fact that the basis of civil, criminal 
and moral laws is individual responsi
bility?' ' • .. .

If I am right in this, is It not also true 
that individual responsibility is depen
dent upon the, ability of the individual 
to voluntarily exercise all those facul
ties, capacities and powerb which estab
lish .his sanity and normality in the 
minds of men?

If I have correctly followed you, It 
would appear to me that you have con
fused the two universal but directly op
posite principles that color all the high
er activities of mankind, namely, the 
principle of "Influence” and that of 
"Coercion” as they obtain among intel
digent human beings, ' • ■

•Whatever influence the book may 
have had on your mind by way of "Sug
gestions” is Indeed the result of “Inde
pendent Suggestion," ns the author has 
carefully differentiated this from "Hyp
notic Suggestion."- Why? Because the 
process involved does not in the least 
deprive you of your power to-exercise 
ahy or.all of your normal faculties, ca
pacities and powers, IE YOU .WANT 

TO. Indeed, it constantly invites you to 
so exercise them. Your letter assures 
me that the individual who is responsi
ble for its charming and elegant dic
tion waa in full possession of his intel
ligent faculties and powers during its 
formulation. Am I mistaken in assum
ing that he would quickly and heartily 
resent the charge, it made, that he was 
not mentally or morally responsible for 
his splendid production? ;

However this may be, the thought 
will help us tq understand the differ
entiation the author makes between the 
two kinds of so-called "Suggestion.”

Independent suggestion appeals to 
and stimulates reason. Hypnotic sug
gestion SUPPRESSES reason and 
COMPELS obedience.

The one impels; the other Compels. 
The one stimulates mental activity; the 
other paralyzes it. The one aids intel
lectual processes; tlie other suppresses 
them. The one invites mentality to 
normal action; the other makes such 
action impossible.' The one conserves 
mental héalth and development; the 
other destroys it. The one represents 
the principle of-INDEPENDENCE; the 
other that of COERCION.

It is true that the result of indepen- 
dentpuggestionjnay be to revolutionize 
all our ideas and convictions upon any 
given subject. ! have no doubt this may 
also be accomplished by hypnotic sug
gestion. But the' point the author 
makes is that, even so, thePROCESSES 
employed are wholly different; and that 
the one is CONSTRUCTIVE and the 
other DESTRUCTIVE. ’

You say, “But is there really any dif
ference, except in degree?" ' The au
thor’s answer would certainly be that 
it is not a question of “Degree” that he' 
has raised in-°'the book, but one of 
“PROCESS." ' ,

One expression you employ which en
ables me tp present this same thought, 
more directly, and perhaps also more 
clearly. You say, “I believe I am will
ing to accept and acknowledge any 
truth, when It 1b made clear to my rea
son,” -etc. I have not the least doubt 
of the trutfi of that statement. 1 be
lieve you are open to the truth from 
whatever source It may come, so long 
as it is addressed to your “REASON.”

But would you be willing to extend 
the same hospitality to even the same 
truth, If it were THRUST upon you by 
a PROCESS which PARALYZES your 
reason? . t

And this brings me to your closing 
reference to the author’s definition of 
the term "Hypnotism” It is .true that 
he limits it to that which hap come to 
be known as the "Subjective Process,” 
and he holds that this process involves 
a control of the will, voluntary powers 
and sensory organism of the subject to 
the extent of its operation at any given 
time. It is also true that these limita
tions exclude much that heretofore has 
passed current as hypnotism, and 
draws a sharp line of differentiation.

If this definition Involves anything 
that is not true, this fact would be an 
Important element in determining the 
accuracy of any conclusions he may 
have based upon such fallacy. I infer 
that this is one of the errors to which 
you refer. If so, I shall be glad to have 
you furnish me such facts or logic as 
you may depend upon to overthrow the 
author's position and demonstrate his 
error. • .

But just here let me correct what ap
pears to’ine to be a misapprehension on 
your part concerning the author’s pogl- 
tion as to the ultimate destiny of the 
soul under the destructive principle and 
processes of nature. ■

You say, “By various expressions I 
infer that this means annihilation of 
the conscious individual.”

Bÿ reference to Part III of the book, 
and more especially to the supple
mentary, chapter on “Theories,” the au
thor makes it as clear as it is possi
ble to express it in words, that the ulti
mate destiny of the Individual is yet an 
open question with even the wisest of 
the Masters who have tried to solve 
the great problem. At page 393, under 
the subhead of “FIRST HYPOTHESIS,” 
and at page 395, under the head of 
“SECOND HYPOTHESIS,” you will 
find perhaps the fullest and most def
inite statement of the different posi
tions of those who haye endeavored.to 

.solve the problem of the final destiny 
of the soul.

In conclusion, you tell me that you 
have found what appears to you as 
radical errors in the book, and I infer 
from your letter that you will enter 
upon the specific subject of these errors 
in your next letter, which I shall await 
with increased interest.

In closing this first letter let me as
sure you that I fully reciprocate the 
spirit and. purpose which impel you to 
this correspondence, and trust that 
our mutual efforts shall result in both 
pleasure and profit to our readers.

Most cordially and sincerely yours 
search of Truth, 

. FLORENCE HUNTLEY,

In

Editor The Great Psychological Crime.'

She Saw the End.
Mrs. Booth-Tucker, consul of the Sal

vation Army, had a prerionltion of 
death the Sunday before she met it in 
the Santa Fe wreck at Dean Lake. 
Lieutenant Colonel Addle described her 
showing the feeling to the large audi
ence that gathered in the Salvation' 
Army Citadel last night for the special 
services dedicated to her memory.

He had been down In Texas,,but when 
he received a wire telling him that Mrs. 
Booth-Tucker was to pass through Kan
sas City, he hurried back there to his 
command to greet her. As she was to 
be in Kansas City only an hour, stop
ping over on her way to Chicago, he met 
her at Topeka and rode from there to 
Kansas City with her. - .

She inquired what song his division 
of the Army was using with’most force 
just at that time, and ne told her -that 
it was.her old favorite, - “You Never, 
Never Can Tell,” with new words he 
had adapted to the music.

She asked him to sing it to her, and 
as the wprds rolled from his lips, a-far
away look stole into her eyes and, he 
said, she seemed to see from afar the 
fate that was awaiting her'. When he 
came to the last verse she asked him to 
repeat it and joined In the words:
Time and place will cease to know you, 

Men and things will pass away.
You’ll be moving on to-morrow,

You are only here to-day.
Chorus:'— . ’
You can never tell when your 

bell’s tolling,
death

You can never tell when your end 
, will be. . ’

Cast your.poor soul in the.Bln-cleansed 
fountain, 

Come and get saved .and happy be.
When next he saw her she was cold 

in death.—Kansas City Journal. '

. A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY. ,
I have been selling "Nori-Alcohollc-Flavorlng- 

Powders" for tho past six months and have 
made 8B15.00. Every family buys tlirco or tour 
boxes. -The flavoring powders aro belter In ev
ery respect than the liquid extracts, and aro 
lovely to sell. 1 do not have to canvass. People 
send to mo for tho powders. Any Intelligent 
person can do as well as I and Overage iSO.tx) per 
week. I got my flavoring powders from tho Cal
ifornia Fruit & Chemical Co.. St. Louis. Mo. 
Write them and they will start you in bust- 

■ ness.. ’ ■ E. O.

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young." By ;J. M. 
Pebbles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Price fl.

All Along the PathWav of Mediumship. 
, The Great Psychological ^rlme, with 
its scarecrow headlines has aroused 
Ui Inkers all alttog tlie pathway of medi
umship to an astonishing degree! From 
the various opinions, favorable and un
favorable to medial powers and the ex
ercise thereof, onb is forced to tire con
clusion that the subject is notscientlfic- 

. ally understood by all, IF FULLY BY 
ANY; and, of course .tlie great masses 
know nothing about it, and riheir opin» 
ions are worthless on the subject! All 
Spiritualists agree, however,' that spir
its do manifest through certain attuned 
individuals; but the utility,' genuine
ness of the manifestations and effects 
on the instruments used are debatable 
questions, and it is not wonderful that 
we meet with differentlopinions on the 
subject, indicating that the science of 
mediumship is but little understood; 
hence somp call mediumship a GREAT 
PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME, while oth
ers call It a CROWNING VIRTUE.

While we admit that many persons 
have been injured by tampering with, 
mediumship, as people have been in
jured by tampering with other things 
they do not understand, and that it Ib a 
DANGEROUS THING TO MEDDLE 
WITH unless one knows what he is do
ing; yet that mediumship, as such, is a 
psychological crime is not to be con
ceded. The crime consists in hot know
ing how to handle the powers, and not 
in the powers themselves.
"The great trouble with investigators 

is, they do not seem to realize that 
there is a difference between the physi
cal and spiritual laws of life, and that 
you cannot measure the one by the 
other. Mediumship Is but tlie spiritual 
nature of the medium intensified, and 
as soon as mediums learn the laws of 
development, or, in other words, how to 
subordinate spirit induction or Inflow to 
the will of the medium, there will be 
less complaint of super-sensitive na-
tures and overstrained nerves.

The psychological crime of which 
some complain, lies nearer to the door 
of those ~who visit and manage mediums 
than in mediumship Itself. The great 
majority of people go to seances as 
though they are going to a Punch and 
Ju<Jy show, to see what they can see 
and criticise the manifestations. They 

.go in search of frand instead of the 
truth, and when they witness a manifes
tation,-however genuine, they dub it a 
fraud, not knowing the false from the 
true, and generally they condemn the 
true. Many go to a seance demanding 
that-they be convinced and at the same 
time set their minds against the mani
festations, little knowing that will force 
is the moving, combining power of the 
universe, and that thoughts affect the 
medium and retard or assist the mani
festations according to their desire and 
intensity. • — . ,

Many set their minds and draw them
selves up into their sun-dried souls and 
say, in their minds; J^iere I am,” now 
convince me," formulatlhg condition^ to 
govern the manifestations,never dream
ing that every spiritual manifestation 1b 
produced through spiritual chemistry. 
While they would not think of prescrlb- 

• Ing rules, bounds and conditions to gov
ern a physical chemist who must have 
his laboratory and conditions to pro
duce a chemical compound, but a me
dium must produce spiritual com
pounds and spiritual chemical results 
without a laboratory (cabinet) or condi
tions, or he is a fraud. After the fraud 
hunter demands conditions and falls to 
see his grandfather, or .gome other kin, 
with a cross eye or freckle on his. nose, 
or some other like foolishness, it' is all 
pronounced a fake and the • medium a 
criminal who has obtained his pinched 
”fo’ bits" by false pretenses and he 
rushes off to some blockhead to have 
the medium arrested. Such are some of 
the things mediums have to contend 
with, and these are what make the prac
tices of mediumship hard on the medi
ums and produce a physiological crime.

Instead of going to -ffiediums with 
kindness, willing to receive . whatever 
may come with thankfulness and good 
will, they go there to doubt and criti
cise, and the medium comes out of the 
cabinet in a weakened condition, feeling 
his life flowing away because of the out
side pressure imposed upon him. ,

Give the mediums kind and loving 
thoughts. Throw in their pathway the 
flowers of tender words. Sustain their 
physical as they sustain our spiritual 
and we will have less cause to doubt of 
their powers ahd the so-called psycho
logical crime will be appreciated only 
as a flgmept.of the brain.

The world is fighting all kinds of spir
ituality and spiritual manifestations,, 
and especially those missionaries of 
heaven who come with outstretched 
hands and loving hearts that man may 
know that life is an eternal factor of na
ture and that individuality extends be
yond the grave. ' ; .

The laws of mediumship are the laws 
of our spiritual natures, brought to the 
comprehension of man, and if rightly 
understood they will harm no one, but 
greatly benefit all.

Mediums aro a sensitive people, and 
should be treated kindly. They cannot 
.be classed with dirt-delvers, stone-heav
ers or wood-choppers, no more than can 
poets, orators and authors be classed 
with the Micks and Paddies of the rail
road. ■

Do away with mediumship and you 
will do away with Spiritualism. Had it 
not been for mediumship, Spiritualism 
never would have been born, and to 
abolish it, we abolish our religion.

The fact of spirit return is the only 
polar-star we .have to pull to. We 
never would have known anything 
about spirit return or a future life had 
It not been for mediumship. Medium
ship brings the truth ant), beauties of 
heaven to every man’s dp,or and blesses 
every heart with the knowledge of eter
nal life. It teaches us How to.live and 
how to die. How to close. our-,eyes on 
the scenes of. this world.tand open them 
on a falter and better ppe; •yjthout It 
we would be groping in darknpss and 
despair, with no hope beyond me grave 
and with no mission on q^rth but to eat, 
drink, revel and die, to furnish food for 
worms and mocking specimens, of God’s 
beneficence. .¡j

Mediumship is the foupdatipn of our 
¿ivlllzatlon, the basic rock' gf every 
church in the world; tne ealyation of 
man and the guiding stem, that points to 
the halcyon joys of the byjand )jy. Wipe 
out mediumship and you resolve the 
world back to the days"" of ffi'e cave 
dwellers when man contbn'ded^wlth his 
kindred beasts for mastery.

If we only would learh how jp appre
ciate and handle mediumship, rather 
than how to criticise and condemn it, 
the world would be wiser and better 
from our efforts. ’ ,

Liberal, Mo. G. Ft. WALSER.

"Continuity of Life a Cosmlo Truth.” 
By Prof. W.' M. Lockwood. The work of 
a Strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
important subject. Price, cloth, $1. .

"Human Culture and ' Cure. Part 
First. The Phllospphy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments.” 
By ID. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL..D. ' <A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as It 
well fulfills tlie promise of its title. 
For salo at this office. Price, 75 cents.

“As Long as One Sticks to the Same Ideas, and Makes No Accept
able Improvement, He is Soon Spiritually Orthodox.”

ÀN AFTERTHOUGHT.
Christianity, Materialism and Spirit

- Maliern. ■ '

•-. The remarks on Ecclesla-phobia 
strike a chord that awakens reminis
cences along lines of progress, and we 
.believe it would be unwise as well as 
unfair not to acknowledge truth wher
ever found. - .

We who stop to think can well re
member the rapid progress of ortho
doxy. fifty years ago, and the coincident 
wave of materialism, when .Presbyteri
ans would not deal with Methodists and 
vice versa. We can think ofothe time 
whep the exchange of pulpits was not a 
matter Of courtesy, and the unusual cu
riosity that possessed ub when the. Bap
tist minister came to our church of a 
different creed to preach for us.

We were almost struck dumb when 
we saw the pastor stop to shake hands 
with the young , folks he happened to' 
meet while on some errands, but it was 
(as we see it now) a step in the-right 
direction and an indication of a broad
ening-out process that has resulted in 
better things. -

Christianity passed through its fiery 
trials and bloodshed, and murder and 
crime were done in its name. One fact 
was patent to all who observed. The 
incentive to .good living, pur^ thought 
and higher Ideas was not lacking. Had 
it been, it would have been stamped out 
completely, but the good lives and the 
steadfastness of its believers who suf
fered martyrdom in many ways com
pelled the admiration of the world.

The reaction brought sympathy and 
strength, not only individually but col
lectively, and the cause finally pros
pered. Its work has been great. The 
backbone of all nations is religion of 
of some sort.

Now the scene shifts, and the canvas 
shows a picture that seems entirely out 
of proportion with Its future history. 
Two children tipping the table, getting 
Intelligent replies to earnest questioifs 
—it has heralded another wave of com
ment, persecution and scorn, but we 
have only to roll the canvas back a few 
years, and find another expression of the 
same unseen powers that caused 
BURNING AT THE STAKE at Salem, 
Mass. Now we find the Christian 
world startled, aggrieved and angry 
that the fact Is again evident that they 
do not know all concerning the next 
life. “Whom the gods would destroy 
they first make mad,” seems applicable 
to the case in point.

The Christian world had suffered, 
borne all kind of sorrow, persecution 
and misery, and had recovered and 
prospered, was now a strong giant tn 
force, but even at that could not pull 
not “whip into shape” men’s thoughts. 
They would think in spite of priest or 
pastor, and the result was sectarianism 
until we had a new sect for every day of 
the year, and more coming. They trav
eled again the old lines of argument, 
which we are not at all Interested in at 
present, and no matter what the “the
ory” evolved, it was not' wholly satis
factory, yet all were living creatures, 
had our own dally “duties, were usually 
In sympathy with other people, even 
though we did differ in ideas about our 
mode of worship. .

The Christians now were in a position 
that required tact to handle.. The 
churches were developing thinkers, and

BOOK REVIEW.

The Temple of the Rosy Cross. The 
Soul, Its Powers, Migrations and Trans
migrations. By F. B. Dowd. Euliah 
Publishing Co., SaJejn, Mass.

This volume is interesting as an expo
sition of the principles and teachings of 
Roslcrucianism, by one who is recog
nized as an exponent of the Rosicrucian' 
fraternity. It treats of the spiritual re
lations of the body, mind and soul, and 
the perfecting of each.

New Thought Primer. By Henry Har
rison Brown. . San Francisco, Cal. 
Price 25 cents.-

4n Instructive exposition of the ori
gin, 'history and principles of the New 
Thought movement.

Return to Nature. The True Natural 
Method of Healing and Living, and the 
Trufe Salvation of the Soul. By Adolf 
Just. ,

The care of the body—water, human 
curative power, light, air, earth, food, 
fruit culture. ■ . ■

An exposition of the Naturopath sys
tem of cure and maintenance of health. 
Translated and published by B. Lust, 
135 East 58th street, New York. Price, 
cloth, $2; paper, $1.50.

The New Thought Simplified. How 
to Gain Harmony and Hea^h- By Hen
ry Wood, Author of “Ideal'-Suggestion,” 
etc. ■ jZ/ .

Aims to be a plaii-iand practical pres
entation of the New Thought principles, 
by a veteran writer in this line. Its 
style Is graceful and adapted to the pop
ular mlpd.

It is published by Lee & Shepard, 
Boston. Price by mail, 88 cents.

Soul Return. By Fred. Max. Pub
lished by E. H. Bacon & Co., Boston, 
$1.25. ' '

Claims to be a primer of soul science,' 
not a manual. Interspersed with 
thoughts that are acceptable, there is 
much that'appears purely fanciful to the 
ordinary Spiritualist' mind.

LIFE.

A floocl from forcé, that like ij^to ' .
■'the little pool made by the rain,

Which sudden fell to overflow
Its dlsh.ithen ran out on the plain,

And found the stream of Ufe-'-so pure
Conjoined they ran—ae one, till wide 

And deeper, stronger to endure
’• The constant gaining on each side.
And dangers grew along the way.

. Could one look back and measure all 
The pilot’s Ignorance, when gay,

And blind to sense-of Wisdom’s call.
The pilots change when sailing In

God’s Ocean Life will find its whole 
Through freedom which this race doth 

win,
The home for hearts—life’s crowning 

goal.
' MARY J. SCOTT.

Buffalo, N. Y.
"The Present Age and. inner Lite; 

Ancient and Modern. Mysteries Classi
fied and explained.” ’ By Andrew Jack
son Davis. We have a few copies, of 
this work by the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, $1.10. ' ■ .
' "Talmagean Inanities, incongruities, 

Inconsistencies'and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage's, oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.® • By Moses Mull. 
For sale at this office. Price ton cents.

likelmaw who “builded better than 
they knew," they were valuing recruits- 
.for some advance they knew not of. 
They had commenced to broaden, to ex
change ideas and a better place to 
start from could' not have been found 
than "the pulpit. Its power had been 
proVen. A minister’s words went fur
ther than a layman’s because of the 
•precedents established for years past, 
and it Is just that It should be so. They 
hâve worked and "suffered to make it 
revered and honored; the • reward is 
theirs.

By these exchanges of ideas they 
hoped to overcome the Intense wave of 
materialism that had been rampant 
among the people for twenty years past, 
and was rendering the work of the pul. 
pit to some extent nil. The men were 
thinking for themselves. They would 
help support thé churches, believe^ 
-they were a good thing, would go some
times with wife and family to "set- a 
good example,’.' but there it ended; they 
were thinking for themselves, and like 
bright men usually they quietly insisted 
upen that right.

I wish you to note the opinion of the 
orthodox church that I have- held for 
years and still hold. It is a very neces
sary Institution, and will be for many 
years to pome. Not all people are lead
ers nor pioneers, and not all are able to 
stand ON THEIR OWN FEET religious
ly, especially not in any “new idea" as 
they term it; but as each day advances 
you will see a larger number of inquir
ers who begin by asking a vague ques
tion. Finally Interest grows; the rest 
Ib easy. Never expect to be Tree from 
orthodoxy; it'Is " impossible. I will 
speak of orthodoxy in Spiritualism 
Jater.

The more advanced In spiritual de
velopment among the orthodox and the 
more powerful thinkers of the day, were 
earnest in their prayers and desires for 
something to awaken mankind to a 
sensetof their responsibility as free 
moral bengs.

I believe those who have the world's 
evolution in hand heard those prayers 
and answered through those children 
and, their table in Hydesville. We are 
taught that always coincident with 
one’s desire is.the reaction that brings 
the fulfillment

Little was it understood, as usual as 
we are all pleased to have results come 
In our own special channel of endeav
or; as we all to a more pr less extent 
have a plan to run the "universe," the 
little tips or knocks were misunder
stood in the main.

Some were ready. That’s always the 
case. Some people are always in ad
vance, looking, hoping and digging for 
truth, no matter how it presents Itself. 
They are constituted bo they can appre
ciate it at once and without question.

These few, like the wise ones of all 
ages, grasped the news with avidity, 
and are still developing the line of 
thought that tlie intelligence made man
ifest by the table;-whether in this form 
of life or in the next, It matters not.

The same old story has to be told 
about the subsequent history of the Ini
tiai raps-that Christianity tells only 
much to be regretted—the main and 
most powerful opposition has come 
from the so-called Christians and their 
churches. Only in the last few years 
have they allowed their attention to be 
drawn to the special phenomena, and 
that has to be discussed in the most un
friendly and caustic spirit.

If the ministers had to suffer at the 
hands of the public as a medium has to

A Memorial to the Mediumship of Our 
Host.

We, the invited guests bidden to cel
ebrate the anniversary of the birthday 
of 'William W. Aber, cheerfully and 
gratefully appreciate his mediumship.

While there are many phases of me
diumship, that of Mr. Aber as manifest
ed In his materializing seances, is differ
ent from any other, as far as we knew, 
in as much as by means of it, spirits ad
vanced in science and philosophy, can 
give to mortals such knowledge of a 
high and noble character as is not any
where else obtained ; as Is evidenced by 
the production of the works, "Rending 
the .Vail,” “Beyond the Vail,” "The 
Guiding Star,” and a work now in prog
ress; the contents of all of which were 
given by materialized spirits in full 
form, view and hearing, in manuscript, 
type-writing and oral speech—messages 
of such character os are, and ever will 
be of infinite benefit to earth’s inhabit
ants when they have learned the les
sons contained therein.

Through the mediumship of Mr. Aber, 
the vail that hides mortals from the 
spirit side of life is rent asunder, and 
they are enabled to enter beyond the 
vail and behold the conditions of life 
there, made by the faithful perform
ance of life's duties in mortal exist
ence; or, by the failure in the perform
ance of such duties through ignorance 
or otherwise.

Through the same mediumship, we 
are able to obtain some knowledge of 
the higher spheres, in messages given 
by the more exalted and advanced spir
its; of the grandeur and glory—the 
beauty and never-ending happiness of 
the dwellers in those spheres, and the 
exquisite drawings in crayon and 
painting In oil of the portraits of spir
its who inhabit those beautiful realms, 
as given to mortals for their benefit and 
encouragement in ' the Guiding Star, 
that they may learn beautiful lessons 
from the higher spirit side,of life; that 
when learned, will be of Infinite value 
to them.

With a full appreciation of these 
productions, we take great pleasure in 
expressing our sincere thanks to our 
host, theùnedium, and congratulate him 
6n his invariable success In his more 
than twenty years of successful medl- 
umiBtic labor in the field of spiritual 
work; and acknowledge with• grateful 
thanks the vast benefit his life work 
has done, and is being done, Ip. the 
world. -

We wish him a long life of continued 
success; and may he have health and 
strength to accomplish his work with 
comfort and satisfaction.

To the above expressed sentiment we 
cheerfully and gratefully subscribe.

E. J. SCHELLHOUS.
Kansas City, Mwr .

"Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of- years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will-find instruction of 
great value and interest. A'large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful- illustrative plates. 
For Balo at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. » It Is a wonderful work and you will 
bo'delighted'with it.

"Love—Sox—Immortality.” By Dr.- 
W. P. Piiolon. For sale' at this office. 
Price 25 cents. . . • . 

to suffer, the fact would be ¡heralded b^ 
papers far and wide, and perhaps thq 
law might intervene in his behalf.

Still the 'medium is occupying rela, 
tively the saine place as the minister o| 
some hundred years ago, qnd it is right. •

One thinks sometimfes about the char
ity they preach so much about. If one( 
will keep iu mind the events which' 
brought orthodoxy to the front and to 
the attention of the whole known world, 
savored of persecution, you will find it 
comparative of Spiritualism. Many are 
the incidents of cruelty and dishonesty 
the movement has been compelled tq 
endure.

Yet, friends, all light comes through' 
suffering. Nothing comes except by the 
law of sacrifice, or In other words you 
must pay the price first. It is well to 
remember this, as those who are to be 
the backbone of the philosophy will be 
compelled to stand firm as those of or. 
thodoxy have in the past. .

' No wonder they object to leaving thè 
church, when It has been one object of 
intense devotion for many, many years, 
and hereditary traits find the ground 
well fertilized for future attainment.

Who that was reared in orthodox 
churches does not remember the mag
nificent days of young manhood and 
young womanhood, and the sense of 
sanctity surrounding each move toward 
the betterment - of the church ; the 
hearty co-operation; then compare,the 
bickerings of higher thought advocates 
who stoop to criticise another in print. 
Don’t the “despised orthodox" see this 
and hesitate?

Phenomena are necessary sometimes. 
It was phenomena that called our atten, 
tlon to spirit return, but the catering td 
abnormal desire for special phenomena 
at all times seems out of place. Scarce 
a meeting or lecture given but what 
phenomena are advertised, and unfortu
nately it is not OUTSIDERS or SKEP
TICS that get tlie "tests" as a rule, and 
the special work pf special phenomena 
is hindered in its scope.

Those who are familiar with tlie usual 
public demonstrations should AD
VANCE A STEP and study spiritual 
philosophy; make an effort to attain, 
and an honest endeavor thereby to raise 
themselves one step in the ultimate pro
gression.

AS LONG AS ONE STI.CKS TO THE 
SAME IDEAS AND MAKES NO AC
CEPTABLE IMPROVEMENT, HE IS 
SOON SPIRITUALLY ORTHODOX.

When Spiritualists show by their, 
manner of living that their belief In the 
future life helps them to be better to. 
their fellow men, they will attract at
tention. In this 20th century we will 
not be measured by physical miseries 
placed upon us by our fellows who do 
not believe as we do; but we will be 
compelled to live in a manner that 
SHOWS WE ARE IMPROVED, that 
our idea of attainment is not one of 
ability to criticise others' methods, but 
that we are charitable to others’ opin
ions, and are strong enough to stand aa 
an example of our belief that the 
stronger evidence of sympathy and en
couragement from the spirit side of life 
is made manifest in our daily living.

To be successful, Spiritualists, you 
have no warrant for ridiculing anoth
er’s manner of living, expression or de
sires. The words they use may be a 
heritage of speech.—theirs honestly— 
and if you object to their mode of ex
pression, “first cast out your own 
mote.”

FRANK M. LIVINGSTON.
19 Winthrop street, Springfield, Mass.

The Carpenter’s and Builder’s 
- Standard Library.
By Fred T. Hodgson, Architect.

Wig

This series of now works on Modern Carpen- 
tery and Joinery aro to-day the approved and 
most helpful set of practical butldcr.i*  "educa*  
tors.’published. Price per set of 4 vol»., cloth, 
H.00; baJMeather, MOO, •

The Young Engineer’sQuide

FjlRM ENGINES

This book 
“(treats upon 

how to run a 
farm engine. 
The young 
engineer’s 
guide. Fully 
illustrated.
A complete 
instructor.
This is the 
greatest of 
all works fof 

■J the farmer.
Price, cloth, 
fli.oo.

By James H. Stevenson, and Othv 
er Expert Engineers.

Gan Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

’ By Minot J. Savage. ■
Dr. Sayftgc. In this book of 248 pages, discuss« 

es problems that have vexed intelligent intuds 
probably to a greater extent than ’any others, 
saving those of the religious life. He states & 
great number of well-authenticated instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. <Hla 
discussion Is frank and fearless, and merits the ' 
widest;reading, for ho deals with fact's and ex
periences. Price, cloth, 11.00. - ■

The' Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
Human Life, ,

With Character Readings of’Per- 
sons Born Upon the Cusp.

Tha principles fonnd In this volume aro both 
ft science and a religion, for a bolter and a far 
happier humanity. It points to the planets as 
an Index to the human character and liability 
to diseases: also givos tho gems and colors suit
ed to tompArarnonts evolved under certain plan
ets. But tho author? BLEAKOR KIRK, lays 
special strcia upon the fundamental principle 
that "All maladies known to man can bo entire
ly dominated, forever cant out. by those who 
realize that mind 1b tho muster And body.tht 
servant." Price, cloth, 11.00.

AP n TU attd thè AFTER LIFE 
ULn 1H By A. a. Davis.
An instructivo and intcrostlng Work for all to 
rcad. Frico 00 conta. ' .

nniTPT Tnm Between Rellalnn and Sdenoe. I.IIN H Lll.T just tho book for progrMBlva UUlllDlul thinkers. A book that is very 
interesting to people who have a taste for ths 
past religious history. By Jopn W. Draper» 
Fries, cloth, 11.76. . ■ •. . .
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The Burning Bush and the Father of Lfe.|[ettef FfOIll SeCfdafy lOflgley
Seino kind friend eent me a copy of

the "Burning Bush," a paper devoted to 
evangelization. Chicago has many 
queer publications, but nothing that ap
proaches this In farce and broad com
edy. Religious? Pious? These words 
have no meaning when used to describe 
it. Its title page represents the arched 
crust of bell broken through so you can 
see the devil on bls throne, spear in 

II hand, and ffist souls dancing around 
him In the flames. On top of this arch 
is a block on which a “revivalist” whose 
wide open mouth Indicates that he Is 
'shouting for converts. On a scroll in 
bls. extended hand Is written. “Can we 
lose our sanctification and still retain 
our justification? We certainly can.”-

To an ordinary mind this would be a 
conundrum it would have to give up, 
but the revivalist solves it »ff-Iiand. It 
may be important to thè said revivalist 
whether he can be justified without be
ing sanctified or not, but the sun will 
rise to-morrow just the same, however 
this knotty .question is decided.

There is an articleon Spiritualism, il
lustrated by a fine picture of the devil, 
the one ever-present cause of all spirit
ual. manifestatone. ,

The author says: "There are only two 
spirits that ever communicate with the 
people of this world. One is the Holy 
Spirit, and the other is the spirit of the 

. devil.” When a writer comes to this 
conclusion it is'a waste of time to at» 
tempt his enlightenment. Yet he de
mands attention for, imbecile as he is, 
he catalogues the usual offenses which 
make the stock-in-trade of his ilk, 

• charges repeatedly disproven, which he 
knows are false and seeks to prejudice 
his readers by this lying—yes, LYJNG— 
for it Ib described by no other word. As 
published In the “Bush” it purports to 
have been delivered by W. E. Shepard, 
its publishing agent, before the Illinois 
State Spiritual Association or a portion 
of its members who remained'because 
he "promised to pray for them.” If this 
be true, why did not some delegate de
nounce the arrogant slanderer and bls 
falsehoods then and there? If a large 
portion of the convention remained to 
listen to the “message!' of this impu
dent evangelist,as stated in the "Bush," 
is it believable that the delegates quiet
ly received bis castigation? According 
to his story, Shepard had things his 
own way, and his hearers were beaten 
into lamb-like silence. ,

Another article had a blue pencil 
mark, and though not relating to Spirit
ualism, Is so characteristic of religion
getters, tliat it will bear repeating.

It is written by this same Shepard to 
show how.the convert'may gef the goqd 
things of the wbrld by scaring the devil 
away. A monkey strayed to a neigh
boring house and saw a bowl of jam on

The Progressive Thinker.
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the table. He would hety himself, but ; - . ■

■prevent him. So he tipped the bowl Certainly no subject is of Greater importance to 
rXdTÆau tomaTearoytree every,Spiritualist than this: “The Décline of Spir- 
scSngmS itual Societies.’’ While the adherent^to Spiritual

more 'tun one^y SSSirëd^nhe I ism are increasing, its meetings ai;e not as a rule as 
Xwanta^XtTthe £>d^hinS ’ well attended as,in former days. ^Th^fact is, Spir- 
fùrSX/ wewren getiVuuFhîp I itualisiH is ’diffusive in -its aspecj aijd tendencies, 

.................. invading the churches, often taking possession of 
the Minister and manifesting itself in quarters

ourselyes, in spite of the devil’s scare.
Get in thé .grace of salvation all over; 
get besmeared with it from head to 
heels before the devil can run you off; . ■

where least expected. Mrs.. Longley’s article will
. . .

can be a newspap'er in .'the United 
States in this enlightened age that I 
would publish such rot, and have a wide
circle of readers, receiving and calling .
if evangelization! It Bounds like the M Rnirifií»! ¿ariettasgibbering of some mould-encrusted Decline of Spiritual Sociét é .
mummy dug up from the charnel- ' , ——~
house of centuries past. To the Editor:—I have been request

Brother Bhepard of the Burning Bush, I ed to express my opinion on the decline 
you know suspiciously too much of the.'] of spiritual societies and the cause of 
devil. Your advice to young converts, such decliné. It is a subject that re
to not wait and deserve the howl of sal- I quires a vast and far-reaching knowl- 
vation jam, but to seize a moment when edge of the conditions of spiritual 
the devil is off his guard, tip the bowl I growth and of the various circumstances 
over and "besmear” themselves with it, attending the cause of Spiritualism and 
shows plainly that the old master has a Its advocates in the different localities 
willing imitator in yourself. Do not I where societies exist, or Iffive been. I 
worry yourself about the Spiritualists, feel that the conditions and causes tor 
and their public, Individual or domestic tlie decay of organized work may be 
relations, or the destruction of conjugal very different in one section or com- 
love by Spiritualism. Look at home— munity than in another, and that a spe- 
in your own evangelical circle. For ev- cial study needs to be ¿ven to this sub- 
ery derelict Spiritualist we agree to find I ject in its broadest sense.
twenty preachers, with equal or greater still, as one who comes- in touch, 
offenses. You cannot ia the spirit- I through correspondence and otherwise 
uál papers or books in the world And with Spiritualists all over the country, 
such depravity of advice as you give because of filling the office of N. S. A. 
your converts. You have a double mor- I secretary, it may be deemed fitting for 
ality, you believe it right to cheat the me to express my opinion on this most 
devil, therefore it is right to cheat those important matter, and J will briefly do 
whom he has deluded—-sinners. so from my observations and' experl-

To the converted there are aliens ence.-
without thagate. Hence comes the In-1 q0' my mind, the chief cause of the 
famous doctrine that an unbeliever, an decline of local work is lack of unity on 
infidel, has no rights a Christian be- the part of many who take hold of it, or 
Ilever is bound to respect. Hence wil0 fol. a time only, show much inter- 
sprlngs the slanderous streani of false- I eat m the cause at large. ;
hoods which you call a “message" Sometimes those who organize a so- 
against Spiritualism. If it really is a cjety start in with too much enthusiasm, 
“message," by whl&ch you mean it was expecting the whole community to fall 
"message," by which you mean It was ln wjtll their plans and Ideas, and being 
inspired, do you think for a moment it disappointed in this, and finding but a 
known by fruit, or rather the fruit Indi- fe™ who willingly take hold of the work, 
cate the tree from which it came, does I and that the expense is heavy and the 
not this fruit, poisoned with mlsrepre- glory slight, they grow weary in well 
Bentatlon, and pretentious, Belf-lnflating doing and finally abandon the work, and 
piety, prove It to be from the father ot we cannot blame them, for nothing Is 
lies, with whom you are on such famil- more discouraging than to have one's 
lar terms? HUDSON TUTTLE, willing work only half appreciated and 

Edltor-at-Large N. S. A. encouraged. - .

A Dire Disease.

In many societies there are two ex
treme wings,'a few who want -to do all 
the work, and to always be the leaders, 
and a few more who want to do no

J. B. FJlAifCIS, Editor and Publisher.
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According 'to the daily papers, Presi- work, but who would be very glad to 
dent Patton of the Presbyterian Prince- share the glory, If not to claim it all; 
ton Seminary, foretells a great defec- between these two wings there is al

, „ , . , ways an undercurrent ot inffinmony,tion In all churches in the near future. and jjr(,a;!S out, on every possible 
He characterizes Christianity as it ex- I occasion. In addition to these there is 
ists to-day as ‘® dire disease," in an ad- usually a class that will help a little, 
dress at the centennial services of the and who want to gain no publicity or to 
New York avenue Presbyterian church, share no responsibility-from the work.

I feel that the lack of training, by the He ridiculed those who reduced Chris- readjng of good spiritual papers and 
tianity to a mere set of morals and lost ofjier liberal literature, by meditation 
sight of the individual soul in their ef- and thought on thè part of those who 
forts to reform society as a whole. I have become Spiritualists through some 

“What I contend,” he Bald,-“is that evidence they have received from the 
Christianity must be more than ethical other life, has something to do with the 
to be truly ethical. It has moralized the decline of societies, for they cannot al- 
world not only -by preaching prqcepts, I 'ways comprehend or. appreciate a good 
but by speaking as one having author- I lecture, and they feel dull and uninter- 
ity, detailing dogma, and doctrine. And ested while the same is being delivered, 
when you give up this dogma and doc- 1 do nob decry the presentation of phe- 
trlne you let go the guards against nomena on the platform if It is wh.at it 
man’s selfishness and evil.” claims to-be in verity, and is also of a

Oné of the symptoms of the disease, character to dignify the meeting, as 
he said,-is a marked indifference in spiritual messages can easily be. It 
spiritual matters and a marked atten- seems to me that the philosophy ■ and 
tion to the social side óf religion. The I phenomena go htmd in hand With pleas- 
regeneration of the soul is being super- I are.and Instruction derived .from each 
seded by the regeneration of society. I M they are properly presented and- un- 

The world has been dreed and fed on de£Xntly, the cause of the decline 
orthodox dogma and doctrine” from I o£ a locai Boclety Js the ladk 
the days of Paul to the present, and the local mediumship and lecture 'talent,

other places j and just here cpmes in the 
lock of unified 'purpose and action, 
which leaves the care and expense upon 
a few zealous souls who go on with this 
as long as they can, and .then drop the 
work from pure, exhaustion or dismay.

Were it not for the fact that pur zeal
ous missionaries can organize societies 
and set them running with good pros
pects, as evidenced by the work of our 
special missionaries this year, I should 
feel tliat the tendency Is. to disintegrate 
rather than to unify in society work by 
Spiritualists at large, but we have the 
facts that hungry souls in every com
munity are ready for organization, and 
tliat the tendency should be, and prob
ably would be, towards cohesion, if they 
were properly educated how to take 
hold of Spiritualism and of society 
work, and keep at in a way that shall 
attract rather than, to repel the com
munity. .

■ Spiritualism as a factor in the prog
ress of the age should be studied by all 
.who advocate its claims. They should 
feel it a; privilege to come together in 
their communities and discuss .the 
needs of humanity, thp important issues 
of the day, and the work of Spiritualism 
in relation to them; to occasionally, if 
not regularly, engage a Spiritualistic 
speaker or medium to come to them 
with the word of truth and the instruct
ive lesson, and to co-operate in all ways 
tliat will be for mutual good and, for 
that of their fellow-men.

It Ib. a fact, that very few active Spir
itualist societies exist in this country, 
there are many struggling ones, but 
few-active and well established socie
ties, nor are those that do not charter 
with the N. S. A. any better off In point 
of membership, influence, worl^, and 
finances than our own chartered socie
ties. I do not moan by this that Spirit
ualism is In the least retrograding, but 
I mean that society work seems to be 
on the decline, with but little good rea
son except that of lack of affiliation and 
interest on the part of Spiritualists at 
large. .

From my standpoint the remedy for 
such decline,.is a more active labor and 
affiliation among the Spiritualists of 
each community, more courage to stand 
up and' be counted in the ranks, and a 
little more generosity in the matter of 
financial contribution; a little less de
sire on the part of some to control and 
manage everything, or to wear- the 
“rule or ruin" air, and a little less of ap
athy and indifference on the part of Oth
ers; in short a unifying of forces, and 
an increase of earnestness to forward 
the work of the angel world.

Ab to Spiritualism itself I have no 
fear of its decline. It will live If there 
is never'a'society to advocate Its prin
ciples. Its apostl^ will continue, to 
wander over the earth and' proclaim its 
teachings. Its mediums will be con
stantly brought forth or developed in

Moorish Hate, and Reasons Thcrefon 
• A recent traveler in Morocco, as re
lated In the London Express, represents 
that "In qplte of their proximity to 
Europe, the Moors are the most fanat
ical ot all the Mohammedan countries. 
Christians," he says, "are hated by tho 
natives throughout the entire (country."

Why should they not be hated? The 
population of Morocco in the cities con
sists of Moors and Jews. They are 
mostly descendants of those who were 
expelled from Spain in 1492, by Ferdi
nand and Isabella. The fairest, best 
portions of the peninsula were theirs. 
They inherited the country from their 
old Phenician ancestors, who colonized 

’It from Carthage more than 500 years 
before our era. When all Europe was 
sunk in barbarism they were collecting 
and preserving the literature of the 
earlier ages, while Christians were de
stroying it.

Jenkins, in his. "Heroines of History," 
in his chapter on Isabella, of Castile, 
says of these Moors:

0

They are often very startling and convincing, as they 
usually come with extraordinary force. There are 

. many haunted houses where spirits exhibit their 
power and influence, sometimes very terrifying in 
its nature. • • ■

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The Price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign .countries Is 82.

TAKE NOTICE.
All books-advertised In the columns 

if The Progressive Thinker are for eale 
it tnls office. Bear this In mind.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when e ?. attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio. '

Arcana of Spiritualism.
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

fact is prominent that Instead of being and the inability or unwillingness of the 
a “guard against man’s selfishness,” Spiritualists of the town to go to the ex- 
there are no portions of the world Pense,o£ bringing such workers from'

■every town and village, and the home 
circle and the private audience will be 
held with the spirit world here, there 
and everywhere, despite „all ■ efforts to 
crush ft out ° :

Spiritualism Is an ever-living trea 
that is bound to grow, and to cast shel
ter all around, but this is no excuse for 
Spiritualists to grow indifferent to its 
work and to neglect their duty to it 
and to humanity,' nor Ib 'it, any reason 
why they should sit back and by their 
apathy make the work harder for thp 
spirit world and its instruments.

' MARY T. LONGLEY.
Washington, D. P. .

where “selfishness” and colossal greed 
are moje In evidence than in those 
parts where Christian‘‘dogma and doc-I “Spiritualism Outlawed.” 
trine” have been most taught and Such the star01ng headline to ,kn 
preached. . „ .“Salvation” itself has been practically I artlo,e ln the Troy, New York, Times, 
made a selfish Individual affair, and the Tbe writer, as usual, shows an ignor-
“business,” and the Industrial system of ance which Is pitiable, of the subject, 
Cnristendom, have been organized and yet there is one point which is of inter
conducted on the plan of selfishness est to all Spiritualists.
and greed.' Dogma and doctrine, as a bequest of ?12,000 made in favor of 
preached by the orthodox churches Spiritualists by one of that class has 
have bred the intensest form of greed just been declared void by the court be- 
and. selfishness the world has ever por<l which It was tried, and this. de- 
1n cision, hbing the first of its kind, will be

-J ■ v ... an important precedent. Spiritualism
Yes-as its results show—It is “a dire came thls city from the rural dis- 

dlsease”—a disease that stultifies free- trlcts, where the Fox family became 
dom of thought and breeds selfishness. Rnoted for what were called the “Roch-

And amobg the most potent, psycho-1 ester knocking^," but it received its 
logical causes df the' “dire disease” greatest impulse ^Apdrew Jackson 
_ . . . , . Davis, who published several books ana
musf be recokoned the horrible, heart- had a’large number of disciples. Some 
less dogmas and doctrines of Calvinism, strange things were reported, and curi- 
,subscribed to and taught by the presl- I osity led many to Investigate the claims
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dent and professors of Princeton Bem- of this new movement. It gradually, 
inary. It is only natural that the dog- L0WeYer’,mSi. imPortanc,e; ,and

• v h ■ , • , _ , though still holding an existence Inmas of a heartless and cruel God, a BOmf locaiiues Jt has no legaLrecognl- 
heartlees and cruel election and predes- I tjOn.

The Arcana of Spiritualism.
'We desire to call the special attention 

of our readers to the notice pertaining to 
, Mr. Hudson Tuttle’s book of the above 

• titlb. ' '
■ In all the wide range of spiritual liter

ature there is not, perhaps, a more in
structive volume, or One that Is more 
helpful to\c seeker after the truth per- 
tainlng to the science and philosophy of 

■ Spiritualism, the basic foundation on 
which it rests, and the logical and eth- 

' ical superstructure reared thereon. Ev
ery Spiritualist should have the work— 
and every Inquirer would find It a rich 

. mine of helpful knowledge concerning 
tile most impbrtant subject that can en
gage the human mind. . •

Give Mr. Tuttle a . helpful lift and 
thereby benefit him, yourself and the 

j cause. . . • .
j "In thb World CeTestial," by Dr.. T. A. 

- r Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
’ helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
kbound; price $1. ■ 1 ..J .
n "Healing, Causes. and Effects."' By 
j JW. P. Phoion, M. D. Prlco GO cento.

, . .
tlnatlon of a vast multitude of human The is not the fir8tthat has been 
beings to suffer eternally in hell, should tested The National Splrltuau8t Ass<> 
beget heartless selfishness in those who '.olatlon vlndicated tne right of 4
receive and believe such doctrines. s t0 wlll Ua he
And so it comes, hat the most heart- pleas6s>..legaUty Buch wU1. 
lessly ^flsh^rueh warlike peoples of But such wills are always contested, and 

?tanS't < k. k where sustained, the expense, has near- 
Truly President Patton is right when eaten up b te. R Ib far bet. 

he Bays Christianity as it exists tq-day for wbo wlah to help a „ 
s a d re disease. I Qr dlspoBe oj> their wealth in any certain
A late London religious paper' con- way/ to arrange therefor before their d_e- 

tained the following advertisement: I Parture- One o£ best lawyers sa d 
"A clergymanrof experience and mod-1 ^a£ a will could not be made that could 

erate views,, who. distinguished himself I not be broken. -Add the prejudlce of a

Catholicism orr’lts Native Heath..
An American a’rtlst temporarily resid

ing at Staples, on the English Channel, 
in-the north of France, recently wrote a 
friend, from whose letter we extract:

“I must tell you a characteristic inci
dent irvconnection with our late trag- 
edy'In Etaples. -In the frightful storm, 
the worst known on tills coast, of Sep
tember, 8, among our fishers some thir
teen lost their lives, and of course many 
families were left destitute.- The for-' 
ejgners and artists immediately got tip 
subscription, and all gave according to 
their means. It was proposed to put 
the money-in the hands of the village 
priest—of course a Catholic—to be used 
for these families, thinking he would 
have particular knowledge as to its wise 
distribution. Some of the people, how
ever, asked it be done otherwise. We 
learned that In the Sunday sermon It 
was mentioned that money was being 
raised for relief of the destitute, and' 
that one-half of itwould be .used to pay 
for masses for the dead! -.

“I assure you, so far as the artists are 
concerned, the dead were left to bury 
their own dead. Which leads me to re
mark, we'can be thankful that in Amer
ica the church and state question has 
been settled, I trust forever."

And. yet religionists of all denomina
tions, unless it is ,'the Baptists and Ad-

"They had become prosperous, 
amassed great wealth, beautified their 
possessions With every known luxury, 
and cultivated the arts and sciences- to 
a surprising degree. Ingenious and in
ventive, they originated much that has 
been universally adopted by mankind. 
To them we owe the first manufacture 
of paper, and from tljem came the 
equally-appropriated invention of gun
powder. , Astronomy, philosophy, and 
mathematics, made rapid strides under 
their direction * * Literature and poetry 
were successfully cultivated, but over- 
burdéned with legends and fairy tales 
that have since been Inwoven in the 
poetry of all nations.” . ■

After the government was wrested 
from these people, their property was 
generally confiscated, their palaces 
were taken possession of, many of the 
wealthy classes, and even the royal 
family reduced to slavery, and their lit
erature wab burned on the public 
square of Grenada at the instance of 
Torquemada, and later by Xlmenes; the 
Inquisitors represented the Impossibil
ity of tpeir conversion to die Christian 
faith, then Ferdinand and Isabella is
sued an edict of banishment, declaring 
this was the only method of purging the 
land of such heinous offenders. The 
historian tells us:,

“While Isabella was hesitating to sign 
the edict which would expel the wealth
iest, most industrious and enterprising 
of the population from her conquered 
provinces, including the most skillful 
of her artisans, Torquemada, the Inquis
itor-General, rushed into her apartment 
holding up a crucifix, exclaiming: 
‘Judas Iscariot sold his paster for 
thirty pieces of silver. Your majesty 
would sell him anew. Here he is; take 
him; barter him away.’ Then throwing 
the crucifix down before the astonished 
sovereign, hé fled from her presence."3

Sayá the historian: ‘
"Without further hesitation, Isabella 

affixed her name to the decree, thus si
lencing the promptings of her own bet
ter judgment, and in the name of a re
ligion whose teachers had possessed 
themselves of her conscience, Inflicted 
a scourge upon the subjects who adored 
her, and Whose cries of Buffering, if they 
reached her ears, could not swerve her 
from what she deemed her stern sense 
of duty. She might have wept when 
she saw them streaming forth in little 
bonds, after selling their property at 
immense sacrifice, not knowing where 
to turn from persecution, since all the 
world spurned them; she might have 
been touched with compassion for the 
sick, and helpless, dragging themselves 
over the painful route; or pitied the 
young maidens, educated in luxurious 
abodes, and sent forth homeless; or, 
when the exiles reached the frontier, 
fainting with hunger and fatigue, or 
scattered through Portugal, Italy, Af
rica and even Turkey, their numbers 
dwindled) away in consequence of mur
ders, exhaustion or the plague, which 
strewed their pathway with the dead 
and dying—if she cool'd ;have witnessed 
all this torture, tears might have welled 
up abundantly from the depths of her 
sensitive héart, but they would have 
flowed without a revocation of the fiat, 
any more than the lamentations of the 
Moors would have stayed her determi
nation to make theirs a Christian land. 
'Spain must be cleansed from heresy!’ 
was Torquemada’s -warning admonition 
in Isabella’s girlhood;‘'Spain must and 
shall be cleansed from heresy!’ he 
boldly demanded, when she ascended 
the throne. When we knqw with what 
unquestioning confidence the Catholics, 
to this day, commit thelr'consciences to 
the keeping of confessors, we need not 
wonder at the religious errors that 
darkened the Queen's character, of why 
she should have yielded to the advice 
of grim and cruel monks, Instead of re
garding the dictates of her own truer 
soul.’-’ , '

AN ILLINOIS GHOST.
As set forth in the Chicago Inter . 

Ocean, down in Cumberland vcounty, ‘ 
three and one-half miles north of Mont
rose, Hi., is an old log house about twen
ty-two feet square, containing one pip 
room with shed kitchen attached th the 
rear. It is a weather-beaten, unsightly 
structure, but'to-day it attracts vastly 
more attention than the most . stately 
mansion that graces that section of 
country. It is haunted.

No native of Cumberland county 
passes it, night or day, without a shiver 
of dreafl.'.hud to the stranger and casual 
visitor it Is pointed out as the rendez
vous of the spirit of a dead man whose 
soul finds no rest In Its present state of 
existence. When alive he vowed.that 
his spirit should visit the earth and 
trouble his son after death. He is now 
keeping his vow. .

This house was formerly the home ,of 
Thomas Elliott, a widower and typical 
woodsman, a man of medium size, with 
white hair and beard. He had a sqn, a 
cripple, who lived with him. One'of the 
son's legs Is almost useless, and,Jie is 
compelled to walk with . the aid of 
crutches. The father and son often 
quarreled. One day the father told the 
son he would never forgive him for the 
Imagined wrong he had done him, and 
many times before he died he repeated 
this vow: “My son, you have wronged 
me. If it is possible for the spirit to re
turn to the earth after death, my spirit' 
will come to haunt you and to torment 
you." The old man Is apparently mak
ing good his promise, for, if the stories 
of brave and honest men who have 
spent several nights in the home are to 
be believed, the spirit has returned, and 
there have been weird pand uncanny 
doing In the old house which have puz
zled and frightened them and bafiied all 
attempts of reasonable explanation.

The son<ls no more abto to explain 
the antics of the ghost than are his 
neighbors. Neither can he escape its 
visits. Once he moved to Mattoon, 
hoping to avoid the unpleasant vislth, 
but soon the supposed ghost followed 
him. He moved again, but his change 
of location was no bar to his uncanny 
visitor. Finally he gave it up and went 
back to the old home place on the farm, 
where he is now living.

If he is in any way concerned with 
the ghostly apparitions or by some 
clever manipulation is able to trick the 
spectators, his magic is so artful and 
cunning that no one has ever been able 
to detect it. Parties of men have fre
quently spent the night there, but none 
has ever been able to account for what 
he has seen. It is said that there Is 
now deposited in the bank at Toledo a 
draft payable to anyone who will lay 
the ghost. But the ghost refuses to be 
laid. One night last summer a party of 
thirty-five men who are residents of 
that section went to spend the night in 
the house, but before morning all had 
been frightened away. ■ .

The whole story is authenticated by 
Orville Stevens, who lives near there. 
With two other men Mr. Stevens spent 
a night In the haunted house, and re
lates many startling stories of bis expe
rience. They all believed the story 
about the house a fake, but to gratify 
their curiosity they secured Mr. Elliott’s 
consent to spend a night there.

Stevens avers that he was awakened 
by a noise like footsteps on frozen

ground. Sitting up in bedj he listened 
Intently. Sure enough, the noise grew 
more distinct, coming nearer and near« 
er, and apparently some one entered 
the house. Trembling with fear, he 
aroused his companions, who, hastily 
rubbing the sleep from their eyes, pre
pared to witness the seance. ■

First, two crutches belonging to . 
young Elliott, which were lying on the 
floor, raised up, bumped together a 
couple of times, and then slid across 
the floor under Stevens’ bed., One end 
of the crutches rested on the ..floor, 
while the other ends commenced to 
pound , upon the underside of thè-bed. 
Next the stool on which the lamp was 
resting turned over, then right side up 
again, the light remaining in its posi. . 
tion, apparently bidding defiance to all 
laws of gravitation. Then a1 chdiroout 
In the middle of the room commenced 
to do a clog dance. Jumping out of bed, 
one of the men took hold of the chair, 
but it slipped from 111b grasp and com 
tlniied the dance. The man on the 
floor turned to Stevens and asked:

"What would you do if the chair 
should fly at you?"

“I’d slam the d—n thing back again, 
mighty quick'!" was the rather profane 
reply.

The remark was no sooner given ut
terance than the chair, lifting Itself, 
flew through the air and struck over 
Stevens bed, and he quickly ducked um . 
der the bed-clothing In hopes-of avoid
ing his would-be assailant, who seemed 
to be unwilling to observe thp rules gov
erning a friendly bombat. Then the bed 
clothing commenced to slip from the 
bed, going down between the footboard 
and straw tick. The men held on to the 
clothes, but they slipped from their 
grasp. Stevens jumped from bed and 
looked under it, hoping to catch a 
glimpse of the mysterious visitor, but 
nothing but the bed clothing was in 
sight. After this tho ghost rested for a 
while.

After awhile they, retired again, and 
for an bour or more perfect quiet 
reigned supreme. Suddenly one of the 
men gave a yell, and Jumping from bed 
declared that something had him by the 
foot. The others protested, but he in
sisted. He returned to bed only to 
have the performance repeated. This 
time ho decided to sit up the rest of the 
night, but there were no further mani
festations ,of the spirit visitor.

Stevens says that these are things 
which he actually saw, and no argument 
can convince him that the a^b of spooks 
and hobgobblins lias passed. He is 
firmly convinced that the ghost of the 
old man was in the room, and doesn't 
care to spend another night there.

One tale is told of a couple of large 
black dogs that frequently appear at 
midnight.- They are apparently strays, 
as no one claims them or knows them. 
Elliott has endeavored to shoot them, 
but his gun hangs fire, though it shoots 
rea'dlly at anything else. His brother 
tried to shoot them, but his gun also re
fused to fire, the cap snapping, but the 
cartridge refusing to explode. The 

. same shell was discharged when fired 

. at a mark shortly afterward. '
It is said that tho picture of the old • 

man which hangs on the wall will not 
1 remain straight no matter how often it 

Is fixed. As soon atf it is straightened 
! it again leans toward the old man’s 
i grave. . •

during his university couyse in divinity I jury to the bigotry of a judge, the hope- 
and -English composition, will furnish I lessness of justice is apparent
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the prayer book, the labor of an English I R yOU doubt, look at the- Seybert Be- 
clergyman ought not to consume much I quest to found a chair in the University 
brain force. We have been-assured that of Pennsylvania devoted to the study of 
there are sermon factories in active op-1 psychical phenomena <7 and especially 

. 'eration in the United States. If easily I Spiritualism. To secure the money, a 
accessible, and sold at a moderate committee was appointed and went 
price, such prepared-sermons ought to "through a farce it called an Investigar 
prevent plagiarism, an offense the New tion, and though that was several 
York press represents very prevalent'in I years ago, there is no chair of psychical 
that city at this time. . I science and not a word taught relating

————---------- to Spiritualism. The earnest desire of
"The Commandments Analyzed." By I lbo noble philanthropist Is as though 

W. H. Bach.- The Cbmmandments hro . ■ . * „.„„a“,not only analyzed, but contrasted with I nGVGr exPre8S0(J- His,, fifty thousand 
other Bible passages, showing groat in- I dollars wont to defame? libel, and bring 

icongrultles. Price 25 cents I disgrace to the cause he loved. -

ventists, with tije unorthodox sects, 
UnlversalistS, Unitarians and Quakers, 
have been laboring for years to get God, 
Jesuq Christ: and [the Bible in the na
tional-Constitution, to the end that 
church and Btate may be again united.

The annifal duifiplng of millions ot 
European C$tholic|i on American soil, is 
with the vj$w of^hanging the present 
order of a$jilrs. ¿There Ib real danger 
of their ultimate success.

hl I

Not Glffed W^t Common Sense.

The Rev. [Aibest Froehlkb, pastor of ' 
the Gennaitt Lutheran Church of Nee- 
nab, W1B., haq shawn himself a laggard 
far in the'rear of ¡the march of human 
events. Comrade Ferdinand Sauer, a 
member of the church, and a highly re
spected citizen ot the town, recently 
died, but before ?his. death expressed a 
desire to be burled by his Post, and se
lected the pallbearers from his com
rades. Mr. Froehlke. refused to allow 
the Post to attend the church in a body, 
or admit the casket, draped in an Amer- 
lean flag, or the body to be clothed in a 
G. A. R. uniform. Before hi» would pro
ceed with.the funeral services, the.but
tons had to be cut from the uniform and 
the badges removed and placed in tho 
pockets. We do not know where Mr. 
Froehlke Ib from or where he received 
his education, bdt lie Is out of place on 
this side oi the Atlantic Ocean. , ,

Neither can they who are familiar 
with the'derrlble wrongs and outrages 
practiced on these pioneers of western 
civilisation and learning, blame their 
descendants, though eighteen genera
tions have intervened, -for absolutely 
HATING all who bear the Christian 
name. '

These outrages of Catholicism, in the 
name of Christianity, against humanity, 
occurred just four hundred years ago. 
Has that-tyrannical and cruel organiza
tion changed its character or purpose 
since then? Given power, such as she 
then possessed, would not these same 
excesses and brutalities be committed 
over again? The Jesuit has changed 
his tactics, not his principles. He is the 
same selfish, overbearing oppressor as 
when first organized to prevent the ex
tension of Protestantism. The whole 
machinery of the church is now in mo
tion to colonize the United States, and 
subordinate the government and people 
tQ its rule, while Protestants seem care
less and Indifferent to its machinations 

■ and advances. Left alone until her end 
is attained, then the Instrumentalities 
to banish Moors and Jews from Spain 
will be repeated in America against ad
verse sects and every shade of opposi
tion to the rule of the popeiwlll be com
pelled to go into exile, else adopt the op
pressor’s faith. . ■

’ "Spirit Echoes.” My Mattie E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains flfty-seyen 
of the author’s latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in. cloth, and with 
portrait of the author.; Price 75'cents.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
And Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
In Regard to It By Ex-Judgo Abram 
H; Dalley. Demonstrates futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Prlco 25 cents.

‘The Light of Egypt." Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library in itself, a 
text-book of''esoteric knowledge as 

•taught, by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price $2 per volume.- For sale at 
tills office. '

RIOSES HULL ON THE SICK-BED. i
To the Editor:—I am impressed to ’ 

write you of the condition of our t 
Brother Moses Hull, and without con- , 
suiting either himself or his wife, be- ( 
cause he is too ill to be consulted, and 
his wife is too busily occupied at his 
bedside to be disturbed; but I feel that 
everyone will be anxious to know of his 
real condition »as it is known to some 
that he has been hovering on the brink 
of the other shore, and for a time there 
was but little hope of his recovery. For 
the past year he has kept about with 
difficulty, but owing to the great need, 
and his promise to Father Pratt to carry 
forward the work of the school, he has 
determinedly kept at his post. He has 
given way only occasionally when for a 
a few days at a time he would be com-’ 
pelled to keep his bed; even then, get
ting out of a sick-bed and teaching or 
preaching when it seemed necessary.

He had been confined to his bed two 
days when he started to Washington to 
attend the N. S. A. convention. While 
there he was at bis post of duty during 
every busness- session, but was obliged 
to go to his room and bed nearly every 
evening. His daughter, Mrs. Johnson, 
was with us at the convention, and on 
several occasions found it necessary to 
render him assistance. When Brother 
Barrett wad obliged to cancel his ap
pointments, Mr. Hull consented to fill 
them on his return home. This proved 
too much for him. He took cold with 
the overwork, and came home too ill to 
sit up all of the time; still, he kept at 
work until the following week Friday, 
when he was obliged toileave his class. 
He grew worse so rapidly that a physi
cian was summoned. Since that time 
he has suffered enough to pass over a 
dozen times, and in fact he has said re
peatedly, “If it .were not for the school, 
I would pray to be let go on.” 
“ It is now fourteen days since anyone 
except his family has entered his room. 
I am told by the physician he Ib improv
ing but that it will be some time before 
he will be about, and that he can never 
be well until there is a surgical opera
tion, his trduble being bowel, kidney and 
bladder complications. ‘

Everyone who reads this will feel a 
wave of sympathy for Moses Hull, and 
some will read it who know how, and 
are able to express their sympathy. I 
hope to reach the eye or ear of his 
friends, who are able to understand his 
condition, and who will act from their 
hearts and judgment

Mr. Hull gave up a good salary to 
take up the work of the school, to re
ceive forty dollars per month. We have 
paid all bills in our power to pay, but 
not all the teachers. .He Ib not now 
even earning hlB salary. Mrs. Hull can
not leave him to earn anything. The 
books do not sell themselves when he 
cannot introduce them. There will be 
a big doctor’s bill, and the house must 
be fun. Will his friends remember him 
now in his need and Will they do It in a 
spirit that shows they appreciate the 
noble old man whose, staunch Integrity, 
loyal fidelity, and courage has been a 
land-mark In Spiritualism' for nearly 
fifty yearn ? I am not’’asking for char
ity for Moses Hull. I ask his friends to 
come forward and show by deeds their 
love fem him.

& CLARA L. STEWART.
Whitewater, Wis.

dangerously ill, and needs assistance. 
This office contributes 1 $8, and hopes 
that Spiritualists generally will shower 
down upon him the assistance he: re
quires at this time.

The above Indicates that Mr. Hull IB

A Lawyer on Church Taxation.
Duane Mowry, Esq., .a prominent law

yer of Boston, in “The Green Bag,” a 
magazine devoted to jurisprudence, 
gives his reasons why church structures 
and church property should be taxed, as 
Is other property. He says by omitting 
such taxation.other property Is made to 
bear the burd<w of government which 
should be equally shared by all that re
ceives Ils protection. He gives five rea
sons, which to us seem unanswerable, 
why there should be no exemption of 
church property from taxation:

“First. Because the church performs 
no public office or function known to the 
laws of the land which entitles It to im
munity therefrom. : '

Second. Because the policy of ex
emption from taxation of church prop
erty Involves a union of church and 
state, which is at variance with the 
fundamental principles of our govern
ment, and wholly un-American.

“Third. Because such exemptions 
are inequitable, in that they favor a ' 
portion ot the community, statistics 
showing that about one-third of the 
population are church members or com
municants, only, at the expense of oth
ers not Interested.

“Fourth. Because the policy of ex
emption of church property from taxa
tion involves a liability to the accumu- ; 
lation of great wealth, to be held in 
mortmain by never-dying corporations, 
independent of the state and which may 
be used against the best interests of the 
public.

“Fifth., Because the exemption of 
church property from the taxation is 
wholly Inconsistent with and totally op
posed to the cardinal idea of the church, 
viz., that all means contributed for its 
support, as well all efforts in Its behalf, 
shall be given freely and voluntarily, a 
tax Imposed by government never being 
given voluntarily in the sense church 
offerings are obtained.”

"Invisible Helpers." By C. W. Lead
beater, the noted Theosopbist lecturer 
and „writer. Very Interesting. Pries 
55 cents. For sale at this office. >

"Mark Chester; or a MIU and a MUI« 
ton. A Tale of Southern California.’' 
By Carlyle Petersilea. A pure psychls 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa» 
per covers, 40 cents. Cloth, 60 cents, 
For sale at this office. •

“The Romance of Jude. A gtory of 
the Life and Times of the Nazarene and 
His People.” Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An Intensely in
teresting book. Neatly bound in cloth • . 
and gilt. Only 60 cents.

“Death, Its Meaning and Results.*  
By J. IC Wilson, of the Pennsylvania/ 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting wot- 
ume, of decided value. A narrative, of : 
wonderful psychic events in 'the' an- 
thor’s experience; Cloth, 060 pages, 11- 
lustratod, $1.25.

"The Kingship of gelt-Control." Bj 
Win. George Jordan. It treats of tha , 
crimes of the tongue, tlie Red Tapi 
duty, tho supreme charity of the world, 
the-revelation of reserve power, oto, 
Priba 30 cents. For sale at this offlap
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THEIR VALUE IN THE WORLD’S ADVANCEMENT,

A Lecture, Given through the Lips of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 

Chicago, October 4, 1903,

Of course you know the usual deflnl- visions, dreams and their interpreta
' .. ............ tions, the gifts of tongues' and the in

terpretation of tongues, of healing, of
tlon of medium is anything which is the 
means of tho conveyance of something 

- from one part of space to another, or
jtrpm one person to another. The air is 
the medium of sound, of light and.
of all those subtle forces that 
constitute the agencies of life. 
The' earth Itself is a medium tor

life.-

these agencies, and when .it comes to 
science, a medium is either that which 
unltes/'or that in which certain ele
ments are soluble that otherwise 

‘ would not be so. • r
Medium, in its technical modem 

sense is one who is- an instrument or a 
means of conveying intelligence from 
spirits who have pased through what is 

' , called death to those who remain in the 
mortal form.. Of course any messenger 

■ is a medium. The telegraphic messen
ger Is a medium, the postofllce clerk, 
the letter carrier; but in this especial 
sense, a medium is one who is employed 
to convey messages from tlie 'spirit' 
world to those still in human life.

Spiritualism is the modern manifesto
.. tlon of Mediumship and of the com

munion between the two worlds. Tech
nically Spiritualism is the aggregate 
knowledge that is in the world grow
Ing out of this intercommunion be

' tween the two states through medium
ship. In a larger sense Spiritualism is 

• whatever pertains to a knowledge of 
the spirit.

But we maintain that Spiritualism is 
. not a modern discovery or a modern 

dispensation. It is the modern^nanifes- 
tation of ancient power of the spirit in 
a different way. If you read in Paul’s 
epistle to the Corinthians the chapter 
on spiritual gifts you will have just as 
good a statement and enumeration of 
spiritual gifts as you will find in any 
spiritualistic work of modern times.

■ Showing that those gifts were in exist
ence then as now,

A gift is something Imparted or be
stowed. Mediumship is bestowed; it is 
a gift to do that, without which gift a 

' person could not perform the tilings 
done; it is the performance of certain 
things, the manifestation of certain 
powers over substance and Intelligence, 

. and this manifestation has never ex
isted and does not exist in the world 
to-day, separate from mediumship.

AID FROM THE SPIRIT REALM,
There were never prophets, seers or 

teachers who had a knowledge of the 
spirit realm without the spirit realm 
being in existence and aiding, in that 
seership or teaching.- The different or- 

• ders of Intelligence in spirit states not 
only communicate to each othei', but to 

'mortals at need. This need is governed, 
as everything else in the universe is, 
by the Infinite purpose, and by 
intermediate intelligences who fulfilled 
that infinite purpose. Consequantly, 
whence speak of mediumship in the 
modern sense, we do not speak of It as 
a new discovery, as the only proof of 
immortality or the only manifestation 
of an Immortal life. We speak of. it 
as the modern manifestation—the only 
living testimony that Is active In the 
world to-day concerning the future life.

We have heard about “independent 
(Clairvoyance.”.. There never was a 
r-.ougbt about independent cialrvoy- 

•* - ance-until after Spiritualism had been 
' In the world some time. We have heard 
about spiritual gifts, or a knowledge of 
spiritual things being unfolded by 
oneself. We know that the spiritual 
realm contains- those who are a great 
deal wiser than the wisest upon the 
earth to-day; because they not only 
have the wisdom with which they were 
endowed while upon the earth, but the 
wisdom that has'been attained since; 
and_all these minds are more wise than 
the wisest human beings, or than one 

- human being.
■ Mediumship, in a measure, Is an 

adaptation to tollman conditions.
SPIRITUAL GIFTS COME IN CYCLES.

The pouring out of the spirit to teach 
wilidow Or knowledge—these were all i 
again made manifest. Even reviving : 
that which wis known afhong the : 
ancient oriental countries, who consult- : 
ed the “Mahatmas" and those endowed i 
with such gifts, showing that these ' 
methods were again conformed to.

THE METHOD ADOPTED NOT 1 
. WRÔNG. '

if the method Is wrong, then God is- 
wrong, for He made it. If the spirit In
telligences are wrong, from the poor 
sailor boy, who wishes to send a mes
sage to his mother, to the teacher who 
gives the highest words of wisdom and 
knowledge, then every method by which . 
intelligence is manifest Is'wrong, be
cause it is just as much In accord with 
tire divine plan and purpose os any 
method of the universe.

These manifestations . and these 
teachings have kept pace together. No 
“signs” and “tokens” or wonders have 
been given that were not accompanied 
by exalted philosophy—a philosophy 
that has culminated in the philosophy 
of life. Bo if tire. manifestation is 
wrong, then all methods by which hu
man beings are permitted to receive ' 
knowledge from each other «must be 
wrong.
SALIENT POINTS AS TO METHODS.

These methods are-accepteà we know 
in tlie human state. But the spiritual 
methods have not been universally ac
cepted because people do not know 
about them. If you wish to know about 
astronomy, you consult the most em
inent astronomer. If you wish to know 
about chemistry you consult thé most 
eminent chemist. If you wish to know 
about railroads, you consult those who 
know the most about this subject. If 
you wish to know about Spiritualism, 
you CONSULT ITS ENEMIES. THAT 
IS THE USUAL METHOD. The peo
ple who do NOT know about it are the 
people who have the most to say about 
it. When Dr. Alfred Russel Wallaed" 
was chairman of the Psychological De
partment of the British National Asso
ciation of Science, they were one even
ing discussing hypnotism,. psychology 
and Spiritualism, when a man arose in 
the rear of the hall and said: “Mr. 
Chairman, I do not know anything 
about’ these things, but I think— 
“Stop!” said the chairman. "Time is 
too short for you to tell what you don’t 
know. There are plenty „of people who 
do know something aboiit these sub
jects, and we want to hear them.” If 
yob want to know about Spiritualism 
and mediumship, the Spiritualists who 
have known about it the longest and 
who are most eminent in its work are 
the ones to ask. Upon the lines of hu
man evidence and human knowledge 
their testimony is the best.
MEDIUMSHIP.DOES NOT DESTROY 

PERSONALITY.

life. If this were not true, even before 
Spiritualism came, the world would 
have been abandoned long Ago; for 
every human being would have, been 
killed off. If the good were not more 
dominant than the evil, and if the 
power and Influence in spirit states 
Were not In accordance with knowledge 
and spirituality, there could be nothing 
left upon the earth but chaos.
MEDIUMS LIKE OTHER PEOPLE.
Spiritualism is a movement, not an 

accident. Mediumship is a movement. 
Now we do not say that personally_all 
mediums are wise,- good and pure. They 
are what they are. But their medium
ship has not made them any worse. In 
the majority of cases it has made them 

.much better. It has given them the 
spiritual knowledge, that according to 
the life on earth and its unfoldment so 
must the spiritual harvest be. *

THE GREAT LESSON THAT SPIR
ITUALISM ' HAS BROUGHT INTO 
THE WORLD OF MODERN 
THOUGHT IS THE LESSON THAT 
EACH INDIVIDUAL, . BACH PER
SONAL SPIRIT REPRESENTS IN: 
THE SPIRIT STATE /THE RESULT 
OF HIS OR HER LIFE ON EARTH. 
THIS IS THE FIRST WORD, THE 
LAST WORD AND THE WORD ALL 
THE TIME. ■ .

Spiritualism has conquered (to those 
who have received it, and many who 
have not nominally received it, but 
who have been pervaded .by. its spirit) 
the fear of death physically, and the 
fear of what may come after death in 
tlie way of a literal hell-fire. BUT IT 

.EXPLAINS THAT YOU WILL HAVE 
THE HEAVEN OR THE HELL THAT 
YOU TAKE WITH YOU.

Over and over again; hundreds and 
thousands of times, spirits have said: 
"I am sorry that I did this when on 
earth. I am sorry I did not attain 
that.” These messages are valuable 
to show to human lives, to teach hu
man beings that each one takes Into 
spirit existence that which constitutes 
tie sum total of that one’s personal na
ture. Excepting, as said before, that in 
physical life physical passions dom
inate; In the spirit state that succeeds 
it, that which was physical passion on 
earth, the dominating power, becomes, 
what it really is here, spiritual weak
ness. ■ .

The mediums who have given the 
messages of Spiritualism to the world 
for the last flfty-flve years have been 
on the average just like other people. 
Anyone In the sound of the speaker's 
voice could be a medium if the gift 
were bestowed upon that one, if the 
Spirit intelligences regarded It as wise 
or best Where there is persistent op
position the spirits withdraw, because 
the opposition is not good for the me
dium, and the spirit world chooses to 
find a mesenger, or mlnlstrant, or In
terpreter that will bear tlie knowledge 
of spirit life to the people without re
sistance.
MEDIUMSHIP AND PERSONAL LIB-

ERTY. «*

-, A »OQUY, »
On-Thomas Huxley’s Sepulcher, 

England.
in

Spiritual gifts or manifestations come 
to the earth in cycles or periods, ac
cording tothe needs of humanity on the 
earth, according to the cyclic state or 
conditions of the -earth, and according 
to the religious and spiritual require
ments. Consequently the Christian 
Dispensation was in response to a need. 
The Christ and the spiritual gifts ac
companying the Christ were neither ac
cidental nor out of the, order of the di
vine economy, but perfectly In accord 
with It The gifts that accompanied 
Buddha, which enabled him through 
that divine attainment to perceive what 
had been, were also In accord with this 
great purpose. Whenever the earth*and  
its inhabitants are experiencing phys
ical upheavals; whenever socially and 
politically there seem to be changes 
and transitions and cataclysms, there 
are also spiritual forces set into ac
tion to answer the needs of the hour.

Sixty years ago people were flounder
ing between materialism, the material
istic schools of France, Germany and 
Great Britain, and a theology that had 
well-plgh become materialistic and had 
blotted out all hope. A little later the 
schools of theology sent forth their stu
dents with Darwin, Huxley and Spencer 
tn one-hand and the Bible in the other. 
i?he theological student was expected 
to reconcile the two, and many of the 
theological schools were extending into 
a liberalism that verged upon agnostic
ism. The eloquent liberal preacher, O. 
B. Frothingham, fifty years ago was 
confronted with the proposition of pos
sible annihilation for the human race 
while preaching to his congregation in 
New York.

SCIENCE AND SPIRITUALISM.
Science seemed to undermine the 

foundations of theology and the literal 
kingdom of heaven; tjiat which each 
especial denomination expected its fol
lowers to experience, was swallowed up 
in: the larger proposition of whether 
theology could be maintained at all.

•' Through medlmushlp has. come into 
modern thought the demonstration of 
the existence beyond the change called 
death, which both science and theology 
had abandoned, offering any evidence 
of. Through mediumship has. come the 
knowledge, a priori, that this evidence 
of.a state being a continuation of per
sonal intelligence, is also corroborative 
proof of Immortality. So the gateways 
to die knowledge of Immortality have 
thus been thrown open.

Mediumship does not destroy the per
sonality, the personal life, the Individu
ality or the Individual responsibility of 
the medium. Human life, as you see 
it, is not very largely Individualized at 
best. You .¡can tell what paper a man 
reads in the morning by the politics he 
talks. You can almost always-tell the 
church he attends by .the theology he 
talks. You can tell his theories about 
business and who dominates him in 
business by what he says and does in 
a business way. You can tell how the 
father or mother dominates, the chil
dren, or the children dominate the 
father apd mother, by what they do and 
say. In fact man'as a “free moral 
agent”—and woman,too (with the per
mission of man)—has hardly attained 
that state, and if the world is to arrive 
at the kingdom of heaven by exercising 
enlightened volition and persistence, 
which is the result of that enlightened

A great cry has come up from certain 
people during the entire history of 
Spiritualism (it 1b not a new thing), 
“Does not mediumship take away one’s 
individuality? ’’ Not at all! An Indi
viduality that once exists cannot, be 
takeq away. It you are doing work for 
a firm down town you do the work that 
that firm wants you to do during the
hours that you are employed. 1 
not approve of the work you 
But while you are doing it, if y<

do

ite,

Religion was not affected. Science was 
not affected.. But the real spirituality( 
of the rhee was however hungering.

Spiritualism came as much in re
sponse to that need as coal oil came in 
response to the need for an Illuminating 
substance, as gas, electricity and other 
physical discoveries and manifestations 
came. The race needed a new light 
concerning an old proposition, a new 
.manifestation concerning an old truth, 
and.it came. I

It came in J]je form of mediumistic 
manifestations o! spirit presences. Of 
course neither zthe whole nor even a 
small part of the human race, except 
the few that dreamed dreams and had 

< .visions-L-also Induced by spirit guar- 
'dlans could have any knowledge of the 
other world. Mediums were, there

’ fore, selected, not with reference to 
any especial physical traits, net with 
reference to any Intellectual, traits, not 
with reference to any moral traits, but 
selected ns adapted to give the maul
testations that wero needed to the 
world. In this there was perfect ao-, 
fiord wjth the ancient method! Trance,

volition, and Is to accomplish the 
achievement of immortality, why, of 
course the world, as a whole, is a long 
way from that at the present time.
an Earnest plea for mediums.

But since that is not our theory; 
since we know that when there is an 
indllvduality it cannot be destroyed, 
the human states that do not‘express 
the fullest and highest unfoldment of 
that individuality are states of growth, 
of preparation, and the soul comes in 
contact with the dust to gain expres
sion by different paths of experience. 
Why not mediumship? It is one of the 
ways by which the world gains knowl
edge and experience. A medium Is In 
no sense a victim, any more than any 
other human being Is a victim that 
lives and does anything or Is made to 
do anything. No spirit band or con
trolling intelligence ever manifests 
through a medium that has not an in
telligent wish and desire, as well as 
ability, to protect that medium's per
sonal and individual rights and to main
tain that medium’s personal responsi
bility. „

The manifestation through, a medium 
is governed loy laws, just as perfect as 
the laws that govern the material uni
verse. An intelligence of a lower order 
cannot influence or dominate one of a 
higher order. A medium may be un
folded as such, or developed as such 
by wise spilrts. Then a spirit that is 
not bo wise may be permitted to mani
fest But it is- by permission. The 
sailor boy manifests to his mother and 
uses profane words as was hlB habit on 
earth; but it does not make the medium 
profane. If some one kills a person 
and seeks after having passed to the 
other world an outlet for copfession to 
some mortal, and the guides of a me
dium say, “here is a A channel through 
which you may confess or speak to some 
mortal," that does not make a mur
derer of the medium. But it Is a means 
by which that murderer gives expres
sion to his pent-up longings for confes
sion and forgiveness. Then It is also 
true, that those who commit murder 
who are not nominally mediums, are 
not compelled to do so by spirit power. 
The law of murder is a human law, It 
exists ip connection witl) human pas
sion. Spirits do not have' human pas
sions., Weakness In the spirit life is 
the result of not having conquered hu
man passions wnilo here where you 
have all the material appliances for the 
gratification of those passions. There 
is no weaker or more powerless thing 
in tho universe than what you hero 
call an evil man or woman in tho spirit

you write what they want you to. If 
you are selling goods, you sell the gdods- 
they want you to. If you are connected 
with any Institution, you for the time 
being do their work. But the time you 
are away from such an institution you 
can follow your own'pursuits and live 
your own life of usefulness. But you 
are a mlnlstrant to all intents and pur
poses in the- work of your employers. 
Civilization may be demoralizing, but 
that Is what civilization does with men 
and women.
INTELLIGENCE NOT DESTROYED.

Now this intelligence of the medium 
that for the time being is either set 
aside or Consents to give the message 
that is given, is not destroyed, the in
divdual volition Iswnot subjugated, the 
moral nature is not subjugated, but the 
message is given to the world. In every 
Instance where the message has beep 
of persistent value to the human race 
and the medium has continued to be 
a medium for the manifestation, there 
have been continuous" advancement and 
improvement made In the intellectual 
and spiritual unfoldment of the me
dium. The most ignorant medium 
knows more about the future life than 
the most -Intellectual materialist -on 
earth. And that is knowledge so much 
more valuable for the continued exist
ence of the person, and what it brings, 
that the intellectualist would change 
his knowledge for it if he knew how. 
Such intellectualists and scientists as 
have started out to prove the fallacy of 
spiritual ministrations have remained 
to pray. Wallace, Flammarion, Crookes 
and three score men who determinedly 
started out to prove that the message 
from the spirit world might be ex
plained within the known laws of the 
material universe without recourse to 
the spirit world have, after careful in
vestigation, admitted their error and 
admitted the truth of the message.«! 
Now when Mr. Huxley said, about thlr- 
tyaeven years ago, that one would not 
•want to read all the letters that passed 
through the postofllce, nor o^re to know 
about all the messages from the spirit 
world, even if they were true, he be
trayed the lack of the discrimination of 
the real man of science and investiga
tion. The one letter that he wants in 
the postofllce, If his son is afar off, that 
will tell of his whereabouts and condi
tion, would be one he would wait for 
day and night Like the one message 
you wait for, when in the Philippines 
or-South Africa your favorite son is a 
target for bullets. That message Is the 
one you are willing to wait for. So when 
down Into what is called the valley of 
death your choicest ones, your dear
est ones have, passed, and some one 
says to you there is a pathway opened, 
a process as justifiable as telegraphing, 
as justifiable as letter writing; by which 
you may know that your loved ones live, 
we shy that the human being Is not In 
existence that would scorn that way, or 
that would reject that inessage when 
it Is known that the message can bo 
received. r
MINISTERS WRITING AUTOMATIC

ALLY.
Ministers In their- pulpits often re

ceive their sermons through their own 
hands, writing them automatically, de
claring a. higher knowledge of the fu
ture life than any theological school 
has given. Men of science In .the lab
oratory, through the mediumship of one 
endowed with-these gifts receive the 
knowledge that enables them to arrive 
at a finality in experiment never real
ized before. All geniuses, all inven
tors know that they aretout the instru
ments by which the inventions, or so- 
called’ discoveries are given to the 
world. By1 night they <Jream, by day 
they work, and when tho dreams of : the 
night reveal that which na experiment

could discover to tbpm, ^hey know that 
an unseen hand Hus unlocked tiio in
visible gateway .that they might give 
the messages of new thought or inven
tion to thé world. ,
MEDIUMSHIP AND INDIVIDUALITY.

When that wonderful bpok was writ
ten, by which it seems the death knell 
of slavery was wrought, “Uncle Tom's 
Cabin,”Harriet’Beecher Stowe said: "I 
did not write it. It yvas written through 
me.” When Dante in.vision beheld the 
face qf tlie qne whom (he adored in 
silence, aud far across that stream that 
seemed to. divide them; she held the. 
white rose of immortal love. In the 
prelude to his matchless Paradiso, he 
says, “Even the words came from her;’’ 
he becomes th# medium of giving that 
divine message to the world. And when 
we say this, with all reverence, Jesus 
said, "Of myself I am nothing, but as 
the Father gives me utterance." He 
became the message bearer of the love 
that, upon Olivet shone and upon Cal
vary triumphed over the-weakness of 
men. Men and women do not lose their 
individualities, by being the bearers of 
loving and useful1 messages.

Physical consciousnes is not individ
uality. A great many persons know 
more when they are asleep than they 
ever do when they aie awake. The 
setting aside of that which ordinarily 
controls the instrument, which is con
sciousness in th,e body, 1b frequently 
access to a higher realm than, til the 
waking hours ever knew, an,d will grad
ually introduce that higher-realm into 
the waking hours. The -one standing 
before you, who as a child was the in
strument for spirit messages and min
istrations, even as now, passed and re
passed into that realm and came back 
laden with messages aud knowledge of 
the spirit life, enriching her knowledge 
and enabling those who spoke through 
her lips to give knowledge to the world.

The man to whom you loan your in
strument to play upon, and who is a 
master, not only makes better music 
than you can, until you aie a master, 
but he leaves tlie instrument in better 
condition for you to play upon. Twelve 
musicians can make more music than 
you can. A medium opens tlie avenue 
for intelligences, more than one, and 
because of that gives added and more 
valuable testimony. One writer of one 
book may Interest you. Ah hundred 
writers on the same subject, but each 

■giving their Individual experience, must 
be more valuable. A medium as the 
mouthpiece for many authorities, for 
many spilrts who each have their ex.- 
perience, even it the experience is one. 
of Sorrow that is permitted to be given, 
gives a most valuable lessen.

The treasures that you;are to lay up 
for the future conditions of mind in 
Spirit states are to be gathered here; 
you ore told that you may lay up those 
treasures in yoiir lives to-day for the 
future. ' Make tliq best of this oppor
tunity, of the spleiidid philosophy that 
has come into the world through Spir
itualism.

You hear it percolating through the 
pulpit; you read- it from the men of 
science; you read it in the literature of 
the day. There is no human being who 
thinks that has not been taken for
ward more than half a century by the 
knowledge that Spiritualism hah given 
and the messages that have Betsirgiven 
through mediums. .

There is not a medium of any value 
that will not bear testimony to what 
We have said. There are twenty me
diums or more in this audience, and 
they'know that their Ilves have been 
enriched ; that their knowledge has been 
Increased; that their Individual and 
personal self-control is greater;, that 
they are more valuable, even in their 
daily lives, to one another and to their 
families and friends than if they were 
not mediums. .

We can well understand the opposi
tion of the ‘.'learned professions” to me
diumship, It does away with the busi
ness of the' pplpit, excepting in exact 
proportion as the ministers of to-day 
preach Spiritualism2—in that degrèé 
they are more successfull

It takes away from tho practice of the 
doctors, unless they also employ clair
voyants and healers to diagnose their 
diseases and suggest what remedies are 
best, which we have known dozens of 
physicians to do. The power of healing 
jn various ways has caused the medical 
fraternity to-stop and question! It is 
no wonder that they are talking of reg
ulating hypnotism, Christian science 
and spirit healing.

It has taken away the business of 
lawyers, by teaching people nòt to go 
to law, that there is a good deal better 
way to adjust these things. There is 
no Spllrtuallst worthy the name but 

'what believes in arbitration ; that is the 
final adjudication of every difficulty be
tween people and races. '

So it is not strange, with law schools 
turning out lawyers, (ijBkllcal schools 
turning out doctors turn theological 
schools turning out preachers, that the 
world of the learned professions should 
object to your, being your own minis
ters, your own doctors and your own 
lawyers. Of course it must. But the 
time is coming when you will be; even 
■more than to-day.

No Spiritualist .claims that the pres
ent status of Spiritualism is a finality. 
There is no finality in eternity. No 
Spiritualist claims that 'the present 
.manifestations of mediumship ore a 
finality. But the time will never com© 
on this earth nor on worlds vastly, in 
advance of yours when some intelli
gence will not exist higher than yours, 
who will have a message of love to give 
you, and will speak through the me
diumship of -some one; even when tiie- 

■Christs, even when the philosophers, 
even when the great teachers are no 
longer put to death. Nevertheless, 
physical death can ‘be bérne when one 
is the messenger of life eternal.

Some years ago, when, in England, 
and at the grave of Thomas Huxle'y, I 
looked down into the yawning grave un
der a. young and. healthy oak in full 
leaf. Around the sharply cut rectilin
eal fissure stood men and women who 
bore some of England’s most illustrious 
names. In tlie warm smother of waver
ing light, I stood on the rought grave
plank and looked, into the depth. Far 
down in the dimness I saw on the lid of 
varnished oak the formal handful of 
earth, a few bay leaves, and a white 
rose, and "Thomas Huxley” lettered on 
the metal plate. Then I raised my eyes 
from the dull chasm In the yellow 
gravel Into the glaain of the sweltering 
July day, and, for a few seconds, was 
physically blind. Mentally blind I still 
am to all that the mystery means—the 
pulse of blood, the pent of breath, the 
throb of intellectual life all over, and 
only earth to earth, dust to dust, the 
rustling of clay clods upon half-hollow 
boards, the spade’s sharp' click, the 
shovel’s prolonged grating, and then 
darkness and long-months and years of 
unsightly anti unseen decay. ' 

■ This is, Indeed, a tragedy of terrible 
moment, and one that, in spite of its

rand. Instead ot uttering oracles > we 
Dqlphoij had- been Dalit, that mouth, 
pcwtibly, never did anything more elo
quent than chew the tough integument 
of a German sausage. Ughl

Never anyone yearned for high 
Ideals, for realities, with more intense 
desire than I have yearned, and I can 
'find them nowhere—only fraud and 
sham and mockery. And I am accused 
of mordant cynicism, blighting satire 
and biting sarcasm] and all this be
cause I can find no altar upon which I 
can lay the sacrifice of my soul in safe
ty. The earnest men of the .old Nile 
valley embalmed because they believed 
In the immortality-of the soul ; now men 
do not really believe in the Immortal
ity of tiie soul, nffr in anythlng-Avhat- 
ever—except money. While in America 
the Hon. Joseph Chamberlain heard of 
the famous Trans-Atlantic - professor 
who one morning addressed his class in 
words to this effect:, "Gentlemen, this 
morning you \vfll be required to write 
an essay. The time allowed you is live 
minutes, and the subject is 'The Immor
tality of the Soul.’ ” Five minutes 
spared from money-making is now-a- 
days sufficient for such an unimportant 
subject as the soul’s Immortality.

J. W. DINSDALE, M. D. . 
San Djlego, Cal.

CURES DEAFNESS 
ANDCATARRH

OMIilf ON2C HEUKDT Xtt CIBUI}, ANU 
THAT I» “AVriNA.»»

Deafness Is tho dhoctresult, in 95 out of every 
hundred ouses. of chronlo catarrh of the throat

agjwfl

and middle ear.- The effect 
of catarrh is t? mi up and 
clog the air passages with 
deposits, these in a short' 1 
time stopping the,action

I of. the vibratory hones.
Deafness ensues, and the ' 
hearing cannot bo restored 
until these deposits are re
moved. It is impossible to 
reach the inner ear by 
probing or spraying, and 
that U the reason why the 
greatest, jurists and pby- ■ 

1 slelaps find their sldll baf« ‘ 
j>L tied. But science hai dis
pF covered a way to reach 
• these heretofore inaccess«

. Vagrant Camp Followers.
In former communications to The

Do You Know What ItuMeans
.. to Cifte CMpation?

It means to turn.gpidej^nd throw out 
of the body all the^woeB./and miseries 
caused by a clog^ëd up" system, and 
they are many. Constipation means 
that thé bowels ar'è weakp so that they 
cannot keep up that constant motion 
the doctors call peristaltic action. 
When that stops passages cease, the 
blood begins tp absorb .the poisons 
through the walls ot the intestines and 
thus disease is scattered ' evêrywhere. 
Death often lays ofits foundation In 
this way. Torturing diseases like dys
pepsia, indigestion; kidney troubles, 
liver ¿omplalnts, heart disease, head
aches and a hundred and one other 
complaints start that way. A cure must 
come through toninfe up, strengthening 
and invigorating the bowels. This can 
bo easily, gently, and permanently done 
by Vernal Saw Phlmetto ' Berry Wine. 
It is a tonic laxative' of the- highest 
class. It builds up the bowels, re
stores the lost action and adds now life 
and vigor. Only one small dose a day 
win positively cure constipation of any 
degree by removing the cause of the 
trouble. Try it.- A free sample bottle 
for tho-asking. Vernal-Remedy Co., 
10G Seneca Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. ,

All leadlns-drtigglste have it for sale.

frequency, never waxes ‘stale. WJiat 
the real significance of It is we are as 
far from knowing at thiq hour as we 
were when the earth’s first dead man 
was wept over . by the world’s first 
mourner. Even that Thomas Huxley, 
whose name is now on a brass plate ten 
feet down in the grave, when alive, 
could throw no-more light upon the 
mystery to which he has now suc
cumbed than could that .little village 
girl in the Finchley Cemetery, with the 
look of- wonder on her child face and 
the posy of yellqw buttercups in her 
hand. Much Science has answered, 
much philosophy has guessed. But, 
Why are we here? Whence came (we? 
Whither go we? remain interrogatories 
utterly outside all mortal gnosis. We do 
not seem to be dowered with even the 
crudest rudiments of the faculty by 
which tlie problems of eschatology 
might be solved. The proverbial "de
sire of the moth for the star" Is not hy
perbole at all, compared with our desire 
to know the unknowable that lies at the 
source and root of birth and life and 
death. ’

What dark, rank leaves of hedereal 
gloom shall I lay on thy shrine, dread 
Thanatos! What dust shaken from the 
cerements of sepulchre, what ashes 
from the urns of races vanished from 
the world, shall I scatter upon my 
head ere I st<x>i> before tho eerie glory 
of thy throne! What dews from the 
hemlock, what Ichor from the night
shade, must I drink from thé chalice ’of 
Hecate ere I presume to invoke thee! 
What dull hatchments must impress 
me, what weight of the gaunt sarcoph
agus, what pallor of the buried shroud, 
what gleam, of the white face-cloth, 
must lie upon my soul ere I am worthy 
to be thy neophyte. I sit in the shade 
of the cypress, and there pass dim and 
far visions of the gloom transmuted 
into glory by thy weird a'lchemy, O 
Death !

“Sure and certain hope?” Nay, in, 
this connection, we have not sure and 
certain of anything whatever. The truth 
Is, we do not know even what to hope 
for, our nescience is so profound. We 
can hope only on the relative plane of 
our experiences; but here we have had 
no manner of experiences whatever. 
We Invoke the sphinx, but the sphinx is 
silent We cry to God, but God Is dumb. 
We lay our dead in the dust, and the 
weed that grows above them knows as 
much of death as we. We shed our 
tears in bitterness of heart. We go to 
the old home, and the old face is not 
there. There are voices, but one loved 
voice is hushed. There is hand-shak
ing, but there is missing one hand that 
was Warm and firm and true; and we 
know it is mouldering terrTeet down in 
the gravel—and this is all we know.

Piety and affection have, for long, 
through all the history of man, exer
cised themselves as to what to do with 
the remains of the dead. It is hard 
for thé'son to give up his fathen to the 
remorseless mould, to lay down in the 
merciless dust the knees that dandled 
him when a child, and to, unresistingly, 
allow the grave-worm to gnaw the 
tongue that "told his wondering boy
hood legend’s store.” Ah, it is terrible 
to lay that gray head in the unfeeling 
earth, and to behold -it never morè. It 
is hard for the bridegroom to lay his 
young bride deep down in the clay, even 
before the orange flower in her hair had 
withered, and she had fairly stepped 
over the Rubicon between maid find 
wife., God, what Is It to haYe to heap 
Insensate sods and stones on-that re
cently warm and« throbbing bosom, tp 
lose sight forever of that form which 
first inspired the Intense poesy of Life 
and Love! Can not something be done 
to retain it on the bourn of mortal be
ing, to guard it against disintegration, 
to protect it against decay? And, in re- . 
spouse, embalming was contrived—a 
dread’parley with Love, a tragic com
promise with Death. . .

There is no lq\thern mummy in mu
seum or neglected catacomb but was 
once a solemn centre of affectionate 
sorrow. To those who embalmed, the 
mummies of their dead were precious 
above all other possessions. We read 
in Herodotus that, in order to put down 
borrowing as miich as possible, one of 
the kings of Egypt (Asychlc). made a 
law that when a man borrowed he must 
mortgage, or put In pawn, to the lender, 
the body (or mummy) of his father. It 
was considered infamous and impious 
for a man not speedily to redeem such a 
pledge; and, if any individual was so 
unfortunate as to die while the mummy 
of his father was still unredeemed, his 
body was allowed to remain unburled. 
Which was one of the greatest punish
ments which could be Inflicted.

I never see a mummy but Its mute 
and leathern lips/preach me a homily, 
chant me a Jeremiad that would have 
choked Jeremiah with woe. I see maid
ens of the olden world—none of the 
modern world—with their astral bloom 
and erotic fervor—-kiss those now leath
ern lips in rapture, aeons before Seml- 
ramls had left her cradle, Chiliads be
fore Troy’s Helen had been born. And 
maiden’s kiss is the seal of the holiest 
sacrament which earth ever knew, 
which heaven ever attested. Albeit, In 
an Instant from the -dim bourn of the 
Infant world, I collapse with bitterness 
and cynicism. I remember that the 
vej-y’grave and Its sanctities have been 
desecrated and outraged by Mammon. 
These ancient lips, in regard to which I 
have been tragically sentimental, may 
be a modern fraud. For -instance, It 
was discovered that seventeen of the 
mummies in the Berlin Museum have 
been fashioned.at Alexandria by the 
deft hands of manufacturers of antiqui
ties. A sum of no less than 800,000 
marks has been recently disbursed by 
the museum for Egyptian relics, and the 
inquiry which is being pursued is ex
pected to result in other edifying dis
coveries. . Those lips on which L havo 
been gating, lost in a dream within a 
dream, may, in my own day, have beon! 
jabbering German; they may never 
have been kissed by anything better 
than a jabbering Berlin harlot who still 
plias her trade in the Sttaeso Talley-

Progressive Thinker, I have asserted 
that the continuity of life is proved by 
science and the sentiment of mankind, 
and1 that the same fact is abundantly 
proved by a multitude of credible wit
nesses who have received communica
tions from the spirits of the departed. 
To my mind these truths are as firmly 
established as any fact can be estab
lished.

The philosophy of Spiritualism stands 
upon sure and safe foundations. Ignor
ance and superstition have in the past 
assailed it In vain, and will be power
less to Injure it In the future.

This Spiritualistic philosophy appeals 
to the judgment and conscience of hu
manity; it offers the only rational solu
tion to tlie vexed problem of life; and 
its tendency is to elevate all those who 
follow Its glorious teachings.

It never, as yet made a single human 
soul worse; never caused human mis
ery. It has ever and always preached 
the doctrine of hope, happiness and 
peace and good will. ‘

Those who have throw'n aside their 
earthly bodies are not'dead; they have 
not gone to a dlstailt land; they, are 
ever with' ua. -
"All houses wherein men have lived 

and died
Are haunted houses. Through the open 

doors
The harmless- phantoms on their er

rands glide,
With feet that make no sound upon the 

floors.
We meet them at the door-way, on. tho 

stair,
Along the passages they come and go, 
Impalpable impressions on the air, 
A sense of something moving to and 

fro.”
; But there Is a large army of vagrant 

camp followers of the Spiritualistic 
hosts, that greatly injure ottr cause 
among many. I allude to the men and 
women who atiswer sealed letters, 
slate writers and the like. In the spirit 
of honest investigation, I have for some 
years patronized these pretenders, 
more or less, and never once got any 
satisfactory results. Nol long since 1 
consulted one, and upon first blush I 
was of the opinion that I had received a 
remarkable communication and so 
wrote the pretended medium. Upon 
further investigation I found out that 
there was nothing remarkable about it.

If I could have the proof of the com
munion of the departed with the living, 
that many reputable people of my ac
quaintance have had, there is nothing 
under the sun that I-would" give more 
for. ' ■

Years ago, when the “Rellgio-Phllo- 
sophlcal Journal” was published in Chi
cago by my cousin, S. 8. Jones, I saw an 
advertisement in that paper, that a cer
tain photographer located in the east 
could take exact photographs of spirits 
of-the departed, for which service he 
charged in each case the modest sum of 
ten dollars. I sent him the ten dollars 
and requested the photograph of my 
grandfather, Thomas Pope, and in
formed him, incidentally, that I was a 
cousin of the editor of the Journal. I 
did ,not hear from him for about a 
month, when he returned the ten dol
lars, saying that the conditions were 
not favorable for a photograph of my 
grandfather. This Incident is a fair 
sample of. my expériences along such 
lines, except it is the only case where 
money advanced by me has been re-

ibla portions of the head. This discovery has ‘ 
been" named ••Actlua.“ it la a vapor .current 
which, passing through the Eustachian tubes 
attacks and dissolves the clogging catarrhal 
deposits, ao that they pass away, and at the 
same time loosens up tho bones (hammer, anvil 
and stirrup) in the Inner ear, so that they im
mediately respond to the slightest sound vlbra*  
tlon. Kinging noises in the head ore also caused 
by catarrh, and are the premonitory signsol 
deafness. “Actina” never falls to cure this 
distressing affHotion; we have known easel 
of years’ standing to be cured’in three weeks/ 
• Actina" is also a certain specific for asthma, 
bronchitis, sore throat, weak lungs, colds and 
headache; all of which ure either directly or in
directly caused by catarrh. “Actina'’ is sent on 
trial postpaid. Write us about your case. We 
give advice free, and positive proof of cures, 
Professor Wilson’s 100 page Dictionary oi 
Disease, also sent Free. Address New York A 
London Electric Association, Don. TD U29 Wal
nut Street, Kansas City, Mo.

NEW INVENTION!
Writ# fur ucw booklet, Bpvrlsl Offer this woath. Oar 
new Quaker Folding Vapor Hath Oabiueli, floMt 

¡■aft»» ptoducid. EeeryLudy Enjoy al
Lome fur Ik tach nil the mervcluutoleabilug, 

wJfl'.iip■■•J iuvlgoialiug, curative Hirota of the faoiooi
Turkibh Batti. Opcu lb» 6,000,000 »¿io 
porri, punti, Mbcnitlteijstom. Brats Ilei

’ Ajpfl Bpriup. EnicuU dinas». Batti Dr. filili. 
j’W’M Cured ‘huu*»udB.  Ií»ture’»drBflM*rrin»íy

tunied.
Black River Falls, Wis.

CARL C. POPE.

Faith Cure Wins Point.
Columbus, O., Nov 17.—The decision 

of the Supreme Court to-day ifl the 
Bishop cqse, on appeal from the Com
mon Pleas court of Butler county, does 
not legalize Christian Science, but sets 
forth that there 1b no law on the statute 
books of Ohio compelling a person to 
summon a physician in case of Illness 
or Injury. There was no evidence be
fore either court, the decision says, tn 
prove that the Bishops, the defendants 
in the case were followers of that cult.

It appears from the papers in,the case 
that Sylvia Bishop and her husband 
failed to call a physician to treat their 
child, who was severely burned and af
terward died. They were indicted for 
manslaughter and acquitted of the 
charge by a jury at Hamilton. The 
state brought the case upjon exceptions, 
and the Supreme court to-day una.nl- 
mously overruled the exceptions.

The child of the Bishops was not 
treated by the parents and the claim 
was iiot made that their course was dic
tated by the fact that they were Chris
tian Scientists. The case rested- upon 
the proposition whether under the laws 
of Ohio a person was compelled by the 
statute to call a physician In cases of 
Illness or injuries. The court held that 
while such a Course was to he com 
demned, there was nothing in the laws 
to forbid it.

The decision is received by the Chris
tian Scientists here as tending to sus
tain their views on the subject. "

Scientists claim thit It Is encourag
ing to the creed. In so far that it lays 
down the proposition that It Is not Ille
gal under Ohio laws to fall to summon 
a physician. - The decision is likely, it 
is said, to bring about legislation on the 
subject at the coming session of the 
Ohio general assembly.

¿JiH] for eeiti*,  grip, rbruinathau, acte», paht, 
blued and aldu dheaaea, Kidney trvubb 
«Uitilrru's diwiiM*  ul fi-milf III*.  Guaran, 
teed. Haut on BQ day»’ trial. ^tOOto^BOQ

k niotith, kuleaiuiu, uistragrr», rcuctal igtuti. 100fc profit. 
WOULD MFC. CO., 82 Would BuiLDIHO, CIHCIHHATI, OHIO. 

HAIR OHTHEFACE 
LADIE8--8end for new Information how to remora 
It easily mid etfoctuidly without uhuuiicula or instru
ments. Corn Bjiondcnce coitildentlaJ tn plain eeuled 
envelope. Hundreds of testliuonlais.
MRS.M.N.PERRY. C10 Drawer 412, Long Beach. California.

The above Is tlie number of the pres, 
•nt issue of Tho Progressiva Thinker, 
m printed at tho top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor. 
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then tho time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing tho numbei 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number eg 
tho tag of your wrapper.

KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualistic and Occult

News. •
You can do it by reading each weel 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena it contains each week, li 
the marvel of the age. No one can at 
ford to be without the paper., Its prlc< 
is within the reach of all.

HEALING- an^ Effects, UUA1JU1U) By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deals 
with the finer mental and spiritual forces as ap
plied to healing. Price, 50 cents.

Hofecufar Huoothesia of Nature; 
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper. 24 cents.

A Conspiracy Against theRepublio
By Charles B. Waite, A M., author of “History 
of the Christian Religion tothe Year 200," etc.
Price, paper, 25 cents. .

ANCIELNT INDIA,
Its Language and Religions. By Prot. H. Olden- 
berg^Paper, 25 cents.

ALL ¿BOUT DEVILS.
It Is enough to say this 50 page pamphlet is 

written by Moses Hull. Brloe 15 cents.

ORIGIN OF LIFE’
•ad How the Spirit Body Grows. By M. Faradtfe 
Price. 100. For sale at this office

—THE FOUNTAIN OF UFE.~ 
Or The Threefold Power of Sox. By Lois Wals- 
brooket. Price, 50 ceute.
WAUhlU. Foor Centuries ot Prcfrr~7, 
Il Vffiril • • A Lecture delivered at tho pree- 
thlnker’s International Congress, Chicago, Ill., 
October, 1808. By Susan H. Wlxon. Price, 10c.

CHRISTIANITY AFICTj^N. '
The Astronomical and Astrological origins of 

all religions. A poem by Dr. J. H. Mendenhall 
Price 50 cents. ’

The Christ Question Settfed.
Jesus, Man, Medium, Martyr. A symposium ' 
hy W. E. Coleman. J. S; Loveland, Hudson Tut
tle, Moses Hull,. J. R. Buchanan, B. B. Hill, 
Rabbi L M. Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the 
spirits say about it. By J. M. PEEBLES, N. 0, 
Whether this book settles the question ofr not 
It will be found eminently entertaining, and 
brings together a mass of evidence to establish 
the historical character of Jesus. A large 
volume. Price, cloth. 8L2S.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The ¡most important revelations concerning 

the true origin of Christianity. ■ Reader, in 
bringing to your -notice “Antiquity Unveiled,’* 
It Is with the sincere hope that you are earn« 
eatly looking for the truth, regardless of any 
other consideration’ If such Is the case, this 
advertisement will deeply Interest you, and 
after reading this brief description you will 
doubtless wish to give the work a careful 
perusal. Price, 81.60. ' ■ ,

WAM ft M i A Lecture Delivered to Ladles
VI i Only, p? Mrs.iDr. Hulburt. On 

the present status oi woman, physically, men
tally,' morally and spiritually. The divine law 
of true harmonlal marriage, etc. Price, 10c.

A. SCHOPENHAUER ESSAYS.
Translated by T, B. Saunders. Cloth, 76 cents. 
"Schopenhauer Is one ot the tew philosophers 
who can -be generally understood without a . 
commentary. All his theories claim to ba 
drawn direct from facts, to be suggested by ob
servation, and to Interpret the world as It Is; V 
and whatever view he takes, he Is constant In. < 
hls appeal to the experience ot common life. 
This characteristic, endows hls style with a 
freshness and vigor which would bo difficult to 
match In the philosophic writing of any coun
try, and Impossible In that of Germany."--1 
Translator. . ’

A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion. How to develop these desirable 
¿its according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. By 
Laura G. Flxen. . .

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance- 
to those who desire to- be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration. ' ’

Sent complete for E0 cents.

INVISIBLÊHELPERS
A Very Excellent and Compre- 

hensjve Work.

“Handy Electrical ‘Dictionary.1- ■ 4
practical handbook of reference, con-
tainlng definitions of every used eleo- 
tried term or phrase. Price 26 cents.

One from the Theosophical Stand
point.’ * A

This work, "Invisible Helpefa" Writ- ' 
ten by O. W. Leadbeater, the remark, 
able English psychic (whose lecturea 
have graced the columns of The Pro- 
greeelve Thinker), is certainly very,ii> 
tcreetlng and suggestive throaghous. 
It treats of tho "Universal Belief in the 
Invisible Htipero,” the “Angei atory,’' 
“Wark Among the Dead," “What Lies 
Beyond." The work Is neatly bound la 
tioth,'ahd tho price Is 66 cents., , .■

t
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K 8 GENERAL SURVEY
When writing for thia paper 

áse a pen or typewriter.
ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAMF

AND ADDRESS NO
POQUONOCK, CT.

:&£&

l.i '

THE SPIRITUALISTIC) FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 
DOINQS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER.

TAKE NOTICE
All books advertised in the columns 

of The Progressive Thinker are for 
sale at this office. Bear thia in mind.

TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTEBASKET.

.pirltualists There Hold an Interesting 
. Meeting.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Esch contributor 
■ la ¿lone responsible for any assert Iona 

or statemsats he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of tn« 
sentiments uttered In an article may no 
diametrically opposed to bls belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should ne 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space Is Inade
quate to publ'sh everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 

, to do bo. That must account for too 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would use 
to impress upon the minds ot our w 
spondents that The Progressive luinws 
Is set jjp on a Linotype machine » 
must make speed equal to aboui tv 
compositors. That means rapid yoi?. 
and it Is essential that all copy, to m 
sure Insertion in the' paper, a)l otner r 
qulrements being favorable, Bh0'"”h.te 
wrlttep plainly with ink on W»w 
paper; or with a typewriter, and omy

Take due notice that Items for this 
page in order to insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Utherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket. ~ . 1

we go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office hot later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

/•'v

one side of the paper. f
' ITEMS.—Bear la mind that Items tof 
the General purvey will In all cases 
adjusted to the space, we have tooc

_ py, and In order to do that they w 
generally have to be Abridged more

’ less; otherwise many Items yo}Jlu_ 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty'*  
Item Ib cut down to ten lines, ana t 
Unes to two lines, as occasion may 
du I re.

Take due notice, that all Items-tor 
this page must be accompanied by t“°. 
full name and address of the wrlKt • * 
will not do' to say that Secretary or Uor- 
respohdent writes so and bo, 
giving the full name and address of tne 
writer. The items of those who do not 

. comply with this request will be cast 
into the waste basket. .

Keep copies ot your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

MANY ITEMS reached us last week 
on Monday morning, too late for 
the current IsRue. Send^our items in 
NOT LATER than the previous Sat
urday.

. Geo. F. Perkins writes from 122 Mis
sion street, San Francisco, Cal.: "I am 
making a desperate struggle, if any 
person jiavlng sent a dollar for reading 
and have not received it, will they kind
ly send date of birth In own writing, 

x an<j 1 will respond as best I can. Give 
me a chance to earn a dollar."

Mrs. A. E. Sheets, the well-known 
lecturer, is lying ill in Nichols Hospital, 

• Battle Creek, Mich., where she has 
been since October 1. Her stay there 
will doubtless be prolonged, and she 
would like to receive letters from 
friends, as the days and weeks pass 
slowly. When able to attend funerals 
she will give notice through The Pro
gressive Thinker. She has assurance 
of ultimate recovery.

ring was long worn. The merely curi
ous who have visited Ube place have 
bent their energies to finding an expla
nation of the mystery and have even 
gone so far as to remove the window 
from its place to permit a more thor
ough examination. One after another 
have given up the puzzle. Mr. Cross 
does not attach great Importance to the 
matter, as he says he Is accustomed to 
receiving still more wonderful commu
nications from the departed.—Fall 
River, Mass., cor. Boston Globe.

The Pottstown - (Pa.) Daily News 
says: “That there is an unknown Quan
tity in creation, an undefinable, inde
scribable something, a mental telegra
phy, through which the thoughts of men 
are transmitted without any tangible 
agency is admitted by the most practi
cal, and those who doubt it do not at
tempt to explain instances of phenom
ena which cannot be understood upon 
any established hypothesis are simply 
agnostic upon the subject. Soothsay
ers of ages past have foretold the over
throw of kingdoms and there are to
day those who seem gifted with the 
power to penetrate into the midst of the

Dr. Beverly writes: "At /Lakeside 
Hall you will always And npw and- at
tractive features. Next Sunday at the 
after-meeting, Dr. Beverly’s class will 
bring Uielr crystal balls, and give each 
a short reading to demonstrate, that 
you can become psychic enough to see 
for yourself that ths Inner faculty con
tains wonders that are not dreamed of 
in the old philosophy. Speakers from 
the New Thought Convention will en
tertain us. Mrs. Dr. See at 3 p. m., and 
the best psychics till 10 p. m.”

Prof. Ransby, trance platform worker, 
would like to hear from small societies 
between Cleveland and Boston. Ad
dress, General Delivery, Cleveland. O;

Mrs. F. H. writes: “The First Spirit
ual church of Cleveland, Ohio, opened 
It doors Sunday evening, Nov. 14. A 
good attendance and good music. Free 
door .and free seats. A very fine and 

. large lyceum is carried on by the socie
ty which meets in Wilapn Hall, corner 
Wade Park and Dunham avenue.”

Aug. Recht writes: “The Society of 
Spiritual Truth holds meetings every 
Sunday at 3 o’clock, at Crosby Hall, 423 
Glasson avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. Lec
tures, tests and communications are 
given by Mr. Rasmussen and other me
diums.”

Kate R. Stiles, an eloquent lecturer 
and a test medium, has been interesting 
tne people of Toronto, Canada lately. 
The World reporter says: “Those who 
listened to the communications from 
the spirit world were soljd men and wo
men, with more than ordinary intelli
gence, and firmly impressed with the 
soundness of their belief. The Toronto 
Spritualist Association was organized 
about ten years ago and has a member
ship of 300 to 400. A. R. McDonald is 
president and N. A. SLClair secretary. 
Several of the officers stated that there 
were about 10,000 Spiritualists in To
ronto, although only a small proportion 
had paid up. There are three associa
tions in the city.” ’ •

.Sunday evening, Nov. 15, at the First 
Spiritual Society of Ottumwa, la., Harry 
J. Moore, the popular young orator, 
christened two children, boy and girl, of 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson. The service was 
very beautiful and impressive, and was 
the means of Interesting many, for five 
members were enrolled during the 

. evening. The lecture delivered by Mr. 
Moore upon tlje subject pf "Baptism,” 
was an able defense of the floral chris
tening. Mr. Moore traced the history 

’ of baptism from its earliest use up to 
tne present innovation,, with great ac
curacy. ’

The humble home of Thomas Cross, 
in the tenement section of the South 
End, was visited to-day by hundreds of 
people to see what many hold to be a 
striking Spiritualistic manifestation. 
On a pane of glass In a kitchen window 
can be plainly see what appears to be 
the Imprint of a woman's hand, the 
palm, the fingers and thumb, and even 
the lines of the palm being distinctly 
visible. All efforts to remove the Im
print have failed. Mr. Cross Is a Splr- 

• ituallst. He is employed in one of the 
cotton mills, but on Sundays, and when 
other,occasions permit, preaches his 
doctrines. Mrs. Cross died two mofiths 
ago. She, too, was an ardent Spiritual
ist, but the children, of whom there are 
Bix, three boys and three girls, know, 
little of the doctrine. The oldest, a girl 
of 10 years, named Elizfl, is skeptical of 

• the faith of her parents, and Spiritual
. Ists Interpret the appearance of the 

‘ ■ . hand on the window glass ns a sign to ' 
• the doubting daughter from the mother. 
The hand was discovered by the girl as 
Bh'e -was washing the window, and re- 
peftted efforts have failed to erase the 
imprint. Hot water and soap, acids and 

. muscular efforts have so far served only 
t^make the hand stand out more plain
ly. 'The fingers are spread wide apart 

. and thp’knuckles are large as though 
tho h&na had been used to hard work. 
Thfr more enthusiastic among the be

, lievers in Splrttqqllsm who have ■wit
nessed the phenomena'do not hesitate 
to say that they detect the inftrk on the 
third'finger showing where tho wadding

days and years to bf. One of these is 
now stopping in tills town, Madame 

. Demorest. A lady of striking appear
ance’with a strong, intelligent face and 
head crowned with a wealth of hair 
just touched with gray, she would at
tract attention of even the casual ob
server, but her predominating features 
are her eyes. They seem to be looking 
into the great beyond and to fathom the 
Innermost thoughts of those she ad
dresses. The Madame Is a pleasant 
conversationalist, and explains in a lu
cid manner the theory of the existence 
of spirit forms.”

Dr. J. C. Phillips, the healer and psy- 
chometrist, writes from Milwaukee, 
Wis.: “I visited the Golden Rule So
ciety (legally organized under the State 
organization) last Sunday. There was 
an attendance of about fifty persons. 
Dr. Knowles, of Michigan, was ‘the 
speaker. He. gave thp members some 
wholesome advice regarding their 
work and how to be on Gieir guard with 
the traveling fakes of the country, I 
was well pleased with the speaker’s re
marks, and hope and trust said society 
will be successful. Mrs. L. D. Everett- 
Is the president of said society."

Leslie and Henry Marsh, brothers, 
work on farms about a mile apart in the 
town of Tyre, near Seneca Falls, N. Y. 
On Saturday night they each dreamed 
that their uncle, Henry Marsh, who had 
left hlB home in Tioga, Pa., in a myste
rious manner eight years ago, had died 
in Colorado, leaving them joint heirs to 
a large estate. After dreaming this 
both brothers, still asleep, got up and 
dressed and set out to inform each oth
er of the news concerning their uncle. 
Half way between the farms the broth
ers met and awakened in the road. 
They were greatly confused, but finally 
exchanged stories and each returned to 
his bed. The brothers each received a 
letter yesterday from the surrogate of 
Weld county, Colo., informing them of 
the death of their uncle Henry and that 
they are the heirs of‘his estate. The 
Marsh brothers are Spiritualists and 
say that their uncle always believed in 
dreams. Neither of them had ever had 
any somnambulistic experience before.

W. F. Jamieson writes from his new 
home, Pentwater, Mich.: “Forty-three 
years ago 1 began my public career In 
this state. I am 'impressed’ that I will 
end It in Michigan. After more than 
forty years’ travel from Dan to—no, 
from Michigan to Mexico, Kansas to 
Kentucky, Connecticut to California, 
Massachusetts to Missouri, back and 
forth, to and fro, like the orthodox 
fourth person in the trinity, trying to do 
the world some .good, by teaching the 
gospel of common sense; seeking ever 
to learn more about nature, especially 
human nature; having little difficulty in 
keeping happy, the cycle Is complete. 
We left Cincinnati, wife and I, a ¿.few 
weeks ago, came by rail to; Chicago, 
steamer to Michigan. Here I am will
ing to live—and die; perchance, ‘to be' 
forever! Mr. Howe will then confront, 
me with a ‘scientific certainty.’ . I hope 
he will and I wish he knew it!”

Frederick Fuelner, who lives at 2500 
Auburn street, Port Richmond, had a 
bad dream early in the morning, and 
when, to save himself from the clutches 
of a strangler, as he thought, he awoke 
about 2 o’clock in a paroxysm of terror, 
it was to find a man by his bedside gaz
ing down upon him. It was only a flut
ter of his eyelids, and then Fuelner 
closed them tight and held his breath. 
The next moment he heard the intruder 
go into another room, and, springing 
lightly out of bed, he ran downstairs 
and. out into the street, . shouting 
‘Burglars! ’ at the top of his voice. Offi
cers Küster and Wilson, of Belgrade 
and Clearfield street station, heard the 
alarm, and running up with 'drawn re
volvers, dashed Into the house. In one 
of the downstairs rooms they found a 
large-bodied man under some furniture, 
and pointed their weapons at him. He 
crawled out and meekly held out his 
hands for the handcuffs to be snapped 
on his wrists.—Pittsburg Leader.

Augusta D. Treadwell writes encour
agingly of he): mediumship. She re
gards it as an exceptionally great bless
ing to be a medium, and heal the sick, 
comfort the sorrowing,, and bring mes
sages of love from the dear friends on 
the other side.

B. C. Thompson writes from Bridge
port, Conn.: -“I receive the paper every 
week regularly, and I enjoy reading it 
very much, and just at the present time 
t think it is doubly interesting with all 
the different letters from all the differ
ent ones, on. The Great Psychological 
Crime. You have truly stirred up a 
Storm Center, and I do not want to miss 
a single paper just now. Now there is 
one thing that I wish was different. In 
Bridgeport, a city of . almost ninety 

«^thousand, we have not any Spiritualist 
meetings. There are several mediums 
In town and also many Spiritualists 
here, but no open or public meetings. 
There used to be a large*and  flourishing 
society here, but now it has gone, and 
wnat the people need is to- have some 
one for a leader, but we can’t seem to 
strike the right one. Last Winter we 
had- Dr. Noyes and wife here with ub;- 
they did a good work. What I wish is 
that some good 'llye medium would 
come here, and get the society together 
,again. ' If you know of' any good one 
that is looking for such a place as this, 
I will do anything that I can to help, 
him, ns I think that there is a good. 
opening here for some one who is will

- ing to work. In closing let me say do 
you, go on with the good work that you 
aro doing, I am a Spiritualist and am

not afraid to stand up and be counted 
with The Progressive Thinker Jine.”

Occultism, that strange knowledge 
which enables the wizard of the^ast to 
perform seemingly impossible feats, Is 
losing some of its elements of mystery 
since it is being successfully taught In 
this country after the manner of ordi
nary education. It is the latest of all 
the modern popular studies, and may bo 
described as the unfolding of the inner 
consciousness. The alm of the teach
ers of this as yet little known "science” 
is to bring out what is already within 
every one. It is not dependent upon 
suitable subjects, after the manner of 
hypnotism, but may be studied with 
success by any one willing to devote 
the time to it The Adherents of this 
new education maintain, that there is no 
power, either of the body or mind, 
which cannot be fully developed by tire 
practice of the drills which constitute 
the essential part of the.study. But it 
must be observed systematically and 
faithfully. Before beginning the lesson 
the mind of the pupil must be filled, to 
the utmost with the heart’s desire, for, 
while the student is rising mentally into 
the desired "realm, whether It be of mu
sic, art, or poetry, the creating power 
each one possesses is going 'forth 
through the unfolding of the inner con
sciousness. . In order to eliminate all 
other thoughts from tl\e mind a heavily 
traced black ball Ib fastened to the wall 
directly in front of the eyes.—Detroit 
Tribune. ■

8. C. Tracy writes of Mrs. Maggie 
Vestal, of Chesterfield, Ind,: “The mes
sages I received were something re
markable, l/being 'a resident of Califor
nia, and here on a visit. The spirits
came and talked to me for about two 
hours; told me all about Masonry and 
where they saw me, and about a certain 
law suit that took place in California six 
years ago." .

Two thousand miles to consult a clair
voyant. Many people will say, “he’s 
crazy," but nevertheless that Is what 
Henry W. Moore, a New Yorker, who 
has made several, millions out of steel 
and copper during the past few years, 
did a couple of weeks ago, when he 
came to Denver for the purpose of con
sulting Laska, the clairvoyant out at 
No. 6 East Fourteenth avenue, and get
ting his prediction on the result of the 
election in New York last Tuesday. 
This seeker after clairvoyant informa
tion is quite a plunger even for Gotham, 
and is said to never miss having a 
small fortune down, either on a big 
horse race or an election. When -the 
nominations for mayor of Greater New 
York were made he was at his wits’ end 
and as the result of repeated losses he 
had grown afraid of his own judgment. 
In his dilemma he began telegraphing in 
an endeavor to find Laska pnd upon lo
cating the man of mysteries in Denver 
he at once took the train and started 
West. When he arrived at the Brown 
Palace It was hard to convince the bell 
boys that he was not John W. Gates, 
because every boy who did anything for 
him received a tip of from 50 cents to 
$5 and consequently he never lacked for 
attention. So1 much confidence had he 
in the clairvoyant powers of Laska that 
he had come west determined.to wager 
his money on the size of the majority 
and he told, the clairvoyant that he 
would do something handsome for him 
over and above the regular fee if he 
won. Laska predicted that McClellan ' 
would be elected by over 60,000 major
ity—his majority was 63,617 and Moore 
wagered an even $100,000 that McClel
lan would win by over 60,000. When 
the returns were all in and his money 
collected Moore's first thought appar
ently was to make good with the clair
voyant, and yesterday Laska received à 
draft for $5,000. This is high water 
mark for fees paid to any clairvoyant in 
the country and it only required, so 
Laska says, about |hree minutes’ work. 
—Denver Post.

Prof. R. 8. Ray writes: "The Spiritual 
Unity Society held its fir^t anniversary 
entertainment and ball, Nov. 14, at 
Heuser's Hall, corner Wisconsin and 
Larrabee streets, North Side. It was 
largely attended and every óne ¿went 
away satisfied. There were several 
mediums from all sides of thè city pres
ent who willingly gave their services. 
Many received loving messages from 
their dear ones from the other side of 
life through the message bearers. The 
musical program was exceptionally 
good; in fact the whole affair will be 
long remembered as an enjoyable 
event. There were two large tables 
filled wiUi floral tributes presented by 
th© friends. We intend giving another 
entertainment and ball some time in 
February, but it will be necessary: to 
have a larger hall next time". Thanking 
one and all for their kind ■ attendance 
and assistance."

Mrs. Flora L. Furpe writes from 
Mitchell, N. D.: "Mrs. Emma M. Nutt- 
Moore, in her lectures in Mitchell, has 
given perfect satisfaction to the public. 
Her tests and improvised poems from 
subjects given by the audience are won
derful, and her; lectures have been in
spiring and she is making many con
verts to Spiritualism.” .

Laura C. Morse writes : "It has been 
three years since I was told through a 
medium, they had papers on the other 
side to read, and held discussions as we 
do hete. Well, that was a great happi
ness for me. The same dear friend who 
told me "that still talks to me of spirit 
life:”

Open house meeting to be held at the 
residence of Mrs. Nora E. Hill, 750 W. 
Ltoke street, Thursday afternoon and 
evening, Nov. 26, Thanksgiving, for the 
purptfse of giving thanks and harmoniz
ing together. All are welcome. Lunch 
will be served which ladles have do
nated.” ’

Spiritualist meetings will be held at' 
Star Lodge Hall, 878 8. Western-avenue, 
between Polk and Harrison streets, ev
ery Sunday, afternoon at 2:30, evening 
7:45, commencing Sunday afternoon, 
Nov. 29. Special program for this occa
sion. Lectures, good singing an$l testé.' 
A number of good mediumswill be pres
ent. Seats free. •

Rena Chapman writes from Marcel
lus, Mich.: "Mrs. Julia M. Walton, of 
Jackson, Mich., one of ouruntirlng lec
turers and test mediums, has been 
granted a missionary commission for 
this state, and tho societies can secure 
her services by corresponding with her 
at 507 S. Blackston street The State 
Association is making arrangements to 
hold its mld-wlnter meeting in Jackson, 
February 5, 0 and 7,1904. Some of the 
state’s ablest Workers will be in attend
ance; the program is not completed.” - 1 
. Bertha O. Chung writes from Osceola, 
Wis:: “Will J. Erwood, secretary of tho 
Wisconsin Stato Spiritualist Associa
tion, lectured id Osceola, Nov. 2,8 and

1

4, on the Philosophy, and Phenomena of 
Spiritualism, to large and interested au
diences. As there a,re only about a 
dozen SpirituMists in and around Osce
ola, we haye l|fid only a couple sf medi
ums with us before! so the chance of 
hearing such h goo(|.fepealcer as Mr. Er
wood was a treat never to_be forgotten 
by us Spiritualists tyere, and was very 
much appreciated by the public in gen
eral. The last night the hall, was so 
crowded that there'was not a vacant 
seat and very little standing-room. 
Many had t-0 leave for lack of seats. 

1 His lectures'were-grand and his tests 
good, although he dpes not claim to be 
a test medium. He. gave quite a num
ber of tests alter qach meeting, all of 
which were recognized. Although it is 
two weeks now since he was here his 
lectures is st|ll the main topic of con
versation around town. I can truthful
ly say that many a staunch Methodist 
would be pleased to hear him again, and 
I think many are ready to embrace the 
beautiful religion which he teaches."

New York State Association Mission
ary Work:—H, W. Richardson, presi
dent, writes: “The state officials lare 
how arranging the itineracy of its mis
sionaries for the months of December 
and January, and under direction of the 
state board are continuing the same lib
eral policy under which this branch of 
state work has -been so successful here
tofore. But in order to conserve our 
financial forces w.e desire to reduce the 
traveling expenses of our state misslôn- 
aries to a minimum, and for this reason 
solicit that inquiries and applications 
for our workers be sent' in promptly, 
thus allowing the routes to be arranged 
in advance and thus arrange dates at 
contiguous points. Applications may 
be sent to the president of the state as
sociation, H. W. Richardson, East Au
rora, N. Y., or to Mrs. Tillie U. Rey
nolds, IS I Congress street, Troy, N, Y.”

P. W. Needham writes from Wabash, 
Ind.: "Brother and Sister Sprague came 
to Wabash, Nov. 14, and on Sunday held 
two reusing meetings in the Modern 
Woodmen hall. As a result the Psy
chic Research Society formed with 24 
charter members. The following - offi
cers were elected to serve until Jan. 1, 
1905: P. W. needham, president; A. M. 
Rodebaugh, vice-president; Sam A. 
Brown, secretary; Mrs. Lizzie Paco, 
treasurer; Geo. Kimmel, Samuel Ram
sey and Mrs. Rose Rish, trustees. Bro. 
and Sister Sprague leave Wabash amid 
showers of kind thoughts from all 
classes, and should they return to Wa
bash there Is not a, hall in town large 
enough to hold the people who will 
want to hear them.”

Mr. and Mrs. Parker, phenomenal and 
automatic writing mediums, are now lo
cated at 1507 Wolfram street, Chicago. 
They will make arrangements for se
ances in near-by towhç. Address them 
as above. ,

Daniel W. Hull is now in Snohomish, 
Wash., from wfyere he would be glad to 
hear from a)l parties wishing his ser- 

.ices. . Y
Wanted to correspond with physical 

mediums in view of engaging their ser
vices for the winter jn connection with 
the First Spiritualist Association of 
Jacksonville, FJa. H. E. HuU, secre
tary, 1570 Florida avenue, Jacksonville, 
Fla . . .

I. S. Getchel, president, writes from 
Rockford, lil.rt“To those interested in 

tthe Spiritual Science1 Society of Rock
ford, III., I-wish to say that we still live,, 
even though we were voted dead by 
those who willed us so, but we are Spir
itualists and fully believe that death is 
not a reality, but only the change to a 
better condition, which we have {bund 
true in the work of our society. Twelve 
good working members have been add
ed to our membership since our vaca
tion. ' Our growth is not spasmodic, but 
the steady, healthy kind that lasts. 
Mrs. Neljle 8. Noyes, of Boston, *Mass.,  
closed a three weeks’ engagement with 
us last Sunday, Nov. 15, and although 
there was a special effort made to de
tract from our meetings; her audiences 
were larger than the, previous Sunday 
which proved-her ability as a lecturer 
and medium. After conducting six pub
lic meetings and twq benefit circles, in
creasing in both interest and attend
ance to the last, in parting we realize 
that our cause has been strengthened, 
and Our people go on with a better un
derstanding of our beautiful philosophy, 
and would say to anyone seeking talents 
if you want some one that is not only 
able to draw but to hold an intelligent 
audience and work for thé strengthen
ing of your society, you can find but few 
if any better qualified.”

John D. Vail writes from Marshall
town, Iowa: “On closing the camp
meeting at this place on the 13th of Sep
tember, we prevailed' upon Mrs. Jennie 
Hagan Brown (one of the speakers for 
the camp) to remain In Iowa for a short 
time, and try and work our new circuit 
plan, which you so kindly printed in full 
in The Progressive Thinker last June or 
July.' She being heartily in favor of it, 
consented to try it, and during the time, 
nearly two and one-half months, she 
spoke twenty-four times for Spiritualist 
societies and five times for other organ
izations as follows: At Marshalltown 
four times for Spiritualists, once for 
Soldiers’ Home, and once for Woman’s 
Club. At Des Moines, about twelve 
times for Spiritualists, once to prison
ers in jail, once to Children’s Home, and 
once for Odd Fello^jj; at Perry, Iowa. 
At Clear Lake, Mason City and North
wood, she lectured and gave entertain
ments twelve or thirteen times., At 
Webster City she organized a new so
ciety and gave nine lectures and enter
tainments, speaking one afternoon to a. 
gathering of ahput 70 of the finest la
dies in the towffi H£r work has been 
of a harmoniouh,nature, causing har
mony to evolvq from '.chaos in some in
stances. Everywhere,, she leaves many 
loving friends and nothing but praises 
for her work, raising iSpiritualism to a 
higher plane than mahy of the Spirit
ualists themselves thought possible. 
She made a success oiithe circuit plan. 
She worked a week inra place, and then 
changed to theyinexturtown, working 
about ten weeksii Sheimade her salary 
of $12.50 per week andi all expenses, and 
turned into the §(tqte treasury over $22 
or nearly $10 pfer month. Mrs. BroWh 
Ib a tireless, wiling worker,And we are 
only, sorry wè could npt keep hér labor
ing for the statq'Jassomation. Her liin-

Th© Connecticut Spiritualists held a 
semi-annual meeting in Liberty Hall, 
Poquonock. At the evening session 
Krev- F- A.^wiggln spoke on.the subject, 
‘Is Spiritualism a Religion?" His lec-' 
lure jibouuds in pointed remarks and 
good sense, as follows': .

Ihe piping voice of materialism says 
Spiritualism is not a religion.' If tho 
Century Dictionary definition of relig
ion is true, Spiritualism is not a relig
ion. The-fear of God is not religion. 
It is simply the voice of ecclesiasticlsm. 
In the first chapter of the Epistle of 
James we find the true definition of re
ligion: ‘Pure religion and undeflled be
fore God and the Father'is this, to visit 
the fatherless and widows in their affle- 
tlon, and to keep himself unspotted 
from tlie world.’ That is the’ religion of 
true Spiritualism, but not of those who 
seek only phenomena and sensation. 
Spiritualism does not fear God. God is 
loVe—universal love. God is not a be
ing at all. They, who make God a per
sonality, limit Him at once. They sim
ply make a big man of Him. God is a 
universal, divine principle, permeating' 
all nature. . It Is not necessary to follow 
the rules of any church to be religious. 
We have something like 850 different 
seefs, each giving forth its own ideas of 
religion. Spiritualism teaches that we 
owe love and helpfulness to mankind. 
It is better to throw out love to your 
living friends thtui it is to nut so much 
taffy on their tombstones. What’s the 
difference between sacred and secular 
institutions? In.the former you are put 
through the mill and ground out or 
down, to a fine theological point, 
the latter, common sense ideas are 
taught, and the physical health is not 
neglected. The most important of- our 
secular institutions is our public school 
system. This is really the most sacred 
of all. The free schools of America are 
the foundation stones of our liberty. If 
it were not for them all the so-called sa
cred Institutions could not keep us from 
going to destruction. Obr free schools

passed to spirit Life.
I [Obituaries to tho extent of ten Hues 
only will be inserted free. All la excess 
of ten Unes will bo charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one ilne J ’

William L. • Miller was converted ?to 
Spiritualism (Jiree years ago, through 
the mediumship of Mrs. M. Buchanan, 
at Marshalltown, Iowa. He passed to 
spirit life, Nov. 4. 1903, of heart failure. 
The Methodist minister of this place 
persecuted his spirit for an hour, and 
then consigned him to Mother Earth to 
await the coming of the great Judgment 
Day. Ye Gods! 8. T. STEWART.

New Sharpn, lowu.

Passed to spirit life, in' Hydesville, 
Cal., Oct. 23, infant daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. James Lapab, aged two months.

Ljltle Verna, sweet bud of promise, 
could not unfold in the phill winds of 
earth life, but was tenderly borne to the 
beautiful gardens of immortality. T.

After*  an illness of several months, at 
her home In Union City, Mich., Mrs. D. 
E. Youngs, aged 66 years, passed to a 
blatter life on Nov. 11, 1903. She had 
for' twenty-five years been a firm ex
ponent of the beauties of Spiritualism, 
and knowing for months that she must 
soon pass on, and through her faith was 
well provided for, she made all arrange
ments as cheerfully as though going ou 
a short visit. Interment at Riverside' 
Cemetery, Union City.
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Passed to higher life, Nov. 7, Willard 

Snow, aged 74 years, an old pioneer 
Spiritualist. He leaves a , wife and 
adopted daughter to mourn'their loss. 
Services conducted by Dr. P. T. John
son.

William Dykes, of Cleveland, Ohio, 
passed to the higher life, Nov. 10, 1903, 
aged 67 years. He leaves a widow who 
Is consoled by her knowledge of Spirit
ualism. Mr. .Dykes was a good man 
wl much loved and respected by his 
friends. Interment at Riverside Ceme
tery, Rev. C. H. Flguers ofilclating.

ited time being med up, on Nov. 18, she 
left for Blooidlngton, Ill;, to visit 
friends, promising to work for us again 
after her trip around the world, which 
I believe she will commence January 15, 
1904. We bespeak fdf her only the 
kindest, and best from everyone, and be
lieve the Spiritualists make no mistake 
when they can raise themselves to high
er thoughts and aspirations by employ
ing those whose are refined and harmo- 
-nlous at all times.” ■ ■

Tho subject of Mrs. C. L.“ V. Rich
mond’s discourse, next Sunday, Nov. 29; 

.will be “If thoSoul Teachings Are True, 
Why Does the Soul Mix With tho 
Dust?" - Masonic Temple, Room 809.

"Meatless Dishes,’' yerj useinh. 
Price 10 cents. >

are our safety. They do not teach dog
matism, nor sectarianism. They say to 
ecclesiasticlsm, ‘Hands off!' Sound 
common sense has the right of way; 
theological straight-jackets have to go 
to the wall, If it is right to do a thing 
on Monday, it is right to do the same 
thing on Sunday. Spiritualism doesn’t 
teach us to put on a long face on Sun
day and on Monday to go into the stock 
market and rob our brother man. 1 
asked Carnegie once? if he would .give 
$15,000 for a church for Spiritualists. 1 

•never dreamed that he would do it. I 
wanted to put him on record, and I have 
done so. Spiritualism tells you to keep 
your feet on solid earth and your head 
on your shoulders, and not In the clouds. 
One of the great troubles ot medium
ship is that the mediums sit too much. 
One lady told me that when she wanted 
anything all she had to do was to think 
of it and it came to her. She didn’t do 
anything herself. She simply sat at 
eash apd thought the thing she wanted 
and it came. That is not Spiritualism. 
In the language of the day it is called 
'The New Thought.’ Spiritualism 
teaches that only by honest industry 
can we produce a dollar. Spiritualism 
doesn’t approve of such gigantic corpo
rations as the United States Steel, with 
one-half water. It teaches honesty, love, 
charity and brotherhood every time."

At the ¿lose of each address, Mr. 
Wiggin devpted a half-hour to answer
ing questions, written on folded pieces- 
°f paper, which he did not unfold, no? 
see at all. His eyes were blindfolded. 
He showed a remarkable,.psychometric 
power In reading, without the aid of ma
terial. vision, these folded questions, 
and his answers gave general satisfac
tion.

Mrs. Helen Russegue, of Hartford, 
was present,aand being called upon, 
gave one of her interesting and .char
acteristic talks. .

A Model Answer—Hudson Tuttle to the 
’ ■ Front,

I would not trespass too much on the 
valuable space in The Progressive 
Thinker, especially when the Sympo
sium is using so much room and absorb
ing so much attention; but I am so im
pressed with the Importance of Hudson 
Tuttle’s answers to questions, as well 
as his other papers that I want to direct 
the readers especially to his depart
ment? In this week’s Progressive 
Thinker, Nov. 21, his answer to J. M. 
Matthews is a model of clear, broad 
reasoning, and elegant diction. His 
language will compare favorably with 
that of the late lamented R. G. Inger
soll in vividness and poetic beauty.

I find Florence Huntley decidedly 
forceful and remarkably easy and 
charming in her word paintings. By 
her second letter, just received, I dis
cover that to her mind I am not so 
clear, or consistent, as I try to fancy I 
am, and she Is puzzled to know what I 
mean, and finds some evidence against 
my frankness! Well, we must expect' 
to differ and seem inconsistent to oth
ers who see with different eyes and in
terpret through different brains; but 
will find a point of agreement sometime 
and somewhere.

I will try to be consistent and make 
my thought clear as I progress with my 
analyses. x

Readers who look for a polemic con
flict- will probably be disappointed. I 
am not in this discussion for a partisan 
victory—-or defeat—but for truth, lead 
where it will. But I want to be SURE 
of the foundation before I adopt a new 
creed, dr reject a science that has done 
so much for the world in fifty years. It 
is no light matter to be settled with a 
few assumptions and assertions. -■

LYMAN C. HOWE.

THE BIBLE AS REGARDED BY JOHN 
E. REMSBURG.

In this book there are Eleven Chap
ters on the Authenticity of the Bible; 
Thirteen on the Credibility of the Bible^ 
Ten on the Moràllty of the Bible, with 
an- Appendix of Unanswerable Argu
ments Against the Divine Origin and In 
favor of the Human Origin of the Bible. 
Twenty-six pages of Index, enabling the 
reader to refer In an Instant to any au
thority quoted or argument used by the 
author. '

The tiles of the chapters in detail are 
Sacred Books of the World, The Christ 
tian Bible, Formation of the Canon, Dif
ferent Versions of the Bible, Adthor- 
ship and Dates, The Pentateuch, The 
Prophets, The Hagloegrapha, The Four 
Gospels; Acts, Catholic Epistles and 
Revelation! Pauline Epistles, Textual 
Errors, Two Cosmogonies of Genesis 
The Patriarchal Age, The Jewish Kings’ 
Inspired Numbers, When Did Jehosa^ 
phut Diè? Harmony of thé Gospels, Paul 
and 'the Apostles, The Bible and His
tory, The Bible and Science, Prophe
cies, Miracles, The Bible God, The 
Bible Not a Moral.' Guide, Lying, Cheat
ing, Stealing, Mtirder, War, Human 
Sacrifices, Cannibalism, Witchcraft, 
Slavery, Polygamy) Adultery, Obscen
ity, Intemperance, Vagrancy. Ignoratone, 
Injustice to Women, Unklndness - to 
Children, Cruelty to Animals, Tyranny, 
Intolerance, Conclusion, Appendix.

The book makes some five hundred 
pages,, and is printed, handsomely on 
hoavy'phpor, with Wide margins. Pries 
|1.2fe .

In the World Celestial.
By DH.T. A. BLAND.

“It Is Inexpressibly delightful."—Hon. C. A 
Windle.

"It lifts the reader Into enchanting realms."— 
Medical Gleaner, .

"It Is intensely Interesting."—Rev. Minot J. 
Savage.

“Throe things make this book remarkable. Its 
authorship, tne astounding claims put forth In 
it, and thi philosophy and revelation of a future 
life it contains."—B. O. Flower, In tho Arona,

“It will give us courage to pass through tho 
dpop shadows of death to tho sun lit cUmo ot 
tho World Celestial."—Kev. H. W. Thomas.

"Everybody will bo charmed with ll/lor It 1» 
not only a great Spiritual book, but a most 
beautiful romance of two worlds. "-Banner ot 
LighV

ft Is Printed In elegant style and bound In 
cloth and gold. Prlc »1.00.

The Mystic Thesaurus, 
Or Initiation In the Theoretical and Practical 
»ecrets of Astral Truth and Occult Art. By 
Willis F. Whitehbab, Editor Agrippa’s “Nat
ural Magic.“ 'Hie book trualsof The Symbol of 
the Cross, Spiritual Qlfts, Inspirational Con
ception, Inilfatlvu Exposition,The Astral Broth
erhood, Message ot the Brotherhood, Tho Magi» 
Mirror, and Celestial Companionship. It Is a 
good text book for student« of the Mystic, and 
will be sent postpaid, in paper, for 81.00.

LIGHT OF EGYPT.
The Second Volume of 

Most Valuable Work.
a

This Is tho author’s posthumous worn

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS U? 
PSYCHIC SCIENCE. ■

This work essayfi to -utilize and explain the 
vast array ot facts in its field of research by 
refetTing them to a common esutio, and iron) 
them arfec to the laws and, conditions of Man’s 
spiritual being. Third edition. Price. 75 cent?*  
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI«

ENGE.
Not servile trupt to the Gods, but knowledge 

of tho l^ws of tho world, belief In the divinity 
of man and his eternal progress toward perfco*  
Hou is the foundation-of this book. Price, IL

, LIFE IN TWO SPHERES« . 1
In this story tho scenes are laid on earth, -airt 

in the spirit world, presenting the spiritual 
philosophy and the real life of spiritual beings. 
All questions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price. W cents. '
THE PHILOSOPHY OPsRlRIT AND THS

SPIRIT WORLD.uait.Uvn Drlna ftt
THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN, 

Containing the latent luvestlgatloua and dial 
covorles and a thorough presentation ot this 
Interesting subject. English edition.' Price, 81, 
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT Of 

, THE SAOgED HEART.
This book was written for au object, and baa 

been pronounced equal in its exposure of the 
diabolical methods of Catholicism to “UncStt 
Tom's Cabin.'’ Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.
A thrilling psychological story of evangelist, 

tlon and free thought. It is.to Protestantism 
what “The Secrets of the Convent" is to CaUi- 
olloism. Price, SO cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form circles, and 

develop and cultivate mediumship. Names of 
eminent Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight
page tract for mission work. Slagle conies. S cents; 100 for 81.26~

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Hood Tuttle. This volume contains 

the best poems of the author, and soineoPtha 
most popular songs with tho music by eminent 
composers. Tbo poems are admirably adapted 
for recitations, to pages, beautifully bound. 
Price, 81.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and societies. A 

manual of physical, Intellectual aud spiritual 
culture. Uy Emma Rood Tuttle. A book by 
the aid of which a progressive lyceum, a spirit
ual or liberal society may be organized and 
conducted without other assistance Price, 69 
cents^by the dozen, 40 cents. Express charges 

ANGELL PRIZE CONTESTRECITATIONS.
For humane whicaUob, with plan of tha 

Angell,Prize Oratorical Contests. By Emma 
Hood Tuttle. Price, 25 ceuts.

All books sent postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin ijelghts, Ohio.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
in AU Ite Phases,

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Iwoenms and Socloltca chat wish to get nn ole> 
vauug, iutercHtlng and paying eBiertalnmento c» 
nut do better than to have a Prize Content. Tbo en
tire plan, with full direction», la in the book, and 
.nay be eaally luiiLuged. Nothing kindle» enlhUBfaaia 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Cunteat I Noth»

# ne»e.‘ inure. Any Individual may organlxfl 
one tn nla own town and reap u tinaucitU reward«

THY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS, 
fiddroaa ■

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights. Ohio. -

PROGRESSION
Prl°ce°'iäU Q“ ° MnIL Mlohao* Faraday!

THE TEACHINGS OF JESÜS “
Not Adapted to Modern Civilization, w'.th tho TrTl 
Character of Mary Magdalene. By (ie<$. W; Browit 
M. D. Price,-15 cento. Fur sale at thia cilice. ’

left In MB. to a few of his private pu- ’ 7A.. ---------------
plls In occultism, and like Volume I. Is COMMON SENSE
(a valuable addition and) a library on let, addressed to tho Inhabitants of America in 
occult subjects. Spiritual astrology la I?7,6!??111),explanatory notice by an English 
especially elaborated. Alchemy, Tails-1 autix°r-_Paper, 16 cents. <
mans, the Magic Wand, Symbolism, I'1 
Correspondence, Penetralia, etc., are a 
few of the subjects treated of in a 
scholarly and masterly manner, show
ing the author to be familiar with his 
subjects. You cannot afford to be with
out it, aS well as all his other books, I 
viz.: The Light of Egypt, Vol. I., bound .
in clothr $2; paper, $1. The Light of 
Egypt, Vol- II- bound In cloth only, $2, 
Celestial Dynamics, cloth, $1. >

THE SPIRITUAL 
SIGNIFICANCE.

A VERY IMPORTANT WORK.

- THE SOUL OF THINGS;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book It 
is as fascinating as a work of action.- Tho 
reader will. bo. amazed to seo the curious facts 
here combined in support of this power of tho 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and dlnlcullles. make geology plain as 
day,'and throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by time. Price. 11.5C. In throe volumes, 
cloth bound, 81.50 each. Postage, 10c per cony.

Tho Spiritual Significance is by Lilian 
Whiting, author of “The World Beau. 
tlfuL" “After Her Death," "Kate Field, 
A Record," "A Study of Elizabeth Baj? 
rett Browning," Cloth, $1.00.

Miss Whiting finds the title of ton 
now book In these lines from "Aurora 
Leigh." .

"If a man could feel -

Spiritualist 
Badges, 

IN

Solid Gold Only
Malta,, Walch Charm.

PB1CES:-Badra Pin, »1.50: Lapel Button, 11.50:
Sunflower Brooch. 14.00; Maltese Charm, (5.00; 

Maltese Pendant, 15.00. This jewelry needs no oth
er recommend than to say It is the SUNFLOWER 
BADGE, the adopted emblem of Spiritualism. As 
the Sunflower turns its face towards the sun, so 
Spiritualism turns the faceg of humanity from 
darkness and superstition towards the Sunlight 
of Truth and Progression. These beautiful em
blems aro for sale at this office. '

fl-Few Words About the Devil, 
And other Essays. By Charles Bradlaugh. 
With the story ot his lire as told hy himself, 
and the history of his parliamentary struggle. 
With Dortrait. Paper, wc.

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE,
By Lizzie Doten. ’These poems are truly In

spirational and as staple as sugar. Price 81.001

Memorial Oration on Roscoe Conkling! 
a warm friend of his and a great statesman, de
livered before tho New York Legislature, MavO. 1888. Price 4 cents. 3 '

~P0EI18 OF PROGRESS. 
□ By Lizzie’Doten. , They are really valuable. 
Price, SLOP.-

Practical Methods to Insure Succos»
A valuable little work, full of practical In

struction In matters pertaining to physical, 
mental and spiritual health. Worth many 
times Its cost. Price 10 cents.

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,
And tho wondrous power which helped or made 
them perform mighty works and uttor Inspired 
words, together with some Personal Traits and 
Characteristics of Prophets, Apostles, and 
Jesus, or Now Readings of “Tho Miracles. By 

■ Allen Putnap. Price, 76 cents.

IZU DC 7 713 Ethics of Marriage. By K fl II I / / n Alleo B. Stockham, M. Ill IIzLjL'AJ 1 D. Rarezza makes a 
plea tor a better birthright for children, and 
alms to load Individuals to seek a higher fto- 
velopment of themselves through most sacred 
relations. It la pure in tone and alm, and 
should bo widely circulated. Price, cloth, $L

Three Journeys Around the World
, «. —»OR—

. Travels in the Pacific Islands, 
Now Zealand, Australia, Ceylon," India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, 
A. M., M, D.. Ph, P., In this splendid large 
book Dr. Peebles has concentrated a vast 
amount of valuable information. It isoxcoed-. 
ingly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual
ism as ho found it everywhere in his travois 
receives duo attention, making tho book of 
spoolal value and interest to Spiritualists, «t 
largo pages, flnoly bound, at tho price ot 41.W. -

Not one, but every day, feast, fast, and 
working-day,

ThoYpIHlTTiLsignlflcanco burn througN 
The hieroglyphic of material shows. 
Henceforward he would Mini th.globe with wings." v ' “• 

Tho alm of this book Is to roveal ths 
curiously close correspondence between 
tho developments of modern science and spiritual laws; to note that new .forces, 
as discovered and applied in wlrele« 
telegraphy are simply laws of an 
seen realm nto which humanity is ran- idly advancing and thus gaining a J®« 
environment From thlsTvolutlonarv 
progress, as Illustrated by Dhrslnnl oi?' 

.enee the author of “The Workl BeaS 
ful” continues the same argument nri 
seated In those volumes in a Dieft th£ 
the future life is tbo continuation and 
development of our present life in ¿U 
Its faculties-ittid powers, and that tha 
present maysbe .ennobled by the con
stant sense of the Divine Presence, and 
a truer knowledge of the nature of man 
and his relations to God tend to m 
t>,gher moniBty and increasing haDDl- nwB. The book Is characterized byPtha 
Same essential stylo and qualities that 
have Insured for “Tho World Beaufi. 
ful volumes an almost world-wldj 
popularity. ।
OTHER. BOOKS BY LILIAN WHIT

: ING:
Kate Field, A Record. Pi'eq gji, 
A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Brows, 

ing. Pr!:e$1.25. .
The World Beautiful. Three Harfaa. 

Each $1.
From Dreamland Bent, and Othen 

Poems. |L 1'iese books are for *«W  
at th!» offico. • ,

E. D. BABBITTS WORKS
Human Culture and Cure.

Part First. The Philosophy ot Cure. Paper cova 
OU Ccuvw, , •

Human Culturo and Cure.
„ Part Second. Marrlaro, Sexual Development àfl 
Social Upbuilding. Cloth, 75 cento. .

Social Upbuilding, 
' Including Co-operative Syutomi and tho Happinei 
and Ennobling of humanity. Paper cover, 15 cento? 

Health and Power. .
A Handbook of Cure, Eto. Cloth, 23 cento: Leal1 jft 

85 centi. '
Religion, K .

Moat thoughtful, spiritual and excellent Clot! 
11; papOfj W cents. , .

Principles of Light and Color.
One of tho ‘greatest books of the age. t5: brini! • 

ra cent* extra. 1 • »

f alne’s Tiieoioaioai works.
Ago of Reason, Examination of tho Prophe- 

clea, etc. illustrated edition. Post Bvo., 4E1 
pagan. Price, cloth, 01.00., -

THE DESCENT OF MflNr"
Charles Darwlm Cloth, gilt top, 78 centt 

On its appearance It aroused at once a storm of 
mingled wrath, wonder and admiration. In > 
elegance ot‘ stylo, charm of mannoi fand deep ■ 
knowledge of natural history. It stands almost “ 
Without a rival among sclentuio works.

Mi-

5’

J



WORK AND REWARD. What Is This Mysterious
The Earthly Tribulations of a Medium.

Vital Fluid of Life?

1

I.«’

Il’1)

curatlve agent known to man. But make a full and complete diagnosis of

i-

■ , P. A. SEGUIN.

IT IS COMING.

"THE UNKNOWN

the one

UFÇ, BEYOND DEftTrtof

Being a Review ot

ft

Norwich. Conn. L. M. COBB.

“Hw Shall I Become a Medi 
' • > . « . ■ ... - .' • t z

inn/* Fully /tnsw/efed

v...Am.__  »..... _____________ _ _ t___ _ ... .J ,r.x..

Hungry'children cry for bread, 
Men wrought up to desperation,

me to 
had the

to accomplish What has been 
great desire of my heart."

Other questions were asked 
which I replied, after which I

Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme “other-

And words without wires transmitted, 
“Ariel”-wlnged, Spirit-sandaled and

continued existence Is ' .demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least soma

, ,, , i t, ■ * - i .

will send a four weeks’ supply of reme
dies, express charges prepaid, to any
one desiring such; simply state the 
leading symptoms of your-disease, and 
tell me you want treatment. I will

well authenticated communication» 
from persons In the other life. Th« 
chief contents of the volume ata as fol* 
lows:

.• "Astral Worship," By J, H. Hill, M. 
■D. For sale at thlsoffics. Frico $1.

Can it be that at Last We Have Found the Wonderful Vital Fluid, the 
i Real Force qr Essence of Life, which has been the Dream of 

' the Chemists and the Goal of the ^earned Med
Deal Professor of all Ages ?

live, move, and have our being. At last thing for nothing; I want no one to suf
' .... .... jer. anyone ban test my treatment. 1

Shod, .
Some call it Electricity, 

And others call it God.

'After a review ot the beliefs held In bold», u a provisional hypothesis, that, 
the past concerning life beyond death. . .................... ' ..................*-

chprches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and tho loosening of 
their hold ppon tho people. Ho then 
considers thd probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as ho admits,

îïey. Î8, 190S.

mSWERS
This department la undeY the man

agement of '

Hudson Tuttle. -
Address him at Berlin, Heights, Ohio,

THB PROGRESSIV® THINKER
point of which,-would have vitiated the 
result. What did he set out. to find? 
Why did he anticipate that Jupiter and 
Saturn by conjunction, produced the 
blazing Star of Bethlehem? The light 
of Saturn is so weak it would not appre-. 
ciably affect that of the former. The 
story has the ear-mark, unmistakably, 
of a fake. Its wncoctors show their ig-

' NOTE.—The Questions and. Answer» 
bave called forth such a bos.t of re
spondents, that to give-all equal beam
ing'compel» the answers to be made in 
the most ‘ condensed form, and often 
Clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, whlcb of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with walling for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is'always 
Bovéral weeks abend of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable- delay. 
Every onp has to wait his time and. 
Placé, and all are treated with equal 
favor. ' '

NOTICE.—No attention will be B>Ve® 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
hot be lead. If the request he made, 
tho name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially tet
ters of Inquiry requesting private an- 
ewers, and while I freely give what- 
• ver information I am nble, the ordl- 

. nary courtesy of correspondents fe ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

1 Q. H. Murray: Q. Where can I pro
cure the works of D. D. Home?

- A. As the books of Home are dropped 
from the catalogues, it would appear 
that they are out of print. Possibly they 
may be obtained through the Banner of 
Light Publishing Co., Boston, Mass.

J. M- Hodson: Q. I have built, a 
family vault, with superior rock, and at 
great expense. But I find the walls are 
constantly wet and hence unpleasing to 
think of. Is there tiny material with 
which it could be lined which would 
prevent this? What of the newly dis
covered Uralite? .

'A. Uralite may or may not be what 
.is claimed for it It 1b probably no bet
ter than other artificial stone. There 
is nothing that can be used to prevent 

’ this condensation. The walls are colder 
. than the air which condenses, as dew 

collects on a pitcher of cold -water in a 
warm room. The condensation which 
annoys this correspondent is the result 
of deficient ventilation. The construc
tion is faulty in this respect. There 

’ should be an escape flue through the 
roof of the vault, and if closed by solid 
doors, an intake, near the floor. An ar
chitect understanding his business 
would easily make • the required 
changes.

G. ,H. Mobley: Q.’ Is spirit photog
raphy a fact? If so, how are such pic
tures taken? .

A. It is possible to take spirit photo
graphs, but the means of fraud are so 
ready to hand, that all such pictures 
should be received with closest scru
tiny. Some of the’inost widely adver
tised “spirit pictures” bear on their 
face Unmistakable evidences of decep
tion. In obtaining such genuine photo-

norance of astronomy and mathematics, 
in saying that Kepler made this tremen-. 
dous caluculatiou by means of his 
“laws” of planetary motion, when these 
laws do not form any part of the equa
tion. ; . ' ~

Granting, however, that he made the 
calculation and found that the two plan
ets were in conjunction at the. men
tioned date', by what process of reason-, 
ing can the event be connected with the 
guiding'star, unless ,the chronology 
printed in the margin of the Bible and 
supposed to be as inspired as the text, 
is confessed to be a blunderful mistake? 
And even then all the miraculous which 
the divinity of the lnfant has been sup
ported for ages, departs like a wisp of 
cloud in the summer sunshine. .

Now that not p. scholar In the world 
eminent for chronological study main
tains that anything definite is khown as 
io wai> or day of Jesus’ birth, the "ac
curacy” ot “Kepler’s computation” Is its 
condemnation. But now this German 
Baronicbmes with the usual budget of 
“discovered manuscripts,” or "hiero
glyphs.” Admitting he has such a price
less treasure, the difficulty comes when 
he attempts to fix their date, and suspi
cion awakened when he assures us that 
Egyptian astronomers had recorded the 
conjunction Dec. 26, 6 B. C. ‘This of 
course showing that our chronologers 
are just six years out of the way!

The Baron, nor anyone else can fix 
the date, for there Is absolutely nothing 
tangible to fix it by. .

The whole story-is a fabrication and 
the “star” a myth like all the legendary 
tqles of the endless succession Of hero 
gods who have been apotheosized, dur
ing the misty ages of prehistoric, and 
early historic time. Being gods, after 
generations to satisfy a sense of con
sistency, Invented miraculous birth, and 
divine fatherhood. •

Honest Inquirer: Q. .1 have become 
deeply Interested In Spiritualise, Have 
read many books on the^subject, but 
being a Christian, naturally like Wat
son’s book best. I think I can say, 
however, that without prejudice, I want 
the truth. .1 was getting ready to at
tend ’ the Chesterfield camp-meeting, 
when I happened to read “The report 
of the Seybert Commission.” It cpm- 
pletely upset, and disgusted me, and I 
gave up going. Still I hope that we can 
communicate with our spirit friends. 
How can I have this proven to me?

A. If this correspondent had fully 
understood the animus of the members 
of the Seybert Commission, he might 

; have been disgusted, but It would have 
been at them and not at Spiritualism. 
To win the bequest for their university 
they enacted a farce investigation. Ac
cording to the will of the generous 
Henry Seybert, the-fifty thousand dol
lars he gave was for the permanent en

, dowment of a chair for the investlga^ 
tlbn of psychic phenomena and Spirit
ualism and instructions in the same. 

■ The investigation was to be continuous. 
• Since the report, years ago, -what has' 

this sapient committee' done? Abso- 
■ lutely nothing. Thejr report is a libel 
। on the fair name of Seybert? If this 
i correspondent will become more famll- 
• lar with spiritual manifestations he will 
• reach this conclusion. The beet meth- 
■ od of having it proven to him, is for him 
■ to become a member of a home crcle.

graphs it is contrlbutlye-tem. successful 
fbsultif a.hartlcular.áplrit is desired, to' 

.. bave a time: appointed, that the one de
sired may know and be present. Other
wise, the' spirit might not be present 
and there, would be failure.

Spirits cannot be photographed. The 
substance of which they are formed 
does not reflect light They have to 
condense sufficient material around 
them to produce reflecten of actinic vi
brations. This is much less than would 
be required to reflect light Hence they 
begin the process of materialization, but 
do not reach a point where they can be 
seen by the eye.

Inquirer: Q. What truth is there in 
the story-of the “Star of Bethlehem?”

A. The story which -in changing 
forms is heralded by the press, about a 
scientific confirmation of the biblical 
narrative, has pot quite as tangible a 
foundation as that of Jacidand the bean
stalk. *

In one of its forms it Is said that the 
astronomer Kepler, 300 years ago*  by 
application of the laws of ifiotlon he dis
covered, found that on Dec. 25 or 26, 
6 years B. C., Jupiter and Saturn were 

.( in exact conjunction for Palestine. They 
appeared as one star, and .hence very 
brilliant. It was this "star” the wise 
men saw and were by it directed to the 
infant Savior. .

Then German scholars found errors 
in the received chronology. The plan
ets were in conjunction all right, but 
Jpsus was not born on exactly that 
night! What accuracy these chronolo- 
gists attained, when they have not a 
shadow of data to guide them!

But now comes the climax, the "dis
. covery,” that revives the threadbare 

story. Baron von Aefele, in a pamphlet 
published in German, by deciphered hie
roglyphs foiind in Egypt, shows (hat the. 
.Egyptian astronomers recorded this 
conjunction, and that it occurred Dec. 
26, 6 years B. C. of our calendar. Hence 
Christmas was fixed on the 25th, not be

- cause it was a pagan day of celebration, 
but because the Christians knew the 
exact day on which Jesus was born!

. In pious times of exultation It Is re
marked by sqlf-satisfled editors, that 
"the mató Intent to Christians Is that' 
this bld Egyptian record, taken with 
Hepler's calculations, confirmed the 
gospel narrative. It shows that the 
birth of the founder of their faith was at
tended by an exceptional aspect in the 
heavens." '

If the “Star of Bethlehem’!; was only a 
natural- phenomenon, the union of two 

' planets for a time as one, what miracu
lous significance has. the story? Is not 
all its value in the belief that it was a 
divine symbol, outside the ordinary 
course of things? .

This story of Kepler, to begin with, is 
. a pious Mb. That such a computation is 

' possible, cannot be denied, for the laws 
controlling the motions of the planets 

* áre unchanging, and conjunctions and 
eclipses may be calculated' for a million 
years past or future. Yet the immens
ity of such calculations, reaching back 
for even 2000 years, can be appreciated 
only by the mathematician. From the 
date of Kepler's discovery of planetary 
laws until his death, would not have 
given him time to work out this tremen
dous problem, the slightest error at any

He will thus be able to have the phe
nomena’constantly before him for ’ 
qulry. •

“THE NEW NAME."

Rome Throttling Free 'Sjeech.
' . -- ■" ' D

The Jesuits Driven from Germany,’ France, Mexico 
and various other Orthodox Countries, fl^ck to the 
United States to carry on their D^vili^h Work. 
In the Philippine Islands their lands hay^gen taken 
from them. P. A. Seguin, an ex-C^th$jic Priest 
was set upon while lecturing in loyva $nd nearly 
killed. The Petition following explain^, feelf. ■

. . ■ ■ i

PETITION.

In the District Court of Grundy County, 
' Iowa, December Term, .

P. A, Seguin vs, Wm. Murpby, J. P, 
Murphy, C. C. Murphy, a. J. Murphy, 
James Murphy, Francis Murphy, Wm. 
McAvoy, Jerry Condon, Pat ■ Condon, 
John Condon, Jerry Flynn, Pat Flynn, 
O, J, H. Murphy, T. D. Murphy, C. C. 
Hummel and John O’Conpoi1, -defen
dants. . '■ v

Plaintiff for cause of action against 
said defendants states:

COUNT!. ■
That on or about the ljtl^ day of Oc

tober, A. D. 1903, said defendants did 
in the hall of the Modern Woodman of 
America, In the town of pike; Iowa, and 
upon the public streets of said town of 
Dike, Iowa, and in a restaurant in said 
town of Dike, Iowa, and in and upon 
the depot of the Chicago and North
western Railway Company, In said 
town of Dike; Iowa, and in the night
time of said day, unlawfully, wilfully, 
wantonly and maliciously and in an 
angry, rude and revengeful manner, as
sault, strike, beat, wound, ‘bruise and 
otherwise maltreat the body and per
son of this plaintiff, and did with their 
clenched lists and with clubs and other 
missiles and bludgeons, with which the 
said defendants were then. and there 
armed, the proper names of said dan
gerous- weapons, which the said defend
ants then and there held in their hands 
being unknown to this plaintiff,. did 
beat, strike, assault, wound and bruise 
this plaintiff with such dangerous 
weapons, missiles, clubs and bludgeons, 
and did howl at, jeer, hoot, mock and 
ridicule this plaintiff, and did then and 
there by force rob him of two hundred 
and ten dollars ($210), lawful money of 
the United States, property of this 
plaintiff, and there being upon his per-

1' < z J -I ‘ X f '

when plaintiff did again, escape from 
said defendants and their mob, almost 
helpless, he entered-said restaurant for 
safety to himself, arid'to get away from 
them and their fury; they did further 
follow him in wrath and force him to 
emerge from and leave said building, 
and plaintiff' attempting to get away 
from them wept in; an easterly direc
tion, whereupon the defendants In like 
manner, as aforesaid, again 'followed 
him, overtook him and^selzed him; and 
he was unable to again' extricate him
self from their clutches or their wrath, 
but was compelled to remain in their 
grip and Was forced by the defendants 
to the depot of the Chicago and North
western Railway Company and all the 
time said defendants were threatening 
plaintiff with bodily Injury and inflicted 
the same on him-, and subjecting him 
to all manner of Insulting invectives, 
sarcasm and Innuendoes, low jibes,

Only a few months before tho passing 
away of'Carlisle Petersilea I received 
from film a letter in which'ho referred 
to one of the places I had received, and 
he gave me great comfort and encour
agement to go on in the course I bad 
espoused, as he knevy the physical mis
fortunes under which I was laboring. I 
shall ever cherish It as- a priceless 
treasure, for he now rests from 
earth’s duties,, but his works will surely 
follow him. .

I wish to give to others some of the 
facts under which I am laboring, feel
ing that-lf my future writings fall short ■ 
ofpthers there will be cherished for.me 
and the work I ain trying to do, a great 
deal of charity?

Ten years ago at the age of 16 I was 
stricken down with typhoid fever and 
the Softening of the spine.

Previous to that time I had been 
physically strong and, straight as any 
robust boy could be. Weeks went' on, 
and although I was raised, from the bed 
of sickness, it Was with paralyzed limbs 
from which nothlhg but the most skill
ful medical advice and tender nursing 
ever could have brought me.'

But the severe spinal trpuble which 
resulted from this sickness was beyond 
the power of medical doctors to cure.

The most skillful doctors in Boston, 
and one of the. most noted skillful mas
sage instructors there treated me and 
I was benefited, but no power could

■ 1'.- ■ - -
Who is this Wizard that Dumbfounds the,Doctors^nd Star

tles Two Continents by a Series of the Most Re- t 
markable Miracle-Cures Known Since the 

Beginning of the Christian Era. '

Dr, Jackstone Heals the Poor as Well as the Rich—None are Turned Away, 
Those who Write Him Seem to Receive the same Benefits as those who 

Gall in Person. He sends His Mysterious Preparation by Express 
to Aii Parts of tho World. He absolutely Refuses to Accept

a Single Cent vt Hay Ujiie.« 111. Wrostiuent HucceoO., then ,
You Puy Mliu Whut You Ilin Beyond ihe

■ Actual Cost of Ills BexuoUle.. .

in-

“And His name shall be in their <iore- ■ 
heads." “And I will, write upon him 
the name of my God.” “And I will 
write upon him my new name/’n-Reve-. 
lations. ..
A soul struggling up to the sunlight-*'  

Up from the mire and the clay, 
Fighting through wars and jungles, .

And sometimes learning to pray— 
And sometimes a king with a scepter, 

And sometimes a slave with a hod— 
Some people’call it Karma, 

And others call it God.
A beggar ragged and hungry, 

A prince in purple and gold, 
A palace gilded and garnished, 

A cottage humble and old— 
And one’s hopes are blighted in bloom

, ing '
And one gathers the ripened pod—

Some call it fate or destiny, . 
And others call it God.

Glimmering waters and breakers, 
Far on the horizon’s rim,

White sails and sea gulls glinting, 
Away till the sight grows dim, 

And shells spirit-painted with glory, 
Where sea-weeds beckon and pod^. 

Some people call it ocean, 
And others call it God.

Cathedrals and domes uplifting, 
And spires pointing up .to the sun, .

Images, altars and arc'ges,. .
Where kneeling and penance are 

done, ...
From organs grand anthems are swell- 

■ Ing - .
Where the true and the faithful still 

plod— •
Some call it superstition, 

While others call it God.
Visions of beauty and splendor, 

Forms of a long-lost race. 
Sounds and faces and voices

From the fourth dimension of space, 
And qh through the universe boundless, 

Our thoughts go lightning-shod,— 
Some call it Imagination, >

And others call it God.
Vibration of Etheric Substance, 

Light, flashing through regions
Space, ,

A girdle of Something enfolding.
And binding together the rac£—

Earth redeemed and made glorious, 
Lighted by heaven within;

Men and angels brought face to face, 
With never a thought of Bln—

Lion find Iamb together lie ' -
In the flowers that sweeten the sod,

Some of us call it Brotherhood, 
And others.call it God.

And now the sixth sense Is Opened— 
The seventh embraces the whole—

And clothed with the Oneness of Being 
We acknowledge dominion of Soul,

And in all of life's phases and chaflges, 
And along all the paths to be trod,.

We recognize only one power— , • 
One present ..Omnipotent God.

. DR. GEO. W. CAREY.

In ‘M^inmship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and _. itioD, -,/y Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
cents, Send to.Mr. Tuttle, Berlin HeightsrO.

Bon, and did carry 
valuable property of 
tiff, and did then

away other 
this plain- 
and there 
knock himbreak plaintiff’s arm, —.— — 

insensible, kick, beat and bruise him,
while in a state of insensibility and un
consciousness, produced by said beating 
received by this plaintiff from said de
fendants, and did maliciously and by 
force and threats compel plaintiff to 
leave and quit tho town of Dike, Iowa, 
against his will and under his protests, 
from all of which unlawful and malic
ious doings, wrongs and acts of the 
said defendants, plaintiff’s nervous sys
tem’received an irrecoverable shock; 
his flesh was lacerated, torn' and bleed
ing, ¿nd his entire body beaten and 
bruisedi, which said Injuries are of a 
permanent nature and character, and 
from which plaintiff suffers great phys
ical path and torture, his nervous sys
tem entirely broken and ruined, from 
which he suffered and will continue to 
suffer, and will suffer the entire loss of 
his time and earnings, as well as the 
loss of his said property, and fay reason 
of which he has suffered great physical 
pain and torture and mental anguish 
and agony, and been put to great ex
pense for medical aid and medicines 
and surgical attendance, nurSes and 
nursing, all to the great damage in the 
sum of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000), 
no part of which has been paid, though
defendants
■quested so

.Plaintiff, 
that on or

have been frequently re
to do. '

COUNT II.
further complaining, says, 
about the 12th day of Octo-

taunts and disgusting insinuations, and 
refused to leave or qujt said plaintiff 
of his person, but subjected him to all 
kinds of ribald jokes, disgusting threats, 
billingegate and infamy, culsed and 
swore, profaned and blasphemed to and 
at this plaintiff, and used coarse, low, 
vile, filthy and disgusting language, and 
by force compelled plaintiff in the night 
and against his will to take the first 
train coming upon said railroad and 
leave town, and made him by force, ap
plied to his person, board said train, 
agftinst his will, and go to a destination 
against his will, and without any choice 
on his part, and during all of said time 
threatened hlmxvith all manner of 
abuse and inflicted the same, from 
which abuse and injuries received as 
herein recited, plaintiff Buffered great 
physical pain and torture, and mental 
anguish and agony, his arm broken. De
fendants shattered,h|s nervous' system, 
made him sore, insensible, weak and 
exhausted, wounded and bleeding and 
such injuries are permanent, and have 
caused plaintiff the entire loss of his 
time and will cause ^ilm to suffer loss 
of his time from his vocation in the fu
ture, besides his physical and mental 
suffering and torture, endured and yet 
to be endured, and put him to a great 
expense fof mediclhes and medical aid 
and surgical attentfance;nnd for nurses 
and nursing,~all to’litb great damage In 
the sum of fifty thousand dollars, no 
part of which has tiden paid, though de
fendants have been frequently request
ed so to do. u ;,l

' COUNT III1.
Plaintiff further stated that at the 

time he received the Injuries, asault 
and indignities, hereinbefore set fortn 
in the first and second Counts of this 
petition, he was iri goodzhealth, sound 
mentally and physically'hnd was earni
ng considerable moheydn his vocation,, 
to wit, the sum of -'ten dollars per day,- 
net t '

Wherefore, plaintiff asks judgment 
against said defendants for the sum of. 
fifty,.thousand dollars j$5fl,000) asidamw 
ages, and for exemplary ¡damages and 
for costs of suit, etci-

- • THOM; H. MILNER,
Attorney for Plaintiff.

Witnesses to these horrors perpetrat
ed by Irish Romish hoodlums, we have 
the whole town of Dike to certify to 
said horrors. The rioters were from 
four miles southeast of Dike; all good 
Papists, ,as their names seem to indi
cate the fact. ■ . .

History repeats itself. This reads

ber, A, D. 1903, he was the lessee and 
in.the peaceable possession and occu
pancy of the hall of the Modern Wood
men of America, situated in the te-.-p of 
Dike, Iowa, and that said defendants 
were riotously and tumultuously assem
bled at that time, and in the night time 
of said day in said town of Dike, Iowa; 
and that said defendants did then and 
there, while thus riotously and tumultu
ously assembled, did wilfully, wantonly, 
maliciously and revengefully break into 
plaintiff’s said premises?'and df’d then 
and there wilfully and maliciously tres
pass upon the saine with the Intent on 
the part of the said defendants to per
petrate a permanent Injury upon the 
person of this plaintiff, and to wilfully 
and maliciously deprive him of the use, 
benefits and proceeds of his said prem
ises, and that in the night time of said 
day, while thus riotously assembled In 
plaintiff’s said building, and upon his 

■said premises, said defendants did 
wantonly, wilfully, maliciously, re
vengefully and without any cause or 
provocation therefor, while thus tres
passing upon plaintiff’s premises, made 
an assault in and upon the person Of 
this plaintiff, and did then and there, 
in the night time of paid day, as afore
said, in said building, and upon plain
tiff’s said premises, in a malicous, an
gry, rude, vicious and revengeful man
ner, strike, beat, wound and bruise this 
plaintiff with their clenched fists, and 
with weapons, missiles, clubs, blud
geons and other dangerous and deadly 
weapons, the particular description of 
which is unknown to this plaintiff, did 
asault, beat, bruise, maim, wound and 

'mangle plaintiff, striking him upon the 
head, breast, shoulders, back, abdomen, 
face and neck with such missiles and 
weapons, striking' him upon his face, 
kicking him upon his knees and tramp- 
Jng upon his feet, and gouging his eyes 
with their fingers, and plaintiff having, 
sufficient mind and strength'left, did 
make his escape from, of and out pt said 
building and from said defendants, and 
did reach the far side Of one of the 
streets In said Dike, Iowa, opposite his 
said premises, the said hall, and was 
attempting to save his life, limb and 
person from the .fury and i-age of said 
defendants, then a-mob, and the said 
defendants, at the time, a howling, 
hooting, jeering, blaspheming, blood
thirsty, murderous and dangerous mob, 
did with Intent to further injure, as
sault, bruise and mangle this plaintiff, 
follow him in their wrath; howling, 
screaming, shrieking, hooting, jeering, 
whooping, hollowing, rearing, bellowing 
and blaspheming, and threatening.plaln- 
tiff in murderous language, and when 
immediately .in front of .a restaurant' 
building in said town of Dike, Iowa, 
Said defendants, In- their wrath - mid 
with hot blood, overtook plaintiff and 
then ,and. there again assaulted plain
tiff with their feet, hands, clubs, billies, 
Bhlllalahs, bludgeons and other danger-' 
ous weapons, then hold in their hands, 
and while calling him vicious, vile, 
dirty,'- vulgar,’, low- and- Unmentionable 
namei, they did knock him down, beat 
him, bruise him and'Stamped on him, 
and while thus lying, bleeding; partial
ly unconscious and'helpless, the said 
defendants did rob and took, by force 
from the plaintiff’s person two hundred 
and ten dollars/"($210), his property, 
lawful money of the.United States, and

llke the old Spanish inquisition—good 
•page fo open the eyes of sleepy Pre
testants.-.

Amboy, Minn.,. Nov. 11, 1902.
The court sits on Dec. 14 at Grundy, 

Iowa.

It is coming! It is coming! • 
I can'qense It in the air, • 

Hear it like the distant thunder 
Rumbling, grumbling, everywhere.

'TIs the fast approaching crisis 
Of a question deep .»nd grave—

’TIs the final grand- encounter 
'Twixt the master and the slave.

Toilers bending ’neath their burdens, 
Giving life-blood for a crust,

Strike for better terms and wages, 
Asking only what is just.

Then old lordly corporation, 
With his millions at command, ' 

Coolly contemplates their action—
Knows they’ll lose on every hand. , 

Then come days of anxious writing,

Vow Twere better to be dead;
And the public long-forbearing

Suffers while the war Is "waged
’Twixt the money lords and rulers ■ 

And. the tollers bound and caged.
Can they hope to win the battle? ~ 

No! for gold alone Is king;
Labor’s arm when .’gainst It pitted

Falls, a weak and helpless thing;
And the dally press and pulpit, 

Throttled by the powers of gold, .
Add their thrust to honest labor, • 1

And the cause of greed uphold.
Judging by these object lessons 

Something soon ifiust come to pass;
While the world is mledwith plenty 

, Thousand’s starve to death, alas!
Will the sturdy, hqtiekt-Imnded

Millions robbed ’of fare-earned gains,
Meekly bow to oltryaglr blaster, 

And submit to Wpir,t^r chains?'
Nol'a thousand tithes, ifo,- never!

Not while cours ing .thmugh our veins
Runs the blood thattbatlred “pid Glory” 

On a thousand bkttle plains.
Fyom the factory.smill.iMid work-shop, 

From the farm,-and forge and mine,
We will join the strike for freedom 

And unfurl Its grlnd/tasign. ■
In one broad plih.la’nx tt'i,people

Will march forthwith ¡certain tread
And will wrench irom'¿drpqratlons - 

Their means of earning bread.
Thus the questfon will fa? settled, 

Not with cannon w flint-locks,
But by^peaceful, wise decision .
' At the bloodless bajlpt box. ' •1

i LAURA B. PAYNE.
Ban 'Antonio, Tejj^s; . , - ,

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD

straighten the curved spine. .
This led to other physical infirmities, 

especially a tendency to heart trouble 
and at times a severe pain in different 
parts of my body. ,

Oh! how I longed to die, for the fu
ture seemed fraught with suffering; I 
did not want to live.

I did not fear death, although I was 
not a professor of any religion, for it 
seemed jo me that the same natural 
laws which governed life hero would 
govern it in the Great Beyond.

I occasionally attended services at 
one ot the Baptist churches in this city, 
and the pastor seemed to take a good 
deal of Interest in me, doubtless feeling 
that I was Hable to be called hence at 
any time, as I was certainly in very del
icate health. He wanted me to join, the 
church over which he presided, and 
gave me the Articles of Faith which it 
would be necessary for me to adopt be
fore I could become a member.

I read them over and over again, but 
understood fully that I could not con
scientiously accept them and frankly 
told him so.

He was not offended, for which I shall 
always respect and honor him.

A little later my grandpa on the ma
ternal side was called home. He had 
reached more than fourscore years, but 
his mind was clear and his wise counsel 
and charitable heart made him of great 
usefulness to his family and the com
munity where he lived. .

As I stood beside the lifeless clay, I 
cried out in anguish, Why could not I 
have been taken and he spared.

He had beeh a firm believer in Spirit? 
uallsm for many years, and had told me 
of Borne messages which he had at dif
ferent times received through different 
mediums. '“ ■

I liked to talk with him about these 
things, and when he had left me I 
longed more and more to know of them 
myself, and I said if there is such a ■ 
thing as the departed talking with those 
they have left on earth, I’ll seek until I 
find; 1*11  knock at the door of wisdom 
and trutlf ahd trust it will be opened 
unto the. ....

I have sought earnestly for the 
crumbs which might fall from my mas
ter’s table. ;

I was not strong physically and not 
developed intellectually, as I should 
have been had not the severe illness 
come upon me.
. I hai’tft times different impressions 
which' I felt sure came from no earthly 
source, and I tried to be guided by these 
impressions. I longed to do something 
which might bring a ray of hope to 
some disconsolate heart and trust my 
efforts would not be in vain.

Two years ago I had a very severe at
tack of asthma which aggravated my 
heart trouble and my suffering was in-
tense. . ’

As I lay hovftring between life and 
death I seemed ‘toUhave afylslon, for I 
felt that I had: left the suffering body 
and was in the presence of the supreme 

‘Judge. It seemed to me that. I was 
blind, but I heard a voice which said, 
“You are now at Death’s door; you have 
suffered much physical pain.

“Here in the spiritual life beyond 
death you will not suffer any more; you 
have hoped to benefit the world, you 
want to help others, but as yet you have 
been unable to accomplish much.

“If you now enter the spirit world you 
can carry out a good work»,among those 
here, who need help. ■■■ x

“Do you not think that it would be 
better for you to leave your deformed 
garment, and behold yourself in your 
spiritual body, than to take up the one 
of clay again?”

I replied: “I know not how to answer 
you. If I thought only of myself I 
should be glad to enter tho realm of 
spirits now, but I feel there are many 
truths concealed from the world which 
I may be able to help give them unto 
mankind. -

' i‘I am willing to return to suffer more 
from the infirmities of the flesh in order

promise that I should be Instrumental 
in helping to prove to the world that 
there is a way by which those who have 
passed on can return and communicate 
with those who still remain in earth 
lite. ' • ..... ‘ "

The slender thread which connected 
the earthly body and the spiritual was 
not Severed, but remained as a key to 
the material, and I said to the dear ones 
around my bed, “My earth work is not 
done; I shall not leave you,” and to their 
surprise and their great joy I was' re
stored to them.

That experience has'left an indelible 
impression upon me, and from that time 
until the present’ I. have tried to be a 
faithful worker in the cause of Spirit
ualism. ; , ■ .

The help which comes to me from the 
spirit world, is no deluslbn, and sustains 
me through' many a trying ordeal, and 
in my feebleness I shall try to impart it 
to others. . ■
, I am willing to bear the cross, believ
ing that ILL am faithful I shall at last 
wear tne drown of victory.

■ . ■' . .... ' •••
Iniormallon How They Moy Olvo Birth to Hr ppy, 

Healthy Children Ab»olwtely. With.
- • out Pain—Sent Free. ' / .
'Nowoman need any ioniror dread-tho rmlnoot 

ehUd-blrtluor remain chlldlona. Dr. J. H. Dye 
hasflevotod hta liro torollavlmr the■ oorrowaat 
women. Ho han proved Hunan pain nt ohlldMrth 
may t>o entirely tinnialmd. and ho will gladly toll 
you how It mar bo done absolutely iron of charso 
sondyour name mid addrtum' to Dr. J.n. Dye. 1 
flowla Block, Buanlo, N. V,; and be will send you 
postpaid, hta wonderful book which tolls bow to 
ffjvo birth to happy, hoallhy ohlloron, absolutely 
wataontpam: alao, howto euro aterlUly. Do not 
odlay, but write to-day. ■ - ,

A. WILBUR JACKSONE, M. D., Ph.D., Professor of the Theory and 
Practice of Medicine—Discoverer of Force of Life. '

To discover and make the vital fluid 
or force of life has been the dream of 
the chemist and the goal of the learned 
medical professors ot all ages. The 
prophets, sages, and wise men of old, as 
well as the doctors, scientists, and 
learned chemists of to-day, have each 
and all pondered, wondered, hoped, ex
perimented to discover this mighty in
tangible essence that makes us think,

it seems that the dreams and fancies of 
yesterday are the facts ot to-day. At 
last a marvelous, mysterious fluid has 
been compounded, which, it not the se
cret of life, 1b, to Bay the least, the most 
wonderful, remarkable, anil effective

what else than the vital fluid of life 
could.heal Bright’s disease, consump
tion, hardening of the liver, and other 
supposed fatal diseases, when doctors 
had said the last ray of hope had gone? 
What else could make the paralytic 
walk, give relief to those on the verg'd 
ot death with locomotor ataxia, rejuve
nate the' aged, and fan the fickle flame 
of life into a steady blaze, which will 
burn wth an unremitting glow until the 
life of man shall exceed that of many of 
the patriarchs of old? What else could 
possibly'accomplish Buch wonders? At 
last we seem-to have been rescued from 
the thraldom of disease; kidney, liver, 
and lung troubles have been robbed of 
their terrors; the rheumatic throws 
away his crutches with ecstasies of de
light; the dyspeptic eats what he 
pleases, and jwhen he. pleases, and 
laughs at the gaunt form of indiges
tion.

The’ veritable wizard of medicine has 
come Into our midst; not the wizard of 
old, surrounded by mystery, mysticism, 
and fear, but a genuine scientiflcwizard, 
who compounds his marvelous prepara
tions in the bright light of day, under 
the guidance of science in an elaborate 
chemical, laboratory. He holds out 
bright hopes to the sick; he*solves  the 
hidden mystery of ages; he cures when

INDUCE
Your’Neighbor to .Subscribe for The 

■ - J Progressive Thinker.
Now is the time to extend tho circula

tion of The -Progressiwo. Thinker. It 
will contain Occult/and Spiritualistic 
,news with which every one should bo 
familiar, No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
mind, Send in a subscription now. <

doctors fall and friends despair. He is 
not a mercenary man. He heals the 
poor and rich alike. He says his great 
discovery is for all mankind. He sends 
it by express to all parts of the world, ’ 
so that the most humble peasant in 
Africa may receive the same benefits as 
the millionaire in New York. He ac
cepts no pay unless his treatment suc
ceeds. He says: “I do not wanPHbme-

your case free of charge/ and write you 
fully in regard to the nature of your dis
ease. I will also send you a compli
mentary copy of my latest medical . 
■Work, covering your special complaint- 
This boefk describes fully the nature 
and use of my wonderful discovery. 
Force of Life. It tells what it cures and 
why it cures. It tells what it contain» ' 
and how I came to discover it. It is el
egantly illustrated with the finest en
gravings.”

Dr. Jacksone has certainly made the ■ 
most remarkable discovery of all ages, 
if measured by its benefits to mankind. 
For his preparation sells anyway. The - 
demand for it Is enormous. The cures 
it makes, miraculous. Dr. Jackaone’s 
private address is Suite 242A, 1931 
Broadway, New York. He assures that 
every letter, written him will receive
personal attention. He has a woman 
specialist; to whom women can write in 
confidence. One cannot witness the re
markable cures performed by this great 
man and remain silent. It is a duty ev
ery man owes to the world to tell his 
sick neighbor about this wonderful dis
covery. Hundreds are dying every day 
who might just as well live if they only 
knew of this great vital fluid.of life, and 
realize that it alone would save them 
from an untimely,, death.

-BY.—

CAMILLE FLAMMARION
"Tho Unknown" created a marked 

sensation .in France when first pub
lished and can scarcely fall to arouse 
the greatest Interest in this country. It 
is an eminent scientist's study of the 
phenomena of the spirit world. In 
touching upon the various , physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authenticated Instances, and 
chapters of his book are as weirdly fas-

clnatlng as the most fantastic of Poe'» 
tales. It treats on incredulity, credul. 
ity, hallucinations, psychic action of one 
mind upon another, transmission ot 
thought, suggestion, the world ot 
dreams,, cerebral physiology, psychl« 
dreams, distinct sight In dreams, actual ' 
facts, premonitory dreams and divina
tion of the future, etc. 487 pages, clotk 
bound. Price $2.00. ,

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera- 
tipn of Present Conditions of Thought 

aiil Feeling,.
Leading to the Question as o Whether It Can J?e Demonstrated as a 

Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J, SAVAGE. D. D.
8vo. Cloth, 342 Pages. ■

worldliness” which it replaced, which
was in turn followed by the Spiritual- -Primitive Ideas—Ethnic Beliefs—The 
latlc'reaction against agnosticism. Ho »Old Testament and Immortality—Patil'i , 
points put tho doubta concerning the Doctrine of Death and tho Other Life— ’ 
doctrine of linmörfallty held by tho Jesus and Immortality—The'’ Othet 
chprches and the weakness of the tra- .World and tbo Middle Ages—Protestant

fall short of demonstration. The vol
ume includes a consideration of tho 
work of the Society for Psychical Re- 
.search and also > an appendix giving 
Mme ot the author’s own personal ex
periences in this -line. Dr. ‘Savage

Belief Concerning Death and the Lita 
Beyond—Tho Agnostic 1 Reaction—Tha 
Spiritualistic Reaction—The Worlds 
Condition and Needs cb to Belief In Im
mortality—Probabilities. Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—Th<? BocletJi 
for Pflvqhlcnl Research, nnd tho.Immo^ 
tai Life—Posfdblo Conditions .of Alioth1« 
or Life—Some II Into as to Personal 
parlances and Opinions. - ,
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in Exceptionally Important Question: Is Faith in God a Crime?
IS FAITH IN GOD A CRIME?

Two years ago a citizen of White 
Plains, N.- was sentenced to pay a 
fine of $500 or be imprisoned 500 days in 
the county jail for neglecting to call a 
licensed physician to attend his sick 

■ chid. The case was appealed, and quite 
recently the supreme court affirmed tlie 
judgment. In delivering the opinion of 
the court, Justice Haight utters this 
significant language: .

“Sitting, as a court of law we have 
nothing to do with variances of relig
ious beliefs, because we have no power 
to decide which is correct. We place 
no limitations upon the power of the 
mind over the body, the power of faith

■ to dispel disease, or of the Supreme Be
ing to heal the sick. We merely de
clare the law as given by the legisla
ture.” ’
'All of which 1b equivalent to saying 

that the healing business has become a 
special privilege, and-a monopoly of it 
given by our Jaw-makers lo a privileged 
few; and when tfie spiritual rights and 
liberties of the citizen are jeopardized, 
the-court is shackled by the dead letter

. of the law apd dar.e not Inquire into-the 
. ethics, rationality or justice of a given 

case.
. In the same journal containing the 

above account we read of a California 
city where' 300 «children are excluded, 
from tho«public schools because the pa
rents refuse to comply with the barbar
ous compulsory vaccination law of that 
state. And a third item in the same pa
per tells of a child?.hat was inoculated 
with virus containing diphtheria germs 
which culminated in lockjaw, and in a 
few hours that child, like good old 
Enoch, who walked with God,” was not,' 
for God took him.”

. It. is not easy to conceive of three oc
currences which more forcibly bring 
before the bar of Reason and Common 
Sense the fallacies of orthodox theology 
and so-called medical science than do 
these three. And in view of the in
creasing frequency of such occurrences 
it Is not out of place to inquire "where 
was I at?" ., -

I dlsclalii^membershlp or affiliation 
with Christian Sclehce, faith cure, men
tal healing or any of the similar latter- 
day methods pt dispelling disease. I 
know'but little about any of them, 
hence neither applaud nor condemn. 
But I do know that a despotic hierarchy,, 
equal to if not worse than the beast of 
Rome, is secretly working its way into

of your head are all numbered, and not 
even a sparrow falls to the ground with
out Jehovah's knowledge and consent; 
if all your outgoings and incomings, 
your downsittings and uprisings are un
der his personal supervision; If the 
hour of'your birth and the day of your 
death were foreseen, foreordained and 
fixed in Jehovah's plan from all eter
nity, one thing is certain; if the hour 
for your departure has arrived, all the 
doctors In Christendom cannot keep you 
alive a moment; if that hour is not due, 
all the doctors, soldiers and other hired 
assassins on earth cannot kill you.” 
- Then why fine and imprison a man 
for meekly permitting this Hebrew Je
hovah to work out his own purposes in 
his own good time and way?

Not only does the Hebrew Deity 
claim tlie authorship of disease, but he 
also claims to be tlie only healer, and 
to possess the. only unfailing remedy. 
Not an ache nor pain does he send to 
his children put what he stands ready 
with an all-sufficient antidote to be ap
plied whenever the patient has been 
sufficiently humbled; completely broken 
and contrite in sprit, and willing tg re
pent and accept the cure in faith and 
humility. Tha.t New-York victim was 
no doubt familiar with the long list of 
faith cures related in the Old Testa
ment. He knew of the multitudes who 
were cured of snake-bite by merely 
looking at a brass snake elevated on a 
pole*-  He remembered the instance of 
a copk making, soup of wild gourds with
out knowing their deadly nature, where
by scores of the sops of the prophets 
were poisoned and would have died had 
not a handful qf meal been cast into the 
pot at the command of the healer. Also 
the wonderful case of Naaman the 
leper, dipping himself seven times in 
the river Jordan when the loathsome 
scales, of the disease God had Ebnt 
dropped from him and “his flesh game 
again as a little child.” •

According to tho recortj—Mark 16th 
chapter, 18-19—these were the lust 
weirds Jesus uttered before his ascen
sion. Do they mean something, or 
nothing? Is the entire story fact, or fic
tion? Either Jesus uttered those words

SPIRITUALS?’MEETINGS.

It Is importasi w&en a meeting Is 
suspended, thatoiiotico be given us, so 
that inquirers may uut be mislead. - Ws 
want new notila ofwll meetings being 
held here to public hulls at the present 
time.

MRS. STODDARD GRAY
And 6os». DE WITT «. HOUGH, 

MsteriaUzluy und'Test Mediums, bold scauces 
blmday, Wednesday.and J’rlday ovcnlnffe, tlfht 
o clock: Saturdays 2 p.m., at their residence, Z31 
Wout to th SI., New York. 6lttlime tor communi
cations dally, 10 to 5. 723

■ all the legislative bodies of 
from the'senate chamber to 
council; and the freedom of

the laud, 
tlie city

.... . __________ opinion,
speech and act once guaranteed by law
IB being rapidly destroyed by law. ' 

. Let us |ook at this case from the 
standpoint of a thoroughly orthodox 
Christian and see what reason this New 
York criminal had for believing'til at his 
child could be healed through faith in 
God. . ' ■

. He was one of those unfortunate 
creatures who sometimes think for 
themselves and have the audacity to act 
as they think; and that was the cause 
of his undoing.

He was a Christian; and times with
out number he had been told, and no 
doubt had told others, that the splendid 
civilization, the. intellectual and social 
refinement, the advancement in arts 
and sciences,' and the social, civil and 
religious liberty which tho 19th century 

. handed down to the 20th, was the ex
' elusive product of Christianity;,.' That 

Christianity is the product of the Bible. 
That the Bible is the product of the He
brew Jehovah, and that this Jehovah is 
the sole cause, as well as the exclusive 
healer of. all the Ills flesh 1b heir to. .

Through the lips of Moses, David, 
Isaiah, et al, he had heard this Jehovah 
•declare: "I am the Lord, and there is 
none else; no other God but me. I 
form the light and create darkness; I 
.kill and make alive; I wound and 1 
heal; I will appoint over you terror, 
consumption, the burning ague,' that 
shall consume the eyes and cause son 
row of tne heart. I thp Lord smite with 
the botch of Egypt [small pox], with 
emerods I piles], with the scab and the 

, ■ • itch [leprosy dnd ring-worm] whereof 
thou canst not be healed. I the Lord do 
all these things."

■ Indeed that New York culprit knew 
as a matter of fact, that if the language 
of the Bible be literally true, and if the 
theological dogmas drawn therefrom 

, are correct, there was no manner of use

oi' he did not. Either lie meant what 
he said or he did not. Either he is able 
to fulfill those promises, or he is not. 
Which is It? How many Christians ex
ercise faith in a single one of those as
surances? How many D. Ds. or M. Ds. 
are willing to.take up serpents, or drink 
poison, and trust Jesus to bring them 
through unscathed? According to the 
record. Paul and the early Christians 
did all these things; and if faith in 
Jesus-was sufficient to produce such 
wonderful results then, why pot now? 
Did Jesus mean what, he said?- The en
tire Christian world gives a feeble “yes” 
with the lips and an emphatic “No” 
with the heart and dally Hie for a reply. 
In« tl^a matter of healing the sick, in
stead of following the directions and. 
accepting in faith thp assurances of suc
cess which he gave, the entire proposi
tion is treated as a preposterous absurd
ity, and the men and . women who at
tempt to show their faith by their 
works are prosecuted as criminals. Ii^ ' 
this as in all-other matters of a really 
spiritual character, “Vox- Populi” has 
become vastly more potent than “Vox 
Deil” for the simple reason that the 
dead hand of pagan mythology still hob
bles the thought , and conduct, and be
clouds the reason of the masses: The 
priesthood of to-dày, like the saintly 
whited sepulchers whom Jesus de
nounced, are continually binding lien« y 
burdens upon the shoulders of others 
and will not relieve them so much as 
with ope of their, fingers.

Preferring the churchianlty of the 
church to the Christianity of the Christ, 
they have allied themselves, with the 
“business interests” of the land; the 
money changers and money getters ; the 
'captains of industry and successful 
managers of men who manipulate legis
latures, courts and juries, in the Interest 
of, the privileged few, anil to the injury 
of the unprivileged many. Whether 
consciously or unconsciously, intention
ally or otherwise, matters not; the 
Christian world of the 20th century is 
like the Hebrew world of the first, its 
leaders are despising and rejecting the 
one whom their own prophets say came 
to save them, and. are continually cruci
fying the Son of Man afresh and putting 
him to an open shame. •

Let us hear the conclusion of thè 
whole matter. Justice Haight reveals 
the existence of a deplorable fact. Tlie

But time would fail me to tell of Job 
and the long list of Old Testament 
worthies, all of whom "walked by faith 
and not by sight,” and were heajed of 
all manner of infirmities by the exer
cise of faith in the Great Physician. 
And not alone to the chosen people' of 
the Old Testament times was this ser- 
pent-on-a-pole faith-cure njethod of heal
ing vouchsafed. But it came down 
from thq Old to the New Dispensation; 
bridged the gulf between Malachi and 
Matthew and became a leading feature 
Of the Christian Era. .

Jesus'Of Nazareth was foreshadowed 
as the Sun’of Righteousness who should 
arise with healing, in his wings.” As .
Moses lifted up the serpent in the wtl-1 cold, formal letter'of the law which Wil
derness so should he also be' lifted up ' eth, is. the narrow jail yard beyqpd

I for the healing of the people, and unto 
him should Jew and Gentile come side 
by side fopfaith cures. He came, and 
the record of his short life is honey
combed with instances' ot faith cures 
and mind healing rfiore wonderful than 
anything related in the Old Testament. 
And “mlrablle dlctu/’ the power to do 
the same things, and even greater, was 
distinctly promised to each and every 
one who should believe in and. follow 
him. ■ '

It is not a railing accusation, but a 
strong indictment against current theol
ogy to say that it has entirely mistaken 
the meaning and purpose of gjirlst's 
mission. And I mean no offense, but 
merely state a self-evident truth in say
ing that if the Christianity of to-day is 
following Jesus it is lagging a shameful 
distance behind.. Theology bases maw’s 

. hope of salvation entirely upon the 
words which Jesus is supposed to haye 
uttered, and not upon, the acts he is said- 
to have performed. And yet, when 
J6hn sent his disciples to Inquire Into 
the credentials of Jesus, the latter did 
not refer them to an AposOes' Creed, a 
Westminster Confession of Faith or the 
Thirty-nine Articles,'but said: “Go tel! 
John what ye see me do. The blind re
ceive sight; the lame Avail?; , the deaf 
hear; the lepers are cleansed; the dead 
are raised, and the poor have the gos
pel preached unto them. Verily I say 
unto you, if ye have faith and doubt not, 
the works that I do shall ye do also; 
and greater works than these shall-ye 
do, because I go unto the Father. And 
these signs shall follow them that be
lieve; they shall cast out devils; they 
shall speak with new tongues; they 
.shall take up serpents; if they drink 

I any deadly thing It shall not hurt
in calling a physician. He no doubt , thorn; they shall lay hands on the sick 
reasoned thus to Ijis child: “If the hairs I and they shall recover.” <

which courts of justice dare not go, and 
that, letter bears the unmistakable Im
press of the Golden Calf. The recogni
tion of religious rights and freedom of 
individual opinion which were incorpo
rated into the charter of our govern
ment, are being nullified by the insid
ious efforts of narrow-minded D. Ds. 
and M. Db. '

Both professions are anchored to the 
snubbing posts of ignorance and'bigot
ry. Both have joined hands with the 
legislative and judicial functions of gov
ernment, and the enhanced'power thus 
obtained is beginning to be felt. The 
tyranny of the' dead Is as active in the 
medical and legal fraternities as it is in 
the theological, and all three are fast 
becoming unbearable. ' '

Precedent; the opinions ahd dictums 
of the early «fathers are the only safe 
standard by which to measure the new 
questions which a new civilization is 
continually thrusting upon our atten
tion. Partisan legislature^ and "parti
san judges can he made the most pow
erful engines of oppression in a popular 
government, and under the corrupt con
ditions that now exist they are certainly 
becoming so..

Thomas Jefferson, In a letter to a 
friend, says:' “The judiciary of the 
United, States are like a body of sap
pers and miners working underneath in 
the dark, and will eventually undermine 
the liberties of.-tHe,people.” ' •

In view of this New York case, the 
Income Tart decision, the Dred Scott de
cision, the government by injunction re
fusing the right oftrial by jury, the nu
merous unjust and oppressive discrimi
nations against mediums and healers, 
—does It not seem as though the under
mining process was now'going on? .

J. L. DRYDEN.
San Diego, Cal. . ■

A SPECIAL OFFER FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
To Subscribers for ■

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER ONLY:

STOMACH • 
TROUBLES 

CURED
THE OrçEAT PSYCH0L0Q1CAL CRIME, 
Harmonies of Evolution (Florence Huntley), 
The Dream Child, - - -

$2.00 
2,00 

75

S/.5O 
1.50 

50

We Can roillltely Cora Any Co» of Stomach Trouble Bol 
Ceund by Cancar. Do Not Take Our Word.

1EIT IT YOURSELF. '

The Great Psychological Crime.—Con
tents—Part I.
Psychological Crime; New Deflnl-

The Law of Spiritual Gravity; 
tlons and Suggestions.

Admonl-

tlons ; .inent. Admissions; What Is
Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Maji 

- and His Two Organisms; Physiology 
and Pathology of Hypnotism; “Auto
Hypnotism," aMisnomer; "Suggestion,” 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Three'Bralns; Does Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post

. Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp
notist?
Part II. . ।

Supplemental.
The Value of “Theories"; Differences

and Distinctions;
Transubstantiation ; 
Metempsychosis;

Transmigration ;
Reincarnation ;

Self-Perpetuation;
Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual Extinction; Psy
chical Reinve^ture. '

Harmonics of Evolution—Contents. •
Preliminary Statement; There Is No 

Death; Life After Physical Death Is 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here

FREE TEST 
TREATMENT 
Do you suffer 

from Indigestion, 
ilyspepsla.or sloni-
neh trouble In any 

gRHMMMï form ? If you do 
why not let us cure 
y°u? "° do not 
n}e,.in nELP y°n giving you a Soda 

[PRESfcRiratò Compound Tablet 
or 80,ne of tho oth- 

l^>-V er patent "Dyspep-
Bltt Cures.” West. We Twin positively 

31 mid permanently

A Risk anti a Duty; Other Defini
tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle 
Involved; "Automatic, Physical Medi
umship” Impossible; Neither a "Gift" 

■ Nor a "Powerk-; Tho Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mfediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and1 Martyrdom; 
Mediumship and "Affinity”; Medium
ship and .Emotionalism; Mediums and

and Hereafter Has a Common Develop
ment - - -

r-
anil a Common Purpose;, 

Scope, Method and Pur-
The Genesis of Physical 

Life; The Spiritual Bpsis of Evolution; 
The “Law of Natural Selection”; The 
Natural Law of Selection; A Question 
Iq Science; The Completion of an Indi-' 
vldual; Masculine Will and Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle for Happiness; 
Masculine Reason and Feminlnq Intul- 

unuuuu nun tlon; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat- 
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan- ural Science Corroborated; Natural 
ity. ------- * ' ' '

The 
pose;

Mcuveyon. Wewlil 
Sr po to the very foun. 
fc.d«U»u of .your 

trouble ; will re
move tho causes, 

______ _ _______ _ . • strengthen and 
tone up the stomach, and make you strong and 
healthy ns you over wore. We could elye you les- 
tlmonials by the thouaandspf those wo have cured 
of stomach trouble in all its forms and stages; but 
they wunld not be facts' or proof to yon—only 
words of thanks and praise. The only absolute 
prdof Is In tho treatment itself. And believing 
that a practical lest would bo more convincing to 
sufferers than all the testimonials we could print 
and absolutely prove Its great merits/wo will 
send anyone desiring it a full two weeks’ trial 
treatment absolutely free. -

If you have stomach trouble and have failed to 
get relief, write us at onceand learn by practical 
test what wo can do for you. Address Dr. Peebles 
Institute of Health, Ltd., 23 Main Street. Battlo 
Creek, Mich. •

Partili,
The Genesis of “Hell”; The Way of 

Death; In Perspective'; Individual Im
mortality; On What It Depends; Self-

‘ A \J WI C&Lvhl f Ara ULUI <A1
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce; 
[True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon
ics, Ethics.

Hándsomely Bound. 
. Send for Circular.„.vi mm;, Yvuav il juepenas, öeil- ajj..— ti .

. g-smau« TsíSasíí

fl NEW DEPARTURE 
DR. C. E. WATKINS

• I? now open for ongagoments to deliver hie 
lectures on Health and Disease (from a Spirit- 
uallsl'B standpoint). Those health talks are 
.something now and most Interesting. No 
^5® mad0 {or ‘bo lectures. Dr Walls still In active practice, however, and all 

- Rro ill are requested to send their ago, sex.
and loading symptoms to
’ DR. O. L WATKINS,
,r. ' OOIUglilnnaavf» .' ,

■ • ' • Newtonvllle, Moss,

' »‘"T' ' __
"An Intataous. Dynamite Roman Oath- 

olio Conspiracy Detected and Exposed," 
"Romanism Exposed." Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of Startling 
Facte.', Price 10 cents each, or two for

"Why 1 Am a' Vegetarian.” ’ By J/ 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, .25 
centu. , . A

"Discovery of .a Lost Trail.” By Chae. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent In epirltual 
Buggestlveness. Cloth, ft.50. For sale 
at tli'le office. , . ....

/'Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion." By-Newton N. 
Riddell, A,,most excellent work for all 
■who have the care or training of chib 
dren. Price 06 cents. ..

“The.Splrltual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Lifer" By Lilian Whit
ing. One-of Miss Whiting's most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
.books. It Is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. For able at this office. 

[Price ft.
“New Testament Stories Comically Il

lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments "upon the Texts." Heston's 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price In boards, ft. 
Cloth, |1.60. -, ■■ • ■

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200," etc. A condensed state- 
mefit-of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An Important work. Paper, 
25 cents. For sale át .this office. '■

“Wedding Chimes." By Dolpha Pearl 
Hughes. ;■ A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir, Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter, in poetry and 
prose... Specially designed for the W 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Prjce 76 cents, For sale at thia Office.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the. Churqh of the Soul, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple every first and 
third Thursdays.of the month; after
noon session at 4) o’clock. The ladles 
furnish refershmeuts. . Supper served 
at 6:15, Including tew and coffee. Even
ing session at 7:30. Questions pertain
ing to spiritual themes, answered by 
the guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond; name POepis given to strangers. 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton', assistant pastor.

Spiritual services conducted by Julia 
M. Learnerd, every Sunday evening at 
7:30, at Marble Hall, 467 West Ran
dolph street, corner ¿Sheldon,

Church of the ■ Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4808 Cottage Grove ave-' 
nue. Conference and messages at 8 p. 
m. Lecture by Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt at 
8 p, in. Messages by H. F. Coatea and 
others.. Plenty of good music.

The Spiritual Research meets every 
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, In 
Van Buren Opera House, - .corner of 
Madison street and California avenue. 
Good music and singing. All are In
vited to attend. . \ ' • .

The Spiritualistic. Church of the «Stu. 
dents of Nature. hold services at 
Nathan's Hall, 15 65 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue, Sunday even
ings, 7:80 p. m. Mrs. F. Schu
macher, pastor. ■ '

. Church of the Spiritual Forces holds 
service at Thurman Club Room, corner 
of 47th street and Çottage Grove ave
nue, every Sunday. Conference at 3 p. 
m. Lecture at 8 p. m. Cohducted by 
Isa Cleveland. ‘ ■

A Spiritualist Temple, hde been' 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 623 Bel
mont avenue. ' Services held every Sun
day and ' Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and music at every ser
vice. .

Dr. Sholdice holds services Sunday 
evenings at 7:45, at 205 Lincoln avenue.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o'clock, at Alliance Hall, between Klm- 
bark.gnd Monroe avenues.' Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal- 
qnt available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is tire 
object of this society. Address all com
munications Ao Mrs. Isa A. Cross,-corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street.

Mrs. M. A. Burland, pastor of tlie 
Spiritual -Union Church, holds two 
services each Sunday at No. 77 East 
Thirty-first street. Conference at 3 p. 
m., and lecture and tests at 8 o’clock.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church 
meets every Sunday at 3 o’clock shaji), 
and 8 o’clock’sharp, at Lakeside Hally 
corner Thirty-first street and Indiana 
avenue, where' .truth-seekers and Inves
tigators, aS well as Spiritualists can en
joy a pleasant afternoon or evening. 
First-class speakers. • Tests and mes
sages by carefully selected mediums. 
Excellent music. Mrs. Mary Dixon and 
her daughter Cora, the “Child Wonder," 
always In attendance to give readings 
betweep'ihtrjneetingB. Also free dem
onstrations by Ç. A. Beverly, M. D., 
president.. • •

Tlje Spiritual Unit/ > Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avpnue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof, R. S. Ray, pastor. ■

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins'- Hall, 528 West 
Sixty-third street, every- Sunday even
ing at 8 o’clock. Conference In .the af
ternoon at 3. \The T-adies’ ■ Auxiliary 
meets eYery Thursday afternoon at 
same number. ' ■ - - x
; Church of the: Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every SundUy evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee.avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V.- Richmond, pastor, holds services 
every S&nday In Hall 309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. Sunday-school at 10 
a. m.
j The Progressive Society holds serv-' 
Ices every Bunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages'at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Metropolitan Spiritualist Society 
holds services every Sunday at 8 o’clock 
In St. George’s Hall, 3337 State street. 
Good speaking, tests, and music. Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. . Residence, 
3148 Indiana avenue. ' '

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
In Van Buren Opera House, Madison 
street and Calimmla avenue/ every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p' m. Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
spirit messages, assisted by other me
diums. ' ' '

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Sunday afternoon at 
2:30‘sharps at Phoenix Hall, 324 East 
Division Street, near Sedgwick street. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Universal Occult Society, Ma
sonic Home Temple, 3118 Forest ave
nue: Hon. R. Gllray, Dean. Services 
every Sunday evening at 8 Lyceum, af
ternoons at 3. Mrs. G. W. Aitken, psy- 
chib.- .Tests from 9 to 10 p. m. Good 
music. All. welcome. Come and In
vestigate. •

The First Spiritual Church holds serv
ices every Sunday, 7:30 p. m., in Tem
perance Hall, 330 Sixty-third street, 
Englewood. Dr. J. H. Randall, lecturer; 
Mrs. Vaughn, psychic, will give read
ings. .

The Australian Psychic Society will 
continue its Sunday evening meetings, 
commencing November 15, 8 p. m. Lec
tures, messages and healing. Good mu
sic. Dr. Freedman, conductor; Mrs. L. 
H. Freedman, secretary, 518 W. Adams 
street, r , -

Spirit Church of Universal Brother
hood holds services Sunday at 7:30 p. 
m., in lodge room of Lincoln Turner 
Hall, near corner Sheffield avenue and 
Diversey Boulevard, mear.Northwestern 
elevated railroad. Tests and messages 
at every meeting. Conducted by Mrs. 
G-, À. Cowen, psychic.«

Chicago Spiritual. lAlllancç Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. ,m., atJAthefieum Building, 26 
Van Buren street: MYs. May Elmo, me
dium. Tests ahd good Speaking. All 

, are welcome. > .
. Spiritualist meetings will be held at 
Star Lodge HalI,S378 S. Western avenue, 
between Polk açd.Hànrison streets, ev
ery Sunday, afternooh.at 2:30, evening 
7:45, commending Sjmday afternoon, 
Nov. -29. 1 J ______

“The Molecilifir Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By , Prof..i Win. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwoodita recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on-ilie spiritual ros
trum. In this Iffctle vtflume he presents 
in succinct form the Substance of hia 
lectures on theoMoleoular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
•demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism- Tho book Is cômmènded to 
all who lové-,to study and think. For 
sale at this office. 'Price, 26 cents.;

“Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From," .-"The Evolution of tho Spirit 
from Matter’ Through Organic 'Pro
cesses, or How thoigplrlt'Bodÿ Grawn." 
By Michael Faraday. ■ Prince 10 cfcnts. 
For-sale at tills office- - -

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Cliarlea B. Waite, A. M„ -author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
tho Year 200," etc. A condensed state
ment of facta concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of tho gov
ernment "An Important work. Paper, 
25 cents, 1Ï& ski® st this offi»

HOROSCOPES
Saloniincallv accurate and reliable. Captain G. W.
Walroad, 1H0 Gleaurm St, Denver. Col., EotlSÄ

n n.kinoad.trumpdtííediüm. read-
V• Ings dally. Clrclva Tuesday, Thuraday aud 
Saturday, 8:30 p. m, 8250 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

MRS. DR. DIXON. NATURAL CLAIRVOYANT.
Life read luge, $1; aeud birthday; ana were 8

Queatloua by mull for 10e, U ID 81at at., Chicago.

' A Healer of the Rockies.
Edwin Day Buuby. a healer of all dlBcaties. En

close 2c, Btaujp, . Audreua Bozeman, Montana.

BLTON E. HEDRICK, 
ASTKol4»«KH.rVocatlou, buuluoBS specula- 
lion, ihulrimopy, cnaugea, travel.-all.affftlra ot 
Ilie. Feo 12,00. •'Seud date ot birth Ue near the 
hour as ppsBlWc. AddrOae. 2621, Reading Rood, 
Clncluuatl, Ohio, 7*0

WANTED.
A situation on a farm the year round with Spirit- 
iiulists by an able bodied man of 68 years of age. 
Address D. R. DAVIS^MUwaukee, Wla.

A Natural Seer, Tried and True.

MItS, B. DJW0RE8T, CLAIRVOYANT, INTUI- 
tlopul and prophetic readings by mall. Send 

. own handwriting, date ot birth and 8 Questions, 
11. Removed to Foxboro, Maps •

.- Teat Reading 25 CJentq,
By Astrology and Spirit Guide, “Starlight." Send 
25 cents (sljverjsaiul date of birth. Full reading 
with horoscope, Address F. F. NEITZEL, Box
i>88 fipokulie) Wash. 733

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Dear friend«, you can greatly help me cure for 

my blind Hletcr, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl
iest mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Bend it to me with fl, ‘unu I will 
try and «ret reply by independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, MLb 
ford Mt|ss, ;

SURE. AND PAINLESS CURB OF CANCER
Wans. Moles. Growths, and Buboes, without 

.uoloHuof a drop of olood: without the use of knife 
or ptaBler. Prosorlptlo», »2.00. addreliu, PHYSI
CIAN, 3256 Groveland Ave. - ■ .

YOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and sent FREE If you will aeud your 
birth-date and three btamps for mailing expouaea 
^iveastonltibed Ihouaanda with my wonderfully 

root reading of their life, past and (mure. I 
correctly reyeal your future love affaire, buHlheaa 
auccesa, marriage mate, etc.,-and give advice on 
all affairs. Address, 8JIAC1ICKA', T.«., 
215ft, Francisco, Cui.

Health Is What You Want I
Albert Harrison Waitt, 

Mental and Spiritual Healer, can make you well. 
All kn^wn (ifrieaaea treated tmeceKHiuliy at any 
diHlance. H1h cure« are permanent. Come and 
Hee him if you want to be cured. Consultation 
Free. Write for teatlmonlalH. Formerly of Min
neapolis, now located at WOO Normal ave.,Chicago, 
Illinois. 733

THE SPEAKING DIAL.
A Wonderful Spiritual Invention

Gives names, dates and circumstances. Speaks 
in various languages; answers mental questions; 
convincing the most skeptical. Hah come to prove 
immortality and spirit communion. Develops all 
phases of mediumship. Magnetized by powerful 
spirit band. Read what the late Hon. I. Donnelly 
said of the Speaking Dial. Dials now. fl.50. Send 
forcirculur and testimonials. Enclose stamp for 
reply. P. J. DEMPSEY Inventor. 2817 Columbus 
ave.. Minneapolis. Mlun. '

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age,., name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power, -o’

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
. 280 Nortll Sixth St. .

. Bau Jose, Call

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.
TESTIMONIALS OF CURE.

My Dear Mrs. Dobson-Barker:—-I 
want to say, I have been ailing lor 
thirty years and you are the only one 
that has done me any good.

.' MARY JANE PEARCE. 
Perris, Riverside Co.. Cal., Feb. 21, 

1903. ,

Mrs, Dobson-Barker—Kind Friend:-— 
Ab I tried your treatment four years 
.ago, and It helped me so much,-1- will 
write tp you again to see lf you are still' 
practicing, and if you are I want t<5 
send to you for another month's treat
ment, for I can safely say that you did 
njore for me than al) the doctors on 
earth, ancl/rbope you are well and still 
practicing] May the good angels bless 
you, is my prayer. Respectfully, 

MINA M. YANG.
Pee Dee, KJ., Oct. 20, 1902..

Stanton, Mich., Jan. 19, 1902.
Mrs. Dr- Dobson-Barker—Dear Sis

ter:—I take'my pen In hand to let you 
know how I am. I thank you and your 
band tor I know I would be in my grave 
now, but you and your band have saved 
me. -I suffered everyflitii&. I am hap
py to say I am a well woman. I was 
sick a long time; I do my Own work; 
how I would like to see the woman that 
cured me. I let every-one know who 
cured me. I war sick twenty-live years.

I still remain your friend,
AMAI^PA R. GREEN.

MRS. CONNELLY’S
Gray Hair Redemption.

Without Lead, nil ver or poisons.''Beet, quickest, 
safest and cheapest oil earth; 25 to W cents u box. 
Will last six months.

OnelippHcation wll surprise you, No staining. 
Apply with the hands once a week: you can't af
ford to look old, if you are looking for employ
ment: also red hair restored to brown. -

The redemption restores gray, fndeil or blonded 
hair at ouee to its original color. For gentlemeh’s 
moustaches it IS wonderful and safe. 25c. a box. 
Will last one year. Try II. Carry it In your pock
et. Seefor.voun«..lf, Noliuuibuir. .

Quick make-up for liulr and eyebrows. Try tho 
brown fpr light hairnuke it with you to your 
workshop, . _
. Your personal appeaxance counts greatly for 
success and happiness?'Dontuse stuff that will, 
turn your hair green; don'tgetyour hair blunded,' 
for when II grows out at the roots it will look like 
a spotted canary bird. Ufto only Mrs. Connelly's 
Hair Redemption; It will make yon happy: Makes 
the hair grow. '

By mall on receipt of money. 2c. and 4c. extra 
for postage. Send stamp for circulars. Address 
all letters to Mrs. ANNA CONNELLY, 673 North 
18th st., Philadelphia. Pa.. Sta. 8. •

THEGOSPELOF BUDDHlT
According to Old -Records. By Dr. Paul Corus. 
A translation made from Japanese, under ths 
auspices of tho Rev. Shaku Soyor, delegate to 
the Parliament of Religions. Was published

Jn Japan. Price, 81. .

\ THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of tho Fox Family.
'Intcrextlng and valuable a« a hlatory of tho begin

ning of Modern Bplrltuallim, by one of the Fox 8ii-
1° IJlUBtratjona, InchidlngjJortralta ot 

Fox Family. Hlitory of tho HyddivilTc rapping«, 
aa rotated by oyo-witneaaea; remarkable and wen-at
tested mantfeatatlona;- the;'exposure«,” etc. Hand-

*t»012u^.^nd.^D clotb< ®ut f«w copiei remaining. 
Pnbllabe*'.  price. »1.50. Wo will lend tho book port*  
paid (or ft.«). , .

¿Origin of species,
By moans of natural selection, or tho preservation of 

«fUKKl® for life. Uy Charlo» 
Danrin. Gilt top. clqth bound. This book li vae 
grandest achievement of modern scientific thought 

it bas pasted through many editions 
In English, has been translated Into almost oil tho 
languages of Europe, and has been the subject of 
mere reviews, pampblctaand separate books than any 
«5’855.»“^th0 B*e>. .MoBt of lhe scientists 
of tlyiage fully support bis position. The thought of 

^ecomoo part of the common Inherit- 
a M tire race. For sale at this office. Price 75 cts,

Modern 
Carpentry 
and Joinery
A Practical 
Manual.
Just Published

$

By, Fred T. Hodgson, 
M. O„ A. A.

15 ■

The well-known Technical writer/” It Is one of
the best works ever turned out by him. Copi
ously Illustrated with diagrams and flgures, 
making the most intricate problems simple, def
inite and easily understood. Price. $1.00.
_i____ ___ Ljb__________________________________ <_

Dn You NppH Ve,ier. KTe»lltnti
MU I VjJ llUUU I can help you. 4 Win fit your 
XnPpHnlPC eyes by Clairvoyance and 
CjpUULGUluO HpirfTassistance al your own 

ihomftwith the Improved incite^ pebble lense, to
Bee near and nt a distance. Please write for ill us- 
trHted circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
my Bplril method of treating that restores losl 
vision ahd impaired eyesight. I guarantee to fit 
yuur eyes, and Bate delivery by mall.

B. F. FOO LB.
Evanston A vxj.. Chicago. III.

. B-.F-POtll.B.-DyarSlr: YourMaK.K-dzcd Melt
ed Pebble Speetaeles rueelvi'd, 1 am delighted. 
Thi'y are perfection In every way.

Sincerely yours, Alonzo Thompson, 
___________ _________ ._________ r'lillcfton, x<?b.

rPTTlP ÌTilTOPO By Warren Sumner Barlow, I li ni V 11111 hin The Voices contain poems 
¿xau i uxujjw of Remarkable beauty and 
force. Tlw are most excellent. Price 11.00.

fl NEW GflTEGHISM,
BY M. M. MANGASAItlAN.

This Is a new “Catechism” In the full sense of the 
word. There hoe as yet appeared In the world of-Mb 
eral literature nothing like tlih most wonderful little 
book ot reason. E. P. Powell, tho woll-knownautbor, 
the reviewer ana critic, says: “Tho remarkable thing 
about torn ’Catechism*  le that It tolls tho truth." 1c 
deals with the quditlons of Cod. Immurtallty-tho 
Creeds, the Clergy. thoClmrch, Prayer and Salvation. 
Jesus ana bls Teaching, the Growth of tho Christian 
Bcrlptdrea, ana many, other philosophical, sclentlflo 
pnd ethical questions with, tho utmost ckudor. cour 
age and clearness. 183 pages. Cloth 75c; paper, Wo

A Book of Great Merit.
I’isn onri hha aB ^»closed in the Bible.” 
I toll dllll Lllu By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
z^niPih Llnpfrl Associate of King's College. 
OpIlIL WOf IU London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would investigate and 
learn, the facts of Bible teachings afe well &a 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 11,10.

THE OTHER-SIDE OF DEATH
Scientifically Examined and 

Carefully Described. r 
BY C. W. LEADBEATER.

A Volume of 500 large pages, treating very 
nterestlugly if Life, Death aud Immortality, 
Clairvoyahce. Spirit Phenomena, Etc. as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated exponent of 
Theosophy. Price, 11.W.

The World’s Sixteen Saviors, 
Or Christianity before Christ. By Kercey 
Graves. New and startling revelations in re
ligious history .which dlsclbso the Oriental 
origin of all the doctrines, principles, precepts 
and miracles of the Christian New Testament, 
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of its 
sacred mysteries, besides, comprising the His
tory of Sixteen Oriental Ctucifled Gods. This 
Wonderful and exhaustive volume will, we are 
certain, take high rank as a book of reference 
m tbe field which the author has chosen Tor it. 
Printed on white paper, 380 pages. New edition, 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author. 
Price 81.50. Postage, 10 cents. •

MARK CHESTER,
OR

A Mill and a Million.
This Is one of Carlyle Petersllea's most Inter

esting works. It is purely a Psychical Romance 
gtioh as the author is noted for producing. You 
pood it in your library for the purpose of lead
ing your romance-loving children out into the 
light of occultism. Price, cloth cover, 60 cts. 
For sale at this office.

A Veru • Interesting Book tor Aff.
Philosophy of

Spiritual Intercourse, account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual developments at the ■ 
house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and 
similar cases in all parts of tho country. Thia 
volume is the first from the author directly up
on tho subject of Spiritualism, and has stood 
the test of many years. Cloth, 81,20 f postage lOo.

Works of Thomas Pains
A new edition in paper covers with largo clear typo, 

' ■ comprising) ■
. - Age of Reason....... 26 cts.

' . Rights of Man25 qts. 
Crisis^....... ....25 cts.

Common Sense.......... 16 cts.
This Is« aplcmitd opportunity to secure these Blind- 
•rd works, us tho price Is within the reach of all. For 
Mio at thio,office.

THE ¡(OMAN'S BIBLE
PART I.—The Pentateuch. '

Comments on Gonooia, Exodus, LevltloJS, 
Numbers and Deuteronomy, by Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Lllllo Devereux Rlakc. Rev? .Phcbe 
HSnaford, Clara Bowlek Colby, Ellon Battelle 
Doltrlck, Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ursula N. 
Gostofold, and Francis E.Barr. ' ; .

THE WOMAN'S BIBLE.—PART II.
Judges, Kings. Prophets and Apostloa. Com

ments on the old and Now Tostatnontp,, from 
Joshua to Revelation.' The comments arc keen, 
bright, spicy, full of wlt. tho work of radical 
thinkers who'aro not ignorant of tho higher 
criticism . There Is not n‘ <1 oil page in either of 
these books, but each ds a galaxy of tho bright 
minds of tho day and throw a new light on tho 
Bible teachings relating, to woman. I’rlco ot 
each, paper, 60 cent«. • . _ 1 ' .

.-i "*  t J-1

ft Rsmance if Jnie j®.» 
vine" and of his people. Given Through the 

! mediumship of MRS.M.T. LONGLEY, to Ira Q 
| Fuller, and by him dedicated to'humanity.:. It 
Is enough to know this w.ork-came through this 

! excellent medium to recommend IL 174 pages 
•! Interesting reading. Pride, cloth, 50 cents.

I - ............... ......... ;___ » • ■ --

IIU or The Touch of An Angel JIIhj Mother.
. BY CARRIE E. S. TWINC,

Her dedicatory Unes are sufficient to shbw 
the spirit of the book as well as the author. It 
reads, “Because my children are all under 
the tender care of the angels, and my heart Is 
hungry for the love of the young. I most loving
ly dedicate this book to thp cnlMron of the 
World.” This book Is full of soul elevating and 
Interesting thought. Price, cloth, $1. For sole 
*t this office.

An Interèsting Story of Two 
Worlds. ,J

SJlevating, Fascinating, Instrac. 
tive Throughout.

This work by Carrie D; 8. Twins is 
exceptionally Interesting. She well 
says: “These characters which have 
brought out the highest and lowest In 
different religions beliefs, have moved 
tne, not I them.” The whole book is be- 
teroetlng, fascinating, and tMtructlva 
Price 81:0a

■Apoffonius'oETuanal»« 
wonderful communication; explaining how hla 
life and teachings, were utlllzofl to tprniulato 
Christianity. Price 15 cents. ~~

An Infamous A pamphlet ot ¡a puxm, cotn- 
Dnnahirnnv »H«1 Bnd Published by the UUHUpiUlvy . jaloRoT. j. G, white, author 
ot numcroua nnll-Caipolto wortee. It contajno 
dlnoloauroe relativo toa ylllnliiouaplot toover- 
throw our freo rovomment, Prlfco,15 oonls

6. »ALTER LYfifi Ä
TH® EMINENT

Healer and
Sifted Psychic. ,

health restored
By Common Sense Methode.

For tho Care of Mental , 
and Phyalcal Allmen&j 

- ——. jjjiîll ’

OBSESSION CUBED.

for Freo Diagnosta of' DlseM*,  
•end five two-cent stampa, age, agmi^
lex and own handwriting. j 

i,

READINGS AND BUSINESS AI>| ’ 
VICE $1.00 and two stamps.

Addres«784 Eighth St., 
Oakland, Cal ’ 

“CLAIRVOYANCE^’
> Great Book cun behud In the NEXT TEN DAYS ONLY for 11.00: re- 
duopd from »2.00. NOW IS YOUR OHANpB. ¿end , 
*1'.V).fll.0.‘!.ce- .1.1»" the first uud best book.uver 
published on the subject of Cluh-voyunce. Teach- 
eu you how tv lift the veil of sense and matter, 
fieuepirits, find lost truaBures. read cryaiale, lov 
cute mines, read the future uud puBl without los
ing yvur eunbclousnesH.

IlEADZl'HESE PRESS NOTICES r
Nr. Grumblne bus clearly and logically present' ‘ 

V‘i ins. subject in a manner al once simple and 
profound.—••Suggestion."
>. ,'Y<".1.1; !'.01'k *“ inurvl-lous, epoch-making.’'—LU*  
Ilan, WnlUng, Bublun Corj-ebpondeut to Chicago 
Inter-Ocean. .

yAdmirably unfolds the law and nature of Clair« 
voyttnee.’-Chicago ItHer-Ocean. .
.."A.rauip'kabta book, • Orlghmllly and depth ot 
thought, combined with iierapk-uclty, character- 
if.VJ’V.i'y.P“«“-' I*  •“ evident in every ueiittmcs 
that this volume la the oflspiiugof inspiration.’’*— 
The Progressive Thinker. v

“1 cviiNider the book on Clairvoyance a moat re
markable and practical work on development. It 
larmunizuH well with the Hermetic Schools of 

1 hUosopliA Ju which I hiarned the mysteries oi 
udeptship. Prof. Geo. W. Walrtind, Astrologer.

“It is the best work on the subjecCof Clalrvoy-, 
ance thus fur. uud points out an alluring goal ot 
true spiritual derelopmentJ’-Mlnd. New Yuris

'll Is a revelation.”—Light, London. Eng.
UTSend fl.UU now. lo J. C. F. GRUNBINE, 1289 

Couiiuonweallh af.. Boston, Masa., ,
N- "See buck numbers of The Progressiva 

Ihmkvr fur other books,-by aanie author. '

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
litho oldut sad moot Bucconfvl Spiritual Phyilclt^ 

now In prxctlco. Bta cureaaro

THE MOST MARVELOUS
of this ago. Hta examinations are correctly made, 
and free to all who tend him name, age, aex aud lock 
of hair, and six conta in atainpa. He doesn't sale for 
any leading symptom. A clairvoyant doesn’t neod 
any. He positively cure« weak men. Address

J. a. LOLL KB, M. D.,
Itoaebsm. Mais.

DON’T READ THIS.
Francos L. Loucks, the only psychic wonder living, 

that uses the spiritual X-ray without any,Jeadlug . 
symptom to direct, and locates all Internal diseases. 
A trial wtir convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both sexes successfully treated, as hun
dreds can testify. Bend name, age, sex, complexion 
and lueenUiu stamps, and receive a correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth dollars to ygu. AddrcM,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS, .
hock Box 1214. Glonehnm, Man.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE
Is a most excellent work by Dr. M. L.Sberman,' 
assisted by Prof. W..F: Lyon. Heiptoforo 16 
has been sold for 82, but the price now has been 
reduced toll. It is a book that will interest 
and Instruct. It contains 280 pages, and Is (ufl 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium of rare qualities, and his work Is a 
reflection from tho celestial spheres.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
Serios one, two and three. By Lilian Whiting*.  
Throe choice volume«, each com- l^te in Itself, 

in which Bplrituallty 1« related to*  .vyyday life 
In such a way as to make the world boautlfuL 
Price, 81.00 each.

THE TO-MORROW OP DEATH;
Or tho Future Life Accordlug to Science. By 
Louis Figuier. Translated from the French by 
S. R.'Crockeo. A very fascinating work. This 
fine volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. Jt is writ
ten In that peculiar interesting style in whiçh 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects In adaptation to the 
needs of tho general header. The author says: 
“There is a true and respectable ide.a in Spirit- 
ualisjn,’’ and regards as proved ‘■‘the fact ot 
communication between superhumans and tho 
inhabitants of earth." Price, $1.50.

. THE.8UNDAY QUESTION.
Historical and critical review, with replies ta an Objection. By G. W. Brown, M. I). Price. 15a. 

r Lift OF THOMAS PAINE,"
By the Editor of the National, with Preface 

and Notes by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with 
views of the old Paine Homestead and Palaa 

! Monument, at New Rochelle; also portraits of 
Thomas Qio Rickman, Joel Barlow, Mary Wol- 

' stonecraft, Madame Roland, Condorce, Brlssot, 
I and th,p most prominent of Paine’s friends ii

Europe and America, Cloth, 75 cents. __ —1

"AS IT IS TO BE,”
A VERY SUGGESTIVE WORK«

it Beams With Spirited 
‘ Truths.

This Is » beautiful book, by Cora 
Lynn Daniels, and it scintillates with 
grand spiritual thought. An idea of 
this work can bo obtained by reading 
the titles of a few of the chapters 
therein: -

The Process of Dying; Light ana 
Spirit; The Law of Attraction; Senses ■ 
of the Spirit; What Is Unconscious 
Will; Fear; Astrology; The God-Soul oC 
Man; The Drama; A Day in Heave®,

Price ft. For sale at' this office.

WISDOM OF THE AGES,
Revelations from Zertoulem, the 

Prophet of Tlaskanata.

A Mine, of Valuable Reflections, 
and Suggestions.

Thio work was automatically tran
scribed by George A. Fuller, M. D„ a 
gentleman -who stands high as a lec
turer and medium. It is a mine of val
uable reflections and suggestions. Tba 
paragraphs are short, suggestive and - 
inspiring. Every one of them leads ta 
■omethlng higher, grander, nobler. 
Price ft.OO.____________________

nPA TH ITS MEANING ij1 | 1 aud Kesults. 
, ByJKWll.on. of tho Pennsylvania. Bar. 

An absorbingly interesting narrative relating a 
Berles of wonderful psychic manlfoHtatlon^ oc
curring in tho writer's experience. Cloth, illus
trated, 11.25. •’ ‘

THE CAI II . its-nature, re-.I Hr II I * lations and ex- 1 I IL UUULi PRESSIONS IN HU
MAN EMBODIMBNTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price $1.00. This in one of tho best books 
given by the guides of Mrs Oora I*  V. Richmond, 
They ate really lessons, published primarily, as * 
a book of reference for those who havo been
members of the classes receiving thorn. Thia 
volume Is a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing the Dases of the teachings. K'

i

BODYftND SOUL.BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT, 
vThis volume consists of a course ot lectures 
delivered In the trance state, and Is certainly no, 
small contribution to the study of the soul. It 
Is a good work to open tho eyes to tho dltforonco 
between the -live and inductive process ot. 
mind, Bound la doth, 11. For sale at this 

office. ., _______¥‘
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IMPORTANCE OF THE LYCEUM BIBLE SPIRITUALISM

H Charming narrative.

L,

have, known -gome very earnest Chris,- ¿blder gli 
Hftnfi Avhr» wArft avpfv wav .AYftaltent -'_■

LET ÚS BE THANKFUL.

Thanksgiving lluinbuggery

LIFE’S BETTER INFLUENCE.

GUARDIAN ANGELS.

■Selected,Helping us t® go.

f

' What a mai) worships or permita to ,. 
coritrol liimds his Gock. , / . . ■

“Let Ue Make Man in Our Own lma£je.rt

•* t »" £

wrapped In silk and Bàtta 
ricnlÿ embroidered ■ in lace’’

tians who were every way ■ excellent 
people, hut I have known as many more 
who were? not Christians, who were 

. equally good. I will npt believe (here
is a God anywhere who will'take a dts-

/ 1 r ; ) v . * :

u»v ....... against the side of the barn, and one
house had just been built, and.’was not [ day not long after he saw what he did,

m' 
PF to. * * ' * 1 ‘ z ' * , ’ - ~ . . '\ 7

nio Jot fc Our Winter feasts of HMnal and Spiritual Good Tilings!
' ' WA l-Invm .11 io4- Pnrvnn f7*Urt  i.-. zv M« . . / / w Wtr4 w w /’»wwhffi i w w a* «a L& , .. ■■ . / . ■. . . ■ . । ■ * *

If You Miss an Issue of The Progressive Thinker ■ 
1 his Winter You Will Lose a Spiritual Fortune.

ïI)c IJriuvTOsitw ¡Thinker

The necessity of training the minds of the young is 
comprehensively shown by the Editor-at-Large. 
The Lyceum in 'the past played an important part 
in connection \yith many societies, and great gbQd 

' was accomplished thereby, and now an effort is be- 
ing.made to revive an interest in the work every
where. . .' ' ' ' . ..

' The Sunday School Illustrator goes 
out to multitudes of Sunday schools and 
furnishes the material to toé teachers 
for their class instruction. A late num

- ber contains what they are to teach re-' 
gar'ding Spiritualism. A more slander
ous statement it would be difficult to 

. make, and ydi these , ¿re the * views 
which are to be instilled into the minds 
of millions of children! - • '

'. ■ "¡Spiritualism is as old as the'daye of
Moses. It is not a myth, not a thing to 

’■ be. laughed at, not a simple pleasure to 
while away an hour, not a communica
tion of the dead with the living for toe 

. benefit of the latter. It Is a terrible re
' ■. ality, a possession of evil spirits, a do
, mlnipn of demons who control men and 

lead them to destruction. And those 
who go to performances of magicians 
and necromancers, who take part in 

• table turnings and spirit rappings, who 
-.. omsult the mesmerist or. clairvoyant,

' wlto indulge In plarichette, who seek in 
, any way for communication from tlie 
' dead,-are In toe ways of death. A witch 

1b a spirit medium, one who possesses, 
, supernatural or magical power by con

A tact, wlth evir spirits. , ■
: “We are warned against ‘giving heed 

: to seducing spirits and doctrines of de
mone, through the-hypocrisy of ' men 

’ that apeak' lies.’ I.' TL.’ 4:1, 2, R.,V.
And there are spirits of ’demons ■ work

’. ing miracles abroad to-day-.Re..'16:14, 
. pretending to bd the spirits of departed 

. „ friends, whom they shrewdly personate, 
: and work such wbndei's as would, if It 

were possible, deceive.the’very, elect
. But they cannbt be. deceivéd1 because 

they WIlI~not put themselves, under toe 
. power,’ not wishing that spirits shall 
; ’ trike possession of .toein ’ arid ", work 

through flieli- physical arid‘meritai facul- 
: ties; ..And there 'are’those' who have 
: \ ■ powerAo-'driy't'p.'dell.ver others'from. de- 
1 . monladgl 'possesslon even as Paul did.

■ Ac.l3¡;8-iq; 16:16-18. " :
„"Jeráis gaye Hip disciples authority, 

i. ;; over unclean spirits rind hade them 
> cast out'demons’. ;Mat. 10:l,;8:?;W-'B. 

’ . Laniug; of Trenton; i, N; -J., :Iir 1853, 
tortagli a writing medium','-‘crosrift(ue«i-

1 tlphed the evil spirit, rind Insisted in tlie 
, ; nanfe of the Lord- that it speak thè 

' ■ trato; then lie said, ‘In toe name of the 
: Lord, is toe Bible true?’ ‘Yes.’ ‘The 

.Biblè forbids consulting familiar splr- 
its. ”, Which shall I believe, you or the 
Bible?’ ‘The Bible.’ ‘Why did you tell 
ine'it was right to consult spirits?’ T 
wished to dècelve you.’ ‘What is "the 
business óf spirits with men?’ ‘To d.e- 
ceivè.’ Tri!the name of the Lord, is 
there" a good spirit, toe spirit of a de
parted Christian, among all these rap
ping and writlrig spirits?’ ‘No, not one.’ 
‘Where" , áre the spirits of departed 

, Chrsttaifs?’ ‘The Lord has taken 
them.’” • '

» We quote only q small part of -this 
lengthy screed, "which shows the« im

. portance with which the subject-is re
garded and the fear that toe young peo- 
pie may gata a truthful understanding 

. of its teachings. ■
'It Itowere possible to reply in the.Sun- 

day school papers the truths of Spirit
ualismmight be presented in contrast to 
the assertions made, and- the wholly 
false and brazenly ignorant interpreta
tion of toe Bible opposed by a correct 
exegesis. But these papers are edited 
by those who believe lying, and traduc- 

: tag those who do not agree in belief, 
, Còrri-méndable for Christis sake, to use 

the 'religious papers is out of the. ques- 
tlon".- . .. ■■

• To reply to these threadbare asser- 
tioris in spiritual papers, would be re
peattag arguments already stale by rep
etition. This is not my present object.

I want to call attention ofoSpiritual- 
ists.to instructions given their children 
at Sunday school.' You think after your 
home-teaching, that they will be 1111

* changeable to toe persuasion of oth
ers against free thought and spiritual 

A / doctrines. If this is true, why do all the 
áje’sects so urgently press the -Sunday 
JsS'*Bchool  on the attention of their follow-- 

ers? - Is it riot, because experience has 
shown that toe child is pliant as the 

- young plant and receptive to the -influ
’ enqerihy which surrounded? If a child 

« at' six or eight years, begins attendance 
. at ' Sunday-School, and continues regu-’
'• la'rly until fifteen, he. ór she will be pre

pared to be fed into the church, rind the 
denomination' of that Church'will»'be 
that'of the' Sunday school which pre
ceded it' : ■ • ■

. You who. have come up from toe fog
land of. theology; passed the .Gethsem- 

' ane'Ot crüél\cfeeds, and' after years of 
struggle escaped toe -old beliefs which 
clouded your early Ilves with - fear, 
.dpubf arid foreboding, do you desire 
yqur children to pass through the same 
experience? ' Or do you prefer that they 
begin where yèti now are, free from the 
blighting dogmas, which cast a gloom 
over the fairest prospects? Shall toey 
Start from the mountain tops, trito 
minds free to absorb the truth : wher
ever found, unfettered by the misunder
standing of toe past, with self-depend
ence on their own righteousness;‘òr 
shall they start from the bog-lands of 
theology? Will you provide their train
ing and instruction, or will you turn 
them over, with fond reliance on their 
independence, to the training of those 
who hate, with a bigot’s unforgiving 
hatred, your beliefs, and will herald as 
a triumph of their religion, if they bring 
youf children into tlie church, and make 
them despise you because-of your be

’ lief? . '
IC yod do.not provide a place for your 

children to go, you should not complain' 
• ’ they, attend Ithe Sunday school, apd 

at toe teacjiers there make the most 
'their .opportunity. You should not'

■be surprised when your daughter joins 
the Mptlfodlsts, apd .marries a circuit 
preache?; or your son is cajoled by the 
Presbyterians with an offer . of a free, 
scholarship/ enters a theological school 
and becomes a gospel minister—being 
called by God with the incentive of posi
tion and’ salary. ' •

If you do not relish this prospect, you 
must supply a schodl of your own. 
Children' pre gregarious; They like as
sociates, arid contact and friction with 
others is a spur to their endeavors. At 
the Sunday-school they are told that the 
only path to preferment, position or 
honor lies through the church;, and that,’ 
it is a disgrace not to be a member. .

To counteract all these Influences you 
have not only to build up societies, 
strong and Influential as the churches, 
but, of more importance, associations 
for-your children. The plan of the chil
dren’s progressive lyceum has been well 
prepared by the seer, A. J. Davis, and 
there are books which furnish the requi
site help and Instruction: The N. S. A. 
most wisely, has appointed superintend
ent of this work, John W. Ring, who 
publishes a weekly paper, “The Pro
gressive Lyceum," as "lesson leaf," to 
assist with helpful hints and sugges
tions. There „could be no better selec
tion for the place. Capable, earnest, 
with the zeal of an enthusiastic disciple, 
absorbed in the work, he devdtes all his' 
energies, I may say his Ufe,- to the 
cause. , '

■ ,A progressive, lyceum can be sus
tained where a society cannot.. Why? 
Because it gives every oriesom'ething to ' 
do, making every member a1 working 
factor. It'may rind' should,' include 
adults as well as children. Ciroups or 
classes arc especially designed for 
them, and they will' gain as much berip- 
flt as the'younger-classes. ; • • '

The method of (he lyceum is distinct
ly spiritual;-to draw out from- within; , 
to cultivate thinking! In opposition to 
the old method of. teaching, .which is to 
bring some.-outside revelation, to be 
parrot-likè ïeàrried. ' The Sunday-school 
scholar is expected to bring his little 
cup to be .filled by the teacher with 
scraps of . Bible lore, and commentaries 
on texts. The lyceum attendants are 
led' by the teachers to think for them
selves, and-have no reverence for any
thing new or old except thé truth. It is 
becàüsje of this -feature that a lyceutri 
can be self-sustaining. Lectures are de
sirable at times, but' at a-lyceum ses
sion every member is expected fo con
tribute something, a selection, a motto, 
a recitation, an answer to the question 
under discussion,' and the whole, forms 
a satisfactory and Interesting .meeting. 
The ‘demand for social affltlation, (ptel- 
lectual and moral culture, are answered 
in a most complete and perfect manner, 
and there is little necessity of going to 
outside sources to awaken interest.

HUDSON TUTTLE, ' 
Edltor-at-Large N. S. A.

Oh, we ought to all be thankful we are 
living here to-day, 

And can dance or pray and gormandize 
all in our own sweet way.

Yes, wb ought to each be thankful for 
the privilege of birth,

If we own but rags and hunger or the 
most of this whole earth.' .

And, too, let us all be thankful, as we 
sit around our fire,

That toe “Christian” men who own it 
. haven’t put our coril up higher.

Let us also feel quite thankful as we 
squeeze our empty purse,

That the «stringency in money cannot 
make toe matter worse.

Let us. ¿11 be duly thankful, though we 
have a racking pain, . ‘ ■

That our agony just fits us for the 
growth that we obtain, ‘

And no matter how we suffer, or if oth
ers suffer more,

We should ail be very thankful that for 
all ’twill soon be o’er. '. '

■Let's be thankful to each other and. a 
brother’s hand extend,

And just make toe world some brighter 
■ ere our journey here must end;

Be thankful to employers and employes 
■ -just the same, ■ .

For we know eaph is essential as a fac
tor in life’s game. .....

Let us brace up and be cheerful, for 
■ each other do our best,

And ’twill serve a higher purpose that) 
well seasoned turkey breast. •

Let us serve the God of conscience or 
the.dictates of our soul ' ■'

And be thankful all, are brothers in the 
great Eternal "Whole. v

" • . ; !DR. T. WILKINS.

With. ustn our wanderings; . 
. With-ua when we'rest; „ '
Ever waking thoughts most holy, 

-Purified and best
Roaming where’er we may, • . •
- O’er the sea or land; -' . .
'Ever.strengthened, led and guided 

By a helplng-hhnd.
Ministering angels now. • •

Are the glorified;
Heavenly comforters lire those ■ 
j^Whom we sav have died. - 

- Watchful care hey. give us now,
■, Tender-love-’«estow, ■ ■ 
Drawing nearer, nearer heaven -

Clx Xigbt Hmong tbe Ditte
Most Beautifully Suggestive is "The Light-Among 

the Hills,” by Mrsi 1. L. Lewis, of Bethel, Vt. It 
is a narrative founded on facts' alone", and every 
Spiritualist should read it. • ’ .

Continued from No. 731.)
For many nights after, this, Martha, 

lay awake and looked at the mysterious 
light upon the Wall. At last' sfie re
solved to tell Mrs. Brown and ask her 
opinion. With this intention she again 
sought her friend, but this' time she 
found another neighbor with her, an 
elderly woman .whom Martha had 
known and loved from her infancy. 
Martha had often heard her mother say 
that Mrs. Jones would be a real good 
woman. If she was only a Christian.

■ Elder Drake said that Mrs. Jones was a 
hardened sinner, but ,even he was 
forced to acknowledge that she was a 
pure-minded, kind-hearted ' woman to 
whom no one ever appealed for help In 
vain.

As Martha now entered her friend's 
home she. saw Mrs. Brown and Mrs. 
Jones in earnest conversation.

They looked up and - greeted her 
kindly, and as Martha took the chair 
.offered her, Mrs. Brown sajd: , “Please 
go on Mrs. JOues; I have talked With 
Martha about these things."

"I was going to s.ay,” said Mrs. Jones, 
in her calm, even tones, “thgt' I was 
brought up by my uncle who was a 
deacon in the Baptist church, and a 
harder man I never knew. He had fam
ily prayers twice every day. He went 
to church arid prayer-meetings regular
ly, and never failed .to pray and exhort 

. iff (he most earnest manner. In fact, 
lie was considered one of the chief pil
lars of the church, but in.his family he, 
was a terror. So far'as I know he 
never showed any mercy to man nor
beast. I remember one day he knocked 
down,his son Sam because'he dared 
say. there was no devil with horns and 
Mqo£s. I know now that it was not re

: ligipn that made my uncle what he was, 
but it certainly was no help to h|m. -I

honest man into heaven because he be-, 
lieves a thing is so,'and send an hop» 
est man to.hell because he does not.be- 
'Heve the thing is so.” '-' •

’ There was silence for a few minutes 
while Mrs. Jonds counted the stitches on' 
her seam needle, and Martha sat won
dering what her mother would say to 
her1 if she knew she was listening tq 
such talk. . .

“As to Spiritualism;’’ Mrs. Jones re
sumed again, knitting upon the blue 
wool sock, “I know nothing whatever 
about it- I have heard a good many 
‘they says’ but I never put confidence in 
rumors. I 'have seen and heard some 
queer things in my life, but I ■ have 
ceased trying to explain them. The 
Bible-says plainly that the dead know 
not anything, and have no mote reward, 
and yet if one can believe the accounts 
given in the Bible as facts-, the dead do 
know a great deal arid often return and 
communicate with the living. When a 
person tells me a certain thing is so, 
and a little later tells me something en--

tlrely different Is so, I do not believe 
either stutefneht." ‘ .

Mrs. Brown smiled. :
. "Will you tell us some of the strange 
things you have seen, Mrs- Jones?” '

Mrs. Jones laid her knitting across 
her, lap, and looked' thoughtfully 
through the white draped, window onto 
the blue, hills fqr aw.ay. '.For some min
utes she sat thus, ahi'-then she turned 
to the expectant-faces bent upon her, 
and paid: “Yes, I will tell you spme- 
thl.ng that I never told anyone but my 
inother—something that ■ happened 
years ago when my ' little Mary was 
three years old., 1 went to a neighbor’s 
to spend the afternoon, leaving Mary at 
home with the older girls, telling them 
to put her to bed at half-past six. - I 
started bgck home at' seven,, and it was 
probably' half an hour later that I 
turned info the lane leading from the 
main road up to our house.-. It bad be
gun to be a little dusky, but 1 could see 
every object distinctly,-even th'e peb
bles in the road,' As I : entered the 
lane I looked up and there wa's little 
Mary.in her night dress, coming swiftly 
toward'me. Her yellow curls were 
blowing about her face, and "her hands 
were outstretched to me. I noticed'one 
thing odd—her bare feet did not seem 
to touch the ground, but I never hod .a
thought that .it was not Mary. I..put 
out my .hands to take her ln, my .arms. 
‘Darllpg.child,’ I said,.'what.madeyou 
come out with only your.nlglity drif ' I 
almost '‘Cliched her—tjtien «"she Avas 
gone! Yes',’as trjIP as I sit here J'.put 
out'my hands to tak§. my.little,:|Iri, 
and she Vanished. - I w.as fib. amaied f 
could not moye for ap instari#, and'then 
a; terror ¡feirupqn me, and Eloirly flew 
up,; fo toeihouse and burst i:#toon jhb 
kitchen ’door. 'Wherri. is^‘Maryi'vjJ. 
grisped/us my eyes fell upohYthe $wt)' 
¿icier girls.' ‘Why, in the bed-room,, of 
ddurise—ybii told us.’ * I rushed intqtoe 
bed-rpota'. and therein the bedt lay -my. 
child'sound- asleep, dpd airtight sef- far- 
as!I'could see. Three, weeks later we 
laid her in her little-grave.” Tito. volee 
of .the speaker faltered. "I was, in a; 
measure.,.prepared for her death‘s.the 
blow did'not qulte-crush me, but-she 
was tou-'riol pf my heart,” .- f ’ .

The sfe&Ker turned away her'face 
arid Mrs. Brown laid ,a gentle hand 
upon her neighbor’s. ■ , '• .

“J understand,” she said softly; '"I,
too, have wept by a little grave, but, 
dear Mrs. Jones, our dead arp'ijptJost; 
thqy still live; I know, for I .have seen 
and heard my loved-ones passed’away.-’

Mrs. Jones shook her head doilbtfully, 
and said; “l am glad If you :cetathink 
so; there are, times when ón$ needs 
consolation. Well, I will- tell'.you pf 
one more strange occurrence, rind, then
Bmust go home. When this I «n'going 
to tell you happened, I was al young 
woman and had but four of triy .nine 
children. We were living in j the big 
house over on the hill, and Mr^ Trask 
lived in the house with us. ghe had' 
five children older than mind;’ The 
hAiiKo had lust been built, and.’w

half finished. Mrs., Trask and I had 
J>gen to a quilting and did not get home 
-‘Until late. Excepting the baby I car
ried in my arms all the children were 
left at home. As I said, it was late and 
almost dark. When we had got more 

. than, half waÿ up the hill we saw the 
house Buddeni/ illumined. We could 
see every timber and board—it looked 
as if the inside was all- one sheet 'Of 
flame- We both cried out and ran as 
fast as we could but when we reached 
the door the light vanished and the 
house appeared silent and dark. We 
rushed in and found the younger chil
dren abed and asleep. The older chil
dren with my husband we found In the 
barn yard milking. My husband 
laughed at us and said some embers in 
the fire place had suddenly blazed up. 
When we went back to the > house we 
searched the fire place, but coulji not 
find so much as a spark; the ashes 
were cold. Suddenly Mrs. Trask spoke 
out: T know it Is a warning, and it 
means me.' She charged her children 
to be very careful, for, she sold some
thing dreadful is going to happen,’ and 
something dreadful did happen. In 
less than a week MraJPrask's onjy son 
was killed instantl/by a falling tree 
striking him upon his head.” ,

During this narration Uncle Ezra had 
come in and taken a chair where he 
could watch Martha without her oh- 
serylng the fact. As Mrs. Jones con
cluded her story, Mrs. Brown looked at 
him and said: “Such happenings as 
Mrs. Jones has told us about look like 
warnings, but 1 canribt understand it at 
all. They rarely ever seem to amount 
to anything more than «to frighten the 
one who Is warned, so why should the 
warning be given? If you can throw 
jiny Jlght upon the subject I wish, Uncle 
Ezra, you would do sp.”

Mrs. Brown had unconsciously fallen 
into 'the habit of addressing the old 
man as Uncle Ezra, as everyone else 
called hm £|p.$uJt Is quite probable that 
he would hâve looked, surprised If any 
of his neighbors had addressed him in 
the conventional way. To him it seemed 
toe most natural filing in the world 
that they should call him Uncle .Ezra. 
He noW tilted • back, his chajr, and 
thrust his. hands. In his pockets before 
replying:'; ‘ to , ..' .,-
.^Waaii 1 (tanno.M.Jtocim «Uiajp it, 
but Ï doue a heap of thinhiri' about it. 
The.flrst tlinfoT, ever.heard :o( 'anything 
of thistoind was a good spell ago when 
I llved down to the,Corners. One of triy 
'neighbors was cornin' home from his 
work one night, and jest as he got to the 
brooll he saw a chlldls head a floating on 
toe/ Water. Tk^to’tiioon was Bhihin’ 
bright trad he run down to the brook 
quick, now I tell j'e, anfi when, he got 
thérè Tiè saw it was his own little girl,' 
Betty. - Hè saw her face white as death 
and hen yeller curls floatin’ on the 
water. : Waal, jest as he was gOin’ to 
jump- Im arid grab her she was gone. 
‘Yes sir; he says' to me, .-‘there Was toe 
brook runnln’ along bright and.shiny in 
the moon light, but Hetty was gone. 
And-it happened quick as a wink.’ 
Waal, I guess by what John said that he 
put for home àt à pretty lively jpg, and 
when he got there he found Betty abed 
and asleep. YVaal, the rest of toe Story 
Is something I do not' like to think 
about, but I s’pose as long as I’ve begun 
I shall have to finish it. John was 
kinder shiftless anil never took much 
care of things, and it seems that he had 
left some kind of heavy machinery—I 
don’t recollect what—tipped back

the young ones got to playin’ around 
there and they knocked the thing— 
.whatever it was—down, and it struck 
Betty and killed her—.cut her head 
right off. Waal, this affair set me to 
thinkin’, and you can see for yourself 
that what John saw was a warnin’, and 
if he had set to work and tried to have 
found out what danger threatened Betty 
it is more than likely he would have no
ticed his carelessness and saved his 
girl. - ' .

"Now, my idee about the matter is 
this: Spirit friends are watchin' over us 
and when they see. danger ahead they 
tty to warn us. If they can't speak to 
us nor impress upon our minds what 
they wanter say, why they have to 
think qp some other way, and what we 
call Warabi's are the best they can do, 
and if (lie one who Is warned, Instead of 
bein’ scairt or tpyin’ to explain it away, 
would jest try to understand what the 
warnin' meant he‘would be guided to 
the right thing. Now It seems that 
Mrs. Trask did understand that warn
in’, and told her children to be careful, 
but the boy warn’t careful, for 1 heard 
the men who were choppin’ with him. 
say that he was the most careless feller 
they ever saw handle an ax.”

Martha did not linger this time as 
she went home in tlie gathering twi
light, but walked briskly along. Once 
at home She went straight to her own 
room, and taking from a cupboard a 
rather dusty Bible, she laid it upon her 
stand with a decided “There! I’m go
ing to read that through and know for 
myself what there is (n it.”

Faithful to hey resolution for every 
evening before she. extinguished her 
candle, she. sat and read a few chap
ters and made notes upon sheets of 
brown paper. Years afterward she 
found this old Bible with its notes, some 
qf which read as follows:

"God was first a creator, then a gar
dener, then a law-maker, then a butch
er, then a tailor."

"God who made the sun walked in 
the garden In the cool of the day. Was 
the sun he made tod hot for him?”

"God told the serpent that he must 
crawl upon his belly and eat dirt, the 
rest of his life. In the New Testament 
I read this perpent is the devil, bo if God 
told the truth the devil is cfawllng 
-around,eating dirtmow,- and yet ' the ' 
Bible says he goes about like a roaring 
ylion.' -What-atoangq series!”

“Cain was a farmer arid brought God 
some., fruit, ■ but God did not want it. 
He wanted, the blood of innocent and 
helpless creatures cruelly slaughtered, 
and when Abel killed some and burned 
them, God like thè smell of the burning 
flesh and was pleased. Then Cain got 
mad and killed’ Abel, and God put a 
dreadful punishment upon Caln because 
he followed God's example and killed 
something. If I get the least bit 'mad, 
Mother says God will burn me;up, but 
God got mad lots, and I am sure, people 
did not use him any meaner than they 
do- me Sometimes. I suppose I’m wick-' 
ed, but I can’t help thinking, and I do 
wish God was nùt quite so much like 
everybody else.” . , ~N .

"Three men came and stood before 
Abraham and he killed a calf and they 
ate it. And on® of the three calf-eaters 
is called Lord, and promises Sara a son. 
In chapter seventeen it Is God whd 
promised Sara a son, so I suppose God 
helped eat that calf.” •

Thus reading and questioning, think
ing and fearing, Martha went steadily 
on seeking for truth and light. .

(To be continued.)

' —------------;---------------- . . ri

Some plain facts pointed out in reference tQ this 
- day which maintains such prominence in the Christian 

world, while there are millions that have absolutely 
nothing'to be thankful for. '

The days arq|fast growing .short and 
cold. Winter with its attendant joys 
for the rich and sorrow for the poor is 
settling down upon us. f

Thanksgiving Day, one of its holi
days, in this country, is at hand.
.The president has issued a proclama

tion that all' the people of * this great 
free (?) land shall observe .the day with 
appropriate thanksgiving to God for 
their, many blessings. , -

Let us briefly consider the meaning 
.of this and the causes , wé have for be
ing thankful. ' 1. !

-,. When the New Englanders.originated 
..this day it was prompted'by .a feeling 
of gratitude for good crops and general 
prosperity? ■
•• When ¿he harvests had been gathered 

' In, the horses; sheep, cattle and other, 
domestic animals, sheltered from the 

. cold blasts of winter, and. the family- 
XforeAiouse fljled with ' plètity" to last 
totough the cold seàsonj -tliér;. those 
hrineBt-hearfod- Christians from fhe 
fullness of their 'hearts 6gave ■. thanks, 
setting aside a day for speh' Observance. 
' But why.continue the;custom "wheri-lt 
has become.a farce to the majority.:of 
the pepple. : Why proclaim a.day for re
joicing and giving, of thanks when cause 
fbf’gr’atttude no longer exists with tlie 
many? ' . ■ • ■. .

- It seems absurd to attempt, to. compel 
. worshipfulness and .thankfulness in the 
hearts-of a people who feel nq sucji 
emotions for tack of cause for such.

■ If this be not toe purpose of . the proc
lamation, then to continue It is hypoc-: 
rlsy to say the least of it. .
' Gratitude, . like' .love , cannot . .,be 
forced. “No force divine can love com
pel”* neither CUnlnatlonal sovereignty, of 
even - a ■> Theodore Roosevelt,' compel 
thankfulness to.sprlng up without cause 
in‘ the . hearts of ■ the overburdened

throng of sufferers that go fo make up. 
toe majority'of the people; ". '

In the targe cities of tlfoN.orth al
ready thousands ;of Ifttlé feet,'- bare or 
poorly shod, press the snowy piverrienjs 
as they struggle through toe "dark ' to 
and from their. ten or twelve hours’ 
work each day. In the South-it is no 
better except that thé cold ¡ .does not 
chill and freeze their little', half-clad 
bodies as in the northern stAfog. .A

A million and a half of these little 
white slaves are’.toiling, trifelr^ young 
-lives' away in factqriés of;fowy 
Bcriptlon, in sweat Xhopp anltnjiriei un-' 
,til these great industries h®f^taeffl>mé 
monuments to'the sufféftag'ôi (éhlldréïi. 
: Fifty per cent of the children of toe 
poor die under the, age Of iforit' years,. 
and toe average life'of Üfo’chfld of^e, 
southern cotton iniUs is fôû'f Ma.rs, jarid; 
thèse are years ofcachtag'-'bodies irild 
dwarfed mlrids. l/yfonder-^hat possi
ble cause these helpless,-hopeless little 
ohes’ean-have for being tlîâfifèÈçÎè' ’ A' .

Here ate two'telégràms'ïfÿœ'the nub
ile press ’ published 'ufotaan}fÿ.'Œij! Ifo’-toe'' 
same ,clty,‘ and lllUdthftè toè’jd§n.ttafl£ed- 
conditions Ofotlie -.rldlyhîilhBoSbj’ln .üiiB 
Christian•(?) land wîipré iilf ^ro called 
Upon to give thanks. ?.■ ■ >

New York, Dec. 4.—Mrs.'Drlnkwller 
gave a poodle dog tea party yesterday 
afternoon at her paJatltÆ-rèsld®<se- Î ? 
It was in honor of the birthday of her 
favorite poodle dog, - Nerdojifevore, for - 
too occasion, an 'elegant kltampnd neck
taco costing several- huridred7! dollars. 

■ Very ornate prlritrid ‘Invlfrinoifo • were, 
displayed-to the poodles rind' p igs in
good society. > f" . ;

When the hour arriv^t'fw’tti’ ’ party; 
the streetb in the vicinity'ri'ercitlS'onged 
wRh grand equipages .by h-'* ’-the 
lucky dogs rode in < state, »‘»arinly 
---------, ... {tafcttofctfi, 

tnd gold,

with a coat of arms appearing on most 
of them. • ' ' ■

Each dog was. accompanied by a liv
eried, colored attendasi and all the par
aphernalia of aristocratic rank. The 
poodles'and pugs sipped milk from 
golden saucers. ' »

Thé subject of founding a hospital for 
dogs was discussed.
* Hbre is the other one of the same 
day. -,
■ New'York, Dec. 4.—Mrs. Ella Morgan 
found a little girl baby in the hallway of 
21S West 64th street, Tuesday night. It 
was wrapped In a shawl and was crying 
from hunger. It was taken to the ma
tron of the police headquarters. At 
noon Wednesday, a woman, dressed In 
the garments of a widow, entered the 
police station. She. was wet through, 
and leaned for support against the rail-' 
Ing is she burst into tears arid told 
Cdpt Smith that she was the mother of 

Mhe abandoned child. !
She had wallréd thè. streets night and 

day since Sunday and had. laid the In«; 
fant In the hallway in tifo hope that 
some kind-heartèd person would find It 
apd at least sav.e It from death'.by star: 
Vatldn. She .woul'd have fainted from 
sheer weakness had she ngt been siip- 
portêd/ The càptain serif òut for some 
food1 and when thè unfortunate woman 
revived she was committed tò jajl until 
she Ip strong enough to look for work, 
when she will be permitted to go out 
and starve herself some more. -

Diamond necklaces, gold saucers, liv
eried.servants, silk blankets, fine carri
ages and hospitals for dogs': and rags, 
starvation, police courts, policemen and 
jails fpr women and babies! . r ..

Let us pray! Instead of giving thanks.
I listened to a sermon not long since 

in which the minister spoke feelingly of. 
the nearing Thanksgiving Day, saying: 
“It is a day on which the poor especially 
should be glad as they rest on that day 
and can spend their time' ta' giving 
thanks to.God for His wondrous love 
and many blessings." . ■

Thp most of that congregation were 
women and I thought of the millions of 
their tolling sisters working for starva
tion wages; wages which Torce more 
than' three hundred .thousand' to live 
byfohe sale of their womanhood, wages 
which drive thirty thousand to- suicide 
annually, and'rimny to death by stay va? 
tlon.. .. ■ ■. - -, . ■ ' ». ■

He spoke also, of charity work, urg 
ing the church to make tills an occasion

for helpjng the ^foreign missions. In 
closing he said: "This is -a glorious 
Christian land, and It does well to ob
serve a. day of thanksgiving, and we 
should not forget that it Is required of 
us to give unto the Ixrrd as well as 
thank Him for His gifts to us.” '

And in my mind arose a picture of 
Christian societies gathering together 
garments-to send to the poor abroad, 
that had been made by half-starved, wo
men In factories under the very -shadow- 
of their church, and under the protect
ing wing of their boasted Christian 
land. And I saw again a vision of the 
poor girls of whom Wenonah Stevens 
Abbott speaks in an article in the cur
rent issue of "The Vanguard.” .. She 
says: "I haveiknown (not heard, but 
known) eight girls to rent a room tp\- 
gether, live through a cold winter with'/ 
out any fire, with no method ofl cooking 
except an oil stove,, sleep on the floor 
because they could not buy furniture, 
go to bed week in and week out without 
undressing because they had not'suffi
cient bedding to keep them warm, and 
live. nearly three months at a time on 
corn meal mush without milk, molasses 
or anything to make it palatable. All 
this that they might retain the ope 
thing left to them—honor. . '

"These young girls were all gently 
bred arid well educated and worked six’ 
days every week from seven In' the 
morning till six at night, with a .half
hour nooning.” .

,What blessings! 0 .land of Christian 
love^and liberty! What cause for grat
itude have all thy children!
.- Of the seventy millions In this nation 
-the .vast majority belong to the army of 
wage slaves. One flftli being women, 
and more than a million children. Now 
how anyone can have the heart to ask 
them to bbl thankful for,their bitter lot 
is more than I can understand. .

The fat turkeys that strut about the 
barn-yard awaltjng their, coming doom 
mean nothing to the multitudes except 
a reminder of their poverty. 1 ■

Judging by the,present economic and 
industrial .conditions of tills country 
one would think that God had forgotten 
His poor, or was busy providing dia
monds' and dogs, gold and glitter for the ■ 
rlch,»and:that He is.probably too-much’ 
engaged to" heed the thanks'of. tlie poof 
since Ho does riot hear, their prayers.. . . 

- I believe in but one religion and that 
is the ono best calculated to make'for' 
mankind a heaven hero on earth( by

An Inspiration seems- to seize me at 
this time, and I yield to its influence. 
Having traveled In the'lecture field a 
great deal, and having many church’ 
people come to hear me, It is quite often 
the case 1 hear them say. "If I could 
only get Spiritualism in the Bible I

. could accept It all right.”
With this cry 1 seem to catch some

thing of the inspiration that moves Any 
pen on this occasion, and 1 now empha
size this proposition to one and all— 
"Show me the beginning of spirit, and I 
will show you the end thereof.” .

Then if tlmre is no beginning of spir
it, or spirits, it is not improbable that 
those sjiirits were without life or lau- 
guage, so it is no great stretch of imag
ination to'take up the language of the 
Bible and almost hear the spirits who 
were the first to come upon this, earth 
plane of physicS'existence saying, "Let 
us make man in our own image."

Nor think It strange when I say, to 
one and all, I have found no • place In 
that book or any other where it says, 
let us cease making man in our own im- ■ 
age.

I am not asking anyone to believe or 
disbelieve the Bible story of tlie crea
tion, but there surely is nothing strange 
that tlie first spirits to live In animated 
physical bodies should say to each 
other, "Let us make man In our own Itn- 
age,” nor is It strange that man is yet 
being made in hlg own Image, just as it 
was said of the first man and woman, if 
the Bible should be true.

Countless millions of people created 
in their own image have lived out their 
Identity, on tills earth, and still exist In 
close touch with It In their individual- . 
ity, each one having as far as possibili
ties permitted rounded out their forms 
to the image of their spirit, just as you, 
myself and all others created in our. 
own image, kicked,-struggled, and by 
other means In our power, rounded our 
bodies to size and form of our own im
age.

■ l am here, five feet, six Inches in 
height, weighing about one hundred and 
sixty pounds, while you have filled out 
your form to suit the dimensions your 
spirit required, and this fact, Bible or 
no Bible, applies to every man, woman 
and child in-the world. We every one 
of us are in our own image. If this were 
not so, I would have been either taller 
or,shorter, lighter or heavier than I now 
ain; and in consequence not in my^wri 
Image. While there Í8 left a sjOTit that 
has never, yqt manifested in foe flesh . , 
the creation In their' owri Image- will go 
on. . : : '

Should toe time ever come when ’ 
there is no spirit to which, those words 
would apply, then, and then only, would' 
cease the Creation of man in our own , 
image. -

Is there anything strange in ¡ those 
words when inspiration furnished- the 
key to unlock the hidden meaning there
in? Surely I do not find it at least.. 
This world, grand, good glorious, is fuR 
of strange situations untlf Spiritualism 
flnfis'the key by some phase of .medium
ship, and I can safely declare that Spir
itualism and mediuinship have opened 
the way to all the truths regarding the 
past and future so far-as spirit is con
cerned. If my inspiration is wrong 
concerning those words, or if there be 
those who think me wrong, I ask that 
person to point me to one, only one in
dividual that is, or was not in.his own 
image, for I must say that I have never ■ 
met,one that was not In his own image. 
J will not 'say that it is true that such 
language was used by the first spirit to 
live on earth in the body, neither will I 
deny the truth of the statement, yet all 
who ever read the first chapter of Gen
esis, know the words are there. I don't 
know who wrote those words, or wheth
er the writer had them front others, or 
received them by inspiration, and it 
may be, he or she wrote wiser than 
they knew, but when you meet Method
ist, Baptist, Presbyterian, Congregation
alist, Catholic ,or other denominations 
who.believe the Bible to be infallible, 
the word of God so to speak, I find it is 
a pretty good club to fight 'them with, . 
provided you Can get the right inspira
tion with it. I need it, simply for those 
who want Spiritualism provided they, 
can find it In the Bible. '

' • REV. G. C, LOVE.
Medford, Oregon. .

Better toe song and the smile, my dear, 
'■ Better the song and toe smile, .
Brief is the time we may linger here, 
Little avails either sigh or tear; / 
Better the song and the smile, my dear, 

Better the song and the smile.
Better the laugh and the jest, my dear, 

Better the laugh and the jest.
Sunshine of heart and of merry cheer, 
Chasing the shadows that oft appear;

.Better the laugh and the jest, my dear;
Better the laugl; and the jest. -

Better the word that is kind, my dear, 
Better the word that is kind.

Speech that is cold and perchance se
vere ■ ' ; ’ ' . ,

• Well maybe spared as we journey here;
Better the word that is kind, my dear, 

Better the word that is kind. .
Life’s but a day at best, my dear, 1 ’ 

Life’s but a day at best,
Be your endeavor to brighten each year, 
Making less frequent toe sigh and toe 

tear,
Life’s but a day at best, my dear, , 

Life’s but a day at best,
—Exchange.

equalizing toe wealth thereof, and glV«. 
Ing to all an equal opportunity for hap
piness. ■ -, ■ '

My God'Is the eternal law of Loye and 
Justice which will eventually break ev
ery chain and liberate every man, wo
man and child.' . V .< .■;<■•.

. , LAURA B. PAYNE. .
San Antonio, Texas: . ■ . >
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The Paucity and Infestiee of Traditionary Evidences -The Spiritual ffleWna of the 
Present Time Compared with that of the Medieval Aie%:

' ! MORE OF ÎEM HOW I GREW TALL
jit

oi

•in
.1#

Nute for Professor Jamieson to Crack.

From evidences gleaned directly from 
the fields of rostrum work, the conclu
sion is unavoidable, that it is not a 
question of Whether Spiritualism is be
Ing considered froin a xeligio-theologi-

• cal or a fraterno-sclenUflc standpoint; 
butit is a question, and a serious one, 
as tp whether Spiritualism or Spiritism 
or Psychism if you please, Is in tuiy ap
proximate future,, going to be consid
ered analyzed, organized and taught as 
a scientifically demonstrable pheqom-

<* ena of natural law, .
■ At present, or in the immediate past 

of its modern existence (which is prac- 
tlcnlly the limits of its existence), its 
apostles or expounders on the scientific 
side could be enumerated by the fingers

■ on one hand, and with several digits to 
spare. I refer to rostrum workers, be
longing, to, and laboring for, .the., na

. tlonal and state religious organizations.
' Jheology as a mental force is com

. posed of disconnected ideas, subjective, 
' intuitive, disassociated with the great 

universe of the objective world, and 
hence fallacious when universallyA/on- 
sidered, and While competent to diffuse 
erratic ideas from man to man, is in no, 
wise competent to generate from the 
basic objectives, a continuous system of 

'organic ideas, giving birth to teach
able and transferable knowledge on 
these occult subjects.

It has fallen to my lot, of late, to lis
ten to nearly a dozen theological ser
mons (not Spiritualistic lectures), by 
nearly as many reverend ministerial 
pastors, preaching in the cause of re- 
ligio-blblical Spiritualism, before an au- 
dence called together as Spiritualists, 
and presumably for the purpose of Ils

" tenlng to Intelligent discourses on in
tellectual facts and predicates, assocla- 
nted with, and radiating from, the great 
central scientific fact, Inter-comprehen
sible communications between embod
ied and disembodied human conscious-

• nesses. •
'(’he writer, with thousands of others, 

has sat mum as a “dead Indian," and 
played the heathen for these Spiritual
ist aposllesto missionary; indirectly, if 
not directly inspired by their Infinite In- 
telllgence, until even the spul’s hopes 
apd the psychic’s ambitions are on the 
verge of a final mutiny. In fact we 
have been missionarled out of all pa
tience; veritable heterodoxies! stool
pigeons, utilized to call the orthodoxi
es! side of the fence to their sweet feast 
of religious inspirations.

Hence to both the front-seated Thelst 
. and the back-seated Atheist, is meted 

out from the same dish, with the as
sumption that it is equally good for and 
desired by both; mountains of the ideal, 
and mole-hills of the real. Maximum 
doses of the centuries-chewed mordels, 

‘ the)“common stock” literary repetitions 
that at best were but illy designed for 
the educational utility, even of those an
cient, Illiterate, nomadic tribes, wander
ing in constant warfare or settled in 
plague-breeding indolence ’ among th» 
liills and valleys, and athwart the 
plains of- Asia. Minor, .in a traditionary 
past of which we read much and know 
nothing; and minimum doses of the 
things that are now, and are known; of 
tire knowledge that knows, and is 
known.

Let me ask of you, dear pastors, and

to skin tents and rock caves, aud uafib- 
port our merchandise on ox-carts and 
camels’ backs; even burn our prophets 
and witches. •

It is true that the average Spintual- 
istlc reverend does not make use of, or 
perhaps even endorse all the great mass 
of illiterate literature found between 
the lids of the modern Bible; but that 
which he does use, must accept the fate 
of poor Tray who was found in bud 
(very bad) company. •

In fact there has been gleaned from . 
it but very few excerpts; only three or 
four of common use for the purpose of- 
PROVING THAT MODERN SPIRIT
UALISM IS TRUE. One is the circum
stance of tlie Woman of Endor; another 
is the vision of Belshazzar, and another, 
perhaps, is the materialization of the 
newly-departed'spirit of Christ; add a 
spiritual sermon, by a.Spiritualistic rev
erend in n Spiritualist pulpit, intro? 
duced by a spiritual prayer, closed by a 
spiritual doxology, that has not for its 
argumentative, nucleus, one of these old 
and threadbare -fossils of traditionary 
literature, to prove and establish the re
liability of modern spirit phenomena, 
and bolster up all modern demonBtra- 
tionB, from that of Hydesville to the 
last occurrence, would be a, radical and 
audacious departure from the habitu
ated course that lias been adopted by 
the typical missionary and preacher of 
modern Spiritualism. In the mean
time, while serving the hypothetical 
sauce to those only for whom it can be 
of use, those thoroughly impregnated 
with piety and intense religious im
pulses, what is being given to those of 
sufficient mental stamina and intellect
ual development'to have warded off and 
ignored the quasi-historical traditions of 
the illiterate nomad, and stand ready to 
accept any reliable, and modern demon
stration either of physical phenomena, 
intro-spirit philosophy or any phase of 
Intellectual reasonings; who are open to 
the inspirations of psychologic facts-, 
rather than of theologic fiction,

And again, is it not a veritable Ac
knowledgment of a weakness in the 
testimonials furnished by this modern 
occult uprising, to ignore the publica
tions of such authors and authorities as 
Davis, 'Wilson, Owen, Home, Denton 
and many others, supported by a grand 
army pf beautiful and truth-embellished 
phenomena, so vast in its magnitude 
and lustrous in its spirituality that all 
traditionary evidences, ancient or me
diaeval are efficiently .eclipsed by its 
brightness, and substitute the before
mentioned paucious and insignificant 
grist of traditionary and questionable 
Hebrew narratives.

One Spiritualist clergyman publishes 
the declaration that he will not deliver 
sermons except they' be prefaced by 
prayer; a lady reverend declares from 
the platform, that no person can be a 
true Spiritualist unless he believes in 
the Bible; she also demonstrated in the 
course of a few weeks, how to make 
two societies where before there was 
but one, and that, too, without increas
ing the membership.

And again we read of the dedication 
of a new church (house of worship), the 
opening hymn- at which services being

society was also considered as ."the 1 
church”; so it.seerus that the flesh and i 
blood church was' dedicating the brick । 
church. ‘

The morning services were concluded । 
with a doxology (a form of glorification 
or p,raise, said or sung at close of divine । 
services). ■

Then a sweet little six-months-old । 
babe was christened, received into the < 
christen church by being baptised in a 
consecrated church ; the former of flush 
and blood, the latter brick, wood or 
stone. We are wondering If. in the 
above circumstance the brick church 
was really consecrated, and if so, if the 
consecrators were themselves conse
crated. A- foolish question, I dare say, 
but with me it was ever thus. And then 
we go on wondering whether if the lit
tle helplesg subject (victim) should suc
ceed exceptipnaly well in after life, If it 
will/be on account, pf the Wonderful 
ceremony,, òr In spite of Ite '

; And again why its it that allout ono 
thousand such little grown-up subjects 
aré wearing away their fewpreclqus days 
in the Ohio penitentiary, as mairy.more . 
proportionately are in other such Insti-; 
tutions of the country, with ten times ab: 
many at large who should he. tliere? ■

The two terms, “saving grace,” and ' 
“damning curse" seem to pome to me in
extricably mingled. This reversion of 
religious customs and ceremonies 
seems to be unique in the Spiritualistic 
ranks, for while most of our old-line 
churphes have been creeping mollusk
like in the direction'and pace of a snail, 
'yet this new Infant is undoubtedly 
creeping crustacean-like In tlie pace 
and direction of a crawfish,

We also read to-day of a/lady pastor 
looking for vineyards In which to labor, 
who is recommended as a Bible Spirit
ualist; and no doubt having forgotten 
or ignored the tenets dt modern Spirit
ism, or the ism of the spirits, from the 
initiatory at Hyde'sville to the last psy
chic voicing of the last night's trumpet 
tone; placidly glides up and flawn civ-’ 
ilization's blooming 'land, nurturing 
and brooding with matronly care that 
most baudy agglomeration of combined 
materialistic, demoulstic, spiritualistic; 
witch-burning, woman-debauching, God
creating, prophet-killing, infant-damn
ing, blood-drinking, God-crucifying, 
firét-born-slaying; calf-worshiping, hell- 
flrlng, plague-breeding, famine-causing, 
water-poisoning, bllnd-strickenlng, 
flood-raising, maiden-stealing, flesh
burnlug, sex-mutilating, qlien-drowning, 
tongue-confounding^ wealth-creating, 
horse-thieving, calf-spotting, whale
swallowing, wine-drinking, pregnation
stabbing, idolater-slaying, jewel-pilfer
ing, home-destroying, sun-stopping, bull 
and ' ram'-rpasting, rib-stealing, soul
cursing, murder-endorsing literary relio 
of an authenticated record of primitive 
homo’s terrible struggle in the ’ deto- 
pian tentacles of a religious fanaticism. 
•—a career of war and murder, of rapine 
and plunder—a red-handed struggle be
tween demons, and devils, deities and 
death. . . . .

And all'this is to be carried intb the 
homes of noble men, pure, wpjnen and 
guileless children; and handed 'out' to

by ahow4d to tamo to Infant ile propor- 
tioijs ■ orfiy by the deserved weakness ot 
this ghoso of J dlrristo-pagan theology, 
now the’liubjeottol tliéir resuri ectlouiiiy 
efforts.-4«' :

Hearkân! liallewfed correspond
ente, thtfbugh the parting clouds of a 
fhmlliur’bordeihaudP Shall the calm, 
deep antl’pure ôtieàu çf modern phenom
ena, kisâing iiitl altores from life to life; 
hearing*  abroas Its bottom wise and puie 
lessons of intro-psychic life, be ignored 
if not abandoned,' and there be substi
tuted and Utilized in- its stead, the 
dark, shallow;'.stagnant and festering 
pool of pùgaffiatil’e • traditionary bab
blings? *

: Shall we àccept into our home litera
ture all these moral abominations, inad
vertently allowing tlieni to be instilled 
into tlie ethics-guided intellects of our 
offspring■’■bàreiy'for ’the saké of- any 
good that ifilght happen from a contin
ual repetition ot a short dozen quotations 
of doubtful truth from among their im
mense and discordant proportions; or 
shall we accept it because of pecuniary 
considerations', and with mercenary mo- 
Uves? One of the most-inconsistent de-; 
mandé asked :at tlie hands of the pub
lic; by the chin-ch and clergy of the 
country, as judged by “worldly people," 
was thé demand of tlie non-taxatlon of 
church property and special favoritism 
in the way of half-fare to the élergy; 
and heretofore Spiritualists have been 
among’the' loudest in their cry againttt 
this favoritism. But already'the Splr- 
itualisUc organizations of'-this country 
have dipped.tlieir eager fingers In this 
church-incov’ered public - “flesh-pot. 
They, toó, are’ buying special privi
leges at the sad expense of both cour
age aid integrity. To them “The 
Ides of March" seems to have come, 
and they might be pictured as grinning 
like apes, fawning like hounds, bowing 
like bondmen kissing Caesar’s feet, 
whilst damned Cascas, like crirs behind, 
strike Caesar in' the neck. Ab in the 
great Romrin ■ conspiracy, so now -is the 
Great Caesar of. Modern Spiritualism 
fleing slashed by its friends? and also 
like them, “not that, they love Caesar 
lesp but that they love Rome more"?

Byron lias given us a dream that was 
not all.a dream; so tjiey are giving us a 
Spiritualism that is not all a Splrit-

revgr.enfls and missionaries, when. deal-. 
. ing-out to your corralled audiences; this 

crufla and bungllng .maas of) religious 
laws and qodeat.whyr(npt alsp ftrlngtheir, 
crude implements of’ iyarfare anfl bus-, 
bandry? If .enllghtmiMj.jnáii-.inusí .re- 
turp to the .nomadic Hebrew for sys
tems of ethics, why not also.return for 
domestic and commercial customs; ¿rid- 
plow by the use of cows yoked to a 
sharpened stick, reduce our dwellings

A Startling Story Which Will In
terest All Who Are Short.To the Editor:—Several years ago, 

one of my peisonal f riends,'Davia New
ton, of Hopbvil|e, Iowa, a druggist gnd 
dealer in general merchandise, a mem
ber of the Christian church, was in Keo
kuk, lowq, laying in a stock of goods. 
He had been there two or three days, 
stopping with his sister. One night' he 
retired to bed as usual. In the njghthe 
heard distinctly his little child saying, 
"Oh, I wish papa would come—I wish 
pupa would come.” Mr.- Newton said 
in response to that cry ho stood by the 
cradle of his child; it had croup. It had 
been subject to that trouble. He dis
tinctly Bawthe child, Its mother, the 
hired girl. He heard his wife give di
rections to summon a physician. He 
saw the doctor come; he saw the reme
dies applied to the child; he knew the 
medicine given was not what should'be 
administered; he told histWife to go 
Into the drug store in tfie front part of 
the building, and'-take fioij’a certain 
shelf a certain croup remedy. SjiPheeded 
him not; he went himself for ihe medi
cine; che' reached- for it but , could pot 
grasp it; returning to the cradle he saw 
his darling strangle to death. 'He 
awakened; ho was sitting up in bed and 
was cold and stiff. He noticed the time; 
it was one o’clock a. m.-He dressed 
himself, went down to the barn, fed his 
horses and prepared io start for home 
in the morning.

About daylight his sister arose and 
said, “David, what is the matter that 
you are up so early?" He replied: “My 
baby died at 1 o’clock this morning, and 
I am going home as soon as I can."

There were no telegraph wires in 
Iowa then, and his sister thought he 
must be insane. He went hòfne and 
found the baby passed away at the time 
he had sail! and that everything he had 
Bfen In his vision had occurred.
'Several years ago I knew Mrs^ Sor- 

cerel, of Osceola, Iowa. She was a 
Methodist and an upright, truthful wo
man. She told me tWs story :

“When I resided lirthe Isle of Man, 
my husband went to sea as a common 
sailor. He had been absent many 
weeks. One night I was suddenly 
awakened. My husband stood at my 
bedside. He kissed me and then said, 
T have fallen overboard and was 
drowned on the coast of China.' Then 
he gave me some directions as to busi
ness affairs, and some advice as to the 
education and training of our child and 
then faded away.

"There were no ocean cables then, 
Several months elapsed before the ship 
he went on returned. When it did re
turn I learned that my husband, in a 
severa»Btorm, was swept overboard on 
the very night that I had the vision."

These two stories come from truthful, 
conscientious,, upright persons, both 
members of churches. How will Prof. 
W. F. Jamieson explain them?

" • R. A. DAGUE.
San Francisco, Cal.

The Height of Either .Sex Can 
Quickly Be Increased From Two 
to Five Inches. These Mar-

1 velous Results,Can Be Ac
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Remetuum, piuasti, U)at. sea^ 
many of our Premium Books by ex, ■ 
press. It you do not receive your ordei ' 
promptly by mail, Inquire at the expresi ' 
office, it not there, notify ua at once. ■: ■

PleaBe «»at costa ten 
cents to get a personal check cashed at 
a bank in Chicago. if you send a per. : 
sonal check, add ten cents to the > 
amount Bent. ' ■

Remember, please, that we have only 
two books which we send out now for 
26 cents each. We cannot allow you to 
select any other book or hooka in their place.
nnuTa“!’61’’ I’Ieaa’S# that you are nof 
entitled to any of these Premium « 
1-iooliB unless you send In with your or- ■("' 
uer a year’s subscription to The Pro- (*,  
giessive Thinker.

Remember, please, that the safes» 
wqy to make a remittance is to aeOire a postal order. “

Offer> AND DO 
Terms V To U8. F0R ANY OTHER 
itHMS. You must send $1 for The 
I rogressive Thinker when you ' order 
™r<^<ln<0re Premlum books. Please bear this in mind.

frm,ehTember' Plea8e> that mistakes and ' 
trouble may be avoided by dealing di
rect with this office, Instead of through 
a news agent.

Every person who sends in a yearly 
subscription to The Progressive Think- • 
foirnwim Vi° u,ntl* terther notice, the two 
lol owing books for 25 centa each: "The

3 01 Man and Ethics of Science,"
by Hudson Tuttle, and “Seers of tho 
if.®“’.°? SpfrltuaHsm Past and Pres
ent'., by Dr- J- M. Peebles. ' Both ex
ceedingly valuable, and though -widely ■ 
different, each one fills an exceedingly . 
important niche In the literature of ' 
Spiritualism. „

If you order only one book, and that 
one neither of the books mentioned 
above, tlie price is 50 cents.

If you order two books, and neither of 
them the above mentioned, the price is 90 cents.

We have TEN Premium Books only, 
anil you can select from them as fol
lows: ■

Any three of the ten Premium Books 
you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the ten Premium Books 
you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the ten Premium Books 
you may order, price $1.80.
'' Any six of the ten Premium Books 
you may order, price $2.10; - . .

Any seven of the ton Premium Books ■ 
you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the ten Premium books ■ 
you may order, price $2.65. . ■

Any nine of the ten Premium' Books-, 
you may order, price $2:90. ,.-.
_ Wty. tMfl? TEN ; valuably.-,J: 
Premium Books here announced --c-roi'w - 
sent, out, ajl postage prepaid, for

• a price never before equaled in? thia 
country or Europe. The following Is 
the-llst: c- • • -1 ’ ।

MR. K. LEO kJINGES.
Inventors, Scientists and physicians have for 

year« been trying to LLjid some method whereby 
the height of an Individual could bo increased 
and upto the last few years have met with fail
ure. it remained for a comparatively young 
man, Mr.'K. Leo Minges by name, to discover 
wbaL bo many others had failed to do.

Mr. Mlnges resides in Rochester, N. Y., and 
has devoted-tho best part of his life in studying 
and experimenting on the Cartilage, and his 
groatenorts have at last been crowned with 
success. A large company, composed of Roch
ester1« leading citizens, has been formed for the 
purpose of placing Mr. Mlnges’ discovery and 
inventions before the public, so that now it Is 
possible for any lady or gentleman who is 
short ,o Increase her or his belglit from two to 
live Inches. These results are absolutely guar
anteed.

Mr. Mlnges has successfully used his method 
on himself, and has grown from a short, stunt
ed boy to a handsome, robust man of six feet one 
Inch in height. Thousands of ix'Oplc living in 
all parts of tho world are using his method with 
equally as startling results. us send you 
tho absolute proof of the above statements. We 
have just Issued a beautiful ilhwi-ra-tdd book en
titled “The Secrets of HowloGrowTall ” which 
contains information that will surprise voil 
Ton thousand of these remarkable books will be 
given away free of charge in .order to Introduce 
them. If you fail to receive u copy yottwill al
ways regret It. This great book tells how Mr. 
Mtnges made his wonderful discovery. It tells 
you now you can Increase your height and build 
up tho entire system. It contains the pictures 
and statements of many who have used this 
method. After you receive the book you will 
thank iis the longest day you live for having 
placed wlthln your reach this treat opportunity.

Remember, a postal card will bring it to your 
very door, all charges prepaid. AU correspqnd- 
once strictly confldehtinrand sent in plain Gn- 

"Velopes>s-If you' ^vluhj). free copy, of this-book 
‘«¿nd the prooi. of claims, .write 
dress THE CARTILAGE CO.; Dept. zd^Rbch- 

. ester, N.Y. / 237 ”

ualism.
After an endeavor, tbrpugh the space 

of -half a century, to impress upon the 
world, our, high standard of ethics and 
morality, shall,' we now un-Brutus-like, 
Contaminate ,pur .fingers with,, base 
bribes, and Sfljl the mighty space of our 
large honors tor so much trash as may 
be grasped thjija?' . •

And finally, shall the brave gunners 
of Atheism, who have alone and effect
ually battered down the theocratic bul- 
warks.frf deism’s organized and uncom- 
putablelhordefl'. and-also the principles 
of meri&l liberty for which they fought, 
tlirougll long eflnturies of death and 
dungeon-served compensations, now be 
sacrificed at the foot of the throne of 
mammoil, op jjefore the threshojffi.o^-a 
false anjUltlonT '

Shallflthose Who have heretofore sac
rificed freely ai the altar of mental free
dom; !f6ytune,I liberty jand life, now ex
change its dearly-bought benefits tor an 
urisavorVdisNof crteeflal pottagflj;"

The .precious souls of those who 
firtightJand'iav.e'passed? and rettu’ned, 
pry. alaqd against Jt; tlie intellectual 
welfareQnd liberty of those Yet tegsome 
depiandg ,ita fqrblddiijg,.. .„ , .L . _

;A.waiy‘with-toiB gaudy '¿nd tgauzy 
nomp of Theocratic Egoism. . r.. ;• 
'Purfl Spiritiialisifi comes from-pure 
love. Bure', love comes without cefo 
■mony. . ■ ' B-V. MORSE. '

Lorain, Ohio.. . -6i

A Higher Standard Needed.
Iii The Progressive Thinker of Nov. 7, 

over thé signature of A. H. Nicholas, I 
find’this said of the Ideas advanced by 
J. J.'Morse,’of England, one' of our 
g'raft'dest thlrikèrs and speakers. “He 
spoke of what he flail's ‘higher Spiritual
ism,*  and the ‘higher aspects’ of it, and 
he gets it bo high it is out of the reach 
of ordinary mortals. He would divide 
our pedple into distinct classes, and ré
solve Spiritualism into, ‘phenomenal, 
pbilp^ophicdl1 apd mÿstiçtd,’ Mr. bièrre' 
sayd r 'Therodtcotiie of - tïiQ jn'pvë.meinj:, it ‘ 
it is to survive, must be a science that 
Is Spirltuhl; a morality that is rational, 
arid'à religion that finds God in man.’ ”

I don't see anything to find fault with 
inrthé thoughts’adVhnced by - Brother 
Mòrse; on‘the other hand ,, they are 
grârid,'' upnfting arid' spirit strengthen
ing.-.'’What'better-standard can we ask. 
to?? ‘Abide by these aiid lift up those 
that rife notton that1 plane, ' no need 
to idivide our people," as hé fears, but 
raise ;thëm up to'a higher and' better 
standing; ’ We are to look for the God 
(gfao'd) in our -fellow -travelers and en
couragé it to groVz'apd develop.

There seems io be a division forming 
in the ranks of Spiritualism, ’uncon
sciously to most of iis, but it 1b coming 
all the samé. Either there must be a 
lifting up of-those who are inclined to 
work for the mundane more than for 
the spiritual/ for self-aggrandisement 
more than for the good pf the whole. 
The better elements aré riaturallybreak- 
ing away unconsciously perhaps. It 
seems to me the signs are as plain as 
the sunlight, and we think that Brother 
Morse’s remarks are just what is need
ed at this time.

Another article in the same paper by 
Dr. Dickey, touches the key-note of the 
lives we should live in order to make 
the beautiful cause we represent grow 
in spirituality and be uplifting to all 
within our ranks, instead of a hiss and 
a by-word. Outsiders dp not hinder the 
progress of olir grand movement, so 
ranch as those within our ranks who 
pose as speakers and mediums and go 
astray in many ways, and all lookers-on 
can see and disapprove.

- C. C. BACON.
North Amherst, Ohio.

the congregated gleaners, looking tor. 
things that are born of friendship, and

the old orthodox hymn, "Nearer, My charity and lovo, as InspiiTitlonalj ejna- 
God, to Thee.” Perhaps those directly; nations from the flmpifical’tlirohe'of'rin 
responsible for the sélection can .explain j lnflnlfe Intelligence, to. a sad and refe: 
?why jt'Is'tliat in; «1 ’ tké gr^kt ’Variety '¿f’ .'rogtosfeWe 'éxüh^jjgé' ''çn.tural-1 
Spiritualistic hymns and songs consist- pxpirati.ops. of fjublirnated intelligences.

the old orthodox hymn, "Nearer, My
God, to Thee.

,tag' of • many-• volumes', - frdid’S)jirltudi^ 
istlc composers' arid'ivrit'ere,there could 
not have been at least one fit and rifc- 
propriafe to be rendered on even so sa
cred an occasion as the above.' This

explraiippp, of sublimated InteJlfepm 
from the »psychic doubts :df-lieavehi

6, lipten, ye shades ,pf„.the mortal
dead. Shalt the senile form of an1 ex-

-was followed by'an invocation (prayer) 
though we are not enlightened as to 
whom addressed. In the address the

pirlng theology be revlvjfied Jntqa new 
potency, and sent again «talking'broad
tread over our prlest-rldflen land, and 
that, too)-by thosq who have most prof
ited by its downfalling,, find,we.re-there-

PUBLICATIONS OF 

CARLYLE PETÉRSILEÂ, 
Given by automatlç.wrlilng through 

the author's mediumship. '

“Does it Strike You that there is very much Love Displayed in the Cyclone’s Deadly Whirl 
- when looked upon as a manifestation of the Power of God, and •

Outside of the Power of Man to Avert?”. . . . . . . . . .  -
OUR PRESENT LIFE.

A Paper Read Before the First Spiritual 
Society of Manhattan, Kansas.

Mr. President, Ladles and Gentlemen: 
—To live is our, duty, how to live long 
should be our duty, and to never die 
our aim. .’ ' . ■ ..

The most important thing in physical 
life is to live, the nex-t^in importance is 
how to be happy. Those who can ao*  
compliBh these have accomplished the 
objects of physical life. Physical life is 
a course in, or a branch of our educa
tion or development, and is of vast im
portance in our future advancement. 
The science of human life opëns up the 
greatest field for research of any Of the 
known sciences, and the one least ex
plored. In this field will yet be dis
covered some of the most startling 

' truths that have ever yet been revealed 
to the understanding of man, truths 
which will revolutionize most of the 
theories, practices, and beliefs of the 
past, and make foolishness of some of 
the pretended wisdom of the present 
day. Every effort should be put forth 
by the brightest minds of the age, as

. sisted by the government, and encour
aged by the people, to penetrate the 
darkness which now surrounds this sci
ence. ... .

If there is one thing the great mass of 
people want more than- another, that 
thing is a continuation of their physical 
life lç their present bodies. . Unques
tionably this world is the very' best 
place in the universe for us, and the 
physical the most desirable condition in 
our present state of development.

It is evident that man In the physical 
body on this earth occupies the best 
place in the universe for him. ;

Tills being the case,,it is his moral 
duty as well as' subserving his best in
terests to retain his present physical
body for the longest possible time that 
his knowledge of the laws that prolong 
life will allow him. ' As we learn these 
laws and obey them pur physical -life 
will be extended, and when we fully un

. derstand these laws I believe we con 
retain our physical bodies as long as 
they are of any use to us, or as long as 
we shall desire them, and when on ac- 

• "count of our advanced condition, we no 
. longer need, or desire to retain them, 

we -will be able to throw titoip off grad
ually without any sudden collapse of the 
whole, physical .organism, ,as ,we -now 
throw oft the. dead anfl useless tissues 

' of our bodies without pain' or incon
. venlencfl. , . .' .’

In Bubstantlatlflntof the theory that. 
■ man will be ’ablo to -retain .his, present

.. ’ physical .body Indefinitely wnen he un
derstands the laws tliat govern them, .1 

■would refer you to the kindness dls- 
• ployed toward man in the enactment of 

■ all’the understood laws . of nature.' If 
.- nature’s Jaws as far ’ as understood

would indicate that the power which en- I 
acted them was friendly to man, and i 
that their enactment was intended to ] 
promote man’s best Interest and corre- i 
spending happiness, it is reasonable to i 
conclude that all her laws will show the i 
same kind regard for his welfare .When ; 
we understand them. ' ' ' ।

This must be the case unless-the ere- ’ 
ator is the enemy of mankind, which I 
do not think any one believes. Having 
established the fact that1 the overruling 
power of our being is good, and that he 
has enacted no law that does not re
dound to our best interest, what are you 
going to do with the law of physical 
death?

There is no desire implarfted in the 
human mind so strong as the one for . 
physical life,' and there is nothing that 
befalls man that he looks upon with so 
much dread as physical death. Now X 
would ask you, is it possible that a 
power having only the good, the devel
opment, and happiness of man In view, 
could have placed that strongest of all 
desires (that for physical life) in man, 
and then left him. under the'power of 
death with no hope Or way of escape? 
Giving him to understand by every prin
ciple and law of nature that to retain 
possession of the physical body was es
sential for his rapid development and 
happiness, and then allowing death to 
deprive’him of the use of that body be
fore he has received but little 4f any 
benefit from his possession of it, wring
ing the hearts of his friends and blight
Ing his prospects of rapid development, 
and the corresponding happiness re
suiting therefrom, shutting the door to 
physical life against him after luring 
him in that direction, and then offering 
hlrp nd reward for the sacrifice he has 
been compelled to make.

: Would such a condition of things indi
cate love of a creator for the created?

I Wduld such a state of things tend to 
• strengthen the respect of the governed 
I for the governor? Is It .possible that'

this to meap Jome time after, death. To f . Can yvu loqk upon a cancer eating out 
thus construe it would'make. it. sound, the youngflife-of,audear friend, while 
..................................  ' '■’ ' ’ you believe there Is no help for it placedlike the babbling of the fpbljsh, for then 
death ■will have had its full sting'and 
the grave its complete victory. The 
things unchangeably fixed by God

such a decree could be the outgrowth of 
love? There can be but one answer to' 
these questions, and that Is no, If such 
a state of things were true they would 
Indicate that man had been abandoned 
by his creator and left In the hands of 
the devil, with God’s Impenetrable 
wrath rolling between him and that 
which he most desired.' I am happy in 
.the belief that we are not left in any 
such a deplorable condition, but that

pleases man, and any change in'theiii 
could not possibly work any good to 
him. ' ' ■ " . ; -

Those things In nature which do not 
work to please matt are not fixed, they 
can be changed by man so’they w'ill bé- 
come pleasing to him. ' 1

The laws ' governing fhé elements 
which do not work entirely in our inter
est, are'laws which it Is desirable for Us. 
to understand while in thé physical con» 
dition. A relief from further annoy
ance from a seemingly rebellious eley 
ment Is our reward for learning to con-*  
trol it. , ' ' ' ’

NecgjSB.lty Is the great motive power' 
of human progress. '

We do not care to control thosé’ 
things which continually work In our In
terest, and we are not apt to study toe 
law of their control as there is no ne-» 
cesslty for it Nature makes dangerous 
to our lives, our property and our hap-' 
pine’ss, those elements she desires, and- 
our best - Interests require that we 
study looking to their control and use.

In substantiation -of the wisdom, jus
tice, and love, displayed by the creator 
in his dealings with man, I claim for 
mon thé power to regulate the seeming
ly rebellious elements . of nature, br 
those that do not work for his best in
terest. ■ ’ < ■ •• '

Would there be any wisdom, justice, 
or love displayed in the cloudburst that 
destroys the- lives of »hundreds of tnen, 
women and children, annihilating mill
ions of dollars worth of property, and' 
leaving homeless and destitute thou/ 
sands of people In- this country every 
year, if théy were the direct result of an 
unchangeable law of God? Do you 

: really think it is an indication'pf fath
erly love to burn up 6, wliole country 
with hot winds, and dry weather, while 
another, is' being drowned with ;too 
much rain, ; and ho', means provided 
yvhereby the inhabitants . of these 
stricken districts 'could have1' possibly 
protected themselves ; against these 
seemingly outrages, of nature.;' Does it 
strike you that there is very much love 
displayed In the, cyclone’s deadly whirl 
when'Iooked upon as a manifestation of 
the power of God and putslde the power 
of man to avert?... , v .

within-thpip reach, and can see no good 
resulting front it apd then.say in. can
dor: I honestly believe that the tender 
love and mercy of the creator for the 
cfeatures he has created far. exceeds 
that of a human parent .for his child? 
If I believed., all these calamities were 
sent upon us' by the ruler of the uni
verse, apd, the only power that could 
avert them was In the hands of that 
ruler, I w&uld be compelled to believe 
that the Whole arrangement had' been 
turned over to the devil, just before the 
law was en'acted. I‘do not believe such 
Stuff, but I (id believe, and that, belief 
when analyzed amounts to a positive 
certainty, that there is not an element 
or Iriw In nature that was not intended 
to work for man’s ultimate happiness, 
and not one which is naif leading him 
the Shorteri]:, way to that goal. To be
lieve that', -drouths, floods, cyclones,, 
sickness, '¿iifl; death, are the direct re
sult of natural unbroken law, and un
avoidable, ta-tri harmony-With the doc
trine of Infijilte punishment for finite 
sin. ’■ " ” r v

'■ To believe -’that God has sent ail these 
'Calamities’-upoff- us aiid has given us no 
• means of esb’ipe.'to niy mind would be 
■equivalent' to "believing.him man’s great- 
esfenemy,'ffir what more could an en
emy di> thah’ to ¿tirposely tie our hands 
and tfieir dutrfp those calamities upon 
us, with no thought of resulting good. 
•We oiight rioe/to belteve such things, it 
is moral degradation ' to harbor such 
thoughts. On the other hand it. is In- 
'splrlrig^elevaiing, arid pleasing to' W' 
Heve .that those things which do not 
pleasftlrin ;hq®est man dan be changed 
by him. ■ Such a, belief , is the only one 
that vrould a^tijftrate. love and justice to 
the cr<^j.tor»7^r . ... -

have nothing to fear. “The wicked flee 
when no man pursueth, but the right
eous fear riot.” I believe the longest 
strides made by science ip the next hun
dred years will be along the line of the 
extension of human life. When man 
shall have arrived at that condition on 
the ¡physical plane where he can truth
fully say, "0 death, where is thy sting? 
O, grave, where is thy victory?” then 
man Will have riséri to .the dignity of his 
position. God’s goodness will then be 
made manifest, and some »-of man’s 
greater possibilities will then no longer

■ be doubted. .. '
It is to be "hoped that we shall never, 

be foùnd by the wayside’ among the 
musty theories of the past ages; rather 
let uB. keep to the front by getting on 
the liarid wagon of human progress, for. 

. we must either- get on, get out of the 
Way, or get run over. ■ ■

' ' ■ JAMES L. DOW.
. Manhattan, Kaneas. •

every honest, desire that would add'to 
our happiness may be attained. ' '..

. The .very' fact that, the thoughts of 
physical death are not pleasing to iis,- Is 
In my mind proof that tho control over 
death is placed in our hands. .Death, 
will coniinué..to be . the - thing. mpst 
ferired arid dreaded by man. .until-he 
shall have conquered.it and ; made, it 
subservient to his will. .The Bible àaya 
that the time will come when; man. will 
be-ablò to sny. O’death, where thy ------------------ -------- - --- - -----------
sting? Ograyo, whore is thy.vlàtoryV, means to prevent It withheld fromthose 

. Tho Christian church has construed he loved?

;. Does It look as though It was through 
loving kindness tliat tho way ^was- tìro- 
pared whereby children could bo .torn,
from, their parents and parents -from 
their children by death, and the power 
to/avert it placed . just' outside 'their, 
reach? - ....

;• And, last but not least,-.was- sickness 
sent lnto the.world as a-token of friend-— ■ — - .. . . • ~ . a w • ■■••••• —v . . . a .
ship.by one who could have sent good 
health at the sumo prlco, and the

* Ma^Wlll.-ff^ie day'-learn to control 
the rainfa-IU? thereby preventing 
droutltff'and Ilbqds.'. ;He _wHl tame aiid- 
,niake‘'g^rinl5^1tii'e'|C!yclone .an.il - torr' 
nado, iand’ convert their powers to his 
use.-i te theses to' florae when man, 
has leariied wS^.pt.tlie laws of ijjiysical 
life, slaknesssteiikbo. found only’among, 
the ignorant,'fend death will not be 
feared by -the-wlser 'The'possibilities 
-of thq huinanjjmind always were and al
ways ¡wpl-.be¿oeyopd man’s comprehen- 
sionpBiaiblitiS'tiepij fdven completo con
trol-over every element-in । nature tliat 
annoy? -him. ' Only-,those things in na
ture which w.ork,cpntinually for the 
best- intftrest;o£ manAro unchangeable, 

, aH'Qtherff.cqin.-bO'oliangod by him and
made to work in his Interest. We- 
should'ih.oMdimbtisiuntfB future power, 

. but pueth onto that higher, and hflppler 
condltioff?whlch’is just , ahead ’of us. 
Wo. should Bwnys’lccop -in mind tho 
-fact that-manhsQi-becn given the power 
to subdue aml'iMitundCr.hiB foet all his 
enemies, FOi’ this Reason, if wo wield' 
the power which has been given uB,'f,by 

right action, und pinpor thought, wj ,

, ■ THE DISCOVERED COUNTRY,
. A naratlve of the personal'experience In splr- 
it life of the author’s father, who had been a 
natural philosopher and a materialist. Au ex
tremely interesting book. Price, B1.00.

MARY ANNE CAREW.
This work consists of the experiences of the 

author's mother in spirit life. Price, cloth, 00c; 
paper, 40c.

PHILIP CARLISLIE,
A philosophical romance by the guides, the 

subject of the title being a scientific young phil
osopher, who Is a medium; his chief opponents 
being a clergyman-mid a materialist. Cloth, Jl.

OGEANIDES.
A scientific noyel, based on tho philosophy ot 

life, as seen from the spirit side. Paper, 50c.
MARK CHESTER,

Or “A MUI and a Million.1, This is one of Car
lyle Petersllea's most interesting works. 11 is 
purely a psychical romance such as the author 
Is noted for producing, Cloth, 00c; paper, 40c.

“esoterTc lessons.
. This work Includes “Personified Un
thinkable«,” “First Lessons In Reality,” 
and “A Tour Through the Zpdiac.” 
This Is an Interesting production of oc
cult thought and will well repay careful 
study and meditation by all occultists. 
Price, Cloth, $1.60. For sale at this 
office.
” THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of tho Fox Fam lly.
Intereitlng and valuable as a hlBtory of the begin

ning of Modern Splrituallim, by one of the Fox Sis- 
tors. 478 Pages, 16 Illustration*,  Including portraits ot 
tha.Fox Family. History of the Hydesville rapping«, 
as related by eye-witnesses; remarkable and well-at
tested manifestations; tho* ’exposures." etc. Hand
somely bound In cloth. But few copies remaining- 
Publishers' price, HAQ. We will send the book poaV 
paid 81.40. .

UJnmnnlti ITS ATTAINMENT OF 
Wulilnlliy FORM AND FEATURES

RQQIItV Tho cultivation ot personal 
U U UII i J beauty, based on Hygiene and 

Health Culture, by twenty physlolanj and spe
cialists, and edited by Albert Turner, A valua
ble book for women and therefore for the whole 
world. Price In elegant cloth binding, 81.00. 
For sale at this office. "

, Cancer of the Breast.
.£|0 many people are dying of this ter- 

ilble disease. The. disease Is increasing 
With wdridcrfur 'rripidlty. Mrs. B. F. 
Sbutiiqrd, of Buffalo, Mo., has recently 
recovered froin a. most advanced stage 
pf this disease-by the Oil treatmeht of 
Dr. Bye; of Kansas City,'" Mb. Mrs. 
Mrs. Nancy’F. Billlrigs, of West Brldge- 
water, Mass., was cured by home treat
ment'. Persons afflicted should Wflffi'' 
Dr. Bye for 112 page illustrated book on 
tho treatment of cancer in its various 
forms. Address Dr. W. 0. Bye, Kansas 
City, Mo. ■■ '

“Koradlhe. By Alice B. '' Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot” In the form of 
an entertaining story, It contains les
sons which every girl should Know. 
Price, cloth, ,$!;• r . • ,

■ '’Social Upbuilding,- Including Coop
erative Systems' and tho Happiness and 
Ennoblomont Of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt; LL. D.j M. D. This comprises 
Ure last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Piiper c6ver, 15 cOnte, Fer Balo 
at this offiioa, >

-THE-
Giriste of the Past and Present.

• By MOSES HULL,
■ A comparison of-tho Christ-work or Medium
slip of Biblical Messiahs and tho conditions 
they required, with similar manifestations In 
Modern Spiritualism. This Is a good work to 
study for arguments with which to moot the 
very common orthodox question, "Why do you 
always require conditions for your spiritual 
manuostauonsr" Cloth bound, $5 cents; paper 
g& cants. For sale at this offiett. _ - ■

Were YOU BOtti Lunrtyr Star?
• A complete exposition of the science ot Astrol

ogy. adapted from the Four Books ot Ptolemy, 
the Astronomer on tho art of Heading tho Stars, 
with many illustrations. By A. ALPHEUS.

■ Secretary ottho Astrological Soclotyot England 
and America. Handsomely bound in cloth, gilt 
top, With beautiful designs sMimped on side and 
back.. Price «1.00. For sale at tula office.

Aryan Son Myths, tho Origin 
of Religion.

• By Sarah E. Titcomb, wlrhnn Introduction 
to Charles Morris, author of "Tho Aryan Raoo." 
Prlco. ololb, M.00. - '

TEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 
FOR $3.10. ,

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and . 
Life’ln the Spirit World, Vol. 1. '

2—The Encyffiopedla of Death, and . '. 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2. ”

3—The Encyclopedia of Death, arid 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. ~

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mum 
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism. '

6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult' ism. ■ ■ ■
6—The Next World Interviewed.
7—The Occult Life of Jesus.
8—A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands.
9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 

Science.
10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 

Past and Present
Read This Carefiilly Before Re

Remitting.
When you send In your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and their price, and send for 
them. They are very valuable. They 
are intensely Interesting. . They are ele
vating in tone and will do you good. In 
remitting do not fail to enclose a dollar 
for The Progressive Thinker. '

These ten books, substantially and 
elegantly bound, and printed in the 
neatest style of the printer’s art, will be 
furnifihed to our subscribers for $3.10, a 
price which modern machinery and en
terprise has rendered possible in The ' 
Progressive Thinker office only. Send
ing out these books, however, at the 
prices we do, does not reduce the price 
of the subscription of the paper, appar
ently or otherwise, a single cent, for 
that cannot be afforded for less than 
one dollar per year, in view of the fact 
that we publish such a vast amount of 
reading matter. ■ . '

In conclusion, bear In mind that thé ”■ 
postage on these ten'premlum books Is , 
about ONE DOLLAR, leaving this office 
only $2.10, Illustrating the great bargain 
you are getting—a bargain the like of 
which was never known before on this 
material plane. , ¡
CLUB81 CLUBS1 CLUBS! CLUBS!. 
' To Clubs of ten or more we Offer trio 
following terms to each one: The Pro
gressive Thinker one year, and ONE of 
the following books, $1.15: “The Relig
ion of Man and Ethics of Science”;: 
"Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past • 
and Present"; "AWanderer in the Spirit 
Lands”; “The Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit World,” Vol. 8. 
The one who gets up the Club will bs 
entitled to the paper one year free, .and 
qny two of the books he may select 
among our list of premiums.

l-Pk/s as. Disclosed in tho Bible.” nan ano tnc By Iter. Arthur Chambers, 
CkImiU I frtnfA Associate of King’s College, bo r t WOriO Loudon. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would investigato and 
learn tho facts of Bible teachings as won aS 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, I1.1&

Bible ancKhurch Deorade Woman.
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises thre# 

•essays on “The Effect ot Woman Suffrage on 
Questions ot Morals and Rel.„lon.' Prlco, lOo,

Hl

FatHer Tom and tlie Pone;
Or s Hight at tho Vatican. Written probably 
ly Sir.Bainuot .Ferguson. From HlnckwooiVa 
Edinburg Mag/,Blnov This Is a huniorous ab
count of a roilcknoino. vlolt to tho Popo ot 

-Bomo by Father Tom, an Irish priest, turmoil 
: with, a eupobabiuidancd-trf Irlsli wit, two ini- 
grtsrlsl quart btrttloffol Iilflh "poteen,’' and an 
Irish rwlpa for "conwountUng" tho enmr

1 sloth, »««its, t

Man the Microcosm.. ■. , 
His Infinite and Divine Relations.~ Intuition-« 
Tho Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins. 
Prlco, 10 cents. ■ ___ • .

THE GOLDEN ECHOES! 
A New Book of Inspirational 

Words and MusiOi
For tho oin ot mnotlns«. Ircoum» »nd hofflfc.by a W., * 
Tocher. Thons bimuiltul tong« b»v# .JiEl 
fortc.I ninny broken bean;, «n. It l«yopj4»W®J| t 
mny bo hoard hiororrhnd. - Frloe 1BO| (l,wBa»sas' . 
on. per nalo M th!« emo». ,
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LYMAN C. HOW MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY

The Great Psychological Crime
fl Comparison oí Views anti the Reasons 

Thereior.
Lyman C. Howe, the veteran Spiritualist Lecturer and 

Medium, a.man well and favorably known as one 
of the foremost thinkers and writers in our ranks, 
will Champion the Cause of 'Truth as reflected in 
Spiritualism, while Mrs Florence Huntley, the well- 
known Author and Journalist, will defend all the 
statements in The Great Psychological Crime, 
which Mr. Howe will dare to assail, making a series 
of articles instructive, suggestive and inspiring, and 

: which every Spiritualist should most carefully read.
Mrs. Florence Huntley, Chicago, Ill.: 

,.- Dear Madajp:—Your interesting and 
amiable letter of Oct. 25 is decided

- ly suggestive, and I may be in the ih
; ciplent stage of hypnosis, induced by 

the gentle persuasions of your facile 
pen, and generous habit of thought 
witbin which is the subtle impress of 
a woman's will, more effective, I SUB- 
pect, in promoting the mystic haze that 
veils the normal processes of my thought 

; than any that a professional hypnotist 
could induce. The more delicate and 
remote the influence that appeals to the 
Unsuspecting consciousness. of a sub
ject in the early stages of illusion, the 
more certain and far-reaching are the 
results likely to follow. *

* On page 181 of The Great Psycholog
. - leal Crime I read : “To the degree a me

dium is under control of spiritual intel
ligences, to precisely that degree he is 
unconscious of that control. As our au- 
tlior, incog, affirms that mediumship and 
hypnotism are identical, of course the 
same rule applies to a subject slowly, 
progressively, gliding down the inclined 
plane of hypnotic devolution, towards 
the abyss of annihilation. As it is also 
affirmed that a subject may be success
fully hypnotized without his consent or 
knowledge, how can I, or anyone, know 

’ that I am not acting under the subtle
. influence, and secret dictation of an

other’s will, in writing this Ibtter? And 
as much of our mental action is above, 

. or below, the analytical processes of 
active normal consciousness, hpw do 
you know that you are not, in these 
writings, exerting a direct purpose of 
your will to carry conviction to my re
bellious reason and lead, or impel, my 
thinking processes into new and possi
bly dangerous by-w_ays, Into which you, 
too, may have bden, led. by the same 
secret processes? As you-express more 
apprehension of my good nature than of 
the results of my criticism, you vlrtu: 
ally acknowledge the influence' of the 
same secret power acting iipon your 
own convictions. But I assure you that 
I have no intention to mislead you, by 
any subtle art, or secret exercise of my 

....-- will,-to overrule your own judgment, as 
based upon experience and observation.

You express a desire to avoid, as far 
as possible in this discussion, all ten
dency to "lapsing Into the purely meta
physical, or the purely speculative.” In 
'as far as the subject matter of the book 
Is clear of these tendencies, I think we 
can escape them ; but it seems to me im
portant to carefully and critically an

' alyze the various propositions upon 
which the author contracts his theories 
before we advance to the discussion of 
the striking statements which give the 
book so much importance as a revolu
tionary production. • In these analyses 
there may be lines of thought that will 
partake of. the metaphysical. I am glad 
to know that you come to this task fully 

■ prepared to endorse the author and his 
work, as onè'with your own experience 
and careful study of the life -and 
thought of the author. You, therefore, 
are, it seems tqf me, in all respects an 
authorized substitute, responsible for 
the book as really as if you were the 
original author. I can say, too, without 
reservation, I believe in your sincerity, 
and high moral qualities, as well as in 
your superior intellectual fitness for the 
work in hand. I may lack the latter, 

. but T can, without egotism, claim the 
sincerity so essential to all efforts in 

, search of truth. In my initial letter I 
did not refer to the "widespread preju
dice in the human mind” as any essen
tial part of this discussion; but as a. 
prelude to what might follow, and a 
hint at the cause of the inability to ac
cept new thought and new premises, 
which might bar out much that is re
garded valuable in the book we are dis
cussing. Possibly I may incline to "In
clude too many things, under the word 
“prejudice,” to meet your approval. But 
J think there is a'far-reaching influence 
exerted by "prejudging” which Is not 
generally realized, ' which may act 
against the acceptance of a valid truth, 
or give extra force to an assertion, and 
color the reasoning of the advocate or 

। he recipient, to a degree that neither 
Wg can realise, or even believe possible. 
. Ç Sincere and thoroughly Conscientious 
I-' men, endowed with superior intellects 
' and blessed with great learning, have 

accepted, without a question, and de
fended with great effort, and profound 
logic, certain dogmas that inheritance 
and education had impressed upon their 

■ minds so deeply as to paralyze the 
moral sensibilities, and harden to a con- 
dltlon of savagb cruelty, the most ten
der benevolence and sweetest human 
sympathies. Jonathan Edwards was as 
good as he was great. He had tender 
compassion for human sorrow. But, un
der the prejudging of his creed, and the 
authority of an assumed divine revela- 
tlon, he could believe that a just God 
had created helpless millions as sensl- 
tive as himself, and ordained them to 
everlasting perdition ages before they 
were born. He could believe, and think 
it just, and rational, that the saints in 

I heaven would rejoice and be exceeding- 
I ly glad to look over the battlements and 
I’ witness the torture of the damned, even 
I; though their own parents or children 
I were among them; and that this view 
I ■ intensified their happiness In heaven! 
r Thousands of illustrations might be 
I presented to show how impossible it 
I- is for the human mind, «.eclipsed by' 
I strong prejudice, to see clearly or rea
I son-independently. But I concede that 
I "there might be .danger of confusing. 
I many or fill of our rational and logical 
I deductions, as mere prejudices,” if we 
I assiime that prejudice is all, or that
I every phase of our thinking Is dômï-
1 nated 'by it. But we should not for-
r xet'.the liability, and tendency, or cease
I ' allow for it and guard all bur ren
I- l-fcj tings, ns far as We maÿ, from the 
I tQ which unpercelyed, or unreal-

vOls" Prejudice may lead uB.

You express the conviction that there 
is nothing in the book that would neces
sarily involve comparisons of your and 
my own individual opinions, nor an 
elaborate treatment of the doctrine of 
•Free will or universal irresponsibility.” 
It seems to me that the repeated em
phasis on “independent free choice,” 
and tho free and • independent 
exercise of all our. faculties, 
and the claim that hypnotism destroys 
this, and renders the subject irrespon
sible, makes it important to consider 
the degree—if any—of free will, and in
dependent action, that actually exists in 
any given case. Conceding that I, at 
this moment, represent thé sum of my 
“part of life, with its peculiar training 
and environment, with its Individual ac
tivities, experences, acquirements, 
ideas, Impressions, beliefs and preju
dices,” you seem to regard tliat as no 
reason for connecting these agencies, in 
a causative chain that cannot drop a 
link anywhere in tlie evolutionary pro
cesses, or leave any factor to the rule 
of chance. That my “dally life, with its 
immediate mental activities and morti! 
standards” is, so far as voluntary action 
is concerned, under the direction of my 
own will, reason and conscience,” is not 
questioned here. But is my will inde 
pendent? My reason and conscience co
operate in dictating to, and directing my 
choice. But are they not, also, subject 
to the influence of Causes which may be 
traced to antecedents, circumstances, 
temperament, structure, and many 
other agencies, each one of which is, 
within its special sphere, absolute and 
arbitrary authority in compelling obedi
ence to its rulings? A magnet holds a 
bar of steel with the grip of fate, so 
long as there are no other agents active 
against the union. Gravitation holds a 
dewdrop on the lips of a rose with-the 
same precision that it binds worlds 
and constellations in there spheres, and 
keeps them in their orbits. A zephyr 
may shake the dew from the rose, or a 
foreign intruder might disrupt the or
der of' our “Solar system.” In either 
case the authority of causation would 
fie unchanged, find neither dew' nor 
planet would be for an instant free or 
independent. To suppose an indepen
dent action is1 to suppose that causation 
does not reign supreme in the order of 
nature. If you can choose without a de
sire,òr motive, behind your choice, you 
must be outside the order of causation, 
and your action is at the mercy of blind 
chance. '

■ The light and heat from the sun come 
through some 90,000,000 miles of space. 
To think of them nestling in the solar 
disc, and planning a journey- through 
the ether to the earth, to awaken the 
"liquid , music” that slumbers in a crys
tal mountain, or a frost that sparkles 
in the valley, does not Impress the mind 
with any fear of fate/pr anything arbi
trary awaiting the earth. But when 
these twin travelers arrive at the sur
face of our planet, nothing can resist 
their influence. We may modify the 
conditions that welcome their advent, 
and by stored cold regulate the tem
perature of our rooms, but not one ray 
of heat falls to impress itself) and no 
chance can hinder it. But these are 
physical agents. Does the same arbi
trary rule of causation apply to every 
manifestation of mind ? I think it does. 
Not a thought, feeling, desire is exempt. 
This, I am aware, is not in accord with 
your idea that “It does not matter what 
facts or opinions have influenced our 
character building; these influences in 
no wise prevent the free and indepen
dent decisions of a sane or normal in
telligence.” Is not this “sane normal 
intelligence” the principal agent that 
decides our conclusions? Can we make 
any decisions without the consent of 
this “sane normal intelligence?” If not, 
how can the decision be independent.? 
And if independent, what could deter
mine it but chance?

But ihe most striking expression of 
yovr thought is that to your mind it 
seems that “my purpose - is to excuse 
mankind, in toto, from the moral re
sults of their own acts.” Let me dis
abuse your mind of that delusion. My 
view of the unvarying relation of all 
causes with all effects, leaving no room 
for chance in the order-of nature, phys
ically or spiritually, is the only one 
which, to my mind, can establish the 
moral responsibility of the indiivdual or 
justify punitive legislation.

What is the object of punishment for 
crime, if not to prevent its repetition? 
If you stand over me with a deadly 
weapon and say, "You are free to gather 
and eat the forbidden fruit on that tree; 
but if you do, I will, kill you in an in
stant,” would you say. I was free and 
independent? Would my. decision be 
free from your ruling will? •

You ask: “Is it not a fact that the 
basis of civil; criminal and moral laws 
is individual responsibility?” I think it 
is. But what is the basis of that re
sponsibility? Is it a reign of chance? 
Perhaps !l shall shock you when I say 
that according to my ideas of logic and 
correct reasoning, independent choice, 
or “free moral agency” is totally incom
patible, with moral responsibility J and 
that just in the ratio that we approach 
independence we become Irresponsible. 
If it were possible that you could be in
dependent, who or what would have any 
right to Interfere with your action? As 
it looks to me, just in the ratio that 
you are not free, you are subject to the 
regulations imposed by all the causes, 
conditions and agencies that décide your 
life line' from the cradle to the grave. 
But if this be admitted, you may ask 
“what has it to do with the question of 
hypnotic influence and control?" There 
Is. : I think, but one line of division, if 
any, and that Is the point in the'pro
cesses of nature, where thè more re
moto, subtle, arid complex activities of- 
directing causes, concentrate in the piv
otal expression of an Individual will. As 
soon as this’ climax is attained it re-

quires no very elaborate analysis to con
vince the Intellect that there Ib coer
cion, authority and absolute dictation 
and control of one will by another.

It seems to me that the absolute au; 
thorlty of active causes in shaping 
minor events a hundred years back of a 
specific climax, is as real, as irresistible 
and as arbitrary as that which holds a 
hypnotic subject in moral and physical 
bondage to the Will of his master; If 1 
am correct in this it. is only a question 
of difference between one class of com
pulsory 'causes and another. The one 
having a larger sweep, and longer range, 
while the other is inclosed, within a 
small compass and short range. The 
one is the sunlight thrilling through the 
ether, awakening the slumbering rain
bows in the dew many millions of miles 
from its source; the other.is the dew
drop on the bosom of the rose kindling 
into life and sparkling as it must when 
touched by the golden arrows of the 
morning.

But it appears from your lucid letter 
‘that you make the division fit the point 
of a new departure in h chain of causes 
turn in two opposite directions; for 
your very definite and strong statement 
that “Independent suggestion, appeals 
to and stimulates reason. Hypnotic sug
gestion suppresses reason and compels 
obedience,” divides the action pf a class 
of causes of uniform tendenéy in one 
direction into two opposite poles, the 
effects of which on the individual are 
as opposite as truth and falsehood, good, 
and evil. Butsuppose this “Independent 
suggestion” be from an active and de
cided intellect, Impelled by a strong de 
sire to.convince the independent recipi
ent, and therefore attended by a vigor
ous will, in what way would the Impres
sion differ from any other hypnotic 
effect, except in degree? Because one 
stimulates reason and the other sup
presses, if both are from one and the 
same source, it would seem to me that 
it only proves that effects developing 
progressively, have special phases as 
they advance, which often happens in 
the progress of diseases. Certain stimu
lants will first exhilarate, then impas
sion, then soothe, then stupefy, then 
nauseate, and finally deaden. Some of 
these symptoms attend the use of 
opium, hashish and tobacco. If “inde
pendent suggestion stimulates reason” 
might not its continuance, uninterrupt
ed, result In all these varierions and end 
in the repression of reason and enslave
ment of the individual? If “the one im
pels, the other compels,” may not the 
impelling processes in advance stages 
of expression become a compelling au
thority? This question you have partly 
anticipated by saying that “the author's 
answer would be that it is not a ques
tion of degree, but of process.”

Then a new process Inmal! be intro
duced. To your question if I "would be 
willing to extend the same hospitality 
to even the same truth if it were thrust 
upon me by a process which paralyzes 
reason?" I must answer, I do not know. 
If I were anxious to obtain some truth 
that was out of the reach of my faculties, 
and I knew it was in the possession of 
another who could give it to me in 
only one way, and that way required a 
temporary suspension—or paralysis—of 
my reason, my decision would depend 
upon the character of the one having 
the truth, my confidence in his integrity 
and the certainty that my reason could 
and would be perfectly restored. Last 
January I was laid upon a glass table 
in the presence of two persons, one of 
whom was a stranger to me, and sub
mitted to an operation for the removal 
of cataracts from both eyes. True, they 
were of. little use to me as they were, 
but they gave me a little light I did 
not know bpt both eyes would be per
manently ruined. But I believed In the 
skill and integrity of Dr. Hubbell. The 
result was all I hoped, arid I now see 
quite well with the aid of strong 
glasses. .

When weary with the labors of the 
day, we sense a need Of sleep, and volun
tarily surrender ourselves.to a condi
tion of total helplessness, expecting to 
awaken when nature has accomplished 
her-wsyk of restoration. If we had rea
son to think we should never awaken, 
or that some dire calamity would befall 
us while In this helpless condition, we 
would be likely to resist the persuasions 
of Morpheus with determined resolu
tion. But in Infancy we do not, prob
ably, reason upon the chances we are 
taking when we'abandon all the volun
tary processes of the waking state; and 
before we are old enough to reason upon 
it the habit of trusting has become so 
established that we seldom think of pos
sible consequences, when we lie down 
to sweet repose. If, however, there were 
venomous reptiles in close proximity to 
our sleeping apartment, in such a situa
tion that they might, at any moment, 
draw their cold, clammy forms over our 
face, and insert their venomous fangs 
into our body, sleep would be a most 
unwelcome visitor, and likely be resist
ed. When I was a boy—I am a,n old 
boy now—I lived with a mesmerist. In 
the family was an elderly maid, who 
was a mesmeric subject, -When she 
was extra weary, or had in prospect a 
hard day before her on the morrow, she 
would ask to be put to sleep—mesmer- 

' ized—to prepare her for the extra work 
pf the coming day. In this induced 
sleep she would go to her room and re
tire as usual, remaining in the mes
meric sleep until such time as she de
sired to awaken, and at that moment 
she would arise, dress herself and pro
ceed to the room of her mesmerizer to 
be awakened. This was accomplished 
by a few upward passes of his hand, 
and sfie was ready for business. She 
claimed that these induced states were 
more restful, more Invigorating than 
natural sleep, and no evil effects, so far 
as I know, ever followed, and she lived 
to a ripe old age, with no apparent de
preciation of bodily health or mental 
balance as results of mesmeric trances.

I am aware that this letter is quite 
too long for the patience of our readers, 
and matter that I intended to reach 
must wait for the next writing. But be
fore closing I wish to emphasize the 
one difficulty that seems to lie in the 
way of any definite and certain conclu
sion to be reached in this discussion. 
Insofar as statements are verifiable by 
any means in my reach, I can trust rea
son to analyze and decide,. But when 
we reason from uncertain data, our con
clusions cannot be final. For instance, 

. on page 49 The Great Psychological 
Crime I read: “Science has .been able 
to demonstrate that the primary physio
logical action of the hypnotic process is 
registered upon the physical brain of 
the, subject. Moreover it operates upon 
the physical brain in the reverse order 
of its evolutionary development.” The 
‘science” that has been able to make 
this demonstration does riot appear to 
be within my reach; at least not near 
enough to be available for this discus
sion. The ablest scientists in the world 
are liable to err In their observations of 
facts, as also In the conclusions they 
reach after the facto are all verified. 
Great world -theories, supported by 
many facto, have been fouhd wanting 
and abandoned.- But when-we know opr 
than, and his intellectual qualities,1 his 
reputation for accuracy, and thorough 
scientific -integrity, we have confidence 
In what he tells tie, about niatters that 
we do not kn,ow, and which he is In posi
tion to know. But, even then, wo may 

• be’deceived, Our oracle-may make mis- 
takefe’i and his' whole system may. need 
revision. But in the present enflé the

author of The Great •-Psyehoiogieal 
Crime lu unknown to our read/KB, and
the science he so often t 
known to the general pi

is un
id ap-

peara likely to remain unknown for a 
century tu come—except to the Mmlted 
school referred to. It is not, I ififer, en
dorsed by the representative physicists 
of the world, if it is known to them at 
all. Hence, when we read sucio state
ments as the one quoted,¿¡we hgye not 
the support of scientific*  authority to 
Inspire confidence, that w.e harp, when 
we read Prof. Tyndall on the properties 
of light and electricity, og-.Dr. FUnt, or 
Foster, on anatomy anfli physiology. 
That you know, and bqlleve Jn him, 
counts for something; bfit.it does not 
settle the question of hls gclentlflc abil
ity and accuracy, for you ¡may,¡lie de
ceived! •

■But if the whole world knew him, and 
believed in him, as an oracle of science, 
we should still need the verification of 
statements that are apparently contra
dicted by-facts. ‘ .

That hypnotism, when practiced „ by 
conscientious, high-minded men, is es
sentially, and invariably; destructive to 
the individual life of the subject, seems 
to be contradicted by experience. The 
case Í have referred to being . bu,t one 
of many, who do. not appear to have 
■been Injured in any way by repeated 
and long-continued experimentation. If 
our author has . some occult processes 
by which unusual knowledge is attained 
it may be very real to him; but we are 
left to accept or reject his statements 
according to the appeal they make to 
opr own experience, observation and 
reason.

Before wé'can be justified In rejecting 
and denouncing an infant science that 
has done so much to alleviate human 
suffering and corrected so many abnor
mal habits and evolved so much knowl
edge of the psychic character of indi
vidual life, we must be quite sure of our 
authority. The testimony of one man, 
or a dozen, unless supported by a strong 
array of indisputable facts, which may’ 
be repeated and verified, under a va
riety of circumstances, is not sufficient 
to revolutionize the aspect of any ac
cepted science or system of philosophy. 
As hypnotism is but the initial in this 
discussion, and is of minor Importance 
to that of mediumship, I anticipate that 
my next letter will open some arteries 
in that great body of world-redeeming 
uses and blessings. With high esteem 
and sincere regard and supreme love for 
truth, I am most cordially yours,

. LYMAN C. HOWE.

"Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound In cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. Price 76 cents.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dalley. Demonstrates futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price 26 cents.
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Sar’gis, one of the most critical and comprehensive 
thinkers in the. ranks of Spiritualism, condemns the 

-book, the Great Psychological Crime. His remarks 
will hold your attention throughout, After reading 
his conclusions, then read °A Most Pitiable' Case, 
on this page—a lady subjectively controlled by a spirit 
purporting to be Abraham Lincoln, is rendered in
sane, and it is fdr the reader alone to decide whether 
wrecking that woman’s life is a crime on the part of 
the spirit—a psychological crime—or not. The case 
presents an interesting object, lesson to every thihk- 
ing mind.

To the Editor:—The “Storm Center" 
has come and gone, "The Great Psycho
logical Crime" has been exploited, and 
we of the quiet majority in the Spirit
ualist ranks may be allowed to look at 
the rear of the procession and over the 
battle-field, A roll call finds the me
diums still on duty, and a visit to the 
hospital fails to discover any newly 
wounded in the endowed beds. Indeed, 
but for the mental weariness from the 
much reading, the event would be al
ready forgotten. Not being a medium, 
a lecturer, or teacher of any kind or in 
any respect, It would not be expected 
that I should appear in the symposium, 
but now that it belongs to anybody to 
look over the field a partial review may 
be in order—for after ail we, the people 
and revenue providers are really “it.” 
And what a field it is!

One of the curious things about it all 
is, that a mass of platitudes whose one 
claimed merit is an antiquity, so re
mote as to elude knowing, having their 
modern origin in Blavatskylsm, assum
ing a superior wisdom represented by 
so-called “Masters"—as far as informa
tion goes a purely hypothetical exist
ence—should under the thin veneer of 
the School of Natural Science have the 
dignity given it by so many of our 
prominent Spiritualists. Has literary 
finish become so rare as to be matter 
for gush when met with? . ‘/he conspir
ator is always deferential, smooth and 
flattering to his victim. Our Bible 
Spiritualists may find an example in 
Samuel’s story of Joab: “Joab took Ab
ner aside in the gate to speak with him 
quietly, and smote him under the fifth 
rib.” Friendship, sympathy with the 
truth of spirit and its return through 
mediumship is the role of all jes’ultical 
attempts against the facts upon which 
its knowing rests, followed always by

A Most Pitiable Case
While the Spiritualists have been Singing the “Sweet 

By-and-by;” and “There’s a Land that is Fairer than 
Day,” and listening to lullaby messages and eloquent 
lectures from the Spiritualist Rostrum, and receiv
ing; tests galore^ is it not barely possible they have 
forgotten or overlooked the ruin caused by disor- 

• derly, mischievous and malicious spirits. Inside of 
Spiritualism as well as outside of it, even in the 
churches*  spirit .obsession is. common-more com
mon than many are aware.. The writer of the fol
lowing claims that there is a “Great Psychological 
Grime,” and attempts to prove the same in an ex
tract from a letter which is published below. The 
time has arrived for a serious consideration of this 
.subject. .

THE GREAT(EST) PSYCHOLOGICAL 
CRIME.

When spirits, disorderly and devil
ish, visit the earth and take possession 
of the will and sensory organism of a 
pure and aspiring person and lead them 
into sickness, crime or insanity, they 
COMMIT THE GREAT(EST) PSYCHO
LOGICAL CRIME, and is there a Spir
itualist in all this broad land who will 
deny this statement? -

I take the following extract from a 
private letter: .

"My wife and I have learned during 
the last three years to believe in Spirit
ualism, and since then we have been 
trying to investigate to our own satis
faction. At times we sat for develop
ment together, and sometimes I could 
not be there, as my work, called me 
away, and then she sat alone; but about 
the fourth of July last she seemed to be 
highly-pleased, as she thought Abra
ham Lincoln was her guide, and he 
talked with her freely, but the things 
that she said he told her DID NOT 
AGREE WITH THE CHARACTER OF 
THE PERSON REPRESENTED.

“I tried to have her free herself from 
the influence, and the POOR GIRL DID 

,.TRY, and fought heroically;1 but it was 
'of no avail, and she steadily grew 
worse and worse, until she was ren
dered Insane—reason dethroned-

"Now, what I want to ask you per
sonally is, Can obsession be-cured?. If 
so, WHEN, HOW AND WHERE? .Not 
for'God’s sake, but for her, sake.and 
mine." ‘i- .(■

“OH, THE SUFFERING THAT,SHE 
HAS ENDURED IN THIS TJME, AND

IS STILL ENDURING.
“I hope this Is not th s'?» ward that 

Spiritualism has in store for us. If it 
is, the sooner and farther we get away 
from it the better. .

"Now I ask this of you, as one well 
versed in the mysteries, and one on 
whose advice I can rely.”

Say what you will, ye wise ones of 
earth, here is the great (est) psycholog
ical crime—not on the part of the poor 
girl, but on the part of the infamous, 
ignorant and vicious spirit who has 
taken control of her organism. While, 
then, extrolling the beauty and grandeur 
of the spirit realms, DON’T FORGET 
SPIRITUALISTS, THE HEART
ACHES, THE. AGONY, THE TEARS 
THE WAILS OF ANGUISH OF THIS 
POOR MAN FOR HIS DEAR WIFE 
WHOSE REASON HAS BEEN DE
THRONED BY A SPIRIT FALSELY 
PURPORTING TO BE ABRAHAM 
LINCOLN, and demonstrating- that a 
"psychological crime” has been com
mitted in her case.

Here is a pure, noble and aspiring 
woman, one against whom there has 
never been a breath of suspicion, seized 
by a wicked spirit, who has made a 
wreck of her, demonstrating conclusive
ly and without a shadow of doubt, that 
a bad, wicked spirit can seize upon, hold 
and subjugate a person who is honest, 
pure and soul-aspiring. Spiritdalists, 
here is an object lesson for you, and 
one that should be constantly kept be- 
for you, and ONE THAT WILL NOT 
DOWN, however much you may de
nounce the author of the book, “The 
Great Psychological Crime.”
’ A DEVOTED SPIRITUALIST.

How Some of Oar Beaders Van 
Make Money.

H&vlng read of the euccesri ot some ot .your 
readers selling Dish-washers, I have trletf tho 
work with wonderful success, f haye not mado 
less than 19.00 any day for the lost' six months. 
The Mound City Dish-washer giveS good Satis
faction and every family wants one). A lady can 
wash arid dry the dishes without «moving her 
gloves and can do the work In two minutes. I 

• got my sample machine from the rMound City 
Dish-washing Co., of St. Louis. Mo. lusqd ft 
to take orders and sold 12 Dish-washers tho.flrst 
day. Tho Mound City Dish-Washer Co1.1 Will 
start you. Write them for particulars. Lidias 
can do as wcU as men. , Joint F. M.

The new song-book, “The Golden 
Echoes," by S>‘ W. Tucker, hah found its 
way into many homes,-and Its beautiful 
songs have cheered many sorrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 

-heard and sung. They should be,heard 
in every homo In the land. Female at 
this office. Price, 15 cents; J1.50 tier 
dozen. ’ * >
.“ThePriest, the Womanand thoCon

fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as ¡proved 
by the end experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, $1, For sale at 
this office. ,
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“The Majesty of Calmness, or Indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities.” By 
Wm. George JorSfin. Another valuable 
little work. Price 30 cents. For Bale at 
this office. .

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Ydung.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D./M. A., Ph. D. Price 3L

“Death, Its Meaning and Results." 
■Sy J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events In the au
thor’s experience. Olofh, 500 pages, il
lustrated. «1.25.

“The Kingship of Self-Control.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape 
duty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Prlc.e 30 cents. For sale at this office.

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed-and delighted with this- 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases ot Spiritualism, loading 
tho mind onward Into the purer-atmo's- 
phore of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
thin office. Price, cloth, 31.

the stab of the slaying Joab. It was 
the hope that Hudson’? screed would do 
the work that Isis Unveiled, the Secret 
Doctrine and other attempts had failed 
to accomplish. And now this desperate 
effort under cover 'of a crusade against 
hypnotism, making a bugaboo of that, 
and then the real purpose, stab medi
umship as only a form of hypnotism. 
The performance is so thin that the 
wonder has been that it received the re
spectful treatment accorded it.

The scheme is a shrewd one: First, 
decry hypnotism, and exploit all the 
sensational stories of empiricism, and 
charlatanry that wonder-mongers have 
given to the wprld, enlarge upon its “de
structiveness,” and then boldly assume 
that it and spirit control are identical— 
therefore mediums must be suppressed, 
or given oyer to the control of the 
Indo-Chicago Camarilla. A more Jesuit
ical game to subserve a piirpose has 
not come under observation since .the 
casuistic devices of the same agency to 
excuse burning people at the stake. To 
be a Jesuit does not require one to be a 
priest—the detective and “destructive” 
force of the order is in its lay member
ship, who are never known.

But when did this Indo-theosopblcal 
cult get its horror of hypnotism? 
Strange as it may sound amid the noise 
of the "storm center,” mesmerism, or 
hypnotism was the very key to the an
cient mysteries that this Nature School 
now anathematizes. Let us see by a 
few brief glances at the record:

Madame Blavatsky, in the Secret 
Doctrine, Vol. 2, page 156 says: ‘‘The, 
writer is well aware that those special-
ists, whose computations of the ages of 
the globe^nd- man are the most liberal, 
always had the shyer majority against 
them. But this proves very little since 
the majority rarely if ever turns out to

know there are spirits, or a spirit 
world? True, the author-Master tells 
us that he can put us In the way, but 
then seventy millions of anxious Amer
icans can’t all get to Chicago to take 
lessons as to how and how not to do it. 
The thing is impracticable, and in all 
candor it is submitted, had we not bet
ter take what we have, afid what is ad
mitted we haye, than to fly to posslblll- 
ties so remote? And then'again, when 
we look at India where this school of 
nature wisdom has been on tap so long 
,that tradition is not able to find its be
ginning, and yet so deplorable the con-v 
dition of its people, that will not kill a 
cobra for fear of committing matricide 
or murder some other member of the 
family, we are justified in waiting a few 
weeks, or even years before taking the 
leap irrevocable. That, at least, is 
western and modern prudence.

But to the symposium again: One of 
the curious things in all this attack, 
and the same with Hudson and others, 
they only recognize trance mediumship, 
Why? Because trance alone has even 
a semblance to hypnotic control. Out
side trance there is no phase of medi
umship open to this sort of hostility. 
But is hypnotic and spirit control alike 
or analogous even as to trance? The af
firmation is here made that they are 
not. The resemblance begins and ends 
with the apparent abdication of the sub
ject’s individuality, and the substitu
tion of the other. In the hypnotic case 
tpe imagination' of the subject is the 
factor. He is himself except when the 
operator Instructs him to be somebody 
else or to do some act. After all the 
talk, tliat is the beginning and the end 
of. hypnotic control.
■ But again: Has a hypnotist ever.pro- 
duced a rap, written between slates, or 
made his subject speak a language for- 
elgn'to him; or has a case of levitation 
ever occurred in hypnotic experiments; 
or did ever an imagined personage of 
the subject, or any other Invisible per
sonality materialize and appear as a 
third person in the performance? The 
ridiculousness of the whole assump
tion appears as soon as the thing is 
touched by the wand of comparison. 
The hypnotic subject is the automaton 
of the operator—that and that only. 
The one and only feature In which the 
two are ostensibly alike Ib the seeming 
suspension of the volition of the nor
mal person. But with the medium this 
is not always the fact. In many cases 
the mediant is conscious of all that is 
said or transpires." Conscious medi
umship is as common almost as is clair
voyance. This apparent similarity Is 
the basis of the whole theory that the 
two conditions are alike. A person in a 
profound sleep may appear like a corpse, 
but that doesn’t prevent his waking up.

be right in the long run. Harvey stood 1 that,18 “ee<lad uP8et lMs 'who!e
- - rigmarole about the identity of hypnoticalone for many years. The advocates 

of crossing the Atlantic with steamers, 
were in danger of ending their days in a 
lunatic asylum, Mesmer is classed to 
this day in the encyclopedias.along with
Cagliostro and St. Germain as a charla-
tan and impostor. And now that
.Charcot and Richet have vindicated
Mesmer's claims and that ‘mesmerism’
under the new name of 'hypnotsm'—a 
false nose on a very old face—Is accept
ed by science, it does not strengthen 
one's respect for that majority, when 
one sees the ease and unconcern with 
which Ito members treat of 'hypnotism,' 
telepathic impacts and its other phe
nomena. They speak of it in snort as if 
they always believed in it since the 
days of Solomon, and had never called 
its votaries only a few years ago luna
tics and impostors."

Compare that with the new-born ex
positions of this new cult—the founders 
of tho ancient Indo cult in Europe and 
America hailed hypnotism as the mod
ern discovery of the ancient truth. But 
here is more of it: .

Col. Olcott, one of the founders of the 
ancient cult in this age, and president 
of the Theosophical Society of the 
world, in an address delivered in Cal
cutta in 1885, said: "Mesmerism, redis
covered in Europe, long known to the 
Asiatics, is the key to the Hindoo sas
tras. Young men,wlthhold your flippant 
skepticism concerning your ancient 
faith until you have mastered this sub
ject. For in mesmerism is to be found' 
the bilm for the heart of the searcher 
of the hidden mysteries Of the Aryan 
philosophy.” ’

But If that were not enough there is 
more at hand: A. P. Sinnett, author of 
Esoteric Buddhism, the Occult World, 
and president of the Theosophical 
Branch in London, in his Rationale of 
Mesmerism, published In 1892, page 1, 
says: "But though it has come so 
strangely popular quite recently the 
term ‘hypnotism’ merely represents as 
regard?' its actual origin, a misconcep
tion of the facte relating to the abnor
mal conditions mentioned, coupled with 
a very unworthy disposition to slander 
the first important exponents of all this 
knowledge in modern times and to 
cover a cowardly retreat from denials 
which had become no longer tenable.”

In the same volume, pp. 208, 209, in 
the chapter on clairvoyance he says 
that the employment of mesmerism for 
petty purposes is to be condemned arid 
discouraged, and then makes this very 
remarkable statement: “Indeed, If peo
ple only knew the real significance of 
some lofty spiritual phrases they are in 
the habit of employing in connection 
with conventional religion, they would 
feel thqt very formidable terms of cen
sure are due to any act Involving the 
degradation of natural forces; having to 
do with the spiritual life. In their way 
and to the limited extent that the thing 
is possible for the modern Ignoramus, 
such acts constitute what early theolo
gians meant by the sin against the holy 
ghost.”.

. We leave the School of Nature to 
wrestle with this sin, declared by the 
apostles of the ancient mysteries in this 
revival age. The whole chapter makes 
good reading in this connection. Even 
an outsider can see at once that these 
Indo,-folk only refer to what their cult 
calls black magic, and belong to that 
element that wars against white magic, 
or the use of these forces for good ends. 
By their own teaching this use is Sa
tanic and a degradation of the powers 
of nature. But as this is not in- our de
partment we leave them', to their rec
ord and that of Blavatsky, Olcott, Sin
nett and the non-jesult'branch of the 
school of ancient India philosophy.

When white and black magic were 
recognized and defined as the key to the 
Aryan philosophy in the ancient school, 
Modern Spiritualism had not yet made 
its advent, and no amendment wap 
then necessary to help in destroying the 
one knowledge that made the mysteries 
no longer mysterious. We will close 
this rather parenthetical reference by 
this farther quotation from Sinnett, who 
says: That in its proper use, “the prac
tice of mesmerism rises into the region 

‘of the loftiest and most ennobling pur
suit when tne great force is employed 
to set free hnd stimulate to the utmost 
the highest evolution of the highest con
sciousness in man.” ■ '. •

But what aro we to do when doctors 
disagree? If as the book advises us to 
do—"Insist upon the . entire abandon
ment of every phase, form and degree 
of mediumship,'” how are we ever to

^7 '

and spirit control, even in trance, is a 
little experience mixed with common 
sense. .

The physical phenomena of medium
ship, as for example, illustrated by 
Zöllner, involves the suspension or 
change in the direction of a natural 
force—as gravity—a thing disconnected 
with the medium or sitter—and utterly, 
unknown to hypnotism and beyond the 
power of the hypnotist. As an illustra
tion quotation is again made from the 
Asiatic cult as authority: In an address 
delivered in India, Col. Olcott, in giving 
an account of his investigation of Amer
ican Spiritualism said: "I took an egg 
in my hand under one end of a 7% oc
tave piano, and the medium touched the 
under side of my hand, and the piano 
lifted about one foot off the floor.” Dlfl 
ever a hypnotic subject perform such a 
feat? Yet according to -these new 
Masters in occultism, hypnotism- and 
spirit control are one and the samq 
thing. .

This is not given-to prove, sustain or ’ 
vindicate mediumship, only to show, 
how shallow and preposterous preten
sions and pretenders appear when con
trasted with themselves.

And added to it all, we are told and 
warned that the only way to escape 
danger of ultimate annihilation is to 
shut the door of investigation and 
knowledge, and take our risk of fortune 
tn the dark domain of chance—for if we 1
know of Immortality and fail to follow, 
the School of Natural Science we are , 
apt to be wiped off the slate if this new. 
custodian of the keys so long the pecul
iar possession of St. Peter. It has been 
told iis that it is a terrible thing to fall 
into the hands of an angry God, who 
can punish at his discretion, but that is 
not a circumstance to the displeasure of 
an Indo-American master who can wipe 
you off the map of eternity. ''

It is not intended here to enter any, 
defense of me^umship or Spiritualism. 
That has been done in the symposium 
with a wealth of ability that makes it ' 
unique and memorable in its history. 
Were it admissible in this connection, 
it were easy to find an overruling pur- , 
pose in the book, and a channel in The ‘ 
Progressive Thinker, for the most re
markable and exhaustive discussion and 
triumphant vindication of Spiritualism 
as a gospel and mediumship as its evan
gel, that has been given to the world 
since Hydesville. Its peculiar feature 
is in its popular character, and wide 
dissemination by the newspaper—the 
priest of the newer dispensation.

What Is here said is directed to the 
pretext upon which this crusade Ie 
founded. In the first place "hypno
tism," the very key to the mysteries of 
the ancient cult of India is made the 
basis of attack, inade a very gorgon of 
horrors, and then assumed as the twin 
of spirit control. It is this monstrous 
falsehood that must be exposed. Medi
umship needs no defence, but the public 
must be advised as to the mendacity 
and malice of such a pretense. AU that 
is needed to see the absurdity of the 
thing is observation, but not one person 
in a thousand has the opportuntiy. The 
observer sees at once that the differ
ence between the medium and the hyp
notic subject is.simply that between an 
intelligent personality and ah automa
ton. You have, no doubt, seen a fakir 
ventriloquist on the curbstone manipu
late a wooden manikin, moving its jaws 
by a spring, while his remarks, to the 
onlooking jays, came through it—but it 
was the fakir talking. So is, in the last 
analysis, the hypnotist and his subject 
—it is the fakir all the time. So that 
cat is out of the meal.

It seemed a curious thing in reading 
over the symposium that so muoh able 
and entertaining writing was given in 
defense of mediumship, when in fact 
none is needed. The attack should 
have been met by a counter charge, for 
when it is shown that the charge is a 
mere pretext, and without semblance ot 
merit, the whole purpose collapses. But 
the value of these papers to the cause 
as a-whole is beyond caluculation.

And perhaps, a parenthesis here may . 
not be but of place. The very birds can 
tell you that without mediumship there . 
never was, and in the nature of tho hu
man intellect never can be any Spirit 
ualism. And the sooner the press and 
platform understand and practice upon 
the fact, tho rarer will "storm centers" . 
arise, or psychological crimes fret tltri 
atmosphere, .- .

Again: The existence of spirits, the 
~ "’^Continued on page 4.) . ■
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been wrecked. We wish them 
abundantsuccess. '

atreet, near the bridge, and give 
dence of great zeal In,advancing 
cause of Spiritualism.

The otITSr society has assumed

Arcana of Spiritualism.

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit- 
uallst Association. .

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when an attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Do you wish to assist in the publica
tion of a revised edition of this book? 
if bo, by subscribing for it now, you will 
receive a copy at less price than it will 
be sold for after publication. Price not 
desired until the7 book 1b ready for de
livery. Please send your address at 
once if you desire to assist.

320 octavo pages, finely bound In 
muslin. <

Price to subscribers, $1, postpaid.

Reports From the Field.
Late advices from Rockford, Ill., in

form us that two Spirttualist societies 
have recently been formed in that city, 
one known as the Spiritual Science So
ciety, with upward of 40 members, and 
Mr. GetcheT as president. They are 
holding weekly meetings in the 
Knights of Pythias Hall, West State

Materialization of Thomas Paine. a 
Our highly esteemed Washington I 

correspondent, Wm. H. Burr, Esq., , 
wrote us, with no view to publication, 
au account of a materialization of 
Thomas Paine, the “author hero of the 
Revolution," at a seance given by Mr- 
Keeler. Mr. Burr, had written us on a 
former occasion that the minstrel, 
George Christy, in spirit life, hud prom
ised a materialization from Mr. Paine 
at this seance. Quoting Mr. Burr:

“Last evening, pursuant to promise 
by George Christy, verbally made, 
Thomas Paine called me to the cabinet. 
Back of Mr. Keeler and the lady sitter 
stood a figure some 5 feet 9 inches in 
height. At first view tho-white, fluffy 
front somewhat rfesembled a woman’s 
dress, but closer inspection showed it 
was a sort of ruffled shirt bosom, com
monly worn by gentry a hundred years 
ago. It did not appear exactly like the 
ruffled shirt front in Paine’s portrait 
Thé face was not unlike the portraits of 
Paine; but I could not see the features 
very distinctly with my Imperfect vis
ion. Perfect likenesses are very rare 
in materializations. But this was as 
distinct as any I ever saw. In a low 
voice thé figure said : .

“ T want to say, It Is false that I re
canted on my death-bed. I died as I 
lived—in belief.’

“I interrupted him by asking if I 
should take down his words. He an
swered, ‘No.’ ■

“Mr. Keim, a. visitor present, who 
had received several communications 
from Paine in writing, with his charac
teristic signature, stepped forward. 1 
said to Paine: ‘You are as tall as I or 

;Mr. Keim; and you are not a ‘filthy 
little Atheist,’ as a prominent govern
ment official said of him in one of hls 
publications. He replied, ‘ I -hope not.’

“All this was dignified, and then he 
said: ‘Next Friday evening I will speak 
more fully, and you may take down my 
words.’ This I promised to do.

“Paine fulfilled the promise made to 
Christy to the letter,’ save he did not 
have me report his words. This was. 
reserved for one week.

“It seems to me folly for anyone, es
pecially a professed Spiritualist, to 
deny the phenomena of Spiritualism. 
Materialists dogmatically declare, when 
this earthly body dies it stays dead; 
that without material organization there 
can be no force, no voice, no human ex
pression. But if I and some twenty 
others did not hear the words I have 
written purporting to be spoken by the 
spirit of Thomas Paine, then we are all 
idiots. Anyone who denies the evi
dence of hls own senses stultifies him
self.”

It will be remembered Mr. Burr was 
one of the first shorthand reporters of 
Congress. He traveled with Kossuth 
when he visited America, and reported 
his speeches which were collected and 
published in book form. Later Mr. 
Burr is an author of prominence. With 
a critical mind, and a cool head, it 
would seem to be an impossibility to de
ceive him when investigating a subject 
in which all humanity is so profoundly 
interested. We shall wait with anxiety 
his further report '

name of Psychic Research. . It reports 
over fifty active members, with Mrs. H. 
H. Howe as president. The latter will 
hereafter hold its meetings in Wood
man's Hall, nearly across the street 
from the former society. They were to 
hold a large meeting last Sunday, with 
several speakers from abroad, but of 
course we have no information of its 
success as we go to press.

Rockford should sustain two large 
Spiritualistic societies. It has the ma
terial for them, and all it needs is or
ganization and good management. 
Forty years ago it boasted of a society 
with 500 members. A well-conducted 
spiritual paper was also published 
there; but discordant elements worked 
the dissolution of the large society. 
The majority of its members has passed 
to the great beyond. Probably the same 
disintegrating element is there, but 
wise leadership, and two societies 
whose only rivalry should be in doing 
good, will largely advance the common 
Interest, and it is hoped avoid the rock 
on which so many other societies have

Dec. 6,

Dr. Geo. B. Warne and the Holiness Band
Hudson Tuttle’s Questions Answered.

Distance often magnifies the worth o! 
men and unfamlliarlty exaggerates Un
importance of their endeavors. In na
ture what to the far away view appears 
a frowning mountain frequently dwin
dles down to a modest foot-hill on near 
approach. .

Hudson Tuttle, our alert Editor-at- 
large, In The Progressive Thinker of 
Nov. 28, dignifies with undeserved at
tention W. 10. Shepard's attack upon 
Spiritualism. He found it in an insig
nificant periodical styled the Burning 
Bush. It was originally made atlHan- 
del Hall, Chicago, and listened to by a 
large number of Spiritualists then in at
tendance upon their Illinois Mass Meet
ing. - . ,

Brother Tuttle almost rises to the 
point of indignation as he asks: “Why 
did not some delegate denounce the ar
rogant slanderer and his falsehoods 
then and there?” • “Is it believable that 
the delegated quietly received hls casti
gation?” Yes, fully answers the second 
question, while the first calls for a more 
extended reply. When the hall was en
gaged for a- mass-meeting it was ex
pressly stipulated that a religious body 
whielwhad occupied it for a year should 
be allowed to worship in it from noon 
to one o’clock p. m. each day. .Spirit
ualists then had no rights to the room 
for the period named. Courtesy of a 
very common kind required them to re
spect the privileges of others with a si
lence as expressionless as their enjoy
ment of the extremely ludicrous would 
permit, unless they were invited to re
ply. Shepard carefully avoided placing 
himself In the latter predicament. He 
promptly seated a strange gentleman, 
who rose to voice an exception to state
ments made, with the words, “We pay 
the rent of this room,” while a represen
tative of the hall armed with police 
power, persuaded the Interrupter to sub
side. Spiritualists by their course es
caped a similar humiliation.

In the second place, the latter were 
not conscious ot the necessity of a reply 
to Shepard, but were under great obli
gation for an enjoyment which far out
ranked that afforded by any minstrel or 
vaudeville entertainment.

I was seated within easy reach of 
Shepard, Intently listening to his state
ments and studying his temperament 
and magnetic power. I do not hesitate 
to predict that hls vanity will feast upon 
the fact that he has drawn to himself 
Brother Tuttle’s fire and his followers, 
.to whom he seemed superior, will be 
thereby Impressed with exalted ideas of 
hls personal power.

This Holiness Band 1b so conducted 
as to earn for its members a greater 
reputation for sincerity than sanity,-for

muscle than mind, for emotion than rea
son, while its ritualistic ceremonials ai-c 
wholly (typendei^. upon lungs and legs. 
1'heir seiyices are a hideous travesty 
upon the word worship.

At the Close of Shepard’s meeting,. 
many off ¡the Spiritualists hastened vo • 
Deflated lunches, Ibut a few, among them 
the veteran worker, Dr. Robert Greer, 
gathered some of the score of this evan
gelistic band about them in friendly dis
cussion. During the past fortnight a 
promlnenE female worker of the band 
has been.ad judged insane by. the Cook 
County Court. • -I am told relatives of 
other young women have had to uso 
strenuous measures to save the latter 
from reaching the same goal.

In Tho Progressive Thinker of May 
16, the president of the Illinois State 
Association said: “A gentleman con
nected with the management of Handel 
Hall complimented the Spiritualists for 
the self-control they displayed in listen
ing without reply to the frenzied pray
ers made for them and attack upon their 
cause by the Farson Holiness people at 
the noon hour. Their wild, but vain 
pleadings with the Lord for the conver
sion of just one of these servants of the 
devil made the taunt of Elijah appli
cable to the petitioners: “Either youf 
■God is musing, or is gone aside, or he is 
on a journey, or peradventure he sleep- 
eth and must be awakened." He Id not 
censurable for .getting out of hearing,' 
filling his ears with cotton, or sending 
word, “ Not at home." Dr. Wilkins’

SARGIS CRITICISM
(Continued from page 3.)

knowledge as to a spirit world, and the 
lact that spirits are but transferred hu
man beings, was never known, taught 
or understood until the advent of Mod
ern Spiritualism—and through medium
ship. Destroy or banish that and tho

muse describee the antics of this sect 
very fittingly in these words:
“With their screaming, shouting, yell

. ing, and their roaring like all mad, 
With their praying and their singing to 

the Great Jehovah fad, .
Till'the walls were made discordant 

with their hallelujah joys,
And the world seemed but created for 

their holiness and noise.
Such a racket, sueh a clanging, sqch re

ligious jamboree,
Such a wild and weird-like worship civil 

people seldom see.
Oh, how glad we were religion was be

neath these ravings wild,
And we hope that all good mediums are 

to silence reconciled."
We hope Brother Tuttle will not miss 

any opportunity to book this Band for- 
appearance at the town hall of Bertin 
Heights, and attend with the buttons of 
hls 'clothing made doubly secure, on in
exhaustible fund, of laughter and a 
measureless supply of pity.
^There are other and greater cranks 

than the Spiritualists. As we move on
ward they fall into the places once pop
ularly assigned us.

GEO. B. WARNE.

race is back again in the dark ages— 
with devils and hells, heavens and an
gels, witches, ghosts, priests and fakirs 
—the halcyon days of mystics, pretend
ers, deputy gods, goddesses aud their 
progeny.

Even this India cult has to invoke me
diumship to bolster up its pretensions. 
To see spirits, to talk with them, to 
communicate with the spirit world, is 
mediumship though the possessor of 
these powers never heard the word, or 
is a “Master" or a Hottentot. The 
thing, not the pretense or tho verbiage( 
ifi-the substantial fact. It has been the- 
mission of Modern Spiritualism to tell 
the world there is-such a thing as a me
dium, The woman of Endor, if in Chi
cago to-day, would not advertise as one 
“having a familiar spirit," but would be 
a clairvoyant, trance, materializing, or 
a business “medium.”

And so when the boasted Indo cult is 
put to it, they have to appeal to medl- 
umship to support eyen their attacks 
upon it. For example. Annie Besant, at 
one of her lectures in .England, was 
asked where she found .proof of a life 
beyond the grave, and promptly an
swered: “In Spiritualism.” And the 
Countess Waehtmeister, a noted dis
ciple and for years the companion of 
Madame Blavatsky, in a meeting at 
which the writer was present, was 
asked a like question and gave the same 
reply. Bo we have Theosophy—which

Emma Booth-Tucker.
The tragic death of tills leader In one 

of the great religious movements of the 
time, recalls circumstances in her life 
from which a profound civic lesson may 
be drawn.

Her charms of wifehood and mother
hood are the cherished remembrances 
of her immediate friends. Her devo
tion to tho Salvation Army is the par
donable pride of her associates in that 
organization.

Everyone should have a direct and 
deep personal interest.in the fact that 
Mrs. Booth-Tucker’s service and her de
votion to an exacting public service did 
not interfere with the fulfillment of her 
duties as a wile nor the performance of 
her obligations as a mother. On the 
contrary, she was doubtless all the bet
ter and stronger as wife and mother for 
being also a tireless leader among 
right-minded men and women.

There is a superstition that the good 
wife will have no inclination to partici
pate in public affairs, and that the good 
mother will have no time for it. So 
wives and mothers among the poor let 
their brains run fallow'while they bend

INTERESTING INCIDENTS.
Progression In Spirit Life, Illustrating 

What Some Spirits Have to Pass 
Through in Order to Advance.

Curing a Hypochondriac.
An odd story of a hypochondriac and 

the amusing manner of his cure is cred
ited to the late Dr. Emily P. Robbins, 
who was thd" first woman physician in 
this country.

"At Fort Madison, where I first prac
ticed,” she said, "there was a hypochon
driac of great wealth, whom a friend of

Good and Evil Mixed. '
‘ Tlie’Twentyeth Century Tram Car 

and Ominus Scripture Text Mission," is 
the name of a society prevailing in Lon
don. Texts are selected from the Bible, 
while twelve persons by day, and six by 
night, are employed to carry these 
through the streets. Those exhibited 
at night are illuminated by electric 
lights. \ < _
“No”doubt"manygood~ thoughts^are 
thus displayed, and persons judging 
from these suppose the whole book Is 
glowing with similar ideas, while in fact 
there are hundreds of passages if thus 
displayed would land the bearers of the 
ensigns in the penitentiary for obscen
ity, as a party was convicted in Kansas 
a few years ago for copying some of 
them on a postal card, and mailing it.

Worthy passages can he selected 
from almost any book. The Vedas, and 
the Egyptian Book of the Dead abound 
in passages equal to any found in the 
Bible. They are' all human productions 
whatever their pretensions, as are the 
vile passages in the Bible with which 
they are intermixed. ■

Really Discouraging.
Rev. W. A. Bartlett, of the First Con

gregationalist church of Chicago, is in 
real distress because of the low. ebb of 
Interest felt in regard to Sunday- 
Bchools. He says' churches and Sun
day-schools are weakened and deci
mated because of the critical and let

. erary methods of Bible Study.
It must be conceded that knowledge 

of the way the Bible was made has rev
olutionized. respect for it. For ages 
priests taught the book was written by 
the finger of God; that it was in fact 
the Word of God. While the world so 
believed they almost worshiped the 
book.1 When criticism taught the fact 
that it is a compilation of ancient' rec
ords, ho more Inspired by God than is 
any cither collection of books, their su
perstition gave way to knowledge, hence 
the condition of which Rev. Bartlett 
complains.

mine, a Dr. Gray, attended. -
“Some days this hypochondriac would 

think himself a teapot. Again he would 
be a kettle, or his legs would be turning 
into glass. He was, altogether, a try
ing subject for old Dr. Gray to deal 
with, but one morning the limit was 
reached, for when the doctor asked him 
how he felt he said gruffly:

“ ‘How do I feel? Why, I don’t feel 
at all. I'm dead. I have been dead for 
several hours.' How can a dead man 
feel?’

"Dr. Gray determined for once, to hu
mor him. He said:

‘“Yes, you are dead, sure enough. 
Come upstairs and be laid out; We'll 
send for the undertaker to measure you 
for-your coffin.’ .

"The patient consented to this, 
though with a rather uneasy look, and 
got Into bed and stretched himself out 
in a stiff, corpse-like attitude.

"They dressed him in'grave clothes; 
they put him In a coffin; they placed 
flowers in the dim room and then they 
admitted, two or three at a time, his 
best and oldest friends.

"These friends, having been well 
coached, gazed at the corpse and shook 
their heads sadly.

“‘Ah,’ one would say, ‘so he Is dead 
at last, eh? Well, a greater villain never 
lived.’

“ ‘He must have died hard,’ another 
would murmur. 'They say the wicked 
die hard always.’

"A third friend exclaimed: ‘He cheat
ed me once out of $2,000. I loaned the 
money to him without security, and he 
pretended that he had never received 
it? : . '

"At this the hypochondriac sat up in 
his coffin. .

“ ‘You He, George,’ he said, bitterly. ' 
. "But Dr. Gray pushed him back, whis
pering to him to remember he was dead, 
and he subsided again.

"But when an old and trusted servant 
said of him in a loud voice:

"Well, the old curmudgeon is gt>ne 
and I am glad ot It,’ the hypochondriac 
could contain himself no longer. He 
leaped out of the coffin and seized the 
servant by the throat.,

‘“You scoundrel!’ he exclaimed; ‘I—’ 
But a great shout of laughter went up; 
the patient seemed to realize for the 
first time his folly; he turned and went 
out for a walk and never again did he 
permit his hypochondria to make a fool 
of him.”—Chicago Chronicle. •

There is in this Incident a lesson in 
psycholi^y, and its application in the 
cure of abnormal states induced by per
verted auto-suggestion, which is the rul
ing factor in the production of hypo
chondria.

No doubt many cases of hypochondria 
could be cured by the reversive psycho

. logical effect produced by taking the 
, patient at his word and treating him ac

cordingly, after the manner indicated 
, in the Instance above mentioned. The 
, reversive awakening effect of wisely 
, "answering a fool according to hls fol- 
■ ly” might often be exemplified In cases 
; of mental aberration. , .

“(The Romance of Jude. A Story of 
the Life tad Times of the Nazareno and 
His People/' Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T.. Longley. An Intensely In
teresting- book.. Neatly bound In cloth 
tad gilt Only 50 cents. ■

To the Editor:—I herewith present a 
copy of an act passed by the Ohio Leg
islature April'16, 1900, which I presume 
will be of Interest to your readers: •

SENATE BILL NO. 162. '
An Act '

making it a misdemeanor for one to rep
resent himself as an astrologer, a for
tune-teller, a clairvoyant, or a palmister.

Be it enacted by the General Assem
bly of the state of Ohio:

Section 1. That whoever shall repre
sent himself to be an astrologer, a for
tuneteller, a clairvoyant or palmister, 
shall'be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, 
on conviction thereof, shall for each and 
every offense be fined noE more than 
one hundred dollars, and not less than 
twenty-five dollars, or imprisoned” in 
the county jail for a period not longer 
than three months nor shorter than 
thirty days, or shall within the discre
tion of the trial court, be both so fined 
and imprisoned.

Section 2. Nothing in this act con
tained shall apply to any astrologer, for
tune-teller, clairvoyant, or palmister to 
whom a license to practice has been le
gally granted. -

Section 3. This act shall take effect 
and be In force from and after Its pas
sage. A. G. REYNOLDS,

Speaker of House of Representatives.
_ JOHN A. CALDWELL, 

President of the Senate.

practice of these same powers, gifts and 
practices, by adding Section 2 of this 
bill, which we repeat: “Nothing in this 
Act contained shall apply to any astrol
oger, foytune-teller, clairvoyant or palm
ister to whom a license to practice has 
been legally granted."

According tQ this .the great state of 
Ohio grants license to commit crime. 
Such'wisdom as 1b wrapped up in this 
Senate Bill No,l 162 J???) .

This legislature evidently felt the 
power a[nd were certainly influenced by 
/organ!zfed Spiritualism,' as the Ohio 
State Spiritualist Association is legally 
chartered1 under'the laws of Ohio and

Published in volume XCIV of General 
and Local Acts Passed and Joint Reso
lutions Adopted by the Seventy-fourth 
General Assembly at its Regular Ses
sion, Begun and Held in the City of Co
lumbus, Ohio, January 1, I960. Colum
bus, Ohio. Published.. by the State 
Printer 1900.J

It will be seen that the practice of 
these gjfts is not forbidden. It is a law 
forbidding anyone to “represent’ him
self to be an astrologer, a fortune-teller, 
a clairoyant, or a palmister.

After condemning the one who “rep
resents” himself as being a clairvoyant, 
etc., and providing punishment for the 
crime, by fine and Imprisonment these 
law makers make provisions for laws al
ready enacted in tie state, licensing the

has pourer to ordain or license those 
who “represent” themselves as clair
voyants, platform test mediums and 
speakers this legislature could hot le
gally pass an act to punish its legally 
licensed clairvoyants. The clairvoyant 
is one of the principal teachers Of our 
religion and if, as per the constitution. 
of the United States, we are alloWed to 
worship according to the dictates of our 
conscience, and if the state of Ohio 
grants a license to our teachers, all of 
which is true, then this Ohio legislature 
overstepped its legal rights when it 
passed that vicious and unjust Act.

This Act is an abomination and a dis
grace to the men that originated 1£ and 

. to those who voted to make It a law. •
Senate Bill No. 162 makes it a crime 

for anyone to represent himself as a 
clairvoyant, etc., unless licensed to com
mit the crime? . . ■

• What'a travesty on the dignity of 
that great body of law-makers of Ohio.

The lesson to Spiritualists is plain. 
Organization gives protection to oiir 
mediums, therefore every medium and 
speaker should unite with some organ
ization and assist in teaching such men 
as voted for this infamous law that 
clairvoyance and fortune-telling do not 
deserve to be classed together.

Let the Spiritualists of every state 
organize and stand for their rights, 
that our mediums may be recognized 
and protected, and our beloved cause 
upheld and advanced. \

We are busy at work in Indiana, or
ganizing new societies and visiting 
those already established. We hope to 
create Interest and receive assistance to 
organize a fine state association liei-e.

We desire to hear from every Spirit
ualist in Indiana who is interested in 
our work. Address for the . present, 
Rochester, Ind. .

E. W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE, 
. N. S. A. Missionaries.

is this same Indo-Chicago cult—depend
ent upon mediumship for the basis of 
all they have to teach or say about a 
continuous life.

All that students need do to realize 
the new world of the present from what 
It was prior to 1848, Is to go back to the 
record up to that time on the problem 
of Immortality, and ignore all since. 
Such a nightmare as would settle down 
upon human aspiration would indeed be 
akin to the annihilation which this blas
phemous propaganda would install for 
its non-acceptors. This new doctrine of 
annihilation of the “soul” is the most 
hideous spectre ever born of debauched 
metaphysics.

Before closing will you pardon one 
reference'to the pro side of tbe hypnotic 
symposium. It is to the story of the 
Methodist lady, whose name gallantry 
must omit. It is enough to excite hu
mor in a statue to read It and note the 
gravity with which it is presented. 
Such cases are common and include a 
large percentage of revival conversions. 
Camp-meetings converts are proverb
ially temporary, and give rise to the 
Methodist doctrine of backsliding. To 
read the ingenuous story of being hyp
notized by the evangelist, and then that 
of her redemption by the stronger hyp
notic power of the author-Master and 
the society of Nature Science is pne of 
the rare gems of Innocence that is 
sometimes met in the desert of practi
cal life. How long before some other 
operator will show her the way out of 
this second captivity? The funny thing 
is the grave face the Nature School puts 
on in introducing such a case in such a 
discussion. The soothsayers no doubt 
still smile when they. meet. But to 
sum up: . '

There is, Mr. Editor, a spirit world or 
there is not Spirits return and make 
themselves known, or they do not. If 
there is such a world and they do return' 
It is not of our doing nor can we change 
it, any more than we can control a 
comet or smother an earthquake.' And 
when any man, or. set of men; assume to 
prescribe or proscribe in regard to the 
fact, it is like the ancient undertaking 
of whippinta dog to scare away an 
eclipse.

. One thing that somewhat frets the 
“spiritual movement” Is that there are 
so many people who think they have 
something to do with it. But lest the 
subscriber be put In that list, it is bet
ter to stop here with the goed news that 
Spiritualism still lives and its mediums 
are still on duty. ' SAR’GIS.

over washtubs, and wives and mothers 
among the rich allow theirs to run fallow 
while they minister to family pride at 
social functions. With unconscious 
irony all this Is called "making the 
home.”

Women must not vote. That onerous 
burden would break in upon the marital 
and maternal duties of the washtub 
and the afternoon tea and so destroy 
the home! They must not hold public 
office, no matter how crying the need in 
our public service for feminine thought 
and feminine action. For with women 
in politics our children would be neg
lected, and our husbands would go un
kempt and unloved, while the home 
would disappear from our civilization!

Against this barbaric superstition 
Mrs. Booth-Tucker's busy and .useful 
life was a dally protest.

No possible public service In civic af
fairs could be more exacting in its de
mands upon a woman’s time and en
ergy, or more disturbing to wifely and 
motherly duties, than the public relig
ious work which Mrs. Booth-Tucker did 
perform so long and so successfully. 
Yet she leaves seven children, who have

Col. Ingersoll Did Not Commit Suicide.
Let me say for the benefit of Rev. F. 

A. Strough, of Cincinnati, Ohio, who re
cently charged that the late Robert G. 
Ingersoll committed suicide, that this 
distiguished man passed from this life 
peacefully, but suddenly, while in con
versation with his wife, at his summer 
home, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., on the morn
ing of July 21,1899.

Hls life had been such a magnificent

Clergyman Is Sarcastic. .
A Connecticut clergyman, according 

to the New Haven Nowp, recently gave 
out the following notice: -

"The regular session of the Donkey 
C1UG win be held, as usual, nt the close 
of this service. Members will line up 
Just outside the church door, make re
marks, and stare at the women who 
pass, as is their custom. Any member 
known to escort a young woman to 
church like a man and sit,with her'like 
a gentleman, will be promptly expelled 
from membership." ■

Papal Comedy.
On November 12; the new pope held 

hls first public consistory, and put the 
red hat on the heads of five new cardi
nals. The people of Rome turned out 
as to a circtls, and every available space 
whore the pageant could be seen was oc
cupied. ■

The pope, hale and robust, quite In 
contrast to the pale and attenuated Leo, 
was clothed in full pontifical robes, 
with mitre, and an, immense Emerald 
ring on his finger. It was on the hand 
he raised to bless the ■ people as he 
passed! He was preceded and followed 
by the celebrated Swiss Guards. After 

'these came a train of HlshOps, priests, 
monks and court laymen all In the 

s blazon habiliments of robes,'caps and 
' symbols of their office. The procession 

was closed by another detachment of 
Swiss Guards. After all' had been seat
ed, the cardinals came and knelt before 
the. pope, who conferred the red hat on 
each “with real emotion.” The pope 
then bifessed all present-and withdrew, 
amidst the most prolonged and enthusi
astic applause. The pageant was one 
of the most gorgefeus Romo ever beheld. 
The cardinals were not to .go forth to 
preach the gospel as tho disciples of old 
wore commissioned.- They are to wear 
“red hats,” and splendid robes, and 
add festivity to the papal court. .

. Why should a peaceful religious body 
maintain a guard of Soldiers? Why in 
its processions should a body of soldiers 
Ijo first and last? Cannot tho pope trust 
himself with his people? Must he Iceop 
a foreign guard to protect him? Or.-is 

. It a part pf the show—of the flummery

and display by which the people are de
ceived? - -
■ Think of Jesus whom the pope repre
sents, who complained that he was not 
as well cared for as the foxes, wearing 
a gorgeous robe, a hat as high, , as a 
bushel basket, and ah "enormous emer
ald” on his finger, to flash on the gaping 
crowd when he blessed them!

. ..C1A For!and Hls Money.
It Is reported Dowie’s wild goose 

chase Efe New} York and return, cost 
hajf a mllllon^Onars, and chagrin was 
the only reward for the expenditure. 
The age is top intelligent to.be'hum
bugged by such silly procedure.

- m___ "i

A Prediction.
“In Uie twentieth century war will be 

dead, fhe scaffpld will be dead, royalty 
will be dead, "and [religious] dogmas 
will be dead; but man will live. For 
all, there willtjse but pne country—that 
country the whole earth: for all, there 
will b.e'but one hope—that hope the 
whole heaven.”—Victor. Hugo, a modern 
prophet, born In 1820.

MRS. .LAURA G. FIXEN.'
Mrs. Flxen will start 'for Australia 

from San Francisco, Dec. 12. She will 
travel through, all the cities of that ex
tensive country, and. wherever Spiritual-- 
is'ts are of sufficient number sho will lec
ture. Mrs. Flxen is held in high esteem 
in Chicago as exceptionally'efficient in 
all reform .work, ami we uro Bure she 
will prove i very acceptable to any so
ciety Wat will engage h,or services in 
that far-off. 'clime. Her lectures are 
practical, forceful and logical.

At a meeting held by the First So 
clety of Spiritualists of Washington, D. 
C., at the home of Mrs. Willis, 1411 N 
street N. W., I read an article dictated , 
by one of my /guides. It spoke of 
Christ's endeavor to lead men to an un
derstanding of God through nature's 
laws, and the oneness of all created 
life with God.

As I finished, Dr. Willis, a well-known 
speaker, expressed himself as in sym
pathy with the sentiment given. In an 
entranced condition he spoke for ten or 
fifteen minutes very beautifully. After 
he sat down a lady, Mrs. Congdon, a . 
clairvoyant, arose and said she wished 
to tell what she had seen: ’

“While Dr. Willis was talking a form 
of a man lay at hls feet, dwarfed, shrlv- 
eled, horrible to gaze at, a being de
based in nature—a very worm crawling 
in the dust. He seemed to be looking 
at the Doctor and listening more from 
curiosity than interest; but as the Doc-
tor proceeded to speak he seemed to 
rise, to expand, to lift hls body up and 
develop into a magnificent form of a 
physical being. He seemed to imbibe 
the truth as it came from the Doctor's 
lips and grow manly gnd noble."

She was told that he was a man who 
had been a slave, and was almost white. 
He had gone from mortal life revenge
ful, hating all mankind because of his 
degraded position in life. She said the 
physical ¡condition as it had been given 
to her,'illustrated the spiritual condl- 
tlon. He had grown in the few moments 
the Doctor spoke from hls former con- 
ditlon to a fully developed nature of 
wonderful beauty. He stated he would 
ever be with Dr. Willis and be one of 
hls friends to welcome him to spirit 
life.

I asked my spirit friends if such a 
person was really there. They said: 
“She saw the clairvoyant vision of his 
spiritual condition illustrated, but did 
not get just the meaning he wished to 

------- - , „ , • , i convey. The man is standing before never lacked their mother s love and I yon now an(j w;ahea yOU gome-
care. thing, as you can hear him speak. “I

May we not point to her career as an- I tell you,” a voice just in front of 
other notable demonstration of the Inti- said, “that the lady did not under
mate relationship of wifely and mother- gtand all the revelation. I did not 
ly functions with the functions of cltl; cojno uer to-night as she thought and 
zenshlp, of the perfect compatibility of guddenly grow as the Doctor spoke, but 
home-making with community-building j came to him when he was a child. I 
—Editorial in Chicago-Public. B;10 ajmost white. I was a

------ :—• - •——— I slave. I belonged to the ancestors of

example of pure morals, freedom of 
thought and noble conduct, and all the 
higher ethics to which a humble mortal 
may aspire, that it seems like diverging 
from a straight and narrow path to risk 
sullying so great a name by noticing a 
charge so utterly preposterous and de
void of truth. .

Suicide invariably involves some des
perate situation in the life of the indi
vidual. Lost hope, disappointed ambi
tions, remorse and compunction over an 
ill-spent life are some of the reasons 
prompting this act. '

Considering every phase and falling 
of human nature, there is absolutely 
nothing in the life of Col. Ingersoll 
which the speculative fancy of the hu
man brain can construe into any ap
proximation of a cause for the taking of 
human lite.

He had friends and money, .and was 
capable of employing honest means in 
making money. He was a lawyer of in
ternational fame. He was the great
est orator of hls time. Hls friends and 
intimates were the greatest minds in 
the professional, political and mercan
tile world, and hls name was one of rev
erence with millions in the humbler 
walks of life. ‘

His charity was lavish. No appeal 
was ever made to him in vain. He took 
personal pride in responding to every 
communication addressed to him, espe
cially to those more unfortunate in the 
acquisition of this world’s goods than' 
he. The even tenor of hls life was In 
no Way marred by any untoward inci
dent or situation. ' .■

Hls Ideal domestic life compelled the 
admiration of his most bitter critics 
who sought advantage in his every act. 
It was the theme of his friends, and 
frequently the subject of current news
paper comment.

He rested on a pinnacle, in the esti
mation of his fellow-men, reached by 
few of his contemporaries.

It was a privilege to know this Ideal 
man whose work and manner of life 
were lessons to the rising generation.

Robert G. Ingersoll died as he lived: 
In the full possession of hiB mental fac
ulties and with no'remorse or recanta
tion upon hls Ups. In the calm convic
tion of a life well-spent, and in the love' 
and bosom of hls family, and the admi
ration of all lovers of truth. . . ' ■■

It is the irony .of fate that anyof )iis 
admirers should, feel called upon to de
fend such a splendid character against 
the malicious calumny of irresponsible

The article upon the above subject In “ort^ llfe “ 8’le 8a*di revengeful, hat- 
„ a 'Thn PrAin-Asaivn 'Thinker lnB a11 mankind, and I would have realate issue of The ProgreseT , I venge(j lny iife’a conditions by injuring 

fh’JiLteofteto Htv^ a!1 mankind if I had been enabled to do 
office of the Journal News of this city. . willin I strived in the

Wherever I have lived during the last wj]yg because j belonged there,
forty years, I have always Uken an in- reached this
terest In our pubi c school and when h0 wag chnd Som0

0P?“ s in» snhL« I influence drew me to him. He gave mo
them I would defend the sc ool . new thought. I stayed beside the child,

Iin-MJUIie' nnninAd for for 1 was curious to see what he would
nal News published a most uncalled for wafl cur)oslt t0 watch .
attack on our public schools The ar 1- £ presented such . beautiful
cle। was taken from a Terre Haute dally u of )jf0 It was a now reve. 
and written by a most spiteful Trish latlon‘lo me of man.s hlgher nature. 
Catholic. Why a Protestant editor, h d- R Rh th)g human llf0 

? ,U r g° °Ut i y n« from boyhood to manhood, and to ad- pub sh this infamous art cle in a Re- r j learned Ijfe,s lessonB
publics paper, I could not understand, w[th hJgBlfe j drew from th0 Bam0 
so on Sunday afternoon I.wrote an source of instructions that taught hlm.- 
swer (theTeditor .„“m!.8™hat’ Hls school years were education to me.
believing I should have no trouble what- T studled aU h@ studled j Uv0d Wg 
ever to have it published. Line for line, I wajj ong of th0 many spirit influences 
sentence for sentence, I refuted the at- aroun(j jjim. j -win ever be with him till 
tack, and asked the wviter why Catholic L reacheB our conqition of immortal 
France, Spain, Austria and Italy had no 
public schools; yw and why Cuba and I I’cannot .0 a]1 h0 saId orPorto Rico had none, and as for moral- For h« spoke for some
sZi I moments, and the language was bothbelow Protestant states, In point ot 1 -1 and and pOetlc jn expression beyond
telllgence the people of the above-men- thl j ever heard from mortai lips, 
tloned countries stood no comparison I ^ho30kwho have heard Dr. wlllla . 
^i?aite'ivr'>,oLa!aA wlthAr I speak under control can form some .idea '
t.icularly, because rather Thomas Sher- o£ th0 beautiful language of this spirit, „ 
man, of New York, after the last-named I for £ have thought it the Doctoi , 
island was taken from the Spaniards, Bpeaking had i not known whence thfl 
made an extensive journey in that coun- I 1, £
try and found no education, whatever ’ (£ £ would explain to the
among its people>, and.what„wasi worse Doctor Jugt who h0 waa. lt ha(J-
three-fourths of the^children.horn through the years of his life that
the island were bastards, and most of h0 (the splrit) had gained his spiritual 
them did not know who their fathers unfoldment( and now was able to recog- 
We£iher Thomas Sherman, the son of XtaUy XowUged Kp’reme 
the Protestant General Tecumseh Sher- I wisdom of God.s lav,.s ln all conditions 
man, became a priest because hls moth- I of li{g. but regretted man’s Inability to 
er was a Catholic, he seems to have transmit the knowledge of higher laws 
had Protestant honesty enough in him, 1q Um0 tQ saV0 th0 6rrors of mortal lifer 
thKuUi?°i1 hi8 r?t,u n to ¿Aral0 I 1 aBked the Doctor if his ancestors published under his name, the moral, had Uv0d ln Vlrginla? H0 said hig 
financial and social condition of the father bad cousins who came from Vin 
people of the island. _ h . glnla> Md j know that his father's

. M. r. DVERBA . grandfather was also grandfather to th« 
Evansville, Ind. Virginia cousins. I then gave him ths

(Suggested by a vision which A. C. 
Doane, of Summerland, Cal., says has 
been given to him three times, as de
scribed in The Progressive Thinker.)
All hail .to the banner of Peace and 

’ Love!
Uufirrl it'on land and sea, other, ,

Till “wars and rumors of wars shall In helping humanity their burdens to 
cease," - bear

And tho nations of earth are free. With kindness as unto a brother;
, „„ , , , , „ To dream of a home in some beautiful

"War is hell” has been wisely said; clime T
Why, then, its power prolong? And shirk from our duties here,

Have all the arts of peace been tried Lessens the glory that on us would
In our contest with the wrong? shine

“The pen is mightier than tho sword, ’ In this our earthly sphere. ,
And Love, than Hate or Scorn, „ The secret of living is only in doing,

For Love is Life, and “God is Love, oi working in the present hour, .
And heaven of truth is born. jn good acts performed and in wo®

We are told of an age that must surely ing come, The sunshine, God s sacred dower, .
In the aeons yet to be, And I swear that each one may be (

When the balance of Justice shall move god, 
for all, The evils of Fate to bar, 1

Till the toilers of earth are free. If the scepter of Justice be only his rod 
, , „ , „ , , And Love his guiding star.

Free In the manhood that “makes for ........... ,
peace,” If eacfl would make this life divine,

And the womanhood fair to see, . In works of kindly deeds,
With equal rights in the world of work, I And shed from their hearts love s sun» 

And a love that the “Truth sets free.” shine
. ' To grow life’s golden seeds; ,,

God speed the right, and hail, all hail! If each wouid mabe life’s object here, 
To our banner of new device, I The good from day to day,

And hasten the day. when the olive Then this world’s poor troubled spheri 
branch I would feel its genial sway.

Finds freedom above all price. ... „
I Of all the dark foes that our lives bl*  All hail to the beautiful Banner of I .

Peace, I None greater has ever been,
• Unfurl It on land and sea. ■ Than the little faults that goad and

Till “wars and rumors of wars shall I . , fr0L
. cease,” 1 And mar the now and then.

And the nations of earth are free. I when the finite and infinite shall meet 
Shirley, Mass. BELLE BUSH. I in the souls of mortal men, .

. The foes of progression Will then ra> ■
DR. PEEBLES DANGEROUSLY SICK. treat,

Dr. Peebles reached San Diego, Cal., I In the Path of a
some ten,days ago, to spend the winter, I a„mm„_lond B“AL,a' ,
and I must now write you The unpleas- I Summerland, Cal.
ant news that the dear old Doctor is se- I ---------- - --------
rlously ill from the effects of a cold con- I "invisible Helpers.” By O.-W. Lea®«' 
traded at a large public meeting. Two I beater, the noted Theoaophlst lecture» 
doctors ore in attendance. Inflamma- and writer. -Very interesting. . Price 
tlon of the lungs and a disturbed, clrcu- I 55 cents. For sale at this office.
lation are the most apparent symptoms. I “Mork Chester; or a Mill and a Mil!« 
I will write you again should more so- I ion. A Tale of Southern California." 
rious symptoms appear. I By Carlyle Petersilea. A pure psyohla

. : .: E. WHIPPLE. I story, elevating and reformatory. Pa-
—---- -———...... .... I per covers, 40 cents. Cloth, 60 cent»«

"Talmagcan Inanities, Incongruities, I For sale at this office.
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a-Re-1 “Buddhism and Its Christian Critics." 

Ivlow of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank I ly Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study, 
DeWitt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks I if Buddhism; compact yet comprehon- 
upon Spiritualism;" By Mooes Hull I live. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, |L25« 
For sale at this office. .Price ten dente; | For sale at this office. ' ■ .
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■(Rational Spiritualism;.
Important Facts Presented.

A Lecture delivered by Mrs. Adelaide K. Brooks, 
before the Englewood^Spiritual Union, at- Hopkins, 
Hall, £28 West 63d street, Chicago, in which are 
many practical lessons presented that tend toward 
elevating mankind to a higher plane; ■. .

We who are living our human life and . 
treading earth’s stormy paths to find 
the truth, to learn the purposes of lite, 
to scan the pages ot nature and learn - 
the lessons of eternity, we joy tp..feel 
the nearness of spirit. We know that 
the weaknesses of -the human' hearts 
will not deter our spirit loved ones in 
their blessed work’of love and wisdom, 
of ever sowing the seeds of truth in this 
world, our birthplace, and so forever 
dear. When we are tempted, we know 
that loved spirits draw near unto us and 
hold us in a safe path. In our discour- 
Bgement, in seasons of sickness and 

. mortal agony, we know that we have re
ceived tlie light of their love urging 
upon ub, the truth of immortality, Ini« 

. planting in our bosoms • those blessed 
thoughts that make us strong and brave 
to meet whatever trial comes. We 
know that you in spirit people our soli

! tude with blessed thoughts and dear 
companionship,"and as the knowledge 
which we have received Concerning the 
life beyond inspires us to stronger and 
higher endeavors, you with ub are hap
py; so you with us step forth to purify, 
beautify and keep saerdd these teach
ings of spirit return.

For many years we have been reaping 
the harvest of spiritual growth, without 
even stopping to winnow the crop gath
ered, and it does appear to me that 
though die reapers continue in their 
work th/ crop should be carefully inves- 
vestlgr Jed that we may learn how much 
SOUN Ó GRAIN we shall find before we 

, so lO/illy proclaim that we outnumber 
/ ' v all otoeteeets In the land, and claim to 

be qolng more good than all others put 
together.

When half a. dozen are converted to 
Methodism or any kindred Ism, they at 

... onoe organize-and commence the effort 
. to build a home or church in which to 

meet, relying upon earnest effort and 
the promise that “where two or three 
are met together for good the spirit of 

, the Master WUI be among them”; and a 
' church home is soon built.

It Is a very common thing to hear our 
• speakers pour out the vials of their 

wrath upon churches and the doctrines 
taught from their pulpits with very lit- 
tie regard for the truth; -their state
ments apply to the church in the past 
without recognizing the truth taught 
there to-day; they are coming to the 
front with very much of the truth given 

. by the spirit world. ■
It Is not well to deceive ourselves 

with the idea that those outside the 
' church have a monopoly of spirit inspi

ration. -
Until we of thè spiritual household 

can point to our temples where the 
truths of immortality, morality and 

* spirit return can be listened-to, we had 
: better boast less of our numbers in the 

land. "
- We claim millions, but where are our 

• places of meeting? - ; ■ • ' ■ ■
x This religion is the outgrowth of a 

longing for some knowledge of the real 
life injhe beyond, which the churches 

’’ have utterly failed to provide until it 
■ became necessary for those in the spirit 

world to come to the rescua ln order to 
prevent humanity from becoming com
pletely lost in the dismal cloud of mate
rialism that had settled upon mankind 
years ago. The quicker we learn that it 
is not all of Spiritualism to know that 
there Is a life beyond the grave; that 

■ our loved ones can return to tell the 
story of immortality and the life there

• —the quicker we learn that a life of 
purity and honest endeàvó'r in earth life 
tends to prepare us for the real' life 
over thè river, and that we will be 
known there by the deeds done in mor- 

■ tal lite, the sooner we will find’ ouri 
selves in the pathway leading heaven
ward. 1 .

It is no avail to scold about the dim 
. and uncertain light hung out by our 

neighbors.
. Let them care for their own light in 

■ all things, while we keep our own ever 
shjning the more brightly, that those 
who are seeking the truth may be led 
into paths leading to the knowledge of 
the true life of the spirit. ’ ,

■ Free love and foolishness have been 
separated from the good and true fol; 

■ ’ lowers of this grand religion of Spirit-

.
and a thought reaches them.pftentimes 
qlearer than a spoken word.

We must be of constant assistance to 
one another in small .ways as wfell as 
great,. It is for us to cheer, stimulate 
and ehcourage, but not to do the work 
given to another to perform. There 1b 
no such thing as a separate life; we are 
all one. If we send oiir thoughts of de
spondency, hate and envy, we are inter
fering with the harmony of the uni
verse.

Spiritualism teaches this, and more 
than this. Are we following these les
sons in our daily life? What are we in
dividually doing to assist this great and 
grand movement along? What is life? 
Life is self-change, to meet environ
ments. Liberty is self-exertion, to un
fold the soul. Oh! that we could arrive 
at a' better understanding of these sim
ple truths that mean so mudh to us now 
and hereafter.

HE WHO KNOWS ONLY HOW TO 
ENJOY AND NOT TO ENDURE, IS 
ILL FITTED TO GO DOWN THE 
STREAM OF LIFE IN SUCH A 
WORLD AS THIS.

Spirits return and tell us'that as liv
ing beings, we are part of a universe of 
life. As intelligent beings we are in 
connection with a great circle of con
scious intelligences. Ab spiritual be
ings we have our place in a moral 
world, controlled and governed by the 
Supreme Spirit The assurance of im
mortality alone is not enough. We 
want to know all there is, and all that 
can be given pertaining to life everlast
ing. '

There is no gate into heaven except 
at the end of duty.

Real life means faith, hope and love. 
We are not saved through law. We<are 
saved through life. Life does not mean 
outward’ obedience; that is only the 
shell of life. There is no better land 
than this in which we are now unfold
ing realization. We do not have to die 
to escape suffering. We do not escape 
suffering by dying.

Often we hear people say, "Oh, -how 
glad I will be to feet out of this world.” 
The real facts are, we do not get out of 
this world. When we pass out into spir
it, we are simply more cognizant of 
each, spirit and material. The only 
change in us is the stepping out of this 
body for another.' ,

It cannot be denied that the supreme 
event in life IS DEATH; it marks the 
greatest definite crisis. Death is an 
event in life which closes one phase of 
its experiences; it is sacred, but ought 
not to be sad.

Our investigation leads us to believe 
that this next life is a most practical 
one in every way. It is not a dream 
.life, thank God, but a reality.

Never has there been a time when 
character and conduct counted for more 
than they do to-day. •

■ Ik is the greatest study of the: world 
to Increase the harvest of joy, and" les
sen that of sorrow. Every new thought, 
every new theory ot Invention brought 
to light with this end in view, is grate
fully received by us all.

We are continually behting our wings 
agalfist the wall’of circumstances. We 
are constantly crying out for freedom. 
Wien we get a little better insight into 
our possibilities we will be in a better 
condition to receive the. many good 
things that are rightfully ours., .

If the kingdom of heaven were wait-

cause they have been satisfied with tho 
A B C of life. ■

Il is not wise to.bo satisfied with the 
lirst step in the spiritual, unfoldment. 
We need this first step; that is true, 
but let us go on still further, and un
less we furnish a proper condition 
fiom an intellectual point, we will not 
receive the advanced teachings that 
Spiritualism has to give us.

We frequently hear people in spirit 
say, "We cannot convey our meaning to 
you for the lack of words.” This being 
the case, to all who are interested in 
their loved ones in the beyond; it is rea
sonable to at once say, “I will put my
self in such close touch with these 
higher forces through which you work, 
that we can reach each other intelll- 
gently." ' - " ' . '

I have found wherever I go that peo
ple are not only ready to listen to a 
word we-can give them in explanation 
of the trutlj as we view, it, but they are 
hungry for it. They know that in the 
religious teaidlings there is something 
lacking, and when grief knocks at. the 
door of their, hearts, the soul demands 
relief, asks for ah explanation. So we 
go forth out of. the old -long-trodden 
paths seeking for a something that will 
give us relief in this our great sorrow. 
The very fact that we go forth to find 
that support is a positive proof, that 
there Is a supply somewhere. ' We can 
receive it if we trust and look for It, 
and once received, it heals the wound so 
perfectly that smiles,, and not tears, 
are to be seen on the faces of those who 
know what it is to pass through the 
valley into the light. There are those 
here to-night who are in the light. 
There are those here, who are in the 
dark.

We must remember that we are all 
one large family; looking for the best 
there is. ' Let us, then, consider the 
conditions we find "surrounding all 
phases of life that we may not grow out 
of the path of usefulness into one of 
quiet Idleness—let us strive to lead a 
pure, simple life»—when I say simple T 
mean, a natural, lovable, hopeful life— 
not making one day better than another, 
but spa to it, that each day is a blessed 
day—remembering that we, personally 
have it In our power to do, or not to do 
that which mars or beautifies this life 
of ours. Not only this, but the life we 
call the higher—higher not of location, 
for we know that the spirit world inter
penetrates this so perfectly that many 
question their having made any change 
at all for a.time, there' being such a 
close similarity between the two. When 
I use the t^rm higher, I mean from a 
spiritual and Intellectual point of con
sideration. ■

SECTARIAN BITTERNESS.
■. . . . / ?» 7t’ - •

Some Ways in Which It Msy Bo Mani
fested.1 1

RELIGION, SCIENCE, .
AND SPIRITUALISM

Theism and Science Are In Positive 
Conflict. ’

“ETHIN1TY.”
And the Immortality of the Soul.

RESTORES EYESIGHT.

Sectarian bitterness, lata bad tiring, a 
very bad thing. We are often told that 
It is, and that It -flourlBhca among our 
brethren of the-Christian and other re
ligious faiths. It does,,but that need 
not so particularly concern us except 
when we are the objects towards which 
it is directed. Then’ we think we have 
a right to kick, and no doubt we have if 
we have done nothing on our part to in
vite it. This must be left to the decis
ion of the Spiritualist conscience as an 
aggregation of the consciences of Spir
itualists. Anyway, this kind of bitter
ness appears to be diminishing. May 
its shadow ever grow less until it disap
pears entirely! -

There is bitterness in another place 
which touches us more nearly, does our 
cause many hundred times more harm 
and which it ought to be in our power to 
eradicate. It is the bitterness some of 
us exhibit towards the rest of us., This 
piaulfests in various forms, like disease. 
Just now we have one of these forms 
appearing in certain spots on the body 
of Spiritualism. It Is not a new disor
der by any means. Modern Spiritual
ism, if not born with it, contracted it in 
early infancy, probably through inocula
tion. Certain occasions Irritate it from 
nine to time and then it gives trouble. 
But-we may feel assured that it is only 
an error of mortal mind. The excita
tion it is displaying may be the crisis 
previous to its sloughing off.

The medical faculty consider they 
have made progress when they have 
named a malady. The npxt step Is to 
search for its cause. After that, a very 
long time after in Borne cases, they dis
cover that with.a little wholesome en
couragement it will cure itself. It is 
matter tor congratulation that we have 
taken the first important step in the 
treatment of an epidemic or endemic," 
whichever it may be. We have a name 
for it. It is a very excellent, appropri
ate, descriptive name. To Daniel Hull 
belongs the honor and to the English 
language the glory of the new name. 
ftEcclesla-pliobla." 1

The symptoms of ecclesla-phobla ap-

ualism. ’
The angels lii heaven as well as In 

earth life have no use for those who 
teach immorality and Intemperance of 
any kind. ■ ; .

Spiritualism teaches purity of life at 
all times. We are looking for sudden 
and quick methods-of success, and con
tinually throw away our mental forces 
in frivolous and non-focused thoughts.

The man who is in earnest not only 
brings the full powers of his own mind 
and Bbul to bear upon his project, but 
he draws about him the influences of in
visible Intelligences which people space 
and come to the aid of the deserving. 
This law holds good in the spirit life. 
We find many who are shilly-shallying 
along life there, just the same as when 
here. They are simply waiting for 
something to come their way, and they 
are still waiting and will be until they 
stir themselves, get to work in earnest 
to bring about the desired results. " • 

We must of necessity get from hu
manity what we give It If we question 
our abjlity to wlh out, people will ques- 
tlon it. If we distrust every person we 

1 meet we at once create an unwhole
some and most unfortunate atmos

. phere about ourselves. Believe in your-, 
self ; believe in others, and through this 
right thinking you have a clearer con
ception of how to live the life. Rational 
Spiritualism teaches, speak gently.

It is better far tp rule by love than 
fear. Let no harsh word mar the good 
wo may do here. We will' learn the 
law of kindness in utterance so perfect
ly that it will be second nature to ub, 
and make more music In our life than 
all the songs the sweetest voice, has 
even sung. '

Spiritualism teaches us that A loving 
thought Is’as palpable to the senses as a 
loving word or tender carets. The 
spirit at the time of passing out should, 
therefore, be followed by thoughts of 
quiet and peace. '

Many remain In the Intermediate state 
lonfeer than they otherwise would, for 

„ we in our ©def hold them in thought 
’ • which prevents them from passing 

through the first condition which blends 
bo ' perfectly with this. They are 
through this uncontrolled grief on our 
part made to suffer -what they would 
otherwise escape, and just a little Inter 
return to us full of love, hope. and 

’ strength and .thankfulness.
. This change called death brings with 

■ it-added responsibilities for those who 
¿ass on-^re living in a thought world,

Ing for us just the other side of death’s 
door—if We knew this to be so we 
would lose the incentive for working 
out our own destiny; but knowing that 
the kingdom is within, us we work un
ceasingly to bring forth all the truths 
hidden there. .

The world sadly needs leaders. Lead
ers are thinkers; thinkers are workers.

Every effort must be made to stand 
alone. It'ls only by facing trials that 
we can become mOstera. of circum
stances. • ii '

Our present strivings for happiness 
are the creative energies which shall 
evòlve in due time the celestial immor
tal realm your souls long for. 1

God’s greatest gift to man is the 
power to reason. Mapy people make 
the mistake of regarding the spiritual 
side of life ad all mere is to religion,1 
but I believe if God's kingdom is ever to 
be realized on ths earth of "ours; we 
must put the proper valuation.on the, 
material side of life. Religion must be 
practical, or it is nothing. Our effort 
should be to see things in their true re
lation.

No genuine and earnest seeker after 
truth will allow prejudice or bigotry to 
stand In the way of carefully and 
thoughtfully investigating any subject; 
no truth can be said to be seen as it is 
until it is viewed in its relation to all 
other truths. ■

We prepare ourselves for eternity by 
doing our day’s work while it is day.

What the world needs is more kind
ness more gentleness towards our fel
low-men. Our good impulses are oft- 
times the best part of us, but we fail in 
action. There is no defeat for a man 
with courage. A new door is open 
when you go out to hunt for something 
and discover it with your own eyes. 
That Is why our home circles are of so 
great a benefit, for at such times where 
perfect’ harmony abides your unfold
ment Is far greater than at any other 
place or time.-' At these home circles 
we have learned not only that we keep in 
tune-with these finer forces, but the at
mosphere to be found in the hóme at 
that time gives forth a strength that 
spirits find so essential in their effort to 
teach us that which will be of lasting 
good. Still further than that our 
spirit friends love to -.know that We 
have set a night or day for the purpose 
of communing with them, and they pre
pare for these meetings with as great 
an Interest as they would have done 
when in the material, I think a greater 
interest, knowing that we are anxious 
to .learn all wè can pertaining to this 
other life and what they in spirit are 
passing through. We have positive 
proof that those who pass on do not' in 

' any respect lose interest in us who at 
the present time are not permitted to 
go with them as many we meet wish to

The best there is in us'responds more 
quickly when in spirit than in the ma
terial, therefore we term it the higher 
life. Again from another point we 
think of spirit as being in a higher con
dition, from the fact that so many of 
our demonstrations come to ub ' from 
spirits who seem to -descend to. reach 
us. We are intuitively led to look up in 
place of down for our inspirations 
when we do not look within. There 
are, we all know, many who live a very 
beautiful life right here in this world, 
and-to all such I would class their life 
the higher life.

The change called death does not al
ways bring with it a higher condition— 
not for a time at least. This we know 
to be the truth. The old teachings as 
once taught and to-day are still! ad
vanced by a few, that one can leafl ah' 
impure life and at the last moment go 
straight to heaven If he repent, will one 
day learn their mistake.. Those who 
believe that, we Spiritualists do not rec
ognize God will be enlightened if they 
take the trouble to look into the spirit
ual philosophy as we Spiritualists teach
It. God to us is'an over-ruling force of 
loye, strength and wisdom. This force 
is to be found in all things. God speaks 
to us at all. times. We find God in ev
erything that prompts us to do good and 
be good. In the magazine called 
‘-‘Mind,” I read this interpretation of 
God. I think it beautiful:

"The longer I live and the more I see 
of the struggles of souls towards the 
heights above, the stronger the thought 
comes home to me that the universe 
rests on the shoulders of love—a love 
so limitless, deep and broad that men 
have renamed it, and call It God.” '

I think it time to cease following 
after strange Gods. Ab men move up
ward on the path, they see more and 
further, and life continually takes on.a 
new and enlarged meaning, and as 
words express their understanding of 
what they see, it is manifest, that the 
language must evolute with the man. 
When he Beds what appears like a new 
thing, he Invents a nbw word, but ha
bitually he sees not n§w things, but a 
new side of an old thing, and then the 
old word comes to take on for him a 
new meaning. Thus have all the old 
words changed fora and complexion 
with time, and thus will they continue 
to do so long as the old facts stand and 
grow-before us, and this . Is particularly 
true of the greater wOrdsfGod, religion, 
truth, love, marriage and others that 
hold on mystery; and so I could go on, 
but it is time to close, and in closing let 
me say to those who are interested in 
this great liberal movement, push to the 
front. Let ub who stand at the helm of 
Spiritualism direct its course ever on
ward, keeping the banner of purity and 
truth ever waving in the breeze, that 
it may lead souls out of the darkness 
into the light. Self is the only'angel 
who can bid the gates unroll, and when 
he cames to call you, arise and follow 
fast. His way may He through dark
ness, but it loads to light at last

pear in tho mouth, which at-the men
tion of certain words, such as church or 
Bible, will emit the sectarian bitterness 
which lies within and is at the root of 
the disorder. Frequently it affects the 
hand also which then seizes a pen and 
deposits its bitterness upon paper.

There is sectarian bitterness whlcji 
Christians display against fellow Chris
tians of a different opinion, and which 
both will unite in displaying against 
non-christlans. ' Let them settle these 
matters among themselves when they 
get ready. It would be more profitable 
for us to attend tó our own affairs. The 
practical acceptance of a few broad 
principles might help us to do so.

A truth is neither more nor less a 
truth because, sòme religion 'or philos
ophy other than pur own has held it or 
not held it. A practice is neither good 
nor bad because'others, have practiced 
it. A truth, ór what claims to be such, 
must be judged py itq evidences. A 
practice which series opr purpose well 
and is othewise Unobjectionable,, should 
pot be rejected merely, on account of its, 
having béén utilized .elséwhéi'e.' '

If we object to responsive readings, 
forms of ordination, baptism, etc., only 
because churches have them, we are 
displaying’sectarian bitterness, We are 
Blgdts with a big B and may as well 
own. it and drop all talk of liberality. 
There is no fault to be found with any 
form òr ceremony for being a form or 
ceremony. The fault, and no doubt it is 
a .common one, is in using the form 
without reference to itjs spiritual signifi
cation. But though it be true that the 
spirit often remains undiscovered or un
heeded in the letter, the spirit without 
the letter has no means of organic ex
pression. It may dwell within the soul 
as the soul dwells within the body, but 
without form the soul .cannot express 
itself in outer life. Without cerenlony, 
form or ritual ’òf sòme kind the soul of 
ah organization cannot perform the ex
ternal work for which it exists.

It is a strange inconsistency that the 
spiritist who wishes his departed friend 
to appear in the well-known shape, with 
old familiar habits and words of former 
use, and who is even more interested in 
the name of"an inspiring intelligence 
than in the matter .given, and who rec
ognizes spirit only through form, wants 
his religion without form that It may be 
more spiritual. The soul takes on a 
body that it may work in the earth life. 
The thought is clothed in form of words 
that it may be understood by others 
than the thinker, Ideas are symbolic
ally represented that they may be pre
served, “hidden that they may be made 
known." In solitude we may commune 
with spirit direct, but in our labors 
among our fellow men we are not yet so 
developed that we can dispense with 
form.

Those who perèeive this and act ac
cordingly are not necessarily trying to 
win favor from the churches or the 
members thereof. It they cared much 
tor these matters they would probably 
have remained church members. They 
could do that in this day and their open
ly professed belief in a knowledge of 
spirit phenomena would,not close the 
doors of many churches .against them. 
When they aré accused of such time
serving hypocrisy, may there- not be in 
the accusation a. little taint of sectarian

In heading the N. S. A. President's re
port, under the head of “Some Special 
Needs,” I ran upon an item that Pio- 
duced considerable mental agitation, in 
these uords: "This convention should 
declare to tho world the religious side 
of Spiritualism and place it squarely 
and reverently upon the basis of Sclen-- 
title Theism.” This is a new idea for 
progressive thinkers; for it is notorious 
that Theism and science are in conflict, 
and if Theism can be sustained by-sci- 
ence it must be an unknown science. 
Theism is belief in a god or gods. Does 
he mean to say a god can be demon
strated by science? If bo, what science? 
Will he be good enough to give ub an 
example of Scientific Theism? Or d0®3 
he mean that belief in gods is proven by 
science? This is a self-evident fact 
that needs no proof.

Theism ignores all sciences and at
tributes all natural "causes and effects to 
a god or "the gods.” Theism is made 
up of faith, creed, theory, dogma, error, 
superstition—-not a thing to be demon
strated or known,, but a doctrine to be 
believed. It is faith In a god, and the 
dictionary definition of god is Jeho
vah', and Mythology teaches that Jeho
vah is god of wrath, blood, war. "Here 
we have it “in a nutshell.”

There is no Theism in pure Spiritual
ism, which is truth, science, knowledge, 
spirit communion. It is true some Spir
itualists hold theistic beliefs, but these 
belong to them Individually. The con
vention may declare to the world some
thing on the subject bf religion, accord
ing to their views, but will never show 
“the religious side of Spiritualism by 
placing It reverently upon the basis of 
scientific Theism.” We get some Idea 
of “the religious side of Spiritualism" in 
this paragraph of Special Needs in 
which the president recommends “the 
establishment of pastorates for our mln- 
istry—a plan by which our young people 
may be induced to enter our ministry— 
H more devotional, religious spirit in. 
public meetings—a more dignified 
method of presenting phenomena sa
credly consecrated to angels—a division 
between reverence and Irreverence, be
tween Instruction and amusement."

This appears like a backward move
ment into old religious faith, method, 
ceremony. The principles of awe, fear, 
solemnity, adoration, devotion, sanctity, 
reverence belong to Theism and are not 
popular with us; for we like a reason
able amoqnt of joy, pleasure, cheerful
ness, entertainment, amusement. We 
reverence nothing.

If our religion is to be "placed upon 
the bas.s of Scientific Theism” we are 
anxious to learn what that is. We 
make a great mistake in toying to place 
•Spiritualism on the same basis and 
equality with other religious bodies, 
which would place it in a false attitude; 
because It is not a religion In the same 
sense—in the old definition’and under
standing of the word religion. It has 
been the opponent of all religious de
nominations and they stand in antago
nism to it. Therefore, Spiritualism is 
not a religion within the meaning of the

' That cry of anguish, sent vibrating 
from time to time by John T. Dow 
through the columns of The Progress
ive Thinker, lias long ago enlisted my 
sisterly sympathies, but I kept quiet so 
Jar, expecting "brothers" <to be able to 
soothe him.' >

He scorns continuity of life after 
death, unless eternity is warraiasd to 
his individuality. Alas! Will Bb ever 
be comforted? I offer my mite in 
doubtful spirit. " ,

"The fact, that nothing existing can 
over be annihilated, only disintegrated, 
counts for nothing with Mr. Dow. He 
does not care to go down the ages in 
molecules, to say nothing of atoms; 
neither does he fancy fragments. I 
cannot blame him. It is individuality 
we went to perpetuate, when hoping 
for immortality. Anything short of it 
would be as good as annihilation. And 
yet how small is thenumber of those 
who develop real Individuality! The 
majority of what we call individuals are 
only casts from certain molds, and still 
they hope for eternal preservation of 
those precious casts. ’

If their Intuitions are right, how 
much more stronger must be the assur
ance of eternal persistency in true in
dividuals, built up by the force of cir
cumstances to a certain degree, but 
largely by their own faithful endeavor 
and unswerving aspirations. Should na
ture’s plan permit that these special ev
olutions from the common sea of hu
manity be doomed to annihilation? No, 
it cannot be! "AMhpusand voices shout: 
“It cannot be! the human ego is ca
pable of working out its bwn salvation 
—its own individual immortality.’’

And yet, where Is the proof?
We “feel” the truth, but can we call it 

“proof"? This is one of many ques
tions, where faith has a legitimate 
place; where we may feel convinced, 
without being able to demonstrate un- 
doubtable facts. • .

Inspirationally, the writer of this ob
tained no positive .answers to similar 
questions. She was told: “Nothing is 
perfect even .here; few facts are indis
putable. We progress from sphere to 
sphere, but none ever saw the top of the 
ladder; none ever ceased to strive and 
aspire; none ever grasped the whole of 
truth. Whether there is an end ofi,any’ 
of us during our march through eternity 
—we cannot know, neither do we worry 
about. Who can measure the unmeas
urable? Who can prove the uuprov- 
able? .

To wind up what might seem, per
haps, too much already, let me ask 
Brother Dow the permission to venture 
some friendly bit of advice:

Summon the courage to chase away 
that nightmare of possible annihilation 
in future aeons, and rock your fears to 
sleep with cheery songs of hope and 
faith; and—last, not least—do not for
get, that the chances awaiting even the 
best of humanity, might after ail be 
good enough for you and me.

HENRIETTA STRAUB. 
Port Orange, Fla.

Spectacles, a Tfiino of the Past.-
"Acting,” «Marvelous Discovery That Cure« AU 

AtUlction« of the Bye and Ear Without 

Cutting or Drugging.

A marvelous discovery has been ma<3e by that 
Scientist and Inventive Genius. Prof. w. U. 
WilsoiL He him iuvonted a restorer known as 
»»Aotlna/*  trough which all afllctlons of the 

eyes and ear. such as blind« 
jffi1uuas- granulated lids, cat« 

araets, sore eyes, deafness, 
etc., are cured withoutcutr. 
Ung or drugging. It Isa 
simple cont rivance,known 
as the Actlnu Pocket Bat*  
Ury, and through it the 
patients cure themselves 

in the privacy of t-heir own homes. It not only 
abolishes the butcheries and torturous yieth« 
ods practiced by oculists, and autists, but at the 
Bumei time perfects a posit ive and lasting cure.

Rev. W. C. Goodwin. Moline, Kansas, writes; 
“My honest opinion of ‘•Actfua’.’ is that it Is one 
Of the most marvelous discoveries oi the age. ltr 
saved my eyes from an operation.” •

Mr. F. w. Harwood, Springfield, Mm., says 
that “Actlna” cured Ulm or deafness of nine 
years’ standing.

Mr. A. L. Howe,Tully, N. Y., writes: “Actlna" 
has removed cataracts from both iny eyes. I 
cun read well without my glasses; am sixty*  
five years old.

Robert Baker, Ocean Park,. Cal., writes: “I 
should,have been blind had I Not usod’Acdna.0 

A party of prominent citizens have organized 
a company known as the New York and Loudon 
Electric Association, and they have given this' 
method so thorough a test on Hundreds of casta 
pronounced incurable and hopeless that they 
now positively assure a cure. “Actins" is sent 
on trial t. »-paid. If you will call or send your 
name an&> j Jrew to the New York and London 
Electric AL »elation, Dept, T.B., 929 Walnut St., 
Kansas City. Mo., you will' receive, absolutely 
free, a valuable book-Prof. Wilson's "Treatise 
on the Eye and on Diseases in General," and 
you can rest assured that your eyesight and 
hearing will be restored, no matter how many 
doctors have failed. •'

CATARRH
Is the most prevalent of diseases. It is a local 
ailment of the mucous membrane as wollas^on’ 
btitutionul and

Bradlealwl by propur treatment. Dr Sykes 
cured ..Imbuii lu 1870, aud tho treatment has

lUousands since, and by using Dr. Sykes' Sure 
Cure tor Catarrh will cure you. Send for th» 
best book on catarrh ever published. Mulled Ire»

DR. SYKE'S SURE CURE CO., 
DepartmAnt T.

18 So. Leavitt St., Chicago, UI.

$200. A MONTH

World Mfg. Co..

W w W V w M W "
One reliable man or woman in eaoh county 
as tuunuver. to exhibit, take orders and up. 
point »(tents for Hurrlaon’u Oil-üas Stoves 
tor cooking and heatinu. Wonderful in. 

YbjA-a vemion. Automatically qsq. 
n y lf1\ «rates fuel gas from kurosenu 

•32EX j^Loil. Miniature Gas Works. Ab- 
=c^Scr^g^so|titely eufe. Enormous dt>- 

p rt' mend.Thotwandssold weekly. 
, M" M - I Cheapest, cleanest, mifoet fuel. 
IS----H À Otin(oin*<rn  doMuhted. Oata-

3—/’lo«ue 1'REE. Wj-ilo toduy.
W World Bldg., (HnchtuaÜ*  O.

civil, law.
Summerland, Cal.

A. H. NICHOLAS.

LAKE HELEN, FLORIDA.
December Excursions, Etc.

do. , • ■
It 1b our duty to keep bur minds pure 

that we may at. all times be receptive to- 
their teachings. -If we do' not investi
gate along progressive lines, which Is 
strictly the Spiritualistic teachings, we, 
when our spirit friends wish to convey 
some idea or thought to us, will .be in 
much the same position as the college 
graduate. The Ind finds upon his’ re
turn home that much he wishes" his 
friends to understand, they cannot, bo-

THE STRANGER WE TOOK, NOT IN.

She dwelt among us for a year;
Scarce thought we gave her, but a tear 
Dropped down from many a wistful eye 
The day that she lay down and die.
Alone", neglected, friendless, drear, 
She turned to God for help gnd cheer, 
Then Bank amid the city’s din— 
The stranger whom we took not in. 
Until she died we never knew' ■ 
How grand the work she lived to do, •. 
And died in doing; nor how faint 
She was who uttered no complaint. 
She did her duty, Bought no praise;
Through weary nights and painful days, 
Each day she grew more pale and 

■ thin— ' . • .
The stranger whom we took not In.
But when she died we knew her worth, 
And how her life had sweetened earth; 
We learned how she for love had longed, 
We guessed how. greatly we had

The heart, that hungered for our care, 
And sighed our Weary load to share; 
But hardly-Kindness could she win—- , 
The stranger whom we took not in.
So wrapt were we in our own. ways, . 
Our busy round of pleasant days, 
We let her struggle all alone, ;; 
Uncheored by tender look or tone. . 
We did not mean thus cold to bd,'. ■' , 
But, ah, wo “never thought," you see. 
May God forgive our cruel sin— 
The stranger whom we took npt.in. ,

—-Ethel Maude. Colson.

bitterness?
New London, Ct.

E. J. BOWTELL.

THE PREACHED AND THE CRITIC.

“The truth ¡amine, aa^d those who see 
It not ’ . ’ ■

With my clear vision possess but faulty 
sight;

Who is not 
lack: ■

Christian Òlbth of virtue
i: ■ -d i ' - ; .

His ills are many, tor his heart is 
black; '.. . A .

Though high ideals serve his constant 
aim, £ .

All things are flhughtwithout Christ’s 
holy name!_

"When cruel deàth toW frornjts moth
: ers arms -h .1 -,

,The joyous babe’find sent it straight to. 
¿ heaven, 1 . < , .

The Christian faith brought peace sub
lime — ■

To anguished hearts’’--there was no 
stain of crime; . .

But when the shrouded messenger calls 
on tho wayward son, Ì ' ■: ,

What blessed "comfort then hath Chrls- 
' tian mother won ■ . '
From page of sacraci book and brave in

terpreters? ■ . . ' \
À mothftr’s love do^h fallow e’en to the 

lowest depths;
Since God is boundless love, can human 
" love transcend? '
The thought brings tearless.grief that 

may in madness-end. . ,
, ALEXANDER SPENCER.

. Each week brings more people to this 
healthy and Bunpy winter resort. •

The hotel is bejng painted—a much 
needed improvement. ’ ’

Dr.-Hilligoss will advance the money 
to enable the association to pipe the 
camp with running water, so cottages 
can be supplied. -

Mr. Myers is running his stage to de
pot for passengers and baggage. ' .

Mrs. Wikers and Mrs. Vogt report a 
delightful trip oh the Clyde steamer, 
Comanche, which sailed Oct. 28..,They, 
went up the St. John’s river. They have 
taken rooms In the Budington cottage.

Geo. Pi Colby is very busy conducting 
his farm work.

■ Geo. W. Nickerson will not go South 
this winter. He has taken a wife and 
she will keep him safely at Onset

We are pained to note the transition 
to spirit life of Henry C. Fogle. ’

’ Mrs. Philbrooks new cottage Is mate
rializing under the magic hand of Dr. 
Webster. ’

E. W. Bond is making thousands of 
boxes, .which are .needed for oranges, 
etc. Oranges are now, selling at Lake 
Helen for 5 cents a dozen. Grape fruit, 
60 cents a dozen. ’ .

Mrs. Emma Huff, Mrs. Murphy and 
Mrs. Hardenburg are all going to Calk 
fornia this season. It is rumored that 
Mrs. Huff goes as a bride.

Clerk H. S. Twlng and wife expect to 
go to Lake Helen early in December. 
Mr. Twing's grape crop was light this 
year but the prices are heavy enough.

On Nov. 24 A. W. Garrigue and wife, 
A. S. Wneeler and wife, Chas R. Warren 
and wlfe,,G. C. Lower and wife, Arthur 
C. Simaneau, S. A. Littlefield and wife, 
Master Littlefield, and H. M. Clark 
sailed on the Arapahoe of the Clyde 

'.Line for Lake Helen. Most of them go 
by way of St. Johns river—that charm
ing route. ■

My next excursions will sail from 
New York City December 8 and Decem
ber 22. '

My last excursions sail January 5 and 
19, 1904. I shall go with the one for 
January 19. ■

Thflee who intend to"join them should 
write me early, to secure the best state 
rooms. Enclose 4 cents in stamps for 
postage on Clyde folders, qtc. Full in
formation-as to prices, etc.r^very low) 
will be given. ’ - ’

. H. A. BUDINGTON..
91 Sherman street, Springfield, -Mass.

ITEMS FROM OHIO.
A charter for a new Spiritualist 

church, the Church of Unity, has re
cently been applied for by the Weet 
End Spiritualists of Canton. It Is their 
Intention, we understand, to raise a suf
ficient sum of money with which to 
purchase a lot and put. down the founda
tion upon which Judge J. W. Underhill 
has promised to erect a $3,000 church.

Ernest Stephens, trumpet medium^ of 
Columbus; Ohio, held a series of se
ances in Canton week before last, the 
circles being large and results good.

■ Mr. D. A. Herrick and wife of- Grand 
Rapids, Mich., called on a number of 
their Canton friends last week. Mr.- 
Herrick Is preaching for the Alliance 
Spiritualists in The Independent Church, 
a church owned and controlled by the 
Spiritualists of that city. , ,

Mrs. St. Omer Briggs formerly of 
Canton accepted a call from the Spirit
ualists of Beaver Falls, Pa., and is at 
present, we understand, serving them in 
the capacity of speaker.

An active male member-of the Salva
tion’ Army of Canton, attended a trum
pet seance held in Canton recently, and 
received such convincing evidence of 
spirit return and communion and fur: 
ther evidence that the doctrine he 
preached had but little or no foundation, 
outside of reforming the drunkard, he
discarded his cap and coat and since
has been attending Spiritualists’ meet
ings. . \ •

A lady (French Catholic) who came 
to Canton from the east a year or so 
ago, and whose husband disappeared 
suddenly and mysteriously last spring, 
and she fearing he might have met with 
foul play was advised a while back by a 
lady friend, to consult a medium, she 
Bqylng to her, “in case your husband 
has been murdered, or died from some 
other cause, bls spirit might return and 
talk to you." She having an opportu
nity to attend a trumpet seance not 
long since, took advantage of it, but in
stead- of her, husband coming to her 
there came the spirit of her little girl, 
who died in infancy, and before she 
(her mother) came to America. In an
swer to her mother’s question, “What Is 
your name?” the child said, "I was not 
named before I came to the spirit 
world.” This her mother acknowledged 
to be true, the child being but a few 
days old, and not having been christened 
nor baptised before it died. This spirit 
child told its mother that it was with 
her every day, and knew what she did, 
and to prove its assertion it made men
tion of a number of things done and 
tasks performed by its mother, she be
ing employed at one of the leading ho
tels in Cainton. It is unnecessary to say 
a new world was opened up to her.
. A good trumpet-medium, lady or gen
tleman, who can come well recommend
ed, would do well to locate in Canton.

E. R. KIDD.

A<onstipation Cure
. That ftctuaffu Cures 

ls.,Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wine. It 
iBjjtnot merely a relief, ^permanently 
cures any kind of a case of constipation, 
no matter of how long standing. It is 
not a purgative nor ttn irritant- cathar
tic. • These simply lash and hurt the 
bowels and bring but-temporary relief. 
The condition left behind is worse than 
the first. Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry 
Wine does just the opposite.» It is a 
tonic laxative of the highest order. It 
tones, strengthens and gives new life 
and vigor to the bowels. Only one small 
dose a day removes all the causes ,of 
the trouble, and-leayes the bowels well 
and able to move themselves without 
the old of medicines; It cures dyspep-' 
sia, kidney and'liver troubles, indiges
tion, headaches, catarrh of the stomach, 
afid all other diseases and- conditions 
growing out of a clogged condition of 
the system. Try it free, A sample 
bottle for the asking. Vernal Remedy 
Co., 166 Seneca Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. ■ 

. Sold by all.leading druggists.
“The Present» Age and' Inner Life; 

Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied and explained.” By Andrew Jack-
son Davis. Wo 
thia work by 
Cloth, $1.10.

have a few copies of 
tho celebrated. neor.

The above is the number ot the pre» 
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker 
as printed at the top of the first pagei 
right hand corner. If this number cor 
responds with tho figures on your wrap 
per, then the time you have paid for bai 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at thi 
right hand corner of tho first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the numbei 
of Progressive Thinker» issued up tl 
date. Keep watch of tho number os w 
the tag of your wrapper.

KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualistic and Occult

. News.
You can do it by reading each weel 

The Progressive Thinker. Tho Philo 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena it contains each week, la 
the marvel of the age. No one can af
ford to be without the paper. Its pries 
is within the reach of all.

HEALING- ^ause6 an^ Effects, By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deals’ 
,with the finer mental and spiritual forces as ap
plied to healing. Price, 50 cents.

Mofeeurar. Hupothesis of Nature; 
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism- 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper, ¿4 cents.

‘‘ —I I —... . ■ I ■ . . ,» ,| ।

A Conspiracy Against theRepiiblio 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of "History 
of the Christian Religion to the Year 200, "eto. 
Price, paper, 26 cents. .

ANCIENT.INDIA,
Its Language and Religions. By Prof. H. Olden
berg. Paper, 25 cents. .

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
It Is enough to say this 50 page pamphlet 1b 

written by Moses Hull. Price 16 cents. • 

~THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE.’ “ 
Or The Threefold Power of Sex. By Lois Wals- 
brooker. Price» 50 cents.

WAUJIIU« Four Centuries of Proonw^.
V/nn li • A Lecture delivered at the Free

thinker’s International Congress, Chicago, Ill., 
October, 1893. By Susan. H. wixon.' Price, 10c. 

Christianity 'a fiction. “
Tho Astronomical and Astrological origins of . 

all religions. A poem by Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. 
Price Wcents. '

A Valuable Work. '
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion. -liow to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the mbst approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. ’ By 
Laura G. Flxen. .

A.course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers bf concen
tration of.thought, clear meditation and 
superior Inspiration.

Sent complete for 50 cents.' . , - ■ - - ' a r ■- - - ----
“Handy Electrical Dictionary.” A 

practical handbook of referenda, con
taining definitions ot every used elec
trical term or phrase. Price 25'cents. 
- “Principles of Light and ¡Color." -By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces . are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of/ 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
groat value find interest. A largo, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, nhd: con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For Balo at this office. Price, postpaid, 
45. It Is n wonderful work and you will 
bo delighted with it.

TheChrist Question Settied.
Jesus, Man, Medium, Martyr. A symposium 
by W. E. Coleman,, j. S. Loveland, Hudson Tut
tle, Moses Hull, J. IL Buchanan, B. B. Hill, 
Rabbi L M. Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the 
spirits sav about it. By J. M. PEEBLES, M. D. 
Whether this book Betties tho question or noL 
It will be found eminently entertaining, and 
brings together a mass of evidence to establish 
the historical character of Jesus, A large 
volume. Price, cloth. 81.25.

flNTIQUITy UNVEILED.
The imoBt important revelations concerning 

tho true origin of Christianity. Reader, in 
bringing to your notice “Antiquity Unveiled,’1 
it is with tno sincere hope that you aro earn
estly looking for the truth, regardless of any 
other consideration’ If such is the case, thli 
advertisement will deeply interest you, pnd 
after reading this brier description you- will 
doubtless wish to give the work a careful 
perudal. Price, $1.50.

A Leotui Delivered to Ladle« 
WUI ini i i Only, pr Mrs. Dr. Hulburt. On 
the present status oi woirfar^ .physically, men
tally, morally and spiritually. The divine law 
of true harmonlal marriage, etc. Price, 10c. ■

INVISIBLE HELFERS
A Very Excellent and Compre- 

henslve Work.

One from the Theosophical Stand- 
■( point.

This work, "Invisible Helpers," writ
ten by O. W. Leadbenter, the remark
able English psychic (whose lecture! 
have graced toe columns of/The Pro
gressive Thinker), is certainly very in
teresting And suggestive throughout. 
It treats of the “Universal Belief in ths 
Invisible Htdpare,” the “Angel Story," 
"Wark Among the Dead," "What Lfoa 
Beyond." The" work Is neatly bound to 
cloth, and the orlco Ib r>5 cents.

THE DESCENT OF MUN.
By Charles Darwin. Cloth, gilt lop, TO.ccntft 

On Its appearance it aroused nt onco a storm oi 
miugloa wrath, woudcr and admiration. H 
olugfiui’o of Htylo, charm of .manned and doo> 
knowlodgo of- natural hlRtorv. it Htunda utmost 
without a rival ignonoeknt hie?works.. :

f
1



g ..GENERAL SURVEY

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS, 
DQINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER. .

CONTRIBUTORS.-Each
Is alone responsible for any asserUons 
or statemoats he may make, ,'lue ea.wr 
allows this freedom of expression, re
lieving that the cause of truth can h 
best subserved thereby.
sentiments uttered In an article may 

■ diametrically opposed to his belief, y 
iliat la no reason why: they 
suppressed; yet we wish it ' 
.understood that our space «

, (juate to publish everything that c 
to hand, however much we might u 
to do so. That must account tor 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We 
to iApfess upon the minds of .pmn^er 
spondents that The Progressive t 
te set up on a Linotype machine 
must make speed equal to au 
compositors. That means rap ln.

, qnd it is essential that all copy.
■ ’sure insertion In the pai)i‘r; aU0hould bo 

qulrements being favorable, s te 
written plainly with oUiy on
papey,» or with a typewriter, an 
one side ¡of the paper. {or
' ITEMS —Bear la mind that. tt«« 
the General Survey will In ® ccU. 
adjusted to the space wo v -WU1 
py,. and In order to do that t or 
generally have to be abridged P be 
less; otherwise many Items wo' Jlne 
crowded out. Sometimes a tmnx 
Item Is cut down to ten lines, 
lines to two lines, as occasion may 
Quire. fnr

Take due notice, that all Items 
this page must be accompanied uy 
full name and address ot the wxl*”nor, 
will uot dodo say that Secretary . 
respondent writes so and so, ” 
giving the full name and address o 
writer. The Items of those who a 
comply with this request will be 
Into the waste basket.

Keep copies ot your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we bare not space to use them.

Max Gentzke has removed from West 
PoinL. Neb., to Cincinnati, Ohio. H1b 
address there is No. 13 Sliker avenue, 
Price Hill, W. Cincinnati. He pub
lishes a German Spiritualist paper, 
-Llchtstrablen,” and will c®"ilnu® *5  
there. He is doing a splendid work 
among the Germans.

Rev. Harry J. Moore, of Chicago, the 
Spiritualist who has been holding meet
lugs in tlie Woodman hall, Ottumwa, 
Iowa, on West Second street, for the 
past several Sundays, performed a 
christening service. The two clilldren, 
Ethel Pauline and John Leonard, of Mr. 
and Mrs. Frank L. Wilson, 347 North 
Clay street, were christened into the 
belief. In this service, flowers were 
used instead of the customary waler. 
Rev Moore delivered an excellent lec
ture and Miss Eva Mc Coy gave the 
usual readings. The meeting was at
tended by over 200 people.

Mra. J. E. Waldron writes from Ches
- aning, Mich.: “The Chesaning Spiritual 

Society was served the 19th and 20th of 
November by Mrs. Margaret Lagrange, 
of petrolt, who gave us two eloquent 
lectures and one afternoon talk. Too 
much praise cannot be given her, and 
we hope to have her with us again in 
the near future. Surely the world would 
be better If it had more like her to 
spread the truth of our philosophy."

Dr. Beverly writes: “Sunday evening 
at Lakeside Hall, we had a double treat. 
Dr. Gibbons of Minneapolis, and Dr. 
Lucas of Denver, gave us some of the 
rich thoughts of the New Thought 
Convention. Both, speakers are finely 
developed psychics, and are inspiration
al lecturers. We shh.ll have the best tal
ent that can be? procured all winter. 
Mrs. Dr. See continues to draw.. Every
one attending in the afternoon is guar
anteed a test-. A gentleman came 90 
miles and remained all day and his bur
den that had weighed him down bo long 
rolled away and be departed light as a 
feather. Come and bring your lunch. I 
furnish free tea and coffee. Fine music 
arid entertainment between the meet
ings. 1 have a fine meeting in South 
Chicago, at Tinsley’s Hall, every Friday 
evening, 9251 South Chicago avenue. 
All are invited to come and help. The 
platform is free to all advanced speak
ers and mediums. Mrs. McMenamin, a 
resident medium, is interested in the 
work and will do her best io entertain 
and instruct.'

Mra. A. Vanover, of Greenup, Ill., 
writes .that her dnany friends will be 
glad to hear that after two years or 
more of severe suffering from Inflamma
tory rheumatism, she is almost restored 
again to health^ She would be glad to 
hear from any of the old friendsx>r new 
ones, as she needs their cheering letters 
and healthful thoughts to help brighten 
and cheer her up after her long siege of 
sickness.

Frank T. Ripley has had good success 
at Peoria, Ill. His discourses apd spirit 
messages were well received. He goes 
'to Anderson, Ind., to serve the Temple 
Society for the Sundays of December. 
He.has January, February and March 
open for engagement. Address all let
ters to Anderson, Ind., General De
livery.

M. R. Alter writes from Watseka, Ill.: 
"Mr. and Mrs. E. W. -Sprague have de
livered three lectures for our society, 
ablv representing the National Spirit
ualists' Association to which they are 
accredited. Good attendance and in

' creasing interest was manifest at each 
succeeding meeting. We feel thankful 
as a society and as individuals to have 
been brought in closer contact with 
these noble and fearless workers in our 
cause." . ,

Emma M. Nutt-Moore writes ‘from 
_ Mitchell, S. D.: "The meetings here are 

• very well attended—hall full every Sun
day; not of Spiritualists simply; out of 
curiosity some come. A stranger came 
last Suriday and laid a knife among the 
articles to be read. In taking it up, I 
got peculiar conditions, and also an odd 

’ way of walktpg. After I was through 
I asked If it was right. The man re

, sponded, ‘Yes, It belongs to a prisoner 
in one of the penitentiaries east of here, 
the walk being that of a prisoner.’"

Anne E. Baird of Elyria, Ohio writes: 
"I wish to call the attention of every 
Spiritualist society in the state of Ohio 
to thq/great need of hearty co-operation 
with the president and members of the 
board In their efforts to establish a sys
tem ‘whereby every society in the state 

' in need of assistance may be served reg
ularly at small expense. Missionaries 
are to be appointed by our state presl- 

-dent.who are willing to go out fof a 
very small Bum and work for the good 
of the cause. To reorganize and organ
ize BocietleB in any locality in the state 
is our object, or to give assistance 
where needed. .Any society in need of 
assistance, or any society not at tho 
present time in working order, anyone 
desirous of organizing, or having meet
ings in their vicinity, Who will write to 
me nt Elyria, Ohio, will be given imme
diate .attention. Carrie F. Curran, of. 

: • ¡Toledo, and I held a very successful

Take due notice that items for tblo 
page in order to Insure insertion must 
contain the full'hame and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket. -

meeting In Lorain, Ohio, Nov. 8. Mrs.. 
Curran gave a very Interesting dis
course of the ‘Science of Spiritualism,’ 
followed with messages by both. Mrs. 
Curran gave very fine psychometric 
readings.” .

> Mrs. M. Lang writes from Buffalo, N. 
Y.:' “Harmony Circle Spiritual 'Society 
is doing a splendid work for the cause 
of Spiritualism, and attracting many in
vestigators,, some of whom join the so
ciety. Its Sunday meetings at Ster
ling’s Hall, 344 Connecticut street, are 
well attended. Chas S; Hulbert, our 
speaker and medium, is doing a grand 
work. His wonderful inspirational lec
tures hold his audience spellbound to 
the very last word. His messages and 
descriptions are attracting wide atten
tion, ap they are .invariably recognized. 
We give an entertaipment on the even
ing of December 8, consisting of pro
gressive pedro, dance of the old-fash
ioned kind, and a New England supper, 
with plenty to eat, to which all our 
friends are invited,”

Mrb.'H. J. Eligh writes :‘‘Mr. Oscar A. 
Edgerly has been in Bay City, Mich., for 
the past month, giving two lectures 
each Sunday in |he G. A. R. hall. The 
Spiritualists of this city have not been 
favored with such intellectual feasts for 
a number of years. Mr. Edgerly is a re
fined gentleman, and his guides pre of 
Lie best. The tests and messages given 
at these meetings were such that 
brought, comfort and gladness to all 
wfyo were reached, each being fully rec
ognized and understood, and his com
ing among us has been a blessing te all 
who were fortunate enough to listen to 
the soul-inspiring thoughts . expressed 
through his lips. 'Miss Mattie Wood
bury is once again among us giving 
readings and holding seances. A spirit 
came to one of the ladies present at one 
of her seances, giving his name and 
place of residence before passing out.. 
The lady did not know of his death; but 
received a letter the next day from 
friends announcing Ills recent death. 
Her readings are giving much satisfac
tion among those who have met her.”

Surrounded by a number of spiritual 
friends at the new home of the contract
ing parties, Edward J. Black and Sarah 
B. Hippie, both of Allegheny, Pa., were 
united in .marriage, November 18, 1903. 
Rev. L. M. Oles officiating, spoke of the 
angel friends: “We could almost feel 
the rustling of their invisible dresses, 
which betokened the fact that they ore 
ever near. May life’s journey be sweet. 
May your pleasures be numberless as 
the sands of the sea, and may trouble 
be a rare vlsitor'in the home.” <

Mrs. M. S. Corsellus writes from 
Spokane, Wash.: "Spokane has recently 
been' highly favored, and all thinking 
people have enjoyed a rare Intellectual 
feast, by listening to several profound 
lectures delivered by Dr. Temple Du
chesne, of India, who is a member of .the 
London Society for Psychical Research. 
Dr. Duchesne also taught two different 
classes In psychology. Dr. Duchesne 
left Monday for Seattle to engage in 
similar work there. He. made many 
warm, true friends while in Spokane, 
who will be glad to welcome him back 
again after the Holidays. He was urged 
to' return and organize a society for, 
psychical research which he has agreed 
to do, and also to remain some time In 
our city and deliver a,course of lectures 
and work In the interest of the so
ciety.” < '

T. F. Lee, of Lakeport, Cal., writes: 
"The symposium has been read to a let
ter. It strikes the well-springs of com 
sciousness. It opens man’s being unto 
himself. It touches the mainspring of 
life and opens the door of self. It dis
sects and analyzes self. It calls aloud 
unto Self and asks the question, ‘What 
art thou ?’ One feels as though self has 
been under review, which, is of much 
more Importance than the book, The 
Great Psychological Crime. You have 
opened a new era unto man and showed 
him what the twentieth century expects 
of him.”

G, H. Brooks lectures the first' two 
Sundays in December, in Conneaut, O.;

' the last two in Ashtabula, O. H1b ad
dress while in Conneaut will be South 
Harbor, street; While in Astabula, he 
cannot tell at the present writing, but 
all mail and telegrams .should bb sent 
to South Harbor street, Conneaut, Ohio. 
He will respond to calls for funerals.'

Harry J. Moore has the months of De
cember, January, February andfMarch 
open for engagements. Mr. Moore dur
ing the summer refused to make en
gagements with societies, as it was his 
purpose at'that time to go to Colorado 
Springs. Cold., and spend the winter 
with his wife. Societies will make no 
mistake in employing Mr. Moore, as his 
work in the past speaks for itself. Ad
dress all letters for Mr. Moore to this 
office. ■

Josephine ^Morris writes: “The Pro
gressive Thinker is conducted in a spir
it of toleration and fairness that ap-

»

I-
peals to my sense of justice and right. 
It sets an example which all would do 
well to imitate, who desire the triumph 
of truth.”

A. W. Phillips writes: "On Thanks
giving Day, Prof, and Mrs. 71. S. Ray, of 
207 Lincoln avenue, were very pleas
antly surprised by a large number of 
their friends who came laden with large 
expansive smiles and good cheer. The 
Professor and his wife bore- them
selves graciously while the ladies of the 
party presented them with a mass of 
cut flowers and deftly decorated the 
dining-room with ferns and chrysanthe
mums, not forgetting the ‘Turk’ and fix
ings. A photographer ‘took’ the party 
in different poslngs. After properly 
separating and masticating the turkey 
and galaxy of side dishes, under which 
the table groaned, the time was pleas
antly passed with vocal and instru
mental selections, recitations, and con
cluding with dancing in the .evening, 
not till the ‘wee sma’ hours’ Hid the 
last guests depart, wishing the Profes
sor and wife many more returns dnd 
the best of everything.” .

Mrs. E. C. Burgess writes from Cali
fornia: “You have my best thoughts for 
your'.welfare and the welfare of The 
Progressive Thinker. I have been very 
much. Interested In the recent sympo
sium, ‘The Great Psychological Crime,' 
and feel that it ‘will do the cause of Spir
itualism great gpod.” ’

W. C. Mann writes from Louisville, 
Ky.: “The Progressive Thinker is -al
ways a welcome guest at my. home, and 
should be the pride of all true Spiritual
ists.” . . : ■ ■ ■

Mrs. Emma Greene,wrltes.. from To
pokUi ’ Kansas: 7We areenjoying the 
expressions in regard to Tho Great Psy
chological-Crime, and hope to learn 
much from the discussion just begun."

Wheu writing for this pape*  
Usa a pen or typewriter.

TAKE NOTICE.
All books advertised in the columns 

of The Progressive Thinker are- for 
sale at this office. Bear this: in mind.

• ALWAYS GIVO TOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COIÄ.UNICATIONS FOR 
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PO6T OBITUft, EXTRA MUROS.

Dee. 5. 1903,.-
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We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence cornmunlcatlono Intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.

Aug. Rechet writes: “The Society of 
Spiritual Truth which meets at Crosby 
Hall, 423 Classon avenue, Brooklyn, N. 
Y.,.had a large and Intelligent audience 
Nov. 22. The platform was occupied by 
Mr. Deleree, whose subject was ‘Can 
Spirits Return?; Mr. Rasmussen then 
gave a number of tests." .

Judd M. Covey ¡.writes from . Oska
loosa, Iowa: “Many thanks, Mr- Editor,, 
for the pamphlet entitled Tricks and 
Traps of Bogus Mediums. I consider It 
a book that all Spiritualists, should pos
sess.” The above pamphlet is for sale 
at this office. Price, 25 cents. .

C. H. Toler writes: “After reading the 
splendid symposium, it. is remarked by 
materialists, agnostics and alL classes 
of intelligent people that Spiritualists 
are not afraid to have Spiritualism free
ly examined and criticised. In this re
gard the same class of people mention 
with emphasis as being in marked con
trast with the orthodox churches—Cath- 
olicism especially. The Progressive 
Thinker Is appreciated as a fair and 
fearless champion of genuine Spiritual
ism,” ■

George Hamilton Brooks writes: "If 
tuere is any one thing more than any 
other that should make The Progressive 
Thinker a particularly bright light, It 
Will come to us from the path you have 
entered as indicated by your many 
practical, sound, common-sense edito
rials. Your sound- perception and rea
soning cannot help but reach the think- ■ 
ing people. Your rational statements, 
backed up by correct judgment makes 
your editorials alone worth the sub
scription paid, and that is saying much 
when I conslder.the many bright minds 
that are contributing their efforts 
weekly. I consider The Progressive 
Thinker the best spiritual paper ever 
published.” •

W. C. Mann writes from Louisville, 
Ky.: “Services are sfili being conduct
ed at the home of Bro. Vai Speed. One 
Sunday lately we had quite an interest
ing meeting, christeriifig of the children 
by the Rev. Mary Mann. Lecture by 
Sister Gunewald, who handled the sub
ject well. The test seance was conduct
ed by Mrs. Mann. Many beautiful mes
sages were received. The ladles held 
a fair at Sister David Cohn’s, November 
19. We hope soon to be able to build 
a church for the good of Spiritualism."

Mrs. C.-\v. Slawson writes: “We are 
among those who are glad to know of 
such a book as The Great Psychological 
Crime, as we believe the world will 
grow better more quickly and surely 
when each one looks to the God within, 
who will surely answer from the Si
lence those who live in a recognition of 
their oneness with him. This comes 
from the country where we have none 
of the pleasures of the social and relig
ious communion with others, but where 
we are each day working out our own 
salvation the best we are able, with 
The Progressive Thinker.” ,

Judd M. Covey writes from Oska
loosa, Iowa: “We have at last succeeded 
in organizing a little society here, 
which we have christened The- Ffrst 
Spiritualists Society of Oskaloosa., Our 
valued friends, Harry ;J. Moore and 
Mr's. Eva McCoy, came especially from 
Ottumw.a to assist us. We met at the 
pleasant and comfortable home of Mrs. 
Geo. Newbrand, on .-.South Market 
street A charter with the state asso
ciation was promptly signed and for
warded. Below are the officers elected 
by acclamation: Mr. J. B. Adlon, presi
dent;. Judd M. CoVey, vice-president;".' 
Miss Ideila Larkin, secretary.; Mra. 
Philip Herbig, treasurer; trustees, Mrs. 
Jessie McEwen, Dr. P. J. Elsworth, 
Simon Covey. All good, reliable medi
ums and lecturers are invited to-corre
spond with our secretary."

Oscar À. pdgerly writes: “During the 
month of November I have filled a very 
pleasant and I believe successful en
gagement with the First Spiritualist So
ciety of Bay City, Mich. I find a very 
earnest band of workers here, largely 
made up of the ihembers of the ladles’ 
aid society, known locally as the Will
ing Workers. They are indeed well 
named, for while they have many diffi
culties to contend with their work is do
ing much to advance our cause in this 
community. On Tuesday, Nov. 24,1 lec
tured and gave tests for the society at 
Chesaning, Mich. I found there a very 
finely organized society of which. Mrs. 
W. E. Waldron is president. In con
cluding my work (tor a time) in this 
part of the country, I shaH speak on the 
evening of Sunday, Nov. 29, for the so
ciety at Saginaw, Mich. For the month 

"'of December, I am engaged to serve 
the First Temple Society of Spiritualists 
of Newport,, Ky., and I anticipate re
maining south at least until'the first of 
February. I am at present open for en
gagement for the months of February 
and Match. I noticed in the last Pro
gressive Thinker the reference to the 
illness of Brother Moses Hull, also of 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets, I sincerely, hope 
that. In the near future they both may 
be blessed by the return of full meas
ure of health, for we can but illy spare 
such able workers from the field of 'la
bor. I think The Progressive Thinker 
is MORE INTERESTING THAN EVER. 
I can hardly wait from week to week for 
“Thinker Day to come around; to us 
workers in the field It is as good as a 
letter from home.”

J. C. F. Grumblne is located in Boston 
at the head of the First Society of Uni
versal Religion, which is devoted to 
"The System of Philosophy Concerning 
Divinity,” and pure old-fashioned.Spirit
ualism. The hall is packed each Sun
day at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p: m., in lec
ture room 29, Pierce Building, Copley 
Square. His classes are held at his res
idence, 1285 Commonwealth - avenue. 
See his -advertisement on last page for 
special book bargains. .

Mrs. Flora L. Furse writes from 
Mitchell, S. D.: “The Spiritualists here 
under the guidance of Emma M. Nutt- 
Moore, met Nov.. 23, and organized the 
First Progressive Spiritualist Society of 
MHchell. The president, Mrs. C. V. 
Priest, and secretary, Mrs. Flora L. 
Furse, would like to correspond with 
mediums In regard to-securing a trum
pet or materializing medium. -Mrs. 
Emma M. Nutt-Moore, has done a grand 
work in organizing a society here. Her 
lectures have been inspiring and she 
has made many converts and innumer
able friends.«» Sho is capable of organ
izing societies'successfully, and any 
community in need of a number one me
dium and speaker will do well to secure 
her services." ,

Mre. Lilly LeSleur writes: "The Band 
of Harmony, auxiliary to Ure Church ot 
the Soul, will hold its annual bazaar the 
third Thursday of December—the 17th, 
afternoon and evening.. We-wish-to in
form ¡our many, friends.and patrons that 
it will be to their advantage toAee what

we have in the way of ubc?uI and orna
mental articles, wo' .uhall have just 
the very thing you will want to make 
Christmas presents ¡^Ith. We shall 
have a very unique variety of art spe
cialities, Crst-clajp perfumes and toilet 
goods, fancy needle work, home-made 
candies, a lafg#. vaj-ltity of ladles' 
aprons, both fancy and ititchen kind. A 
fish pond will be^ Bpeq|al attraction.for 
the children. We will" serve a New Eng
land supper. A first-class palmist has 
been engaged fori She occasion."

The subject of Mrs. C. U. V. Rich
mond’s discourse riext Sunday, Decem
ber 6, by request, is as follows: “Is the 
Warfare Between Good!and Evil to Last 
Always?" Masonic Temple, Room 809. 
Services-commence promptly at 11 a. m.

Emma M. Nutt-Moore writes from 
.MUchell, S. D.: “We came to Mitchell, 
8. D., in September, and for the past 
two months have lectured and given 
spirit messages. The audiences have 

v been fine. While there are not many 
Spiritualists here, there are .quite a 
large number of inquirers. On last 
Monday evening a society was organ; 
Ized; will send for a charter from the 
N. S. A. The following officers were 
elected: President, C. V. Priest; vice
president, E. N. Norton; secretary, Mra. 
F. L. Furse; treasurer, Mrs. C. Halfhill; 
trustees, Mesdames Cox, Priest, and 
Goodwin; organist, Miss Maud Snow; 
ushers, Messrs. Cox and Moore. The 
society will be known as the First Pro
gressive Spiritual Society of Mitchell, 
S. D. South Dakota is coming into line 
In the progressive movement, and 1 feel 
well repaid for the long trip I made in 
order to reach the friends of Mitchel). 
The secretary’s address is Mrs. F. L. 
Furse, Champany Block, Mitchell, S. D., 
who will be pleased to hear from speak
ers and mediums coming this way.".

One who has watched her work, 
writes from Texas: "Mra. Laura B. 
Payne Is to begin a six months’ engage
ment in Fort Worth, Texas, the first of 
January. Fort Worth and her people 
are to be favored with the helpful min
istrations of a truly praiseworthy work
er. Mra. Payne is a woman who has 
come into the knowledge of Spiritual
ism through practical experience; has 
tried its applicability to tlie s^d and sor
did scenes in life. This has produce^ 
a vein of extremely sympathetic inspi
ration, and Mra. Payne’s heart is in her 
discourses; they not only please and in
struct but they touch the better part of 
the listener and bring into activity the 
holier-impulses of the nature. Her 
work in Texas in the various places 
where she has’ ministered,- Houstori, 
Dallas, San Antonio, Flatonia and sev
eral of the smaller places, Jias been of 
Buch an order as to,attract the intelli
gent and refined class, and surely Fort 
Worth is fortunate to secure her serv
ices.” .

EXPLANATORY.
To the Edltori—Will you permit me 

to make a correction in The Progress
ive Thinker this, week?

Since writing the article which ap
peared Jn the last issue Of The Progress
ive Thinker,-1 have learned through a 
very kind private letter, from our sister, 

‘Clara- L. Stewart, .that I was jnlstaken 
in my conclusions as to the action of 
the Wisconsin delegates, and also to our 
sifter’s own vote at the <late convention, 
and while it is one of my principles to 
fearlessly speak:-the truth, I also b.e-j 
Heve in as fearlessly acknowledging an > 
error if one has unconsciously been 
made, especially if by that error an act 
of injustice has been done to any Indi- 
vldual. From our sister’s letter I find, 
that the state of Wisconsin was not rep
resented on the floor of the convention, 
and therefore could not have cast the 
vote charged to them in my article, and 
I gladly apologize and acknowledge the 
error. '

• Sister Stewart further explains, that 
as delegates both Mr. Hull and herself 
stood as representatives of the school, 
and not of the state, and kindly chides 
me for taking It for granted that her 
vote was cast against the petition. The- 
inference was a natural one on my i>art, 
for which probably’ Mr. Hull’s "we" was 
mainly responsible, but as Mrs. Stew
art now explains, her vote was cast for 
"every officer that was .elected,” she 
had a right to feel that-an injustice had 
been done her by this Inference, and I 
hasten to make this correction, since I 
should deeply regret any unkind act of 
mine to so grand and noble a worker.

Thanking you for the space in which 
to make this correction, I remain,

Yours Fraternally, 
CAROLINE CATLIN.

We, the immortal Egos, riee aufl stand 
Clear-eyed beyond Urn tumult of the 

earth,
Knowing at last life’s meaning and its 

worth, ■ ,
Seeing the rainbow o’er the tempest 

spanned, '
And reading, now, the mystery of. Pain,- 
'readier divine whose hand we touched 

with tears;
Angel of light who led ub through the 

years .
And changed our broken toys to golden 

gain.. *
From the pure heights of perfect peace 

■at last
Beyond the power of time, secure above 
Its changes, unto Time In deathless love 
The radiant souls look- down in pity 

vast. t
For blinded eyes are clear and hard 

hearts just. ■
.Soul speaks to soul alone, and gladly 

turns
In deeds of kindness, Each immortal 

yearns " .
Back to the brother-souls enshrined in 

dust.
We are not dumb. Nay, listen; you 

shall hear
The old glad words of greeting. You 

, shall hold .
The hands death’s pressure left so icy 

‘ cold, . :
And know us as we are—not far, but 

near.
Closer than life can hold-lts loved, are 

we.
We breathe about you, loving and as 

fond '
Ab once you knew ub, and no dim "Be

yond"
Debars your presence. Lift our eyes 

and see. ■
You hold ub by the - bonds of loving 

thought '
And heavenly aspirations. Life, the 

dream
Breaking, has set us in the morning 

gleam,
And this is all; no other change 1b 
‘ • wrought.
The tomb? It cannot hide us if your 

will
Is yet to see our faces. Dust and clay 
May only shut the earthly clod away. 
SouJ speajts to soul, spirit to spirit still.
Lift up your eyes, beloved, for we are 

here,
Your tears still hide us from you though 

we stand ’
Waiting the welcome greeting of your 

hand—
Your own who love you and who linger 

near. -
Death 1b the master key to life’s vast 

store, ■ ,
Whose treasures are man’s heritage. 

Oh, friend,
We pass to Life’s beginning, not its 

end!
We only rise above the fretful roar
Of angry waters. From the troubled 

foam,
The tempest’s rage, the terrors of the 

night ■
Into a haven of dlvlnest light
We pass, and know Its holy name Is 

Home. .
And that hotne still our earth. We are 

not changed—
Nor is earth altered save In this—above 
Its soil our spirits tread its paths in 

love
From none removed, from naught we 

loved .estranged.
Look not upon-the grave. How should 

. It hold
That essence, pure, eternal ,and divine?
Lift not your gaze beyond-the stars that 

, shine .
Far in the cloudless blue, serenely cold. 
Picture no mighty throne of majesty 
,Llt with the dreadful glories of a*god.
Our feet beside you on the'famillar sod 
Yet hold their place—if you but will to 

qee. . .
i

Close not your hearts to us when we 
■ are come

Glad-eyed to bless and comfort. Bld 
us stay.

Only your will can blot ub . from the 
day, .

Only your will can strike our voices 
dumb.

Open yoyr homes and hearts, for we are 
free ■

As love shall welcome, or forbid to 
pass,

We holf! our arms to y.ou and ' cry, 
. “Alas! 1 ; ' . ■

Poor, loving, blinded eyes that will not 
Be©;” > ••

■ NORCISSUS AGAPA.
Through Beatrice St. George, Wilmette, 

Illinois. .

POWER OF
PERSONAL 

MAGNETISM
Stamina Secrets Laid flare M an AM in 

' Tills Musile Art.
How Men and Women Are Fascin
ated and Held SpelLBound by 
This Strange, Mysterious Force.

The Long-Lost Secrets of the Mag- road- Prof- Robertson-s method« rty 
ic Power of the Wise Men ofOld ".  1" ' *

Fully and Completely Kevealed 
at Last.

Prof. Robertson, President of the Co
lumbia Scientific Academy of the city 
of New York, is an adept in the science 
of personal magnetism. He probably 
knows more about the subtle art of per
sonal influence than any living man. 
He has just written a new book, entitled 
the “Secret of Power,” the copyright of 
which he has given away on condition 
that 25,000 copies of the first edition he 
distributed to the public ' absolutely 
free of charge. Within recent years 
hundreds of persons have purchased 
advertised courses in hypnotism for the 
purpose of learning how to influence 
others and get along in life. Hypnotism 
Is no*  personal magnetism. Prof. Rob- 
ertemj has determined to put a stop to 
what he considers a gross imposition on 
the public by having his new book dis-
tributed throughout the country abso-

Mh

quire no subjects on which to practice, 
no long weary hours, of study in which 
to learn. The riioment you read hie in
structions you can apply them, you cart 
wield a wonderful Influence over a matt
even a thousand miles away. This may 
seem incredible, but we have tested it 
for ourselves and can vouch for its 
truthfulness. You can read the secret 
natures of people at a glance; you can 
cure diseases and bad habits without 
drugs or medicines; you win and hold 
friends as if by some magic, irresistible 
force; gain the love and affections of 
others; become a great social or busi
ness leader; you can acquire wealth 
and influence if you will but develop 
your hidden powers and master nature’s 
secret laws. But do not confound 
Prof. Robertson’s great work with ad
vertised courses on hypnotism. Prof.
Robertson can tell you all about hyp
notic power. He knows it from A to 
Z. But what you want is something 
that you can use without the knowledge 
of anyone else; something that you can 
learn without a lot of subjects on which:------ . /------ 7. u. ivi oi »uujects on whichlutely free ot charge, thus giving all to practice; something that will develop 

persons who really want to master the. In you that subtle, unseen force that 
real secrets of personal magnetism an controls, charms and fascinates that 
opportunity to do so. . -makes vou sunreme

Pi^f. Robertson’s book covers the 
power of personal magnetism, the art of 
fascination, magnetic healing, the won
ders of scientific character reading, 
from the hand, face, head and hand-writ
ing, scientific second sight, the develop
ment of tlie mysterious X-ray faculty, 
and 'Prof. Robertson's original secret 
method of quick physical development. 
It is the most comprehensive and ex
haustive work on personal influence 
that has ever been published. It is the 
only book that we have ever seen that 
really starts the student out on a scien-

• makes you supreme master of. every 
situation. Prof. Robertson’s free book 
describes your wants better than you 
know them yourself. It is highly en
dorsed by prominent ministers of the 
gospel, lawyers and business men. It 
is intensely interesting from start to 
finish. ‘ \

If you want a copy, write at once to 
the Columbia Scientific Academy, Dept, 
242A, 1941 Broadway, New York. The 
books are going very rapidly. A cable
gram has just been received from Rus-
sia asking for one of these great works;

, ,, , . .. ------- ---------- -so highly are they prized by scientiststlfic basis, that puts him on the right all over the world.

In the World Celestial.
By DR.T. A. BLAND.

"It 1b Inexpressibly delightful?’—Hon. C. A. 
Windle.

"It lifu the reader Into enchanting realms."— 
Medical Olea nor.

"It la Intensely interesting."—Rev. Minot J. 
Bavage.

’Three things make this book remarkable. Its 
authorihip, the astounding claims put forth In 
It, and Ine philosophy and revelation of a future 
life it contains."—B. O. Flower, In the Arena, 
."It will give us courage to passthrough the. 

deepehadowBof death to the sunlit clime ot 
the world Celestial."—Rev. H. W. Thomas.

"Everybody will be charmed with It, for it is 
not only a great Spiritual book, but a most 
beautiful romance of two worlds."—Banner of 
Light.

ft la Printed in elegant style and bound in 
cloth and gold. Prlc Il.OO.

PUBLICATIONS
—OF— ’

HUDSON TUTTLE
A LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAL 

SCIENCE.

The Mystic Thesaurus, 
Or Initiation in the Theoretical and Practical 
lecreta of Astral Truth and Occult Art. By 
Wnxis F. WniTMHXAD, Editor Arrlppa’s "Nat- 
oral Magic?' Tho book treats ot The Symbol of 
the Cross, Spiritual Gifts, Inspirational Con
ception, Initiative Exposition,Too Astral Broth*  
ernood, Meeaage of tho Brotherhood, The Magto 
Mirror, and Celestial Companionship. It Is a 
good text book for studente of the Mystic, and 
Will be sent postpaid, in-paper, for tl.OQ.

LIGHT OF EGYPT.
The Second Volume of 

Most Valuable Work.
a

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

Thin work essays to utilize and explain the 
vast array of facts in Its held ot research by 
referring them to a common cause, and. from 
them arise to the laws and conditions of Mah’s 
spiritual being. Third edition. Price, 76 cents. 
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI«

- ENGE.
Not servile trust to the Gods, but knowledge 

of the laws of the world, belief in the divinity 
of man and bls eternal progress toward perfec
tion is the foundation of this book. Price, It. .

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on earth, and 

In tho spirit world, presenting the spiritual 
'philosophy and the real life of spiritual oelhgs. 
All questions which arise on that subject are 
answered. • Price, 60 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF'SRIRIT AND Tift 

SPIRIT WORLD. '

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Containing the latest investigations and dis

coveries, ana a thorough presentation of this 
interesting subject. English edition. Price, 11. 
THE SEQRETS OF THE CONVENT OF

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, and ha? 

been pronounced equal in its exposure of-ths 
diabolical methods of Catholicism td HUnd® 
Tom’s Cabin.” Price. 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LICHT.

This Is the author's posthumous work '
A thrilling psychological story of evangel 1ZA’ 

tion and free thought. It Is to Protestantism 
what “The Secrets of the Convent" Is to Cath’*

Mass-meeting at Rockford, III.
The mass-meeting held .in M. W. A. 

hall, Nov. 15, at Rockford,. Ill., was 
largely attended and greatly enjoyed by 
all. Delegations were present iron? 
many neighboring towns. Mrs. Alice 
Silvia Barry gave in her pleasing man
ner many .beautiful thoughts in the af
ternoon lecture, followed by spirit mes
sages through Mrs. D. L. West, of Elgin, 
and Mrs. Ella Johnson Bloom, of Chi
cago. '

A business meeting was then held 
and a circuit formed of societies of 
northern Illinois and southern Wiscon
sin.. Mr. Orrin Merritt, of Genoa, -was 
elected president; Dr. Wilber E. Ham
mond, of Rockford, secretary; Mr. Rob
ert Schmus, of Rockford assistant sec
retary, and Hattie Hollister Howe, of 
Rockford, treasurer. It was decided to 
hold a grove meeting In June, for which 
the best talent will be secured.

Refreshments were then served in 
the hall and all enjoyed a social-hour. 
A circle was then formed, and many 
young mediums ,-gave expressions of 
spirit power.. The lecture of the even
ing was given byMrs.. Clara L. Stewart, 
of Whitewater, Wis. .^he gave us in
spiring spiritual truths we will long re
member, and wish: for'more. Mr. Dan
iel McDougall then gave us a few well
chosen remarks; .-¡and Mrs. Bloom fol
lowed with messages, ji Several spirit
ual songs were rendered throughout- 
the programme bythe BeychicResearch 
Society choir. We feel- that in meet
ing with other workers tve have broad
ened our field and furnished food for

THE BIBLE AS REGARDED BY JOHN 
E. REMSBURG.

In this book there are Eleven Chap
ters on the Authenticity of the Bible; 
Thirteen on the Credibility of the Bible; 
Ten on the Morality of the Bible, with 
an Appendix 'of Unanswerable Argu
ments Against the Divine Origin and In 
favor of the Human Origin of the Bible. 
Twenty-six pages of index, enabling the 
reader to refer In an instant to any au
thority quoted or argument used by the 
author. » .

The tiles of the chapters in detail are, 
Sacred Books of the World, The Chris
tian Bible, Formation of the Canon, Dif
ferent Versions of the Bible, Author
ship ahd Dates, The Pentateuch, ' The 
Prophets, The Hagioegrapha, The Four 
Gospels; Acts, Catholic Epistles and 
Revelation; Pauline Epistles, Textual 
Errors, Two Cosmogonies of Genesis, 
The Patriarchal Age, The Jewish Kings, 
Inspired Numbers, When Did Jehosa- 
phat Die? Harmony of the Gospels, Paul 
and the Apostles, The Bible and His
tory, The Bible and Science, Prophe
cies, Miracles, The Bible God, The 
Bible Not a Moral Guide, Lying, Cheat
ing, Stealing, Murder, War, -Human 
Sacrifices, Cannibalism, Witchcraft, 
Slavery, Polygamy, Adultery, Obscen
ity, Intemperance, Vagrancy, Ignorance, 
Injustice to Women, Unkindness to 
Children, Cruelty to Animals, Tyranny, 
Intolerance, Conclusion, Appendix.-

The book makes some five hundred 
pages, and is printed handsomely on
heavy paper, with wide margins. 
|1.25. .

“Human Culture and Cure. 
First. The Philosophy of Cure.

Price

Part 
(In

the soul. 41 K_ • a • • a • . (a a .
>. MRS. HATTIÈ H. HOWE.

729 Mulberry street, Rockford, Ill.

“The Attainment of ^Vomaly Beauty 
of Form and Feature?,, The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialist«. Edited by 
Albert Turner.” Of especial interest. 
and value. For sale at this office.
Price $1- ■ „

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiostlcism. 
A Menace to American Civilization.’' 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, • masterly, trenchant, 
price 25 cents. For.hale at this office.

"Healing, ■ Causes and Effects.” By 
W. P. Phelon, M. D. : Price 50 cents.

“Love—Sox—Immortality.” By- Dr, 
■W. P. Phelon. For sale at .this: office, 
Price 25 cents

eluding Methods and ■ Instruments." 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation,-as it 
well fulfills the promise of its title. 
For sale at this office? Price, 75 cents,

“Meatless ■ Dishes.” Very useful. 
Price 10 cents. ■ ..

"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lopkwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on tho Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature) and presents his, views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism., The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
sale at this office. Price, 25 cents."

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M.. author of 
’‘History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov-

Paper,

left in MS. to a few of his private pu- S"Th?>Se"^s?e Convent" is to Cath- 
plla in occultism, and like Volume I. te. tcp|BIT|i4i ¡co ,
(a valuable addition and) a library on HowtolnvesilKato. How to form circles, and 

develop and cultivate mediumship. Names of 
eminent Spiritualists. Their.testimony. Eight
page tract for mission work. Single copies, 5 
cents; 100 for »1.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contains 

the best poems of the author, and some of tho

occult subjects. Spiritual astrology is 
especially elaborated. Alchemy, Talis
mans, the Magic Wand; Symbolism, 
Correspondence, Penetralia, etc., are a 
few of tho subjects treated of In a 
scholarly and masterly „manner, -show: 
Ing the author to be familiar with his 

: subjects. You cannot afford to be with
out it, as well as all his other books, 
viz.: The Light of Egypt, Vol. I., bound 
in cloth, $2; paper, 81.’ The Light of 
Egypt, Vol. II., bound in cloth only, >2," 
Celestial ' Dynamics, cloth, $1.

, THE SOUL OF THINGS;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book it 
Is as fascinating as a work of fiction. The 
reader will be amazed to sac the. curious facts 
here combined in support or this power of the 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as 
day, and throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by time. Price, tl.50. In three volumes, 
cloth bound. 81.50 each. Postage, 10C per cony.

most popular songs with the music by eminent 
composers. The poems are admirably adapted 
for recitations. 225 pages, beautifully btfund. 
Price, II. .

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyeeum and societies. X 

manual of physical, Intellectual and spiritual 
culture. By Emma Rood Tuttle. A book by 
the aid of which a progressive lyeeum, a spirit
ual or liberal society may bo organized and 
conducted without other assistance Price, 50 
cents; by the dozen, 40 cents.- Express charges 
unpaid. '
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS»

For humane education, with plan of, tho 
Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. By Emma 
RoodTuttle. Price, 25 cents. - '

All books sent nostnaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin Height«, Ohio.

Spiritualist
Badges,

IN

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
, RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases. ,

Solid.GoId Only Bï EMMA B<>OI> TP™
' Rihiia Watch Chinn.
PBICES:—Badge Pin, 11.60: Lapel Button, II.50:

Sunflower Brooch, |4.W; Maltese Charm, 15.00; 
Maltese Pendant, 15.00. This jewelry needs no oth
er recommend than to say it is the SUNFLOWER 
BADGE, the adopted emblem of Spiritualism. As I 
the Sunflower turns its face towards the sun, so 
Spiritualism turns the faces of humanity from 
darkness and superstition towards the Sunlight 
of Truth and Progression. These beautiful em
blems are for sale at this office.

l

fl-Few Words About the Devil, 
And other Essays. By Charlefe Bradlaugh. 
With tho story of his life as told by himself, 
and tho history of his parliamentary struggle. 
With portrait. Paper, 50c. • ,

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE.
By Lizzie Dotoq. Those poems ore truly in*  

Splrfttional and as staple as sugar. Price 11.001 

Memorial Oration on Roscoe Conkling, 
a warm friend of bls and a great statasman, de*  
llvcrod before the Now York Legislature, May 9. 
1888. Price 4 cento.

. POEMS OF PROGRESS.
□ ByLizzlo Doton. They are really valuable. 

Price, «1.00._____ .... .________

iffeemns and Boalotfoe that wish to get op eitP 
rating, iDtereetlng and paying entertainments e*  
ootdo bettor than to have a Prize Contest Tbo enp 
lire plan« with full directions, Is In the book«' ana 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindles entbuMuft 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest! Noth*  
log is needed more. Any Individual may orgaalzG 
ano in bls own town and reap a fiosncdal reward

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 C^NTS.
*4dNM

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heishts, Ohio.

PROGRESSION
The evolution of Man. By . Michael Faraday. 
Price. 15c.

’ THE TEACHINGS ÖFJESU8~
Hot Adopted to Modern Cl.llUello:., w'.th tlie Trre 

i Character or Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W.- Brown, 
M. D. Price. 10 centa. For aale al th Ie cBlci;.

f

COMMON SENSE Revolut ternary pampl> 
let, addreaacd to tho Inhabitants ot America in 
1776. with explanatory notice by an English 
author. Paper, 15 cents. ■‘

Fraction! Methods to Inaure Success 
A vnluntile little work, full of practical in

struction In matters .pertaining to physical, 
mental ,and spiritual health. Worth many 
times Its cost. Price 10 confs. .

BIBLE HARVEL WORKERS, 
And tho wondrous power which helped or mmlo 
thtftn.perform mighty works and utter Inspired 
words/tpgpthcr with some Personal Traits and 
Characteristics of Prophets,' Apostles, and 
Jraua, or Now Readings of.'‘-'Tho Miracles. By 
Allen Putnam. Price, 76 cents, -

Three Journeys Arounfl the Worfd
Travois in the Pacific Islands, 1 -

Now Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, and— 
other Oriental -countries. JUy J. M. Peebles, 
A. M., M. D.. Ph. D. In this splendid, large 
book Dr. Peebles has concqatratod a va,t> 
amount of Valuable information. It is exceed, 
ingly entortnlnlng,aud readable, and Spiritual
ism as h 0 -found it every whore In his travels 
receives duo attention, making the book of 
special value and Interest to Spiritualists. 4M 
largo pages, finely bound, at the price ot 61.W, ■
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HYPNOTISM ANALYZED. THE5IMPUDENCE OF IT.
This department is under the man

agement of

Hudson Tuttle.
(Address him at Berlin, Helgbtu, Ohio,

Different persons carry on their analysis of hypnotism 
from different standpoints, one arriving at the 
conclusion that its practice is wonderfully good, 
while another assumes that its influence is dangerous 
and wholly evil. • ’

, i 1 1 . .

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
Have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give ell equal hear
ing compels tlje answers to be made in 

. the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit- 

• . ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep- 

• fecated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for. the appearance of 

' their, questions and write letters ot ln- 
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several,weeks ahead ot the space given, 

’ and hence , there la unavoidable delay. 
'Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE,-No attention will pe give» 
anonymous letters, Full name and ad

- Cress must bo given, or the letters win 
. not be read. It the request be made, 

, the name will not be published. The 
correspondence ot this department has 

i become excessively large, especially Ut
. tors of inquiry requesting private an- 

/I swers, and while I freely give what- 
'v ■ ever Jpformatlqn I am able, the ordi- 
’_..L nary courtesy of correspondents is ex- 

peefed. ' HUDSON TUTTLE.

HYPNOTISM
Its Many Blessings Are Pointed Out-

Student: Q. What authority Is there 
In the so-called sentence of Pontius 
Pilate?

A. perhaps the reader will be inter
ested in this somewhat famous “sen
tence" and it Is here introduced in full.

Sentence pronounced by Pontius Pi
late intendent of the province of Lower

, Galilee, that Jesus of Nazareth shall 
suffer death by the cross.. In the sev
enteenth year of the reign of the Em

- peror Tiberius and on the 26th of the 
month of March, in the most holy city

■' of Jerusalem, during the pontificate of 
Annas and Caiaphas, Pontius Pilate, lh- 
tendent of the province of Lower Gali
lee, sitting in judgment in the presiden
tial seat of the Praetors, sentences

, Jesus Christ of Nazareih to death on a 
‘ cross between t’.yo robbers, as the nu-

• jndrous and notorious testimonials of 
- the people prove: I. Jesus lá a mis

leader. 2. He has excited the people to 
sedition. 3. He is an enemy of the 
laws. 4. He calls himself the son of 
God. 6. He calls himself falsely the

1 King of Israel. 6. He went into the 
temple followed by a multitude carry
ing palms in their hands. Orders: The 
first centurion, Quintus Cornelius, to 

. bring him- to the place of execution, for-' 
bids all persons, rich or poor( to pre

"' vent the execution of Jesus. The wit
nesses who have signed the execution 
.against Jesus are; 1. Daniel Robani, 
Pharisee; 2. John Zorobabel; 3. Ra

. phae!Robani; 4. Capet. Jesus to be 
taken out of, Jerusalem through4.be gate 
of Tournea.

The ’discovery of this precious "hiB- 
tor,|ppl’eyldepqe”;.is given with minute; 
n esSi-Lrlh'searching :for. .Roman. iintiqul- 
ties- in-Napiesr in' 1280; a1 plate of brass 
waá íó’úfid oh which; In: ■ Hebrew"»Ihn--I 
guage it was engraved. It was pre- 
Gerté3/ín'tH6.sáiírlhty; óf,' toé MWW

Effect follows cause unerringly, and 
Itself becomes a cause. Every act is 
the effect of a prior caüsé, This law 
was first discovered in physics, but is 
equally, true of morals. A machine or 
instrument constructed for a ' special 
purpose will perform the kind of work 
intended by its designer if it is properly 
constructed. . .

Man is a very complex machine or in
strument through which thought or ac
tion may be produced or transmitted by 
another man, and the , quality <?f the 
thought or action may be good or bad • 
according to the degree of excellence of 
the instrument. Every man is capable 
of influencing some other man, and 
When that capability is everted in an 
unusual degrep, we call it hypnotism. 
This power is universal among living 
men. It is the power of mind oyer 
mind, but we have discovered that tho 
so-called dead are able to exert this 
power over living men, and control 
them in their actions and thoughts, and 
these persons are called mediums, and 
may be rendered unconscious of their 
actions. Poets, musicians and invent
ors bow before the inspiration of the 
movement and consciously or uncon
sciously receive tire thought or impres
sion transmitted. But not alone to 
these. It Is precipitated upon all hu
manity and is the greatest guiding Influ
ence which blesses the human race. It 
Is the medium of communication be
tween the physical and the spiritual 
worlds; without it mankind would havp 
no guiding counselors but the animal 
senses.

Scientists find that a suggestion may 
eradicate bodily' disease and banish an 
unworthy purpose from tire mfhd and 
divert it from criminal Intent. It has 
already become the central idea of mind 
cure, faith cure, Christian science and 
all new thought and progressive thera
peutics.

But on the other hand if a man’s mor
al nature is sordid and selfish, be is 
bkely to be influenced by like sugges
tions from both mortals and spirits, and 
perhaps becomes a criminal—not be
cause of evil suggestions, but because a 
selfish organization Is unable to resist 
them. If an instrument, for Instance a 

' piano, is faulty, In its construction, It 
will give forth discordant notes. It is 
not the fault of the musician but of the 
imperfection of the piano. , ' 
' Hypnotism affords a solution of the 
question. How' ttf'prevent crime'. Sur-‘ 
round' the ' subject with pure sugges
tions and influences and abandon the 
idea of punishment. Hypnotism thup 
becomes a beneficent force instead of 
an engine Of destruction. . .
’ Mediumship ,1s universal." We_ find It 
among the medicine men of the savage, 

■j stribek,’-and’lt h'aff'b^k thd-lusplrarip'n 
of' the prophets and seers' of all ike

obtained at the postofiice yesterday by 
Moorehead.’ . •

Beet Returned the Money. . .
Moorehead, it ia said, went to his 

home in High Prairie township Friday 
evening, but says he did not go to sleep 
during the night knowing that- he had 
done something he should not have 
done, but sayS he was unable to come 
out from under the Influence of the sus
ceptible ’ something Until yesterday 
morning. Then he realized what he 
bad done and immediately camo to the 
city and called on Officer Clark. The 
officer took him to Chief Taylor and the 
three went to ‘Best’s rooms,. ■ .There 
Chief Tayjor placed the reader of fu
tures under arrest and took him to, the 
police station. He at first concluded' to 

’.place Best In the city jail, put after
wards told him he could be released un
der a bond of $200. Best asked to have 
the matter settled, promising to return 
the mqney to the young man if he would 
not be prosecuted,. This was agreed to 
and Best’turned oyer to Chief Taylor 
$165 which the chief In turn gave to Of
ficer Clark and he to the young man.

THAT WONDERFUL 8TORY.

' ' Part One.
Last Sunday we heard of the preacher, 

An orthodox preacher was he;
He preached us a doctrinal sermon, 

Which startles such sinners as we.
He told us about Father Adam, - 

And also about Mother Eve; ■ ■
All about that old serpent ■■ ■ 

That came to beguile and deceive.
And, while the good preacher was 

preaching,
The bones in my body did Quake, * 

To think, that the “Belle” of fair Eden
Would sit down and talk with 

snake.
0, wonderful, wonderful story;

I wonder.how long It did take, 
For Satan th compass our ruin

a

By the aid of .that wonderful snake?
O, why didn’t old Father Adam 

Come out with his gun and-hls knife, 
And boldly defend the fair creature

That soon was to be his-good wife?'
With even a spade or a shovel, 

He could the vile monster have slain
And saved the defeat of Jehovah, 

And the race of sorrow and pain.
But, the strangest part of the story, 

Mtaerva in sorrow doth tell; . .
"All mortals who cannot believe it, . :. 

Must suffer forever in hell!”
. Part Two.' ' '

Now listen how God, the Almighty,
When Satan the victory had wop, ., 

Determined the fate pf poor. Jesus’, ''
His only begotten, dear son. '

V

What this retrograde Romish .'Church would dp for 
the child?¿1 of America is seen from what she has 
already <We4or the countries where her rule has 
been ‘untfisp^ed.'; Just read carefully the ratio of 
illiteracy iji *na|ions  ruled by the Catholics, and you 
can format good idea of their baneful influence.

“Talents and wondrbus gifts are possessed by many who carry them from ora
die to grave without discovering them."—Rayom I

"Knowing One’s Self is tho, Key to all the Mysteries,"—Rayon. ,. r. f
Mysticism, Occultism, Magnetism, Mesmerism, Hypnotism—every old Ism,' •'1- 

and every form of so-called “New'Thought”—all have the same alm— ■
HEALTH—PERSONAL POWERr—SUCCESS

sianft^ùntR'.tlie KreKcb’-tamÿ •■•occupied 
Italy-when It«was ! traasfered.- to the 
chapel of Caserta. '■

NOW'there is'not h.ainglfl fttet In stlp- 
po?t’;pr'.püs';stofy;, .'£|ie.whple ip one of 
the most Bungling -of the countless 
forgeries of ancient manuscripts, with 
which the priests in the seclusion of thé 
monasteries proved thélr 'doctrines.

The. advocates ,ot Christianity must 
be hard pushed, when they ! bring for
ward such a • barefaced deception as 

, proving, their claims. . .
■ The “sentence” was written by one 
who was so ignorant of The history of 

. the time, that'he awakéns pjjymingled 
with contempt for. his rascality. ‘.

• The story of Pontius Pilate. Is a 
myth, for it could bqt have been an àc- 
cottnt of actual.ôccurréncés. .

A Roman governor never passed 
judgment on the religion of a province. 
Rome received all religions of the sub
ject nations on equal footing, and had 
a temple where all deities, little and 
great confronted each other. Hence 
the claims that anyone might set up, of 
being a Messiah to the Jews, calling 
himself son .of God, or going, through 
the streets with palm branches, were 
not crimes punishable by Roman laws, 
and a Roman consul had no jurisdiction. 
There was no occasion for. engraving 
this sentence on â brass plate, for, at the 
time, had the sentence been made by 
Pilate, for It at the time had no signifi
cance more than occurrences of every
day. There was no cause for its being 
signed by witnesses. The names of 
these witnesses not taken from the 
Bible, have an unmistakable modern 

’ sound. Robani and Capet are almost as 
modem as Jones and Smith, and such 
names appearing in the beginning, of 
the-first century are as incongruous and 
reveal the fraud. .

'T: Letmbtrtho .^elflsff m’qtb‘attiflpt<£t¡íi<y 
■deslré’tó dé wfotigto the^siiggestlonslof 
evit spirits aQd wicked-associates.. The 
trouble is with Limself,' and • like.." the- 
badly constructed piano,' ,'inhármpny is 
'the result.óf his own'sordid, nature;,

We now-ask the question' -What*  is 
hypnotism? The matérlalíét 'ijannot 
Tathom -'it. He calls it •intuition, inspira
tion, and is unable to define the terms—

It seems that the wrath of the Father, 
' When he learned what the Devil

. dope, , .■ / . ....
. -Could only be silenced by'shedding,

. ■ .-al: I;i a ■
In the ChristlanoSlwdard, of Cincin

nati, last week, was ivnother one uf its 
strong qditorialspn papal, politics, un
der the heading,¿ /‘The Ini'pudençe of 
it!” .The edl'torialj)quotes this repent 
utterance of Car^liijiJ'Gibbons: ;

“Tpe system. ,, public, ^education in 
this country is. imperfect,'and vicious, 
and. underlines the' .religion of; our 
you.th.' ’We wâht’.ôuri/cbild’r.en to re
ceive an 'education., that' will not only 
make tient learned, but pjóus men and 
women, Wé wapt them tt> be hot only 
polished. .membèi's ”of!.sócjety, but also 
conscientious' Christians,' We. desire 
■for them à training, tljat will form their 
hearts as well as tie!; jpltìds. We.wish 
them to be not only men of 'the world, ; 
but, above, all, men of ,God.......... ”,

“The remedy for these'def ècts would 
be supplied if ties denominational .sys
tem which now ohiafitis ip Canada were 
applied In cur public schools." 

. The Christian.Standard then says:
"There is lit,tlej ¿doubt that the pres

ent public, attacktof jtomanists on this 
American ÎnstitüttoiÎ Is largely due to 
thé recognition ^n^ ‘‘ encouragement 
given them toytlitì présent administra
tion/ President Roosevelt’s presumptu
ous message of'condolence to the Wat
lean on thè death oï Leo XIII., and his 
letter to the Federation Of Çatholic So
cieties, expressing sympathy 'in their 
work, delighted eyery faithful subject 
of the pppe throughout the world. Jïigh 
government officials in Roman Catholic 
countries, expressed surprise, and even 
imàzement, thàt the President of the 
Jnii^d. States- 'should 'recognize thè 
lapfiçy In such à significant way as he 

has. ’then, 'when this' Convention of 
thé Federation of Catliolic Societies, to 
whom the President addressed such a 
cordial and sympathetic letter, declared 
for the restoratlort .of the temporal 
power of the-pópè'and In fdvor of the 
Romanizing of thè’public schools in the 
Philippines, and wjhen the secular press 
of the country, Republican and Demo
cratic, raised no w’frrd of protest against 
the . anti-Amerlcaii'course of the Presi
dent and Secretati of State, is It any 
wonder that thé Roman hierarchy in 
America judged tmt' the time was ripe 
for a concerted' attack bn our public 
schools?' •' '

“But ev.èn with’ the encouragement 
they have received, ' the cool impu
dence of the Cardinal arra " his echoes in 

. sitting in judgment on the imperfec
tions and shortco&lngB'of our school 
system, is. almost ■fleyolîd' belief. Their 
utterances can-be faplahied only on the 
ground that they Sire-writing mainly to- 
hbld their own enklavetl and superstb 

jlibus’church meritbersH Certainly they 
can not think thaO thetr Utterances wljl. 

■.betaken seriouslyby^trny person well 
iqforth'dd on the ùiïbjèol of RomamCath-i 
olio education, fdr ¿intelligent' people' 
know that the(hj ¿prleste’ land bjshops, 
shcnira be the>‘lase peqplei ln1 the ¿world

disputed. T' e ratio of llleteracy in 
disputed. ' y I ratio trf illiteracy in 
per cent; in lK.iy;‘.38 per cent; .while in 
the United' States the illiteracy of the 
white population is 7.7 per cent—of the 
whole population, about 13 per ' cent; 
But a large part of this 7.7 per cent is to 
be credited to ignorant Roman Catholic 
immigrants from southern and south
eastern Europe. ■

“We have not pretended to say that 
the public schoql system is perfect; but 
results demonstrate that, compared 
with‘the sectarian'system'of Romanism, 
it is an ideal scheipe of education.' The 
truth is, it is the superiority-of the 
state-supported institution over their 
own system that leads Rome to seek to 
destroy our public schools. An institu
tion which has been and is a chief 
glory of American civilization she 
would drag down to her own inferior, 
unpatriotic and Immoral level. She 
would change the states of- the Ameri
can Union’into new Spains and Italys 
and Ecuador^. She would turn back 
the dial of human progress to the time 
of the Inquisition, and make the pope of 
Rome the political as well as the relig
ious head of a stagnant nation and an 
enslaved people.

"The impudence of the Cardinal’s pro
posal is only overshadowed by its hy
pocrisy and its utter disregard of the 
accomplished results of our Anglo-Sax
on civilization made free by the Prot
estant reformers from the curse and 
blight of a • religious despotism that 
flourishes only amid general Ignorance 
and superstition.”

Then went ’ the decree1 •: forth’ fréta

Do you want the gist of all worth knowing? Facts as plain as furrows cut by a ’< 
plow? The work of a'practical man—of an acknowledged’master?

Get Rayon's Famous Book, “THE MYSTIC SEIF.” .
‘ - Sent Postpaid for Fifty Cents. ’ '
THOMAS A. KNAPP;17li Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

Advance Students and old Investigators in all parts of the world write of 
“The Mystic Self” as follows : . ,

“I regard its teaonings (The Mystic Self) as giving the aeatu blow to InUdel mutdrlallsm.,'— 
From a Rev. Cauou. ' ' , .

“It J only dared embody you; teachings la a sermon I"—A Bishop. '
“I would not take WO,OOQlor what I have learned from Rayon!”—A boctor, » fashionable, ‘ 

"Regular” M. D.

RENDING TftE V/HI»
A Most Remarkable Book Concerning the Exi^nco 

of Man, and All Things, and All Being
It Was Written by Materialized Forms at the House of 

j. H. Pratt, Spring Hill, Kansas, William W.

Aber Being the Medium.

Passing of Dr. George Dutton.
I waa saddened to read in a recent 

Progressive Thinker that Dr. George 
Dutton had passed /from the mortal 
plane. At the tim# of his transition 
and for some weeks thereafter I was In 
Michigan and did not see weekly num
bers of the paper named, so the tidings 
although belated some three months or 
■more, struck me with the force of fresh
ness. On Sunday, November 1, while 
Mrs. Amidon, a medium of Flint, Mich.’, 
was deeply entranced, a message came 
from Mrs, Warne, saying a physician we 
used’to know had come to the spirit 
spheres, but no nhme could be given. I 
ran over in my mind the professional 
colleagues and eminent specialists who 
had added their efforts to tho struggles. 
to keep her in the body and wondered if 
I woulp. find some one of them gone to 
the thither shore on my return home. 
'Until the trance state passed off the me
dium did not learn my identity, al
though she was an old friend of Mrs.

“Rending the Vali” is pronounced -by 
Col. R, T. Van Horn, of Kansas City, 
Mo., as^a most remarkable work. Thai 
Col. Van Horn Is fully competent to 
judge, we will say that be has been a 
member of congress tor four sessions, 
an editor of a leading daily, and a pro
found thinker along sclentldc lines. 
He says;,

“The principal contributors to the 
book ate' four In number: Dr. W. EL 
Reed, who is called the chemical con
trol of tbo medium; William Denton, 
Thomas Paine and Michael Faraday. 
There are numerous others giving a few 
incidental and mostly personal mes
sages or dissertations on scientific, phil
osophic, religious, théologie and occult 
topics—from world-building, the origin 
of life, or religions, of scientific discov
ery, and the laws of cosmos or nature
in fact tho entire field of human 
thought. The limitation seemed to b» 
only that of the spectators to ask ques
tions.

“In addition to this mass of messages, 
there are In the book about sixty illus
trations—44 of them portraits. These 
were drawn by a form standing out In 
the roçm at a desk, the form or person
ality to bo sketched at the doorway ot 
the cabinet and the finished plcturo 
handed to one of tbo circle and filed 
away by the seceretary.

“What will attract the attention of

ami various klnured questions. All 
these are treated, some of them very, 
fully, but all rationally understandable; 
Also phenomena, inspiration and such, 
to many, knotty subjects, are freely and 
fully discussed.

"The- work is not written by the me- 
dlum nor by any one connected with the 
society or circle. All Was delivered by, 
personalities distinct from either, writ
ten down by the secretary ns spoken, or . 
If in writing, filed away. At the next 
meeting tho minutes In full were read, 
corrected, or criticised by thosq present 
and by the authors, and when’ approved 
by both laid away for the I ook.

“The work is unique in the history ot . 
spirit communication. Swedenborg, 
Andrew Jackson Davis, and Marla King 
wrote under inspiration. Newbrough 
wrote Oahspe automatically by type
writer. “Rending the Vail" was writ
ten and spoken by full-form personali
ties and is printed as given. -One re
markable thing about the writing may 
not be amiss here. As high as 1,204 
words a minute were written by actual 
timing by the watch.

"It Is but just to the secretary to say 
that his work has been admirably done 
-not only faithfully and efficiently, but 
with excellent taste. There are no dog
matic parentheses, no interpolations or 
ipse dlxits of the scribe. He simply
states that “a form purporting to be"even the non-Splrltualls‘t render'Is that st“tes that “a form purporting to bo" 

tho topics treated by Prof. Denton, So-and-So, “appeared and delivered tha 
Thomas Paine and Prof. Faraday, are following"—stating whether It was oral 
In kind, in thought and style with those or writing.
to which their adtlve lives In this world’ "In reading.the book, and I have read .

thinks vaguely that It is electric or 
magnetic, and regards It as a malignant 
force. But'the .definition lies deeper. 
Hypnotism is soul-force.'' It is 'project
ed by the very heart of the universe, 
and employed by angelic agencies for 
the good of humanity. Hypnotism and’ 
love walk side by side, and are des
tined to be the power that will elimi
nate disease and crime and unite man
kind into one brotherhood. '

CHARLES'H; WRIGHT.
Lob Angeles, Cal.

/ '. WISHING. ’

■ Do you wish the world were better?
' Let me tell you what to do:
Bet a watch upon your actions,

Keep them always straight and true.- 
Rid your mind of selfish motives,

Let your thoughts be clean and high, 
You cqn make a little Eden

Of the sphere you occupy.
Do you wish the world were wiser?

Well, suppose you make a start 
By ^aecuipulqtlng wisdom ....

In the scrap book of your heart 
Do^iqt. waste one page on folly, . 

. Live to learn, and learn to live, 
If you want to give men knowledge

You must get it ere you kive. ,
Do you wish the world were happy?

Then remember day by day
Just to scatter seeds of kindness

. As you pass along the way;
For th® pleasiires of the many

May be ofttlmes traced on one. 
As the hand that plants an acorn '

Shelters armies from the sun.
• —Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Bynature’s laws,. Immutable and 
just, enjoyment stops when indolence 
begins.—Pollok.

No one will dare maintain that It is 
better to do injustice than to bear it.— 
Aristotle. '

were devoted—In literary character as ft all, this modest, self-retiring, literal 
different here as in their works extant rendering of these extraordinary hap-Warpe. Seven or eight months before, 

after a sitting with her the same medi- 
hni.had detected my profession and 
asked my name. I answered her, by 
writing an assumed one, partly under a 
bpirit of fun but more In anticipation of 

-a---------------------------  —.. 4pt(ii0‘visits to her. Her control said 
leofl with ottr public school system fin ¡¡the taedlum had often- Iqqked at that 
Jljetaatter-of Intellecttiid,; ..social ,alnd' Islip' tab sdld. “ffiat was. not -Bib ñamé.” 

‘AriiiiWg hoipq I. seemed to.} con- 
■firmjifion of .the message’ IhUié tidings’ 
'-of pH Dutton’s death. , .

to bring'thelr’ owfimystem Into-comparir

'% offilTéStíteí''mío. , .laeormot >■

on our book-shelves.
“The Spiritualist press and its con

tributors are Just . now discussing a 
number of questions as to the nature of 
spirit, of spirit return; tho' want of 
agreement between those returning as 
to conditions in their present world; tbo 
limitations—that the -organism - of the 
medium imposés upon Communication,

penlngs by the secretary has been a 
: source of qpnstant admiration. It adds' J 
j character to the book and Inspires cob- 
■ stant confidence in the -Integrity that 
< from, the first page to the last enhance» , 
1 the respect and interest of the reader.'! 
1 This remarkable book, “Rending the 
1 Vail,” is tor sale, at the office-.of Th» 
, Progressive Thinker. Price $1.75.

-heaven, - -a*  -•
- • Proclaimed by Jehovah; mobt-Highy 

!“My Inndcent son, not ¿ho Devil, »■" 1
. Nor either the serpent,.shall die?” 
¡Then meekly to earth on his-'misMon.-'M 
, Fulfilling the will of his God;; fst1 
He laid down his life forithe people;”'' 

And poured-out his most- "precious 
. blood ; ' •» ‘

And thus was the wrath of Jehpvah— 
According to heaven's decree»-'

I ‘iThe nations where «general ignor-i 
ajido prevails,’ wtíére' taclal sins- aro. 
tqosb-prevalent, where criminals are: , 
'inosthilu'merous, arp predominantly.Roo, 
taaE'Cathollc, • Spain andlitaly and: the-

Hypnotism an Exceptionally Dangerous 
Influence,'Producing Untold Evils.

To the Editor:—I send ■ herewith a 
clipping from the Leavenworth Times, 
to show what is going on, and how a 
hypnotist is allowed fo. escape the pun
ishment which h,e deserves. , ,

Lansing, Kans. C. W. CARR.
Arthur Moorehead, a young man 20 

years of age, a resident of High Prairie 
township, came to the city Friday with 
a load of honey which he disposed of 
and then thought he would have “his 
fortune told.” He had recently met a 
friend of his in High Prairie township 
who had his future revealed to him sb 
the young man called on Prof. H. Best, 
No 618 Walnut street Friday afternoon. 
What really happened there Is not 
known, but the young man lias a story 
to tell which is interesting and which 
he says cost him just $165 to hear. 
True, he received In-return an “elec
tric” belt, and yesterday morning 
through the assistance of Officer Clark 
and Chief Taylor got his $166’ from 
Best. .

He Made a Few Passes. . 
Moorehead says he called on Professor 
Best and that the man made a few 
passes In front of his face much in' the 
manner that hypnotists do ” and then 
.rubbed the palms of hia hands.ovOr his 
forehead. He remembers rather hazily 
what followed which he told Officer 
Clark and Chief .Taylor and it was re
peated to a Times representative.» ■ 
’- The officers state' that Best first told 
Moorehead that he was on the verge of 
insanity and would surely be insane 
within two days, but that he could save 
him by his treatment ’ He then asked 
Moorehead how much money he had bn 
him and the young man replied that he 
had $16 and some money in the bank. 
Then, as Moorhead tells it, Best made 
the passes in front of his face, told him 
to go to the Manufacturer’s National 
bank and draw $150 and bring it to him. 
This Moorehead ’is said to have done 
and flie young man states that after ho 
had done this the hypnotist put the 
bank book into an envelope, addressed 
It to Moorehead, care general delivery, 
and-told him to leave the book in the 
postofiice for ten' days when he should 
return and be treated. The book was

All turned upon,Inqpcent Jesp^k, ;,. ,,,. 
The snake and the Devil go free! -

Incredible, pitiful story— " ”
It saddens the poet’s poor heart—

O! why didn’t God slay .the Devil, 
'And clean up the snakes at the start?

But harken! and hear the conclusion, 
For more, would the preacher deceive, 

“All mortals are booked for. damnation
Who cannot thia story believe! ” - ■ 

. . —Minerva.

■•°ftow Shall I Beconie a Medi- 
inn/’ Fully ftnswefed

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws.’Its Conditions 
and Cultivation,” by .Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
cents. Send io Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 0.

’ ' Items From California.
W. J. Colville Is now very busily en

gaged In California lecturing' daily in 
San Francisco and vicinity. Sunday 
afternoon lectures in Flood . Building, 
809 Market street, draw audiences too 
large for the hall- -On Sunday, Nov. 8, 
the topic discussed was “Ben Hur,” the 
dramatic version of which has recently 
attracted Immense crowds to th.e opera 
house. On Sundays at 7:30 p. m., Mr. 
Colville lectures to almost equally large 
audiences in Loring Hall, 11th and Clay 
streets, Oakland. During the week lec
tures are given in Flood Building, Stm 
Francisco, on Tuesdays, Thursday and 
Saturday at 8. p. m., on all sorts of top
ics connected chiefly with what is pop
ularly designated New Thought Philos
ophy, and a class for special Instruction 
in Suggestive Therapeutics is conduct
ed in same place on same days at 3 p. 
m.; also in Loring Hall, ■ Oakland, on 
Mondays and-Wednesdaysat 3 p. m. In 
Alameda, at Mr. Colville's residence, 
Knaresborough House, Clinton avenue, 
he Is conducting very interesting-medt.- 
Ings on Wednesdays at 8 p. m., and Fri
days at 8 p. m. ' :

At that address Chas; J. Anderson, far 
vorably known as “the'b.oy orator/'-.-ls. 
now- successfully functioning,. Many, 
visitors make appointments with him. 
and get most satisfactory .psychometric 
readings. Mr.-Anderson’is a fine in
spirational speaker and ¿S' now ’lectur
ing in the various halls in;Oakland and., 
elsewhere with’ marked success and his 
meetings in Alameda on Saturdays at 3 
p. m., in Knaresborough House, are 
awakening much Intelligent interest. 
This .young man who (s' now jiist 20 
years of age is a'valuable acquisition dp 
any platform,'as his talent is versatile, 
his language excellent, and. His general 
demeanor such as to insure hiin a Sus
tained welcome from the cultural ele
ments of any population.' •

California is. now very-much to the 
front as an active center‘for dissemina
tion of spiritual; philosophy,. JMr;-Lead-'- 
beater’s lectures.in San Francisco and- 
Oakland have proved a brilliant suc
cess; he is-now■oh’ his '.way . to‘ Sap 
Diego, Los Angeles and other southerly 
points. ’ -

Weather has been extremely propi
tious on the whole though,some rain has 
fallen. - - - , -
: The Philosophical Journal,, under-tbo 
able management oftheenorgetla.-Mr. 
Chase, its .present editor, 1b tanking for
ward- strides, and. literature-.ofi-a: pro« 
gresslvo .spiritual .character la- selling

South- and Central Americafi republics: 
and -MeMco tell the story of the taevlta 
ablb fruitage of the Rotaan Catholic: 
system’of education, as contrasted-'with 
the public school system of Anglo-Saxon' 
ahd'Gërmatïic-peoplq.”' -■ » ”

'The” ‘above is ^literally trpe.j The’ 
Standard then gives this convincing 11. 
lustration of Rome’s, methods of Vedu-r 
cattag”: ' • •; ■ ■’ ’’ ;. '' ' -■•• ■-:

.“In the summer Of 1901 Cincinnati en
tertained the International Endeavor 
.Society and the CatHolic Knights of St; 
John. If a single saioon had the hardi
hood' to show a bit of color or print a 
wotd-of welcome «to thefEndedvor. So- 
cietyj we did not dlsnover it. If they 
had done sO; thé ' Endeavorers would 
have- regarded1 their welcome as an in
sult;' Outslde of thelr 'regular custom- 
ers„the saloons'were quiet as-a funeral 
when the great-throng of Christian En- 
deavorers were In:the olty. Following 

..the Endeavor Convention, the Catholic 
knights made their appearance, and, as 
a matter of course, they were welcomed 
by the church-authorities. As we-, re
call, they went in a body to thé cathe
dral and listened to a sermon from a 
high church dignitary! But the most 
spectacular part of their welcome was 
from the majority of the saloons'of the 
city. Everywhere over drinking! placés 
were profuse decorations'and banners 
hung out with the inscription, “Wel
come; Knights "of Ht. John.’/ ■ The ap
pearance of the great majority of these 
religious Knights' indicated that the sa
loons made no mistake in their cordial 
Welcome. The contrast • between' the 
general' Appearance of the Endeavorers 

'and the knights was well reflected In 
the attitude of thé saloons toward the 
two representative, bodies. These two 
incidents are a demonstration, which 
render vain nnd hypôcritlcal the'preten
tious statements of the Gardlüal.and of 
his subject bishops and archbishops 
about the comparative "defects of public 
school education, -a These Endeavorers 
were educated in ¡the public "schools, 
and received -thelvsteligious instruction 
in churches-that fOBtfer patriotism along 
with religion. Thé Kni^its were reared 
under Influences -hfCstiiedb our.. public 
school system, anlJMfôtJfoed to religious
teachers who tatight tEfêm -that. their 
first allegiance iff -to'iti foreigner—a- 
would-be témporaHrülèrioù-the banks of

-’ I Earth not only misses one more up
tight’citizen, devoted husband, loyal 
’friend and worker fof the betterment of 
Tui^iilnity, but a physician who was a 
'teacher, by tempbratpent and the right 
''of great natural' endowments supple- 
‘mente^ by', painstaking preparations 
therefor, . .'pe.simplified whatever he 
wrotd'upon. More than once I.have ad- 
'vised students who in the class room of 
’taedi/^l.. .college, were bewildered by’the 
’talasfs ‘of detail given in the technical 
tad pretentious works on-the structure 
of the human body to use Dutton’s An
atomy as a guide out Of thplr perplexi
ties. It is an excellent work for read
ing and study by hon-professional peo
ple because it omits non-essentials and 
defines all professional terms it uses. 
Mrs; Dutton, whose temporary address 
Is the Oakland Hotel, Chicago, Is pre
pared1 to fill all orders for the Anatomy, 
and also her husband’s works on con
sumption and rheumatism, medical 
notes', Etiopathy, or Way of Life, and 
twenty-three numbers, twelve bound in 
cloth, of his Health Journals.

Carlyle has said “only the spirit thou 
workest in can have worth, or continu
ance”—that test should ensure a long 
continued demand for the above fruit
age of Dr. Dutton's conscientious labors 
and earnest convictions.

' GEO. B. WARNE.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

rapidly.' X.

- , •’OonUniilty of Life a Cosmic Truth.!’ 
By Prof, W. IL. Lockwood. The.work of 
u. strong, logical thinker, .on a deeply 
taportaat subject, Erice, doth, ?i. -■-

tire Tiber.- ■ ' f'- as ■ ■-■. '
. “Results everyMierôistamp the Ro

man system of educatiotr -with moral,- 
social and’ititelWual'i inferiority. By 
decrying our public schools the Roman 
hierarchy would rbb 'tlflYchildren of the 
Roman CathOlietohurcto in America of 
their'AmericanJ birthright, and doom 
them to an inferior position among their 
fellows. ,. H’L’ H / ■

“But let -aS ‘onoftuppnbe ¿that the pa
rochial schools oLtheJloman Catholic 
church in the, United. States,, Inferior .as 
they are, are fâlrtosnrçàtatatlvés of Ro- 
m& ■ Catholiç'i.taeiPéiency»jund supersti
tion .In,matters pt edhcatlon Undor the' 
influence; of.'oiir'/pjlJilic, "schools theiso 
church .Êclïoqls;.liaYo bèoh ,Compelled to 
adopt ’some Of th'q features Kt our mod- 

‘orn free school education. What a Ro
man Catholic schpol.is,.and.especially 

'What It isiipt,, will pp.seen ta countries 
where . Romo.. JiaSi.^oomplete control. 
Thanks to thc Influencé.,-of ..Protestant 
olvllizaton and, pCXype. American Insti
tutions, pqjnan^tholip',schools in this 
country prp sonjfithW of, an. Improve' 
■'ment over tho,educational ■.system, or 
ilnck of system,.-which prevails in Ro
man Catholic countries;, : .S ■’■•v

“What, this ’retrograde church would 
,do’for the children pt- America,is seen 
■from what she has already done.for tho 
countries where her rule has been un-

• THEMÜTIFÜL SOUVENIR VOLUME,
'■ ByÂ.LEAHtTNDEBHILL,

• . (Of the Fox Family.)

The Missing Link in
Modern Spiritualism.

Thirty-three , chapters, 477 pages, ism- this rare book, now out of print, are to 
perbly.printed, and bound in colors end be had,'and these can be obtained only ' 
gold, 15 Illustrations, 5 steel engraved at this office. Those who remit at onco 
portraits of the celebrated Fox Family, will receive a copy, post paid at the 
a fuU page engraving of the old house GREATLY REDUCED PRtCaOF $1 
at Hydesville, which to this day,-by Note.-By failure in 1885 jo complete ” 
the act of its wealthy . and respected contract with the author, a large por- 
owner, Artemas Hyde, Esq., bears the -tlon of the edition was left unbound! 
inscription, "Here Spiritualism Orlgl-. and so remained for a number of year«, 
nated in 1848.” ■ i when they were rescued and bound di

A complete history of the,initiation nf additional cost,’ henóe- this valuable 
the movement known as Modern Spirit- .contribution to the cause of Smritual- 
ualism, from the epochal period which ism v/as hot properly presented to the 
dates from March 81, 1848. Since that ------- ----------- ’ ’
day, starting from a small country vil
lage In western New York,, Spiritualism 
baa made Its way ‘against tremendous
obstacles around the civilized globe.

Only a limited number of copies of

Spiritualistic public, and a host of In
vestigators have not had the opportu
nity of securing a copy until the pres
ent time. Do not fall to send for a
copy at once. J. R. FRANCHE,. “ 

40 Loomis Street,'Chicago, Ill.

“THE UNKNOWN”
[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 

only will be Inserted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be cbarged al the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.)

Within the past four weeks the writer 
has officiated at the funeral service of 
four of the tried and true ones in our 
ranks: Mrs. Della Clark, ' of Cherry 
Creek, and Mrs. E. Leonard, of Lime
stone, N. Y., Mrs. A. Mosley, of Little 
Cooiy, and Mrs. Clark Cede,-of Erie, Pa. 
All were splendid types of noble wo
manhood, weaving the grand principles 
of Spiritualism into every fiber of their 
being, each beloved, esteemed and re
spected by a large circle of friends. 
Mrs. Leonard had rounded out her earth 
life with very near 94 years. The oth
ers nearer the meridian of the mortal 
•'state. Through their transition earth 
is the loser, and :the.. spirit world the, 
gainer. . . ,. CLARA WATSON. '

: Passed to.spirit life, Garnett Arm
strong, aged.. 17, eldest son of.G. W;' 
Armstrong and wife, first vice-president 
of the First Spiritualist' Society of 
Spokane. . ...

.. ORTHA A. CLARK, Sec.

-BY—

GftMILLE FLftMMftRION
“Tho Unknown" created a marked 

sensation in France when first pub
lished and can scarecly fall to arouse 
the greatest interest in this country. It 
is ail eminent scientist’s,; itudy of the 
phenomena of the spirit world. In 
touching upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authenticated instances, and 
chapters of his book are as weirdly fas-

clnatlng as the most fantastic of Poe’s 
tales. It treats on Incredulity, .credul
Ity, hallucinations, psychic actlon-of one 
mind upon another, transmission of 
thought, suggestion, the world of 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychic 
dreams, distinct sight in dreams, actual 
facts, premonitory dreams and divina
tion of the future, etc. 487 pages, cloth 
bound. Price $2.00. ■ ’*

INDUCE
Your Neighbor to'Subscribe for-The

• JPfoaressIvj Thlnk^.
Now Is, the‘time to extend the circula

tion of Tira’, Progressive ■ Thinker, it 
/will contain'Occult and Spiritualistic 
neWB .with.’iyhich every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
thill earth contains such a vast .amount 
ot matter bo well adapted to enrich tho 
mind. Send In a Bubsorlotlon now»

•'Right,Generation the Key to tho 
¡Kingdom Of Heaven on Earth.” By 
■Dr.' M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations. A pica 
tor justice and equality in nll'tho rela
tions-of life between men and women. 
Cloth,'75 cents'.’leathorctte. BO'cehta. ’

"Religious and Theological Works ot 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
"Ago of Reason," and a number of lot
tori and discourses on religious and 
theological- subjects; Cloth binding,: 430 
pages. Price $1. For sale at this office.

tlFt BEYOND DEATH-
t ' Being a Review of .

The World's Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera- 
lion of Preseti Conditions of Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as o Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Eact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D..
. 8vo.,Cloth, 842 Pages. ■ .

After a review of the beliefs ’held In 
the past concerning life beyond death. 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condl 
ti.ons of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme “other-

holds, as a provisional hypothesis, that 
continued existence Is demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least some 
well authenticated communications 
from -persons In the other life. The

-chief contents of the volume are as fob 
worldllnesa" which It replaced, which lows:
was. in - turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reaction, against agnosticism. Ho 
points out tho doubts concerning tho 
doctrine of Immortality held by ’ tho 
churches an'd the weakness ofihe tra
ditional creeds and the-loosening of 
their hold upon tho people. He • then 
considers > the probabilities. of a future 
life, probabilities which, as ho admits, 
fall Short of demonstration, .The vol
ume Includes a consideration of tho 
work of the Society' for Psychical Re
search apd also an appendix giving 
some of the author’ll own personal ex
periences in ■ this line; Dr. Savage

Primitive Ideas—Ethnic Beliefs—Ths 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul’» 
Doctrine of DedUuind the Other Life-. 
Jesus and Immortality—The Other 
World and tbo Middle Ages—Protestant - 
-Belief Concerning Death and the Life ■ 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reaction—The 
Spiritualistic Reaction—The Worlds ■ 
Condition and-Needs ns to Belief in Im« . 
mortallty-iProbabllltles Which Fall. 
Short of ■ Domonstratlbn—The Bodletji 
for Psychical Research and the Immof- 
tai Life—Possible,Conditions of Anoth« -. 
er Llfe-kSome Bints ns to Personal ®X« , 
perlencca And Opinions.' ’
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CRIME, ITS 'CAUSE AND REMOVAL,
Crime Is the doing of an act contrary 

to human law. Thousands of crimes are 
committed against natural law of which 
human law takes no cognizance. Natu
ral law means cause aud its natural ef
fect; human-law stands for an arbitrary 
effect of an assumed or artificial cause.

Man is a finite creature .with a divine 
nature, prophetic of infinite possibili
ties; no two bemgs are alike, hence 
each cun at best only knowriiimsqlt .or 
herself; you cannot know the) weak
nesses, the temptations and intricacies 
of an.ego.other, than -your own; hence

In this article 1 will review briefly two ; Jesus -said, “Judge not, lest ye be 
aspects of crime. First, Its primary I judged; for whatsoever ye mete unto
cause; second, the rights of criminals 
and the duty of the community toward 
-them.

Wherever human law contravenes 
the principles of natural law It is.un
just and unrighteous and will surely 
bring forth its own quality of fruitage. 
We need not pass beyond modern his
tory to find the cause of nine-tenths of 
the crime which has hung as a dark pall 
over our planet for ages and with in
creasing blackness and horror winds its 
putrid folds around and amidst each av
enue of Industrial life, paralyzing the 
energies that tend toward progress and 
a higher civilization. When -Pizarro 
entered South America he found many 
of-its inhabitants enjoying in most re
spects a higher civilization than we 
have to-day; crime was of very rare oc
currence, the land and most of the 
-wealth was held in common, the sexes 
mated at twenty and were given enough 
to equip a home and assigned a piece of 
land sufficient for their support, and 
whereyer these conditions were found 
to exist in the new world harmony, hap
piness and contentment resulted as tne 
natural fruit of an industrial system in 
harmony with the higher.principles and 
spirit of natural law. . There were no
special privileges, no poverty, no ty
rannical corporations or trusts, no gov
ernments operated by a few, in the in
terest of the few, under the false pre-

I-

tense of serving the many.
So right here we have , found the 

cause of crime; "Special privilege" is 
its name, granted by the community for 
filthy lucre; and the community- is the 
criminal; not the individual.

It is puerile and childish to say that 
man is naturally disposed to crime. 
What is nature but cause? and causes 
make conditions and environment, and 
of these are made up the woof, warp, 
and web of human life. Greed and 
Selfishness beget and multiply them
selves an hundred fold, therefore 
crime cannot be cured; its cause must 
be removed. You can never pump the 
water from a well which has an inflow 
greater than yon can discharge with any 
force at your commahd.youi- only hope 
is to stop the flow; if men are too cow
ardly to attack the flow when found, 
then blame yourselves for your coward- 
fcp, not the water or the cause of its 
flow, for It exists only by your permis
sion. Because special privilege is 
hoary witli age and has been an active 
agent in the growth of trade, com
merce, education and general progress, 
is no reason for its continuance, any 
more than should a false, soul-enslaving 
theology maim perpetuity for similar 
alleged reasons, for special privilege 
has also been the principal agent as I 
have shown in the production of 90 per 
cent of all crime and the waste of mill
ions annually in the vain attempt at 
suppression; and its garments are sat
urated and dripping with the heart
blood of humanity! Yea, the shrieks of 
Innocent children, the moans an<) 
groans pflhe helpless and the aged, 
givfe fortlr a torrent of discordant, soul
chilling vibrations from every fibre and 
pore of its polluted shroud. ■

A glance now at the second aspect of 
srlme under. any -human environment.

i others shall be measured to you again.” 
I Jesus appealed to .their Bense of selfish

ness, but I appeal to a higher sense aud
i say, judge not, for ye can judge no one 
- righteously. There is plainly an occult 
’ meaning.in this command of Jesus, for 
. no qne could consistently expect to be 
- judged by any other 'form or method. 
! than bls fellow-man; bo he evidently 
I meant.as I do, that, all human judgment 
■ 1b finite and imperfect, consequently jm- 
i just;. l do not quote Jesus as authority, 
- but because his assertions In this case 
i are in strict harmony with nature—in 
I other words, they accord with all the 
> facts bearing upon the relationship be- 
• tween man and man and between the 
• community and the individual.
i , Saint Paul writes in the flame strain 
■ to the Romans: "Therefore,thou art.in- 
। excusable, O man! whosoever thou art 

that judgest, for wherein thou judgest. 
another thou condemnest, thyself, for

: thou that judgest doeth the ■ same 
things.” In.its true sense there is no 
crime save that which is intended’ as 
sucli fly the actor, and nature rewards 
all moral or Immoral action strictly 
upon this basis; outside of this how
ever, the effects of actions are alike, 
whether intentional or otherwise. 
“Vengeance is mlne/T will repay, saith 
the hord." Ono of the old prophets was 
inspired to say this; it means just what 
I am asserting, that the divine ego, the 
spirit within, is the only one having the 
right to judge itself, and this it must do, 
sooner or later the divine spark will as
sert Itself and pronounce judgment 
upon every action, motive and thought 
of its own selfhood.:

What presumption, yea, what blas
phemy, then for finite man to attempt to 
do that which nature has so abundantly 
provided for. Every penalty meted to 
man by man is construed- as revenge, 
lienee begets revenge in return; our 
penal Institutions are like a putrid sore 
where the mucous overflow constantly 
enlarges the area of disease and cor- 
ruptlon. Our duty to the criminal is to 
avoid every pretense of punishment, 
that-al) discipline should be merciful 
and manifestly for bls good. He 
should be shown that he is deprived of 
his liberty for the sole purpose of pro
tecting the community and for his refor
mation; no time sentence should be 
passed, only so long as a reformation 
was effected, to be decided by a compe
tent commission. We have discovered 
the bacilli and microbes which cause 

¡physical plagues and'premature death; 
i how strange it seems that so few great 
and noble minds are probing in search 
of the deadly microbes a thousand 
times more destructive of human hap
piness and progress than those affect-, 
Ing merely physical life; those which 
affect'the moral, mental, and; spiritual 
life of every son and daughter of hu
manity.

As commercial interests have stood 
in the way to prevent the destruction 
of a false and.enslavlng theology, so the 
same hydra-headed monster stands 
athwart the golden path that leads to 
equality of opportunity, to man’s spir
itual ■progress, and to the gates of the 
New Jerusalem. B. F. FRENCH. ■ 
. San Francisco, Cal. "■ . ....*  - ■ ■ • ■
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THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME, 
Harmonics of Evolution (Florence Huntley), 
The Dream Child, - .

.The Great Psychological 
tents—Parti.
Psychological Crime;

Crime—Con-

New Deflnl-
tious; Pertinent Admissions; What Is 
Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel;Man 
and His Two Organisms; Physiology 
and Pathology ot Hypnotism; "Auto
Hypnotism,” a Misnomer; "Suggestion," 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Three Brains; poes Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp
notist? ■
Part II. ’

A Risk and a Duty; Other Defini
tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle 
Involved; “Automatic, Physical Medi
umship” Impossible; Neither a "Gift”

, LIVING IN SPIRIT.
Dwelling Here and Now In the Spiritual 

Realm. .

It is not necessary io be out of tlio 
body to be a denizen of the spirit world. 
Every medium, clairvoyant, intuitionist 
or sensitive is a partial dweller,iu that:
reai r a-consciousness of causal yl-
brations intimates that he .or she is 
more or less detached from the body to 
be able te sense-that, which - is not 
strictly material; as-heat, cold, pain, etc.. 
If not incorporeally, at least,-so far as 
certain life principles or forces are con
cerned that have a higher spiritual-than 
material vibration. • ■ • ■

The spirit body is composed of living 
forces or principles, which express 
themselves through the physical, body 
as senses, feelings, desires, Impulses, 
tastes, and operating m conjunctioh 
with the organs. •- - ' -

The so-called sense of taste, for exam
ple, connects with the stomach; and 
though a life-principle of the spirit 
body, operates for a material effect un
til it assumes a higher vibration, when 
it becomes more choice in its. demands 
—the flrs't-Intimation that it is outgrow
ing its animalism. .

As this continues it also manifests a. 
higher sensibility (unless perverted by 
epicureanism), which often comes en 
rapport with the food before touching 
it, and thereby makes known Its good or 
bad quality to Uie possessor. If permit- 

"ted to unfold or grow by following its 
dictates foy temperate eating, instead of 
stimulating an appetite as erroneously 
believed to; be a diity (for nature will 
not allow (Jie body to starve), it not 
only becomes an acute analyzer of food, 
but can immediately sense if begrudg
ingly given, if prepared by an unclean 
cook, if Jt contains healthy or unhealthy 
magnetism, and frequently extract 
some of Its nutritive.qualltles to Its pos
sessor by mere rapport, just as the spir
itual-minded attract thought or inspira
tion by virtue of a higher, mental vibra
tion. .

That such have attracted to them
selves the extract of drugs needed for 
llttlq ailments by simply entering a 
pharmacy, is well known, and may be 
attributed to tills higher vibration of 
the sense of taste. It is prophetic of its 
operation in spirit—provided it has 
been spiritualized or fnafle positive to 
this degree, or overcome as a controll
ing physical passion.

In like manner every physical sense 
or'dther material longings, desires, im
pulses, etc., are subject to spiritualiza
tion, and largely aided by our own will 
towards that end—each of which has its 
compatible reward for something higher 
than that sacrificed materially or con
trolled anlmalistlcaily, just as the joys 
of love are felt as selfishness or hatred 
is controlled.

Coming en rapport with causes In this 
manner is living in spirit to the extent' 
that the sense or qualification is .en
abled to vibrate superior to its antitheti
cal desire or Impulse. And when all 
have been thus spiritualized we will 
have no further use for a physical body.

ARTHUR F. MILTON.
Charleston,-S. C. ’ >'

■ “In the World Celestial," by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; price $1. ■

'The Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library in itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge aS, 
taught by Adepts of’Hermetic Phlloso- 
P?,y‘ .J>rlce $2 ?er v,ojume,. Fox salejit'. 
tp.ls oinco^ .. , .. <_ -.„6;

. . ...  ....... . ......  w. •'/(./.-

$2.00
2.00 .

75 '

Si .50
1.50

50

BAD 
STOMflGHS 

GÜRED.
■iCn Positively Cura íhj .Cim'rf llrmuli 'Troublr Kl 

. Ceuied hr Cancer. Do nol Take Our Word. .
- ' TEST IT tOUBSELF.

The Law of Spiritual Gravity; Admonl- 
'tious and Suggestions. ' .
Supplemental.

The Value of “Theories”; Differences
and Distinctionp;
Transubfltantlation; .. ____
Metempsychosis ; ' Self-Perpétuation ;
Conditional Immortality;, Inherent Im-

Transmigration;
Reincarnation;

B
mortality; Individual Extinction; Psy
chical Reinvesture.

Harmonics of Evolution—Contents.
Preliminary Statement; There Is No 

Death; Life After Physical Death Is
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop
ment ”” ~ '

L»i

■T FREE TEST.
EW. TREATMENT
Eg • J>o you*  Buffer
FS from Indigestion, 
HU dyBpepaiii.OTBtom- 

och trouble In any 
IgfigBh form? If you do 

why not let us cure 
Wc do not 

mcan.pELP you by 
l?lv|ng you a Soda 
CoiniKMind Tablet 

gBWj or some of the otlv 
îfô® oi*  Datent “Dyspep

sia Curea.” • We 
g8s5pj -will positively 
SëfcaAi nnd , permanently 

eure you. Wo will

MWW8TUDI0.
Sclwok of'ifis/chield^veiopinent.

V-e teach you’Dy^iiiilimtlau- ayateui Just how to, 
unfold lliu-iilxth'&t'Wijth’ gAiaofjUivluuuou. Oiir 
method will develop atiitiajddly'US ft 4» pcssl- 
ble. ipr youg UMu tO£&hr meatalpliuaeu °f
medluBialdp.’: Prlva&v k&tt&pa,, W ceula. each; 
courae of twelve leai#»», •' •• ' : -

M¥SW «UIMLE,
The Mystic Girclov^skhri^fia youiu touch with 

the highe^forccs'uu^s ior who are consci- 
eatlaus'iir Ihelr. dedJWito tHQPame bensldve to the 
finer vihraUcm&. Mei'/ Thurudny at 8
p. in. Only Sl.UlptU’i^atu. 4i. * , ; • ’

Wc have.ul in giv
ing reaaino by’muilij CtaustU'Of cur -Payebo- 
bcopie rcadingauudurvedd Uitciutabcu aud dmigere 
you ure-i'mmueplibtekip the. work for
whickyuu are -betAAUed.i ■ValturblB and reliable 
advice given eoueerwMr buatweaaijind’soeiul mat- 
leru. A HOLIDAYuOJTFERiiiurJlve dollar Fuy- 
choBcople readljiF.uTy juudh 0ily .62.GO/ Enclose-i 
photo, date of blrth.im4- poabodflee order for two 
dollars and send to .■ •

REMBRANDT STUDIO,
-3114'-Cottag^Grove Ave., 

Chicago, Ill.

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.

It la important when >a meeting la 
suspended, that notice bo given us, so 
that inquirers may not he mislead.-We 
want new-noticas of all meetings -being 
held here in-public halls at the- present 
time. •

-The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church-of the Soul, meets at Room 
612 Masonic Temple.every flret and 
third Thursdays of tite. month; after
noon session at 3 o’clock. - The ladles 
furnish referstiments; ... Supper served 
at 6:16, Including tea and coffee. Even
ing session at 7-: 30. Questions pertain
ing to spiritual),-themes, answered by 
the guides of Mrs, Cora L. V. Rich
mond; name poems given to strangers. 
Mrs. 8. J. Ashton, assistant, pastor. .

Spiritual services conducted by Julia 
M. Learnerd, every Sunday evening at 
7:30, at Marble Hall, 467 West Ran
dolph street, corner Sheldon.

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove avq- 
nue. Conference and messages at 8 p. 
m. Lecture by- Dr. X O. M. Hewitt at 
8 p. m.< Messages by H. F. Coates and 
others. Plenty pf good music.

The Spiritual Research meets every 
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, in 
Van Buren Opera House, corner of 
Madison street and California avenue. 
Good music and -singing. Ail are in
vited to attend. • «

The Spiritualistic Chmrch of the Stu
dents of Nature hold- services at 
Nathan's Hall, 1666 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue, Sunday even
ings, 7:30 p. m. Mrs.W. F. Schu
macher, pastbr.

Church of the Spiritual Forces holds 
service at Thurman Club Room, corner 
of 47th street and Cotinge Grove ave
nue, every Sunday. Conference at 3 p. 
m, Lecture at 8 p. tn. Conducted by 
Isa Cleveland. .

A Spiritualist Temple: has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 623 Bel
mont avenue. Services-held every Sun
day and Thursday ¡evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests apd music at every ser
vice. ,
; Dr. Sholdlc.e holds services Sunday 
evenings at 7:46,.*t  205.Llncoln avenue.

The Hyde PdrkuOccult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.46 . 
o’clock, at Alliance. Hall, between Kim- 
bark and Monroe- avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door.) The best tal- 
erit.available will-,be secured for all
meetings. ;To spread the truth is the

HOROSCOPES
SclentißcaHv b<Mur<ite and > dteble. CwpUlo O W. 
Walromi. WGIciuwœ SL, Denver. Col., Kat 1600.

n N.KINKHAD. TRUMPET MEDIUM. IlHAD- 
M*  lugs dully. Circles Tlmsdsy, Thursday and 
Saturday, 8:^l p. m, 82W Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ELTON E. HEÜKLCK, 
A.’O’KkH.oGIKK.—-Vueallou. business specula
tion, uuitrlmouy. elwwes, travel, all affaire of 
Ufo. J oo 82.00. fleud dutp of birth as pear the 
hoar as possible. Address, 24121 Beadliig Ilouil, 
Uluelnuau, Ohio. . ■ ,40

Á Natural Seer, Tried and True. 
MUS. B. DJBpQRBST, CLAIRVOYANT. INTUI- 

tloual mid proii'ncllc Kiiidlugs by mall. Semi 
owiiluiiulwilijiig. date of birth aud 3 Questions, 
»1, Rumored .to 1’oxboro, Maus ■

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent Btnmpu, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will ba diagnosed 
free br spirit power. ■ ■

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North sixth St.

, : Sau Jose, Call , :

6. WALTER LYNil
THE EMINENT ' ’

Healer anil
: . . . . . . Gifted Psychic.;

health restored.
By Common Sense Methode'

TostKeiMling25 Uenta, . . 
By Astrology mid Spirit Guide, “Starlight,": Send 
2j cei te (aiiven and ttatc of birth. Full reading 
£iUlh?roaco£e'AddreeeF. F. NEITZEL, Box- 
VMBpokaiie, Wash. • 782

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
frtende, you can greatly help mo care for 

ny,blind iilbtor,- Jennie L. Webb, ouo ot the earl- 
met mediume now In tho form, by writing a letter 
to a eph ij h lend, bend H to me with 11, and I will 
try and koi reply by Independent writing or wide- 
peiB. AddreBB Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil- fox'd Maae, . ’

Mrs, Dr, Dobson-Barker.
For the Cureg>f.Mental ,
; , aud Physical Alimenta

CURE AND PAINLESS CURE OF CANCER 
m Warts. Molps, Growths, and Buboes, without 
theloBsoLudiopof blood; without theuseof.kuifo 
rTlM“itev,Pres?rl”.ti0»»l2.W. Address, PHYSI
CIAN, 8255 Groveland Ave.

TESTIMONIALS OF CURE.
My Dear Mrs. Dobson-Barker :--l 

want to say, I have been ailing for 
thirty years and you are the only one 
that.baa done me any good. .
„ MARY JANE PEARCE.
rerria, Riverside Co., Cal.. Feb. 21, 

1903.

0B8ESS10N eURED.
■i >

For Free Diagnosis of Disease, 
■end five two-cent itauipa, age, nam*t  
sex and own handwriting.

Are Yon Ill or in Despair?
Do you wish health aud happiness here on earth 

and throutfh tho eternal ages? Then write me at 
Once and enclose only $1.00 and I will send full 
PAHicuiars by return mail. I am inspired by the 

hlKheut InflueiieeB.!’ Addreuu H. D. Tkibk. Pbv-
ehomotrlBt, Keene, N. H. 782

A POOK PROSPECTOR
Wanla capital to he|p develop a mine; uaauya as 
lilan as 81800.00 per ton. Good tunnel bight. Ad
dress, A. B. COX, Grund Junction, Col;

7 TO THE SICK.
I extend my Brotherly hand,and earneetiy re- 

queat that each aud every reader of this ptiiw*r  
FXeei «0OKUBT on Curea by 

TIIHJK 8 jrOHClCM. I have cured thouBunds in 
all parts of the United States, and nearly every 
y01!»?1. Ilie world. I have good news,
for iJU dare only, to all sick people—whether rich 
or poor, Write this very minute, as this updbrtun- 
lly may never come to you again. Address, 

Dil, M. N, 1COG1CUH, V.
Union City, Mich,, U. 8. A.

FRED. P, EVANS, 
The Noted Psychic for 

ludependent Slate Writing and 
Clairvoyance,

!e,t N.ew York, mid la now located lit 
1J12 Eddy bt., ban Francisco, Cal. Bend stump for 
circular on Mediumship.

SPIRIT MESSENGER.
Frientle deulrlng teetu In poem, on ilu.-li- 

uelng toll name, ami tour queatlonu mmwm-ed 
promptly, cun receive sucli bv sending one dollur 
and two cent stamp, Addie Gohe, Box 85, Escon
dido, Bun Diego Co.,.Cal. •

Bangs Sisters,
PHENOMENAL MEDIUMS.

lodependent ilate and paper writing Hittings dally.
Spirit Portrait Work a Specialty.

Readings by mall. Send four cent# stamps for 
booklet, 651 W. Adamu,' Chicago, Telephone Ash
land 11)12.

Special Rates In Portrait Work During Holiday 
Season. *

Health Is What You Want!
Albert Harrison Waitt, .

Mental and Spiritual Healer, can make vouwell. 
All known diseases treated successfully nt anv 
distance. His cures are permanent. Come anil 
sep him if you want to be cured. Consultation 
Free. Write for testimonials. Formerly of Min
neapolis, now located at 6600 Normal ave.,Chicago, 
IlUnoie. - fas

object of this society! Address all com
munications to ’Mr«. Isa;A.,Cross, corre- 
sjibndlng secretar& GGO East 66th street. 

- . Mrs: M. A. Bnriand, ^pastor of the 
Spiritual Union u'.Church, holds two 

■se-vices each Sunday at-No. 77 EaSt’i 
•T1 ,lp$.y;flnat atrectahConference at>3 .p|i 
'Hi., and lecture an<htestff&t 8 o’clock.- . 
’ Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church! 
taee(s every Sunday at'3 o’clock sharj), 
and & o’clock sharp at Lakeside Hall,' 
corner Thirty-first street: and Indiana

THE SPEAKING DIAL
A Wonderful Spiritual Invention 

Givep names, dales and circumstances. Speaks 
In variofis languages; answers mental questions; 
coùvïneiug the most skeptical. Hus coino to prove 
Immortality and spirit communion. Develops all 
phases of mediumship.. Magnetized by powerful 

Mplrlt’barid.' Bead what the late Horf. I. Donnelly 
[«aid of the Speaking Dial. Dials now, ILW., kSèhd-' 
iprclrcular and testimonials. Enclose stamp for 
-îeplyerP. J. pEMPSBY Inventor, 2817 Columbus 
ave.. Minneapolis, Minn.

Mrs. Dobsonlparken—Kind Friend :-r~ 
Ab I tried your treatment four years 
ago, and it helped me so much, I will 
write to yoii again to see if you ore fltill 
practicing, and if you are I want to 
Bend to you for another month’s treat
ment, for i can safely say that you did 
more for me than all the doctors- on 
earth, and I hope you are well and still 
practicing. May' the good angels bless 
you, is my prayer. Respectfully,-

„ - MINA M. YAN.G.
Pee Dee, Ky., Oct. 20, 1902. '

Statiton, MichM Jan. 19, 1902.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker—Dear Sis

ter:—I take my pen in hand to let you 
know how I am. I thank you and your 
band for I know I would be in my grave 
now, but you ana your band have saved 
me. I suffered everything. I am hap
py to ray I am a well woman. I was 
sick a long time; I do my own work; 
how I would like to see the woman that 
cured me. I let every one know who 
cured me. Twar sick twenty-five years.

I still remain your friend,
AMANDA R. GREEN.

Dn Ym I NppA Am<iuu I UU I lUUU 1 can help you. | Will til your 
XnPPFzIPiPC eyeh CkiliVoyaure and 
JJ|JUULGUIuO Bpirlt ;iHHiHtunce nt your own 
home with the Improved melted pebble JenH«*  to 
see near and at adietnnce. Please wrhe for ill uh
I rated circular, allowing Htylew and prl.-va. Aino 
my Hpirit method of treating that rentorvs lost 
vlBlonaod Impaired eyeHlght. 1 guarantee tu tit 
your eyes, imd bufe delivery by mall.

Jl. JK. POOLE.
n ri n/v,Tn „ 4S F-v»MHlon A ve... Chicago. Ill.

enrHlr: Magnetized Melt-M Pebble SpeetaeleH reevivvd. I am delighted. 
They are perfection In every wav.

Sincerely youra, Ai.o.xzo T»o.MJ’8ox.
t '♦ Ft 111rto n. R e b.

nnn? TininPCI ByWarrenSumnefBarlow. Inri V Llllfriti The Voices contain poems J1'1*"  ’ VXUUU of remarkable beauty and 
force. They are most excellent. Price #1.00.

fl NEW CflTEGHISM,
BY M. ML MANGASARIAN.

Tbit la a now "Citocblsm" In tho full lento St tbo 
word. There lit« as yot appeared In tho world ot Mb 
oral literature nolhlug like tills most wonderful little 
book dr reason. B. P. Powell, tho well-known author, 
tho reviewer ana critic, tayt: “The remarkable thing 
about this -Cato.cbltrn’ It that It tella tho troth.” It 
dealt wild tho questions ot God. Immortality—tho 
Creedt, tboOlergy, tho Church, Prayer and Salvation, 
leant tea hu Touching, tho Growth of the Chrlttlan 
Borlpturet, and many other philosophical, gclnutldc 
ini ethical quettlqpt with the utmoit caador. eour 
age andolearne«i. ■ -1B3 page». Cloth Tier paper; SO»-

READINGS AND BUSINESS AD. '
VICE 11.00 and two stamps, 1

Address 784 Eighth St., > 
Oakland, Cal

CLAIRVOYANCE.-
i.-m’,* 1;,'*’Book can.ba 
lu d lu 111,. M-.Xr TEN DA Ys’oNLY for 8100; re- 
»1 4M» n/,*  y"‘ *• ’??■ NU'T IS YDl'H CH ANCE scud 
mhi m iee' ,!1twu8. '■‘O. Ursi and best book ever 

J i !d °“ •■‘V “»Weel of Clairvoyance. Teach-
«Venirlo?* m°.i /l ,lhe v'-'11 °' ami matter, 
see bpiiitH, find lust treasure», read crystals lo»

"'“i1 "'v tallire and’past without los- 
bjg > our coDbcioubnesb.

BEAD THESE PRESS NOTICES: 
cll'u,'rV i,llrt logically present

*“ — “>"U’>eand
11,m w’i' V ‘ '“"‘•"■'■‘•loim, mioeh-makliig." -r.il- tau.rilcla1i',i’ Correupundtmi to Chicago 

■ ■■ AUmlrabjv unfolds Urn law and nature of Clair- 
'/ ■¡■’■ago Intei-Oreaii.

I"'"1’’ O’ h’l'mlliy and depth ol

„.'..J.milm '"’ri1 «u Clairvoyance a most re-
liiiiHabli «Hid pi'uctival work on development. It 
harmonlzPb w,.|i W4jh the Hermetic Scimela ol 
l, 'lmsld’l'' 'lp"T'‘,''.h 1 J;'“,1.!“"* 1 ,I,K '"VUK'ries oi 
‘ ‘.,. ,„ .7 . 1 llf' " ■ Walrmiil. Astrologer.

ii is in,. i„.B< work ontli.. mibjcrt of Clalrvoy- 
.»nee ihiibjar .and polutu out an alluring goal of 
hue hpiniuai development.'; Mind, New York

■Jl lb a rrv8'laiioii."-Hght. London. Eng. ’ 
er Send m.00 now. to J. C. F. GRUMWNE, 1285 

( onimonytaith av . Bonum. Masa.. » 
»ro / i mimbeiH of The Progressivo

■‘bhiKcr D»r other buuks^tjy same iituhor. -

DR. I S. LOUCKS
lithe oldeit nod biuu iucco»»fu| Spiritual Pby»tclta 

ootf Id pratico. HI» cure» are
THE MOST MARVELOUS 

ofthlB age. Hla examinations are correctly mad®, 
and free to all who tjend him niuur, age. iex and lock 
of hair, and »lx tfenti In ataippa. Be dooan’t aik for 
any laadktg »yuiptom. A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. He positively cure» weak men, Addie»»

J. 8. LOUUK8, M. D„
. Iloaehain. X|a»t.

DON’T READ THIS.
France» L. Loucks, tho only psychic wonder living, 

that uses the »plrltuul X-ray without say leadluf 
symptom to direct, and locates all Internal dises»«» 
A trial will convince you. Norvdu» exhaustion slid 
lost vigor of both sexes successfully treated, as hun
dreds can testify. Send name, age, sex, complexion 
aud 10 eeuts In-eturnpB, and receive a correct'diagno
sis of your caso free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
Lock Box 1214, Sionobam, Maxx.

THE GOSPEL Of NATURE'
Is a most excellent work by Dr. M. L. Sherman, 
assisted by Pr.of. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore Itj 
bas-been sold for 82, but the price now has been 
reduced toll. It Is a book that will Interest 
and Instruct. It contains 280 pages, and Is full 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium of rare qualities.and-Ills work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. .

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
Serios pno, tyyo and three. By Lilian Whiting.
Three choice volumes.-each com- into in Itself, 

in which spirituality Is related to' viryday llto 
in such a way as to make the world beautiful. 
Price; 81.00 each. •

; MRS. CONNELLY’S
- Gray Hair Redemption.

Without Lead, sliver or polaonB. Best, quickest, 
'safest and cheapest ou earth; 26 to 60.cents a box.
Will last six months.' ' : ■ ■

One application wlP surprise you. No staining. 
Apply with the hands once a week; you can't af- 

4prd to look old, If you are looking for employ
; tnc-nt: also red hair restored to brown.
'."The redemption-restores gray, faded or blended 

■ rlwlr nt once to Its original color. For gentlemen’s 
inouBtachps It Is wonderful and safe. 25c..a box. 
Will last one year.1 Try It. ■ Carry it tn your peek
'll. See for yourself. No humbug. ..

.-Quick make-up for hair and eyebrows. Try the 
' brown for light hair; take It with you to your 

-worksfiop. . '■
Your personal, appearance counts greatly for 

success and happiness. Dent-use stuff that will 
turn your l air green; don’tgetyom-hair blended, 
for when It grows out nt tlie roots It will look like 
a spotted canary bird. Use only Mrs. Connelly’s 
Bair Redemption; Il will make you happy. Makes 
the halr-grow. ’ - .:...

By mall on receipt of money. 2c. and 4c. extra 
for postage. Send stiimpydr circulars. -Address’ 
all letters to Mrs. ANNA CONNELLY, 673 North. 
13th st., Philadelphia. Pa., Sta. S. -

avenue, where truth-seekera and invest 
tlgaturB. as well as Spiritualists can'én-' 
Joy ».»pleasant afternoon or evening. 
Firsfrcloss speakers. Tests and mein 
Bhges by carefully selected médiums:’; 
Excellent mtiflic, Mrs. -Mary Dixon and? 
het daughter Cora, the “Child Wonder, 
always; in attendance: to give readings 
between the meetings. -Also free dem-' 
onstratlorih by C. A. Beverly, M. D.-,1’ 
president. ■

The Spiritual-Unity ; Society holds’ 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m.. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests’ by Prof, R. S. Ray, pastor. '

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins’ Hall, 528 West 
Sixty-third street, every Sunday even
ing at 8 o’clock. Conference In the af
ternoon at 3. The Ladies’ Auxiliary 
meets, every Thursday afternoon at 
same number:' '

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening .at 7:30' 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services 
every Sunday in Hall-309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. Sunday-school at 10 
a. m. .

The Progressive Society holds serv- 
Icqs every: Sunday at 183 .East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
GoCd' speaker«; tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.
• The Metropolitan Spiritualist: Society 
holds seryices every Sunday at 8 o’clock 
In St. George’s Hall, 3337 State street. 
Good speaking^, tests and music. ’ Pas
tor, Mrs.-. Maggie Waite. ■ Residence, 
3148 Indiana avenue. - .

The Second Church otthe Soul meets 
in Van Buren Opera Hpuse, Madison 
street and Calhurnia avenue, every 
Sunday at. 3 and 8 p.m. ,Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
■spirit messages, assisted by other me
diums. .

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
Services every Sunday;, afternoon at 
2:30 sharp, at. Phoenix-.Hall, 324 East 
Division street,, near Sedgwick street. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.
• The Universal Qccuitb Society, Ma
sonic Home'Temple, 3118 Forest ave
nue. Hon. -R. Gilray, Deán. Services 
every Sunday evening at;& Lyceum, af
ternoons at 3. Mrqv G. W- Aitken, psy
chic. Tests from ‘.8; to 1(1. p. m. Good 
music. All welcome, (jóme and in- 
v.estlgate..

The First Spiritual Chutch holds serv
ices every SundayíiSLBO m., In Tem
perance Hall, 330j3f!lxty.tthii‘d street, 
Englewood. Dr. J..Hi Raqflall, lecturer; 
Mrs« Vaughn, psycMIC, .will give read
ings. ’ '

The Australian- jRsycMfe Socl<y will 
continue Its Sundair evening, meetings,, 
commencing November lij 8 p. m. Lec
tures, messages andihealfiig.. Good mu
sic. Dr. Freedmaiuucondimtor; Mrs. L. 
H. Freedman, secretary, S13 W. Adams

•street. . -
Spirit Church'sof 'UnlVeraal'Brother- 

hood holds services Sunday; at 7:3Q'p. 
m., in lodge room of Lincoln Turner 
Hall, near corner; Sheffield avenue' and 
Dlversey Boulevard, near Northwestern 
elevated railroad." Tests and messages ; 
at every meeting.’"Conducted by Mrs. 
G. A. Cowen, psychic. ■ . .•

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8' p. m., fit- Atheneum’Building, 26 
Van Buren street. riMrs..May Elmo;-me- ■ 
dlum. Tests And (good-npeliklpg.’ Ali
are welcome. ■ . ‘ ¿

Spiritual 1st; meetingfl will, bo held' at. 
Stay Lodge Hall, 378.S. Western avenue, 
between Polk and Harrison streets;'eV«. 1 
ery, Sunday,-afternooniiit 2:30, evening ■ 
7:45,1 commencing Sunday, afternoon, 
NoV. 29, . ' ,

Plan anri Flip Disclosed In the-Bible." 
I lull dllU LIIU By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
rSniPlb UapM of King’s College,
pyil IL WUI III London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would investigate and 
learn the facts of Bible teachings as well as 
modern spirit phenomena.*  Price, clpth, 81.10.

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH 
Scientifically-Examined and 

Carefully Described.
BY C. W, LEADBEATER.

A Volume ot 600 large pages, treating very 
nterestingly It Lite, Death and Immortality, 
Clairvoyance, Spirit Phenomena, Etc, as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated exponent ot 
Theosophy. Price. 81.60.

THE TO-MORROW Of DEATH, 
Or the Future Life According to Science. By 
Louis Flgulcr. Translated from the French by 
S. R. Crockec. A very fascinating work: This 
One volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. It is writ
ten In-that peculiar Interesting style in which ' 
French writers excel when they would popular-. 
Ize scientific subjects in adaptation to the 
needs of the general reader. The author says: 
"There is a true and respectable idea In Spirit- 
uallsm,” and regards'as proved "the fact of 
communication between superhumaxis aud the 
inhabitants of earth." Price. $1.50.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.'
Historical and .critical review, with replies ui 

an objection. By G. W. Brown. M. D. Price, irxx. 

f" LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.’
By the Editor of tho National, with Preface 

and Notes by Peter Hckler. Illustrated with 
Views; ot the old Paine Hdmestead and Paine 
Monument, at New Rochelle; also portraits of 
Thomas Clio Rickman. Joel Barlow, Mary Wol- 
stonecraft, Madanio Roland, Condoree, Brlssot, 
and the most prominent ot Paine's friends In 
Europe and America. Cloth, 75' cents. " '

AftHOMET, THE'ILLUSTRIOUS.1
By Godfrey Higgins. Esq., This work is -oba 

'ef the Library of Liberal Classics. No aiithor 
was better qualified to write.an impartial and 
honest life or Mahomet than Godfrey Hlggjns, 
aud this volume is Intensely. Interesting.Tt 
should be read in conjunction with Gibbon's 
work. Price.25cents.

The World’s Sixteen Saviors, 
Or Christianity before .Christ. By Keroey 
Graves. New and startling revelations in re
ligious history which disclose tho Oriental 

. origin of all tho doctrlnfes, principles, precepts 
, P!!Latcle? of l.l,e Christian New Testament , 

and furnishing a key for unlocking many of its 
sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His-/ 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This 
Wonderful and exhaustive volume will, wo are 
eertain, take high rank as a book of reference 
inthe field which the author has chosen for it. 
Printed on white jJaper, 380 pages. New edition, 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author. 
Price $1.50. • Postage, 10 cents.

ko to the very foiin, 
datlon of your 
trouble; will r-o- 
move the causes, 

liie htomneh, and make you^stronc and 
healthy ns you ever were. We could give you tea. 
tlmontalH by the thousands of those we have cured 
ot stomach trouble in all Ue forms and stages; but 
they would not be facts or mroof to you—onlv 
words ot thanks and praise. The only absolute IZ?,0',1“ In„l"? tr';'''t"'™t itself. aS?bdlev}”?' 
that a practical test would be more convincing to 
sufferers titan all the lestlmonials.we. could print 
and absolutely, breve its great merlte; we-wh 
senil anyone desiring II a full two weeks’ tllal 
treatment absolutely free. •
»pIl7Lm.?^S.,l0?,ach Irottb'e and have failed to 
iTm .vt.Vd.ZI1 *®  uil a,1 onco.and -lenrn by practical 
hmun, ?.? f0.r ■vo11’ A<lllri'Bs Dr. PeeblesKk?Mlch. ' ,23 i"aln Slre°1' BatUe

“AS IT IS TO BE."THE MISSING LII^K
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Ltyh Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Intereattag and valuable, a» ahl»toryoftb»begfn*  

?2Bg °sLvdera HplHtuallfin, by one of the Fox 81»- 
WMjWatlo»». Including portrait» ot 

it®117, n,I,ton of tho Hydesville rapping«, 
a*  related by eye-witnesses; remarkable end well at 
tested manifestations; the • 'exposures,” etc. Hand« 

But few copies remaining.p.ld for'M^ ”' ,1“' bMlC

and a Common Purpose;
Scope, Method and . Pur

; The Genesis of Physical 
Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution; 
The "Law of Natural Selection”; The 

_ . , _____  _ ___ Natural Law of Selection; A Question
Nor a “Power"; Thé’ Destructive Prin- *“ Science; The Completion of an Indl- 
clple in Mediumship; Mediumship and' Masculine Will and Feminine 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; Resire; The Struggle for Happiness; 
Mediumship and "Affinity"; Medium- °------------  - --------- • ■ •
ship and Emotionalism; Mediums and 

, Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan
' ity. .

Part III.
The Genesis of "Hell”; The Way of 

Death; In Perspective; individual im
mortality; On What It Depends; Self
Control, the Application; The Line of 
Despair and the Powers of Darkness;

The
pose;

A VERY SUGGESTIVE WORK*!

Masculine Reason and «Feminine Intui
tion; The Spiritual Basis of'Love; Nat
ural Science Corroborated; ■ Natural 
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce; 
True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon
ics, Ethics. . ‘ -

Handsomely Bound.
-. Send for Circular. 

. "Address all orders,to ’ 
THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO., 

19 to 27 North Kedzle Ave., Chicago."

® ® ® ffi ffl I "An Infamous! Dynamite Roman Cath-
I .1 1 J i 1 ollc Conspiracy Detected and Exposed "

fl NEW DEEflRTUREÎKFiSB»
"Why 1 Am a Vegetarian." By J. 

Howard Moore? An' address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 26 
cents.. •DR. C. E. WATKINS

Is now open tor engagements to deliver his 
lectures on health and Disease (from a Spirit- 
unlisl's standpoint). Those health talks are 
something now and most Interesting. No 
charge will be made for the lectures. Dr Wat
kins is still In active practice, however, and all 
who are ill are requested to send their ttge sex 
imd leading symptoms to '.

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
CO Highland ark.

' - NcwtoavlUe, Ma«»-

"Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggesttveness. Cloth, $1.50. For sale 
at this office. •

“The Spiritual Significance, or,. Death 
as an Event in Life."' By Lilian Whit: 
Ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with’rich, thought
ful spirituality.. For sale at this office. 
Price $1. ' ..

"New Testament Stories Comically Il
lustrated. Drawings by'Watson'Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon ■ the- Texts.” Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable, and excvb- 
ciatingly funny. Price in bo'ards, $1 
Cloth, ? 1.60. :

“A Conspiracy Agalnst the Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A¡ M., auth<5r of 
"History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts Concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An important work. Paper 
25 cents. For sale at this office. ’

"Wedding Chimes." By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. .¡Contains mart 
rlage ceremony, marriage certificate'

“Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.” By Newton' N. 
Riddell. A most excellent'work for all' V" —7—who have the care or training of chil-' ntniJ7 J* 0 “atter in poetry and
dren. Price 65 cents i I prose. .Specially designed for the use

’ 'I of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry
' Price 75. cents, Por sale at this office^

. ORIGIN OF SPECIES, 
By meint ot natural «election, or the pretorvatlon of 
riiilrtl'11 . ° ttl0, ,tn>ntlo ror Ute. by Charl” 

Gl1* toP*  c^ot^ bound. Tbl» book It ine 
°f mwl'rn tclcntlllc thought 

Tn paBf<d through many edition«
J’j bcen tr“.l»ted IntoIlmott all.the 

Buro>’’i 11,11 baa been the subject ol oüi*  ¡Ton,*™  J' ■’•“■’biete and separate book« than any 
of ti .’.JifST1*th6 ,c°'v Uo,t 01 ‘b. peat Bclentlsti 
tbl'-^TXhi. L*. Up,,t,rt bl«posltlon. Thothoughtol 
n? '..cSmon.,’lrt °t»becommon Inberlt- 
m ot the race. For tale it tbit offleo. Price 75 etc.

MARK CHESTER,. OB .
A Mill and a Million.

This Is one ot Carlyle Petersllea's most inter, 
sating works. Itlspnroly a Psychical Romance 
Inch as the author Is noted for producing. You 
feed It in your library for the purpose of load
tag your romance-loving children out into, the 
Ughtof occultism. Price, cloth .cover, Meta. 
For sale at this office. -

Modern 
Carpentry 
and Joinery
A Practical 
Manual.
Just Published 

By Fred TJIodgson,

ta

Sf,

,.Ç 
kJ

,e

Tie Klim of J*_ , vi 1UC lluAlk*
tine” and ot his people. Given Through tho 
mediumship of MRS.M.T. LONGLEY, to Ira a 
Fuller, and by him dedicated to humanity. It 
is enough to know this work cam« through this 
excellent medium to recommend It. 174 pages 
•f Interesting reading. Price, cloth, 60 cents.

Illi or The Touch of An'Angel 
Jlfflj Mother. ' 
. BY CARRIE E. S. TWING.

Her dedicatory lines are sufficient to show 
the spirit of Uio book iw well as thoauthor.lt 
reads, "Because my own children are all under 
the tender care of the angels, aitd my heart is 
hungry for the love of the young, I most loving
ly dedicate this book to tho children of the 
world.” This book is full of soul elevating and 
tatoresting thought. Price, cloth, 81. For sale 
*t this office.

It Beams With Spiritual 
Truths.

This 1b a beauUful book, by Oora ' ‘ 
Lynn Daniels, aud it scintillates with 
grand .spiritual thought. An idea of 
this : work can be obtained by reading 
the titles of a few of the chapter« 
therein:

The Process of Dying; Light and 
Spirit; The Law of Attraction; Senses 
of the Spirit; What Is Unconscious 
Will; Fear; Astrology; The God-Soul of 
Man; The Drama; A Day In Heaven.

Price SI. For sale at this office.

WISDOM OF THE AGES.
Revelations fron’! Zertouleni, the 

Prophet of Tlaskanata.

A Mine of Valuable Reflections 
and Suggestions.

. “Right Living.” By Susan H. Wlxon, 
I; . ’ The author shows a wise practlca'lity in 

her.method of teaching the principle of 
L ' . ethics. She illustrates her subject with 

. many- brief narratives and anecdotes, 
• ' Which render thé book more interesting 

|i - and ihore easily comprehended. It Is 
! especially adapted for use in Children’s

k Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and
teachers it may be made very useful 

f Young, and old will be benefited by It 
F Cloth $1.«- For sale at this office. '

"The Life Booklets.” By Ralph 
. Waldo Trine. Three daintily beautiful 

, little books, finely adapted for holiday 
presents. Tho titles are, “Character, 

r Building by Thought Power," "Every 
/ ; Living Creature," and "Tho Greatest

I Thing Ever, Known." The matter Is of 
If?' high-toned spiritual character and oi 
f feelpul purpose.’ Proco 85 cents each.

“The Commandments Analyzed.” By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passage:; showing great In
congruities. Price 26 cents .

"Voltaire’s Romances.” Translated
from the French., With numerous il
lustrations. These' lighter works, of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible on-' 
emy of tile Catholic church, are worthy 
of-wide reading. Wit,, philosophy and 
romance.are.combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office.' - • -

"Cosmian Hymn Book." ,A collection 
of original and. rejected hymns, • for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; complied by L. K. Wash
bum. This .volume meets, a public
want. It comprises 258 choice -selec
tions of poetry and.music,, embodying 
the highest moYal sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism., Price 50 cents.

. “Vpltalre'B Romances.’’ Translated 
from-the French. With numerous lb 
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, aYe worthy 
Of wide rending Wit, philosophy and 
romance are Combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
atthlaofflco; . .... : ..
.. "Beyond . the Vail.”'. (<A Sequel to 
“Rending the. Val)." Being a compila
tion, wltlpnotes and explanations; of 
nnrratlons-nnd illustrations of spirit ex
periences,spoken, written and made by
full-form materinllkatlons; setting bp a 
scientific and personal-verification of 
“What We Shall Be," and a .'code of 
ethics, requisito to’the. most speedy i-e- 
nllzatlon of the highest and purest fe- 
llelty attainable In the future life. A 
very remarkable J book.. Largo, octavo. 
BOO pages. Price, $1.75.

M.O.. A.A.
The well-known Technical writer. It is one of 
the best works ever turned outby him. Copl- 
ouHly illustrated with diagrams and figures, 
making themostlntrieateproblems simple,def- 
ini to and easily understood. Price, ei.00. ’ 

THE WOMflN’S BIBLE
PART l.-Tfie Pentateuch.' ’

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, 
Nuhibers and Deuteronomy, by Elizabeth Cadv 
Stanton, Lillie Devereux Blake, Rev.' Phebo 
Hanaford, Clara Bewick Colby, Ellon Battelle 
Dollrjclt, Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ursula N. 
Gestofold, and Francis E Barr. > '

THEW0fflN'6KBLf,-'PiRTII.
Judges, Kings. Prophets artd Apostles. Com

ments on tho Old and Now Testaments, from 
. JObhua to Revelation. TliO comments are keen,I 
bright, spicy, full of wit. 'the work of radical 

. thinkers who are not Ignorant .of the higher 
criticism Thore Is not a doll page in either of 

’these books, but each ,1s a galaxy of thobrlght 
’pin'1» of tho Uay ana,thrown nc.w light on tho 
Bible-teachings relating to woman. Frko ol 
cipbipaper,5vcents,. -, . -

LISBETH.
An Interesting Story of Two 

Worlds.

Elevating, Fascinating, Instruc» 
tlve Throughout.

This work by Carrie B. B. Twing Is 
exceptionally interesting. She well 
says: '.'These characters which have 
brought out tho highest and lowest in 
different religious beliefs, have moved 
me, not I them." The whole book is i» 
greeting, fascinating, and tartructlm 
Price 81,OR ' ' '

Aooffoniiis of Tuana Christina Jobus. A 
wonderful conununicatlou; explaining how his 
Hfo nml teachings wc;o utilized la formulate 
Christiunl»v. Price 15 cents. ..........

An Infamous A pamphlet of 82 page», com- 
‘(Trftianii’nnv pllctl. aud publJohcd by tho 
uuuspuuty into Bov. J. G. White, author 
Of numerous anti-Oatlioilo works. -It contains 
disclosures relative to a villainous plot to over
throw our free joverament. Moo, 16 cents :

Thio work was automatically tran
scribed by George A. Fuller, M. D„ a 
gentleman who stands high as a lec
turer and medium. It is a mine of val
uable reflections and suggestions. The 
paragraphs are short, suggestive and 
inspiring. Every one of them lead« ta 
aomething higher, grander, nobler. 
Price »1.00. 

DP A TH ITS MEANING 1 | 1 and Results.
By «> K tVllBQn, of tho PonnHylvanlft Bar. 

An abaorblnplv fntorostlnir narrative- relating a 
nerioB of wondorful psychic manifcstntioim-oc
curring In tho wrIlor'B experience, Cloth, illus
trated. 11.25. x

THF S0III • LAT1ONSUAN6 EX-“ 
1 1 IL UvUL • PRESSIONS IN HU

MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price 61.00. This is ouq of tho best books 
given by tho çiildcs of Mrs Corn L. V. Richmond. 
They nro really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book of reference for thoso who have been 
members of tho classes receiving thorn. This 
volume Is a careful compilation from reports of 
108SQD8, containing tho bases of tho teaonings.

BODY AND SOULBY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.
. This volume consista of a course of lectures 
delivered in the trance state, and Is certainly no 
small contribution to tho study of tho soul; It 
Is a good work toonon tho eyas to tho dlfforoneo 
between tho deduouvo and Inductive process ot . 
mind. ■ -Ooumi, la cloth, 91, • For aeie at tlilB offleo. ............... ......7.
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£be ligbt Mmong tbe Ibills.ISA THE PROPHET AND JESUS THE GOD
BY WILLIAM HENRY BURR.

B Cbarmino IRarrative
Most Beautifully.1 SuggestiveJs “The Light,Among

Spiritualist should read it.-

He’s the same to-day

i

Mvtju“ uuu HuiÀurr j
aisles between the rows of seats, plead-

ROME ATTACKING OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS

MY MOTHER’S HANDS.

■ —
'Shprt as Is the time since I gave ex-Come back! come back toyour mother ,<preS “'tout view/ a good many 

Uor-honrt non ahplfpr VOI! afilli , °. . ......Her heart can shelter you still!,

' ?

. „ i li z i -1 i, i t „ a s V X , r .J < 7-, r '
........ .. .... ............................. -n . r ......... ‘.......... ...... , J

....L <...... ........ .... f . ..A. , V f ■
. i ' ,2 1 h

, j >. -____i./ »....

There was only a sobbing silence, 
Bitterly poft and.low; ‘

I felt for God in tho darkness, ■ 
But found the night and the snow.

. ■ M. K., in Chicago. American.

the kjtchen, Martha 
“Mother does God

bt thp. temple arrested him. ,
They - brought him before Pilate for

One disciple, Thomas, was absent. 
Simon, who had denied his master,' was 
yebthe chief disciple, but Judas had be
trayed him and had-hanged himself.

and fled, traveling eastward to India.
The story of Isa the-Maslct (healer), 

as recorded in the Chronicle of Al Ta
bari, conilcted about A. D. 900, was

(Continued frpm No.'732.) 
One day as Martha and her mother

says the Review, did not die upon the 1 now subinit a parallel of the two 
cross, but, being taken down, recovered legends: - ' ' ■ . .

Who Am 17—Whence Came 17—Whither. 
Am ( Bound?

.The Mohammedan Review recently 
announced a most important discovery, 
namely, the tom)? of Jesus Christ at 
bringar, Cashmere, In the upper Punjab. 
He was on Israelite named Isa Sabib

■ ’ ■ . ■ Rome. •
Yahya, thé son of Zachariah, was be- John the Baptist, the son of Zacha- 

headed by King Herod after the transía- rias, was beheaded by King Herod be
tion of Isa to heaven. ' fere the ascension of Jesus.

were at -work in 
suddenly asked, 
change?”

'“Certalny not.
'he always was.”

things have happened to make me still 
more sanguine than I then >was... Both 
within the church nnd in :small part

ion and into the-forefront of -praoticM 
questions? In the discussion that would 
follow our. position on religious educa-_ _ _ _ __ ; power, - mid' 'organizes -a hupe instru-
tlon In the public schools couíd be mndó mentality of means.—-Emerso^ • ■

■ .The snow.

_________ _____________  __ ______ printed In The Progressive Thinker Bev- 
and-Shada-Nabi (Prince Prophet). The eral years ago. And I contend that the 
.Review is responsible for translating Moslem Scriptures antedate both the 
Isa-Sabib Jesus Christ. That person, Christian and the Hebrew Scriptures.

IMPORTANT QUESTIONS'.
. NO. 733.

1 Remarkable . Article on Obsession liy 1.1 Colville will Appear Next leek
Do Not Depend Upon Others for Your Spiritual ReadWfe This Winter, But Take a Wide Awake Paper.

èl)c l-ltniiri’i.

L VU VIL M A4*  A V , ' VxkliZ * fr -> *O

the Hills,” by'Mrs. LL. Lewis, of Bethel; It 
is a narrative founded on facts alone» and every

Isa the maslc’n (healer) was the son of 
Mariam, a young maiden of the temple, 
whose chief priest was Zachariah, her 
uncle.

Isa was begotten by Gabriel in the 
', guise .of her young cousin 'yussuf, a 
■ chorebpy In the temple, the i^on of a de

' ceased carpenter. "■ -
' Mariam and her child fled to Egypt, 

escorted by Yussuf, who was not her 
husband. •

' .They fled to escape a slaughter of in
. fants, ordered by King Herod.

Mariam and Isa remained in Egypt 
thirty years.

. • They returned to their own country.
Herod was dead. ‘So was Zachariah, 

■ having been slain for alleged adultery 
with his-niece Mariam.
'Zachariah’s son Yahya, a little older 
:thari Isa, became Isa’s first discipt'e.

??hey Were cousins. "
sa wrought niiracles In Egypt in his 

boyhpo’d, beginning at twelve years of 
age. •

He mafle a bird from clay which flew 
- lntb.the,alr. - .

■ Ih Judea-he restored sight to the 
. blind, cured leprosy,, raised the dead, 

and wrought other miracles.
in spite of these mlfacles the people 

remained infidel and said he was only a 
' maglciap. . . . , . ,.

He claimed to be the hpostle of Allah,

Jesus the tneshlba (anointed) was the 
son of Mary, a young majden of the tem
ple, whose chief priest was -Zacha
rias.

Jesús was begotten by. the Holy 
Ghost, as announced by Gabriel, and 
his mother was .espoused to.an aged car
penter named Joseph.

Mary and her Child fled to Egypt, with 
her husband Joseph, a “holy family.”

' They fled to escape à slaughter of in
fants, ordered by King Herod.

Tfle holy family remained in Egypt 
three years. ,

They returned to their own country.
Herod was dead. So probably was 

Zacharias; wè hear no more of him, and 
he was very aged. ■

Zacharias’s son John, a little older 
than Jésus, proclaimed the coming of 
the latter. . . .

They were cousins. .
Jesus, on his journey to Egypt, 

wrought miracles, as’ recorded ih the 
apocryphal gospels.

He made birds from clay, when a boy,- 
which flew. •

In Judea hé restored sight to the 
blind, cured leprosy, raised the dead, 
and wrought other miracles.

In spite of these miraclfes the people 
remained skeptical and said he cast out 
devils by Beelzpbub.

, Hé claimed to be the Son of God, sent 
to fulfill the law, and to set up the king
dom of heaven. , , ' ;
., He announced his second coming, to

sent to conflrta the law, and ,to call the 
people to-Allah.. : , -
. He anjibùncéd; the coming of Ahmed 
(Mohammed). : , ' .

, The ministry of Ifla, .was two or three
' years. ■ ■'■ '

He. had twelve disciples; who went 
about with.him.. /// . ,

The people sought: his life./ . /'
One ot his dlsciples betrayfid him for 

thirty dlhrems.,
■ Anùtber,'. S.lmëbûjiflëàlare'd hé had ■ fori

•saken,Iça.. . : .:
jap was accused of being a magician 

and a deceiver. , . _.------------ ,
.King.Herod (Archelaus) .gave the ac- .^T.he chfef priests, eldersjmd captains 

cusefs orders to slay him. - “ ” "
; Thé people Seized Isa and bound him

' frand and feet. ' . ' ■
' His disciples forsook him and fled.
. The people dragged -him to a place 
whpre they had ready a stake to crucify 
him'. ' -■ ■_

When they would -bind., him to ' the 
stake Allah removeU him from their 
sight and gfcve thé form and aspect of 
Isa to their leader Isoua. .

■ Ipoua remained on the cross seven 
'days. .
' Mariam came to the cross every night 
and wept for her supposed departed 
lord. - • .

After seven days Allah caused Isa to 
come down from heaven to his mother. 
Then her heart Was comforted.

The.same night Isa cameto his moth
er's house and caused Yahya, to be 
called. •■..:■

There remained only ten disciples. 
Simeon, who had denied his master, 
was no longer a disciple; another, not 
named, had betrayed him, and had slain 
himself. ■■■■■''

Seven of the disciples met their mas-

judge the world;. '
The ministry of Jesus , was three - 

years, more dr less. ' t ■
■ He hacf twelve disciples, who went 

abojfl wlth hlm. , . ;
: The people. sought hfs,life, ,

. One of his dlsfeiples betrayed him for 
thirty pieces of silver. > . . ; . 
, Another; Simon,, denied thqt he. knew 
hlhi. ■'

He was-accused of calling himself the 
Sion of God. '. ’ '

aI4amh n n A 'nn I»»et

condemnation. "
His disciples forsook him and fled. - 

"Pjlate reluctantly condemned him to 
be scourged by his soldiers and then 
crucified. - -. ■ .

He was affixed to the cross and cru
cified between two thieves. After two 
¿outs he bowed his head and gave up 
the ghost. ,

’ Jesus was on the cross about seven
hours.- ■ :

Mary, with two .other Marys, stood by 
the cross at the crucifixion.—John ■ 
xlx:25.

After two nights Jesus rose from his 
tomb, and was first seen by Mary Mag
dalene and other women.

The same night Jesus appeared to his 
disciples assembled with closed doors.

ter. . - ■ ■■■■:.
Isa sent forth the seven disciples to

preach. To Greece and Rome he sent 
Paul and Peter (not Simeon or Simon 
who had denied him, but another dis
ciple named Peter), to Babylon he sent 

, Thomas, to -Kajrouan Philip, to Ephesus 
John, and to the Hedjaz Bartholomew. 
James and-Yahya were to remain at 
Allia—Aella Capitolina of the Romans.

These parallels could be multiplied 
and their variations tend to favor the 
priority of the Arabian or Moslem story. 
How much of 'either is credible, or 
whether any part thereof is historically 
true, let the reader judge.. But assum
ing the existence of such a person as Isa 
or Jesus, which or what was his true 
phonetic name? .

The vernacular of Judea and adjacent 
lands 1900 years ago was Aramaic or 
Syriac. - The ancient Syriac alphabet 
was ■ phonetically the same as -the He
brew, though the . shape of the letters 
Was very different. In Murdock’S Pish- 
Ito version of the New Testament, 

■"Claimed to be aS ancient as either the 
Greek or Latin codex, and written in 
thevery language spdken in-Palestine

¡We live In a lanB of sunshine, 
So, when our darling died, .

iWo simply pushed away the flowe.-s 
That littered the green hillside

’And made her a bed of blossoms, 
This dear little child of ours, 

And covered with sweet, from head to 
feet, .

We left her asleep with the flowers.

And all through the balmy Winter.. .
I think how the pine trees fling 

Their green embraces above her— 
The dear little sleeping thing !

And all through the spring and sum- 
mor,

Such blossomy, golden h^urs, 
I think of her still, asleep on the hill, 

With her little friends, the flowers. (

In the tender southern autumn 
My fond heart feels tho same; •

I know the woods are burning • " 
With rare, exquisite flame. .

|The wondrous,.brilliant torches, ■ 
k Qt ehlnlng goldenrod, /

Eleven-of the disciples met their mas
ter.

Jesus sent forth the eleven disciples 
to preach. From the canonical and 
apocryphal gospels it appears that Si
mon Peter went to Rome, Thomas to 
India,-Philip and Bartholomew to Lydia 
and Greece, Jbhn to Ephesus, while 
James remained at Jerusalem. As for 
Paul, he was a later convert who visited 
various countries and ended his days at

at the beginning of the Christian era, 
the name of Jesus is spelt with .four 
Syriac letters, namely,-Jud, Shin, Vau 
and Ee,. answering to Y, Srf, W or V, 
and the Hebrew Ain, to the Greek Omi
kron, or short O. The nearest conject
ure 1 can make as to the sound of the 
name is 1SHUA.

So, then, the name of man may have 
been, Isa, Ishua, lesha, leshua, losha, 
loshua, Issa, or what not. Anyway, it 
was not lesus or lesous, for neither 
Latin nor Greek was spoken in Judea or 
its adjacent territory. .

And now comes the alleged discovery 
of the tomb of Isa Sabib in the Punjab, 
and the Mohammedan Review declares 
that he was Jesus Christ. Credat Chrls- 
tianus!

Light up 'wild ways, through dreamy 
haze, “ .

For the little maid and God.
But last night, in the silence, 1 

A something white and chill,
Came and sighed at my window; . 

“I’ve been on the churchyard hill.”
I started up on my pillow, ■

- I shook in a storm of woe;
I gave her to God and the flowers, 

And not to the nlgflt and the snow. ■
Oh, baby! • poor little baby! - 

Chained to the churchyard hill; ’

"Well, he used to have his people go 
Into a country and kill ‘everybody, 
babies, and all, but people would think 
it dreadful to do such a thing now. 
What made God do so?”

> "The people were wicked, and he 
wanted them destroyed, 1 suppose,”

"The babies were not wicked, and if 
God wanted the people killed, why did 
he not kill them himself instead of mak
ing otlfer people murder them?”

“I don’t know. I wish you would 
’tend to your dishes and stop askin’ 
questions.” ' ' r ,
. “But I want to know,” persisted Mar

tha. ' -■•■■-. . . .
“Well, you never will. The Bible 

don’t tejl ns much about some, things, 
but it tells us all we ought to know. 
Elder Reams says that God never in
tended us to know about some things, 
and only a fool will try. You want to 
stop thlnkin“ about such things, ór you'll 
be an Infidel next. Why, I could reason 
myself into infidelity any time, but I 
wop’t. I jest make myself stop. Elder 
Reams says that God permitted uhariy 
things in those days just to furnish us 
with warnin’s and examples.” . •

"Well," said Martha stoutly,- “I don’t 
believe.Elder Reams knows ‘any; mère 
about4t than I do. I cap read thè Bible

that ,1a all he crih do.” '
Lt“Marthy Janet Weston!" said her 
mother, .lifting the broom with which- 
she was sweeping, threateningly, "If 
you talk in that way I will knock you 
¡town if yóù are' ak big as the side of the 
barn,” with which dire threat (Mrs.. Wes
ton . usually concluded every'Argument 
wherein , her daughter got . the'- best of 
her. .- ■ • ■ . ' . . •

„ , .. . ... * .September came and brought the an
nual camp-meeting, which to the Wes
ton’s was a most important event, forj.t 
was the one break in the monotony of 
their existence. At camp-meeting Mrs. 
-Weston fopnd staid and gloomy-faccd 
women who had renounced the fashions 
of the age, and with them she could talk 

-over old times and bewail the broad
ness and frivolity of latter-day religion. 
As for Martha she enjoyed the compan
ionship of young girls whof did not de
ride her parents’ religion nor make cut
ting remarks about her st$le of dress, 
for Mrs.- Weston sternly forbid the 
wearing of feathers, flowers, jewelry or 
in fact anything that cost a little extra 
money. This year Mr. and Mrs. Wes
ton'were full of excitement for the 
noted Elder Reams had promised to 
honor the encampment with his sanctl-. 
fled presence.

It was a pleasant afternoon near the 
close of the camp-meeting week, and 
the cold-hearted had become warm, and 
the faltering filled with zeal. Religious

Who makes quick use of the moment 
Is a genius of prudence.—Lavator.

-Sudden resolutions, like tho sudden 
rlsc'of the mercury: in tho barometer, 
indicate. Httle else than the changeable-1 
ness of the weather.—Hara. ■ :

fervor was running high f|,nd many wild 
and foolish tilings were’.-belng passed 
for truth every day, A gott golden light 
bathed the rock-strewn bills and flick-. 
ered through the leaves of the stately' 
sugar maples alM beeches that formed 
the grove. Upon rough board, backless 
seats, were crowded some three thou
sand people. Among thosejon the front 
septs 'sat the 'yZestoñs; iisfleMm;. .to a 
slender, well-dfesse'd jnidj.& little past 
middle age. It was pppptoiiit from his 
speech that he was well educated—an 
unusual thing for the clergy of. his.de
nomination—and’ It was' »lab apparent 
that at some period of his ¿Ufó he had 
been accustomed to goOfl society, for he 
had the manner and beating of a. gentle
man. His voice was clear . and: pene
trating and he spoke with the: earnest
ness of strong conviction, And he had 
deep magnetic ey.es thatheemed to com
pel the attention of hlwatflllenco. He 
announced ills text: "To proclaim the 
acceptable year of the iJoni and the 
day of vengeance of our .God.” As he 
talked he walked to and fro upon the 
rude platform which servedtor a pulpit. 
Behind him hung a largp chart upoi 
which appeared many strange.and ter
rible beasts, which looked'as if they had 
been conceived by the brqjn of nlsavagé 
or a madman. • '
r Elder Reams was certainly W -orator 
after a sort; and he qudtad ,Bible texts 
with surprising fluenoyj;'. Ftata the 
chart and thp Bible he,qúbted,;hé gave 
the history of'the world froanthe crea
tion of Adam sij thousaniLypatoi before, 
up to that present moment, .andtoroved 
conclusively, from the, propliccies that 
the end of the world waHfaLhamj:. Ev
ery -statement he made' he clinched with 
a. vthiflfl.salth - títo'.<Lord,"'ftnfl- fils '.asser
tions, wqre gnééteí-wíth'tóud “Amehs! " 
"P^aJse the. Lord!’'’“Gla^t^‘<?da;.Eb^,;

“Marthy. Weston,” sai.d her mother 
sternly, “it is nothing but your pride 
that keeps you from startin’.- Do you 
go along! Do.you s’pose I want to see 
my own daughter burned up?”

Martha felt a touch upon her shoulder 
and looking up saw her father bending 
over her, with tears streaming down 
his cheeks. “Go, Mardle,” he said, 
brokenly. "Go, my child.”

As trembling and faint Martha half 
rose to go she felt a, flrm clasp upon her 
wrist and looked up into the dark, mag
netic eyes of a. handsome young minis
ter. “Come," he said, authoritatively, 
and his fingers closed still more- closely 
around the slender white wrist. With
out a word Martha followed him and 
passively knelt beside him at the 
mourner’s bench. She had a dim idea 
that she ought to have new and strange 
sensations—strong feelings which 
would inclineher to weep and pray, but 
instead a-strange calmness took pos
session of her and the odd idea that an 
unseen being was standing close beside 
her. She heard as if in a dream the 
sobs and shouts of her companions, and 
the elder's voice calling upon the Lord 
to save, and she wondered vaguely what 
it all meant. Then It was over and she 
stood with the rest waiting for the va
rious preachers, of whom Elder Reams 
was foremost, to coinè and shake hands 
with her and offer her words of counsel. 
The young preacher, still stood by her 
side with one slender white hand rest
ing lightly upon her arm. Then the 
voice of Elder Reams sounded close be
side her, anfl his hand clasped hers as 
he kindly inquired as to the state of her 
fqellnfes.'

“I do not know,” said Martha, as she 
looked about her in a bewildered way.

“You are tired," said the elder, “Go 
home and tal\e a good 'night's rest, and 
in the morning ypu win know whether 
you have salvation or not.” -

Perhaps the elder never gave any 
more sensible advice, but he proved a 
false prophet, for in the morning Mar
tha did not know, ' She performed the 
usual household duties, and then once 
niore accompanied by her father, sought 
the encampment: ; She felt restless and 
dissatisfied ns'the day wore on, and 
when the -young- preacher appeared, who 
thè day before had j led . her -to the 
mourner’s seat; she confided tq-hlm h^r 
perplexity; and-.’flouW -While-"thus, en
gaged .her parents came and-bade her 
'$oad<bye prQmlsJjjg,ito..xeturn,th.e fol- 
loetìlfé morning. -After tfléjr dehaTttire. 
thè ‘Soung parson, invited ¿her to jgo. to 
his tent, telling her that.hls wife and a 
tow, sisters whom he mentioned, would, 
he pleased toijoip them In prayer., .
.¡.-“There is something .1 want to tell 
.you first,”-said' Martha; "something 
strange happened this morning and I 
want-you to explain it to me.” ' ■

"I will explain anything I can for

After he hpd finished. :rin argument, 
proving ¡that the.jttumpSt- n^lght sound 
and the dqttfkeris»:.before/.the' next 
morning, he began aj-ifassioflate appeal 
to; the/sinner to -malteLhls ¡peace' with 
Gqd before it was too late. The deaf 
and lame ariji.aged ;who ha^; gathered 
upon the fropt seats, were hurjled away, 
and a general stir rioW.ran through', the 
audience as the elder in sof£ appealing, 
tones begai^ to'.call upon1the. iinsaved to 
come forward and seek Salvation. ' you,” he Bal’d gently; . " 

’ Many of the-more zealous, clergymen Martha hesitated and then.began tlm- 
began walking up and dowhithe narrow • idly: “I was awakened ths mornjng'by

Ing with those they were especially in
terested in to come forwarfl and seek 
the Lord. The singers'-began to sing, 
“ ’Tis the last call of mérbÿ that lingers 
for thee!” .• - - • r; ; •

Martha felt a strange throbbing of 
the heart and her sensitive.’face flushed 
and paled. A strong power seemed 
drawing her toward - the ’ mourner's 
bench. She tried in va'ip to recall the 
doubts of the past month)!. As she tried 
to close her ears td the hymn and the 
elder’s pleading Voice; Ker. mother 
grasped her arm and said? “Marthy, do 
you go with the fest noW'.” • ' '
"Martha did nofmov& - ■

hearing my name called three times. I 
Started up in tfèd, wide awake. I did 
not know the voice, and I did not see 
nor^iear anyone In the chamber. Just 
as I was going to get up a voice began 
to sing. The voice was just outside my 
open door and I could plainly see there 
was no one there. I never heard such 
singing before, so clear and sweet and 
strong. -The hymn was ‘The reapers of 
life’s harvest,’ only the words were 
changed Some, and I felt that they were 
meant for mè. Oh! I shall never for- 
get-it.” \

The young man smiled with gentle 
superiority. “You were dreaming,, lit
tle one,” he said. ‘ ’

“Oh, no,” said Martha earnestly. 
“You are mistaken. I was wide awake. 
I héard my father clattering the milk 
pails and wondered what t|me It was 
while the voice was singing. Besides,, 
Charlie heard it, too, and told'me at the; 
breakfast table that he never knew I 
could sing so well before.”- •

The young man made no reply, but ap 
they had reached the tent, he pushed 
back the curtain which served as front 
door, and the two entered. The tent 
was empty. “All gone,!’ said the 
preacher cheerily. “Well, it does not», 
matter. ‘Wheré two or three are gath
ered in my name,’ you Ijnow. Let us 
kneel down here by ourselves,.and ask - 
the Lord to give you a , clearer under
standing of his word and your duty as a 
Christian.” .

He took Martha’s hand In his, and 
- with simple confidence she knelt beside 
him. The young parson prayed earn
estly, even eloquently, and Martha 11s- 
tening intently to his words did not no
tice tbathe had drawn closely, to her 
until she felt the clasp of his ar( about 
her waist. With a'feeling of alarm 
she looked around Into the dark, hand
some face which bent dangerously near 
her own. The parson stopped his. 
praying and for an Instant their eyes 
met, and then with a cry of terror, Mar
tha threw aside the restraining arm 
.and leaping to her feet stood with white 
face and wild eyes- staring at the man 
before her who, to his credit be it said, 
hung his head with shame. Then Mar
tha sprang through the tent door and 
fairly flew to her own apartments, 
whpre she fastened the curtains closely 
down, and throwiné herself across the 
bed, burst Into wild sobbing. After a 
short time she grew calmer. She 
heard the bell ring for evening service, 
and the women in the adjoining room 
preparing to attend the meeting. Mar
that listened, until she knew they had 
all'gone but one old woman left to 
guard the tent; then she .arose and 
drawing aside the curtain from the one 
little window, which was open, looked 
out into the darkness. Lights were 
shining from tents and Cottages and the 
air was filled with the hum of many 
voices.- Several large lamps fastened 
to tall trees thréw.,long shafts of light 
across/the encampment, making the 
darisheps/Beem:inore intensé ,wl)éfe., ¿ó. 
light; íélli. From heripost' of ótóéfvtftliítí'. 
Martha could see, dimly outlined, the 
formg. o£- toe dark trees, and moving 
■figures tyhich ¿or, atoqmeht-iWould: be 
clearly revealed in the' bright' light• of. 
the lamps and then 'swallowed up in 
darkness.- The air was heavy; with' the 
odor of rich woods earth, leaves and 
fragile ferns. A strange lonesome feel
ing came over Martha, a sense of deso
lation., •

“I have no part nor portion with 
them,” she muttered; then started, for 
it seemed to her that another than she 
had uttered the words. Then the gath
ered congregation began to sing, "The 
glorious day is coming; the hour is roll
ing on.” More and more voices joined 
tn the strain until the grand old^hills 
piled with great rocks telling their 
story of eons past, echoed and re-echoed 
the voices ofcthe singers as they sang: 
"Then lire from God descending,. •

Shall sweep this wide earth o’er, 
And nations lóud lamenting,

Shall sink to rise no more.
Though tears and groans are blended, 

Yet alt in vain they cry, /
The day of hope is ended, 

And sinners now must die.”
(To be continued.)

HOW THEY PLAN IT.
The Boston Citizen has frequently re

ferred to the apparently concerted ac
tion of the Roman hierarchy to force 
a division of the public school fund, in 
the interest of their parochial schools. 
That this action is carefully plannetfl to 
be put Into effect just before the presi
dential campaign,-there can be little 
doubt. Rome is skilled in politics, and 
knows where she can get the most 
from “the powers that be”—the political 
powers—who are hungry for' votes. '

How does Rome propose to enforce 
her demands upon the poitlcians?. (By' 
Rome, we mean the hierarchy, for the 
Roman Catholic people, if left to! them
selves, would stand loyally by the Amer
ican public school system—but the peo
ple are simply sheep who blindly follow 
their leaders, the priests.)

In the Catholic'Oltizen, of Milwaukee", 
Nov. 14, was a letter written by "Father 
P. F. Judge, of the Sacred Heart Church, 
Omaha, Neb.”—a letter which doubtless 

■ voices the sentiment of the priests gen
erally. In this letter Priest Judge says:

“With the advance of enlightenment 
and religious toleration and the disap
pearance of sectarian bitterness and 
bigotry, the day.Is fast coming, when 
the people and therefore th'e govern- 
rdent of this country will endorse the 
position of the Catholic’ church, hot only, 
by words', but in -act, according to her 
schools as well as to similar schools of 
other 'denominations,- their.,pro rata 
_share of the taxes to which they are en- 
‘tltled. .

outside of it, much .discussion has been 
going on since which' seems to indicate, 
that some kind of crisis id-coming. The 
Catholic Federated Societies in conven
tion in Atlantic City last July, passed a 
most important resolution on the ques
tion. Only last month the German 
Catholic societiesJof 'Now -Jersey de
cided to apply to the -legislature- for 
state support'- for their gatochlal

schools. . The New York "Sufi opened its 
columns to ‘a discussion of ¿he subject 
by which much light has teen given. 
The Rev. Dr. MohtaguejGeér, of the 
Protestant Episcopal church, 'contribu
ted two important ¿rilóles - which, if 
they voice any large body of ôpinioh in 
his denomination, are of great moment, 
as showing, the trend of sentiment in 
that quarter. The Rev.''John Talbot 
Smith and the Rev..- Michael, Clune gave 
each an able arid unanswerable contri
bution to the discussion.' At the confer
ence of Catholic colleges held In Phila
delphia last weçk a timely paper on the 
matter was read by Rev. .Benedict Guil
der, S. J., Boston college; ' Moreover, 
the ‘ Moat- Rev. • Bishops ? McFaul and 
Messmer, and His Eminence Cardinal 
Gibbons gave expressioflfto thélr views, 
and very much to' the polrtt, ¡quite re-' 
céntly.” • ■ • '’

How unanimous ,1s thgexpretelon on 
the -part of the. hlerarc^, f iri i clearly 
shown bÿ thé abové. ¿ I / '

The priest then,procede :; “ .
"A famous advice pnfe. given,in Ire-1 

land is the wise and practical ¿purse for 
us to .adopt In the J jfêséntrtclriinin- 
stances: 'Agitate, agitât® 'aflaté.... Ire
land hq,s Struggled dnd¿YOUght!against. 
darker arid more mffrcllfe’sa tyranny, and 
she-has won by -peaceable mëhns and 
parliamentary proéëdfli^‘,

"Can we not, (n an o&lal airid-renre- 
sentati ve wt^y,- bring pi(Êpàsé lïpfore, ¿he 
state, before the legislatures ufltl before 
the limelight óf thé pujilto oplníórt ,qf Ihe 
nation ? We crin • hardly'- exjpect " the 
fctate-ta comb, to us and ask,ris ¡what wè 
want, or, in fact, consider the matter at 
all until we become more practical by 
making out our Casc and bring it before 
them in a busjness-llke .way- and on;-' 
photic manner. How ¡may this l’° done? 
■One way that suggestslltself to mo is 
tills: ' : ’ .4' , , - ‘ ■

■ “’Suppose, for, Instance, ¿liât to-mor
row our official.and natural’ leaders, 
which; of courae./would mean put bish-, 
ops, educators and representative lay
men; should confer together 'at'a kind 
of round table conférence çud agree on 
ampian of caihpalgn. -StílQjáie they wore

to agree upon presenting to every legis
lature of the whole union, and to the 
government of the United States, an im
mense, mammoth memorial, or petition, 
couched, of course, in the most respect
ful, temperate and argumentative lan
guage, setting forth our grievances and 
demands, demonstrating how these 
might be granted not only without det
riment, but to the entire enhancement 
and advantage of the present public 
school system of the. land.

“Let this be signed at every church 
door, in every town hnd village in the 
country. Numberless signers, - too,, 
doubtless, Could be obtained from J;he 
inetabers of other denomination^, Luth
erans, Episcopalians and others. Be
cause the Catholic church shpuld in this 
case make comnfon cause with other 
denominations feeling the like grlev- 
anccs, and make no claims for herself 
that she does not desire for others. 
Each denomination should get. a fair 
field, but nd favof to-impart their own 
religious teaching to their own subjects. 
It would be well in this conhection of 
djurefl. and state' to adopt the sugges
tion of Rev. Dr. Geer. Let the word 
‘church’ stand for-every religious body 
Which'is working in the field , of ethics 
in any, large organized way. The Cath-, 
olio church might do that without any 
sacrifice of principle. .
' “Now let such an enormous petition 
be presented in a.formal way ’to each' 
and every legislature in the land and 
the. federal government as simultane-. 
ously as possible. - It would have the 
slgnatureqlpf millions. And at- th'e 
same time-Jet- all the representative 
bodies ln ;the churcli throughout the 
land pass resolutions praying the gov
ernment for action on tho petition. .

"How would Such a proceeding not 
awake up the whole national conscience, 
how; would it not command the atten- 
tibn of tflo whole press of- the country, 
and thus bring up the matter at one 
bound into the limelight of public opin-

as clear as the noondtsy sun to every 
thinking mind in the whole country, the ' 
ranting of imported bigots to the con
trary notwithstanding. Thus the. first 
battle would be won. . ■

"The government would have to ask 
itself, ‘What am I going to do about it?’ 
It would find itself face to face with a 
condition, not a theory, and should act. 
What would ittoo about it? Well/itfle. 
very least it could do to begin with 
.would be to appoint a governmental 
commission, to look into the matter. 
The scope of that commission, might in
clude a visit to oth^r countries,, such as 
Canada, dreat Britain, Ireland and Ger
many, where, like our own, there Is not 
a union of church and state,, and yet 
they have dome to a harmonious ar
rangement for imparting in the ele
mentary schools, both secular and re
ligious education! and-where, too,, there 
are as many different denominations as 
here. No-doubt it would be a matter of" 
great difficulty to plepse all concerned, 
but,if the statesmen and churchman of 
other countries were able to arrive at a 
harmonious working basis, surely those 
of this great country of ours can do bet
ter.” ' .

The Citizen here presents what will • 
be, without doubt, the papal plan of- 
campalgn. ‘JTdtoe forewarned 1b to-be - 
forearmed.’’ To thwart the schemes of 
th’e. enemy it,-is absolutely necessary, to 
organizo-rand to elect to congress and 
to state legislatures the;best men—men 
of. American convictions and of genuine 
cdurage, • ,

■ :Now that -we have the plan of cam
paign before us, there Is no possible ex- • 
ouse for being caught napping. .

These are the questions the thought
ful minds are asking and have been 
since the human race began the exist
ence of time. These questions come 
echoing down the corridors of the ages, 
and are as interesting a study as when 
flyst whslpered Into the thoughtful in
tellect of man in the early dawn of civ
ilization.

Who shall rise to the height of the 
Infinite horizon, to probe to the depths 
the dark gloom of mental doubts, and 
give to the world the satisfying message 
enough to answer the skeptic and the 
soul’s hungering thirst for spiritual 
knowledge. . ,
' Man ■ has sought light f n the 
prophets and seers of the pasty Jid wor
shiped at the shrine of Buddha and 
Jesus, but tho great truths and soul. 
mysteries oi being, sphinx-like remain 
hidden from the world’s thinkers. ■ 
' That there are psychic phenomena 

and spiritual illuminations of minds 
given her? a.nd there along the pathway 
of human experiences running like a 
thread of gpld impinging upon the mor
tal plane of life Impalpable to the finite 
senses, yet with all these evidences the . 
world still lingers in doubt and waits 
the coming of the Messiah. These an
swers must be sought not from with
out, in books of learned minds, nor yet 
from the chosen leaders of religious 
sects, but deep down within one's own 
inner individual consciousness, the soul 
itself.

Everything points in the direction oi 
man’s will power, the soul’s attributes 
in the concentration of one’s own men
tal faculties Unhampered by the psycho
logical influences of .dogmatip control 
either from excarnate or decarnatfl 
minds, for the higher and better un
foldmerit of spiritual and Intellectual 
growth.

Time and space melt before this soul
power with its marvelous energy 
quickening into new life,'mind and will, 
making the body subservient to its db 
vine sway, and points unerringly to a 
possible answer to these' world-wide . 
questions when man shall fully awake 
from t)ie lethargy of "mere sense 
knowledge and become one with his ' 
own soul.; .

Recent experiments in the psychic 
and occult phenomena. of mind over 
mind psychologically proves conclusive- . 
Jy thrit .toe toner consctousriesg pt .«p®1* 
is the subjective will or talrid 1» perfect 
harmony- with-the soul where-fluldtoMa . 
all- Intelligences are operatlve-and-gov»- 
eimed b/-toe law of dlvin? unity. •. ' ;

Man is a soul now as much as he 
ever will be when divested, of his mortal 
body and the fact of his inner powers 
related to toe subliminal self or Soul 
where under its benign sway the future 
lies out before the seer like a written 
page to .read the history of men and 
nations -through that law of psychom- 
etry vested in the sensitive brain of ev-^ 
ery individual, shows the possibilities 
of the finite mind as related to the ihfl, 
nite co-eternal.

The awakened intellect to-day feels 
the near .approach of wonderful powers 
where the Intuitive faculties sense a 
new world, as it-were, governed by laws 
not understood by the finite mind, yet in 
accord with the ripening Intellect of 
spiritual progress that opens the vaqt 
storehouse of infinitude. ;

When it comes to the momentous 
question of .where the spirit goes at the 
dissolution of the mortal body, I know 
of no one who can so .correctly settle 
the question as the soul itself of the in- . 
dividual without the aid of intermedi
aries known as, spirit mediums each 
person his own medium, looking across 
the boundaries of infinitude.

The signs of the times point to the 
near approach of selfhood, when lead
ership will be impossible, when the sov
ereign rights of an individual mind will 
be held sacred and each individual will 
be sphered in his own orbit, like the 
planets in space, moving, rhythmically 
vibrating the harmony- pt' soul-music, 
chanting the progress of the ages.

The time has passed when Investiga
tions in psychic phenomena and kin
dred subjects excite ridicule; only in 
the most ignorant and illiterate minds 
does this occur. Granting that very few 
have yet risen to the lofty plane of soul
communion with the denizens of the un
seen worlds those few are felt and have 
set in motion the vibratory waves of 
thought and their secret messages are 
molding anflw the voice of truth and 
spiritual knowledge and the air is sweet 
with the fragrance of divine love and 
the upliftment of man..

BISHOP A. BEALS.
Summerland, Cal. ’

■ I.know of no such thing as genius; it 
is nothing but labor and diligence.—Ho- 
gdrth.,- ; : .

There, is no genius In life like the ge
nius of energy- and industry,-¿-D. • G. 
Mitchell. • ■ ' - ,

■- ¡There taino thought-in any mind, but 
It quickly .tends to.convert itsplf into a

Such beautiful, beautiful hands!
, They’re neither white'nor small-;
And you, I know, would scarcely think

That they are fair at all. ■
I've looked on hands whose form and 
. • hue ■.

A sculptoris dream might be;
Yet are-these aged, wrinkled liatids 

Most beautiful to me.
.Such beautiful, Beautiful hands!

Though heart were weary, and sad, 
Those patient hands kept tailing on, 

. That the children might be glad. 
I always weep, as, looking back

To.,childhood’s' distant day.
I think how'those hands rested not, 

When mine were at their play.
Such beautiful, beautiful bands! 

They're -growing feeble now, .
For time and pain have left their morli

On hands end heart and brow. । 
Alas! Alas! the nearing time, .

And the Bad, sad day to me, I 
When 'neath the daisies, out of sight, ! 
. Those hands will folded be. .. ; 
but, oh, beyopd this shadow land,

. Where all is Bright'and fair, < 
I know full well these dear old hands, '•

Will palms of victory bear. - , ■
^yhere crystal strdams through endles^ 
,• years , . . ■ ■“■- ■ /■ - .J

Flow over golden sahds, - ...»
And' Whore the old grow young again,

I'll clasp my mothei's-hands. ; '
' —Boston. Budget»
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THE PRcfeRESSlVB .THINKER

The World Advances Through a Conflict of Ideas. When That Is Not-Apwed, as in 
■ the Catholic Church, then Stagnation Follows, and Progress Ceases; The Pro-

gressive Thinker Will Not Follow in the Rut Marked Out by the fitWc Church,
and Suppress This Clash of Ideas, nor Bridle Human Reason

THE CONFLICT GOES ON.
,We Introduce, to our Readers. Mrs.. Clara Watson, a 
i, prominent leader in the Ranks of Spiritualism, and 
' ; one who wields a sharp pointed pen, and says what 

she thinks.' She steps .boldly to the front and at
tempts to annihilate The Great Psychological .Crime; 
Thoughts emanating from such a source, from one 
who is so fearless, will be read and re-read, and 
make a deep impression. . Spirit Control is being 
analyzed as it never was before, and there is being 
brought to the front a vast amount of information 

' of great value to those who, have sufficient gray 
. matter in*their  brain cells to comprehend the same.

The Symposium has been great, and 
Tho Great Psychological Crime has re
ceived a great dressing down surely, 
and all honor to the noble workers who 
have raised their voice in defense 'of 
mediumship—the cornerstone of Spirit
ualism—against the attack of tho en
emy, even though disguised as a friend. 
Judging from all accounts tlie great 
crime of the age Ib the putting forth of 
bu slanderous, unjust and untruthful a 
production, so far as mediumship is 
concerned, as that which has called 
forth the present agitation.

Prior to the symposium I had not 
read the book, but now 1 am reading it, 
and my wonder increases how anyone 
possessing the qualities of true man
hood or womanhood and claiming to be
a friend to’ ism, could put into
print such outragéous mid false state-. 

‘ ments about those who have been the 
pillars of strength to the grand super
structure of Spiritualism, and if even 
there was a cusp of obsession or hypnot
ic control by at) “earth bound’1 spirit, 
certainly the author of Thé Great Psy
chological Crime is the victim, and 1 do 
not wonder he or she hides in obscurity.,

One would think from sheer shame
facedness there would be a desire tu be 
nameless, and while she or lie po?es 
as a student in the.school of "natuiAl 
science,” the claws of the Theosophical- 
Jesuitical monster are plainly visible!

Tho book starts out with tlie tlfeo- 
sopliical bi>g-bear of “magic,” black 
magic and white magic, and then pro
ceeds to charge upon mediums the 
devils of black magic. This' has ever 
begli,the playground of theosophy. .

Tho writer of these lines has had ex
pedience with devotees of this cult in 
tho past À society of this school was 
started in thls^ity, and the members 
(ab.qut a., dozen) at -ogee pounced:,tlpon 
spmtuglUm,.and.the' city -pressé.twits, 
used to disseminate their antagonism 
to. flip same,.-and" Dr. -JlueiqroicCincin- 
nati, óne thé endorsers of the bqokiitait-. 
poped along and.helped explain -the 
biitók tnUfelc buslrifess. ThWriter AM 
in 'attendance at th© meeting, and my 
indignation whs kindled and soon, thè 
wrir was on. I had not been' appointed 
by the N. S. A. to answer' thq base 
charges made against Spiritualism and' 
Spiritualiste, but I assumed the prerog
ative' and 'battled' them through the 
press single handed and alone; without 
feâr or favor, without money and with-, 
out price, for à number of years. #

The society made a desperate strug
gle for existence, but after a. few years 
went down, and now hot a peep Is heard

can easily acquire the prize of Indepen
dent seership. Here it is: The first 
step is to start a reflection of thought 
wav.es on tlie atmospheric ether of 
cosmic light and action: This is to be 
interpenetrated 'by tlie mpnas of in-, 
dlviduallty, blended with the ego of per
sonality, and impressed upon the sus- 
ceptibilily of the ethereal subconscious
ness of the sixth, sub-race, and this in 
turn 1s to be united to the mental aura 
that oozes out of the loosely knit astral 
form and comes in contact with the 
seven cqiiseious cast-off layers of the 
body of the sensation, that act as re
cording tablets upon the body of desire. 
Then the indlvdual pusses through the 
seven-fold principles of vital energy, 
ascends through the vibratory plane 
and finally feels the absorption of the 
universal will. And now the initiate 
has mastered- tlie secrets of tli.e «soul 
powers and fathomed the deeps of the 
great ocean’of K$nu 1-pca, and house- 
quently is ready to be disintegrated 
through the chemical action of the sub
limated forces of the Dovaehanlc con
dition, arid through- the transmlgratory 
and re-incarnate process comes forth 
therefrom as a god’Mahatma, and is 
now prepared to hide away In the 
mountains of the Orient. The initiate 
or Theosophical medium is now full, 
fledged to exercise his or her spiritual 
sensory organism, independently, with 
no "criminal” attachment.

How beautiful!
Now I do nqt suppose that the fore

going explanation is given iii just the 
language of the Countess. Indeed, 1 
AM SURE IT IS NOT, but such was the 
impression the vibratiqns made upon 
my sensorium while listening. •

Blit seriously, the above jargon of 
words strung together convey about as 
much 'meaning as did the -words of tho 
spealtef'. npdn Theosophical medium« 

'Ship'.'-''
But to return to the symposium. The 

iTheqspph-loal. • Sfde^their Grime Jwek-. 
sldtoi-tttklng advantage of Editor-Fran,' 

■cle1'Impartial -action, made haste to 
bring forth testimony for .its side. But 
who are they who come forth from ob
scurity to defend the book? With a few 

’(exceptions, such as Dr. Buck, Ella 
Wheeler Wilcox, Dr. Peebles and Prof. 
Loveland, the writers were people seem
ingly improvised for the occasion. 
Surely the Spiritualistic side, with its 
array of noted and almost world-wide 
known participants, does not suffer by

about black magic, reincarnation, 
'karma, astral’shells, devachan, mahaV 
mas, masters, divine wisdom,'etc., etc.

The Crime book agrees with Spiritual
ism along certain lines, and contains ; 

. some information to. the novice regard-, 
jng hypnotism, mesmerism, Occultism, 
etc.,' but to intelligent Spiritualists', the 
instruction comes ' late in the day. 
Spiritualists have been posted ’ along.. 
these lines many years; understanding 
THE DANGERS AND THE ABUSES 
as well as the grand, UPLIFTING AND 
HELPFUL usés thereof. The writer of 
this listened to a course of public lec
tures upon these and kindred subjects 
given by a Spiritualist'thirty years ago,, 
and there are many in our ranks who' 
have been teachers in this department 
of learning for many years, and the 
points of agreement with Spiritualism 
and thé claims of the author to be a 
friend thereto, forms the gilded coating 
under cover of which it is hoped’ to en

' snare the unwary. J
There are some statements dï the 

Crime book that are amusing. For in
stance, it says: "If Spiritualism is’to 

' become a permanent, living factor in 
the moral and spiritual evolution of tire 
race, Spiritualists must insist on the 
entire abandonment of every phase, 
form and degree of mediumship.”

Now just note the sublime reasoning 
¡displayed. T'O build up securely ândr 
. firmly- the great 'structure of Spiritual
ism we miist first destroy its founda- 
tiòn, knock out the underpinning that' 
sustains it. Queer logic that, but this’ 

. is quite on a par with a great deal more 
' put -forth as “divine wisdom.”

In the .years’gode by when the local 
theosophists were making heroic ef
forts to hypnotise the whole city -into 
their ^brotherhood,”' they secured . a 
number of noted speakers of the cult, 
among them Countess Wachtmeister, 
who,', true to the tenets of the school, 
disparaged mediumship among Spirit
ualists, but upheld the kind they have 
in theosophy, citing the marvelous pow
ers of the now lamented Madame 
Blavatsky, .who, it is said, by wiggling 
her fingete in the air caused »teacups 

' and saucers to rain down upon thé com
pany when they needed utensils' from 
which to sip ,thq nectar, of the gods.-

The Cotintess was sO hnxlous to in
' duce people to throw "subjective” me- 

dlupiship to the winds and come into 
•the independent exercise of thè ‘spirit
ual sensory organism,” where anybody 
would be able to manufacture.. table-

>ar
air 

r J> /
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This Conflict is simply a Process of Evolution where
by the TRUTH will become moreuprominent, and 
in connection therewith we introduce To our read
ers a „charming character, Mrs.v È M. ‘Hamsley, 
She‘ is a brilliant little lady, one that would do you 
good to meet "and hear in’ -detail her remarkable 

■ experiences’ iri'subjective medlaiüdship. • As Ghair- 
man of- tEîs:débatë we take pleasure in placing these 
ladies ■ sidé"'by side in The Progressive Thinker, 
each -One Writing independently oftthe'-other; and 
each one not knowing what the ether has to. say 
unfit thé same is- in print. Study0 carefully what 
both say, and you must reach a conclusion inde
pendent of the-Chairman. ,f, £ •

To tlie Edltorj'ÂrW Ï ask of you the. 
favor of announcing my address 
through the;pôlumD$ Of you~ paper?

I. would also be pleased .1 you will 
kindly state that tRq letters addressed 
to me in care of “The Progressive 
Thinker” have reached me. '

Many ,of tlie letters, of inquiry ad
dressed to me have remained unan
swered for. some weeks owing to my 
time having .been’tingrossed with other 
very important matters. ' .

To those who have written me permit 
me to sa/ that I hope .the Incoming 
week to be able -to answer their let
ters personally., ■ ■

Perhaps nothing has more-fully con
vinced mo of the great good-the sym' 
poslum baa done, Is doing and will do 
than tho letters which have reached me 
from persons who are personally un
known to me, asking that "the better 
way" be opened to their understanding.

Several of these letters are from me
diums, "developing" mediums and Spir
itualists,'and through .them all runs the 
one plaint, “MEDIUMSHIP IS' SO UN
SATISFACTORY.” .

•Right here 1 would like to suy that I 
am not. prepared to .“open tho way” to a 
development of the power of indepen
dent clairvoyance. .

I am but a student myself and am 
unauthorized to outline for .airy indi
vidual any course of study.,,or çulturé 
whereby they may Attain this, power.

.Since coming into th® light ot tliifj 
knowledge of ^independent s.çlî develop- 
menùthe greater, part of, thé, past four 
years’ expérience and endéavqf,. has 
bèen the undoing, of the ,’destructive 
effects qf my mediunj.istlo,aiil)j^tU>ji;', 
the .growing from the' condition of ah;

comparison in the symposium.. , The 
bulk of evidence for the Grime.-book 
seemwto cojri© from a few persons who 
have néén unfortunate in their attrac
tions frqta the spirit realms, unfortun
ate in not possessing sufficient individ
uality to keep the grossest element of 
spirits at bay. But not one of the many, 
noted mediums speaking for medium
ship, as-well'as hundreds who have not 
spoken, have had any such'trouble, be
cause, forsooth, they were selfqioised, 
.fortified within; against the “black mag
ic” influence. ■

In the symposium up to date, if cor
rectly counted, there have ueen seven
teen writers,-exclusive of Dr. Peebles 
and Prof. Loveland, for the Crime book, 
and twenty-five against it, but, l\ind 
reader, just note the returns as results 
of the discussion. Evidently tlte weight 
of argument against the- boolihas had 
its-depreciating effect upon the same. 
The work has already beei^ reduced in 
price. Before the heavy guns of Spir
itualistic logic were turned upon it the 
price was two dollars; now its value

for the, transmission 'of messages, dec-

with which God or Ndture -endo/ed'’ 
me.' ' ................ '• ” '•’

Capacities, faculties and'po/era' which 
were, in a measure, paralyzed by friy 
mediuiulstlc work, ' '" ’

Thls'l feel justified in saying that I 
have accomplished! •

■ I am willing (I may Say more than 
willing) to give to any One'the ftill bene
fit of all the experiences I have had In' 
this endeavor.-•■I will.glatRy asSlst’ any 
man, woiiian qr child whji',‘’Uijough ihe- 
diuraship, ‘lias lost the pp’ifrei^ of lade-' 
pendent self-control, .'to' rSgSin that high
est and noblest of ail 'powdrs.' \

This week’s Thlttker (Nov.' 21) lies

ls embodied In this lecture, of bis in re
gard to tlie eurth-bqund spirit of Amelia 
Bauer? 1 '

To quote Brother Pecks, .
“All studgfits of Spiritualism recog

nize that mortals may be hypnotized or 
psychologized by- disembodied spirits 
and beepii-ie what Ib known as prophets, 
seers, njediumS^psycbics,- eto., but it is 
not sp comnjpnly. known that mortals 
may also p^cnoioglze disembodied spir
its almost ¿s.yregdjly -and bring them 
under theiri nrcrir/il, moral and physical 
control. Yet thqro is much evidence to 
substantiate th'llf fttet.

“Tho subject 8f j.he hypnotist Is, for 
the time being;merely the reflex of the 
controlling mind. He sees with tlie 
eyes of -the •opcirator, .heaijs with his 
ears; thinks Wltfi‘’bis brain, knows only 
wiiabhe kriow/jtnfl.,believes only what 
he believes. ’

"MANY INSTANCES COULD BE 
CITED TO SHOW THAT SPIRITS DIS
EMBODIED HAVE BEEN SO COM
PLETELY - Hypnotized , by the 
earth ■ Conditions and the 
MINDS,OF MORTALS THAT-THEY 
REA.L7JEP‘0NL¥»IN A VAGUE WAY 
THAT THEY ‘ARE '' NO' 'LONGER' 
DWELLERS' INaTHE BODY'AND SO 
LIVE LARGELY*  THE LIFE OF THE 
EARTH, BUB JEST TO ITS LIMITA
TIONS AND PARTICIPATING IN’’ ITS 
AMUSEMENTS,v'AND INTERESTS' 
GENERAM5Y/I W * - ; ’ ~ -

If wbat)<’Bi’6flidl‘.Peck1 SayF'is true 
(and I aiMn ’pdbltlon to kriow 'that It 
is), whtit Wobt those Spiritualists who 
regular]y:®ttend'fthe‘'seaJite fbom, car-, 
jying to their disembodied friends tlieli; 
pyn sins, <S6frpii®; 3©sirqs':and‘' eartni/’ 
problem©,pdrawlng thds$' diseihli/idie'd'’ 
Metfah”'!iW'ffi6)iqqw'ri-tr6ubIed"iihd bff 

.lipi'S&i-’mKt^flMlstft -jnRiiiial*  ■ -moigl »Sffil' 
t>sychic4'BMmbsi®ire? ' r O "'- -mc 
!’■ iI©;ft'faW©Tr^ustrfd th© -liberifecl' spirit 
)tq dffiw ib Into •aif e'iri'Iromn'eht?ih- which 
it! may become‘)l!6rifbletely-:''&/pnot^bd 
by‘the earth* ‘conditions and the minds*

been one long story of misunderstand
ing and persecution. For centuries past 
I bee©, have verified! this tendency in hu
man' nature to oppose truth' when -it 
corned into conflict with its established 
systems and with its preconceived ideas 
of truth, . .—

It has been little more than half a 
contuiy since Spiritualism haa a hostile 
encopntvr with uie orthodox idea of 
t*  nth; unless I have been misinformed 
they were also unjustly ‘accused.

I should have thought that frqui so 
recent an experience with tlie unreason
ing opponents of that which has since 
been demonstrated beyond the possible 
ity of doubt, namely; the possibility of 
communion between human and exhu
man belpgg, that Spiritualists would 
have welcomed with open and avowed 
hospitality the entrance into their- own 
field of one who has at his command 
mor© light to throw upon the subject 
for which they. have labored and Buf
fered.. . .

Instead ,of so doing, some of tlie lead-- 
ing intelligences who are identified with 
the Spiritualistic movement have been 
most: active in pronouncing this man 
(whose -persoiv and-character they ad
mit are unknown to them) "a Jesuit, u 
“pettifogging lawyer/! an "egoist/' an 
'Ignoramus,'' 'a: “medium” and a “crim
inal.” .
. COULD THE UNREASONING, BIG-' 
OTED PREJUDICE OF, THE MOST 
HOPELESSLY ■ GREED - BOUND ” ■ 
MORTALS .SURPASS THIS IN INJUS
TICE T.0 A FELLOW MAN ? '

It’is one.'thing'to malce an assertion, 
another and wholly different thing to 
prove that assertion true.

in a careful reading of the articles, 
which , according to Mr. Bacon's asser
tion, ■‘‘have so cleverly and masterly 
laid bare the criminality of the author” 
of the Great Psychological Crime, I find 
many assertions which I KNOW 
THROUGH A PERSONAL ACQUAINT
ANCE WITH. THIS , AUTHOR TO BE 
UNTRUE. . ' .

i find Many assertions 
WHICH THE EXPERIENCES OF MY
SELF, MY HUSBAND AND OUR IN
TIMATE FRIENDS PROVE TO BE 
UNTRUE. .

Let us glajiee ©ver the article written 
by Hudson, Tuttle: '

To quote Mr. Tuttle, in reference to 
th© author of the book under discus
sion, he says:. ■

“In plain words he Is a medium, but 
It is by another process.” I ask, how 
does Mr. Tutlle know this to be a fact? 
Has jie had an oppdrtunity of studying 
this man?

Again, to uqote Mi. Tuttle: ,

AN’YONE AS INTELLIGENT AS HIM
SELF." ■ '

THAT THIS IS ABSOLUTELY 
FALSE ONE GAN EASILY PROVE TO' 
HIS OWN SATISFACTION BY AN IN
TELLIGENT READING OF THE 
BOOK. - . :

With tills suggestion. I must pass 
from my selftappointeditaiik of luriew-/ 
lug Hudson Tuttle’s article in whiph he 
lias, according to Mr. Bacon’s letter, 
“so cleverly and masterly.laid bare the 
criminality of tho author of that work."

Let us turn to Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich-' 
piond's article: . , ..
. To start with, Mrs'. Richmond round
ly berates the author of this book be
cause he. has chosen to withhold his 
name.» - : . '■

“No person has any right/’ says Mri. 
Richmond, “to appear before tlie pub
lic anonymously, statjug alleged’ facts 
solely upon his or her own authority, 
without enabling the people to know 
who the author is.”

Again, “As an individual or personal 
expression of personal experiment, ex
perience and’ opinion, it is only valu
able in proportion as the person putting 
it forth is valuable, as hisjtestimony is 
entitled to credence, as Ills authority is 
considered authority by'tliose qualified 
.to judge.”

Since this is Mrs. Richmond’s public
ly expressed opinion, of what value are 
the teachings which have been given to 
her various audiences i|i "the course of 
fifty years of speaking and writing as a 
medium” from UNIDENTIFIED SPIRIT 
(NTELLIGENCES? ‘ ■

JS.he says that “no person has a right 
to appear before the public anonymous
ly, stating as.alleged foots solely upon 
his or her authority, without enabling 
the people to know who the author is.”

WHAT OPPORTUNITY 'HAVE 
THOSE OF MRS. RICHMOND’S AU
DIENCES WHO ARE NOT CLAIR
VOYANT OF VERIFYING FOR THEM
SELVES THE IDENTITY. OF HER 
OWN “GUIDES AND CONTROLS??

As a matter of fact the identity of 
some of Mrs. Richmond’s contrpls are 
not known (iu the sense of the word 
that she demands to know tills author 
even) to herself.

How and by what, process, for in
stance, could Mrs. Richmond satisfy.an 
individual who was not a Spiritualist, 
neither clairvoyant, that a lecture which 
sho delivered a short time after 
the death of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll 
was really given by that spirit through 
tile instrumentality of her medium-
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has fallen, twenty-five per cent; 
book is now offered at $1.50.

Keep up the discussion.
Let the good work go on.

the'

■ ■ tea a aa a .. w — ■ , — — . r— — —
. wear out of the atmosphere, that right 
there in public speech she gave direO: 
tions how to "unfold.” She anticipated 
the unknown author’s' forthcoming 
book, and gave the secret away, and de
siring to, fix the process on the tablets 
of my memory, I made a note of .the 
receipt, and now I think the many read.- 
ors of The Progressive-Thinker are enr 
titled, to” tlie knowledge, and I propose 
to give it forth, thus obviating the ne- 
cessity'of buying tho book to be, er of 
joining th© authot’s “class.’.’' I- am sure 
this recipe-Is the correct.one -in Vs© ’!» 
tho?’Sciiool of Natural Sfcleilco” for a 
real; live Countess, straight from'‘the. 
Orient, wpuld- carry no1 spurious, article.

! The process is so simpld that a way
, faring man or woman, even though, not 

* as "jateUlgOht” as the hidden author/ 
t • • • ;. . .

I would like here to endorse the sug
gestion of George A. Bacon of Wash
ington, D. C.( that the replies be pub
lished in book form! This ' certainly 
should be done and the book go forth as 
a "companion piece" to The Great 
.Psychological Crime. The replies havq 
all been' able, and yet, of cqurse, we 
could single out a few as leaders, and 
I cannot agree with E. D. Titils, who 
thinks they have “embodyed à display 
of rhetoric rather than scientific logic.”

If scientific logic, sensible and deep 
reasoning Has not been displayed in 
this discussion, I am sure I would not' 
know where to look for it. The Crime 
book has, been criticised from every 
point of view, Dr. Conger touching qn 
a little different line than any of the 
others. His article was fine.

The Great Psychological Crime Iff 
simply a DAGGER THRUST AT SPIR
ITUALISM, and even though the keen' 
anji polished blade be sharpened to the 
hilt, the blow will be turned aside, as 
many another has been, without e.ven 
wounding the sturdy, growing child— 
Spiritualism. It will come out ot the 
affray' unscathed.

Certainly the . symposium will do 
good. .

Indeed, The Progressive Thinker 
would have been recreant to its‘trust, 
had it not afforded opportunity to Spir
itualists to down their adversary, and

before me; there is a great deal I would 
like to say in regard to its many inter
esting articles and contributions; but 
I know that the symposium practically 
closes' with the opening letter-from Ly
man C. Howe, and that. your, space Is 
valuable. ■.. ; .

I must say, however, that I was 
pleased with the candid, unprejudiced 
manner in which “The Veteran Spirit
ualist” opens tlie discussion. I look for
ward to an intellectual treat in the fur
ther development of this*  discussion be
tween Mr-. Howe and Mrs. Florence 
Huntley. . ■ . ,

The lecture by W. F. Peck, as report-, 
ed In this week’s “Thinker” Is. timely 
and his statements should command the 
thoughtful consideratlonpf all Spiritual
ists. • ' . ■ ■' ..

What more eloquent plea could be 
made for an independenf,.rational, self
conscious and self-cóhtrolled life than

the multiform processes of natiire?
■Theosophists and others may make 

light of the phenomena of Spiritualism, 
anti yet there Is no place in all the uni
verse where phenomena do not exist.

The phenomena of the material uni
verse are marvelous. ■

TJie phenomena of the human mind 
are marvelous. .

The phenomena of the spirit are mar
velous.-

Anyone who can look out - on the. 
beauty and glory of nature and .breathe 
in the freslfness.pt life find not feel Im
pressed by and through the. wonderful 
phenomena's! tha.forces of life must'be 
blind to air the: higher reasoning of the 
SOUL >. •, r- . "

Anyone who meditates upon the won
drous powers at the mln.d and the sub
tile properties of spirit, and senses not 
the marvelous.¡phenomena therein, or 
classes them as .criminal, must be dead 
to all the quieliéüldg inspirations of 
life.' .No, it As. not to the detriment of 
Spiritualism-; that it .tests upon phe
nomena or fact. ... '

And I wish to add ¡my testimony tq 
that of others of the manifold good that 
has come to me-through coming in 
touch through mental mediumship', 
with the denizens of the spirit realth. 
IT HAS BROUGHT UNTO MY LIFE ■ 

, BLESSINGS UNTOLD, through which

of mortals,” arid'can “realize only in. a 
'vague way tliati’.'ìt is ‘‘no •‘‘•longer a 
■Rweneii'in the body,” ànd’so cdifepel It 
to ''livé'làrgely thè life of-éàrth, sub; 
jectito its limitations,” etc.?*'  ' - 

,• ¡And what of1 the-prophets, seers, mA- 
;d|ums, psychics, etc., of whom ’tìròth'ér 
Peck sa.y6,';thejoare' “for the time bé-' 
Ing;, merely' tlie 'reflex of thè" control
ling mlftd? 'H© fthe medium) sees with 
thd-eyes’ of the operator, hears With his 
ears, thinks with’his brain, knows only 
what he imowé and believes only what 
he believes.” •:• '- - - -

In" a word,-'lieUs -for thè time being 
(that is, whllerunder the control of an
other intelligence')' robbed of his per
sonality, deprived of his individuality 
and.'Is beeoirie'the automatic instru
ment of the wlll' of another. '

When one who is, as well versed in 
the.philosophy and phenomena of Spir
itualism as Brother- Peck admittedly is, 
makes su'oh an unqualified statement in 
regard to the DESTRUCTIVE EF
FECTS OF HYPNOTIC CONTROL, and 
Identifies it with the mediumistlc pro
cess (“All students of Spiritualism rec
ognize that mortals may be hypnotized 
or psychologized by disembodied spirits 
and become what is known as prophets, 
seers, mediums, psychics, etc.”), Is it 
not time that mediums and Spiritualists 
generally were ' awakening to a like 
knowledge of Rhe. fundamental prin
ciple Involved in'hypnotlc and medium- 
istic cèntro! of the human will?

Thei*o  are several other articles in 
this week’s .Thinker of which I would 
like to'speak, .but I-fear this letter is 
already too lengthy tq gain admission 
to the columns of your paper. .

I cannqt, -however, forbear to ask a 
few questions-.which the.letter of George 
A. Bacon suggests:

First—Of what' "CRIME” is the au
thor of the "Great Psycholgical Crime" 
convicted? . ■■■-■ •<,-,.?• , '

T have, carefully followed the articles 
written by.thè persons to whom he re-, 
fers and’have yet to be sho(wn where' 
they have “in, their 'respective, individ
ual capacity, 'solfclevqrly and masterly 
laid parfeidfte :crhnlnalityt of th© author’ 
of that wodk.'1 ’. ■ ' ' ' .

Second—is .it fc“GRIME” to. give , to 
one-wpo is enslaved the directions and 
opportjinitjtowhereby he inay -'escape 

’ slavery?., :ra'-. ' di - - - . , . <
Again, isnit ;n-JJCRIME” to point'out 

to one whouhas (been Misled the right 
way? rf ; ■ :aic ., > ..

And, is itlA "CBdME" to endeavor to. 
give, to •MnianJto’,. the accumulated 
knowledgeaof twqnty years’ unremitting 
research, .inio, n. definite field, of .scien
tific “studab. persanal .experience and

"Every medium arrives at the kijpwl- 
edge how by concentration of tlie mind 
to pass."into Dils state (tlie superior on 
independent .state). That thjs is pre
ferable, there can be nq doubt, for it 
enables tj)è sensitive to command and 
not tobmplleitly obey like an auto
maton.” . « t •

(This rehalls.'to'my mind a quotation 
from David Harum' which seems to 
aptly illustrate and emphasize jpst what 
MY. Tuttle here suggests: David 
Harum, in speaking of the “Golden 
Rule,” sayç: “Do unto the other fel
low what he intends to do unto you; 
AND DO IT FIRST.’’) '
. Evidently, Mr. Tuttle has .not the ex
alted opinion ot mediumship which a 
careless reading ,of his, article seems 
£p . have hnprepsed upon the mind of 
Mr. Bacon. ' ‘ ,tv-' ' !

’ Again, to quote Mr. Tuttle: ;
. “Thé medium is like the receiving in« 

ÎBirumélît df the, wireless telegraph, he 
must be là hatmôny with thé' traps- 
mftepr. 'Help unlike in that it is wlthiif- 
his èwn pèwér to adjust himself to n 
çGrtalii fange of .tranèràlttérB.”

I tfni'’â”tMè'éiabh'’ôbëra:Îôf,' bttv'/'b'éiSi 
a medium;..aqi in position, theféfdreyip 
B’.tàté''as "a àüttçr of personal, definite' 
linoW1 edge àïid expérience, that Mr. 
Tuttle’s •’comparison is ill-foünded. . . 

’ As ' a matter of fact thé medium is 
‘like the key’by add with which an op-, 
.eràtof .tfààsmll-s messages (Mprs©. Bys- 
.t’em ’Télëgraphÿ). He is simply AN 
INSTRUMENT OF; EXPRESSION by 
which ’messages are' transmitted from 
the ‘wdri'd -of physically disembodied to 
tliè yérkl ot physically embodied iptel-- 
ligences." ’ ? '' ’
’’ MjpTuttle béàrs me out in this state
ment Wen lie saÿs'that' medium’s (sen-' 
sitivds) "Implicitly obey like an 
■AUTOMATON,” and Brother Peck sub
stantially efi’dofses this statement -of' 
Mr. Tuttle's by saying, “HE (THE ME‘ 
DIUM) SEES WITH'THE EYES OF 
THE OPERATOR,” pTC. '

Hère wb Have two who are supposed 
to be’' among the best posted men in 
Spiritualistic ’ circles, agreed upon tlie 

’relationship established under, meilium- 
istic control between the “intelligence 
controlled-and tlie controlling, intelli
gence, and both unite'in specifically de
fining theposition of the controlling in
telligence as'that 'of "OPERATÔR,” and 
the p’osltion’ of the Intelligence con‘ 
trolled as that of "AN AUTOMATON,’,’

Now for tliffr very “offense,” (I. e., 
that of defining the relationship which 
exists between the hypnotist arid his 
subject, and between the “spirit con
trol” 'and his medium, as being that' of 

. “An Operator” and “Instrument,” and 
plainly and in an unmistakable manner 
pointing Out to both the fact that this 
relationship betwemi two intelligences 
is a violation of natural law), and for 
the further “offense’.’ of suggdsting that 
it vyas à relàtîonship which was pro
ductive of only' evil to both parties con
cerned iri'it/ahd was an unnecessary 
sacrifice on' the part of the "subject” 
of “medium,” and an unlawful usurpâ- 
tion tof power qn tlie part of the hyp
notist, whether physically or spiritually

ship? .
We have only the word (given 

through her own entranced Ups at tbfe 
time by tbe splrit control), that such 
g lecture was given by the spirit of that 
remarkably brilliant orator.

What opportunity In this case (par
ticularly as tlie style of delivery, lan
guage, mode of expression, etc., were 
radically different from that, of tbq.sup
posed control, and very much like that

previously stated in tho "Storin Cejit.er, , 
Book?” ■ ■ .

Whether this was or was not the la-, 
tention of Mr. Titus, lie stands publicly/ 
committed in this paragraph, to just 
such an adnllsslon and endorsement. 'L 
.think that this writer in bis "thirty*  • 
seven years- scientific Investigation’?! 
ought to be considered "qualified to: 
judge”lpf the true worth of that which 
he bos thus investigated. , ...

Mr. Bacon inay possibly, upon re read« 
lug the articles in question, by tjie light 
of analytical, comparative, reasoning 
change bls viewpoint; if not I think he 
will make nonobjection to iny offering to 
the consideration of Mr. Francis an 
amendment of his suggestion "pro bono ■ 
publico” (wliatever that may mean), 
that instead of selecting “some half 
dozen of these worthy replies,” that ho 
publish in book form the Symposium 
complete. .

It appeals to me rather in the light 
of an intellectual Impossibility, that 
idea.of Mr. Bacon's that'only those re
plies be published which deal with ONE ’ 
SIDE of the question; THE OTHER - 
SIDE IS Rip.HT THERE IN INFER
ENCE AT LEAST. ' . '

Another, word to Mr. Francis: In'tho , 
name of my husband and myself 1 ask-’ 
you to ntícept our -sincere congratula/ 
tfons upon the general spirit of fairness, 
which in the greater number of articles 
published- on behalf of the representa
tives of both sides of tills discussion haa 
been manifested. . , <■

It should be a matter' of persona! 
pride to you to have been able to launch 
upon the world of thought arid investí- 
gallón this orderly, sequential sym
posium, dealing aa it does with tlie most 
momentous question of the age.

• The question of individual personal
responsibility. ‘

You have demonstrated, at least, that 
your paper is in the hands of thinkers, " 
and I hope that they may, one and all, 
prove themselves. worthy of tho name 
of ‘‘Progressive Thinkers."’ 

- This tribute, from one so unimportant ' 
in the great, world of thought, may be 
valueless, but lie sure ll comes from 
two very sincere admirers of your own 
courage and perseverance in thus con
ducting a discussion which may mean 

■to many meii and women die re-forma
tion of their, entire lives in conformance 
to IhC'lr perception of truths which 
otherwise inlglit not have reached them.

Spiritualists realizo that a crisis has 
come; through each and-every article 
written in defense of mediumship has' 
been an open avowal or hidden sugges
tion that. Ilia.t method is not perfect; 
tliat it n<‘i ds radical reformation, and 
that SPIRITUALISTS h.ACI) MORE

of her chief control, so I have been in
formed by those who were present at 
tho time this lecture was delivered)’did 
Itfrs. Richmond give tq those “qualified 
to judge” tljat the controlling intelli
gence was really, that of Ingersoll and 
not of a sensation-seeking, impersonat
ing spirit? • ■ .

Is it not a fact that many of Mrs. 
Richmond’s own congregation doubted 
thp identity of the controlling intelli
gence, and that others questioned th© 
wisdom of Mrs. Richmond’s submitting 
/¿the control of this spirit (if it were 
really he) who had so recently passed 

, into a world of which he had gained no 
previous knowledge?

Did not many Spiritualists, suggest 
that.-it was. neitlmr .possible-nqr- prob- 
ablq t/at the,i'contrql”.^a# really, Ingef, 

’ Soil,''basing (heir statement upon ,U*e  
assumption (whiph. seems to ma well 
fotlnded) that Mr. Ingerspll could not 
possibly have learned so-short a time 
after his transition the laws governing 
medlumistic control. Particularly as 
he -v^as not a hypnotist and had never 
studied that “art?” . , .
' I do not mean to arouse unpleasant 
memories, nor yet to deal unkindly with 
any of the individuals ,who have taken, 
upon' themselves the responsibility of 
misquoting, misstating and vilifying the 
author of The Great Psychological^ 

, Crime. . < v-
personally I hold no malice against 

any onfe of them; fed! no animosity, but 
"for-truth and huihanlty” is my watch
word, and inasmuch as I am qualified to 
see the truth in just so much is it my 
duty to give to humanity that which I 
know to be true. , . . :

As . to the identity‘of the author,. I 
think that Spiritualists. -generally .are 
willing to waive that point as a rela
tively unimportant matter In ylew of 
the gfeatcr importance of the value Of 
his teachings.

Not one individual, dominated wholly 
by the intelligence of this author, but 
many sane, well-known, responsible hu
man beings, have publicly testified that 
he is known to them, .and that his per- 
softal character is above reproach, and 
have placed themselves on rccohl as 
halving. personally demonstrated the 
truths of the philosophy which he rep
resents and teaches. '
1 There are many paragraphs In Mrs. 
Richmond’s article which-1 for want of 
space will be forced to pass over, but 
side by side are these two which inter
est and amuse me. '

' “ANY INTELLIGENT MIND WHO 
WAS NOT A SPIRITUALIST BEFORE 
WILL BE . ONE AFTER READING 
THIS BOOK.”

' Think of a statement like that in the 
face of almost three columns preceding 
it, in which she has laboriously tried to 

. show that the book is not worth consu

LIGHT FROM SOME SOURCE.
My earnest, prayer is that they will 

accept tlie light which has boon offered, ' 
and that yo who art and wo who are 
not SpiritiSalists may meet upon a com
mon ground hf uHpiroiloii and in seek
ing Ilie better way of life, may each and 
every one of us be guided aright.

Were not, as I have previously said, 
my own time anti your .space limited, 
Mr. Francis, I should like to review in 
routine the articles referred to by Mr. 
Bacon.

. I feel,.however, that enough haa been 
done along this line to point the way to 
a more careful readhtg and thoughtful 
consideration of the matter which has • 
through the columns of your paper been 
given to tlie Spiritualistic public. ’ • ■

L who have so rocenUy come out from 
among you, cannot but feel that my.firsj. 
duty in the endeavor .to pass on thq. 
blessings whiqti have been mine under. . 
the Tpstruction of The School of Nqf>i 
ural Science Is.to Spiritualists la gqUr -.. 
oral and to mediums in particular., ;, t .., 

^eaji>yhlle, .I would suggest thaL 
"articles written by Lyman d Rowe
Mrs. Florence Huntley be given an.uA<,,.- 
prejudiced hearing. . ' .- , .--

ESTELLE METZGER HAM(SLEX,iX

Cancer Microbe Said to Have Been 1
• Discovered. - ;r

The Cancer Germ said to have been-'!--- 
discovered by an Eastern Physician - 
caused great surprise. Heretofore this 
disease wns- supposed to be'cnused by a 
cell growth. Careful experiments are •’> 
being made. Dr. Bye, the 'Eminent .! i 

,;Canceil Specialist, of Kansas City, Mo.', -' 
'is being besieged by,hundreds of pee- ,.l 
pie suffering with this dread disease. 11 
Tlie Doctor is curing many cases, -.

.thought to be incurable, with tin- com- 
binntioir of a Medicated Oil. Persons 
suffering or having friends atllicjed ;■ 
should write for .an .illustrated book on 
the treatment of cancer, minor. ulcer, 
piles, fistula and alt skin and womb ■ 
diseases. Address.Hr. W. O. Bye, Cor. , 
9t.li and Broadway, Kansas City, Mo. '

DEATH and tlie AFTER LITE
An instructive and interesting work for all to 
read. Price 60 cents. :

»

embodied—for this'‘offense” a scholar#1 :erauon, is illogical, unfounded on fact 
ly, unselfish and earnest master of the’ ' 
law of psydhic phenomena, stands ac
cused befote'the Spiritualistic-imbUc of 
being a "CRIMINAL.” ‘

really, Brother Francis, your paper 
seems to be about the only one of a 
Spiritualist nature that isn’t afraid of 
discussion, and I feel to say. to you as 
a good Catholic friend said to me re
cently,-H© had been accustomed to the. 
dry rot ,:bf‘ Cathollcsm, and it chanced 
that .he,'attended a funeral .whero thé : 
wrlter offlclnted and at the-dosé of the 
service at'the grave he said to moi 
•‘Good •■woman, you ought always' to 
live: People who talk that way ought 
never to-’die; the world- needs’ them/- 
And I say to you, Editor • Francis, 
DON’T DIE; . The world-needs you; .-■*

.Por the life of me I cannot see Why’ 
tho phenomena, in Spiritualism should! 
be considered so criminal.

What is life anyway but ond stupen
dous phenomena, pmlfested through'

I know I am enabled to aid In. blessing 
other lives/and. I am 'not in tliè least- 
concerned about tho -road before mô 
"leadlng.unto death.”' ,

Th© Crime book is simply the old 
•worn-out cry .drerisbcl in ‘more -hideous 
garb! “It’s all the devlL”' t "•

Spiritualists’ do not claim perfection- 
for their mediums; they are human, but' 
■they are hot pli-’cievlls/ nor ahy df’them 
all devil, notwithstanding Hie claims'of’ 

-y ' '■ '
Wo do hot claim perfection for me

diumship. Indeed, perfection*Is  found' 
oùly In the'"Schopls of Natural' Sci
ence.” ' ' '. ■ -, ■ *

■ i Theosophy .alauo has a monopoly of 
porfoctlôïi (?)'Hi all spiritual things, 
and when perfection- is reached; ; pro- 
;gfijss ceases. ' ’

O’LARA WATSON. 
■ JamestoyiSj N. V. ' .

demonstrattsns/’fflf psychological prob
lems?. .u ..“i d) ■ ’ . , '

If so, thj® BL^ST BE THE "CRIM
INAL'.’’, - eii .. . •

The Whole work of piogression, as wo 
look babkj»|er<itl!ftiages, as revealed by 
the' light: o^fiie.rejl- and profane history! 

■seems to liaveibaen loft ln the Hands of 
just BUch.“CRlMINALS.” ‘ ,

Thcso are tho mcn who, for Truth’s 
sake, wer/wlllihll'to sacrlflco their own 
¿ersonal!'pride;-:worldly ambitions nn(i 
.their? preConc^Ybd Ideas qf truth, :to 
spend tliqlp lives "unloved and alone,”' 
if need' bo, to; give' to Ijumanity" tho 
truths 'whicli’.'i); at ftnst spurned ; /their, 
after;years, ¿ee'ades, ceuturlea perhaps,, 
accepted' and' §nd©uvorcd to propagate 
byjio.rco, .'.¡i .. ,■ • . ■■

Tho l|fe and philosophy of Christ, his 
crucifixion,-tlio ■subsequent' history of 
tlio a'cceptaiKSf of. lild philosophy, its 
pMveraion A'iiif abude.'forjn one sign'll!- 
emit illustration, while tlie lives of men 
oKaclohce, who have walked by tho 
light ot a higher knowledge than, is pos
sessed by,, the ordinary mortal, have

Is it any’wonder that I am moved to 
raise my!ivbice’ In protest against this 
shameful injustice? Is it any wonder 
that I aril irtipelled to say that IN THE 
EYES OF RIGHT-MINDED, LOGICAL
LY THINIÎING, HUMAN BEINGS, 
THOSFrSPIRITUALISTS WHO HAVE 
BEEN 'GUILTY OF SO CONDEMNING 
ONE WHO HAS THUS LABORED IN 
THEIR ' BEHALF ARE CONVICTED 
of thé sin of Ingratitude, and 
STAND PUBLICLY COMMITTED TO 
A WILFUL MISREPRESENTATION' 
OF A CO-WORKER' IN THE INTER
ESTS OF “TRUTH AND HUMAN
ITY?” ■ " . , .

It is lilgfi time that these same "Spir: 
itualists” begin to do a llttlq thinking 
on their own account

Now If we follow itr. Tuttle’s, article, 
paragraph'by,paragraph, as I should en
joy doing, „my. pwn 'time and your 
spacè forbid, fve should find many such 
statements ps these, following: . 

.. “He Is.said-to.,bé 'sublimely unself
ish’ and has written this book because 
he fèlt it was a.,duty to humanity. IT 
MAY BE SO, but the price is, two dol- 
rlars.'itind any'printing hquse.: would 
make itfof twenty cants or less.” :.
: It tlmt ls so; Mr, Tuttle, what about 
tlie great profit you make upon your 
own*  books/ which are, If I mistake not, 
sold almost exclusively to Spiritualists? 
Do ÿou also stand self-convlûted of writ
ing for the. sake of mercenary gain 
ALONE?- ' - ■ - . -••• .

Again, speaking of tho author of "The 
Greàt Psychological Crime," Mr. Tuttle

■ hays:.. . 1 ■ _ . - ..■
"HE CLAIMS TO HAVE DISCOV

ERED A NEW KIND OF MEDIUM
-SHIP WHICH HE! CAN IMPART TO

and untrue.
Is this, then, the kind of reading mat

ter which makes Spiritualists? Mrs. 
Richmond says, farther:

“THE WRITER COULD NOT HAVE 
DONE SPIRITUALISM GREATER 
SERVICE.”

Greater service than what. nytfHnisk,. 
Mrs'. Richmond? Writing a homi that 
according to your own statement is a 
discord of untruths, a manifestation qf 
egoisrii, assumptions, nonsense and 
lies? ' ' '

Is that the food upon which Spiritual
ism thrives? . , .

. In regard to the identification of spirit 
cqntrqls I would suggest that Spiritual
ists .read with unprejudiced ‘minds- 
Brother, Jamieson’s views as expressed 
in this .week’s Thinker. ■ ■’

I would also suggest that especial at
tention be paid to'the article Written 
by Mr. Titus.. These paragraphs are 
suggestive if nothing more:

. "After thirty-seven years of scientific 
investigation I am opposed to'hypnot- 
Ism In any form, WHETHER TRANCE 
MEDIUMSHIP OR' THE INFLUENCE 
OF MORTAL UPON MORTAL; ' IN 
THE LONG RUN TÈE EFFECT UPON 
THH SUB.TECT.CAN ONLY BE HARM
FUL,' EITHER PHYSIQALLY OR 
MENTALLY, and especially qq to per
sons not endowed with'that peculiar 

' mentality or 'gift.”'
-' Mr. Titus farther remarks: ‘ '

“I NEVER. KNEW. A 'TRANCE. ME
DIUM ' THAT WAS . NOT INFLU
ENCED- AT TIMES-WITH MANY 
SPIRITUALITIES BOTH GOOD ÀND 
BAD." ' -

I wonder if Mf. Titus really meant to 
Identify medlumistlo and hypnotic con
trol as ’identical processes,” and if ho 
meant to practlcally’admlt and unquall- 
flodiy endorse exactly what the author, 
of.Tho Groat Psychological Crime litui

nniWT Tnm Between Religion and Science.
L Inn ilil Just the book for progressiva 
UU111JJ1U1. tblnkurs. A book that is very 
interesting to people who have a taste for the 
past religious history. By. John AV. Draper.
Price, cloth, $1.75.

DCVrilC Is the Invention of a prac*  rVy | p tlcal medium, under spirit 
M Cz r, K/I1L5 guidance, arid is designed 
to develop mediumship, Many, by its use, nave 
received long communications from spirit 

: friends, and express groat satisfaction. Price»
Bl, and 20 cents extra for express»««.
■nnPMCI 0< th® Llic Beyond and Wfthltf. 

. rllH n|X Voices from many lands and conn*
i UUAI1U trieSi paying, ‘'Man, thou fihalt 
never die." An excellent selection. Edited and 
compiled by..GlleS B. Stebbins. Cloth. $1.

Discovery of a Lost frail
BY CHARLES B. NEWGONld, .

Author of "AH'® Bight with tho World." Cloth 270 
pa^ei. flr. Newcomb mode »distinct aucceoo with 
"All’o Right with the World," which continues in Hie 
front rank of tho Mettii'hplcal books that are now bo 
popular. The great number who have Jeencheered 
BHdstrongCbened by Ulin will welcome 'another boofc 
by th.s wise teacher whose words of help aro.dolng 
much to nalco tho world better by making men and 
women better able to understand and enjoy It. ' >

“D^covery of’a Lost Trail”
Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand In Im scholarly simplicity. It. 
will bo in demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price 11.80. For solo at 
this office. . -

THE OTHER WORLD" AND THIS,
A compendium of Spiritual Laws. No. 1, 

Now White Cross Literature. Uy Augusta W. 
Fletcfcor. M. D. In this volgme the nutlior, In 
the thirty-nine chapters, discusses a wide va
riety ot subjects poflalning to Spiritualism, 
from a spiritualistic standpoint. SheevluQes 
the pow«r" of a trained Uilnlier. both in matter 
bf thought and fine literary style, and capa
bility of thought expression. Tho subjects aro 
well handled with conciseness and. yet with 
clearness. It will prove a rich addition to any 
Spiritualist's library, and a most excellent book 
for any one seeking Information concerning 
Spiritualism and Its teachings. Price 11.60. j,
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ECHOES OF THE SYMPOSIUM
.... •

' LYMAN C. HOWE. 4 MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY.

The Great Psychological Crime
fl Comparison oi Views and the Reasons

Thereior.
Lyrnan C. Howe, the veteran Spiritualist Lecturer and 

Medium, a man well and favorably known as.one 
of the foremost thinkers and writers in our ranks, 
will Champion the Cause of Truth as reflected in 

’ Spiritualism, while Mrs Florence Huntley, the well- 
known Author and Journalist, will defend all the 

. statements in The Great Psychological ■ Crime, 
which Mr. Howe will dare to assail, making a series 
-of articles instructive, suggestive and inspiring, and 
which every Spiritualist should most carefully read.-

MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY REPLIES TO LYMAN C. HOWE.
-Mr. Lyman C. Howe: My Dear Sir:— 

. Your second letter of the series is be- 
■ ’ fore nie, and commands my interest and 

attention. I have to confess, however, 
that a careful and earnest reading of it 
twice, leaves me with an unmistakable 
feeling of uncertainty as to your real 
I>osltion.

Can it be possible that this is be- 
• cause of. my inability to understand 

good English? Or, is it because you 
have not yet'.gotten far enough into 

' your theme to make your position 
clear? '

. When I take up the pen to reply,, the 
impulse is very strong to lay it down 

, again and wait for jour next letter, to 
' see if that will clear away the mists of 

doubt and'reveal you standing in the 
clear sunlight of certainty where I can 
see-you and know you as you are, and 
understand yon as you intend and de
sire to be understood. '

, As it is, I do not feel that'this is true;
. , for I find myself saying, "Does he mean 

to,convey the idea that there is no dif
ference, in essence, between an impel-. 

. ling influence and a compelling force?
Does he intend to say that all the mo- 
fives, inspirations, impulses and sug
gestions of life whicli Impel us to the 

. e.xerclse Of our (voluntary powers are 
hypnotic?- Or, does he hold that, in the 

; final analysis, a]J our processes, both 
’ physical and mental, are involuntary or 

' automatic, because they may ,be the re- 
sultp of remote causes for which, we 
were not responsible? Does he Intend 

, to convey the idea (hat the love which 
' impels a mother consciously ^and in

' - ' tentionally to caress her child'is the 
’ same, in essence, with the process 

which COMPELS an hypnotic subject 
to perform. the same physical act' un
consciously and involuntarily at. the 
command of his hypnotist? Does he

' ■ mean that .alL-men are at all times un
- ' der a subjective, psychic, hypnotic spell 

. . which differs ONLY IN DEGREE? Or, 
' ■ dot<?,he hold that there Is no such thing

— whypnotism at all? Is he intending to 
■ establish as a fact that mediumship 

' does not, under any circumstances, in
volve subjection or control? Or, is he, 
In an indirect manner, trying to show 

1 that all men are at all times ‘mediums,’ 
DIFFERING ONLY IN DEGREE, and 
that all our acts are, in the final an

' alysls, automatic and therefore me- 
diumistic?” . , '

I-dp not.believe you have intended to 
leave me in this perplexing state of 
doubt and uncertainty, nevertheless’ 
that Is where .1 find myself .in my effort 
to follow*  you. Lest our audience also 
become lost in' the fog and lose Inter
est in the discussion, I am going to ask 
you if you will not, in your next letter, 
take up the subject of the..BOOK and 
specifically outline In definite form 

' some ope or more of those particular 
“errors” to which you allude in your 
first letter and which appear to you to 

' ‘be fatal to. the author’s position? This 
will enable us to go directly to the vital 
points and determine wherein we may 
be at'variance, if at all.

As the proposition concerning this 
public discussion of the book was orlg- 

. inaily laid before me, apd as I still un
derstand the matter, Mr. Francis has 
laid upon you in this correspondence 
the burden of refuting the author’s po- 
sitlon a£it is stated IN JHE BOOK, 

’.and making clear to our audience 
, - wherein his errors or fallacies consist;
” and Upon me the task of meeting your 

'objections, as far as I can, at any 
' points where the book itself may fail 

. to do so. • . .
Is-not this also your understanding 

of the plan and purpose of the work 
Mr: Francis has set before us? If not, 
then it would seem to me to-be well 
for us, as well as our audience, that 
our tasks be more clearly and specific
ally defined before we proceed further.

But if my understanding of the mat
; ter Is correct, then the .burden of proof 

is on YOU, and it is my business to 
wait with patience until you have sue- 
cessfully controverted some one or 

M more of the fundamental and vital prop- 
V ositlons upon which the book is con

structed. ‘
, . It appears to me thaf the author's po

. sitlon is clearly and unequivocally 
stated in the book you are to refute, 

' and that the main propositions upon 
which he depends to support his con- 
elusions, are simple and explicit. You 
have read the book, and It would there

' ' fore be presumptiqn on my part to re
state Its position or review its sub

. stance here..- It would be equally 
gratuitous, not to say impertinent of 

- me, if I should attempt to anticipate 
you in -either the nature or the order 
of your criticisms and objections. Rec
ognizing the ethics of legitimate and 

» proper discussion,’ I do not desire to ap
pear in such a light. My respect for 

. the intelligence of our audience, as well 
, as for that of my correspondent, would 

restrain me from the commission of
; Buch an indiscretion. .

But while I await with patience your 
'■ specific charges against the book, it 

may pe that.some of our readers will 
expect me to reply to some of your sug- 

. . gestlons, even though their relevancy to
I z the task before us is not yet clearly ap- 

• parent to my mind. To meet this pos-
v Bible demand I take the liberty of re-,

ferrlng.brlefly to the following sugges
tions contained in your letter;

You say: "That my dally life, with 
'■ Its Immediate mental activities and

While this is clearly all the author 
has intended to convey by the word ,“In
dependent,” still you ask, "But is my 
will Independent?” •

My reply to your question is that, AS 
THE AUTHOR HAS EMPLOYED .THE 
WORD,- your will la most assuredly 
"independent;” acording to your, own 
admission. And this is the only sense 
in which we are- justified in using the 
word, if it is our purpose to treat the 
author fairly. '

Throughout the entire book he uses 
the word "independent” in tpe same 
sense. The independent will or volition 
to which he refers, is that which is 
FREE FROM THE HYPNOTIC CON
TROL OF ANOTHER INTELLIGENT 
WILL. This is as far as he is consid
ering the subject of “independence."

He nowhere refers to those "causes 
which niay be traced to antecedents, 
circumstances, temperament, struc
ture," etc. Why? Because he is 'deal
ing with the specific theme of "the sub
jective, psychic process” involved’ in 
the direct and immediate action of one 
mind or will upon another.

y The “Independence” to which he re
fers is simply and solely the freedom 

■of one will from the direct and imme
diate- HYPNOTIC action of another 
will. This, is made so clear and unmis
takable in the book that I find it dif
ficult ’to conceive that you did not so 
understand it. Bç, this as J t may, per
mit me to ’call your attention, and that 
of our readers, to the fact that when 
ybu raise a question of . ULTIMATE 
causes, or even REMOTE ones, you are 
entirely outside the subject matter ps 
wed as the spirit and intent of the 
book. For this reason it would appear 
to me that the major part of your last , 
letter is not relevant to the subject be
fore us. ■ ' '

All you have said,' in fact, as to what
(in your mind) constitutes'
dence,"

'indepen
might be granted without in the

, moral standards is, so far as voluntary 
. action is concerned, under the direction 

' of my own wllL. reason and conscience, 
is not questioned here.” By this I un
derstand that you are willing to con

’ I cede that you have a WILL OF YOÜR 
, | OWN, and that It IS not under tho con-

i'Un trol of any other individual 
j.-’ , - .

intelll-

least discrediting the position of the 
author on the subjects of hypnotism 
and mediumship. Why? Because pe 
is talking of one thing and you. of an
other. He is talking of the indepen
dence of the individual • mind from 
HYPNOTIC CONTROL, while you are 
talking of absolute .and ultimate inde
pendence of man from, all the forces, 
conditions and processes of nature. It 
seems to me that in raising à question 
so utterly foreign to both thé subject 
and spirit of the book you are likely to 
do both yourself and'the author an in
justice.

In the same manner you seem to have 
mistaken the meaning and Intent of my 
own words concerning , the "indepen
dence" of our own decisions. I stated 
that “It does not matter what facts or 
opinions have influenced our character 
building; these Influences in no wise 
ptevent the free and Independent de
cisions of a sane and normal intelli
gence.” I meant by this that such in
fluences are not HYPNOTIC, and do 
not prevent us from exercising our will 
free from the hypnotic control of an
other will. That is all.

Éut you ask, “Is not this ‘sane nor
mal Intelligence’ the principal agent 
that declres our conclusions?” Of 
course it Is. That is why I call it “in- 
dependente'r'Tf It did not do so I should 
not calMt “independent.” In. other 
words, if another will than our own had 
hypnotic control of us ' and thereby 
made all. our decisions for'us, that 
would mean the kjnd of domination 
which the author ' condemns in the 
book. - .

But again you ask, “Can we make any 
decisions without the consent of this 
‘sane normal intelligence’?” This is 
only another way of saying, “Can we 
make decisions without our own con
sent?" I think not. But we can make 
decisions without thé consent of some 
other intelligence than our own. And 
so long as we can do this we afë “in
dependent” in the exact sense that both 
the author and myself have used the 
term.

In order that both you and our read
ers may see how far you are missing 
the spirit and intent of both the author 
and myself, permit me to paraphrase 
one statement of yours. You say, “Just 
in the ratio that we approach indepen
dence we become irresponsible." , '

Now If you-were using the tvord “in
dependence” in that statement In the 
same sense I have used it and the au
thor employs it In the book, your state
ment would be as follows:

"Just in the ratio thaï we approach 
FREEDOM FROM HYPNOTIC CON
TROL we become irresponsible.”

I am morally certain you do not in
tend to convey any such idea as this 
statement would indicate. And yet, if 
I should substitute my own meaning of 
the term "independence" for yours, 
that is exactly what your statement 
would mean.

It would be just as admissible for me 
to hold yoii to the meaning of your 
statement as I have paraphrased It. as 
it Is for you to make it appear torour 
readers that both the author and my
self are writing about the kind of "in
dependence” you have voluntarily pro
jected into this discussion. But I shall 
do nothing of the kind. Why? Because 
it would not be fair.

I assume that our readers are. both 
Honest and sincere, as w.ell as Intelli
gent, and that they have a right to ex-' 
pect that I will not attempt to mislead 
them by attaching to your language 
meanings of my own which are different 
from those you have intended.

Again you say: “It seems to me that 
the absolute authority of active causes 
in shaping minor events a hundred 
years back of a specific climax, is .as 
real, as irresistible and as arbitrary as 
that which holds ft hypnotic subject in

moral and physical bondage to the wll 
of his master.” . ,

Let us suppose thpt you are correct 
I do not understand that it is relevau, 
to our subject. The- author nowhere 
either admits nor denies such a propo -, 
sinon, so far as I am aware. He has 
written specifically of the "subjective 
psychic process" involved in hypnot
ism and mediumship as'he has defined 
those terms; and has said nothing what
ever concerning the “authority of ac
tive. causes" which- may or may not be 
traceable a hundred or a thousand 
years backward from any .given climax.

But you say; “If I am correct in this 
it is only a question of difference be
tween onq class of compulsory causes 
and another.” Let us suppose again 
that'your conclusion is correct; if it 
has any bearing on the subject under 
consideration it is directly in line with 
the author's position, as I understand it: 
' For Instance, if your fatalistic the

ory bo correct, it may be possible that 
“the absolute authority of active causes 
in shaping minor events, a hundred 
years back,” leads a man to commit a 
crime to-day OF HIS OWN VOLITION. 
A hypnotist may subjugate the same 
map. and by the power of his superior 
will compel him A0 commit -the same 
act. What is the’difference?

The difference lies in, the PROCESS 
employed to accomplish (he same re
sult. Aud it is just this difference that. 
determines who is the guilty party. In 
the first case we hold the man guilty 
because he was in the possèsslon of his 
voluntary faculties, capacities and pow
ers, and did the act because he wanted 
to. In the second we hold the hypnot- 
1st guilty, because iff'was his will and 
not that of the Instrument he employed^ 
which was responsible for the act. .

In the first case the act 1b performed 
“Independently!’ IN THE SENSE ' 
THAT TERM IS EMPLOYED IN THE 
BOOK, and in the second it is not. TJie 
'cause in one case is hypnotism and in 
the other it is hot. The PROCESS em
ployed, therefore, is not the same. r.

In my ,last letter’ 1 called attention 
to the fact that according to your own 
statement you are ready to welcome 
the truth SO LONG AS . IT IS AD
DRESSED TO YOUR REASON; Then 
I asked jou if you would be willing to 
extend the same hospitality to even the 
same truth, If it were THRUST upon 
,you by a’ PROCESS which paralyzes 
your reason? 1

You answer, “I DO NOT KNOW." 
Then you put a ’ hypothetical case 
which of Itself clearly demonstrated, to 
my mind, that perfect frankness would 
have prompted you to simply say, “No.” 
The . numerous and carefully worded 
qualifications with which you have 
hedged about your hypothetical propo
sition are sufficient, It seems to me, to 
establish the fact beyond question that 
you would hesitate a long time to sub
mit yourself to such a process, even, 
though the result might be to convince 
you of a profound truth. I trust our 
readers will carefully note what you say 
upon this point, for it seems to me to 
be of special., significance.

What you say concerning the surgical 
operation'to which you;lsubmltted, fur
ther emphasizes the fact that It is nat
ural for us to. shrink from any process 
which we recognize to be of a destruc
tive nature, or even -what we term "ab
normal.” You submitted to the sur
geon’s knife only as a -LAST RESORT, 
anfl 1. am. glad for you that the .operar 
tion. proved a success. But it was per
fectly natural for you to put .It off as 
long as you coiild, and until your eyes 
were “of little use,” ah' you have said.

And so it would be ih the other case. 
Thé natural method of deceiving an in
tellectual knowledge of the truth is 
through the exercise of one’s own-.nat
ural faculties, capacities and powers, 
and not by or through their suppression 
and paralysis. ' .

What you say of natural sle'ep is .dfer- 
tainly true. ■ Wë do not dread.it nor 
shun it, for we récognize it as a natural 
process and condition during which we 
are in-the hands or under the protect
ingcare of the Great Intelligence which 
Is responsible for our being,, If we felt 
that during this process Individual hu
man intelligences could tamper with 
o.ur most sacred- possessions, we should 
doubtless feel different about it.

But all parties concerned concur in 
the statement that hypnotism, or hyp
notic sleep, is “abnormal,” “artificial” 
and “unnatural” (see.p. 87 of the G. 
P. C.). Tills fact would seem, tb my 
mind, to account, for the natural repug
nance of the normal human intelligence 
to the idea of being reduced'to a state 
of helpless obedience under its paralyz
ing spell. For the same reason w(e nab 
urally hesitate to' submit to the.influ
ence';;! anaesthetics or.poisons. >-

I also have recognized the difficultés 
“in the way of any definite and certain 
conclusions to be reached in this dis
cussion.” They are not, however, 
those to which you seqm to attach the 
largest Importance. They are rather 
those which the author himself saw and 
so clearly stated on pages 162 and 163 
of the book under discussion. .1 do not 
believe he anticipated that his own ■ 
name would be a matter of such pro
found interest and importance as you 
and a niimber of other leading contribu
tors to the symposium have seemed to 
regard it. Nor am I able yet to believe 
that the average thoughtful reader and 
student will either give or withhold his 
confidence in the integrity of the work 
for lack of the author’s name.'

In this connection I have to confess 
to you and to our readers, not only my 
surprise, but also some regret that such
eminent figures in the Spiritualistic 
organization as Hudson Tuttle, Cora L. 
V. Richmond, Moses Hull, yourself a^- 
a few others, have obtruded this p.r 
gestion so forcibly upon the attention 
of our readers. I regret to -be placed 
In the position of having to reply to IL 
To pass it by unnoticed, however, would 
doubtless leave our readers with a’false 
Impression which would prejudice them 
against both myself and the author, as 
well as the work we represent.

I cannot believe that anyone of you 
had in mlhd the far-reaching and reac
tive effect of’-the position you have as
sumed in this regard. I am. wondering 
if anyone of you is prepared to stand by 
the logic of your criticisms on this sub
ject, when it is applied to mediumship 
and) Spiritualism. Let us see.
’ Fpr the purpose of stating the point 
fairly and without coloring or preju
dice, let me quote from the symposium 
article over the. name of “Cora LZ V. 
Richmond," at page 6 of The Progres
sive Thinker of Oct. 17, beginning with 
the sixth paragraph :

“The author is anonymous. If it were 
a letter ydij would put it-in the waste 
basket. If'it were a llterary~effort .it 
would pass for what it is worth in a lit
erary sense. AS A STATEMENT OF 
Facts it is not entitled to 
THE LEAST CONSIDERATION UN
TIL THE NAME OF THE AUTHOR 
IS REVEALED.

“NO PERSON HAS ANY RIGHT TO 
APPEAR BEFORE THE PUBLIC 
ANONYMOUSLY STATING ALLEGED 
FACTS SOLELY UPON HIS OR HER 
AUTHORITY WITHOUT ENABLING 
THE PEOPLE TO KNOW WHO THE 
AUTHOR IS." (The capitals, are 
mine.) .......... '

I am informed by credible persons 
who wcre present and heard her, that 
this article was first delivered by Mrs. 
Richmond ns a “sermon,” at her regu
lar Sunday- service; that it was taken 
Id short-band at the time and after-

,'ai'dé rediiced to type-written form and, 
/itli a few alterations, was theij- hand
id or sent, to Mr. Francis, as her con-' 
rlbutlon to the symposlusu. t ’.
lam also informed by ||o3e who were 

iresent aud hoard her, and who have 
ieard her many times before, that SHE 
WAS UNDER CONTROL at ¡the time 
die words aboye quoted, werenirst pub
licly delivered. -

If this be true, then wp have the fol
lowing interesting sitmiüon: I- ’ 
.1. Mrs. Richmond ishtot’the real au

thor, of the article to which she at
taches her-name and which she gives to 
tlio public as her own. . •

2. Mrs. Richmond thereby commit
ted the one offénse which is ( held by 
honest literary men and women to be 
what might properly be ¡termed «“the un
pardonable sin” in the? field litera
ture, namely, the offense of filling un
der false colors and acquiring ’a’ llterary 
reputation to which she is not entitled.

3, The REAL author's name is not 
known ,to the public. He is in “hiding," 
and is likely to remain there for some 
time to „come, as far as the public gen
erally is concerned. Morq than this, 
he is “hiding behind a woinan,” which 
seems-to be an offense of the first mag
nitude, in the minds of a few Spiritual
ists and this unknown Spiritual au-
thor, ’• .

4. According’ to. his own- words, 
therefore, all that this anonymous Spir
itual author has said through the Ups 
of Mrs. Richmond, “as a statement of 
facts is not entitled, to the least con
sideration until the narfie of the authqr 
Is kpown." Applying his own logic to 
himself, “HE HAS NO RIGHT TO AP
PEAR BEFORE THE PUBLIC AN
ONYMOUSLY STATING ALLEGED 
FACTS SOLELY UPON HIS, OWN 
AUTHORITY WITHOUT ENABLING 
THE PEOPLE TO KNOW WÊ0 HE 
IS."’.' • ,

. ■ I have heard it stated as ,a fact, that 
Mrs, Richmond has for some twenty- 
five years or more, been the instru
ment of anonymous spiritual authors 
Who have been giving to the world “al
leged facts,” many of which are quite 
as startling as anything the author of 
the book, under consideration has ever ■ 
uttered. - -

Havp they ever before warned the 
members of Mrs. Richmond's churro 
through her or, the’ public - .through 
Thp Progressive Thinker, that all . they 
have thus far glvpn to thé world “IS 
NOT ENTITLED TO THE LEAST 
CONSIDERATION UNTIL THE NAME 
OF THE AUTHOR IS KNOWN?”

Is Mrs. Richmond herself willing to 
attach her name to such a statement 
and give It to The Progressive Thinker 
for publication? If so, she is prepared 
to condemn every statement she has 
ever made .while under control.- Npt 
only this, she at the same time con
demns the very foundation of Spiritual
ism as “NOT ENTITLED TO THE 
LEAST. CONSIDERATION"-

Is it not a fact that every utterance 
that has ever come from the spirit 
world through the lips .of a medium un
der control. Is from an “unldenrifled 
author,” so far as the workj Is con
cerned? .

Is It not .also a fact that some of the 
most remarkable books that have ever 
been given to the world are from.“uni
dentified authors’" If I am pot mis
taken there are a number of Spiritual
istic works that aya In the same cate
gory. , And ÿet, I ha*-  -ever before seen 
nor heard an attack upon them from 
your leading Spiritualists who stand so 
uncompromisingly for “publicity” as to 
condemn The Great ,, PyschplogicaJ 
Crime because you do not happen to 
know Its author. ’ .. , '

.Within the last, few months/\ since 
this book was published,--! have read a 
most interesting article, covering many 
columns of The Thinker,, and iwrltten 
by one who signs his name “Sargis.” I- 
have never heard that any of your lead- ' 
Ing moralists have condemned his work 
on this 'account, although .1 am' told 
thfit “Sargis” Is not the real name of 
the author.- ’ . , .

Do you not see, my friend, what a 
double-edged sword you have . thrust 
into thib discussion? Do you still feel 
.that it is a proper weapon for those to 
employ who.call themselves "Hunters 
for Truth?" ' , .
' And now, just a worcLoJ explanation 
which I truste will ' satisfy^ those of our 
readers who may have obtained wrong 
Impressions from the severe strictures 
that have been laid upon the book be
cause of its unidentified authorship.

Within a few weeks after the book 
was published, and long before the sym
posium,'or this discussion, was thought 
of, the editor’ of ’ The Progressive 
Thinker mét the author of The Great 
Psychological Crime and. learned his 
correct name. ' Mrs. Francis has also 
met him and knows his correct name, 
Therefore all the rultes of literary ethics 
have been fully complied with which 
should entitle the author, or at least 
his work, to the same consideration 
that 1b given to any other.

But more than this, Mr. Francis 
knows pretty much all there Is to be 
known concerning tjhe life, character, 
abilities and work of? the author. There 
is no great mystery in it. Other leading 
Spiritualists have also met the author 
and knçw him personally. .

In so far as his time and abilities 
have permitted, he has never failed nor 
refused to meet any honest seeker after 
such knowledge’as he possessss. The 
motive that has prompted him to with
hold bls name-from the public, for a 
time, is that he might, go on quietly 
with his work under - the protecting 
shield of obscurity, until he has ac
complished certain definite tasks which 
appear to him. to be of paramount im
portance. - , - ,

To my own mind, knowing the char
acter of the man and his abilities,.it has 
required a far greater degree and high
er quality of courage to withhold his 
name’than to have given it to the world 
with his book. It requires « a higher 
quality of moral courage to go on doing 
good in obscuirty than It does to ad
vertise ourselves before the public in 
bold type and thereby.receive the atten
tion and applause which our vanity 
craves.

Other criticisms have been offered by ' 
leading contributors to the symposium, 
from the ranks of Spiritualism. Some 
of theqe are presented- in such spirit 
and couched in such form as to preju
dice the average readri’ against both 
the authqr and his work. ’ These, how
ever, do, not come .within tbo 'scope of 
your letter and-are therefore1 outside 
the present lines of thlf/ discussion. I 
therefore forego for the present the 
temptation to reply to them, and shall 
await with Interest tfie’pYesentaUon of 
your criticism upon The GreatPey.cho- 
logical Crime. . ? <" . ? •

In the meantime assuring you of my 
high personal esteem add good wishes, 
I am, most cordially and sincerely 
yours, ’ FLORENCE HUNTLEY.

A CHANCE TO. MAKE MONEY.
I have been selling "Non-Alcohollo-Flavorlng 

Powders" for tho past six months and have 
made 1815.00. Every family buys throe or four, 
boxes. The flavoring powders are bettor in ev
ery respect than the liquid extracts, and are 
•lovely to sell. I do not have to canvass. People' 
send to me for the powders. Any intelligent 
person can do as well as I and average 630.00 per 
wook. I got my flavoring powders from tho Cal
ifornia Fruit & Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
Write them and they, will start you in busi
ness. - - • . E. O.

'Gleanings from tho Rostrum.” By 
A. B.. French. Cloth, $1. For Balo at 
Ahis office. ’ '.

BE SHftLL GIVE HIS ANGELS
CHARGE CONCERNING THEE

MEDIUMI8TIC EXPERIENCES.
Among mediums, who did good work 

for Spiritualism in its early dayB, aud, 
as strength has permitted, have con
tinued this work to the present time, 
are Mr- A-1?- Talmage and Mrs. Esther 
N’. Talmage, now of Seattle, Washing
ton, but formerly of LaPorta county, In
diana, where they -were widely known 
for their rare’ spiritual gifts and fpr 
their strict integrity. 1

From the early fifties to the close of 
the Civil War-the Talmagte.held cir
cles, much of the time in their own 
home. No charges were made for sit
tings, and it often happened that inves

. tlgators from a distance were furnished 
„meals without cost. This “free gospel," 
with mea]s "thrown in,” came to be In 
such high favor with many investiga
tors, who came from near and far, to 
“try the spirits," that it wks not long 
before the Talmages, feeble in health 
and earning their living by their own 
hands, fpqud. it hard’ to keep up a sup
ply .of food and clothing for their own 
family, and had it not -been for a few 
patrons whp felt it a duty to pay for 
what they received, these unselfish me
diums must have suffered for the neces
saries of life, and’ as it was, they were 
kept for, years op the verge of want.

I dwell on this bit of biography’for 
the reason that, even now, after fifty 
years of communion with the world of 
spirits, there are . many bald-headed 
saints In our ranks who are fond of re
ferring to the good old days when me
diums worked for nothing, and one 
might be al good Spiritualist without 
paying ibcopper for tests, lectures or lit
erature. ■ • ’

Although the Talmages have received 
very little material compensation for 
their long-, self-sacrificing Service, and 
are poor in the things men count as 
wealth, they are exceedingly rich in the 
consciousness of duty^faithfully done; 
in the knowledge of. the constant pres
ence of loving, watchful spirits; in 
thronging memories of angel guidance 
along life’s devious ways.

Qf the Talmages almost .numberless 
experiences as mediums, a few have 
been recorded by the Writer, and tor 
the first time are offered to the pub
lic through The Progressive Thinker. 
A . HARD-SHELL BAPTIST HEALED.

About one-half nille from the humble 
home of the Talmages, on a country 
road, lived Calvin Webster, a well-to-do 
farmer, a close communion Baptist, a 
disbeliever in the claims of Spiritual
ism. One summer evening at his usual 
hour, Mr. Webster retired feeling'quite 
indisposed, but hoping to be better by 
morning. Instead he grew rapidly 
worse as the night wore on,, his pain 
becoming unbearable. While thinking 
^Whether he could stand it until morning 
without alarming his family and send
ing for a doctor, four miles away, the 
bedroom door Opened, and in strode Mr. 
Talmage, who at once proceeded td ad
minister remedies, which, to the great 
astonishment pt the unbelieving Web
ster, brought prompt relief.

The reader will ask how this thing, 
was brought about. Near two o'clock 
at night Mrs. Talmage's guide roused 
her from a Peep sleep, following a 
wearisome day; told her to call her hus
band at oncq, hqve him' read a para
graph on a certain page of a medical 
work kept in the house, and carefully 
note what was said- When this, was 
done, they were told by the guide that 
neighbor Webster was. then suffering 
from a severe attack of the disease 
named in the paragraph read, and Mr. 
Talmage was urged to go post-haste to 
his home and use the ’ remedies pre
scribed in the book. This is how Mr. 
Talmage came to be in that sick-room.

Nor did the case end here. The event 
proved tp he a turning point In Mr. 
Websten’s life. Soon after his recov
ery he prepared an article for a coun
try paper, in which he related all that 
had occurred, and asked his neighbors 
to help, him to account for the facts on 
any other thppry than that of spirit in
terposition, No one responded; all 
skeptics were dumb. Mr. Webster him
self wrestled with these and other stub
born facts, became a Spiritualist, and 
lived to old age, happy In this belief.

A GRANDMOTHER’S LOVE.
Some years after the above event, a 

family by the name of -Beal moved into 
the neighborhood where the Talmages 
then lived, occupying a house a quarter 
of a mile away. As Mrs. Talmage was 
doing her housework late one after
noon the spirit of an old lady appeared 
before her, beseeching her io drop ev
erything else and go to the Beals to heal 
a sick child. Replying to the spirit, 
Mrs. Talmage said: "Mrs. Beal is a 
stranger to me and I have not heard of 
sickness in her family. Should 1 go and 
be asked who sent me-----” “Tell them
God Almighty sent you,” broke in the 
spirit.

But Mrs. Talmage not liking to thrust 
herself on a neighbor who had not 
asked her services as a healer, conclud
ed to think of the matter over night. 
When she awoke the following morn
ing the grandmother-looking spirit was 
at her bedside, earnestly renewing her 
plea' of the day before>wAt last, when 
Mrs. Taimate concluded to go, 7the 
spirit seemfed overjoyed, but remained, 
urging and hurrying until tjiejjtyt wqs 
actually made.

. Before leaving home Mrs. Talmage’s 
spiritual sight and hearing were more 
fully opened, so that she saw the Bick 
child ’in its hoifie, lying on a pallet' of 
straw In one corner of a poorly fur
nished room; saw its mother and a 
neighbor who had called, and though at 
least eighty rods away, heard the neigh
bor say to Mrs. Beal: “Your child has 
a high fever; you should bathe it and 
put on a clean night dress.” Poor Mrs. 
Beal, bursting into tears, replied: "1 
have no other night dress for my child.”

Hearing and seeing all this, Mrs. Tal
mage hastened to the Bick one, feeling 
fissured that she had not been deceived. 
Arriving at her destination, she found 
things as represented by the old-lddy 
spirit, wafi able to break the child’s 
fever at ,6nce and learned before leav
Ing that its grandmother was the very 
picture of the old lady who, as a spirit, 
so persistently urged the visit tp her 
beloved- grandchild.

HIGHWAYMEN THWARTED.
The Talmages attended an evening 

meeting in the village of Westvillm four 
miles from their home. ReturningShey 
had a choice of roads—one running 
east, the other south from the outskirts 
of the village.' They took the south 
road, and the sleighing being good they 
were gliding along merrljy When sud
denly Mrs. Talmage was influenced by 
a spirit who told her that men were on 
the road ahead waiting tq waylay them. 
The spirit was asked why they might 
not return to the village and take the 
other road. ' '

“Because there are four men In the 
waylaying port, and to make sure of 
their game; two of the scoundrels^ have 
taken their-places on each road,” was 
the reply. ■ •

But Mr. Talmage/ wishing to reach 
home that night concluded to run the 
risk and urged his horse forward ' In a 
.moment a spirit controlled his arms so 

> that ho could not hold - the reins to

drive. This Bottled the matter; they 
returned to (he village fol' the night, 

f Now, It so-happened that a neighbor 
of the Taimages, a Mr. and Mrs. Me-" 
Kellips, returning Ho their home from 
the same evening meeting, much like 
that of the Taimages, in a single sleigh, 
took the east road instead of the south. 
When about one-half mile 'from the vil
lage, two men rushed from the roadside, 
armed with’ clubs, one of which was 
thrown violently, striking Mr. McKelllps 
on the back of the head and falling into 
the sleigh. Fortunately the horse took 
fright and bore the occupants of the 
sleigh out of'reach of the pursuing ruf
fians, without serious injury.

THWARTED’ AGAIN.
One winter morning as Mrs. Talmage 

was sweeping the snow from the front 
doorstep, she was civilly accosted by a 
man in the road who (old her he was 
the bearer of a verbal invitation from a 
distant neighbor, a Mr. Tryon, the pur
port of which was that Mr. Tryon cor
dially invited Mr. and Mrs. Talmage to 
spend the following Wednesday even
ing with him at his home. No sooner 
had the messenger passed on than Mrs. 
Talmage was controlled by a spirit who 
told her that the man’s words were 
false; that Mr. Tyroij had sent no In
vitation; that It was a plan to get them 
out in the evening to waylay them. 
Having confidence in the spirit; tho 
Taimages remained at home. Later 
they learned that Mr. Tryon had been 
absent on business on the Wednesday 
named;,, that a visit from them had 
never entered his mind.

At this point it may be well to give 
the supposed motive for the two at
tempts to waylay the Taimages, as just 
related. A bachelor named Cowish, a 
near neighbor, had recently been robbed 
of »600 by- masked men, and left gagged 
in his own yard while they made off 
with his hoard; The robbers having 
heard of the wonderful occult power of 
the Taimages were afraid they might 
throw some light on their dark deed, 
and concluded it would be safest to 
close t)ieir lips forever. The fact was 
that Mrs. Talmage had already been 
profoundly Impressed that one of the 
gand of robbers was a well-known char
acter living in the vicinity, but knowing 
that her testimony as a medium was 
worthless In court, the criminals’ secret 
w.as in little danger of being revealed 
by her.

AN INDIAN. GUIDE. .
At (he close of an evening lecture in 

a country school house, the Taimages 
and the writer were Invited to spend 
the night with an old-time Quaker 
named Lewis, whose home was several 
miles away. Mr.’Lewls, wishing to visit 
a sick friend on another road, could not 
act as our guide; he therefore gave di
rections and left us to flkd our way 
through the gloom of a moonless plght, 
along a timber-skirted highway. Scarce
ly were we started when the spirit of a 
stately Indian chief appeared to act as 
guide. Mrs. Talmage could see him 
moving erect in the road, just in front 
of the hotse, and presently she was con
trolled and spoke of the; woods through 
which! we were passing as the favorite 
hunting ground of generations of Red 
Men. Passing a heavily-timbered rise 
of ground, she saw the woods ablaze 
with campfires, and hundreds of the 
dusky sons of the forest around them. 
Stalwart hunters, squaws and pap- 
pooses, all were there, eating, sleeping, 
playing games and nolding pow-wows. 
The Weird' scene was vividly described 
by Mrs. Talmage. Reaching our des
tination, the facts as related above’were 
given to Mr. Lewis, who m'uslngly 
asked: "Does thee know that the place 
where thee saw those fires was long 
ago a celebrated Indian camping
ground?” We did not know, as this4 
was our first visit to that region. One 
not a Spiritualist might wonder how 
that strange scene was limned on the 
mind of the medium, just then and 
there. . . '

"CAN'T FOOL INDIAN.
Returning to their home after several 

days’ absence, Mr. and Mrs. Talmage , 
were attending to sundry affairs when 
Mrs. Talmage, who had seated herself 
to nurse her babe, was influenced to lay 
it on the bed, and to throw a shawl over 
her head-and rush put. of -doors into the 
deep, freshly fallen snow, followed by 
Mr. Talmage, who saw that his wife 
was “led by the spirit.” She pressed 
forward through the trackless waste, 
over a rail fence, over " fa.,en logs, 
among stumps, around piles of brush, 
until at last, coming to a pile of brush 
of large size, she halted qtlickly, waved 
her hands over the pile for a moment, 
then ordered Mr. Talmage to pull out 
what he might find beneath the pile. 
Getting on his knees, he drew forth a 
large bundle, which was conveyed to 
the house, Mrs. Talmage again leading 
the way, whooping and shouting, “Can't 
fool Indian.”. Reaching the house the 
Indian influence left her as suddenly as 
it came, leaving no impression as to 
the contents of the bundle—-Mr. Tal
mage’s best suit of clothes and other 
articles of apparel ■ belonging to Mrs. 
Talmage. , ■

These articles had'been taken from a 
chest, carried into the clearing and 
secreted before the snowfall, as there 
was no human footprint to be seen In 
that direction. The finding of the 
clothes was the first intimation ot their 
loss. Who took them or for what pur
pose was never revealed, but it is evi
dent that unseen'-eyes were watching 
the game.

- SANFORD NILES. 
Minneapolis, Minn.
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THE BIBLE AS REGARDED BY JOHN 
E. REM^BURG.

In this book there are Eleven Chap
ters on the Authenticity of the Bible; 
Thirteen on the Credibility of the Blblp; 
Ten on the Morality of the Bible, with 
9n Appendix of Unanswerable Argu
ments Against the Divine Origin and In 
favor of the Human Origin of the Bible. 
Twenty-six pages of index, enabling the 
reader to refer In an Instant to’any au
thority quoted or argument used by the 
author. ‘ ■'

The tiles of the chapters In detail are 
Sacred Books of the World, The Chris
tian Bible, Formation of the Canon, Dif
ferent Versions, of the Bible,; Author
ship and Dates, The Pentateuch, The 
Prophets, The Hagloegrapha, The Four 
Gospels; Acts, Catholic Eplstlqs and 
Revelation; Pauline Epistles, Textual 
Errors, Two Cosmogonlds of Genesis, 
The Patriarchal Age, The Jewish Kings, 
Inspired Numbers, When Did Jehosa- 
phat Die? Harmony of the Gospels, Paul 
arid the Apostles, The Bible' and His
tory, The Bible and Science, Prophe
cies, Miracles,. The Bible , God, The 
Bible Not a Moral Guide, Lying, Cheat
ing, Stealing, Murder, War, Human 
Sacrifices, Cannibalism, Witchcraft, 
Slavery, Polygamy, Adultery, Obscen
ity, Intemperance,.Vagrancy, Ignorance, 
Injustice to Women, Unkindness to' 
Children, Cruelty to Animals,. Tyranny, 
Intolerance, Conclusion, Appendix.

The book makes some five hundred 
pages, and is printed handsomely on 
heavy paper, with wide margins. Price 
81.25. ’
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HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

am tired to-day—.o'erelouded, 
As the world goes welter lug on;

-et iny soul fly upjto the summits 
Of the best days lived and gone, 
would not throw off my burdens,-

THE CONTROVERSY.
The Great Psychological Crime con

troversy Is increasing in Interest It 
opens up a new field of thought to every 
.Spiritualist. Lyman 0. Howe and

in

“Invisible Helpors." By C.W. Lead
beater, the noted Theosophlst lecturer 
and writer. 'Very interesting. Price 
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By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
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HUDSON TUTTLE.

¿dltor-at-Large for tho National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings wben'ai attack is made, giv
ing date and name of pai>er. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Arcana of Spiritualism.
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

Do you wish to assist in the publica
tion of a revised edition of this book? 
if sb, by subscribing for it now, you will 
receive a copy at less price than it will 
be sold for after publication. . Price not
desired until tho book is ready for 
livery. JJJAefl^send your address 
once if you desire to assist.

320 octavo pages, finely bound 
muslin.

Price to subscribers, $1, postpaid.
Addréss

An Object Lesson in Immigration. ■ 
The horrible, tragedy which occurred 

Nov. 25, near Altoona, Pa., has a lesson 
aside from the brutality manifested. 
The press reported the case without 
comment, leaving the-reader perplexed 
to know bow it was possible for so 
many to be burned to death in a one- 
story building, with-a wide-open door 
for escape. '

When the true story is told, it is al
most beyond belief, that there could be 
such brutal disregard for life, and Re
based selfishness among people called 
civilized and Christian. One hundred 
and fifty Italians vtere working for a 
contractor on the Pennsylvania railroad; 
They rented for sleeping, purposes a 
one-story wooden building, and ar
ranged tiers of berths around its sides. 
These they filled With straw for bed
ding, About 2 o’clock in the morning, 
fire broke out in one of these straw- 
filled berths, and quickly spread. The 
alarm was given, and those' nearest the 
one door easily escaped. In a minute 
more all would have reached safety. 
But those who had reached the outside 
at once saw that- the building was 
doomed. The day before had been pay
day, and they-had left their money in 
their bunks. They wildly rushed to the 
door to go in. There they met the men 
coming out. Then the dreadful fight 
began. Those inside fought to get out, 

■ and .save their lives. Those on the out
side fought to get in to save their
money.
ly used.

. der-like 
to soon

The ever-ready knife was free- 
’The hissing flames in-the tin- 
straw maddened those within, 
end their sufferings. It was

Is This Science, or Quajkcry’?
Charles Churchwood, of Columbia. O., 

was taken to the LukeMde Hospital, 
Cleveland, O., suffering from lockjaw. 
A wound In his hand from a' blank cart
ridge way the'cause; The. attendant 
doctors exhausted their resources, and 
still the, horrible disease tightened its 
hold.. Then they resorted 'to the new 
fad of antitoxin, the serumof the, blood 
of a horse poisoned over and over again, 
until its, blood is'so thoroughly ferment
ed with the'jvlrtis that the'vital forces 
ceitse to react./. For quickness of effect' 
they injected this deadly stuff into the. 
base of the patient's brain. . '

Now let it be borne ip mind this was 
the tiling to do as laid down in, orthodox 
medical books, and taught by the most 
"advanced”, professors 'in -medical col
leges. It. is advertised as the specific 
cure for lockjaw or tetanus. , The great 
and famous surgeons who gave it are' 
protected by their fame,, and diplomas 
from a charge of malpractice. - '.'

As reported, the experiment—it can 
be called by no other name—was beauti
fully successful. But the victim died 
shortly afterward. The lieai't could not 
stand tile now enemy.

The question now. resolves Itself into 
whether the pattent died of lockjaw, be
fore tlie antitoxin got in its work, or If. 
the latter cured him-of the disease and 
then killed him? '

Had-an attendant-injected 'tlie poison 
into the brain of the acting' surgeon, 
death would have followed with the 
samp certainty.

If a man stabs another with a dagger, 
it is murder. If he has a diploma, and 
ptabs a patient with a needle through 
which he injects a poison more deadly 
than that which escapes from the fangs 
of a viper, it is science! Blood-letting, 
blistering, purging,' vomiting, salivation 
with mercury ijave had their day and 
their Millions of victims. The present 
fad of injecting horrible germ-infected 
bloodJ>f\an!ina!s to bofll disease in man, 
will go the same way, after lit has re
ceived its hecatombs of victims.

Giri's Visions Not Caused by Suggestion
—Mary Kidder Still Has Trances— 
She Grows Weaker and Her Parents 
Expect She Will Die—Interest In the. 

, Remarkable Message,« Grows In In
, tensity.

Later developments and investigation 
into the statements made by Mary A. 
Kidder, afced 14'years,, of .314 First 
strpet, Kalamazoo, Mich., (says the Tel- 
graph), whose ability to give names and 
describe deceased persons whom she 
has 'ney.er seen or heard, of, is attract
ing so much attention , in that part of 
the city, qre startling. '-.

The trances still continue, although 
in a milder form. The girl continues 
her graphic descriptions of heaven and 
beings in tlie other world, although her 
physical condition is last becoming 
alarming. Mr. and Mrs. John Kidder, 
parents of the'child, say they have re
signed themselves to their daughter’s 
death, believing it is God's will.

The possibility that the amazing 
statements made by Mary were caused 
by mesmeric suggestion, was seoqted 
this morning by several, persons/to 
whom tlie girl has given messages from 
the dead. , . '

“Mesmeric suggestion is absolutely 
out .of the question," said ’ Mrs. Edwin 
G. Russell, of 632 First street.

“When I ‘was called to see the girl 
the other day I knew nothing of what 
was to be told me and was not thinking- 
of either my dead brother or my chil
dren. My brother, George Hartman, 
had been dead, over 40 years and was 
never ip Kalamazoo. I had not thought 
of him for probably, 25 years, and when 
the child named and described him I 
was too ama'zed to speak. She gave me 
this message;

“‘George says, tell my Bister she is 
not preparing herself to come, but she 
must do so at once.’

“When she named my two dead chil
dren I was not thinking of. them, and, 
am absolutely positive that no inenb'er 
of my family was at that time.

“One of my boys, Victor, died 15 years 
ago in Penjisylyania, and tjio other, 
Carlton, died' in this city ten years ago. 
Both were yjiry y.quug and 1 question it 
a half dozen 'of my relatives even" re
member th0jnames-of the two children,”

Mrs. Addie Hess, of 709 First street, 
denied even thinking of her deceased 
hpsband, Cyrus Hess, at the time Mr. 
Hessi was named {¿nd described'by Mary 
and a message given Mfs. Hess-from 
her busband. ,

“It is mV; understanding,” she 
said this mprning;. .' “I was not thinking 
of my huslqind at tne tlme and simply 
went into the Kidder hoine put of curi
osity and ti> sec liow the child was get
ting along." '' . ' ' .

John Kidder, father of the girl, said 
this mornin: '

“The wonderful statements my child 
has made to me; cannot be explained. 
Gofl, I believe, hits marked her ior his 
own. He is simply fitting her for a 
greater work and Tliave resigned my
self to the inevitable, I know she will. 
not be with us long.'

“I believe as faithfully in' What the 
child has. seen as she floes. When she 
told me she had seen Joseph Kidder, a 
cousin of mine Who di6d during the 
civil war, I was- pet thinking of him— 
in fact, I had to stop and think to recall 
his name. ‘Was his name Joseph?’ she 
asked, and then I remembered. She 
named and described a large number of 
my relatives who have been dead for 
years and.gave me messages from them, 
She told me of my first wife, who was, 
killed in a railroad accident at Decatur 
in 1884, and gave me a message from 
her. As yet she Jias made no mistakes 
either in names or descriptions."

Many people have visited the Kidder 
home in the past few days and are’ 
greatly interested in the peculiar case. 
Dr. Frederick Shillito, the attending' 
physician, is mqking every effort to 
.stop the trances, as the nervous strain 
under which the girl labors while in a 
cataleptic state, it fls feared, will prove- 
fatal if they , continue.

No matter how-low they run, ! .
Rich in the impresses which last ' 

. Longer than earth or sun; ' ,
Little actions'which Intertwine. ■ '

Around the immortal part
As well as its temple, wherein’ plays 
, The-bloo.d of the mystic heart.
The days when we loved our best loves;

The days when some unseen law 
Smote us prone as we clashed with.lt, '

Weak as if “men of straw,"
But arose from our quick prostration

Wiper and humbler toe,
Ready to say "there are many things

■To learn, to avoid, to do."
All human lives are such brief things, 

If they had nqt our soujs In thrall
It would seem but a silly waste of time

.That we mention them at all.
For in all thé whirling and rushing 

» ■' Of a restless universe, , 
The ephemeral'factors which make 

pen , ,
■ Are the easiest to disperse,.
Light, heat and life are so shifting, 
. ‘ And their products change so soon! 
The finest brain, in a little while '

Lies deader than the moon.
The heart which is supersensltiye 

To Life, with its stabs and shocks, 
Throbs, hurts and. burns for a little 

space '
But soon with the years deadlock^,

Two factors'abide-eternally, 
Outworking all tilings there be;—

Matter and Gravity,—they are the gods
Laboring creatively.

Filling the poundless universe 
With nebulae, planets,, stars, 

Whirling them onward through 
■ space, .

Wondrous flaming cars. '

IF INGERSOLL CAME BACK. ■ >
Message, to Humanity-Twentieth Century Plan of 

t Religion-Public Opinion vs. the Right of Individ
. ual'Expression-lngersoll’s Maligner, Rebuked. .

'E. Finley Kitson, Buffalo, N. Y!: - •
Dear Sir:—I did not'spy that Mr. In

gersoll committed suicide,' I merely re
peated what someone else said, suppos
ing Ije knew wpat he was talking about; 
I have written tlie family explaining 
mqtters, ■ .

Rev. Dr. Fitch, of Buffalo, or most any 
clergyman in New York state can tell 
you who I' am. Respectfully, .

. 'F, A. STROUGH.
Kalamateo, Mich.' . .

way of progresslnve Intelligent relig
ious natural life.

, . If Bob Ingersoll, tlie distinguished- ag
nostic, were to-day .in the toym, all that 

die would wish to change of his former 
teachings would be expressed in lan-

over' in a few minutes. At the door was 
fourteen ghastly bodies; within more 
than a score burned to a horrible mass 
of cinder; Everyone might have es
caped easily bad it not been for the 
bfutes who blocked tlie door in tlieir at
tempt to save tlieir money. These 
loathsome creatures are a class, and 
a large class, of the people this coun
try is inviting to come and accept citi
zenship under ¿he starry flag. Zealous 
religionists they are, every one, and will 
kneel in prayer .over the foe they 
treacherously assassinate. Catholics 
they are, every one, born Catholics with 
scores of generations of Catholic an
cestors, who hake been as sheep to a 
shepherd in the hands of their priests. 
The Chinese are excluded. Why? Be
cause they are not Catholics nor will 
they become Catholics. Every Italian 
or Polock, or Bohemian who becomes a 
citizen adds to papal power, and the 
wisest btatesmen nor the President him-
self, has no more power with his. vote, 
than one of these brutal products "
priestly rula

Bible and Sandwiches.
Miss Helen Gould has a sewing school

Now Methodists Would Convert the Pub. 
Iio Schools Irtto Revival Meetings; - 

The Methodist Conference of. Vir
ginia, by its resolutions has Joined 
hands with Catholicism in an attempt to 
bring the public schools into disgrace. 
The American school system is main
tained intact, against the assaults of 
Romanism, by the solidarity .of the 
Protestant churches. -The latter take 
their stand not because they do not de
sire one and all to control the schools 
according to their own peculiar relig
ious bias, but if one is granted the high 
privilege all must be, and hence to keep 
the others out each sacrifices its own 
demands. ■ •

The'Methodists have boldly confessed 
and revealed inadvertently their plan of 
conducting their campaign. ' This is the 
resolution, unanimously adopted; ,

"Resolved, That we urge a canvass of 
education, gradual, but effective, for the 
use of the Bible In.our public schools 
and the more constant tide of it in our 
own schools.” - .-

• Interpreted into plain language, tho 
preachers, presiding elders, bishops and 
laymen of the Methodist church are to 
work, “gradually,” but “effectively,” by 
inSlduous. advances, to the end of forc
ing the reading and study of'fhç Bible 
into the public schools! It must be by 

- "a canvass bf education!" The people 
at large, 'those who send their children 
to the public schools, do not want the 
Bible read, but they are to be unknow
ingly educated into wanting it!

And should they be by this stroke of 
Jesuitism,, what then? Would not the 
Catholic complaint that Jhe public 
schools conducted for the whole people 
theoretically free from sectarianism, 
had come-under denominational Influ
ence, be proven true? Would not the 
demand be justified that thé - public 
schoof fund be divided, thdt each sect 
might rise its share in such education as 
it favored? 1 ■

How can these sectarians be so blind
ed by their blgotry and zeaj, that they 
do not see that they flre paving the.way 
for the papal conquest of the schools? 
Can they not see that their success is 
the success of Catholicism?

Evidence the Masses Can Comprehend.
Their belief In Spiritualism played a 

prominent part In the fortunes of 
Charles Ames, of Carson City, Nev., and 
Mrs. Catherine Spltzler, of Broadway, in 
Newburg. It was'the cause, Ames says, 
of his finding his fortune In the mount
ains of Nevada and also of his finding a 
bride in the woman to whom he was en
gaged when he went west in answer to 
tire call of the spirits.

As the story goes, when a boy and 
girl, they lived neighbors at Newburg, 
Ohio. They became -engaged, but ow
ing to his poverty, he did not feel that 
he ought to marry, fearing he could not 
support a wife- He was told by a spirit 
to. go to the western mines and he 
would succeed in finding the precious 
ore. He discovered and Is now operat
ing a gold, a tin and a lead mine.

for girls at Tarrytown, N. Y.t The Cath
olic priest complained that she serves- 
sandwiches with meat on Fridays, and. 
for that reason he forbids Catholic chil
dren to attend the school. Miss Gould 
does not compel them to eat the sand
wiches; they can decline to eat them if 
it Is against their consciences. But
there is another grievance—and'that is, 
the reading of the Bible, th¿ Protestant 
version,' in the hearing of the girls. 
Miss Gould insists upon this, whether 
Father Farley likes it or not.

Doubtless Protestant religionists will 
approve tills program—especlally those 
who want the Bible read in the public 
schools of our country.

Apparently neither party, Catholic or 
Protestant, is aware of. any*  deep and 
brdad .principle of • human * rights in
volved in the matter of Friday . sand
wiches and Bible reading. They look at 
tho matter only In a narrow religious 
and churchly point of view, and without 
regard to the inherent rights of non-re- 
Ilgloulsts who might or might not ob
ject to sandwiches, but would surely ob
ject to tho Bible-reading.

Genuine Humanitarian Work exceeds in importance 
all religions, all creeds, all cults,.and even Spiritual

. ism itself. Genuine charity, administering to the 
sick .and needy, àssisting those struggling with poy- 
erty, and relieving the one in temporary trouble, 
should be the aim of every reformer. ,

DR. J. M. PEEBLES.
The Doctor has been near unto death 

at San Diego, Cal. We are now glad to 
learn that he is getting better, and in' 
a few. weeks it is expected he will be as 
well as ever.

Humanitarian work transcends every
thing else in importance. We have 
tried to Impress upon Spiritualists the 
importance of humanitarian work in 
connection with our cause. Without hu
manitarian Work any sect or religious 
body of any kind is .composed simply of 
dry bones. Take for example tfle non
aectarlan methods of Rev. Jenkin Lloyd 
Jones:

Jane Addams’ famous Hull House 
Settlement in Chicago will have an act- 
tive rival When the Rev. Jenkin Lloyd 
Jones’-new church edifice which will be 
constructed'on the lines of an apart
ment house, is completed. Now that the 
designers have finished their task'Jjhc 
.work of construction will begin nt once, 
and it 1b believed the' new building will 
be ready for dedication within a ye'ar. 
The structure will be erected at a cost 
of $150,000.

While the venture of the All Souls' 
Church pastor and flock will be along 
the lines of the Hull House Settlement, 
it will be unlike it in many particulars. 
Hull House is a philanthropic institu
tion from beginning" to end. This new 
institution will be,1 in a measure, sub
ordinate to the church itself. It will be 
an oddity In that the spiritual work will 
be blended with the temporal and the 
work of the:-combined humanities of 
this pastor and flock, will then be car
ried on on an extensive scale. . / ' •

Backed 6y a. mere handful ot 'follow
ers, Dr. Jones built the- present All 
Souls’ structure at Oakwood Boulevard 
and Langley avenue, Chicago, nearly a 
quarter of a century ago. From the 
very’ beginning it has been non-secta- 
rian and non-denomlnational, and it 
soon became a magnet which attracted 
a considerable following. The tolerant 
spirit of the pastor, his -joviality and 
ambition to found a great institution, 
which should be the meeting place of 
the rich and poor alike on a common 
plane, soon won him many warm ad
mirers, and his following has now be
come so large it is almost impossible to 
attend to the many diversified elements 
in the present stinted quarters.

All races and creeds are represented 
in the following of the pastor. A half 
dozen or more of -the most wealthy He
brews of the city are among Ijls constit
uents and most liberal supporters. 
They vie with Methodists and Presbyte
rians and high church Episcopalians in 
aiding his projects. The negro problem 
was long ago settled there. Thè negro 
is pn the same footing as his white 
brethren, and his interests are as care
fully guarded as are theirs.

To a certain degree All Souls' Church 
will lose its identity’ with thè opening 
of the new institution, as it will be 
known as the “Abraham Lincoln Cen
tre.” This name for the philanthropic

section was-chosen because it touches 
thousands Still living with a peculiar 
pathos; because it radiates benignity, 
humility, a ChrisUlke patience; be
cause it was the namb of a saint of the 
new order, la martyr of the present day.

“This centre will not be built on the 
Implication1 that You have to go away 
from home'to flnd'a field for work," said 
the pastor recently.

“Our aim is to interpret religion in 
terms of sociology, rather-than theol
ogy, land We are 'is inclusive of social
stationfl hs, of theological creeds.

"The new settlement will' be for em
ployer andi;fempl6yd, for millionaire and 
errand boy. And 1t has no water in it; 
it has beeh! projected for ten years.

"The Abfatiam Lincoln centre will 
cany on Its Activities “ in A slx-Btoj-y 
’brick and conflrett building. ' Tho bas^ 
ment will 'bd used" In manual training, 
games and boys’ reading rooms. The 
Hill reading room, library, pastor’s 
office and other working rooms will be 
'located on the first floor. An audito
rium with 1,000 seats for All Souls' 
Church will occupy the entire - second 
floor, Sunday .¡school and class rooms 

.will occupy the third floor. The fourth 
floor will be devoted to social and liter
ary clubs and seminary and memorial 
rooms. Resident workers will have the 
fifth floor, and on tho sixth will be the 
'gymnasium and domestic science de
partment. •
‘ “The motto of the building^ is that it 
may be ‘emblematic of the hearty, 
straightforward Ideal of the man for 
whom it is named apd that; It may'have 
a soul, the llgi^t and beauty of which 
will shine through and beyond its 
walls.’ ”,

Besides the six assistants to Mr. 
Jones nearly a score of the Church-mem
bers devote one-half of their time to the 
activities already under way. Many 
other workers give part of their time to 
work Among the poorer' classes In the 
territory north and west of the church. 
Ofle of the activities—or humanities, as 
Dr. Lloyd calls them—is the Helen 
Heath Settlement; which is located in 
Halsted street, almost in the shadow of 
Hull House. This branch of the work 
has a library, penny savings bank and 
sewing school, all of which are run in 
conjunction with the kind.ergarten, and 
all are in a flourishing condition more 
than one hundred children being cared 
for daily. ,

The manual training department in 
the new building will be onenit the best 
equipped in the city. V

I Again repeat that any Spiritualist so
ciety, any religious society, any Club or 
Cult that does not engage in some one 
or more respects In humanitarian work, 
is simply composed of “dry bones.”

WORKER.

and the same furnishes a vast amount 
of focra fbr reflection. Their debate is 
conducted in pe spirit of fraternal 
kindness,, each one striving to have the 
truth correctly presented on their re
spective side. The healthy growth of 
The -Progressive Thinker at the pres
ent time speaks volumes in favor oif the 
discussion now carried on in its col
umns. It will be well for all subscrib
ers to carefully preserve a file- of the 
papers. . . ,

. --------¡r——-----------

“SPIRITUAL
OR PSYCHIC

PHENOMENA.”
Next week we will publish a most ex

cellent address by Mrs. Cora-L. V. Rich
mond, on the above subject ,

Light, heat and life! They are all alllt, 
, Scene-shifting things everywhere;

Save on the dead worlds,—they roll on 
In blackness, blank and bare;

Did you ever pink of a dead world 
Traveling through the sky?

And feel that your body may ride on 
one . '

Ages after you die?
They carry no frejgiit of aching hearts, 

. No tortured sub-human lives;
No light, no life; no stir, no pain, 

In those black ears survives. • 
The akhes of the struggling things 

Which lived, and loved, and died,
Will whirl around a rayless sun, 

Taking a long death ride.
So when I tire of fret and shock, 

And cannot see the gain < 
Of life’s close struggle, that 

' dream .
Stalks in to kill tire pain.

I know, in ages yet to come, 
The old dead world Will seize 

AU sacred matter I have loved 
. With human ecstasies,
And bar it, -for a space at least, 

From sentient torturings^—
But it will take its place, sometime, 

Where fresh creations spring;
So let me climb the holy heights, ' 

While earth goes weltering on, .
And waste an hour in looking back 

On goo'd days; lived and gone. ’ .
EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Berlin Heights, Ohio. • ■ .

“Whlla Rockefeller’s income from the 
oil business tor the year amounts, to 
828,600,000, his associates and stock
holders will collect a.total for the year 
of $14,750,000. .

■“It was said that Rockefeller^ income 
from interests independent of the Stand
ard Oil Company, auqh' as railroads and 
other industries, amounts to far more 
than his income from the oil business.

“The profits.paid by the Standard Oil 
Company, however, are the largest of 
any corporation in the world. In the 
past five years Rockefeller has reaped' 
as his harvest from' the business $141,- 
700,000.”—San Francisco Examiner.

' The'above sp'ecial dispatch from New 
York appeared in the San Francisco Ex
aminer. ■ y

A little earlier than that the Balti
more Sun said: . ■

"In the early part of this month, be
fore the' Standard Oil Company had 
raised the price of its product, Mr. 
Rockefeller took one of his Cleveland 
friends into his confidence and told him 
that 'the personal comfort religion has 
been to me has been such that some
times I feel that I would like to go upon 
the lecture platform and tell the people 
about it." '•

■ That-recalls th,e case of the deeply 
pious woman of Virginia before the war. 
She became ho wrought up over the 
idea of the salvation of the souls of the 
heathen of China, that she sold- Sam, 
one of her slaves, and tore him away 
.from his weeping wife and babies, and

sent him handcuffed and in chains to 
Mississippi, in order to get money with 
which to send the.gospel to China. -

Ingersoll used to téli of a inan 'who 
murdered-a.,straijger for money in the 
timber; an^.Qverjjtiis • dead ' body de
voured the^dead. man’s lunch—all ex
cept the mept. Tl?a meat he would not 
eat because,Jie “was too religious to pai*  
taire of meat on Friday.’’ Rockefeller 
;can crush ¿11 competitors, wreck rail
roads, bulldoze raflroad officials and 
force thenujo giye him unlawful re
bates, staryé his,¡^employes, blacklist 
honest working njen and if they strike 
for.an advqpce innages cause them to 
be shot dowp. llke jdogs, look with scorn 
and contempt on,, hungry, half-naked, 
half-starvefl'jwomeg and children living 
in shacks ¡unfit ipr cattle, monopolize’ 
oil, coal lands, railways, and. other pub
lic utilities,'charge, ten times more for 
oil than it cbuld W furnished for if he 
did not mótìopollze it, corrùpt legisla
tures and courts,'subsidize the press; 
muzzle the teachers in his colleges, in
timidate the pulpit, and then thank God 
he is not as other inon—that he is so re
ligious and good that he feels con
strained to go up and down tho earth 
and cry aloud: "Repent/bellovo and be 
baptized yo BinnorB, or be damned."

Mr; Editor, was it not Josus who said 
somo severe things about the hypocrites 
who thanked God that they were better 
than other men, but who devoured wid
ows and orphans and were themselves 
llko whitened Aopiilchrcs, fair without 
but all ebrrupt within? • . . : “

• - R. A. DAGUE.
San Francisco, Cal. 1 -

1 Where Are the Spirits of the Dead?
The-Rov. Frank W. Luce/D. D;, is no 

doubt a highly educated, gentleman, and 
profound theologian as well. But when 
he asserts as he did in the Sti' Louis 
Globe Democrat, Oct. 25, that the spir
its of the dead are in hades, the abode 
of death, and live in obscurity, which 
meanfl gloom and oblivion, I for one 
beg idave to differ from him, and that, 
too, most decidedly and emphatically. 
I am glad to say, I know hells mistaken, 
and thankful that such is the case.

In reply to his question, Where are 
the spirits of the dead? I reply,.they are 
all around us, on the earth and in the 
spheres upon spheres above us. Many 
earth spirits do not desire to leave our 
environment, and remain always near 
us; while on the other hand others 
more -refined and etherealized and spir
itualized wish to advance and in time 
rise to the purer and more advanced 
spheres surrounding our earth. After 
they have become thoroughly educated 
and purified and spiritualized, higher 
and higher'from sphere to. sphere they 
advance until ultimate# they1 reach 
perfection and no longer desire to re
turn to earth again. They are in heav
en, the abode of eternal happiness and 
content of the blessed.

Dr. Luce asks': In what condition are 
our spirits after death? I answer, they 
are precisely the same as they were on 
.earth, in character and mental equip
ment, without the body attachment and 
its wants. They retain the same mem
ory, capacity and characteristics. But 
spirits never are in a hidden or con
cealed place or obscurity. . .

- They want freedom of action. They 
will not even venture in our houses as a 
rule, as they fear they may be re
strained of their liberty.

As Dr. Luce truly remarks, they have 
power of conversation and are In full 
possession of reason and their mental 
faculties. But there is no impassable 
gulf fixed as he intimates; all have the 
same chance to advance in the spirit 
world that we have here, and to go on 
and on from one sphere to another, un
til the highest is at last attained. True 
they are at first just beyond the veil of 
obscurity to most of us, but not to all of 
us. For I know from personal experi
ence they are very near antLdear to me, 
and I can communicate with them, for 
they come to my home and speak, laugh 
and sing, just as if they were in the 
flesh. < -i

When we depart from our earthly 
bodies and our glorified spirits re
leased from all earthly bonds and affil
iations, we will be met by the purified 
spirits and ushered Into the future life, 
the abode of the blessed. Then death 
can have no sting, the grave no victory 
over us, for evermore.

A E. BABCOCK.
St. Lquis, Mo.

To the Editor:—Thirf attached note is 
a verbatim copy of Rev. Strough’s reply 1 
to my letter of Nov. 11, re the "calumny '■ 
of a libelous assertion. The “evangelist" 
shifts the authority1' of his accusing 
words to the shoulders of another—the 
Rev. Dr. Agnew, prominent in Presby
terian circles of Philadelphia, Pa., and 
in turn that gentleman (a distant rela
tive of the Ingersoll family by marrl- 
age) denies in toto any and all responsi
bility for such utterance.

Is It possible that Rev. Strough, in his 
thoughtless zeal £or the orthodox cause 
in which he is the hired laborer, sought 
to accentuate the value of his services 
therein by the promulgation of an added 
falsehood to those espoused by the 
great “trust’’ to which he adheres?

Was bis purpose that of flattery of 
the ghost to which he bows-rorthodox 
public opinion? ,

Did Ulis "reverend" gentleman pre
sume to' profit by the absence of the no
ble hero, whose body is dead and who 
could not defend himself against Uie 
unmanly charge? ' .

Did he thus wantonly exercise bls in
dividual right in an expression of a vil
lainous opinion?

Out on yqu and yours, Rev. Strough, 
and may shame go with you Into hid-, 
ing! You have assuredly exercised your 
individual right in expressing an opin
ion; but that opinion is unwarranted, 
and the public mind has much less to 
thank you for to-day than yesterday, be
cause of the fact that that opinion Is 
not in any wise associated with truth.

There is, however, a circle of individ
ual right, wlUlin which every man’s 
opinions are sacredly his- own, even in 
defiance of public opinion, and which 
his manhood and self-respect demand 
that! he shall never surrender; but Uiat 
prerogative is limited. The laW of com
pensation adjusts such rights for every 
human being, and while the analysis of 
public opinion is always timely, and the 
purpose of learning how best to serve 
the public good is worthy, to know how 
best to serve one’s self is the true base 
of reflection. -In so doing, the interests 
of the greater majority are conserved.

By the way, “public opinion’' is not 
an Infallible standard of right. Contra- 
rily, it is ofttlmes wholly wrong, and its 

.judgments are frequently revised and 
reversed by its own'eonsent, after a full 
hearing adjusting Itself to a basis prac
tically just and true. Public oplnon, 
ruffled at times by such vaporings as. 
those of the Rev. Strough, grows preju
diced against the truth, and it is an er
ror to accept all the passing and chang
ing words of the public mind as the 
fixed and final verdict of public judg
ment. The public opinion that teaches 
the most valuable and impressive les
sons resembles the bosom of a great 
ocean, whdn viewed In. the grandeur of 
its all-pervading calm. The mariner 
-who mounts the wild waves of-a storm- 
tossed sea, and midst their dash and 
roar forces his altruistic, vibratory 
thoughts into the crests of those tem
pestuous monsters, may find his free- 
thought barque temporarily wrecked 
upon the breakers of public opinion.

“Public opinion be damned!" is the 
universal thought expression of the 
fearless freethinker, who cares naught 
for any element of society save that 
which is receptive of the teachings 
from the higher sources of wisdom. 
Such is the voice of those who refuse to 
be the servile and unquestioning follow
ers of its behests! Right is might and 
will surely prevail, although time is re
quired for the development of the psy
chologized public mind into the'stand- 
ard of philosophic thought established 
by these advanced thinking messengers.

Robert G. Ingersoll,' of the modern 
thought-weavers, stands alone and in an 
unique attitude towards orthodox pub
lic opinion. His masterful words of wis
dom regarding the philosophy of life 
(and the practicability thereof as dem
onstrated by him), • are emblazoned 
upon the tablets of historic memory, 
and in characters that will not efface. 
His teachings were logical and scien
tific, reason having characterized his 
every utterance. The faith of tens of 
thousands of believers in myths was 
disturbed thereby, and to those myriads 
are being added constantly. Thought, 
such as Ingersoll evolved, will ip time 
do away with the "evangelistic”' func
tions of the orthodox variety, and the 
atmosphere, by means of Intuition, will 
flood the mentality of mankind with all 
that is needed to guide along the path-
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guage such as this: “1 now know of a 
higher destiny than earth for man!” 
But I feel assured that the added 
knowledge which is his since in the 
realm of spirit would preclude the ad
vocacy of any of the numerous systems 
of orthodoxy now in vogue in this land 
where free thought is the heritage of 
all. He would doubtless teach the god
ideal—perfection. Hie silvery voice 
would still be heard In opposition to in
temperance and vice. His clarion tones 
would echo and recho throughout the 
world, as a protector of virtue. His hu
manitarian pleadings would Inspire the ' 
selfish to unlock.fheir doors to charity's 
call. His manly bearing and the magic J 
of his words would Impart new-old les
sons of energetic effort In behalf of his 
fellow-man'toward a higher and nobler 
standard of domestic life. His majes
tic personality would be seen and heard 
upon the rostrum in advocacy of an al
truistic government for tnKLeneflt of 
the masses and classes alike, rte-would 
tell us of Nature’s God, and . point the 
way of physical and intellectual devel
opment of the god-power within us, to 
t)ie end that we might be prepared for 
the spiritual expression . awaiting all 
god-creatures that breathe the breath of 
life!

But notwithstanding his sojourn ui> 
the're.for more than four years of earth
time, he would not have any news to-, 
communicate concerning the orthodox 
God to whom so many blindly boW; 
neither would he disseminate’any intel
ligence regarding the "holy trinity,” or 
the Jewish Maiden, Mary, whose fabled 
sufferings were of such vile nature as 
woman should not bear. He would tell 
us to be good; to be energetically indus
trious; to be thoughtful; to be consid
erate of the welfare of others regardless 
of tlieir stations. His message would 
inform us that the great God-Spirit 
which dominates Nature throughout ajl 
of its ramifications, is the only deity to 
which our praises should be ascribed. 
The magnetism of Col. Ingersoll’s dis
closures would touch the hearts of men 
as they were .never touched before, 
could lie but come back in person and 
unfold unto a benighted world bis re
vised message of love, sympathy and 
kindness. In that event, bis mission 
here would not be in opposition to the 
churches, but to tlieir unreasonable, Il
logical, impossible dogmatic teachings! 
His exalted purpose would be that of 
destruction of creeds, and in their 
stead the establishment of ono great 
body of brotherhood and sisterhood, the 
confines of which would be coextensive 
with the globe and Include the whole of 
the human family—white, red, black, 
olive and yellow. He would be the pre
eminent advocate of harmony among 
men,and nations of men. Following his 
counsel, armies would be disbanded and 
wars would be at an end! The lyhola 
worjd would be at peace! The birds 
of the air, the beasts of the wood and 
field would not be unnoticed In his ap
peal for justice on behalf of ajl of na
ture’s creatures. The fishes of the ' 
brook, the liny insect of the ocean and 
land would benefit by his heart-felt; 
plea to you and me for their protection 
The flowers, the trees, and all these 
would smile a welcome to the return of 
nature’s champion, Col. Robert G. Inger
soll.

With the Bible of nature as his fault
less guide, this new and modern savior 
of humanity would unravel a twentieth 
century pjan of salvation of the soul— 
an up-to-date method of pursuing a life 
of progressive happiness, everlasting— 
which the exercise of our reasoning 
powers would urge us to accept. Piotis 
theology of the monopolistic sort would 
pale Into nothingness before the onrush
ing Influence of the divine revelations 
of nature's forces, and love, the true re- ■ 
ligion of life, would rule the day. -The 
beauties of truth in its sublimity would 
forever disrupt. superstitious idolatry, 
while justice for tho now and future 
would banish all relics of the visionary 
mythical past; in other words, the pres
ent systems of homage to a variformed 
deity, such as tire Rev. Mr. Strough and 
his fellow-religionists adore, would dis
solve speedily before the revolutionized 
power of tho Spirit God of Nature, 
whose gladdening influence now perme
ates the hearts and homes of the un
trammeled free.

Much more might be embodied in the 
message which Col. Ingersoll would 
bring back to earth, and - anything he 
might say would not bear the burden of 
venomous ignorance appertaining.to a 
defenseless individuality or ism! His 
inspired mission could only prompt the 
kindliest counsel for his neighbor and 
friend, pointing to error where, error 
was to be found, with a love of right
eous justice for one and all. .

E. FINLEY KITSON.
Buffalo,N.Y.

What Jealousy Does. ,
My psychic friend, whose statement 

concerning his self-cure and clairvoyant 
vision anent the resurrection tif the the 
worldly-minded spirit I. heretofore; re
ported, relates the foil,owing equally as 
interesting narrative of his experi
ences:

"At one time my means did not per
mit me to board expensively, and I had 
to find cheap lodgings over a grocer’s 
family. The father was a somewhat av
aricious man and jealous of everybody 
with whom he could not come into sym
pathetic rapport—that is, of all who 
were his puperlors. '

"During my three years’ stay with 
him, I noted*that  he had many losses in 
business and grumbled accordingly.

“Toward the end of this time I 
dreamt one night that I was in his em
ploy and that he treated me ill, impos
ing unnecessary drudgery pn me. I 
thought nothing of it, and attributed it 
to indigestion. ' .

‘,'At a subsequent seance, after receiv
ing some sweet spirit messages, sud- 
deny one came, saying: "NoW for the 
meaning of your dream o£ durudgery!”

'Twas very much surprised at this, 
because I had forgotten it, and felt sure 
it had no meaning. But this ,yas writ
ten: '

“ ‘You thought that dream was mean
ingless because so insignificant. But it 
was symbolic of^our landlord’s feelings 
towards you. He burns with jealousy to
wards you because he imagines you 
think yourself above him, in not being 
able to put yourself on a familiar foot 
ing with him; and ho therefore would 
like to humiliate you to tho level, of a 
drudge. But what ho has been planning 
for you, came to him in the order of na
ture’s law of cause and effect Ho at
tracted to hlmsolt the humiliation on 
which ho had set his heart for another, 
Business became dull comparative to 
the force of his jealousy, and in which

his family joined, it is a Case of 
“vengeance is mine” under your imme
diate notice, and Which will stand clear
er before you as you reconsider the 
whole case.' But this is nothing out of 
the ordinary. It is a general rule, only 
JJiat the masses do not recognize the 
signs of spirit operation—aye, Nature’s 
method of enforcing her divinity or hu
manity. A liltle m(>re Perspicuity in 
this direction would make men and wo
men pay more attention to the smaller 
affairs of life and less to that which is 
of no consequence, though seemingly 
greater." ARTHUR F. MILTON.
“IF A MAN DÌE, SHALL HE LIVE 

. , AGAIN?”

There are many ways to know, if with 
patience ye will go .

In search of living facts proving life 
' is void of end; .
Thus in giving unto those, one or more 

will tell ye so,
That the proof of our existence W9 ' 

ban send.
Our bodies werqfnot all that sprang 

from life’s great tree,
• Nor Is earth the only place where wfl 

could dwell, '
And the -knowledge that is ours soma 

.day will come to thee,'
A stopy sweet and tree, such as love'a 

own voice Would tell.
The mists now cold and damp, sometime 

may pass from view,
Then will a sun shine brightly oven 

head, ।
Distilling light for yon, from ItA own 

perfected hue,
Till eyes .of thine shall see—there ara 

no people dead. .*->
Sherman, Texas. ” C. C. BRYAN.
"Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. 
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»‘What is Spiritualism? and Who are Spiritualists?” 
These questions arc answered in a lecture from the 

. standpoint of the. young and rising speaker, Will- J.
Erwood, of LaCrosse, Wis. He well says: “No 
matter how sublime our philosophy, if its principles 
are, not practically applied, We have lost wl)at it 
contains.” ■ ■ .

These questions are oft-recurring 
ones, and s|mply indicate the channel 

• in which the minds (of the people run.
The fact that they come before up at al
most every point, Is one of-th'6 "signs 
of the tlmeu”-whlch speak eloquently,of 
the desire of man to know more pf me 
object and ultimate .of life. “

In'view of the fact that Spiritjiàlism 
and Its various phenomena. ard thor
oughly in accord with tfie laws of na
ture; and are well established as tan
glide realities, we will 4ay aside the 
doub ts as to the genuineue$s of .spiritual 
phenomena, which assail the. minds of 
Bkqptlc and unbeliever, and will dwell 
more upon tlie beauties', and what we 
know to be true of this philosophy. ,

So thoroughly has the matter of upirlt 
power and communication been demon
strated, that there is no longer any 
question as to its reality and truth, 

s gave in the minds of those whose scope 
‘7 of Investigation has been very limited, 

or whose prejudice has prevented them : 
from searching out the underlying prin- 

; ciple qf truth in spiritual phenomena.
The religion of Spiritualism, if I may 

call it such, is tyifo-fold and far-reach
ing in its effect and. nature, in bo far as 
it embodies a philosophy, which prer 
Bents the very highest code of ethics, 
aud a phenomenal side which furnish,es 
.positive proofs of its fundamental 

, claims, which fact brings It at once Into 
' (ho spheie of science, philosophy and 

religion of the higher order.
While we make no effort to deny the 

existence of the many gross frauds and 
charlatans, who are masquerading un
der the name of spiritual workers, we 
assert that any and all persons wlio 
have given the matter any time or at
tention, and who have carefully consld- 

■ ered all sides of Spiritualism, will read
ily distinguish the difference between 
the true and the fajse, hence are rarely, 
if ever, deceived by the Impostor who 
alms to work upon the credulity of the 
uninformed, therefore we naturally con
clude that there is but little to fear 
from the exposure of these wolves In 
sheep’s clothing, on the contrary there ' 
is much to be , gained by such an ex
pose. ; ’ ' ■

. Because of this we court the widest 
investigation, aijitl ask all investigators 
to lefirn something of the philosophy 

, tad phenomena of Spiritualism, study
Ing all sides of the question before they 
çame to definite conclusions as to the 
origin of the various manifestations.

The majority of persons will readily 
concur in the statement that there is no 
question of more vital importance than 
tills one which deals with the condi
tions, ar'Hves of men after the change 

- called death, hence the increasing need' 
and desire of all to know more and 
more of this most' fascinating and 1m- 
portant subject—of knowing some

.... Iiing of the philosophy'which ^ws so 
(osely.-with .this change, and/wltfi the 

. ji'ate of affaire prevailing out the other
I k'o of the “valley of death.” Instead 
o».'’death beinç a dividing line between 
the two expressions, or spheres of life, 
it is the link which connects those who 
are still in the mortal form, with the

tain manner into the to-morrpw of 
death. ' .

If those persona who are inclined to 
criljclsq the philosophy of Spiritualism 
would first (¡lop and consider what it 
really means in -its truest and highest 
sense, their prejudices would vanish 
like dew before a summer sun, and in2 
stead t>f their minds being full of dismal 
forebodings-as to the ult imate of man, 
there would dawn withip their, con- 
pciousness, a full realization, of life’s 
true value, and living would’ be worth 
while. If, all men and wóiñen were as 
cautious about, what they absorb in a 
physical sense, as they are about ac
cepting the proofs of the-continuity of 
life, there would be fewer man leaving 
their bodies, as a tribute to “King Alco
hol,’’ and fewer women whose lives 
would be’wrecked xas a c.onsequencd 
thereof., r -

A careful investigation ot the facts 
presented ip substantiation - of the 
claims of Spiritualism, will readily dis
pel the idea that there is anything un
canny or unnatural about this philoso
phy or its phenomenal Bide, Spiritual
ism declarép that when we have gone 
into that sphere of existence common
ly called the,‘'spirit world," we are still 
the same individualized being we have 
always been, and instead of being a 
mere clod as it were,.we are realities. 
This being true, the sooner we recog
nize the fact that every time we come 
ip contact with a friend from across the 
“Borderland" we are dealing with a tan
gible and real personality, the belter it 
will be for all concerned.

When this has been done, and we can 
feel that opr friends have simply 
clothed themselves in liner bodies, and 
that It la a mark of Individual culture 
and growth when we are permitted to 
see them "face to face” the joy of that 
communion will be greatly Increased. 
They vibrate on a higher plane than we, 
hence are not visible to the physical 
sense of sight as readily as to the spirit
ual perceptions.

The knowledge that' these'dear ones 
who have passed to that oilier life, aré 
active, intelligent and', conscious enti
tles, takes away the dread of personal 
contact with them, and gives pleasure 
in the realization that death is simply a 
liberator, allowing the freed soul to en
large its sphere of usefulness. Why 
should the seeming Intanglbllty of the 
arisen ones induce the feeling that to 
deal with them we deal with that which 
Is uncanny find vague? We think noth
ing of the fact that we are continually 
partaking of elements just as intangible 
in order to sustain the physical body 
which is our temporary dweling. The 
intangible mass of substance by which 
we are surrounded, we. drink in, in order 
that we may partake of the necessary 
amount of oxygen,, etc., and feel no

•friends who have passed into the great 
beyond—is the gate which stands ever 
ajar to admit of the entrance of men 
into the worftl of spirit,*  and the trans
mission of messages from that world to 
the denizens of earth. ’ .

Spiritualism stands • pre-eminent 
among the leading sciences and philos,- 
ophies of to-day, and. for any one, to 
deny the existence of tlie great mass of 
evidence which supports Its claims, is 
to evince ignorance of a subject which 
is commanding the attention of the 
leading minds-of the age. It is fast be
coming recognized as an important fac
tor in the emancipation of the human 
family, and as a promulgator of much 
needed reforms.

Because of this fact it is not tobe 
wondered at, when we find men in ev
ery walk of life turning their attention 
to the solution of the’problems which; 
confront all on the threshold of death; 
neither is it surprising ’to note the great 
number who have satisfactorily an
swered the question, “If a man die, 
shall he live again?” That this ques
tion has been satisfactorily answered, 
there can be no doubt; that it is a bene
fit to have it answered, there can be 
still-less doubt, as the knowledge which 
enables us to know-what conditions will 
prevail when we, top, have passed be
yond the “shadows of the valley of 
death,” gives to each an Incentive to 
evolve the highest and best which lies 
within- •

It is useless to longer attempt to 
make intelligent people believe that the 
spiritual manifestations so widely pre
sented to humanity are the result of 
delusion, hallucination or trickery, as 
■too often has the most conclusive evi
dence been brought forward to greet the 
eye, ear and receptive senses of those 
who ofttim.es “come to scoff, but remain 
to pray.” .

For this reason, those who have 
given the matter the most careful atten
tion and study, feel' that they, are fully 
justified' in making the assertion that 
Spiritualism,.when fully understood, be
comes at once the greatest consoling el
ement in Ute, and the strongest mentor, 
from a moral and spiritual point ot 
view, inasmuch as it teaches1 ’ and 

. proves the active, continuity of life, 
thus sweeping away the doubts and 
fears' with which the mind may have 
been assailed—removes the skepticism. 
which threatened to swamp the individ
ual in a storm of materiality, and 
teaches -morality, for morality’s sake, 
and not because of a fear of the conse
quent punishnfept to be meted .out to 
the transgressor, and yet Spiritualism, 

* philosophical Spiritualism, asserts that 
nope may . transgress without being 
subsequently punished, severely or oth
erwise according to the extent of the 
transgressioii. ’

Furthermore it is safe to assert that 
Spiritualism as taught by those “Mas
ters'of Life” who have solved the prob
lem. and graduated to the higher ex» 
pression, or plane of life, is not a the
ory, .but a living reality—not theoretical 
but practicable and demonstrable, and 
proves that those who have passed be
yond the “borderland of death” are not 
entirely shut oft from the friends of 
earth; and that the ears of men'Are not 
deaf to the vibration'of angel voices, 
nor their eyes blind to the beauties of 
soul life which lie beyond the cogni
sance -of the more deijse physical 
senses. The veil which seems to inter
vene between the denizens of earth, and 
the Inhabitants of tho world beyond the 
tomb, is being.torn' asunder by. angel 
hands, and through the development of 
the higher soul attributes In man, am 
humanity is allowed to peer In no uncer-

repugnance, find yet this is living mat
ter as tru|y as you and I are living be
ings. ¿. . .

Why, then, shall we draw back In ter
ror when we see an ethereal hand reach
ing across the chasm of death, and hear 
the melodious tones- of the voices of 
lovbd ones long since gone before? 
There is no tangible reason for this feel
ing-of dread, on the tohtrary there 
should come a thrill of joy at knowing 
that we are so fully developed that we 
may be thus blessed—that our hands 
may sense the touch of “Angel fingers” 
and our eyes see, and opr .ears hear the 
wonderful workings of natural law In 
its efforts to demonstrate beyond a 
douljt, that the dead die not.

In the category of spiritual manifesta
tions, there are many phases and de
grees of phenomena, the extent and 
wonder of which it would take -more 
time than is now at our comriiand to ex
plain. Suffice it to say there is no phase 
which is. not founded upon natural law, 
and which is not the logical outcome of 
the most natural causes. In the minds 
of all who are concerned with the mys
teries of nature there is the firm convic
tion that nothing, 'absolutely nothing 
unnatural can transpire in a universe 
dominated by natural law, hence all man
ifestations of spirit power, from the tiny 
raps made by angel hands, to the build
ing up of a full-sized material form for 
the temporary accommodation, of'that 
arisen one who wishes, for a short time 
to vibrate in unison with their mortal 
friends upon a material plane—who 
wishes to become visible to the physical 
sense of sight, are pre-eminently natu
ral, and everywhere are to be seen such, 
evidences as will convince tlie most 
skeptical of the genuineness of thesd 
phenomena, and the reality of the con
tinuity of life. . ■

Because of all this, I will say in an
swer to' the query, “What is Spiritual
ism?” Spiritualism is the philosophy 
and science of life as related to all 
things, celestial and terrestrial, and em
bodies a system of demonstration and 
ethics, such ak -enables it to substanti
ate its ^apparently abstruse claims, by 
scientifically arraying facts of phenom
ena, in the extent that the cobwebs of 
doubt are'literally swept away, and the 
emancipated being who has fully assim
ilated the truths it presents, beglps to 
breathe more freely than of yore.

You question its manifestations? You 
doubt the continuity of life. Which is 
the most reasonable theory—that which 
says when a man dies it is .the end, or 
that which says the same -principle

spun, It simply 'means that we, (the I 
Ugo) have asserted uuiselves and have 
tempounily oieieomo the limitations 
of physical attributes to the extent that 
we are consciously recording the vibra
tions of intelligence from the more ethe
real planes ot Hie. -

I say “more” ethereal planes ot lite, 
but that is merely speaking from tho 
viewpoint of .those who function upon 
the so-called material sphere of action. 
In reality therwis comparatlvelylittledii- 
ierence between the tangibility of the. 
spheres. It is merely a rnatter of devel
oping up to that standard wherein we 

■can cognize the more' rapid vibrations. 
He, whose ear is deaf to the music of 
the human voice, might well say, there, 
is no human voice; while that onewhose. 
eyes are blind to the beauties of nature, 
to the sunshine and'the broad, blue can
opy which spreads o’er head; might well 
say, “'these tilings have no existence," 
but, the testimony of those who see and 
hear not, fails to alter facts, as far as 
the ones who have witnessed the glo
ries ot nature, .and listed to the soft ca
dence of,the voices they love, are con
cerned. . •

Touched by the gentle hand of inspi
ration, the bouI man plays upon the 
harp of life, producing a symphony of 
truth and wiadpui-ta sympathies and 
achievement which thrill kindred soiils 
with- the vibrations of joy and peace, 
and a “thousand years become as a'sin- 
gle day,” inasmuch as the harmonies of 
ages of development course'through the 
deep channel of the minds of men.

Subjected to the/influence of Grose 
who have lived ana died, and lived on, 
childhood, youth and mature age are 
guided into the hazy depths of trance, 
and lo, the broad.expanse of the field of 
thought and knowledge Is revealed 
through their quickened mentality. 
Transformed by the intelligence under 
whose influence they are, they become 

■ at once, poets and philosophers, orators 
and logicians. Progressive thoughts tire 
formulated into words, and emanate 
like scintillating rays of light from the 
glorious orb of day. - ’ -

Unconsciously or- otherwise, aS the 
case may be, the voice speaks on, guid
ed by the Intelligent soul to whom it 
has been loaned, giving forth in cadence 
not its own, the wisdom of ages—the 
accumulation of years of knowledge and 
research in. the realms of life, which 
have found their abode in the minds of 
men long gone before.

Oh, glorious truth! Oh, wonderful 
law, permitting such a transformation 
scene in the mentality of the children of 
men, in order that we of to-day may 
keep in touch with those souls who have 
been the “Beacon Lights” of history, 
and whp now function in the world be
yond the grave.

Just as the acorn when planted in the 
soil, traK^llB, bursts the shell in which 
it is encased, and springs forth in re
sponse to the urge of life within, becom
ing in time the.mighty oak, rearing its 
branches and boughs far, far above the 
location of its roots, spreading shade 
and giving comfort to all who rest there
in, so the soul man is planted In mate
rial form, passes through the travail, of 
experieufce, burst the physical shell', 
that it may grow upward and onward 
into'the realm of souls^and spirituality, 
giving light and .comfqrt to aH with 
whom it may comp"in contact.

Spiritualism is a philosophical sci
ence of life, which says we are respon-' 
slble for the actions transpiring in our 
lives to the extent that .we have devel- 

. oped consciousness and discretion, and 
going still further says that the trans
gression performed In Ignorance must 
heeds bear, its harvest'of pain, causing 
us to léarn by the suffering consequent.

But who are the Spiritualists of to
day? * What a great question, but with 
the simplicity of all that is truly great. 
IT to be a Spiritualist means simply á 
belief in a continuity of life, and á pos
sible chance of communing with’ those 
men and‘wom,en who have passed-into 
the great beyond, then Spiritualists are 
legion. All who believe in the survival, 
of the soul after death—who believe in 
the communion of saints, are Spiritual
ists; but, if to be a Spiritualist metas 
the development of the very best that 
lies within—If It means the doing of the 
grand tad true, because we know it is 
right, and for the very pleasure of it—if 
it means the living up to the highest 
standard of morality, up to the standard 
of the teachings of the inspirers of men

which impels the onward and upwarp 
growth of all things, from the tiny 
plant, to thè, mighty world; from the 
new born babe to the most profound 
philosopher?

If no after life, then what? It is the 
old, time-tried question, "If a man die, 
shall he live again?” Where, then, can 
such a question be answered, if not in 
Spiritualism? In what system or phil
osophy can that answer be found, if not 
in the spiritual one? Can we prove any
thing without tangible evidence?" Must 
there not be evidence before a case can 
be tried and decisions . rendered? 
Whére, their, outside of spiritual demon
strations, Or evidences dispirit power, 
can the required testimony be found? 
There eta be but one answer, and that 
is “tyowhere!” I repeat, outside of the 
demonstrations of spirit power, through 
the various'and divergent mtaifesta- 
tlons presented, it is impossible to flnjd. 
.one iota of evidence which will prove 
positively, the active continuity of life, 
hence the assertion that Spiritualism, is 
the key wljicl; unlocks the door of the 
storehouse of nature’s mysteries— 
which unlocks-the mighty-gate, of life 
and death, allowing rays of the sunshine 
of 'knowledge .to greet tho watchful eye 
of ¿aortal man—permitting angel’ loved 
ones to Btray^back for a moment, to 
whisper fervently “All is well," is well 
grounded and apropos.

When we have caught a glimpse Of 
those forms divine from the-world of

significance is daivuing. Thp very uni
versality and many phases’of Spiritual
ism, accounts for Ilie endless variety or 
theories introduced lor its explanation. 
But, like the primitive American Splril-

Dr. H. V. Swerin^en comes to the front with ringing 
words in defense of our Cause. He repels the 
attack on Spiritualism by the Rev. J. N. Field, and 
illustrates forcibly the fact that the reverend gen

. tlbman is weak in common sense. . • , . ' ■ ■ ■
■ . • ' . ■ ■ I ( ■ f ■ ■ ■
No society or sect:can -'successfully 

claim a corner on, or monopoly of truth, 
religious or s.e.culnr. That yjere are two 
or more sides to reUgjous, as to all oth
er questions, is made evident by the 
number of separatefind distinct denom
inations in christendom to-day. '

In accordance with Ids previous an
nouncement that ho woul,d deliver a 
series of sermons.on. the various “Isms" 
of the day, the Rev. J. N. Field, of "tlie ' 
First Baptist' church, of Fôçt, Wayne, 
lias, thus .for, preached upon “Dowie- 
ism,” “Mormonism” and “Spiritualism." 
Just how clean a sweep he proposes to 
make of the “lams" thé writer hereof 
is not in a position to say. Whether the 
next "ism" he 'will mercilessly attack, 
wiir.be'„ "Calvinism," . “Lutheranism,’’ 
•‘Cathpllcisnj,”. “Wesleyànism," "Cam- 
belllsm,” “Baptism,” “Methodism," 
“ Congregationalism," “ Episcopalian- 
ism,” or “Presbyterianism," I am unable 
to decided. ■ ’

Spiritualism has much In common 
with all these "Isms," for they all era
brace much that Is spiritual, beautiful 
and true. But It also comprises not a 
little that 1b emphatically and diamet
rically opposed to tfiem, and it 'is for 
this.reason that the Rev. J. N. Field has 

■felt It incumbent upon hjmself to. at
tack it from his pulpit.

For example. Spiritualism teaches 
• that: “There can be no.death in any 
such sense aS the churches have laught, 
Death as change ot expression, as tran
sition to a higher plane of being, as, a 
birth into a more refined and spiritual 
world, undoubtedly exists. But death 
as a penalty for Adam’s transgression, 
death as an end of being, death as an 
end of living, depth as the close qt 
man’s probation, ns a point which fixes 
man’s eternal destiny, is a fossilized 
conception of an Ignorant aud barbar
ous past which our age must reject, as 
It does a thousand other absurdities be
lieved by primeval man. "Dfeath is not 
the end of life, but an event in life." 
The exhortation of Seneca and the ex
hortation of' tlie theology of to-day, to 
think on the end of life, is reasonable 
only in the sense that the end of earth
ly life is the beginning 'of a higher and 
fuller and more spiritual life hereafter.

There can be no final .condition to an 
eternally progressive being like man. 
As well may we talk of tho final condi
tion of one of the great luminaries of 
heaven as it speeds through illimitable 
space! The law of progress, which is 
co-extensjve with tjie universe and 
coeval with time renders the idea of the 
orthodox heaven and hell, impossible 
and absurd.” ..

godera Spiritualism is founded on 
certain present day revelations or cer
tain phenomena. The genuineness of 
these phenomena, the orthodox church 
persistently denied as long as it could 
do so ‘consistently.. Finally .being 
obliged to acknowledge the fact that 
there were bona fide phenomena, It 
sought to dispose of them at once by 
attributing them to the ideyll. But this 
disposition of them wasnoop discovered 
to b'e very unsatisfactory.' An appeal 
was then made to sglentists who were 
yet loyal,' orthodox. Christians, to ex
plain -the, phenomena .ot Gplritualism. 
upon any-other hypothesis, than that of 
the return of the spirit^ ot' the dead. .

The result of tills appeal was that 
there soon appeared a book entitled

—If It means soul culture and Illumina
tion, then of a truth, “many ¿recalled 
but few are chosen.”

Spiritualism cannot be taken piece
meal, as It requires all sides to make 
a well-rounded out philosophy. Thus 
we must have the phenomenal evidence, 
as that Is the rock upon which we have 
bullded the structure of knowledge, and 
Spiritualism is essentially a religion of 
knowledge; ;then It requires the philo
sophical side in ofder that we may know 
why these things are facts, why the phe
nomena! side 1? true.

It requires the scientific arrayal of its 
evidence, and more than all it demands 
the practice ot the principles taught by 
those who have gone into the better 
world, as well as by the most advanced 
here. I say the better world, beea-use 
of the greater possibilities, the sublim
ity of the material by w,hich its denizens 
are surrounded, not because I believe it 
to be a different world in the real sense 
of the term. > «

Of what value are the teachings and 
revelations given us by the sages and 
philosophers of the celestii^.. zones of’ 
life, if wb fall to profit by them—fail to 
apply them in our daily life here? No 
matter how sublime our philosophy, if 
its principles are not practically applied 
we have lost what it contains.

It is Life, abundant, pulsating life 
that Spiritualism seeks to-1 Inject into 
the natures of men, that they may be up 
and doing, here and now. The great 
school of developments which has one 
of its grades upon ihls material sphere, 
is wide In its scope and takes in all 
that live, and It Is fact in this school, as 
well as In all others, that the mta, wo
man or child who will study, Is the one 
who will grace the head of the class, 
and win the laurel of victory.

Spiritualism, then, 4s the rellglo-phil- 
osophical science of life, and the Spirit
ualist is the one who knows how to live 
in harmony with all that is true,.noble 
and just, and knowing how, LIVES.

WILL J. ERW00D.
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books on the subject of.Spiritualism— 
a fact not generally known among Bap. 
tistB. Her brother, the Rev, Edward 
Judson, now occupies the chair of 
Homiletics in the Chicago university.. 
Miss Judson, at the sacrifice of maiiy 
old;time personal friendships, preferred 
to ,bq true to her convictions, with the 
despised minority, than to be7 false to 
them, with the popular majority, ' 

’ It is remarkable yvhat changes will 
take place In the thoughts add opinions 
of men. One of the greatest evangelists 
of the. orthodox church a few. years ago, 
was the Rev. Fay Mills. He was patted 
on the batk by all of the churches. But 
they have suddenly' stopped patting 
him, for he has cut entirely loose from 
all thejr dogmas, Insisting that there is 
but one religion, And that it is com
posed in love to God and the practise of 
the Golden Rule in our dealings with 
our fellow men. One df his utterances 
in a recent meeting (for he still holds 
meetings), rqther points toward a be.

“The Law ot Psychic Phenomena,” by 
Prof. T. J. Hudson. That this book was 
written in the interest of the orthodox 
church, seems evident to tlie writer, be
cause so many of his orthodox friends 
have inquired of him whether or nob he 
had read the book.

Let me here state once for all, that. I 
have read the book of Mr. Hudson, In 
which he endeavorp to explain the phe
nomena of modern Spiritualism upon, or 
by his dual theory of subjective and ob
jective mind. But this theory does not 
explain my experiences, nor those of 
Spiritualists generally, in the phe- 
nomna of Spiritualism. While Mr. Hud
son has failed among Spiritualists In 
establishing his explanation of their 
phenomena, he has succeedd admirably 
in aiding them to establish the fact of 
their occurrence for which we are all 
very grateful - to Mr. Hudson, and 
through him, to the orthodox church.

Will tlie reader please observe what 
thiq, scientific writer, who was not a 
Spiritualist,, has to say on page 206 of 
his book, on the subject of spiritualistic 
phenomena? He thus writes:'

“I will not waste time, however, by 
attempting to prove by experiments of 
my own or of others, that such phenom
ena do occur. It is too late for that. 
The facts are too well known to the civ
ilized world to require proofs at this 
time. The man who denies the phe
nomena-of Spiritualism to-day is not en
titled to be called a skeptic; he is sim
ply 'ghot-ant, and it would be a hopeless 
task to attempt to enlighten him. But I 
shall attempbto explain their origin on 
other grounds than the supposition that 
they are caused by the spirits of the 
dead. In other words, I admit the al
leged phenomena, but deny the alleged 
cause.” .
..It will thus Tie observed that the phe

nomena of modern Spiritualism, what
ever may be their explanation, are es
tablished. What are we going to do 
Iwth them? What is their relation to, 
and bearing upon science and theology? 
Do they answer in the affirmative Job’s' 
question: “If a man die’shall he live 
again?” If so, then why should the or-

When You fire Rtf Bound Up 
and are suffering from.indlgestion, lack 
of appetite, foul breath, headache, dys
pepsia, catarrh pf the stomach, kidney 
and liver complaints you nebd a tonic 
laxative,, something that will move the 
bowels quickly, easily and without lead
ing hurtful effects behind. Never use a 
purgative or cathartic. They weaken 
the bowels and system and make the 
disease worse. Use Instead Vernal Saw 
Palmetto Berry Wine. It tones, builds 
up, gives new strength and vigor, not 
alone to the bowels but to the whole be
ing. Only one small dose a day-will 
cure any case, from the lightest to,the 
worst. That means cure, not simply re-- 
lief only. Most, obstinate cases yield 
gently and easily anckthe cure is perma- 
nonet Vernal. Saw' Palmetto Berry 
Wine is, not a patent medicine. A list 
of ingredients is in eyery package with 
explanation of their'actlon. Write us 
for- a free sample bottle. Vernal Rem
edy co., 166 Seneca Building, Buffalo, 
N. Y. .-■ ’ '. ■' ■ . '• '■ . „-.■■..

All leading druggists sell It . .

lief in Spiritualism. He says: “It is 
not Inconsistent with wfiat we know of 
tlie past, it js not inconsistent with the 
great, revelation of Godf to believe that 
thajwprld^ pf spirit is about to be more 
fully revealed unto men.” *

It wad Martineau, I believe, who said: 
“We do not believe in Immortality, be
cause we have proved it, but we forever 
try to prpve it because we believe it." 
I cdhnot quite fully endorse this state
ment. We would naturally suppose that 
our orthodox church ppople believe in 
immortality, but they seem to make no 
effort to prove It. Bishop Foster, of the 
M. E. Church, confessed that he did not 
know that death did not end all Many 
of the clergy and their parishioners are 
skeptical about a future life. They de
pend entirely upon faith and hope. This 
fact accounts to a great degree for the 
lack of Interest and enthusiasm. In the 
church to-day. On the other hand, tljose 
who are to-day attempting scientifically 
to prove a future life ajid have proved 
it to tliejr satisfaction, are those who 
were formerly denominated material
ists, agnostics and infidels, and who en
gaged in the investigation of Spiritual
ism for the sole'purpose of exposing it 
as a humbug, apd thereby sustaining 
their preconceived opinions.

I am well aware, that the argument of 
the church is: “Blessed are they that 
have not seen, and yet have believed.” 
I claim this blessing most emphatical
ly, In various and numerous Instances. 
Indeed, f look upon Paul’s definition of 
"faith” as being one also, of "knowl
edge.” “Faith," says Papi; "is the evl- 
djanqe of things unieen.” Now, if we 
acquire “knowledge” from ‘evidence,’’ 
then I know that I have been in com
munication with deceased friends, al
though unseen, for the “evidence” of 
their’ presence as impressed upon my 
mind and reason through the sense of 
hearing alone, is simply indisputable.

This “evidence,” to a certain degree, 
Is not infrequently realized among or
thodox preachers and occasionally crops 
out Irresistibly In their pulpits. The 
Rev..S. A. Northrop, one of Rev. Field’s 
predecessors, affirmed that he often felt 
the presence of his deceased mother 
with him,in.the pulpit. The Rev. Ly
man Abbott affirms: “I am.- scarcely 
less certain that for somi? years after 
my mother's death I was influenced by 
her spiritual presence, than I am ,that 
I have of late years been influenced by 
persons corporally present. . But if one 
serenely and scornfully skeptical; asks 
nje for a demonstration of my faith, I 
should only answer him that the 'evi
dence' is my own experience, and that I 
neither can shafe it with ¿Im npr. de
sire to do so.” The Rev. Dr. Heber 
Newton (Episcopalian), in a sermon on 
Spiritualism, said: “It is a fact con
cerning Spiritualism that through it the 
conviction of the life to come is taking 
a new hold of man’s mind and heart. ’ 
Myriads of men are to-day rejoicing in 
a firm and positive conviction of the. 
reality of the life to come who but for 
this Movement would have been left lu 
the doubt which overshadows vast 
masses of men to-day. This faith has 
become so vital that It renews the early / 
Christian joy in the presence of death. 
Instead of impugning the sources of this 
Renewed faith, let orthodoxy make 
more real to those who abide within its 
folds, tills ancient and fundamental and 
vital faith of ffiien.”
'■ The Rev. Dr. Sunderland (Presbyter
ian), in a sermon, spoke as follows: "I

parts of one stupendous whole, whose ■ 
■body nature is, and God tlie soul." , 1

The Rev. Dr. Funk, one of the \pub- 
lishers of The Literary Digest, who is 
not a SpiritualiBt, recently annbunced- 
a very satisfactory test and message he 
received from the Rev. II. W. Beecher, 
and which is-familiar to the reader. 
Will the llev. Field’s theory of “magic” 
explain' it? Through mere Idle curios,- 
ity, the Chinese miniver to the United 
States, Mr. Wu, recently went into a. 
seance in Washington, D. C. The're
sult was that he received communica
tions, both oral and written,’ In tho 
Chinese language, wlilclj were amazing, 
Interesting and satisfactory (9 him, be

. cause the language, Intelligence aud 
names attached to it were absolutely 
unknown to all present, but himself. 
Will the’Rev. Fleld|s theory of “magic" 
explain it? .

About ” one-half of the Rev. Field’s 
Hermon was devoted to the'-relation of 
some of bis-experiences in tho investi
gation (:) of Spiritualism, which were 
very humorous; and thoroughly enjoyed 
by the large audience present. I could 
relate some' experiences equally funny, 
and some, absolutely hisgustlifg, In my 
Investigations of the subject, and bo 
can mgny Spiritualists. But we must 
expect such experiences; as long as we 
are to obey the scriptural injunction or 
command to “Try the spirits whether 
they be of God (good and true), for 
many false prophets are gone out into 
the world. Beloved, believe not every 
spirit.” The trouble with Brother Field 
was that when he went to Buffalo last
week to Investigate Spiritualism, he fell 
among these "false prophets," fakes and 
humbugs, and frqm the tone of his de- 
scrlptlo'n of théin, I rather think it 
pleased him. He got what he was look
ing for, and he returned to Fort Waymj 
“loaded for bear.” .

I here freely admitfthat some of my 
experiences tally well with the scrip-, 
tural charge of their being “abomina
tions.” But, on the other hand, many of 
(hem are in grand accord wi(h yet 
other scriptural passages which are 
most pronounced, beautiful commenda
tions of them. These, Brother Field did 
not read. His scriptural selections upon 
which ho based his remarks, were the 
ones usually chosen for such attacks 
upon Spiritualism, and have, been com
pletely overwhelmed a thousand times 
by other selections from the same vol
ume. His sermon is a very old one 
against Spiritualism, and lias been time 
and . again unanswerably answered. 
Like as a Jawyer, Brother Field was en
gaged In making out his case against 
the defendant, Spiritualism, and he ap
pealed to the “law and the testimony,” 
the Bible, for-.his purpose, but well 
knowing that tlie defendant’s- counsel 
can appeal with equal, If not better suc
cess, to' the Very sanie source, in be
half of his client. And so, hardly worth 
while for either side to appeal to the 
Bible. Science is rapidly settling tlie 
question for us and in support of Spirit
ualism, Brother Field to the contrary 
notwithstanding. .

The Rev. Field made a number of ad
missions in favor of Spiritualism, which 
were absolutely denied to us by .the pul
pit a few years ago. His assertion that 
Spiritualists claim that Spiritualism is 
a new “ism," indcates that he is hot 
well up In their literature, at.least on. 
this pólnt. There are a few more points 
which might be noticed, but I do not 
wish to impose upon the good nature 
and liberality of the Journal-Gazette.

Whether Jesus was a Baptist, Meth
odist, Presbyterian or the founder.of 
any other of the sects of our day,-is a 
question I will not attempt to answer. 
That He was a Spiritualist, and the 
greatest medium of the ages, through 
whose mediumship life and immortality 
haq been brought to light, and the stone 
rolled away from -the door of the sepul
chre of thousands of human hearts who 
thought their dead lived not, his Biblical 
history has certainly established. “The 
works that I do, ye shall do also, and 
yet greater,"

H. V. SWERINGEN.

JUST A GIRL.

of. the vibratory borft-s. 
Deafness ensues, and the’ 
hearing cannot ho restored 
until these deposits are re- / 
moved. lt Is Impossible to , 
reach*the  ■ Inner oar by 
probing or sprayltjg, and 
that la the reason why the 
greatest auflsts gud pby- 

Tdi-laus fled their skill bar- .' 
lied. But science has dis
covered a way to reach

. . Illuso Heretofore Inaccess
Iblo portions of tue head. This discovery has ; 
been nannxl --Actlhn. " It Is a viqwr ourreni 
which, passing through tho Eustachian tubes 
attuchs aud dissolves the clogging catarrhal 
deposits, so thiy, jthey .pass uw’uy, and at the 
same time loosens up the bones (liainnwr, anvil 
end stliTuji) In the Inner ear, so that they Im
mediately respond to the slightest sound vibra
tion. Ringing noises lu the head are also caused 
by catarrh, and are tho premonitory signs of 
deitfnoss. ■■Aetina" never falls to- cure (his . 
distressing afilletlon; we have hnown cases 
of years standing- to be cured in three weeks. ’

Actlua" is also a certain specific for asthma. ' 
bronchitis, sore throat, weak lungs, colds and ’ 
headachp; all-of which are either directly or in
directly caused by catnri-h. “Actlna’" is sentoti 
trial postpaid. Write us about your case. Wo '
give advice tree, and positive proof of cures. ,
I rofessor Wilson's loo page Dictionary of ’■ 
Disease, also, sent Free. Address Now York & ■’
London Electric Association,' Dep. TD Will
nut Street, Kunsus-Cltv, Mo.
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thodox church antagonize and reject 
Them, unless it be becausB it is fearful, 
that, along with, or close fallowing such 
phenomenal proof of a future life, there 
are other truths or^revelations which 
may seriously compromfse' some of its 
dogmas. If I may judge from the preva
lence of materlalis'rfl, agnosticism, infi
delity and tabeliSf.'both 'T’n the’ pulpit 
and pew of .the orthddoxf’bhurch, It is 
time that It was st'fii'ck lissome such 
lightning as a genuine’'ppiritvalistic' 
phenomenon, no matter" in’what part of 
its dogmatic anatonfy'lt strikes. It will 
require, some such’T'rofollfid shock to 
cause a re-action sufficient to awaken 
it up to a realizing sAhse of the progress 
In psychic scierit'e ¿blng 'all around it, 
and, quietly, wlthin'it. . ;,;r .

Since the fact o^tiiq, prevalence of 
genuine spiritualistic,-phenomena can 
no. longer be denied, it- Is incumbent 
upon us to investigate its significance. 
What does it mean? It surely means 
something. If it Is hot investigated in 
tho.church, it Is bouhd to be, outside of 
it. indeed, it Is now being investigated 
by all classes of people, whether in tho 
church, or. out of it. It is unnecessary 
,to mention even a few of the illustrious 
names of those who are at present) en
gaged In its’ examination. Thore is, 
however, no name more fevered in 
Rev. Field’s chUrch1 than that of its la
mented famous missionary, Adoniram 
Judson, whoso daughter, Miss Abby, 
was a most pronounced Spiritualist, and 
the authoress of several Important

do not belleye, and cannot believe, that 
it would be'impossible for my sainted 
parents to send a thrill of Influence to 
help me in the hour of distress, or-jn 
the time of sorrow. Nor do I think that 
a belief in their ability or disposition to 
do so is out of harmony with the teach
ings of God’s word. The wlmle tenor 
or scripture goes to show that the de
parted' splrits of the redeemed are un
bound “ and unfettered. ♦ ♦ We 
know little of the possibilities of a 
spirit free from the limitations of the 
flesh.”

The Rev. Dr. John Henry Barrows in 
an address- ¿it the opening of -the 
World’s Parliament of Religions, said: 
“It seems to me that the spirit of just 
and good men hover over this assembly. 
I believe the spirits of Paul, of Buddha, 
ot Socrates, of Jeremy Taylor, of John 
Milton, of Roger Williams and Lessing, 
of Tennyson, Whittier and Phillips 
Brooks, are here. I believe that the 
spirit of Abraham Lincoln, who sought 
for a church founded oh love to God and 
man, is here.” • '

But my space is limited, and I must 
forbear adding any fijore of the many 
utterances from the pulpit of every de
nomination, which sh(ftv that the “evi
dence” of a future life, upon Which the 
orthodox church relies, is, essentially, 
spiritualistic in character. Although not 
recognized, Spiritualism, constitutes all 
the vitality there is in the church to
day; it -is the*  warp afld woof of the 
whole Christian fabric, however m'uch' 
It may wish to pose as censor of tho 
church, but it is my opinion that if it 
would give this ‘evidence” the attention 
its Importance demands, there would be 
fewer materialists, agnostics' and infi
dels withlry it, - less selfishness in the 
world, and'such men as Rockefeller, 
Gould and Cassatt would cease fighting 
to own it. . .

- Instead of adopting Professor T. J. 
Hudson’s explanation of tie phenomena 
of Spiritualism, the Rev. J. N.' Field 
prefers to revert to, tad endorse the old 
theory ofT'magia” as his explanation. 
In tlie light ot modern developments in 
psychic science, I ton ndt a little sur
prised'at this.' It‘is true, that ever 
since the three 'magicians" by -‘.‘astro
logical”, assistance, visited the Child 
Jesus, whose birth was foretold by a 
“dream,” a "vision,” and a “ghost 
story,” Spiritualism Ims permeated ev
ery class of people, ovbry religion un
der the sun; but In this, tho beginning 
of the twentieth century, its evolution 
has reached‘a point'at which its true

Many a throne has had to fall 
For a girl, 
Just a girl;

Many a’klng has had to crawl 1 
For a girl, -.
Just a girl;

When a hero goes to war, 
He may battle for the right, 

But ’tis likelier by far '
That he sallies forth to fight

" For a girl,
. Just a girl.

When the doctor turns to say, 
' “It’s a girl, ' ■

Just a girl,”
Papa murmurs with dismay, 

- “What! -a girl, '
» Just-a girl?”

Ah! but why the sadness there?, 
Why the bitterness displayed?.

Some day some strong man will swear 
That the great round world was made 

For that girl, '
Just that girl. :

Why did Adam take a bite?
For a girl, •

\ Just a girl; .
Why vias Troy swept out of sight?

For a girl, (
. Just a girl. . ’

0! would,heaven still be bright, , 
And would any good man care 

To achieve Jt, if he might
Never claim, forever there

Just a girl, .
. Glorious girl?
' C. R. II. In Two Worlds.

- A Valuable Work»
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study.. By 
Laura G. Flxen. •

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those Who desire vto be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration. '

Sent complete for 50 cents. .

'Handy Electribal Dictionary.' À

The Carpenter’s and Builder’s 
Standard Library. '

By Fred T. Hodgson, Architect.-

VHI’tNfíd 'ÉAíXMM CM?ff|«Wb

This series of now works on Modern Carpen- 
tery and Joinery are to-day the approved and 
most helpful set of practical builders’ "educa
tors,’ published. Price per set of 4 vols., cloth, 
W.00; naif-leather, W.00. ‘

The Young Engineer's Guide,

S®# fRÇM ENGINES:

This book 
““"I treats upon - 
1 how to run a 
I farm engine. 
I The young 
5 engineer's 
u guide. Fully 
' illustrated. 
/ A complete 
L instructor. 
J This is the , 
1 greatest of 
| all works for 

the farmer.
Price, cloth, 

, ft.oo. ■
By James H. Stevenson, and Otta- . 

er Expert Engineers.

practical handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every used eleo

’ trlcal term or phrase. Price 25 cents.
“Principles of Light and Color.” By, 

E. D. Babbitt, M. D.,' LL. D. -A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
Whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought tad patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of' 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four*  
poqnd book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful Illustrative plates, 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It Is a wonderful work and you will

. he delighted with It, ■ < -
■ "Love—Sox—Immortality.” By Dr, 
W. P- Pholdn. For sale at this office. 
Price 25 cents. ... .

Gan Telepathy Explain?
llesultsof Psychical Research.

By Minot JI Savage.
Dr. Savage. In this book of 243 pages, discuss

es problems that have vexed Intelligent minds 
. probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious life. He states a 
great number of woll huUiontlcated instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion Is trank and tearless, and merits ths 
widest reading, tor he deals with facts and ex
periences. Price, cloth, 31.00. '

The Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
Human Life,

With Character ReadlnffB of Per
sons Born Upon the. Cusp. .

Tho prloclploa found In this volumo nro both 
nsclonconnd a religion, for a better and afar 
happier humanity, it point s to tho planets aa 
an Index to the human character and liability 
to diseases; ajso gives tho goms and colors suit
ed to tomnoramonto ¿volved under certain plan
ets. But tho author. ELEANOR KIRK, lays 
special BtresR upon tho fundamental principle 
that “All maladies known to man can ho entire
ly dominated, forever cant, out, by those wba 
roallxo that mind Ih tho master and body the 

iBdrvants’’ Price, cloth, $1.00. »
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, DOINGS. ETC.. THE WORLD OVER.

, CONTRIBUTORS —Each contributor 
is aloue responsible for any assertions 

. or statements he inny make.-The editor 
allows, this freedom of expression! m&- 
lievlng that the cause of trpth can .bo 
best subserved thereby. Many of tne. 
sentiments uttered In an article may bo 
diametrically opposed to-his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 

. suppressed; yet we wish it dl8\lnci‘J 
understood that our space is to* 10“ 
quate to publish everything that comes 
to.band,- however much we might desire 
to do so. “That must account foy tne 
non-appearance of YOUR article. •

WRITE PLAINLY.-We. would BK® 
. to impress’upon the minds of our corr 

’ spohdents that The Progressive1 uinaer 
,r , is set up on a Linotype maeBine in 

must make speed equal to about w 
- . compositors. That means rapid tvora. 

and It is essential that all c°Py,'. I' 
sure insertion in the paper, all Qtb" • ’ 
qulrements being favorable, sbouiu 
written plainly with Ink on wui™ 
puper^ee-wtth a typewriter, and omy 

one side of tiro,paper. ,
, ITEMS.—Bear la.mind that itejns tor

'■ the General Survey will in all eases 
’. adjusted to the space» we have to occ • 

' p.v," and in order to do that they w.i 
generally have to be abridged more

• loss; otherwise many Items '’?ou'a 
■ crowded out. Sometimes a thlrty-B 

Item Is cut down to''ten lines, and te 
Hues to two lines, a^ occasion may r . 

. quite. ' •
4’ . Take due notice, that1 all Items fw 

this page must Ue accompanied by to® 
, full name and address of the wriM't_ » 

W,tll npt do to say that Secretary or Lo - 
■ respondent writes so aud sp, "wltboui 

giving the full name and address of tne 
■ , writer. The items of those whofdo;noi 

. comply with. this request will bo cast

■ When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

TAKE WE.
All books advertised in the columns 

of The Progressive Thinker are for 
sale at this office. Bear this In mind.1

ALWAYS GIVE! YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS F,0R 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO TH0 t 
WASTE BASKET. > I

Union Meeting of Spiritualists at Lynn,
■ / Mass.
Alex Caird, M. D., writes from Lynn, 

Mass: “We have had plenty of State As
sociation. meetings, where a few speak-.

We SR t0 press early- Monday morn
—_ ________ :____ _ ___ Ing, hence communications Intended for

J... in, fhin that current Issue should reach this

into the waste basket.
' ' Keep copies' of your poems sent to 
■ this office;;for they will not be returned 
If wo haye’p^'t epace to Uso them.

The Woodlawn Spiritual Society will 
. hold a spiritual- meeting every Sunday 

evening at 7:30, at hall, 356 East 63rd 
street, near Madison avenue. Some of 
the best new thought lecturers and spir
it' mediums will be there. W. H. Moh- 

. jar, president; PrOf. J. E. Smith, pastor.
Spiritual meetings every Sunday 

evening, at Perl’s hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, near’ Western avenue. Mrs. 
Hanson, assisted by Dr. Randall. Mr?.

. Hanson and othdip will give tests.
■ Mattle E. Hull writes: “I am happy to

■■ report" that'Mr. Hull is rapidly improv
ing’at. present. He came down to dln- 

► ner for the first time in nearly a month 
last- Friday. He is out of doors for 
the first time to-day since he was taken 
1)1. He walked to the Temple and

• back this 'forenoon. It will be a long 
time, I presume, before be regains his 
former strength."

I. know three priests, bright, brilliant 
men, who' would leave the church-if 
they could only be assured of some em
ployment in which they might gain an 
honest livelihood. • One of them said to 
me, about ten years ago, while talking 
on this very subject: “If I leave the 
'church starvation, perhaps ending In 
suicide. If I remain where I am it is 
a life-of hypocrisy. I have given the 
matter serious thought and am fully 
convinced that G'od Almighty, views 

. with more horror a suicide than a hyp- 
ocrlte.”—Charles McArthur In the 
American Citizen. , ■

Mrs. Morrill has just concluded her 
engagement of two months with the 

, Grand Rapids society. She will be in 
' Alliance, Ohio, for the month of Decern

.- ber. Those desiring to correspond with 
her will please address her at that 
place during this month. Permanent 
address, 965 . Stewart avenue, Grand 
Rapids, Miph. - ( .

The Woodlawn Spiritual Society will 
’ hold a spiritual meeting every Sunday 

1 evening at 7:30. at hall, 365 East 63rd’ 
street, near Madison avenue. Some of 
the best new thought lectarers and spir
it mediums will be there. W. H. Moh- 
lar, president; Prof. J. E. Smith, pastor.

.The Englewood Spiritual Union,, 528 
W.’ Sixty-third -street, Hopkins’ Hall, 
makes the following announcement: 
“Mrs. N. S. Noyes, of Boston, an eml- 

, nent astrologer and most gifted and 
. pleasing speaker, will lecture before the

Englewood Spiritual Union on the even
' Ings of- November '22, 29 and December 

6, at 8 o'clock and will be present at 
the afternoon conferences which take

writer. Otherwise they may be oast ----- -—....... ...........................................
Into thq waste basket, j Dr. J. Hoffman writes: "I take this
-------------- ,------- 1----------------- — --------—r I occasion to express my gratification 
in sin and raised in iniquity, therefore w‘th your course, as well as my appre- 
just inheritors of the kingdom of dark- Ration of yojir courage in- -permitting 
ness. This suggestion imptessed bn the U»® symposium that has lately both edi- 
pliable brain of thfe upborn child has I fled and instructed your readers. It has 
evolved a créature’of fear and miners edified those whe see iron! above, and 
who, unconscious of his oneness with I instructed others who have . to tvvist 
God, denies'God. When the law of sug- thejr necks -to look upwards. In the 
gestion is understood, the world- will ®nd. I do not think that much good wi 1 
produce a higher type of man and- wo- come to the dyed-in-the-wool Spiritual
manhood, from the fact that they will I »st® Well if you could, not put a new 
be born with the thought of love, hope, I pattern into the rug, the beating you 
cheer, health, happiness and good will 6a^6 it has at least knocked out a BJeat 
toward every living being, and above all deal of d.ust! Y°u have appeared to 
with a realisation of the germ of divin- m® in a new light of late, showing how 
ity implanted iri the soiib which ’ only little we know of our oldest acquaint- 
waits opportunity to unfold men into I anqes and that many of ub do not show 
Gods here, aud now.’ The lecture was thelntrue colors, or at least, all their 
an educator and just the kind of teach-1 ®01t>r®; unless forced to the front. ^Most 
ing calculated to make the world better, heartily do I wish you a long life of 
Dr. Denslow has consented to remain I health and happiness. ■ ■ ,
over next Sunday find the public.-cfan 1 Mrs. 8. 8. Rockhill writes from Alli- 
confidently expect to have another in- I ance, Ohio; “To-day closes the month’s 
tellectual treat" ’ work of Di A. Herrick, of Grand Rapids,

Mrs. B. Zimmerman writes from I Mich., with the Independent Church. 
Pennsylvania: “I received the books I I Ue and his estimable wife go to the lat- 
sent for, with great joy, and I will try ter place to fill an engagement for the 
and induce as many as I can to sub- winter. Our society hds secured the 
Rprlhp for vonr naner " services of Mrs. Cora Morrill, of GrandAug Recht wri^ “The Society of Mich., for the month of Decem-
Snlritual Truth which meets at Crosby bei> sl,e con»ea wlth the hl^est rec/ 
Hall 4M Clasaon avenue Brwklyn N «mmehdations, and we anticipate much v ¿'.„a ; ™ from her ministration. Friends in Can-
M’ Mr. «i±i«tu«Æon SPRIV I ton. Salem and-oth^r towns are invited, 
uai phenomena, which was interesting as we are connected by electric cars, 
aud very,ably presented. A number of I C- W. Stewart, C. M. Folsom and 
communications were then given by Josie K. Folsom are meeting with good 
him and other mediums.” h. succesa at Howard Hall, on Olive street,

i-.u t rhomhoHnin writPH St. Louis, Mo. On Sunday evening last
foLmre8te“OinïhMea:rittel8^
SSS x o^« 

îiXte ÆinToÆr toeCn“Pd Z
outaMflûXa Th^vXen'a medi- Su 1̂¿7Xmly<iíTe,11 "cÔnvïnJed^ 

^ndvi^oŒl friends’Xy have S retorn tororigh her work Mr. 
asked advice of spirit Ifrlend , y Stewart's lectures are well received and 
invariably, after th®*r  opi Mr Folsom.s trumpet seances are very
ions, said. We have told you what we Their address la 3013 Dickaon think la right and-best, but use your ”n®’ Tholraddress is 3013 Dickaon 
own judgment.’ I. have aometimea felt 8treet; Louis, Mo.
sorry that they would not decide sonie C. J. Barnes, the excellent trumpet 
questions for me, but they would do medium, is now located at 1020 South 
only aa I have stated.” . - Eastern avenue, Indlananpolis, Ind.

- J. M. White writes from Kansas City,

when theyJdesir^. The plan*is  differ
ent from that pursued at Chautauqua, 
Lily Dale, or any of the othpr summer 
assemblies in Western Netf York. The 
site is still tp be selected and Ms- Lew
is' visit to Jamestown Is partly tor that 
purpose. As sooiLas the weather mod-| 
erates he will go up the new line of the 
Chautauqua /fraction Company, and. 
will inspect the Cole and Douglass prop
erty near Victoria, three miles this side 
of Chautauqua. Hë will then cross the 
lake to Point Chautauqua, which has 
also been highly recommended as a 
beautiful location, and will return to 
this city over the J., C. & L.'E. railroad. 
Mr. Lewis is associated’ on a committee 
to choose the site with R. H. Wallace, of 
Cleveland, assistant general -passenger 
agent of the Erie, and President F. L. 
Chase, of the Jamestown, Chautauqua 
& Lake Erie. Mr. Lewis himself is well 
known in railway circles, having made 
himself famous years ago by the pur
chase of the ‘Crosscut’ line, from Buf
falo southwest across tlie county 
through. May ville and Sherman, now a 
naft of the Pennsylvania system. 
Among thé leading promoters of this

place each Sunday at 2:30 p..m. The iUJ)llul„ „„„ „—-----  .------- .
years that Mrs. Noyes has devoted tef 'jnvestigated as to their honesty, by our 
thè study of the Solar Man have en- - •
abled her to gather most wonderful and 
valuable lessons from the , planets and 
stars, and to thoroughly uriravql the 
mysteries of the heavens that have per
plexed eartfi’s most assiduous students 
tor centuries.- Through the lessons 
thufe mastered everybody may profit by 
attending her lectures. Her forecasts 
and horoscopes.have served as valuable 
guides and instructors to thousands.”

Elizabeth R. Fibldlng writes from 
Washington, D. C.: “Mrs. M. T. LOngley 

■ has closed her engagement with the 
First Spiritualist’Association of this 
city The Limes’- Aid meets every 
Thursday evening. These gatherings 
are always well attended. It brings 

■ the people together during the week for 
’ social and Intellectual thought. Mrs. 
•’ Lees Edson will minister to this sopiety 

for the next three months. The Educa
tional Spiritual Society holds meetings 
at 519 9th street N. W. This society is 
In a flourishing condition. The Gprmgri', 
Spiritual Association will hold its regh- 

, lar meetings at Wons Hall, 721 6th 
1 street N-W„ every Sunday at 2:30. Ad

dresses by E. F. Niemeyer and Mrs. Zol- 
. ler. Mr Max Gehtzke, the editor of the 

German Spiritualist paper, organized 
■ ’ this new society some few weeks ago. 
’ ' Mr. Gentzktì will make his home in Cin- 

clnnatl, Ohio. He is the newly appoint
ed missionary for the German Spiritual
ist Held by the N. S. A.” .

'Adelaide K, Brooks writes: “The En-

■ ■ ■ , . ^SV^S. ■ V w*  w S. W w w v —w * w — *** ™. w ,
Brother John Woolman writes: "The m0.: “The materializing seances which 

Universal Occult Society has moved are being held here through the medi- 
from its old quarters, 3120 Forest ave., I umphlp of Mr. W. W. Aber are attract- 
to 263 East 31st street, just east of ¿ng a' great deal of attention. Dr. 
Michigan avenue, south side of street. Bowker, a well-known resident of this 
The hall, that we formerly .occupied was dty, je frequently Been here and fils ma
in such bad repair and bo unfitted in ev- teriallzation is natural in every way. 
ery way for .our work that we decided to I Spirits come from the cabinet, address
give it' up.*  We are now holding-our ly- I |ng their friends in languages which no 
ceum and evening^services in the par- one but those -addressed understand, 
lors of Brother and Sister Aitkins, 263 I jjr> ¿ber understands no language but 
East 31st street, which are large and English and we have heard Swedish 
commodious, and capable of holding Bpoken by the materialized forms. Rec- 
quite a large number of people. We will I option is the invariable experience of 
hold our ’ meetings there until such a an wj10 conje honestly seeking fpr 
time when.we wjll have secured a place I truth. The seances are well attended 
■that will siiit us in every way, as we de- I ¡jy representative people at the resi- 
sire a place that we oan make perma- I dence of Mr. Aber, 3422 East 10th 
nent. Since I last wrote you we have atreet, Kansas City, Mo.”- 
organized, and are now a full-fledged I jjarry j. Moore conducted memorial 
church organization, with the following I 8ervice8 at Rochester, Ind., last Sun-’ 
officers: President, Dr. H. E. Ballard, I jjoore has some time in Au-
Robert Gilray, vice-president; J. W. I gUSt (the latter part) open for camp en- 
Caldwell, secretary; W. B. Aitkens, j gagementg. Address him In care of 
treasurer; Dr. H. E. Ballard, W. B. Ait- tJ1jB 0^jce

Xl-jSrS" »A •• ™ U». tw .»gwh

SSSXSSiS’ucSiSHSIFOnAHkypnBUrth^<1 evince their SsaUsfac- I of 'the Pleasant occasions of .their visit 
tlon by coding out boldly and acknowl- ^s been toe union mating held under 
kS th^AwT^mmRtorZ ThVa^Xl^  ̂

c^^in^agS/andValn Tou?" melt NewTO
rFffite“1* wfarl Xtod“^ touth’s EfiSrZ, BuSwXS 

“"di a“dhannat°XtuVerUo^u“dour orTVfromCmany^ther ¿aces^The'ex:

-committee. SplritusJto haTbeen heli .dresses by,the prominent ones present 
*n "te 'whVhave “d'o^torusi- to nearly Vw^undrod aftekwhlch the 
“¡ their phases of mJdtumship’ripori audience was treated to an hour’s con-

“hiL *whn have aone to heat them I cert by Chase’s orchestra. We feel- !he«Pani*u  nf inveqtlcation and wh£ that this wap one of the most successful

,1M WffiS wr ri»«“ in »•
?ie first S going aw^edlfl^d ¿d far-reaching. The children’s lyceum 
encouraged to investigate further, they connected _ wit ri
go away nauseated, and ridiculing this I dh.a.r6e/°n'H?'_A„1?'pL
vzvntiHfui ♦riiiTi TindAr thPRp rirpum- I Ashing condition, &.dditions to tnc roll of ^-ho our- membership being made every Sunday.
selves seekers after the tiuffi) for hav- Free instruction is given to the children

The Ldgansport (Ind.) Reporter of I structors, Harry C. Chase being in 
Nov. 20, says: “J. G. Hinderer, for a charge of the musical part, anij Miss 
number of years one of the best known I Mona Belle Welch, the class. in ■ elocu- 
Spirltuallst mediums in Indiana, was - tlon. A fine list of speakers has-been 
arrested last night at Anderson, anil engaged .for the remainder of the set- 
locked up He will be taken, before an son, Dr. George A. Fuller being with us 
Insanity board, Hinderer has been act- the first two Sundays in December, and 
irig queer for more than a year. He I Mr; Thomas Cross the last two. MrS. 
has had trouble with his family, and es- Whitlock, Mrs. Katie Ham, Mr. Scarlett,

Spiritual Chautauqua is Hon. A. Gas
ton, of Meadville, formerly president of 
the association at Lily Dale. Mr. Lewis 
called on Mr. Gaston on his way here, 
but found that Mrs. Gaston had Just 
died, and that the time was inopportune 
for taking up the matter with that well- 
known Spiritualist. Mr. Lewis, who is 
the oldest Spiritualist in Ohio, is very 
enthusiastic over the new movement 
and confident of its success.” .•■
-J. M. Conley writefe: “It is with great 

pleasure that I take this opportunity to 
express my heartfelt wishes for the 
success and interest-that the medium, 
Mrs. Istf Kayner, has awakened in 
Grpnd Junction, Colo., since her arrival 
here. I have, found her a most esti
mable and refined woman. She holds 
her work most sacred, and that alone 
will bring success, and open up an ave
nue of thought and investigation among 
people. I have found through Mrs. 
Kayner the key-note to a great many 
things that,I was unable to solve. She 
has been able to explain all I have 
asked, to my entire satisfaction.”

Mrs. L. M. Hoffman writes from To
ledo, Ohio: "The Independent Associa
tion of Spiritualists elected on Nov. 4, 
the following officers: H. E. Dowd, pres
ident; Dr.W. 0. Hnbbel, vice-president; 
H. J. Hoffmann, financial secretary and 
treasurer; W. Lynch, recording secre
tary; trustees, J. Newton, Wm. Trav
erse, Arthur Page, Louisa M, Hoffmann 
and Lizzie Bow’d. We have organized a 
lyceum which is prospering. We had 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter,, of Detroit, 
Mich., with us for the month of Novem
ber. Our hall was crowded.: The last 
evening of her engagement Mr. Carpen
ter took part in the services, and we 
had a rare treat, both being such able 
speakers. We have fop December, Mr.. 
and Mrs. Walt Ripley, o^ Yorkshire,

The Progressive Spiritual Society 
' will hold a social the thiril Thursday of 
each'month,' at-the home of Mrs. Wm. 
Hilbert, 204 Burling street. Games. 
will be played for prizes and refresh
ments .will be served. All are condlally 
Invited to attend. -■ ■

George S. ’Hail comes here frdm Co
lumbus, Ohio, well recommended as a 
healer of remarkable power. He is now 
located at 3019 Vernon avenue, near, the 
,corner of Thirty-first street. ,. . '

Frank ,T. Ripley is now at Anderson, 
Ind., lecturing and giving tests;

.1 note that somebody wants proof of 
intuition being true. Intuition is truth 
felt and what Is feeling but life itself? 
Do we need proof to know that we feel 
happy or discontent, calm or excited, 
hot or cold, joyous or tormented by 
pain? Study self and you will need no 
more proof of one than of the other.— 
A. F. M. ‘

Mr. G. Hess writes from Peoria, Ill.: 
“Mrs. S. E. Pemberton, trumpet medi
um, of 806 Summit street, Bloomington, 
Ill., was with us in a developing seance 
at our home. We had present fifteen 
friends, and the results were fine. The 
spirit lights were grand and were seen 
by. all present.' Carrie, Mrs. Pember
ton’s Independent guide, played with 
baby .Clifton while our spirit friends 
talked through the trumpet.' Sister 
Pemberton is a fine medium, and de
serves a seat on the throne for her good 
work in this city and for her honesty as 
a medium."

Mrs. Adelaide K. Brooks writes that 
the wonderful test medium, Mrs. J. A. 
Murtha, will be with the Englewood 
Spiritual Union at Hopkins' Hall, 628 
W. Sixty-third street, Dec. 13 and 20.

ers went to some place, held a meeting, 
took up a collection and went home; 
this meeting was different, We invited 
all of these societies as our guests, and 
entertained them handsomely. I have 
not seen so much brotherly feeling ex
hibited since I have been associated 
with the Spiritualists.’’-

The Lvnn Evening News speaks of 
the meeting there as follows-:, '

A.union meeting of, the Spiritualists 
of the state was held in Cadet Hall Sat
urday afternoon and evening, and th’e 
occasion was one of much interest and 
profit. .
' The visitors were'hospitably ?nter- 
tallied by the Lynn Spiritualists Associ
ation, whose guests the assembled dele
gates were.

The hall was prettily and profusely 
decorated for the occasion with choice 
and handsome bouquets of flowers and 
potted plants, which presented an at
tractive appearance, and gave an added 
charm to the affair, The decorations 
were furnished hy Young & Libbey, flor
ists. . • .

There were good delegations present 
from Salem, Beverly, Newburyport, 
Haverhill, Lowell, Lawrence, Stoneham, 
Woburn, Malden,,Chelsea, Cambridge, 
Boston, Waltham, Providence, R. I., and 
individual visitors were present from 
many other places.

The afternoon meeting opened at 2:30 
o’clock with singing by the audience, 
after which George W. Kates extended 
a pordlal welcome to the visitors.

Mrs. George W. Kates entertained 
with a vocal solo, which she rendered 
in a sweet and pleasing manner, which 
was followed with a short address by J. 
S. Scarlett of Cambridgeport. .

Mrs. Maud Litch, of Lynn, gave read
ings in her usual satisfactory way.

Mrs. Sanger, of Waltham, gave an In
teresting address, and Mrs. Ham, of 
Haverhill, a well-known and gifted me
dium, gave readings.

Mrs. Ida Whitlock closed the after
noon service with an eloquent address 
relative to the organization of Spiritual
ists and society work.

An excellent supper was served in

S5F “CH 611,1 »»wiUihgwjctf
Jk J® > WHe hotr to uakfl ta»d£y 
SulflUD, ... . .. . *b*ll»Mly  M»: .wt

’wMwr luuiubwu work and te&cb you £m,you wozk la 
th*  locality whsrc you 1 lv«. bead u*  yu«r addtoi tud we will 

fully, tsmatubar weguarantde tclcsr 
of W for every d»v’» wptk.absoluloly auro. Writ« »1 once
iiohl BAAvucmiifla co.,

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Inietcatlnr and valuable m a history of tbo begin» 

blug of Modern Spiritualism, byoooof tbeFoxBlfl- 
tora. 478ragei, 16 illuitrutlona. Including portrait« ot 
the Fox Family. Hfitory of tho Hydesville rapping». 
U related byeyfl-wltueMes; roipark&ble and well-at*  
tested manifestations; the "exposures,etc. Hand- 
spmaly bound in cloth, But few copies remaining. 
Publisher»' price. 61M We will send the book pwSr 
paid for 91.40. - • •

ORIGIN .OF SPECIES, 
By meau of natural »election, or the pretarvatloa of 
a favored race Id tbo «truBKle for life. By Chariot 
Darwin. Gilt top, cloth bound. This book h tot 
grandest achlovemeut of modern scientific thought . 
and research. It Lu pasted through maoy editions 
injtaflhb, hat been translated Into almost alt the 
langwges of Europe, and has been the subject of 
mere review», psmpblcLs and separate books'than any 
other volume of the age. Most of tho great scientist« 
of triage fully support bis position. Tbe thought of 
thh’ uok bu becoino a part of the common luuorit*  
C.I । of the race. For sale at tbl« office. Price 73 cl*.

fiflHOMET. THE ILLU<STR10US.'
By Godfrey HIkkIus. Emi- This work is ona - 

ot tbo Library of Liberal Classics. No author 
was bettor qualified to write au impartial ana 
hones', lite of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is intensely Interesting. It 
should bo read in conjunction with Gibbon's 
work. Price, 86 cents.' ----------- -—______ —

TheWorid's Sixteen Saviors, 
Or Christianity before Christ. By Kercey 
Graves. Now and atartling revelations in re
ligious history which disclose the Oriental 
origin of all the doctrines, principles, precepts 
^and miracles of the Christian New Testament, 
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of its 
sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This 
Wonderful and exhaustive volume wijl, we are 
certain, take high rank as a book of reforenco 
lu the field which the author has chosen for it. 
Printed on white paper, 880 pages. New edition, 
/evised and corrected, with portrait ot author. 
•Price 81.50. Postage, 10 cents. ( 

VOLNEY’SRUINS
—AND”

¡THE LAW OF NATURE,
TO WHICH-1*  ADDED »

Volney1« Aniwer to Dr. Prleitly, a Biographical Notice 
, by Count Daru, sad the Zodiacal Blgui and 
; Coutcllatlons by^be Editor)

Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens o 
lower Cadet hall from 5 to 6 o’clock, I ■ the Anelenta.
some two hundred people having their I from naw nutea. in large,
wants provided for. tienr type, »Uh portrait and llluitradofik. One vol,

Ffom 6 to 7:30 a highly en'joyable and f€f8V0’»?clolh’ ” e“u-. .
pleasing entertainment was given by 1 
the children connected with the chll-
dren’s Lyceum, and members of the as
sociation. -

Mrs. Westcott, of Lynn, gave a récita- 
tlon entitled "Josiah Allen’s Wife's Vis
it to A. T. Stewart's Store in New 
York,”- which made a great hll with the 
audience. ,

No entertainment given under the 
auspices of the association would be 
complete without Warren Chase taking 
part' of it, and by special request he 
sang “Old Black Joe,” the .children of 
.the lyceum joining in ’ singing the re
frain, which was sweetly rendered, and 
Was well received and heartily ap
plauded. •

Selections were rendered by Chase’s 
Orchestra, which were highly pleasing 
to the audience.

The program Included the singing of 
choruses by the scholars of the chil
dren’s lyceum, and vocal solos were ren
dered by Eva Manning and Mildred Car
ter, and recitations were given by Hazel 
and Margaret Vaughn, members of the 
lyceum. '

'. The evening meeting .was opened 
with an invocation by J. S. Scarlett, 
after which Mrs. George W.'Kates sang 
by request, “Ohly a Thin Veil Between 
Us," and In response to an encOrè she 
'responded by singing another solo in a 
sweet manner.

President Dr. Caird next introduced 
George W. Kates, as the gentleman 
from everywhere, and Missionary of the 
National Spiritualists Association, who 
gave a 30-mlnutes’ addréss, In which he 
fully demonstrated and sustained hip 
ability as one of the ablest and. leading 
speakers engaged in Spiritualistic work.

Mrs. Kates gave a number of readings’ 
and messages In her usual satisfactory 
manner. (

• Albert Blinn, secretary of the Lake 
Pleasant camp-meeting association, 
made an interesting address pn Spirit
ualistic lines, and complimented the or
ganization on the good which It has ac
complished and is doing in its chosen 
field. '

Mrs. Kate Ham, of Raverhill, fol
lowed, and. gave a number of remark
able and satisfactory tests, which closed 
one of the most successful union meet
ings ever held under the auspices of the 
Spiritualists. .

Jblt 1» undoubtedly one of the beat end moat useful 
book*  ever published. It eloquently «dvocatea the 
beat Intereats of mankind, and clearly point*  out the
lourco, el human Isuorance and misery. The author 
la auppoaed to meet In the ruins ot Palmyra aq appari
tion or phantom, which explains the true principles ot 
society, aud the eauaea of both the prosperity and the 
ruin ot ancient states. A general assembly ot the 
nations Is st length convened, a legislative body 
termed, the source and origin ot religion, ot govern
ment, and ot laws discussed, and the Law ot Nature— 
rounded on justice and equity—Is.finally proclaimed 
io an expectant worl.il , 

[VlA|-lO|VieT,
His Birth, Character and Doctrine.

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

Thia la N<. 6 of the Library of Liberal GlaMtcs. Il 
la conceded to be historically correct, and so exact and 
perfect In every detail aa to be practically beyond the 
reach of adverse erltlclain. This work will be found 
Intensely luterestln?. Price. 2.’>c. finid m thia office.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.
A. Hew frofattHy Uhutrated. '

"Ichooaotbat a atory ahouldbe founded on prob« 
ability, and not alwayt reaooable a dream. 11 detire to 
tad nothingtah trivial or extravagant) shd I desire 
above all, that under the a*pearancai  of fable, there 
nay appear aome lateht tfuth, obvlorn to the dlacern- 
Ing eye. though U eacape-tho obiervation of the 
vnlgar.’*—Voltaibb.

CoXTtnrrs: ■’The White Bull,’' a Batirles: Romano», 
"Zadlg, or Fate," an Oriental History; “Tbs Bago ud 
the Atlwlatr*  "The Prlnesaa oí Babyloñi" "The Han 
¿ Fatty Orowjai" "The Huron, or rupijot Natural" 
‘TMeromeija," a Batiré oa M«aklnd|“‘Tb« World u 
tOoeai" nThe Blank ataCtlia Whltoi" "Motnnon, Uta 

Phllosophari" "Andre Dea Touches at Blami" nBaK 
abect “Th. Study of Nature;" "A Conversation 
With a Chinese;" 'Tlate's Dream t” "A Fleas nr« Is 
Bavin*  no Pieaauro:" "As Adventure tn India;’’ 
“i?“?01 Coltat” "Travala ot Soamestadog*  
"The Hood Brahmin;" "The Two Contort era;*'  "An
cient Faith and Fable.” *

Ono retamo, post 8vo, 480 pages, with portrait and Bi 
UastraUoaa. Xxtra vellum cloth. ti.IOt postage, 

IB cents.

fl NEW GflTEGHISM,BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.
Tbli ffi a mw "Catechism’’ In the full cento of the 

word. There hat at yet appeared in the world of lib 
•ral literature nothing like thia mwl wonderful little 
book o( reason. E. P. Powell, the well-known author, 
the reviewer aun critic, aayt: "The remarkable thing 
•boat tnia ’Cateehltm*  ia that It tella the truth/’ It 
dealt with the quettlont of God. Immortality—the 
Creedt. the Clergy, the Church, Prayer and Salvation, 
Jetua ana hla Teaching, the Growth of the Chrlatlan 
tfcrlpturea, and many other phUoaophlcal, aclentlfic 
»nA ethical quaatioai with the utmott- candor, eour 
age and clearnesa. 188 pigea. Cloth 75c; paper; We

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

has had trouble -with his family, and es-
pecially his daughters, all of whom 
have left home. Re was out with a re
volved yesterday and wanted to kill 
his brother. He went from saloon to 
saloon and drank heavily during the o£*  
ternoon. He dropped his gun in one of 
the.saloons and there said that he was 
after his brother. The police were no
tified arid he was locked up.” .

hl

THE PSYCHOGKAPHi . “OR——
. DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Thlt Initrumcnt it »ubaUatUlly tbe tame ax that 
employed by Prof. Hare in bl» esrijr faveatigaUou. 
In Ite Improved form it haa been before the public fof 
inure than aeven yean, and In the hand» of thouaandp. 
of peraona baa proved It*  superiority over the Plan- 
chatto, and all other Ihatrumenta which have been 
brought out la Imttatldu, both in regard to certainty 
and correctnea*  of cho communication! received by > 
IU eld. and aa a meana or developing iDsdlumablp.

Do you wUh to invo/tiffato SpirUuulUntV 
Do you xoloh to develop Hedlumthip^ 
Doyoudooirolo receive Communication# 

The Paychograpb ia an Invaluable aj>riat&Qt. 
pamphlet with full direction« for1 the 

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship 1

with every inatruinent. Many who were not aware of 
their mcdiumUtic gift^ave, after c few ririlnga» 
been able to receive delightful-meaaagea A velumti 
might be Ailed with commendatory loitera. Many 
who began with Haa an amuilng toy, found that ths 
InlalHgauce controlling It knew more than them» 
lelvea, and became convcrta to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwarda, Orleut, N. Y.. writea: *'I  had 
pommunioationa (by the Psycbograph) from many 
Btber friend», even from old settlers whose grave*  
«ones arc mosi-growu In cho old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spir
itual |»m 1» indeed true, and the communications have 
pven my hearttbe greatest comfort In the aevereat

1 ot ,ou' duugbler, and their mother.’*
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whoso writings have made hit 

aamo familiar to those Interested In psychlo matters, 
srl teens follows: “I am much pleased with, the Pay*  
obograph. It is very simple in principle and construe« 
don, aud I sin sure must be far more sensitive to aplf- 
(tua) power than tbe one now In use. 1 believe it will’ 
generally supersede the latter when its suporlof 
Cerlu become known.”

Securely packed, and sent pottage paid from 
IA« manufaolurtr, for fl.OO. Adirtu:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Height«, Ohio.

ftSFHODEL BLOOMS
AND

Oib^r Offerings^
BY

EMMA HOOD TUTTLB.

This volume cuuiains a seleotlou of thb 
of thia ¡rifted author and BtotiatteOMH. 

tated hj Qur Tuttle In ber charming sQFlw 
ere ave C86 pages, with six full-page luuriHH 

tions. Including photogravures or tne Rulbcw 
and Olatr TutUo. It Is bound in blue vritMTO 
lummurn embossing- Many of the 
eqpeoiaUy adapted for recitation*.  ' , J 

The Author needs no introduction to the spnfl 
ituaipubllo. Her songs arc among the rest Im 
ajptntual titeratbre. Epes Sargemt ¿aid of ono 
pt bar poems that it vras the equal of anything 
m th*  language, £nd that she was the poet
th«

Th« M*oea  eay»: "Peychlo Poets.." .
ThattMx&te sxlUaWm. BtumeWe Oolemw 

"To all lovera of Booa t»etry this book is coatU 
dontlvreoamnaiMled." J

Win Carlton: “I have read with great Inters 
^Barah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanltarlaffl 
says: "A most exquisite bouquet • • 
tagnfthts echo and re-eoho through the deepest! 
tyosaaos of my heart. I have some word?»] 
pralsa tor «very page." . ' _ , I.

Tho author eaya tn the dedication: "Totbo^J 
whose thoughts and longings reach into tkS 
naasoa land of Souls, tins naaatnl otaspl I 
asts, mixed with common Sowers, Us Oiftr. 'J 
bbppu to give rost and pleasure while wal. 
at me way stations on tbs journey thither " ~

Prioo, ll.oa For sale by 1.1
» HUDSON TUTTLE, ' [

Berlin Heights, Ohio, f
FOREIGN AGENTS: . I

H. A. Copley, Canningtown, London, Eng. .
W. H. Terry. Melbourne. Australia.

COMMON SENSE »W« .• 
let, addressed to the Inhabitants of America in 
177«, with explanatory notice by an English, 
author. . Paper, 16 cents. •

glewood Spiritual Union wish to ex
press its appreciation for the most ex
cellent services rendered by the gifted 
and accomplished lecturer, .Mrs. N. S. 
Noyes, who has been serving our so
ciety for three Sundays past. Her very 
presence demands the attention and re
spect of our large audiences. With a 
marked individuality, a most pleasing 
personality, we predict a brilliant \ca- 
reer for our sister and co-worker from 
Boston." .

The Rochester. (Ind.) Republican 
says: "Dr. E. H. Denslow, of Sturgis, 
Michigan, addressed a fair-sized audi
ence at the Spiritualist church, last 

■ evening, and those present considered it 
an hour well spent. The Subject for 
the discourse was ‘The SpiritualJJeveH 

■ opment of Man,*  and dealt principally , 
with the higher attalnmentwhich conies 

■ os a natural sequence from ’ the study 
ftnd comprehenBlon of natural 
’Suggestion,1 Bald the speaker, has 

' played a direful part in the drama of 
life. For ages we have been taught that 
gre were weak worms of the dust, born

S. M. Rogers writes; “For several 
Sundays past the patrons, of the First 
Spiritual Society of New York City1 
have missed the Idvlng face and pres
ence of their president, Mrs. Henry J. 
Newton. After the many years of faith
ful service of Mrs. Newton and her 
kind-hearted husband, the absence of 
both of these much-loved people from 
the platform at th^ regular Sunday ^af
ternoon services, seems a- crushing 
blow, almost too great for endurance. 
To-day Miss Gkule was compelled to fill 
both places,, that of president and medi
um, and to the credit of herself and her 
guides, she never appeared In better 
form. I would like to add that they 
haw added to their already large corps 
df entertainers another -beautiful and 
accomplished vocalist In the person of. 
Miss Mabel E. Clark.’ Her songs are 
among the most difficult; and are sung 
In a manner that speaks -volumes for 
her teacher's patience arid her own tal
ents. In singing 'The Land Beyond,’ 
and ‘Adore rind Quiet Be,’ with piano ac
companiment by Mrs. Edmund Severn; 
the lady proved her veice one of rare
quality-and range,1’

Mr. Hutchins, 'of Springfield, and other 
good talent will be heard later in the 
season.” , . .

Spiritual meetings every Sunday 
evening, at Perl's hall, 1646 Milwaukee 
avenue, near Western avenue. Mrs. 
Hanson, assisted by Dr. Randall. Mrs. 
Hanson and others wjll give tests.

A Spiritual Chautauqua Contem
plated.—The Jaffiestown (ty. Y.) Post 
says: -“The plan for a new Spiritual 
Chautauqua is making rapid and sub
stantial progress. G. F. ’ Lewis, of 
Cleveland, acting secretary of the new 
movement, is at .the Sherman house, ar
ranging details for the new organiza
tion. Yesterday & meeting took place 
at the home of.Q! G. Chase, which was 
attended by Rev. J. Q. Townsend, Mrs. 
Clara Wtson and others who are in
terested^ the Spiritualist and liberal 
.religious movements. All expressed 
themselves as earnestly in favor of the 
movement. To a tyorning Post repre
sentative Mr. Lewis stated he believed 
the first Sunday in June would see the 
new Spiritualist center in full blast. He 
also stated that no ¿charge would be 
made to the grounds, the only cost to 
those who attend being a small admis

. Bion fée to the lectures. It is proposed 
to secure the attendance of the best 
speakers in the liberal denominations,, 
and tilso of the most famous platform 
mediums obtainable. No effort will.be 
made to build hotels ’ or cottages. 
Those interested will board whore they 
choose and will visit the new assembly

Dr. Beverly writes: "At Lakeside 
'Hall, corner Thirty-first street, and In
diana avenue, the Spiritual Science So
ciety will give an entertainment Thurs
day evening, Dec. 17, for the benefit of 
the society. I'lie program will be fine. 
Little Florence and5 others will sing. 
The best ppychics have, voluntered to 
give tests. A new psychic from New 
York, the musical medium from Boston, 
and a fine palmist from Buffalo, beside 
all resident mediums have been in
vited Every lady will bring a lunch in 
a box. Free tea and coffee will be fur
nished. Dancing will begin at 10 
o’clock, and all will have a merry time. 
An admission of'25 cents will be made. 
The meetings are increasing in interest. 
Prof. Gustavson spoke on earthly and 
heavenly treasures to a large audience 
and Mrs. Upson gave two very fine 
musical tests on the piano. She will 
be with us now every Sunday afternoon. 
Mrs. Dr. .Stockman speaks to us next 
Sunday evening on astrology.” ,

The subject for Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond’s (liBcaprse next Sunday, Decem
ber 13, is “The, Ten, Steps of Victory in 
the Conquest.of the Soul Over Matter.’,’, 
Masonic Temple, Hall 309. Services 
begiri promptly at 11 a. in.

Mrs. Ida M. Gilbert writes .from Potts
town, Pa.: “We are -just beginning to, 
grow,- having with us Mrs. Elizabeth J. 
Demorest, of Pittsburg, Pa., one of Spir
itualism’s starwort" workers.”

“Talmagean" Inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and»Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T; DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’’»,oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism."'r' By Moses Hull. 
For Bale at thtó office. Price ten centa.

“Spiritual Bongs- for the Use of Cir
cles, Gamp-meetings , and Other Spirit- 
unllstlO'' Gatherings.” By Mattle BL 
Hull. For sale at this office. Price 10 
cents. ■ ’ > ' . .

i’The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized as one of 
the' ablest lecturers on.the spiritual rós- 
truto.' In thls little volume he presents 
In succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the -, Molecular Hypothesis 
of NatUfef and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism.' The'book is commended to 
all who love to study and think.- For 
aala at this office; Price, 25 cento.
.“Meatless Dishes.”. Very ■ useful.
Price 10 cents,,

.f

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will'be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.)

Passed to spirit life, James Broad
foot, in his 78th year of age, at Port 
Perry, Pa. Brother Broadfoot has been 
a Spiritualist for ever fifty years, com
ing to th|q country from Scotland. For 
the last thirty years he has been a res
ident of Port Perry. He has always 
tried to live a true life, and do his duty 
to all. A large number of relatives and 
friends were present to pay their trib
ute of respect. The wife and sons are 
all outspoken Spiritualists. The*  body 
was placed in the cemetery at McKees
port, Pa. Services conducted by F. Cor
den White. . \\ COR.

. Ryerson W. Hllllker passed to spirit 
life, Nov. 13, at his home in Kansas 
City, Kansas, aged 73 years. He came 
to Kansas City In 1865 and had been 
mayor and banker. Later he was one 
of the organizers and a vice-president of 
the Manufacturers’ Association, and at 
the time of his death; the manager of 
thf Novelty Manufacturing Company. 
M'À Hllllker was an-old Spiritualist and 
the funeral was in keeping with his be
lief. The speaking was entirely local 
talent, and by his. old Spiritualistic 

-fiends. Horatio W. Gates, of Rosedale 
and ex-Senator Johnson Clark were the 
principals.

MRS. L. M. HAMMOND.

THK VOICESJ.X1LI I UXvJJU Of remarkab’ j beauty and 
force. They are most excellent. Price 81.00. 

' THE GOSPEL OF BUDDM.
According to Old Records. By Dr. Paul Carus. 
A translation made from Japanese, under the 
auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyer, delegate to 
the Parliament of Religions. Was published 
in Japan. Pilce. $1. ■ i, •■

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
Series one, two and three. By Lilian Whiting, 
Three choice volumes, each com’ ’ te In itself, 

in which spirituality is related to*  wyday life 
in such a way as to make the world beautiful. 
Price, $1.00 each. ‘ ■ -

WISDOM OF THE A6ES.
Revelations from Zertoulem, the 

Prophet of Tlaskanata.

A Mine of Valuable Reflections 
- and Suggestions.

Thio work was automatically tran
scribed .by George A. Fuller, M. D., a 
gentleman who stands high as a lec
turer and medium. It is d mine of val
uable reflections and suggestions. The 
paragraphs-are short, suggestive and 
inspiring. Every one of them leads to 
soaethlng higher, grander, nobler. 
Price »1.00.____________________ __

nPA nDH ITS MEANING
1 1 1 aud Results.

.3 S Wttoo», ot tbe 'PonnB.vlvanla. Bar. 
An absorbingly interesting narrative relating u 
series of wonderful psychic manifestations oc
curring in the writers experience. Cloth, illus
trated, 11.25.

“Astiai-Worship." By J. H, Hill,. M. and ever a firm t 
D. For sale at this office. Price »1. I Spiritualism. ' '

Alexander Parker passed toisplrit life 
at 7:30 a. m., Sunday, October 26, at his 
home in Normal, 111. The deceased was 
76 years of age. He Was bom in 
Craigie, Ayrshire, Scotland, in 1827, and 
came to this country in 1857. For the 
past seven years he had been interested 
in Spiritualism and an earnest reader of 
The Progressive Thinker.

Mrs. D. D. Griffis passed out of this 
life,'Nov. 20, at the home of her. daugh
ter, Mrs. A. C., Wyman, 1650 Dewey 
Place, dity. She was seventy-nine 
years-of age, and for the lapVten years 
a firm believer in Spirit return. •

■ Passed to the^liigher litó, a dear and 
only sister, Mrs. E. D. French, at Son. 
Diego, Cal., Nov. 8, 1903. To. quote7 
from Iter own lines, ("Out from the 
mists ot earth-land, she hath found the 
perfect day.” She was á'lafly of fine 
sympathies and intellect, a writer in 
former years for Sau Francisco papers
and ever a firm believer in the truth of 

• F. B. COWLES.

1 ’ »

PROGRESSION ?incWs»^ , 
The evolution of Man. By Michael Faraday*  
Price. 15c. “* ,

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
Hot Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the Trt> 
Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W; BrowUt 
M. D. Price. 15 cent«. For «ale at thl» Office.

Three Journeys Around the Worfd
—OR— . •

Travels in the Pacific Islands, 
New Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, ■ ■ 
A. M., M. D.. Ph. D. In this splendid large 
book Dr. Peebles- has concentrated a vast 
amount of valuable information. It is exceed*  
ingly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual*  
ism as he found xit everywhere in his travels 
receives due tattention,{making the book of, 
special value and interest to Spiritualists. 4H 
large pages, finely bound, at the price of 81.50.

THE SOUL Of THINGS; , 
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By wm..and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar*  
velous work. Though concise as a text book 11> 
is as fascinating as a work of fiction. Tho 
reader will be amazed to see the curious facts 
here combined in support of this power of tho 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as 
day, and throw light on all subjects now ob- 
soured by time. Price. 81.50. In three volumes, 
cloth bound. 81.50 each. Postage, 10c per copy.

THF SOI II to«1 I IL UvUL • PRBSSIONS IN HU
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. . PrlcaSl.00. This iftono of the best books 
given by tho guides of Mw Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They arc really lessons, published primarily, as a book of reference for those who have been 
members ot the classes receiving them. This 
volume Is a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing tho bases of tho teachings.

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

. This volume consists of a course ot lectures 
delivered lu tbo trance state, and Is certainly no 
small contribution to tho study ot the soul. It. 
U a good work to open the eyes to tho dittoronce 
between tho deductive and Inductive process of 
mind, Bound in cloth, 41. For sale at thin 
office.; ’ ____________________

Wonius of T uana chrtoun j^us‘a 
: wonderful communication, explaining how his 

life and .teachings wore utlUzod to formulate 
' Christianity. Price 15 cents. . ■
An Infamous' A Pfi»Wetof ss mures, com- 
Hnnantoortw Pllod onl1 Published by tho 
VUHHJiirauy late Rov. J. G. White, author 
Of nntncrouo antl-Cmhollo works. It conlnjnp 
disclosures rcltdlvo to a villainous plot to over- 

| throw our free government. Price, IS.oonta.
' * A

A

Spiritualist 
Badges, 

IN

Solid Gold Only
Malfiit Watdi CMrm. . ■ '

PRICES:—Badge Pin, 11.50; Land Button, S1.50;
Snnflower'Bt’oocb, 14.00; Maltese Charm, lft.00; 

Maltese Pendant, »5.00. This jewelry needs no oth
er recommend than to say It Is the SUNFLOWER 
BADGE, the adonled emblem ot Spiritualism. As 
the Sunflower turns Its laeo towards the sun, so 
Spiritualism turns tlm.faces of humanity from 
darkness and superstition towards the Sunlight 
of Truth and ProjcreBiiton. These beautlfulem- 
blems are for sale at this office.

ft’Few Words fltiout the Devil,' 
And other Essays. By Charles Bradlaugh. 
With the story of his Ute as told by himself, 
and the history of his parliamentary struggle. 
With portrait. Paper, toe. -

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE.'
By Lizzie Doten. These poems are truly in- 

gplratlonal and as staple as sugar. Price BL0&

Memorial Oration on Roscoe Conkling! 
a warm friend of his and a great statesman, de
livered before the Now York Legislature, May 9, 
1888. Rrlce < cents. . A -

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
□ By Lizzie Doten. They nA really valuable, 
Price, 11.00.___________ ________________ _
iPractice! Method« to Insure’Snoceii.

A valuable little work, full of practical in- 
Btructlon In matters pertaining to physical,, 
mental and aplrltuftl health. Worth many, 
times Its cost. Price 10 cents.

~BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,
And tho wondrous power which helped or mail*  
them perform mighti works and utter Inspired 
words, together with some Personal Traits and 
Chaitactsristlcs of Prophets, Apostles, aud 
Jesus, or New Readings ot "Tho Miracles. By 
Allen Putnam. Price, 70 cents.__ - . ....

Whu iTm a Vegetarian.
An addrdhs delivered boforo the'ChlcagoVogo» 

tarlan Society. By J. Howard Moore. Prloo, ■ 
gllconw. . ' — '■
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V This department Is under the mda- 
Igemeut of ’ ,. ■ ■ . ' •

Hudson Tuttle.
¡Address ‘ him at Berlin, Heights, Ohio,

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, tiiat to give all 'equal bear
ing compels the answers to be made In 
the- most condensed form, and often 

• clearness Ib perhaps sacrificed to this 
" farced brevity. Proofs have to bo omit

ted,. and the style becomes thereby,aa' 
Sertlve, which ot all things is to be dep- 

■ recated. Cprrespopden'ts often weary 
Witlitewalting fer the appearance of 
Urelr questions'ap.d write Jetters ot in; 
Qulry.', The supply^ of matter is ¡always 

• «evërdtweékà ahead of the space given, 
nnd hep co there' is.umnvbldable.^elay. 

- Every onq hap to wait bls (time and 
place, and all are treated with equnJ 
favor. .
- NOTJCD-No attention will.to given 

. anonymous letters. Full unme and ad
, dress must bo given, or the letters will 
■. Pot bo read. It the request be mode, 

. Ine name will not be published. The 
correspondence pt Ibis department has 

... become excessively large, especially let- 
■e'ji, ters of Inqfllry requesting private an- 
rVj ewers, ami white I freely give ' what- 
“ A ever {»formation I am able, tho ordl- 

, nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
, pected. , HUDSON TGTTLB. .

they would one and all declare that tin 
tombs of Adam .and the. patriarch! 
pointed out’ to tho traveler by tin 
shrewd Arab guides, are as authentic.

■It is a wise rule that Gils crusade in- 
troducpB. that when tbo country has 
been bought for Christ, aiid Christian! 
rule, “no Infidel shall vex!” Infidels, 
will be forbidden the,blessed country! 
Well, qhofihj the impossible come to 
pang; and this-little coterie of reverend». 
and titled geufj-y purchase thq barren 
bills of Palestine,.and sot up in (he busi
ness of maldng'gjnpdel Christian coun
try with God in Its'constitution and tho. 
Bible as the foundation of its laws, In
fidels v'lll have no desire to “vex" its 
rulers. Their only interest will be to 
prevent- other countries from adopting 
t'he Uttip.Theocracy'jw tHeir.¿nodel;..'.

Rev', jy;-Thomas r''Q. (i) Can t)ie 
existence of spirit ether.be proven? .

(■2)' .'.Can spfrit power cure Insanity ?
A..' .(1) It can scarcely be ..truthfully 

said'that the pilfer to vyhlch the phe-. 
noinená of .light, electricity, heat and. 
magnetism are explained, has been'' 
demonstrated to exist, yet tire, complete 
and.un^uivofial. mqnnep with,which it 
explains and harmonizes aij phenomena 
in this field, and the way $11 new ob
servations fall, into line, ottering no ex
ception, is a constantly accumulating 
evidence nearly approaching demon
stration. .. ...' • ;

•The theory ofc spirit ether is a parallel 
case. It - harmonizes all the known- 
facts, and every new observation con
firms and makes it more essential , as a 
bond of unity,' whereby all physical 
phenomena are brought under'law and 
order. • . . •

■ (2) There are many kinds of insan
ity. Softening'..of the brain, which 
means dissolution of the nerve Biib- 
stance, produces imbecility. Conges-

Spiritual Basis of the Tf - 
Religion of Jesus wist.

As Presented in a/Lecture by that RBliw Young 
Man, Mr. John W. Ring, ttf Galvestdi^ jfixas.

•; ■ ..... ■ ••___ .... . ■ ;u : HL • ■
Jesus, the Man of . Galilee,, who 

moved by the ordinary motions/-of 
mankind (hunger, MatL 21:18; anger, 
Mark 11:14-21; weakness and agony, 
Luke 22:43-4-1; grew and increased in 
thought, Luke 2:4Q;luqk,,of faith, 
Mark 25:34), was, like Buddha,-itorotis- 
ter and other messiahs, born , in fulfill
ment of a dream (Matj, 1:J,?,-28),There 
is a marked similarity in thp lives of 

■ these Messiahs, Spvigrs . and, Cb.riPte; 
physical and spiritual, disturbance— 
quaking of earth and hinging, of angels 
at hirth and transiUqpjv.a ilfe'iqt pom-- 
parative solitude, thty5Y.orking-of cer-. 
tain phenomena which 'astonished 1 the 
people until they- believed; arte.followed 
the teachings of a single pf STtet .of 
Love- to all, and each . accuaqd of,being

carnation. Death is fôo ’/láorway, to 
higher poasibilltips;‘ as'^utymn is the 
fruition of Suinmer. tíolüí,j2:24.)

No soul can escapey Buii^ninent ' for 
transgression-, nor Can ondte-eveu me—

SENT TO MEMPHIS
\ Visit to Dr. Samuel Watson, and Re

: suits. , .

P. R. Pomeroy: Q. What of the 
contemplated crusade to convert the 
Holy Land to Christianity? . .

■ A. This movement is entirely dis
tinct from that of colonization of Pales
tine by the Jews, which has grown out 
of thé belief that.the Bible has a 
prophecy that that people shall return 
and occupy that country. Palestine is 
not a desirable place to'Tive in, and the 
lbws fr.om remotest time have seemed 
to 'appreciate this fact. There never 
■was a time when there were not more 
Jews outside ot that little country, 
about the size of New< Hampshire,, as 
mountainous and more barren than 
within it. They flourished’. best in 
contact wjfh other nations,***for  they 
were traders, and not workers. At pres

' ent they have so increased that Pales
tine would no more hold them than 
Lake Erie would the Atlantic Ocean. 
There (ire six millions of them, and few 
could be persuaded to go to the sterlle-

. coast of their Holy Land.
, Tire question refersto the movement 
’ Ip, JSngland- to raise money to purchase

Palestine from' the Turks.• This is to

tlon, proceeding to lesion, manifests 
the most deplorable and hopeless forms 
of madness. There is nor can' there be 
q cure for such organic changes.

Then there Is mental aberration 
which comes from overwrought func
tions, unbearable effort, self-hypnotiz
ing by domipanpe of suggestion, wlten 
one idea gain's coiniflate control to the 
■exclusion of all others, and the hypnotic 
control of spirit intelligences. In these 
cases, hypnotic control either by mor
tals or spirits, is the most efficient 
means of restoration. .

Especially 1m those cases where there 
is domination of ope idea, the hypnotist, 
mortal or splrlU -by substituting new 
suggestions, iq-able, .thereby to effect a 
permanent, cure, ", . .

bo il ’'pacific crusade of conquest,of the , 
Holy Land frpni the Tdrlts.’.’.as the cir
cular sent put', déclarés,’ “In which our 
afms-jviÙIb'eltlië-èword of the Christian 
spirit; and our armor a. well-fflleè purse
at which the the Turklph,,government 
will at the ppportunp.tfme;su<y?umbÆ?

• Times teavB:,chiip,gfed'Bfficd-the,,flrpt 
Crusade'gitô years ago, when, tfie, ignor
ant masses of Europe, driven on by-the 
priests like stainpeÿjng. .cattle,., hurjéd 
tltemselyès-'op Asia, Tito ,'r'éad . from, 
Oôfîiit'àhtlhpple^to Jerusalem wits ,^b.i.te. 
■with'the bones of
ions of-ylctims'to pestileficèrfamlàeand

■ ’ tliêlsivbrd'te’:1,. L.’.■ '1 : ' .’-'■'te

rasùém•terns inventeckhyrthe'‘Christian1 
•^hordeSW SRefc-'fljgWWW 
' by assault.. All. the" tales' of Armenian

or Macedeÿi&n'H'üldèitles’ '8rê ‘-tame com- 
,pare<J;, )vij^- thp.brutalities practiced on 
the fnÜàmtants'iôï^he City to thp. 
Christians. ’,.; Mothers .! Jmpldppd. for 
mercy in. vain. ' Infants were- thrust;

MELTED BY A TEAR, .
A hard man. There were those who 

said that'qld Jolfh-Btornwick .was as' 
hard as stone; that he' had not an atom 
of feeling for anything in the world but 
himself. ' • ’ '

He lived alone, in an old, tumble
down wooden building that stood in 
deep, shadow amid a cluster of stunted 
trees which had once formed part of an 
extensive orchard- \ • •

- It was generally thought that his 
chief business .was money-lending to 
peer people in straltqned'-condition, se
cured qn ’their furniture, br the wage in- 
come-wher.e they were employed.

At cent per cent Interest, and relent
less seizure of property, pledged the m.o-. 
mfent indebtedness ; fatled'Oto1 be paid) 
Neighbors looked 'at him askapep when
ever he was seen ¿hufliing along the 
street; ¿.fid' dilldfeh hid away from him 
as something uncanny, in almost trem- 
bllife fear.--' / ■

This ^greatiy'arfe^tod ;'l(im; ¿.aha he 
wnUiddmflny'times .B&Hte?hlsi iron-shod. 
cariewith^ava^ed^fi'b'tft^e^.dwato'dtefiil 
muttering the delightJt would give him'

ofAhe.-eantto

frogi ishfeer. sym^ifitDy bebtfuse -\df her

possessed of a devil, ; Each _pf líjese - 
teachers have minlBtqred .te the people i 
to whom they came in á .remarJiable 
manner, differing- only,.^3 educational 
development compeled, thwJjr order 
that their teachings, mfelit accept-’ 
able. Jesus, who, in’the streijgthof his 
inspirational powers,,taugfit apd .dem
onstrated the doctripes pf Buddha, Con
fucius and others, walked in the majes
tic spirit of humility ; he mildly but im
peratively spoke and acted as thp spirit 
moved him. He sought to egtajjlieh no 
creed, complied with the Jewish forms 
as long as convenient (was circumcised 
and in other ways complied ¡ with the 
religious forms, Luke 2; observed the 
Sabbath when convenient and at other 
times declared the Son of Man, Lord of 
the Sabbath (Mark 2:27-28; -Matt. 
12:1-13), yet never failed to .do that 
which the spirit told him was rjghtt.

The Now Testament gives us little, If 
any, history'of his-life from the time 
lie was twelve years old—when he left 
hfs parents and begun his Father's 
work In the temple—until he was 
probably ■ thirty years old, the tlipe of 
his baptism by John the Baptist; in 
fact, the New Testament does not claim 
to give the full history of Ids life (John 
20:30; 21:25), having been written 
many years after Ills transition, and the 
material gathered principally fromhear- 
say. It is eqiuiJly as authentic that 
Jesus spent -these years, of which the 
New Testament is mute, in the qqhqoln 
of the Magi ot the East, under the core 
and instruction of thosp Wise Mep Qt 
the East who came by angel invitation 
at his birth (Matt. 1:7-11.) , That ba
ldeas as-stated were to greatly, impress 
the world is certain, for Gabriel,, the 
spirit who hap been a messenger from 
the spirit world since Daniel (Daniel 
9:21) told Mary and Joseph of the won
derful child who was to .u.e born, like
wise informed Zacharias of -the birth, of 
John the Baptist, who was to.gq before 
jesús In the power and spirit of Ellas.
(Luke 1.) .

Religion- Is ..the principle In, each hu
man-heart which causes the.ppiritual 
Bens.es to proclaim the thlpgs.-ot earth 
temporal and the things of--tho.,.spirit 
eternal; every soul looks to Its source, 
and its.manner of [poking may be..cajled 
Its-religion. Creeds, and-doctrines are.

.escape actual growth to the ¡fullness of. 
spiritual expression. Hell-—thp discord
ant condition produced, py transgres
sion; heaven, ‘the hárifiijüóus condition 
produced by lióvé And The for
mer a thing opposite to' Gpd,' Love,’Hap
piness—and the result of disobedience’; 
tire latter a possession’'■)yhich1 stands 
waiting, and at the sarne'fime' demand
ing the obedience of well' and every 
one to grow,, into its fill realization. 
(Matt, 25:4?.)’ Note, tito phraseology, 
"and these go away into everlasting 
punishment, but the riglitéous into life 
eternal." "Life1 Eternal,." á‘ thing pos
sessed; eternal punlshmm, that which 
continues as the resuit of transgres
sion as a means of yétoynátlbn. What 
parept is there 'whoj punishes their 
child with any other thought than réfor- 
niatlon—making 'him,.better? , Surely 
tlih thought óf Him wjjo'hatb made pa
rents is even higher!.1 te’o 'pabtifile of' 
Divinity can escape gCavlttiting to its 
own place, the elementó of which the 
body is formed hasteiVfc¿return to their
several places in the "economy of Na
ture, the spirit to its,’ Source, and by 
some process—that of’progression, thfe 
Law of our Being-MLove snakes it 
whole, Light dispels ’darkness, love 
overcomes hate, smiles' chase away 
frofvns, discord refeoives into harmony 
—even bo will Divine or InflnittrCSVo 
lift the soul of every human creature to 
the plane of a perfect expression of the 
Life Energies possessed. (John 5:.25
29.) ' . '

Every age seeks for a Sign, and the 
Sign shall be Love to one another; there 
shall also be the doing, of those.things 
which Jesus did. (M(ark 16:17-18.) 
John 14:12: '“Hfe thaf'believeth on me 
the works that I do ifihall he do also, 
and greater works tlihn-'these shall he 
do, because I go mito ffiy-Father." Rec
ognizing the growth Of Timo, Jesus left 
many thlngX untold, Always'promising 
the ministrations ofn the Comforter. 
(John 14:17-26.) Jolin, 16:12-12.) ”1' 
have yet many'tiiings ¡to say unto you, 
but ye cannot bear, tliemxnow.- HowbeR, 
when he, the spirit of truth, is .come he 
will guide you into alii truth.” These 
passages, with the ' cilulecting verses/ 
are positive prophecy lot Modern Spirit
ualism, th® reign of ¡¡.Knowledge, the 
presence of the Comfartor.', ’ra

The Universal Lauri of Dtovo moveth 
in and through all thl) felons of. the 
earth, asking for a life bfiwilllng serv
ice as evidence of disttlpleitKp with the 
Everlasting. The voice of the several 
Messidhs has, told of tira giqd message 
to. all people/*  qml eaflh hafbglven aulii- 
eleni demonstration, toifiatiàfy any seek- 
er-.for, Truth,- ..th"» l-i .......

The many articles .-written 
the best thinkers’of the flay upon The 
Great Psychological Crime, were quite 
a treat to me, anil ’after- reading all of 
them i>ro and con I came to the conclu
sion-that where good rnbn and women 
on hoth sides of the question can bo 
widely .differ in their opinions as to the: 
merits and demerits, of a new idea so 

. very important to .the spiritual philoso
phy, there is room for some middle 
ground, and Mr. Baldwin, I think, 
struck tlie right iceyhote. 1

Yes, wait and exapin? before you 
judge so harshly. If nothing would be 
the result but the sifting the truth from 
tlip falsehood^ ^fe genuine, mediumship 
from the fraudulent, evwythlng needed 
would be gained; for uhdpr.tiie-old sys
tem of so-callet) ipediuinship real Spir
itualism has'suffered fearfully and al
ways will. : .

Before I becajne.ra convert to Spirit
ualism I was a Metifofllst- Tift my youth 
I was educated A Lutheran. Catechism’ 
atfo thp study,of the'Bihte after 1 could 
read were my maln lessous, and when, 
in the yqar .185.6„T knelt ;tt,the altar of 
the Germaji Methodist Church, Clay 
street, Louisville,'j^y,,' fluting a revival, 
I being one of the penitents, I distinctly 
heard a spirit vofee in German Bay: 
“Thy sins are forgiven tliee; sin no 
more!” . \

I hqd prayed io the Jesus of Naza
reth, and lo, he answered iny prayer in 
German. For hiffiay years this was, a 
conundrum' to Tne. ' '

In 1862, while I was in the market 
house one Saturday afternoon, having 
been a vegetable gardener, I felt a sleep 
coming over me wmm I laid fiiy head-’ 
upon tlie counter for a moment. I saw 
how three well-armed soldiers stopped 
me ori tlie way home, near Spring Gar
den. two and ‘a l/alf miles south of the 
city, and demanded my money or my 
life. I heard their words and saw them 
plainly. On account of a neighbor's 
wife who wanted to ride with me, I was 
kept from starting homewards until 
dark, when upon the veiy spot seen, the 
three soldiers stopped me, and I was re
lieved of fifteen dollars. ,

When, three days before the surren
der of Vicksburg, Gen. Grant made a 
furious attack with hiB whole army 
upon that fortified city, I was waiting 
for my dinner. Sitting by the table I 
fell Into a trance or Bleep. I saw 
Grant's army attacking the place. I 
also saw the gun-boats fifing at the city; 
while I was marching with a column ot 

' soldiers up the hill by the side of a 
ybung man .named Solomon Kramer, 

/who had. joined the army at the begin
ning of the war, and whom I had loved 

, as only one brother can .love another, 
he being a medber of my class, I being 
class leader .in .the church.. All at once 
We arrived at an obstruction, ajlempo- 
rary .wall, behind which southern sol
diers wefio waiting for the attack, by the 
Union forces. A bayonet prptruded tho 
wall, and Brother Kramer fell'dead be
fore me. I called.out aloud: “Oh! my 
dear Solomon is dead!” That awakened 
me and my wHole household, but there

In the World Celestial.
; B/ DR. Ï. A. BLAND. -

luGXiiro3“luljr :*0Ughtful4' —H°n. a A.

. Ufu t£i& reader into enebanUog reakae.”— 
iMUal Glvunor. ...

‘Il k mtäBsdy kit-ereitlug.”—Bur. Xllaot J.

things make thlv book remarkable. Ita 
autboraUp, ufo nätounding claims put forth in ' 
i. und lüô phllüriophy And röYwlütloB of a futur*  ' 

life R «jMiiitt«.'’ -B- Û- Flower, la tho Arana, .
“It will give us courage to pass through the 

deep ehadowu of death to the sun-lit qlTme of 
Mfforld GteleslUl-'^Rov. H. W.Thotaw.

“Everybody will be charmed V’lth It, for lib 
□ot only a great Spiritual book, put a irioit 
beautiful ropMice worlds.”—Banned of

]t( la PrlnOed in elogaut wtyle ^nd boliud in 
cloth and g^ds Prie 1LW- ‘
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Kate Field, A Record. Price 52.
’ A Study pt Elizabeth Barrett Brown- • 
Ing, Price $1.25. .
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Bech $1. ' .. '■

After Her Death, Nevv Edition. JI. ■ .
From Dreamland Sent, And Other 

Poems. 91. These book» are for sal» 
at thfe office.
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■with spears in their mothers' arms, the 
agetódi^^èlg'Bs.ly cut “down. "Over 
t<-n thousand^rwho-aurrendered under 
promise of protection,- were; driven to-, 
getber like a herd ■ of cattle,.''and 
slashed .and. trampled to death by the 
Hi.'iiled GhriBtlan jfarriqrs. in.tlje name 
of ChiTst. 'tffie peht-up rage of generai-, 
ti on s spent itself in1' thbse days of 
slaughter*. 1 Thè streets'tvere piled With 
tfytì dead.and none were left tó dispute, 
possession with the Christians who now 
turned-: their attention to the tomb of 
the Savior. With armor stained with 
blood, they bent low arottnd it with 
tears streaming down their 'Jiegrimed 

•and furrowed cheeks they-sang-anthems 
in his prajse! ■

Their lion-hearted leader, Godfrey of 
Bouillon, was crowned Defender of the 
Faith,,in 1099. In 1187, Saladin brought 
the .City of Jerusalem again under Mo:, 
hammedan rule. ' There was no massa
cre, however, for this ruler, wise and 
charitable as he was brave, sent home 
the Latin and Frank invaders with a 
slight ransom, and pardoned the inhab
itants. •

Ever since that time christendom has 
been nettled by the incongruity of hav
ing the Holy City and tomb of its Sav
ior in the hands of a rival faith. Again 
and again, tlie effort was made to dis
possess the Mohammedan, with most 
wretched failure, and to this day only 

- by paying tribute to another god can 
the worshiper kiss the holy shrine 
whfere he believes once lay the crucified 
Redeemer. ' '

If he knew that it was the ,genuine 
tomb! By what evidence is it known 
to be his tomb? By a miracle! Helena, 
mother of the great Constantine, be
came converted to Christianity, and 
went on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land. 
There she found by adiritele the tomb 
in a cave under a pilé of rubbish. She 
also found the wood of the-true cross, 
and the bones of the three "wise men," 
or Magi, and sent them to Milan from 
whence they were transferred to the 
cathedral of „Cologne where they how 
form ohe.of.its chief wonders. She' was 
eainted by the church for her miracu
lous powers and success in finding.ev
erything she sought, and Uie place she 
identified as the sepulchre has been the: 
shrine of pilgrimage ever since. Beyond, 
her.own claim of miraculous revelation, 
there is not a shadow of evidence that 
the cave was the restlng-plqce of Christ. 
During the Middle Ages the priests in 
imitation of the old pagan religion, on 
Easter eve received the holy fire from 
heaven. The trick bébame such a bare
faced deception, that it failed to be ac
ceptable to the most ignorant pilgrims.

It Is a wild and impracticable scheme, 
but there is method in this madness. 
This hue and cry to possess that'sepul
chre covers up the obscurity whether 
there be a sepulchre of Christ at all I It 
is a sbrt of assurance to the masses that 
tho Chrlstians believe In its reality.

If the question were put to the higher 
authorities, if .there Is any proof that 
the so-called Holy Sepulchre is genuine,

teats; " '■ L
A'pretiy maiden -of ten, slight of form',- 

witiiP w<inderfuliy'?t§pder‘ ’face" and bfe, 
melting- bnown-. eyes.f She<- had been; 
rudely eftfsh’e'd against by'a'gay toy- 
sterer, .-and her basket of'sweet pinks 
ana''’fd'sesl'slie Ws b’irfrylng to maiket,- 
cast Into the gutter and spoiled.

Wringing, her 'hands in an , agony of 
despair; yhllefefeat tsars filled her soft 
eyes, she cried" "Oh'l tmy beautiful po
sies! WHat'"shail I ’d'o! What shhll I 
do!. It took the last penny mamma had 
to buy them; and’ hoW they are spoiled. 
I can bring nd more money home for. 
food!" ,... . .

“Oh!. what;Shall do! What shall ! 
do!" .This in direct appeal to Old John, 
who had Chanoefl-to-.draw near when- 
the accident occurred; the while being 
so earnestly ini jelled ’to’ move his pity-' 
ing' generosity,’Uiather.trembling fin
gers became clasped on his arm as she 
uttered , her appealing cries. It might 
be that this imfearing confidence,of the 
child, in place of the terror with which- 
he had been shunned’by other children, 
was the impelling -motive which ' in
duced so strange a thing as his involun
tary gift of the piece of money, accom
panied by the still more strange soft
ness of his voice, in saying; •

“There! there! don’t cry. Tell your 
ma dt was all an accident, and then, 
mebby 1, she won’t whip you!”

Before he had' ehuflted a score of 
steps away he repented of what he had 
done; called himself a stark-idiot;-won
dered if he wasn’t losing his head; then 
vowed to be harder and more exacting 
in his business to pay back for it.

But the child’s tears were wiped 
away, and out of the accident grew un
expected blessing. • ? ■

A grandly dressed lady, seated in a 
fine carriage nearby, and who had noted 
all which had passed, stepped down and 
approached the girl as sho picked up 
such of the flowers as were not entirely 
destroyed. -

And when the lady learned how the 
dear mamma was in such failing health 
as to find it very hard to procure the 
scant livelihood- even'the two required, 
she gave her a handful of silver that 
seemed like a fortune, with the promise 
that in a short time she would call at 
their humble home and see what further 

: could bo down to help them. '
Surely the sick mamma, a ' refined 

' lady who had seen better days, was 
right when'she said: "The blessing of 
our Father in..heaven Is on all good 
deeds. He has surely ordained that 
kindness shall grow and spread Hire the 
good sefed which bears a hundred fold "

Old John would have almost! been be 
wlldered had the' thought bfedn present
ed to him, that out of bls small gift, like 
unto a spring of puts water loosened 
unto twarid ¿and of a desert, had 
sprung1 nowerq ot love and mercy tnat 
were destined to bloom in peace and 
comfort all th rough' the coming'days of 
the suffering widow and her child.

W. WHITWORTH.

In no wise'religion; only to thq extejte 
that they help those... who. adhere., to 
thejnr.ttofiplri.teal/deyelopjnent; (¿forms; 
and'pejemonlps,'?E69ds.,.iand',dpctelWiS/, 
are only the.trappings of reuglop, evpn 
ps rules are not nmthpmatics^ohly. the 
guide; so'eacli patipn and .people have, 
their guide to spiritual, .development,. 
The age.of sacrifice, which preceded the', 
coming of Jesus, gave way, to lafl; extent., 
to the fulfillment .pf the law-^Lov.e.; but. 
not altogether, for. w,e muat.-.remembfir 
that thousands of Jews adpere.as ,close-. 
ly, as .ever to their., chose^ ¿df-mp, 'and' 
three’to one as many, devotees bojv gt 
the shrine of Buddfla as at the altar/hoL 
Jesus. ■ ■ . i .*d-  a

The spiritual basis.pf the j-eligfoq^qf 
Jesus Christ was and Ib Life. .E^nal.;. 
life means actiyity—the s brotherhood 
of man and the fatherhood.o£,Gpd,; The 
Law of Life is Love;, service, to,qur fete 
lowman. (Matt. 22:36-40; Matt. ¿5:40;,

Each -succeedlng i age > brings greater 
developments In/Bclejtce-,: Bel felon rand 
general Government, anfl oMh of these 
seeming -pew, yet in,jellify .revival.of 
somejhlng^hlch hasjpjjie djy Occurred 
ls,grpeted,iwitli,,the accusation. 'Works 
of the devil.’,’- ..'(l\iattX2>2^;

"Healing,. Causes and Effects.”.. By 
W. P- Pholon, M. D. -Price 60 cents. --

A Beautiful Holiday Gift.
- “ASPHODEL BEQOMS,” by Emma Rood Tuttle, 

• - Poems of the Quick and the Dead. An Exquisite
Volume. Price $1.00, Postpaid. Address, Hudson
’Puttie, Publisher, Berlin Heights. Ohio." , .

Mark 12:29-34; John 8:32-58;,Gitiatian3 
5:14, also 6:1-9.) The.spirltual basisjfi. 
thejight Which each passing Agp jjag af
forded; to live by the best,light? ¡that is 
ours, with condemnation to nope, ijepdy- 
to accept the higher.:"nd better , llgiit 
when it presents itself. He spoke of 
Life whiéh IS, Eternal; the ¿rpalm of 
thought in which the past and' future 
blend and make the ever eternal Pres
ent,-Here and Now. To.-think of.the. 
base and low is to commit crime (Matt. 
5:17122, also 28.) Not to be pppiBjied,. 
but living in condemnation already, 
(John’3:8). "And this .is the condemna
tion that light is come into the world, 
and men love darkness rather than 
light liecause their deeds are evil ”

Every transgression produces . con- 
dbmnation, which lasts as long, as (fie 
remains in the estranged condition. 
Christ is the incarnation of Love, 
which through all ages has. manifested 
Itself as the Savior—in fact, !twas Love 
whch swayed Creative Energy to piove, 
by the Ponderous Laws of'Progression- 
and “form” man. Here in the story of 
Nicodemus we have an. illustration of 
the materialism with which JesuB- had 
to contend; he told of spiritual things 
and those who heard gave.them mate
rial interpretations.. This, too,, ac
counts for many of the seeming contra
dictions (Matt. 5:17, and,Luke 12:49
51), and that no record;.wps kept,. so 
that when written of mapy years after
ward much was taken fyom, .-tradition. 
Law is Life and Life is Love;,-, worship 
of the Creator is service to ■ the ..Crea
ture. (John 13:34-35.) /.“Dy this.shall 
all men know that ye are my disciples, 
if ye have lone one to another.’.’... . . ,

The commandment ,ip., Love to' all 
men (Matt. 6:44, “Love your enemies, 
bless them that curse you, ¡Jo' good to 
them that hate you and pray fop them 
which despitefully use' you and pèrse-' 
cute you.”) There is no fopm dr Cere
mony prescribed, let each live faithful-, 
ly by the light which silnes his life, 
if it be Confucius, Buddha IJóróasier 
or Mohammed who has inspired, the 
thought. • The underlying, principle, of 
all religions is Love, and tlioTnatter of 
forms is-entirely the creation ;.of, the 
men-who have formed .what they, think 
to bp exalted conceptions of this .great 
Law'Pt Life—Love. ■ ... .

By loving service do we ripe; and ev
ery one of us must unfold that high ex» 
alted state of. ..being., (Matti 5:48.) 

, Some people have concluded because of 
■early -,education, that many spula con 
escape'punishment. for . transgression, 
some by placing their, sfns. on, their re
spective Savior and others to ‘ being 
placed in a placo far. away from their 
Creator. Either Is far from the Liw ot 

.Life Eternal. (Mfitt.-16:25-28.) John' 
•12:32: “If I bo lifted up from tiip.ear/h 
wilbdraw all men unto mo.” Every man 
IB judged, here -and now, and .by faith
fully loving and Serving mankind evety. 
one shall bo drawn unto LOVE. •, Tho 
Creativo Energy that soino call God, 
some.Brahm,.soma Allah and qtlters tlio 
Great Spirit, Is Life on’d Love, and each 
human soul must express the divine In-

teual basis qWhft «JfeJqiuTofc J§gi^ 
Christ Is the.doing of MndJln^s-tP-to- 
ery Jiümátr.qreato’f’ejí rága^dteSs the. 
forms, corefiió'nÍék,“creédB 'Md ÜTqgiiitm 
whicír-'tóvvé1 te^lltferé'd' • ¿eh; 'tehiá ;tóf 
Banjp'íápirItí'Wá¡£been '¿j'iuiiíést iri1 w&ty 
relfeltftr that has has irióved'men tó wór“1 
ship the CíSáfor, by ;tofvíñgetiio.'üiteí£- 
ture. - Though tii'e timó has boto 
as recorded'Iiii John 1612, ^Thó time' 
corhetlí' thttti whosóevér kH'léth fóu 
think tliat h41doeth'óod-seTVice,'’ -tlf9Fé:' 
who ¡íbssessed the powers of medium-' 

-ship'and gaye proottóf*the  presencfe!of
ourToved' ones who have'-passed higher 
were put to physical dentil,' yef -they 
have even-triumphed -to" Showing -that 
Life is'Eternal'and-teafeh event takes 
,one higher.''in unfoldm’eflt.' -!'•

. Who is there that doubts the Power 
of Life, Lov'e, Bod? ■' Who-will attribute' 
any of the qualities: pfrthe Infinite to 
any other source?' -There'Is'one God, 
who perhaps/unknown ill’' the fullness 
of spirit to any; manifest in the devotion 
of every humarnsqul’;’ an'd -wlth the man
ifold love of life, moves ehch and all to 
that state which expresses the perfect. 
If you and I would proye ,our disciple
ship to this go<J of gods and lord of 
lords—this Infinite Intelligence which is 
unchanged by our belief or disbelief— 
then we love and serve our fellowmen, 
whether they speak our tongue or not, 
whether they are our race or cqlor or 
not, whether they cry Unto Jphovah, Al
lah or Brahm,‘. or if they cry unto tío 
deity; for the Eternal Creator is Life 
and Life Eternal unto fill living .things.

When we cease to move we cease to 
be; when we cease to progress!we are 
beyond Jie conception pf mortal mind. 
The foundation of Life is motion, .and 
on and oiivwe go through the vast eons 
of time and eternity, ppeh serving the. 
other and thus climbing to higher ex! 
pression until wrapped in perfect peace, 
which may be the’enjoyment-of, heaven
ly things, or possibly, as the Buddhist' 
hopes—oblivion; but belt as if may, to
day demands ounperyice,. loving sympa-' 
thetic and tender? Elghto'' ’than per
sonal ditteréncé,. b'rp'áaeí than' human 
opinion is the L'áw'of Life—the spiiitual i__~4> " t mrtrw t- • # • ’ '•—

. ------ . . /JI.«" < ,r ---  .■ .•
TO WOMEN WHO DRI'AD MOTHERHOOD

Information How They May dfvb Birth to Hdppy, 
Healthy'Chlldren/JmolUfiffFWith- 

out Paln--S(AfFtw
No woman need any. Ibnft/d^aa- Ilie pnlne ot 

child-birth, or remain chWlQ8$ari>^ J- EL Dyer, 
has devoted his life to relmvlnff*ine  sorrows.ofi 
women. He has proved tlwn nil iram nt ohildbirtlit 
may be entirely- bjmishedHnd’/lm will gladly ujllf 
you how it may be done aoJolnttQY’ffeo of charge. 
Send your namq and address Ad-Yr. J.H. Dye, Lst 

’ Lewis Block, Buffalo. Ns and-ho will send yo u, 
postpaid,hiswondertulbook’wNfch’lelU'how to 
gjvc birth to happy, heulft# ¿hUUren, Resolutely 
without pain; also, how tfecurei&tArllily. • Do not 
delay, but write tb-dny.’ * '

Your

r, :—' 1-11, : ,

inw:Neighbor to Subsere..for 
Progressive JljÎrçlffr..,

The

Now is the time:'tooaxtenti»tlie circula
tion of The ■.Progrflssjvff9®hlpker. It 
will contain' Occfllt 'ondoSplrltuallstlc. 
news with whldh.-eWytson'e:Bhould.;be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this1 earth contains "auchiit vdsbamoiint 
bf matter so-well adajitfed to-enrich tho. 
tnlnd. Bend In a nubacrlntion now,

the Mystic Thesaurus, 
Or Initiation Ixi ths Theoretical aud Fraetloal 
oecrots of Astral Truth p.ml Occult Art. Dy 
Wjlub F. ’WniTfiRtfAD, Editor Agrippa's •‘Nat
ural Magic." The book treats ot Th*.symbol  of 
the Cross, Spiritual Gifts; < Inspirational Con- 
oeptlon, InitiatlvtiExpubltlon.Thu Astrul Broth
erhood. Message of the Brotherhood. Thp 
Mirror, and Celestial Compaplomihtn. It £ a 
good.text book fur studentb ot the Mystic; and 
will be sent postpaid. In paper, for 81.00.

EDTbABBIIT’S WORKS
Human Culture and Cure.

Part First The Philosophy or Cure. Paper cov« 
50 ceuU. . .
Huulan Culture and Cure.

Part Second. Marriage, Sexual Development tUk 
Book! Upbuilding. Cloth, 75 cento-
Social Upbuilding,

Including Co-operative ByeterneRod.thoHapplne» 
and Ennobling of Hamuuity. Paper cover, 15 cento«
Health ¿.nd Power. ■ ■

A Handbook irf Cure, Etc. Cloth, 25 centoi Lcat’-tl 
85 cents, | .
Religion.

Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent GlotJ, 
|i; paper, 60 cents.
Prlncii>Ies of Light and Color.

Oue of tho greatest books of the age, <5; by mol 
8k ceuU extra. ■ *

STARTLING FACTS,
. OR

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
This work devotes special attention 

to Auricular Confession and ' its rela
tions tt> sacerdotal celibacy, convents,' 
monasteries, morality-and civil and re
ligious liberty. It Is intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the. pernicious influence ot 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works ot Ro
manism. Cloth, 75 cents.

“NO BEGINNING.”
An Excellent Work for 

Thinkers,

This book, “No Beginning,” Is bji 
___  William’H. Maple. The Arena says o©

—IIW isihib I It! “The argument Is unanswerable. TUk PRIkxT TUP wHMAN The book will at once appeal to tho rea. I lite I 111 LU I J I IIL IiUliInlv son of every reader, and leavq hit» 
more aqrazud than ever at the prove.

’ lence of the theory of Creation." Th«, 
Two has always been a fateful niinj-

—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
. BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

Free Thouglri Ideal siiya: “We found 1| 
i full of glittering thoughts for thinkers, 
and the very death warrant or Ohrls. 

Thli t> a most Tuluiblu book. It cornel from an Er ,jan HUnersUtloii shlniM unnn list norm.-s' PrlMC, whom characur;!. ubovo re.roach, and who Buperb^uon Burn« upon Its pages.” 
kaowi what he lu Ulklug about. Everybody should 
r«aj! 1c. Price, 11,00. It «xmtaRia tho foliuwiug chaii-
lorn

• CHAPTER I.
.TH® Strufittle before thf Surrender of Womoly Self

respect Lu tbo (Juiif«aB]onal. v
CHAPTKB II.

Auricular Coníeablüü a Deep pit of TerÖltlou for the

IM«« 75 oeûtA. '

Io Tuna with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

_ --------  -----------------------,------- --------- -------- ----- Within yourself Hob the cuune of whatever cnteri
Prien, Intuyour llfu. To como Into tbo full realization ot

» CHAPTER III. j your own awakened Interior power«, la to he able to
The ConfmluDul Is the Modern Sodom. ’ condition your life In eiact accord with what you

CHAPTER IV. would have It.—From Title-Page.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the PrteatB!» made eaay CONTENTS—1. Prelude; 11. The Supremo Fact ot

by Auricular Coufeselon. . the Universe; Ill. The Supreme Fact or Human Llfei
• CHAPTER V ‘ . J V.Tullnoap of Life- Bodily Health and Vigor; V.

The highly-educated and refiued'Womtm tn tbeCou The Secret. Pow«r and Effect of l.<>vo; VL Wledom
-- . - . .... -<.......... -........ .... and Interior 1 Uuinlnation; VIL 1 bo Realization o.

Perfect Peace;. VIII. Coming into fulluehsof power; 
IX, Plenty of VAH Things—Tho Law of PtoBjunlty; 
X, How Men Have Brcouiu Ptopheta, Seers, tiugea, 
and Saviors; XL Thu Bnsic Principle of All llellgfonfl 
—The Universal Religion; ill. Kiiterlug Now Into 
the Realization oftbu lllgheat Kienes. For initial 
tblsoffice, Price, postpaid. 11/4«

I was sitting by tho table still waiting 
fox myi dinner.. , . •'

When in the. spring of 1865, the be
ginning of June, tlte government sent a 
large. ilept ;of ship's with cavalry down 
the Ohio and Mississippi, destined for 
¡Galveston, Tpxas,, because the Texan 
jpbels had ,iwt yet sUrrendejed to the 
¡Union forces,) one. of the men .deserted 
the shin, broke Into my,atqhle''and .tpok .

stable .foun£ ït'prokeii iutp. ; He cauje' . 
,npar mZ rpom.pnK.MJted aloqd:..‘.’Mr, 
■Éverbàch, Charley ‘ hors'ë, sadffip, ¿4$ ' 
bridle gone, and the stable broken 
opfen'!.” ' " ' ' . W ■ .

■ I jumifeif fout df bed'jvhen I heard a 
distinct voteb' in "English" say: “Goto 
Portiand 'aii'd'get'your horse.” I cap
tured nOrBe-'an'd" thief... ■ . ' •
jfl .tlie Ml'41.1^66.1 îhoved to-New Al: 

ibafiy',:whe're,i owned à tArm- I’became 
ap'qùàih'tfed't'hèfe with' Spiritualism., I 
had told'a’'buëineès friëfad, Mr. Winter- 
stfein, thïi'm^y things had happened to. 

Yne in the Mefhodist church, when he 
said: “Ohl'ydü arb à medium. Yotir 
guaTdiah'angel-is always near you and 
you Can iqveBtigàtë' for yohrself if you 
go to see 'Mrs. 'A—5” who ’ has since 
passed1 away., t did so, and my whole; 
family,, including parents,' made them-’ 
selves knowh'tb me in writing and 
trance. .

I then sat for .development ' a few 
months with my wife, who was a Bap
tist. We would always pray together 
before sitting.at night. 'Before long we 
had all kinds of manifestations, includ
ing beautiful' lights, which floated all 
over the room, and generally rested 
over me, so that;ffiy clothes were often 
very bright: and they looked as if 
adorned with jewelry. Very soon I got 
automatic writing, and sitting for that 
was dfemandedi ■

A few evenings ' after I got: “Go to 
Memphis; Tenm, and see Dr. Watsom” 
This was In Janûary, 1876, after the 
election of Hayes. The people in the 
South were excited, on account of the 
Republican proceedings. I hated to go, 
as I had lost in 1873 what! had saved in 
twenty-one years. The writing became 
urgent, and was always signed', “John 
Wesley.” To keep from spending, so 
much money for the long passage, I 
shipped some ready salable merchan
dise to .Owensboro, Tell City, Evans
ville, Columbus, Cairo and Paducah, and 
Memphis, and started on'the 8th of Jan
uary. I was very successful, selling the 
goods, and arrived at Memphis on thef 
18th. I.foiihd rty'.goods; and then 
searched for 'the residence of Dr. Sam
uel Watson,who received' imi with great 
kindness. I told him that a noble spirit 
had requested mfe’ in writing to visit 
him. He had a-qirivate medium, Mrs. 
Miller, who.-was halted. IC one minute, 
the sjate contained this message: "I 
called -the dear brother, -Doctor. You 

Ï know why. 'Ifivite him. : John Wesley.” 
. Then the Doctor 'embraced me, and 
' said: .“Yoh are a Methodist, and des

tined to preaoh- the gospel of spirit re
turn.” .
' Then he told me that.four days from 
then, on the<22nd' of; February, the 
Father., of-our Country, and' hla spirit 
wife, Martha Washington, would mate
rialize, and I should be present -and ad- ' 
mitted, . by. presenting .this card at the 
door at-8 p. m.~iHe also,fold me that I 
would be. the only, brother, from a north, 
ern state;, that..qyery southern state 
would be represented byl-a highly edu
cated people.,. What happened at that 

1 greatest seànce. t ever' attended, I will 
write in m'y next) ... .. , .

- . ' , ' M.T'- EVSkBACIL• • -\ • - *.......... . '• • ‘

"Right Generation „tÿft.] Key-. to, tho\ 
Kingdom pf. Hgavqn .qn .Barth,''.;
Dr.,M. B. Conger., Ap.MpeaJ to rehaon; 
hni-inan’B highest aspij!qilonp.,.A-plea 
for. jiiatlcqand equalityf>ln al; thé rela
tions of llte.'bot^eep .inpp. apd women. 
Cloth. 75 çonts; lea there Ue,.50, cento. ,

"Religious and Theological.,work's of 
Thomas Paine,” contalmj.fiip; celebrated 
"Age of Reason,”,and $ number¿pf.let- 
iera and discourses,an;, rpllglous anti 
theological sfibjectsi Cloth binding, 430 
pESea, Price §L For sale at this office.

*1

feBBlonai— W||Mt bucunxiB of her after uucouALtluu1 
al Burrendtir—Her Irrcparablu Rulu. 

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Cotifesilon dtuttrovB all tho Sacred Tlee ol

Marriage and-Human Be lety.
. CHAPTER VIL j \

Ghould Auricular CouIubuIuu be tolerated apfong Civil- 
lied NbiIuuh? ' ■ ...... y

Doea Auricular Coiifafelou bring Peace to the Soul? I STANDING UP FOR JESUS,
Tho Dotrma of Auricular Confaafllbn & SacrllefffOUJ OtWhllt the ItidltOF Of tllO Freethinker’s • iuv j/UKina ui Auncujar vuuiobbiuu u DauiiicKium _ _*  ..

IniooBture. zlno thinks of him. Price, 4 cents; tweuly.flva'
CHAPTER X. '' copies for W cents. • ,1

Ood compel« the Church of Rome to confess th« '„Z-- ___ ...................................... ... ........
Abominations of Auricular Confoaalim. . UAUAUET His Birth, Character and

CHAPTER XL - ' /lllll IViHL 1 Doctrine. Ry Edward Gib-
Auricular Confcsilon*  In Australia» America, and No. 0 of the Library of Liberal

Franca. • । Classics. It Is conceded to be historically cor-
CkAPTBR XII. reel, and so oxaet and perlecl In every detail as

A Chapter for tho Consideration ot Legislators, Hns-1 to be practically bevond, tho reach ot' adverse 
bands and Fathers— Some ot the matters on which crltlclfifn. This work will be round Intensely 

...... ------ .... Interesting. Price;zscents. .the Priest of Rome must Quuillon hliPonlteuU
Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.___

A MASTERLY WORK. 
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth 

By Prof. W. M. Lockwood.
A masterly presentation of an Important sub

ject A powerful artfument.ulouaf new unilaalen^ 
-tlflc'ilnes, ■¿SthbllBhinff cn a*Bdlentino ’babid'tho 
fauttirth’e'<lGxitlni)lty Of itoraonai Individual —

• Bcloufl-ealfhopd after jtaylnir-the
A , With jovqral

. linomustriulor&:’'ClUili, tl’M' "" ■■■■

Three Remarkable Books
“Th« Divine Pedigree of Man." ( (
‘‘Tl&a Law of Payéhío Phenomena.’’ •’ ; • " 
“À. selentlflty Demonstration of the 'Fv« • 

fronre lAfe.’* i- n- ’• - . . ..
iual con- : Tho Divine Rediffre® of hfan.or the Testimony 
phyaUwl of Evolution aflfl Tfyycholofcy to tho, Fatherhood 
i çoy^ral of God. Bs^Thoinmon Jdy Hudaon-TiL. I). ‘ A

7 1 most remarkable- work.■demonstrating- theexr' ■

LIGHT OF^EGYPT.
letcnce of tho Soul and Future Life. It 1^Bolan- 
tlfic throughout Price 81.50. * Dr. Hudtfon‘8 
workont'Tne Law of- Psychic PhefldthenaT.i« 
also valuable. Price, 81.50. Hts "Sclentiflo 
Demonstration of tho Future Life" ahotlldbo 
read by alL Trice 81.50. ' ' • ' '

The Second Volume a 
Most Valuable Work. Á GREAT BOOK.

THE HULL-JAMIESON DEBATE. VThis la foe.authbr’B poBthtìiiioué vrorX. 
left In MS." to a few of his privata.’pu- 
pfls fn qccflltlsm, tód like yalUteo J- !■ One of Unf|agg|ng Interest Througboul 
la Valuable addition and) a library on, a ■. ■ q
oj-cult subjects. Spiritual astrology sisi 
especially elaborated. Alchemy, Tallfi-J 
mans, the'Màgio' Wand,J Syinbollsm,!
Correspondence, Penetralia, etc., are a 
tew of the subjects treated ot In a 
scholarly and masterly manner, • show-1 
Ing the'author to be familiar with hla 
subjects.' You cannot afford to bo with, 
out it, as well as all hla other books, 
viz.: The Light of Egypt, Vol. I.,.bound 
in cloth, 82; paper, $1.. The-Light of 
Egypt, Vol. IL, bound in cloth only, (2, 
Celestial Dynamics, cloth, |1. .

Taine’s TneoiooiGai Works.
? Ago ot Reason, Examination ot the Prophe
cies, etc. Illustrated edition.. Post 8vo., 432 
page». Price, doth. 81.00.___ _ _____ _____ _

the ReHoion of Soirituarism.
Its Phenomena and Philoyjphy. By the Rev. 

Samuel Watson. This work was written by a 
modern Savior, a grand and noble man. Price, 
81.00. A valuable book for the money.

twoInTone
A COMBINATION OF , 

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

V

—It Should Be In the Hands of 
Every Spiritualist and 

Freethinker. ' ■

This book, containing nearly 600
closely printed pages; should have a 
million circulation. Price Ifo It. Is 
chockful of rapid-firing ideas, and is the 
ablest debate, qn both Sides, ever pubr 
fished. ■ Send for IL ’

This highly Instrnetlvo and Intoreitlng work la a 
combination into one volume of two of Mr. Hull'« 
splendid works. By thli arrangomant the cost Is auch 
th*tth6  reader Is enabled to securo tho two books 
COB^nsd at ths tame price as was formerly naked 
for thorn separately. This volume contains 463 pagei 
and fs.handsoincly bound In cloth, and contains an ex
cellent portrait or the author. .

THE QUESTION SETTLED
□a a ca/Gful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit
ualism. No book ot the century haa made so many 
converts to Modern Spiritualism fta this. -The author’s 
alm, faithfully to compare tho Bible ^Ith modern 

„phenomena and philosophy, has been accomplished. 
.The adaptation of Spiritualism to tbo wants of human- 
Jly;1tsmoral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
ministry; the spiritual nature of man. and the objto- 
tloniolfored to Spiritualism, aro all considered In tbo 
light of tho Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
mie, and expressed clearly and forcibly. .

THE CONTRAST^ ’
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
add Spiritualism. It lo a most able production, and 
is a perfect itorehotiDO of facts for those who wish 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against tho 
assumption*-of  Orthodoxy/-
PRICES!. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

Taffeiirand'S Letter to the Pope; 
This work will be found especially Interesting 
to all who would desire to make a study of Ro
manism and the Bible. Thb historic facts stat
ed, and the keen, icatbing review of Romish 
ideas and practices uhould be read by all. Price 
25 oentsv •

MOLLIE FANCHER, ‘'
The Brooklyn Enigma.

Au authentic statement ot facts in the life of 
Maty J. Fancher, the psychological marvel of 
the nineteenth century. Unimpeachable testi
mony of many witnesses. By Abram H. Dalley« 
With Illustrations. Price, cloth, $1.50. . .

ftVeru Interestino Book tor M
Philosophy Of . This work con

Spiritual Intercourse, account of the 
very wonderful spiritual developments at the 
house ot Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and 
similar cases In all parts of tho country. This 
volume Is the first from the author directly up
on the subject of Spiritualism, and has stood 
the test of many years. Cloth, 81,20; postage lOo. 

Works’ of .TIwmaTPaine 
Anew edition In paper cor.r. with largo cl car type.

' comprising;
' Age of Reason....

> Rights of Man....
Crisis...................
Common Sense.....

. 25 cts.
25 ct£.
25 cts.

_____________ ____16 cts.
Tbit ta > iplendld. opportunity to aecuro tlieso atañí- 
wú works, aa tbo price la within the roach ot all. For
Mio at thia office. ’

Force ana Matter
dooIl A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, dloth, 81.00. . . .

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

How to roach that altitude where spirit la lapreme 
and all thing» aro oabjcct to It, Dy Moses Hui}. 
tn cloth. 40 cents; paper 25 cto. Korea!« at this office. 
_____ ..._________ __  i___ v__  
l/nOCTTn Ethics of Marriage. BIt fl fl 1/ / fl Alice B. Stockham, 1. Ill____________ 'D. Karozza makes J
pleir ior a bettor birthright for children, ana 
alma to load individuals to scok a higher dt 
volopmont of themselves through most «acrct 
relations. It is pure in tono and alm, and. ■ 
should be widely circulated. Price, doth, $1.

“Spirit Echoes.”,. My Mattie,E..HuD. 
•This pretty:volume contains fifty-seven 
, of the author’s latent , and choicest 
poems, gently .bound in cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. Price 7B cents.

Spirltlsnf and. Mrs. Lfidnora E. Piller, 
and llr, Thomson J. iludfldirp Theories 
in Regard to. It, By1 Bx-Judgo Abi'am' 

-H. Dalley. Demonstrates futility and 
inadequacy of.Hudson’s explanations of. 
spiritual phondmena, Price 26-centn,

"Korhdine, Bji-Altce B: Stocfchanr 
and Lida Ffrilt Talbot.1" In tho form of ■ 
an. enteftainlife story; it Contain'a lea-' 
sons which every ■ girt should knov?. 
Price, cloth„$l, ,

ASTRAL WORSHIPakHlUUJ UUllUUll Mtlpn to tho cur. 
rent discussion of religions problems. Tho au
thor by inustr&tlons and a planslphore (a repro- 
sontatlon of . the colestloi sphere upon a piano 
with adjustable olrcloa), traces most of tho 
myths which Ho at theuaso of Christianity to 
their origin. in sun and (star, worship. The 
astronomical facts given pobsosu groat value, 
thO illustrations raro And durlous. The book is 
bound in only one stylo~hoaYy boards. Price 91.

THREE, SEVENS Initiations.' ■ Dy titija, 
Phelons.. JUustratinff tho Hormotlo I’nUoad« 
phy. Price, coth, 81.W. * • .
~0riqTn of Species,
By moan8 of Datura! soUatlon. or. tbo preiervatloaat 
»ravproil rnco In tho •trnkglo ftrjth. By. CliwlM 
Dnnrin. Gilt top, cToth bound; Tills bbok ti vdo 
grandcit achlovejnflnt of modem Sdontlflo.thought 
andrencarch: ItliM nawed through many editions 
JnRnglhh, has bodn trauslalod Intoalmort all tho 
lairjoiraoa of Europe, and bu boon the aabjpot of 
mcr mvlow., pampbiou aim .ip.rotn book« Uuu any 
otM" volume of (bo agn. Moat of tho er<!at tclontleto 
of 2ase fnily auppurt bl# poalUOB.b.The thought 

bMomo a part of tneootoiann iDhnrlb*  
For fialo&t tbhofiloo.

A. SCHOPENHAUER ESSAYS..
Translated by T. 11. Saunders. Cloth, 75 cotils. 
"Schopenhauer is one of the fewphilOBophers 

,who can'bo generally understood without a 
commentary. AU hla thoorios claim to be 
drawn direct from facts, to bo suggested by ob- 
florvatiou, and to Interpret tho world its it Is; 
aud Whatever view ho tak6s, hois constant In 
his appeal to the experience of common life. 
This cnnractorlHtlq endows his style with a . 
frcshnesB and vigor which would bo difficult to 
match in tho philosophic writing of any conn*  
try. and impossible in that of QO’many.”— 
Translator. ■ ■ . ■. • :

ORIGIN OF LIFE
aM.Bow tbo Spirit Body Grow*.  By M.
Prlco.lQo. FOra&loatthlioffice - L <

What AU the World’s a-Seeking.
HALl'n WALDO Tr.lXE.

Eick 1« building III» woto from wltliln; thoiurtitU 
tbcbutldcrf for tlitnightH r.vo forove,—▼»tai* ’

J. irreutsiiblo. oinnliwient.-nul. uccocdlng as u«ed oo , 
t)Wbrlhg p»»wi*r  or.hni)Otcuce,’pc-ttudorpMtf,'luccOM 

■ ottollur«.—i'ruin THU |»go.. , .¡1 „
1 Tho rtboro ImokB ore beautifully'bound iblcrAT-tMon • 

-- raiee'd cloth, sunhiio l IndtTP oid-e.redn and gola,.w|wi 
’ Jilt top. ■ I’rlvo, 81,25,Fcflt anic.nt «1» officm«.; . .
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Transmigration;
Reincarnation;

Self-Perpetuation;

Harmonics of Evolution—Contents.
Preliminary Statement; There Is No 

Death; Life After Physical Death Is 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop-
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Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual Extinction; Psy
chical .Reinvesture.
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Life, The Spiritual Basis of Evolution; 
The “Law of Natural Selection”; The 
Natural Law of Selection; A Question 
in Science; The Completion of an Indi-

scientific and personal verification 
“What We Shoji Be,” and a code 
ethics, requisite to the most'speedy 
ailiutlon eft the;highest and. purest 
Petty attainable in thb future life.

a Common Purpose;
Method i

Genesis of

Ve Cen Peiltlvely Cure Any Ciao at Stomach Trouble Nel 
Caused by Cancer. Do Nel Tolte Our Wort.

TEST- IT TOURSELF.

TRUMPETS

2ZÆDA BARKER.

ity

The Pupil Asks Questions, 
and the Teacher Answers. 

■ ■ ■ ' - ■

Pupil.—What are opinions? .
teacher.—Expressions of judgment 

founded on insufficient data, faith, be
lief and guesses proclaimed in every
day twaddle; first-born, undeveloped 

• thought peeping through the senses. 
Mind in a. nebulous condition, the 

. senses are confounded,’ . chaos of 
thought, nounlenal potencies sleeping at 
the base of being, e£c. . This partly but 
not wholly answers your question, for, 
so long as the spirit of man is’a pro
gressive being all is not known. , Sci
enee is ever explaining,, man is ever 
learning, but the unknown can never be 
known prior to thè birth of light and 
knowledge derived from experience.

The nebulous mass of opinions is not 
a beginning but a continuous change 
produced by attraction and . repulsion, 
likes and dislikes, xjbich separates the 
'confused mass Into various associations, 
races and nations., of 'men, between 
whom the alternatì'òa of love and hate 
has ever manifested itself. Each be
comes self-centered in bigotry, and pro
claims I am right and you are wrong; 
whereas, all are wrong, because each 
lacks the higher thought of universal 
brotherhood; and the wrangle usually 
ends In religious wars founded on self
ish desires and opinions. In the fu
ture let the Hague tribunal settle all 
matters of war—might is not right in a 
higher sense!

Pupil.—If man has always existed as 
a progressive being why is it he knows 
so little now?

Teacher—There are degrees In pro
gression, 'Conditions, conservation, rest
ing places necessary to rejuvenate and 
to prevent evolution from destroying 
the balance and perpetuity of all. In
nate Thought and Life atoms have al
ways existed, but are unknown, for 
want of experience, until they manifest 
themselves through an ethereal cloth
ing. They assume this garment for 
self-protection, in which they store re
sistance which becomes greater and' 
greater as they condense the ethers into' 

■gasetj, gases into fluids and fluids into 
solids. Hore the forces become bai

' apced by the reaction of their own ef
forts producing a stand-still.

Now the I-thought sleeps in the 
rocks, dreams In the vegetable and part
ly awakes in the animal. In the descent 
you were wedded to matter; ip the as
cent you are now wedded to the spirit
ual, and will progress much faster as 
you approach the Sun of suns—cosmic 
consciousness. , • -

Tile descent Is the so-called night of 
Bpahm (the old universe, destroyed by 
rdpulsion or evolution) whose atomic 
children reconstructed a superior uni
verse from tlie debris of the old. Such 
is! rejuvenation. Such is a faint ouU 

-line of progression. The All-father sac
rifices himself that he may renew his 
life in hip atomic children. It takes pe
riods of eternity 'to make the descent, 
and periods of eternity to maire the as- 
Cpnt before you will take your last de
gree at the meridian of high twelve. 
Here you will be Introduced to Bralim, 
the All-father, (cosmic consciousness) 
environed in his Vis vltae-scópe regalia 
showing all the past as a present living 
entity. Here every object In nature is 
translated into thought,, a vast psyfllilc 
mind, an occult power that runs, the 
universe. Psychometry, , telepathy, 
transfering of thought by- <wifeleBS' tel
egraphy between human beings and/ 
from spirits to the children of earth are 
evidences of this all-pervàding psychic 
mind. '

Pupil.—Is man a microcosm? (AJ 
little world, containing an infinitesimal 
part of the whole—macrocosm).

Teachfer.—There are many human be
ings and spirits, and all are but parts of 
one stupendous vlhole. A part is not 
equal to the whole is self-evident. Man 
Is a progressive being, were he Infinite 
progression would cease. Progression 

- proves that the past-man lacks and‘this 
lack produces a desire for more—like 
a hungry man. Suppose man is com- 
composed of many .different qualities, 
then any cause,that would induce.these 
qualities to change*  would also destroy 
your innate selfhood; this would blot 
out the memory of yesterday and you 
would cease to be a progressive: being!' 
Man must contain an absolute, an Un
changeable, indivisible, innate prime 
quality in order to retain the photo
graphs of impressions and ideas en
graved thereon. The result is memory. 
Tlie absolute cannot" progress because

it cannot transcend itself—the ulti
mate.

Now then, If by microcosm you mean 
i» multiple being, the problem: of pro
gression is solved by accretloiï, by invo
lution, by attraction, by gravitation or 
the inflow of the panorama of nature en
graved on the absolute-y-not by develop
ment by turning the absolute quality in; 
side-out expecting to find something 
new and grand. All that the absolute 
can unfold Is but a reflection, an echo of- 
what it has received; 1.' e., the alterna
tion of the inflow and outflow creates a 
cyclonic dynamo causing the phono
graphic cylinder*,  of memory to revolve 
—listen, - you hear the silent voice, 
thought, repeatlng-past experience, past 
history or singing the songs of to-day, 
all derived from the panoramic views of 
nature. If the cylinder of time and 
mind is not set at the right indentations 
you will fail to call up past events, or 
you may hear a medley of foreign 
voices, a whir, producing insanity, so- 
called.

An explanation of the Absolute is an 
explanation of the Power of rest behind 
which there Is no explanatory cause. 
However we can say this : Seif-exis’t- 
enoe, without effort, saves active exist
ence from destroying itself. From the-, 
power of rest you return,, by reaction, 
into the abysses of space, like light anfl ' 
heat of the sun, where your lite and en
ergy are renewed In constructing a new 
universe. Regeneration, or descent 
Into matter, does not mean retrogres-: 
sion (you cannot fall for you have not 
risen above your lowest passion in any 
space), but progression, otherwise you 
may stand still while sleeping or indulg
ing your wild passions, self-conceit and 
faults; when you become master of 
these you are your own savior.

Again, descent and ascent, up and 
down, like heat and çold are relative 
terms—a unit alternating according to 
conditions experienced In the vast or
bit' of human existence. Such is pro
gression. ’ ' ‘ .

Thëflame law that perpetuates suns 
anfl stars will perpétuai©- you and all 
elfee. But, when multiple beings are 
composed largely of homogeneous mol
ecules, the multiple possesses but little 
conerence. Ifl this cose a sudden catas
trophe may cause the one to separate 
into two or more parts, each assuming 
a new name and character, and will ' 
hover near or revolve round the cen
tral nucleus like satellites round Jupi
ter. Here you discover a similarity be
tween the physical and mental struct
ures throughout nature. Even separate 
thoughts prove the trisection of the 
multiple being. ’ ■

: Thoughts are things when clothed 
with the photographic regalia of na
ture. This regalia directs thought to 
the object which formulates the expres
sion of thought. Every Invention is but 
an expression of the inventor’s 
thoughts ; . so, ¿too, every object In na
ture is nothing more than matter mold*  
ed Into an expression of pre-existing 
thought; yea, eternal thought as well 
as life and matter. ■ Matter is pufTnto 
motion by Life, energy, force and all. 
guided and fashioned by conscious 
thought. ...... : ■

The law here brought to light makes 
Jt flasÿ for' writers, afld, speakers to sub
stitute or translate nature’s ideal ob
jects Into, thoughts and vice versa.

Pupil.'—Why do we' love oiir Ideals ?
Teiicher.—Ideflls are yoiir gods, many 

man-made and dualistic as their maker, 
m'an.

“Father, Son/and Holy Ghost, 
Three at leâstand one at most.”

In ages agone your ancestors instead 
■of bowing to ¡their jeweled thoughts wor
shiped nearly everything animate and 
inanimate; even stones, the rock of Gib
raltar, the Hercules, guarding the 
toouth of the Mefliterranean Sea; the 
Blarney stone, polished by kissing ; the 
Rock of Ages, hem! not the bedrock of 
existence. As they advanced in opin
ions they kneeled to grubs, bugs, bee
tles and snakes, also to -ants’ and 
spiders to learn industry and art. In 
piose days your forefathers were can
nibals They believed in consuming 
many of their animal and missionary 
gods as the best method to gain their 
strength, bravery and virtue; for they 
had no conception how God could be 
built ouf of words, ideas and thoughts 
like cob-houses. They loved the flesh
pots of Egypt, the aroma of burning 
liver and gall, the sacrifices on the al-

tor;’yea, the blood of the lamb is trans
fused into the Eucharist which is but a 
remnant of cannibalism! Then, he 
who could capture and eat his enemy, 
man, was a hero. Finally ps man rosp 
from all-fours and stood .erect heroes 
were transported to the sun, moon and 
stars and worshiped as gods and god
desses. • Again the stars were bpnehed 
into groups or constellations, or' a com-. 
'bination of the gods and, goddesses into 
a Trust, The earth was made the chief 
mogul op central nucleus of the Trust 
around which all the sky gods revolved 
and n;imed after the gods. previously 
worshiped., Now, the sun god is the 
central nucleus of the Bolar system; 
again this god with his planetary chil
dren is traveling towards some distant 
point, which in turn is forging onward 
to a superior vortex known as the milky 
way, i. e.', the milk of the goddesses was 
spilt along the way in weaving their 
necklace of the grand galaxy ' of the 
heavens. ,

But there is a spiritual meaning to all 
this material grandeur. ,By the law of 
repulsion every planet, sun and star is 
sending out electriflal currents which 
influence the earth and,its human in
habitants. Electric storms affect the 
compaBs-needle, causing changes in the 
temperature producing cyclones, earth
quakes, etc. The sweet influence of the 
Seven Sisters, the Pleiades, was con
ceived by Jofl to bi> spiritual. Hence 
originated the .idea of planetary spirits, 
tutelary spirits, some of whom are 
saints, sinners, devils and Beelzebub of 
the air who spits destructive Are and 
bellows like thunder. Now, all the 
gods of antiquity exist to-day in myth
ology, in astrology, in the astronomical 
chart of the heavens, in tradition hand
ed down (up) from father to son. But 
this is not all ; their spiritual nature ex
ists in the psychic plané of thought or 
first spiritual sphere surrounding the 
earth. This sphere is largely composed 
or derived from a spiritual emanation of 
the earth and the ascension of human 
thought and spirits, or this spirituality 
may be called the aura of the earth.

This aura is the telepathic medium 
between men and spirits, the wireless 
conductor of thought between sensitive 
persons. Eventually all the post will be 
translated into conscious thought. A 
large percentage of the human race are 
idolaters to-day. You adore the bones 
of dead saints, the pictures of .the popes, 
and especially the paintings of the im
maculate Virgin, the mother of God, 
Jesus, who died on the cross—a symbol 
of phallic worship. Ÿpu nurse your 
stone, brass, silver and gold idols—all 
for the love of the almighty dollar, 
stamped, "In God we trust.” This gold 
god is gathering strength in the hands 
of the Trusts who are grabbing all in 
sight and feeling for more In the dark.

This god has no soul, and must be 
controlled, else the government of thp 
United States will soon be the tail in

, stead of the head of the comet.
There is another God I wish to intro

duce to your notice, viz.: The immacu
late Zero Being or the boundless Space 
God, who is neither male nor, female, 
he or she, as personal pronouns are-not 
applicable to infinity; still we use them
as. finite beings cannot understand an. 
Impersonal God.’ whose- infinite ■; .omni
présence surrounds, penetrates, ¡perm«1' 
aies and pervades all the semi-personal 
sub-gods of nature. All are top gross'.to 
occupy or displace the universal X-ray 
.or that which is more ' refined than. 
themselves. Thus the Space God is 
void of all passions and. antagonisms of 
nature—fight on ye hero gods, until you 
conquer self. To be liberal is the road 
to wisdom. Ministers and politicians 
have no use for a neutral god. All say, 
we cannot conceive nor Worship a noth-- 
Ing. True. But all are as conscious of 
the omnipresence of the Space God as 
they are bf themselves. To you this 

' presence or recognition is something 
that blots out your nothing. What 
logic, I hear them say! It is but the 
gymnastics of Imagination; yes, but Im
agination ib a gift, a function of the 
spirit; those without the gift of spirit
ually dead while living.' All, said and 
done, is but the growth of opinions from 
the ape up'to a multiple being composed, 
of many individual atomistic proto
types which mirror the past and the 
present. All is graded truth of many 
colors; such is the law.

, F. R. LOCKLING.
Fruitdale,' Ala. . , .

HOROSCOPES
SciûnUfleallv accurate and reliably. Captata G.W. 
Walrond, I51U Gleuarm St., Denver, Col., Eßt 1830.

JELTON JE. HEDBLCK,
ASTKOIOCIER.—Voeailou, busluoas «noeula- 
tlon, matrimony, ehanscs, travel, all atfalru ol 
lite. Foe I2.1X). Send ' (late .of birth un'uoar the 
hour atj POBjlble. Aditivos, 2821 BuáiUng .Hoad, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. ■ ' ■ , ÏU)

A Natural Seer, Tried and True.
If M. B. DEFOREST..CLAIRVOYANT,. INTUI- 
ILL. tlonjil and prophetic ruadlhgu by mol!, fiend 
own handwriting, date of birth and 3 queationu, 
IL Removed to Foxboro, Mans . ,

Annie Leed Cbamberlaln’s Card.
Dear friends, you can greatly help me care for 

my blind slater, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl
iest medhihis uow' ln the form, by writing a letter 
toji spirit friend. Bend it to mo with 11, and I will 
try and gpt reply by Independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil
ford Mase. ■ / •

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, 'name and the'leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Josei Call

6. WALTER LYNN^
TH® EMINENT

Healer and
- Gifted Psychic. 

t HEALTH RESTORED 
By Common Sense Methods

iia*

A POOR PROSPECTOR
Wants capital to help develop a mine; assays &s 
high as 11400.00 per tqn.. Good tunnel sight. Ad
dress, A. B. COX, Grand Junction, Col.

A SPECIAL OFFER FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
To Subscribers for

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER ONLY:
THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME, 
Harmonies of Evolution (Florence Huntley), 
Thetyream Child, | - , - -

The Great Psychological 
tents—Partii.
Psychological "Crime;

Crime—Con-

New Definì-
tlons; Pertinent Admissions; What Is 
Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man 
and His Two Organisms; Physiology 
and Pathology of Hypnotism; "Auto
Hypnotism,” a Misnomer; "Suggestion," 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp: 
notist?
Part II.

A Risk and a Duty; Other Defini
tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle 
Involved; "Automatic, Physical Medi- 
unship" Impossible; Neither a “Gift" 

Nor a "Power”;- The Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship and “Affinity"; Medium
ship and Emotionallsni; Mediums and 
Their Motives; Mediupiship and Insan-

Part III. '
The Genesis of “Hell”; The Way of 

Death; In Perspective; Individual Im
mortality; On What It Depends; S?lf- 
Control, the Application; The Line of 
Despair and the Powers of Darkness;

"Weddlng.-Chlmes." By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A |asty; beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar-' 
riage ceremony, marriage' certificate/ 
etc;,-with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For sale at this office. .

"Discovery of a Lost Trail." By Chas. 
B. Mewconib. Excellent in spiritual 

. BUggostlveneas. Cloth; ?1.50. For sale 
at tbls office.

The Law of Spiritual Gravity; 
tlons and Suggestions. 
Supplemental. ■

and Distinctions;
Transubstantiatton ; 
Metempsychosis;
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The 
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vidual, Masculine Will and- Feminine 
Desire, The Struggle for liappineBs; 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intui
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat
ural' Science Corroborated; Natural 
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce; 
True Marriage, Mathematic^, Harmon
ics, Ethics. . <

Handsomely Bound. ■
........................ Send for Circular.

Address all orders to < 
THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO.,

19 to 27 North Kedzle Ave,,Chicago.

“An Infamotl^ Dynamite Roman Oath
. oiic Conspiracy Detected and. Exposed." 

"Romanism,Exposed." .Two.pamphlets 
byJlev. J. G. white, author of-Startllng 
Facts. Price 10 cents each, or two for

"Why I Am a Vegetarian." : By J, 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 25 
cents. ■ ■

“Death Defeated; or the Psychio Se
cret of How to Keep Young." By J. M. 
Peebles, M. M. A., ?h. D, - Fries 81,

BAD 
STOMflGHS 

6URED

lone up the

FREE TEST
TREATMENT

Do you Buffer 
from Indigestion, 
dyapepata.oratoni- 
ach trouble in nny 
form? If you do 
why not let us cure 
you? We do not 
mean help you by 
giving you a Soda 
Compound Tablet 
or Home of the oili
er patent "Dynpep
Bia Cures.’’ We 
will FORI lively 
and. permanently 
cure you. We will 
go to the very foun, 
dntlon of your 
trouble; will re
move the causes, 
strengthen and

stomach, and make you strong and 
healthy as you ever wore. Wc could give von tes
timonials by the tboiiHaiuls of those we have cured 
of Btomueh troublc In aU’its forms and stages’; but 
they would not be facts or proof to von—only 
words of thanks and .praise,. The only absolute 
proof is in the treatment Itself. And believing 
that unpractical test vrbuld bo more convincing to 
sufferers than all the testimonials wo could print 
ana abscuutely prove Its great merits, wo will 
send anyone desiring-It a full two weeks' trial 
treatment absolutely free.

If you have stomach trouble and have failed to 
get relief, write us at once and ienrn by practical 
Icsi.wliLT wo cun do for you. Address Dr. Peebles 
tastitute of Health. Ltd., 23 Main Sircct. Battle 
Creek, Mich. v ’

"The Spiritual Significance, or, Death, 
as an Event in Life," By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting's most sug- 
gestlvp, Intensely Interesting, .spiritual 
books. It,is ladep with rrich, thought
ful spirituality. For sale at this office. 
Price fl. ' .
. "New Testament Stories Comically Il
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com; 
menu upon the Texts." Heston’s 

। drawings are Incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price In hoards, ?1. 
Cloth;'p-.tfO. ' "

I"A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
By Charles Bf’Waite, A. M,, author of 
"History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” ofc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An Important work. Paper, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

BEMWAIDT STUDIO.
eliool of ‘Psythic Development.
We teach yon bar eyeu-m juetbow to'

•nfuld of divination. Our
iielbod will duvqlop b&u U8 rapidly aa It la doejbI' 

k»lu for your tJiniidOKtfaAV lu the mental pbaiiea of 
Hudiumuhip. Prlvaip JabsoiiH,- 60 wita .each;
•ourue of twelve Jesapge,

AiysTig oikcliE, ;
ThuNyaUu OlrphiWQKk bringa you in touch with 

the higher forcHfaudU tor those who are couBcl- 
enllouitiu IhfelrTieBlto to become seualtlvoto the 
Uner vibration«. . Mbeilfik-B every. ThuraUuy at 8 
l>. nt. Only tl.13 purtqflpll.

. • Rqftdl4g8by Mall,
Wp have buoy nrotmitacntly Bucceaahi) iu giv

ing ieadlnira IQrin&lL Got one of our Peycho- 
bcopiuruudlugtfmifluvold ibudteeaaeiituid dangers 

• you are BueeeU lblq idahd learn the work lor 
which you are Uput filled.' Valuable and reliable 
advice given coupernluk buelueuB and tioclul mat
te^. A HOLIWy pmil-Our five dollar Puy- 
eliOBeopic reading, b^ brail, only >2.00. Enclose 
photo, date of. blirth itad postoftice order for two 
dollars mid Bend to •

REMBRANDT STUDIO,
< 3114 CifQage drove Ave.,

Chicago, Ill,

"The iPresent; Age and •< inner Lite; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi- 
fled and explained."., By Andrew Jack
son Davis. We have a tew copies of 
this work by the. celebrated fleer. 
Cloth, »1.10. . !■ .

"The Attainment of- Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By .twenty 
physicians and ¡specialists. Edited by 
Albprt Turner." Of especial interest 
and'-value. For Bale at this office. 
Price $1. '

• “The Infidelity ■ of, Eccleslastlcism. 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By- Prof. W. M- Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, piasterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents, gpr sale at this office.

“In the World Celestial," by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uifliftlng. Cloth 
bound; price |1.

‘The Light of. Egypt.” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library in' Itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price J2 per volume. For sale at 
this office.

"Beyond the' Vail." A Sequel to 
“Rending the Vali." Being a compila
tion, with notes«and explanations, of 
narrations nnd illustrations of spirit ex
periences,spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations; setting up a

very remarkable book. Large, octavo, 
B00 pages. Price, $1.78. .

"Mark Chester; or a Mill find a Mill
ion. A Tale of Southern California." 
By Carlyle Peterçjlea. A pure psychic 
story, elevating: wd reformatory. Pa
per covers, 40 ceiRs. Cloth, 60 cents. 
For sale at this office.

"Voltalre'su Romances.” Translated 
from 'the' Etencte' With numerous il
lustrations. Vhes^Tighter works of thé 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en
emy of the üathoffic church, are.worthy 
of wide reading- bWlt, philosophy and 
romance aré'comMned, with the skill of 
a toaster mlpd. JSrice Î1.50. For sale 
at this office. ' .

“Cosmliin HyrmjJBoott." A collection 
of original aptl relected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the honiq; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. Tli!%'.volume meets a public 
-want. It çqnipriàes 258 choice selec
tions of poçl'ry .ami musla,itotoboflylng. 
'the highest monffisentiment,! and free 
■froto.nfl .soctaiTanisniJ'.Pr.leoiCO cents.

new.'iftong-book, wmib iGoratn 
Ochoas,’! by.'S.’W.'Æ’ilcker, hntffound its' 
way Into many homes, -and its beautiful 
scngsihave cheered many., sorrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
heard and Bung. They should be heard 
in. every home in the land. For sale at 
this office. Price, 15 centsi ?1.5o per 
dozen. . . •

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the'"well 
known Father Chtniquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at 
this office.. .

TO THE SICK. •
1 extend my Brotherly hand and earnestly re

quest that each and every reader of this paimr 
ttreellOOlCl.BTo» Cures by.FA 

FORCES. I have cured thousands in 
all parts of the United-States.'and nearly every 
P.°FlP^ entry in the world. I have good news, 
for 80 days only, to all sick pcople-whether Huh 
or poor.- Write this very minute, as this opportun
ity may-never come to you again. Address.

.. . »B. “■ N- BOGEHS, V. !>.,
Union City, Mich., U. B. A.

FRED. P. EVANS, 
The Noted Psychic for 

Independent Slate Writing and 
Clairvoyance, 

Has recently Jefl New York, and 1b now located at 
1112 Eddy St.. San Francisco, Cal. Send stamp for 
circular on Mediumship.. t '

SPIRIT MESSENGER.
Ericiida deairtag testa in Poem, on their name, 

using, full name, and four questions answered 
promptly, can receive auch by Bending une dollui*  
and two cent stamp. Aihhe Gore, Box 85, Escon
dido, Sau Diego Co., Cal. ,

LILLIAN ROCKWELL, 
Scientific Life Reader and Healer

Are you Bick? Are you in trouble of any kindf 
Write to i»emid I, will help you. Send 12 cents 
and date of birth to 814 Emmet St.. Chicago. Ill,

No. 1, 3óby5 $1 SO 
No. 2, 33by4 $1.25

The infallible fibre trumpet 1« tabulated, lop 
iihd bottom; cannot bruim*  or jam; line, clear vi
brating. Guaranteed belter than metal. Adopted 
by reliable medluma; Ilniahed in Shell, cardi
nal. enamel color; lighter than metal. Sent to 
atty part df the eorintry on receipt of price. Man
ufactured by JAS. NEWTOK, 423 Door bi., Toledo, 
Ohio. ’

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHS
By Mail.

Send Name and Address for Circulars

FRANK N. FOSTER,
81 S. Diamond St.. Grand Rapid«, nileh.

Bangs Sisters,
PHENOMENAL MEDIUMS.

Independent elate and paper writing artttaga dally.
Spirit Portrait Work a Specialty.

Rending« by mall. Send four cent» stumps for 
booklet. 654 w. Adama, Chicago. Telephone Ash
land 1912. ' r

Special Rates In Portrait Work During Holiday 
Season.

Health Is What You Want!
Albert Harrison Waitt,

Mental nnd Spiritual Healer, can make you well. 
All known disease» treated successfully at any 
distance.-. His cures are.permanent. Come nnd 
see him if you . want to be cured. Consultation 
Free. Write for testimonials. Formerly of Min
neapolis, now located at 6600 Normal ave.,Chicago, 
Illinois. '733

- THE. SPEAKING DIAL •
'A' W’frriaGi’fnl Spiritual Invention

Give« nameu, ilfttea and dirouinaiancea. Speaks 
in.yflrioutt laapiages; .answers mental queailpnh; 
convincing the most Bkeptlcul. Hub conic Io prove 
immortality and spirit communion. Develops all 
phases of mediumship. Magnetized by powerful 
spirit band. Read what the lute Hon. I. Donnelly 
said of the Speaking Dial. Dials now, 11.50. Send 
forclrcular and testimonials. Enclose '-stamp for 
reply. P. J. DEMPSEY Inventor, 2817 Columbus 
ave., Minneapolis, Mluu. .

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE
Is a most excellent work by Dr. M. L.'Sherman, 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore It 
baa been sold tor $2, but the price now has been 
reduced toil. It is a book that will Interest 
add Instruct, It contains 280 pages, and Is full 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium of rare qualities, and his work Is a 
reflection from the celestial tpberes.

, testimonials of cure.
My Dear Mrs. Dobson-Barker:—I 

want to say, I have been ailing tor 
thirty years and you are the only one 
that has done mb any good. '

MARY JANE PEARCE.
Perris, Riverside Co.. Cai., Feb. 21, 

1903. ,

For the Cure of Mental 
and Physical Ailmenta

OBSESSION CURED. 
. — ■' ■ .

Por Free Diagnosis of Disease,
•end five two-cent stamp», age, name, 
•ex and own handwriting.

Mrs. DobsomBarker—Kind Friend:— 
As I tried your treatment four years 
ago, and it helped me so much, I will 
write to you again to see if you are still 
practicing, and If you are I want to 
send to you for another month’s treat
ment, for I can safely say that you did 
more for me than all the doctorsi on 
earth, and I hope you áre well and still' 
practicing. May the good angels bless 
you, is my prayer. Respectfully, 

MINA M. YANG.
Pee Dee, Ky., Oct. 20, 1902.

Stanton, Mich,, Jan. 19, 1902.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker—Dear Sla

ter:—I take my pen In hand to let you 
know how I am. I thank you and your 
band for I know I would be In my grave 
now, but you and your band have saved 
me. I suffered everything. I am hap
py to tay I am a: well woman. I was 
sick a long time; I do my own work; 
how I would like to see the woman that 
cured me. I let every one know who 
cured me. I war sick twenty-five years.

J still remain your friend,
AMANDA R. GREEN.

hn Yah NppiI a,,<? >»<”««MU I Uu llvvu 1 emj help you. 1 Will tit your 
XnPpHnlOC e*‘‘H b-v <’lairvoyauce and 
OPUULGUIUO spirit assistance at your own, 
home with the improved- melted pebble lense, to 
see near and til a distance. Please write for illus
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
my spirit'ihethod of treating that restores lost 
vision and impaired eyesight. 1 guarantee to tit 
your eyes, and safe delivery by tnnl).

If. F. POOLE.
- « . 4S Evanston Ave.. Chicago. III.
B. F. POOLE.—Dear-Sir: Your Magnetized Melt

ed Pebble Spectacles received. I am delighted. 
They are perfection in every wav.

Sincerely yuurH, ALONZO TllOMl’BOX. 
Fullcrlon, Reb.

DR. J, 8. MUCKS 
lithe oldMt »nd moat ancceaaful Spiritual Pbyiiclan 

bow In practice. Hit cures are

THE MOST MARVELOUS 
ofthliage. Hit examinations are correctly made, 
and free to all who send him dr me, age, tex and lock 
of heir, and tlx eenti in t lam pi. Ho doesn't ask for 
any leading aymptom. A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. ■ He positively caret weak men. Addnm

J. S. LOUCKS, M. D„ 
‘ Stoneham. Mata.

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, the only psychic wonder living, 

that uses the spiritual X-ray without any Ipadtug 
symptom to direct, and locates all internal diseases. 
A-trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vlfror of both sexes iucoesltully treated, aa hun
dreds can testify. Send name, ago. sex, complexion 
and lu cents In stamps, and receive a correct diagno
sis of youy case free. worQi dollars to yon. Ad^rens,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
Lock Box 1214. Stoneham, Masa.

THE TO-fiORkOW OF DEATH, 
Or the Future Life According to Science. By 
Louis Figuier. Translated from the French by 
S. R. Crockee. A very fascinating work. This 
fine volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. J71s writ
ten in that peculiar interesting style in which 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects in adaptation to the 
needs of the general leader. The author says: 
“There is a true and respectable Idea In Spirit« 
ualisftn,” and regards as proved “the fact of 
communication between superhnmans and the 
iiLuibltauls of earth.” Price, $1.50.

READINGS AND BUSIN ESSAD- 
VICE $1.00 and two stamps.

Address 784 Eighth St., 
Oakland, Cal

Standard Books on 
OCCULTISM AND MYSTICISM 

Clairvoyance—An esoteric system of teachlmr 
one how to unfold the clairvoyant vision. “Yoiir 
WX lb . marvelous, epoch-making.”—Lilian 
S?. , Ki .A Bemurkuble book."-Progressive 
Thinker: Handled in n concise, sane, practical 
way —lleui'.y Wood. Bound lu cloth, t2.00.

Aura» n ad t-olui*«  -5Uilj thousand. Au esoteric 
W.’!11 fl! ‘eirelitnjf, nuncmilnK HnloH. Aurua 
and the NlmbuB. Contains u dictionary of coloi 
meattlngs. "Bvhi book Mr. Ui-umbinu bus writ
ten.” Price 6(1 cents.

How io JUeineiubcr 1-u.t The occult
method easily niastered of recovering the mem- 

l>l“*t  incarnations. Ms. series; price«!.00.' 
Divination How to give clairvoyant and.psy

chic readings.-Mystery taught, Ma, series: 
prlceH.00.

Fay thoiiBand. Here la a rich
treat for an.Vujie who wishes to possess a work 
of exceeding value, price 5U cents.

Eaay OccMlltam-PHceM) cents
'Die World of Mplrlt undHpiriU -Cloth, Mu, 
Ueatizutfo'n By Loraine Foikt. 26 cents.

College of Divine Sciences and Realization.
Send atanified. addressed envelope for descrip

tive catalogue and terms. Our college work by 
mail Is unique. We have hundreda of students 

Address
J. C. F. GRUMBINE, 

12M Ciiiiiinoiiweallli Ave.. BohIoii. MuaB.

BOOKS BY

LILIAN WHITING
THE LIFE R.\ 1)1 A.XT....Cloth,$J.O(f 

'lu!.'.. 111 1B1.S, hei new buoll.
MIhh W I Hlw alum to itoi tray a la aittk'Ul Ideal for 
dally living that shall embody the sweetiieBs and 
exaltation and faith that lend enchantment to life, 
It is, in a menBure, a logical sequence of "The 
world ih-autlful,” Leadlng»inio sill) diviner bar- 
montes. -The Life Radiant'-Is characterized by 
the sain'’ essenilal arialliks that have marked 
"The World Beautifiil.”
CONTENTS—The Gulden Ag<‘ Lies On will'd; Dis

cerning the Futme: Tint Ethereal Realm; The 
Power of the Exalted Moment; .The Necturof 
the Hour.

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE
or Death as an Event in Life, cloth. H.25. A book 
from her pen means new flashes of Insight, a rev
elation of Spiritila) truth almost Emersonian in 
kind.-Chicago Chronicle. '

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
Swtotid and Third Serh-a. Tlin-u volumes. U.OO 
per volume,
CONTENTS OF VOL. L-The Duty of Hirppiness;

Nectar and Ambrusla;Bclleve In the wings; Thd 
Vision and the Splendor: -The Enlargement of 
Relations; Friends Discovered, not made; A 
Psychological Problem: The Stiprome Luxury 
of Life; Exclusive and Inclusive; Through 
Scorning Nothing; The Woman of the World; 
The potency of Charm; Fine Souls and Fine So
ciety; The Laws of Our Country; Ri Newness

. of Life; The Heavenly visitors. '

AFTER HER DEATH;—A Story Qf 
: a Summer. Price, fl.00, The Ideas in the book 

will afford comfort to many, and should bring 
jivslllve aid In sorrow io such as wllbrecelve ita 
message.—Hartford Post. '

FROM DREAMLNAD SENT
Verses of the Life to Conn?. New ediilon, with 
additional poems, tl.00. Decorated cloth. 11.25. 
Lilian Whiting's verse Is like a bit of sunlit land
scape on a May morning.— Boston Herald.
KATE FIELD ; A ^Record, with
several' portraits of Miss Field, including one by 
Ell Ini Vedder. Decorated cloth, I2.UU

A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning. 
With Portrait. Decorated cloth, 11.25,

The Infidefitu of Eccfe&iasticism,
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof.
W. M. Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly' 
treatise. Price, 25 cents. w.

I DE AFNESS CURED AT
HOME

DR. £OFFEE, the Famous Des Moines Aurist,
ANNOUNCES THAT HH HAS DISCOVERED A SII1PLB tlBTHOD OP TREATMENT WITH WHICH HE IS CURINJ THOUSANDS OP PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD, AND 

WHERE BV EVERY PERSON APPLICTBD WITH DEAFNESS, THICKENED HEARING, AND HEAD NOISES CAN
RESTORE THEIR HEARING PERFECTLY AT HOHB WITHOUT VISITING A DOCTOR.

FREE=64-PAGE DEAF BOOK
Dr. Coffee has published a Gl-page book on “Deafness and Head Noises, Cause and Cure," which will be sent free to 

every reader of this paper who has any kind of ear trouble. Write him now. This book explains how you can cure 
yourself at small expense, of deafness caused from catarrh, from thickened ear-drums, from inflammation,and from stiffening 
of, the bones of the ear, and from every form of deafness and ear disease where the ear-drum is not destroyed or the nerve 
paralyzed. This book explains how to diet, take physicaLexercise, and contains all the rules of health, and tells how to re- 
movf all catarrhal conditions and prevent deafness.

He restores hearing in cases like these:
Beautiful Mtss Nada Parker cured of almost total deafness in three months.

Miss Nada Parker is a niece of Mrs. Sadie Atherton, of Moberly, Mo. ■ Mrs. Ath
ertonsays—‘Nada was almost totally deaf from severe inflammation of the head and 
ears and concavity of the ear drums, caused from scarlet fever. Leading speciahsts in 
Kansas City and St. Louis could do her no good. We thought she would be deaf for 
life until we heard of Dr. Coffee, of Des Moines, la. We got his treatment for deafness 
and used it three months, and restored her hearing perfectly. Dr. Coffee’s treatment is 
mild and simple. Ean bq used by anyone at home and I think it is a good discovery.”

' P romiaent Railroad Engineer
Mr. C. Schwenk Cured of Catarrhal Deafness -•

dr. w. o. COFFEE.

c. schwer.

Mr..Schwenk’s case shows another form of deafness caused from catarrh and neg
lected colds. ► .-He had been growing deaf for a year or two and would have lost his posi
tion aa an engineer. He made up his mind he would get totally deaf until he heard of 
Dr. Coficeis treatment and used it. In two months his hearing was restored perfectlv. 
His run is from Valley Junction, Iowa, and he never lost a day tuhile using Dr. Coffee s 
treatment. Dr. Coffee can cure every case of this kind.

THIS TREATMENT CURED
Mr«. Millie A. Greennuui, of Garvin, Minn., 

who had abeccSiee and ulcere and deafneae for 
laverai yean. -

II. H. Miller, of New .Orinane, La., of deafneaa 
end head noises. - ■

Mrt. I. J. Bolton» of Kamas City, Mo. She wu 
sodtaf she had to use air ear trumpet. Restored 
her bearing perfectly, , .

L.M. Moore, of Council Bluffs, Iowa, of deaf*  
nose and. heed noises wjien be w^i so deaf ha 
could not attend to buslqeta. .-

J. H. Rlngklng, of Springfield, Hl., who was 
deaf fcr twenty yeRrs, caused by an attack of 

- pneumonia.' resulting in total diafneit. Had
been given tip nt IncnrabloAy some of the beef esr spednllsts. 
Dr. Coffee's Absorption Treitment completely restored hie '

J. J. Fuse, Jacktonvllle, Fla., of almost total 
deofnesi. • -

W.,W. Caldwell, of Denver, Colo., who was 
almost totally deaf. Utsd the Abiorptlon Treat- i 
ment three months; can now hear as well as erer.J

F. D. Johnson, San Francisco, Calif., who had a i 
very severe case of chronic catarrhal deafness. < 
Has spent considerable money for doctor bills 
Without benefit; Has used the Absorption Trent*  
ment, got perfect hearing, and Is entirely relieved i 
of ths fluttering’ and popping In the ears.

Mr. Bd. Barns,of St. Loris, Mo., who had a ! 
very severe case of catan-h which settled In his 
ears, producing a soreness and a dl«charKC. It 
made him so deaf that ho could not Kear a watch 
tick when pressed sgalnUhls ear. Four months' 
use of the Absorption Treatment has completely 
cured the soreness, stopped the discharge and 
has glv^n him perfect hearing.

Thie picture choice ths erect condition 
of Kada 1’arher'e ears when ehe began 
treatment. Ear drum lying Jlal on 

‘‘bonee ■ of ear — called concavity.
common trouble. •

Fio. 1.

hcarlng. . .

Dr. Coffee’s Absorption Treatment Cures
Deafness in old people, in children, deafness from scarlet fever, measles, 
whooping cough, and al! inflammatory diseases. It cures discharge from the 

( ears, Head N oises, Catarrh, Thickened Ear Drums and all diseases of thè nose, 
. throat and ear, with mild medicines at your own home. ,■ Write today for D(*.  
' Coffee’s Book and if you give a description of your case he will send you his 
. written professionalopinion fra of charge, WRITE TODAY AHD-BE SURE AND ASK FOR BOOK OK DEAFNESS.

THe picture ehowe the little ear tonee and Aota 
theirffrom etlff,preventing vibration In 

all caeee ef catarrhal d«q/h«ii.

Address

DR. W. O. COFFEE, Des Moines, Iowa



fhe'Peth of Life, though bard to climb,
Yet leads to Heaven above, 

Its track is evermore sublime,
Gemmed by the stars of love.

. Though chilling clouds may hover round
And darken all with gloom, 

The sunny hill is brightly crowned
With lily buds'of bloom.

'■'b

Do Not Depend Upon Omers for Your Spiritual Reading This Winter, But Take a Wide Awake Paper,

)■

Í
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Here and Hereafter.
BY CHARLES DAWBARN,

Œbe Xigbt Mmong tbe 4

A NEW PLAN
To Oppose the Roman Catholic Qhurchl

CHAPTER SECOND.—ENERGY.
We must not lose sight of the import

ant fact that energy is never latent.' It 
may be a trifle less demonstrative at 
one time than another, but the essence 

. of the unit is motion. So units, come, 
and-units go in their eternal play, their 
Unions and disunions becoming what 

Wi we call experiences. But about this 
time our dear friend the scientist be

. Jp gins to get into trouble; He has learned 
his lesson of motion. He has followed 
it with bls five senses. He has then 
invented senses that can follow that 
movement after he, himself grows blind. 
The motion of the units In the flame of 
a candle, posing as heat, his manufac
tured sense will record at a distance of 
a mile and a half. That is the true 
fairy tale told by Langley’s wonderful 
bolometer. He thus learns- that at 
least up to that point the- heat move
ment pf the units is going on in precise- 
]y the same manner as when he sensed

7 them with his eye a few Inches away, or 
-. -with -his thermometer at a distance of 
, a foot or two. He assumes, he guesses 
J that it thus goes on forever. But bls 
’ own recorded experiences are against 

him, for Nature every now and then 
, changes her molecular groupings.

The scientist, counts her heart beats, 
takes her temperature, and gives the 
form a name. He catches and bottles 

. hydrogen and oxygen, and grows very 
• 'learned about the size and movement of 

their units. But In a moment, when he 
jUst happens to mix two to one of those 
gases, he has dlscoveredjiSQMETHING 

• with not the slightest resemblance to a 
v gas, so he calls it “water.” He has not 

the shadow of an Idea why certain pro
portions of hydrogen and oxygen make 
water but as they always do it, he pre
fers to call it LAW, instead of Intellt-

: gence, and lets It go at that.
(> - He now settles down toptudy water, 

. and’gets along swimmingly. He puts In 
heat, arid he takes lt.out again, when he 
discovers that his progress 'is blocked 
at both ends. He rias' lost hie water at 
a certain temperature either way; He 
calls this a ‘/critical point,” meaning 
that he does, riob understand anything 

. about it.’ All he knows ,is that he has 
got ice at one end of ills scale, and 
stoam at the other. • I-Bs water has van

. Ished from sight arid touch. Once 
(-- a he declares It LAW in big capi- 

■ ■>- tais, and of 'course, Intelligence has 
’nothing to'do with It.

' V

progress that has been gained In, or by 
this last step. The new born speck, in
stead of waiting tor something to turn 
up, inoves on. its slow way, and the 
friendly attraction of the past has be
come now capture by force or strata- 
gèm. We recognize "will” as present, 
but we remember that it was always 
there, for Intelligence without will is an 
impossibility. There is, of-course, an 
-evoluted capability of expression, but 
the same eternal intelligence. '

1 Something more’ hfe happened. Cre
ation is further from its base. At first 
combine your gases and you have 
water. Decompose your water and you 
are back to your gases. With rock 
and crystal a step forward and a step 
•back would seem to complete the -round. 
But now a new factor has appeared, and 
must be faken Into account. The blend' 
■ed molecules have evolved a will; that 
is to say, Intelligence, hldderi before, 
can now be seen and felt, and must be 
taken into account in any 'and every 
change. When ,you would go back to 
first principles you have to decompose 
not merely solidified gases, but their 
evolved will. It may be possible, but 
most assuredly it'has become difficult. 
The decomposer is ' dealing not only 
with substance and energy, but with in
telligence so active that it has become 
“Will.” It is true there is no brain in 
sight, nor likely to be for evolutionary 
eons, but “will” is there, and it is ab
surd to attempt to explain it os polar at
tractions and repulsions. These at
tractions and repulsions are themselves 
but |ools for the use of intelligence. 
Evolution 1b itself but an Increased 
manifestation óf Intelligence, just as 
retrogression Is a leased manifestation 
of intelligence. ’ So what we will ven
ture to call the "creative base” 1b fur
ther away at each step of evolution.
. JVe here come in contact with a re
markable habit of the Creative Intelli
gence. Like the bowler of to-day, It 
throws its ball from the base every 
time, although the discharge becomes 
more powerful, and the distance cov
ered is much further hs the game pro
ceeds. The individual life, and its po
tencies are all Included when it leaves 
the hand of the Creative Bowler as, say, 
a fertilized egg.. The one outside condi
tion Is the vibratory expression of units 
wè call heat. Arid what we call "rivo-,

H Gbarmfno IRarratíve. ¡
Most Beautiful^ ■ Suggestive is “The Lig|t, Among 

the Hills,” by Mrs. I. L. Lewis, of Bei;h|b Vt. It 
is a narrative founded on facts alone,, and. ^very 
Spiritualist should read it, ' '

The ice is his master. • The more he 
sb I veto wit'1 cold the harder it gets. 
But he is lord arid master of th® steam, 
arid.reduces it to slavery. Presentlyhe 
finds that at another of these “critical 
points” it, too, vanishesi He tells us it 
has become, gaseous, perhaps electric
ity. -He sadly acknowledges that he 
cannot follow it, further, either with or 
without his Instruments. Surely this 
should be a lesson in humility. But it 
isn't.

We have been taking a simple illus
tration of just'twa gases, and their be
havior under changing conditions. Now 
we.will return to our little red hot plan

. et, with its surrounding steam, gases 
and ether, each and all composed of 

- units, or corpuscles if the student^ pre
fers the new name. Let us once again 
recall that Intelligence rules so clearly 
and- unmistakably that the 1 scientist 
calls it LAW. There are certain con
ditions of energy, and myriads of “crit
ical. points" as graded classes in Na
ture’s every day school. And you know 

' nothing about the class above you till 
you get there.

We are not going to follow the plan
et’s history step by step. Intelligence 
is perpetually adapting herself to 
changes; and every form discovers 
what that means. But now we begin to 
enter the region which is a desert to the 
scientist and his instruments.

The earliest molecular gatherings ev
idently evolute either backwards or for
wards with equal facility. It is just ox
ygen and hydrogen into water, and back 
again. Quite simple so far, and noth

' ing to make a fuss about. But when 
the gathering units, inspired by energy, 
give intelligence a little more play 
what we call “elements” appear. The
units have blended into known and un
known gases, and at "critical points” 
have solidified into forms the scientist 

■ can’t take to pieces and analyze. He 
finds, however, that he can imitate Na
ture to a certain extent. He can send 
those forms back into gases, or put 
them to use as they are, and blend them 
to sdlt his whims. But presently Na
ture reaches another of her "critical 
points,” and these blended units take 
another step forward, instead of back
ward.

The scientist has to accept a critical 
point without explanation. He can 
straddle it, but he can’t go through it. 
So when a speck appears on the rock or 
In the water, arid, as it were, beckons 
other units to come and be eaten, he 
shouts "behold LIFE,” and assumes 
that LIFE was evolved out of the-gas 
and water blends that were there be
fore. ‘ But at that "critical point” IN
TELLIGENCE has got a new hold, and 
comes- a little more to the front. Her 
rule is law as much as ever, but Jn sun
shine and shadow, heat and cold, liquid 
and solid within limits, sje is feeling 
her way upward and onward, and at ev
ery step getting further from her. last 
"critical point,”

We now begin to see something of 
what this last change means. We al-
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lutlonary steps“; are but Inches the ball 
passes over on its way to the goal. So 
we take careful-note that, as a whole, 
evolution is a growth of the expression 
of intelligence; almost every step tak
ing place within limits Unmarked by a 
“critical point.” The change we mark 
from amoeba to man has been so grad
ual that even the scientist can’t place 
his finger or his instrument on any spot 
where Intelligence changed her base,'1 
under different conditions and rules. 
Yet a very different game has been 
evolved by Intelligence and his co
workers.

We marked the "critical point” where 
form first becomes a psychological ex
pression of Intelligence. It was as tre
mendous a change as that from gas to 
water, save that the form remained the 
same, to mortal eye. This' time it was 
an invisible SOMETHING we call “will” 
claiming and exhibiting a limited con
trol of form—very limited at first—but 
with growing power, for it was Intelli
gence wielding^ evolution. She was 
playing a higher game though the play
ers remained the same old Cosmic com
panions. .

Here we stop to take issue with the 
Science of to-day, at least as represent
ed by Carl Snyder and his ilk. They 
have marked and recorded certain pro- 
cessesf and left Intelligence'out of their 
study, at least as a factor in the game. 
To them substance and energy can be 
either weighed, measured or recorded, 
and sometimes analyzed. When they 
suddenly discover an intelligence pres
ent which is not capable of being- ex
pressed by polarization or chemical at
traction they proceed to assume and 
teach that substance and energy have 
not only married but become parents of 
of a child, which they are willing to call 
Intelligence. So there, was a time—a 
moment if you please—when with Na
ture for nurse,'the baby was born. Of 
course it was a "critical point,” a very 
critical point indeed, but a little differ
ent to the former critical points, for 
the new was blended with the old, and 
Nature was continuing her little game 
with the same shaped ball, and even the 
same raw materials. .Something was 
changed and something was added, so 
the scientist enrolled the change under 
the heading of Psychology. Once again 
'We assert nothing had come into exist
ence, or even into expression, that was 
not there from the beginning as the Cos
mic partner we call Intelligence.

Still the scientist blocks the way. He 
! cannot realize that it is the same old

(Continued from No.- 733.) 1
■Martha could endure it no longer. 

Without lighting her tallow candle 
which stood upon the rude table she un-. 
dressed and went to bed unmindful of 
the fact that she had .eaten no supper. 
She was not afraid, for she knew no one 
would harm her. There were family 
tents all about, and the occupants were 
for the most part honest, hard-working 
farmers with their wives and children, 
and they were not of a class to molest 
a helpless girl. ■

Martha heard through the stillness of 
the damp night air, the voice of the 
preacher shouting to his congregation. 
He took for his text, “Come ye out from 
among them, and be ye separate,” and 
he emphasized the fact he had obeyed 
the command. -Picnics, fairs, parties, 
pleasures and pastime's of all descrip
tions, he denounced as snares of tho 
devil, but the height of hlsmloquence he 
poured upon the women. ‘ Featliers, 
flowers, ruffles, ribbons and laces were 
but factor’s in the devil’s scheme to 
lure the sou] to destruction. “It 1b not 
posies you need but camp-fire,” he 
shouted; “not camphire (camphor) but 
camp-fire.” . ;

After the preacher had exhausted 
himself, there was a general prayer
meeting, but Martha heard little more 
than the shrieks and groans. About 
midnight the women who occupied that 
portion of the tent adjoining Martha’s 
returned and there was’ much talking. 
The old woman who hai been dozing by 
the stove awoke, and wanted to know 
all about the meeting.

"How did you like Brother. Hightop 
to-night?” she asked. ’

He just gave , the; women fits,” said 
one; “told them that they must be 

r~meek an<L obey theit .husbands and all 
that." '

“I did not like him one bit,” said an
other decidedly. .

“You. know what the apostle Paul 
said;’’ came from two or three meek- 
looklng little women. '

“I know,” replied the decided one, 
“but Paul owned up that he said some 
things that the Lord didn't tell, him to, 
and I believe what he said about wojrien 

, was one of. them, but of course he 
would’nt own.it ’ .

As pear as' Martha could judge this 
view of things was received favorably. 
They then began discussing the prayer
meeting!' aqd it seemed that religious 
.fervor had run high during the evening. 
Several women had taken the flowers 
from their bonnets and the rings from 
their fingers. Some had been con
verted and several had lost their 
strength. Among-the latter was one 
young woman who arose to speak with 
an infant some three months old 
clasped in her arms. She had spoken 
but a few words before she began to 
sway. A friend near-by took the baby 
from its mother’s -arms, and the poor 
young woman fell heavily to the 
ground. Her husband sprang toward 
her with outstretched arms, but one of 
the clergymen had stepped between 
him and his prostrate wife, and said 
sternly, “Don’t you touch her!. Dorit 
you dare touch her!” The yefung man 
meekly withdrew and the meeting pro
ceeded. All this and much more Mar
tha listened to. ’•

At last one of the women asked, 
“Where’s that Weston girl?”.

“She went home with hbf folks, ” was 
the prompt reply from another.

“She ought to’have been here to
night,".said one of ’ the women who 
earlier in the evening hpd Stripped her 
bonnet of its flowers. I'dop’t know but 
she is all right, but. when I was con
verted the converts used-to inake a good 
deal of noise, and J’ haven’t heard her 
make any.” , '.

"I don’t like the girl," Bald another, 
“she looks and acts jyst like a Spirit
ualist medium I Used to she up home— 
always seems to be' seeing something 
way off somewhere, '^tediums are 
witches, I believe, and yoii know what 
God commanded his pebple to do' with 
them.’ r ' .

. “Nonsense!" said th® decided one 
who had so recently settled .the “wo
man question." “The ,We$pri. girl 1b 
just as good as any girl pn this camp
ground, or I lose, my gtfess. it’s time 
we were all in bed.” . ’ ' !?; ’•

With that sensible remarJt Bhe set the 
example by starting, inti $n<r.. a short' 
time silence reigned. „ , 1

All night Martha lay - thinking and“' 
staring Into the-darkness. ' Every time 
she thought of the young preacher and 
the scene in ‘the tent, her cheeks would 
burn with indignation arid aho would e"x- 
claim to herself, “And ie |s ri married
man and a minister, and I thought he 
was so good!"

Martha had been reared in almost 
nuri-llke' seclusion, andi-w^s wholly ig
norant of what the world calls “soci- 
,ety," but she came of along Uffe of hon
orable aricestry whose ideas of;mbrality 
were as. stern .and uhyleldipff/ as the' 
hills = ot their native, land,, ■Narroiv-' 
minded they-might have bperi, but; they 
were honest and honorable. The more 
Martha tried to solve the: questions 
which arose in tier min<J, the deeper .she. 
became involved. All h,er old ’doubts' re-, 
tjirried in full force, ap'd many',ipribm. 
Blstericles in the religirifi sho, was''sup." 
posed to. bellevO arose‘fop her to con
tend with-j' uJ-.. . , i

' JUst as it began to grow light a little 
she hqard two distinct raps upon the 
board yoof over her head arid a Voice— 
the same voice She had often- heard— 
again.said to her, “Peace*  child, peace.”

A feeling of restfulness dame over 
her and she slept until the encampment 
was astir. "Martha' then arose and 
dressed, and after eating a few mouth
fuls of food, crept out of. the tent unob
served and made her .jvay to the carri
age drive. She had not.ldng to wait, 
for the little black horse; came‘briskly 
up to the gateway. . ;; ’

“Father, I want, to go home,” said 
Martha. “Pleas® let me (gri-now.” .

Mr. Weston looked surprised'.and In
quired anxiously, “What is the matter,

which will never be forgiven." Then 
turning to Mr. Weston, he said: "If that 
was my girl, Brother Weston, she would 
strip off her furbelows—glancing at the 
ribbon whch Martha wore at her throat 
and waist—and stay, on this ground and 
confess her pins and give in her test!- 
mony with the elect.”

Mr. Weston pushed back his hat and 
-rubbed his head. i

"Father! ” said Martha in such an in
tense tone of voice that Mr. Weston 
glanced at his daughter quickly. “Come 
on," he said, holding out his hand, and 
in another moment they -were trotting 
along the willow-fringed, stony road 
leading home. When they drove up tp 
their own gate they were met by Mrs. 
Weston. Her high, narrow forehead 
was wrinkled and her thin frame 
seemed to be quivering with some great 
emotjon, and, as her busband jocosely 
remarked, her mouth.was tied in a bow 
knot under her chin.

The moment the horse stopped she 
burst out: “Wall, this is a pretty piece 
of business, I should think, making me 
put up all that victuals and-then you 
come lugging it all buck this time of 
day. Marthy Weston, I thought you 
had experienced religion, i guess you’ll 
have ter git another dose, runnln’ away 
from meetin’ in this way."

Martha, without speaking, passed by 
her mother and went into the house. 
Here a surprise awaited her, for the mo
ment she entered, a middle-aged woman 
clad in deep mourning, came forward to 
meet her. Martha knew her aunt had 
burled Her only son but a few weeks 
before, but she was not prepared to see 
bo great a change in her. In the white
faced, big-eyed woman pefore her Mar
tha could see hardly a trace of the 
bright, happy, fun-loving audt she had 
always known." . ,

“Oh, Aunt Laura!” said Martha, las 
without another word fpre threw her 
arms about her aunt and burst into 
tears. Probably it was the best thing 
she could have done, for it strengthened 
the bond of ¿sympathy-between the two, 
a pond destined never to be dissolved.

Mardle? Are you sick?’’.: j •
“I am sick of staying, here. Please, 

father, let me go home,” 'eke said plead
ingly.

“What’s all this?" salda sharp voice 
near by. Looking around Märtha saw 
one of the elders, a shafjrifeatured, 
gloomy-faced man who looked as if he 
had not laughed for fort^ years of his 
life, and had done his btst to restrain 
his fellow-beings. He- ho,w approached 
Martha and eyeing her With stern dis
pleasure, sad: “So you want to run 
away from your duty, do (you? Quench 
not thè spirit lest it depart from you 
forever., Beware how you trifle with 
the spirit of God, for there is o sin

After’. supper that evening, Mr. Wes
ton went arid sat down beside his sister, 
arid after some' preliminary 'hemming, 
began! the subject of religiori. Mrs. 
Gray listened quietly .to what her 
brother haff to say, but showed no: in- 
■teyest. ¡.'.At last’Jhe riopcluderi/.his -rri-. 
.marks with, "L trust, 'Laura; that Ydri 
'fefeli assurqd that you will one day sit 
down With. Abraham, Isaac arid Jacob in 
the kingdom of God.”
: “No, SilaS," replied his sister, "I have 
no such hope or desire. ' You may think 
me very wicked, but I will ¿ever go to 
any heaven where my boy cannot go. 
He was as good a boy as ever called a 
woman mbther, but he "did not believe 
in the Bible, of Christ as a savior, and 
according to your religion he 1b a lost 
sinner. I have searched the Bible care
fully, and I cannot find in' lt any hope 
for him.” . ’ '■
: Here. Mrs. Gray began to sob., Mrs. 

Weston went up to tier sister-in-law and 
said kindly: “Don’t, Laury. Your duty 
is to look out for your own salvation. 
You thought your boy was unconscious 
for a good while before he died, but he 
might not have been, and you do not 
know what thoughts he might have had. 
He might have asked the Lord to save 
him, and perhaps yoji’ll yet find him 
among the saved. •

Mrs. Gray moved Impatiently, and 
turning to her brother,- said, “Sarah 
does not believe ope word of that, 
neither do you, Silas Weston.”

Mr. Weston hitched' his chair un
easily. “I dunno,” he said. “I think 
it's safe to leave him in the Lord’s 
hands.” ’

“You would not feel so complacent 
about it if your boy had died in such a 
way,” rejoined his $<ster.

The next morning Mr. Weston, with 
his wife and son went to the camp-meet-

ing, leaving Mrs. Gray and Martha 
alone for the day. After the morning’s 
work was done, Mrs.,Gray picked up 
“The Coming Conflagration" which lay 
open upon the table, arid began reading, 
but she soon threw the paper from her. 
“It is terrible,” she exclaimed with a 
shudder.' “Talk about the joy of saints 
arising to meet their Lord, when their 
friends and neighbors have got to be 
burned by this same Lord just because 
they do not believe just so and so. Oh! 
I wish I could know the truth. I tell 
you, Martha, this is Just killing me, and 
I cannot bear it much longer.”

Martha looked distressed, and after a 
moment’s silence’, said: “You know, 
auntie, that some people who believe 
the Bible do not believe in hell or the 
burning of the wicked at the judgment 
day.”

“I know, child, but all this is in the 
Bible, and that Is not all. I tell you, 
Martha, if the Bible is to be believed, 
God has done and has ordered done, 
things that no enlightened nation at the 
present time would countenance for a 
day, and yet we are told he is the same 
God yesterday, to-day and forever. It 
seems to me when human beings get 
more civilized and more merciful than 
their God, they had better get a new 
one.” ' ..’

Martha sat silent for some time, then 
she said: "I believe half the people 
claiming to have so much religion are 
not one bit better than many who do 
not profess to have any.”

"Certainly they are not,” said Mrs. 
Gray. "I found that out long ago; but 
then It is not a question of gpoduess, 
but of belief. It Is through faith salva
tion comes."

“Oh, yes, I know,” said Martha, 
“when it comes to salvation, kindness 
and good works, and a sunny nature 
count for nothing’; it is the one who be
lieves that gets saved from the wrath to 
come. I heard one sermon that I never 
have forgotten. It was from the words, 
‘If any man has not the spirit of Christ, 
he is none of his.’ Elder Reams said 
that was top plain to be misunderstood, 
and he said that whoever had the spirit 
of Christ would bear the fruits of thO 
spirit, which are love, joy, peace, long- 
suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith 
and temperance, and no matter how 
mucri anyone professed, if they did riot 
produce these fruits’they would not be 
.saved.”. . . . , .................

Mrs. Gray smiled as she answferied: 
"That is equivalent to saying that who
ever does produce .the fruits will be 
e^ved. I have no desire to undermine 
your religious belief, Martha,.especially 
as I have nothing to offer in return, but 
years ago I-lived In the family with an 
out and out infidel. He did not try to 
.skulk out of it by taking some other 
naine, either. He was an honest, hard
working man, and I never knew a gen
tler, kinder man In my life, and his wife 
told me that during the .ten years of 
their married life she had never known 
him to get angry or fretful, and he cer
tainly practiced temperance in all 
things. I remember asking him one day 
if he never’got mad, and he said he had 
a habit when he felt himself growing 
angry, of thinking how he would feel 
about the matter If he was out In the 
ocean drowning, and that always 
calmed him.”

“That’s like Uncle Ezra,” said Mar
tha, laughing. “He says when he be
gins to get ‘riled’ he always imagines 
that George Washington is standing by, 
looking at him, and he says it works 
‘fust rate.’ ”

“Well, you can see for yourself, Mar
tha, that it does not depend upon the 
Lord, but upon one’s own self. If we 
are determined to conquer ourselves we 
will, buUat times it helps to get the 
mind oft on something new—it matters 
little what.” . . ’ ■

(To be continued.)

To the Editor:—Noting the incident ■ 
relating to P. A. Seguin, in your paper of 
Nov. 28, it «seems to me there should be 
some kind of -organization of Free
thinkers which could on occasion resist 
thè encroachments of this church all 
over thè world. The A. P. A. is dead, 
and as it was never much in effect but a 
bob. to a political kite, I do not know.' 
that it is very much to be regretted.

There is no use expecting any effl-. 
cient bar to the Roman church among'' 
the Protestants, as they are nearly “¡U|’ 
women. All the men wlw have any ’ 
backbone have left the Protestant 
churches, bo the only effectual opposi
tion that- can be expected must come ' ' 
from the Freethinkers, and it seems to /' 
me a society, secret’, fraternal and ben- 
eflclal, could be formed among the 
Freethinkers, and if properly organized 
would In time grow to be a power to be 
reckoned with by all enemies of free 
speech, were they Catholic, Protestant 
or Mormon. v

I have proposed this time and again 
among materialists and others; they all 
say it is a good idea, but no one seems 
to be able-to get a move on. The Free
thinkers in France have the credit of 
harrowing the old Romish hag in thèlr 
country. The Bohemian Freethinkers 
have almost nullified the influence of 
the church among that nationality. 
Why not the Freethinkers of the whole 
world unite in a brotherly organization 
which would form a basis of co-opera
tion against all the enemies of free- 
thought and free speech.

Properly organized it would slowly 
spread over the whole earth, and in 
time become strong enough to wipe out 
both physicai'and mental opposition to 
progress.

The Freethinkers of France have, I 
am told, organized among young boys 
under 20, an order called the Sons of 
the Coast, and have had the honor to 
earn the wrath of the church for their 
success in operating against it among 
young people. Why not us? Who has 
the brains to organize such a society In 
a simple yet efficient form, building for 
future more than for immediate growth. 
I have a small sum of- money to help 
launch It. ■

An article in the last copy of The 
Progressive Thinker, in reference to at
tacks on the public school by the Ro
man Catholic church suggests that 
there is work cut out for such’an organi
zation from- the start. The Junior Or
der Amprldan Mechanics is.à society in 
the east gotten up to protect trie public 
schools; but lt insists on the Biblein - 
the schools, and'has other marks of the 
Protestant priests to make it objection
able to Freethinkers; but it may fur
nish us an idea. I wish something could 
be started along this line. Is it not 
practical? Such d society could affili- 

l-late with the Bohemian Freethinkers, 
the German Turner societies, and other 
societies, but should be broad enough to 
admit all the half-fledged .Freethinkers 
(on probation if need be), and make 
them by degrees full fledged.

It might arouse less antagonism and 
so be more effective in influencing pub
lic opinion, if it were not known as a 
distinctively Freethinkers’ society, but 
have the protection of the public 
schools and also free speech and free 
thought as their main object.

My idea would be a society with the 
dignity anti weight of Freemasonry, to 
combine all the lighting - blood dmong 
Freethinkers into one order that would 
form a basis for political action. Press 
work and lobby work, a central order to 
watch and combat all the foes of free ' 
thought, but especially the Roman 
church. Am I right, or am I "nutty?” 
. W. 0. PURVIS.
Plankhjjxm Hotel, Milwaukee,.Wis.

r

NOT ALL A DREAM.

Different View-Poipts-The Cosmo-Psychical Vs. the Individualistic View of Evil
This article is suggested by the posi-1 which culminated, in the higher being 

tion taken by S. D. Bishop on !‘Human called i ’ ”
Rights,” in No. 723, and “The Liquor 1 from < 
Traffic," by P. C. Mills, in 721 of The 
Progressive Thinker. These writers 
take the individualistic view of Bln, de
pravity and evil in the world. They rep
resent a large, Intelligent and conscien-

___ J man; hence looking back upon it 
from our view-point, welcannot regard

game as played by Nature from the be
ginning. She just pitches her psycho
logical ball an inch or. two further than 
before. Of course he recognizes the 
fact, and proceeds both to study and 
teach it, but he declares the game is 
ended. His own senses and his invent
ed senses have followed the game so 
far, but it would be ridlculqiis to sup
pose that scientific manhood! does not 
cap creation. The being whpJcan make 
an instrument that will measure the 
heat of a candle 7,000 feet away, and 
whohas found out what stars are made
of, Is,.of course, Nature’s ultimate. 

. (To be continued.) Í

ways had energy expressing Itself ,by
• movement of the unlt.^In the crystal 
that energy manifests in the molecule

' by Inviting visitors to come and build 
upon it. But in this new speck the unit 
passes right on and into the citadel it

. self, before it’goes to work. The nt- 
;r traction is called “hunger” and the ef-

feet is labeled "assimilation." It is 
noted as1 a "litó process” but not even! 
guesáed by the scientist as the work of 
the INTELLIGENCE which we have 

. traced at every step doing its work in" 
its own way as conditions have per? 

i milted. . ■, • i ’
>, ■ ' It is now we perceive.the tremendous 

sr ( • 1

There Is nothing so likely’to produce 
peace as to be well prepared to merit

the enemy.-^Washington. ,.. ..
The ’smaller the drink,'the cléatèr the 

head and the cooler'the , blood, which 
are grept benefits in temper and busi
ness.—William Penn. [

Éveryoné of; his opinions Appears to 
himself to be written with sunbeams.—
Watts.’ ' ’

Whatsoever situation in life you over 
wish or propose for yourself, acquire a 
clear and lucid, idea of. the inconveni
ences attending it.—Shenstono.

’ tious body of people. . - .
On the other hand, In my discussion 

of these questions, representing, as •! 
believe, the more, advanced scientific 
opinion, and ¿specially looking at the 
whole subject from the standpoint of 
evolution, and being equally as consci
entious, I have honestly arrived at a 
very different conclusion concerning the 
matter. ’ " . • ' ■’

First, I will present an epitome of my. 
views concerning the existence of evil 
from the cosmo-psychical standpoint. 
Then by why of an application of the' 
principle, answer the main arguments 
of my critics. ,

Pope uttered an Inspired truth when 
he said:.
"All are but parts of one stupendous 

whole, ,
Whose body nature is and' Grid the

ii soul.” ' ’ ’ ■ ’■
. Evolution pelng true, 'from ’ .sill we 
know of nature In Its hrdadest serise,. 
evil 1b not a unique ' phenomei^. -con
fined to man alone.’and’ the. result of an 
accident, but a great fact which has ex
isted In one form or another from eter
nity, grid Is subject to the great law 
above mentioned. . *

Prof. LeConte, well proves that it ex
ists in theifofm¡of physical evil Iri the 
animal kingdom; ' : Throughout' all, that 
realm, struggle with an inimical dnvlri 
onment, resulting in the survival of thri 
strongest, the swiftest and the most 

. cunning, is the rule. This struggle 
may have seemed evil to the individual 
at the time, but It was certainly neces- 
aary to that progressive elevation

it as evil. ;;.1
, The same argument appUee^to physl- 

cal evil In*  the human reajmi^yj^seem 
to be surrounded with an évll^'enViron- 
ment against which one must constant
ly struggle or perish. 'Heat, cold, tem
pests, floods, volcanoes, venomous rep- 
.tiles, etc., are all about us.

Our only remedy Is knowledge of na
ture’s laws.- , ..

But without this necessity for strug
gle and knowledge wé ÿertiinly could 
pot emerge out of afiiWalitÿ. and into 
the higher humanity/- g ... .’

Now, shall we çall tljai’.evfl which is a 
necessary condition oT our pfogiiess .tria 
higher plane pf life? It ffiâÿ seem to 
be, but really is hot. Iff1 IS GOOD IN
DISGUISE. . • 'I ‘

Now look at orgarife evil—disease in 
all Its hideous and liillniteli’ diversified 
forms, include, all th® results of intoxi
cation if you will. . . But! suppose after 
ages spent in obtaining ¡tncfwledge con
cerning its causes, arid applying it to its 
eradication, con one fóok batìk from óur 
elevated standpolnvW- physical perfec
tion, and ca)l tl;at evil’^hiolVds certain
ly thè necéssai'y?ÙQÌilÌÌtlph df-our eleva
tion? W. cannot. \ l^is;agato only good 
in disguise..; .
. So moral oyll,-perhaps thè most hid
eous form of all’evil, that of which all 
previous forms’"¿re biifr forecasts, may, 
'Ih accordance‘with this great .law, be 
regarded-as a necessary step in , our 
spiritual elevation.- .- ; . .

“Either Gqdi-ls not njl'gitod, ;or else 
not all-wise,, or else' riot jail-powerful, or 

- else there imho Grid” ? :
' So said many .of our wiser fathers as 
they stood helpless before this greatest 
problem of the. ages,' | ■ :

But evolution touched us that knowl
edge of, and conformity? to, the laws,-of 
the moral and' spiritual universo, will

eventually enable us to completely over
come moral evil. i

Happiness is not tbe goal of human
ity, but virtue in virtue; that is, the 
filli, complete, harmonious development 
of all our mental faculties and bodily 
powers in perfect correlation with our 
environments.

Evil, then, is the necessary condition 
of all progress, especially moral and 
spiritual progress. It is a part of na
ture arid must exist. From a philosophic 
view-point they are not good or evil. 
They aròtmly higher or lower. All evil 
consists in the dominance of the lower 
over the higher; all good in the temper
ate.use of the lower by, the higher. 
"The stronger the lower-ffs the better, if 
it be orily held in subjection," says Le 
Conte. The higher is thff? naturai out
growth from the lower. ’■

So from the cosmo-psychical .point of 
view, Pope again \vas right' when he 
said,. “Whatever is, is right. What 
we call evil, is necessarily Incidental to. 
our liberty, our Intelligence, and our 
spirituality as human beings. ‘ ’

Drunkenness is an. evil so-called, 
deeply deplored by all, but’ as Irsho.wed 
|n a former article, an inevitable, result 
óf the working of nature’s nrocebq for 
the formation of Character. ■

It, therefore, seems plain to me that 
a logical application of the doctrine of 
evolution to the solution of the prob
lem of evil, will satisfactorily answer 
all the arguments of my critics. They 
look nt tho liquor traffic from one 
standpoint, I from another, bo we come; 

’ to different ‘ conclusions. Whenever 
and wherever., liquor is'mentioned they 
seem to be imable to thirik óf anything 
but the drunkard. "The business of the 
liquor, dealer," says Bishop,"'is making 
drunkiirdB.” How untrue this asser
tion. . His business, like all others, is to 
get a living, make money. Tho millions 
.who uso liquor temperately and tho 
physicians wh® use them medically, re-

sent this as an insult.
The U. S. Dispensatory, which em

bodies the medical law and gospel for 
nearly 150,000 physicians, says of alco
hol: "It is invaluable in debility; in a 
great measure the only true diffusible 
stimulant in the world; of the highest 
value in low rfevers.”

An article so universally used arid so 
valuable is sure to be abused; but to 
stop its use because of its abuse is noth
ing more than an expédient fon the 
weak and diseased. To establish pro
hibition as a principle among men in 
general would be to degrade the race 
and remove all incentives to a moral 
growth. How foolish the parent who 
would remove everything the child 
should use or play with out of Its 
reach. .'-Wisdom says leave the articles 
in their accustomed place and teach the 
child their proper use.

"Horse stealing,” says Mr. ..Mills, 
"what of it?” I answer: We expect law 
to prohibit crime, but we look to It to 
only regulate matters that do not in
volve crime, but contain only risk under 
cèrtain conditions. Certainly the sell
ing or drinking of liquor is not a crime. 
Legislative regulation is all that a thing 
not vicious in itself but which may read
ily be abused, needs. ,

"The saloon-never made a Huxley or 
a Spencer.” - No, nor did the Dark Ages 
with its prohibitory laws and inquisito
rial devices either. But the liberty, the 
abuse of which results in drunkenness 
and other vices, did. ’ Of course the 
drunkard should avoid every form of al
coholic drink, but I deny that a prescrip
tion for a sick man should be made a 
till of fare for trio well. Those who ad
vocate prohibition in order to keep men 
from becoming drunkards, should, to be 
consistent; proscribe the dyspeptic diet 
for the well, in order to keep men from 
becoming,dyspeptics,.

The chief chemist of our government; 
at Washington;, says r "The groat evils

Is life only a beautiful dream, 
Where the dreamer dreams on and 

• -.on? ■ .. ■ ■ ■ .
Or are the glories realized 

In dreamland's happy home?
’Twould seem in vain were this life 

If only a dream it be, 
And the silver barques built In sleep 

Would ne’er sail eternity’s sea.
Life is a golden reality,

Through which the soul Is gently led, 
And by the Ivlng waters

The dreamers all are fed.
MRS. E. L. WELLS.

Houston, Texas. "

of our time are fried foods, pastry, bak
ing minerals and adulterants.”

Why not prohibit these so as to keep 
people from getting, sick? •

I am fully satisfied that not one one
thousandth of the sin, pain, sorrow, evil, 
sickness and degradation in this, this 
country is caused by the use or abuse of 
Intoxicants. ■

Prohibitionists make the mistake tho 
Roman Catholic church has made. They 
substitute the law of, force for the law 
of love, anti I am sorry to see that the 
trend of Protestantism is rapidly in the 
same direction. Every man’s actions 
and life should be regulated from with
in his own soul, and npt from without.

I affirm, therefore, in conclusion, that 
prohibition is false in philosophy and 
harmful to the best Interests of society 
as well as contrary to the plain example 
of Christ arid the teachings of the Bible. 
It usurps the individual prerogative of 
self-control and transforms man Into an 
automaton, a cringing slave.< Only, 
through freedom as nature gives It to 
us, can virtue ef the highest type be ac
quired.

Knowledge is the only true remedy 
for all vice and crime. 9o long as the 
effects of an evil are limited to the per
petrator himself, legislation-has .nothing 
to do with it. - ■ • -
J ; S. J. BROWNSON, M. D.
-Elkins, Ark, 4 ;

I' have seen too much of theWst-to 
take many fears for the future. \As for 
myself, I long ago ceased to walk the 
floor.—Henry Watterson.
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Wç take great pleasure in introducing to the readers 

pf The Progressive Thinker; Mr. W. J. Colville, one 
who stands high as an author and lecturer. His 
answers to question&pnthe rpstrum,and his lectures 
arid imprpvisatipns, plape him in the very front ranks 
among the intellectual Stars of our Cause, arid his 
views will be carefully considered. His' opinions on 
the ordinary Developing Circle will create a profound 
impression. Mi. Colville’s present address is Room 
41,-Flood'Building, Market street, San Francisco. 
Çal., where he can be addressed for engagements.

Obsession or demoniacal possession 
has for ages been the subject-of great, 
controversy in almost every land’"be- 

, neath the sun. . ■ -
Belief in this hideous nightmare :of 

theology is largely augmented at ire- 
quent intervals by the bursting forth of- 
strange epidemics of disease, alike of 
mental and physical description, and as 
it is always easier to provide a supposi
tious scapegoat, whether in the form of 
a microbe or a devil,‘than to go to the 
root in causation and vanquish a subject
ive adversary within race or individual 
consciousness, the great Devil still 
holds his own in certain orthodox relig
ious circles and multitudes of lesser 
imps still receive the homage of multi
tudes of professing Spiritualists.

Nothing can be more pitiful and piti
able than to witness an encouragement 
of so degrading a superstition as that of 
belief in devils, for, disguise it as they 
may, and many modern. Spiritualists 
will probably repudiate this charge 
with angry vehemence,—the present 
widespread belief in evilf spirits 1?; 
causing more havoc among Spiritual
ists and doing more destructive work to 
the cause of Spiritualism than all the 
attacks offered to it from without, no 
matter how fierce or subtle may be the 
weapons handled by an outside adver
sary. . ' . ■

Belief in evil spirits, at least as that 
term is commonly understood, is direct
ly at variance with those fundamental 
teachings of Spiritualism which, fifty 
years and more ago, promised to eman
cipate the world from the degrading 
thraldom of belief in any devil or dev
ils. Twenty years ago many Spiritual
ists were fond of reciting from Denton's 
Radical Rhymes, "The Devil Is Dead," 
and no doubt there are still many even 
among believers ill obsession who con
tinue to endorse that particular poem, 
because it ohly denies that particular 
form of devil-worship encouraged by 
old-fashioned types of Christianity. Far 
be it from our Intention to suggest that 
these whose views we are in' honor 
bound to controvert when demoniacal 
possession is the theme of our re
quested discourse, believe actually in 
just such a literal archfiend as many the
ologians have delighted to depict, but 
they do believe in,‘'and they do most 
terribly feat, a number of lesser evil, en
tities who, if-Spiritualism in its barest 
outlines. be in any sense a'truer philoso
phy, can only be their; own fdllow-hu; 
mafobelngs,'possibly' nb'ibfettp'f-‘'but- cer
tainly no-worse-than many with-whonl 
they come in frequent contact during 
their common daily walks cm.earth. ..-.. 

. Spiritualism has often been glorified 
.by its exponents as that system of phil
osophy which robs death of its sting 
and peoples the unseen universe with 
nothing that man need dread. N6w, 
chiefly in consequence of foolish en-; 
deavors to develop psychic possibilities 
by crude and artificial means, a legion 
of devils has taken possession of the 
strongholds of Spiritualistic fantasy^ 
thus whenever one is ill or erratic the 
mediaeval remedy of exorcising an ob
session is proposed, and all scientific 
discoveries are forgotten in the dager: 
ness with which many reputed spiritual 
healers rush to cast out a deni.

If Spiritualists of this variety held 
tenaciously (as they usually do not) to 
a literal acceptance of -conventional 
translations of the Greek Testament, 
there would be some grounds for this 
terrible and very awful superstition, but 
biblical criticism of the most recent and 
radical, type is not generally offensive 
to any of these twentieth century be
lievers 'in devils, consequently they 
have no just grounds of complaint 
against us when we tell them that there 
is not a shred of evidence worthy qf any 
reasonable mind’s acceptance that 

,. Jesus of Nazareth or any of his disciples 
.ever cast out. any such evil spirits as 

f the literal verslqn of some portions of 
' the gospels and epistles as usually ac
cepted would lead th’6 untutored reader 
to suppose. The old belief in two rival 
forces in the universe continuously con
tending the one against the other is. at 
the root of all these miserable diabol-. 
istic theories. '

Gerald Massey’s “Devil of Darkness” 
is a pamphlet calculated to throw much 
needed light on this delusion, and as. its 

f author was for. a great portion of his life 
an enthusiastic Spiritualist, his utter
ances on this subject may serve to dis
pel, In some degree, the thick darkness 
which now envoiops so many victims of 
the theory of obsession. .

We are constantly. being asked 
whether we do not believe that there 
are two principles in the universe, one 
good and the other evil, and our invari
able reply is the most decided possible 

' negative. . ’
NO!
There is but one Power and that Pow

er is absolutely good. From that base 
' we'.will never move and though as yet 

we may be standing on this solid” rock 
with a comparatively small minority, it 
affords us unspeakable delight to watch 
the rising tide of scientific demonstra
tion bearing on its crest an ever-increas
ing company of fearless investigators 
into the mysteries of Nature, all ready 
to give up their dualism and accept a 
monistic if not a monotheistic view of 
the universe, which rules out human
ity’s malignant foe—the ancient devil 
and all his tribe—forever. But, say
those who are afflicted with what they 
term obsession, “your beautiful theoret- 
leal doctrine of the goodness of the uni
verse does not prevent or relieve our. 
sufferings, and to what do you attribute 
these agonies which we have undergone
and may still be undergoing?”

Our answer to that pathetic query Is 
not far to seek, and ¿It Is a very blunt 
and decisive one. If you do not accept 
a theory of'life which would bring you 
Inexpressible peacri.and consolation did:» ...._ — —   — . .A • ■
you accept it, you caw not be reaping 
the advantages of entertaining a giori- 

< ous .faith yoirdo not share. , ‘
■ The afflictions of thosaLwhd are called
''possessed'' or ¡‘obsessed’’ are very real 
to those who experience them, and the 
victims of painful delusions should In 
most cases be very gently ; dealt with, 
though there are some instances where 
only the most heroic men tai, treatment 
BBS proved to be of much avail.

. TJie greatest of all reasons for stoutly 
opposing the theory of evil' spirits is 
that whenever it israntertained it tends 
to further weaken an already nearly Im
potent will, amj It plays directly into 
the banda of'any and every charlatan 
who has charms to vend and nostrums 
to dispense. ’

Christian Scientists who hold to the 
hideous doctrine of “malicious animal 
magfietlsm" are sailing in the same 
rotten ship with all others who believe 
ih an .Imaginary power of evil, which to 
them appears as a reality, and it is eve« 
More absurd for Christian Scientists 
than for many Spiritualists to harbor 
this ¿detestable delusion, because they 
teach in so many words and with unfal
tering accents, "AU Is Good ¡.there Is no 

(evil.” - '
Recent reliable testimonies from 

skillful surgeons and physicians have 
thrown Immense light upon the problem 
Of seeming evil. Not very long ago, in 
California, a boy who had been perform
ing almost every act of cruelest devil
try, and who had become the despair of 
his doting parents who were almost 
heartbroken at the prospect of having 
to see him removed either to a prison or 
a lunatic asylum, was restored to per
fect moral health through the agency of 
an operation which removed a small 
portion of the skull which had pierced 
tlie brain, and thereby led to all the mis
conduct of the lad who, while in that ab
normal condition, was temporarily non 
compus mentis.

Another very well established case 
was that of a gentleman In middle life 
who had been fqr many , years humane 
and generous, but who in consequence 
of a small tumor having, formed on his 
brain, gradually developed Into a most 
disagreeable and dangerous person. A 
post mortem examination ofi-the brain 
disclosed the tumor, and men of scien
tific attainments readily attributed its 
victim's extraordinary deflection from 
his former excellent moral standard to 
Its pernicious Influence.

Such instances are being multiplied 
by hundreds in the annals of modern 
surgery, and it would certainly be well 
for thoughtful people to acquaint them
selves with a few. such facts, when thor
oughly.corroborated, before having re
course to any theqry of evil spirits to 
account for partial or total insanity,

The only view of the teaching in the 
NewxTeatament concerning evHiraplrlts, 
Which is at all'rational, Is suggested by 
th,ejvory,phrn86ology,.employedbytho 
evangelists and attributed.-by. them to 
the teacher and healer whose words 
they are endeayoring to report. “They 
shall cast ¿ut devils,” is a .phrase easily 
accepted as well, as readily accounted 
for when we take! into account the'ob
vious suggestion crinveyed' by the words 
themselves, which clearly imply that 
the unclean.demons to be evicted are 
within the man himself, and particular
ly when we also renffember the (univer
sal tendehey in1 the Orient, prevailing 
to this very day, to highly personify ab
stract Ideas ai)d Impersonal tempers. 

. All. diseases and discords proceed 
from ^within and manifest outwardly ac
cording. to aU schools of metaphysical 
thought and practice; thus the mental 
¿rid ..spiritual healers of nineteen, cen
turies, more or less, ago, were Wont to 
insist, ¿s their successors do to-day, 
upon the supreme importance of keep
ing the Inner.chambers of the human 
-temple free from all defilement.

If Relievers in obsession contented 
themselves with telling their students 
and patients that they Incurred danger 
from, outside evil Influences only as 
they encouraged such base emotions as 
revenge, jealousy, and fear of evil with
in themselves, there would be no neces
sity for waging war upon their favorite 
inculcations, as] such teachings would 
contain a decided ethical element and 
would have a tendency to- awaken the 
public Intellect as well as conscience to 
the paramount necessity for keeping out 
of our subconscious as well as out of 
our objectively conscious unseen recep
tacles, all Inmates other than those 
whose acquaintance we can be glad and 
proud to claim.

Let qs now consider a case Which 
may be taken as a fair sample of sup
posed obsession. A well-meaning wo
man, who attended a number of our lec
tures In Boston a few years ago, con
ceived the Idea that she was being pur
sued and, Injured by a malignant witch, 
whose name and address she furnished 
freely to anyone who asked for It, but as 
no sufch house existed as the one de
scribed, and no such person as the 
witch could be discovered In any earth
ly manner, the victim of this sad delu
sion transfered the woman and her resi
dence to the psychic realm or “astral 
plane. " from which hidden retreat the 
persecution still continue(14to bè admin
istered. To reason with ithe afflicted 
lady seemed like bidding defiance to a 
block of granite.- so firmly was she root 
ed in her diabolical belief, but at length 
she succumbed to reiterated suggestive 
treatment, given to her at her urgent re
quest when her condition had become 
almost intolerable.

Mental treatment of a'.sound. logical, 
rational sort completely delivered this 
sufferer from her demented state, and 
she was truly grateful, but believers In 
obsession coolly said that suggestive 
treatment had removeji an evil spirit, 
and certainly If such had been the case 
suggestion of the right sort would still 
provò most highly valuable. Now the 
facts In the case are these: Mental 
healers who accomplish the best re
sults in all such cases of extraordinary 
mental aberration, have no belief ifi 
evil spirits, and consequently can have 
no fear of them: not admitting their 
existence they cannot fight against 
them or practice any. act bordering 
upon. exorclsm qr coercion; but they do 

■lend a powerful hand inf the greatly 
needed «york- of strengthening a pa
tient s weak and dormant will, and dis
possessing the minds of the afflicted of 
oil beliefs in devils unseen-or in ma
lignant enemies on earth.- ■ . - .

"A mans foes are they of'hfs owp 
household." and "no-one can eterno an 
injury but myself." ore two of : the 
strongest -and ¿wisest sayings .upon 
Which believers in obsession will do 
well to meditata-

In that 'extraordinary book, "The 
Great Psychological Crime," the teach
ings of which we can partially endorse 
and partially repudiate, wo find the un
known- author declaring, that a crime 
against the freedom of "the human will 
is one of the highest, magnitude, AND 
THERE HE IS CERTAINLY II| THE 
RIGHT. Now if that single ata|ement 
were well digested, not only by Spirit
ualists and all who take an interest in 
reputed mediumship, but by every com
munity at large, there would soon be an 
end to those1 disagreeable and distress
ing manifestations commonly termed 
obsession. Now let it be distinctly, re

. membered that disbelief in evil spirits, 
properly so-called, Is lu no way tanta
mount to denial of any simple tact of 
spirit communion or telepathic associa
tion between various -persons, all Of 
Whom are now on earth, but directly 
these spiritistic and telepathic experi
ences are considered rationally an ex
planation. is quickly fquud fo^the phe
nomena long attributed to devils but 
which needs none to explain It; Insan
ity and obsession are admittedly close 
of kin, and It is Indeed a staple claim 
of all exorcists that they can. liberate 
even violent maniacs from the thraldom 
of possessing evil demons. Two varlo- 
ties of Insanity are very coipmon: 
First, that form of mental aberration 
which manifesta as monomania, where 
one Idea holds possession of a. mind to 
the exclusiontof all else;, and second, 
that strajigp mental wandering which 
shows that attention Is. never-held for 
any appreciable length of time to any 
given subject A third variety may 
also .-often- be . observed, viz., that, 
strange fitfulness of temper which 
makes its possessor • grave ¿nd gay, 
kindly and churlish, hopeful and de
spondent by rapid turns, and imparts a 
feverish general fickleness and conse
quent unreliability to the entire dispo
sition. These three varieties of Insan
ity can all be traced primarily to lack 
of developed will power, or to absence 
of sufficiently determined individuality.

Fashion is very - largely responsible 
for these greatly prevalent mental mal
adies; the. blind following of customs 
and the tenacious holding- to conven
tionalities on the part of at least nine 
.people out of every ten in civilized com
munities, is a conspicuous and painful 
commentary upon the low ebb to which 
Individuality has been allowed to ¿ink, 
or the low condition out of which It has 
not yet been called upon to rise.

Whoever helps to assist in the much- 
needed development of human Individ
uality Is certainly a wofld’s benefactor, 
even though ho teach -some doctrines 
which' savor-of superstition, but it rare
ly occpi-s that they who entertain any 
scaring views of diabolical influences do 
much more than to cast out one unclean 
spirit, (to use a gospel illustration); 
then they leave an empty house, even 
though It bo swept and furnished, Into 
which even seven more dangerous in
mates can find an easy entrance. .

That there are unseen Influences ex
actly on a par with all varieties of hu
man intelligence displayed on earth to
day May readily be admitted, but if 
such .be the accepted case we see no 
justification whatever for any other 
view of psychic influences than. that 
which we have already entertained.

One man or wqman certainly can and 
often does, unduly Influenco. another, 
and one child at. school often lgains an. 
undup influence -over oilier scholars, 

■ 'but we do not usually resort to'Oriytliirig 
approaching, exorcism, in..,, such., cases,' 
and actually very little is gained, by any 
endeavor to: protect the weak ..against 
the real danger of contamination by the 
stronger, except by helping the weakest 
to increase in strength. , . . .. . .

Good moral influences .are highly 'de
sirable, and no rational person jp likely 
to altogether overlook the immense im
portance of carefully ¿electing teachers 
and guardians for the young:. but chil
dren must” be trained to meet and over
come their own Inherent weaknesses so 
that whenever they may chance' to be 
exposed to. Inclement psychic airs the 
vigor of their robust moral constitu
tions shall prove their effective safe
guard. . -

MANY “DEVELOPING CIROLES,” 
ORGANIZED FOR THE EXPRESS 
PURPOSE OF DEVELOPING MEDI
UMSHIP, ARE CERTAINLY DANGER
OUS IN THEIR TENDENCY, because 
sensitive people are frequently encour
aged to blindly, yield to any influence, 
seen or unseen, which may be present.

■Many "magnetic healers” take on, 
and do literally absorb, the diseases of 

.people whom they manipulate and 
whom they wish to heal—not because 
they are wicked, for they aré often 
kindly and sympathetic persons, but be
cause they are possessed with the be
lief that they are subject to such con
trol, and according to their belief is 
their experience.

Now It would not be reasonable to 
deny the existence of disorderly con
duct in this world, nor are we called 
upon to deny that it may be continued 
until it has been outgrown in the great 
hereafter, but there Is only one safe 
and sane attitude to take toward all 
that we can collectively denominate 
evil, and that Is that It can be over
come by good, while it has no power to 
conquer righteousness. The real dan
ger lies very close at home, and be
cause of its propinquity we aré very apt 
not to notice It if we have -accustomed 
ourselves to always look abroad for 
causes to the neglect of those which are 
lying close around us.

There Is no doubt a very real danger 
of our committing something closelv re
sembling a "a great psychological 
crime, if we accustom ourselves to 
continually look to others for guidance 
Instead of relying upon the light within. 
Though we are fully aware th'at the 
stand we have resolutely taken for 
many years concerning "communion 
versus control." still meets with oppo
sition from many honest Spiritualists, 
for whom we entertain unqualified re
spect, it Is becoming clearly self-evident 
that the objectionable word control, and 
particularly the thought behind it. Iles 
at the very root of much that is now 
termed obsession, and which, -though' 
not due to action of positively evil spir
its (for there are none such in reality). 
Is nevertheless a most difficult and 
painful experience for all who undergo 
it. ‘ I

Imagine several different performers, 
possibly tyros in the art of musical ex
pression, all seeking to maplpulate an 
instrument at the same Distant. No onri 
of all these attempting'performers may 
have any ill designs upon the organ or 
upon the ears of an audience whose 
very existence they may have totally Ig
nored. but we can readily imagine the 
hideous babel of confused noises which 
would soon enshe. Discord 1S'musical 
Insanity, and there cannot be harmony 
where two or more performers are 
struggling to frlay different tunes at the 
same time upon the same instrument. 
■ "Tho name is legion^ for we are 
many,- is a good text-for belioyers in 
adverse demoniacal possession to re
flect, upon meat carefully. The most 
violent outbursts of insanity are often 
due to nothing but confusion, there
fore the moat effective remedy for de
mentia in all its forms Is to provide for 
the maritally afflicted not the prevailing

• ’ at j:j . ■ r.
type of liisaUc Aaylum, where multi
tudes .of ihwitally! distracted persons 
are conflnefi wlthib the walls of an in
stitution whose wry name is itself an 
aggravátldri of distemper, but homes In 
the countiy wheidT under supervision of 
wise and ‘Rlndiyjquatrons, superintend
ents and Wrteudiûits, the best possible 
conditions^ may Atle afforded for the 
strengthening of’&eak wills and the up
building of Individual character.

One of the chief dangers threatening 
the rlsing^-geneiUtion'iu America and 
other lands is thd constantly increasing 
tendency, even in a republic, to blindly 
follow a Spurious aristocracy and to 
simply imitate’ due's neighbors. Let 
all, who teel caHbd upon ■ to inveigh 
against the dangers of obsession' pay 
more heed to- keeping their horses in 
their stables, to use a. well-worn meta
phor, than to'employ frantic measures 
to recover the animals after they have 
escaped. -■> - ■ ■ >

Some years- ago wo were told of a 
young man wh\> was a “slave to hlB bar
ber,!' and less'than a year later we 
were told that he had become a con
firmed drunkard. Now It would be 
quite beyoríd the limits of prudence or 
reason, and,certainly most uncharitable” 
to call añ average hair-dresser a 
“devil," but- ordihury-people are very 
apt to drink, gaihble, use profane lan
guage, and to otherwise misconduct 
themselves' before they have grown to 
appreciate a more excellent way of liv
ing. Such commonplace people only 
become dángefous when they are blind
ly followed and ivhen they gain undue 
Influence over tfféi'mlnds of others.

It is the heigh.t'.bf absurdity for people 
tq copy their neighbors in everything, 
when these neighbors are by rio means 
perfect paragons; arid even if they were 
perfect in all particulars, it would not 
be .possible to. develop full self-con
scious individuality by simply submit
ting to the dictum of any human .being, 
no matter how exalted. Our gregarious 
instincts lead us primarily to associate 
one with another, brit gregariousness 
does not Imply slavery, and it is nothing 
short of serfdom or abject servitude to 
ask others’’permission to live our own 
lives according, to! the dictates of our 
own consciousness. The peace and wel
fare of society-Cari never demand that 
gentlemen shall part their hair In the 
middle, or that-, ladies shall wear enor
mous hats, or that lee cream shall be 
eaten with’ forks, though anyone who 
wishes to Indulge in any special type rif 
dress or table iriahhere may safely do 
so provided the llberty of others Is re
spected equally with one’s own. '

The average idea of "spirit control” 
is quite opposed to a righteous affirma
tion.of individual*  liberty, and it Is alto
gether unnecessary to Spiritualism, for 
people carfltruly "enjoy CONSCIOUS 
COMMUNION WITH THEIR FRIENDS 
in the spirit world without taking any 
other attltrido to'them than that they 
rightfully 'assumé!- TOWARD EACH 
OTHER HÈRE AÑD NOW.

Spiritualism teaches that Individual 
human llfeP’R continuous; that in the 
post-morterà state’tof our existence we 
continue thtí same'Individuals’ we-’were 
before transition; 4t therefore logically 
lends no coüñtenatiee to the absurd be
lief that wlÿ-'are necessarily placed by 
comrininlowurindeff the dominion of " an 
excarnate im'y torito thin éf-an Incar
nato humah'being.*-  -"-te

Serisltiyehtor "pflychlcs/’ -as Mediums 
:axe frequently termed, ¿re simplymoré 
delicately organlze<rin- some-•'respects! 
.than'thé fribjbrlty bf-persons we dre ac
customed to 'db buslnéè'S with; ¿nd’ be
cause tof-natural hyper-setiáitlvenéSs tor 
■unusually highly strung - nervrius' tous- 
criptlbility, tliese people; especially- in 
childhood and''early youth; are .moré 
than ordinarily-Háble tobe unduly influ-. 
enced by their surroundings.

The average "developing circle” IS A 
VERY FAULTY «INSTITUTION, be
cause it draws together a miscellaneous 
assemblage of people, not tuned to
gether to produce «harmony, but fre; 
quently opposed totorie another in near
ly all their tastes arid tendencies

Here cornés in tobe of thecliief causes' 
for "obsession.” -¡S! mixed ' medley of 
unseen, influences-id At work, no one 
influence! bad In itdelf, but ¿11 together 
capable of PRODUCING A VERY EVIL 
COMPOUND. Then comes in the work- 
of the exorcist, 'wlio is often a man of 
Strong hypnotic' Influence whose tower- 
Ihg psychic personality dominates the 
situation. The released sensitive Is ob
sessed no longer'after the hypnotist has 
successfully east .out the many mis
called devils, 'because that sensitive is 
now under control; of one mind Instead^ 
of being led about by many. Hypno- i 
tism is, however, no ultimate deliverer, 
because It can only change for the'bet- 
ter a'state of servitude. The upright 
conscientious-hypnotist is a good mas
ter, but his subject is his mental slave, 
and though it is highly preferable to 
obey one master than to be subject to 
the sway of several, there can be no 
final antidote to'the danger of repeated 
"demoniacal possession” short^of COM
PLETE DEVELOPMENT O'j? ONE’S 
OWN INDIVIDUALITY.. . •

If some enlightened author would 
write a rational and temperate book In 
reply to “The Great Psychological 
Crime,” much good might be accom
plished, and the time is- now exactly 
ripe for such a publication.

SPIRITUALISTS'- MUST REFORM 
THEIR MOVEMENTS FROM WITHIN 
AND FOREVER" DISCOUNTENANCE 
SUCH RIDICULOUS METHODS OF 
DEVELOPING MEDIUMSHIP AS 
THEY HAVE LONG- ENCOURAGED.

There Is always danger in confusion, 
and all would do Vfell to heed \he wise 
apostolical Injunctioh.-Let all things be 
done decently and in order."

Disorder ig,,the. chief bane in Spirit
ualistic circle. andiR is now high time 
for people, who for nparly fifty-six years 
have been taking incessantly of neces
sary conditions foe harmonious medi
umship to bqgln to&irnlsh such condi
tions and thus effectually stop the 
mouths of thflir accusers who. often 
spitefully amj^alwayftigleefully. catch at 
every straWjiWhich-Rhey can grasp in 
any dlrectioijgn theçpurse of their fran
tic attempts to make Spiritualism ap
pear dangerqus as wg.ll as ridiculous be
fore the pubRq eye. in

Now that there iffjn America a Na
tional Association oftgplrltuallsts In the 
eleventh yeopeuf ita^exlstence. not only 
seeking but also flufting recognition at 
the hands oof ma,py representative 
bodies engagetl in reformatory, educa
tional and liberal religious work, it cer
tainly behooves Spiritualists os a body 
of representative citizens to look well -to 
their laurels and. pause-ere they give 
endorsementto a theory which restores 
the old-fashioned'devil., or something ■ 
very similar, to its former place in hu
man belief, and thereby ploys directly 
Into the hands df the most relentless en
emies of Spiritualism, AH such Actions 
as a "destructlvd princlple in nature.” 
and thef annlhilfftlori of the finally im
penitent."' should be left to -benighted 
believers in almost • infinite folly: but 
they have no pifas in the creed of those 
who achnowMks’Tnflnlte Intelligence” 
In their aocepted Doc’aratlon of Princi 
pies But though Wé oré relentless foes 
of the Idea of essentially wicked spirits 
we thoroughly endorse the wise saying 
lb I Cor slv The eglrlla of thepnoph

®uv foremost Ubinhçts.'
PR. J j. PEEBLES’. 
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ets are subject to the prophets," a text 
which readily adnjits of a twofold ap
plication. 1., Self-control Is essential to 
the right development of seership; 2. 
Instead iof allowing one's self to be 
blindly led by extraneous influenças, 
one should always seek to maintain an 
attitude of perfect equilibrium and RE
FUSE TO BE DOMINATED BY ANY 
MIND OTHER THAN ONE’S OWN IN 
THIS OR ANY OTHER SPHERE OF 
EXISTENCE. . T . ,
' Neighborly relations are needed at AH' 

times everywhere. People are still told 
frojn many pulpits that they must not 
use their reason in matters pertaining 
to religion; and in the social world they 
are commanded to follow the inanities 
of social leaders, while, in family life it 
is still largely customary to enforce sub
mission to the unreasoning authority of 
Ignorant parents or else to allow chil
dren to run entirely Wild. . ■ •

‘ Suggestive healing is the ’only suffi
cient remedy for those disorderly • Ap
pearances'which are styled ''obsession,” 
for’ nothing short of calling forth the 
latent energy of character dormant in 
the most painful case.s, will enable the 
once victim of their-seen and unseen 
surroundings to arise in' their new
found might and put to rout all “armies 
of the aliens. ' '■ ■ ■ ■

RESURRECTION. reduced prices.
p. L. Moody's Thoùghts oh Wliat it Im

plies.

. My Dear Friends :—Allow me ‘ the 
privilege of talking to you for a few 
moments through the medium of a. 
newspaper. The subject I shall talk; 
about is “Resurrection." While on the 
earth planet the resurrection bothered 
me to a great extent. I could not; just 
make it plain to myself, and now Iwant 
to try a new way of explaining,: M^ny. 
believe the old body is brought forth; 
some a new body arises, from,the grave 
at the last day. I do nbt believe either 
of them. Our earthly bodies, when our 
bplrlts leave them are of no further ubo 
to us. They are as ag pld.house that, 
we have deserted for a more pretentious 
dwelling.; , they are as a shell that has 
grown too small for our spirit and we 
have burst it and are free! . : ;
. Oh! the glories of the plan M life as I 
see it now. My heart is'full of.the won
derful presence and reality of tire God 
of our people; His mysterious leadings 
are as much of a delight to ine now asHW W4. (li UWlgUl VU 1UU UV W tt©
in the years gone by; a.qd I am qoht 

ouwiuiooivp temper suouiu never , vinqed that there is no good (nee’es- 
be encouraged., The path of safety sary) thing withheld from those that 
thrQli£?”h f life PvnOrlniantQl onhnnl ixrzx ’ trv trv nlsnw TJIathrough this .experimental school we 
call the world, is always the ROAD OF 
SELF-RELIANCE, and though we can 
certainly secure an all-sufficient meas
ure of heavenly guidance to light us on 
our way, each individual must speds 
learn the difficult lesson of self-confi-
dence and self-poise ere he can take 
rank among the true Immortals who 
have grown to know that we must, ev
ery one of us, encounter difficulties 
and surmount them ere we can gradu
ate with honors from the college of the 
soul. •

Trust in righteousness and its final 
victory and resolve to live a life of 
strict integrity in thought and word and 
action; along that path alone lies con
quest over all “obsession."

MEDIUMSHIP OF GODS.
The Spirit Jehovah Was the God of the 
1 ■ Israelites.

- A message comes that a change of 
conditions' is near us, bringing to this 
earth a new idea, of a practical heaven 
here and now, on earth, and,the elec
tion of a. new god. Shall the new god 
be a spirit person or a spirit in a human, 
material body? It is good to learn 
about the gods.

In tho ages of Moses, Jeremlaji, Iqa- 
lah aad other Old Testament authors 
there is evidence that God Jehovah was 
a spirit person. In a former age Jeho
vah had lived a human material life on 
this earth. Moses exercised great pow
er over his people Hi the narrie of spirit 
God Jehovah. Jehovah was made or 
elected' to be the good God of Israel in 
the age of Moses, and by hlih Jehovah 
was placed In the minds of the people in 
authority over (hem and others. "God 
came from Teman."- Habbakkuk 3:3. 
- At that tlpae and for hundreds of 
years afterwards, the high water marks 
of history were Indicated by the wars 
,of the IsraeHtes. The name - Israel 
rijeana—El does battle—after whom the 
jiatlqn named Itsblf, and ' Jehovah was 
the spirit of the warflor EI.

• Tlie camp was the place In which the 
people was nursed and the shop In 
which it was welded Into unity; It was 
■also the early place to ■Worship. There 
Israel was^and there was Jehovah. It 
In times or peace the relations between 
the two had become dormant, they were 
at once calledRorth Into fullest activity 
when, the alarm of danger was raised.

Israel’s awakening was always pre
ceded iby the awakening ’ of Jehovah. 
Jehoyah awakened men, who under the 
guidance of his spirit placed them
selves at the nation's head; in them his 
proper leadership was-visibly expressed. 
Jehovah went-forth with the host to 
battle, and in its enthusiasm his pres
ence was seen. .

"Curse ye Meroz,” said the angel of 
Jehovah, “curse you strongly the Inhab
itants thereof;' because they come not 
to the help of Jehovah;-to the help of 
Jehovah against the mighty.”

With signs pad wonders from heav
en Jehovah decided the struggle carried 
on upon earth. In It he was always on 
Israel’s side; on Israel was his whole In
terest concentrated, although his power 
(for he was their Ged) reached beyond 
local limits.

Thus Jehovah was a real spirit per
son, a living God; but the manifesta-
tions of his presence in the crises of his 
people's history were separated by conI

I-
i-

siderable intervals of time. His activ
ity had something abrupt and tumultu
ary aliout it, better suited for extraordi-
nary occasions than for ordinary life. 
It was in the case of Jehovah just as in 
the case of the human leaders of the 
people, who did not in times of peace 
wholly lose the influence they had 
gained in war. Jehovah had his per
manent court at the places of worship, 
.where in times of quietude men clung to 
him that they might not lose him in 
time of trouble. ' •

His chief; perhaps m the time of 
Moses his ohly place of worship, was 
with the ark of the covenant. It was a 
standard, adapted at first to the require
ments of a wandering and warlike life; 
brought back from the Held of war. it 
became a symbol of Jehovah’s presence, 
the central seat of his worship: the 
Torah of Jehovah, the great law book, 
was kept with it. This had first of all 
been exercised at the advice or sugges
tion of the priest of Mldian. by Moses at 
the well, of Kedeph: it was continued 
after him. at the place of worship, with
in the circle of those who had attached 
themselves to him and were mentally 
his heirs.

Moses lived in years between 1600 
and 1480 B. C. In the time of Mofies. 
and after him In the time of the Bible 
prophets, in cases where the wisdom of 
the ordinary judges failed, men turned 
to the spirit person Jehovah—spirit 
messages direct from God.

Boston. Mass. AURIN F. HILL.

Deadly Cancer Cured with Oils.
This terrible disease has at last yield

ed to a -mild treatment Dr. Bye. the 
able specialist of Kansas City. Mo., 
states that this terrible- disease can be 
cured, The Doctor has accomplished 
some wonderful cures recently In what 
seemed Incurable cases cured in from 
two to ten weeks treatment with a com
bination of Medicated Olis. A hand
some illustrated book is sent free show
ing the disease In its various forms.' 
The Oli cures cancer, tumor, catarrh. 
plies, fistula and all skin and womb dis
eases. Call or address Dr. W. 0. Bye. 
9th and Broadway. Kansas City. Mo. '

"Human Culture", ¡tid Cure. Part 
First: . The Philosophy of Cure. (In- 
cludidg Methods and Instruments." 
By B D Babbitt M D Lb. D A 
very Instructive and valuable -work. It 
should have a wide circulation, ds it 
well fulfills the promise of its title, 
febr sals ftt t&a office Pries, 75 cents

try to obey His silent leading. . Our 
Apostle Paul talks of the “celestial” 
and "terrestrial" bodies lu a manner
that Is pleasing to me; we tqlght cedi 
them earthly and .heavenly bodies to be 
more easily understood. When our 
spirit or life has departed from the 
earthly body we are a spirit. I hove 
seen people In tills world, that as yet, 
did not inhabit a spiritual body, but 
were simply spirit, or life. Now I know 
that Bounds strange to you, but it Is so. 
They are spirits that dtislre to be born 
again—or reincarnated. Just . Why 
those people are not clothed in a spirit
ual body I do not know. They are ul-' 
ways close to earth. Never found (at. 
least, I have not found them) even on 
thé ‘(second plane.” To me, they have 
not been resurrected as yet. Now they 
have a spiritual body but choose rather 
to haunt the earth planet to, as they 
tewn it, be born again.. Ofttimes they 
are believers In the doctrine of reincar
nation before coming here, and again 
they are taught by some one as soon as 
they arrive here. A most erroneous 
Idea It is, too. Once born to the earth 
planet, you are born to the earth planet 
no more. You receive your Individual
ity as It were. And you remain an in- 
divfdual-througliout the countless ages 
of eternity, unless you are absolutely 
evil, with no good In you at all, then 
you disappear from among us. JThe 
resurrection of the spirit comes to you 
when you are sufficiently enlightened as 
regards the spiritual side of life, to be 
born, as I term it, Into your spiritual 
body. That nearly always occurs at 
the transition from earth. Some will 
say it always does ; such, however, has 
not been my observation since arriving 
here. Very seldom though, will two 
people give the same report regarding 
any certain thing. I have been prlvl^ 
leged to watch the transition of. a great 
many people since I crime here; some 
were born immediately Into • the., new 
body awaitlngrthem.-y-Othere,. (and my 
heart grows sad to recall them) would 
leave the earthly , body and yet.be tied 
to it, and be. only, a spirit or speck of 
life ¡wandering ¿B-./rin.as.aUqwpd^but 
ever, drawri back to'the earthly body 
and grave. Some feel they have no 
plrice but the same body; they are the 
ones that are born Into the new wprld 
in ignorance of the life to' ebine. They 
are usually the ones that believe In no 
life but the earth life. Oh! how can,a 
sensible mortal be so neglectful as re
gards his eternal welfare. -

I chose the word resurrection as my 
subject, but I seem to do as I so' often 
have done In earth life, choose tt text 
and preach all around it. But no mat
ter, I must write my . thoughts aq they 
come. In this world of many mysteries, 
strange places, and many cities we oft- 
times say of some of our number that, 
have finished théir work on a certain 
plane, or In a. certain city, “they must 
have been resurrected; I have riot seen 
them for'some time.”1 Takihg one of 
the meanings' of thé word “resurrec
tion,” which is “a rising again," It 
seems to me to be very applicable. 
Life Is a mystery to you, as well as 
death, and to us who have crossed the 
border line the mystery is still with us. 
Yet we believe all things are for a pur
pose, and we feel sure that somewhere, 
In the plap of the Highest, there will 
be a wiiMow to shed light on our path
way of work that we may see the fulfill
ment of many of these, to us, strange 
things. Were we entirely done with 
working for earth and her people, we 
would no doubt come more quickly to a 
better understanding qf all things. But 
while so many of our loved ones and 
friends remain in the earthly form, we 
choose to abide not too far away, but 
soon there will come a day when all 
those we love so dearly and so desire to 
have with us here, will close their tired 
earthly eyes to open them in the new 
land of light and beauty; to walk at 
times beside the streams of pure water, 
and gaze upon the beautiful flowers; to 
listen to the songs of the birds, as they 
too have a place in the land that is orirs 
by rightful Inheritance. The land that 
has no night, and no evil things shall 
come nigh. Where we work with one 
accord for the advancing of the good 
that is within our spiritual natures; the 
land wherein we ench may have a home, 
a house not built by bonds of perish
able material, but built by good deeds 
and loving actions: in cities that have 
no need of lights, as each will be a light 
•unto himself. Are not these things 
worth striving for? Is it not worth 
while to do our best to live good. pure, 
helpful lives, and use our Influence all 
for good? Let me answer you. my 
friends, it is. and ever will beithe best 
for time and eternity to be good, do 
good and act good. • .

Then when It comes your time to 
cross death s golden sea your resurrec
tion will be complete, and you will en
ter the new and everlasting world with 
the knowledge and spiritual power to 
at once understand the work that lies 
before you. and befng so equlped. no 
evil can come near you to lead you Into 
by-paths of doubt and dismay.- 
May the angels ever guide you

Hour by hour, and day by day :.
And keep you ever walking

In the straight and narrow way. 
"Life Is real, life is earnest.".

And at death It just begins, . <
So wo ask the blessed angels . ■

To keep you safely from earth s sins.
By Impression, from' D. L.- Moody. ■

' :■ MADAME ROBERTS.
Tho Dalles. Oregon. ,

"Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 
a Strong, logical thinker,, on a deeply 
Important Subject Price, cloth, 91.

"The Romance ot Judo, , A Story of 
the Life and Timos of the Nazarene and 
His People:” Through the mediumship 
of Mrs M T Longley An intensely in 
tsrabttn3 book. Neatly bound la cloth 
and gilt. Only 50 «rants

. rfhat Is Spiritualism?
■ <.Ar?-The80 Spiritualists? and 

What Has Spiritualism Done for tha 
World t By J. M. Peebles, M. D., M. A 
Ap excellent hook to put in the hand» 
of inquirers. CToth, 76 cents. ' 

■ ... . Did Jepus Christ Exist?
' Is Christ the Corner Stone of Spirit- 

Do the Spirits ' Say, 
Abqut It? Wm. Emmette Coleman vs. 
Hudson Tuttle on Mahomet and Jesus. 
A?.ï.wh t Ja appended a controversy,

4 °w®n vs" J- M- Peebles, on tho 
or'gfo or the Lord s Prayer and Sermqn 
on tae Mount, and an exhaustive paper 
by Wm, Emmette Coleman on the HlB*  
torlcal Origin of Christianity. Paper, 15

Three Journeys Around the World. 
un^la6fln' ‘iauds°meiy bound octrivo vol- 

f>P8T’.Snely lllustrated, de- ‘Ln? j Iaclflc Islands, New Zea- 
ÎL”vntn«ndU>8.tralia'India and her maB‘o. 
fon pyramld8< Persla. Cey~mann^rL ßt ne/ etc" '.wlth the religion» 
manners, customs, ikws and habits öl' 
foreign countries. Price, $1.60.

Immortality, '
«d evil Oi 6I,lrlU e<>oi '
hnnsT-ï,! 1 . H ° ^irH world. What ù 
hundred spirits Bay about their dwell. 
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Dr. Peebles' Three Jubilee Lecture». ' 
122 pages lîvfog p£

Ists. The»« m ,Congresa of Spiritual- 
racy mn.t, lectures, Illustrated, are 
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The .Christ Question Settled.

Pl. CnlliTKn». V. t . Tuttle, W.B. Coleman, Rabbi Wise, Col IngereoH

?r°e“ts of j“BUBOiMnTr,y 1°° paè“s- a“d 
tics Wh ♦ ik' and tho gnos*

Price n.25 8ayabout JesU8' e“°-

A Critical and Crushing Review 
b L Peebles, oi the Rev. Dr. Kfop’a 
five lectures against Spiritualism. Tbl» 
crisp and critical reply of the Doctor 
while repudiating spiritism, and all 
fatnoSaC?1l?ec,t.ed wlth the subject, BUS- 
tains Spiritualism, cônsldering it the 
complement of primitive Christianity. 
Price 26 cents. .
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern Spirit« 

’ uailsm. '
An elegant pamphlet containing art 

account of the exercises at Rocheste. ' ' 
n? Y" al-H1® celebration....
a1 « .* fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism. It contains the addressee 
pt some of the most noted speakers i 
present. It contains the picture of the 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc. Price. 
15 .cents.
Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret - 

of How to Keep Young. .
This book goes to the foundation of 

things—health, the laws of health, the ' 
fopds to eat, the subject- of marriage,' ‘ 
who'should marry and who should not 
märry, the causes of divorce, the proper 
time for conception, gestation, the de- 
termlning of sex, animal flesh-eating, 
what. Herodotus, .Hesiod, Homer, Pyth- 
agorßs, Shelley, Graham and others ate, 
the foods.that produce long life and 
how to live “immortal” on earth, etc. 
This book is written In Dr. Peebles' Usu
ally clear, crisp style, and attracts «the 
reader from the very first through Its 
facts, logic and convincing arguments. 
Very handsomely bound in cloth.
Price $1.
Vaccination a Curse and a Menace to 

Personal Liberty. •
This finely Illustrate*!  volume of be

tween three hundred and four hundred 
page?, by Dr. Peebles, treats exhaust
ively of Inoculation, cow-pox and calf
lymph vaccination from Jenner’s tima 
to the present. It tells how the cow
pox pub poison Is obtained—how the 
vaccine virus, while causing many ' 
deaths, sows the seed of eczema, 
pimpled faces, cancers, tumors, ulcer» 
and leprosy. It gives a history of the 
several years' battle against vaccina
tion In England, Parliament making It 
"optional” instead of compulsory. Th!»" 
book should be in every school library 
and family. Price $1.25.

Dr. PEEBLES' ÏÏ1«
hF ATW and the AFTERLIFE 
ULI 1111 Bjy A. J. Davis.
An Instructivo and interesting work for all to 
read. Price 60 cents. .

nniWT Tnm Between Religion and Science. 
1.11N H 1. 11.1 Just the book for nrogresslve 
vUlll AJIv X thlhkers. A boek tnat Is very 
Interesting to people who have a taste for the 
past religious history. By John W. Draper. 
Price, cloth. 11.76. .

THE OTHER WORLD AND THIS.’
A compendium of Spiritual Lows. No. 1. 

NowWhfto Gross Literature. By Augusta W- 
Flotoher. M. D. In this volume the author, la 
thé thirty-nine chapters, discusses a wide va
riety of subjects pertaining to Spiritualism, 
from a spiritualistic standpoint, she evinces 
the powers of a trained thinlcor, both in matter 
of thought and fine literary style, and Capa
bility of thought expression. The subjects are 
well handled with conciseness and yet with 
clearness. It will prove a rich addition to any 
Spiritualist's library: and a most excellent boos 
for any one seeking information concerning 
Spiritualism and its teachings. Price 91.W 4

r)OI1C 18 lh0 invention ot a prao- | V | xH F tlcal nuxllnm. under spirit 
1 Cz / V/I1L3 guidance, and is designed 
to develop mediumship. Many, by Its use. neve 
received long communications from spirit 
friends, and express groat satisfaction. Priest 
111. and 20 cents extra tor oxprossage.

Fattier Tom and ttie Fons,
Or a Night at tho Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir Samuel JTorguson. From Blackwood s 
Edinburg Magr.zino. Tills is n humorous ab
count or ruroilcksomo visit to tho Pope ot 
Romo by Father Tom. an Irish priest, armed 
with a superabundance of Irish wit, two im
perial quart bottles of Irish ' poteen! and an, 
Irish recipe ftor "conwoundfiig” tho same. 
Paper. 2fi «cents: doth. 50 cents. - - .

Aryan SQn Myths, the .Origin 
of.Kellglon. .

By Sarah n. Tltoomb. wlrh an Inttoductlj»« 
by Charles Morris, author ot "The Aryan Baofc" 
Price, olotb. 81.W. •! ■ - ।

Thßflßw anötUßOlö,
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ECHOES OF THE SYMPOSIUM
■ LYMAN C. HOWE MRS. FLORENCE.HUNTLEY

The Great Psychological Crime
. . . " -----I-- ;------- ------ - ’ . . '

fl Goinoarisofi ol. views and the Reasons .■ 
’ Therefor.
Lyman C. Howe, the veteran Spiritualist Lecturer and 

Medium; a man well and favorably known as one 
, of the foremost thinkers and writers in our ranks, 

will Champion the Cause of Truth as reflected in 
> Spiritualism, while Mrs Florence Huntley, the well- 

known Author and Journalist, will defend all the 
statements in The Great Psychological Crime, 
which Mr. Howe will dare to assail, making a series 
of articles instructive, suggestive and inspiring, and 
which every Spiritualist should most carefully read.

LYMAN C. HOWE REPLIES TO MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY.
’, \ :-------

'Mrs. Florence Huntley, Chicago, Ill.: ’
My Dear Madam—Your Number Two j 

Is, at hand. I find much In it to Indicate 1 
the value of this discussion, and, though । 
you find me a dull pupil, and confusing I 
in my attempts to reason, there is hope I 
for me yet, since I am but a kid learning i 
to walk. ' !
• You seem anxious to push m,e on to ' 
some special attack on the book, which ] 
you seem to regard as the chief object i 
of this discussion. I do not so -under- i 

' st^ind It. I am not anxious to make any | 
attack upon any one, but to use such । 
suggestions as the book presents to my 
mind, for the vfflue I can find In them, , 

* and with, your help, to get a clearer un- । 
derstanding of thq principles and ideas 
It contains, and try to reconcile them 
with known facts and reason- To hasten 
to certain points that you may deem ; 

. most significant, before we have fin
Ished those already to' yhed upon, would, 
it seems to,me, weaken the value of the 
entire discussion. The author lays । 

■ down' certain basic principles, upon 
which he builds the entire superstruct
ure of his philosophy. •

Prominent among these,js Individual 
sovereignty, and Independent free moral 
agency, as the normal condition of the 

' human soul. In this connection he as
sumes that there are two great and op
posing principles in nature, the con
structive and destructive; and that the 

, one conserves and builds individualism, 
while the other destroys it. And he 
holds-and teaches, that hypnotism, In 
all its phases, is a destroyer of the Indi
vidual life,’ and LEADS TO DEATH. 
He defines It-as the “processes by and 
through which one person, called a hyp- 

obtains, holds, and exercises con
trol of the will, voluntary powers and 
seiisory organism of another person 
ctb'ied a subject." ’

; ! 1 holds that; “Th’dre are-numerous
, wethods' .or'processes by means of 

which it is possible for a hypnotist to 
obtain such control," and that, “the mis- 
'chievous and destructive effects of hyp
notic control do not generally manifest 

, themselves at once, to thq observer, nor 
• to the subject himself,” and he insists 

that mediumship is always, and inva
riably, a hypnotic process in all,re
spects the same as that defined, except 
that the hypnotist is an excarnate Indi
vidual in. al| medlumistjc manitesta- 
tions. 1 ' .

Since the limitation« of his definitions 
only covrir such cases as subdue the 
will, voluntary powers and Sensory’or
ganism by'the action of the will of the 
hypnotist, <it seemed to me that all 
cases and conditions In which the act
ive will of one or more persons, reaches, 
Impresses, and controls the will and vol
untary powers of another, are hypnotic, 

• no matter how or for what purpose the 
will is exercised. In as much as our 
author admits that the evil effects “do 
not generally manifest themselves at 
once to the observer, nor to the subject 
filmself,” and that “there are numerous 

, methods or processes f by means Of 
which It is possible for the hypnotist to 
obtain control of his subject,” it seemed 
to me a legitimate inquiry to ask, 

■ “where is the limit?” Must the effects 
be immediate, and "the hypnotist known 
to the subject, in order to make it a 
hypnotic process? If the effects do not 
at once appear either to the observer or 
the subject, who can decide when or 
where the hypnotic process begins? If 
the methods are numerous, and the ef

, fects, at first, not perceptible, and you 
' write to me with a strong purpose, and 

■ will to convince me Of any truth, and I 
' am impressed by your will and words in 

ever so small a degree, what is chat but 
a hypnotic control? The; same process 
continued might extend Progressively 
the hypnotic impress of your mind, un
lil I would be unable to resist your gen-

3Ëfig®2

Ing from natural environment, and 
those human expression» that sfe not 
attended by any exercise of the will.

The author's definition- supposes that 
bpth the parties to .an "independent 
Suggestion” are in full and undisputed 
control of all' their Independent, selL 

•conscious and rational faculties.”
But is not this exactly the condition 

at the Inception of all hypnotic pro
cesses? Slowly, impeijceptibly, the in-, 
fluence of the positive will changes this 
condition of mutual independence, as 
the hypnotic process proceeds. At the 
beginning "neither, party is under hyp
notic contrbl.” • ,
. “Each is in undisputed possession 
and control of all his own independent, 
self-conscious and rational facilities, Ca
pacities and powers.” In all cases 
where the subject is aware of the inten
tions of the hypnotist, and voluntarily 
consents to the operation,-j he ia acting 
as independently as you and I are in 
this discussion, \yith tills condition the 
hypnotic process begins. Then, In all 
cases of Independent suggestion, I judge 
the persons making the suggestion must 
do so'without any exercise of will; and 
this, I think, seldom happens.

Now, all of this and much more might 
be said against the assumption that pro
cess is so fatal to the well-being of in
dividual life,, ■

Nature accomplishes many things by 
a variety of processes, and all converge

is Baid of the “abnormal" and "unnatu
ral," as being dangerous, etc. But 
what ia normal to one da& or ojiè stage 
of our evolution, may-be abuorjnul- to 
another. The temperature that Is nor
mal to a native of the tropics would kill 
an Esquimau In a short time, and vice 
Versa. Sudden transitionstfoom one con
dition to another are liable; to m&ke un-

SOME BACK TALK
D; W. Hull Sepiles to' Eçciesla-Phobia 

Critics. "

you, and decide to purchase thdm at his 
price, would that be a hypnotic control? 
True, you had your choice, and took the 
goods because you-thought you wanted 
them, and you thought ypu were acting 
Independently. But your estimate of 
the goods was changed by the will and 
persuasive suggestions of the salesman. 
Your will—choice—was really dictated 
by the man behind tjie counter. This 
illustrates briefly, and imperfectly, my 
thought of the operations of causes that 
Influence, impel, or compel our actions 
through life. But I DO NOT hold or' at
tempt to maintain that all men are me
diums In the special, limited, hypnotic, 
sense as defined by our author. .

Spiritualists often reiterate the ex
pression that “all persons are mediums, 
but in varying degrees of susceptibility; 
and all are more or less influenced, im
pressed, guided and controlled, by, the 
will of excarnate beings.”

When a subject is in the early stages 
of hypnosis, and entirely unconscious of 
any extraneous power impressing, his 
mind, is that “control?” If pot, at 
what stage of the process does it ~be- 
come control? If it 1b control, then are 
you not Controlled when you buy a pair 
of shoes under the persuasive influence 
of the suggestions of the clerk behlpd 
the counter? His will, accompanying 
his suggestions, impresses your mlnd-ln 
a way to change your first decision,, arid 
It often happens that people make pur
chases under the Influence of such sug
gestions, arid regret it afterwards. I 
know this, for I have done it myself. 
But, Instead of this experience preprir- 
Ing me for another, and more extended 
application of the same processes, I am 
better prepared to resist the. next- at
tempt, and with the memory of the pre
vious experience before me, defy the 
kyphotic efforts of the salesman.: I un
derstand-that it Is claimed that the, 
hypnotic process is steadily progress-'’ 
Ive; that it first subdues the will and 
voluntary powers, and lastly attacks the 
sensory organism through the devolu- 
tlonary order of the three brains. If 
tills be true, Is the'first impression upon 
the will a hypnotic control? If not, 
where, In the course of the process, 
does It become control? But the wilj is 
always subject to. the demands and 
commands of desire. . Can you will to 
do anything that you do not, under all 
the circumstances and conditions then 
obtaining, desire to do? I think not. 
Then the "control” must go back of the 
will and attack desire. Desire is. a re
sult of antecedents and circumstances 
as they combine in the complex organ
ism of your whole being, is it not?'

In any hypnotic .process there must 
be, Lt seems to..me, some point of begin
ning; Where Isrhat point? If you de
sire to partake of some choice fruit, can 
the hypnotic “control,” paralyze your 
power to choose in accordance with 
that desire? Or does it change the de
sire first?

I once had an experience that may il
lustrate this question. When I first be
came a medium my hand wopld answer 
mental questions pnd perform many 
mysterious things!' So long as I made 
no resistance it seemed to respond very 
readily to the will of an outside intelli
gence. But I could at any time stop it 
in an instant, by the exercise of my vo
lition, and it required but the feeblest 
effort to resist anything this power 

' might be doing with my .hands, I was 
skeptical as to the source of this out
side power. It acted with evident intel- 
llgence. It seemed to know our 
thoughts. I reasoned (very illogically 

; as 1 now see it) that if it were spirits 
. they ought to be $ble to control my 
i hand after they had possession of it, in

to serve one progressive aim. She is 
perpetually changing the molecular re-' 
latlons of our bodies, expelling ex
hausted. cells and, replacing them With 
new ones, not for the purpose of de
stroying (individual life, but to conserve 
and perpetuate it. >
r She builds progressively, beginning 
with the simplest forms, with but a 
single function, and changing tlie struct
ural order by repellipg tlie unfit, f^d < 
absorbing the needful to serve in the 
evolution of the individuality, differen
tiating as she advances, multiplying 
function as she Increases faculty, and 
always pushing up through every 
change the one dominating’ principle ex
pressed in progressive individualism, If 
we may postulate a universal design— 
to Bay nothing of ».Désigner—it would 
appear that the purpose from the dawn 
of life, when approximate chaos reigned 
in the cosmos, to the highest order of 
organized intelligence, the perfection of 
an Intelligent individuality that repre
sents llmkiess resources and possibili
ties; and tlie sum of ail attainments, 
with -the secret prophecy of a spiritual 
immortality, was stamped’ upon the in
ner pages of causative destiny, and 
present in all the varying processes 
that attend the evolution of individual, 
life. From these translations of Na
ture I infer that the assumption of a
“DESTRUCTIVE PRINCIPLE IN INDI

VIDUAL LIFE”
Is a dream of the mystic. ‘J If he has 
means of knotting that are not access
ible to me, I do not set any stakes, or 
dogmatize against possible reality. 
But I deem it quite possible that one 
possessed of unusual nfeans of obtain
ing knowledge may yet malte radical 
mistakes. If we accept the theory of 
evolution'that appears to be sustained 
by the rocky records of the world, the 
evidence is overwhelming that man Is a 
result of progressive processes, in 
which life and death have been perpet
ual contributors, each essential to the 
one (him, each dependent upon the oth-’ 
er, and all'the processes attending in
dividual evolution—including the hu
man will and all its uses—have been, 
and are in their ultimate bearings,
CONSTRUCTIVE FACTORS IN INDI-

■ vidual Life. .
. , ' V... ’
But in what does individuality con-, 

sist? - Is it the ! anatomical form 
clothed with matter? I think the au
thor wlH say no. Is it, then, a spiritual 
entity moulding to ¿its order the 
changeable body? i:Is it this vitalizing 
center that has pushed its way up the 
centuries, through all the lower types, 
amid the passion-storms of ages, in the 
dismal seas of animal impulse and cha
otic fury? Is it reasonable to ’suppóse 
that an individual life that has ’■ thus 
persisted, and continually advanced 
through, all the varying conditions at- 
tendant„upon the world’s development 
has with'ln Itself an opposing • .

' DESTRUCTIVE PRINCIPLE, 
dependent upon so fickle and uncertain 
an agent as the human will, by which 
the work of ages niay be defeated? It 
looks to me that an Individualism that 
has come up through such conditions, 
and persisted and advanced in spite of, 
all obstacles, through all the animal 
planes in which-appetite and passion 
dominated all, cannot hold within it
self a DESTRUCTIVE PRINCIPLE 
which can, by any possibility, defeat the 
achievements thus attained.

If it should turn out that there is no

pleasant experiences, andiiofteuy result’ 
in destruction; but; whesu attained by 
progressive processes, th^ state, that 
was abnormal may becoip_e nonpal, A 
hypnotic (process that ¡benumbs the 
brain, and translates thejflpnscbqjiBness 
into a deep interior realisation, of spir- 
itualcthings, may at firstybe harmful to 
the !jsody, and very abqqrmal JQ. the 
ordinary waking state. Bo I8 s Pro
found sleep, from which one ^wakens 
benumbed and confused, and at first 
feels dissatisfied and uncomfortable. 
By degrees the abnormal becomes nor
mal, and the normal becomes abnor
mal, without harm to the individual.

In regard to the reflections made by 
different writers in the Symposium, 
upon the concealed personality of the 
author of the book, I have this to say: 
I have not reflected upon'-the author 
any unkind or censorious criticisms, on 
account of his being unknown. What I 
said was logically consistent with trip 
issues that come between us, I have 
no -criticism to offer upon that subject.. 
I have made none. I simply referred to 
jt as an unavoidable factor in this dis
cussion, and not to reflect against the 
author in any way, or to.questlori his 
reasons for remaining unknown to our 
readers. I can realize how. seclusion 
may be necessary to the success of his 
work. I have known similar cases 
among mediums, whose sensitiveness 
felt the jar of even a query of curiosity.

I have myself seen the time that the 
quiet gaze of human eyes out of my 
sight ten feet distant, was distinctly 
tangible; and censorious" thoughts 
grated tupon my nerves. My reference 
tp the unknown source of tlie book was 
that the fundamental statements upon 
which all his theories rest are undeter
minable, by any' means , within our 
reach, and therefore must/ for the pres
ent rest upon the testimony of the un
known author. They are not, for the 
present subject to verification, by any 
means accessible to me or the public.

The value of human testimony de
pends upon the character of the witness 
—not only his truthfulness, but upon 
what we know of his opportunities and 
abilities for obtaining the, particular 
knowledge to which he testifies. Also 
a knowledge of his mental habits Ln ob
serving, tabulating, and critically test
ing the value and realnesa of all he com
municates. This would, not be neces
sary If tlie book were predicated upon 
well-known data, and scientific demon
stration as known to the leading physi
cists. I thought I made this clear in 
my second letter, and did not think you 
or anyone could see any unjust or un
kind insinuations against the author of 
the book, In anything that I said. You 
wonder if any one of us ’ is prepared to 
stand by the logic of our criticisms on 
this subject, when it is applied, to me-

It appears that ah article I wrote 
some time ago, entitled “Ecclesia-Pho- 
bla,” has elicited several responses. 
ywo of them—those of Sisters Clara 
Watson and H. A. Stockey t^ere critical, 
and one by Bro. J. H. Dickey, commend
atory.' The article that I had written 
was occasioned by’ another article. I 
■forget who was its author, A’hlch meta
phorically took some of us into his 
back yard and castigated us for making 
use of the words defended in my Ar
ticle. As I did not care to enter into 
any discussion I mentioned no name. I 
am glad to find one man come to my de
fense, for I do love approbation. But 
while thanking him for the good words 
he said, I will not withhold my appre
ciation from my two sisters for defend
ing what they believe to be truth, not
withstanding the bitter personal twang 
that appeared more especially in that of 
Sister Stockey.

Sister Stockey intimates that I “have 
arrived at the febrile stage of that mal
ady which 1b characterized by flight!- 
ness.” Thank you!-. But Insane peo
ple should be treated more kindly than 
she treated me. • Yet I am glad it was I
Instead of some ope else she thinks has 
gone mad. Sister Watson admits she 
has Ecclesia-Phobia. ■ That ' ’
The./mre is easier.

Sister Watson is a. very 
woman, and so perhaps

la good.

interesting 
Is Sister

Stockey, but I don't know her so well. 
Mrs. Watson is intensely in earnest, 
and all she says in her criticisms is 
said mostly because she thinks it ought 
to be said. I want to Say I always ad
mire such persons. I don’t suppose she 
reciprocates, but that does not make 
any difference with me. She has strong 
convictions, and so have I. There is a 
psychologic condition with each of us 
that whatever may intei-vene adheres 
closely to us.| it is called hypnotism by 
unscientific scientists, but It is the re
sult of suggestion,' The suggestion is 
.antipathic with some of our extreme 
friends, and in consequence they will 
not see an adverse argument so quickly 
as if their minds were free. I am not 
claiming that I am clear of it. Indeed 1 
have often discovered that I was not. 
I well remember what a struggle I had 
in breaking away from my old religious 
teachings, on account of the psychology 
of my former teachings. Any one who 
has ever read “Robert Elsmere" can re
alize what mental suffering I endured In 
making tlie transition, and it lasted sev
eral weeks. But it was worth all it 
cost me. It taught me what a thrall 
may hold some persons, especially .if 
very sensitive. And’Tt Sister Watson 
and Sister Stockey are held to their ul
tra conceptions of truth, I can realize 
how they are held. Of course they will

had known something of physiology? 
The word “Professor’ is applied to ev
ery traveling mountebank in the coun
try. In fact the word reverend is -not 
half so much abused as these two 
words. The word "doctor" means a 
teacher, what do our so-called physi
cians teach. • ■ '

She tells us that “tlie Spiritualistic re
ligionist cannot force religion, upon the 
non-religious Spiritualists." And Mrs. 
Stockey tells us “You want-us to swal
low the church and-all ecclesiastical be
longings, because in some old forgotten 
age these words 'did not .mean what 
they do now.” I expect she knows what 
I want to do. Who is trying to force 
anything? Who makes all the kicks we 
see in The Progressive Thinker con
cerning the unorthodoxy of some of the 
Spiritualists? Has any one observed 
'anything of the kind from those who be
lieve Spiritualism to be a religion? 1 
confess I cannot think of any. Haven't 
we been scolded time and again be
cause we werp so churchy? The article 
criticised was written as a response to 
a scold—not one scold alone, but repeat
ed scolds coming from those who were 
out of patience with iis, because we did 
not subscribe to their little creed.

Then she tells us; “The world is rap
idly emerging where priest rule was im
possible’; the shackles are broken; the 
chick is hatched; and no amount of 
tongue-lashing of anathema marantha 
can frighten It back into the shell 
again. Your Reverence will find It 
equally impossible to ridicule Free
thinkers among Spiritualists out of 
court, or in any way compelling them to 
swallow your quack ecclesiastical nos
trums." You.can easily see that our 
sister has worked herself into a frenzy. 
I am sorry for this, and 1 have no wish 
to agitate her further. I believe she |s 
honest, and perhaps thinks her view is 
so plain that it is only my stubborn
ness that prevents me from accepting it. 
I have learned in my nearly seventy-one 
years oh this planet that people may 
hondstly differ from each other, and 
that a man is no more to blame for dif- 
ferliig- from another than he would be, 
if his hair differed in color from that of 
¡mother person.

Now I think I had better close, though 
there are some points I am strongly 
tempted to argue to a finish. I sincere
ly hope I have said nothing offensive to 
either of these sisters. My alm for 
many years past hqs been to use soft 
words and hard arguments, but some
times the temptation is great to be a 
bit sarcastic. I shall hope that I may 
yet have the privilege of a more inti
mate acquaintance with my two sis
ters, With much esteem,

DANIEL W. HULL.
" Snohomish, Wash.

4'iiçny that they grew up under that be
lief or disbelief as one pleases. It came
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diumsjiip and Spiritualism.” For my
self if can answer unqualifiedly “YES." 
You vyíll admit that 1b “trank,? :I think. 
I cannot answer for the rest... But I 
think you do not represent Mrs. Rich
mond’s position correctly. So for as 1 
have known, most of her lectures have 
been credited to -some ipnflesh¿d indi
vidual, whose name accompanied the 
address. - -It. is widely known that Mrs. 
Richmond,speaks as a, medium, and 
does not assume responsibillty-for the 
utterances Of her guides, even,though 
her name- be the only one attached to 
a lecture or letter. Bui^I. do .pot pre- 

;Bume toafiswer for her.-J-v.-. ■> ’ -
You mistake when you, suppose that 

all Spiritualists accept anonymous 
communications from our kind, whether 
In the flesh or not. For one,il do not 
accept the, statement of any spirit upon 
matters of fact, which cannot be veri
fied by any other means than the asser
tion of an unknown ghost. If Gabriel 
should control Mrs. Richmond and tell 
us that the moon Is inhabited by a race 
of giants'20 feet tall, and weighing 800 
pounds each, it would make no impres-’ 
slon upon my intellect," moré than a mo
ment’s amusement, perhaps. If Abra
ham Lincoln should report through the 
same medium, and corroborate the 
stdry it would not hypnotize me Into be
lieving it. I know a leading and widely- 
knpwn Spiritualist, one of the contribu
tors to the Symposium,'and a public

to them as a reaction from their former 
views. I was there myself, for a long 
time, upon the same principle that th<j 
pendulum which touches one wall 1b li
able to/swing to the opposite wail. The

Organize to Repeal Tyrannical Medical 
Laws.

word “Reverend” was often applied to 
me, principally because I had been a 
minister In the Adventist church, bui I' 
generally disclaimed thq ‘ ‘ '
my audiences that I was 
minister," and that since
tlon I Ignored that title, 
good'and earnest Bisters 
apostatized, If they dare

title, telling 
a "reformed 
my • reforma
No doubt my 
think I have 
use a word

de persuasions, or to see the suoject in
. dependently.
) You judge me "unfair” to use the 

word independent in any sense not in
tended by the'author. I know of but 
two ways to determine the meaning.of 
words. First, the lexicon; second, the 

. special definition given by the author.
If there is any special definition in the 
book by which the author limits his 
meaning of the word “Independent," I 
have overlooked it. In one place only 
do I find it used with a special modify
ing phrqse. On page 17 he speaks of 
the second . class of phenomena as 

• “those which occur independently of 
hypnotic control." I have not under
stood this to be a standard definition 

•like those given on pages 8 and 32-3. "
If it means “independent of hypnotic 

contrbl” in every caie, and nothing 
more, it would.seeiri to me unnecessary 
to use the word at all.

Webster defines it: “1. Not depend- 
• ent," not subject to the control of oth- 

■ era; not relying on others; not subordi
nate.” “3. Not subject to bias Or influ- 
enee; not obsequious; self-directing." 
The attempt to reason and analyze the 
relations of causes find effects, and to 
determine as far as'possible how pur 
conditions and acts are related to, -and 
governed by, Antecedents, and how arid 
Where control begins, arid in what de
gree we ate free and Independent,. it 
seems that I have either used bad Eng
lish or. ufisound logic, and thus unwit
tingly- annoyed, and puzzled you. To 

7 make amends, if I can, I will try again.
If à merchant is anxious to sell you a 

. bill of goods, which you do not want, or 
, at least do not care to purchase at hl» 
.' price, and persists in appealing to you 

. with a variety of plausible suggestion« 
of a great bargain, and urging you to 

' examine further, meanwhile using his 
!-'/ Will with his words, and' you finally be

come so Interested in the goods, that 
,5 you -think you see a rare-bargain for

defiance of my will or resistance. If 
they would do this, I thought it would 
remove all doubt. One day they told 
me they would lay me down and hold 
me in spite of Jny resistance. I did not 
believe it, but'hoped it might be done, 
for that, I thought would sdttle my 
doubts. I did not resist the attempt to 
lay me on my back, which I could easily 
have done. When I was in the most 
helpless position they said to me: “Now 
you cannet get up.’ I knew better. I 
knew I could rise as easily as at any 
other time, if I could try; but I could 
not try. I had no. desire to rise. Iwas 
as conscious and as Intellectually clear 
as I am at this moment. I knew that 
I could use my voluntary powers as 
readily and as forcefully as at any other 
time, if I wanted to. But I did not want 
to. This lasted but a few seconds—less 
than a minute, I think—and has never 
been repeated.

In this case my power to choose de
pended' upon my desire, and what the 
desire or lack of desire sprung from Is 
the conundrum. You tell*  me-that It is 
the process that determines the char
acter of hypnotic control, and that 
depends upon the action of the will of 
the hypnotist; but yriu claim a distinct 
difference between influence and con
trol. But when an imperceptible ' Im
pression is made upon the mind of a 
Subject, in what does that differ from 
any other suggestion that may produce 
a similar or Identical Impression? If 
the will as the motor power Is the pivot 
on which all the processes turn, then it 
would sriem to me that .any and all In
fluences (proceeding frOm the desires 
and wills of others), produced upon the 
Human mind to . modify,, change, or di
rect its action, and the order of think
ing, must be hypnotic. .

If ,1 am correct in this, it would seem 
that a very large share, of alii human 
conduct is referable to, arid dependent 
u^on, hypnotic: suggestion, within the 
meaning of the word'ah defined in the 
.book. “Independent suggestion” would 
Jjo limited to those influences .proceed-

such destructive principle, but that all 
processes, either directly or indirectly, 
contribute to the evolution of individual 
life, then the whole system of philoso
phy upon which the author predicates 
his "Great Psychological Crime”, needs 
reconstructing; and hypnotism and me
diumship may be entitled to a new 
trial. ’

In accepting the position of a critic 
and questioner in this discussion, I did 
not understand that I was expected to 
refute anything, unless I found some
thing in the book to refute. But there 
is much to invite queries and sugges
tions without any special effort to re
fute the author’s statements. But 1 
find some things that seem to me to aSk 
f<jr a challenge, and one of them is that 
which I have called to account in this 
letter. I must skip some points that 
seem to me of minor importance and 
touch some that seem to need a little 
fixing. You refer to my answer to your 
question about my being willing to ac
cept a triith if thrust upon me by a pro
cess which paralyzefe reason, and find in 
it a lack of frankness! Many people 
who have known me for 20 or more 
years still seem to regard me as. candid 
and sincere, and have never to my 
knowledge discovered that I am not 
frank and fair In my efforts to tell the 
truth. Now you have found me out at 
the outset of our correspondence, and 
spoiled all my hopes of making you be
lieve that I mean what Isay! I did not 
think you would catch me so soon. But 
after reconsidering my answer, I find 
nothing to take back or change. And 
as it seems to tae, if I had answered un
qualifiedly "No,” I should not have ex
pressed the truth so fully and so frankly 
as I did in the “hypothetical case" to 
which you refer. If our readers thihk 
my answer was not honest or frank, 
perhaps they will excuse me as not be
ing entitled to the "franking privilege."

I fully agree with you when you say 
that “the natural method of receiving 
Intellectual knowledge of the truth is’ 
through the exercise of one's own natu
ral faculties, capacities and powers, 
and not by or through their suppression 
and paralysis.” You agree that natu
ral sleep is proper,” and that we wel
come it, because we are “under the wise 
protection of the Great Intelligence.”

Well, are we not at all times sub
jects of the same protection? ■ .

. Are we sure, when’we lie down to 
sleep that, in the passive quiet of sooth
ing dreams, Ivo are not. liable to be' poB- 
sessed, hypnotized, and played with, by 
any passing stranger that may discover' 
us, and take advantage of oiir helpless 
condition? Is .there any certain pro
tection against such a calamity ? Much

speaker, who has several times an
nounced through the spiritual press 
that he would not answer or notice any 
writer who withheld his name. I have 
not “thrust into this discussion” any 
“double-edged sword" ris a “weapon.” I 
am not anxious to hurt the author or 
my fair correspondent, or to apply any 
weapon against any truth. I have not 
attempted to disparage the author by re
ferring to hlB attitude in withholding 
his name. 1 simply stated the difficul
ties in the way of arriving at a definite 
result, which, I think, our readers will 
see were logically consistent,' and in
evitable. I had hoped to approach me
diumship in'this letter .for there is 
where most of the interest to our read
ers is likely to center. But that must 
wait for another writing.

As I understand this subject the 
striking charges made in the book 
against hypnotism and mediumship, 
are predicated upon certain discoveries 
claimed to have been made by a pro
cess that is unknown to me, and to the 
great body of our readers, and therefore 
must be accepted—if accepted at all— 
on faith, that, for the present, cannot be 
settled by demonstration. Am I not 
correct in th|s? With high esteem arid 
fraternal regard, I remain,

Your friend in search of truth.
' LYMAN C. HOWE.

Constipation Needs a Cure.
,A simple remedy only“isnot sufficient, 

especially If the relief fs brought about 
by the use of salts, aloes, rhUbarb, or 
some similar purgative or ''Cathartic. 
They temporarily relieve ' out they 
weaken the bowels and makenth9 condi
tion worse. In constipation the bowels 
require strengthening? tonfh'g, , and 
something that will afiflist ffifim to do 
their -work naturally aflid' healthfully— 
in short a tonic laXatIVe of the highest 
order. That is what Vèrnal 'Sâw Palm
etto Berry Wine Is. It( botH relieves

found in eccleslasticlsm. If so, all right. 
I have apostatized because I have 
learned-, something I did not know be- 
fp.iv. ■

Speaking of the words "church,” "re
ligion,” "Bible," and “reverend,” Sister 
Watson says: “But to me it does not 
matter what the original meaning of 
words may be; it is the popularly es
tablished, every day meanlngwhlch con
cerns us, and certainly bad associations 
center around the words mentioned.” 
Indeed! I wonder if bad associations do 
not center around the words “demo
crat,” “republic,”.-“republican,” “llber- 
ty,” “noble,” "benevolence,” and a 
thousand othër words! Who wants to 
abolish these words because of their 
bad associations? Some of thèse bad 
associations are only, in Sister Watson's 
mind. Her study of religion having 
been mostly confined to the Roman and 
Anglo-Saxon religions, which have been' 
misnamed Christian, she gives her defi
nitions accordingly. There ' are five 
hundred millions Buddhists, and they 
have- flourished for twenty-five centu
ries, and it would be very difficult for 
Sister Watson to point out one sin 'to 
their charge. There are four hundred 
and eighty millions of Confucians, and 
they are equally Innocent. Besides 
these there are perhaps over one hun
dred millions of Parsls, Shintos and 
other pagan religions, against whom 
nothing can be said. Modern Chris
tianity has not more than one thirty- 
third part of the whole world, and to 
make all otner religions responsible for 
its. doings is turning vicariousness up
side down.

"The influence of these four words,” 
she says, “has filled thp world With mis
ery, suffering, degradation, Ignorance 
and woe.” I am not sure about that. 
As scheming men are wont to unite 
with whatever society or institution 
they can use to further their own ends, 
the fault may have been ,morexln the, 
men than the institution After Chris-. 
tlanity-Aad become a power in the 
world this class of men sought the 
priesthood for the purpose of furthering 
their impositions. It was to^thelr in
terest to keep the world in ignorance 
and superstition; but in these days this 
class of people appear to be getting Into 
politics, or into the control of the lead
ing political parties, for the very same 
purpose; for the whole effort-of politi
cians is to keep people from reading 
any other literature except such as is 
furnished by the dallies under their con
trol. Education has become popular 
with the masses, but they are using ev
ery possible method to swarm the coun
try with an Ignorant population from 
abroad. , ‘

“Doctors and professors,” says Mrs.

The foes of medical freedom have, 
through organized effort, secured the 
passage in all the states of laws which 
make it a crime to heal the sick by- the 
power of vital magnetism, or by any 
other method, except the administration 
ot poisonous drugs by doctors who can 
get a license to practice from a hoard of 
doctors, a majority of whom are allo
paths, and bitter foes to all new and 
progressive systems of medicine.

The American Medical Association 
was organized for the express purpose 
of securing the passage of these des
potic laws. It Is composed of allo
pathic doctors, and comprises less than 
one in ten of the doctors of that school, 
a majority of whom are opposed to such 
laws; while ninety p£r cent of the ho

. meopathlc, eclectic apd physio-medical 
doctors are opposed to them.

But ten -thous|md uoctors organized, 
have more’power than a million who are 
not. . ■

The American Medical Union was or
ganized for the express purpose of 
overthrowing medical despotism, and 
restoring freedom to physicians and 
people alike. It was born In Chicago 
four .years ago, and now has members 
in every state and territory. While it 
has steadily Increased in nfcmbershlp 
from year to year, it has made excep
tionally, large'growth during the pres
ent year; which fact we ascribe largely 
to the Influence of that broad and brill
iant magazine, Medical Talk, published 
at Columbus, Ohio, whose able editor, 
Dr. C. S. Carr, has kept its claims be
fore his one hundred thousand readers 
from month to month. As an introduc
tion to the publication of the constitu
tion of the A. M- U. in the October num
ber, Dr. Carr says; '

"The American Medical Union, or
ganized in 1899, is growing in numbers 
and Influence steadily, and it is already 
exerting a potent influence in favor of 
the principles on which it was founded. 
These principles are summed up in its 
motto, "Fraternity, Freedom, Progress." 
The editor and many of the readers of 
Medical Talk are members ot it, and we 
shall be glad to have all our readers 
join it.”

It should not be very long before the 
American Medical Union would outnum
ber the membership of the American, 
Medical Association, when it could force 
the repeal of all oppressive medical 
laws.

! Membership in the A. M. U. is open^to 
all honorable men and women, whether 
physicians or not, and the fee for mem
bership is only one dollar.

Reader, do you not think it a privi
lege, no less than a duty to join this 
grand organization? If so, write at 
once, inclosing one dollar, to yours for 
Fratèrnity, Freedom and Progress,

' T. A. BLAND, Sec’y. A. M. U., 
161 Hoyne avenue, Chicago.

t

and permanently cureé1' Iqy ¡‘'removing 
the cause of the difficulty, ri'positive
ly cures dyspepsia, indlgesttòh, kidney 
and liver troubles, hriadaché« and all 
other diseases whlcb%row offt of Bick 
and clogged bowels. 'One sfittili dose a 
day will cure any cast!/ Ughtoor bad. It' 
Is not a patent medicine. ' The full list 
of ingredients goes with every package 
with explanation of their action. It 
costs nothing to try it. t A fnee sample 
bottle 'for the ^asking, j vernal Remedy 
Co., 168 Seneca' Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

AIL leading druggists Sell it. '

"Handy Electrical. Dictionary.’. . . . A)
practical handbook of. reference, con
taining definitions of "every used eloo-trical torm or .phrase. Price 25 cents.

"Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to -Assist Devel
opment." By W. H. Bach, i Especially 
useful to'learners who sook'to know and 
utilize tho laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper,, 25 cents. For 
sale at this office. 'w.

Watson "as well as blacksmiths and 
school teachers are of use in the 
world.’ Sister Watson seems to be in
nocent. The fault I have with ’pur 
schools Is that college graduates will 
allow themselves imposed pnv by the 
medical fraternity. When a doctor gets 
a case he doesn’t understand^ he calls 
it heart disease, appendicitis^ or some
thing, and proceeds to go down in the 
patient’s pockets ever afjer, or send 
him where an operation ylll withdraw 
hundreds from him at one pull, a rake- 
off of which he receives for his good of
fices in sending him to the butchery.

I practice in a small way myself, in 
my Itineracy, and I " know whereof I 
speak when I say ail inflaqimation of 
the colon is not appendicitis, or that a 
dlaphragmal weakness Is not heart dis
ease. I have taken scores of women 
who. were about to be sent to the hos
pital by their doctors, and saved them 
surgical Operations. And a. number of 
these diseases. have been Inflicted by 
some unskilled doctor, years previous at 
a’ihlld-blrth. If our schools were what 
they should be, the graduates would' 
know more about’themselves, and could, 
not be imposed on by their physicians. 
Do you think Funston would oypr had 
two operations for appendicitis If ho
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OUR PREMIUMS.
BEAR IN MIND.

Rememoer, please, that we send 
many of our Premium Books by ex
press. If you do not receive your order 
promptly by mail, Inquire at the express 

there, notify up at once;
Remember, please that it costs ten 

cents to get a personal check cashed at 
a bank in Chicago. If you send a per
sonal check, add ten cents to the 
amount sent.

Remember, please, that we have only, 
two books which we send out now for 
25 cents each. We cannot allow you to 
select any other book or books In their 
place.

Remember, pleade, that you are not 
entitled to any ot these Premium 
Books unless you send in with your or
der a year’s subscription to The Pro
gressive Thinker. .

Remember, please, that the safest 
way to make a remittance is to secure a postal order.

Read our Premium Offer AND DO ST?/0 U?FOR ANY OTHER 
itHMS. You must sefid $1 for The 
Progressive Thinker when you order 
one or more premium books. Please J 
bear this In mind.
. ”euT.ember'.P,ea8e- that mistakes and 

b* av°lded by dealing di
rect with this office, instead of through 
a news agent. ’

„..?.v.er,y.Person wbo sends in a yearly 
subscription to The Progressive Think
er can have until further notice, the two 
tollowing books.for 25 cents each: “The 
hv w°f ^a.?,and Ethlcs of Science,” 
by Hudson Tuttle, and "Seers of tha

>°.r’ ®P|r‘tual|sm Past and Pres- 
ent'j. Dr- J. M. Peebles. Both ex
ceedingly valuable, and though widely 
different, each one fills an exceedingly 
important niche In the literature of 
Spiritualism.

If you order only one book, and that 
one neither of the books mentioned 
above, the price is 50 cents.

If you order two books, and neither of 
them the above mentioned, the price is 9,0 cents.

We have TEN Premium Books only, 
ana you can select from them as follows:

Any three of the ten Premium 
you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of tlie ten Premium 
you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the ten Premium 
you may order, price $1.80.

Any six of the ten Premium

Books

Books

Books

Books
you may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of the ton Premium Books 
you may order, prfce $2.35.

Any eight of the ten Premium books 
you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the ten Premium Books 
you may order, price $2.90.

Lastly all of these TEN valuable 
Premium Books here announced are 
sent out, all postage prepaid, for $3.10, 
a price never before equaled in this 
country or Europe. The following is 
the list:

THE BIBLE AS REGARDED BY JOHN 
E. REMSBURG.

In this book there are Eleven Chap
ters on the Authenticity bf the Bible; 
Thirteen on the Credibility of the Bible; 
Ten on the Morality of the Bible, with 
an Appendix of Unanswerable Argu
ments Against the Divine Origin and In 
favor of the Human Origin of the Bible. 
Twenty-six pages of Index, enabling the 
reader to refer In an instant to any au
thority quoted or argument used by the 
author.

The tllpri of the chapters In detail are, 
Sacred Books of the World, The Chris
tian Bible, Formation of the Canon, Dif
ferent Versions of the Bible, Author
ship and Dates, The Pentateuch, The 
Prophets, The Hogioegrapha, The Four 
Gospels; Acts, Catholic Epistles ,and 
Revelation; Pauline Epistles, Textual 
Errors, Two Cosmogonies of Genesis, 
The Patriarchal Age, The Jewish Kings, 
Inspired Numbers, When Did Jehbsa- 
phat Die? Harmony of the Gospels, Paul 
and the Apostles, The Bible and His
tory, The Bible and .Science, Prophe
cies, Miracles, The Bible God, The 
Bible Not a Moral Guide, Lying, Cheats 

!lng, Stealing, Mur ler, War, Human 
Sacrifices,4 Cannibalism, . Witchcraft, 
Slavery, Polygamy, • Adultery, Obscen
ity, Intemperance, Vagrancy, Ignorance; 
Injustice to Women, Unklndn<;ss to 
Children, Cruelty to Animals, Tyranny, 
Intolerance, Conclusion,. Appendix.

The- book makes somei five hundred' 
pages, and Is printed handsomely on 
heavy, paper; with wide margins. Price 
£1.31L ■'

ten remarkable books
FOR 83.10.

1—The Encyclopedia ot Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2. 
t Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult- um.
’The Next World Interviewed.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus.
8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. , 
9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 

Science. . ;
10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 

Past and Present
Read This Carefully Before Re

Remitting.
When you send in your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the1 books which you desire in 
this list, and their price, and send for 
them. They are very valuable. They 
are Intensely interesting. They are ele
vating in tone and will do you good In 
remitting do not fall to enclose a dollar, 
tor The Progressive Thinker. ’ '

These ten books, substantially and 
elegantly bound, anfl printed in the 
neatest style of the printer’s art, will be ■ 
furnished to our subscribers for $3.10, a 
price which modern machinery and en
terprise has rendered possible in The 
Progressive Thinker office only. Send
ing out these books, however, at the 
prices we do, does not reduce the price 
of the subscription of the paper, appar
ently or otherwise, a single cent, for. 
that cannot be afforded for less than 
one dollar per year, in1 view of the fact 
that we publish such a vast amount of ' 
reading matter.

In conclusion, bear In mind that tha 
postage on these ten premium books la 
about ONE DOLLAR, leaving this office 
only $2.10, Illustrating the great bargain 
you are getting—a bargain the like of 
which was never known before on this 
material plane.
CLUB8I CLUBSl CLUBS! CLUBS!)

To Clubs ot ten or more we offer tha 
following terms-'to each one: The Pro
gressive Thinker one year, and>ONE of 
the following books, $1.15: “The Relig
ion ot Man and Ethics of Science”:! 
"Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past 
and Present"; "AWanderer in the Spirit 
Lands”; ‘jThe Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life In the Spirit World," Vol. 3. 
The one who gets up the Club will be 
entitled to the paper one year free, and 
any two cf the books he may 'select 
among our list of premiums. ,

ahJ up,,. as Disclosed In the Bible." Han ano Lne By Rev. Arthur, Chambers, C “'I'.l I J Associate of King's College, 
ODirit WOrlO London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would Investigate ana 
learu the facts ot Bible teachings as well as 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 11.10.

Bibfe and Church Degrade Wbman.
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises threo 

essays on "The Effect ot Woman Suffrage 6n 
Questions of Morals and Rel.lqn." Price. 10c.

Han the Microcosm.
Hls-Inflnlte and Divine Relations. Intuition— 
The Light Wlthln.¿jáy Olles B. Stabbio*  
. Price. IO cents. ’  __________ ___ ’

THE GOLDEN ECHOES t
A New Book ot Inspirational . 

Words an^ Music, .

?or tho uro ot mootlnrs, lyceumi nod homo, by S.
uehcr. Thorn heamltul eontra hnvo alrnndy com- 

torlnil m»ny broken honrt«. unlit IB hoped Ihnl they 
rpaybe beerd In every lend. I'rlcO 1SO| n.HOPWdov 
CW For ot th la otlco. -< —>1
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centrated himself on it, and after sev^lfrom them something at least worthy 
eral moments a tiny flame snrumr from" >nf thoii- nornnc HHzx ...ut.

SHE HAD A VISION

kind. <ä

MY MOTHER OVER THERE.

1

to 
to

been 
of in:

a law. My attention I 
called to this fact, I have

of their ,names. To commence with 
those who assume to be the highest lit-

Attempts Made Fifty Years Ago 
Wipe Out Spiritualism.

"Death Defeated;'or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young." By J, m.

M. D.t M, A. ».. Price M.

eral moments a tiny.flame sprung from 
the end, arid it burned steadily.

The^phase of his belief, however, 
which has caused thé most comment

.sade of abuse, thereby • to . undermine 
public confidence and pave the way 
the bold assertion of their rights 
share the public school funds.

ïfec. 19.1&03.

Helen Gould's Bible Prixw.
Resulting from the ban cl theRomun 

Catholic church placed by the Rev. T. J. 
Ear/ey on her class of 800 girls at Lynd
hurst, Miss Helen Gould has offered 
$750 in prizes to bo awarded for the 
host essays on the double topic, “The 
Origin and the History of the Version of 
the Bible Approved try the Roman Cath
olic Church" aud "The Origin arid His
tory of the American Revised Version 
of the Euglish Bible.”

As set forth by the, Milwaukee Free 
Press, this competition will be open to 
the world, and the offer is made through 
the bible teachers’ training school, or
ganized by the regents of the University 
of thq gtate of Jiew York.

. Four hundred dollars will be given 
the writer of the best essay, $250 for the 
second best, aud $100 for the third.

Ever since she . was a child Miss 
Gould has had a sewing class in Lynd
hurst. At an annual party„ given the 
class by Miss Gould a few weeks ago 
sandwiches were served. As it hap
pened to be on Friday, the Rev. Father 
Earley was much disturbed, because 
children of Román Catholic families 
were permitted to break the rule of the 
church relating to the eating of meat.

Notice was served on the clergyman 
that in future scriptures would be read 
before the class, ' and attentlpn was 
called to this by Mis? Gould, who 
wrote '

“The church you represent discour
ages the reading of scriptures or the 
Bible.”

Father Earley replied, denying the al
legation, but adding: “But the Roman 
Catholic church does object to reading 
the Protestant version, which goes 
back only to the days of Henry VIII. of 
England, and was then got up for ob
vious reasons.”

Miss Gould now adds another word to 
the controversy by writing through her 
secretory to Dr. W. W. White, president 
of tho Bible Teachers’ School: “It is 
strange that any one acquainted with 
ordinary facts in history could malee 
such a statement concerning the ver
sions of the Bible.” •>

So Miss Gould has decided to offer 
prizes for the best essays regarding the 
origin and history of the two versions of 
the Bible.

Dr. White expressed the opinion that 
the offer made by Miss Gould would do 
more to stimulate the study of the Bible 
than any other thing that has happened 
In recent years.

“In case Roman Catholics will con
sent to take part in the contest,” said 
Dr. White, “their members certainly 
will be added to the committee. ‘

"It is my idea the length of the essays 
should be limited to 5,000 words. The 
conditions of the contest will be made 
public as soon as possible.”

Here Is an opportunity for some dis
tinguished Spiritualist to gain renown 
by winning a prize of $400. A work of 
this kind will be greatly In demand.

Miss Gould is a lady with a national 
reputation. She is(a philanthropist, at 
heart, and in an unpretentious manner 
Ib doing a vast amount of good.
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LAST SUMMER AND NEXT.

The rose that bloomed last summer 
dead. 

Last summer is over-past;

/ Remit by Postofticu Mouav Order. Registered 
letter or draft ou Chicago qr Now York.. It 
costs from 10td K« cents to get chucks cashed on 
local banice, so dc<u't send them unle&s you wish 
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Address all leturs to J. It. FRANCIS, No. 40 
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Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all. attacks In the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when an attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Do you wish to assist In the publica
tion of a revlsecj edition of this book? 
If so, by subscribing for It now, you will 
receive a copy at less prjee than it will 
be sold for after publication. Price not 
desired until the book Is ready for do

A New Locality for Heaven and Hell.
Rev. W. A. Freeman,’ a Baptist 

preacher, has put the knowledge of the 
sun gained by astronomers to a useful 
purpose. He says there is no doubt that 
the sun spots are openings Into hell; 
and the bright surface is the abode of 
the blessed. There it will be handy for 
the saints to stand • on the yawning 
¿riges of the craters forming the spots 
and look down into the fiery abyss and • 
see their dearest friends and relatives 
suffering infinite torture!

■ Hot enough for a hell? Aye, hotter 
than the incandescent electric current 
of ten thousand volts! Hot enough not 
only to melt iron and platinum but dis
sipate them into vapor! When minis
ters of the gospel, supposedly having 
received a fair education supplemented 
by a few years in a theological college, 
stand up in their pulpits and put for
ward such rot as truth, and the "evan- 
gellsts” use the same to scare the sus
ceptible at revivals, their hearers are 
excusable if they run after any old 
thing that comes along, claiming divine 
authority. Here lies the secret of the 
success of such arrant humbugs and in
sane, cranks as Dowie. The matter with 
Rev. Freeman is that he is Ignorant. If 
he had studied the nature of the sun 
thoroughly, he would have known better 

' than to speak himself an ignoramus. , 
He obtained a smattering of knowl

edge, and at once made theological use 
of it.

The trouble with his hearers, that 
theyf patiently receive such nonsense as 
truth, is that they are more Ignorant 
than their pastor.

Talk about the necessity of Pratt In
stitutes to educate spiritual speakers! 
A few such would be highly beneficial 
in raising the standard of intelligence 
of the college bred church exponents.

All that Rev Freeman knows about 
the sun spots he has gathered from 
some sensational newspaper article, 
written by a penny-a-liner, who evolved 

' a goofl share from imagination. '
Dariwln and Wallace labored their 

llfe-titae in the study of evolution. Any 
preacher at a little church at a county 
four corners, can obliterate the whole 
theory, and prove God began making 
the universe early Monday morning and 
finished the job Saturday night, pro
nounced It O. K., and rested up on Sun
day!.

And the most deplorable part of the 
affair is that his church members are 
so saturated with superstition, that al
though they know better, will congratu
late each other in the rare gifts of learn
ing and eloquence of their seven-by- 
nine minister.

Mission Work.
W. A. Spicer, secretary of the foreign 

missions of the Seventh Day Adventists, 
inadvertently gave a glimpse, an inside 
view, of the facts in mission work. He 
has resided in India several years, and 
speaks from knowledge. He says:

"The heathen man is not necessarily 
ignorant In the universities of India 
are men learning western ideas, west
ern customs, but still they cling to their 
idols. The customs of the country Are 
such that the old religious'teaching is 
upheld long after the men know there Is 
doubt as to the truths. After the Hin
doo is baptized even his mother cannot 
take a glass of water from his hand, be
lieving thereby she would be polluted."

It has been so constantly repeated, 
that the heathen were poor, benighted 
souls, ignorant and brutal, that it passes 
unquestioned when the contribution 
l)ox’ for heathen missions comes 
round.

Is it conferring a favor on a people to 
convert them to a religion, which 
causes such absohlte separation of near
est relatives, and breaks up all the old 
mislomwof dome&Uc life? What if mis
sionaries from India should attempt the 
same work, in thisj country^-

re-
peated that with the coming of greater 
enlightenment the old, dark and damn
able ideas of future punishment were 
outgrown, and would never more arise.

It appears that the Catholics hold to 
the old belief, with unchanging tenac
ity^ The Rt. Reverend Challonef has a 
book just out,Jn which he submits some 
points of good Catholicism. This is the 
consoling picture he draws of the fate of 
the damned: '

"Ah, what a gloomy misery it must 
then be to be chained down to a bed of 
fire and brimstone, not for ten years, 
nor for ten thousand times ten, biit for 
as many hundred thousand millions of 
ages as there are drops Of water in the 
ocean, atoms in the air, or in a word, 
for an immense eternity. ♦ ♦ * Nor shall 
the length of time inure these wretches 
to the evils which they suffer, so as to 
make them thè more supportable * * * 
but after millions of ages, their tor
ments shall be as fresh and their feel
ings of them the same as on the first 
day.”.

And then swelling 'with. conscious
ness of his greatness he exclaims :

“How much we are Indebted to God 
for having called us to the true faith, 
preferable to so many millions whom he 
has left behind in darkness and In the 
shadows of death.”

What is the purpose of air this inde-' 
scribable torture?~Punishment is to de
ter from crime, or to reform the crimi
nal. Here‘there is no though t of re
form. It has one only object, to gratify 
the vindictive cruelty of the merciless 
tyrant who supposedly sits on the 
throne of the universe! It gives the 
priests the means of hold.ng the minds 
of men in the thrall of superstition, and 
abject slavery. . '

And for what crime are these spirits 
given Immortality for the purpose that 
their torture may be everlasting? They 
did not say they believed the impossi
ble. They know more than the priests. 
They were'honest and true to their con
victions. Giordano Bruno is there, be
cause he taught that there were more 
worlds in space than this earth ; Sócra
tes and Plato and all the ancient philos
ophers, because they lived before Christ 
made the atoning sacrifice, or if later 
did not accept it; all the scientific men, 
and thinkers,‘leaders in thought, under 
anathema of the church, on all this au
gust assembly God is wreaking his un
quenchable vengeance!
, And the saved! They who are shout
ing his praise, and exclaiming at his 
merciful justice in not making hell any 
worse! x

is

The songs have been sung, the tears 
have been shed, 

And have vanished and gone with the 
things that have fled;

No matter, dear, if love only last.
The rose that is budding will bloom 

,. some day,
Another summer Is near;-

Tears may be bitter, but soqgs will be 
say, '

We fear not to meet whatever we. may, 
If love wilh stay with ufc dear.

—Miller Purvis.

A GIRL SEES HEAVEN IN l^WNCES.
: .___ ■. ------------ - ---- .... ' il • -ir,- .... *

Mary, Kidder, Aged Fourteen, ’Aston-, 
Ishes Michigan City by Revelations-^ 
Brings Word of the Dead—Gives Cor
rect Information Concerning Persona 
Whom She Never 8aw---Angels Move 
Without Wings—Additional Facts.
Kalamazoo, Mich.—Mary A. Kidder, 

aged fourteen, has startled this city by 
her revelations of celestial regions.

Hundreds of people have visited the 
girl at her homo in the southeastern 
part of the city anfi have been wrought 
to a state of excitement by messages 
from the dead and revelations of the 
future. , 1 ’

The girl falls into - one to throe 
trances a day, during which time, she 
says, she is i,u heaven, where angels 
flock about her and reveal to her the 
past and the future. Miss Kidder has 
startled persons by describing things 
that happened fifty years ago. She 
tells of departed persons who were un
known to her, and brings messages to 
the living. Her descriptions of’heaven 
and the inhabitants of the celestial re
gion aro graphic. She foretells the de
tails of her own death and that, of her 
father and mother. In an interview re
cently she said : “I can’t tell just what 
the sensation is like; I can’t'tell when 
the trance is coming. It just strikés 
me suddenly. I lose control of my 
body and seem to be carried up—up
to an almost unimaginable height.

“The air- seems soft and fans my 
face. I fly through the clouds and then 
suddenly I know I am in heaven. 
About me strietehes a great city, _ but 
there are no houses nor streets. Beau: 
tiful white-robed angdls are singing and 
talking and sailing through-the air. I 
am flashed through two tómense, white, 
pearly gates, and then the whole beauty 
of the place is before me.

Angels ;Have No Wings. '
“Colors of every hue and description 

and the most beautiful music I ever 
heard are on every side. I seem to 
know all the persons there and they 
come to me and talk. It all. seems so 
strange to me. The angels teil me their 
names and wheri I come back here and 
repeat them and describe what I have 
seen, I find the living relatives of the 
angels here and they look at me and 
wonder.

“No words can describe what heaven 
really is. I try to cry out my joy, but 
find I can move neither hand nor foot. 
One of the spirits told me that when I 
died I would be free to move just as 
they do. I cannot understand how the 
angelé pass, through the air. They have

"I have just had a vision,” said Mrs. 
J. M. Willey, one day lately, as she 
awakened suddenly from a restless 
sleep,'at Portland, Oregon. For months 
she had suffered from tuberculosis. The 
best physicláns had been employed, and 
everything possible , had' been done to 
restore her to health, but for the past 
few weeks the doctors have expected 
the end to come at any time. ’

. Two weeks' ago her little 4-year-old 
daughter, Mary, was taken dangerously 
ill with spinal meningitis. As the 
mother awakened last Wednesday, a 
strange light was dn her eyes, and her 
Wasted features looked brighter. She 
knew that she might pass away at any 
time,, but she called her husband to'her 
side. ■ .:

“I will not go now,” she said) "P will 
wait for Mary. Mary arid I will soon go' 
together.”

"Love—Sex—Immortality." By Dr. 
W. P. Photon. For sole at this office'. 
Price 25 cents. .. , . .

The Commandments Analyzed, price'. 
25 cents. . Big Bible Stories, cloth, 50 
cents. For sale at this qfflee. , ( •

"Wedding Chimes." By Delphi Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and'appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ¿ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for : tho use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 coJits. For sale nt this office.

‘ %

no wings, hqj' do they walk. They just 
seem to be tpken through the air In any 
direction tl^y wifjh, to go.”

To Mrs, Addlo-Jftess, whom neither 
girl nor ben5iam(ly, had Qver seen, she 
described $j)d gave the names of the 
woman’s tu^band; pyrus Hess, and sev
eral relatives, death for years.

To Mrs. Edwar^jG. Russell, she de
scribed and'^amefiiher brother, Gedrge 
Hartman, w£o died forty years ago and 
never saw Kalamazoo. She also named 
and described antbgave messages from 
two children; of Mi». Russell. One son, 
Victor, died) in .Pennsylvania fifteen 
years ago and the other, Cafiton Rus
sell, died ten years ago.

To Mrs. Mary Pressable she named 
and described a mother dead., twenty 
five years, told ofi a daughter and hus
band dead ten and twenty years re
spectively, and 'named and described 
several other members Of the Pressable 
family. .

' ' Messages From the Dead.
Mrs. A. Kamp, of No. 814 First street, 

a total. stranger, was told of her hus
band’s mother, who died thlrty-twq 
years ago. Her name and description 
were given. The girl also named and 
described two children of Mrs. Kamp 
and conveyed messages from them. ,

Mary has been suffering from spinal 
and nervous trouble for some time. In 
July curvature of.the spine developed. 
Dr. Frederick Sbllllto attended the girl 
and incased the body In u plaster oast. 
One day recently the cast was removed 
and an hour lator the girl's body be
came rigid, her eyes dilated and the 
most strenuous efforts failed to arouse 
her. ■

“The girl is In a very peculiar mental 
condition,” said Dr. S(iljllto. “She has 
what is called catalepsy, and when in 
that condition. people often. hAve such 
peculiar Ideas and dreams. I have 
seen her In this condition and know of 
her telling persons who come to the 
house of their relatives dead for years. 
Wliether all that she says is true or not, 
of course 1 cannot say. ’ ■

“The case is a very unusual one, in 
which I am very much Interested. In a 
cataleptic state tho most developed 
moral emotions generally dominate. 
The girl is known to have always been 
of a very religious turn of mind, and her 
visions of heaven and the angels may 
be accounted for iii this way. When the 
girl awakens she generally has the ap
pearance of waiting from a sleep. 
While she Buffers with catalepsy her 
hands remain stretched rigid and 
straight toward heaven.”

Imte Sunday night the child closed its 
eyeriorevei’/'anri early yesterday morn
ing the mother's soul passed away.

SlncefWed'fiesda^‘the mother has told 
her friends that shq: was going with her 
child. ‘ .

Sunday evening all was quiet in the 
sickroom, when the mother’s voice 
arouSed thefn, .. .

“wait, Mary; rnj,.going with; you,” 
ghe said,-' softly, aaishe attempted to 
raise herself, and look at the child. 
Even at th^J. moment the child’s life 
must have, passed-away, for- a little 
later Its body was found .to be cold and 
lifeleSB. e,;. ■]<. , .

■ “I will sooir jolit“Mary,” she. told her 
husband, Wshe called hinf to'li^:§ide.‘ 
AU tbrougJi-UiTnlg'ht sho grew weaker 
and weaker, arid , died qilletly about 7 
o’clock Yesterday morning? ‘

OBSESSION ASSUMED TO BE A FIXED FACT.
I am more than gratified as tb the 

stand you have.,taken in giving to the 
world the truths of not only the results 
of hypnotism, but the facts concerning 
the character of the spirits'who have 
the knowledge and power to -use hypno
tism, either for good or evil purposes, 
the results ever depending upon the 
character and design of the user. 
Bread 13 life-sustaining, but I could be 
smothered with it. Water is a neces
sity, but-I could be drowned with it, 
and so with every useful thing; it can 
be made to serve as a blessing, or a
curse. X.« w V • ■

I have been sadly touched by the con
dition, of the obsessed lady referred to 
in your issue of Dec. 5, on page three, 
under’ the heading, “A Most Pitiable 
Case,” wherein the writer quotes from 
a letter received from a husband re
garding how his wife was controlled by 
a spirit assuming to be Abraham Lin
coln, but has now been so hypnotized as 
to become Insane. I desire the address 
of that husband and wife, as I have no 
doubt she can be relieved by Dr. Lane, 
of Boston, for I kpow of a lady he. took 
from thé Insane asylum who is to-day a 
well woman.in Boston.

I .went to see the lady who was ad
vertised in The Progressive Thinker as 
desiring help, on Rhodes avenue, and 
found her removed to an orthodox home

He says that hlB Inner vision knows no 
barriere, and he usually asks to be 
blindfolded in order to “prove” to the’ 
unbelievers that there is no trick.

Paints Blindfolded.
,He once played a game o2 dominoes 

in which the usual rules of the game 
were observed, aud had not the occult-. 
1st read aloud the numbers of the domi
noes before touching them and turning 
them over, there would have been a 
strong suspicion that he was playing 
the game haphazard. At the end of the 
game he-turned to a guest to whom he 
had previously given a folded slip of 
paper. The guest passed the paper 
about the room and every one read the 
score of the game. .

“I read the outcome in the astral 
plane,” 'said De Sarak.

Later tire game evening, the doctor, 
still blindfolded, painted a moonlight 
scene on- a canvas 18x36 inches. His 
hand was steady, and not once did the 
brush he held slip off. the edge. ।In 
eight minutes the work was finished 
and presented to one of the guests.

Light From “Vital Force." ‘
Then he lit a cigarette with the “vital 

force.” One of the men held the cigar
ette in an ordinary drinking .glass at 
some distance ffom the doctor. He con-

and Is the least "occult,” is his faith in 
whht he believes is to be the unusual 
destiny of his child, the little 5-year-old 
Augustus. ( •

Doetor De Sarak says that the soul of 
an adept |ias been reincarnated in the 
child, and that a leader of the people is 
growiuizjn him.

The Wild is an exceptionally beauti
ful and winning boy, with nothing of the 
prodigy about him unless it be his 
voice, which is full and exquisite.

Augustus occupies -tho place of honor 
at each of the-meetings and banquet», 
and he is always in the company of 
either his mother or father, even when 
asleqp.

*The Public Schools.
President Eliot, of Harvard, in an ar

ticle in the "Atlantic,”- on the public 
schools^of the United States, does not 
make religious ’Instruction one of the 
objects of our school system. It Is to 
teach:

“Family love, respect for law and 
public order, love of freedom and rever
ence for truth and righteousness." -

This |is the time, broad, American 
idea on which tfce public schools rest. 
That It remains undisturbed on this 
basis should be the undiverted effort of 
every one calling himself an American 
citizen, for here Is tho only safeguard 
to free Institutions. _

But the Catholic church thinks differ
ently. It believes religious instruction 
should be first, and better the child 
grow into a man Ignorant of everything 
else, rather than not be fully instructed 
in the precepts of its religion. For this 
end, it has established nearly 4,000 pa
rochial schools, with a million of pu

. plls. Not that the public schools do not 
give'able Instruction, for they axe far 

. better than the parochial, but they are 
godless, and to have the Catholic creed 
taught Ure children, the great expense 
is incurred .by. the parents at the com
mand of the priests. . '

The New York Sun prophetically 
says the future “becomes a very serl- 

Lcus: question fdr.'iolitical, discussion,7 . 
, Most assuredly It wlll.’ for the great 
power of the press is being utilized, and 
some of the leading journals, controlled 
by Catholic influence, or owned by mem
bers of the church,’have began a cru-,

confined to her bed, deadening her suf
ferings with opiates, hearing unkind, 
threatening voices constantly, driving 
her Insane. ‘ ■

In the 17th chapter of your premium 
book, "AWanderer in the Spirit Lands,”. 
the author described entitles that’ draw 
their sustenance from the nerve fluids 
of the sensitives to whom they attach 
themselves by a magnetic chain after 
remaining in their , atmosphere for too 
long a .time, and become a. fixed adher
ing entity. This statement has been 
verified by Jhis same Dr. Lane, of Bos
ton, who bw destroying this magnetic 
attachment’of, the spirit, frees the sen
sitive of its presence and power , and 
restores to reason and health. In ’ the 
case of this lady I went to see, who 
was confined to her bed, my guides di
agnosed her case as one of internal ob
session, or where the spirits were 
drawing the nerve fluid from,the Solar 
plexus and cerebellum. Such being a 
possible .fact, it is time our healers and 
suffering humanity should know of such

telligent spirits if such could be the 
case and was told that it could. Should 
you be pleased to use any of the above 
statements, please sign me as .an 

‘ INVESTIGATOR OF TRUTH.
Chicago, Ill.

HE SEPARATES THE SOUL FROM THE BODY
Dr. Albert Sarak Couni de Dos Ori

entalist, who recently attracted notice 
at the Planters' Hotpl, St Louis, has 
created considerable discussion In 
Washington, D. O., by some of his won
derful feats. -

Dr. De Sarak, who Is about fifty years 
of age, says his father was a Thibetan 
and his mother a French marquise. As 
a child he declares he was Initiated into 
the mysteriesjof his strange faith, and 
now he claims to be In constant commu
nication with his superior; -the Grand 
Llama. .

The theory of reincarnation, one of 
the main points in the religion—if it can 
be so-called—-of which he is an expon
ent, he believes, will soon be recognized 
by all people. He claims to be a sort of 
missionary, and as such has visited Eu
ropean capitals and many of the cites 
of South America. -

Separates Soul and Body. '
He lays claim to the power of dis

patching his spirit to the astral plane, 
thus allowing him to read ’ the .future. 
This alleged separation of the soul from 
the body is performed while in a sort 
of trance, the air of the room being 
made heavy with incense and filled with 
strains of soft music. It is an exempli
fication, he, says, of the. power of mirid 
over matter, concentration of thought 
being the motive power. ’

Every, night, he soys, his soul visits 
the mysterious city of Lhassa, whose 
sacred precincts no foreigner has ever 
penetrated, it is sold, and, talks with 
(he piasters of his faith.
•For those who go-to consult him Do 

Sarak goes into this trance-like state 
and while apparently unconscious tells 
them of their future. At three times 
his voice seems to crime from a long

., !............. .. -

distance and his speech is slow"and dis
tinct. He Is a master of fourteen lan
guages, but his Englishite so imperfect 
that he prefers to Use French or Span
ish when giving those seances.

Puzzle.^ fF re riffli Scientists.’
At a demonstration in Paris .several 

years ago hejsays hq baffled the French 
scientists who; came, expecting to find 
him either a cleverhypnotlst or a char
latan. He explained to them, he says 
that ‘‘vital force” could be consciously 
directed by one whaiunderstood it To 
prove hte statement he asked one of the 
most skeptlcai professors to cofiie for
ward and hold ¡aboVe.-his head what was 
admitted to ba a peiifect piece of plate 
glass about two feetnsquare. i

De. Sarak stood several feet away, he 
says, and concentrated his mind upon 
the glass, phldh IntPvery few minutes 
broke Into a thousaiffi'pieces in the pro
fessor's hands)' -L , . .

At this samfl'meetlttg he says he hyp
notized and made ilgld a huge cobra 
that crawled'out of <he cage and came 
toward him at a word of command.

Beautiful Spanish Wfe.
Those who'receive invitations to tis 

house for one of the- occasional "even
ings’’ are greeted by his Spanish wife. 
When her husband appears sho intro
duces him and then devotes hGrselfi to 
the guests until heels’ready to talk to 
them of his belief.

At all these affairs De Sarak1 wearp a 
long -rpbe of White satin, heavily em
broidered with gold, and .white satin 
turban, a costume which contrasts ef
fect! vdly. with hlsrblack halr and heard. 
After his talk he goes into the state in 
which he says the divines the ’ thoughts 
of those present-end. the future.

Judaism and Christianity.
The difference between Judaism and 

Christianity was discussed by Dr. Emil 
G. Hirsch before his congregation in 
Temple Israel, recently, showing why

। the Jew cannot change his Judaism for 
Christianity. He said: - ■,

"Religion is a force to make men bet-
'ter in the world to-day. The world is a, 
stage and we are, the actors. God is the 
stage manager. We must fill it with 
melody or discord. We must conse
crate it not to a future world, but to 
present good. War and pain are from 
Within and we, in this world, must live 
out the best there is in us.” ,

“With the Christians the most of you 
would shy religion is a method to win 
the favor of God, a scheme of salvation. 
For most men religion emphasizes other 
worldliness.

“For the Jew Immortality is of no im
portance, We have no right to affirm 
or deny it Judaism tries to give men a 
true understanding of this life. Juda
ism is this worldllness.

“I am well aware that this has been 
much forgotten. Some ot my col-r 
leagues are more at home In the heav- 
-enly Jerusalem than they are In the 
streets of Chicago. They act as agents 

■and sell tickets to the heavenly Jerusa
lem so that all you have to do is to tear 
off the coupons from station to station.

Christianity starts with a wrong as
sumption. Suffering and sin are not in
terchangeable terms. We must be 
worthy, but we need not be happy in the 
ordinary sense. The standard is with-’ 
in, that of self-respect. The usual atti
tude makes God say: ‘In this world you 
have suffered and have been bad, there
fore, you shall get it worse in the next.’ 
Where is the justice in this?

“By this idea men make God a blgTo- 
liceman, with candles in one pocket and 
horrid bitter medicine in the other, To 
the good folk he hands out sweet choc
olates, and makes the bad ones take'the 
horrid, bitter medicine. . '

“A good act done because you expect 
a reward loses its goodness. Restrain
ing from committing a crime to keep 
out of the penitentiary is not ah indica
tion of your nrfxal strength, but just 
the opposite. A godd“fieed is its own 
reword.' Therefore, Judaism has never 
made another world.” >

"In the World'Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive - and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. । Cloth 
bound;-price $1.
. “Tho Light of Egypt." Volumes J 
and 2. An occult library In Itself, a 
text-book ot esoteric knowledge as 
•taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price $2 per volume. For sale at 
tids office. .

.“Discovery of a Lost Trail." Ry Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggestlvenesB. Cloth, $1.50.' For. sale 
at this office. - . .

'"The Present Age and inner Lite; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi- 
fled and explained.” By Andrew Jack- 
Bon Davis. We have a few copies of 
this work by the celebrated soer. 
Cloth, $1.10.

„ “Th® Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The*  Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy- 
glens and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Alport Turner.’’- Of especial interest
and value. For 'sale at this office.
Price |1« . .,

The attempts In a few years last past 
by wise men to explain away or account 
for spirit manifestations on other than 
the spiritual hypothesis, are no better 
than similar efforts made by wiseacres 
fifty-years ago. All such attempts are 
failures,, for they'fail to fit the facts. 
Some folks thought the wise professors 
of that time (about 1853) had "ex
plained all about the raps, and.killed 
Spiritualism.” Yet the opposition 
brought, to bear against it did not retard 
its progress, nor win back its converts 
from their faith.

For purposes of comparison I will 
quote an extract from the History of 
Modern American Spiritualism—p. 121.

< A. H. NICHOLAS.
Summerland, Cal.

Ir.ww’.x .... i
"Leaving all the small fry to the ig

nominy which has long since swept 
over their names, let us glance briefly 
at the efforts of those whose position in 
society entitled the world ■ to expect

erary and scientific authorities on this 
subject, let us notice the work of Dr: C. 
G; Rogers, of Boston, who filled a vol
ume of what he called ‘The Philosophy 
of Mysterious Agents, Human and 
Mundane.’ In strict accordance with 
the title of his work. Dr. Rogers has fa-, 
vored us with a treatise so eminently’ 
mysterious that the only comprehensi
ble idea we can glean from it Is, that 
though the manifestations do actually 
occur, nevertheless they are not the 
work, of spirits.

“Still, as rsomebody or something 
must be answerable for that power 
which had proceeded from turning a 
table to the1 turning upside down of a 
continent, the Doctor gravely enunci
ates a theory which lays the whole bur
den of the manifestations on the cere
brum, which is supposed somehow to 
act somewhat in the way described by 
one of his newspaper eulogists in a 
criticism on his work which ..reads as 
follows: ‘He said that he thought that 
the revelations were not spiritual, but a 
cerebral automatic movement, depend
ing for its development upon the idio
syncratic temperament of (eacli indlvid- 
pal, inspired through the spinal centres 
by a mundane process of electrized vi
tality acting upon every molecule of tho 
system.’ v

. As this sentence includes a quotation 
from Dr. Rogers’ book—in fact, claims 
to be a compendious definition of its 
meaning—it implies on the part of the 
writer a condition of lucidity to which 
few persons besides the Boston editor 
could arrive after attentively perusing 
the book. As an example of the effect 
produced by'thle occult work on less en
lightened journalists, we quote a second 
criticism, which appeared in the Cincin
nati Commercial:

“ ‘The only true and legitimate man
ner of 'accounting for the taps is the 
physiological defect of the membranous 
system. The obtuseness of the abdom
inal Indicator cahses tho cartilaginous 
compressor to coagulate into the dia
phragm and depress the duodenum into 
the flandangol Now if'the taps were 
caused by the vogatlon of the electricity 
from themxttemities, the .tympanum 
would also dissolve Into spiritual sine-, 
turn and thé olfactory ossifleator r^ould» 
ferment and become identical with,the 
pigmentum, , ; ■

y“A friend of ours Who grasuirted 
with distinguished honors at ond> ojùjja • 
northern universities; says that Ife must, 
dissent in toto from tho idea that 
dépression of the duodenum Into \the 
flandango could by any possibility cause' 
the olfactory ossifleator to ferment, andy 
become Identical with the pigmentum. 
He says the thing cannot be done; and 
after quoting several learned autliorgjft 
the subject, winds up the argumenrmy 
the remark: “The vibratory motion 
comm«fiicated to the tunica albugenla 
by ¡the parturition of the alveolar' pro
cess, effectually disintegrates the cere-, 
helium, and predisposes the patient to 
preternatural distension of the aurlcu- 
lar membraneous orifice, In which case 
the Tappings become painfully and dis
tinctly audible.”

“ ‘Now, whether this is, or is not so, 
we will not undertake to say, but will 
leave the whole matter in the hands pt 
the learned savans, in the full confi
dence that little can be added to the 
above triumph and Incontrovertible ex
position.’ ‘

“As if to compensate for the undue 
share which Dr. Rogers assigned to the 
cerebrum in turning the world upside 
down, Dr. Dods, another learued philos
opher, came’to the rescue, with a theory 
of equal lucidity, which accounted for 
all the mischief, by tho automatic action 
of the cerebellum; both gentlemen 
agreed' that the nerve centeres had 
something to do with it, but the particu
lar way in which they acted, whether in 
conjunction with the cerebrum or the cer
ebellum, was precisely what constituted 
the cream of the mystery, and ..what 
neither of the learned doctors could ex
plain. -

“Unfortunately for the success of the 
back-brain theory of fi)r. Dods, Just as it 
was midway In its career, and seemed 
likely to divide the honors with the 
front brain theory of Dr. Rogers, the 
cerebellum advocate himself became a 
convert to Spiritualism, and by aid of 
his accomplished daughter, Miss Jennie 
Dods, a inedlum of fine oratorical ca
pacity, carried Into the fold of the spir
itual church a much larger number of 
converts than his ‘back brain' theory 
had ever found readers,”

I can feel but little .sadness when '-I 
think of passing o’er. 

For the thinking brings a vision of a 
■ bright celestial shore, , 

But the vision that relieves me of all 
worriment and care

Is the ever-present knowledge that my 
mother’s over there. _

I am conscious of her spirit at the 
threshold now and then,

And I feel that she Is waiting In some 
greCn and flow’ry glen

For her children, with her spirit full of 
brightness, pure and fair,

And I-trouble not at going, for my moth
er’s over there.

She once called me to existence from 
tho great Eternal Whole,

And I often hear her calling to her 
‘ Spirit home my soul,

And I know, no need of fearing or tor 
‘ drooping in despair,

’Tis a road that all must travel, and my 
mother’s over there. ’■

I can lobli across, the. chasm and It 
seems a narrow span,

For the meadows and the forests I can 
' . very, plainly scan, , , . ■ , 
And I know without this body I shall 

rise upon the air,.........
And shall find the precious spirit of, my 

mother over there. , •
. . DR.-T. toKINS.

• ■ ' - ' ■. V ■ i' " - ■ ■

Card From Moses Hull. ]
Dear Brother Francis:—Pletise allow. 

me through The Progressive Thinker to 
thauk you and all the friends for who» 
you and they lutverilone for me. It wita 
entirely unexpected, and therefore trio 
more joyfully received. I am now Int 
Madison, Wib., under the treatment of 
Dr. Vance, who Ie and has been for 
over tw’enty yeais a specialist in treat
ing such cases as mine. I have al
ready taken, three treatments, 'with 
beneficial results. Tho Doctor prom
ises to bring me out all right, and that 
within thirty days, and with no other 
surgical operation than' the opening of 
about eight internal tumors. Of course 
he injects healing medicine into them. 
They are of such a nature that he can 
only puncture one each day.

Three of the worst and most ma
lignant of them have already been 
punctured; the operation, especially of 
the first one, was a little severe, but I 
almost Immediately felt a soothing re
lief. The Doctor claims that many of 
these ulcers have been of longstanding, 
and have been the cause of much of my 
Other physical suffering. '

I am happy in the belief that I am to 
be able to report for duty before tile 
year Is out, and that perhaps my best 
work is yet in the future. It costs 
money to patrqnize these specialists, 
but I believe it is money we)l invested, 
I am obliged to board at a hotel, the 
Avenue Hotel, near the Doctor’s office. 
If sound health is gained, I shall be 
happy. . •

I now have the promise that I can go 
home next Saturday, the 12th, to speak 

c!lurch on Sundt»y night. 
After that the Doctor says if I will visit 
him twice a week that will be sufficient

I took my pen more to thank you and 
the friends for what has been done for 
me than any thing else. 1 have re
ceived many kind and sympathetic let
ters, several of which contained from 
one to five dollars; two of them had 

a?^i?ne'...?leneti Santa Claus, con
tained $50. That letter decided me to 
come here at an expense of about $100, 
I have received in all just about-that much.

I thank all for their kind words, and! 
for their donations. 1 am not, and 
never have been a beggar, and 1 propobe 
to pay all this ba?k; perhaps not to the 
Kind friends who donated it, but to 
those who need it more. Again tharik
ing all of my good friends, 1 am, as ever

A MOSES HULL. ’
Avenue Hotel, .Madison, Wls.

DREAD SPECTRE,DEATH, DO PAUSIs .

Hold on! Do pause! Thou cruel monitor 
desist!

Lay not thy sacrilegious hand on Leo's 
form,

On Him who ruled well-nigh the world. 
Whose very nod was law;-' ‘ 
Who held within his hands th'p nations’ 

Weal, and woe;
Whom croWne<?,headshumbly sought 
Whom learned men thought wise, ■ .. . 

■ Who like a very god does sit, in errtlnq 
. garb, ' - ' .

On more.than kingly, throne— 
Dlfehensing blfssirrgs or an aY'ful doom, . 
Freedom or chains,.aye, giving- life’ ofl - 

‘ death— ,
Dost-.thou, not see; his-subjects all d<x > 

bow - ' ■ /
At holy shrines’and do,jbeseebh ’ ’ 
Tflo god of life for length of Leo's days?- ■ 
Dost thou not know ' • • .
He is the ruling deputy ‘ of God, tho 
' chosen one of-edrtli < 

On'wjiotn all powers are Conferred - ■ 
,Whose wisdom iB divine, who does.notr 

■ -can not, err, .' ' . '
Whose wisrifis must b« laA; to-fevery, one, ,- 
TApd tliou hence, nor ilarfe lay low •' 
The gid-, the deputy,- vi^e regent of tba 

klng'df kings. . ‘.’ . .,
Be^gonelv . ; i ,
, : -■ Death-to Man./ .■ .' •
Aa<} hast thou dofte, wbll meaning Billjq 

A‘. ’. .tfian-, or'knave? ’ ’ ' ■.
,Hast- not1 yet.learobd, I know no differ- ’ 

ence immen? . . ■ ■ ■
'ifty hand, unwelcome though ft be doe's 
'■ • - frill { ’
Where nature's law demands. . •

■•To' me.th-y crpeds are but, the foibles'o$ 
'.' ;tby mind. ■ ,

«Tho God, whose laws I do obey, does 
i ■. - . need no aid. - 

lil-were it for'the world, for man, 
If. He„ who rifles tire universe,'did, need 
Ari aid, a hqlper such as Man, ’poor, 

! • feeble,ipuny Man. ■
Oik fools oreknaves, those Who profess 

or think; :
God needs.-Man’s help to work out His 

own .will!’ .. ■’ • . . : '
Insult-not, Him, tlfy God, who-rules . 
Ten thousand million -worlds like this 
Without thy, stid, arid shaped His plans ’ - 
Vast cycles ere the stars did sing of fair, 
¥ Earth's joyous bfrtft.',. ’ :
As for myself, blind Mgh, ■ wfiera 

wouldst thou ' •
If I were not, or bein& would I list 
To mortals' whims and prayers? , 
I come at His behest, Who knows nq 

will bllt-JIls, ; ’ . : .
Who needs no aid, '
Whose changeless laws do never erfl 

nor swerve, <
And are unmindful of thy firayers or 
: / sighs, p- ,
Thy curses or thy praise.
Yon man in papal garb is but a man likq

■' thou,
Subject to nature’s laws, like all man-

And dost thou think, If God appointed 
him.His aid, :

He would thus let him die?
Oh, arrogance of finite Man, to thus as
:; sumo / /
A joint rule with our God—the everlast

ing and Unknown! -
Trice well It is'that I such men lay low, 
Thus teach a lesson to mankind—God 

favors none, - ■ '
All are alike to Him, all men are 

of earth .
And must return thereto—their bodied, 

all, decay.
ANTON NIEDERMEIER.

Trenton, N. J. ,
“Right Generatkm*the  Key to tha 

Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” Bj| 
t)r. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
And man's highest aspirations. A plea 
for justice arid equality tn all the rela
tions of life between men and women« 
Cloth. 75 cents: leatherette. 50 qenta.

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. Ono of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely Interesting,- spiritual 
books. It is laden with \rlch,'thought
ful spirituality. For sale at this office. 
Price $1.

"New Testament Stories Comically Il
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critfcal and Humorous Com
ments upon tne Texts.” Heston's 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards, $1, 
Cloth, $1.50. »

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na« 
ture.” By Prof. ,Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one ol 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In thlri little volume he presents 
In succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis- 
of Nature; and presents his views as - 
demonstrating a scientific basis of’Spir
itualism. The book Is commended to 
all who love to study and think. FoQ 
sale at this office. Price, 25 cents. '

“Spiritual Bongs for the Use of Cto. 
-dee, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings.". By Mattle B. 
Hull. For sale at thio office. Price Ij)
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Spimuaí or Psychic Phenomena:
Their import; and Are Théy

♦ i Natural or Supernatural?

'among all conditions of liople,-among 
rill ages from the child tlrat can scarce
ly lisp, irom the young girl or boy who 
has had no training in schools or col
leges, to the malurt¿ milfdle-aged and 
old men and women; The entire sub
ject has been.presented'to the wqrld 
«‘rough human beinfgs just as. they. are. 
It IxrqB uoi.tafcen tfiein awav "to make 
prophets" of them-' it Has not se

cluded (hem to mnkd voracles of them : ■ 
it does not state that yotf-tlhall fast so 
many days and nights and ’then you will 

¡be an “adapt.” it haS.sim&ly-sald,"tliIs-

A Discourse Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, Chicago, Sunday, 
. November 15", 1903. ■ \ ,

We Included the word “Psychic" in i before she went in there, and she did 
tlie subject of our discourse in defer- precisely the samething tor these sclen- 
ence to people who do npt like to use the tific gentlemen that she had for thou- 
word spirit or spiritual. Psychic is the sands of others before, when as a medi- 
genteql and scientific name of Harvard urn sire feave tire messages of spirit in- 
and Columbia professors and the Psy-1 telligenceB. Of course they had to note 

'chic Research -Society, for spiritual................................... ... .
things. The name you knew as medi-
umship is now- considered a. psychic 
gift, apd mediums give “psychic read
ings" and are psychics instead of being 
just plain mediums for spiritual maiti- 
festatlons, or those endowed with spir
itual gifts. '

. ’> Now there are any number of terms
applied to a movement that has its ex

, elusive origin; as far as the modern pe
. riod is concerned, in what, are known 

as the manifestations of Modem. Spirit- 
r ualism. But you are. not obliged to ac- 

■ ' cept it because it is true.
, Many things that occur to-day have 

vL*  occurred for the last fifty-five or fifty-. 
JJ1- six, years under the term Of .Modern 
' v • Spiritualism and in the active expres- 

■ slows of mediumship, but which are now 
called psychic, psychic research, telqp- 
athy, mind-reading, and everything else 
excepting the thing they really are.

"Now brethren, concerning spiritual 
gifts I would'not have you ignorant.” 

■' Then Patel proceeds, after the clear 
■ mariner of his logic, to discuss what 

■ these gifts are, tp explain their opera
tion and to give advice concerning 

■ them. Every sentence of that chapter 
on spiritual gifts applies now and has 

- applied to the manifestations of Spirit
ualism for toe last fifty-six yearsQ Ev
ery sentence applies to what are khown 
as psychic gifts by . (hose who have , 
found’ some back stairs or other .back 
entrance to this great spiritual rotunda; 
they not choosing to enter by the plain/ 

. simple, open entrance of Splrltualisnli
Many have gone to India to find it (ri 

“adeptahip,” or have found it in-rij very 
pervented statement by Madairi'Blavat- 
sky, and very much deceived Statements, 

• by Mr. Slnnett, Mr. Olcott Arid others; 
, Real adeptahip is not kuown'ip w.esterti 

. coupferies at'all. Such representatives, 
of Oriental religions, the Buddhists, 

• Brahmins and Jalhists and others as at- 
rtended tfié Parliament of Réllgions in 

''rthls citydn' 1893, were- ndt, top recluses' 
and adentó, but rather'the teachers and 
phllpBtfpners of the Eastern' ■thought, 
wfiri are permitted to mingle, with: the 
outward world, and representativos ■ of 
the “Brahmo-Soma j," the .reform 'relig
ion of India, which may teach , Of .-.toe ■ 
philosophy of the sacred orders, bút the 
real adepts, the true Yogas, carinot, .un
der those orders, ever riilngle with thte’

• outer world. .
No one has 6yet seen a “maliatipa.” 

Thpre was a very questionable account 
of the reception 8f. a message from h 

- mahntma by Madam Blavatsky .which: 
afterwards proved to have been ^written 

. by one’ of Madam Blavatsky’s owri/fpl- 
lowers, ■ - . ■

, We dp not question the existence in 
”*■  '«V the fwririd of ¿'certain nirinber.of people, 
i who live apart from tlltí world, - whb 
/ never mingle with the world,’-, whose 
' gifts and manifestations have never 

been exhlbited to the world, and wlro ye- 
tain, by the Jaw of. spiritual succession 
the gifts of the spirit which have thus 
been unfolded and handed down from 
generation to generation. ’But thatany 
one can teach you to be a Yoga or 

( Adept, that anyone can teach you to. 
have Independent psychic gifts, that 
anyone can unfold in ybu that which 
ahall enable you to perceiv.e the-spirit 
realm without the action of the im
pinging spiritual realm upon you is not 
true. ..

None of the recipients of the manifes- 
tationB called Modern Spiritualism and 
similar manifestations in previous days 

‘ ever perceived these gifts of the spirit, 
or this unfolding of spiritual power ex
cepting by the aid of spirit ■ intelli
gences. We will tell you why. There 
Is not anything in the universe that is in
dependent of the thing which is like 
unto itself. Here is a tree, it is planted 
in the sod, it grows, the sunshine 
brings tint and color and it becomes the' 

■ flower, that yields its ' own , fruitage 
again. That tree is not independent; 
it does not go away and yield its fruit? 

■ - age somewhere alone; it does not say to 
j people, “I will tell how to grow without 

' beihg planted, without having any air, 
or any water, or any sunshine or any of 
the conditions necessary ' for other 
trees.” If that tree responds to those

the time she arrived, to feel her pulse, 
to take her respirations, probably her
temperature; they had to try to deter
mine the action of her brain while she 
was in an unconscious condition to see 
if lifer intelligence acted upon her brain 
anijjji not, who used it.' This is proper,' 
because every scientific mind must note 
every externa) detail in order to arrive 
at toe truth, Then . these professors 
and scientific men at last declared, 
that there was another intelligence be
sides Mrs. Piper expressing ijeelf 
through her organism. But this did not 
express that toe way they had arrived 
at that knowledge by any scientific 
process was any more certain than the 
method by which others have arrived at 
it; by the direct message and common 
sense, , '

When a message is received by one 
purporting to come from a friend aijd 
bears all the evidences of the personal
ity it is a good deal easier to acoept that 
evidence thaq it is to go. around through 
hypothetical “scientific” „by-ways to ex
plain it; by "sub-consolouBpMs" or 
some operation of “natural law\ not 
yet known..1 -■,’ •; - ‘'

The/ word ’/'telciatliy” was, neve? 
dreamed of imW iiersons received meat 
sages'frpm/topinfriefftjs in tills and-toe.- 
pther WpF.ld1torough\tlie Ifitervenyon ref- 
spirit >4nte)llgence^ ■ No' orie ever 
thought.Of endeavoring, tel account' tor a' 
sliirit-message'. ‘iw/telepathy,. l>ech-U6$ 

. the' word'-yas wit kno|m.'. -It has efimp 
into .existence likp all •the'''(>ther terms: 
throygli the grip,prised, necessity 'pf sci
ence in,attempting,tp'rexplain hy liidi- 
rect-methods that whehj'is-within'.tself 
-g-direct'.explanation.. ■

. The fact' that spiritual intelligences 
exist,' >tofittheir .iriflitoiice ‘ implhges

■ conditions or grows without the usual 
planting, it is supernatural. In other 

...... *------‘usualwords, it dopsiAtmpnform to the 
. laws of natuKJEjflt Yoga, a Mahatma 
or Adept or aJTydne (as has 'been said 
they are known to do), can make a 
plant grow In twenty minutes before 
the eyes of the spectators, which ordi
narily require many weeks or months to 
become perfected, that is the super
natural way.

' Many people with a philosophic turn 
' of mind, especially materialists, object 

to the term supernatural, and yet they 
will not include in their “nature,”, their 
term “natural law” any of these spirit
ual operations as things that really oc
cur. If material science does not have 
any place for them in natural law, then 
we will have the .word supernatural to 
designate them.

We do not object to the word super
natural, but we do object to Hudson's 
underground process of “sub-conscious
ness," because that means something 
beneath, rather inferior. But supemat- 
uralis that which is beyond the ordi
nary operation of the laws of nature, 
and is governed by direct intelligence. 
In other wordp, supernatural would 
mean that whifch for the time being 
transcends, or sets aside the ordinary 
processes of nature, of the nature that 
Is governed by what is called natural 
law. We think it one of the most in
telligent words to use. It conveys pre
cisely the meaning intended. Spiritual 
Intelligence, for instance, is Able to set 
aside Uie ordinary action of the laws of 

v gravitation Without any of the usual or 
mundane agencies, by a purely spiritual 
process, and is able in that way to raise 
tables and chairs, make music, levitate 
bodies, persons and carry them some 
distance through the air. That is super
natural; it is the intervention of tola 
usual laws of nature by a specific Intel

. ligence for the purpose ot marilfesta- 
• tion. - " . ■

, When people taboo the word supor- 
natural it is because they reject the 
whole subject pertaining to the spirit; 
or Wish to approach it by another 
method. ■

Now wBftbave not the slightest objec
tion tp the1 Psychic Research Society 
taking Mrs. Piper and the moment she 

y is In their seance room, or room of In- 
kj- veatigiitlon calling her a “sensitive” in- 
W stead of a meduin. But sho was a medl-

those intelligences can MmmifeBt Is 'now- 
established, and IjasviWayB "been 'ri 
part of the knowledgeSjfjthe world. .It- 
■Itas .been knpwn, hpwwer, under relig,. 
lous aspects, and these'have been ques:' 

■ tioned - both by theological dogmatists 
and people who have pursued the sub
ject solely from the standpoint of scien
tific investigation..-But- the common 
consent'of. humanity, the recorded his
tory- of the world, ttó,facte 'thpt have, 
never wholly beyu losValght of; have 
never.- wholly' cèpsett>''ft> 'exist'- arid ‘the 
fact that in thè last fifty-six yhars-they; 
'have assujned the magnltude of a great, 
worldwide'movement, that, not only 
tliouteanils ’but.- millions of pepple iirivC 
from 'the1 Standpoint' of this knowledge 
i'dir.ect cojninuriion withtspiritutil bélhgs; 
proves tliat.it-is a subject that belongs to 
legitimate human ‘inqiiliy. ■ That ItUa" 

subject, that peppje must giye jieed to 
-whether they wllTor.no; anfi that-in tlie 
l^reshnt'day to’deny the facte <?r substl- 
thte^hnother theory' fqr tire ' reql solu
tion is to show one's Ignorance or dqg:' 
matism.' For. pnly.the .Ignorant .will' 
deny the facts, and only, the dogmatic 
will arti ve at any’ other .conclusion.'than, 
thè fac(s tiiemselyes reyealT ; . ; •

Now spirltuàìrmanifestations- are not 
something that was accidentally did

’covered .by a man -of sfcienc’p while 
makiiig on experiment,-in his ¡aborri.-, 
tory. .They riW not-, something that 
came seemingly by sucp an “accident” 
as jo require ri. mundane explanation. 
The explanation Inheres In the manifes
tations: 1. e., there never has been a 
manifestation, whether the moving of 
physical bodies, response by rappings or 
tippings' to the calling the:alphabet, 
which -is a signa) or sign for receiving 
messages, whether by automatic writ
ing, whether py Impression, automàtici 
inspirational or trance speaking, but 
what has contained its Own explanation. 
The message through whatever form of 
manifestation has always declared, 
that It came from a disembodied hri- 
man spirit or what some scientific—or 
pseudo-scientific people—would prefer 
to call “decarnated" human spirit. The 
evidences of personality, iri these mes
sages as a rule, making allowance for 
whatever interruption there might be 
in the-methods of their production, are 
as great an evidence of personality as 
when you receive a message by tele
graph, or a message by the telephone, 
or any other message in which you do 
not actually see the person sending the 
message. Consequently the message 
has always explained the message.

The main point is not “how do you do. 
these things?’ But, ”1 do them,” “lam 
.here to tell you that I am alive;-" l am 
such and such a personality." ‘ Similar 
manifestations do not occur under any 
other circumstances than that of 'me
diumship. There are no manifestations 
of this kind occurring' promiscuously 
that require explanation. They are 
always prompted from the other side of ’ 
life. They always come because of some 
spirit intelligence, not always because 
people se'ek^them. They are not cre
ated by people seeking them. There ia? 
no process known to present human in
telligence by which any Imitation of 
these manifestations can be' 'made by 
any known science without adequate 
physical cause. Yet sounds do occur, 
objects are moved, forms appear, music 
Is-heard, and human brains and human 
origaniams ^are governed by these intel
ligences, which universally claim to be 
departed spirits. ■ ‘

Under these circumstances', 'for- the 
Psychic Research Society to take thir
ty-five or forty years to carefully inves
tigate the subject, to go over the'old 
ground gone over years ago by Prof. 
Hare, Prof. Wallajce, Prof. Varley, Prof. 
Crookes and others, and arrive at the 
solemn conclusion that the manifesta
tions came from an outside, spirit 
power, is like some one telling you that 
the first day of this last week was Sun
day. ,

You understand, we appreciate fully 
the condition of scientific minds that 
mean to Investigate fairly, that wish to 
know, te commence de novo, as if there 
had never been anything said about 
these things before in the world; the 
minds that reject the authority of. Inspi
ration or theology and_ determine to ar- 
rlve-,at results by a piifeiy 'intellectual 
process.' Yet in all cases where that 
attempt has been made and sincerely- 
and successfully followed, tire results 
have led such men ns Prof. Robert 
Hare,. Prof. J. J; Mapes, Prof. William 
Denton, Prof. Varley, Dr. Wallace, Sir 
William Crookes, arid other , similar 
minds to the ono conclusion; that of 
spirit existence, and the origin of the 
manifestations as.. coming . from . the 
spirit side qf life. ' ; ,

I In Mr. Meyers’, elaborate and exten
sively published posthumous work con
taining tire results of the Psychic Re
search Society’s investigations tor the 
last 25 years, he distinctly says, that a 
man should be very modest in offering 
theories concerning a movement that 
had its origin on the other side of life.

You will readily understand, that ali 
these manifestations now called “psy
chic” are manifestations within a realm 

i ; that has been ignored or only ap- 
proaohed through the permitted ave
nues of theological inquiry, which are 
very limited, and only to be accepted in 
past time, but not the present timer a 
realm that has been utterly ignored In 
thought of material science. It is very - 
wise, that the material scientist does 
not claim to know anything about this 
realm ; but the Ignorant aopept that me- i 
gatlpn as the attested belief that there 
is no such realm. If there is no such, 
realm, then of course the whole history, 
of the human race -is a falsehood-; and 
the most stupendous falsehood of all is, 
that nature for the first time hqs stulti- 
fled heraelf; has given to man not only 
the faculty of thinking of such a realm; 
but of believing it, and of believing that 
die has knowledge of it. . Of’course this 
would be such à fraud as nature has 
never perpetrated, and ris you know she 
has pot perpetrated in this instance.

f'Yop may give, personally perhaps, lit
tle: credence to the Tnanfestations re

: corded in the:01d Testament, to-the mlr- 
. moles'wrought upder the influence .of 
• 'spiritual 1, -éifts that ' Christianity 

br.opght. . But,when you find-them to
’ ,be. parallel^ .¿rppng .all people of the 
Vartht ÿhe'n ÿ&u, flpd ,thp.t. to-day there 
are pinjilar manifestations, you become 
.amost Intelligent ’student of'the, record- 
etf history of the /Bible. -Yjrii ore not 
accepting * thbm upon ■ authority, hut 

‘upon knowledge. ■ You understand. how 
Jes us by the pòwef of .the spirit walked 
uppA .the waiter. Hòw-;Feter>-was re
leased fihm .prison-; how ' thè ■ apostles 
healed (the sick; how the wrirloda gifts 
of thq siiirlt were exercised in’ those 
daysA Aud'these,.&pirituai-gifts are ex-1 
ercieed to-day. . ’• , : -, - .

•. Ths great .spiritual wave id Jn’ltself. 
an-evidence. In the midst of the mate
rial toying; hero and - idol-worshjping 
Greeks, Socrates - appeared -with the 
voice pleading for Immortality and his 
guardian spirit showing him thé way. 
White :his great—greater—student,
Plato, revolutionized the Grecian and 
oldtoorld .philosophy, until -now’-vie afe 
only bpgniilng' ti> understand. 'Plato. 
In thé itiidàt of idolatrofis- worshiping, 
tad External serving in ,the: temples the, 
ancients rçcolved the mes.sageB.;of the 
oracles : the tutelar,Oh guardian spirits 
góds .protesting, against.‘their, materldb- 
,ity and their worldlinesri. ' The almost 
diÿipe Lycurgus, after.\consulting' the, 
oracles expatriated . himself-, that' - his 
■countrymen might not: again. worship 
gold. In. the.midst hf • thè màtèfldl 
forms of worship in;the .Tpmple in Je
rusalem and thq: service -of the slaugh
tering of innocent' ' victims (lambs, 
doves, etc.), thé ■’’truth ■ descended to' 
earth -In thé ¡outpouring of th'ese 'sii’iflt- 
ual gifts, and’ Jesqs, the Christ, Choos-1 
ing his,disciples, not from the prlpsts, 
not from thq learned, not. from the 
■scribesmor tire ¡pharisees,"but from the’- 
lowly fishermen and workmen. '' In the 
midst of'yie -pomp, splendor and cor
ruption of „papal power Martin Luther. 
kindled the fires of the Reformation, .but 
it was not his fault that kings made it à ■ 
literal fire and hell and, that war- fol
lowed. Here, in the midst of thè dull ; 
round of utility, of the présslng forward 
in the 'service of mammon; thé- great 
stress of world powers the world over; ; 
In the midst of the flowering out of the 
teachings of Huxley, ’Darwin, Spencer 
and Tyndall; in the midst of agnostic 
and materialistic philosophies; in the 
midst of a church .which through vari
ous dissensions has. become attenuated 
until’two hundred Qhrlstian denqmina- 
tions could be counted In the world, 
when the, question of Herbert Spencer 
or the Bible besets the students of ev
ery theological university; in the midst 
of this, without the veiling of any super
stition, wlthoùt the seeking of any 
wild-eyed fanatic, the message from the 
unseen world broke the silence that 
had spread over the earth concerning 
immortality. Mediums were developed 
in distant places apart "from each other, 
those who had never heard anything 
about the subject . The one standing 
before you was chosen as a medium, a 
teacher, a healer, in a place where 
there was nothing known about Spirit
ualism, and when a little girl spoke to 
doctors, ministers, lawyers and others 
who- flocked to hear her.

This outpouring of the spirit, called 
Modern Spiritualism, came-to the world 
because of the materialism, atheism, un
belief and worldllness within as well as 
outside the churches. Now after fifty? 
six years of this ministration you have 
“occult,” "magian,” "mystical," “theo
sophical,” "psychic research” societies, 
“Christian science,” and “new thought” 
societies ad infinitum. The ice being 
broken, this seal being unsealed this 
great tide of spirit inspiration has 
swept into the world. ■

Mediums are not developed because’ 
they have this or that or the other psy
chic “natural” 'gift, and whosoever 
claims to develop in you clairvoyance, 
the discerning of spirits, or spiritual 
perception or any of ’ the phenomena ■ 
known in Modem Spiritualism and says 
that he or she does it independently of 
spirit intelligences, might just as well 
tell you that he or she could teach you 
how to breathe without" air. Wherever 
and whenever the avenue is opened to 
this inner spirit perception, .spiritual 
beings must aid. It is a part of their 
lifç to aid- ’This is not Interference; it 
is a portion of the process of all souls to 
aid. You might just as well say that a 
man of business could go off alone by 
himself and transact business, without 
the aid of any other human being, as to 
say that any one can have spiritual 
manifestations without the aid. of spir
its.’ TlreBe "mllJionB of spiritual beings 
that walk the earth unseen, both when 
you wake and when you sleep,” ore no 
Idle dream. Milton said this, it is Well 
known that Hesiod said the same thing 
in those ancient days that you are ac
customed -to-call the ages of paganism.

Spiritual powers at certain periods' or 
cycles of time find tho earth, fallow, 
hungering and thirsting for spiritual 
knowledge. “Tho weak and foolish 
things of earth are often chosen to con
found tho wise.” It 1B not because me
diums have inherently any different 
psychological or psychic power, it Is 
not because they are any better or any 
worse than other people; they aïe 
chosen from all classes ot society,

message is needed. 'Tlie insti uinentuli- 
ties are ordinary, human people. They 
are not posing as prophets’.' if they are 
they. are false prophets ; they are not 
posing as Christs, if ¿they are they, are 
false Christs; they arò 'simple messen- 

■ gers bearing the glad tidings." •
Such messengers, whether lowly' in. 

. their human states or whether exalted, 
whether- in . the palace—the former 
.Czar of Russia received toe American 
medium D. D. Home, who gave him 
messages that the present Czar is even 
now trying to carry out—or whether in 
the cottage of the lowliest of your 
earth, the universal megsage is; “We 
are departed' spirits, we are your 
friends, we live in this life which is just 
beyond yòur senses, we enter into con
tact witli matter,' we influence matter, 
we make use of its tangibility in order 
to meet your condition^." ■

You build block-houses for babes 
(most people ore bakes in toe spiritual 
sense), It is not wicked, it is not sin
ful. This gift, like all similar gifts 
throughout the pages of history, 1b of di
vine origin. We do not mean by that, 
that all the messages given are infalli
ble. How would you recognize your 
friends if they were? Your father, 
your mother, your child. Your son, 
who might have, gone astray, who 
might have used words -that were pro
fane, who might have told falsehoods; 
oh! you want to hear from him. It is 
not that every word he says is golng'to 
be gospel. But here is a message from 
him, will you receive it? From one 
who „went off to sea, and you did not 
know whither'ire had gone, whether the 
ship had .gone down,, you dò not know, 
but every year of your life you pray for 
him, and do you not leave a light in 
the window burning lest he might want 
to come home? When liaving passed on 
toe ¡message-bearer comes to your door 
with a message from yemr-son, and tells 
you something in Some way’.tli^t, im
presses your heart that your, son is 
there and 'Want? to tell you something, 
would you reeeive it or not? Of criurse 
you Would receive it. .There is no cler
gyman, theology ’or creed, *or  anything 
in the world that is strong enough to 
.prevent, a mother or father from receiv
ing a message from their son;
• There is no error stevé in human in-, 
tterpretatibn. The message comes by 
avenues that are just as ,leglt'ln)afe as 
.the telephonic or telegraphic apparatus. 
Jiuman avepues it is .true, but human 
avenues that are chosen to give this 
message because the world needs it, hu-; 
man av.enues that Iosa nothing by, giv
ing the message, and,.the ivqrld has ac
cepted it. Every minister wpo lB,’intel- 
Jlgerit in every pulpit ìh’toé’.land is af-, 
fected by this message that came fifty- 
six years ago arid is still continuing. 
He speaks differently about death, ot 
the future, life, fie tells thing's that this 
message lias brought. Every man of 
science has ' changed . hiB " methods, 
shaped and aiterei) his scientific inves
tigation^ because he wanlte to know this, 
thing, and at.last when through his ave-' 
nues of scientific investigation he en
ters into'the vestibule where all these
■manifestations have originated why! he 
believes in Spiritualism after alj. . . 
''' The, manner, -in, ..vfliich.., spirts , ap-.. 
proach people to make them- mediums is 
a subject that few, can understand. ’■ If 
a chemist wore.in this room giving an 
experiment, very few would know the 
.terms tha,t.-he would ’employ or the priri-’: 
clples without an elaborate primary se
ries of lessons and explanations. ■’ -' ■

There is'no human; language as -yet; 
the terms have not "been coined or ere- 
ated,.-whereby ,to express the various 
processes fiy which spirits move sub
stance without any of -toe usual organic 
or dynamic processes. But this is true: 
you have heard the simple'but hbmely 
expression, that a man cannot lift him- 
sdlf up by hjs own boot straps. You 
are differently related to matter now 
than,you will be when you are separ
ated from the material organism. You 
cannot influence matter in both ways 
while yotl are in the body, or pervteded 
by' the.’ limitations of human organism 
and dominated by the-idea of sensation. 
This "fourth dimension of space" that 
'Prof. Zollner thought would enable the 
people to understand fetter the spirit
ual process only made,it very obscure. 
The-truth is there is no dimension to 
spirit; to spirit, substance does not 
have “length, breadth and thickness;” 
to spirit, materiality is not tangibility 
and obstructive sense. To spirit, glass, 
wood, iron, plaster and bricks are as 
nothing. Just as your thoughts can 
think through the walls of this room to 
your business offices or to your homes, 
and if you were not attached to the 
body you would be there just toe mo
ment you thbught about any, other 
place;

Spirit is not governed by organic pro
cesses. The organic processes are 
very crude. The film of substance that 
separates all atoms Is removed. Spirit 
comes in contaqt w^h substance, not 
only by finer mfethods than, you under
stand, a million nines finer than the vi
brations of elfectrlcity, but spirit ap
proaches organisms; tad ¡ organic sub
stance without any of : toe limitations 
of the organism. You cannot do that. 
If you move a table you have to take 
your hands or some mechanical or dy
namical appliance. The finest substance 
you can employ is electricity, yet no 
amount—mark what wé say, and we 
defy ’ successful. contradiction—no 
amount of mere human volition of any 
one who is still embodied inlhe human 
form has ever raised«» taBIb or made 
onb sound upon physlcal^substance. 
Whenever and wherever this'occurs .in
telligences independerit oi-Ilhose who 
request it are acting, fit is flat the will
ing, it is not the volition of’the human 
being, it is not tlie damandrthat causes ! 
it to be done, but toe! voluntary action I 
of invisible Intelligences; they may .or 
may not respond, théyi frequently per
form these manifestations whim rio one 
asks for .tteem, and really very 'often 
when people do not wont them, which 
is evidence that they^re nah from the 
human source? Hauqjed bnuses are 
for the first time explained; and the 
terror Of the midnight ghosts and even 
toe unhappy, spirit' wflnderiBg like the 
spirit iri tire play of Hamletmare all ex
plained. Spiritual helugS'-or intelli
gences often frequent a. place where-a 
wrong has been committed,, or where 
they have.committed’a'wrong. But , 
then one of Englandisr- BwcOtest .' poets 1 
has said: “All places ih which men 
have lived- and, died aré haunted 
houses." ¿ ■

All people havo’tholr friends in the 
spirit world, and the opening of this 
channel of communion ÍB just as liable to 
come to your dwelling as, to any other. 
It came to the Fox girls |n Hydesville; 
it camo to toe lowly, dwelling of your 
speaker, in Wisconsin, wljeiq she was a 
little girl, using her then aa now to give 
this message; It may came to you or to 
yours.' It will riot ben ghost, It will not 
be 'a hobgoblin that will .come; It will 
be a message from yotijrlovod and lev-

ing friends.' Peimitsible evtryjlheio 
under the Infinite Igw of love, r

When these barriers of foolish fear, 
of time and sense and human condi
tions, of theology and science, and sci
entific research, and alt the other 
blinding things that human philosophy 
and human ignorance have invented 
are removed you will understand that 
this spirit realm is real. Is the realm 
in'which you now are, as spiritual be
ings, but ¡-which you cannot compass be
cause- of the limitations of. time and 
sense. ■ ' ' .

The mahatma, if he lives anywhere in. 
the far mountains, has not climbed to 
the abode of thé gods and stolen their 
lightning and thunder as Prometheus‘is 
said to have done, but -tire gods and 
minlsteylng angels have descended to 
him in his lowly plaoq by toe altar of 
his aspirations and made answer. Why 
not? If you know what is beyond the 
change called death, are you pot better 
qualified to describe it? If there is an
opening of the inner vision to realize 
that tl$ere are,messengers unsealing the 

•eyes that pre- blinded by disease or 
opening them to the awakening of the 
presenpe of spiritual beings do you care 
what messengers or ministering spirits 
touch tire eyes to awaken intelligence? 
Is God. so narrow, so jealous, that all 
these spiritual beings around the earth 
are doing nothing? Must,. “Christian 
Science" .dictate that no intervening in
telligences shall come between God and 
human beings? Then what in the name 
of goodness ip Mrs, Eddy doing? Let 
God take care of his people. He does 
not need Mrs. Eddy’s intervening intel
ligence. ' ■

Let us have all the messages that 
come from spirits. There is enough 
'room in our philosophy to include all 
toe. messengers, to include all the 
prophets and seers, ministering angels' 
and ministering spirits that are at your, 
door on earth or in spirit states. Is it 
supernatural? It may be. But if you 
lived a little more in the, upper cham
bers of your spiritual dwelling' you 
would perceive more. You take pity on 
those who live in cellars; there is great 
criticism about the slums, and about the 
miserable tenement houses for the 
.poor; you are very anxi, 'is to let light 
and fresh air in among toeir material 
habitations. In all the great circles of 
spiritual light the wish is to let some 
light into the narrow chambers of yojii- 
minds and through the various prison 
dwellings of your earthly existence. 
You are afraid to go up to the light; 
you'^re afraid of these higher chambers 
Of thought. You want to live in the re
gion of athletic exerolsesi in the region 
of mathematics. Now athletics is good. 
A great many women join athletic clubs, 
who might get better exercise if they 
did their own housework, and that work 
then might be better done. A great 
many men for the lack of something 
useful tp do seek for physical exercise 
in -ways that are utterly useless as far 
as humanity and toeir own moral bene
fit p.re concerned. There is plenty of 
work to do; a little hoeing and digging 
fori everybody, and less ornamental ex
ercise. -

The truth is, the “upper rooms” ot 
your dwellings are mostly uninhabited; 
they have been given over Ito fws, 
which Shelley realled bats and- ravens, 
and cowardly things, and you are 
afraid to go into the chambers of tfie 
.spirit, because you have been told that 
they are uncanny. There, around the 
altars that are unfrequented, your loved 
ones wait tor you. And by processes 
that are just as legitimate as have ever 
been solved, in the crucible of the ¿hem- 
isti taey may make this known to you.

By ahd by, when the world enters its 
full, .inheritance of life in the spiritual 
¡portion of its possessions, how pity
ingly those people will turn back to 
your present state and say: “See what 
poor, benighted, .Ignorant, .intellectual 

' and physical machines were those peo- 
■ pie in the dark ages who were afraid of 
spiritual beings.” ■

EXPRESSES HIS OPINION.
To the Editor:—Being somewhat per- 

pexed by toe conglomeration of facts 
and fancies as expressed in your worthy 
paper, I hope you will pardon me for 
aslctng a’ question/that may stagger you. 
Is Spiritualism an article of merchan
dise that so riiany traffic therein? [Of 
■course mediums should receive pay for 
the time they employ in serving toe 
public.] Or are those psychics, medi
ums and clairvoyants who advertise 
their advice and consolation for 10 
cents and upward, simply impostors 
[not necessarily] who feed upon the 

^credulity of ufcwary victims? Th'eir 
perpetual and conspicuous presence 
casts blighting shadows over the true 
beacon light, the emanation of pure 
spirituality, '.not destined to satisfy the 
morbid greed for curiosity, nor the ra-. 
parity of unscrupulous mystery-mong
ers, but rather to demonstrate to the 
wandering prodigal his Immortality, 
and to Illuminate the penitent’s' path, 
who, sin-sick and disgusted ■ with the 
world’s offerings, hastens to return unto 
God, his merciful Father, Psychologi
cal Grimes, as now widely discussed, 
would be unknown were.mediumship in
cidental only through the holiest aspira
tions of the heart in its highest concep
tion t>f the all true, pure and good. But 
reckless individuals who seek spiritual 
intercourse and external mediumship', 
regardless of their flexible character or 
moral attributes, will create, stimulate 
and aggravate such crimes to the detri-
ment of Spiritualism.

G. A. WOLTER.

IF I CAN LIVE.

If I can live '
To make some pale face brighter, and 

to give
A second lustre to some tear-dimmed 

eye, < . ■ -
Or e’en impart

One throb of comfort’ to an aching 
heart, ,

Or cheer some wayworn souf in passing
■by. . .. . ■. [

. If I can lend , >• ,
A strong hand to the fatten, or defend 
The right against a single envious 

strain,
My life though bare

Perhaps of much that seemeth dear 
and fair . -.

To us of earth, will not have been in. 
vain. .. ■ ■

The purest joy, ■ .
Most near to heaven, far from earth’s 
. alloy, ■ ’ ■
Is bidding cloud give way to sun and 

shine;
And ’twill be well , 

It on that day of days the angels tell 
,<5f me, “She did her best for one of

‘ Thine." / ’
. . -—Helen Hunt Jackson.

A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Modltation and Inspira

tion.' How to develop these'desirable 
gifts according to tho most approved 
methods of anclont end modem teach- 
¡tors, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. By 
Laurs G. Flxon. ’ ........... ■ » *

A course of practical (experimental 
lessons, of especial value and ¿fesistanco 
to those who dosireito bo benefited by 
tho development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration. ' ,

, ¡Sent complete jer CO canto.

SPIRIT COMMUNION
Synopsis of a Lecture by Harry J. 

Moore.

l'1 will not leave you comfortless; I 
will come to you.”—John 14:18. ■

When we consider the responsibility, 
of one toward another, and when we 
take into account the apparent struggle 
for jiower almost universally displayed, 
we sometimes ask ourselves if the dif
ferences among men will ever be ad
justed to the satisfaction of aji con
cerned. I have been ttaclined, of late, to 
believe that there is a purpose which I 
accompanies each life. ' I am not pre
pared to say as yet whether this pur
pose has been implanted within the 
soul by a Supreme power, or whether it 
sprang simultaneously into expression 
with our present life, I" deem the ori
gin of this something which I believe 
impossible of discovery.

Now, to illustrate my position, I will 
' say that about eight years since a> me
dium told me that I would become a 
public speaker. At that time I could 
not participate In a conversation with
out stammering to an extreme. Agaip, 
about-two years before I'met my wife, 
who recently parsed away, a medium 
described her perfectly to me, This 
medium told me that we would marry 
and related incidents in connection with 
our married life and then told me that 
my wife and I would live together for 
four years and she would pass away— 
all of which came out as she predicted. 
This same medium recently prophesied 
concerning my future and her predic
tions in regal'd to my future correspond 
with just what I, Intuitively, anticipate.

Again; I have two friends both of 
whom are physicians, who have had 
their lives portrayed to them; one by a 
medium and the other by the power of 
intuition within himself. Now if there 
is not a purpose which accompanies 
each and every expression of life, how 
cpuld these mediums to whom I have 
referred predict the outpome of inci
dents and lives so accurately?

I do not say that every prediction 
made by every so-called medium has 
proven to be true. What I wish to im
press upon the minds ot my hearers 
and readers is that if a real and truth
ful medium, one who is in touch with 
the universal, predicts for us certain 
events, it behooves us as intelligent 
men and women to at least give it such 
attention as will warrant our readiness 
in case the prognostication prove true. 
I would not have you believe, as though 
it were gospel truth, everything given 
you purporting to come from the next 
life. We are supposed to use our rea
son, judgment and common sense in 
dealing with men and women here on 
this earth plane, so we are supposed to 

. exercise these same gifts, or endow
ments, in relation to communications 
supposed to come to us from the other 
side.

You see I believe that there are some 
spirits much wiser than some mortals, 
and that there are also some mortals 
much wiser than some spirits. The 
majority of spirit messages prove but 
two things to me, and they arpJLhat the 
spirit communicating proves that he or 
she -has survived the experience called 
death, and that, with a memory of 
events which transpired In its -life 
while it was In mortal form, it can re
turn and. prove its identity by relating 
incidents that we upon investigation 
discover to be true.

It Is recorded that Jesus, in the lan
guage of my text, said to his disciples, 
“I will not leave you comfortless;" but 
that he would “dome to them.” I pre
sume that he came to them many times, 
but it seems that many, if not all of his 
disciples doubted. I can discover no 
real test in the Bible which would prove 
to my mind thhf Jesus did actually re
turn after he passed through the expe
rience which we call death. Modern 
Spiritualism has one thousand times 
more evidence to offer as proof of spirit 
return than the whole Christian church 
combined, This world would be 
dreary and extremely sad if we had no 
more evidence of the continuation be
yond death of our loved ones than that 
offered us by the Christian church.

My wife jusjt before she passed away 
said that she saw her Aunt Lemmy and 
our baby girls. Some of you may ask 
if I really think my wife saw these spir
its, and my reply is that I most certain
ly do. Is it not a beautiful thought to 
believe that love does not die with so- 
called death?.

Think of it, my dear fxtefids, we shall 
soon meet those whom We loved and 
who have passed on before. Oh, when 
we get to spirit life we will part no 
more! Love will re-unite us and we 
will then be permitted to associate ac-
cording to our most profound prompt
ings! Heart to heart, soul to soul, 
mind to .mind we will march along, for 
our bridal, tour will be a journey 
through the spheres and eternity 
honeymoon!

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

the

There is a spirit world beyond our ken, 
Where life continues ’

death, 
Its portals open at our 
And the living spirit is 
Upon a higher plane. 

. men . .

after earthly

parting breath, 
born again
There live the

Who once were mortals on the earth 
beneath,

And have outworn tjhe mortal form or 
sheath ii..

Which Cannot enter the gate of heaven.
There we will seek in vain a great white 

throne, .
A\^i lowly Jesus acting as God, 
Rendering judgment on the new-born 

soul; . .
But wb shall find our conscience is 

alone .
The judge reviewing the path we’ve 

trod
Its moral trend determining its goal.

HENRY M. EDMISTON.
New York. ■

book Review. $

■ The Angel’s Diary and Celestlon 
Study of Man. By Mrs. Effie M. Shirey 
and her brother, Charles Samson, from 
the Celestial Sphere. Published by 
Mra. J. A. S. S. Lender, Denver, Col.

A volume ot 223 pages, prettily 
bound in white with gold embossing, a 
credit to any publishing house. It pur
ports to be communications made by 
two spirits to their mother through the 
mediumship of Elizabeth Mated Weath- 
orhead. In thmflrst part they narrate 
the story of their transition, reception 
in the world of spirits, describe their 
“heavenly mansions,”, return to earth, 
life as it is in tho spheres, various jour
neys; -they speak of the soul of man. 
tho power of thought, development of 
soul-power, describe too wonders of toe 
orgahism, tire.progress of'the soul, im
mortality. •• . ... .
\ The second part treats -of too won
ders of the celestial World,- the new 
thought movement, books, trinity, tho 
Holy Ghost, etc. -•

It abounds in glowing Imagery, and 
(the zealous purpose ef the publisher jn 
equaled by-tlre earnestness of the spirit 
writers . , -

BESTORESJYESIGHT. ( 
. ) I ' ' ‘ '
Spectacfes a Thing of the Past

■ -/■. ; > . ■ J' ■ : ~ '
"Actin»," a Marvelous Discovery That Curs» Xu

Affliction» of the Eye and Ear Without 
Cutting or Drugging. ■

- ' ''"I

eyes and ear, such as blind- - 
ness, granulated lids, cat- 

"brooyes-deafness, > 
etc., uro curedwllhouteul- 
.‘fe’1' dr«8KhiS- It )s a. - 
blniplu contrivance.known .
UR the Acüna Pocket Bjit- . 
tvrI'' a,M -through It tho

_ _____________ , patients cure themselves 
,Priv‘“'y °1 their own.homes, it not only 

auollshos thé butcheries ulid torturous meth
ods practiced by ocullsUiriiMl aurlsls, but at the 
same time perfects a positive and lasting cure.

M. C. Goodwin, Molino, Kansas, writes: 
“My honest opinion of "Actlna" Is that It Is one 
ol the-most marvelous discoveries of thn’ano It 

my eyes from un operation."
yf-H,1“'"'00?. Sprluglleld, Mass.,' say» 

tnut Actiuu'*  eui'ed Mm oi deafneas of ulua ■ 
year«’atauding. *■ “'

Mr. A. L Howe.Tully, N. Y., writea: “Actlna" 
has removed cataracts from both my eyes. I 
can read well without my glasaes; am bixty- 
flve years old. ' t

Robert Baker, Oceun Park, Cal., writes: “I 
should have been blind bad I Not uaed“Aetina.'’ 

A party of prominent citizens have organized 
a company known as the New York and London 
Electric Association, and they have given thia 
method so thorough a test on hundreds of cases 
pronounced incurable and hopeless that they 
now positively assure a cure. “Actina" Is sent 
on trial postpaid. If you will call or send yohr 
name and address to the New York and London 
Electric Association, Dept. T.B.. Ü29 Walnut St., 
Kansas City, Mo., you will receive, absolutely 
free, a valuable book- Prof. Wilson's ‘Treatise 
on the Eye and on Diseases In General," and 
vou cun rest assured that your eyesight ant 
hearing will be restored, ho matter how many 
doctors have failed. h

The above is the number of the pres
ent issue ot The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top ot the first page, ' 
right band corner, if this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid tor has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
ydur subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number o*  
tie tag of your wrapper.

: KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualistic and Occult 

News.
You can do it by reading each week 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo- 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena it contains each week, is 
the marvel of the age. No one can af
ford to be without the paper. Its price, 
is within toe reach of all. \

HEALING a^ Effects,ULHUJ11IU, By W. P. Pholon, M. D. Duab 
with the finer mental and.wplrltnal. forces aa arv 
plied’to healing. Prrcc, IjO cents,. ' > ‘ .

Hofecufar HuootFiesis of Nature; 
The Relation ot Its Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prof W, M. Lockwood. Paper, 24 cents.

A Conspiracy Against theRepublic 
By Charles B. Waite. A. M., author'of "History 
or the Christian Religion to the Year 200,” etc. 
Price, paper, 26 cents. ' f. ■

ANCIENT INDIA,
Its Language and Religions. By Prof. IL Olden*  
berg. Paper, 25 cents.'. '

■ ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
It is enough to say this 50 page pamphlet is 

written by Moses Hull. Price 15 cents. . 

TTfounW of lifeT' 
Or The Threefold Power ot Sex. By Lois Wato» 
brookear» Price» 50 cents.

WOMAN: '
tnlnker'B International Congress, Chicago, Ill..
October, 1898. By Susan H. Wlxon. Price, 10».

The Carpenter’s and Builder’s 
Standard Library.

By Fred T. Hodgson, Architect.

S3H8H

Thls series of new works on Modern Carpen- 
tery and Joinery are to-day the approved and 
most helpful set ot practical builders' "educa
tors,'published. Price per set of 4 vols., cloth, 
14.00; halt-leather, 10,00,

The Young Engineer’sGulde

jfHRM ®^1NES
BflWTOMlSL

idilli

T)iis book 
treats upon 
how\o run a ■ 
farm engine. 
The young 
engineer’s 
guide. Fully 
illustrated. ,. 
A complete 
instructor. 
This is the 
greatest of 
all works for • 
the farmer. 
Price, cloth, 
it.oo.

By James H. Stevenson, and Oth
er Expert Engineers.

Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage, In this book of 248 pages, discuss

es problems that have vexed Intelligent minds 
probably to u greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious life. Ho states a 
great number of weU autbentlcatod instances 
oT spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion la frank and fedrless, and merits tho 
widest reading, for he deals with facts and ox> 
pcriences. Price, olotl}, 11.00.

4The Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
Human Life,

With Character Readings of Per
. sons Born Upon the Cusp.

Tho principles found In this volume are both 
ftsclonooand ,a religion, for a bettor and afar 
happier humanity, it points to the planets 
an Index to the human character and liability, 
to diseases; also gives thogems and colors suit*  
od to termporamonvs evolved under certain plan*  
ots. But the author, ELEANOB KIRK, lays 
Hpeclal 8tre.ns upon tho fundamental principle 
that “All maladies known to man can bo entire*  
ly dominated, forever cast out, by those who 
realize that mind is tho master and body tho 
servant." Price, cloth. ”'A

AFTER HER DEATH.
Th« Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

I’orvmted with pure and beautiful aplrltuulUy 
of thought. Instructive nml helpful to all who 
lovo and acolt the higher and finer way» 
spiritual experience. Price, 81.W.

■ ■ 1 ■ ■ ■ . '•» . •
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I %. e GENERAL SURVEY.. g

THE SPIRITUALISTIC) FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 
. DÜINQS, ETQ., THE WORLD OVER» r

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
. is alone responsible for any assertions 

or statements he may! make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving tliat the cause of truth can bo 
best subserv<,-d thereby. Many of tne 
sentiments uttered In an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they Bhouia be 
suppressed; yet we wish it dlstlncuy 
understood that our1 spacA 1“ iuaae- 
quate to publish everything that come 
to hand, however much we might deBii 
to do so. That must account for t 
non-appearance of YOUR article

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would.
to impress upon the minds ot V_P . spondents that The Progressive inina«
1b set up on a Linotype rpacblne Uta 
must make speed equal to' about. x 
compositors. That means rapid w ■ 
and it 1» essential that all c®Py,', 1° _a. 
sure Insertion in the paper, all otner » 
qulrements being favorable, Bhouw 
written plainly with Ink on w 
paperi or with a typewriter, and oniy .

. one side of the paper. ,
ITEMS.—Bear in mind that Items

the General Survey will in all cases 
adjusted to the space we have to oec 
py, and in order to do that they w 
generally have to be abridged more 
les»; otherwise many Items woum n 
crowded out. Sometime« a thirty-» 

, item Ie cut down to ten lines, ana t 
lines to two lines, as occasion may
quire. torTake due notice, that all 
this page must be accompanied by 
full name and address of the write!- 
will not do to say that Secretary or DO*-  
respondent writes bo and so, 
giving the fuil name and address of tn 
writer. The items of those who do no 
comply with this request will be ca

THE, PROGRESSIVE THINKER
When writing for this paper 

'use a pen or typewriter.

TAKE MOTICE.
All books advertised In the) columns, 

uf The Progressive Thinker are for 
sale at this office. Bear this in mind.

Sir
ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAMI

AND AÇDRÉ
TICES AND,1

IN SENDING NO
MICATIÓNS FOR

PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTEBASKET^’. ’ v-.

«ate
»00.39,1903. I

Take due notice that items for this 
pagf in order to insure insertion must 
contain the full name and address'of the 
writer.' Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket.

' We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this tn mind.

Into the waste basket.
Keep copies of your poems sent to 

this office, for they will not be returnee 
U we have not space to use them.

Clara L. Stewart writes from Dun
kirk, N. Y.: “I am on my way to El
mira, N. Y., where 1 shall serve the so
ciety the remainder of December. I 
would like to hear from societies in this 
locality that are in need of a speaker. 
I can serve any that are near enough to 
reach them between Sundays and 
Thursdays, and would especially like to 
arrange for January. I spoke in San
dusky Sunday evening.”

Ellen Foster writes from Ogden, 
Utah: "I like the paper better than any 
other paper I have read on Spiritual
ism ” Her husband has been a medium 
for a long time and she can see no bad 
effects therefrom. She thln|is the dis-, 
mission on The Great Psychological 
Crime will do good. '

W. Lynch writes from Toledo, Ohio: 
“At the annual election for our society,

proud of such bright and beautiful chil
dren who come to your home and bring 
sunshine by their presence. If our chil
dren could only understand this, how 
truly happy we would be. We will try 
and influence them to appreciate The 
Progressive Thinker now, which would 
be a comfort to them. It was good of 
you to think of us and write to us. We 
are happy and we know now that this is 
the (rue way. Oh! we regret that we 
missed it so much in the uiortal. You 
have indeed helped us into the light, 
and we hope to visit you in your home 
■sometime, with your dear children. We 
are with our loved ones. Your friends, 
In spirit life, Mary and Henry .Marsbn.”

B.- F. Sliter writes: “Dear old bright, 
energetic, liberal, educative Progressive 
Thinker, how any aggressive mind who 
wishes to keep abreast of the times can 
afford to do without you, I cannot under
stand, and especially if they are Spirit
ualists. Well, I am here at Alameda, 
Cal. The rainy season is upon us. The 
grass is growing lustily. Buds are 
swelling upon the shedding trees, and 
out of doors this winter day It seems 
like an Eastern day in early May; it Is 
fairly glorious! I have been lecturing 
for the month of November for the First 
Spiritual Union of San Jose, to good au
diences. I hope to continue my labors 
there again soon, after the state organ
izer, A. F. Brown and wife, stir them up 
for a short season. I should be pleased 
to answer other calls In this state. My 
address Is 2232 Santa Clara avenue, Al
ameda, Cal."

Mrs. W. A. Shawson writes from 
Muskegon, Mich.: “I enclose a copy of 
some notes I preserved a couple of 
years ago. These lines were received 
at the fourth sitting of my husband’s 
mother and myself. We started' in to 
simply sit quietly in the silence for 
health, strength, or whatever might 
come to us. I at once began to be im
pressed with messages of this descrip
tion, it being given to me so rapidly I 
found my knowledge of shorthand of 
great benefit In preserving thdfti. As 
this is in Une with the 'higher medium
ship,’ the 'Independent method,’ etc., I 
thought I would send It to you, believ
ing this method to be much more valu
able than the use of boards, tables, etc., 
in the home circle, as what we have 
done others can certainly do, and the 
words given us were so wonderfully

-' just held, the following officers were 
elected: PresldeBtr-jlenry E. Dowd; 
vice-president, Dr. W/DMWlJble^seettF' 
tary and treasurer, Henry J. Hofmann. 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter, of Detroit, has 
just closed a very successful engage
ment with our society. Mr. and Mrs. 
Walk Ripley, of London, Eng., open an 
engagement for the month of December, 
to be followed by Mr. G. W. Brooks, of 
Springfield, Ill. Mrs. Dr. Parker has 
presented our society with a new piano. 
Taking all things into consideration, 

' our society is on the-high road to suc
cess.” •

Cora H. Moore writes from Philadel
phia, Pa.: “The Progressive Spiritual
ists organized in this city, Oct. 1, 1903, 
has. been meeting with unusual success. 
We have 150 members. Hundreds are 
being turned away from our doors, the 
hall not being large enough to accom
modate the Immense throngs.”

A. W. Keller write«: “A violet social 
and test circle-will be held at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. Keller, 937 , W. 63rd 
street, on New Year’s night, Jan. 1, 
1904. A good programme will be fur
nished. Good mediums will be present, 
and refreshments served. A silver col
lection will be taken. Everybody will 
be welcome.” . ;

W. R. Cooper writes: '"Tuesday even
ing, Dec. 8, was the occasion of a most 
delightful surprise on Mr. and Mrs. Ly
man Hill, of 320 Flournoy street, to cele
brate the’ 28th anniversary of their mar
riage. There could not have been a 
more congenial gathering of friends, 
everyone trying to outdo the other to 
make the evening an enjoyable one 
with music, songs, recitations and re- 
fseshtaents; about fifty were in attend
ance. I also wish to say that the Rev. 
Mrs. Hill IB doing good service in our 
cause. Her lectures are both enter
taining and taplifting, and her meetings, 
are well attended.”

Dr. Beverly writes: “At Lakeside 
Hall, corner 31st street and Indiana av
enue, Thursday evening, Dec. 17, the 
Spiritual Science Society will hold a 
box party and dance. A fine program 
has been prepared! A lunch will be 
served with free tea and coffee. Booths 
will be erected for different mediums 
and palmists to give readings. Gypsies 
in costume and Indian chiefs material
ized, with many other attractions. All 
will end with a merry dance, rickets, 25 
cents; 5 for one dollar. Our Sunday 
meetings are a great success, and we 
will be glad to make you welcome at 
any time.” ; .

The Chicago Chronicle says: “Mary 
A. KiddeY, of Kalamazoo, Mich., has 
been going into trances for the last 
week. She professes to have visited 
heaven and to have conversed with de-

cheering, strengthening and enlighten
ing, I wish others might profit thereby.”

Wanted, by the Church of Truth, of 
Denver, Colo., a No. 1 speaker and me
dium. Address the secretary, I. T. 
jirtaa, 2011 Scott Place.

Mrs. J. A. Murtha writes that she will 
serve the Englewood Spiritual Union, 
528 West 63rd street, for the last three 
Sunday evenings of December, and has 
the months of January and February 
open for engagements, and would be 
pleased to hear from societies with 
open dates." The Progressive Thinker 
takes great pleasure in recommending 
Mrs. Murtha as a most remarkable me
dium. ’ 1

An extraordinary Instance of “mul
tiple personality,’ or “multiple con
sciousness,” in. which a young girl at 
different times in her life exhibited the 
varying characters of a dozen persons, 
is recorded by Dr. Albert Wilson, In the 
Journal of Mental Science, of London, 
Eng. The multiplicity of personalities 
began, Dr. Wilson states, when the girl 
was attacked with influenza and cere
bral meningitis, at the age of 12% 
years. In the third week pf the illness 
she was delirious and maniacal, and 
showed intense fear of imaginary 
snakes (visual hallucinations). She 
was mentally blind in that she cbuld not 
recognize people, yet a hand or any 
crease in the counterpane became to 
her a snake. In the fifth week -recovery 
set in and intelligence returned. In the 
sixth week suddenly she developed into 
a different personality. While in bed 
reading and playing with her dolls she 
commenced to shake and clear a space 
around her. Then she said, “It is com
ing,’’turned a somersault, and sat up in

Prof. Lockwood, ranking first among 
the great scientists, is now lecturing in 
Philadelphia, Pa. One of his subjects 
was, “Are the people ready for A Com
mon Sense Religion?" This gave the 
professor a splendid opportunity to show 
up the “sorcery” of. vicarious atone
ment, and its precise similitude to the 
pagan "sorcery” of human sacrifice for 
the atonement of the sins of pagan na
tions, from which Christianity borrowed 
the idea. The Professor has recently 
had six large charts made from cuts of 
the interior brain tissues, showing dis
tinctly the relations of the "projective,” 
“commissural,” and associative fibers of 
the encephelon. He believes this to'be 
the greatest exposition of the possibili
ties of human development and of the 
range and capacities of mediumship 
ever undertaken in this country. In a 
volume by Hallack, upon the physiology 
of the human brain, the Professor found 
certain facts which induced him to in
vestigate the psychic character of the 
cerebral tissues in their many co-related 
forms, as noted by leading physiologists 
and psychologists. These lectures 
which the Professor recently added to 
his list are the result of these investiga
tions. We believe they should be In 
print, for they reveal a class of scien
tific data more valuable to the earnest 
Investigator than any test or physical 
phenomenon that can be given, for they 
demonstrate the character of- these 
fibers in their relation to Invisible 
modes pf motion coming from without, 
and arousing sensory action. This is 
the Professor’s ninth season in Phila
delphia. Next month the Professor 
gpes to Pittsburg. '

Speaker and test medium who would 
like to go west, address Ortha A, Clark, 
secretary, of Spokane, Wash., Room 
4041 Dishman Block. The First Spirit
ualist Society wants good speakers and 
test mediums.

Correspondent writes: “The new so
ciety is known as Rising Sun Spiritual 
Mission. The meeting opened at Star 
Lodge Hall with a well-filled house; 
many mediums present. Both after
noon and evening services were well at
tended, and also Dec. 6. We all feel 
that the new undertaking will prove a 
success. The lecture Nov. 29 was de
livered by Mrs. Nora E, Hill of this 
city; on Dec. 6, Mrs. Squire delivered 
the address at both meetings. Messages 
were given by Mrs. Cutter, Mrs.. 
Kurchner, Mrs. Schaffer and- others."

Ella Dare, an accomplished literary 
lady, writes: “May the path of The Pro
gressive Thinker broaden with the 
years, and may it lead its hosts’ of 
readers along tho highways of ever-ad
vancing truths!”

T. W. Woodrow writes from Hobart, 
Okla.: “I returned to-day from Bowie, 
Texas, where I served the Unlversallsts 
add Spiritualists with five lectures. 
They think Spiritualism makes Univer
salism more beautiful than ever. I 
need a good test medium to attend my 
public work."

Mrs. Cross, secretary,-writes! "The 
Hyde Park Occult Society will be-fa
vored by an address by Mrs. Caroline 
Catlin on Sunday evening, Dec. 13. 
Subject, ‘Is there any real’ conflict be
tween Spiritualism and the teachings 
of the Bible?’ Mrs.’Catlin is so well 
known as such a noble worker that it 
is almost needless to say, we Will have 
a treat in her Ifcture. Come and see. 
Services at 7:45 sharp, at 323 East 55th 
street. We will hold a dance at the 
same place on Dec. 17, Thursday even
ing—Just an informal social dance. 
Come and make this first one a success. 
If you don’t dance, come and visit, and 
see’the others. Admission to everyone, 
10 cents.”

A. C. Johnson In the Galveston News 
says: ■"The hynotlc subject, during the 
operation and while under the effects,

old Joli coul^i not fcLt his question an
swered in his: time! who can answer it 
truthfully now. .IHiave attended quite 
a number of seances in the past thirty« 
years. I do iigt kqi/.y' yet whether Spir
itualism is true or not. I am inclined to 
think it is true; if it is, why does 
not my deceased wj^ta come near enough 
to me and tell me, for its not like her 
to, keep me yi suspense all these long 
years since, she ¿as gone. Usually 
when a near and dear one goes from 
my home, we are able to get a line or so 
from them, but not so in my case. Then 
again why do so many dle'tbat are full 
in the faith and knowledge of its truth? 
'Physician, heal thyself.’ Why don’t 
some of the healers cure all that they 
undertake to cure. Oh! so many are 
the dark and mysterious of this phe
nomena..- I wonder there is not more 
doubting Thomases. But let me have 
The Progressive Thinker.” We deeply 
regret that the brother has failed to be
come convinced that spirits can and do 
communicate with mortals. If he lived 
in Chicago, he certainly would soon re- 
alizethat the so-called dead, still live. Ab 
to healers curing everybody who 1b 
sick, that is impossible. No one on this 
earth chn do it. Magnetic and Spirit
ualistic healers have often cured those 
given up to die' by physicians; in fact 
they often perform cures that are con
sidered miraculous. Your deceased wife 
has not communicated with you because 
you have npL consulted the right medi
um, one she could control., ।

Mrs. C. H. Mullins writes from 
Owosso, Mich.: "Mrq. Cora L. V. Rich
mond spoke here last evening. Subject, 
‘The New Psychic Era.’ Words of the 
writer are inadequate to describe the 
wonderful discourse. She will speak to
night at Chesaning, Mich." ■

John Woolman writes about a glori
ous time: “I want to tell you about the 
glorious time the members and their 
friends have at the socials given by the 
Ladies’ Auxiliary of the Universal Oc
cult Society, I have tised the adjective 
.‘glorious’ in this case as entirely apro
pos, The ladies are glorious. The 
home-made bread and cake are glorious, 
and last but not least the communica
tions that are received by the recipients 
from their friends from the other side 
of life eternal are glorious. Interspersed 
and running through the entire evening 
is a musical and literary programme 
that in itself is glorious. So you see 
that I have, as I have said above, used 
the adjective glorious appropriately. 
These socials evidence one thing to the 
visitor emphatically, and that Is, that 
those who have these socials in charge 
have had a full experience in social en
terprises, and, know' exactly how to 
make such Events a positive success. 
Every one who has visited any one of 
these socials has gone away delighted 
with the entertainment. Now, if this 
were the culmination, that of having a

narks,” Mrs. Hall says, “Js, where the 
vord spirit world was employed tv ex
press an orthodox meaning of heaven, 
tud calling Science the hand-maiden of 
leliglon. The orthodox heaven has for 
-ill time signified a locality that ended 
jrogresslpn in strumming a harp and 
singing eternally the same song of 
praise to a personal God. And now tills 
bombastic minister conveys the mean
ing in an Inverted way, that the spirit 
world, which means endless progression 
for the spirit, in another plane of exist
ence is synonymous with his heaven."

H. H. Grlenle writes: "I am trying to 
organize a Spiritualist colony to raise 
'fruit and start a canning factory. All 
Spiritualists who are willing to join, ad
dress me for particulars at No. 1435 Sul
livan avenue, St. Louis, Mo.” ‘

' W. P.- Clifford writes froip Iconlum, 
Iowa: "The Progressive Thinker I,note 
is right to the point, speaking fearlessly 
and improving all the time. Since my 
last letter to you-two of our old staunch 
,and reliable spiritual friends have 
•passed to the higher life—D. G. Bonnett, 
of Chariton, and. Ji W. Sprott, of Derby, 
Jowa. The communities in which they

'resided lose by their passing away.”

good time, tlie end .would be attained, 
but not so; tills is not the end. The 
strangers whp visit .these gatherings in 
a.great tnany,caaes,linow nothing of 
Spiritualism, and hp.ve hitherto held 
Spiritualists ,and everything pertaining' 
to their teaclgngs Iq.ridleule and con
tempt, and they are greatly surprised to 
And that a SpirltuqSst Is ■ flesh and 
blood, and thftt they have" feelings In 
common wltli other, people. They be
gin to find out that.the ‘devil is not .as 
black as he,toLpalnied. They.bbgin to, 
Tnwtbgate’ yyhat theyifiMb. Wfitoioj;?,, 
made game of, and in the end they be-. 
gin to jhink for themselves, which ls; 
the commencement point of a Spiritual-

"THAT GREAT BOOK."
When have Spiritualists been so 

stirred up? One would think by the 
smoky atmosphere in many Homes, over 
this book, that It not only had turned 
the world upside down, but it holds the 
key to the INFERNAL REGIONS, and 
if it was not. thoroughly 'denounced by 
every good Spiritualist, tha| the great 
author would soon assume command of 
the entire universe, and our favored re
ligion would be dashed to pieces and be
come a thing of the past. But there are 
.faint signs that . the cooler-headed 
thinkers are recovering from their 
fright, and the public pulse is slowly 
getting down to normal conditions; 
ftnd we hope the worst is over until 
something new stirs us up again.

We have never .read the wonderful 
production, but have read many of the 
communications inserted in The Pro
gressive Thinker for and against it, and 
as agitation Is always the SOUL OF RE-1 
FORM, I can’t understand how anyone 
can regret that it has been written, and 
If “to be saved we have first to be made 
mad,” there are lots of Spiritualists 
who need have no fear of being lost, 1 
for the air has been heavily charged 
with epithets and contention.

But, never mind, it is getting clearer, 
and we firmly believe that although 
much of the contents of the book hurts 
us to-day, the tlpie is not far distant 
when we shall View it in another and 
kindlier light, and we will acknowledge 
that it has worked out much good.

While I am not a medium, yet I have 
profound respect for mediumship in its 
highest and grandest sense, and we 
also believe that within every human 
soul are possibilities in the line of me- 
dlumlstlc work not yet developed.

The trouble and hindrance to this de-‘ 
velopment lies in our eagerness to 
study things outside ourselves. We are 
wasting our time and energies In trying 
to discover if the planet Mars Is inhab
ited. We want to know the condition 
of its people, their needs and require
ments. We are turning our attention to 
everything save ourselves, and if we 
would ohly come back home and study 
the problem of our own lives with their 
unlimited possibilities, wo would find

Lotifiey’s Choice Collection
■ OF ' .

BEAUTIFUL SONGS.
Here Is abookof songs for public' meetings 

anti the home that is full ot music and poetry 
dial reach the soul. Tho book is Just the iflght 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, aud contains 76 songs.

WORDS THAT ARfc TRUE.
"Those songs are adapted to the.needs ot soci

eties and to the home; they ate .spiritual, jmd 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured soul. 
—Lyman C. Howe.

‘‘This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency.’’—Dawning Light. , 1 .

"The songs and music are ota nature to in
spire those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves." D. W, Hull. - **

"There are some things in our, personal histo
ry that never fade from, memory. Oue in mine 
Ims been fresh for fifty years. I went one night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer, Prof.S.B. Brittan, 
but I have no recollection of a thought he ad
vanced ora word uttered. ■ Hup wlthuin; was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name.' The man, the song have been singing 
In my consciousness gver since; the man was 
Prof. Longley,the song, one of his earliest com
positions?’—J. S. Loveland. .

Longley's latest book of songs comprises the 
cream oLall his former books and many new 
ones, an? can be had in decorated covers for 60 
cents; plain, 40penis. -

The World’s Sixteen Saviors, 
Or Christianity before Christ. By Kerpoy 
Graves. New aud startling revelations in re
ligious history which disclose the Oriental 
origin of all the doctrines, principles, precepts 
ana miracles of the Christian New Testament, 
and furnishing a key for unlocking nianv of its 
sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This 
wonderful and exhaustive volume will, we are 
eertain, take high rank us a book of reference 
in tbe field which the author has chosen for it. 
Printed on white paper, 880 pages. New edition, 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author. 
Price 11.50. Postage, 10 cents.

VOLNEY’S RUINS
. — AND”

¡THE LAW OF NATURE,
TO WHICH XI ADDKD

Voboy**  Answer to Dr. Prleitly, »Biographical Notice 
I by Count Daru, and tho Zodiacal Blgnaand
I Constellations by tbe Editor; .

Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens o 
the Anclenta.

Printed on heavy paper, Prom now platea, In largo, 
Blear type, with portrilt and Illustration*.  One vol,

1 post8vo, 248 page*;  paper, SO cental cloth, 76 cent*.
This Is undoubtedly oud of the belt and most uieful 

book*  ever published. It eloquently advocates the , 
heat Intereat*  of mankind, aud clearly point*  out the 
tource*  of human Iguorauce aud misery. Tho author 

' la supposed to meet In the ruin*  of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which explains the true principles of 
loctety, and the cause*  of both tbeproaperlty end the 
(ufn of ancient states. A general assembly of tbe 
bation*  Is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, tho source and origin of religion, of govurn*  
meat, and of laws discussed, and tbe Law of Nature- 
founded on Justice and equity—1*  finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world.yiAfiOjyieT,
His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

Tbl*  li He. 6 Of tho Library of Liberal ClMilca. Il 
ft conceded to be historically correct, andao exact and 

' perfect In every detail aa io he practically beyond the 
retch of adverse, crltlclain. This work will be found 
tijienacly IntercKtluv.’ Price. 2-'c. R»i«< this office.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.

I, Jf

0THE PSYCHOGRflPH
, DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Thli initrument I*  labstenttaiiy tbe tamo as thrt 
•aplopdby Prof. Hite in his early iBveitfgatDu,. 
In Ite improved forviH has been before th» buvile for 
»ore than uvea year*,  and la tbe hsadi ot thoustfite 
Of persons has proved Ite superiority ovor tho Flu*-  
£hetto, »nd all other lastraiaenis which have be«*  

rought out in imitation, both In regard to certalaty 
and correct»«*»  of lbs sommualcaQoM received by 
Ite aid. and a*  a mean*  or developing medluniBhlp.

Do you wish to iuvuti(jato Hpiriluidism?
Do you wish to develop Mcd<uwteM>V
JDo you desire to reosivo CommunieatUni?

The Pcychograpb I*  ap invaluable (asalatank A 
pamphlet with full direction» for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship >

with «very inttmtnsnt. Many who were not aware ot 
their medlumtetlc adit, bavs, after a few cliUM*.  
been able to r«colo d»llghtful moavage*  A veliuat 
might be filled with commendatory Iditera, MiSf 
*ko began with ft dl mi amualng toy, fotifad that tha 
inteulgenco conteoUUg it ku«w more than 

velvet, and became oosvaria toififlrltuallBB. '
Capt.D.B, Edwlrd*.  Orient N. Y-. write»: "J bad 

oenmunloations (by ths reychograph) hem mimy 
other friend», evox from old »«(tleh whose jftffa- 
Itoney are moes ero.Wn fa tho old yard. They bbW 
been highly Betltfaotory, end proved to mo that Spir
itualism Il locoed tree, a&d the commuuicsttoBS hive 
Fl?”*?  P? the neatest comfort In tbe »evorMl 

of »mi, dsngliter, »nd tnelj »other."
®r‘ Crowell, whose writing*  have DiUklj 

same familiar to thaae laterested lu paycble ipuUML 
^Htteaa followa: “I ana much plctieu with tn*  rly*

It le very ehnyle in principle and con|trua- 
don, and I am *ure  mmt U faj mote leuiltire to Iplfr 
Ituai power than tho oue uow fa use- I bsllevo it will 

supersede tbe latter when it*  superior t 
toeHt*  biicouao known." I

Iteeurely packed, and sent postage paid from • 
Im manufacturer, for $1,00. Addreial

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio*

ftSEHODEL BLOOÄ®AND
Other OfferlrjgeL

RAIMA ROOD TUTTLE.

bed in this new personality. Her man
ner was now childish, and her words 
were clipped as in baby talk. She also 
used words wrongly. She had some 
conception of her normal self, whom 
she called “that person.” She always 
said she was “very cross with that per
son for going and leaving her.” Her 
third personality she called “Old Nick.” 
In her fourth she was deaf and dumb. 
At an other time she became imbecile 
and blind, and while blind she could 
draw, although unable to draw at other 
times. By the time' she was 16 her nor
mal personality had vanished. As a 
rule she gave herself a new name with 
each personality. •

The Church.jof the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec

has in a manner parted with his soul 
and selfhood, and feels, thinks and per
ceives as the operator does at the 
same time. These three brains, how
ever, with their motor and sensory ap
paratus, are by no means the sole or 
the principal arena of the mysterious 
procedure. The solar ganglion at the 
pit of the stomach, with :the vital nerv
ous system which originates from It, is 
affected first of all, and Is, Indeed, the. 
principal organism to respond to the pe
culiar Influences, whether these are. 
beneficial or malefic. It is unnecessary 
to add that hypnotizing often repeated 
is almost certain to be injurious to the 
patient. It is analogous to exhaustive 
labor, over-eating and other excesses. 
Bodily disorder In various forms and 
mental disturbance are very certain to 
be the consequence. When the will of 
an individual is thus made subject to 
another, or is in any way annihilated, 
his life as a moral and responsible be
ing Is affected to a corresponding de
gree. He will thereafter be the passive 
subject of every current excitement and 
of every person who seeks to artfully 
control him. We observe this in the

parted spirits. She has told persons 
with whom she is not acquainted about 
seeing dead relatives whom she did not 
know and some who have never been in 

• Kalamazoo. Mary describes heaven 
graphically. “The trance just strikes 
me suddetaly,' she says. ‘I lose control 
of my body and seem to be carried up, 
up, up, to an almost unimaginable 
height. The air seems soft and fans 
my face. • I fly through clouds and then 
suddenly know I am in heaven. About 
me stretches a great country, but there 
are no- houses or ' streets. Beautiful 
white-robed angels are singing and talk
ing and sailing through the air. I am 

■ flashed through two immense white
pearly gates, and then ths beauty of tho 
whole place Is before m,e. Colors of ev
ery description are seen and the most 
beautiful music is heard'on every side. 
I sqem to know all the people there and 
they come to me and talk. A spirit told 
me that when I died I would be free to 

w move just as they do. I cannot under-,
stand how angels go through air. They 
have no wing?, neither do they walk.’ ” 
. Spirit Message to Mr. and Mrs. Wood
manseeWe come In answer to yojir 

' kind letter. This Is all new to us. We
have met Annie and all your children, 
and we. have Wished to come and make 
the promised visit. Now we can seo 
the pictures <•"(! meet your children 
face to face. ■ ' wo thank you a thou
sand time!: for rhe Progressive Thinker 
you sent to 115, and we ,can realize now 
how grand it all is, and .what a great 
truth it represents.. , You should ho

litre at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361- ; 
363 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs.
Isa Cleveland.
' All letters for G. H.- Brooks for {he , 
next two weekà should be addressed to 
Ashtabula, Ohio, care of General De
livery. Mr. Brooks lectures there dur
ing the last two Sundays of this month.

James Wallace writes: "I,like your 
paper, -The Progressive Thinker, 1 the 
best of all I read. I am one of the many • 
who are waiting for Brother Jamieson 
to explain the phenomena that coine 
through mediums outside of Spiritual
ism.”

Aug. Recht writes: "Dr. C. Wyman 
was the speaker for the Sdclety of 
Spiritual Truth, 423 Classon avenue, 
Brooklyn, N. Y., Sunday, Déc. 6. His 
subject was Ancient Spiritualism, 
which was well presented. Mr. Ras
mussen then gave a number of spirit 
messages whicn held the closest atten
tion of all present." • -

Mrs, LeSleur writes: “We wish to're
mind our friends once more that the 
Band of Harmony Bazaar takes place 
Thursday afternoon and evening, Dec. 
17. We shall have everything our 
friends need for Christmas presents or 
for themselves. We have some very,, 
nice comfortables. Supper served at 
six o'clock. Masonic Temple, room 512."

Secretary writes: "Clara E. Strong, 
president of the Sunshine Club, holds. 
public services in Boston, I Mass., as 
follows: Morning circle, 11 o’clock; Sun
day-school, 12:30; afternoon and even
ing services at 3 and 7:30. These 
mootings are hold every Sunday at Ar
mory Hàll, 67 Warren street, Roxbury. 
Every Tuesday and Friday evenings, 
home circles,are held' at Room 420, 80 
Hunttagton avenue. ' A cordial Invita
tion Is given to all when in Bpston to I 
attend. Progressive Thinkers.for sale 
at these meetings.” '1

religious world, but It is even more 
common in other departments of social 
life. When large groups of people are 
swayed by the eloquence of an orator, 
or the appeal of a public teacher, we 
are not out of the way when we declare 
the influence hypnotic rather than the 
producing of conviction. An individ
ual thus controlled by another or by 
emotional excitement, can not justly be 
considered as entirely rational. ’ It Is 

•on this accunt that many persons who 
claim to have committed crimes under 
the instigation of another person inay 
be entirely truthful and the Jaw may 
have to take this into consideration 
later on.”

Bro. B. F. Johnson, of the National 
Military Home, Kansas; deeply laments 
that he missed a single copy of the pa
per. . He wants the connecting link in 
the great Symposium and the discus
sion between Lyman C. Howe and Flor
ence Huntley. He' thinks the “Storm 
Center book has aroused a great deal of 
valuable thought Whenever one 
misses a copy of The Progressive 
Thinker through some irregularity in 
the mails, we are always glad to supply 
tue same, if notified by postal, free of 
cost.

N. P. Clawson wants to know if any 
mediums in the vicinity of Salina, 
Utah, her post office address.

The Church of the Golden Rule meets 
at 52 Dearborn street, Sunday, Dec. 13. 
Mrs. Lucinda B. Chandler will speak. 
Subject: “Human Freedom the only 
Guarantee of National prosperity.”

R, N. Goodwin has been, trying for 
■flilpey yearB to be convinced that Spirit
ualism is true. He writes:. "Herewith 
find ?1 enclosed for renewal of Tfte Pro
gressive Thinker, a paper I halve road 
during the past two or three years, and 
like to read it every week. In the arti
cle; 'Important.Question,’ In this week’s 

I issue, I notice the quotation, ‘If a man 
^dlo, shall he live again?'. Now If poor

1st. These socials are held every other 
Saturday night at Brother and Sister 
Aitkens home, 253 East 31st street. The 
next one will occur Saturday evening, 
Dec. 19, at 8 p. m. Everybody is in
vited to come and have a glorious ■ 
time.” f >

. Mrs. Jessie Balky, secretary of the 
First Spiritualist Church, Rochester, N. 
Y„ writes: "The Interest is unabated 
here. Mrs. Mary C. Von Kanzler served , 
us last month, and is with us for this 
month as speaker and-medium for spir
it messages, under the auspices of the 
First Spiritualist church. Her lectures 
are logical and filled with the vitalizing 
inspiration that the minds of mortals 
demand to satisfy their present needs. 
Mr. Nichols, the materializing medium, 
has been with us for the past ten days. 
He has submitted himself to test condi
tions that have been in every way satis
factory. His seances are bfeing well at
tended.”

Eli Thorp writes: “The Progressive 
Thinker, No. 731, speaks of the ‘selfish
ness and colossal greed of certain relig
ious localities.’ Be fair, Brother Fran
cis, and make the charge general. In 
No. 731 hesaysofthe Catholics, ‘There is 
danger'of their ultimate success.’ This 
is true, and Spiritualists have no rem
edy for the elimination of selfishness 
and colossal greed, nor have they a plan 
to prevent 'the ultimate success’ of the 
Catholic power. .Spiritualists, Catho
lics, philosophers, Protestants and ma
nipulators of that huge begging ma
chine,the Salvation Army, are a unit in 
their fierce opposition to those who 
have a plan, or a repaedy for the remov
al of the causes that produce these 
evils. The word-socialism causes Spir
itualists, Catholics, philosophers, Prot
estants and the beggar crowd to unite 
and pursue, deny, prosecute, and bear 
false witness against a large body of in
telligent men and women.” This paper 
has not space to discuss all questions 
pertaining to humanity. Socialism, 
finance, the labor question, a!nd politics 
in general, we leave to be discussed in ■ 
the secular press.

F J. Lentsoh writes from Loulsyille, 
Ky.: “The Ladjes’ Aid of the Speed Me
morial Temple held,a bazaar and sup
per on November 19, which was a suc
cess, both socially anjj financially, clear
ing ?65. We ç{.ilï cçptinue to hold our 
Sunday evening seances at the ■ resi
dency of President Speed, our meetings 
being well at|.§jidedKand great Interest 
being manifested. The lectures deliv
ered by Sistei;jÇlruna,wald, and the.tests 
given by the Rev. Mary Mann are at
tracting large,and iqfclHgent crowds at 
every meeting., Mrq. Mann has chris-( 
tened quite aj)pmbej,of children.” '■'

Mrs. LizzieaHall, j®ho is now In Al
bany, N. Y., is doingsan excellent work 
there, impressing th» people with the 
thought that BplrltuaUsm is true. The 
hall she occupies Is fitted to overflowing. 
She has been.’ treated'there, with the 
kindest consideration, and she has 

’ formed many friendships that will be 
lasting.’ She criticises one of the most 
eminent orthodox divines of Albany, 
who in his address atra banquet in New 
York attempted to convey a meaning of 
his orthodox heaven, by using the Spir
itualists’ term, spirit, world, and claim
Ing science, as the hand-maiden of re
ligion. The speech itself was charac
teristic of tlio calling of . the man, and 
the principle of the man himself. He 
would pose before the world as a phtl- 
osopher with a gfeat burden of divine 
wisdom resting, upon him, that would 
make his opinions of such vast Import- 
dnee to tho world that all arguments, on 
the subjects Hint he - discussed and 
passed upon were forever settled.

■■ .“The most obtusot’portlon of ■ his, re-

it the. greatest study of the age. ..
We need to rise to our own level by 

eliminating every element that de
grades and holds our better self in sub
jection. We need to carefully study the 
little things in life and the motives 
back of them; and in doing this the 
warped and undeveloped mediumship

-hidden within every human being will 
have its rightful chance to unfold.

Never was there a grander truth than 
this: “Seek first the kingdom of heaven 
and its righteousness and all these 
things shall be added unto you.”

This does not apply merely to a fa
vored few. It means humanity. And 
if half the time which has been spent 
contending over this book had been 
given, to sending out kind and loving 
thoughts to the great mass of humanity 
less favored than ourselves we should 
have taken, valuable strides toward 
-that heavenly kingdom and the attaln- 
meht of a higher unfoldment of our own 
capacities.

Let us come back home and study 
ourselves.

No book has yet been written which 
can compare with the soul's pptsiblll- 
ties. Then why should we stop by the 
way and waste our forces in contending 
over some paltry production of the day, 
when so much grander work is to be 
be done? If this book contains one 
thought or one suggestion that will 
start us on a broader line of practical 
endeavor, then let us embrace It and act 
upon it, realizing it to be a mile-stone to 
mark the way to still higher planes of 
thought. Let us not be children any 
longer, but let us enlarge upon what we 
have already learned, throwing wide 
open the windows of the soul to catch 
every ray of truth from whatever 
source it comes, for none of us have yet 
reached the goal of human development 
whereby all things shall be ours; but 
we may all aspire to something better 
than we now possess, making each day 
a new birth of thought and impulse that 
shall bring us up step by step to a 
broader conception of life and its reali
ties. If we want our spirit friends to 
assist us, we must pave the way by 
clean thinking and clean living; and our 
own mediumship will be advanced in ac
cordance with our efforts. As a rule we 
ask too much from others, when, if we 
would, we could attain that mental 
poise that would answer the demands 
of our Inmost soul and lead us out of 
the darkness into the shining light. We 
are the epitome of all that is, or ever 

■ will be. Every grand-possibility lies 
within us. Let us rise to our o-STi level.

LAURA CUMMINGS.
Springfield, Mass.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent ot ten lines 
only will .be Inserted free. All In excess 
of ten linos will be charged at, the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one llne.J

•1

4 JYew Edition, Profiiaely Illustrated,

■ “I choose that a story should be founded on prob
ability, and not alwaysYesemblo a dream. I desire to 
find nothing In It trivial or extravagantt and I deilre 
above all, that under (be appeaxancei of fable, there 
may appear some latent trdth, obvious to the discern
Ing eye. though it escape tho observation of the 
Vulgar.'* —Voltairb.

Corm-nt “Ths White Dull" a SaUrloal Romance» 
•’Zadlx, or Twr an Oriental Htetoryi "The Bago gm 
the Ainetst:" "Tho Prince«» of Ddbyionr’ "Tbe Mao 

- '.?h® Buron, or Pupfl of Nature;" 
"Mloromcga*,"  a Satire on Manriadi ^The World as 
It Goes;" "The Black and the WMlef "Momnon, tbs 
Pblloyppher;’’ "Andre Det Touch« atfltem;" "Bab- 
Jbpoi JTbe Study of Nature;" "A Oonveriatloi 
Wltha Chine*»;  "Plato’* Dream;" "A Pteasure In 
Havtag no Plea»urcf’ "An Adventure in Indie;" 
"Jeannot and Collar’ "Travel» Of Bcarmootado;" 
"TheGoodBr»hmlu;’’ "Tho Two Comforter*;"  "An« 
rient Faith and mie."

One volume, ppaifivo, 480 page*,  with portrait and Bl 
UlOBtraUou. Extra vellum cloth, 81.60ft postage, 
15 oonta.

ft NEW GftTEGHISM,
/ BY M. M. MANGA8ARIAN.

Thli Is anew "Catechism’’ In the full lenie of th« 
word. There has at yet appeared la the world of lib 
eral literature nothing like thia moat wonderful little 
book ot reaion. E. P. Powell, tho well-known author, 
tho reviewer and critic, laya: "The remarkable thing 
about tnis ■Catecblitn’ la that it tells the truth." It 
de&li with the queatlona of God. Immortality—tho 
Creeds, the Clergy, tho Church, Prayer and Salvation, 
Jeaui ana bli Teaching, the Growth of the Christian 
Scriptures, and many other philosophical, scientific 
and ethical queiHooi with tho utmost candor, cour 
age and dearness. IN pages. Cloth 75c; paper, 503

mTTD nnTHT'O ByWarrenSumnorBariow- I H H1 VI IiHiO The Voices contain poems HUJ I U1UJJU of remarkab j beaut- and 
force. They are most excellent Price 11.00.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA 
According to Old Records. By Dr. Paul Corus. 
A translation made from Japanese, under the 
auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyer, delegate to 
the Parliament of Religions, was published 
In Japan. Price. 81.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
Series one, two and three. By Lilian Whiting.
Three choice volumes, each com. ,Ate In Itself, 

In which spirituality is related to' viryday life 
In such a way as to make the world beautiful. 
Price, 51.00 each.

WISDOM OF THE AGES.
Revelations from Zertoulem, the 

Prophet of Tlaskanata.

A Mine of Valuable Reflections 
and Suggestions.

Thio work was automatically tran
scribed by George A Fuller, M. D„ a 
gentleman who stands high as a lec
turer and medium. It is a mine ot vol- 
uable reflections and suggestions. The 
paragraphs are short, suggestive and. 
inspiring. Every one of them leads to 
something higher, grander, nobler. 
Price tl.OO. _ ' _ _

HP A TH ITS MEANING
1 1 1 aud Results.

By J KWifoon, of tho Pennsylvania Bar. 
An absorbingly interesting narrative relating u 
eerioa ot ■wonderful psychic manifestations oc
curring in tho writer's experience. Cloth, illus
trated, $1.25,

Passed to spirit life, Nov. 17, at 
Maple Grove, Mich., Artemus W. Cha
pin; 78 years of age. Mr. Chapin was 
an ardent Spiritualist, and found com
fort In our beautiful philosophy. He 
was a good, kind, loving father and hus
band, and regardless of his religion, was ' 

' respected by all who knew him. He 
will be missed at our camp-meetings 
and gatherings. He has only journeyed 
on a little while before, to join the dear 
companion and children who preceded 
him to that better world where physical 

■ afflictions are not known. The writer 
fulfilled a promise made two. years ago 
to officiate, which was fully carried out.

MRS. MARIAN CARPENTER.

"Why 1 Am a Vegetarian.’’ By.
Howard Moore. An’address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society, price, 25 
cent*.;  ' ■' '

"Taltaugean Inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re-, 
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiri.tuallBm." -By Moses Hull. 
For sale at tills office. Price ten cents.

“Meatless Dishes." Very usofaL 
Price 10 font». < ‘ . • <

VQlW&o cum tains a «election ¿rfttrf.bW 
ofrnli Mtted author and Htcmntes’mh 

M by Cliir Tuttle in her ehafmmcr iait. 
ThorePages, with nix full-pago illud&ff» 
tions. Including photogravures of the tyUMKfr 
and Ctafr Tuttle. It is bound lu blue wHbjur 
lumwum embossing- Many of the poems Ure> 
MBecl&Hy. adapted for recitations. . ’ ,

Tho Aptiwr- needs no introduction to Uw 
itwj! public. Her songs are among the beat lib 
Bmrivujd Utetatnro. Epes Surgefit said of onfr 
ot Iter poems tltat it was the equal of-auytllmiri 
In the jbnru&ae, and that sho was the pool Of1 
tho Now Dispensation. >

The Mecca eays: "Psychic Pooma." I
That erudite critic. Wtt. Emnwtto Colemantl 

"To UU lovers of gpoCL poetry ibis book is confW 
dWlUjrecaitiMeair!." . .............................j
•Wlu C»rlton: "IHuto read wllb treat Inter, 

Barat Thorps Thomas, the Humanitarian] 
kffir«: '’A most etqMteite bouquet • • • * thq 
w&ughts eopo and re-echo through the deepofltf 
ttwretssee of my heart. I have some word of 
pftteG far every page.” w

©io author says fa the dedication: "Tothoas 
Whoso 'thoughts and longings reach Into th« 
unseen L^na of Soule, this handful of asphcwl 
dale, njtred with common flowers, is offered J 
hoping to gtfe rest and pleasure while waitinap 
at^he way stations on the journey thither ”

Price, 81.00. For solo by '

HUDSON TUTTBE,
^Berlin Heights, Ohio, । 

FOREIGN AGENTS: J •
H. A. Copley, Oonningtown, London, Eng. 
W. H. Terry. Melbourne. Australia;

COMMON SENSE Revolutionary pamph
let, addressed to the inhabitants of America in 
1776, with explanatory notice by an EnglisU 
author.Paper,J5 cents. •

PROGRESSION UWdfi: 
The evolution of Man. By Michael Faraday. 
Price. 15c.

" THETEACHINGSOFJESLIS
Not Adapted to Modern Civilizatio n, with the TrrO 
Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo, W; Brown*  M. D. Price, 15 cent*.  For *ale  at thlecffice.

Three Journeys Around the World —OR—
' Travels in the Pacific Islands,

New Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, 
A. M., M. D.. Ph. D. In this splendid largo 
book Dr. Peebles has concentrated a vast 
amount of valuable information. It Is exceed
ingly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual. 
Ism as ho found It everywhere in his travels 
receives due attention, making tho book of 
special value and interest to Spiritualists. 454 
large pages, finely bound, at the price of ,1.50.

‘ THt SOUL OF, 
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries, 
By wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar-'' 
velous work. Though concise as a text book It 
is as fascinating as a work ot fiction. The 
reader will be amazed to see the curious facts 
here combined iu support of this power of tho 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as 
day, aud throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by.time. Price. Si.50. In three volumes, 
cloth bound. 61.50 each. Postage, 10c per copy*

Solid Gold Only

Spiritualist 
Badges,

IN

fit'

THE CAIII . 1TS nature, reI ri F \l ll 11 ' lations and exI I IC UVUL • PRESSIONS IN HU
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third odltlon now on 
sale. Price <1.00. This is one'of the best books 
given by the guides of Mrs Cora L.,V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book of reference for those who have been 
members of tho classes receiving them. This 
volume is a^areful cqmpilatlon from reports of 
lessons, containing tho bases of tho teachings.

BODY AND SOULBY J. CLEGG BRIGHT.
This volume consists of a course of lectures 

delivered in the trance state, and is certainly no 
small contribution to tho study of the soul. It 
is a good work to open tho oyos to tho difference 
between tho deductive and inductive process ot 
mind. Bound in cloth, 81. For sale at this 
office. . '_________________ ________________

Apollonius of Tuana Christian Jesus: A 
wonderful communication, explaining how his 
life and teachings wore utilized to formulate 
Christianity. Price 15 cents. ' .

An Infamous a pamphlet of S3 pages, oom- 
Dnnnnii’nnvr anl1 i>"’>l|Bhctl »7 ‘ho vUUBpiHteJ' ■ ]at0 Rov. j 0, Wllll(!) nuthor 
of numerous unti-Catliollo works. It contains 
disclosures relative to a villainous plot to over
throw ouy treo government. Price, 16 cento 

“"THE'SUNDAY'QUESTlON.
Historical and critical review, with replies to 

. an objection. By G. W. Brown. M. D. Price. 15a..

Mallas, W.lch Charm.
PBlCF.Sz-Badpo Pin. 11.50; Lapel nution,»!.«);

Sunflower Brooch, 54.00; Maltese Charm, *5.00;  
Maltese Pendaut. 15.00. Thia jewelry needs no oth
er recommend than to say it la the SUNFLOWER 
BADGE, the adopted emblem of Spiritualism. Ab 
tho Sunflower thrna its face towards the aun.ao 
Spiritualism turns the facea of.humanity from 
darkness and superstition towards the Sunlight 
ot Truth and Progression. These beautiful em
blems are for sale stjhis office. - 

fl'Few Words flfocmt .ttie Devil; 
And other Essays. By Charles Bradlaugb. 
With tho story of his llffo as told by himself, 

,and tho history of his parliamentary struggle. 
With portrait. Paper, 50c. <

POEMS FROM THE lilNER LIFEJ
By Lizzie Doton. These poemsotfe truly in

spirational and as staple as sugar. Price &L0& 

taoriafOration on Kos?oe^'conklltag! 
a warm trlond ot Ills and a great statasman, de
livered betöre tho Now Yprk Legislature, May 9, 
1888: Price 4 cents. : ,

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
□ By Lizzie Doten. They are really valuable. 
Price, »1.00.____________________________________

Practical Methods to Insure Success,
A valuable little work, full of practical in

struction in matters pertaining to physical,' 
mental and spiritual health. Worth many 
times Its cost, price 10 cents.

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS, 
And the wondrous power which helped or made 
them perform mighty works and Utter Inspired 
words, together with some Personal Trails aud 
Oharactoristlcs of Prophets, Apostles, and 
Jesus, or Now Readings of "The Miracles. By 
Allen Putnam. Price, 75 cents. __  -

~Whu~rAnra~ Vegetarian.
An address delivered before tho Chicago Vego, 

tarlan Society. By J-Howard Moore. Prlo^ 
IScents. i -
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This department Is under the mafl*  
agemeut of

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin, Heights:, Ohl®»

NOTH.—The Questions and Answers 
hove called forth such a host ot re
spondents, that to give ail equal hear? 
Ing compels tho answers to be made IB 
the most condensed iform, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to thia 
forced brevity., Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all thlngs:ls to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
With waiting for tho appearance of 
their questions and write letters of In
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead pf the space given, 
and 'hence there Is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait bls time and 
Place, .and all are treated with equal 
favor.

■ NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
auonyinoM letters. Full name and ad- 
Wess must be given, or the letters wlu 
fiot be read. If the request be made, 

. the name will not 'be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an- 
ewers,'and while I freely give what- 

L evei; Information I am able, the ordì
. nary 'courtesy of correspondents is ex

pected. ' HUDSON TUTTLE.

Beatrice St. George: Q. How can 
, one be certain that what, they write Is 
' not unconsciously taken from the works 
f of others?
. A. In explanation tills correspondent 
states that for many year's she has writ
ten for the press and has often been an

. noyed to find passages in the writings 
. of others which she had published as 

her own. As It 1b Impracticable for her 
to distinguish these plagiarisms, she 1b 
In constant fear of being challenged by 

'■ other authors for having appropriated 
their work.

As the facts show, she hits remark
able sensitiveness to spirit impression 
and writes under the dictation’ of spirit 
control. The trouble lies In that con
trol. It 'is a friend who having had a 
wide rgnge of reading, unconsciously 
culls -the best and reproduces It in the 
mind of the sensitive subject. That 
spirit is wholly unconscious of the dis
agreeable position in which the subject 
Is placed, and should be appealed to by 
that subject as one friend to another.

This instance is by no means unique. 
There-have been many cases where, 
me^lume of undoubted integrity have 
given through them poems Jong before 
published, with at least the tacit admis
sion that they-were original. There is- 
scarcely a valuable Invention that has 
not' several claimants for priority.’ 
Charles Darwin-and Alfred R. Wallace 
received the theory of evolution’ at al
most the same time. This striking phe
nomenon indy bé explained by telepa
thy, as thè mind of one or the other, of 
these great biologists was reflected by 
the other, The Spiritualist will con
sider as more satisfactory, the direct 
communication of the theory to each by 
spirits who were first successful in tho. 
same line of study. :

A. yet .mòte comprehensive • theory,• 
the more bécàuse R;Includes ,the yvprld 

- of .ioplkits-as-well: as<mortals> titàt.'ifltóli,- 
v ’great minds;, llké’fèè.élving; .Ihstrùm'èntì; 

of the wireless telegraph,'Dy intensity 
of study, become in tune with the 
thought vibrations going out in the cos
mic spirit ether, and thus come in rap
port with all spirit Intelligences pn that 
plane. In such Instances the-thoughts 
received take more or less theshadingof 
the receiving mind, on which its garb 
of words Btrlctly depends, and the vari
ation is such that the charge of plagia
rism cannot be sustained.

Conditions^ mlgut and probably did 
exist whereby our moon was evolved 
from the earth zone, it received only 
material that afterwards coucieted into 
nolid elements. In its case, we need 
not answer the question of Its loss ot at
mosphere, for the telescope reveals Its 
jagged surface, just, as it cooled from 
the turbulent molten masts, unacted .on 
by water or atmosphere. Hence it is 
justifiable to say'that it has no atmos
phere or water, and that it never has 
had., Tho question in the abstract, ad
mits’ of a . possible affirmative. A 
larger planet might approach bo near 
that.its attraction would overcome that 
of the gaseous envelop and attract it to 
itself; without more tha?r changing, 
slightly the planetary orbits. But real
ly, the perfect mechanism of the heav
ens, makes such ^n event impossible.

C, B. R. Q. iXit possible for those” 
in earth life to recetee-communlcatlonB 
from high spirits, as Jesus Christ, at 
any; time, tliey .desire by Bending holy 
angels after him?'' .

A. It may be possible for ancient 
spirits to communicate, but not proba
ble that they do. If the many commu
nications received purporting to come 
from Christ be genuine, then he has de
generated and become weak in thought 
and uncultured in expression, T|ie only 
evidence possible by which to establish 
the genuineness of the claims of such 
communications, is that furnished by 
theft character. -Allowance being made 
for the Imperfection in mediumistic 
transmission, they must be of quality 
like that of the source they claim, to 
merit consideration., Whatever great, 
name may be signed to platitudes and 
schoolboy eompoaltlons,-the character 
of the writing proves ' such' name 1b 
forged., .

“ULTIMATE QUESTIONS.”

Truth: Q. Was Paine an atheist?
A- Perhaps no character in history 

has been so basely slandered, misrepre
sented and misunderstood as Thomas 
Pained -His writings were.in advance of 
his time, but his position was not as het
erodox as that of the present liberal 
Unitarians. He was in no sense an 
athelstj but a deist. He believed in God, 
but not In the godship of Jesus Christ
'He has been accused of blasphemy In 

his Age of Reason, and of being tried 
therefor in England. That erudite 
scholar, Wm. Henry Burr, proves this 
charge to be false, and further, that 
such prosecution could not have been 
made because there is no blasphemy in 
that book. He further says:

“Paine always claimed to be a relig
ious man. He was the first to enunci
ate ‘The doctrine of humanity,' in the 
Crisis, of Nov. 21, 1778. ‘It Is mislead

. Ing,’ says M. D. Conway, in his Life of 
Paine, ‘at the present day to speak of 
Paine as an opponent of Christianity.’ 
So far has the world advanced since the 
days of Paine, that Dr. Conway says 
that ‘The Rights of Man’ is now the po
litical constitution of Englahd, and the 
‘Age of Reason’ Is the growing constitu- 

. tlon of the church.” To liberals of the 
present, Paine would be a conservative.

Henry Ciough: Q. Will you please 
answer in the columns of The Pro
gressive Thinker, in what year will Feb
ruary have'flve Sundays, and when does 
this occur the last time?

A. In 1880 February had five Sun
days. This will not occur again until 
1926, and next In 1948.

IL A. Smith, M. D.: Q. What is 
meant by “electric fluid?"

Can a planetary body having an at
mosphere, lose It My the attraction of 
another, and thus (all living beings ex
isting, thereon be destroyed? I apply 
this more directly to'the moon.

•s, A. The term fluid, applied to elec
tricity, is not only incorrect, but having 
bi)en first employed as expressing a the
ory, which is now cast aside, it Is mis
leading. There is no fluid electricity nor 
anything suggestive thereof. The the
ory now entertained is that of vibra
tions similar to those of light, and this 
theory for unitizing all the varied phe
nomena is as comletely demonstrated 
as a mathematical problem.

When the planets or moons were de
tached as rings of vapor frtTm the cen
tral sun, and by the rupture of these 
rings*  formed orbs revolving In the same 
orbits, according to the theory of evolu
tion, and the nebular hypothesis, all 
matter which afterwards became solids, 
or remained gaseous, was withdrawn to

The Soul Must Persist as an Intelligent 
■ r Force.

PEW-PRIEST WaMLE---- --- ------- ' je '
Prof. Alexander Wilder, thoroughly posted ir?£Biblical 

lore, investigates certain claims regaling Pefer. 
His conclusions will be regarded as authority.

“But It. Beems. a strange and repug
nant conclusion that with the cessation 
of consciousness at death, there ceases 
to bè any knowledge of having existed. 
With' bls last- breath it becomes to each 
the saihe thing as though he had never 
lived. ’

“And then the consciousness itself— 
what is it during-the time it continues? 
And what becomes of it when it ends? 
We cap only Jhfer lhat it is a special
ized and Individualized form of that In
finite and Eternal Energy which tran
scends both our knowledge and our im
agination; and that at death its ele
ments lapse into Infinite and Eternal 
Energy whence they were derived.”— 
Herbert Spencer In “Ultimate Ques
tions."

The above Is an extract from the last 
chapter of the last book of Herbert 
.Spencer.

Unless life continues after human life 
ceases, it is not the same as though the 
¡individual had never lived. He has 
lived and undergone the trials and trib
ulations of human life; he has lived and 
hoped for a continuation of life beyond 
the grave; he has lived and his soul has 
become specialized and individualized; 
he has lived and it cannot be that such 
■existence has been for no purpose.

And the individualized soul of him 
who has lived can never lose its individ
uality and the consciousness of Its1,own 
•entity. If, at death, It lapses Intolfhfl-; 
nite and Eternal energy, It does not and 
'cannot lose Its Identity. It goes forth 
from this life In Its individualized form, 
with all; of-. its: • consciousness 'iinlm-. 
æalfpd./, , .TÏ;ah4.<ctntf,- - 
■sci6jisheXB:cwà-.Ké:déBirôyed by xfeatlÇ ; 
then the’soui would he cApable"6Ïimfli- ■ ' 
hilatioii 'Ahd; human-, existence would- Jia. 
a cruel mockery.. . ",

The Scientific teachings of Mr.’ Spen-? 
cer. prove the continuity of life, and 
they should prevent him from entertain
ing the doubts which,- at the close of an 
eventful and useful career seem to dis
turb him. He taught the persistence of 
force as ah ultimate scientific truth, and 
the arguments whioh he has adduced to ; 
prove it, Are’absolutely conclusive.

The soûl is an important force, and 
its individualization and consciousness 
of its own existence are prominent. 
parts of that force. If all force must 
persist, ho part of that force can perish. 
As It was In the beginning, so It Is now 
with the .improvement which evolution 
has wrought.

The • Infinite and Eternal Energy 
“which transcends both our knowledge 
and Imagination” is an intelligent en
ergy. As such it could never have 
planned human existence, without some 
purpose. To individualize the soul for 
the sake of destroying It by death, 
would be a purposeless exhibition of 
power, which cannot be thought of in 
connection with the Infinite Intelligence 
which rules'the Universe.

The belief In the Immortality Of the 
soul has a firm foothold among the In
telligent, thoughtful people of the twen
tieth century. That the soul shall per
sist beyond the grave is the hope of cul
tured humanity. The sting of death 
never as yet disturbed the soul. The 
grave has always-been vanquished in Its 
attempt to Imprison the soul.

It is true that the pearly gates of the 
Hereafter have never been wide open, 
but they have been ajar. Through the 
interstices of the gates ajar, corrusca- 
tions of heavenly light have always 
dawned upon the earth. Susceptible 
souls have seen that light and have 
given evidence of its existence to the t 
children of men. To-day more than 
ever before that light shines upon the 
world. , . .

When the Rubicon of death shall be 
crossed anij. the realms of heaven shall 
be entered-jjy the emancipated soul, the 
hope of huamntty will end In fruition, 
and the mysteries of earth life will be 
cleared up. We can' well afford to- pa
tiently serve the period of our earthly 
probation, when we contemplate that it 
Is the only way that we can enter
heaven.

Black River Falls, Wls.
CARL C. POPE.

An Easy Way to Make Money.
I have made 8&00.00 In so days selling Dish

washers. I did my housework at the same 
tune. I don’tcanvass. People come or send for 

,the Dish-washers. I handle tho Mound Qty 
f.Dish-washer. It is the best on tho market. It 
Is lovely to sell. It washes and dries tho dishes 
perfectly In two minutes. Every lady who sees 
It wants one. I will devote all my futuiro time 
to the business and expect to clear S4.000.00 this 
year. Any IntelUgentr person can do as well as 
I have done. Write for particulars to the Mound 
Oity Dish-Washer Oo., St Louis, Mo. •

' Mrs. W. B.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper,
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories, 
in Regard to IL By Ex-Judge Abraip 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and

each of these separate world forming. Inadequacy of Hudson's explanations of 
rings. . , spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents.

1A Beautiful Holiday Gift
ASPHODEL BLOOMS,” by Emma Rood Tuttle.

' Poems of the Quick and the Dead. An Exquisite
Volume.,, Price $1.00’, Postpaid. Address, Hudson 
Tuttle, Publisher, Berlin Heights. Ohio. ■ ’

It has been a question in controversy 
between certain Protestant divines and 
their Roman Catholic opponents 
whether the apostle Peter was ever at 
Rome. The bur-den bf evidence in the 
New Testament is against the supposi
tion, but tradition is abundantly cited 
in its favor. We may therefore feel 
warranted in searching further lu quest 
of the truth. . . .

The -basis of the claims put forth for 
the primacy of Peter in the church is 
-furnished In tho sixteenth chapter of 
the “gospel according to Matthew." The 
common version reads: “Thou art Peter, 
and upon this rock (petra) I will build 
my church, and the gates of heli shall 
not prevail against It. And I will give 
thee the keys of the kingdom of 
heaven." , '

There is much room for hdiibst doubt 
of the genuineness of this statement. 
The paragraph has the Appearance of 
interpolation, and in the earlier centu
ries-of the present era, it was a com
mon practice of copyists to add and mu
tilate passages in written compositions, 
as well as of authors to give thair-wrlt- 
ings the names of other individuals bf 
greater celebrity. The entire composi
tion known as the gospel according to 
Matthew Is implicated in this criticism. 
“The greater number of the most able 
and learned critics," says Professor 
Newman, “both from external and tntet- 
nal evidence, deny the apostolic origin 
-of our first canonical gospel."

We are informed repeatedly that the 
real name of the apostle was Simon, and 
that Peter was only a designation. The 
passage cited may be regarded accord
ingly as an endeavor to explain why the 
designation was given, and as double 
meanings were common in biblical text, 
we are not surprised to find one here. 
“Upon this rock” or petra, the church 
was to be founded.

What, then, was signified by th a, 
rock? Might it have reference to an 
anointed pillar, such as tho youth Jacob 
is described as naming “Beth El”—the 
house of God? Or may we not revert 
to other writings of the period, and ob
tain a more definite clew to the purport 
of the term? Porphyry, the Neo-Pla- 
tonist, remarks that Mithras, the divin
ity of the Oriental Secret Rites, "was 
born in a petra,” by which we may un
derstand a cave or sanctuary in a rock. 
Mithras was tha reputed son of Ahyra 
Mazda, the Supreme Being, and was 
styled the Mediator or middle person
age between him and mankind (Plu
tarch). The philosopher evidently 
meant that in the Mysteries or Occult 
Rites, his birth was represented in the 
cave-sanctuary, at stated periodfe. We 
have tho authority pf Jerome that for 
centuries after the present era, the 
birth of Adonis, the young lover of the 
goddess Asterie, was thus celebrated in 
a cave or petra in Bethlehem.

The initiations at the S^crpt Rites 
were conducted as every classic scholar 
knows, by a hierophant oi- Interpreter. 
Although every ancient nation had its 
own dlvlnitlps, .there .seems to haye 
been a secret religion common to differ
ent peoples, which was substantially 
the same with them all. We find Bac
chus In this way In several- countries, 
till it is hardly certain where his rites 

■ibriginated. -*•  ■ ‘‘ ■
3 Babylonia appears toi’haVe; 'bdeh'.-.'a- 
world ,centre” and the Assyrian or Se' 
anitic dlalect there spoken, to have been 
accordingly a sacred or sacerdotal 
speech—“a language-of priests” as the 
late Professor Lesley phrased, it- Ho« 
mer styled it "the language of the 
gods." Jamblichus the philosopher also 
also declares “that of the sacred nations 
like the Egyptians and Assyrians, the 
entire dialect Is suitable'■ for sacred 
rites.” The Chaldean Oracles forbid to 
change the barbarous terms, because’ 
they have unspeakable virtue in -'the 
mystic worship. Jeremiah the Hebrew 
prophet compares Babylon to a golden 
cup, "The nations have drunken of her 
-wine,” he declared. '

To return to our subject, it is a legit
imate conclusion that the "petra’-' er 
supposed rock upon which the church 
was to be built did not refer merely to 
the worship of the rock-sanctuaries, but 
was a “barbarous name” having a fur
ther meaning. It was not’ a simple 
Greek term but a word which veiled 
from the common reader a Bacred term 
in the Semitic language. There was 
such a term, as can easily be shown. In 
the fortieth chapter of the book of Gen
esis 1b the account of two officers of the 
Pharaoh of Egypt They were in prison 
on some charge, and each had a dream 
that greatly disturbed him. Their fel
low-prisoner, the Hebrew youth, Joseph, 
inquired of them the reason of their 
anxious appearance. They replied: 
“We have dreamed a dream, and there 
is no interpreter [PeTeR] of it.” Joseph 
demanded of them: “Do not Interpreta
tions [PeTRaNIM] belong to God?”

Ancient oracles bore names that were 
formed from the verb peter, to Inter
pret. Such were Petha in Mesopota
mia, Patara In Asia Minor, Patral in 
Greece, and the priests of Apollo among 
the Gauls were called Patarae or peters.

It is therefore, no great stretch of the 
Imagination to suppose that the hiero
phant who presided at the Sacred Rites 
had a Semitic designation of “Peter.”

How, then, came there to be a priest 
or ¡hierophant at Rome with that desig
nation? The Mithralc Secret Rites are 
described os the result of a combination 
of the Zoroastrian religion with the oc
cult worship of Babylon. After the con
quest by Pompey of Mlthradates and 
the Pirates, they were introduced Into 
the Roman world. The Rev. C. W. 
King describes these rites as being uni
versal and as having usurped the plea 
of tho ancient Hellenic and Italic deities 
and replacing the Bacchus worship. 
Accordingly the Mithralc religion exist
ed in Rome, and had a peter or hiero
phant at its' head, 0s the local Roman 
worship had a Supreme Pontiff.

The Emperor Constantine was a 
comes or solder of Mithras, as his coins 
show. When the Imperial decree from 
Constantinople placed the former wor
ship under the ban of the Empire and 
made the peoples Christian, it was not 
difficult for the Prelate nt the former 
capital to aggregate to himself the rank 
and authority of the hierarchs of the 
other religions.

Thus he became successor to the 
Mithralc peter and Pontiff Maximus.

It is more than doubtful whether any 
other Peter was ever enthroned in 
Rome. The term IS hardly a proper 
name In Its Inception, but a title of dis
tinction. There was no'Christian pon
tiff or peter at Rome claiming to be 
“lord over God's heritage?’ ■ ■ '

- It is a mistake to suppose that tha 
Christian church supplanted-the other 
religions, Instead of this, It intimately 
Interblcnded with them. "There. Is ev
ery reason to believe," says the Rev.’O. 
W. King, “that as In the East the wor
ship of Serapls was at first combined 
with Christianity and gradually merged 
into It with an entire change of name, 
not substance, carrying frith it many of 
Ra anient notions and rltoa; so, in tiro

•----—........... ' ■. aar.L -
West a similar infiuefilib wkS exerted by 
the. Mithralc religion'011 ’ ’

Seel also declares ii,‘J,iiy fe means im
probable that under ‘peijinitted. sym
bols of Mithras they*  (Chmtian fami
lies) worshiped the bf'llod and the
mysteries of ChfietiMiity;“ Augustin 
affirms tlie’ same tiling ■ ■ f Jkhow," said 
he, “that tlie priests-of the divinity in 
the <;ap used at ohe time to Bay, ‘Our 
capped one is himself-the Christian di
vinity.’ ” ' ' _ ■ Or .-I ;

Tertullian has . alsy’ described the 
Mithraio worship.' “He baptises some, 
(hat is to say his believers and follow-, 
ers; he promises forgiveness of sins 
from the Sacred Fount,-And thus initi
ates them into the religito of Mithras; 
he thus marks on the forehead (Revela
tions 7:3) his own soldiers; he then cel
ebrates the oblation of bread; he brings 
in the symbol of resurredtion, and wins 
the crown with tlie Sword.” The bread 
was a round cake and termed the miza 
or miUsa. •

We can easily understand what 'in
ducted the Emperor Hadrian' to write as 
he did, to his brotiierdn-Iaw, the Consul 
Servianus, respecting’ the. Christians. 
He seems not. to have known of diem 
till he found them, in Alexandria. 
“Those who worshipMSerapis are also 
Christians,”! he remarks ¡' '“even those 
who style themselves) the • bishops of 
Christ are'de voted (sst;apart) to Hera
lds. The very Patriarch himself, when 
he gomes to Egypt, la forced by some to 
adore Serapls, by others to .adore the 
Christ. There is but oi|e God for them 
all; him do the Christians, him do the 
Jews, him do all the Gentiles also wor
ship.” .

A priest had been made to pay ex- 
tortibnately at Rome for a benefice. 
This offense is called “simony,” from a 
legend of Simon the Magus. Being 
asked whether he supposed that Simon 
Peter was. ever at Route, he answered, 

“T do not believe that Peter was ever
there, but I am sure that Simon was.”

In 1662, the workmen engaged in 
cleaning the “chair of St. Peter" at 
Rome for exhibition,’./The Twelve La-
bors of Hércules unluckily appeared en
grossed on it.” (Bowel's History of tlie 
Po¡pes, Vol. II, p. 7). In 1795 the French 
under Bonaparte occupied Rome, and 
the chair then in use,,ivas investigated. 
It had on it in Arabic’letters,’the Mo
hammedan confesslorLpf faith: “There 
is no God but Allah ¿bd’ Mohammed is 
hls apostle.” One of flicse seems to 
have been an helnlopm.fiom the former 
paganism; the other ritey Indicate an al
liance possibly cputemplated, of the 
two religions. A.’y7ILDER.
■ Newark, N.J. 1io- ■Hl

■ ---- Tj,—
Communication Frorao Mattie E. Hull.

BUND MAN’S EXPERIENCE
An Explanation by a Medium.

To the Editor:—As I am amongst the 
many readers oj this valuable paper 
that lias often given my mlud the food 
for strength and true Spiritual knowl
edge, always reading over its pages and 
pondering over the experiences of oth
ers, adding to my own the confirmation 
of spirit return and experiences, by the 
spirits incarnate and decarnate, I have 
just now read the experiences of H. F. 
Steely, the blind man, and I will try In 
my feeble way to explain the blind 
man’s own power. Now since he says 
he met with the accident at tlie age. of 
six years, a spirit born to this plane Is 
not established in its personality on 
this plane, before the seventh year, as 
up to that time the child does or should 
sleep more hours than it is awake, the 
spirit born to thia plane has no strength 
on this plane, other than that given it 
by the body belonging to the plane 
(physical body.) - Now an infant plays 
and develops Its physical body, accord
ing to tlie amount of physical exercise 
taken, when it has exhausted all the 
strength gained while asleep 'the spirit 
then goes back to the spirit, world, 
while the body is entranced, of asleep, 
as called by us in our term. And while 
the spirit is in the spirit' or astral 
world it (gathers to itself strength 
which it brings and Imbues the physi
cal body with. As the physical body Is 
only a reservoir containing and hold
ing from time to time all force needed 
to sustain the body, until about the age 
of seven, at which age the cycle under
goes that change which establishes the 
earth life of the spirit, it is then ready 
for the first methods and rules required 
for earth life. Education comps first, 
thereby learning the wherefore and 
wherewith of everything pertaining to 
this life, learning and increasing as the 
years call forth, and while I might Bay 
much upon this subject, I will not here 
take the space, for I have already given 
a synopsis.

But owing to the fact tliat the acci
dent occurred about six to the material 
Bight, then began the spiritual sight to 
develop, and the spirit being conscious 
of the material injury has developed its 
power. It Is the strength of the gen
tleman's own spirit that accomplishes 
all he has written in The Progressive 
Thinker.

While we know he is guided by other 
unseen forces that he has attracted to 
him by his magnetic Influence, and they 
of course ¡corresponding to his own na
ture, would be courageous and strong. 
And I do presume to Bay that this is 
why the mediums cannot give him satis
factory evidence of spirit return, he is 
so spiritually strong qnd developed, 
while perhaps unconscious of it himself, 
that the medium’s psychic nature 1b not
strong enough to draw from his mag
netic current, bo as to draw near her 
or him the spirits of hiB departed rela
tives or friends. I think he is bo mag
netically strong, that he draws all’ the 
force from them which in that way 
leaves no power for the medium to 
demonstrate, the evidence that spirits 
do return. In my own experience as a 
medium I know this occurs. And I al-

To the Editor:—I desire to thank our 
many friends through the'lcolumns of 
your’valuable paper, ^tor their messages

9eBMnC®' Hull? l11118 elves 016 8P‘rlt oi the medium and 
r t* 68?111. their co-workers advantage of the phys

’ I PerSa“al '79rte.rS,Unl^s leal strength, and brings the best roof the uunoBt impor&hce/9! take this •. - .
way to reaiifi pur.friends. ,!R ' ••

Mr. Hull improved^ apparently for 
several'days, tiul'Aftet he wai able to 

■be dressed and aroiihd..the,'houfiA, he' 
foundLhe' capse of hra-trouSieA''still fa3' 
,ma1n'e8-;Jwlffi A-’liaSlIlirir' atW 
.return "of hnotlteriattack? ;On!'ihe‘ 
ommendatipn of bndC|of Lite/physicians 
who had afiendCd'liim, he weflttb Mad-' 
Ison to consult a specialist and is how

ways sensitize the sitter by my own 
magnetism before I try to get results;

A Remarkable Doctor Book
HAS JVST BEEN IBbllk

THE NATURE CURE
. BY PHYSICAL AND MENTAL MBTHpcS, ILLUSTRATED.

A Blidge from the Old-to/the -.New; the Dawn of a Ncw Day irg 
Medical Practice. : A Clear, Short-Cut Treatise 

on the Cause and Cure of Disease

By MARVIN E. CONGKR, M.D. 
Assisted, by ROSA C. CONGER, M. D,

The light is turned on to objec
tionable medical mysteries, latia 
prescriptions, dogmatic theories and 
dangerous experiments of the present 
expensive medical practice.

Every pains haa been taken ta 
make the leading points so plain thAt 
alii young and old, may easily under*  
stand. Condensed facts, short, clear-, 
cut, paragraphs are aome of .tha 
attractive features of Thb Natuk^ 
Curb.

The new and better methods of cut*
Ing the sick and preventing disease 
have never been sp clearly stated in 
plain English for the plain people, aa 
iu.Natukb Cube.

Our Definition of Medicine,— 
Any method or remedy that will 

. alleviate or modify pain and 
restore the sick to normal condition
is practical medicina

Nature Cure teaches how to heal 
Oy simple home remedies.

It teaches how Nature cures, 
It does not use poisonous drugs
It does not endor.se dangerous experi 

uients with the sutgeon’s knife
It will save money in every home
It is entirely free from technical 

rubbish.
It teaches how typhoid and other 

fevers may be cured at once.
It teaches how pneumonia, la-grippe, 

diphtheria and other forms of disease 
considered aangerous, may be cured 
in twenty-four hours.

It is, as a medical book for homes, 
Thb best, and i$ up-to-date in every 
particular.

There is no similar book, no medical, 
hygienic or reformatory doctor book 
that compares with Th® Nature 
Cure.

Stripped of mystery and decep
tion, the study and practice of medi 
cine can be carried to success in every^ 

_ Natuke Curb will ,
lead tlie way to certain success.
intelligent home.

The best medical practice I» tha
one that will cure in the least tima
with the least risk and expense.

Nature Cure is a true exponent of 
the practice of medicine as defined, 
and stands squarely upon truth and 
demonstration, rejecting theories and

* The book contains 375 pages, and 
is finely illustrated; *.he  mechanical 
and artistic work are ‘.lie very best. 
Bound in fine English cloth, marble, 
edges. 82.00; common cloth 81.50,

RENDING THE VftIL
A Most Remarkable Book Concerning the Exic^nce 

of Man, and All Things, and All Being
It Was Written by Materialized Forms at the House of 

J. H. Pratt, Spring Hill, Kansas, William W ' 
Aber Being the Medium

there under his rtreatment -Thus far/ 
the; treatments, hive proven successful 
and the Doctor assures him a complete 
restoi-atibn to health without a resort to' 
the surgeon’s knife. Of course the 
treatments are painful, but becoming' 
less so, as the nervesxbecome stronger 
and he is enabled to steep. t.

It is now-over a month since Mr. Hull 
gave up allworkand.'found himself uh- 
able -to longer struggle against the in
evitable. He has had the best skill 
medical attendance could give him, the 
constant care of a trained nurse, In the 
person of a loving grand-daughter, and 
all has been done for him that love and 
means could possibly do.: He is at pres
ent very much encouraged, and feels 
though the road to health may be a long 
one it is a sure one.

Our gratitude to those who have re
membered us In our days of pain and 
sorrow can be no better shown than In 
our continuous devotion to the cause 
we all love, after his strength shall have 
returned, and I, when rested, can return 
to my post of duty. Especially do we 
thank the editors of the Spiritualist pa
pers for their words of kindly sympa
thy. Love is healing in Its Influence; 
in this we feel We have been doubly 
blessed. Gratefully, hopefully.

MATTIE E. HULL.

Missionaries’ Monthly Report.
The work in the missionary field con

tinues with the usual results.
During the month of November we 

.have visited eight towns and cities and 
held 24 meetings. At all of these meet
ings great Interest was manifest both 
in the presentation of Spiritualism and 
in the movement to organize Spiritual
ists. One of the towns 'we visited was 
distinguished for being spiritually be
hind the times, as ours was the first 
Spiritualist meeting ever held within 
its borders. Five of these eight towns 
had organized societies and three had 
none. We • organized 'A fine society In 
one of the latter towns, viz., Wabash, 
Ind., which starts out with good pros
pects for a successful'' future. Of the 
eight towns visited, Six ndW have local 
societies, and are loyal to tile National 
and state association^ T.1

All societies that Wh havA visited In 
Indiana are heartily IS'favii of organiz
ing the Indiana State’IBplrifi®Ulsts Asso
ciation, and have promlsed’to send del
egates to the state donveiiflbn when it 
is called. IT >1».

We have recelved^dhcouYagement In 
this movement, froiH!,all jiirts of the 
state. We are recelVlhg nfnny calls to 
visit local societies, -8s ■ Well as towns 
where no organization exidfe. We will 
respond to them as rfopidljHas possible.

The question now wises as to where 
the Indiana State conventlbn will be 
held. This question ctamotiJSb answered 
until we hear from ¿hrtlesiin different 
sections of the Btatebwhoij desire the 
meeting to be held to thelf) I- towns or 
cities. ■ ■ r • . .

■ Persons wishing to have the conven
tion held in their vicinity who wish to 
take an active part Irtiurranglng for it, 
will please write rs st < once,’ stating 
just what facilities their''-• respective 
towns offer and what'they will do to 
help moke the convention a grand suc
cess. Address Rochester, Ind. J

E.W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE, ■ 
- N. 8. A, Missionaries.

“Spirit Echoes’.", ,My Mattle H. Hull. 
This pretty volume conthlna fifty-seven 
of the author's latest .' and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound .In’ cloth, and with 
portrait of tho author.’ 'Price 75 cents.

“Hcalln», Causes and Effects." By 
adon.-M.IX ’Pries 60 cónta,

suits, for In seven years I have never 
;met one whom J was not able to con
vince, and in my heallng’1 have demon- 

'strated this fact, for while not physical
ly large, and still I must say I am not of 

'.the;-bantam, although-1 havermet both 
;mew and-.women much larger, and 
.whose magnetism was thoroughly per
meated with disease, I have never met 
one yet whose magnetic current’ I 
Oould not control. I keep my mag
netic current and-vibrations so few can 
only compete with me. We do not al
ways have to-be a large physical to 
have or accumulate a wonderful mag
netic-current. ■ ■

I am glad the gentleman is so pa
tiently waiting.for conviction, and that 
he does not,’ as some, say there is noth
ing in our philosophy, for he adheres to 
it and some day he will find a medium 
who possesses a stronger store of this 
magnetic or astral fluid and who can 
draw from him, then will ho with us in 
one accord unfurl the banner of Spirit
ualism, and help in the great throng 
that is moving with rapid strides, 
bringing the earth plane In touch with 
the next or invisible world; for I know 
from his staunch character, as I can de
termine it, he will be one who will not 
hide his light, but will place this grand 
truthjoremost of any creed or teaching 
and'thereby bring the light and joy to 
other homes, where they think all has 
gone because some loved one has left 
this shore, to join the angel throng 
who are ministering to our spiritual 
want. I want my brother in this grand 
truth to push on, even In theory If not 
fact; you have already learned that the 
death of this garment if we have lived 
right, only releases the spirit from the 
garment of clay, and given It liberty to 
soar at-will Into realms where knowl
edge is not stored away on the shelves, 
but can be had by the mere asking— 
though I almlt It can be here too, if we 
would only take just five minutes each 
day, and throw off this worldly strife 
and enter in silent communion with tie

“Rending the Vail” is pronounced by 
Col. R. T. Von Horn, ot Kansas City, 
Mo., us a most remarkable Work. That 
Col. Van Horn Is fully competent to 
judge, we will say that he has been a 
member of congress for four sessions, 
an editor of a leading daily, and _ 
found thinker along 'scientific lines. 
He says: '

“Tho principal contributors to . the

and various kindred, questions. Alt
these are treated, some of them ver J 
fully, but all rationally understandable.
Also phenomena, Inspiration and such, 

freely andto many, knotty subjects, are
fully discussed.

The work is not written by the ma< 
dlum nor by any one connected with tha
society or circle. AU was delivered bjj 
personalities distinct from either, writ« 
ten down by the secretary as spoken, otbook-are four in number: Dr. W. ,,H. _ „„„„ w

Reed, who. la called the chemical con- lf ln ^.ltln& me(1 ftwa/ Atpthe n'exf 
tool of the medium; WUlam Denton, .meetlng. the6mfnutca in'fun were rea/. 
Thomas Paine . and Michael Faraday, corrected or criticised by those present There are numerous others giving a few pn-oeu«
incidental and mostly personal mes
sages or dissertations on scientific, phil
osophic, religious, theologlc and'occult 
topics—from world-building, the origin 
ot life, of religions, of scientific discov
ery, and the laws of cosmos or nature
in fact ■ the entire field of human 
thought The limitation seemed to be 
only that of the spectators to ask ques< 
tions.

and by the authors, and when approve«!' 
by both laid away tor the 1ook.

"The work is unique In the history ofi 
spirit communication Swedenborg. 
Andrew Jackson DaviAand Marla King 
wrote under Inspiration. Newbrought, 
wrote Oahape automatically by type
writer. “Rending the Vali” was wrl».
ten and spoken by full-form personal!« 
ties and is printed as given. One re« 

“In addition to this mass of messages, “aJ^ble nboui th®,writing ma» 
there are in the book about sixty illus- not am 88 here- A8 high as 1,200, 
trations-44 of them portraits. These "“ m‘nute Ye£e written by actual 
were drawn by a form standing out in , oy tile watch.
the rooip at a desk, the form or person- "Il: 18 but Iust to the secretary to sa% 
allty to (be sketched at the doorway of that hls work has been admirably dona 
the cabinet and the finished picture ~not only faithfully and efficiently, bat
banded to one ot the circle and filed
away by the seceretary.

“What’ will attract the attention of 
even the non-Splrltuallst reader is that 
the topics treated by Prof. Benton, 
Thomas Paine and Prof. Faraday, are 
in kind, in thought and style with those 
to which their active Ilves in this world 
were devoted—in literary character as 
different here as In their works extant 
on our book-shelves.

with excellent taste. There are no dog«.' 
matlc parentheses, no interpolations oz 
ipse dlxits of the scribe. “------------- He simplyi 
states that “a form purporting to' be’’ 
So-and-So, "appeared and delivered tha 
followlng’,s-stating whether it was ora] 
or in writing,

“In reading the book, and I have read 
It all, this modest, self-retiring, literal 
rendering of these extraordinary hap
penings by the secretary has been t 
source of constant admiration. It add« 
character to the book and Inspires con
stant confidence In the Integrity that

“The Spiritualist press and its con
tributors are just now discussing .a 
number of questions as to the nature of sranx connacnce in the Integrity 
spirit, of spirit return; the want of from the first page to the last enhances 

 

agreement between those returning as tae respect and interest of the reader.’’ 
to conditions in their present world; the ~L' 
limitations—that the organism of the Vail, w iur saie at tne office 01 
medium Imposes upon communication. Progressive Thinker. Price 81.75.

This remarkable book, “Rending tha\ 
"n ” Is for sale at the’ office of Tha

THE BEAUTIFUL SOUVENIR VOLUME
By A. LEAH UNDERHILL

higher forces or the God principle with
in us. If we do this every day, and es
pecially about the noon hour, we soon 
find ourselves lifted away and In peace 
dwelling with the angelic throng. May 
he yet be filled to oyerflowing.

MRS. M. J. TALLEY.

THE EMPTY CASKET.

When I lie dead and you bend low 
O’er my faqe white as the snow, 
Your cheeks wet with falling tears, 
Your heart filled with doubts and fears, 
When you bend low for the last kiss, 
Listen, oh. my love, to this:
The form that rests upon this bier 
Should not call forth a single tear; 
’Tls but a casket, a mere shell, 
A vase from which the flower fell, 
An empty cage from which at last 
The winged prisoned breath has passed.
My soul is near thee, standing-by, 
To wipe the tear from out the eye. 
Oh, would to God you understood 
That life Is pain, that death is good; 
Yet In your state you cannot see 
What this change has disclosed to me. 
Death means a life beyond the skies, 
A spirit sphere In paradise, 
A life beyond the grave, dear friend, . 
Where love and hope can. never end. 
Remember, love, what I have said, - 
Fil prove it when you call me dead.
Only watch and wait my coming 
Sometimes in the twilight gloaming 
And feel, sweet love, that I am near, . 
That you are still unto me dear. ■ .

• ’MRS. J. H. DALLAS.

“Koradlne. By Alice B, Stockham 
■ and Lida Holt Talbot.” In the form of 
an entertaining story, it contains les
sons which every girl-should know. 
Price,’ cloth, $1. 1 1
■ “Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains bls celebrated 
“Age of Reason," and a number of let-, 
tors and; discourses‘on. religious, and 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 430> 
pages. Price $1. For sale at thia office.

(Of tho Fox Family.)

The Missing Link in
Modern Spiritualism

Thirty-three chapters, 477 pages, bu- this rare book, flow out oi nrint am te aid b<Td ln,colorB 150 Ahdttese can be obtatoed^nS 
gold, 15 Illustrations, 5 ste^l engraved at this office. Those who remit nt 0™ 
portraits of the celebrated Fox Family, will receive a copy nest nald tui 
a fuli page engraving of the old house. GREATLY feEDUOBD PRICE OF IL 
at Hydesville, which to thls\lay, by k.u-n. —--------- — . -
the act of its wealthy and respected 
owner, Artemas Hyde, Esq., bears the 
Inscription, “Here Spiritualism Origi
nated in 1848.

A complete history of the initiation nf 
the movement known as Modern Spirit
ualism, from the epochal period which 
dates from March 81, 1848. Since that 
day, starting from a small country vil- 

York, Spiritualism 
has made its way against tremendous 
obatacles around the civilized globe.

only a limited number of coplee of

Note.—By failure in 1885 to complete 
contract with the author, a large por- ' 
tlon of the edition was left unbound, 
and so remained for a number of years, 
when they were rescued and bound at 
additional cost, hence this valuable 
contribution to the cause of Spiritual 
Ism was not properly presented to the 
Spiritualistic public, and a host of in
vestigators have not had the opportu*  
nity of securing a copy until the pres
ent time. Do not fall to send for fl 
copy at onee. J. R. FRANCIS,

40 Loomis Street, Chicago, HL 1

TRE UNKNOWN
CAMILLE FLAMMARION

"The Unknown” created a marked 
Bonontlon In France when first pub- 
llshed and can scarcely fall to arouse 
the jpreatcBt Interest In this country. H 
is an eminent sclentiBt’e study of the 
phenomena of the spirit world. In 
touching upon tho various physical 
manifestations tho author cites many 
absolutely authenticated instances, and 
chapters of his book are,as weirdly fob

cinatlng os the most fantastic of Poe’s 
tales. It treats on Incredulity, credul
ity, hallucinates, psychic action of on! 
mind upon another, transmission of ’ 
thought, suggestion, the world of 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychls 
dreams, distinct sight in dreams, actual 
facto, premonitory dreams and dlvinai- 
tlon of the future, etc. 487 pages, cloth 
bound. Price 82.00.

“BuddhlBin and Its Christian Critics.""Tho Majesty of CalmnosB, orIndi- ...... .........................
vidual Problems and Possibilities. By By Dr. Paul Carns. An excellent study 
Wm. Gteorgo Jordan. Another valuable of Buddhism; compact yet comprehon' 
little work - Prico 30 cents. For pate at slve, Paper, BO? cents. Cloth, $1.2S, 
thia office. ■. ’ For Bale’ at this office. •
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The Value of “Theories"; Differences 
and Distinctions; “

&

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER ONLY:
THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL. CRIME,

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.

The Great Psychological 
tents—Part I.

Harmonies of Evolution (Florence Huntley), 
The Dream Child, - • * ,•

Psychological Crime; , 
. tions; Pertinent Admissions; What Is 

Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man

OBSESSION CUBED.

8.

’Religious and Theological Works of

Lock Box 1214. Stonebain. Maas.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART I.—The Pentateuch

NEW ORLEANS
City.Notes of Work in the Southern

in alleviating tho sorrows and miseries

noon at 2:30 and 7:45, at No. 378 
Western avenue, Star Lodge Hall.

Address 784 Eighth St., . 
Oakland, Oal

For the Cure of Mental 
and Physical Ailments*

REMBRANDT STUDIO, 
• ’ . • 

3114 Cottage Grove Ave., 
Chicago, ill,

Bangs) Sisters, 
PHENOMENAL MEDIUMS.

Indspeodem «iste sud paper writing Bluings dally.
Spirit Portrait Work a Specialty.

■Readings by mail. Send four cents stamps for 
booklet, 064 W. Adams, Chicago. Telephone Ashland lül¿.
. Special Rates In Portrait Work During Holiday 
Season. .

READINGS AND BUSINESS AD
VICE $1.00 and two stamps.

The Iniideiitu of tccfesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. Uy Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly 
treatise. Price, 25 cents................

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE , 
Ib a most excellent work by Dr. M. L. Sherman, ' 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore ft 
has been sold for K, but tho price now has been 
reduced to il. It Is a book that will Interest 
and Instruct. .Itcontains280pages, and Is full, 
bf Buggestlve thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium of rare qualities, and his work is a 
reflection from tho celestial BPheres.

Comments .on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, 
Numbers and Deuteronomy, by Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Lillie Devereux, make. Rev. Plicbo 
Hanaford, Clara Bewick Colby, Ellen Battelle 
Deltrlck, Mi's. Louisa-Solithworth, Ursula N. 
Gesloteld, and Francis E Harr.

. DON’T READ THIS.
Francci L. Loucks, the only piychlc wonder living, 

that uses the spiritual X-ray without any loading 
symptom to dlruct-, and locates all Internal dteeaaes: 
A trial will convince you. Nervoua exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both sexes successfully treated, aa hun
dreds can testify. Send name, age, sex, complexion 
and W cents in stamps, and receive a correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth dollars to you. Addreus,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker.

Admonl-Crime—Con-

N;ew Defini-

LAKE HELEN BEAUTIFUL

ment 
The 
pose;

Transubstantiation 
Metempsychosis;

Transmigration;
Reincarnation ; 

Self-Perpetuation;

Harmonics of Evolution—Contents.
Preliminary Statement; There Is No 

Death; Life After Physical Death Is 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop-

$2.00 
2.00

75

Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual Extinction; Psy
chical Reinvesture.

$i.5O 
1.50 

50

The Law. of Spiritual Gravity; 
tions and Suggestions.
Supplemental.

Spiritual and Physical Advantages of 
This Southern Resort. '

and a Common Purpose;
Scope, Method and -Pur- 

The Genesis of Physical

WtCan Poilllnly Con Any Cm of Ifomith Tnublohl 
Cound'h Caocir. Do Not Take Our-Word.

, 1EST IT TOURSEIF.

___ ______________ . ___  . gain our strength to lead us toward the 
wonderful creation that ‘stands to-day heights of perfect existence. '

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER Dec. W, 1M& ■ >

All That Is, is Right; Ail That is, is Truth; All That is, is a
Stepping Stone to Lead Us to a Higher Truth.

A Lecture By Mrs. M. C. LaGrange, De
, troit, Mich.

. O, Thou Mio art the great fountain 
from whence all lif$ emanates, we draw 
our thoughts unto Thee, and ask that 
wo may be lifted from the material en
vironments that surround us Into the 
higher and loftier conditions of that 
world that Is above and beyond all sen
sual and material things. Bless Us as 
we need, O Divine spirit of wisdom and 
truth, and give unto us from the great 
fountain of love, a shower of blessing.- 
May our .own loved ones come near to 
minister unto our wants, and to draw 
our thoughts into broader channels of 
usefulness. We ask with supreme faith 
founded upon a divine knowledge of 
Thy ways, knowing that whate'er we 
ask we shall receive. '

Of all the words of which the mind 
has formed misconceptions, of all the 
false foundations upon which our intel
lectual growth has been founded, I 
fioubt If we may point to one that was 
more weakened in its purpose, more 
abused in its use than is that beautiful 
and supreme word, life. We speak of it 
as a little period of time, tlie coming of 
a worldly form, and tlie period that it 
shall last in its material and external' 
existence. ;. '

It is only since students interesting- 
themselves in the great origin of miAd 
and force; it is only since this, that life 
has begun to be comprehended. There 
is not one atom, there is not one mole
cule, there is not one body of many 
members, one universe of many parts, 
one creation representing the great 
whole, but what intervening above and 
around and about all, does there circle 
an ever-moving onward of this great 
rushing, everlasting stream of life, and 
if we would but take this motto to our
selves, if we would instill it within our 
minds until it should have consumed air 
of our false education, all of our unwar
ranted beliefs, we would not to-day be 
inflicted with pain and misery and 
heartache; we would not be spending 
our time in restless worriment and 
those other thoughts that lead only into 
the lower vibrations of an outward ex
istence.

We have failed tolgrasp the life prin
ciple, and around and about it revolves 
the great law of perfection. Until we 
shall instill within our own hearts this 
mighty principle of a universal life that 

. is everlasting; until then shall we re
main in our old ruts of former delusion 
and misconstruction. The law of all 
life, or the beginning of life, which we 
may find, is atoms and their motion. 
The definition of matter practically Is 
atoms in motion.

I desire to bring before your minds 
the great thought of an enveloping 
ether, the thought of this substance 
that Is ever around and among you, 
which (acts as the agent through which 
you may create, through which you do 
create, wisely or unwisely, the Informa
tion of yoifr present life, and catch the 
reflex of the past life, and form your
selves to-day for all the life that is to 
coi)i.e. It has become an argument 
among scientists from time immortal

that there was no contest between these 
material things and map’s own soul.

It is only within the light of this glo
rious twentieth century that is dawning 
upon us; it is only since this great 
bridge of interchanging thought has 
been established between this world be
yond and the one that you are living in, 
that you are beginning to comprehend 
the great beautiful soul, the force that 
permeates and rules and judges in equal 
wisdom and love, and it is .only now, in 
this beautiful now, that we afife realizing 
the soul principles within, tlie glorious 
sunshine that we are seeing in the 
clouds, and all manifestations of intelli
gent law. Let us see what proof we may 
advance to support our statement.

You are all acquainted with that In
strument. which you term your talking 
machine.. It has no mind, there are no 
inner principles of koul as you are wont 
to comprehend them, and still word for 
word, intonation for intonation, expres
sion ,for expression is given with won
derful accuracy to those who will but 
listen, study and comprehend. You are 
tilled with awe and curious wonderment 
when told that the unseen squls of those 
you have loved and lost return and 
speak to you through the manifestations 
that are placed within the great broad 
field of,psychical phenomena. You meet 
them Astounded and say the laws are 
beyond my comprehension.

But no, all that'ls, is natural; all that 
is, is right; all that is, 1b truth; all that 
is, ip a stepping-stone to lead us to a 
higher height, and when you shall have 
grasped the subject that upon this eth
eric presence that permeates all that is 
In this great world, which 1 might be 
pleased to call a cloak; of tliat grand 
fountain of eternal wisdom, that point 
which was the first, the, middle and the 
last causation; that hand that rules the 
world wisely and supremely, for around 
and about each and every particle of 
matter which is but the outward expres
sion of an inward force that is in motion 
and all that is life is motion, conse
quently the time will never come when 
we may separate spirit from matter, 
and say this is a boundary line that 
separates the two.

When we reallzfe this great substance 
that you term ether, all the wonderful 
and perplexing questions of the judg
ment day, the future being, the life that 
is to-day, and the life that 1b to be, be
comes as plain as the simplest thought 
that you to-day may express. It is, bo 
to speak, that influence that bolds that 
great wave that has within its bosom 
the Imprint of every thought and every 
action and every word.

We see one take a cyltader. They' 
wrap around and about Iv tin foil, or 
they may make a rubber wlinder. They 
have an arm to It, and to which they 
attach a funnel. This arm pulsates 
upon this wax cylinder (dr whatever 
you may create as the instrument that 
shall reflect this grand creation, that 
you are to make) and we find that all 
that is necessary to imprint upon that 
which is to revolve around this wonder
ful creation of man’s mind, this won
derful invention that has set all thq 
laws of known science to naught; this

as the finest demonstration of the influ- 
<^ice of the mind upon the etheric cur
rents that are around and about us, we 
find that with every word tliat Is ut
tered through this funnel-shaped ar
rangement that is placed upon the'pul- 
sating arm, that, there is force workng 
that Imprints, by the little handles that 
are’ attached to tills arm, that it shall 
cause it to once more annunciate as 
plainly aa the voice that has first Bald 
the words that have been given to it to 
repeat, i

This is a demonstration that all who 
will may see, that all who will open 
books of science may read and under
stand, and all who pass any of these 
places and are sending out upon the air 
Intonation' of music, Intonation ;of 
voice; all who will may see this wonder
ful manipulation, and- 'then why need1 
you ask whether or no it is possible for 
an unseen, force to communicate in the 
same manner? There is the same force 
being exerted at this moment upon this 
same etheric current, this same wave (I 
am extending it) .this moment a thought 
that is stirring every atom and imprint
ing'upon this wonderful gas, such as it 
is teamed (perfect gas such as you will 
find ether-to be) sorhetblng that our 
brightest minds may not grasp that per
vading influence upon it is the pulsat
Ing arm of vibratory force; imprinting 
word for word, intonation for Intona
tion, thought for thought, everything 
that you or I shall do. ,

Do you wonder that at that day when 
you shall stand freed from this mental 
existence, when you shall have lost 
your cloak of materialism, when you 
shall advance Into this etheric wave It
self, that you shall stand confronted by 
that great book, the book of life, and 
see there written day by day upon the 
pages of’your existence the acts, the 
words, the thoughts, the deeds that you 
have done? What need have we in the 
light of this wonderful truth of thought 
personally? God has . annunciated 
through his chosen Instrument to this 
planet, “Judge not that ye be not 
judged," and when we grasp this grand 
realism, it forces upon ub, how beautiful 
is the responsibility.

You are indeed to-day creatures of 
prlncipldrevolving into the great rough 
principle of a supreme ideality, working 
ever onward and forward toward that 
great goal that shall bring to us suc
cess and life, that shall bring before us 
a realization of the true meaning of the 
term, and when we do find this mean-, 
ing, then shall all thoughts of sickness 
be banished, for we are life, and life 1b 
eternal. Then shall all thoughts of mis
ery be banished, for life is love and love 
shall overcome all. Then shall we, by 
the force.of our own thoughts, set each 
and every atom of <jur being in such vi
bratory motion that all of the uncleanli
ness of spirit, all the uncleanliness of 
to-day shall pass away into the great 
dim vista of yesternight, and in the 
great morning light of a more glorious 
truth, in a grander realization, we shall 
stand bared of all false conceptions, all 
wrong ideas, and in tlie glorious light of 
supreme and universal truth, shall we

REMBBAffiDT STUDIO.
School offiiPsychie Development.

Wfe teach ycuuby u Uuicntifie Bvotem Juul how to 
tuifoW tho HixtbiHouBdor gift or divination. Our 
method will dollop $rciu aa rapidly ae It 1« pobai- 
ble .for your t^igl to grp w. In the mental pbaeca of 
mediumship. jprtvaW 60 eenta each;
ou.ui-fie of twelw luaawt», *4.00.  '

MIBTW CIltCLE,
“yuile ffiselo wori brluga yon In touch With 

the higher forotts axidie for thoeo who aro conscb 
vutloue In their (dtisiieLio become auuBltlvo id the 
finer vibrations MeeUnge every Thursday at 8 
p. m. Only *1  j»:pur month,

Mail,
We have been ipre-cmineully successful in giv

ing readings bj mail. Get one of ynr Psycho- 
scopLcreadluirsaii^tcQld the diseases and dungeva 
you .uro .auscaptiblaito and learn tho work fur 
wldch you are &esl lltled. Valuable and reliable 
advice given emcurnUig business and social mut
ters. A HOLIDAY OEFER^Our five dollar Psy- 
uhoscopic reaUloK, by.imaU, only *2.00.  Enclose 
photo, date of ibfcrtlr and poBlolUco order for two 
dollars and send to ”-■•

elevated railroad. Testa and messages 
at every meeting. Conducted by Mrs. 
G. A. Cowen, psychic.

The Australian Psychic Society will 
continue its Sunday evening meetings, 
commencing November 15, 8 p. m. Lec
tures, messages and healing. Good mu
sic- Dr. Freedman, conductor; Mrs. L. 
II. Freedman, secretary, 518 W, Adams 
street. ■

The First Spiritual Church holds serv
ices every Sunday, 7:30 p. m., in Tem
perance Hall, 330 Sixty-third street, 
Englewood. Dr.jJxH. Randall, lecturer; 
Mrs. Vaughn, psychic, will give read
ings. ‘

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at.Atheneum Building, 26 
Van Buren gtreet; Mrs. May Elmo, me
dium. Tests and. good speaking. AH 
are welcome.

The Woodlawn¿Spiritual Society will 
hold a spiritual meeting every SundaY 
evening at 7:30-, at hall, 355 East 63rd 
street, near Madison avenue. Some of 
the best new thought lecturers and spir
it mediums will be there. W. H. Moh- 
lar, president; Prof. J. E. Smith, pastor. 
r Spiritual meetings every Sunday 
evening, at Perl’s hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, near Western avenue. Mrs. 
Hanson, assisted by Dr. Randall. Mrs.

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds a meeting every Sunday after-

A SPECIAL OFFER FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
' ■ ’ ' ' To Subscribers for ■

and His Two Organisms; Physiology 
and Pathology of Hypnotism; “Auto
Hypnotism,” aMisnomer; "Suggestion," 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Threq Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post- 
Mortem'Hypnotism; What of the Hyp
notist?
Part II.

A Risk and a -Duty;. Other Defini
tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle 
Involved; “Automatic, Physical Medi
umship” Impossible; Neither a “Gift” 
Nor a “Power"; The Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship aqd "Affinity”; Medium
ship and Emotionalism; Mediums and 
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan
ity.
Part III.

The Genesis of “Hell”; The Way of 
Death; In Perspective; Individual Im
mortality; On What It Depends; Self
Control, the Application; The Line of 
Despair and the Powers of Darkness ;i

, Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution;
, The “Law of Natural Selection”; The 
■ Natural Law of Selection; A Question 
. in Science; The Completion of an Indi
I vidual; Masculine Will and Feminine 

Desire; The Struggle for Happiness;
. Masculine Reason and Feminine Intui

tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat
. ural Science Corroborated; Natural 

Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce; 
True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon-'

- les, Ethics.
■ Handsomely Bound.

Send for Circular,
' Address all orders to
■ THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO., 

19 to 27 North Kedzle Ave., Chicago.

It Is Important when a meeting Is 
suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices of all meetings'being 
held here in public halls at the present 
time. .

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple every first and 
third Thursdays of the month; after
noon session at 3 o’clock. The ladiea 

u furnish refershments. Supper served 
i” at 6:15, including tea and coffee. Even

ing session at 7:30. Questions pertain
ing to spiritual themes, answered by 

• the guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond; name poems given to strangers. 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton, assistant pastor.

Spiritual services conducted by Julia 
M. Learnerd, every Sunday evening at 
7:30, at Marble Hall, 467 West Ran- 

■ dolph street, corner Sheldon.
' Church of the Spirit Communion, 

Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 8 p. 
m. lecture by Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt at 
8 p, m. Messages by H. F. Contes and 
others. Plenty of good music..

The Spiritual Research meets every 
• Wednesday afternoon nt 2 o’clock, In 

Van Buren Opera House, corner of 
Madison street and California avenue. 
Good music and singing. Ail are In
vited to'nttend.

- -The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature hold services at 
Nathan's Hall, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
cqtner Western1'av,enue, Sunday even
ings. 7:80 p. m. Mrs. W. F. Stffiu- 
iuacner, pastbr. ........ A.. . „

Church of tho Spiritual Forces holds 
Berv.ico at Thurman Club Room, corner 
1t.47th street and Cottage Grove ave- 

ue, every Sunday. Conference at 3’ p. 
tn. Lecture at 8 p'. m. Conducted by 
laa Cleveland. .

•A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, nt 523 Bel*

STOMACH .
TROUBLES : 

CURED

FREE TEST
TREATMENT 

. Do you suffer 
from indigestion, 
dyspepsiu.or stom
ach trouble in any 
form ? If you do 
why not Ictus cure 
you? We do not 

help you by 
giving you a Soda 
Compound Tablet 
or some of the oth
er patent “Dyspep
sia Cures.” We 
will positively 
and permanently 
cure you. We will 
go to the very foun. 
datlon of your 
(rouble: will re
move the causes, 
at rengt hen and

tone up the stomach, and make you strong and 
healthy as you ever were. We could give you tcu- 
tiinonlals by the thousands of thoae we have cured 
of Htumarh trouble In all its forms and stages; but 
they would not he facts or proof to you-only 
words of thanks and praise. The only absolute 
proof Is In tho treatment Itself. And believing 
that a practical test would bo more convincing to 
sufferers than all tho testimonials we could print 
and ai’Hohiudy prove Uh great merits, we will 
Rend anyone «Miring It a full two weeks’ trial 
treatment absolutely free.

If you have stomach trouble and have failed to 
get relief, write us at once and learn by practical 
test what we can do for you. Address Dr. Peebles 
Institute of Health, Ltd., 28 Main Street, Battle 
Creek, Mich.

“The Life Booklets.” By Ralph 
Waldo Trine. Three daintily beautiful 
little books, finely adapted for holiday 
presents. The titles are, “Character, 
Building by Thought Power,” “Every 
Living Creature,” and “The Greatest 
Thing Ever Known.” The matter is of 
high-toned spiritual character and ol 
helpi. 1 purpose. Proce 35 cents each.

Thomas Paine,” Contains his celebrated 
"Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $L For sale at this office,

“Mark Chester; 6r a Mill and a Mill
ion. A Tale of Southern California.” 
By Carlyle Petereilea. A pure psychic 
story, elevating apd reformatory. Pa
per covers, 40 cents. Qloth, 60 cents. 
For sale at this office. , ,

“Voltaire's. Romances." Translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations.'iThese'jlighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an Invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are,combined, with the .skill of 
a master mind. Brice $1.50. For sale 
at this office.

“Cosinlanjllymtf-.Book." A collection 
of original gnd rejected hymns, for Ub- 
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; cotfjplled by L. K. Wash
burn. This: volitpie meets • a public 
want. . It comprises 258’choice selec
tions at poetry and music, embodying 

•the highest tmoralifSentlmentj and free 
from all seatarlanism.. Price '60 cents.
.The ,n.ew;;mong-book, ‘«The Golden 

sICchbeSiT.by.'S. W.fTuhlfer;'has'fbund its 
way into, many! homes, and its'beautlf ul 
songs have cheered- many sorrowing 
hearts; which they are'sure to do when 
heard and sung. They should' be beard 
in every, home in the land. For sale at 
this office. Price, 15’cents; $1.50 per 
dozen. .

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de
grading. Impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, aa proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall, $1. For sale at 
this office.

. Albert Harrison Waltt, , 
Mental and Spiritual Healer, can make yon well. 
AH known dlBeaBca treated successfully at any 
distance. His cures are permanent. Come and 
see him if you want to be cured. Consultation 
Free. Write for testimonials. Formerly of Min
neapolis, now located at 6600 Normal ave.,Chicago, 
Illinois.. . 783 .

HOROSCOPES
Belunfificallv uucurate »nd reliable.. Captain G.W. 
Walrondi 1510 Gleuarui St.. Denver» Col., Ebt 1690.

n N. KJNKEAD.-TRUMPET. SPEAKING IN 
full light. F. BJUchmond. independent■ alate 

writing and' magnetic hcuHng. Olruloa Tuesday, 
Ihuruday and Saturday, p. «1. Private read
ings daily, ¿¿50 Wabaau Ave., Chicago.

A HAftlap of. tho -Knp.kips.
Edwin Day Bua 

cloque, älainj). '•
jy, a healer of all discuses. En- 
iddress Bozeman, Montana.

Reading» by appi 
tions 25c. Accural

lRTRIDGM«?
Jlntmentor by mall, *1.  8 ques- 
e work. 16 Park Ave., Chicago.

WEDDING AND FUNERAL FLOWERS PRE- 
TT served. Reauouuble fates. Address Mine E,

A. Schott, 609 W. Van Burexj at., Room 12,

ELTON E. HEORLCK, '
ASTBOLOfiKiL-Vocatlon, bnaluws specula- 
tlon, jnatrimOny, changes, travel, all affairs of 
Ute. Fee *2.W).  Send date of birth as near the 
hour us nosaible. Address, 2621 Reading Road, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 7<Q

A Natural Seer, Tried and True. 
Tf»3. B. DEFOREST, CLAIRVOYANT,. INTÜI- Hi- tional and prophetic readings by malt Send 
own hhndwrlijng, date of birth ana 8 Questions, 
*1. Removed to Foxboro, Mass . •

Annie Lord (Jhainborlaln’a Card.
Dear friends, you can greatly help me care for 

my blind sister, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl
iest mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to mo with *1,  and I will 
try and get reply by independent writing or whis
pers. Address lira. Anule Lord Chamberlain, Mil- 
furd Mass.

A POOR PROSPECTOR
Wants capital to help develop a mine; assays as 
high us *14(XI.Ü0  per ton. Good tunnel sight. Ad
dress, A. B. OOX, Grand Junction, Col.

1 A Cure for the Tolmoco Habit.
Mrs. J. Lester, *1*  state st., Des Moines, Iowa, 

has discovered a harmless remedy for the tobac
co habit which cured her husband In 16 days, after 
being a slave to the weed for over W years. It 
cipi be given secreOy and is harmless. Mrs, Les
ter will send the prescription free to any one send
ing stamped envelope to pay postage.

FRED. P. EVANS, I
The Noted Psychic for 

Independent Slate Writing and 
Clairvoyance,

Has recently left New York, and is how located at 
1112 Eddy St., Sun Francisco, Cal, Bend stump for 
circular on Mediumship.

SPIRIT MESSENGER.
Friends desiring teste in Poem, on thyir name, 

using full name, uijd four questions answered 
promptly, can receive such by sending one dollar 
and two cunt stump. Addie Goke, Box 85, Escon
dido, San Diego Co., Cui.

LILLIAN ROCKWELL, 
Scientific Life Beader and Healer

Are you sick? Are you in trouble of any kind? 
Write to me and I will help you. Send 12 cents 
and date of birth to 814 Emmet St.. Chicago, ill,

MRS. STODDARD GRAY
Apd Son. BE WITT O. HOUGH, 

Materializing and Test Mediums, hold seances 
Sunday and Wednesday evenings, eight o’clock; 
Saturdays 2 p. in., at their reaidenee, 881 Weal 67th 
St., New York. Sittings for communications dai
ly, 10 tot. - 736

FRANK N. FOSTER,
The Noted Ppyehic for

Spirit Plfotoorapliij ■
Bend nmne and address forclrcular. Sittings by 

mall. 81 S, Diamond St., Grand Rapids, Mich. ’’

Health Is What You Want!

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps,’ lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
2^0 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call

6. MITER LYNN
THB EMlNJENT

Healer and
Gifted Psychie.

HEALTH RESTORED
By Common Sense Methods

TESTIMONIALS OF CURE.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker—My Dear 

Friend:—I think it time enough to let 
you understand the marvelous benefit 
we have received from your medicine. 
Since Miss Ellen Louisa Merchant and 
myself have used your medicine we are 
now lenjoying good health and strength, 
also! feeling as new persons. We sin
cerely thank you for the good you 
have done for us. May God bless your 
work that It may ever go on for the 
good of suffering humanity.

Yours sincerely,
JOSEPH A. MORGAN.

Pratvllle, P. O., Manchester, Jamaica, 
Nov. 12, 1903. ,

Pot Free Diagnosi« of Disea««, 
«end five two-cent stamp*,  age, nam^ 
as» and own handwriting.

THE SPEAKING DIAL.
... Al WpnaarKnl Spiritual Invention

Gives -nnniesi datqa, and circumstances. Speaks 
In various lanaruaffcs; answers mental questions; 
convincing the most skeptical Has come to prove 
iminortaHty and spirit communion. Develops all 
ptfaaes of mediumship. Magnetized by powerful 
spirit band. Read what the late Hon. I. Donnelly 
said of the Speaking Dial Dials now, *1.60.  Send 
forclrcular and testimonials. Enclose stamp for 
reply. P. J. DEMPSEY Inventor, 2817 Columbus 
ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

fin Ymi Nnprl jv,,<l *“’“«•
Ux) I UU liuuu I can help you. I Will fit your 
XnpnHniPC eyes by Clairvoyance a'nd 
UPUULGUIUO spirit assistance.at your own 
home with the improved melted pebble lense, to 
sea near and at a distance, Please write for illus
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
iny spirit method of treating that restores lust 
vision and impaired eyesight. I guarantee to fit 
your eyes, and safe delivery by mull.

H. F. POOLE,
„ ™ 48 l’«yanston A ve.. Chicago. III.

YourMugnetlzed Melt
ed Pebble Speotueles received. I am delighted. 
They ure pGrfectiou in every wuv.

Sincerely yours, s Alonzo Thompson, , 
FuBeHon, Reb.

OR. J. S. LOUCKS
Jllhttodut and moil incceufui Bplr'tuii Pbyilolan 

mow Id prictioe. Hl« curci uro

THE MOST MARVELOUS 
ofthtiago. Ills examination« aro correctly made, 
and free to all who‘send him name, age, iex and lock 
of hair, and six oenti In alampi. Bo doesn't ask for 
any leading symptom. A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. Ho positively cures weak men. Addioss

J. 8. L0UCK8, M. D.,
Iteaoham. Mais.

THE WOMAN'S BIBLE.--PART II.
Judges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Com

ments on the Old and New Testaments, from 
Joshua to Revelation. The comments are keen, 
bright, spicy, full of wit. the work of radical 
thinkers who are not Ignorant of the higher 
criticism. There is not a doll page in either of 
these books, but each is a galaxy of the bright 
minds of the day and throw a How light on tho 
Bible teachings relating to woman. Price of 
each, paper, 50 cents.

Standard Books on 
OCCULTISM AND MYSTICISM 

Ctairvoyauce—An eeuterlc system of teaching 
one how to unfold the clalrvoyunt vision. “Your 
wiSfi upoeh-muklntf.”—IJlian

Whiting. A Reinurkiiblu book.”—Progreflblve 
ihlnker: Handled in a concise, sane, nrudttea 
way -Henry Wood. Bound in cloth, *2.00.  1

AuL*h*  and Coloi*s-iuth  thousand. An esoteric 
wl tenchliig, eoncendiig Halos. Auras 

and the Nimbus. Contains a dictionary of color 
meanings. “Best book Mr. Gi umblne has writ
ten.” Price MJ cents.

Live.—The occult method easily mastered of recovering the mem
ory Of past liiearnatlons. Ms. series; prlcolJ.OO. I 

Ulvlualion llow to give clairvoyant and psy- I 
taught, Ms, series; ' price »j.uu. k

©hometry 60th thousand. Here is a rich 
U’eiit for anyone who wlshua to possess a work 
of exceeding value, price 60 cents.

Orculti.m-Priee60cents.' 
irlX.Y of Hplrlt.-Clotll, 6OC.
Uenllzullon- By Loraine Follol. 26 ceulB.

College of Divine Sciences and Realization.
Ocnd BtainjHMi, addressed envelope fordescrln- 

.....catalogue mid terms. Our college work by 
ni'ill is unique. We have hundreds of sludonts.

Address
J. C. F. GRUMUINE, 

128.’> Commonwealth Ave.. Buaton. Mass.

BOOKS BY

LILIAN WHITING.
THE LI FE IM DI ANT.-Cloth, $1.00 
net. Decorutcd cloth *1.25.  In thiw, her now book. 
&, S. >l,‘? a-practical ideal for
dally li ving that shall embody the aweetncaH and 
exultation and faith that lend enchantment to lite, 
Il lH., in a measure, a logical sequence of "The 
World BcauiitH|.- Leading into still diviner har
monies. The Life Radiant" is characterized by 

‘Bialltles that have marked 
The World Beautiful.”

CONTENTS—The Golden Age Lies Onward; Dis- 
vTv f iV PW“rii: y’1’” EtHereal Realm; The 
? lh<J Exulted Moment; The Nectar of 
the Hour.

THE SPI RITUAL SIGNIFICANCE • 
or Dean, uh an Event In Lite, elolli, H,(X) A book 
fiom l.er pen means new flashes of Insight, a rev- 
klflcie—Clilctlfto Chroniek' >“

THE -WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
iSv’Xnie ™rd 'rl"w voll‘"’c“- 
C^.™N™',Or' YQb-.I -Tho Duty of Happlnosa; 

nn<. Anibi d&ia; Believe in the wings; Tho 
SftS >,!"? 'I'1’» Enlargement ot
Kelatlona; Frlenda Diacoverod, not made:' A 
PayoholoKleal Problem: The Supreme Luxury 
of Lite: hxelualvo and Inclusive; Through ‘ 
Scorning Nothing; The Woman of tho World: 
Tho potency of Charm; Fino Souls and Find So
ciety; The Laws of Our Country; In Newness 
of Life; The Heavenly visitors.

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of 
a Summer. Price, H.(X), The Ifleas hi Urn Aiook 
will afford comfort to many, and should bi-toto 
positive ala tn soitOw to such as will receive its 
message.—Hartford Post. •

FROM DREAMLNAD SENT— 
Verses of the Life to Come. New edition, with 
additional poems. Fl .00. Decorated cloth. 11.25. 
Lilian Whiting's verse Is like a bit of sunlit land
scape on a May inornlng. -Boaton Herald.

KATE I’lELD; A Record, with 
several portraits of Miss Field, Including one bv 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth, t2.00 .

A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning. 
With Portrait. Decorated cloth, 11.85,

mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and music al every ser
vice.

Dr. Sholdlce holds services Syndhy 
evenings at 7:45, at 205 Lincoln avenue.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at Alliahce Hall, between Klm- 
bark and Monroe avenues. ' Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tai
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth Is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street. 

. Mrs. M. A. Burla'nd, pastor of the 
Spiritual Union Church, holds two 
services each Sunday at No. 77 East 
Thirty-first street. Conference at 3 p. 
m., and lecture and tests at 8 o’clock.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church 
meets every Sunday at 3 o’clock sharp, 
and 8 o’clock sharp at Lakeside Hall, 
corner Thirl /-first street and Indiana 
avenue, where truth-seekers and inves
tigators, as well as Spiritualists can en
joy a pleasant afternoon or evening. 
Firtt-elass speakers. Tests and mas
sages by carefully selected mediums. 
Excellent music. Mrs. Mary Dixon and 
her. daughter Cora, the "Child Wonder,” 
always in attendance to give readings 
between the meetings. Also free dem: 
onstratlons by C. A. Beverly, M. D., 
president.- ■ .

The Spiritual Un(ty Society, holds 
meetlngs every Sunday at 3 and 7:80 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln'avenue; --Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. 9. Ray, pastor. ’

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hbpljln's’ Hall; "528 West 
Sixty-third 'street, every Sunday even
ing nt. 8 o'clock. Conference in the af
ternoon at 3. .The Ladles’ Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday afternoon at 
same number. ■ ■ ’
Hanson and others will give tests. , 

? Tho Church of tho Psychic Forces 
hol<(s services at Wilcox Hall, corner

Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361
363 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services 
every Sunday In Hall 309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. Sunday-school at 10 
a. m. •

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Metropolitan Spiritualist Society 
holds services every Sunday at 8 o’clock 
In St. George’s Hall, 3337 State street. 
Good speaking, tests and music. Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Residence, 
3148 Indiana avenue.

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
in Van Buren Opera House, Madison 
street and Caliiumia avenue, every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
spirit messages, assisted by other me
diums. ■ ■

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
-meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church -will hold 
services every Sunday afternoon at 
2:30 sharp, at Phoenix Hall, 324 East 
Division street, near Sedgwick street. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes, '

The Universal Occult Society, Ma
sonic Home Temple, 3118 Forest ave
nue. Hon. R, Gllray, Dean. Services 
every Sunday evening at 8 Lyceum; at- 
ternoohfl at 3. Mrs. G. W. Aitken, pay
chic. Teats from 9 to 10 p. m. . GoOd 
music. All welcome. Come and In
vestigate.

Spirit Church of Universal Brother
hood holds services Sunday at 7:80 p. 
m., In lodge room of Lincoln Turner 
Hui), near corner Sheffield avenue and 
Diversey. Boulevard, near. Northwestern

Again I take up my pen to write a 
word for the Florida Camp-meeting. 
Recent word from there tells me that 
already about fifty people are there lo
cated for the winter, and new arrivals 
almost every day. Through corre
spondence of inquiry we are already as
sured that the attendance this year will 
be much larger than any previous year. 
This camp has had a steady growth 
since its beginning; no wonder; our 
people are fast finding out that there is 
no place they can go in mid-winter so 
•conducive to health, comfort, and happi
ness as Lake Helen.

All humanity yearns for a sweeter ex
istence. The environments in this 
camp places it par excellence above all 
the camps*  in the furnishing of that spir
itual good which we expect to derive 
from spiritual camps. Spiritualists 
above all others should cease singing of 
the “Sweet Summer Land” and the 
“Sweet Bye and .Bye” when our grand 
philosophy teaches us that we can have 
them now.

If this is your ideal thought, and the 
good to which you aspire, go where you 
can realize It on this earth. Your con
ceptions can be made real, through the 
mastership and supremacy of your 
mind. All things become real to the 
soul by anitothrough the environments 
that surround it. L “I have meat to eat 
that ye know:not qf,” said the Master to 
his disciples; This was the secret of 
the wonderfiil lifeiof Jesus. He simply 
opened Hisffieart;and let. in the sun
light. All His teachings go to show 
that He wasba student of nature.

What wqiUd this material world be 
without theusunqjiine?. What would 
life be without sunshine in the soul, as 
the solar rt^s untold and beautify all 
forms of frlijisical ¿Depression, so do our 
thoughts arid actsjglve coloring and in
fluence to tWi spirit, more especially our 
thoughts; foil a affiant influence is more 
powerful than actnie visible expression, 
as evidence.-lof this contemplate tho 
power and qarrectapss of Infinite Spirit, 
that is revealed Iiixn.ll forms of physical 
manlfestatiQtn forriet philosophers rea
son as they 'will, and rationalism draw 
Its conclusions, there is a power unex
plained by either/that holds in its 
mighty , grasp theidestlnles of men and 
things. . . ,• 1

W.e can place ourselves in. apposition 
with this Power by permitting the soul 
to rule, rihen all the good things will bo 
added to our store. The true man does 
not give wayrib adversity. The suprem
acy of bls spirit enables him to over
come the sorest trials; ■ Iio', holds a re
served force that comes to tho folrc, just 
nt the opportune time when soul su
premacy is needed. To him good is al
ways tho normal exprossion and ho- 
soos: only the good. As tho Howers 
draw from the world of spirit witbout 
Interference^ to osoh'other, ho, too, can

make his life beautiful by imitating 
their example. . •

I pity the fault-finders, I pity the slan
derer. Oh! how dark must be their 
lives. We have too many in our ranks; 
they belong to that class of Spiritual
ists who believe the second birth to be 
the .transition called deatn; could they 
realize that the second birth is the birth 
of the soul in the body (quickening, 
awakening) and that regeneration is the 
evolution of that soul into mastership 
and supremacy; by living the Golden 
Rule; “Doing to all mankind what we 
would have them do unto us,” how dif
ferent life would appear to them. But 
I must cease to philosophise. I started 
out to write something for Lake Helen 
and the beautiful Southland.

Reader, go South one winter and 
bathe in its sunshine and see' what you 
will find there! It will soften some of 
the harder fibres; you will be enabled 
to lop off some of the brittle edges! 
Take a lesson or two from the old-time 
planter’s simplicity, his honor and his 
truth. You will feel the better and be 
the better for doing so. There is some
thing truly pathetic in the spectacles of 
altered fortune which everywhere meet 
the eye, for in the old life there were 
very few shadows, such as there were 
gathered themselves about the negro 
cabins. As it is now, we are brought to 
a realization of the good that is in the 
hearts of tlie people of the South, with 
the good that Is in the people of the 
North, bringing both to a better com
prehension of the truth that we are a 
homogeneous people.

Of all the places in the South, that it 
has been my privilege to visit, tlie 
equal of Lake Helen as a pleasure re
sort is nowhere to be found, especially 
to the Spiritualists, and in the future it 
will be much better than it has ever 
been. A deep well has been drilled, 
bringing forth a fountain of absolutely 
pure water. The engine, ■ pump and 
piping is on the ground, the tank is now 
being set up, a force of men are laying 
the piping and by the first of .January 
water will be conducted to all the cot
tages and public buildings. This will 
make the sanitary conditions absolutely 
good, so that the people who attend the 
camp can have every assurance of 
health and comfort.

Our lecture talent is of the best. Me
diums will be on the ground to repre
sent all tlid phases of mediumship, card 
parties, theatricals, dancing and -boat
ing, fishing, etc., will all be in hand.

The regular camp session opens on 
the 7th of February and continues over 
seven Sundays;. Many new cottages 
were built last year and four or. five 
more .will be built this year. It is the 
design of the management to encourage 
the building of cottages at Lake Helen, 
so ns to combine the comfort and hap-. 
pincBB of home Hfo with the (benefits 
derived from the climate and the. comp, 
and eventually make of Lake Helen a 
Southern. Chautauqua. My experience, 
teaches mo that to go South to spend 
tlie winter one had-better go in, Decern-

turn to the North until the rigors of 
winter are over. •

Hoping to meet tlie old friends and 
a great many new ones at the camp, 1 
am, yours truly,. . : i : :

G. N. HILLIGOSS. '

The New Orleans Spiritual Associa
tion has put on her robes of righteous
ness and gone out into the battle of life 
to spread the gospel of peace on earth 
and good will to men. Every effort is 
being put forth at the present time to 
advance our cause. Next Sunday, Dec. 
6, we shall organize the children’s pro
gressive lyceum at the home of Mr. W. 
St. Ceran, our materializing medium, 
who has kindly given us the use of his 
parlors until we can get. possession of 
another hall suitable for lyceum work, 
as our present, hall is not adapted to 
the needs of the children. ,

I came here one month ago a stranger 
to all, a small society but one that has 
capable and efficient officers and mem; 
berswho are Intensely in earnest. Sev
eral |iew members have already united 
and several more have decided to come 
into the society the present month. 
We expect to have one of the grandest 
times imaginable on Christmas, as we 
have some of the finest talent to draw 
upon among the children.

I wish to speak of our musical talent. 
The little daughter of our. president, 
Mr. Muller, about twelve years of age, is 
one of the sweetest little singers It has 
ever been our pleasure to listen to. She 
is also organist, and her little brother is 
violinist, and the father who leads in 
the singing, has every reason to be 
thankful for the gifts his children pos
sess. While others are also blessed 
with good voices, with the talented chil
dren of our members we can anti will 
succeed with our regular meetings and 
lyceum work. One thing I wish to 
speak of, when we Introduced the sub
ject of lyceum work there was not one 
dissenting voice, but every Spiritualist 
present seemed desirous of teaching 
tlie truth of our philosophy. I love the 
children, and shall do all I can with the 
assistance of others to carry on the1 
work to a successful issue.

Thanksgiving service at our hall was 
one-long te.be remembered. Different 
ones expressed themselves regarding 
what fhey were most thankful for, and 
each and every .one declared it was the 
knowledge of Spiritualism and the sat
isfaction they derived from it. I at
tended Thanksgiving exercises Sunday 
afternoon in the parish prison, and I 
could not but express myself that fall of 
the angels had not left this mundane 
sphere, for the missionary, Mrs.’1 A. 
Holly and daughter, for-the past two 
years have devoted much, of their time

and it is through the untiring efforts of 
this lady that fruits were served to ev
ery prisoner in the prison and as there 
were 246 to be treated in this manner it 
took considerable effort upon her part 
to furnish the supply. She is also or
ganist, and each Sunday she is at her 
post, doing her work faithfully and well 
and she has also furnished bouquets of 
beautiful flowers to all. . I wish to par
ticularly speak of one young man, Wm. 
Reese, of the Young Men’s Christian 
Association, who each Sunday speaks at 
the home of . the incurables. Twice I 
have accompanied him to this home, 
and he teaches the love of God to all 
His children, rich and poor alike. He 
is certainly imbued with the right spir
it. First he preaches to the prisoners, 
encouraging them, then to the seamen, 
he flits from one place to another, sow
ing the seeds of love and good cheer 
without money and without price. Of 
such is the kingdom. I expect in the 
near future to have the privilege of ad
dressing the prisoners at Parish Prison, 
for I am also trying to bring some hap
piness into the lives of others. So far 
I have only hind words and good 
thoughts for my acquaintances in this 
beautiful city and I shall endeavor in 
the future as in the past to build for 
tune and eternity, and with tlie aid of 
The Progressive Thinker that comes to 
us all laden with the best of everything 
upon which to feed our hungry souls, it 
will certainly be our fault if we do not 
grow in wisdom and love and truth, and 
I shall continue to do all I can to spread 
spiritual literature and procure all the 
subscribers possible for the dear Pro
gressive Thinker. The Symposium is 
an educator, and with Lyman C. Howe, 
one of our ablest writers and lecturers, 
to look after our interests, with the as
sistance of our army of grand workers 
and thinkers, we shall certainly come 
out victorious, for truth wears no mask, 
bows at no human shrine, seeks neither 
place nor applause—she only asks a . 
hearing.

REV. NELLIE S. BAADE.

"Death, its Meaning and Results." 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events in the au
thor’s experience. Cloth, 500 pages, 11. 
lustrated. $1.20.

“The Kingship of Self-Control.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape 
duty, the supreme charity of the world, 
tlie revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price 30 cents. For sale at this office,

“Child Culture, According to ths 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion" By Newton N, 
Riddell. A most excellent work for all 
who have the caro or training of chil
dren. Pried 65 cents. ' >

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op, 
oratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” .By E). D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. Thill comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and■ . '• . . ' ’ I lit “ * v*  K., —v. A -Z M W • A - t KK •*  KA K M W * A W W

ber and remain until the first of April; Of these outcasts who, whether innocent. Cure. Paper edver, 15 cents. For sale 
at least one »liquid be careful not to re- or guilty, are deprived of their liberty, I at this office.
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PEOPLE. ftND PLftGES
Some Notes of Travel and Happenings, Related by 

.Mrs, Emma Rood Tuttle.
Locomotion Is so easy nowadays one j well known to Lyceumists all. ¿ver the 

has small excuse to root, and sink into
too placid contentment-

There is so much “doing!" such ef- ' 
fort TO REALIZE IDEALS., so much ' 

;/ well directed labor that one must-look ' 
’ and clap hands once in a while to show 

appreciation and enjoyment. , 1
But to pleasant exertion in traveling 

thero is usually a- friend at the other 
' . end of tlie line, and in addition to trol- 

' ’ ley wires and steam card, there may be 
' the subtle unseen thread of friendship 

pulling at our hedrts which speeds us on 
joyously. - . ' .

On this autumn journey which we 
took in gorgeous October, 1903, tho 

. heart pull was toward two royal people 
bearing the illustrious name of Bacon:. 
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Bacon,; so long 

- prominent in Boston and the East, and 
for . the past twenty years well known 

. in,Washington, where they have . rm 
sided. ‘

A description of Fronds Bacon, the 
English philosopher, born in London, 
Jan. 22, 1561, will present to you one 
of his descendants, Geo. A. Bacon, of 
tlie present. "In person Bacon was 
well-forrned, but not robust, of a mid
diIng stature, with a high'and broad fore
head, his countenance conveying the Im- 
presslon, both of intellectual power and 
benevolence of disposition. In society 
he is said to have been a moat delight
ful companion, adapting himself to com
pany of every degree, calling and humor. 

■ bringing, out with great effect his un- 
'• exhausted store of jests, new and old.” 

So, we found him;' the modern Bacon, 
admirable lit every way.
. Mr. Bacon, although actively eniaged 
In other business, has found time to -use 
his literary talents, which are finely 
cultivated, and have been In constant 
use through the mature years of his 
-life. It-has been urged'upon him that 

' • he-select from his voluminous materials 
, enough to-make a choice volume. We 

promise beforehand , that the book will 
: be attractive for its beauty of style and 

’ valuable for Its golden thought,’ ’ .?
1 Mrs. Bacon’s ancestors came over in 

, the . Mayflower,,and she is descended 
, rironi dhe Spragues, of New Englarid, 

■ - trite to name^ She was Miss- Louise L.
, Sprague before she became-Mrs. Ba-. 

- com aridJ:sl(e was -then and is now one
* of the most, charming, and sensible of

wpmeh,;alway8 ready to do her part and 
• do it.with, heart, bringing her tact arid

' talent to aid iri making her. efforts sue-’ 
cessful.- Her gifys are. eagerly utilized 

" ’by. the various societies, clubs, -etc., of 
.whicKshe is a member. She is Regent 
of the. Daughters of the American Revb- 

Jution in Washington, and being, a good 
. . parliamentarian, presides with grace

. and ability. So much I give you of the 
? Bacons, whose names have long been 

familiar to liberals of all tints. ,
« ■ We cast anchor at their fine home in 

Washington, complying with a previous
• invitation, and wefe very happy during 
, our brief stay at the Capitol. . ,

-The]attraction of the week was the 
- convention of the N. S. A., which is an 

annual event of unusual weight to- all 
Spiritualists. We did not go as dele
gates, nor with the intention of taking a 
hand In working the machinery of the 
organization. That it has been, and is, 
in competent hands is evident from the 
magnificent results achieved.

, On our table, where we write, are pa
, pers and letters from all parts of the

country. ■
Prof. C. Payson Longley, the author 

of so much beautiful music, and a most
refined and cultured gentleman, was 
quietly gliding about, seen, but seldom 
heard, except through, the rendition of 
his songs, selected from his fine collec
tion, "Longley’s Beautiful Songs," 
which is true to name and a useful book 
for societies and homes. • 

' The Treasurer, Mr. Theodore J. 
Myers, through whose great benevo
lence and aid tlie association has com® 
into possession of its fine property) Is a 
remarkable presentation of all-round 
manhood. A fine physique, used by a 
well cultivated and spiritualized mind, 
maltos a very satisfactory combination, 
whiph Is highly appreciated by all who 
knojvn him. ' i '
■■ The members of the Executive Com
mittee were fully: alive, and crowded 
with business. Full of interest, Zeal and 
what in slang would, be expressed by 
"get up and git." ' ............

The delegates, were a keen-looking lot 
of people and no job-lot They had 
been chosen with care*  and did their 
own thinking. Of course, they might 
go wrong, but It would not be after the 
fashion of a drove of sheep, tagging the 
bell-Wether. . . ' j .

The missionaries, E. W. Spragub and 
wife and G. W. Kates and wife, were 
present, showing plainly they had been 
hard at work and deserved the appre
ciation'of Spiritualists. The Hyes they 
Jive whilp touring seem about as hard 
to me as the life of a commercial 
“drummer."' One drums up trade, and 
the others drum for spiritual awaken-" 
Ing, growth, action, some place to speak; 
and people to hear; good anchorage arid 
temporary homes where (hey will not 
be expected to tell the fortunes of their 
entertainers, block out. the careers, of 
all the children and give communlca-’ 
tions from all the dear dead relatives. - 
.; Mlssloriarylng is an-honorable calling, 
but a hard’ firofesslon, although it may ■ 
accomplish great good, v ’ ‘'■ .- ■ 
■ Looking about us in the spacious hall, 
we yyere very glad to see J. J. Morse, 
Mrp. Morse, and Miss Florence .Morse, 
late from-Australia,who are to spend 
the winter in America before returning 
to their home in England. They were 
seem and heard, to their honor, during 
tiio, convention. . ' : ‘
"There was Lyman C. Howe, smiling 

and responsive, after his long disability 
in. vision; Moses Hull, whose courage 
and valor never forsake him, although 
fie was somewhtft ill, he made the most 
of his time to present the claims of the 
Morris Pratt Institute. Mrs. Russefeue, 
who, although her, name has changed 
since we first knew her as Nellie Pal
mer, still retain^ the same charming 
personality. Mrs. Carrie Firth Curran, 
the President-of the Ohio.State Asso
ciation, who is full of zeal arid push.

world for Spiritualism and its special 
reforms, seems to have rooted every-
where, and we are In touch with its 
army of public workers, and its aggre
gation of hungry-souled truth-seekers, 
for whom our Spiritual papers so ably 
spread their weekly literary feasts, in
viting all to banquet royally, for hardly 
living prices. They are doing a stu
pendous work, arid are the lights in the 
watchtowers of Progression. A

The pathetic ending of some of our 
“Light-tower keepers is said Indeed, as it 
tells of cares and weariness too heavy 

-to be borne. Within a few weeks Mr. 
H. L. Green and his wife, both aged, 
who have given the world The Free
thinkers’ Magazine for many years, laid 
down the burden and their souls mys
teriously made their exit from the 
watch-tower which they illuminated so 
long. Mr. Fred G. Tuttle, in the prime 
of life, found the burden too heavy for 
his unnerved hands. He left a note tell
ing his friends the gate througn which 
he should pass to the Immortal land,
unlocked the door of death and depart-
ed, mourned by thousands of friends.

Mr. Tuttle Is employed as editor- 
at-large by the Association, and felt, as 
did I, an interest in meeting the repre
sentatives, of the various societies, 
many Of whom were correspondents 
and purchasers of our books. They all 
seem as personal friends. The conven
tion was in full swing before we ar
rived.

The president, Harrison D. Barrett, 
who has been buffeting the waves of 
sorrow, and consequent ill health, for 
the past year, was in his place as pre

' siding officer, and a fine example of the 
mastery of mind over matter. Were he 
not upborne by the sympathy of thou
sands of friends and the angel helpers, 
we should expect a collapse at any time. 
He presided In his usual peerless man- 
her, assisted now and then by Repre
sentative Sherm of Baltimore, an able 
lawyer and active politician. The Vice
President, Mr. Locke, was also at hand, 
and utilized as needed. The zeal of 
himself and wife .was quite inspiring.

The Secretary, Mrs. Mary T. Longley, 
whose efficient work has been so long 
and crucially tested iti various direc
tions, connected with reforms, was on 
duty, looking like a demure little Quak

. er, but as efficient as a good commander 
of a war ship during,an engagement. 
Her sister, Mrs. Carrie Hatch, of Bos
ton, who looks enough like her to be 
her twin, wM at her table rendering 
assistance, as was her voryknoticeablo 

| looking husband, Mr. J, B, Hatch, so

Ube light Mmonô tbelbílte
H Gbarmínó narrative.

Most Beautifully Suggestive is "The Light Among 
the Hills,” by Mrs. 1. L. Lewis, of Bethel, Vt, It 
is a narrative founded on facts alone^ahd every 

Spiritualist should read it. « ; ,
- ( Continued from No., 734.). ... .

For some time- the two sat In deep 
thought, No sound broke the sllenco 
but the ticking of the dock arid the buz
zing of -the flies in the sunshine outside 
the open fioor. Suddenly there came a 
muffled thud as of .some object striking 
the floor. Both aunt and niece started 
and looked toward the pl.d-fasbioned 
print-covered lounge which was but a 
few feet from them; 1 '

“Where did it go to?" asked Martha, 
In surprise. ,

“Where did what go to? What did 
you fiee, child?" asked Mrs. Gray.

“I saw a cat on the floor where the 
thud sounded." .

“What sort of a looking cat was it?"
"It was white with' gray spots on -it. 

It ran towards us a little- and then it 
was gone. Where did it go to?" 
. "You saw Just, exactly what I saw, 
Martha, and Task what you did, where 
.difi it go?” ,

"We have no cat," said Martha, “and 
have not had for some time, and of 
course a nelghbor’s cat eduld’not get in 
through these screens.” '

“Just as easily,” said Mrs. Grqy, “as 
It could have dissolved Into sunlight the 
way this cat has done. We will ndt.be 
foolish, Martha; we will acknowledge 
at once that It was riot a .real cat—at 
least not one of flesh and blood,’’

"Then what Is, lt,; auntie? Wfiat does 
'It mean?” ■ ■ ‘ . ■ ., ■ , -
• , “I don’t know; my ’dear child. There 
are people in the. world who would ex
plain the matter scientifically, but. you 
and I . would be little wiser when they 
got through, and the fact.would remain 
the same," . . . ’ : ’ ' . .■ . . -

"Oh, auntie/’ said Martha, “I have 
known -many strange things' to happen,” 
and sho narrated at some length many 
of the incidents we already have heard. 
Mrs. Gray listened very attentively and 
when Martha, had finished, she said: “I, 
too;-have seen and heard some .strange 
things. I remember, when I was about 
your age, Martha, that one evening I 
was all alone at home with my cousin 
Alice. My brother, your father, was to 
a. neighbor’s and the rest of the family 
were away on a visit. Thore had been 
a heavy fair of snow, and the only path
shoveled out was from the back doorta
the road. Alice arid I were

THE GREAT DEBATE
Between Rev. Frank Evans/ Methodist, 

-and Prof. Eckles, Spiritualist.

rang for'refreshments and some of the you went away., I went out toward 
young people-came trooping in, and all night to spread, some clothes upon the 
were gay but us three. grass. When I came in, mother asked

“We went down-stairs with the rest, me what girl was out there with me. I 
but we could not eat, Before I went told her there was no one with me. At 
homehome I found the German and that mother turned upon me furiously,,

though I watched intently I could see 
no living thing. Then,the door Into the 
kitchen opened and shut, and all was 
still. .

“I don’t know but it runs In our fam
ily to • see and -hfear , unexplainable 
-things. I heard - my grandmother say 
that she was sitting by the window one 
night when the Test, of the family 
Started for ' meeting. Looking out 
shortly after they had gone she saw a 
light sitting in tlie road in front of tlie 
window. She said to herself, T would 
not have thought they would have gone 
and left that lantern - burning there 
when there is such a good moon. She 
was going- to go out and bring tlie lan
tern in when it suddenly rose "several 
feet from the ground, and slowly and 
without visible’means traveled across 
the road, the garden; a field, a yard and 
up to a house where it disappeared at 
the'wlndow of a room Where a little 
grandchild slept; ’.Shortly afterward 
the child died.- Of coursé; grandmother 
thought the light was d. warning, but 
warning or not there must be’ some ex
planation for such facts, for foots they 
are. 'A person inay treat.such incidents 
with contempt and cry.‘nonsense! su
perstition!’ but such language explains 
nothing, and to a thinking mjnd it is 
worse than foolish. '
.“Of air the strange éxperiences I 

ever had, fhe strangest happened when 
I was a ÿoung girl. A girl ífriénd of 
mine—Lucy Moore wMi hçri name—gave 
a, party which I attended. Lucy’s pa
rents were quite wealthy ami llved iff a 
large, , well-furnished- ■ house. Among 
the guests.assembled at tlie party was a 
ÿoung German -and aiigiil from ‘ an ' ad
joining town whom I'had. never- seen.
Late'in-:, the evening-It happened that 
these two anfi,myself were! left albne in 
one? of the rooms, the1, .-o$grs having 
goné/out to join in nluslc or gaines 
which were in progress elsewhere. The 
young German was telling about life in 
his native land, and MîsavDâleysaffd I 
were too-' much - interested; to care for 
any other entertainment The room in 
whlchtwo.sat was;'.upon... ,th0,' second 
fléor,-- Thé window shades .'were down 
and’ the room’was. brilliantly lighted by 
a. largo ■hanging .lamp. There was â 
small-figured carpet on the- floor, and 
there was .the ordinary furniture to b e

V M “ W . . n M T ” LJ’
quite near the front door, and all at

loorto there was .the ordinary furnitu 
sitting? found in a. small sitting; room.

Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter, who are among 
the most popular western lecturers; Mr. 
and Mrs. Gillespie, from California, 
working together finely; Mr. Scharff et
ter, of Baltimore, whose name is often 
seen in the columns of the Spiritual 
press; Carrie Twlng, who always 
speaks and acts to the point; Mrs. Clara 
Stewart, whose forcible speaking, al
ways gains attention; Mr. and Mrs. 
Prudens, from Minnesota, very notice
able and strong workers; Jennie Leys, 
who Ib now Mrs. Edison, residing In 
Washington; John W. Ring of Texas, 
who has the Lyceum course in charge; 
Mrs. Johnson, daughter of Moses Hall, 
and teacher of elocution at ^jje Morris 
Pratt Institute; Mr. Max Gentzke, who 
is editor of a German paper, and has 
been appointed by the N. S. A. German 
Missionary; Miss Margaret Gaule, who 
stands at the head of the long list of 
test transmitters, was smiling as ever, 
and full to the eye of her contagious 
good humor. ' Mrs. Cadwallader was 
heard as well as seen whenever her in
terest was enlisted, and last but not 
least, Mrs. J. R. Francis, onp of the 
most elegant and pleasing ladies in the 
assembly, was there, representing The 
Progresive Thnker, which was given 
away to all who wished a copy. Dr. 
Warne, who was talked of as President 
In case Mr. Barrett declined re-election; 
was elected Vice-President, and made 
a very favorable impression on the as
sembly. There were scores of other in
teresting people, whose names, we re
gret, we cannot remember as well as 
we do their faces.

like to think they are now work
ing at home, or afield, to diffuse the 
broad doctrines of our faith and dis
pense its consolation. 1

So mud}, for the N. S. A. convention— 
a good deal—but it was a large affair, 
so large that our notes on places will 
have to wait for another issue.

. EMMA ROOD TUTTLE. •

once there came three loud, distinct 
knocks upon it. Alice and I sprang to 
our feet and Alice exclaimed, ’Why, 
who has waded through all that sriow?’ 
I went arid opened the door—there Was 
no one there. I got a lighf^aaddAlice/ 
and I both searched, but there watTnot 
the smallest track to be seen, the whole 
yard between the house and the road 
was an expanse of unbroken snow.

■fSome time after that I awoke one 
night just as the clock struck twelve. I 
slept in a room off the sitting room, and 
my room door was open. A full moon 
was pouring its light through the un
shaded windows, making the sitting 
room almost as bright as day.' Sud
denly,I heard the door between the hall 
and the sitting room open and shut. I 
distinctly heard the peculiar click the 
catch made when the knob was turned. 
Then I heard the sound of footsteps and 
they were heavy and slow like those of 
an aged person. The steps passed the 
entire length of the sitting room, but al-

—__ _______________ There
were two doors opening out of the

Baid, 'What did you see in that coffin?’ 
HIb face grew set and white. ‘Do not 
ask—I will not. tell you,’ was his only 
answer. The'next day a boy -friend 
came running in with the news of Miss 
Daley's death. When she and her 
brother had got about half way home 
from the place of the party, their horse 
became'frightened at. something, and in 
spite of all Mr. Daley’s efforts, ran the 
carriage off a steep bank, hurling its 
occupants to tlie ground. Mr. Daley 
was not very much injured and he in
stantly rushed up to his.sister and bent 
over her. She spake just two words 
and died; tne words were ‘The coffin.*  
Mr, Daley and all to whom he told, his 
story wondered greatly at-the strange 
words, but to me and one other they 
were no mystery. Nothing ever made a 
greater impression upon my mind than- 
this Incident, but if-, I should tell the 
story to a stranger he would quite like
ly think me either a liar or crazy.

“I cannot think that oilr experiences,- 
are solitary. My own sense tells me 
that there-must be many in. the world 
who have'heard and seen things .as 
mysterious as you arid I have; Mar
tha." ' ■

Here the.conversation was interrupt
ed by Mr. Weston's return, and the fol
lowing morning Mrs. Grey departed for 
her own home, and It was not till the 
next‘ spring that Martha saw her aunt 
again, and then she could hardly be
lieve the evidence of her eyes, pomlng 
home from a visit to Mfs. Brown one 
beautiful day in April, Murtha was sur, 
prised, to find Mrs. Gray standing-upon 
the rough stone doorstep waiting for 
her with outstretched hands. Martha 
threw, her arms around her aunt’s neck 
rind looked wonderingly into the smil
ing face bent over,hers,. ,Mrs., Gray had. 
laid aside her mourning and sho looked 
ten years younger than when Martha, 
had last seen her; in fatt/she was her 
old happy Self again, just as Martha re
membered her before death had robbed 
her other only child. Once during the 
evening Mrs. Weston found tlmp-to say 
tother daughter: • "I don’t' sCe what’s 
ebmenver yer Atmt Lapry; she laughs 
and jokes jist as she-useter before her 
boy died. L should, thlnjk, she’d, forgot
ten pretty quick after the -way- she; tpbjp 
on last fall. I’d like ter know what she 
took off her mournlnuso quick for. I 
don’t think much of it—wastiri’ all them 
good clothes." ' . '

That evening after, the. famlly had re
tired 'at the’usual early hour Mrs. Gray 
rapped at Martha's door and said.: . “I 
have come to see if I inay share your 
bed, for I have many things to say to

and told me that if I lied to her she 
would knock me down. . She said that
she saw the girl, and' she looked just 
like me, and she ordered me to tell her 
who it was. I saw that there was some- ’ 
thing wrong somewhere, and I dreaded 
to speak, but of course I had to, and 
there was no rimy only to tell the truth, 
let what might happen, so I said that I 
did not see ariy girl with, me; that I sup
posed I was alone. I don’t know what 
would have happened If father had not 
stepped In just then. It seemed that_he 
had beerilistening.to what we‘said, arid 
he told mother that she probably had 
something over her eyes and saw 
double. She was pretty wrathy at that, 
and said several things, but father told 
me to come and help him drive in the 
calves, and. I went out with him and 
that ended It. After the calves were in 
father and I sat down on the corn stalks 
and talked quite a while. Father said: 
‘Ther Is something very queer going on. 
You remember how I asked you one 
morning what girl was here the even
ing before.’ I had not forgotten but I 
gave ft no thought;

“Well, father said that that particular 
evening he saw Charlie and me come 
info the house, and Charlie was carry
ing the light—we had been out hunting 
for something-r-and I came closely be
hind Charlie and right after me came 
another girl who looked just like me, 
only her dress was darker and Bhbrter, 
and her hair hung down her back, and 
J had mine pinned up.

“When I told him thotlhere had been 
no girl with me that evening, hé was 
greatly surprised, and went and ques
tioned Charlie, and found that he had 
see no girl but me. Father and I 
talked for some time, and he sold that if 
he believed In the immortality of the 
soul he should believe that spirits did 
sometimes return, but it Would not an-, 
swer to make such a remark before 
mother. I don’t remember that we saw 
anything more of.the kind until one day 
last winter Charlie came running in, 
with .big eyes nnd a'.gpod .dea.! excited. 
As. he-was-comingthroughthé - garden 
gate hé saw me, as he thought, standing 
by the shed door. He said I.waa bend
ing oyer,and ; seemed?t9;,berlt)eMng for; 
something upon, the? groiind.-5: Jüàkjàs: 
he came up-to me I stopped niy search 
and went into the shed before him, arid'

OUT OF THE NIGHT.

Out of the night that covers me, 
Black as the pit from pole to pole, 

I thank whatever gods may be 
For my unconquerable soul.

In the fell clutch of circumstance ■ , 
I have not winced nor cried aloud.

Under the bludgeonings of chance 
My head is bloody but unbowed.

Beyond this place of wrath and tears 
, Looms but the horror of the shade, 
Anq yet the menace of tlie years 

Finds and shall And me unafraid.
It matters not how strait the the gate, 
, How charged with punishments the 

f , .scroll, . • . - •
I am thé master of my fate—

I am the captain of my soul. . 
■.......—Wllliairi Ernest Henley.

tVe do not believe Immortality be
cause we have proved it, but we forever 
try to prove it because we believe it.—• 
Martineau! . ,

JuBqce is the constant desire and ef
fort to'render every man his due.—Jus
tinian. : . . ; . ‘ ■.' ...

room, one into the hall and. the other .■ ’ - Martha bade her aunt welcome andinto a bed room; thia last I had seen 
Mrs. Moore lock before the guests be-
gan to arrive. Well, vf&; sat there in the 
^bright light talking about-life in Ger- 

1 many, when suddenly Miss. Daley ■ ex
claimed, ‘What is that?-. Oh, what is 
it?’ ■ . • ’ ’

“The young man and J followed her 
gaze, and there upori the floor in the 
full blaze of lamplight Was a coffin. It 
was of average size and perfect in every 
detail as any I ever saW’. : Miss Daley 
became violently agitated and begap to 
sob. I started to rise, but the young 
man put out a restraining hand and 
with a white face he’arose and walked 
to where the strange object lay. He 
bent over and looked into it, and as he 
did so it reared up until-it stood erect 
upon one end and then it vanished— 
right there before our eyes. The young 
man staggered back to his chair and 
for some minutes no sound was heard 
but Miss Daley’s sobs, then the bell

Mrs. Grey Continued: “I can see that 
you are surprised at'my changed ap
pearance,' for you remember how I was 
nearly wild with grief the last time you 
saw me. One day I thought I had rea
soned myself into atheism, arid the next 
day I half believed and wholly feared 
the Bible was true. After I left you I 
went home, but I could not endure the 
désolation. 1-was really afraid my mind 
would give way under the strain. 
‘Work, hard work,’ I said to myself, ‘is 
the best cure for trouble.’ Acting upon 
this sensible idea I obtained, as you 
kqow, a situation in a shop in Glinden. 
As good luck, fate, providence—what
ever it may be—would have it, I found 
the right woman for a room mate. 
Now, before I go any farther with my 
story, I want you to tell me if you have 
had any more queer happenings?"

“Oh, yes,”' said Martha. "The first 
of them happened just a few days after '

when I got to the middle of the room 1 
vanished—one Instant I was. there in 
plain sight and the next I ■ was. gone! 
He rushed iip to the kitchen door and 
threw it open, and there I stood at the 
table making bread for . supper; We 
talked and talked, but nothing more or 
less could we-make out of it. The next 
thing of the sort .that ■ happened was 
several months later. I was up stairs 
sewing, and did not go down all the af
ternoon. Cousin Millie was visiting me 
and sjie and Charlie had been out doors 
and when they were returning they saw 
me as they thought. standing in the 
shed door, and I had one hand resting 
upon the casing and was looking at 
them. They said the sun shone full 
upon me and they saw me as plainly as 
they ever did. They both spoke to me 
add Charlie asked me several questions 
They said I looked at them but did not 
say a word, which they thought very 
queer, and after a little while I turned 
and went into the shed but they did not 
see what became of me. I would never 
have known anything about It, only 
Charlie was so offended because I did 
not answer his questions that he took 
me to task for my" offense and so the 
facts came out. This is all, I think.”

(To be continued.)

An Eminent Catholic Divine Is Secretly Kicking Against the Intolerance of Bis Own Church
THE FREEDOM OF CATHOLIC 

THOUGHT,

A Distinguished Roman Catholic Priest’s 
Defence of His Position.

To the Editor of the Sun: Sir—For 
two weeks I have awaited the appear
ance in your columns of some criticism 
more pertinent than that of the Rev. 
Father Livingston to my original letter. 
Though disinclined to prolong the cor
respondence, two developments have oc
curred so strongly confirmatory of my 
two main assertions—that a policy of 
suppression exists, and its results are 
evil—that I think you will permit me 
to bring them forward. .

As to the first point, the storm of in
vective which so many Catholic news
papers, following Father. Livingston’s 
lead, have launched against "Sacerdos” 
is proof, if proof were wanted, that our, 
Catholic editors will have no dealings 
with anybody who indulges in criticism 
of the actual. I have no quarrel with

. these organs; still less with Father Liv
ingston—may he contlnue-to flourish in 
the blessing of Issachar! ‘ Even were 
the Invective as keen as it is.coarse, I 
should find ample protection''rigajnst it 

. ihjih'e reflection that'thrice is he àrtned 
, ■#no has his quarrel just. .- ..

i '• . If ecclesiastical history teaches any
, ■ thing, It teaches that often theologians 

have been fighting tooth arid nail to 
give certain opinlons-thè stamp of 
Catholic doctrine, and when these opin
ions .were subsequently refuted by ad
vancing knowledge, the next generation 
of theologians'had to employ every sub
tlety of hair-splitting dialectics to main
tain that the church herself had never 
adopted such tenets tit all. ' The con
demnation of the’ heliocentric theory is
a classic example. Another is't|io tak
ing of Interest. Wo uro all familiar 
with the plea that interest is now law
ful, not ns payment for tho use of bar
ren metal, hut ‘propter .damnumomer-

gens, lucrum cessans .«< et perlculum 
sortis.’ But we all know, too, that not 
one of these titles lias rany standing 
with regard to the greater part of de
posits In savings banks, or the enor
mous sums invested (not a little of 
them by the highest ecclesiastics) in 
government bonds:.-amt other high- 
priced securities, which are sought for 
precisely because they, are safe, and for 
the Investment of money which Its own
ers could not otherwise safeguard .or 
employ. To go back to our beginnings, 
who in the early centuries’, or even in 
the Apostolic age -itóelf, would have 
dared to challenge the opinion that the 
end of the universe was at-..hand? On 
account of these past errors;we are now 
eating crow every day. Any one who 
would have. protested against them 
when they/flourished wbiild hávé béén 
treated, as’/they, are trfeàted kow -'Who. 
protest against the-present antiquated' 
ineptitudes.“ As to abusé; It is the same 
story—those who first inveighed against 
them were punlshed’-asicrlniinals,-those, 
who afterward roetéd them, out are 
blessed as saviors:’" T^e advocates of 
newer and better "things .-have always 
encountered authority / throwing Its 
skirts around thefoutworn, and inef
ficient:. Sotqer ,rahdJ>iii/;to(ajnpl.es: St. 
John of tlitPCfroSs'g^^ímprteóñeji -by 
his Carmelite siïpëi^feÆ St.~Tèrésîf was 
castigated as seVeiwjiby dlgnltrirles 
atf, to? cônipa/é :’-gi'cgt. .wjlh; small, 
‘Sacerdos’’ Was b'yJthe ïtov.ÿtôither Liv
ingston; St Ignatius hiffiseïf' was put 
in jail, and his book in thë'pillory by 
lawful authority. 'Another, reformer, 
Savonarola, denounced .the- corruptions 
of his day, arid-hé'werit-'feí’'the qtake. 
Yet Adrian VI sbon.after ward, when the 
steed wad Sl$leti/()oyld.declare:: !‘‘Air 
know that fon some yeah there have ex
isted abominations in I this Holy •. See, 
abuses, all things, in short, chafaged and 
perverted. We have All,.'-prelates and 
ecclesiastics, turned a$ldo, reach in his 
own way, nor has there bben for a. long

tiihe any one who has done well.” So 
much for the well intentioned but my
opic zeal which sees a Judas in every
body who dares to observe that though 
the church is divine, her ministers, even 
those who are commissioned to feed arid 
shear the flock, are only men. In his 
own forcible way, President Roosevelt 
has just expressed a truth that has its 
application far beyond the precincts of 
the postal administration: the tolera-, 
tlon of the wrong, not the exposure of 
the wrong, Is the real offence.
,. The second of my - statements, of 
which,I would now offer confirmation, 
Is that the system of repression is evok- 
ng evil; and I take the evidence from 
your editorial columns of Nov. 22. You 
said there that you are receiving many 
letters from Catholic laymen who ridi
cule the stories of the Deluge and 
Jonas; and you added that such men 
are on the high road to infidelity. If 
they are it is because they are not al
lowed to hear the’ truth, which would 
make -them free. Catholic scholars of 
unquestioned orthodoxy are teaching 
that no doctrine of the church obliges 
Catholics to accept these and many 
other Biblical accounts as literal his
tory. But because an undiscriminating 
h6wl Is kept up in high places against 
the “higher criticism,” those who know 
the truth are obliged to treat it as 
esoterid. Thus the laity who come in 
contact with non-Cathollc thought are 
cruelly left to wander away,'victims of 
a misapprehension. Again history will 
repeat itself, and our coming apqlogists 
will’be engaged in demonstrating that 
the Catholic church never guaranteed 
the three Heavenly Witnesses of John, 
nor proclaimed that there are.nd errors 
in the'Bible. ' '

Fortunately there are already indica
tions, faint and, isolated though they 
aro, that tlie true spirit of conservatism 
is beginning to oust its spurious- rival
which has so long been lord

A '
r

To the Editor:—It is about thirty 
years ago that the gréât four days’ de
bate took place at Eddyville, Iowa, be
tween Rev. Frank Evans, Methodist, 
and Prof. Eckles, Spiritualist. I at
tended the entire session. Both were 
giants in tlie pulpit. In one of his 
speeches Mr. Evans made the charge 
that Spiritualists are atheists. In ring- . 
Ing tones and most challenging manner, 
he said : • ‘

’ “Now ladies and gentlemen, I assert 
that my opponent and all Spiritualists 
are bold, cold-blooded atheists. They 
do not believe in God. They depy that 
God exists. If Mr. Eckles disputes this ■ 
charge, then I insist that in his very, 
next speech he tells us what kind of a , 
God the Spiritualists believe in. I in
sist that he define -the Spiritualist’ 
God.” . -

The orthodox people in the audience - 
cheered this challenge with vigorous 
hand-clapping and stamping of feet. 
When, Prof Eckles took the floor he 
said: ' ' < ■

"My friends, Brother Evans asserts 
that Spiritualists are atheists. Now I ’ 
deny that. It is true we do not believe 
that such a God exists as does Brother 
Evans, but because we do not accept his 
idea of a jealous, revengeful, changeful 
and short-sighted God, it does npt follow 
that we do not believe in any dqlty at 
all. My honorable opponent insists that 
I shall define the God the Spiritualists 
believe exists. That I cannot do. The 
finite mind cannot measure and fully de
fine the infinite. The best I can do will 
be to say that the Spiritualists believe 
that God is life, all life; that he is the 
sum total of all that Is powerful, all 
that is lovely, all that is wise, all that is 
just,’ all that is beautiful, all that is 
good. Ho Is omnipotent, omniscient ' 
and omnipresent, -from everlasting to 
everlasting. He includes all that exists 
from thé centre of the universe (if there 
be any centfe) to the outermost bounds 
of the universe, If there be any suchi 
limitations. God is in all things—is all 
things. Every atom that exists, visible 
and invisible, is a part of him, and he 
could not be infinite if this were not bo..' 
God is both spirit and matter. Gpd 1b 
life, and all things are alive. There is 
no death; that which seems such is 
tranmtlon—is .change. The boundless 
universe, frptri molecule- or grain -, of 
sanil-’tb to ë blazing sun ; from thé center 
of earth to the core of the universe, Is . 
throbbing, pulsating with life, with ia-.

. tefiigence, with Gpd, . N.qw, s ”
- tiiis,i's'the best l ean do In aivétteiñptto/ 

fiéfiùo thé tlod ,ôf; the -' Spiri^úaíístei 
.Having dorié' the best I could, I now, in 
turn, ask that Brother Evans shall de- . . 
fine the orthodox God. But as I shall- .
give him a good deal of work to fio dur- ‘
Ing this debate, I shall help him along 
a little. I will read from his holy and 
infallible book a description of the 
Methodist God.” . :

’ Here Prof. Eckles took up the Bible, ' ' 
and read to the audience the account r 
given in the Old Testament, where God ' 
wrestled with Jacob “from the setting 
Of the sun till the break of day, arid 
could not prevail against Jacob until he 
touched him in the hollow of, his thigh. r. 
and then did' overcome the patriarch, 
and did prevail against him.” ,

"Now,” shouted Eckles, “here is the 
Bible description of BrothërEvans’ God. 
What do you think of this Methodist 
Deity who will wrestle all night with a 
man, and is not strong enough, nor sci
entific enough, to throw him down? He 
tried the front grab, the back clutch,’ the 
hip-lock, and the grape vine twist inef
fectually, and was clearly getting the 
worst of the scuffle, for old Jake was 
something of a wrestler himself. Now 
let my brother blush for shame at the 
shabby conduct of his God. Finding he 
could not floor the old man by fair 

■ means, he resorted to a four trick of 
striking old Jacob bplow the belt, a. 
trick that has never been allowed in any 
wrestling match or prize fight, from
that day to this. According to 
Bible account old Jake wrestled 
and was entitled to the medal in 
tussle.” . ■

The yells from the audience

the 
fair 
that

that ■

consolation of your corespondent "Free 
Speech," I may mention that tire book 
to which he referred, which was re
fused an imprimatur in this archdiocese 
of New York, has received one from the 
broad-minded scholar who now rules 
the see of Westminster. I hope to live 
long enough to sign my name to senti
ments that, if published to-day, would 
arouse such a fury as could not find 
adequate expression even in that rich 
repertoire of" imagery which Father 
Livingston has borrowed from Mes
sieurs thé prize fighters. Meanwhile, 
being physically unfit for the toils of a 
rural pastorate, I must continue to re-
main, SACERDOS.

NOBLESSE OBLIGE.

greeted this comment on ancient his
tory so disgusted the eloquent preacher, , 
that, during the remainder of the de
bate, he wore a sad and injured look. I 
was then and am now a personal friend 
of Rev. Frank Evans. For his superior 
ability and many charming qualities of 
head and heart, I have' great admira
tion. 1 trust he will pardon me for con
fessing that often during the past thirty 
years, I have awakened at night and 
laughed out loud over Eckles’ descrip
tion of that historical scuffle,, but I 
usually ceased my- hilarity when I re-, 
called how fatigued my friend, Brother 
Evans, looked after Eckles finished 
that speech. I was a member of the 
Methodist church then, and I narrowly ■ 
escaped being disciplined for irrelig
iously laughing over .Brother Evans’ di
lemma. R. A. DAGUE.

San Francisco, Cal.

as
cendant. As a hopeful sign, and for the

I hold it the duty of one who Is gifted 
And specially dowered in all men’s 
. sight,

To know no rest till his life is lifted 
. Fully up to his great gifts’height.
He must mold the man into rare com

pleteness,
For gems'are set only in gold refined, 

He must fashion his thoughts Into per
. feet sweetness, 
. And cast out folly and pride from his 

mind.
For he who drinks from a god’s gold 

. fountain-. ‘
Of art'or muslc or rhythmic song ■ 

Must 81ft from his soul the chaff of-mal-, 
' - ice, * ■ ’ - ■ ■ ' .

And weed from his heart the roots, of 
. wrong.

Great giftajahould be work like a crown 
/ befitting! . -
And not like- gems in a beggar’s 
> , hands. ,

And the .toll must be constant and urire- 
' . mlttlng •

Which lifts up the king to the 
. crown’s demands.

—Ella Wheeler Wilcox <

GEM3 OF THOUGHT.
Honest error is to be pitied, not rid

iculed.—Chesterfield: . -
In matters of prudence, last thoughts -, 

are the best; in matters of morality, 
first thoughts.—Robert Hall. . .

He-enjoys much who is thankful for " 
little; a grateful mind is both a great 
and a happy mind.—Seeker.
- He wears his faith .but as tlie fashion 
of his hat; it ever changes with the 
next block.—Shakspcare. .

There was a noble way, in former 
times, of saying things simply, and yet ‘ 
saying them proudly.—Irving. -

An able man shows his spirit by gen- . 
tie words and resolute actions. He Is 
neither hot nor timid.—Chesterfield.
. No rock is so hard but that a little 
wave may beat admission in a'thousand 
years.—Tennyson. -

As soon as we have discovered tha , 
need for our joy oi; sorrow wo are no 
longer its serfs, but Its lords.—Lowell.

Where all are selfish, tho sage is no 
better than tho fool, and only rathet ( 
more dangerous.—Froudo. ... .

J............. . ........... i

ajnpl.es


sounded through the houso mid the

Father Tom and the Pope, 
Or a Night nt the Vatican. Written probably 
by Str Samuel .’Ferguson. From Blackwood's 
Edinburg Mo^zZlno. This is a humorous ab- 
oount of a rollcksomo visit to the Popo of 
Rome by Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed 
with a superabundance of Irish wit, two im
perial quart bottles of Irish “poteen," and an 
Irish roclpo for “conwoundlng” the sama 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth. 50 cents. *

DC Vr* LI C 10 th0 invention of a prac- | \ V I 1? tloal medium, under spiritI Cz / Vzl 1U guidance, and la designed . 
to develop i^ofllumBhlp, Many, by Its use, havo 
received long icommunlcatlona from spirit 
friends, andoxprosa groat satisfaction. Price, 
•1, and 20 cents qxtra tor express ago.

IfilTPT Tnm Between Religion and Science. 
■ I N It 11 I > I Ju8t 1110 book for progressive vuitx JJ1U X thinkers. A book that Is very 

Interesting to people who have a taste for tho 
past religious history. By John W. Draper. 
Price, cloth, J1.7S.

Aryan San Blyths, the Origin '' 
ot Religion. ,

By Sarah E. Tltoomb. Wlrh an Introduction 
by Charles Morris, author of "The Aryan Riwo." 
Frica cloth. »1.00.__________ ' . ' ■■ U

?jlie N6.w and tne ow, .
Or the World's ProarroM tn Thought. By Monos 
Hulk' 'AS excellent work by.this votorsn writer 
liiid thfakor. Price. 10 cents. / _■

■a

INTERESTING EXPERIENCES

As Carefully, Viewed by a Prominent fix-judge.

Ville, Ohio.'.

■ L ?

new life.”

it is possible? £

looked, and how 
ime as she Whis-

how wan and 
the sobs shoo

you tackle that trouble that came 
your way

flat,
But to lie there—that’s disgrace. 

The harder you’re thrown, why, 
higher you’ll bounce;

Be proud of your blackened eye!

FARMER RILEY.
THE FRO0RÉSSIVB THINKER

Good Reports About Maggie Vestal- 
Most Convincing Teets Given—J. M. 
Kennedy Writes a Newsy Letter, and 
Portrays.the Beauty of Humanitarian 
Work on the Spirit Side of Life.

J. M. Kennedy, Attorney-at-Law, Marys-

FROM SOUL L/WID
ÇEANCES WITH RILEY. ;

While my trip to Marcellus had been 
in, the highest degree satisfactory, I 
nevertheless found myself upon my re- 

j turn home still lu the fog. Tho old, ojd 
query of Job, “If a mon die shall he live 
again?” was ringing in my ears With 
redoubled resonance.. The question 
came back again and again, had I real
ly seen my departed friend? Had' it 
really at last been vouchsafed to n^e.to 
meet the risen dead face to face? - Hatt 
I really been present at, and a party .to, 
an astonishing demonstration of the 
continuity ot. life after what the world 
palls death? Had I really been a wit
ness to the truth of St. Paul’s tremen
dous dedlaratton that man is sown a 
natural body and raised a spiritual 

1 body? ft 1 had really seen and heard, 
what I thought I saw and what I thought 
I heard in the humble cottage of “Farm., 
er Riley,” then 1 must answer, these 
queries In th® afflr’piatiye; while if .1 
had not seen or heard what I thought I 
saw and heard, then I had been the vic
time of some sort of a delusion.- And. 
bo the answer to these grave and as
tounding questions turned wholly upon 
the determination of what I had really 
Been and really heard.

To be called upon to- settle the ques
tion of the continuity of life after the 
dissolution of the physical body upon 
original evidence was not thought to be 
within the range of possibility in former 
days. Science has long denied the ex
istence of any tangible evidence to 
show the immortality of man. The 
chiircb has long taught that human rea

! son is not equal to the task of demon
strating Immortality unaided by revela
tion. In fact, the exercise of iudepen- 
dent judgment in matters of belief, Is 
not encouraged by the church. On the 
contrary, the church, under the plea 
that early religious instruction is neces
sary to the formation of a good charac
ter, has long sought to inculcate her 
religious doctrines at an early age, and 
before the maturity of the understand
ing. In short, the church for many gen
erations has labored to relieve men 
from al! independent inquiry as to the 
future life by assuming the whole re
sponsibility.

It may truly be said that the vast 
multitude found within the folds of the 
church take their religious belief at sec
ond-hand. While this process may be 
the best for the larger share of man
kind, it is not available in the solution 
of this Spiritualistic problem. That 
comes to us claiming to present to us 
living tangible proofs upon the value of 
which we may pass judgment. It is 
idle to Invoke assltance from priests or 
pastors. They decide these matters by 

• an appeal to records which they have 
been taught to regard as of great an
tiquity and of supernatural origin. The 
Investigator of Spiritualism must see, 
examine; consider and answer for him
self. Neither a Myers nor a Hudson 
can decide for anyone other than him
self. So of Podmore and Jamieson. If 
this ansWer be a denial it may be either 
because of the Insufficient or spurious 
character of the evidence, or it may be 
because he himself is incapable of be
lief In a future life upon any evidence 
which may be presented—and In the 
latter case his conclusion Is of no value.

■ ■ ■ Dec. 2C, 1903.__  • ■ . - .-ri

ÖR.J. M.ÎEÊDLBS’ i
Most Important Books

Soo® found ouraelves la the presence of 
a benevolent-looking old gentleman 
whom I readily recognized as Mr. Ben
ton, the fattier of my companion. 
George stepped beside his father, 
placed a hand on his brow, and gently 
smoothing his hair, whispered; "DeaV 
father, do you hoar me?”

“Yes, my son, I feel your presence," 
Mr. Benton answered in.low tones. “I 
am glad to have you como to me; my 
life would be very lonely without your 
spirit visits." .

Slowly, gently, George began to talk 
of his boyhood days arid of myself. He 
reminded his father of visits 1 had made 
to.hlm, and incidents in our lives inter
woven together. ' At last the thought 
was given to him that I had passed from' 
earth life. I do not think he realized 
that George was talking to him, but his 
mind was gradually led info a train of 
thought of which I was the central fig
ure, and the result of ..these thoughts 
were the words spoken aloud, “I hadn’t 
thought much about Philip Weston tor 
years. I suppose reading of his death 
in the papers brqught him to jny mind: 
it seems he left a wife and child. 'I 
have a good mind to go and see. them , 
for George’s sake," which résolve was 
carried into effect the next day,. • •

With my boy on his knee; he ex
pressed Ids sympathy, told of hiij son, 
how he was taken away in the very 
prime and freshness of his young life; 
he related many Incidents concerning 
my boyhood and of my frequent visits 
at his home with George, and bringing 
the conversation to the present he as
sured her that her Philip was still living 
in some nearby state of ' existence. 
“You maybe sure that he will not go 
away and forget you. Love Is eterpal 
and the soul can never die. My son is 
near me. I often sense his presence, 
and if you accustom yourself to think
ing of him as near you, as still Ipvlng, 
and desiring to help you, you will open 
the way for him to come and assist and 
comfort you, and In time you will feel 
his Iqve and protection about you."

"Oh!” said Ruth, "I need him now. I 
must leave this dear home that he made 
for me and where I have been so happy, 
and go among strangers," and she 
poured out her troubles and anxiety to 
the sympathetic old man. After fully 
questioning her and Informing himself 
of all the details of the business that 
she could, give him, he left her, assuring 
her he would look Into affairs a little 
for her and urged her to keep up cour
age; "perhaps it is not so bad as it 
seems; trust Philip and I, and perhaps 
we can help you.”

“There's rascality there,” Bald Mr. 
Benton', as hq went down the steps, 
"and I shall make it my business to 
look into It,” and he did. A quiet but 
thorough investigation followed, with 
the result that one day George and I 
found ourselves drawn to tho old fa
miliar office where I had passed so 
many months. Assembled there was 
Mn Curtis, Mr. Benton and Lawyer 
Fiske, and plainly, without many words, 
Mr. Curtis was Informed that an inves

tigation had been made of tho affairs of 
the late Philip Weston, and the wrong 
and villainy that had been perpetrated 
upon his defenseless family was about 
to be uncovered. ,

“We know that he left property 
enough for her support In the manner 
in which she has been accustomed; we 
know that the business was in the very 
best financial condition'; wo 'find no 
trace of unfortunate investments, and 
we have no doubt if we demand and ob
tain, as we are prepared to do, an expert 
examination, of tho bobks of the firm, 
we shall And further proof of that which 
we already know, that y.ou have been 
gjillty. of diverting what was rightfully 
and lawfully the property- pt Philip 

. ^pston’p .hqlrs. to, y.qur own use. ‘ ¡jÿp 
fiitô here to give you your cholco; re», 
store to his wife every dollar that Is 
hers, pay to some one appointed as ad
ministrator In your place, the portion of 
this business that belonged to him, or 
fgçe exposure before the whole business 
world of this city.”

Mr. Curtis, completely cowed, humbly 
promised to make amends for all Injury 
he had done them; he would do any
thing that they proposed to right the 
wrong. The only excuse he made was, 
that he should not have let them suf
fer; he Intended to arrange some way 
for them to have kept their home un
til the proper time had elapsed, and 
then he Intended to try and induce 
Ruth to marry him, and so restore it to 
her.

The scoundrel! Oh! that I could 
meet you on equal terms! So, by the 
help of my dear old friend George, and 
the kind, trusting father Who did not 
put his son away in a cold far-off heav
en, but kept him by his love and trust 
near him, I saw my wife and child re
stored to their rights. I saw a strong 
affection „grow and develop between 
Ruth and Mr. Benton, until in his love 
and friendship Ruth felt that Bhe had 
found a father, and Mr. Benton almost 
felt that the daughter, who had passed 
to spirit life in Infancy, had come back 
to him to make his old age pleasant and 
serene.

And so I can leave them, knowing 
that my boy has a protector who will 
care for his material Interests,as long 
as he is spared to him, and knowing 
that my beloved Ruth is loving me still, 
and growing nearer and nearer to me 
as the years pass on, and that the time 
Is rapidly coming when I shall welcome 
her U> the home I am preparing in Soul 
Land. '

ABBIE A. AVERILL. 
Lynn, Mass.

At the age of jyilrty-jive I found my
self, Philip y'jVestQju, besides being bos- 
seasqd of. m.compej.ence left me by my 
beloved f^tb61', qhief owner in one of 
the most ¿ourist^ig business concerns 
in the thrfyjng eijx of B----- . I had, at
the death ,pf myo»father, taken into 
partnei shlRoWlthijus.- Raymond Curtis, 
who had bpen fop, ten years or more 
my father coglifleniml cierir. Mr. 
Curtis was a shrewd, clear-headeu, man, 
possessed ^f, a-, complete knowledge of 
all the detftj.le pfouie businetju. while 1 
was fresh ffrom eqjiege with .almost no 
experieneq. L-I tife gi t it the Rest 
thing--for.to although I had no 
personal liking iqr tne man.- .

He was of a-com, calculating nature, 
Inclined tp be cynical mid he. frequently 
let fall remarks that denoted an utter 
absence of the warm1’human impulses 
such as I like to find in those, connected 
with me. But 4je was devoted to the 
business, and. having nb family ties, 
was willing to give it his whole time 
and attention,’¡leaving me liberty to en
joy the comforts of my home- and the 
society of my ; beloved Ruth and baby 
boy; so I was not inclined to he critical.

Ruth Stanford was an orphan, de
pendent on the charity of an aunt, when 
I married her.» It was, a pure love 
match, and time had in no degree cooled 
the ardor of the’.affection we felt for 
each other; on the contrary, our love 
had grown and strengthened, and when 
our beautiful Ralph- was given to us, no 
.happier home than ours equid have 
been found;

Feb. 15,18—, whs a cold, disagreeable 
day. Rain had been falling through the 
day, and- the cold’ Increasing towards 
night had covered ¡the ground with a 
coating of Ice that made walking very 
difficult and sometimes dangerous. 
Business being dull, I prepared to leave 
the office,somewhat earlier than usual. 
Bidding good night to my partner and 
the only clerk left at work, I started, 
with my heart in a warm glow at the 
thought of the long, cozy evening be-.: 
fore me with my dear ones In the home 
nest. Closing the, door behind me, and 
buttoning my overcoat closer*about  me, 
I started to run down the steps, when— 
a slip—a fall—a wild clutching of the 
empty air for support, a whirling and 
twirling of my body as it shot down
ward, then a blank.

I know not how long I was uncon
scious. The flrqt sensation I experi-

when I tried to comfort my dear one 
apd could not make her sense my love 
and protection, I kissed my boy and 
he smiled iu.hls sleep, and T continued 
to try to bootljo and calm my wife, and 
I think I succeeded in a degree, fox' 
after a while hex- sobs grew lesa and 
sho lay quiet.

Suddenly the ring of the door bell

of helium perhaps) and possessing in- 
[ telllgence projected for the moment 
. from the other side; of the line wldch 
. separates the empyrical from the tranfi- 
l nondental is, however, to affirm what 
i- the philosophers tell us 1b beyond the 
t grasp ot the human understanding, 
t since all our conceptions lie on the 
; hither side of that line of demarkatlon; 
; the beyond Is what Mr. Spencer defines 
। as the Unknowable. .
[.;; Had I really then been the victim df 

a series of illusions, or had I dropped 
, into a veritable blind alley located in 
[ the sky? Before yielding to these con
. elusions I determined to retrace my 
. steps,, to re-examine the ground over 
, Which I had suppdsedly passed. As a 

result of this determination, just thirty
■ days after my former visit, I found my
. self again knocking at the dpor of 

Farmer Riley’s residence, where I met 
.With a cordial .reception.

In the evening a circle was once more 
made up, composed of about ari equal 
dumber of strangers and neighbors, and 
after the customary exchange of greet
ings, Riley again entered the cabinet. 
We had not long to wait; in a few mo
ments my friend, Mayor D., threw aside 
the curtain and stepped out in full form 
With the music box in his hands and 
With his old familial- stride came for
ward and placed the box In my lap, and 
then with a bow and a pleasant smile 
and a wave of the hand retreated back
ward into the cabinet. The Mayor was 
a real soldier. He had left the lower 
section of one limb at Port Gibson. 1 
recognized at once the peculiar walk 
which he had acquired after this loss. 
His face seemed to be self Illuminated. 
In form and feature, In movement and 
in gesture the apparition was complete.

Shortly after this appearance I was 
called to the cabinet with another party 
and requested to assist in forming a so- 
called “battery" to Invigorate the power 
of the medium. Riley was sitting In a 
.chair just inside the curtains, my asso
ciate and myself held his hands for a 
few moments as requested, when nt a ; 
given signal we let go and withdrew 
from the cabinet. .

Like Tam O’Sh^nter, lest bogles 
catch me unawares, I took the precau- 
tlbn to back out and was well repaid 
therefor. While my associate was 
stooping to arrange the curtains, they 
were thrown aside—and there stood a 
figure clad like a lord, In Immaculate 
linen cuffs, collar and dress coat. Again 
It was Riley and It was not Riley. My 
associate seemed struck ’ with awe, 
threw up his hands and with deep emo
tion exclaimed, “Father!" The appari
tion stretched forth its arm and plac
ing its hand upon tho young man’s head 
as if to bestow a benediction, slowly 
sank out of sight, apparently through 
tiro floor. While from my position 1 
could not see the medium, I knew that 
only a moment before Riley was seated 
upon a chair just inside tho cabinet to 
the left of where I stood, clad in his 
ordinary every day raiment—without a 
coat and with a dark woolen shirt. 
Moreover, it seemed as if the windows 
of the firmament were open flooding the 
interior of the cabinet with light

Nor was this all; while the apparition 
to me had the appearance of Riley, it 
was at the same time apparently self
illuminated with the brain absolutely 
transluceht .

i It would be difficult to portray .In 
words the sensation, I experienced dur
ing the passing of this, scene. I return
ed- to my seat—little expecting to see 

„•more on that occasion. I wfm barely 
seated, however,- when again -the, cur
tains parted, and there, came a form, I 
Md not dared to hope to see, again... It 
was that of a young man in the prime 
of early manhood; I could not be mis
taken; it was' the familiar face and 
form of one whose departyre from the 
active walks of life had made the hot 
tears flood and burn and the busy, surg
ing streets of Chicago seem narow, 
gloomy and. desolate. ' •

Who and what Is this Nepromancer, 
palled “Farmer Riley,” who can-work 

..these things? Whence come these 
“Wandering Doubles" of our loved and 
lost? ■ ■

Are these the “Wandering Doubles” 
spoken of by Mr. Spencer in his “Facts 
and Comments?" Now that he has 
passed over, let,us hope that we may 
shortly hear further from this eminent 
philosopher on this subject. H. B.

Chicago, Dec. 10, 1903.

REDUCED PRICES.
Dear Sir:—You welcome letter of Oc

tober 23 came to hand in due time. I 
was truly glad to hear from you: again, 
should have answered it . sooner, but 
was waiting for something to write that 
would Interest you. . ,

Mrs. Maggie Vestal, trumpet medium, 
has been with us for the last two weeks. 
I tyad a sitting with her the other day, 
and had a talk with several of my 
friends. ; -

The first one' Was Lewis Fairbanks, 
my brother-in-law, whom you knew; 
After identifying himself h® Said: “You 
have not answered that letter yet.” I 
got a letter from my ~ cousin, ' Foster 
Bennett, who'lives over on'litüè'Darby, 
at the'same time I got yours.- I an
swered, “No; I have been waiting for 
something to write.” After talking some 
time he said; “When you write; give toy 
kindest regards to Mr. Kennedy.”

The next one to' tàlk' to ine was my 
old' mother, who passed to spirit life 
when I was about; seventeen years old; 
She called me “her boy” and gave me, 
as she always did, good- advice. »

Next came my brother Chauncey, who 
died when I was about ten years old 
from the effects of a gun fehot wound 
accidentally received at a general mus
ter near Milford.

We had quite a talk about his life in 
the spirit world. The next one to talk 
was my brother Stillman, who was a 
Presbyterian preacher in his life time. 
He died u good many years ago in Iowa. 
I asked him if he was • preaching the 
same doctrine in the spirit world that 
he did here, and he replied, “No, I 
preach progression here, but there are 
a great many people who cannot under
stand it, and Presbyterianism suits 
them as well as anything."

Next came my sister Kalisto, who 
married Levi Patrick, who ran a mill 
just below what we called "Çhuckery.” 
We had quite a talk about old times and 
people whom we both knew. .

Then came my nleqe, ‘ Lucy, tho 
daughter of Lewis Fairbanks, and as 
usual gavaine a long talk. She tells 
me that she' is engaged as a teacher, or 
as they call it, a helper, assisting weak 
and undeveloped young girl spirits to a 
higher and better life.

None of us may expect a life of idle
ness in the spirit world. We shall all 
find something to do. I care but little 
what others think of these things; to 
me they are real. I have investigated 
them until I know they are genuine and 
true. I know that I hold frequent and 
sweet communion with my friends, 
whose bodies have rested in the grave? 
for years. I expect to join them ere 
long, where there will be no more part
ing, and no mòre sorrows. I have tried 
to do my duty 1n this Ute and have no 
fear for the future.

Now, I think I have said enough for 
this time, and. hope to hear from you 
again. I forgot to mention that . my 
niece, Lucy Fairbanks, desired to be re
membered to you.

' S. M. TUCKER.
Wichita, Kan., Nov. 19, 1903'.

To the Editor :—Inclosed find a letter 
to the writer from Judge Tucker, 'Wichi
ta, Kan. I knew the Judge i n my boy
hood days. Since that he has lived in 
the West The spirit Lewis Fairbanks, 
I knew well in life. '.In the years ;1852 
and 1853 1 ’tauglii school' nudi boarded 
at his house. The mpther óf 'thé Judge( 
I neverknêw in'earffi life. I femémber- 
well his brother, Chaunce'ÿ;ôid'thé!.ün- 
forjunate accidént Which caused Ills 
death. .

The brother, Stillman, I never knew. 
Mrs. Patrick I knew and' all the peo-. 

pie and places spoken of were of my 
boyhood days. His niece, Lucy- Fair
banks, was the first medium I ever saw 
under control. I attended one of her 
seances about the year 1850. I saw ïrer 
write automatically with both hqnds at 
a time. She Was a bright, beautiful 
young lady, and became an excellent 
medium during' her -life, ‘ She' passed 
over about thirty years ago. ’

What a beautiful thought it is that 
the millions of weak, undeveloped spir
its that pass over daily freni this vast 
world of ours, with Its sixteen hundred 
millions of Inhabitants that are wholly 
unacquainted with spirit life, should 
meet with such willing and ready help
ers as Miss Farbanks to bring them out 
into the beautiful light of spirit exist
ence. '

Of all that vast number of inhabitants 
that pass over every year are untold 
numbers of little infants, which are un-. 
tutored, many pf thbm still-born, and 
many others wholly unable to care for 
themselves or to know where they are.

What a grand work for the advanced 
spirits to bring them out into the light 
and knowledge of spirit experience.

I have a daughter who passed to spirit 
life in 1880. She comes back to me and 
tells me she is one of the many thou
sands needed to care for these-little In
fant spirits, and that her duty In the 
spirit world Is to organize them into 
schools, and to care for them until they 
pass beyond her class-into the classes 
spoken of by Miss Fairbanks.

HOW DID YOU DIE?

Did

the

to you?

This inability-to believe, mo matter 
what the evidence may -be/ Ig HJce cojpr 

' blindness, IncuraSfe. ’"Nd' khbwfi' r$ffl'-' 
■ edy<can arrest the progress of thetas- 

ease, the effect of whlclf fcbems to be to 
harden, and petrify the understanding 
as tq the ».possibilities ito’ things'1 shir*  
itual.

' The problem growing out -of my visit 
to Marcellus was, however, by no means 
new to me. In my boyhood days I had 
seen church floors covered with moan
Ing worshipers wrought to a frenzy by 
the lurjd eloquence of some follower of 
the lowly Nazarene. My attention had 
also been drawn to the occult- ■ very 
early in life by an incident which subse
quently proved to be h link in the'chain 
of development of so-called modern 
Spiritualism. In the summer of 1843 
there came to a little village in the low
er border of the Adirondacks, located 
just east of the Bloody Pond 1 Battle 
Ground and north of the Hudson a cer

. tain Prof. Grimes, who wai engaged in' 
giving exhibitions in mesmerism. His 
lecture and manipulation of one of my 
elder playmates served to fill our little 
community quite full of curiosity—If 
not awe, in regard to this mysterious 
subject. This same Prof. Grimes, upon 
his return trip down the Hudson, made 
a stop at Poughkeepsie, and there had 
ds a spectator in one of his exhibitions 
a tailor named Levinson, who, upon 
witnessing the control which Grimes 
seemed to possess over certain subjects 

■ under certain conditions, immediately 
declared that he himself was possessed 
ot the same power. Upon the departure 
of the professor, Levinson set about 
demonstrating the truth of his asser
tion, and in a few days he had the boy 
Andrew Jackson Davis talking with an 
eloquence, a diction and wealth of in

. formation, which at once commanded 
the warmest admiration of all who 
chaneed to hear him.

While Prof. Grimes really drew the 
match which lit the train which set the 
world ablaze, it does not appear, how
ever, that he ever at any time claimed 
any credit therefor. Quite the con
trary. Prof. Grimes remained true to 
his Methodist fellowship until the day 
of his death, which occurred at Evans
ton, III., some weeks since, where, in so 
far as Spiritualism Is concerned, he may, 
be said to have gone to his grave un
honored and unsung. As a matter of 
history, however, he Is entitled to hon
orable mention for the part played by 
him In the origin of the great movement 
destined as many observers believe, to 
shatter the dangerous and vicious pow
er of priestcraft which has so long held 
the minds of men in the thralldom of 
bigotry and superstition.

It may also be of Interest to some of 
our Spiritualistic friends ot Methodist 
antecedents to know how some Inscru- 

' table power has In the past made-use 
of two such men as John Wesley and 
Prof, Grimes. And this must be my 
justification for this digression.

In addition to my recollection of the 
strange scenes I had witnessed in Prof. 
Grimes exhibition, I had also as early 
as June, A D. 1848, in my then far 
»Western home, read what I believed 
was the first, account published in the 
¡West of . the “Rochester Knockings." 

■ This account was contained in a weekly 
paper called the "Rock River Pilot” 
published by one E. B. Quiner, a Roches
ter newspaper man, who had located at 
iWatertown, Wis. From tho moment of 
perusal the details of that article be- 

■ came indelibly impressed upon my 
, youthful memory and had ever there

after Remained a matter of surpassing 
■ - interest to me, and now after peering in 

> vain into cabinet after cahfoot during a 
period of personal .investigation cover

. ipg 5?^ rears, i hod at lost and 
. lor the first time seen a -face which 1 
, recognized.without hesitation as that of 

r one whom I had known in the flesh. To 
• accept these appearances as genuine— 

as establishing tho fact that I had seen 
something real, something constructed

an Impalpable substance (a gust

. With a resolute heart and cheerful, 
Or hide your face from the light of day 

With a cravefTsbul and fearful?
Oh, a trouble’s a ton or a trouble’s an 

’ ounce,
Or a trouble is what you make it, 

And it isnt the fact that you’re hurt 
that counts, ■ :

But only how did you take It? ’
You are beaten to earth? Well, well, 

what’s that?
Come up with a smiling face.

It’s nothing against you to fall down

It isn’t the fact that you’re licked that 
counts, 

It's how did you fight—and why?
And though you be done to the death, 

what then?
If you battled the best you could, 

If you played your part in the world of 
men,. '

Why,' the critic will call it good.
Death comes with a crawl .or comes 
. with a pounce;

And whether he’s slow or spry, 
It Isn’t the fact that you’re.dead that 

■ counts, .
But what’s done before you die.
• —Edmund Vance Cooke.

Awful > Disease, Cancer of the Lip.
The most frequent location of terrible 

disease in the male cauéed • from the 
constant Irritation produced by smok
ing or chewing tobacco. Dr. Bye, the 
Specialist on' the Treatment of Cancer, 
Kansas City, Mo., advises early treat
ment In such cases, as most cases ter
minate fatally after the lymphatic 
glands become envolved under the chin 
Mr. N. H. Henderson, of Wilsey, Kan
sas, was recently cured of a very bad 
cancer of . the lip by the Combination 
Olis. Persons afflicted with this, dis
ease should write the Doctor for an Il
lustrated: .Book on the treatment of 
Cancer and Malignant Diseases. Ad
dress Dr. W. O. Bye, 9th and Broad
way, Kansas City, Mo.

"Human Culture . and Cure. Port 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and . instruments." 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D.., LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as it 
well fulfills the promise.- of its titlo. 
Fob sale at tills office. .Pripe, 75 cento.

"A’Plea for the New Woman." By 
May Collins; Ari address delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office. Price 10 cents. -

Where is there a’knowledge or phil
osophy so grand, so good, so natural, 
and bo humane as this? ,

And the whole of eternity is for pro
gress and for the betterment of hu
manity.

How I pity the creedbound spirits 
who stand enthralled at‘the threshold 
ot the new life by the vicious teaching 
that has darkened -and. enslaved them, 
not only in this life, but in the spirit 
life, requiring the care and attention' 
of those lovely angel Spirits spoken of 
by Miss Fairbanks to bring thein out 
into a knowledge of spirit existence 
and a higher and better life. I expect to 
see in the eons of time (not while I 
occupy this physical body, however) 
the people of this wqrid released from 
this superstltitiori; bigotry apd terrible 
bondage, and brought up . to a higher 
plane of life and when they pass over 
to that great futurity they will be pre
pared*  to take up the thread of life 
wheroithey left off on this side In.an In
telligent spiritual life of progression.

Judge Tucker’s communication, pub
lished some time ago in The Progres
sive Thinker, giving an account of his 
experience in Liberal, Mo., some seven 
years ago, with the spirit of his niece, 
Lucy Fairbanks, and his letter to the 
writer relating to the seance of Mrs. 
Maggie Vestal, herewith inclosed, have 
both been published in the Evening 
Tribune, a small dally published here; 
also in the Weekly Tribune, and have 
stirred up a great deal of Interest here. 
It is the first time in the history of Spir
itualism that the secular papers would 
publish the truth about Spiritualism or 
spiritual phenoirieno, but were always 
ready to vilify the phenomena and the 
BURKE—9 •..........
Spiritualists. We are slowly but'Surely 

.gaining in the great work for the truth 
and humanity in this ¡and the- life fo 
come. - . . ’ '

« J-. M.ICENNEDY.
Marysville; Ohio. --

„The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth, 59 
cento. For sale at this office. i *

«need was of being enveloped, wrapped 
about In. some soft, suffocating sub
stance and of struggling to free myself. 
After a long struggle which seemed of 
hours duration, I succeeded In clearing 
myself and coming out Into daylight; 
but where was I? There was no street, 
no business blocks, no gas lights, noth
ing blit'Immensity; I seemed to stand 
alone In all thoi,. universe. Dazed, I 
tried to realize. what had happened, 
when I felt a touch, and, turning, stood 
face to face with my father; yee, It was 
father Justus natural as when In the 
body. Forgetting for a moment the, to 
me, impossibility fflfjlts being really him, 
I exclaimedsoWhy.lnfather, is it you?”

"Yes, mye<eon,” he replied, “it.Is I; 
let us go.” .

“But, where? fyjnust.go home to 
Ruth; she will be expecting me." • ■

“Gome with me.ijny son,” said the 
calm volce.^jbut axv-awakenlng,seemed 
to be stealing over pe, and Li remem
bered.- "Why, father, you are dead; 
what does this mean?” Then as a sud
den thought ^seemed '»'to- pierce- my1 
biainp.“AmMead.itoo.?!' < .. .

, “Yes.vihlifivydubare what you -call 
dead; but» lygihbaveasniy ported the cpr

. taih;4hat separates-the two. -worlds, .and
. but J heard noimore. The -horror, 

the agony ofcjhat. moment no .rtongue 
can tert or language deacrloe. ^‘Dead, 
and gonq.-from-jny RuthL- Ok, my God! 
what ylll she do without me? Who will, 
break'the news to-her! And my boy! 
Whq will be $ guardian and protector to 
him? ’ Oh, Ruth! oh; my child! I cannot 
be dead,” and ,once more unconscious, 
ness overcame me, and I knew no more.

Another awaiting, another struggle 
for light and freedom, .but with return
ing consciousness Bjarne memory, and' 
with it the pressure of a cool’soft hand 
upon my head—and’-; Wild lt.be? Was 
this my mother;' my dear mother who 
had been taken from me when I was but 
a boy, but whose face, had never faded 
from -my-memory■ ’ •
. “My , Philip;’ murmured a sweet 

voice, “be calm, be strong, be apian, be 
prepared, to meet whatever may come

servant brought in a card inscribed 
Raymond Gurtis. . Ruth adjusted her 
dress, arranged her hair, and went 
down to the drawing room. I accom
panied her. Mr. Curtis appeared just 
the same, cold anfl< - impassive \ He 
shook hands with my wife, offered Jher 
polite condolences on the subject Of 
her affliction, assured her of his willing
ness to do all in his power to assist her, 
and apologized for his intrusion by 
stating that some steps must be taken 
towards closing up the' business and 
settling up the estate of her late hus
band. Ruth stated her ignorance'of all 
business’matters and frankly asked his 
advice as to what steps she should take. 
Mr, Curtis replied that if she had con
fidence to trust the business arrange
ments with him, he would relieve her of 
all embarrassment or anxiety in regard 
to the matter, and would attend to set
tling up the affairs to the best of his 
ability, after being appointed adminis
trator of my estate, according to law. 
Ruth thanked him and said that as 
Philip trusted him completely, she saw 
no reason why .she should not.

I don't know how it was, but all the 
trust and confldfence I had had in my 
partner was gone. I tried with all the 
power I could bring to bear to speak to 
Ruth and tell her not to trust him, to 
get Dr. Stanley or our true and tried 
friend Lawyer Fiske to assist her and 
take charge, but It was afil in vaip; she 
could not hear me, and she gave her 
consent to Mr. Curtis applying for pa
pers of administration allowing him 
power to close up or dispose of the 
business and arrange all matters per
taining" to her and our child's future. I 
did not know why I should feel as I did. 
I had always trusted his honor, although 
never attracted to him personally, tut I 
was filled with distrust and fear as to 
how my dear ones might fare left to his 
mercies. .

“Thank God,” I said, “I have money 
enough to keep them in comfort; he can 
not injure them very deeply." How lit
tle I knew the depth of Infamy of which 
some human souls are capable.

Wearied with trying to reach Ruth's 
soul with my love and sympathy, I 
turned my thoughts once more to moth
er, and Io, she was there. "Come ,now,” 
she said, and bidding my dear ones 
“good night and God bless you,” 1 
passed out of their presence again.

I will not tell of the many times I vis
ited my old home, of the many efforts I 
made to make myself clear to the con
sciousness of my dear wife. Sometimes 
I think! almost succeeded. Sometimes 
her thoughts would grow calmer and 
she would whisper, “Dear Philip, you 
know I love you, and I do want you so; 
can you hear me, or is heaven too far 
away?” and sometimes I- have seen a 
look of peace steal over her counte
nance and I half believed that she did 
hear my protestations of love and de
votion.' I could get nearer, my boy; 
many times his little eyes would turn to 
,ine 'and his childish voice would say 
“papa, papa,” bringing tears of anguish 
from his mother’s eyes as she would tell 
him that papa had gone to heaven and 
would never come back, but some day- 
they would go and find him. ' ■■

“But, mother,, tell-me, is it true that 
I have died and-am.in the land of spir
its? ,How did it happen?” And quietly 
and kindly the dear mother related how 
I had fallen on the steps of the office, 
and had been.taken up quite dead. My 
head had struck on a sharp corner of 
the iron fence of the next block and life 
went out in an instant. '

“Does Ruth knpw it yet?” I asked.
“This was five, days ago," was the an

swer; “your body is at rest in the cem
etery with mine and the others, but you 
are beginning another stage of your ex
istence, and it remains with you as to 
how and in what spirit you take up 
your duties and responsibilities of this

“But my wife and-baby, mother; can 
I not go to them? Can I not ¿help, 
them? Think of it; Ruth hap no one,,no 
father-or mother; even the aunt who 
brought .her up 1b dead; she depended 
on me for everything; she will not 
know what to do; I must go .to them if

“Yes, you can go to them, but there 
is a veil between you that you inay not 
be able to lift; your eyes are clear 
now; you may be able to see through it, 
like glass, that from one side the vision 
Is obscured, and from thb other you see 
clearly. ; You may she her and perhaps" 
make- your presence felt, but her eyes 
have not-yet gained the spiritual vision, 
but you can help her." ,

“Then let uelgo, E cafflt wait.”-
"Very well/*!  and faith her hand in 

mine we wermiborneoaway. It was as 
{hough the desire innijur souls formed a 
power to prdflel us stewards the object 
of our desires! as steam lifts and moves 
the vessel iif which tt ls confined.

Before my ffilnd 'jr&s accustomed to 
the novelty of ffiiovenfent Without effort, 
I was In the'■'dear firtnlllar home once 
more. Mothe? was feone. I was alone 
with my owh.'1'1 Baby°Ralph was asleep 
In his crib, anll’lialf fylng across it, with 
her face close to hla. iias my wife, Oh!

pered, “Oh! ^ajphie dear, how can we 
live without jiapa?' Db you Imow he is 
gone; dead, and-gone-far away from lie, 
and we never shall age him any more? 
Oh! Philip, oh! my Husband, how can I 
bear It! I wish we could,go, too; baby 
and I, both; ohl;-Phllij>|.PMllpj,'.’. . .
. I placed my hand j»' her brow; I tried 
to lift her head to my s)ioulder.‘ I .whis
pered to her ttiat l was. not . dead, that 
I was herei. thatol silll. lived .apd loved 
her, and would, ¿ever forsake her; I Jm- 
printed kisses on nor sweet lips all un

. heeded; she did nqt fflfonfo. wr me, or 
feel my. presence Can any hell equal 
the, agony Xepdnrqd; to .clasp my loved; 
one in my arms, lavish Upon her love’s 
endearments and meet .-.with ’ no re- 
sppnso?.’ Years 'spent amid tho glories 
of heaven could not bring to mo the 
realizing sense of. the separation that 
had come to us, as.did those moments

„ .One djty while enjoying the comforts 
- -of my^hrents’Aplrlt’homè, I felt such’ 

a calling from Ruth; She needed me; 
I knew it; I must go; and I found her 
again In the drawing room with Mr. 
Curtis and, what was he telling her? 
Can it be possible that I hear aright? 
He Is telling her that he has found the 
.business very much Involved, that there 
had been many bad investments; that I 
had also made investments of my own 
private fortune that had turned out 
badly, and that out of the whole he 
would be able to secure but a mere pit
tance for the support of herself and 
child. .' •

’ Ruth vyas overwhelmed ; she thought 
1‘was rich (as indeed I was) and that 
she need never question as to her sup
port, and now to be told that she must 
leave the homb where her short mar
ried life had been spent, and with her 
boy take rooms in some place where 
she could live upon thé modest allow
ance which. Mr. Curtis told her was all 
that could be saved for her.

No wonder " she was dazed and 
shocked, but she was brave, and nobly 
insisted that every obligation should be 
met, every debt paid. She would not 
accept one dollar of charity ; she would 
take what was left to her and do with it 
the best she could; but what a.tempest 
was in my soul; knowing the falsehood 
of it, knowing that my credit stood as 
high as any in the city, knowing that 
the business was established on the 
firmest of foundations; knowing that 
my own private fortune was ample for 
the luxurious support of my family; 
•what treachery! what false-hearted
ness! Oh! for material hands once 
that I could take my perjured partner 
by the throat, and force him to retract 
his infamous villainy and turn over to 
my family that which was rightfully 
theirs. But I was as powerless in hate 
as In love. I was obliged to see the 
tears of my dear one and note all her 
sorrow and misery as she prepared to 
leave the dear home made sacred to her 
by all the little tokehs of affection be
stowed upon her by her best beloved; I 
yvas obliged to witness the satisfaction 
of the villain who had wronged her, as 
he exulted over the unquestioned faith 
in which she had accepted his state
ments to hqr; obliged to hear the excla
mations of surprise • and wonderment 
from my business acquaintances when 
Informed that Philip Weston’s property 
was so inextricably involved there was 
nothing of consequence left for his fam
ily; for I was not patient or idle these 
days; As thoughts of this friend or 
that old acquaintance flitted through 
my mind I would go to them, in the vain 
hope that I might impress upon them 
the thought that all Was not right, and 
urge them to go to the assistance of my 
dear ones. z ■

One day, returned to soul land from 
some fruitless expedition, discouraged 
and weary, I drew near my father’s 
home, when my hand was taken by an 
old friend, George Benton; we had been 
boys and college mates together, but he 
had been taken from earth life some 
years before. I had never thought of 
him since coming to spirit land; in fact, 

,ihy mind and heart'had been so com
pletely filled with care and anxiety con
cerning my earthly ones that I had met 
hardly any one Whom I had known on 
earth; thé time that Ï did not spend 
with Ruth or. on some errand concerning 
her welfare was spent in rest and re
cuperation with my father and mother. 
But I was glad to bee George and won
dered greatly when-he said: “You are in 
deep trouble; I want to help you, and 1 
think !• can; after you are rested I will 
come to you and you shall. tell me your 
trouble and :we will-see if we cannot 
find a way out of it.” All need of rest 
left me, driven away by a new hope .of 
siloing some light In tho«darknosst and I 
told him the whole story. ’

“Pome with me," he said, and wo

A Perfect Reaufator of .
' the Stomach and Bowefô 

is Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wine. It 
promptly relieves and permanently 
cures all weaknesses. Irritations, in
flammations, obstructions or disposes of 
the stomach, bowels, kidneys, bladder, 
liver and prostate gland. It will re
store perfect hearth and vigor to any 
person afflicted with général debllify or 
nervous debility. It cures constipation 
ho that it stays’cur^fl by removing the 
cause of the difficulty. Only one small 
dose a day will cure any chse, no mat
ter how light or of how long standing. 
It cures by toning, strengthening and 
adding new life and vigor to the intes
tines, so that they move themselves 
healthfully and naturally. All such con
ditions as dyspepsia, 'catarrh of the 
stomach, chronic indigestion, constipa
tion, Bright's disease, diabetes, Inflam
mation of the kidneys, catarrh of the 
bladder, irritation or enlargement of 
the prostate gland, torpid liver, pain In 
the back, female weakness and female 
irregularities begin In clogged bowels. 
They are cured by Vernal Saw Palm
etto.Berry Wine. Try it. A free sam
ple bottle for the asking. Vernal Rem
edy Co., 166 Seneea Bldg., Buffalo, 
N.Y. ' '

For sale by all leading- druggists.

"Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth.’. 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work ot, 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
Important subject Price, sloth, »1.

“The Romance’ of Jude'. A Btory of 
the Life and Timos of the Nazareno and 
His People.” Thrbugh the mediumship - 
<>f Mrs. M. T. Longley. An Intensely in
teresting book. Neatly bound In cloth 
And gilt. Only 50 cento '.
. ■ “The Truth Seeker Collection of 
dforrnb and Ceremonies for tho Use of 
Liberals." For. sole at this olfic:-. I 
Price 25 cento - .. *

A’hat Is Spiritualism? ! ’ 
W Are These Spiritualists? and 

w Spiritualism Done for the 
World? By J. m. Peebles,.M. D., M. kj 

. An excellent book to put in the hand*  
of inquirers, ffioth, 75 cents.

Old Jesus Christ Exist?
Î? Cfirist the Corner Stone of SnlrlC. 

AbouTlt?^4 w° Ue SPlrtte BajQ 
°ut «X W“- Emmette Coleman vs, 

To^vh’irh“^16 On ii,all0niet and Jesus, 
ArtnîÎ1?1/?8 8PPended a controversy, 
orhdn v?; J’ M. Peebles, on ths
Oh tha M e?°r4 B Prayer and Sermon 
hv WmMraUnt' an exhaustive paper 
torl^ÔHDîme^,CoIeman 011 the Hls‘ 
cento ° gln °f chFlBtlanltX- Paper, 1«

Three Journeys Around the World, J 
ume^M ^and?0“ely bound octavo vol. 
eiribfnTn?^8’ ,flnely illustrated, de. 
Bcriblng the Pacific Islands New Zea.

foreign countries. Price, »1.50, 
immortality, ’■

.^Ployments of spirits good 
hunrtrl; . F1® sPlrU world. What • 
sisSb51*» ’

Spiritual Harp. «
hymns°and^n^^H pageB’ containing songs, ’ 

Spiritualist S 
with progress h n T^® words are afire 
songs and music , ®°Btaills tne choices*  
other reformera Clark an“»1.25. ™e s’ Reduced from »2 tn 

D??etb,e,8’ Thre® JubHee Lectures. '

paffiPhlet of delivered ineHydeavii'|fiPMbleaJ lecturea 
in Rochester and la 81' 18981 the Internnffi, .“ later in London al 
ists. These terhOngre?n of Spiritual, 
racy, meat ® .^ tUrî8' Illustrated, are 
cents. y and scholarly. Price 8fi

_ The Christ Question Settled.
E CoiyeX!^abbiywi“d8Oen,TiutU®’ W’ 
J. S. Loveland bb ¿ni 1 “f61?0». 
an and Dr. Peebles. Thu £ '
some volume of nearlv xnn 10 a haQd‘ 
treats of Jean» y ,400 Pa8es, and 
tics. What thé Ta?m aD<1 the gn°8' 
Jesus. Antlouitv nn says about riage in India Li r ® Chlld mar' 
clsm What ttia -Ingersoll's agnostl- CoIvllleW j jh rlts t'lroueh w- J- ' 
Mrs. Everitt 1ir8’ L°ngley, 'other rnnai' M 8' Haean-Jackson and Price S““3 Bayabout ^Bus, tto.

RvAnrCroCa'.flnd CrU8hln9 Review
? » Peebles of the Rev. Dr. Kipn’S 

?ri!n aÎTrf eSr?^al?St Spiritualism. Thlî 
whitea±^UHal reply 01 °1® Do«“»“ 
wane repudiating spiritism 'and all 
S Sn?ritoaCÎtemW1‘Ltlî? 8FbJect' BUS- 
tarns Spiritualism, cons dering It th«
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Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret 

of How to Keep Young.
This book g9es to the foundation oi 

things—hearth, the laws of health, the , 
foods to eat, the subject of ’ marriage 
who should marry and who should not 
marry, the causes of divorce, the proper 
time for conception, gestation, the de-’ 
termlnlng of sex, animal flesh-eating 
what Herodotus, Hesiod, Homer, Pyth! 
agoras, Shelley, Graham and others ate 
the foods that produce long life and 
how to five “immortal" on earth eto 
This book is written in Dr. Peebles’’ usm 
ally clear, crisp style, and attracts the 
reader from the very first through its 
facte, logic and convincing arguments 
Very haildsomely bound in cloth' 
Price »1. '
Vaccination a Curse and a Menace to 

Personal Liberty.
This finely illustrated volume of be. 

tween three hundred and four hundred 
pages, by Dr. Peebles, treats exhaust
ively of inoculation, cow-pox and calf, 
lymph vaccination from Jenner’s time 
to the present. It tells how the cow
pox pus poison is .obtained—how the 
vaccine virus, white causing many 
deaths, sows the seed of eczejna, 
pimpled faces, cancers, tumors, ulcers 
and leprosy. It gives a history of the 
several years’ battle against vaccina
tion in England, Parliament making it 
“optional”‘instead of compulsory. This 
book should be in every school library 
and family. Price »1.25.
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DFflTH and the AFTERLIFE 
Ulin By A. J. Davis.

An instructive and interesting work for alito 
read. Price 60 cents.

THE OTHER WORLD AND THIS.’
A-ootnpendlum of Spiritual Laws. No. 1, 

New White Cross Literature. By Augusta W. 
Fletcher. M. D. In this volume the author, hi 
tho thlrty-nlno chapters, discusses a Wide va
riety of subjects pertaining to. Spiritualism, 
from a spiritualistic standpoint. She evinces 
the powers of a trained thinker, both in matter 
of thought and fine literary style, and capa
bility of thought expression. The subjects are 
well handled with conciseness and yet with 
clearness. It will prove a rich addition to any 
Spiritualist's library, and a most Excellent boon 
for any one seeking Information concerning 
Spiritualism and Its teachings. Price 11.50.
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This Page Will be Used as the Battle Gioliqd of the Giaqts—Watch the Great Intellectual Conflict

ft Gomuarlson oí Views and the Reasons 
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Lyman C. Howe, the veteran Spiritualist Lecturer and 
Medium, a man well and, favorably known as one 
of the foremost, thinkers and writers in our ranks, 
will Champion the Cause of Truth as reflected in 

! Spiritualism, while Mrs Florence Huntley, the well- 
known Author and Journalist, will defend all the 

. statements in - The Great Psychological Crime, 
which Mr, Howe will dare to assail, making a series 
of articles instructive, suggestive and inspiring, and 
which every Spiritualist should most carefully read.

Lyman C. Howe, Fredonia, N. Y.:~ 
. My Dear Sir:—Your third letter of 
the series was awaiting me on nly re
turn from Fremont, Ohio, where the 
remnant of our family, consisting now 
of one brother, one slater and myself, 
met to lay away the edtKbly body of our 
oldest brother. ‘

As an Incident of this experience and 
the large accumulation of work during 
my absence, I find it difficult to com
ply with the urgent request of Mr. Fran
cis, to "write an answer soon.” I will 
do the best I can, however, under the 
circumstances, and endeavor to save 
time by condensing my reply as much 
as possible.

If I have seemed to you unduly anx
ious to bring our correspondence to the 
specific subject of the book under dis
cussion, It is because I have understood 
from the start that this was the one 
and only subject before us. And be
cause of my inability to make the con
nection between your letters and the 
subject matter of the book clear in my 
own mind, I have hesitated lest I should 
anticipate you or misunderstand your 
intentions.

I want to be sure that I understand 
you, and then I want to agree with you 
as far as possible. But if I fail to catch 
your Intent at any point I hope you Will 
not hesitate to set.me straight so that 
we may waste as little time and valu
able space as possible.

Your last letter, if I understand you, 
seems to raise one or two vital ques
tions to which I will address myself di
rectly. ’ ■

1. From your own “translations of 
nature” you "infer that the assumption 
cf a Destructive Principle in Individual 
Life is a dream of the mystic.” In other

You watch the infant man develop, 
grow and mature into a splendid phys
ical organic entity, and you agree with, 
the author that the process Involved is 
"Constructive.” You see the same 
strong, mature man stricken with dis
ease. ' He begins to waste away. Here 
is something else. It is a process of 
some kind working havoc in his organ
ism. You call it CONSTRUCTIVE. 
The author who stands by and watches 
the same process, calls it DESTRUCT
IVE. Which is correct? ’

You continue to watch this undoing 
and disintegrating process until it ends 
in what we term physical death. And 
still you name it "Constructive" and the 
author calls it “Destructive.“ And still 
the question—Which is correct?

Once more, observe the man who be: 
comes addicted to the habit of drink. I 
have no doubt that you have many 
times in your life noted the results. 
You observe that his flesh becomes 
swollen and inflamed with a consuming 
alcoholic fire, his mind begins to fail, 
his moral. sense is paralyzed, and at 
last he becomes a wreck, physically, 
mentally and morally. The author 
stands by you and sees the' same thing 
and, looking at it as it appears to him 
and the great practical simple-minded 
world, he says, “This is what I call an 
expression of THE DESTRUCTIVE 
PRINCIPLE OF NATURE IN INDIVID
UAL LIFE?’ ,

tlons It seems to you “that all cases 
and conditions in which the active will 
of one or more persons reaches, im
presses, and controls the will and vol
untary powers of another, are hyp
notic.” ;
• The author certainly holds that when-, 
ever and wherever the active will of one 
person "CONTROLS” the “will, volun
tary powers and sensory organism" of 
another person the process is hypnotic; 
and that toithe degree, only that such 
CONTROL is exercised is the process 
hypnotic or subjective. •-

' But you say it seems legitimate to in
quire “Where is the limit?" In reply, it 
seems to me that the author's definition 
fully and specifically answers your in
quiry. ’

But you further ask, “If the effects do 
not at once appeal either to the observ
er or the subject, who can decide when 
or where the hypnotic process begins?" 
It would appear to me quite as pertinent 
to ask the. same question with reference 
to a dos$ of poison. Its effects may not 
be apparent to anyone, in the beginning.

But I can scarcely believe you would 
hold because of this fact alone that .IT 
WAS NOT POISON. Neither do I see 
any good basis for concluding that the 
poisonous process‘did not actually have 
a beginning point, even though no one 
were able tiy determine the exact frac- 

‘ tlon of a second at which that begin
ning occurred. Neither does it appear 
to me that with your intelligence you 
would, on this account, hold that the 
process was “Constructive,” or espe
cially healthful.

In fact, I can see no logical relation 
between the premise and any of the 
foregoing conclusions. And yet, your 
conclusions as to the hypnotic process 
appear to me to be iqdentical in point, 
of logic.

Let us take another Instance by 
which to illustrate the full meaning of 
your logic on this point. A criminal 
is condemned to die by electricity. The 

. electrical machinery is adjusted and 
the current turned on by machinery in 
such a manner that no one, not even 
the victim, is able to observe the ex
act instant when this occurs. Never
theless, in course of time it makes its 
impression, produces its outward mani
festations, and the criminal dies.

Now, if your logic be sound, it would 
appear to me we should have to con
clude in tills case that it was not elec
tricity that killed him, and in fact that 
there was no electricity used at all. 
Why? Because we cannot determine

• words, you hold that there, is no. such 
thing in nature as a Destructive Prin- 
slple in Individual Life. That is to say, . 
ill is Constructive, according to your 
I-lew. of nature and indivldual life.

After expressing • this conviction you 
say, "If it should turn out that there is 
no such destructive principle.. ..then 
the whole system of philosophy upon 
which the author predicates his “Great 
Psychological Crime" needs recon
structing; and hypnotism and medium
ship may be entitled to a new trial.”

I believe you are entirely right in 
this, and to my mind your proposition 
seems a perfectly fair one. It also 
seems to me to be quite relevant to the 
subject under discussion.

"IF IT SHOULD TURN OUT" that 
there is no such thing as a Destructive 
Principle WITHIN THE AUTHOR’S 
USE OF THE TERM, then as a natural 
consequence there' could be no such 
“crime" as he has alleged, nor any other 
for that matter. '

Up to the present time, however, I do 
not understand that it has so "turned 
out.” The question before us, therefore, 
is what are we to do in the mean time?

Those of our readers who have also 
read the book, I believe, will be able to 
note the fact that in the matter of "In
dependence” you have been talking of 

■ one thing and the author of quite an
other. If I have understood you cor
rectly, the same is true in regard to the 
"Destructive Principle in Individual 
Life."' Here again, you are considering 
the matter from the standpoint of UL
TIMATE conditions, while the author is 
not.

Chapters I, and II in Part III, of the 
book cover this subject very fully and 
explicitly. I regret that I cannot quote 
them here, for they make .clear the fact 
(which is apparent all through the 
book), that the author is NOT consider
ing ULTIMATES. He makes it clear in 
at least a dozen places throughout the 
book that he does ffot assume to know 
anything of the ultimate destiny of the 
soul. That, as he says more than once, 
is "the unsolved problem." Even 
what he terms “The Second Death,” or 
“Spiritual Death,” is not held by him to 
mean necessarily a total extinction of 
the individual as an intelligent entity.

But there is something in nature 
which causes an acorn to sprout and the 
tree to develop and grow to its seeming 
maturity. This the author calls “The 
Constructive Principle of Nature in In
dividual Life.’ What do you call it?

There is also something in nature 
which causes the same tree, in due 
course of time, to decay, die, disinte
grate and disappear as an individual en
tity. The author names this “The De
structive Principle of Nature in Individ
ual Life." What do you call it?

The same is true of animals and men. 
The causes which result In their indi
vidual development and growth the au
thor names "The Constructive Principle 
of Nature in Individual Life.” But ani
mals and men also, in course of time, go 
down to death and their physical bodies 
disintegrate. The principle which is 
back of this process the author names 
“The Destructive Principle of Nature in 
Individual Life." You will note the 
phrase "In Individual Life.” It has a 
special significance in its connection. 

■ I do not understand that you intend 
to deny the fact that trees decay, die, 
disintegrate and actually disappear 
from our sight as individual organic en

. titles. But if I have understood you 
correctly, you call this a “Construct
ive" process. '

You watch the acorn sprout and the 
tree grow and you agree with the au
thor that this Is a "Constructive” pro
cess in nature. You watch the same 
tree and you see it decay, die, dis
integrate and finally disappear as an in
dividual physical entity. You call this 
also a “Constructive” process.' The au
thor calls it "Destructive,” so far as the 
individual tree is concerned. Which is 
correct? ' .

But you, with your mind fixed upon 
the unlinown- and seemingly unknow- , 
able ULTIMATE of things, insist that j 
in the final summing up of all things it . 
may, perhaps, "turn out” that this was ] 
only an Illusion in- the great scheme of- . 
"evolution,” a mere trick of the senses, ' 
and that possibly it may not be what it 
seems. ' .

In all this it appears that you have , 
both been watching the same process. 
You have both had the same data be- i 
fore you. You have both been think
ing upon the same general subject. 
And still the author says "Destructive" 
while you say “Constructive." Why is 
this? Is it not merely because your 
minds have been occupied with differ
ent phases or aspects of the same sub
ject? It seems to me so. "

From all that is contained in your let
ter it appears to me that you are con
sidering only that phase of the subject 
which has to do with ultimate possibil
ities which are unknown alike to both 
you and the author. As to this phase 
of the subject there can be no possible 
disagreement between you and him, and 
consequently no basis for argument or 
dispute. ’

The author frankly admits that he 
does not know anything about ultlmates 
nor ULTIMATE'POSSIBILITIES. He
seems to me to make it as clear as it is 
possible for language to express it, that 
he is considering only those phases of 
the subject which lie THIS SIDE of ' 
ultlmates, or ultimate possibilities.

I recall that Mr. Ervin Rice, Mr. Grit-' 
fen, Mr. Dawbarn, and one or two oth
ers who contributed to the symposium 
raise this same point, but it is clear to 
my mind that they have missed the au
thor's intention, just as I am sure you 
have done. The author does not claim 
to know anything about the ultimate 
destiny of the soul of man. From what 
he has said many times, I am convinced 
that he has never found anyone who 
does really know what may or may not 
be within the bounds of "Ultimate Pos- 
slbllities.” , .

He does claim, however, to KNOW 
that the-intelligent soul of man lives on 
after the change we call physical 
death. He also claims to know that 
even in that realm of finer things the 
same-principle (or its analogy) which 
he has termed "Destructive’! and which 
you prefer to call "Constructive,” ap
pears to operate.

HE STATES AS A FACT, THAT 
THOSE WHO DISREGARD OR DEFY 
THE LAW OF INDIVIDUAL LIFE IN 
THAT REALM, AS IN THIS, GO 
DOWN UNDER SEEMINGLY THAT 
SAME PRINCIPLE OF NATURE TO 
WHAT APPEARS TO BE ANOTHER 
"DEATH.” He calls this retrograde 
movement, or the principle back of it, 
“DESTRUCTIVE IN INDIVIDUAL 
LIFE." If I have understood the im
port of your words you say It is "CON
STRUCTIVE."

To my way of thinking, the author’s 
terminology, is the better one. It 
seems to me to be much more consist
ent with the facts of nature and the 
language with which we are familiar.

Webster defines the word "Destruc
tion" to mean "Demolition; the break
ing up of a whole into parts; a pulling 
down; ruin; devastation, disintegra- 
kion,” etc.

His definition of the word "Princi
ple” is “A source, or origin; that from 
which anything proceeds,” etc.

These two words taken together form 
the term “Destructive Principle,” and 
they seem to define very, accurately and 
specifically that which the author is 
talking about in the book.-

But I find no definition of the word 
“Construction” which would seem to 
warrant Its use to express a principle 
or process which tears down, devastates, 
ruins, or disintegrates? In truth, all its 
definitions seem to mean the exact re

' verse of these. .

■ 2. I think you have very aptly and
। concisely stated the author-'s position, 
■ that, “Individual sovereignty and inde- 
■ pendent, free moral agency, is the nor
i mal condition of tho human soul.” Do 
■ you take issue with him on this point? . ' 
i ; You have correctly quoted his deflni- 
i tlon of hypnotism.' Following this you 

say that in accordance with its llmlta-

by internal conditions nor outward 
manifestations the exact instant, or 
point of time, when it began to affect its 
victim. ■

This, If I understand, is the point you 
make against the author’s position- on 
the subject of hypnotism. I have to 
confess that it does not seem to me to 
be well taken. For if so, then accord
ing to the same logic we should have to 
deny our own existence, as well as the 
existence of everything else in the uni
verse.

In the , case of the criminal above re
ferred to, neither you nor I would ex
pect the attending physician to certify 
that death was the result of paresis or 
smallpox. But if he should do so it 
would seem to me to be an easy thing 
for you to prove his error, by calling his 
attention to the fact that both paresis 
and smallpox are diseases so insidious 
in their inception-that no man can tell 
the exact instant . when they begin. 
But, if for this reason we must reject 
these two diseases, then for the same 
reason we must reject all other dis
eases and causes.

True, we might go back to .those 
“causes which may be traced to antece
dents, circumstances, temperament, 
structure," etc., to which you have re
ferred in your former letter, and insist 
that it was these that killed him. Pos-. 
slbly, in accordance with a certain met
aphysical cosmogony, this may be true. 
But it is safe to say this would not sat
isfy the attending physician nor thé 
coroner’s jury, nor any other person 
who is. fully -acquainted with the facts.

And here again we come back to the 
author’s position. He would answer all 
your -questions which bear upon this 
subject, by saying that it is not a ques
tion of DEGREE at all which he has 
raised, BUT ONE OF PROCESS. ’ 
. He holds that hypnotism Involves a 
certain definite and specific PROCESS. 
It is a process which in just so far as 
it operates deprives the individual of 
the use of his own faculties, capacities 
and powers.

In the merchandising transaction to 
which you refer, the appeal is at all 
times to the REASON of “the purchaser. 
You yourself have stated that you are 
ready to welcome any truth which ap

' peals to you along these lines. . But 
hypnotism does not do so. It goes di
rectly at those powers , which sustain 
reason.

Again let me repeat that, as In the 
case of poison, it is a PROCESS that 
does the damage and not’the degree of 
Influence upon the mind, nor the point 
of beginning that is the vital thing of 
interest. . . .

You hold that it is the DESIRE that 
is controlled in the mediumlstic pro
cess, and not the WILL. You cite your 
own experience to prove your point. 
Oh its face it sounds well, but it seems 

' to me to be only a play on words, after 
all. You consented to He down upon 
your back. But you did not rise until 
your CONTROLS were WILLING for 
you to do so. ■ You say, “I knew I could 
rise as easily as at any other time, if 
I could try; BUT I COULD NOT TRY.”

In that last phrase you have stated 
the whole secret. YOU COULD NOT 
TRY. In other words, your WILL to 
try was paralyzed, You say it was your 
DESIRE that was paralyzed. But if, as 
you say, will is dependent on desire, and 
your controls paralyze your desire, do 
they not thereby paralyze that upon 
which your WILL depends? They 
finally reach your WILL which is the 
power upon which you depended to set

accept whatever comes through her or 
other mediums, as tru% In /truth, 5 
know that the more indefciendfnt think- 
era do not do so. ■

But the point I make ,is that if what 
she or her control says ‘concerning the 
author, be true, then there is hot the 
slightest basis for BpirithallsnJ’ to rest 
upon. For even if lier!!.contrbl should 
say his name is ■ Liridbln, or John 
Brown, or Ingersoll, is there ally way by 
which the public may be able' to verify 
the statement? In other- words, the 
“authorship" is still “-unknown!" It is 
still "concealed,” and intact “hiding be
hind a woman.” ‘ ■,

In conclusion, it just-'occurs to me 
that if in reality you afe 'unable to see 
any fundamental difference' ’between 
sickness and health, between -life and 
death, between truth and falsehood, be
tween construction and destruction, in 
the sense the author has used these 
words, then there is truly nothing for us 
to discuss. ■

But I believe that there is a common
ly accepted sense in which all these 
words have their own’ specific mean
ings, and convey different ideas to the 
mind. In his book the author makes it 
clear that he has endeavored to simplify 
his language to the point where it can 
be understood by all who read it.

The whole tenor and effect of your let
ter seems to me to be to fix in the minds 
of our readers the impression that there 
is no such thing as personal responsi
bility. If you succeed in doing this you 
will have wiped from their lives the 
very basis of all .morality.

As 1 have said before, it seems to me 
the author’s position is simple and 
plain. His whole work proceeds from 
the basis x>f "Individual Responsible, 
ity.” At no point dqes he attempt to 
evade or obscure it. He holds it up in 
such unuqalifled terms that it would 
seem to be impossible to misunderstand 
him. .

If we are to discuss “The Great Psy
chological Crime,” should we not try to 
get at its real purpose? The book was 
written with a definite purpose in view, 
namely. TO SHOW THAT ANY PRO
CESS WHICH DEPRIVES A MAN OF 
THE POWER TO EXERCISE HIS 
OWN NATURAL AND INALIENABLE 
FACULTIES, CAPACITIES AND AT
TRIBUTES, STRIKES AT THE VERY 
BASIS OF HIS MORAL NATURE, HIS 
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY.

' The book-shows that both hypnotism 
and subjective mediumship do this 
thing. The author therefore claims 
that the subjective, psychic process 
upon which they depend, is destructive
to individual well-being and 
moral status.

Do you take issue with him?
on what point?

With cordial good wishes, I 
Sincerely yours,

to the

If so,

remain,

FLORENCE HUNTLEY.

LYMAN C. HOWE.
HlsWçrk Is Delayed by Severe Sickness.

I was called to Ellicottville to com
memorate the emancipation of a dear 
soul—M rs. Polly Vaughan—whose earth
ly pilgrimage began September 6, 1811. 
She had, therefore, been a pilgrim in 
the valley of time 92 years as We meas
ure, and given eleven Children to this 
world, all of them superior specimens 
of the higher humanity, of whom Mrs. 
John French, with whom she lived and

u

Christmas Is of Pagan Origin
This day, so universally recognized throughout the 

world, is now regarded by many learned meh as 
'. biing of Pagan origin.' Whether so or not, the two 
folio wing, poems will be read with "interest, and ih 
connection therewith we wish all our readers a 
“Merry Christmas,” with no attending pains.

'Twas the night before Christmas, when 
all through the house

Not a creature was stirring, not even 
a mouse;

Tho stockings were hung by the chim
ney with care,

In hopes that St. Nickolas soon would 
be there;

The children were nestled all snug in 
their beds, .

While visions of sugar plums danced in 
their heads; ■

And mamma in her kerchief, and I in 
my. cap,

Had just settled our brains for a long 
winter’s nap—

When out on the lawn there arose such 
a clatter,. - - :

I sprang from my bed to see what was 
the matter.

Away to the window I flew like a flash, 
Tore open the shutters and threw up 

the sash.
The moon on the breast of the new

fallen snow
Gave a lustre of mid-day to objects be-

low;
When, what to my wandering 

should appear,
But a miniature sleigh and eight 

reindeer,
With a little old driver, so lively 

quick, .

eyes

tiny

and

I knew in a moment it must be St. Nick. 
More rapid than eagles his coursers 

they came,
And he whistled and shouted and called 

them by name:
"Now, Dasher! now. Dancer! now, 

Prancer and Vixen!
On, Comet! on, Cupid! on, Donder and’ 

Blltzen!
To the top of the porch, to the top of 

the wall!”
Now, dash away, dash away, dash away 

all!" .
As dry leaves that before the wild hur

ricane fly,
When they meet with an obstacle, 

mount to the sky,
So up to the house-top the coursers they 

flew,
With the sleigh full of toys—and St. 

Nicholas, too.
And then in a twinkling I heard on the 

roof
The prancing and pawing of each lit

. tlq hoof, .
As I drew in my head and was turning 

around,
Down the chimney St. Nicholas came 

with a bound.
He was dressed all in fur from his head 

to his foot,
And his clothes were all tarnished with 

ashes and soot; '
A bundle of toys he had flung on his 

back,
And he looked like a peddler just open-

THE NIGHT AFTER CHRI8TMA8.

'Twas the night after Christmas, when 
all through the house

Every soul was abed, and as still as a 
mouse;

Those stockings so lately St. Nicholas’ 
care

Were emptied of all that was eatable 
' there.

The darlings had duly been tucked in 
their beds, .

With very full stomachs and pains in 
their heads.

I was dozing away In my new cotton 
cap,

And Nancy was rather far gone in a 
nap,

When out in the nursery rose such a 
clatter, ■

I sprang from my sleep, crying, "What 
is the matter?"

I flow to each bedside, still half in a 
doze,

Tore open the curtains and threw off 
the clothes;

While the light of the taper served 
clearly to show

The piteous plight of those objects be
low.

For, what to the fond father's eyes 
should appear

But the pale little face of each sick 
little dear;

Each pet, having crammed itself full as 
a tick,

1 knew in a moment, now felt like old 
Nick!

Their pulses were rapid, their breath
ings the same;

ONE,PAPER.

BEAR IN MIND.
Rememuer, please, that we send 

many of our Premium Books by ex
press. if you do not receive your order 
promptly by mall, inquire at the express 
office. If not there, notify us at once, 

x- a 1 ■ that it costs ten
cents to get a personal check cashed at 

,clllca60' If you-send a per
sonal check, add ten cents to the • 
amount sent..

What tiielr stomachs rejected I’ll
■ tlon by name: 

Now turkey, now stuffing, 
ding, of course, 

And custards, and crullers 
berry sauce— 

Before outraged Nature all 
wall—

plum

and

men-

pud-

cran-

went to the

sire first before they can paralyze your 
will, so long as they- finally get your 
will into their power, and do .it by a 
subjective, hypnotic process.

There may be à fine metaphysical 
point in your contention as to prece
dence, but if go, it seems to me to be 
one which is more likely to confuse, our 
audience than to enlighten them..

You say that you did not understand 
that you were expected to refute any
thing in the book unless you found 
something to refute. Nor did I, but in 
your first letter you stated that you had 
found what appeared to you to be a 
number of errors, or words to that ef
fect, and I inferred from this that you 
had really found something to refute.

But if, after a more careful reading, 
you are .unable to find anything in the 
book which you feel ought to be re
futed, then as I understand, our task Is 
finished, and it is plroper for us to 
shake hands across ,the bloodless 
chasm, and retire to thè privacy of our 
respective dally avocations. . ’.

There are many suggestions and a 
¿umber of direct questions in your let
ter which I should like to respond to. 
But space will not permit ' ■

.Before I close, however, let me say 
that I am glad to feel that I have misun
derstood your Own reference.to the “in
cog” author. . .

In What I said corcerning the attitude 
of Mrs. Richmond, I did not.intend to 
convoy the idea that "fill Spiritualista”

Spiritualism lighted her way for forty 
years or more, and was a solatie to the- 
last, as it was to Mr. and'iMrs. French'in 
whose home the services were'held; It: 
was a sweet, sacred tlmewhenrwe took 
leave of thè silent shadow ‘'Which re
flected so much of a noble And useful 
life. She was sister of the lates Beales 
E. Litchfield, known and loved as an 
author, public speaker for Spiritualism; 
and rare manly qualities. Though, a 
trance medium for many years Jie lived 
nearly 80 years, a splendid type of intel
lectual manhood, and the highest moral
ity. Mediumship did not demoralize 
him nor impair his clear physical 
health. I have known him over forty 
years. Mrs. Vaughan was thè last of the 
family of eleven children; her husband, 
Miller Vaughan, to whom she was mar
ried in 1832, passed on before her in 
1870. From him she has often had mes
sages which cheered and blessed her.

Returning, from Ellicottville, I halted 
in Buffalo, dined at the hospitable home 
of Mrs, Dr. Matteson, found her, as usual, 
too busy with the sick to have time to 
eat, but never too busy to welcome her 
friends I was pleasantly surprised to 
meet Dr. B. F. Austin and his two splen
did daughters there, and share a few 
moments of thought exchange. The. 

’Doctor looks hale and handsome, and 
aglow with the light of Splritualikn.

I called on Mrs. Atcheson, the medi
um and teacher, and found her, as 
usual, busy witn sitters for spiritual 
comfort and Instruction, but who always 
has a smile of welcome to her many 
friends. A call at my nephew's—my 
brother’s son—finished my visits in 
Buffalo; but I stayed long enough in the 
windy city to nearly freeze nry soul out 
of its cage, and as result a cold that 
blockaded my body and brain, and de
layed my answer to Mrs Huntley sev
eral days longer. When the molecules 
of the. brain and blood are all in a quar
rel, and crowding each other out of 
their normal rhythm, it is about as diffi
cult to think consecutively or reason 
consistently, or write intelligently, as if 
a hypnotist had his tongs on one’s 
tongue and brain, and was squeezing 
the normal individuality into sausage 
meat for a devolutionary fry. Mrs. 
Howe being imitative, soon caught my 
example, and outdid her pattern i in 
sneezing, snuffling, coughing and ach
ing; and she got to a- critical point 
about the time I began to behave like a 
saint. She is still at it,, but I hope has 
passed the danger line, though she is 
still very feeble. ■ ■

If I wanted to scare; people- out of 
their sins by preaching,hell, I would as
sure them it is a very cold place, where 
blizzards are normal and “storm after 
storm rises dark o’er the way,!!

A few days after myireturn from Elli
cottville we had a pleasant; wlslt from 
Dr. Abram James, whq^tonopa Fredonia 
with his presence as 4. cltlzpn. He is 
about 76, and remarkably ¿well pre
served, and his mind^lear and force
ful, notwithstanding he has been a me
dium over forty years,’¡and mqch of that 
time in dally practice, of hjfj spiritual 
gifts. As proof of his intellectual clear-

inghis 
His. eyes (hoy 

pleelío 
His cheeks a

äy twinkled! his dim- 
icrry!

like a cherry;
Ika, roses, his nose

His droll little njouth was drawn up 
like'a bow, ' .

And the beard on his chin was as white 
as the snow..

The stump of a pipe he held tight in his 
teeth, . ’

And the smoke it encircled his head 
like a wreath. •:

He had a broa'd face and a little round 
belly

That-shook, when he laughed, like a 
bowl full of jelly.

He was chubby and plump—a right 
■ jolly old elf; : •
And I laughed, when I saw him, In spite 

of myself.
A wink of his eyes and a twist of his 

head .. ... '■■■:■. ..
Soon gave me to know I had nothing to 

dread.
He spoke not a word, but went straight 

to his work, .
And filled all the stockings; then turned 

with a jerk,
'And laying his finger aside of his nose,

Yes, lollypops, flapdoodle, great things 
and small;

Like pellets, which urchins from pop
guns let fly,

Went figs, nuts and raisins, jam, jelly 
and pie,

Till each error of diet was brought to 
my view,

To the shame of mamma and of Santa 
Claus, too.

I turned from the sight, to my bedroom 
stepped back,

And brought out a vial marked Pulv.
Ipecac.,

When my Nancy exclaimed—for their
• sufferings shocked her—
“Don’t you think you had better, love, 

run for the doctor?’’
I ran—and was'scarcely back under my 

' roof,
When I heard the shap clatter of old 

Jalap’s hoof;
I might say that I hardly had turned my 

self round,
When the doctor came into the room 

with a bound.
He was spattered with mud from his 

hat to his boots,
And the clothes he had on seemed the 

jdrollest of suits;
In his haste he’d put all quite awry on 

his back,
And he looked like John • Falstaff half

Remember, please, that we have only 
two books which we send out now for 
25 cents each. We cannot allow you to 
select any other book or books In their place. ‘

pIeaBe- toat you are not 
entitled to any of these Premium 
Books unless you send In with your or
der a year’s subscription to The Pro. 
gressive Thinker.

Remember, please, that the safest 
aWa/^ B remlttance is to secure ft postal order. ■
Nni^DO!?/4™llU“ Offer’ AND DO 
TERIVta vE ° 08 F0R ANY OTHER 
1 bRMS. You must send $1 for The 
Progressive Thinker when you order

Preinlum books. Please bear this in mind.
♦^.<LT_erHb_er’,please> ‘hat mistakes and 
trouble may be avoided by deallnq db 
?nlw.‘h thl«8 °ff'Ce' lnBtead of through 
a news agent. "
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er can hi °“ tOm'S?e Prosressive Think
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tollowing books for 25 cents each: "The 
hv M .an °f!ia.n,and Ethlcs 01 Science,” 
by Hudson Tutlje, and "Seers of the 
Cn. " h.? nPlrlt*? ll#m Pa8‘ and Pres' 

Er’ J"M. Peebles. Both ex
ceedingly yaluable, and though widely, 
different, each one fills an exceedingly 
important niche in the literature of 
opiritualism.

If you order only One book, and that 
e neither of the books mentioned 

above, the price is 50 cents.
.. f order two books, and neither of 
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you may order, price $2.90. .
- Lastly all of these TEN valuable 
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sent out, all postage prepaid, for $3.10, 
a price never before equaled In this 
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The Pro-
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Your Neighbor to Subscribe for The 
Progressive Thinker.

Now is the time to extend the circuit 
tlon of The Progressive Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should bo 
familiar. No other paper published oh 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted tb enrich the 
mind. Send In a subscription now.

i < ’ . . : ' . i i ' . - ' - ’’

“Just How to Wake^tflo Solar Plex
us.” By Elizabeth Towne. .Valuable 
for health. Price 2$ cents,

And glv. 
rose.

He sprang

a nod, up the chimney h<

to his sleigh, to his team
. gave a whistle, ‘

And away they all flew like the down of
. a thistle; L . ' ■ ■

But I heard him exclaim, ere he drove 
out of sight, .

“Happy Christmas to all, and to all a
• good-night!"

—Clement Clark Moore.
“After Her Death. The Story 

Summer." By Lilian Whiting, 
mind that loves spiritual thought 
fail to be fed and delighted with

of a 
No 

can 
this

book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.

AN OLD SOLDIER.

fuddled witn sack. 
His eyes, how they twinkled! 

doctor got merry? 
His cheeks looked like Port

breath smelt of Sherry; 
He hadn’t been shaved for a 

. or so, •

Had the

and his

fortnight

And the beard on his chin wasn't white 
; as the snow. '
But, inspecting their tongues, in despite 

of their teeth,
And drawing his watch from his waist

coat beneath.
He felt of each pulse, saying, “Each lit- 

tie belly
Must get rid"—here he laughed—“of 

the rest of that jelly.”
I gazed on each plump, chubby, sick lit- 

tie elf, :■
And groaned when hd said so, in spite 

, •—-s of himself,
But a wink of his eyes, as he physicked 

dear Fred,
Soon gave me to know I had nothing to 

dread.
He didn't prescribe—but went straight

Way to work
And dosed all the rest—gave his trous

. ers a jerk, ■ ■ .
And adding directions while blowing his 

nose,. ■■ ■ .. ■ ■
He buttoned his coat, from the chair he 

.. arose,'- ■■■. -; - ■ ■ . - ■ . . ■
Then jumped in his gig, gave old Jalap

: a whistle,
And Jalap dashed off as if pricked by a

■■■■ --thistle.' '
But the doctor exclaimed, ere he drove 

out of sight, .
"They’ll be well by to-morrow—good

night, Jones, good-night!”
. —Anonymous.

He fought for his home and country in 
the cause he thought was right, 

Young and brave at the call he sprung 
to bear his share in the fight.

In many a bloody battle he stood where 
the torn flag tossed, '

For a strong belief and a principle he 
fought, in the cause that lost;

Crippled and old and weary he came to 
my door to-day.

The fire of his eyes was dimmed by age, 
he was bent and broken and gray.

Only a worn-out soldier too feeble for 
working now

So—his grateful country turned him out 
with a pleasant smile and bow.

We .have only use for the soldier With a 
name and fame to carve

These worn-out hulks—what matters 
whether they eat or starve?

They served, and their use is over. Bet
ter be dead and gone.

Why couldn't they have the grace to 
die? They weary us, living on.

For this is the Christmas season—we've 
' worlds of work in view,

Presents to buy for a host -of friends 
(we must do as our neighbors do, 

And the calls are many and heavy on 
. mind and patience and piirse, ..
However It pinch we must make gifts 

better than theirs, not worse.)
So we have no use for the soldier, and 

he can’t come lit to the fire;
He’s wet, unshaven, and most unclean, 

his shoes are covered with mire, 
And he tells us the same old story of 

why he was formed to roam, 
Trying to earn an honest meal on his 

•Way to the soldiers’ “home.” - 
Something, is wanting somewhere.

There’s surely something amiss
But he “trusts in God!” Oh, wondrous 

I faith, In a derelict like this!

years on his head. .
Mark you not asking for charity—only 

■ for work and for bread.
While his Christian brothers and sisters 

in fur and satin and gem,
Listen devoutly while they preach of a 

Babe of Bethlehem.
>And open their heavy purses to give
I the heathen’s call

' Bibles—and Christian rum and vice! 
And I hold them as liars all.

For he who "yearns to the heathen” 
while his brothers around him die, 

Or turns from the bitter need at hand, 
stands up as a living lie.

Good-bye to the worn-out soldier with 
his honors white on his. head.

God keep us all, good Christian folk 
while our brothers starve forbread! 

BEATRICE ST. GEORGE.

"Beyond the Vali." A Sequel to 
"Rending the Vali." Being a compila
tion, with'notes and explanations, of 
narrations and illustrations of spirit ex-
perlences, spoken, written and made, by 
full-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific and personal verification '
"What We Shall Be," and a code 
ethics, requisite to the most speedy 
allzatlon of the highest and purest

of 
of 
re
fe
AUclty attainable in the future life, 

very remarkable book. Large, octavo, 
600 pages. Price, $1.75.

“The Infidelity of Eccleslastlcism. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. ScholBHy, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From." “The Evolution of tho Spirit 
from Matter .Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How' the Spirit Body Grqws."

. By Michael Faraday. Princo 10 cents.
Only, a gam-oui soldier .with, seventy For said at this offlea .

TEN REMARKABLE B00K8 
FOR 83.10.

1 E“c/cl°Pe<lia of Death, and
Liftf In the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
, Encyclopedia of Death, and
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2 
T<?r;Th«? E“c/=10Pe<ila of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.
■ 4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun« 
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult.

3?10 Next World Interviewed.
7—The Occult Life of Jesus 

muWi“?.er,er ln the sP* rlt Lands.
ScLceeRelieiOnO£ManandEthlc80i 

_ 10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present
Reaxl This Carefully Before Re. 

Remitting.
When you send in your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and their price, and send for 
them. They are very valuable. They 
are intensely interesting. They are ele
vating in tone and will do you good. In 
remitting do not fail to enclose a dollan 
for The Progressive Thinker.

These ten books, substantially and 
elegantly bound, and printed in the 
neatest style of the printer’s art, will be 
furnished to our subscribers for $3.10 a 
price which modern machinery and en
terprise has rendered possible in The 
Progressive Thinker office only. Send
ing out these books, however, at the 
prices we do, does not reduce the price 
of the subscription of the paper, appar
ently or otherwise, a single cent, for, 
that cannot be afforded for less than 
one dollar per year, in view of the fact 
that we publish such a vast amount of 
reading matter.

In conclusion, bear In mind that th« 
postage on these ten premium books Is 
about ONE DOLLAR, leaving this office 
only $2.10, Illustrating the great bargain 
you are. getting—a bargain the like of 
which was never known before on this 
material plane.
CLUBS! CLUBS! CLUBS) CLUBSIl

To Clubs of ten or more we offer the 
following terms to each one: The Pro
gressive Thinker one year, and ONE of 
the following books, $1.15: "The Rellg-' ■ 
ion of Man and Ethics of Science";! 
“Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past! 
and Present”; “AWanderer in the Spirit 
Lands”; "The Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit World," Vol. 3. 
The one who gets up the Club will be 
entitled to the paper one year free, and 
any two of the books he may select 
among our list of premiums.

„„J as Disclosed In tho Bible." nan ano Elie By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
I LnM Associate or King's College, 

oDiril WOriO London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would investigate and 
learn tho facts of Blblo teachings as well as 
modem spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 81.10.

Bibfe and Church Degrade Woman.
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises three 

essays on "The Effect of Woman Suffrage on 
Questions of Morals and Rel.^lon." Price, 10c.

Man the Microcosm.
His Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition— 
The Light Within. By Giles B. Stebhln^ 
Price, 10 cents. _____ , ■ .__________ _

THE GOLDEN ECHOES«
A New Book of Inspirational 

Words and Music« ,
For tho uco of mcotinr*.  lycoum« and homo« by 8. W*  *
Tucker. Thoto beautiful eons« bare already co»’ 
forted many broken beans, and It U hoped that ttioy 
may bo heard In every land. Price lie; 01.50 pwdoa*  
esu ffor »aio at tiiiii onicc. .
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OUT OF THE “SOMEWHERE."

TWO DIFFERENT PERSONALITIES

belong to

A Prophetic Mourning Dove,

Bright Lad of Sixteen RESOURCES OF THE PAPACY.

Little Spirit Child, Junior,

ri J 1 J
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Do you wish to assist In the publica
tion of a revised edltiorf^of this book? 
If so, by subscribing for it now, you will 
receive a copy at less price than it will 
be sold for after publication. Price not

de- 
at
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true American citi-
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Berlin Heights, Ohio.
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is peaceful.

stroy the rights of 
the boast of every 
zen.

The following is

While She was Changed in Nature by 
Drugs She Made War Upon Her Own 
Character—Wrote to Her Pastor As
sailing Herself—Mailed Letters to 
Herself, and Was Enraged Upon Re
ceiving Them.
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A Manual of Spiritual Science and 
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Ask then of Self—thy soul fvllt answer 
thy cry, be sure,
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Letter or dr&ii on Chicago or New York. Il 
costs from 1U to 16 cents to get checks cashed on 
Local banks, so don't send them unless you wish 
that amount deducted from the amount seat. 
Address all letters to J. R. FRANCIS, No. 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill.

TAKE NOTICE.
ESF’Al expiration of subscription. If not re* 

newed. the paper la discontinued. No bill» will 
* be sent for extra numbers.

you do not receive your paper promptly 
write to us, and any errors In addresN will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers sup
plied gratis.

EJ7“Whenover you desire the address of your 
paper changed, always give the address of the 
place to which It is then sent or the change con- 
Loi be made.

To the Editor—I send you $5.15 for renewal 
of your valuable paper. I subscribe for some of 
my friends. I think it is the best Christmas 
Present that I can make. It will be beneficial to 
them the year round. I know the paper and 
book will interest them. I hope that all Spirit
ualist that can possibly do so will do likewise— 
send The Progressive Thinker and some books 
to their friends for Christmas. It is the best 
work we can do for our glorious cause for truth

SPOOK IN A GRAND PIANO.
Mishawaka, Ind.—The mysterious ma

nipulations of the keys of the piano 
have caused consternation and alarm in 
the home of T. J. Cook of this city. 
About ten days ago, at 6:85 o’clock in 
the morning, the members of the Cook 
family were startled to hear the scales 
being run in the instrument while they 
were all in the adjoining room. Inves
tigation revealed that no one was at the 
piano, and. the music ceased. Every 
morning since, at exactly the same 
hour, the weird sounds are heard, ‘ al
though there have been several people 
in the room who hoped by their pres
ence to silence, the invisible player. 
The instrument has been carefully ex
amined, but every piece of the mechan
ism is in perfect condition. '

A MYSTERIOUS MIRROR.
Bowdoinham, Me—Many people, both 

of this town and in other places, are 
greatly interested in a mysterious mir
ror hanging in the home of Robert War
ren. It is in the room where Mr. War
ren’s wife died. Mr. Warren is 78 years 
old, and until recently has never ob
served the strange phenomena which 
have appeared in. this mirror. In the 
centre of the glass, it is said, a man’s 
head shows distinctly. In the left hand 
corner, it is declared, a hand 1b seen, 
the fingers showing plainly and pointing 
downward, and near the large head has 
appeared a smaller one, the face look
ing outward. The eyes seem to follow 
one about the room. Sometimes the

horts his hearers, "Shall this delusion, 
pronounced by our laws as a crime, be 
permitted to override American woman
hood ?’

These ministers ought to know that 
they have no right to oppose the will of 
a state as expressed by the voice of its 
people, gad the constitution is entirely 
against them. /The only serious thing 
against Smoot is his name, a bad name 
and smile-creating, but he is not respon
sible for that, and unless proved a crim
inal, notwithstanding the flood of ser
mons and tons of petitions sent in by 
the women who are set on by the 
preachers, he will take his seat in the 
senate. Were the characters of the 
members of that body laid bare 
like an open book, probably that of 
Smoot in virtue, common honesty, free
dom from bribe-talcing and "graft,” 
would compare favorably with the hept.

smaller head looks like that of a young 
girl, it is said, anu at otner times like 
an old man,-!tis said. Beneath the two 
heads another picture is dimly outlined, 
which portrays aniold wood road. Mrs. 
Warren wasiu Spiritualist in belief, and 
through herdast illness she thought she 
saw and heaird strange things. She was 
a painter, and those who believe in 
Spiritualism’lthinlt she is causing these 
shadowy apparitions to come oti the old 
glass. At first Mr/Warren was fright
ened by these strange visitations, but 
now ho sits contentedly watching to see 
if they can <bc messages sent him from 
the spirit lafid byihis wife.

' APPARITION SEEN.
South Bend, Ind.—About a year ago a 

man named Ritter, living in Bremen, 
Ind., committed suicide in the court
house here by taking .carbolic acid just 
before he was recalled to the witness 
stand. Previously he had been so con
fused that he possibly feared serious 
consequences. ' ;

Yesterday two women sightseers en
tered the grand jury room, where Rit
ter breathed his last, but fled hysterical
ly, screaming that they had heard 
groans and shrill cries from an appari
tion which they eaw lying on a table in 
the room. . , -

Shortly afterward came information 
that Mrs. Ritter hud died in Bremen at 
the exact moment that the two women 
had suffered their scare.

While the courthouse attaches are 
not given to superstition, as a rule, tire 
alleged occurrence is not without effect.

What next—I cannot tell, but that lit
tle messenger is around me very fre
quently,how far he will be able to 
exert his power I know not, but recently 
his little brother Charlie, who is at Tur
ner, Marion county Oregon, tumbled 
down'fifty feet into a mountain ravine, 
and escaped with his life, and no bones 
broken, and only court plaster on his 
bruises at the end of nearly one month, 
and Junior, my spirit sister Mary,1 and 
my spirit mother, with ten other spirit 
friends, all took turns in watching over 
Charley and advising me as to his re
covery which was as wonderful as his 
escape was miraculous!

Perhaps one little incident illustrat
ing how the love nature of my spirit 
child caused him to misconstrue a mes
sage to his spirit grandmother, who had 
sent me a message by Junior that Char
ley is all right and will get well, and I 
said "Junior, go and tell your grand
mother that I send her a-kiss,” and in a 
few minutes my spirit mother came to 
me and Bald: "Seldon, Junior Bays you 
want me to come and kiss you,” and I 
said, "Oh! bless thé little heart, I said 
to him that I sent you a kiss (meaning 
by him,) and the little angel took the 
most natural view of the situation and 
said: ‘Grandmother, papa wants you to 
come and kiss him.' " _

Little do we know how much trouble 
our spirit friends take to reach us and 
how many mistakes they must make in 
trying to help us.

JAMES SELDON COWDON.
Washington, D. C.

Is Spiritualism a Fraud?
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the conclusion he
HUDSON TUTTLE.

Arcana of Spiritualism

in

Address

TAKE NOTIGE,
All book« advertised In the columns 

of Tho Progressive Thinker are for sale 
at this office. Bear this In mind.

A JEKYLL AND HYDE LIFE.

Shows the Theocratic Claws.
The Rev. Dr. Thomas B. McLeod, in a 

sermon before his church, the Clinton 
avenue Congregational, of Brooklyn, N. 
Y., gave full voice to the desires and 
beliefs of most Proestant ministers in 
regard to the public schools. The posi
tion of the Catholics has beep indicated 
from time to time, but the^Protostant 
preachers have been too tactful to open
ly express their views. The Rev.- Dr. 
McLeod for some cause has become in
tensely wrought up over the question of 
religious Instruction in the public 
schools, and In his anger, unguardedly 
exposes the claws of his theocratic big
otry, with which he would rend and de-

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks In the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when a:i attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

desired until the book is ready for 
livery. Please send your address 
once if you desire to assist.

320 octavo pages, finely bound 
muslin.

Price to subscribers, $1, postpaid.

A Novel Idea of Religion.
A learned author of fifty years ago, 

who published many books on physiol
ogy, hygiene, anthropology, etc., had 
views quite out of the ordinary on relig
ion. We venture to quote for the delec
tation of the critical. He said:

“Religion, or the combined passions 
of lalth, hope, reverence, and conscien
tiousness, is often in a state of disease. 
We have no mad-house without its ma
niacs from religion. Of complex senti
ment the modes of disease are varied. 
Great efforts are made in revivals, 
camp-meetings, and on many other oc
casions, to excite tills feeling; and we 
often see its morbid manifestations. 
These are, at times, reflected upon the 
body, producing strange convulsions, 
swoonings, paroxysms and ecstasies. In 
its mild form it is enthusiasm; in its se
vere, fanaticism; in its repulsive. It is 
bigotry. This disease is often acute, 
and commonly epidemic. It is also 
clearly contagious. It spreads . like 
small-pox or measles, through a commu
nity; disappears for a long time, and 
then conies back again. It is probably 
kept alive by chronic cases. As in 
other epidemic and contagious diseases, 
some are easier to take than others, 
some are not susceptible, and most 
have It but once In their lives; there are 
some, however, who suffer from repeat
ed attacks.

“This is as genuine a disease as I 
shall have occasion to describe, and its 
effects are of a deplorable character, 
moral and physical. It may be treated 
by awakening other passions; by occu
pying the faculties of Industry and am
bition; and especially by the cultivation 
of science and the remaining powers. 
Women are more liable to it than men, 
and youth more than persons of mature 
age; the ignorant, also, much more 
than the educated ; and those who have 
few thoughts, occupations, and enjoy
ments, more than those who have 
mahy.”

roaches after long circumlocution, as to 
the rights of the individual to believe as 
his conscience dictates:

“To allow an Individual citizen to 
count himself absolved from conformity 
to the expressed will of the majority be
cause that will may conflict with his 
conscientious convictions, is to Invite 
anarchy. When the state guarantees to 
the individual his legal rights, his con
stitutional rights, it does not extend 
that benefit to his whims and caprices; 
it does not pledge Itself to respect the 
imagined rights of the Jew, the Mor
mon, the agnostic, the anarchist, the 
atheist, nor agree to make our system 
of public instruction godless at the in
stance of superstition and paganism.”

Further he says: “And this being bo, 
Christianity being thus essential to the 
highest national virtue, then the man 
who would aid in the exclusion from the 
school rooms of our land that ineans of 
instruction which gives light to the 
mind, rectitu.de to the conscience and 
power to the will needs to be labored 
with if he is Ignorant, or if not Ignorant, 
ought to be resisted as the enemy of 
free government and of the human 
race.”

Could the Inquisition put forth a doc
trine more infamous? If a man resists 
having his children Instructed in a re
ligion which turns such narrow bigots 
as this reverend teacher into the world, 
he is to be treated as an "enemy to free 
government,” which means as a crimi
nal, to be punished by imprisonment. 
Happily the days of torture are passed, 
or this reverend gentleman would have 
the dungeon, whipping post, pillory, and 
fagots for such "enemies.”

Then he has the following:;
“Now from these two propositions 

proceeds by logical necessity the corol
lary that it is the duty of the state not 
simply to tolerate, or sanction, but to 
make religious instruction one of the. 
prime factors in its system of popular 
education. If a sound morality is an es
sential condition of national safety and 
prosperity, and If the sublime teaching 
and temper of Christianity is essential 
to the development of the finest virtues 
in social and public life, then the policy 
which dissociates religion from educa
tion, which puts secular knowledge 
above morality and religion, which rules 
in geology and rules out Genesis, which 
rules in science and rules out the Bible, 
which rules in evolution and rules out 
God, which rules in Herbert Spencer 
and rules out Jesus Christ, is a suicidal 
policy, which, if persisted in, must 
eventually provoke the common destiny 
of all things godless.”

When we hear that such a sermon 
was recently preached before a repre
sentative congregation in a metropoli
tan church, was listened to without com
ment, reported without editorial reply, 
we almost doubt the boasted Intelli
gence of the age and wonder how it 1b 
that such fossilized specimens of an age 
of darkness have been preserved all 
these centuries, to come now |nto the 
light of day and herald the dead dogmas 
of a dead past. .

The Tabernacle Baptist Church at a 
special meeting at Utica, N. Y., decided 
to withdraw the hand of church fellow
ship from Mrs. Martha Owens, a prom
inent communicant. The action was 
unanimous and taken without comment.

Last spring the minister of the church 
received an anonymous letter attack
ing the character of Mrs. Owens, and 
demanding an Investigation. A few 
days later Mrs. Owens called upon her 
pastor for advice. She had received a 
defaming letter, she said, and was as
tonished when told that the minister, 
too, had received such a letter. She 
implored the pastor to investigate, 
naming a woman whom she suspected.

The letters continued to arrive, and 
Mrs. Owens became more and more en
raged, engaging the aid of the church 
deacons.

Recently Mre. Owens was called to 
the office of the District-Attorney and 
questioned very closely about the let
ters. She was required to write from 
dictation a duplicate of one of the let
ters she had received. The letters and 
her copy looked different, but a New 
York handwriting expert pronounced

Fiend, the pet mojirning dove of Dr. 
Roch R. Gareau, 238 Jefferson avenue, 
Detroit, Mich., (says the Journal of that 
city) which for several years enjoyed 
the distinction of being the oldest bird 
of its kind in existence, died Friday just 
at midnight, of old age. The doctor did 
everything he could to prolong the life 
of Fiend, and made her last hours com
fortable by placing her in a little bed 
made o'ut of hlB sealskin cap, where he 
strove to tempt her appetite with 
moist bread crumbs and other delica
cies craved by sick birds.

At the present time Fiend’s emaciat
ed remains repose in a wreath of bright- 
colored flowers, placed beneath a glass 
cover on the center table in the doc
tor’s parlor, while heaped around her 
are dozens of little eggs she laid, bear
ing the dates on which they were laid, 
and hand-painted designs of all descrip
tions.

According to a certificate owned by 
Dr. Gareau, Fiend was hatched Decem
ber 28, 1878, at Montreal. By certain 
mysterious signs, peculiar to mourning 
doves, and readily Interpreted' by the 
doctor, she has warned him of the death 
of nine family relatives and twelve 
cases of serious Illness among friends 
and relatives, so that her master formed 
an attachment for the bird tliat was 
truly touching.

“I made the statement some time ago 
that Fiend was the oldest mourning 
bird in existence,” said Dr. Gareau dur
ing the morning. “An article published 
in the Journal at that time made quite a 
stir in the scientific world, and was

Smoot!
Dr. Bristol, Methodist preacher, and 

known to fame as “McKinley’s minis
ter,” is mad to the core at the possibil
ity of Senator Smoot’s taking the place 
to which he was elected by a great 
state. All the ministers are opposed to 
Smoot, and the women, under the insti
gation of their ministers, are sending up 
petitions mjles in length, and hounding 
their-congressmen with letters' they 
never read. •

What is it all for? What does it 
mean? Why do the ministers take such 
interest In the' seating of a senator? Is 
it not because they believe that the 
church should be first and the law unto 
this land?

Polygamy as an issue is dead*  and 
Utah is aktate because her laws do not 
permit that institution. It has not been 

■ proven that .Senator Shoot is a polyga- 
jnisti., Yet “McKinley’s . minister” ex-

NATIONAL SPIRITUALIST TEMPLE.
The National Association of Spiritual

ists has placed its plans for a national 
temple, to be erected in Washington, In 
the hands of Architect W. J. Palmer. It 
is said that tho association has finally 
decided to build such a structure, and 
that it has arranged to expend on It 
$100,000 exclusive of ground. No site 
for the building has been purchased at 
yet.—Washington, Post.

“Why I Am a Vegetarian.” By. J. 
Howard Moore. An address-before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 25 
cents.

“Koradine. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot." In the form of 
an entertaining story, it contains les
sons which every girl should know. 
Price, cloth, $1. ■

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine," contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason," and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $1. For sale at this office.

“Meatless Dishes.” Very usefoL 
price 10 cents. •’ .

them the product of the same hand.
At first Mrs. Owens denied' the inti

mation tliat she was the author of the 
letters. Later, with the air of one who 
had awakened from a dream, she gave 
the Church Board an explanation, which 
resulted in the erasure of her name 
from the church books. She told the 
minister and the deacons that she had 
been addicted at times to the use of 
opium with ipecac and sulphate of pot
ash, and that after taking the mixture 
had usually lost her self-control and 
lived another life. On such occasions, 
she said, she has the hallucination that 
sho is her own enemy—or rather, that 
she is some one else who has a grudge 
against the woman she is when her 
mental condition is not altered by 
drugs. Her theory is that she wrote 
the letters while in that unnatural con
dition and had recovered her senses 
when they arrived by mail She says 
that she did not remember having ever 
seen any of the letters before receiv
ing them. ' ;

There seems to be no doubt in the 
minds of the' Church heads, the District
Attorney, the handwriting expert nor 
the woman herself that she was her 
own accuser—that'she is a Dr. Jekyll 
and a Mr. Hyde. ’

Certain drugs, are known to evolve 
sensitiveness-to that extent that spirit 
control follows, and such may have 
been the case in tills particular in
stance. But mediuihship Induced by 
drugs is always injurious, in many 
cases leading to obsession and insanity.

Up from the inner depths of being, the 
question rose—

Seeded, and planted In each life, this 
question grows.

Who is this “1” and, what am ”1”—and 
from whence came ”1?”

Day after day, and hour after hour, did 
I seek reply.

Out of the unknown fared I forth, in the 
form I wear—

Into the unknown shall I pass, when I’m 
summoned, there.

Brief are the years, and fast they fly, 
ere my task Is done;

Clear is tlie call that I shall hear, when 
life’s race is run.

“Soul of the silence, speak, I pray, to 
my soul that walls,

Give me some symbol, I may know—O, 
unbar the gates!”

Out of the “Somewhere,” then I heard, 
or seemed to hear,

Tones of a voice, like drops of music, 
falling clear.

“Forth from life’s centered source, that 
is, and will always be,

Part of Primitive Cause, and of love’s 
infinity,

Thou art—thyself—a branch of being, a 
soul divine,

Dweller on earth, enwrapped In flesh— 
there to serve thy time.

i thee—neither time nor space, 
Up in the “Always” standest thou—for 

ever in place.
“Enter thy own being’s templed door— 

walk with feet unshod—
There shalt thou find the answer sought 

—there, shalt find thy God." 
ELLA DARE.

Lad of Sixteen Who Claims Spiritual 
Istlc Powers, Successfully Treating 
People Suffering From Lingering Dis
eases.—Writes Prescriptions Like a 
Professional—Knows Nothing of Med- 
Iclne, But Compounds Herbs With 
Skill and a Minuteness of Detail.
Brussels, Dec. 12.—Miraculous cures 

are said to be performed by a lad of 16 
named Edward Pirseh, who lives with 
his parents and two brothers in the 
hamlet of Chevellpont. Three years 
ago the boy became a Spiritualistic me
dium, and since then he has been treat
ing people suffering from serious linger-, 
ing diseases from all parts of the coun
try. He has become-the leader of, a 
large and enthusiastic group. '

Plrsch is an intelligent, healthy-Ibok- 
ing boy with dark, dreamy yes. He 
works with his father, who is a marble 
mason. During his leisure time he 
studies .languages. He says he receives 
constant communications from spirits, 
sometimes from as many as fourteen 
consecutively. The most important of 
these is the spirit of deceased Servian 
doctor named Cypriet, who dictates pre

The article of Mr. J. H-.1 McClure, of 
Douglass, Arizona, in The Progressive 
Thinker ol October 8, perhaps is the 
strongest force that impels me.to write 
out-this experience: —During the after
noon of September 28, .my little spirit 
child Junior, said to.me as.plhlnly as 
any person in earth life.could say At:. 
"Papa, you will get $100 tb-morrow ” 
and on the morning of September 29, he 
again said: "Papa, you will .got $100 
this afternoon,” and on going to my

translated Into'French and published in 
the French Courier, New York. I have 
also had considerable correspondence 
on the subject, and no student can be 
found who knows of a mourning dove 
who ever lived beyond the age of 12 
years. I had hoped to keep Fiend alive 
to celebrate her 25th birthday.

“On the day of her death the bird 
made 99 respirations a minute, 59 above 
the normal number and I counted 299 
heartbeats a minute instead of the 
usual 120., I think, her longevity is 
mostly due to the excellent care I have 
taken of her feet, for most birds die of 
disease of the feet. She has had as 
good care all these years as a child.

“Some of my acquaintances have 
bought mourning doves, but they will 
find that these birds will not be proph
ets. One must get a pair of them and 
the prophet bird must be hatched in the 
house of the family, to be of any serv
ice. '

“In studying this bird for a quarter of 
a century night and day, I have ascer
tained that when a’ mourning dove 
warns of death, it cuckoos once and 
falls to the bottom of the cage as if 
dead. In case of sickness it cuckoos 
twice; in case of bad news it cuckoos 
once and shakes its wings, -and joyful 
news is heralded by one short, metallic 
cuckoo, followed by three others of the 
same duration. This may sound like a 
fairy story, but it is all true, for no one 
has ever studied the mourning dove 
more thoroughly than I have, and no one 
was ever more interested in her, for she 
was the Master’s chosen bird.”

Notice to Ohio Spiritualists.
I wish to express through your most 

valuable paper that .the .Ohio. Spiritual
ist ’Association Is ready to do mission
ary work wherever called, and is desir
ous to correspond with all societies id 
Ohio.

I am forming a circuit find the mis
sionaries expect to start out the first 
of January, and wish to assist all so
cieties that desire their services, at a 
very little expense to the local socie
ties; this offer is for two-months, and 
by that time we will know whether the 
plan is practical and will prove a suc
cess.

Let me hear at once so I may have 
the route formed by January 1. I also 
wish to announce the O. S. A. conven
tion will convene in Columbus, Ohio, 
Board of Trade Building, May 27, 28, 
and 29, 1904. The West Side Spiritual 
Church has furnished said building.

Mr. J. C. Hemmeter, Cleveland, Ohio, 
has resigned his office as secretary of 
the Ohio Spiritualist Association, and 
Mr. R. C. Baird, of Elyria, Ohia, has 
been duly elected secretary for the O. S. 
A. for the'remaining part of the year. 
Mr. Baird will be pleased to furnish any 
Information pertaining to his office and 
is in hopes to become better acquainted 
with Ohio Spiritualists. The address is 
Mr. R. C. Baird, Elyria, Ohio. He is 
also president of the Progressive Spirit
ualist Society, Elyria, Ohio. The notice 
of the liberal offer in The Progressive 
Thinker and the value of that paper, not 
only does Brother Baird urge the audi
ence to subscribe for the paper, but lias 
same on board and also premiums and 
prices; it would be well for other so
cieties to follow their example.

MRS. CARRIE FIRTH CURRAN, 
President O. S. A.

123 Indiana avenue, Toledo, Ohio.

Editor Journal Gazette;—The report 
of the Bermon of Rev. J. M. Fields 
against Spiritualism, filled four col
umns. I cannot expect you to grant that 
much space for reply, and content my
self with a small part thereof. Conse
quently I can take up only the most sa
lient points, and if in these my conten
tion is proven, the dependent proposi
tions go with them,

He begins with quotations from the 
Bible, wherein it is forbidden to the Is
raelites when they occupied the Prom
ised Land, to follow after the customs, 
or in any way worship the gods of the 
people they ¿lispossessed. “And when 
they shall Bay unto you, seek unto them 
that have familiar spirits, and unto wiz
ards that peep and mutter. Should not 
a people seek unto their God?"

This he applies to Spiritualism, but 
cannot the most obtuse see that the 
cases are as different as light and dark- 
neBB? The Israelites were constantly 
running after strange gods, and they 
were cautioned beforehand that when 
they reached the Promised Land this 
practice must cease, and they must not 
consult BoothWkyerB or diviners, or give 
themselves to Idolatrous practices. 
They might do thia through their 
priests, and there is not a word said 
about spirits of departed friends, or 
Spiritualism as it is at present under
stood.

Ho Admits the Facts.
Rev. Fields admits the fundamental 

facts on which Spiritualism la based: 
“That there is world of spirits as well 
as of mortals, I trust we all believe. 
Most heartily do I agree with those who 
call themselves Spiritualists, In the doc
trine of the existence of spirit as dis
tinct from matter. The Bible abounds 
with the doctrine of the reality of the 
apiritual and invisible. “There la no 
doubt In my mind tliat spirits, good and 
bad, come rushing into this mundane 
sphere,. though unseen by mortal eye, 
influencing us in one way and another.”

On this point there is no contention, 
for he is a Spiritualist of Spiritualists! 
His trouble seems to be that it is not 
“new.” ‘“While the air la tremulous 
with thq march of spiritual battalions,” 
and' “tills has been the belief and teach
ing of tlie churches of Christ from the 
beginning till now.” Yet the Spiritual
ists claim it 1b “new!” Rev. Fields in 
this Is greatly mistaken. I quote from 
"Mediumship and Its Laws," which may 
be considered as expressing the belief 
of all Spiritualists: "Spiritualism is not 
new. History records it. Poets have 
sang of it in all ages. It forms a part 
of the literature of all races. The Old 
and New Testament are inwrought with 
it. It is as old as mankind." Again, 
"Modern Spiritualism came as a reac
tion against materialism, and the sin
gle idea which gave it birth was that 
ghosts or spirits were Individualized 
entitles subject to law. It holds that 
the realm of spirit is ruled by law just 
as law holds supreme In the material 
world." It is this difference which 
makes Spiritualists speak of Spiritual
ism as new. '

It 1b much “newer’ than the story 
Rev. Fields relates in illustration. The 
point of this story is that he Bays it oc
curred “in a community where I was 
raised,” and hence he was personally 
cognizant of it It was about an old 
"tartar” of a woman who hounded her 
husband to death and then at a seance 
was told by his spirit that he was hap
pier than when on earth for he was in 
hell. It is more than twenty years 
since I saw that story in an English 
spiritual paper, but it was in a dialect 
that dropped the h’s. In Various forms 
it has been the rounds of the press, and 
it is kind of Rev. Fields to tell us that 
it started in his neighborhood!

There is one more fundamental point 
the reverend gentleman admits: “There 
is another thing connected with Spirit
ualism that we believe, namely, the 
possibility of communion with spirits 
and the return of the departed. But the 
return of the departed Is always under 
the conditions determined by the Al
mighty God himself."

Why, then, the antagonism to Spirit-

ualism, which he appeara to hate wltli 
strange vindictiveness. I.t is right here 
—spirits must return in his way. He 
say«: “But when the Spiritualists de
clare their belief that disembodied spir
its can and dp communicate with the 
living, especially through a person par
ticularly susceptible to Spiritualistic in
fluences, then we must part company."

Why part company? How does Rev. 
Fields or any one know that tha sensi
tiveness of mediums is not the very con
ditions furnished by “Almighty God" 
himself for our departed friends to com
municate with us? Can he produce a 
Bible text to prove it is not? \

Toward the close lie gets woefully 
mixed and declares that his mother 
“cannot come bacjc to me,’ forgetting 
that he had previously said of spirits 
coming “rushing Into this mundane 
sphere.”

Then he brings up an old objection, 
one that has been met scores of times. 
“Spiritualism has never given to the 
world one new truth of religion—a new 
thought about art or history or science. 
Astronomers, not the Spiritualists, have 
called our attention to the new stars. 
The Raphaels, not the Spiritualists, 
have opened to us the treasures of art."—

Spiritualism in its modem form hat 
been before the world a little more than 

.fifty years. Side by side has flourished 
the various Christian churches. It may 
have brought forward no new ideas or 
inventions. • Have any of these 
churches? Any one who bases an ob
jection to Christianity on tills ground" 
would be declared an imbecile. The 
church has not given the telegraph, tha 
telephone, electric lighting, steam en
gines, telescopes, etc., because that is 
not the mission of the church. Its mis
sion is in the field of morals, and yet 
in tho past fifty years it has not given 
the world a single moral concept that ' 
is new!

Why, then, declaim against Spiritual
ism because it brings nothing new? 
We do not, however, admit that it has 
not brought anything new. Before it 
was received In its modern form, super
stition held its terrible, sway over the 
realm of spirit, and astrologers, divin
ers and priests held the key to that 
mysterious world, and could by incanta
tions call the ghosts of the departed 
from tiie vasty deep. Now Spiritualists 
hold that law rules supreme over tha 
spirit world as the world of matter.

There is one new thought, one of far- 
reaching significance. He says spirits 
can and do return. If this is possible, 
Is It not clearly logical that they can 
and do Influence their friends? If they 
cannot, what possible purpose has their 
coming? Is not the evangelist a little 
arbitrary and presumptuous when he 
determines the power and purpose of 
the Almighty?

There Is no consolation In this belief, 
he declares. Well that is not argu
ment, either way. It may not be to him, 
but to hearts broken with grief over the 
loss of those dearer than life, when they 
call to the loved and there is response 
out of the dark clouds gathered over 
the yawning grave, there Is unspeakable . 
consolation. .

Now comes the crowning objection., 
It is not put in the form of an argument 
Spiritualism is all a fraud! From be*;  
ginning in remotest times, among pa», 
gans and the holy people, it has been a.,’ 
continuous fraud. ■ ';

If this be true, why, then, all this con
tention? This Is the major proposition 
and rules out all that precedes it. Why' 
does he preach two hours admitting, 
more than half that Spiritualists claim? 
Why not say at once, it is all fraud and 
that is the end of the contention? It is 
true that there are frauds in the name, 
of Spiritualism, and there are frauds In 
the name and to tBe disgrace of the 
church. These do not destroy the gen
uine. The Rev. Fields may fill his pock
ets with bogus coin, and say that he can 
get nothing but counterfeit paid him, as 
he says he can get nothing but decep
tion from mediums he has consulted; 
would that prove that there is no genu--' 
ine coin in circulation.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Edltor-at-Large N. S. A., Washington,

D. C.

scriptions of herbs which the inhabit
ants say perform astounding cures. 
Many of the herbs used are not known 
in Belgium, and hav? to be procured 
abroad. The boy knows nothing of med
icine, but the prescriptions are drawrfl 
up as by a. professional hand and are 
given in minute detail. •

Plrsch writes spirit .mésages in 
French and very curiously they are of
ten written backwards. The handwrit
ing is of quite different character when 
different spirits are: supposed to be 
speaking. ,i ■ ;

The boy shcrivs photographs which he 
has taken depicting what he says are 
spirit hands. The rn’embers of the fam
ily, who are in a good position, have all 
become Spiritualists. They prepare the 
herbs that are .prescribed by the young 
medium and supply cthem gratis to all 
seeking treatment. £

Every Sunday the house Is full of pa-_ 
tlents and seàniées held In the even
ing. Local medical men are up in arms 
against Plrsch» “curb” and the parish 
priests declarel’that he Is a medium of 
the devil. ■

mail box at 4:15 that afternoon, I got a 
letter from my sister containing a cir
cular of some land firm in Portland, Or
egon, which had the -figures “$100” in 
great big type, and I-Bald to .myself,- 
“Well, little boy, you missed it this 
time." In a fewrminutes he camo tp 
me;ns joyous and happy as could be, 
saylngj "Woll! papa, you did got $100 in 
type, bdt-1 told-you .of- it just "to show 
you that I could read-It in tho mall, 
coming from Oregonl” '

An Enemy to Progress, It Has Any 
Amount of Money to Carry On Its Ne- 
farlous Work.

. Prior to the loss of the temporal pow
ers of the popedom, the papal states bad 
an independent budget. The pope, be- 

• sides other revenues, enjoyed a civil list 
of $800,000. When Victor Emmanuel, 
however, took possession of Rome in 
1870, and the states of the church were 
abolished, a perpetual allowance—-rep
resented by the interest on a capital 
amounting to $1§.000,000—was appro
priated for the papacy and was added to 
Italy’s national debt

The Vatican, as It Ib known, has never 
recognized the abolition of the pope's 
temporal power, and therefore has 
never accepted the allowance. Its an
nual expenditure of about $1,750,000 has 
to be defrayed from other sources.» It 
1b interesting to note the various items 
of the expenditure. About $125,000 is 
required for the cardinals and the diplo
matic agencies abroad; $625,000 for the 
up-keep of the Vatican and its annex, li
braries and museums; $375,000 for 
charitable purposes and subsidies to 
Catholic schools in Rome; $375,000 for 
bounties and presents, and $250,000 for 
stlndry objects. To these expenses must 
be-added the maintenance of the small 
papal army, which Is 600 men strong.

As to the revenues of the Vatican, 
they are mainly derived from the “Pa- 
trlmonlum Petri” and the "Peter’s 
Pence”—two sources different from one 
aonther. The former is constituted by 
the yields of gilt-edged investments and 
properties .belonging to the Vatican, be
sides fho .dues for dispensations, notar 
lily . in . connection, with marriages. 
“Peter's Pence” 1b a voluntary tribute 
to Catholic -Christendom. In the '70s 
and '80b the "Peter’s: Penes’! enriched 
the papal treasury every, year by $2,-' 
500.000. two-thirds of which camo trom 
France. Since then, however, the trib
ute has ponaldcrably decreased. Never-

I consider that in The Progressive Thinker we 
have a near approach to an IDEAL SPIRITIL 
ALIST paper, with its grand Symposiums and 
Editorial, and its varied, extensive and note
worthy correspondence and selections. Spirit
ualism appealing first to each and all through its 
phenomena, generally, finds all classes of minds 
interested, some materialistically and others 
spiritualistically inclined; some of worldly ten
dencies, while others are. religiously disposed, 
and some indifferent as to its trending; at the 
same time others seeing in it a great factor to 
reformatory results ana ennobling philosophy. 
Hence,, a paper like The Progressive Thinker, 
with its great scope, its free forum, so to speak, 
and its newsy columns, enlists the interest of 
every Spiritualist, not to say liberalist, in the 
land; and 1 wish it might have to the extent, at 
least, of a yearly subscription, the support of such 
to an individual. Yours with best wishes,

J. FRANK BAXTER.

theless, under the reign, of Leo XIII, the 
coflers were fully replenished on the oc
casion of his. numerous jubilees in 1888, 
1898, 1900 and finally In 1903. The 
presents given to Leo XIII at each-of 
these jubilees amounted to from $5,000,
000 to $15,000,000. While thefle presents 
are looked upon as the popes personal 
property, they are used to maintain the 
papacy. The “Peter,’s Pence” is at the 
entire disposal of the pope.—-New York 
Commercial. ,
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cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
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^Buddhism and Its Christian Critics." 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehend 
slve, Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1.25« 
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■ “The Majesty of Calmhass, or Indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities.” By 
Wm. George Jordan.■? Another valuable 
little work. Price 80 cents. For sale at 
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"Nbvqr-Endlng Life Assured by Sci
ence." By Daniel Kent Tenney. ■ A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science. For solo at this 
office; Price 6 cents. .
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Stepping Stones to
THE P/VTH OF LIFE

The Path of Life, though hard to ejimb, 
Yet leads to Heaven above, 

Its track is eyermore sublime, 
Gemmed by the stars of love.

Though chilling clouds may hover round 

And darken all with gloom, 
The sunny hill is brightly crowned

With lily buds of bloom.

.... _r

• The path of life, beginning with this 
mortal expression of being, through 
these bodies of flesh, may seem at times 
very steep and hard to climb, because of 
the experiences that come to us here, 
there and all around, that appear, heavy 
and hard to bear, that we hardly know 
how to meet when they confront us 
■with the obstacles which apparently 
must cheék our progress and growth; 
they may be obstacles to our progress 
In worldly affairs, to our growth as men 
and women of material, affections, and 
we may shrink at the thought that these 
obstacles-must be overcome In some 
manner, by severe struggles and with a 
deal of pain; and yet when we come to 
realize the power of the spirit—that 
which is moving and surging through 
intellectual activity and soulful force 
within us—we shall not be dismayed by 
these obstacles, nor shall we be held 
back by the hindrances which hedge our 
way. We shall begin to plume our 
wings for loftier flights and in thought, 
in effort, and in the aspiration of our be
ing, soar above these conditions of pain 
and sorrow, over the obstacles and im
pediments—not to a position of worldly 
ambition, perhaps, b,ut to the fruitage of 
glory in a spiritual sense.

That which appears oftentimes to be 
a hard and severe condition In life, 
which is perhaps a bar to our thought 
and stands in the pathway of our prog
ress, may after all prove to be a step
ping stone to glory for our spiritual life 
and our intellectual growth. We will 
often find in our observations of life 
that many of those who are cramped 
by the adverse conditions of material 
existence, and who at first seem to be 
held back in the expression of mental 

.force, find a stimulus coming to them 
simply through the very circumstances 
•which held them down. They are de
termined to rise in spite of these limita
tions; they are determined to reason 
upon the things of lite in spite of the 
prison walls around them. Their 
thought cannot be chained, and it „will 
Boar up and express itself in some way 
independent of these crude surround
ings and circumstances which environ.

It 1b a fact, as we may observe if rea
soned on closely, that In this twentieth 
century man need not be held back In 
the development of his mentality in any 
great degree, even though he is forced 
to struggle with the conditions of pov
erty and other adverse circumstances, 
because as a rule he who has-tho health 
to go out among his fellow'men, even 
though'he has to go from hovel to mine, 
has the opportunity' of exchanging 
thought or opinion with those whom he 
meets, and in some' way he and his fel
lows find opportunities of picking up. 
somewhat of information as to what Is 
going on in the world.

In. tills twentieth century-a man js 
not held down as he was a few hundred 
years ago, when a peasant could not ob
tain any light upon the questions of the 
day—when he was debarred from all 
association except with those of his fel
low men in a like condition, and as a 
consoqueuce he was held in a very ser
vitude of ignorance. To-day that is 
largely changed, although there are ex
ceptions to the rule, where ignorance 
profound prevails upon even the'simple 
questions of life. The rule is that hu
man beings do have an opportunity of 
coming in contact with life and its 
forces, and with other individuals and 

experiences to such an extent that they 
can and do gather up something that 
stimulates their own thought, that gives 
a qiuckenlng power to their own men
tality and thus brings it into some Bort 
of expression that helps toward pro
gressive life. We find that human be. 
Ings to-day may take advantage, to an 
extent at least, of the conditions of life, 
and thus make stepping stones, If they 
will, of those very things which seem 
to confront and hamper them, to gain 
a higher force and a grander uplift to
ward a glorified being which in its man
ifestation showeth the handiwork and 
life-principle of God.

Yes, dear friends, we may all find our 
stepping stonea to glory-—not the self
glorification that is-displayed; not that 
condition or expression which calleth 
attention to self and which saith in 
manner, if not in words, “I am greater 
than thou, I am holler than my fellow 
men,” but to that glory which is the 
result of spiritual unfoldment, of mental 
activity, of the combination of mental
ity and spiritual force manifesting 
through the ego Into the external life 
and which glveth beauty, sweetness, 
holiness and power to the individual be
ing.

It 1b very hard—and wo recognize this 
—for one to have to meet constantly 
with the adverse conditions of this mor
tal sphere; to be crowded and ham
pered in the manifestation of talent and 
of mentality, and of all that goes to 
make up the real being, because one is 
limited in time. In wealth, Ir^ power of 
expression. It Ib hard to seo our loved 
ones suffer for the tilings of life which 
we would give-them but cannot because 
of lack of means; it is terrible to see 
our loved ones suffering upon beds of 
pain and Illness when perhaps had we 
the means to provide them with proper 
training and service they might be lift
ed up to health and happiness. All those 
things are terrible in the life of human
ity, and yet with the present condition 
of human mentality, they must exist 
But we do not feel that these conditions 
will always exist.

The time is comlng when human be
ings will havb far less sickness, pain 
and iniBery than they have to-day. We 
do not know that the time will ever 
come when there will bo no physical 
pain whatever; we do not know that 
the day will ever dawn when there will 

• be no violations of natural law to the 
extent that one may become crippled 
for life through what Is called accident, 
but we believe a time will come when 
.all these things will be swept away and 
that day will come to humanity when 
freedom from pain shall be, but before 
It comes humanity must learn its les
sons, and it la learning them year by 
year; painfully and slowly is the con- 
soiouaneBB of thia experience coming to 
human-belnga. ’

It la by halting degreea that one 
comes to realize the consequences of 
violated law, and by and by, after he 
has had hl.a terrible afflictions and his 
sorrowful experiences, he will realize 
that If he puts hia hand into the fire It 
will be burned; he will understand that 
if he plays carelessly with edge tools 
they will cut; that if he comes in con
tact with whirling machinery it will in
jure, perhaps cripple him for life or be 
the cause of his painful death. These 
lessons come to him, and by and by 
they will make such an impression or 

registration upon his brain forces, that 
they will be transmitted to his poster
ity, and individuals in coming years will 
intuitively know how to avoid these 
dangers, how to live in consonance with 
natural law and to work in harmony 
with the operations of this great uni
verse of ours, and’ thus avoid-the con
ditions that make for inharmony, dis
turbance, suffering, ill health or pain.

Just as the human race is developing 
along these, lines, and science is com
ing into harmony with the people at 
large and malting investigations and 
experiments in order to bring forth that 
for modern convenience and comfort 
which will have the greatest beauty and 
utijity with the smallest degree of 
danger, just so human beings will come 
gradually into a knowledge of these 
things of the spirit which annoy and 
fret and which create inharmony and 
hardship and pain and sorrow. They 
wjli come to learn with the passing 
ages that whatever is productive of 
trouble and misfortune to the human 
race, with combat and strife between 
human beings for supremacy or thé 
gratification of ambition, personal or 
national, it matters not, is only a death
ly, destructive agent in the pathway or 
life of humanity. So they begin to call 
nations together, to send out their com
mittees and representatives, that they 
may come in contact and devise ways 
and means by which differences may be 
adjusted and human rights maintained 
and human privileges not be abrogated, 
without the shedding of blood.

Thus we find that the nations are 
profiting somewhat by the experiences 
of the past—by the written and the un
written history of races and of coun
tries we learn that the human family, 
through the spirit of tolerance, .which 
is growing, not by any means perfected 
yet, but feebly like the lily bud down in 
the mire of the pond, unseen, almost 
unknown, yet feebly living and putting 
forth its power—this spirit of tolerance, 
inis spirit of arbitration and of spir
itual altruism is alive, it is growing, 
and it 1b reaching out little by little, be
cause of the deadly experiences of past 
years. '

What, then, does this mean?
It means that the progress of the 

ages is moving on; that the spirit of life 
makes for progressive unfoldment and 
spiritual growth. It means that step
ping stones to glory are aid have been 
simply these unfortunate conditions, 
these unpleasant experiences, the strug
gles and failures and the achievements 
of the human family. '

Nations, can not step on to the plane 
of spiritual unfoldment until they have 
had their experiences of warfare and of 
varying conditions of strife sufficiently 
to. compel them to call to their head 
centers, men and women of HUMANI
TARIAN INSTINCTS and UNFOLD
MENT, those who know that the high
est development of the spiritual broth
erhood—those who know that true al
truism is not manifested by speech 
alone—not by profession and expression 
of thought through beautiful words and 
rounded sentences—but that the spirit 
of true altruism Is manifested only 
when we come so Into accord with our 
fellow beings that we are willing TO 
GO DOWN INTO THE SLUMS AND 
TAKE A BROTHER BY THE HAND 
AND HELP HIM ON TO FIRMER 
GROUND; when we are willing to go 
out into the quarters of the "sub
merged tenth” of the great population 
of the earth and bring them up into bet
ter conditions—into the free air, clear 
sunlight and sweet environments—help, 
them to gain the necessary Influences 
which will come into their souls and 
give them light. '

True altruistic expression Is found 
IN DEEDS, not in words, and the na
tions of the earth as well as Individuals 
will never learn their lessons well and, 
manifest the knowledge they have 
gained until they adopt the systems of 
fraternal brotherhood in their atten
tions and manifestations to each other 
independent of personal interest and of 
selfish desire.

When this is brought to bear through 
the movements, attitude and expres-

_ ■ b’ ill/.
slons of our nations, we shall see a 
coming together, wa1 shall realize that 
the redemption on iho oqtskirta of civ
ilization, that the unfortunate pariah in 
tiie midst of the mountains of India, the 
poor Chinese lepyrnon his island for
saken almost by Gad and; man, IS AS 
MUCH A .HUMAN-; BEING AS THE 
POTENTATE UPQN HIS THRONE, 
and when tills is realized and under
stood the true spirit of altruism will go 
forth like the mantle of afiarity, beau
tiful and fair, for the healing of the na
tions, for the uplifting of.tiie individual, 
and there will be no sectional strife, 
there will be no effort to gain suprem
acy, but only the desire to send out the 
SWEET, SPIRITUALIZING INFLU
ENCE THAT WILL BLESS MAN
KIND. But wo must wait. We cannot 
expect this all to be accomplished in a 
century, or in a hundred centuries; we 
cannot expect that al! this will be the 
crowning glory of our mortal life, yet 
we are to work toward it

Every little thought expressed in 
kindly love, in beneficent helpfulness 
to our fellow men, Is an aid, It is an 
Impetus pressing the wouid forward to 
the desirea Height,

The upward way Is hard to climb, but 
we do not or should not expect the de
sire to find a flowery path that leadeth 
at once to the highest glades of life. 
We should be ready and willing to meet 
with the stones, brier and thorns along 
the pathway, and get over them the best 
we can.

We must remember that our fore
fathers went with bleeding feet over 
the highways and steep altitudes of 
time, bearing their spirit of courage on
ward to victory In every strife, and 
looking back upon the history of the 
ages we may discover that woareto-' 
day profiting by the experience^ by the 
struggles, pf those who wmit before, 
and so we are preparing 
making it a little more i

o way and 
¡y, a little

better for those who are toXcome after 
us. \

We need not fret and fume because 
we can not make the world right ac- 
age, but it is our duty to do our best 
In malting it as well as possible, not 
only for ourselves and our fellow beings 
here, but tor those who shall follow us 
by and by.

The conflicts of nations, the terrible 
experiences which hava rent them asun
der time after time, all are having their 
effects upon the lives of countries in 
the present day, and yet we see war
fare. We have wars and rumors of wars 
almost every year, and have done so for 
so long that it is disheartening, for we 
have thought that perhaps the wa?a of 
earth had closed and that no longer 
should human beings be rent and torn 
by the temblo conditions of armies and 
brothers in arms one against another, 
but we find in the present years that 
wars continue, that.strife.obtains and 
that the crash and ■> clash of arms is 
heard on every hand, but nevertheless 
those who think deeply upon, the sub
ject must know that the spirit of the 
age 1b toward peace, toward the altru
istic system of association.and of deal
ing one with the other.

But we are not ready for it yet The 
lessons have hot all, been learned, the 
experiences have not all been gained. 
Your brother, your son, and your'be
loved companion, hoye not Jet been 
swept away by the hand of strife to 
bring you up to a copsciousness of the 
horrors of war, butiwhenrjtheso things 
come close home to the hearts-of hu
manity arid lives are desolated- and 
homes swept bare by the. terrible car
nage and strife, then you will realize; 
but never until universal peace prevails 
and nations sit down with nations In’ 
amity together can you do away with 
this horrible slaughter and confusion 
and bickerings in nations and communi
ties that brings forward a combative 
posterity.

But the time is coming.
You are to learn your lessons, per

haps not Individually, you who are pres
ent, because you may not need that now 
—you may have been in spirit some 
time or other in that same situation

Inspirational Wress, Wlwreb Bov, 15, 1903, 
at Waobtnoton, 2). before the 1st Spiritualist 

association, through ffîrs, ftoarç Xongleç,
and have had your experiences and are 
here with spiritual exaltations and de
sires to have all this swept away and 
to have peace maintained. Your work 
is to help bring about a condition of 
peace and harmony that shall bless the 
world. Nevertheless we are to remem
ber that all of these conditions are nec
essary and' have been necessary in the 
progressive growth of humanity in in
dividual unfoldment and in spiritual 
progress. These are all necessary as 
the emphatic - expressions for our minds 
that we may learn the lesson and have 
it registered not. only upon the mortal 
form but on the internal mentality as 
well, and when this registration is com
pleted we send out our influence, we do 
opr work and are helping on the pro
gressive march of life. ’Yes, dear 
friends, all these things are stepping 
stones to the higher and more glorified 
conditions of life that shall in coming 
ages be so helpful to man on earth that 
he will be able to manifest his higher 
self, his grander being in whatsoever 
line his talent may deal. He will not 
be hampered and crippled by conditions 
then as he is now. He will be able to 
send out the song of sweetness, the 
music of harmony from his life; he will 
be'ablp to prophesy, and when the soul 
within 1b glorified into spiritual expres
sion Jie will be able to carve from thé 
massive stone an image of symmetry 
and beauty that will stand godlike in 
Jts~manifestatton, and prove to the 
world that he held the ankel within 
which he has been able to represent in 
snoiwy stone. And he will be able also 
to exercise these other talents and 
abilities of his—those which call for 
mechanical execution and for inventive 
expression—those which Individualize 
him apart from all. his fellow men, and 
in doing this ho will stand forth' god
like in personality, filled with power of 
the spirit and different from his fellow 
men, yet oue with them, each making 
up the particles and parts which com
pose the whole of life. This will be his 
accomplishment and his work by and 
by, but you are to help him. You have 
your Work to do. You are doing your 
best, we know, to express your own 
lives, to bring about the higher unfold- 
ments of yourselves, to help your fel
low beings, to bring comfort and peace 
to those whom you love, and we trust 
something of comfort to those 
you meet who have no special 
upon your attention.

We know that as you pass 
from day to day you are doing 
duty as it appears to you.

whom 
claim

along 
your

We have faith in human nature. We 
have faith in the human brothers and 
sisters plodding along these pathways 
of mortal life to this extent, that we 
believe each is trying to do his best ac
cording to the conditions and circum
stances around him. True, all have 
certain frailties, all have weaknesses 
and perchance the folly and the weak
ness may crop out now and then in 
each human life; sometimes the selfish
ness will get a little the uppermost, and 
we find oursplves drawing in what is 
external instead of giving out that 
which is within for the blessing of 
others. Sometimes we feel that our 
children and our particular people 
should have certain things that others 
have no right to have, or that they can 
have certain things “by bearing a little 
heavily upon others, and perhaps we 
do that which in reality we know we 
should not have done. We understand 
that that .is one side of human nature 
expressing Itself, but on the whole and 
'in the average we believe in human na
ture of a higher expression. , We be
lieve that you are all striving to do 
your duty; that you have no aim to in
jure a fellow being; that you have no 
wish to injure anything in life, but that 
you desire to bless and uplift.

And we know that you will constantly 
try to do the best you know how, and 
as you do, you will send out the IN
FLUENCES WHICH WILL HELP THE 
COMING GENERATION to do better 
and to be better than any of you have 
been able to do and to be in this pres
ent age.

You are climbing over the stones of 
experience to the glorified condition of 
a higher existence.' You have your les
sons to learn, YOUR DEBTS TO PAY, 
and everything that comes to you in 
the after life is that which YOU HAVE 
EARNED, as we have befortexpressed 
—that 'which belongs to you, No one 
has the right or power to tolte it from 
you. Others may help you spiritually, 
and they , may thus give you courage, 
cheer and blessing that will bo of as 
great assistance to you as the gift of a 
thousand dollars might be to you here 
from a wealthy friend, but they are not 
able to make yqu over in the spirit 
world any more than a teacher is able 
to make you over here; he can help you 
by stimulating your minds to higher 
effort and to greater ' research and 
study; so they can help you on the spirit 
side.

But you earn all that is yours and it 
belongs to you, and, therefore, as you 
go stepping over these conditions, not 
in wrath but with a persistent earnest 
desire to rise higher and to do better, 
you are constantly giving to the spir
itual manhood and higher .womanhood 
a grander strengthening of power that 
is leading on to glory; not such glory 
as one may find in a high seat in that 
which Is called heaven; not such glory 
as selects you out of many to be placed 
upon the right hand of any potentate or 
monarch; not such glory as appeals to 
the outward senses with flashing gems 
and gaudy display, but the true spiritual 
selfhood that has been unfolded by the 
lily bud into the sweetness, bloom and 
fragrance of spiritual exaltation which 
glveth life and new strength and en
ables you to accomplish more for your 
own elevation through your efforts to 
bless your fellow men. This Is the 
glory that one can attain. This is the 
glory that all may attain who desire to 
do good and to live aright. This is the 
glory toward which we may step and 
climb day by day upward over the 
stones, steep though they be to our feet, 
onward above, the briers though they 
sting, ever reaching higher towards the 
stars whose light is never quenched, to
ward the great sun of etSrnal life whose 
glory can not fade—onward forever we 
march, unfolding the selfhood or the 
soul-life and spiritual power which 
makes for righteousness and truth.

As with individuals, so with nations. 
The forward march is on—it can not be 
stayed, though the stones and the bould
ers be steep and rugged, though the ex
periences to individuals and to coun
tries be such as to dismay and wound, 
yet the march is on, and because of the 
experiences, because of the failures, be
cause of the conflicts, because of that 
which chagrins and counfounds people, 
because of all which may be even 
blighting and gloomy, the way is on 
and leadeth to the stars; it is upward 
and bright, although many have to fall 
by the way because it gives its lessons 
and makes its discipline felt.

By and by the whole world will be 
aroused to a knowledge of the truth and 
of the right; to the recognition of the 
rights and privileges of humanity wher
ever it may be, and because human ex
pression, public sentiment, popular feel
ing and demand will be Buch that na
tions will be obliged to consider the 
rights of each other, will be obliged to 
come into contact for close association 
with the idea and understanding that all 
shall be conceded to them which is 
their due. Because lb the onward 
march of human unfoldment countries 
and their managers will gain wisdom, 
will' grow in strength, will. become 
strong in mental power, WILL GAIN 
SOMETHING OF SPIRITUAL VIGOR, 
and will come to the highest under
standing through which they will learn 
that only by the SYSTEM OF EQUITY 
AND EXACT JUSTICE FROM MAN 
TO MAN, NATION TO NATION, CAN 
LIFE BE PROSPERED, CAN HUMAN
ITY BE GLORIFED, CAN THE 
WORLD BE UPLIFTED FROM THE 
CONDITIONS OF ERROR, OF WRONG 
AND SIN, TO THE HEIGHTS .OF MAG
NIFICENT INTELLIGENCE AND OF 
PROFOUND WISDOM AND LOVE.

CURES DEAFNESS 
AND CATARRH

OWMT own EEMXÜY IB CKlBTAXSr ajtu 
TUAT IB “ACTIJin

; Deafness la the dlrfect result, In 05 out ol every 
Uundred cases, of chronic catarrh of the throat 
Band middle oar, The effect 

or catarrh 1» toflu up and 
clog the air passages with 
deposits, these to a short 
time «topping the action 
or the vibratory bones. 
Doatoess ensues, and the 
hearing cannot be restored 
until these deposits are re
moved. It ta Impossible to 
reach the tone,' ear by 
probing or spraying, and 
that is the reason' why th.e 
greatest aurlsts and phy
sicians ilnd their skill bat
tled. But science has dis
covered a way to reach

. . these heretofore Inacceas-
ibl© portions of th© head. This dlsoQVox'y ' 
been named •■Actina.” It ta a vapor ourroni 
which, passing through the Eustachian tubes 
attacks and dissolves the clogging; catarrhal 
deposits, so that they pass away, and at ths 
same time loosens up the bones (hammer, anvil 
and stirrup) to the Inner oar, so that they 1m- 

respond to the slightest sound vibra
tion. Binging noises In the head are also caused 
by catarrh, and are the premonitory signsol 
deafness. Actlna' never falls to cure this 
distressing affliction; we have known cases 
of years standing to bo ourod to throe weeks.

Actlna Is also a certain spooltlofor asthma, 
bronchitis, sore throat, weak lungs, colds and 
headache; all of which are either directly or In- 
M=°i<)LL?au?.?d b,Ec?,arrt‘' "Actlna” ta sent on 
ta lai postpaid. Write us about your case. W« 
give advice free, and positive proof of cures. 
PiofeBsor WHbou'b lOo page IJlctionary of 
Disease, also aeut Free. Address New York & 
London Electric Association, Den. TD 628 Wal. 
nut Street, Kansas City, Mo.

tgaDaySiireESS UVUI.. . . .. . .uro; w.furnlvh the work mh! Uicb you fteo, you work in 
th» locality whore you live, bend u» yeur addiqsa and wa will 
•x tdalu the bualneax fully, ruuietubai wi guarantee a clear profit 
of >3 for every day’» work.absolutely sure. Write at out-«
BOUL MAliWlCTUIlUIO CO., Box I I 43, DoUolt,iaiX

HAIR ON THE FACE LADIICb—Send for new Information how to remove 
It uaully and effectually without chuiniculti or Instru
ments. Corn upondenc.u conJidenUul in plain Mealed 
envelope. Hundreds of tcbltmoiiiald.
MRS.M.N.PERRY. C10 Drawer 412. Un£ Beach, California.

NEW INVENTION!
Write for urw booklet, burchi Offer tbit muniti. Our 
urn Quaker Folding Vapor Bath Cabinets, flowt

produced, t.vcr/body delighted. EuJot at 
liuiue fur ik ckiih All (Ue lutrwluusolcuutlug,
iurigorailuy. uuiatlve effects of the famous 
■r«ru.h Batti.. <)I»n th' 0,000,001 .U» 
pores, puntici tta entire system. Beats llot 
Hpri^gs. Prevents disease. Sut» Dr. bills. 
Cured thousands, Nature's druglaM rrtaady 
fur colds, grip, rheumatlam, ache», palai, 
blood and skiu dlsvasca, Hldney trouble
children's dbeaaea aud trinala ills. Guaran, 
teed. Bent ea 80 days’trial. $100 to |80G 

il agenti. 10a' “j, aaloatuen, tniuagera, generai agenti. 1004 prodi.
MFG. CO., 82 WoßLD limino, GIKClHHAu, OHUk

a month. 
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The above la the number of the pres.
•nt lsap.0 of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first pagfc 
right hand corner. It this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid tor baa 
expired, and you ore requested to renew 
your subscription. Thia number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
Of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
data. Keep watch of the number M 
the tag of your wrapper.

KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualistic and Occult 

Nows.
You can do it by reading each week 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo- 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena It contains each week, is 
the marvel of the age. No one can af
ford to be without the paper. Ita price 
1b within the reach of all. ’

ANCIENT INDIA,
Its Language and Religions. By Prof. H. Olden
berg. Paper, 25 cents.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
It Is enough to say this 60 page pamphlet is 

written by Moses BulL Price if cents.' ' '

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE.
Or The Threefold Power of Sex. By Lota Wal» 
fcrooker. Price. 60 cents.

", Am3

THE GOLDEN RULE.
The Religious Position of thJvNational 

Spiritualists Association.

To the Editor:—Allow me to express 
my heartfelt thanks to Brother Baldwin 
for his straightforward dissection of the 
Golden Rule, and to yourself for pub
lishing it. He is the first man who has 
come out an^d affirmed the position ad
vanced by myself, somo years since, 
that this rule makes selfishness the su
preme authority of moral obligation. Its 
wide theoretical acceptance is on a par 
with', many other shallow and foolish 
sayings of the reputed Jesus. It is for- 

■ tunate that human nature is such that 
its observonce is impossible. Think of 
an inflated egotist obeying that Rule.

But I am fearful that Brother B. has 
overlooked one Important fact. I have 
before me the Declaration, or Creed of 
the N. 9. A., which I understand was re
adopted at the recent meeting at Wash
ington. It is made up of fohr believes 
and two affirms. The last paragraph 
reads: ‘‘We believe the highest code of 
moral ethics to be embodied in the 
Golden rule—to do unto others as we 
would that others should do unto us.” 
Now, if Brother B. belongs to the N. S. 
A. he thereby proclaims that what he 
terms “the shibboleth of the Christian 
theology” is “the highest code of moral 
ethics.” I disclaim entirely the suppo
sition that the critical mind of Brother 
Baldwin could ever blunder into calling 
a simple precept "a code,” or be guilty 
of writing “moral ethics,” as though 
there could be immoral ethics, or that 
morals and ethics were not synonymous 
terms. But the world is told that the 
abovA paragraph is the belief of the 
Spiritist public. Does Brother B. en
dorse the creed by supporting the organ
ization which made it?

This sixth article was not In the orig
inal creed, but was added afterwards as 
an additional sop to the Christian 
church.

At the recent meeting in Washington, 
an attempt was made to still farther de
grade Spiritism by imposing an elabo
rate ritual. It appears from the meagre 
report that it was adopted only in part. 
But it undoubtedly will be, for Presi
dent Barrett, who was one of the get
ters up of the ritual, in his annual re
port says, “This convention should de
clare to the world the religious side of 
Spiritualism and place it squarely and 
reverently upon the basis of Scientific 

. Theism.” This language of President 
Barrett Is confirmatory of the report 
-that he voted against the creed origi
nally because it did not go far enough 
In the religious direction; and thjs rec
ommendation for placing the “religious 
side of Spiritualism before the world,” 
upon the basis of Scientific Theism” 
shows that he has not relinquished the 
purposo to make the N. S. A. a distinct 
sect. In this, he will no doubt be suc
cessful. . ’

With its '’Infinite Intelligence,”. "Bcl-

entitle Theism,” baby christenings, “A 
more devotional, religious spirit,” and 
“the communion service that should fol
low the address of a settled speaker,” it 
will have what the president so ardently 
desires; Its "phenomena, science, phil
osophy and religiop with no trespassing 
upon the prerogatives of either branch.”

Scientific theism, infinite intelligence, 
Golden Rule, baby christenings, com
munion service, ordaining reverends, 
prayers and invocations all arranged in 
a voluminous ritual defines the charac
ter of the N. S. A. as it has been manip
ulated by its president and his assist
ants. And, as the late convention en
dorsed his address, and re-elected him 
its president, it thereby accepted the 
entire religious rigmarole of the ad
dress as well as the “Shibboleth of the 
Christian theology” as a true definition 
of modern Spiritualism. •

Now, will Brother Baldwin -endorse 
this vast mass of seml-chrlstian fads 
with the single exception of the Golden 
Rule? is ‘'scientific Theism” and relig
ious devotion, etc., to be "reverently" 
accepted and the Golden Rule kicked 
under the table?

Modern Spiritism has but two basic 
affirmations. 1. Dlscamate spirits com
municate with spirits still in the flesh. 
2. The method or laws of communica
tion is purely natural. These two 
propositions sweep away ajl the Gods— 
all the miracles, and all the religions of 
humanity, unless we except pure Bud
dhism.

I hope to see Brother B., with his crit
ical mind, come to the defense of pure 
Spiritism against the persistent effort 
to convert it into a contemptible, semi
Christian sect.

. J. S. LOVELAND.
Summerland, Cal.

THE GOLDEN RULE.

He Thinks It an Excellent Rule 
Go By. '

to

To the Editor:—I see In The Progres
sive Thinker of Nov. 28, 1903, that Mr. 
E. W. Baldwin of Madison, Wis., takes 
a tilt at the Golden Rule, saying that 
if strictly lived up to it would wreck 
and ruin the world!'

Whistle him down the wind!
It is the noblest rule ever uttered by 

mortal man, and the purest men and 
women that ever lived on our planet 
believed in and commended it.

If anybody ever harmed Mr. Baldwin 
it was because that person did not live 
up to the Golden Rule. If Mr. Baldwin 
ever harmed anybody it was because 
be did not live up to the Golden Rule. 
He says no man has ever lived up to 
it, find he'seems to think this proves 
the rule to be bad. There are many 
that will not live up to it, and there are 
many that will not live up to tire laws 
forbidding murder and theft, but this 
does not prove that the laws forbidding 
murder and theft are bad. It only 
proves that the people that violate these 
laws are bad. '

The Golden Rule is not enforced be
cause the ruling class in the govern
ment does not want to live up to it 
They get their bread and fine clothes 
by violating it. If they would live by 
their own honest labor, ' then they 
would have a better opinion of the 
Golden Rule. Living up to it would not 
wreck and ruin the world, but it would 
reform the world into a' paradise It 
might be a little hard on the worthless 
schemers and idlers who live by ex
ploiting labor in violation of the Golden 
Rule. They would have to live by their 
own labor.

The Golden Rule, as Mr. Baldwin 
says, is not lived up to, and that is just 
why there is so much crime, poverty, 
distress, strikes and strife among the 
people. Civilization is breaking down. 
Society, the ruling class, puts a pre
mium upon crime and rascality, espe
cially if the crime and rascality is com
mitted on a large scale. Injustice 
breeds discontent. It is not right for 
some to have to toil till they fall down 
exhausted while others do nothing. It 
is not right for laborers and their chil
dren to have to wear rags and starve 
while idlers wear robes and feast on 
the luxuries of the land. It is not right 
for a rich idler’s dog to fare better than

LAKE HELEN, FLA
February 7 to March 20, 1904—Last Ex- 

curslons. ‘

Amid the blizzards of the north, it is 
cheering to hear of the sunny and genial 
climate of Lake Helen.

The people are coming to this mild 
climate in increasing numbers. The 
dwellers at Lake Helen camp enjoyed 
an old-fashioned Thanksgiving dinner, 
with turkey, cranberry sauce, chicken, 
mince and pumpkin pie.. Some twenty 
sat down to Mrs. Spencer’s bountiful 
table.

Mr. and Mrs. Davit’ Sherman are oc--
cupying the-1 cottage they bounght 
Mrs. Pratt, which was made ready 
them by Miss May Patten.

Mr. A. A. Buter and wife are in 
Apartment House for the season.

of 
for

the

Mr. and Mrs. Bartholomew (the trum
pet medium) are in their new cottage, 
while Mr. B. is about to erect another.

The Cassadaga Hotel smiles with a 
new coat of paint, and Mrs. Sage, the 
manager, has placed new curtains and 
draperies in the windows. The dining-

a poor laborer’s child. These infamous ' room is being enlarged.
conditions exist, as all know, under the 
competitive system, and they would not 
and could not exist under a cooperative 
commonwealth based upon the Golden 
Rule. J. H. WIMPEY.

Goodman, Mo.

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHÊ&HOOD
Information How They May Give Birth to HtpfXe 

Healthy Children Absolutely With*  
out Paln~Sent Free.

No woman need any longer dread the pain® of 
ehlld-btrth. or remain ohlldlesa. Dr. J. H. Dye 
has devoted hie Ufa to roHevlnr the sorrows of 
women. He has proved that all pain at childbirth 
may do entirely banished, and ho will rladly toll 
you how It may bo done absolutely free of ohnrfra. 
Bend your name apd address to Dr. J.H. Dyo, 154 
Lewis Block. Buffalo. N. Y.. and he will Bond yo u. 
postpaid, his wonderful book which tells how to 
ffjve birth to happy, healthy children, aosolutoly 
without pami also, how to cure sterility. Do not 
delay, but write to-day.

"Prlnclples of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., I,L. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The-result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture's finer forces áre here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large; four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and ■ con
taining beautiful illustrative, plates. 
For sale nt this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you will 
be delighted with It -
. "An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.”

, '•Romanism Exposed." Two pamphlets 
I by Rev. J. G. White, author of Startling

Mr. Baldwin’s proof is.no proof at all. Facts. Price 10 cents each, or two for

Strangers are at camp, looking for 
lots on which to build cottages. H. M. 
Clark is finishing his cottage.

Geo. P. Colby, is in West Palm Beach, 
voicing the spiritual philosophy to the 
people. He is to be called to Jackson
ville, later. •

President Bond has been in the 
clutches of la grippe; ■

Mr. and Mrs. Giddings hAve been in
structing the people by a recital at the 
hotel parlors, of the early history of the 
camp.

Mrs. Buchanan still resides In her cot
tage and is engaged In . the literary 
work. '

The boats are being made ready for a 
launch on Lake Colby, at

Tjie store is open and people are able 
to get groceries. Mip. Pelton, the keep
er, claims her good^are ^jrlctly ortho
dox, and rejoices that heretical camp
ers are "good pay."m bo .

Mr. and Mrs. Kellogg have opened 
their cottage, latelyri bought of Miss 
Keenan.

Clerk Twlng and, wife are happy in 
their “dove cote” arid glacTto get away 
from cold and windy Lake Erie.

Judge Underhill and family have 
moved’into their enlarged ' cottage on 
Marian Street ‘

Mr. and Mrs. Carrlgue are in the 
Clark-Hatch cottage, the bright’ and 
witty wife adding much to the social 
life of the camp. •

The Apartment House is nearly full. 
Write Mrs. J. D. Palmer, at camp, for 
rooms, etc. '

Mr. and Mrs. McDonell, of Toronto, 
Can., have set up-housekeeping in the- 
Apartment House. - .

Mr. Lower: entertained-the people at 
। the-hotel with some excellent music.

Mr. and Mrs. Fairfield, Somerfy Ad-

vents, intend to build a cottage at 
camp. .

New lamps have been placed In the 
streets.

The timber for the water tank has ar
rived. Piping the streets for water is 
next in order. A good carpenter Is 
needed. .

Mrs. Witters and Mrs. Vogt are lo
cated in Budlngton cottage The former 
is much Improved in health.

Mrs. Clark, of Elmira, N. Y., Is at Cas
sadaga Hotel. . ■ .

Mrs. Van Duzee and Mrs. Thompson 
will take rooms in the Bartholomew 
cottage. Mr. and Mrs. J. D. White 
came early to occupy their pretty cot
tage. . '

Mrs. Barnum has rented the Huff cot
tage She Is a sister of Mr. .Littlejohn 
who still lingers at the camp.

Mr. Meyers and Mr. Spencer, con
tinue to haul baggage and lumber.

Mrs. Ellwanger, of St. Louis, Mo., is 
the guest of Mrs Spencer, while looking 
for a winter home.

Mrs. Spencer has her large dining 
room ready for table boarders—a good 
place to get meals at moderate prices.

The Webster Hotel (O. B. and M. J. 
Webster, managers) is finished and 
ready for guests. This hotel has mod
ern Improvements, bath rooms, toilet 
rooms, excellent beds, hot water heat
ing—all at moderate prices.

Miss Cole, the photographer, is daily 
expected. Mr. Lee Spencer, from New 
Haven, Ct., has been visiting his pa
rents in camp.

Mr. Fogle passed to the higher life, 
October 15. He will be much missed— 
a genial gentleman, with many friends 
at camp.

My last three excursions will sail 
from New York City, December 31, Jan
uary 7 and 21. I shall personally con
duct the last one.

Write me for special low party rates 
enclosing 4 cents in stamps for postage 
on Clyde circulars, etc.

H. A. BUDINGTON.
91 Sherman street, Springfield, Mass.

A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. By 
Laura G. Fixen.

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration.

Sent complete for ,50 cents.

ETERNITY.
I am very sorry that my article on 

"Eternity” was so poorly expressed, as 
to be taken as a wail, or cry of anguish. 
I did not mean it should convey that 
impression by any means.

I only meant it as an earnest appeal 
for light upon what to me was the most 
Important question that ever entered 
my inquisitive noddle.

Was there ever a time when I as an 
individual did not exist? If so, then I 
am satisfied that the time will come, 
when I will not be.

Whatever had a beginning will have 
an end. Then, did my individuality 
ever have a beginning?

God, spirit, matter, material, never 
had a beginning.

Has existed from all eternity in the 
past—will exist to all eternity in the fu
ture. ; '

But—tilings created from them, .in
cluding worlds, have beginnings and 
endings. If man is immortal, is to re
tain his individual existence to all eter
nity, I am satisfied that nothing he can 
do, or leave undone, can change, or take 
it from him.

It may be that I am asking too much, 
to want to know the truth in regard to 
this mighty question, but if there is any 
evidence lying around loose, that has a 
bearing upon this theme I am just boy 
enough to want to pick it up and see 
how it looks. ' '
. But I am not fretting or worrying 
about It. If I do not find what I seek 
for, I will go on whistling until I find 
something else that is desirable.

. In reply to Henrietta Straub, who so 
kindly and nicely reviewed my former 
article on Eternity, I want to say, I do 
not expect to know the unknowable, 
measure the unmeasurable, or prove 
the unprovable. But I want to learn all 
I can about God or Nature’s infinite 
plans.

I know the finite cannot comprehend 
the Infinite, but I understand what Eter
nity means, and I am mighty anxious to 
stay with it, to never drop out

I want to thank Henrietta and others 
who replied to my article. Opinions do 
me some good.

So far as it goes the grand and glori
ous philosophy of Spiritualism is very 
consoling. I do not worry over the fu- 
tdre, for I incline to the belief, that all 
things considered, whatever is, is for 
the best '

There is nothing criminal in aspiring 
for truths that are beyond our reach, 
and w^ien I tire of it, I will take Henri
etta's advice and listen to the lullaby 
song of “Rock me to sleep, Mother,” and
take a rest 

Duluth, Minn?
JOHN T. DOW.

<%

“A Conspiracy Against the Republie.1
"Poems of Progress.” By Lizzie

_ . -------- --------------- ----- Doten. In this volume, this peerless
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
“History of the Christian Religion to varied moods, "from grave to goy, from 
the Year 200," etc. A condensed Btato-,lively to severe.” It Is a book to be 
mont of facts concerning tho efforts of treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
cNirch leaders to get control of the gov- love genuine poetry, and especially by 
ernment. An important work. Paper, I Spiritualists. The volume Is tastily 
25 cents. • For salo at this office. printed and bound. Price $L '

The Carpenter’s and Builder’s 
Standard Library.

By Fred I. Hodgson, Architect.

This serlM ot new works on Modern Carpen- 
tery and Joinery are to-day the approved and 
most helpful set of practical builders’ "educa- 
tore,'published. Price per set ot 4 vols., cloth, 
•4.00; half-leather, K.00.

The Young Engineer’s Guide

FARM ENGINES
HgwTQlK’SL-

ft

§

This book 
treats upon 
how to run a 
farm engine. 
The young 
engineer’s 
guide. Fully 
illustrated.
A complete 
instructor.
This is the 
greatest of 
all works for 
the farmer. 
Price, cloth, 
$1.00.

By James H. Stevenson, and Oth
er Expert Engineers.

Gan Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savag*.  In thta book of 243 pages, discuss

es problems that have vexed Intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any othert, 
saving those of the religious Hfe. He states a 
great number of well-authenticated Instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion is frank and fearless, pad merits tbs 
widest reading, for he deals with facts and ex
periences. Price, cloth, *1.00.

The Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
Human Life,

With Character Reading^ of Per
sons Born Upon the Cusp.

The principle« found In thta volume are both 
ft science and ft religion, for a better And & far 
happier humanity, it points to the planets M 
an index to the human character and. Liability 
to diseases; also gives the gems and colors suit*  
od to temperaments evolved under oertalti plan« 
eta. But the author, ELEANOR KIRK, lays 
special Rtross upon the iundamont&l prlncipta 
tnat “All maladies known to man can bo entire« . 
ly dominated, forever cast out, by those who 
realise that mind is the master and body the 
servant.” Prlcp,cloth,*81. CO. ‘ ‘ ‘ . »

\|
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THE SPIRITUALISTIC) FIELD-ITS WORKERS, 
DOINGS, ÉtO., THE WORLD O^ER.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
(■- alone responsible for any assertions 
or etatemcats he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should De 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space Is *ua“\ 
quate to publish everything that conn® 
to band, however much we might desir 
to do. so. That must account for tne 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would l»W 
to Impress upon the minds of oUtc°^„r 
spondents that The Progressive imnitei 
Is Bet up on a Linotype machine W» 
must make speed equal to about w 
compositors. That means rapid worn, 
and It Is essential that all copy, to in
sure Insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, shouia “ 
written plainly with ink on wane 
paper, or with a typewriter, and omy u 
one side of the paper. ,

ITEMS.—Bear In mind that Items tor 
the General Survey will In all cases 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they W*  
generally have to be abridged more 
less; otherwise many Items would oe 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-'- 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and te 
lines to two Unes, as occasion may re
quire. *

Tako due notice, that all Items tor 
this page juust be accompanied by the 
full name and address of the wrlit*.  • 
will not do to say that Secretary or Cor
respondent writes so and bo, 'wl, 
giving the full name and address of too 
writer. The items of those who do not 
comply with this request will be cast 
Into the waste basket.

Keep copies of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If wo have not space to use them.

Wm. E. Smith writes from Spring
field, Mans.: “The First Church of Pro
gressive Spiritualists opened its doors 
after a rest of two months, to a large 
audience in Memorial Hall, on Septem
ber 6. Not quite a year 4go when this 
society organized, some of those who re
mained on the outside to kick, prophe
sied its death in less than two months.; 
others delegated it to a warmer climate, 
but it has moved right along unmindful 
of false prophets or opposing forces, 
and to-day it is more alive than ever. 
Mr. R. Chester was the one under 
whose guidance this society was organ
ized, and for three months he worked 
Sunday after Sunday for just what con
tributions might be forthcoming. 
Meetings were held In a third story hall, 
and through the able ministrations of 
Mr. Chester these quarters became too 
Bmall, and it was again necessary to 
look for larger quarters. -These were 
soon found, and we now have a very 
commodious location, nicely furnished 
and heated, and best of all, no debts, 
This has not been accomplished with
out earnest endeavors, both on the part 
of pastor and people. While we have 
an. energetic and beloved leader we 
also have earnest workers who devote 
much time and money to the cause they 
love, and which they are determined to 
show forth to the world for the better- 
mnt of humanity. Our membership now 
reaches over sixty, while we have many 
adherents, who are not yet members. 
We are certain we have now established 
In our midst a movement for the better
ment and advancement of mailkind, 
that is making itself felt. We take great 
deal of pride In our church add we 
struggle on feeling assured that greater 
victories are ours. We wish that some 
of our Spiritualistic friends who think 
that the cause is declining could see the 
audience that comes out to hear Mr. 
Chester. Our hall has been crowded 
Sunday after Sunday with some of the 
very best people of Springfield. His 
platform work and his readings at his 
residence are truly phenomenal, and 
has received great praise not only from 
the people who know Mr. Chester, but 
from the secular press as well. He de
votes much time to those who are skep
tics and has done more for this class of 
people than any other medium they 
ever have had here. This society sells 
The Progressive Thinker, and we' Bell 
more of them than any two societies 
here, and we will increase our supply 
after the first of the year.”

Brother A. C. Priest, of Spokane, 
Wash., writes that some one has been 
appropriating his paper in its passage 
through the mails, much to hi? disgust. 
Papers will occasionally go astray in 
the mails in spite of the most careful 
supervision. We are gja<^ to supply 
missing numbers when requested to do 
so by postal. Mr. Priest says: “For two 
or three years my wife and myself have 
held our public meetings, at which we 
have been always ready to give our 
copies of your valuable paper to those 
who have never read them, with the ob
ject of enlightening them and getting 
them to subscribe; but we have a de
cided objection to buy copies or sub
scribe for your paper in order to supply 
mental pabulum for people who cannot 
appreciate them.”

Otto Sippetl, president, writes from 
San Diego, Cal., giving a graphic ac
count of the meeting of the Second Spir
itualist Society at the home of Mrs. C. 
E. Thing, to help celebrate the 37th an
niversary of her father and mother, Mr. 
and Mrs. L. B. Wells. There was an 
original address of welcome, by Miss 
Loreitta Thing, aged 11 years, which 
contained some excellent sentiments. 
Then followed Instrumental and vocal 
music, and recitations, short talks from 
many who were present. Then the little 
6-year-old granddaughter Natella re
cited ‘Grandpa's Glasses,’ and she and 
her sister sang the pretty song, 'True 
hearts never grow old.’ Mrs. Thie- 
baud's guides gave a beautiful talk to 
the couple. Those present expressed 
themselves as having spent a delightful 
evening.”

C. E. Tobey writes in answer to S. H. 
White, objecting to the idea of coloniz
ing the colored race in South America; 
he thinks they shotild be taken back to 

. Africa, where railroads are now being 
built. He says: “Then there Is a free 
negro colony on the West Coast. Plenty 
of room there, and many blacks ready 
to go. Not long ago a lot of them went 
to til e governor of Georgia for transpor- 
ta’tlon to Africa. Arrangements could 
be made with the African powers for 
homes- for such desirable immigrants, 
and- our useless men-of-war fflilps could 

’ carry them across the Atlantic. Take 
out those big guns, lighten the ships 
arid load them with black humanity, and 
bull'd up a powerful nation of civilized 
negroes, and help civilize tl.a barbarous 
tribes already there. England, France, 
and all the European, nations with pos
sessions there would assist in the work. 
Yes. Booker Washington is working no
bly for the black race. Ho is a reason
able man. I have lived the most of my 
life in the South and owned negroes,
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and I certainly wish him success. I 
don’t think he should be censured for 
eating ‘possum with the president; but 
appearing In public with the ponderous 
Cleveland, I cannot so easily forgive.”

Harmony writes from Long Beach, 
Cal.: “Perhaps’you would like to hear 
from this gem by the sea. On Oct. 15, a 
few earnest Spiritualists organized the 
First Spiritual Society, and are going 
along nicely. Mrs. Emma D. Hammin, 
of Los Angeles, formerly of Topeka, 
Kans., has been speaking for us for the 
last five Sundays. Mrs: Lettie M. Al
len will finish the balance of this month 
at the Sunday evening meetings. She 
has a hall in Los Angeles but comes to 
us as we need earnest workers. Our 
Thursday night socials are a success. 
We have a true, pure, earnest soul as 
our president, Miss C. J. VanAlstlne."

Mrs. M. T. Kesslng writes: “That 
book, The Seers of the Ages, which I re
gard as a gift, has arrived all right. 
Many thanks. It is just grand. I wish 
to say that 1 was born and raised a Ro
man Catholic, but left the church over 
twenty years ago. 1 was converted to 
this grand truth.

Dr. Beverly writes: “At Lakeside 
Hall, next Sunday evening, Mother Vir- 
tuzia will lecture. She is the founder 
of the Circle of Light. She dresses in 
white from head to heel, thus Illustrat
ing the spirit resurrection and life. She 
is a fine epeaker and very spiritual,, and 
her revelations are very wonderful. All 
should hear these representative speak
ers, and attain to the highest and best 
in this present life. It is the pure hon
est life that tells the tale. The people 
want demonstrated truth, and your pa
per has no fear iu declaring the latest 
and best.”

Mr. Henry Briinhaus, president, 
writes that the association in Wheeling, 
W. Va., 1b in a flourishing condition, and 
large attendance.

Laura G. Fixen, on Dec. 10, took a 
steamer at San Francisco, Cal., for Aus
tralia. .

G. II. Brooks writes: “My address 
while In Ashtabula, Ohio, will be 24 
Center street. 1 will respond to calls 
for funerals. I go to Toledo, Ohio, for 
January. Send all mail and telegrams 
to 24 Center street, Ashtabula,„Ohio.”

A special dispatch to the Inter-Ocean 
from Rome, says: “Pius X. is likely to 
exercise the prerogative of papal infalli
bility for the first time since its defini
tion by the Vatican counsel in 1870. 
Neither Pius IX. nor Leo XIII, ever had 
occasion to define any dogma, but, it is 
said, Plus X. will In the near future de
clare-the assumption of the Blessed 
Mary to be a dogma of faith. It has al
ways been the belief in the church that 
Mary's body was taken by angels to 
heaven, so that no particles of it were 

• preserved among the relics of the 
churchy Catholics, however, have thus 
far been at liberty to believe or not be
lieve the truth of this assumption, 
which was proclaimed first by St. John 
Damascene and by the council of Eph
esus. A dogmatical definition by Pius. 
X. would bind all Catholics to the be
lief.” Verily, what fools in this world 
of ours.

Nellie S. Baade writes from New Or
leans, La.: "Go ahead; the paper is all 
right, and the symposium is grand.”

The "Divining Rod” or “Dowser," is 
up for consideration before the Psychic
al Research Society of London. Pro
fesor Barrett has satisfied himself that 
neither luck nor special knowledge of 
the surface indications of hidden water 
or ore, nor special susceptibility to elec
trical Influences, will suffice to explain 
all the cases of dowsing that he' has 
studied. He.-thinks, rather, that the 
dowser possesses a mysterious percept
ive faculty, akin to the “homing" in
stincts of pigeons. “Any particular ob
ject sought for—it seems immaterial 
what that object may be—" excites an 
impression on the dowser when he ap
proaches it. The impresión may rise to 
an obscure sensation or to an emotional 
disturbance, but at any rate jt starts 
the dowser’s muscles to contracting, 
and that starts his rod to shaking—and 
there you are. Professor Barrett has 
further observed that “children of na
ture, simple country folk whose minds 
are free from preconceived ideas or 
reasoning,’ are the best dowsers. He 
feels justified in drawing 
sion that “the intrusion of 
any conscious volition is 
end in view.” ■

Dr. J. H. Randall writes:

the conclu- 
reasoh or of 
fatal to the

I have been■ ... . - - ... - . . ..
engaged by the Society of the Students 
of Nature for the next month or two, 
meetings held every Sunday evening at 
7:30 at Perl's hall, 1546 Milwaukee ave
nue. 1 also conduct regularly the meet 
ings of the Church of the Golden Rule 
at Hall 210, 52 Dearborn street, Sun
days at 3:30 p. m. Am doing this work 
more because I love .the work of ad
vancing scientific truths than for any 
money reward there is in it."

Mrs. F. C. Kramer.wrltes from Rock
ford, Ill. “In behalf of the Spiritual Sci
ence Society of Rockford, Ill., I wish to 
say that we are flourishing. We have 
a society of which we are proud. Our 
members are all working harmoniously 
together. Our officers are all zealous, 
and fill their places with perfect adap
tation to their work. They have proven 
themselves tote the right persons in 
the right places. We have been .fortu
nate in securing the best of talent. 
Since the close of the camp season, and 
the reopening of our meetings, our 
rostrum has been occupied by Mr. and 
Mrs. Sprague, Mrs. Mattle E. Hull, Mrs. 
Ella Johnson Bloom, Mrs. Nellie 8. 
Noyes, of Boston, Mr. Harry J. Moore, 
of Chicago, aqd Mrs. Frances Wheeler 
of LaCrosse, Wls. We have had for
eign talent with us twice every Sunday. 
Mrs. Wheeler was with us last Sunday 
and will be with us again next'Sunday. 
Her lectures are given while she is in 
a trance condition. They are full of 
good things from beginning to end. Her 
message work is fine, and very convinc
ing to investigators. Mr. Harry J. 
Moore, who immediately preceded Mrs. 
Wheeler, is an able speaker, and bls 
lectures are deep, logical and forceful. 
He Is an earnest, zealous worker for the 
cause, ahd thoroughly competent to fill 
his place in the lecture field. Last 
Wednesday evening, the laffles of the 
society gave a sociable in the hall, and 
we had a very pleasant tithe. Mrs. 
Wheeler gave a short lecture, followed 
by messages. Special music was ren
dered by a quartette and others. Re
freshments were served, after which 
the young people indulged in dancing. 
Our president, Mr. I. S. Getchell, - has 
been ill,' arid unable to be with us the 
post two Sundhys. He has been earn
est and untiring in his efforts to build 
up the society, and is highly sppreci*
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ot The Progressive Thinker are for 
sale at this office. Bear thia in mind.

We so to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.

ated by the members. We have a La
dies Auxiliary that is doing a good work 
and is an able assistant to the society.''

Wanted, by the Church of Truth of 
Denver, ,Colo., a No.-J. speaker and me
dium. Address the secretary, I. T. 
Niles, 2011 .Scott Place.

Harry J. Moore closed his engage
ment with the society of Rochester, 
Ind., last Sunday. Mr. Moore serves the 
First Spiritualist Church of Battle 

-Creek, Mich., the last Sunday of this 
month, and his address while there will 
be 90 Lathrop avenue. .
~ Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission holds 
services every Sunday, afternoon 2:30, 
evening 7:45, at Star Lodge Hall, 378 
S. Western avenue. Good singing. 
Speaking and spirit messages. All 
Welcome. Seats free. Special watch 
night services; New Year’s eve, Decem
ber 31, 1903, at the mission. A special 
program for this occasion. Luncheon 
will be served. Seats free.

The first Spiritualistic ceremony ever 
performed in Decatur, ill., took place on 
Wednesday night at the home of Burch
ard Jensen, 414 East Marietta street. 
The contracting parties were Henry 
Bauer and Mies Pauline Jensen, and the 
minister was Mrs. India Hill, head of 
the Spiritualistic congregation of Deca
tur. Not much difference exists be
tween the Spiritualistic marriage cere
mony and the usual form. The minis
ter stands before the couple and pro
nounces the words of the form. Some 
changes are, however, made In the 
wording. Thus the woman, instead of 
being asked if she will "love, honor and 
obey," is asked to promise “harmony, 
peace and love." Again, the minister 
does not say, “What God hath joined to
gether let no man put asundyr,” but 
substitutes the word “love”J?tor the 
word “God.” This change she explains 
by saying that if all marriages were 
made by God, that wording would be 
all right, but it is an evident fact that 
many marriages áre not made by God, 
because of the Inharmonious spirit and 
the records of the divorce courts. The 
couple then join right hands and prom
ise mutual love, and the groom puts a 
ring on a finger of the bride’s right 
band. Both tlie bride and her mother 
are Spiritualists, and the groom often 
attends Mrs. H1H”b meetings. Last 
night’s marriage was*  the second per
formed by Mrs. Hill, who has been an 
ordained minister for eight years. She 
once married a couple in Lafayette, 
Ind., but this was her first in Decatur
and in Illinois. Mr. Bauer 1b the son 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bauer, of 984 E 
William street. He has spent most 
his life in Decatur and is well known 
the east part of town. He works 
Kraft’s bottling works. Mrs. Bauer
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Burchard 
Jensen. She is likewise well acquaint
ed in Decatur, but has more friends 
near Brush college, where she lived 
with her parents until five years ago. 
Mr. Jensen is a retired farmer. He 
owns considerable city property, for 
which he traded hie farm five years ago. 
The wedding took place at 7:30 o'clock. 
At that time the couple went into' the 
parlor and stood before a window 
draped with smllax. Mrs. Hill entered 
behind them and repeated the marriage 
service. When the ceremony was flu
shed she made a prayer. The couple 
were attended by Walter Jensen, a 
brother of the bride, and by Miss Mar
tha Kresin. Mrs. Bauer’s gown was of 
drab broadcloth, trimmed with white 
silk and applique. She carried a large 
bouquet of white roses. The maid, Miss 
Kresin, wore blue silk and carried pink 
roses.—Decatur Review. ,

H. F. Coates writes: “Our meetings 
at Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove 
avenue, are well attended and much in
terest is manifested.. Dr. J. 0. M. Hew
itt has lectured for ub the past two 
years and too much cannot be said in 
his behalf as a teacher. An audience 
after listening to one of his lectures 
cannot help but be impressed with the 
truth of it. Messages are given by my
self and others each Sunday. All who 
can attend will find a hearty welcome.”

Mrs. Alice Baker, of Cleveland, Ohio, 
writes: “I have commenced my services 
with the Truth Seekers Spiritualist So
ciety, Dallas, Texas. I find a small so
ciety here of good, earnest workers, bo 
I am hoping for the best results in our 
spiritual efforts, and for a return of 
health in the sunny South. I would be 
pleased to correspond with any society 
wishing my services for meetings, 
through the week, and will officiate at 
funerals.. Address me at 193 Grand av-
enue, Dallas, Texas."

Virginie Barrett writes: "I shall 
away for the holidays, but letters

be 
for

calls to funerals or societies will reach 
me by addressing me at my home, No. 
1915 Broadway, Indianapolis, Ind. Mrs. 
J. B. Harris, from Columbus, Ohio, has 
been here holding trumpet and test se
ances. She held two at my home, giv
ing entire satisfaction.”

Berlin, Dec. 12..—The Meyer girl, of 
the village of Grambeke, near Bremen, 
who recently awoke from her seven
teen-year trance, first went into a 
trance state nineteen years ago, after 
a bad fall from a cart. She then com
plained of a pain in her head, and grad
ually went to Bleep and remained so for 
two years. She was aroused, and for a 
month she was herself again, but grad
ually grew weaker, complained of being 
tired, and fell once more into the trance 
which continued seventeen years, with 
slight returns to consciousness. Dur
ing all that time she . took food and 
drink, expressing her desires by almost 
imperceptible movements of her hands. 
All natural functions remained normal. 
She was even subject to toothache and 
colds, and once had the grip. The doc
tors who have visited her since her 
awakening'declare that she is now re
stored to health and that there 1b no 
danger of a relapse, but they are puz
zled. to explain the cause of the trance. 
Natural^ the close confinement to her 
room has had Its effect on her appear
ance. Her akin is the color of parch
ment. Her eyes, so long unused to 
light, are gradually growing stronger, 
but they are changed in color. -They 
were brown when she went to sleep; 
they are now a greenish blue, utterly 
unlike any other person’s eyes. She 
knows nothing of what has happened 
during her trance, but her memory of 
everything that preceded It Is perfect. 
Although now 36 years old,, she has still 
the voice of a girl of 17 or 18.

Miss Mattle Woodbury, of Shafts- 
burg, Mich., writes: ”1 have given satis
faction here in Bay City for the month 
of November, both in private and at the 
hall, and I desire to correspond with so
cieties in the state for platform mes
sages-and private circles, I remain 
here until after Jan. 1« 1904.” - .
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The Light at. the (Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at thénorthwest corner of 
47th street arid Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference at:3 p.>tn., and lecture and 
tests at 8 o'clock. Mrs. M. A. Burlami,
pastor. b;

in 
is

The Progressive!! Spiritual Society 
will have a CnHstmas tree at their hall, 
183 E. Nortl) aVenq'é, Dec. 27, at 8 p. m. 
All the little ones ' attending will be 
treated to a. pox of candy by Santa 
Claus.

One who has heard Dr. Hewitt lec
ture, writes: “Societies wishing to en
gage a speaker for a, long or short en
gagement should correspond with Dr.J. 
0. M. Hewitt, 533,,W. Madison street, 
Chicago, Ill. The doctor ranks among 
the ablest speakers on the Spiritualistic 
platform, and besides-answering calls 
to lecture, will officiate at marriages or 
funerals.”

Thos. S. Kizer, of Decatur, HI., writes 
of the serious illness of Mr. Pettibone, 
the well-known medium for physical 
manifestations: “The many friends of 
these famous mediums will be pained to 
learn of Mr. Pettibone's affliction. He 
has been unable to do any work in his 
mediumship since leaving camp last 
summer. His limbs are in a weakened 
condition; in fact his entire physical 
system, due to overwork and nervous 
prostration. He is surrounded by 
friends here and has all the care and 
attention that any one could desire, and 
is being treated by one of Decatur’s em
inent specialists, Dr. C. Taylor Ball, 
who says that he can certainly cure 
him. Mr. Pettibone thinks he is on the 
up-grade, but doesn't feel that he is en
tirely out of danger, and wants to hear 
from his friends, and desires that they 
should send out their best thoughts for 
his speedy recovery. The Doctor says 
he should not do any public work for at 
least one year. The Sunshine Club here 
is moving along slowly but surely, and 
out mediums are Improving in their de
velopment." ’

John B. Chrisney writes: “Now 
brothers and sisters of the readers of 
The Progressive Thinker, let us make a 
united effort this coming year to circu
late our spiritual literature wherever 
we can. Let us sow the seed of this 
grand truth broadcast, and the harvest 
will come by and by. Let us encourage 
Home Circles everywhere we can. We 
meet at our Home Circle two and three 
times a week and we have the prospect 
of developing three or four young peo
ple for trumpet mediums. We have 
been sitting for development regularly 
for the past. 12 months. Let us work 
while we can.” ■ ,

Aug. Recht writes: "The Society of 
Spiritual Truth which meets at Crosby 
Hall, 423 Glasson avenue., Brooklyn, N. 
Y„ had a well-attended meeting Dec. 13. 
Mr. Delere, (Jeorge P. Clark and Mr. 
Rassmussen lectured."

G. W. Wilson writes: "I will give my 
experience with Mrs. Keguln, of Jef- 

rsonville, Ind. I think she 1b one of 
est of test mediums. She can 

onvince the most skeptical 
powers of eslate-writing and 

hear the independent voices. When 
ypq. are receiving the writing, your 
loved ones speak In an audible voice to 
you in broad-daylight; such tests Mrs. 
Keiguin gives.'.dailyji She has been In 
the field for thirty years and over, and 
is now answering - all calls. Her ad
dress is 112 West Front street” 

; Mr. Stbwáft ánfl'Mr. and Mrs. Folsom 
are having spifendld'1 meetings At’ How
ard Hall, St. EoUffl.- Mrs. Folsom has 
invited all genuine mediums In St. 
Louis to come to their meetings and 
feel at home there, as they propose to 
eradicate all jealousy from our work.

Marcenus R. K. Wright writes: "I am 
73 years old. I have been a Spiritualist 
since 1848. I was one of the first to 
visit the Fox family and listen to the 
rappings. I have made psycho-mental 
science and phenomena a study. The 
field is broad and not as difficult of ac
cess as it used to be. Any honest man 
may gain some knowledge of the spirit 
world If he looks after It in earnest. I 
haven’t usually said much but’ have 
been rewarded for my fidelity to spirit
ual Interests with the gift of ‘voiced 
mental speecn.’ This is a great com
fort in old age, but it is not one to be 
trifled with. There is a degree of fa
miliarity allowed in intercourse with 
the'dead, but there 1b a line of restric
tion which forbids too much intimacy. 
Death is a great change and brings with 
it a greater transformation of life than 
even our spiritual friends are aware of. 
Our supplications for an understanding 
of all the facts concerning the future 
are not likely to be fully answered, but 
our investigations may reward us with 
such light upon the subject as we are 
entitled to possess. There is great 
need of our bringing our Inquiries with
in tlie province of scientific research 
and deduction. This would do away 
with much quibbling over doubtful In
ferences and results.”

David Sanders writes: "I will let you 
know what I think about The Progress
ive Thinker. A friend of mine gave me 
a copy of your paper, and it was just 
what I wanted. I would , not be with
out it for any sum of money. I got the 
books all right and I am more than 
pleased with them.”

Chester Martin writes: "Spiritualism 
is old enough to stand alone. It has no 
connection with Bible or the religion of 
that book. What is the use of our 
speakers or writers quoting anything 
written in those days of ignorance and 
assumed gods.

Julius Wagner writes: "It is quite 
surprising and amusing to read the 
great controversy of those two intel
lectual giants, Bymaii' C. Howe and Mrs. 
Florence Hunttey, Inf regard to The 
Great Psychological -Crime. So far as 
I am concerned! I cannot agree with 
either on all points.11 Each.one has a 
great deal to say, and with equal force. 
I read both sides, then decide. Hypno
tizing a mediutfiy a Spirit, IS AN ACT
UAL FACT, whether*  for good,or evil. 
There are no exceptións. Even a medi
um is like any other Subject when hyp
notized by a niortal (Aerator, and must 
obey the biddii&s of the hypnotist. 
Spirits can anflTdo 'Operate and en
trance a mediinn. Ño matter how mor
ally inclined the subject may be, still 
he can be made to do some of the most 
degrading things of which the mind can 
conceive; precisely ttfó same with cer
tain mediums. J^rhe will power Is weak
ened to a certam extent while in that 
state. We may call it suggestion, hyp
notism or psychology, just as we 
choose. I rather call'it soul force. In 
this discussion of Th’e Great Psycholog
ical Crime some infer that that author 
is not what he represents himself to be, 
and does not give his name. Not nec
essarily so. It does not follow that be
cause a writer gives his or her opinion 
in regard to a supposed truth that the 
name should accompany the same.” ■

Dr. Geo, Hardcastle writes from San 
Francisco, Cal.': .‘‘ijho crime of being a 
fool, of eating too much, of drinking too 
little, of drinking too mucli, of eating- a 
bad combination, of gearing too many

I clothes, of wearing clothes in ajslm- 

mlng, of Bpltting on the floor, sidewalk, 
■etc., of making a fool of yourself, of try
ing to fool others and make money out 
of it, of doing the book ’act,’ and keep
ing your name a secret, of eating onions 
just before going to a party, of a mouth 
With one or more rotten bones in it, of 
wearing a plate Instead of a gold, 
bridge, of swallowing food not thorough
ly masticated, of obesity, of being sick, 
of being ‘cranky,’ of being lanky, of be
ing a dwarf, of being sensitive your
self, and yet ‘rough’ to others, of snor
ing, of not taking a ‘rain’ sweat at least 
once a week, of not doing your own 
washing, of having teeth that are not 
clean, of not always being cheerful and 
happy, of being a miser, of believing in 
spirits and hiding it, of being a moral 
coward, and of a thousand and one 
tilings ■ too numerous to mention, and 
not omitting, being an Ingrate to the 
spirit world."

Dr. L. Hawkins writes from Winches
ter, O, T.: “I consider The Progressive 
Thinker tlie banner Spiritualist paper 
of the world. Whenever you receive 
the name of Dr. L. Hawkins, no differ
ence what the address, you can be pret- 
sure it is this Individual. I have’been 
greatly interested in the discussion of 
The Great Psychological Crime. The 
author may frighten away some of the 
weak-kneed, dry-weather Spiritualists, 
but he might as well tackle one of our 
Oklahoma cyclones as to silence this 
great truth. I can talk with the invisi
bles at will, and I find It Is an immense 
benefit to me instead of tlie reverse. I 
haVe learned enough to remove an ob
sessing influence in any part of the 
world in a short time, without being 
present or near the subject. If you 
come up against’a case of obsession 
that is too much for you, send It to me.
I 
I 
a

CHARGE NOTHING for that work, 
am usually able to help such cases In 
very few minutes."
Prof. M. De Mork, the gifted magnet

ic healer of Bridgeport, Conn., writes: 
“Dr. Bland’s book, ‘In the World Celes
tial,’ lifts the veil of the future life, il
luminates the dark valley of death, and 
gives abiding faith in a realistic and en
chanting realm awaiting the soul. Af
ter reading this book one can joyously 
exclaim, ‘O, Death, where is thy sting! 
O,'Grave, where is thy victory-’ I earn
estly hope this charming book may 
have a large .sale and wide reading.”

C. H. Flguers writes: “The East End 
Spiritual Society, 1749 Superior street, 
Cleveland, Ohio, will have Moses Hull, 
of Whitewater, W1b., with them the last 
Sunday evening of December (27) 1903. 
We expect a large crowd on this occa
sion as Moses is a great favorite. I ex
pect to open additional halls next 
month. There will be a children’s ly
ceum organized the first Sunday in Jan
uary, 1904, in a large and well-appointed 
hall at the corner of Wade and Pearl 
streets. There will be an afternoon 
meeting at same place with C. H. Flg
uers, lecturer tfnd medium. This meet
ing will meet a long-felt want of the 
South Slders. The location of the 
other hall has not been decided upon, 
but it will be in a part of the city where 
it will not come in conflict with any 
other society or their work. Both 
meetings and the Lyceum are mission
ary efforts of the parent society. We 
shall make them self-supporting by us
ing the same plans that have enabled 
the East End to live and flourish for 
five years, and still has a future before 
It. All the societies of Cleveland have 
dbne a good work this winter and none 
of them are showing any sign of weak
ness. There are more and more peo
ple becoming Interested and some of 
them end by becoming Spiritualists. 
The East End Society' has a ‘ Poor 
Brother’s Fund’ of 325 which will be 
turned, over to the Salvation Army for 
their winter's work In feeding the hun
gry. We have raised this money by 
taking a collection the first Sunday 
evening in each month, and hope to 
raise 3100 next- year for the same pur

pose and by the same means. Give the 
people plain, primitive Spiritualism and 
they will thrive on the diet.”

Mrs. M. A. Logue writes: "I do not 
want to miss one paper. I think the 
book, The Great Psychological Crime, is 
doing' a grand work; it tells many 
truths in the abuse of mediumship. It 
is a valuable work for the thinker. I 
have been a medium since childhood; 
am now hear 70 years. I know the 
dangers of opening the doors to all who 
come, and I know also the great and 
glorious blessing, solace and comfort 
mediumship has been to the tens of 
thousands aching hearts.”

Louise E. Zimmerman writes from 
Elmira, N. Y.: “It is some time since 
there has been a report of the work in 
this vicinity, but it has not been spent 
In Idleness. Home circles and home 
meetings have been held, at which lo
cal talent and young developing me
diums have been doing good work. 
There is material here which will be 
heard from in the interest of our cause, 
at Borne future time, all phases of me
diumship being in evidence. After a 
vacation of five months, the doors of 
the First Spiritualist Church were 
again opened for the promulgation of 
our truths, Sunday, December 13, with 
Mrs. Clara L. Stewart, of Whitewater, 
Wis., as speaker and message bearer. 
May tlie good work continue and hun
gry souls be fed and sorrowing hearts 
turned to rejoicing in the knowledge 'It 
Is not all of life to live, nor all of death 
to die,’ but continuous progression and 
the doorway between the two worlds 
never closed.”

Dr. Geo. Hardcastle writes from San 
Francisco, Cal.: "I have not heard 
from my letter to you except In the way 
of receiving The Progressive Thinker 
as ordered, but no answer to the ques
tions asked. My chum wants the paper 
himself—this after his having had the 
perusal of one or two copies. I enclose 
one dollar to pay for same. By the way, 
the way you are advertising that colos
sal ‘Crime’ you ought to soon get rich, 
If you receive all the ‘ad’ is worth, and 
if you only got It it wouldn’t then be so 
much of a crime as it otherwise Is. Of 
¿ourse ‘any old yaup' advertises the 
subject of Spiritualism, even frauds of 
the deepest dye. In this view, then, 
growth is the result. Dropping this sub
ject, let me refer to a newspaper inter
view which appeared in last Sunday’s 
Examiner, written up by the prince of 
Interviewers, Ashton Stevens. It 
shows what the great mass of the 
amusement world are getting. Quite 
frequently such marvelous mediumship 
is exhibited on the vaudeville Btrige, be
fore audiences of two thousand or more, 
and the mediums-travel over circuit 
after circuit of play-houses all over the 
world. In this way.‘newly-fledged’ be
lievers are made by the hundreds every 
hour that passes In this day and gener
ation, and inside of a year some of 
them will tell us ‘all about what Spirit
ualism is and what it is not’ Demon
strated spirit return and, Identification 
sufiiceth the best purpose. There can 
be no dispute as to the meaning of 
this.”

J. L. Foster w’rltes: "The citizens of 
Elwood, Jnd., have enjoyed a spiritual 
feast at the hands of our highly es
teemed missionaries, Brother and Sis
ter Sprague. They caine to ub last 
week and gave us three rousing lectures 
such as has never been our pleasure to 
hear 'Without any ’disrespect to those 
whom I had previously heard, I never 
heard a more forceful and logical lec
ture in my lifer They surely have. 

poured in the oil and the wino of. glad
ness, and made many of us rejoice with 
joy unspeakable. "Vvliile they were here 
they organized a society of twenty, and 
it Is to be hoped that this grand philos
ophy may go on and on till it perme
ates the whole human family. It was 
our great pleasure to entertain Brother 
and Sister Sprague during their sojourn 
here, in our plain and simple manner, 
but we tried to make them feel that 

■ what was ,ours belonged to them. We 
have seen the time when our hearts 
overflowed with sorrow and grief; but 
this was a season of joy and gladness. 
Remember, friends, that these dear peo
ple are traveling all the time—one con
tinued strain on them all the time, 
hence need good care.”

Geo. A. Haynes writes from Council 
Bluffs, Iowa: “Herewith money order 
for 31 in payment of another year of the 
much appreciated Progresivo Thinker, 
which I should have attended to before 
this. I have enjoyed and proflted by 
reading the different ideas’ and opin
ions of the many able correspondents 
of The Progressive Thinker in refer
ence to The Great Psychological Crime. 
In my humble judgment it is probably 
quite evident to those of ordinary intel
ligence, that in the last fifty-five years 
the question of modern spirit manifesta
tions, in the mind of the Christian and 
scientific world, without regard to the 
moral effect on mediums, has brought 
about a radical change of sentiment of 
the civilized world, as to the conditions 
of the future state of existence and in 
support of the philosophy of Modern 
Spiritualism as is evidenced in the ex
pression of the secular press and the 
popular literature of the day! ’Truth 
Is mighty and will prevail.’ ”

Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: “The Hyde 
Park Occult Society will be favored by 
a lecture by the higher thought advo
cate, Mrs. Nancy McKay Gordon, on 
Dec. 27, at the hall, 323 East 55th street, 
at 7:45 p. m. She lectured last Sunday 
evening, and gave us a treat, and we are 
glad to have her with us again. Mes
sages by Mrs. Kline and others. We 
wish to state that the Bazaar held at 
our hall was a success in every particu
lar, especially so, considering that we 
have not been organized a year yet. 
The receipts over and above expenses 
were about 370. We worked hard for 
the bazaar because we needed funds to 
work with and we feel well paid. Our 
dance ast evening, the 17th, was a 
pleasant affair, and we will announce in 
the near future the date for another.”

Laura G. Fixen, now on her way to 
Australia, says: "I subscribe for all the 
leading Spiritualist papers in America, 
but I consider the Progressive Thinker 
the most helpful."

John G. Stewart writes from Alamo
gordo, N. Mex.: “I have been sitting 
back here on my ranch, not much to do 
but to read the argument pro and con in 
your symposium, and what astonishes 
me more than anything else is the dis
play of talent. I don't believe that it 
can be surpassed in the world, and as to 
Mrs. Richmond, 1 did not believe there 
was a woman living who could make 
such an argument.”

R. A. Daugue, one of California’s lead
ing minds writes: “You are doing a 
grand work for humanity.- You deserve 
an angel’s crown and you shall wear 
one. 1 have been for thirty years an 
editor and publisher, and I cannot un
derstand how you can furnish so splen
did a weekly paper for 31 a year.”

D. W. Hull writes: "Why does not 
Brother Jamieson make some reply to 
Mr. Sweringen’s statements published 
some time ago? If he can’t explain 
them, the manly thing would be for him 
to come out and admit that he cannot. 
This is not my question alone, but one 
hears It frequently. Let Jamieson 
come out now and either reply to Swer- 
ingen or admit that he may be mis
taken. He is ever playing to the grand
stand by a parade of his bravery, man
hood and honesty. Now jet him give us 
a sample.”

Mrs. Lily LeSieur writes about the 
Band of Harmony bazaar: “We would 
like to thank all the friends and mem
bers, as well as our patrons for work
ing and helping so generously in every 
way, in making it such a financial suc
cess. We had seven booths beautiful
ly decorated and three tables of arti
cles. The card reader, palmist and for
tune tellers (seven In number), reaped 
the harvest of all past records. The 
fish pond, the post office afforded no end 
of sport. We had a variety of goodies 
for our New England supper. The 
tables were very attractively decorated, 
many thanks to the ladles in charge.”

The First Society of Universal Relig
ion (J. C. F. Grumbine lecturer) Boston, 
Mass., gave a most successful bazaar on 
the 16th of December, in the rooms of 
the Metaphysical Club, Huntington 
Chambers. One hundred were realized 
from the sale of one day. The hall was 
thronged, and all articles were sold. 
Much praise is due Mrs. Twiss, Miss 
Adelaide Badger, Mrs. Hart, Miss Brom
ley-, Mrs. Nash and Mrs. Parker.

Aug. Recht writes: “Mr. Rasmussen, 
the president of the Society of Spiritual 
Truth, conducted a materializing se
ance at his home, No. 1110 Bedford ave., 
Brooklyn, N. Y., on Saturday evening, 
Dec. 12. The medium was Mr. Thom
son of Kingston, N. Y. After he was 
seated in the cabinet, wo found on en
tering that both his hands had been tied 
down to his knees by the spirits, and 
alter several attempts were made to re
move the rope, it was found impossible 
to do so. He remained tied in the same 
position throughout the seance. One 
young man who entered the cabinet, 
had his coat removed and placed on to 
the medium, and in an instant the coat 
was thrown out above the curtain. An
other gentleman received a message 
written on his cuff, signed by his moth
er. A number of spirits materialized. 
One was a man who had been a master 
Mason in life, and after beckoning to a 
physician who was present, he took his 
hand and gave him the secret grip of 
the lodge. Mr. Rasmussen will engage 
Mr. Thomson’s services for a materializ
ing seance every week at his home.”

Mrs. C. Brayshaw, a leading Spiritual
ist of Peoria, Ill., has a good word to 
say for’ Frank T. Ripley, as follows: “I 
feel impressed to write a few words of 
praise and encouragement for our good 
brother, F. T. Ripley, who lectured for 
the Peoria Progressive Society for five 
Sundays. Each Sunday our audience 
grew so that we had to get more chairs, 
and our hall was well filled with intelli
gent people. Brother Ripley’s lectures 
and tests were good. I am glad to say 
strangers received a goodly share of 
tests, and they were all recognized. 
Readings given at home gave good sat
isfaction. I am pleased to say our 
good brother's dally life and actions 
correspond with his spiritual teachings. 
When he came to us our society was at 
a low ebb financially and spiritually, but 
it has been aroused to such an extent 
that our brother -is .engaged for us dur
ing January, 1904. After each meeting 
Brother Ripley called special attention 
to the fact, that we have a grand spirit
ual paper printed weakly, culled The 
Progressive Thinker. ’Every Spiritual
ist ought to have it in their home. It is 
drawing near Christmas time, and I 
would suggest to the many readers of 
The Progressive Thinker to send In a 
year's subscription fqr a Christmas gift. 
It will bring a blessing every week the 
whole year arouqd to those who get It, 
also those who send IL” .

Correspondent writes: "Mrs. Allot 
Baker la lecturing for the Truth Seeto 
ers’ Society of Spiritualists Ju Dallas^ 
Texas. She reports pleasing prospects, 
and the friends there seem well pleased 
with her ministrations.” . ,,

A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEW4 
- X have boou zelUug “Nou-Aloohoflc-FlavorliM 
Powders" tor tbo past BiK mouths and ba? 
made 3815.00. Every family buys «ires or fou 
boxes. The flavoring powders uro belter In ei 
ery «apeet than the liquid extracts, and ill finely to sell. I do not have to canvass. Feopll 
send to mo for the powders. Auv luVoJUgeS 
person can do ua well as I and average 880.00 p3 week. I got my flavoring powders from the CiS 
w ro a.?rult Chemical Co., Si. Louts, Ma 
Write them and they will start you Inbuu 
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PUBLICATIONS
-OF-

HUDSON TUTTLt
A LIBRARY OF 8P1BITUAI

SCIENCE. ’ i

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 01 
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and explain th 
vast array of facts In Ite field of research bi 
referring them to a common cause, and iron 
them arise to the laws and conditions of Man5 
spiritual being. Third edition. Price, 75 cent*  
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

ENGE.
Not servile trust to the Gods, but knotfledgj 

of the laws of the world, belief in the divinity 
of man and his eternal progress toward perfe^ 
tica is the foundation of this book. Price, 11. ■

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES,
In this story the scenes are laid on earth, au( 

In the spirit world, presenting the spiritu^*'  
philosophy and the real life of spiritual ueinga 
All questions which arise on tnat subject Alt 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SRIRIT AND THI 
_ ........SPIRIT WORLD.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAM
Containing the latest investigations and dia 

coveries. ana a thorough presentation of thty 
interesting subject. English edition. Price, W 
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT 0»

THE SACRED HEART. .
This book was written for an object, and hM 

been pronounced equal in 1U exposure of thi 
diabolical methods of Catholicism to “Uno3 
Tom's Cabin." Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.
A thrilling psychological story pf evangellzS 

tlon and free thought, it Is to Protestantism 
what “The Secrets of the Convent” Is to Ca& 
ollclsm. Price, 80 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form circles, an< 

develop and cultivate mediumship. Names o( 
eminent Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight! 
page tract for mission work. Single copies.i 
cents; 100 for 11.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contafni 

the best poems of the author, and some of thf 
most popular songs with the music by emlnen 
composers. The poems are admirably adapted 
for recitations. 225 pages, beautifully bound 
Price, <1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE,
For the home, the lyceum and societies. 4 

manual of physical, intellectual and splrltua 
culture. By Emma Rood Tuttle. A book bj 
the aid of which a progressive lyceum, a splrlq 
ual or liberal society may be organized an< 
conducted without other assistance Price, 5( 
cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Express charge! 
unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS(

For humane education, with plan of tbt 
Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. By Emm; 
Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher/

Berlin Heights. Ohio

f

ftSFHODEL BLOOMS
AND 1

Ot^sr Offerings;’
■. . by . . i

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE. !

This volume contains a selection of the beat 
poems of this gifted author and storiettes com 
trlbutcd by Clair Tuttle in her charming stylo,*  
There are 285 pages, with six full-page lllustra« ‘ 
tlons. including photogravures of the aiithoi 
and Clair Tuttle. It Is bound in blue withal- 
lummurn embossing. Many of the poems are ■ 
especially adapted for recitations.

The Author needs no introduction to the spir
itual public. Her songs are among the best In 
spiritual literature. Epes Sargent said of one 
of her poems that It was the equal of anything 
in the language, and that she was the poetot 
the New Dispensation. -

The Mecca says: “Psychic Poems.”
That erudite critic, wm. Emmette Coleman: 

“To all lovers of good poetry this book Is confi
dently recommended.''

Will Carlton: “I hare read with great inter
est.”

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanitarian 
says: “A most exquisite bouquet * » • • th® 
thoughts echo and re-echo through the deepest» 
recesses of my heart. 1 have some wordot 
praise for every page.”

The author says in the dedication; “To thostj 
whose thoughts and longings reach Into the 
unseen Land of Souls, this handful of aspho
dels, mixed with common flowers, is offered 
hoping to give rest and pleasure while waiting 
at the way stations on thp journey thither ”

Price, 81.OU. For sale by 1

HUDSON TUTTLE, ।
Berlin Heights, Ohfa 

FOREIGN AGENTS:. - • ;
H. A. Copley, Canningtown. London, Eng.
W. H. Terry. Melbourne. Australia.
A Volume of 500 large pages, t reat Ing very 

hterestingly'if Life. Death and Immortality, 
Clairvoyance. Spirit Pbehoinena. Etc. as viewed 
by anacknowleciged and cultivated exponent of 
Theosophy. Price, $1.50. ' /

Longley’s Choice Collection
OF

BEAUTIFUL SONGS.
Here Is' a book of songs for public meetings 

and the home that la full of music and poetrv 
that reach ihosoul. The book is just the riu h\ 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and eotitains.76 songs.

' WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
“These songs are adapted to the needs of soci

eties and to the home: they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured soul, 
—Lyman C. Howe.

“This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency.’'—Dawning Light. -

“The songs and music are of a nature to In
spire those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves.” D. W, Hull.

“There are some things in our personal histo
ry that never fade from memory. One in mine 
has been fresh for fifty years. I went one night 
to hear the eloquent lect urer, Prof.S.B, Brittan, 
but I have no recollection of a thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name.’ The man, the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since; the man was 
prof. Longley,the song, one of his earliest com
positions. —J. S. Loveland. ....................

Longley's latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had In decorated covers for 60 
cents; plain, 40cents.

Spiritualist

M
Badges,

IN

Solid Gold Only
Rillin Witch Chirm.

PRICKS i-Bndgo Pin. »1.60: Lnpel Button, II.Ml 
.Su“fl2w''r Brooch. »*■!»;  Maltese Charm, B.W; 
Maltese Pendant, ftn.OO. Thia jewelry needs no oth
er recommend than to Hay it In the SUNFLOWER 
BADGE, the adopted emblem of Spiritualism?’ Aa 
the Sunflower turns its face towards the sun,so 
SpirltunllHni turns the faocR of humanity from 
darkness and superstition towards the Sunlight 
of Truth and Progression. These beautiful em
blems are for sale nt this office.

-Whu I Am a^Veoetariah,"
An address delivered before tiro Chicago i^go- 

tarian Society. By J. Howard Moore. Brlco, 
ttconta._ __ _ _ _ •

C0NN0NSEN8ERovolut ionarypamph
let, addressed to the inhabitants ot America in 
1770, with explanatory notice by an English 
author. Paper, 15 Cents. ■

Tho evolution or Man; By Michael Faraday» 
price« 15o. . . . ' .
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Washington, D. C.

Rec. 26, 1903«

This department is under the man< 
Jugement of

.Hudson Tuttle. ‘
¡tddress him at Berlin,. Heights, Ohio,

' NOTE.—The Questions and Answer# 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be.mado In 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness la perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things Is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
With waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of In
quiry, The supply of matter Is always 
several weeks ahead .of the space given, 
and’hfence there Is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait bls time and 
Place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. .

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not bo read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be'published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what- 
»ver Informatlpn I am able, the ordl- 
#ary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HODSON TUTTLE.

Publlcan: Q. What Is the present 
salary of the two chaplains of congress?

A. Nine hundred dollars a year each. 
There is ¿movement on foot to increase 
tills allowance, which is thought too 
trilling for the work done. The chap- 
Iains every morning open the sessions 
of the senate and house, respectively, 
with prayer. That Is the sum total of 
their labor. During the time when Con
gress Is not In session they have noth
ing to do, and during the sessions ten or 
fifteen minutes’ prayer to offer. That 

- is all. Seventy-five dollars a month Is 
royal pay for the service. The chap
lains are not remarkable for talent; 
the are not successes as preachers; 
they are given the place because they 
are failures in everything else. If 
prayer is of any benefit, there is no body 
of men in this world who stand in 
greater need of it than the United 
States Senate—barring the House. If 
praysr will help to Infuse honesty of 
purpose or stimulate statesmanship, or 
in'the least draw the attention of the 
Almighty In aid of right and justice, 
$900 Is a pitiable sum, and the cost of a 
warship would be a bagatelle. Two 
chaplains! There should be a dozen, 
and a praer go up before every vote!

But have the prayers of the chaplains 
been known to have been useful or to 
have accomplished anything? Never in 
a single instance. Can a member of 
either house remember a sentence of 
any prayer offered during a session? 
Not one. Has a vote ever been gained 
by a just cause; a wrong righted; a 
bribe turned aside, by a prayer? In not 
one Instance.' The salary will be in-, 
r l eased, for never an official asked for 
increase but it has been granted. By 
tho people? Oh, no, they have nothing 
to say about It. ... .

And yet this chaplain business, In 
.-ivll service, in the army and navy, ip 
in dltect.iteiagpp3Pto .,toi^lie clhin).''.tMt 
•te- gov.erpmenti to fres-from the chjiroh,- 

The employment of chaplains is - a 
senseless custom handed dowh from the 
time ‘where the church and state were 
united, and the chaplain was superior to- 
the king or the general.

Protestant: Q. Can a child be led 
to lake the veil in a Catholic convent, 
against her parents’wishes?

How many convents are there in the 
United States?' .

A. This correspondent thinks that 
while this was possible in the past, it 
would not be sustained by law, nor de
manded by the church. He forgets that 
the church is infallible, that is, never 
changes in its purposes. The veil is. be. 
ing constantly taken and advice op con
sent of those outside is not asked;- The 
Catholic Institutions are everywhere 
the same and hence the following sad 
story of a recent occurrence, given by a 
correspondent of a metropolitan paper 
Is to this point:

‘Popular indignation and excitement 
had been aroused by what was known 
as the Uloa case. A young woman 
named Uloa, who was heiress to several 
millions of money, had been placed in a 
convent during her childhood by her 
mother, but when she became of age 

. and it seemed advisable for her to re
turn to the world and marry, the nuns 
refused to release her. The mother ap
pealed to her priest and bishop, who 
sustained the nuns, and the case was 
taken into the courts, which decided 
that the young woman, having reached 
the years of discretion, should have the 
privilege of decldlngwhether she should 
remain in the convent or return to her 
home. The mother was not allowed to 
communicate with her, and when she 
was brought into court, accompanied by 
the bishop and the superior of the con
vent, she declared It to be her wish and 
intention to remain in the convent, take 
the veil and give her property to the 
sisterhood.”

There is no crime on the calendar 
more diabolical than this. A young girl 
hypnotized by those who should protect 
her, and brought to believe her only 
way to heaven was by taking the veil, 

lying herself to Jesus, and-her money 
to the church!

This Is in Spain, made a nation of 
brigands and beggars by priestcraft!' In 
America! . According to Sadler's Catho
lic Directory, there are of convents of 
all orders between 1,200 and 1,300; 
Some are In the heart of cities, others 
in the remote isolation of the country. 
It Is difficult to arrive at the number of 
attendants In these Institutions, for this 
Is purposely withheld. There Is one, 
however, given in full, the "Mother 
House of the Sisters of Charity.” It 
has 921 professed sisters, 10 postulants, 
120 novices, or 1051 in all. Taking this 
as an average in 1,300 such establish
ments there would bo one million, three 
hundred thousand and more of these 
sisters,” cut off from the world, and 

held behind locked and guarded doors 
and Impenetrable walls. "

Thirteen hundred Institutions In the 
United States, where women aré ca
joled into taking the veil, and sacrifie-

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKBR
MR. AND MRS. E. W. SPRAGUE. TftE rtftND OF THrE DEM)

. . <3 r< M . - ■ _______________

They are doing a most excellent work for Spiritualism, 
and meet the approbation of all. Their labors carry 
them among all classes, and they always uncom
plainingly adapt themselves to circumstances, they 
are certainly accomplishing, much for the good of 

our Cause. ■ ■ T-: T \ •
Messages from spirit land came over 

spiritual wires, through spirit tele
phones to, Mediunr Sprague, who related 
them; to the people who attended his 
seance in Eureka Hall last night.’ ' ;

»‘You are borrowing trouble by worry
ing so," .came'the advice to a gray
haired, anxious-looking little woman 
from her mother beyond the grave, and 
the little woman nodded her head af
firmatively, as though recognizing the 
wisdom of the advice, but she looked as, 
though ghe would go on worrying just 
thesame. . ■

Another woman recognized the sum
mons of’.a newsboy she used to patron
ize,- and still another her sister. There 
were other messages given until the me
dium announced that the seance was 
over, and dismissed the audience.

Mr. and Mrs. Sprague, who are both 
noted mediums, arrived in the city Sat
urday and appeared at Eureka hall Sun
day night and last night. It had been 
the intention to give a serigs of lectures 
during the month, but Mr. Sprague an
nounced last night that he could not re
main after to-morrow, and that the 
closing meeting would be held this 
evenlug at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Bright, 711 East Wayne street. This 
meeting will be for members of tlie so
ciety, or those who have signified their 
intention of joining. The Fort,. JVayne 
Spiritualiste’ society, which walj for
merly large, has practically disinte
grated, and it is the intention to reor
ganize to-night.

Mr. Sprague, who is a very Interest
ing speaker, gave a lecture on Spiritual
ism, and it had been announced that 
Mrs. Sprague would give a number of 
“tests.” When the lecture was over- Dr. 
D. B. Cary announced Mrs. Sprague, but 
her husband said that she was suffering 
from a toothache and he would have tp 
take her place In interpreting the mes
sages from the spirits.

"I hear a voice saying ‘Charlie,’ and 1 
seem to be drawn to this side of the 
room," and the medium, after a mo
ment's pause, pointed to an old man who 
sat near the wail. “Do you know the 
name?” he asked. The old man nodded, 
and the medium went on:

“He 1b a young man. He is standing 
beside you. I think he went to the 
other world when he was very young, 
but he developed. He is your son, is he 
not?” and the old man nodded again.

“Now there is another spirit beside 
you," continued Mr. Sprague. She is 
old, rather under middle size. Do you 
know her?”

The old gentleman did not recognize 
the description.

“She has a message for you," said 
the medium, who then recognized the 
shade as the spirit of the old man’s 
mother, and recited an improvised 
poem, dictated by the spiritual visitant. ; 
"My son” occurred several times and 
the poem was full of good, cheer and 
hope^ .................

"I see a little child walking down the 
aisle,” came next from the platform- "It 
walks over to that lady back there,” 
pointing out.a gray-halre.d woman near 
the.ream :■-She looked puzzled and saijL, 
isheidld not-know-tef- .any.ehild,..rqlati,ve<. 
■inthéofaertwtahj“ '.: ■■■ - .< •
' , “Now, A woman stands beside you. 
She lifts- the child onto your lap. Now 
she pats your cheek and calls ‘sister,’

“Yes, that’s my sister,“ said the 
woman addressed, her face brighten
ing," and it’s her baby.”

'' “I hear a voice say something like 
‘Dallie,’ " said the medium. No one re
sponded.

“You know how the wires get crossed 
when you are talking over a telephone,” 
said Mr. Sprague. "Maybe the spirit 
telephone wires are crossed. Anyway, 
I can’t make anything out of It.”

“I, see a lady very much emaciated, 
her face discolored by disease. She 
walks down to you,” pointing to a young 
woman in the front row. The woman 
addressed could not recognize her 
caller, although the medium gave a 
full description, and even Bald the spirit 
was unable to utter a sound, and had 
gone from earth because of an affection 
of the lungs. Repeated efforts at recog
nition failed, and then the medium dis
covered a boy spirit by the young wo
man’s side. "And I hear the word 
'Willie,’ " he said.

"Why, that’s little Willie, the news
boy, who used to belong to our circle," 
said the young woman.

"That’s it, exactly, exactly!” ex
claimed thé medium.

Another man, apparently the husband 
of the woman on whose lap the spirit, 
child had been seated, recognized the 
shade of his brother in the description 
the medium gave of an appearance be
side him. Then the medium had the 
vision of a battle-field. He described a 
body of troops In a strip of woodland, 
facing a heavy fire. “I see you there, 
like the others, dodging from tree to 
tree and firing ahead," he said, pointing 
to the man he had addressed last

"It looks' like a skirmish. But now 
you close up j’our ranks and go right into 
battle. You are fighting one body of 
troops, but another closes in from your 
rear. You retreat, but hold your own 
all the way. Now I see a body of cav
alry coming from this direction, cross
ing a stream, and you béat your foes 
back, although they are four to one. I 
hear the cannon roar and the muskets 
rattle. Do you recognize the scene? 
Were you ever à soldier?

"I was,” replied the tall, gray-haired 
man he’ had addressed his remarks to. 
"It was ôür fight at Buck Creek, and I 
recognize it'all.”
, “Now, there is a tall, soldierly look
ing man With an officer’s uniform, be
side you. He Is six-feet tall and a fine 
looking man. He slaps you on the 
shoulder and points to his wound, and 
says, ‘My boy, I carried this to my

S™??’ ..Do you recôgniie;gm?'î; /.' : 
■ “Yes," said the yefaran, - “I-recognlze 

the man you see. ' Ha before 
Atlanta..- .

“He was wounded in the side,”’ said 
the medium, and the veteran affirmed 
the vision. . . . ’ '

This ended the .tes ts, but the medium, 
still under control, said he would impro
vise a. poem on any.’subject that might. 
be suggested, preferring .to receive the 
title from a skeptic; "Cpl. JoHm Qcott 
took rank With the Unbelievers hj.sug
gesting “What is a. soul?” while two 
others called out. “Truth” apd "Love,” 
and Mr. Sprague recited à lengthy poem, 
based on these three subjects.;' '

In his address Mr. Sprague strongly 
defended Spiritualism and spoke a good 
deal at random. He scored the church 
for its opposition to Spiritualism, which 
he said was the religion of truth and 
science. He denounced the doctrine of 
the infallibilitly of the Scriptures, 
which, he said, was a mass of contra
dictions, although it was full of beauti
ful truths and sentiments. “If we could 
detach all that 1b obscene, false and 
wicked in the book from alj that Is good 
and true and pure and beautiful, we 
could all accept it. It teaches Spiritual
ism, pure and simple. It tells how 
Abraham conversed with spirits, and 
how an angel appeared to Hagar in the 
desert, when Abraham, who had ruined 
her, drove her forth Into the desert with 
her child to starve. Christ was trans
figured on the mountain and talked with 
Moses and Ellas. AH the old prophets 
and seers were nothing more nor less 
than mediums. Why, I’ve seen a medi
um transfigured and his „body surround
ed with a bright halo. The Bible tells 
us how the great medium, Jesus Christ, 
walked on the water. Well, I’ve seen a 
medium lifted from the floor and wafted 
-through the air by unseen hands. 
Christ was a medium. Why should he 
not be supported on the water?” ,

"All great religious," Mr. Spragife 
said, “were founded by mediums like 
John Wesley. The trouble with them 
all is that, like the Methodists, as they
get wealthy they drift away from 
truth."—Ft. Wayne (Ind.) Gazette.

WHOLLY INNOCENT.

the

J. G. Hlnderer, an Excellent Medium, 
Shows the Utter Falsity of th*  
Charges Made Against Him.
The Logansport (Ind.) Reporter of 

Nov. 20 says: “J. G. Hlnderer, for a 
number of years one, of the best known 
Spiritualist mediums In Indiana, was 
arrested last night at Anderson and 
locked up. 'He will be taken before -pn 
insanity board. Hlnderer has been 
acting queer for more than a year. He 
has had trouble with his family and es
pecially his daughters, all of. whom 
have left borne. He was out with a re- ■ 
vol ver yesterday and wanted to kill Mb. 
brother. He went from saloon to sa-, 
loon and drank heavily during the af
ternoon. He dropped his gun-in one of 
the,saloons and, there said that.he wos- 
i-fterhlB. brother^ ThejppJJce ¡w^Jte, np,j 
tilled and he -was locked,up.” - ..i,- ;

,< , -■ —
To the Editor:—I was handed a clip

ping from The Progressive . Thinker, 
which you copied from the Logansport. 
(Ind.) Reporter, published Nov. 20,, 
1903,—first, that I was ■ arrested and 
locked up, and to be taken before an 
insanity board, etc.; that I had.trouble 
with my family, and especially, my 
daughters, that I was out with a re
volver toTtlfr my brother, and went 
from one saloon to the other, etc, Please 
publish this with the attached signature 
of the mayor of Anderson and myself. 
I, J. G. Hlnderer, brand the copy at
tached hereto as published in The Lo
gansport (Ind.) Reporter, later in The 
Progressive Thinker; as a falsehood, 
with the exception of that I am a Spir
itualist and medium. I want iny many 
friends throughout the United States to 
know that there is no truth in the ar
ticle. The very best. of feeling and 
friendship exists in my family; no 
trouble'wlth my daughters. Witness 
my signature and sworn to this 16th 
day of December, 1903, before the mayor 
of the city of Anderson, Madison coun
ty, state of Indiana.

J. G. HINDERER.

A brooding silent(l!-reiimed over the 
vast plain of sand andbatB-brush. The 
great range of purplo mountains that 
stretched across thfiT country like a 
giant .wall’ battered W TRtas, rose as a 
'barrier along the horixcmlmB if to stay 
prying man. from-naHerliig upon the 
mysterious laud which lay beyond—a 
land once the honte ■ of ooDuntl'ess In
dians, Spaniards and Mexicans. .

The Oji Caliente, river, Rhe a glisten
ing serpent, crept IW'PUgh riio yellow 
clay banks on Uirouglioiu’ the valley, 
overshadowed hererfiffirThere by the 
dense willows. ' '

As one traversed me'snent land the 
monotony was broken by now and then 
a Mexican ajipearing’imyASrlousy from 
some unseen-doorway; or stepping from 
ue sage brush which bordered the trail. 
Light-footed ' as An‘Indian, a moment 
later he would vanish;-ai)d’you would 
become cbhscloui’ oi' Another at your 
side; .... .. '■■■■ '• '■ '

In’the-pure air which fanned the 
cheek with A tender caS-fesS' Was an ex
hilaration which drove out the'Cares 
and weariness of Ufa nnd-flooded the 
soul with a sense of .joy and strength, 
untll.it cried Involuntarily praises to 
the-Power which had given-us life in 
a land where all seemed given over to- 
death. : . t. < ■

A small party of tomdsfa. was congre
gated-on the porch, ofc an-adobe casa 
within g stope’s threw of-the famous 
Ojo Caliente. - i ■ .

Among these waa-.a wise .old Profes
sor, who knew the history of the cliff 
dwellers and their ....antecedents; he 
knew their modes of .living-and where 
they buried.their depd^

As he pointed out -¿be many Interest
ing .places about them , to two women 
of the party, he aroused the curiosity of 
■the older, pnd she-apked that’ she 
might accompany him' on his next 
visit to the ancient burylng-ground.

The next morning found the party 
ready for a long tramp over the rocky 
foot-hills. An hour Jafar, gasping for 
breath, the par ty stood, about Professor 
DeapB as he related the history of a 
once large city teeming with human be
ings, busy tilling the soil, bartering, 
employed In, the industries of their 
time, and bound .by their established 
customs and laws.

Helen Turner, reafiily pictured laugh
ing, happy children jomping about her 
In spirit form. Sind felt their warm 
kisses on her pole pheek and brow— 
yes, even toying wltfr her beautiful 
tltlan hair, as If tfidy 'were strands of 
bright-colored ribbon to be used for a 
May-pole decoration. '

“This sunken basin here, is where 
they met and held council of war and 
peace,” the learned'man was saying. 
“Now I will show you where they 
burled their dead." '

He led the way to a western slope of 
the mesa and with We assistance of 
two Mexicans he bdfean excavating a 
grave. The two wdinen "Seated them
selves near the mound of'fresh earth,

bravery returned. A moment sufficed 
to show that there was nothing un
usual in the room. .

Helen stood and listened. Surely no 
sound was heard now. - . < .

She swept, her hand across the 
clammy brow as if she doubted her 
sanity. Her friend chuckled. Helen 
surely heard it again. '

In vain she besought Rosa to go with 
her to see if. anyone was on the porch.

“It is the wind, Helen,” Rosa ven
tured.

“Listen, there it ig. agaln,” cried 
Helen, in despair.;. Summoning cour
age and strength,-she opened the door 
and peered .put ,tafa fap porch. The 
moon in all ¡its glory <;ame from behind 
a huge fleecy cipjid arid made all as 
bright as da#. Nothing' was there. 
Closing the door, she how stood as mar
ble. Clearly before her came the skele
ton hand from- the 'corner, Slowly it 
arose from the vallse and pointed to the 
direction of its ancient- resting place 
and vanished. Silently she sought her 
bed/ leaving the light burning, to He 
awake until the gray glimmer of break
ing day crept .through the windows.

The early morning found Helen steal
ing forth from the. caga with th# bones 
secreted in a valise hurrying to the 
mesa to return, that which belonged to 
the troubled spirits. She returned 
home with her soul at peace with the 
hand of the dead.

COLORADO COLUMBINE.

STATE OF WASHINGTON.
* 1 '• ' feKOBMK*  I' I - r‘ ' . . I

Items From the President of the State
Spiritualist Association.

while the men stc 
background. Not

roup in the 
'as spoken;

these institutions recognize no law but 
the will of the priests. No one outside 
knows or can know how many are held 
¿gainst their will, in a slavery of body 
and soul as degrading as pitiable. No 
one outside knows of the horrible 
crimes the blind walls conceal. There 
is not a legislative body in the United
States that dares to enact a lust law, 
which shall compel these institutions toIng friends, .affection", love, everything . which shall compel «,

the heart holds dear and sacred. And to open their doors to public inspection.

A Beautiful Holiday Gift
ASPHODEL BLOOMS,” by Emma Rood Tuttle. 

Poems of the Quick and the ,Dead. An Exquisite 
' ;. Price $1.00, Postpaid. Address,. Hudson 

Publisher, Berlin Heights.-Ohio. .

The article above referred to is erro
neous as to J. G. Hlnderer being arrest
ed and tried for insanity. His brother 
J. D. Hlnderer, was arrested for carry
ing concealed weapons, and pleaded 
not guilty in mayor’s court. The ques
tion of his sanity was raised, and I or
dered him examined. The commission 
found that he was sane, and he after
wards appeared before me and pleaded 
guilty to the charge of carrying con
cealed weapons and was fined therefor, 
and his fine was paid. J. G. Hlnderer 
has never, to my knowledge, been con
sidered Insane.

JNO. L. FORKNER, 
Mayor of Anderson, Ind.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond In Michigan.
Mrs. Richmond made a flying trip to 

Michigan, leaving Chicago Sunday evert
ing, the 6th, and returning Sunday 
morning the 13th, In time for her’ regu
lar service of the Church of the Stal.

Mrs. Richmond gave two public ad
dresses in Michigan, and officiated at 
the funeral services of two pioneer Spir
itualists in Owosso. -

The people seem hungry everywhere 
for spiritual food, and Mrs. Richmond 
was received with delight and ap'precia-' 
tlon by the audiences that greeted' her.

The following brief notice is from the 
Daily Argus, of Owosso, Dec. 10. The 
audience at Chesaning was very enthus
iastic: .

“A large audience greeted Rev. Cora 
Lu V. Richmond at A. O. U. W. hall last 
evening.

Her address upon "The New Psychic 
Era' was a masterpiece of accurately 
arranged facts, outlining psychic peri
ods, progress, evolution, the advent of 
Modern Spiritualism, a comprehensive 
outline of the truths underlying-spirit
ual philosophy and psychic laws, and an 
interesting description of the religious 
beliefs as expresed by representatives 
of nations of the world during the con
gress of religions in 1893 at Chicago, at 
which gathering Mrs. Richmond was a 
distinguished worker.

■ “From start to finish the lecture was 
deeply Interesting and greatly appreci
ated. An effort is "being made to se
cure Mrs. Richmond at a future date. -

To-night she addresses , the people of 
Chesaning at the Spiritual hall." - ........

"Invisible Helpers." ByO.W.Lead. 
beater, tho noted Theoaophlst lecturer 
and writer. Very interesting. Price 
65 cents. For sale at this pflico, -

the click-click of tifa spade rang out 
more audible as itistruck. the small 
boulders Imbedded ih thbi rich black 
soil. A harsh metallic sound grated on 
the sensitive ears ofiithe.'rirómen.

A startled cry came from their lips 
as they beheld the well-preserved skull 
of a human being ridi toward the Pro- 
jfesBor’s fet. s , u>'.*  ■

An earthen jar wtto lifted from the 
' head of the grave and; placed near.the 

women, that they might-ride its beauty 
and good : preservafiton^Htwhenj.-. there- 
came a gust ofc • wihfli-bpbrhaps : the.

W WflQrtdlia-rtd, Md thP dW 
'lay .crjHnblpd to duçtaf)fchgtb.iegt,:-.. .-■ 
' The professor, disappointed, deployed 
this mistortunej>.08 he, hpd-.wished,-to 
takp the. beautiful spécimen to a mto 
séurii ofbthnolpgy. i
1 In unearthing the bones the .skeleton 
of a little babe came in eight. It had 
been laid away to sleep in its father’s 
arm,9, and now each frame was shat
tered and strewn ab'qut. as the Profes
sor selected pieces here and there to be 
taken as souvenirs of,the day. ' , ' ' '

Helen Turner’s rogo was a : bone of 
the forbarm. Slie 'shuddered as it was 
tossed Into her lap. ' Vainly she tried 
to avoid touching what she must .¿¿rry 
home, or give unpardonable offense to 
the learned man. Rosé. Lee, her com
panion, to whom had’been given a Sim
ilar token, laughed at the involuntary 
shudder that ran over the frame’ of 
Helen. i

Shutting her'lips firmly and clasping 
the dead man’s arm tightly, Helen felt 
as. If he were fleeing With her oyer the 
vast èpacè to' region? beyond. Bhe 
scarcely knew how she made the home
ward trip. Hastily sjie washed het 
hands, vowed she would return to the 
dead their own. The .thought haunted 
her through the day, and when night 
came she crept Into bed feeling brand
ed with the blood of the unknown dead.

In vain she courted sleep; her brow 
was feverish; her hands numb; about 
the heart clung a fear that chilled her 
as in death.

At last the tired eyelids closed over 
the balls of fire. How long she slept 
she never knew. The ’old-fashioned 
fireplace was lit up in a brilliant hue of 
carmine as the embers of ¿the pitch pihe 
died away in Bhrouds 'tìf gray. The 
room was bathed in a mist of hazy red 
gray light in which the bones shone 
whiter than-a specter hand.

Upon these her eyes fell as She sud
denly rose to a sitting-posture, as an 
indefinable and' unreasonable terror 
shook her from her . sleep. To her 
straining ears came a sound as of heavy 
breathing,- broken at -intervals by a 
brief cessation- or a- long-drawn sigh. 
With all the force of her will she strove 
to restrain the mad impulse to shriek, 
to leap from her be^. fa fly from the 
dreadful presence .Wflfah seemed, . to 
hang over her. By, 8^ supreme effort 
she calmed herself sjiljlcleptly. to rem 
son. It was her,.roop-nmfp,,she told 
herself; but no.'.imppssirffej,, Or some 
half-starved.’ Mexlcam/whdVha'd sought 
shelter on the porch ; .,b^( the sound 
was in the room! b 7. vn '

Dimmer grew thesisty'hazo ln the 
room. Grasping heç frleija by the 
shoulder, she fairly.’ ffiippk,her as she’ 
called her to listen. nJtosaLee amused 
at her friend’s fear$ of faô Supernab 
ural, listened a momant, tmd then, com
fortably settled her^çlf qnte mote to 
sleep, with the drowsy ■ndylce that 
Helen do likewise, Tf^ilnklbg that the 
day’s excitement haçLunnéryed her, this 
she tried to do. ' , . .

Again she was fast.asleep. Slowly a 
large, bony, white himfl pa&fed over her 
face. Then the great form of a man 
bent over her. Now'ÿe plçked up one 
of the long braids of, nair1 and tenderly 
laid it back on tho. pillow. Then he 
bent his face close over hèr own as if 
he were doubtful of,yho ’|t was. As
sured—a low mockiiig.'chucklc rang out 
in the dead silence of 'the room.' A 
small child came and stood by hls^side., 
He picked it up, held it. over her face. 
The baby’s lips met her own. A deep 
moan, a sobbing slgh iof' the. babe 
brought Helen back tp ¡earth. .With a 
spring sho bounded fato the middle of 
the room, dotefmihed ’tb "ascertain thè 
Càuse of her awful: visita. The room 
seemed to vibrato vHtfi taodris ’ • tad 
sighs as sho desperately sought for a 
lamp and match. With'a light secured, 
calm reason asserted' itself and her

Oklahoma City, Okla.
When I removed to this wonderful 

city about a year ago it was with the 
hope of making some converts to our 
sublime teachings, os all good Spiritual
ists will do, wherever they may go. 
And as I have found quite a good many 
old-time Spiritualists, and still more in
terested that could be won by us, if we 
had an organization, I think it really 
time toViake an effort to bring this 
about, ar all our people here are unani
mous on that point. But we need a good 
speaker and medium to help us accom
plish this. If once organized I have no 
doubt that this city could be made an
other burg of Spiritualism, as wo find 
them all over the other states, with 
several hundred members. As It is at 
present, we are overrun by fake clair
voyants, plamlsts and other humbugs 
generally, who reap a bountiful har
vest One of them, calling himself “the 
only real clairvoyant living," only re
cently defrauded one of his clients.

Our home circle has strengthened us 
in our belief in the immortality of man
kind, and convinced some doubters, 
through my Instrumentality, as Imper
fect as my mediumship Is as yet.

Oklahoma City Is one of the liveliest 
communities in this country at present; 
being only fourteen years old, it has 
grown from 10,000 to 30,000 population 
since the last census, making rapid ad
vances every day. They are a wide
awake people here generally, having 
come from every part of our country, 
and any able lecturer stopping off will 
not only be not disappointed, but find 
an attentive audience. So please 
let some good medium consider 
this matter and give us assistance. It 
seems to me that this territory Is un
reasonably neglected by our workers. 
Where is Brother T._ W. Woodrow lo
cated. ' I would also like to correspond 
with him, as his home is not far from 
here. Address me at No. 616 Pottawat- 

;omie street, Oklahoma City.
" 5 : FRANK ANLAUF.

To the Editor;—I enclose a few items 
that, jf space in your valuable paper 
will permit, I would like .thtqn printed. 
As my physician forbids trie any com
pany, this is the qnly way I can talk.

Overstudy and overwork is assigned 
aa th© cause of the break-down, but time 
will remedy all that. ,' . '

The societies throughput the state 
seem tq have fully recovered from their 
summer vacation, and at present writ
ing are showing good work. News 
comes from Seattle that the powers that 
be seem to show considerable reluct
ance in pushing the case against Mrs: 
Lole Prior. She, it will be remembered, 
refused to pay a license. Since she re
fused, other mediums have done like
wise. We now awa|t results that will 
decide whether we are to be considered 
by the courts as a religious body, as our 
national and state charters claim, or a 
body of fakirs, as many city ordinances 
claim. , •

The state board met In Tacoma at the 
residence of the President and trans
acted considerable business; among it 
was the appointing of standing commit
tees for the ensuing year; also fixing 
the date (August) for camp-meeting. 
Last year the state purchased ten acres 
of land on Surprise Lake, about nine 
miles from Tacoma, on the Interurban, 
a line frqm Seattle to Tacoma. It Is 
one of the most beautiful places for a 
camp In the state of Washington. For 
anyone desiring a summer outing, a 
more lovely place cannot be found in 
the northwest. Anyone desiring to get 
terms, apply to Mr. Julian Smith, who 
is chairman of that committee as well 
as state secretary. Mr. Geo W. Head, 
1916% First avenue, Seattle, was ap
pointed state reporter. We hope socie
ties will note this appointment and send 
items to Brother Head for publication 
In the secular press.

Mrs. Margaret Tetzloff, Mackay, P. 
0., will receive all gifts in the way of 
bedding. This being a new camp we 
hope the friends will be generous, as 
bedding will be needed.

Mr. H. L. Klein, vice-president, met 
with quite a serious street car accident. 
We are glad to note his almost entire 
recovery. ■

The writer was taken sick about the 
15th of October. I have not been out 
of my. room since, and until this week 
have not been able to' attend to any cor
respondence. I would ask that patience 
be exercised In my behalf as the doc
tors enjoin complete rest for three 
months; but will atend to correspond
ence as fast as health will permit.

MRS. FRANCES A. SHELDON. 
911 South E street, Tacoma, Wash.

fn‘?va,rd.the htatage of bls goodly . 
life- The latter, Mrs. C. H. Allen, is rf 
resident of Chicago. She with her bus-’ 
band and two sons were present to per
form the last affectionate service to th« 
deceased. *
rJA onr of tha occasion 
that Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, of Chb 
■cago, could officiate at the service«. 
Many old and prominent citizens o< 
Owosso were present and testified that 
the glowing tribute paid to .the life ata

,Yeats. waa fully, mar. 
day'dm 12 ‘ BerV10e WaS 8atUr'

. COR.
Another pioneer Spiritualist, residenl 

of .Owqssp, passed to spirit realms dun 
Ing Mrs. Richmond’s sojourn in „ 
gan. Thq /amlly at once engaged 
services for the funeral and also to oc-i 
company the cortege to Holly, some 28 
tates by rail where a brief service was 
held at the cemetery. The following t» 

Argus, of Owosso, Dea, 
12. Mrs. L. D. Wynkoop, for many, ' 
years a resident of this'city, died of can
cel at 7 o’clock last evening at herl 
home on East Williams street She 
leaves a brother, Stephen Cornell, wh» 
with pls family, resided with her, and! 
two meces, Mrs. 8. H. Whalen and Mrs> 
W. H. Clark, both of this city. The fi> 
neral will be held at 9:30 to-morrow 
from the house n t v di,.i___ T’1from the house, Mjs. C. L. V. Richmond, 
of Chicago, officiating. The interment! 
will take place in Holly. Mrs. Wyn
koop's life was one of sweetness, good 
works and loving charity for - alS 
Though a great sufferer she was the e&U 
bodiment of patience. COR.

PA38ED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About aeven 
words constitute one line.]

Mrs. Ruth E. Sargent, of Rutland, Vt„ 
passed to thè higher life, Dec. 8, 1903, 
aged 75 years. She leaves two daugh
ters and three sons to mourn her loss. 
Mrs. Sargent was a firm exponent of the 
beauties of Spiritualism. Services con
ducted by the Rev. Dr. Norman Seaver.

LINUS E. SARGENT.

NOTES FROM A LEADING SPEAKER.
To the Editor:—I have thought eacE 

week as The Progressive Thinker nama 
I would write to you, and also express a 
few of my thoughts and experiences 
along the line of mediumship, but I ha 
been kept busy with the duties of „ 
dent6 Ot 016 offlca M state pres

I find so much that needs to be don*  
in our state. 1 find many of our Spirit« 

 

ualists so Indifferent. I am surprise® 
when I ask to see the spiritual pane« 

!“?? a^ay from tame, stopplmi 
with Spiritualists and mediums To 
FIND THEY DO NOT TAKE ’ ANY, 
SPIRITUAL PAPER. I have taken TM 
I regressive Thinker ever since the first 
issue, authough I have been away' 
months at a time; If they were not tor- 
warded to me they were kept at homa 
so I could look them over on my retunu 

Brother Francis, yon are doing a 
grand work of educating the peopld 
along psychic lines. I believe The Psyv 
chological Crime has been the means _ . 
giving food for thought, and to ma ill 
has been a great light, it is a book on 
needs to read carefully and thoughtful 
ly. 1 believe the ground 1ms been we! 
covered by our able writers, and I wllJ 
sit In the silence, only express myself ' 1 
you of the great good you are do 
Language is Inadequate to express 
gratitude. Long may you remain 
this side of life.

I admire your fearlessness in always 
speaking your candid opinion and curry 
favor with none, doing right for rightfl 
sake. When I read your article com 
corning Mr. Kates I thought I certainly 
would write you and say "Amen!" U 
nothing more.

MRS. CARRIE FIRTH CURRAN, 
Toledo, O. President O. S.

fl-Few Words fib out me Dovi
Johnnie Mahatma Ray first budded .With if n Mía TAaK’ß IßüD __

And other Essuya. By Charlas BradlaurtJ 
With tho story of his Uto as told byhlinsaUj

. Bä" W-MBÍlt
into-llfe Febl-Il,1898. Hie mind at once

The Great Psychological Crime, and the 
Arcan? of Spiritualism.

By special effort The Progressive 
Thinker has broken the record in call
ing the attention of its readers to “The 
Great Psychological ■ Crime.” It has 
probably awakened a more widespread 
Interest on the part of the general read
er, and more controversy on the part of 
its critics than any other-kindred work 
published for a generation of years.

Though personally recognizing its 
ability In the presentation'of its views, 
and the candid spirit manifested 
throughout its pages, I nevertheless 
hold that many of its opinions, when 
not assumptions, and many of its con
clusions, when not partial and unwar
ranted by. many accepted facts of an op
posite character—are erroneous.

That it is the most seriously studied 
attack on mediumship that has yet ap
peared, Is conceded by many of the 
most experienced, intelligent and self 
respecting mediums and writers among 
us. I am constrained to hold that the 
effect of the book on the average reader, 
unaccustomed to discriminate between 
the strength of assertions as against 
known facts to the contrary, between 
the weight of evidence adduced and Its 
incomplete conclusions, that the effect 
of the work, as a whole, is sadly at va
riance with a true knowledge of the 
principles of comprehensive psychology, 
and a stumbling-block to spiritual prog
ress.

The question, however, Is not as to

expanded like a full grown rose, seek
ing for the knowledge ^contained just 
across the threshold 'into which he en
tered on December 8, 1903, laying down 
all that was mortal to coritinue his lite 
Immortal. He left those sweet imprints 
of a tern happy days on the taemory of 
his -mother, father and two brothers, 
covering his happy retreat by little 
kindnesses towards all Ills little friends 
and playmates. The twig was-broken 
at his spring-time. E. L. R.

Dunnellon, Fla. -. .

Passed to the higher life, from his 
home in Owosso, Mich., James Frazer 
Yeats. Had he lived until Feb. 14, he 
would have been 77 years of age. He 
was bom in Aberdeen, Scotland ;' came 
to America when 12 years old. He has 
been a resident of Owosso Fifty years; 
was an active business man and filled 
offices of public trust. He has been a 
consistent and earnest Spiritualist for 
nearly a half-century. The brief illness 
that bore his spirit hence could not 
niar the brightness of his kindly and 
well-prepared spirit.

Two sons and a daughter remain to

what is, my opinion. That is of but lit
tle coni, 
self. Bi

'equence to any one except my-'■
lut I want to call attention, in

this connection, to the fact that some 
time ago the respected Editor-at-Large, 
Hudson Tuttle, than whom no one has 
written more fully and ' instructively, 
covering the whole field of psychic phe
nomena—announced to the reading 
public, that as, one of his first scientific 
works, “The Arcana of Spiritualism,” 
published, I believe, in 1860, had been 
out of print for several years, that he 
would issue a revised edition, provided 
a sufficient number of subscribers indi
cated a desire for a copy. As this wofk, 
Which received several European trans
lations, relates very largely and wisely 
to the fundamental principles Involved 
In the discussion of the matter which 
forms the bulk of The Great Psycholog- 
içal Crime—'the public interested in the 
subject could do no greater service to 
themselves and others, than to call just 
now for the reprint of this philosophical 
exposition of psychic science. It would 
prove a valuable antidote to the bane 
found In this anonymous Psychological 
Crime. Let there ba a.general demand
for it. GEORGE A. BACON.

"WAKE THEM UP AGAIN!”
To the Editor:—I have a strong ad

miration for the good you are doing for 
humanity through your admirable pa
per. The symposium and subsequent 
numbers to date are just calculated to 
startle some of our sleepy heads into 
doing a LITTLE THINKING on their- 
own account WAKE THEM UP 
AGAIN, Brother Francis! Wake them 
up again!. With best wishes, I am, fra
ternally yours, -

. ' W. M. FORSTER, M. D. 
118 and 119 St. Ann’s Building, San

Francisco, Cal.

"Talmagean Inanities, incongrujties, 
Thconslstenclbs arid Blasphemies; a-Re
view of Rev. T. peWitt and Rev Erank 
DeWitt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.'*  Bjr Mbses Hull. 
For sale at this office. Price ten cents.

POEMS FROM THE INNER Lift]
By Lizzie Dotcn.. These poemfl ere truly lat

Bplratlonal and aS staple' as sugar. Price

Memorial Oration &
a warm friend of his and a groat statasman, d» 1 
Uveredbefore tho New York Legislature, Mty i ■I8B8. Price < cents. 1 n

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
Doten- roallJ-Toluaw*

Practical Methods to Insure Success.
A valuable little work, full of practical In 

Btructlon In matters pertaining to physical, 
mental and spiritual health. Worth 
times Its cost. Brice 10 cents.

Three Journeusflround theWorM
Travels in. the Pacific Islands, 

New Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, andl 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles 
A. M., M. D.. Ph. D. in this splendid l„«i 
book Dr. Peebles has concentrated a vas? 
amount of valuable Information. It is exceed-1 
Ingly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual 
Ism as he found It everywhere In his travels 
receives due attention, making the book
special value and Interest to Spiritualists.

. large pages, finely bound, at the price of 81.50.'

A Remarkable Doctor Book
HAS JUST BEEN ISSUED, ENTITLED

THE NATURE CURE
A

BY PHYSICAL AND-MENTAL METHODS, ILLUSTRATED.

Bridge from the Old to the New; the Dawn of h New Day 
Medical Practice. A Clear, Short-Cut Treatise 

on the Cause and Cure of Disease.-

By MARVIN E. CONGER, M.D. 
Assisted by ROSA C. CONGER, M. D,

1
/ira

1

feite!
Nature Cure teaches how to heal 

by simple home remedies.
It teaches how Nature cures.
It does not use poisonous drugs.
It does not endorse dangerous experi

ments with the surgeon’s knife.
It will save money in every home.
It is entirely free from technical 

rubbish.
It teaches how typhoid and other 

fevers may be cured at once.
It teaches how pneumonia, la-grippe, 

diphtheria and other forms of disease 
considered dangerous, may be cured 
in twenly-dour hours. ' 

. It is; as a medical book for homes, 
THB BBST\ and is up-to-date in every 
particular, -•

! There is no similar book, no medical, 
hygienic or reformatory, doctor book 
that compares with Tbr Naturb 
Cubs. . , , ’ .

The light is turned on to objtn, 
tionable medical mysteries, latm 
prescriptions, dogmatic theories and, 
dangerous experiments of the present! 
expensive medical practice.

Every pains has been taken to 
make the leading points so plain that! 
all, young and old, may easily under*  
stand. Condensed facts, short, clear»' 
cut paragraphs are some Of ths 
attractive features of Thb Natum 
Curb.

..The new and better methods of cur
ing the sick and preventing disease, 
have never been bo clearly stated in 
plain English fob the plain people, as 
in Naturb Curb.

pur Definition of Medicine.—;
Any method or remedy that will! 
remove, alleviate or modify pain and 
restore the sick to normal condition^ 
is practical medicine.

Stripped of mystery and decep. 
tion, the study and practice of mediJ 
cine can be carried to success in everyj 
intelligent home. Nature Curb will! . 
lead the way to certain success.

The best medical practice la th« 
one that will euro in the least time 
with the least risk and expense.

Nature Cure is a true exponent of 
the practice of medicine as defined 
and stands squarely upon truth and 
demonstration, rejecting theories and 
experiments wherever health and -Ufa 
are endangered.
* The book contains 375 page», and 
is finely illustrated; 'the mechanical . , 
and artistic work are th*  very beat. 
Bound in fine English cloth, rdorbl*  
edges, 92.00; common cloth 61M

untll.it
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Materialization—Thoughts for the Benefit of Investigators.
"How can I span the distance be

tween the two worlds?” you ask the one 
at this end of the journey which at last 
leads into that where those with a clear
er vision see the spirit forms so fair of 
our loved ones gone before us into that 
mysterious sUango somewhere. How 
shall I span the distance between the 

• two worlds and know that the loved 
ones long gone from my sight and 
touch remember me here below? How 
can I open my blinded eyes that their 
faces I may once more behold? How 
unstop my eaie that have grown so 
deaf, that their voices I may hear as of 
old? How shall I steady my trembling 
hands as they, reach out into space, and 
know that the loved form I clasp so 
close is the same I embraced while on 
earth? The answer comes quickly! 
Just trust and believe—ask not these 
questions with lips alone, but open the 
doors of your soul, doubt not, wait, »nd 
be still. '

The above was given to me as a pref
ace to an address that 1 was making a 
few years ago before the First Spiritual 
Society of Portland, Oregon, and came 
as I firmly believe from a dear one who 
had been in spirit life for many years, 
and they were brought to my remem
brance after reading some of the earn
est words as published in recent num
bers of The Progressive Thinker, and 
are but the echo of thousands of earnest 
souls desiring absolute knowledge on 
this the most important subject that 
can positively engage the attention of 

' the human mind. .
1 can deeply sympathize with the po

sition taken and so earnestly main
tained by Brother Jamieson, and I am 
glad to know that we are living in a day 
when two such earnest and able minds 
as he and Brother Sweringen can en
gage in such a controversy and mani
fest as they have, the spirit of brotherly 
love.

These letters written in the spirit 
that they are cannot help -being bene
ficial to the cause of Spiritualism.

As true Spiritualists we should be 
seekers after absolute knowledge, but 1 
have found in my experience at least 
that I have never obtained very much 
knowledge on any question, unless I had 
d goodly degree of faith and trust as the 
basic foundation upon which to work, 
and no class of people should have more 
faith and trust in the spiritual and un
seen forces of being than those who arc 
seeking to develop mediumship, or 
those who are seeking knowledge along 
these lines. Hut the facts are that no 
class of investigators are so regardless 
of the required laws of spirit manifesta
tion ns are the majority of those who 
are Investigating tho phenomena of 
spirit return. No greater truth was ever 
uttered than that, spoken by tho great 
teacher and psychic, nineteen hundred 
years ago, when he said: “Unless ye be
come as little children ye can in no wise 
enter the kingdom of God”—-expressed 
as tho basic principle for the investiga
tion and understanding of the spirit or 
divine law of being.

No one expects to accomplish any
thing with electricity without comply
ing with tlie laws so far as understood 
of handling electricity; and yet there 
are thousands of persons like Brother 
Jamieson, who are seemingly anxious to 
ascertain the facts about spirit return,

and yet do not comply -with the required 
conditions, or having complied with 
them themselves, there are others asso
ciated with them that create condi
tions that make it impossible "for tho 
manifestations to .occur. I have a case 
in mind bearing on this point. I have a 
friend who at the present is holding a 
prominent diplomatic position abroad 
under-our government, and who is a 
very strong and clear-minded man, who 
together with his wife took up the in
vestigation of Spiritualism some years 
ago, and after a careful and thorough 
investigation througli mediums of dif
ferent phases of mediumship, they be
came convinced beyond the shadow of a 
a doubt of the truth of being able ,to 
communicate with those that had passed 
on before; but .on the subject of mate
rialization they, like many good Spirit
ualistfi, were skeptical, and in talking 
the matter over on one occasion they 
each agreed with the other that the first 
one that passed to spirit life would re
turn and let the remaining one know of 
the absolute fact, and they each agreed 
how they would appear, so.as to make it' 
impossible for any one to impersonate.

A few years later the wife was called 
to spirit life, and some months after 
her passing, the husband was called 
upon to make a trip east'and he took ad
vantage. of tlie trip to visit every mate
rializing medium that he could learn of 
in Boston, New York, Washington and 
.other large cities, that he visited, but 
all to no purpose—there were plenty of 
what appeared to him to be genuine ma
terializations, but no wife came. He 
therefore came to the conclusion that 
there was something wrong, and that 
genuine materialization was not a fact.

On his return home he was led by a 
seemingly unknown’power to stop offi 
and visit an old schoolmate at some 
point in Indiana, who was strictly ortho
dox. While gathered about the hearth
stone on the evening of his arrival, "the 
friend told him of the wonderful things 
that were coming through the daughter 
of a neighbor, saying he had not been to 
see, but he had been informed by those 
who had, that those who had passed 
into spirit life came back so us to be 
recognized by those who knew them 
while in this life.

My friend at once became interested, 
and wanted to know when Jie could see 
this girl. “Why,” said his friend, “it is 
not far, and we can go over and see her 
to-night if you wish." So the two went 
right over, and arranged with the girl, 
for a sitting. The first spirit that came 
out of the cabinet was his departed 
wife, dressed exactly as had been 
agreed upon, and as she put her arms 
around his neck, she said: “Oh, darling 
Henry, words cannot express the joy 
that I feel in thus being able to come to 
you as we agreed, and proving to you 
that materialization under proper condi
tions is absolutely true. 1 have been 
wth you in-all your journey," she said, 
and have tried in every way to mate

rialize, but in all of the many seances 
that you have attended, this is the first 
one that the conditions were such that 
I could come, and yet many of the me
diums were genuine, and those who 
came were able to do that which I 
could not."

So my friend was saved to the abso
lute knowledge of materialization by

his continued faith and his willingness 
t6 continue investigating and not con
demn it all as a fraud because he did 
not get what he was looking for the first 
time or even tho tenth time trying.

11 heard a very prominent minister at 
Oakland, Cal., declare from his pulpit on 
Easter Sunday, “that if it were not for 
the fact that Christ rose from the dead, 
the world would not have one lota of 
evidence that, there w.au a future life.” 
I asked the same mlnister lf he had ever 
investigated spirit return through me
diumship, and he said: “Yes, I attended 
two seances and found the same to be 
all a humbug, and nothing but works of 
the devil.” . • ■ ■ . •

So 1 find that in spirit investigation 
as in everything else, men are finding 
just and only what they are earnestly 
seeking for. • ■

The trouble with mediumship is that 
but few mediums, understand the true 
conditions that surround them in their 
unfoldment, and the majority as soon gs 
they have a little touch of psychic pow
er manifest, they at once hang out a 
shingle and give sittings at-25 cents'per 
head, and the reason "Why we have no 
more mediums like Jesus Is because 
there are so few that are willing to com
ply with the conditions required for its 
unfoldment. But notwithstanding this 
and all of the opposition of the churches 
combined, Spiritualism is making a de
cided advance, and like a snow ball that 
I used to roll when a boy, it grows more 
rapidly tlie longer it is rolled.

.If each to each be all he can, 
A very God Is man to man.

ETHAN W. ALLEN.
Los Angeles, Cal.

CHRISTMAS GREETING.

Oh, Christmas bells, your music sweet, 
Fills the hours with joy complete;
Let faith be steadfast, hope be true, 
Like gleaming depths of ocean’s blue;
Let memories round our hearth-stone 

twine
While friends sincere quaff ruby wine.
A happy Christmas, one and all;
May homes be blessed, sweet voices 

call,
Roses blossom round each path, 
Kindness scatter every wrath, , 
ivet all griefs forgotten be, •
Sing to the blesed ones now free, 
’Tis Christmas-tide and Love is here, 
Rejoice and banish every fear. .
Ring joyous bells, ring loud and long, 
’Tls Christmas day, we join In song, 
The stars of Bethlehem shone bright, 
On that glorious, wondrous night, 
The lowing kine bent humble knee, 
So the history says, in Galilee.
Ring ye bells, ring ye with praise, 
Christ's grand teachings came to raise, 
Let’s join in anthems jubilee , 
And wait the bliss that’s “Yet To Be." 
We gather round the laden board 
With friendship's charm, and pleasant 

word—
Christmas morn, noon, and eve, 
In God’s great love we must believe.

Rose L. Bushnell DonnElly. 
San Francisco, Cal.

"Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M. 
D. For sale at this offleq. Price |1.

REMBBAW STUDIO.
School of tfeydic Development.

We teach you-tuku scftmtlfic wretem Juyt how to 
unfold tho ulxtb aeuee'Air gift of fllrlnutlon. Our 
method will develop afi rapidly ae ttlopofe»!-- 
ole for your ttoutaogra# lu the mental phasea of 
meatumalup. PrirateltloaBoiw. 60 cents each; 
course of twelve teaso&B, M.W. • ~ .

MYSl’IU UiKCLK,
The Mystic Circle work brings youlu touch with 

the higher foreeaftnil iarior those who are conscl- 
eutioue lu their-ScHlFe to become buubIUvo to tho 
finer vibrations. MeeUi»8 every Thursday at 8 
p. m. Only |J.OQ jy-rtnps^h. ,

. Re&gtawUy Mail,
We have been ®stt-cxa4fiiioHly euccetisful In giv

ing readings by MiaS.^Get one of our Psycho- 
bcople readings ond.BYogdxhe diseases an^daugere 
you are susceptible lo^nd learn the work for 
which you are. befit fitted. Valuable and reUablo 
advice given confceraUig.bu£iiuube aud social mat
ters, A HOLIDAY' QmSR-Our liVe dollar Psy
Choscoplc rcadbse, by xaail./only |2,00, Enclose 
photo, date of birth and jiosioltlce order for twb 
dollars and send to o ’ . ■ ’

REMBRANDT STUDIO,
3114 Cottage Grove Ave., 

_ ______________________Chicago, III. 

Mrs. Vaughn, psychic, will give read
ings._____________________ ”

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society 
will hold meetings every .Sunday, at 3 
and 8 p,-. jm, at Atheneum Building, 26 
Van Bjiren street. Mrs. May Elmo, me
dium. Tests and good speaking, All 
are welcome, ....

Spiritual meetings every Sunday 
evening, at Peri'e.hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, near Western avenue. Mrs. 
Hanson, assisted hy Dr. Randall. Mrs. 
' The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds, a meeting every Sunday after
noon at 2:30and. 7:45, at . No. 878 S. 
Western avenue, Star:Lodge Hall.

“Religious and Theological. Work« of 
Thomas Paine,“ Contains hlB celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters.and discourses on religious and the- 
bloglcal subjects; Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price iL For sale at this office.

"Mark Chester; or a Mill and a Mill
ion. A,Tale of Southern. California." 
By Carlyle Petersllea. A pure psychic 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa
per covers, 40 cents. Cloth, 60. cents 
Fpr sale at this office. f

'‘Vbltalre's Romances." Translated 
from the French. With numerous Il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
.brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en
emy .of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50, For' sale 
at this office.

“Cosmlan Hymn Book." A collection 
of original and . ;>rted hymns, for lib
eral and ethical builftles, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume' meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. .Price 50 cents.

The new song-book, "The Golden 
Echoes," by S. W. Tucker, bus fouud its 
way Into many homes, and Its beautiful 
songs have cheered many, sorrowing 
hearts, which they dare sure to do when 
heard and sung. They should be heard 
In every hofne in the land. For sale at 
this office. Price, 415 cents; $1.50 per 
dozen.

“The Priest, ; the Woman and the Con
fessional." This book, by the well 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Romishi confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall, $1. For sale at 
thts office. . ’

HOROSCOPES
tclonUßcaUv iiuciiraie and i-ollable. Captata G. W. 
W turatiti, DIO Glenana Si.. Denver. Col., Eat Itöll-

ß N- KINKBAD.—TBUSIPDT SPEAKING IN 
light F. R, Richmond, independent slate 

writing and magnetic healing. Circles .Tuesday. 
Thursday and .Saturday, 8:30 p.m. Private rea«*  
Ings dally. 8250 Wabash Ave., Chicago. ‘ ■

ELTON E. HEDRICK, 
ABUfjaoiiOGER.—Vocation. buslnoBS specula*  
Uon, matrimony, (bmul, jravel. all affaire of 
life. Fee '82.00, .Bend date of birth as near tho 
hour jw noBHlble. Addresa, «21 Reading Road, 
OLnelnuaU, OUft. •.> .. - Tifi

A Natural Seer, Tried and True.

MBS. B. DEFOREST, CLAIRVOYANT, INTUI- 
lionul .prophetic readings by mall. Bond 

own huudwrltjiur, date of birth and 8 Questions. 
11. ■ Jteuiov.ed toFoxboro, Musa •

Annie I*ord  Chamberlaiu’s Cartf, 
_Dear friendfl, you cat! greatly help me care for 
my blind sister, Jennie Webb, one of the earl
iest mediums now in the form, by-writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send U to me with $1, and I will 
try and ge| reply by independent writing or whis- 
pws. AddrcsB Mre/Axiule Lord OUamberlata, MU- 
fordMaBü : ■ : ■

A POOR PROSPECTOR
Wuute capital to help develop a mine; assays ae 
hi<h as IHOO.OO per ton. Qood tunnel bLkIiL Ad
dress, A*.K  COX, Grand Junction, Ooi.

- A Cure for the Tobacco Habit.
.«re. J. Lester. 812 State st.. Des Moines, Iowa, 
has discovered a harmless remedy for the tobac
co habit which cured her husband in 16 days, after 
being a slave to the weed for over 80 years. Il 
can be kiven secretly and is harmless. Mrs, Les
ter win send the prescription free to any one send
ing stamped envelope to pay postage.

FRED. P. EVANS.
The Noted Faychic for 

Independent Slate Writing and 
Clairvoyance, 

eently lett New York, and Is now located at 
1J12 Eddy St.. Sau Francisco, Cal. Send stamp for 
circular on Mediumsldp.

SPIRIT MESSENGER.
Friends desiring tests in Poem, ’on their name« 

vising full name, and four questions anuwereu 
promptly,ran receive such by sending one dollar 
and two eent slump. Addie Gore, Box 86, Escon
dido, bun Diego Uo., Cal.

LILLIAN ROCKWELL, 
Scientific Life Header and Healer

Are you sick? Are you in trouble of any kind? 
Write to me unci I win help you. Send 12 cenls 
aud date of birth to 814 Emmet st.. Chicago, 111,

MRS. STODDARD GRAY
And Son. DE WITT O. HOUGH, 

Materializing and Teat Medinina, hold aeaucea 
Sunday and Wednesday evenings, eight o’clock; 
Saturdays 2 p. m., at their residence. 881 Weal 57th 
St., New York. Sittings for communications dai
ly, 10 to 6. k ? • 736

TOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and sent FREE If you will send your 
birth-date and three alampa for mailing expenses 
I have astonished thousands with my wonderfully 
correct reading of their life, past and future. I 
correctly reveal your future love Affairs, business 
success, marriage maté, etc., and give advice on 
all affairs. Address, »HAUKJKN, Dept, T.B., 
2159, San Francisco, Cal.

Are You Ill or in Despair?
Do you wish health and hiippiness here on earth 

and through the eternal ages? if ho. send me f 1.00 
nt once and I will give you my aid and showyou 
how to obtain 1 to address. H. D. TRASK, Keeuo,

MRS. EFFIE MOSS, 
Materializing Medium, la now located at 8233 Wa
bash Ave. Materializing seunees Tuesday, Thurs
day and Saturday evenings at 8 o’clock, and Sun
day at 2 p. m, 736

A SPECIAL OFFER FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
To Subscriber# forTHE PROGRESSIVE THINKER ONLY: ”

THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME, 
Harmonics of Evolution (Florence Huntley), 
The Dream Child, ■ • - •

The Great Psychological 
tents—Part I. 
Psychological Crime;

Crime—Con-

New Definì-
tlons; Pertinent Admissions; What is 
Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man 
and His Two Organisms; -Physiology 
and Pathology of Hypnotism; “Auto
Hypnotism," a Misnomer; “Suggestion,” 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp
notist?
Part II.

A Risk and a Duty; Other Defini
tions; .Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle 
Involved; "Automatic, Physical .Medi
umship" Impossible; Neither a “Gift" 
Nor a "Power"; The Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship and "Affinity"; Medium
ship and Emotionalism; Mediums and 
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan
ity.
Part III.

The Genesis of "Hell"; The Way of 
Death; In Perspective; Individual Im
mortality; On What It Depends; Self
Control, the Application; The Line of 
Despair and the Powers of Darkness;

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.
It is Important when a meeting Is 

suspended, that notice be given us, bo 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 
wont new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public halls at the present 
time.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
512. Masonic Temple every first and 
third Thursdays of tlie month; after
noon session at 3 o’clock. The ladies 
furnish refershments. Supper served 
at 6:15, Including tea-and coffee. Even
ing session at 7:30. Questions pertaln- 
Ing to spiritual themes, answered by 
the guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond; name poems given to strangers. 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton, assistant pastor.

Spiritual services conducted by Julia 
M. Learnerd, every Sunday evening at 
7:30, at Marble Hall, 467 West Ran
dolph street, corner Sheldon.

Ctiurch of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 8 p. 
m.. Lecture by Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt at 
8 p. m. Messages by H. F. Coates and 
others. Plenty of good music.

Tlie Spiritual Research meets every 
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, in 
Van Buren Opera House, corner of 

, Mqdlson street and California avenue. 
Good music and Binging. All are In
vited to attend.

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature hold services at 
Nathan’s Hall, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue, Sunday even
ings, 7:30 p. mJ Mrs. W. F. Schu
macher, pastor.

A Spiritualist Temple" has~been 
. opened by Mrs, Schwann, at 528 Bel
. mon't avenue.. Services held every Sun

day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and music at every ger- 
vino. •

$2;00 
ZOO 

75

$¿.50
1.50

50
The Law of Spiritual Gravity; Admoni
tions and Suggestions.
Supplemental.

The Value of "Theories"; Differences 
and Distinctions; '
Transubstantlatton

Transmigration;
Reincarnation;

Metempsychosis; Self-Perpetuation;
Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual Extinction; Psy
chical Reinvesture. ■ .

Self-Perpetuation

Harmonics of Evolution—Contents.
Preliminary Statement; There Is No 

Death; Life After Physical Death Is 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop
ment and a Common Purpose; 
The Scope, Method and Pur
pose; The Genesis of Physical 
Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution; 
The "Law of Natural Selection”; The 
Natural Law of Selection; A Question 
in Science; The Completion of an Indi
vidual; Masculine Will and Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle for Happiness; 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intui
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat
ural Science Corroborated; Natural 
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce; 
True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon
ics, Ethics.

Handsomely Bound.
■ Send for Circular. 

Address all orders to
THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO, 

19 to 27 North Kedzle Ave., Chicago.

STOMACH 
TROUBLES

CURED

"Death, Hbj Meaning. and. Results.” 
" By J. K. Wilioxr, ot the Pennsylvania 

BatC >An absqxbliigly Interesting vol
ume, df decided value. A narrative of 

, , Psychic «vents In. the an-
। - -'Uior’B experience. riCloUu 560' pages. il

lustrated, 31^5. 3',/> ■ •

THE SPEAKING DIAL
A Wonderful Spiritual Invention

Gives natneu, dates and circumstances. Speaks 
In various languages; answers mental questions; 
convincing tlie most skeptical. Has come to prove 
immortality and spirit communion. Develops alt 
phases of mediumship. Magnetized by powerful 
spirit band. Read what the late Hon. I. Donnelly 
said of the Speaking Dial. Dials now, 81.50. Bend 
forcircular and testimonials. Enclose stamp for 
reply. P. J. DEMPSEY Inventor, 2817 Columbus 
avo.. Minneapolis, Minn. -

ViCn foilllrtly Cor» Cu, if Ikmdi Troubli Bol 
Cloud by Cucir. Do til Taka Our Word.

TEST IT TOUhSELF. '

^■L JBL fleetestMSV ' TREATMENT
HB Do you suffer

■■K BMM from indigestion,
dyspepela.or etom- 

»HflEsHRk uch trouble in any
form? If you do 
why not let us cure 
youf Wc d0 not 
mean help you by 
PIvlnc you a Soda 
Compound Tablet 
or some of the otb- 
er Patent‘‘Dyspep-

Cures." We 
will p o B111 v e 1 y 
an(1 permanently 

KKE cure you. we win
Bttw g0 t0 very foun,
KFw dation of your
way trouble; will re

move the cauHe.% 
. elrengthen aud

tone up the Btomach, and make you strong and 
healthy as you ever were. We could give vou tes
timonials by the thousands of those we have cured 
of stomach trouble In all hu forme and stages; but 
they won d not be facts or proof to you—only 
words of thanke and praise. The only absolute 
proof is In the treatment Itself. And bellevhir 
that a practical test would be more convincing to 
sufferers than all the testimonials we could print 
and absolutely prove Ite great merits, we will 
send anyone desiring it a full two weeks’ trial 
treatment absolutely free.

If you have stomach trouble and have failed to 
get relief, write us at ouce and learn by practical 
test what wo can do for you. Address Dr. Peebles 
Institute of Health, Ltd., 23 Main Street, Battle 
ureez, Mich. -

"The Life Booklets." By Ralph 
Waldo Trine. Three daintily beautiful 
little books, finely adapted for holiday 
presents. The titles are, "Character 
Building by Thought Power,” "Every 
Living Creature,” and “The Greatest 
Tnlng Ever Known." The matter is of 
high-toned spiritual character and ol 
helpi. l purpose. Proce 35 cents each.

T.h,e HXd0 .Park Occult Society holds ’ p]e, at 11 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 a m' 
o clock, at Alliance Hall, between Kim- ' " 
bark and Monroe avenues. Jackson lei 
rark cars pass the door. The best tar — 
ent available will be secured for ' all 
meetings. To spread, the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street.

Dr. Sholdice holds services Sunday 
evenings at 7:45, at 205 Lincoln avenue.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church 
meets every Sunday at 3 o’clock sharp 
and 8 o’clock sharp at Lakeside Hall' 
corner Thirty-first street and Indiana 
avenue, where truth-seekers and inves
tigators, as well as Spiritualists can en
joy a pleasant afternoon or evening. 
First-class< speakers. Tests and mes
sages by carefully selected mediums. 
Excellent music. Mrs. Mary Dixon and 
her daughter Cora, the “Child Winder,” 
always In attendance to give readings 
between the meetings. Also free dem
onstrations by C. A. Beverly. M D 
president. ‘ ’’

a. m. Sunday-school at 10

The Progressive Society holds serv-

« * '‘DI "» w wUU O U [fl
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor 

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
In \ an Buren Opera House, Madison 
street and Caliivrnia avenue, everv 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
splilt messages, assisted by other me
diums. •

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock ol 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power. ....

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose. Call .

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker,
TESTIMONIALS OF CURE.

^Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker—My Dear 
Friend: I think it time enough to let 
you understand the marvelous benefit 
we have received from your medicine. 
Since Miss Ellen Louisa Merchant and 
myself have used your medicine we are 
now enjoying good health and strength, 
also feeling as new persons. We sin
cerely thank you for the good you 
have done for us. May God bless your 
work that it may ever go on for the 
good of suffering humanity.

Yours sincerely,
JOSEPH A. MORGAN.

Pratville, P. O., Manchester, Jamaica, 
Nov. 12, 1003.

Hfi Yfil I NpafI And JEyesirhtl
VU I VullUuU I can help you. I Will lit your 
AnRPr^PlP< by Clairvoyance and 

Wlrlt assistance at your own 
home with the improved melted pebble lense, to 
see near and at a distance. Please write for Ulus

showing stylesand prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and impaired eyesight. I guarantee to lit 
your eyes, ana safe delivery by mull. '

If. F. I’OOLR,
n P PAnr V ta4H »yanston Ave.. Chicago. Ill. 

pAh»m?CuijE'7'I)ieuri’lr; four Magnetized Melt- 
Th«v ail nI am delighted, 
xhey aie perfection in every way.

Sincerely yours, Alonzo Thompson, 
' Fullerton, Neb.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS'
I)th. .Itoi ud mo>t .neconful Bplrllau PhxalclM 

bow 1n practlo«. Hl# cure# are
THE MOST MARVELOUS

Of tbii ago. Hl# examination# are correctly made, 
ana nee to all who Bead hltn name, age, #ex aad lock 
of hair, and alx cent# la slauipt. He doesn't ask tot 
eny leading symptom. A clairvoyant doesn’t need 
soy. Ue positively cures weak men. Address

J. S. LOUCKS, M. D.,
Btoaeham. Masa.

DON’T READ THIS.
Franco# L. Loucks, Cha only piychlc wonder living, 

cnat qbo# the eplrltnai X-ray without any leading 
symptom to direct, and locates all internal diseases. 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both sexes successfully treated, as bun- 

flcnd W complexion 
ana w cents In stamps, and receive a correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth, dollars to you. Addreo,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
Lock Boi 1214. Stoneham, Mast.

Bangs Sisters,
PHENOMENAL MEDIUMS.

Independent alate and paper writing elttlngH daily.
Nplrlt Portrait Work a Specialty.

Readings bv mail. 'Send 'four conta alampa for 
booklet, 6M w. Adama, Chicago. Telephone Ash
land 1Ü12.

Special Rates In Portrait Work During Holiday 
Season,

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE

6. HALTER LYW 
. , THE EMINENT W‘: 

Healer and '
Hilled Psychic! 

health restored ® 
By Common Sense Method^

. ■ ~ 1

For the Cure or Mental 
and Pbyaicoi Ailment®

OBSESSION CUBED.

Bor Free Diagnosis of DUeaaei 
“ha flva two-cent stampa, age, 
••» and own handwriting. - -

READINGS AND BUSINESS AD
VICE #1.00 and two stamps.

Address 784 Eighth St., , 
______  ' Oakland, Ca'

^CLAntVOTANCEr
Great Book can b4 had l i the NEXT TEN PAYS ONLY fur il 00- ra! 

li» M on,!!?2-??- N°W IS. YOUR CHANCE ¿Jni 
Siihii.*, 0!! a A“ wnii lhe ““<*  be,il '»ok eve» 
publibhod ou the subject of Clairvoyance TeAfth- eeeX,dMM" Vdl ®
««T t 6’ fi“«10B< treaauree. read crvetala lo« 
lu?yu‘^croSti;mie3UaiUrOttUd Pa“‘ Wllhout loa-

bead these pbess NOTICES :
Clellr!y un<l ‘Wtaully preuent 

protouud.^-Su^lo;:“'“1, Ut U““

Hn,ywi,toor111?,1““1’vetauB,epOi-b.maliliig."-Lll. 
liuvr-Oeeaii1’’ Bout™ c'ertespoud,-nt i0 Chlcugd

J'etaldu the law and nature of Clair- 
vo>an^.L. --Chicago Inter-Oeean.
ih.>nJit!?na''klVile ?ook' 0,telmillty and depth Of 
thuufeht, combined with peibplcucity character- 
hau'hl?? ‘P evl,k'nt 111 every uentenoe 

mi11 te th« off apt lug of inspiration
The Progrreal ve Thinker.

,er. 0,1 (’ljHrvoyance a moat ro-
niijikablc and practical work on dovuloinnent II harmonizes well with the Hermetic SehoSls O? 
Philosophy, in which I learned the mysteries ot 
“■'¡'i' ' 1 n’f- G,e0' ""‘'"0.4 ASrologer"

th f./rbl W,ork.on 11,0 Clairvoy
ance thiib lai and points out an ullurhig goal of 
City BP 1 tuul *1‘ivelopment.”--Mlnd, New York;

Iff Send fl (X) now. toJ. }«’. GRUM11INE. 1285 
Cuminuiiwcuhli av., Boston, Muss
Afo-rer o’il'ii boX'."i',y“ ^n?rn^roa8iv’

BOOKS BY- "

LILIAN WHITING.

F 
1

The Spiritual Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m, at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Unión holds 
meetings at Hopkins' Hal), 528 West 
Sixty-third street, every Sunday even
ing at 8 o’clock. Conference In the af
ternoon at 3. The Ladies’ Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday afternoon at 
same number. ■
Hanson and others will give tests.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number Is 361
363 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs Is« Cleveland. y 81
„ of.the Soul, Mrs. Cora L.
V. Richmond, pnator, holds services 
every Sunday in Hall 809, Masonio Tern-

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7-30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong pastor

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Sunday afternoon at 
2:30 sharp, at Phoenix Hall, 324 East 
Division street, near Sedgwick street 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes ’

Spirit Church of Universal-Brother
hood holds services Sunday’fit 7-30 p 
m., in lodge room of Lincoln Turner 
Hall, hear corner Sheffield avenue-and 
Diversey Boulevard, near Northwestern 
elevated railroad. Tests and messages 
at every meeting. Conducted by Mrs 
G. A. Cowen, psychic. '
. The Woodlawn Spiritualist Society, at 
hall, 3o5 East G3rd street, near Madison 
avenue, every Sunday evening at 7 30 
W. H. Mohlar, president. ' ’

Light and Truth Spiritual Church 501 
W. North avenue, Wicker Park Hall 
Meetings every Sunday afternoon, 2-80

The Australian Psychic Society will 
continue its Sunday evening meetings 
commencing November 16, 8 p. m. Lec
tures, messages and healing. Good mu
sic. Dr. Freedman, conductor; Mrs L 
H. Freedman, secretary, 518 W. Adams 
street.

The First Spiritual Church holds serv
ices every Sunday, 7:80 p. m, in Tem
perance Hall, 330 Sixty-third street, 
Englewodd, Dr. J, H. Randall,-lecturer;

' "The Kingship ïfflSelf-Conttbl." | By 
JVm. George Jordan, it treats of thé 
crimes of the tongue, the -Red Tape 
duty,; the supreme charity of the world, 
the . revelation of reserve power, etc 
Price-30 cents. For sale at this office.

"Çhlld Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Montai Suggestion.” By Newtbn N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work tor all 
who have the care or training of chil
dren. Price 65 cents.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative.Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office.

"Spirit Echoes.” My Mattie E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-fieven 
of the author’s latest and choicest 
poems, Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. Price 75 cents.

"Healing, Causes and Effects." By 
W- P- Phelon, M. D. Price 50 cents.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
ip Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson's explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents.

"In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; price $1.

‘Tho Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library In itself; a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught, by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price 82 per volume. For sale at 
this office.

"Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas 
B. Newcomb. Excellent In spiritual 
suggesjiveness. Cloth, fl-50. For sale 
atthts office. °
^'The Present Age and' Inner Lite; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied and explained.” By Andrew Jack- 
eon Davis. We have a .few copies-of 
this work by the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, $1.10.

"The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner." Of especial interest 
and value. For sale at this office. 
Price $1.

"Wedding Chimes." By Delplia Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding; souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetf-y and 
prose- Specially ddsigned for the use' 
of the Spiritualist afid Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents.- For sale at this office

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
By Charles B,i Waite, A. Mi, author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200," etc. A condensedstate
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church .leaders to get control of the gov
ernment An .important work. Paner 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Right Living." Uy Susan ’H. Wlxon 
The author shows nowise practicality In 
her method oflteachlng the principle of 
ethics. She Illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily con^rehended. It Is 
especially adapted fqr use In Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be ;made very useful 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth #1. For sale at this office» ’

"Love—Sex—Immortality." py Dr 
W. P. Phdlon. For Balo at this office 
Price 25 cents. .

"Harmonics of ¡Evolution. Thé Phil
osophy of Individual life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of-the Law." By Florence 
Huntley. ,A work of deep thought, car< 
Tying tlio principles of evolution into 
new fields. Cloth $2. For sale at this 
office. '

THE iOSPtl OF NATURE
Iba meat excellent work by Dr. M. D. Sherman, 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore it 
has been sold for 82, but the price now baa been 
reduced to 81. It is a book that will Interest 
and instruct. It contains 280 pages, and is full 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium of rare qualities, and his work is a 
renectlon from the celestial spheres.

flDocruDhal New Testament, 
Being all tho Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 
now extant, attributed In tho first four centu
ries to Jesus Christ, his apostles wl their com
Eanions, and not included In tho Iww Testament 

y its compilers. ■ Price, cloth, Ji.fio.

ROMANISM J» a pamphled of 80 pages, In 

EXPOSED ^p,y 10 Prbf’ Ddvld SwIn^ uzxA voxjv pMeBt caalimun and Dr. With
row, and 1b principally In defence of Protestant
ism. A concise llttlo pamphlet. Price 15 cents. 

BOOKS ONPALMISTRY.
Selected Especially for Those In

terested In The Subject.

Practical Palmistry, or Hand Reading 
Simplified. By Comte C. De Saint Ger
main, A. B., LL. M. of the University 
of France. This book contains 18 chap
ters of Interesting reading, with 50 Il
lustrations; also an appendix giving in
terviews, and opinions of famous men 
on the practical value of palmistry. 
Price ?1. For sale at this office.

Twenty-five Minutes with Palmistry. 
By Jylian Greer. A Utile book of 41 
pages, with cloth cover, giving a short 
description of the lines, and also a num
ber of Illustrations. Is well worth tho 
■price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

20th Genturn Guide
TO

PALMISTRY
This is the simplest, clearest and yet 

the most exhaustive presentation this 
Interesting science has yet received. 
All of the discoveries, investigations 
and resettrehes of centuries are summed 
up in thin practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

There Is no trait, no characteristic, no 
Inherited tendency, that is .not marked 
on the pnlm of the hand and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol
lowing tlhe principles enforced by the 
presented in this. Price, paper, 25 
cents: cloth, $1.

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODEEN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Lenh Underhill, of tho Fox Faintly,
IntereBttng and valuable as n history of tbo begin

ning of Modern Spiritualism, by one of the Fox Sli
ters. 470 Pages, 16 llliiHtrallons, including portraits of 
the Fox Family. History of tho Hydesville tappings, 
as related by oye-witneBBcs; remarkable and well-at
tested manifestations; the ' ‘exposures.’' etc. Hand
somely bound In cloth, But few copies remaining 
Publishers'price. 11.50. Wo will send tbo book post*  
paid ter 11.40.

ESOTERIC LESSONS.
This work Includes “Personified Un

thinkable«.” "First Lessons In Reality," 
and “A Tour Through the Zodiac.” 
This Is an Interesting production of oc
cult thought and will well repay careful 
study and meditation by all oc ultlsts. 
Prlçe, Cloth, $1.50. For sale t this 
office. . ’

V". LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.’
By tho Editor of tho National, with Preface 

anef Notos by Potor Eoklor. Illustrated with 
ylows of tho old1 Paino Homestead and Patan 
Monument, at NowHoohello; also portraits of 
Thomas Clio Hickman, Jool Harlow, Mary Wol- 
stoneoraft, Madamo Roland, Condorco, Brlnsot, 
»nd tho most promlnentof Paluo's friends in 
Europe and America. Cloth. 75 cents.

. PART I,-The Pentateuch.
Comments on Genesis,-, ExoduL Lsvitloas. 

Numbers and Deuteronomy.by Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Lillie Devereux Blake, Aev. Phcbo 
Hanaford, Clara Bewick Colby, Ellen Battelle 
Deltrlck, Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ursula N. 
Gesteteld, lind Francis E Barr.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE.-PART I I.
Judges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Com

ments on the Old and New Testaments, from 
Joshua to Revelation. The comments are keen, 
bright, spicy,Tull of wit, the work of radical 
thinkers who are not Ignorant of the higher 
criticism. There is not a doll page in either of 
these books, but each its a galaxy of the bright 
minds of tho day and throw a new light on the 
Bible teachings relating to woman. Price of 
each, paper, 50 cents.

- ———. ■ t

THE LIFE KADIANT.—.Clotli,$1.00 
Mli. wWe'.I1cl0,,‘ “■26' 1,1 her new book, . 
dinv to! ni ' ,nl? ‘“»ertray a practical Ideal foi 
diilly 11 1 lug that Hhall ein body the sweetiieuH and

‘"i1..01.! ,nlll‘ ll,ul. ’e'"1 eiK'hantmeiii io life, 
a logical .sequence of “Tha•Wor d Beautiful," Leading Into bill) diviner har

monies. "1 he Life Radiant’’Ih characterized by 
•■Thr^^E^ il““huve

Age Lies Onward; Dis
cerning the future; The Ethereal Realm; Tha 
the IRnni 16 Exalleti Moment; Thu Neeiar of

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE: 
or Death as an Event In Life, cloth, fl,00 A book 
Jwvw naHh(?« InHlght.arev-

fap r niu ulhl0Bt Emersonian la 
kind.—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL: First, 
Second and Third Series. Three 'volumes 810(1 
per volume, ’ •’n|
CNc?HrN-ov!°AF Y01-, ’ T.W1,10 Duty 01 Itawlncm

i n I'|nbroala:Believe In the wlngh; Tlu> 
n!.btoni«d' I}1? S|?lci‘('or: l’*>e  Enlargement of 
illiYi F,r*S n<1,“, Discovered, not made; A
L J>Bieal, i roWeni; The. Supreme Luxury- 
S’ £ f®' ExeliiHlve and Inclusive; Through’ 
Scotnlug Nothing; The Woman of the World'

. :’ut®neyTof Charm; Fine Souls and Fine So- 
niPii L-aws of Our Country; hi Newness' 
egLife; Tho Heavenly visitors. ..

AI'TEH JIEB DEATH.—A Story ol’
p,rlc.e' •>:«’. T1“= Me»® 1» the book 

Will afford comfort to many, and should brtmr 
positive aid In sorrow to such us will recel ve Its. 
message.-Hartford Post.

FROM DREAMLNAD SENT^
Verses of the Lite to Como. New edition, with 
additional poems, il.00. Decorated cloth. 11.25. 
Lilian Whiling s verse is like a bit of sunlit land
scape on a May mornlng.-Boston Herald.
KATE FIELD ; A Record, with, 
several portraits of Miss Field, Including one by 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth. t'J.lX)

A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning?
With Portrait. Decorated cloth, SI.25,

Ï

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODEEN -SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Fam lly.
nin9 nf _ « hlatory of tha begin-
♦ * ^LHi^eru Splrituallim, by one of the Fox Sia- 
iS.'tL’i* 1’?' 16,l.l!ustr*" on’- Includlnir portrait« at 

^rally. Illitory ot tbu Uydeivillo rapping!, 
bT,‘r.e remarkable and wellat-

uated manltoatattona; the “expoanres." etc. Hand- 
KSn.’Li?.““?,1“ L10“*'  J“1 ,m coplei remaining, 
paid toH*«  C°' We will aend the book poet-

ORIGIN OF SPECIES,

R.231“', t0>>' cloth, bouni. Thl. book li io.
i»J '"M'S'“1 ot niolll!rn .clontlnc thought
In bh. ’V1“ I**'" 1 ‘bruugh many edition. 
ten»£l .b’Jv b”on Into »Imo« all the
men»Kuropo, and hu been tbo .object of

P* mPblcta and «operate book# than any 
3 thB «•-“<><» °» ‘b. peat aclentt.tithi.-oTh* “ I. “ppor‘ The thought of
Si »«• ,hi“?.'cSn”*, p,rt »'tbecommon Iniierlt- 

ot the race. For into at thl. olllce. Price 7S eta,

SPIRITUAL KAEP-SSS 
tion and Social Circles. By J. M. Peebles and 
J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. 
Now edition. Culled from a wide Held of litera
ture with the most critical care, free from all 
theological bias, throbbing with the soul of in
spiration, embodying tho principles and virtues 
of the spiritual philosophy, set to tho most 
cheerful and popular music (nearly all original) 
and adapted to all occasiexm, it is doubtless the 
most attractive work of tho kind ever pub
lished. Its beautiful songj, duets and quartets, 
with piano, organ or melodeon accompaniment, 
adapted both to public imctlngs and the social 
circles. Cloth, $1.25; posu^e, 14 cents.

The DeveFooment of the Spirit
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. Tho 
origin of religions, and their influence upon the 
mental development of the human race. Price, 
10 cents.

The Myth of We Great Deluge.
By James M. McCann. - A complete and over

whelming refutation of tho Bible story of tha 
Deluge. Bribe, 15 cents. . .

Views of Our Heavenfu Horned
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly Inter- 

estlng work. Price. 75 cents. Postages cents.

The ReHoion of Science,
By Dr. Paul Cants. vor thoughtful ant in

teresting. Price. 25 ccnu .

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. Being an investigation of 

True and Fabulous Theology. A now. and com
Ideta edition, from now plales and now typo;

80 pages, post 8vo. Paper cloth, 50c.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawban). A scientific rehearsal 

that is truly intereating. Price, 10 cents.

ft, P. ft. HftNUftL »Ttf 
jocta of tho American Protective AsHociation. 
A book for all patriotic American citizens. 
Price. 15 cents, or two for 25 cents.

The InHdeiitu of Eccfesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly 
treatise. Price, 25 cents.

I MAHOnET, THE'¡LLUSfRiOUSi
I By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. This work Is one- 

of the Library of Liberal Classics. No author 
was better qualified to write an impartial and 
honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins» 
and this volume is intensely interesting. It», 
should be read in conjunction with Gibbon’s 
wurk. Price, 25 cents. ,

' THE DESCENT OF MUN.
By Charles Darwin. Cloth, gilt top, 76 cents. 

On its appearance it aroustxi at once a storm of- 
mingled wrath, wonder and admiration. In 
elegance of style, charm of manner and deep, 
knowledge of natural history, it stands almost, 
without a rival among scientific works.

MEDIUMSHIP,
A chapter of experience#, by Mr#. Marla M. Kioft, 

Price 10c. For #ale at this office.

THE T0-M0RR0W>T)Wr 
Or tho Future Life According to Science. By 
Louis Flguler. Translated from the French by 
S. B. Crockee. A verv fascinating work. Thia 
fine volume might well have lieen entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated hv Science. Jt is writ*  
ten in that peculiar interesting style in which 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects in adaptation to th» 
needs of tlie general reader. Tho author says: 
"Thore Is a true and resp&'table idea in Spirit
ualism," and regards as proved “tlie fact of 
communication between superhumans and tha 
Inhabitants of earth.” Price, Si.50.

BAN, ?°,ur Centuries of Progrwir 
HIT, A Lecture delivered at the Free, 
s International Congress, Chicago, Ill 
October, 1893. By Susan H. Wlxon. Price, JOc’ 

HEALING- ^ause6 an^ Effects, UUHUlll U, By w> Phelon, M. D. Deals 
with the finer mental and spiritual forces as ap
plied to healing. Price, 50 cents.

Mofecufar Huoothesis of Nature; 
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper. 24 cents.

A Conspiracy Against I lieRepublic 
By Charles B. Wnlte, A. Nt, author of “History 
of tho Christian Religion to the Year 200,” etc. 
Price, paper, 25 cents.

AFTER HER DEATH.
Tho Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded with pure and beautiful spirituality . 
of thought. Instructive and helpful to all who 
love and seek tho higher and liner ways of 
spiritual experience. Price. Sl.00. ,

’ C08/1IAN HYMN H00I1.
A collection of original and selected Hymns 

for Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. Compiled by L. K. Washburn. 
Ihl3 volume meets a public want. It comprises 
to»,choice RolectionH of poetry and music, ein
bodying the highest moral sent iment, and frea 
from all sectarianism. Price. 50 cents.

OLD AND NEW PSy'GHOLOGy
By W. J. Colville. Boports of twenty-font 

distinct lectures, recently delivered In Noir 
York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia and 
other ^prominent cities of the United States,, 
have contributed tho basis of this volume 
Price, $1.00.

<0;Ik*

TUP RI AT lUTim Selootlons from the con-Il Hl 1 ¿bill Uli tontB of lllnt anolont ULI LHU1I1UU b001( lta commontarlcs 
toaohiuga, poetry, and legends. Also brief 
Rkotehes of the men who made and commented 
upon It. By H. Polang. B60 pp. Price, cloth, ,1

‘ THUMBSCREW AND RACK.
Torture Implements employed lu' tho 15th and 

If th centuries for tho promulgation of Chris
tianity, with plotorlodlllustratioM. iByGoorito 
U< Macdonald. Price, 10 cents. ' °

HARM0NI68 OF EVOLUTION, g.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, Based

Upon Natural Science > , $1
Ab taught by modern masters of law. *By  Flor» ' ' §8 
enco Huntley. An exceedingly interesting and ¿¡s 
distinctly valuable contribution to tho litera- 1 ¿ft 
turo of evolution, unfolding-its laws from tha 
deeper and clearer spiritual aspect, and In*  
diming t-ho defect« of tho Darwinian theory. ’1 
Spiritualists and Materialists alike can gain 
much from its perusal, Price, finely boaa a
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;AT MYSTERY IT FORMS
Salvarona steps to the front on The Progressive Think

er s platform, and gives his views in an exception
ally suggestive and interesting manner. We take 
pleasure in introducing him to our readers, and we 
believe he will become guest among them. ’

Much could be gained tor the spiritual 
and moral unity, and harmony of hu
manity, Christianity and idealism, if we 
could agree to tentatively use as syn
onyms the words spiritual and psycho
logical. For the greatest cause of moral 
inharmony is our diverse conception as 
to what constitutes the spiritual. The 
spiritual continues to be the great mys
tery. The phenomena of physical 
things, i. e., “matter," does not seem so 
mysterious. How can we bring the 
spiritual and psychological side of 
things wiUiin the ken of the senses, bo 
that their forms can be seen to be dis
tinct from the forms of physical things? 
There can be nothing spiritual that is
not psychological. Everybody believes 
in the visibility of forms caused by 
physical lorces. But not in the visibil
ity of foims of psychological or spirit
ual origin. Neither can they conceive 
that spiritual forms are psychological 
forms, and that psychological forms are 
spiritual. As a matter of unquestion
able fact, Utere are only two classes of 
forms ever capable of being perceived 
by the eyes of man, viz., the physical 
and tho spiritual or psychological. To 
make the matter clear 1 offer a rough 
list of some of the classes of spiritual, 
mental or psychological forms visible 
to man; and of visible physical forms 
produced by the. action of spiritual or 
psychological forces, as distinct from 

, physical.
1. Forms of changed tissue, sensa

tions and conceptions, produced by M 
Charcot, Bernheim, Kraft-Eblng. The 
practitioners of Salpetrle and Nancy, 
who were assistants, also furnishing 
data. Mental illusions produced by 
public hypnotism.

of conception are absolutely conditioned 
upon pre-existing forms of sensation. 
In the natural order of the construction 
of mental forms, passion, i. e., hunger 
in the child at birth, precedes its sensa
tion of taste, find the child would never 
have any conception of the taste of 
sugar and milk if its sense of taste had 
not previously given it the mental ma
terials, out of which the conceptions 
were formed. But the experience of the 
mind healer and mental and Christian 
scientist, has proven to him that he can 
invert this natural order. He begins 
first with conceptions. Not with sensa
tions, By first telepathing conceptions, 
ho finds that he can change the nature 
of sensations and passions. Experience, 
therefore,, proves that the soul can be
gin her construction of forms, either by 
conceptions, sensations or passions.
• But the shock comes in remembering 
that the psychological construction, by 
the soul of the forms of its sensations, 
on either the physical or the psycholog
ical plane, is the construction of forms 
of phenomena, viz., of pictures, appear
ances, apparitions, mirages, sem
blances, images, vision's. This is the
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Most Beautifully Suggestive is “The Light Among 
the Hills,” by Mrs. I. L. Lewis, of Bethel,, Vt. It 
is a narrative founded on facts alone, and every 
Spiritualist should read it. ■
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kind.

2. Forms of figured consciousness 
arising from Subjective Sensations.

3. Forms of figured consciousness 
originating in- Gpnceptions.
In/’ Forms of the three hundred arid 

■vn , » fi8ures of persons who appeared to 
IJyOthers alter death. Society for Psy- 

Research. See Harper’s Mag., 
■W ofth^ri900.-- .
■jSpV entf °- Forms of tissue, sensa-

2Jon8' an<i conceptro&s:t>roduced by the 
, ^^..¿“.“ ractlt'ionei's of Christian Science, and 

. 6y Mind Healers generally.
6. Forms seen by persons of genius, 

as Pascal, Heine, Pardan, Tasso, Ger
ard de Nerval, Leñare, Hoffmann, 
Blake, Cellini, Shelley, Caesar, Napo
leon, Hobbes, Lincoln, Byron, Oliver 
Cromwell, Goethe, Van Helmont, 
Brutus, Kermner, Coleridge, Anna Lee, 
Pau), Luther, Mohammed, Job, De 
Quincy, George Fox, Boehme, St. Te
resa, Plotinus. By Mary Magdalene, 
Joanna. Mary, CleopaB, Simón, Luke 24: 
4,10,18 36.

(
>
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Forms seen by crystal gazers and 
somnambulists and Buddhist “Masters.’’

8. Forms seen by clairvoyants, mind 
readers and trustworthy mediums. 

. 9. Forms seen bn persons having 
stigmata; figures of angels.

10. Forms seen by martyrs, mystics, 
ecstatlcs and prophets. ♦

11. Forms seen in dreams and the 
chemical forms of Prof. Elmer Gates.

12. Forms Seen by unbalanced per
sons and in fever deliriums. '

Among the psychological forms, pro
duced, on the other hand, by physiolog
ical stimuli, rather than psychological 
stimuli (as in the-foregoing) are the 
fantastic, and often horrible psycholog
ical forms, seen in hasheesh or cliang 
Intoxication; nitrous oxide mystical 
trance, alcoholic delirium tremens, and 
morphine or opium dreams. In these 
last cases, while, it is always the psy
chological forces of the soul herself 
which psychologicaly constructs the de
ceptive psychological forms seen under 
these conditions, nevertheless the sr ul 
constructs them solely at the suggest ion 
of anaesthetic physiological stimuli

Angels—admitting their orthodox ex
istence—are the formal effects, or Con
structions of prior conditions of’Eon- 
structive psycholgical force. A psf 'bo- 
logical force, therefore, is a force vJ, ich 
is capable of psychologically 'recon
structing the nature, figure and move
ment of some preceding form or force. 
Hence the one essential point </., re-

modern doctrine of phenomenology, 
taught in various disguises by Kaut, 
Berkeley, Hume, Malebranche, Cousin, 
Hegel, Emerson, Fichte, Hartman, 
Schopenhauer, Plato, Schiller, Rous
seau, Richter, Descartes, Spinoza, Aris
totle, Leibnitz, Pascal,Coleridge,Goethe, 
Tasso, Dante, Heine, Darwin, Spencer, 
Vardan, Byron, Carlyle, Montaigne, 
Fenelon. Thus it is that whilst the con
struction of psychological forms Implies 
tho construction by the soul of one 
class of form-phenomena, on the other 
hand the construction by the soul of 
physical forms implies the construction 
of another class of form-phenomena. 
Both classes of forms, therefore, imply
ing the soul-construction of pictures, 
appearances, mirages, semblances, im
ages, visions. Thus, accepting the or
thodox view of Jesus as an illustration. 
Before his death the form of his body 
(arising from the appearance of phys
ical forms of phenomena) impressed the 
disciples. After his death, accepting 
Luke 24, -his disciples weire Impressed 
by the form of his body as having its 
origin in the construction of psycholog
ical forms of phenomena, i. e., that his 
body was spiritual or psychological. 
But the philosopher recognizes the fact 
that the visible form of Jesus, both phys
ically and psychologically, was a phe
nomenon. Thus, if we accept the Mys
tic’s interpretation of phenomenology, 
it Implies that human life—both phys
ical and psychological—being stages of 
self-evolving educating appearances, 
visions or phenomena; that this very 
fact involves the soul’s subsequent ex
istence in possibly other advancing 
stages of self-education, according to 
grander visions and semblances. There
fore, the Great Mystics assure us that 
no matter how we managed to get here, 
whether with a blaze of angelifc pinions 
in a garden of ruddy apples, guarded 
with archangels, with swords, in a day' 
before ever a sword had been Invented

(Continued from No. 735.)
Martha," said Mrs, Grey, earnestly 

this is a clear case <7 spirit manifesta
tion. You surely cannot doubt that the 
girl so closely resembling you was a 
spirit friend bound to you by the tie of 
love and congeniality. The tie of blood 
is nothing so strong as the tie of spirit. 
Be glad, child, for you have ever near 
you a kind and faithful friend. I told 
you that I was very fortunate when I 
found my room-mate. I had ceased to 
weep and had settled into a hopeless 
apathy. One day when I was thinking 
over the various arguments I had heard 
for and against the inspiration of the 
Bible, I suddenly arrived at a decision, 
I Baid to myself, ‘If it is not the word of 
God, then there is no cause for alarm, 

it is, then I will stand my chance 
with the rest of the unbelievers. I will 
never go to any heaven without mv boy. 
If he goes to hell I will go with him. I 
can stand it as well as anybody can.’ I 
put my Bible in the stove and tried to 
dismiss the subject from my mind. My 
Work in the shop occupied my mind 
largely as I had expected. I thought if 
I had got to live, and had no Intention of 
sneaking out of it, I would try and make 
the best of life. I liked my room-mate 
from the first. She was a middle-aged 
woman, quiet, tidy and refined. She 
was very kind to me in little ways as 
women can be if they wish, and will be 
if they are really kind and unselfish 
Kindness comes from within and if it 
is there ft will work out. ,

One day I said to her, ‘What makes 
you so good to me?' She said she was 
trying to do I 'me just as she would 
want me to do by her if our places were 
changed about, and then she added, 'I 
can see that you have had a great sor
row come to you, and the light and joy 
has gone out of your life, and my soiil 
goes out to you in sympathy for I know 
what grief is. I sat in darkness once,’ 
and her beautiful eyes filled with tears, 

“I was deeply touched by her words 
and tenderness, and acting upon a sud
den Impulse I went and laid my hand 
upon her arm and said: ‘You are not in 
darkness now; you have foqnd both 
light and joy, I know, or you could not 
seem so happy.’

Spiritualism, and we tajhefl about all 
day, but I am not going to tell you what 
she told me for you are going to hear 
the story from her own Bps;”

"I hear Mrs. Austin? Oh, auntie, 
what do you mean?"-

"I mean that when I go back you are 
going with me.” ,

“Oh, Aunt Laura! if I only could; but 
mother will not' let me." |’,

“Yes she will. Your father says that 
you may go and your-mother will not ob
ject when she finds that it will' ;ot cost 
her anything. I am‘’going to h ly your 
expenses.” , ■■ T

Mrs. Grey and Martha werp- ’ to
breakfast the next morning, When 
they entered the kitchen they found 
Uncle Ezra waiting for them, for Ute old 
man was an early riser and took the 
words, “morning call," In a very literal 
sense. He rose as the two entered and 
with extended hand and a face beaming 
with pleasure exclaimed: "Hovz be ye 
Laury? You’re lookin’ prltty pert—not 
much as ye did when I saw ye before. 
What’s come over ye?"

Mrs. Grey had known the old man for 
tho greater port of her life and she 
laughingly replied, “I have had a change 
of heart, Uncle Ezry, and Hie looks 
brighter since.”

“Huh! made up yer mind for sartln 
that ye haint got any folks in hell, after 
all, I reckon."

,, <??es my old heart good ter hear
it, said Uncle Ezra, “for I have seen 
and heard some queer things myself."

“Are you acquainted with a medium?" 
asked Martha in surprise.

“Never saw but two, as I know of. 
One was a slim sorter ohap with a 
breath smelling of bad whiskey, and I 
didn’t want anything of his kind of spir
its; the other was a slovenly lookin’ wo
man creetur. I sized "her up and made 
up my mind that none of my folks that 1 
wanted to hear from in particular would 
want much to do with her, so 1 gave up 
the idee and jogged back home.” '

“I am sorry you were so unfortunate," 
began Mrs. Gray.

“Oh, it come out all rignt," said Uncle 
Ezra cheerfully. “I jist had ter work 
out my own salvation; that’s scripter,ye 
know.’’

Mrs. Grey looked puzzled, but Martha 
came to the rescue: "Oh, Uncle E&ra,” 
she said pleadingly, “please tell us some 
of the things you have seen dnd heard."

“What! you don’t want to hear about 
such things, do ye?”

"Yes, indued, more than anything else 
I want to Itoow the truth.”

“Even if 'tjtfrit the way ye’ve been 
brought up?" ’

V?

member is that there are no physchokm- 
Ttoal forms ever constructed to appear 

"ctf116 eyes of man without the pr.Jf 
¿gnee of some classes of psyeholog- 

all stages construct them.

on earth, or whether the soul has 
climbed up the dark, slippery dungeon 
steps of organic evolution, the fact nev- 
ertheles exists that all saints and crim
inals alike are evolving souls, allowed 
to assemble on earth as in one of God’s 
innumerable universities.

. SALVARONA.

LIKE MY MOTHER MADE OF YORE.

Let me bubble o’er with trouble,
Let me pass through woes galore, 

But give to me some hominy
Like my mother made of yore, 

; Good hominy, 
Sweet hominy, 

Like my mother made of yore.
This baker’s bread that we are fed, 

Which is sold fyom every store, .
Is but a paste thrown up In haste 

Compared to that of yore. 
Good home-made bread 
Give me instead, 

Like my mother made of yore.
Oh, give me back the old “flap-jack,” 

With pure sorghum all spread o’er, 
And ginger bread of brownish red, 

Like my mother made of yore.

'“Yes,’ she said, smiling, ’I have 
found light and peace and joy,’ and a 
beautiful light 'brightened her eyes and 
she seemed to see something that 1 
could not. For a moment I was fright
ened, lest I had found a religious en
thusiast, and then I resolved to know 
and I said, ‘Please, Mrs. Austin', will you 
tell me what your religious belief is?’

" ‘Perhaps, if I tell you you will not 
like me any more,’ she said pleasantly. 
I told her that it could make no differ
ence with me so long as I found her 
such a pure lovable woman. ’I have no 
religious belief myself,’ I said.

“She looked into my eyes and said 
quietly: ‘I did not believe in anything 
but my own misery once, but dear spirit 
friends who were watching over me, 
spoke to me and taught me the truth. I 
am a Spiritualist.’ For some unknown 
reason a feeling of joy came to me and 
I exclalmeu, ‘Oh! am so glad!’

"Mrs. Austin put her arms around me 
and kissed me, and from that day to 
this we have been the best of friends, 
and I expect we always shall be here 
and hereafter.

The next day after our conversa
tion was Sunday and I asked Mrs. Aus
tin to tell me about her conversion to

‘‘That’s about it, I guess.”
“Wall, I’m mighty glad to hear it. 

Hell Is a bad place ’cordin’ to all ac
counts, ’specially for yer own folks. I 
never took no great stock in ft myself, 
and I never knew but jest one man that 
it 'peared to me really did; that was 
Deacon Wise, and his actions proved 
that he believed what he perfessed ter. 
When his boy John was dyln’ of con
sumption tbe Deacon would ' take iis 
Bible and set by the boy’s bed and read 
and arger, and pray, an,d grit all worked 
up and holler at the Lord as. if he was 
as deaf as a stone post,. but tne boy 
wouldn’t pay any ’tehtlon, and one day 
he told his father that he. did not want 
to go to heaven. He said he should git 
sick of the everlasting singin’ and hav
in’ things always jist so. Wall, that 
worked the Deacon up dreadfully, and 
the next day the boy died, and within a 
week the Deacon was ravin’ crazy, and 
it took three men to hold him. He jist 
kept yellin’ all the time about the fire 
and Johnny’s bein’ in hell. Ye see that’s 
whatcomes of believin' instead of per
tendin’ to- Now if ye don’t mind tollin’, 
I'd like to know what kinder religion 
ye’ve hitched onto.”

“Spiritualism." ■
“What! yes—wall—how come ye ter 

git inter that?”
Mrs. Grey hesitated for a moment,, 

and then said quietly: “I could not deny 
the evidence of my own ears anu eyes.”

“No, of course not, What did ye see 
and hear?”

“My boy came to me one evening. J 
saw him plainly, and spoke to. him, and 
he answered me. I could not possibly 
have been deceived, for the room was 
well lighted and there was no one with 
me but the medium. I have talked with 
him several times since, and also with 
my mother. I have also heard music 
from an instrument unknown to me, fill 
the room where my friend and I were 
sitting, with a wild, sweet melody I can 
not describe, and I kndw beyond a 
doubt that no being in the flesh was re
sponsible for it.”

homeopathic Xcl'ologists, owing to thcftr \ 
as deadly as tKP n°t lad the time tolii/ 
KILLS, it seen-6 Iaws governing the j,

Oh, please do, make 
Just one good cake

.ike my mother made of yore.

‘ Certainly. A person who has always 
lived in a cellar may want to get up into 
the sunlight, I suppose."

"I rather guess they may; they’d be a 
fool if they didn’t. Wall,” glancing at 
the clock, “I guess I shall have to be 
makln’ tracks fer home. 'S’posin’ yt - 
two come up ter my house ter night af
ter the chores are done. Liddy will be 
purty glad ter. see ye, I guess.”

That evening, as the shadows gath
ered around the stately maples crown
ing the eastern hillsides, Mrs. Grey and 
Martha made their way through the 
green fields sweet with the odor of vio
lets and unrolling fern fronds, where 
the notes of the whip-poor-will, the 
hoarse croaking of the frog and the roar 
and gurgle of the brook’blended in a

the moon light. As I was watchin’ her 
and wonderin’ whether I better speak or 
not, she turned and looked right at me. 
I saw her face more plainly than I see 
yours now, and it was my sister Ruth. 
Wall, you might a knocked me down 
real easy. I guess I made purty hard 
work of breathin' for a spell. Then 1 
remembered reading a story about a 
man that saw a ghost walkin’ with him 
one night and he was so scairt he run 
for all he was worth, but the ghost run 
as fast as he could, and come to find out 
’twas nothin' but a straw hangin’ over 
his eye, and foolish as the idee was, 1 
stopped and made sure there was noth
ing over my eyes, ■

“Then 1 went on and the woman went 
on, too. I turned out on one side of the 
road to keep out of a mud puddle and 
she turned out on the other side. Wall, 
it Jist beat me! I’d hearn tell of ghosts 
but they was always dressed in white 
and looked spooky, but this woman had 
on a dark dress and wore a plaid shawl! 
'Whoever heard of a ghost with a plaid 
shawl on?’ says 1 to myself. t tried to 
speak but 1 could not make ■ a souuu. 
Then I stopped and looked at her and 
she looked straight at me. The moon 
shone full upon her face and as sure as 
I set here it was my sister Ruth. As I 
stood lookin’ at her not knowin’ what 
ter do, she was gone—jist vanished 
right before my eyes without movin’
one step.

I
viiv? step.

“Wall, that affair set me tor thinkin’, 
I tell ye. I told my brother Jim 'bout it

11 importance td construction of the 
It it is homeopa’ of psychological forms 
(J less and rem ^le foregoing. They 
; pattale and <)' er> unanimously in afllrm- 
!' y umx the soul, by her own powers of

construction, duplicates within the 
jaçam—by picture processes—the out

. forms of the physical universe. 
no ¿t, thé modem mind healer and Chrls- 
of scientist, In their psychological 
sorÿff, simply extend their belief of this 
•wflichological constructive principle, ac- 
■■pyted by the classic psychologists, in 
efftjther practical direction. Hence they 
- ipially claim that experience proves 
ccjit Conceptions as well as sensations 
mojsess psychological constructive pow- 
othfe My own 8PeclaI contribution to thé 
mirice general constructive idea of the 
coni’0 psychologist, and the mental 
In ¿er, was to show in the “Wisdom of 
operilon,” the Jaws whereby the iras- 
ris us construct psychological forms. 
rGQ-js, the classic psychologists of Har- 

\ aprd, Yale, Oxford, Paris, Berlin, teach 
\ jnat- sensations possess the power to 

¿construct psychological forms. The 
" laontal healer teaches that conceptions 

fino possess this power. And in my 
iown book, I showed tho three-fold law 

I by which tho passions exert this con- 
struct!vo force. In the natural psycho- 

i '.^logical order by which ’tho soul con
. streets her forms, figures of passion

figures of sensation, und forms

<> w

I eat the grade they call home-made. 
Of all that is set before,

But that milk and toast and turkey
roajtji

Like my mother made of yore-r
And cranberry sauce— 
(How I feel the loss)— 

LikeViy mother made of yore. 
The Ala mince pie will never die 

Till u jeach the shining shore, 
There’s; nought tastes now the same, 

<som>how,
As my, moth;er made of yore.

• .Please use for me 
The recipe

That my mother used of yore.
DR. T. WILKINS.

L Belief. In a “hiving Father” who un
ceasingly guldesithe destinies of one 
.bipion, five .hundred million men on our 
irlanet, and. is attentive at all times to 
their, millions of dmtradlctory prayers 
dnd pious wlshçs, Is absolutely impos- 
Bible; that is atlonte.perceived on lay
ing aside the coldred spectacles of 
"faith” and reflecting rationally on thé 
subject.—Ernest Haelkel.

. Not because I ralBp myself above 
something, but becauh i raise mÿself 
to something, do I aifcrove myself.— 
Jacobi. ■ , k '

In matters of pructf pé, jMf thoughts 
are the best;, in mih ju>. of morality, 
first thoughts.—RobeAthdl.

«
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. joy melody. They paused unconscious
; ly to take long breaths of the \weet, 
, pure, life-giving air before they entered 
: the little weather-beaten farm house 

where Uncle Ezra and his widowed sls- 
ter Lydia were living out their simple 
lives together in peace and content

. ment.
The room Mrs. Gray and Martha en

tered was small but clean and cheerful. 
Like the most of the farm houses the 
plastered ceiling and the wide pine 
boards forming the floor'seemed' to a 
tall person to be very near each other. 
The small-paned windows were now 
concealed by white curtains and on the 
little table, also draped with white, 
burned two tallow candles set in brass 
candle-sticks. The second candle was 
in honor of her guests, for Aunt Liddy 
would not tolerate kerosene. Several 
flag-bottom chairs with patchwork cush
ions were drawn up before a little fire
place where some light wood was blaz
ing, for the evening was chilly. Her 
guests seated and "the folks” Inquired 
after, Aunt Liddy resumed her work 
upon the clouded blue sock she was 
knitting, and Uncle Ezra, leaning back 
in a chair tilted against the wall, looked 
at Martha and said: "So ye want I 
should tell ye a story, do ye? Wall, I 
haint much ter tell, but sech as ’Us yer 
welcome to It.

“ ’Twas forty years ago last fall that 
my sister Ruth died, and one night 
some three years after I was goin’ home 
from a corn huskin’ at one of the neigh
bors. There was a full moon and not a 
cloud in the sky. The road was kinder 
soft and lots of mud puddles. All at 
once I saw a woman walking along be
side me. I didn’t think anything funny 
that I had not heard her step, but ’ 
thought It was queer she didn’t speak. : 
She had on a dark colored dress, and ' 
a large plaid shawl thrown over her i 
head and it covered her shoulders and I 
arms, only one wrist and the hand that i 
held together the shawl showed write In

and he said that ’cordin’ ter scripter, 
folks did come back. Jim was great, 
handlin’ the Bible, but he had some cu
rious idees. ’Cordin’ to the Bible, says 
he, angels are spirits and it don’t no
where say they are not the spirits of 
dead folks either. He said Moses and 
’Lijah camo back long after they died 
and there warnt a mite of any reason 
for thinkin’ other folks couldn’t come 
back if they wanted ter. He said he 
didn’t know what ailed all the preach
ers that made tKm so mad if you 
talked any sich thing, unless ’twas be
cause they were afraid folks would get 
ter b’lievin’ something different from 
their preachin’ and they would be out of 
a job. Wall, Jim and I talked it over 
for quite a spell and we couldn’t see but
ohe sensible way and that was ter 
b’lieve it was Ruth come back, and so 
we;let that settle it. I expected I would 

। see her again, but I didn’t. I guess she 
only wanted ter set me ter thinkin’. 
Sometimes when you have'set a feller 
ter thinkin’you've done enough.

“Some time later on I was drlvln’ 
some cows erlong the road. 'Twas early 
in the mornin’ and most folks was abed. 
It had. rained hard in the night and tho 
road was washed clean. I got erlong to 
a place in the road where there was a 
steep bank up on one side and down on 
the other. The sun, jist risin’, shone 
through a notch in the hills full upon 
the road so that every little stone and 
mark was plain. All at once them crit
ters stopped stalk still and looked at a 
spot right in the middle of the road. I 
hoeyed and hollered, but they didn’t pay 
a mite of ’tention to me, but jist kinder 
circled round that spot in the middle of 
the road and snuffed and stared. I 
stepped in between two heifers, and 
stared, too, but I couldn’t see a blamed 
thing but the bare road washed clean, 
and not a track on it. My eyes were 
good and so was the sunshine, but the 
critters had the better of me that time, 
and there they stood with their eyes er 
stickin’ out and their hair standin’ on 
end till all at once they jumped right up 
inter the air and swingin’ around up 
onter the bank at the left so as not to 
touch that spot in the road they ran up 
the hill as if the old boy was after them. 
I follered after and for some reason 1 
was careful not to touch that spot in the 
road. Now all this proves but one 
thing and that is that them critters saw 
something invisible to me.

(To be continued.)

' niTil8 “y.,d?81re tell you something 
' ab£vt Spint bailds and their work.
• , re are mauy bands of spirits and
( angels which have come together fol 

the purpose of elevating mankind, al-
। * n>ugh? do not have this object, as I 
( will endeavor to explain later.

They also are formed to help those lu 
the lower circles of spirit life, for we 
cannot confine our mission work entire
ly to those on earth; for there are so 
jnany that need our helj> in the spiril' 
life as well. •

The great work accomplished by 
these bands of spirits and angels yoii 
cannot fully comprehend, but I will try 
to give you a little light on the subjec.. 
it ‘ a> '1,0wly‘b0l’n spirit enters spir. 
it life, and they are advanced enough In 
spiritual thought, and their earth life 
t„^ M.en Luc? “ 10 enable tllem to pass 
into the fifth circle of spirit life thev 
aie looked upon as.being in a condition 
to join some of these banus 
thiL18. il!.spil'it life as it is . on earti', 
hose in the same grade or school differ 

in their tastes, desires and hopes; all 
I have not the faculty or ability to work 

successfully in the same direction, so 
they seek to know of the wise spirits or 
leaders what is best for them to strive 
earnestly to do. ■

It is for them to strive earnestly to 
help those not as advanced as they are 
in the spirit life, or to perform missions 
of love to those on earth.

Now if a spirit Ib capable, or if con
ditions are favorable for them to com 
tioi the hand or speaking faculties or 
clan voyant powers of some earthly me
dium, they then join some band which 
has come together to give to those on 
«arthum truths which exist in the spir-

There are those who have been long 
In the spirit world, and those who are 
constantly coining who are anxious to 
give to loved ones some message of 
comfort but Uu; magnetic conditions 
are such that they are unable to do so 
but they do not become discouraged or 
disheartened, but join a band whose 
mission is to come as ministering spir
its, and although there is no visible 
manifestation they accomplish by their 
unseeii presence much that affords 
great comfort, and many times wrong 
motives are checked and crimes averted 
by their silent power.

There are many who are constantly 
passing through the change called 
death, who have never had a thought of 
spiritual things, their lives have been of 
the lowest kind and they were most at 
home m surroundings of the same na
ture; of course they retain the'hablts of 
earth life, and for this reason are not in 
a condition to desire anything better 
after passing through what is called 
death.
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Woman from a Freethougiit Standpoint;—Trenchant Thoughts on an Important Subject-
The following article written by a critical Freethinker 

will be read with deep interest, illustrating as it does 
the status of woman, in Pagan and In-Christian 
Countries. ' .

In the Issue of Nov. 8 of the Chicago 
Record-Herald, F. C. Weed asks one or 
two questions to which I wish to give 
attention.

His little pleasantry, in opening, of 
calling me insane because I disagree 
with priestly dispensation is quite char
acteristic of the Christiana, who lived 
during the “dark ages,”, though, had 
such declaration of insanity been made 
at that time the victim would have been 
hurried at the stake along with innu
merable other heretics. For be it re
membered that after the church had 
been established the schools of medical 
science were closed and the "insane” 
were cured by prayer and the laying on 
of hands, with the rack as a persuader, 
or,' if the case proved obstinate, the 
stake inevitably cured the "Insane” pa
tient. So I am very.glad indeed that my 
article excited only ’¡pity” instehd of 
thé practical vindictiveness of past cen
turies. ■ ■ ■ - , ;■ ' ..." . .... .

Mr. Weed recommends the study- of 
the condition of wonfen in China, Tur
key, India and Africa and then in coun
tries "where tho Bible is recognized as 
containing the highest known rules of 
conduct.” Now that is just what I have 
done, ' and I find ■ that in southern 
Europe, whore the priest with Bible -in 
hand rules women .more despotically 
than in any pagan country, and that in 
Italy, Spain and Portugal, those intense
ly Christian countries, the degradation 
and subjection of women Is tho wonder 
and regret of travelers with human im
pulses.

Marriages In ,|jidla.
Bishop Henry Qodmafi Potter, head of 

the. Episcopal Church in the United 
States; In his book “Tho East of To-day 
and To-morrow,” says (here is great mis
apprehension, in America about the cus
toms of early marriagbi in India and 
the burning-of ,wldowiagd (that the ac
counts of these,tlilrias^re¿much exag
gerated and ought dtok.be. corrected. 
Swami Abehahanda hays .-that widow 
burning became preyatont after tho 
British Invasion, whdn ivldows threw 
themselves on tlie funeral pyre of their 
husbands to save themselves 'from a 
worse fate at the hands 6'f Christian sol
diers. The child marriages,of the Ori
ent also finds a parallel -iniithls country 
in the sect calling'themselves the dis
ciples of Jesus.'Chflgf; Who ¡seal a'boy 
and a girl to eacl)toiner ,atiln very early 
age. Then .tlie .mafrlugeable age for 
girls of 12 years. in Ehglpnd is not to be 
boasted, of, ..even though they be' bar
gained off by male relatives. And. what 
of the purchase of titles? i
' The story of tho sacrifice' of female 
children in India and China is feelingly 
dwelt upon by. missionaries; but we are 
told by unprejudiced hitlbfians that tho 
children consigned'to.tio'Bo-called sa
cred । rivers are’ already ddad. and the 
parents are .too. poor; to furnish other 
burial. .If the female ehlldren are de
stroyed it ip only; from the economic 
necessity of supply andMemand. Could 
any stories of tho wrongs of women in 
tho Orient'surpass (ho-horrlblo details

furnish other

J
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of the traffic in female flesh by England 
and Germany and Austria for "foreign 
countries, for lumber camps and re
sorts in cities? These are all Chris
tian countries, the church supported by 
the state and its tenets taught in the 
schools. Could the condition of Chinese
women in pagan China and India have 
been worse before than it has been 
since the invasion by Russia, England, 
America and their missionaries? "
¡aot think so. ■

Church and Humanity.

I do

Mr. Weed attempts to explain___
the mistakes of the church as a body 
should not be charged against the teach
ings of Jesus Christ, but “By their fruits 
ye shall know them.” .If the church has 
perpetuated false doctrine it must ac-, 
cept the consequences. After centuries 
of its teaching we And its adherents 
breaking every’bond of humanity, over
riding every barrier of equity and si
lencing any attempt at investigation of 
other systems or the practice of other 
methods. After ages of the teaching 
that we are to prepare fof a home in 
heaven at the expense of earth life it is 
not to be supposed that economic or so
cial conditions would-receive any atten
tion, hence in a recent “report we read 
of 40,000 homeless meh in Chicago. 
But why worry, about them when they 
have the assurance that the bearer of 
the cross here is the wearer of the 
crown, hereafter? The warden of a 
western penitentiary says that his ex
perience among’convicts has proved to 
him that tho teaching of vicarious 
atonement has been the means of pro
ducing many criminals. Why should 
•they try to bo upright citizens when tho 
thief on.the cross was promised a place 
in paradise by simple belief? When ex
ploiters of labor, such as the child slav
ery in Southern mills, sit high in tho 
sanctuary, and when we are told by tho

that

I highest authority—the vicegerent of 
i God, the pope—that the poor should be 
• satisfied witli their condition, it shakes 
• our confidence in the beneficence of 
• Christian teaching, and we are willing 
i to accept the statement of a former 
i British consul to China in favor of pa
! ganism. He said: "I have lived in 

China twenty years, but have seen more 
degradation and drunkenness and mis

' ery In London In one day than In all 
my years of residence In China.” This 
is not so unfavorable for the celestials 
as. the missionaries would have us be
lieve, and when such a condition exists 
for men in Christendom it is still worse 
for women.

Conditions Desirable.
A recent writer on China says: “In 

many,parts of the empire women hold 
places of respect and influence, and we 
know that, the mothers of Confucius 
and Buddha directed their education 
from infancy, and these great teachers 
Jiave more adherents than all the other 
religious of .the world. What of the 
mother of Jesus?

It seems plain that the condition of 
pagan women is just as desirable as 
that of Christian women, but the dif
ference is that Christianity makes the 
claim of having bettered'their condition 
and takes unto Itself the credit which 
belongs wholly to the advance of scien
tific investigation, to commercial- inter
change of nations and the indefatigable 
work of reformers, and let us hope that 
long ere another two thousand years 
have pased they will have worked out 
a more just method, and again I say, 
if tho teaching of Jesus Christ has given 
us "our present conceptions of lifo and 
duty,” then let us bo pagans.
> HARIET M. CLOSZ.
Webster City, lowe.

“ Honest error Is to bo pitied, not rid
iculed.—Chesterfield.

They cherish the same desires to help 
on, by wrong influences, crimes which 
they have committed on earth.

So you see there must be helpers for 
these poor unfortunate ones.

They must be brought out of the low 
conditions in which they are found to a 
higher plane in which they can find 
happiness for themselves and for those 
with whom they mingle.

Many of you on earth may think that 
it Ues entirely with you to make the 
conditions right in order that we of tho 
higher life may commune with you and 
teach you. Such is not the case, and 
in so doing help us, but we of the high
er life must become acquainted with 
natural laws so as to know how to ac
complish the best results.

It is when the mediums and we in the 
spirit life have learned and work in 
harmony with these laws that we are 
enabled to be successful in giving unto 
the world our teachings.

There are many that come into the 
spirit life who do not believe in spirit 
return or communion, with those on 
earth, and so when they enter into this 
life, they do not attempt to return and 
many times they do not so much as 
wish to make the attempt to do so. : I

The reason I will try to explain to 
you. . .... : .

.There are many who selfishly look for 
their own comfort and ease, if this can 
be attained they do not worry what be
comes of others; many times we seo 
this even in families on earth, the mem
bers of which would be as closely united 
in spirit as in the ties of relationship.

Such spirits when they find that they 
have passed through the change of 
death, and are safely landed on the 
other side, feel satisfied and have no de
sire to make the effort themselves, or 
for others, too, to reach those they have 
left behind, knowing perhaps that all 
they might accomplish would be ridi
culed and the thought of spirit return 
return be laughed to scorn.

But they say, heaven, as far as'they 
have already found it, is by no means . 
like that locality which is portrayed by’ 
most of the preachers on earth.

It is a far more beautiful country 
than the one they have left.

Such expressions we often hear, but 
we try to lead such to a better under
standing of what they should try to ac
complish. Truly, friends, the great 
work that has been accomplished 
and that which is being ddne each day, 
and its lasting benefit for humanity can
not be fully realized by you of earth.

Friends, I hove endeavored to tell you 
in a plain way of our work, trusting that ■■ ■ 
it may be of interest to some of the 
seekers after truth for which this is 
given.
■ "It has been written, So shall my 
word be, that goeth out of my mouth; 
It shall not return to me void, but it 
shall prosper in the thing whereunto I 
sent it.”

By that I mean that the truths which 
I have just given unto you of earth, will 
not return to me void, because he which 
received this will .place It before the 
world, that those who will, can read and . 
bo benefited thereby, and from that 
reason it shall prosper in the thing 
whoreunto I sent it, which Is unto’ 
those who inhabit the earth. ■ ,
. Rooolved by L. M. Cobb, Gratton, ' 

Mass.
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The Views of an Egyptian Spirit
, EGO AND GUIDE, ’

It was morning by mortal reckoning, 
near the hour ot 3 o'clock. The guide! 
Interpreted to me the polo roseate; 
shades in the eastern sky proclaiming 
the glorious dawn. The rapport was tof 
the nature wherein the ego or self 
vouchsafed to question the stately 
guide. And thus prefaced her remarks 
und inquiries to the spirit: .

“You are the utterly proud and deeply 
dignified Egyptian, Taurus by name, 
and a great Mogul who deigns ever, to. 
appear to this medium in these trances.

“Where perplexity and distrust Rave 
assailed the children of mortals, you, 
my guide, have countless times sent 
the downcast one away . with renewed 
hope. And not Infraguently the oVer 
confident one awtfRa profound meat-

“0, how lovely to be here!” ' 
And those dazzling beads of dew, 
Came they from the sky so blue? 
Vanishing the' woodland pathway, 
Carpeted in living green, 
Past the dark old forest trees. 
¿Pylng there the silvery sheen 
Of a summer moonlit lake, 
“Nothing” will a fine sail take. 
In the boat a form, O dearl ;
Sad, and deeply torn by sorrow, ; 
Sighing deep find falling tear. • 
"Nothing” gathered up his sigh, 
As it swiftly floated by. .
On the uplands, down the vales, ' 
“Nothing” full of wonder sails, 
Then a garden shadowy, fragrant, 
Paiised “Nothing,” the little breath. 
Wondering strangely, saw one kneeling, 
Childish' face and pale as death, 
Cold and set as chiseled stone.'

KNOCKED OUT! S'^ripl Visions and Instructions.
The Word "Reverend" Must Taka a, . .6 • I Concernlng^rruthtend Error of SpecificBack seat............... I . v™,, ■ a, ■ ■ ■ , ‘' ' ’ ^jilica^totempnts.

In The Progressive Thinker qf Sept- . w;. aFT“" ' , „ in„,
26,1803, there is an article signed Dan- On the gening,of November 7, J903, 
iel W. Hull, with the heading, “Ecclesia- I was .gfoiM in ipg. room, readtag when 
Phobia, a Prevalent Disease Among an unusual, brfeiteess suddenly ap; 
Spiritualists.” There is but one para
graph In the article referred to that I 
shall animadvert upon.. He says: "The 
word ‘Reverend’ also excites the ire of 
taese ecclesla-hatlng brethren,” and fur
ther on he states, “It is . not even a 
Bible term,”. Now my recollection is. 
that it is a Bible term, and is used only ..
once in tliat book, the passage where it Earth sto’aeilerflj asking for truth, the 
occurs being, "Holy and Reverend is I tull tiutli, concerning creation, the fall 
His name ” referring to what people va- of man and his consequent redemption riousTy denoXte God Deity, a Su- through-Jeaus thQ »as recorded in 
nreme Being What does the word the so-called Chilian Bible.preme nemg. wiiat uu^._. « ti I . *‘Tba iir6t UUieatlptt referB to Genesis,

P.eared antjua vefflh happy Jeeli^g came 
over me. As fritted up to. seo the 
cause, -I; bi^ipld .aigfoup of bright angels, 
Thpy salute# m%4ji royal fashion, then 
said: .!tWeb§j‘e,m§seng<irs sent tQ give 
a message yomfpr world’s people, be-
cause: so many,¿licere; petitions have 
been sent on big); jjy a large number of

tat'on- A' l -From her Hps it caught a moan, I
“When first my soul-self beheld . I oft-enforced so, broader, stronger, 1

O Taurus, it was lu tar'a'?“y®6JT)t,;. hs the'summer days grew hot, , '
the entrance of a white-pillared. teigM?J’Littte “Nothing” grew, a storm-cloud, ’ 
of worship, .among others of thy raçe :Deatb( destruction—well, why not? i 
and degree, watching the passing by- oi ■ TAURUS AND LOUISE, : 
the glorious Christ Jesus of Pisek, N. D, Medium. I
hundred years "ogone. My attenuonl < q T t '
tïtoughtfte anTpxpresptve countenance Poings and Status of the Summerland 
and the wondrous depths of sympathy l ■ Society.
shining as a heavenly light teereon.ftS I. Thinking the numerous readers of 
the fate of the gentle savior seemed Tba progressive Thinker would be In
foreshadowed to thee la that innate terested in hearing from our Summer- 
mysterious language not of the tongue l iand Spiritual society and workings 
hut of the perceptive faculties of sens!- r spiritual, financial and otherwise, I have 
tlveness rarefied by esoteric influences! taken the liberty to jot down its condi- 
from other realms and other spheres. I [[¿d at tho present time of writing. The 
In this realization of mediumistlc pow- l hazaar recently held in their spacious 
ers of expression to which my B°“l I hall was a complete success and must 
awoke, thou wast the kind and patient 1 jjave netted them some hundreds of 
one ever lucid to my growing sensitive- dollars, besides affording amusement 
ness, until thou hast indeed become à pleasure to a large attendance of 
part of my better self, the soul. I an classes of people.

. "Now I will quesrton thee upon slm- ' <pha ladles of the Mite Society, at- 
pie topics over which the mortal is dally Cached to Gils society, were the instlgw- 
wondering and stumbling; light and (¿rB of £ba project, and instrumental in 
frivolous some of them may seem. W carrying out the work in every detail, 
thee, yet deign to answer me, as these The ladles deserve great credit for their 
many unsolved quandaries set my untiring efforts and zealous service, not 
nerves on edge, rendering me cynical bn]y in contributing liberally of artistic 
and tired of earth life. I articles, useful and otherwise, for sale,

“Why does every man and every wo-1 Well as in malting the fair such a 
man believe that his or her own particu-1 aoclal and enjoyable success. To men
tal- share of troubles and trials is great- tlon all the ladies' names that so libér
er than those of any one else, yet in no auy beiped make tho affair such a sue 
sense of the word would they individu- ceSB Would take up too much space in 
ally exchange lots and destinies with ybdr valuable paper, but of the number 
their neighbors?" I am constrained to mention Mrs.

Ans. “The sun shlneth upon the just jjees, Mrs. Parsons, Mrs. Baisley, Mrs. 
and upon the unjust. Mortal is prone I shields, Mrs. Smith. Of that number 
to desire sympathy from fellow mor- first named lady. Mrs. Lees did 
tals, and for tee attaining ot this re- graat eervice as a decorator, as with 
suit will resort to exaggeration and auBlstauce she converted toe large au- 
even fiction, while he innately knoweto I ditorium, dining-room and rostrum into 
that the true state of affaire is over- a veritable paradise. The auditorium 
drawn and unjust to the all-wise Créa- win geat Bix hundred people and the 
tor, the giver of good and never of whole vast height was converted Into a 
e\il.” garden of tropical verdure. The Call-

When this beautiful truth Issued from fornla pampa, a plumb-like product, that 
the fine lips ot the guide, a silvery mist grows abundantly in marshy districts, 
coming from toe same source seemed to I waa artistically used and their feathery 
permeate the surrounding atmosphere plumes, colored in all toe hues ot the 
as well as the trance medium, so that I from the celling among toe jets of elec
tor a while, contemplating toe efllores- £r[c lights.
cent phenomenon, toe scent of Eastern I a sumptuous banquet was served In 
lilies seemed all about, as she was lost the dining-room in the afternoon to a 
in admiralion of the simple yet lar- nuniber of participants, and the 
reaching explanation. whole concluded with a masked ball in

"0 stately Taurus, Is the body of light tire evening, which was enjoyed by old 
which mortals designate as the sun, the and young alike. The music both af- 
centre ot electrical energy?" ternoon and evening was furnished by

Ans. The sun is not alone the centre a flna Btring band and interspersed with 
of electrical energy as far as it Is rec- aoag8 and music by Prof. J. S. Lillie, 
ognlzed upon this plane, but the very wbo presided at the plana 
centre of all life. This magnificent sun 7-___ - -—'-’y ■- ” • —
source, energy and power is toe cause equipped and supplied with financial 
of life and life everlasting. Before the moana of any one on the Pacific coast, 
sun was, man and all things animate and owning their own hall, with all con- 
were not existent. To toe mortal it venlences and organ and piano, haa 
represents or should represent God, It much the advantage over some others 
he would but reason wpn. ,it. -Thej.|aaB provided for;-'- Besides*•  it ihaa'B 
Creator of to'e sun Is thè’ûntolnkable or largQ membership of interested work
God we blindly worship, who was never I arai w;th a leader; Mrs. Spring; whose 
seen,,.but Is, forever and eyer. . ; - ability as teacher and moral worth,

"This electrical energy is the perpet-1 make -the society a strong one and 
ual motion for which -deep thinkers I growing intellectually and spiritually, 
have striven and persevered to reach Tba Progressive Thinker is largely pat- 
out after and grasp, ultimately to per- rouized here and has the largest circu- 
coive their littleness, their” Inslghifl- ]ation of any Spiritual paper published 
cance of personality, and utter Inablli- and jS eagerly looked for from week to 
ity to furnish means of operation on the I week in our Summerland hamlet, 
small scale of their apparatus. Mag-| BISHOP A. BEALS,
nificent stupendlty is necessary to the 
formation of perpetual motion.

“This electrical sun energy by one 
single stroke or flash under right con- 
dltions namely lightning, absorbs soul In the greenest of our valleys, 
from matter as nothing else thinkable By good angels tenanted, 
caD d0 Once a fair and stately palace—

“Were there no cellars or sunless Radiant palace—reared its head, 
holes in toe earth, disease would be un- In Che monarch Thought s dominion, 
known. Water from sunny springs It stood there;
would be drunk and ice housed away I Never seraph spread a pinion, 
for months in darkness never used as Over fabric so fair.
food, only to Intensify “““»mer heat to Banners yalteW( glorious, golden, . 
the imaginative, thus subjecting him rooI ftoat flow
who seeks comfort to dangerous ex-1 /Tbla_aji this—was in toe olden 
tremes for which he was never planned agQ^
or created.' And every gentle air that dallied,-“And again, my sympathetic guide I ' 0
in the nature of healthful colors: ^at Along toe ramparts’ plumed and pallid, 
are those which would be most conduc-1 wl^ed odor went aawy.
ive to the health and consequently hap-1
plness of the earth people?” Wanderers in that happy valley

Ans. Soothing colors which involun- Through two luminous windows saw 
tartly draw electrical rays from na-1 spirits moving musically, . ■
ture’s source, and which may not be To a lute's well tuned law, 
unpleasantly perceptible upon the flesh- Round about a throne where, sitting, 
1 y nerves, are colors or tints which porpbyrogene, 
should. be adopted throughout the sun’s Btate his glory well befitting 
cycles Black should under no condition <rbe ruler of the realm was seen.

A«d all,nto tf»-«mourning, uuix ui Varv fra- Was the fair palace door,
quenUy several deaths follow consecu- Through which came flowing, flowing, 
tivplv in families where for many years nowing,

.' a I - Cm3 DUw VO -
rC”Da?Xlors are depressing as ths In voices of surpassing beauty 
cloud-hung November sky, which cause Tbe Wit.and wisdom of their king. . 
mortals to despair, because of having gut evll things, in robes of sorow, 
for a time severed the supply of electri- . . Assailed the monarch’s high estate 
cal life principle for joy and laughter. ,¿1^ 1(,t ua mourn, for never morrow 
And those habitually depressed and Im- , shall dawn upon him desolate!) 
aginative become dilated upon Imagin- And.round about his home the glory 
ary slights and discourtesies. For illus- ’ Tbat. pushed and bloomed, 
tration, should rainbow and evening sky I jg but a diffi-rémembered story 

'show forth mere degrees of blackness, q£ old-time entombed'.
O the direful effects on minds." ,1 ... • '

“And now noble Taurus, the pressure I And travelers now within ttmt valley 
of toe trance state upon my brain be- ’ . Through.the red-litten windows see , 
comes very great, almost unbearable, so Vast forms that, move fantastically 
f must hasten; this double, control of To a . discordant melody ;

Md guide is too deep. What wore Wbile, like a ghastly rapid river, 
less terrifying to the uninitiated and fhrougn the palo door 
«molly as expressive could appropriate- \ hideous throng rush out forever, 

take thé place of tod .word Spiritual-1 -And laugh-but omtt 
ism?” . . . ' . . 6

Ans. "That word or namt, Medium ..
Louise, has hod more power to retard 
the universal acceptance of spirit return 
than any one word has ever had to 
nearly annihilate systematic progress 
in this grandest and only truthful ver
sion of the hereafter for all time. It 
should be Inspiràtionalism, alpha and

“Reverend” denote? ..In jny opinion It 
Is expressive of some thing qj- person ,te 
be looked up tp with a;pe and reverence. 
The priesthood having - arrogated tp 
themselves . the attributes of deity, 
adopted the title of reverend and have 
from time to time added |p it, as “Very, 
Reverend," .Most Reverend,” “His Emi
nence," His Holiness, Rev,‘Dr., etc. I 
think about all of the preachers here 
are “Rev. Dr.,” and we have at least one 
“Very Rev.” and probably.- more. I dp 
not see any necessity for Spiritualists 
apefng the pfiesthob'd in this respect. 
We do not fead of the Rev. Dr. Jesus 
Christ, nor Rev. Paul, D. D., but we do 
hear of Rev. Dr. Ada Blank, and Rev.
Dr. Nellie So and So, the Rev. Dr. John 
Smith, and so on ad libitum, ad nau
seam.' ■

There is only one advantage that 1 
have heard of in the use of the name 
“Reverend,” and that is that special fa
vors are often shown to this privileged 
class, in the way of obtaining reduced 
rates’on railroads and other public con- 
veyances—half-rate tickets, etc.

Mr. Hull says: “For years I had the 
same senseless prejudice, and disowned 
the title whenever applied to me.” It 
is a pity he had not continued to dis
own It, for its adoption was certainly in 
the Une of retrogression and not in that 
of progression; a sort of going back to 
the flesh pots of Egypt.

Mr. Hull cites the fact that Brother 
Peebles uses the word “doctor” with a 
great deal of unction. In days of.old 
the word doctor was generally applied 
to a person who diagnosed diseases and 
administered physic to the human fam
ily. Now, when we hear the word “doc
tor,” unless we know the man or wo
man, we can't tell whether it applies to 
a horse doctor, an allopath, homeopath, 
or any other kind of a path; to a faith 
doctor, a tooth carpenter, or a druggist, 
to a doctor of law, divinity, philosophy 
or what not. It has become about as 
meaninglees a term as reverend, but is 
not subject to the same objection.

J. E. OLDRIGHT.

J -A • • *4  . . L. -
first. chapter, first verse, and reads: ■ In 
the beginning God created tire heavens 
add the earth, j; The. real-truth cohcern- 
-ing this statement-is, tent it is a frag
ment of the «¡hole truth. Some of 
these eally scripts were destroyed, oth
ers Inaccurately translated and , tran
scribed and freely mixed with error by 
unripe worldly-, scholars. • It is an eter
rial truth thatt.all creative processes 
have their purposed, beginnings and 
endings.. They are and ever have been 
the labors of .high spiritual Intelligences 
under God, Thgstvmasters of great wis
dom and skill are supremely required to 
draft plans .in strict accord with the 
constitution of thjft universe and the in
herent law of tlie cosmos, -

CHAINED TO MY CHAIIJ.

Bound to the house, the room, mychalrl 
To my best loved friends a helpless 

care.
Seeing my powers foil one by one
I am'now, with life’s race well nigh run. 

Chained to my chair. .
The body-that once served me well In-

A BREEZY^LEnER. M j. M> PEEBLES’
In Which Writer Set*  In Motion the Mma4 ImnAd«»!

.Mentai Atm06p(iere’., Most important Books.
To the Editor:—Iphas become an un- . ’ r—. • .

written law with me that ¡whenever I RFRi If'En DDinuc 
renew my subscription it must be ac-1 rFCIUEp» j
companied by'my annual “spiel.” In —..... .  •;...
fact, It Is my only safeguard against ¿hat 1« Spiritualism? 1 .
bursting, for even now I am almost “too W Are These Splrltuaiista? and ' 
full for utterance." What Has Spiritualism Done for th«

I wish to say that the strenuoslty of World? By J. M. Peebles, M. D., M. A. 
your paper is creating a TREMEN- An excellent book to put in toe hand« 
DOUS FLURRY in our ranks, while the nf inquirers, ffioth, 76 cents, 
fair and impartial stand, otito editor Did Jesus Christ Exist?oommends itself to every lover, oi fair . J’. , “ ’e8U’ bnrlsttxla” .
play. I believe in AGITATION. I de- I the Corner Stone of Spirit
test STAGNATION, and iidpe toe good | Do toe Spirits Say,
work will continue until every fraud K“Iaette Coleman vs,
and error is banished from I dur? raiiks. ,, e on Mahomet and Jesus,

Why should we fear debate?. . appended a controversy, .
The truth is what we' are looking for, I i' ®W0n va; J^M. Peebles, on th« 

and truth never suffers from having the I 7.“ 8 "orda Prayer and Sermon
light turned on, while, if the methods . • Mount, and an exhaustive paper 
we employ in building up our pbilos; .L.. on the His-
ophy are so tremendously evil as to de- cea^ OHffln of Christianity. Paper, li 
stray both body and sou), why. we want i-u’ . • •
to know it before untold thousand^ Three Journeys Around the World, 
more of us are annihilated, , and wbile A large, handsomely bound octavo vol
there Is yet a ghost of a chance to seek I ume, 500 pages, finely illustrated de
a “better way." But as regards tills scribing the Pacific Islands, New ’zea- 
dire calamity, I am sUU a skeptical land and Australia, India and her magic, 
Missourian (from Vermont), and tailst; I Egypt and her pyramids, Persia Cey- 
oh being “shown.” »on, Palestine, etc., with the religious

But while I think that many of the I manners, customs, laws and habits of 
asertlons made in The Great Psycholog-1 foreign countries. Price, fl.50. 
leal Crime are exaggerations, still I be- Immortality '
Heve the author iS HONEST in his eon- And the .
victions. and evil in Th?“!?}.8. °f *°° 4

My own experience with trance me- bundred sPlrlt world. What a 
diums has convinced me that hypnotic Ing-niacea Pfheir u y Dielr dwell
control by spirits Is not necessarily de- relations ’lnfanf»0<|Dii^?tlOn' <tb£lr Baola* 
grading nor destructive to individuality, pr[C0 reduced from «hm”?lc'deB’ 8to- 
and NEVER deterimental to toe health age 12 cents PnnT In'60 P°s^ 
when proper care is observed. I could 6 “ centa' fBDer 60 88nta.
cite several living examples, where, Spiritual Harp.
after years spent in bringing together A b°ok of 300 pages, containing song« 
again in loving communion those sep- “yams and anthems for Spiritualist so! 
arated by death, the ideals and aspire “J™68 and circles. The words are afir« 
tions have become higher and nobler, with progress. It contains tae choicest 
The will-power has remained Intact, and s°ng8 and music by James G. Clark and 
toe health been improved. I have also °:“0r r®formers. Reduced from .2 to 
seen mediums who had far better have v1-«.

by no means has any reference whatso
ever to the end of the world. Nay; 
each time before such a 'procoss reaches 
its legal corporeal limits and labor 
parts, other masters begin new pro
cesses lu the same way and all these 
works, go on in their eternal succes
sions. These changes do not Interfere 
with the order of procedure of all these 
universal operations. There are mill
ions, yea, trillions of worlds. or as they 
are termed, world systems, out in eter
nal space, all connected yet separate in 
so far that these masters governing 
each of these separate processes have 
by supreme decree, the rights granted, 
them to remain the active supervisors 
over their respective dominions forever. 
Hence the many Lords, but only one 
God over all. ■ _

It is a truth that all which is created 
or evolved from the world-stuff that is 
contained in the subcosmio reservoirs 
and is supplemented by induction from 
pure spiritual and refined substances 
from the ocean of life above, endures 
forever. AU these worlds and their 
systems of co ordinated spheres and so
lar machinery^ all that, is dutwrought 
thus, man Included, endures forever in 
states of constantly increasing refine- 

■ ment and spirituality and correspond
' ingly enlarged' possessions and happl- 
’ ness. This-Js truth.
’ The plan of redemption will be given 
' later.” So saying, they disappeared as 

they had come.
’ MRS. M. KLEIN.

. deed, ,
A prison house now mocking every 

• need, ■
This society probably Is the beet • /pu]i of suffering, of dread, of fear,

omega." ■
"And now give me a little poem made 

out of ‘Nothing.’ Ctm you do it, noble 
guide?” - ,

' ■ Aiis. ."Yes.” . - "
"Do hot qjlnd Louise’s smiling, will 

you?” . / ■ ..
. Ans. No. Taurus has learned to do 
many seemingly Impossible things,"

‘ Nothing. •
' Onoe n little tiny "Nothing,” .

Scrap of summer evening breeze,.
Sprang to life amid sweet blossoms*-’ 
’Neath the' rifts of sheltering treds.’ 

, Just a tiny breath so wee," ■ .
Started by the wing of bee, 
Then in ecstasy of living, 
.Timid glanced, and full of fear, 
Hovering near the fragrant violets—

THE HAUNTED PALACE.

LIFE.

Van Wert, Ohio.These .provisions and rules for labor 
are so various to tlieir co-operative 
measures-of the relined and spiritual
ized force and substance and that 
which is to be eyplved from the crude 
substances and raw materials, and. dur
ing such named process, transformed 
into spiritual substances and forces by 
being incorporated into forms from 
grade to grade according to nature’s 
own codes. This needs more explana
tions later. At present our message Is, 
that the sentence, "In the beginning," is 
correct in the sense referred to and 
means exactly the beginning of the 
present eternity ox labor process. The 
procedure of the chapter is error in tills 
wise—the Supreme God did not appear, 
nor speak; is not seen nor heard, ex
cept in his Issued:,decrees o£ light and 
power, thus in fais, works; but instead, 
tlie chieftain of this compact ot wise 
spirits called in tee records, the Crea- . . .
tive Masters, counseled with his com-1 Brigham Hall is still vacant, and 
peers, enumerating the proceedings ot I there are rooms in the hotel besides 
these labor processes in the evolution- some that can still be obtained in cot- 
ary order. tages. The weather is beautiful. The

These advancements are gauged by I orange crop fine. I can think of no

Of what use is it as it holds mo here 
. Chained to my chair?
I bid It release me that I may soar

To heights of bliss, where, nevermore 
Shall I bnow the‘tmguibh’that'Alia my

■ soul
As life’s surging billows over me'roll,1

Chained to my. chair. 1

LAKE HELEN NEWS.
The Sunny, Southern Cassadaga Camp.

Husband and I, accompanied by that 
staunch Spiritualist, Mrs. B. Sully, left 
the Empire State, December 1, for this 
sunny clime, but not in time to avoid a 
blizzard and the enjoyment of a sleigh
ride. Arrived at Lake Helen, Decem
ber 5, and found a contrast Indeed.

There' are either just completed or In 
process of Construction seven new cot
tages that have not yet been occupied. 
The Apartment House is pretty well 
filled, but there will be vacancies as 
soon as Messrs. Littlefield and Lower, 
of Maine, move into their cottages 
which they hope to complete soon.

the Increase and widening of the vibra- more beautiful sight than the beautiful 
tory circles and tee chemical reproduct-1 peach orchards and orange groves the 
ive deposits from: nature’s crude germ traveler sees as he nears the Lake 
seeds multiplied ]jy nature’s chemistry I Helen station. The peach trees just be- 
and supplemented''by 'germ seeds cast ginning to bloom and the orange trees 
off from the. infinite ocean of life. Thus laden with beautiful fruit. Oranges 
form life tentarteli, By the processes range all the way from 5 cents to 20 
of Involution is evolution made possible, cents per dozen. The 5-cent ones are

When these psoparations and ad- small and are called the ruby orange; 
vancementfexon nature’s plan permitted they are very sweet Grape fruit is 50 
that man beibrought forth on the stage I and 60 cents per dozen.
of action in this world drama, then, as 1 Mrs. Ellen Fisher, of Burnham, has 
recorded In.dhe 26th verse of the same I the dining-hall again this year, accom- 
chapter this ¡Lord or.chleftain counseled I panled by Mr. and Mrs. Johnson, of 
his compeemthus? Let us form man In Dunkirk, N. Y., and Mr and Mrs. Car- 
our image, after our likeness. This was dot, of Burnham, N. Y. Mrs. Helen 
an innovation.’.-in those labor processes.- Sage again has charge of the hotel and 
All former processes of this kind were has it all ready for occupancy, a few of 
conducted strictly in accord with natu- the rooms being already taken. It 
ral science. dMnn was not provided with I would be well for those proposing to 
the divine nature and spiritual attrl- come for the season to obtain rooms in 
butes but was an evolutionary.product advance.

I iff the corporeal order of gradations and Although we fully believe the thought 
I was requlreasto attain to thiq higher Is among the people to build winter 

statò by-dlligdflt mental .action and homes here, and have a place to come 
goodly:bodilfcr. service renaerefc to. Jiialito.if they desire in come every winter; 
fellow sojourners. - • . If not they can rent their places and

1 Those rules are yet In operation, but thus get a good interest upon money in-

LEFT MEDIUMSHIP ALONE, but I Dr. Peebles’ Three Jubilee Lectures 
blame THEM and not the spirts for .a most eto.rnr.tiv / Lectures, 
whatever has been the consequence. 122 pages tivlnv r?°pnili Pa®Pklet ot 
Let them first make sure that they I delivered in Hydeavlito I ?Ct,Uo1¡e,, 
“love their neighbor as Uiemselves;” in Rochester and later to r V}’ 1898I 
see to it that they are not slaves to any the International Congress of?nirit..V 
debasing habit or appetite; observe ists. These "tootnr-J? .n , sP,rltual- 
fixed hours while sitting for develop- racy, meaty and1 scholarly pike’ “ad 
ment, and ask for the protection of wise cents. ‘““o oa
and good spirits at all such tirn'es, and.I Th .
will guarantee that the results will be vnrist Question Settled,
far from demoralizing. But there is the _ symposium by Hudson Tuttle W. 
rub. Too many investigate for mere ™q0‘einan> Itabbl Wise, Col. Ingersoll' 
amusement, with no desire for the bet- Hill, J. R. Buchan-
terment of themselves or others, and by , r- Peebles. This is a hand
neglecting to observe the above require- tma of “early 400 pages, and
ments and through the invariable rule nn/*; 8?,8' Mahomet and tho gnos- 
of “like attracting like," they become T ’ W; ,, , Talmud says about 
surounded by IGNORANT AND VIC- h„ “ tn ““veiled. Child mar-
IOUS SPIRITS, and, as one has aptly I J““0 1“;“a;a-u Col. Ingersoll's agnostl- 
said, “tho last state of that man is coivmn j V10 aplrits through W. J. 
worse than the first.” There may be M p ’ "• "• Morse, Mrs. Longley 
other things to be taken into consldera- oth ’ MrB- Hagan-Jackson and 
tion-I cannot say. Ba7 “bout Jesus, etc.

If some competent Spiritualist would . I . ,
write a book of instructions for invest!- A Critical and Crushing Review 
gators, pointing out the dangers that By Dr. Peebles of the Rev Dr Kton's 
mediums ore surrounded by and bow to five lectures against Spiritualism Thia 
avoid them, he would, I believe, confer crisp, and critical reply of the Doctor 
a great blessing upon the cause, and while repudiating spiritism, and all 
we would have less cause to blush for frauds connected with the subject bus- 
the conduct of some mediums and the tains Spiritualism, considering it th« 
results of their mediumship. comffiement of primitive Christianity

The replies of Mrs. Richmond, Mrs. Price 25 cents. ■ ’
Longley, etc., were very able refute Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern Suirte 
tions, but I do not think that so much .laiie— ern Sp r t
stress should be laid on Gio fact that ’
the author of The Great Psychological elegant pamphlet containing, an 
Crime saw fit to withhold his name. I I , exercises at Rochester 
could not help smiling at the way Mrs. “““ Hydesville, N. Y., at the celebration 
Richmond exposed herself to the fire 01 .*7®  1' “tleth Anm. ^taxy of Modern 
of the enemy by criticising the author I BPirlluaiism. It contains the addresses 
for so doing, and at the manner ■ In 0£ some of the most noted speakers 
which Mm. Huntley came back at her pre00“1- « contains the picture of the 
(or her guides) for doing likewise. But i/desyille cottage, wreath, etc. Price, 
I cannot blame Mrs. R. for being some- 10 cenls- 'Helpless and hopeless a man must feel , 

While he sits day by day as in bonds, of
steel; ■

For one who lives and loves and fears,
Is there torture worse than to be held

here .
Chained to my chair?

Hold me not, friends, in this prison 
abode,

Help me to cast off tlris wearisome load. 
My glad spirit sings, on the bounds of

Life’s sea, , 
With me rejoice, I’m no longer to be 

Chained to my chair.-

Life! I know notwhat thou art, 
But know that „thou and I must port; 
And when,or .fiow,-or. where we met, 
I own, to me’p.a.p.ecret yet. . ‘ 
RutfMe.I-know: when thou art fled, 
Where’er they lay these limbs, this 

■ ,)iead,.. ...; . ,
No cloAiSO’ valueless shall be 
As all that, tben remains ot me. ■

Topeka, Kâns. E. B» GREENE.

THE SKY 18 A DRINKING CUP.

The sky Is a drinking cup 
That was overturned of old, 

And it pours in the eyes of men 
Its wine of airy gold.

We drink that wine all day, 
Till the last drop is drained up, 

And are lighted off to bed 
By the jewels in the cup.

—Richard Henry Stoddard.

those of former eternities net having I vested.
been provided with the divine nature as This is fully six weeks before the 
those of this eternity are;,this higher real opening of the camp, but meetings 
nature or change was conferred upon I have been held the last two Sundays. 

'I them at the highest corporeal finite The first Sunday a Mrs. Giddings, who, 
i 'I plane and the lowest of the infinite or with her husband and George P. Colby, 

spiritual planes.- There all who had worked under spirit direction in select- 
successfuUy reached those heights I Ing -this place for a camp, gave a very 
were changed from’ their mortal forms Interesting history of it, which with 
and natures to those of the Immortal, dotes added that Mr. Colby can give,

Cancer, Tumor, Piles, Catarrh, Ulcer 
and Skin Diseases.

Successfully cured by a combination 
of Medicated Oils. Thousands of per
sons come or send to Dr. Bye, of Kan
sas City, Mo., for this yonderful Oil. 
Many cases are treated at home with
out the aid of a physician.' Persons af
flicted should write for illustrated book 
showing the various diseases before 
and after treatment. Physicians en
dorse this mild method of ■ treatment. 
Call or address Dr. W. O. Bye, Cor. 
Ninth and Broadway, 'Kansas City, Mo.

Lifet We’ve been Jong together 
Through pleasant and through cloudy 

weather; . . - ■
'TiB hard to itart When friends ore dear; 
Perhaps 'twill cost a sigh, a tear;' , 
Then steal away,.give little warning, 
Choose thine own time;
Say not good-night—but in some bright
. er clime , ... , , ; •< -„
Bid me good morning.' , , ■ • .

■ . —Afina Letitia Barbauld.

•‘Just How to Wako tho Solar Plex
on." By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable
tor health.

.. . •   .
Price 25 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure., 
First. The Philosophy of Curé.

Part 
(In-

..... ... * — • * —— * — *** ——
This step then insured individual im- would be a very valuable addition to the 
mortality forever; but there was much History of Spiritualism that Brother Ly- 
fallure in bringing the required number man- C. Howe is writing under the ap- 
of humans up to this degree of fitness polntment of the N. S. A.
during which corporeal labor processes, I The last Sunday, Mrs. Carrie Van 
which-was very grievous to those mas- Duzen, of Lily Dale, N. Y., was the 
ters so engaged, hence the long and se- speaker.
rious contemplations which resulted I will not go into detail in this, letter 
thus: To make man in the image of about camp life, but try as far as pos- 
God, to create him _a spiritual being sible to give the names of those now 
from the start’and provide him with a upon the grounds:
double system, the strictly mortal and I upon the grounds: E. W. Bond and wife, 
the spiritual. For this reason all who and Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Palmer, Wil- 
afe bom under this plan are marked In loughby, Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. Ed Spen- 
the higher records as divine humans. cer and son Herbert, of Lake Helen

Here is where the error of the fall of Fla.; Miss Meta Paxon, North Collins, 
man was introduced by unripe worldly N. Y.; Mr. Littlejohn and sister, Mrs. 
teachers. The divine, conscious life Barnum, Seneca Falls, N. Y.; M. H. 
principle or Immortal ego thus incorpo- Clark, East Jeffery, N. H.; Miss Rose 
rated into the crude' earth conditions Buchanan, Lake Helen; Dr. and Mrs.

eluding Methods - and - Instruments." 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
very instructive, and .valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as it 
well fulfills the prpmlse,,o£. its title. 
For sale at this office. Price, 75 cents.

“A Plea'for the NewWoman.’’ By 
May Collins. An address delivered- be
fore the Ohio Liberal’ Society. /For sale 
at this office. Price' 10 cents., ~

“Koradine. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Taib'ot” ' ' In the form of 
an entertaining story, it contains les
sons which every girl Should kfiow. 
Price, cloth, $1.

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners wjio seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. For 
Bale at this office. -

“The Commandments Analyzed.” By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great- in
congruities. Price-25 cents -
. "Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci

ence." By Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science. For sale at this 
Office. Price 6 cents. ■ '
. "A Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Charles. B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History of-the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc.- A condensed state- 
mont of facts concerning’the efforts'of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An important work. Paper, 
26 cents. For ’solo at this Office, - ■ ;

"Origin of Life, or1 Where Mah Comes 
From.” "Tho Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows." 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 cents. 
For sale at this offica

had thus a descent, for1 the purpose of Joseph Sherman, Willoughby, O.; Geo. 
learning leesons of value in these mat- Bartholomew and wife, Buffalo, N. Y.; 
ter realms .and acquiring through this Miss Josie Botsford, Little Valley, N. 
outer garb and mechanism, individual Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Baker, Montpelier, 
Immortal tangibility. These spirit bod- Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. James D. White, 
ies are formed from the finer sub- Lake George, N. Y.; Mrs. McGarvey, 
stances drawn in through the outer Toronto, Canada; Mr. and Mrs. G. C. 
mechanism, ’ even ras the infant is Lower, Detroit, Maine; Mr. and Mrs. S. 
formed, only the process differs and in A Littlefield, Belfast, Maine; Leroy S. 
time, will-be fully explained. Libby, Belfast, Maine; Mr. and Mrs.

But to proceed, each soul born under I Richard McDonald, Toronto, Cam; Mrs. 
this present labor .process or plan, is C. C. Bacon, Lake Brady, Ohio; Mr. and 
provided with an Individual charter. I Mrs. Wm. Graves, Oberlin, Ohio; Mr. 
Upon this chart, all marks of degrees and Mrs. Giddings; Mrs. H. J. Van 
are stamped. The higher marks of the Liew, South Bend, Ind.; Herbert Hollo- 
immortal man are plain and thereto the well, Lake Helen; A. A. Butler and wife, 
acquired fitness muBt correspond ere all I Bricksvllle, Ohio; Rachel Bryan, Grass 
that is guaranteed by said charter can Creek, ind.;,H. S. Twing and wife, 
be claimed by the individual. Westfield, N. Y.'; Horace Kellogg and

These charters ate'-also the giiaran- wife, Lgke Rrfidy; Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. , 
tee of .each oneis; divine birthright and Amora Carrfgud, Pawtucket, R. I. ; Mrs. 
therefore heirship to' all the wealth of Eliza Phllbrpdk, Boston, Mass.;' Mrs. 
the universe'.“'Having thus faintly Vogt, Newark; N. J.; Mrs. Witters,— 
■pointed out- some of'these truth's which Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.' 'Walter Cardot, 
belong to all hiimhifity', and' that'' the j Burnham, N. Y.'; Mrs'. Ellen M. Fisher, 
fall of man anterrdrL but was In- Burnham, N-Y.; Mr.,and Mrs. Johnson, 
stead, a desedfit bf iSe spiritual ego, oy Dunkirk, 1?. Yg; Mrs. Helen Sage, Idly 
conscious dlvliib lifel%Tinciple,-we shall Dale,. N- Y-; "Mrs'. Elizabeth Clark, Bl- 
now state fuilfier; Jssat; this iminortal mlra, N! Y,; ¿Ite. Carrie Van Duzen, 
man being thMfe Subfe'Cted to earth's Lily Dale, N. Y.; Mrs. Elizabeth Thomp- 
rule white ino'lftijdfaWd In mortal form, son, Lily Dale,' N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. A. S. 
It was foreseen tliall'ihe- earth condi- Wheeler, Waltham,, Mass.; Mertan 
tions would vilelipaTblinding influence Weaver, Lake Helen.;' Mrs. B. Sully, 
over him, that?id, the ifiortal man would Buffalo, N,. YZ; Mrs. A. E. Brown and 
hold predominance over the spiritual to Agnes A Perry, Danbury, Conn.; Eu- 
a detrimental ilfigredpthe spirit or God- gene S. Strong and Wife, West Hat
man being under thd1 necessity of manl-l field, Mass.; Mrs. Sarah Law and Mrs. 
testing through the otter form would be I Myra Ring, New Bedford, Mass. ¡Judge 
silenced and ifii'man^ ’instances kept a I J. W. Underhill, A. J. Underhill and 
prisoner In this'-form1 of clay; the outer I Miss C. B. Rackle, Canton, Ohio, 
man thus bec6hilng’1tf trespasser not Since taking the portion of the list 
only on his ov?iPhlgh<3r self, but also on that contained Mr. , Littlejohn’s name, 
the rights of .others,^Vould Imperil his I he has passed away. He came here a 
chances of id®rb‘vement as divinely year ago suffering from consumption, 
purposed/and Sb beiflSund unworthy of I and It seemed for a while that the treat- 
his royal rightff’wherf called back from ments he received and the climate 
his corporeal sojourn to his Immortal I would effect a cure. He remained all 
home. Therefore it was thon'and there summer and made a brave fight for life, 
deemed good 'to . ptovlde a remedy, A but was conquered. Mary Stewart .was 
redemptlv&tolausb incorporated ln his faithful fiurse during the summer 
this creative'plan; ; It was" ho after-1 months, hut for some time past a sister, 
thought, iris legal and its methods of Mrs. Banium, has' been with him. He 
operation are grand. but very different was buried here and his sister returned 

' from (hat recordetfi in said ¿ibis and | to her home In the east . .
taught os truth; but/wo cannot state . . ' CARRIE E.’S. TWING. 
thfii plan at’this Ume/jbeins admonished ...———————-
to return to’the first question and brief- “invisible Helpers." . By C. W. Dead
ly • state that whereas all such creative beater, the noted Thcoaophist lecturer 
processes have fltelr marked .corporeal I and -writer. Very interesting.. Price 
beginnings, so alisd-have they their end-1'65 cents. For sale at this office.
.Jugs, when all that in such plan compre- "The Majesty of Calmness, or Indi- 
bended as to crude substance, etc;, has | vidual Problems and Possibilities.” By 
been duly incorporated and transformed Wm. George Jordan, Another valuable 
to tho required fitness, for use ory higher I uttlo work. Price 30 cents. For sale at 
than corporeal planes. But this ending ' thia office, ‘

what Indignant at the author, for his Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret 
charges against mediums included so of Howto Keep Young.
large a per cent as to become almost Thia bo’ok goes t0 tho foundatlon o£ 
personal. I am eagerly awaiting Mrs. thlngs-health; the laws of health the 
Richmonds rejoinder, also the retort ioodB to eat/ tha subject..o£ marr'iae0’ 
courteous of Mr Howe to Mrs. Hunt- I wbo abouid marry wbo ab6uld 
ley’s latest very able producUon. marry( the causgg o£ dIvorca _

Well, the most I can do is to say, tima for conception,-gestation, the de- 
"SICK EM! ’ to both parries, and trust termlnlng of sex, animal flesh-eating, 
that the right will prevail eventually, I what Herodotus, Hesiod, Homer Pyth*

I enjoy the tilts between Dr. Swer- agoras, Shelley, Graham and others ate, 
ingen and Prof. Jamieson hugely. The the foods that produce long life and 
doctor gets him In some pretty tight how to live “immortal” on earth, etc. 
corners, but he always seems able to This book Is written In Dr. Peebles’ usu- 
squirm out by hook or crook. Ohl but ally clear, crisp style, and attracts the 
he is exasperating; and yet I like him I reader from the very first through its 
first rate, because he always keeps such facts, logic and ‘convincing arguments, 
a grip on his temper, and takes all that Very handsomely bound in cloth, 
is handed to him with,smiling good na- Price $1. .
ture. I hope ^r \e has tantMlzed us Vacclnatlon a Cur8e and „ Menaoe t 
to bis heart s content be will come over p-r«nnai i ihArtvand Join us, and debate from tee right I -TUs ^ly illustrated volume of be

quest on‘, hnifl his tween three hundred and four hundred 
thought that a man who could hold his Dr Peeble3i treata axhaUst,
own In a debate against such odds as he iyely o£ Jn0CUlatl0D( cow-pox and calf- has would be a tower of strength if ¡ympb vaccination from Jenner’s tlm« 
lined up on our side.. _ ■ to tee present. It tells how the cow-

I am glad to learn that Moses Hull is pus p0iaon £a obtained—how the 
recovering his health. We need him in vaccine virus, while causing many, 
his line of work. While not a Bible daaths, sows the seed of eczema, 
Spiritualist myself I think teat better pimpie<i faces, cancers, tumors, ulcere 
results can be obtained among the and iaproay. it gives a history of th« 
church through the efforts of Mr- Hull I aeVeral years’ battle against vaccina- 
with his Bible than could possibly be tlon £n England, Parliament making 11 
had by other means. We need his kind “optional” Instead ot compulsory. Th!« 
and we need Mrs. Watson’s kind also, I book \ iould be In every school library 
and I say success to MoseS and his In- and £a\ h]y_ price 51.25. ‘
stitute. 4 , । i .

Spiritualism is holding its own here, n_ MTrni TO! Pamphlets 
if not making headway. I think the (J11 |$I.EiDLLv and Books 
clergy are becoming more tolerant, for_____ a________ _________________ _

nFHTM andtte AI’milFB 
sledge-hammer blows for the cause at L/Ll fi 111 By A. J. Davis. 
Grand Junction, and arousing things I An instructive and Interesting work for all to 
generally. We hope she. ..will make Pa.co oo cents._____________________
•Glenwood a visit after she gets tee peo- I nniTDT Tflffi Betwjcn Religion end Science, 
nle' thoroughly stirred up there. II. N H 5.II. I Jusv the b«ik for progressive

■ r>., it. tTOMllIim nf T?ov Mosstok. UUHlJJXvl thinkers. A book that is very By tile transition Of y interesting to people wbo have a taste for the
which occurred here a few week? ago, I .)aat religious history. Ily John W. Drj.a 
the community has lost a. most prom is-' Pr«e„ cloth, «1.75. pro>
ing and estimable young man and a true -'V----- ------------------------ Tone of
Spiritualist. The services, which were ’-¡¿.jr atUFD IIHDI ft (The Rellg- conducted by Mrs. L. Agnese.Moulton | |nt OlntK WOkLD Hltoence”'
of Leadville; were largely attended, and
the favorable comments on her eloquent 
discourse have not subsided yet. -It wae 
the second Splrtualist funeral, in Glen
wood’s history. We Intend to make 
them hear our side of the story if 
have to die and make them come to ry 
funerals to do it But this letter is.«sea
ting too prolix, so, wishing you 1‘oriy 
more years of life and strength wat
tle with error, frauds and hyporrisy, I 
wiU crawl back in my den for pother 
year. Fraternally,

- CHAS. E, HUB3ARD.

A compendium of Spiritual pft_*  
•New White Cross Literature. Byzmorr®- . 
Fletcher. M. D. In this volume th(6 opirit 
tho thlrty-nlno chapters, discusses Death, 
rloty of subjects pertulnlng to Spiu-u g 
from a spiritualistic standpoint. SboevinCeu 
tho powers of a trained thinker, both in matter 
of thought and fine literary style, and capa« 
bUltyof thought expression. Tho subjects are 
well handled with conciseness and yet with 
clearness. It will prove a rich addition to any 
Spiritualist’s library, and a most excellent booh 
for any ono seeking information concerning 
Spiritualism and Its teachings. Price 11. W.

“Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 
a strong, logical thinker, 0*  - f deeply 
important subject Price, doth, |1.

."The Romance of Jude.. A Story ot 
toe Life and Times of the Nazareno and 
His People.” • Through, tte .mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. ..¿Dtptensoly in- - 
teresting book. Neatiy touml in cloth 
and gilt.--- Only 50 cent»-;■

"The Truth Socke’ Collection 01 
Forms and CeromonliB tor toe Use of 
Liberals.” For sale “Is, office. 
Price 25 cents. '1 .

“The Infidelity, £ ,EcclesjM.tlelain. 
A Menace to AmfWU Civilization. 
By Prof. W. M.J“ '/Wood, lecturer. 
upon physical, phjClonglcal and psy-. - t nsU».ntr>HAr

HC Il E Dtb© Inventlon of a prac«Ve r*  ticai medium, under «pirli ■ 
1 C/ J v/I IL? guidane?, and la doslgnod 
to doveiop modlumship, Many, by Uh uso, nav® 
reoelvod long ¡communlcaUons -from spiri! 
frlends, and oxpress great satlafaction. Prie®, 
IL and £0 conta extra ìor axpressago.

Fattier Tom and the Forb, 
Or a NlRht at tho Vatican. Writton probably 
by Sir Samuel Ferguson. From Blackwood« 
Edinburg Magazine. This is a humorous ab
count of a roilcksome visit to tho Pope of 
Romo by Father Tom, an Irish priest, armod 
with a superabundance of Irish wit, two im
perial quart bottles of Irish “potoon,” and an 
Irish roclpo for “conwoundlng” the sama 

paper, 25 cents: cloth. 00 cents. v___

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin '
. ofBclIglon. < :

By Sarah E. Titcomb., wirh an Introduction 
by Charles Morris, author ot “Tho Aryan Raoa” 
Price. oloth.i 1.00. ' ■' ______ I

chic science. De*  saitrator of the mo
lecular or Bplrltf /hypothesis of, no
lure. Scholarly/ ¿Merly, trenchant, 
price 25 ccntp / solo nt this office.

The New and tue Old, 
Or the World’e Progress In TbdUKht- By Mose» 
Hull. An oxoollont work by tbis votoran wrhur 
and thinker. l’rlce. 10 conia. -
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are, their inoiality has not much per*
rnaneut value, 
hold similar, if
whose morality

There aie many who 
not Identical views,

whose morality does not suiter fiom 
their faith, and whose lives will com-
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possibilities of the individual soul or 
self’; but simply tho ultimate bearings 
of these temporal factors that contrib
ute to the evolution of the individual
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The Romish Church Exhibits
MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY.

ft Comparison ot Views and the Reasons

pare favorably with the- most pro

fil 
E 
itr5

Thereior
Lyjnan C. Howe, the veteran Spiritualist Lecturer and 

■ Medium, a man well and favorably known as one 
of the foremost thinkers and writers, in our ranks, 
will Champion the Cause of Truth as reflected in 
Spiritualism, while Mrs Florence Huntley, the well- 
known Author and Journalist, will defend all the 
statements in The Great Psychological Crime, 
which Mr. Howe will dare to assail, making a series 
of articles instructive, suggestive and inspiring, and 
which every Spiritualist should most carefully read.

LYMAN C. HOWE REPLIES TO MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY
/ . , My Dear Madame:—Your third letter

' f m before me. I, too, have been delayed, 
■ by a funeral cal), but not"like you, of 
/ * ’ any direct physical relationship. You

«
apologize tor hasty composition; but I 
Should judge by your letter that haste 
had added force to your genius You 
express your "inability to make the con
nection between” my “letters and the 
subject matter of the book clear” in 
your own mind. But you admit that 
individual sovereignty and independent 
free moral agency, is a vital part of the
author's theory. and that the evils of
hypnotism and mediumship center
there.

•My reasoning Vas been Intended to
, show that "independent free moral 

agency” does not exist. Is not that 
relevant to the Issues in the book?

But you say I do not use the words 
in the sense the author does, and thus 
that I am guilty of unfair treatment. If 
he means independent of-direct hyp
notic CONTROL, within the meaning of 
his definition, and ONLY this through
out the book, wherever he uses tlie 
word, then my reasoning may not apply.

But I find on page 321 of the book a 
• - definition which seems to me to include 

MUCH MORE than, hypnotic CON
TROL. Here it is:

“Man in his normal physical 
mental state of being possesses 
power to act Independently.

and 
the 

This

|\

means that he is able to act uninflu
enced and unaided by his fellow men.”

To use your own words for accuracy, 
I quote from letter No. 2:

"Throughout the entire book he uses 
the word Independent In the same 
sense. The independent will or voli
tion to which he refers is that which |s 
FREE FROM THE HYPNOTIC CON
TROL OF ANOTHER INTELLIGENT 

'• tBLLL. This is as far as he is consid- 
into tha16 suWect of independence.” 

_ many ways in which one may In our vlewj- by his fe)low men t0 a 
of the Bible, tlie bobsorb the “indepen

S entering, tames bu; of eflind without any 
—a-jo.' pYPNOTIOj. Indi

s jy is constantly mbum . . . .-
' etf,~t fessed, or intensified by the so

cial atmosphere in which it is situated. 
A child may be so changed in mental

I

Its Poisonous Fangslife; and these factors, wl 
structlve or destructive, i 
PURPOSE, tiiat of THE li

con- 
•ONE 
ÎTIONnounced votaries of the doctrine of “in

dependent free moral agency."
If tlie author invariably means “in

dependept of hypnotic control" wher
ever he refers to “free and indepen
dent” action, there is no issue between 
us on that point, but, as I have shown, 
his own definition does not hold to such 
limitation. .

You think that my reference to ulti
mate results is foreign to anything the 
author contemplates in the book. On 
page 286 I find this: ■

“The ULTIMATE destiny of indi
vidual intelligence, under and in ac
cordance with Nature’s destructive 
principle is, so far as science knows, 
spiritual death. The second death. To
tal individual extinction, and a resolu
tion of the Individual entity back into 
nature's elements from which it came. 
AND THIS IS THE WAY OF DEATH 
AND. THE GENESIS OF HELL."

To an uncultivated medium this reads 
very much as if the author WAS con
templating ULTIMATES. True, he 
leaves the reader to infer that possibly 
there may be something beyond all of 
this that science does not know; but as 
he is dealing with what he holds science 
does know, and it knows that the indi
vidual goes down into "utter extinc
tion,'-' and a “resolution of the individ
ual -entity back into Nature's elements, 
from which it came,” there does not ap
pear to be much ot a show for that IN
DIVIDUAL in the resurrection. If sci
ence has traced him into utter extinc
tion, and leaves him there, what rea
son is there for assuming even a possi
bility that the same individual will ever 
reappear? If he has gone down and 
out in total annihilation of the individ
ual entity, I would not give half' an 
ounce of limberger cheese for all the 
chances of that individual Ute hence
forth and forever.

Surely my use of the word ultimate 
did not contemplate anything beyond 
that. Hence it seems to me the author 
does consider ultlmates in the same 
sense that I do, and carries them even 
further than anything I have contem
plated. In regard to the “destructive 
principle of nature in individual life," 
you bharge me with denying that there 
is any destruction at all! You repre
sent it that I regard ALL processes 
CONSTRUCTIVE, and you present sev
eral line illustrations of your thought to 
show the results of destruction. Did 
I not recognize destruction and death 
as facts in Nature? But my point was, 
and is, that ALL OF THESE TEM
PORARY MANIFESTATIONS ARE 
ESSENTIAL FACTORS IN THE EVO
LUTION OF INDIVIDUAL LIFE.

All of tlie destructive processes in Na
ture seem to be the agents of individual 
evolution. If Nature can be supposed 
to think and plan, it would seem that 
through all the ages of organic expres
sion she has been aiming at the indi
vidualization of man. Life and death, 
construction and destruction, have co
operated to maintain the progressive 
manifestation of individualism. To this, 
it seems, all outward changes contrib
ute. Whatever gets in the way of the 
evolution of individual life, must die or 
be destroyed, that the one supreme pur
pose may be fulfilled. If you object to 
the recognition of purpose or plan in 
Nature, the TENDENCY is the same. 
All of the processes of progress in the 
order of Nature seem to center in in
dividualization, and they do not stop 
with the maturity of outward forms.

When a structure has fulfilled its 
highest possibility, it decays and disin
tegrates as a physical form, and in the 
light of Spiritual revelation it looks as 
if such decay IS NOT INDIVIDUAL DE
STRUCTION, but a process for remov
ing obstructions that the individual life 
may continue to advance in spite of all 
obstacles.

Every illuitration you offer to show 
the destructive principle in individual 
life, it seems to me, confirms my post- 
tion. For instance: “There is some
thing in Nature which causes an acorn 
to sprout and the tree to develop and 
grow to its seeming maturity. This the 
author calls the constructive principle 
of Nature in individual life. What do 
you call it?” Ans.: I call it evolution 
of individuality, which employs this 
process of construction to serve its 
ends.

There is something in Nature which 
causes the same tree in due course of 
time to decay, die, disintegrate and dis
appear as an individual entity. The au
thor names this “The Destructive prin
ciple of Nature in individual life. What 
do you call it?" Answer: I call it an
other manifestation of evolution, in 
which destruction of the devitalized 
form of the visible tree is indispensable 
to the continued advancement of Spir
itual life beyond the Units set to the vis
ible oak. It is the same principle of 
individual unfoldment which caused the 
acorn,tp sprout and the tree to grow, 

.that how demands that the exhausted 
body of wood which can' advance no 
further in that specific line of uses, 
shall get put of the way and allow the 
spiritual evolution of individual life to 
go on its way rejoicing, unobstructed by 
the dead body that once seemed so full 
of life. 1 ue author even claims that the 
spiritual tree lives right on as if noth
ing had happened to the mighty oak, 
and that such tree is distinctly visible 
to his normal eyes. True, he tells us 
that the spiritual tree also disappears 
after a time, but it does not appear to 
have suffered by the destruction of the 
visible body, and we may fairly infer 
that when the .spiritual tree also dies it 
is to serve the same purpose of indi
vidual evolution.

When the old body died the oak was 
no longer visible to common eyes. But 
the author claims to be able to see the 
spiritual tree. When this same tree ad
vances another degree in individual evo-' 
lutlon, It becomes invisible to him, but 
that is no proof against the continua
tion of the spiritual tree. Again you 
say: * , .

"You watch the infant man. develop, 
grow and mature into a splendid phys
ical organic entity; and you agree with 
the author that the process involved 
is constructive. You see the same 
.strong.mature man stricken-with dis
ease. He begins to waste away! Here 
is something else. It is a process of 
some kind working havoc in his organ
ism. You call It CONSTRUCTIVE. The 
author who stands by and watches the 
same processes calls it DESTRUC-. 
TIVE. You contlue to watch this undo
ing and disintegrating process untildt 
ends in what we term physical .deatju 
And still you name it 'Constructive,' 
and the author, calls it‘destructive.' 
And still the question—Which is cor
rect?" .

If you will read my last letter again, 
you will find that I nowhere claim that 
all-the processes of Nature in individual 
life are constructive, or that there is 
fio destruction. My words are that "the 
evidence is overwhelming that man is a 
result of progressive processes in which 
life and death have been perpetual con
tributors,-each essential to the one alm, 
each dependent upon the other, and all 
.the processes attending individual evo
lution—including the human will and its 
uses-—have been, and are, in their ulti
mate bearings, CONSTRUCTIVE FAC
TORS IN INDIVIDUAL LIFE. - ,

This has no reference to the ultimate

AND ADVANCEMENT OF THE INDI
VIDUAL LIFE, Apply this(jto the lust 
quotation. The infant represents a 
growing individuality. For a iiiqjted 
time tills growth presents-tho phenom
enon of physical construction upon a 
spiritual pattern, advancing day by day 
In visible proportions, and-the individu
ality Is more and more marked and pro
nounced with each advancing yea's until 
the body reaches a climax, libyond 
which it capnot go. The individual life 
that has animated and directed its 
movements has' not attained its ulti
mate destiny, It must go on or diol The 
body cannot go on, and hence it-must 
either die and get out of the way or 
be a perpetual prison to the spirit, OB
STRUCTING all Its efforts to evolve 
and advance toward individual perfec
tion. The processes, therefore? which 
Nature ordains to emancipate the indi
vidual .life, and give it opportunity, is 
DESTRUCTION OF THE OBSTRUC
TION, BUT NOT THE DESTRUCTION 
OF THE INDIVIDUAL LIFE,

It is to conserve and protect the in
dividual spirit from all its obstructing 
enemies tiiat all destructive processes 
seem to be ordained. The proof of this 
Is tiiat these destructive processes, so 
far as observed from the objective side, 
at least, DO NOT DESTROY THE 
SPIRITUAL MAN. They simply elim
inate such conditions in his environ
ment as are incompatible with his indi
vidual needs in tlie processes of evolu
tion. If suicide of the body killed the 
spirit, there would be evidence of de
struction of individual life here and 
hereafter; but we know it does not; 
and so far as I am aware it has no de
structive effect upon the soul. There 
are many obstructions and arrested de
velopments in this world, both in men, 
animals and vegetables; but so far as 
known to the science of- this life, there 
is nothing that can permanently ob-, 
struct or arrest the evolution of the in
dividual human soul. Hence it seems to 
me amply proven that there Is NO DE
STRUCTIVE PRINCIPLE IN INDIVID
UAL LIFE EXCEPT THAT WHICH 
DESTROYS ITS ENEMIES, and that 
conserves and protects the Individual.

You agree that “IF IT SHOULD 
TURN OUT that there is no such thing 
as a destructive principle, WITHIN 
THE AUTHOR'S USE OF THE TERM, 
then as a natural consequence, there 
could be no such crime as he has • al
leged,” and you add: “Up to the pres
ent time, however, 1 do not understand 
that it has so ‘turned out.' ” “The au
thor’s use of the term” seems to apply 
the destructive principle to the. DE
STRUCTION OF THE INDIVIDUAL 
LIFE.

Do you not so understand It? ,
If I am correct in this, then it seems 

to me, with the evidence. I have cited, 
and the principles of Nature as indi
cated in her process of evolution, and 
her conservation of Individual ifp un
der the most trying circumstances, that 
IT HAS "SO TURNED OUT."

And, therefore, in spite of all .ob
stacles, and all destructive processes, 
the individual life of man CANNOT BE 
DESTROYED.

This conclusion is reached by the 
logic of such facts as arer accessible to 
me. If the author is in possession of 
knowledge that is out of my reach, and 
without the pale of physical science, he 
has an advantage over all who are not 
so fortunate; but until Pknow: some
thing of his means of knowing,¿and his 
methods of demonstration, I must build 
upon what I do know, and-by this meth
od it । seems to me thatrthe evidence 
against the existence of a DESTRUC
TIVE PRINCIPLE IN HUMAN LIFE, 
capable of extinguishing the. individual 
entity, is conclusive.

A word more of the attitude of MRS. 
RICHMOND AND THE BASIS OF 
SPIRITUALISM.

. I confess to some surprise that you 
should take so limited a view of Spir
itualism. .,

Who of the representative Spiritual
ists ever claimed that the truth or false
hood of Spiritualism depended upon In
spirational or trance lectures, and the 
authority of names given through these 
public utterances? If every sentence 
ever uttered by Mrs. Richmond and all 
other public speakers, -were proven ut
terly unreliable, or false, It would not 
disturb the "basis for Spiritualism to 
rest upon." But I do not see how you 
can question that one point made by 
Mrs. Richmond, that so far as the value 
of'data depends upon the testimony of 
one man, it cannot be regarded trust
worthy by those'having no knowledge 
of the witness. No court would accept 
such testimony. This Is not a reflec
tion against the author, but a statement 
of a simple fact recognized in all the 
business World. But the author’s ident
ity is not essential in the study of his 
reasonings supported by such facts and 
evidence as are accessible to the read
er. Mrs. Richmond’s lectures are NOT 
THE BASIS FOR SPIRITUALISM TO 

■REST UPON.
They are supplementary factors In 

rounding out the superstructure, and, in 
their place, are valuable as well as or
namental. Once more I quote from 
your letter:

"It just occurs to me that If in reality 
you are unable to see any fundamental 
difference between sicknes and health, 
between life and death,, between truth 
and falsehood, between construction 
and destruction, in the sense the au
thor has used^these words, then there 
is truly nothingjfor us to discuss."

I do not tMnjn have written anything 
that justifies'this travesty upon com
mon sense. I can see a decided differ
ence between oxygen and nitrogen, al
most as definite as that between con
struction and destruction, but both are 
essential in the construction of tl\e air 
we breathe. There is a “fundamental 
difference”-between the-brain functions 
of benevolence and destructiveness, and 
they often act In direct conflict; but 
both are indispensable parts pf one or
ganism. In a great machine shop there 
are many wheels and cylinders turning 
at different rates of motlon. and in op
posite directions,, all. propelled by one 
agent, steam In the engine, ,gnd ALL 
contributing to one purpose).,the manu
facture of implements, for the use of 
man. ■ \u '

There are constructlqns ah.d destruc
tions constantly going,on ln3) Nature's 
process of evolution apd in pur own 
bodies, and but for the destruction, con
struction would soon /cease,;, because" 
both are essential factors in-fhe evolu
tion of Individual life, gut sq-far as has 
yet appeared THERE IQi-NO DE
STRUCTION OF TH® INDIVIDUAL 
LIFE tiiat has been cqunlefts ages ad
vancing through all the obstructive and 
destructive agencies of the primeval 
world, defying all the evil passions and 
devolutlonary attractions that have 
shadowed its progressive pathway', and, 
crowns the pinnacle of all-achievements 
In the personification of Intelligence and 
spiritual life. The evidence that ME
DIUMSHIP IS NOT INIMICAL TO 
THE INDIVIDUAL LIFE, AND INTEL
LIGENCE is abundant In the history of 
modern Spiritualism. The author of the 
book admits that'there are some rare 
exceptions to tlie destructive effects of

Quigley Tells Hopp of Church—Arch
bishop Says Roman Catholics Discov
ered and May Yet Claim the New 
World Once More—Attacks School 
Laws—Calls Normal Rule 1 yranny 
and Asserts That the State Encroach
es on Rights of His Creed.
“The new world was discovered by 

Catholics and the cross planted in the 
name of the church. We cannot get it 
out of our heads that Catholics will yet 
claim tlie new world again.”

This hope was voiced by Archbishop 
James E. Quigley in an address before 
the Roman Catholic Woman’s League in 
the Masonic Temple yesterday.

The archbishop declared tiiat the se
curity of the national constitution In
creases proportionately with the in
crease in the number of Roman Catho
lics. He urged the establishment of a 
subsidiary system of the public schools 
for the benefit of the Roman Catholics. 
This system “for the benefit of the min- 
orlty,” said tlie speaker, should be paid 
for by the state but controlled by the 
church. Finally, he characterized the 
rule requiring candidates for public 
school teachers to have normal school 
training to be nothing more or less th an 
"tyranny" and “oppression."

Liberalism the Supreme Error.
“The supreme and fundamental eror 

of the age is liberalism," urged the 
archbishop. "Liberalism delegates to 
the state all rights and this is when the 
state and church conflict."

The education of the child, he added, 
should rest with the church and not 
with the state. .

“The principle that rules all modern 
governments," he said, “is that tlie 
child belongs to the state, not to God 
nor to the parent. The church holds 
tiiat first the child belongs to the 
church, next to tlie parents, and third 
to the state. While the state was Chris- 
tion th« child was educated by the 
church, but since the state has ceased 
to be Christian it has assumed the right 
to educate the child. The rights of God 
and the parent are prior to the state; 
the church stands above nations, above 
individuals.

“The church has always made It obll-

children as they choose. We are strug
gling between the principles of the 
French revolution, liberalism on the one 
side and Christianity on the other. God 
is ignored completely in the state sys
tem of schools.”

The archbishop declared that the 
United States constitution held that all 
men are equal, which he said was a 
principle received from the French rev
olution; that It stood for individualism. 
He asserted that to-day the state is en
croaching on the rights of tlie church, 
and that God is not recognized in any 
of the modern constitutions.

"Protestants and non-Cathollcs,” the 
archbishop continued, “are undertaking, 
through the present public school sys
tem, to prevent the Catholic children 
from becoming firmly cemented to their 
church and to keep the Catholic church 
from getting a stronger foothold. The 
purpose of the non-Cathollcs is to pre
vent the growth of 'the church. They 
will scruple at no violation of justice to 
gain their ends.

Declares School Rule Tyranny.
“In adopting the rule that a candi

date for teacher must attend the nor
mal schooj for a time the board of edu
cation has taken action against which 
we must always protest. If the board 
can make attendance'at the normal 
school requisite for employment in the 
schools, there Is nothing to hinder the 
state or the national government from 
making a rule in the future making a 
public school education necessary for 
public service. The rule which prevents 
candidates from entering, the schools 
without normal school '.'aining is 
'tyranny and oppression. W have no 
need of a normal school in Chicago. 
There is no reason why a boa'l l of ex
aminers cannot be appointed to examine 
into the fitness of all candidates to be
come teachers without regard to the 
source of their preparation.

“All teaching of history by non-Cath
ollcs Is anti-Cathollc. It is tyranny that 
the state and the Chicago board of edu
cation should compel Catholics to re
ceive such teachings.”

Should Provide Schools for
“The state,” he urged, “must provide 

schools for the minority as well as for 
the majority. The state (should divide 
the public schol system and maintain a 
separate system for the minority—sep
arate In the sense of religious teaching. 
The two systems could be under one 
control, but In the Catholic division 
Catholic principles should be taught. 
This world give the minority an equal 
chance/ ith the majority. This would 
be jus' and equitable, but not satisfac
tory t the Protestants.

"Tho cry all over is foy aon-s.'etarian 
education. The Catholii schools are 
recognized by the state, but they are 
not supported by the state because non
Catholics believe tiiat it would be dan
gerous for the state to support them."
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mal condition. And In ten seconds it 
can be restored to its normal state. If 
this is all subjective, it is badly mixed 
with -observable objective manifesta
tions.

In your reference to my experience, 
in which DESIRE was tlie center of at
tack, you seem to me to concede all I 
have claimed of the controlling influ
ence of antecedent causes. I quote:

“If, as you say, will is dependent on 
DESIRE, and your CONTROLS par
alyze your DESIRE, do they not there
by paralyze that upon which your will 
depends?"

It seems to me that is good logic, and 
so, when any other causes act upon our 
lives to induce changes in our mental 
processes which influence our impulses, 
our reasonings and motives, and cul
minate in CONTROL of the will, the 
end attained is the same.

How many, or how remote, the ante
cedents to DESIRE were manipulated 
by my CONTROL for the purpose of 
paralyzing that on which the will de
pends, does not appear; nor is it seem
ingly important, except as you count so 
much on PROCESSES; and the process 
back of the effects on DESIRE may be 
t'.e same. It would seem that it was 
ne “POISON" all through every phase 
uf antecedent causation, as really as 
when it began to show its effects upon 
the WILL.

It seems to me that the Individual life 
is acted upon and CONTROLLED by a 
variety of influences besides the WILL 
of a hypnotist; and if It is the ONE 
central evil charged against medium
ship (that it robs the medium of inde
pendent free individuality) loses its 
force. '

Good parents CONTROL THE WILLS 
of their children to secure wholesome 
obedience for the good of the child. 
This is done in a variety of ways, ob
jective and subjective. By appeals and 
promises and by warnings and threat
enings, as well as by the positive, quiet, 
assertion of the WILL enforced by a 
sense of duty to the subject, by con- 

authority, and the receptive 
faith of the child. '

Why should a positive will, exercised 
in a spirit of kindness and good Inten
tion, be so fatally poison to the subject 
any more than the exercise of parental 
control for the good of the child?

In the hypothetical shoe trade your 
WILL obeyed your hypnotized reason, 
followed by a voluntary purchase of 
what at first you promptly decided NOT 
TO BUY. What was that but a CON
TROL of your WILL through the influ
ence of another’s will acting upon the 
reason upon which will depended?

If my DESIRE was made the ante
cedent in the process of reaching my 
WILL, why not YOUR REASON, acted 
upon by a strong WILL, accompanied 
by hypnotic suggestions, the means by 
Which your choice was changed and 
your WILL CONTROLLED?

If the individual choice, is handi
capped by circumstances and decided 
by extraneous influences, surely it can
not be free and independent; ‘tad if 
these circumstances and Influences are 
largely of the human nature that im
pinges upon us at every turn, then the 
case comes within the author’s defini
tion of independence (“uninfluenced”).

The minute hand on the dial of a 
watch does not move independently. 
Back of the dial, out of sight, are wheels 
and cylinders moving at different rates 
and in opposite directions, impelled by 
the energy concealed In the main
spring; but every effect is true to its 
cause, and the secret power in the 
mainspring CONTROLS every move
ment of every wheel and the hands on 
the dial, 
, Your reasoning faculties may not 
seem to you as mechanical as a.watch; 
but I am satisfied that they are In all 
respects as dependent upon antecedent 
and circumstantial causes, and the flat 
of organic relations of body, brain and 
temperament, as are the hands upon 
the dial of the watch. This'is no dis
paragement of your individuality, but a 
substantial support to its enduring in
tegrity. If it could Ignore and defy 
them all, and swoop out and up above 
all dependencies; and "GO IT ALONE,' 
it would be A very uncertain- and un
stable instiution. But I think it very 
doubtful if you could ever reason at all, 
untouched and uninfluenced by any and 
all environment. . ' . ,

The most surprising expression in 
your last letter is that “the whole 
tenor and effect of "my" letter seems’ 
to "you” , "to be to fix In the minds of 
our readers the impression that there 
is no such thing as personal responsi
bility!” If our readers cannot follow 
my analyses to their logical results, it 
seems to me they ought to accept my 
unqualified statement as to the way I 
regard them; and since I have assured 
them and you that, as I understand it, 
my view of the definite and unvarying 
relation of cause and effect, as -well in 
human life as in rocks and trees, is the 
only one that insures absolute individ
ual responsibility, I do not see how any
one can be so stupid as to misunder
stand my words.

You further say that if I "succeed in 
doing this," I Wil have wiped from their 
lives the very basis -of all morality." 
By this I'take it you mean that the in
centive to moral conduct is entirely in. 
the anticipation of rewards and punish
ments. Do I correctly interpret your 
thought? It does not appear to me that 
even if I should unintentionally "suc
ceed In doing" all your imagination pic
tures, Ufat'morality would suffer from 
it; forejudging others J>y myself, it does 
not appear to mo that people are moral, 
because thpy four,'the judgment or an- ’ 
tlclpate tho penalty of the law. If they

. ■ I ‘ 1 . f • ' -

gatory upon parents to educate 
children, . The state encroaches 
the rights of the church to-day. 
state has no rights to make

their 
upon 
The 

laws
against the laws of God. In the matter 
of education the church Is the defender 
and the interpreter. The schools of the 
colonies were practically parochial 
schools; then the state stepped in and., 
undertook to form schools under tho 
state system. The development of the 
schools was from the religious schools 
to the schools without religion.

Liberalism Against Christianity.
"Our constitution recognizes the 

rights of the parents to educate their Any three of the ten Premium 
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phases progressively destructive to 
body and soul, and he cites two cases of 
splendid physical and intellectuarman- 
hood and womanhood totally destroyed 
and “reduced to a maundering inental 
wreck more pitiful than language can 
describe.” These are given aS speci
mens of the natural and inevitable in
fluence of mediumship! Admiting these 
fluence of mediumship! Admitting these 
two cases to be all that is claimed, 
what do they prove? Nothing, it seems 
to me, except that human nature de
velops exceptional and extraordinary 
freaks in a vast variety ot ways and 
from a wide range of causes.

They do not even prove that this 
strange decline was due to mediumship 
at all, but simply coincident with it. 
But if due to the mediumistic processes, 
it does not prove that such is the law 
and tendency of all mediumship, nor 
any considerable part of its operations. 
In the 50 years that I have been asso
ciated with mediums in a large variety 
of phases and under many varying,.con
ditions, I hive NEVER MET WITH 
ONE SUCH CASE.

But I have seen hundreds developed 
and witched their career through 20, 
30 and 40 years of continuous, almost 
dally exercise of mediumship without 
the least sign of mental or moral de
cline, or any harmful results to bodily 
health. Surely this could not be if the 
invariable tendency of mediumship 
were destructive to health and para
lyzing to the intellect. In my next I 
think -I will present some statistics 
bearing on this point. Before closing 
this letter I wish once more to empha
size my positon on the subject of moral 
accountability. Without qualification 
ar reserve I believe in the ABSOLUTE 
RESPONSIBILITY OF EVERY HU
MAN SOUL and this not because man 
is free and independent, but because he 
is NOT FREE AND IS ALWAYS DE
PENDENT. Cordially and kindly, 
yours for more light,

LYMAN C. HOWE.

BooksKnow Thyself.
How much it behooves Spiritualists 

to exemplify their teachings by living 
in harmony with themselves and the 
“God of Nature, whose body nature is, 
and God the soul;” becoming more ac
quainted with their own soul being and 
make the bodily expression subservient 
to it.

No soul can become a perfect master 
without first proving itself a good serv
ant—not to mortal but to the spirit in 
its fullness of truth and love—than can 
we become perfect in mortal expression 
and master of our own condition.

It is no easy lesson to become a true, 
whole-souled Spiritualist; the pathway 
is rough and full of stumbling blocks 
until the soul becomes master and only 
soulful expressions given ..rough the 
physical expression of its being.

A Spiritist may become a Spiritualist 
as a Spiritualist is one who has the 
knowledge of the soul.

Are we Spiritualists or Spiritists? 
“By their fruits shall ye know them.”

De we seek our own soul development 
and growth in its true self, or are we 
content to accept what we may of an
other’s effort...

We, as souls, have each our own sal
vation to work out, and sooner or later 
the desire will come to know ourselves.

Never was truer saying, “Man, know 
thyself."

“The greatest study of mankind is 
man," his own soul possibilities which 
are inconceivable; one possibility 
reached, there are always others just 
beyond.

Learn of the soul; it is the truest and 
Wisest teacher, leading out into the lim
itless with all its fullness and, expres
sions complete, recognizing the God of 
love, the power of truth and justice in 
all its purport, thereby gaining freedom 
and the right to come up higher.

True, soulful aspirations • give the 
power to seek, and in seeking find, that 
which is necessary for our growth.

LOUISE E. ZIMMERMAN.
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r 3“]The Enc)’clopedla of Death, 
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Life In the Spirit World, Vol 2 
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Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun« 
cane and Super-Munda.ne Spiritism.

Ghost Land> Spiritualism, Occult, jam.

andhabitudes as to alter the brain develop
ment by the contagion of social life.

. All the moral sensibilities may be, 
and often are, benumbed—Beml-para- 
lyzed—by the influence of HUMAN EN-

• VIRONMENT, without the exercise of 
any HYPNOTIC CONTROL, or any di
rect individual will. It seems to me 
as real and as arbitrary, when carried 
to its ultimate, in CONTROLLING the 

. individuality, as any direct hypnotic 
processes. Now, our author ' teaches 
that “independent,” as he uses the 
word, includes all of this. It includes 
all the “influences” that affect the 
psychometric sensitive, the IMITATIVE 
tendency which often masters the 
efforts of will, and the CONTROLLING 
POWER of positive thoughts when they 
impinge upon a receptive brain, and, 
by polar affinity, as completely 
change the conditions, qualities and 
modes of action in the individual life, 

, , as if directed by a hypnotic will, with 
f Intent to CONTROL. This field of in

fluences is almost limitless, and though 
not including all of the causes in the

I Cosmos, yet covers the most significant
portion of what I have been trying to 
analyze, and which you call irrelevant, 
and out of the sphere of the author's

l definition of "independent."
I If, as you claim, the great crime con- 
[ sists in the subversion or usurpation
I of the individual prerogative of self-di-
i rection and self-assertion, it would seem 

to me that the PROCESSES is of less 
consequence than the RESULT. If the 
same result (the control, or prevention, 
of Independent self-direction) be at

x tained by the involuntary action of hu
-, , man environment, why is that to be re- 
tl garded normal and harmless, while con
' ] trol by a direct process of the WILL is 

so wicked? You claim that it is only 
f ■ when one will CONTROLS another's 

. will that the process is hypnotic. But 
• it seems to me that such control is 

taking place in nearly all social, intel- 
\yffual.and business relations, In vary

>. i- degrees.- If poison is the same In 
all stages of manifestation, and thé 
homeopathic dose that CURES is just 
as deadly as the allopathic dose that 

I , KILLS, it seems to me that It is of some 
? i importance to the patient to know when 
U it is homeopathic, and therefore harm- 
U less and remedial, and when it is allo- 

¿1: pathic and deadly.
1/ You assure us that the hypnotic "pro

cess is In all cases CONTROL, yet a 
j large per cent of the mediumship, var
1 riously classified by the author, gives
I no sign or evidence of any “CONTROL
j of tlie will, voluntary powers and sen
f sory organism" of the medium by the

{ will of another. Is this because the
■ “poison" has not taken any harmful 

effect? ,
; It’ is not clear to my mind that the 

!.. . control of the human will is so'much 
t more dangerous and diabolical than any 
ft other control, nor does It seem to my 
I mind a demonstrated fact that hypnotic 

control is’entirely a subjective process. 
In most cases it is induced by the co- 

• operation of objective agencies, such 
\ os attitude, physical contact, voice, di

A t rection of the attention, and the effects 
g:'<\ also partake of both objective and sub
». •> jectlve phenomena. A single finger may 
« be subdued and become cold, and ap

pear as If dead, so that, a pin. may be 
W thrust through it without inflicting pain, 
ja all by a suggestion, a few passes of the 
’4 operator's hand, in1 loss time than I use 

’&\in writing this sentence, and this, too, 
’«while the subject is to nil appearances 

wÿ.wierfectly normal, and nothing but tho 
;'®dfme finger gives evidence of any abnor-

s
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mediumship of certain types; but In
sists that it is always, in all ‘ot

WHO ARE THE DEAD?

Who are the dead? Not those of earth, 
Who leave the form of transient worth, 
To enter into higher birth— 

They are not dead.
The spirit lives to make progress 
In larger spheres of usefulness, 
To help mankind to happiness 

By doing good.
Invisible to human eyes, 
The spirit world around us lies— 
Find in thyself God’s paradise— 

It is within. „
Who are the dead? ‘Tls those whose 

mind
Can find no goodness In mankind. 
To human wrongs are always blind;

They do not see. •
They're driftwood on life’s pulsing sea, 
Parasites on humanity, 
The vile vampires of industry— 

A transient blight.
They are the men whose God is gold, 
Who steal the blood of young and old, 
Whose germ of love does hot unfold— 

They are the dead. .
Who are the dead? 'Tie those we meet, 
Within whose heart there is no beat 
^Responsive to the pure and sweet 

While in the .form.
They are the souls in slumber fast, 
Who live in scenes long-ages past, 
.In fossil state of ancient cast

. To be reformed. .' .
They are the souls who don’t aspire— 
They find on earth all they deslrp, 
Nor seek to know of realms higher-^- 

' • They are the dead.. •■ ■ ■
HENRY M. EDMISTON. '

“The, Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. ' In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific,basis of Spir
itualism. The. book is commended. to 
all who love to study and think. For 
sal« at this office. Price, 25 cents,' -
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Neuer Neofect Constipation.
It means too much misery and piling 

up of disease for all parts of the body. 
Death often starts with constipation. 
The clogging of the bowels forces pois
ons through the intestines into the 
blo'od. All sorts.of diseases commence 
that way.1 Most common complaints 
are dyspepsia, indigestion, catarrh of 
the stomach, liver complaint, kidney 
trouble, headaches, etc. The bowels 
must be relieved, but not with cathar
tics or purgatives. They weaken and 
aggravate the disease. Use Vernal 
Saw Palmetto Berry Wine Instead. It 
is a tonic laxative of the highest order. 
It builds up and adds new strength and 
vigor. It'assists the bowels to move 
themselves naturally and healthfully 
without medicine. One small dose a 
day will cure any case, and remove the 
cause of th.e trouble. It is not a patent 
nostrum. The list of ingredients goes 
with every package with explanation of 
their action. It is not simply a tempo
rary relief, it is a permanent cure. 
Try it. A free sample bottle for the 
asking. Vernal Remedy Co., 166 Sen
eca Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

For sale by jail leading druggists.
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Ih4,Occult Life o£ Jesus- I

o~™Y?,n uerer in,the Spirit Lands.
„ 9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
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10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present
Read This Carefully Before Re

Remitting.
When you send in your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and their price, and send for 
them. They are very valuable. They 
are intensely interesting. They are ele-' 
vatlng in tone and will do you good In 
remitting do not fall to enclose a dollar 
for The Progressive Thinker.

These ten books, substantially and 
elegantly bound, and printed In the 
neatest style of the printer’s art, will be 
furnished to our subscribers for $3 10 a 
price which modern machinery and en
terprise has rendered possible in The 
Progressive Thinker office only. Send
ing out these books, however, at the 
prices wo do, does not reduce the price 
of the Bubscrlption of the paper, appar
ently or otherwise, a single cent, for 
that cannot be afforded for less than 
one dollar per year, in view of the fact 
that we publish such a vast amount of 
reading matter.

In conclusion, bear In mind that th« 
postage on these ten premium books la 
about ONE DOLLAR, leaving this office 
only $2.10, Illustrating the great bargain 
you are getting—a bargain the like of . 
which was never known before on thia 
material plane. :
CLUBS! CLUBS1 CLUBSI CLUB81

To Clubs of ten or more we offer the 
following terms to each one: The Pro
gressive Thinker one year, and ONE of 
the following books, $1.15: "The Relig
ion of Man and Ethics of Science” ? 
"Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past 
and Present"; "AWanderer in the Spirit 
Lands”; “The Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit World,” Vol. 8. 
The one who gets up the Club will be 
entitled to the paper one year free, and 
any two ot the books he may select 
among our list of premiums.

INDUCE
Your Neighbor to Subaorlbe for 

Progressive Thinker.
The

^n/1 Ik A as Disclosed In the Bible." nan ano [116 By Rev. Arthur- Chambers, 
CnîniF I InnM Associate ot King’s College, oDTlL WOrlu London. An excellent bool: 
for Christian people who would Investigate and 
learn the facts of Bible teachings as well as 
modem spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 81.10.

Now is the time to extend tlie circula
tion, of The Progressive Thinker. It 
Will contain Occult and . Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich thé 
mind. Bend in a subscription now.

Bible and Church Degrade Woman.
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises three 

essays on "The Eftoct of Woman Suffrage on 
Questlens of Morals and Rei..Ion.” Price, 10c.

Man the Microcosm.
His Inflnito and Dlvlno Relations. Intuition-« 

• The Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbin»
Prioo/10cents. ■ ’

"Why I Am a Vegetarian.” By J. 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society.- Price, 25 
cents. »

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
"Age oLReason," and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pagps. Price $1. For sale at this office.

THE GOLDEN ECHOESi
• A New Book ot Inspirational 

Words and Music.
For tho ocn ot mootings, lycoumo and homo, by & W. 
Tucker. Thus beautiful song, hove already OOB*  
farted many br/okon hearts, audit ts hoped that they 
may bo hoard in every land. Fries uo) *1.80  pudtt*  
on. For sale al ihle oace. ^4
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WORDS OF APPRECIATION
To tlie Editor:—My time will be out Bec. 26, 

for The, Progressive Thinker, which has taught 
me more of kindness, humanity, love, respect, 
patience and forgiveness, both for man and beast 
than all I ever knew, and I am now 64. I have 
also found that religion is like politics; if we 
wish to know the tricks of our own party we 
must read the other side, The remainder of my 
days will be spent in helping you to spread the 
gospel of liberty and love. Enclosed find $4.25, 
for renewal and Dr. ¿Peebles’ Seers of the Ages.

Eagle Grove, Minn. J. It BREES

Ih» Progressive Thinker.]
Saturday at 40 Ibooml. St 

i, K. FHANCIB, Editor and Publisher. 

XcUred at Chicago PoBtofflee m «teoud-clau latlt.r. 

t ' TSBMS or SUBSCBIPTION.
' The PoooBBasrvB TunucBa will be twrnUbed 
aulii further notice, at the following terms, to-

A. Good Maa and Medium at Seattle, Wash.

The lmpudence of Itl
Archbishop Quigley, in an address be

fore the Roman Catholic Woman’s
League, gave expression to cherished 
hopes of Catholicism. We have repeat
edly given warning of the Intention of 
this church, but the methods of the 
priesthood are so subtle that It was dif
ficult to prove their purpose by their 
own words. Now, however, grown con- 
celted by the flattery of the press, and 
its attentions to the death of the pope 
and election of another, they have given 
clear expression to their concealed pur
poses, and they who run may read.

The archbishop, of course, epoke un- 
oauxv,bi,umu«ecuM,W.OU.—- dBj> instructions. Every archbishop, 

Addre«»eiffi tellers to FRANCIS,“no!“« bishop and priest is yelping in chorus.
Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill._______ _ It is decided that the time has come to

TAKE NOTICE, make a strike to wrest 'the public
OSTAt expiration of subscription. If not re- schools from the government. . 

newedjthep»^leMseonUuueA Nobiiiswto gays Archbishop Quigley: 
wSS?and any0S°ln ¡»STS CatooHcs^id'uie^X wTptaited to 

promptly eorreoted. and missing numbers sup- [pg nalhe of the church. We cannot get

variably in advancei 
Ono sear,................................
Six Months,............. .............

. Thirteen Weeks.....................
■ Ingle Copy...........................

BMMjyrAMOBS.

11.00 Boots Otela Octa
Remit by Postoffloe Money Order, Registered 

Letter or draft on Chicago or New York. It 
cost« from 10 to 10 cents to get ohecka cashed on 
local banks, so don't send them unless you wish 
♦hut am * ' ' ‘

Many of my friends iu all parts of the 
country, with whom I have conversed, 
have become fully aware that I am . 
Somewhat prejudiced against material- . 
ization on account of thè fakelsin so. 
often ¡connected with it; and the dlsrep- 
Utable characters of many of that class 
of mediums. It is a pleasure, . there
fore, to meet with, a medium whom 1 
can fully endorse; and such an one is 
Wm. H. Kanouse, of Seattle, au account 
of whose seances in tills place was pub
lished in the Everett Daily Heralu, 
which I append to tnis. Unlike many 
physical mediums, Mr. Kanouse is a 
young man of excellent habits. ■■ Ho 
neither drinks, chews, smokes or eats 
pork. His language is always pure ana 
elevating, and is never interlarded with 
vulgarities or profanity. Indeed, he is 
u model young man, and I wish there 
were more like him. From such a 
young man we may expect to find hon
est mediumship, and iu his case we are 
not disappointed.

The article below is true, except the 
reporter, who probably misunderstood 
his informant, got three seances con
solidated into one. Thè medium has 
sat with his feet in flour and his hands 
filled with the same material, as I have 
been informed by creditable persons. 
The first night I attended, his coat col
lar wus sewed together, and his coat 
sleeves to the knees' Òf his pants. The 
second night I ¿was . not present, but I 
am told that a lady materialised and 
walked over to the piano, which accord-

------------------» iq - ;iv<. . . . . ■

Spi its Mater «due
l fae Itl Bylrkuaiibt mea m named 

Knonst. lias uefni homing Syme amaz
ing seances*  tn bbutu feuoiiumiol*  ««nd as 
n result tijp good people of that neigh- 
boi'uood arp doing some hard thinking.

Tuesday evening, at Hie home of H
S Hansen, a number of people, old and 
young, formed a circle, and w«th the 
nmiiium securely.: locked m his cmitoet, 
will1 arms.pinioned, coat siee«es sowed 
vp and both feet and hanus in flour, so 
that traces wuuli bo leu it LJ made tlie 
BHgiitest move, iub S8<xuty .oegan. 
Th<>so present deciare that reiati.es ap
peared in plain sight ut ail p«e«,ent, one 
lad seeing a littlq sister who died in to*  
fancy. A well formed woman material
ized, and played on the piano. Frank 
Head, who was drowned, appeared so 
all could see him, and held u long con
versation with Mr. Hansen, as did Will
iam Hamilton, who died of lockjaw this

wisp and the thoughtless alike can do 
no more than speculate and imagine.

Wq, know that a child may take the 
nature of its great-great-graudfuthwr or 
some other of its ancestors. May itn-to 
be possible for a child to take the na
ture of a number of tliece ancestors?

Perhaps a human mind inuy have doz
ens or hundreds of facets, like a dia
mond or the eye of a fly. Every facet 
may mean a new personality. ।

Perhaps there may be some means, 
unknown to us, of cutting a. mipd free 
from that chain of habit which we call 
character or personality and binding it 
at once with new chains. \

Tills case is so unusual, that we are 
compelled to end with a perhaps.' We 
can only regard it with the same fgnor- 
ant amazement that a Hottentot feels 
when he sees an automobile.

It convinces us that although the mys
teries of the universe are many, man 
has never yet found a greater mystery 
than himself.

HERBERT N. CASSON.

- ------------------------------------ V

A Breezy Letter from a Spiritual Evangelist
She agitates the mental atmosphere of Bemidji, Minn., 

and rains facts, sarcasm and logic thick and fast, and 
startles’ the people from their lethargy. We take 
great pleasure in introducing Mrs. Smith to our 
readers, and we are sure they will find her a pleas-

piled grtiia. it out of our beads that-Catholics will
r^-Whenever yon desire the wMress of your yet,C1 uim the new. world again.”

U tlensaut orthe change can-*  There is the boast of a great general 
Lot be made. ____________________ the Catholic.arflfy!' The Catholics’"
— ........ .—~ ■ '== own’ America by fight, and Protestants

SATURDAYr JANUARY 2, 1904. Liberals have no rights, and will
! ----- - ----------- v- be suppjessed as qoon as the church

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES. .’ comes Into power. How? There Is 
The Price of The Progressive Thinker only one way and that to crush out the 

per year to foreign countries is ?2. public schools and allow the children of 
__ , , - ----------- - the nation to bo raised in the Catholic

tog to my-recollection from the first 
nlghUiwas at least twenty feet from the 
cabinet, and to tlie rear of the circle, 
and there she played “Nearer, My God, 
to Thee,” .with variations. I had ad
vantageous .positions at each of the 
three sittings, and in the two last, 1 saw 
in each three spirits rise out of the car
pet, and after completing their visit 
with friends, disappear to tho place 
whence they had risen. My son, who 
had passed into the spirit world forty- 
two years ago, came to me as I expect 
to meet him a few years hence to the 
land of souls, to the prime of his man
hood, but os 1 did not recognize nto, he 
dwindled to a babe,- and immediately 
developed to manhood again in my pres
ence. But I will not withhold my read
ers longer from the newspaper account 

’ DANIEL W. HULL.
Snohomish, Wash. 1

summer. .*  . -
Explain it as one may, there Is no 

question that those present, young and 
old, believe they saw these things, and 
according to temperament, ore either 
convinced that Spiritualism 1B real, or 
are puzzling their mtofls in a 
search for a key to the mystery. All 
present are well-hnown, respectable 
people. “ . '

Mr. Hansen said this morning, You 
can laugh all you like, but It was beau
tiful. Why, three <?f my children, long 
since dead, came up to us tost nlght as 
natural as life and talked with their 
mother. ■ First It was like a cloud, but 
as I felt their influence draw—It must 
draw upon the people or the medium 
could not stand the strain—the figures 
formed and stood out very distinct.

“I have believed In. Spiritualism for

THE FINISH OF SANTA CLAUS,

’Twas the night after Christmas, and 
Santa Claus stopped

At the gate of fils barnyard, and wearily 
dropped.'

His reindeer were breathless, and hag
. . gard, and worn;
Their beautiful harness was tattered 

and torn;
The sleigh that had started with whoop- 

Ings and noise
Was still overloaded with trinkets and

' toys. •
His wife heard the panting, and at his 

faint "Whoa!"
She ran to the gateway, to utter 

an"O!" .
"Who’s this?” was her question. "What

mischief 1b-here? .

sixteen years and have had many man
ifestations in. my home. What con
vinced me was years ago my daughter, 
now married, but then a -little girl, was 
alone by the kitchen fire; she suddenly 
fell over, and using a slate, wrote a long 
message in Norwegian, from my dead 
sister. The child used a good hand, 
though she could not write even to Eng
lish, and did hot know a word of Nor
wegian language, as we never talked it 
at home.”-—Everett Daily Herald.

TAKE NOTICE. “The supreme and fundamental error 
au hnoka advertised In the columns of the age is liberalism,” urged the 

, TK Thinker are tor «ala archbishop. “Liberalism delegates to
:: a: *"  ■w-. «'■

HUDSON TUTTLE.

the state and church conflict."
The security of the National Constitu

tion, the Archbishop declared depended
■ ” ’ ' ■ । o । it. on the Increase of Catholic population.

Edltor-at-Large for the National spin Tfae Catho]ic schools should have gov- 
uallat Association. eminent maintenance. It is the public

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an- 0olloo] Bystem which prevents “Catholic 
ewer all attacks In the secular or relig- from becoming firmly content
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him e(j g^yj-cp.” 
clippings when au attack is made, glv- ,<Tlie state>" he urged, “must provide 
ing date and name of paper. Address Bcll00is for the minority as well as for 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio. the majority. The state should divide

_______  ------------— the public school system and maintain 
•_________ _ , ,------ 11 a separate system for the minority—Arcana of Spiritualism. hig.a The two systems could be under 

____ _ one control, but In the Catholic division 
* nr________________ i stoiBnce and Catholic principles should be taughtA Manual of Spiritual science an Thjg g[ve tfae mlnorlty an equal 

Philosophy. chnnc.R with the majority. T1 ’ ' ‘Philosophy.

Do you wish to assist In the publica
tion of a revised edition of this book? 
If so, by Subscribing for it now, you will 
receive a copy at less price than it will 
be sold for after publication. Price not 
desired until the book is ready for de
livery. Please send your address at 
once if you desire to assist.

320 octavo pages, finely bound to 
muslin. . ■ - ■

Price to subscribers, ?1, postpaid.
Address HUDSON TUTTLE,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

chance with the majority. This would 
be just and equitable, but not satisfac-
tory to the Protestants.

“The cry all over is for non-sectarian 
education. The Catholic schools are 
recognized by the state, but they are 
not supported by the state because non
Catholics believe that It would be dan
gerous for the state to support them."

And is not the belief that it would be 
“dangerous for the state" to support 
parochial schools, fully proven by this 
declaration of purpose to wrest this 
government from the people and con
vert it into a hierarchy ruled over by

. Knowledge Versus Faith. t
That is a sad, sad tale the churches 1 

are ¡telling in regard to their decline. 1 
Science is making gigantic forward * 
strides, whilst Superstition is falling * 
greatly to the rear. The Theological 
Review, a Presbyterian organ, pub
lished at Princeton, N. J., took a correct 
view of the situation in a recent edito
rial when It said: .

"There is still far too much blind 
faith to the world, and discrimination is 
essential to a healthy mind.

We agree with our contemporary. 
The entire structure on which all the 
churches rest is FAITH. Their evi
dence is only tradition, taken at its 
best. Hearsay has little Influence to 
courts of justice, even at Second hand; 
whereas creeds are built on the hearsay 
of fifty generations.

"Prove all things, and hold fast to the 
good," is Bible teaching. It would be 
better rendered, "Hold fast to the 

. truth.” The Review expressed another 
great fact when It asserted*.

“Men trust their souls to anything 
that is named Religion, though it may 
be very corrupt and God-dishonoring.

. Analyze any of the creeds of any of 
the churches, and are they not God-dis-

ant guest ____
To the Pioneer, Bemidji, ; Minn.:—, 

Rev. Mrs. .Ted Smith wishes to speak 
through the column?, of your paper. Ow
ing,to the fact that there has been so 
much written and! said concerning tlie 
misdemeanor of, certain children in the 
neighborhood, I take this way of ex
pressing my sympathy for the con
demned and unfortunate, also for inno
cent and aching hearts. Why need there 
be so many harsh and unkind words 
said by those who consider themselves 
guardian over the public morals. A cer
tain reverend called on our schools tlie 
other day and while talking to the chil
dren he expressed himself tlius: “In 
speaking of the children that throw pa
per wads and had been connected in 
tho late troubles he referred to them as 
hogs.” I would like to ask that gentle
man (?) if to reading his Bible he had 
found where Jesus at any time had ever 
given h|s children puch a nickname? 
And still this some dlytoe considers 
that he is teaching and folowing a life 
of Christ. Did not Jesus say, “Suffer 
little children to come unto me, and

You are. not iny husband! There’s
-trouble, I feiir!” ■

“But I am your husband,” poor Santa 
moaned. “Yes;

And there has been trouble. You’re 
right, the first guess.

Now, come, let us take all these toys to 
the shop,

Or throw them away—for my travels 
must stop.”

“Must stop!” Mrs. Santa Claus cried to 
dismay,

“Why, what do you mean by these 
tilings that you say ?

Have you been arrested? Are you on 
a strike.

Or can you no longer brings things that 
folks like?”

“The Spirit World Is So Splendid." 
--------- - ate, , 
beautiful spirit world. Let them know Because all tho while he must moan at 
ÄS“ £ Al tat' r««,» talk at hl. woes:
2 pitSkJoÄ lose. “W ««•;■ “» I™”“«1 “ '",’*

T want vou to tell iny mother that pose.
when she passes out of her body, she I left, as you know, only yesterday 
will havo one comfort to know that I night
she has a daughter over here waiting With everything packed and arranged 
for her. Tell her I will make a home sung and tight. '
for her and all the loved ones.- Tell I made my first stop at a mighty nice 
her to change her thoughts and think place;
of something different from the Dowie I slid down the chimney, not leaving a
doctrine. Tell her she must believe her trace— otnn,i
own angel daughter that there is noth- When, to my amazement, there stood
ing in It. Tell her that Aunt Jane is on tho hearth
here with me now. A man whose proportions were lacking

She savst “Tell my Aunt Etta that 11 in liiitli, .
send her a mesage of love and comfort. His eyes were invisibly set in. his head, 
Tell her that when she passes out 1 His words seemed an echo of all that 
will be there to meet her. Tell her he said. t*
that Aunt Jane was the first one to He seized on my shoulder and growled: 
meet TWiitrEle “ I Heio at laßt.Tell mother that Maggie says not to I Please put down that package. Don t 
worry about a personal God, but to be do things too fast, 
good. That on this side spirits are just Como into the office, 
as they leaye the body; no better, and in, 
no worse Assuming my jolllest,

Tell mother to learn more about the It died on my face when I saw the dis- 
snirit world. Tell her to sit alone in play , „
her own home and call for mo, and' 1 Of grim visaged gentlemen there in ar- 
will come.- Tell mother good-bye. ray.

From her angel daughter, They all nodded gravely when my face 
• MAGGIE VAN FOSSEN. they saw, ,__

- I Except one old codger, who muttered,
This spirit in her earth life, andher K, madQ m0 Bland up and they madö 

। mother, wore believers in and followers me sit down;
of Dowie, and Maggie pased out in that o mQ all over with grumble

! belief. D. D. DUjNOAJN. * frown;
i Wichita, Kans. They took microscopical squints at my

I Andbvmwed that the view was as bad as 

they’d feared.
They seized me and shaved off my 

whiskers and hair, .
Disrobed me, and gave me some cloth-

Message From Maggie Van Fossen. 1
D. D. Duncan writes: On November ! 

27, at a private sitting with Mrs. Mag- 
gle Vestal, I had the following commu- 1 
nication from Maggie Van Fossen, to 
the spirit world:

Good morning, Uncle Duncan. I have 
been so unhappy., I have been hunting 
for something I cannot And. I have 
been hunting tor that great personal 
God, whom 1 cannot And. When i 
passed out of my body, I thought 
prayer would save me. I prayed my 
God to help me, but got no help.

I said, “Oh, mother, why don’t you 
talk to me?” and got no word of recog
nition. I saw my body lying there, and 
I tried to talk to my friends, but could 
get no answer from anyone. Oh! my 
God, how I prayed! I stayed with my 
mother for a week and talked to her, 
but could not make her hear me. Oh, 
how unhappy I was!

Then Aunt Jane Duncan came and 
got me and said: “I will take you to 
your spirit home. Your mother cannot, 
hear you." I said, “Oh, if I could only 
make her hear me. I am so unhappy!"

Dear Mr. Duncan, I am so happy here 
now. The spirit world is so splendid. 
I said to Aunt Jane, “What is this?” 
She replied, “This is our spirit home. 
Look across tho way and see our spirit 
friends coming to greet you.” I was 
tired. Aunt Jane said, "Maggie, I will 
lay you down on' this spirit couch to 
rest.”

Now let the mortal mind get more 
enlightened and learn more „ of this

the pope? The state does provide 
schools for the “minority” as well as 
majority; tlie best schools in the world, 
constantly improving, and no child is 
debarred from their doors.

“Catholic-principles!" What are they, 
that they cannot be taught in all the 
schools? The catechism of’ the Dark 
Ages, and reverence of priesthood 
which would blight the American soul! 
“Catholic principles!” that an American 
citizen owes his first allegiance to the 
pope, and not to this government. The 
Catholics number twelve millions to the 
United States, about one-sevefith of the 
population. In the light of this fact, 
the pretension that they own this coun
try, and will govern it, has amazing au-’ 
daclty. They will find, however, that 
the limit of patience will be reached in 
their aggressions, and the people will 
call a halt ■

1 It is true that the Roman church is 
1 the best organized body in the world, 
’ or that has ever existed. It has added 

secret,orders for its young men, who 
; perfect themselves in military drill, and 
' have expensive arsenals in the base-

honoring? They seem so to us. ,
Substitute the ministration of spirits, ( 

communicating with their mortal broth- , 
ers yet in the flesh, in place of God or 

. Supreme Intelligence, who superintends 
the affairs of a boundless, fathomless 
universe, wit» millions of suns and sys- 
toms ca.ch‘8. multitud© of times Iwgei 
than our solar system, then we will ap
proximate much nearer the truth than ■ 
did the Review.

There are thousands, perhaps min
ions, who will give evidence of having 
communicated with those once in the 
flesh who have passed to spirit life. The 
testimony is overwhelming and conclu
sive. Can the same be truthfully said 
of those who claim they have received 
messages from God? The probabilities 

' are -that, every message purporting to 
come from God, has emanated from 
spirits who have assumed to voice the 
will of God.

It Is very apparent that science, oth
erwise, knowledge, is taking the place 
lately occupied by faith, The latter is 
"something behoved or hoped for, >and 
may not possess one particle of truth on 
which to base that faith. Science, on 
the- Contrary, Is an established fact 
which cannot bo controverted. If the 
spirits of the dead do really communi

' cató with mortals, and If this fact is 
firmly established then wo have posi
tive knowledge on this subject, and that 
knowledge may be classed os verified 
science. Why not?

The Subconscious Analyzed
Dr Joseph Jastrow, professor of 

psychology of the university of Wis
consin explains the “Subconscious as

ments of their churches or halls. Yet 
the genuine American will stand aloof, 
in his abhorrence of priestly rule, and 
to case of armed collision^ hinted at by 
the archbishop, they would stand in the 
ranks of their country for its defense.

Tasmania Grants Women Suffrage.
In Tasmania a bill has passed both 

houses of Parliament giving full suf
frage to women upon the same terms as 
men. Tasmania is the third Australian 
state to take such action.

South Australia granted full state suf
frage to women In 1895, West Australia 
In 1900, and New South Wales in 1902. 
In the same year full national suffrage 
was extended to all the women of Feder
ated Australia. '

In Tasmania, the bill just passed con
tains a clause'declaring women inellgj-

follows: , , , ,
The term subconscious ^ls broader 1 

than conscious. It is the absence of । 
consciousness, and includes a variety 1 
of states and concentration. The phe
nomena are hard to catch in our own 
own minds and we must be satisfied 
with only a glimpse now and then. The 
states of consciousness are two, those 
directed outward and those directed in
ward, and the two kinds of awareness 
constantly intermix. The toward 
awareness is almost of .the kind that 
carries with it pleasure or pain.

Consciousness has been brought by 
the forms of evolution that have made 
man what he is. In health the bodily 
functions go on uninterrupted but in 
the absence of it the occurrence of any 
outward disturbances; readily make 
themselves felt upon the conscious. In 
the opening and closing of the pupil no 
movement Is felt and no disturbance 
is necdod. ■ But rational thinking is al*  
ways conscious, and there Is a relation 
between the higher activity of con
sciousness and the lower. Breathing, 
swallowing, walking, goes on without 
consciousness, and to fact, Is impeded 
when consciousness is present Thus if 
a man were asked to walk across the 
platform before a large audience he 
would not be at his ease in doing so. 
Children are free from this conscious
ness which comes rather later to life. 
The conditions in which the highest 
forms of consciousness are farthest re

ble as members of the Parliament of 
Tasmania. Throughout Australia, how
ever, women are eligible as members of 
the Federal Parliament, so that “the 
present situation in Tasmania Is as if 
the Women of New York or California 
could legally be elected members of 
Congress, but not of the state legisla
ture. It is only a question of time when 
this llttlo inconsistency will be re
moved, for the trend of things is clear
ly in the direction of equal rights for 
women all along tlie line, , <
tmer-A anff -1-0 : . -

• Death Defeated; or the Psychic Be-, 
oret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
j>opbles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Price »L

"Spiritual Bongs for the Use of Oto 
cles, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit- 
uaUstlc Gatherings." By Mattie BL 
Hull. For solo at this office. Price 10 
cants. - . -

months in the year, .while the parent 
has them only two days in the week, 
and three months to the year, and the 
minister is controlling the mind of that 
little urchin, either directly or indirect. 
ly,- one day out of the two. What 
seemed to be wrong Sunday night with 
the old phip of state, while the minis
ters were preaching and praying, the 
dear mothers sitting quietly in their 
church pews listening attentively to the 
eloquent flow of God’s word that the 
nefarious work of the young lads was 
going on? But then, I suppose, God 
turned the town over to the devil Sun
day night, while he entertained the 
faithful few in the four walls of the 
church house. Oh! ye guardians over 
the public morals, you will have to 
change your Santa, Claus story to the 
coming generation if you will protect 
our homes and ItoeB, or before you can

forbid them not, for such is the king
dom of heaven?" •< The public may not 
take kindly to my suggestions, but 1 
would like to offer this: Before you 
are too harsh in your judgment, remem
ber that before your family physician 
attempts to cure a disease he first must 
remove the cause. What has been born 
In the human race cannot be driven out 
with clubs, policemen, priest or preach
ers. We all know the example must 
have been set by someone somewhere 
in this great universe, or there never 
would have been cause for the present 
existing trouble. Those same boys do 
not have to go very far back In the his
tory of Bemidji to recite from the col
umns of our city papers, that is placed 
in every child’s hand, wherein tills same 
school district two of its prominent 
members of the school board were 
asked to return the money they had 
stolen from the treasury or gracefully 
resign. They did the latter. But for 
reasons of their age and social and 
financial standing they were not com
mitted to the state reformatory. I have 
lived in Bemidji eight years, really be
fore a board was ever nailed to con
struct a house in this town, and 1 do 
not have to search my memory chamber

Ifollowed him

happiest grin.

safely tear dow® the walls of our jails 
and use for kindling wood the rafters 
of the gallows. How do you accept the 
examples set by the lumber jack sky
pie lot arrested to Winnipeg hardly a 
year ago for cruelty to animals, for the 
inhuman treatment to his dogs, that had 
dragged him miles In a sled over the 
muddy roads. I was an eye witness to 
the scene when he arrived in Bemidji 
with the poor creatures that fell ex
hausted on the paving at the Markham 
hotel, with bleeding feet and worn out 
bodies. But that was excusable. He 
was haulng hundreds of pounds of God’s 
literature over the country, practically 
Christian slaves. Good work for the 
dogs. What is the matter of turning 
the team Into a tandem and placing one 
of the trio on the lead?

Would it not be a good idea for the 
evangelist to give a sermon on cruelty 
to animals?

REV. MRS. TED SMITH.

very fur to recall the lime when every 
house, even to the first church built, 
was built from stolen timber. This is 
not hearsay or guess work, but facts I 
saw with my own eyes. Was there ever 
a county officer went wrong in Beltrami 
county? Ask the winds and silent 
waves of Lake Bemidji. Was there ever 
a village officer that took that which 
did not belong to him? Oh, no. Did 
ever a school board in this village hold 
their meetings behind closed doors? 
From good authority, they have. Oh, 
consistency, thou are a jewel! If our 
village papers have been authority for 
the past five years two-thirds of the 
married men of Bemidji should enjoy
the privileges of a state reformatory to
day. Those dear, good, innocent fath
ers, how they weep over the crimes 
committed by these Bemidji boys. You 
are the gods that pass judgment on the 
boys of Bemidji, when for the past five 
years. Bemidji’s pass word has been

A Most Pitiable Case, That Appeals to 
All Who Have a Spark of Humanita
rian Feelings.
The ambition of Prof. Geo. F. Perkins 

to get Into a position to earn a living 
for himself and wife is one that is hon
orable alike to himself and to others. 
It is one, however, which is dependent 
upon certain conditions for its material
ization, and it is time, probably, that 
those conditions were understood by 
the public.

First of all, Mrs. Perkins, after a long 
and useful life, is on what seems likely 
to be her last sickness. Physically she 
Is practically as helpless as a new-born 
babe and in about the same ways. She 
has a little power of motion, and that 
may be said to be all. It Is a question 
whether she is not worse than helpless, 
since sho is more dangerous to herself 
when left alone, as a recent episode 
with the gas jets proved. Everything 
that herself and husband and friends 
could think of, within reach, has been 
done to restore her to health, but In 
vain. She always hail a great dread of 
of stepping over a hose, and it was in 
that way that the accident came which 
now promises to prove fatal.

Intellectually Mrs. Perklnsjp^^ 
strength, getting apparenfj,nl3 ‘
the whole, but at time« - ... ,
all her old-time hint’, (Jp-And spu

“boodle.”
_____ . >rd has been cerre;ntv u us?*-'  , 
And still you expect of those well

to grow and ripen in a field of cockle. 
A thief, a liar and a beggar all have 
lived, I fear, in the homes of Bemidji. 
Hardly has there been a child in the 
town who has not been compelled to beg

- Ing to wear— .
moved’from the lowest are the best for »ijwas .tough India rubber—air tight it 
the carrying out of the lowest. So the was maxio, 
sleep walker can perform feats that he I And witii some evil solution they 
would not dare when awake. He is, I sprayed '
then to a "subconscious” state. To be- My faoe my hands. ‘Whats the 
come conscious:it is necessary to have I reason for this?’
some sensation, some awareness as it , aB)!edi and the answer came, almost a 
were. There is an important relation bias-. •
between’feeling and willing—between <you'V0 had it too easy; you’ve gone 
subconscious and subvoluntary. To free too long;
correct a habit we form a habit of be- you’re spreading bacilli; your work is 
coming conscious of it, and to this our I . foo strong;
friends are often willing to assist us. your whiskers were simply headquar- 
Hablt resides in the sensations accom- / ters for germs'—
panying the usual operations, and so if [ wish I could think of thfl terrible 
you put the wrong foot into the stock- terms
tog first you become aware that it is They used when they spoke or my 
awkward. But habit frequently changes, clothing and hair,
as when you. change from writing '03 to I For half of it sounded as if they wouici 
’04. Thus in the process qf movement swear. .
we get a sensation and here conscious- I They went for the reindeer, to spray 
ness begins. No habit actually disap-1 them as well ,
pears without leaving something of a I And make them all germ .proor but 
vestige behind. The Bleep walker does then, with a yell, ; ,
what he is most accustomed to do. I [ fled from their presence, all filled witn 
Talking is common, while the deaf dismay, . , , , . . .
mute talks-on his fingers to hjs sleep. I And leaped to my sleigh seat and ciat- 
So you may be copying while thinking tered away. nn<i
of some thing very different or even I And here I am, beaten, disgusted, ana 
tions may ^performed1 witho^smy Disheartened, insulted, and cut to the 

min hte concto^^remarks Dr. Jas- “There, there, now,” she murmured, 
। trow analyzed the "subconsciousness,” “ next year you will see
I inohiriing dreams and hypnotism and] “Next year!" shouted Santa. No ne 

gave many interesting illustrations year for me!! that have come to his observation. The I They’ll fumigate every green Christmas 
. audience was attentive and appreciative tree, all

throughout, and the lecture was very to- And spray all the candy, and smoke al
- «tractive as well Interesting. boll all the girls and the

Can One Person Have a Dozen Souls?
As set forth, to the Chicago American, who was 'very' fond '¿f learning to speak 

the “Stranee Case ot Dr. Jefcyll and Mr. French. in ■ a '• -
Hyde" was no mystery at all ’compared 6. Blr1’ who had
with the case , of a young girl in Eng- great skin toMrawtog._ . . _
land who Is said to possess at least a ' 7. A violent an® cruel girl, who de- 
d“en ffitterent soulB. ' - lighted „in causing i>ato to her younger

When this young girl was twelve 'atai not cruel girl,
years old she was attack^. by tofluenza m ver^1d(^^dlent ancl reckless.,
and some form of train dis^Èe Since Sometimes‘Kfie of these “souls" would 
that time (she Is now el^tsOTÎBheha &r mofithS) [Uid soraetlmea
completely changed her persona ty for a k ol.lao. æhe deaf-mute 
again and again. . “soul” ruled her five^different times.

No doctor can explain the mystery. ^nPh “Hmil” has no memory of what 
The girl will suddenly begin to'jerk her other “souls” have said and done,
arms and shake violently, inen witn jqothing that the doctors can doican 

.I,« TOni tonir un nnri he- pre¥ent theg0 extraordinary changes of 
self to the young girl. Even the Lon
don "Lance t,tho most conservative of 
English medical journals, has called at

a quick start, she will look up and be- 
como-another entirely different person. 
Some of her different personalities have 
been as follows: -’-.■■■■

1. A modest, well-behaved, ordinary 
girl, .

2. Anolsy, bold child, talking in 
broken, Timguage, like a three-year-old 
child. . ,

3. A very bad-tempered but clever 
girl, able to read and write.

4. A deaf and dumb girl. 
, 5. A clever and sweet-tempered girl,

tontlon to her casa .
Can It be true, as these facts seem to 

Indicate, that one Individual can have 
more than a dozen souls? ■

It

from door to door, from the saloons to 
the quiet houses on the hill. What for? 
For money to pay the debt of the 
church and ministers. And In a few 
vears you will think it a dreadful thing 
if some of these boys are caught beg
ging at the back doors for something to 
eat; and yet has it not been instilled in 
them, get the money any place, don’t 
make any difference where; tackle any 
man on the street, it don’t make any dif
ference what kind of a character he is. 
Money we must have and will have to 
build our churches. Is it pot taught 
and instilled in the mind of every child 
that at the last moment you can say, 
“God save me!” and though you have 
been a thief, a’liar and a beggar, you 
are entiled to the kingdom of heaven? 
Yes, even the murderer on the gallows 
is asked by tlie preacher and the priest 
to accept Jesus, and he has a through 
ticket to the Great Eternal Fort of Rest. 
I tell you, brothers,and siters, if we ex
pect our children to bo perfect, we must 
first be perfect ourselves, and be very 
careful what we teach, for children 
think deeper than we give them credit.

If you wish your children to be free 
from the evils that beset this life, first 
remove tlie cause . When the reverend 
gentleman called God’s children “hogs,” 
he certainly placed their mothers in a 
very bad position. Why not practice, 
dear brother, what you preach? Look 
up, lift up. I think there are many .chil
dren that could teach us all so far as a 
kind word .or a smile is concerned. I

formed, including tho publisher of The 
Truth, Mr. Perkins is the best nurse 
she could have, it seems, also, better 
that they remain where they are, for 
financial reasons if no other. Probably 
a nurse could not be hired to do what 
Mr. Perkins does for less than »150 a 
month; nor could any one else do as 
well. This credit should be given to 
him: that, he is the prince of patience. 
Tlie strain would have broken many 
people long ago. That Mr. Perkins 
should get away day times is not to be 
thought of. He would not entertain 
such a thought. But if it could be ar
ranged that he could get away evenings 
occasionally without tho strain of worry 
for her he could render a good account 
of himself as an entertainer, a lecturer 
on humanitarian and philosophical sub
jects, and as a means whereby spirits 
can communicate with mortals—friend-

boysl ' , .
But I’m"—here he stopped while he 

’ choked back a sob—* _
"im baffled by science' I’m out- of a

job!"' _ ..—W. D. N. in Chicago Tribune.

THE JOY OF GIVING.

Oh! the joy of Christmas giving makes 
every life worth living,1

It thrills and lifts the soul to lofty 
thoughts .of God and man,

And bur hearts are filled with kindness,
■ no thought of selfish blindness. 

Intrudes upon the peace on earth and 
grand good yrlll to man.

"Am I my brother’s keeper?” has a 
meaning broader, deeper,

And to a state of brotherhood, would 
bid us enter in, .

So Christmas joys engage us, for kind
ness. is contagious .. .*

And shows the fellow feeling that 
। makes the world akin.

Good cheer Is all around ..us, for it has 
sought and found us, . ,

And wo can bless the holiday that 
never had a peer.1

We are charged fo love each other, and 
and I greet you os a brother,

And wish you merry Christmas and a

have no trouble with the children of 1 
Bemidji. They all speak pleasantly to 
me and all give me a smeet smile. 1 1 
have never locked my doors a half 
dozen times in the last six years. Have 
confidence in your children, make them 
know you are their friend. From all 
that I can learn, the man that was the 
most considerate of the boys and their 
mothers was a saloonkeeper. He 
begged of the policeman not to tell their 
mother. It would break her heart. He 
did not call her boy a “hog.” He did not 
say one harsh word. Pretty good man 
after all, wasn’t he? I tell you there is 
good to everybody if we will only try 
to see IL Anyway it is not left for us 
to judge. .,

I wonder how many Christians have 
called on those broken-hearted mothers! 
Have you left them to weep alone? I 
Wonder how many teachers to our pub
lic schools will show their Christian 
spirit , enough to speak kindly to the 
wayward boy and help him up with a 
smile and a kind heart Did Jesus 
when hte children went astray take a 
club and beat them? When his disci
ples betrayed him, did he jump on them 
and give them a black eye, and call 
them hogs? Do you know who I think 
the Christians of Bemidji were to this 
case? The kind-hearted policeman who 
called~on the parents and even wept 
with them, was considerate of their 

'feelings; the saloon man who said, 
"Don’t tell his mother, It will kill her." 
What were life without someone to 

. < cheer us, ।
With a word or a smile on our way;

ly or otherwise. .
We think Mr. Perkins’ laudable de

sire to help himself in so far as he can, 
which ho has repeatedly expressed, 
should be made known.

"We sometimes hear of Spiritualists 
rich In this world’s goods, though this 
is not a case of religious belief but of 
common humanity. We do not know 
any, but if there are any such we can 
say that we think this is a case most 
deserving of aid. Some poorer Spirit
ualists could perhaps render equally 
great aid by caring for Mrs. lerklns 
two or three hours of an evening (when 
she is the least trouble) once or twice 
a week. If there oro any such, will they 
kindly meet Prof. Perkins and other 
friends, at Prof. Perkins’ residence, 
1220 Mission, Monday evening next, 
when arrangements can be made in the
light of the details.

If there are any who, after personal 
acquaintance (or otherwise), desire to 
help in any way, their assistance will 
be most gratefully received.

The above is from “The Truth,” a lit
tle paper published in California. We 
know Mr. Perkins well. At one time he 
lectured to crowded houses in this city. 
He is an honest, conscientious worker. 
His wife is in a most pitiable con
dition—a MENTAL AND PHY SIC AU 
WRECK, needing constant attention. 
Before her sickness she was an excel- ’ 
lent medium. Mr. Perkins has had bur
dens to bear, that are enough to crush 
him, yet he has stood the strain nobly. 
Let every Spiritualist in the land re
spond to this call for assistance. Send 
him something, if not more than a dime. 
We send him |2 as a starter. Send all 
donations to G. F. Perkins, 1220 Mission 
street, San Francisco, Cal.

a

A problem litar this shows how much 
we have yet to learn'to some branches 
of knowledge. Psychology, which ----- . _
should-bo able to explain it, Is1 dumb I happy, glad Now Year. 
When confronted with ouch cases. The I Fort Wayne, Ind. L. O. hulu.

A friend who is' faithfully near us
And heeds not what'Others may say. 

The bravest of spirits have often
Fulled In the race that they ran, 

For the want of the kind word to soften
Then,say a kind word when you can.
The teacher must remember that she 

is to a certain extent respChsiblo for 
the conduct of tho village children. Sho 
has them five days in the wook, nine

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly, 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualista should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to ths well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and student» 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest A large, four, 
nound book, strongly bound, and con« 
talning beautiful illustrativo platea. 
-For Bale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
|5. It Is a wonderful work and you will 
be delighted with it

“An Infamous Dynamite Roman path, 
olle Conspiracy Detected and Exposed. , 
“Romanism Exposed." Two pamphleta 
by Rev. J. G. White, author pt Startling 
Facte. Price 10 cents each, or twó for 
1 "Healing. Causes, and Effects.” By, 
W. P. Phclon, M. D. Price 50 cento.
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’ STRUCTIBLE—INCONGRUOUS MAN-MADE LAWS—IN- 
/ SPIRATION—MEANING OF SALVATION.
, There Is very much misunderstanding in the world because 
people do not properly interpret the meaning of the words 
ithey use. ■ -
' We use the word Soul to expregs the Immortal Entity, the 

absolute Ego. We use the word' Spirit to mean that, which 
is expressed in human life; in other words the breath of the 
soul upon that particular life. We use the word Mind to ex
press the Intelligence that is manifested in that particular 
¡Human life; in other words the Mind is the temporary ex
pression of the Soul through the vlvlflcation of the human or
ganism; the spirit being the vivifying expression,

Therefore, in the light of these definitions, we shall treat 
■this subject

In the biblical record in the Old Testament the word Soul 
is often used synonymously with Spirit, as that which man 
becomes when manifesting through the physical body. For 
instance, in speaking of the loss of a ship: "All-souls on 
board perished." If souls can perish in shipwrecks, that is 
not our definitions of souls. Frequently In the New Testa
ment In account of disasters on,land as well as on ship
board, the phrase is used, “the souls all perished.” If this is 
the accepted meaning of soul, that is not our meaning, ijouls 
cannot perish, neither in shipwrecks nor on land; neither in 
time nor eternity. ■

We use the word Soul to mean the Ego that is immortal. 
¡We do not think immortality can have a beginning nor an 
ending. Anything that is immortal, in the very nature of 
tlie word, must always have been and, of course, always will 
be.

Soul Is like unto God. There is no likeness unto God In 
the body. The body perishes; the body has successive limi
tations; the mind has successive limitations. The spirit, as 
manifested in the body. Is limited. Therefore these cannot 
be like unto God. The Soul in its own state is perfect, is not 
created, therefore is eternal, like unto God.

With this definition, of course, souls cannot die. if souls 
are created, if anywhere along the line of past evolution, or 
past creation souls have been called into existence, accord
ing to every law of logic, according to every law of material 
science that is known, and according to all intellectual prop
ositions, there must be sometime in the Une of expression 
¡when souls will cease to exist.
| IMMORTALITY NOT AN ATTAINMENT.
' That immortality is an “attainment" is unthinkable, only, 
as within each human life is not only the possibility but the 
certainty of that result. There is nowhere any warrant In 
anything that all religions have conveyed to the earth; 
whether in the Vedic, Brahmin, Buddhistic, or whatever re
ligion that anyone is to exist forever through “attainment." 
¡Whatever “attainment" is achieved, must always be found 
¡wherever the soul finds expression not in its absolute state.

We denominate the state of being or the absolute state, 
the state of non-expresslon. The state of activity or expres- 

• sion, is the state of existence. Therefore, we interpret that 
when “God breathed into man the breath of life and ho be
came a living soul," that it does not mean that the soul for 
the first time was called into being, but that the soul came 
into that which is called life, meaning expression.

In our view, the history or story as related in the first book 
of the Bible, the book of Genesis, is the statement of the soul 
entering, the state of expression, which is relative, therefore, 

which begins in the conditions of human life, a ' . .... •' .
THE MEANI^fl OF DEATH.

The experience of death is not unto the soul itself, but 
unto its expression. Matter can not only be called together, 
but can be disintegrated, and must be in the generic pro
cesses, whether created or whether through the genesis that 
is Inherent in matter. But whatever It is that is thus called 
together not only can be, but will ultimately be resolved into 
its original element or elements.

Whatever the "cosmic life” may be, whatever may be the 
ultimate atom, which science has never shown individually, 
or whatever the primal principle of matter, we know that 
generation and decay, birth and death are Incident to mate
rial expression. When the soul finds Itself in contact with 
matter, we consider that the soul realizes that which is 
called death.

Undoubtedly, the departure from the state that is absolute 
to the state of expression, which is relative, is what was con- 
Bidered in the Brahmlnical and more ancient religions as 
well as in the Mosaic Scriptures, the first step downward, 
the “fall,” because the recession from the state of non-ex
pression to the Btate,of expression Is the coming into contact 
with elements that can die, is the placing of the soul in con
tact with the proposition of death, because birth Implies 
death. It is, for the time being and to all purposes of human 
expression a departure from the absolute into the relative, 
therefore, that is death. ' ’

Undoubtedly, if we understood correctly the allegory of 
**Adam” and “Eve,” (which have their synonyms in all lan
guages, among all people)., we would understand fully the de
parture from this primal state to the state of human con
sciousness, which is death physically, and of the meaning of 
"sin" which is spiritual and moral. We consider the first 
death the consciousness of physical birth and its pains and 
penalties and physical death. The second death Is the con
sciousness of moral struggle. For Instance, the first Adam 
and Eve did not know, since they were in a state of inno
cence or ignorance to the first knowledge of Bln or the con
sciousness of it. The moment the human being enters into 

. that consciousness it enters Into the struggle morally to 
overcome it. That we consider the second death. Suppose 

■Xqu take a child that may do a hundred things Innocently, 
bt knowing the wrong, and that you do not consider wrong 

'~In the light of the moral proposition. You tell the child that 
an act Is wrong, and the cltfId understands you. Then it is

People object to every state and condition in human life

', at that moment the child has a perception of what is meant 
I by .the second death. The violation of the thing which

I one knows is a violation of the proposition which one knows.
} to be right; that, we concluie, Is the proposition called "sin.”

By whatever means this Is introduced into the world, it Ib 
general, it is universal. In whatever way It was brought 
aboiit as a propositioh, It Is Incident to human life.

The first death, which is the consciousness of being in con
tact with substance Instead of the primal essence of life, is 
the first limitation. The second death is the second limitar 
tion. Bqt neither of these affect the soul. The soul, prima
rily, Is here for victory, the soul is here for expression. The 
soul knows that It will ultimately conquer both the first and 
second death. .;

Whatever there is In theology, doubtless (the origin of the 
primal propositions of religions have been lost In the world), 
Is made up largely of human sentiment, and human fear 
which is one of the bases of the “second death." As fear is 
the lowest of human passions, so it Is- the basis upon which 
the Idea of the loosing of the soul is predicated; and the at
tempt to apply to the immortal part of man that' which can 
only affect the man In contact with human life is, of course, 
one of the shortcomings of theology, not the foundation of 
«ruó religion. . .. .

THE ULTIMATE PURPOSE.
L / We know the soul would npt be brought In contact with hu- 

"■l T man expression but for on ultimate purpose. We know that 
mi tho degree that the soul iiyelated to the Infinite (as tho 

to the Infinite), the boj4 measures not only the itnmor-

being a part of the necessary experience. People object, to 
whom we offer the solution of the different conditions in hu
man life and seeming partiality; they object to the thought 
of successive human lives or expressions, because human 
Hyes are bo full of sorrow, experience and difficulties, and 
yet you canndt get those peeple to give up their human lives 
unless they are obliged ip. Conscious suicides are not very 
frequent. So it Ib not human Hie people object to, but they 
object to losing their small fragment of human life which 
they call their personality. The individuality of the soul 
cannot be lost; the personality can be lost. You afe not the 
same as you were when a.baby-—we hope you are not. The 
changes that come In even one human Ufe make one feel like 
a different person. So you are a different personality than 
you were years ago. To-day you do not remember your baby
hood, yet the ego is not lost ■ . -

The day has arrived In the history of the world when the 
Interpretations of theology are giving place to the Interpreta
tion of true religion. The day has arrived when people are 
not to accept as infallible the human interpretation'ot a book 
that has -passed through many human translations and has 
been subject to many human changes; that in its primal In
ception was largely verbal or oral. People are not bound to 
accept the thought that soulu are “created" and that souls 
can perish excepting they are saved by permission or by the 
acceptance of a theological form of creed. Neither are peo
ple bound to accept theological propositions. That which Is 
Immortal can never be destroyed. .

Those who believed that the soul was created and that the 
soul woiild die excepting such as were saved by the observ
ance of the physical and moral propositions of the Jewish 
law, in that were consistent. Christians believe that the 
soul is from God, that the soul will perish as tar as happi
ness is concerned, but Is Immortal in either happiness or 
misery, and that what people do or believe In the human 
state, in one life, Is to determine whether they be eternally 
happy or miserable. The time has arrived In the history of 
the world when people are not obliged to accept this proposi
tion; when the thought that relates to immortality must be 
tested by the same principles of Intuition and logic as any 
other truth. As mathematics is the only infallible science, 
so logic of God and the soul’s Immortality is the only basis of 
religion, man’s relation to God and man constitutes religious 
observance; that which follows in its logical chain is, if the 
soul is immortal it must be indestructible. If all souls are 
not Immortal there is no evidence that any Boul wHl exist 
forever, even though a continued existence after the change 
called death may be proven, yet immortality cannot be dem
onstrated If souls begin on earth.

PRIMAL ESSENCES INDESTRUCTIBLE.
That which we wish to call your attention to is, that the 

mysteries of the theological proposition has been builded up 
on the thought that in any human life or any number of hu
man lives people can do anything that can destroy that 
which is Innately eternal or Immortal.

Primal essences, whatever they may be, must be Inde
structible, as God. Yet the proposition of Indestructibility 
must be, of course, that which cannot change In the midst of 
all the changes of the universe of substance. If the essence 
of human life is the immortal soul, the essence ot human 
consciousness, the essence of humah Intelligence especially, 
It Ib not introduced (I. e., created) along any line of evolu
tion. It Ib a proposition, puré and simple, in the realm ot 
souls. If such is not the case, then along that same line by 
the recession, which comes to all organized bodies, the soul 
can be lost, and must be lost; if introduced anywhere along 
the line of possible evolution from the’lowest expression of 
substance to the anthropomorphic ape and beyond that to 
the present state of human expression, or If there has been a 
combination of organisms in which the spirit has been 
evolved which did not exist before, or wherein the soul haff 
been introduced which did not have an a priori existence as 
an ego, then the time will come In the great expression of na
ture, as the earth goes back to cosmic dust (as It will after 
It reaches Its fulfillment of cosmic elements), that the soul 
will be swallowed up again into the cosmic ether from 
whence it came.

But, if In the unfoldment of matter there was a time when 
the soul could avail Itself of the conditions of earth for its 
embodiment for expression, however simple that embodi
ment might have been in the first case, then whatever It has 
accomplished after that in the perfection ot the human race 
Is due to the presence of the soul and as distinguishing this 
Ego .or consciousness from the intelligence of the animal 
kingdom, and from the manifestations of law In natufe. This 
Ego that knows that it knows, that knows that it girds itself 
with spirit and physical existence, this is the ego, and we 
maintain this ego Is Indestructible.

There are numbers of human lives, even upon the earth 
to-day, that have not any thought of Immortality. That num
bers have a thought of immortality but have np adequate per
ception of the soul; this proves that Death is here upon the 
earth. That not only the first death, which Is the conscious
ness of physical birth, physical pain and physical death is 
here, but also this clouding and eclipsing of the spiritual na
ture, of the knowledge of the Ego, the soul life (incident toa 
human expression) to Its final victory.

INCONGRUOUS MAN-MADE LAWS. ‘
In man-made laws It is a crime for a man to kill a man, for 

him to destroy the physical life which he cannot restore, but 
it 16 not a crime, according to the present civilization, for 
many men to kill many mep. War is justifiable because It 
is wholesale slaughter; but individual murder is a crime. 
Do you suppose there is any difference in the absolute 
thought? if it is wrong to klH at all, that there is any differ
ence in killing by the thousands Instead of by the units? If 
there is a difference it is on account of "motive.” One man 
kills another for his money; nations kill each other tor land 
or power. What is the difference? If one inan kills another 
for revenge or in retaliation for some fancied wrong it is a 
crime. If a nation goes to war for some fancied grievance 
It Is patriotism. In other Words, moral law, as announced by 
man, Is gradually unfolded from within, and comes to be the 
right of people to live; the rights of people to express their 
wish for happiness and their’pursult of it provided they do not 
encroach upon! the rights of others; the right of nations to 
exist if they will, provided they do not encroach upon other 
nations—which they always do. In other words wherever 
human lives have attained the highest consciousness of this 
separate Ego, this moral nature, this principle, which comes 
from within and aboVe, there has been the thought of re
spect of others; respect for their pursuit of happiness; re
spect for all their physical, mental and spiritual rights. But 
such do not exist to any considerable degree among any peo
ple that would be considered, and a nation of such has not 
yet been expressed upon, this planet. Individuals have ex
pressed this state; martyrs have expressed it; sagos, proph
ets, deers and Messiahs have taught it. But these lives illus
trate the possibilities of the human race, the final victory 
over tho "second death” and tho establishment ortho moral 
nature. . ■ '

Now the moral nature is not anything that God needs; it is 
what the human being needjSa need that is created by hu
man conditions for the purpose of arriving at the knowledge 
that is within the soul. -

When you seo a little way you have one Idea of optics; 
when ou sec farther you have other Ideas; finally when you 
discover tho whole realm of optics as an adjustment to hu-

<^an coudltloms you understand that the sua does not need 
your eyes, but you need to be adjusted'to tho light of the 
sun lu order to see. The moral law IS the adjustment-of hu
man lives to the great primal propo»itIouB ot the soul and of 
God. All the adjugtaugit, of courge, with mutter Is in the 
Soul; that matter past be pervaded by that light and ad
justed by it. Whep.1 people are in tho state of not being ud- 
juntul they mit take, the body lor the spirit, the transient hu
man obliquity tor the immortal part; they mistake the diffi
cult problems ot to-day for eternal propositions.

Of course, (hero1 ore nd eternal, moral propositions. Wô 
mean by this that whlle.-pll who enter into tho state of hu
man life must temporarily confront these conditions here, 
there is nothing in God, ¡nothing in the soul that can obscure 
the light of the doth. ■' A^ matter serves to obscure the Intl- 
riite if yoji look to'matter to find God. So the physical life, 
and even the intellectual life of man, obscures the soul if you 
look to the body or-Intellect tç find the soul, but through the 
body and through the intellect tlie soul compels recognition, 
and this recognition is" the value of all seeking.

/ INSPIRATION. .
Inspiration is that which comes to human life from souls 

that have attained the victory and who give encouragement 
for the victory that is to be obtained by those who ore still 
in the shadow;.. This knowledge is impelled from BQUi to 
soul, so that being here in the human state you may know 
that the shadows can be overcome. This, of course, some
times onjy touches the intellect, then men make creeds and 
dogmas and limit immortality to the few; try to hedge the 
kingdom of heaven around with especial difficulties, and 
make a limited plan of salvation. Every limitation of this 
kind is a human limitation. •

Eternity means that every soul will have what belongs to 
every soul in eternity. Time as a manifestation in contact 
with things, with physical life, with human existence is but 
a portion of the expression in connection with the dust.

The soul seeks expression in human lite because it is a 
Unite entity, as God seeks expression in the universe. The 
Boul, not being infinite, does not determine all things, but be
ing finite the soul accepts the conditions that are here pro
vided, but determines, as far as its own relations ore con
cerned. its path of conquest, and ultimately perceives the vic
tory.

Now when people are urging you to avoid physical death 
by taking the elixir of life, by substituting one kind of phys
ical substance for another to be put into the human organ
ism, by claiming a certain line of life will insure physical im
mortality, it is an appeal to the human consciousness in its, 
lowest expression. There Is not one of you that would, pri
marily, accept It, because generation 1b continuation. 
Death is just as natural as birth; and If you are to have a 
harvest next year these leaves must fall from the death ot 
the stalk; the stubble must be burned In the harvest field, 
the straw on which the wheat and oats have been produced, 
must be separated from the grain. This year’s harvest must 
not continue In the field if next year’s harvest is to como. 
Human lives must just as necessarily bo removed from the 
earth If any new generations are to come.

When human Ilves are so perfect that there Is no need tor 
other generations there will be added lives, not only in 
worlds, but In Intermediate states far more attractive than 
even the earth when it Ip full of wisdom.

’ - If this ultimate "death,” from which theology Is to save 
you, is something you can do to yourselves, it It Ib something 
that can be Induced Into your beings (which are Immortal), 
that you can decide to kill, that Immortality, that is you, that 
is Inherent, then it Ib the first place In all the visible uni
verse where Buch is the case where God and nature stultify 
the eternal law. It is the only thing that does not yield fruit
age of Its kind.

MEANING OF SALVATION. 1
When theologians*  enter upSn tEè Work ot saving souls 

from an "eternal death” instead of saving them and assisting 
them to overcome the death in which human life is here, 
they transcend the realm for which any instruction was ever 
given. Jesus Bald: “I cbme to save you from your sins.” He 
did not say anything about saving souls, but from your sins, 
for you to overcome these conditions of time and sense Ip 
which the expression of the soul is Immured. ’£he simplest 
proposition Is found in the teachings of Christ, .of Jesus, of 
Buddha; it is the application here and now of this great 
principle of love, this triumph over hatred. Of course this Is 
not and cannot be a.superficial application, It Is a law of 
growth from the soul; Imbuing matter, which Ib Insentient; 
imbuing the intellect, which is mechanical, with this light of 
the soul. Man slays for food. The man under the subjec
tion of selfishness which Is Immoral slays for power. The 
Christ does not save mankind from physical death, but 
comes to save mankind from their sinning, which Is the re
sult of this lack of knowledge, lack of the fulfillment of the 
spiritual power. All this teaching and this fear which makes 
man dread that which Is to come after the physical death is 
the great theological background, like that of John Calvin, or 
like that which even learned clergymen of the present day 
teach. This overbrooding terror of that which shall come 
after the physical death: Such Is the sum total of human 
theology. Doing good in the slums without that over-brood
ing terror is almost forbidden by the church. Just as organ
ized societies and religious organizations will not allow a 
man to help the poor in his own way, because it "encourages 
pauperism,” so people cannot heal morally and Intellectually 
because it Is "encouraging sin,” "encouraging socialism."

The great fundamental basis of the Salvation Army (Cod 
bless them) which goes down into the slums and gets people 
out of the dirt and sets them to singing Instead of swearing, 
is nevertheless this great overbrooding of the dark pinions 
that are to save their souls from perdition after death. 
Theirs has been a great work in getting people out of the 
slums here, they are helping them to a knowledge of helping 
one another, which is the redeeming grace ot it all. But 
that this movement Ib a part of the great shadowy proposi
tion that every Salvationist Is to be credited with so many 
souls saved from the everlasting fires of hades is the great 
shadow background of it all. We like the work of the Salva
tion Army; we like the enthusiasm and earnestness; we lik/ 
that which they do. But we do not like these overbrooding 
pinions of an immortal, eternal hades, of a fire from which 
they are rescuing these souls. Therefore, doing this good 
for that purpose is not' doing it for the sake of doing good. 
To do good for the sake of doing good, because people need 
to be shown the steps they have not taken, that seems to us 
the sum total of human' life., But If a tew persons do good 
for other reasons than the fear of hades they are condemned 
and criticised. <• Theology wants to take Control of all the 
charities of the world, and wants to-make philanthropy sub
servient to this purpose.ofjjaving souls from hades.

Right over here In the vicinity of this place is the "Inferno" 
of Dante; right over therein London is the “hades" and hell 
fire, of "Milton,” Everywhere in the world where shadow 
lurks that the moral nature has not vanquished or solved the 
problem, there is the hades. - . . .

The passing on to a future state of spiritual expression in 
all the conditions ofHiim^H life is the Inévitable proposition.- 
The next state is a!çart-# the human expression. If the 
spirit is noj clouded;(i_n the’mortal life it will not be clouded 
there; you are a part of the spirit life now. Now putting off 
the body does not rifakq ÿify less or more "departed.” That 
is a part of the human expression. But this next step is not 
an eternal , state. Peopleipass from that state. to other ex
pressions In human llfe to^aln the victory that is not yet 
won, to achieve triurSphs ^iot yet earned. It Is in the state 
where temptation exists that tlie victory must be won.

■Jesus did not recommend people to separate themselves 
from the .world; he Aid not recommend conventual or mo
nastic life to overcome the sinning, hut ft Is in the world that 
temptation must be overcome; It is in contact with time and 
sense that tlie triumph and tho victory must bo found.

No soul Is ready to take final leave of the earth or to part 
from human expressions however many there may be, until 
every victory has been accomplished here. -People say, "Oh, 
I Would like to shield my child from every temptation, from 
every condition of human struggle.” Shield them as you 
may,^guard them as you will, malto pre-natal and post-natal 
laws ub perfectly ua>you can, tlie child will nctJurtTiTTil'e

what the child has come for. We do not undervalue pre
natal influence, we do not undervalue surroundings, we do 
not undervalue that which countitutes the environment of 
the human race. But you know, however carexully guarded, 
however watched, however trained, the son is sometimes a 
defaulting cashier, or he goes down Into the shadow of the 
Inebriate, or the daughter wanders out upon the streets. 
These arc conditions that have to be overcome loom within. 
No bolts or bars, no external barriers will improve them; 
laws are not adequate. No human being was ever torced by 
law Into being temperate, or moral or just. Mau was before 
the law. The consciousness of justice is before justice can 
bo demonstrated. Temperance is the balance of human lite 
from within. When this complete victory is learned there 
will be triumph over the ‘‘second death.” ■

Spectacfes a Thing of the P^t.
‘Acttos," c Marvelous Discovery That Cure» AU 

Atilicttoay ot the Eye nod Ear Without 

Cutting or Drugging. ■

Prof. Lockwood Presents Figures Given 
by The American Statistical 

Association.
Brother D. W. Hull In his reply to MrS. Watson and Mrs. 

Stockey, in the issue of The Progressive Thinker of Decem
ber 19, makes use of some misleading statistics regarding 
the number of adherents to the various churches outside oi 
Christianity. He Bays, /'There, are five hundred millions of 
Buddhists, four hundred and eighty millions of Confucians, 
and over one hundred million, of Parsls, Shlntos and other pa
gan religions."

As many reads of The Progressive Thinker do not have 
time to look up statistics of this character, and believing 
that Brother Hull has inadvertently made use of unofficial 
data, and having tlie report of "The American Statistical As
sociation” tor 1903 before me, which association is consid
ered to be competent authority upon statistics of the world’s 
religions, I desire to present their last official report:

Christianity................................................
Worship of Ancestors and Confucianism 
Hlndoolsm.. A..................................   ..
Mohunmedanik n.......................... ..
Buddhism........\.................  .. .. .. ....
Taoism .... .. A ,... ........ ....................
Shintoism ...........   ................
Judaism...................... . ........................... .
Polytheism...............................  ...
Unclassified (In Europe) ....... .,...

477,080,158
256,000,000
100,000,000 
170,834,872 
147,000,000 

. 43,000,000
14,000,000

7,186,000
117,681,660

1,210,000

Th$report of tills association for 1904 will undoubtedly bo 
out in March next, when, In all probability these figures will 
be modified.

The Parses religion—the religion of Zoroaster—to which 
Brother Hull refers under the name of "Parsls," no longer 
holds a special place In the list of the world’s great religions, 
having differentiated Into Mohammedan sects and number
less cults originating in oriental superstitions. That there 
is an element in India and Hindustan calling themselves 
“Parsees," Is true; but they are so divided by schisms as 
hardly to be recognized as followers of Zoroaster—at least 
they have no authentic place In the reports of the religions 
of the world.

Eventually the human will evolve away from a religion 
based upon sorcery necromancy, and a belief In the magical 
transformations of evil; and his expanding int/ lect will com
prehend that any true system of religious / .hies, must be 
based upon nature’s eternal principles of progression. Un
til such Intellectual vision Is bom in the human mind, he will 
continue to voice the superstitions, and to demand the relig
ious ceremonies of his ancestry. This is the shoal towards 
which the barque of Spiritualism Is sailing, and at which 
many of its leaders think they see the harbor of safety.

But we think otherwise. So long as religious beliefs can 
be turned Into merchandise, r: jng as seats in heaven can 
be sold upon the sorcery and platitude of ‘‘vicarious atone
ment,” so long as the spirit world returns to say that “there 
is no heli, such as has been described,” just so long will all 
forms of ecclesiastlcism attack, anathematize and menace the 
Spiritualistic movement, because it Interferes with the finan
cial support of its clergy and officials, and with Its political 
religious propaganda in general. For the Spiritualists to 
adopt these ceremonial platitudes of religious sorcery, Is to 
coll into a system of natural ethics the fetlchlsms of pagan 
necromancy. This is precisely what Constantine did for 
Christianity in an edict in 321 changing the day of pagan 
worship, from Saturns-dayQLo SuniFday, and another edict in 
325 calling in convention the "Nicene Council" which fas
tened upon future generations the story of the phallic incest 
of one of the tutelary gods of the Jews, as testified in the tra
dition in the New Testament of the "Immaculate conception’’ 
of Jesus, and which Is historical and logical proof as strong 
as the testimony of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, of the 
pagan origin of this ecclesiastical dogma. And this ten
dency to attach any great truth in human ethics, to some old 
religious skeletoh of the past, by those who have personal or 
political Interests to conserve, Is voiced on the pages of his
tory in th'e evolution of ethical science.

It would seem that there must come a time when the intel
lect would repudiate the ceremonials of ordination, conse
crations, dedications and titles of reverence, as the ashes of 
phallic worship; in which system of sexual prostitution they 
had their origin. It is difficult to conceive of an Intellect 
claiming to be free, that can feel flattered or mentally 
strengthened by any of these ceremonials, knowing their 
origin. ...........

It Is not a case of “Ecclesla-Phobla,” as some of our good 
friends infer. Our doctors have mistaken both the disease, 
and Its symptoms. It is an intellect Jal nausea at an effort to 
attach to a clean system of progressive ethics, the ghoulish 
skeletons dripping with the slime of a licentious age.

We look with amazement at the Spiritualist speaker, man 
or woman, who flaunts these symbols of the-vildst ceremo
nial religion known to the page of history, before the gaze 
of an enlightened public.

There must come a time in the evolution of the human 
soul, when mankind, will cease to be flattered by the titles 
and sophisms growing out of these old superstitions. Until 
that time does come, humanity will court the careless and 
meaningless adulations of Ignorance; but in the rising sun of 
a true system of ethics, It will flee from this weakness add 
lack of Intellectual courage, as from a nightmare of mental
horror. .W. M. LOCKWOOD.

THE FADING LIGHT OF DAY.

“Jenny, gather up the scraps, and Hetty, bring the broom;
Sally, push the kettle back and tidy up the room;
Now’s the time, 'twlxt day and dark,'to’clear the work away; 
For the mom make ready by the fading light of day,

“Come, my boys, bring in the wood and split the kindling 
fine,.

Fetch some water from-the spring and feed the waiting klne;
You’ll mot need the lantern lads, the twilight’s clear and 

gray,
Haste and you will finish by the fading light of day.”.

Thus the dear housemother spake, still busy all the while, 
Helping girls and Cheering boys with gentle word and smile, 
Till .the taflks were ended and the sons and daughters gay 
Gathered round the flreplace by the fading light of day.

Scattered, scattered, far: and wide, inJ distant lands, and 
deadl .

Long the grass has waved above the gentle mother’s head; 
But at nightfall even yet I seem to hear her say; “ 
“For tlie morn make ready by the fading light of day."

Wiser now, methinks therein that hldd&i meanings lurk, ". 
Teaching ere that night shall come "wherein no man can 

work," ' . • ‘
Every soul be girded ready; God alone can say . 
If our eyes again behold the fading light of day.

■ - ■ —Marion F. H. Harmon, -
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cm J1*oov<iiyhasbeenmadabrth&l
Scientist and Inventive Genius, Prof. W (, 
Wilson. He has Invented u restorer-known as 
"Actlna," through which ull afflctlous ortho 

eyes and ear, such as blind- 
uess, granulated lids, oat-t 

S3® o>racts, soreoyes, deafness, 
etc., are cured wlthoutouu 
tlug or drugging. It Is a 
wiunlfi contrivuuce.knowu 
as tho Aotlna Pocket Bat« 
Ury, am] through it tho 

—.। .. patterns ciirtt themselves
IQ tho privacy ot their own homos. It not only 
abolishes tho butcheries and torturous meth» 
ode practiced by oculists, and aurlsts, but at th*  

t,ime perfects a positive and lasting cure» 
Goodwin, Moline, Kuusas, writest

My honest opinion of ‘•Actlna” is that It is on*  
of the moat marvelous discoveries oi tho ago. lb 
saved my eyes from an operation.”

J?. Harwood, Springfield, Masa., aaya 
that Actlna" cured him of deafness of nine 
years' standing.

Mr. A.L Howe,Tully, N. Y., writes, "Actlna" 
has removed cataracts from both my eyas. I 
can read Woll without my glasses: am sixty, 
five years old.

Robert Baker, Ocean Park. Cat, writes: “I 
should have been blind had I Not uB6d”Actlna?7 

A party of prominent citizens have orgaaited 
a company known as the New York and London 
Electric Assvclution, and they have given thia 

^method bo thorough a test on hundreds of cases 
pronounced incurable and hopeless that they 
now positively assure a cure. f,AxJtlna” is sen\ 
on trial postpaid. If you will call or send your 
name and address to the New York and London 
Electric Association, Dept. T.B., D29 Walnut St.. 
Kansas City, Mo., you will receive, absolutely 
free, a valuable book-Prof. Wilson’s ‘-Treatise 
on the Eye and on Diseases in General/' and 
you can rest assured that your eyesight and 
hearing will be restored, no mattei’ how many 
doctort have filled.

S2OO. A MONTH 
t Oue reliable man or wouiuu Id uuch county 

ua mnnuger, to exhibit, take ordtsio and ap
point ufiouta for liurrihun's Oil-Gas Bu>vm 
for cooking and heatlug. Wunderfuj la. 

Vtiuliou. Automuticully vul- 
eratbo fuel gas from kertimna 
oil. Miuiuturo Qua Work«. Ab»

World Mfg. Co..

ses.ryztiolut.aiy »ufa. Enormous do*  
I mund. Thousands wild wldi. 

Oheupeat, ulsunuat, uuftmt fusL 
Customers delighted, Cato*  
logue FHEE. Write tod&jr» 
World Bldg.» CinalDiiAtl« O.

The above Is the number ot the pre», 
ent issue of The Progressiva Thinker, ' 
sb printed at tho top of tho first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid tor has 
expired, and you aro requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tho 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the numboo 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the ’number oa 
th*  tag of your wrapper. ,

KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualistic and Occult 

News.
You can do It by reading each week 

The Progressive Thinker. The PhUo 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena it contains each week, 1» 
the marvel of the age. No one < a af
ford to be without the paper. Iti yflCH 
Is within the reach of all.

ANCIENT INDIA,
Its Language and Religions. By Prof. B. Olden
berg. Paper, 25 cenid.

' amTabout devils’
It is enough to say this 50 page pamphlet is 

written by Muses Hull. I rice ¡5 coms.

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE. ~
Or The Threefold Power of Sex. By Lois w«,«. 
brooker. Price. 60 cents.

/The Carpenter’s and Builder’« 
Standard Library.

By Fred T. Hodgson, Architect.

This series of new works on Modern Carpen* 
tery and Joinery are to-day the approved and 
most helpful set of practical builders' "educa
tors,’published. Price per set of 4 vols., cloth« 
14.00; naif-leather, 8G.00.

#‘Î5Îf’ÿlæwli>

The Young Engineer’sGuide

Sta fHRMENÇlNES

This book 
treats upon 
how to run a 
farm engine. 
The young 
engineer’s 
guide. Fully 
illustrated.
A complete 
instructor.
This is the 
greatest of 
all works for 
the farmer. 
Price, cloth, 
$1.00.

By James H. Stevenson, and Oth
er Expert Engineers.

Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage. tn this book of C48 pages, discus»*  

es problems that have vexed intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious life. He states a 
great number of well-authenticated instance® 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion is frank and fearless, and merits ths 
widest roading, for he deals with facts and ex*  
perlences. Price, ¿loth, 81.00.

The Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
Human Life,

With Character Roadings of Per
sons Born Upon the Cusp.

The principles found In thia voluma are both 
SBOlonce and a religion, for a bettor and a fu 

appler humanity. It pointe to tho planet*  at 
an Index to the human character and UabUlly 
to diseases; also gives tho gems and colors tun
ed to temperaments evolved under certain plan
ets. But the author, ELEANOR KIRK, Ian 
special street upon the fundamental principle 
that "All maladies known to man can bo entire
ly dominated, forever cast out, by those wha 
realize that mind Is tho muster and body iha 
sorvn'it." Price, cloth, tl.oa

Practical Methods to Insure Suooeaa.
A Valuable little work, full of practical tn- 

Btruotion in matters pertaining to physical 
mental and spiritual health, Worth many 
times Its cost. Trice 10 cents.

fl-Few Words About the Devil, 
And other Essayo. By Churl», Bradlaugh. 
With the story of bls Uis as told by himself, 
and ths history ot his parliamentary struggle. 
With portrait. Panor. wo.

An Infamous ApamphletofWpairee, com-/ 
Cnnanirnnv 1,1104 81111 puKU"1“»1 by th, vUUBpnacy lawR(W , Q white, author 
of numerous nntl-Ontliollo works. It contains 
tUsolonuron relative ton villainous plot to over*  
Ihrow our free government. Price, 15 oante.
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the homely truth.-

We 0° to press early Monday morn
Ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue1 should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning.. Bear this In mind.

TAKE NOTICE.
All books advertised in the column* 

of The Progressive Thinker ar° 
rale at this office. Bear this in mind.
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best subserved thereby. Many of tn 
sentiments uttered In an article may u® 
diametrically opposed to his belief,> y 
that Is no reason why they should « 
suppressed; yet we wish it dlsune y 
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quate to publish everything that com 
to hand, however much we might des 
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non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLA1NLY.-We would, 
to impress upon the minds of our co , 
spondentB that The Progressive im 
is Bet up on a Linotype machine 
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paper, or with a typewriter, and on y 
one side of the paper. # -
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adjusted to the space we have to 
py, and in order to do that they 
generally have to be abridged mor 
less; otherwise many items wou 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty
item Is cut down to ten lines, an 
Unes to two lines, aa occasion may
quire. . _

Take due notice, that all lteia® 
this page must be accompanied oy 
full name and address of the wrl*®-  
wlli not do to say that Secretary or 
respondent writes so and so, v»“ . 
giving tbe full name and address ot 
writer. Tbe Items of those who do no 
comply with this request will b® 
Into the waste basket.

■ Keep copies of your poems sent to 
this office, tor they will not be returnea 
If we have not space to ubo them.

Mrs. C. M. Harlan writes from Ko
komo, Ind.: "The Spiritualists of Ko
komo have organized a society of forty 
one members, known as the SpRltual 
Science Society, organized by E. vy. 
Sprague and wife, missionaries of tne 
N. S°A. E. W. Sprague made several 
good and interesting lectures, and ins 
wife gave many good tests, and both 
made many warm friends in Kokomo. 
The people hope to see them back in

When writing for thia paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAM 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION.” OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THE® WAY TO TH0 
WASTE BASKET. Ui

society, but noble, earnest souls at the 
helm, working valiantly for the truth 
and humanity. I feel I have an appre
ciative and harmonious people Lere, 
and that much good will be done. I will 
be glad to correspond with those seek
ing my services for meetings through 
the week, and will officiate at funerals. 
Present address, 193 Grand avenue, 
Dallas, Texas.” •

The Rochester Daily Republican Bays:' 
“Dr. E. H. Denslow, who has so ably 
entertained and instructed the Spirit
ualists and Liberals of this place, for 
the last three Sundays, will depart with 
his wife and sister, to-morrow, for 
Bloomington, III., and from there to th? 
Bunny south. The many friends of 
these good people regret their depart
ure and hope they will return to this 
city in the gentle springtime and make 
this their future home. Dr. and MrB. 
Denslow owned and operated a health 
home at Sturgis, Mich., and were con
sidered as good representative citizens, 
but In care of a large number of suffen 
ing humanity, after many years, they 
became overtaxed, Bold out and will 
spend some time in traveling."

Joel Byrnes writes: “The Progressive 
Thinker is growing better. I cannot do 
without it. It forces progressive 
thought upon its readers. Charles Daw
barn, Hudson Tuttle, Lyman C. Howe, 
Dr. Sweringen and others are first-class 
thinkers.” , /.

Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission holds 
services every Sunday, afternoon 2:30, 
evening 7:45, at Star Lodge Hall, 378 
S. Western avenue. Good singing. 
Speaking and spirit messages. All 
Welcome. Seats free. Special watch 
night services, New Year’s eve, Decem
ber 31, 1903, at the mission. A special 
program for this occasion. Lunchdon 
will be served. Seats free.

Wanted, by the Church of Truth of 
Denver, Colo., a No. 1 speaker and me
dium. Address the secretary, I. T.

our town."
Annie Throndson writes from Louis

ville, Ky.: "The Church of Spirit Uom- 
munion holds services every Sunday 
night with a good attendance. We are 
having many investigators.”

Once in a while some crime having 
for its motive revenge rather than rob
bery brings lo mind the fact that among 
a portion of Wasliington’B negro impu
tation still linger traces of the primitive 
superstitions of the race, to say nothing 
of the lurking poison of voodoo am, 
witchcraft, trick-doctoring and other 
forms of Obi.

E. D. Hammond writes: "The en
closed slips taken from the New York 
Sun and New York Times of December 
21, 1903, In reference to Archbishop 
Quigley, show the trend toward the 
coming conflict between the Roman 
hieararchy and Liberalism; without any 
mincing of words of the intent of the 
“nemy to undermine the foundation of 
our republic. The warning should be 
sounded by every Liberal publication in 
the country."

H. E. Pomeroy writes: “The plot 
thickens! Dowie is trying to establish 
a theocracy; Moses and Daniel Hull, a 
priesthood, and they are succeeding 
fairly well, but popery and priestcraft 
are ‘psychological crimes!’ Science and 
sophistry, logic ana lunacy are abund
ant in Modern, as well as ancient Spirit
ualism. But, ‘Oh, Lord! how can we

HUDSON TUTTLE

held.
Canton, Ohio.

A MBBABÏ OF 8P1BITÜAU 
SCIENCE.

BY
EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

tub Devil and the Adventists.
An Adventist attack upon Spiritualism re

pulsed. By Mos» Bull. Price. 10 cents.

Thia book was wFluen tor an object, and Las 
been pronounced equal 4n Rs exposure of th» 
diabolical methods of Catholicism to “Unoifl 
Toin's Cabin.” Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THÈ LIGHT.
A thrilling psychological storyW evangelize« 

tlon and free thought. It is to Protestantism 
what “The Secrets of the Convent” to Cath
olicism. Price, 30 cents. '

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM? X

Whu I Rm a Vegetarian. .
An address delivered before tho Chicago Veg* 

tarlan Society. By J. Howard Moore. Prlc», 
ZB cents. ________________________

coffloWM Revolutionary pamph
let; addressed to the inhabitants ot America la 
1770, with explanatory notice by an English 
author. Paper, IB cents. . _________________ *

How to investigate. How to form circles, and 
develop and cultivate mediumship. Names of- 
eminent Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight- \ 
page tract for mission work. Single copies, 5 
cents; 100 for fl.26.

PROGRESSION
The evolution of Man. By Mlchaol Faraday.
Price. 15O.I ,

©HINKEN
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Jan. 2, 100Í.

Ira. Harding returns to the Toronto 
Sp/ritualist Association for January and 
February.”

Geo. Hamilton Brooks writes: “Nancy 
McKay Goruon, the \vcll Uaown author 
and lecturer, will speak for the Engle
wood Spiritual Union at Hopkins’ Hall, 
528 West 63rd street, Sunday evening 
at 8, on the very interesting subject, 
‘The Omnipresence oi Life.’ The mas
terly manner in which the subject will 
be presented will insure a very large at
tendance."

J. F. Smith writes: "The Progressive

um, gave testa, and now we are continu
ing to hold mwtiugsi on tne regular 
nights to listen,, to one of our home lec
turers. We have been highly enter
tained by Mri uni t Mrs. M. Bartel. ------------- _
Young Charles Bartel is accompanying Thinker, the best Spiritualist paper 
his parents onltbis trip. He takes spirit J .published on the face of the earth to

I photographs, and the photo he baB j day.” ' '
taken of Mrs. JEtta Bledsoe is the mar- re. Freedman, the Australian Healer, 
vel of the 20th «entufly, aa there is a full 1 -re.-. ,--------
form materialization taken on the pic
ture, and Mrs. Bledsoe's excellent con
trol ‘Sinceta,’ is fully recognized on the 
same plate. Mrs. Mary L.oKalser, the 
Fort Scott medium; recognizes several 
of her controls also on lier picture. We

The negro race is nothing it not su
perstitious. In nearly all’ parts of Af
rica, in Central America, where the ne
gro blood predominates, and in the 
West Indies, especially in San. Domingo, 
the belief in charms, hoodoos and the 
power of Incantations prevails almost 
universally. At any rate, it would be 
nearly impossible to find a colored man 
or woman without superstitions of some 
sort. Even in this country, where the 
races possesses superior' intelligence, 
there exists in the negro mind a deep-
seated belief in the supernatural that 
nothing seems potent to eradicate.

James H. Roberts writes: “Your pa
per just suits me to a T. The wny you 
lay it’to the quack preachers and their 
theology, the quack doctors and their 
humbug drugs, and especially the Cath
olic church, suits me to a fraction. 
Long may you live in the good cause of 
reform."

The Chicago Chronicle says: “As Chi
cago is the natural center tor large 
gatherings, it was not without.reason 
that the proposed International New 
Thought Association should be organ
ized here. Chicago Is hospitable to all 
new thought that does not conflict with 
established laws. It is also favorable 
to any gatherings wishing to seek 
through law a better order of things 
than the present. A recent decision in 
a New York court fining, an Intelligent 
man for not employing medical assist
ance for his sick child when the man 
was firmly convinced the. means of heal
ing used were the best possible seems 
like a violation of the rights granted by 
the Constitution of the United States. 
Other decisions of courts in other 
states have given the impression that 
the interests of physicians rather than 
a desire for the good of the patient have 
led to unjust interpretation of existing 
laws or tq, passing new laws favoring 
the doctors ofhnediclne."

Niles, 2011 Scott Place.
The Boston (Mass.) Journal says that 

at Athol, believers in the supernatural 
and those that place faith in palmists 
are preparing for the $1,000,000 fire 
which a fortune-teller recently predict
ed would lay Athol in ruins after Jan. 
15. Mme. Marchmont’s prophecy was 
published Nov. 29, and it produced a 
sensation among people who believe 
that the past, present and future can be 
told by the lines in the hand. The 
prophecy has even affected some people 
who profess to have no faith in the 
smooth tales of fortune tellers and say 
that such nonsense is food for supersti
tious people. Fire insurance agents 
are rubbing their hands with glee, for 
since tho terrible prophecy was made

get to heaven?’ ”
A Chicago Daily says: "With all due 

respect to doctors, the other side ought 
to have some show. If doctors always 
cured the sick there might be some Ex
cuse for compelling a man to employ 
them in time of need, but as doctors 
frequently disagree and are by no 
means infallible, and as cures have un
doubtedly been effected by other means 
than medicine, and as the scriptures, in 
which many believe, are authority tor 
faith cures, mental healing ano the like, 
It is but reasonable that this large body 
of nsychists should have recognition 
and that due weight should be given to 
their opinions and individual rights.

M. A. Millburn writes: “Tho services 
at the Second Church ot the Soul, Van 
Buren Opera House, Madison street and 
California avenue, are most interesting 
and instructive. M. L. Shaffer lectures 
and replies to written questions from 
tbe audience. A recent lecture on The 
Orthodox Devil’ was most convincing 
that his Satanic Majesty exists only in 
the evil in mortal mind and in undevel
oped evil spirits. Lora Holton Upson, 
recently returned from Boston, is serv
ing as test and musical message medi
um for January. The letter phase is 
a most rare gift, rendered in foreign 
and native language. Mrs. Kaywood is 
unfailing with her offering of lovely 
flowers. Come and enjoy our blessing, 
every Sunday, at 3 and 8 p. m.”

“My wife has left me and I want you 
to get her!” exclaimed William H. Pom
eroy as he burst into the office of Pros
ecuting Attorney Cooper, at Kokomo, 
Ind. “She has been hypnotized by a 
woman. She never would have left me 
and her three children if she had been 

’ in her right mind. Mrs. Baker, a Frank
fort woman, has passed a spell over her. 
Rha always exercised a strange influX ov5‘ my Wife and she hM taken 
hXway from us now.”, Pomeroy 
shoved into the prosecutor 8 hand a 
crumpled letter which he said he found 
on the table when he went to his home 
this evening. His three children, the 
oldest of whom is eight, had been alone 
all afternoon. Their mother left about 
noon, they said.® <

Mrs Alice Baker writes from Dallas 
iTnxas- “If you will kindly give me 
snace in your valuable paper I will now 
Xe an account of myself and work in 
toe spiritual field for the past three 
months I left my honle in Cleveland, 
o in September, serving the Independ
ent ABBociaUon of Spiritualists in To- 
lodo Ohio, for the month of October. 
Then I went to Battle Creek, Mich., for 

first two Sundays of. November. I 
found such a congenial reception an£ 
anoreciation there that I felt loth to 
SXa but as I was booked tor Spring
field Mo., with the First Association of 

■ Snlrituansts, for the balance of Novem- 
her I had to leave at the appointed 
time I found Springfield a haven of 
r«t for the tired sensitive. The society 
»all but harmonious, and works in 

' harmony with and appreciates the et- 
• .nrfn of a sneaker and medium. Brother 

and Sister Dixon are royal entertainers. 
This noble band of workers is PUttJ"^ 

nverv effort to raise funds to build 
a temple and I am sure they will sue- 

‘ cncrl Dec 1 found me on route to Dal- 
taa Texas to serve the Truth Seekers’ 
Spiritual Society. I find here a small

and this sphere of being will be en rap
port with the children of men on earth.

Falthtul bands of spirits here have 
long labored to bring the human soul 
into harmony with the conditions of 
truth, and that labor has not been in 
vain. It has been gladly and treely be
stowed in the past; it will be a willing 
labor of love in tho future.

This Is not a condition of inaction 
and nothingness, where, loafing around 
a throne, songs are chanted forever. Jt 
is a sphere demanding the highest ser
vice, surrounded with boundless oppor
tunities. The true soul enlists at once 
in that service and avails itself of those 
vast opportunities. So, we are enabled 
to aid our friends on earth and to direct 
them alight, .as well as to fit ourselves 
for greater usefulness as future ages 
shall come and go.

■ ■ . I*

How * Woman Paid Her Debt^i
I am out ot floht, thank» to tho Dliih-wasba 

bustaeas. In tho .past throe months I ban 
made U00,000 selling Dish-washer. I never saw 
anything sell so easily.' Every family needs a 
Dish-washer and will buy one when shown hovi .
beautifully It will wash and dry the family dlsta 
os In two minutes. I sell from my own bouse. 
Each Dish-washer sold brings me many orders,- • 
Tho dishes are washed without wattlug tho 
hands. That Is why ladles want tbe Iwh-wash- 
er. I give my experience tor the benefit ot any, 
one who may wfsh .io make money/easy. .I 
buy my Dlsu-washera from tho Mound City 
Dish-washer Co..' St. Louis, Mo. Write them 
or particulars. They Willstatt you Ui buslnos» । 
in your own home.__________________ L. A. p.

PUBLICATIONS
L**  * ■*.  ♦ ..... >•*«  W—--- - - .

whites: “My love and personal knowl
edge of the phenomena of Spiritualism, 
prompts me Jo write at this time briefly 
in1 the columns of your progressive and 
newsy paper. Last week Mrs. Effie 
Moss, the well-known and tried'mate
rializing medium, arrived in Chicago. 
This is her first visit to demonstrate 
her powers In thia city. I regard her as 
a materializing medium above reproach. 
I have studied this phase extensively 
and have witnessed more than a hun
dred seances through this medium 
alone, and can stake my reputation that 
all those who will give her a visit will 
be well repaid. Chicago needs good 
mediums to spiritualise the homes and 
stimulate those who have lost courage 
in this phase of phenomena. Through 
this medium your friends come and dis
tinctly Identify themselves. She Ib 
holding meetings at 8233 Wabash ave-

I do not know what iq in store for us 
in the future. No one around, me 
knows. We are moving onward and up
ward continually to a “higher plane and 
broader view,
"Hills peep o’er hills and Alps on Alps 

arise.” .
The possibilities of the future are in

finitude. There seems to me to be no 
end to the progress of the soul. The 
future is wisely hidden from the pil
grim, as he joyously proceeds, on his 
upward journey. He feels that he 
must make the best of the conditions 
which surround him and with which he 
is blessed; and to securely rest upon 
the knowledge that the Great Source of 
all his blessings can be implicitly trust
ed from the cradle upward and forever.

There is no death, there is no decay 
for the soul. Its capacities are bound
less. Its ambitions should be lofty. 
And the sooner the soul, which is the 
real being, gets into harmony with 
truth and with God, on the bleak shores 
of earthly existence, the better tor its 
progress here.

In the regions of earth emancipated 
souls encircle you about. These phan
tom beings whisper to you encourage-

would be pleased -to hear from all lec
turers and mediums coming our way. 
We will treat you nicely, and do all in 
our power to make your visit profit
able.” .

Dr. E. H. Denslow writes: "Arriving 
in Rochester, Ind., Nov. 28, I spoke on 
Sunday, Nov. 29, both morning and 
evening to the energetic little Spiritual
ist society, composed of the representa
tive minds of the city, who, though not 
many as to number, are still strong in 
zeal and enthusiasm. Dec. 2, Brother 
and Sister Sprague addressed the audi
ence in the interests of organization. 
They are well known in Rochester and 
have many friends there. I also met 
Mr. Harry Moore, who has served the 
society In times past, and who is now 
trying to rise from out the shadow of 
his recent severe bereavement, the 
transition of his companion. I again ad
dressed the society, Dec. 6 and 13, to 
very appreciative audiences, and after 
promising a return in the near future, 
myself and wife reluctantly bade them 
good-bye and speeded our way to Bloom
ington, Ill., where we are at present en
joying the hospitality of those genial 
souls. Colonel and Mrs. Freeman. Sun
day, Dec. 20, I will address the good 
people of Bloomington, after which we 
shall continue our journey southward.”

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 0» 
PSYCHIG SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and explain th» 
vast array ot facts in Its field of research by 
referring them to a common cause, and from 
them arise to the laws and conditions of Mon1* 
spiritual being. Third edition. Price, 75 cents. 
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI.

ENGE.
Not servile trust to tho Gods, but knowledgj 

ot the laws ot the world, belief In tbe divinity 
ot man and bls eternal progress toward period. 
tioci Is the foundation ot this book. Price, 11.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on earth, and 

in the spirit world, presenting the spiritual 
philosophy and tho real Ute of spiritual beluga. 
AU Questions which arise on that subject art 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY orsRlRIT AND Tiit 

SPIRIT WORLD.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Containing the latest Investigations and dis« 

coverleu, and a thorough presentation of thia 
interesting subject. English edition. Price, IL 
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OP

THE SACRED HEART.

Hattie G. Webster writes from Co
lumbus, Ohio: “The West Side Lyceum 
will give a Christmas entertainment, 
Wednesday evening, Dec. 23, consisting 
of songs, recitations, fancy and flag 
drills all apropos of the event, the cele
bration of the coming to the world of 
that grandest of mediums, the lowly 
Nazarene, whose life was the exemplifi
cation of purity and goodness; whose 
teachings of brotherly love, if practiced

R. Cowell writes frpm Oakland, Cal.: 
“Ab a subscriber to your valuable pa
per, I have not noticed much-news from 
this part of the country—not because 
there is not much to write about here 
In a city of 80,000. There are from four 
to five meetings every Sunday evening 
here, with some of the best speakers 
and mediums that can be found any
where. One is conducted at Woodmen 
Hall, 521 Twelfth street, by Mrs.. R. 
Cowell every Sunday at 8 p. m. Her 
audiences are large, and any visitors 
from the eastern state will be made 
welcome. Mr.. Colville Is visiting this 
city and is doing good work. Your val
uable paper Is In good demand.”

Mrs. L. Wood Phillips writes: "I feel 
that you are a friend to all subscribers 
of The Progressive Thinker, in letting 
them have it so cheap, and also your 
most excellent premium books. 1 wish 
to get The Seers of the Ages this time. 
The author's name Is enough recom
mendation for the book. I think some
times the discussions and arguments in 
The Progressive Thinker waxes too 
warm, especially concerning Tpe Great 
Psychological Crime. As for myself, If 
it had not been for mediumship I never 
would have rejoiced in the blessed light 
of Spiritualism. Without the phenom
ena of Spiritualism, it would have no 
-foundation whatever. I think the ma
jority of us are not far enough advanced 
to substitute anything better, or even to 
understand. Maybe in time our senses 
will be so fine we can distinguish im
pressions on our minds made by our 
spirit friends, from our own thoughts."

they have insured the property of many 
who say they are going to be prepared 
for the worst. Among them are a few 
prominent people who are filled with 
dread, although some of them are 
ashamed to acknowledge it openly, it 
is said.”

Mrs. Bertha Hasbrook writes: The 
First Spiritualist Church Society of 
Battle Creek, Mich., is meeting with its 
usual amount of success, We have two 
meeting every Sunday. The Ladies’ 
Auxiliary merits each Tuesday after
noon for our Thought Circle which is In
teresting a great number. Every two 
weeks we serve supper on Saturday 
night, and we are well patronized and 
enjoy a good reputation for serving the 
same. We aim to place the best talent 
on our platform. For the. month of De
cember we have Mrs. Eva McCoy of 
Marshalltown, Iowa. She gives short 
talks and mesages. We enjoy her 
work very much. She is a true worker. 
We have not engaged all our time, and 
if any good, honest speakers and medi
ums wish to correspond with us, they 
can do so by addressing me at N. 35 Di-

The Post and Record, of Rochester, 
Minn., says: "Last evening about thirty 
of our residents gathered at the home 
of W. K. Sheppard on South Broadway 
and listened to a lecture on Spiritualism 
given by Rev. W. J. Erwood. Mr. Er- 
wood is of pleasing appearance and has

Gertrude Soffel writes: “The semi-an
nual election of officers of the Church ot 
the Golden Ryle was held at 52 Dear
born street, Sunday last, when Dr. R. 
Greer was elected president; Gertrude 
Soffel, secretary, and Dr. J. H. Randall, 
pastor. Treasurer and other officers to 
be elected in the near future. After the 
election, Dr. Randall delivered most in
teresting, edifying remarks upon the 
value of the Golden Rule; also the 
meaning and mission of the Church of 
the Golden Rule, and declaring that the 
individual practice of the Golden Rule 
was indispensable to the welfare and 
happiness of the whole human family.

For instance,-its first effects would be
a sense of right; ;rmd‘ sense of honor 
among’men,'the abolition of crime, 
street violence and disorder ‘WhatBO-

vision street, North.”
That clear and logical writer, Henry 

Scharffetter, of Baltimore, has in a re
cent number of the Baltimore American, 
a fine article on Spiritualism in reply to 
an editorial In that paper. The unin
formed public are given a clear and 
most educational view of the spiritual 
philosophy. .

Aug. Recht writes: “The Society of 
Spiritual Truth which meets every Sun
day at Crosby Hall, 423 ClassOn avenue, 
Brooklyn, N. Y.. had a well attended 
meeting December 20. Mr. Rassmusseq 
gave a number of spiritual messages, 
assisted by Mrs. Henderson, of Newark, 
N. J., and Mrs. Smith, of Brooklyn.”

The Spiritualist Church was fairly 
well attended last night, considering 
the frigid atmosphere and slippery 
streets. Those present were amply re
paid for venturing out in the frosty air, 
by listening to Rev. Harry J. Moore who 
discoursed on the subject of ‘Some Car
dinal Teachings of Spiritualism.' -The

an excellent style of address. Before 
hie lecture those who wished placed va
rious articles they had been wearing on 
a table from which later the the speak
er was to give readings. The meeting 
proper started with the singing of “In 
the Sweet Bye and Bye,” during which 
the medium allowed those influences 
which move him to work upon his mind. 
In the lecture then given it was sfoted Blreev viuiouw —--- ,-
that the religion or better, theory of ■ would that men should do unto 
Spiritualism, is based on the fact that - —„---- "
there is life after the change called 
death. Also that there is no unbridge
able chasm separating friends in this 
material life from those who have 
passed from this world, but that mes
sages may be and are received from 
those who have died assuring people 
here of their happiness. It was also 
stated that Spiritualists do not 
seek to tear, down any religious 
views, that they make no distinction as 
to sect. However, this belief does not 
try to make sectarians, rather non-sec- 
tarians. The lecture was Interesting 
and seemed to prove to those present 
that there was no humbug, no trickery 
in Spiritualism. The readings given 
from the objects placed on thq table 
were in many cases marvelous and

you*,  do“ ye also even unto them.” Thus 
the practice of the Golden Rule could 
injure no one, but on the contrary, 
would benefit every one. Dr. Randall 
is positively a high-class mentally 1 - 
luminated, inspirational speaker, radi
cal and progressive, and in newest 
thought, in all human reforms, is far in 
advance of the present times Tbe 
Church of the Colden Rule will hold no 
services December 27, but will on Jan
uary 3, when Dr. Randall will speak. 
Subject: ‘The Golden Rule, the Natural 
Law of Human Conduct in the Home, in 
Society and in the World.’ ”

wonderfully true.”
C. W. Stewart and the Folsoms are 

meeting with splendid success at How
ard Hall in St. Louis. On Sunday even
ing the hall was crowded to its utmost 
capacity with a highly intelligent audi
ence, and after a well received lecture, 
messages were given ,by Mrs. Laura 
Jones, Mrs, Sheridan, of lowaf Miss 
Ella Preston, of St. Louis, and. Mrs. 
Josie K. Eplsom. Miss Preston prom
ises to he a most wonderful test medi
um being able to read a letter verbatim 
in tae pocket of a total stranger. Mrs. 
Folsom excelled herself in the marvel
ous manifestations which have already 
given her a national.reputation. Their 
address is 3013 Dickson street, St.

J. M. Bortscherer writes from 115 
Louie street, Dayton, Ohio: “We are 
now conducting spiritual services here 
in Dayton, and are trying to build up 
the cause. They have asked your hum
ble servant to teadh the philosophy for 
them, and I have, consented to do so 
provided they would unite as one force 
and make a strong effort to get a foot
hold in Dayton. T talked to them on 
Sunday, and am to continue the work 
and make a strong effort to be recog
nized as a factor. There is a good field 
here, but like all other denomination, 
they must put their shoulder to the 
wheel, and work, and If they will give 
me their spiritual support, I will guar
antee that the material support will fol-

__ . . - ment and hope; they try to lead you in 
by his followers, would all too Boon I the 1)ath of virtue and truth; they in
usher in the millennium. Would that splre you wlth fbe belief of immortal- 
It were better understood by all Spirit- jty. (iiey engeavor to bind up the 
ualists and so-called Christians. Our bleeding heart and wipe away the bit- 
lyceum scholars will each receive candy ter teara grief. They are angels of 
and a gift; also extra prizes tor the best I merey to the Incarnate bouIb of earth, 
recitations. We have the banner socle- Let your soul nstea when they com- 
ty and lyceum of Ohio, inasmuch as we mune with you. Heed well the holy 1m- 
have bought and almost paid for the preBBiOns which they make, 
first spiritual temple in the state. We what a gigantic, what a glorious, 
have enrolled on our book seventy I wllat a happy creation is tlie great uni
scholars, a great many of whom are verse, it ¡s without beginning or end, 
children of non-spirltual parents. Have but it Is ever progressing to higher and 
been organized since Jan. 3, 1901. Hat- higher Ideals. The old idea that the 
tie G. Webster, conductor; H. E. Boerst- Almighty 1b the same yesterday, to-day 
ler, assistant."______________________ arid forever, Is a beautifully expressed

Mrs Clara E. Strong, president of the error. He is the very soul and life of 
Sunshine Club, holds public services progress. Without progress there 
724 Washington street, America Hall, would be stagnation and death. 
Boston Mass. Sunday morning circle, Rest assured that you have com- 
llo’clock' Sunday-school 12:30. After- menced an endless journey—one full of 
noon and evening service at 3 and 8 labor and change. But one which will 
o’clock develop your highest qualities, enlarge

X.?.
my papers. I would almost rather go Falls, Wis. 
with only one meal a day than to go ----------- --------------------
without The Progressive Thinker In my Materializations,
house. . ..

Dr' Beverly writes: “Our box party To the Editor:—Through an Invltiv 
was a creat success. Nearly two hun- tlon, Mrs. May McCoy, the materializ- 
dred were in attendance and were de- ing medium, of 950 Case avenue, Cleve- 
itahted The booths for the mediums iand, Ohio, also her seance manager, 
and naimists were well patronized. ( It Mr. H. E. Chase, came down to Canton 
was long after the midnight hour wlien this week and so far has held two very 
the well-delighted guests wended their I interesting seances under strict test 
wav home Out- committee will give conditions, she being placed in a cha r 
another dance early next month. We jn the cabinet and tightly and securely 
exnect soon to announce some noted handcuffed to the chair upon which 
mediums to demonstrate tor us, as we 8he sat, the keyholes of the handcuffs 
have nothing but first-class talent. We Bealed, the seal marked by a member of 
welcome all mediums who wish to use the circle and the key retained by him 
their Eifts to help others into this beau- until the seance was over, after which 
tlfnl Itaht” the seal was examined,, the handcuffs

n L nL »11 Aver the world may eat unlocked and removed by him and oth- 
New which falls er members of the circle. The cabinet

reuv^ronFrktay by a special indul- used by Mrs. McCoy is about six feet this jear on Fr y, y letter from high, six feet long and four feet deep 
Ontalev conveying the and can be placed in any portion of aArchbishop Quigley■ nveyi be room. The two seances mentioned

'P0P/in^n the Catholic'churchM. The were held In the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
ref n «remwkabk? one, being Henry Dohn, 928 West Ninth street. 
pilv« ti the history of the Cath- The cabinet was placed diagonally 
lne Btut nanriemission was across the southwest corner of the 
0 C fnnwin^CathoVics to partake I room with no window nor back door to 
granted. except when the it. The chairs were placed facing the
of P (hat day I cabinet, in horse-shoe shape, giving
iTs Wwhat suneratition and Ignorance each and every one a good view of the AlM!-what superBUiion uuu g cabinet. Mrs. McCoy’s main seance
In the CathoHc chureh. _ control Is Captain John Edward Smith,

Mrs. C. H. Mullins writes. olfl gailori and for years was captain
with Bend notice of Mrs. L. D. wy o{ the <pw0 FannleS) a boat that plied
koop’s death. She was a beautiiu between Cleveland and Detroit and Othman. She had been a Spiritualist th0 great ]akeg but wh0.
over thirty year8‘ , Sh®,Xre Although during a storm at sea, lost his earth 
age at the time of hei e n£e. Another important as well as in-
she had suffered intense pain tor over g bi t control Is littie M1BS
a year, with littie if any relief herface lAervellaBplerg0Ili wh0 died some years 
was beautiful to look >'Pon- !y* nsTPi.)in£r ago in Cleveland, and with whose fam
casket with a peaceful smile res B Medium, Mrs. McCoy, was quite
there. Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond om I acqua-nted 
dated at the fua®™- _ .... I During the firstseance given this

Albert Harrison Waitt, the gntea by Mrs Mc(;oy twenty-eight
healer, is spending the holidays wiui {ormg out of the cabinet and Into 
his family In Minneapolis. . ^e room, a majority of whom were

J M White writes from Kansas City, fr|ends Or relatives of those present 
Mo - “For two Sundays past, Mr. Aber.I and with whOm the spirits held whis- 
has been holding test meetings at his ed conVersatlons, some of which 
residence and all attending received were of several minutes duration while 
messages’from their departed ones. other conversations only lasted a mo- 
Visitors to the city should take the 12th ment or SOj the spirit being able appar- 
street car east to Bales avenue, then I ently to hold the form tor only a short 
walk'north to Tenth street. People of period of time.
the highest social standing are attend- Another very interesting feature of 
ine these seances, and no one yet has Mrs McCoy’s seances is the making of 
irone away without receiving proof ol ]ace under a good light by spirit Jen- 
continuity of life. Words cannot ex- n0tt0 Lambert, a lady of French birth, 
nress the manifestations here; they whne out in the room and in plain view 
mnsl be seen to be appreciated.” of the sitters. In addition to the cabl-

net controls, near and dear friends of 
the Bitters, there came a spirit who 
claimed to be a Hindoo. This spirit 
came to a lady who was in the circle 

. and whose daughter is a medium, to say 
Purnortlng to Bq From Spirit S. S. to her that he was helping.her daughter 
Purp 8 I,.,,,,- in her mediumship. An old colored wo-

I man, Aunt Peggie Jackson, who often 
~ I materialized In seances held by Harry

I am glad to be able througn you to flJg() same and a more typical
say that this life, this state of the soul I gouthenl darkey the writer has never 
this side of the grave, Is a glorious real- g Several Indians dressed in their 
ity, which demonstrates beyond the I atlve 8trongly manifested,
possibility of a doubt, that truth ot tne one of wbom gave the writer In plain 
philosophy of our glorious faith. I ylew of the gitterSj a very satisfactory 

There is nothing In Christian ethics I ,reatraent for a severe spell of head- 
whlch commends itself to the pure soul. dlsappeared and has not
To conceive of a cruel and revengeful I returned. The second seance was 
~ who D0S- 1 equally as intereating as the first but

for want .of time, and as I do not care 
to take up too much of your valuable 
spac6,1 will not ask for space In which 
to have you record many things, that no 
doubt would be interesting to many of 
the readers of The Progressive Think
er. These seances have created quite 
an interest among the Spiritualists of 
Canton, in fact have been the means 
of bringing out a number who seldom 
seek after truth through the channels 
of phenomena, two of whom being for 
the first time convinced that materiali
zation is a fact. Mrs. McCoy expects 
to be In Canton for a week, during 
which several other seances will be wn- E.R.KIDD.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL,
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contain» 

the best poems of the author, and some ot tho 
most popular songs with the music by eminent 
composers. The poems are admirably adapted 
for recitations. 225 pages, beautifully bound.
Price, H.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and societies. A 

manual of physical, Intellectual and spiritual 
culture. By Emma Rood Tuttle. A book by 
the aid of which a progressive lyceum, a spirit
ual or liberal society may bo organized and 
conducted without other assistance Price, 50 
cents: by tho dozen, 40 cents. Express charges 
unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS.

For humane education, with plan of tho 
Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. By Emma 
Rood Tuttle. Price, 26 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

ASPHODEL, BLOOMS
AND

Other Offerings.

This volume contains a selection of the best 
poems ot this gifted author and storiettes con
tributed by Clair Tuttle In her Channing stylo. 
There aro 285 pages, with six full-page Illustra
tions. Including photogravures of the author 
and Clair Tuttle. It Is bound in blue with al- 
lummum embossing. Many of the poems aro 
especially.adapwd for recitations. ________ ,

The Author needs no introduction to the h*  
ituai public. Hersougs are among thebt 
spiritual literature. Epes Sargent said of cd 
of her poems that it was the equal of anythin^ - 
In the language, and that sho was the poet of 
the New DiHpensatlon. "

The Mecca says: “Psychic Poems.'
That erudite critic, win. Emmette Coleman: 

“To all lovers of good poetry this book is coutt- 
dcntly recommended.” . _____ __ ____

Will Carlton: “I have read with great inter-
eSSarah Thorpe Thomas, tho Humanitarian 
says: “A most exquisite bouquet • • • »the 
thoughts echo and re-oeho through the deepest 
recesses of my heart. I have some word of 
praise for every page.” , . .

The author says in the dedication: “Tothoso 
whose thoughts and longings reach into the 
unseen Land of Souls, this handful of aspho
dels, mixed with common flowers, is offered 
hoping to give rest aud pleasure while waiting 
at the way stations on the journey thither

Price, 51.00. For sale by

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

FOREIGN AGENTS: , ■
H. A. Copley, Canningtown, London, Eng. 
W. H. Terry. Melbourne. Australia.
A Volume of 500 large pages, treating very 

nun-estingly if Life. Death and Immortality. 
Clairvoyance. Spirit Phenomena, Etc, as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated .exponent of 
Theosophy. Price, $1.50.

Longley’s Choice Collection
OF

BEAUTIFUL SONGS.
Here is a book ot songs for public nioetlngs 

and the homo that is full of music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book is just the right 
sUe, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains70 songs.

WORDS THAT ARB TRUE.
•'These songs are adapted to the needs of soci

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to tho cultured soul 
—Lyman C. Howe.

“This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency.”—Dawning Light.

“The songs and music are of a nature to in
spire those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves.” D. W. Hull.

“There are some things In our personal histo
ry that never fade from memory. One in mine 
has been fresh for titty years. I "enlone night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer, Prof.S.B, Brittan, 
but I have no recollection of a thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, 'What shall be my angel 
name.' The man, the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley,the song, one of his earliest com- • 
positions. —J. S. Loveland.

Longley’s latest book of songs comprises ths 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had In decorated covers for W 
cents; plain, 40 cents. ______

Louis, Mo.
Indiana has produced another freak 

tor the contemplation of the civilized 
and credulous world. This freak is two 
acres in extent and is found in Kosci
usko county, in the outskirts of the 
town of Silver Lake. Geologist Blatch- 
ley was told some time ago of strange 
doings at Silver Lake. A meadow 
where the grass crackled under the 
feet; where the ground imparted mag
netism to*steel;  where the turning of 
the mould caused sickness, to some and 
gave strength apd vigor to others, was 
the subject of uncanny tales, »C.ery ."“a”;’,,.,-Assocta-
Blatchley scratched his official head%ed by the Toronto Spiritualist Associa 
and wondered. The stories continued tion/being the 
to come, and took shapes much more calyert and Mr, F. C; Wilson as mim 
tangible than can be assumed by the ters and teachers 4of .the splrituaLphil

•> , ---- nsonhv. Mrs. Calvert is a resident or
Toronto, and has been an earnest and 
active worker in the ¡cause of Spiritual
ism tor several years. She is a lady of 
marked-individuality ¡and has many ac
complishments, P°B^slns aB“®h1B°well

Mrs CMvert atbrlUiant and usetul ca- S’in the workfof spreading truth and 
dispelling error/and most heartily rec
ommend her tollsocieties. desiring the 
Bwvices of an energetic worker and ac- 

lecturer. It She leaves here 
to^Los Angeles,' California early in Jan- 
Sy for the bejieilt bf her heMth, and 
will remain there several months. Mr. 
F C. Wilson is a'diligent worker of long 
standing in the cause in Toronto. He 
is sunerlntendent of the lyceum, and 
takes a deep Interest In imparting truth 
to the young. He 1b well posted in scl- 
Anfiflc matters; Is hn entertaining and 
rnnahlelecturer, a splendid debater and a S^il iogical reasoner. We expect 
Mr Wiffion to eventually occupy a 
OTominent place In: Spiritualist c, ranks. 
Anm-onrlate addresses were delivered bi n? B; £ Austin, Mrs. Kate R. Stiles 
and others. Th? association feels en
couraged by tlie jirogress being made 
In the good work in Toronto. MrB. 
Stiles serves the Hamilton, Ont., Spir
itualist Society during -January, and

speaker dwelt at length on the mistake 
of sending the murderer from the gal
lows to the realm of eternal bliss with 
bouquets, prayers and the cross In his 
hands while his victim is condemned to 
darkness, and said if justice reigned, 
the murderer would be compelled by 
law to work out his salvation alone 
without the aid of priest or preacher. 
Mr. Moore holds the doctrine of forgive
ness as pernicious and one that makes 
easy the path' of the wrong-doer and 
should be relegated to the past with 
that other nightmare of rewards tor 
right doing, and everlasting punishment 
for wrong-doing. The lecture was one 
of logical reasoning and eloquence, and 
it is to be regretted that the Spiritual
ists of this city cannot retain this 
young man ■ indefinitely. Rochester 
Daily Republican. -

An extraordinary story comes from 
Penrhyn, in Wales, Eng.: The wife of a 
quarryman ■ was bathing her 2-month- 
old babe, when she was thunderstruck 
to hear the cliild say plainly In Welsh, 
"Next year will be a terrible year, 
mother.” The mother rushed in ter
ror to the »next door and told what she 
had heard to a neighbor, who ran imme
diately back, picked up the infant, and 
os she -soothed and caresffed it, coax- 
ingly asked it if jt had told its mother 
that next year would be a terrible 
year? To her astonishment, the child

lead to a higher standard of spiritism.” 
Geo. B. Moore writes: “We have been 

having some good meetings here at 
Fort Scott, Kansas. We'meet at the 
WOW. hall Thursday and Sunday 
nights and tho big halLhas been filled 
to overflowing lately. Since Mrs. Bled
soe organized our society we have been 
getting In some new mediums and . Be- 
Suring new lecturers and mediums. Wo

Secretary writes: The ^yde Park 
Occult Society was especially fay?r®^ 
on Dec. 20, with a lecture by Mrs. Caro
line Catlin, subject, ‘Is there any real 
conflict between Spiritualism and the 
teachings of the Bible. To say it was 
fine Is putting it mildly. Any one who
can handle a subject as she did hers,, 
should be put to the front where she 
would be sure to stay. On January 3, 
Dr H A. Cross will deliver his lecture, 
•Life Here arid Hereafter.' Evmybody 
welcome. Services every Sunday 
Tv« at 7:45. 323 East 55ta street, 
Jackson.Park car." •

N A. St. Clair writes from Toronto, 
„nada: “On Saturday night, Dec. 19, 
ery Interesting services were conduct-

correspondent’s smoke-borne dream. 
Mt. Blatchley sent an assistant to ver
ify the rumors. R. À. McDaniels, who 
delights in meddling in the progress of 
snakes, bugs and creeping things, went 
forth to study the crackling grass and 
to feel the shocks arising from the mag
netic two acres. He found the current 
patch, and reported unofficially, that 
the stories told by the'wondering and 
alarmed natives wefe no bigger than

G R Reed writes from Arizona: "I 
cannot do without The Progressive 
Thinker. I am greatly interested in 
the discussion of The Great Psycholog
ical Crime. I commenced reading the 
Symposium prejudiced against the 
book, which I had never read, but I had

and wide, and the two women 
been cross-questioned without shaking 
their story. At Penrhyn, - where the 
people are rather primitive and relig
ious, there is much foreboding.

E. McMerrlck writes from North Ton
awanda, N. Y.t “We havejn.the twtf 
towns of Tonawanda and North Tona
wanda about 20,000 population. Why 
1b it not a good field for a good phe- 
’nomcnal medium, for I believe tho phe-

God, to think of a Creator who pos- , 
sesses all power, and whose goodness is 
boundless, so creating the human soul, 
that it must sin through Ignorance, to 
a great extent in the pilgrimage 
through human life, and then punishing 
such sin, is beyond the power of those 
who believe in justice, and who are en
dowed with a reasonable amount of
Sywhen on earth my whole being re
volted at the teachings of the Christian 
church, in regard to the soul and the 
hereafter. I made war upon those mon
strous teachings when in earth life, and 
I am making war upon them here. 
Such notions on earth, are cruel relics 
of barbarism. They are the echoes of 
a savage and truculent primordial age. 
They are becoming less and less pro
nounced ais the world advances In civil
ization: and will, one of these glorious 
eras tor humanity, be remembered as 
one remembers the hideous nightmare.

•The human family is advancing. Its 
vanguard has already reached that 
nlace, where the correct view of God. 
and the universe is obtained. The 
grand Spiritualistic. philosophy has 
found a permanent abiding place on 
earth, and it will never desert its post. 
Slowly, surely, gloriously its hopeful 
and truthful teachings will take hold 
of the hearts and consciences of man,

three Journeys Around the Worfó
• —OB“\ ’ ■

¿¿avels in the Fjaplflo Iblaotu, 
Now Zealand, Australia, Coylon, toála, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, 
Km., m; D.. Ph. D; I In this splondld largo book Dr.' Peebles has concentrated a vast 
amount of valuable information. It isoxcced- 
Imtly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual- 
Isn/ao he found It everywhere In his travels 
roCblvos' duo attention, making tho book of 
spacial value and interest to Spiritualists.^ 4M 
largo pages, finely bound, at tho price of »1.50.

Solid Gold Only

Spiritualist 
Badges, 

IN

Silfm Watch Clum. „ „
PB1OKS:—Badue Bln, »1.60: Lapol Button,|1.W|

Sunflower Brooch, »4.00; Maltcao Charm. 15.00, 
Maltese Pendant, »5.00. This jowo »Sg
er recommend than to say it Is the SUNh LOWER 
BADGE, tho adopted emblem of Spiritualism. Aa 
tho Sunflower turns Its face towards the sun. so 
Spiritualism turns the faces of humanity from 
darkness and superstition towards tho Sunlight 
of Truth and Profrrcsslon. These beautiful em
blems arc for sale at this office.________________ _
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This department te under tho man
agement of ,

V Hudson Tuttle,
Addies» him at Berlin, Heights«, Ohio.

&

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
bate culled forth such a host of re
spondents, that io give all equal hear
ing compels the answers io lie made In 
tho most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps Hiierlllced to .this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to.be pnitt- 
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things Is to be dep
recated. Correspondents', often weary 
with Waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters ot In
Quiry. The supply of matter Is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
ami hence there Is unavoidable delay, 
«-■very one has to wait Ills time and 
Place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. !

NOTICE.—No attention .will be given 
onpnymous letters. Full name and ad- 
nress must bo given, or the letters will

oe read. If the request be made, 
«ne name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while 1 freely give what
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

with' a doable meaning, one for the con
servative and one for the radical por
tion of thch audleneo—piouding they 
a>e well enough versed in allegory to 
make any meaning out of it. They 
would make frequent references to the 
Holy Bible, as if the} deemed it intalll- 
ble, when they well enough knew that a 
truth uttered by Tom Thumb is just as 
true as though utteied by Moses I do 
not know but they would robe it in a, 
creed and I- ; ,1 ;aus and a croiT 
around its into appear “iexpectable,” 
and excuse themselves by saying "such 
tilings mean nothing, and if they please 
people, let .them enjoy them.”

' We want nothing to do with that 
which-is meaningless... The demands of 
usefulness are enough .to engross our 
mindsi-witliQut pur, giving our attention 
to‘mei'pjTpHns.: ’. Ours is a practical re
ligion; its genius may be eccentric, In
as much as it does not apo the forms 
arid 'ceremonies Of the past.

Possibly by catering to opinions and

THE PATHS WE TRAVEL,
Or, Seek We Not the Same Goal?

A letter came to zno one day :
From a friend I loved, who was far 

away.
We differed widely in our religious 

views, . . ' . ... ...
And, it seemed to me that this dlffer- 

ence grew.
As the years pased by we drifted far- 

tlior apart, .... .
Till a sad regret crept into, my heart, 
And it appeared to me that the barrier 

so wide " ' '
Would forever our lives divide.
As I read the letter t held in my hand,- 
These words met my eyes from the

page I scanned: , , ,
“What good thing have you Or will 

have, _ /
That I do not or wijl ¿ot. also have?” 
Like handa that clasp over '¿ij open 

■ grave, .. ■ .? •
These words, for me.hwept tlie1 barriers 
. .awfty- X'

t

M

O. Barnett: Q. Please show the con
sistency of the Universal Intelligence 
working malformations in the animal 
and other kingdoms?

A. The question rises In a mind 
which is shadowed by the old concep
tion of God and Nature; of an all-wise 
creator, in whose work there must be 
perfect consistency, harmony and jus
tice. Constantly we see, on every hand, 
the failure of this ideal. The purposes 
of. the Good God miscarry, and fall. The 
result is often disastrous and is called 
evil. With our minds clouded by pre
conceived ideas the universe becomes 
a mystery, and if we follow in that.di
rection its perplexities can never he 
made clear.

The creative or evolving forces are 
constantly active and their Jesuits de
pend on an infinitude of conditions. 
They, when unobstructed, move In de
termined lines which are called laws. 
When they meet with obstructions," 
their course may be changed, and what 
should be beautiful formations become 
“malformations." The sting of a fly 
produces a gall on the oak leaf. The 
processes of growth are the same, their 
direction has been changed. The.em
bryo which has the possibilities of hu
man perfection, may become a mon- 
etrosity, because of nerve-shock, or fail
ure of nourishment. The energies of 
growth are blind as to results. The tis-
aue-creating vitality apparent in a can
cer, are as active as in the formation of 
normal cellular structure. It is even 
greater, as though it would atone for 
false product, by greater quantity. The 
apple is a product of vital forces, and 
the worm at its heart, aborting Its per
fection is another product of the same 
forces. Thus in all nature, there is no
where.visible an all-discerning, intelli-
genes with, plans which infallibly reach 
th^fujaidB, There are. millions of fall- 

ki’Xo.óne.sucfteiss.Thèrójsno som*  
- peKsationTor thè ones-who fall. Thore-

F

■ is no-Jnstice visible in the action and re
action ot the elements or forces. Jus
tice, right, intelligence as comprehend*  
ed by man, are entirely ideas which ex- 
1st in his mind alone. When he applies 
thought as manifest by him to the pro
cess of' the universe, and thinks it is 
governed as he would govern It were he 
possessed of omnipotent power and un
derstanding, he finds himself lost In a 

. mysterious confusion of contradictions.

Seeker: Q. Can you give the names 
; of the spiritual papers published In for

eign countries?
. A. In England there Is published 

Light, weekly, London; The Two 
Worlds, Manchester, weekly; The Spir
itual Review, monthly, and The Lyce>- 
um, for the Children's Progressive Ly
ceum, London.

In. other countries there is published, 
Weekblad, Hague, Holland; Journal du 
Magnetlsme, Paris, France; La Monde 
OccuIte.xParis, France; Review Sclen- 
tlflque et Morale du. Spiritisms, Paris, 
France; Mediumship, Monthly Review, 
Rome, Italy; Revlsta Esplrita, monthly, 

- Porto Alegro, Brazil; Reforador, Rio 
Janeiro; Luce e Ombra, Milan, Italy; 
Dzewey Lucia, Warsaw, Poland; Zeit
schrift fur Spiritismus, weekly, Leipsic, 

J1 Germany, Revue d’ Etures Psychlque, 
monthly; Paris, France; Constantia, 
Buehos Ayres; La Revolution, Barce- 
Iona, Spain; Luz y Union, Barcelona; 
Le Messenger, Liege, Belgium; La Pro
gress Spirits, -—, Francs; La Nuova 
Parola, Roms, Italy, and Harbingsr of 
Light, Melbourne, Australia.

appaarences, Spiritualism might draw 
intoyits ranks more aristocracy and 
wealth, arid thus gain "position," but 
why should,dt çaro to do this? Truth. .. .
is not often, found,with the crowd. Its) And thé thought cami? quicklylo" my 
cross aud oriflamme of victory has been mind, i » ; ?
helAaloft-by tlie scorned and the von- “Sure, what good tti'ing, 'have'-'I," my 
«wished. The shouting crowd, - in all I friend may not alsp"find?” ' -'I 
ages, has been beguiled by falsehood. I When from our prisoris of flesh we are 
The great reformers have bee° eontent freed, ; ' ' ■■ - ■
with .their 'Immortal inspirations, and .No thought will be given to thèflê 'earth- 
measured not their success by the ly creeds. ■’ <
praise of those in high places. ■■ , . ... ,

The religion which makes this life a 1 °»O8®dJiBon thlp.theme,
“vale of tears;" instead of a joy in its r e 6 mo 0118 vision or dre.am: 
living, as it was Intended to be; which \ S^emfd my,quiet home,.. ; 
makes heaven dependent on dogmatic Itwilled’1 w“ .ireta to. roam,
belief, forms and observances, Is just n.arrow .cou?tryJane’
what Spiritualism came to change. The Thr tW<> 6tul’d$- 1Arioei'fl
aristocracy which tramples the poor in ti slowly camo- . r ■ ' ■
the dust, and dwarfs their souls that It Jn an earnest dis-
SMlsmwould’VefomfnTt w^V’eMd ¿“‘’»ttînri”’?8 WW<^ firEt attracte(1 “y 
ualjsm'pkk tte pMketsnof thTqhRdren | ^^rgwd^e^n'ld6r eyWent'

lofty etXX&\;b?Staable ‘ * b‘S

^ut^ wrong path you’re gA

ZSw thls well-beaten road,
If we would A»™ 113 adl\ereo‘3- Which for ages before us, our fathers 
xi wo would have a great and glorious have trod .

cause, to mark and make an era In the And there is no ouestlon hut ’tis the history of the' world, which Is-the high Onlv wav questlon but UB tha 
MtPOTlVb^hA^fe»nfdr£e8X ‘JT*  m,us‘ That wU1 sor’ely laod 08 10 the Golden 
not only be belief and knowledge, but citv " x
zeal- and devotion. Tho- reform must ' 
begin with each one who claims to be a -lo,l° impatiently shrugged his shoulder, 
receiver ot its teachings. Every Ignoble ditching his pantaloons an inch or 
person who professes belief in any two higher, '
cause, brings that cause into disgrace Answered the deacon with a scornful 
as he 1b selfish and ignoble. ■ It is the drawl: . ■ ■ , ■
magnanimity of aim and endeavor of ad- “Wall, I guess you'll never see them 
herents that gives character to the golden walls.
cause they advocate and compels re You'll travel long and travel far, 
spect from even i|s enemies. ■ H ’tis that old path you’re going to 

We are constantly reminded to “try .ioller-
the spirits,” whether they be good or Now th® read I take is a leetle wider, 
evil, We may try them in a way not in INot 30 har<1 antl a great deal smoother, 
the meaning of this advice—their love I A“’1 thoy 88 ou8ht to know, dew *ay,  
and patience, and watchful care—and That a fell?r cao,t °odow miss the 
before we arrogate to try-them, should I way.” 
we not spiritualize ourseives and there They had reached the end of their ar
by become somewhat equal to the task? gument,

Spiritualism has not for its purpose I Ao<1 £ace to faco they Pau8ed a moment, 
to materialize spirits, but to spiritualize ‘’We mu8t part here>” the elder said> 
man. If ho reaches upward to the great Jolln slmPty answered, "Good-bye, dad.” 
ogyMbu”'comm^dBtho attenTion^nd^- ®ach.®a8®>’ty 8®®«°g this Gold®0 Gate, 
miration of the linking world by Pato WWB

■------- - --------------------- 11 followed after this father and boa
What Is Your Key Note? I eac11 ln hls choseo Path walked-on, 

Tn tn» n-stin— jm. 7 ». And 08011 was 30 c®rtain the other was
to the Editor:—Through my recent wrong, 

nibSi*  fn«iy Thk»ytkOte °1? oi Tbat he supposed he was walking; alone,
ni1 out t?e socrBtÏBut all the while, strange to flay,
iawMnfnlffiMfv0I) nhy‘ K»I îote the 100111 'f,ero going the very same way. ’ 

?a !?' J’01-80?3 that ?-re co°" Ttie separate paths they spoke of, lay 
structed In the same key note, their Bide by Bide,

, The distance between them was not an I nave made experiments with, this inch wide, ............... .
way-Aand.- na-^-beerfIBut;<ft’s exteht might have been aten; 

convinced, to my entire ^satisfaction; I- ' thousand-miles, ' . , .
?y 10,8 3Vst®m> thought transfer: For all that passed between them of 

ence la possible. 1 know that your paper words or smiles, 
is open to give any practical scien- -
tifle creation a fair showing, hence I The first and eldest speaker thoughtr 
seek your aid in giving this truth to the “Poor boy, 
world. I want you to procure, through He will never reach that city of Joy. 
the columns of your paper, some highly 11 would have kept him with me if J 
intelligent men to promote this expert- could, • " ' ,
ment to explain the principle in detail And made him follow the paths he 
in relation to the law of applied tone or should. •
thought transference. The following It grieves me much that we ne'er shall' 
article will give full instructions how to meet, 
proceed in getting favorable results, so But many there are who shall not walk 
that persona that feel Interested in this the golden streets.” 
subject may have a better understand- John thought, with a touch of scorn, 
Ing of this project. I “Such plg-headedness I have never seen

In the first place those that want to since I was born.
Investigate my system of thought com- I would have liked to see the old fellow 
munication must determine their key I dwell In clover, 
note by going to a musical instrument But now, of course, that is all over, 
and by speaking in their natural tone Ot He has gone way off his beat, 
voice find the key that chords with And we never again shall meet." 
their speech, then they must discover So they trudged on side by side, 
the pitch. The range of pitch, of all While I left their narrow paths 
person’s voices is designated in two bo those more wide. '

for
taves, above and below middle C.
There are only twelve tones' in that The next 1 sought was a flowery dell, 
measure that relate to all creatures. A b°Y “d E,rl stood by an' old-fash-

The conditions to be complied with ioned well.
in order to accomplish good results are In the S11-1’8 dark ey®8 gleamed a flash 
these: We must become passive by va- of light,
eating the mind from all thought; the As she Bald with passionate earnest 
persons that operate must be construct- oess> "Ite!1 y°°, I««° rfSht, 
ed in the same key note and the same 1 know the road you will choose to-mor-.

These magazines and weekly papers .tooe 10.. J,ou¿ . 8110 send the mes-
have editorial writers of splendid abiü a11 tae iorc® °1 Y°ur mental
ity, and are constantly publishing brill- ‘

pitch in order to complete a perfect TOW,
chord vibration; they must be given up wnl oolY take rou to death and sorrow; 
wholly to this one object; their ’T18 narrow and winding and leads 
thoughts must be directed to the com- through dark woods, 
municant; the communicant must be in it blooms nothing fair or good, 
a passive state, then you must think the You w111 crF for water and starve for 
tone in your mind and send the mes- bread,

.............. . But the golden streets of the cLty you 
seek, •

fe-

J

A
't-

iant contributions in every department 
of Psychic Science. They abound with 

. well observed facts, and descriptions of 
\ phenomena, and philosophical and scl-

■ entitle discussion. Translations from
them would be highly Interesting and 
instructive to American readers of Spir- 

J’g-i^listic literature 
both to ~~
own sDitfvative Spiritualist: Q. Is it

TliP \ for the growth of the cause, 
as CO0s\iritualism respectable, rath- 

31 °t bett tolosely maintain that which 
er^eTShtî
va T*»  tr^iñ6 ever 6rew "respectable” 

or ; thins /jJníiig/roc 's;ht. To promul- 
c 4. fllizzatif m tlK7 error is tbe 

ts' surety ls un- ïSlitMhp^Wct to places for- tBem- 
/' selves, t/iSiZh toeXP Yends are so 

uncomfortably 8OestlA ’s t. it, and 
1 think It devolves on then,Atgfve it rank 

\ end position; to beglld, bejewel arid be
I I dlzzen it to make it presentable" to the 

) religions of the past. "It must," sáy 
they, “not fear to appear a little like or
thodoxy, although at heart it may . be 

1 quite different; its garb must be sorne- 
‘ thing after the old style, or else people 
I will be frightened away from all connec- 
( tion with it and thus be shut out from 

the benefits it might give them.”
They would pray verbally at thé be-

»J

ginning of every lecture to an imagina--,'I u„uu..,
iflhnaln?mitLDwi>^a11 ti'Oinlll<5aCaI Practlchl handbook of reference,

H J? *® 8 t?01}'’ that i tslning definitions of every used eleo- 
would please Catholic or Protestant, j trlcal tonn or phrase. Price 25,ecnts. 

A Wau^nHaTJiift

When we come to investigate ths IYou will never tread.” 
other systems of communication such I™.  _____ . . ,x. ’ ,
as the telgraph, telephone and Marconi- To® hoy gazed upon her with a sad- 
gram, we discover that they are only Iaeoe<1 IaC0’ -....... . .
systems of tone transference, but con-1 1 a“ Bure you we wro°S. my dearest 
ductors are used such as sensitive m. Gr?
plates, batteries and wires, these are “hough the path does pass through the 
only tracks to perfect accord, as in elo-1 dai’lc®0®d w°°d.
cution w® raise and lower the voice to T 3 ,°°*.  always the sunniest path*  that, 
make our. sentences more impressive. ]eaa t0 good, •

There are -twelve distinct key notes Pat as J™ "111 °°t 8® my <
and pitches. Each one of these repre- 1 have nothing more that. Bean:;say,.,i • 
sents an element of an affinity. A per-1, mus;1 , e your sUABt-road,; 
son constructed in a higher key of the 1 ca£ ?n,!y leave you-lo3the.band»¡of. 
same .tone, cannot render a perfect God- t; .
symiiathetip vibration, hence wp must I followed the boy In the path' tie "trod, 
have, a, .perfect .chord .to get .good re- He was earnest and true1and,reiffid-on A 
suits. . ... _ God. ' " v:

Any^e w-son s that .feel Interested in He patiently climbed the roclcy Weeps, 
thlsjte spiq of communication, if you And his facebore a look-that wari brave 
nnup- Mecone that their natural tono is I and sweet,*"  
.comss Ia the Key of D below mid- But strange to say, not far away, : -'

P a Uppomt an hour that the Was the path the ;glrl had tateri- that 
j1 can tako placet I re-1 very day, ' :

<1,°t?&if?i'f®Y,note because I am con- And the dancing sunbeams that made It 
etructed.ln-that tone and pitch, as I can bright, •• > ’ ■ >
instruct you so, that we can get perfect Also shed on the boy the same glad 
communications, and have tho condi- light, - ,!? <
tlons rigiit. to put it on a practical ba- While the welcome shad© of the forest 
sis. All communications to be pub- trees, • 
Jishcd in your paper. For Information For her, softened the Beat of the sun’s 
concerning this project address fierce rays. • . ■ , ■ ■ •

.onv FRANCIS SCHLATTER, But they who walked so near together, 

.Roy, Ill. The Healer. Were thinking the while, they had lost
„„ ' each other forever. <
Handy Electrical Dictionary." A .

’ con-11 left them for a city street, ,
And again it was two men my gaze did 

meet; . , . ■■ ■

I ‘ V ASPHODEL BLdOMS,” by Emma Rood Tuttle. 
y the Quickj and the Dead. An Exquisite 

Price Postpaid. Address, Hudson 
/ W'Wk, Publisher, Ber/liq Heights. Ohio.
\ ' ■

They were pacing slow upon the pave
ment, . . ■ ■ . ■ .

And seemed engrossed In some disa
greement. ■. . ........ ■ .

Lwondered, half wearily, "Can It be,- 
That no two minds will o’er agree?" > 
Both were broad-minded, aa tho term 

goes,
But the youngest one was a little more 

so.. — ... ■ ■ . • ... .1 . ■ . .
Both were strong and richly dad,
But one face glowed with a look that 

was glad, J
While tho other was shadowed by an 

expression sad. ’

The eldest ruined wjjh ^Ts sprrpwful 

'My fiiend. it you will, y&u must gc 
your ways,

I have labored long to moire ypu under 
stand, ■ . u : ■ -C . • .

Tiiat the road 1 take. i«:br&Scd and grand, 
Though the way soiimtimms may bo a 

little hilly, .- iaii vn '
Yet it surely leads fito that Golden 

City.” • isj .. - t ■ ? .
The other answered) v/lih a laugh, 

hearty and free,ed ar
“For the life of me, Allan,'® cannot see 
Why you cannotJuntuas >well go with 

me. . , , ;;;.X1 (•:
The road I travel is ®id beautiful, 
And if together, .we etinltj ba sociable, 
But it is all just as jeQp .sgxt ■ 
Farewell, till wo jpeet ppmpother day.” 
Upon each : other they, turned their 

backs, . , -• ; ..
And. both entered , uppn . -divergent 

tracks, ...,jc j ■ ■ ■
Much'surprised at'thte Sfrangewislon, 
Of human beings who think they travel 
, in different directions, : ;
In order to rOach1 a far-famed 'land, 
Where' all is peaceful, glorious and 

. Brand/■. ’• *- ■ ■ * .■i?«*' ' *• j • —
I lingered awhllei- in ’ the regions ot 
' space,- - ■ . < ? - •-: ■> ... ■
And followed each'traveler as they 
i sought this place, ■ *..  -- - 
4°d -win you believe that; the truth I 

state, . <. l .
Every one of them came to its-entrance

g&t.6.' ■. ' y? ‘
The farmer young and the farmer old, 
Were glaijl to meetiri mir City of Gold, 
And John Said as he grasped" the old 

man’s hand, " : .
“Wall, I swan, we haVeboth reached 

this blessed labd,’” ' . '
The boy and the girl'ail in.gdod time, 
Greeted .each other iff this happy dime, 
And thé boy gald,.as .iliélr.'eyes met, 
“If we had only knowri,1 we could have 

traveled together^ pet.”
The men who parted in the distant 

town,
Were again united on the long-sought 

ground. . . .
The one with the frank, and winsome 

smile,
Said, “Allan, I have waited quite a 

while,
But I knew, though you went a different 

way, . . ■ . -
I was sure to meet you here some day, 
For no maiter what reads they travel 

through, a-1,- - » ■ • •a i ,
No soul who is honest, kind, and true, 
Can fail to find at.hlajourney’s end, 
His hope’s fiUl kpitiOAiP this beautiful 

land." ,n; .
I could stay no long# In this home of 

the blest, “ •>
For I must enter flgain the world’s un

rest, '
But I had learned a grtat lesson, 
Which was worth a gbOd fortune:
The importance we place on our differ

ent opinions, l(!|.
Mostly exists in our Imaginations. . 
We are all seeking the very same good, 
But we each persist'in traveling our 

own road, '■ <
And after all is said Aha ddjie,
The eagerly sought good iri'ay by each 

be won. 7111 *>»
It is better far to advAnce Wch other’s 

happiness, fl-' ■ ■
Than to bb foolishly Wfaliglftig over our 

differences. 1'«•
.. PEARL B. SrQDDARD. 

Poptlac, Mich.
■ '  .n • ..Tii

' PASSED TO SBIRITki-lFE.

[Obituaries to the oxtcuLiot ten lines; 
pnly will be Inserted tree -All-In exCes*  
of ten Unes will .be chargedint tlie rate 
of fifteen "cents porJtah. sflboab seven. 

’Wbrdfl^otibfitute-onejiine.le o-rr-i: >*?•
li ¡t:\ ■■ ¿.y-

1 Passed to spirit life,’-Mm. Dwight 
Rathbun, at her home in Ceylon, Ohio, 
Bed. . Id. The funeral services were at 
the church, Hudson Tuttle officiating.

. A Valuable Work.
Concqntratlon, Mediation and Inspira

tion. How to develop, these desirable 
gifts according to the' Most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. Bv 
iuauraG. Flxen. ■

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior Inspiration.

Sent complete for 50 cents.

THE BIBLE AS REGARDED BY JOHN 
E. REM8BURQ.

In this book there are Eleven Chap
ters on the Authenticity of the Bible- 
Thirteen on the Credibility of the Bible- 
Ten on the Morality of the Bible, with 
an Appendix of Unanswerable Arou- 
ments Against the Divine Origin and In 
favor of the Human Origin of the Bible 
Twenty-six pages of Index, enabling the 
reader to refer in an Instant to any au
thority quoted or argument used by the 
author.

Tho tiles of the chapters in detail are 
Sacred Books ot the World, The Chris’, 
tian Bible, Formation of the Canon Dif
ferent Versions of the,.Bible, Author
ship and Dates, The Pentateuch The 
Prophets, The Hagloegrapha, The Four 
Gospels; Acts, Catholic .Epistles and 
Revelation; Pauline Epistles, Textual 
Errors, Two Cosmogonies of GeneMn 
The Patriarchal Age, Th,e Jewish Kings 
Inspired Numbers, When Did Jehosai 
phat Die? Harmony of tbs Gospels Paul 
and the Apostles, The Bible and. His
tory, The Bffile and Science, Prophe
cies, Mira^Jg» The Bible' God, Tlie 
Bible Not a Moral Guide,.'Lying, Cheat-' 
Ing, Stealing, Murder;',' i.War, ■ '• Human 
Sacrifices, Cannibalism, Witchcraft 
Slavery, Polygamy,; Adultery, Obscfeiv 
ity, Intemperance, VagriinCy,Ignorance ■ 
Injustice to ■-Worn'en; i Unizindnesa^-to 
Children, Cruelty to AntaalS, Tyranny 
Intolerance, CondusiwApBendix. ? ’

The book makes botig flaB. hundred 
pages, and is printed.rhan^somely on 
heavy paper, with wide margins. Price 
91-25. ao a.

.. ■■ . ------- -——. - .'id . j;;:—_ ...
''After Her Death. ¿Thsn.'Story 

Summer.” By Llliafe Whiting, 
mind that loves splrltukl'.th»ught 
fail to be fed and daitglitefi with 
book. ■ Beautiful splrltafiil.'tMught, com
bining advanced Ideaaionitho finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the,mind onward intolthe purer atmos
phere of exalted ‘BpirltuaWtruth. A 
book for the_higlior life? )£or sale at 
this office., Price, cloth, :

“Spiritual Fire Orachere, Blblo Chest
nuts and Political PlB-.Poluis.” By J. 
S, Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
70 pages of racy reading.; Price 25 
cents. For sale at the office of The 
yrosresslve Thinker. ,

“Right Generation the Key ’to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth,7 By
Ilr.-M-.0. Conger.. An.Appeal.to reason 
and mans highest aspirations. A plea 
for Justice and equality, m all the rela
™ £ “L11 and women,

c®0181 .leatherette; 50 cents, 
. “The Spiritual Signlflc^ce; or, Death 

ek an Event in Life.” Ry X-iHari Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting's most sug. 
gestive, intensely"jritoroBtlng. spiritual 
books. It is liidcn wlth!Hch, thought- 
ftil splrituahty. For sale at this office.

of a 
No 

can
this

“Mèatlesn Dishetä,” \voCT ueefta. 
rida 1Û cents. - :1 * toh * j^riöö 10 cents.

’ì

TWO LIVING GODS.
Besides a Multitude of Dead Ones,

Yes, I, too, have got, Ore ecclesla- 
phobiu tenbly, ana have had it for a 
ong timo, until "it has become chronic 

and deep-seated; and I did not know 
n th.e tTOubl° with “o 00111 

j-ame to the rescue and dlag- 
teease as a peculiar species 

n I?3’ prevalent among "Spiritual
ists. Now this disease was caused by 
the use of a compound of common sense 
and reason working together, and im
pregnating the mind to that extent that 
it utterly ignores the use of Rev, D. D 

reAison' Wbl0' thQ atonement, 
foieordlnatlon, predestination, infinite 
intelligence, devil, hell and all such 

.. , If. 63 tbat emanate from tlie orthodox liturgy, and to 
ft!.! aucll,wthodox habiliments is 

a sure sign of having.tho “rabies,” and 
how to get rid of this mania is a conun
drum, as the paUent’s'.mind is not in a 
coedition to undergo an operation in 
favor of old idolatrous prefixes and add 
urem to the fair name of our accepted 
pause of Spiritualism, and all Glose 
Spiritualists that üilúk that they con 

. undergo the operation and survive^ had 
better call upon-the tocks and moun-' 
lalns to'fafi on theffi and hide them 
“°'!1 face Of all true arid unadulter
ated Spiritualists ■
: Those that peruse the pages of The 
Progressive Thinker can readily dls- 
nnoa inakthGíé b a v.6ry bW1[1°K differ- 
f.nce ln ^e view and opinions even of

c? ,JLst ‘J’fitributors on the subject 
its habiliments.

Phis is tfie direct result of a higher 
degree of unfoldment of the senses, the 
education of the mind, brought about 
by the higher order of Intelligence com- 
2a™2a. ngj 11)roush the medlumisUc 
element and the eniightenlng columns of 
The Progresivo Thinker. As people 
advance in knowledge their minds be
come more active and Susceptible of 
facts, and they become more self-reli
ant, more independent and more out? 
spoken in their conviction, and this is 
more than would be expected from a so
ciety tha.t was filled with so many fol
lowers of different elements and ideas, 
and all claiming to be Spiritualists, yet 
having but on abbreviated code of prin
ciples as an organization by which to 
be governed.

Many of these contributors to the col
umns of The Progressive Thinker and 
some of the speaker» in the Spiritual 
ranks, also, make a very free and pro
nounced use of the word "God” in their 
articles and speeches. Now, these 
writers and speakers are supposed to be 
people of superior talent and controlled 
by a high order of spirit intelligence, 
and present their articles and speeches 
as they understand them, using such 
words, language and phrases as suit 
their purpose best, and quoting from 
various writers to Introduce outside 
evidence to substantiate their points of 
argument, and no doubt have full faith 
in what they write and speak, as being 
correct and indisputable,, and os such 
are Supposed to bo well Informed and 
would not use language or quote sen
tences that would be objectionable to 
the cause they represent or its follow
ers. Knowing full well that it is for 
the public eye and for the publlo ear. 
But their writings and speeches are sub
ject to public scrutiny and public criti
cism.

G0*1 N°- i- Now, the orthodox hold 
that theirs is the only true and divine 

, God, that he is a superior being, having 
always existed and that he created the 
heavens and the earth, and "all" things

B'x llaya a0(1 pronounced it 
.gcMyurid that he measured th# waters 
tai the “hoirdw” 'of bls hamlTind meas
ured heaven with a span, and the earth 
with a measure and weighed the moun
tains in scales, and the hills in a bal
ance, and that he rested from all hfs 
work on the seventh day, and that he 
rules the universe by his will and the 
might of his power, and that he is a 
vory' jealous God, not allowing anv 
cither god to exist.

; God No. 2—Many of the writers for 
The Progressive Thinker use the sen
tence, “The God of Nature.” Nok, who 
or what or where is this god of na- 
™r6J Does such a god exist or is it a 
myth of the imagination. . If the unl-
verse was created by tne orthodox God 
it must be him, but if it always existed, 
as many of us Spfrtuahsts believe, It 
was not created at all, consequently no 
orthodox God or God of Nature about 
it. But If our Spiritual friends mean 
that Nature is god, they should say so 
and make a definite point that all can 
understand.

The expression, carries with it the 
belief in some kind of supreme ruler, 
while there is no visible proof that 
there is any such being in existence, 
only a vague imaginary theory of the 
mind that perhaps such may be the 
case. Yet it is very Important for the 
welfare and prosperity and stability of 
the Spiritual fraternity that they more 
particularly define what kind of a god 
they believe In, if any god at all. The 
idea of believing in an infinite intelli
gence is very indefinite, pure imagina
tion and no god at all, as ¡Intelligence 
cannot exist outside of an organized 
body of material substance. But if of 
any value at all, it must be one of the 
attributes of the orthodoz God, which 
infinite intelligence I for one entirely 
repudiate, while many Spiritualists 
cling to the belief from their early im
pressions. 0. P. MITCHELL.

Moline, III.

_ "Religious and Theological Work*  of 
Thomas Paine, ’ Contains his celebrated 
"Age of Reason,” and a n-mber of let< 
ters and discourses on religious and the- 
«logical subjects. Cloth binding, 480 
pages. Price.$1.. For Bale at this office. 

, ■ "Uosmian Jiymn Book.? A collection 
of original and relected hymns, for Ub- 
oral and e.t£iica(, .socjetleu, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This .volume medfs a public 
want. It.qomprMCs 258.cholce selec
tions of poetry and music,’ embodying 
the highest moral- sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price 50 cents.

"Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.” By Newton "N 
Riddell. A most excellent work for ali 
who have the care or training of chil
dren. Price CE cento.

; "Wedding Chimes'," By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A- tasty, beautiful and appro
priato wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage" certificato, 
etc.; ¡with choice matter in poetry and- 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Bpirltuallst and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cants. For sale at this office

“Poems iff EToffreso." By Uz2ie 
Doten. . In this volume, thia peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may bo read In her 
varied moods, “from grava to gay, from 
lively, to sevoro." R Is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
ijplrltuallsts. Tho Volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price ?1.

¡‘Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual life. Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of tho Law.” By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles, of evolution into 
now fields. Cloth 92. For sale at this 
office. ,

The Commandments Analyzed, price । 
2o cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth, 50 
eeats. For sole at thia offie®, 
’ ■ ' v f I i

A Remarkable Doctor Book
RAS JUST BSBN ISSUED, ENTITLED

THE MATURE CURE
x BY PHYSICAL AND MENTAL METHODS, ILLUSTRATED..

A Bridge from the Old.,to the New; the Dawn of a New Day to 
Medical Practice,; A Clear, Short-Cut Treaty 

on the Cause and Cure of Disease, -
1 ■ '

By MARVIN’E, CONGER*,M.D.  
Assisted by ROSA C. CONGER, M, D,

Nature Cure teaches how to heal 
by simple home remedies.

It teaches how Nature cures.
It does not use poisonous drugs.
It does not endorse dangerous egperi- 

meats with the surgeon’s knife. '
It will save money in every home.
It is entirely free from technical 

rubbish.
It teaches how typhoid and other 

fevers may be cured at once.
It teaches how pneumonia, la-grippe, 

diphtheria and other forms of disease 
considered danger*  is, may be cured 
tn twenty-four hour, ■

It is, as a medical book fqr homes, 
The best, and is up-to-date in every 
particular. •

There is no similar book, no medical, 
hygienic or reformatory doctor book 
that compare*  with The Natubr 
Cube.

The light Is turned on to objec
tionable medical mysteries, latin 
preacriptions, dogmatic theoriei and 
daugeroua experiments of the present • 
expensive medical practice, ■

;Every pains has been taken fo 
make the leading points so plain that 
all, young and old, may easily under, 
stand. Condensed facts, short, clean- 

•cat paragraphs arje some of th*  
.attractive features of Thb Natubh 
Curb.

. ,The new and better methods of cur. 
ing the sick and preventing disease, 
have never been so clearly stated in 
plain English for the plain people, u 
in Natukb Curb.

, Otir Definition of fvrediclne.— 
Any method or remedy that will 
remove, alleviate or modify pain and 
restore the sick to normal condition, 
is practical medicine,

Stripped of mystery and decep. 
tion, the study and practice of medl. 
cine can be carried to success in every ' 
Intelligent home. Naturb Curb will 
lead the way to certain success.

The best medical practice is the 
one that will cure in the least time 
with the least risk and expense.

’ Nature Cure is a true exponent of 
the- practice of medicine as defined, 
and stands squarely upon truth" and 
demonstration, rejecting- theories and 
experiments wherever health and life 
are endangered.

? The book contains 375 pages, and 
is finely illustrated; *.he  mechanical 
and artistic work are the very best. 
Bound in fine English cloth, marble 
edges, 82.00; common cloth 81.50.

LIFE. BEYOND DEftTrt
Being a Review of

The World’s Beliefs eo the Subject, a Considera
tion of Present Conditions of Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as o Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions. 

BY MINOT J. SAV^QE, D. D?
8vo. Cloth, 842 Pages.

JAftw * review of; the beUef*  held In holds, m a provisional hypothesis, thak 
the past concerning life beyond death, .continued existence is demonstrate^ 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condl- an^ that there have been at least some 
tlons of belief and considers the agues- X®1! a0th®o“SiHed communication*  
tic reaction- from the extreme "otheP ot.her llfe<worldliness” which it replaced, which low/-contonts ot 010 ’’»lume are a*fak  
Was in turn followed by the Spiritual- ' 
»tie reaction against agnosticism. He 
points out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of Immortality held by the 
churches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and the loosening of 
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as be admits, 
faU short of demonstration. The vol
ume Includes a consideration of the 
work of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
tome of the author’s own personal ex
periences in this Une. Dr. Savage

n,?rLmlilte Ideas—Ethnic Bellefs-Th*  
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul’«ii' . 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life— '• 
Jesus and Immortality—The Othsc 
World and the Middle Ages—Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and the Life 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reactlon-Thr 
Spiritualistic Reactlon-Tbe World s 
Condition and Needs as to Belief In Im
mortality-Probabilities Which Fab 
Short of Demonstration—The Society 
for Psychical Research and the Immor
tal Life—Possible Conditions of Anoth
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Kx> 
periences and Opinions.

BEYOND TH-E V/YIL 

A Sequel to “Rending the Vail.”
The two volumes together as a record 

of practically obtained facts demon
strating the claims ot Modern Spirit
ualism as to post mortal survival, are 
unique and overwhelming.

Every communication is from a full 
materialized spirit form, In good light, 
and either spoken audibly or written In 
full view by the form. There is not an 
automatic or trance message in the 
book.

It is Illustrated by several engravings, 
the originals of which were drawn m 
the presence of the circle by a full form 
materialized spirit artist

BEYOND THE VAIL Is, as a rule*

the experiences of spirits In both world» 
—*helr  own account of their lives on 
earth and their progress after death to 
their present condition of freedom from 
earth conditions. The narratives are In
tensely interesting, instructive and 
Otten highly dramatic.

Coincident with these are the pro
foundly philosophical comments of the 
controlling spirits of the seances. Prof 
William Denton, Thomas Paine, Dr. W*  
H. Reed and others—covering, ¡aw" 
medicine, jurisprudence, theology and 
metaphysics. There are no books In ex
istence of like character or of high«» 
authority. Price, by mall. 11.75. ...

GEUSTI/VL DYNAMICS, 
Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro-Magnetio 

Forces of Nature.

BY THE AÜTHOB OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” “THE LAY« 
GÜAGE OF THE STABS,” ETC.

of Astro-metarhysical study, em. 
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Force. Sickness and Disease. With 
ths only true and really Scientific method of treating the sick successfully.

_Mental Healers, Meta-physic!aha,‘and all who practice the Healing Art 
Divine should give ‘.‘Celestial Dynamics” a thorough and impartial study 
ana thus learn the real cause of their frequent, failures.
7 A$trO"Student can afford to be without this work, if he would under, 
stand the Meta-physics of Astrology. ..

This work was specially prepared for publication to meet the demands of 
a large and very earnest class of people who cannot afford to pay for a regular 
Course^ of. instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who eon afford 
this privilege will find ths-work an invaluable text-book to their studies 
.- \?h^Pnc?is One DoUar Only,, and is within reach of all who seek 
light. For sale at this office. •

fiistory of
GftRISTI/VN RELIGION

' to th® Year 200,
J..., ni.t. „ . ’ . BYCHMILH3V. WATTE, A. M.
riltii Jh'lltioii Âôvi.SOiI, with Mdvit <X1 iiojhu M <i AppoibUt
A standard and reliable hjstory of tba 

earlier period of tho church, giving 
ft fits that aro not fpiind In tho so-inllod 
histories written by chutchmen. This 
latest edition tons been carefully npd 
thoroughly reyUed, and it Is a rellablo 
magazine of facts, such as tho honest 
Inquirer wants. It opens up to. tho In- 
VMtigator and student a wide field of

historical research Iff matter*  of fact 
wliopy Ignored by tho regular: church 
historians, and throws a bright giare ó| 
light .on points heretofore carofullji 
sliroudcd Jn dnrltpass. . ' . -

A large octavo volume of (5B6 page*,  
strongly bound In cloth. Price 52,25, 
For sale at The Progressivo Think« 
office, i j

ihÆfr 'K
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►'V Some Curious Stories of Death Warnings.

H 4.

«

fr.

It is not ancient families of distinc
tion Moue that have their banshees or 
death warnings, though the spec
tral woman beheld in Ireland by 
Lady Fanshawe, with her shrieks and 
flying hair, Is the most popular and 
picturesque,' and, linguistically consid
ered, the only genuine, banshee. Other 
warnings are Inexplicable knockings 
as In the case of the Woodd family, in 
which the phenomena are recorded 
from about 1660 to the present day.

In the writer’s own family, a curious 
creature, “like a cat but not a cat,” has 
been on duty for some seventy years 
at least, but has no tradition attached, 
to it, and has only been seen by women 
of the kin, and only before the deaths 
of women; I first heard of it when, as 
a boy, I saw a black and tan cat, not a 
common sort of cat, which the terriers, 
for once, declined to chevy. My descrip
tion led to an account of the family 
portent, but I believed that mine was 
a common cat, and did not believe in 
the death coincidence which was de
tected. The dates did not appear to 
fit, when closely considered .

A curious species of death warning Is 
that in a story, perfectly well attested, 
of a table by a deathbed which sudden
ly gave a jump. The clergyman who 
was praying alone beside the dying man 
saw this teat and the people in the room 
below-h^ard the noise and asked what' 
had caused it The names of the ob
servers are published. I now give an
other set of specimens of this sort of 
warning, only altering the names of the 
witnesses. On October 16, 1879, my in
formant, Father Jones, was a boy of 10. 
He was Bitting at a table, drawing, in 
view of hlB mother, who sat by a win
dow at work. Both commanded a view 
of the chimneypiece, on which stood a 
large, heavy earthenware bowl. Mrs. 
Jones, the mother, corroborates. Be
side her was an old-fashioned octagonal 
work table, the top of which had a 
hinge, -and opened as the lid over a 
work box Such a table, hexagonal, Is 
before me, and the lid Is of consider
able solidity and weight, being in early 
Victorian mahogany The lid of. the 
work table was shut Both persons 
fronted the fireside. Suddenly the at
tention of both was attracted by the odd 
behavior of the earthen bowl on the 
chimneypiece. It slowly worked its 
way along the surface of that shelf to 
tlie extremity, when it floated down
wards, rather than fell, to the stone 
flooring of the hearth, dropping so gen
tly that it was not broken After a per
ceptible interval, the lid of the work 
table suddenly rose up and fell. Mrs. 
Jones was aware that similar incidents 
attended the deaths of the Ainslies, her 
relations, and she and her boy knelt in 

!■ prayer for the departing or departed 
■spirit. Father Jones, who gave the 
story orally, and sent the corroboration 
by letter, adds that the death of Mrs. 
Ainsley, at a town some twelve miles 
distant (the names of the places are 
unimportant), was simultaneous with 
the phenomena.

Father Jones adds that on July 15, 
1857, his grandmother and mother were 
In a room with a stove. The lid of the 
stove erected Itself, as the lid of the 
work table did later. The next post 
brought news of the death of the grand
mother’s brother, which must have pre
ceded by perhaps twenty-four hours the 
unusual behavior of the stove. The 
elder lady regarded tho occurrence 
merely as a curious coincidence, but 
does not seem to have had a theory of

the cause of the lifting of the stove lid. 
In May, 1893, a china cup behaved like 
the earthenware bowl, in the presence 
of Mrs. Jones and Miss Jolies, her 
daughter. The death of a third mem
ber of the same family was “simul
taneous,’' Which we may probably take, 
provisionally, as meaning closely coin
cident.

If it is admitted that one mind, from 
a distance, may influence another, so as 
to produce an hallucinatory appearance, 
for example, of tne agent, it would seem 
to follow that seme energy of one brain 
can affect another brain. The brain is 
as nuiferial as a bowl, a cup, or a stove, 
.and It would follow that an energy from 
a distant brain might conceivably set a 
bowl or the lid of a table in motion! 
This wpuld not he at all more odd than 
that the thought of a distant person, 
who Is traveling to a house, should 
cause a knock on the door, a thing en
tirely believed in by many Highlanders 
and In Scandinavian countries. The 
movements of untouched objects in the 
presence of D. D. Home and Eusapia 
Paladino and others are copious attest
ed even by witnesses of scientific emin
ence at home and abroad. But Eusapia 
has been caught In the act of cheating, 
and if Home was never actually caught 
he was very much suspected.
. We have nothing like sufficient evi
dence of a good character that such 
events evet*  occur in connection with 
'‘mediums,’’ though we have volumes of 
pvldehce which is not good. We can 
only say that If such occurrences go 
through the form; of occurring then 
probably the death warnings just re
ported, and others of the same class, 
are due to the same sort of cause which 
produces the movements of apparently 
untouched objects In the case of Home, 
and of tlie bewitched people in the old 
trials for witchcraft. The hypothetical 
energy may be released at about the 
moment of death, and may produce 
knocks, or motions of furniture at a 
distance. To hold that such an energy 
can produce a seemingly real white 
bird, or black cat, or crowds of foxes, 
or a banshee, shrieking, with her hair 
down, appears to require a greater 
stretch of imagination, and my own 
fancy foils to take this view of the 
celebrated Alrlio drummer. We have 
to do with evidence of which much Is 
certainly mythical, with the yarns told 
by great aunts, old family servants and 
young ladies, who are not the most 
trustworthy of deponents.

I end with a really original and grew- 
some death warning. The anecdote 
comes to me at fourth hand. A saw the 
phenomenon and told B, who told C, 
who told me. A was driving westward 
from Euston station in a handsome. He 
saw approaching him on the pavement a 
servant girl, who appeared to have 
been sent on an errand. She met a 
man, whose back only was visible to A; 
she looked at him, gave a shriek of ter
ror, and fled. After driving on for 
some 30 yards A stopped his cab, alight
ed, and walked back to confront the 
man who had frightened the maid. The' 
man had the face of a corpse! A watch
ed him go to a certain house and let 
himself In with a latchkey. Next day A 
went and reconnoitered the house. It 
had a bill offering apartments to let, 
and on tho excuse of wanting to take 
rooms A rang the bqjj, and was admit
ted. There were two sets of rooms, but, 
as to one set, the landlady was uncer
tain whether she could let them. They 
were held by a Mr. ----- , who was at

the front in the South African war as 
a volunteer, apparently, and a report of 
his death hud appeared In the newspa
pers of the previous day, Till the re
port was confirmed the rooms could 
not be let. The report was confirmed, 
and the Inference was that A and the 
maid had seen a phantom of the late 
tenant with a phantom latchkey, which 
opened a material door,

.. ANDREW LANG.

Raising the So-called Dead.
Ab my fctther-in-law, Mr. Bamuel 

Lesher, of Mancelona, Mich., has had 
many spiritual experiences, I will re
peat this narrative just as he told It to 
me: ■ 1

“This event happened near the vil
lage of Potterville, in Benton township, 
Eaton county, Mich.

“One one Sunday morning in the 
summer of 1882, I,was called to see a 
neighbor; a farmer,' Peter Ri King, who 
bad been somewhat afflicted with heart 
disease. His son Walter came after me 
with his horse and buggy.

“When I was in front of his house, 1 
was met by Mr. Bishop, a neighbor, 
who said, 'Mr. Lesher, you are too late; 
Doc King Is dead.' <

"I went to the door, meeting another 
neighbor, John French, who told me the 
same thing. Then I entered the room 
and met Mrs. King, who said, ‘Mr. Lesh
er, you are too late; Doc is dead.' .

“Then she put her liand on my 
shouldei\and cried as though her heart 
would breaks She'said, 'It you had 
been here, you could have saved him.’ 
During all Uiis time I had not replied a 
word. I began, to feel as if I was going 
into a trance, for I had experienced this 
spiritual condition mqny times before. 
I let the trance proceed,,

“Mudge, a daughter in her teens, 
cried and exclaimed, 'Why didn't you 
make Walter drive faster?’ During all 
this time Mr. King lay oq a couch in the 
center of the room as a corpse, with a 
sheet over him. Just ps soon, as the 
clairvoyant trance was fully developed, 
my eyes closed; then my spiritual vis
ion opened and I saw'Mr. King in his 
spiritual body, standing two feet from 
the lounge whereon his physical Ijody 
lay, and he' was looking at it, not notic
ing me. Then I discovered the silver 
cord or magnetic current, or umbilical 
spirit cord, extending from his physical 
to his spiritual body, building up the 
latter. This cord was smallest in its 
middle; and it emanated from the brain 
and from the region of the spleen and 
stomach of the physical body, striking 
similar parts in the spiritual body. 
Now I discovered that the spiritual 
body was almost completed. Then I be
gan to make passes with my right hand 
from hlB spirit form to his body, revers
ing the magnetic current. When the 
spiritual body had passed back into the 
physical, the corpse threw up his right 
arm, throwing off the sheet and scaring 
the dozen or more people assembled in 
the room. As the reviving corpse was 
rising, Mr. King exclaimed: ‘My God, 
Lesher, if you had not come, they would 
have burled me alive.’

He wanted to get up immediately, but 
1 made him lie down for a while.

"The people were very much aston
ished. I was not frightened, for such 
trance and spiritual conditions were 
often experienced by me. I was con
scious during the whole pedformance. 
Mr. King and I began to talk on spirit
ual power and phenomena.

“He is now living in Grand Ledgej
Mich.

Grand Rapjds, Mich.
H. E. MARTIN.

"Astral Worship." By J. H.Hlll.M. 
D. For sale at this office. Price fl.
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A SPECIAL OFFER FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
To Subscribers for ■

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER ONLY:
THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME, 
Harmonics of Evolution (Florence Huntley), 
The Dream Child, ■ •

The Great Psychological Crime—Con
tents—Part I.
Psychological Crime; New Defini

tions; Pertinent Admissions; What Is 
Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man 
and His Two Organisms; Physiology 
and Pathology of Hypnotism; "Auto
Hypnotism," aMisnomer; "Suggestion,” 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp
notist?
Part II.

A Risk and a Duty; Other Defini
tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle

$2.00 
ZOO 

75

$,.50
1.50

50
The Law of Spiritual Gravity; 
tions and Suggestions. ■

Admoni-

Supplemental.
The Value of "theories”; Differences

and Distinctions;
Transubstantiation ; 
Metempsychosis;

Transmigration;
Reincarnation ;

Self-Perpetuation ;
Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual Extinction; Psy
chical Reinvesture. ' ,

Harmonics of Evolution—Contents.
Preliminary Statement; There Is No 

Death; Life After Physical Death -Is 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop-
ment 
The 
pose;

and a Common Purpose; 
Scope, Method and Pur- 

The ■ . .Genesis of Physical

B/VD
STOMACHS 

CURED

1EMB»®T STUDIO.
School of Bsyehic Development.
. We ieaçh you uyetem lu&t hpw to
uufoMithe olxtli ttwiikfiiir gift of divination. Our 
method will develop yaAt au rapidly 48 H Is pobol- 
blu for your soul togrW lu the tuentul phubub <4 
tnedluineblp. JMvate deBBWMv W cents each; 
courte çf twelve lessor, <4.00/ ■

. . X . JttXiSTIC OIBCIdE,
The ifj’HÜe Circle work brltiga youiu-touch with 

the.W force» oui» le «or those who ere coneel- 
cuUotut lu (heir (teaire no become sauolUvo to the 
finer vlbratione. Meethise every ThunKluy at 8 
p. m. Only Ç1.WJ per mesth. ■

' I ■ Reading« by’ Mall,
Wehave been urc-müaently auccenaful In glv- 

Ing «bflinn by uiUl.-Set one 0f-..oui-.Puycho- 
bcoplcxeadlngb ami avoid the dlaeaaea and dangers 
you are uueceptiblo toaud leant the work for 
which you are beat fitted. Valuable and reliable 
advice given concerning business and social mat
ters. A HOLIDAY piteR-Our five dollar Pay- 
choecoplo reading, by,aunllc only. 82.00. Enclose 
photo, date of birth and noatoificc order for two 
dollars aud aend to . ■ » ' • .

HEMBRANDTiSTUDIO,
3114 Cottage drove Ave.,

; Chicago, III.

will have a Christmas free at their hall, 
183 E. North avenue, Dec. 27, at 8 p. m. 
All the'little ones attending Will be 
treated to. a box of candy by Santa 
Claus. ■

The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of- 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p. m.,> and lecture and 
tests at 8 o'clock. Mrs. M. A. Burland, 
pastor.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m;', at Atheneum Building, 26 
Van Buren- Street Mrs. May Elmo, me
dium. Tests and good speaking. All 
are welcome. ’ 
: Spiritual meetings every Sunday 
evening, at Perl’s hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, near ‘ Western avenue. Mrs. 
Hanson, assisted by Dr. Randall. Mrs.

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds a meeting every Sunday after
noon at 2:30 and 7:45, at No. 878 8. 
Western avenue, Star Lodge Hall.’

New Thought services conducted by 
Julia M. Learnered, at 7:30 o’clock ev
ery Sunday evening, at 720 West Madi
son street, third floor.

Light of Truth Church, northwest 
corner 47th and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Sunday services, afternoon at 3 o’clock; 
evening at 8 o’clock. Mrs. M. A. Bur- 
land, pastor.

Foilllulj Cart Any Cui of Slomach Troubli lol 
C.uied by Cucir. Do Bri Tiki Our Word.

TEIT IT YOURSELF.

Bl Cl»

loneup tho

FREE TEST 
TREATMENT 

Do you Buffer 
from indigestion, 
dyspepsia.or stom
ach trouble In any 
form? If you do 
why not let us cure 
you? We do .not 
mean help you by 
giving you a 8oda 
Compound Tablet 
or some of the oth
er patent "Dyspep
sia Cures." We 
will positively 
and permanently 
cure you. We will 
go to the very foun. 
dation of your 
trouble: will re
move the causes, 
strengthen and

HOROSCOPES
SelfixtUficallv accurate aud reliable. Captain O. W.
Walrond, UlûGlenarm St, Denver, Col., Kst Ï8W.

n. N. KINKBAB.-TOUMPB’r SPEAKINS IN 
V. full light F. B, Richmond, Indbpeudonl Blate 
wdtln^ftud.mapwtlc hcaUtiy. Olrclea Tuesday, 
Thursday and Saturday, 8;3U p. m, Privaui road
ings dally. EJ50 Wabaab Ave., Chicago,

EJLTON JE, HEDRICK, .
ABTBOMGMM.-Vocutlon, bUBluesB wcoula- 
tiou, matrimony, changes, travel, all uflfairs of 
Ute. Fee 12.00. send date of birth an near tho 
hour as poeuible. Address. 2621 Reading Road, 
Oinduuatl, Ohio. 746

A Natural Seer, Tried and True. 
HJBS. B.DBSQREST, OIAniVOYANT.INTOI- 
1U-tloual and prophetic readlnga by mall. Send 
own handwriting, date of birth and 8 quustlono, 
11. Removed to Foxboro, Muas . -

Annie Lord Chamberlain's Card.
Dear friends, you cau greatly help me care for 

ray blind sister, Jeimto L. Webb, one of the earl
iest mediums now tn the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me with 11, and I will 
try aud gel reply by independent writing or wide« 
pars. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil
ford Mass/

FRED. P. EVANS,
The Noted JPsychte for

Independent Slate Writing and
Clairvoyance,

Has recently left New York, and is now located at 
1112 Eddy St., San Francisco, Oal. Send stamp tor 
circular on Mediumship.

LILLIAN ROCKWELL,
Scientific Life Beader and Healer

Are yon sick? Are you in trouble of any kind? 
Write to me and I will help you. Send 12 cents 
and date of birth to 814 Emmel St.. Chicago, Ill,

MRS. STODDARD GRAY
And Son. UE WITT O. HOUGH, 

Materializing and Test Mediums, hold eeances 
Sunday and Wednesday evenings. eight o’clock; 
Saturdays 'i p. m.,at their residence, 831 West 57th 
SI., New York. Sittings for communications dal
ly, 10 to 6. 788

YOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and sent FREE If you will send your 
birth-date and three stumps for mulling expenses 
I have astonished thousunds with my wonderfully 
correct reading of their life, past and future. I 
correctly reveal your future love attain», business 
success, marriage mate, etc., and give advice on 
all affaire. Address, MHAGHK2N, Dept. T.M., 
&1SS, San Frauclsoo, Oe.1.

Are You Ill or in Despair?
Do you wish health and happiness here on earth 

and through the eternal ages? If so, send me 11.00 
at once and I will give you my aid and show you 
how to obtain its address. II. D. TRASK. Keene, 
N.H.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send throe two-cent stamps, lock ot 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, aud your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Or. Dolison-Barker,
280 North Sixth St.

Ban Jose, Qftll

'6. »ALTER LYN«
THE EMINENT

Healer and
Gifted Psychic,

HEALTH RESTORED 
By Common Sense Method«

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker.
TESTIMONIALS OF CURE.

Mra. Dr. Dobson-Barjfer—Wy Dear 
Friend:—I think It time enqugh to let 
you understand the marvelous benefit 
we have received from yoiir medicine. 
Since Miss Ellen Louisa Merchant and 
myself have used your medicine we are 
now enjoying good health and strength, 
also feeling as new persons. We sin
cerely thank you for the good you 
have done for us. May God bless your 
work that It may ever go on for the 
good of suffering humanity,

-. Yours sincerely,
JOSEPH A. MORGAN.

Pratville, P. O., Manchester, Jamaica, 
Nov. 12, 1903.

hn Ynn Npprl A“a »ye«i»hct
Mv I vli I1UCU I can help you. I Will fit ypur 
AnAPtaniPC e?es by Clairvoyance and 
OPuULGliluo Bpirlt nealbtunce at your own 
home with the improved melted pebble lenue, to 
bee near and at a dibtance, Pleaue write for illua- 
trated circular, showing style« and prloes. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and impaired eyesight I guarantee to lit 
your eyes, and safe delivery by mall,

14. F. FOOIaM.
~ ~ <3 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Ill.
B.F. POOLE.—Dear Sir: YourMagnetlzed Melt

ed Pebble Spectacles received. I am delighted. 
They are perfection in every way.

Sincerely yours, Ahoh’zo Thompson, 
Fullerton, neb.

For tbe Cure of Montai 
' and Physical Ailment*

OBSESSION CüßED.

For Free Diagnosis of DlseaiB, 
•end fly. two-cent stamp,, age, mna 
•ex and own handwriting. '

READINGS AND BUSIN ESSA» 
VICE 11.00 and two stampa

Addreaa 784 Eighth St., 
Oakland, Ca'

“clSrvoyance
. Qreat Book can bl
had In the NEXT TEN DAYS ONLY for 81.00: r*  
duced from 12.00. NOW IS YOUR CHANCE. ¿en< 
•l.OO at ouee. Itwae the first and beet book evet 
publibhed on the subject of Clairvoyance. Teach« 
es you how to lift the veil of sense and matter, 
see spirits, find lost treaeureH. read crystals. Io« 
cute mines, read the futhre and past without los« 
lug your consciousness.

READ THESE PRESS NOTICES:
Nr. Grumblne has clearly and logically present 

ed his subject in a manner at once simple and 
profound.-"Suggesiion."

"Your work U marvelous, epoch-making. "-LI1*  
lian Whiting, Boston Correapondeut to Chicago 
Inter-Ocean.

"Admirably unfolds the law and nature of Clair- 
voyance."—Chicago Inter-Ocean,

"A reirilu-kiible book, Orlrillllllty and depth ol 
thought, combined with perspicacity, character- 

I*  h*  evident in every sentence 
that this volume Is the offspring of inspiration."— 
The Progressive Thinker.

"I consider the book on Clairvoyance a most re
markable and practical work on development. It 
harmonizes well with the Hermetic Schools ot 
1 nilosophy, In which I learned the mysteries of 
udeplBlilp."-y,-oI. Oeo. W. Wulroud, Aslrologei-.

‘Il Is tho best work on the subject of Clairvoy
ance thus far. and points unt an alluring goal of 
true spiritual development."—Mind, New York 
City.

•It is a revelation."—Light, London, Eng.
8»’Send |1.00 now. to J. C. F. CRUMBINE. 1285 

Commonwealth av., Boston, Mass.,
N- B.—See back numbers of The Progresslvo 

Thinker for other books, by same author.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
I*  the eldwt and m<Mt luocenfttl Spiritual Phyilalaa 
v bow in practloo. Hi! caret are

THE MOST MARVELOUS 
oftbli age. Hli examinations are correctly mado, 
end free to all wbo send him name, age, tex and lock 
of hair, ud six cent! U itamps. Re doetm’i ask for 
any loading lyinptom. A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any, lie positively cures weak meu. Addrosi

J. S. LOUCKS, M. D.,
Itoaoham, Masa.

MRS’EFFIE MOSS, 
MaterlaUzlng Medium, la now located at 8233 Wa- 
baah Ave. Materlullxlng eeuneeu Tuesday, Thura- 
day and Saturday evenlugu at 8 o'clock, and Sun
day al 2 p.m. 780

"Death, Its Meaning and Results.” 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events In the au
thor’s experience. Cloth, 560 pages, Il
lustrated, $1.25.

“Mark Chester; or a Mill and a Mill
ion. A Tale of Southern California.” 
By Carlyle Petereltea. A puré; psychic 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa
per covers, 40 cents. Cloth, 60 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“Voltaire^ Romances.” Translated 
from the French, With numerous Il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an Invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office.

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M„ author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment, An Important work. Paper, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

The new song-book, "’rue Golden 
Echoes,” by 8. W. Tucker, has found its 
way Into many homes, and its beautiful 
songs have cheered many sorrowing 
•hearts; which they are sure to do when 
heard and sung. They should be heard 
in every home in the land. For sale at 
this office. Price, 15 cents; $1.50 per 
dozen. ,

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at 
thts office.

“In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive arid 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; price $1. •

“Love—Sex—Immortality." By Dr. 
W. P. Phelon. For sale at this office. 
Price 25 cents.

"The Kingship of Self-Control.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape 
duty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price 30 cents. For sale at this office.
/‘New Testament Stories Comically Il

lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. , With Critical and Humorous Com
menta - upon the Texts." Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards, $1. 
Cloth, $1.50. \
. “Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op

erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of -Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office.

“Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s- latést and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. Price 75 cents.

Spiritism and Jira. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
in Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility, and 
Inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
spiritual phenomena.. Price 25 cents.

“Heliocentric Astrology or Essentials 
of Astiunomy and Solar Mentality, 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
1910.” By Yarmo Vedra. For sale at 
this office. Price $1.50.

‘The Light of. ■Egypt." Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library In Itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught, by Adepts tof Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price ffi jerSvolumei For sale at 
tbls office.

“The Presént Age ana Inner Ute; 
Ancient and 'Modfirn Mysteries Classi- 
fled and explained?’ By Andrew Jack
son Davis. We-Iffive a few-copies of 
this work by. the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, $1.10. • .

“The Attafhmcni of Womaly Beauty 
of ‘ Form' and! 1F«attires. ■ The Cultiva
tion of Perstffial Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and HfiiUth Culture. By twenty 
physicians aiid ¡specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turne’t.”' , X)t especial Interest

Learn How to Heal Yourself 
and Others.

Frauds Schlatter, the original Divine Healer, 
hns concluded to make known hlu uecretof power 
to the world; Healing by Key Note, or the Law 
of Tone. Tbe greatest system of healing yot 
discovered. If you aspire to become a Healer of 
disease and attract prosperity to your household, 
addreSs FRANCIS SCHLATTER, LeRoy, III.

Absent treatment a specialty.

DON’T READ THIS.
Francea L. Loucks, the only paycblc wonder living, 

that mea the iplrltuel X-ray without any loading 
lymptom to direct, aud iocutoi all Internal dlieaiea. 
A trial will convince you. Norvoui exhauBtlon and 
loit vigor of both aexea eucoenfully truatod, us hun
dred! can teatlfy. Bend name, ago, lex, complexion 
and lu eont! In itampa, bnd receive a correct dlagno*  
lb of your caae free, worth dollar! to you. Addrou,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

BOOKS BY

LILIAN WHITING

THE SPEAKING DIAL.
A Wonderful Spiritual Invention

Gives names, dates and circumstances. Speaks 
In various languages; answers menial questions; 
convincing the most skeptical. Hus come to prove 
Immortality and spirit communion. Develops all 
phases of mediumship. Magnetized by powerful 
spirit band? Road what the late Hon. I. Donnelly 
said of the Speaking Dial. Dials now, 11.60. Send 
forclrcular and testimonials. Enclose stamp for 
reply. P. J. DEMPSEY Inventor, 2817 Columbus 
ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

THE GOSPEL Of NATURE
Is a most excellent work by Dr. M. L. Shorman, 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore It 
has been sold for 82, but the price now has been 
reduced toil. It Is'a book that will interest 
and instruct. It contains 280 pages, and is full 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was & 
medium of rare qualities, and his work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres.

ftpoGFUD'nal New Testament
Being all the Uospels, Epistles, and other pieces 
now extant, attributed In the 11m four centu
ries to Jesus Christ, his apostles and their com
panions, and not Included in the New Testament 
by its compilers. Price, cloth, 81.50.

KOMANISM Is a pamphled ol 30 pageo, In 

■EYPnsF.n roply t0 Pr°'' Dav111 Swln,f' 
Priest Cashman and Dr. With

row, and is principally In defense of Protestant
ism. A couciao Little pamphlet Price 16 cents.

ROOKS ON PALMISTRY.
Selected Especially for Those In

terested In Tlie Subject.

Leok Box 1214. Btonehain. Mas».

Bangs Sisters,
PHENOMENAL MEDIUMS.

Independent, alate and paper writlug siltings dally.
ÉAplrlt Portrait Work a Bpoeialt^.

Readings by mall. Send four cents stamps for 
booklet, 654 W. Adams, Chicago. Telephone Ash
land 11)12.

Special Rates in Portrait Work During Holiday 
Season,

THE WOMAN'S BIBLE
PART I.—The Pentateuch.

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, 
Numbers aud Deuteronomy, by Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, LUU» Devereux Hlake. Itev. Phcbo 
Hanaford, Clara Bewick Colby, Ellon Battelle 
Doltrlek, Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ursula N. 
Gesteiuld, and Francis E Barr.

THEW0IW8 BIBU.--PART 11.
Judges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Com

ments on the Old and New Testaments, from 
Joshua to Revelation. Tho comments are keen, 
bright, spicy, full ot wit. tho work ol radical 
thinkers who are not Ignorant ot the higher 
criticism There is not a doll page in either of 
these books, but each ,1s a galaxy of the bright 
minds of tho day and throw a now light on the 
Bible teachings relating to woman. Price ot 
each, paper, 50 cents.

THE LIFE RADIANT—Cloth,$1.00 
net. Decorated cloth 51.26. In this, her new book. 
MIbb Whiting alms to portray a practical Ideal for 
dally li ving that sball embody the sweeiiicuH and 
exaltation and faith that lend enchantment to life, 
It is. in a measure, a logical Bcquenee of "The 
World Beautiful," Leading into still diviner har
monies. "The Life Kadlam" la charact<.*rlzed  by 
the same esBCMilia) qualltleH that havemarkea 
"The World Beautiful,"
CONTENTS—The Golden Ape Llea Onward; Dis

cerning the Future; The Ktbcrenl Realm; The 
Pow«*rof  tho Exalted Moment; 'The Nectar of 
the Hour.

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE; 
or Death as an Event tn Life, cloth, 11,00 A book 
from her pen means new flashes of Insight, a rev
elation of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian in 
kind.—Chicago Chronicle.
TIJE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
Second and Third Series. Three volumes, fl.00 
per volume,
CONTENTS OF VOL. I.—The Duty of Happiness;

Nectar and Ambrosia;Beltcve in the wings; Tho 
Vision ami the Splendor; The Enlargement of 
Relations; Friends Discovered, not made; A 
Psychological Problem: The Supreme Luxury 
of Life; Exclusive and IuhIuhIvc; Throagb 
Scorning Nothing; The Woman of the W • 
The potency of Charm; J?lno Souls and H BOJU

LJlws 01 Our Country, In jst«-.. - • 
or Life: The lii-avenly vlHtioi-H. -i‘-

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story t>f" 
a Summer. Price, $1.00, The Ideas In 1 ho book 
Will afford comfort to many, and should bring' 
positive aid in hoi row to such as will receive Ita 
message.—Hartford Post.

FROM DREAM LN AD SENT—
Versea of tho Lire to Come. New edition, with 
additional poems. U.00. Decorated cloth. 11.25. 
Lilian Whltlny'n verse Is like a bit or sunlit land
scape 011 a May morning.--Boston Herald.
KATE FIELD ; A Record, with 
several portraits of Miss Field, Including one by 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth. 12.00

A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
Willi Porii-att. Decorateddoth, fl .25,

The InfideOtu of Eccfesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. 
W.-M. Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly 
treatise. Price, 25 cents.

MAHOHET/THflLLUSfRiOUSi
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. This work is onflt 

of tbe Library of Liberal Classics. No author 
was belter qualified to write an Impartial and 
honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins» 
and this volume is Intensely interesting. It 
should bo read in conjunction with Gibbon'« 
work. Price, 25 cents.

THE DESCENT OF MAN. ’
By Charles Darwin. Cloth, gilt top, 75 cent«. 

On its appearance it aroused at onco a storm of 
mingled wrath, wonder and admiration. In 
elegance of style, charm of mannei and deep 
knowledge of natural history, it stands almost 
without a rival among scientific works.

MEDIU MSHIP, ” ’
A chapter of experience!, by Mri. Marla M. Kfog 

Price 10c. For »«Io at this office.

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leak Underhill, of the Fox Fam lly.
Intereitlng and valuable as a hiitory of tho begin*  

mng of Modern Bplrtlualhm, by one of the Fox Sir 
tori. 478 Paget, 16 llluitratloni. Including portraits of

?.°*  Hbtory of tbe Hydeirllle rauplngt,
at related by oyo-wltnetiet; remarkable and well-at- 
totted manlfottatlont; tho ’‘expoturet," etc. Hand*  
I®®®1? bound in cloth, But few coplet remaining. 
FubHihert’ price, Im We will tend the book po*>  
paid for 81.40.

Practical Palmistry, or Hand Reading 
SlmBlltled. By Comte C. De Saint Ger
main, A. B., LL. M. of the University 
of France. This book contains 18 chap
ters ot interesting reading, with 50 Il
lustrations; also'an appendix giving in
terviews'and opinions of famous men 
on the practical value of palmistry. 
Price $1. Fgt sale at tbls office.

Twenty-five Minutes with Palmistry. 
By Julian Greer. A little, book of 41 
pages, with cloth coyer, giving a short 
description of the lines, and also a num
ber of Illustrations. Is well worth tho 
price, 25 cents. For Bale at thia office.

ORIGIN OF SPECIES,
By meani of natural lelcctlon. or the preservation of 
a favored race In tho itrngglo for life. By Charloi 
Darwin, Gilt top, cloth bound. This book li tne 
ffrandcit achievement of modern ictcnllfic thought 

H PWed through many edition! 
in BngHib, hu bean translated Into almost all tbe 
langwflai of Europe, and baa been the subject of 
mete venewa, pamphlet! and ieparate books than any

*?^.To aT^.oi tbe age. Moat of tbe peataclentlita 
tuPP°rt blipoiltlon. Theihougbtof 

P,°Xhai ®ccomea part of the common lunerlt*  
cxjji of tbe race. For sale at this office. Price 75 eta.

-------- , .... stomach, and make you strong and 
healthy as you ever were. We could give vou tes
timonials by the thousands of those we have cured 
of stomach trouble in all Its forms and stages; but 
they, would not bo facts or proof to you-only 
words of thanks and praise. The only absolute 
proof is in the treatment itself. And believing 
that a practical test woqld be more convincing to 
sufferers than all the testimonials we could print 
and absolutely prove Its great merits, we will 
send anyone desiring it a full two weeks' trial 
treatment absolutely free. -

It you have stomach trouble and have failed to 
get relief, write us at once and learn by practical 
test what we can do for you. Address Dr. Peebles 
Institute of Health, Ltd., 23 Main Street Battle 
Creek, Mich.

Life; The Spiritual.Basis of Evolution;
mruncu, «»uo, ru,«™ WOu.- ^ Natural Selection”; The
umshlp" Impossible; Neither a "Gift” Nature1 Law of Selection; A Question 
Nor a “Power”; The Destructive Prin- , Science;, The Completion of an Indi- 
clple in Mediumship; Mediumship and' vDual; Masculine Will and Feminine 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship and “Affinity"; Medium
ship and Emotionalism; Mediums and 
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan
ity.- 
Part III. • ■

The Genesis of "Hell"; The Way of 
Death; In Perspective; Individual Im
mortality; On What It Depends; Seii- 
Control, the Application; The Line of 
Despair and the Powers of Darkness;

Involved; "Automatic, Physical Medi. ■ . - _ - _ - _ _ — . — .. — a _ . . .

Desire; The Struggle for Happiness; 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intui
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat
ural Science Corroborated; Natural 
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce; 
True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon
ics, Ethics.

Handsomely Bound.
Send for Circular. 

Address all orders to
THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO., 

19 to 27 North Kedzie Ave., Chicago.

"The Life Booklets.” By Ralph 
Waldo Trine. Three daintily beautiful 
little books, finely adapted for holiday 
presents. The titles are, “Character, 
Building by Thought Power,” “Every 
Living Creature,” and “The Greatest 
Thing Ever Known.” The matter is of 
high-toned spiritual character pnd ol 
he^pi.l purpose. Proce 35 cents each.

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.
It Is Important when a meeting Is 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. Wo 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero In public, halls at the present 
time.. '

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple every first and 
third Thursdays of the month; after
noon session at 3 o’clock. The ladies 
furnish refershments. Supper served 
at- 6:15, including tea and coffee. Even
ing session at 7:30. Questions pertain
ing to spiritual themes, answered by 

. the guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond; name poems given to strangers. 
Mrs. 8. J. Ashton, assistant pastor.

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Groie ave
nue. Conference and messages at 8 p. 
tn. lecture by Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt at 
8 p. m. Messages by H. F. Coates and 
¡others, Plenty of good music.

Tlib Spiritual Heseai'ch meets every 
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, in 
Van.Buren Opera House, corner of 
Madison street and California avenue. 

■ Good music and Binging. All are In
. vlted to attend. * ■

Tho Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
' dents of Nature hold services at 
Nathan’s Hall, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 

¿corner Western avenue, Sunday even
ings, 7:30 p. m< Mrs. W. F. Bobu
mocker, pastor. . . .

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, nt 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun.

' day and Thursday; evening nt 8 
O’clock. 'Tests and music at evdry aor- 
Tyhe jjydo Park Occult Society holdn

regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at Alliance Hall, between Kim- 
bark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread tho truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munication's to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street.

Dr. Sholdlce‘holds services Sunday 
•venings at 7:45, at 205 Lincoln avonue.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance .Church 
meets every Sunday at 3 o'clock sharp, 
and 8 o’clock sharp at Lakeside Hall, 
corner Thirty-first street and Indiana 
avenue, where truth-seekers and Inves
tigators, as well as Spiritualists can en
joy a pleasant afternoon or evening: 
First-class speakers. Tests and mes
sages by carefully selected mediums. 
Excellent music. , Mrs. Mary Dixon and 
her daughter Cora, the “Child Wonder," 
always in attendance to give reading^ 
between the meetings. Also free dem
onstrations by C. A. Beverly, M. D., 
president.. r -

‘ The Spiritual Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. ‘Lecture and 
teste by Prof. R, S. Ray, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins’ Hall, 528 West 
Sixty-third .street, every Sunday even
ing at 8 o’clock. Conference in tho af
ternoon at 3. The Ladles’ Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday afternoon at 
same number. . .. . .

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds. services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. ' Conference at 8 p. m. Lee
turn at 8 p. m. The hall number Is 361
863 East 43d street . Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland. .

Tho Church of tho Soul, Mrs. Cora L, 
V, Richmond, pastor, holds services

avery Sunday in Hall 309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. Sunday-school at 10 
a. m. - .

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North’ 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Second Church of the Sou!meets 
in Van Buren Opera House, Madison 
street and California' .avenue, every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer question? and glye 
spirit messages, assisted by other me
diums. ■ . - ......

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DbLong, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Sunday afternoon at 
2:30 aharp, at Phoenix Hall, 324 East 
Division street,, near .Sedgwick street. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Woodlawn Spiritualist Society, at 
hall, 355 East 63rd street; near Madison 
aVemio, every Sunday evening at 7:30. 
W; H. Mohlar, president.

Light and Truth Spiritual Church, 501 
W. North avenue, Wicker Park Hall. 
Meetings every Sunday afternoon, 2:30. 

■ Tho Australian Psychic Society will 
continue Its Sunday evening meetings, 
commencing November 15, 8 p. m. Lec
tures, messages and healing. Good mu- 
sffi. Dr. Freedman, conductor; Mrs; L. 
H. Freedman, secretary, 518 "W. Adams 
street. . 1 ■•- . • . . -

Tho First Spiritual Church hoffis-serv- 
icos every Sunday, 7:30 p; m.; JnOtai- 
porance Hall, 330 Sixty-third street, 
Englewood. Dr. J,H. Randall, 
Mro. Vaughn, psychic, will glye f-fiatj- 
Ings. ’

Tho irogreBBlvo Spiritual- Society 
1 t ‘

20th Genturu Guide
TO

PALMISTRY
This Is the simplest, clearest and yet 

the most exhaustive presentation this 
interesting science has yet received. 
All of the discoveries, Investigations 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in thin practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

There Is no trait, no characteristic, no 
Inherited tendency^ -that is not marked 
on the palm of the hand and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol
lowing tlhe principles enforced by the 
presented in this. Price, paper, 25 
cents: cloth. $1.

THE MISSING- LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Interesting and valuable as a blitory of tho begin

ning of Modern Spiritualism, by one of tbe Fox Bls- 
tcrs. 470 Pages,-18 illustrations. Including portraits of 
thoFoxFomlly, History of tho Hydesville rapping», 
as related by eyo-witncaacsi remarkable and well-at
tested manifestations; tho’'exposures? etc. Hand
somely bound In cloth, But few copies remaining 
Publishers’ price, •1.50. Wo will send tho book poiv 
paid Rr «140.

and- value. lie at this office.
Price $1. , ; j . ■ ■’ .

"Beyond tae Mtill.” A . Sequel to 
"Rending thèl Valid’ Being a compila
tion, with notes'arid explanations, of 
narrations atai Illustrations of spirit ex-
perlences, spoken,Written and made by 
full-form materializations; setting up n 
scientific and personal verification 'of

of"What We Shall Be." tuffi a cade of 
ethics, requisite to the most speedy re-

ESOTERICLESSONS.
This work Includes “Personified'Un

thinkable«,’’ ‘’First Lessons in Reality,” 
and “A Tour Through the Zodiac.” 
This Is an interesting production of oc
cult thought find will well repay careful 
study and meditation by. all occultists. 
Price, Cloth, $1.50. For sale at thli 
office. . .

allzatlon of the hlghest. and purest fe
AHclty attainable; In: the: future life, 

very remarkable book. ¿Large, octavo, 
E00 pages/ Price, 51.75.J ■ , .

"Rlghb'JLlvlng.” . By Susan H. Wlxon. 
The author Bhows a wise, practicality in
her'method of teaching ,tho principle of 
ethics. Sho illustrates her subject with 
many bjlef nnrratlves^and anecdotes, 
which reader tho hook more Interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted fbr use in Children's 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers It may be made very useful. 
Young and old Will bo benefited by It. 
Cloth gl. For Bale at this office,

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE/
Bytha Editor of tho Natlonal, with Preface 

ana Notos by Fetor Ecklor. Illustrated with 
views ot tho old Paine Homestead and Paine 
Monument, at Now BooheUy also portraltoof 
Thomas Clio Rickman,-tool Barlow, Mary Wol- 
Btonecrnft, Madame Roland, Condorco, Brlsaot, 
and the most prominent of Paine's trloiids ifi 

' Europe and America, Cloth, TO cents. ■ .....

'TIJE C AB II . ITS nature, reI Hr Bi II CATIONS AND EX. 
I 11L tJV U Li j PRESSIONS IN HU

MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third Mltlon now on 
sate. Price «1.00. This Isono of the best books 
given by tho guidcsof Mrs Cora L V. lUolnndnd.- 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book .of. ref crone«, for (those vr)io hove been 
members ot tho classes receiving them. Tills 
volume is a caref ill compilation tromronor Is of. 
loMcmi! containing the basMot thfi teacnlngs.

tlon and Social Circles. .By J. M. Peebles and 
J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. 
New edition. Culled from a wide field of litera
ture with the moat critical care, free from all 
theological bias, throbbing with tho rou! of In- 
flpiration, embodying the principles and virtues 
of the spiritual philosophy, set to tho most 
cheerful and popular music (nearly all original) 
and adapted to all occasion, it Is doubtless the 
most attractive work of t;ho kind ever pub
lished. Its beautiful song3, duets and quartets, 
with piano, organ or melodton accompaniment, 
adapted both to public meetings and the social 
circles. Cloth, 81.25; postag e, 14 coots.

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By tho lato M. Faraday. Tho 
origin of religions, and their Influence upon the 
mental development of the human race. Price, 
10 cents. .

The Muth oî the Great Deluge.
By James M. McCann. A compiete and over

whelming refutation of tho Bible st/Mf of the 
Deluge. Price, 15 cents. Waicl

Views of Our Heavenfu
By Andrew Jackson Davis. AlÇ •■dii «fr 

esting work. Pries. 75 cents. Poj/je ’**(  qi

The Refioion of
By Dr. Paul Carus. "er th<rigbtìt JI- 

tereating. Price, 25 oonu.

TfiE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. Being an InvostigMlbn ot 

True mid Fabulous Theology. A new and <’o -i- 
pleto edition, from now plates aud now '.y 
Im pages, post 8vo. Paper csi,-cloth. Wo. ' .

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. A scientific rehearsal 

that is truly Interesting. Price, 10 cents.

R. P. A. HANUAL Chó»e°:í:xo; loots of tho American ProUjotlVo Association. 
A book for air patriotic American citizens. 
Price. 15 cents, or two for £5 cents. ..

mm À T Himh Selections from tho conI AltlYIIIII tents of that undent , imJIIlUU book, Us commentaries, 
teachings, poetry, and legends. Also brief 

sítetenos of the men who made and commented 
upon It. Byir. I’olang. 850 pp. Frico, cloth, 11

’THÜnBSCREW’-flNDRAaC“
Torturo implements employed In tho 15th and 

10th centuries tor the1 promulgation of Chris- 
I tlanlty.wUh plotoriaUfiuBtrntloiM. ByGoorgo 
• a. M&odoMla. Frico, w cent,. . . .

THE TO-MORROW Of DEATH,
Or tho Future Life According to Science. By. 
Louis Flguloh Translated from the French by 
S. R. Crockee. A very fascinating work. Thli 
fine volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Scldnce. It Is writ«, 
ten in that peculiar Interesting style in which 
French writers excel when they would popular*  
ize scientific subjects in adaptation to th< 
needs of the general reader. The author says: 
"There Is a true and respectable idea in Spirit*  
uallsm,” and regards as proved "the fact of 
communication between superhumans and tha 
inhabitants of earth.” Price. 81.50.

WAUJ1M« Pour Centuries of Progr*wr.  
Il Umni 1« A Lecture delivered at thoFreb*  
thlnher's international Congress, Chicago, Ill., 
October, 18&8. By Susan H. Wixon. Price, k

HEALIN& Cau8es and EApn UUniJllI U, By W. P. Phelon, M..«-- ’ I 
with the finer mental and spiritual tc 
piled to healing. Price, 50 cents.

Mofecufar Huootfiesis of^38^.
The Relation of Its Principles

------------------ ree weeks
A Conspirax^t^
By Charles B.1 
of tho Christi." 
Price, paper, i.ys... .

Tho Story of a bftiinnior. By Lilian Whiting. 
Pervaded with pure and. beautiful spirituality 
ot thought. Instructlv& and helpful to all who 
love and seek the higher and finer ways of 
spiritual experience. Price, 81.00.

C08MIAN HYMN BOOK.
A collection of original and selected Hymn® 

for Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Homo. Compiled by L. K. Washburn. 
This volume meets a public want. It comprises 
58 choice selections of poetry and music, om- 

lying tho highest moral sentiment, and froo 
fropl-all sectarianism. Price. 50 conts. • 

OLDAND NEW PSYCHOLOGY
By W. J. Colvlllo. Bcnorts ot twenty-font 

distinct lectures, recently delivered in New', 
York, Brooklyn, Boston, Phlladelplila and - 
other fprojnlnent cities of tho United State«, ■ 
have coh/rlbutcd tbe baste of tbls volume, . 
Prlco, M.uO. .

HARMONICS OF EVOLUTION.
Th. I^hiloiopliy of Individual Ute, Based

Upon Natural Sdcnco ■ . :
As taught by modern masters of law. By Plot 
enco Hitntloy. An exceedingly Interesting m 
distinctly valuable contribution to tho lltat 
luro of Involution, unfolding Us laws from tli-, 
deeper find clearer spiritual aspect, andfl» 
dlcntln*  the defects of tbe Darwinian tbeto 
Spiritualists and Materialists allko can ge’ 
much frdm Us perusal. Price, finely bounf 
sloth. K. r ' ' ■' ■ ;;
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This department is under the man- 

._ ogement of
'-■ re ' '
L Hudson Tuttle.

Address him ut Berlin. Height«, Ohio.

MITE.—The Questmua aU(j Answers 
Huie called foith siteb a best of re
spondents, that to give all equal bea«- 
•Ug compel» the iiuswvis to la*  made In 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps ancrlilced to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to bo omit
ted, and the stylé becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things Ik to be dep- 
,®?}ted. Correspondents .often■ weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
ni.u qiJaatloua and write letters of in- 
¿n. ^y_. ■ be euPPly of matter Is always 

veral weeks alidad of the space given. 
oa hence there Is unavoidable delay.

y one. has lb wait bls time and 
favor aDd -al,sare Seated with equal

k>’>'

I 
4

fl

K,

with a double meaning, one tor the con
servative and oue for the radical por
tion of their, audience-providing they 
are well enough versed in. allegory to 
make any meaning out of it. They 

froTh-at references to the 
Holy Bible as if they deemed it mialli- 
bie when they well iUougb knew that a 
truth uttered by Tom Thumb is just as 
true as though uttered by .Moses. I do 
not know but th^e y,ould robe it in a 
creed and 1 J »ds and a erod? 
around its ne^ lu appear "respectable ” 
and excuse themselves by saying "such 
things mean, nothing; and if they please 
people, let them errjov them.”

>Yl<'aUt noUnu8 t0 d<> With that 
Which is racwiluaiBbS. , nie demands df 
usefulness are enough .to engross our 
mindsi witho.ut our giving our- attention 
to unqre('tornm.< Qurs is a practical re
ligion; its genius may be eccentric, in
ns .much as it dpes not ape the forms 
and ceremonies df the past.

Possibly by catering to opinions and 
appfiflrencee,..SplHtuallsm might draw 
rntO’its ranks more aristocracy and 
wealth, arid thus gain “position,” but

THE PATHS WE TRAVEL,
Or, Seek We Not the Same Goal?

A letter came to mo ope day ■
From a friend I loved, who was far 

away. ■
We differed widely in our religious

■views, . ....
And it seemed to me that this differ

ence grew. .
As the years pased by wo drifted far

ther apart, ....
Till, a Bad regret crept into my heart, 
And it appeared to xno that the barrier 

so wide ' '
Would forever our Jives divide.
As 1 read the letter I field in my hand, 
These words met my eyes from the 

page I scanned: ' ' '. ■
“What good thing have you Or will 

have,... .' ,/ ■....... !
That I do not or wljl iiot a)&> flav.o?” 
Like hands that cla§p over ta 'open 

, .. .. grave, ’■ -■■-•.-re

is not often, found, with the crowd. Its 
cross and priflamme of victory has been 
he d aloft by tlie scorned and the van
quished. Tho shouting crowd, - in all 
^es, .has been beguiled by falsehood. 
The great reformers have been content 
with their -immortal inspirations, and 
measured not their success by the 
praise of those in high places. ■.

The religion which makes this life a 
vale of tears,” instead of a joy In its 

living, as it was intended to be; which

And the thought came .quickly'to' my 
mind, ’ ;■

.-.i-- .. i '

thinker
1 be ^eldest tuined w^|h^ls sorrowful 

'My friend, if you will, nihst gc 
your ways,

I have labored long to malto you under 
Stand, : ’ . U 1: !Ji ,. ■ -

That the road I lake isibrtaaand grand, 
■though tlie way souiutiimifi may be a 

little hijly,’ . ipG yj) .
Yet it surely leads Lto that Golden

City.’ ■- . ¡oj j t . :■
The, other -;answeredj -ivlih a laugh 
, hearty and free,off .af ?■
For the life of me, Allan,'4 cannot see 

Why you cwmot jut^taSrS'ell go with 

Ihe road I travel Is wWo ®id beautiful, 
And If together, ,we equid bd sociable. 
But It is all just,.as.agis - 
Farewell, till we meet p8B}»tother day." 
Upon each ■ other they, turned their 

backs, . .
And both entered uppn: .divergent

.. ,; -..jjQ ' • ■ ■ ■

n.i!?'1'1015-—N° attention will be given
*‘Dous tetters. Full name and ad- 

r,„,s? ,nust be given, or tbe letters will 
thn be read- If the request be made," 
rae name will not be published. Tbe

ters of Inquiry requesting private’ an- thl+V?^8 u nd observiUlcea, Is just 
ewers, and while I freely give what- ^<aJ ®plrlt“aJi8“» “me to change. The 
ever Information I am able, the ordl-1 ?re.si?crilcy 'vll, eh tramples the poor In 
.*J ”p?A3COUrte8y of correspondents Is ox- da8^ia®dnd]varia their.bouIb that It 
peeted. HUDSON TUTTLE- maf-SlItter; in luxury and ease, Spirit

ualism would reform, not win by soft
O. Barnett: Q. Please show the con- Sm pick toe Skets^f ro V°> 

Blstency of the Universal Intelligence Xrto f >b° obildren
working malformations in the animal toftv atLnffP» mt5^lt,Churche8 and 
and other kingdoms ? in the J“.?”1» to be respectable

A. The question rises in a mind ff ^ust wto hJ n* 18 t,lma's$r.VD^ orowd- 
which 1b shadowed by the old concep- repXenta ?UthH
tlon of God and Nature; of on all-wise XSafiSdlnS a?VOtt?“ 
creator, In whose work there must be w SS« ^°ld,ng oi*t8 adherents. 
perfect consistency, harmony and jus-1 auiJ a e^eat £Uld ^rious
tlce. Constantly we see, on every hand, history of the1 WOTV^hu-hre 
the failure of this ideal. The purposed nurnose of n.» »Whlch »’tbe bleb 
of the Good God miscarry, and folk The ‘T®3’ mustresult Is often disastrous and is called z^l tad devtaion Th^rnM^8' bU. 
evil. With our minds clouded bv nre-1 aZ-L ev<?-Ion- Tho reform must

tsThe creative or evolving forces are maXtomitv?of ntoMT”!?’ ‘ “ ls.tbe 
constantly active and their results de- he^te k endaavor of ad'pend on an Infinitude of condttlont cS ft«-tav& V*  th0
They, when unobstructed, move in de- Bpectfrom ev’en¡»Benetaes° pe8 
termined lines which are called laws. We are connfnntiv romin'j»« » ... 
When they meet with obstructions,q the spirits ’’ whether td t0 a try

man perfection, may become a mon- to materialize snirite? >..J roi .‘Jr1’.?88 

cer, are as active as in the formation of 8 wona.
normal cellular structure. It Is even --------- "

“Bure, what good tiring, ’have -!I,-’my 
friend may not aiso'-¿118’?” ! -

When from our prisohs .of flesh we are 
freed, ' '■ - -

No thought will be given'to these earth
ly creeds. ' ’ ■ '>” . -

And while I mused upon thip. theme, 
There came to me this vision or dream: 
I seemed to leave my .quiet home, ■
And where I willed,.! was freq to. roam. 
First I sought a narrow country lane, 
Through which two sturdy/fanners 

slowly came; . ,
They seemed engaged in an earpest dis

putation, '
And the words which first attracted my 

attention, "
Were spoken by the elder man, evident

ly a good deadon: „ ..
"I tell you, John, you ore making a big 

■mistake; . y ,
'Tls sartinly the wrong path you’re go

ing to take. . .
Now I will follow this well-beaten road, 
Which for ages before us, opr fathers 

have trod, .
And there is no question but ’tls the 

only way, '
That will surely land us In the Golden 

City.” . \ '
John Impatiently shrugged his shoulder, 
And hitching bls pantaloons an inch or 

two higher, '
Answered the deacon with a scornful 

drawl: ■ ■ . .
“Wall, I guess you’ll never see them 

golden walls.
You‘11 travel long and travel far,
If 'tls that old path you're going to 

, toiler.
Now the road I take is a leetle wider, 
Not bo hard and a great deal smoother, ' 
And they os ought to know, dew say, > 
That a feller can’t nohow miss the

Much-surprised at'thls sfraiigeMslon, 
Of human beings who think they travel 
, in different directions, : • 
In order to reach- a far-famed land, 
Where’ all is peaceful, glorious and 

grand,’. - ... -
I lingered awhilei- in 'the regions of 
, SPUCe,- ' i ■ ‘r ■■ ■■1 •> ..., 
And followed each-traveler as they 

sought this place, • . ..
And wlll you believe that-the truth I 

state, ... . ; .. ,.
Every one of them came to its entrance 

gate. ■ rw • .•••’ .
The farmer young miKhe farmer old, 
Were glad to meet iff rhijir City of Gold, 
And John Said aS he' grasper the old 

man’s hand, " ?
"Wall, I swan, we liilVe both reached 

this, blessed land/"
The boy and the girlikjn.gdba time, 
Greeted each other iff this happy clime. 
And the boy said, 'ks ^Mr ’.eyes met, 
If we had only known,' we could have 

traveled together,, Ret.”
Tho men who parted in the distant 

‘town,
Were again united on the long-sought 

ground. . , .
The one with the frank and- winsome 

smile,
Said, “Allan, I have waited quite a 

while,
But I knew, though you wont .a different

I was sure to meet you .here some day, 
For no niatter what, roads they travel 

through,
No soul who is lionet, kind and true. 
Can fail to find at,hlq.journey’s end, 
His hope’s full frultlon ln this beautiful

<r.
I could stay no long# In this home of 

the blest, ";--
For I must enter again the world’s un

rest, •

TW LIVING GODS.
Besides a Multitude of Dead Ones.

„»Iw’ J' ‘f??’ haTO B01 Uie ccclesla- 
phobia terlbly, and have had it tor a 
lmiS ri .me' U“urit become chronic 
and deep-seated,- and I did not know 
D W wmi the tJouple with me until 
nos^i H“’1 J* 1“0 to the rescue and dlag- 
of “rohu!» Bease, as a Peculiar specif 
isfts™b™L p5?va’ent «““ng “Splritual- 

th,s d!seas® was caused by 
ami COInPound “f common sense and reason working together, and im- 
iTmrert nf 016 lnind to extent that 
PhnrU y ignores the use of Rev, D. D,, 
to>Sii1 e?<gOn’ bibIe- tlle atonement, 
to eordfnation, predestination, infinite 
hflh JSOnil?’ devilj beli an(i “I* such 
Sa terms and titles that ein- 
reWt iff orthodox liturgy, and to 
a s^ra^lnUA?kr^°tiii? ^»Iments Is 

lg,n■?! hayMtoe "rabies, 'and 
dremtoB« d °{.th,s toanla is a conun- 
co rt tlm,1 a pat^ent s Wind is not in a 
favor of old mU?d*erff0 an “»«ration in 
tho™ < ?>d ^oMtous prefixes and add 
them to the fair namo of our accepted 
cauae of Spiritualism, and all those 
undone that tblnlc ^ey can 
hAffArg 9’pe.r^tl9“ and. survive, had 
tains to ¿nPOn ^e ^c,c8 an(1 “ 
fmm tal i ' °2 ('!em and hide them 
ft Kail,“'

rSi’i™1t5!S JE
ence ’8 a ^$ry 8lrIW“S dlffer-
Ph J leY,and “Pi“!““« even of 

“ontributors on the subject
,ts hahilimente.Phis is the direct result of a higher 

nrtnoe?!0i UD,f“Idment “f the senses, tlie 
bv tho m i°f th^ mlnd’ brouBlit about 
munfeaffni reOrdei of lntelligence com- 
munlcating through tho mediunilflHn 
Theiepmaild y^ ^tehtening columns of 
The Progresive Thinker. As people 
advance in knowledge their minds be- 
facts anTto“0"!0 and «“«““PUbfe ef 

become more self-reli- 
woken b? indopendent and more out
spoken in their conviction, and this is 
Hetv W°U11 ?a oxpectod from a so- 
iety that was filled with so many followers0 different elements an“d<^, 

havtoili° i t0 be Spiritualists, yet
Ut “ Rljbrovlated code of prin-

A _ _ _

A Remarkable Doctor Book^
~ ; JUST BEEN ISSUED, ENTITLED

THE MATURE CURE
V BY PHYSICAL AND MENTAL METHODS, ILLUSTRATED.

A Bridge from the Ôïd«to th«- N.«,. ‘
Medical Practice A Clear ’ Sh*  ? “ NeW DaZ ***

on the rtoie« ' f n ’ Short“t:^ Treatise 
on the Cause and Cure of Disease.

' ■ ——— ■ I '

EyMARviN'E. CONGEILM.D.
' AsslBled- byROSA C. CONGER, M. D.

Fsux xiaasxæzæs

id

to

way." ’
They had reached the end of their ar

gument,
And face to face they paused a moment.
“We must part here," the elder said, 
John simply answered, "Good-bye, dad.”
Each eagerly seeking this Golden Gate, 
Sought to find it by paths that were 

separate.
I followed after this father and son, 
As each In his chosen path walked- on, 
And each was so certain the other was

But I had learned a great lesson, 
Which was worth a gbod fortune: 
The importance we place on our differ

ent opinions, ,1It.
Mostly exists In our Imaginations.
We are all seeking the very same good
But we each persist-‘iff traveling our 

own road, r- >’
And after'all is said find dbne,
The eagerly sought good W by each

be won. re »5

greater, as though it would atone for What Is Your Key Note? 
false product, by greater quantity. The To tho t
apple 18 a product of vital forces, and dlscoverev^f'kth rTnt 
tho worm at its heart, aborting its per-1 Sïï? t°£ key “ote or toe law of ap

. faction 1b another product of the same of Mentffi Telenathv’36^ °“11?8 ?8Cret 
\ forces. Thus In all nature, there is no- i.wnl«mJÏ ep^thy’ K®y aote Is the 
> where, visible an all-dlsce^ilng intelH- ^ thk ttat r" --

> gence with piim which infallibly reach ttou?hte are ota y Mt8’ tbefr
W-LjÆnSr Wlth a“118 I tacb wide, •’ ’ ~ ~.“ 

'IfgfipattoMor thé ones-who fail. There [convinced to •rty’«rtSld.««tent ffiighb have been nteni 
• is noijusttcé visible lu thé action end re- that bv thia BvZtom^ho„^^Bíactï>n, ' toemsand miles, -. ......
action of the elements or forces. Jus- ence IfTnossihlo Ransfer-1 For all that passed between them of
tlce, right, intelligence as comprehend, te open to tova npa1per ‘ 
cd by man, are entirely Ideas which ex- tifle creation a fa?7 nhnwil«? h 8CleDi 
ist in his mind alone. When he applies seek your aid in eivlneÎM^trofa 1 
thought as manifest by him to the pro- world I^want vonh?° 
cess of the unlverse and thinks it is the columns of your we^ some htehÎy 
governed as he would govern it were he I Intelligent men to uromofo thu 
possessed of omnipotent power and un- ment to explain the nrincinle ?n^raii derstandlng, he finds himself lost In a in relaStattetawoVap^Jton^r 
mysterious confusion of contradictions, thought tranBference. The following „ uultu wo u« « Buau

n n , article will give full instructions how to meet,

'‘Ï’MSL aere „ wwl.hM KÏ'Æ'pSl* Wt”

Light, weekly, London; The Two I In the flrat place those that want to 
Investigate my system of thought com
munication must determine their key 
note by going to a musical Instrument 
and by speaking in their-natural tone Of 
voice find the key that chorda with 
their speech, then they must discover 
the pitch. The range of pitch of all 
person’s voices is designated in two oc
taves, above and below middle C. 
There are only twelve tones In that 
measure that relate to all creatures.

The conditions to be complied with 
In order to accomplish good results are 
these: We must become passive by va
cating the mind from all thought; the 
persons that operate must be construct
ed In the same key note and the same 
pitch in order to complete a perfect 
chord vibration; they must be given up 
wholly to this one object; their 
thoughts must be directed to the com
municant; the communicant must be in 
a passive state, then you must think the 
tone in your mind and send the mes
sage with all the force of your mental
ity.

. wrong,
That he supposed he was walking alone, 

I th0 while, strange to say, 1 
" Both were going the very same way. - 

are con-1 The separate paths they spoke of, lay to Blae by 61a6j <
The distance between them was not an-

words or smiles.
The first and eldest speaker thought, 

“Poor boy, ’ . .
He will never reach that city of joy.
I would have kept him with me if I 

could, ' ' ■■..-■■
And made him follow the paths he 

should. •■ ■         • , , , I, i -
It grieves me much that we ne’er shall

Worlds, Manchester, weekly; The Spir
itual Review, monthly, and The Lyce
um. for the Children’s Progressive Ly
ceum, London.

In. other countries there is published, 
Weekblad, Hague, Holland; Journal du 
Magnetlsme, Paris, France; La Monde 
Occulte,. Paris, France; Review Scien- 
tlflque et Morale du Splritlsme, Paris, 
France; Mediumship, Monthly Review, 
Rome, Italy; Revista Esplrita, monthly, 

- Porto Alegro, Brazil; Reforador, Rio 
Janeiro; Luce e Ombra, Milan, Italy; 
Dzewey Lucia, Warsaw, Poland; Zelt- 
schrlft fur Splritlsmus, weekly, Leipsic, 
Germany, Revue d’ Etures Psychique, 
monthly, Paris, France; Constantia, 
Buenos Ayres; La Revolution, Barce
lona, Spain; Luz y Union, Barcelona; 
Le Messenger, Liege, Belgium; La Pro
gress Spirlte, -- , France; La Nuova
Parola, Rome, Italy, and Harbinger of 
Light, Melbourne, Australia.

These magazines and weekly papers 
have editorial writers of splendid abll- 
ity, and are constantly publishing brill
iant contributions in every department 
of Psychic Science. They abound with 
well observed facts, and descriptions of 
phenomena, and philosophical and sci
entific discussion. Translations from 
them would be highly interesting and 
instructive to American readers of Spir- 
Oy’^listic literature. 
t(?' .. ~'
1 Conservative Spiritualist: Q. Is it 
not better for the growth of the cause, 
to make Spiritualism respectable, rath
er than toe closely maintain that which 
‘ive think is right?
, A. No cause ever grew “respectable” 
5y notmaintalning the right. To promul- 
gate.the truth and destroy error is’ the 

•- Spiritualism. It surely is un.-

When we come to investigate the 
other systems of communication such 
as the telgraph, telephone and Marconl- 
gram, we discover that they are only 
systems of tone transference, but con
ductors áre used such as sensitive 
plates, batteries and wires, these are 
only tracks to perfect accord, as in elo
cution ,we raise, and lower the voice to 
make our sentences more impressive.

There are twelve distinct key notes 
and pitches. Each one of these repre
sents an element of an affinity. A per
son constructed in a higher key of the 
same tone, cannot render a perfect 
sympathetic vibration, hence we must 
have..a,-perfect, chord .to get good re
sults.

It Is better far to advinceWch other’s 
happiness, a- '

Than to bb foolishly Wfajigllhg over our 
differences. • re.
\ PEARL T,. ST0DDARD.

Poptiac, Mich. '
■ ' n J.1 1 • '■ » ■ * > J I f I —

PASSED TO SBNRITkLIFE.
. . — 11 *>- ’ ’ > ijj;
(ObttUarleB to the extenbtot ten Haas 

pnly will be Inserted tree.-All in excess 
of ten lines will be chargcdffit tlie rate 
of fifteen-cents peri »tab. sribont .seven ’WbFdflMdcffffilutffone>iine.Js ■> “7“

i Passed to spirit -life/- Mrs. Dwight 
Rathbun, at her home in Ceylon, Ohio, 
Ded. lfi. The funeral services were at 
the. church, Hudson Tuttle officiating.

uncomfortably anxious about, it,, and 
think it devolves on them to ¿ive it rank 
and position; to begild, bejeWeland be- 
dlzzen it to make it presentable*  io the 
religions of the past.. "it must," sày 
they, "not fear to appear a little like or
thodoxy, although at heart it may be 
quite different; its garb must be some- 
tiling after the old style, or else people 
will be frightened away from all connec
tion with It and thus be shut out from 
tlie benefits it might give them.”

Any ■ persons that, feel interested in 
this method of communication, if you 
find some one that their natural tone Is 
.const ’(¿cd in the Key of D below mid- 
.dl«0i,j>p jhall appoint an hour that the 
fcornntHfllrfttion. can. take plaça I re
quire,this.,noy note because I am con
structed,in-that tone and pitch, as I can 
instruct ion So, that we can get perfect 
communltiatlons, and have the condi
tions right, to put it on a practical ba
sis, All communications to be pub
lished in your paper. For Information 
concerning this project address

FRANCIS SCHLATTER, 
;Roy, Ill. The Healer._,They would pray verbally at tlie be

I ginning of every lecture to an Imagine---I -; -God and hang on all the oratorical5 f.mtr- nra^tl’handhmiir^nf1318?01®17’” A 
I. 1 ishra about Him and His Son' that LramS aJS k ,oi r0terence, eon
' would please Catholic or Pro^stant,fee.f S35 

jrieauJffTHapGift.

the golden streets.”
John thought, with a touch of scorn, 
“Such plg-headedness l have never seen 

since I was born. '
I would have Hired to see the old fellow

dwell in clover,
But now, of course, that is all over, 
He has gone way off his beat, 
And we never again shall meet.” 
So they trudged on side by side, 
While I left their narrow paths 

those more wide. ‘
for

The next I sought was a flowery dell, 
A boy and girl stood by an: old-fash- 

foned well.
In the girl’s dark eyes gleamed a flash 

of light,
As she said with passionate earnest

ness,' "I tell you, I am right,
I know the road you will choose to-mor-. 

row,
Will only take you to death and sorrow;
’Tis narrow and winding and leads 

through dark woods,
By it blooms nothing fair or good, '
You will cry for water and starve for 

bread, '
But the golden streets of the city you 

seek,
You will never tread.”
The boy gazed upon her with a sad

dened face, ... .
“I am sure you are wrong,, my dearest 

Grace, . •
Though the path does pass through the 

darkened wood,
'Tls not always the sunniest paths that 

lead’ to good, - •. ......
But as you will not go my -yay, - 
I have nothing more that Lean1-say, re 
You must take your smt-lit <road, , ,..r ' 
I can only leave you ,in. the-hand» ¡of

God." • / , ,
I followed the boy in tire path1 lifrfrtta. 
He was earnest and trpe’and.rellbd'onti’

God. - ’ ■■■ ■■■ .«¡w-v:
He patiently climbed'the roclty sleeps, 
And his face bore a look’that whs brave 

and sweet, -■ - ■ ■ ■ - ■ ”--d ■>
But strange to say, not far dway, ”■■■■•' 
Was the path the girl had taken-that 

very day, . .
And the dancing sunbeams that made it 

bright,
Also shed on the boy the same glad 

light, ■ .... - ", ■
While the welcome shade of the forest 

trees, . . \ ... ■ , . ■ ■
For her, softened the heat of the sun's 

fierce rays. : • . ■■ . ■ '
But they who walked so near together, 
Were thinking the while, they had lost 
• each other forever. . :

ASPHODEL BLdOMS,” by Emma Rood Tuttle, 
of the Quick) and the Dead. An Exquisite 

^.r’ce ^-4-Postpaid. Address, Hudson 
gjj-mtle, Publisher, Berain Heights. Ohio,

c • ' I

Heft them for a city street, • 
And again it was two men my gaze did 
: meet;’ - ■ .; ■ ■ . ■ ■ .
They were pacing slow upon the pave

. meat, . ■ ■ . . ■ ... ■
And seemed engrossed in some dtsa-

. greemont: ■...., .
I vrondered, half wearily, “Can it bo 
That no two minds will e’er agree?”’ ■: 
Both were broad-minded, ah the term 

goes,
But the youngest one was a little more 

BO»
Both were strong and richly clad,
But one face glowed with a Jook that 

was glad,
While the other wao shadowed by an 

expression sad. ■ *

'. . . . A Valuable Work.
Cohcqntratloii, Meditation and Inspira

tion. How to develop, these desirable 
gifts according to the iiost approved 
methods of ancient and modem teach
ers, together with a set pf six symbols 
iompnsing six months’ study. Bv 

Laura G1 Fixen. . • 7
A course of practicar experimental 

lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior Inspiration.

Sent complete for 50 cents.

THE BIBLE AS REGARDED BY JOHN 
E. REMSBURG.

In this book there are Eleven Chan. 
’ ters on the Authenticity of the Bible- 

Thirteen on the Credibility of the Bible- 
Ten on the Morality of the Bible, with 
an Appendix of Unanswerable Arau. 
ments Against the Divine Origin and in 
favor of the Human Origin of the Bible 
Twenty-six pages of Index, enablfea th
reader to refer In an Instant to any au 
thorlty quoted or argument used bv th« 
author. 1 °

TheUles of the chapters In detail are 
Sacred Books of the World, The Chris 
tian Bible, Formation of the Canon Dff 
ferent Versions of the; Bible, Author 
ship and Dates, The Pentateuch Thn 
Prophets, The Hagloegrapha, Thé Four 
Gospels; Acts, Catholic .Epistles and 
Revelation; Pauline Eplstlee, .Textual 
Errors, Two Cosmogonies of Genests 
The Patriarcha1 Age, Tb,e Jewish Kings’ 
Inspired Numbers, When Dffi jeh“°8' 
phat Die? Harmony of thé Gospels Paul 
and the Apostles, The ’Slble and. His
tory, The Bible and Science, Pronfie 
cies, Miracles, The Blblo God Tfi« 
Bible Not a Moral Guide,.'Lying Chest; 
ing, Stealing; Murder.v iWar, ■ ' Humhn 
Sacrifices, Cannibalism, Wltchwnff Slavery, Polygamy, Adultery, ObS 
ity, intemperance, Vffgiflnéy, Ignorance. ' 
Injustice to -Women,., Unlrintlness'- 'to 
Children, Cruelty to Anliriæta -Tyranny 
Intolerance, Conclusion^ ARBcndfx. ,- ' 
...The book makes sama, fltra hundred 

Pages, and is printed.riiandsomoly on
PaDer< wlth wide margins. Price 

fl.25. a»’ q,
■ . “T 1 -id.. . .. ...

’ a. ^i“r„Her„DeMI1' f’Thtntfitory of a 
S“m,m8r-; , By LlllaliP WttiUng. No 
? i°yes splNfdhf'-tlmught can 
fail to be fed and ddtghtdi with this 
book. Beautiful spirit^! tlulught, com
bining advanced Ideasaon, the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spirituallem, leading 
the minri onward intofthe purer atmos
phere of exalted spirltuaii.'trutli. A 
book for tho higher life.i ) flor sale at 
this office. Price, cldth,
-“Spiritual Fire Crackers,dBlblo Chest, 

nuts and Political l’ln< Points.” By J 
S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
70 pages of racy reading, price 25 
cents. For sale at the office of The Siwekslve Thinker. t ue

’’Right Generation the' Key th*S HcftveD‘ o»- Earth.’) By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and mane highest,aspirations. A plea 
fL«!equality, in all the rela- 
«rnlhi between men and women, 
, “The Spiritual WX” Xh' 

as an Event m Life.” jft> Lilian Whit
ing. One of Mlsa Wlilttag's most qug- 

1%"!?spiritual 
i.8. laden with ¡rich, thought- 

p}<«p«tU0 ltr‘ snle at o®«>. ,£TXCv $1. •

, Many Of these contributors to the eol- 
Mh° Pl’°Sresslvo Thinker and 

some of the speakers- In the Spiritual 
n™«8’ ? So’ make a very froe and pro
nounced use of the word "God" in their 
n.rt.r— — — .1  POOCh Cfl. NOW, these 

afnd ppoakerfl m-0 supposed to be 
bv a h?Ah “PsrlOr talent and cou<-rolled 
„ns Ah gh .°rder oi splrIt Intelligence 
fl«dfhI^86nVhe!r artlc,es and speeches 
as they_ understand them, using such 
words, language and phrases as suit 
v«e!n purp°se beat> and quoting from 
various writers to introduce outside 
evidence to substantiate.their pointe of 

doubt haV0 iuI1 fa*th  in what they write and speak, as being 
correct and indisputable,, and os such 
wouldU^Bed b6 wel1 lnforme<l and 
MnnLî language or quote sen
tences that would be objectionable to 
Arn ° wBe tî16y repr6seilt or its follow 
th*  J^0Wlng fuU wel1 fbafr H is for 
Bnt thî ° T aDd for th0 publl° ®ar. 
But their writings and speeches are sub- 
ctemto PUb ° Scrutlny and Publlû «ntl- 
thn^S0, .?ow' the orthodox hold 
God thîl h %th® Only true and dlv*ne 

, God, that he is a superior being, having 
hlwiys existed and that he created the 
heavens and the earth, and "all" things 

and Ptenounced it ÏÏh»^¿}? t..h®?leasured tli« waters 
in, the hollow” of his hand And tnéas- 
nure heaven With a span, and the earth 

. me8f,ure and weighed the mountains in scales, and the hills in a bal
ancé, and that he'rested from all bis 

h? thQ.seventh day. and that he 
universe by his will and the 

might of his power, and that he is a 
very jealous God, not allowing any 
other god to exist. 3
-r>H°D N°‘ Many of the writers tor 
The Progressive Thinker use the sen- 

Go.d of Nature.” Nok, who 
n " Wh?re 18 Ulls eod of na- 

“r®.? such a god exist or is it a 
myth of the imagination, if the uni
verse was created by tne orthodox God 
It must be him, but if it always existed, 
as many of us Spirtuahsta believe It 
was not created at all, consequently’ no 
orthodox God or God of Nature about

ButJf our Spiritual friends mean 
that Nature is god, they should say so 
and make a definite point that all can 
understand.

The expression, carries with it tho 
® s°me kind of supreme ruler 
while there is no visible proof that 
there is any such being In existence. 
°D,Iy\ ajag11® imaginary theory of the 
mind that perhaps such may be the 
case. Yet it Is very important for the 
X®lf2r?-Snd.pJO8perI.ty ftnd stability of 
the Spiritual fraternity that they more 
particulaNy define what kind of a god 
they believe in, if any god at all.. The 
Idea of believing in an infinite intelli
gence is vefy indefinite, pure imagina- 
tlon and no god at all, as intelligence 
cannot exist outside of an organized 
body of material substance. But If of 
aPy„valu0 at all, It must be one of the 
attributes of the orthodoz God, which 
infinite Intelligence I for one entirely 
repudiate while many Spiritualists 
cling to the belief from their early im- 
Preaslons. 0. P. MITCHELL.

Moline, III. .

“Religious and Theologies? Works of 
Thomas Paine,.’ Contains his celebrated 
Age of Reason,”, and a number of let

ters and discourses op.religious and the- 
«logical subjects. Cloth binding, 480

Pr,.c»/1t , For sale at thtetofflea, 
tj08??.loo Ilyrnu Book.” a collection 

of original and rejected hymns, for lib- 
nwi n,nd« ¿ohlcties, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash- 
~urn; |hls .volume meets a public 

comprises 258'choice selec- 
uons o .poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral .sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price CO cents 
r “Child culture, According to ¿a 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 

sAuBsestion.” By Nowton N. 
Riddell. A most, excellent Work for all 
who have the care or training of chil
dren. Price 05 cental
.“Wedding Chimes;" By Delpha Pearl 

Hughes. A-tasty, beautiful and appro
priato wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage .ceremony, marriage certificate 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. .Speffially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry 
Price 75 cents.. For sale at this office.

. Poptmi tit EToffrega.” By Lizzie 
Doton. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may bo read in he!’ 
^8d™o?J.8/'.'i50l?.Btovato gay, from i 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
fovo, genuine poetry, and. especially by 
Spiritualista Tho volume is tMttly 
printed and bound. Price SL • “

Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil, 
osophy of Individual life. Based Upon 
Natural Science, os Taught by Modern 
Masters . of the Law.’’ By Florence 
Huntley. A-work of deep thought. Car- 
.’P’lffiL- the Priuciplea of evolution into 
office001118, ClotM2' ““le at this

The Commandments Analysed, nrlco 
I B ? BIbl° Stories, dota, 50'] Copts. For gala at tale offica.

&
Nature Cure teaches how to heal 

oy simple home remedies.
It teaches how Nature cures.
It does not use poisonous drugs.
It does not endorse dangerous exoeri- 

uients.with the surgeon's knife. H
It will save money in every home.
“ entirely free from technical rubbish.
It teaches how typhoid and other 

fevers may be cured al once.
ho.w Pneu“onia, la-grippe, 

diphtheria and other forms of disease ' 
considered aangerous, may be cured 
tn twenty-four hours. ■

It is, as a' medical book for homes, 
the bkst, and is up-to-date in every 
particular. Q J

There is no similar book,nomedical, 
hygienic or reformatory, doctor book 
that compare« with Th« Nature . 
Cube. I

.+inT.haekillght ‘“med on to objec
tionable medical mysteries, ¡ana 
prescriptiona, dogmatic theories and 
dangerous experiments of the present - 
expensive medical practice.

Pa’n8 ha® been taken to 
make the leading points Bo plain that 
rfe»?Z0U rg aid 01<l' lnay eas'bl un<ien 

. stand. Condensed facts, short, clear- 
,-cut paragraphs arp some of the 

cu«n ve features oi natubu

. The new and better methods of cur- 
ingthe sick and preventing disease, 
paye never been so clearly stated in 
plain English for the plain people, as 
in Natub« Cubu. f 1 ’

Our Definition of Mediclne.- 
Any method or remedy that will 
remove, alleviate or modify pain and 
restore the sick tq normal condition. 
ts practical medicine.

Stripped of mystery and decep- 
tlon, the study and practice of medi
cine can be carried to success in every 
Intelligent home. Naturk Curu wifi 
lead the way to certain success.

b#st medical practice is the 
one that will cure in the least tima 
Vrith the leust risk and expense.

Nature Cure is a tnie exponent of 
the practice of medicine as defined, 
and stands squarely upon truth'and 
demonstration, rejecting theories and ' 
experiments wherever health and life 
are endangered.

The book contains 375 pages, and 
is finely illustrated; the mechanical 
and artistic work are the very best. 
Bound in fine English cloth, marble 
edges, $2.00; common cloth $1.50,

LIFE. BEYOND DE/YTH*
Being a Review of

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera
tion of Present Conditions of Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as o Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

FMt-~To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions. •

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
8vo. Cloth, 342 Page*.  .

r*Tlew ot to® beliefs held In holds, u a provisional hynotheate ra.x 
tie past concerning life beyond death, continued existence is demonstrate? 
ur. Savage takes up the? present condl- taere have been at least soma
tions of belief and considers the acnos- authenticated communication! 
tic reaction- from the extreme “other- Per®ons In the other life. Tta " "»'“i «s °»’°1“»

— •• “• **.  xvuiuLcu. wuica
ft*  Í“ ‘T ioilowed by the Bilrttùol-istlc reaction agalnft agnostlclfm'1 He OMt“1!17® Ideas-Bthnlc Bellefs-Tlw 
joints out the doubts concert fee Do JtaJ 7 n‘ I«““>ortallty-paurS!
doctrine of Immortality held by the Jesus DTeath Rndthe Other Life
churches and the weakness nf: th«. w d d Im“ortaHty-The Other dltlonal creeds“ nd the loosening nt BonJ? tbe ?Ilddle Ages-ProtestaS 
their hold upon the people He dhen ’ RovnIhG°^iern*ng Death and to«- Life

nme Includes a consideration of the - -roDawlItlfe®
work of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving
Some of the author’s own personal ex-

Reaction—Ths
World •

to Belief In Im-
oi 1 ------- ...«re Which Fab
Short of Demonstration—The Society 
for Psychical Research and tfie I minor- 
'“I Llfe^Posslblô Conditions of Anoth-âsjsï-

BEYOND TftEV/YIL 

A Sequel to "Rending the Vail,”
The two volumes together as a record the experiences of snirii« in 

of practically obtained facte demon- -theta own Tccomit of their 
stratlng the claims of Modern Spirit- earth and theta progress of ter s' Is °u 
ualism as to post mortal theta present condldon of freedom from

eaith conditions. The narratives are In
tensely interesting, instructive and 
Otten highly dramatic. a

Coincident with these are tho nro- 
foundly philosophical comments of thn 
controliing spirits of the seances. Prof 
William Denton, Thomas Paine, Dr w' 

.and others-coverlng, law’ 
medicine, jurisprudence, theology and 
metaphysics. Thore are no books In eg. 
Istence of like character or of hlclub 
authority. Price, by mall. 91.78, ..

_ -------- *wOwv**x,l  UO U 1 vUvlU

of practically obtained facte demon-

ualism as to post mortal survival, are 
unique and overwhelming.

Every communication is from a full 
materialized spirit form, In good light 
and either spoken audibly or written in 
full view by the form. There is not an 
automatic or trance message in the 
book.

It Is illustrated by several engravings, 
the originals of which were drawn in 
the presence of the circle by a full form 
materialized spirit artist

BEYOND THE VAIL Is, as A rule,

CEIESTI/VL DYN/VMIGS, 
Being a Normal Course of Study in the -Astro-Magnetio 

. Forces of Naiure.

BY THE AUTHOE OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” »THE LAN«
guage Of the stabs,” etc.

x “^ complète course of Astro-metarhvsical stndv om.
yital Pnnmplefl of Life; Mental Force. Sickness and Disease. With 

th only true and really Scientific method of treating the oick successfully
Mental Healers, Metn-physiciahs,' and all who practice the Heal nt Art 

snïto„8i°Uld^giV° ‘;CeIes^> Dynamics’’ a thorough J
d Nn cau880f4theirftequent failures. -

at-miN4.r^'S^d0nt Ca? afford be without this work, if he would under
stand the Meta-physica of Astrology. ' ? ’ UU1U u uer^
« a0* WSS sPeciaI,y Prepared for publication to meet the demands of
a large and very earnest class of people who cannot afford to pay'or a regular 
course of Instruction under a qualified teacher. AndXse who «in afforf 
tf“8 Kiy, pg? W1. .work an invaluable text-book to their studies.
u IS One Dollar Onlyf and is within reach of all who Beek
light. For sale at this offleo. wno Beeg

fiistopy of ttje
GttRISTI/VN RELIGION 

t t to tbe Year 200,
Filli. INi'tto D • ", -uliY V. Wavte, a. m.iiiltli Khtion—.Raised, With Muo.. , A)ï|)eu<liT

.A."‘_aad”d.»“d reliable hlatory of tba 
rarller period of the church, giving 
facts that are not ^piind in tho ao-dnlled 
histories written by churchmen. This 
latest edition has been carefully and 
thoroughly revised, and It is a reliable 
magazine of facts, such as the honest 
Inquirer wants, It opens'up to tho m- 
yretlgator and student ft wide field of

historical research In matters of fad 
wholly ignored by the regular churcM 
Ulstorinus, and throws a bright glare oi 
light , on Points heretofore carefuili 
shrouded In darkness. - -

A largo octavo volume of 550 page«.
strongly bound. lu doth. Price $2.2X 
For sale at The Progressive Thinker,1 
office.
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Mr. King and I began to talk on spirit-

Crime—Con-
■ ■ ■. ■

New Deflm-

notlst?

L4VU, Alic opn ivuai wau.w a-»« • 
ural Science Corroborated; Natural

ity.

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.

'1

$2.00
2.00

75

Reincarnation 
Self-Perpetuation

The Dream Child, -

The Great Psychological 
tents—Part I.

Si. 50 
1.50 

50

Occult Society hold«

It Is important when a meeting is 
suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead.- We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero to public halls at the present

THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME, 
Harmonics of Evolution (Florence Huntley),

ual power and phenomena.
“He is noW living in Grand Ledge, 

Mich H. E. MARTIN.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

foillltil! C»n Aw Cm «f «temaci, Traub!» Mol 
Cuitad by Cancar. Do Not Taka Our Word.

TEST IT YOURSELF.

•'Astral Worship." By J. H. H111. M. 
D. For sale at this office. Price $1*

as to one set, the landlady was uncer
tain whether she could let them. They 
were held by a Mr. ----- , who was at

Some Curious Stories of Death Warnings.

The Law of Spiritual Gravity ; Admoni
tions and Suggestions,

avery Sunday in Hall 309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a.-m. Sunday-school at 10 
a. m. ,

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North

Metempsychosis; .
Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual Extinction; Pay-

and Distinctions;
Transubstantiation ;

Supplemental. . ' .
The Value of “Theories"; Differences 

.......... Transmigration;

Raising the So-called Dead. !
Ab my father-in-law, Mr. Samuel 

Lesher, of Mancelona, Mich., has bad 
many spiritual experiences, I will re
peat this narrative just as ho told it to

8

dlcntln» ino ueicvui ¿«i
Spiritualists and Hatori allots 
much It 
Qjotti.tî-

OSI

THE PROGRESSIVe THIMKBR.
Jan. í, 1904.

It Is not ancient families of distinc
tion alone that have their banshees or 
death warnings, though the spec
tral woman beheld in Ireland by 
Lady Fanshawe, with her shrieks and 
flying .hair, is the most popular and 
picturesque, and, linguistically consid
ered, the only genuine, banshee. Other 
warnings are Inexplicable knockings 
as in the case of the Woodd family. In 
■which the phenomena ate recorded 
from about 1660 to the present day.

In the writer’s own family, a curious 
creature, “like a cat but not a cat,” has 
been on duty for some seventy years 
at least, but baa no tradition attached, 
to it, and has only been seen by women 
of the kin, and only before the deaths 
of women. I first heard of it when,, as 
a boy, I saw a black and tan cat, not a 
common sort of cat, which the terriers, 
for oncè, declined to chevy. My descrip
tion led'to an account of the family 
portent, but I believed that mine was 
a common cat, and did not believe In 
the death coincidence which was de
tected, The dates did not appear to
fit, when closely considered .

A curious species of death warning Is 
that in a story, perfectly well attested, 
of a table by a deathbed which sudden
ly gave a jump. Tire clergyman who ! 
was praying alone beside the dying man 
saw Uii? feat and the people in the room 
below heard the noise and asked what 
had caused it The names of the ob
servers are published. I now give an
other set of specimens of this sort of 
warning, only altering the names of the 
witnesses. On October 10, 1879, my in
formant, Father Jones, was a boy of 10. 
He was sitting at a table, drawing, in 
view of his mother, who sat by a wln- 
dow at work. Both commanded a view 
of Uie chimneypiece, <Ai which stood a 
large, heavy earthenware bowl. Mrs. 
Jones, the mother, corroborates. Be
side her was an old-fashioned octagonal 
work table, the top of which had a 
hinge, -and opened as the lid over a 
work box Buch a table, hexagonal, is 
before me, and the lid is of consider
able solidity .and weight, being in early 
Victorian mahogany The lid of the 
work table was shut Both persons 
fronted the fireside. Suddenly the at
tention of both was attracted by the odd 
behavior of the earthen bowl on the 
chimneypiece. It slowly worked Its 
way along the surface of that shelf to 
the extremity, when it floated down-
wards, rather than fell, to the stone 
flooring of the hearth, dropping so gen
tly that it was not broken After a per

' ceptitile interval, the lid of the work 
table Suddenly rose up and fell'. Mrs. 
Jones ywas aware that similar incidents I 
attended the deaths of the Ainslies, her 
relations, and she and her boy knelt in 
prayer for the departing or departed 
spirit. Father Jones, who gave the 
story orally, and sedt the corroboration 
by letter, adds that the death of Mrs. 
Ainsley, at a town some twelve miles 
distant (the names of the places are 
unimportant), was simultaneous with 
the phenomena. . ‘ '

Father Jones adds that on July 15, 
1857, hiB grandmother’and mother were 
in a room with a stove. The lid of the 
stove erected itself, as the lid of the 
work table did later. The next post
brought news of the death ofthe grand
mother’s brother, which must have pre
ceded by perhaps twenty-four hours the 
unusual behavior of the stove. The 
elder lady regarded the occurrence 
merely as a curious coincidence, but 
does not seem to have had a theory of

the cause of tho lifting of the stove Hd. ' 
In. May, 1893, a chlua cup behaved like 
the earthenware bowl, in the piesence 
of Mrs. Jones and Miss Jones, her 
daughter. The death of a third mem
ber of the same family was "simul
taneous;" Wch we may probably take, 
provisionally, as meaning closely coln- 
Cilfnit is admitted that one mind, from 
a distance, inay Influence another, so as 
to produce' an hallucinatory appearance, 
for example, of tne agent, it would seem 
to follow that some energy of one brain 
can affect another brain. The brain is 
as material as a bowl,' a cup, or a stove, 
and it would follow that an energy from 
a distant brain might conceivably set a 
bowl or the lid of a table in motion! 
This would hot be at all more odd than 
that the thought of a distant person, 
who is traveling to a house, should 
cause a knock on the door, a thing en
tirely believed in by many Highlanders 
and ip Scandinavian countries, ihe 
movements of untouched objects in the 
presence of D. D. Home and Eusapla 
Paladino and others are copious attest

. ed oven by witnesses of scientific emin
ence at home and abroad. But Eusapia 

1 has been caught in the act of cheating, 
J and if Home was never actually caught 

he was very much suspected.
We have nothing like sufficient evi- 

ff ence of a good character that such 
events ever occur .in connection witn 
'‘mediums,’’ though we have volumes of 
evidence which is not good. We can 
only say that if such occurrences go 
through the form of occurring then 
probably the death warnings just re
ported, and others of -the same e-e8®*  
are due to the same sort of cause which 
produces the movements of apparently 
untouched objects in the case of Home, 
and of tlie bewitched people in the old 
trials for witchcraft. The hypothetical 
energy may be released at about the 
moment of death, and may produce 
knocks, or motions of furniture at a 
distance. To hold that such an energy 
can produce a seemingly real white 
bird; or black cat, or crowds of foxes, 
or a banshee, shrieking, with her hair 
down, appears to require a greater 
stretch of imagination; and my own

I fancy fails to take this view of the 
' celebrated Alrlle drumtaer. We have 
to do with evidence' of which much is 
certainly mythical, with the yarns told 
by great aunts, old family servants and 
young ladies, who ore not' the most 
trustworthy pt deponents.

I end with a really original and grew- 
some death warning. The anecdote 
comes to me at fourth hand.- A saw-the

I phenomenon and told B, who told C, 
who told me. A was driving westward 
from Euston station in a handsome. He 
saw approaching him on the pavement a 
servant girl, who appeared to have 
been sent on an errand. She met- a 
man, whose back only was visible to A; 
she looked at him, gave a shriek of ter
ror, and fled. After driving on for 
some 30 yards A stopped his cab, alight
ed and walked back to confront the 
man who had frightened the maid. T he

; man had the face of a corpse! A watch
, ed him go to a certain house and let 
> himself In with a latchkey. Next day A

went and reconnoitered the house. It 
had a bill, offering apartments to let, 
and on the excuse of wanting to take 
rooms A rang the bqj), and was admit-, 
ted. There were two sets of rooms, but,

the front in the South African war as 
a volunteer, apparently, and a report oi 
his death had appeared in the newspa
pers of the previous day. Till the im
port was confirmed Uto rooms could 
not be let. The report was confirmed, 
and the Inference was that A and the 
maid Had seen a phantom of the lata 
tenant with a phantom latchkey, which 
opened a material door,

. ANDREW LANG.

REMBBAMDT STUDIO.
School of Msyehic Development. 
. We teach vou b|t» nekMiUtto nMem WJM1! 
uufoM.the alxih aeasoav k'Ul oLdlvluatlon. Our 
method Will develsp an rapidly ut= n *“ 
We iw youv boW u grow lu the mental Phubta o: 
medluxnahlp. Private 1^»oub, GO cento each, 
oourse oi twelve leustuaB, ’

6. WALTER LYM
THE EMINENT

Healer and
Gifted Psychic, 

HEALTH RESTORED 
By Common Sense Method«

HOROSCOPES
Scientifically accurate and reliable.
Walrond, 1510 Glcuarm Slu Denver. Col., EbUBw.

0 N. KINKEAD.—TRUMPET-SPEAKING IN 
Vh full light. F.B, Richmond, independent »late 
writing and .magnetic healing. Circles Tuobday, 
Thursday and Saturday, 8:wp. m, Private read
ings dally. 8200 Wabash Ave.. Chicago.

jKLTON E. HEORIOK,
A&TliOWGEK.—Vocation, business »pecula
tion, matrimony, changes, travel, all affaire of 
life. Feo 13.00. bend date of birth &b near tho 
hour as pouulble. Addrcea, 24121 Beading Rehd, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. •

A Natural Beer, Tried and True. 
lirHS. J>. DEFOREST, OLAIRVPYANT, INTnl- M Uonuland prophetlo reading» by mall. Son« 
own handwrtong. date of birth and 8 guoatlonu, 
81. Removed to yoxboro, Maes ________ ■ ■

Annie Lord Chamlierlaln’s Card.
Dear frlonilB. you cauirroatly help me cwo tor 

tny blind elater, Jennie' L. Wobb, one of tho earb 
ie»t medium» now in the form, by writing a 
to a spirit Mend. .Bend it to me with 81, and I will 
try and get reply by independent writing or wma- 
per». Addre»» Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil
ord Masa. .

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mis. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call

. MYSTIC OIKCLdE,
Tho Myallo Olralowortt brings youin touch wll.11 

tho Uighur twee® And IsSor thoss who “““A 
entlouB in their ttealre boewne BensUl'0 «> 
finer vibrations. Meettnfs every Thursday at ® 
p.m. Only ll.Wpbrmeasth.

' > "-.RflMUBg» by lii&il,
WsUavuheon pr<i-Bi»iMuUy BUCseastiiHivgiv- 

lue rettlliiMi by mJl. Set one oi .-our Psycho- 
scople reaiugB and avoid the filseaBM and■ hangera 
vou arc nusccpUblo l04md. leal n the WdrK »or 
whlBh you ara feat fitted. Valuable and reUable 
advice given coacta'nlnift'UHiness and social mat 
tera jt HOLIDAY oiw’ER—Our
chobhople reading, by,-¿null,'only $2.00. Eucloao 
photo, date of birth ami potttoffico order for two 
dollars aud send to •

REMBRANDUSTUDIO,

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker. For the Cure of Mental 
and Physical Ailment*

m “Tills event happened near the vil
lage of Potterville, in Benton township, 
Eatom county,Mich.

“One one Sunday morning in tue 
summer of 1882, I was called to see a 
neighbor, a farmer, Peter R, King, 'Who 
had been somewhat afflicted with heart 
disease. His son Walter came after me 
with his horse and buggy.

“When I was in front of his house, 1 
was met by Mr. Bishop, a neighbor, 
who said, ‘Mr. Lesher, you are too late; 
Doc King is dead.' .

“I went to the door, meetlng another 
neighbor, John French, who told me the 
same thing. Then I entered the room 
and met Mrs. King, who said/ Mr. Lesh
er, you are too late; Doc is. dead. . ,

“Then she put her ’ hand on my 
shoulder and cried as though her 
would break. She sniff, ‘If y<>“ haff 
been here, you could have saved him. 
During all this time I had not replied a 
word. I Began to feel as if I was going 
Into a trance, for I had experienced this 
spiritual condition many times before. 
I let the trance proceed,. .

"Mudge, a daughter in her teens, 
cried and exclaimed, ‘Why didn t you 
make Walter drive faster?’ During all 
this time Mr. King lay on a couch in the 

! center of the room as a corpse, with a 
sheet over him. Just ^s soon as the 
clairvoyant trance was. fully 
my eyes closed; then my spiritual vis
ion opened and I saw" Mr. King in his 
spiritual body, standing two feet from 
the lounge whereon his physical body 
lay, and he was looking at it, not notic
ing me. Then I discovered the silver 
cord or magnetic current, or umbilical 
spirit cord, extending irom his physical 
to his spiritual body, building up the 
latter. This cord was smallest in its 
middle; and it emanated from the brain 
and from the region of the spleen and 
stomach of the physical body, striking 
similar parts in the spiritual Body. 
Now I discovered that the spiritual 
body was almost completed. Then I be
gan to make passes with my right hand 
from his spirit form to his body, revers
ing the magnetic current. When the 
spiritual body had passed hack into the 
physical, the corpse threw up his right 
arm, throwing oft the sheet and scaring 
the dozen or more people assembled tn 
the room. As the reviving corpse was 
rising, Mr. King exclaimed: My God 
Lesher, if you had not come, they would

• have buried me alive.’
He wanted to get up immediately, but 

. I made him He down for a while.
"The people were very much aston

ished. I was not frightened, for such 
trance and spiritual conditions were 
often experienced by me. I was con-

3114 Cottage Grove Ave., 
: Chicago, HL

will have-a Christmas tree at their hall, 
188 E. North avenue, Dec. 27, at 8 p. m. 
All the little ones attending will be 
treated to a box of candy by Santa 
Claus. _ . . .The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street, find Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p. m.,- and lecture and 
tests at 8 o’clock. Mrs. M. A. Burland, 
pastor.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 8 
and 8 p. m;, at Atheneum Building, 26 
Van Buren- Street Mrs. May Elmo, me
dium. Tests and good speaking. AH 
are welcome. 1

Spiritual meetings every Sunday 
evening, at Perl’s hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, near "Western avenue. Mrs. 
Hanson, assisted by Dr. Randall. Mrs.

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds a meeting every Sunday after
noon at 2:30 and 7:45, at No. 878 8. 
Western avenue. Star Lodge Hall.

New Thought services conducted by 
Julia M. Learnered, at 7:30 o’clock ev
ery Sunday evening, at 720 West Madi
son street, third floor.

Light of Truth Church, northwest 
corner 47th and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Sunday services, afternoon at 3 o’clock; 
evening at 8 o’clock. Mrs. M. A. Bur-

FRED. P. EVANS, 
'ihe Noted PsycMo for 

Independent Slate Writing and 
Clairvoyance,

Has recently left New York, and Is now located at 
DIS Eddy Bt., Ban Kranclseo, CaL Bond stamp for 
circular on Mediumship.

LILLIAN ROCKWELL, 
Scientific Life Header and Healer

Are you eick? Are you in trouble of any kind? 
Write to me and I wfll help you.
and date of birth to 814 Emmet St.. Chicago, 111,

MRS. STODDARD GRAY
And Son« DE WITT C. HOUGH, 

Materializing aud Teat Medium», hold Bcance» 
Bunday and Wednesday evenings, eight o cioca, 
Saturdays 2 p. m., at their residence, Ml West Mth 
St New York. ¡Sittings for communications dal
ly, 10 to 6. ™

TESTIMONIALS OF CURE.
Mrs. Dr. DobsomBarJter-vMy Dear 

Friend:—I think it time enough to let 
you understand the marvelous benefit 
we have received from your medicine. 
Since Miss Ellen Louisa' Merchant and 
myself have used your medicine we are 
now enjoying good health and strength, 
also feeling as new persons. We sin
cerely thank you for the good you 
have done for us. May God bless your 
work that it may ever go on for the 
good of Buffering humanity.

Yours sincerely,
JOSEPH A. MORGAN.

Pratvllle, P. O., Manchester, Jamaica, 
Nov. 12, 1903.

OBSESSION CUBED.

For Free Diagnosis of Disease, 
send five two-cent stamps, ago. own«, 
sex and own handwriting.

READINGS AND BUSINESS AD 
VICE $1.00 and two stamps.

he Yau NonA Ana B‘Ue‘'DO I OU llUUll I can help you. I Will fit your 
Snook-mfar oyeo by Clairvoyance and

DuULaLlUO spirit aealetunccat your own
home with the Improved melted pebble leuae. to 
»ee near and at a dlbtance. Picaue write for IUub- 
trated circular, »huwlng »tyleb and priue». AittO, 
my Bplrll method of treating that restore» lost 
vlbtOD and Impaired eyesight. I guarantee lo lit 
your eyes, ana safe delivery banian

4H Evanston Ave.. Chicago. HL
B. F. POOLE.—Dear Sir: Your Muguetized Melt

ed Pebble Bpeelueies received. I am delighted. 
They are perfection In every way. _

Sincerely yours, Alonzo Thompson,
Fullerton, Neb.

A SPECIAL OFFER FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
To Subscribers for

. ’ THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER ONLY:

Psychological Crijne;
tions’ Pertinent Admissions, What Is 
Hvpnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man 
and His Two Organisms; Physiology 
and Pathology of Hypnotism; Auto;

■ Hypnotism," aMisnomer; “Suggestion, 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent bug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure I 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp-

PartII. _____
A Risk and a Duty; Other Defini

tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle 
Involved; "Automatic, Physical Medl-

■" Impossible; Neither a "Gift

YOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and »ent FREE if you will »end your 
birth-date and three »tamp» for mulling expeneea 
I haveantoniBhed thouttandaAvith my wonderfully 
correct reading their lite, past and future. I 
correctly reveal your future love affair», bu»ine»8 
bucces», marriage ,n^e, v™°h n
all affaire. Addre»», BllAOJBtlfiN, Dept.
210*1  Xraucloco, Cal.

Are You Ill or in Despair?
Do you wish health and happiness here on earth 

and through tlie eternal ugeei if bo. send me H.00 
at once and I will rive you my aid a"11 you 
how to obtain Ito aadre»». H. D. TRASK, Keene, 
N.H.land, pastor.

•'Death, Its Meaning and Results." 
By J. K. Wilson, Of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative ot 
wonderful psychic events in the au
thor's experience Cloth, 660 pages, Il
lustrated, $1.26.

“Mark Chester; or a Mill and a Mill
ion A Tale of Southern California.” 
By Carlyle Petersilea. A pure psychic 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa
per covers, 40 centB. Cloth, 60 cents. 
For sale at this office.

"Voltaire’s Romances." Translated 
from the French. - With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works ot the 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill ot 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale

MRS. EFFIE MOSS,

day and Saturday avuulngB at 8 o clock, aud Sun
day al 2 p. ui. 1

at this office.
u.lvu ------------- , “A Conspiracy Against the Republic."
scious during the whole pedformance. cbaries B. Waite, A. M., author of 
-- ... ----- toiv nn nnlrit- ..¿lstory of the Christian Religion to

the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment ot facts concerning tho efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment An important work. Paper, 
S5 cents. For sal*  at this office.

The new song-booa, "Tue Golden 
Echoes," by S. W. Tucker, has found its 
way into many homes, and its beautiful 
songs have cheered many sorrowing 
hearts: which they are sure to do when 
heard and sung. They should be heard 
in every home in the land. For sale pt 
this office. Price, 15 cents; $1.50 perBftD

STOMftGHS ' 
CURED

chlcal Reinvesture. ; .

Harmonics of Evolution—Contents.
Preliminary Statement; There Is No 

Death; Life After Physical Death Is 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop
ment and a Common Purpose;
The Scope, Method and Pur
pose; The...Genesis of Physical
Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution; 
The ‘.‘Law of Natural Selection”; The 

, »Aim» = Natural Law of Selection; A Question
umshlp Impossible; Neither a w« In science; The Completion of op Indi- 
Nor a “Power”; The Destructive Prto- Masculine W.ill and Feminine
clple in Mediumship; Mediumship ana Deslre; The struggle for Happiness; 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom, Reason and Feminine Intui-
.Mediumship and Affinity ;■ Medium- ( Th gp[rjtuai Basis of Love; Nat- 

ship and Emotionalism; Mediums and uuu' - - - . • .. . .
' Their Motivest Mediumship and Insan-

FREE TEST
TREATMENT

Do you suffer 
from Indigestion, 
dyspepsia.or stom
ach trouble In any 
form? If you do 

SI why not let us cure 
* you? We do .not 

mean help you by 
R-lvliip you a Soda 
Compound Tablet 
or some of the oth
er patent "Dyspep
sia Cures.’’ We 
will positively 
and permanently 
cure you. We will 

9 go to tho very fouu, 
v datlon of your 

trouble: will re
move the causes, 
strengthen and 

tone up the stomach, and make you strong and 
healthy as you ever were. We could give you tes
timonial» by the thousands of those we havecured 
of stomach trouble in all its forms and stages; but 
they would not be facts or proof to you—only 
words of thanks and praise. The only absolute 
proof is In the treatment Itself. And believing 
that a practical test woi\ld bo more convincing to 
sufferers than all the testimonials we could print 
and absolutely prove its great merits, we will 
send anyone desiring it a full two weeks’ trial 
treatment absolutely free. ; A

If you have stomach trouble and nave failed to 
get relief, write us at once and learn by practical 
lest what we can do for you. Address Dr. Peebles 
Institute of Health, Ltd., 23 Main Street, Battle 
Creek, Mich. ’

Vo C1D

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
lath*  ffldMt tad mo»l anocMBfvl Bplrliatl Fbytialtn 

bow in prtctlo*.  HI» cure» or«
THE MOST MARVELOUS

Oftbl» *ge.  HI» eliminations ere correctly made, 
and ft*e  to all wbo «end him name, age, »ex aud lock 
of hair, aud six oenta la stamp*.  He doenu’t ask for 
any loading symptom. A clairvoyant doesn’t neo*  
any. flo positively cures weak men. Addros*

J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D.,
Bloaobam. Maae.

Address 784 Eighth St., 
Oakland, Oa' 

“clairvoyance
J, <1. r, GHUMBINO Great Book can tri 

bod In the »EXT TEN DAYS ONLY for $1.00; re 
dueed from $2.00. NOW IS YOUR CHANCE. 8en< 
$1.00 at once, It was the first and beet book evei 
pnbllbhed on the »ubject of Clairvoyance. Teach
es yon how to lift the veil of »en»e and matter, 
beeaplrlta. find loat ireaaurea. read crystal», lo
cale niiuea. read the future hud past without lob
ing your couaclouaneaa.

READ THESE PRESS NOTICES :
Mr. Grumblne haa clearly and logically present 

ed hlb subject in a manner at unco simple and 
profound. —"Suggestion.”

"Your work la marvelous, epoch-making."—Lil
lian Whiting, Boston Correspondent lo Chleagc 
Inter-Ocean.

"Admirably unfolds the law and nature of Clair
voyance."— Chicago Inter-Ocean.

“A remarkable book, Originality and depth of 
thought, combined with perapleachy, character- 
he every page. It la evident In every sentence 
th nt thia volume ia the offspring of inaplraiiou."-- 
The Progressive Thinker.

"I consider the book on Clairvoyance a moat re
markable and practical work on development. Il 
harmonize» well with the Hermetic Schools ot 
Phlluaophy. In which I learned the mysteries ot 
adeplsblp."—Prof. Geo. W. Wulrond. Aatrologer.

"Il la the beat work on the subject >>f Clairvoy
ance lima fur. and point» out an alluring goal ot 
irue spiritual development."—Mind, New Yorii 
City.

'll la a revelatlon."--Ligbt, London. Eng.
tlTSend $1.00 now. io J. C. F. GRU.MB1NE, 1285 

Commonwealth av., Bu»um, Maaa., .
N. B.—See back numbers of The Progressiva 

Thinker fur'other books, by same author..

Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce; 
True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon
ics, Ethics.

Handsomely Bound.
Send for Circular. 

Address all orders to

Part IIL '
■ The Genesis of “Hell”; The Way of 

- ’ Death' In Perspective; Individual Im
mortality; On Wliat It Depends; Self- --------------

• control the Application; The Line of THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO.
Despnir and the Powers of Darkness; 19 to 27 Nbrth Kedzle Ave., Chicago.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to ( 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 

' 612 Masonic Temple every first and 
third Thursdays of the month; after

. noon session at 3 o’clock. The ladies 
' furnish refershments. Supper served 

at 6:15, including tea and coffee. Even
ing session, at 7:30. Questions pertain
ing to spiritual themes, answered Ly 

.the guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich 
mond; name poems given to strangeis. 
Mrs. 8. J. Ashton, assistant pastor.

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove nv e
ime. Conference and messages at 8 p.

•»> m lecture by Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt at 
" b p m. Messages by H. F. Coates and

others. Plenty of Sood inasta.
“ Tita Spiritual Research r.*
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o clock, in 
Van.Buren Opera House, corner, of 
Madison street and California avenue. 
Good -music and singing. All are in- 
’‘Tho'spirnuoilBUo Chnrch of tho^Stuj 

’ dents of Nature hold services at
Nathan’s Hall- 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 

. ' corner Western avenue, Sunday evem
Inga, 7:80 p..m< Mrs. W. F. »enu 
m A^^ptaltualtat Temple Bo® t5®?“ 

■ nnoneil by ’Mi’S. Schwann, at 523 Bob
St avenue. Services held every Sun

' day1 arid Thursday '. evening at 8
Sok Tests and music at every sor-

Learn How to Heal YourseH 
and Others.

Francis Schlatter, the original Divine Healer, 
has concluded to make known his secret of puts nr louXorid? Healing by Key Note or- theiLaw 
of Tone. The greatest system of healing yey 
discovered. If you aspire to become a Healei of 
disease and attract prosperity to your hou»ebold, 
addreBs FRANCIS SCHLATTER, LeRoy, Ill.

Absent treatment a specialty.

THE SPEAKING DIAL.
A Wonderful Spiritual Invention 

Gives names, dates and circumstances. Speaks 
hi various Uukuages; answers mental questions; 
eonvmeluK the most skeptical. Bas come to prove 
Immortality and spirit communion. Develops all 
phases ot mediumship. Magnollzod by 
spirit baud. Road what the ate Hon. I. Donuclly 
Kidd ot the Simaklnff Dial. Dials now, tl.oO. Send 
lor circular mid testlmoulals. Ene.'““<! ¡¡‘JJ ¿"¡j
reply, p. J. DBMPS15Y Inventor, Z81. Columbus 
ave.. Minneapolis, Minn.

DON’T READ THIS.
Franc«! L. Louck«, tb« only piycblc wonder living, 

that aaei the ipirttual X-ray without any loading 
lymplom to direct, aud locate» all Internal di»ea»0B. 
A trial will conrince you. Norvoui exhauatlon and 
lost vigor of both »exe» eucoeaitully treated, m hun
dred» can toitlfy. Bend name, ago, »ex, complexion 
and W cent» In otainp», and receive a correct dlagoo- 
>1» of your caae free, worlb dollar» to you. Addrow,

FEANCES E. LOUCKS,

BOOKS BY

LILIAN WHITING

Look Box 1214. ßloneham. Mm».

THE LIFE RADIANT—Cloth,$1.00 
net. Decorated cluth $1.25. In lids, her new book. 
Miss Whiting alma io portray a practical Ideal for 
dally living-that ahull embody the Bw«eiih!H8 and 
exaltation and faith that lend unc-hantmciit to life, 
H |b In a measure, a logical bequem e of "Tho 
World Beautiful." Leading into »till diviner har
monies. - "Tho Life Radiant" Ih characterized by 
the Hume ebbential qualities that have marked
••The World Beautiful,"
CONTENTS—The Golden Age Lie« Onward; Dis

cerning the .Future;-The Ethereal Realm; The 
Power of the Exalted Moment; The Nectar of 
the Jlijur.

THE Sl’lRITUA L SIG NIFI GANCE;
or Death uh an Event in Life, cloth, fl,00 A book 
from her pen mean» new IIuhIich of InHlghl, a rev
elation of Spiritual truth ulinout -Emcraonian in 
kind.—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, ’ 
Second and Third Series. Three volumes, ll.UU 
per volume,
CONTENTS OF VOL. I.-The Duty Of HappinesB;

Nectar and Ambronia; Believe in the wing»; Tho 
Vlnion and the Splendor; The Enlargement of . 
Relation»: Friend» Dtocovercd, not inode; A 
pHycholuglcal. Problem: Tho Supreme Luxury 
of Life; Exclusive and JnelitKive; Thr'jigu 
Scorning Nothing; The Woman of the W ' 
The potency of Charm; Ji’me Soul» ami 1'4 SoaU 
ciety: The Laws Of Our Country ; In h ’ ~ 
Of Lite; The Heavenly vlHitora. ‘'

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story bf ’ 
a Summer. Price, $1.00, The Idea« In the hook, 
will afford comfort to many, and should briny 
positive aid in hoitow to uuch na will receive Ha 
HieHaage.—Hartford Poet.
FROM DREAMLNAD SENT—
Verne» of the Life to Come. New edition, with 
additional poem». 11.00. Decorated cloth. $1.25. 
Lilian Whiting’» verse 1» like a bit of »unlit land
scape on a May morning.—Boston Herald.

Bangs Sisters,
phenomenal mediums.

Ind.pondem, liste »nd paper writing sittings dally.
Spirit Portrait Work a Speclulty.

Roadings by mall. Send four cents Btnmpj tor 
booklet, GM W. Adams, Chicago. telephone Ash- 
'‘speclai Rates In Portrait Work During Holiday

Season. 4

dozen. -
“The Priest, the Woman and the Con

fessional." This book, by the well 
known Father Chinlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, $1- For sale at 
this office.

“In the Wprld Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually- uplifting. Cloth 
bound; price $1. . ‘

«Love—sex—Immortality. By Dr. 
W. P. Phelon. For sale at this office. 
Price 25 cents. ’ . „ „

“The Kingship of Self-Control.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape 
duty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation ot reserve power, etc. 
Price 30 cents. For sale at this office.

“New Testament Stories Comically Il
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts.” Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards, $1. 
Cloth, $1.50. .

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of 'Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE
Is a'most excellent work by Dr. M. L. Sherman, 
«.quitted bv Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofoie it 
hasbeensold tor »2, h.?.a,lS
reduced to il. It le a book that will I»1®1™’,I 
and Instruct. It contains MO pages, and to lull 
ot suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman as a 
medium of rare qualities, and his work is a 
yefioctlon from the celestial spheres. _______

flpooruDiial New Testament
Being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 
now extant, attributed in the first four centu
ries to Jesus Christ, his apostles and their com
panions, and not included in the New Testament 
by its compilers. Price, cloth, 81.50.

POMANTSM Isapamphled of30pagcs,in wYvnaVn ™‘>ly t0 Pr0'' Davl<1 Swln,f’ 
jLAx vpJkJJ pneet Cashman and Dr. With
row, and Is principally In defense ot Protestant
ism. A concise little pamphlet. Price 16 cents. 

BOOKSTill PALMISTRY.

"The Life Booklets.” By Ralph 
Waldo Trine. Three daintily beautiful 
little books, finely, adapted for holiday 
presents. The titles are, “Character, 
Building by Thought Power,” “Every 
Living Creature,” and "The' Greatest 
Thing Ever Known.” The matter is of 
high-toned spiritual character and of 
hejpi. l purpose. Proce 35 cents each.

regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at Alliance Hall, between Kim- 
bark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
greetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street.

Dr. Sholdice‘holds services Sunday 
•ventags at 7:45, at 205 Lincoln avenu«.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church 
meets every Sunday at 3 o’clock sharp, 
and 8 o’clock Bharp at Lakeside Hall, 
corner Thirty-first street and Indiana 
avenue, where truth-seekers and inves
tigators, as well as Spiritualists can en
joy a pleasant afternoon or evening. 
First-class speakers. Tests and mes
sages by carefully selected mediums. 
Excellent music. Mrs. Mary Dixon and 
her daughter Cora, the "Child Wonder," 
always in .attendance to give readings 
between the meetings. Also free dem
onstrations by C. A. Beverly, M. D., 
president. - - ■

• The Spiritual Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday nt 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and

Selected Especially for Those In
terested In The Subject.

at this office.
"Spirit Echoes." My Mattie E. Hull. 

This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s' latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
portrait of the author.. Price 75 cent«.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
in Regard to It By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson's explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents.

“Heliocentric Astrology of Esientlals 
of, Ast:enomy and Solar Mentality, 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
1010.” By Yarmo Vedra. For sale at 
this office. Price ■•$1.50.

‘The Light ot Egypt.” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library in Itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught, by Adepts iof Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price $2 per2volume. For sale at 
this office. ’

"The Present Age and Inner Lite;

THE WOMAN'S BI BLE
PftRT I.—The Pentateuch.

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Levitinas, 
Numbers and Deuteronomy, by Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Lillie Devereux lllake, Rev. Phcbo 
Hanaford, Clara Bewick Colby, Ellon Battelle 
Doltrlch, Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ursula N. 
Qestefold, and Francis E Barr.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE.--PART II.
Judges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Com

ments on the Old and Now Testaments, from 
Joshua to Revelation. Tho comments are keen, 
bright, spicy, full of wit. the work of radical 
thinkers who are not Ignorant of tho higher 
criticism There la not a doll page In either ot 
these books, but each ,1s a galaxy of the bright 
minds ofthe day and throw a new light on the 
Bible teachings relating to woman. Price ot

KATE FIELD ; A Record, with 
several portraits of MIhh Field, Including one by 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth. $2.(X) 

A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning. 
Willi Portrait. Decorated cloth, U-25,

each, paper, 50 cents.

Practical Palmistry, or Hand Reading 
Simplified. By Comte C. De Salut Ger
main A. B., LL. M. of the University 
of France. This book contains 18 chap
ters of interesting reading, with 50 il
lustrations; also'an appendix giving In
terviews'and opinions of famous men 
on the practical value of palmistry. 
Price $1- K&r sale at this office.

Twenty-five Minutes with Palmistry. 
Bv Julian Greer. A little book of 41 
pages, with cloth cover, giving a short 
description of the Unes, and also a num
ber of Illustrations. Is well worth the 
price, 25 cents. For sale at this office. 

20th GWiGiliflG
TO

PALMISTRY
This 18 the simplest, clearest and yet 

the most exhaustive presentation this 
Interesting science has yet received. 
All of the discoveries, investigations 
and researches of centuries are summed 
np In thin practical, fascinating treatise 
OnThereS1istno’ trait, no characteristic, no 
inherited tendency, -that Is not marhed 
on thè palm of the hand and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol
lowing tlhe principles enforced by the S^nted in this. Price, paper, 25 
cents: cloth. $1. ____ .......

THE MISSINQ LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underbill, of the Fox Family.
Interesting and valuable as a blitory of tbo begin

ning of Modern Bplrltualiim, by one of the Fox Sla
ton. 4T8 Pagca, 16 llluitrailom, Including portrait! of 
the Fox Family. Hhtory of the Hydeivllle rapping«, 
aa related by eye-wltneaaea; remarkable and VrelLat- 
teated manffeetatloni; the "expoiurea," etc.. Hand- 
aomely bound tn cloth, But few coplei remaining. 
Fubltaheri' price. I1.S0. We will aeud the book port
paid for 61.40.

ORIQIN OF SPECIES,
By mean» of natural »election, or the prcaerratlon of 
a favored race tn the struggle for life. By Charlo*  
Danrln. Gilt top, cloth bound. Tbia book h tn*  
grandeat achievement of modem aclcntlfic thought 
and research. It baa paired through many edttlona 
In Englhh, haa been translated into almoat all the 
languxgsa of Europe, and baa been the aubject of 
mcco vevfewa, pamphlet*  and »operate books than any 
ottar volume of tho ago. Most of the peat scientist*  
of tbriagefully support blspoiltlon. Tbe lbougbtof 
tbU'Dokba» become a part of the common Inherit-

of the race. For sale at this office. Price 7$ cto.

tlon and Social Circles. .By J. M. Peebles and 
J O Barrett: E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. 
New edition. Culled Irom a wide Hold ot litera
ture with the most critical care, tree Irom all 
theological bias, throbbing with the soul of In- 
splration, embodying the principles and virtues 
of the spiritual philosophy, set to the most 
cheerful and popular mus.o (nearly all °rjKlaab 
and adapted to all occasions, it is doubtless the 
most attractive work ot like kind ever pub
lished. Its beautiful song,, duets and quartets, 
with piano, organ or melodeon accompaniment, 
adapted both to public nnclings and the social 
circles. Cloth, 81.25; posU^ o, 14 cants.

The Development ot the Spirit 
After Transition. By tho late M. Faraday. The 
origin of religions, and their influence upon the 
mental development of the human race. Price, 
10 cents.

The Inhdefitu of Ecciesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly 
treatise. Price, 25 cents, ________ ■______

hAHOfAET. THE ILLUSTRIOUS] 
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. This work Is on*  

of the Library of. Liberal Classics. No author 
was bolter qualified to write an impartial and 
honest Hie of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins» 
and this volume is intensely interesting. It 
should be read in conjunction with Gibbons 
work. Price, 25 cents.

THE DESCENT OF MAN.
By Charles' Darwin. Cloth, gilt top, 75 cent«. 

On its appearance It aroused at once a storm of 
mingled wrath, wonder and admiration. In 
elegance of style, charm of mannei and deep 
knowledge of natural history, it stands almos*  
without a rival among scientific works.______

MEDIUMSHIP,
A chapter of experience*,  by Mr*.  Marla M> KI&*  

Price 10c. For tale at this office.

H1110-fWRROW Of DEATH, 
Or tho Future Life According to Science. By 
Louis Figuieh Translated from the French by 
S. R. Crockee. A very fascinating work. 1 hU 
fine volvma might well have been entitled kpu- 
Itualism Demonstrated by Scldnce. K is wr!U 
ten in that peculiar Interesting style in which 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects in adaptation to th< 
needs of the general reader. The author Bays: 
"There is a true and respectable idea In bpiriu 
uallsm," and regards as proved "the fact of 
communication between superhumans and tha 
inhabitants of earth.” Price. $1.50.

avenue, corner Burling, at .3 and 8 p. m.
Good speakers, tests and messages at ______ _ ________ .
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor. I ¿nc[ent and Mo<ldrn Mysteries Classi-

The Second Church of the Soul meets | fled and explMnefli” By Andrew Jack
in Van Buren Opera House, Madison Bon Davis. We -IiKve a few copies of

.......... this work by tjie celebrated seer.street and California avenue, every 
Sunday at 8 and 8 p. m. Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer question?, and give 
spirit messages, assisted , by other me- 
dlums. ' •. - j

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7: 30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Sunday afternoon ¡at 
2'30 sharp, at Phoenix Hall, 324 East 
Division street,, near Sedgwick street. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Woodlawn Spiritualist Society, at 
hall, 355 East 63rd street, net»- Madison 
avenue, every Sunday evening at 7:30. 

■W. H. Molilar, president.

Cloth, $1.10. m .
"The Attatameni of Womaly Beauty, 

of Form andUFeatbres. The Cultiva
tion of PerBbfiai Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Hd&ltn'Culture. By twenty 
physicians. afid tejibciallBta. Edited by 
Albert Turnelf.”', 5Oi especial interest 
and value. ®or bttle at this office.

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Interesting and valuable as OthfibFoxBl»-

Bluer of Modern Spffkuallsm, by one of the t ox bis 
tori 478 Pages, 1« illUBtrattons, including portrayIt*  of 
tho Fox Fomlly. History of the Hydesville rapplngs» S rated bTeyo-wnnc?£eflI romar^ble and well-.J- 
tested manlfORtatlons; fbc ‘exposures, etc. Hana 
tamely bound In cloth. But few copies rematnIn» 
Pubflsbors’ price, »1.50. Wo will send the book pod- 
paid fpr $1.40.

^SOfERTcTESSdNS.

This work Includes “Personified' Un
thinkable«." “First Lessons in Reality,' 
and "A Tour Through the Zodiac. 
This Is an interesting production of oc
cult thought and will well repay careful 
study and meditation by. all occultists. 
Price, Cloth, $1.50. For snlo at this

The Muth oî the Great Deluge.
By James M. McCann. A completo and over

whelming refutation ot tho Bible story of the 
Deluge. Price, 15 cents.

Views of Our Heavenfu Horned
Bv Androw Jackson Davis. A highly int«l> 

osting work; Price. 75 cents- I ostagö 6 contife

' The Refioion of lienee.
By Dr. Paul Carus. ver thoughtful andixb 

terestlng. Price, 25 conù.

Light and Truth Spiritual Church, 501 
W. North avenue, Wicker Park Hall. 
Meeting^ every Sunday afternoon,' 2:30. 
\ The Australian Psychic’Society will 
continue its Sunday evening meetings, 
commencing November lo, 8 p. m. Lec
tures, messages and healing.. Good inu- 
slh. Dr. Freedmari; conductor; Mrs. L. 
IL Freedman, secretary; 513 W. Adams 
street. ' ' ' '1. > , , ,,

The First Spiritual Church holffs serv
ices every. Sunday, 7:30,p. m.A'toPljem- 
porance Hall, 330 ■ Sixty-third. .street,. 
Englewood. Dr. J, H> RanffalLleefc^EeXi..,

tests by Prof. R. 8. Kay, pastor, 
. The Englewood Spiritual UulOli bolds 
meetings at Hopkins' Hall, 528 West 
Sixty-third -street, every Sunday even
ing at 8 o’clock. Conference In the af
ternoon at '3. - The Ladies" Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday afternoon at 
same number. .

■ Tlie Church of the Psychic Forces 
hbliis. services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 48d street, every 
Sunday. ' Conference at 8 p. m. Itac- 
turo at 8 p. m. The hall number is 861
368 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs. ........... ... .
Isa Cleveland. ■ ’ B » P , - j . I young and old tUU be benefited

Price $1. \ ./ .. „ ,. \ :
“Beyonff Ilio «all. A Sequel to 

“Renfflng tli&IVolW’ Being a complla- 
ttan with notes/aria explanations, of 
narrations'atat Illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spoken,^written and made by 
full-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific and personal verification of 
"What We Shall Be," aflff a code of 
ethics, requisite to the mos'. speedy re
alization of thè lilgliest.and purest fe
licity attainable to; the'futuro life. A 
very remarkable book. f Large, octavo,.
600 nages. Price. $L75._i . ___ _______ _ __
^■RlghtiLlVlng." By Susan H. Wlxon. | swnccratt, Madamo Roland, Condorce.

effiicB. She Illustrates her subject wlth 1 ‘ r« mxTuon. nn.
manv brief narrative^and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more eaoily comprehended. It Is 
efipccially adapted for use in Children s 
Lvceum. In the hands of mothers and 
toaohars It may be made veq/ uaeful.
Young and old tvlll be benefited by it

office. ..

LIFE OrÌHOnfó PÀINt.^
riows ortho old Paino Homestead and Paino 
Monument, at Now RocheUo: also .pwttalto of 
Thomas Clio Rickman,’ JpoJ Barlow,' ^noeraft. Madama. Rolaild,(^nd<)rco,Brta^

TfiE AGE OF REASON.
Bv Thomas Paine. Being an investigate® ot 

True and Fabulous Theology. A new and eo v-

The Science ;of SpiriLReturn. t
Bv Charles Dawbarn.. A solontldo rehearsal

that is truly Interesting. Price, 10 cents.

MANUAL
tects of the American Protective Association. 
X book for all patriotic American citizens.

■ Frico, IBconts, or twofyi'l&c'tata.

'mitri miTHintn Selections from tho con- 
THh I'AIiWiIIiI tents ot that ancient 1UB J.flJUlUU'L' book, |t0 commentaries, 
leMhlugs, poetry, and legends. Abo brier

THIIRBSCREU TO RKII. a
Torture implements employed in the Wth and 

ifltli centuries for tho'piomulgatlou of Chris 
tlanlty.-wltli pictorial inustratloi'». By Qoorgo 
¿, Macdona!!- Price, io cents. . -

urn UHM. Four Centuries oi Progr~>r, 
Ini UfflnH A Lecture delivered at the Free
thinker's International Congress, Chicago, Ill., 
October, 1883. By Susan H. Wlxon. Price, m

HKALINÍt Causes and Effects, UÜÜLlill U, By w. 1’. Phelon. M D. Deals 
•with tho finer mental and spiritual forces as ap
plied to healing. Price, 60 cents._______ ■

Molecular HuDOthesis of Nature r 
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper. 24 cents.

A Conspiracy Against theRepu 
By Charles B. Waite. A. M., autho ‘ 
of tho Christian Religion to the ear 200, etc. 
Price, paper, 25 cents. . ___________ __

" flfTÉRHER DtflTH.
The Story ot a Summer. By I.Ulan Whiting, 

Pervaded with pure and beautiful spirituality 
ot thought. Instructive and helpful to all who 
lovo and seek the higher and finer ways of 
spiritual experience. Price. 31.00. ___________ _

~“C08fWÍ HYMN BOOK.
A collection of original and selected Hymns 

for Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. Compiled by L. K. 'Washburn. 
This volume meets a public want. It comprises 
58 choice selections of poetry and music, em- 

Ulvlng tho highest moral sentiment, and freo 
from all sectarianism. Price. 50 cents._________ ■

OLD flUD NEW PSYCHOLOGY
By W. J. Colvlllo. Deporte of

distinct lectures, recently dpKvcred in New, r 
York, Brooklyn» Boston, Philadelphia and ( other [prominent cities of tho United States, ■ 
have contributed the basis of thia volume.^. , 

, Price, fl.flO.

ITS NATURE. RB- 
• LATIONS ANO EX- 

f > PRESSIONS IN HU- 
Third edition now on 

. ,i„ vn-e», iw. -, ,,'B in »no 6t tho best books elven by the'guidesof MrsCor» L. V. Rlolimftnd

UMOM, wntatain® IM taeao ttieXeaofitaBs.

HflRM0NI6S OF EVOLUTION, 
Tho ¿hllosophy of Individual Ute, Based 

Upon Natural Science
as iau„„t by modern maaters ot law. By Floi 

turo ottovolution, unfolding Its laws from t)^

As tan.



Look Soon for tlie lost RemarkaMe Ooe® ftpiwt Ever Seen in tlie ftU
It Is Narrated by One of Chicago’s Leading Psychic Students. It is a Most Thrilling Experience.

H Charming Narrative.

is a
1gave a long breath and stood still.

i-

dreadful

His

his

Fasting Physically, and Fasting to Spiritualize and Refine the Spirit

,Th

"The. time to fosflej when, yon are
vlctlorr If it is the truth,

pro- 
that

the 
the 
the 
the

come to 
that theof many of these signal-signs, 

mouth a transmitter. " ,
His own spirit possessing such a 

derful capacity for interpretation,

C

wicked. ,
“I remember one time there

our deestrlct a man preachin’
won
that

it can read back these 600,000,000 sig- 
na-nerve-signs into their objective 
meaning, and also create the same num'-

ness to man and beast, rind yet some 
folks thought Daddy ;was

third day; and some half the' year, 
o animals never eat during their

ber of electric-pictures within 
brain!

Is not this as wonderful as the 
duction of raps by a kindly spirit

and went with?my husband to get 
cows. We liv»a in a village ami 
paster was about two miles from 
house and barn. When we got to

Œbe Xtgbt Hmong tbe 1bi Ils.

“The. time to, fnst'lsj when; you. are like a different person, your nerves will 
either ill, or bluwroiW|s; :A«ood thrie b®’ steadier, your hearing: quicker, your
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THE GREAT MYSTERY OF SPIRIT FORMS
Salvarona steps to the front on The Progressive Think

er’s platform, and gives his views in an exception
ally suggestive and interesting manner. We take 
pleasure in introducing him to our readers, and we 
believe he will become guest among them.

Forgive my heresy, but such is my 
profound reverence (for the purely psy
chological aspect of Spiritualism) that 1 
regard the personal-spiritual-creative
powers of such worthy Incarnate Spir
its as Lilian Whiting, Loveland, Howe, 
Barrett, Tuttle, Colville, Wright, Rich
mond, Bland, Peck, Lockwood, and 
other mighty spirits in Spiritualism, as 
being far worthier of my scientific con
sideration, esteem and wonder than 
those of millions of spirits—on infinite
ly lower spiritual, moral and intellec
tual planes—who have passed out.

Let me explain the psychology of my 
meaning.

I have to give a name to that process 
of knowledge by which I become ac
quainted with Spirits, or Houses, or 
things in general.

To this process of knowledge I give 
the name of Sensation.

Without sensations I could know 
nothing of the existence of spirits.

A spirit is an appearance, a phenom
enon, a semblance, in so far as
comprehensible by my senses.

In the same sense that a man 
House is a phenomenon, and my 
eyes, and mouth are phenomena.

it is

or a 
nose,

AJ1 that I know of an outer world 
can only be a knowledge of appear
ances, I. e., signs, signals, phenomena, 
semblances, phantasms, similitudes.

And the existence and continuity of 
the appearance of spirits, depends upon 
their presence being interpreted to me 
by my own soul, or spirit; by means of 
my nervous system.

For my nervous system Is a receiver 
and transmitter of intelligent signs and 
signals. Vibrations in the air, and 
light act on the nerves of my retina, 
and tympanum, creating nerve-signals, 
or signal-signs.

All of these signal-signs are under
stood by my own spirit, which, in turn, 
creates an electric picture in the brain, 
which corresponds with the picture of 
:he spirit outside In the room to which 
fee signal-sign of my nerves calls at
tention.

It may be a picture of a good spirit. 
Ori it may be a picture of a bad spirit.

But it is certain that if my own spirit 
or soul does not create (within my own 
brain) a sense-image, or picture, as a 
duplicate to correspond with the spirit 
existing outside of my brain, that I can 
never know of the existence of the 
spirit.

My sensations, therefore, imply the 
self-creation of electric-pictures within 
my own brain, and these electric-plc- 
tur ’ within my brain, are Intended to 
d; ,-dcate the appearances of the spirits 
which exist outside of my skull, put 
there in the room.

My nervous system is a telephone ex
change.

My own soul or spirit is the young 
lady—in tlie invisible world—who re
ceives the signals and transmits them 
to my brain iri the figures of electric
pictures of form, colbr and sound.

To understand the great mystery of 
spirit forms I must therefore under
stand something, if only a smattering, 
of the functions of my nervous system, 
as a receiver and transmitter of signal
signs of sensation.

And, I must also understand some
thing of the electric-picture-creating 
powers of my own spirit or soul.

Then the world of spirits outside of 
me becomes more Intelligently classi
fied, or capable of classification.

The fact that a spirit is disembodied 
is no proof that it is a spirit of intel
lectual, moral or spiritual worth. The 
fact that a buzzard has escaped its shell 
does not endow the buzzard with the 
singing powers of the nightingale, it is 
a buzzard still.

In our attempts to solve the great 
mystery of spirit forms, we must there
fore examine the phenomena from three 
distinct points of view.

First, the physical, mental and moral 
nature of the spirit itself. ;

Second, the relation of my own nerv
ous system, as a receiver and transmit
ter of signal-signs and electric-pictures; 
both to the spirit outside of me and my 
own spirit.

Third, the relation of my own spirit 
as a creator (in electric-pictures) of all 
the other objects outside of it in fee 
universe.

A nightingale may become so enam
ored with observing the ways of a spirit 
of a dirty buzzard in the other world 
that it may, through its curiosity, ab; 
Bolutely neglect to place a sufficiently 
high estimate on its own vocal powers 
In this. " '

Our greedy curiosity is kept chained 
on-A'too low arid unprofitable plane.

’j’hls is why I seem to swing so much 
to fee psychological and neurological 
aspects of Spiritualism. I do not need 
ri buzzard for a guide or Control. 1 am 
not fond of carrion. I am foolish enough 
to think that many spirits in tho flesh 
are wiser than soma that are out' The 
feplendor and creative-grandeur pt the 
spirit of my Spiritualist-brother or sis
ter in tlie flesh is often dimmed bv fee 
intrusive impudence and vulgarity of 
some discarnate, savage Apache, Hot-, 
teniot, South Sea Islander, Australasian 
cannibal, fakir, Jack the Ripper,. Call- 
feula, Ivan the Terrible, Mohajnmed 
Toghlak, Paul of Russia; spirits, all 
cursed with fee insanity of power, and 
a fierce megolamania, causing them to 
masquerade under the names of per
sons, often dear to ub. ; .

I have never seen or read the “Great 
Psychological Crime,” and know noth
ing of either Ils merits or demerits; 
hence,! am not writing from prejudice.

My. first article .on the Great Mystery 
of Spirit Forms should, be re-read in feo 
light of my attempt to point out the 
great psychological 'and intellectual 
worth of the Incarnate spirits of my 
Spiritualist brothers and sisters in fee

flesh, when compared with discarnate 
spirits on lower planes.

If my object is worthy it is entitled to 
respect.

A study of tbe grand creative-powers 
of my worthy Spiritualist brother or 
sisters’ spirit in the flesh should cer
tainly be considered as noble an effort 
as the study of the spirit of a brother 
Apache that has passed out. Am I 
right? I speak as unto wise Spiritual
ists; judge ye what 1 say.

If, in my Spiritualism, I therefore 
swing too far in the direction of psy
chology and neurology, I feel certain, 
therefore, in advance, of the large
souled forgiveness of those of my Spir
itualist brethren, who do not regard 
their own spirits (within their bodies) 
worthy of as much contemplation and 
studious respect’ as the discarnate spir
its of Indians, Hottentots or South Bea 
Island savages.

I havo no cruel or unkind words, how
ever, for these spirits on lower planes.

But I should be bordering on insanity 
if I affirmed that the discarnate spirit 
of a South Sea Island savage would be, 
simply because he was discarnated, a 
wiser teacher of natural philosophy 
than the living Lord Kelvin, or Edison.

And, so far as I know, there Is no 
moral law forbidding a spirit in tho 
flesh sometimes developing itself intel
lectually, beyond the limits of whole 
races oi lower peoples, who have passed 
over. In such cases, which is tlie safest 
moral, spiritual and intellectual guide? 
The words of Sir Isaac Newton in the 
flesh? Or, the words of my brother 
(discarnate) Sioux, Choctaw, Apache, 
Chickasaw, or Zulu?

1 must decide this question for my
self, either according to the dictates of 
duty, taste or prejudice. ■

Neither is there any fnoral law, for
bidding me to continue my study of the 
spirits of my great Spiritualist breth
ren, whilst they are in tlie flesh or be
fore they pass out.

The brain of my Spiritualist brother 
(considered as a telephone receiver and 
transmitter of nerve signal-signs) is a 
very wonderful Instrument.

Each brain cell represents a signal 
key. '

And, according to Meynert’s calcula
tions, there are 600,000,000 of these 
brain cells, or keys, within the skull of 
every living Spiritualist.

Think, then, of the astonishing genius 
of the spirit of my brother—who has 
not passed out—revealing a capacity to 
understand 600,000,000 signal-signs 
within his own brain!

Consider his ear a telephone receiver

has passed out?
And not only so.
But that the spirit of my living Spir

itualist brother—after thirty years of 
investigation—has been found able to 
change these signal-nerve-signs' Into 
electric-pictures of sensation, within his 
own brain and according to an exact 
and given law of time? ■

Thus, it takes him about one-twen
tieth, of a second for his spirit to create 
—within his brain—a dupicated elec
tric-picture, faithfully answering to the 
signal-nerve-sign (optic) of the light
form of a dlscarnate spirit, shining in. 
the room before him. ...

But these are facts which belong 
strictly to the scientific psychology of 
Spiritualism.

It is my opinion that.in the worthy 
attempts of Spiritualists (carried aWay 
by magnificent religion passion) to 
make a lofty religion of Spiritualism, 
that a few of them—not all—have be
come as averse to the further scientific 
investigation of the psychology of Spir
itualism as the orthodox folk to an in
vestigation of their creeds. If science, 
supplemented bj' an exalted morality, is 
to be the bible of the future, it is—as a 
Spiritualist—my duty to ascertain ev
ery aspect of science (psychological 
and neurological) that can help to throw 
Iglit on the subject. I owe this to hu
manity. J owe it to myself. The last 
scientific word has not been said on the 
scientific relation of discarnate, or ex-' 
carnate spirits to the brains of medi
ums. Mediums, very many of *hem,  
have not had the time to study tn J psy
chological laws of their ojvn c,*Jts.  
Their lives have been so driven liy tie-. 
cessity for . the dollar—many, very 
many of then!—that they could not find 
time to Intelligently study the laws of 
their own nervous systems and brains. 
The world has been-too financially cruel 
to them. Then again, science is an evo
lution, not a dogma. And it takes time 
fbr .anything to .groW. Science is no 
exception; '. ' '

•. . " •; ; . SALVARONA.

Do you to .others as you would
. That ofeerfi do to you; ■• y'

Bdt s.ee. that you no service good ' 
Wbqld have from others that they could’’

.Not rightly do. —-Ambrose Bierce.
The shortest'’arid surest way to live 

with honor in fee world is to be in re
ality What wef. wfeild appear to be.

Yqu weep on' a gravestone, it is the 
threshold of eternity’ that you are wet
ting with your tears.—Anon.
Tho wise mail thinks before ho speaks, 

And when it is too late
Sits down, defeated and alone,
To think what might have, been and 

moari, ■ ■ - ; - .
"Alas! why did‘I wait?’’

B.’M, Kiser,

REPORT OF THE 
EDITOR-AT-LARGE

Most 
the

Beautifully Suggestive is " The Lig: 
Hills,” by Mrs. 1. L. Lewis, of Bett
narrative founded oh facts alone, and every 

Spiritualist should read it. . s
. ' . ■ ■ . . . I ■ . . . . ■

(Continued from No. 736.) 
"Quite a spell after that, Jim called 

ter me one day ter come up ter the 
woodpile where he was splittin’ and 
when I got there I saw a queer sight. 
There on the chips and new sawdust 
stood some fifteen or more chickens. 
Their heads were all turned one way 
and they was lookin’ at something that 
seemed to be just above the ground, 
and the feathers stood < up all round 
their necks so that each chicken wore 
a ruff. 1 spoke to them and shooed, 
but they just kept staring at tlie some
thing that looked ter me like nothing. 
All at once every chick flew right up 
inter the air and went off flappin’ and 
squawkin’. Jim and I went up and ex
amined the place where the chickens 
had been Btandin’, but we couldn’t find 
so much as an ant or a spider. Just 
then Daddy came out of the shed. 
‘Boys,’ said he, ‘if ye’ll be kind to yer 
critters and take notice of them, ye’ll 
find they’ll teacl^ye lots of things and 
one of them is that they can see lots of 
things that you can’t.’ "

"Was your father a religious man?” 
asked Mrs. Grey. ,
--¡'Wall, no; I guess not. He nevefl 
belonged to any church and never 
talked what ye might call pious. He 
brought up his boys to do what was 
right because it was right. There 
warn’t one of us that wouldn’i have 
been ashamed to have told er lie or 
done a mean or dirty '.hlng, or said one 
either. He wouldn't let us talk against 
folks or bo unkind to any thing. I re
member one time I got purty well riled 
at an ox I was drlvin’, and I took the 
whip and went at him. Daddy came er- 
long and says he, 'Ezry, how would you 
like that of you was the ox and the ox 
was you?’

“'Wall,' says I, 'ho got mad and 
wouldn’t gee.’

“ ‘And so,’ says Daddy, ‘you got mad 
because the ox did. What better are 
you than he? Never,’ says Daddy, 'git 
put out with a critter for doin’ what you 
do yourself, and don’t ever try to 'make 
anything mind you until you can con
trol yourself.’

“That was the way with Daddy; he 
always made us show justice and kind-

block and lookin’ straight at the man 
he says; ’Now look here, Elder, I haint 
got anything against you as a man, but 
last night my IftUe girl come home 
from your meetin’ so excited that her 
mother had to bp up with hpr all the 
rest of the night. The child just 
screamed in her sle’en and talked about 
the fire and the trumpets biowin’, and 
all them things, and 1 £qn’t think much 
of a religion that will share little chil
dren inter fits.’ " / ,

" ‘Mr. Graham,’ said the Elder stern
ly, ‘ I have been anqintei ter go forth 
and proclaim the acceptable year of 
the Lord and the day of vengeance of 
our God.. Do you tlfeik,Noah .stopped 
his preachin’ because life children got 
scalrt and cried every time it rained 
hard? Do you think tl<at when Jbiiah 
was cryIn’,‘yet forty da/s and Nineveh' 
shall be destroyed,” that, ho stopped 
when the children run cryIn’ home to 
their mothers?. And.shall. 1 who am 
sent to warn sinners of ttfelr approach-

raps on our bed-room door. Jane didn’t 
know whether she best speak or get up, 
and while she was makin’ up her mind 
there came three more raps, and they 
sounded as if somebody meant busi
ness. Jane got up and opened the door 
and the minute she did she saw the 
next room was blue with smoke. She 
run out and there by the stove little 
flames were leapin’ up and the floor 
was burnin’ finely. Jane never 
screamed or said a word, but caught up 
a big braided rug and threw it on the 
fire and in a few minutes she had it all 
out. If it had not been for the raps we 
should have been burned out, for not a 
soul knew a tiring about the fire until 
they saw the burned floor and r ugs the 
next mornin’. I tell you, girls, folks 
needn’t talk to me! Oqr folks when 
they die do not forget ub or go way off 
somewhere and leave us to shirk for 
ourselves. They watch over us and 
help us all they can—which is consid
erable. . ■ ■

“Now one thing more I'll tell ye 
about. ■ It happened when my boy Joe 
was nine moaths old. I took the baby

I lay sprawlin’ in the road and the baby 
still kept the seat and laughed at me. 1 
was not long in gettin' up and in an
other minute 1 had jumped inter that 
wagon and had my baby hugged up in 
my arms. There stood the horse trem
blin’ in every limb. Her jjostrils were 
quiverin’ and her head movln from side 
to side. She seemed to be dreadfully 
scalrt, but she couldn’t seem to see 
what scalrt her. After a little while she
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world was cornin’ to an end that fall. 
He got up, a great excitement, and the 
old school house was packed full four 
nights outer the week. That man would 
preach the most hair raisin’ sermons, 
and yell, and shake his fists at us, and 
stomp around while he described the 
terrors of the judgment day, and actu
ally you could almost hear the trumpet, 
blow, and see the fire er-comin’ down. 
One day the elder was goin’ by our 
house and seein’ Daddy and me out 
splittin’ wood he come up to see us. 
After a few remarks about the weather, 
he says; ‘Wall, Mr. Graham, I halnt. 
seen ye ter meetin’ yet. I hope ye have 
made yer peace with God.’

" ‘Halnt never had any trouble with 
him, as I know of,’ says Daddy.

“The Elder locked kinder funny for a 
minute and then he says, ‘The Lord Is 
cornin’ in a few short weeks, friend. 
Are yp ready to welcome him with joy?’

“ ‘Just about as ready as I ever shall 
be, I guess,’ says Daddy. ’

"Then he struck his ax Inter the

Twenty-seven Days Without Food—Ex
perience of a Chicago Girl Who Fasts 
Freqently, “Fasts for the Fun of It.” 
Fasting as a curb is a method used 

by Miss Hilda Smith, a music teacher, 
5629 Washington avenue, Chicago. She 
adopted the experiment. liroVetll It to 
her own satisfaction, andfeas riiade it 
a constant practice to fast a part of 
every week. ■

For twenty.seven days, on one occa
sion, she went witlipumfofldtL This was 
a test of'her eriduranc^.j-For curative 
and medicinal purposes she, believes 
that one day a week is sufficient tp fast. 
Her diet on other occasions is such as 
would lead ordinary persons to believe 
they were fasting! i"- •

Wheat and fruit are all that she eats?
"Wheat for strength,” she says. "You 

can’t live on fruit,Alerib WTumf-ie-heed- 
ed for strength, Aside frometbat, the 
■only thing I eat is fruit?'

When Miss Smithtook to'fasting. she 
was not entirely cdiivinj^i feat A,cure 
would result. It H&s b-efih ejfcccij&rui; 
.she says. ¡/A,' r?i! <

• Incidentally, stie'/Ji'as jjrpvbp. (to. her 
.own .satisfaction thatfejiefeon can live 
qh 5 cents a day..?She has done this for 

.six months, she says. AU during this 
fasting and dieting period she has been 
working as much as eight hpuraa: day, 
four df which have been spent in giving 
music lessons. .n,. .'»’'a-. '

“You -know < yom can buy-enough -pre-, 
pared wheat for j!5 .cents1« tb last a' 
month. And fruit 18 cheap.” .

Experience During Long Fast. '
At first, Miss Srriitfi says, the person 

fasting will have a desire to drink 
water. After the second: or third day 
this'- desire will pass away find there 
Will be no inclination to'drink. Of her 
experiences during the ftwenty-seven 
days' fasting she saysr ,y ‘ . ■. ■ •

ing doom stop because a little girl is- 
frightened ?’ . * < '

‘“You mean wall, I’ve no doubt,’ says 
Daddy. 'Last year about this time 
there was a young feller around here er 
pedlln’ tin cat holes,, and honestly, El
der, I think 1 d rathqr be in his business 
than yourn.’ .

“Wall, the Elder went off shaking his 
head and groanin’, and he never come 
near us again.”

- ' There was silence for a little while 
•arid-then Mrs. Grey spoke: "Did yOu- 
never have any experiences with the so- 
called supernatural, Aunt Liddy?

“Oh, yes,” said the old lady, as she 
folded up her knitting-work and laid it 
carefully in her lap;-»"t.wo or three 
things happened to me; that made a 
great impression on my mlmf, and I will 
tell you about them. -.When my sister 
Jane was a young glrl(<ij»(p.had,.A-Iong 
rrin of fever and afterwards she uster 
have bad spells with her heart, and the 
doctor said we must watcii-her or shei 
might die In one of them. One night—I 
useter sleep pretty sound them days—I 
dreamed 1 went Into a big room and ev
erything there was in it. was a small 
table with a chair beside IL- and on the 
table lay a big book. 11 went and sat 
down in the chair and opened the book 
and the pages were al! white as snow 
without a mark on them. As. I looked 
there suddenly appeared a -great black 
letter, and then one after another they 
came until I read the words: ‘Your sis
ter—quick! quick!’ -, r thought I 
jumped up and tried to run, and then 1 
heard a voice cry, ‘Quick, quick!’ That 
woke me and I jumpefliout of bed. The 
moon was full and the lightshone in 
through the uncurtained ’’window - full 
upon my sister’s face; ithwaa-as white 
as death. I touched her!g,nd:-she was 
cold, and she seemedUlke a: dead per
son. There was a powerful’, stimulant 
on. a table in the roorii Whidhrwe kept 
there night and day, andli'got this and 
forced some down her (flirbiit. I was 
scalrt, now I tell yom but I did not dare 
leave her a minute .for fear she would 
die surely, so I rubbed arid moved her 
about for what seemed like hours to me, 
and at last she come out of it all right. 
I shall never, forget th^f night. ' ’

’I1It was several yeafs after feat tfie 
next thing happened.. It was.a dread
ful cold night In winter and-I was sound 
asleep, but Jane warii't;' she -,Ws(s both
ered about getting to sleep anttfso was 
wide awake wheri there came two sharp

paster we could not see anything of the 
cows anywhere, so Jerry tied the horse 
and went to huntin’ and I took the baby 
to a little brook and ’mused him a 
splashin' water. After what seemed to 
me a long while 1 heard Jerry a holler
in’ to me to take the horse and start for 
home and he would join me with the 
cows before I got there. The horse was 
young and high-llfed, but I was uster 
handlin' horses, and everything would 
have gone right if I bad been alone; 
but you see 1 warn’t. I untied the horse 
and turned the buggy round and backed 
up to the bank where I had set tlie 
baby. He had wiggled back and 1 could 
just reach him by holdin’ thé end of the 
reins in one hand. The -horse kept 
startin' so I did not dare go near the 
wheels so I lifted the baby over the 
back of the wagon outer the seat, and 
grabbin’ his dress and the back of the 
seat with one hand 1 lifted my foot to 
jump in after him. At that minute the 
horse jumped forward, and I lay sprawl
in’ on the ground. Like a flash I was 
on my feet, for terror made me spry, 1 
tell you. I caught'the'back of the wagon 
wife my;, left hand „and with quick 
-movements I shortened the reins by 
windin’ them around the wrist of my 
right hand; then I pulled with all my
might and cried whoa! I might just as 
well have hollered at the wind, for she 
orily snorted-and went faster, draggin’ 
me after her. For some reason Joe was 
not thrown out when the horse started, 
as I should have thought, but he had 
turned around and grabbed the back of 
the seat with both little fat hands, and 
he was now laughin’ at me as hard as 
he could. That is the way with a baby, 
and older folks, too, sometimes laugh 
the loudest when they’re plungin’ on to 
ru’in. I was just wild with fear. 1 
knew that just before us was a very 
steep stony hill, and I knew that horse 
always bothered about trying to run 
down hill. I saw the whole terrible sit
uation in a flash: It meant death to me 
and the baby, for mother like, 1 never 
thought of savin’ myself by lettin' go. I 
looked about but no one was in sight. I 
screamed help! help! but nobody an
swered. I was desperate, and I pulled 
on the reins with all the strength there 
was In me and hollered whoa! with all 
the breath I could get, but It did no 
good. We got to the top of the hill, and 
I saw that in another skip we would be 
plungin’ down it. I felt that I was ut
terly helpless and I looked tip toward 
the blue sky and just cried out in an ag
ony of despair, ‘Save my child, O! save 
my*ohild! ’ The power that never failed 
before didn’t fall me then. Quick as a 
lightnih 'flash the answer came. The 
here reeled back upon her haunches as 
if'thrown by a mighty hand, and again

“I found, that if I became at all' hun
gry I could get rid of thé feeling by get
ting In the open air.. ■ Aé soon as I got 
outside the- housé tlïé desire to eat dis
appeared” '

She believes that fasting 'would Cure 
many ills with which people are afflict
ed. And She also beltevds that any. one 
is capable of èxiiég-ïwithout food at 
pleasure: It is a simple life thaf Mlss- 
Smith lays down in hercreeid of living. 
It also is an inexpensive one/arid would 
make the prbblem oL' subsistence an 
eâsy .’oné f<Sr mariÿ faftiilfiâ. who are 
hard presséd tttfeuy sleàka^hd. roasts,.

If you want tri j)véi'oiÉ;?l^ats ajday 
and get rid.’df all yourrillgliieft fs fee 
way suggested by Mi$ Smith r ■ ■■ 

. “The.way to fast iri tq^atmo food'and 
to drlnfi'ohiy'.watemfoFany derigth of 
tihïè that you mây de^iqe,MTOÀ.„JX,;dùr- 
Ing that .tlme^you féeljfera ;yriu must 
break fee fast remefliber feat feêré'is 
another day pomlngSM' when you do 
break It;eat, nothing?fijccéfit. fruit 'for 
the ■.fir^t.' mçal;' ftWeie fitfe ihhort*  fasts 
and long fasts'-^■•ffi/begini’ 
after, 
up, ifetll .luh’qlifeon'tÛ&'riéx^^riy'i(R'ls -a' 
good id%^;àg^i»'®;asjl!’êvjét,^'d'D:y)..' 
The régulation: glibrt’ fftat is sferibtT at 
E in the-afternooicandJfe’contiriûed un-, 
til the .-second morrjmg followfiig; a 
longer fast }s kept upfe Week; whllo fee 
longest’-iegtilatlorilfast .Is twenty-seven 
days/'s.'Wlien you hnjVe: learned' to do 
without eating .for fpur weeks You.may- 
abstain from food for. f qn - Indefinite 
length- of time.. -Jil a ijhort fast ■: you 
should drink a, great-deal of ¿water, as it 
cleanses..tho systenv: Bi a, longer fast 
you should drink. less'téach day until 
moisture become^- necessary only »very 
three days. . v: ■ . i. : i,... ■

Cure, for ..-¡Moat paeases. ■

to fasi is when you are out of pocket, 
but really thé best time is just bçiÿre 
yoti'r last money piece is gone; you ■will 
always find that fasting is no Catch
penny affair. If you have a headache, 
you need to fast; if you have any kind 
pf catarrh, heart disease, lung trouble, 
rheumatism, appendicitis, nerve ail
ments. physical, or mental weakness, 
you need' to fast. The reason is that of 
the two causes for all diseases the 
prime one is improper, digestion and as
similation of food. Every night you go 
to, bed because, you say,- your 'system 
.needs a rest, but.'did you ever think of 
Unfitting food at meal times, and espe
cially between times,- to give the diges
tive machinery a rest? This apparatus 
is: among the most delicate in (lie hu
man body, and still the most abusé’d. it 
should be given a rest fit least once g 
week, so that it' may have an opportun
ity of readjusting itself .through nature, 
of -fitting ts way back into- its natural 
position, whence it has been forced by' 
overloading. ■ ■ , . .
, “The'late pope was a'noble'exariiple 
o.f righteous living. When he was ill, 
in place of sending for the physician 
with his medicine satchel, or Instead of 
allowing his attendants to bring him 
ddinty trayn every half : hour or bo to 
force down into fee already ■ wornout 
system, Pope Leo fasted. ■

“If you hâve parents or friends who, 
seeing thnt y ou. are overworked and 
that your condition Is run dwn, advise 
ydu to see ‘the doctor,’ do not argue 

‘with them ! call upon the doctor, .paste 
his prescription in your momorablliator, 
■let your little brother fire tlie pills irom 
his slingshot, then fast, but do «Hot 
speak of II to any one. After you have.- 
fasted a few tlmds thls advice will fee; 
entirely- unnecessary, for you .will feel-

gave the word to go and for once she 
walked soberly down that hill. Now 
this story may not sound like much to 
you, but to me it is the most thrillin’ ex
perience of my life.”

"That was a kinder Peter prayer you 
prayed, I’m thinking,’’ said Uncle Ezra.

"Yes,” retorted his sister, “and there 
was a savior near to answer It.”

"I shall never forget what I have 
heard here to-night," said Martha as 
she and her aunt arose to take leave of 
their friends. “1 thank you for your 
kindness, and 1 am real glad I came 
here to-night. I am going home with 
Aunt Laura to-morrow, and 1 expect to 
get acquainted with Auntie’s friend, 
Mrs. Austin, the medium, and I hope to 
learn a great deal. 1 hope to receive 
messages from spirit friends myself 
and do a great deal of good in the world 
before i die.’

Uncle Ezra leaned forward and 
looked keenly at the girl as sho spoke. 
After a minute’s hesitation he said sol
emnly: “Marthy, you’re a good girl. 1 
have known ye ever since ye was a 
baby and you have always been a good, 
stiddy girl and I’m glad on’t. You come 
of an honest, respectable family, too, 
and that is worth lots, but I wanter say 
this ter ye: If I was you I would be even 
more perticular. You see jlst as soon 
as the world find out ye are a medium, 
they’ll have sharp eyes for all yer fail
in’s, and ye wanter to be very careful 
not only not to do anything wrong but 
not to do anything that looks wrong 
either. You see that Spiritualism in 
one sense of the word is a new religion,’ 
and when anyone takes up a new relig
ion they always have ter ketch it. 
Folks perfessing an old religion can cut 
up twice as bad and no perticular ’ten- 
iibn will be paid to ’em. I’m old 
enough ter be yer granddad, child, and 
ye won’t get huffy at me, 1 know, if 1 
speak my piece, so I’m goin’ ter say, be 
real honest always. Don’t ever do any
thing mean or underhanded, no matter 
what the temptation may be, and be 
sure yer always kind in everything ye 
say and do. You want ter live in such 
er way that folks will say, 'Marthy 
Weston is a good woman, and no one 
can say a word that’s bad about her and 
tell the truth, if she is a medium.’ Then 
ye see yer life will do more ter the 
cause ye advocate than all the talkin’ 
ye’ll ever do.’

There was a moment’s silence, and 
then Martha extended her hand to the 
old man and said: "I thank you, Uncle 
Ezra, for what you have said to me, and 
I will try and be all you want me to 
be.” ; -

“I know ye will, child. I feel it In my 
bones ye will,” was the cheery answer.

The good-byes were said and Mrs. 
Grey and Martha passed out Into the 

•soft moonlight,-feeling that they were 
wiser and better for that evening visit.

"How strange,' said Martha. "I have 
known Aunt Lydia and Uncle Ezra all 
my life, and yet I have not known them 
really.”

“You will find it so all your life," said 
Mrs. Gray. “We often fail to under
stand those we know and love the best, 
and this fact is doubly true of our ac
quaintances. The longer I live the 
surer I grow that if we want to acquire 
knowledge we must keep our ears and 
eyes open and not be too quick to judge 
by appearances. You cannot tell how 
debp a well is by just looking at it and 
some very ordinary lookihg pebbles 
have proved to be precious gems.”

(To ue continued.)

To the Executive Committee N. S. A.;i 
—I have in the prosecution of the 
work assigned me, during the past 
three months contributed to the secu
lar and spiritual press the following ar
ticles:

Influence of Belief in Spiritualism, 
Eudora (Kansas) Journal.

Have Spiritualists a Creed? Reply 
to the Journal, Oceana, Mich.

Result of Patient Research, reply to 
an editorial in the Argus, Albany, N. Y.

Superstition, reply to editorial in the 
Jackson (Mich.) Dally Citizen.

Swedenborg, the Relation of His 
Teachings to Spiritualism; written in 
answer to many correspondents, for the 
Banner of Light.

Science Knows Nothing of Ghosts, 
reply to Prof. Serviss, in The Progress
ive Thinker, Banner of Light, and 
Light of Truth.

Sowing the Seed, in Philosophical 
Journal, and Sunflower.

A Subject of Great Importance to 
Spiritualists, in all the spiritual papers.

Spiritualism vs. Rev. Dr. Frazer, 
Daily Truth, Elkhart, Ind.

Is Spiritualism a Fraud? Reply to 
Rev. J. M. Fields, in Ft. Wayne, Ga
zette. Before this article reached the 
office of the Gazette, Dr. Sweringen 
had so ably answered the attack of the 
reverend gentleman, and demolished 
his arguments, that I withdrew it and 
sent it. to The Progt ftoive Thinker.

Reliability of Trance, furnished tho 
Register, Sandusky, Ohio, at the re
quest of the Psychical Society of that 
city.

The Case of Mary Kidder, The Tele
graph, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Reply to Rev. Howard, in Dally 
Truth, Elkhart, Ind., he asserting that 
Flammarion and Prof. Cottes both re
nounced their belief in Spiritualism.

The work constantly enlarges and 
more newspapers and monthlies havo 
sent requests for articles on tlie sub
ject than it is possible to supply. While 
the press has for some time contained 
scarcely any editorial matter on the 
subject, the pulpits of the country have 
fulminated, and gospel ministers, both 
great and small, have “preached a ser
mon” on Spiritualism. Perhaps this is 
because they find it a drawing card, at
tractive and pew-filling. Or It may be 
from a common impulse taat with a 
pull all-together, they .may drag the 
temple down. But they are so far 
from harmony that they mutually de
stroy each other's contention, while 
from their frantic efforts they show 
how little reliance they have on their 
assertions. They whistle to keep their 
courage up. The greater number ad
mit the occurrence of the manifesta
tions as claimed, but say, “it is all the 
work of evil spirits or the devil.” 
Really this is a step towards Spiritual
ism. For if evil spirits can communi
cate,does It not logically follow that the 
good can also? It would be a strange 
all-loving God who would make it im
possible for the philanthropists who 
gave their lives in helping those in dis
tress, and our dearest friends, and 
turn loose on mankind a swarm of evil 
ones, to drag town to perdition!

There are a few who are getting out 
of the wilderness of theology.

Some have fears that theology will 
eliminate Spiritualism; there is more 
promise that Spiritualism will elimi
nate theology. It has already stricken 
hell, the devil .and infant damnation 
out of the popular belief, and has made 
an uncomfortable place for the old God 
of vengeance and hate.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

i mind saner, and., best of all, you will be 
.happier. All disagreeable or sad fe’ël- 
ings pass away and-you become a part 
of the merry sunshine that you have 
hitherto only read about in books. 
When you, have fasted for three days 
you will hear'your unsuspecting.friends 
sty: ‘How much better Mary .looks! 
That doctor is & gfeat man!'

• “You shpuld not, however, wait until 
sickness drives you to this expedient; 
fast when you are in health that you 
do not become ill. By all.<nieans wait 
until you, have scarlet fever, if you prê
ter. Thon even the doctor will insist' 
upon your, fasting. Taking it for grant
ed, nevertheless, that you eat to live, 
and not live to eat, y.bv. will live long 
arid happily by fasting one day out of 
every week—the allotted time for man 
lit .good health. ' ' . .

- “If you want ah example of the result 
brought about by this method, watch 
the animals In their natubal, untamed 
lives. They are in reality the only, 
clean, pure living créatures op earth. 
We cannot be above or even on the 
saine plane with them until we can con
trol otir appetite, physical or mental. 
Set down a ¡gallon-of ice cream, some 
laflyfingers, and a box of the finest con
fections before a cow and observe her 
actions. She y/ill turn Away hér head 
In disgust. You should.be proud to bq 
compared to ,an animal. Do not mis
take this statement. Yon need not be 
overjoyed the next .time any one calls 
you à dog, for Jio is referring to the 
lazy, howling canine ’relined’; by man. 
The-dog In its-wild state fasts once a 
week. The 'iger fasts regularly. Some 
animals tr.si every othorday.somo every

of fasting until after living in 
Thus, •• theso gehorgtionB 
become accustomed to the 

are called tamo,

while in reality they are more savage. 
It Is a well known fact that a cage keep
er is a rare morsel whenever opportun
ity permits. ’ ' . &

Becomes Easier with Practice.
“The more you fast tlie easier it is 

for you to fast, while tlie easier you find 
it the. less you need it. The first meal 
will be hard to forego, since there will 
be many a hard tug both at heart and 
stomach. But drink plenty of water, 
take deep breaths, and keep busy. The 
ndxt meal will be more easily abstained 
from, arid after that you will not crave 
food. You can live in the gingerbread 
house that. Grimm writes about ami you 
will not prefer its appetizing, odor to 
the taste of the pure, fresh air; you can 
watch the worms devour it ami you will 
be glad the gingerbread house is in tho 
open.

“Start with a one day fast during the 
first week; then take a three days’ fast 
the next week and tho week following. 
Allow two weeks to elapse; now fast 
eight days; wait three weeks and repeat 
the length of fast last mentioned. Let 
two weeks go by and fast seventeen 
days. Wait three weeks, then fast 
twenty-seven days. , At the end of this 
time you wll bo cured, and like ise 
still in the flesh. Having reachetl is 
stage, you will be not only so cheerful 
.tljat you are a surprise to your friends, 
but you will b& able without detriment 
to sit up all night to work, to sleep at 
any time that is convenient, and when 
you are not fasting to eat when the 
system, not custom; demands it. Above 
all, do hot grow conventional nor con
sistent. Seemirigly-you will walk on 
air, your complexion will become clear, 
and, while people say, although you aro 
the picture Of Health, t'.-at you are work
ing too hard and -w»ii break down, you 
wlR rest assured that you are living cor: 
rectly. scientifically, and economically."

To fast Spiritually—one can do that 
for any length of time, and feus refine, 
purify and in every respect make better 
fee spirit. How can one do it? Sim
ply do not taKo.into your consciousness 
impure ■ thoughts, Allow no wicked 
tiling to enter your mind. Nurse care
fully fee intention,of'doing all the good 
you can. Move along fighting off every
thing of an ovll nature, This kind of 
spiritual fasting, would make angels of 
every human being.

The homeliest language corries con,-

should.be


As the mother learns

in his relation to the

tefe»

The Spiritualizing Influence of Mother Love.
Childhood without Mother Love is deprived of that 

which , tends to refine and spiritualize its nature. 
Thousands of waifs are'homeless, cast on the tur
bulent waves of life without that exelting influence, 
true Mother Love. There are thousands of Spirit
ualist homes where the. adoption of one of these 
homeless, motherless-'waifs would prove a great 
blessing. Read this article carefully, thoroughly.

To the Editor:—Mrs. Andrew . Mac 
Leish discourses most beautifully on 
“Mother Love” in . the Chicago Tribune, 
setting forth that those who have read 
Prof. .Drummond’s, beautiful lecture, on 
"The Evolution of the Mother” will re
member that Jie finds the beginnlngs of' 
love with all that that involves, tender-’ 
ness, patience, sympathy In the human 
mother as the result of her care for 
her little helpless boy. It is a beauti
ful thought that the babies have 
brought into the world all that makes 
life beautiful and full of joy. And wjiat 
mother will-gainsay the statement? 
Has she not felt her own nature deepen 
and sweeten with the advent of her 
baby? Has she not found patience, 
self-denial, sympathy, iind understahd- 
ing growing in her own soul with its 
growth? To the mother who will take 
It, God sends with her children the 
fichest training, the noblest develop
ment. She has no need to ask for a 
wider sphere than that her children 
offer her. The highest stimulus .to 
mental, moral, and physical growth is 
hers.

"Heaven lies about us in our in
fancy," says Wordsworth, and it is not 
only the baby mat lies In that blessed 
light. The mother, too, may stand 
there, and she consciously, because it is 
her own altitude of willing self-denial, 
the free giving of herself for the object 
of her love that opens the door to her. 
If this, then, is what mother love means 
to the mother, what is It to the child? 
’i’o him it is the sunshine of life, the 
only condition for natural and whole
some unfolding of the little life. We 
are so made that to grow naturally and 
spontaneously we must be happy, and 
we cannot be happy without love. This 
is true of-human life at all stages, but 
a thousand fold is it true of the tender 
little being in its first beginnings.

And nature has used all her energies 
to secure for the baby this essential 
line. Sho nas bound It to its mother 
by tho strong bands of Its helplessness 
and need. Sho has made tho little body 
bi> bewitching in its beauty that It must 
always be lovely to those about it. She 
has made the awakening of the little 
mind a matter of such absorbing inter- 
pst that all who watch it. bow down and 
worship. Nature, in short, knows that 
that baby must be loved and so creates 
It that It cannot fall to secure, at least, 
some measure of its need.

If you would see ’what mother love Is 
to the child look at those who are de
prived of it—the motherless children of 
our institutions. They have care and 
kindness and love In a general way, but 
what a hungry look their faces have and 
how little real childish joy w’e find 
among them. I am often reminded of 
what one of our noble doctors, who fell 
at his post a few years ago, said. In a

the world with a character otherwise 
admirable, perhaps, but marred by one 
fatal flaw. . In all -tests for power; you 
know, tlje strength of the object tested 
is measured at its point of least resist
ance.' Of what iise to the world, for ex
ample/is a character otherwise amia
ble and lovely but lacking a sense of 
responsibility? The fault which might 
have been corrected by tlie mother in 
the iittlo child grows to be an ineradica
ble Jvealvuess in the man, and the world 
does pot regard him with the charita
ble eyes of his mother. Wo often see 
phildren of whom we must say, “How 
lovable she would be if only her faults 
lihd been corrected, and how much af
fection and esteem her mother has de
prived her of by not seeing and correct
ing them.”

'phen, there is the love that seems so 
beautifully self-sacrificing—that ot tire 
.mother who effaces herself in an effort 
to secure happiness for her child. But, 
alas, this satisfaction of the mother’s 
sentiment of devotion leads to selfish
ness in the child. The mother has for
gotten that the thing which is good tor 
her, the constant denial of self and self
ish comfort, is good for her child also. 
She has gotten her own development at 
Ills expense. And the saddest part of 
it all Is tliat Hie child falls to appreciate 
the wealth of love that has been poured 
out upon him. How sad and yet how 
frequent are tlie cases where the moth
er has given up everything for the child, 
and the child accepts it all as his just 
duo with no sense of Its value, malting 
but the most meager return.

There seems to be two reasons for 
this. In tlie first place, the mother, in 
making no demands for herself, has not 
preserved her proper dignity in tho eyes 
of the child, and in falling to convert 
his love into action she has allowed his 
latent possibilities for usefulness to fail 
of their development. For love is truly 
you remember what Froebel says upon 
this point. Ho represents the child in 
three stages of development in this 
matter of receiving service from others. 
In the first ho simply accepts. It is the 
period of unconscious innocence. He is 
too young to know tliat the acceptance 
of service from others puts him under 
obligation. But he cannot remain In 
that state. As soon as he is old enough 
to understand he must be taught to ap
preciate tlie kindness of others to him

lecture before a class of nurses. “If 
you have a little baby,” he said, "who 
must bo fed artificially, always hold it 
In the arms in the position of the nurs

; Ing baby. I do not know the reason, but 
It is a fact that the food digests better." 
If the ddetor had been a mother he 
would have known that it was the 
warm, cuddling sense of love that the 
baby needed.

Let us look more deeply into the mat
ter. Why is it that love is so precious 
to the child? What does It do for him? 
First of all It gives the mother the key 
by which she may unlock the mystery 
of his nature, his own individuality 
Some one has beautifully said that it is 
melody that gives individuality to mus
ic Underneath all music lie tho great 
principles of harmony and rhythm, but 
rippling through and over these runs 
the melody that gives the distinctive 
character to each musical composition. 
So under each lire lie the eternal veri
ties of all being, but running through 
and through them go the golden threads 
of individuality, and the mother who 
would fully understand her child must 
know those laws of being, the great 
principles that govern human life, and 
then will her love give eyes to her soul 
wherewith she may see and know her 
own child in his special Individuality and
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Menace to

calí- 
time 
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the marvelous book that 
cess to the above persons, 
interesting from start 
should be in every home.

brought suc- 
It is intensely 
to finish. It 
If you want a

Ten Thousand Copies of a Valuable 
Work on These Sciences to be 
Given Away to Advertise t^e 
College.

copy send a postal card, addressed to the 
American College of Sciences, Depart
ment 242, Rochester, N. ¥., and you 
will receive the book by return mail, 
postage paid..

A College Chrrtered Under State 
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notism by Correspondence.

gan to rapidly improve, and she soon 
became quite robust. She is still in
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John the Eighth, the Female Pope.
Now that, the-» strenuous agitation

A Wonderful Trance, Described by Dr. Bland

A Decision That May Mean Much.

Its

,¿h'í^2?!3S‘ E* <

..... ?.................... > ...J. s At.......... :

the inter-relations I ln Beceniber, 1865, my wife and my- 
and the unseen self were members of a small circle in
make sure and vited to th6 home'.'pf Mr. Merritt, of In-

she said that she saw Maggie leave her. thought her days on earth were num
body, and a band of spirits escorted I bered. But immediately her health be-

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
THE LIFE RADIANT.

An Appreciative Review of Lilian Whit
Ing's Book.

(The Life Radiant, 
ing. Boston. Little 
1903. pp. 365. . Cloth, 
rated cloth, $1.25.

about thojlife and death of Pope Leo 
, XIII. lias somewhat subsided, it might 

By Lilian Wlut-l ¡j8 wdii for us to 'take a look backward 
Brown & Co., -I to, about tee yoiH 852 or 3 when a for- 
$1 not. Deco-1 jner Popei&eo igas dead, and a beauti

. I ful, talented anywise woman occupied
her new book | St. Peter's, chair. Her pontificate isMary MacLane in uei- uuw i -- * —..v.

called “My Friend, Annabel Ue," writ- rarely meirtlonefl by the Roman Catho- 
ing of “thé Boston Atmosphere,” says: ’ He. priesthood, blit undeniable evidence 
“The air of Boston is a mingling of very I is uddiicedrin proof of it by both Prot
ancient and modern tilings, and ways of I estant an^CathgJlc historians. .
thinking that are picturesque and at Hase anj; Kist,, in their account of 
times lead to’something. The ancient “Edicts Péntifìdiil, both Public and 
things date back to Confucius and oth- I Private,” give aha special edict of Pope 
era of Uiat Ilie—and tlip modern ones Benedict HL: . -
are tinted with Lilian . Whiting, and I .LEÏ N0 0NR pRESUME TO SAY A 
newspapers, and the theater. WORD ABOUT. THE FACT OF A FE

It is good to knów that Boston air js male POPE ” , 
somewhat “tinted by> Lilian Whiting” y
for that means an dtinosphere of true This, substantiates, the fact that some 
spirituality of which there is great y,prds had been said about her, hence 
need-in Boston’and everywhere else in tlle edict.
these “strenuous" days. ................ Iff the MS ór Athanasius prepared for

AH Miss Whiting’s books are richly Pope Adrian II. (862-867),’mention is 
“tinted” wifh true Spiritualism, -but I made .of an.Elngiish woman becoming 
none more so than her' most recent pope under f^Use pretenso.as to sex, 
work entitled “Th«, Ufé Radiant," Marianus Scotus, a deyout Roman 
which has for- its. motto. Catholic and ’historian, writes In 1060:

“Follow It;-follow it, I “To Léo IV.‘succeeded Joan, a woman
Follow the gieam,” who held tlie See two years, five months

, ... I and four..(JayB" . ’: - •
and takes ita name from the lately dis- He left & de(alJed. acooUnt of Joan In 
covered element ndtam F ida_ m ••chronicle"
author remarks: “It is hardly possible 6hows hllù to b^"ell acquainted with 
to contemplate this remarkable element churcll mattert? ffls tesUmony( B0 
in the world of nature without recog- damagjng to his ‘èliurch, would never 
nizing i s correspondence in the worid I have reaped the-eagle eyes of the holy 
of spirit. If an elemént radiates per fathers had it pot been overwhelmingly 
petual light, heat, and power with no I true •
loss of its own inherent .energy, so the __ • „spirit can radiate love, sympathy, „,Siidtua ^oeB n }
sweetness and inspiration” with no di- J11114}1 century Charles the Great sent to 
minution of its own quality.” England for learned priests to come to

This “Life Radiant” is a truly relig- Germany, Amppg their number was an 
lous book in. the best Sense of that p^4 “ld »^ung girl whom
much-abused word—not the religion ot 110 bad. iended. Ln route the girl 
cant, of rites and ceremonies, of form, I gave birth to a daughter who was 
of implacable unyielding dogma, but I named Joan, This child developed into 
the religion of the spiri tuai side of man, a beautiful, talented woman.
the pure, the free, uplifting of man's re- She fell in love with a monk of the 
sponsive soul to the divine spirit exist- abbey of Fulda, and to be near him she 
ing in the nature of things throughout changed her name to John, put on a 
the universe, the supreme goodness, the monk’s dress and entered thé abbey, 
love which -, makes lite significant and I The lovers foun;Ltoo much restraint 
well worth living. I and went to England and later to Ath-

“The human soul,” writes Lilian I ens, Greece. Joan took up the sciences 
Whiting, “is so constituted that it can- and became noted for her talent and 
not live unless it breathes its native air wisdom. Her lover sickened and died.
of Inspiration, and joy and divineness. I and she went to Romo where she taught 
It is stifled in tho ‘strenuous’ lower in the school of the Greeks. The young 
life, its energies are paralyzed- unless it professor became famous and earned 
seek renewal at tho divine springs”— I from an admiring populace the name, 
and again: “It is in the serene and joy- “Prince of the Wise.”
ous exaltation of life alono that one I When Pope Leo IV. died the popular 
truly lives. In that sweetness of mutual professor was unanimously chosen to 
trust and generous alms and overflow- succeed him, and In due time occupied 
ing love that radiates its joy and beauty the papal chair. i She ruled with such 
to all with whom it comes in contact, ,

wonderful tact and wisdom as to as
tonish .tho world. .

But tho scene changes, for the church 
of Rome as well as for this remarkable 
woman. At the celebration of Period 
of Rogations while mounted on her 
horee and in papal attire she became 
suddenly ill and fell from her horse. 
She gave birth to al child, which the en
raged priests strangled, and with their 
anathemas ringing In her ears, she died.

This scandalization of the Romish 
clergy was astounding. No wonder Buch 
efforts have been’ made to bury her his
tory with her body, but truth is might
ier and must prevail. ■

After th|s unholy accident the clergy 
constructed the “holy.chair," and there-, 
after no woman has graced BL Peter’s 
chair, ’

History says that in the cathedral of 
Sienna (in. the middle of the 15th cen
tury) busts of all preceding popes were 
placed, and between Reo IV. and Bene
dict HI. was a portrait of Joan, with 
this inscription: “John the Eighth, the 
Female Pope”- , ,

Stephen, the Dominican, in his “Sev
en Gifts” mentions Joan as “John VIII, 
an English woman." Another gives 
Joan's lite in full.. Re was Vlncentius 
Bellavacensls, of 1260.

Autograph MSB of monks are pre
served In the Dome, France, giving a 
minute detail 6f her pontificate as 
Popess Joan. De Cormenin, a devout 
Roman Catholic and historian, says, ac
cording to “Champions of the Church”: 
“The majesty'of the priesthood, the 
pontifical Infallibility, the pretensions 
of the holy see to universal rule, all 
that scaffolding of superstition and idol
atry on which is placed the chair of St. 
Peter falls to the ground before a wo
man pope.”

Many more excerpts and proofs might 
be added, but enough have been given 
to prove the claim.

Let us ask, what is the lesson to be 
learned from this page of history? 
This, that the peqple of the twentieth 
century demand freedom from all eccle
siastic bondage of soul and body; that 
we must make a clear distinction be
tween principles and personalities, for 
we know the latter are never infallible, 
hence it matters no£ whether a man or 
woman rules; that to build up a strong, 
healthful humanity, justice and prog
ress must reign supreme, rather than 
the creedal authority of popes or 
preachers; lastly, that the fullest free
dom of speech, press and mails are 
America’s greatest safeguards against 
superstition of all kinds. Let us make 
of this a truly enlightened nation.

FLORA W. FOX.
Rochester, Minn.
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DR. J. M. PEBBLES’ 
Most Important Books.

petually renewed by the constant com
munication of the soul with God.”

She finds in all the newly discovered 
facts of to-day’s science with which she 
keeps herself Informed and in touch,
many indications o£ 
between the seen

and to acknowledge It in thanks. But 
that is not enough. As he grows older 
the kindness of others to him should 
rouse in him a desire to make a return 
in kind. His training should lead him 
in this direction and he should be en
couraged to express his impulse In ac
tion. The doing of a kind deed in
creases his appreciation of the kindness 
done him and (Strengthens his nature 
on the side of love and unselfishness. 
Without training in this direction we 
cannot hope that he will later develop 
that bread sense of brotherly love and 
obligation to his fellow men which Is 
the crown of a noble manhood, and 
which makes him count as a helpful fac
tor in the world.

The three points of weakness in our 
love for our children would seem to me, 
then, to be—lack of strength and cour
age, lack of clear sighted honesty, and 
the lack of proper demand tor a return 
in kind. They may all be summed up 
in the one great word—lack of wisdom. 
Who does not feel an appalling sense of 
need? But we are working in harmony 
with the creator, and all nature, all his
tory, and all revelation go to prove that 
to those who seek with all their heart, 
the treasures of wisdom shall be 
opened. '

Ponder Well, mothers and Spiritual
ists generally, the exalted sentiments 
in the above and commence spiritualiz
ing your child while a baby in your

worlds, which go to

arms. SPIRITUALIST.

CALIFORNIA.
Summerland Aspects • and Lessons.

worms, which go io luuitc e>ui« ouu ••— .. “1 ------ , /
clear the promise of immortal life and <Hanapolis,,ipd., .tQi Witness what prom- 
which helps to give proof that the ised t0 be F extraordinary manifesta- 
death of the material body is but the I Uon of spiA’powef. The medium was 
opening to the more real life of the splr- a Miss Maggie Mprgan, of Ohio, then on 
It of which this life is but the begin- a visit to her friends, in the city She 
ning. She declares: “All these discov- was a trance medtom and whle cil
eries that annihilate time and space are tranced thejéyenlng before, the coiitrol- 
slmply the result of the evolution ot sPlrlt- said:
life to higher stages; of the advance ot If you will foltow my directions to 
man into the ethereal realm. For is the letter Lwill rfve you a demonstra- 
not the underlying and fundamental ti011 °f spirit control such as you have 
truth this: that all is spirit? One may never witnessed. I will show you what 
talk of 'the spiritual life,’ but there to a,real trance-Is. . You have never seen 
no other life! Withdraw thp spiritual..Lteto medium, or anyone else In a pro
element and there to'no life at all! The teund trance.- -But-do^not tell my me 
difference then between the physical*  dium what I propose té-do, or that any- 
and material worlds is only a difference I thing out of the-ordlnary is expected to 
of degree—as ice, water, steam and, va- take place at the seance, arranged for 
por are only different degrees and con- to-morrow afternoon lest she become 
ditions of the same element. Progress nervous; and I beg that the members ot 
is the transformation of the physical the circle be not alarmed at anything 
into the spiritual; of the lower and that may occur, but have perfect faith 
cruder and denser life into the finer, the that the medium Is safo in our hands . 
more potent, the more qthereaJ. In its The circle was formed at 3 p. m., the 
cruder and denser.form there. Is only a medium being seated to a large rocking 
low degree of potency, and only In its chair. In about an hour she was to 
more ethereal forms is there higher po- such a deep trance .that she leaned back 
tency * * * There Is no death in the I In the chair, and her feet were placed 
sense in which Professor Ayrton refers I upon another chair,., which permitted 
to it, as a state of unconsciousness her to recline in-an easy position. 
which no message can reach, and from There were two other physicians in the 
which no reply can come. On the con-1 circle, all of us sceptics, and we, by re- 
trary that transformation we call quest of the control examined the meal
death is a condition of far more intense urn’s pulse, noted her breathing, etc., 
consciousness, of being far more alive from time to time. Her pulse declined 
and far more responsive to the call and in volume and frequency, her breathing 
the thought. » » * Spiritual vitality is to also, slowed, down gradually, until-the 
goodness alone. So far’ as one endeav- action of both heart and lungs had en- 
ors to follow after righteousness, to ' tirely ceased. To all appearance, Mag- 
achieve and live in truth; honor and, gie was dead. Her body grew cold and 
love, he is alive; so far as he fails fa rigid, and emitted the peculiar odor of a 
this he is dead, and this quite ir'respect- corpse. . .
Ive of the fact as to whether he is in or | Mrs. Merritt was clairvoyant, and

hers, which said:
' "Maggie is on a visit to the spirit 
realms, and I am in control of her body, 
but she will return soon, and 1 will 
withdraw and assist her to re-enter 
her body. You who are present can 
also assist her by putting her feet In 
.very warm water, joining hands in a 
Circle about her, and singing a hymn.

Thqn addressing one of the doctors, 
the spirit asked him to put this girl’s 
body back Into the chair. He attempt
ed to do so, but it was so rigid that he 
could not bend It in the least. He was 
then asked to bend an arm tliat was 
thrust toward him, but he utterly failed. 
The cataleptic condition’was’perfect.

At one o'clock, symptoms of return
ing life were noticeable and by a quar
ter past one, the heart, lungs and other 
vital organs had resumed their normal 
functions, and the body had resumed 
its normal state, as to temperature.

The first sign of returning conscious
ness observed, was tears stealing from 
between her closed eyelids, and rolling 
down her cheeks. Then from her lips 
came the whispered words, "Glory, 
glory, glory,’ repeated a number of 
times.

Maggie had eaten no dinner before 
going into trance, and by direction of 
her spirit guide, a bowl of soup had 
been prepared, which she ate with rel
ish, and then entered upon an account 
of her marvelous experiences. And her 
story was a wonderful one. She gave 
also, personal messages from departed 
friends to different members of the cir
cle, but her descriptions of scenes in 
the spirit world were most interesting 
to .me, though I was not then prepared 
to accept her story as anything but a 
cataleptic dream.

Maggie was a frail girl, and so ane
mic at that time, that her friends

The American College of Sciences, ot 
.Rochester, N. Y., is a novel institution, 
it is chartered under state laws, with a 
capital of $100,000, for the purpose of 
teaching Personal Magnetism, Hypno
tism, Magnetic Healing, Self-mastery, 
Self-coutidence, and the higher develop- 
mentof Will Power; by correspondence.

Al an expense of over $5,000 the col
lege has issued a remarkable work on 
these sciences, ten thousand copies of 
which willbe givenaway absolutely free. 
The book is elegantly illustrated with 
the most expensive engravings, and it is 
decidedly the finest and most compre
hensive work of its kind ever published, 
It is the product of the combined talent 
of thirty distinguished hypnotic spec
ialists and scientists. It thoroughly ex
plains all the hidden secrets of theoe 
sciences. It is full of surprising exper
iences, and makes many startling dis
closures in regard to the use and possi
bilities of this secret power.

The college absolutely guarantees that 
anyone can learn these sciences in a few 
days at home, and use the power with
out the knowledge of his most intimate 
friends. • .

From the namesand addresses of sev
eral hundred students which were of
fered that they might be communicated 
with, eighty-four were selected. The 
replies received were more than suffi
cient to convince tho most skeptical in 
regard to the wonderful benefits to 
be derived from this mighty power. 
There were absolutely no failures. All 
had learned to make practical use of the 
sciences. The following extracts are 
taken at random from the letters, for 
the benefit of readers: :

«Vhat Is Spiritualism? '
YI Are These Spiritualists? and 

What Has Spiritualism Done for th» 
World? By J. M. Peebles, M. D., M. A. 
An excellent book to put in the hand» 
of Inquirers, ilotb, 75 cents.

Did Jesus Christ Exist?
Ie Christ the Corner Stone of Spirit- 

UBliBm? What Do the Spirits Say 
About It? Wm. Emmette Coleman va. 
Hudson Tuttle on Mahomet and Jesus, 
*lo which Is appended a controversy, 
Arthur J. Owen vs. J. M- Peebles, on the 
origin of the Lord’s Prayer and Sermon 
on the Mount, and an exhaustive paper 
by Wm. Emmette Coleman on the His- 
torleal Origin of Christianity. Paper, 15 
cents.

Three Journeys Around the World.
A large, handsomely bound octavo vol. 

““to 50° Pages, finely Illustrated, de. 
ecrlblng ihe Pacific Islands, New Zea
land and Australia, India and her magic, 
Egypt and her pyramids, Persia, Cey- 
Ion, Palestine, etc., with the religious 
manners, customs, laws and habits oi 
foreign countries. Price, |1.50.

Immortality,
thn emPl°yments of spirits good 

hnnaeV In 016 B,)lrlt world. What a 
nUd spl,rlta Ba>' about their dwell, 

refatinn» 'ltre r Jocom°tlo“. their social 
relations infants, idiots, suicides, etc. 
Price reduced from $1.50 to $1. .Post. 
»66 12 centa. Paper 50 cents.

Spiritual Harp.
hylnB°Bknaf 3<’)0,pasea'staining songs, 
cieUes and aot lema for Spiritualist so- 
with cllcles. The words are afire 
soneiand SB’. contaluB tde choicest 
Other muslc by JameB G- Clark and 
$L25 reforD>ers. Reduced from $2 to

Dr. Peebles' Three Jubilee Lectures.
A most elegantly bound pamphlet of 

de Iv’eTd’in6^1“«6 Dr’ 1>eeb‘ea' •cctucei 
In nn7d ? HydBBvm«, March 31, 1898

R.°clll-ster, and later In London at ists. Tliewe I,...,.. A ess of Spiritual*  
raev ,ef,ure0. Illustrated, are
cents y aDd Solari?. Prlco 35 V-vLJ IB,.

whole. Love,
then, gives Insight and from insight 
conies sympathy. '

to understand
her child she grows to feel with him. 1 
And how the human lieart responds to 1 
that. What is there that is at the same 
time so restful and so stimulating as 1 
the sense of being perfectly understood ; 
and sympathized with? No wonder the । 
little child opens in that atmosphere as 
a flower to the sunshine And what a 
solid rock it is to build character upon. 
How seldom do we hear of a child go
ing astray who Is perfectly understood 
by a wise father and mother. So far 
we have been speakjng of a love that Is 
perfect, ideal. In such a love there can 
be no danger. But, alas, we do not . 
attain unto it, and in just so far as we 
fall short is our love fraught with dan
ger to those dearer to us than life, our 
children.

There is but one model for the love1 
of a mother to her child. I say it with 
all reverence. ■ It is the love of God to 
man. That’is Infinitely tender, but in
finitely strong. It desires the present 
comfort of its objects, but it will secure:, 
at any cost their highest welfare. It is ' 
nil wise, all merciful, ever patient, but' 
inexorably holding to the highest Stand
ards of achievement. It will not codJ - 
die nor weakly sympathize, It’is ever 
simulating. It demands the best It is 
terribly honest! It sees all the Hawk, 
but it Is full of tender encouragement 
and hope, and it sees the first efforts 
toward better things It is the love that 
suffereth long and is kind; the love that 
beareth all things, belleveth all things, 
hopeth all things, endureth all things, 
the love that never faileth ■:

We are too apt to think of love as tho 
sentiment of affection, which demands 
for its satisfaction nearness to its ob
ject, which would see that object al
ways happy for the present moment, 
even at the cost ot future good. That 
is the love that makes the mother un*.  
willing to send her child away from her, 
oven to secure tho development which 
ho cannot get at home. It Is the love 
that deprives a-toother of strength that 

, makes it impossible for her to see her 
child suffer, even though a little pres
ent suffering may malto his whole life 
fuller of happiness to himself and 
others. Tho mother who would train 
her child to Uio’greatcst power and use
fulness must have heroic stuff in her.

Then there is tho lovo that Is not hon
est, that cannot takemn unbiased view 
of Its object; tho mother who can bob 

■no faults in her own chlluren, who 
■ dwelrn upw their strong pointe And will 

not seo tlie weak ones. Suchia jpothor 
falls nt one of tho points of greatest.use
fulness to her child He goes out into

How the heart of our southern Cali
fornia people around here grew hopeful 
when a few days since at the little 
sprinkle of rain that began to fall as an 
earnest of a coming storm, which, how
ever, failed to materialize.

How little our friends in the fax East 
can understand, how we of California 
wait for the ■ winter rains. They fall 
like a benediction upon our parched 
earth and they bring us the sure prom
ise of a rich harvest of plenty. How 
swiftly under its benign sway the 
brown and sun-dried earth puts on her 
emerald, garments and tire flowers-burst 
into fresh -blossomings when*  thé rains: 
fall. Then.new life and beauty are ev
erywhere seen, and fresh fullness of 
vérdure on hill and vale are radiant 
with (Jie..glad., voice of Nature's resur
rection,'The'birds from their mountain 
retreats.lïetarn with their jubilant 
songs, and Ula rippling waters sing 
alóiig thé dry path--of the fiver beds 
once more and break the long spell of 
silence winding through glén and val
leys. The air is full of the scent of or
ange blossom'd and the richly poinesttla 
flowers iay' their crimson faces against 

‘the ■summér’sMlght, and the day seems 
bathed, in'heaven's glory.’ The pepper 
trees are ^-trailing ‘ their jeweled 
branches in the’ sunlight, and the red 
berrlés Wear a most cheerful bright
ness in the morning’s beams; the palms 
shimmer-With-a brighter green, while 
the grasses cover the wide landscape 
like ah’ em’èfald robe. Earth seems to 
proclaim ' at our annual awakening, 
there is nò death; and the question if a 
man die, shall hé live again Is answered 
from valley and hill and mountain top 
through lips of the arisen loved ones.

Nature is a wonderful teacher and if 
wo heed her. lessons more as she opens 
her books of knowledge, and less the 
dogmas and teachings of the religious 
bigot, we shall find in. her springing 
blades of grass, her opening Howers, in 

.’ every leaf-clad treb; in the rippling 
streams; the whispering music of love’s 
own message and the assurance of 
man’s immortality.

Now as Christmas is here with old 
Krlss Kringle’s reindeers of a stored 
slolgh of holiday presents to present to 

I loved.ones of Christian or heathen be- 
Hof with the same love and fraternal 
sympathy in the heart of one as the 

- other, may the broader fooling ot relig
ious brotherhood enliven the hearts :oi 

■ all and quicken-the.spirit of-a high hu
" manii,arltinlsm-in tho world.
i ■ The old adage agitation is the begin- 
I ning of Wisdom, is fully exemplified In 
r tho- present agitation now going on in 
■ the columns of Tho Progressive Think- 
• er. I It Is doing a grand work and bring
> ing to the front tho brightest intellects

.. ..
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out of his physical body.”
This new work is among the most ------- - , , -

helpful and inspiring of this favorite au-1 her to the celestial home of her grand
thor’s books. There is inwoven into its parents, where she was most affection
pages many suggestions of use to all ately received. For an hour, Mrs. M. 
classes of readers, young and old, rich I gave, us a detailed account of the medl- 
or poor, learned or unlearned, Spiritual*  urn’s pilgrimage, telling who and what 
1st or materialist, teaching all how to she saw. I made.notes of her words, 
live the Life Radiant which in her open-1 and when at one o clock, the medium 
ing sentence she avers to • be “That returned ($> and reanimated her body, 
transfiguration of the Ordinary dally I her story of her experiences tallied per
events and circumstances which lifts fectly with.my ffotps.
them to the spiritual’plane, and sees I At 12:30 this .apparently dead girl 
them as the signs and indication#’ of the arose to her feet, and¡ from her pallid 
divine leading.” .......... ’ lips- came a, vpice wholly different from

The publisher’s part of the work is a 
setting well worthy of ■ the writer’s 
thought and makes'a’fitting’cbmpanion 
to the ten volumes hitherto sent forth

her terrestrial body, and in good health. 
I met her at the Chesterfield, Ind., camp
meeting in 1902, and enjoyed talking 
about that wonderful experience of 
hers, thirty-six years before.

On reading my book, “In the World 
Celestial,” she said that the descrip
tions of the spirit world given in that 
work corresponded with her experi
ences which she remembered perfectly.

... DR. T. A. BLAND.

J. IL Schneller, 1844 Avon st., La Crosse. W!a., 
writes: ’’Hypnotism truly reveals the secrets of life 
and tlie mysteries of nature. My own father could 
not have convinced me of Its wonderful power if 1 bad 
not actually tested It for myself, I consider a knuwl« 
edgo of It invaluable to those who wish to gel tho 
most out of,-Hfe; to those who wish to/achteve suo- 
cess and live up to the full measures of tbetr powi- 
bllities. - • •

Mrs. Effie M. Watson, Martinsville, Ind., writes: 
“Hypnotism opens the road to health, happiness, and 
prosperity. It should Ge studied by every one. I 
would not part with my knowledge of it for any 
amount. The Instructions have developed within ma 
a force of character, an ability to Influence and con
trol people that 1 did not dream I could acquire.

‘ J. W. Clinger, M. D„ Springfield, Oblo, writes: “I 
have used tbo methods of hypnotism taught by tbo 
American College of Sciences In two cases of difficult 
surgical operations with perfect success. It Is a com. 
pleto anaesthetic, and preferable to chloroform or 
ether. I acquired a practical knowledge of hypnotism 
n less than than three days. Tbp book ia graud,”

Rev. T. W. Butler. Ph.D., Idaho City, Idaho,writes: 
'I have cured a number of chronic cases of rbaunia*  
ism, dyspepsia and paralysis of long standing; have 

not had a single failure; I consider a kn iwldge of 
Personal Magnetism Invaluable. Tho book has greatly 
Increased my own powers.

Dr. W. P. Kennlcutt, 529 State st., Binghamton, 
N. Y„ w:ltes: “I bad long suffered from nervous 
prostration and dyspepsia. My case baffled all med« 
leal skill. I studied: hypnotism from the Amer.can 
Cpllego of Sciences, and tried It upon rayself with 
surprising resulta. In one week my stomach was 
better than It bad been in thirty years. I could eat 
anything without the slightest distress. I can hyp
notize myself In five minutes and sleep all- night; 
have hypnotized a number of others. . ■ ■...

The first ten thousand persons who 
write to- the American College of 
Sciences will receive, absolutely: free,

The Christ Question Settled.

an andVDranpeebles.11Tbii' is a^and’- 
some volume of nearly 400 naaes and UcTwhatT ^gno"
Jcbub Anti th?, 1,l,luud says about 
riaee ln^‘1Ulty,UnVelIed’ Clll|d 
eism * Co1’ '"^tooll’s agnostl-
ColrilloW 1 1 MP,r,IS tl'r0U«11 W’ J

' ,J.’ J- M°rse, Mrs. Longley 
otherBm<.r L Mr8' 1,nRan Jaf’hPon and

A Critical and Crushing Review 
By Dr. Peebles of the Rev. Dr. Kipp's 
five lectures against Spiritualism. This 
crisp ane critical reply of the Doctor, 
while repudiating spiritism, and all 
frauds connected with the subject, sus
tains,Spiritualism, considering it ths 
complement of primitive Christianity. 
Price 25 cents.
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern Spirit, 

uallsm. ' .
An elegant pamphlet containing an ' 

account of the exercises at Rochester < 
and Hydesville, N. Y„ at the celebration 
of the Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism. It contains the addresses 
of some of tlie most noted speakers 
present. It contains the picture of the 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc. Price 
15 cents. .
Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret 

of How to Keep Young.
This book goes to the foundation ot 

things—health, the laws of health, the 
foods to eat, the subject of marriage, 
who should marry and who should not 
marry, the causes of divorce, the proper 
time for conception, gestation, the de
termining of sex, animal flesh-eating, 
what Herodotus, Hesiod, Homer, Pyth
agoras, Shelley, Graham and others ate, 
the foods that produce long life and 
how to live “immortal” on earth, eto. 
This book is written In Dr. Peebles’ usu
ally clear, crisp style, and attracts the

pox pus poison is obtained—how the 
vaccine virus, while causing many 
deaths, sows the seed ot eczema, 
pimpled faces, cancers, tumors, ulcers 
and leprosy. It gives a history of the 
several years' battle against vaccina
tion in England, Parliament making it 
"optional” instead of compulsory: This 
book should be in every school library 
and family. Price $1.25.

Dr DCCDI EQ’ Pamphlets Il ÎLLDLlÙ and Books

Quincy, Ill. ‘ .. . ,I . Dr. Wm. Groeh, who was ordained _by

^r 
in defense of spiritual, truth and the I practicing mediunftlilp without a 11
higher laws of mediumship as put forth I cense. His. conviction was based upon 
in the book, entitled. The Jiirgat Psycho- the fact that lie -Wb hòt’légallj' quall- 
dJepeis to‘int^estlr^WWKto w^k I 

as presented by able-,writers,^especiallyJ . '-nuc vinTnòA
as put forth by-Lyman Howe and - - ‘°*-  ‘
Mrs. Florence,.Huntley. - - The, Progress- . . „ v j endeavor, ’Ive Thinker has been tlie leading spirit- 1 toe
u$l journal in all.W.attos pertaining to Th victor c$awns -<or .the deathless 
progressive and scientific thought since .
Its first publication, and’thétifés^nt.agl- mh(1t blttìe^n^dwnot yield
tation and thought-in relation to the T™a4 J ,1? a ® eleayl^eUsandB 

«ms»»»« SSL 
evil in our spiritual ranks and the world I Palace and Frail statiti .empty— . 
at large, and Is bringing out a principio I Not there ate my’heroes found, 
which must sooner or later redound to I Toilers and iil?llersiA0 seeic them out 
the good and benefit of Spiritualism as On poverties'battla ground. ’ 
Well as every other system that has not The stain of their stirifo Is on them, 
for its groundwork a substantial basis I Their scaré Àro bared to the sun, 
of reason of justlce and right. I And each deaq day etamps down

- - BISHOP-A; BEALS. ' seal ! 1 - ■
Summerland, Cal. . . In sign ot a victory won.

_ ‘ ? ' „ ■ - I Look for their blood. You find it
Oil Cure for Cancer. . I Blurred red on tins minted gold ■ ? 

Dr. Bye has.discovered a combination as drop by drop from their >aching 
of Oils that readljy cure cancer, catarrh, 1 hearts . a : 
tumors and miUlghnnt ; skin.. diseases. it is filched, and bartered and sold. 
He has cured thousands: ot persons Their backs are bowed to the burden, 
within the Inst six years,' over OHe hun-L But-thelr eyes look up from tho clay, 
died of whom were physicians. Read-1 Withthebuminghre of unbroken will 
ers having friends allllcted should cut To struggle another day. ' - ■ 
this out and semblt to them. Book sent - * j . -• i-. :- .- ■
free-giving particulars’and prices of Abd however tho yrerld may count them

fled- as a minister of Spiritualism, in 
that he was’ not endorsed by the Cali
fornia State Spiritualist Association. 
This technicality, which convicted him, 
establléhed a recognizance of the C. S. 
s. A. ’

IS SPIRITUALISMS SCIENCE?
• To the Editor'.-L-piease put me down 
as one whb'thinks that Spiritualism lies 
within the' domain of more or less, "ac
curate, "classified, information,” and 
that ‘being true we have the legal and 
constitutional right to wear the "Crown 
of Science,” rather than bear the “Staff 
of Authority, called. Religion!

The way for mediums to avoid 
trouble is to tell the truth, and make no 
charge for it, as each recipient would 
contribute dollars, halves or quarters if 
informed that the medium makes no 
charge but a free-will contribution of 
such an such an amount is needed to 
pay the expenses of the medium!

I am reminded of a friend's fight 
years ago in New York state as a medi
cal practitioner, who, at that time was 
in trouble but by-that little device beat 
his enemies out of sight.

’ . JAMES SELDON .COWDON.
Washington, D. C. ■

acRance to make mW?, 
■ Ibava boon soiling “Non-AIooholto-Flatorfn» 
Powders" for. tho past olx months and hav< 
mado 8818.W, Every family buys three or fotu 
boxes. The flavoring powders uro belter In or 
cry respect W)an the liquid-extracts, and art 
lovely to scll. I do not havo to canvass. Poop!, 
send to mo for thopowdern. Any intelligent 
poraon. can do as well as! and average 880.00 por 
wook. I get my flavoring powders from tho Cal
ifornia Fruit & Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
Write them and they will atart yon In buri- 
nm-S <' ’■ r

.“The Commandments Analyzed." By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great In
congruities. Price 25 cents

"Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci
ence.” By Daniel Kent: Tenney. . A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science. For sale at this 
office. Price 6 cents. . - ■

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History of- the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An Important work. Paper, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through ‘ Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“The Infidelity of Eccleslasticfsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof. W. M. .Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of no
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

■'Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work ot 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
Important subject. Price, cloth, $1.

‘'Kumaff Cuiluro and Cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments." 
-By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as It 
well fulfills the promise . of; Its title. 
For sale nt this office. Price, 75 cents.

‘‘Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents: paper, 25 cents. For 
sale nt this office. .

THE OTHER WORLD AND THIS.
A oompendlum of Spiritual Laws. No. 1, 

Now Whilo Cross Literature. By Augusta W. 
Fletcher. M. D. In this volume the author, In 
the thirty-nine chapters, discusses a wldeva- 
rloty ot subject« pertaining to Spiritualism, 
from a spiritualistic standpoint. She evinces 
the powers of a trained thinker, both In matter 
of thought and flue literary style, and capa
bility of thought expression. The subjects are 
well handled with conciseness and yet with 
clearness. It will prove a rich addition to any 
Spiritualist's library, and a most excellent book 
for any one seeking information concerning 
Spiritualism and its teachings. Price 11.60.
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We take pleasure in introducing to our 
readers Mr. J. C. F. Grumbine, of 
Boston, Mass. At one time he was a 
prominent (Jnitarian Minister, but fi
nally drifted into Spiritualism. He 
claims that in cases of obsession, “The 
individual is living his life, for a spirit 
is an absentee in the body; where, for 
instance, another spirit forces the ten
ant to vacate his house or body for a 
season or time. Though he live as an 
automaton, he is amenable to destiny 
and will and does profit by his occult 
and mysterious experiences.”...

To the student who has perceived the import of freedom or 
sovereignty, the question of the susceptibility of spirit, in all 
spheres of its expression and consciousness, to Divinity, and 
of its ability to realize it, independently or tree of external 
suggestion and influence, is not/iot perplexing or unanswer
able. To the neophyte who approaches the inner vjprld of 
mysteries with eyes veiled and judgment warped by pre
conceived sophistries, the telepathic processes and the 
spheres of illumination are wrapped in impenetrable mys
tery. He perceives no visible rent in the veil, and all occult 

metaphysical teaching, whether of the old or the new 
schools, seems powerless to remove the doubt or free the 
m'nd of an incubus. He declares that the silence is the hot
house of fruitful evils; that In it the mind is misled by Its 
own or suggested vagaries; that the souls of men are under 
obsessing influences; that telepathy is the Instrument tor 
the propaganda of evil by secret confederacies of spirits who 
ply their nefarious work to wreck lives and cast them into 
outer darkness; that the subjective mind is not trustworthy 
unless under the searching scrutiny of the normal reason; 
that because wisdom is imparted, not in vocal speech or 
forms intelligible to the senses or natural man, but mystic
ally, the message, authority and essence of Divine Teaching 
and Revelation must ever be questioned and repudiated.

It must be admitted that these allegations seem plausible, 
and therefore should be met, even though they form what 
must be termed the formidable weapon of the new recruit to 
Universal religion. That such allegation should be made, 
not by the materialist but by one of the household, proves 
that the heresy is not to be lightly dealt with or easily gov
erned. And yet it is true that those who sincerely believe 
that they are so deceived, are devout seekers after the light, 
and lovers of the truth. That they should be so obsessed, 
demonstrates that they have been, and in a measure still are, 
“under the shadow."

All systems of philosophy concerning divinity alm to re
move the cloud that overhangs them and obscures the se
rene and open vision.

How far, it may be reasonably asked and with due rever
ence, are tho objective and subjective states amenable to 
suggestion, or in other words to the will of other or outside 
intelligences? How far does the law of consciousness and 
thought transference govern and hold humanity? Is there 
freedom and sovereignty, or must the affirmation of the 
Master of Israel, ”1 am in the Father and the Father In me,” 
or "I and the Father are one,” be taken to imply, not divine 
Immanency and sovereignty, but causal Karma or fate where 
there Is-neither sovereignty nor freedom.

The bature and essence of the spirit will throw a light 
A upon the mystery. .

“ Each one is essentially divine.
l The finite and the infinite differ only as the object and 

subject differ from the Self, which is God. Differentiation 
is but an appearance. Finity has to do with forms, with 
time and space in which forms manifest, with separation 
and limitation. Infinity has to-do with the spirit unmanlfest 
in eternity, one and absolute. The spirit manifests but is 
not manifestation. Nor is Being limited by existence. God 
breathed into dust (manifestation) the breath of life, but 
that life is from and of God. And so Paul taught: "In Him 
we live and move and have our being,” an entrancing doc
trine of neoplatonlstg and Christian mystics who held to the 
Divine Presence and Immanence.

We neither lose nor gain anything by manifestation, be
cause both evolution arid involution, birth and rebirth, Imply 
Innate Divinity. Therefore while at birth the soul vibrates 
on a material (objective) plane, which veils the spirit, at 
death (another form of birth) it vibrates on an ethereal 
(subjective) plane, its correspondent. Birth, esoterlcally, is 
the going out or out-breathing of the spirit; death is the go
ing in or the inbreathing of the spirit. The change is purely 
an incident in the soul’s existence, birth and death’being co
incide _,al, so to speak.

The law of similars and contrasts holds each soul to what
ever he likes or dislikes arid these 11 kps and dislikes make 
up the sum of its attractions and repulsions. This law as 

. kindred affinities and disaffinities holds the soul to every 
atom of the tree of life. It ramifies and governs the roots
and branches, it permeates and rules the trunk, vital 
and anima bruta. And as it is in the lower, so it is 
higher correspondencies.

Therefore, in order to realize the significance
‘‘sphere’’ of spirit one must actualize a spiritual state.

state none cun extemporize, and it Is the frulttoa of spirit
utility. • . .

Spiiitual states or spheres ilow Into each other by the law 
of attraction, but while each one is separate and different 
fioiri the other, even where they appear to be as one, the 
union is only an appearance, not a reality.

These states or spheres are of tlie spirit. They are mam- 
fest, expressed, realized, because of spirit.

Herein he the possibilities ot suggestion, influence, con
trol, guidance, telepathy and inspiration about which so 
much error is written and so many confusing doctrines 
taught. .

Herein also Bprings tlie source of the Inductive or object
ive, the deductive -or subjective method ol Beit realization 
winch lies at the centre of the mysteries of hypnotism, mes
merism and Spiritualism. (Bee “Mémoire ot a Physician,” 
by Dumas.) ; ’

The truth is that by the mathematlcal formula of nuinerl-: 
cal progression all spheres or states ot the soul can be asso- 
cated and co ordinated. If we begin with pne, whatever is 
allowed for environment and temperament certain unfailing 
states will follow and will be perceived and realized; not 
that human nature is the same tlie world over, nor that there 
is pot sufficient variation to the working of the rule to admit 
of an occult and seeming mysterious and inexplicable force, 
but despite the unknown quantities it is true that spirit will 
produce like'states by the unchanging law of being. And 
this it will be well to always remember. Planes and spheres, 
environments and.states correspond as the echo to the voice, 
tthe reflection to the image. .
I? Obsession becomes inevitable through all planes and 
spheres where freedom and sovereignty are not exercised 
and realized.

Each one is held to such spheres and planes, such states 
and environments which measure and define for him the de
gree of the realization of Divinity, and to that extent are his 
fate and destiny fixed. He is omnipotent, but he may real
ize and manifest but a small fraction of it. So it is with om
niscience and omnipresence. All that God 1b, the man and 
woman is, but God is to be realized and expressed.

Freedom becomes both, a capacity and a realization, the 
one, the potential power, the other, that power put Into ac
tion or manifestation. Sovereignty, likewise, is the spirit's 
birthright but it is slowly evolved or expressed in the apoth
eosis. -

Obsession is therefore an alternative of possession and 
expresses limitations which the soul places upon Its povjer. 
It Is not, as some have hinted, the result of imbecility, insan
ity, idiocy, hysteria and negativeness, although these mental 
and physical maladies inevitably Inspire and induce it,

Obsession comprehends generically all who are bound by 
that which is less perfect, and such as are so bound live In 
each other's feelings, thoughts, acts or spheres, and dwell In 
each other’s planes and mansions.

It can be further said that even where such obsession pre
vails the individual is living his fife. For a spirit is an ab
sentee In the body, where, for instance, another spirit forces 
the tenant to vacate hlB house or body for a season or time. 
Though he live as an automaton, he is amenable to destiny 
and will and does profit by his occult and mysterious experi
ences.

The closer the spirit’s relation is to matter the more pain
ful and relentless is tlie obsession and vice versa.
' As the soul recedes from matter the finer the nature must 
be, and the less susceptible is he to any sort of obsession.

Physical obsessions are less likely and less numerous 
where the ego is under the dominion of intuition, as the 
oracle of divine inspiration is sufficient to lead it.

The Divine Presence and its oracle which obsesses no 
man, teaches the via vitae.,. And he who relies upon and fol
lows intuition or conscience will never be obsessed. He will 
cd-assoclate with kindred bouIb but they will not seek to 
dominate him, nor will be attempt to dominate them. Each 
will be sovereign but it will be a sovereignty which both 
share and enjoy.

Control is obsession, but suggestion and telepathy are not 
control. Suggestion is to bring under, (subgero) as the 
words signify by derivation, and it is not forceful or doml-- 
natlng, while telepathy Is the process, by which thoughts 
and feelings, are sent and received and refers to the sympa
thy. In other words, suggestion is the active and telepathy 
the passive agent. Telepathy has been exalted into, the sci
ence of suggestion, but originally it implies the same mean
ing as thought transference and is the process by which 
through the sympathy a suggestion is received and per
ceived. Control may use suggestion as a means to an end 
but applied suggestion of the right sort is Immeasurably 
more beneficial than control. Control is vitiating,’where it 
is not debilitating, and leads to the horrors of demonlsm. 
Control and suggestion have to do with the will and both 
can be fatal to self-realization.

Therefore care must be taken lest the suggestion leads to 
. a perversion of the ego, a pernicious bondage to another's 
’ will, or a state of obsession where intuition is dethroned. 
, Only such suggestions as reveal or imply illumination or 
’ adeptship through self-realization should be sought.

The oracle by which suggestions of a subordinate form 
may be determined, will be the intuition or the conscience, 
and they will be accepted or rejected as they are fine and 

; uplifting or coarse and degrading, in short, if they be for or 
, against Divinity. ‘
। And the mystery of the Silence through which as in the 
• warp and woof of the spirit’s loom suggestions work their 
। shuttles, will not imply chaos nor sheol where fallen angels 
। ply their nefarious work and hordes of elementals and ele
. mentaries work untold mischief and evil, but it wilt become 

an openness Itself, lucid and radiant with the intelligence
; that 1b forever one in the sphere of Divinity.
' . J. C. F. GRUMB1NE.

Seif-RegulationJn Jhe living Organism, as Illustrated by a Prominent 
i )l Physician of Berlin, Germany.

The phenomena documentingithe sell-regulative tenden 
des of living organisms ‘fas set forth in the'-Chicago'Til 
bunej are among the mopf interesting and most jvonderiul 
pioblems of modern biology, The fact that such tendencies 
exist has been known in as general way tor centuries, but not 
until recently has science discovered the universal extent of 
those tendencies and'their actual,character.

Self-regulation means thy tendency of living organism to 
counteract, by biological or structural changes, influences of 
a destructive or deleterious nature. Some of the regulative 
phenomena of the human organism are well known and rec
ognized as such by science, It.Is generally known, for in
stance, that perspiration is a regulative phenomenon the ob
ject of which is to preserve the normal temperature of the 
body. Other instances are the powerful development of the 
muscles of the legs in professional dancers,'bicyclists, and 
mountaineers, the development of abnormally strong bones 
in persons in the habit of carrying heavy loads, and the in
creased activity of the heart In cases of kidney disease.

Several German and French biologists recently have made 
a careful study of the subject and gathered a great deal of 
important material which throws an interesting light upon 
the problem of self-regulation.

The regenerative faculty which the human body possesses, 
as documented by the healing of wounds, tlie restoration of 
destroyed tissue, and the knitting of broken bones, is devel
oped to a much higher degree in animals of a lower order.

The planaria, a worm quite common in every swamp, may 
be cut’ into several pieces, aid each piece will develop into a 
smaller but otherwise perfectly formed Individual. Stenos
tomata and other animals of a lower order are endowed with 
equally remarkable restorative faculties. Recent investiga-

veloped as they are in animal organisms.
Dr. Hildebrand observed that, after the first leaf develop

ing from a seed of cyclamen europaeum had been cut off, two 
new leaves grew in its place. In other case a young plant 
developed three new leaves in place of the original first leaf, 
which was stopped in its growth by the seed capsule, from 
which it could not free itself.

Prof. Goebel has expressed the opinion that the restorative 
faculty of plants is so limited, because the presence of em
bryonic tissue in the nodes or centers of vegetation even of 
fully developed and mature plants makes superfluous the res
toration of complete organs that have been injured or de-

stroyed. It is not necessary for a tree the foliage of which 
has been gnawed off by buga or caterpillars to restore the 
partly destioyed leaves, because there Is nearly always a 
sufficient supply of embryonic tissue in the trunk and the 
branches to develop new buds and new foliage. The leaves 
of some plants, however, seem to possess considerable regen
erative power. The leaves of hrypphyllum, if cut from the 
mother plant, develop new leaves and roots at the growth 
ceiiteis, or, if the latter are also removed, pt any convenient 
place of the leaves’ surface. The leaves of cardamine, nas
turtium, and other plants possess an equal regenerative 
power. Nyraphae stellata has leaf buds around the stems of 
all its leaves, but they do not develop into new indivlduails 
unless that becomes necessary by the decay of the leaves or 
by their becoming severed from the mother plant.

Bolrivant observed that if the leaves of robinia pseudaca
cia are removed important anatomical changes take place in 
in the stems of the leaves, the object of which seems to 
be to enable the stems to assume, as much as possible, the 
functions of the leaves,

The' power of organisms to adapt themselves to functional 
changes is one of tlie most Important phenomena of self-reg
ulation. The structural changes in broken and improperly 
mended bones are a good illustration of adaptation. Other 
well-known examples are the influence of activity upon the 
size and development of glands, muscles, etc., the fact that 
tlie glands of the stomach secrete peptic fluid only when food 
is introduced and secrete only enough to insure digestion.

Animals and plants insufficiently nourished retard their 
metabolic assimilation and mature more rapidly than under 
favorable conditions. The formation of anti-toxins in the an
imal organism, to counteract the destructive effect of tox
ins Introduced ih the system or developed by septic influ
ences, is another Interesting example of self-regulation.

While most of the phenomena of self-regulation may be ex
plained as purely mechanical manifestations of the self-reg
ulative faculty of organisms, there are some so compli
cated and so clearly to the purpose that many scientists are 
inclined to attribute them to a theological principle of casu- 
ality governing all living organisms. One of the most per
plexing phenomena of that kind is the regrowth of the extir
pated lenses in the larva of tritan taeniatus, which was ob
served by Prof. G. Wolff in over 100 cases.

! PR. R. H. FRANCE.
University of Berlin.
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LAKE HELEN CAMP, FLORIDA. .
Since^last I wrote you, the arrivals 

have been Mrs. Rock, of Washington, 
D. C.; Mr. and Mrs. David Sherman, 
who have been about three days in 
their beautiful cottage; and Mrs. 
Thatcher and her daughter, Miss Ethel, 
from Jamestown, N.- Y., who have rent
ed the home of Mrs. Emma Huff. Mrs. 
Huff Is spending the winter in Cali
fornia.

The Lowers, of Maine, have moved 
into their new cottage. •

Mr. and Mrs. Bartholomew have 
named their new cottage “The Hia
watha.”

Mrs. Laura G. Fixen is in Australia, 
’ and would like to sell her fine cottage, 

beautifully furnished, for $1,000. We 
miss her kindly face. ■

Mrs. Dr. Brigham’s cottage Is still un
opened. She has been very in, and not 
able to come.., .

Mrs. Brigham has rented Brigham 
Hall to Mrs. Ellen M. Fisher who will 
take charge of It. Mrs. Fisher is the 
lady who is so satisfactorily conducting 
the affairs of the dining hall, and all 
letters of inquiry addressed to her as 
regards board and rooms will be an
swered at once.

The hotel never was In better condi
tion, and those who are already settled 
there for the winter feel It Is really a 
homoy place; all letters concerning 
rooms in the hotel, If addressed'to Mrs. 
Helen Safee, will receive immediate at

, tention. Engage rooms in either the 
lodging house or hotel early, and come 
and see us before the regular camp 
opens. We have Sunday meetings. 
The one on Sunday. Dec. 20, was.ad- 
dreHsed by Mrs. A. S. Wheeler, of 
Waltham, Mass. Sho was followed by 
two or three others. An evening serv
ice was held in the large dining room of 
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Spencer.

Tho dining room and kitchen belong
ing to the association have been en

larged, and through tho kindnesH of 
rs. Sully of Buffalo, and Mrs. ■ E. H. 
ppmpson, of Lily Dato, paper was do-

nated. Curtains were given by Mrs. 
Palmer, and the work of putting on the 
paper was done by Dr. Joseph Sherman 
and wife, and Mrs. Thompson. Over 
twenty more can be seated by the en
largement of the dining-room.

The pipe Is laid for the water works 
and the engine will soon be placed, so 
that water will be at every home in the 
camp.

Christmas day was a gala day for our 
camp. Before noon the thermometer 
had reached over 80 in the shade, and 
all nature seemed to have united In a 
Christmas chorus. Mrs. ’Ellen M. Fish
er, the hostess of the, dining hall, aided 
by her father find mother, Mr. and Mrs. 
Walter Cardot, of Burnham, N. Y., and 
other efficient helpers, prepared food 
for-62 people. r

Mrs. Rose Johnson, of Dunkirk, N. Y., 
is in charge of the dining-room for the 
season, and with the aid of good friends 
it was most beautifully decorated with 
our national colors and beautiful palms. 
It was also the occasion of a surprise to 
James D. Palmer and his wife, of Wil
loughby, Ohio. President ’Bond and 
others, knowing It to be their fiftieth 
wedding anniversary, felt it would be in 
keeping with their helpfulness at this 
camp to prepare a surprise for them; 
therefore a table was placed In the cen
ter of the dining hall and arranged es
pecially for them and six friends. A 
marriage bell hung above it, and the 
table was decorated with roses.

Mrs. Palmer was gowned In White, 
and wore roses. It would hardly seem 
possible, that they had been married 
fifty years,’ for in his dress suit, with 
the joy Of the occasion lighting up hid 
face, he scarcely looked” to be fifty 
years old, and she, though her hair Is 
white, still retains tho looks of life’s 
summer-time. At sight of tho marriage 
boll they began to understand that they 
werp remembered; and the writer must 
say right here in justice to herself that 
It has been at the earnest request of the 
friends of Mr. and Mrs. Palmer that she 
has striven to reproduce what was then 
on Impromptu ceremony on her part.

At tlie close of the banquet, President 
Bond aYose and thanked most heartily 
Mrs. Fisher for the most excellent 
Christmas dinner. He complimented 
Mrs. Johnson and her efficient corps of 
waiters for their kindly and prompt 
service, but, said he, this day has an
other meaning than any Christmas has 
ever had before for us, as it is the fifth 
eth anniversary of the wedding ot 
Brother and Sister Palmer, but I -will 
not talk longer, but will ask Mrs. 
Twlng to continue the service upon this 
happy occasion. Mrs. Twlng referred 
to their wedding day fifty years ago in a 
great farm house ’mid the snow-clad 
hills of Pennsylvania, of the happy com
pany there; of a-few happy years to
gether; a blessing coming to them in 
the form of a little daughter; then the 
clarion call for defenders of our coun
try; of Mr. Palmer answering the call; 
of the weary years when the young 
wife fought a fight with grief and fear; 
ot the soldier's return weak and weary 
with mental pictures of battle-fields and 
pain; then victory, and the little one 
grew stronger and beautiful, then left 
the home neat and joined hands with 
one who has been with her across many 
seas, until the cities of the old world, 
are like homes to her, and - sunny 
France and Italy like our own. sunny 
south. The river Nile and other rivers 
that are looked upon in the history of 
other countries as so far off and. full of 
interest are to her an old story. The 
plains of Judea, the city of Jerusalem 
and other places of deep interest, she 
has. visited, both with the-thought of’ 
the artist and tlie reasoning of the stu
dent. Her marriage has been blessed 
by two-children; one who is now a 
sturdy business man of New England, 
the other the wile of a’ prince of Rou- 
mania, and though her little- one she 
clasps to her heart is - very near a- 
crown, those Who have loved that little 
mother from her childhood, can but feel 
that no matter how it. may fare with 
her royalty, her heart will turn back to 
the country her grandfather fought for, 
and our own Stars and Stripes be

dearer than the flag of any other coun
try. Mrs. Twlng then asked the bride 
and groom of fifty years to join right 
hands and pledge anew their lives to 
each other, feeling it might be to them 
a benediction that would follow them to 
the country that hath no pain.

President Bond’s wife then brought 
forward a silver chocolate service lined 
with gold, and it was presented to them 
with the love of many friends, to which 
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer responded very 
feelingly.

Mrs. J. S. Johnson has just arrived 
from Anderson, Ind.

The sad news readied ub a few days 
ago that President IlilllgosB was very 
111, but a telegram has been received 
that he is better and will soon be with 
us, accompanied by his good wife.

On Sunday, Dec. 27, Mrs. Joseph 
Hodes Buchanan read a most interest
ing original paper upon the subject, “Be 
Thyself,” which was followed by com
plimentary remarks.

The Progressive Thinker 1b hailed 
with delight by the campers. We hope 
many will subscribe for It and other 
spiritual papers. '

; . C. E.' S. TWING.

Talk about happiness—it is the sum 
total of all desire. The deep, sacred 
motive that Inspires every act.

All other things are sought for sim
ply and solely because it is believed, 
that*  directly or indirectly, sometime, 
somewhere, in some way they will con
tribute to happiness. Or what Is the 
same thing, diminish suffering.

No voluntary act ever occurs without 
a motive. That motive, in its deeper 
inner precincts of the soul, is always 
happiness. .

I know that this idea is unpopular. 
But what do we care for popularity? It 
is the truth, ai»d nothing but the truth, 
that we are after.

There is no such thing as disinterest
ed benevolence.

No such thing as an effect without a 
cause. The cause cannot move self 
without self-interest. There must be a 
motive for every voluntary act. That 
motive in Its .ultimate design is always 
happiness. Though many times the re
sult is just the opposite.

No person pan successfully gainsay 
the position I have taken. But as to the 
best way to obtain happiness, it 1b the 
greatest and most Important question 
ever propounded to mortal man.

The way is plain, but, oh,jny! how 
far we stray from the direct course. 
One thing we may always depend upon. 
God’s or Nature’s laws ¡ never change. 
Never vary in the slightest degree.

When we once learn their effect upon 
a certain class of thought^, acts or 
deeds, we may be sure it will always be 
the same. .

While,we are in the physical form, 
we comprehend more readily the re
sults that follow infringements upon 
God’s laws that pertain to material 
things. ...

It does not take us long to learn that 
we must keep out of the.Are, or burn; 
keep our heads above water, or diiown; 
resist the law of gravitation, or get 
smashed up. But . we are very, obtuse 
about comprehending the result <St jeal
ousy, hatred, malice, fraud and'dishon
esty. . -
. Yet the administration of ' Infinite 
Wisdom covers every thought; act and 
deed. No person, no matter how high 
or how low, can possibly transgress any 
law and ëscape thé suffering’ .that is 
sure to come as a result-of that trans
gression. ni ■ u

The sooner we'learn' the immutabil
ity of Nature’s laws, tfife ImpShslblllty 
of getting from under their jurisdiction, 
either In time or eternity, and..that obe
dience to, or harmony with ¿them al
ways brings peace and'/pleasùtb, while 
transgressing them brings suffering 
and misery—the soonéfe we "Will be on 
tlie direct road to that grand, .beautiful, 
lovely condition wo call heaven.

There is no possible way of being 
happy without being good; no' escape 
from'wretchedness and misery while 
wé disregard Nature’s behests. ■ ■■

Happiness cannot come by .'abusing 
the body with poisonous liquors and 
tobacco, or taxing it with extra strains 
and bruises, or by breathing impure air. 

. Neither can it come from vllo, cor
rupt and Impure thoughts. Nor from 
jealpusy, hatred, malice, -dishonesty, 
hypocrisy, deception and fraud. Thé 
laws pertaining to the moral and spir
itual nature of man are just ns unvary
ing In their operations as those affect
ing material things.

.Wo must loornthat the only possible

means of reaching heaven or happiness, 
is through mental, moral, physical and 
spiritual rectitude. In other words, be
ing good, doing what is right, which is 
being righteous.

Hell is the suffering, wretchedness 
and misery that come as a result of 
sin, or wrong doing.

The only possible escape is through 
ceasing to sin, doing right.

In other words, obeying the law.
The highways to heaven and to hell 

are both plain and clear. No one need 
mistake the route.

We take our choice, and are Bure to 
get the proper result of that choice.

It may seem strange to some but the 
motive for every act of the human t'am- 
ily, without an exception, Is happiness 
for self.

Says one, “I do many things without 
a thought of any benefit to myself.”

Ah! my dear sir, how easy It is to be 
mistaken. What do you do those 
things for? You say, "just to help oth
ers. To make others happy." But 
what do you want to make others happy 
for? Why .do you care a snap whether 
anybody else is happy or not?

You say: “Do you take me to be a 
savage? Am I destitute of human 
kindness and sympathy? I certainly 
could not be happy seeing others suffer 
and do nothing to help them.”

Ah, yes! That Is just it. Could not 
be happy. And you do it so that you 
may be happy. That is the motive. 
Just what I have been telling you. it 
is all right. It is kind and good in you 
to want to help others because you 
could not be happy without doing so.

I want you to see that there is a self
interest in every act. And that it is 
perfectly right that there should be.

I want everybody to learn that it is to 
their self-interest to be good and kind 
and helpful to others.

Duluth, Minn. JOHN T. DOW.

Do You Mnow What It Means ■ 
to Cure Constipation?

It means to turn aside and throw out 
of the body all the woes and miseries 
caused by a clogged up system, and 
they are many. Constipation means 
that the bowels are weak, so that they 
cannot keep up that constant motion 
the. doctors call peristaltic action. 
When that stops passages cease, the 
blood begins to absorb the poisons 
through the walls of the Intestines and 
thus disease is scattered everywhere. 
Death often lays its foundation In 
this way. Torturing diseases like dys
pepsia, indigestion, kidney troubles, 
liver complaints, heart disease, head
aches and a hundred and one other 
complaints start that way. A cure must 
come through toning up, strengthening 
and invigorating the bowels. This can 
be easily, gently, and permanently done 
by Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wine. 
It is a tonic laxative of the highest 
class. It builds up the bowels, re
stores the lost action and adds hew life 
and vigor. Only one small dose a day 
win positively cure constipation of any 
degree by removing the cause of the 
trouble. Try it., A free sample bottle 
for the asking. Vernal Remedy Co., 
166 Seneca Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

All leading druggists.have it for sale.

Devils or Demons.
The hypothesis that diseases were 

caused by devils or demons getting into 
the body somehow and taking up their 
abode there, which was universally be. 
lieved 'till far Into the Christian era, 
was perhaps “a good working hypothe
sis,” but is not credited nowadays ex
cept by a few devout people. But 1 
have heard some mlcrophobes express 
their belief that all bacteria were dev-1 
ils, and perhaps they are, only very 
small ones. But their smallness need 
not militate against their claim to dia
bolic nature, for I remember reading 
that some great theological authority— 
possibly some conclave of Sorbonne 
doctors—had calculated or decided
that 20,000 spiritual creatures, angelic 
or diabolic, I forget which, could dance 
comfortably on the point of a needle. 
This would about put them on an equal
ity, In point of size, with the microbes 
that take possession of our bodies in 
diabolic fashion. Conn tells us that a 
cubic inch of milk that has stood twen
ty-four hours contains 13,000,000,000 
microbes, and a bacteriologist lately an
nounced that every time we wash in 
our morning tub we lose from ten to

difference in the sizes of the respective 
agents of the presumed invasions. It 
will doubtless be grateful and comfort
ing to the devout persons alluded to to 
find their belief in diabolic possession 
as the cause of disease confirmed and 
corroborated, or, at. least, rendered 
probable, by this latest .development of 
pathological science.—Homeopathic Re
corder. . .

"Talmagean Inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism." By Moses Hull. 
For sale at this office. Price-ten cents.

“Buddhism and its Christian Critics.” 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent studj 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, J1.25. 
For sale at this office. ~

“In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; price $1. ' ' ' '

The new song-book, "The Golden

Now is the time to extend the circula
tion of The Progressive Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Send in a subscription now.

“Why I Am a Vegetarian." By J. 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 25 
cents. ■

"Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason," and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $1. For sale at this office.

"Principles of Light and Color." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you- will 
be delighted with it.

“An infamous Dynamite Roman Cath-

, “The Molecular Hypothesis ot Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
pt Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
pile at this office. Price, 25 cents.
‘ “Mark Chester; or a MIU and a Mill- 

.ion. A Tale of Southern California.” 
By Carlyle Petersllea. A' pure psychic 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa
per covers, 40 cents. Cloth, 60 cents, 
For sale at this office.

“Voltaire’s Romances.” Translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this bfflee.

. _______ _____ “The Priest, the Woman and the Con
Echoes," by S. W. Tucker, hns found its i fesslonal.” This book, by tho well 
way into many, homes, and its beautiful I known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
songs have cheered riiany sorrowing ! grading, Impure Influences and results 
hearts, which they are sure to do when of toe Romish confessional, as proved 
heard arid sung. They should be hoard by tho sad experience of many wrecked 
tn every homo in tho land. For sale nt,,lvos- Price, by mall, $1. For sale at 
this office. Price, 15 ‘ cents; $1,50 per i tots office.
dozen. I “Tho Kingship of Self-Control." By

"A Conspiracy Againet tbo Bepublle,” I Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M„ author of j crimes; of the tonguo, tho Red Tape 
"History of the OhrlBtlan, Religion to. duty, tho supremo charity of tho world, 
tho Year 200," etc. A condensed state-1 tho revelation of reserve power, etc. 
ment of facts concerning tho efforts of. Price 30 cents. For sale nt tills office, 
church lenders.to get control of tho gov-1 “Love—Sox—Immortality." By Dr.

An^ Important work. Paper, W. P. Photon. For sale at' this office.
Price 25 cents.
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®“b®crlptlon to The Progressive Think*  
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1—The Encyclopedia of Death. 
„ 1“tho„Splrlt World, Vol. 1.

T E“cyolopedia of Death, 
, ™theJSpIrit World, Vol. 2.

t Jr.?!? Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

Mundane, Sub-Mum dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, 
ism. G“0St Lapd' Splrltoalism, Occult-

«-The Next World Interviewed.
O~T„rüceult Llfe of Jesus. 
tF^anderer in the Spirit Lands.

ScLce ei°n °£ Man an<1 Ethlcs °f 

pA0.-Se.e3,a of the Aees- or Spiritualism 
Past and Present
Bead This Carefully Before Re

" Remitting,
When you send in your subscription 

to Tho Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over tho books which you desire in 
this list, and their price, and send for 
them. They are very valuable.' They ’ 
are intensely interesting. They are ele
vating in tone and will do you good In 
remitting do not fail to enclose a dollar 
for The Progressive Thinker. '

These ten books, substantially and 
elegantly bound, and printed in the 
neatest style of the printer’s art will be 
furnished to our subscribers for $3 10 a 
price which modern machinery and en
terprise has rendered possible in The 
Progressive Thinker office only. Send
ing out these books, however, at the 
prices we do, does not reduce the price 
of the subscription of the paper, appar
ently or otherwise, a single cent, for 
that cannot be afforded for less than 
one dollar per year, in view of the fact 
that we publish such a vast amount of 
reading matter.

in conclusion, bear In mind that the 
postage on these ten premium books Is 
about ONE DOLLAR, leaving this office 
only $2.10, illustrating the great bargain 
you are getting—a bargain the like of 
which was never known before on this 
material plane/ -
CLUB81 CLUBS! CLUBS1 CLUBS!

To Clubs of ten or more we offer tho 
following terms to each one; The Pro
gressive Thinker one year, and'ONE of 
the following books, $1.15: "The Relig
ion of Man and Ethics of Science”:! 
“Seers of the.Ages, or Spiritualism Past 
and Present"; “AWanderer in the Spirit 
Lands"; “The Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit World," Vol. 8. 
The one who gets up the Club will be 
entitled to the paper one year free, and 
any two of the books he may select 
among our list of premiums.

n->n nnd as Disclosed In tho Bib an ano LHC By Rev. Arthur Chami'
CnlniF I Innfrl Associated King'» Col’.-go, OPlrlC WOrlU London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would investigate and 
learn tho facts of Bible teachings as well as 
modern spirit phenomena- < Brice, cloth, $1.10.

THE GOLDEN ECHOES:
A New Book of Inspirational 

Words and Music. \
For tho ne» ot mooting*.  lyccnmu and homo. By.8. tY. 
Tailiter. Thoen beautiful (toasts liavo alhlndy )oobh 
footed intiny broken henrl*.  audit la hoped lba( they 
day bo hoard In ovary land, Prloo 04'an,. For »lo at thia otnoo.
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The Editor-at-Large, Hudson Tuttle,'is ever on the Alert lo fyrnish interest- “5
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HUDSON TUTÏLE.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The Price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is $2.

t, on the 21st of October, 1888, at eight 1 And here I want to speak of a manifestation, which to mi 
give the New York World a grand opportunity to J- was a startling test of spirit presence. '•
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EdItoMrt-Large for the National Splrlt- 
ballet Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an- 
ewer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism, bend him 
clippings when aa attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Hallock (friends). (Signed) TITUS MERRITT.

and strong.]
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MAKE REPLY TO ARCHBISHOP.

Politi-

’Tho Truth Seeker Collection ot

M. M. Mangasarian and Rev. R. 
White took up the educational issue

THE HOWE-HUNTLEY DISCUSSION.
It will be resumed , next week. Cir

cumstances beyond Mrs. Huntley's con
trol prevented her from getting her re
ply to this office In time for the current

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Editor-at-Large N. S. A.

M. M. Mangasarian and Rev. R. 
White Defend School System.

Holidays In Excess. •
Holidays are now in order.

Jon. 9, j 

■
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ing information for the public. While his farm life is quiet and unassuming, 
his grasp of things spiritual extends over the entire country. These inter
esting and important facts relative to the Fox Sisters, furnished by Mr; Titus 
Merritt, the veteran Spiritualist, of New York, will be read ¡with deep interest.

make a sensation. ■They advertised it largely, tho city was! 
billed throughout, and everything done to draw tho crowd. 
It was expected that Spiritualism would, after the exposure 
of the trick of its chief exponent, collapse and be heard ot 
no more. “ . ’ ’

Not so; the eventful evening came; the Academy of Music 
was well filled at good prices, but the chief actor was not 
there; the crowd was uneasy and stamping. Mrs. Kane and 
Jenckens lived up town, and Manager Stechan hastened to 
their residence. Mrs. Kane said she would not go, but prom
ised that, she would if given three hundred dollars in hand, 
and Mrs. Jenckens would go with her. Kate said, "Marga
retta, you need-the money, and I will go and take a seat next 
to the platform, but will not go on with you.”

I had an engagement at Adelphi Hall and did not attend. 
I well knew that Margaretta depended on the spirits to make 
genuine manifestations, and had been pressed into the affair 
by her necessities for money and for other considerations, 
and I had little interest in the matter. But I had reliable 
persons there, sitting near the platform, and they reported 
tl;at several times during the performance, the raps came far 
away from the sounding board, and the manager would say

For a more perfect understanding of this matter, let me 
premise, that after,the fiasco at the Academy of Music (It 
was the next day) I met Mrs. Underbill at the residence; ¿f 
Mr, Newton. She Ivas almost insane with chagrin over tho 
conduct of her sister. When I defended Mrs. Kane, on the 
ground that she did not realize the effect of her actions and 
should not be held responsible, both Mr. and Mrs. Underhill 
were angry at- me. From that time she was implacable and 
rejected every appeal for reconciliation.

A medium, Mrs. Victoria Hill, was a guest of Mrs. Newton, 
and it chanced that they were holding a seance only three 
hours after the death of Margaretta. I absolutely know that 
no one on Manhattan Island knew of the event, it was im
possible for the news to have reached the Newtons. Yet 
Mrs. Underhill came to the seance and gave the message 
which I present in full.

fourteen years, Margaret, eleYfen aiid Leah thirty-four years 
old. „Leah had a fair education and had taught school, and 
when they all went to New York she was capable of caring 
fqr.her younger sisters. They were the guests of Horace 
Greeley, who was one of the first to call upon them.' Joseph 
L. Turner, who forty years afterwards generously gave the 
privilege of interment of Kate and Margaretta on his plot at 
Cypress Hill Cemetery, was the second caller. They were 
the frequent guests of Alice and Phoebe Cary, William C, 
Bryant, George'Bancroft, Rev. Dr. Hawks, Nathaniel P. Wil
lis, Dr. Marry, Dr. John W. Francis, J. Fennimore Cooper, 
Dr. C. D. Griswold, and a host’of the best citizens. Their 
seances were attended by people, from almost every part of 
the United States and tlie world. The evidences given 
through their instrumentality were overwhelming, and con
vinced thousands. How could they otherwise than be con
vinced when their friends long since dead, rapped out an
swers which no one else could know, and by absolute tests 
gave assurance of their presence?. In fact In no instance

I The early history of Spiritualism is already becoming ob
scure, and'the chief actors and witnesses have gone into the 
great beyond. Hence everything which throws light on the 
subject, whether the great movement is true or false, has an 
increasing value as the years go by. - ,

Last year the death of a "Mrs. Smith," said to be one of 
the "Fox Sisters,” was taken for an occasion to herald the 
"confession of these sisters, and the press far and wide pub
lished the same. The so-called “confession” had been made 
nine years before, and yet was given but as news! That 
made it tho more remarkable and revealed the purpose of 
the slanderous report. Spiritualists should be well informed 
as to the beginning of the movement, and the lives and char
acter of the "Sisters,” the truth as to tlieij so-called “cc j- 
fession.” ' ■ . '

The facts and their confirmation have peen difficult fo ob
tain, and hence it is most fortunate that at this critical time, 
an unimpeachable witness comes forward, with a clear 
knowledge of the events under discussion. That witness is 
Mr, Titus Merritt, of Yonkers, N. Y-, who for many years was 
a friend of the Sisters and an observer of their manifesta
tions numberless times and confirmed without a doubt, as to 
their spirit source. He was their friend and adviser to the 
last moment of their transition. , A man of keen observe 
tion, united with remarkable sympathy for the unfortunate, 
when Kate and Margaretta came from England in destitute 
circumstances, he at opce went to their assistance feeling 
that they were more sinned against than sinning, and not re
sponsible for their conduct.

In a letter accompanying the MS. he writes that he has al
most reached the four score mark, (77) and seeing so many 
false reports, he feels it his duty before he departs this life 
to give his testimony on the side of truth.

Especially valuable at this time Is the strong declarations 
of this veteran, when mediumship is ruthlessly assailed as 
the cause of mental and moral degeneracy, and the "Fox Sis
ters” are constantly brought forward as examples. Spirit
ualists will do well to hold these facts In memory to meet 
these charges when they are repeated, as they will be to the 
centpry's end .as the lies about Paine and Ingersoll are, as 
though never questioned.]

THE MANUSCRIPT.

At the Head of the Banner of Light.
J. J. Morse, of England, a splendid 

medium and an author of note, has as
sumed charge of the editorial columns 
of the Banner of Light.

“WHO IS TO BLAME," Will, be tho 
subject of Mrs. Cora L. V- Richmond’s 

J discourse next Sunday. . ■'. ..

Arcana of Spiritualism.
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

r-

Do you wish to assist in the publica
tion of a revised edition of this book? 
If so, by subscribing for It now, you will 
receive a copy at less price than it will 
be sold for after publication. Price not 
desired until tho book is ready for de
livery. Please send your address at 
once if you desire to assist.

320 octavo pages, finely bound in 
muslin.

Price to subscribers, $1, postpaid.
Address HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

DR. J. M. PEEBLES.
We are glad to hear that the vener

able pilgrim is gradually approaching 
that point in his career when he can 
again say, "I am in perfect health.” 
The Doctor has passed through a se
vere ordeal In his last sickness, and his 
complete recovery may almost be re
garded as a miracle. In accordance 
with the teachings of his pamphlet, 
"How to Live a Century,” he doesn’t 
propose to take his departure to spirit 
life before he reaches his one hundred 
years of earth life.

Leah (Mrs. Underhill) was born when her parents were 
living together harmoniously and her father was an exem
plary man. But a serious cause of-.contention arose. He 
went away and not until twenty years after her birth ,did he 
return. He lived the life of a profligate, drank heavily and 
boasted that he could drink more than any one else and not 
show it. During all this time be sent money home to his 
family, obtained it is supposed, by gambling, at which he 
had marvelous good fortune. It was under these conditions 
that Kate and Margaretta were born. Th6y had an Inebriate 
father, and the prenatal impressions thus received were the 
cause of the wrecking Of their Ilves. I could constantly see 
the' exertions of the controlling spirit to hold the Sisters up 
and away, and they would succeed for awhile and then their 
power would fail and the innate habit assert itself. -

At the time the rappings began, the behavior of the young 
girls was everything that could be required by the most fas
tidious. They were modest and unassuming and gentle In 
manners. Their conduct after they went to New York was 
highly commendable, and their seances constantly demon
strated that departed spirits and those exalted In the life 
beyond, communicated. Many of the wealthy invited the 
Sisters to their homes to give seances, and at the close of 
these they had refreshments passed, with wine or beetj and 
unconsciously the habit was formed. The hereditary Incli
nation was inflamed and grew to dominate their wills.

There has been dispute about the ages of the Sisters.

were they, detected in fraud, and the united opinion was 
that whatever the source of the habplngs, the girls were in
nocent of deception.

When Leah married Mr. Underhill, she could not attend to 
her new duties and be the mentor she had been to her sis
ters. They had to go alone, and in their conspicuous posi
tion, there were great dangers for them. Designing persons 
who wished to bring disgrace on the cause, set snares tot 
them, and when these failed they resorted to slanderous and 
abusive stories. There is no necessity ot calling in the aid 
of evil spirits, or of referring to their mediumship as a cause 
of their deterioration of character. The wonder Is that they 
lived through it all and retained their remarkable powers. 
It was not obsession, and it is untruthful as unjust to take 
them as examples of the evil effects of mediumship. In fact 
their mediumship was their constant sustaining power. 
Overborne it was at times by hereditary tendencies; at other 
times almost obliterated. ‘

When controlled, that is under the guidance of the spirits, 
they were courtly in manners and peers in any society. That 
they attracted such men as Dr. Kano and Barrister Jenckens, 
proves that they were of more than ordinary endowments.

In 1886, when angry with Mrs. Underhill because she was 
worn out by their Importunities and refused to assist them, 
Mrs. Kane made this peculiar statement to me: “Mr. Merritt, 
I have many times been offered big money if I would go on 
the stage and say we sisters ,did all the rappings with the 
joints of our feet, and to spitmLeah I sometimes think 1 will 
consent to do so.” To this Mrs. Jenckens replied: “I will 
never do that for money or spite.”

I then said: “Now let me hear the beet you can do with 
your joints." There was a slight grating sound totally un
like the spirit rap. Mrs. K. said: "Oh! I can tell you the se
cret. The spirits rap in conjunction with the movement of 
my toes." I replied: “You cannot upset what has been al
ready accomplished through you; you will only Injure your
self. Galileo might, as well come back at this late date be
fore the Cardinal at Baltimore, or the President, and make 
another oath that the sun, mdon and stars seen through the 
great Lick telescope make a complete circle around this llt- 
tie earth every twenty-fdur hours.’’

The spiritual tide ebbed and ‘flowed in not a very straight 
line,’until September 1888, when .really there was 'a . true 
storm center, but like all other storins, it passed away and

to Mrs. Kane; “Don’t let them rap off the board! Make 
them rap on the sounding board ! ’’

It was a disappointing fiasco from start to finish, and re
sulted in what theatrical people call “a rough house.” In
stead of checking the advance of Spiritualism In the city, it 
stimulated Investigation, and many who attended the per
formance came to Mrs, Brigham’s meetings and became in
terested in the philosophy.

Manager Stechan coined money out of the business and 
went to Boston where although ho did’ not create a sensa
tion, succeeded In having a good house and skipped with all 
the cash, leaving, Mrs. Kane unpaid, and the good Mr. 
Luther Colby, then editor of the Banner of Light, had to fur
nish her money to return to New York.

In November 1889, Margaretta made a full explanation at 
the residence of Henry J. Newton, 128 West Forty-third 
street, in the presence of John L. O'Sullivan, ex-minister to 
Portugal.. An able reporter by the name of Welch—an Inti
mate frignd_pf mine—was engaged and his report was pub
lished in the NewTTofk Press, Nov. 6, 1889. ,

[To complete the narrative of Mr. Merritt, 1 present the 
following extracts from the paper In which it was published.

In a voice trembling with the Intensity of her emotions, 
she said: “Would to God I could undo the injustice I have 
done the cause of Spiritualism when I gave utterances that 
had no foundation in fact. Promises of wealth and happl- 

1 ness were held out to me in return for an attack on Spiritual
ism, whose hopeful assurances were so deceitful.

“The charges I made against Spiritualism were false in ev
ery particular. I have no hesitation in saying that my belief 

•in Spiritualism has undergone no change. Its genuineness 
is on indisputable fact.” The most enticing of these “prom
ises” were held out by Cardinal Manning, who wrote to her 
ad Using her to abandon “this wicked work of the devil,” and 
by exposing the work of his Satanic Majesty, make herself 
secure in the esteem of the Mother Church. In her state
ment to the reporter, she evidently withholds as much as 
possible Information which would involve that church, but 
she says enough to show that she had strong influences 
brought to bear on her from that direction.]

Mr. Merritt continues:
Mr. Henry J. Newton made an appeal to the members of 

the First Spiritualist Society of New York, of whlctolie was 
president, for assistance in caring for Margaretta (luring her 

■ last sickness, and well presented how the Sisters had suf
fered as martyrs for others and the cause. I rÿgjtrd my ac-

MESSAGE'FOR TITUS MERRITT.

Message received March 8,1893, at the residence ot Henry, 
J. Newton, 128 West Forty-third street, New York City, 
through the mediumship of Mrs. Victoria Hill, a guest of 
Mrs. Newton’s, on the evening of March 7, before anyone on 
Manhattan Island knew of Margaret Fox Kane’s demise at 
4.30 a. m., March 8, at Mrs. Ruggles’ In State street, Brook
lyn. I reached Mr. Newton's at 8:30 a m., to inform them;! 
Mrs. Newton opened the door and informed me that there 
was a message for me from Leah Fox Underhill, through the 
mediumship of Mrs. Hill.

THE MESSAGE.
Friend Merritt:—What can we offer you for your faithful 

and tireless care and watchful anxiety for the welfare of one 
poor afflicted one, held so long a captive under ’the worst 
forms of captivity. “No spirit In prison” has been more 
rudely handled, and we have seen, since passing over, just 
the state, yet powerless to aid her.

Could we replace the material loss you have sustained so 
often in faithful ministrations, how gladly would we bring 
about the ways and means. The true reward for such acts 
of a truly generous and sympathetic soul like yours awaits a 
higher return and it will greet you here, where every wrong 
is righted, every wish so oft desired satisfied to the fullest 
extent ‘

Pa and Ma send their blessings rich with endless gratitude. 
Poor child, poor child; what heavy mists enshroud her. i 

would ask the friends of progress everywhere who know our 
sorrow to sometime give us their united aid whenever sitting 
for manifestations in silent concentrated thought, for the 
furtherance of the work of liberation.

She is in the wise care of experts at present and we know 
time will reveal to us their success in restoring the lost 
chords of a wrecked life, and therefore we rest content.

I shall greet her with all memories of the unhappy past en
tirely forgotten and forgiven. You know what 1 mean when 
I confess all bitterness of feeling personally removed and in 
its stead, only love as it was in tho old days when in her 
childish confidence she looked to me for help and advice. 
God and all goodness by ministering ones bestowed, ever 
bless and keep you free from dangers unforeseen or undovel» 
oped good the so-called evil of the world.

Yours gratefully and eternally,
LEAH FOX UNDERHILL.

Witnesses:—John D. and Margaret (parents); Katie (sis
ter.) Then followed my relatives that Mrs. Hill never saw 
or heard of-—Daniel N. Merritt (my father); William and 
Isaac Merritt (my uncles); Charles H. Foster and Robert T.

Certainly Fresh. i
The Rev. C. T. Russell, in a sermon ( 

In Columbia Theatre, Washington, D. 
C., put forward views that have at 
least the merit of being new] It has al
ways been a troublesome business to । 
reconcile the rule of a good and merci- , 
ful God with the evil and Injustice ot . 
the world. Rev. Russell cuts the knot . 
with a single sword-thrust. He says .! 
there are three dispensations; from the 
beginning to the flood; from the flood 
to the dawn of the millennium, and the 
millennium. Does God reign? He did 
from the time of Adam to the flood; he 
will when the millennium dawns, but 
now that “God reigns” “such a thought 
even is blasphemous. The facts as we 
know them, unite with the scriptures in 
teaching that God is not now exercising 
the kingship oi the world."

In this dispensation “God does not 
reign. History shows us most conclu
sively that the present dispensation has 
been an evil, one from its beginning un
til now. VC has been marked by 
trouble, mme upon crime, calamity. 
upon calamity—individual and nation
al, a warfare along Unes of selfishness 
and sin.”

Who then does reign? The devil is 
the prompt answer..

It surely must have been discourag
ing to God, after his six days’ work, 
which he pronounced good, to find at 
the end of the first dispensation that 
everything was so awry that he had to 
drown out mankind like a. nest of rats, 
saving only one family, and starting 
the second dispensation to find it so 
hopelessly wicked that he had to re
tire from the struggle and give the 
world over to Satan! ■

If the contention of the minister is 
true, Satan has made a success of his 

■ government considering the material 
he had to start with during these 8,000 
years, and if left alone wiir'brlfig the 
human race up to the high grounds of 
political freedom and justice.
' This Is an all embracing explanation 
and It's a wonder it has not been before 
thought of. Nothing goes amiss with 
the devil. Everything sinful he Is right 
here to be responsible for. It is aston
ishing the world is not Infinitely worse. 
It has been godless for 3,000 years. It 
becomes as difficult to account for the 
great amount of goodness, as it was for 
the evil under .the rule of God. Tho 
devil has reigned, and God has been ab
sent for 3,000 years and yet mankind 
advances, and there Is certainly a hope
ful percentage of goodness in tho’world.

The problem changes sides with its 
equations, and the difficulty now is not 
to account for evil under a dlspensa- 
tion of GM but of goodness flourishing 
like a groc hay tree under the reign ot 
the devil! Those mlnluters drifting 

’ over the chartless, Boa <ii. Theology aro 
as amusing’ ns a circus. Ab rink mas- 
tors they are not a buccjus, but for side 
shows, they are incomparable;

From reliable sources I And that on March 31,1848, Kate ■was

left things brighter. How it was brought about will be more 
fully told in the statement Margaretta made to a reporter 
Immediately after her “expose.” How much her faith In 
Catholicism influenced her, and how far the promise of 
wealth, cannot be apportioned. Both together overcome her 
resisting sense of right and she yielded to the persuasion of 
one Mr. Frank Stechan, who had figured in a certain class of 
theatricals, to go upon the stage of the Academy of Music,

qualntance with them as most fortunate, for I received con
stantly what to me was absolute evidence of thLgenuineness 
of the manifestations. When Margaretta was atelpk^s in
valid during the last weeks of her mortal life, I frequlsjtly 
called to ascertain her wants and on every occasion the rap
pings greeted me and I received answers and messages. By 
a peculiar combination of circumstances I was alone with 
her when she left the mortal body. There were continuous 
■rappings, giving intelligent answers, even after she had sank 
into the unconscious state. But when death finally released 
her spirit the sounds ceased, and were heard no more.

[The facts here presented, are most Important and have 
greater weight because they are vouched for by tin eye wit
ness, one of unimpeachable character. The Spiritualist is 
justified in declaring that the "Fox Sisters" did not expose 

. the manifestations through them or declare themselves 
frauds. It is also as well proven, that their mediumship was 
not the cause of any deterioration of character. On the con

i trary, it was a source of strength, and when they allowed 
: their spirit friends to influence them fully they were upright

Lyceum Literature.
The following contains a good sug

gestion for the benefit of our lyceum 
conductors, that they may not fall into 
the ways of the Sunday-schools, as de
picted. Spiritualists may congratulate 
themselves that the children of our ly
ceums are supplied with a really excel
lent quality of instruction, free from 
such trash as "David’s Psalms in me
ter,” and the like. Compare the Sun
day-school literature mentioned with 
the high and noble class of instruction 
embodied in ..Tuttle’s Lyceum Guide, 
and you will feel proud of our superior
ity in style and quality.

As stated in the Chicago Chronicle, 
the literature and songs of the modern 
Sunday-school were condemned recent
ly by Professor Robert Baird, head ot 
the department of Greek at Northwest
ern university, in a lecture to a class in 
Greek literature. The professor con-

spects the boy who was required to 
learn the catechism and some of the 
psalms was better off than the boy of 
to-day. One reason the ‘Iliad’ and 
‘Odyssey’ of Homer have endured 
through the ages is that their noble 
thoughts ~ are couched in noble lan
guage."

. Small Chance for Adults. ■
There Is little chance for the conver

sion of any man after he has passed the 
age of 23. The spiritual period of girls 
is 16 and of boys 17. This is the gig
gling and gum-chewing age of girls and 
the awkward age of boys.” ,

These were the asertions of Dr. will
iam E. Barton, pastor of the First Con- 
gregatlonal church of Oak Park, in ad
dressing the Fellowship Club of that 
suburb. The theme was "What We 
Owe the Child Physically, Mentally, 
Spiritually.” Dr. Barton's division was

trasted the literature read by the chll- ■ 
dren of this generation with that of 
forty years ago and there had been a 
backward step.

“Noble thoughts,” said Professor 
Baird, "should always be couched In no
ble form. I wish this fact could be im- 
presed on the minds of all who intend to 
teach children. If noble expressions 
were given to noble thoughts in after 
years the pupil would not detest the 
language in which he learned the ideas 
and possibly the thoughts themselves.

“Unfortunately these principles do 
not. seem to be accepted to-day In the 
imparting of moral and rbligious truth. 
It is not necessary for me to specify 
What I mean. I refer to much of- the 
Sunday-school literature and many of 
the Sunday-school songs of to-day.

“The fact should always be borne in 
mind that noble thoughts should not be 
Imparted to the child in a form which 
he will abominate in later years. In 
this respect I think the children of 
forty years ago were better off than the 
children of to-day. I am almost in
clined to say it would be better for the 
young people to receive little Instruc
tion than to be instructed in literary 
forms that they will detest in later life.

"When my brothers went to school In 
Scotland they were required to memo
rize every day a double verse of Da
vid’s psalms in meter, This is an exam
ple of what they learned not in Sunday
school, but in day school: '

The Lord is my shepherd;
I shall not want. • . .

Ho maketh mo down to He
In pastures green. Ho leadeth mft ■ 

. The quiet waters by. . ■
“The boy who learned that mind of lit

erature was not ashamed of it when ho 
became 80 years old.

"Thomas Carlylo on being asked to 
write something to be read before a so
ciety of free thinkers replied ho- had 
boon taught when a boy that tho chief 
ond of mnn was to servo God and glorl-

“Spiritually.”
“General education has little effect on 

the spiritual phenomenon known as 
conversion,” he said. “It occurs In the 
spiritually perfect period of human life, 
and what is to be done with the child 
spiritually must be done between the 
ages of 12 and 17. Too much emphasis 
cannot be placed on the teaching ot a 
child to distinguish the coarsening in- 
fluence-of such things as the low vaude
ville and the penny arcade with its inde
cent pictures. ■

“Any thing that. makes the child 
clean, healthy and happy is not to be de
spised. The spiritual nature must al
ways be paramount. -It Is the spiritual 
character that justifies the spending of 
thousands of dollars on the training of 
Helen Keller and it was the spiritual 
nature that justified the calling of a sur
geon accounted the best in Europe to 
America to treat a single child."

-Mrs. George W. Plummer spoke of 
the child “Physically” and said:

“The child has the right to be well 
born. He has the right to expect at 
least good parents and grandparents. 
The child has’also the right to good 
health. The growing neglect of Physi
cal welfare and the criminal adultera: 
tion of foods make life, seem to be tho 
very cheapest thing in;the world.”—Qhl- 
cago Chronicle. . . ..

Does this not indicate that persons 
who have grown to mature age and ma
ture thought are not susceptible sub
jects for evangelistic Christian impres
sions and the. hypnotic or semi-hypnotic 
suggestion paramount in revival meth
ods? ...........

It is the young, tho callow, tho imma
ture in age and mentality, that are most 
readily affected by ordinary religious re
vival, influences.. .

Driven Away by the Hymns.
The Gospel ministers have racked 

their brains to find the cause of the ab
sence of men from the churches, yet It 
remained for Rev. Ward Beecher Pick
ard to stumble on to the real motive. 
“Our hymns are responsible for the 
Scarcity of men in the church,” he de
clares. “I do not blame men a bit for . 
their reluctance to attend church 
where these meek, namby-pamby, ex
pressionless and meaningless songs are 
sung.”

Rev. Pickard, when he found himself 
well started, struck out In other direc
tions. “When a crowd comes in from 
a football 'game, the lusty heavy
weights do not want to hear, “I want to 
be an angel and with the angels stand, 
with a crown upon my forehead and 
a harp within my hand.” They are like 
the boy whose mother told’him if he 
was not good, h‘e would' not be an an
gel. “I don’t want to be an angel,” he 
said, “I don’t want to be an angel and 
wear hen : feathers.’! Rev. Pickard 
thinks that the manner in which Christ
is painted by .the artists has much to do 
in making his religion, one of “women 
and children."" They painted Christ as 
a weak, effeminate, pretty man, full of 
sorrow, and thus'gaining the sympathy 
of women. Rev. Pickard is for a man
lier religion, and he sees the failure and 
has the manliness to acknowledge the 
unjust-treatment, of those outside by. 
the church of women. JHe says: "There 
has been an1 army of strong, good men 
all around.1™, m& who were too broad 
and large..',to enter Into the churches 
through tlié littlfe. narrow, theological 
door which, we .purselves constructed. 
We thought, them different from us. In 
oiir ignorance we. pltled them. God 
pity us!” e ,

Now the llght.surely Is breaking! 
Twenty-five,years''ago such talk would 
have been,; ranlC heresy. Then the 
"strong, gdffil man," outside the church 
persecuted'as an'.'offender against God, 
and the attempt made to cut him down 
so he coulà.énter. the church door.. Now 
the pigmiés'inalile finding the outside 
giants can.Come.'In in no other way, 
proposed tptenlarge the door, malting it 
so large a.inan with' all his-strength 
can enter. ;

But doeq,,this iconoclast’realize the 
consequenc®? : When these, men enter 
the church, not. Ohly the namby-pamby 
hymns will go, but the namby-pamby 
prayers and preaching. And after tho 
new order, will the church know itself?

Romanism and Our Public Schools.
That was a significant statement 

made by Archbishop Quigley in his re
cent address, that all non-Cathollc 
teaching is anti-Catholic. The infer
ence is that all instruction by Catholic 
teachers in the public schools is Cath
olic. Surely the church would not al- 
Jow Catholic teachers to give antl-Cath- 
olic .teaching! •

It is said that about one-third of -the 
children in the public schools are Ro
man Catholics, while two-thlrds of the 
teachers are Romanists. It illustrates 
how the church is worming its adher
ents into all departments wherever it 
can do so.

If the Catholics are entitled to separ
ate schools, built and maintained by the 
state, then the Presbyterians, the Meth
odists, the Episcopalians, and the Bap
tists are entitled to the same privilege. 
The idea is.absurd.

It is plain we ar.e going to have a. 
fight with aggressive Catholicism on 
the question of the American system of 
public schools. Such leaders as Arch
bishop Quigley are becoming impudent
ly aggressive in their anti-American I 
crusade.’ I

This Arph-Romanist wants the state 
to "provide schools for the minority.” 
This 1b just what the state does—as ev
erybody knows. But what he wants is 
that the government provide and sup
port schools to teach. Romish faith, 
Romish religion. He wants Romish 
schools supported at the expense of the 
people. He wants a union of church 
and state. He wants what 1b diametri
cally contrary to the American Idea 
that the government is secular and not 
religious and should have nothing to do 
with the support of any church or re
ligion whatsoever.

Romanism can never become Ameri
canized in its purposes and Ideals.

money with lists of names poured in a 
flood into the secretary's office. The 
get-rick-quick-fools were evidenced In 
the majority, and the ability of the com
pany to pay between four and five hun
dred per cent for the use of their money 
did not appear to have been questioned 
by the dupes. Thousands of dollars 
were coming in, and the great moral 
dally would have been launched, 
freighted with piety, had not the tyran
nical .postoffice officials forbid the com
pany the use of the malls. Its circu
lars, were, in the opinion of the depart
ment, obtaining money under false pre
tenses. Those who sent their money 
and sixty letters will not receive the 
fourteen dollars; they will be lucky to 
get their three dollars back.

The lay mind will be filled with hu
miliation because of its Incomprehen
sion of the “morality” of this scheme, 
and how a paper published in this man
ner and edited by men who see nothing 
wrong in the method, can be an im
provement on the every-day paper, 
which makes no pretensions of being 
edited in a pulpit, but pays its debts in 
an honest business manner.

A.

in

fy him forever,, 1 tnlnk that in some re-1 Issue.

' THE IROQUOIS DISASTER.
Chicago has.been visited by an ^ap

palling disaster In the burning of tho 
Iroquois Theater. Six hundred men, 
women and children lost their lives, 
three ministers of the gospel being 
among the number, A careless Mayor, 
corrupt Aldermen and dishonest offi
cials’are responsible for thia awful dis
aster. , •

The Great Moral .Dally.
A company of gospel ministers with 

otherplous persons of Buffalo, N. Y., or
ganized for the purpose of publishing 
a "great religious, daily," such a paper 
as Christ would liave were he on earth.' 
Rev. Dr. Gifford was one of its officers. 
It was to be called the Sun, and be ed
ited with heavenly wisdom, and free 
from scandal reports, police news, no 
Sunday edition, and Monday's paper 
was to be made up of reports of ser
mons. A paper altogether angelic in 
morals and pious to the liking of Cotton 
Mather. - .

Well, this lively scheme had to have 
money to back it, and its ministerial 
promoters hit at'the endless chain plan. 
Anyone subscribing three dollars, and 
furnishing proof that they had Written' 
'sixty'letters and sent them to others, 
asking them to help in tho good work, 
was to be paid fourteen dollars out of 
tho company’s ' funds. Letters and

clans are not satisfied with the number 
In America, they are ever plotting for 
new ones, thinking thereby to please 
the people. Birthdays of prominent 
men seem to give satisfaction; so every 
decade from this forth, it is probable, a 
new holiday will be added until in a mil
lennium they will be as numerous as in 
Catholic countries, apd idleness to ob
serve them will becolne almost univer
sal.

Wm. E. Curtis, the traveling corre
spondent of the Chicago Record-Herald, 
In a late letter from Madrid, says: 
“There are 128 holidays in Spain, not 
including Sundays.'” Add that day to 
the list, then one-half of all the days in 
the year are consecrated to Idleness, at 
the expensé of productive Industry.

As labor constitutes the wealth of a 
nation, and as there are nbw but few 
holidays with us, we can well Under
stand why the great prosperity in this 
country. And, applying the same rule 
to other countries, we can well Under
stand why those people, where priest
craft has decreed so much idleness, are 
so poor. And does it not partly tell why 
laborers, with their families, are leav
ing those countries, and flocking in 
such vast numbers to this, where they 
are exempt from such exactions? In
stead of enlarging the number of holi
days in America wo could bo profited if 
we would abrogate some we have.

Forms and Ceremonies for the,Use of 
Liberals.” For salo at this office. 
Price 25 cents.

“Jnvlslblo Helpers.” By.C. W. Lead- 
( beater, the noted Theosophlst lecturer 
and writer. 'Very Interesting. Price 
65 cents. For (idle at this office, .

their sermons recently, and both disa
greed with Archbishop Quigley. Their 
arguments follow:
. M. M. Mangasarian (Independent Re
ligious Society): “In what respect do 
our schools displease the Catholics? 
Are the sciences taught in them unre
liable? Are the text-books garbled? Is 
their history faulty? Are our teachers 
immoral or inefficient? 'They do not 
teach religion,' says the Archbishop. 
But why cannot the church assume that 
duty and relieve the schools of so deli
cate a subject? The schools are not 
complaining that the churches do not 
also teach the sciences and the arts. 
Why should the church quarrel with 
the schools for not teaching theology? 
Again, the archbishop denounces as op
pressive and tyrannical the require
ment of a normal school certificate 
from every applicant for a position as 
teacher in our schools. But if the 
Catholics consider it a sin to study in 
our schools, why are they so anxious to 
teach in them? It is the verdict of his
tory, and I say this without any ill feel
ing, that no church, Catholic or Prot
estant, is-arsuccess as an educator.”

Rev. R. A. White (Stewart Avenue 
Unfversalist Church): It cannot be 
maintained that our public schools are 
either godless or Irreligious. If the 
archbishop means that they are not sec
tarian, we agree. This is one of their 
virtues. Schools are not necessarily 
godless or irreligious because they do 
not teach Presbyterianism, Catholicism 
or some other ‘ism.’ The denial by the 
archbishop of the right of the state to 
educate children Is an old denial, but 
Inconsistent with the needs and rights 
of democracy. The state has a perfect 
right to do whatever insures its stabil
ity and welfare. In a democracy en
lightenment is the only sure basis for 
stable and safe Institutions. In the 
United States we have the most diverse 
social conditions, religious differences 
and racial traditions to be found any
where in the world. To mold these Into 
a homogeneous whole without doing in
justice to a genuine individuality is the 
herculean task of our American Insti
tutions. Our chief Instrumentality for 
doing this is the public school. Your 
church divides; the schools combine. 
Your private schools separate accord
ing to wealth or religion; our publlo 
schools mix rich and poor, Jew and 
Gentile, Catholic and Protestant. The 
public school Is the one genuine mixer.”

"Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s latest and 'choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret Of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D„ M. A., Ph. D. Price «.

"Juet How to Wake the Solar Plex
us.’.’ By Elizabeth Towne. • Valuably 
for health. Price 25 conta, . .
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PHENOMENA.

A Lecture Delivered by Mrs. H. P. Russegue, at Springfield, Mass.
Spirit, communion lias brought us

,iati »uuuiiiy, mo religion or an .inherent 
divinity believed to have been confined 

>ne tQ. the one life. It was that which
taught 1."’tilliatlon, prostration o£ the years one h

and within se' en junes or cines contain-

truth.

J. McKINSTRY.

I do not believe that spirits are infalli-

spirit of man, a si In the veil

brought into

years; Tho prediction was literally fub

n. -

The recogni
tion which 
the remotest

Reformation.
Nelson, Ill.

<- » L _j < ■

growth of this thought? 
tion of a spiritual force 
thought could go out to 
points of earth.

Spirit communion has

ful spirituality. For sale at tilts office.
Price 81. »

"Meatless Dishes." Very useful.
Price 10 cents. ■<

are so rare. I navo ijiveu. ior many 
^llullie(j njneB fiojn Chicago

aside Tim/ will overcome eveiy ob- bookB. jt ia iadon with rich’, tliought- 
staole. They will march on tho human..................... — '.............. -

them to n higher and better expression.
The religion of Buddha was the relig

ion of self-abnegation, it was tho relig
ion of selfishness, the religion of per
sonality, the religion ot an inherent

tilled, everyone dying tw predicted.' _______________
John P. Coles, a medium, published doiuy, but write to-day.

journey of lite until man has reached, 
the higher ahd better conditions that 
belong to human nature. , '

, ■ . .. . „ as an Event In Life." By Lilian Whitings, yet itstruths are Infinite, they arc |ne- Ono of MlsB Whiting's most Bug. 
boin o£ God. You cannot throw them Bestlve, intensely interesting, spiritual

ni. ]'.

‘Jan. 9, 190-1.
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F DESTINY PROPHESIED IN OÜR LIVES
, r The poet, the philosopher, the pr.each- 
' ei, the teacher, has pointed our thought

to this truth, that we are thinking be
ings, that there is p. destiny prophesied 
in our lives, and we ask, What is that 
fiestluy ?

We are conscious beings, each one' 
hearing the impress of the law which is
expressed through him that tells us 
what tiiat life implies. That law.is the 
foundation upon which all Ute rests, 
Upon which all growth depends, and 
upon which the advancement of races 
must reply for all time to come. Man 
is by nature a religious being, because 
he is a progressive being. He is by 
nature aspiring, hence eveiywhere in 
lite wa see the ultimates of character 
defining themselves in so many direc
tions, unfolding all the possibilities of 
tlie Intellectual powers of man, and we 
are beholding not only this wonderful 
evolution, but we are marking the de
grees that have left their eras in the 
history of human life.

In the thoughts of the age we can rec
ognize tho civilization of races. We be- 

.liold how advanced man Is in art, in sei- 
ence, in philosophy, in wisdom, in every 
phase of human progress, by thé rec
ords he leaves In his work, and we rec
ognize at the same time how much 
more glorified, how much more beauti
ful God is to his perception, when we 
Bee the march that his religious nature 
lias made. He is unfolding this cogni
tion of divinity, in his recognition of his 
whole goodness that applies to life. We 
cannot perceive the goodness of a di
vine lite beyond tlie outlines of our own 
experience, that cannot, and does not, 
appeal to our consciousness, and awak
en within us that which is highest and 
best. We see in the universe so much 
tiiat we are wont to criticise, but we 
must always, remember that we are 
criticising that which we believe is be
neath us, and aspiring to that which we 
believe is superior to us. We are reach
ing from the finite to the infinite. We 
are growing from the less to the great
er. We are marching out to the fulfill
ing of the law that phophesles the Trin
ity for us.

Emerson so truly spoke when he af
firmed, “That he who knows Heaven 
best is he who sees most of heaven in 
life. He who knows what heaven im
plies best is he who discovers unto him
self the best-good, the highest truth, 
the advanced attributes of human in
telligence,

It is easy for us to draw the line be
tween human and divine life, because 
we call that which Is best divine( that 
which is less we call human, forgetful 
that there is nothing outside of us 
which we aspire to that has not Its 
counterpart within us. It reflects that 
which is the germ of trutli in our lives. 
Thus, If we behold something good, and 
reach out our hands to procure It, we 
have found the need in our own lives 
for that good. If we see a principle that 
is entertained by another man or 
woman, by any person superior to our 
standard of judgment, to our capacity, 
and aspire to that goodness, aspire to 
that superiority, we have found the re
flex of that condition in ourselves, and 
we are striving to blend the good In 
our lives with that divinity that we dis
cover in the lives of others.

Thus the religions of the universe 
have blended their influences. They 
have grown larger. They have recog
nized a larger goodness. They have dis
covered a grander trutli. They are 
learning a larger lite. They are expand- 
*\g in their sweetness, beauty and use

fulness to the world. Tho religions of 
the world have been marked on the 
mile-stones of time by their uses, by 
their application to human necessity. 
Zoroaster, who recognized in Persia the 
wondrous beauty and goodneds of a 
monotheistic God, discovered the whole 
universe embodied in that Deity. He 
gave his followers the beauty that ac
crued from his own soul, from his own 
spirituality, and they carried It down 
into Turkey, and there it . became per
verted by the Jews. It was misdirect
ed, and it was opening within channels 
through which the human mind was 
led to reach upward to that which was 
best and truest to the understanding. 
Thus that monotheistic god reverted to 
the triune life, but this is a relic which 
belongs to the religions of the long ago; 
to the religion of Pan; to the religion of 
the materialists.

We find that nature affirms the trin
ity that manifests Itself in everything, 
but in that which is brought to the 
three material planes, we find the re
flex of man’s opinion, of man’s judg
ment, of man’s perception, of man’s 
consciousness of what God implies to 
him, of that which appeals to his intel
ligence, and how it appeals to him, he 
gives out to the world about him. •

Zoroaster in his teachings gave to the 
■world the idea that there was over the 
universe one being, supreme in power, 
supreme in will, supreme In majesty, 
supreme in the great forces of the uni
verse; but it has been directed In so 
many channels, that we have drawn the 
line between these conditions, between 
the material and the spiritual, until to
day the most of the religious 'world be
lieve that the natural world Is not the 
spiritual world, and natural lite is not 
the spiritual life.

There is not and cannot be anything 
unnatural In the spirituality of man. 
There is nothing unnatural in divinity. 
It Is superior, it is supreme, it is all
pervading, it is all-uplifting, it is all
aspiring, it is evolving Its wonderful 
potencies until the world is richer for 
the better understanding of them; but 
there is in this life such a consciousness 
of the spiritual presence of the Infinite, 
that at last there is gleaned from that 
divinity that overspreads our lives, that 
Inheres our natures, that underlies our 
universe, that is everywhere about us, 
that we are breathing it into our souls 
uid W"' fete our lives. Into eyery- 
jhi-- ting its life, its being,
its Yoreou, pv, that at last we are 
coming to the cognition of the fact, that 
here is no separation between the klng- 
lom of God and the kingdom of man. 
There is no line of separation. He is 
icre, his soul is in our souls, his life Is 
n our lives, his love dominates our be- 
•ng, as it does his universe, and we can
lot extract it from ourselves. We can- 
tot throw it away. We cannot confine 
t to any kingdom, and call It the king- 
tom of God, and-find elsewhere a king- 

■’nt wlfére he is not.
The spiritual life that Is everywhere 

: ,out us is the religious life of man. 
t IB that which is uplifting, which Is 
ixalting man. It is not only uplifting 
lim in the thought of a divine life, but 

'it is liplifting him in morality, in hu
manity, in a general outgrowth of tlie 
best qualities of human intelligence. 
There is greater consciousness ot the 
iDoiflc life to-day than has ever exlst- 
ed before, and how do wo know it? Be
cause wo behold Its manifestations ev
erywhere about us. There Is uo condi
tion of life so low but that the religion 
Of irían, the spiritual perception of man, 
Is reselling down to help to attain to a 
higher level of perfection. There is no 
wall'so groat but that the spiritual 
knowledge of humanity Is peering into 
tho mysteries that have Induced such 
conditions, and is trying to elévate

less before tlie greater, the humility 
which reflected the littleness of man, 
and- not Ilie condition which lowered 
his worthiness, and which made him 
look upon nature as unworthy to the 
good which surrounded him. On the 
contrary, to-day, the spiritual religion of 
the land is so great, its inind is broader, 
its need is as tangible, is as necessary. 
Its hunger establishes the call that is 
going out and out to a higher truth for 
its growth. Thus, if we are thinkers, 
if we are thnklng men and women, if 
we are progressive, if wé are enlarging 
the possibilities of our minds, the only 
way that we can discover the uses of 
this process of development Is in ap
propriating its good to our every-day 
wants, to every-day living.

The Christian church has performed 
the great good of elevating wom.au to 
a higher standard. It has accomplished 
so much by putting up as the haven of 
rest tlie Mother,Mary! It has imperson
ated the purity and sweetness and 
source of spirituality largely embodied 
in the dominion of nature. Much has 
been accomplished in this wise. It has 
equalized the rights, the character; it 
has equalized the intellect; It has given 
to each that which is best needed, until 
to-day woman stands equal to man be
fore tlie world. Her intellect Is as great; 
her perceptions as clear, her Intelli
gence as active, her morality as pure, 
her Intellectual propensities as forcible 
as those of men.

Education has become general, and 
through it all we perceive a larger re
ligious growth, a sweeter religious in
fluence, a higher religious power, a 
greater good shining out through the 
world, because all are bound to the em
powering spirit of the Father, God. 
Thus, then, do we see the march truth 
has made up the heights of the past to 
the present, and'we behold the proph
ecy it outlines for the future, until we 
know religion has taken the majesty of 
God, has taken away the personality, 
and made the universality of hlB spirit 
the divine potency of all life.

To-day, evil has grown less. Scarce 
any man, or any people, believes in the 
personality of evil. They no longer en
compass it by disfiguring human be
ings; they no longer outline it by an ob
ject of terror; they no longer hold up 
the finger to poison the minds of child
hood, or pervert the attention of the 
youth. They no longer picture to the 
child the object of terror.

Evil to-day Is a disease, and the phy
sician is truth, is knowledge, is wisdom, 
is God’s goodness, God's, love, a higher 
brotherly unity, a diviner living, a holier 
worship, that which is best in life, Thus 
religion has more attributes to-day than 
it has ever known before, it is more 
universal in its application, it has right
ed a wrong, it accepts without creed the 
best there is in every life. This is the 
spiritual growth of the race of men of 
every sect, of every belief.

Our own religion, our spiritual belief 
In a spiritual life, has accomplished 
much for the race. It has not confined 
itself to one sect; it has not formed a 
boundary of any one denomination. It 
belongs to the world, and why? Be
cause it is spiritual, and it belongs to 
thé spiritual nature of humanity. It 
belongs to the spiritual aspiration of 
human souls. It belongs to humaif In
telligence. It is the call o£ every hu
man need, and It answers that call be
cause It is the voice of every human 
need, and it answers that call because 
it is the voice of divinity. It 1b to be 
found everywhere. It would by no 
means decry the good that any church 
or any sect has accomplished for the ad
vancement of mankind, but I would pro
claim this truth, that no one has found 
the limitation, no one has found the 
confines of its goodness. It is so great 
that the spiritual life of man Is reach
ing out to-day for a higher communion, 
and is not satisfied with that which is 
confined to earth-life alone.

A hundred years ago the fact of a 
cable under the seas that should bring 
to you at your breakfast table the news 
of foreign countries, was an unheard of 
possibility, and man would have laugh
ed to scorn such a proposition. To-day, 
you can commune with friends for good 
or for evil, for joy or for sorrow, and 
know all the events that are transpir
ing throughout all quarters of the globe, 
and are reported over the wire that con
nects one continent with the other. So 
your thoughts go out across mountains 
and seas, your spirit presents all condi
tions of material life, and you are send
ing out to the world your influence for 
a greater good. This is a RELIGION 
IN TRUTH, because it Is bringing 
worlds nearer together. It is bringing 
the pulsations of human life so close 
that you are the tributaries through 
which thé pulse of the divine spirit can 
be heard.

To-day the religion of the world has 
become so general that we answer the 
call of need from all over the earth. 
Worlds are being compassed by the 
light of the spiritual knowledge of man. 
You are no longer confined to the 
thought that you must only recognize 
that which you cannot see or hear, and 
which you canbot understand as divine. 
You have brought God home. You have 
enthroned him in your souls; You have 
made him all that you' are, and'you are 
seeing, living and thinking in his realm. 
This is the spiritual nature of man. It 
Is enlarging, it is quickening, It is be
coming more active, It Is becoming 
truer, and you cannot look , abroad upon 
the earth and find to-day the same nar
rowness of mind, the same confining in
fluences that were a power that dwelt 
with man one hundred years ago.

What has accomplished this?
Simply the enlarging of the human 

thought Simply because human 
thought has grasped life with its mean
ings more sincerely and more profound
ly than ever before, What has been the 
largest Influence conducive to the

nearer to the divine presence. It has 
made God to us paternal in his - love. 
We .do not look upon affliction as God’s 
judgment because of o\ir error; pur 
cities aro not razed to the ground by 
tire because God is angry. We are not 
punished because of the demoniacal in- 
tluenco that may generate’ in the spirit 
sòme power outside of this universe. 
We aro taught by it to observe the rea
sons why we are pointed to the founda
tions of evil, until evil is blossoming 
into good,.and how do we see this? In 
a thousand ways; yea, in many thou
sand ways. ■

We look into every city in the land, 
and what is the result of our observa
tion. Disease prevails. Your streets 
are. dirty. Your sewers are imperfect. 
Disease is generating in your midst.

Who punishes you?
■Your ignorance. The moment your 

intelligence is applied to those condi
tions, you are hearing thè voice or Al
mighty God speaking to the wants o£ 
man, because.evil Is fleeing away, and 
life is taking the place of disease. So 
it Is with all the evils of morality and 
immorality, all those that belong to the 
diseased minds. You are looking for 
causes, and to-day religion has founded 
the home for the inebriate. Later on it 
will form a home for degenerates, it 
will find the causes for moral disease, 
and apply the healing balm of knowl
edge and spirituality, and man will rise 
out of his disease. These are the things 
that religion does. Religion cleans your 
cities, uplifts its morals, converts its 
lepers to active, useful citizens, and 
when religion commands and finds the 
cause, good is forthcoming.

This, friends, has been the great les, 
son that Spiritualism has taught tor 
fifty years.

It has not been confined to the little 
home at Hydesville, but It has gone out 
and out until the whole earth has sent 
out its responsive call for more light, 
more knowledge, more spirituality, and 
the spirit from the other life, or the lite 
just across the threshold, that is open
ing wider and wider to human souls, 
comes back freighted with the knowl
edge to help mankind to higher levels.

Spiritualism, pure and undefiled, Is 
that religion which ennobles man. It 
makes use of everything that exists for 
his advancement in purity, in morality, 
in humanity, in a love for truth.

Spiritualism may have been misused, 
misapplied, misappropriated in life, but 
it still shines out its rays permeating 
the universe, pure and clear, and It will 
shine on and on and on forevermore. It 
cannot die, nor can its light be extin
guished, because the spiritual nature 
of man is enlarging, quickening, and Is 
living a higher spirituality, a higher 
goodness, a higher usefulness. Thus 
out of this comes a moral that every 
thinker must apply to himself.

Spiritualism has been disintegrating 
in its thoughts, in its power. It has en
tered every community. It has Invaded 
every home. It has gone into every 
church. It has entered every school. 
It has found its way into almost every 
human heart, and why? ‘Because the 
human soul is crying aloud: Am I'to 
die, or am I to live? Are those whom 
I have cherished, and whom I have 
watched over, are they gone, are they 
dead? And the answers come down 
through time, and the spirit of God has 
answered the prayer o£ human hearts; 
and through the tiny rap it came, and 
through the voice of angels it has sung 
Itself into the life of man. It has been’ 
written upon the walls of time. It has 
come to the mourner’s heart. It, has 
reached the needy ones, and it has al
ways spoken, and always will speak of 
life, life eternal. It means that life 
which is larger, sweeter, better, truer, 
nobler, holier, diviner, more and more 
glorified, the more we know of it

On, Spiritualists, you may believe the- 
door is open. The father or mother, sis
ter or brother, and wife or husband, has 
passed through and spoken to you. But 
that may mean nothing to you any more 
than to see an automaton dancing upon 
your streets; but It means life beyond 
the grave, for it tells the story that man 
thinks, lives and speaks beyond the 
grave.

What does it mean? It means a 
larger, better, sweeter, and holler life, 
a more Gbd-llke life. It means bringing 
from without the heaven of which we 
have dreamed, to within the heaven 
that we can live. It means we have 
found the land where our hopes áre 
verified, where our dreanls come true. 
It means that every moment’s time we 
have found the joys to which we aspire. 
We have found the spirit that answers 
the call from within, and we are again 
with our loved ones, and they are with 
us. They are not dead, they cannot die, 
for God has breathed into them his 
spirit, and they, and we, are living souls 
forever. •

Civilization Hopping on One Foot.
Woman has hot suffered alone 

through the denial to her of political 
equality. The human, race is like a man 
who through infancy, yopth and man
hood, has compelled his right leg to 
bear the burden of his body, regarding 
the left merely as an ornamental ap
pendage, to be swung up . by supports, 
and tricked out with ribbons, lace and 
jewelry. The one limb would be nerve
less and feeble, the other lame and 
overworked," and the progress of the 
whole body would be halting, uneven 
and slow. So it is; with the body 
politic. With the enfranchisement of 
women there will come a nobler era. 
Then with interests that are identical, 
with a humanity common to .both, the 
masculine head married to the feminine 
heart, wisdom supplemented with love, 
man and woman shall together work 
out the great problems of life, and a 
nobler and better civilization shall 
come to the waiting future.

MARY A. LIVERMORE.

realism, into the practical knowledge of 
our every-day Ilves (it makes no differ
ence whether we belfeve or call our
selves Spiritualists or not) the spiritual 
attributes of the universe, and we are 
using them for the advancement of the 
race. ■ ■ ■ .... < ■■ ■ ■ ■ ..

The spirit communion that to-day., es
tablishes the foundation upon". which 
the modern Spiritual religion 1S’ rest
ing is only one of the attributes of God, 
one of the attributes of divinity. You 
may pervert Its uses, you may pollute 
Its channels, you may pervert Its mes-1 
sages, you may misconstrue its teach-

“Wedding Chimes." By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the ude 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For. sale at this office.

“Poena tf.it EToffren».“ By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, ."from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine’poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price |1.

“Death, Its Meaning and Results.” 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events in the au
thor’s experience. Cloth, 550 pages, Il
lustrated. $1.25. ■,............

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death

L 0. BULL REPUES TO MR. McKINSTRY
SHOW VS. PHÉNOMENA. in New York Daily Times of Dec. 8

e MEDIUMSHIP OF THE GODS

As an agnostic 1 am a searcher for 
ti mb. I would rather believe in immor
tality than in annihilation, and like 
many other agnqatics I would have faith 
in the dogma of Spiritualism i£ I could 
witness such phenomena as are ¡fre
quently described in Spiritualistic pub
lications. 1

If Spiritualism.'is tope, n is a matter 
of surprise io ine tiiat its puenomena

ing more than twenty thousand inhabit
ants, without Knowing or a medium in 
this region who pretends to show mate
rialized spirits to tue public gaze, or to 
get communications ' by slate-writing, 
trumpet speaking or in any other super
natural way. ¡. .

Spiritualists should understand that 
the only way to convert disbelievers is 
to show them the phenomena which 
they tell us are of such frequent occur
rence, and by foretelling what is going 
to occur Instead o£ waiting until after 
the occurrence before telling us about 
the prophecy. .

If spirits can tell us, as 1b so often al
leged, about events occurring in distant 
places, then why, during the siege of 
Pekin, when all the civilized world was 
trembling In anxious suspense, did they 
not describe the- true condition of af
fairs in that city?, And why do they not 
prophecy results of matters in which we 
are all interested? ' .

Apropos of this inqulry I copy as fol
lows from the last number of the Re, 
view of Reviews, page 750:

"The only convincing proof that a 
given communication Is the work of a 
spirit (whether a disembodied "-human 
being, or a sixth-rounder, or an element
al, or a sylph) must be found in clear 
evidence that no human intelligence 
could have been equal to produce it. 
The man of science at once suggests 
satisfactory tests. If any medium 
would answer twenty questions about 
the near future, gtatlng- such facts as 
the maximum temperature at Green
wich on three days a month ahead, the 
price of consols next settling day but 
four, the winner of the Derby and the 
Oaks and the St. Lgger, the sex of the 
next child born in a royal family, and 
the number of claims made on a given 
insurance company in December next, 
there would be general conviction that 
some superhuman intelligence was at 
work. All these facts are beyond the 
present knowledge of any human be
ing, and it Is inconceivable that chance 
could produce correct answers to them 
all.” ;

The Review of Reviews copies the 
above from an English journal. Instead 
of asking our Spiritualistic mediums to 
answer these questions I will propose 
two as a sufficient test:

First; Which patty will be successful 
in the next presidential campaign, and 
what will be tha number of electoral 
votes given for each candidate in each 
one of the United States?

Second: Will Peary be successful in 
his next attempt" to reach the North 
Pole, and if successful at what date will 
he reach the pole?

Now If the spirits will give to these 
questions such answersras are verified 
by results I venture to affirm that Spir
itualism will be given a greater boom 
than Luther's preaching gave to the

Mr. McKinstry states,, in effect, that 
if spirits can return and communicate, 
that they will foretell, through their 
mediums, a given, number .-of future 
events. My experience has taught me 
that even in this material world, we 
rarely get things exactly as we want 
them; how much less, then, can.w.e ex
pect It in spiritual things, where condi
tions are subtle and little understood?

ble, nor do I believe them omniscient; 
that is an attribute of God, and we do 
nót believe that when we leave the body 
we become as Gods, knowing every
thing.

We believe that spirits can and do re
turn and communicate, even if they do 
not answer all the questions, of mortals.

Mr. McKinstry never saw a spirit, 
notwithstanding the fact that there is 
a mass o£ evidence mountain high from 
reliable witnesses who have seen them, 
he will not believe In their existence, 
they answer his, particular questions, 
and tlnie proves their.truth.

Now, let us apply' this same rule to 
mortals. I never saw Mr, McKinstry, 
and notwithstanding the fact that thou
sands of reputable people testify that 
he lives, that they have seen him; I 
contend they are all mistaken, deluded, 
they they cannot deceive me, and state 
that if he realiy does exist, that he must 
prove it by answering the questions he 
himself propounds, and they must stand 
the test of time. Now, Mr. McKinstry 
cannot do this, therefore he does not 
exist. This is sophistry, pure ánd sim
ple, but a practical application • of blq, 
own argument with the character rf'1 
versed. So unless We aré wilfully com
mitted against the fact, we must accept 
the evidence of others,'just as we do in- 
other things and admit that spirits as 
well as Mr. McKinstry do exist, even 
though neither may be able to answer 
the questions; in short, the existence of 
neither depends on the ability to an
swer them. , .

Stanley made wonderful discoveries 
in "Africa, and wé belieVe his state
ments, without demanding that all his 
experiences be reproduced for each of 
us. If the._testimony of others is not to 
be believed then, wé might as well burn 
all our histories. . .

Victor Hugo says: "There Is a time 
when the unknown' reveals Itself to the

New York Dally Times o£ Dec. 3, The Ancient Divinities and Their Work.
185-1, and more fully in Sunday Dis
patch, Duc. 10, a prediction that the 
Czar of Russia would soon have serious 
difficulty with Menclkoff, and in just 
three months from the 29th o£ Novem
ber Czar Nicholas would die. This was 
fulfilled, and his last’act was the re
moval of Menclkoff. J

Josephine says that when a girl sho 
was told by Euphemia of her native 
isle: “You will be married soon; that 
union will not be happy. You will be
come a widow and then—then you will 
be queen of France. Some happy years 
will be yours, but you will diq in a hos
pital amid civil commotions.”

Wm. T, Stead and about a dozen 
others had a seaneg with Mrs. Burchell, 
a medium, in London, March 20, tills 
year, when she foretold the terrible 
royal tragedy in Servia, when King 
Alexander, Queen Draga and others 
were slain three months later.

Mr. McKinstry says: "I am a search
er for truth and 1 would rather believe 
in immortality than annihilation." 
These are noole words, and I believe 
touch a responsive chord in every 
breast. The heart of man recoils at the 
ghastly thought of universal death, and 
Spiritualism alone offers the evidence 
of universal life, and inasmuch as me
diumship is latent in mögt every hu
man being, I. think the best way to in
vestigate is in the sacred home circle. 
The process of development is some
times slow, but the phenomena you do 
get are genuine, which I am sorry to 
say is not often the case with mercen
ary, professional mediums, I blame iio 
one for- being skeptical and demanding 
proof; that is our privilege, our duty, 
as rational human beings; he who 
thinks with difficulty believes with 
alacrity. I was an agnostic myself un
til I was converted in the home circle, 
without a medium, and I sometimes 
think It could have been done in no 
other way. So 1 extend the right hand 
of fellowship to Mr. McKinstry and 
wsh him Godspeed in his search for

Superior souls of the universe in tho 
past selected and elected one mind, 
one person in a spirit material body on 
earth who shall be a leader for all man
kind on earth and themselves until fur
ther public notice or otherwise.

We can and should consider plans by 
ancient gods for mankind while spirit» 
of mankind., were invisible material 
bodies. j

It appears as if anclput gods and 
mankind have been at war and the gods 
held fast to ideals. The Rig Veda 
teaches: “Assemble; spedk together; 
let your minds be all of one accord, as 
ancient gods, unanimous, s(t down to 
their appointed share. The. place is 
common, common the assembly, com
mon the mind, so be their thoughts 
united. A common'purpose do I lay be
fore you. One and the same be your 
resolve, and be your minds of one ac
cord. United be the thoughts of all, 
that all may happily agree.”

Under Peter, according to tlie New 
Testament, we find similar plans: “And 
the multitude of them were of one 
mind; neither said any of them that 
ought of the things which he pos
sessed was his own; but they had ail 
tilings common. Neither was there any 
among them that lacked; for as many 
as were possessore of land or houses 
sold them, and brought the prices of the 
things tiiat were sold, and laid down at 
the apostles' feet, and distribution was 
made unto every man according as he 
had need."

Think of the intent of the gods and 
apostles. The gods had the best plan. 
The apostles should have held houses 
and land in common. The influence of 
a leading mind in a city is wonderful.

Zeus.
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Mormonism Bars Negroes From 
trance to Heaven.

En-

Salt Lake City, Utah.—During tlie fu
neral services for Eugene Burns, one of 
the most prominent colored men in this 
state, Patriarch Miner, president ot one 
of the quorums of the seventies of the 
Mormon church, walked up to the pulpit 
and, to the consternation of the mourn
ers, began a highly sensational dis
course. He declares tnal the dead man 
could not enter heaven. All that ever 
existed of him lay in the coflin before 
the altar. He further said that an Ethi
opian could not reach the state of exalt
ation necessary to entrance into heav
en. His soul was doomed before his 
birth.

The Rev. Mr. Brown (Baptist) replied 
to the remarks ot the patriarch,-refer
ring to a quotation from the Bible to 
prove his contention that any man could 
be saved on the < ditions of salvation 
laid down in the bcriptures.

Burns was a grandson of Abel, the 
body servant of Joseph Smith, prophet 
of the Mormon church. Abel was, ac
cording to Patriarch Miner, the only 
one of his race who ever succeeded in 
gaining entrance within, the pearly 
gates. The reason he was so success
ful In accomplishing that feat, accord
ing to the patriarch, was his loyalty and 
service to Joseph the Prophet, and his 
belief that the Mormon religion was the 
only one.

The reason assigned by the patriarch 
fqr the non-admlssion of Ethiopians to 
t]|£ othqr side is the fact of their dusky 
skins. No man with black skin may 
enter the gates of-heaven, he holds. 
“We believe,” he says, “that there are 
three orders of spirits. In the first 
class are included the spirits that have 
never been Incarnated. Having never 
been given a human body they are 
doomed to grope in darkness through
out eternity. There is no redemption 
for them. The second class includes 
the spirits which have been incarnated. 
They have been given the privilege of 
coming into the world and being re
deemed through the plan of salvation 
that is open to us. That class is the 
whites. The third and last class o£ 
spirits is the class that fell. Because 
of their fall they are compelled to re
side In bondage. They are given car
nate bodies, but can never lift the yoke 
of bondage. That class of spirits in
cludes the negroes. Abel, the body ser
vant of the prophet, believed in Joseph 
Smith as a prophet and the latter-day 
dispensation. Hence he was exalted, 
and, so far as Is known, he is the only 
one of his race who ever overcame the 
conditions of his- bondage. For the col
ored race, however, there is an exalted 
state in the next world into which they 
may go. Provision has been made in 
the teachings of the Prophet Joseph, so 
that the negro may step up Into that 
preliminary state of exaltation, and 
when he gets inere a chance is given 
him to accept redemptions, according 
to the teachings of Joseph Smith.

The above shows up the priestcraft, 
■what they practice and preach at this 
age of enlightenment, and time when 
the human race are allowed to think 
for themselves. ' ■ ■ -

Denver, Colo. T. S. COLLINS.

Tuesday is set apart in honor of Zeus, 
an ancient god. If Christians and their 
God are recorded as a person and per
sons, all other'people and their gods are 
equally worthy of mention both by type 
and in name.. Zeus was the greatest in 
power of the national gods o£ the 
Greeks, and he was a favorite among 
Egyptians. Zeus was the son of Cronos 
and Rhea, brother of Poseidon and 
Hera, the latter was also his wife. He 
expelled his father and the older reign 
of the Titans; assumed the throne of 
tile world, and successfully resisted the 
attacks of the giants and conspiracies 
of some other gods.

In the division of duties, after the de
thronement of the Titans, Zeus gained 
the rule of the air and heaven, Hades of 
the infernal or internal regions, and 
Poseidon o£ the ocean; while the earth 
was left subject to the influence of all 
three, though Zeus was regarded as 
having the supremacy throughout all 
departments.

Crete and Dodona were the places 
where the honor or worship of Zeus 
was most cultivated. Zeus was chief 
of kings, gods and mankind; protector 
of kings, of law and order; the avenger 
of broken oaths and of other offenses, 
etc. •

Cupid.
Cupid, one of the gods in ancient 

times, was powerful in bone and desire 
of one of a sex, for one or more of the 
other sex. Sometimes this god Bends 
his spirits as if there were a fever heat 
in his subject and the subject, he or she 
as the caso appears, lusts or loves.

Historians are in doubt about who 
were parents to Cupid, the god of lust, 
love and desire. Son of Vulcan and 
Venus, or of Mars and Venus, leaves his 
mother in both reports as Venus.

The symbols of Cupid are tlie bow, ar
rows, quiver and wings; sometimes a 
bandage covered the eyes. Cupid some
times blinds people mentally to the 
faults of another for a time, then the 
blindess is removed and desire, love, 
honor and even respect passes away 
and are not in that presence again. A 
fat, healthy child is also used as a sym
bol of Cupid. His darts pierce the fish 
in the ocean, lake, river, yea, even the 
flies on the wall. Birds of the air, and 
the ancient gods ot Egyptians and 
Greeks were hypnotic subjects to the 
power of Cupid and his spirits.

The immensity of space was his 
home, but, like his mother, Venus, he 
specially loved the flowery thickets ot 
Cypress. Cupid was one of the early 
gods of the Pelasgians, since the wor
ship of him at Parion on the Hellespont 
was connected with the Pelasglc relig
ion of Samothrace, one of the gods. 
Cupid was a messenger ot the gods to 
mankind. Cupid had a host of aids who 
were a'ctive at many places at once.

The .history of the gods is an Inter
esting study and their history is as cor
rect and reliable as the histories ot 
saints and the mediums of our time, 
perhaps the histories ot the gods are 
more reliable because liars were not fa
vorites with most of the gods.

Boston, Mass. AURIN F. HILL.

SEND YHEM TO BED WITH A KISS.

O mothers, so weary, discouraged. 
Worn out witfi the cares of the day, 

You often grow cross and Impatient, 
Complain ot the noise.ahd the play ;

For the day brings so many vexations, 
" So many, things going amiss;

But, mothers, whatever may vex you, 
Send .the,children to bed with a kiss!

The deal- little feet wander often, 
Perhaps,-from the pathway of right;

The dear little hands find new mischief 
To try you from morning till night; ‘

But think of the desolate mothers .
Who’d give all the" world for your 

bliss,
And, as thanks for your infinite bless- 

■< Ings, " ■ . •
Send the children to bed with a klssl

For some day their noise will not vex
1 you, - • . ■ . ■ - ■ . -

The sileuco will hurt you far more;
You will long for the sweet children 

f voices, ■ • 1 - • ■
For a sweet, childish face at the door.

And to press a child’s face to your 
-bosom,. '

You’d give all th’e world fqr just this: 
For the comfort ’twill, bring you in sor

. row, , ■ ■
Send the children to bed with a kiss!

• —New Orleans Picayune.

of darkness makes manifest thelngs 
hitherto unseen, and then close again 
on the mysteries within,’’and I sincere
ly hope that thib iime'Mil come to Mr. 
McKinstry, but Kwill "quote a few in
stances where it came to ojhers, and it 
seems to me to jprovo,' the agency o£ 
spirits, according to his own standard: 
“The only convincing, proof that a 
given communication is. the work of a 
spirit must be found in'clear evidence 
that no human iij,telligpnce could have 
been equal ’to produce jit.” ■

M. LaHarpo, a'celebrated meniber ot 
tho French'Academy, spates Uiat at the 
beginning of tlie .Frenqh revolution o£ 
1788 M. Cazotte(and. a group of em
inent persons wprp invited to dine with 
a member of tho academy. "While they 
were at table ho turned to Condorcet 
and Informed him, that he would poison 
hlmsolf in prison}to egqape the execu
tioner; told Chamfort he would open 
his veins by twenty-two incisions of a 
razor, and yet would die only some 
months afterward; told Vicq d’Azyr 
that ho would cause his veins to bo 
opened six times in one day in an at-1

Information How They May Glv» Birth to Hippy, night, told Nicolai, Bailly, Malasherbes Healthy Children Absolutely with
and Rancher that they would perish on out Petn-Sent Frei.
the scaffold; told Duchess do Gram- jf0 woman neod any lonecr droad tho pains of 
mont that she anti the king of Franco1 ehiia-birth. or rcmnin ohitaicM. Dr, 3. 11. Dyo 
anil inAnv nfhorn In rank wnnfl’ lirt ■ hMiUovolofl hlfl Hfo torcMovinff tho fiorrtiwo of ana many otnors in jxiga ranK wou.il no . ^omOT< proved that all pain nt childbirth 
taken to the scaffold; and that he him*  wnv ba entirely banhhod. and ho will irlndlv toll

W WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD

mny t>o entirely banhhed. and ho will tjladly toll 
“tou how it may bo dono absolutely freo of churgoHolf Bhnnlfl hn nriikhtal A ll1 thin hp you how it may bo dono absolutely frea of cl • iy cruH^?a*.  / u x? w I Rond your name and address to Dr. J.H. Dy

signified would occur in less' than s x j 1 " -*•  -.... ........ ‘’O. I.M
¿owl« Block, Buffalo, N.T.. anti bo wllluonff you. 
jiontpalil. lun vrontlerntl book which lolls how. to 
trjvo birth to nappy, hoalthy children, tiosolutoly 
wtuiouipaiu; also, how to <suro sterility. Do not

and nildtllnear, Tho offerì 
ol catarrh is u tm Up an j 
clog the air paasugea with 
deposits, these In a short 
time stopping the action 
°' the vibratory bones. 
Deafness ensues, and me 
hearing cannot be restored
until these deposits are re
moved. It is impossible to 
reach the Inner ear by 
probing or spraying, and 
that Is the reason why the 
greatest aurlsts and phy
sicians find their skill bat- • 
fled. But science has dis

' covered a way to reach
these heretofore Inaccessth,. , —— “CTOHMore inaccessible portions Ot tbobeaâ. This discovery has 

attack, XXXTtie\*lowX U“BwbS

n inuerear, 80 that ihev im.
Respond to the slightest sound vibra byLa ÎÊlnag»Üü± Vf »"Si 

dish casing affliction; wo have known cas«< 
t0 be curod in three weeks

8 u 60 a certain snocitlo tor astLnri bionchitle, sore throat, weak lungs colds and 
üii“ck£id by IX“™ in

trial postpaid. Write 
five advfee tree, and 
Professor Wilson's i 
Disease, also sent Pre. 
London Electric Assoc 
nut Street, Kansas City, Mo.

M ON THE FACE 
LADIM8—Band for new Information how to remove 
It easily and otfectuully without chemical» or inatru- 
meats. Corrtspondence confidential in n|ttiu Healed 
envelope, Hundreds of teethnonlols.
MRS.M.N.PERRV, C 10 Dtawer 41?, Lonj Beach, California..

iJlaDaySursSSs WUi,...,., V : »UoluUly aura; «*•
«k. 3umworK ,ro*.  you »wk luthe locally where you live. Bend ua your addreat'aud w# will 
•JL'**, D 1 "• ‘»«•In««» fully, refoewber we tfuaruike a deer profit 
«t W for every der’e work,absolutely cure. Write et once
Bout tmvlcnuau co., iu,i I43,u«u»ii,in£

OrXoffee Cures, 
, all Eyo Hisaases at Homo 
SO^sa^e&Free

Dr. Coffee wanta to send his famous 80-page 11« 
Inst rated book on “ Eye Diseases" Freeto every 
reader of this paper, who is afflicted with Cataracts, 
Glaucoma. Granulated Lids, Eorc Eyes, Ulcers, Bears. 
Spots on Eye, Weak Eyes, Failing Vision or any kind 
of eye trouble. This book tells bow you can cure 
yourself and restore your sight perfect
ly. at your home, Very small 

j expense. Big free book tells bow to 
prevent blindness, gives rules of health, 
physical culture exercises, etc.

Dr. Coffee restored sight to Miss Lulu 
Tait, Emmouburg, Iowa, after six 
surgical operations left her blind, lie 
cured M. B. Puwlos, Jackson, Mich., 
after throe surgical operations wiidi! 
one eyo blind. Thousands of remark- 
ablo cures of all kinds of eyo diseases. 
Dr. Coffee’s professional opinion free 
to all who tell about their case. Write today—don't 

i wait to go blind. Address,
OR. VI. 0. COFFEE, B12 Good Block, Deo Moines, 1».

The above la the number ot the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at tho top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then tho time you have pal(l for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the numbe» 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
tke tag of your wrapper.

KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualistic and Occult 

News.
You can do It by reading each week 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo- 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena It contains each week, ia 
the marvel of the age. No one can af
ford to be without the paper. Its prlca 
Is within the reach ot all.

The Carpenter’s and Builder’s 
Standard Library.

By Fred T. Hodgson, Architect.

THE BIBLE AS REGARDED BY JOHN 
E. REMSBURG.

In this book there are Eleven Chap
ters on the Authenticity of the Bible; 
Thirteen on the Credibility of the Bible; 
Ten on the Morality of the Bible, with 
an Appendix of Unanswerable Argu
ments Against thr .Divine Origin and In 
favor of the Human Origin of the Bible. 
Twenty-six pages of index, enabling the 
reader to refer In an Instant to any au
thority quoted or argument used by the 
author. '

The tiles of the chapters In detail are 
Sacred Books of the World, The Chris’- 
tian Bible, Formation of the Canon, Dif
ferent Versions of the Bible, Author
ship and Ddtes, The Pentateuch, The 
Prophets, The Hagioegrapha, The Four 
Gospels; Acts, Catholic Epistles and 
Revelation; Pauline Epistles, Textual 
Errors, Two Cosmogonies of Genesis 
The’Patrlarchal Age, The Jewish Kings’ 
Inspired Numbers, When Did Jehosa-’ 
phat Die? Harmony,ot the Gospels, Paul 
and the Apostles, The Bible and His
tory, The Bible and Science, Prophe
cies, .Miracles, The Bible God, The 
Bible Not a Moral Guide, Lying, Cheat
ing, Stealing, Murder, War, Human 
Sacrifices, Cannibalism, Witchcraft, 
Slavery,; Polygamy, Adultery, Obscen
ity,'Intemperance, Vagrancy, Ignorance, 
Injustice to Women, Unkindness to 
Children, Cruelty to Animals, Tyranny, 
Intolerance, Conclusion, Appendix.

The book makes Some five Hundred 
pages, and Is printed handsomely on 
heavy paper, with wide.margins. .Price 
11.25. • .

. “Child Culture, . According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.” By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work for all 
who.have the care or training of chil
dren. Price 65 cents. ■

“Religious and Theological Work« of 
Thomas Paine,-' Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
ffages. Price $1. For solo at this offices 

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer." By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas oa the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, loading 
the mind onward Into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for tlie higher life, For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.

‘tWIl <

This series of now works on Molern Carpen- 
tery and Joinery are to-day the approved and 
most helpful sot ot practical builders' “educa
tors,* published. Price per sei oil veis-, cloth, 
«LOO; halt-leather, 56.00,

SliiC 
iö. AAl

The Young Engineer’s Guide

FARM WG1NES

This book 
treats upon 
how to run a 
farm engine. 
The young 
engineer’s 
guide. Fully 
illustrated.
A complete 
instructor.
This is the 
greatest of 
all works for 
the farmer. 
Price, cloth, 
$1.00.

By James H. Stevenson, and Otti
- er Expert Engineers.

Gan Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage, in thia book of C48 pages, discuss« 

es problems that have vexed intelligent minds 
’ probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those or tho religious life. He states a 
great number of well-authenticated Instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion is frank and fearless, and merits ths 
widest reading, for he-deals with facts and ex
periences. Price, cloth, 11.00.

The Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
Human Life, ‘

With Uliaractor Readings ot’Por- 
sons Born Upon the Cusp.

The principles found In this voluma are both 
a science ana a religion, tor a better .and a tar 
happier humanity. It points to tho planets as 
an index to tho human character and liability 
to diseases; also gives tho gems and colors suit
ed to temperaments evolved under',certain plan
ets. But tho author, ELEANOR KIRK, lays 
special stress upon tho fundamental principle, 
tha t “All maladies known to man can be entire
ly dominated, forever cost out, by those who 
realize UiaUmlnil Is tho.musteraud bodvtho 
serve ■ ■ ”ricc, cloth, 51.00.
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I GENERA SURVEY.,

THE SPIRITUALISTIC) FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 

DOINGS, ETC,, THE WORLD OVER,

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contrlbuWt 
Is ulone responsible for any assertton 
or statements bo may make. The ea:?” 
allows this freedom of expression, no
Hoving that the cause of truth can 1» 
best subserved thereby. Many 
sentiments uttered in an article may 
diametrically opposed to bls 
that is no reason why they “J10“.*®  rtv 
suppressed; yet wo wish it dlstrn J 
understood that our space is “ 
quate to publish everything that . 
to hand, however much we might u 
to do so. That-must account tor 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY .-We would 
to impress upon the minds of our 
spondents that The Progressive 
is set up on a Linotype mut
must make speed equal to aoouv 
compositors. That means rapid 
and it is essential that all c°Pj;hM. re. 
sure insertion in the paper, all ot > 
qulrements being favorable, sho 
Written plainly with ink ■on on 
paper, or with a typewriter, and o y 
one side of the paper. for

ITEMS.-Bear in mind that. items 
‘ the General Survey will in all cas 

adjusted to the space we win
py, and in order to do that t* or 
generally have to be abridged ® . be 
less; otherwise many items wo 
crowded out. Sometimes a tbl y 
Hem Is cut down to ten lines, a 
Iinos to two Unes, as occasion muy
quire.

Tako due notice, that all 
this page must be accompanied oy 
full name aud address ot the wn»«. 
will not do to say that Secretary ®r . .
respondent writes so and so, "W . 
giving the full name and address 
writer. The Items of those 'sy110 st 
comply with this request will b

for 
the

?•

i!

i

1 ■

l»;0<

Ili».

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter. .

Take due notice that Items for this 
page in order to Insure insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket. ’

in that way to reach a larger number of 
people. During the months of Febru
ary aud Màrcli I shall ’ fill an engage
ment with the First Spiritualist Church 
of Elmira,'N. Y. I shall be pleased to 
hear from camp associations desiring 
to employ speaker ion the first four 
Sundays of July. Home address, 29. 
Public Square, Lima, Ohio.”

D. D. Wait writes from Vermont: "1 
enclose a clipping from Boston Post of 
Dec. 21, which speaks volumes in show
ing the trend of Catholicism in Amer
ica. The writer forgets to-mention-that 
Catholics murdered three of our presi
dents. He doesn't stop to contrast 
Catholic Spain, the Philippines, and all 
other countries where Catholicism is 
the predominant religion, with the 
United States. Even here we are lit
tle aware of the controlling influence in 
church and state. The shrewd politi
cian counts his defeat as sure If he 
sounds a note ot alarm against this hy
dra-headed monster, posing as man’s 
only means of obtaining God’s favor. 
The press, with a few honorable excep
tions, are silent, for fear of losing pat
ronage, and so the work of tightening 
the reins is allowed to go on while we 
allow ourselves to sleep on in fancied 
security. What prophet can foretell 
the time or picture the horrors of the 
conflict when Catholicism shall venture

into the waste basket.
Keep copies of your poems »ent “ 

this office, for they will not be return 
If we have pot space to uso them.

Maggie Waite writes: “Sunday, De- 
eeniuci 28, the Metropolitan Spiritualist 
Society held a very Interesting meeting. 
Dr.- McWilliams lectured, followed by a 
short talk Dy-Mrs Effie Moss; both 
sneakers were listened to with tne 
closest attention, followed by 
bv the pastor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Jan. 
10, Dr. McWilliams lectures for th s so- 
ctety again. Jan. 17, a testimonial w 11 
be tendered Wm. C. Ralston, the main 
guide of Mrs. Maggie Waite, it being 
the sixteenth anniversary of hei mcdl 
umship and public work. Beside the 
i"guiar service on that occasion a mu- 
steal and llterarv entertainment will be 
given on the 28th. Dr. L. Freedman 
sang a solo and was given at its close 
In applause that showed the pleasure 
of the audience in listening to his tine 
baritone.”

Charles Barnes, the excellent trum
pet medium, has been at Bushton, 111., 
holding seances. J. V Thompson a- 
prominent Spiritualist, writes 
favorably of the good work Mr. Barnes 
is doing The tests he gave were ex
cellent, and the answers to Questions 
by the spirits were to the point and 
very suggestive. • __

Miss Mattie Woodbury writes from 
n«v Citv Mich.: "I have closed my 
work here for the present, and 
people so kind that I regret to leave 

' them. Mail addressed to me at Bath, 
Mich., will reach me the first week of 
January. I will go anywhere in the 
state to work, on reasonable terms.

Dr Conger, the eminent author and 
physician, writes: "The Progressive 
Thinker grows better every issue. Ihe 
Dec. 2G number is full ot choice ar-

single failure baa been known; not a 
single investigator has cried fraud, but 
to tlie contrary aud from a pecuniary 
standpoint he has succeeded. .

This medium calls on his guides to, in 
silence, give a careful reading as soon, 
as the one want ing a sitting approaches, 
and when they discover that the pur
poses are fraudulent aud dishonest, 
that they are surrounded by a band ot 
undeveloped anil lying spirits, they 
drop a curtain between tlie sitter and 
him, and under no circumstances does 
ho sit for them, but’ does not say he 
cannot, but will not, and then gives ad
vice and directions for preparing them
selves for a message from that summer
land where we can all obtain spiritual 
knowledge and learn the laws of higher 
living and grander truths.

It did not tpke long to develop this 
phase, and let us all pull for a cleaner 
field for the mediums to labor in, and 
not denounce them for what they are 
not to blame. When a medium is en
tranced and under control of his 
guides, and they, like the medium, anx
ious to give the sitter a message, give 
way to the band of spirits the sitter 
brings with him, and bis purpose being 
fraud, what else could be expected.

Let all join hands in demanding hon
est Bitters, and support the mediums in 
every way until they have developed 
this safeguard, and onward will be the 
march to progressive Spiritualism, en
couraged mortals and greater happi
ness among all.

El Paso, Tex. W. H. SANDERS.

FROM THE N. S- A. HOME OFFICE.
The holiday season may have had 

much to do with the dearth of news at 
these beadquarters, as nothing of con
sequence .to the public has of late trans
pired; of course the usual routine of of
fice busliiess has gone on, and our mis
sionaries have kept themselves busy, 
but we have nothing further to chron
icle at the'present time. ;

The contributions to our MeiilutoB’ 
Relief Fund have been very spiull, and 
it looks'as if the fund will bo largely 
depleted ere many months unless fur
ther additions aro made to it, The 
number of mediums formerly reported

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO-' 
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR#-WAY TO THE 
WASTEBASKET,

How a Woman Paid Her DcbtSi
I am out of debt, thunks to tho Dlsh-washoJ 

business. In the past three months I huvs 
made WO,000 selling Dish-washer. I nover saw 
uuvlhing sell uo easily. Every family needs a 
Dish-washer and will buy ono w hen shown how 
bba,utifuBy It will wush uud dry the fuiDliy dibit* 1 
©s in two minute*.  I eell from my own house. 
Each Dish-washer sold brings me many order*.  
The dishea are washed without welting the 
hand«. That is why ladles want the Dlnh-wasli- 
er. I give my experience lor the benefit of any 
one who may wish to make money easy. I 
buy my Dish-washers from the Mound City. 
Dlali-washer Co.. St. Louis. Mo. Write them' - 
or particulars. They wiU start you-iu businesa 
in your own home. L. A. C.

TAKE NOTICE.
All books advertised in tbe columns 

of The Progressive Thinker aro for 
sale at this office. Bear this in mind.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.
----------- -------------------------------------- 
oral strangers recently attending same 
received some remarkable tests. Mr. 
Barnes leaves the city January 10, to 
fill an engagement at Warsaw, Ind.

Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: “Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne will lecture for the Hyde Park 
Occult Society, on January 10. Regm 
lar Sunday evening service at 7:45'' 
sharp, at 323 'East 55th street. Every
one knows what the Doctor can give, 
and it is just what we all need. Come 
and hear him."

Harry J. Moore lectured last Sunday 
at Hayesville, Iowa. Next Sunday he 
lectures at Oskaloosa.

M. C. Matthews writes from Pitts
burg, Pa.: “It is just two months since 
we dedicated our church. Rev. B. F. 
Austin, of Canada, officiated during the 
month of November. His lectures were 
interesting and instructive to a degree 
that made us stronger in our stand for 
tlie philosophy and phenomena of Spir
itualism. So well did Brother Austin 
do his work that he gained the hearts 
of the people, leading .many to wish 
that he could remain as settled pastor.

to measure arms with Liberalism. 1 
have' confidence in the powers of the 
spirit world, aided by the sturdy blows 
dealt by The Progressive Thinker, that 
they will not venture the rash experi
ment of foisting upon the people a re
ligion whose course can be traced all 
the way down the ages by rivers of 
blood and persecution too revolting to 
repeat.”

At the Mormon Tabernacle, Salt 
Lake City, Utah, Elder Walker A. Wal
lace, who has just returned from a mis
sion to Germany, said there was not 
much to tell of his work because he had 
been compelled to leave when just at 
the point of beginning his labors. A year 
ago there were 100 elders in Prussia 
alone; now there are less than half that 
number. The police, incited by the 
ministers, said Elder Wallace, are al
ways after tlie Mormon missionaries. 
Elder Ephraim Jensen preached upon 
tlie necessity for pure hearts and clean 
thoughts. The Holy Ghost, he said, 
would not remain with a man or woman 
who was not pure in heart. "We need 
to pay more attention to the mind In
stead of paying so much attention to 
the body," he said. "It is easier to for
sake wrong conduct than it is to control 
the.mind.” The speaker related an "ex
perience” or vision which had come to 
him. He said he stood In spirit at a 
street corner and saw the people ad
dicted to various kinds of sin surround
ed by swarms of evil spirits. It was re
vealed to him that these spirits of in
temperance and lust were attracted by 
the thoughts of those to whom they at
tached themselves and, in turn, Incited 
their subjects to the commission of 
evil deeds.

H. E. Martin writes: "Conferences 
are doing a good work in Grand Rapids, 
Mich.; they furnish opportunity for 
young speakers to develop their worth 
and abilities. Feeling the need and 
value of conferences, Mrs. Emma Gibbs

The well-known medium, Mrs, isa 
Wilson Kaynor, writes from Grand 
Junction. Colo., under date of Dec 24. 
"I expect to leave herelfor lexas Mon
day, to work for the Texas State Asso
ciation, commencing at Bowie. I leave 
many friends here, and all expect me 
back in the spring. It seems wrong 
that Colorado does not form a state as
sociation under the N. S. A. Many 
small towns want help to organize, yet 
mediums and lecturers hold back.

Dr. J. H. Randall writes: “The Gold
en Rule Chinch is planning to have reg
ular Sunday afternoon services, and to 
give any honest mediums a chance who 
may attend its meetings, for part of the 
time 1 have been formally elected its 
pastor but will continue my work for 
tho North Side Sunday evenings at 1546 
Milwaukee avenue.” -

U A Herrick is serving the Grand 
Rapids (Mich.) society for January, 
and will answer calls for funerals with
in reasonable distance. .

B F Wallingford writes: It is with 
pleasure I send for the renewal of my 
subscription to -The Progressive Think
er It comes like the morning dawn 
after a stormy night of darkness. May 
the good work go on until every one 
may know the truth." _ _

Emily N. Oakden writes: I am so 
glad to be able to renew my subscrip
tion again. I can hardly wait for the 
time to come for the next paper. That 
is such a beautiful poem, 'My Mother 
Over There.’ It is worth the price of

SPIRIT THOMÄS PAINE.
To the EditorLG—At’ifiie conclusion ot 

your article on ithe "Materialization of 
Thomas Patne.’uui the. tissue of Dec. 5,. 
yoii said you would wait with anxiety ., 
my further.. reppyt. TJie appointment, 
for a second anppuraaçe had to be de
ferred at my request ...It was renewed 
at the seance on,pec. .7, when 1 received 
a written message. saying:-- “Thos, 
Paine will git o > his address Friday 
night.” Iresently thuo cime another

Brother F. Corden White was with us, 
assisting in the work with Brother Aus
tin during November. He gave satis
factory evidence of the continuity of 
life to many people. His services in 
November were donated as his sub
scription to help pay for our church. 
For December he was engaged as our 
test medium, giving messages which 
were recognized and afforded consola
tion to all who received them. The 
speakers for the month of December 
were Mrs. C. L. Stevens and Richard F. 
Tischer, alternating in the Sunday 
services. Mrs. Stevens, wife of our 
worthy president, evidences a high or
der of spiritual unfoldment. Her lec
tures are along the line of constructive 
Spiritualism. Mr. R. F. Tischer also 
has given his time and talent freely in 
the Interest of our. church. Brother
Tischer Is an earnest worker in the 
cause of Spiritualism. He has been a 
grand help to our society here. He is 
young, and from present appearances 
the future has something good and 
bright for him. It is with a degree of 
sorrow we have to inform you that we 
have had two of our old and earnest 
workers pass into the spirit world. Bro. 
John H. Knight, ex-secretary of our 
society, passed out from exhaustion on 
Dec. 14, 1903. May his soul enjoy that 
peace and happiness in his spirit home 
that it anticipated and prepared for in 
this sphere of life, is our earnest wish. 
Mrs. Belle Gorden passed to the spirit 
world, Dec. 22, 1903. She was a mem
ber of the board, also of the Ladies’ Aid 
Society of our church. For January, 
1904, we will have the pleasure of lis
tening to the truth as it may be given 
from one of the giant minds in our line 
of science and philosophy. Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood will be with us and no doubt 
will sweep away some ot the cobwebs 
of the superstition of the past, and give 
us something for our foundation of 
knowledge and belief, nothing less than

organized conference meetings in 
Page’s hall over a year ago. The socie
ty has grown so that its meetings are 
large and interesting. Many local tal
ent take part. Miss Gibbs is already a 
good speaker. She has organized a La
dies!- Aid Society, called the Willing 
Workers. The meetings give mediums 
opportunities to practice and develop 
for public work. Miss Gibbs' pleasant 
and sociable manners have a great 
bearing in bringing strangers into her 
society, thus enlarging her spiritual 
work. If more were like her, there 
would be more harmony in the Spirit
ualists’ ranks."

J. M. White writes from Kansas City,
Mo. "The materiaizing seances now

message as follows:
. “I will report Paine Friday night. W. 

,B. Lord.” . . . .. ..
Mr. Lord and I worked together as 

stenographers for many years, in both 
houses of Congress, and as partners iin 
New York City. Our, sign in Nassau 
street was ''Burr and Lord, Shorthand 
Writers.”, Mr. Lord died in December, 
1884. ' . . .' „

At the close of the next seance, Dec. 
9, I asked George Christy, the spirit 
guide, how Mr. Lord was to perform the 
task of reporting Paine. I had expected 
to do it myself He said: “He will do 
it in tlie cabinet—will write it out in 
longhand for The Progressive Thinker.”

At the seance on Friday, Dec. 11, I 
was selected by George Christy to sit 
beside Mr. Keeler in front of the cab
inet for materialization and spirit 
voices. Presently Paine's face and 
form appeared. It was. the same as be
fore, about 5 feet 9 inches in height. He 
had a ruffled or fluffy shirt bosom, and 
those who came up close described the 
face as resembling his portrait painted 
by Romney and engraved by Sharp. The 
nose was prominent and aquiline,. tho 
chin protuberant, the forehead high and 
the hair wavy, Unfortunately I could 
not see it well, as the face was above 
and back of my head; nor evep at close 
view would I be able to make out the 
distinct features with my failing eye
sight in the dim light. . _____

Paine could utter but a few words 
while visible, but he said he would 
presently speak through the trumpet, 

! and in a few moments he did so. It 
was the same deep-toned voice as be
fore, and he spoke slowly, with frequent 
pauses, at a rate ot not more than sixty 
words a minute. Speaking through a

are still annually pensioned; we have 
given temporary aid to several, one 
case being that of a worthy, veteran 
medium, now of New Jersey, who will 
receive a monthly payment during the 
winter; after that, she hopes to be able 
to live without such aid. Before these 
lines reach the eyes of your readers 1 
think Mrs. Gep. F. Perkins, now of Cal
ifornia, the worthy and sorely tried vet
eran medium, whose health is of the 
very worst, will be placed upon our per
manent pay roll, as long as the funds 
hold out. Is not this a glorious work? 
We trust that some of our good Spirit
ualists who have not before contrib
uted to the fund, will emulate the ex
ample of a good brother in Arizona, 
and donate one dollar a month to the 
mediums’ fund.

The Spiritual cause is not dying; we 
are hearing of its good work in many 
places; Indiana seems to be taking a 
new start, some new societies in that 
state are rising from the ashes of oth
ers, energy and zeal are displayed in 
tlie revival; steps are being taken for 
the formation of a state association in 
that district.

I have here to correct a mistake re
cently published by some of our papers.

I A few weeks ago a secular paper In
this city published a statement that a 

| Spiritualist Temple is soon to be erect
i ed in Washington, D. C., at the cost of 

one hundred thousand dollars; that the 
designs had been shown and so forth; 
such designs as the paper mentioned, 
were drawn up some years ago, but

trumpet makes articulation indistinct. 
Neither Mr. Keeler nor I could catch 
eVery word. _________ _________

A large paper tablet had been placed 
on the little table in the cabinet on 
which the spirit of Mr. Lord was to 
write out the words spoken. After the 
speech was ended other voices came 
and told us that a written report had 
been made. George Christy sain: 
"There was a fellow Jjere writing a re
port for Mr. Burr.” *

Just at the close of the seance a 
hand came over holding the folded 
leaves of the report for me to take. 1 
failed to grasp the papers and they fell 
to the floor. The light was turned on 
and Mr. Keim read aloud the writing. 
So far as Mr. Keeler and I could re
member It was a verbatim report of 
the words spoken by the spirit of 
Thomas Paine. The handwriting Is 
graceful, and reads as follows:

1 "Good evening, fellow citizens. I am 
! Thomas Paine—passed to spirit life in 
i New York, 1809. I am glad to come 
! here and, by my own words, refute tho 
1 charges that I changed my views on 
I religion. , . .
I “It is in very bad form for any per-

the great Omnipotent Order of Nature 
in all its corelated energies and format 
tive principles. The Ladles’ Aid Socle- , -- -
ty will give an afternoon lunch and son or set of persons to malign anyone 
oyster supper on New Year’s eve. We ( while living, but I find no wm-ds in tl 
will also hold watch night services the ■ human language( adequate to excess 

— - .......... .. . my contempt for the body of Christians
' who have kept alive to this day the He 
' against a friend and brother whom they 

consigned to oblivion in the grave and 
the fires of torture nearly 100 years

same evening. We do not think there 
will be any one present with a long, 
sober face, hunting for something to 
which he can make resolutions that 
cannot be kept. We will have bright, 
happy and joyous faces here to greet 
our friends when they come. Our La
dles’ Aid is a great help to our societyj

being given bv Mr. W. W. Aber at his 
home at 3422 East Tenth street, are at
tracting a great deal of attention. All 
that come recognize their departed 
ones, and many hearts are being made 
glad by the work being done by his 
guides. The intellectual circles are 
very strong in scientific demonstrations 
and especially in form demonstrations. 
At one of the seances for intellectual 
work not long ago, Col. R. G. Ingersoll, 
Gen. U. S. Grant and the late President 
McKinley manifested. Those who came 
to scoff have been completely over
come with the results they have re
ceived. One lady not long ago came to 
make fun, but when she was called to 
the cabinet and her loved ones from 
spirit life met her, she broke complete
ly down, and from mocking she was 
moved to tears. A personal friend of

not only financially but socially. Un- ‘ 
der the present management, Mrs Ahl I 
as president, and Mrs. M. A. Matthews 
as treasurer, and a- number of lady I 
members equally willing and earnest to . 
help with the work, will make the so-a 
cial entertainments a success. Mother , 
Irwinis still with us, although not serv-'! 
Ing us in caring for the building, the 
work being too much for her present 
health. She is faithful in her attend
ance at the meetings, helping as much 
as she can.” -
, Speaking of The Great Psychological 
Crime, Frank T. Ripley says: "I do not 
believe that when a medium is honest

Y

nothing whatever has been done, or is 
being done at present concerning tlie 
affair. We do not know from whom 
tlie papers got the unwarranted state
ment. __ ................ _ _

One of the prominent officers and 
members of the Theo Society, of this 
city, an.auxlliary of the N. S. A., Isaac 
Sharpe, has just passed away; he was 
formerly governor of Kansas, a tree-soil 
advocate, an anti-slavery defender, and 
an all-round reformer, also a lawyer ot 
marked ability. At the last convention 
of this association, Ex-Governor Sharpe 
appeared, though very ill at the time, 
to represent our cause, and to speak on 
an Important question that agitated tlie 
assembly; his words were able and 
awakened much sympathy for the cause 
he espoused. Such workers are missed 
when they drop from the ranks, though 
we know they are not idle.

In regard to the last convention wo 
wish to state that Mme. Florence Mon
tague was duly elected a delegate by 
the California State Association, and 
that her credentials were forwarded to 
us, but as the lady could not be present 
an alternate was seated; a telegram 
from Mme. Montague, expressing 
greetings and good will was received at 
one of the evening entertainments and 
read to a large audience by President 
Barrett, as it came too late for the day 
session, there being three hours’ dif
ference in time between Washington 
and San Francisco, tlie telegram was 
probably not included In the notes of 
the convention made by the reporters 
of the spiritual papers. This explana
tion seems to be due the lady.

With cordial greetings, and a “Happy 
New Year” to all,

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

PASSED TO SPIRlt LIFE.
From his earth-home in Canaan, Me., 

Dec. 24, 1903, Levi W. Bragg, aged 
about sixty-six years, passed to Spirit 
Life. Mr. Bragg had been in poor health 
for about one year prior to his transi
tion, yet his departure came unexpect
edly at the last, as he had seemed some 
better for a few days previous. Sudden
ly, and without warning, the Angel of 
Lfe called him, and be reached out Ills 
hands to clasp those of the dear ones 
gone before, then entered into the lite 
of the soul. Seated in his easy chair, 
conversing pleasantly with tlie mem
bers of his home circle, neither he nor 
they knew tbe nearness of the change. 
The call was quickly given, and as 
quickly heeded.

Mr. Bragg has been a life-long resi
dent of Canaan and was well known to 
all ot his fellow citizens. His was a 
kindly heart, full of sympathy for those 
whom he loved and generous to a fault 
In hiH efforts to do for them. He pos
sessed a sunny, hopeful nature, and al
ways felt that "something better was 
coming to-morrow. For him, that 
"something better” has. indeed come. 
His Christmas festival was celebrated 
with his loved ones In the higher life, 
where none of tlie weaknesses of the 
body, no physical suffering and no more 
pain could fetter liim. He strived to live 
and do the right, as lie saw it. and ful
filled life’s purposes as best he knew,

He had no doubts as to the future. 
The,religion ot Spiritualism had long 
been his solace, and upon It be relied 
implicitly. lie lias been a reader ol 
the Banner of Light and Progressive 
Thinker for many years, and was a fre
quent visitor at Etna and Madison 
camp meetings in Maine. He is sur
vived by his wife, a son, a daughter and 
grand-daughter, who have the deepest 
sympathy ot all in this great sorrow. 
The funeral services were held at'his 
late residence In Canaan. Sunday, Dec. 
27, and were conducted by the writer, 
at the request of the deceased brother, 
made some months ago, when everyone, 
save the sick man himself, thought lie 
would surely recover. Peace to the 
memory of the good man gone, and may 
loving angels cheer and bless Ills sor
rowing family on earth.

HARRISON B. BARRETT.
PASSED TO'SPJRIT LIFE.

FRAUDULENT MEDIUMS.,
aE'T passed to that great beyond with- Reason Why They Are So Styled, and 
out knowledge, but in the nope that I the Remedy,
would find an immortal world, and a —------
God of peace in place of the revengeful Ever since the rappings were first 
spirit the Christian world had ordained i10ar(i at Hydesville, to the prepent day, 
to reign in the realms of glory. I find a majority of our,mediums have been 
a life continued, but that it is everlast- denounced as frauds by the churches, 
ing I ¿annot even now say. And the the iajty and by Spiritualists as well, 
same eternal God that reigned in all what seems remarkable, no medium 
nature about us on earth reigns su- ila8 escaped the charge. One investl- 
preme in this supernal world.” gator goes out into tbe world glad to

WM. HENRY BURR. say that So-and-So is an honest medi
-------—- ■ — — ---------- um, and gave perfect satisfaction; an

, „ . „-------- „I u other investigator goes out and de-
Splrituallsm In Grand Rapids, Mich. nounces this same medium as a fraud,

THE FSYCHOGRflPH
DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Tbls toatrumeot b eubaUnUally tbe came ea that 
employed by Prof. Hare In bit early lavtulgailuoa. 
In It» Improved form It bu been before Ue public for 
more than aoren yeara, aud In tbe handeof tbouianda 
of peraona baa proved ita superiority over tbe Plan- 
cbette, and all other inatruuieuia which have been 
brought out In imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correcUteaa of tbe communlcatlona received by 
Ua aid. and aa a means or developing inedlumablp.

Do you toish to invMtigatc Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

Tbe Paycbograpb la an Invaluable aadatant, A 
pamphlet with full directions for tbe »

Formation of Circles aud Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every Inalrutnenl. Many who were cbt aware of 
their mediumlatlc gift, have, after a few 'ktluga, 
boon able to receive dellgktful ueeaagea a volume 
might be filled with eommeudatory ivitera. Many 
who began with It m an amuaing toy, found that the 
Intelligence oontrolllag it knew more than them*  
lulvea, and became converts to Bplrltualiam.

Oapt D, B. Edwarda, Orient, H. Y.. writes; “! bad 
eotnmuala&Uona (by the Paycbograpb) from many 
other frionda, oven from old leltlera wboae grata- 
ttvuea are moaa*grown  lu tbe old yard. T hey have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to mo that 8pir*  
Itualiam tf ladced true, end tbe communlcallonB btive 
riven my heart the greatest comfort tn tbe severest 
■OMJ bare had daughter, and their mother."

Dt' Crowell, wboae writings have wede his 
name famttlar Co those Intorestod In psychic matters, 
aritBsasjeflltrjvi; "I am much pleased with th« Pay*  
nuograph. Jti> very simple In principle and construe-

Jamxuru must be far more sensitive toaplr- 
। ItUfll poypr.Ujka tho one pow In uae. I believe II will 
KeneraUy aypferyedv cho letter when Its superior 
amnta bocopjc ftowp.,r

Soeurety packed, and fient postage Pafront 
ft® manufaoturer, for $1.00. Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Helgbta, Ohio.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS
AND

Other Offerings.
BY

JEMMA KOOD TUTTLE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free; AU in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen, cents per line. About seven 
'words constitute one lino 1

the paper to me.”
Dr. H. E. Ballard, president of the 

Universal Occult Society, writes: “The 
Universal Occult Society, presided over 
by the Hon. R. Gilray, Is still holding its 
meetings Sunday evenings at the par
lors of Mrs. Grace Aitken, 253 Thirty- 
first street, near Michigan avenue. The 
lyceum under the leadership of Mr. 
Clarence Caldwell, is making decided 
progress, not only in number of chil
dren, but in developing their young 
brains through calisthenics, thereby 
building living monuments to herald 
the great and everlasting truths of our 
beautiful philosophy. The trustees of 
the society are still on the hunt tor a 
permanent place of meeting, and as 
aoon as such is obtained we shall put 
ourselves in shape to meet the de
mands of the seekers after truth. Bro. 
Gilray, with his beautiful thoughts, is 
always most interesting. Sunday even- 
Dec. 20, Brother Gustafson made clear 
the law’of psychometry. Last evening, 
Brother Marsh took up the suggested 
subject, Universal Life, and handled it 
in a masterly manner. The psychic, 
reading from articles sent in following 
tho Sunday lectures, by Mrs. Grace Ait
ken are worth many miles of travel to 

‘ listen to. The socials given by the La
dies’ Auxiliary every other Saturday in 

‘ Mrfl Aitken’s parlors, are distinguished 
bv many Intellectual treats, aside from 
the sociability the good things we have 
to cat promotes.” • „,

: Oscar A. Edgerly, the well-known
■• trance speaker writes: “During the 

; months Of December and January L am 
< sorviiiR the First Temple. Spiritualist

boclety of Newport, Ky. 1 find the so- 
• clety 'composed of a very earnest band 

of workers, who are doing much for our’ 
cause in. title vicinity. After tho first 

‘ of January the society has arranged to
Fave me speak Sunday afternoon» in 
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Sunday evenings 
et tlie Temple hero in Newport, hoping

the writer, who was last heard from en 
route to Siberia as a missionary some 
ten years ago, materialized here and 
dictated a message to be sent to his 
mother near Fort Scott, Kansas.”

John Beyer writes from Sterling, 
Kansas: "You must not think us dead 
or asleep because we have not written 
ftr so long. Our society Is prospering 
nicely. We have some very good home 
talent developing rapidly, and at the 
same time we had with us in Novem
ber, Mrs. Bartel, and her work gave 
very good satisfaction. We also had 
Mrs. Bledso and Mrs. Wagner and their 
work is always appreciated. We had 
-last week Rev. C. H. Cook with his ’ster
eopticon views, , which was well re-z 
celved. He added to his selection ot 
spirit pictures four from this place, two 
from Dr. Wm. Scheth, and two of ours 
which were obtained one year ago by 
the Bangs Sisters. I wish to state that 
Rev. C. H. Cook is a very conscientious 
man, and, would not show any pictures 
purporting to be spirit pictures unless 
he chn have the'legal documents with 
him, stating how they were obtained, 
and acknowledged before a notary pub-

and true, that a spirit can make them 
do wrong, or injure them in any way. 
To those who desire good, goodness can 
only come. Always pray to the higher 
intelligences, and all honest mediums 
will be protected.”

G. Hamilton Brooks writes: “Dr. Ju
liet H. Severance, who has the courage 
of her convictions, and a creator of pub
lic opinion, will lecture for the Engle
wood Spiritual Union, at Hopkins’ Hall, 
528 West 63rd street, Sunday evening, 
January 10. Her subject will interest 
the many readers of The Progressive 
Thinker—'Is Mediumship a Psycholog
ical Crime?’ ' We bespeak for Dr. Sev- 
etance a crowded temple. This is an 
opportunity to hear a talented speaker, 
who has had years of experience,- and 
has the knowledge that many are seek
ing.”

Georgia Gladys Cooley writes from 
Denver, Colo.: "Though in the lapd of 
sunshine, and breathing the purest 
mountain air, my thoughts at this mo
ment turn toward my friends in colder 
climes, especially the dear old Pro
gressive Thinker, which, in spite ■ of 
blizzards and wrecks, is now in my 
hand. After a busy day it is indeed a 
pleasure to read this dear friend, and 
see what other workers and loved^ones 
are doing. I fancy I see the happy 
faces and outstretched hands of the 
good sisters and brothers at the various 
bazaars, and am happy to read of such 
glowing accounts of the same as report
ed in the General Survey column. A 
happy and prosperous New Year to one 
and all, and a long, long life to the dear 
old Progressive Thinker.” .

Ue-”.....................................................Now is the time to aweken interest in 
your members who have become care
less, and to add new ones to your so
ciety. Dr. J. 0. M. Hewitt, 533 West 
Madison street, Chicago, is one of our 
ablest speakers, and can be recom
mended to any society that needs his 
services. The Doctor has served as 
pastor of the Church of the Spirit Com
munion for the past two years, and his 
lectures have always been 'well re
ceived. If yóu are-in need of a good 
lecturer, write for terms at the above 
address. _ ................. ,

Charles J. Barnes, tlie well-knowi 
trumpet and physical medium, is now 
visiting his sister, Mrs. Hamilton Gill, 
at her residence, 522 West Monroe 
street. While in the city Mr. Barnes 
will assist Mrs. Gill in her usual Sun
day and Thursday night meetings. 
These circles are especially interesting 
to skeptics and’ investigators, as sev-

BUFFALO MASS-MEETING.
The-officers of the New York State 

Association of Spiritualists have ar
ranged for the holding of a state mass
meeting at Spiritual Temple, . corner 
Jersey and Prospect streets, in the city 
of Buffalo, on the 1th, 16th and. 17th of 
January. •

Speakers and mediums engaged are 
F. Corden Whitef the well-known test 
medium of Lily Dale; Rev; B. F. Aus
tin, Editor W. H. Bach, Lyman C. 
Howe, Tillie U. Reynolds, H. W. Rich
ardson and others. .■

All Buffalo societies are Invited to 
join in this meeting and many leading 
Spiritualists from nearby towns arc ex
pected to be present and participate. A 
good musical program will be provided 
and a grand meeting is expected.

H. W. RICHARDSON, Pres.

“Dlspovery of a Lost Traili" By Chas. 
B..Nowcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
BUggostlvenesn. Cloth, JI.50. For sale 
at this oilice.

A real live conference meeting in the I anq exposes him in the papers, 
northern suburbs of the city is one of it goes without saying that every ef- 
the attractions for the thinking .people fort hag been made by our leading our- 
and Spiritualists ot Grand Rapids. It nals, speakers and representative lead- 
is over one year of age; was organized ers, to stamp out the unreliable ele- 
and is conducted by my father and my- ment in-the manifestations, but thus 
self, but owes its thriving existence to far in vain. The nefarious work pros- 
the demands of the people for truth and I pers, and the frauds are multiplying, 
progress, and-to our staunch and loyal and M this state of affairs should con
friends this side of the veil and beyond. I flnue a few years longer we may as 
To the latter it owes its organization, well give up the cause and conclude 
Our plaiform Is broad. Topics of the there are no reliable mediums none 
times are discussed. We cross swords worthy the support ot the best element 
in friendly combat, and grow wiser in of the people, though at the_same time 
the fray. We differ, but harmony and admitting tne truth of intercommunion 
eagerness for truth prevails. Our spir- between the two worlds. ... 
itual avoirdupois is weighed and meas- The reason why they seem fraudulent 
ured, and like the farmer who turns his I is because they give readings to fraud
peaches from one basket to another ulent people—people who are liars and 
that they may thereby fill the measure, I seeking dishonesty for selfish> aggran. 
so our spiritual baskets grow full by disement. Let them forever refuse toft 4there, 
the rewelghing and measuring of our sit for such people, and in a. very short 
spiritual status. I time confidence will be restored in all

Another feast, spread In a little di- who are honestly and truly devoting 
ferent fashion, but none the less effect- I their forces for the enlightenment of 
ual, is placed beford downtown audi- the people of earth. Md be recognized 
ences at Lincoln Hall, by the Grand as little lower than the angel friends in 
Rapids Spiritualist Association. Dur- the spirit world.
Ing the months of October and Novem- I T|,e Remedy,
ber, Mrs. Cora A. Morrell, of whom the „„„„„ „„„hpo for a sitting
public Is sure to know more, dispensed wl?en aJu ” a psychometric 
the truths of the spiritual philosophy In I let the before a reading
a masterly way. Her lectures sparkled [reading^^of ttmt ® afa^
with o’attir whoss lustre will not errow 1^® undsrtfiKcn. By cuitiva g 
dim 11 a day, but will live in our lives, I ulty, and having a little patirace they 
and shed their radiance into the world, will soon ^®®°HPhtiachannel will be

She is follow^ for the months of De- tion, and the right channel will oe 
cember and Januaryt by our good foyn<[ *n yhl?hJ?0..,, „„ the caae s0 
brother Mr. D. A. Herrick, who is too I tained Instead of a lie as in ^e casew 
well known by the Spiritualistic public often now. Let s h 00 c®®rth(3 
to need an introduction or comments ^lu®.,iavt0SrtJB^d ietrn their purposes 
from my pen. jgowe¥er he is striving nve8^at°re,learn twir gurposes 
to unfurl the banner.j.-pf Spiritualism In tfNch 1 will enable
before the world, drawing the lives of after information w win u
his hearers upwwd-clen to the hill- 
tOOur Mrs. Coffman Ts at present so
journing in Grand Rapids, but is soon I sR for them, s d th J 
believe, to leave ,us,, and again take up I mndiy worn an & mesBage from 
the spiritual mallet tp proclaim her BDirit world This course will have ti-uth to the world. Sunshine goes w th tne spirit worm peop)Q
her, and so our;,supplyidiminishes with MreatJnfluen e. it w 
her’ departure._.iiyithfigreeUngs of the to learn
season to-The Progressive Thinker and ^1U help them to get in touch
its.friends. ..i * IEMMA GIBBS. I higher principle of life, draw toGrand RapidmnMlche SemselveiT band of spirits' who are

• -----"■“*»*• ’ liars and frauds. No matter about
Women Can Save tho World. ¿¡oney ^hlch tlie medium missed

In a remarkable sermon Dr. Samuel and ‘perhaps ¿needed, better starve the
Ringgold, the aged pastor of St. John’s I medium m little while than the truth 
Eplscopftl Church of Knoxville, Tenn.,’ forever,’and money coming from sttoii a 
declared that the salvation of the world ! Bourco with its attending influences is 
would have to come through the suf- . wor8e than none. .
frage of women. In no other way, he I Here in El Paso this plan has been 
said, could he see how tho world Is to demonstrated beyond question. J lie 
reach the condition of spiritual wel- pjan is the result of close observation 
fare but by the ‘ efforts of women of nfc-long Spiritualist, and a reliable 
through their ballots and through tlio I medium, one who has been years In the 
influence which th«’ can exert over work and has. been denounced along 
others. Dr. Ringgold is nearly 80 years I with scores of other, honest mediums by 
old -¿nd is the rectnr nf one of tho this dishonest army, of . investigators, 
largest and most fashionable churches I put since qcting tmddr the direction ol 
in Knoxvlllci—Cincinnati Enquirer. I thia nobleman In spiritual work, not a

Mrs. Caroline Pratt Spring passed to 
the higher life from her home at Pratt 
Hollow, N. Y., De.c. 22, aged nearly 95 
years. She was for many years a firm 
Spiritualist, and a woman of strong in
dividuality, possessed- of a broad and 
progressive mind, and retained her 
mental faculties unimpaired until very 
near the last. She was esteemed and 
respected by all. Mrs. Spring was a 
sister of Morris Pratt, founder and 
donor of the Morris Pratt Institute, and 
was tlie last surviving member of the 
Pratt family. She was the oldest ot 
several children, and Morris was the 
youngest, and her funeral was held at 
the old farm home just one year to a 
day from that of the brother, the day 
before Christmas. The writer traveled 
half across tlie state to officiate on that 
occasion, this funeral being the seventh 
one for tho month of December con
ducted by myself.

CLARA WATSON.
Jamestown, N. Y.

This volume contains a selection of the best 
poems of this gifted author and storiettes eon- ' 
tributed by Clair Tuttle in her charming style. 
There uro 285 pages, with six full-page illustra
tions. Including photogravures of the author 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound In blue withal- 
luininuiu embossing. Many of the ¿poems ar| 
especially adapted fur recitations. (

The Author needs no introduction t<> the spIrX 
Itual public. Her songs are among t he IxisL In \ 
spiritual literature. Epes Sargent said of one f 
ot her poems that it was the equal of anything / 
in tho language, and that she was the post ot J 
the New Dispensation. z

The Mecca says: “Psychic Poems." .
That erudite critic, Wm. Eminette Coleman: 

"To all lovers of good poetry this book is contl- 
dently recommended."

Will Carltun: “I have read with great Inter
est." ,

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanitarian 
says: "A most exquisite bouquet * • • * the 
thoughts echo and re-echo through the deepest 
recesses of my heart. 1 have some word of 
praise for every page." t

The author says in the dedication: “Io those 
whose thoughts and longings reach into the 
unseen Laud of Souls, this handful of aspho
dels. mixed with common flowers. Is offered:, 
hoping to give rest and pleasure while waiting 
at the way stations on the journey thither "

Price, $1.00. Fur sale by

HUDSON TUTTLE,
. Berlin Heights. Ohio.

FOREIGN AGENTS: .
H. A. Copley. Canningtown. London. Eng-
VV. H. Terry. Melbourne. Australia.
A Volume ot 500 large pages, treating very 

nterestlnglv If Life. Death anil Immortality, 
Clairvoyance. Spirit Phenomena. Etc. as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated exponent of 
Theosophy. Price. $1.50. . - -

Longley’s Choice Collection 
OF 

BEAUTIFUL, SONGS.
Passed to spirit life, Dec. 25, at Djtn- 

by, Mich.. George W. Peak, aged 76. 
A wife and two children survive him. 
He was a kind, loving husband. He was 
a Spiritualist. By request, Mrs. J. H. 
Dunham officiated at the funeral, which 
was largely attended. He will be 
missed at the Grand Ledge camp, as he
was one of the faithful

Ionia, Mich.

attendants
MRS. J. H. DUNHAM.

“New Testament Stories Comically Il
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts.” Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards, |1. 
Cloth, 11.50.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
portrait of the author. Price 75 cents, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents.

“Heliocentric Astrology or Essentials 
of Astiunomy and Solar Mentality, 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
1910." By Yarmo Vedra. For sale at 
this office. Price $1.50.

"The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner.” Of especial interest 
and value. For sale at this office. 
Price $1.

"Cosmian Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and relected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets á public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selec
tions ól poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price 50 cents.

Il'NEW'6HTE6HISM,
BY M. M*  MANGASABIAN.

Thliliftnfi^"CMeohlanX¿ lathe fall mie of th« 
word. There bat at yet apphwod la tho world of lib 
oral literature nothing Uko tbinnoat wonderful llttl*

Here is a book of songs for piibllv Hirelings 
and the limne that I# full of music unit poetry 
that reach the soul. The book is just the right 
size, neatlv eoustrueled. plainly prinii-d on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains76 songs.

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
''These songs are adapted to the ne.'tls of soci

eties and to the home: they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cult tired soul. 
— Lyman C. Howe, '

"This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has au uplifting tend
ency."-Dawning Light.

'■The songs and music are of a nature to in
spire those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves." D. W. Hull. ....

“There are some things In our personal histo
ry that never fade from memory. One in mine 
has been fresh for fifty years, f went, one night - 
to hear tho eloquent lecturer, Prof.S.H. Brittan, 
but I have no recollection of a thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, 'What shall be my angel 
name.’ The man. the song have been singing 
In my consciousness ever since; I he man was 
Prof. Longley.the song, one of his earliest com
positions."-J. S. Loveland.

Longley's latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can bo had In decorated covers for 60 
cents; plain, 40 cents.

MARK CHESTER,
OR

A Mill and a Million.
This is one of Carlyle Petcrslloa'a most inter- 

Mtlng works. It le purely a Psychical Romano« 
Rueh as the author is noted for producing. Yon 
Meed it in your library for the purpose of lead*  
fng your romance-loving children out into the 
jSW ot ocoultUm. Price, cloth cover, 60 cU. 
For salo at this office. .

■■

book or romon. B. P. rowoll. UuNffoll-kno- 
iho rovicwor nna orlilo, iaya: "Thohqni^ 
About lure -Catochl.m' Ie that It.toll«J®g 
dome with the questione ot Ooi Imt^S 
Creoli», ilio Oi.rgy, ilio Church; ProySr«

rn author, 
bio thing 

W" V »-tho 
iSMfen,Si

Jcnua >hd hu to»chlng, tho Growth 
Scripture., >no many other phi lot oplil omffiMB 
and othlMl (lUMllonn with, tho uimoat oaodW^ 
ago hud oloaruo«. 183 pogos. Cloth Hoi papor,

The Romance of Jofle
Fine” and of bls people. Given Through the 
mediumship of MR8.M.T. LONGLEY, to Ira a 
Fuller, and by him dedicated to humanity. It 
Is enough to know this .work camo through thli 
excellent medium to recommend It. 174 pages 
Of Interesting readliig. Price, doth, 50 cents.
» .i । I.... ......... . 1 1
IIM °r The Totich of An Angel JI III j Mother.
. BY CARRIE E. S. TWING.

Her dedicatory Unes aro sudlclenti to show 
tho spirit ot tho book as wall as thoauthor.il 
roads, "Because my own children arc all tinder 
the tender caro of the anjcls. and my heart la 
hungry for tho lovo of tho young, I most loving, 
ly dedicate this book to the children of th» , 
world." This book Is full of soul elevating and 
interesting thought Price, cloth, 81. For sola 
St this office.

Tne Devil and tne Adventists.
An Adventist attack upon Spiritualism re

pulsed. By Moses Hull. Price, 10 cents._______

^^¿LlBOUTDEVaS.
Mlfp enough to nay.thin 60 page pamphlet is 

by Moses Hull. Price II cents.

»

thoauthor.il
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THE GOLDEN RULE.

It Is Defended as Just and Right. Here iand Hereafter.'
Ä/ Hy CHARLES DAWBARN.

Jan 9, 1901.

Professor James H. Hyslop; Psych
ology, Etliics and Logic.

Prominent in Spiritualism.
■

We present here a Jist of prominent modern Spirit
ualists, nearly all of whom, and especially the scien
tific men, have arrived at their belief by careful and 
protracted experimental investigation. Can any 
reasonable and unprejudiced person, in the face of 
this testimony, deny that Spiritualism has a scien
tific basis? .

Sir William Crookes,. F. R. s. arid 
. Gold Medallist, discoverer of the So

dium Amalgam Process, inventor of the 
Radiometer,. Otheoscojie; Past Presi
dent British Chemical Society, Gold 
Medallist French'Academy of Sciences.

Professor Oliver J. Lodge; F. R. S„ 
Dr. Sc,, LL. B., Prof. Physics, Univers
ity College, London, author ot “Modern 
Views of Electricity." '

“I went in a state of scepticism as to 
the reality of Physical Phenomena pro
duced without apparent contact, . but 

"• this scepticism has been overcome by 
facts.”

Professor W. F. Barrett, F. R. 8. E., 
Professor of Experimental Physics and 
Dean of the Faculty of tlie Royal Col
lege of Sciences, Ireland

" The impressive fact of the phenom
ena is the intelligence behind them and 
the evidence of an unseen individua’Ry 
as distinct as our own.”

William Gregory, F. R. S„ M. D., Pro-' 
fessor of Chemistry in Edinburgh Uni
versity, author “Outlines of Chemistry," 
"Animal Magnetism," etc.

Dr. Robert Chambers, F. R. S„ LL. D., 
author of “Vestiges of Creation," "Cy
clopedia of English Literature,” etc.

"Already Spiritualism conducted as it 
usually is, has had a prodigious effect 
throughout America, and partly in the 
old world also, in redeeming multitudes 
from hardened atheism and material
ism, proving to them, by the positive 
demonstration which tneir positive cast 
of mind requires, that there is another 
world, that there is a non-material form 
of humanity, and that many mlraculpus 
things which they had hitherto scoffed 
at are true.” “I have for many years 
known that these phenomena are real, 
as distinguished from imposture; and 
when fully accepted, will revolutionize 
tlie whole frame of human opinion on 
many important matters.”

Cromwell S. Varley, F. R. 8., Consult 
ing Electrician to Atlantic Telegraph 
Co., and to the Electric International 
Co.

Professor Herfert Mayo, F. R. 8., M. 
D., Professor of Anatomy and Physiol
ogy, King’s College, London.

“Twenty-five years ago, I was a hard
headed unbeliever. Spiritual phenom
ena, however, suddenly and quite unex
pectedly, were soon after developed In 
my own family. This led me to inquire 
and to try numerous experiments in 
such a way as to preclude the possibil
ity of trickery and self-deception. That 
the phenomena occur there 1b over
whelming evidence, and it is too late 
now to deny their existence."

Dr. John Elllotson, F. R. S„ M. D., 
Professor of Medicine in London Uni
versity, President of the Royal Medical 
and Chirurgical Society of London, au
thor of the “Lumley Lectures on Dis
eases of the Heart,” editor of "The 
Zoist,” etc.

Dr. Lockhart Robertson, F. R. S., 
.sometime editor. British Journal of

. Mental. Science. • ■ .
‘The' writer (Dr. L. RobertsonJ .can 

now no more doubt tho-physical mani
festations of so-called Spiritualism .than 
he would any other fact, as, for exam
ple, the fall of an apple to the ground, 
of which fafs senses informed him.”

Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, F. R. 
8., Past President ot the Royal As
tronomical Society.

Alfred Russel Wallace, F. R. S„ LL. 
D., D. C. L., the foremost living Euro
pean naturalist.

“My position, therefore, is that the 
phenomena of Spiritualism in their en
tirety do not require further confirma
tion. They are proved, quite as well as 
any facts are,proved in other sciences, 
and it is not denial or quibbling that 
can disprove any of them, but only 
fresh facts and accurate deductions 
from those facts.”

Professor James Challis, F. R. S., 
Plumian Professor of Astronomy and 
Experimental Philosophy, ’ Cambridge 
University.

“The testimony has been so abun
dant and consentaneous that either the 
facts must be admitted to be such as 
reported or the possibility of certifying 
facts by human testimony must be 
given up.”

Professor A. De Morgan, late Presi
dent of the Mathematical Society.

“The Spiritualists beyond a doubt are 
on the track that has led to all advance
ment in physical science. Their op
ponents are the representatives of those 
who have striven against progress.”

Professor Butlerow, Professor of 
Chemistry in University of St Peters
burg,

Professor William Denton, the em
inent lecturer on Geology, author of 
“Our Planet, its Past and Future," 
“Soul of Things,” etc.

“Spiritualism is a belief in the com
munication of intelligence from the 
spirits of the departed, commonly ob
tained through a person of susceptibil
ity, called a ‘medium.’"

Professor Joseph Rodes Buchanan, 
M.„ D., Professor of Physiology, Electric 
Medical Institute of Cincinnati, author 
“Therapeutic Sarcognomy," “Manual of 

. Psychometry,” “Moral Education,” etc., 
editor “Journal of Man."

Professor Elliott Coues, M. A.' M. D., 
Ph. D., Professor of Zoology and Com
parative Anatomy, Norwich University, 
ete., Professor of Biology in . thenyl?- 
torian Agricultural College, Member’ oi 
the National Academy of Sciences, au
thor of “Field Ornithology,” “Air Fauna 
of Columbeana,” etc. ■ -

“Will you have the .opinion of such 
a person as I have described, who for 
about ten years has studied, watched 
and followed'tho phenomena of so- 
called Spiritualism, and who speaks 
from personal experiences with almost 
every'one of them? Then let me tell 
you that-I know that the alleged phe
nomena of Spiritualism are true, sub
stantially, as alleged.”

Professor G. J. Fechner, Professor of 
Physics and Natural Philosophy, Leip
sic, author of "The Soul of Plants,” 
"The Zendavestn,” “The Things of the 
Future,” "Elements cl .... cho—Phys
ics," “The Problem ol Uie Soul,” and 
“About the Life Hereafter.” ;

Professor Robert Hare, Emeritus 
Professor of Chemistry in the Univers
ity of Pennsylvania, Graduate of Yolo

College and Harvard University, Asso
ciate of the .Smithsonian Institute, in
ventor of improvements m the Oxyhy
drogen blow pipe, and member of vari
ous learned societies, author of “Spir
itualism Scientifically Demonstrated." 

“Far from abating my confidence in 
tlie inferences respecting the agencies 
of the spirits of deceased mortals, in the 
nianitestatlons of which I have given an 
account in my work, I have had even 
more striking evidences of that agency 
than those given in the work in ques
tion."

Piofessor Alexander, Rio de Janiero; 
Professor Cassal, LL. D.; Professor H. 
Corson; Professor Edland, Sweden.

Professor Tomaso Ermaclo; Profes
sor Hoffman, Wurtzburg; Professor 
Kiddle, M. A., U. 8. A.; Professor Ock- 
horowlez, Warsaw; Professor Perty, 
Berne;. Professor Schrlebner, Leipsic; 
Professor Armand Sabbatier, Dean of 
the Faculty of Sciences, France; Pro
fessor M. Sellng, Polytecmc, Helsing
fors.

Professor Tornebom, Sweden.
"Only those deny the phenomena of 

Spiritualism who have never exam
Ined them, but profound study alone can 
explain-them.”

Professor Edward Weber, Professor 
of Physics, Leipsic, and founder (with 
his brother) of the doctrine of the v 
bration of forces, author “Electro-Dyne 
mlo Measurement" (4 vols.). No scien
tific reputation stands higher in Ger
many than that of Weber.

Professor Wagner, Russia.
Professor J. C. F. Zollner, Professor 

of Physical Astronomy at the Univer
sity of Leipsic, Member of the Royal 
Saxon Society of Sciences, Foreign 
Member of the Royal Astronomical So
ciety of London, of the Imperial Acad
emy of Natural Philosophers at Mos
cow, Honorary Member of the Physical 
Association, FranMort, of the Sclentilic 
Society of Psychological Studies at 
Paris, etc., of the British National Asso
ciation of Spiritualists, London.

“We have acquired proof of the exist
ence of an invisible world which can 
enter into relations with humanity."

Prof. Broferlo, Milan; Professor 
Marghelri, Naples. '

“I shall not remain by the spiritistic 
theory if a better one can be obtained to 
explain tho phenomena. I advance it 
simply as a hypothesis that will explain 
thé facts. . . . There is no other 
explanation but Spiritualism.”-

"Dr. Hodgson’s allegations cannot 
be dismissed with a sneer; nor can any 
critic escape the responsibility of prov
ing the suspicion of fraud which he may 
wish to entertain. What strikes the 
reader with amazement, if fraud of any 
kind is excluded irom the account, is 
the astonishing character of the theor
ies required to escape the conviction 
that the Immortality ofvthe-f)oul has 
received ir scientific demonstration?'

Professor R. von Esenbech, President 
Royal Academy of Sciences, Germany.

Mfb. Catherine. Crowe, author of 
‘ Night Side of Nature." '

Mrs. De Morgan, author “From Mat
ter to Spirit.”

L. Cahagnet, author of “The Celestial 
Telegraph.” <’ -

Professor Mapes, U. S. A.; Professor 
Falcomer, Alexandria.

Dr. Richard Hodgson, M. A., LL. D., 
a prominent member of the British So
ciety for Psychical Research, and Sec
retary of the American one.

Dr. Ashburner (one of the Queen’s 
physicians), author of “Animal Magnet
ism and Spiritualism.”

“I have myself so often witnessed 
spiritual manifestations that I could not, 
if I were inclined, put aside the evi
dences that have come before me.”

Dr. Garth Wilkinson, M. D., M. R. C. 
S. E., F. R. G. S., author of “Human 
Science," “The Greater Origins and Is
sues of Life and Death,” ‘.‘Life of Swe
denborg,” etc. ■

Dr. Paul Gibier, Director of the Pas
teur Institute, New fork, Chevalier of 
the Legion of Honor, author “Spiritual
ism or Fakirism,” “Psychism, An
alysis of Things Existing," etc.

Dr. Paul Gibier, whose recent loss to 
science and Spiritualism is deeply to be 
regretted, contends, in his interesting 
'Analysis of Things,’ which -has for its 
sub-title, ‘An. Essay upon the Science 
of the Future,’ that the proof of man’s 
possessing a consciousness which sur-. 
vlves the change called death, has -been 
already established by the phenomena 
of Spiritualism.” -

Dr. E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D., author 
“Principles of Light and Color," “Hu
man Culture and Cure,” "Religion, as 
Revealed by the Material and Spiritual 
Universe," etc., Dean of the Eclectic 
College of Fine Forces, California.

Dr..'George, Sexton, M. Ai LL. D., D. 
D., F; A. 8., author of “Scientific Mar 
terlalism,” etc.- . • •

Dr; J. M.- Gully, M. D., Royal College 
of Surgeons, London, and Royal Phys
ical. Society, ^-Edinburgh, author of 
"Neuropathy and'Nervousness” .

"After two years' investigation of the 
fact and. numerous seances, I have not 
rhe smallest doubt and have the strong
est conviction that such materialization 
takes place,’ and that not the slightest 
attempt at trick on deception is fairly at
tributable to any one who assisted at 
Miss Cook's setaces."

■ (To be continued.)

A Valuable Work.
Concentration; Meditation and Inspira

tion. How. to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the .most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study., By 
Laura G. Fixen. - .

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to. those who desire to be benefited by 
the development of pfiwers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration. ;

Sent complete for 50 cents. . .
"Handy Electrical Dictionary." A 

practlcnl handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every used cleo- 
trlcal f orm or phrase. Prlco 115 cents;

“ttoW Shall I Become a Medi 
tim/’ Fully Answered

iln ‘Mediumship and Its Laws. Its Conditions 
' Cultivation,” by Hudson Tutti©. Price 35

. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 0.

A Clear,' Short-Cut Treatise
oil the Cause and Cure of Disease,

BEYOND THE. V/VIL

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” “THE LAN« 
GVAGE OF THE STARS,” ETO?

earth conditions. The narratives are In
tensely interesting, Instructive and 
often highly dramatic.

A Sequel to “Rending the Vail,”

By MARVIN E. CONGER, M.D. 
Assisted by ROSA C. CONGER, M. D.

fiisfopyof
CHRISTIAN RELIGION 

to tb® !- edp ¿OO,
. BTGIIARr pi V. WAITE, A. M.

Fifth E lltlon—Beviseli, with vLua •: .

A Remarkable Doctor Book 
HAS JUST BEHN 1SSU8Ü, ENTITLED !

THE NATURE CURE
BY PHYSICAL AND MENTAL METHODS, ILLUSTRATED;

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER'
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Blind Tom, the Great Medium

deÄS”pfain ¿lack bow Ü?

i t .. - ' •
. rç._'- * •* j.-,?' ...

’ ’ — — — 1 w W . ... —,n
low forehead, flat nose, thick lips and 
heavy jaw and is, In fact,- a perfect type 
of negro.' He usually, wears a black

sceptical as to Toni^-libliity'to render 
the beautiful musicfflrcoffidositlons that 
electrified the publlolmororthan a score

derful prodigy and ffcalt-^f nature had 
retained his remarkable flower of mlmi-

To the Editorz—It should be made 
clear to tlie readers of The Progressive 
Thinker, embracing as they do, an army 
of honest investigators, that the essay 
in No. 731 ol The Progressive Thinker, 
over the name of E. W. Baldwin, on tlie 
Golden Rule, is only representative ol 
the muddle of materialistic thought con
cerning tilings spiritual, and in no sense 
in harmony with, or a part of, the divine 
Iihilosophy of Spiritualism. . -

If only the spiritually illumined were 
readers of your .journal, .then this ar
ticle referred to might well pass unno
ticed. But considering tho almost cha
otic state of public thought on tilings 
spiritual makes It ueediul to occasion
ally mark the line dividing tlip spiritual 
from the material so. plainly i,ha.t the 
novice may be sure .of hjs way..

The article under consideration de
clares that: “Were this .principle, the 
Golden Rule, lived up to strictly, tlie 
world would soon become wreck and 
rum.". Asserts.that: "After two thou
sand years of preaching no jn.au has 
lived up to it." , '.‘The.Golden Rule was 
born of priestcraft • • » and -is by its 
very nature utterly and hqpelessly im
practicable, * » » Science never stoops 
so low as to use the term Gulden Rule." 
This teacher, possibly means -pseudo 
science! .. ■ . ■. f ..

“The Golden Rule Is the shibboleth of- 
the Christian theology, <)No qtner bait 
is more tempting?’ The.evidence of the’ 
truth of Ulis last assertion is scarce, al
most, as hen’s teeth, when sought tor 
among people ruled by priestcraft. ;

“The Goiden Rule stripped ot its glit
ter Is a pewter rule." Is an ignis fatuus 
and should, as soon a? possible be 
buried with dead things ot the dead 
past. Then, logically, should • be en
tombed with ft the fame and names ot 
all tlie world’s great epoch makers since 
human history's early dawn.

In so far as the spiritually enlight
ened are concerned it is not needful to 
go into a rehearsal of obligations we 
are under to recognize and obey the pre
cepts of the rule that in our language 1b 
called Golden. Like all other great 
principles it is great in its simplicity. 
First, it demands our sincere’ considera
tion and obedience, because our origin 
is Identical. We are from anfl-of, one 
soul and spirit.

The terms, soul and spirit ■ are not 
synonymous, and should never be used 
interchangeably. The spirit la the fine 
material body, tlie home' of the soul 
here and now, and after transition.

Second the Rule or Law is binding on 
all because our basic rights and needs 
are identical. The rights of one are the 
rights of all. The conditions that affect 
the welfare of the individual affect tor 
good or ill every member of the race. 
The things I do to my brother I do to 
myself. The life we live daily, Sup
posed to affect self only, adds to or de
tracts from the welfare of the entire hu
man family, just as a pebble cast into 
the sea is said to displace the waters of 
an ocean.

As the universe, including man is a 
microcosm, so the Law under consider
ation is limitless.

To close, I will only add, all true 
friends ot the divine gospel of Spiritual
ism should unite dally in a petition-that 
this last best gift from heavenly1 
spheres be speedily delivered’ from its ; 
pseudo friends. J. RIGDON.

Salem, Oregon. ■

Paint Mo as I Am. •
"Paint me as I atn,” commanded 

sturdy Oliver. Oronywell onc'e ppon a 
time, as the artist was about to omit the 
wart that protruded- ■from“' his brow; 'aud
it so tickled the puffy brush wielder 
that he never ceased to wonder on the 
strange complexities that constituted' 
such a nature. . ;

Men of the Oliver Cromwell type are 
rare In this day. That is, especially as 
per qualities that make up shams and 
frauds; men, if yotf please, who have 
nothing more ennobling to parade than 
a superficial grace to make the public 
heed. With them the art of an empty 
blandishment means everything; But 
walk into the crowd of a thousand if' 
you like, mingle with the throng.as it 
comes and goes here in crowded Chi
cago, or in any other locality for that 
matter, and you find the outward man 
dominant and highly propagated.

It is by no means an omen of evil to 
always look one's best. What counts 
with most people is the appearance the 
man puts up. Is the banker, the mer
chant or the broker looking for a kind 
to fill a place of trust? The kind ap
pears in many forms and representing 
many conditions of life. What does the-
banker, the merchant or the broker do? 
As the kind appears In the gilded office 
in turn, one by one, two critical eyes 
scan bls outward self for the flaw that 
might represent a careless manner or. a 
sloven pride. The appearance usually 
counts In the choosing, bet on that.

It would be ungracious to say that the 
banker, the merchant or the broker 
would see a'rusty wart adh'ering assidu
ously to the brow of a kind who comes; 
to be chosen and repel his Industry by 
a prompt dismissal simply as a cause 
of that. Ah, no! Only the illustration 
speaks for Itself.

It is refreshing to meet a man who 
can look through dirt and dust, through 
the signs of a siege.of long - sUflering 
and want, to see the man who straggles, 
aspires, labors and Is persistent in an 
effort to win life’s daily breads It ls en
couraging to meet a'cman.-.whoSlooks, 
above and beyond outward; conditions 
the catch the glimmer of a noble life, a 
worthy ambition. ' ‘

Every kind is entitled to -A' chance. 
All men are created eqtialtiiid’are en
titled to “life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness." The Cromwellian Idehis a 
good one, and a careful consideration of. 
the precept contained therein might be 
more than ordinarily berieficlal ‘ to all’ 
who think of him as a dominant charac
ter in the world’s affairs .'—William B. 
Norris, in Chicago Examiner.-' ■ ■ - .

THE HIGHEST FOWER OF ALL.

There is a power that dwells within, 
Responsive to rhy’ call; ■'< 

’Tls fearless, deathless,- free from-slh—
The highest power of ail. • '

This mighty power, can coriquerjate, - 
Whate'ermay befall; .;. -•

It soon disperses fear and hat<>- 
The highest power of all. . ' • ,

It brings me happiness and peace;
And blessings great'and small;

From pain and death It gives release— 
The highest power ot all. <

When bright hopes fade and friendships 
die .

. And disappointments fall, .
Trust In the nover-faillng “I”— 

The highest power of all. .
/ —Llbbio WlthAm, .

"The Present Age and' inner Lite;’ 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi- 
fled and explained.” By Andrew "Jack
son Davla. We have'a feW copies of 
this work by the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, $1.10.

'Tho Light of Egypt.'*  Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library In' Itself, a 
text-book -of. esoteric knowledge' as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price $2 per volume, For salo at 
ghlB osgea..

; Nature Plays Brestldlgltateur.
;Now we go bacli'a lithe in order to 

btudy more closely'the'real game Na
ture is playing, oWhlcli’her ball play 

merely a phasa Site is the grand 
preslidigltateur; aj'ipareiitly getting up 
her exhibition either for ¡practice or her 
own sole amusement ■ Ol? course' the 
whole may bo but one ofrlfer lessons tor 
some other doss on some other speck 
in Cosmos. She keeps her little essen
tials carefully concealed, and seems to 
be trying how many changes she can 
make by moving them so quickly that 
even Intelligence cati't see tlie process.

At first it seems little but a-thimble 
and a pea game, only the pea never 
comes out twice alike. So far as we 
know It is merely dexterity and speed, 
lor her corpuscles are'themselves iiido- 
structible,-and unchangeable. All sho 
can do is to mix them up in ever-chang
ing proportions. ’

The game looks very simple at first. 
Just a few units go into the thimble and 
come out a molecule. A very pretty 
trick, and very neatly done.1 She can 
put that molecule back and it comes 

• out the original units.’ But with a big
ger thimble to hold1 them, she collects 

; more units and out pops a jiea so large 
that it will do for d1 world. But long 
before that, and without any change in 
her units, she moves'them faster and 
faster till suddenly'the blended mole
cules come out of! her thimble with a 
"will” to them. '

That was a superb trick. There 
did not seem to be any “will" in sight 
when sho covered them with her thim
ble, so we call Riat h "critical point,” 
though really we don't know how she 
did it. We can Imitate some of her 
movements, and work our pea under a 
thimble, but a “will” does not seem to 
come out. I know Professor Loeb 
thinks he has done the trick. With a 
few salts and the egg of a star-lish, he 
declares he has done it, but Nature 
laughs. He has just borrowed one of 
her thimbles. - That ' was all. The 
“will” wafi already in the egg. Will is 
only another naine 'for life. But, as 
with all con jurors, ft is speed of "move
ment that produces' the desired effect, 
and every molecularcbmblnation seems 
to change its expression and its' form 
when the combination moves with suffi
cient rapidity. It. is at those changes 
that Science discovers her “critical 
points.” Names orb for the most part 
expressions of ignorance. They hide 
what we don't know1.'

We have seen th^t what was called 
“matter,” suddenly ./evolved what is 
called "will," and thus became what Is 
called “alive." But accretion went on,' 
and is what .is called "growth.” But 
these changee will pnly ,¿fear just so 
much thimble-rigging speed before the 
pea disappears altogether. This Is il
lustrated in the appearance and disap
pearance of organs'such, as sight and 
hearing. Here 1b deaf matter. Lift the 
thimble and it hears. Shake It up pret
ty'sharply, say to 60,000 shakes In a 
second and that pea disappears. But 
that matter was alqo blind. Shake it a 
teyr millions of millions firnes and it 
sees, or thinks it docs. A.jittle more of 
the shake and thaj. pea ¿(as gone too. 
A change has to come if you continue 
shaking. The new' discoveries have 
been of more Bhajses.. Radium will 
shake sores on to a man of s6Jen.ce, and

¿ain’t pass. . But NatiiracSn;'- with the. 
greatest ease. She ' just continues to 
shake her units,‘till what we call “life”

comes a little more to the front than 
ever before, and the man begins to hear 
without ears,' and seo without eyes. 
That was a “critical point” and isa- 
tuies game continues to depend entire
ly upon how last she can make her pea 
balls travel. So at last' that man com
pels us to acknowledge that he can see 
without eyes and-hear without ears. 1 
am not clever enough to say just how 
and when Nature; does it, but 1 once cut 

. from a newspaper a poem I did not 
read, and laid it in the lap of a lady, 
who at my request read aloud the third 
verse, although the poem was wrapped 
In twelve thicknesses’of; paper. This 
was what is called "clairvoyance" and 
was an excellent pea from that thimble. 
Of course it was the other side of a’.'crlt- 
leal point?’ and I was not surprised to 
find the old sense organs had gone to 
sleep, and new ones were at work in 
that rate of movejnent.

A most miserable attempt at a name 
was made,..and tlie .process was called 

‘psychometry? But it was just as 
much a fact as .any other of tlie thim
ble-rigging operations. Stand back ot 
that ‘'critical, point” and you would bet 
your last penny with the thfmble-rigger 
that there was no pea under that thim
ble. The beaten scientist was dis
gusted, and refused to play any more on 
that Bide that “critical point.” But Na
ture enjoys the fun and keeps right on.

Once again we recall that she plays 
with nothing but the original three, in 
her band. Just substance, energy and 
intelligence, although after passing the 
last critical point they are uo longer 
bounded by any form we can recognize. 
When you are sensing without any 
sense form to ,do it with, something 
has happened. When “will" becomes a 
shooting star, and master of time and 
space, all but a dozen or two of scien
tists rush back shrieking that such 
thimble-rigging is outrageous, and 
somebody ought to BtOP it. But the 
game goes on all the same.

We have watched the thimble game, 
first, when the units, became matter. 
Next, when that matter suddenly 
evolved "will.” And thirdly, when tlie 
blended form appeared as Intelligence 
playing a now role; working without 
any special organs. we could detect, 
though telling her tale through the old 
form, with which rwe were familiar. 
And we have discovered, or think we 
have, that the real difference consisted 
in the quickness of Nature’s move
ments, for there were always, so far as 
we could see, the same unchanged units 
all through the game. But now comes 
the most startling display of prestidigi
tation we have so tar witnessed.

Once again the thimble is lifted. It 
had had a man pea under it. We could 
swear to that, but behold, he has gone. 
At first it seems as if there were just a 
blank nothingness, whereupon the audi
ence puts on crape, the clergy talk of 
hope, and the sexton tolls the bell. The 
man has gone, It is "good-bye,” and 
the tears fail as the widow and the or
phans walk home. But once again Na
ture laughs. It was merely another of 
her wonderful "critical points," for 
from the upturned thimble issues a 
form so refined that It is Invisible to the 
normal eye, But by some less normal 
sense its lips are Been to move, and 
they hear it speak of happiness, joy, 
love and a glorious reunion, Nature’s 
game Is at last seen to mean the devel
opment oJ'A 'manhood IffipodSlble amid 
any.pf her slower..vlbratipns. Such was 
,the birth and the iessoii of “spirit1 re
turn." •
. . (To be continued.)

Bridge from the Old to the. New; the Dawn of a New Day 
. Medical Practice. A Clear,'Short-Cut Treat««««

The tight is turned on to objee« 
tionable medical mysteries, latu» 
prescriptions, dogmatic theories amt 
dangerous experiments of the present 
expensive medical practice.

Every pains has been taken to 
make the leading points so plain that 
(i/f, young and old, may easily under» 
stand. Condensed facts, short, clear
cut paragraphs are some of the 
attractive features of Tub Nature 
Cuke.

*7 The new and better methods of cut» 
ing the sick and preventing disease, 
have never been so clearly stated in 
plain English for the plain peopl?, as 
in Nature Cure.

Once the World*s  Wonder—"Blind 
Tom," Musical Prodigy, Still a Man 
of Mark—Lives Quietly at a Home In 
the Highlands with- His Guardian— 
Thirty Years Ago He Was a Lyceum 

. Attraction—Could Play Most Difficult 
Compositions After Once Hearing 
Them.
It is something mòre '’than thirty 

years' since an uncouth colored lad 
known as Blind Tom, says the Chicago 
Chronicle, created a furore throughout 
the country by his wonderful skill as a 
piano player. .He was' totally unedu
cated and had never received lessons
on the piano, yet he could play the most 
intricate compositions with absolute ac
curacy after having once heard them. 
People traveled miles to hear him play 
and theaters and concert halls were not 
always large enough to hold the crowds. 
This went on for years until it was a 
rare thing to find a person who had not 
heard him. “Tom" retired into private 
life about fifteen years ago.

About three years ago it was reported 
by the_T"»ss of-the-country that this 
muBicavXenomenoii.had died suddenly 
in a New Jersey sanitarium from the 
result of an operation. A prominent 
New York newspaper devoted a column 
of space to the account and an interest
ing analysis of his brain by a New York 
physician was published. The newspa
per reports were erroneous, of course, 
although the impression that he was 
dead was widespread. •

As a matter of; fact "Blind; Tom" has. 
never been ill a dayi itf his life and is 
now enjoying an existence more full of 
comfort and happiness (than falls to the 
lot of most mortals. . Some.- time ago 
a gentleman interested in-music had 
his attention called to; the fact that this 
great negro pianist who dfliighted thou
sands of people a generation ago was 
still in the land of- tl,$ Uvfijg and opened 
negotiations at onceiwlthAiis guardians.

■ Still RetalnsltilsUlalent. '
At-his-home in a $lctuiteque villa on 

the Shrewsbury- TiVSr,- nWar the High
lands,- where he resides-'tilth his guar
dian, a descendant'«fth<j>ilate General 
James N. Bethune,Siho owned him as a 
slave, the gentleman found “Blind 
Tom.” At first he^vds ’liicllned to be

cry and rententtvelffheihufy and In no 
way evidently werolthey Impaired. ‘ He 
gave several compositions from such 
masters as Liszt and Gottschalk, with 
an interpretation as skillful as those 
pianists .who have been technically edu
cated. J-lls accomplishments dbver a 
wldo range. Any one in the audience 
can play an air on the piano that Tom 
has never heard and this wizard of the

NatUfe Cure teaches how to heal 
by simple home remedies.

It teaches how Nature cures.
It does not use poisonous drugs.
It does not endorse dangerous experi

ments with the surgeon’s knife.
It will save money in every home.
It is entirely free from technical 

rubbish.
It teaches how typhoid and other 

fevers may be cured at once.
It teaches how pneumonia, la-grippe, 

diphtheria and other forma of disease 
considered dangerous, may be cured 
in twenty-four hours.

It is, as a medical book for homes, 
THE best, and is up-to-date in every 
particular. •

There Is no similar book, no medical, 
hygienic or reformatory doctor book 
that compares with The Nature 
Cure.

, Our Definition of Medicine.— 
Any method or remedy that wilt 
remove, alleviate or modify pain and 
restore the sick to normal condilionj 
ts practical medicine.

Stripped of mystery and decep. 
tion, the study and pi ice of tnedi« 
cine can be carried to .-r cess in every 
intelligent home. Na i i kh Cukh wifi 
lead the way to certain success.

The best medical practice is the 
one that will cure in the least time 
with the least risk and expense.

Nature Cure is a true exponent of 
the practice of medicine as defined, 
and stands squarely upon truth and 
demonstration, rejecting theories and 
experiments wherever health and life 
are endangered.

$ The book contains 375 pages, and 
is finely illustrated; Aha mechanical 
and artistic work are the very best. 
Bound in fine English cloth, marble 
edges, 82.00; common cloth $1.50.

LIFE. BEYOND DE/VTft
Being a Review ot

The World's Beliefs on tho Subject, a Considera
tion nf Present Conditions of Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as o Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
8vo. Cloth, 34 2 Pages.

the scriptures. Tom can ony dimly dis
tinguish objects. Years ago in Paris 
an operation was performed on his 
eyes, with only this measure of success. 
He has a habit of turning up bls eyes 
when playing, ns though divinely in
spired. He likes to let the sunlight fall 
directly on his eyeballs.

I As Simple as Ever.
When he talks to himself he will re

peat a word or phrase several times, 
either to emphasize It or through pleas
ure in the sound, or else he is filling in 
his time until some other idea shall 
come in his mind. For instance, he 
went on this way for some time as he 
strolled up and; down the veranda: 
“Wagner, Richard Wagner; yes, Mr. 
Richard Wagner He is dead. Dead. 
His last opera. His last opera. 'Par
sifal? ‘Parsifal.’ His last opera.”

Of Slave Parentage.
When “Tom” was 8 years of age he 

was taken through this country and 
Europe and played tn public to the won
der of all who heard him, and the stupe
faction of pianists. He met Meyerbeer 
In Pat.'s and he heard most of the cele
brated musicians, of the day. Of the 
later-day pianists Josef Hofmann af
forded him the greatest pleasure. Pade
rewski’s playing affected him so strong
ly that they had to take “Tom” aawy.

He has made fortunes for his guar
dians, who bought his slave mother, 
with the “blind boy” thrown in. There 
Is much dignity,' pathos and sweetness 
In the character .-, of this wonderful 
prodigy, who is now more than 60 years 
old. His old mother Is still alive, aged 
85, and there is no reason why her 
gifted son, the only one of her twenty 
children known to fame, should not at 
tain greater longevity. '

He was borh within a few miles of 
tho city of'ColumbuB, Ga. His parents 
were slaves,‘...'common field hands, of 
pure negro blood.’. "Toni’B” fame as a 
pianist has gone the’world over. He 
has performed in every city in the coun
try, Canada,. Mexico aild Europe, where 
he played before the royal ■’ families.

In appearane’e he Is an awkward, un
couth and .ungainly, looking man and 
looks more like an overgrown boy. He 
Is a little over 5 feet. 7” inches in height 
and weighs 240 pounds. His woolly 
hair is cut close to the head. He has a

'•‘Blind Tom” showed his musical abil-' 
ity at tho age of 2 years, wheriTte used 
to sign songs. "When he was 3 years 
old he heard the first piano and always 
stood outside his master's house listen
ing to it when. it. was .being played. 
One day he managed to get into the 
house, and, seating himself at the in

keyboard will Immediately repeat the 
same, almost perfectly. His touch is 
delicate, but firm, and his technique 
superb. Ho uses his fingers as Pade- 
rewflkl would use his. . All the myster« 
Ies of the keyboard aro his own, learn-, 
ed not by science, for ho has nover been 
taught;, but divined bythat sense which 
has mqatery over him. „

Despite his aflilotfon Tom is av*aya  in 
a happy frame of mind' and is very re
ligious, He will only play sacred music 
on Sunday. He says the Lord's prayer_____ _
and is fofld of recldnfe passages from at ttds office.

' - % X < f - -i ' •rt-*  m

strument, ran his lingers over the keys 
and very soon played Ute tunes that he 
heard others play. .

This la a description of the man who 
has produced such beautiful and weird 
harmonies and who has rendered the 
compositions, of tlie famous writers of 
music in such a manner that the com
posers themselves have been astound
ed.

' Social Upbuilding, Including ’Coop
erativo Systems,and the Happiness and, 
Ennoblement ot Humanity.” By E. D. i 
Babbitt, LL. D.. M. D. This comprises 
the last part or „ Human Culture and 
Oura.n-Faper- cover, 15 cents, Fdy sale 
at this office '

’After a review of the beUefs held In 
the past concerning life beyond death, 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme “other
worldliness” which it replaced, which 
was in turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reacUon against agnosticism. Ho 
points out the doubts concerning the' 
doctrine of Immortality held by the 
churches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and the loosening of 
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
fife, probabilities which, as he admits, 
fall short of demonstration. The vol
ume Includes a consideration of tho 
work of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author’s own personal ex
periences In this line. Dr. Savage

holds, as A provisioned hypothesis, tfiaj 
continued existence Is <lemonstrate<L 
and that there have been at least soma 
well authenticated communications 
from persons In tho other life. Th« 
chief contents .of the volume are as fot 
lows:

Pr*mltlTe Ideas—Ethnlo Bellefs-The 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul’s 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life— 
Jesus and Immortality-The Othea 
World and the Middle Ages-Protostan» 
Belief Concerning Death and the Life 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reactlon-Tha 
Spiritualistic Reaction—The Worlds' 
Condition and Needs as to Belief In Im
mortality—Probabilities Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The Society 
for Psychical Research and the Immot> 
tai Life—Possible Conditions of Anoth> 
er Life—Some Hints ns to Personal Ex« 
perlenees and Opinions. ■

Thé two volumes together as a record the experiences of spirits In both world« 
of practically obtained facts demon- —their own account of their lives on 
Strating the claims of Modern Spirit earth and their progress after death to 
ualism as to post mortal survival, are their present condition of freedom from 
unique and overwhelming. '■■■ ■■ uu*

Every communication Is from a full 
materialized spirit form, in good light, 
and either spoken audibly or written in 
full view by the form. There is not an
automatic or trance message In the 
book. <■

It Is Illustrated by several engravings, 
the originals of which were <jrawn in 
the presence of the circle by a full form 
materialized spirit artist -

BEYOND THE VAIL is, as a rule,

Coincident with these are the pro
foundly philosophical comments of the 
controlling spirits of tlie seances. Prof, 
William Denton, Thomas Paine, Dr. W. 
H. • Reed and others—covering, law, 
medicine, jurisprudence, theology and 
metaphysics. There are no books In ex-/ 
istence of like character or of highsj 
authority. Price, by mall, 81.7&

GELESTIM DYNAMICS, 
Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro-Magnetio 

Forces of Nature.

. A magnificent and ‘complete course of Astro-metaphysical study, cm« 
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Forcé, Sickness and Disease. With 
the only true and really Scientific method of treating the nick successfully.

Mental Healers, Meta-phyaic&ns, and all who practice the Healing Ari 
Divine should give f ‘Celestial Dynamics" a thorough and impartial study, 
and thus learn the real cause of their frequent failures.

No Astro-Student can afford to be without this work, if he would under, 
stand the Meta-physic” of Astrology, .

This work was specially prepared for publication to meet the demands of 
a large and very earnest class of people who cannot afford to pay for a regular 
course _ of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can afford 
this privilege will find the "work an invaluable text-book to their studies.

, The Price is One Dollar Only, and is within reach of all who seek 
light Bor sale at this office.

A standard and rollablo history of thn 
earlier period of the church, • glvldg 
facts that are not found In the so-called 
histories written by. churchmen, , This 
latest, edition has been carefully and 
thoroughly revised, and it Is n reliable 
magazine of facts, such as tho honest 
inquirer wants. It opens up to the in- 
mtlg&tor and etudeat a wide Held of

historical research in matters of fad 
-wholly ignored by the-regular chord ■ 
. historians, and throws a bright glare of 
light on- points heretofore carefullj 
shrouded In darkness. i ■ - < .

A largo octavo volutilo of 558 pages, 
strongly bound in cloth. Price 82.23. 
For sale at The Progressive Think» 
ofllc®. ,,
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Free Moral Agency an illusion
not yet solved Man, born in Ifaooi- 
unce, with vicious heredity and false 
environment, could not be otliervvise
than imperfect—a condition of uuman 
ity that gives color to the dogma ol to
tal depravity. Susceptible to strong 
emotions, powerful passions and innate 
selfishness and sensuality, he must nec
essarily act opt Ills nature according to . 
the Impulse of his feelings, uud in so do
ing he exhibits his true character, or
rpMier, bis existing character. . .

It will be necessary in this article, to 
outline the fundamental principles oi
human nature as manifested in human 
conduct, which the following brief an
alysis will disclose. The two primary 
elements that constitute the mental

THE PROGRESSIVE THmKER Jan. 8, 1804.

there be independent sell-conscious
ness,'since consciousnet 3 is dependent 
on sensation, uud would be of no value 
without sensation, i • ,-

Desire is self-existing, self-aoting and 
self-determining. Liberty of action is 
determined'by tlie good or what is telt 
to be-'good, by' the actor, and has-its 
rise in desire, but is conceived in con 
sclousness. Liberty Is concerned in 
the initiation ot action;- that is iu the

meats theiein pUggcsted, aro those upon 
which we must, depend. in determining 
the question of inulviduol responsibil
ity.” (Page 322.) ,

It will be seen that thia queation ol 
volition and ''responsibility.-deals only 
with the aatlsfäcüou.Pi deslie, utteily 
ignoring the cause that gives rise to vo
lition. Volition is an act of the will, or,

1EMBWNIT STUDIO.
School of Ifeyohic Development.

We teach you byl» uoluntlllo system luet bow to 
unfold the sixthAimecw gift of divination. .Our. 
method will deveJop yau a» rapidly as it U posui.- 
We foy your bouliogrow la the mental pmuiu» pi 
medniinnhlp. Jhivate keusons, W cents each, 
course of twelve iecsoM, 8A.00. ■ 1

HOROSCOPES
scleuttaeallv accurate and reliable. Captain G.W.
Walrond, 1610 Gleuann SI., Denver. CÓL, Est IBM.

characteristics of human natuie, are
■ ■ Sensa-.‘ Sensation and Consciousness.

tlon is essentially the life, in esse—it Is
that in which we move and. have pur 
being—the mainspring of all our activ
ities Defined specifically, it is desire 
ever seeking satisfaction—the desire to
live, to enjoy, to be happy.

Consciousness is that state of mind iu
which we are aware of our being, our 

' feeling, thinking and acting, and of our
conception ot external things. It is the 
field of the intellect, and gives rise to 
knowledge, to reason and to demon
stration. These two primary elements 
are inseparable. Sensation would be 
useless without consciousness and con 
sciousnesB would have no value without
sensation.

These two primary elements include 
and afford every Interest in life. All in 
terests are realized by action (human 
conduct) whose force is in sensation,

The desire to live, to enjoy, to be 
happy, gives rise to a concern in oui 
well being, and the love we feel tor oth 
ers, giyes rise to a concern {in their
Veil-being. , ,

Our well-being has its rise in the 
good; and our ill-being in the evil. The 
question of good and evil is one of mor 
ality; the good is moral—toe evil is im 
moral. Agency is action. Since agency 

' (feeling oflias its rise in sensation _ 
some kind), there is moral agency and 
Immoral agency whose rise is In the de 
sire or feeling that gives rise to it. Mor-
ality Ib not subject to the will.

The question now is, Is agency free 
' “ There can be no Hieor compulsory? — 

without action. The question is not,
Shall we act or not? but How shall we 
act? The act is a necessity, but the 
manner of the action is the all-absorb
ing question to consider.

Since all voluntary action has its rise 
1n desire, and we do not will our de
sires. the character of the action is de
termined by that of the desire that gives 
rise to it. If the desire is to murder, 
the act prompted by it will be murder; 
If the desire is to aid one in distress,

wbat to do, „ ]
Freedom ba^ to do with the meaos of 

action, and is concerned in how to do. 
One confined in his cell IB deprived of; 1 
his liberty;: but he can act so long, and 
in so far as he is free to" act. He can ; 
sit or. He down, or do anything In regard 
to his comfort, with the means at hand. 
In the custody ot an officer on his way 
to jail, Re jean be dragged along, or he 
can walk; |ie will do that which is the 
least painful to him.

Before freedom can act a motive 
must be formed. Motive has its rise in 
desire ' Here the will has its office, and 
deals with the means for the satis
faction of desire. The will is the com
bined action of several faculties. First, 
is the intent to do; second, the deter
mination tr/bersevere; tblrfi the devis
ing and ■considering of means; and 
fourth, the choice of means, and their 
employment in the satisfaction of de
sire.: it will be seen that neither free
dom- nor the -will is brought into requi
sition, until: the motive-is conceived; 
and’that/foot!ve has its rise |p desire.

But there is a subject whose import
ance is indispensable in this considera
tion, namely,; Feeling gives rise to the 
sense of reality in what is felt, the 
feeling is real; but.we mistake the-re
ality of it for the consciousness of it, 
and accept that as a finality and act 
upon it. Feelings are aroused into con
sciousness by the stimulus of facts and 
events (environments). For instance, 
□ne being absent, is informed by a tele
gram of the murder of his child. His 
love for the child was not at that mo
ment in his consciousness, but was sud
denly aroused. The telegram was in 
Lhe usual form, and he does not doubt 
the information; and the feeling brings 
to him the sense of reality in what he 
feels; that is, the murder of his child. 
But it makes no difference whether the 
telegram was true or false, the feeling 
aroused 1b the same; hence, we see the 
sense of reality is no proof of reality. 
But man being born in ignorance and 
surrounded by error, the chances are in 
the vast majority of cases, the feelings 
that give rise to the sense of reality,

an act determining the choice of means 
which has its rise'.la the .motive, and j 
the motive must precede the will, iiqv- J 
Ing its ilse ip..jiefcjre. The author is 
dealing with theicoaeiderauon of means 
which he qalls-independeiit;- - How can 
there he independent'-Volition-when it ■; 
has its Ilse iif‘motive, and motive in de
sire? . It is CYjileiit thftt1. WfiapB are.de- 
pendent on tlie-fieBirp that call? tliepi 
into requlsltioij. .TliiM& it.itital -9l rea- 
soiling without a premise on- whlch to 
found it, and the conclusion is nil.

It is evideat thatinouoiW'can be re
sponsible only.f’pr .wltfrtfe is able .to i e- 
spond to.- The law of,,,bankruptcy Is 
founded on this principle which no one 
questions The ability' to peiform lim
its the respoJislbllity; therefore, per
sonal responsibility <ie measured by Per" 
sonal ability; but free moral agency 
(so called,) prepupiiosqs equal and un
limited ability Jn all voluntary, and ra^ 
tional acts. ' No one >is under obligatipn 
to respond only, to/wn^t ,11^,1)^ agreed 
to perform, or assumes conditions that 
require its’performance; • otherwise! he 
is under compulsion.'/anfl'-toannot be a 
free agent. The phifosophers have 
avoided this problem, ' andu tlie scien
tists have dropped ‘it,'but' itA solution is 
the pressing demand of this age, . .

Under a wrong impression in regard 
to responsibility, those who tail in 
their assumed responsibility, are 
blamed and punished,’ > Tita statute law 
holds to this assumption. ‘ The ignorant 
and vicious cannot plead ¡ignorance and 
moral weakness. The;morally strong 
are esteemed and given; cradR for what 
they do and refrain from doing—the do
ing they desire and the not doing they 
despise; and the ignorant and morally 
weak are blamed and despised tor what 

i they do when temptation overrides all 
. consideration of consequences, or what 

necessity compels them to do. rhis is 
, palpably unjust, and makes great injury 
t to the community; but the prevalent. 
, feeling is that way, and gives rise to the 

sense of reality in what is felt; and 
will so continue until the feeling is
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you are euBceiWlW&JtaBud learn Ano widcli’you are Wt fitted. Valuable and wfilablo 
advice riven conmnlnribiAhlnebS’Und social .mat
ters. t A*  HOLIDAY OrmiMhir. five dollar Puy- 
ebua^Qplc neadmr, by mall, only >2.00. ahumsc. 
photo, date'vf birth and- poatofiicc order for two j 
dollar« and send to • > . .

KEMBRWT STUDIO,
3114 CotiBge Grove Ave., 

I ; I f Chicago, in.

. Ifiarn How to Heal Yourself : 
. ? and Others.

■ Fraiiela -Sclilulter, the original Divine Healer, 
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to the world:: Heallatf by Key Iwlu. or the I<aw 
of Tone. The greatest eyelem of liealiug yet 
dlacoverecb • • If you iwplre to- become a Healer oi 
disease and attract prosperity to;your household,' 
adilreSa WANCIS seHLATTBR.Lettoy. Hl. , 

Abaeut treatment a-epeclaliy, ’ • -■ •

. WOO.ODIUCK,
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aioD, matrimony, changes, travel, all attain» of 
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to a Bldvlt friend.'VSuuii It Uune with 91,'and I will 
try and act reply Uy-lndcpeudcul writing or wbla- 
fiCHL Addre&BMra. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil-
ordNawp I.-.-/.: . --

AN ASTONISHING OFFER 
.Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, nume and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit-power. • • •• L '
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,

230 North HlxtliSt. ' ,
San Jose, Call . :.;
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Healer and
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HEALTH RESTORED 
By Common Sense Method®

Mrs, Or. Dobson-Barker. Cor the Cure of Mental ■ 
and Physical Allmenw

tlie act prompted by it will be a benev
olent act; therefore, the character ot 
act being determined by that ol the de
Bil e; and the desire not being subject to 
the will, the character ol the act Is not 
subject to the will; and the dogma ol 
free moral agency is an absurdity.

A few words will be necessary to ex
plaln the difference between liberty and 
freedom—the meaning of which Is often 
confounded and use'd interchangeably. 
Liberty is unres(rajned self-assertion iu 
the pursuit of Individual interests in so 
far as they do not interfere with the 

It has to do

arc founded on error.
Wp act aa we think, and we think as 

wo feel; but, not being conscious of the 
fact, that our feelings give rise to the 
sense of reality; and taking the con- 
Bclousnefie of it for the reality, we ac
cept that sense as reality. We tee! the 
reality, or what we take to be the real
ity, but conceive the consciousness of it 
which we accept in Its stead.

In this explanation lies the solution 
of the problem pt the antagonism .of 
opinions, and beliefs, and the accept
ance of dogmas that will not. bear the 
light of a critical analysis. Among 
these is the dogma of "Free moral

like Interests of others.
with desire—the impelling cause of ac-
tlon and Is obedient thereto.
can be no independent action. . 
nction.'.is an effort to satisfy desire, it 
must lie dependent thereon: NoithercKif

agency;” and the idea of responsibility 

 

as à necéssarv consequence of it.

In thé book, The Great Psychological 
Crime, there is a formula based on this 
dogma, as follows: “Volition independ
ent, self-conscious, knowingly and in
tentionally; rational anticipation the 
result. Responsibility. This simple di
agram. carries its own explanation. 
Wh’étlier we admit it or not, the ele
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FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
Lock Box 1214. ßtoBObam. Man.
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Are You III or in Despair?
Do you Wish health and happiness here Q.n earth 

and through.the etwjjul apeirt If so, send me 11.00 
at once and I will give you my aid and show you 

to obiuiudtd address, H. D. TBASK, Keene,

TRUMPETS • Infallible Fibre Trumpet, 
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NHWTON. 423 Door St.. Toledo, 0.

TESTIMONIALS OF CURE, :
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barke'rr-My Dear 

Friend:—I think it time enough to let 
you understand the iparvelous benefit 
we have received from your ..medicine. 
Since Miss Ellen Louisa Merchant and 
myself have used yoqrimefiiclhe we are - 
now enjoying good health' arid strength, 
also feeling as new jjeraons. ' We; sin
cerely thank you for? tita good’ you 
have done for us. May jÇod bless your 
work that It may ever go on- for the 
good of suffering humanity.

Yours sincerely, 
JOSEPJI A. MORGAN. 

Pratvillé, P. O., Manchester, Jamaica, 
Nov. 12, 1803. ' , '
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OBSESSION CUBED.

For Free Diagnosi» of DUOMO, 
■end five two-cent stamps, age, Bun% 
Mx and own handwriting.

READINGS AND BUSIN ESS AD-] 
VICE >1.00 and two stamps.- - - - <

- Addresi 784 Eighth St., 
Oakland, Osi.

^Thfs false sense of reality reaches 
out in another direction, and is the 
cause of serious mischief. It gives rise 
to hate, sectarian animosity; to scan
dal, slander and libel; to hypocrisy and 
deceit and the innumerable evils conse- 
sequent thereon. And another evil still 
more serious; that Is criminal jurispru
dence, giving rise to a species of civil 
warfare whose belligerent forces are an 
army of prosecutors and court officials 
on the one side, and an army of offend
ers of the law on the other,. This war
fare is ca.ried on at an expense of over 
8600,000,000 annually; besides the deg-

I radation, disgrace and suffering of the 
Innocent, as well as guilty.

Each one acts within his own sphere, 
limited by his consciousness. He can 
not get out of it, but may enlarge and 
ennoble It nd infinitum. No one can 
get into it and realize what is theiein. 
It is his world—the content ot his lit e 
his own; no one has a right to dictate 
or judge for another. Were this prin
ciple faithfully applied good will, peace, 

; and harmony would prevail.
Let no one feel alarmed at the lesult 

. of this condition of affairs. The con
> cern for self-well-being and ot that tor 
- those we love, is a sufficient guarantee 

for self preservation and the weltare of 
society, <ln. f$ct, It is, otjly b'ui^n-

Sangs Sistefô
PHENOMENAL MEDIUMS.

Astro-Psychlc Horoscopes, 
Accurately written,;.wlil positively disclose WHY 
you are in Financial,Physical or Mental trouble; 
and will afford you a sure and certain remedy for 
aueb troubles; Ulso indicate truly your medinm- 
istic powers and best method for their develop
ment. Particulars for 2 cent stump. G. N, KIN
HEAD, 82M Wabash uve., Chicago, Ill.

FRANrN.FOSTER,
• The Noted Psychic for

Spirit motODraDhu
Send name and address for circular. Slulmre by 

mall. 81 S, Diamond St., Grund Haplds, Mich.

r TflE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
Indipendeni .tat. «»4 paper, writing slttlws *»lfr.  I 

Spirit Portrait Work » Specialty. I
Iteiidiuirs bv mall. Send four cents stamps for I 

booklet, *65.  Xv. Adams, Chicago. Telephone Asli- 

'"special Rates In Portrait Work During Holiday I 

Season. I

tee we have-the only possible one. 
The solution ot this problem of respon- 
sibillty is of incalculable importance, 
considering that all our institutions are I 
founded on the dogma of tree moral 
agency, and all social relations have I 
their basis on it. .

The universal feeling in regard to it 
is the means of its perpetuation; and I 
moreover, th© dominant interests aie 
adjusted to ito-interests that are spe
cial and inimical to the general inter
esta. Let no one feel confident that he 
could have escaped the prevailing feel
ings of the age in which he lived, how
ever unjust and absurd they might have I 
been. 1-Iumiin nature has not changed, 
nor need it change, to eradicate this 
dogma. When tlie cause of our ill-be: I 
Ing and well-being is understood, it win 
arcuse the right’incentive, to the well
being. E- J- SCHELLHOUS.

The Universal Occult Society holds I 
its meeting gt 253 East Thirty-first 
street. The Hon. Robert Gilray, dean. | 
Mrs G. E. AttkenS, psychic. Lyceum 
at 3 p. m. ' Evening services commence 
at 8 o’clock. AlL-welcome. ,

Series one, two and three. By Lilian Whiting. 
Three choice volumes, each com; l«te In itself, 

In which spirituality Is related to - varyday life 
In such a way as to make the world beautiful. 
Price, 81.00 each.
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Historical and critical review, with replies t« 

an objection. By G. W. Brown. M.D. Price, lie.
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Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man 
alia His Two Organisms; Physiology 
and Pathology of Hypnotism; “Auto
Hypnotism,” aMlsnomer; ‘-Suggestion, 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure! 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp-
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, The Value of ‘.‘.Theories”; Differences
’__ Distinctions; Transmigration;
TranBubbtantiation; Reincarnation; 
Metempsychosis; Self-Perpetuation; 
Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual Extinction; Psy-
chical Reinvesture. 
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A Risk and a Duty; Other Defini
tions; Significant Admissions; Facts - 1 ne 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Medlumshp m 
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.“Automatic, Physical Medi
umship” Impossible; Ne ther a Gift 
Nor a “Power”; The Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom, 
Mediumship and ‘‘Affinity ¡ Medium
ship and Emotionalism;,Mediums_ and 
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and Hefeafter Has a Common Develop- 
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pu»u, The- Genesis of Physical 
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The “Law of Natural Selection”; The
Natural Law of Selection; A Question 
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ural' Science Corroborated; Natural 
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Cauiid by Cusir. Do Dot Ttki Our Word.

1EST IT TOUBIElf. .

FREE TEST 
, TREATMENT

Do you suitor 
from ■ IndlffOBtion, 
dyapepsla.or stom
ach trouble in any 
form? If you do 
why not let us cure 
you? Wo do not 
mean help you by 
giving you a Soda 
Compound Tablet 
or some of the oth
er paten! "Dyspep
sia . Cures.” We 
will positively 
and permanently 
cure you. We will 
po to the very foun,

Wi Cm

will have a Christmas tree at their hall, 
183 E. North avenue, Dec. 27, at 8 p. m. 
All the little ones attending will be 
treated to a box of candy by Santa

dation of your 
trouble; will re
move the can hub. 
strengthen and 

tone up the stomach, and make, you Btrong and 
healthy as you ever were. We could give yoYi tes
timonial« by. the thousand» of. those we have cured 

i of stotnuch trouble In all Us forms and atugea; hut 
I thev would not bo taele or proof to you-only

■words or thanks and praise. Tho only abB.lute 
proof Is In lhe Ireaimcnl Itsplf. And bellevlnr 
that a practical test would be morp convincing to 
sufferers than all the testimonials we coulu print 
and absolutely prove its great merits, we will 
send anvone deBiring it a full two weeks trial 
treatment absolutely free,.' • . . -

If vou have stomach trouble and have Jailed t<> 
ret relief, write us at once and loam by practical 
lest what we can do for you. Address Dr. Peebles 
Inalllule of Health. Lui.,..23 Main Street, Battle 
Creek, Mich. . . '

IN« V«.. Al,d Better MyeulgbttDO I 0U HDUU 1 cuu help you. I Will 111 your 

Soectacie^ bplAt itastatHuce at your own 
home with the improved melted pebble tanee. to 
eeo near and at a dlBtance, Pleaee write tor HIub-’ 
trated circular, allowing etylea and price«. Atao, 
my spirit method of treatins that restore« lost 
vision and impaired eyeeitfhl. I suurantee to lit 
your eyes, and aufe delivery j*ooi-E.

43 Evanaton Ave.. Chicairo. IU.
B. F. POOLE.-DeurSlr: Your Mugnetlml Melt

ed Pebble Spectacles received. I am delighted. 
They are perfeetlou In every way.

Sincerely yours, Alonzo Thompson,
Fullerton, Neb.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Jtlhe oldwt uni BMl iiccMiful Spiritual PhyaldM 

sow la prxctlM. Bl» cure« ur*

THE MOST MARVELOUS 
ofthliagc. Hit examination« arc correctly nude, 
and free to all who tend him namo, age, «ex cud lock 
of hair, and alx oentc ta itatnp«. Ho doeui’t aik for 
any loading lymptom. A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. He yoattively curoi weak men. Addrcaa

J. S. LOUCKS, M. O.,
Bloschntn, ttaaa.

CLAIRVOYANCE.
J, 11. F. GHDMBINE'H Great Book cun be 

had In the NEXT TEN DAYS ONLY lor Cl.Wt re
duced from 12.00. NOW IS YOUB CHANCE. Bend 
11.00 al once. Il was the flrat and beet book ever 
nubllehed on the subject of Clairvoyance. Teach- _ 
ee yon how to lift the veil of aeixtso and mutter, • 
Bee eplrita, tlud loet treaanrea. read eryatale. io- 
cute mines, read the future and past without 1OB*  
ing your coDbcionaneaa,

HEAD THESE PRESS NOTICES t
Mr. Gruniblne liau clearly uud logically pn-si-nl 

ed his aubject in a manner al once dm pie uud 
profound.—‘•SuggeBtion.” , ,,

•‘Your work la murveloua, epoch-making, -bn- 
linn Whiting, Boston Correspondent to Chicago 
Inter-Ocean. ................... , . .

“Admirably unfolds the law amt nature of Clair
voyance.“—Chicago liiier-Ocean.

“A remarkable book. Originality and depth of 
thought, combined with perspicacity, character 
iz.e every page. It is evident in every sentence 
that this volume la the offspring of inspiration. 
The Progressive Thinker. A

“I consider the book on Clairvoyance a most re 
markable and practical work on development. It 
harmonizes well with the Hermetic Schools 0 
Philosophy, in which I learned the'mysteri. 
adeptahlp. ’ -Prof. Geo. W. Walrond, Astrologer.

•'ll is the best work on the subject of Clairvoy
ance thus fur. and points out an alluring goal of 
true spiritual development.”—Mind, New Yor*  
City. - , „

•Ills a revelation."-Light. London, Kng.
tar Send tl.OU now.toJ.C. F. tiUUMBINB, 1285 

Commonwealth av.. Boston. Mass..
N B.--See back numbers of The Progressive 

Thinker for other books, by same author.

tun UHM. Four Centuries ot Proaro«a, W V/nlll'I . A Lecture delivered at theFres- 
•vhluker’B International Congress, Chicago. Ill.

I October, 1898. By Susan II. Wlxon. Price, Klo

Costs Nothing to Investigate. Write Us For Our Proposition Anyway.

A Hew Money Making Business
Let Us Start You. Write To-day.

ffiQE AND 
to f yO Expenses

Weekly to the Lucky Person«
No Previous Experience Required.

©orT;
HARD 

yp.

Cl&us ' I
The Light of the Truth Society meetaj 

each Sunday at ths northwest corner t>rj ’ < 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue.

Srf. I TO-DAY.

wiB^hoid meeting? every Sunday at 3 No Hunibug, Fake or 
and 8 p. m., at Atheneum Building, ,26 „ ■ :X'XS'ga.Swss ,Toy Proposition., . 
“Ss'SSr»«».’ *«  Bon»»l, l.§IUi«al. Enl.r,rH., Bsduljg
evening, at'Berl’s hall, 1546 Milwaukee - - —• -----------«n—
avenue, near Western avenue. Mrs.
Hanson, assisted by Dr. Randall. Mrs.

The Rising Suh Spiritual Mission 
holds a meeting, every Sunday after
noon at 2:30 and'7:45, at ’No. 378 . S. 
Western avenue.-.Star Lodge Pall.

New Thought services conducted by 
Julia M. Learnered, at 7:30 o’clock ev
ery Sunday evening, at 720 West Madi
son street, third floor. - ;

Light of Truth Church, northwest 
'corner 47th and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Sunday services, afternoon at 3 o’clock; ■ 
evening at 8 o’clock. Mrs. M. A. Bur-

WRITE 
US

By An Old, Reliable, Responsible Firm, 
_CapHal $100^000.

WHAT IS THE USE OF YOUR SLAVING 
p LONGEB FOR SOME ONE ELSE.
t ‘Why not start a business'-for yourself, reap 
all the profits and get a standing in your locality.

If you are in some one’s employ, remember 
he will not continue to pay you a salary only 
eo long as he can make profit out of your

land, pastor.

New, Quick Process

Ä'SSSVÄÄ
We Manufacture Com;
riete Outfits. All sizes)

B0Y-1S SIX VEH OUTFIT IN OPERATION. * i

TREMENDOUS PROFITS» .
The profits realized from plating are tremena^ 

°DTo plate a Bet of teaspoons requires only abonB 
So. worth of metal and chemicals; a set off 
knives, forks or tablespoons about 5c. worth« 
The balance of the price received for the worlc 
is for the agent’B time and profit. 1

Afcents usually charge from 26c. to 60c. pen
set for plating teaspoons, from 60c. to 75c. for 
tablespoons and forks, and from 60o. to $1.00 for 
’Bw7»noir yon to «et your own price for- 
plating. Get as much ua you can. You will, 
have do competition. You know whit itcoBtB| 
to plate the goods, and all you get o^er cost w 
profit. Some agents charge much more than tha 
above prices, while others do the work for h&ll 
and still make money. __Let a« «tart you in bnainesa for yoursel® 
nt once, don’t delay a single day. Be your 
own boss. Be a money maker. We do all 
kinds of plating ourselves, have had year# 
of experience, and are headquarters for plating; 
supplies. Wo manufacture our own dynamo^ 
and outfits, all sizes, and send them out comw 
pleto, with all tools, lathes, wheels and maten-» 
als ; everything ready for use. .

We teach yon everything, furnish O1K 
receipts, formulas and trade secrets free 
so that failure should be impossible, and any 
one who follows our directions and teachings, 
can do fine plating with a little practice, and bar. 
come a money maker. '1j

THE RSYfil SILVER OUTFIT»
Prof. Gray's Famous Discovery.

The more now thinly plated good*  «old 
the greater will bo the demand for plat
ing. Plate some articles for your friends and 
neighbors by Professor Gray’s Process, and it 
quickly proves to them its genuineness and 
merit and that your plating is much thicker, 
will wear better and longer than a large per
centage of the new goods. Your trade is then 
established, and within a short tame you will 
have all the goods you can plate.

Plate a fow article« for your friend«, call 
a few weeks, a few months, or five years later, 
and you will find the plate satisfactory, and they 
will give you every article they have needing to 
be plated. ■

labor, , .... ____,___ ■_
In this era .every bright man and woman ib 

looking to own a business, to employ help, ana 
tomake money. .

It Ib just as easy to make money for yourself 
•s it is to coin money for some grasping em
ployer. who pays you a small salary each week.

If yóu aré making less than $30 weekly it will 
pay yott to read thia announcement, for it will 
not appear ¿gain in thia paper.

If you read it and take advantage of the op- 
•portunity offered, you.;will never regret it. To ( 
own a buaineaa youraelf ie certainly your am- .

“Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By J. ! 
8. Harrington.' A pamphlet containing i 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 
cents; For sale at. the office - of The 
frogreeslve Thinker. ■ • . ' ■

“Right Generation the Key to the I 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” By I 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man's highest aspirations. A plea 
for justice and equality in- all the rela- 
tlons of life between men and women. 
Cloth. 75 cents; leatherette. 50 cents. 

. “The-Majesty of Calmness, or Indi
vidual Problems'and Possibilities.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. Another valuable 
little work. Price 30 cents. For sale at 
this office. ‘

“The Romance .of Jude. A Story of 
the Life and Times of the Nazarene and 
His People.” ^Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. TflLongley. An intensely in
teresting boo«. Neatly bound in cloth

1

“The Life Booklets’.” , By Ralph 
Waldo Ti;lne. Three daintily beautiful 
little books, finely adapted for holiday 
presents. The titles are, “Character, 
Building by Thought Tower,” “Every 
Living Creature,” and ■’'The. Greatest 

b .to Tnlng Ever Known.“ . The matter Is of
BOOK CO., high-toned spiritual character and ol’ ‘ _ *?  . ____ -- Oti nanta flnnh

Partill. ics, Ethics.
Tho Genesis of "Hell”; The Way at. Handsomely Bound.

Death- In Perspective; Individual Im- " ' t Send far Circular,
mortality; On What It Depends; Self- ' Address all orders .to 
Control, the Application; The Line of THE 1NDO-AMERICAN u.--.- mK------ - — --j. . t
Despair and the Powers of Darkness; 19 to 27'faorth Kqdzle Ave., Chicago, i helpt. 1 purpose. Proce 85 cents each.

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS
it is Important when a meeting is 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held here in public halls at the present
time. ■ i .The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple every first and 
third Thursdays of the month; after
noon session at 3 o'clock. The ladles 
furnish refershments. Supper served 
at 6:15, including tea and coffee. Even
ing session at 7:30. Questions pertain
ing to spiritual themes, answered by 
the guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond; name poems given to strangers. 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton, assistant pastor.

Cnurch of the Spirit Communion, 
KenwoodJHall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave> 
line. Conference and messages at 8 p.

Lectin e by Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt at 
k n in. Messages by H, F. Coates and 
oilil-rs. Plenty of good music.

Tlio Spiritual - Research meets every 
Wednesday afternoon at 2 b clock, In 

. van Buren Opdra House, corner of 
Madison street and California avenuje 
Good music and Binging. All ate In- 
vitnil to Attend«. 9 iv-» at-The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu 
.tents of • Nature, hold services at 
Nathan’s Hall, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue, Sunday ovon- 
Ings, 7:30 p. m. Mrs, W. »®“U 
m^egil®KMlist Temple has been 
„„„„A tiv Mrs. Schwann, at 623 Bel- 
pCntnvnnue Services held every Sun- 

?avft and Thursday owing at 8
Tests and music at every ser-

regular Sunday .' evening' services, 7.45 
o'clock, at Alliance Hall, between Kim- 
bârk’and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street.

Dr. Sholdice holds services Sunday 
evenings at 7:45, at 205 Lincoln avenue.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church 
meets every Sunday at 3 o’clock sharp, 
and 8 o’clock sharp at Lakeside Hall, 
corner Thirty-first street and Indiaûa 
avenue, where truth-seekers and inves
tigators, as well as Spiritualists can en
joy a pleasant afternoon or evening. 
First-class speakers. Tests and mes
sages by carefully selected mediums. 
Excellent music, Mrs. Mary. Dixon and 
her 'daughter. Cora, the "Child Wonder,’’ 
always in attendance to give readings 
between the meetings. Also free dem
onstrations by C. A. Beverly,, M. D„ 
president. ” ’ . ..

The Spiritual Unity. Society holds 
meetings évery Sunday, at 3 and 7.:.30 p. 
m-'at 207'Lincoln avenue. .Lecture and 
tests by Prof R. S..Ray,-pastor. -

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins' Hall, 528 West 
Sixty-third, street, every Sunday even
ing nt '8 ■ o’clock. Conference In the af
ternoon at 3. Tne Ladies. Auxiliary 
meets every- Thursday afternoon at
same number. ■■

The Church pf tho Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox . Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every

Conference at 3 p. m., Lec- 
tuie at 8 p m. Tho hall number is 361
303 Kqst> 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland. . „ -

The Church 6f the Soul, Mrs. Cora L.

every Sunday in Hall .309, Masonic Tem
ple; at 11 a. m. . Sunday-school at 10 
a. m. ,

-The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday' at.' 183-East North 
avenue, corner Burliiigi-at-? and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and‘messages at 
every session. -Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Second Chufch’ot the Sbul meets 
in Van Buren Opera . House, Madison 
street and Callrernia avenue, every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
spirit message's,' assistod. ^?'other me-' 
diiims. ' '

Church of the''Spiritual .Truth holds, 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 862 Milwaukee avenue. near North 
Paulina street. -Mrs.-.J. DeLong, pastor.'

■Central Spiritual Church- will hold 
services evei-y '.aSundaÿ, Afternoon at 
2:30' stiarp, ’at. Phoenix Hall, 324 East 
Division stréqf,. near;'Sedgwick, street. 
Conducted by-Mr. and-Mrs, Howes.

. Tlio Woodlawn Spiritualist Society,'at 
hall, '355 East 03rd sttëet;'néar Madison 
avenue, every Sunday evening at 7:30. 
W. H. Mohlar,.'president: ■■ • .

Light and’Truth Spiritual Church, 501 
W. North avenue, ¡Wickèr Park Hall. 
Meetingé évery; S’undayrnt'tërnpon, 2:30.. 
■“ Thé Australian ; Ppydlilc,' Society will 
continue its Sunday, evening: meetings, 
commencing November 15, 8 p. m. Lee-, 
turcs, messages and healing. Good mu
sic Dr.' Freedman, conductor; Mrs. L. 
11. Freedman, Bccrotaiy, 513 Adams
sheet. i. , 1Tho First Spiritual Church holds serv-. 
ices every Sunday, 7:30 p. m., in Tom- 
poranèo Hall, 330 Sixty third street, 
Englewood Dr. J. H. Randal), lecturer; 
Mrs. Vaughn, psychic, will givo read
Ingfl/' ’ '

TUO

We start you In a profitable buaineBa. Teach 
you absolutely free how to conduct it.

$20 to $85 weekly can be made at home or 
traveling, .taking orders, using, Belling and ; 
annointing agents for PROFESSOR GRAY 8 la?est improved, Guaranteed Plating Machines ¿V 
tnd Outffts. NO FAKE OR TOYS, bat genu
ine, practical, complete, scientific outfits for ,■ 
doing tho finest of plating on WATCHES, 
TF.WELRY. knives, forks, spoons, cab- ,, TORS, TABLEWAREi OF ALlL KINDS, BICY
CLES SEWING MACHINES, SWORDS, RE
VOLVERS, HARNESS AND BUGGY TRIM- 
IHNGS. metal specialties: in fact all kinds of metargobdB. B&AVY TflioK PLATE. GUAR
ANTEED TO WEAR FOR YEARS. No oxperi-

THE NEW DIPPING PROCESS is the latest 
quickest, easiest method known. Tableware 

j v_. /UvxvUr.rv tn ntexlln/1 mat.nl t.n lfATl

and gilt. Oiijy 50ilrents.
“A Plea fOF the-; New Woman.” By 

May Collins. nAn address delivered be
fore -the OhipvLibetal Society. For sale 
at this office.i n-Priqp 10 cents. .

‘'RightLlvipg.” frJBy Susan-.H. Wixon. 
The author wise practicality in
her method pf: teaching the principle of 
ethics. She ijfoBtr&tes Her subject with 
many brief gArratiyea and ; anecdotes,' 
which rendepjthe ftpok more interesting 
and more-easily comprehended.. It is 
especially-'afi&ptedifor use in-Children’s 
Lyceum. Ip (the hpnds of mothers and 
teacHers It may ba made very, useful. 
Young'and olfi wM be-benefited by it. 
Cloth ?1. Fpitsaleiat this office.

“Beyond filo Villi.” A .Sequel to 
“Rending the Wnll.” Being a-: compllu- 
tlon,'with notes and explanations, .of 
narrations and lllustratlons of-apli-lt ex
periences, spoken, ^'’iTtten'andl-ninde by 
fuH-form nmterlfiUzatlons; setting up a 
scientific apd personal verification of 
I'Whftt We Shall Be,” and -a ’’code of 
ethics,“requisite 4o the most.speedy re
alization - of the Ihighest and purest te- 
i’clty attainable; in the.future life. A 

■ very remarkable book. Large, octavo, 
• 600 pages. .Price, Sl-Tp- ,

“Harmonics o£ Evolution... The Phil
osophy of Individual life, Baaed Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught, by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley,- A work, cif deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution Into 
new fields. Cloth $3. For sale at t»iis

enoo necessary.
- There is really a wonderful demand for re

Dialing. You can do businoBB at nearly every 
fcouae, store, office or factory. Mmost every

. Aft x- ftC hlnworn t/nhouse, store, office orA“P?®L ®TeS , When you deliver the goods plated to cue
family has from »2 to »10 worth of *» “eware to 1 be weU £ ln faot, do.
be plated, besides watches,Jewelry, bicycles, etc. „¡tfithe work, will pay for it promptly,

Every hoarding house, hotel,reBtaurant, and you will be given on an average twice aa 
college or public institution haa from to to mxtoh work to be plated as they gave you the 
$75worth ofworkto.be plated. Even- Jewelry, ^-at time you called. 1

„r n.rvcle nlion. every dentist, doo- w ' . , ■lepafr ox“bicycle ii.Jp, every dcntlut, 
ter aiid «urgeon,-every man, woman and child 
vou meet has either a watch, Bome jowolry, bi
cycles,-instruments, or some articles needing 
plating.©--- ,

Bbnidoa ttic above there are hundreds of 
patentees and manufacturers of motal goods, 
bicycles,-sowing machines and typewriter ro- 
pair shops who want their goods plated, or to 
whom you can sell a plating outfit, furnishing 
them supplies for doing their own plating.

Ilolaft Store« which handle hardware, har
ness, tableware and plated or metal goods all 
neola plating and polishing outfit for roflnish- 

.ing goods that become worn, soiled, rusty or 
tarniohod. ... - J____ ,Every Undertaker requires a plfttlDR outtlt 
for repairing and finishing coffin and hoarse 
trlmmingB which aro soiled, tarnisheq or worn.

Manufacturem are making and Boning tons 
Of now tableware, jewelry, bicycles and various 
kinds of niotal goods every month which has 
only ft-very thin plate, which, in a few weeks, 
wears off, making the goods unsightly, unfit for 
future two unless plated:'

Mannitaoturers of now good« do no..ro- 
platipk on old goods whatever, but try to 
fdreb tho public to throw away tho old and buy 
new at hlgh-prioos. but thio only mcltoa tho 
plating business botlor. .

Factory and WnrCboaBp of Qray * Co.. bv aimply dipping in melted metal, taken Cincinnati, Ohio. Capital 8100,000. Km- 1 inatantlyf with the finest, moat brilliant, 
Ploy SOO to 800 people dally. _ MfiU plate depoaitod. All'foady to deliver

to cuBtomers. MAKES THICK PLATE EVERY 
TIME. GUARANTEED TO WEAR 5 to 10 
YEARS. A BOY PLATES 100 to 300 piece» 
tableware daily, from 810 io $30 worth oC 
work, profits almost 1000 per cent. Goods 
come out of plate finely finished. No polish"*  
Ing, grinding or work necessary, neither 
before nr after plating« ।

You will not need to canvas. Agents writ®, 
they have all tho goods they can plate. Peopla 
bring it for miles around. You can hire bo 
cheap to do your plating, the eaino as we ’ 
and solicitors to gather work for a small pet 
cent. Put a small advertisement or two In your 
local paper and you will have all the plating 
you can do. The plating business is honest and 
legitimate. Plating on our machines gives good 
satisfaction. Wears for rears; customers ara 
delighted and recommend you and your work.

Wo are nn old eRlabiishcil firm, havo

YOU CAM DO PLATINO SO CHEAP
that every person can afford to have their goods 
plated , , ,■ '

No tidy liotuokebpor will allow worn and 
rusty tableware to go,before a guest when itcan 
be restored aud made equal to new.

No ponon will wear jewelry or a watch, or 
ride a bicycle, or use i typewriter, sewing ma
chine, or any machine made of metal from which 
the plate Is worn off when .they see samples pt 
your work and hoar your prices'. People in 
this day and generation pre too sensible and 
economical to throw away their old goods and 
buy now when they can have their olu goods re
plated for so small a cost, maklngthem, in many 
oases, better than when now. ■

The best part of the plating business is that 
it increases list and is permanent. “

Put out your sign, secure your outfit, do a 
littlo work, and quickly yon win be favored with 
orders. If you do not wish to do the plating 
youraelfyou can hire boys for ?3 to 84 a wook to 
do the work the name ne wo do, and solicitors to 
gather up goods to bo plated on commission. .,

It ie not hard work, but iu pleasant, and eg. 
poolally so when your business ib netting you 
»20 to 885 n wook for 5 or 0 hours’ work ft day.

been In bucinein for yenra, know exactly what 
is required, furnish complete outfits and mater» 
iale, the same as wo ourselves use, and ous» 
toraers always have tiro benefit of our experi
ence. W« aro responsible and gnarantoo 
everything. Reader, hero la a chance off 
a Hfotimo to go In buainos» for yourself. 
Wo start you. Now is the time to make money’.FREE—WRITE US TO-DAY
for our now plan and proposition; also valuables 
information aoW'tho platinmis done. Bit down 
and write now, so wo can start you without de
lay. If you wish to see a sample of plating by 
our OutfitB, send 20. postage. Bona your- ad-» 
dresa anyway.

office. fflffl CD, MinsX
1 i. , t —. ¿X-—- ' —-r-v

ofworkto.be
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THE GREAT MYSTERY OF SPIRIT FORMS

borne in

spirit is 
transmlt- 

slgnal-sign 
medium's

¡/mental-picture in the medium’s 
ns subjective.
> spirit seen outside by the me
is objective.

VOL. 29,

Look Soon for to Most Remarkalile Ocailt Experience Ever Seen to the World.
CRIME has ijeen Widely Discussed, Creating a veritable Storm.Center in this Country and Europe. We Issue this week Twelve Pages, 

JuLr Jg ' ?P11',tuall®t 5 aper Ever 1 ubhshed on (hjs Planet, containing much information in regard to this Storm Center Book, pro and con. The result has been bene
ficial to our Cause. Spirit Intercourse has been Illuminated and Advanced, and its Truth Vindicated. The Remarkable. Occult Experience alluded to will appear later on.
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’ NUMBER THREE.
Some of the nerve conditions by 

Which meuiums may see spirits were 
explained in the first two articles.

The sensation of sight is the only 
form of sensational knowledge which 
we can have of sight.

Through this sensation the medium 
is therefore capable of seeing spirits.

•Deprive the medium of this Sensation 
and the medium’s capacity for seeing 
spirits would be destroyed.

The old psychology Is based upon a 
too narrow basis respecting sensation. 
It assumed that the medium's sight 
could only be awakened by the retina 
being acted upon from without, 1. e., 
through the action of outside light. 
And, that only In this way—from nerve 
action from the outside—could the me
dium see a spirit.
“"The metaphor, comparison, or simile 
of the telephone-central-key-board, as 
representing the relation which one's 
oWn spirit—as Interpreter—bears to 
the nerve-slgnal-slgns of one’s own
brain, must be persistently 
mind.

A sensation of sight of a 
therefore an electric-picture 
ted to the retina; because a 
has been sent (through the
optic nerve) demanding that a mental
picture of something (in a flash ’ of 
light) is required outside to be seen.

The person who creates this mental 
picture is one’s own spirit.

. The person seen In the room, by 
means of the mental-picture (created in 
answer io the nerve-slgnal-slgn) is the 
spirit seen by the medium's own spirit.

brain

diiZ
Unless the medium bears these dis- 

tlnclions in. mind, there is apt to be 
" more or less of delusion, Illusion, or 

faith in hallucination, rather than fact.
Science implies teachableness.

" A medium (destitute of the scientific 
spirit) is only a wonder-loving fanatic, 
a.nd a harm to the cause of Spiritual
ism.
. It is just as holy and lofty and pure, 
and exalted a Spiritualistic work, for 
the to study the laws of the wonderful 
nervous telephone-central-key-board, of 
a. great Intelligent medium's brain, and 
personal spirit, as it is for me to sit in 
religloufe'awe, listening to the independ
ent vocabulary of an assumedly well
meaning Apache spirit; but, who on 
earth preferred scalps to books. .

■' In the Old Bible wdy of puttjng it, the 
medium's body—and his nervous sys
tem as a part of that medium’s body— 
is the templé of the Holy Spirit; and it 
is my spiritual and moral, as well as 
scientific duty to treat that medium’s 
body, with religious and philosophical 
respect.

And, if his body Is worthy of such 
profound dignity and study, how much 
more is his or her own great Spirit? 
Hence, I repeat, the fascination which 
the loftier, scientific study of the psy
chology of Spiritualism has for me; 
when compared with the study of the 
lower planes of phenomena.

But, let us return to our metaphor of 
the central-telophone-key-board, as ex
pressing the relation which the person
al spirit of the medium—as interpreter 
of the nerve signal-signs of sensation 
and creator of electrlc-piciures—bears 
to his own brain with its 600,000,000 
separate cells, or kreys.

For,'electric-pictures of actual spirits 
In a room, are never created by the me
dium’s own spirit unless a certain num
ber of these 600,000,000 nerve-slgnal- 
slgns or cells are first touched by forces 
which exist either within or without 
his own skull.

-When a spirit is actually seen by 
three or four persons In a room, there 

“can be no chance for delusion, illusion 
dr hallucination.

That is, of course, providing that It is 
a spirit; and not an Imposture.
' Every brain key-board receives— 

from outside—the same nerve-signal- 
signs; and here' we have the brains of 
four persons, all testifying to the same 
common fact, viz., the existence of the 
spirit. The light in the room acted in 
a uniform way on the optic nerves of 
all four of the witnesses and awakened 
the same nerve-slgnal-slgns as to the 
presence of the spirit In all four of the 
persons present.

Therefore, It was a genuine sensa
tion;. scientific in every particular, tes
tifying to an Incontrovertible fact.

The liability to deception Is Increased 
in the ratio that the experience is pure
ly personal; and is not known to two or 
three others. ,

This does not mean that our own per
sonal experiences—with no ,one else 
present—are not as good as if fifty oth
er persons saw the spirit, or felt it.

But it does mean thjs, viz., that four 
persons are less likely to be mistaken 
than one. '• ■

Mistakes in personal Spiritualistic 
experiences (that 1b, In those experl- 
enees which no one else shares with 
us), are. due to the following cause, viz., 
that the 600,006,000 nerve-slgnal-slgns, 
dr brain cells, can be operated upon by 
forces creating changes within the 
body.

With ordinary experiences, as where 
several see the same spirit at once, the 
signal-signs are created by the force, 
outside of us, i. e., the rays of outside 
light. That is, by forces creating 
changes outside of the body; and act
ing on the nervous system from the 
putsfde. ' ■

- But the nervous system can be acted 
on from the inside.

Accidental nerve-slgnal-slgns may be 
■given from within. And suppose quité 
a number of these accidental nerve- 
Bignal-signs of sensation to occur from 
Within the body. Owing to some In

’ jury or fever, or altered condition of 
the blood. What then7 '
'Well,'our own spirit, ever true and 

and faithful in answering every-nerve- 
signal-sign, with a sensation (whether 
there is anything outside of our bodies 
to correspond with the sensations or 
tíot) nevertheless keeps on giving us a 
series of the pictures or sensations of 

■ things—which we think exist outside of 
us—but which simply exist within the 
hoflzop Of our own knowledge.. •

The really scientific Spiritualist nev
er mistakes therefore, the existence of 
a real spirit for an hallucination, or, a 
series of hallucinations.

When we stop to consider that eyery 
nerve-cell when It Is excited, awakens 
the signal-sign of Its own special and 
appropriate sensation; and, that there 
are 600,000,000 of these signal-signa of 
sensation; is it any wonder that the 
unintelligent sometimes mistake ' the 
accidental awakening of an hallucina
tion, for the presence of a spirit guide?

Suppose, for instance, that a foreign 
substance In the brain of a medium 
(who has never had time to study the 
nerve-slgnal-slgns of his own brain) 
should accidentally come Into constant, 
irritating contact with his auditory 
nerve; keeping It vibrating like a door
bell that will not stop ringing. The 
consequence would be that he would be 
hearing voices nil the time.

If a similar foreign substance in his 
brain jjrritates his optic nerve, he would 
see flashes of light; and, if the medi
um knew nothing of the functions of 
the nerve-slgnal-slgns of his own nerv
ous system, he would be likely to attrib
ute the voices and the lights to the op
erations of his spirit guides.

So with sensations of touch In vari
ous parts of the body.

Thus, every conscientious Spiritual
ist owes it to himself, his friends, and 
humanity, that he be capable of exactly 
defining the difference between the ev
idences of actual spirit presence, and 
hallucination.

It certainly does no harm, if it does 
no good.

Our memories are filled with real, or
ganized pictures, of hundreds and thou
sands of forms; the most of which we 
have no recollection of ever having 
seen.

When, owing to some sudiien nervous 
change within us, we suddenly have a 
perception of one of these human forms 
(which we do not recollect ever having 
seen before) it is not impossible but 
that we are suffering from hallucina
tions.

The way to settle the question Is to 
ascertain if someone else also sees the 
form.

But, concerning the foregoing, my 
brother Spiritualist may ask me justly, 
what proof he may have, that I am 
writing of these things from personal 
experiences;

Owing to the violent scorn and prob
ably cruel contempt, which some of my 
Spiritualist brethren may feel towards 
the work of such men as Frederic W. 
H. Meyers, and students of his school. It 
is not impossible that my proof—as 
connected with this Myers, school of 
Spiritualist—may not be considered of 
much value; particularly when I say 
that I never gave a public or private se
ance in my lire.

Concerning my general Intellectual 
honesty, however, my friends Lombro
so, Professor William James and Pro
fessors Small and Triggs of the Univer
sity of Chicago, have borne abundant 
wjeness.

Not desirous of being at all Intrusive, 
Immodest, or unwisely aggressive, In 
my own opinions of my Spiritualistic 
experiences, I adopted the nom-de- 
plume of “Le Baron.” "

The New York Herald gave a half
page to the matter. Among other 
things the reviewer said: “The strange 
experiences of Mr. Leo Baron submit
ted to the Society for Psychical Re
search by Professor James, of Harvard 
College, afford one of the most inter
esting and truly marvelous cases of su
pernatural endowments which have 
ever been investigated by that learned 
society. The remarkable personal pow
ers possessed by Mr. Le Baron, as the 
gentleman Is called oy Professor James, 
might easily be regarded as a miracle."

The fact that I never should have 
made these facts public (facts referred 
to in the New York Herald) save 
through the urgent solicitation of my 
friend Prof. William James, is suffi
cient proof—in addition to the fact that 
I never gave (In my life) ejther a pri
vate or public seance—that I am 
neither actuated by the love of fame or 
gain, in any matter of Spiritualism.

With exception of The Progressive 
Thinker coming to my desk (the sub
scription price of which is one dollar) 
I am writing this series of articles 
wholly for the benefit 'of humanity, 
without any hope for return. .

This may or may not be sufficient 
proof of my entirely unselfish and dis
interested attitude. ' ,

But, in any event; it proves that I am 
entitled to a respectful hearing.

By turning to page 307 of the second 
volume of Frederic W. H. Myers’ work, 
“Human Personality,” the reader may 
glean an additional paragraph concern
in the "Le Baron" matter referred to in 
the New York Herald,' and ' the' lan
guage used on the planeUMars. ‘

The greatest hope I have in the ulti
mate triumph of truth, concerning all 
such matters, is couched in the two 
words—scientific evolution.

A Spiritualist who is a scientific evo
lutionist, manfully admits that he does 
not know everything.

He could not progress or evolve 1f he 
did.

He would be ready to intellectually 
rot, with the a priori dogmatists if he 
knew it all. .

■ One great trouble in our attempts to 
solve the Great Mystery of Spirit 
Forms has been our haste at jumping at 
conclusions.

Our belief that it is a simple prob
lem and very easy oi solution.
. In my humble judgment, it is the 
most complex and profound problem of 
the age. ’ . <

It Implies, for instance, some sort of 
intelligent comprehension of the rela
tion of the medium’s spirit guide to the 
600,000,000 cells of the mCjUum’s own 
bralnj 'for, every cell in the six hun
dred millions is the nerve-slgnal-slgn of 
some sensation, distinct from others.

The teaching on this subject should 
be scientific and exact. ' :

It IS not only cruel, but silly to be 
taught things which we not only have 
to unlearn, but have to also waste, time 
to both learn and unlearn. '

This thing of intellectual retrogres
sion is the greatest stumbling-block in

Œbe Xlgbt Hmong tbe Dille
£1 Charming narrative*

Most Beautifully Suggestive is “The Light Among
the Hills,” by Mrs. 1. L. Lewis. . „ . of Bethel, Vt. It
is a narrative founded on facts alone, and every
Spiritualist should read it.

(Continued from No. 737.,) .
The next morning as Mrs. Grey and 

Martha stood at the front gate waiting 
for Mr. Weston to come with the horse 
and buggy, Mrs. Weston came hurrying 
along, wiping her wet hands upon her 
apron, and said: “There’s one thing 
more, Marthy, I wanter say to ye. ' Ver 
Aunt Laury has owned up to me that 
there’s lots of Spiritualists up where 
yer goin'. Now I want ye to remember, 
Marthy, that their works are all of the 
devil. It all comes of b’llevln’ in the 
Immortality of the soul, and that's the 
devil’s He. I want ye to remember 
now, and hang on to the faith ye’ve 
been brought up in."
' • Martha looked straight into her 
mother’s anxious face and said quietly: 
“You were brought up to believe that 
the soul is immortal, and at death goes 
straight to either heaven or hell, were 
you not?”

"Certainly, but when I got old enough 
to reason I knew better," said Mrs. 
Weston, with an air of pride and put
ting a strong emphasis on the word rea
son.

“If you deported from the faith you 
were brought up in when you got old 
enough to reason, wh'y may I not do the 
same thing?” demanded Martha.

"Because,” said her mother, sternly, 
"you have been, taught the truth."

"Wouldn’t your mother have said the 
same thing?”

Mrs. Weston flushed and looked con-
fused, and Martha continued:
have always done just what 
thought was ' 'right, haven’t
mother?”

“I—I’ve tried to,” faltered Mrs. 
ton. '

"You 
ytm 
you,

Wes-

'Well, I’m going to do just what 1 
think is right, so don't worry about me, 
mother.”

Just then Mr. Weston’s voice was 
heard calling, “All aboard!” and a few 
minutes later Martha and her aunt 
were being whirled along through cool 
green forests and flower-decked, sunlit 
fields, towards the little railroad sta
tion miles away. ■ "

It was evening, and in a cozy-sitting 
room where easy chairs, rugs, neat 
muslin curtains, pictures and various 
feminine knick-knacks an air of 
comfort, three women were resting 
after their day’s work. At a table 
strewn with papers and magazines, 
Martha Weston was folding the letter 
she had. just finished. The lamplight 
turned her wavy hair to shining gold, 
and lighted her pure earnest face and 
dark, wistful eyes. In an easy chair a 
few feet from Martha sat Laura Grey, 
who held in her hands an open book. 
But she was not looking at It, for her 
eyes were fastened upon a slender fig
ure sitting at a desk at the other side of 
the room. z

“Elsie, dear,” said Mrs. Grey, softly. 
The figure at the desk turned and faced 
the speaker. She was a woman a little 
past middle age, with a slight, girlish 
figure and a refined, sensitive face. 
Her features were irregular and she 
could not have been called beautiful, 
but shg had a sweet, womanly face, full 
of strength and tenderness. Her face 
showed unmistakable traces of care 
and suffering, but it showed also the 
calmness of a soul that has risen above 
the storms of life and found peace and 
rest. Her eyes were large and, dark, 
changing from sad to gay, from tender

the path of Spiritualistic—scientific— 
evolution, because it is always trying to 
chain us in dungeons of slimy and ef
fete and ignorant explanation, and ok" 
dogmatic interpretation.

No laws, either of the spirit world or 
this, can be discovered without hard, 
patient, humble study. And the only 
progress possible to be made in the sci
entific evolution of Spiritualism is.In 
the discovery of its unvarying laws. : ;

Of these laws we are at present in ig
norance.

■ Anyway, two spirits are always be
fore me for study whenever I visit a 
brother or sister medium.

The first spirit is the spirit guide of 
the medium which I am visiting. . ,-

The second spirit is the medium’s 
own spirit. . - ;

And, I trust, that I may not be con
sidered as being worthy of being imme
diately lynched, or burnt with coal qll 
at the stake of Modern Spiritualism, if I 
heretlcally affirm as my honest convlc-i 
tlon, the fact that I consider the medi
um’s own spirit as worthy of as much 
'study, esteem and reverence, as that of 
the medium's spirit guide. ‘ .

. SALVARONA.

■ That is the most perfect government 
under which a wrong to the humblest 
Is an affront to all.—Seneca.

Public sentiment powerfully restrains 
men from doing wrong; but when they 
have done wrong, sets itself as power
fully against them.—Beecher.

Do what good thou canst unknown; 
and be not vain of what ought rather to 
be felt than seen.—William Penn.
, We want fewer things to live In pov
erty with satisfaction than to live mag
nificently with riches.—St. Evremond.

Pleasure, says the multitude, is the 
rose of life. But, remember, near by is 
the thorn of evil. If you will cull the 
rose, avoid the thorm; ■

• Our grand business is not to seo what- 
lies dimly at a distance,[but to do what 
lies clearly at hand. .
• The coward sneaks tq Boa th; the 
J»ravo Ilvo on.—Anon. •

and -wistful to'taeen and searching ae-
cording to the inoqd of their possessor. 
The two women looked at each other 
affectionately, Md fIMrs. Grey said: 
"You promised me,Bible, that you would 
tell my niece-how y^i got converted to 
Spiritualism, and I.ftiel anxious to. have 
her hear.” ! v

Mrs. Austin hrpsd and took a chair 
between Aunt and »piece.

“You are rigtit, .Laura,” she said; 
“there is no tfnpq but now and I have 
observed that Whoever lets an opportu
nity slip by unimproved ip likely to re
pent later on. jThat you may the better 
understand 1 wfll gp. back to my child
hood. When my sister Lucy was two 
years old and I waq seven, p-v mother 
died, and u year from thee7 father 
married again. 1 think my father loved 
his children With! jfStrong, deep love, 
out he was a'gifaVp, quiet man, and it 
was not 1111 I WttB^.woman that I knew 
of his affection foEjJs, As to my step
mother I do not mow to this day 
whether-Bhe loVed/ijs or .not, but she 
had Btern ideas recording her duty to 
us, which she fulfijleil to the best of her 
ability. I hadta.poptic and affectionate 
nature, and an inborn tendency to what 
is now labeled “mysticism.’

"Mother waq. one of the most prac
tical of practical women, and wop to me 
if I ever breathed ta word to her of 
poetry or mÿstîciçm. Several' times 
during my Childhood, strange things 
happened in out. hô.me, but mother, al
ways accounted for'them promptly, if 
she had to accuse Lucy or me in'a most 
unjus,t mantiér. Severalriimes I heard 
voices. ,1'rom“those • fifrsejn 'speak words 
of warning pr'o^ cMfiel tô me, but I 
dared tel^. uo otfctaatifi several times 
both Lucy and ta s&W spirit forms ap
pear and disappear,;to our great amaze
ment. "“ ,

“Once.LuéVftold 'whad she had'aeèh 
and persisted .that.she told thé truth 
and fecei£ed"a! severe-Whipping in con-' 
Séquence, whiÇh hafi the’effect of clos
lugger mtfiith. if it didn’t her,eyes. We 
Were kept in-almost nun-like seclqsion 
until I was twenty-years o' ’ ’ •'
mother Baid I'muit^go and

W. W. ABER.
Account of Materializations at Hla 

Home.

me. I was very unhappy, and not with
out sufficient cause.
“I doubt if any person who is really 

unhappy can keep in good health for 
Xhy vlepgth.bf time. Happiness is like 
sunlight; "WRh It we grow strong and 
beau tiffin without it we grow weak and 
sickly, :-^VB 1 before remarked, I had 
not been in; the house long before I 
knew there-’Was something about It 
quite out of the ordinary. Doors would 
open and shut without any visible 
means at all hours of night and day. 
The doors closed with the old-fash
ioned latch and catch, and it gives a 
person unaccustomed to such phenom
ena a queer feeling to see a latch lifted 
without visible bands, but I' have seek 
it done many times. At first I was 
nervous about being left alone, but I 
soon became convinced that no harm 
was Intended me. After a few months 
my cousin Kate came to live with me, 
and to assist about the work. After 
her arrival tilings got more lively. In 
an empty chamber over the living-room 
we often heard what sounded like two 
men struggling with each other, fol*
lowed by a heavy thud as 
thrown upon the floor, and 
come a sound as of some 
dragged across the floor.
careful Investigation fulled 
any explanation.

of a 
tli en 
one 
The 
to

body 
would 
being 
most 

afford

“Kate complained of footsteps fol
lowing her about, and of articles being 
snatched out of her hands. She was a 
young girl, with a happy, lively nature 
and being strong and healthy, she soon 
ceased to be disturbed by the strange 
occurrences. One night I sent her to 
the front room for something, and she 
returned in great haste, pale and trem
bling. She said that upon entering the 
room she had glanced-into a large mir
ror, hanging upon the opposite wall, 
and had seen the face of an old woman 
with white hair and closed eyes, but it 
was the face of a dead women. Kate 
soon recovered from her fright, but it 
was months before she would enter the 
room alone after dark.

"One day after an unusual number of 
disturbances, I questioned my husband 
about the matter, and learned that he 
had lived in the house from his boy
hood, flnji th$.t Things had, always <besn.- 
happening/'ds he expressed it. He said 
that his mother had always called the 
house’Ttaffnted,’ but ‘that lb just like a 
woman,’ he ftcldCd.wlLh.lCfty superior- 
ityy ‘Quests don’t, trouble.me,' but I no
ticed there were some rooms that hé 
would never enter alone after dark.

‘‘One night I yielded to Kate's en-
treaty to share her bed for the night.IL uun-linw btjUlUBlOIl —i , "■ , ..  

-years old, and then ?ar!i In the morning I was awakened 
-------- «-»J earn my llv- ^y. the sound of voices. Although the 
Ing. Father objected very strorielv voices were plainly audible, 1 could not 
k'>+ Lta ____i-iA ta ><. « ■ . : ’ zllsHnmiiah wnwla- nndbut his wife carried the day^as shtTiu- 
ways'did, for lib tvas a man who loved

■ OVlV piuiuij UUUIU1U, 1 UUUIU HUI

distinguish thé words, and had the Im-i uajr ¿‘'Tir*  Olle UI1- i .. ,, ’ ------- — .~.
man who loved PrGssi(>n that the conversation was be-

peace and quiet. •- ' Carried on in a foreign language,
“Wholly Ignorant of the world and P“. After listen

its ways, and longing for a kind word era mlnut6s J whispered
and an apnrbvlrig'look, it wae no won. I’, Kate’ are .you aw.ake •and an approving look, it was no won
der that I mado a mistake when I mar
ried. I was ndfloiig in finding out my 
mistake. My married life was crowded
with disappointments, misery and pri- ! 
valions. Hé tó whom I committed my
pure young life/seàned bound to de
stroy all my betfatfral Ideals—all my

de-
most fondly ehérràÉed hopes and to
drag down and-fieflle my highest,’ no
blest Instincts. However, he did not 
could not do it V » • ’

“I had not been-long in my new home 
before I discovered -that there was 
something about the. house ■ which I 
could not explain.' It was an old ram
bling farm house, far away among the 
hills. Look where*I  would, hills rose 
towering beyond other hills, and be
yond these nothing'was visible but the 
blue of the Bky. The nearer hills were 
covered with a growth of sugar maples, 
paper birch and dark spruces, and they 
were.very beautiful. There was not a 
house in sight; and I was very lonely 
It was a large 'farm, and there was 
much.heavy work I.was compelled to 
uo, and my strength soon began to fall

“ ‘Then you do hear It?’ she asked ex-
citedly.

"'I bear talking,’ I answered, 'but 1 
can’t understand a word. What does it 
mean?’

“ ‘Oh, I am so glad that you hear It,’ 
was the answer. ‘I have heard it every 
morning for a long time, and I was be
ginning to think (hat either my brain 
or my ears were going wrong.’

“ ‘Can you understand what is said?’ 
I asked. ,

" 'Never a word. I think it is 
French.’ 1

"1 got up and looked out of the win
dow which commanded an unobstructed 
view of the whole of that side of the 
house. The conversation which was 
being held, seemingly very near the 
window, still continued, but no one was 
visible. The glistening dew lay undis
turbed upon the grass about the house, 
and save that mysterious conversation, 
and the singing of birds, all was silent.

"For days afterward Kate and I dis
cussed this matter. We knew very 
little about Spiritualism, and strange 
as it may seem we made no connection

between it and the phenomena tran
spiring around us. I had lost all faith 
talk, she would tell about a beautiful 
lady and In her baby way talk to her 
and carry her playthings. Kate had 
for a good whjle maintained that there 
were two classes of the unseen beings, 
one evil and the other good, but 1 
would not accept her idea, because It 
did not agree with the theory I had 
formed, but what Kate had failed to do, 
baby Agnes succeeded in, and it was a 
great comfort to me to think that be
ings kind and helpful were watching 
over my child. Agnes talked to the 
lady a great deal and often insisted 
that I should talk to her, and once 
when I was weeping she Insisted that 
‘the yady kied, too’; and with the 
knowledge of her love which I now pos
sess, I can easily believe that she did.

"But there came a day when I laid 
my baby away In the desolate snow- 
drifted graveyard—laid her away with
out one hope of ever seeing her again. 
I went from that lonely little grave 
back to my desolate home and folded 
my empty arms across my aching 
heart and longed to feel the cold hand 
of death upon my own. I felt that i 
could no longer bear what I had been 
bearing. I shrank within myself and 
cried out in anguish against my daily 
life. My friends, there are some 
things that are harder to bear than 
death. To this day I cannot hear the 
winter winds go walling about the 
house without thinking of that lonely 
farm-house upon that wind-swept hill, 
that little grave under the drifting 
snow, and those dark eyes when I 
thought that I was utterly forsaken.

"One night a few weeks after my 
baby’s death, as I lay upon my bed un
conscious of everything but my own 
misery. 1 was startled by a clear,, ring
ing voice dropping, apparently from 
the ceiling. Never shall I forget the 
solemn majesty of that voice. Strength, 
purity, wisdom and love were all sug
gested by it. Only one sentence was 
spoken and I recognized it as prophetic 
—I understood the words but not their 
meaning. Looking back I can now see 
the wisdom displayed for not under
standing the meaning of the words. I 
ponderqdjover them am) thus .my mind 
was kept from brooding over my 
troubles.

“About this time I received a long 
letter from my sister Lucy, telling me 
of;her experience. Shadowy forms had 
Stood Reside her and talked to her in 
audible voices, and one of these visitors 
had written upon the wall in letters of 
light. ‘I am firmly convinced,’ she 
wrote, ‘that the dead are not dead, but 
alive, and I. know they can and do come 
back and speak to certain ones when 
conditions are right for them.’

“With the sound of that majestic 
xolce still ringing in my ears, I drank in 
Lucy's experience eagerly, for I knew 
very well that she would tell me noth
ing but the truth.

(To be continued.)
in the Bible and the religion I had been 
brought' up in. I tried to believe that 
death was the end of human existence, 
but there was always an Inner con
sciousness which gave that belief the 
lie. I was now forced to acknowledge 
the existence of unseen beings of whom 
I had no previous knowledge, but that 
they had once been ‘ human /.beings I 
would not allow. ......

“About this time the crowning joy of 
womanhood was accorded me; I be
came a mother. The soft pink cheek 
that nestled against my own proved a 
solace for my sorrows, those dimpled 
little fingers clinging about my own 
thrilled me with strength and hope. 
My precious baby, my beautiful dark
eyed Agnes—-I wonder sometimes if, in 
that bright world where she Is being 
reared and educated, she knows how 
much her mother loved her.”

Mrs. Austin faltered for a moment 
and Mrs. Grey took her friend's hand in 
a sympathetic grasp. In a moment she 
went bravely on: ,

"As my baby grew older and began to

To the Editor:—bv- your issue of Dec, 
26,1 have just read an experience of H, 
Bi, with- Farmer-Riley, at Riley’s own; 
house. I wish I knew the H. B’s. other, 
name, for those are my own Initials ;| 
but the readers of The ¡Progressive 
Thinker need not be confused, for they, 
will readily distinguish the difference 
between my uncultured pen and his 
able article giving his experience at and 
with Farmer Riley.

My experience was at Kansas City, 
with W. W. Aber at his own house. 1 
called on Mrs. Connoley, a very line me
dium I had met in Kansas City a yean 
ago last October, and learned from her, 
thgt Mr. Aber resided only a few blocks 
from there, so I telephoned him and 
asked when he would have a materializ
ing circle, and his reply was, "To
night.” Being an old acquaintance, I 
was anxious to see him and his work, 
so engaged four seats, and eight o’clock 
that evening found us all there, Mr. and 
Mrs. Connoley and Mrs. Connoley’s 
mother, all ardent Spiritualists, and1 
neither of them had Been a materlaliza<- 
tlon.

Mr. Aber has an upper room fitted up, 
for the purpose, a room with two out
side windows and one door which wg 
came in it. His cabinet consisted of tb
black cambric curtain across one cor
ner of the room, the curtain being about 
eight feet long and reached from the 
ceiling to the floor, and there was an-' 
other curtain fastened to the wall to, 

' When!make everything dark within. ____
everything was ready he asked us to ex-,' 
amine the cabinet, and we did bo thor-j 
oughly and found there was nothing in' 
there but a chair. We examined him'

PERFECT MEDIUMSHIP, injurious, promiscuous tampering. In her own right she Is 
an accomplished conversationalist.

It May Ba toi^fiictive, Not Destructive.
,. The urchin gets ’Sappiness from the thought that he will 
one day proudly pace the classic university hails. Mean- 
whllp. he it(.éi®à Strictly to the-business .In hand, knowing 
that present application do present things is the onlySiass- 
port to the coveted goal. How-does this compare wiui: the 
Spiritualist medium;, that springs, Minerva like, from the 
brain of JupltéïY’1, - '

The medium^olls:iibt, neither does he spin.”
For,him there.aremo long years of laborious study. He 

graduates first, last: and all the time. The spirits educate 
him while he sleepp-; The Great Psychological Grime to thé 
contrary'notwithstanding. ’ • -

This.1b all very nice.for-the favored medium. In mortal 
occupations .generally there is very little perfection. * The 
great oratorioStaro Uie only exception's, and these took eons 
for. accompltahjneçt: The savage has perfected eyesight, 
,but loses it ih^viilzntlon. Forward steps nevertheless de
y elop: sugges tlii jib. From, these theories are ground out. 
Experiment fl^xfcf|uôws'., At last truth Is ascertained. - •

Perfection' Is'iomething- advanced to, greatest usefulness, 
fullness, security, Absoluteness, elegance, finish, and due 
exercise void of ¿fatigue and reaction. • ..

Where Is the standard mediumship perfection?
There is one’ instance recently demonstrated that comes 

near to it. It was in a lady Spiritualist lecturer and plat
form test medium; Sho, will bo heard from later. The 
words of the wlse .controltng spirit were simply touched on 
the-braln of thls-medlum, ' Sho herself, while passive for 
the hour,' remained as one of tbe audience. : - The education 
to the largo assembly of'people was hers os well. At. the 
closing she was no more fatigued than: if engaged In high- 
class conversation?wlth'mortals for, the same period of time. 
When not pasMvo for Kpcctal occasions sho 1b left ns free 
from spirit interference an any other mortal. Indeed, sho In 
more free for slta bah a string, Wto protection thaê éventa

Her health has been im
proved. Her self control, individuality, general culture, 
wisdom and will, have all been strengthened and benefited 
in every way.

AH along it has been the tendency of mediumship to ad
vance from the unconscious to the conscious trance. That 
the advance will continue Is far from being impossible. To 
condemn the early phases of mediumship would be as wicked 
and wanton as to decry Robert Fulton for not making the 
first little steam vesse‘1 he launched upon the Hudson the 
elegant palace she is to-day. What the whole mortal fam
ily may become In the distant future, is yet only a specula
tive theory. AU may yet become so highly unfolded that 
each can see and talk with spirits. Even so; if then, an au- 
dlence of ten thousand people desired to be entertained and 
Instructed by some one very great and wise spirit, a medium 
would be demanded for the purpose.
. That mediumship, per se, Is constructive and not destruct
ive, Almighty Nature herself will declare. That there are 
perverted instances was inevitable. That spirits as well as 
mortals are responsible for it, is sadly true. Neither they 
nor we are blamable. All alike were ignorant. Happily 
the right knowledge is increasing. Should the'perfectlng of 
mediumship be left wholly to the spirits it would be greatly 
unfortunate. The -spirits need our thought and insight 
along with their own. ,

It is fashionable to laugh at and ridicule Christian Sci
ence. There is plenty of good reason for it It is built on 
the false premise that "all Is mind—there is no matter; all 
is health, there to no disease.” Interblended with the ab
surdity it has elevated mind into such a curative agent as to 
make the old qphool. doctors stagger with amazement The 
Psychological Crime has bulldod on r-tho equally absurd 
premise that mediunishlp is a destructive principle in nat
ural science. Intorbidnded with this it has made sugges
tions that will arouse a now and healthful impetus to the 
best growth of mediumship, "Christian Science” and "The 
Great Psychological Crime'' "we fit ©ompanion pieces. ’

Madison, !W1b. ' B, W. BALDWIN,

ana found he had nothing white about 
him. Then he took his seat and asked 
Mrs Connoley to come in and sew his 
pr.nt legs to the carpet, and sew hla 
coat sleeves to the knees of his pants, 
an/i his coat collar together at the neck,' 
al then he called on me to fill his, 
hd.ids with oatmeal, and I did so; then! 
there was a light in the opposite corner.) 
of the room with a thin red tissue pa-: 
per around it and then the electric light! 
was turned out and we could distinguish । 
everybody in the room who sat in a cir
cle facing the cabinet about ten feet, 
from same. Then the music box waa 
started and in about five minutes a 
white form came out through the cur
tain and the one on the extreme right of 
the circle was called for, and hewentup 
and recognized his wife who had been 
dead, many years. He introduced her;, 
to the circle, and tnen a little boy, hla, 
son, came out, who was about three feet 
tall; then the wife went back into the 
cabinet and the boy went down into the 
floor. Then two other men, members 
of the circle, went through the sama, 
routine, their spirit friends were plainly, 
seen by all of us.

Then Mrs. Connolcy’s mother wad 
called up and a very affecting scene oc-, 
curred. When her mother died she leftt 
an infant girl whom she had raised as 
her own and very tenderly, and the spir
it mother wished to thank her. The 
Connoley friends, some five or six, cama. 
out and we all saw them plainly. AH 
ladles came out in pure white. Mr. Con
noley recognized an old comrade of his 
who had lost an eye and the lid waa 
oven closed.

Then my wife called me, and I went 
up and she put her hand on me and 
talked. Then my mother, who passed 
into the higher life in 1855 came up to 
to me and I said, "Mother, is this really, 
you? Put your hand on me.” And she 
did, and patted me on the shoulder so 
that all in the room heard it. Then I 
said, “Mother, do please come near mo 
if you can," and she came up and put 
her arm across my shoulders and then 
backed up a little and there stood. 
Some little old lady in appearance came 
out, and I said "Who can that be?” and 
my mother said, "It is mother." “Why, 
yes,” I said, "it is Grandmother Rus
sell;” and she bowed her head three or 
four times, stepped around the other 
side of mother and bowed to the rest of 
the circle and all went back into the 
cabinet, and my brothers came out, and 
I said: “Charley, you know rgy heart’s 
desire is to do good and enlighten the 
people.” And he said: "Homer, don’t) 
cast your pearls before swine.”

Then my sisters came out and patted
me on the shoulder and stroked my
whiskers. All this was seen by the 
whole circle; then my father came with
his red hair and heavy whiskers and 
put his hand on my shoulder and talked 
so loud and plain that all heard him, 
There was more, but this enough. ’

When we were through we examined 
the cabinet and found Mr. Aber just as 
we left him sewed up and down to tl)e 
floor and the meal still in his hands) 
tired and weak from two hours’ sitting, 

HOMER B. AUSTIN.
Beatrice, Neb. '

THE STATION DESPAIR.

We must trust the conductor, most 
surely;

Why millions of millions before 
Have made this same journey securely, 

And come to that ultimate shore. ‘ 
And we, we will reach it in season;

And ah, what a welcome is there' 
Reflect, then, how out of all reason 

To stop at the station Despair.
Ay, midnights and many a potion 

Of trouble and sorrow have we, 
As we journey from ocean to ocean, .

From sea unto ultimate sea, 
To that deep sea of seas, and all silened 

Of passion, concern, and of care, 
That vast sea of Eden-set Islands;

Don’t stop at the station Despair!
Go forward, whatever may follow, 

Go forward, friend, led or alone;
Ah, me, to leap off in some hollow 

Or fen, in the night and unknown, 
Leap off like a thief; try to hide yoi 

From angels, all waiting you there 
Go forward, whatever betide you, 

Don't stop at the station Despair!
—Joaquin Miller»

Whatever difference may appear id 
the fortunes of mankind, there is, nev
ertheless, a certain, compensation of 
good and evil which makes them equal. 
—Rochefoucauld.. -, - !
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A Personal Experience—Condemning

LUU uaiuc W1.LV1X “**7, •" - - . deed VmG very iwwumyyu tinu^u. M.M
day, through that Btf°££v the laws governing jthgae, things,.?)
nrrvcirn A T T V TV<mKTfr A T .T .V nnn'PSY- . *

.1 V. * M W ~ • . ■ ■ '
of psychic power, wo find, .developed 
and intensified, a. power ,and a Buscoptlr 
blllty In tho Human mind, of tyhich. wo 
little' dreamed, tho power to give and

. ^Thß author-of this book knows these 
laws; but knowledge is best proved by

Is—but we will hazard' neither guess 
nor conjecture. . .

One of the axioms of .the publishing

7.4^ t ‘rèi '

Two Thoughtful Persons Present Their Views

THE FROQRBSSHTB THINKER

This Will Set You Thinking.
We take Pleasure in Introducing to our Readers Nora 

Batchelor, whose views are the result of actual ex
perience iir connection with obsession, and which 
will make a deep impression on every thinking mind. 
The question of obsession or demoniac control 
has been ignored by the great mass of Spiritualists, 
fearing it would injure the cause if forced to the 
front. It is now to the front, however, and will be
come, as it'should be, a leading factor jn Spiritual
ism. From Miss Batchelor’s standpoint she lucidly 
demonstrates the existence in obsession of a Great 
Psychological Grime, and positively states, “There 
is Danger in Mediumship.” She explodes, from 
her standpoint, the idea that an evil spirit can not 
approach a pure-minded person. Her communica
tion- will be read with deep interest.

NOTES AND COMMENTS ON THE 
SYMPOSIUM.

Not having been able to respond to 
'lie editor's invitation anent the Sym
posium, I may be pardoned for ottering 
a few observations on the same.'

Is - the "fundamental principle in me
diumship" destructive of individuality, 
or Is it not? On the two Bides of th s 
question we have the writers in this 
symposium drawn up in battle array, 
each positive that his own view is cor
rect. Which side is right? Which has 
the truth?

Here is a significant fact Those 
writers, like Hudson Tuttle, Mrs. Rich*  
mond and others, whose psychic experi
ences have been of a helpful, inspiring 
and beautiful nature, unqualifiedly en
dorse mediumship and condemn the 
teachings of the Storm Center book. On 
tlie other hand, those who have had the 
misfortune TO FALL INTO THE 
HANDS OF UNPRINCIPLED OR VIC
IOUS SPIRITS, AND WHO HAVE 
SUFFERED IN CONSEQUENCE, OR 
WHO HAVE BECOME ACQUAINTED 
WITH CASES OF SUCH SUFFERING, 
UNQUALIFIEDL Y CONDEMN ME
DIUMSHIP AND ENDORSE THE 
BOOK. ,

Here is another fact which attracts 
attention. Those writers who condemn 
mediumship are without exception ac
quainted, apparently, with only one 
phase of mediumship, 1. e., obsession. 
Their whole argument is based upon 
facts drawn from this one lamentable 
phase. Their entire investigation has 
been directed to CASES OF OBSES
SION AND TO NOTHING ELSE. For 
example, take the article written by W. 
E. Morgan, a Chicago physician. This 
gentleman says he has investigated 
about twenty cases of mediumship, 
"each and every one of which was un
der tho complete control or partial dom
ination of a spirit or spirits.’’ “The one 
thing above everything else to attract 
my attention," he continues, “is the fact 
that In every case the control or influ-

have suffered from It, take a pesslmlstlc 
view of mediumship. It is little wonder 
that they rush to the other extreme and 
denounce the whole system. Yet this 
is entirely unnecessary, and a very 
foolish thing to do. Because we have 
been struck by a thunderbolt and al
most killed, shall wé thereupon mount 
the rostrum and denounce in stentorian 
tones the use of electricity? Or’rush 
Into print with a sensational book warn
ing all good people against the "tele
graph, the telephone and thé electric 
car? Good friends, let us exercise a 
little common sense. Let us study this 
subject of mediumship in calmness and 
in candor, neither refusing to acknowl
edge its blessings on the one hand, 
NOR IGNORING ITS DANGERS ON 
THE. OTHER.

There is danger In mediumship.
Obsession is an awful fact in human 

nature. I was especially interested in 
the articles written by Chas. R. Hams- 
ley and wife; also in that of “J. L. C.,” 
ot Brooklyn, N. Y., because their ex
periences SO NEARLY PARALLEL 
MY OWN.

I know what it is to do battle with 
these unseen powers of darkness.

I know what it Is to fight to the ut
most limit of endurance for the control 
of my own organism. ’

I KNOW WHAT IT IS TO SPEND 
NIGHTS OF HORROR AND DAYS OF 
UNSPEAKABLE TORMENT.

I know what insanity is.
I know what desire impels the sui

cide, for I have been to the very verge 
of the precipice; and yet do I renounce

ence, however induced, has been of the 
most' degraded character and action.” 
From-.the twenty cases, every one; of 
which is a case of demoniacal posses
sion, the gentleman, draws his conclu
sions.' And what are*  they? "I cannot 
make It too Plain or too strong that there 
is “danger, great danger, danger to body, 
mind and soul, in giving or in attempt
ing to give yourself into the keeping or 
to the control of man, devil, angel or 
god, incarnate or decarnate."

Now, look at this argument. To give 
yourself Into the control of a devil is. 
dangerous; an angel is not a devil, 
therefore to give yourself into the con
trot of an angel is likewise dangerous. 
This writer has not investigated a sin
gle cash in which the controlling influ-, 
ence was of an exalted or angelic na
ture, yet these sweeping conclusions. 
This Is the sum and substance of the
argument, put forth in favor of the । 
Storm Center book. The simple fact is, 1 
every writer who thus upholds the book .; 
and condemns mediumship, has based ; 
his argument upon INSUFFICIENT 
DATA, and DRAWN CONCLUSIONS 
NOT WARRANTED BY HIS PREM
ISES. ‘

Let these mistaken friends turn their 
attention one moment from cases of 
obsession to a study of the lives and 
work of the truly great mediums in the 
ranks of Spiritualism. Let them inter
view our inspirational speakers- and 
writers, or our high grade phenomenal 

'' mediums, and secure their testimony 
concerning “the. great danger to body, 
mind and soul” in submitting them

- selves to the control of their spirit 
guides, before rushing into print with 
hastily drawn conclusions.

The trouble 1b, goad friends, you have 
decided this case before hearing all the 
evidence. When the testimony is all 
taken, that of the highest and most 
exalted mediumship, no less than that 
of the lowest and most debased, you 
will be compelled, if I am not greatly 
mistaken, to render a change of verdict.

No, .when all 1b said and done, when 
all facts are gathered In, all experiences 
made known, this truth will, I believe, 
shine forth as the result of all this dis
cussion and argumentation: MEDIUM
SHIP, TO THE INDIVIDUAL, IS A 
BLESSING OR A CURSE ACCORDING 
TO THE NATURE OF THE INFLU
ENCES WHICH SURROUND HIM.
That is, if the Influences are of a lofty, 
pure and noble nature, the individual is 
lifted up, strengthened and immeasur
ably benefitted by them. If of a low, 
vile and Vicious nature, the individual 
unless possessed of extraordinary will 
power and nobility of character, will be 
dragged down, weakened and hopelessly 
Injured. Whether the results be good, 
or 111 depends entirely upon the charac
ter of the medium and the nature of the 
surrounding influences. The-control of 
a pure and lofty Intelligence iB never 
injurious. The control of a vile and 
vicious spirit is never anything else. •

It may be said that the breaking 
'down of the individual’s power of self
control is the same in either case. 'It 
is not'the same. An exalted spirit will 
never seek to control against the wishes 
of the' medium, nor to undermine tlie 
medium’s power of resistance. He 
rather seeks to build up, to strengthen, 
to fortify the character in every possi
ble way, and to inspire the mind and 
soul with the highest ideals and noblest 
aims and purposes. An evil Influence, 
on tlie contrary, does seek to UNDER
MINE THBMEDIUM’B POWER. OF 
RESISTANCE -AND OF SELF-CON- 
JTROL.

Ho labors Incessantly to that end.
His-purpose is complete domination.
He seeks to weaken, to destroy the 

Individuality, to dethrone tlie rightful 
sovereign of the mind and Beltq- the 
rplgnswf govei’ninent himself. To what 
ohd? ‘To the end of grntlfylfig through 
the organism of his unfortunate victim 
his own low propensities; his own phys
ical appetites and passions, ‘

Tho Influence of these unseen powers 
Of fiarkiess Is harmful in the extreme, 
and It Ifi little wonder that those who

greater control of his unsuspecting vic- 
U BUT SOME DAY THE REVELA
TION COMES. The discovery Is made, 
but. alas! too late. The unhappy me- 
dlum wakes from her dream of bliss to 
find herself In the clutch of a merciless 
flend who has gained almost complete 
control of her organism, and who will 
not yield an inch. Prayer, entreaty, 
supplication Is of no avail. Moral sum- 
sian iB of no avail. Nothing remains 
but to summon one's powers and begin 
the fight to regain what is lost. THEN 
THE TORMENT AND THE PERSE
CUTION BEGIN. NO PEN HAS EVER 
DESCRIBED THE HORROR AND AG
ONY OF SUCH A STRUGGLE. NO 
PEN EVER WILL DESCRIBE IT. 
ONLY THOSE WHO HAVE PASSED 
THROUGH IT CAN KNOW OF ITS 
TERROR, ITS DESPAIR, ITS EXCRU
CIATING AGONY, WHEN TO LAY 
DOWN CONSCIOUS EXISTENCE, 
WHEN COMPLETE CESSATION ,OF 
THE POWER TO THINK OR TO 
FEEL, SEEMS THE GREATEST 
BOON THE TORTURED SOUL 
COULD ASK.

“Evil spirits have no power to harm 
the good and pure?" It is not true—it 
is the most damnable falsehood that 
evpr afflicted Spiritualism.

It is true that no medium need ac
cept the evil suggestions ot an unseen 
power. It iB true that he is at all times 
responsible tor his own acts But it is 
not»true that a diabolical influence can
not approach him, cannot annoy, tor
ment and persecute him unless there is 
evil in his own life and character. This 
is a point I want understood. Reiter
ated falsehoods on this subject have 
done and are doing much harm. Good
ness and purity are no bar to the ap
proach of such Influences when the me
dium is unsuspecting. They ARE a bar 
to the carrying out of the evil inten
tions of such Influences. They stand 
like a granite wall between the desires 
of the unseen villain and'his intended

Mr. äpd'fc Anonymous Considered

REDUCED PRICES.

Jan. 16,1904.

■ me Rew and tri6 0i(i ,
anû thinker. 1’rlco. 10 conw. ’

nF fl TU and the AFTERLIFE ULH111 By a. J. Davis.
An instructive and interesting work tor ali tò 
read. Price 00 cents.

nniWT Tflfll Between Religion and Science. 1.11N H I il I. I Juet the book tor progressive UU111U1U1 thinkers. A book that Is very 
Interesting to people who have a taste tor the 
past religious history. By John W. Draper. 
Price, cloth, 81.76.

Most Important Books.

'The Commandments Analyzed.' By

No Matter How Short You Are or 
What Your Age, You Can 

Increase Your Height.

A Startling Discovery That Will 
Revolutionize the Physical 

Condition of Mankind.

er. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great in
congruities. Price 26 cents

"Never-Ending Life Assured by Scl-

Why Remain Short and Stunted 
When Ypu May Learn Free 

the Secret of Howto 
Grow Tall?

T.’.".:-.-. -arrsaa-1~ rr:ri\-a

HOW TO GROW TALL Dr. j. M. PEEBLES’
Dr. Phelon'iStaftds at the Head of the Hermetic Broth

erhood iu America. He is an author, a lecturer and 
an unconscious Trance Medium, and his views will 
be read by Spiritualists with deep interest, as pre
senting one.'.'pf many kaleidoscopic opinions. We 
take ple<(sur£ in again introducing him to our many
readers.! !? ____

Is tlie latest departure on the Une of 
adverse criticism upon spiritual power 
and activity. The book, is a fine speci
men of the art typographical. Its page 
make-up is just enough out of tho beat
en track to be novel, without. annoy
ing incongruity.. Its binding Is neat, 
nice and of good quality. All promise 
well from this point, for a reader seek
ing entertainment or instruction.

We open the introductory pages to 
ascertain tlio author's name. After a 
careful search we find that most im
portant feature of every book lias not 
been given. There is no guarantee that 
the writer's brain is of sufficient calibre 
to handle the subjects of which the ta
ble of contents talks. We always like 
to hear our friends talk—our enemies, 
sometimes. But it is rarely that either 
Mr. and Mrs. Anonymous carries much 
■weight with his readers, either first or 
last- To compensate in part for this 
handicap, the publishers have put for
ward tlie name and reputation of a 
brilliant and interesting, writer as the 
editor. They thus concede the anomaly 
of an author claiming to be' able' to 
grapple truthfully and' undefstandipgly 
with, one of the mightiest problems,of 
the universe, who .cannot edit bls own 
took. Is that a trick of the trade; or

like statement of facta, definitions, and 
sophistical assertions of the plan on 
which the book is written, and the hon
esty of the author, in seeking to answer 
the question, always pertinent, but sel
dom answered at the start; “.Why iB 
this book written?”

The writer's definition of hypnotism 
Is: ‘¡The slavery of the human soul." 
If we only knew what was meant in 
this definition, by the term, “human 
soul," we could better judge ot its 
truth. But'of all metaphysical phrases, 
"the human soul” is the most obscurely, 
contradictory defined, and the least un
derstood of any that belongs to the 
“New Thought.” To me it seems that 
such slavery amounts to very little in, 
the economy of tlie Ego.

The thing with which we deal is the 
body or manifestation of tlie thought of 
the spirit. We know so little of the 
work, power or appearance of the spir
itual conditions or accomplishment of 
this, our real seif, few are not able to

the Subjective Control.
Dear. Mr. Editor;—Seeing that .it is 

your intention to issue a special edi
tion of The Progressive Thinker for the 
discussion of "The Great Psychological 
Crime,” I shall be glad to contribute 
to the same a little of my own personal 
experience with regard to mediumship 
and ’the definite conclusion, arrived at. 
Being of an exceedingly sensitive, Im-' 
presslonal temperament, I came very 
considerably under psychic Influence 
during my earlier years, ..and at one 
time pame very near the TRANCE 
CONDITION through spiritual control,, 
but my soul gradually awakened to tlie 
fact that mental domination, either 
from those in or out of the. body, would 
be disastrous to the freedom which in
tuition taught was my Spiritual birth-.i.lx * _ lt.-l tzxm nlv n a I »70/1

' Ho Commends the Book.
My professional work here leaves me 

no time to write a--review of such a 
book as The Great Psycholaglcal Crime. 
I will say but a word .¡concerning my in
terest in this work.;-1 ENDORSE THE 
BOOK FROM BEGINNING TO END. I
know botli the auj.lior and the editor of 
this second yqlume ;of the Harmonic 
Series. ,It was through .tyiB personal ac
quaintance .that I Iqariie.d tho nature 
and this danger of "certain psychic ex
periences of my owiL By; the author of 
Tho Great Psychological Crime I was 
taught tlie lessbp of Belt-preservation 
and of self-devetopment. upjjer tho 
higher laws of J Indqpepdent Develop
ment.. Though I api.jjdt a. student, and 
with little opportunity for the technical 
work of the School of Natural Science, 
I have gone far egptlgn .to satisfy -toy

-self that it is found®, on the eternal 
principles of equity, justice and right. 
My three years otjusiructlon and my 
own experiences ^htlfery, me that I am 
on Ui® 'right road.. .Reason , and cotf-. 
science, have approved every step of the 
way. The author of "The Great psy
chological Crime hge.cpme to do a great, 
work, aiid I reconimend. tbiB. book to 
every man, and.,..WomAjI interested In 
Spirltua laws

- More especiallyI oijmipetid it to 
r the olosesl,mwt,o^6fuL study, by those 

who pre known aS'igensltives. To these 
; would, sayiipQ nfft $ol,ude•wgrselvea

that vyour- .eyperiQW-SrW ififther safe 
or reliable, merely, because they- come 
from an invisible source. This is in
deed the very Reason-you should know

,, . . n. _ V_._ ,____ 1„_ LUlUUIl U1UKHL nao 4X1Jmediumship, and the help, the Inspira- , ht that {act became’ emphasized
lion, the exalted states of mind which I upbon my mlnd I reallzed mOre clearly .
it brlngB? NO. I will not throw away u t posltive mental attitude was n.ec-
a shell which contains a priceless pearl, builà up an arena around my-
because a little poisonous viper lies lf whlch would keep oUt intruders 
coiled therein. I will dispatch the in- paaslve hours, and for that
truder with all possible speed, and re- bB0 ! mU8t conserve the animal 
tain the pearl for my everlasting joy ^¿netjSm generated in the physical 
and satisfaction. organism, and to the extent that it was

This is what every medium must do, I di£wn m0 so long, WOuld clear, 
throttle the obsessing influences at Beif.ConBclousnes8 be delayed, noting 
their first inception, and keep his face . pvnerience that after each sitting ever turned- TO THE PURE AND SVe condHton I w^ more or. 
BEAUTIFUL, the exalted influences a a y deleted. .
'from the higher realms,of-sjjirft lite: • •les^^oTTfo' Greif! .Psy.W

There is a great work which SpMtu- ]oglcal cHme oleariy . states,. .REtF.-. 
allsm has to do, a work not yet begun, CONTROL is the first great IkW Wien’ 
the work of enlightening ignorant hu- AVp».v human soul .must obey or reap AN^UNSUSPECTBD^PÏRï’fÎnÎFLU- tlle 'Msâ^oüs cotfsëqué^çes; >o' We 
ÊNCES a^d thEeCS3 hfi- battl® °£tea flWCely’ 

man life and human society. PHYSICALLY; MENTALLY and PSY-
On this subject of obsession fiianÿ CHICALLY, and'while I have the great

: most part afraid to speak. For a theory J e “trolFtobeSi'ktudwto, those who are living their
has been advanced (by those unac- b1jS* b process which robs the soul of‘lives, making bls philosophy their own. 
qualnted with the facts) and has gained nower of concentration which is /' I sign myself a student in the School 
much credence, that evil Influences will ' of Natural Science. ' ’■ .not trouble-a person whose motives are I necessary to ladlvldu^fb7^B. ( FRANCES'A; DENSON,
pure and noble, and whose character is providence, R. I. ‘ , I Los Angeles, Cal.
evilly disposed,’those of Impure lives,

' low motives, vile passions, who bring • > ,hn
around them the powers of darkness.' victim. The victim xnay.writhe,in tne. 
“Like attracts like,” it is said. "If you grasp of the evil power, but cannot ne 
■are annoyed by depraved and vicious made to do-its; bidding. Over nis ne-, 
spirits, it 1b because there Ib something fenceless head may breait the insane 
wrong in your own life and character, fury-of a foiled demon, but that waii 
You may be thought a pure and lovely of Character will stand intact. No me- , 
soul by most intimate friends, but in I dlum need be drawn, down to sin ana 
reality, hidden down deep from view, degradation unless he so chooses, ne 
you possess some very wicked traits, I may suffer unspeakable torture, meptai 
or you would never attract such evil and physical, but he will win m we 
influences!" I end and come out of the struggle with

WHAT AN INSULT IS THIS! How all the purity of soul with which he en- 
utterly CRUEL AND HEARTLESS to tered it, IF HE SO WILLS, 
tell a refined, sensitive, tormented and There will be suffering, but suffering 
persecuted medium that she has "at- will have an end. The physical , nealtn 
tracted” the vile fiends into whose may and doubtless will be undermmea, 
clutches she has had the misfortune, but this can be regained. The moral 
through Ignorance, to fall! It is little nature will come out of the conflict un
wonder that dense Ignorance and dark- touched and unscathed, for there js no 
ness on this subject exist, when such' I power in this world nor any other tnat 
idiotic ideas prevail. It is little won- can corrupt an incorruptible soul. 10 
der that mediums whisper taeir expert- the strong In character and the pure 
ences only- to one another, and then in heart there is no danger whatever, 
with the utmost secrecy and many ad- from the. moral standpoint, in such an 
monitions, fearing lest others may hear experience. But to the weak-willed ana 
and condemn. Away with this opinion, those whose Ideals are not. of tne nign- 
IT IS UTTERLY FALSE. I est, there is Incalculable danger.

In the last issue of The Progressive The world little knows of the wlckeo- 
Thinker there is a Statement'something ness, the depravity, ‘ the countless 
like this: An evil spirit cannot endure crimes that are directly attributable to 
the psychic atmosphere of a good and I the.unseen powers of the air. Many a 
pùre person; cannot approach or do I weak willed, ignorant, unsuspecting 
him harm. Now, this is a bald afisump- wretch is dragged down to infamy ana 
tion, a mere theory, without a SINGLE shame because the possession of psy- 

. FACT TO SUPPORT IT. . I could name, chic powers renders him an easy tool m 
; if I chose, no less than nine of my per- the hands of vicious and criminal spir- 
< sonal acquaintances, as good and pure its on the other-side of the grave.' 
. women as ever walked this green earth; 'is Spirltuaism responsible for tins 

WHO HAVE BEEN ANNOYED AND I condition ot things? NO! It has mere- 
T.ORMENTED BY THESE UNSEEN' ly dlBcoverd the fact that such condl- 
POWERS. " tiond exist. Is the practice of medium-

The sooner we explode this fallacy I ship responsible? NOT AT all. 
the better. ' It bars the progress bf in-1 These conditions exist where medlum- 
vestigalion; it keeps the facts from, ship never was practiced, and its very 
view; it is the cause of withholding name is a thing unknown. Tlie simple 
knowledge which young and undevel- truth is, that the practice of conscious, 
oped mediums Imperatively need, FOR voluntary mediumship HAS BROUGHi 
THERE IS DANGER IN MEDIUM- TO LIGHT THE FACT - OF: OBSEfa- 
SHIP. There is untold and.incalculable SION, a condition which exists every- 
danger In ignorant mediumship. IN- where inhuman society, Irrespective of 
NOCENCE AND PURITY ARE NO religious belief, or' of a knowledge of 
BAR TO THE APPROACH OF the spirit world, or of the fact that its 
FIENDS INCARNATE; neither are inhabitants can and do- communicate 
they a bar to the approach of fiends with, the inhabitants of this.. . .
decarnate. A sensitive instrument can: Spiritualism is not responsible'for 
be played upon by an angel or a demon,-’ the existence of evil beings in . tins 
and until the Instrument is .sufficiently world. It Ib not responsible for their 
developed psychically to distinguish be-1 existence in the other. It is not re
tween the two; he or she is as liable to I sponsible for' the fact, that evil spirits, 
fall into , the hands of one as of the- no less than thé pure and good, can add. 
qther. ' I do make their influence felt.In mortal

Herein Ues the danger. An undevel- lives.- ■ . .' x ' ,
oped medium, in whom tho psychic It ia a fact in naturo that one human 
powers are just’beginning to manifest, mind, incarnate or decarnate, can Influ
may be -deceived for- weeks and oven-1 enco ■ and oftentimes control another, 
months by a wily unprincipled wretch when that' other makes no resistance, 
iii the unseen; who poses as an un- through ignorance or otherwise,.to such 
known friend who has come to aid de- control. The practice of mediumship, 
volopment, and who is ostensibly acting I .together with the practice of hypnotism, 
as instructor in the art of control to has brought this fact to startled man s 
the nearer friends and relatives. THE attention. ■ In these .two manifestations 
SLYNESS, THE SUBTLETY, THE .................... '
CUNNING OF THESE IMPS - >OF 
DARKNESS IB amostincredible. Their

say: “I know and can fully demon
strate on the material plane. If believ
ers in the truth and reality of spirit ex
istence beyond the limitation of the 
body' are satisfied with the proofs offer
ed to themselves, it really would seem 
they- have as much right to rest quietly 
in their proofs, as any other person who 
may deny- the possibility of spirit ac
tivity after the transition period. In 
the common parlance, one man’s word 
is as good as another’s until the facta 
are proved." Thus I offer my asser
tions, against the assertions of the au
thor, with equal confidence of their 
truth and correct statement.

When we have completed the, elabor
ate and dogmatic exposition of hypnot
ism, occupying 128 pages of the book, 
it can bo summed up In tills: "Hypnot
ism is tlie Influence of spirit upon spirit, 
and is a constant activity, either volun
tary or Involuntary. We are thus moved 
and influenced from our birth, to our 
death, by the projected thought ot oth
ers. Like everything else diffusive and 
Intense in its ordinary manifestation, it 
may become disastrous under the work
ing of concentration.”

Mun receives ills supplies of water 
from tlie heavens and tho earth, and it 
must be constant for his best good. Oc
casionally, ho receives from- natural 
causes a concentration in a flood of 
storm of some sort, and he is a great 
sufferer thereby. Or he builds an im
mense reservoir and it breaks away, 
and ho suffers from the sudden letting 
but of waters. So nearly as a material 
thing-can represent a spiritual condi
tion, the state we name hypnotism, 
■represents accruing spirit power which 
has no lasting effect beyond the body. 
As the? text states, no person can be 
hypnotized; unless he wills the surren
der of his body, not himself, to tho con
centrated spirit potency of thej*  hyp
notizes In reviewing commercial hyp-

business is,.that, a writer who will not 
attach his name to "hia. work, is either 
afraid of ashamed^' Really, we are 
sorry this wpuld-be. unknown writer has 
destroyed sb much"of. our confidence 
and interest in the honesty and ability 
of his or her Intentions at-the start. . At 
the finish, so much, depends upon start
ing right. Then'we can afford so little 
time to rectify midtakes.. From, the 
publishers’ point of view, which looks 
to amount ofsales as tlie most import

game is invariably well played. The 
medium, conscious of: the .purity of. her 
own motives, secure in tho belief that 
"like attracts like,” happy In tljo hope 
of soon reclvlng loving messages, in- 
'struotlon, knowledge, inspiration from 
tho higher realms, yields herself a will
ing Instrument to the unknown power, 
■$?hich day by day gains greater aad

4'hat Is Spiritualism?
W jfi Are These Spiritualists? and 

What Has Spiritualism Done for the 
World? By J. M. Peebles, M. D., M. A. 
An excellent book to put in the hands 
of inquirers, (Both, 75 cents.

Did Jesus Christ Exist?
Ib Christ the Corner Stone of Spirit

ualism? What Do the Spirits Say 
About It? Wm. Emmette Coleman vs, 
Hudson Tuttle on Mahomet and Jesua. 
To which is appended a controversy, 
Arthur J. O .^m vb. J. M. Peebles, bn the 
origin of the Lord’s Prayer and Sermon 
on the Mount, and an exhaustive paper 
by Wm. Emmetts Coleman on the His
torical Origin of Christianity. Paper, 16 
cents.

. Three Journeys Around the World,
A large, handsomely bound octavo vol

ume, 500 pages, finely illustrated, de
Scribing the Pacific Islands, New Zea
land and Australia, India and her magic, 
Egypt and her pyramids, Persia, Cey
lon, Palestine, etc., with the religious 
manners, customs, laws and habits of 
foreign countries. Price, $1.50.

No new discovery has attracted more 
attention in the scientific world than 
that made by K. Leo Mlnges, of Roch
ester, N. Y. Mr. Mlnges is to short 
men and women what the great wizard, 
Edison, is to electricity. He has gath
ered more information relative to bone, 
muscle and sinew than any one else in 
existence. Making people grow tall has 
been a hobby with Mr. Mlnges for years, 
and the results he has ‘accomplished 
are startling to a high degree. By his 
method every man or woman not over 
fifty years of age can be made to grow 
from two to eight Inches in height, and 
any one older than that may increase 
his height perceptibly. His method has 
the Indorsement of leading physicians, 
and several prominent educational In
stitutions have adopted It for the better 
physical development of their pupils. 
If you would like to increase your 
height you should read the book which 
tells how this remarkable discovery was 
made and reveals to you the seerpts of 
how to grow tall. It is free. You are 
not asked to spend a single cent and It 
you desire it we will send you the state
ments of hundreds who have grown 
from two to eight Inches in height by

Immortality,
And the employments of spirits good 
and evil in the spirit world. What a 
hundred spirits nay about their dwell
ing-places, their locomotion, their social 
relations, infants, Idiots, suicides, etc. 
Price reduced from $1.50 to $1. U’ost- 
age 12 cents. Paper 50 cents.

Spiritual Harp.
80°, PaBeB.containing songs, 

hJh«! j anthems for Spiritualist so- cletles and circle/). The words are afire 
With progress. It contains tae choicest 
songs and music by James G. Clark and 
other reformers. Reduced from $2 to

Dr. Peebles’ Three Jubilee Lectures.
A «nost elegantly bound pamphlet ot 

122 pages giving Dr. Peebles’ lectures 
m n Hydesville, March 31, 1898, 

and later in Loudon at tots1 tThn»aJlOn.al ,ConeresB of Spiritual
. 0 lectures, illustrated, are 

meaty and BCholarly. Price 35

notism we must give due weight to the 
"fakism” that has prevailed. When 
that is eliminated the remaining evil 

• dwindles down to a much smaller mag
nitude than this‘writer would have us 
believe. So long as man remains two
fold; spirit and body, so long will hyp
notism manifest itself. But we are mas
ters of our bodies, to receive or reject 
any inward effect of a concentrating or 

^focussing force upon ourselves. It Is 
nflvbr-wise to play with fire, nor are 
we forced to do it, at any- time nor 
'place.

The teachings of the masters of Spir
itual Science, whether in the body or 
out, is always that we shall strive to 
understand the laws by which move
ments take place on all planes. When 
our knowledge by experience has crys- 

: talllzed into wisdom, we are prepared 
to handle the potencies which in the 
seen, produce effects. We are also told 
these effects concern only the physical 
conditions, which are like the foam 
churned up by the tireless rocks, and 
nearly as evanescent. Let us under
stand, too, that in all bases, whatever is 
used as a setting for any display, by its 
disappearance destroys that phase of ac- 

• tlvlty, but does not destroy the potency 
' that produces the dlsjday. Consequent- 
1 ly, all physical changes, resulting from 
1 spirit influence, can last only until the

following this method; The results aro 
quickly accomplished. Many have 
grown as much as three inches in two 
months. There is no Inconvenience, no 
drugs or medicines, no operation. Mere
ly the application of a scientific princi
ple In a perfectly hygienic and harm
less way. Your most intimate friends 
need npt.know what you are doing. All 
communications will be Bent in plain 
envelopes. The book “The Secrets of 
How to Grow Tall,” contains UluBtra-. 
tldns that will Interest and instruct any 
one. One thousand ot these books will 
be given away absolutely free, postage 
prepaid, while the'present edition lasts. 
If you want to grbw tall write to-day, 
in strictest confldekce, for a free copy.

Address CARTILAGE TREATMENT 
CO., Dept 242D, Rochester, N. Y., 
U. S. A. -

The Christ Question Settled.
A symposium by Hudson Tuttle, W. 

E. Coleman, Rabbi Wise, Col. Ingemoll, 
J- S. Loveland, B. B. Hill, J. R. Buchanan and Dr. Peebles. This Is uTand- 
?XVn°f1Uime Oi/tarly 400 Pas«», and 
tieats of Jesus, Mahomet and the gnos
tics. What the Talmud says about 
Jesus. Antiquity unveiled. ( 
riage in India. Col. Ingersoll 
cism What the spirits thro 
S°_ v J.®’ J- Morse, Mrs. 
Mrs. Everitt, Mrs. Hagan-Jac 
other mediums Bay about J 
Price $1.25,

A Critical and Crushing Review 
By Dr. Peebles of the Rev. Dr. Klnp’s 
five lectures against Spiritualism. This 
crisp and critical reply of Gio Doctor, 
while repudiating spiritism, and all 
frauds connected with the subject, sub- 
tams Splritualium, considering it the 
complement of primitive Christianity. 
Price 25 cents.
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern Spirit, 

uallsm.
An elegant pamphlet containing afi 

account of . the .exercises • at Rochester 
and Hydesville, N. Y., at the celebratioi' 
of the Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism. It contains the addresses 
of some of the most noted speakers 
present. It contains the picture of the 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc. Price, 
15 cents.

ant item, the book will be undoubtedly 
a success. ,AB a book tbgt threads so-- 
phistical argument and erroneous state
ments Into a web of casuistry, to ob
struct the light, of truth and deaden the 
understanding,, the author has assumed 
an immense responsibility. We find the 
subject’ treated of is considered under 
three heads: .“Modern .HYPNOTISM; 
Spiritual 'MEDltfMSHIP; . Retributive 
JUSTICE." . .wt .

■ Thus have we..cqme-to the place 
where we are.to-Jlste.ato what our un
known' authbr has.‘to^ay. Ot course, 1 
take the liberty of handling the subject

body dBsolves. At the worst then, hyp
notism is of the earth only. .

from' my .standpolnt of psychic, from 
birth, a'student and ap experimenter of 
twenty-flxn years’,'stanfling.. In refuta
tion, I can,'give .ohlyftliat which Is p'efr 
sonal, and-.the result;bf,experi?nce and 
observation; • To ijp eantfid and just, I 
cannot deny we are liable to be mis
taken. I flemand the.author, somebody, 
nobody, many of,one, shall treat me 
with the same, candor I willingly yield 
to them; allowing them, .the possibility 
of error or misconception on their part. 
More especially do I .thipk this must be 
conceded, when thg aggprtion-18 .made 
that experience on theje .lines cuts no 
figure in the' refutation.of the indict
ment returned agajjuiife tjie use of hyp
notism and Its assigned; coadjutor, spir
itual mediumship.» oi?. .

The discussion pf;,the, topic of .hyp
notism opens with^a masterful, lawyer-

receive suggestions. ■ :
Until repent years man has lived in 

utter ignorance ot, tire mighty power of 
the thought currents' surging and cir-. 
cling round him, Because unseen^ they 
wcr.o imagined th be without force, with
out effect. But the world is learning 
better. To hypnotism wo owe many

thanks for uiacoveflingrfto us the power 
of incarnate man. ,$'ofihedluniBhlp we 
owe still greater thtyikg; for discovering 
to us the power ^.jjpearnate man. 
Where ignorance ¿5py^s there danger 
lurks.' .Where knqffje<|ge reigns, there, 
safety abides...

It is well-that tjfls.ppbject has been 
brought up /or dipppsrion. -It. Is well 
that the GreatPsych (»logical .Crime has 
been written, .Though, wrong in its con
clusions, it is a work that wlll do good. 
It has brought to light ., a condition 
which many Spiritualists, very foolishly 
and,very wrongly,-hayo sought :to hide. 
It -Will ,be a (langctvoignal tpr young and. 
inexperienced mediums, n signal which 
Spiritualists. thei%eclvop have been 
loath to hoist. , ■

OUT OF THIS DISCUSSION MUCH 
GOOD WILL RESULT, NOT ONLY TO 
THB’CA'USE OF SPIRITUALISM, BUT

In the division in which mediumship 
is ‘treated, the allegations adduced 
against hypnotism are wielded with all 
the force possible to overthrow Its re
liability. The method by which a 
psychic is “developed’1 by departed spir
its is described with great attention to 
detail. The whole process is similar to 
the methods used for obtaining like re
sults on the earth plane. For a person 
who declares he has no gift, belonging 
to the psychic realm, to penetrate its 
mysteries, it is, to say the least, very 
peculiar. Is it possible that a spirit 
still in the human form, can thus fully 
and accurately discern the -minutiae ot 
any spirit action, even' if it did concern 
the mortal form?

The author In no way hints that the 
change of worlds has changed the out
going entity in any fashion. On the 
contrary, the statement is confidently 
made as a matter of knowledge, that the 
disembodied work constantly for the 
detriment of those in the earth-life, 
without any restraining power from the 
All-Good, to prevent the anarchistic hor
ror that would ever brood over thé 
spirit realm. Finally, there is no “Re- 
tribùtlve Justice,” for something that 
does not exist. Thus I join issue with 
anonymous’.statement and declare it is 
not so. More than that, I do not be
lieve that God the Father of Spirits 
would for an Instant permit such a con
dition of affairs. The whole motive of 
the book savors too much of the 
swampy muck of earth.

I believe fully and partially know, 
they who are gifted to come in contact 
with the Invisibles, have only to agree 
with those with whom they choose to 
work, for the self-action and action, by 

■ proxy to be distinct and not mixed, to 
be able to do away with all the matters 
complained of. As we do for those wo 
love while upon earth, so mediums rep
resent the invisible side of life. All liv- 

• ing, to a greater br less degree, feel tho 
spirit force of the Invisible entitles. 
Those who are SPECIALLY sensitive 
are very few. May tlie spirit world for
give tills attempt to bring an Infamous 

' obloquy upon the workers In tho unfold- 
■ irig of that which Is really the all of us. 
t '• ' W. P. PHELON, M. D.

A Constipation Cure
That ftctualfu Cures 

Is Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wine. It 
Is not merely a relief. It permanently 
cures any kind of a case of constipation, 
no matter of how long standing. It is 
not a purgative nor an irritant cathar
tic. These simply lash and hurt the 
bowels -and bring but temporary relief. 
The condition left behind is worse than 
the first. Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry 
Wine does just the opposite. It is a 
tonic laxative of the highest, order. It 
tones, strengthens and gives new life 
and vigor to the bowels. Only one small 
dose a day removes all the causes of 
the trouble, and leaves the bowels well 
and able to move themselves without 
the aid of medicines. It cures dyspep
sia, kidney and liver troubles, indiges
tion, headaches, catarrh of the stomach, 
and all other diseases and conditions 
growing opt of a clogged condition of 
the system. Try it free. A sample 
bottle for the asking. Vernal Remedy 
Co., 166 Seneca Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y, 

Sold by all leading druggists. ______. ______ •

TO HUMANITY-AS WEJjL, AND THE 
PROGRESSIVE iHiNKER-.DH8BRVHS 
GREAT QREDIT. FOR THE PART IT 
HAS PLAYED IN T.IIUB’GIVING-PUB
LICITY TO AN IMPORTANT ; SUB
JECT HITHERTO yTABQOED. - - .

NORA BATCHELOR.
Ashland, ©m

. “The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of . Form and Features. The Cultlva-' 
tion’ of •Personal-Beauty, Based on Hy< 
glene and HeMth Culture. ' By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner." Of especial interest 
and value. For' sale at this 'office. 
Price ?L •

“Meatless • Dishes." Very useful.
Steals Cento,

ence.” By Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science. For sale at this 
office. Price 6 cents.

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
"History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment An important work. Paper, 
25 cento. For sale at this office. .

“Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” "The Evolution of the Spirit 
ffom Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 cents. 
For sale at this office.

"The Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and' psy
chic Bcience. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The' work ot 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
important subject Price, cloth, $1.

■ "Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding- Methods and Instruments.” 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as it 
well fulillls the promise of its title. 
For Balo at this office. Price, 75 cents.

"Mediumship and Its Development 
and How to Mesmerize to AsBlst .Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who Boek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and do

' volopment; and ovoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50. cents; paper, 25 coats. For 
sale at this office.
- “Cosmlnn Hymn Book." -A collection 
iJt briginni and rclected hymns, for. lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
nnd the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. ■ It comprises 258 choice Belec- 
lions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral.sentiment, and free 

j from all sectarianism. Price. B0 centa.

Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret 
of How to Keep Young.

This book goes to the foundation of 
things—health, the laws of health, the 
foods to eat, the subject of marriage, 
who should marry and who should not 
marry, the causes of divorce, the proper 
time for conception, gestation, the de
termining of sex, animal flesh-eating, 
what Herodotus, Hesiod, Homer, Pyth
agoras, Shelley, Graham and others ate, 
the foods that produce long life and 
how to live “immortal” on earth, etc. 
This book Is written in Dr. Peebles' usu
ally clear, crisp style, and attracts the 
reader from the very first through its 
facts, logic and convincing arguments. 
Very handsomely bound in cloth. 
Price $1.
Vaccination a Curse and a Menace to 

Personal Liberty.
This finely illustrated volume of be

tween three hundred and four hundred 
pages, by Dr. Peebles, treats exhaust
ively of Inoculation, cow-pox and calf
lymph vaccination from Jenner's time 
to the present. It tells how the cow
pox pus poison Is obtained—how the 
vaccine virus, while causing many 
deaths, bows the seed of eczema, 
pimpled faces, cancers, tumors, ulcers 
and leprosy. It gives a history of the 
several years’ battle against vaccina
tion in England, Parliament making it 
“optional" Instead of compulsory. This 
book should be in every school library 
and family. Price $1.25. '

Dr. PEEBLES' apM

THE OTHER WORLD AND THIS.1
A compendium of Spiritual Laws. No. 1, 

New White Cross Literature. By Augusta w. 
Fletcher. M. D. In this volume the author, in 
the thirty-nine chapters, discusses a wide va
riety of subjects pertaining to Spiritualism, 
from a spiritualistic standpoint. Sho evinces 
the powers of a trained thin leer, both in matter 
of thought and fine literary stylo, and capa
bility of thought expression. The subjects aro 
well handled with conciseness and yet with 
clearness. It will prove a rich addition to any 
Spiritualist's library, and a most excellent book 
for any one seeking information concerning 
Spiritualism and its teachings. Price tl.W. ,.,j

DC MFA*  IIC 18 tho invention of a prnc« rXVIxrir Heal medium, under spirit 
1 w I Kzi 113 guidance, and is designed 
to develop mediumship, Many, by its use, have 
received long {communications from spirit 
friends, and express great satisfaction, Price, 
11, and £0 cents extra for oxpressaao.________ :_______ . _ - —------- 1»-------------

. Father Tom and the Foue,
Or ti Night at tho Vatican. Written probably 
bv Sir Samuel Ferguson. From Blackwood a 
lidinburg Magr,zlno. This is a humorous ah- 
count of n-roilehsomo visit to the Popo of 
Romo by Father Tom, an Irish pr ost, armed 
with a euporabunilance of Irish wit .two Im
perial quart hottlos-of Irish poteen, andon 
Irish recipe for "oonwoundmg’' tho same. 
Paper, IS cents ¡ cloth. 60 cents. . r .

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin 
' of Kellglon. . .

Bv Sarah Ek Tltoomb. with an Introduction 
by Charles Morris, author of “Tho Aryan Raoe, j 
Price, cloth.31.00« ' 1 - ' _ .
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EÇH0E10F THE SYMPOSIUM
'.YUAN C. HOWE. MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY.

The Great Psychological Crime
fl Comparison of Views and tlie Reasons

Lyman C. Howe, the veteran Spiritualist Lecturer and 
Medium, a man well and favorably known as one 
of the foremost thinkers and writers in our ranks 
will Champion the Cause of Truth as reflected in 
Spiritualism, while Mrs Florence Huntley, the well- 
known Author and Journalist, will defend all the 
statements in The Great Psychological Crime, 
which Mr. Howe will dare to assail, making a series 
of articles instructive, suggestive and inspiring, and 
which every Spiritualist should most carefully read.

MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY REPLIES TO LYMAN C. HOWE.
My Dear Mr. Howe:—Along with 

proof sheets of your delayed No. 4 
comes a courteous suggestion from the 
teitor that we hereafter confine our let
ters to a single column. 1 shall be glad 
to comply with the suggestion, but 
since you have the initiative in the dis
cussion, 1 shall have to crave some In

, ‘ kilgence until I have replied to your 
- -1st four-column letter. 1 will do so as 

briefly as the subject will permit, and 
will then follow you in an effort to 
shorten our letters

To clear the field of controversy as 
far as possible, I am quite willing to 
s>’ It to our judges without further 
urgum.ut, the folio"-“ v points ot dif
ference.'1 I

1 Whether the kind of “Indepen
dence" you have been discussing is not 
entirely foreign to the subject mutter 

,of tho book, as well as to the purpose 
and intent of the author, and therefore 
irrelevant matter

■ 2. Whether Mrs. Richmond or any 
other person who Is used as on auto- 

‘ matte mouthpiece by spiritual intelli
gences who are unknown to and uni
dentified by the public, is consistent in 
attacking the book on the ground that 
its author Is unknown.

' .3. Whether spiritual intelligences 
who for many years have been preach
ing tlie doctrines of Spiritualism to the 
world from "behind a woman,” are con
sistent in offering such a criticism of 
the book, when every utterance to 
which they have given expression 
through the lips or the hands of a me
dium under control, is open to the same 
criticism.

4. Whether you or any other person 
who calls himself a Spiritualist, can 
maintain such an objection to the book, 
without at tlie same time and with 
equal force attacking the verities of 
Spiritualism Itself.

One of the most interesting state
ments contained in your last letter is 
‘ ’lie: “In the 60 years lhat-1 have been 

’ "■■mspclated with mediums in a large va
riety of phases and under many varying 
conditions, I have NEVER MET WITH 
ONE SUCH CASE." You are here re
ferring to cases which illustrate the de
structive effects of the subjective pro
cess.

What I have to sr..' in reply is not 
meant to question your integrity nor 
your sincerity, but your words do not 
in the least alter my own convictions 
on the results of subjective medium
ship such as the author defines. Let 
me explain why this is so.

, 1. Nearly all my life—and I have 
been out of my "teenfi” for some years 
—I have been In touch with Spiritual
ists and in position to study the ques
tion carefully, for I have many warm 
personal friends who are not only Spir
itualists but mediums also.

Among all the mediums I have ever 
personally known there is not one but 
has sustained either physical, mental or 
moral injury as a result of the subjec
tive process. In a number of instances 
the injury has been marked in all three 
directions.

2. Among the contributors to the 
symposium are a number of such per
sons who have given to our readers 
brief, voluntary statements of some of 
their subjective experiences as me
diums and the disastrous results, al
though not one has given tlie worst 
side ot his or her experience. These are 
not fictitious characters, “manufac
tured for the occasion,” as some of the 
critics of the book have insinuated con
cerning the cases therein cited. r

All of these have signified their will
ingness to reassert what appeared in 
the Symposium, or to answer any cour
teous communications, concerning these 
personal experiences.

Estelle Metzger-Hamsley, Lafayette 
Hotel, 12 Harrison street, Chicago. Mrs. 
Hamsley was at one time a subjective 
medium, pastor of a large Spiritualist 
church, where she spoke under control, 
and a prominent worker in the N. S. A.

Mrs. Hamsley speaks not only from 
personal experience and a personal sac
rifice, but her position as an ordained 
Spiritualistic minister, and as a “psy
chic reader” and as a developer of other 
mediums, gave her for several years the 
best opportunity for knowing the de
structive effect upon other people.

Chas. R. Hamsley, same address. Mr. 
Hamsley was developed as a subjective 
medium, under the instruction of Miss 

\ Metzger, who afterwards became his 
1 wife.
\ Anna Rose McIntyre can,be reached 
\ with a letter addressed in my care, or 

■ in care of the Indo-American Book Co.
Address Henry W. Schimpf, 816 Wal

nut street, Chicago.
.Without specific authority, I believe 

I am not .violating a personal confidence 
when Ladd the name of Mrs. L. Meyer 
(Moreau), 183 Pacific street, Brooklyn, 
N( Y?, arid Mrs. Meyer's sister may be 
reached through her.

Dr; E. W. Morgan, who can be reach
ed by letter, addressed in care of Edi
tor Francis, is the one and only regu
lar physician who has gone-far'enough 
under "the Author’s” independent meth
od to be able to intelligently and safely 
diagnose and treat these cases of ob
session and pernicious control) The 
Iilstory of these cases, as the sufferers 

. come for relief, makes a hideous back
ground for the mediumistlc prdeess.

It does not matter how the victim fell 
Into the hands of his invisible tormen
tors, the results are, generally speak
ing, the same. The subject may have 
been a "professional" or a "homo clr- 
cle" medium or a solitary experimenter, 
or a religious devotee, or the unseen 
enemy may . have merely taken advan? 

f tago of a physically depleted- state, or 
what we know as a negative mental-

ill ,Whcn Dr. Morgan adds his treatise on

the great psychological crime to tlie 
science of medicine, one more step will 
have been accomplished toward the abo
lition of human slavery. It Is to be 
hoped that the regular school will ap
preciate his labors and profit by his 
great courage, for tho acquirement of 
tills independent power in the midst of 
an enormous daily practise, is a gigan
tic physical, mental and moral task.

I could refer you to a long list of oth
ers, except for the y<ml of a personal 
confidence which hl forbids me to 
break; ■ . i ’

3. gince the book was published I 
have received letters from all sections 
of this country and Canada, and some 
from England and Australia, from ME
DIUMS who write to tell me tlie book 
is TRUE and that they have" demon
strated the destructive nature of the 
subjective process.

Many of them write asking for help 
to free them from the torturing and 
ruinous conditions into which they have 
fallen as a result of subjective medium
ship. Others write asking help for relar 
tives and friends who have gone down 
under the paralyzing effects of the same 
process. A number here in Chicago 
have come to me personally in search 
of help to release them from their 
"Controls.”

If I had ever entertained a doubt as 
to the destructive nature of the subjec
tive psychic process (as the author of 
the book has stated it) these letters 
and experiences alone are enough to 
convince me that he has declared a 
great truth which all the world will be 
compelled to admit, sooner or later.

4. Among the most prominent me
diums who have recently come to me 
for help, at least three know you per
sonally and tell me that THEY ARE 
WELL KNOWN TO YOU.

With these FACTS before me, how
ever much I respect your integrity and 
sincerity, your statement only serves to 
convince me: - •

1. That yon have not made a careful 
study of the subjective psychic process 
for the specific purpose and with the 
definite thought in mind of determining 
its effects upon mediums themselves.

2. That possibly you have been so 
preoccupied with the PHILOSOPHY ot 
Spiritualism as to have given little or 
no attention to the PROCESS Involved 
in subjective mediumship.

3. That mediums evidently have not 
made you a confidant in matters which 
pertain to the nameless tortures they 
have endured as a result of the subjec
tive process .

This last suggestion comes to me with 
added force, since I have come to know 
the nature of the suffering which many 
mediums endure. They suffer in silence 
and humiliation for years rather than 
disclose, even to relatives or friends, 
the nature or cause of their affliction. 
This I know is true of a number of 
cases that have come to me very re
cently, in the hope of obtaining relief. 
And I can understand how any WOMAN 
(at least, of normal refinement and 
moral sensibility would-suffer death a 
thousand times over rather- than ♦js- 
close the facts to any man, unless she 
knew him to be a specialist and con
sulted him as her physician in the hope 
of obtaining release. .

The mediums among your acquaint
ances, to whom I have referred, have 
not taken you into their confidence, and 
after having heard a recital of their un
happy experiences I do not wonder that 
you remain in blissful ignorance of their 
real condition or of the battle they are 
making for self-control. But the pub
lication of the book gave them hope, 
and they have come to me and asked 
me for help. And they say to me from 
the depths of their humiliation that 
“The book is true from beginning, to 
end,” and that they have proven it.

With these facts before me, though 
your statement be honest and sincere, 
it does not in the least alter my convic
tion, because I can see and understand 
why the facts have not come to your 
attention. I hope you will believe me 
when 1 assure you that.,this is not in
tended to reflect upon your intelligence 
or your honesty in the least.

In my last letter I stated in effect that 
the author has not been considering 
ultimates in his work. You take issue 
with me and select a quotation from 
page 286 to prove your point. This very 
quotation, had you been searching for 
the author’s meaning, proves your error. 
The phrase, “so far as science knows,-’ 
is a very common one used by scientists 
to indicate that the subject under con
sideration is beyond the known facts of 
science. ' , '

At page 308, referring to the same 
subject, the author says:

"The exact scientific significance or- 
meaning of this spiritual or second 
death IS NOT YET KNOWN WITH 
ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY."

At page 312, in outlining the position 
of science, he closes the second para
graph with these words: . “But it (sci
ence) dores not dogmatize ’CONCERN
ING ULTIMATES."

At page 331, he again says: "It is not 
the province of science to speculate 
nor dogmatize concerning ultimates. 
NATURAL SCIENCE DOES NOT 
CLAIM NOR ASSUME TO HAVE 
SOLVED THE , GREAT PROBLEM OF 
THE SOUL'S - ULTIMATE DESTINY."

At page 834, he emphasizes his posi
tion ns follows: “What the scientific 
significance of this second or spiritual 
death may. bo is, as yet, THE“GREAT 
UNSOLVED PROBLEM OF NATURE. 
SO FAR AS SCIENCE KNOWS, this 
means the death of the soul.” ■ ■

Here again wo have the same phraso, 
"so far as' science knows," upon which : 
you rely to make your point; You sdem' 
to- Interpret this as- a declaration that 
science does actually-claim to KNOW»

when, as a matter of fact, toe plain in
tent in to indicate that tho subject mat
ter is beyond the limits of scientific 
knowledge. In. a recent letter Prof. Ed; 
gar L. Larkin, director of tho Lowe Ob
servatory, California, makes use of this 
identical phrase, and in exactly the 
sense the author has employed it.

At page 393, referring to the disap
pearance of animals from the spiritual 
plane, the author says: “The natural 
inquiry of every intelligent mind is, 
what becomes of them? The Inquiry 
thus far remains unanswered, so far as 
science Is concerned The Wise Men of 
both the physical and spiritual planes 
of life have brought to bear upon tlie 
problem all the knowledge and intelli
gence they possess. Thus far, however, 
the scientific demonstration LIES BE
YOND THE LIMITS OF THEIR UN
DERSTANDING.”

He then says: “With a view to Its 
possible solution, however, the follow
ing widely different HYPOTHESES 
have been made the basis of their 
Study and Investigation. FIRST HY
POTHESIS. It is assumed that the dis
appearance Is but a transition in the 
upward movement of the individual ego, 
or entity, In Its evolutionary progress 
toward a higher state of-Individualised 
intelligence and being."

(And just here let me call attention to 
the fact that it is upon a similar HY
POTHESIS that you base your conclu
sion that there is no such thing as a 
“Destructive Principle of Nature in In
dividual Life.’’)
, At page 897, under the head of 
THIRD HYPOTHESIS, referring to the 
disappearance of man from the lowest 
plane, the author again says; “Under 
the opposite principle and process of 
destruction or devolution he also dis
appears in a manner which corresponds 
in every essential particular with toe 
disappearance of the animal

“The question of his destiny as an in
dividual intelligence, in this case, is a 
matter of even more absorbing and 
vital Interest to those who have under
taken Its solution, than is the destiny 
of the animal.

“But here again Nature seems to hold 
a secret which defies the detective pow
ers of the wisest intelligences of both 
planes of life. NO SATISFACTORY 
SOLUTION OF THE GREAT PROB
LEM HAS YET BEEN WROUGHT 
OUT.”

With these words of tlie author be
fore our readers, I am willing to sub
mit to them whether you have not en
deavored to fix In their minds a mean
ing wholy unwarranted by the context 
of the book.

And now once more, as to the De
structive Principle of Nature in Indi
vidual life. For the first time, I think 
I grasp your meaning. If so, then there 
is no room tor any dispute between you 
and the author on this point.

You admit that there are destructive 
agencies and processes, but hold that 
they do not apply to nor affect INDI
VIDUAL LIFE. You base this conclu
sion upon the HYPOTHESIS or theory 
that there is no such thing as ULTI
MATE destruction of Individual life.

The author admits that he does not 
know whether this theory is correct or 
not. But he does not admit it as a 
demonstrated FACT. Without the least 
thought of reflecting Upon your knowl
edge, I do not believe you KNOW any 
more about It than the author. You 
have advanced a THEORY upon the' 
subject. The theory is an old one. The 
author recognizes it as such. But until 
that theory has been proven by you or 
some one else to be a fact, It is still an 
“open question," just as the author 
says. And so it appears by your own 
statements that it has not yet so 
“turned out." You have advanced a 
THEORY, and with that theory as a 
basis have made a magnificent argu
ment; but until it “turns out" that your 
theory is a FACT, your splendid argu
ment is without scientific value. '

The very fact that the author admits 
his ignorance of the ultimate destiny of 
the soul, and does so in almost every 
conceivable form of expression all 
through the book, ought to convince 
any unprejudiced reader that the ultra 
meaning you attach to the term, “De- 
structice Principle of Nature in Indi
vidual Life,” is not that which the au
thor had in mind and Intended to con
vey.

There is that in nature and in individ
ual life which, if permitted to operate 
unhindered by man’s better nature, will 
lead him in this life backward and 
downward to physical, mental and 
moral ruin. We all recognize it and we 
all understand what the author means 
when he calls it the “Destructive Prin
ciple."

He tells us that the same principle 
operates in the spiritual life. We all 
understand what he means. He says 
that if It is permitted to operate un
checked by man’s better nature in that 
life, it leads him backward and down
ward both spiritually and morally until 
he disappears from the spiritual plane 
in a manner which is analogous to the 
disappearance of the animal. We all 
know what he means. He does not at
tempt to say what is the meaning of 
this disappearance, except to indicate 
that the process is undesirable and de
structive in its nature.

We all recognize this backward and 
downward tendency of man as most 
undesirable in this life. We know what 
he means when he tells us that it is 
equally undesirable in the spiritual life.'

It appears to me, therefore, but a 
hair-splitting discussion for us to en
gage in a dispute which is only calcu
lated to confuse our readers. I do not 
believe that either of us is up to our- 
best level as central figures in such a 
performance. Let us get to some phase 
of the subject which has at least the 
merit of being a material issue.

In your former letter you narrated an 
experiment by which you tested the 
power .Of ybur controls to hold you 
prostrate upon the floor. .They succeed
ed. You admit that' the reason was be
cause “I could not try.”

I said in my last letter, and I repeat 
It; that in that simple sentence you 
have stated the case simply and plain
ly. You COULD not. If this means 
anything, it means that your POWER 
was gone. It is quite a different thing 
from saying you have no “desire” to 
rise. Had it been'a mere matter of "de
sire,” you would have , said, "I did not 
wish to rise,” or “I did not want to 
rise,” or "I had no desire to rise.” But 
you stated the simple fact when you 
said you COULD not. This, therefore, 
by your own words was clearly a case 
of control of your "voluntary powers."

And in this connection I should like 
to know, for my own satisfaction, what 
Is your own idea or judgment as to the 
desirability of such a relation or state 
of being as that which existed during 
the period while your voluntary powers 
were subject to the will of. your con
trols? Do you regard it as a "normal" 
relation or state of being? Do you re
gard it as a desirable relation or state 
of being to cultivate or encourage? Do 
you look upon it as a morally healthy 
and proper relation or state of being 
which you could recommend to others 
for their improvement?- Do you believe 
that any person while in a state of such 
complete subjection to tho will of an
other Is himself personally responslblle 
or morally accountablo.for what he does 
during the period of such subjection? 
iB-that the kind of "DEPENDENCE” to 
which you refer when yon say,' "Without 

‘qualification orYesorve I believe in tho 
ABSOLUTE RESPONSIBILITY OF 
EVERY HUMAN SOUL, and to!s not

because ma» is free ^nd Independent, 
but because ho is NOT FREE AND IS 
ALWAYS DEPENDENT?”

Is Ulis the kind of DEPENDENCE 
that, in your Judgment, makes a man 
personally responsible, or morally ac
countable? If so, then, there is indeed 
a vital Issue between you and the au
thor. r .

In this connection your Illustration of 
the watch seems to me. to ha.vo its 
most fitting application. The one cen
tral power which smarts the machinery 
and keeps it moving in such manner 
that Uie hands accurately indicate the 
time, is the mainspring, 7 just as you 
have said. So long as the machinery is 
in good repair and -properly adjusted, 
the watch will do its work with integ
rity and reliability, provided tlie cen
tral motive power, the mainspring, is 
not disturbed nor interfered with. But 
let anything whatsoever deprive this 
mainspring of its power or interfere 
with its normal action; and what is the 
result? The watch is no longer a reli
able time-piece. Its integrity is gone. 
Its value as a watch is destroyed.

JUST SO WITH THE CENTRAL 
MOTIVE POWER BY WHICH EVERY 
HUMAN BEING EXERCISES HIS 
RIGHT OF SELF-CONTROL. DE
STROY THIS AND YOU DESTROY 
HIS INDIVIDUAL VALUE AS A MAN. 
HE IS NO LONGER INDIVIDUALLY 
RESPONSIBLE FOR HIS ACTS.

You Bay, “There are many ways in 
which one may be ‘influenced’ by his 
fellow men to a degree that may absorb 
the Independent processes of the mind 

1 without any direct HYPNOTIC CON
; TROL.” ’

If you mean by this that there are 
other psychic processes than hypnotism 
or mediumship which are sufficiently 
potent to lead men to the commission

1 of crimes, I quite agree with you. The 
author also acknowledges this fact, for

■ at page 330, he says:
"Hypnotism and mediumship are not 

the only psychological crimes possible 
to individual intelligence. Indeed, they 
exemplify but two of the many methods 
or processes by and through which man 
may subject his fellow man or be sub- 

■ jecied to the operation of Nature’s De
structive Principle In such manner as 
to invoke the penalties which Nature 
prescribes therefor.

"The scope and purpose of this vol
ume, however, are such as to preclude 
the consideration of other subjects and 
limit us to ap examination of Nature’s 
Destructive Principle In individual life, 
AS IT EXEMPLIFIES ITSELF IN 
THESE PARTICULAR PROCESSES 
OF PSYCHIC SUBJECTIVITY AND 
PSYCHIC CONTROL.

If I have caught your meaning, It 
would appear to me that there is qne 
important element of the author’s def
inition of hypnotism that you have 
overlooked. By réference to it again 
you will observe that he holds that It 
Is a specific process which enables the 
hypnotist to obtain) hold and exercise 
control of (1), the will; (2), the VOL
UNTARY .POWERS;. (3), the SEN
SORY ORGANISM of (he subject. This 
third elment is the one you seem to 
have overlooked. ;

All you say of the force of environ
ment, or even of the action of one mind 
upon another, might be granted without 
disturbing the authôr’s position under 
this definition. To grant all you claim 
would only mean that there are other 
processes by which ope mind may in
fluence another to à point which you 
term “control.”

It seems to me that your chief misin
terpretation of the author’s position 
from the outset arises from' the fact 
that you have unintentionally and in
deed unconsciously substituted your 
own ideas concerning 'hypnotism and 
mediumship for'his' définitions, and 
have as a result read into his words 
meanings of ybur own wfiicli fite wholly 
at variance with the author’s Inten
tions ‘

I verily believe that if you will take 
his definitions of these terms and care
fully note their specific limitations, and 
then remember that wherever he uses 
these words he does so in the LIMITED 
sense of the definitions, you will obtain 
a wholly different idea of his position.

I am convinced of this, not only from 
your own letters, but from the manner 
In which other writers among the con
tributors to the Symposium have ex
pressed themselves; For instance, Mr. 
Tuttle speaks of the fact that he rec
ognizes the advantages of that kind of 
mediumship in which there IS NOTH
ING BUT “CO-OPERATION" BE
TWEEN THE MEDIUM AND THE 
SPIRITUAL INTELLIGENCES. This 
Is exactly what the author is contending 
for. But under his definition this IS 
NOT "Mediumship" at all, Moses Hull 
also speaks of the “Higher Medium
ship,” as he terms it, and says that it 
DOES NOT INVOLVE CONTROL AT 
ALL. This sort of ‘»Higher Medium
ship” to which many of the critics of 
the book have referred, is not Medium
ship at all under the author’s defini
tion.'

I believe if you will go back over the 
careful ground work of the book, get 
the author’s definitions carefully in 
miud, and then read the book through 
from that viewpoint, you will find that 
many, if not all, of your most vital ob
jections will disappear from your own 
mind.

Your remarkable subtlety in the use 
of words, and your interesting but in
direct method of treatment are calcu
lated to confuse your correspondent as 
to your real meanings and to mislead 
our audience as to the actual contents 

rof the book. '
It is a fact well known to all authors 

and lovers of literature', that the easiest 
thing in the world is to so “review” a 
book aS to entirely obscure its real pur
pose, garble its meanings; and give to 
it an entirely different tone and quality 
than Rs author intended. The Great 
Psychological Crime, which is the rec
ord of a personal instruction, a personal 
experience and a knowledge of the 
facts stated; was Intended as a text 
book for students. It was, therefore, 
Written in the simplest and most ex
plicit and least techiiical'style possible 
to so difficult a subject.1 Tô mÿ mind 
it seems impossible' tlfdt any reader 
could tangle its clear statements or mis
understand the limitations of its def
initions. I of course realize that you 
have been forced, aS1 lUwere, Into the 
position of à critic aïi'd .Opponent which 
naturally stlmulatesJiieJmpuise to con
demn the book, whibh ieav . mo little 
to do except to see that'Interpretations 
and meanings not intended by the au
thor are not read intuit.r:i

If The Great Psychological Crime has 
a real value it lies in 'th'é fact that its 
author received a mdst unusual instruc
tion and under a definite method has 
been able to personally riiid individually 
make a study of tlto related lives and 
related moral conditions of men both 
in the physical body and out of it.

*>It Is a simply stated body of fact, a 
clearly described world of conditions, 
and its hold upon thinkers) scholars 
and investigators must lie in its co
herence and sanity, its consistency with 
known science, and its réélection of and 
coincidence with the ■ spiritual Intui
tions and personal experiences of its 
Individual readers, and with tlie obser
vations of trained students of psy
chology. :•

This is the kind of book that demands 
a careful, pdraoiml reading and study 
before any radlcaL opinion should bo 
iont,ortulned as to either its merit or de- 
;morit ‘ '

Your graceful bui ^ntlrely vague

treatment of the nature of evil doing 
and of remedial efforts, and your incom
prehensible philosophy of personal re
sponsibility, us iar as you have given 
me the benefit of it, leave you inr a 
position to deny any. inference I might 
draw from your mere words.

For that reason I am going to ask 
you to give me a definite and specific 
answer to the following questions:

1. What is your own exact defini
tion ot “Personal Responsibility?"

2. On what does it depend?
3. Is crime a necessary factor in or 

aid to tlie evolution of man as an in
telligent soul?

4. If so, in what manner, and to 
what extent? ’ •

With best wishes for your health and 
happiness during the New Year, 

Cordially and sincerely, 
FLORENCE HUNTLEY.

gpU AN I>

This department is under the man« 
agemeut ot

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin, Helgbtn, Ohio.

t

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
•he most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things Is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions nnd write letters of in
quiry. The supply of mutter Is always 
several weeks ahead ot the space given, 
and hence there Is unavoidable delay. 
Every one hns to wait his time and 
Place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters ot Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever Information I am nbie, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is cx- 
Pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Aui( F. Stockwell: Q. Did people 
in tbe-^ayB of the Apostles when they 
spoke of God as infinite, Omniscient, 
Omnipresent, understand these terms 
as we understand them to-day? ’ - ,

A. It would be difficult for those 
who say they believe God endowed with 
these attributes, to-day, to define the 
meaning they attach to these words. 
As infinitude is beyond human under
standing, to say God is infinite, is equiv
alent to saying that he is beyond our 
knowledge. The savage comprehends 
the infinite, as well as the philosopher, 
for although the latter has vastly great
er reach of thought, the difference, com
pared with the infinite, is as nothing.

There is no doubt the ancients had a 
very different train of thought awak
ened by these names of the attributes 
of God, than is entertained at present. 
Every one has ideas peculiar to himself 
or herself. Everyone has a god espe
cially his own, the projection and per
sonification of his own personality.

C. L. Waffle: Q. Was the loss of 
the ten tribes spoken of in the Bible a 
reality?

A. These "ten tribes" have’been a 
source of perplexity to Bible students, 
and learned commentaries, too ponder
ously profound to be read, have been 
written thereon. The early settlers of 
this country were sure they had found 
the descendants of these tribes in the 
Indians. Poor Lo has much to answer 
for, but not the sin of having descend-’ 
ed from the "lost sheep of the house of 
Israel." Beyond the meager state
ments of the Bible, there is not the 
least evidence of the existence of these 
tribes. History is absolutely silent. In 
no nook or corner of the world, has any 
tribe or race been found which by any 
stretch of imagination can be said to 
belong or ever to have belonged to the 
Jewlsn race. If such tribes existed they 
were almost identical to the roving 
bands of bedouins, as their customs and 
methods of thought as expressed in the 
Bible narrative shows, and their ab
sorption into other nations, a blotting 
out by their enemies, would have no in
fluence on the history of the world. 
From that day they have been unheard 
ot, as though the earth had swallowed 
them and their flocks.

Robert McHenry: Q. A Harvard 
professor makes some startling proph
ecies about the draining of Lake Erle, 
and submergence of Chicago by the ris
ing of Lake Michigan. On- what foun
dation does this forecast rest?

A. It is the supposition that scien
tific men are above the vulgar eager
ness for notoriety, and rather shun than 
court publicity. The real student of 
science is so overshadowed by the un
known; so overwhelmed with a con
sciousness of the narrow limits of his 
knowledge, that he shrinks from being 
heralded as having made extraordinary 
advances. Of late, however, there has 
been a strife for cheap notoriety which 
can be gained with far more ease 
through the press than by investiga
tion and study. So Insatiable is the 
press for news, that it makes no differ
ence how bizarre and unsupported the 
crass theories may be, reporters are 
ready to publish with startling head
lines, and the public are amused until 
another aspirant claims attention. All 
that is required to gain notoriety, and 
be “featured” in the newjpapers, is a 
reporter capable) of writing up "hot 
stuff.”

There has been a series of these 
“wonderful scientists,” "German pro
fessors,” and “French savans,” who 
have discovered certain disease germs, 
and anti-toxins. Several have been 
heralded as having solved the air-ship 
problem. Airships to carry thousands 
and thousands of tons ot freightage, 
that cannot raise themselves off the 
ground!

Every now nnd then Edison descends 
to this charlatanry add fills a greedy re
porter with "hot air," about some mir- 
acled invention he has nearly com
pleted, which being published is never 
heard of afterwards. • ’

Now comes this Harvard professor, 
with his conclusions from geological re
search, and It may be said In passings if 
Such be' a specimen of the knowledge 
taught In the oldest and most distin
guished university in this country, it Is 
most pitiable.

It Is as plain ns geological evidences 
enn make it, that when all tho Great 
Lakes were practically one, and tlie 
waters extended far beyond Its present 
limits, the outlet was by way of the 
Mississippi River, Tho bluff deposit of 
tho valley-of that great stream is sec
ondary evidence of the vast flood which 
poured to the Gulf. . , . .

At that time the land between the 
Lakes and the river must have been

lower, and that at the present outlet at 
Niagara higher. It is the change. of 
these levels whicli has wrought the 
change. These are well-known -facts, 
and the inferences therefrom, are old. 
The Harvard professor would not, prob
ably, claim them, yet he allows the re
porter to make him the wonderful ge
nius who alone has solved the problem 
of the Great Lakes, and like a Jere
miah, wails a doleful prophecy of dis
aster. , There has been great anxiety 
about the depth of the Lakes, and Chi
cago had a. narrow escape with her 
drainage canal, because it would lower 
the level. It the prophet professor’s 
words are true, the government should 
assist in broadening. this channel 
against the time of need. The profes
sor has it that if tlie land on whicli Chi
cago is built, has been raised up, it can 
be let down, and that it will be. As for 
Niagara) tliat may be jigged up or 
down, it will not change tilings for the 
falls in eating their way baek and will 
soon drain Lake Erle, and the cities 
along its border will be left far inland, 
a river flowing through the deepest 
channel.

For all these assertions prophetic 
there is not one fact In support. There 
has been no measurement of the rise 
or fall of the land at Chicago or Niag
ara. While it is presumable that the 
land at tlie west of Lake Michigan has 
been slightly elevated, there Is every 
assurance that it has been stationary at 
least, and appare’*t)y  there has been a 
slight elevation, but this has not been 
measured. ■

One thing can be determined as accu
rately as most great world changes, 
Which extend over millions of years, 
and in which a year or a thousand are 
as a day.

When the change came, and the out
let set the current to tlie Atlantic in
stead of the Gulf, tlie great torrent, 
flowing down Niagara river poured di
rectly over the precipice into Lake On
tario. This appears to have happened 
before the Drift Age, for the first chan
nel worn by the river is fllled with drift 
formation, which by obstructing the 
flow directed the river into its present 
course. Plunging over the precipice, it 
wore its channel from Lake Ontario to 
the present site of tlie falls. The pres
ent rate of wear lias been stated as one 
foot in a year, but more careful observa
tions, of tlie rock through which the 
channel is cut place the wear at one 
inch in a year, or eight and a half feet 
in a century, which would make the 
time of wearing out this channel at 380, 
000 years. There are eighteen miles 
more to cut before Lake Erle Is 
reached! And-then there Is no assur
ance of the drainage predicted. Chi
cago real estate will not decline in 
value, and there will be continued 
building of vessels. A million years 
after this Harvard professor has gone 
to his reward, and his Jeremiad has 
been forgotten, s the Great Lakes will 
wash their present shores, unchanged.
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"The Great Psychological Crime."

Heydey! gentle loving spirit.
Who comes rapping on my chair, 

Will you lead me to the mad-house?
Sink my soul in wild despair, 

Lower, lower, bit by bit, 
Down through shed's darkened pit 
Till I’m wasted every whit?
Oh, thou shade of my dear mother 

Who so lovingly did care
For my feeble, helpless childhood, 

With your love so pure and rare, 
Will you lead me quite astray, 
From the just and virtuous way 
WJiere you taught my feet to stay?
Has your purpose so much altered 

7hat from guiding toward the light
You would plunge my soul in darkness, 

Cast It into utter night, -
Where on waves of folly tossed— 
By the blight of freedom crossed, 
Waste and weaken it till lost?
Ah, thou messengers returning 

From the realms of life and light,
Seek ye sensitives and media 

But to strike them with a blight—
Wayward, like some cruel elf, 
Quite disrobing them of self . 
Hurl them to destruction’s shelf?
No! I can’t accept such teaching 

Though bolstered mountains high
With statistics that are gathered 

From the school that’s in (his) eye.
When we cross “the great divide," 
There—unless my guides have lied— 
We’ll try and do some better 
Than when anchored on tills side.

Alameda, Cal. B. F. SLITER.

a BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,
words, together with some Personal Traits and 
Characteristics ot Prophets, Apostles, and 

Now R?a,<1!ngs ot “Tho Miracles. ByAllen Putnam. Price. 75 cents. 1

THE SOUL OF THINGS:
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book It 
Is as fascinating as a work ot fiction. The 
reader will be amazed to see the curious facts 
here combined In support of this power of tho 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as 
day, and throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by time. Price. 81.60. In three volumes, 
cloth bound. 81.50 each. Postage, 10c per cony.
PnPMQ , tho Ute Beyond and Within.
111 Fl I!111 Voices from many lands and coun- 

„ l.rtes' saying, “Man, thou shalt never die." An excellent selection. Edited and 
complied by Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth. 11.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “All’s Right with tho World.” Cloth 270 
AMeo.Mr. Nowcomb m&do adletluct BUcceiBwIth

All b Right with tho World," which continues In tho 
front rank of the Metaphysical books that are now bo 
popular. Tho groat number who havo jeon cheered 

^™^honed by him will welcome another book 
by this wIbo teacher whoso words of help arc doing bo 
much to nako tho world bettor by maklnc men and 
women better able to understand and enjoy It.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail" 
ha fllmplo study of that atrango and beautiful thin» 
called llfo, but grand In its scholarly simplicity. It 
wlubola demand by many who bare not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price il.so. For sale ** 
this office.______________

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED?“
Tho |most Important revelations concerning 

the true origin ot Christianity. Reader) la 
bringing to your notice “Antiquity Unveiled," 
It Is with the sincere-hope that you are earn
estly looking for tho truth, regardloss of any 
other consideration' If such Is tho case, this 
advertisement will deeply Interest you, and 
after roading this brief description you will 
doubtless wish to give the work » careful 
perusal. Prlco, $1.60.__

hFilTH and the afterlife 1/LlUII By A. J. Davis.
An Instructive and Interesting work for all to read. Prlco CO cents.

i CHRISTIANITY A FICTION.
.i?3S A?Í.ÍÜno’?,caí an?. Astrological origins of 
PriÄ‘mts.A POe“ by Dr' J‘ M8na®nlia“-

taSPl0#'01! °*  “'sS>oaÄli 

», a sroat statesman, do-losaî^Prlco“Ä0W “ LcB1“laturo' Muy »,

Aryan Son Myths, the Origin 
Of .Religion.
æltooI?Î’ wW‘nn introduction 

author 01 Aryan Race.”Frice. cloth, 81.00. . • . . ■... . ■

tub nbw ana toe Old, 
Or the World’s Progress in Thought. By Moses 
Mull. Ah .excsllbnt work by this veteran writer asidthffiW. Pries. 10 Cents.

SOUR PREMIUMS.
BEAR IN MIND.

Rememufar, please, teat we senrt 
many of our Premium Books by ex- n™SB’ h1*/ 0“ d0 uot recelvo you/order 
promptly by mail, inquire at the express 
office. If not there, notify us at once 
centeto^mr; P’eaBe t.hat “ costs tea 
cents to get a personal cheek cashed at 
a bank in Chicago, if you sendla ner sonal check, add ten7 cents to tea 
amount sent. ua

Remember, please, that we have oniv two books which w¿ send ou? now for 
26 cents each. We cannot allow you to 
seteet any other book or books in their. 

enrous“?er’ pIease’ that y°u are not 
Books nni auy ot 01680 Premium Books unless you send In with your or
der a years subscription to The Pro
gressive Thinker. "0-
wBILeMe“btr’ please' ‘hat the safest 
a postel mdeera reniitta1100 I0 to secure 
NOTawpiTCPilmIura Offer' aND DO 
TERMs” vE T° U8 F0R ANY OTHER 
r>™ M , You niuBt send $1 for The 
oneEorSmoraThlPk1r When you orde’' 
bear ¿Œ*  b°OkS- Plea8« 
troRubte' mbaevr'hpleasete‘hat mistakes and 
réct with thi-d8al.lna d!- a news agent. office, Instead of throuoh 

snte?erson wh0 sends In a yearly 
subscription to The Progressive Think

en9“' by’ Pa8steraSnd0,Prehs’

^r’i J' M- Peebles. Both ex
different '’al0ab'e, and though widely 
lmnor/nnfeaiCk on? fills an exceedingly SptoHLXmChe *n the Hterature/oi 

ma n?.u>?rder-0I1]y on0 b00k- and that 
above0thVr <Oi <the booka mentioned 
above, the price is 60 cents.
them two book8’ and neither ot
90 rents b mentioned, the price la 
anYvon“™?^ Premlum B°oks only, 
lows: can select from them as fob

thre0 of tlle ton' Premium 
you may order, price $1.10. 
vnn Lf011r '!*  tho ten Premium 
you may order, price $1.60. 
vn»1th0 ten Premium 
you may order, price $1.80. 
»num«.*  the ten Premium you may order, price $2.10 
™ i‘,eve! of Ule tcu Premium you may order, price $2.35

y eight of the ten Premium 
you may order, price $2.65.
vnn Z nlne °£ the ten Premium Broke 
you may order, price $2 90 .
Premium n‘ ‘i* 530 TEN valuable 
oont” U? Books here announced are 
®e“t out, all postage prepaid, for $3.10, 

nev£r beforo e(lualed in this 
thedisT: °r P°- The followlDg

Books

Books

Books

Books

Books

books

1EN REMARKABLE BOOKS 
FOR $3.10.

J-Tbe Encyclopedia of Death and • 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol 1 ’ 
I Encyclopedia of De’ath, and 
L 4 mu010 *irlt World, Vol. 2. 
r < h.u Eac,ycl0Pedia of Death, and

Spirit World, Vol. 3.
Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun« 

d 6-Chn«tSTPer;MUonti.an6 sPlritlam. 
ism. Ghost Land’ ^ritualism, Occult.

^ext World Interviewed. j 
o æbe Occult Life of Jesus. i 
8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lan Ha • 

sJâS’ 01M“ “d »to«

Read This CarefiiUy Before Re, 
Remitting.

When you send in your subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
took over the books which you desire in 
this list, and their price, and send for 
them. They are very valuable. They 
are intensely interesting. They are ele-' 
vatlng in tone and will do you good In 
remitting do not fall to enclose a doll« 
for The Progressive Thinker.

These ten books, substantially and 
elegantly bound, and printed in the 
neatest style of the printer’s art will ba ’ 
furnished to our subscribers for $3 10 a 
price which modern machinery and en
terprise has rendered possible in Tha 
Progressive Thinker office only. Send
ing out these books, however, at tha 
prices we do, does not reduce the price 
of the subscription of the paper, appar
ently or otherwise, a single cent foe 
that cannot be afforded for less than 
one dollar per year, in view of the fact 
that we publish such a vast amount of 
reading matter.

In conclusion, bear In mind that tha 
postage on these.ten premium books Is 
about ONE DOLLAR, leaving this office 
only $2.10, Illustrating the great bargain 
you are getting—a bargain the like of 
which was never known before on this 
material plane.
CLUBSI CLUBS! CLUBS! CLUBS!!

To Clubs ot ten or more we offer tha 
following terms to each on'e: The Pro
gressive Thinker one year, and ONE of 
the following books, $1.16: “The Rellg- 
ion of Man and Ethics of Science":! 
"Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past 
and Present”; “AWanderer in the Spirin 
Lands"; “The Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life in the .Spirit World," Vol. 3. 
The one who gets up the Clrib will be 
entitled to the paper one year free, and 
any two of the books he may aeleot 
among our list of premiums. ,

Mon -anil l-Fia 113 Disclosed In the Bible." Ildll.dllU Lllu By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
JsnìPlI- IJapM Assopiate ot King's College, O|JII ,IL WUI IU London. An excellent book 
tor Christian people who would Investigate and 
learn the tacts ot Bible teachings as well as 
modern spirit phenomena Price, cloth, 81.10.

Bibfe and Church Degrade Woman,
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises three 

essays on "The Effect of Woman suffrage on 
Questions of Morals and Rol.^lon." Price, 10c.

. Man the Microcosm.
HIb Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition-» 
The Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins. 
Price, lOoonts. -

father Tom and the Pone,
Or a Night nt tho Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir Samnel /'’erguson. From Blackwood's 
Edinburg.Mapr.zlno. Tills-Is- a humorous ab- 
couht, ol a roileksomo visit to tho Popo of- 
Romo by Father Tom. an Irish priest; armed 
with a superabundance of Irish wit, two Im- 
iiorlal quart bottles of. Irish "potoon." and an 
rlsh. roolpo for ’.'conwoundmg" tho same/ 
•acor, B5 coats •> cloth. to cents. ——-4 F
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THE PROGRESSIVE ¡THINKER

That everywhere doth win applause, 
‘ leserves a tribute high and grand, 
Of better words than 1 command.

I Of truth it is a chamf)ioû bold, 
No matter whether ,qr old ;
It takes it in where’e^’tis found, ■ 
“On heathen or on Christian ground.
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to foreign countries.
the Price of The Progressive Thinker 

ger year to foreign countries-is »A
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at this office. Bear this in mind.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Edltor-at-La‘rgo for-the National Spirit
ualist Association.

, Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks to the secular or relig- 
lous press on Spiritualism. Send Mm 
clippings when aa attack is made, giv- 

. Ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

3ut I will do my “LEVEL BEST”— 
And let a better do the rest— . 
Our worthy standard high to raise, 
And give it due and fitting praise.

It is a large, a double sheet.
Whose columns stretch an hundred 

feet, t ,
With print so clear and large in size 
’Tis easy read by weakest eyes.

Its contents are of varied kinds, 
To fill the needs of many minds. 
Though not of bigots, nor of fools, 
Who blindly bow to olden schools.

Arcana ot_Spiriiualism.
A. Manual of Spiritual Science and

. . Philosophy.
Do you wish to assist in »e publira; 

tlon of a revised edition of this book . 
If A. by subscribing for It now you w 
receive*a  copy at less price than It will 
be sold for after publication. PHce ■disked until the book is ready for de
livery. Please send your address at 
once if you desire to assist.

j320 octavo pages, finely bound in 

’’’price to subscribers, »1,
Address HUDSON TUTTLE, Address He|ghtgi oh|0.

' It is decidedly interesting to note 
that not all Catholics are of the same 
mind with Archbishop Quigley concern
Ing the public schools. For Instance, 

v as voiced by the Chicago Citlzen. lhe .or
gan of fthe Ancient Order of Hlbernl--

. ans and the United Irish societies of 
Chicago, there is strong, dissent from 
the position taken by the Archbishop.

It must be remembered, however, 
that the Romish church has peculiar po
tent methods of lashing balky church
men back into the traces as docile 
bearers of burdens for the church.

After expressing admiration for the 
Archbishop’s frankness in voicing 
“what many of the sacerdotal doth feel, 
no doubt, but do not utter,” the Chicago 
Citizen expresses the trust that this 
ever will remain a non-sectarlan coun-

A FAIR, TRUTH-SEEKING SPIRITUALIST.

/

1

1 AN ILL OMEN. It would seriously count against the com
' plainant in a case at law on trial. TRUTH IB TRUSTFUL*^.

AND FORBEARING. IT KNOWS NO FEAR. IT COUFjfl'gfe;

Jan. 16. 1904t

THE VIEWS OF A FAIR, TRUTII-SBING SPIRITUALIST,

NOW IS THE TIME.

world has never seen tho like, In mat
ter and size. .Now Is the time to send 
tn ÿour subscription. ' '

-i’rb'-Æ.;

OUTSPOKEN WORDS Of A PROMINENT SPIRITUALIST, 
ON “THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME.”

The truth thatgilds the glorious morn 
Of this New Era, great and grand, 
Whose light now beams o’er every

THE DISCUSSION HA8 BEEN HOT.
The writer of the following, an exceptionally prominent 

Spiritualist, reprimands in unmistakable language those 
who have been—from his standpoint—a little too severe on 
the. author of The Great Psychological Crime. While we 
would have greatly preferred to have the discussion con
ducted with Chesterfield politeness and mutual'forbearance, 
the same that characterizes the discussion between Mr.
Howe "and MrS. Huntley, we must remember that one of the _
superstructures of Spiritualism, "subjective mediumship," entire world.—Editor.

has been severely arraigned before the public, and In such $ 
manner that could not help, figuratively speaking, stirring ■. 
up a veritable “hornet’s nest." Gradually, however, the .. 
great excitement that followed the introduction of the hook , 
to the ranks of Spiritualism, has somewhat subsided, and the 
general opinion now among leading Spiritualists is, that the 
book and discussion will in no way injure Spiritualism, but 
that the Independent Method of conversing with spirits, hav
ing been fully established In Chicago, cannot fail to do good, 
and eventually greatly promote spirit intercourse over the

Seldom do I trouble you, Mr. Editor, with communications > 
for your ably-conducted jojirnal, and the only one independ
ent enough to give all sides to the public, relating to the stir
ring BURNING QUESTIONS OF THE AGE. For this mag- I 
nanimity of soul, coupled with your sublime confidence in । 
the truth, thousands’thank you. Long may the progressive 
thinkers’ flag float.

Carefully reading the conflicting views of Spiritualists rel- 
Tvrmia'hf < ; I attve to this epoch-producing book, “The Great Psychological

. , • 1 ‘J." “ ' Crime,’’I could bpt exclaim, WHAT A MUX, WHAT A MED-
And far and wide its teeming press LEY, WHAT A SEA-SURGING CHAOS OF OPINIONS, the-

H manVin/l in blpqfl' °ri0B “d differentiating dogmas characterize this body otDispenses It, mankind IO UieSB. people known as Spiritualists, their Spiritualism coming, so
" , ■ •->-v»’ i they State, straight from the spirit world through its recog

Symposiums are its special lorieJ I nlzed mediums,
With columns then an-Open Court.
It-asks of all ere they decide I The contents were thrillingly telling!
mi j. Laai. I-Kn ' Now> supposing someone should write a book upon “theThat they shall hear the utner Diue. ol spiritualism.” what ncn nuggets, what

# , ■ I rare pickings and pasture lands of conflict would they not
The reputation thus it earned find? The volume might be named “The curiosities,'
/-vol „11 _ Brudlties, and Conspleuositles of Spiritualism,” or "SpiritOf being fair to all concerned, Teachings Through Mediumistlc Tunnels, Trumpets and Tri-
Its friendships,therefore,wide extend k
■n A.izvr.rl would be a bonanza.For every reader IS US iriena. Mr0 Rlclunond'B guides teach that there are no "evil splr-

11 trr\> • ?J Its,” while A. J. Davis wrote of tricky deceiving diakka, and
Thp "ola il its maker calls “Divine. the Hulls and Tuttles, and Peebles tell ot evil-minded spirits
Xp F . ’ L„„lza 4^ nil TO-hn HIOTI exerting deleterious influences upon mortals, and especially
Of giving books to all WUO Sigil, Bome med,unlg. They also teach the prevalence of obses-
Has proved to be a great success, sions. t
ti jL ’-ft- 4"kn4- 4-ixrinck zTnlli KIpRH 1 With churchmen belief in the Lord Jesus and the dripping, 
For tis a gift that twice gotn Pless. atonlng bl00d does the soul-saving work, while some Spirit

, - ualists substitute death as a saving, transforming power. It
Had I the time, and it the space, I this be true, the quickest way to get a wicked wretch into 
tI it L irlril-naa T wnnirl trilPP tb0 summer-land of heavenly bliss, would be to shoot him
Its other Virtues I would trace, orknock his brains ouv-wessed death!
Rllt what I’ve writ must’now sumce, some Spiritualists, and among them Mrs. Richmond, teach 
BUI vyuab v .. and insist that there are a fixed number of souls in the moral
Lest too prolix should->pe my vics. universe as absolutely fixed as was the number of Calvin’s

p’ftert’’ point«; while Mr. Tuttle's guides teach that souls 
RFNFDICTION*  are being created or evolved now as they were in the past

»... through the mighty, all-energizing law of evolution.
. May our great THINKER live and I ™ ™ “"N“NT u!iu'!li8 “ 

ill ri VP J’: '" I Whose spirit guides are the most reliable?
. LI111V V , ■-.. " columns of The Progressive Thinker might be filled with

Till Error’s reign it shall survive? 1 «Imilor eontradlcttons, direct and pointed.

Theirtncks and frauds tis bold to reignTheK^ NoEnd.

" . ... '. DEA»‘dLARKE. '
7 Winthrop St, KoMiy, 'Mass. « a. .««7
■ - r lng the legal profession, the devoted believer to spirit com- a. ,

land. ; ,
Its columns swell with “Newest

Thought.” ” . ' , ,
From spheres above; by spirits

munion, the writer of The Qreat Psychological Crime.
Just a thought right here.
If a man pan commit a crime with his overcoat on, why 

may he not instigate or commit a crime with his overcoat 
off? The physical body is only a fleshly overcoat, a ipater- 
nal wrapping thrown off at death. Hypnotism being a men-

“PROGRESSIVE” is its given nam e 
That well befits its growing fame; 
It never lags, nor is it late, 
But wide-awake and “up-to-date.” 

“The Thinker,” too, doth well befit 
A paper that in truth is “IT.” 
’Tis full of thought as it can hold, 
Which sets to thinking young and old. 

Free thinking also it demands, 
As one of Heaven’s high commands, 
And every week it goes the rounds 
To help destroy thought’s metes and 

bounds. ’

For moss-grown creeds it sees no use, 
And tears them up without excuse, 
For all will truth more quickly see, 
Who are from creeds and dogmas 

free.

tai act pertains to the invisible as well as the visible World, 
Now dispute this fact.

But why THIS GALL AND BITTERNESS towards this 
author as unknown to the great body of Spiritualists as the 
clear-headed and critical Sar’gls, or as unknown as the un
identified spirits that reel oft wildernesses of words and col
umns of oracular teachings, that need filtering before chem
ically analyzing and disinfecting before assimilating.

What terrible thing has the author of this book done?
SIMPLY THIS: HE HAS SO STUDIED, SO OBEYED, 

AND SO PRACTICALLY ADAPTED HIMSELF TO THE 
LAWS OF THE SPIRIT, SO GROWN UP INTO THE 
REALM OF THE CALM, THE SERENE AND THE SPIRIT
UAL, THAT HE CAN GET HIS TEACHINGS DIRECT 
FROM THE BEAUTIFUL GARDEN-LANDS OF IMMOR
TALITY INSTEAD OF HYPNOTIC-CONTROLLED MEDI
UMS OF VARIOUS MORAL GRADES.

What a criminal this man is!
Is it not desirable for each mortal, to grow and reach up 

into the spiritual?
Is it not ennobling to grasp and glow In the fervor of di

vine illumination?
If So, why condemn this man?
Why should this book arouse the ire of so many virtue-to- 

• toxicated Spiritualists?
Criticisms have gone from the Atlantic to the far-away

Pacific coast. In the Philosophical Journal, Dec. 12, a lead
ing eloquent Spiritualist lecturer, who has appeared every
where on the rostrum, reputed to be something of an occult
ist, something of a Spiritualist, something of a Theosophist, 
of a metapliyslcalist, of a mental scientist, etc., writes of tho 
“oracular impudence” of this author. He continues thus. 
“The above bumptious unfounded assertions (referring to 
the author of the book that has caused tlie ’Storm Center'), 
can only excite the scorn and the pity of intelligent investi
gators,’’ etc.

What a sweet, tolerant spirit!
Really is this an exhibition of the moral influence of Spir

itualism? With all the persistence of an attorney and tho 
independence of a free-thinker, 1 would suggest that uiis 
speaker take lessons of modesty from J. J. Morse, and les
sons of fraternity from Lyman C. Howe, and others.

It must have been observed that all through the discus
sions and interchanging of opinions upon The Great Psycho
logical Crime,” those writing against It have shown the most 
nervous irritability, the most acrimonious spirit. THIS IS

show; •
It knows they are the foes of truth 
So it pursues them like a sleuth.

try. It continues:
“We believe in the American nonsec

tarian public school, and we believe ta 
educating the youth of all races side by 
side, so that they may grow up as 
friends, trusting each other, not as en
emies suspicious of one another. We 
believe it would be a fatal mistake to 
have the American public schools run 
or' controlled, by ecclesiastics of any

belittle him.

and write a little. , .
“The act of July, 1902, requires - a 

school for every 500 population, and the 
minister of education is required to ex
amine teachers to see that they are 
qualified, and to inspect the schools for 
sanitary reasons and for discipline, but 
the law Is not enforced, and a few days

graphic and highly Instructive account 
of the condition of the country'ond peo
ple of Spain, as published to the Chi
cago Record-Herald. A study of his 
facts, figures and conclusions will repay ________ _____
the student of economic and religious genor silve,a> recently prime min
affairs, as well as the statesman and lster> ln explaining his retirement from 
the common people. Says Mr. Curtis: political life, declared that he had

“If Vou will compare the area of Spain reached the melancholy conclusion th 
it you win cumpoic mt. ,lnrtpn. Ai. C0Untry was. not Interested in agri- under Charles V. with that_under Ai his country trade _„bllc work8 or

fonso XIII., the present king, you will, 
see the consequences of religious intoi- 
erance, and the fate of a government I 
which has endeavored to control its 1 
subjects’ consciences and compel them 
to accept creeds in which they did not 
believe. It has often been said, that no I 
nation with only one religion can sur-1 
vive, and history seems to prove the 
proposition. It is not a question of 
faith, however, so much as practice. 
When the Spaniards began to murder 
people and bum them at the stake and 
rob them of their money and lands and 
expel them from the country because of 
differences of opinion as to ™e proper 
way to worship God the decay of Spain

creed. • . .... „
“The supremacy of the state, with all 

due respect to the able archbishop, is 
. not denial of God. The power of the 

state comes from the -people and. Jhe 
voice of the people has been recognized 
from classic times as the voice of God. 
The deity makes the people his oracle, 
and woe to the people who place any 
church above the state. T]Je f 
America is that there is no state church 
—that abomination of true rell^on. 
within its borders—no sectarian college 

. ot any kind maintained at the expense 
’ of the national government

• “Why should the state be expected to 
divide up the school tax fund between 
fifty or more denominations? Wtiere 
Would this thing end? It may be sx- 
gued that Roman Catholics pay a large 
proportion of the general tax, which is 
true, but so do Protestants, Jews, and 
others. None of the denominations is 
asked to double tax itself for purposes 

' of education. All such action is purely 
voluntary, and if state aid is to be ex
tended to sectarian schools the demand 
Would not rest there, but would extend 

. Also to all other sectarian institutions.
„ '•’The Roman Catholics, although the 
» largest individual denomination In the

United States are hopelessly in the ml- 
noritv in proportion to the non-Roman 
Catholic- population. In. a close vote 

" thev:might hold ‘the balance of power, 
'but such conditions do not often arise.

- Anv bill formulated on the ideas ad- 
vanned by Archbishop Quigley would 

: be - .overwhelmingly defeated in the 
■ state legislature, and, even -if passed, 

Would raise such a feeling of bitterness 
in the non-Roman Catholic mind as to 
utterly neutralize any sectarian good it 

' might accomplish. The American Pro- 
■\tective Association, which has perished 

of its own venom, would be stirred to 
' life again and flourish much more 

. vigorously than before. .
“ ‘The little rod schoolhouse would 

' bb flaunted to the faces of Roman Cath
olics,- who- would be accused of being 

’ unddr tho temporal as well as the spir
itual sway of the pope, and, we are com

. polled to admit, not without some show 
' • of reason. Bigotry always is developed 

bw aggressive sectarianism; no matter 
from vlhat quarter the aggression may

“Nearly one-half of the 19,000,0001 
population in Spain, or, to be exact, 8,
727 519- persons, according to the last 
census, declare that they have no> occu
pation, and they are proud of the fact. 
Probably many of them lied about it, ^claimed to be idlers when they are 
actually working for wages. That Is 
enough to explain the poverty of! the 
country, and why the streets are-fiUed 
with idle young men, who receive smau I 
allowances from their fathers and 
spend their time in dissipation and vice. 
According to the same census, there are I 
97,257 persons in the employ of the gov
ernment, 64,002 retired military ad 
naval officers, 91,600 lawyers. 68,916 
doctors. 43,258 priests and only 41,654 eSteachers A little calculation j 
will show you that there is one priest to 
every 400 people, and it you will include 
the -50,933 monks and nuns, which is a 
very low estimate, you will find that 
there is one to every 200, while there is | 
only one teacher for every 460 of the 
population and a schoolhouse for every 
2 200. No one believes more sincerely 
in religion than I, but, as the old yankee 
lady said, it is not a good thing unless 
it Is lived up to, and empty churches 
are a Very bad sign, particularly if they 
are Iargecand splendid and cost a lot of I 
money to maintain. Throughout Spain 
there are too many priests and too few I 
worshipers. In Toledo the other day I 
counted fifty-eight priests and attend
ants engaged in the service and only; 
four worshipers. At the same moment 
In a chapel of tho same cathedral 
elevon priests were chanting another 
form of service with only two worship
ers, and they appeared to bo tourists. 
At Cordova nineteen priests were pres
ent, and two old women knelt near by

come.” , . „ , .
'In conclusion the organ of the Irish 

organization states its belief that the 
state cannot constitutionally support 
Rbinan Catholic, Protestant, or other 
sectarian schools, and adds: ,.

• “Wo wish to seo the Roman Catholic 
church flourish, but not at tho expense 
of American Institutions.

"The present Age and in®®r 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi- 
fled and explained ” By Andrew Jack- 
Bea Davis. We have a few oop.es oi 
thto work by. the celebrated sew. 
Äjlö< §1.10«

THE GREAT 
PSYCHOLOGICAL 

GRIME

The late lamented Joseph Mazzini b Worthy of Emulation. , 
Wheeler, of England, wrote the follow- I when the great Protestant Reformat 
ing, which we commend to the, consid- .1 ,uon> led by Martin Luther, had gained 
¿ration of the thoughtful: .. I con8iderable prominence, and multi

' ' ' tudes ttere leaving the Roman hier
archy, and were identifying themselves 
with the new movement, each accession 
brought with him some favorite feature 
of the old faith which he wished en
grafted on the new. The result: a bit
ter feud seemed imminent. Zwingli, a 
Swiss reformer, one of the noblest and 
bravest of the leaders, at the close of a 
speech in which he labored to reconcile 
antagonistic parties, said: ,

“Let us confess our' union to all 
things in which we agree, for_ the
rest let us remember we are brothers.

Noble words! We commend them to

“There has grown, and Is growing a 
science of religion; a science which I 
treats no faith as infallible and divine, | 
but compares and considers all in reta । 
"tion to their environment and to one 
another. , , ,

"The past century has done much to 
make possible a science of religion. It 
has opened up, the faiths of the Bast. 
Egyptian, Babylonian, and Assyrian in- ... 
scriptions have, been deciphered. The 
sacred books of thè Buddhists, Brah
mans, Taoists, Parses, Sikhs, and Con
fucians have been translated, with the 
result of showing that Christianity is

It has created an agitation In the 
ranks of Spiritualism that will result In 
great good. The discussion has awak
ened new thought along new lines, and 
it has stirred up a veritable Storm Cen
ter. In England and Australia an In
terest has also been awakened that will 
notsubslde for a long time. The fact 
that spirits can and do communicate 

I with mortals, has received no set back; 
I on the contrary the same has RE
CEIVED AN IMPETUS that will keep 

I It advancing continuously, and great 
good will result The Independent 
Method of seeing and talking with splr- 
its has been demonstrated In the.case 

I of a leading physician on the South 
I Side, and his experience has been most

a time, with the exception of the one 
carried on by Lyman C. Howe and Mrs. 
Florence Huntley. Mr. Howe has ex
hibited remarkable talent in his attack 
on the book, while Mrs. Huntley’s vig
orous manner in defending her side of 

i the question shows that she is a lady of

Only a Matter of Time. .
Tile churches may continue their hos

tility to the teachings of Spiritualism; 
they may band against it, denounce it, 
influence legislation to its prejudice, 
and even persecute and possibly Im
prison its votaries; but the fact of spirit 
communion with mortality will remain 

I unshaken. The thunderbolt has not 
I been forged that can singe a hair of 
Truth. The glorious development will 
go on; churchmen one . after another, 
will embrace it; the cle’rgy will univer
sally proclaim it, as many iff them now 
do in their funeral discourses; and, ere. 
the world is aware, the belief will be
come a part of tho Christian' creed, 
Then its present opponents will main

I tain it was always a cardinal feature in 
their faith, and that tho modern move-.

tho choir. .
“Schoolhouses are very scarce In I 

Spain. More money Is paid to support 
bull rings than the schools. It is estl- 
mated that more than »5,000,000 Is tt-| 
pended on bull lights during each year, 
while in 1901 only »1,617,314 . was ex
pended for public,.education, -y. There 
were more students In the University 
of Salamanca alone 400 years ago, dur
ing tlie reign of Ferdinand and Isabella, 
than are enrolled-in all of the nine uni-. — , • .
varsities of -Spain to-day, -uid, by tho jlment was a cruel attempt to steal their 
census of 1896, more , than 68 per cent | thunder.

but one religion among many more.
“Much is gained when a person is in

duced to recognize this, and to inquire . - . everywhere,
into tlie grounds and reasons of his own 1 Spiritualists y 
faith in the same’calm spirit in which I_______, , _
he would investigate another religion; I ., aiibO
for then already is dispelled that blind I 1 A Al/ ilUFn
worship of inherited" beliefs which is I . [jlItJl\ vl L.1V

niiR PREMIUM LISTsubmitting any question, civil or rellg- vUll 1 llLdllWnl wlvi 
ious, to the test of free discussion" FIlPPPIll 1 V
seems to me to be more in love with his I IxTl |\r | J •
own opinions than with truth”’ I -

As science./ is, only demonstrated . e nwa
knowledge, what.other system qf faith A MOST REMARKABL 
in. a future life can furnish the test re- I The world has never before n , 
qulred to class it with a Scientific Rellg- BUCh a remarkable offer as is Pre8®n !
ion.equal to the Spiritualists’? All by The Progressive Thinker, wltn. im :
other systems are-.btdlt’oh faltlr in tra- I ten premium books. Just think o r, 
ditions. Ours r is buiR; :PO®ltteer = ten’)io<>ktf--Btandard works—eieganuy 
knowledge; theretoreHiijS infaq^a sol- cloth—printed in plain ^p ,
entifiq religion. oh excellent paper,, sent out torjiM,

■ - / postage prepaid, leaving only »2 for
- "" " Nbver before on this green earth has

, . . .. ..... 1 auch a work been done. Search your
. That man, Robert Blatchford, who your histories, ancient
.wrote the following, must have been a "and you can find nothing
little "off in his orthodoxy. , We quote: -“ Anxiroxlmates this remarkable of- 
"Miracles arS gone. As Matthew .that Pp . -world! We have 

Arnold says, ‘W" W not happen now.’ ter. It beats tn .
The modem Splint ^science prevents been instrumental to startl g _ 
tlteir occurrence! IThe very atmos- ln thousands of homes. Our work i 
phere we live in kills such a belief. The ’DUre altruism—humanitarianism.-;to its 
question of evidence, does not arise. If LnHdest sense. Call .your neighbors 
I thought I saw a cow jupip over the | t worl£> This Di-moon/or a fiwMtom> dead, and attention Jo opr ^at -
float" away in flfe rifr without artificial vine. Plan may cease yrim nov 
did, I should nOT’Wfld a -solemn in- te the ranks of Spiritualism trie(J 
quiry. -I should .W physio." " £ore ¿e did. Will any one continue it

That idea agrees Very well with, the I aloDg the same lines after our depart 
diagnosis and ftdv^e of a revivalist, . ur0 the spirit realms? Now 1b the 
given in a neighboring city some forty time to take advantage of our offer
years ago, at th© conclusion, of his I Read oVer carefully our premium list, 
evangelical labto-’at-that place, to his I then obtain a new subscriber for 
new converts.-?Sdid he: ‘ rthe paper. / '

“If you get'dlffcoaraged, feel- God has •
deserted "you, arid has given you over to • 
the devil; whlle '&verythlng goes wrong, 
and’you think evdriyour friends uro de
serting you, and that you are ddstlned 
to endless woe, " don't" despond. Cheer 
up. Your liver has become clogged It 
Is inactive. You need a ■ cathartic at 
once Bo sure to take one, and you will 
bo astonished to see how quickly the 
black clouds wflr roll away,: while hope 
will bo to the ascondtmt again.”

MISSIONARIES' MONTHLY REPORT.
During the month of December, 1903, 

we held 30 meetings, visited 8 towns, i 
organized 5 new societies and served i J 
old ones, leaving 7 societies in working < 
order. The eighth town is now organ- I 
izlng, and we will soon return to com- i 
P1The work of preparation for the state 
convention Is progressing nicely. The 
convention will be held at Anderson, 
Ind. in the beautiful Madison avenue 
Spiritualist Temple. It will probably 
be called for the latter part of Febru
ary. The date will be announced soon. 
Every society in,the state Is requested 
to send a representation of delegates to 
that convention. .

Each local society will be represent
ed on the basis of one delegate for its 
charter and one more for each ten 
members of the society.

Everything looks bright and encour
aging for the success of this conven
tion. , ..

We want to hear from every society 
In the state that we have not yet visit
ed, or are not in correspondence with, 
and from every locality where there is 
a prospect of organizing one. Address, 
me at Rochester, Ind. __  ,

E. W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE, 
N. 8. A. Missionaries.. ■ A ' ' ■

Another View of the Golden (7) Rule.
To the Editor:—I have read with 

much interest the comments of Messrs, 
Baldwin, Wimpey, and Prof. Loveland 
on the so-called Golden Rule. It em
bodies the most Inherently vicious 
statement of a so-called moral truth 
that has come down the ages from a 
bookless, ignorant barbarism, that has 
ever challenged the attention of a 
thinker, and how its obvious crudeness 
could have escaped the searching scru
tiny ot the N. S. A.’ and its president 1 
am unable to understand. As a state
ment of "infallible’’ divine truth it is a . 
grotesque humbug; and more perspicu
ously to show it, Mr. Editor, permit me 
to quote the ’’Rule” hec verba, and then 
analyze it accurately as judges and law
yers analyze language aqcLits meaning 
in construing the law. "Here is the 
“Rule;’ (Luke vl : 31) : "And as ye would 
that men should do to you, do ye also 
to them likewise.”

If Mr. Wimpey were a juror in tire 
box, SWORN to do his duty, both to the 
state and to the defendant, "and a true 
verdict render according to the law and 
the evidence,” and the defendant were 
one of these western outlaws who for

J. PLATFORM WORK.
To the Editor:—Kindly permit me to 

announce to the Spiritualists of Amer
ica that I am now free to accept plat
form engagements for week evenings 
and Sundays, upon reasonable terms. 
I shall be pleased to correspond with lo
cal societies, or write individuals desir
ing special work in communities where 
no local societies exist, with regard to 
dates. Special care will be taken by 
me to arrange my route with a view of 
reducing the expenses of travel to the 
lowest possible, figure. Dy wrAUng 
Mrs. Mary T. Longley, secretary N. S. 
A. Washington, D- C., arrangements 
can be made'for my services as mission
ary of the N. 8. A. ... .

The transition of my noble-hearted, 
whole-souled friend, Frederic G. Tuttle, 
and.my subsequent forced, retirement 
from the Banner of Light caused a com
plete change in my plans, and makes it 
possible for me to make the above an- 
nouricement with regard to platform 

' work. My health is improving, and so 
long as I am as well as I am at present 

. writing, rtfhall have to brave the rigors 
of a northern winter. Write me at 
once for dates, in care.of my father, 
Levi P. Barrett, Canaan, Maine.

HARRISON D. BARRETT, 
President N. S. A.

TWELVE, 
THftT IS THE MftGIG 

NUMBER.

years had killed sheriffs, robbed trains, . ■ 
etc., and in the particular case before 
the jury the crime of the defendant was 
shown to be one of exceptionally bloody 
cruelty and beastly heartlessness, the 
"Rule” as above stated would require 
Mr Wimpey to vote to acquit tho de// 
fendant The word “would,” as lari/ 
guage was then, and as It is now uspti 
means wish and cannot be given any 
other meaning; so, the "Rule” would 
require Mr. Wimpey and the other 
jurors to acquit the defendant mur
derer. Why? Because if Mr, Wimpey 
were the defendant he “would” (wish) 
that the jury would acquit him—with- - 
out any regard to the question of guilt 
or innocence. If the Rule read, AU 
things whatsoever that men ought to do 
to you, do ye also to them likewise, It 
would them embody a moral truth; as 
it is, it is much like the rest of the pur
blind “infallible wisdom” of the “bless
ed book.” As given, it is the embodi
ment of stupid criminal selfishness; •' 
and if it were embodied into the law of ( 
the land, under the instructions of the / 
courts, given to jurors in criminal •/ . 
cases, to construe the law according to > 
the plain meaning of the language, and 
its common. and obvious Import, it

’ would compel the acquittal of every 
’ "criminal placed on trial.. crim N. B. FREELAND.
■ Anadarko, Okla. •

A Hopeful'Outlook. '
The Protestant Episcopal Almanac 

for 1904, tells ita readers that there 
has been a falling off in the number of 
infanta baptized during the last four
teen years, of 60 per cent.

Does this fact Indicate that in an
other fourteen years the old-time habit 
of making Christians of babies before 
they have brains to think, will be a sub
ject of “innocuous desuetude”? It hath

- ' I This paper from beginning to the
■ “Why I' Am a Vegetarian." By 3. ■ a W1U interest you. Twelve pages 
Howard Moore. ' An address before tho JlocMul ot baaing matter-they win 
ChlcaBo Vegetarlan Society. Price, 25 undivided attention, and be
C°"Koradine.'By" Alice B. Stockham' of value to you. The Splrltfiallatlo 
and Lida Holt Talbot." In the form of , - ~ - "'»*•
an entertaining story, it contains !«?• I ( 
sons which every should- taw. I (

that look. ■ ' ~_______
“The PrlestTthe Woman andThe Con, 

fnsBlonal.” ThiS book, by . the well 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the d<h 
grading, impure Influences and resulto 
of’thoTtomloh confessional, as proved 
by tho sad experience of many wrecked 

I Ilves. Price, by. mall, »1. For sale at 
1 this office

"Handy Electrical Dictionary." A 
nractlcul handbook of refeience, con
taining definitions of every used elec
trical term or phrase. Price 25 cents. ”

"The Truth Seeker Collection ol 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use ol 
Liberals." For sale at this cmcA 
Price 25 dents. •

“Invisible Helpers." By C. W. Lead, 
beater, the noted Theosophist .lecturer 
and writer. Very interesting*  Price 
55 cents. For sale at this offide.

“Spirit Echoes." My Mattie E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s latest anti choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
P°&ath Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young^ By J. M.

taught by Adepts of Hermetic Phlloso- 
phy. price »2 per volume. For sale nt g. . 
tllBolflco. ' , > t;



The Great Psychological Crime.r

' ponald in “David Elginlirod.’- It is. a 
'work, of fiction, but, a fiction that is 
over-true.' A person desiring to be-

Jan 1|, 1904. .

Prof. Alexander Wilder Steps to the Front.
The Discussion of The Great Psychological Crime by 

the leading lights of our cause, has proved an 
Object Lesson of great importance to Spiritualism. 
It has brought to the front the trusty defenders 
of the cause, and great good has been accomplished. 
Spiritualists are beginning to think along new lines, 
Prof. Wilder is well known in the East as an author 
and magazine writer, and his views will attract great 
attention.

1 The treatise bearing the title of “The 
Great Psychologcal Crime," Is de
scribed by Mrs. Florence Huntley, its 
editor, as one of a series of publications 
intended as a bridge between the déli
mité, demonstrated and recorded data 
p£ the historical Spiritual School of Sci
ence and the definite, discovered and 
published data of the modern physical 
school. The author himself, whose 
name is not given, explains further that 
“Tlie central purpose of this volume is 
merely to ereet guide-poets at the cross
ings and the partings of the ways which 
lead, upon the one hand, to Life, Llber- 
ty and Immortality, and upon the other 
to Bondage, Darkness, Disintegration 
and Death.”
- The first Impression which the book 
makes is that it is chiefly a syllabus of 

• postulates issued ex cathedra. This 
method would repel rather than attract 

.the thoughtful, truth-seeking inquirer. 
We are in an arena, not in a klnder- 
garten. Further examination, however, 
shows that the propositions which the 
author has laid down as axioms, are 
rallier themes to be considered and 
passed upon according to their merits. 
Many of them, Indeed, I have verified in 
my own observation and experience. 
When mesmerism was first introduced 
to notice in this country, I witnessed 
and took part in the experiments. 1 
Was not long in finding That tlie ENER- 
¿IES OF THE SOUL WERE 1M- 
PAIRED, and that a preternatural, and 
actually a morbid, sensitiveness to the 

, peculiar emanatR \and spiritual influ
ences of others W;; produced. .

. ■ Perceiving this, and the slavish sub- 
Bdrvlency which was likely to result, I 
broke my way out, Incurring severe 
calumny and estranging many whom I 

- had esteemed as friends. Yet I have: 
been glad to be able to profit by what I

, had learned. When the public was 
' startled at the appearing of "Nature’s 

Divine Revelations," the book seemed 
to me easy to understand, and I thought

statements, In which the results were 
the total ruin of the subjects morally 
and mentally, Insanity and suicide/ 

. The author gives a theory of tho pro
cess, by setting forth the "two organ
isms” of man, the physical and spirit
ual, aud quoting the mistranslated pas
sage: "There is a natural [Greek, psu- 
chikon, psychic) body, and there is a 
spiritual [pneumatlkon] body." In the 
Bible it may be remarked, the soul or 
psychic entity is considered as the in- 
dividuarselfhood, and the spirit as the 
diviner intellect—the "mind’) with 
which men “serve the law ot God.” Ro
mans vli:22 ,25. . ’ - ■

In the chapter on “Physiology and 
Pathology of Hypnotism” the author 
.explains that tlie hypnotic process is di
rectly the reverse of the evolutionary 
process as the latter takes place during 
the pre-natal period. "Its first effects," 
he declares, “are registered upon ttye 
third or intellectual lirain [the cere
brum], its deeper effects upon the sec
ondary brain [the cerebellum], and its 
final effects upon the primary brain, or 
medulla oblongata,"

This final result, he remarks, is sel
dom produced by western operators, 
but is more frequently effected in the 
East. It Is characterized by a complete 
suspending of physical animation. 
“Every function of the physical organ
ism is totally arrested. Even respira
tion ceases. Circulation stops, The 
body, in some instances, becomes cold 
and rigid; To every outward appear
ance physical death has actually oc
curred * ’ * Notwithstanding tills com
plete suspension of ail functional activ
ity of the physical organism, the sub
ject is even moYe intently conscious of
every .thought, intention, and mental 

’Impulse of the hypnotist than he is dur
ing any of the less profound states of 
hypnosis which precede the condition.”

He insists accordingly that hypno
tism is a relation which Nature does 
not contemplate; that the hypnotic re
lation Is abnormal, a violation of natu
ral law. Yet if there is a physiology 
for it, there must be a natural law ac-that I was able to descry many of the

Which R contains. Varl°UB ' I cording to which it is carried on and its
Bulwer-Lytton’s two wonderful ro-. whk>behnanaannltkreP

•itnances “Zanoni" and “The Strange i whfch be adduces, that the hypnotist 
Story,” also aid an intelligent reader in 2flnpraiivJhP?ttnnnhVatybh<lyn that 

. Buch investigation, and I rcgard them . ?°J!®ral ^be ia enable to hypnotize any- 
an classicB A verv fair nresentatlon of ■ bo,iy at the flrst trial> are by no means 
the subjects'of which the .book'1 before C°ThevinreeRimeiflvennnten>tlal 1° %

. . .ns treats, is made by Mr. George Mac- f al? ,an^a6°aB to 
Donald in “David Eleinbrod.’- It 1b a iactB In everybody 8 experience, that 

we do not always attract the favorable

/ ' come well' informed in this field of In
: vestigation will get from it a ooncep- 
'< tiop; of “black,magic,” set forth in a, 

. .¿simpler way than that of Bulwer. The 
' mdstery"which Von Funk'elstein exer

- icised over Euphrasia ’ Cameron, illus-

S tes fairly the “psychological crime” 
îplFPJjq’ q-uthpr Jb,. describing- 7; gçhft 
■»chprlfltan, by .cpnçentraung. thè- energy 

-çi’his will .was able'to make her go to 
tuft fro at his pleasure, and to compel 
fieri by-suggestion ■ and command to 
open a casket and purloin certain of the 
contents. .Finally she is made able to 
free herself from the execrable bond

; age. But her case Is similar to that de- 
‘ ’ plcted ’by Holmes in his story of the 

girl participating of the snake-nature.
’ The life-forces had become so inter
blended with the occult evil influences 
that: the séparation was 'soon followed 

- by death. .
: ' The present volume is an explanation 

fcpon scientific lines of treatment. ’ 
■ Thé book is divided into three parts: 
I. Modern -Hypnotism. II. Spiritual 

. Mediumship. III. Retributive Justice.
There is also a supplement containing 

: ’’Theories of ‘the Wise-Meri,”’ and an
Editor’s Postcrlpt, defining her.pur
poses,and views. .

' • The first part opens the «ubject with 
’ three propositions: • ■

“I. A Psychological Crime is a crime 
; against the intelligent Soul or essential 
-Entity of Man.

"2. A Great Psychological Crime is 
feudi a crime against the intelligent 
Soul of Man as deprives it of any of the 

. inalienable rights, privileges, benefits, 
powers or posslbilitlès with which God 
or Nature has invested it.

' "8. The Great Psychological Crime is 
that crime against the intelligent Soul 
or essential Entity of Man which con
stitutes the central theme of this vol
rime, wherein it is defined, analyzed, 11- 
lustratéd and elucidated.”

Hypnotism is described as a special 
branch of Mesmerisin, and is defined as 
the process by and through which one 
person obtains, holds and exercises 
control of the will of another; also the 

- psychic relation existing- between the 
two persons during the hypnotic pro- 
■cess. ' ■

. The late Thomson Jay Hudson, in his 
: Work on “The Law of Psychic Phenom- 

<èna,” insisted ‘uprin the “utter Impossl- 
'■ bility of victimizing virtue and inno

; cónce by means of hypnotism. ’ This, 
to say the least, is a surprising state
ment - Professor Quackenbos, in his 

- ;; treatise on Hypnotism, ’ also • declares 
that “will-power has nothing to do with 

’ hypnotic suggestion," and that thé hyp
; ■ riotic subject “is in no degree subject to 

another will.” Yet-in the same book, 
’ . before making these assertions he had 

. already laid down ’ dogmatically the 
’ proposition: "Hypnotism, tor hypriotlc 
sleep, implies a mind-condition in 

, which the mental action and the will
! : - power of a sensitive subject are under 

■ thè' control of an operator who has In- 
■ ’. duced tho state.” ■
' -iTHF\GREAT DANGER OF HYPNO
''; ¿Z;:' ) TISM. - '.

J ,ilier writers of equal authority are 
■ '. c. ^d who abundantly confirm this prop- 

o’sltion. They set • forth that "hypno
tism riiay be induced by impressing 
profoundly the mentality through : all 

. the senses”; that the operator shall
Concentrate his energies and earnestly 
Will1'; that he should act with a cool, 
collected mind, and a firm Will, while 
the patient is perfectly passive; that 

. ’’the simple will can profoundly over
’ throw’ the 'physical; :• intellectual arid 

"inorai organization of another man;’.' 
.'that’i’the hypnotized subject will be
. come physically blind at the operator's 

; •. wlH"; that he can bo made to “sign a 
- > prointe, draw up a bill of exchange,,or, 

‘any klrid .of agieement, write a, polo
- ■ graphic will (which Would be legai;in 

- ” : ’France) and fulfill minutest legal for- 
■ ■ ‘ malitles with a manner which would de

’ delve tho most expert law officers.” , ■ ? 
> 1 Mòro than this. Many can be hypno

. ilzed against their will who had never, 
1 been operated upon before; and it is 
W-wtóii' ihàÎ?<Bpf8oh;;8&¿ffèctéd ’.‘will 
' ' sjver afterward bo your subject.”

TOTAL RUIN OF THE SUBJECT.
IbBtsples at« given to verify these

regard, of other persons at the first 
time.pt meeting, and that there are 
those whom we cannot placate at all. 
CURES BY THE HYPNOTIC PRO- 

■ • CEGS. ' . •
, The denial, of our author |hat cures 
aré ever affected by the agency of’hyp- 
notism, I think, is going too far. 'In re- 
.gurd toithepcoUliar effects produced by 
suggestion,. I-am not abiètto'judge. I 
do not doubt, however, the statement 
that mental aberration and insanity are' 
sometimes the sequences of hypnotism. 
It is in accordance with the nature of 
things. Yet our author seems to over
look the'fact that such results do not 
logically constitute an argument , with 
medical men against Its employment. 
When any poison or other agency has 
been discovered, which is capable' of do
ing deadly harm, it is their practice to 
set immediately about employing it as 
a remedy. The word "pharmacy” orig
inally meant the art of concocting 
poisons. Certainly it is as rational, as 
moral and philosophic to attempt cures 
by hypnotism, dire as its evils may be, 
as is the current practice of administer
ing poisons for, disease, and of inject
ing the human body with viruses and 
putrid products from the bodies of ani
mals. - . ,

IN ACCORD WITH THE BOOK.
When, however, the author de

nounces, the practice now flagrant and 
frequent, of offering instruction pro
miscuously for money which is .de
scribed aS enabling the learner to gain 
control over others for his own per
sonal pleasure and advantage, I am in 
perfect accord with him. It such con
trol can be thus obtained, thèn the of
fer is itself’criminal; If It cannot, then 
the individuals making' it are guilty of 
fraud... /

The moral principle ,In the matter is 
the simple one, and of universal appli
cation: “Love wo.rketh no ill to the 
neighbor.” “Charity sèekèth not one’p 
own as its supreme alm, but rather the 
best good of others.” Jn short, per-, 
haps, it may be '

—"excellent •
To have a giant's strength, but it is 

tyrannous . . -
To use it like a giant.”

MEDIUMSHIP CONSIDERED.
In the-Second Part, Spiritual Medi

umship is the subject. The author has 
trained his guns, upon it as being the 
most important point for attack. - He 
frankly admits that mediumship is a 
fact; that the.essential part of our be
ing, the soul,’continues after the death 
of the body, and may, under certain 
conditions, come' into contact with 
those who are still in the physical 
body, and may. even control the will, 
voluntary powers and sensory organ
ism of susceptible persons, using them 
as mediums. r .' >

'Although orthodox Scientists and 
many .others dispute these admitted 
facts here stated, they have been recog
nized all over the world for thousands 
of years. Our psychic, being Is as real 
as our corporeal existence, and Indeed 
more so. It gives form to the body, 
Imparts life to it,’ and manifests itself 
by sensibility, desire, and activity. 
There is the further belief among hu
man beings deeply Impressed upon 
their consciousness, that when the'body 
is laid-aside at death, this psychic en
tity, being an essence antecedent to the 
body, continues to subsist after this 
separation as a distinct -personality. 
Having the essential qualities of es
sence and moral character, it is certain 
to be more or less capable of making 
Itself manifest to others, and even to ln- 
dlvlduals still living In the earth. Thus 
we niay adduce the example Of Johann 
Friedrich Oberlin, the celebrated pas- 

■ tor of the Ban de la Roche in Alsace, 
who had interviews with his deceased 
wife, and- recorded the fact He had 
before declared his utter disbelief of 

' such occurrences, but tangible evidence 
in hie own case and tliat of others coil- ' 

: vinced him of their truth. . - ,
' MEDIUMSHIP A8 SPIRITUALI HYP

- ' NOTISI.
Our author defines mediumship ns 

the process by and throtigh which' 
■ Wiialiá ' ........ .......

SOMEWHAT ON TBE FENCE.
He Ie Not Convinced Either Way.

LISBETH

PART I,—The Pentateuch.

A Unique 
BIBLE! 
PICTUBEJ 
BOOK.

Comments on Genesis. Exodus, Levltlcas, 
Numbers and Deuteronomy; by Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Lillie Devereux Rlake, Rev. Phcbo 
Hanaford, Clara Bewick Colby, Ellon Battelle 
Deltrlck, Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ursula N. 
Gestefold, and Francis E Barr.

Spiritism and Mrs; Leonora E. Piper, 

and Dk- Thomson J. Hudson's Theories

fl HEW GflTEGHISM,
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

Thh lia new "Catachlim" lathe fall sense of the 
Word. There Um at yet appeared In the world of lib 
eral literature nothing like thli moat wonderful little 
book or reason. E, P. Powell, the well-known author, 
the reviewer ana critic, lays: “The remarkable thing 
eboui tni* •Ceteohlam’ ii that It telle tho truth.*' It 
dealt with the queitlene of God. Immortality—the 
Creedi. the Clergy, the Church, Prayer and Salvation. 
Jeeuiana his Teaching, the Growth of tho Christian 
Bcrlpiurei, and many other philosophical, scientific 
and ethical questions with tho acmost»candor. cour
age and clearness. 188 pages. Cloth 75c; paper, 50a 

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE

OLD AND NEW PSYCHOLOGY
By W. J. Colville. Reports of. twenty-four 

distinct lectures, recently delivered In New 
York, Brooklyn, - Boston, Philadelphia, and 
other fpromlilont cities or tho United States, 
havo contributed the basis of this volume. 
Price, 81.00. ■

"THE DREAH CHILD,”
A Fascinating Romance or Two Worlds. Bfr’ 
Florence Huntley.' Prke, cloth, 75 cents Hooka 
Hke “The Dream Chllil" spur humanity on to 
make more and more demands ol this nature 
and will open up new ho^bts and depths oi 
spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Will, I believe, Uke Ila place boaldo Bulwor’s 
-Zanonl" and tho "Seraphita" of Balzac—Daily 
Capital, Topeka, Kansas. Although simple ana 
unvarnished with any innommable descrlo- 
tous, enthralls tho mind to the exclusion of 
other thoughts, until reluctantly tho reader 
cloaas tho lust page.—Minneapolis Sunday

Nothing oLbu c&u go completely upset th» oIA 
eupeistlUouij old Testament 8toric>a ta thotb 
vivid »nd lifeliku portrayal» of Uoul They nra- 

old juytUb In the proper absurduea» ef 
their absurdity, rldlculu thulr rldlculeasuess a&d 
lu fact hold thfem up to the light af reaaoxi. It is 
a book of 400 pages with B00 full pas. piotm’M 
It will make you laugh off every votuga of the 
old superstitious; a good way indeed to got rid 
al them. Price, board, 11; cloth, ILM- '

THE MISSING- LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Lenb Underbill, of the Fox Family.
Interesting and valuable ai a history of tho begin- 

pint of Modern Spiritualism, by on« of the Fox Bis- 
wn. 478 Pages,. 16 Illustrations, including portraits of 
tba Fox Family. History of the Hydesville rapplngi, 
aa related by eye witneiiei; remarkable and well-at* 
tested manifestation!*, tho “exposures," etc. Hand« 
somely bound in cloth, But few copiei remaining, 
Publliherr price. I1.S0. We will lend tbe book out 
paid Fr ,1.40. ’

WW16S OF EVOLUTION.
- Tho Philosophy of Individual Life, Based -

Upon Natural Science ; /
As taught by modern masters of law. By Flor- 
onoo Huntley. An exceedingly Interesting and - 
distinctly .valuable contribution to tho litera- 
turo of evolution, unfolding its laws from tfio 

■ deepor-and; clearer spiritual uanect, and in* 
dlcatlng tho detecta of tho Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists and Materialists dime can gain 
muohjttom; Its perusal.. ;-Rrlceitooir tiouiw tn

¡“twwbrRERSor-

THE WOMAN'S BIBLE.-PART IL
Judges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Com

ments on-tho Old ana Now Testaments, from 
Joshua to Revelation. The comments are keen, 
bright, spicy, full of wit. the work of radical 
thinkers who are not Ignorant of the higher 
criticism- There is not a doll page in either of 
these books, but each>iB a galaxy of the bright 
minds of the day and throw a now light on the 
Bible teachings relating to woman. Price ot 
each, paper, 60 cents.

THETO-nORWOFDEATRr 
Or the Future Life According to Science. By 
Louis Plguler. Translated from tho French by 
S. R. Crockee. A very fascinating work. This 
fine volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. It is writ
ten in that peculiar interesting style in which 
French writers oxcol when they would popular- ' 
Ire Bctentlflo subjects in adaptation to the 
needs of. the general reader. The author says: 
•'There is a truo and respectable Idea in Spirit
ualism,” and, regards as proved “the fact of 
communication between superhuman» and the 
Inhabitants of earth." Prlco, Ci.w.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
exercises control of tbe will, voluntary 
powers and sensory organism of a me
dium; and hence it is “nothing more 
and nothing less than spiritual hypno
tism.” Before proceeding further he 
classifies its .various forms as follows:

1. impressionai Mediumship. This 
may be conscious or unconscious. In 
the latter division Jie places the inspi
rational speaking and emotional in
sanity. «

II. Mbscular Mediumship. Under 
this he specifies the Ouija board and 
automatic writing.

HI. Neurotic Mediumship. This em
braces clairvoyance, ■ ciairaudience, im
pressions of touch, taste and smell, aun 
other delusional insanity. .

IV, Trance Mediumship. * Under 
this head are enumerated speaking me
diumship, materializing - mediumship, 
and likewise obsession, which, he re
marks, is generally recognized as in
sanity. . ■ . . .

V. Independent Slate-Writing.
VI, Trumpet-Speaking.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES IN NA
TURE.

The principle which underlies these 
distinct forms of mediumship, It is re
marked, cover the entire field of me'- 
djumlstlc control. There are two fund
amental principles in Nature, the con
structive or "normal,” and the destruct
ive or “abnormal,” The author, speak
ing for “Natural Science,'" affirms that 
mediumship is hypnotic, involving the 
saine character of subjection as hypno
tism, and therefore the process is de
structive. He argues the identity ot 
the two on several grounds, such as 
both Involving control of the will and 
voluntary powers, the phenomena be
ing identical, and likewise the physiol
ogy of both processes,

THE DESTRUCTIVE PRINCIPLE.
The predominance of the “destruct

ive principle in mediumship, is set 
forth with great plausibility and tena
cious inaistence, THIS HAS LIKE
WISE BEEN ACKNOWLEDGED BY 
INTELLIGENT SPIRITUALISTS. The 
late Cyrus O. Poole used to remark 
that mediums were apt to “peter out.” 
Jaeolliot mentions a similar result 
which he observed In India. A fakir 
whoso performances .indicated powers 
fai' exceeding sleight-of-hand and were 
indeed extraordinary, was Been by him 
some years afterward in a public Insti
tution broken down and almost, an 
idiot. Our'author explains the reason 
of this decay: “IT IS NECESSARY 
FOR THE SPIRITUAL CONTROLS 
TO APPROPRIATE AND EXPEND 
THE MEDIUM’S ANIMAL MAGNET
ISM AND VITAL ENERGY AS RAPID
LY AS THE SAME ARE GENERATED 
BY HIS PHYSICAL ORGANISM,’.’.

Perhaps another fact In physiology 
may be hero pertinent. An organ of 
the body which is long unused, becomes 
atrophied and weakened. MAY IT 
NOT BE THE FACT THAT THE 
BRAIN OF THE MEDIUM,' OR OF A 
HYPNOTIZED PERSON; WHEN NOT 
DULY. EXERCISED BY THE INDIVID
UAL HIMSELF, IS LIABLE TQ SUCH 
DEGENERATION AND DECAY?

Among the ill "consequences, Imputed 
to the mediumlstic process are simple 
nervousness, insomnia and nervous 
prostration. Tho medium, loses inde
pendent control of the voluntary, organs 
of Jhe body, and there ensues loss of 
memory, with inability to hold; thè 
mind intently On a subject/or tb think 
consecutively. The moral stamina 
also becomes deteriorated, and so re
straint Is correspondingly removed 
from tho appetites, passions, emotions, 
desires and; propensities. ■ : ;
MEDIUMS ENTRAPPED INTO. pARK

: ... NESS'. :'
; The explanation is made .that the iri- 

dividual at death’ enters: upon ffib life 
beyond, just the same -as when he 
leaves this life,- neither better nor 
worse for the change. Having.the same 
impulses’as before, aiid unable to grat
ify them on the spiritual ¿plane, hé 
learns through the hypnotic art how tb 
gain control over the physical' organ
ism of some person yet in the body, and 
thereby to procure some partial ..grati
fication. , Those who operate in this 
way are described by the author as be
ing “in the first spiritual sphere," and 
closely bound for the time to the plane 
of. physical nature. They find it pos
sible by the hypnotic process to attach 
themselves to those who are yet in the 
flesh, and so they adopt the profession 
o£.“spirltual controls." They find me
diums whom they can control, and 
through them they educate others. In 
order, to divert criticism and to pre
vent themselves from being detected, 
they adopt the cunning pretense of un
selfish; devotion to the cause of Spirit
ualism. In this way, it is asserted that 
mediums have been entrapped into 
drunkenness and other gross .indul
gence, of which they would not other
wise be guilty. •

This specific imputation, however, is 
not directed by the author against 
Spiritualism alone. Emotional religion, 
is included by him in the same cate
gory. Intense emotion, he remarks, 
produces paralysis of the will, and this 
involves a negative condition of the in
telligence, which opens the door to me- 
diumistic control. It must be con
fessed that there is much truth in this 
statement.' Revivals of religion, as 

. they are popularly terméd, are fre
quently produced by agencies of a pure
ly hypnotic character. The conductors 
Of the religious exercises on these oc
casions may very generally be observed 
to be individuals with large back head, 
capacious abdomen, great force of will, 
aptness in making mesmeric, gestures, 
peculiar fascination of voice, and skill 
in devices to impress and entrance the 
senses. “The. magnetic conditions,” 
the author affirms, “closely resemble- 
those of the Spiritualistic seances." It 
Is not necessary, however, to pursue 
the parallelisms further. : Raptures sim- 
liar .to those religious ; revivals were 
peculiar to the Bacchic rites of former 
times, and indeed are still common in 
modern religions, Oriental and . OccI-. 
dental, Hindu,; Muslim, or in the Vari
ous Christian communions. 'Thé laws 
of manifestation are the same, and the 
phenomena are analogous. ■
LASHED WITHOUT SHOW OF LENI- 

■ .. . . . • ■ ËNCY. -' .; ■ ’. . ;
The author duly classifies the individ

uals known as mediums,-and criticises 
them accordingly. Those Whose mo
tives are good receive some ; scant 
praise, and those who have no special 
good or bad motive are. passed over 
without praise Or blame; But the "busi
ness mediums,“ the. “ambitious medi
ums,” the vicious, mediums," and. the 
“fallir mediums," who practice tlie art 
for selfish <or mercenary motives, are 
lashed without show-of- leniency, and 
their modes- of procedure in abnormal 
rand Illegitimate ways, set forth in plain 
terms. , ; ’

MEDIUMSHIP. AND'INSANITY,
'.In the chapterpm’iMpitiumshlp and 

insanity/.’- lt Is declared to bo “reason
ably certain that more. than -fifty per 
cent of all. ttie .insanity ih. thè United 
States; is thé‘direct fosuit of tbe medf 
umistlc process.” The-same rate is 
also bjlioved-to exiaWfl'Btirope;^But 
^médltitós^jtenót tòldi solely accbffiit-

SKU£W!?N <*

sanity, religious insanity, religious ma
nia, emotional Insanity, and so-called 
“delusional insanity” et al] kinds and 
degrees, the author asserts, “might all 
be included in one general class, aud 
properly designato! as ‘Mediumistic 
Insanity,' or 'Subjgitive Insanity.’ ”

RETRIBUTIVE JUSTICE.

Part III. is entitled ''Retributive Jus
tice,!’ ? lu it tlie author arraigns hypno
tism and mediumship, each as a sub
jective, psychic giocete, which par
alyzes the -will and voluntary powers 
of the subject, depiives him of his 
own free and independent control and 
exercise of those/attrlbptes of the soul 
upon which he must depend tor the 
achieving of Individual immortality, 
self-completion, and happiness here aud 
hereafter. They are therefore manifes
tations of the destnietive principle in 
Nature, and their .outcome “bo far as 
science knows, is ultimate dissolution, 
disintegration, total individual extinc
tion, and a resolution of the individual 
entity, physically, spiritually, and pey- 
chically, back into the original ele
ments from which it came." “This," he 
adds, “is tho ‘second death,' 'spiritual 
death," ‘the death of the soul,’ and in 
fine, ’THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL 
CRIME.'" ¿
INDEPENDENT SPIRITUAL SELF

; DEVELOPMENT.
The purpose apparent in the volume 

is to present an issue between Spirit
ualism as founded upon the testimonies 
obtained /' rough mediumship, and “the 
fundamental principle of independent, 
spiritual self-development. - The au
thor claims to have developed in this 
way the ability to exercise his spiritual 
sensory organism Independently, self
consciously and voluntarily at any 
time. ; He protests that he is not a me
dium, never has been a medium, never 
has been hypnotized, never has been 
mesmerized, never has been a subject 
of psychic control in any form, , degree 
or manner whatsoever. ;

MEDIUMSHIP AND HYPNOTISM. .
It appears hardly, possible’that a per

son should write intelligently upon mie- 
dlumship and hypnotism,' except from 
his own individual experience, or by in
timacy wlth those who have had such 
experience... Our author disclaims any 
subjection, to “psychic control.!’ Nev
ertheless .it seems evident that some 
such control or inspiration so derived 
was the cause of-the:writing Of this 
book. He is doubtless, sincere in his 
denials, but the .’authors whom, he has 
quoted make it plain that individuals 
may sometini.es be /‘hypnotized against 
their will,"- and even without their own 
corisclouq knowledge. If this may be 
done by professional operators it may 
also be effected by, disbodied spiritual 
beings, We are;dpúbtless all of us in
fluenced by individual spirits. or 
groups of spirits./. There may ' be a 
close rapport with’ them, an intimate in-’ 
terblending, In whiplji there is no ex
ternal consciousness. , Bunyan has de
scribed an evil spjrit go instilling his 
suggestions into the mind .of his Pil
grim that ppor Christian for a time con
jectured them .to,'b'èffiiB own thoughts. 
In specific instances 'there is a con
sciousness ¡more„9r;r less vivid, and 

(then the mind oli¿ rije individual be
comes’ the medium’ for manifestation. 
The normality or abnormality of the oc
currence depends upon the moral-char- 
acter-of the. spiritual ¡being as well as 
upon the' peculiar'moral condition of 
the intermediary’lUmself or herself.

BIBLE’tàÉÓlUMSHIP.

The Bible' givéàinunìérdud ¿xamplés- 
of such, medlumslijpr-induced- by agèn- 
cles.Bjm[]^;jftjtWsè'iw]ilqÌi‘ abound at 
the present period. r Balaam the proph-' 
eV, was saidto màko riso of'enchant-' 
ménte [nñbáshim] (Numbers xxiv:4). 
Elisha became inspired when a min- 

•stfér.'iil ’ayéd (II. Kings ili: 15.) The 
book ot Daniel abounds with accounts 
of manifestations in which the prophef,’ 
as is. usual on such.occasions,- exhibited 
great ‘disturbance of. mind and body.' 

■ In the .eleventh chapter there is an out-' 
line of thè" history of Egypt‘and Syria 
during-the rule of the Macedonian 
kings, the Ptolemies and Seleukids, 
down to the rise of the Hasmonean 
priest-rulers in Jiidea. The prophet de
scribes this account’ In the preceding 
•chapter aS having been given to him by 
a spiritual being after he had under
gone a peculiar coürsé of preparation. 
He had been “nipurning”ri:or three full 
weeks, eating no; pleasant food. and 
tailing neither- flésli nór wine.'. Stand
ing with others by the fiver-Tigris, the 
vision appeared,- He alone saw it; those 
with him saw nothing remarkable. He 
beheld a radiant personage, and imme
diately he had no strength left, but’ lay 
in ¿ trance with his fané to thè earth.

He was evidently, enabled to see. and 
hear his visitor by ' the . preparation 
which he, had,undergone,.. Thè proph
ets of Palestine, tbe nabiim or mantic 
persons, appear ,to -have been "deyel- 
opedi' os such by special teaching and 
discipline.',. We read of King Saul that 
he was obsessed by an evil spirit, and 
.that David repeatedly „exorcised it by 
playing on a musical instrument. 
There'was also said to be. a school or 
company ot prophets at'the naioth or, 
colleges in Ramah, over.which Samuel 
presided. When Saúl (sent messengers 
there twice to arrest David, they were 
seized with the afflatus and “prophe
sied." Then Sauk himself went , and 
likewise became ecstatic, "He stripped 
off Jiis clothes also and prophesied be
fore Samuel in like manner, and lay 
down naked all that day and night." 
(I. Samuel xix:18-24)'.’; " ’ ; , - ,

It may : be pleaded - that these ac
counts, from the Bible are not.historic. 
It is certain, nevertheless, that they 
would never have been written except 
that there had been actuar occurrences 
and manifestations’: ot-the kind de
scribed. They show that spiritual me
diumship as it is; now . termed, was. rec
ognized at; that/ancient period, and 
also that thè "stìioóìs òf the prophets" 
were for the purpose' of "developing” as 
well as instructing./ ; ; ,

TRANCE AND ECSTASY.
Trance and, ecatqsy were recognized 

in those. dayvB, aa ákin to madness. 
When Elisila sent, tl^p young prophet to 
anoint Jehu as' Iqng of’Israel, the offi
cers at Ramottf Quead . called him a 
"mad fellow (IL¿Kings lx:ll); When 
tbe high priest Jclioíáda established the 
house of David i ttó throne of Jerusa: 
lem, he enacted;,a penalty against "ev
ery man that lH„nmd and maketh ; him-, 
self a prophet" Jeremiah xxlx:26). :

•Au important .bistorte fact is too of
ten overlooked^/.; ;Jo - every- -religion, 
both ancient and ¡modern, there has al
ways been a twofold aspect. On tlie 
nobler side may« be seen the higher as
pirations of the .soil), sublime experi
ences, the lofty, conceptions of divinity 
■and spiritual life. At the other hand 
arc found the concessions to human in
firmity, such, an cruél 'customs, barbar
ous BltpèrstHlònèand/èvén-gfoss aenan- 

described: according to-thè vjeW trhfch’ 
litó'been tahini/ Tfly;óñe sees. whSt 
lióbliRS -tb,é, éyps -.tò/sèe 
fótebüúg,;tt?may4>éi¿:;BiiÍjlInié'théisiúi 
a celestial liarmony,' or a grOfis,' cruel,' 
sensualism. , Plato to the "Dialogues"

YÍú«Míé'ias;¿UliiíitKií^bM¡«tWiííitéffííÚ'

NOT ALL WHO ARE INSANE IN THE 
ASYLUMS.

Every enormity and abnormity which 
Is Imputed to Spiritualism and spiritual 
mediumship, had already been charged 
to other religious bodies. Upon sucn 
charges of impiety, disloyalty and loose 
morality Christians in the earlier cen
turies were proscribed In the Roman 
empire. Even now the Imputations are 
by no means unfrequein. It would be 
no easy task to show more general im
morality iu the Spiritualist ranks than 
in other social or religious circles. 
And if tacts could be shown in regard 
to insanity, the ranks of business ex
hibit mental aberration fully as gen
eral FOR EVERY INSANE SPIRIT
UALIST, there may be found several in 
other departments of life. Not all the 
insane are m asylums, and not all m 
the asylums are Insane.
NO SERIOUS DANGfeR ANTICI

PATED.
The "Storm Center” which is now 

present can hardly be indicative of se
rious danger. The only things in peril 
are those that uro always liable to be 
shaken. Our author has shown many 
of these, and we cari afford to acknowl
edge what is just aud true, and that 
what is evil and destructive shall be 
eliminated,
A VERY NECESSARY PURIFYING.

The separating of the tares, the 
poisonous darnel from tlie wheat, Is a 
necessary purifying, and makes what is 
left of grater value. It is the proper 
work of the men of the household; It is 
a confession of weakness to appeal to 
others, lawyers, physicians, clergymen, 
or masons to engage in. the work. 
When the winnow! ng-fan passes over 
the threshing-floor, only the chaff is dis
turbed.
SPIRITUALISM HAS ITS MISSION.

Modern Spiritualism has its mission. 
Dr, Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote of it 
in 1858 in words which still are true:

"While Borne are crying but against 
It as a'delusion of the devil, and some 
are laughing at it as an hysteric folly, 
and somo are getting angry with it as 
a mere trick of Interested or mischiev
ous persons, Spiritualism is greatly un, 
dermining the traditional ideas ot the 
future state -which, have been, and are 
still accepted—not merely in those who 
believe in it, but in the general senti
ment of tho community, to a larger ex
tent than most good people seem to be 
aware of. * * ’ You cannot have people- 
of cultivation, of pure character, sensi
ble enough in common things, large- 
liearted'' women, grave judges, shrewd 
business men, men of science, profess
ing to be in communication with the 
spiritual world and keeping up constant 
intercourse with it, without Its gradual 
reacting on tlie whole conception of 
that other life. It is the folly of the 
world, constantly, which confounds -its 
wisdom.’ _ -
DR LYMAN ABBOTT AND SPIR1T- 

UALISM. .
Dr. Lyman Abbott also, somewhat re

luctantly, has acknowledged tne same 
thing. He finds fault with mediums, 
the spirits themselves, the methods of 
communication and the little which has 
been accomplished, and adds:

"But Spiritualism would never have 
■had the power which it once had and is 
now losing, had it not borne witness to 
the truth which the church of Christ 
has often igaared, and. sometimes de
nied: that death is not a_ cessation ot 
life, but.transition; and that the dead 
aro;not dead, hut living—are not even 
departed, but living near-at hand, hav
ing only stepped Over the threshold 
into, the other room." ;, • ■
. Thus,, the., leaven is leavening . the 
whole - 'mass. _ Spiritual (mediumship 
has indeed "brought life and'immortal
ity to light” It has made vivid the 
conviction that we- all are brothers and 
sisters, because we do not part com
pany at the 'grave, but live on perma
nently in communion with ome another. 
WE CAN AFFORD TO OVERLOOK 
THE SHORTCOMINGS OF THE INDI
VIDUALS WHEN WE CONTEM
PLATE” THE SUBLIME TRUTH 
which they have made known; ’

In the dissemination of this truth all 
may help, as having a common vital in
terest in the matter.' Even those who 
criticise -its promulgators obtained 
their .weapons and ammunition from 
the same sources. While, therefore, I 
may differ .even diametrleally with 
many others, I can recognize them'fra
ternally as fellow-laborers in the satne' 
field, and esteem them accordingly.

THE FOUNDATION IS SURE; AND 
NOW LET; THE SUPERSTRUCTURE 
BE SUCH AS CAN ABIDE THE FIRE.

.....ALEXANDER WILDER.
Newark, N.J. .

THE MINISTRATIONS OF PAIN.

What lias Pain to do.with living?. 
What has it to do with giving

.Us a higher birth? ,. ■ 
But to bring within subjection. 
Every power, and every section 
. Of our life of earth. . ,
But to place the standard higher,. 
To which man should e’er aspire \ 

On his earthly way;
Never thinking of repining, 
When we know the soul’s' refinjng

In the shadows lie. .
When we know what Pain is reaping : 
When’he holds Us in his keeping, 

■ We should never say : ■
IT would never had this trouble, . 
Oh! could I break’lt like a bubble—

• ' Throw it all away!” ■ : '
Don’t you know;, that' every moment 
You take from life a power potent.

All your life to sway? - J 
Take from it a power golden, . ; . 
And to which you are beholden- , 
JFor rich gems along your way. .: .

You are sowing to the ashes. ■ / . . 
A magic power, e’en the’ it clashes 

W’ith the heart’s desire; ‘ '
Oh! its wondrous power is moulding— 
Your whola'Jelng it is unfolding ..

By Its magic fire! . - ’
And your soul will break asunder / 
From the' darkness—and you’ll wonder 

Why you never lived before
Quite so close to Nature’s keeping, 
And the higher truths were leaping— 

; Blossomed at your very door! ..
But you needed just this sorrow
Ere you could the sunshine borrow; '' 

Or see the flowers bloom!
Nature has within her keeping, ■ ' 
Sunshine—that is for our reaping— 

Oft we find it through the gloom.
Trees must needs be watered ever, 
Ere. tho sunshine and thp weather

Will bring forth tlie flower. . .;
So is Nature with us dealing, . 
Justice, in all things revealing, 

In Life’s sunshine and its showor, 
And we’ll learn that Pain and Sorrow 
Never camo to us to borrow :: ; -

Or to trespass on our life; . > 
But to bring to us redemption, ;’ ■ 
And the richness of possession— ’ 

The just chattels of a life. -
EMMA GIBBS. ’ 

Grand Rapids, Mich. 1

The Great Psychological Crime, as 
proclaimed in that book, is no crime at 
all.

If so, whose?
It is with considerable hesitation I 

write this article for your valuable pa
per, after having read the arguments 
lor aud against the book called The 
Great Psychological Crime.” I am 
somewhat like the Irishman who lis
tened very attentively to the arguments 
of tlie attorneys in a criminal case 
against one of his friends. He was 
heard to say as the attorney tor the 
plaintiff closed his argument, “Begob, 1 
belave me friend is guilty;” but alter 
listening caretully to the attorney lor 
the defense for nearly a whole day, ho 
thought his friend was Innocent, and 
after tbe attorney for the plaintiff had 
closed his final argument, ho • did not 
know about it. So, it is with me after 
carefully reading the several excellent 
articles on The Great Psychological 
Crime, I AM NOT CONVINCED 
EITHER WAY.

I have been,an investigator for near
ly fifty years; and have had consider
able experience with mediums of all 
phases. I have helped to develop quite 
a number of good mediums, both phys
ical • and inspirational, only oné of 
wliom is working as a public medium at 
present, tlie others being private, and 
do not make any charge for their gifts 
when prevailed upon to give something 
to friends, and while neither of these 
have gone wrong in any way, I Iqiow of 
a number of so-called mediums, who 
have deviated from the “straight rind' 
narrow path;” yet the percentage of 
the genuine spiritual mediums” that do 
go wrong or are ruined in any way, 
caused by being a medium, is v«ry 
much less than that given in the book. 
(I believe that in one place the author 
states that 96 per cent was in some 
way affected for tbe worse.) Now, if 
these figures were transposed, and Bay 
6 per cent bad and 95. per cent good, 
we would allow the figures to go un
challenged. However, it may be the 
aqthor of the book had in mind only 
public mediums, Including ah those 
fakirs who pass themselves off as Spir
itualists. Chicago, and all large places 
like it,-ARE FULL OF THEM; they 
claim mediumship in order that they 

•sinay gull the public, but more espe-. 
dally the honest old Spiritualist, who 
can see nothing wrong, if it bear the 
label “Spiritualism."

Now, I would not care to discuss the 
question if the author of the book has 
taken in everything that he runs 
against in.Chicago or any other city, 
y ' if he will confine himself to the 
ge». )lne article, I will be able to prove 
that not over 5 per cent of the genuine 
mediums are traveling, and really do
ing public work for money, and the 
other 95 per cent are working in their 
own homes. THEY ARE HONEST, 
highly cultured, loving wives and hus
bands who love home and family above 
all else, and are doing a quiet work that 
is surely eating its way Into the hearts 
of all classes of people, and honey
combing all churches and societies.

Then, again, among those who are 
working in public places and who are 
entitled to pay for their honest serv
ices, including lecturers and physical 
mediums, I am certain not 20 per cent 
go wrong. But suppose for argument’s 
pake that everi 25 per cent f/ent wrong 
àt some place in their career, would 
that be any reason why we should stop 
developing mediums? Not at all.

“The greatest good to the greatest 
number” Is our motto. • If you object to 
this.isaying,’:then you oppose all things 
that Spiritualism teaches-, viz., PRO
GRESSION... It we were, to stop every
thing where human lives ‘were sacri
ficed, there would be no education, no, 
railroads'; no buildings, no coal to keep 
us .warm, nothing to eat, and we would 
all go back to barbarism. Then wewoujd 
kill one another in our savage and Ig
norant life,

In our opinion, there has never been 
a religion so firmly established in fifty- 
five years, in any age of the world, with 
as little friction and loss of life as 
Spiritualism. Then, why worry about 
THE SMALL PER CENT who become 
daft or loose in character in some way, 
when there are so many good, honest, 
whole-souled mediums working - out 
their “Karma” in this life for the great 
cause that makes us all happy in the 
fact that we live at all, and when we 
become fully, acquainted with Spiritual
ism and its philosophy, we? are made 
happy by learning that we are here to 
work out our own lives as best we may, 
and, the only one who can. become so 
spiritual that he can govern his own 
materlaljiody, is the one who is living 
the life.of the spirit in the highest, and 
when such a person passes from his 
earthly body the transition Is hardly 
perceptible to the spirit. .

Such a'llfe is what we should live 
here on earth now, not waiting until 
after the passing on. We have nearly 
all started to investigate this beautiful 
philosophy through some medium. We 
never would know for sure ot the life 
hereafter until we passed over, if it 
were not for our. experiences with some 
one who was so sensitive .they could 
span thé . boundaries of earth and the 
home of orir dear -ones gone before. 
Then why trouble about the martyrs 
who fall by the way? Have, they not 
fulfilled their duties as the spirit world 
would have it? The soul has- earned its. 
reward—EXPERIENCE; which it was 
placed on earth to get, and to your 
humble servant it seems that if a crime 
has -been committed, it was in sending 
out’such a book as The Great Psycho
logical'Crime, aS it may be the means 
pf keeping a large, number of persons 
from developing into riiediumship, and 
thus keep thousands of souls in ignor
ance, of the beauties of our spiritual 
knowledge. JOHN D. VAIL.

Will Add Thousands to Spiritualism.
To thé Editor:—The Great Psycho

logical Crime will be the instrument In 
adding thousands to thé ranks of Spir
itualism. - ’ ’

Why? . .-■
Because those who do not wrint the 

Subjective method of mediumship 
whereby to’carry” on- a conversation- 
with their spirit friends, will seek the 
Independent Method, which^has proved 
a great success. The author of The 
Great Psychological Crime : has done 
Spiritualism a great favor in presenting 
a new and natural way to converse with 
spirits.. INVESTIGATOR.

"Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental; Suggestion.’? By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work for all 
Who have the care dr training of cbll- 
flren. .Price 65 cents.

"Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” Contains bls celebrated 
“Agp of Reason," and a number of let. 
ters and discourses oil religious and th»-’ 
oldgicdl subjects. Cloth binding,’ 430 
gages. Fries ?L For able at this office,

‘ 7^ 010 So,ar pi«-
By Bllsjabra.-Towne; • Valuable 

tar health. Price 25 cents.
"Taltaagean Inanities, incongruities, 

.tncphstefWfetoa And/Blasphethies;, a Rd-’

Oli Testant Wes 
CoBicallj Dittateli. 

By WATSON HESTON.

"AS IT ISTO BE.” ;
A VERY SUGGESTIVE W0R¿

It Beams With Spirity^l 
Truths, -

Tbls Is a beautiful book, by CorM 
Lynn Daniels, and it scintillates wltM 
grand spiritual thought. An Idea ol 
this work can be obtained by reading ' 
the' titles of a few of the chapter» 
therein:

The Process of Dying; Light and 
Spirit; The Law of Attraction; Sensei 
of the Spirit; What Is Unconscious 
Will; Fear; Astrology; The God-Soul ol 
Man; The Drama; A Day in Heaves*

Price 11. For sale at this office. 4

An Interesting Story of Twa 
Worlds.

Elevating, Fascinating, Instrao*  
tive Throughout.

'■ _________ 1

Thia work by Carrie E. fl. Twüng I*  
exceptionally interesting. * Bheu well 
says: “These characters which have 
brought out tbe hlgbeat and lowest in 
different religious beliefs, have moved 
me, not I them." The whole book is t» 
tereeting, faadnating, and iutracttv«. 
Price 81.0a. ।

SPIBITÜÄL HARP
tlon and Social Circle«. By J. M. Poeblea and 
J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. 
New edition. Culled from a wide field of litera
ture with the most critical caro, free from all 
theological bias, throbbing with the soul of in-' 
snlration, embodying the principles and virtues 
ol tho eplritual philosophy, set to the most) 
cheerful and popular music (nearly all original) \ 
and adapted to all occasio n, it is doubtless tho \ 
most attractive work of the kind over pub- “ •
Hshed. Its beautiful songj, duels and quartets! 
with'piano, organ or melodeon accompaniment, 
adapted both to public meetings and the social 
circles. Cloth, $1.25; posit4-0,14 cents.

pLiFEOFTHOnAS^fllNE?^.
By tho Editor of tho National, with Preface 

and Notos by Potor Ecltler. Illustrated with 
ylowo ot the old Palno Homestead and Pain« 
Monument, at New HochoUe; also portraits of 
Thomäs Clio Rickman, Joel Barlow, Mary Wol-, • 
etonocratt, Madame Roland, Condorco, Brlssot,' 
and tho most prominent of Paine's Mends in 
Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents. __ |

THF SOI 11 • LAHON^ANi) EX:
1 I IL CJVUL/ . PRESSIONS IN HU

MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price 81.00. This lo one ot the best books 
given by tho gtildesof Mrs Cora I* V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a hook of reference for those who have been 
members ot the classes receiving them. This 
volume Is a careful compilation from reports ot ' 
lessons, containing the bases ot tho teachings.

ESOTERIC LESSONS.
This work Includes "Personified Un

thinkable«,” "First Lessons In Reality,” 
and “A. Tour Through the Zodiac." 
Tbls Is an Interesting production of oc
cult thought and will well repay careful 
study and meditation by all occultists. 
Price, Cloth, $1.50. For sale at this 
office.

DeWitt Talmeiia's oft-repeated attacks
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INVESTIGATOR.

EMMA GIBBS

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

Prof, Alexander Wilder Steps to the Front
The Discussion of The Great Psychological Crime by 

the leading lights of our cause, has proved an 
Object Lesson of great importance to-Spiritualism. 
It has brought to the front the trusty defenders 
of the cause, and great good has been accomplished. 
Spiritualists are beginning to think along new lines, 
Prof. Wilder is well known in the East as an author 
and magazine writer, and his views will attract great 
attention.

r. .. . _
1 The treatise bearing the title of "ihe 
Great Psychologcal Crime,” Ie de
scribed by Mrs. Florence Huntley, its 
editor, as one of a series of publications 
intended as a bridge between the defi
nite, demonstrated and recorded data 
Of the historical Spiritual School of Sci
ence and the definite, discovered and
published data of the modern physical 
school. The author himself, whose 
name is not given, explains further that 
“Tlie central purpose of this volume is 
merely to-erect guide-posts at the cross
Ings and the partings of the ways which 
lead, upon the one hand, to Life, Liber
ty and Immortality, and upon the other 
to Bondage, Darkness, Disintegration 
and Death.” •'

The first impression which the book 
makes is that it is chiefly a syllabus of- 
postulates Issued ex cathedra. This 
method would repel rather than attract ’ 
the thoughtful, truth-seeking inquirer. . 
We are in an arena, not in a kinder
garten. Further examination, however, 1 
shows that the propositions which the ; 
author has laid down as axioms, are 
rather themes to be considered and 
passed upon according to their meHts. I 
Many of them, indeed, I have verified in I 
my own observation and experience. ■ 
When mesmerism was first introduced , 
to notice in this country, 1 witnessed . 
and took part in the experiments. 1 
was not long in finding that the ENER- . 
¿IES OF THE SOUL WERE IM
PAIRED, and that a preternatural, and ' 
actually a morbid, sensitiveness to the ' 
peculiar emanatR \and spiritual influ- ' 
ences of others w. produced. :

Perceiving this, and the slavish sub- ; 
serviency which was likely to result, 1 • 
broke my way out, incurring severe
calumny and estranging many whom I 
had esteemed as friends. Yet I have 
been glad to be able to profit by what I 
had learned. When the public was 
startled at the appearing of “Nature’s 

' Divine Revelations," the book seemed 
to me easy to understand, and 1 thought 
that I was able to descry many of the 
sources of the various statements , 
Which it contains. j

Bulwer-Lytton’s two wonderful ro-, 
■tnances, "Zanoni,” and "The Strange : 
Story," also aid an intelligent reader in 
such investigation, and I regard them 
as classics. A very fair presentation ot 
the subjects' of which the book before 
us treats, is made by Mr. George Mac-1 
Donald in “David Elginbrod.”- It Is a 
work of fiction, but a fiction that is 
over-true. A person desiring to be
come well informed in this field of in
vestigation will get from it a concep-1 
tlon of “black magic,” set forth in a 

,ffib)p]çr way than that of Bulwer. The 
’ mastery' which Von Funkelstein exer
cised over Euphrasia Cameron, illus- 
Stes fairly the "psychological crime”

left pjja authpr js, describing;.. The, , 
■jphartatan bÿ concentrating thé. energy 
■^Khis will .was able to make her go to 
tu~, fro at his pleasure, and to compel 
her by suggestion and command to 
open a casket and purloin certain of the 
contents. .Finally she is made able to 
free herself from the execrable bond
age. But her case is similar to that de
picted by Èolmes in his story of the 
girl participating of the snake-nature. 
The life-forces had become so inter
blended with the occult evil Influences 
that the separation was soon followed 
by death.

The present volume is an explanation 
Upon scientific lines of treatment.

The book is divided into three parts: 
I. Modern Hypnotism. II. Spiritual 
Mediumship. III. Retributive Justice. 
There is also a supplément containing 
“Theories of ‘the Wise Men,’ ’’ and an 
Editor’s Postcript, defining her pur
poses and views.

The first part opens the subject with 
three propositions:

“I. A Psychological Crime is a crime 
against the Intelligent Soul or essential 
Entity of Man.

“2. A Great Psychological Crime is 
Buch a crime against the intelligent 
Soul of Man as deprives it of any of the 
inalienable rights, privileges, benefits, 
powers or possibilities with which God 
or Nature has invested it.

“3. The Great Psychological Crime is 
that crime against the intelligent Soul 
or essential Entity of Man which con
stitutes the central theme of this vol
ume, wherein it is defined, analyzed, il
lustrated and elucidated.”

Hypnotism is described as a special 
branch of Mesmerism, and is defined as 
the process by and through which one 
person obtains, holds and exercises 
control of the will of another; also the 
psychic relation existing between the 
two persons during the hypnotic pro
cess. -

The late Thomson Jay Hudson, in his 
Work on “The Law of Psychic Phenom

. ena,” insisted upon the "utter impossi
bility of victimizing virtue and inno
cence by means of hypnotism. This, 
to say the le'ast, is a surprising state
ment. Professor Quackenbos, in his 

- treatise on Hypnotism, also declares 
that “will-power has nothing to do With 
hypnotic suggestion,” and that thè hyp- 
notlc subject “is in no degree subject to 

- another will." Yet in the same book, 
before making these assertions he had 

I already laid down ' dogmatically the 
propésition: “Hypnotism, br hypnotic 
Sleep, Implies a mind-condition in 
Which the mental action and the will
power of a sensitive subject are under 
the control of an operator who has in- 

\ ■ 'dtjeed the state.” '
%. ÎTHF\GREAT DANGER OF HYPNO
' / TISM.

/her writers of equal authority are 
t Ad who abundantly confirm this prop
osition. They set • forth that “hypno

. ■ tism may be induced by impressing 
■ profoundly the mentality through all 

the senses”; that the operator shall 
. 'Concentrate his energies and earnestly 

■ Will"; that he should act with a cool, 
collected mind, and a firm Will, while 

. the patient Is perfectly passive; ' that 
'The simple will can profoundly over

; ¡throw the physical, intellectual and 
'‘moral organization of another man;” 
.thatC'the hypnotized subject will ■ be
. come physically blind at the operator’s 

• Will’’; that he can be made to "sign a 
-• promise, draw up a bill of exchange, od 

'any kind of agreement, write ; a polo, 
•graphic will (which would be legal in 
'France) and fulfill minutest legal ior- 

■ mantles with a manner which would de- 
(¡elve tho most expert law officers.” • 

< . Mord than this. Many can be'hypno
tized against their will who hod never 
been operated iipon before; and it is 
added, that a person so affected "will 
bver afterward bo your subject.”

! TOTAL RUIN OF THE SUBJECT,
i ESzaiBplefl are given to verify theso

statements, in which the results were 
the total ruin of the subjects morally 
ami mentally, Insanity and suicide.

The author gives a theory of the pro
cess, by setting forth the "two organ
isms” of man, the physical and spirit
ual, and quoting the mistranslated pas
sage: “There is a natural [Greek, psu- 
chikon, psychic] body, and there is a 
spiritual [pneumatikon] body.” In the 
Bible it may be remarked, the soul or 
psychic entity is considered as the in
dividual selfhood, and the spirit as the 
diviner intellect—the “mind’.’ with 
which men “serve the law of God.” Ro
mans vii:22 ,25. -

In the chapter on “Physiology and 
Pathology of Hypnotism” the author 
.explains that the hypnotic process is di
rectly the reverse of the evolutionary 
process as the latter takes place during 
the pre-natal period. “Its first effects,” 
he declares, “are registered upon the 
third or intellectual brain [the cere
brum], its deeper effects upon the sec
ondary brain [the cerebellum], and its 
final effects upon the primary brain, or 
medulla oblongata."

This final result, he remarks, is sel
dom produced by western operators, 
but is more frequently effected in the 
East. It is characterized by a complete 
suspending of physical animation. 
“Every function of the physical organ
ism is totally arrested, Even respira
tion ceases. Circulation stops. The 
body, in some instances, becomes cold 
and rigid: To every outward appear
ance physical deqth has actually oc
curred * * * Notwithstanding this com
plete suspension of all functional activ
ity of the physical organism, the sub
ject is even moYe intently conscious of 
every thought, intention, and mental 
impulse of the hypnotist than he is dur
ing any of the less profound states of 
hypnosis which precede the condition."

He insists accordingly that hypno
tism is a relation which Nature does 
not contemplate; that the hypnotic re
lation is abnormal, a violation of natu
ral law. Yet if there is a physiology
,for it, there must be a natural law ac
cording to which it is carried on and its 
manifestations take place. The facts 
which he adduces, that the hypnotist 
cannot hypnotize everybody, and that 
generally he is unable to hypnotize any
body at the first trial, are by no means 
conclusive evidence in rebuttal to this.

They are simply analagous to the 
facts in everybody’s experience, that 
we do not always attract the favorable 
regard of other persons at the first 
time of meeting, and that there are 
those whom we cannot placate at all.
CURES BY THE HYPNOTIC PRO

CESS.
The denial of our author that cures 

are ever affected by the agency of hyp
notism, I think, is going too far. In re, 
■gard-to'.th'epeeuliar effects produced by 
suggestion, I am not able .to judge. I 
do not doubt, however, the statement 
that mental aberration and insanity are 
sometimes the sequences of hypnotism. 
It is in accordance with the nature of 
things. Yet our author seems to pver
look the fact that such results do not 
logically constitute an argument with 
medical men against its employment. 
When any poison or other agency has 
been discovered, which is capable of do
ing deadly harm, it is their practice to 
set Immediately about employing it as 
a remedy. The word "pharmacy” orig
inally meant the art of concocting 
poisons. Certainly it is as rational, as 
mdral and philosophic to attempt cures 
by hypnotism, dire as its evils may be, 
as is the current practice of administer
ing poisons for disease, and of inject
ing the human body with viruses and 
putrid prgducts from the bodies of ani
mals. -

IN ACCORD WITH THE BOOK.
When, however, the author de

nounces the practice now flagrant and 
frequent, of offering Instruction pro
miscuously for money which is de
scribed as enabling the learner to gain 
control over others for his own per
sonal pleasure and advantage, I am in 
perfect accord with him. If such con
trol can be thus obtained, then the of
fer is itself criminal; if it cannot, then 
the individuals making it are guilty of 
fraud.. .

The moral principle in the matter is 
the simple one, and of universal appli
cation: "Love worketh no ill to the 
neighbor.” “Charity sfieketh not one’s 
own as its supreme aim, but rather the
best good of others.” In short, 
haps, it may be

—"excellent
have' a giant’s strength, but 

tyrannous
use it like a giant.”

per-

It is

MEDIUMSHIP CONSIDERED. ê
In the Second Part, Spiritual Medi

umship Is the subject. The author has 
trained his guns upon It as being the 
most important point for attack. He 
frankly admits that mediumship is a 
fact; that the essential part of our be
ing, the soul, continues after the death 
of the body, and may, under • certain 
conditions, come into contact With 
those who are still in the physical 
body, and may even control the will, 
voluntary powers and sensory organ
ism of susceptible persons, using them 
as mediums. • •

Although orthodox scientists and 
many others dispute these admitted 
facts here stated, they have been recog
nized all over the world for thousands 
of years. Our psychic being 1b ds real 
as our corporeal existence, and indeed 
more so. It gives form to the body, 
impart^ life to it, and manifests' itself 
by sensibility, desire and activity. 
There 1b the further belief among hu
man beings deeply impressed upon 
their consciousness, that when the body 
is laid aside at death, this psychic en
tity, being an essence antecedent to the 
body, continues to subsist after this 
separation as a distinct .personality. 
Having the essential qualities of es
sence and moral character, it is certain 
to be more or less capable of making 
Itself manifest'to others, and even to in
dividuals still living ii^ ¡he earth. Thus 
we may adduce the example of Johann 
Friedrich Oberlin, the celebrated pas
tor of the Ban de la Rocho in Alsace, 
who had, interviews with his deceased 
wife, and recorded the fact. He had 
before declared his utter disbelief of 
such occurrences, but tangible evidence 

, in his own caso and that of- others con-' 
vinced him of their truth,- •
MEDIUMSHIP AS SPIRITUAL^HYP-' 

' - N0TI8M. ,
. Our author defines mediumship . txs 
the process by and through which a 
spiritual intelligence obtuta^ holds and

F 6 ■*

exercises control of the will, voluntary 
powers and sensory organism of a me
dium; and- hence it is “nothing more 
and nothing less than spiritual hypno
tism.” Before proceeding further he 
classifies its .various forms as .follows:

I. Impressions! Mediumship. This 
may bo conscious or unconscious. In 
the latter division he places the inspi
rational speaking and emotional in
sanity. . •

II. Muscular Mediumship. Under 
this he specifies the Ouija board and 
automatic writing.

III. Neurotic Mediumship. This em
braces clairvoyance, clairaudlence, im
pressions of touch, taste and smell, and 
other delusional insanity.

IV. Trance Mediumship.  Under 
this head are enumerated speaking me
diumship, materializing ■ mediumship,

*

and likewise obsession, which, he 
marks, is generally recognized as 
sanity.

V. Independent Slate-Writing.
VI, Trumpet-Speaking.

re
in-

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES IN NA
TURE.

The principle which underlies these 
distinct forms of mediumship, it is re
marked, cover the entire field of me' 
diumistlc control. There are two fund
amental principles in Nature, the con
structive or "normal,” and the destruct
ive ox- "abnormal." The author, speak
ing for "Natural Science,'” affirms that 
mediumship is hypnotic, involvirig the 
same character of subjection as hypno
tism, and therefore the process is de
structive, He argues the identity of 
the two on several grounds, such as 
both involving control of the will and 
voluntary powers, the phenomena be
ing identical, and likewise the physiol
ogy of both processes.

THE DESTRUCTIVE PRINCIPLE.
The predominance of the “destruct

ive principle in mediumship, is set 
forth with great plausibility and tena
cious insistence. THIS HAS LIKE
WISE BEEN ACKNOWLEDGED BY 
INTELLIGENT SPIRITUALISTS. Tho 
late Cyrus O. Poole used to remark 
/hat mediums were apt to “peter out.” 
Jacollfot mentions a similar result 
which he observed in. India. A fakir 
whose performances .indicated powers 
far exceeding sleight-of-hand and were 
indeed extraordinary, was seen by him 
some years afterward in a public insti
tution broken down and almost an 
Idiot. Our‘author explains the reason 
of this decay: “IT IS NECESSARY 
FOR THE SPIRITUAL CONTROLS 
TO APPROPRIATE AND EXPEND 
THE MEDIUM’S ANIMAL MAGNET
ISM AND VITAL ENERGY AS RAPID
LY AS THE SAME ARE GENERATED 
BY HIS PHYSICAL ORGANISM.”

Perhaps another fact in physiology 
may be here pertinent. An. organ of 
the body which is long unused, becomes 
atrophied and weakened. MAY IT 
NOT BE THE FACT' THAT THE 
BRAIN OF THE MEDIUM, OR OF A 
HYPNOTIZED PERSON. WHEN NOT 
DULY. EXERCISED BY THE INDIVID
UAL HIMSELF, IS LIABLE TO SUCH 
DEGENERATION AND DECAY?

Among the Hi consequences imputed 
to the mediumistic process are simple 
nervousness, insomnia and nervous 
prostration. The medium loses inde
pendent control of the voluntary organs 
of [he body, and there ensues loss of 
memory, with inability to hold thfe 
mind intently on a subject, or tb think 
consecutively. The moral stamina 
also becomes deteriorated, and so re
straint is correspondingly removed 
from the appetites, passions, emotions, 
desires and propensities.
MEDIUMS ENTRARPED INTO DARK

. NE$& •" '
The explanation is made that the in

dividual at death entera upon thè life 
beyond,, just the same as when he 
leaves this life, neither better nor 
worse for the change. Having,the same 
impulses as before, and unable to grat
ify them on the spiritual plane, he 
learns through the hypnotic art how to 
gain control over thè physical organ
ism of some person yet in the body, and 
thereby to procure some partial .grati
fication. . Those who operate in this 
way are described by the author as be
ing “in the first spiritual sphere,” and 
closely bound for the time to the plane 
of physical nature. They find it pos
sible by the hypnotic process to attach 
themselves to those who are yet In the 
flesh, and so they adopt the profession 
of "spiritual controls." They And me
diums whom they can control, and 
through them they educate others. In 
order to divert criticism and to pre
vent themselves from being detected, 
they adopt the cunning pretense of un
selfish devotion to the cause of Spirit
ualism. In this Way, it is asserted that 
mediums have' been entrapped into 
drunkenness and other gross .indul
gence, of which they would not other
wise be guilty.

This specific imputation, however, is 
not directed by the author against 
Spiritualism alone. Emotional religion, 
is included by him in the same cate
gory. Intense emotion, he remarks, 
produces paralysis of the will, and this 
involves a negative condition of the in
telligence, which opens the door to me
diumistic control. . It must be con
fessed that there is much truth in this 
statement. Revivals of religion, as 

.they are popularly terméd, are fre
quently produced by agencies of a pure
ly hypnotic character. The conductors 
of the religious exercises on these oc
casions may very generally be observed 
to be individuals with large back head, 
capacious abdomen, great force of will, 
aptness in making mesmeric, gestures, 
peculiar fascination of voice, and skill 
in devices to impress and entrance the 
senses. “The magnetic conditions," 
the author affirms, "closely resemble 
those of the Spiritualistic seances.” it 
Is not necessary, however, to pursue 
the parallelisms further. Raptures sim
ilar to those religious revivals were 
peculiar to the Bacchic rites of former 
times, and indeed are still common in 
modern religions. Oriental and Occi-. 
dental, Hindu,. Muslim, or in the vari
ous Christian communions. ‘The laws 
of manifestation are the Same, and the 
phenomena are analogous. -
LASHED WITHOUT SHOW OF LÈNI- 

ÈNCY. ;
The author duly classifies the individ

uals known as mediums, and criticises 
them-accordiiigly. Those whose mo
tives are good . receive some ' scant 
praise, and those who have no special 
good or bad motive are passed over 
without praise or blame. But the "busi
ness mediums,’! the "ambitious medi
ums,” the vicious mediums,” and the 
“fakir mediums,” who practice the art 
fox1 selfish .or mercenary motives, are 
lashed without show of. leniency, and 
their modes-of procedure in abnormal 
and illegitimate ways, set forth in plain 
terms, :

MEDIUMSHIP AND INSANITY., 
. In thorchapter on "Mediumship and 
insanity/’ it is declared to be "reason
ably certain that more than .fifty per 
cent of all.the insanity ‘in the United' 
States Is the direct result of the medi- 
umlstic process.’'- The same rate is 
also believed to exist in. Europe, but 
"mediums” uro not held solely account
able. MEN AND WOMEN WHO ARE 
TOTALLY ALOOF, FALL INTO NEG
ATIVE CONDITION OF MIND AND 
BODY FROM A GREAT/VARIETY OF 
CAUSES. „ '

The various. fQrim) of hysterical in-

sanity, religious insanity, religious ma
nia, emotional insanity, and so-called 
'‘delusional insanity" of all kinds and 
degrees, the author asserts, "might all 
be included in one general class, and 
properly designated as 'Mediumistic 
Insanity/ or 'Subjective Insanity.' ”

RETRIBUTIVE JUSTICE.

Part III. is entitled “Retributive Jus-
rice.” in it the author arraigns hypno
tism and mediumship, each as a sub
jective, psychic pjocegs, which par
alyzes the will and voluntary powers 
of the subject, axffi deprives him of his 
own free and independent control and 
exercise of those, attributes of the soul 
upon which he must depend for the 
achieving of Individual immortality, 
self-completion, and happiness here and 
hereafter. They are therefore manifes
tations of the destructive principle in 
Nature, and their outcome “sb far as 
science knows, is ultimate dissolution, 
disintegration, total individual extinc
tion, and a resolution of the individual 
entity, physically, spiritually, arid psy
chically, back into the original ele- 
nients from which it came.” “This," lie 
adds, "is the ‘second death/ ‘spiritual 
death/ ‘the death of the soul/ and in 
fine, ‘THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL 
CRIME/” .

independent spiritual self
DEVELOPMENT.

The purpose apparent In the volume 
is to present an issue between Spirit
ualism as founded upon the testimonies 
obtained '■’ rough mediumship, and “the 
fundamental principle of independent, 
spiritual self-development, The au
thor claims to have developed in this 
way the ability to exercise his spiritual 
sensory organism independently, self
consciously and voluntarily at any 
time. He protests that he is not a me
dium, never has been a medium, never 
has been hypnotize«], never has been 
mesmerized, never. Jias been a subject 
of psychic control in any form, degree 
or manner, whatsoever.

MEDIUMSHIP AND HYPNOTISM.
It appears hardly possible'that a per

son should write intelligently upon me
diumship, and hypnptism,' except from 
his own individual experience, or by in
timacy with those who have had such 
experience,,. Our author disclaims any 
subjection to "psychic control.” Nev
ertheless .it seems, evident that some 
such control or inspiration so derived 
was the cause of-the writing of this 
book. He is doubtless sincere- in his 
denials, but the-authors whom he has 
quoted make it plain that individuals 
may sometimes be “hypnotised against 
their will,” and even without their own 
conscious knowledge. If this may be 
done by professional operators it may 
also be effected by disbodled spiritual 
beings, We are,dpiibtless all of us in
fluenced by Individual spirits or 
groups of spirits,,. There may be a 
close rapport with them, an intimate in-' 
terblending, in yhjpl} there is no ex
ternal consciousness. , Bunyan has de
scribed an evil sgjrit |o instilling his 
suggestions into the mind of his Pil
grim that ppor Christian for a time con
jectured them rob'e'-his own thoughts, 
hi specific instances there is a con
sciousness more .or. y less vivid, and 

,01011 thq mind ofij the individual be
comes the mediUm for manifestation. 
The normality or abnormality of the oc
currence depends upon the moral char
acter of the spiritual ।being as well as 
upon the peculiar moral condition ot 
the intermediary’ Itself pr herself.

BIBLE MEDIUMSHIP.
The Bible givdri-Aurnerous examples 

of such.medjumahjp,-induced by agen- 
cles Blmll®'. ;tp..tWsft'’w)itqh abound at 
the present period. f Balaam the proph-' 
eV was saidctd 'ihfcke'‘ Use of’enchant
ments [nahasnim] (Numbers xxiv:4). 
Elisha became inspired when a min- 

>strel. ffi^ed (II.'Kirigs iii:15.) The 
book of Daniel abounds with accounts 
of manifestations in whfch'the prophet, 
as is usual on such occasions, exhibited 
great disturbance of mind and body. 

- In the eleventh chapter there is an out
line of the history of Egypt and Syria 
during the rule of the Macedonian 
kings, the Ptolemies and Seleukids, 
down to the rise of the Hasmonean 
priest-rulers in Judea. The prophet de
scribes this account in the preceding 
chapter as having been given to him by 
a spiritual being after he had under
gone a peculiar course of preparation. 
He had been “mourning"-for three full 
weeks, eating rio pleasant food, and 
taking neither - fleiili nor wine.'. Stand
ing with others by the river Tigris, the 
vision appeared.-He alone saw it; those 
with him saw nothing remarkable. He 
beheld a radiant personage; and imme
diately he had no strength left, but lay 
in a trance with his face to the earth.

He was evidently enabled to see and 
hear his visitor by the preparation 
which he had .undergone,. The proph
ets of Palestine, tjie nabiim or mantle 
persons, appear to have been "devel
oped” as such by special teaching and 
discipline. We read of King Saul that 
he was obsessed by an evil spirit, and 
.that David repeatedly .exorcised it by 
playing on a musical instruriient. 
There was also said to be a school or 
company of prophets at-the naioth or 
colleges in Ramah, pver which Samuel 
presided. When Saul sent messengers 
there twice to arrest David, they were 
seized with the afflatus and "prophe
sied.” Then'Saul himself went and 
likewise became ecstatic. “He stripped 
off. his clothes also arid prophesied be-, 
fore Sanluel in like mariner, and lay 
down naked all that day “and night,” 
(I. Samuel xix: 18-24).

It may be pleaded ■ that these ac
counts from the Bible are not historic. 
It is certain, nevertheless, that they 
would never have been written except 
that there had been actual occurrences 
and manifestations: dL the kind de
scribed. They show that spiritual me
diumship as it ismow terined, was rec
ognized at that/pnclerit period, and. 
also .that the “sphodls of the prophets” 
were for. the purpose,Of “developing" as 
well aS instructing, j1 , .

TRANCE AND ECSTASY.
Trance .and, ej^qy were recognized 

in those-days m -ftjiiri. to madness.' 
When Elisha sem tljp young prophet to 
anoint Jehu as. ¡jirig of Israel, the offl- 
cers; at Ramoth ‘GRpad called him a 
“mad .fellow (IL ¡Kings ix: II). When 
the high priest J^hoftda established the 
house of David o« tile throne of Jerusa
lem, he enactedoa penalty against "ev
ery man that isy,mad and maketh him
self a prophet”- yeiiemialx xxlx:26).

An important ¡Ulster 1c' fact is too of
ten overlooked. ,. .^’o every religion, 
both ancient anti modern, there lids al
ways been a twofold aspect. On the 
nobler side may be seen the higher as
pirations of the. soul, sublime experi
ences,, the lofty conceptions of divinity 
and spiritual life. At the other hand 
are found the concessions to human In
firmity, such, as cruel customs, barbar
ous superstitions and even gross sensu
ality. Hence o\ery religion has been 
described according^ to tho view I hlch 
Ims been taken. Every one sees whht 
lie lias the eyes ■ to. see and disposition 
for noting. It may be a sublime theism, 
a .celestial 'harmony,' or a -gross' cruel 
sensualism. . Pinto in the “Dialogues" 
has given a glorloyV concept of the di
vide life as illustrated by the rites in 
the Mysteries; yet Alklbiades, also a 
pupil of Sokrat?s apd an initiate in the 
Rites, found In tho satpo thlngB fiblmd- 
ant material for profane sport, -

NOT ALL WHO ARE INSANE IN THE 
ASYLUMS.

Every enormity and abnormity which 
Is imputed to Spiritualism and spiritual 
mediumship, had already been charged 
to other religious bodies. Upon such 
chaxges of impiety, disloyalty and loose 
moiality Christians in the earlier cen
turies were proscribed In the Roman 
empire. Even now the imputations are 
by no means unfrequeut. It would be 
no easy task to show more general im
morality in the Spiritualist ranks than 
In other social or religious circles. 
And if facts could be shown in regard 
to Insanity, the ranks of business ex
hibit mental aberration fully as gen
eral. FOR EVERY INSANE SPIRIT
UALIST, there may be found several in 
other departments ot life. Not all the 
insane are in asylums, and not all in 
the asylums are insane.
NO SERIOUS DANGER ANT|CI- 

PATED.
The "Storm Center” which is now 

present can hardly be indicative of se
rious danger. The only things in peril 
are those that are always liable to be 
shaken. Our author has shown many 
of these, and we call afford to acknowl
edge what is just and true, and that 
what is evil and destructive shall be 
eliminated.
A VERY NECESSARY PURIFYING.

The separating of the tares, the 
poisonous darnel from the wheat, is a 
necessary purifying, and makes what is 
left of grater value. It is the proper 
work of the men of the household; it is 
a confession of weakness to appeal to 
others, lawyers, physicians, clergymen, 
or masons to engage in the work. 
When the winnowing-fan passes over 
the threshing-floor, only the chaff is dis
turbed.
SPIRITUALISM HAS ITS MISSION.

Modern Spiritualism has its mission. 
Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote of it 
in 1858 in yvords which still are true:

“While some are crying out against 
it as a-delusion of the devil, and some 
are laughing at it as an hysteric folly, 
and some are getting angry with it as 
a mere trick of Interested or mischiev
ous persons, Spiritualism is greatly un
dermining the traditional ideas ot the 
future state which have been, and are 
still accepted—not merely in those who 
believe in it, but in the general senti
ment of the community, to a larger ex
tent than most good people seem to be 
aware of. * * * You cannot have people 
of cultivation, of pure character, sensi
ble enough in common things, large- 
hearted''women, grave judges, shrewd 
business men, men of science, profess
ing to be in communication with the 
spiritual world and keeping up constant 
intercourse with it, without its gradual 
reacting on the whole conception of 
that other life. It is the folly of the 
world, constantly, which confounds its 
wisdom.’
DR LYMAN ABBOTT AND SPIRIT

UALISM.
Dr. Lyman Abbott also, somewhat re

luctantly, has acknowledged tne same 
thing. He finds fault with mediums, 
the spirits themselves, the methods of 
communication and the little which has 
been accomplished, and adds:

“But Spiritualism would never have 
had the power which it once had and is 
now losing, had it not borne witness to 
the truth which the church of Christ 
has often ignored, and sometimes de
nied: that death is not a. cessation ot 
life, but transition; and that the dead 
are not dead, but living—are not even 
departed, but living near at hand, hav
ing only stepped over the threshold 
into the other room.”
. Thus, the leaven is leavening the 
whole mass. Spiritual mediumship 
has indeed "brought life and immortal
ity to light.” It has made vivid the 
conviction that we all are brothers and 
sisters, because we do not part com
pany at the grave, but live on perma
nently in communion with one another. 
WE CAN AFFORD TO OVERLOOK 
THE SHORTCOMINGS OF THE INDI
VIDUALS WHEN WE CONTEM
PLATE THE SUBLIME TRUTH 
which they have made known.

In the dissemination of this truth all 
may help, as having a common vital in
terest in the matter. Even those who 
criticise Its promulgators obtained 
their weapons and ammunition from 
the same sources. While, therefore, I 
may differ .even diametrically ■with 
many others, I can recognize them' fra
ternally as fellow-laborers in the same 
field, arid esteem them accordingly.

THE FOUNDATION IS SURE; AND 
NOW LET THE SUPERSTRUCTURE 
BE SUCH AS CAN ABIDE THE FIRE.

ALEXANDER WILDER.
Newark, N. J.

SOMEWHAT ON THE FENCE

He Is Not Convinced Either Way.

The Great Psychological Crime, as 
proclaimed in that book, is no crime at 
all. '

If so, whose?
It is with considerable hesitation I 

write tills article for your valuable pa
per, after having read the arguments 
for and against the book called The 
Great Psychological Crime.” I am 
somewhat like the Irishman who lis
tened very attentively to the arguments 
of the attorneys In a criminal case 
against one of his friends. He was 
heard to say as the attorney for the 
plaintiff closed his argument, “Begob, 1 
belave me friend is guilty;’1 but after 
listening carefully to the attorney lor 
the defense for nearly a whole day, he 
thought his friend was innocent, and 
after the attorney for the plaintiff had 
closed his final argument, he did not 
know about it. go, it is with me after 
carefully reading the several excellent 
articles on The Great Psychological 
Crime, I AM NOT CONVINCED 
EITHER WAY.

I have been an investigator for near
ly fifty years; and have had consider
able experience with mediums of all 
phases. I have helped to develop quite 
a number of good mediums, both phys
ical and inspirational, only one of 
whom is working as a public medium at 
present, the others being private, and 
do not make any charge for their gifts 
when prevailed upon to give something 
to friends, and while neither of these 
have gone wrong in any way, I kjiow of 
a number of so-called mediums, who 
have deviated from the “straight and' 
narrow path;” yet the percentage of 
the genuine spiritual .mediums" that do 
go wrong or are ruined in any way, 
caused by being a medium, is Viry 
much less than that given in the book. 
(I believe that in one place the author 
states that 95 per cent was in some 
way affected fox- the worse.) Now, if 
these figures were transposed, and say 
5 per cent bad and 95 pex- cent good, 
we would allow the figures to go un
challenged. However, It may be the 
author of the book had in mind only 
public mediums, including all those 
fakirs who pass themselves off as Spir
itualists. Chicago, and all large places 
like it,‘ARE FULL OF THEM; they 
claim mediumship in order that they 

-.may gull the public, but more espe
cially the honest old Spiritualist, who

"THE DREAM CHILD,
A FasciaBtlng, Romance or Two Worlds. Bir 
Florence Huntley. Price, doth, 75 cents. Books 
like “The Drum OhUiT' spur humanity on to 
make more and more demands of thia nature, 
and will open up new hdjbts and depths oi 
spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Will, I believe, take Its place beside Bulwer’s 
"Zanoni" and tho "Seraphlta" ot Balzac.-Dally 
Capital, Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and 
unvarnished with any Inflammable descrip, 
lions, enthralls the mind to tho exclusion of 
other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader 
closes the last page.—Minneapolis Sunday 
Times. *

Oli fctat Stories 
CoiBically Illustrateli. 

By WATSON HBSTON.

AUniqu. 
BIBLE 
PICTURE 
BOOK.

Nothing elee can no completely upeet th, 014 
•ugcratluous Old Tegument Btorfaa theift 
vivid and lifelike portrayal of them. They pre« 
eaat the old myths in tbo proper absurdneae of 
their absurdity, ridicule their ridloulessnesa and 
In fact hold them up to the light af reason. It k 
a book of 400 pages with ft» full paga picture« 
It will make you laugh ofl every vestige of the 
ddeupersdiions; a good way indeed to get rid 
•f them. Price, board, 11; cloth, 11.60.

“AS IT IS TO BE.”
A VEBY SUGGESTIVE WOBlg

It Beams With Spiriting 
Truths,

This is a beautiful book, by OorM 
Lynn Daniels, and it scintilla tea with 
grand spiritual thought. An idea ot 
this work can be obtained by reading 
the titles ot a few ot the chapter! 
therein;

The Process ot Dying; Light and 
Spirit; The Law of Attraction; Senses 
of the Spirit; What Is Unconscious 
Will; Fear; Astrology; The God-Soul ol 
Man; The Drama; A Day In Heaven,

Price $1. For sale at this office. I

LISBETH
An Interesting Story of Two 

Worlds.

THE MINISTRATIONS OF PAIN.

What has Pain to do .with living? 
What has it to do with giving 

.Us a higher birth?
But to bring within subjection 
Every power, and every section 

. Of our life of earth.
But to place the standard higher, 
To which man should e’er aspire

On his earthly way;
Never thinking of repining, 
When we know the soul’s refining 

In the shadows lie.
When we know what Pain Is reaping 
When'h® holds us in his keeping, 

We should never say :
IT would never had this trouble, 
Oh! could I bteak it like a bubble—

■ Throw it all awjxy!”
Don’t you know that every moment 
You take .from life a power potent 

All your life to sway?
Take from it a power golden, 
Arid to which you are beholden 

.For rich gems along your,way.
You are sowing to the ashes
-Amagic power, e’en tho’ it clashes 

With the heart’s desire;
Oh! its wondrous powe? Is moulding— 
Your whole'jelng .lt is unfolding 

By its magic fire!
Arid , your soul will break asunder ■ 
From the darkness—and'you'll wonder

-Why you never lived before 
Quite so close to Nature’s keeping, 
And the higher truths were leaping 

Blossomed at your very door!
But you needed just this sorrow 
Ere you could the sunshine borrow, 

Or see the flowers bloom!
Nature has within her keeping, 
Sunslilne-r-that is for our reaping— 

Oft we .find It through the gloom.
Trees must needs be watered ever, 
Ere. the sunshine and the weather 

Will bring forth the flower.
So is Nature with us dealing, 
Justice, in all things revealing, 

In Life's sunshine and its shower, 
And we’ll learn that Pain and.Sorrow 
Never camo to us to borrow 

Or to trespass on our life;
But to bring to us redemption, 
And the richness of: possession— 

The just chattels of a life

Grand RnpidS, Mich,

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
portrait of tho author. Price 75 cento, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's TheorleB 
in Regard to It. By Ex-JAdgo Abram 
H. Ddiley. Demonstrates futility' and 
i&hdeiiuacy’of Hudson’s explanations«« 
^ritual Wnoaega, Price. 55

can see nothing wrong, it it bear 
label "Spiritualism.”

Now, I would not care to discuss 
question if the author of the book

the

the 
has

taken in everything that he runs 
against in Chicago or any othex' city, 
1/ if he will confine himself to the 
geu line article, I will be able to prove 
that not over 5 per cent ot the genuine 
mediums are traveling, and really do
ing public work tor money, and the 
other 95 per cent are working in their 
own homes. THEY ARE HONEST, 
highly cultured, loving wives and hus
bands who love home and tanxiiy above 
all else, and are doing a quiet work that 
is surely eating its way into the hearts 
ot all classes of people, and honey
combing all churches and societies.

Then, again, among those who are 
working in public places and who are 
entitled to pay for their honest serv
ices, including lecturers and physical 
mediums, I am certain not 20 per cent 
go wrong. But suppose for argument's 
sake that even 25 pex- cent went wrong 
at some place In their career, would 
that be any reason why we should stop 
developing mediums? Not at all.

“The greatest good to the greatest 
number" is our motto. If you object to 
this saying, then you oppose all things 
that Spiritualism teaches, viz., PRO
GRESSION. It we were to stop every
thing where human lives were sacri
ficed, there would be no education, no 
railroads; no buildings, no coal to keep 
us warm, nothing to eat, and we would 
all go back to barbarism. Then we would 
kill one another in our savage and ig
norant life.

In oUr opinion, there has never been 
a religion so firmly established in fifty- 
five years, in any age of the wopld, with 
as little friction and loss of life as 
Spiritualism. Then, why worry about 
THE SMALL PER CENT who become 
daft or loose in character in some way, 
when there are so many good, honest, 
whole-souled mediums working - out 
their “Karma” in this life for the great 
cause that makes us all happy In the 
fact that we live at all, arid when we 
become fully acquainted with Spiritual
ism and its philosophy, we. are made 
happy by learning that we are here to 
work out our own lives as best we may, 
and the only one who can become so 
spiritual that he can govern his own 
material^body, is the one who is living 
the life of tie spirit In the highest, and 
when such a person passes from his
earthly body the transition is hardly 
perceptible to the spirit.

Such a'life is what we should live 
here on earth now, not waiting until 
after the passing on. We have nearly 
all started to Investigate this beautiful 
philosophy through some medium. We
never would know for sure ot the life 
hereafter until we passed over, if it 
were not for our.experiences with some
one who was so sensitive they could 
span the boundaries of earth and the
home of our dear ones gone before. 
Then why trouble about the martyrs 
who fall by the way? Have, they not 
fulfilled their duties as the spirit world 
would have it? The soul has earned its
reward—EXPERIENCE, which it was 
placed on earth to get, and to your 
humble servant it seems that if a crime 
has been committed, it was in sending 
out'such a book as The Great Psycho
logical-Crime, as It may be the means 
of keeping a large number of persons 
from developing into mediumship, and 
thus keej thousands of souls in ignor
ance of the beauties of pur spiritual 
knowledge. JOHN D. VAIL.

Will Add Thousands'to Spiritualism.
To the Editor:—The Great Psycho

logical Crime will be the instrument in 
adding thousands to the ranks of Spir
itualism

Why?
Because those who do not wànt the 

Subjective method ’of mediumship 
whereby to carry" on' a conversation 
With their spirit friends, will seek the 
Independent Method, which'has proved 
a. great success. The author of -The 
Great Psychological Crime has done 
Spiritualism a great favor in presenting 
a new and natural way to converse with 
spirits,

'.'Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion, By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work for all 
who have the care or training of obi!- 
firen. Price 65 cento.

''Religious and Theological Works bf 
ThomasPalno," Contains his celebrated
**Age of Reason,” and a nmnher of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
gages. Price $1. For sale at this office

“Just How to Wako the Solar Plex- 
ns.” By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable 
for health.. Price S5 cents.

Talmagean Inanities, incongruities, 
Incpnslstencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank
DeWitt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.'*  By Moses Hull. 
Star said at thia efice. Price ten cento,

Elevating, Fascinating, Instrao. 
tlve Throughout.

■ - -------- I
This work by Carrie EL B. TWUng U 

exceptionally interesting. * She well 
Bays: “These characters which have 
brought out the highest and lowest lu 
different religious belief», have moved 
me, not I them.” Tbs whole book is 1» 
foresting, fascinating, and tustrucUra, 
Price tl.Od ;

SPIRITUAL HARPMl AAU1 UAU UXUU c h o j r congrega- 
tlon and Social Circle«. By J. M. Peebles and 
J. O. Barrett; E. IL Bailey. Musical Editor. 
New edition. Culled from a wide field of litera*  
ture with tho moat critical care, free from all 
theological bias, throbbing with the soul ot in
spiration, embodying the principles and virtues 
of the spiritual philosophy, aet to the most 
cheerful and popular music (nearly all original) 
and adapted to all occaaio is. it la doubtless tho 
most attractive work of the kind ever pub- • 
lished, Its beautiful «ongj, duels and quartets, 
With piano, organ or melodeon accompaniment, 
adapted both to public »(«tings and the social 
circles. Cloth, $1.25; post:.। e, ¡4 cents.

F LIFE OF THOHAS PAINE.'^
By tho Editor of tho National, with Preface 

and Notos by Peter Kckler. Illustrated with 
views ot the old Paine Homestead and Paine 
Monument, at New Rochelle; also portraits ot 
Thomas Clio Rlcltman. Jool Barlow, Mary Wol- 
stonocratt, Madame Roland, Condorec, Brlssot,1 
and tho most prominent of Paine's friends la 
Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents. ...^. .  SOIII • M'M:UVUL > PRESSIONS IN HU. 
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price «1.00. This Is one of the best books 
given by the gnldesof Mrs Cora L. V. Rlehmoud. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book of reference for those who have been 
members of the classes receiving them. This 
volumelsacarefiileomnllallon from reports ot 
lessons, containing tho bases ot the teachings.

THE MISSING LINK " 
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leith Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Interesting and valuable ai a hlitory of the begin« 

Ding of Modern BpIrltualUm, by one of the Fox Bia« 
tori; 478 Paget, 16 Hluttratloni, Including portrait! ot 
the Fox Family. Jllttory of the Hydetvnie rapplngi, 
at related by eye-wltnetset; remarkable and well-at« 
tetted manlfettatloni; the “expoturea,’' etc. Hand*  
aomely bound In cloth, But few coplet remaining, 
Publtahera’ price. 81.50. We will lend the book puV 
paid f^r 81.40. *

ESOTERIC LESSONS,
This work Includes "Personified Un

thinkable»,” "First Lessons In Reality,” 
and “A Tour Through the Zodiac.” 
This Is an interesting production of oc
cult thought and will well repay careful 
study and meditation by all occultists. 
Price, Oloth, $1.50. For sale at this 
office.

fl REW CflTEGHISM,
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

ThU la & new "Cahchhm" In the fall tenie of the
ward. There has at yet appeared in the world of lib
eral literature nothing like thli moHt wonderful little 
book of reaaJn. E. p. Powell, tho well-known author, 
the reviewer ana critic, tayi: “The remarkable thing 
about tail •Cawcblem’ is that It telli tho truth.” it 
deals with the questions of God. Immortality—the 
Creeds, the Clergy, the Church. Prayer and Salvation. 
Jesus ana bit Teaching, the Growth of the Christian
Bcripturei, and many other philosophical, sclentlûo
aod ethical questions with the utmost candor, cour'
age and clearness. 183 pages. Cloth 75c; paper, 50a

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART I.—The Pentateuch.

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, 
Numbers and Deuteronomy; by Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Lillie Devereux Rlake, Rev. Phcbe 
Hanaford, Clara Bowlck Colby, Ellen Battelle 
Deitrlck, Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ursula N. 
□estefeld, and Francis E Barr.

Trat WOMAN'S BIBLE.—PART IL
JAidges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Com

ments on the Old ana New Testaments, from 
Joshua to Revelation. The comments are keen, 
bright, spicy, full of wit. the work of radical 
thinkers who are not ignorant of the higher 
criticism There la not a doll page in either of 
these books, but each lisa galaxy of the bright 
minds of the day and throw a now light on the 
Bible teachings relating to woman. Price o< 
each, paper, 50 cents.

THE TO-HORROW OF DEATH
Or the Future Life According to Science. By 
Louie Figuier. Translate«! from tho French by 
B. H. Crockeo. A very fascinating work. This 
One volume might well have1 been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. J-, Is writ
ten in that peculiar Interesting style In which 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects In adaptation to th, 
needs of the general reader. I ne author says: 
“There is a true and respectable Idea In Spirit
ualism," and regards as proved “the fact of 
communication between suporhumans and tho 
inhabitants ot earth.” Price. tl.W

OLD AND NEW PSYCHOLOGY 
,,By iW. J. Calvillo. Bonoris ot twenty-four 
distinct lectures, recently delivered in Now 
Yorlf,/Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia and 

 

other ¡prominent cities of tho United States, 
have contributed tho basis ot this, volume, 
Price, 81.00.

HARMONICS OF EVOLUTION.
Tho Philosophy ot Individual Life, Based

Upon Natural Science
As taught by modern masters ot law. By Flor- 
Biioo Hnntloy. An exceedingly Interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution to the litera
ture of evolution, unfolding Its laws from tea 
deeper and clearer nplrltual aspect, and in» 
«Heating tho dofocta of the Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists and Materialists aillto can gain 
xnuoh from Its perusal.. Price, finely bound in Oloth, 62.

TftE ftGE OF REASON.
By Thoxnlsa l’alno. - Being an Invattlgallon of 

True and Fabulous Tbooloxy. Aaow and oom.
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GENERAL SURVEY.. J
When writing for this paper 

use a pen or typewriter.

THE SPIRITUÁLISTIQ FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 
DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

CONTI'IBUTORS.-Ench couUlbutoi 
Is alone respousible for any assertions 
or sutemsati! he may make. The eu.tor 
ullows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can us 
best subserved thereby. Many of th 
sentiments uttered in an article maf »» 
diametrically opposed to his belief, y 
that Is no reason why they Hv 
Buppressed; yet we wish it distinct y 
understood that our spata 18 m* “ _ 
quate to publish everything that com 
to band, however much we might ue 
to do so. That must account for 
non-appearanee of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.-We would »»■ . 
to impress upon the mluds of our co 
spondenta that The Progressive Inina 
Is net up on a Linotype machine j 
must make speed equal to about*  . 
compositors. That means rapid 
and it is essential that all copy, 
sure insertion In tho paper, all otner 
qulrements being favorable, 8“0 „htte 
Written plainly with ink on w 
paper, or with a typewriter, ana otuy 
one side of tho paper. .

IT1A1S.-Bear in mind that item» 
the General Survey will in all cases 
adjusted to the Bpace we have to occ 
py, and In order to do that they wm 
generally have to be abridged more 
less; otherwise nfany items wouia u 
crowded out. Sometimes a telrty'1’ 
Item Is cut down to ten lines, ana wu 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
fluiré.

Take due notice, that all items for 
this page must be accompanied by tne 
Cull name and address of the writflC- y 
will not do to say that Secretary oi’ Cor
respondent writes so and so, ’Without 
giving the full name and address ot tne 
writer. Tho Items of those who do not 
comply with this'request will be cast 
intp the waste basket.

Keep copies ot your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returnea 
Lt wo have ndt space to use them.

Paris, JaV 2.—The papers here are 
commenting gravely on the unanimity 
of the astrologers, maglciims, clairvoy
ants and trance mediums in predicting 
a year of horrors for 1904. A leading 
astrologer named Jacob sizes up the 
situation as follows, and the others 
agree more or less as to detail: "Here 
is the horoscope for 1904, made at the 
moment the sun entered the sign of 
Capricorn. It Indicates a year of great 
immorality in London. The viceroy of 
India abdicates. The United States 
have grave quarrels with Russia and 
Germany. Roosevelt falls sick and a 
conspiracy is hatched- against him. 
Serious financial disasters in America. 
The emperor of Japan has a grave ac
cident. An attempt on the life of the 
emperor of China. Volcanic shocks In 
Constantinople, Chili and Philippines. 
A tear of unhealthy literature and un
limited materialism. ■ The French cabl- 

, net falls between April 7 and 19. A 
panic in a music hall, grave accidents 
and popular disturbances In Russia. An 
attempt to poison the czar. Serious 
dissensions between Russia and Aus-

Take due notice that Items for this 
page in order, to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket

Gustav Thiese writes: “One number 
of The Progressive Thinker does me 
more good than a hundred dollars.” He 
thinks that every One should take a 
Spiritualist paper.

Dr. Albert Harrison Waltt, the well-

Thetria. _ England loses prestige.
campaign In Thibet falls through. Tre-
mendouB failure in Calcutta and the
Transvaal. Anarchist tuoubles in
Spain, the government threatened. In 
China women massacre. Everywhere 
crimes of passion, mysterious deaths 
and strange phenomena. Nineteen hun
dred and four is an anagram 61 1409, 
the date of the birth of Joan ot Arc. 
This year a wonderful child will be 
born with a high destiny Showing its 
power in 1924, an anagram of 1429, the 
date of the apogee of Joan of Arc.”

TAKE NOTICE.
AU books advertised In the columns 

of The Progressive Thinker are for 
sale at thia office. Bear this In mind.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

known h.ealer, has returned to Chicago. 
His many friends will find him at his 
residence, 6600 Normal avenue, Engle
wood. The Doctor’s growing practice 
blds fair to keep him here for ah indefi
nite length of rime.

Dr. Paul Douglas, the Divine Healer, 
writes: "I was raised a Methodist, and 
was very zealous in the cause. I went 
to preaching the doctrine and attracted 
large" crowds. I had such a gift that all 
sorts of people flocked to hear me. My 
son Robert, who had been absent for a 
number ot years, returned home to stay 
with me the balance of oilr Ilves, but 
Providence ruled otherwise, and he 
passed to the other life. My son, when 
he returned, was a confirmed Spiritual
ist. He had mediums come to my house. 
I would have nothing to do with Spirit
ualism, and called it the work of the 
devil. My wife finally persuaded me to 
go to a seance. While in the circle mV 
oldest son who had been dead a number 
of years, came and talked to me, telling 
all. about my aversion to Spiritualism, 
and the things that happened at the old 
homestead during his life. I was then 
and there convinced, about fifteen years 
ago. I have cured all kinds of diseases, 
and have practiced this Divine Healing 
about three years. I would not be with
out The Progressive Thinker if I had to 
make the money at 10 cents per day, 
and only one meal a day. I think every 
Spiritualist should have it. I expect to 
take it as long as I live. I am clairvoy
ant. I can see and talk to my spirit 
friends, which is a great pleasure.”

Dr. H. E. Ballard writes: "Probably 
no prettier wedding has occurred dur
ing the izen days than tho sliding ot 
Miss Ix>ra Elizabeth from under the pa
rental roof of Mr. and Mrs. Edward 
Hoffman, 3519 Indiana avenue, on the 
eveniifg of Tuesday, Dec. 29, to Mr. 
Warren J. Clark. The loving hearts of 
Lora and Warren were unionized by the 
Dev. Dr. Rusk, pastor of the Militant 
Church, assisted by the Hon. Robt. Gil
ray, pastor of the Universal Occult 
Church. The best lady was Miss Grace 
Lanity, while the best man was Mr. E. 
W. Large. The ceremony was made 
beautiful and affective by the touching 
words that fell from the lips of the dis
tinguished gentleman who represented 
the All Souls Church no mortal ever en
tered, yet at the open door the guides 
stand to bid us welcome. The consoli
dation of the spirit forces of the bride 
and groom was symbolized by their 
bands, presenting each with violets, 
that carries with them refinement, har
mony, truth and progress." ■

Mrs. Emma Hess writes from Peoria, 
Ill. Sho bad her first experience with 
Mrs. Pemberton, who Is a remarltable 
medium. There Is a society In Peoria, 
organized by Bro. and Sister Sprague. 
Mrs. Hess i? represented as an excel
lent healing medium, and is capable of 
doing good work.

G. A. Wolter writes: “I wish to state, 
that in my search for truth I find many 
sparkling gems, which when put to the 
test of reason lose their Intrinsic 
valuej,' Mr. Wolter comes to the con-

Representative Williams, of Missis
sippi, the minority leader of tho house, 
is a member of the Yazoo, Miss., lodge 
of Elks, and at the memorial services ot 
the Washington lodge, he spoke as fol
lows: "In Elkdom we have two laws on 
which to hang all the laws and the 
prophets,and these are humor and good 
fellowship. This rule is a great thtfig, 
after all, for we are not all so rich that 
we can give of this world's goods to our 
friends, but we can give the smiles, the 
kind word and the grip of friendship 
that count for so much in this life, in 
other words, we can be gentlemen. 
Elks do not look at death as a passing 
away, but as a passing over. With us a 
bad fellow falls asleep, and then wakes 
up somewhere else, still a badjlellow. 
The good fellow wakes up in another 
land, still a good fellow. I have never 
been able to understand why people 
should regard death as a thing that is 
horrible. Elks never do. We are often 
told that we can carry nothing away 
with us. What a mistake that is. We 
can carry away everything that is worth 
carrying. We take ourselves and our 
memories with us. And when we go 
we take the selves of us that are best, 
for then they are dissolved from the 
baser ties that bind us to earth. Then, 
too, we do not think that death means 
the decay of the body. Rather it is the 
Betting it free.”

Mrs. John Lindsey has been laboring 
untiringly to advance the cause of Spir
itualism. She was engaged at Hast
ings, Mich., for seven weeks. She had 
the opera house, and was assisted in 
■her work by Mrs. Emma Gibbs, who did 
efficient work. Mrs. Lindsey is now at 
297 Seventh street, Grand Rapids, Mich. 
She will ever press onward in the good 
work. She is now open for engage
ments.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICAHON OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL I IND TH! IB WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET .

MR. JAMES E. COE is a prominent 
Spiritualist on the West Side, residing 
at 549 Warren avenue. Mr. Coe has 
been a long and faithful worker in the 
cause, and his numerous friends will 
celebrate the anniversary oi his 70th 
birthday on the evening of Jan. 16, at 
Star Lodge Hall, No. 378 S. Western 
avenue. It will be an. Interesting occa
sion as many of the old workers will be 
there. There will be the choicest of 
music, singing, speeches. The Conti
nental Singers will be there to charm 
you.' * There will bo refreshments 
served, and a grand good Uni® Ue 
expected.

C. J, Barnes has been at Bushton, Ill. 
II. V. Thompson writes that he spent 
Christmas at his home, and that he is a 
great/medlum. He gave many excellent 
tests. A lady's hand materialized and 
clasped the hand of one of. the sitters. 
Tests were fairly rained upon those 
present to the extent that no on§ can 
doubt. Mr. Thompson concludes his 
letter by saying: "Mr. Barnes- is cer
tainly a great instrument in the hands 
of the spirit world.”

D. E. Youngs writes "I notice by re
ferring to the number of my last paper 
that only two more copies of The Pro
gressive Thinker are my due. As I have 
not missed a copy in more than twelve 
years, I do not propose to now when 1 
find the paper better than ever. Since 
parting with Mrs. Youngs, Nov 11, last, 
I take a much greater Interest in the 
philosophy of Spiritualism than ever be
fore. How can any man who has part
ed with wife or child believe that de
stroying the body ends all? We know 
better.” -

The permanent address of H. D. Bar
rett, president of the N. S. A., is 
Canaan, Me.

Mrs. C. J. Ingram writes from Re- 
nood, Pa.: “Chas. Theo. Schneider, of 
Williamsport, Pa., came to our town, 
and through his Inspirational )»wer ac
complished good work in the cause of 
Spiritualism. There never was a meet
ing of that kind here before, and tlie 
spiritual messages from our own loved 
ones and the proof of the life after

G. H. B ookb is le tun g to good au
diences at joietio. Qhio.

Prof. Lo k o;jd 1 s an engagement 
to lecture at l-tiitBininr. Pa. His ad
dress white tu^re will be No, 237 At
wood street. ■ :■ .

Mrs. A A Avcnil in : “The Lynn 
(Mass.) Spiritualists. Association cele
brated the tenth anniversary of ita or
ganization. Jan. 3. Tne exercises, un
der the direction of President Caird, 
were of an extremely interesting na-_ 
ture. Mrs. Dr. Caird, Mrs. Dr. Chase, 
Mrs. Mamie Helyetr, Mrs. Carrie Hare, 
Mrs. Maude Litch, F. Forrest Harding, 
of Victoria, and J. B. Hatch, of Boston, 
assisted with addresses and messages. 
A very pleasing feature was the exer
cises of the children from the lyceum, 
many of them showing marked talent, 
which is being rapidly developed under 
the direction ot Harry G. Chase, mu
sical instructor, and Miss Mona Belle 
Welch, elocutionist. Musical selec
tions were given, by Chase’s orchestra, 
cornet soloby ‘tlie Atherleys,’ vocal 
solo by C. A. Robinson, and dramatic 
readings by Miss Welch. Circles were 
held by local mediums and supper 
served’ in the banquet hall. The society 
is in the most prosperous condition of 
any anniversary since its organization. 
Under the able leadership of President 
Caird, a large amount of work has been 
accomplished during the past year. 
The membership is constantly increas
ing, numbering about 175 at the present 
time.” '

elusion that all is not right, that all is 
not truth, that all is not a stepping
stone to a higher truth, in contradiction 
to Mrs. LaGrange’s lecture as printed 
in No. 734 of The Progressive Thinker. 
He says: "Wrong ^111 never be right, 
and what is false cannot be truth, and 
as vice is no virtue, ‘all’ cannot be a 
stepping-stone to higher truth."

L. G. writes: "Bully for The Pro
gressive Thinker! It beats them all for 
making people think. The greatest of 
all the phenomena is the inspirational 
speaker. The tricksters may duplicate 
much that is claimed as spirit manifes
tation, but they cannot give us the lec
tures that we often hear from our 
speakers. This seems to be a point that 
Hudson has not explained.”

A. W. Keller writes: “An enjoyable 
evening was spent at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Keller, on Jan. „1, 1904. A 
large number of people were present 
and assisted in the literary, musical and 
test social. It was also the wedding 
anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Keller and 
Mr and Mrs. Spaeth, also the birth-day 
anniversary of Vera Martin and Violet, 
a guide of Mrs. L. J. Martin. Those 
that assisted in the entertainment were

death, will do much in aiding Us to 
work for a Temple of Truth. He leaves 
for his home to-day, and we extend him 
an ever welcome, and may we oand to
gether In time to organize a society.”

Harry J. Moore serves the First Spir
itualist Church of Battle Creek, Mich., 
the last three Sundays of January, and 
his address while there will be 323 Gar
field avenue.

Mrs. Isa Wilson Kaynor is now at 
Bowie, Texas, where she will do some 
excellent work for the cause of Spirit
ualism. ’

Mrs. M. E. Edson writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: “1 have to report the progress of 
the Central Spiritual Unton of this city 
(Charter No. 43 Mich. State Spiritual 
Association), now in its eighth year, as 
progressing finely. Wednesday evening 
last after the regular circle our pastor, 
Dr. C. W. Burrows, was treated to a 
present of a beautiful seal skin cap, 
which was received by marked appreci
ation by the doctor.”

Mrs. Isa A. Cross whites: “The Hyde 
Park Occult Society will be favored 
with a lecture by’ Mrs. Adelaide K. 
Brooks of fthe Englewood Spiritual
Union, on Sunday evening, January 17, 
at 323 East 55th street. Subject, ‘Spir
itual Impressions.’ Any one knowing 
Mrs. Brooks will feel assured of hear
ing something spiritual and soul-uplift
ing. Come early, friends, so we can be
gin promptly at 7:45. On Monday even
ing, January 4, we celebrated the anni
versary of the organizing of our society, 
by holding a banquet for members only, 
which was preceded by the reports of 
the retiring officers. This was followed 
by the election of officers and standing 
committees for the year. The election 
resulted as follows:’ Dr. H. A. Cross,

Mrs. Eva McCoy writes from Mar
shalltown, Iowa, that she filled her sec
ond engagement at Battle Creek, Mich., 
during December, with the First Spirit
ual Society, which is progressive and 
harmonious meetings and sociables be
ing a success. Circles are held weekly 
and she anticipates excellent results 
therefrpm. The officers of the society 
nre untiring in their efforts, and the 
members are responsive as a body.

Loie F. Prior writes from Seattle, 
Wash.: “New Year’s greetings to my 
many friends who are readers of The 
Progressive Thinker, and may 1904 
bring to alLthat sweet peace that comes 
to earth’s weary suffering ones, through 
right understanding! Yes, I am still 
in the flesh, and hope doing a good and 
lasting work In this city. I am still 
fighting the unjust law of taxing medi
ums, and while we have not succeeded 
in getting what we want, that Is, that 
all ordained teachers and mediums ot 
Spiritualism, which is a religion, be ex
empt from paying a license, as an ordi
nance in this city, we are in a fair way 
of having it done. Our society is doing 
an excellent work, holding two meet
ings each Sunday and building up a pro
gressive lyceum. Of the latter 1 feel 
very proud, as I have never had better 
success aifywhero, nor children that 
take more Interest than they do here. 
We also have a large Ladies’ Aid which 
has recently been organized, and which 
blds fair for good work in the future. 
Sunday, December 27, we had our 
Christmas celebration, which was. a 
grand success In every way. Lyceum 
celebration at 1 p. m.; lecture, 2:30, 
subject, The Radius of Bethlehem’s

nue, Chicago. We knew Mr. Milleson 
when in this city some thirty or more 
years ago. His spirit portraits . are 
magnificent productions, and they IF 
lustrato important facts by their radia
tions of light. He has traveled exten
sively in the East and West. He will 
remain in the city for a short time, and 
will lecture on “Spirit Art” before any 
society that desires his services.

. Frank T. Ripley is serving tho First 
Progressive Society of Peoria, Ill., for 
ths seqoad time this season. Large 
audiences fill the hall every Sunday. 
He goes to Findley, Ohio, for the Sun
days of February. He can be engaged 
for March, April and May. Address 
letters for January to him at No. 106 
Glen Oak avenue, Peoria, 111.; Febru- . 
ary, to Findley, Ohio. . ’
- Aug. Recht writes from Brooklyn, N. 
Y., that George Deleree lectured Jan. 
J, before the Society of Spiritual Truth.

Emil T. Vaas writes: “The Progress
ive Thinker is my meat and drink, and 
I can’t afford to starve at the rate you 
make us pay for it, not to say anything 
about the extra feast of good things in 
the premium books.” , .

J. H. Rees writes from Marlon, Ind.; 
"E. W. Sprague and wife held very in

teresting meetings at tills place, to 
large and attentive audiences, who 
were profoundly interested In the mas
terly manner in which Bro. Sprague 
presented the cause of our glorious' 
Philosophy. He and wife are a host 
within themselves. They have done a 
good-work here for the cause of Spirit
ualism. At the close of the meetings 
a society was organized, starting with 
ten active, energetic and thinking 
people, and we feel assured that ere 
many weeks the membership will be 
doubled; all this, chiefly through the 
energetic and untiring efforts of Bro. 
Sprague and wife. Long may they live 
to enlighten the people.”

W. F. Schumacher writes: “Under 
the direction of Mrs. W. F. Schumach
er, pastor of the Spiritualistic Church 
of the Students of Nature, there was a 
grand celebration of Christmas day at 
the hall of that society, 1565 Milwau
kee avenue. It was crowded, and the 
excitement ran high in anticipation of 
a good thing, the people knowing who 
was at tlie head. Tho music was va
ried and excellent, and the zither solo- 

>ist, Miss A. Hirclimun, outdid herself. 
A Christmas tree was filled with gor
geous and brilliant array to represent 
the new-born light. This was tlie main 
feature of tlie evening, ana was an ex
hibition well worthy of its place on the 
programme. Over fifty children were 
present to whom were distributed the 
usual luxuries of the season by Santa 
Claus, who came with bells a-jingllng 
from the North Pole. Mrs. N. Hill, 
Mrs. Schaffer and Mrs. H. Willlck were 
present and enthusiastically assisted in 
the exercises of the evening.”

A. W. Phillips writes: “On Wednes
day evening, Jan. 6, the audience

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

. [Obituaries to the extent ot ten lines 
onjy will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will bo charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per Une. About seven 
words constitute one llne.l

At three o’clock on Christmas morn
ing, transition came to the Hon Isaac 
Sharp, more popularly known aa Gov
ernor Sharp. He was born and educated 
in, Pennsylvania, read law with Thad
deus Stevens and went to Kansas dur
ing the great political struggle there, 
afterward filling every position of 
honor which the state could afford him. 
In 1885 he came to Washington, where 
in his legal profession he spent his re- 

■ malfling years, passing away at the age 
-of seventy-one and one-half years.

As .a healer, Gov. Sharp possessed 
rare gifts. His treatment and relief of 
thp spirit limb of an old soldier who' 
lost his leg being but one of bis many 
deeds in healing; another being the 
saving to life here of a man in whose of
fice he was when he fell from his chair 
in an apoplectic fit. In two minutes the 
circulation was established, and when 
the doctor arrived he was sitting in his 
chair in his right mind. The doctor 
asked what had been done to give such 
results, but the only reply was, "Can 
you tell?"

The Governor was also a materializ
ing medium, having had three material
ized forms in his room at once, but his 
age and physical condition did not war
rant the work being done here; how
ever, he will soon be able to use tlie 
same power to greater advantage so he 
will fill-, this measure of his work from 
the other side ot life.

He has already been heard from two 
or three times and may soon be looked 
for from his higher home as a worker 
In establishing truth more fully by 
demonstratiou.

MRS. M. A. CONQDON.
Washington, D. C.

ious to spread the knowledge of immor-. 
tallty. D. A. Herrick, of Grand Rapids, 
officiated, assisted by Mrs..Herrick, who 
rendered three of Longley’s beautiful 
songs. COR.

On Dec. 26, 1903, the oldest Spiritual
ist, the oldest Mason, and nearly the 
oldest man in DeWitt county, Illinois, 
passed over to the other life. Brother 
Aaron Johnson, aged nearly 90 years, 
had been a sincere Spiritualist since 
1858. He was a member of the Masonic 
lodge since 1836, and had been a sub
scriber to The Progressive Thinker 
from the time it commenced until the 
lust year of his lite, when blindness pre
vented him from reading. Chas. Var
ney, of tlie UnlversaJist Church of Clin-
ton, conducted the services 
preached a regular Spiritualistic

and 
dis-

course which gave great satisfaction to 
all the friends.

' JOHN H. WRIGHT.
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Dr. Beverly writes: “Mrs. Murtha, of 
Baltimore, who served the Englewood 
Society for four months, and Is engaged 
for our next state convention, will be at 
Lakeside Hall for the month of Janu
ary, afternoon and evening. She is 
wonderful In her phase and becomes so 
Inspired that the whole audience is 
swayed by her power. The society was 
never in so flourishing condition as 
now. The leap year party and dance 
will be given Friday evening, January 
29. ■ No wall flowers. Every lonely 

’ widow arid forlorn bachelor maid prom
ised a partner for the enjoyment of the 
evening. Palmists and mediums will 
occupy booths, and all will have access 
•to the best psychics in the city. A bar
rel of fun'for 25 cents.’’1 .

Prof. W. M. Lockwood is now lectur
ing at Pittsburg, Pa. Letters will reach 
bln) addressed to 237 Atwood street.

Mrs. Clara Ferris has been holding 
• successful meetings in Leadville, Col. 

She' pays high praise to Mr. George 
Newton, tho materializing medium, who 
submils to the strictest test conditions, 
and the spirits materializing are very 

inlnin, and the trumpet work is fine. 
Mrs. Ferris will go from .Leadville to 
Pueblo Col. Her address while there 

. will bo 114Vj West Indiana street.
i G. Hamilton Brooks writes: "Dr. Geo. 

■ B. Warne, ylco-president of tho N. S. A., 
is expected to speak for the Englewood 
gnlrlltml Union, at’Hopkins Hall, 628 
SVest G3rd street; Bunday evening, Jan- 
nary 17, at 8 o’clock. . Brother Warne 

,*alw'ays  has something,t,o Bar that In- 
vgtructs everybody. Como out and give 

Exira your hearty co-oporatldn,’’

Miss Caroline Keller, Miss Mabel 
Spaeth, Miss May Small, Prof. Smith, 
Mrs. Hurlbert and Mr. Spaeth. Violet, 
Mrs. L. J. Martin’s guide, opened the 
evening’s entertainment with a few re
marks which were much appreciated, 
staying until the morning hour, when 
they dispersed to their various homes, 
hoping to Ineet again on some future oc
casion for another enjoyable evening.”

H. W. Boozer writes: "As so many 
mediums use the Lord's Prayer in their 
circles, which means nothing to Spirit
ualists, and educates in no way as to 
our central truth, I send you for publi
cation a substitute that is not only ed
ucational, but is likely to assist in pro
ducing the right conditions for success
ful results. It is as follows: ‘Our ever 
dear friends who have been translated 
to a superior condition of continued life, 
we give you at this time our most loving 
remembrance. And as in your exalted 
state you are happy as you increase the 
happiness of others, and especially of 
us who are yèt in the mortal life, so 
may we by every possible, effort do all 
in our power, to hasten the reign of uni
versal brotherhood. To-day continue to 
give to us your unbounded love and 
care as you have before time given it to 
us. And forgive us all forgetfulness of 
your loving kindnesses, as we should 
forgive each other. In every tempta
tion to do wrong be with us and with 
your spirit power make us strong to re-, 
slst evil. For yours is the real, thp 
true, the superior life, and will be, for
ever and ever. Amen!’” ’

P. M. Wlthington writes: “Your pa
per is too Interesting to lose. We can 
hardly wait till it is due, we so want to 
see the next number.” . '

president; Dr. P. M. Harmon, vice-pres
ident; Mrs. E. B. Silberhorn, treasurer; 
Mrs O. B. WIIsob, financial secretary; 
H. T. Stewart, recording secretary; 
Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corresponding secre
tary, and three standing committees. 
Dr. Harmon then read a new constitu
tion and by-laws which he had prepared 
and drafted for the society and which 
were adopted. We then were seated at 
the banquet tables, Dr. Harmon having 
been chosen toast master. The officers 
of the United States Mica Mining and 
Milling Company, Hon. F.W. Jones, pres
ident, Mr. R. W. Menk, vice-president, 
and Mrs. Minona S. Fitts secretary and 
treasurer, were invited as the guests of 
the society. Mrs. Fitts made a presen
tation speech, presenting our society 
with a certificate of stock in the Mica 
Company, the gift coming from herself 
and the Hon. Frank W. Jones. Our 
new president in tyehalf of our society, 
accepted the valuable gift with a fitting 
speech. Mr. Menk, Mrs. O. B. Wilson 
and Mr. W. M. Enslow also made after
dinner speeches. In closing, Dr. Har-
mop made a beautiful 'fend touching 
prayer. Our society has procured a le
gal state charter, s# that we can hold 
property the same as any other legal in
stitution. The mica stock presented to

A. C. Doane writes: "I Consider tho 
discussion in Tfie Progressive Thinker 
between Brother Howe and' Slater 
Huntley, ono of the best thlngs that has 
ever happened for spiritual thought, 
and the 'cultivation of the moral and 
spiritual powers of tho human mind, 
bringing the individuality, of humanity 
Into a higher plane of spiritual thought 
and action."

G. Oyston, of Seattle, Washington, Is 
desirous of entering the lecturo field in 
support of Spiritualism, He is said to 
be in every way adapted for the work.

sStar, by Mrs. Loie F. Prior; reception 
from 4 to 5 p. m.; Christmas tea served 
from 5 to 7 p. m.) at 7:30 p. m., a very 
fine musical and literary entertain
ment by the lyceum children, and last 
put by no means least, Christmas tree 
and Santa Claus,’’

Mrs. Carrie F. Curran; president of 
the Ohio State Spiritualist Association 
writes: “The state work is progressing 
nicely. The missionaries have been 
kept busy and have received good re
ports of their work. There are a num
ber of societies yet to be heard from, 
and a number of secretaries’ _names 
that were on tne books that I have writ
ten to, but the letters have been re
turned to me. Middlefield, O., Kenton, 
O., and Massilon, Ohio, I should be 
pleased to hear from any Spiritualists 
living in any of said towns, and 1 
thought of no better way of reaching 
them than through your most valuable 
paper, The Progressive Thinker. I wad 
called to Cecil, Ohio, by our worthy 
Brother Dunakin, Treasurer O. S. A., 
for New Years, as he had aranged for a 
meeting.at his home. ■ It is his desire to 
awaken an Interest in his vicinity; al
though the weather was severe they 
had a good attendance. Brother Duna
kin and wife’s interest and desire is to 
do all they can to benefit Spiritualism. 
Sandusky, Elyria and Cleveland, where 
I have served, are all doing good work, 
and our missionaries, Mrs. Baird and 
Mrs. Schauss have been a great benefit 
to our cause. My address is 123 Indi
ana avenue, Toledo, Ohio.”

The Universal Occult Church meets 
at its permanent quarters, Hall “C.” 
77 Thirty-first street; Hon. JR. Gilray,- 
pastor. Services every Sunday even
ing at 8. Lyceum, afternoons at 2. 
Conference at 3:30. Mrs. G. E. Ait
kens, psychic. Tests at conference 
and evening services. Good music. 

. All welcome. Come and investigate. 
I There will be a debate between the 
• pastor and the Hon Axe! Gustafson, on 
, Free Will, for several Sunday even
; ings. An interesting time expected, 
t The subject for Mrs. C. L. V. Rich- 
■ mond’s discourse next Sunday, Jan 17, 
■ will be, “How Do We Reconcile God’s 
: Love With the Sorrows of Mankind?" 
• Services commence'at 11 a. m. sharp.

our society on the occasion above re
ferred to, makes a nice nest-egg, the 
outcome of which may result in our so
ciety building a spiritual temple here in 
Chicago’ at some future time. Our little 
medium, Mrs. E. Klein is always With 
us to bring messages from the friends 
on the other side. Come and see us. 
You will be made to feel at home.”

Mrs. E. M. Harrington writes: “We 
have taken The Progressive Thinker 
ever since its first Inception'and really 
could not do without it. we have la
bored to extend its circulation, feeling 
that in so doing we were performing a 
great and good work. We admire, the 
masterly manner in which you battle 
for right against might; especially, do 
we admire your bold and fearless advo
cacy of our grand public school system 
against the attacks of Rome. Our 
schools take the heterogeneous mass of 
ignorance from the effete governments 
of the old world, and by thoir alchemy 
transmute .them into human beings and 
loyal American citizens. Silenced bo 
the Inslduous voice and palsied bo tho 
cowardly arm that would strike one 
blow at our public schools, tho very bul
wark of our glorious liberties. May 
you continue to raise your voice and to 
wield your trenchant Ten against every
thing that would stop the car of prog
ress. May your paper continue until 
theological dogmas and superstition aro’ 
relegated to blackest darkness where 
they originated and where they belong."

G. H. Brooks writes: "I began my 
work for the month of January for tho 
Independent Spiritualist Society of To
ledo, Ohio,'the first. Sunday in this 
month. My address is No. 337 Tenth 
street. I will respond to calls for fit

I nerals or- wook nlglit meetings. Send. a . . ss ^.^s s s .^s ^s • s .ss ^s . ^s . . .s . • s .. ....... s . • ^^s
Addresa him at No. 102 Qucon Aan avo-1 all letters and telegrama to tho above 
nue. J, auiahöF.” s

I 0, J, I. ru in r " 7 .*«  - 1 l * r * .t . ’ , J ,, f > „ , ,. V.,. . Ä... . £ . , ’..............      Í ' !..................... I ............ .

rooms of the Spiritual Unity Society, at 
207 Lincoln avenue, were crowded to 
tho doors to witness the ordination of 
Prof. R. S. Ray, the well-known pay- 
chometrist and test medium. The au
dience was liberally sprinkled with 
well-known Spiritualists from the 
West and South Sides, including tlie 
veteran pioneer, Brother Coe. The 
meeting opened with prayer and sing
ing. Some fifty tests and spirit mes
sages were given by Prof. Ray prelim
inary to the event of the evening—the 
ordination. At 9:35 p. m„ Dr.-George 
B. Warne, president of the State Spirit
ualist Association, began a very earn
est and eloquent address which was 
marked throughout by eminent com
mon sense. The Doctor explained 
that tho selection of Spiritualist clergy
men was not in the power of man. 
They are selected already by our loved 
ones who have to the other shore. The 
appointment of a clergyman by the 
State Association was in the nature of 
a contract of principal and agent and 
like any contract ca*i  be annulled or ex
tended. Its principal purpose was to 
protect the public from dishonest pre
tenders who have done so .much to 
bring discredit upon Spiritualism. The 
address ended by the induction of the 
applicant into the reverential office. 
As the audience filed out, Prof. Ray’s

Passed to tlie higher life. Quietly 
and peacefully our most esteemed and 
beloved friend, Mrs. Belle Gordon, badc 
farewell to mortal life, and entered into 
the realms of higher conscious exist
ence, Dec. 22, 1903. She was an 
avowed and devoted Spiritualist, ever

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays lo utilize and explain tha 
vast array ot facts in its field of research by 
referring them to a couuuou cause, and from 
them arise to the laws aud couditlous of Man’* 
spiritual belug. Third edition. Price, 75 cents, 
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI«

ENCE.
Not servile trust to the Gods, but knowledge 

of the laws of the world, belief in the divinity 
of man aud his eternal progress toward perfec*  
lieu is tho foundation ot this book. Price, tl.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story tho scenes aro laid on earth, and 

in tho spirit world, presenting tho spiritual 
philosophy and the real life of spiritual beings. 
All questions which arias on that subject are 
answered. Price. 60 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SRlRIT AND TK< 

SPIRIT WORLD.
Vnfflluli Dri<*

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN«
Containing the latest investigations and dis*  

coveries, ana a thorough presentation of thh 
interesting subject. English edition. Price, 81. 
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, and haa 

been pronounced equal in Its exposure of th*  
diabolical methods of Catholicism to "Unotfll 
Tom’s Cabin." Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.
A thrilling psychological story of evangeliza

tion and free thought. It is to Protestantism 
what “The Secrets of tho Convent" is to Cath- 
oUcism. Price, 80 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form circles, and 

develop and cultivate mediumship. Names of 
eminent Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight*  
page tract for mission work. Single copies, 5 
cents; 100 for 61.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By ^mmu Rood Tuttle. This volume contains 

the best poems of the author, and some of the 
most popular songs with the music by eminent 
composers. The poems are admirably adapted 
for recitations. 225 pages, beautifully bound.
Price, 61. ~

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and societies. A 

manual of physical, intellectual and spiritual 
culture. By limmu Rood Tuttle. A book iw 
the aid of which a progressive lyceum. a spirit*  
uul or liberal society may bo organized and 
conducted without other assistance Price, 50 
cents; by the dozen, W cents. Express chargea 
unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTESTRECITATlONSt

For humane education, with plan of tho 
Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. By Emma 
Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLJi, Publisher,

Berlin Heights, Ohio. 1

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
' RECITATIONS.

seeking to exemplify the lofty and edl Wq Advance HumailO EdOC&tiOD 
fying teachings of Spiritualism, which

personal popularity was evidenced 
the great number of congratulations 
received.”

Masonic Temple, Room 309.
F. B. Stocks writes from Washing- , 

ton, D. C.: The premium books are an 
elegant set, and would be an ornament 
■to any library. I prize them very 
highly.”

THE MICHIGAN STATE SPIRIT
UALIST ASSOCIATION holds It Mid
Winter meeting In JgcliBon, Feb. 5, 6, 
and 7, at lecturefjrocrçn of the Jackson 
society. There wlir.be ten sessions as 
follows: Friday, lJ),:3.0ih. m., 2 and 7:30 
p. m.; ' Saturday, JO and 10:30 a. m., 2 
and 7:30 p. m.; Sjindgy, 10 a.m. 2 and 
7:30 p m. ‘ The follpwjng named speak
ers and mediums, will (participate: D. A. 
Herrick, Grand RflPids; Julia M. Wal
ton, Jackson; Dr,,B.: O’Dell Paw Paw; 
Mrs. D. A. Morrill, Grand Rapids; Dr. 
Knowles, Grand Rapids, John D. Boyle, 
Detroit; Mrs. Virginia Rowe, Jackson; 
Mr, and Mrs.’ E. W: Sprague missiona
ries for the N. S. 'A. ; Mrs Dorothy Dal
ly, Detroit; Dr P. Tf Johnson, Battle 
Creek; Mrs. Beebe; Dr A. B. Spinney, 
Reed City; Frank. N1.1' Foster, Grand 
Rapids ; Mrs. Belle Fuller. All officers 
will be entertained while at the meet
ing and all visitors as far os possible. 
E. E. Carpenter, president; Rena' D. 
Chapman, Marcellus, Mich., secretary.

Dr. Beverly writes: “At Lakeside 
Hall, corner 31st and Indiana avenue, 
the S. S. -Society have secured Mrs. J. 
A. Murtha, oLBaltlmore, the wonderful 
platform test medium, who served the 

, Englewood Society so long; and is en
gaged for the next state convention. 
Sho draws crowded houses. She will 
occupy tho time in- the .afternoon as 
well os the evening meeting. This bo- 
ciety expects to give a leap year party, 
giving our widows and bachelor molds 
a chance to choose their soul mates 
and take up . their claims In the state 
of matrimony before they are all 
taken.”

Prof M; 'Milleson, spirit artist, Is now 
residing at No, 62 N. Washtenaw ave-

by 
he

As a Lawyer Views the Book.
To the Editor:—In your valued paper 

for several weeks past you have regaled 
your readers, of whom I am one, with 
much matter pro and con a book called 
The Great Psychological Crime. Many 
of the writers have sustained it, arid’ 
many have (jperied it. I have not read 
the book, but gathering my Information 
from a careful reading of the various 
writers about.it, It would seem that the 
author, whoever he or she is, is engaged 
in an attempt to undo all that the spirit 
world has been able to accomplish 
since the first demonstrations occurred 
at Hydesville by the aid of mediums. 
While the so-called philosophy of Spir
itualism commends itself to many, yet 
it is at best but a reasoning concerning 
the effect of the phenomena and as 
such is not by all people received, but 
the phenomena, both mental and phys
ical, tends to establish the basic fact 
of Spiritualism, that “Life is continu
ous, is progressive, and survives con
sciously the shock of physical death, 
and under certain conditions is able to 
manifest its survival to mortals, to the 
complete satisfaction of the recipient of 
the manifestation.

Now as I understand It, If the doc-' 
trines of this book are to maintain the 
efficacy and use of mediumship Is to be 
considered as a crime against human- 

•Ity, and as a natural consequence the 
commission of crime, either of omission, 
or commission is to be prevented at all 
hazards, hence mediums must not ex
ercise their gifts in any form.

Now It seems to me that great care 
ought to be taken in promulgating a 
doctrine so entirely adverse to 'the 
propagation of the great truth claimed 
by Spiritualists, “The continuity of life 
and the communion of spirits with mor
tals.”

I can see no good to come from the 
efforts to undo all that has been done 
in the way of convincing people of thff 
truths of Spiritualism. As well call In 
our missionaries, call a halt upon all ef
forts to disseminate the gospel of Spir
itualism, blow out the lights and shut 
up shop as ,to cease the exercise of spir
itual gifts by mediums .

I may be in error but.it looks that 
way to me now.

• ANDREW C. DUNN. '

had been a comfort, joy, strength and 
sustenanco to her in the hour of trial 
and tribulation. Of her it may be truth 
fully said, that she sought to live tlie 
"Golden Rule,” to love her neighbor. ' 
and to share with the world her pre 
clous knowledge of life's continuity, 
and the soul’s eternal existence. In 
the fullness of her sympathetic heart 
she lived her Spiritualism in doing for 
others. To know her meant to love 
her as| a mother. Untiring in her ef- | 
forts, she was a strength in our church, ‘ 
of which she was a trustee, also an en- I 
ergetic worker and officer of the Ladles' 
Aid. While we shall miss her genial 
presence, her helping hands, her coun
sel and generous aid, we feel that iter 
sympathy and interest in the cause she 
loved and served remains intact, that 
sho is still with us.^ While we extend 
our sympathies to ¿er bereaved son, 
who mourns her death, we rejoice with 
her in her new found freedom and re
union with those of her beloved who 
preceded her.

The obituary services were conduct
ed by Mrs. C. L. Stevens, referring ten
derly to our arisen friend, and dwelling 
in her eloquent manner upon the sub
lime teachings of true Spiritualism. 
Also by Rev. Henderson, a Methodist 
minister, a life-long friend of the fam 
ily. It was an Imposing occasion, many 
friends being in attendance.

R. F. TISCHER.
Pittsburg, Pa. _

Dec. 14, 1903,brought to our esteemed 
friend and brother, John H. Knight, the 
much-longed-for release from mortal 
limitations; after a protracted illness

in All Its Phases.

BY EMMA ROOD TUTJ’LB.

tyoeuiDB and Societies that wish to get up eW 
VUlug, Intero.ttng and purlnit entertainment« ma, 
not do bettor than to hare a Prize Contest The e» 
Ure plan, with tall directions. Is In the book, ana 
may do easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more quickly than an Angell 1'rlzO Contest! Noth
ing Is needed more. Any Individual may organlsB 
»no la his own town and reap a financial reward,

TRY ITI PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address

EMMA ROOD TtlTTLE,
Bertin Heights, Ohio. ’ ’

A Book of Great Merit;“
in nr. -,nrt l-hn LUscloaed In the Bible.’’, 
I 1311 otiu [lie By Rev- Arthur Chamber», 
Cninil- I Innirl Associate of King's Colleg*,  
oDTlL WOriO London. An excellent book| I 
(or Christian people who would Investigate and. . 
learn the facts of Bible teachings as well tqr I 
modern splrlt-pbmiomena. Price, cloth, 11.10. ~ ■

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH ।
Scientifically Examined and 

Carefully Described.
BY O. W, LEADBEATEFb

A Volume ot WO large pages, treating veryf 
ntorestlngly if Life. Ueatu and Immortality. 
Clairvoyance, Spirit Phenomena, Eto, as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated-exponent of, 
Theosophy. Price. »1.60.

Modern
he passed to the higher life and its । Pni’nnnfl'lf 
grander utilities. For several years he 1 UulUullU V 
served the First Church of Spiritual- I v f 
ists of Pittsburg, as secretary, and was I nnfl Llnnm 
an active worker with pen and voice, in I <1 Illi ini||HrU

A Practical 
Manual.
Just Published

the vineyard of Truth, laboring to bring 
light, truth, fredom and happiness to 
his fellow-man through a loftier and 
profounder understanding of life, eter
nal life. While we extend our sympa
thies to those who mourn his demise, 
and suffer the loss of his passing away, 
our best wishes go to him in his new ex
periences. Services were conducted by 
F. Corden White.

RICHARD F. TISCHER.
Pittsburg, Pa.

„•anqnifeH etn unniSv iawidraoo v„
“Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 

B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggeBtlveness. Cloth, |1.50. For sale 
at this office. .

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian WliUing. No 
mind tiiat loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into tlie purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth.1 A 
book for tho higher life. For Balo at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1,

"New Testament Stories Comically lb 
lufltrated.- Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the. Texts.” Heston’s 
drawing« aro. incomparable, and oxcru- 

Iclatingly funny. Price la boards, fl. 
| Otóte, ri.50. - -

Passed to spirit life, Nov. 25, 1903, 
Joseph.Kuhn, a native of Budapest, 
Hungary, aged 85 years; a staunch 
Spiritualist for the last forty years, and 
an old subscriber to The Progressive
Thinker. SARAH KUHN.

Mrs. Fanny Elizabeth Parker passed 
to the higher life, from her home in 
River Forest, early New Year’s morn
ing, after intense suffering. Her brief 
but final illness resulted in her release 
from the mortal form. The husband, 
William Henry Parker, and eight sons 
arftl daughters survive her.

Mrs. Parker was born in London, 
England, and came to this country a 
bride of 18. New Year’s day was the 
48th anniversary of her marriage.

Mr. and Mrs. Parker became mem
bers of the First Association of Spirit
ualists (now tne Church of the Soul) 
about twenty-four years ago. She was 
an active member up to the time of her 
last illness, and in the-Band of Har
mony (auxiliary of the church) was a 
sweet and shining presence. The home 
at River Forest was a center of a large 
circle of friends. The services were 
held on Sunday morning, Jan. 3, at 9 
o’clock, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond offi
ciating. The floral offerings were many 
and beautiful, but there was an entire 
absence of display or ostentation In the 
arrangements. The service was such 
as could only be given by those who 
know and understand that life and love 
are eternal. -

At the Sunday morning service, Mrs. 
Richmond’s insplrers gave a touching 
tribute to Mrs. Parker, and at the Band 
of Harmony on ’Thursday, there were 
many brief, but affectionate tributes 
from the members of the society. All 
felt and feel that she is still-one with 
the work she loved so well.

$
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By Fred T. Hodgson, 
M.O..A.A.

«S

>Rj3

The well-known Teolinlcnl writer. Il ls oneot
the best works ever turned outby him. Copi
ously Illustrated with diagrams and figures, 
making t he most intricate problems simple, del« 
inile and easily understood. Price. Si.00.

20th Gbdiufu Guido
TO

PAL/VUSTRY
This is the simplest, clearest and yei 

the most exhaustive presentation thia 
interesting science hqs yet received. 
All of the discoveries, investigations 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in thU practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

There Is no trait, no characteristic, no 
inherited tendency, that is not marked 
on the palm of tho hand and can ba 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol
lowing the principle« enforced by the 
presented In this. Price, paper, 25 
cents: cloth, $1.

MURK CHESTER,
OR

A Mill and a Million.
This Is one of Carlyle Potcrslloa’s most Inter*  

Mttng works. It is purely a Psychical Romanos 
Buch as tho author Is-noted for producing. YoU 
Sood it In your library for tho purposo of lead- 

ig your romance-loving ohtidron out Into the 
Hgnt of occultism. Price, cloth obvor, 60 cK. 
For sale at this office.

Í

Tte Rome of Joie
rtno" and oi his people. Given Through’ th*  
mediumship of MH9.M.T. LONGLEY, to IraO. 
Fuller, and hy him dedicated to humanity. It 
la enough to know this work camo through tht*  
excellent medium to recommend It. 17« page« 
Of Interesting reading. Price, cloth, 60 cents.

At Fremont, Mich., on- Sunday, Dec. 
20, Mrs. Rachel Sprague passed to spirit 
life, aged. 87 years. . She leaves three 
children in the mortal form, John W., of 
Muskegon; -Geo. H., of Chicago, and a 
loving daughter, Mrs. DeMoss-Hains, of 
Fremont, who gave her tender care in 
her declining "years. She waste firm; 
ardent Spiritualist and won always anx-

S|8S or The Touch of An Angel 
JlliSp Mother.
, - BY CARRIE E. S, TWlNC,

Her AedlcAtory lines aro Biifflolont to «bow 
Cha spirit of ths book on well as th*  author, it 
raadn, “Booauso my own ohlUrM aro all 
tha tenfler care of lb*  anaola, andmy hVKrtto 
hungry for tho lovo of the yo’una, I moat lortiuf. 
•y 4W»to ttlB book to th*  ohlldran of th*  
world." Thia book to full ot soul olavatlnB Mw

f
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THE BOOK APPEALS TO REASON 
AND GIVES INSPIRATION TO 

LIFE.

THE INFLUENCES AT 
SEEMED GOOD, BUT’ I 
LEARNED THAT A GOOD

ffan Iß, looL

Views of a - Washingtonian.
Ceorge A. Bacon Steps to the Front Again, and in 

unmistakable language condemns The Great Psy
chological Crime. His views will make a deep im
pression upon many. Heis a devoted Spiritualist, 
and a staunch defender of mediums and medium- 

■ ship, Sandwiched in his article are. two short com
munications opposing his views.

“The Great Psychological Crime.'! A 
Jt. Reply to Mrs. Hamsley’s Criticism.

see that in a recent issue of The 
Thinker, I am, with several others, 
taken severely to task by Mrs. Hams- 
ley, who grows alternately indignant 
and eloquent over the criticisms evoked 
by that special child of her adoption, 
initiated The Great Psychological 
Crime. ,

I am Borry, for her sake, to have been 
among those who aroused the Ire of this 

t "brilliant little lady"—for such she cer
tainly must be, having the endorsement 
of Bro. Francis—but if I, as one of these 
specified sinners, had, as she did, used 
nearly five columns of space instead of 
only one-quarter of a column, i know 
not what possible judgment of a con
demnatory character would have been 
meted out to me.

The other parties mentioned In her 
gentle epistle are abundantly able to 
speak for themselves, if they deem her 
mention of them of sufficient import
ance. As for your humble servant, it is 
true that in the brief note I penned to 
The Progressive Thinker commending 
the contribution'of Bros. Lockwood, 
Tuttle, Morse and Mrs. Richmond, Mrs. 
Longley and others, for the manner in 
which, in my opinion, they have sev
erally and jointly met and replied to 
some of the assertions, aspersion and 
charges in that crime book, 1 charac
terized the work of the author as of 
“the quality of being criminal”—which 
is Webster’s definition of “criminally." 
Another definition is, “any outrage or 
great wrong."

If in the light of what is revealed by 
the criticism of these capable reviewers 
of “The Great Psychological Crime,” 
there has not been shown sufficient evi
dence of unpardonable sins of omis
sion and commission as to facts and 
evidence to warrant such characteriza
tion, then where in the name of all 
that's true is it to be found? These 
competent critics, each familiar with 
the subject . by life-time experience, 
show that the author in the presenta
tion of his case, is fatally partial and 
one sided, is as unfair as he is unjust. 
Now a half-truth, the world over, as has 
been affirmed since the beginning of 
controversy, can be dextrously used to 
produce all the evil effects of a full
sized untruth. These writers show that 
many of the author's statements are 
unsupported assertions; tliat his al
leged facts are unverifiable, and that the 
truthfulness of his statistics as to me
diumship Is openly challenged—is em
phatically denied, notwithstanding the 
lady's full acceptance of them. Fully 
convinced from the best evidence ob
tainable by many years of observation 
arid personal experience (which for
tunately for me 1b totally different from 
that of my fair correspondent's) and 
which Is confirmed by the observation 
and experience of scores of others, to 
my personal knowledge, whose expert 
7>tiftonyris no less reliable than un- 
./jcachablo—that the representations 

in this crime book, comprehensively 
considered, are unjustifiable and un
true—if these Matters do not justify 
the characterization of criminality, 
where In the whole range of moral con
troversy shall we look for It? Yet it 1b 
in behalf of such detainers that Mrs. 
Hamsley puts forth her most fervent 
prayers. Does she really expect that 
petitions in behalf of such inequity will 
either avail or prevail with Infinite Jus
tice?

She is pleased to cite this characteri
zation of mine as a sample of the most 
unreasoning, bigoted prejudice to be 
found in all tne world.................. _

Often’young converts display more' 
zeal than knowledge, more words than 
wisdom. She says: “I, who have so 
recently come out from among you, feel- 
that my first uuty”—is to do what she 
essayed to do. This is the - way that 
"comeouters” generally start in. Meth
odists would call her aJ“backslider.” 
But that is ' wrong.

It was of the young and" enthusiastic 
Henry the Fifth, tliat Shakespeare

they have destroyed their mental and 
“®r£ a<Jrbpt?8? That “natural de
generacy ’ has been the result of their 
public labors? Both she and he know 
better, I fancy. •
.„.Tbei1' ,own ^dividual testimony in 
®acb “d ®Yel'y ??tance cited utterly 
.lsp.r?_Lea’,if Wthing were necessary, 
£®. "»tent assumptions of the writer of 
The Great Psychological Crime." who

ever he may be, '
_uThe_.H‘u.l!itud.e 01 cases that are avail
able, of a like character, which confront 
him at every turn and on every side, all 

®ltber willfully or blindly 
0 666 overwhelmingly show tho 

™rs Pbarg83 “nd conclusions to be 
untrue. The case of “Blind Tom” is an 
analogous one also ;ln confutation of 
the book. In all these cases, the known 
results produced, was directly opposite 

affirmed to be inevitable, and 
which is so strenuously believed in by 
Mrs. Hamsley. Instead of loss of indl- 
,vld.ual_.P°.w?r> self-control, of phys-
leal well-being, loss of will-power, the 
destruction of mental and moral charac
ter, there resulted In each and every 
pai tlcular case added powers, increased 
knowledge, a clearer perception of 
principles, a more divine philosophy, 
greater wisdom, and a comprehension 
of higher and grander truths.

ot-her Jiand.in support of his 
I1’®0*' “® author refers several an- 
onymouB cases, not one of which does

ject is by recounting only certain'evil: J .hlnks is the acme of “'creed-bound bfg- 
resulttag f> . u the abuse of hypnotic itry") where in the annals of literary 
auggebtior. control—which gUegea .-riminnlity is such a-wrong to be he- 
evils, wht-.ts verified as fact, arc known 1 elared? f ;
to be of a temporal? character-mak ’Towards tho clqBe'of.her article my
Ing of these an argument against even I lady mentor lays double; stress (1. e„ in 
toe proper and helpful use of this pro- email caps) ag u i n,' s Dtlon that 
cesp when applied to the subject of me- those replie I s j j ublished
uiumslup. I iliat successfejij' i c iu t positions

Concretely stated, the object Is, (he in the book aS t aj pcais to i er as an 
total suppression of mediumship. I intellectual i’up-'ilbij,ty b-Tiw they

Tfce pith of the Great Psychological deal with on sid of the t estlon.” 
Crime, we ray, Is to make apparent the it is herd o n im u at sho i > so pur
notion that the customary psychological I j>lind as not t see that ti r n a pro
exercise of the faculty or gift of me- i nouneed degree, ia just what the book 
diumship, such as has enriched the | itself does—that it presents one side 
wogld with unmeasured blessings, Ine- the off side, of tbe.question, which she 
vltably leads to nameless results of a so vehemently approbates.
criminal character, all ot which is i Mrs. Hamsley is very liberal- m 
known to be no more true than if the J charging Hudson Tuttle with not read
same were said of the gift or faculty of ing the book intelligently, while I am 
mrf c’ , .. I barged with a careless reading of the

It would be but a "companion piece I reviewing articles referred to, and that 
to tills reductio ad absurdain to declare I possibly in re-reading them I may 
that regular Sunday preaching by the change my view-point, etc 
average orthodox clergyman, who has Whether “careless” or otherwise 1 
been hypnotized, willingly or against I have re read them and am more con- 
his will, as isxfften the case, by. friends, vlnced than ever, that-the criticisms as 
surroundings or circumstances, into I a whole,-show the author's treatment. 
adoptjng.hls church belief and exercis- despite its great pretensions, to be prac- 
ing his. gifts as a minister, that he tically valueless as a contribution to 
thereby loses his power of Independent psychological truth.
thinldv ' his self-control, his moral use-1 Think of all the home circles through- 
tumess, etc. | out the land, where once sundered fam-
»n^8 ba8beeawe11 8Vd by a“°«ter lilies are again united through the bless- 
The dishonest use of mediumship is ed boon of mediumship, where grief is 

'.“!d b.y ^im ft11 ff»r tj1® assuaged, hearts are blest and life made
denunciation of all mediumship. Be- 1 joyous in the realization of tlie presence 
cause a certain class of mediumssupple-1 of the “loved ones gone before" 
ment their genuine phenomena with To be seriously told by one who never 
fraud «tent ones, to seek to show from has had any experience of the kind, that 
this tliat sJl - mediumship or all medi- to temporarily entertain, occasionally 
urns, psychics or anyone else v^ho allow, or frequently, a visiting spirit-friend 
from the purest of motives, and from who always proves worthy, of tbe 
the highest good, the temporary psy- worthiest consideration, with whom ra
diological process, Is in dangerof moral ciprocal obligations are recognized and

a trave6ty on «very prln- properly appreciated, where benefits are 
Hoi.L0« mon 8ense- *8 in eyl- received and conferred beyond the pow- 
dence that the maker of such a state-, er of words to express—to be told that J?(Zu ly ^YPnoii'^d by hi8 own I such visits inevitably result In natural 
false notions, aad so long us he Is un- degeneracy on the one part, and vicious-

?°“tro ,oi,tbis Psychological ness on the other, calls for the exercise 
spell, lie 1b uuublo to sec tlie truth. I of the fireaXest charity
»The author argumentatively combats To summarize: The reviewers re- 

what no one denies, that the abuse of ferred to, convincingly show that the 
anything, however good in Itself, be- author's bitter prejudice is apparent 
comes detrimental It is as trite as it throughout the entire book; that his 
__ presentation being one-sided, It 1b

A CALM AND DISPASSIONATE VIEW.
. . . . ——  ——  ■ - .

Mrs. Lucinda B. Chandler is a lady of rare intellect
ual culture, and one time was a trance mediurp, and 
her review of The Great Psychological Crime wilt 
certainly claim the attention of all thoughtful read
ers, whether they approve or disapprove the same.

says: .
“Consideration, like an angel, cgme
And whipped the offending Adam 

of him,
Leaving his body as a Paradise
To envelope and contain celestial 
, spirits." ■ . #
It was suggestive in many ways, as 

it was pertinent and instructive, to find 
in adjoining columns, running parallel 
with Mrs. Hamsley’s wholesale defense 
of the monstrous claims of The Great 
Psychological Crime, as based on her 
own experience, however brief, that of 
another lady, Mrs. Clara Watson, whose 
experience and knowledge of the sub
ject probably quadruples that of Mrs. 
Hamsley, and whose article in direct 
opposition to and along aide of that of 
the latter, says: “I wish to add my 
testimony to that of others, of the mani
fold good that has come to me through 
my mental mediumship. It has brought 
into my 'tfe blessings untold, through 
which I know I am enabled to aid in 
blessing other lives.” ■

All this is worthy of displayed type. 
Yet in the face of such direct and per
sonal testimony, easily duplicated in 
thousands of cases in this country 
alone, our author solemnly asseverates 
that the exercise of such mediumship 
brings only evil to the medium and to 
society. He fails, however, to substan
tiate his statements.

Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten, whose 
f exercise of her benign gift of medium

ship was the glory of her life, and who 
for a score or more of years contributed 
so largely to the mental and moral ele- 
vatlon of her tens of thousands of grati
fied hearers—she of course, according 
t6 the dictum of our crime author, must 
have sacrificed her character, her honor 

d all that was most dear to her in 
ie. As exactly the reverse of this is 
own to be true by all the Spirltualis- 
. world, what becomes of the author’s 
\ttion? And as her case is also known
\e typical of any number of others, 

I further becomes of his "funda- 
pl principle?" It must have gone

,.xr cades, similar to that of Mrs. 
jjritten, unlimited in number, addition
ally refute his proposition—such cases 
for instance ns that of Clegg Wright, 
Jackson Davis, Hudson - Tuttle, J. J. 
Morse, Mrs. Richmond, Mrs. Conant, 
Mrs,. Brigham, with a thousand others 
who equally ought to be mentioned in 
tills connection, being only less restrlct- 
cd in their sphere of action. Doos Mrs. 
Hamsley or- our author, in his hiding 
place, think that ho can hypnotize tho 
World to believe, or that ho can even 
hypnotize himself to believe, that any 
one of • tlfesc or all of them, 

Miave lost their . power of self- 
ihontrol; the full exercise of their 
Li!rasoning, or their jvill-power—that

T i Ji» « in . ab‘y Incomplete and partial and thusTwo Thoughtful Minds Present Their Views. I tlons are erroneous and his conclusionsO . »v.uv anvil i ivnui fallacious; that no verification is shown
----------- I of his statements as to facts; that his 
SIDE OF LIFE AS READY TO TAKE reported statistics as to mediumship 
ADVANTAGE OF YOUTH AND INEX- ar® wlU1out authority, and their proof 
PERIENCE, AS THERE ARE ON , demanded; that his views ot medlum- 
THIS; AND I BELIEVE IT IS OUR 8aiP ere regarded as unwarrantable, bls 
DUTY TO KEEP AWAY FROM BUCH conc‘usl°nB respecting It being at varl- 
INFLUENCES AND TO LIVE SO ?no® overwhelming, self-evident 
THAT WE WON’T BECOME ONE OF a totally different character;
THEM WHEN WE ARE "OVER “at tbe evils inevitably resulting from 
THERE.” medlumistic control are grossly over-

But there is one good Bide to all of 8teted and practically false, as wit- 
this. I know there is a future life. I I ae88es without number can testify, 
have been thoroughly convinced of that, _ “ut not to epitomize further, the book 
a knowledge for which I would not take as-a Yaole is shown to be misleading 
anything In exchange. Where some an~w1., ou5 authoritative weight, 
people say that some medium con- finally, from my own experience 
vlnced them of a future life, I can say I and observation, extending over many 
that the people we call dead convinced I y?,al?,’tb® statements as to tbe evils ine
me of it beyond a doubt. I v*tably  resulting from the legitimate ex-

Youra Truly, ercl8® °r mediumship, In my judment,
CORDIA SLOAN ar® slanderous in character, and an in

Stratford, Tex. ' 8ulJ self-respecting medium
and psychic in the land.

Objects to Subjective Mediumship.
If the editor will allow me space in 

his paper I would like to say something 
in regard .to the discussion of The 1 
Great Psychological Crime. 1 agree - 
with the author in some particulars and 
disagree with him in oüiers. '

One of my earliest recollections was 
seeing a table tip, or, rather, what is ' 
called physical mediumship. I, as a 
child, was never allowed to place my ' 
hands on the table with the rest of 1 
them who sat in the seanee. I was al- 1
ways told that only our dead friends 
and relatives ever communicated with 
us; that they were the only ones inter
ested in us.

When I was fifteen years of age my 
father attended a seance in which he 
was told that I would make a slate-writ
ing medium. Now I was always inter
ested in that phase of mediumship, and 
I thought of all mediums that I would
n’t be a trance medium, although I had 
never seen any medium in a trance. I 
was absolutely ignorant of all kinds of 
mediumship except the table-tipping.

Now as to a pfoof of immortality I 
had never had any. I accepted all as
sertions of a future life as true as a per
son of that age will do. I decided that 
if I could became a slate-writing me
dium that was just what I wanted So 
I sat for development, but no writing 
came, but something entirely different. 
To describe accurately what the feel
ings of a trance medium are at first is 
Impossible; suffice it to Bay they were 
not long In controlling. When I found 
that in some one else controlling me 
I was absolutely helpless, 1 became 
frightened. I didn't want to go any far
ther, but my friends said, "Go on; they 
won’t hhrt you." It was with them as 
with Uie children of old. What was 
with them? "'JOius, saith the Lord," be
cause “Thus saith the spirits."

GEORGE A. BACON. 
.Washington, D. 0., 1903.

THE HOME CIRCLE,
To the Editor:—As one of a small 

number of students who are talcing the 
preliminary work of the School of Nat- I H Is Attended With . Excellent Results, 
ui al Science, under, a special instructor ■ r '

As such I think it in , lers’ of McPherson, Kansas, Mr. Sani-
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th^ truths0 wheicheero?n ?eiZay 01 !*? ’ I have 0,d white-headed on^ sit at 
light n dar^rneas *nto the table and ask questions, and get

i. . . communications from their deuarted
thn nsth 7hi t .goae a eteP along! and get up with tears in their eyes andyotdP I wouta hel.Sht3 say’ “We”’ thatbeate me.” So°frien“s
y a, 1 would say to thoso whom th6 that is why wo are SnlrltuaHRtfl h± th YtiPPeal.„to« U 18 my earneat I Our medto, Mr.XS is devel- 
heta andSnsnTr^inn0^ oped for both “ateriajSctlon and trum-
£i I Jiave S tO lead 018 Ui0’’ I 1 thlnk he is the best ““

Ä R RTi'mnnomr dium I have ever met. He is the only
K«lh Ad».. s
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is true that the abuse of a gift, a power I come„ fb}8 cabinet of all sizes, from 
a faculty, even of eating, of religion re- 2?e blgb to slx feet< and talk and 
suits disastrously. This everybody con- , nani?s- 1 have seen the trum-
cedes, which recognized truth involves I 1I1y®i“ated and floating around the 
the fact that their-legitimate and prop- “e; " in some BOng
er use bring only good In their train. 7® J At tb,® sam6 tlme a

He who calls in the aid of an equal H ^1 ,wouId out of 
understanding, doubles his own,” is an I cabinet, while the spirit? were rock- 
accepted truism. But if this is done I ing <7® In the cabinet. These 
through medlumistic processes, 8ay8 ““^^ous have all occurred at my 
ouraunveracious author, it opew tat and J knPw tbe? geuulne. 
door to Hades. In this, however he a?™^ DeTTer, converted many 
simply declares the reversal of estab- I „—mP He 18 ju,st ordinary hard- 
lished truth. I working man, and is more interested in

While Spiritualists know better than ct”lv®rts than money out of his
thereuar® black sbe®P 111 Dallas Texas ¿1 FEtLER8’

the fold, thosq who, for reasons best ualla3- Texas. . ' -
known to themselves, seek to dishonor ■ „>1 ’ ‘
the name of Spiritualism, they also - THE LIVE,
know of the well-nigh infinite good it * > t . . —7? ■>
has done, the blessing it has wrought I Alov ,ng word, hOwtanftül the cost, ■ 
the grata, uplifting and helpful service JJXin 1 nOtl l lo8t’ 
it has been to countless thousands and I m ' return an huliflriiijjtold, 
is destined yet so to be to mankind ii?re prec'0YB far thaH'gemB or gold, 
through coming ages; and that these I mPen s?ea;k n nowltb;friends yotl meet; 
Janus-faced humans are only to be com-1 mime 8te,als away ttb dflbnt fqet; 
pared to spots on the sun. I ¿.Ime ne er returns} iron ward rolls,

Concerning the statistics of medium- Keeplng tbe record’bf ¿hr souls.
noir’ *̂ Ur iUtlk?.0?n auU10r sä?8 58 per The friendly deed when kindly done 
nlrLdVf°P dlBboa®3Jy and fraud; 60 Brings sunshine tojth^wretched one. 
pei cent become hysterical; 73 per cent Dove is a ray of thediviue z 
of professional mediums develop un- The spirit of the parent vine 
controllable, unholy passions’; 85 per Love vivifies the dormant seed

of n8rvous Irritability; 92 Hidden from sight by worthless deed, 
’“crease of sexual appetite, etc. Love Is the subtle cprdjthat binds ’ 

sustain ltWlth0Ut a part5cal of proof t0 IIn ono vast whole all living kinds.
I hold that these alleged statistics on I £peak.,n2w3lie word and do'the deed 

mediumship are not tp be found within I T° tby hrether’s need;} . 
the range of the vital statistics or star I A8?18!1110 poor when, in distress, 
tistics on criminology of any state or I It , “e,way to happiness. ,
institution in the Union; that thev are - S® p lnorease the widow’s mite, 
rather the'opinion of a prejudiced judge I ber beavy burdens light. - . 
whose biased opinion is unworthy of I 2eg n at once. do ndt delay ' .
consideration and.because they are <svl- To do your duty day by’day. ■ 
dently more self-manufactured than - HENRY M. EDMISTON. . 
scientifically authorized. „mi. ---- ——'To put forth with great blaro of L.» ™ Attaln5}ont of Womaly Beauty 
trumpets such questionable 'nronosi Foi,m and F®atures. Tho Cultiva-' 
tlons as the foundation for anchor- °i “ oi j®5?onil beauty, Based on Hy- 
ate assault on mediumship per se and ^d Health Culture. By twenty 

.. __________ ...... Its legitimate resul sin!nhTwiÄSJ.“ Physicians and specialist«. , Edited by: written with the avowed' purpose of as: ftwholei' Is so notably bdefamatorv I —bo-?'l?rne-” ' especial interest 
shewing that the medlumistic. process and libelous—If all this with othor s the "Destructive Principle in Na- prehensIMe faits ¿JX Sect tX 
ture," and whoever permits it brings charge of "a great wrong" (which to 
ruin on themsolyes and others. Rs ob- honestly so declare Mrs. Hrnsw

LIARS WERE DEAD, AND THAT 
THEY HAD NOT GOT RID OF THEIR 
PRINCIPAL HABIT. IT BEHOOVES 
ME TO STOP, AND RIGHT HERE 
LET ME SAY IT TAKES AbL THE 
WILL POWER A PERSON CAN.COM- 
MANO TO'COMBAT THESE LYING 
influences, And the influ
ENCES Oli1 YOUR FRIENDS THAT 
ARE LIVING.

Whie trance mediumship may be in
teresting to people it is far from it to 
those most concerned. Some have said 
it is "more blessed to give than to re
ceive,” but I say there is a limit, and : 
when it comes to giving away your own : 
individuality, THAT EXCEEDS THE 1 
LIMIT. Some have said, “THAT LIKE 1 
ATTRACTS LIKE,” BUT I HAVE i 
FOUND THAT THERE ARE PLENTY 
OF INFLUENCES ON THE OTHER

he attempt to verify, nor allow the read
er the privilege of verification. These 
cases are ruled but of court, though 
they form his Illustrated capital in 
trade. They rest upon his unsupported 
word, if not of his fancy. He simply 
fails to furnish any proof of his say-so.

The instances mentioned in support 
of the clajms of the book are offset and. 
upset by a vast outnumbering of In
stances, with exactly opposite results— 
a fact which overthrows its position and 
convicts the author of great injustice 
'toward a large body ol worthy citizens 
throughout the country, each of whom 
is his peer.

I feel to disagree with the author’s 
assupptibns as much as I coincide with 
the view'of Hudson Tuttle, who says: 
“The impartial .reader .after careful 
perusal will come to the conclusion that 
the book was written for the one object 
of injuring the cause of Spiritualism. 
The atack is one of the most subtle and 
insidious that has ever been made. It 
is by a pretended friend, who comes 
with soft words, and extends a velvet 
hand, holding a stllletto to stab to the 
vitals.”

So thoroughly Is the author hypno
tized with the belief that the psycholog
ical process “destroys body, mind, 
honor, virtue, health and life on earth, 
and entails frightful consequences here
after," that his energies are all over
strained op this one point, and his view 
becomes necessarily cross-eyed.

He would have Spiritualists Insist on 
the entire abandonment of every phase, 
form and degree of mediumship."

It is not the opponents of medium
ship who know the most about it, nor 
who constitute the "Court of the Com- 
potent” to sit in judgment on it.

Whoever heard, or thought, or dream
ed of charging the long catalogue of 
evils, specified in this Psychological 
Crime book, to the Quakers for exercis
ing their mediumship through a long 
series of years, and which came to litem 

psychological process. '.
The Great Psychological Crime” was

,w>a For salo at thio office, re-1 Price «1. *
The Commandments Analyzed, price 

.25 cents. .Big'Bible Stories, cloth; 50 
cents. For sale at this office.

READ THE BOOk WITHOUT PREJU
DICE. '

If the claim of the author of The 
Great Psychological Crime is true, that 
the medlumistic process is destructive 
of individual life, no divine revelation 
can transcend its importance. If it is 
not true an earnest effort should be 
made to prove its falsity through 
the independent knowledge on the.spir- 
itual plane which the author claims is 
his source of Information.

If medlumistic process is a process 
destructive to individual life, no one ol’ 
moral principle and humane sympathies 
could avail themselves of the services 
Of a medium CONTROLLED by a de
carnate spirit. No Spiritualist, and es
pecially no medium, can wisely neglect 
to study carefully the claims and ar
guments of this work.

This work suggests the questions, 
has a higher degree of the evolution of 
human intelligence as a spiritual being 
become attainable.' Can the incarnate 
and decarnate human ego or entity in
dependently and intelligently communi
cate? Can incarnate intelligence reach 
and become acquainted with the life, ac
tivities and conditions of the spiritual 
plane of existence? -

Through the centuries of recorded 
history tlie fact of continued existence 
beyond the incident called death, and 
demonstration of intelligence by decar
nate spirits, has kept alive the faith 
and hope of immortality In struggling 
mortals. The last half century of mod
ern Spiritualism has overthrown the 
dominion of the devil and extinguished 
the literal hell fire. But though the doc
trine of life and immortality brought to 
light by Jesus and salvation through 
his atoning sacrifice has become a dead 
letter, the average Spiritualist HAS 
NOT BECOME A’SELF-CONSCIOUS, 
INDEPENDENT RECEPTACLE OF 
KNOWLEDGE ON THE SPIRITUAL 
PLANE OF BEING.

The “superior state," of which A. J. 
Davis wrote forty years ago, has re
ceived little consideration compared 
with the exhibitions of mediumship. Not 
only this, but the common attitude of 
mind among believers in the inter-com
munion of visible and Invisible worlds 
is to accept as true and as authority 
what is believed to come from the de
carnate.

The system of Natural Science taught 
In this work makes Immortality the 
outcome of evolution, the gradual de
velopment of persistent life principle 
from the inorganic mineral through 
vegetable and animal existence up to 
the self-conscious human intelligence 
endowed with the power of Independent 
will and choice.

In Chap. IV, Part II, under the head, 
“Facts demonstrated," it is stated: 
"All physical matter, both Inorganic 
and organic, Integrates conjointly with 
a finer ethereal or spiritual pattern, In 
such manner as to constitute what may 
properly be termed a double material 
entity.

‘•The Integration of a physical stone 
conjointly with its more ethereal pat
tern Is of such a character that upon 
the sudden and forced disintegration 
and dissolution of the physical stone its 
finer ethereal body, or duplicate, re
mains intact for a comparatively brief 
period of time. In due course of time 
the ethereal body disintegrates, and to 
every appearance returns to its original 
elements.

“Upon the sudden disintegration and 
dissolution of an oak tree its ethereal 
duplicate persists intact for a much 
longer period than does the ethereal 
body of the stone.

"At the period of physical dissolution 
of an animal it is clear (to one who is 
able to observe the transition) that the 
spiritual body carries with it the ani
mating principle of the animal entity. 
This is evidenced by the fact that dur
ing its existence as a spiritual organism 
it appears to possess all the natural fac
ulties and intelligent capacities and 
powers that belong to the animal entity. 
The animal, however, in due course of

proved, the first suggestion ot humane 
and moral impulse is to refrain from 
the risk of promoting the destructive 
principle of Individual life In the me
dium by peeking the medium’s services.

We cannot dispute that mediumship 
is a subjective psychic process. Can- 
jve deny that "TO THE EXTENT 
THAT THE MEDIUM 19 CON
TROLLED the faculty of independent 
self-conscious will and volition are de
stroyed? “In so far as mediumship ex
ists, at any given time, it deprives the 
medium of the ability to exercise each 
and every one of tne faculties, capacities 
and powers of the mind and soul upon 
which his Individual responsibility de
pends," 1b a statement not easy to con
tradict.

That physical and moral degeneracy 
are not infrequently the result of a 
continued exercise of mediumship is 
well known. The chapter on medium
ship and insanity opens up a field of 
searching thought to those who can ac
cept the possible corectueas of the 
statement, "that something like 68 per 
Cent ot all the Insanity of the country 
is the result of the medlumistic pro
cess." The author explains that "BY 
NO MEANS ALL OF THIS INSANITY 
IS DUE TO THE jjtaClFlC’ WORK 
OF THOSE WHOffiftS KNOWN TO 
THE WORLD AS MEDIUMS. BUT A 
VERY CONSIDERABLE PERCENT
AGE OF IT IS FOUND AMONG MEN 
AND WOMEN WHO KNOW PRAC
TICALLY NOTHING OF THE ME- 
DIUMiSTIC PROCESS, OR THE PHIL 
OSOPHY OF MODERN SPIRITUAL
ISM."

Has the period of human evolution 
arrived when not only further progress, 
but safety from Insanity and moral de
terioration, depends upon absolute 
knowledge of the laws of being, of the 
constructive and destructive principles 
of nature, and tbe responsibility of hu
man soyl?

The author makes an extensive an
alysis of mediumship, but does not en
ter upon the distinction between me
diumship and psychic development that 
is Independent. He states in the chap
ter on Facts Demonstrated, that “it is 
entirely within the ability ot every in
dividual who possesses tbe necessary 
intelligence, courage and perseverance 
to prove the truth of every statement 
herein (the chapter) contained, provid
ed he also has the necessary time, 
place and environment for study under 
proper and efficient instruction."

The author "hopes to be able in a fu
ture volume to gve a detailed account 
ot his own personal experiences, stud
ies and demonstrations, together with 
the nature of his Instruction during the 
twenty years he has been engaged in 
acquiring the knowledge which enables 
him to speak with unconditional assur
ance."

That many perhaps who call them
selves mediums possess a degree of nor
mal or Independent psychic faculty is 
probable. The author does/ it touch 
upon this point. To prov< that the 
CONTROL of will and Belt-conscious 
volition is disastrous to the individual 
CONTROLLED, ¿md to the DEGREE 
OF CONTROL 1b the evident purpose 
of the writer of The Great Psychological 
Crime.

LUCINDA B. CHANDLER.

In the World Celestial,
By DR. T. A. BLAND.

•’« U inwprexslbly delightful."-Hoa. 0. A,

"It UIU the reader into enchantlnerealm«."— htadin&l Glo&nor. -
"It la intsnaely Interesting.”—Rev. Minot J.

‘"Twao things make this book remarkable. IM 
authorship, the astounding claims put forth ta 
B. tmd the philosophy and revelation of a future 
ate It oontalna."—B. O. Flower, la the Arena,

“It will give us courage to pass through the 
deepahadowsof death to the auu-llt clime of 
the World Celestial ”—Rev. H. W. Thomas.

"Hrerybody will bo charmed with It. for It la 
not- only a groat Spiritual book, but a mosl 
Mautttul romance of two worlds."—Banner of 
“ft la Printed in elegant style and bound la 
eloth and gold. Prlc ll.od.

time, disappears from the spiritual 
plane of the animal kingdom.

“But men, women and children In the 
course of the ages, disappear from the 
lowest plane of the kingdom of spiritual 
man, and yet not always In a manner 
which is identical with the disappear
ance of the animal from the spiritual 
plane of animal life. In other words, 
man disappears from the lowest plane 
of spiritual life IN EITHER OF TWO 
DIFFERENT MANNERS, AND BY 
TWO DISTINCTLY OPPOSITE METH
ODS OR PROCESSES.

“That is to say, under the construc
tive principle and process of evolution, 
growth, development and progress, he 
disappears from the lowest plane of 
spiritual life, only to appear upon the 
next higher, Inhabiting a finer spiritual 
organism, and In possession of all the 
natural faculties, capacities ar.d powers 
with which he was Invested Li the time 
of the transition and with the same In
dividuality. BUT UNDER THE OP
ERATION OF THE OPPOSITE PRIN
CIPLE, AND PROCESS OF DESTRUC
TION, OR DEVOLUTION, MAN ALSO 
DISAPPEARS FROM THE LOWEST 
PLANE OF HIS SPIRITUAL LIFE IN 
A MANNER WHICH CORRESPONDS 
IN EVERY ESSENTIAL. PARTICU
LAR WITH THE DISAPPEARANCE 
OF THE ANIMAL:” ’ ■

The soul that sinneta it shall die, is 
the scriptural statement of the same 
Idea, of transgression of the law of 
growth and the progress toward perfec
tion. ■

According to the exposition of Nat
ural Science by the author, man pos
sesses in addition to the life elements 
of the forms of life below him the soul 
elemriet that gives “those added char
acteristics of self-consciousness, Inde
pendent choice, reason and the power of 
Independent, self-conscious and rational 
will and volition.”

That these are the characteristics 
and powers . which invest human soul 
with responsibility is Indisputable.

The statement of the author that 
from this point of vision the mind Is 
able to note what appears to be a far- 
reaching design of universal intelli
gence, namely, to ultimately evolve an 
order of being which shall possess with
in Itself the power and ability to trans
cend the operation of Nature’s Destryc- 
five Principle," hints the possible truth 
ol; his claim that human soul deter- , 
mines Its immortality by its complete , 
exercise of reason, independent choice, . 
independent self-conscious and rational . 
will and volition., - .
. The startling and perhaps-to the ma- 1 
icrlty of Spiritualists (he untrue and 
repugnant claim that the medlumistic 
process is destructive to individual life, ■ 
it is the evident purpose of tho publlca- ( 
Hon of the book to prove, ahd to arrest , 
th°u?h,t in consideration of the subject, i

Spiritualists and mediums can de- j 
i qte. themselves to no more Important ’ 
endeavor than to discover it tala claim • 
Is true or f^se. « it cannot be die- ]

Dogmatic Christianity the Great Crime 
of the Age.

The great psychological crime of the 
ages, past and present, is dogmatic 
Christianity. Its victims as compared 
with the hypnotic suBjects, either of 
mortals or decarnate spirits, is like 
counting the grains of sand on the sea
shore and the ten digits. The students 
of history need no details of the crimes 
committed under the auspices of relig
ious bigotry. The discussions under 
the “Symposium” may be Interesting 
for a debating club, and they tell no 
new thing that cannot be found for a 
basis of argument in Higgins’ Anaca- 
lypsis and other Jike authorities.

Pure Christianity is as unlike dog
matic Christianity as light is from dark
ness, the first being based on altruistic 
principles, and the latter is founded on 
myths and superstitions.

The first gospel was the annunciation 
that the kingdom is nigh at hand. The 
second gospel is, “love ye one another" 
It is this gospel that must be preached 
in simple purity to and be accepted by 
the masses to save the world from the 
selfishness and greed of power now pre
vailing, It needs no new cult, adorned 
with fringes, to be learned. It is sim
ple and free as the air we breathe. It 
is to be good, to do good; and to culti
vate to the highest extent the soul’s 
possibilities. It can be had without 
money and without price.

E. D. HAMMOND.
New York.

A Constipation Cure
That Actual Cures 

is Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wine. It 
is not merely a relief. It permanently 
cures any kind of a case of constipation, 
no matter of how long standing. It is 
not a purgative nor an irritant cathar
tic. These simply lash and hurt the 
bowels and bring but temporary relief. 
The condition left behind Is worse than 
the first. Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry 
Wine does just the opposite. It Is a 
tonic laxdtlve of the highest order, it 
tones, strengthens and gives new life 
and vigor to the bowels. Only one small 
dose a day removes all the causes of 
the trouble, and leaves the bowels well 
andr able to move themselves without 
the aid of medicines. It cures dyspep
sia, kidney and liver troubles, indiges
tion, headachps, catarrh of the stomach 
and all other diseases and conditions 
growing out of a clogged condition of 
the system. Try it free. A sample 
bottle for the asking. Vernal Remedy 
Co., 166 Seneca Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y, 

Sold by all leading druggists. '

- A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach- 
era, together with a. set of aix symbols 
comprising six months' study. Bv 
Laura G. FIxen. -

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to .be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration.

Sent complete for 50 cents.

"The Kingship of Self-Control.” . By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, - the Red Tape 
duty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reservo power, etc. 
Price 30 cents. For sale at this office.

"Love—Sex-Immortality." By Dr, 
W. P. Phelon. For sale at this office. 
Price 25 cents.

The Mystic Thesaurus, 
Or Initiation hi the Theoretical and Practical 
Harris of Aatral Truth and Occult Art. By 
WHXibF. Whitkhmd. Editor Agi-ippa’a "Naf. 
ural Magic. ’ The book treaUuf The Symbol of 
the Cjosh, Spiritual Gifts, Inspirational Con
ooption, Initiative Expositldn.Tbo Astral Broth» 
ftrhood. Mossane of the Brotherhood. The Maitle 
Mirror, and Celestial Companionship. It is a 
good textbook for student*  of the Mystic, and 
Will besenttpoetpaid, in paper, for 11.00.

U BABBITTS WORKS.
Humau Culture and 001*6.

Part First, Tbe Phtloaopiiy of Cure. Paper covt 
ou cents. *

Human Culture and Cure.
Part Second. Marriage. Beiual Development u 

Boplul Upbuilding. Clotb, 75 coat«. “

Social Upbuilding,
Co-operative Byetemi and tbe lUppIuel 

Ud EnnobUng ol Hnuunltf. Purer cover, 15 cent,. 
Health and Power.
«5 ceuU °UtC‘ KtC' Cl"th’ 22 c“‘t'! Le‘l’jW

Religion.
Moat thoughtful, aplrllual »nd excellent '.lotk 

»11 paper, to cent». '

Principles of Light and Color.
a20“u'x‘ul‘,r“te“J,o“k*a< u,e“B8’ ,Si b,ra'5

THE PBiZST, THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This 1» a acet valuable book. It comet from an Hz- 
Priest, whoee character I*  above reproacb, and wb« 
knows whul be is talking about. Everybody should 
read It. Price, |1.DO. It contains tbe following cUith . tera: » -*
~ CHAPTER I.
The Straggle before the Surrender of Womanly 6clfc 

reaped in tbe Confessional.
4 CHAPTEB II. /
Auricular Confeislon a Deep PH of Perdition for thl Priest.

. , CHAPTEB III. 
Tho Confessional is tbe Modern Sodom. 
„ „ CHAPTEB IV.
How tbe Vow of Celibacy of the Priests la made ean 

by Auricular Confession,
.. ......................... CHAPTEB V.
Tbe highly-educated and refined Woman In tbe Con- 

iaaslonel—What becomes of her after uncondition
al surrender—Her irreparable Ruin.

4 CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Tics ol 

Marriage and Human Sc jety.
, CHAPTER VIL 

Should Auricular Confession ba tolerated among Clvtl>
Ued Nations?

, CHAPTER VIII.
Does Aunoular Confession bring Peace to tbe Soul? 
wvu CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture.
„ M CHAPTER X.
God compels the Church of Home to confess the 

Abominations of Auricular Confession.
4 CHAPTER XL
Auricular Confession tn Australia. America, and 

Franca.
. . CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for tbe Consideration of Legislators, Hog> 

wands and Fathers—Bone of tbe matters ou whloii 
the Priest of Rome must Question bis Penitent»

_ Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.
A MASTERLY W0RK.~ 

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth
By Prof. W. M. Lookwood.

A^maaterly presentation of an important sub- 
iu. A powerful argument along new and scien
tific lines, establishing on a aclentifio basls tho 
fact or tho continuity of personal individual con- 
Bcloua aelfhood after laying aside the physical

A. b*ok of raro value. With several 
fine illuatrationa. Cloth. SLOT. "

LIGHT OF EGYPT. ■
The Second Volume of g) 

Most Valuable Work.

This Is the author’s posthumous worU 
left In MS. to a few of his private pu
pils in occultism, and like Volume I. la 
(a valuable addition and) a library on 
occult subjects. Spiritual astrology is 
especially elaborated. Alchemy, Talis
mans, the Magic Wand, Symbolism, 
Correspondence, Penetralia, etc., are a 
few of the subjects treated of In a 
•cholarly and masterly manner, show
ing the author to be familiar with his 
subjects. You cannot afford to be with
out It, as well as all bls other books, 
viz.: The Light of Egypt, Vol. I., bound 
in cloth, $2; paper, fl. The Light o| 
Egypt, Vol. II., bound In cloth only, $2, 
Celestial Dynamics, cloth, fl. , 

“TalnFTrneoiOQiGai Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Pronhe. 

cles, etc. Illustrated edition. Post Svo <32 
page«. Price, cloth, 81.00. '

The Refiaion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By the Her.' 

Samuel Watson. This work was written by a 
modern Savior, a errand and noble man. Price, 
B1.00. A valuable oook for the money.

TWO IN ONE
* COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.
«.oShf-MFi17. I,n*tro<lt|r<> «nil Intoreitln» wort 1« a SSSjlirlon volum« of two o? Mr. Hull'»

By “«“X’meot tho cow la auch J? ’n*’>led•ecur’ two book!
PrtM *• formerly aikoj

Yolumc conltlm 462 page! and Is bandiomoly bound In cloth, and contains an ex. 
cellent portrait of the anchor. an ex*

THE QUmiOHSETTLKD
Uh.™* 5* oi Blbl,caI Md Mod°m Spirit.

*.b? cenlury has made 10 man?
??^TaZt?»tt¥iOd6rn Spiritualism m thia. ThoauthoSa 

with modem th«o"? hM bMU «ceomnliabe™
itJ?i»i'??otsplrttuiilam to ths w«nta othut»«n- 
"T'.U? tepdoncy; tho Bible Doctrine of anroi 

‘5°, •S'11“.I Ort'irt Of man, Ind tho objea.
-firttorthlnibu1’ r lr’ *"  '»“«Itored tn th« 

' .L».. b e' n,,ure. htalory, rciion «nd common 
lense, and expressed clearly and /orclbly. ’

' THE CONTRAST

,coml’*rl«on or Ev.n|tellcnll«m 
?•”« .1 ’ J1 11 *, ny"t a,,I<l protlootlon, «»d
todoK/Slirt W1”' oi. f®r ta»«o whowt.h 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments axalnit tha auumptlons of Orthodoxy. U*inii  eno

PRICE SI, FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

Force and Matter
jwt • Up°n “ Protouni1 flub'

ASTRAL WORSHIPnmiuuii butlon to tho cur
rent discussion of religious problems. The au
thor by illuBtratlons and a pianslphero (a repre
sentation ot tho celestial sphere upon a piano 
with adjustable circles), traces most or tho 
myths which lie at tho base of Christianity to 
thoir origin in sun and star worship. Tho 
astronomical facts given possess groat value, jt 
tho Illustrations rare and curious. Tho book is < 
bound in only ono stylo—heavy boards. Price Ih
THPSF QFVFWQ A story of.Ancient JIV OL VLnd Initiations. By tho 
Phold«. urating tho Hermetic Phlloso- 
phy. _, Frwo, vuth, - • _____

ORIGIN OF SPEC1 ES,~
By means of natural selection, or tho proiorratloaot 
a favored race lathe itruggle for life. • By.Chariot 
Darwin. Gilt top, cloth bound. TN*  book it tan 
ffranacst achievement of modern lolentlfio thought 
and research, it hae pisfod through many editions 
foBnsHii1, has been traniiatod into almost ail the 
long^SpB of Europe, and haa been the aubjeot ot 
racei.yevlewB, pamphlets and separate booke than asp 

tolome of the a^o. Most of tho sreat scientists
N*Position;  Thetbonthifli 

*>«omea part of the common innjrllr • 
lateiWUerwe, Foroaiau rrtoottelft
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EXTRAORDINARY MANIFESTATION OF SPIRIT POWER

LYMAN C. HOWE

The Dream Child, -

Admoni-

ÜUUUUJ MV M. V ,£»•

will lecture, answer-questiona and give

ment 
The

and 
Scope, 

The

Harmonics of Evolution—Contents.
Preliminary Statement; There Is

$2.00 
2.00 

75

No 
Is

THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME, 
Harmonics of Evolution (Florence Huntley),

3i.5O
1.50

50

(«tu ViilHrtj CiH bi >SM* ti tlcaitb Tranbl* Bol 
ttiMi t, Cuuf, B* Bbl T»lt>8w Wert. 

TUT IT I9UBEIF.

Tho Law of Spiritual Gravity; 
tions and Suggestions, 
Supplemental. -

Genesis of Physical

pastor. ■ ’ . .o--! ; -
Chicago > Spiritual-1 Alliance Society 

will hold meetiiígs 'évery. Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at Athoneum' Building, . 26 

, Van Büren streetiX'' Mrs, May Elmo;me-

pos©; — __ _ .
Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution;
The “Law Of Natural Selection’’; The

a Common Purpose; 
Method and Pur-

Death; Life After Physical Death ~ 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop-

To the Editor:—I have recently wit- 
iiessed such a wonderful phenomenon 
in the matter of materialization that 1 
dueni it important that the world 
tihould have the benefit £>f what I wit- 
m.-sseil. from the fact it has revolution
ized my ideas as to the process of mate
rialization, and it may enlighten others. 
' The sensitive through whom these 
manifestations come, is a modest lady 
Who shrinks from public notoriety and 
jias not known until within the last year 
that she possessed the virtue of medial 
powers at all. Through a casual sitting 
it was first ascertained that she was a 
trance sensitive of wonderful endow
ments. It was given to us that we 
could get through this sensitive the Or
der of Melchisedec of which Jesus was 
made a high priest forever. They have 
given „us two of the degrees, and the 
meaning of the twelve stones of the 
temple, which degrees we will Impart to 
any qualified person on proper applica
tion. The other degrees we are to get 
in the near future. : We have in our 
temple an outer and an inner court, or 
the holy of holies as of ancient fashion. 
The inner court is held sacred from all

that we would have another seance one 
year from that day, Dec. 24, 1904.

I asked the one managing tho phe
nomena how it was done, and he said, 
"I do not know. All I know is we do it, 
but cannot explain to you the process. 

Liberal, Mo, G. H. WALSER.

intrusions. On each Sunday morning 
at ten o’clock we hold our family spirit
ual communion. On each Thursday 
evening we sit for trance communica
tions. .

The sensitive was instructed to pro
cure toy herself a white robe. When 
that was done we were promised a sur
prise. Last Sunday morning's commu
nion was set apart for the christening 
ot our spirit baby, five months old. 
The room was prepared by shading the 
windows, yet everything was discern
ible in the room through the aid of mid
day light. There were but three of us 
at the seance, the sensitive, myself and 
another person. The sensitive was 
seated In her chair in the inner tem

An Explanation, and Items of News.

To the Editor:—I left home—as 1 
wrote you—last Saturday . afternoon, 
Jan. 2. No word from you or Mrs. 
Huntley had reached Fredonia at that 
time, and if it had arrived Monday, the 
4tb, it should have followed me here 
and been in my possession by this 
time. But nothing has come. It is al
most three weeks since I sent in my 
last, and 1 thought surely I would get 
her reply before New Year’s day. If 
hers appears this week my reply could 
not reach you in time for next week’s 
paper. So I have anticipated it, and 
send it on herewith.

Last Sunday was unpropltious tor the 
beginning of a month's work at the 
Spiritual Church. Nevertheless we had 
a fair audience iu the morning, and 
several times as many in the evening, 
and good interest manifest The chil
dren surprised me by their Interest in 
the lyceum on such a wintry dayA Mrs. 
Tillie U. Reynolds prayed for me, and 
in the evening followed with exhibitions 
of her mediumship.

Mr, Eddy was at his post selling 
books and papers.

In Mrs. Dr. Matteson’s home has lived 
a little grandson named Herrington 
Matteson He was active and original,

ual chuich—corner of Jersey find Prcs- 
pe t st t— ntic fuy work tg—on Uje 
15th 16th and 17th of January. H. w. 
Richardson, of East Aurora, is presi
dent of the State Association, and I sup
pose tins meeting will be under his su
per bion I hope it will yield ample 
returns spiritually and financially.

XV i tei in We te i New York is doing 
its level best to break all previous rec
ords will a lair p ospect of success. 
Iti inseason bio i inks played with 
the programme, while Prof. Lockwood 
m 1 J Ciegg W igi t were the lights of 
Zion in November and December, 1903.

. LYMAN C. HOWE.

STOMflGH
TROUBLES

; ; 6URED

pie. The curtains of the inner temple i 
cut her oft from our view. The spirit I 
rapping was unusually loud on this oc- i 

> ’casion for a time. Now let It bo rem.em- !
bored that this sensitive had never eat 
for materialization. In a short time 
the curtains were parted and the sem
blance of a human waB produced. This 
was repeated two or three times, and 
then to our amazement the curtajn was 
pulled aside by some invisible power 
and the sensitive was revealed leaning 
back in her chair while from her side 
seemed, to come two kinds of drapery, 
white and black, which seemed to come 
together as of themselves and formed; 
before our eyes, a human being, dressed 
in a white robe with a long black veil 
or Head dress falling over the person 
like unto the order of tho Sisters of 
Mercy. The curtains then fell. In a 
short time they were parted again and 
a form was standing by the side of the 
aperture, holding back the curtain. The 
sensitive was sitting as before In. her 
chair, in her lap was lying some white 

- and black fabric, that commenced to
come together, and out of it grow a 
child which arose from the lap of tho 
sensitive and floated away from her 
Into the back corner of the seance 
chamber where it assumed the form.ot 
a tall woman wljo floated up to the door 
and dissolved before our eyes. Tho cur
tain fell, and in a moment an Infant 
was lying in the arm of the sensitive.

. A.jnan then appeared and at once dis
solved. Another man appeared three

and always hailed me when he saw me 
on the street. Herwas seven years old, 
and, for a child, very social and com
panionable, with adults. About Christ
mas —or the day following—he com
plained some, and at midnight awoke 
his grandma, and a little after 4 a. m. 
his little body was cold in death. It was 
a shock-to all, and his presence is great

From Buffalo, N. Y.

Thursday evening,, Dec. 31, the work- 
era connected with thé children s ly
ceum of the First Spiritual Society held 
an entertainment and Christmas tree in 
behalf of the children of the lyceum, : 
and a most enjoyable evening was the 
result, both to the children and the 
adults present. There was vocal and 
instrumental music, recitations, also a 
grand march with flags and banners 
waving, while the children, teachers 
and other members were marching. 
The children’s happy faces shone with 
glee as they passed the Christmas tree, 
for on it they could see that surely it 
must be that old Santa Claus had re
membered each one, which he had, and 
in a very bountiful way, for in connec
tion with presents, there were candy 
and nuts galoro. Each one being treat- 
od with a package of both, and after the 
distribution of presents, the children 
were Invited into the dining parlor to 
partake of refreshments of cake, or
anges, candy and coffee, which had 
been furnished by the .workers and 
friends of the lyceum and society. Two 
long tables were filled' with children 
who did ample justice to thé bountiful 
supply of good things furnished for 
them to enjoy, and their bright,-happy 
faces told of the pleasure it was to

ly missed in the household.
To-day I met Mrs. Helen M. Rellley— 

last remaining sister of John 8. Starr, 
whose wife is sister to Bishop A. Beals. 
She informed me that her Bister, Mrs. 
Phebe C. Chaffee, died at her home, 
141J1 Elk street, Buffalo, N. Y., January 
1, aged 59 years, 11 months and 14 
days. She was a medium and very use
ful in healing the sick for many years. 
Forty and forty-flvo years ago, when 
Elizabeth Lowe—now Mrs. E. L. Wat
son, of California—H. Clay. Burch, of 
Smith’s Mills, Bishop A. Beals, George 
W. Taylor and myself were stirring the 
religious .embers, and frightening the 
clergy and their dupes with our spirit
ual heresies, we occasionally visited 
Versailles, where we met John Starr 
and family, Elisha Brown and wife, and 
Mrs. Rellley and Ilirs. Chaffee frequent
ly, and the echoes of those early days 
of pioneer life and spiritual enthusiasm 
quiver in memory when we meet the 
friends that stood by us then. It is 
"something sweet to think of," and the

times. Thus materializations were 
compounded in our presence and the 
sensitive was in full view until twenty- 
two forms were produced We. were 

. then informed by the cabinet control
-that the power had been exhausted and

OBSESSION CUBED.

WISDOM OF THE AGES.

*

For Free Diagnosis of Disease, - 
send live two-cent stamps, age. name, 
sex and own handwriting.

READINGS AND BUSINESS AD
VICE $1.00 and two stamps.

For the Cure of Mental 
and Physical Alimenta ■

Address 7 Bl Eighth St., 
Oakland, Cal

flpocrypiial New Testament, 
Being all tho Gospels, Epistles, end other pieces 
now extant, attributed m the first fourceniu- 
rios to Josuo Christ, hie apostles and their com. 
panions, anil not Included in.tho Now Testament 
by Its compilers. Price, cloth, 51.60.

ROMANISM I»» pamplilcil of SOpagen. In 
wvpnwn p>«'- 8wln,r’ JuAxvpJUL* Prlout Cashman and Dr. With-, 
row, and la principally In Uofoneo of Protestant' 
ism, A coticuo Uulo pamphlet. Prioo 15 stole. .•

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE. 
iaa“wss-w" Ki issn baa boon Bold for »2, but tho price now baa been 
reduced toil. It is a book that will Intoroat 
and Instruct. It contains 280 pages, and la fu 11 
of Buagostlvo UiouRlits. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium of rare qualities, and hls work Is a 
reflection from tho celestial spheres._____

PUBLICATIONS OF 

CARLYLE PETERSILEA, 
Given by automatic writing through 

pie author’« mediumship,

VOLNEY’S RUINS 
—AND— - 

¡THE LAW OF NATURE, 
.’. TO WHICH I> ADDBD .%

Volnoy'« Amwor to Dr. Prleitlr, a Blomphlcal Notlc. 
by Count Darn, and tho Zodiacal Blgiu and 

Cotutellatlona by tho Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens o 

the Ancients.

THUMBSCREW AND RACK.
Torture Implements employed In tho 15th and 

18th coutnrles for the-promulgation ot Chris. 
Uanlty.wlth Pictorial illustrai«!'«;- By Georg» 
E. Macdonnla. Price. 10 cents. . - , ?. >

-, ' The Reiioion of Science. t 
By Dn Ptfal Oarust. Ver thoughtful and 10*

, tSfôstiBgx Hiev, ö çent-uw _

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.

Stoneham. Man.Lock Box 121*.

BY EDWAED GIBBON.
the Hour.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.

THE SPEAKING DIAL
A Wonderful Spiritual Invention

Gives names’, datea and circumbtancea. Speaks 
iu various languages; answers mental questions; 
convincing the most skeptical. Has come to prove 
immortality and spirit communion. Develops all 
phases of mediumship. Magnetized by powerful 
spirit band. Head what the We Hon. L Donnelly 
eald ot the Speaking Dial. Dials now, ll.W. Send 
lorcircular and testimonials. Enclose stamp for 
reply. P. J. DEMPSEY Inventor. 2817 Columbus 
ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

DON’T READ THIS.
Franc#! L. Louck», th# only piycbtc wond®r Hr!nt. 

that u»m tho #plritual X-ray without any leadtug 
•ymptom to direct, and locat®* *U internal dliCMoi. 
A trial will convince yon. Nervoui exhauitlon and 

■Jo#t vigor of both lexei aucoeufully treated, at hun
dred! can teitify. Bend name. age. acx, complexion 
andlOecntaln aumpa, and receive a correct dlagno- 
Ila of your caao free, worth dollars to yon. Addrosa.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

FRED. P. EVANS, 
Th« Noted P»ychia for 

Independent State Writing and 
Clairvoyance, 

Has recently left New York, anti la now located at 
1112 Eddy St., San Franclnco, Cal. Send atarop lor 
circular on Mediuinuhlp.

MRS. MAGGIE. WftlTB
Us&dUahr suffi. ílü, Beatas« Urlo» * «¡taolxltf. 

SUB Indiana »V«. OMcww. IU.

The WB oi tte Great Deluge.
By James M. McCann: A complete, an4 over-., 

■whelming refutation of the Bible story of tho 
Deluge. /Prlu, 10 cents. . ;

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
Series one, two and three. By Lilian 'Whiting, 
"’hroe choice volumes, each com-.l'-te In Itself, 

In'whlch spirituality Is related to pryday life 
In such a way ae to make the world beautiful. 
Price. 11.00 each. _________ ' _

Astro-Psychic Horoscopes, 
’Accurately written, will poaltively discloue WHY 
you are In Financial, pbyaical or Mental trouble, 
and will afford you a sure and certain remedy for 
such trouble«; alao indicate truly yourmedium- 
islic powers and best method for then* develop
ment. Particulars for 2 cent stamp. G. N< KIN- 
KEAD, 8250 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111. .

THE DESCENT OF MAN.
■ Bv Charles Darwin; Cloth, gilt top, TO cent«. 
On Ila apjwaranoa It arousod at ones fi storm of 
mlnsled wtstn. wonder and admiration. In 
ffisRuao ot 'stile, charm of manno! and doop 
taowledgoof natural history, it stands tslmosi 

sïWaœcaâ aoiesUso ww.

YOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and sent FREE it you will send your 
blrUi-datcand three aumps for uiallincexpenseH 
I bavcaatonlshod thousands with my wonderfully 
correct roading of their life, past and future. I 
norrectly reveal your future love affairs, business 
success, marriage mate, etc., and give advlee ou 
all affairs. Address, HHACIKËN, lAcpt. T.B., 
21SJB« San Frnnclico, Cal.

A P, A, MANUAL «Woi filti if lU American Protective Association. 
A book for all patriotic American citizens. 
Price. 16 cents, or two for 23 cents. ...

Tbl» to Nc. 9 of the Library of Liberal Claiilci. It 
fa conceded to be hl»torlcally correct, and so exact and 
perfect tn every detail aa to be practically beyond the 
reach of adverae critictom. Thia work will be found 
tnteuaely lutercatlng. Price, Bold nt this office.

Views of Our Heavenfu Hom&M 
Bv Amlvovr Jackson Davis. A highly 

esUnff vrork. Pdoo. 76 cents. Postage fi oents.

mEST, 25 UBNTÖ. BUSINESS. HEADINGS. W.W. 
1 Minorais Located, Mrs. E- Ä. Barney, 838 B. 
Leonard ßt,, Grund Rapida, Mich. • 7«l

TW. TAIinDlu£l XXUJluUU book, Its commentaries,• 
teachings, poetry, and legends: Also brief 
sketches of the men who made and commented 
upon It. By H. Polang. 859 pp. Price, cloth, »1

LILLIAN ROCKWELL,
Scientific Life Reader and Healer

Are you Bick? Are you In trouble of any kind! 
Write to me and I will help you. Send 13 cents 
and date of birth to 8U Emmet SL, Chicago, ill,

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Dear friends, you can greatly help mo care for 

my blind elater, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl
iest medluma now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me with 11, and I wlU 
try and get regdy by Independent writing or wMa- 
pers. AddrousMiil' Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil
ford Maae. -

WVOfflsS'SS 
force. They are most excellent. Price tl.W.

A Conspiracy Against theRepublic 
Bv Charles B. Waite, A- M., author ot "History 
of tho Christian Religion to the Year 200, etc. 
Price, paper, 25 cents.________ -____________

'' HOROSCOPES
Scienti ficai) V accurate and reliable.
pairead, W Glemym at., Denvor.CcL, EetlSSfi

MBRG. PARTRIDGE, wp»u 
Readings by appointment or by mail, 11. 8 Ques
tiona 25c. Accurate work. 15 Park Ave-, Chicago.

FRANK N. FOSTER, 
The Noted Psychic for -

spirit rhowaDim 
Bend name and address for circular. Slttlnira by 

mall. 81 S. Diamond St., Grand Kapldc, Mich.

AFTER HER DEATH.
of thought. Instructive and holptul to all who 
love and seek tho higher and Onor ways of 
spiritual experience. Price, Cl.OO._______ ___

COSniAN HYMN BOOK.
A collection of original and selected Hymns 

for Liberal and Etblcal Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. Complied by L. K. Washburn. 
This volume meets a public want. It comprises 
258 choice selections of poetry and music, em
bodying the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from au sectarianism. Price. 60 cents..

The Science of Spirit Return. t 
Bv Charles Dawbarn. A scientific rehearsal 

that is truly interesting. Price, 10 cents. v

ELTON E. HEOHlCKs .
ASTHOIaGGEH.-VocalloB, bxwlpeua fapecula- 
tlon, matrimony, ehuugea, travel, all affairs of 
lite. Feo W Scud date of birth aa wear the 
hour as pOBHlble. Addreas, 2ii2l Beading Bond, 
Oincinnau, Ohio. . . 746

A Natural Seer, Tried and True.
Mbs. b. deforest, clairvoyant, intui- 

tloual and prophctlo readingu by mail. Send 
own handwriting, duto of birth and .6 Questions, 

11« Removed to Foxboro, Maaa

AN ASTONISHING OFFER 
: Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and tho loading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

Ban Jose, Cali

' ' »"■ gan.'10, iMV
r._______________

6. »ALTER LYNN *
THE EMINENT

Healer and
Gifted Psychic,

HEALTH RESTORED
By Common Sense Method!

FREE TEST
TREATMENT

Do you suffer 
from fxiaUeatiou, 
dyspepulu.or atom*  

x acb trouble In any 
foruil If you do 
why not-lot us cure 
you? We do not 
mean bkij1 you by 
gi»lu«you »Sod# 
Compound Tublui 
or some of the otb- 
er patent “Dyapep- 
sia Cures.” We 
will positively 
and ' permuueully 
cure you. Wo will 
go to tho very foun, 
datlon of your 
trouble; will re
move tuii causes, 
strengthen and 

tone up the Blomacb, and make you stronsund 
healthy mb you ever were. W© could give you tes
timonials by the thousands ot those we have cured 
of stomach trouble In all Its forms and state*;  but 
they would not be facts or proof to you—only 
Words of thanks and praise. The only absolute 
proofls in tho treatment Itself. And believing 
that a practical test would Vo more convlnclur to 
sufferers than all the testimonials we could print 
and absolutely prove Its great merits, we will 
send anyone desiriny U a full two weeks' trial 
treatment absolutely free. „

If you have stomach trouble and have failed to 
f et relief, write us at once and learn by practical 
eat what we can do for you. Address Dr. Peebles 

Institute of Health, Ltd.,¿8 Main Street, Battle 
Creek, Mich.

TESTIMONIALS OF CURE.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker—My Dear 

Friend:—I think it time enough to let 
you understand the marvelous benefit 
we have received from your medicine. 
Since Miss Ellen Louisa Merchant and 
myself have used your medicine we are 
now enjoying good health and strength, 
also feeling as new persons. We sin
cerely thank you for the good you 
have done for us. May God bless your 
work that it may ever go on tor the 
good of suffering humanity.

Yours sincerely»
JOSEPH A. MORGAN.

Pratville, P. O., Manchester, Jamaica, 
Nov. 12, 1903.

them.
After the children „had been supplied 

then the friends and older ones sat 
down to their lunch, while the little 
ones went back. to their packages of 
presents anti candy, also to enjoy them
selves which they did until parents, ar
ranged for them to go home. But a 
number of the older members and 
friends stayed to watch the old year out 
and tho new year In, passing the time 
in Binging and social converse.

Much credit is due Mrs. Dillon and 
the teachers, for their very aljle efforts 
in planning and carrying into execution 
the program of the evening. Much 
praise and credit 1b due to these work
ers and helpers of both lyceum and 
church society for their very efficient 
service in helping to make the evening 
and entertainment an enjoyable one for 
the children both by the donations for 
the children and older ones who were 
remembered. •

The ladies of both lyceum and society 
were very active in serving the children 
at the refreshment tables and in the

"Beyond the Vail." A Sequel to 
“Rending the Vail." Being a compila
tion, with notes and explanations, of 
narrations and illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific and personal verification of 
"What We Shall Be," and a code of 
ethics, requisite to the most speedy re
alization of the highest and purest fe
licity attainable in tho future life, A 
very remarkable book. Large, oetavo, 
B00 pages. Price, $1.75.

"The Majesty ot Calmness, or Indi
vidual .Problems and Possibilities." By 
Wm George Jordon. Another valuable 
little work. Price 30 cents. For Bale at

Do You Need S“’.'“.;
8nanl-einfnc °>'es by Clairvoyance and

DuULOLIuo spirit UBBlstanee at your own 
homo with the Improved melted pebblo lense, to 
Bee near and at a distance. Pleaae write for illue- 
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
my spirit method ot. treating that restores lost 
vision and impaired eyesight. J guarantee to flt 
your eyes, ana safe delivery by mall. .

IB. XT a
4SEvanatou Ave.. Chicago. DI.

B. F. POOLE.-DearSir: YourMagnetkfd Melt
ed Pebble Spectacles received. I am dfelighteu. 
They are perfection In every way. _ ' s

Sincerely yours, Alonzo Tmojij%on,
Fullerton, Neb.

touch of those magic keys awakens re
flections aglow with the light and 
warmth of human and heavenly love.

Mrs. A. Atcheson, the phychic, spoke 
at Niagara Falls, Sunday evening, 
where she has been doing faithful wprk 
for a year and a half or. more, and she 
reports a growing Interest and strength 
in her society

The State Association is to hold a 
three-days’ meeting in the First Spirit-

preparation relative- to same. The 
names of those who bo ably assisted 
Mrs. Dillon in malting the Christmas 
tree and entertainment a success were 
Mrs. Dr. J. H. R. Matteson, Mrs. Jessie 
Darch, Mrs. Ely, Mrs. Atcheson, Mrs. 
Whittaker, Mrs. Phelps, Mrs. Keif, Miss 
Avery, Mrs. Avery, Mr Atcheson, Mr. 
Beesing, Mr. Leo Manger, Mr. Byron 
and others. Mrs. Dr. Matteson’s sister 
rendered a helping hand. The evening 
whs a very enjoyable one to all. Long 
will it bo remembered by each one who 
participated in giving so much pleasure 
to the children. N. H. EDDY.

• ' ----- 2,
"Astral Worship.” By J. H. HUI, M, 

D. For sale at-this office. Pri?e|l.

this office. _
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, os it 
•well fulfills tho promise ot its title. 
For sale at this office. Price, 75 cent».

“Mediumship and Ite Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment." By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilise tho laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and- avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

"CoBmtan Hymn Book.” A collection 
ot original and relucted hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; complied by L. K. Wash
burn. This voluito meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selec
tions of poetry and’imuslc, embodying 
tho highest mordl sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price 50 cents.

“Social Upbuilding; Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness, and 
Ennoblement ot Hvmanity.” -By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.-D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents.. For, pale 
at this-offlce. , ,- > - '-

"Splrltnal Bongs tor the Use ot Cir
cles, Camp-meetings.»and Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings:? i; By Mattle E. 
Hull. For sale At; thia office. Price 10

A SPECIAL OFFER FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
To Subscribers for

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER ONLY:

The Great Psychological Crime—Con
tents—Part I.
Psychological Crime; New Defini

tions- Pertinent Admissions; What Is 
‘Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man 
and His Two Organisms; Physiology 
and Pathology of Hypnotism; “Auto 
Hypnotism," a Misnomer; “Suggestion, 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp-

The Value of “Theories”; Differences 
and Distinctions; Transmigration; 
Transubstantlation; . Reincarnation; 
Metempsychosis; Self-Perpetuation; 
Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual-Extinction; Psy
chical Reinvesture.

“Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.’’ By J. 
S. Harrington- A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 
cents. For sale at the office of The 
progressive Thinker.

"Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations. A plea 
for justice and equality in all the rela
tions of life between men and women. 
Cloth. 75 cents; leatherette. 50 cents.

“Harmonies of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, hs Taught by Modem 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Cloth $2. For sale at thia 
office. «

. “The Romance of Jude. A Story of

cents. । '' .- “The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By-Prof.-: Wm- ■Mi.-“Lockwo'od. 
Prof. Lockwopd is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on-the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume, he presents, 
in succlnpt form the substance ot hls 
lectures oh .the Molecular Hypothesis 
of-Nature; and presents hlB views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
air who love to study and think. For 
Bala at this office. Price, 25 ¡cents.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
ll IM oldHt and tnMt laccwatul Spiritual Phyiltlaa

■ now in practice. Hi» car«! are
THE MO8T MARVELOUS 

of this ego. Hls exemlnsUons are correctly made, 
and free U> all who send him name, age, sox and lock 
ot hair, and »lx cants In stamps. He doesn't aik for 
any loading symptom. A clairvoyant doesD t need 
any, Ho positively cures weak men. Address

J. 8. LOUCKB, M. D„
ItoaohaiB. Masa.

The World’s Sixteen Saviors, 
Or Christianity before Christ. By Kercey 
Graves. New and startling revelations in re
ligious history which disclose the Oriental 
origin of all tne doctrines, principles, precepts 
ana miracles of the Christian Now Testament, 
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of Its 
sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Goda. This 
Wonderful and exhaustive volume will, we are 
tertain. take high rank as a book ot reference 
in the field which the author has chosen for It, 
Printed on white paper, 880 pages. New edition, 
revised and corrected, with iwrtrait of author, 
Price Il.W. postage, 10 cents.
The Law of Correspondence

Applied to Healing.
A course oi seven practical lessons. By W. J« 

Colville. Limp cloth, Wo. w
Seif Contradictions of the Bibfe?

One hundred and forty-four propositions, the
ological, moral, historical and speculative; each 
proved affirmatively and negatively by «nota
tions from Scripture, without comment. Price, 
15 cents. . ~ —1

Bevelations trom Zertoulem, the 
Prophet of Tlaskanata.

a Mine of Valuable Reflectiona 
and Suggestions.

This work was automatically tran
scribed by George A. Fuller, M. D., • 
gentleman who stands high as a lec
turer and medium, it is a mine ot val
uable reflections and suggestions. Tho 
paragraphs are -short, suggestive and 
Inspiring. Every one of them leads ta 
something higher, grander, nobler. 
Price 81.00.
IMAUflll. Pom- Centuries ot Progwr, 
WilMnn. A Lecture delivered at tbs Free
thinker's International Congress, Chicago, Ill., 
October, 1898. By Susan H. Wixon. Price, 10c.

BOOKS BY—

LILIAN WHITING,

THE DISCOVERED COUNTRY,
A narative of the personal experience in spir

it life of Hie author’s father, who had bmi'a 
natural philosopher and a jnaterialtoi. Anex- 
tremely interesting book. Price, 11.00.

MARY ANNE CAREW.
Thin vyork consists of the experiences of tho 

author's mother in spirit life. Price, doth, 60c; 
paper, 40c.

PHILIP CARLISLIE,
A philosophical romance by the guides, the 

subject of the title being a scientltle young phll- 
osopher, who is a medium: his chief opponents 
being a clergyman and a materialist. Cloth, fl.

OCEANIDES.
A scientific novel, based on the philosophy of 

Bfe, as seen from the spirit side. Paper, isic.

MARK CHESTER, 
Or“AM!irand a Million.\ This is one of C;d - 
lyle Putcrsllea’s most interesting works, i t is 
purely a psychical romance such as the amh«>r. 
is noted fur producing, Cloth, GOu; paper, UJi.

U/AmAn|1. ITS ATTAINMENT OF 
WOniflIlljl F0RM AND FEATURES 

nQQIltU Tb0 culUvatlon of penoi.nl Duullll beamy, based on Hygiene and
Health Culture, by twenty physicians and spe
cialists. and edited by Albert Turner. A valua
ble book for women and therefore tor the whol^ 
world. ' Price In elegant cloth binding, 
For sale at this office. '

M AlIO1V1CT,
His Birth, Character and Doctrine.

notist?
Part II.

A Risk and a Duty; Other Defini
tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle 
Involved; "Automatic, Physical Medi
umship” Impossible; Neither a "Gift’ 
Nor a “Power"; The Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship and "Affinity"; Medium
ship and Emotionalism; Mediums and 
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan
ity.
Part III.
' The Genesis of “Hell"; The Way of 
DOath- In Perspective; Individual Im
mortality; On What It Depends; Self
Control, the Application; The Line of 
Despair and the Powers-of Darkness;

Natural Law of Selection; A Question 
in Science; The Completion of an Indi-, 
vldual; .Masculine Will and Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle for Happiness; 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intui
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat
ural Science Corroborated; Natural 
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce; 
True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon
ics, Ethics. ■

' Handsomely Bound. '
Send for Circular.

Address all orders to 
THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO., 

19 to 27 North Kedzle Ave., Chlcaflo.

the Life and Times of the Nazarene and 
His People,” Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely in
teresting book. Neatly bound in cloth 
and gilt. . Only 50 cents.

“A Plea tor ' the New Woman.” By 
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office. Price 10 cents. . ■ _

"Right Living.” ’ By Susan H. Wixon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more Interesting 
and- more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum.. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth $1. For sale at this office.

"The Life Booklets.” By Ralph 
Waldo Trine. Three daintily beautiful 
little books, finely adapted for holiday 
presents. The titles are, "Character, 
Building by Thought Power,” "Every 
Living Creature,” and “The Greatest 
Thing Ever Known.” The matter is of. 
high-toned spiritual character and oi 
helpi.l purpose. Proce 35 cents each.

“The Ipfldelity of Ecclesiastlclsm. 
a Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the. mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of Yiar 
ture Scholarly, masterly, trenchant, 
price 25 cents. For sale at this office;

••Continuity, of Life a Cosmic Truth.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work ot 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
Important subject Price, cloth, |L

“A Conspiracy.Against the Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History of the Christian Religion, to 
the Year 200,” etc. ■ A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of tfce gov
ernment.- An Important work. Paper, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” "The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 cents. 
For sale at this office.

"The Commandments Analyzed." By 
W H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyze^, but contrasted with 
other Bible passage:, showing great In
congruities. Price 25 cents

"Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci
ence.” By Daniel .Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science. For sale at this 
office. Price 6 cents. -
■ “Meatless Dishes.” Very uflefnL 
Price 10 cents. .

A Jfw JEditfon, Profusely Illustrated,

"I ohoosq that a. »tory should be founded on prob
ability, and not alwayarc»Bmt>le & dream. I desire to 
find nothing In it trivial OT-oxtyrsgant; and I deiire 
above all. that under the appearances of fable, tbere 
pay appear some latent truth, obvious to the dl»cdta- 
Bg eye. though escape tho obiorvation of the 

vulgar.'*—VoLtaibb.

Coxmrrs: "The White Bull.” a Satirical Romance, 
or nte/ran OricnOl History; “Tha Uge aud 

the Atnetotr "TholMnoMeofBabyloE:" "The Maa 
st Forty Crowns;” •'The Huron, or rupll of Nature;" 
" dlcromegaa," a Satire on Haeklnai "The World ai 
t Goes?*  "™ Black and the Whited "Memoe/the 
’hitoappher;” "Aedro Des Touches atfilam;" “Bab- 
ahecr “The Study of Nature;"' "A Conversation 
With a Chinese;" '’Plato’s Dream ;" "A Pleasure In 
tain*  no Pleasure’." "Aa Adventure la India;" 
‘JeiMet and Coltnj" "Travels of Scarmentedo;*  

"The Good Brahmin;" "The Two Comforters;" "An*  
o'lefit Faith and Table." .

Ono volume, poet 8vo, 4W pages, with portrait and St 
lluitrattone. Extra vellum cloth, 01.60; postage, 

16 cento. ..__________________.___________ _

THE SUNDRY QUESTION.
Historical and critical review, with replies to 

Ml objection. By G. VV. Brown. M. D. Price. 15a.

THE LIFE RADIANT— Cloth,$1.00 
sei. Decorated cloth 11.25. In this, her new book, 
Mies Wliltlnr alms to portray a practical Ideal for 
tally living tbal shall ent body the sweetness and 
txaftatlon and faith that lend enchantment to life, 
(I Is. In a measure, a logical sequence of “The 
World Beautiful." Leading Into etlll diviner har
monies. “The Life Radiant" Is chiCTiicterlzod by 
the saute essential Qualities that have marked 
‘The World Beautiful." .
CONTENTS—The Golden Ago Lies Onward; Dis

cerning the Pulure; The Bllicrcul Realm: The 
Power ot lite Exalted Moment; The Nectar of

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE;
jr Death &h an Event in Life. doth. 11. A book 
from her pen means new flashes of insight, a rev- 
rialion of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian In 
xlnd.—Chicago Chronicle.
HIE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
Second and Third Series. Three volumes, 11.00 
per volume, .
CONTENTS OF VOL. I. -The Duty of Happiness;

Nectar and AmbrosUi Believe in the wings: Ths 
Vision and the Splendor; The Enlargement of 
Relntlons: Friends Discovered, not made; A 
Psychological Problem: Tho Supreme Luxury 
ot Life: Exclusive unfr Inclusive: Through 
Scorning Nothing: Tho Woman of the World: 
The potency of Charm; Fine Souls and Fine So
ciety: The Laws cf Our Country: In Newness 
of Life; The Heavenly visitors.

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of 
»Summer. Price, Sl.lW. The Ideas Iu the book 
will afford comfort lo many, and should brine 
Bosttivo aid in sorrow to such ue will receive Ite 
message.—Hartford Post.
FROM. DREAMLNAI) SENT— 
Vcraes ef the Lite lo Come. New edillon, with 
additional poems. ILOT. Decorated doth. ll.M, 
Lilian Whiting's verse is like a bit oi sunlit land- 
ipape on a May morning - Boston Herald. .
KATE FIELD ; A Record, tfith 
several portraits of Miss Field. Including one by 
EHhu Vedder. Decorated cloth, Fl.UO 

A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Brownin». 
With Portrait. Decorated cloth, tl.25.

-THE-
Christs of the Past and Present.

By MOSES HULL,
A comparison of tho Christ-work or Medium

ship of Biblical Messiahs and the conditions 
thev required, with similar manifestations In 
Modern Spiritualism. This is a good work to 
study for arguments with which to meet tho 
very common orthodox question, Why do you 
always reQuire conditions for your spiritual 
mardfesuuons?” Cloth bound, 35cents; paper 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

Were You Rom uckyr star?
A complete exposition of the science of A si rob 

ogy. adapted from the Four Books of Ptolemy, 
the Astronomer on the art offading the Stni^. 
with many illustrations. By A. ALPHEVS. 
Secretary of tbeAstrologleal Society of England 
and America. Handsomely bound in cloth, gilt 
top. with beautiful designs stamped on side and 
back. Price 11.00. For saleat this office. •_____

"Healing, Gauses and EttsGts.
By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deals with the finer 

mental and spiritual forces as applied to heal
ing. Price, 50 cents._________  ______ _

-TH ITS MEANING 
1 ]_ 1 aud Results.

ByjK.’lVllipn, of the Pennsylvania Rar. 
An absorbingly interesllnff narrative'relating a 
series of wonderful psyehl« manifostatiunA oc
curring In the writer's experience. Cloth, Illus
trated. 11.25.

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS. : 
t, '

It Is Important when a meeting is 
suspended, that notice be given, us, so 
that inquirers may not.be mislead. Wei 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held here In public balls at the present 
time. __  ...__The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
612 Masonic Temple every first and 
third Thursdays ot the month; after
noon session at 8 o’clock. The ladles. 
XurnlBh refershments. Supper served 
at 6’15, Including tea and coffee. Even
ing session at 7:30. Questions pertain- 

■ ing to spiritual themes, answered by 
the guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich

; inond- name poems given, to strangers.
Mrs S. J. Ashton, assistant pastor..

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4808 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 8 p. 
m. Lecture by Dr. J. .0. M.-Hewitt at 
i n. m. Messages by F. Coates and 
other». Plenty of good music.

The Spiritual Research meets every 
. Wednesday afternoon nt 2 o’clock, in 

; Vnn Burenj Opera House, Comer of 
Madison street and California avenue. 
Good music and singing. All are In- 
’'ThVspirRuailsUc Church of the Stu
dents of Nature hold- services ..at 

. Nathan’s Hall, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, Corner Western avenue, Sunday even. 
- ipgs, 7:80 p. m- Mrs. w. F. Sonu- 

^Spffiust Temple Mo teen 
onened by Mrs. Schwann, at 528 B?l- 
»oMavonuo. Services held every Bun. 
dav and Thursday evening nt 8 
p^lock. Tcetu and muslo at every sen 

‘ HySo O«un h0,dsJ) l * ' r J 1 ‘ ’ I

regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 , 
o’clock,- at“Alliance Hall, between Kim- ■ 
bark and Monroe avenues. Jackson ; 
Park cars pass the door. Thq best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. .To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all .com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street.

Dr. Sholdlce holds services Sunday 
evenings at 7:45, at 205 Lincoln avenue.

Chicago Spiritual. Alliance Church 
meets every Sunday at 3 o’clock sharp, 
And 8 o’clock sharp at Lakeside Hall, 
corner Thirty-first street and Indiana 
avenue, where truth-seekers and inves
tigators,'aS well as .Spiritualists can en
joy a pleasant afternoon or’evening. 
First-class speakers. Tests and mes
sages by carefully selected mediums. 
Excellent music., Mrs. Mary Dixon and 
her daughter Cora; the "Child Wonder,” 
always in attendance to give readings 
between the meetings. Also free dem
onstrations by'C. A. Beverly, M. D., 
president. . • 1

The Spiritual Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avonuè. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins’ Hall, 528. West 
Sixty-tlilrd street, every Sunday even
Ing at 8 o’clock. Conference in the af
ternoon at 3. The • Ladies’ Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday, afternoon at 
same number. . " (

Tho Church of tho Psychic Forces

every Sunday in Hall 309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. Sunday-school at 10 
a. m. -

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good^ speakers, tests, and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Second Church of the Soul meets

-will have a Christmas tree at their hall, 
183 E. North avenue, Dec. 27, at 8 p.m. 
All the little ones attending will be 
treated to a box of candy by Santa 
Cl&us »■ ■ ': '■' t - ■,-
~ The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and .Cottage Grove.-'avenue. 
Conference at 3 pl m., and' lecture and 
tests at 8 o'clock! Mrs.' M,_ A. Burlahd,

in Van Buren Opera House, Madison,      -------- ----- 7—•—. ,
street and Calitvmia avenue, every Ldium. . Tests and'igdod ; speaking. All 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Mr.. Shaeffer | are welcome; ;»•« . ’
“ - spiritual meeflngè every .Sunday

evening,- at Perl’tì'hajl, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, near 'Wéktèrn avenue..; Mrs. 
Hanson,-asBlste'd'Tiy'Dr.Randall. Mrs. 

The Rising Sun. ¡»Spiritual Mission 
holds a meetingtowy : Sunday after
noon at 2:30 aha 7:45,; at No. 378 3. 
■■Western avenue, Staff Lodge" Hall.' ’ .

New Thoughtvèeryices'.conducted by

holds services at Wilcox Hull, corner 
Champlain avenue and 48d street; every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number Is 361
363 East 48d street. ' Conducted by Mrs, 
Isa Cleveltihd. ‘

The Church of tlic-Soul.-Mre. Cora L.
V« Richmond, pastor» holds- services

spirit messages, assisted by other me
diums. / .

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor..

Central Spiritual Church will - hold 
services every Sunday afternoon at 
2:30 sharp, at Phoenix Hall, 324 rEast 
Division street, near Sedgwick street. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

Tho Woodlawn Spiritualist Society, at 
hall, 855 East G3rd street, near Madison 
avenue, every Sunday evening at 7:30. 
W. H. Mohlar, president,, -

Light and Truth Spiritual Church, 501 
W. North avenue, Wicker Park Hall. 
Meetings every Sunday afternoon, 2:30. 

. The Australian Psychic Society will 
continue its Sunday evening meetings, 
commencing. November 15, 8 )?. m. Lec
tures, messages and healing. Good mu
sic. Dr. Freedman, conductor; Mrs. L. 
H. Freedman, Secretary, 513 W. Adams 
street. ■ ■ . . - ■ ■■■ . ■ '■ ■ ■ : ■■

Tho First SplrilunlChurchholdH serv
ices every Sunday, 7:30 p. m., in Tom- 
pernnce Hall, 330 Sixty-third, street, 
Englewood. Dr. J. H. Randall, lecturer;

• Mrs. Vaughn; psychic, will give read
ings.

, The Progressive- Spiritual Society.

Julia -7:30; o’clock ev
ery Sunday eyeiffng,.-at 720 West Madi
son street, third floor,. , .. :

The Universal Occult ; Society holds 
its meeting at 258 , East Thirty-first 
street. The Hon, Robert Gilroy, dean. 
Mrs.; G. E. Aitkens, psychic.: Lyceum 
at 3 p. m. ; Evening services commence 
at 8 o'clock. AH welcome.

The Universal. Occult Church meets 
at its permanent. quarters, Hall "C," 
77 Thirty-flyst' street; ¿Hon. -It Gilroy, 
pastor. Serviced ev/iry. Sunday even
ing at 8. Lyccùm, r afternoons at 2.. 
Confcrencè at 8:30. ' Mrs, G. E,.. ■ Ait-, 
kens, psychic. .Tests , at conference 
and evening . services. Good ■ : music. 
All welcome.’ i. Còme and- investigate; 
; The Woodlawn Spiritualist Society 
will hold services at 6209 Madison ave
nue. Sundays at 3:30 and 8 p. m.. Ptof 
J. E. Smith glw te<ts and spirit mes
saged. 'W.'H. Mohlan/ptosldent; Prof. 
J, B; Smith, Wtor % .

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, to large, eiiar OTe, with per'nilc and tlturtra lens. One tat, 
MstSvcilWpagMi paper, W cental cloth, TO cent«.

This la undoubteClr one ot the boat and mo«t niefnl 
nooka ever publtihad. It eloquently advpeatoe the 
SoTr»»S^

loclftly. the cxuim of both the pnuperity and the rulneYwwienMUtes. A general of th;
cation! U at length convened, a legliHuve body 
formed, the wurceaud origin of religion, 
Bient. and ot law» dlsnaiied, and the Law of^»ture- 
fouoded on Juittco and equity-to anally proclaimed 
loan expectant world.

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Undirhill, of the Fox Family.
- Interesting and valuable aa a history of the begin
ning of Modern Spiritualism, by one of tho Fox BI»- 
tors. 479 Pages, 1« Illustrations, Including portraits ot 
the Fox Family. History of the Hydesville rapping», 
aa related by eyo-wltneaaos; remarkable and well-at
tested manltsststlona; the “exposures." etc. Hand
somely bound tn doth. But few copies remaining, 
publisher»’ price. Sl.W. Yfo will send tho book post
paid for 41.40. -

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consists ot a course of lectures 
delivered In the trance state, and is certainly no 
small c( ntrlbution to the study of the soul, it 
is a goou work toopen the eye« to the (Unerence 
between the deductive and inductive process of 
mind. Bound In cloth, 11. For sale at this 
office. . .

Rpoifonill& of Tu3na Chr’isUixn JcLhm. A 
wonderful communication, explaining 
life and teachings wore utilized to formulate 
Christianity. Price 15 cents.____________________

Three Journeu& Around the Worfd
—on—

Travels In the Pacific Islands,
New Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, 
A. M„ M. D„ Ph. D. In this splendid large 
book Dr. Peebles has concentrated a vast 
amount of valuable Information. It is exceed
ingly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual
ism as he found it everywhere in his travels 
receives due attention, making the book of 
special value and interest to Spiritualists. 4M 
large pages, finely bound, at the price ot 11.50. 
■ ANCIENT INDIA, ..
Its Language and Religions. By Prof. H. Olden
berg. Paper, 25 cents.________ _________ _
Practical Methods to Insure Success.

A valuable little work, full ot practical In
struction in matters pertaining to physical, 
mental -and spiritual health. Worth many 
times Its cost. Price 10 cents. 

fllcwWofds About tne Devil", 
And other Essays. By Charles Bradlaugh. 
With tho story of hls Ure as told by himself, 
and the history of hls parliamentary struggle. 
With portrait. Paper. Wc. ________ _____
An TnfnmAllQ A pamphlet of 32 pages, comAU lUUUUVUB pUcd nnd pnbllehed by the 
bonspiiacy lale Rov. J, G, White, author 
of numerous antl-Catholio works. It contains 
disclosures relative to a villainous plot to over
throw our free government. Price, 16 cents______

ORIGIN OF SPECIES, 
By mean! of hataral »election, or tbo preisrratlon of 
a favored race la tho »trofl<lc for life. By Charles 
Darwin. Gilt top, cloth bound. Tbt» book ii-ian 
grandeat achievement of modem aolentlfic thought 
endrenearcb. It has puied through many sdltlona 
In Bnslhh» hu been translated Into almost all ths 
tongurge» of Buropo, and has been tho subject of*  
wc<e TOYfows, pamphlets and separate books than any 
ether volume of the age. Moat of ths great scientists 
of Uscisko fully aupport hla position. Tho thought of 
tUhLookhns Decomoa part of the common Inherit- 
filrv of the race. For sale at this office. Frlco75cta
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.. .. .. .....THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

(¿be Xaws anò principles, pt Äebiumsbip
AN IMPORTANT LECTURE.

C. W. Stewart is one of the prominent lecturers in 
our ranks, and his views on Mediumship will be 
perused pleasurably at this time, when The Great 
Psychological Crime is being 'so .widely discussed 
in this country and in Europe. Wefeke great pleas
ure in once more introducing hinr to our readers.

The greatest drawback to the ad
' vancement of Spiritualism is the per

sistent refusal of a majority of Spirit
ualists to study the principles and un
derlying laws of mediumship,

WITHOUT MEDIUMSHIP THERE 
WOULD BE NO SUCH "CAUSE.” It 
is a trite saying that mediumship is the
foundation 
would seem 
mediumship 
Spiritualism

of Spiritualism, but it 
more correct to say that 
bears the same relation to 
that the structural steel

bears to one of tlie great modern build
ings of our large cities, binding to
gether as it does in massive strength 
the entire structure from basement to 
dome, and furnishing tlie sustaining 
strength for all the details of the com
pleted fabric.

Philosophy is neither transcendent- 
■ alism, metaphysics, nor sophistry.

True philosophy is the logic of phe
nomena, reason applied to fact. The 
phenomena of tlie starry heavens were 
the same from all eternity, that they 
now are, but It required the Intellectual 
development of a Copernicus, a Galileo, 
a Kepler and a Newton to reason out 
the laws which governed the phenom
ena and thus produce the philosophy of 
the heavens called astronomy.

Spiritual phenomena are merely nat
ural phenomena, belong to, and form a 
part of, the natural universe, hence any 
philosophy of Spiritualism worthy ot 
the name must connect itself with all 
other natural phenomena and aUgn it
self with the cosmic order.

Our life here is natural and every 
manifestation1 of lite here ranges itself 
with all other natural manifestations, 
and unless it can be shown that death 
causes a break in the chain of our indi
vidual life then it follows that the next 
stage of existence is but a continua
tion of this—is really but one expres
sion of life in different states or condi
tions. As our lifg here is but a differ
entiated expression of natural energy 
acting through certain specialized 
modes or conditions, it follows that in 
any other state of being, the same life 
must necessarily be the expression of 
natural energy through certain modes 
or conditions.

This being true, the only genuine 
spiritual philosophy must be based 
upon what is commonly known as ma
terial science.

Many Spiritualists have been prone 
to antagonize so-called materialism, 
and a strenuous effort has been made to 
force Spiritualism into tlie groove ot 
theological dualism. But the time Is 
coining when material science will clear 

, away the mass of transcendental rub
bish which now befogs the subject, and 

. there will then be a clear recognition 
of the fact that there ls but one cosmos, 

Hu.','ftifialte In time and extent, and that the 
i.” material and spiritual are but two sides

tl
at . 
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of the same thing.
Sir William Ramsay, professor ot 

chemistry in the University College of 
London, has recently discovered that 
the new element radium, is, under cer
tain conditions, transformed into heli
um, thus in a certain sense, realizing 
the dream of the ancient alchemists ot 
the transmutability of elementa.

Prof. Ramsay also found that very 
soon after radium became helium, the 
helium Itself disappeared—literally 
vanished from sight. If this discovery 
be valid, it proves that all so-called 
material substance is concentrated 
from invisible matter and that the nor
mal condition of matter is the invisible. 
This corresponds with tlie nebular hy
pothesis of création in which a nebu
lous mass of cosmic gas, by concentra
tion and auxiliary motion becomes a 
solar system. The cosmic “fire-mist" 
is but a stage in the process of concen
tration when the invisible matter be
comes. visible. •.... ?

The mineral kingdom represents the 
utmost limit of this concentration, and 
tlie lowest grade of motion. The 
rocks disintegrate under the action of 
the elements and this erosion produces 
the soil which is more mobile than the 
rocks, is capable of higher vibration, 
hence becomes the basis of vegetable 
and animal life.

Two, invisible gases, oxygen and hy
drogen unite in chemical proportions 
and form water and water is capable of 
higher vibration than the soil and is 
more powerful when In motion.

Two invisible gases mixed together, 
oxygen and nitrogen, form the atmos
phere which is more volatile than 
water, and when acted upon by heat, 
becomes terrible in its destructive 
power,;yet remains invisible.

One more step brings us to electric
ity which even yet, with all of its won
derful utility defies the power of man's 
research and remains an unsolved 
problem." One of the mightiest forces 
in nature, because capable of still high
er vibratory mobility it appears to be a 
form of transmuted energy. The chem
ical union of carbon with oxygen called 
fire communicates its vibration to water 
and Converts it into steam. Through 
the agency of an engine (a medium of 
communication), this molecular vibra
tion becomes molar or visible motion, 
and when applied to a dynamo, is con
verted into electricity. This energy 
communicated to a wire, moves the 
trolley car, and when it passes through 
a non-conductor, heats it to incandes
cence, and is reconverted into heat and 
light.

•• The correlation and conservation of 
energy conclusively proves the" trans
mutation of energy and establishes a 
very wide cycle. , And all of these 
facts point to the theory of the uni; 
versal transmutation of so-called mat
ter. And it is quite probable that one 
day it will be discovered that matter 
and energy are but two conditions oí 
the samé thing. •
'. ’ The next step brings us to magnet
ism, which in the form of animal mag
netism is the motor power of the ani
mal .body and in the highly complex

H lecture bç
Œ. W. Stewart.
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human being becomes tlie . agent of 
mentality and will.

' Thè next and last step brings us to 
blind,' the highest manifestation of nat- 
oral energy, the power which controls 
the mighty forces of nature, and is the 
most subtle vibratory force that exists.

The ancient philosophers were wont 
to speak of the ether, as the abode of 
the gods. Titus, the Roman general 
who destroyed Jerusalem, is quoted by 
Josephus ns telling his soldiers that the 

। spirits of those slain In battle ascended 
into the pure ether and dwelt among 
the gods, and became propitious dae
mens to guide and influence human be

, rings in this world. By modern science 
this other was assumed because ft was

necessary to explain the undulatory 
theory of light. But now, so much 
light has been thrown upon tlie subject 
by modern investigation that the exist
ence of the ether is now a theory as 
nearly established as it could well be 
without actual demonstration.

That tills substance fills space as in
terplanetary ether, but as no two mole
cules of the solidest substance actually 
touch, this ether fills and penetrates all 
substances as intermolecular ether. 
By its vibrations light is carried with 
stupendous velocity from planet to 
planet and sun to sun through billions 
of miles of space. And there is no 
doubt that as the fish finds its home in 
water and tlie bird its home in tlie air, 
this to us invisible ether becomes the 
home of the liberated soul, with its 
ethereal body on tho dissolution of the 
psyslcal form

• Baron Reichenbach, of Germany, de
voted much of his time to the study ot 
what he was pleased to denominate Qd 
force- In his investigations he found 
that certain persons whom he called 
"sensitives,” possessed tills force in an 
abnormal degree. His experiments 
with those persons were very interest
ing. Placing one of them in a dark 
room where a magnet had been put, the 
person would, in a short time, be able 
to see an aura of light surrounding the 
magnet.. Then, unknown to the first, 
he would place another sensitive in the 
dark room and they would be able to 
see each other by the aura or halo 
which surrounded them. He carried 
his experiments to the extent that this 
peculiar aura, could be seen to pene
trate a solid wall and become visible in 
another room.

Baron Reichenbach was not a Spirit
ualist, nor was he investigating the sub
ject other than as an experimental sci
entist. But his discovery furnishes a 
clew to the mystery of mediumship.' 
For his "sensitives” are tRe very per
sons who are subject to-hypnotic influ
ence and provides the peculiar class of 
persons that are known as spiritual 
media.

It Is a wonderful transition from the 
Incandescent nebulae to a blazing sun, 
and from that to a solid, rock-bound 
earth, and back upward through the 
cycles of evolutionary development to 
a thinking, living human being with 
brain and nerves and strength and rea
son, but we know that this wondrous 
transition has been made. The wonder 
is, not that man lives beyond the 
change called death, but the wonder 
would be if he did not so live.

And as we have shown that animal 
magnetism is the most delicate, subtle 
form of vibratory energy, and that the 
intermolecular ether, is the most deli
cate substance to be acted upon, this 
force and this substance coming to
gether in the most complex of organ
isms, the human body and brain pro
duce the phenomena of life and thought 
in their highest expression. And more 
than this, by a superabundance of their 
united activity, they raise the vibratory 
status of the brain and nerves~6f-such 
persons to a point where they may see 
invisible objects, hear inaudible 
sounds, and furnishes the vibratory 
force which enables invisible spirits to 
speak in audible tones, and to clothe 
themselves with substance and render 
themselves temporarily visible to mor
tal sight.

Prof. John Tyndall, in his lectures on 
light, tells us tnat the human eye is lim
ited in its capacity to register Impres
sions. That below a certain number of 
vibrations which make the red ray, and 
above the vibration oi the violet ray, 
the eye is powerless, but there .are 
higher and lower vibrations of light 
which are beyond the limit of the nor
mal eye. Huxley and Helmholtz show 
that the same is true of the human ear 
in its relation to sound and Huxley 
says that were the ear sufiiciently de
veloped it could hear the music of the 
blooming flowers.

This is precisely what mediumship 
does. It is a suprasensitive develop
ment which permits a higher degree of 
vibration than the normal, which raises 
such persons to the plane of spirit ex
istence where they can see, and hear 
that which is Invisible and inaudible to 
the ordinary senses. The proof of this 
is found in the following facts: Some 
mediums whiie being subjected to in
fluence manifest inordinate thirst sim
ilar to that experienced by men who 
are wounded in battle, and they will 
drink great quantities of water. Many 
mediums are ravenously hungry after a 
seance, while others experience a leth
argy similar to that which follows in
toxication. All of which shows that the 
brain and nervous system has been sub
jected to an extreme tension.

As morphine, ether, and chloroform 
cause stimulation to the point of uncon
sciousness, it would seem that the 
trance condition results from supranor
mal stimulation of the brain from ex
traneous influence, with this difference, 
however, that the stimulation which 
produces trance is caused by magnetic 
energy, while in the other instance it is 
caused by the infusion of poison into 
the brain through the circulation. As 
a further Illustration note the follow
ing: '' ■ ’ ' ' ’ ’ '

Take a violin tuned at A Now take 
another violin tuned at C and there is 
no relation of tone between them. Now 
time the latter instrumént to’ A. . Place 
them at opposite sides x»f a room and 
balance some bits of wood on the 
strings of one1 of them. Then strike the 
strings of the other, with your thumb, 
and you will see the bits-of wood fall 
off from the strings, and this occurs be
cause'the wave.of vibration, from one is 
responded to by the other. So, when 
the brain of the medium is keyed up to 
the vibration of the spirit realin the 
two vibrate in unison and the medium 
becomes an instrument for spirit com
munications.

It Is , Ignorance» df. these delicate 
forces and conditions on,the part of the 
publie Which makes thé life of a Medi
um a perpetual martyrdom. As à rule, 
they are Intensely sensitive. . Being 
constantly subjected, to Buspljflon by 
the ignorant public increases this con
dition. Even Spiritualists who, ought 
to know better, are clamorous and ex
acting in their demand for "more 
tests," regardless of the health and 
even the life Of tlie medium, and al
though under absolute test conditions 
their spirit friends may materialize and 
talk to them giving names, dates and
everything else, unless they can see

they will go away with their hearts full 
of bitterness. ■

In a seance for trumpet manifesta
tion, tills class invariably stick tast on 
names. It is a curious fact that names 
are tlie most difficult things to get in 
trumpet seances. Herbert Spencer, in 
Ills Principles of Sociology, has a clause 
which explains this. He says: .

“To conceive a name, as such, is to 
conceive it as a symbol of symbols. 
There must first be observed the iact 
that special articulate sounds applied to 
particular things severally, stand re
lated to them in like ways. Before a 
word can be thought of a name, it must 
be thought of, not simply as a group ot 
sounds associated with a certain ob
ject, but it must be thought of as hav
ing a trait in common with many 
groups. The ability of names to re
mind other persons of tlie objects 
named must be recognized as a general 
property of names; and then tills prop
erty must be abstracted in thought 
from its concrete manifestations before 
the conception of a name can arise.” .

Think of dipping a pen in the frag
rance of a rose, trying to write with.it, 
and you can form some idea of tlie deli
cate forces used in spirit manifesta
tions.

Trumpet mediumship is a compound 
of several phases. The best trumpet 
mediumship involves trance, vocaliza
tion, and levitation, together with tlie 
forces involved In independent writing, 
public test mediumship, and perhaps 
others. In proportion to its complexity 
and the delicacy of the forces used, is 
it necessary, to closely observe the 
rules which govern it.

When the circle is seated with alter
nating positives and negatives, for 
trumpet manifestations in darkness, 
harmony is the first requisite. The cir
cle should all “be of one accord In one 
place” like the disciples on the day of 
Pentecost. Then it becomes a magnetic 
battery. Music furnishes vibration and 
tlie forces drawn from the medium be
comes in the hands of spirits, a direct
ive agency. Tho darkness is simply a 
negative condition which contributes to 
passivity. As soon as the delicate 
forces are properly adjusted a spirit 
lifts the trumpet and begins to speak; 
not as a mortal would do, by placing 
the trumpet to his mouth, but by vocal
izing vibrations of sound within the 
trumpet through the agency of mag
netic forces.

A gentle, passive, and receptive atti
tude on the part of the person ad
dressed, with mild, pleasant response, 
enables the spirit to continue positive, 
qnd the communication will likely be 
successful. But should the sitter be
gin in a positive, harsh tone to demand 
that the'spirit speak names and dates, 
two of the most difficult things to do, as 
before stated, the entire circle becomes 
.positive and thus reverses the whole 
process.

Suppose that you stretch a rope be
tween two posts. Stand at one end of 
the rope and strike it, and you will see 
a wave of vibration pass along its en
tire length and return, and "this will 
continue until it dies away. But if two 
persons strike the rope simultaneously 
at both ends, two waves will start in op
posite directions and when they meet 
at the-center they will cancel each 
other. Something like this occurs when 
a spirit voice is speaking and the sitter 
sends out a positive demand. The two 
waves of vibration meet and quench 
each other and the trumpet falls. ’ ■

Marconi exercised marvelous patience 
when experimenting for wireless teleg
raphy,and after months of fruitless 
work he was at last rewarded by re
ceiving a single letter agreed upon 
across 8,000 miles of stormy sea. Had 
he given up in despair after his first 
failure, and thrown away bls instru
ments and appliances, he would have 
acted very much like a certain class of 
investigators of Spiritualism who ex
pect absolute success at one sitting. 
But Marconi had unlimited patience 
and his reward was sure. . “

To Bay nothing of the general pub
lic, not one half of the so-called Spirit
ualists are ready for the phase of me
diumship known as materialization. 
This, like trumpet mediumship is a 
complex phase in which- chemistry, 
plays an important part.

The body of a spirit is ethereal and 
therefore invisible to ordinary physical 
sight. In a materializing seance the 
medium generates magnetism rapidly, 
especially while entranced, and through 
its agency attenuated substance 
drawn from the bodies, brain and 
nerves, of the circle, and'from the at
mosphere, .are chemically acted upon 
so as to produce a visible form for the 
spirits to .manifest through, thus ren
dering them temporarily visible. Much 
depends upop the knowledge and ■ skill 
of the Individual spirit to enable them 
to thus manifest. Just as in trumpet 
work, some spirits readily learn to use 
the forces and speak with fluency and 
clearness, while others are totally un
able to manifest at all, and yet others 
with great difficulty, so is It with mate
rialization. All have to learn to use 
the forces, but like children at school, 
there is great difference in capacity 
and adaptability among spirits as well 
as mortals.

Herbert Spencer says that Instead of 
science removing the marvelous from 
nature it only increases It Every 
chemist knows that this is true in his 
own specialty. And it is ignorance on 
the part of skeptics and many Spirit
ualists concernng the real facts of na
ture that leads them to think that they 
know all about these things when they 
know next to nothing of them.

Suppose that one of those very skep
tics who confidently but sneeringly as
sert tjiat “materialization is all a 
fraud,” should desire to have a silver 
watch-case"electroplated with gold, jje 
would cary the case to an expert ws®- 
man, and if he watched the process he 
would behold a miracle of materializa
tion. He would see the operator pro
vide a bath of liquid called aqua regia, 
which looks no more like gold than sb 
mudh witter. He would see the watch 
case suspended In this liquid and an 
elecro-magnetic battery applied to it 
and in a given time he would see his 
silver case transformed into a beautiful 
gold one by a silent,' Imponderable, in
visible force acting upon a liquid' hold
ing gold In solution.

Noy,’ the ordinary Spiritualist with
out any knowledge of the real myster
ies of nature, instead of belfig delighted 
'that the form of a departed spirit can 
come at all out of a cabinet, clothed in 
purest white when all of the ladles (or 
gentlemen as the case may be) in the 
circle have seen the mediifm placed un
der absolute test conditions with no 
clothing on but jet black, will demand 
impossibilities and condemn the medi
um unstintedly if everything does not 
come up to their Ideas. . Not only this, 
but they will say and do everything 
they can to spoil tho conditions. Sup
pose that in tho above chemcal experi
ment the observer would insist that 
the. watch case shoultf be plated with
out a battery, or that tho bath should 
be filled with soap-suda ipstead of aqua 
regia, would tho Chemist be able to sat
isfy him? Or suppose that he Bhould

He would then bo on a par wltli the af- 
leged '‘holiest investigator" who de
mands that his great-great-grandfather 
shall come clad•».*  i«t- continentals with 
buckles on his shoes as big os saucers, 
and tell him Wherd to iind a gold mine 
in Colorado. ■ -•

A real sclenMSo thinker-would be sat
isfied under Jiprii ? conditions,’ as was 
Marconi that §fio)uethiug i worth while 
had.occuri’edâojinatter what.his belief 
might be.- Butfetfie average Spiritual
ist, instead’ ofeasing wlijit'he sees for 
tlie purpose of, iaUsfyinç himself that 
matenaii/jition fc true, iants to get 
full value tor biS‘.‘two7 bits” -and he 
counts nothing <3 value, awing to abso
lute selfishness, Çut a piece of inter ma
tion that will enable him-to get .a few 
dollars. ........ .

This is why thé life of a genuine me
dium is a martyrdom, while" the fakes 
and pretenders 'fatten. Ignorant selfish
ness seeking gain, or the gratification 
of malice, spite or lust, flocks to those 
who advertise to work wonders while 
you wait. And ps the acene gf the pro
phetic wonders is. laid in tlie future, 
tho selfish dupe from Easy street parts 
with his casli and goes home with his 
empty head full, of the East wind to 
wait,for that which.never comes, and 
when the truth -dawns upon him he be
comes a bitte'r. ; foe. pr Spiritualism. 
While itr is true that a porch-climber or 
sneak thief is a paragon of honor or 
honesty" when compared witn a bogus 
medium, it |s't|ie ignorant selfishness 
of the gullible • public and half-baked 
Spiritualists that creates the demand 
for them.

But Some will say, “We know that 
Spiritualism is true and we don’t want 
test conditions,’„but we go to the pub
lic circles to hear from our friends.’’ 
Very well, but.mediums are not bar
gain counters. A public seance is for 
public manifestations ‘to convince peo
ple of a great truth. You don’t, go to 
church to consult real estate agents, to 
the theater to get teçth extracted, nor to 
a pic-nic to consult lawyers. At a pub
lic seancé be satisfied with what you 
get, and if you desire to monopolize a 
few hours of the medium's time for 
your own personal benefit, it will not 
cost you a tenth of what it would cost 
to visit a living relative in a neighbor
ing state.

And above all, when at a public se
ance don’t let your egotism run away 
with your brain. Don’t for a moment 
imagine that you know more about 
managing a seance than those who 
have had great experience in that line. 
If you. are told tp keep still, do it. Lis
ten carefully to the rules, as they are 
the result of long experience or the 
commands of the controlling spirit. Be 
as courteous at.ia seance as you would 
be at church, and don't.-jjnagine that 
you are the onlyireally honest person 
on the globe, for., were that the case you 
would, long since, have been trans
lated to higher spheres! Be at least as 
lenient with a. medium as the law is 
with one apeused of crime. The law 
presumes every man innocent until he 
is proven guilty, and the jury is always 
instructed to give tho prisoner the ben
efit of every reasonable doubt. If you 
go to a genuine medium with a lot of 
lies, the chances are that you will be 
shown up in -your, true .character and 
get the worst of it! ■

Man is a’microcosm, a world tn min
iature. His bbttjt frame corresponds tp, 
and is made from the rock frame of the 
glbbe. ’ 4H!s fleslfly-structure corre
sponds with, afi'd ié’d&riv'éd from" the 
soil on which he walks.’ The brain and 
nerves respond to the currents of ani
mal magnetism as the earth responds 
to the electric'and magnetic currents 
which keep lt’in its orbit and cause its 
varied motions. And when Prof. John 
Tyndall startled the sleepy world with 
the following words in his Belfast ad
dress in ,1875’; he uttered one of the 
eternal verities: ■

“Abandoning all disguise, the con
fession I feel bound to make before you 
is that I prolong the vision backward 
across the boundary of the experiment
al evidence, and discern in that mat
ter, which we in our ignorance, and not
withstanding our professed reverence 
for its creator, have hitherto covered 
with opprobrium, the’ promise anff po
tency of every form ■ and quality of 
life." -

It is this which constitutes the vast
ness of Spiritualism. It Involves the 
study of man in all of his relations with 
nature and fixes his place in thé uni
verse. Life mortal and life immortal 
are one, and mediumship is the door- 
,way between tne states of being. “Put 
the shoes from off thy feet when thou 
standest in the presence of these, for it 
Is holy ground. Purify thy soul, for 
only the pure in’’heart snail see God. 
Let the soul be exalted above all paltry 
things aiid seek to make your faith 
bright with the ‘white Hight of truth. 
Cherish mediums, and! tty to under
stand them Instead of forever condemn
ing them. The very fact that they are 
willing to face obloquy and contempt, 
to bring this truth before the world. 
That they are- willing to become tar
gets for the ridicule atffi scorn of Ig
norance should be a;guaranty of Integ
rity and, should cause every Spiritualist 
to rally to their support and protection.

Only by a careful study of the laws
and principles of. spirit return can any
one hope to become a true Spiritualist 
and. know and.ieel .the.strength, of spir
itual, triith". Do this, and in. tlm& to 
come aU'ecleuce'Will become alive with 
a true religion tind all religion be " 
mlnous with scientific verity.

Is Cancer Hereditary?
Dr/ Bye; the Eminent Specialist,

lu-

on
the.treatment, of cancer,- Kansas City, 
Mo.; states that iq his long'years of ex
tensive practlbte In the treatment of 
carcinoma has proven beyond a doubt 
that the diseaqquis hereditary, having 
successfully, t^ia.^d as many as four 
or more memhgss/pf one family suffer
ing from the disease.- The Doctor has 
printed a valufi^lqjbook, profusely Illus
trated, which Is sent free. Parties af
flicted or having JJylends afflicted, should 
write him. Offress. Dr. W. O. Bye, 
Kansas City, go,y,, .

■ * •' ' ~~

Your Neighbor^,«# Bubeorlba for Tho 
Progressive'Thinker.

NowTp the tintelo extend the circula, 
tion of The Progressive Thlnkerl It 
will contain Occult ’ and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one Bhould be 
familiar. No othfer paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to onrich the 
mind. Send In' a subscription now;

,J1

the "mole an grandfather’s nose," or demand that, the caso ,should como out 
"that wen on grandmother’s neck,"- with a fine Howard movement in Itf

"Spiritual Bongs;for the Use of (nr- 
des, Camn-meetinga and Otligr Spirit- 
oallstlo Gatherings'." By Mattle SO. 
Hull Fer 'sale ¿ttiflo office. Price 10 

'' . -?/ r ' •' ■
■ Spiritism' and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 

portrait of tho author. Price 76 cents, 
and Dr. Thomson’J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It. By1 Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and 
inadequacy of - Hudson’s explanations of 
ggjritual phenomena. Bride. 26 cants, r t J

TRUTH FOR A BASIS,
God in Poetry—The Songs We Sing.

I am willing to believe in a God and 
accept that doctrine, if it is time; but 1 
do not want to believe anything that is 
falte oí- unreal, as some folks do; for 
believing a thing true does not make it 
true. There should always be the basis 
of truth lor faith to rest upon, because 
faith in things unreal is a serious dam
age to the minds of believers. 1 am 
willing to be convinced and converted, 
and I hereby solicit and importune my 
opponents in sentiment to convince and 
convert me to Theism, if they can. And 
I will tell them how this may be done— 
that is, produce some clear proof of the 
existence of a God or Deity—just a few 
facts—Just a little sound evidence and 
some demonstrations.

Now, jn proving a god it is essential 
to state definitely which god; tor there 
is a number of different gods in dispute 
among god-believers, and they can’t 
agree. It would be no satisfaction to 
believe in a god unless I know which 
one it is; theretore, 1 want to be able 
to identify that particular god beyond a 
reasonable doubt. I shall also insist on 
knowing what kind of a god it is— 
single, double or triple—if it is a unity, 
duality or trinity—a one-headed, two' 
headed or three-headed god—or if it is 
that big god treated of in Pantheism, 
which takes in all other gods. These 
are perplexing problems.

With a show of transcendentalism 
many modern poets make a lavish use 
of the word God, presumably as an or
nament or flowery flourish; too stupid 
they are to perceive that it is a real blot 
and blemish on the face of poetry, and 
serves only to mislead and confuse the 
human mind. It is simply a figure ot 
fancy that no one can define or under
stand.

When any writer or speaker under
takes to teach or recognize Theism by 
making use of the word God or any of 
Its synonyms or substitutes as express
ing belief and sentiment, it depreciates 
and weakens his or her speech or writ
ten production in proporton to Its use. 
I know that the people are getting tired 
of and disgusted with theistic speech 
and literature, because they think so, say 
so and act accordingly. They will not 
waste time In reading that kind of 
trash. To prove this I will relate a case 
in point.

A certain paper, once a first-class 
Spiritualist journal, once had 2Ü sub
scribers in Summerland, which is a very 
large percentage of Spiritualists here. 
It came to pass that tlie editor was sud
denly converted to orthodox Theism, 
and began to fill the editorial pages with 
old trash about God and Jesus and 
abundant Bible quotations. Writers 
who were opposed to that kind of liter
ature were barred out, while contribu
tors with plenty of old religious doc
trines were admitted, until that paper 
contained more God and more Jesus to 
the square foot than the average relig
ious newspaper. The consequence was 
the number of readers began to decline 
until it went below half a dozen sub
scribers.

For many years The Progressive 
Thinker’s subscribers in this town 
have congregated at the postofllce ev
ery Friday in glorious anticipation of 
receiving their welcome friend, with its 
load of interesting and instructive lit
erature. ,

Some Spiritualists continue to sing 
the old songs their ancestors sung, and 
it is a fair supposition that they 'still 
hold the faith and sentiments ex
pressed In them; for if they do not it is 
out of order to sing them; and more, it
is false and deceptive. How often 
they carelessly sing,
“Yes, well gather at the river,
The beautiful, the beautiful river, 
Gather with the saints at the river 
That flows by the throne of God.”

do

I a5 wish some of the singers, after 
they land in the spirit world and get 
"Nearer, My God, to Thee,” would send 
back messages giving detailed accounts 
of some things they sing about. We 
want some particulars about that

Fierce and long the battle rages, 
Now our help is near;

Bands of spirits still are near us, 
Cheer, my comrades, cheer.

Summer Land.
(Tune: Beulah Land.) 

'there is a land I long to see, 
Where loving friends now wait for. „-------------- -----... me,
Where clouds of sorrow grief ajid pain 
Can never come to us again.
Chorus:—
Oh! Summer Land, sweet Summer 

Land,
Upon thy shores I long to stand;
To float upon tlie azure sea,
Dwell in the home prepared for me, 
Embrace my loved ones o’er and o’er, 
And be with them forevermore.
I long to tread tlie forest aisles
And meadows where bright verdure 

smiles
'Through valleys plowed by laughing 

rills,
And o’er the emerald-tinted hills.
Sweet Summer Land! oh! may I be 
Prepared to view thy glories free, 
Oh! may I be so free from guile 
My soul may mirror buck thy smile.

A. H. NICHOLAS. 
Summerland, Cal.

Daniel KL Tenney's

BOOKS
Never-Ending Life,

Assured by Science....... Price, 6 et».
The best bQientific argument in favor of a fu
ture life that has over before been made.

Jehovah Interviewed,
Or Orthodoxy from Headquarters.. .Price, 6 eta.

A newspaper reporter goes up to heaven aud in
terviews Jebovau.

Theology,
Its, Origin, Career and Destiny.... Price, io eta.

One of the best and most comprehensive sum
ming up of the absurdities of the Christian 
Theology that has ever before appeared.

Holy Smoke in the Holy Land.
Price, 10 cts.

Susan H. Wlxonsays: "I have read, first and 
last, many accounts of Palestine, or 'the Holy 
Land/ but have never seen anything in that line 
that pleased me so well as thin description by 
Daniel K. Tenney."

The Plan of Salvation. Price, .oct«
In this pamphlet Mr. Tenney shows the absurd. 
Ity of the Christian "Plan of Salvation" in so 
clear and plain a manner that any Christian who 
has a spara of reason left cannot fail to see it.

"Owed” to the Clergy. Price,«ct..
An address read before the Free Thought Con
gress held in Paine Hall, Boston, Nov. j7th, 1B99.

The Master’s Masterpiece,
Or the Sermon on the Mount..........Price, 10 cts.

Tide is the most thorough exposition of the fal
lacies of this noted "sermon” that was ever be
fore published.

Modem Theology and Its Ideal Jesus
Price, iocts

The absurdities of the reputed teachings of Jesus 
are here shown up as no other writer has ever 
presented them before, which will convince any 
nonest reader that the most of them are con
summate nonsense.

The Hon. Daniel K. Tenney, the author of theso 
books, has been for many years tho leading law
yer in one of the most distinguished law firms in 
Chicago, and there is not a more able writer in the 
Liberal ranki

INVISIBLE HELPERS
A Very Excellent and Compre

hensive Work.

One from the Theosophical Stand
point.

This work, “Invisible Helpers,” writ
ten by 0. W. Leadbeater, the remark
able English psychic (whose lecture« 
haie graced the columns of The Pro
gressive Thinker), is certainly very In
teresting and suggestive throughout. 
It treats ot the "Universal Belief In the 
Invisible Helpers,” the “Angel Story,"
“Wark Among the Dead," “What Llea

throne, God sitting on It and the man , Eeyond." The work is neatly bound la
on the right hand side and the "beauti-
ful river" and the saints and angels.

It Is very strange and curious that, In 
the hundreds of true messages received 
from the spirit world the spirits have 
never given any information confirming 
these matters. We cannot think this 
an accidental oversight, nor that they 
have neglected to perform this duty; 
therefore we must come to the inevit
able conclusion that the ideas, thoughts, 
sentiments expressed in many of the 
old songs that are sung must be fabri
cations and vagaries of benighted hu
man mind», with no foundation in fact.

In point of music many of the old 
church melodies are all right and per
fect. In beauty, excellence, sublimity; 
in harmony and melody of song the old 
melodies have never been surpassed. 
We love those old tunes and shall never 
consent to part with them; but the sen
timent, doctrines, principles of old 
hymn's and psalms can go, and be gone 
forever.

We want the exact truth that our con
science approves, expressed in suitable 
poesy to fit the old melodies, which 
carry power, beauty, sublimity. This 
has been done in some instances, and I 
will reproduce a few songs that have 
been thus transformed—that should be 
committed to memory and Bung by true 
Spiritualists. Good vocal music pro
motes intellectual, moral and spiritual 
exaltation.

The Seance. '
(Air: Sweet Hour Of Prayer.) 

Sweet quiet hour to us most dear, 
That brings our spirit friends so near, 
With tokens pure of heav’nly love 
From that bright land, the home above. 
We sit and look with pure delight ' 
On their dear forms in robes of white, 
And treasure every word of Jove 
Vouchsafed .to us from those above. 
We thank and bless the spirit pow’r 
That gives to ub this sacred hour, 
When we can clasp the precious hands 
Reached out to us from border lands. 
They tell us that pur homes above 
Will be bright mansions filled with

love, ;
And say we all may drink the wine 
That fills our souls with light divine.

doth, and the Drice Is 55 cents.
I.IDMAN 1 A t-ccfe Delivered to Ladles WUI iHH . Only. 37 Mrs.iDr. Hulburt. On 
the present status oi woman, physically, men
tally, morally and spiritually. Tho divine law 
ot true harmonlal marriage, etc. Price, 10c.

Th e Christ Question SettfedT- 
Jesus, Man, Medium, Martyr. A symposium 
by W. E. Coleman. J. S. Loveland. Hudson Tut*  
tie, Moses Hull, J. R. Buchanan, B. B. Hill, 
Rabbi I. M. Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the 
spirits say about it. By J. M. PEEBLES, M. D. 
whether this book settles the question or not. 
it will be found eminently entertaining, ana 
brings together a mass of evidence to establish 
the historical character of Jesus. A large 
volume. Price, cloth. 81.25.

BIBLE HARVEL W0R5ER8,
And tho wondroua power which helped or made 
them perform mighty works and utter inspired 
word», together with some Personal Traits and 
Characteristics ot Prophets. Apostles, and 
Joaus, or Now Roadlnga ot "The Miracles. By 
Allen Putnam. Price, To cents.

THE SOUL Of THINGS;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar
velous work. Thougff concise as a text book it 
is as fascinating as a work of fiction. The 
reader will bo amazed to see the curious facts 
here combined in support of this power ot tho 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as 
day, and throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by timo. Frico. 81. W. In three volumes, 
cloth bound. 81.W oach. Postage, 10c per copy.

DHPlViO th0 Beyond and Wlthlff. 
r 11H. III A Voices from many lands and coun
t UXiAUU tries, saying, ’’Man, thou shall 
never die.” An excellent selection. Edited and 
compiled byv.les B. Stebbins. Cloth. $1.

Hold the Fort.
Ho! my comraaes, see the signal, 

Waving in the sky, ’ .
Angel hosts are now appearing, 

Victory is nigh. , _
Chorus:-—-'..-' .-•■■■ ■ ■ ■■ ■. ■
Hold the fort, for light is coming,
: Angels signal still, ’ .
Raise the bannera hlgh before it,
'• By their help we will» ‘ . ■
See the mighty hosts advancing, 

Error leading on; ;
Mighty men among thorn falling, ' .

Courage almost gone. .
See the glorious banner waving, • 

Hear the bugle blow; :
Spirits’ gospel plan shall triumph .

Over every feg, ,

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of "Aira Right with the World." Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made adhtlnct auccoaewlth 
•'Ail’s Right with tho World," which continues In tho 
front rank of tho Metaphysical books that aro now bo 
popular. Tho g*cat  number who havo joenchoorcd 
ana strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by this wise teachtr whoso words of help aro doing bo 
much to nake tho world better by making men and 
women better able to understand and onjoy It.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail**  
fsa simple study of that strange end beautiful thing 
called life, but grand In Ils scholarly simplicity. It 
will bo tn demand by many who have not previously 

motaphyalcol writings, price 11.50. For solo at 
ttl,flNTIQUITy UNVEILED. ' 
Tho Imost Important rovolatlons concornlng 

tho true origin or Christianity. Reader, in 
bringing to your notice "Antiquity Unveiled," 
it is with tne sincere hope that you are earn
estly looking for tho truth, regardless ot any 
other consideration’ If such is tho case, this 
advertisement will deeply Interest you, and 
Mtor reading this brief description you will 
doubtless wish to give tho work a careful 
perusal. Price; 81.W.

• OUTSIDE THE OATES 
ti>a other talol via ekotohoe. By a band of eplrlt fir 
telltaencea, through tho modtamehlp ot Marr Thoran 
Shalhainor. An excellent work. I’rloe, 01.00. For 
oaloM thia office. , , ______

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION.
Tlio Astronomical and Astrological origins of 

nil religions- A poem by Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. 
Frloo W cents, r . ■

Memorial Oration & RÒswo^'CoSl^t! 
n warm «lenii or hl» and a great »taUsnian, da- 
liveredboforo tfioNow YorkLoglalaturo, May», 
1&&8» TtIûô 4 cenui.'- < ..

ONE PAPER.

GREAT 
INDUCEMENTS

NEVER BEFORE

OFFERED
BY

T OUR PREMIUMS.
1st I------

BEAR IN MIND.
Remumoui-, pieaau, that we send 

many of our Premium Books by ex
press. If you do not receive your order 

«by I“?11’imiulre at U*e  express 
office, if not there, notify us at once.

pleaso V'at it costa tea 
,to 11 personal check cashed at 

Uklcago. if you send a per
sonal check, add tea cents to tha 
amount sent.
, J“,e,me“ber’, Plettse> that we have only 
two books which we Bend out now for 
25 cents each. We cannot allow you to 
select any other book or books la their 

pIeaset ttat you are not S*  auy o£ 01638 Premium 
Books unless you send In with your or
der a years subscription to The Pro. 
gressive Thinker.

Remember, please, that the safest 
apUaV remlttanCe 18 t08eoura 

NOTWAit»™“,',““1 Ofter' AND DO 
terms” W° us.F0R ANY other 

You 88n<i $1 for The Progressive Thinker when ’you order 
awjr» 
tr^iehTember' Please- teat mistakes and 
rectwHhHU bo„avolded by dealing dl- 
ane^aVentOfflCe-ln8Ua(1 trough 

^,?a“ have until further notice, the two 
Reflmi 06 5°MkS fOr 25 cents 6ach: “The 
hv w ? °f m an and Steles of Science," by Hudson Tuttle, and "Seera of the 
Ages, or, Spiritualism Past and Pres- 

by Dr. J. M. Peebles. Both ex
valuable, and though widely 

ent, each one fills an exceedingly
SX"“
ana On° b001£- and teat
ahnvn,of J118 books mentioned 
above, the price is 50 cents.
.u „J?.11 _or‘L'i1' tw° books, and neither of 

above mentioned, the price la vv venis,
nnY?, have rEN Premium Books only, 
towsf011 Ca“ 8°lect ir°m them as fob

Books

Books

Books

Books

Any three of the ten Premium 
you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the ten Premium 
you may order, price $L50.
_ ®ve of’the ten Premium 
you may order, price $1.80.

Blx °c tho ten Premium 
you may order, price $2.10.

8even of the ten Premium Books 
you may order, price $2.35.

y eight ot the ten Premium booka 
you may order, price $2.65.

y nine tho ten Premium BMkS 
you may order, price $2.90
p^S.tly i!1 ?f theae TEN valuabln 
Premium Books here announced are 
sent out, all postage prepaid, for $3.10, 
a price never before equaled in this 
the UsT °r EUr°P0' The followln8 is

ten BEMARKABLE books 
FOR $3.10.

r EWdopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
i Eacycl°pedia of Death, and
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
t E“c/clopedla of Death, and
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.
rianTArt. ^aglc, or Mundane, Sub-Mun. 
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism. 
l8¿7Ghost Land> Spiritualism, Occult.

o ml16 ?fext World Interviewed.
7—The Occult Life of Jesus
n Th7inl0rler Spirit Land3- 

Sckce Re 161011 °f Man and Ethlcs 01 

Pas°t7nde P3re°senhte AE6S’ Or SplrItualia"« 

Read This Carefully Before Re« 
Remitting.

When you send in your subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and their price, and send for 
them. They are very valuable. They 
are intensely Interesting. They are ele
vating in tone and will do you good. In 
remitting do not fall to enclose a dollar 
for The Progressive Thinker. '

These ten books, substantially and 
elegantly bound, and printed In tha 
neatest style of the printer’s art, will ba 
furnished to our subscribers for $3 10 a 
price which modern machinery and en
terprise has rendered possible in Tha ' 
Progressive Thinker office only. Send
ing out these books, however, at tha 
prices we do, does not reduce the price 
of the subscription of the paper, appar
ently or otherwise, a single cent, for 
that cannot be afforded for less than 
one dollar per year, in view of the fact 
that we publish such a vast amount of 
reading matter.

In conclusion, bear In mind that th« 
postage on these ten premium book» Is 
about ONE DOLLAR, leaving this office 
only $2.10, Illustrating the great bargain 
you are getting—a bargain the like of 
which was never known before on thl» 
material plane.
CLUBSl CLUBS I CLUBS! CLUBS!.

To Clubs of ten or more we offer tha 
following terms to each one: The Pro
gressive Thinker one year, and ONE of 
the following books, $1.15: “The Relig
ion of Man and EUiics of Science” ;| 
“Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past 
and Present”; "AWanderer In the Spirit 
Lands"; “The Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life In the Spirit World,” Vol. 8. 
The one who gets up the Club will be 
entitled to the paper one year free, and 
any^two of the books he may select 
among our list of premiums.

M-nn -anrl bfin M Disclosed in tho Blblo.” nan ano Elie By Rov. Arthur Chambers, 
Cr.lr.il- l IabM Associate ot King's College, dDiriL WOPIO London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would investigate and 
learn tho facts of Blblo teaching» as well as 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, »1.10. ,

Bible and Church Degrade Woman.
By Elizabeth Cady Stnnton. Comprises three 

essays on “The ^Effect of Woman Suffrage oa 
Questions of-Morals and RoL^lon.1* Price, 100*

Man the Microcosm.
His Infinite and Divino Relation». Intuition— 
Tho Light within. By . Giles B. fatobblns.
Price, w cants. i .

with.it


i? AT'eíf.'ví«Msíy r»-.-

ían 1.6,1604.

From .Another ’ View-Point.
Prof. Olmstead, of Kansas City, Mo., presents. his 

views in regard to The Great Psychological Crime. 
-He claims that the Author of the book has a “Co
lossal Egotism,” and he gives his reasons there
for. We take; pleasure in introducing the Professor 
to our readers.

/THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL Crime
What is it? Truly a Startling title. 

Has such a crime been committed? If 
so, who are the culprits?. The author 
is one who claims to know that lie is a . 
member of a secret society that has 
made the discovery. It may be the 
same society that Madame Blavatsky 
formed several years before her death, 
which she termed the Esoteric Section, 
the members being taken from the 1 he- 
osophlcal Society scattered over the 
world. It should be understood that 
the Theosophical Society was, or Is, if 
it is alive to-day exoteric and In order 
to get the hidden secrets one must be a 
member of the Esoteric Section.

This book that claims to bring to light 
and expose the great crime conies to us 
in the character of an anonymous let
ter, where the author withholds his 
name, but selects a woman to adorn the 
title page and hides himself under her 
shadow' It is now over fifty years 
since little Kate Fox started the ball to 
rolling which has circled the globe 
bringing joy to the bereaved hearts of 
millions of people and proving beyond a 
doubt that there is no death, convincing 
people from all walks of life from the 
highest to the lowest, all resting serene
ly In the knowledge that the old ques
tion asked by Job, “if a man die shall 
he live again,” had been answered in 
the affirmative, until now this unknown 
comes forward with an anonymous 
book and Informs us that our wonderful 
fact has cost a crime, a great crime, 
"The Great Psychological Crime, that 
he 1b a member of a secret society that 
knows things beyond the ken of some 
of the brightest minds on earth to say 
nothing of many millions of lesser 
lights, all being included among the 
guilty ones. This would-be spy in our 
camp who is no friend to our cause has 
simply furnished a club for the bigoted 
enemy who have been fighting us all 
these years and who were the last to 
accept the great fact discovered by Ga
lileo of the motion of the earth, and he

It

charge he makes is that in some cases 
a soul is lost.

How does he know ?
What proof has he?
According to his theory when the 

man ceases to breathe here his exist
ence ceases. He Is blotted out. He 
makes the charge, he must prove it, we 
know he cannot. Why? Because it is 
admitted in the very highest circles 
among the Theosophists, and that socie
ty represented the old so-called wisdom 
religions, that the only proof they have 
of the continuity of life they get from 
our spiritual mediums, and no such in
formation ever passed through the lips 
of a medium. The writer of the above 
was instrumental in forming a Theo
sophical branch in the city where he re
sides and remained with it several 
years and then withdrew from it, and 
gave as the reason for leaving that he 
had been unable to acquire any facts 
Uiat could be proven, and he is aware 
that the only reason for Its existence 
was to take the place of Spiritualism, 
and there isn’t sufficient known truth in 
the society to hold it together.

GEO. P. OLMSTEAD.
Kansas City, Mo.

RAMBLING REMARKS.
Suggestions for the Benefit of Spiritual 

Societies.

Sftr alasti

INTEREST IN THE DISCUSSION CONTINUES»
is not1 strange that many of our readers', like the 
highly honored Mr, Vail, of Marshalltown, Iowa, 
after reading both sides of the discussidn;,conclude 
to occupy the “fence” for a time, waiting'to collect 
their scattered thoughts. As another addition to 
the*conflict,  we take pleasure in introducing Prof. 
Braun, who thoroughly believes in spirit commun
ion, to our readers. We place these two thought
ful Professors side by side, and believe Their views 
will be closely compared. ’

I have followed the dlBeuBBlon _pro l OAUSE ^OT GJVING YOU THE 

TUNATE8 WHO HAVE BROUGHT 
TO ME THEIR TALES OF WOE?

It is asserted, and constantly reiter
ated by Mr. Tuttle and. others, that there 

. is in such instances something wrong 
, morally with the mediums, and that 
! such spirits come to them because there 
; is an affinity between them, for “like at-

and con, with reference to "The Great | 
Psychological Crime,” with great inter
est. I have read as many articles as 
the limited time at my command would 
allow. To the impartial reader it is 
very apparent tnat the friends of the 
book have maintained a calm, dignified, 
spirit in this discussion, while many of 
the opponents have been sadly wanting 
in courtesy and fairness. These have 
indulged more or less in vituperations, 
speculation, accusations, and unfound
ed suspicions of various kinds. In place 
of attempting to refute the author's 
statements many have attempted to

To all the readers and patrons of 
The Progressive Thinker, a “Happy 
New Year.” May its up-to-date, pro
gressive editor wax stronger and 
stronger in health and be inspired to 
make his excellent paper even greater 
and better than ever before. Spiritual
ism, pure and undeflled, without prefix 
or suffix, has ever been its theme, and 
both sides of every question have had a

hides his identity from us.
While he does not give us his name it 

Is evident from our readings that he Is 
posing as an adept, or perhaps what the 
Theosophists call a Mahatma (Great 
Soul) a member of a secret brother
hood said to exist in India with a few 
members in other parts of the world, 
the names of two only having been 
made public—by Sinnett in his Occult 
World—one of them he called Root 
Hoomi, the one who plagiarized a 
speech delivered by Henry Kiddle, of
New York City.

It is very strange that the spokesman 
of this secret society made ub wait a 
half century before exposing our cause, 
knowing all the time that millions of 
people all over the world were daily 
committing the greatest crime in the 
calendar, the one that touches the very 
bouI of man and In some cases resulting 
in its total annihilation.

Surely this Is an awful charge, and If 
it is true, why is It that this secret so
ciety waited bo long in exposing it. 
This secret society if it exists was not 
formed yesterday, but is many centu
ries old, Some years ago the Theo
sophical Society, under the auspices of 
the adept brotherhood of India, was 
formed. The three leading members 
were Col. Olcott of India, its president; 
Wm. Q. Judge of New York City, its 
secretary, and Madame Blavatsky, Its 
oracle, the connecting link between the 
Bociety and the brotherhood of India.

Quite a number of branches were 
formed in this country and considerable 
zeal was manifested for a time, but 
later on it died out and from present 
appearances the branches, if indeed any 
are still in existence, show no life. 
'ETi re never seemed to be much har
mony of action in the upper triad (Ol
cott, Judge and Blavatsky) and this 
may have been one cause of the failure 
of the society, added too, of course, by 
the fraudulent action of the secretary 
with the intercepted letters, an account 
of which was published at the time in

cast doubt and discredit on his person
ality, purposes and motives. Such tac
tics always redound to the discredit of 
the critics, and to the Injury of the 
cause they try to defend. It is an evi
dence of weakness, and in line with the 
tactics that have been employed by 
many adherents of the Christian 
churches whenever some new fact was 
brought to light that seemed to contra
dict some creedal tenets. But this is 
not fair. It is unscientific, unphllosoph- 
leal and uncharitable, and creates an 
impression in every impartial observer 
that the cause which is defended by the 
use of such means, is really weak, and 
is lacking in convincing facts or argu-

hearing in its columns.
A frank confession of ideas is always 

the source of wisdom. Students at col
lege always learn more from one an
other, through mental friction, than 
they do from their class rooms or text
books. So it is with the students of 
the great movement of Spiritualism; 
they glean wisdom from one another 
through the printed pages of Its liter
ature, especially through the columns 
of The Progressive Thinker.

Spiritualism is so many sided that it 
is an Inexhaustible theme of discussion 
among those who have the ability to 
think for themselves. Its phenomena 
are or should be of tile same interest 
and value to scientists as are the phe
nomena of the rocks, plants, and in
sects. Its science can be read as ex
act as are the demonstrated facts in 
chemistry. Its philosophy gives the 
only explanation of life here and here
after. Its religion, takes man into the 
realm of duty, then relates him to his 
fellow-men, and then through them to 
the Infinite Intelligence of the Inflnl- 
verse. Here in all of these depart
ments is an infinite variety of topics 
upon which thinking men can reflect 
for a life time and never exhaust their

“Freedom of Thought” must be tolerated. The Catholic Church 
would hot exist five years if its members were allowed to read freethought 
literature. We never have and never shall stifle free discussion. We 
never conceal anything under the pretense that it will “injure” Spiritual
ism, for nothing can possibly injure THE TRUTH. In pursuing this 
course we are obeying the mandates of those in spirit life, who have made 
The Progressive Thinker a great success from the start. Thus, side by 
side we have the views of A. J. King (whose wife was an excellent me
dium), and Elsie Pomroy McElroy, of Washington, D. C. We take gieat 
pleasure in introducing them to our readers.

tracts like.”
There is undoubtedly some general 

truth expressed in this saying, when 
people are free to choose the company 
they are to keep; BUT IF YOU PLACE 
YOURSELF IN A DEFENSELESS PO
SITION, YOU HAVE TO ACCEPT 
WHOEVER COMES. The pure girl, 
or the man with money and valuables 
in his possession, if left alone and un
protected temporarily or habitually, 
will these "attract their likes” only or 
will they not be more liable to attract 
evil and designing Individuals? Why 
should this rule not hold good in me

ments. ,,, ,,
Of course, there have been creditable 

and honorable exceptions. But not a 
few writers, from whom I expected a 
different tone and treatment, have sore
ly disappointed me. Mr. Hudson Tut
tle furnishes one instance. Among the 
various imputations he has brought for
ward, I will mention only that of a mer
cenary spirit. He makes much ado over 
the fact that the publishers of the book 
charge two dollars for the same. Now, 
let It be understood, that I do not in
tend to cast any doubt upon Mr. Tut
tle’s character, but in this instance he 
has used a two-edged Bword, for in the 
back part of one of his works I find an
other of his own books containing 208 
pages, advertised at the price of one 
dollar, and still another of 320 pages at 
the price of $1.50. Question: If the 
publishers of the Great Psychological 
Crime dharge two dollars for a book of 
406 pages, how much more benevolent 
is Mr. Tuttle, or bls publishers, in view

rich mines of truth.
The presentation of Spiritualism to 

the world is of course always subject to 
change, the law of supply and demand 
regulating the conduct of the platform, 
it is a matter of regret to many that 
there is not more order and system in 
platform work than is now apparent. 
Hundreds of gatherings are held every 
Sunday that bring the blush of shame 
to the cheek of every refined, cultured 
one of them. The eagerness of would- 
be leaders and speakers to appear be
fore the public causes them to attempt 
to run independent meetings; here the 
man or woman of education and hon
esty is often shocked at the farcical 
performances of those who call them
selves mediums, and at the utter disre
gard of truth. It may be urged that 
this kind of pabulum is just what many 
people require, hence It should be given 
them until they are satiated with and

book form. ■ ■ .
It will not be necessary to refer to 

the COLOSSAL EGOTISM of this en
emy who is Haunting his imaginary su
periority in our faces, but it may be 
well to consider his possible motives. 
May It not be an effort to put new life 
in the Theosophical Society and revive 
it by drawing members from among the 
Spiritualists, that he can frighten; it 
looks like it; besides there may be po
sition and graft in that direction.

But one thing is certain, there is 
money in the book, according to Hudson 
Tuttle, for the printers’ charge for get
ting It out is only twenty cents per copy 
or less. ................... .

We have a right to believe that the 
book is only a compilation of the opin
ions of the members of the society of 
which he claims to be a member. Hence 
it is not the product of any one person s 
brains or experience, but of the society

diumship?
"Why did this author wait so long be

fore giving his knowledge to the 
world?”

Because there was a beginning in 
time when he consciously received such 
knowledge, and then he had to person
ally demonstrate It to be correct before 
he could give it to others. In othçr 
words, he was not “fully prepared" un
til within a comparatively recent date.

And now a word in answer to the Im
plication of “selfishness, self-interest,

Do Evil Spirits Control Mediums? 1
I have read with much interest most J 

of the Symposium and see that leading 
minds among Spiritualists are arrayed 
on opposite sides concerning the value j 
of the teachings of a book. Some say 
it is good, others BAD. What can be 
the foundation for this difference of 
opinion?

Spiritualism is claimed by all Intel
ligent Spiritualists to be a science. It 
so, there should be substantial agree
ment among Its teachers. Its basis 
must be law, if a science, and capable 
of being understood and the truth as
certained. What is the trouble—the 
principle lying at the foundation of this 
difference of opinion? I take it to be 
^CAN AND DO EVIL DISPOSED 
SPIRITS CONTROL MEDIUMS FOR 
EVIL PURPOSES?

This is a fundamental question, and 
If Spiritualism is a science, then tills 
question should be answered In no un
certain and doubtful way, but demon
strated upon scientific principles that 
the truth may appear. This involves 
the question: What is a medium, and 
how is a medium developed? A proper 
understanding here ought to settle Uie

graft,” etc.
It Is most ridiculous to ascribe mere 

greed to the author of a book, just be
cause he or his publishers charge a rea
sonable sum for the same. Mr. Tuttle, 
for example, would resent such a 
charge with just Indignation, if direct
ed against himself. A book is the pro
duct of labor, and as such it has a mon
etary value apart, from all other consid
erations. Like any other article of 
merchandise, it may be sold at a rea
sonable profit without injustice to any 
one. Were this author to advertise

of tl e above facts?
Some have maintained that this book 

of 406 pages could be gotten out for 20 
cents by any publisher. Now, since I 
am a writer myself, and am very much 
interested in the cast of the produc
tion of books, I will ask these friends 
for the names of all such benevolent 
printers. In other words, who will un
dertake to get out for me a limited edl-_ 
tion of 1,000 books, of 406 pages each?, 
fold the sheets, sew them together, 
bind them in-cloth covers, and furnish 
electrotype plates of the reading matter 
at the price of only 20 cents per copy? 
I guarantee to refund postage to every 
Informant. , -

Besides, what about Mr. Tuttle s Psy
chograph, wich sells at the rate of $1 
a piece. What per cent of profit does 
this yield? Will Mr. Tuttle kindly an
swer? • ' .. „ .

Let it understood that the writer is 
personally acquainted with the author 
of The Great Psychological Crime (If a 
personal, dally intercourse of four 
months or more, and a corrospond’ontial

demand something different.
There is a point worthy of consider

ation in this assertion, yet there is dan
ger that too much stress may be laid 
upon it. Bread and milk makes a very 
desirable occasional dish, but as man’s 
sole food, would soon pall on bls taste.

A test is a valuable fact, yet Its con
stant repetition proves no more than 
did the first one given. Its Iteration 
and reiteration in science in the way of 
experimentation only lead to the estab
lishment of postulates from which ab- I 
solute deduction may be made. This 
once done and well done makes the 
test assume, through its constant dish
ing up, in season and out of season, the 
character of a dish of bread and milk— 
a first-class article for occasional use, 

? but one whose constant use becomes 
■ exceedingly distasteful to those who 
! wish to be well rounded out physically,

as a whole. . i
But if the book Is his very own, and . 

he is an adept, then of course, all profits 
go to him. If this be true and he is an 
adept, he is using his wonderful unfold- 
ment for private gain, for a selfish pur
pose, and to do this will rank him with 
the black magicians. His plan to* sell 
the book and get it before the public s 
a shrewd one. The high-sounding title 
and the large Circulation of The Pro
gressive Thinker, calling attention to it 
and requiring that all who desired.to 
comment on it to buy it, will doubtless 
create a large demand for it.Instead of using the devil to scare 
people as the preachers do to get a fol
lowing, he has substituted hypnotism, 
and is using it after the manner of the 
so-called divines, and the threatened re- 
■nlts being the same in each case. It 
hat taken many centuries to dispose> of 
the devil, and just how long It will take to dispose of this new devil under a 
new name remains to be seen. All tn 
formed people know that hypnotism is 
only another name for Mesmerism 
which to wrongly use was what was 

in ttta early days by the unpar- 
d°We alUcnow that what is called good 
and evil are everywhere present, and 
where the sobs of God meet his majes-

™o
BEEKS EVIL THINGS IN SPIRITUAL- 
^«^“antheptoPta 

a.” «.
1K: tluit birds of feather seek their 
kind and no one seeks the evil influences 

' from the celestial world unless ho is of 
the name in character. . . , ■

If thIs unknown; author has been 
«mending Ids leisure In trying to sound 
the deptl-B of the-nether world, It was 
W nrl • ego to do so, but I question his 
H to consign us all to tho depths ho 

’ mched In his investigations. But one

The author of The Great Psycholog
ical Crime has the courage of his com 
viciions in starting a crusade against 
the alleged evils of hypnotism and sub
jective mediumship. He is certainly 
original in his views, and there is 
around his w'ork the Indefinable aura

WILL CREATE FOR THEM ALL DEN 
SIRABLE ACHIEVEMENTS ANQ 
WISHED FOR RESULTS

controversy.
First, what is a medium

One who has been prepared to receive 
and convey the controlling spirits

I answer:

which envelops a strongly individual : 
personality. There are no technical!- 
ties of style in the book and no unintel
ligible systems of philosophy. The pro
found problems Involved are stated 
with the calm dignity characterizing 
the writings of a scholar. He declares 
that both hypnotism and subjective me
diumship are destructive to individual 
life, and a crime against the soul and 
makes an analysis of the causes and 
results of the strange occurrences hap
pening in the subjective and sub-con
scious conditions of human experienee, 
classified as “abnormal.”

For centuries man has been trying to 
find out something about his place in 
creation and his ultimate destiny. He 
has not been charitable to the beliefs 
he persistently, denounces, nor at all 
willing to acknowledge his own limita
tions.

The author declares that by many 
years of physical and psychical train
ing he has been enabled to exercise his 
spiritual organism INDEPENDENTLY, 
SELF-CONSCIOUSLY AND VOLUN-

thought to others.
How prepared?
By the controlling spirit extracting 

a portion of the medium’s magnetism 
and then Infusing his own personal 
magnetism in its place, so as to enable 
the will of the spirit to act upon the 
brain and nervous system of the me
dium to control his or her thought and 
bodily forces as he would his own 
through his own brain and nervous sys-

himself as a teacher and charge $200 
for a course of instruction, there might 
be some sense in such an imputation, 
but I know for certain, .that no one who 
has ever enjoyed tire privilege of a per
sonal instruction, has,, even been al
lowed to pay one penny.

When Mrs. Eddy first began to teach 
Christian Science, I believe she de
manded $300 for her course of instruc
tion and very few felt that they had 
been robbed. But this author is not 
like Mrs. Eddy, and yet he has to suffer 
such imputations.Is this, fair and 
worthy of yourselves, brothers and Bis
ters? ' -

I have served both as a juror and as 
a witness before courts., of justice. 
Heretofore neither mY saplty nor my 
veracity has been questioned. Will 
you, my friends, question either when 
I testify before you to the honor, Integ
rity, sanity, love of truth, equity and 
justice of the author of The Great Psy
chological Crime, and not from hearsay 
or conjecture, but from positive knowl
edge? Is any kind of human testimony 
worth anything to you, if you reject

acquaintance of over eight years may 
give me such a claim), and when 1 
therefore attempt to refute a few of the 
fearfully and wonderfully made impli
cations, imputations and charges that 
have been advanced by our overzealous 
friends, I am not indulging in vain spec
ulations but GIVE TESTIMONY OF 
THAT WHICH I ACTUALLY KNOW.

One critic asks, “Who are they? 
meaning the friends of the author and 
his book. She would have her readers 
believe, that with a few exceptions, we 
“are all trumped up for the occasion.

Even if some of us have “never been 
heard of,” we do claim to be able to 
think and reason independently of "the

mine? , ,,
Then it has been surmised that this 

author was trying to disrupt the ranks 
of Spiritualists; that he was trying to 
build up a party for selfish purposes; 
that he was a Jesuit, Theosophlst, and 
what not. It would be as reasonable to
claim that Mr. Tuttle and others were 
"defending’’ mediumship, because 
they wished to remain "leaders," sell 
their books, serve as mediums, etc., for 
the. sake of the revenues involved. If 
you claim the one, why not the other? 
Don’t let us use two-edged swords,

Splrltuaists are conservative, and 
they will be slow to absorb other con
clusions and methods than those of me- 
diumistlc control. But if they receive 
messages from the beyond, no matter in 
what way they are revealed, they enter 
into the supreme joy and harmony of 
life here and life there.

TARY AND ALL INTELLIGENT, 
MORAL PERSONS WITH PROPER 
INSTRUCTIONS CAN DO THE SAME. 
The modus operand! for acquiring di
rect Information on Uie question of the 
Infinitely Great, is not stated. It Is 
new to Western psychologists, and yet 
It has existed for centuries In the far 
East.

THE AUTHOR HAS ESTABLISHED 
NORMAL RELATIONS WITH THE 
SPIRITUAL LAWS GOVERNING

Unquestionably Spiritualism NEEDS 
SPIRITUALIZING, and the more ad
vanced of its devotees will welcome 
most cordially and sincerely any per
son WHO CAN FURNISH THEM A 
FINER AND BETTER KEY FOR UN
LOCKING THE SHADOWY GATE
WAY OF MYSTERY BETWEEN THE 
TWO WORLDS.

It is seriously claimed by the expon
ent of the new system of psychology 
that the spirits of the dead in the lower 
spheres are mentally and morally de
praved, and that mediums are often the 
unconscious victims of Giese vicious un
regenerate and earth-bound creatures. 
If a better method of communication 
between spirits and mortals can be suc
cessfully established, other than the 
dangerous one of mediumship, It will be 
of VAST IMPORTANCE TO HUMAN
ITY.

The author’s philosophy of life is one 
of happy optimism and receptivity to 
the influences of Divinity.

The discovery of a new key-note in 
the scale of daily existence may set it
self to the great symphonic harmonies

mentally, morally and spiritually. The 
test is necessary, and should be pre
sented to those who require It, but that 
presentation should be orderly, digni- 
fled, educational and devotional.

Some speakers hire some one in or 
out of our ranks to write one or two 
lectures for them. These they commit 
to memory, and proceed to deliver un
der “control 1” One of our leading lec
turers once wrote an address for a New 
England woman, and she passed her
self oft as an unconscious trance 
speaker for years afterwards, yet that 
one address was her sole stock in trade. 
Called to one place she would deliver 
this lecture; called again the next sea
son, it would be the same lecture, per
haps given in reverse order! Such 
speakers (?) are the loudest defenders 
of the obsolete itinerant system that

Some think that the controlling spirit : 
gets into the body of Uie medium.

This is absurd. ,
Two similar things cannot occupy the 

same space at the same time. Two 
spirits cannot occupy the same body at 
the same time. The fine magnetic 
ethers of the medium and the spirit, If 
in near affinity, may be mingled so that 
the superior spirit will can control the 
mind and body of the medium.

To develop a medium to be of any 
great reliability and practicability is 
the work of much time and labor on 
the part of the spirit seeking control of 
the medium, and much time and atten
tion on the part of the medium. Where 
a medium is designed for some great 
and important work, each organ of the 
brain and body is separately worked 
upon and infused with spirit ethers till 
controlled by the spirit’s will, and thus 
practiced upon till the whole brain and 
body are rendered susceptible to the 

' spirit’s will. In extracting a medium s 
magnetism thus, each organ is excited 
to enable the spirit the easier to with
draw Its magnetism, and sometimes 
this causes an appearance of Insanity 
or what is called obsession. This ap
parently evil influence Is often real 
when caused by incongruous, diseased 
and unafflnitized magnetism’ of CIR
CLES upon the brains of senslUves.

Much evil has been caused by not 
understanding the science of develop
ment of mediumship. For a full exposi
tion of the law of mediumship the 
reader is referred to Vol. Ill, “Princi
ples of Nature." “Mediumship," “Real 
Life in the Spirit Land,” "Methods of 
Teachers and Guardians,” and pam
phlet entitled"Sprltiualism vs. Diabol
ism.” All by Mrs. Maria M. King.

The reader will see from this explana-
please. .

From personal knowledge I here 
state that OUR AUTHOR DOES NOT 
BELONG TO THE THEOSOPHICAL 
SOCIETY, and that lie has no "axe to

leaders," if we see fit.
To insinuate that aman must make 

a great noise—“to be heard of”—in or
der to lay claim to the title of “a think
er,” is absurd. I know personally 
many sound thinkers who never wrote 
anything for publication. I myself can 
be found most of the time in Omaha, 
Neb., and I am able to refer to many 
good citizens of this and other cities, 
who are willing to vouch for my hon
esty, character and good repute.

“Why have not these masters come 
forward before with their teachings, 
and why has this author waited so long 
before writing this book?" How does 
the fair questioner know that these 
masters have not in -the past made at
tempts to enlighten the world? Surely 
this author is not the first one who
ever tried to warn men against "necro
mancy, sooth-saying, and the conjura
tions of spirits,” as some of the spirit
ual manifestations were termed in the 
past. He is not the only one who has 
raised his voice in warning against a
“familiarity with evil spirits.”

Is it not a fact, that if you break 
down the barriers that ordinarily pro
tect people from too close contact with 
the world of splrita—If you open your 
being to the control of others—that 
THE BAD, AS WELL AS THE GOOD 
CAN APPROACH AND CONTROL

are to be found in America. Like 
Othello's, their occupations will be 
gone, where scholarship, originality, 
and progressive thought are demanded 
from the platforms. It is an open ques
tion whether these people do not do 
more harm than good in their occu
pancy of the rostrum.

Through settled speakers only has 
Spiritualism ever attained permanent 
Influence in any city or town in Amer
ica. Witness the large pastorate of 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond in Chicago, 
and those of Dr. Peebles and Dr. Wil
lis, In Battle Creek, Mich., F. A. Wiggin 
in Boston, and Moses Hull in Buffalo, to 
say nothing of the score or more of-oth
ers that have'been equally successful in 
different sections of tho land. The out
side world respects permanency in any
thing, and always.honors dignity, In
tegrity, and well-directed efforts in the 
direction of doing good. Spiritualists 
could make themselves a power for 
good in every community If .they would 
but engage their speakers by.'tho year, 
and demand that those speakers be up 
to the pastors of Christian■ churches in 
their platform-- utterances. - The test

1 (Continued in last column)

YOU?
It is generally understood that the 

less developed spirits are nearest to 
the earth plane, and that their inter
ests are still largely centered in the 
things that engrossed their attention 
during their period of incarnate exist
ence, such as the. gratification of cer
tain passions and inordinate appetites, 
which they failed to master or control 
here. You believe that some of these 
passions cannot be gratified in the 
spirit world except by and through con
tact with mortals. For example: A 
spirit who had been a notorious drunk
ard, came to a Circle held in Beloit, 
Kans. He demanded that the medium 
(a young girl) be given a large dose of 
brandy, which request was at first re
fused by her friends, but finally com
piled with, without seeming injury to 
tho girl.’ ■

LIFE, AND BROUGHT THEM INTO 
REALITY ’ ON THE PHYSICAL
PLANE.

The scientific world has been bo much 
opposed to the Investigation of occult
forces it could not weigh, measure or 
dissect with a surgeon’s knife, that It 
cannot give hypnotism and Spiritualism 
a fair and impartial hearing. Fortun
ately scientific research is underging a 
decided reaction in the direction of 
spiritual involution and evolution.

With the advances made in the study 
of pathology, biology and psychology, 
there has been a change in the attitude 
of men of science.

The author of the new system of 
psychology, as an exponent and apostle 
of "Natural Science,” has discarded all 
worn-out theories and prejudices and 
planted his banner on the heights. He 
has become the fearless and Inspired 
interpreter of a great and mighty spir
itual RENAISSANCE.

Indifferent alike to protest, censure, 
criticism, comment and possible mu-

of spiritual lite.
He teaches the intensity of spiritual 

life and content that is rarely realized 
and gladness of which there has been 
no account rendered, and that mankind 
is never without the blessed ministry of 
the angels. He has blazed a pathway 
through Uie shadowy wilderness of the 
mental world, and revealed its rich re
sources and the absolute identification 
of man’s hopes and plans, w!Ui the pur
poses of Divinity and Divine benetl- 
cence. The new philosophy 
“Maketh and unmaketh, mending all; 
What It hath wrought is better than 

hath been.”
ELSIE POMEROY M’ELROY.

Washington, D. C. ;

tiny among the DEVOTEES of modern j]ie 
hypnotism and spiritualistic medium- Spj 
ship, he has dared to send out a mes- jati

tion that but few hardly ever, if ever, 
more than two guardians and a teacher 
come into control of a medium. All

grind” in that direction. !
The charge of being a Jesuit will 

seem ridiculous to all who have thor- . 
oughly examined his book and the Indi- 
vlduallstic teachings which it contains. 
Jesuitism means obedience, submission, 
subjection and the control of the will 
and conscience of the Jesuit by his “su
perior.” The teachings of the School 
of Natural Science emphasize THE NE
CESSITY OF SELF-CONTROL, SELF
DETERMINATION AND SELF'OWN- 
ERSHIP. These teachings practically 
applied will make the true Master. 
SUBJECTION AND CONTROL MAKE 
FOR SLAVERY AS A FINAL RESULT.

Perhaps no charge Is more often re
iterated by the opponents of The Great 
Psychological Crime, than that the au
thor “hides himself behind a woman.” 
Are there not a thousand and one other 
reasons possible for the withholding of 

, the author's name than that of coward
' ice? Those who know him could af

ford to smile at such an intimation, if it 
was not made by people whose words 
carry some weight with the rank and 
file of Spiritualists. I will, however, not 
waste any time in refuting this charge 
of cowardice, but refer the reader to 
the remarks made ofi this subject in 
the last number of ’The Progressive 
Thinker. Here, too pur, friends are 
using a club that wfla<?J$B both ways. 
There are other indignities heaped 
upon this “unidentified puthor," which 
I would be pleased tai njeet in these 
columns, but iny letter has grown 
longer already thanj intended It 
should, and so I . must .pióse.

Dear friends, stop mud-slinging. It 
is a habit that belongs, to,.the immature, 
but it is unworthy of yourselves and the 
cause of true Spiritualism. Besides IT 
PROVES NOTHING ftuttfour own stat
us in the mental and.inmoral order. 
Save your breath for, tho, real question 
at issue, Viz., IS SUBJBpTIVB MEDI
UMSHIP DETRIMENTAL TO THE 
MEDIUM, OR IS IT NOT? The author 
of The Great Psychological Crime and 
his school claim that it-is.... DISPROVE 
THEM IF YOU CAN. This is the real 
point at issue, and not the author’s per
sonality or his motives. Be honest 
with yourselves, and do not attempt to 
make your readers believe in your un
founded conjectures and surmises.

Omaha, Neb. ’ P. BRAUN.

Question: Why did he want the me
dium, who had no .natural craving for 
liquor, to Indulge in it, nnd why do 
some people crave animal.gratification 
at times when they are under the Influ
ence or control of certain spirits,, and 
when such desire is ndt natural or nor- 
,m WILL YOU TRY. TO THROW DIB-. 
CREDIT ON MX STATEMENTS, BE-

RAMBLING REMARKS.
can be made a strong pillar of support 
in all societies that have permanent 
speakers. Regular meetings Tor Its.
presentation could be held, to Which all 
all who were earnestly seeking the 
truth could be admitted. Sunday serv
ices should not be loaded down with 
test work; they should be free from the 1 
appearance even of levity and unwar- 'j 
ranted mirth. Entertainments are well 
enough at times, but on Sundays, Is it 
asking too much to request that only 
the science, philosophy and religion of

Ritualism be given from Spirltual-

sage of warning and danger.
The book is an important addition to 

the world’s literature and his explora
tions into the terre incognita of the 
soul is the finished result of infinite 
work, personal experience and observa
tion, of all classes of people from the 
lowest down in the mental scale to 
those possessed of the highest intelli
gence.

He has made an exhaustive study of 
temperaments, moods and mental fac
ulties, and carefully noted their phys
ical effects. While making his obser
vations with painstaking exactitude, he 
has shown a strong underlying sym
pathy and compassion for the human 
race in its struggles to see the light

communications given for others are 
given through one of these, just as tele
grams are sent by everybody through 
the operator of the machine.

The medium is the machine. THE 
MEDIUM’S GUARDIAN SPIRITS AND 
TEACHER aRE THE OPERATORS 
THROUGH WHOM ALL MESSAGES 
ARE SENT FROM THE SPIRIT
WORLD TO THOSE OF EARTH.

The law of spirit communion requires 
this, Diverse and unafflnitized magnet
ism will not mingle, but repel each 
other, and therefore are not subject to 
the will of one. No medium could long 
live subject to diverse spiritual magnet
isms. They would become insane, and 
the whole system become diseased, 
while afflnltlzed spiritual magnetism Is 
the very foundation of health and life.

I might rest the case here as having 
proved that no evil spirit can control a 
moral and well-disposed medium. But 
It may be said that evil-minded men 
and women die and death does not 
change their moral status, and why 
should not such develop mediums of 
their ilk and thus propagate evil to 
mankind? I answer, that every spirit 
has two guardians and a teacher over 
him, and these are morally higher than 
he, though his guardians are only one 
degree higher, but they have guardians 
that are a degree above them and thus 
the chain goes upward to the highest 
circles in spirit life, and the inspjra- 
tlonal Influence is always instilling into 
the minds of the lowest spirits thoughts 
that elevate and improve them.

istic platforms? :
A PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

shining from afar. With scientific 
methods of thought and rational 
GLIMPSES INTO THE GLORIES OF 
THE UNSEEN WORLD, ho has accu
mulated a vast and splendid array of 
facts pertaining to the realities of spir
itual life, and ho has systematically 
classified them. He insists that the 
Absolute Truth can stand any amount 
of pressure and the most rigid exami
nation, if applied through reason, logic 
and common sense.

The Psychical Research Society has 
turned its flaming torch-light of inquiry 
on the problems of telepathy, clairvoy
ance and clairaudiance. Romance 
writers and charlatans have flung a web 
of fantasy over these weird subjects. 
■Prophets, seers, wizards, fortune-tellers 
and religious fanatics are recruited 
from these cults. The secret of the 
ages will not be learned in the labora
tory, and it will never be revealed to 
minds trained only in Uie methods of 
materialistic science.

The author of The Great Psycholog
ical Crime gives his personal observa
tions of the dangers of hypnotism and 
subjective mediumship, and asserts that 
the subject of hypnotic experiments 
SURRENDERS HIS GOD - GIVEN

But suppose they rebel against good 
Influences and would do evil? Then 
the higher guardians and teachers re
strain them by psychological power and 
prevent evil from .being sent down from 
the higher to the lower life. If the 
higher life sends evil upon the lower, 
then the law of progress and Improve
ment Is reversed, against which all rea
son and a faith in rhe infinite goddness 
and power of the ruler of the universe

A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. By 
Laura G. Flxen. ,

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration.

Sent complete for 50 cents.
"Handy Electrical Dictionary.” A 

practical handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every used elec
trical term or phrase. Price 25 cents.

"The Present Age and inner Lite; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Glassi
fied and explained.” By Andrew Jack
son Davis. We have a few cop.es of 
this work by the celebrated seer.

WILL and his individual identity into 
the absolute custody of the operator, 
and there is no possibility of resistance. 
The hypnotist unquestionably controls 
his independent action and his 
mental mechanism. He claims that the 
mediumistic process is almost Identical 
with that of the hypnotic, and in both 
cases there is a gradual falling of the 
mental faculties of those persons who, 
living on the earth, are yet not of it. 
Long continued practice of hypnotism 
and subjective mediumship, usually re
sults tn mental and moral degenera
tion. He says that hypnotism is espe
cially dangerous in its Influence, on 
those persons who are mentally unbal
anced, and upon those whose credulity 
predominates over reason, and .he de
nies the final benefits of hypnotism,

rebels.
' All spirits must soon ream that evil 
thoughts and deeds only bring misery 
to themselves, and when this is realized 
they will try to improve because they 
want to be happy. Ignorant spirits who 
have outgrown viciousness are allowed, 
wo are told by high Inspiration, to com
municate with the people .of earth;, 
therefore all communications from 
spirits should be judged of like unin
spired matter, by the exercise of reason 
and a knowledge of the law applicable, 
or tho science of tho case. If the fore
going exposition is correct, wo may now 
answer, confidently THAT. EVIL DIS
POSED SPIRITS DO NOT AND CAN 
NOT CONTROL MEDIUMS FOR EVIL

"The Kingship of Self-Control.” , By, 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of tho tongue, the Red Tape 
duty, tho supreme cljarlty of the world, 
tho revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price 80 cents. For sale at this office. .

"Love-rSox—Immortality.”. ,By -Dr. j 1URPOSES,
B at 4 Hammonton. Ji. J.

Prlco 25 caats» — I
A. J. KING.

Cloth, »1.10.
•The Light of Egypt." Volumes 1 

and 2. An occult library in itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught, by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price $2 per volume. For sale at 
this office.

"Mark Chester; or a MIU and a Mill
ion A Tale of Southern California. ’ 
By Carlyle Petersllea. A pure psychic 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa
per covers, 40 cents. Cloth, 60 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“Voltaire’s Romances." Translated 
from the French. With numerous Il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.60. For Bale 
at this office.

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional." This book, by the well 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at 
this office.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sal«. ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’

when used as. an anaesthetic.
It Is hardly possible to understand all 

the dangers there may be in the hyp
notic condition brought about by an

at this office.
"An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath

olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.'*  
“Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of Startling 
Facts. Price 10 cents each, or two fop

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. ForI_ «.x 4Vln aHIaa ’Dr!no OK CATltfl.

unprinclpled operator.
The author has seemingly discarded 

all interest in the physical phenomena 
of Spiritualism, as exhibited in modern 
seances, and proposes to promote hu
man welfare and happiness by destroy-1 all who love to Btu<jy and think. For 
ing the train of evils which spring from1 Balo t^|a office. Price, 25 cento, 
hypnotism and mediumship, so that । „A conspIracyAgalnst the Republic." 
they will cease toben menace to phys- j Qhorles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
ical mental and moral health. HE “History of the Christian Religion to 
WILL TEACH A SPIRITUALISM । tho ycar 200," etc. A condensed state- 
THAT WILL NOT CONFINE THE ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
UNFOLDING INTELLECT. IT WILL church leaders to get control of tho goVr 
NOT BE A VAGUE, DREAMY, TRANS- ernmcat An Important work. Paper, 
CENDENTAL ABSTRACTION, BUT 25 cento. For sale at thto ofllce.
A GIGANTIC POWER FOR GOOD “Why 1 Am a Vegetarian By -J. 
AND ITS DISCIPLES WILL COME IN Howard Moore. Ar address before tho 
ToSoH WITH THE FORCES OF COS- Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 25 
MIC EVOLUTION, IN A .WAY THAT! cento. . .. , -
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notlc self more or less open to the sug
gestions of the hypnotist.

Hypnotic suggestion Is likened to a 
bullet fired into the brain, while Inde-

“They. Murder Sleep anOestroy Happiness.”

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

.............  vest In the. holy faith that knows ■ ho 
AS GREAT BENEFIT" OCCASIONAL HARMONIOUSPOWRSOF NATURE.............................................wWch,'assures'

HYPNOTISM CRITICALLY CONSIDERED.
Freedom of Choice Must be Kindly Tolerated. That 

is one of the fundamental principles of Spiritualism. 
Think for yourself 1 And while you do so, kindly 
allow others the same privilege. The two different 
views of Hypnotism are very striking, and will be 
read with interest. Dr. Meacham is a Californian 
of note, while Prof. Cooke, of Boston, Mass., stands 
high as a writer for magazines and Spiritualistic 
papers. Read and reflect.

I have before me a work that is at
tracting no little attention and I think 
justly entitled to do so. 1 refer to'The 
Great Psychological Crime.

The work is in many respects timely 
and justly calls attention to much that 
might be corrected with benefit to all 
concerned.

We are inclined to believe, however, 
that the author has failed to keep con
sciously in mind the great influence of 
decided belief, of a special- view-point, 
over what shall constitute sufficient evi
dence for a positive conviction. Had 
he been’sufficiently careful in this mat
ter, we feel certain that many positive 
assertions would have been uttered less 
dogmatically, while many others would 
have been omitted entirely, thus adding 
jreutly to the value of the work. Wo 
cannot keep too constantly in mind the 
distinction between actual and avail
able knowledge in all directions «'here 
we desire a broad and comprehensive 
view that shall contain, or spring from, 
all of or real knowledge of the matters 
In hand. By actual knowledge we mean 
all that Is In our minds. By available 
knowledge we mean that portion ot ac
tual knowledge which is in our Belf-con- 
sciousnesB.

We can reason, write or act from 
available knowledge only. Our mood, 
belief, attention and recollection deter
mine at all times what portion of actual 
Imowledge can be at that time avail
able. We cannot help but feel that our 
author has sighted a real evil and im
mediately become bo centered on that 
evil (or those evils, if you please) that 
other and just as Important knowledge 
has been for the time shunted out of the 
circuit of availability, it is simply to 
call attention to a few such magnifica
tions and omissions that this article is 
written. We shall confine our attention 
to hypnotism and suggestion, because 
We have had some ten years’ experi
ence with their use in diseased condi
tions, and more than twenty years as a 
student along most available lines of 
psychology and have had limited ex
perience with mediums. -

First, what do we mean by hypnot
Ism?

Our author defines hypnotism for us ' 
as follows: :

"Hypnotism is the process by and 1 
through which one person called a hyp- I 
notlst obtains, holds and exercises con- 1 
trol of the will, voluntary powers and 1 
sensory organism of another person 1 
called a Subject." j

In this definition we get a good view 
of our upthor’s viewpoint that has such 
limiting 'power over what shall enter 
into bls consciousness, and exaggerates 
that .put of all due proportion.

Hypnotism, to him, means control of 
our w|Us, voluntary powers and sensory 
organisms, leaving us nothing not in 

* —U.c han^sof that, peraon. possessing 
- SUnh -¡Wjderful powers,', the hypnotist.

TliC Btropges’t conception of control 
given us Is that of command, and this 
1b the very idea adopted by our author.

To him, the hypnbtist commands and 
enforces the will, voluntary powers and 
sensory organisms of his subjects to do 
his bidding. He claims all tills to have 
been demonstrated by the School of 
Natural Science. We personally know 
nothing of this school or of its meth
ods of demonstration, but tills defini
tion would sp limit hypnotism, accord
ing to most of those who havo had the 
widest experience along such lines, as 
to be of little harm or good either, for 
most of those who have had actual ex
perience know that it is fatal to at
tempt to command the will, or any self
conscious power whatever in any save 
a few cases where weakness is stamped 
on all the organism. .

This conception of force on the one 
side and weakness on the other, leads 
him to put into his admissions as be
ing believed by all hypnotists, f asser
tions not believed by even a majority of 
them, let alone all. But he believes 
them, and if the other fellow does not 
te should. But he does not.

For instance, It is not admitted that 
the hypnotists get control of. the will, 
voluntary powers and sensory organ-: 
lam of, all their subjects, or of a mar 
Jority of them, not forced control.

It fa not admitted that a large per
centage of men, women and children 
can be controlled to any appreciable de
cree by hypnotism. The percentage of 
’ ' ’ hypnotic subjects Is relatively

not admitted by any respecta- 
V- tage of good hypnotists that 
hypn is a power possessed by the 
hypnotu t on the other hand it is 
almost universally believed to be due 
to a peculiarity of the make-up of the 
subject.

1 
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It Is not admitted that wealth, luxury 
and the subserviency of many are in 
the reach of the hypnotists or even of 
any respectable per cent of them.

It Is not admitted that any mischiev
ous and destructive effects are ever 
connected with the Intelligent use of 
hypnotism, either at once or any other 
time.

I am not asserting anything about 
what that. School of Natural Science 
thinks it has demonstrated, but simply 
that he is In error.when he claims that 
these assertions are admitted by all.

Now let ub look briefly at his defini
tion.

He speaks of will and its control as 
though every reader should know ex
actly What he means by that. He may 
knowiall about the will, independent 
choice, freedom, etc,, but to most of us 
ordinary minds those words are all 
seen through the fog, and, to many, not 
even à light fog.

To many, will belongs to the self
conscious realm only, while to others it 
is an accompaniment of life on all 
planes, ho that the elimination of self- 
consclouh will would not eliminate will. 
To others, and to no small or unim
portant workers along the lines of.phys
iology and physiological psychology, 
will Is but a metaphysical name given 
to nervous processes as they Anally 
eventuate in action. To these, con
sciousness, mind, will*  etc., are products 
only, and in no essential way connected 
with action, growth or disease. While 
we ma/not individually be in harmony 
with these, views, we must be careful 
that our definitions, beliefs, view-points, 
tnoods.'etc’., do not get In our way, "and 
limit to too narrow a field oui available 
Imowleâgo: Wide open doors and defi
nitions afid investigations that wlll'ad- 
talt truth from any càhip, shoùld bo our 

/film. ' - , , .
L Nothing else, can savo us from one- 
Sslded views and exaggerated dedttc- 
wons. . .-: 
v Again, as tp control of the sensitive 
/¡organism, what do We moan by that? Is 

control in this direction as great as

pendent suggestion 1§ between parties 
lu the full possession of their voluntary 
powers and reason:

Leaving entirely out of view the fact 
that but few are ever in thé full posses
sion of those powers being controlled 
by habit, mood, involuntary attention, 
uigent desire, etc., it is still rare to find

Our author objlct$ Ito the hypnotists 
claiming to cura fqr these cases re
lapse, so he thinks they are not cured. 
How did they get sick the first time? 
Is sickness not the, Jesuit of disobedi
ence of law? No,matter how thorough
ly cured they may. be,, if they keep on 
living the same Hite Iti ¿lie same man
ner as before, what would one expect? 
Here is the cause of relapse, not in a de
fect of the method of relief used. Elim
inate Instruction? iff fight living and 
thinking and there is no difference in 

fàr [¿a relapses are con-

11

Mn W. Ring Presents Some Lucid Reflect- RESTORES EYESIGHT.

appears on the surface? -He speaks of 
the use of hypnotism in surgery as 
though t might become an important 
factor there, provided these other ill 
effects did not step in to damn it. Now 
it is well known by all practical work
ers, that Jt can never be any Important 
factor in surgery, for the reason that so 
small a percentage of cases can be 
anaesthlzed to a sufficient degree for 
tliat work. The percentage that can be 
hypnotized at all being small, and only 
a small percentage of this number can 
be rendered anaesthetic to any marked 
degree, such a degree for instance as 
would render operations of any severity 
practical, It can easily be seen that its 
use here must be limited. I have used 
it successfully for operations many 
times but still the actual percentage of 
available cases is small.

Quite a number of hypnotic subjects 
i emember in a more or less definite 

°“cur? whlle ^ey ar® asleep, and those who do not so remember can 
be made to do so by suggestion. Even 
those who are free from pain and ap- 
pment y know, nothing of what is going 
°^.Y,1Lrei>ea.t “ the minutest detail 
what occurred during-the time of ap
parent unconsciousness. They must 
have been sensitive, they were really 
affected or they could not describe the 
occurrences.

Bernheim asserts, and most authori
ties agree, that the organic functions go 
on just as before, if the hypnotic state 
is inteligently induced.

.the.,aut?t)r) asserts that com- 
Plate functional suspension of the phys- 
!?.al °,£an,,8m 18 possible by means of 
tlie will alone. I do not pretend to 
know what is possible to the author, 
or even to any member of the faculty of 
the School of Natural Science, but or
dinary mortals can do nothing of the 
kind. In cases where one 1b led Into 
thinking that will alone does these 
^n.?BL ‘nve?.UBat‘0“ shows that pre
vious hypnotlzation has been practiced 
and the patient has learned what Is ex
pected of him. I have many times pro
duced sleep, wakened them up, and di
rected actions ot various kinds by men-

pereouH whom y<?u can safely command, 
it you wish to succeed in handling them. 
A person to be handled in that way 
must be in the habit of obeying, or ot 
weak and yielding nature.
, belf-consclousness cannot as a rule methods so _
be handled lu that manner, but must be cerned. One method may relieve more 
outgeneraled, shunted to one side, cases than another, hut staying well is 
which is done by giving it self-con- a matter of obedience to law.
sclousness, something to do that will As for the tronsforimation of diseases, 
hold the attention and not tax him too that is but a fairy tale of ancient his- 
severely, the less tho better so they con- tory. It is like Bessie being put under 
centrate thoroughly on it. They thus the influence of a powerful hypnotic

. i« _au*- omaUe powers, the hyp-, and awakening Bobble. .
... . . .. Imagine chorea fleeing fnttatife^base-

ment to avoid that powerful hypnotic
We have simply separated the wak- 

mg self from the rest of the individual 
by cleavage. We have not controlled 
it, but told it how to control itself, and 
the better it obeys the more perfectly 
it withdraws attention from the auto
mate self and leaves it open to sugges
tion. Then again it is well known that 
a good hypnotic subject is also subject 
to control by waking suggestion. These 
people when in as near perfect self
conscious control as they ever are, will 
obey almost any reasonable suggestion 
given them. By reasonable I mean that 
the act must be within their power and 
not too repugnant to the normal self.

It is not necessary to produce hyp
nosis to control pain, to cure disease 
and in favorable cases produce anaes
thesia, in fact, do anything you can do 
with them by any other means what
ever. I and hundreds of others are dem- 
onstratingjlhis daily by the use of wak
ing suggest^.

No matter what may be dreamed to 
the contrary, it has been proven, if 
anything in this world has, that hyp
nosis ig simply a result and one result 
only, of suggestion. Stop all hypnotiz
ing and still the people would be no 
safer than to-day; they can be persuad
ed to do anything they can be made to 
any way, if the right method of per
suasion is adopted; they are subject to 
being led as well as driven, only more 
can be led than driven, hence sugges
tion is even more powerful for either 
weal or woe as it reaches far more peo
ple. And after all, the jail knows no 
difference whether I am driven into it, 
or led into it, or the asylum either and 
hundreds are led into both and hun
dreds of other evils. •

In the matter of disease he is even 
“oro ““fortunate. He claims that nine 
per cent of cases so treated become in-
sane. I do not know what the percent
age is, but am surprised that it 1b no 
arger. We must remember that the 
la ty have always kept and do yet keep 
mental diseases, as they call them, sep
arate in their minds from physical Ills, 

tai processes alone? but "aiwire in train.' oi cases
ed subjects. I do not denv tint th?« I te^ ?y su«sestion till almost the 
may occasionally be possible in a good tendtaTto in^M ca-Bea
telephathlc subject without such train- centauo with toa per‘Ing but these are very, very rare, and nl.Z'.Ji _t?®.preII®,“ary. «yw-
for the rest, they do what they have 
been trained to expect. To say the 
least, if one eliminates the trained sub
jects, he will have bo few left as to be 
relatively unimportant.

. eye., and after a longer or shorter hiding 
1 in the dark crawling out of the corner 
I as cancer of the stomach. And rheu- 
, matism, we all know how wonderfully 
■ timid it is and how it can be frightened 
. away easily, but no matter, let it once 
. get a squint at that terrible eye and 
; then see it scud for under the bed, but 
. after a time, lo! it again appears, but 

as that hydra-headed monster, blood 
poisoning. This is but another case ot 
the contracting power of a too limited 
viewpoint.

He speaks of Materia Medica as a 
normal process in conformity to Na
ture's Constructive Principle, but hyp
notism is abnormal in accord with Na
ture’s Destructive Principle. I wonder 
how he learned that! Is an opium sleep 
any more nearly normal than a hyp
notic sleep? Is the’ emetic, diuretic; 
diaphoretic or cathartic effect of a drug 
normal? If so, why should their con
tinued use result so disastrously? What 
do we really mean by Nature’s Destruc
tive Principle? We know something of 
the principle of construction, but is 
there a destructive principle? Is dis
ease, after all, anything but the failure 
on the part of a cell, organ, or tissue, 
to meet the demands of its envlron- 
“i6?” Ar® we warranted in speaking 
of failure from ignorance or weakness 
as a principle written with a capital 
letter.
J® fact,’ we do “?t mean by the word 
abnormal, as applied to hypnotism or 
drug action either, that they are neces
sarily diseased states, but simply and 
only that it is unusual, unnatural, not a 
result of the common laws of activity 
applied automatically by Nature, but ar
tificially by man.

BUT BARRING THESE EFFECTS 
OF BELIEF, VIEW-POINT AND AT
TENTION, WHICH NECESSARILY 
CREEP INTO THE-THINKING, ACT
ING, WRITING AND LIVING OF ALL 
OF US, THIS IS A REMARKABLE 
WORK, WELL WORTH NOT ONLY 
READING, BUT ' OF CAREFUL 
STUDY. WE HEARTILY RECOM
MEND IT TO ALffi INTERESTED 
PARTIES AND WISfflFOR IT AN EX
TENSIVE SALE, »ms ’

1 We would haveachbeea rather to
_ ' write of Its many,i many good things

toms 'already urMefit”'Ttei' become JX ™U'teat t±Th^P°!!ltt0Ut a 
Insane not as a result of trcatrnfeht butlead to an 
in spite of it. No matter how thorough- nl and lndlvld8ai fading, rather 
ly the few may believe that brain dis- t a \ a “ccepti“g of its state
ease and insanity are cause and effect” nlen.t?’ which I-feel I’Bure the author 
the many do not think about such maL ^?u,ld eaat: d“lrei«hall wait 
tors and hold practically as' stated Z S m am T n" 
above. „ . F. ;MIvACHAM, M. D.

Oakland; Cab ’ . al . ’ •

lions on Mediumship and the 
Laws of Lite.

■ ! -I •

Spectacfes a Thing of the Past« ’

Touching The Great Psych' ’Jglcal 
Crime, the power of hypnotist /Srhen 
viciously used, let us first ask a few 
questions; “Is it morally wrong to de- 
P.rlv?.a P.8™“ of.hla fee self-control?” 
that is, of his win?--whether such dô- 
Pf1™0™ b® by “esmerism, hypnotism, 
or electrical psychology, as it was once 
called?

What Is It?
. “IP16 overcoming of a negative by 
a positive mind, or of a less positive 
by a more positive. In this way you 
may compel the subject to evil or mis
chievous deeds. You may delude the 
mind. You may use that mind to the 
ends of SEDUCTION, OR STEALING 
EMBEZZLING OR SWINDLING, OR 
TO ANY OF A THOUSAND FORMS 
OF CRIME.
m,To aek auck Questions Is sufficient 
They answer themselves. As well ask

” °r ‘'confidence op
erating," or "green goods swindling” Is 
morally allowable.

The possible good and benevolent use 
of this or a similar power for medical 
healing is no argument to the contrary. 
An act 1b good or bad according to its 
use or its motive. IT IS NONE THE 
LESS WRONG FOR THE DISCAR
NATE MAN OR "ENTITY” TO USE 
TH« POWER, BECAUSE HE MAY 
BE IMPELLED BY THE CONTROL
LING WILL OF OTHER MORE VIC
IOUS, MORE DARING, MORE POW
ERFUL HYPNOTIZING MINDS.

sPJrits’ a°-“lled, who deceive 
human beings on earth are frequently 
themselves deceived and are controlled
—they know not how.

Hellish influences are certainly no 
novelty on earth to the rational in
quirer.

Why does every city or town, of any 
considerable population have to pay 

a pollce I0™, except that 
such evil is rampant, and must be reck
oned with?

“All things are held by the law of at
traction, Bays Jesus, and its truth is 
easily demonstrable. The whole nat
ural and spiritual philosophy of dual
ism is a demonstration of the truth of 
this law. Every fact In the domain .of 
science points to it. Every living crea
ture from the lowest animal up to man, 
has its organic quality, and that is only 
another way of saying that Its organi
zation Is controlled by certain condi
tions or attractions, lower or higher 
better or worse.

What is organic quality?
the ?rat- bisllar. ““d all-potent 

condition of power of function, ail 
happiness. It depends on the nature 
of the parents and partly on their ex
isting states of body, mind and health. 
It is more fundamental than education 
and association; it renders the grain 
cereal; the maple maple; the fish fishy; 
the fox foxy; the swine swinish; the 
man brutal or humane.

The signs of organic quality in man
or woman are seen in the coarse or flue 
hair, skin, color, form, motion, tone of 
action, and mental operation; the cast 
of feature. It is what we mean by 
“blood” in those well born and well 
bred. .

TO PERSONS OF FINE, SENSITIVE
THEM IS. OER- como up to breathe the unnei' airs ?^rHLI GRAVE DANGER _(AS WELL IT IS BEST FOR ALL^TO^LET THE

ROOM. True, the man Of iron nerves 
may say he feels no char S of state; 
but it is a question only of‘time. The 
sulphuric acid that eats through an 
Iron wire in a day has only.to; continue 
tire process to eat through a crow bar. 

. How shall wo find salvation from tho 
tortures with which they assail the 
•body, invade the reason, torture tho 
keen nerves of the spiritual organism, 
murder sleep and destroy, happiness?” 
MANY SUCH CASES ARE TRACIDA- 
BLE TO GIVING UP YOUIl-GOD-GIV. 
BN REASON AND SELF-CONTROL— 
TO YOU. KNOW NOT .WHAT COM-

The Great Psychological Crime.

BINATION OF ENTITIES IN A SB- W m, nd'ln to The ..Great Psy- 
ANCE ROOM. , choioglcal Crlffl£ * Ji ragéd nearly one

The medium may or may not be a year?kgo ffi tiré ..spclety of
good or pure person. Spiritual deprav- co.?mo-nly CaJ16d Quakers, in
ities do not prevent the manifestations 010 Personality of Jesus
of spirits; far from it. The power of S' .7 the suPP°sed son of the holy vlr- 
attraction for light or dark, contrôlé ot “ FauFed “ «PHt in the society, 
may control. IT IS NO NEWS THAT C'»? majority called orthodox Friends 
THESE ENTITIES ARE ABLE TO V1 Hteral interpretation of 
SIMULATE VIRTUE AND GIVE AD- .th,080 ancient occult Writings,i while the 
VICE TO A GOOD LIFE, AND OFTEN ~ - ------------------- -----------
TO LEAD TO RUIN. The “evil”’can 
quote scripture for their purpose, and 
by using their will power, 'insidiously, 
may gain confidence and get the con
trol in order to ruin, by gratification, of 
their own desires.

As a surgeon may cut his finger in 
dissection and die ot blood poisoning 
so very serious results may follow the 
poisoning of the spiritual organization 
of some Incautious or ignorant, unsus
pecting inquirer, when the poison is not 
from a dead body but from a morally 
rotten and decaying "entity." ■

How shall we discriminate between 
these unseen wraiths and judge wheth
er they bring with them "AIRS FROM 
HEAVEN OR BLASTS FROM HELL?” 
Whether their interests are wicked or 
charitable?

If this branch-of psychology really In
terests you, try them and judge for 
yourself if you are capable. But If you 
value a sound mind in a healthy body, 
and are of a sensitive organization, 
meddle not with mixed circles, or such 
promiscuous gatherings. YOU ARB

A lunatic asylum at 
ONCE. You are more likely to find a 
square deal” and conditions for har

mony and health.

minority or what was termed Hicksite 
Friends, believed in the occult or spirit
ual meaning of them, that .Jesus Christ 
was born of the spirit. I.will quote the 
saying of Ellas Hicks, founder of the 
HickBlte Friends; “Don’t be so carnal
ly minded as to suppose that Jesus, the 
son of God, was ever seen by mortal 
eyes; he is the indwelling.principle of 
etrnmd truth, dwelling in the inner 
femple of the huniaii soul; the true 
light that enlightens ’every , one that 
cometh into the world, by ihe unfold- 
me.nt.,of.t„helL OWF spiritual nature.”

Tbe Preat Psychological 
crime,has the tendency towards unfold
ing the spiritual or divinity In human
ity, then the author’s time In writing it 
was not wasted.

The Editor's advice in The Progress
ive Thinker of Oct. 31, under thé head
ing "Let Your Light Shine,” should be 
read and re-read by every searcher af- 

“e?1-“dthen practiced by letting 
,_Ra* shine—for our own spiritual 

light is the offspring of God, and God Is 
love, and. love fulfills the law.

Summerland, Cal. A. C. DOANE.

BELLE BUSH’S BOOKLET.

Belle Bush, a writer known to fame 
For poems bright, with truth aflame, 
Trnn.d?. f?rU1 a.t,0?k,et. writ with care, 
Which 1b entitled, “Nature’e Prayer." 
A second title to her book : ♦ 
Sive?.J?Jce unto a Sabbling brook, 
Tls What It Said. to,a Little Girl," 
Who saw the water leap and whirl. 
This brochure Is a work of art 
On both the author’s and the printer’s 

p&rt; ■
.’_8 “wor.tb Its weight in gold,” 

And thousands of it should be sold. ’ 
Belle Bush’s poems npw are known 
As far and wide as.a^my own, 

““^JWPralse of mine, 
For they by far my6pwn outshine.

,delaJ’ ttkeM advice/ 
Send Sister Bush hir booklet’s price. 
For all who do, wiflkfi^ indeed 
’TIS JUST THE THING to buy and 

read. 'MQE’An CLARKE.

BETTER TO SEEK DILIGENTLY 
TO QUICKEN THE SPIRIT, THAT 
INNER LIFE AND LIGHT WHICH 
PURIFIES THE HEART AND ILLU
MINATES THE MIND, DEVELOPING 
PERCEPTION OF THE INTERIOR 
TRUTH IN DEGREES ACCORDING 
TO THE CHARACTER AND DEGREE 
OF UNFOLDMENT IN TRUE LIFE.

ælU« Living Light of the spirit dwells 
within us to enlarge, develop, unfold 
and balance, while it perfects the intel
lect and ripens the finite spirit In man. 
It is like the coming of the rosy-fingered 
dawn, to kiss the soul flowers Into 
brightness and joy, filling the struc
tures of the natural form and answer
ing to the beautiful vibrations of the 
inner spirit of life, like a grand over- 

infl.tru.meat' The finite, human 
spirit surely dwells within the body, not 
a chaos, but In form In the human form 
Verily the eyes of the soul exist within 
the natural or material oyes. All the 
spiritual senses-rest within their nat
ural outerness of material vessels.

H there is, as sometimes happens, a 
“yins end and purpose in spirit sight 
The Being of Beings can make any good 
man or woman a true seer, letting them 
sep angels in the inner celestial life 
(or sphere), or ‘'spirits” in Uie Inter
mediate world, or infernáis in tho pits 
of darkness, hatred and other porvor- 
sions—fiends, furies, ote. - ___The Inner Light or light of life works n h D£eF’ ÍA.vtopmis .street, 
in straight lines, as all light does" and ChlCaB°' IU' Prlco25 cents, . ?

,plA and hypnotists

above llnes^fltly afijlk- contains eight 
poums, printed'in Wf latest Boston 
style, with a gray c6vdt, on which ap- 

baautI£“1 ”!®Viere tne title, o? ’’“S?8 ffi^longest poem. 
For sale by the dutlftif -- at Shirley, 
Mass.; at the Banhepflof Light Book
store,’ 204 Dartmouth-’fitreet; Bostom

““i,“t the oj|q£ of The Pro- :

AVOIDED. . .................
Eternal meddling with tho Inner pow

ers, of life will bring doep sorrows to 
tho meddlers, ns.well as to.thoir poor 
deluded victims.. Let us ttUrather turn 
to the Living Light and pray that power 
to grant that his human children may 
so .bind their souls to tho groat soul of 

- Infinite Truth, that they shall suffer 
no error to como between thorn and 
truth, that no darkness shall change 
the day of their Uvea being into the 
gloom Of night. May, their goula ever

"After Her Death.' The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
m nd tliat loves-spiritual thodght can 
fail to bo fed-and delltfhtcd-’wlth this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com- 
Lining advanced Ideas bn tho finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the miptl-onward laid the-bureri atmos
phere of exalted spiritual trwihr- A 
book ’for the higher life. For sate at 
this oiflee. Ikies, doth,'

The Great Psychological Crime, as X 
understand it, is to subject one’s self 
to any Influence which prevents free 
and Independent control and exercise of 
the individual attributes of the soul. 
(Page 868.) c

In Part III, chapters II and III, we 
And a careful analysis of the evolution 
of life energy from mineral through 
vegetable and animal to the human 
kingdom; and aro told that only in the 
latter does individual consciousness de
velop and ally itself to the constructive 
principles of nature; the others simply 
expressing such intelligence ah nature 
controls or Influences them to. Through 
these evolutionary stages of progress is 
developed a form of life which is so in
dividualized that “the death of the 
Physical body appears to have no effect 
whatever upon the continued growth of 
the spiritual.’’ Observation compels 
one to note that evolution and construc
tion is always produced by revolution 
and destruction; death produces birth, 
and vice versa. While life’s ultimate is 
a ponderous subject to consider, the ex
periences of a mortal life a tiny portion, 
yet mine, if I use it well, is as valuable 

any other; and I must take issue 
with the no-name author in the idea 
that a soul may avoid Inherent justice 
by dissolving into original elements.

Man’s high estate possesses him with 
privilege and responsibility. Educa
tion enables him to accept duty and 
burden as privilege and the law of 
growth demands that, as a responsible 
being, he ascend. Our no-name author 
says, "However young the human in
fant may be when its physical death oc
curs, Its status as an Individualized In
telligence is determined." If by trans
gression of law the soul is slow In its 
unfolding, no doubt nature’s privilege 
makes provisions for continued oppor
tunity, but will nature’s unyielding de
mand of responsibility grant such un
qualified pardon as disintegration, dis
solution and annihilation would sug
gest? Where In her vast ramifications 
does nature indicate pardon or forgive
ness?

To me we are the result of influence«, 
born into this mortal state of being 
without solicitation, moved by prenatal 
conditions, biased oy dally suggestions 
and education, and by thus being con
trolled we learn to control.
u Reason leads me to conclude that if 
the human Infant upon the spiritual 

plane passes through all the phases and ' 
stages of spiritual growth and organic 
development,” then surely the trans- : 
gressor must pass through the same j 
Phases and stages" of retribution that 

llfeW°Uld’ b,U1 110 remained *n ear,-h I

Nature never annihilates, she only 
changes ffffih low to high, and if con
sciousness is individualized In man, 
then surely to destroy that conscious
ness because it failed to express its full 
capacity, would be full forgiveness, 
something which nature nowhere mani
fests.

I have no hope that anyone will stand 
^sponsible for my shortcomings. 1 
have a trust that loving hands, made 
strong by higher power will kindly 
point to me the way wherein I may cor
rect my ways and make restoration,

-I scarcely expect, since I am called 
?a,J1„day to change the deeds which r 
faithfully perform, that I shall attain 
the exalted plane of entire satisfaction 
•save by persistent effort, which will 
produce unfoldment; yet I feel that 
while nature thus demands I shall grow 
into a full expression of all soul pos
sessions, she at the same time grants 
to me privilege of action until I gain 
the sun-kissed heights where truth 
shall make me free, and love shill fill 
me with peace unspeakable.
rr Twisting for such attainments, where 
Usefulness will by Knowledge be In
creased, I endeavor to Influence all 
whom I can benefit thereby, and to be 
influenced by all that will take me 
higher. I rejoice to-llve in this psychic 
age wherein no crime, save Ignorance, 
is recognized ; and every effort is made 
to reform rather than punish.

Individual consciousness and per
sonal responsibility moves me to know 
that as a soul center I attract those in
fluences which I crave, and which will 
benefit me. I emanate as potent a force 
as my development generates. I learn 
that I cannot think or act save as I am 
influenced by some suggestion (the 
thoughts of my parents before I was 
born, the effect of my observations 
through my physical senses, and the 
surrounding psychic forces), nor can I 
think or act but that I have certain In
fluence over others. The relationship 
between these Influences and their ef- 
facts, is a most interesting and instruct? 
Ive study. ,

The more potent the force the more 1 
d‘5a®re®able its results when perverted. 1

Fire lays low entire cities, yet no one 1 
seeks to destroy this element. Water’s : 
devastations make up a large portion of 
the worlds history, yet no one denies 
the necessity of water; so all of nar . 
tures elements, Including the most po
tent of all, thought or soul-energy, must 
be cpnsldered.. . ■ ■ ■ ■
, There Is a marked difference between 
Influence and control. Intelligent be
ings are Influenced, and by their intel
ligence they control. Man influenced 
by a desire for scientific development 
controls the force of flre and water 
steam and electricity; yet he never at
tempts to control man; he endeavors to 
Influence him.

I recall the fact of a young sensitive 
who some years ago refused to take the 
pledge of total abstinence from liquor 
reserving the privilege of taking it in 
case of sickness. Soon afterward lie 
became a willing and satisfactory hyp
notic subject, yielding readily to the 
influence of the operator. At one even
ing’s private experiment a social drink 
was suggested; such Influence was 
without effect, the subject refusing to 
act, and the most persistent attempt to 
compel the action was without avail. 
Later the operator suggested liquor as 
a cure for serious sickness, and the 
subject yielded.
.. The Influence of mind upon mind be
comes control only by argument which 
convinces, and the degree of effect de
pends on the Condition of the subject.

■ By practice man learns to Influence 
the action.of his will, but few if any 
learn to control this ponderous posses
sion.

. * The extent of control depends on 
practice and. observation. The baby 
leanis to direct its hands, feet and mind 
by cultivating the suggestions of adults. 

..; Few adults fully behove that pre
natal influence environment and cir
cumstances are material for character 
building, and are more or less submis
sive to the influence of each or all; and 
not a few acknowledge the control of 
those conditions In life. Most all peo- 1 
plo recognize both the power and possl- 
blllly of influence. . '

.... *- ■■ — ■ 

u J . .. .< s__....................................................................

„’Modern Spiritualism has made the 
.A,.11 Y.eU !retweon «0" so very thin that 
little, If any, distinction should be made 
concerning thp influence of minds in 
ond-out ta the body. No well meaning 
person will seek to control another, yet 
the

I other we can but concede as mutually 
! helpful. .
> The presence of our loved- ones in 
1 spirit is a fact which every age has ac- 
■ cepted, in some form or another; their 

influence and its benefit upon the world
। none can successfully deny. Medium

ship is the channel through which we 
sense this holy guidance, and being so 
close an approach to the sublime it 
brings Into operation remarkably subtle 
forces. We should, therefore, exercise 
great care, thought and judgment in 
partaking of its heavenly fruition. The 
pleasure, consolation and comfort felt 
by the knowledge of angel ministration 
is paralleled only by the satisfaction, In
spiration and helpfulness sensed by 
these ministers.

We are taught that soul growth Is at
tained by experience. We find that tew 
if any leave the earth plane fully un
folded, and they are benefited by the in
fluence which they may have upon our 
lives.

A law of reciprocity upon the spirit
ual plane, the intelligent understanding 
of which is the promise of the twentieth 
century.

Suppose we compare the benefits de
rived from fire and water and the intel
ligent application of the forces which 
they produce, and the destruction which 
has come from their unbridled ener
gies; suppose we compare the benefits 
derived from the communion wjth the 
denizens of spirit land, their helpful, 
comforting Influence and the annoy
ances, wrongs or crimes (If such a thing 
can be) which we observe because of a 
lack of understanding so mighty a pow
er. The ratio of apparent destruction 
might pardonably be greater from the 
latter because It involves the exercise 
of mightier and subtler laws.

I rejoice that Spiritualism Is attain
ing powerful proportions of educational 
organization, and stands unmoved by 
the cry of adversary or wall of weak
ened associate.

Spiritual mediumship -has stood a 
doorway between the two conditions ot 
life through the ages; Its misapplied 
power has at all times produced experi
ences which stand as signal towers to 
those who came on to the scene of ac
tion later, and its manifold blessings 
have sweetened and sustained the lives 
of millions.

I know a Spiritualist speaker who 
was confused spiritually by multiplicity 
of doctrines, uneducated mentally, and 
undeveloped physically, who after six 
years of spiritual unfoldment In care
fully conducted home circles, went be
fore the public, and has for seven years 
taught the comforting philosophy of 
Spiritualism as influenced by spirit 
guides. This speaker’s satisfaction 
spiritually, unfoldment mentally and 
growth physically indicates marked Im
provement. This Is but one of the 
many Instances where the influence of 
spirit Intelligences was beneficial.

We need thought and literature of 
tolerance that declares the good of all, 
and if revolutionary measures threaten 
destruction we can but know that pro
gression is the law of nature, and death 
is but an event in life.

The book entitled Tho Great Psycho
logical Crime, but emphasizes the cau
tion which Andrew Jackson Davis gives 

. In his “Dlakka” and other of his works 
• It dwells upon the effects which a mis

understanding and misapplication of 
the psychic forces may have, but it in 
no way alters tho fact and possible ben
efit of mediumship. We need to teach 
people personal responsibility and priv
ilege until they will seek to co-operate 
with the arisen loved ones, to assist 
them in their unfoldment and to be ben
efited by their Influence. WE DO NOT 
WANT CONTROLS, but how our souls 
crave for guides, for the presence of the 
loved ones who have borne with us the 
experiences of earth life, its tears and 
smiles, Its burdens and joys, and know
ing our weaknesses and limitations 
come to us from the world where soon 
we are to go, and with their old-time 
love, influence ub how best to qualify 
for those conditions.

We need to teach people that the in
fluence of the spirit friends may come 
in all forms and '*nditions,  for we are 
constantly sending a variegated assem
bly there, but that the quality of those 
who influence them depend entirely 
upon their purity of thought and life, 
and upon their knowledge of the law 
which admits of the Influence.

As well say extinguish flre because it 
destroyed a city as to speak ot disre
garding spiritual mediumship because 
some one has been “obsessed" by an 
undesirable Intelligence.

But as wisely as we teach succeeding 
generations to "control” flre, will we 
endeavor to exalt man’s spiritual con
ceptions until he seeks to "influence” 
the arisen loved ones with needed 
strength and force and receive in return 
the loving “influence" of their helpful
ness. JOHN W. RING

Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, Tex

THE BIBLE AS REGARDED BY JOHN 
E. REMSBURG.

In this book there are Eleven Chap- 
tors on the Authenticity of the Bible- 
Thirteen on the Credibility of the Bible- 
Ten on the Morality of the Bible, with 
an Appendix of Unanswerable Arqu- 
ments Against the Divine Origin and in 
favor of the Human Origin of the Bible 
Twenty-six pages of Index, enabling the 
reader to refer in an Instant to any au
thority quoted or argument used by the 
author. '■

। The tiles of the chapters in detail are 
Sacred Booles of the World, The Chris’ 
tian Bible, Formation of the Canon DIf 
ferent Versions of the Bible, Author
ship and Dates, The Pentateuch, The 
Prophets, The Hagioegrapha, The Four 
Gospels; Acts, Catholic Epistles and 
Revelation; Pauline Epistles, Textual 
Errors, Two Cosmogonies of Genesis 
The Patriarchal Age, The Jewish Kimrs' 
Inspired Numbers, When Did Jehosa! 
phat Die? Harmony of the Gospels Paul 
and the Apostles, The Bible and His
tory, The Bible and Science, Pronhn. 
cies, Miracles, The Bible God The 
Bible Not a Moral Guide, Lying. Chont 
Ing, Stealing, Murder, War, Human 
Sacrifices, Cannibalism, Witchcraft 
Slavery, Polygamy, Adultery, Obscem 
ity, Intemperance, Vagrancy, Ignorance 
Injustice to Women, Unkindness to 
Children, Cruelty to Animals, Tyranny 
Intolerance, Conclusion, Appendix. ’

The book makes some five hundred 
pages, and. Is printed handsomely on 
heavy paper, with wide margins. Price 
$1.25.

"Child. Culture, .According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental, Suggestion." By. Newton N. 
Riddell. A. most excellent work for all 
Who havo .the care or training <ff oh», 
dren. Price 65 cents.

"Religious and Theological Works or 
Thomas Paine,'' .Contains his celebrated 
“Age, of Reason,!’ and n numbor of let- 
tors and discourses on rellglous and the
ological subjects, doth binding, 43o

.Price 51. For sale at this offica

Aetla«,” « Marvcloiu Dlicovcry That Cure*  AU 

Affilctlou*  ot the Bye and Bar Without 

Cutting or Drugging,

qt fccovsry haa been made by that 
Inventive Gonlua Prof w rk Kfe ^vented a restorer kuown 

“AotiM/Jlirougb which all “hi1
oyea and ear, «uch as bllucW 
ness, granulated lids, cad 
ai’acts, boreeyes, deafneBuJ 
etc., are cured withoutcutl 
ting or drugging. It is? 
simple contrivance,known 
as the Actlna Pocket But. 
tcry, and through it tho

ÄPri?.Cy th.elU not oul5 
JÄlÄÄ and auidsts °but Ä 

same time perfects a positive and histlm- cure? 
Bev. W. Ö. Goodwin, Moline, Kansae writes*  

"My honest opinion of'”Aoduu"is oua 
of the most marvelous discoveries of the age Is 
'tfW!?. Wonianoperttilon." * “
tint ma Garwood, SprlugUuld, Muhb., bays 
Xs'XXgclired hlD1 °'uliui

can road well without my glasses; am sixty- 
flvevearsold. 7 ®

Ba.k,lr. °™an Park. Cal., writes: ”1 
A±llllud 1 Not use<l”Autlna.'I 
A pal ty of prominent cltltrens have organized H'w York au“Kd“n 

^.^»tiou, und they have given this 
?ro^nnbp Jhi0r0Ugti iU tCttt °11 k“ndredö of casea 

uurub “ uu<l hopeless that they.oure- ''Actlna” Is sent, 
nün.« ,H 'i01' W111 UU11 or s<!,ld »"'Ur 
name and address to tho New York and London 
Electric Association, Dept.T.B., e29 Walnut Sl.\ 
Kansas City, Mo., you will receive, absolutelj?! 
o?tka I-v«1Ub a bo<lll-pr"'' Wilson's ”'ProaUso 
you mXUtUad8sm-ta^hTyoVeZ^t “di 

doctors have bfairiea°red' ““ “°W

Ths above is the number of the pres, 
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. Xf this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you aro requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tho 
right hand corner of tho first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper.

KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualletlo and Occult 

News.
You can do It by reading each week 

Tho Progressiva Thinker. The Philo, 
opby and the Spiritualistic aud Occult 
phenomena It contains each week, 1b 
the marvel of the age. No one can af
ford to be without the paper. Its price 
Is within the reach of all.

The Carpenter’s and Builder’s 
Standard Library.

By Fred T. Hodgson, Architect.

This series of now works on Modern Carpen. 
wry and Joinery aro to-day tho approved and 
most helpful sot of practical builders' "educa- 
1?/« PUp1!8116^ Price per set of 4 vols., cloth, 
M.OO; half-leather, $0-00,

The Young Engineer’s Guide

WRM WGINES
fiOWToWJI®

This book 
treats upon 
how to run a 
farm engine. 
The young 
engineer’s 
guide. Fully 
illustrated. 
A complete 
instructor. 
This is the 
greatest of 
all works for 
the farmer. 
Price, cloth, 
$1.00.

By James H. Stevenson, and Oth
er Expert Engineers.

Can Telepathy Explain?
By Minot J. Savage/

Savage. In this book of 248 nAg($s, discuss*  
ea problems that have vexed Intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of tho religious life. He states a 
great number of well authenticated Instances 
or spiritist revelation or communication. His 
aiscusslon la frank and fearless, and merits the 
widest reading, for be deals with facts and ex
periences. Price, cloth, ¿1.00.

The Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
Human Life,

With Character Readings of Per
sons Born Upon the Cusp.

The principles found In this volume aro both 
a science and a religion, for a better and a far 

’‘,un’“nlty- It Points to the planets as 
an index to the human character ana liability 
to diseases; also gives the gems and colors suit
ed to temperaments evolved under certain plan
ets. But the author, ELEANOR KIRK, lays 

upon the fundamental principle 
that AU maladies known to man can bo entire
ly dominated, forever cast out. bv those who 
realize that mind is tho mnsu-r and -body the 
BerviPi’." Price, cloth. »i no 3

Spiritualist“-
Badges,

IN

Malt«» Witch Chirm.
Solid Gold Only

BndRu Pin. tl.50: Lapel Button, 11.50; 
„.,1“1.nS’'0LB™2FIh Maltese Charm. 15.001 
MnlicBo Pondant, |5.oo. Thia jewelry needs no oth- 

,t0 1“S the SUNFLOWER
BADGE, tho adopted emblem of Spiritualism, As 
c11?^,',,!., ?i’er..lF_rn8. ,a f“co towards tho sun, so 
Spiritualism tuma tho faces of humanity from 

“n9 suporstuion towards tho Sunlight 
ss^»^?£roffiSoao,K,'iuufuioni- 

-A Whu I AmTVeoetarian. 7 
An tuldrosB delivered bototo the Chicane Vgeo* 

tarian Seoiety. By J. Howard Moore. Prio0, 
C6 cents. ’

fOMMON SFNisF wThttaiM Faltto. A kUHI IUnpL.ri.OL Revolutionary paraph-
U1° inhabitants at America Iff 

1770, with explanatory notice by an BngW 
author. Paper, iacent»,. ■ • -,

PROGRESSiON
The evolution ot Man. By Mlohicf FmW tTICG. 1DC, .•

RBS OF PROGRESS.
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... And the Devil means the center of all error, pain and strife.

) 

/

love,Grace

eye;

Spirit

growth of the desire tor philosophy-

the most cogent , reasons for taking up

a son, Mr. Wayne Cowan, who is in the difference.

not hail,
Lest you turn trip little heaven of their souls into a jail." 

It wad thus the ©Me recited all he knew of history,

that Spiritualism had more men in Hr, 
ranks like tho two who have just passed

that he was one of the highest typo of 
men is by no means saying too much. 
His religion was to do good, and justice 
characterized his every not. I would

ST. PETER 
Expostulating With The Colonel ill 
Regard to His Ideas of Heaven and 
the “Great White Throne.”

Hear him talking to immortals who in darkness have been 
.■ ■ ■ ■ ■ lost,/ ■ . . ■ ■ . '
Or upon the sea of trouble in a shipwrecked boat were

white throne^! ... .

He discovered initios Heaven, to bls sorrow and disgust, 
That St, Peter waq ia holder of much stock in Christian 

trust; . • ’ - - • - - -1 • ■

MOSES
And the Preachers Whose Dwarfed 
Intellects Make Them Still Obedi
ent to the Old Commandments.

ST. PAUL
Exhorting HisDisciples Against th* 
Eloquent Agnostic and His “Perv 
nicious, Noxious Doctrine.”

growth or tne aesire wr pmuwvjwv—
eince wrltttig my last letter I have for that sound philosophy that has been 

-visited a number of places for tho pur- shorn J?.

COL, INGERSOLL 
Is Still Teaching the Gospel of Fref 
Thought and Human Liberty.day.’

Pt VIVid Poetical Depiction of Colonel IngeYsoll’s Labors in Spirit Ufe, From a Spiritualistic Viewpoint

©r©. Whine -VTzU lOnWH ffi 
1bas Untetvteweb

He is there and is carrying on a great Wldle their S on earth were Uinded by their «0«^ 

reformatory work among preachers, He could only wound their feelings, by attacking their old 

church members and bigots generally. But up there where all is spirit he is*  making Christians see 

He meets opposition in the land of 
souls the same as he did on earth. 
The following poem, by Dr. T. Wilkins, 
portrays in a most vivid and graphic 
manner some of his varied experiences 
with St. Peter and others, in his ef
forts to advance them to a higher 
plane of action, .<

That their God was but a fiction of the ancient history.
It was fun to hear him tell them what their old religion cost
In the sacrifice of people whom they always taught were

Jost:
“You have cut out tongues of victims, you have torn men 

limb from limb,
You have slaughtered mothers, babies, and spread terror 

dark and grim, . .
And now here you stand in darkness, still awaiting that great

. day. ■■■.■■■
When .the Savior will reward you with his love—your tan-

• ■ ■ cled pay; ■ . ■. \ . .. ........ ;
And still yonder in the distance you observe the shining

. . throne ■: ■ ■■■. ■. ■ ■:■■■■■ ..

Ingersoll in Tieaven, Hnb poeticailv 
©escribes tbe Same

But he found no place in Heaven where he thought he’d care 
to stay, .

For the place was small and dismal and was sadly In decay. 
It was bullded to the notion of the minds so long ago, 
That the modern man, developed, would find rooms too small

and low. K

“It is changed," St. Peter told him, “till the place seems new 
and strange,” . .

But his salntshlp seemed enjoying all the features of the 
change,

And though old he had adopted all the fads of modern 
thought, -

Just to hold down his position that the younger saints had 
sought.

At the boldness of the Colonel, old St, Peter looked ag
grieved. 

For he knew that lie had found one whom the church had 
not deceived-. ■

He began to show a weakness that soon reached tbe Colo
. nel's eye, . ■

And he knew at ones» St. Peter was mixed up in that old lie.

It was teen the Colonel started to explore the ancient shack, 
That with age apd wear had crumbled to a shell all grim 

and black, •
When a form loomed up before him like the ghost of some 

. old saint . '
But the Colonel did not tremble or fall over In a faint.

With a twinkle of good humor and a smile both rich and
bland, ? -• Bob wqp shown the great Elijah, who resembles Dowie some,

He just walked up to his ghostship and reached out a friendly And was told how he “to Heaven in a chariot had come.”
hand, - - ■. .... .......... He was shown the dear old Moses, and old David and his

When the form began to.beckon as though calling up from folks, -
space .< And old Jonah and old Daniel who had figured in the hoax.

Some one else;to come and help him barricade the holy He was shown the face of Noah and of Adam and of Eve, 
place; v - ■ And he wondered how such women, plump and pretty could

Xh i sit in the twilight dreaming of life’8 many, many woes, That for ages has been standing in your narrow brains
To that dear old soul,-St. Peter, all my tender feeling goes.

' He has had his-share of trouble in our modem Christian 
days, - . . . . . .

In deciding and consigning those ot good and wicked ways. 
And there is no cause for doubting that since Ingersoll ar

rived'
The great horde of knowing preachers ot much Joy have 

been deprived. ' ' . -

It is well they did their roasting ot thé Colonel over here;
It Is well they had their pleasures over him this side the 

bier,
For his eloquence and reason e’en St. Peter cannot stand, 
And his wisdom will be whispered all about the spirit land.

Many preachers had consigned him to the hottest place in 
hell, - - -

But St. Peter cannot put him ’mongst thoee^preachers very
well, ‘1 ' ' ’

And when Robert gets to talking and disseminaUng tun, 
Even Satan and'hjs angels will soon start upon the run.

- alone; ■ ■ ■ . . ■. . .
Has been standing as a monument in spirit land to tell. .
The sad stories of the victims whom you thought, hftdi.gpne 

to hell. ...

“See it flashing! see it shining! see it glimmer in the sun!
Read upon its rusting surface all the crimes that have been 

done ' ,
In thé name of your religion on the earthly plane, and. weep
Till a raging flood of teardrops o’er your souls is., running 

deep.
And you cannot then atone for all thé misery'you wrought. 
You will find your cruel actions will come back to you un

sought, ’ ■ ' -■
And with these few clinching pointers ringing clearly as a 

bell,
The good Colonel left his hearers standing facing their own 

, hell. . .

Now 1 seem to s?e the Colonel, who was never known to

shlrk, ■ ■ ,
Making gestures toward old Satan, as he warms up to his 

work, . . • i .. , „
And His Majesty subsiding.’neatt the Colonel’s sparkling 

wit, '. —
And the heavens growing brighter as with wisdom s fires lit.

And I wonder and conjecture as to how the Colonel fares
With the gates all closed against him just because to doubt 

he dares, -
And while Blinking thus my visions soothed me down into a 

sleep, '
Till my spirit, fully conscious, passed beyond the misty deep.

Yes, a real sleep enwrapt me and I saw within my dream, ■ 
The old Colonel and St. Peter at the gate, wltt eyes agleam, 
Both in earnest; but St. Peter seemed wrought up in-very

“A good deed is the 
best prayer; A loving life 
,is the best religion.” .

But the spectre soon impressed'hlm with a gesture and a nod deceive.
That around this ancient palace, now, he need not hunt for He was shown the massive fog-horn that old Gabriel will

God; • blow’ - u ..
And he "need not look for preachers,-as each has bls private And the Colonel spoke of leaving, but they wouldnt let

"Twas a treat to stand and watch them, here and there a.llt- 
tie squad, . . '

Al! discussing Robert's lecture and his picture of their God. 
I could see them nod and gesture as they, stood in twilight 

dim, .
But they soon sank back in darkness as their hate returned 

for him;
And as for the placid Colonel, he arose and left the place, 
Witt a twinkle in his optics and smile upon his face, 
Just Os if the -task was pleasant and a satisfaction still, 
To pull down old Superstition and destroy the gospel mill.

cell,
Where -he stays in constant terror of the man who upset 

belj"; . . ’ . .
"But I’ll take you to a region," epake the spectre, "where, 

’tis said, n • ’
There once sat a Great Jehovah with a crown upon his head, 
Where the preachers from-your planet used to gather, sing 

and pray . -
For the promise in the Bible for the ‘good on judgment

Then lie led him to an altar that seejned built of solid gold, 
But the place was dark and gloomy and threw tip a scent of 

mould. .
“Here,’’-began the guiding spectre, “Is supposed to be the 

throne . . ■
Where the-great and good Jehovah sat for ages all alone, • 
Till Confucius and your Jesus and some others 1 could name

After resting just a moment to renew his strength a bit 
He passed over to St. Peter, who invited him to sit; 
Then the Colonel, brightly smiling, questioned Peter o’er and 

o’er,
Of the "earthly church delusion, filled with falsehood to the 

core.” ‘ ■

him go.
In my dream the Colonel told me jail the sights he hod been 

shown.
And he said he thought the spirit of progression there had 

grown,
Till the only hell and heaven that the spirit there could find, 
Were conditions each one brought there In the conscious

ness of mind,
That Jehovah means the center ot' all power and all life,

No one knows what is beyond us; no one knows what lies in 
wait; ■' . ■ -■■■■■ ■

No one knows from the beginning what will be his coming 
fate; ■ ■ ■■■■ .■ - ■ -..- '.

When we close our eyelids mortal in our soul we catch a
' .gleam. . - ■ . ' . ■ - *

, ot a bright and shining portal and we linger in that dream.
From-upon your little planet, as,the peoples Saviors came,
And began to hold their meetings in contention for a place, on Bils side it sSems but justice for the good to. stand above 
And their wrangle and their jangle so disturbed His Mighty ¿nd apart from all the vicious if they build their homes with

That he called them all together in a ’Council ot the Right,' And all know the brainy Colonel towered far above bls foes, 
And they wrangled and they jangled til! they broke up For he always met them kindly when in anger they arose.

Heaven quite, It was not the hien he battled, .but their binding, blinding
Now,-sir, this is all the story; os I got It, so I tell; ' creed;
But they say down on your planet, it was you extinguished n wa8 not the persons hated, but old superstition’s seed.

And thev fear vou and your reason, hence your presence do In my soul I see him fighting, leading on across the way, 
‘ At the head of fiosta of people In the light of modern day;

• ah be jmew of ^teayen’s people and the God that used to be.
There he sat and coolly plied him with the questions he bad An gp]onei listened .with that twinkle in his

stored,
Whilp thfl’Colonel seemed illumined with a halo of good Of the mansions and the Savior, and the saintly pining had ,heard ue<jn, this planet oft the same old musty lie, - 

■ “ - ' horde: - ■ < c And he knew-th at o)d St. Peter, all the ages past had known
cheer’ "is there, sir, a God? a heaven where the saints Immortal ()£ tblB ECileme t0! catch the people and control the "great •cheer.

Ab I watched in deepest pleasure earth’s bright scintillating dwell? ,
8tar ' f And for all tte rest a hades, on eternal burning hell?

Old St Peter touched-a-button and the gates swung wide if-the God is omnipresent and omnipotent beside, «
ajar ; .. . . Andan all-wise. lfjivlng Father.aye.allgootfpersonttled, '

fu«. rninnei- RicoA'there talking to his enemies below, For awhile, sir, let me see.him, only for*a little while; . . .
But ........ ' - - - - - —— ghould I find him as they tell me, I shall- give up with a He discovered,thatr.q-corn.er h^dJmen gained by old St. Paul,

¿mile.» ■ And ttesrblBednesi’dhaditjdst driven all tte "small ones” to
. the wall. ■ ' ■ .. .......
.He discovered Biat the- Savior was no higher than Tom 

Paine, .
, AndiJehovah there no nearer-ttan upon the earthly plane.

He was glad to meet St. Peter as-he sat there at the gate, 
For It llvened-up his journey in that great immortal state. ■

Till the tears they shed, repentant made the heavens over
flow. ■ ■ , ■ ■■■ . -

There Wire, preachers, deacons, sisters, who had always 
■ hated him, ...... ■

Who were loudly noW applauding with appreciative vim.
In.tte spirit they could see him as they saw him ne er before
Ariel his language was so charming they kept begging him 

■ for more. , -

. “Nay, I cannot,” says St. Peter, in a.sort of undertone, , 
“None but Jesus,, Lord and Master, can approach the Fath

er’s throne.”
“Then the Master,” said the Colonel, "I will summon to ap

. pear,' ■ - ..; ■ ■ < ■ : ■ ■■ ■
For Ifuod exists I’ll know it; I must gain His holy ear.” •

Our Boston Correspondent Expresses Himself Clearly
■ . . . ■ ■ . . . ' I •

There are many things coming to the Philosophical Journal, has been so re- front, and demand a hearing.
There are many tn ngs coming - contains barely . manlfestattons, the leading factor In

front at the present time, that Bp rttua ■ .duced in size that it contains ba y Ol ,
lets must calmly meet The “decline"
of Spiritualist societies is most certaln-

one-fifth of the amount of reading mat
ter it formerly had. The Banner of

Lflu UaUBC| 1JO0 CCI U1H41J M^vai. vu wiv iu 
crease, and may it not be possible that

. tossed. ■ ■ ■
Hear the words of wisdom falling like the dewdrop^ on each 

■ ■■■'■■■■head,.. -■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . ' ■ ■ ■ ■. ■ ■■
Like the morning sunlight beaming o’er the verdure almost 

. ■ : dead. - ■ :

His great soul, so full of music and from earthly labors free, 
Still Is weaving words of power for eternal liberty, 
And his high arid tender spirit with his true, unselfish love, 
Soon will lift the veil of darkness from those fogy eyes 

above. ‘ -

As I wake from slumber visions I can see the Colonel still, 
And he seems pursuing preachers with the same determined

. Will, ■' ■: ’ ■■ ' '. '.. ..; ■ ■" , ■
Witt the object still before him to make superstition flee 
E’en from heaven, if infected, and to make all-people free.

DR. T. WILKINS.

and Forcibly on the Decline of Spiritualist Societies.
Sunday. His meetings are advertised in the column ofcline of local societies. People "fill up’! with Spiritualism at 

the camps then, like bruin in winter, live upon that store Un
til camp season comes again,. (Literally some of them draw 
in their-spiritual food for eleven months and fifteen days 
through their'hands. -They "lick off” the spiritual sweets as 
children do molasses, candy when it has stuck, fast to their 
flngfijs. It satisfies them until candy time comes again.

Good work is being done in many places, but the weakness 
of the itinerant system grows more and more apparent every 
passing day. - The change of speakers every Sunday injures 
the cause beyond repair. ' Permanency is never established 
by removing the underpinning from a building. This is 
equally true in spiritual work. The noted speakers named 
above were usually employed for a term of months in the

church notices In the daily papers, and his subjects are upon 
topics of vital interest to all patriotic citizens. His evening 
meetings are usually very largely attended. His alm evi
dently is to make Spiritualism a permanent influence in the 
religious life of the city. It is a worthy ambition, and he 
has the consciousness that he is being sustained by many of 
the best people in Boston. Aside from Mrs. Willis and Mr. 
Wiggin, there are no regular societies presenting Spiritual
istic lectures in Boston. Mrs. Soule has not opened her 
meetings thus far this season, owing to ill health, while all 
of the hundred or more other gatherings held every Sunday 
are either individual enterprises for personal profit, or an 
aggregation of talent for the purpose of advertising publicly 
the psychic powers of which the participants claim to be pos-

the decline in the number of prosperous
Light has a difficult task in Its efforts to .spiritualist societies may arise from 
live, and ail along the line the prospect the fact that liberal and eloquent rev- 
has’not been very encouraging in the eronds are. coming to the front every- 
Spiritualist newspaper business. This*  where and attract the Spiritualist? In 
condition of affairs cannot be ascribed this city, any number of Spiritualists 

- flock to hear the liberal divinesvwho

ly one of them. The cause of this has 
' ’to be determined in the future, and a 

remedy- found, if possible. The Spirit
ualist papers are not supported as well 
as formerly, with the single exception 
of The Progressive Thinker. The Light 
efforrtobe“usSef °ThVoldtReHglon s^oonVror’ liter'force themselves’to the heaven.-Edltor.

to the Great Psychological Crime. It -------------- .
is useless to concehl facts; they will have banished hell and a golden-paved

FROM NEW ENGLAND.
Spiritualism in New England averages about the same 

from season'to season in the matter of numbers attracted to 
its meetings, and permanent interest in. it as a movement 
on the part of those who seek it as investigators. The move
ment is by no means represented by the same number of lo
cal societies as' it was three and a half decades ago. The 
days when Ralph Waldo Emerson, William Lloyd Garrison, 
Henry C. Wright,-Stephen and Abbie Kelley Foster, Dr. S. B. 
Brittan Prof. Wm. Denton, and otters of like standing, 
graced’the rostrum are not duplicated'how. Thousands 
flocked to hear the eloquent and scholarly exponents of the 
new gospel of angel love in those days and were not ashamed 
to admit their love for Spiritualism to the whole world.

towns in which strong societies then existed, have none 
now, or like some of the cities, only weak and non-lniluentlal 
bodies. Otter towns now have societies in which none for
merly existed, but these bodies are rather unstable and ebb 
and flow with the tide of human curiosity. It is not improb
able that two hundred Spiritualist gatherings of different 
kinds are held in Massachusetts every Sunday. Very few of 
these can be dignifled with the name “society”; they are 
simply gatherings of people, attracted by the magnet of some 
medium, or by the desire to have “a good time.” <

Rhode Island and Connecticut ate much the same as the

places where they spoke. Their influence was lasting, and . . .
could have -been made the power of all powers had the Spir- gessed. Two lyceums, led by Mr. J. B. Hatch, Jr., and Mra. 
itualists risen to their opportunity by proper organization. M. J. Butler, complete the Sunday services In Boston. There 
The best results now apparent are found only through long are numerous week-evening meetings that are almost purely 
engagements. The work, of such-wonderful mediums as social in character.
Mrs. May S. Pepper must .be classed by itself. She has a Boston is also the home of the Banner of Light, as it has 
special following, and her hearers seldom attend any otter |jeeil jor forty.Beven years. It has had but three editors in 
Spiritualistic meetings. In fact, it is Safe to say that they all that Um&_Luther Colby, John W. Day and Harrison D.
are neyer present'save when,this gifted psychic is to appear. Barrett -The former fell at his post of duty. Capt Day sold

Im Boston; Mrs. Minnie M. Soule carried on. the work of the Out his Interests after two years of service, and Mr. Barrett
uc, ana j. rqu naw m. p Return.Society for many years. She inter- ha8 been at the helm ever since 1897. Quite a surprise was
healthily aggressive in both states. Phwtucket and Provi- este(l manyipeop1Gi and her^organization did a great deal ot sprung at his removal a few weeks since, by the party who
------ - --------- -- . • _ . nractlcal work, besides-givlngvaluabie instruction in .spirit-, 'gained possessiBn of the paper at the time of Mr. Tuttle’s 
local societies.- Warren, Woonsocket, ^gg. The namè of her society is somewhat paradox- transition in October, 1903. and legal proceedings are now
Bristol and otter live.towns now bay? none whereas Spirit- ^Slt Tteturn?*-  Since the spirits of those who take pendlng to determine the rights of the contending parties, 
ualism was once n't the very front in those plac' • 1¿aye of eartll never go away, how is it possible for them to ¿u of tho old employes of the Banner are reported to have

Local societies are also few in number in Connecticut as ,ireturn,„ ,But names count tor little when good is out- been discharged, and the new management has fortified 1L
- , v, v . i 1- ot wArir. wrought for the mournlngsons.and daughters of earth. Mrs. self with people of its own choosing. .The pubilc is .inter*,

only place in which an aggressive local soc ety ip at work. S the-regular speaker at the M. S. Ayer Temple, gated, and cannot but wonder what the outcome will be., All 
Hartford has eight or ten Spiritualtat matings Sun-. N. J,WMU . reg frlend8> wJl0 11Bten wlth d& hopetor the triumph of the right, and trust that jusBce may
day; they Probably do some good, ‘“J”®“0®““ Zt fa KtL^ prevail. Mr. J. J. Morse is now acting as editor-in-chief,
the religious life of the city s .slight. Thnsa^’8 y"® ®£ AgrinnaiiCllme,¿Phillips Brooks, Plato, Aristotle, Hi and is assisted by Miss Susie C. Clark, both of .whom are 

' Interest nas lanen ou m«« x*»**u —----- ■—------- New Haven, Bridgeport, Mer en, n ng , Beecher; Thitbdnre Parker, and otter celebrated charac- wen known in Spiritualistic circles. As the oldest publica-
even greater degree. There are not more than ten working, and otter places where weak socieUes exist, or none at all. _ . • areTCgulaJ.ly advertised to speak through her tlon in the world pertaining to Spiritualism, the Banner’s
local ^cleties in both states, whereas at the time to which . - It must not bwimaginedthat popular interest in orgaLSm. Mm Willis does her. work in her way, tod her is a matter of concern to all Spiritualists, and it 1b to be
reference Is made, these states were blessed with as many ism has waned because of this general decline of the lore _ can mlwbe judged upon their merits, therefore, hoped .that no one of them will permit prejudice to blind his 
LreXietles as ws the state of Maine, societies. On the contrary, SpMtuaHsm is more nSXSSSpX or to condemn them unheard.. to ttégood the paper has done in the past, or may do
Mass^«®®^^ TfySZ2eXmZ SJSX sSto p^? and i ¿Mr. F. A. Is- the settled speaker for the Boston ?

not possessed of one-tenth^ . literature of the day are Ailed witt it Camp-meetings Spiritual Templé «His -audiences certainly average with friends of the> re .
..strength as theywere.nd a 0)ph. ’fact, the are now nurner ous, and they contribute largely to the de those to be found fa the Christian churches from un ay 08 0 ’ ’ ;

' Boten Finney> ©Tenvu, duaic* cm« » , • . . • ... ■ ' ■ • , - ¿ ■ ■ 1 , ■ ’ ’ . ■

state of Maine. When H. H. Brown was settled at Williman
tic, and J. Frank Baxter at Providence, Spiritualism was

dence are now the only places in Rhode Island that have
To-day they and their descendants are largely found 

among the members of the liberal Christian churches. Some 
of the most popular speakers of that period are now pastors 
of Christian churches. Want of proper organization and _______________________
earnest devotion to the truths of Spiritualism are responsible .compared with otter days. The city of Norwich is about the 
for the decline of our movement in New England. .....................................

- Interest has fallen off in New Hampshire and Vermont in

local societies in both states, whereas at the time to which

Work.

I'.UUU tv JV*a* UIM 1«»—.. ..................... , .

Otter side. Mr. Cowan was one of the

In Maine where there were once seventy-live or more 
flourishing societies, there are now less than ten, four of
which are ten-day camp-meetings.

privilege to speak the office after office in the community and .These good men^IU be ™'ssed, but ereland glides,rih^.- and I am sure are earnest,’but I hope
well to the mortal body, of county of which he has Ibng been a res- »cyrere two ifind aS mistaken. I cannot see that we want
the arisen spirit. . ■ • . ident, his last position being that of °te_ lltobeyonittt °SV®J,bomust hand for startling phenomena, and, to build up a clergy! In the sense that
)f Death has been busy in postmaster. ■ . wel?°“® S’«™?«.!•„ in?tho course of hannilv on theotter hand As steady a other denominations have, but.that we
ring the last twb weeks in The Methodist church was placed at perfoi ce follow them in the course of happily, on the otner nun ... 3 should roflulre 0Ur workers to have cer-

mflOftl) MEN GONE, woresof fMeweil to the mortarbody, of county of which he has ^ns been a res- uvvv God-speed to the arisen spirit. . ’ 1 ~~ “
•-------  The angel of Death has been busy in

Will J. Erwood Writes of Spiritualistic Wisconsin during the last two weeks in ... . lt tas taken away tw0 oI our best
men. I had no sooner arrived homei . ■ . ■ ■■ ■ Im*  ■ • . men. x miu hu buuuvl uunva

r enclose herewith d short account of from officiating at Brother Hyde’s fu- 
the life of James E. Hyde, ot Ripon; neral than I received word to hold my- 
WIs written by one who knew him Belf in readiness to respond to a similar 
'woli' Brother Hyde has just possed-to call from Almond, Wis.
the higher lite, after months of suffer-,.- This call was not.long delayed, and 
inf nf the most intense character,-, In Thursday, Deo. 31, found me at that 

’ town to officiate at tho funeral ot our
co-worker and brother, John S. Cowan, 
who had answered the summons . and

Ing of the most intense character, 
his transition this life has..-been de
prived of the Influença of a good man; 
One who was a çÿngfetent and faithful 
Spiritualist £w many years. ■ The gén
éral verdict of those who-know him was 
that ho was ono of t’^e most even tem
pered, just mon thly have ever Known, 
fend this of courra does : not by - any 
fneans cast uivjfhslrablo reflections upon, 
the cause of jwhich he was a représenta- 
WA , ; I ‘ , 1 - 1

rouo to Join his many friends on tho beyond this vale of sorrows.gouo“«„“J“*......... lh„- .. Brother Hyde leaves a wife and ticv-

should require bur workers to have cer
tain qualifications I believe to be no 
more than right. However In building 
up any system which might well be 
looked upon as a clergy, wo would do 
well to bear in mind one fact, and that 
is, it is difficult to take .such a step with
out a tendency to sectarianism—to

our disposal, arid was filled to overflow
ing by the many who were proud to call 
man! ^twu.’my’prlv'uege’to Unow M?. nwailoen,.amongthem tho mostXtanyBtho

».„nmuVsmt »A“

her homo and is doing an excellent is of course, the same necessity for phe

nessing tho growth of Bio interest in the two worlds. .When I say sacred, I rlan oi bnirow^............
the cause of Spiritualism. do not mean in the light of sacerdotal-

It is gratifying to note that increased ism; but that sacredness that embodies 
interest In spite of toe feeling ttot: the simplicity , of truth divested of all 
sometimes arises to the contrary! I can shams and meaningless forms and lit-

lv tn the oath outlined by those arisen fear the Interest is dying out—who ai o 
■frlrtffis who aw permitted- -tej»i lead- bfteid ttat we shall have a priesthood.

trntees of our state assodation, and a oral sons to remember hiu many excel- nunices or ou , ....... ient qualities, wlillo those who are left
to carry, on the work Brother Cowonnoblo character in every way. That he

-a-na liairi in blah esteem Is evidenced ........ - ........... , . ,
by the fact that every business house in was doing are a ,wife, ono daughter and 

closed during the funeral, a son, Mr. Wayne Cowan, who is in the
Md fact thatThe beheld Indian D^artmont, at Washington.

S A A * • w*  * —-— — — "
In my estimation wo should never for

get that it Is humanity first, then the- 
other things that may follow, but our 
duty is to men, before It is to church or 
ism, whether It is a Spiritualistic 
church, or a Catholic—whether, it in 
Spiritualism, or Methodism, makes no

This thought, kept well before oUr, f 
people will do no harm, as it will have a 
tendency to keep them free, and it is i 
freedom we need. It Is obvious that 
some of those who call themselves Spir
itualists are inclined to be as narrow in 
their conceptions of truth as almost any, 
other denomination in the world This 
Is perhaps unpleasant, but it is true 
nevertheless. ¡1

Denominational Unes must be swept 
away-“to me it seems the whole aim o| 
spiritual philosophy, Is toward the ellml- 
nation of such—toward the destruction! 
of those lines which induce caste, and 
that spirit which fosters a system of 
caste, is of all things the most undesir
able. Ancient history, and some not sa 
ancient, gives us clearly defined illuH- 
trations of the evils of caste systems, 
and encourage us to strive for equality.

The object of spirit return, is not sim
ply to amuse—to satisfy cravings or cu
riosity, nor simply to demonstrate the 
continuity of life, but is essentially fon 
the Instruction of the masses—the lead? 
Ing of men away from the paths of past 
error, and into thé higher walks of un
derstanding.’ If our friends come back 
to us (as we know they do); it is not 
only that they whisper "All is well, but 
that they may give ns the benefit oi 
their Increased knowledge of life—that 
they may tell us wherein they have 
made a mistake, and thereby aid us to 
avoid that mistake. Oh, may we learn sr 
the object of-spirit communion so thor-^. 
oughly that we will raise It to that higUj- 
standard that is its just due-rand may, 
it never die out, is tho wish of ,

WILL J. EltWOOD. V
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ead and Think for Yourself ! Study Meuli ai the Scientific Problems!
“Come let us reason together, with charity for all and malice toward none,” was said tq all the world, and is still echoing down the ages, to the annihilation of old su

perstition and ignorance and the uphftment of the human mind and soul, and Spiritualism shouts it again to the world through The Progressive Thinker, which makes its 
regular weekly visits to every country on the earth, and contains all the latest occult literature afloat, and the very cream of the scientific and philosophic World,
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THE GREAT MYSTERY OF SPIRIT FORMS
NUMBER FOUR.

A few philosophers in America and 
fSurope are aware that in 1901, I pub- 
ished, for the first time In the history 

of philosophy, a brief outline of some 
of the principles of Hunger.

Obviously, the passion is transmitted 
from parent to child through the germ 
cells of conception.

Hunger is both an hereditary and ac
quired choice of affinities of nutrition, 
viz., for self-evolution.

Its laws imply an hereditary capacity 
ior a self-reconstruction of the self.

I have defined Life as the involution, 
dissolution and evolution of forms by 
laws of passion.

Hunger is the first of these laws.
On its lowest plane, it 1b seen to be 

the principle causing the protozoa to di
gest and secrete.

Omits highest, Its laws influence the 
purest Spiritualism, and its philosophy.

Hunger therefore always Implies 
some form of consciousness of choice. 
It is not mere physical attraction, i. e., 
as of a. magnet for filings. Or chemical 
affinity, 1. e., as of H for O.

Through its reconstructive laws my 
body has been evolved from the lowli
est forms of the protozoa.

Hunger, and nutrition, are, as a 
builder to his bricks; a shoemaker to 
his leather, a tailor to his cloth, a 
dressmaker to her silk, a watchmaker 
to his metals.

My body and soul owe their exist
ence to the laws of Hunger. The ex
istence of nutrition has no meaning 
when it is divorced from its relations to 
the constructive, and reconstructive 
laws of Hunger; which get, "keep, 
change, and reconstruct nutrition into 
blood and nerve cells.

Thus through the laws of Hunger, 
my Ego, Self, Mind, or Soul gains its 
first victory over matter; by overcom
ing the physical and chemical inertias 
of nutrition, and evolving them into 
vital forms, forces and motions.

The evolution of human knowledgq 
ultimately depends on these laws

To get nutrition Implies touch.
This makes sense Images possible; 

and, out of which grow the identities of 
the inferior concepts of the subse
quently evolved Intellect.

■ Ojl the side of the evolution of the 
physiological "matter” of the brain 
(which evolution is performed by the 
Jaws of Hunger) it is obvious, that the 
brain (as the organ of human knowl
edge), .depends for its existence upon 
tlie.evolution of blood; blood depends 

"‘‘“for its existence upon the evolution of 
nutrition; and the evolution of nutri
tion, into blood, depends upon the cre
ative laws of Hunger.

On the side of Touch, the laws of 
Hunger are mental.

. On the side of nutrition, they are 
vital.

Out of these two laws are evolved 
the body and the soul of man, viz., out 
of the laws of passions, and senses.

The laws of Hunger which get, keep, 
and reconstruct, physical and chemical 
inertias into nerves, and nerve forces, 
imply the operation of self-creative 
powers, which are unwearylngly con
cerned in the evolution of forms; the 
evolution of forces; and the evolution 
of motions.

Therefore; the evolution of my Self, 
Ego, or Soul is revealed in this princi
ple, viz., that these self-created forms, 
forces, and motions (of which cells, 
nerve-forces, and circulation are types) 
continue (after their secondary crea
tion) to assist in creating a still higher 
series of forms, forces, and motions; of 
which, mental-images of sight and 
hearing; forces of strictly'mental at
traction; and the motion of telepathic 
concepts, and apparitions, are types.

Thus; as an Illustration of a phase of 
hallucinatory Spiritualism—as distin
guished from real Spiritualism—visions 
of spirits may be made to appear by 
abnormal quantities of blood acting on 
the complex structure of the retina, 
the optic nerve tract and the brain 
cortex.

Reduce the quantities of forces, and 
motions, I. e., the size, or volume of the 
streams of blood flowing into these 
portions of the brain; and you can re
duce the color, number, and forms, of 
the spirits.

Nicolai, in a paper read to the Royal 
Society of Berlin, describes the disap
pearance of spirits, through the reduc
tion of the volume of blood from his 
brain, by leeches; and the demands of 
digestion.

The bleeding by leeches began about 
eleven o’clock jn the forenoon.

“I was,” he ■writes, “alone With the 
surgeon during the operation. The 
room swarmed with human forms of 
every description; which crowded fast 
on one another. This continued till 
half-past four o’clock. The exact time 
when digestion commences. I then ob
served that the figures began to move 
more slowly. Soon afterwards the 
colors became gradually paler. Every 
seven minutes they lost more and 
more of their intensity without any al
teration in the distinct figure of the ap-

to the visual creation of space; i, e.; 
color; as a result, the spirits began to 
look paler.

Third; the circulatory forms, forces, 
and motions, ceased to act on those cer
ebral parts essential to the develop
ment of geometrical outlines, figures, 
shapes, curves, and angles; as a conse
quence, thé' lines, angles, and curves, 
constituting the figures of the spirits, 
Immediately dissolved.

But these facts have another side.
As the reduction of the forms, forces, 

and motions (circulation) can reduce 
the laws of space, and time, governing 
the forms, forces, and motions of men
tal-images; so, on the other hand, an 
Increase of these same forms, forces, 
and motions (circulation) modifies, 
and often Increases the number, varie
ty, persistency of these mental forms, 
forces, and motions

"Every German word and phrase de
serted my recollection,” said Sir H. 
Holland. "It was not until I had 
taken food and wine * * that 1 regained 
them again.”

Opium, by modifying the forms, 
forces and motions of tlie circulation 
causes the mental forms, mental forces 
and mental Images and motions of the 
past to re-appenr.

“Sometimes,” wrote De Quincey, “I 
seemed to have lived for seventy or a 
hundred years In one night.” That is, 
the number of mental forms were in
creased; because, the actual rate of 
motion, or time, at which scenes 
moved, Increased.

In fever, the rapidity of the circula
tion, IS, other things equal, the cause
of the increase of memory, 1. 
force and motion of the blood 
creased.

In a personal experience 
haschish, I found the external

e., the
is In-

with 
notion

of time to bo greatly modified. This 
was because there were so many more 
images crowded into the minutes.

Other things equal, it is the modifies, 
tion of the form of the force 1. e., the 
blood; in addition to the change in the 
rates of its motion, viz., time; which, 
modifying the impressions on the optic 
tract, causes visual images to appear in 
such altered relations to the senses.

Memory is therefore based on <the 
forms and forces related to Hunger; 
and upon the varying rates of the mo
tion of these forms and forces in their 
relation to the nerves.

An army officer, quoted by Ribot, 
was thrown from his horse, striking 
his skull. For five hours he loses all 
memory, though conscious of every
thing else. The return of the mental 
images to his memory, ultimately de
fended upon the normal motion of the 
force of the blood.

“Six hours after the accident the 
pulse begins to rise. The patient takes 
cognizance of the reply made so many 
times, ‘You fell from your horse!’ 
Eight hours after the accident, the 
pulse is still rising. The patient re
members to have seen me once before. 
Two and a half hours later, the pulse is 
normal. The patent no longer forgets 
what is said to him. He remembers 
distinctly the injury.”

The temporary destruction of the offi
cer’s memory was obviously due to the 
violent alterations in the motions of 
the force of the blood in his brain, 
when he fell. By a different method, 
yet the same principle, memory is final
ly destroyed by the terrible changes in 
the motions of the force of the blood, in 
apoplectics.

When the motions of this force acts 
irregularly on the complex part of the 
retina, the sense of color becomes de
ranged; and the images of the memory 
become inextricably confused ; with 
those of perverted sensation.

Dr. Weiss gives the case of a sailor, 
a victim to psychic epilepsy. “The 
sailor” exaggerated the size of objects 
and distances, and was color blind. 
He called all dark colors dark blue and 
bright colors bright blue. Black was 
complete dark blue. White, strong 
light blue. As usual, he passed
out of this state. Forgetting every-

paritlons. At about half-past six
o'clock all the figures were entirely 
white,’ and moved very little. Yet the 
forms appeared perfectly distinct. By 
degrees they became vislbly’Iess plain. 

• Without decreasing in number, as had 
formerly been the case, the figures did 
not move off. Neither did they van
ish, which also had usually happened 
on other occasions. In this instance 
they dissolved immediately Into air. 
Of some, even the whole pieces re
mained for a length of time; which 
also by degrees were W to the eye. 
At about eight o’clock there did not re
main a vestige oi any of them. And I 

, have fidvor since experienced any ap-.
pearance of the same kind.”

My explanation of tho causes of the 
final disappearance of Nicolai's hallu- 
dnatory spirits is as follows:

Tho-clrculatory forms, forces, and 
; 'motions, ceased to act, first, on those 

complex parts of the retina, and optic 
■ nerve, essential, first, to tho actual 
rates of motion (or time) at which tho 
spirits moved; consequently, tho splr- 
its, at first, began to move moro slowly. 

• Secondly; and In order, thoy ceased 
< fo act on those cerebral parts essential

thing he had done in it. On another 
occasion he saw a black figure standing 
before him, and thought he was close 
by the sea, although, as was next day 
ascertained, he was three thousand 
paces from the shore.

Of course, certain conditions of weak 
health—not all—imply weaker rates of 
motion of the force; as in the case of 
a member of the medical profession, re
ferred to by Dr. Ireland. This weaken
ing of the rates, of the motmp, of the 
force, of the blood, on the optic track, 
causes objects to appear smaller and 
weaker. This principle I explained in 
the-case of Nicolai. To prove it, (by 
an inverse method) by turning the 
head upside down (so as to Increase 
the rate of the motion of the force of 
the blood on the optic nerve) I have 
found that the colors of a landscape 
will appear mdre clear, deep, and brill
iant Had the blood been drawn from, 
my brain, by the two methods of 
leeches, tad digestion, the colors 
would have looked paler.

Taking all of these Cases together, I 
note that the lowly passion of creative 
Hunger, whose laws get, change, keep, 
reproduce and, recreate the forms of nu
trition into blood (thereby proving the 
creative victories of Life, over the 
physical inertia of “matter”) also tri
umphantly evolves a new subjective 
world ot Strictly mental forms, forces, 
and motions; and which is ruled abso
lutely by its own law of mental space, 
viz., coexistences and sizes of mental 
images; and ..of mental time, viz., suc
cessions and durations of the same.
.. This |s, the world with which sub
jective-riot objective—Spiritualism; 
and its philosophy has to deal, - ■

The sun, moon, stars, and objects of 
the .earth, which act from outside oi! 
our bodies, in, and on our organs of 
sense, furnish us with the laws of phys
ical space and physical time.

This is the world of objective Spirit
ualism.

Thus; there aro four grand classes of 
self-created forms, forces and motions, 
necessary to bo self-evolved, ns a con- 
ditlon to tho solf-ovolutlon of unlvor- 
sal intelligence, sympathy, and memo- 

1 ry. And tho work of this solf-evolu-

Ube Uigbt Hmong tbe Ibills.
I i . . •__________ .

H Charming narrative
Most Beautifully Suggestive is “The Mght Among 
. the Hills,” by Mrs. L L. Lewis, of Bethel, Vt. It 

is a narrative founded on facts alone, and every 
Spiritualist should read it .

(Continued from No. 737.)
"Some time after this Iwas awakened 

in the night by a voice speaking my 
name. I sat up In bed wideawake and 
listened. I heard the ticking of the 
clock and from an adjoining room the 

savy breathing of the other two mem
bers of my family. I felt a strong Im
pression that some one was standing 
near my oed wanting to speak to me. 
A soft light filled the room and while I 
could in no way account for it 1 was 
not in the least frightened. I lay down 
and waited. Soon a voice began speak
ing—the same voice that had spoken to 
me before—a voice now thrilling with 
strength and tenderness. It spake 
slowly and distinctly and every word 
entered my brain and thrilled my inner 
being with a strong conviction of the 
truth spoken.”

Mrs. Austin took from a drawer In 
the table by which she was sitting, a 
bundle of papers and choosing one she 
said: “Now listen to the words the 
voice spake to me:
" 'Look not on yonder snowclad mound. 
For she a home of light has found. 
Beyond the turmoil you call life, " 
Beyond its wretchedneM_and strife, 
Her soul from earth ana flesh made free 
Now waits with joy to welcome thee. 
No ancient church nor blood-stained 

creed
I urge on thee in this thy need; 
Find in thyself a power divine 
And know unending life is thine.’ ”

"You Bee there is nothing mystical or 
uncertain about that. It is right to the 
point and it brought me joy and light— 
like the pure soft light of morning that 
ushers in a glorious day.

“It is not my purpose to give you a 
history of the months that elapsed be
tween that time and the time I lost my 
husband, but I will say that they were 
bright with hope. I learned not only 
¿hat there Is a life beyond death—a con
tinuation of our present existence—but 
that It will be just what I myself make 
it; that if I want to find a heaven here
after I must do my best to make a 
heaven here—now. Many times that 
voice spake to me words of warning, of 
counsel, and of comfort. Many that 1 
had loved and lost came and made 
themselves known to me. Yes, the veil 
was rent between me and the spirit 
wofld, and my entire being thrilled with 
renewed life and hope. I began to feel 
that I had a work to do, and began to 
prepare myself for it by trying each day 
to make the most and best of myself 
and my opportunities.

“ 'Seek not afar for the things that He 
within your reach. Do not expect or 
ask a higher power to do for you what 
it is possible for you to do for yourself,’ 
said my spirit Instructor. Do your best 
and the best will come to you. Be kind 
to every living creature. Entertain not 
an unkind or evil thought for one mo
ment. Make yourself pure, and' true 
and noble. Excuse nothing In yourself 
that you would not excuse in another. 
Let alone other people’s failings except 
to avoid them yourself. Learn to use 
your trials, misfortunes and disappoint
ments as stepping-stones to lift you 
higher. Get all the good you can out of 
everything, and let the bad alone if you 
cannot help to mend it in any way.’

"Such are some of the counsels I re
ceived, and as I sought for greater light 
I received it. I learned to look after 
my bodily health carefully. I grew 
thoughtful about: choosing my food and 
drink. Spirituality and intemperance 
never go together, and a person may be 
Intemperate in eating as well as any 
other way.

“Perfect cleanliness of mind and 
body, pure food, pure water, pure air, 
plenty of exercise in’.the sunlight-and 
regular hours for thq dally, duties, all 
are essential to success In spiritual at
tainments. Pure air is of great import
ance in more ways than, one, for only 
earth-bound spirits will enter a foul at
mosphere—do pot ever forget that 
truth. Spirits cannot, do impossible 
things just because they have passed 
out of the flesh. No one would expect 
an accomplished, pimiician to render a 
piece of music perfectly if tlie instru
ment given him was out of tune, but 
many persons expect the communicat
ing spirits will do perfect work through 
a very imperfect medium. We do not 
want to throw to the winds our judg
ment and good sense just because we 
are dealing with spiritual matters, for 
there is no time when it is needed any 
more.

“The absurd idea that because a man 
is dead he knows everything seems to 
have taken a firm -hold in the mind of 
the average person. The average per
son is spiritually lazy; heAays ho wants 
the truth, but he is not willing to work 
for it or even thlnjgdeeply. Phenom
ena is of no use, only'tb convince those 
who would not be convinced otherwise. 
It Is to the truth seeker what the first 
reader is to the child, tad one ought to 
very soon progress beyond seeking for

A person developing spiritually will 
soon outgrow that childish love of tlie 
marvelous which constantly demands 
something wonderful. - What we per
sistently seek for we find, therefore it 
is important that we.raim high, main
tain high ideals and seek for-the high
est and noblest attainments.”

Then came a quick knock upon the 
door and Mrs. Austin arose and admit
ted a stranger, a smqll woman with 
keen black eyes. She,took in the occu
pants pf the room with a swift search
ing glance, and turning to Mrs. Austin, 
said: “Are you Mrs. Austin?''the me
dium?” , .

“Yes?..' .
“Well, I am a medium also, a . a lit

tle whfle ago a spirit came to me and 
said that she had been to you the last 
two evenings but your mind was so 
fully occupied with your own affairs 
that she could not get your attention. 
She gave me this message for you, and 
asked me to bring it to yqu, saying that 
you alone could do the work she wants 
done." .. . ■ £

The woman gave Mrs. Austin a folded 
slip of paper, and with- a ’ courteous 
"good evening," withdrew, ‘ Mrs. Aus
tin unfolded the paper and read these 
words: “Go to the town;of Leeden to
morrow by the hill road and your duty 
will be made clear to you. (Signed) 
Mandane Estrey."

“What does it mean?" asked Mrs. 
Grey and Martha in concert.

“I do not know,” replied their friend, 
‘but as we do not have to work to-mor

row we shall find out.” * .
The next day Mrs., Austin and Mrs. 

Grey and Martha started for the town 
“specified in the message received the 
night before. The road led between 
desolateflooking pasture lands inter
spersed by groves of sugar maples and 
somber spruces. Here and there the 
traveler could look away beneath the 
spreading boughs into the pool shadowy 
depths where were beds of boft green 
moss, where graceful feathery ferns 
drooped over little streams that with 
many a splash and tumble plunged into 
larger streams. Sometimes the road 
ran beside half-cultivated' fields. These 
farms were usually rough and stony 
and looked as if nature offered a stern

resistance to man’s efforts to wring 
from her a livelihood. The three wo
men enjoyed their drive and saw beauty 
everywhere os only real nature lovers 
can. From tangled bushes, ruined 
fences, and broken and gnarled tree 
tops birds were flitting and singing joy
ously. The air was fragrant with the 
odor of the growing ferns, grasses and 
briars,' and the roadsides were bright
ened by yellow dandelions and blue vio
lets. The swamps with their pools of 
dark water where the cat-tails were 
growing, where the air was filled with 
the spicy breath of peppermint and 
wild grape, where slender willow 
boughs swung their goldqn “pussies” in 
the glorious sunlight—all called for 
their share of enthusiastic admiration.

At last they came out upon a plain at 
the top of a high hill; The view was 
magnificent. Hill rose beyond hill un
til the blue of the farther hills mingled 
with the soft blue of tlie sky. The 
nearer hlHs were clothed with verdure 
from bottom to top save where some 
great gray roclc reared above the sur
face of tho soil. The dark robes of the 
spruces were relieved by dashes of 
golden green showing where the aspens 
grew, and here and there a paper birch 
with its long arms spread outward 
flashed a gleam of silvery whiteness 
upon the scene. A few rods ahead 
stood an old weather-beaten house. 
Smoke curling out of the big square 
chimney showed that the house was in
habited. A little farther back from the 
road stood a large new barn gay in its 
coat of red paint. In front of the house 
a stream of crystal water running 
through a rough bark spout fell into a 
trough hollowed out of a section of a 
large log. Near the trough stood a wo
man feeding some grain out of a tin 
dish to pome ducks and chickens.

“I will drive up and give the horse 
some water,” said Mrs. Austin, but be
fore she had reached the trough a

calves and pigs and chickens, to nurse 
the ill by night and day and rear chil
dren—work, work till your brain reeled 
and your aching limbs refused to go, 
that you would be likely to look with 
rapture upon the beauty of a sunrise 
that heralded another day of torture— 
a day you had already begun?

"With hungry and impatient men to 
furnish with a dinner, what does it mat
ter to me that tlie forest is cool and 
restful and ferny? Hurry os I may 
there is no time for me to go to yonder 
willow-shaded brook to rest. Once 1 
loved beauty wherever found; I loved 
poetry and art; I had my ambitions, 
and dreamed of a beautiful future; but 
all my hopes have been crushed, and 
there is no tiling left to me but work and 
misery. You say that I have no soul— 
souls are not of much account around 
here, especially women's souls; but if 
there is another life and it is not differ
ent from this I want nothing ot it."

Wliile tlie woman wps speaking, Mrs. 
Austin stepped out of her carriage and 
slowly approached her and now lay her
hand gently upon the woman’s arm.

smart carriage drawn„ ----- by a handsome
black horse dashed up and a well- 
dressed and . pompous looking ___
sprang out and proceeded to uncheck

man

the thirsty horse. In tlie carriage sat 
a stylishly dressed woman who looked 
about her curiously. As Mrs. Austin
and her companions drove up they
heard the man by the horse exclaim, 
“What magnificent scenery!” and with 
a lordly wave of ' his hand he ...............
the surrounding country.I.1« .. ■ * * . _

Indicated
“Yes,” said his companion, "it Is per- 

fcctljr-iriovely; -Surely,—madame," she 
said, addressing the bent figure holding 
the dish of grain, “you must appreciate 
the delicate coloring and wild beauty of 
your magnificent hills.”

The bent figure straightened. She 
was a woman a littje palst forty, per
haps, but sne looked much older. Her 
hair which was drawn tightly back into 
a small knot at the back of her shapely 
head, was plentifully streaked with 
gray, her eyes wore a sad, hopeless ex
pression, and her thin, pale face was 
lined with care and suffering, and her 
whole aspect and attitude was dejected 
and pitiful. For an Instant she looked 
at the handsome carriage and the fash
ionably dressed woman who had spoken 
to her, and then she said with cold in
difference, “I suppose it is all very fine 
but it is not food nor clothing." ’ 

“That is always the way with such 
people,” said the woman in the carriage 
with a tone of contempt; "they never 
have eyes for the beauty of the land
scape or the glory of the sunset; all 
such people think about Is food and 
shelter just like their cattle—they have 
no souls.”

These words produced a powerful ef
fect upon the woman by the trough. 
Her figure grew erect and rigid, her toil- 
hardened hands twitched nervously 
around the dish she held, and her sad, 
wistful eyes darkened and gleamed 
with a wild light, as in a low intense 
tone she said: “Much such as you know 
about my desires and feelings! How 
much do you think you would care 
about the beauty of the scenery if you 
had to toil eighteen hours out of twen
ty-four year in and out? Do you think 
if you were compelled to cook, and 
clean, and wash and iron, and churn, 
and cut and make and mend, to feed

“You poor soul,” she said in a low, 
soothing tone.

The woman turned abruptly and 
looked at tlie speaker. At sight ot the 
pure, kind face and wistful eyes looking 
so pleadingly at her, her countenance 
softened and her eyes lost their wild
ness. Tho pompous man and fashion
able woman were whirled swiftly away 
by the sleek black horse. Mrs. Austin 
held the woman’s arm in a gentle grasp 
as she said tenderly, “You will find the 
life beyond death very different from 
your present life; all the things your 
soul has yearned for here you will find 
there—there all your hopes, dreams and 
ambitions will be realized. What sort 
of seed you have been sowing all these 
weary years, my friend?”

The woman burst into tears but al
most instantly controlled herself. ”1 
have tried to sow no evil seed,” she 
said, “but how can anyone who is little 
more than a machine wound up to do a 
certain amount of work in a given time, 
think much about goodness? I have to 
have my mind upon my work and think 
and plan or I could not do half I have to 
do.”

“I know,” said Mrs. Austin pityingly, 
"and when you do stop you sleep the 
sleep that follows exhaustion. I know 
what that 1b from hard experience. The 
tortured flesh holds the spirit down but 
it is there waiting lor a chance to assert 
itself."

The woman shook her head sadly: '•! 
wish I could know it. I could endure 
this life so much better, I am not sure 
but I might be happy in it it I could 
only know that there is a life beyond 
the grave where I can find my mother 
and my little ones, where I can get d •: 
ed just for once and have and cn - / 
some of the love and peace and beauty 
I have so hungered for here.”

“But, my dear woman, there is just 
such a life ahead of you, indeed there 
is,” said Mrs. Austin earnestly.

Again the-woman shook her head. ”1 
used to think so,” she answered sadly, 
"but some way I have lost all faith in a 
future life, in the Bible, in God—every
thing that I was taught to believe in.”

Just then two men came down tho 
path leading to the road. One of them 
led a handsome brown colt by a baiter. 
As the three passed the two women the 
colt looked around and whinnied softly. 
A look of pain went over the thin, tired 
face of the woman and a hard, set look 
came into her eyes. For a moment she 
turned her face away from the road, 
then in a voice that was almost harsh 
she said: “You saw that colt? Well, 1 
raised him with my own hands. When 
its mother died my husband said that 
if I would rear the colt I might have it 
for my own, and I, like the fool I am, 
believed him—after all I have been 
through with, too,” she added bitterly, 
“and now he has sold it to go to a place 
where he knows the poor creature will 
be abused, and I being only a woman, 
must bear it—as I bear everything else. 
Everything that I love or that loves me 
is taken from me, and I work on—and 
who cares?”

(To be continued.)

GENESIS OF CHRISTIANITY,
Startling Historical Facts Concerning 

Its Origin.

Not until about a year ago was I 
aware of the fact that the first Roman
emperor, Augustus Caesar, whose reign 
was from 31 B. C. to A. D. 14, was wor
shiped throughout the empire as "Dlvus 
Fllius,” the Son of God; that this wor
ship was not a mere lip-service, but of 
one “who was believed to be supernatu
ral, omniscient, all-powerful, and benef
icent, the reincarnation of the wife-vir
gin Maia; the god whose coming was 
foretold by the Cumaean Sybil; whose 
sway was to extend over all tlie earth;! 
whose conception and birth were both 
miraculous, and whose advent was to 
usher in the Golden Age of Peace and 
Plenty, and to banish sin forever."

So says Del Mar in his recent book on( 
"The Worship of Augustus," and he es
tablishes the fact incontrovertlbly. It 
was a worship "with bell, book, candle, 
steeple, frankincense, rosary, cross, 
mitre, temple, priesthood, benefices, 
and ritual; in short with all the out
ward marks of superstition, credulity, 
piety and devotion." For further ex
tracts from tne book, see article In The 
Progressive Thinker, of Oct. 10, 1903, 
headed “Historical Facts, Concerning 
the Deification of Roman Emperors."

Catholicism audaciously asserts that: 
the Apostle Peter was bishop of Rome 
during the last twenty-five years of bls 
life. The Latin Vulgate New Testa
ment, first published at Rhelms In 1852, 
“cum superiorum permissu," contains 
at the end of the Book of Acts a chrono
logical “Table of Peter," followed by a 
"Table of Paul.” The first-named-table 
under tlie date of the second year of; 
Claudius, tells us this:

“Having founded the church of Rome 
and planted his apostoliclcal seat there, 
afterward absent from tho city, either 
expelled thence with other Jews (Cor
nelius Tacitus in Claudio) or, rather, ac
cording to the office of 111b apostleship, 
leaving it for a time, ho visited other, 
churches, and came to Jerusalem again, 
using, both In his absence and presence, 
Linus and Cletus for his coadjutors."

Tho table concludes with the crucifix
ion of Peter at Romo in tlie fourteenth, 
year of Nero.

In regard to Paul the next table tells 
us that he came to Rome in the second 
year of Nero, that he remained in pris
on two years, after which ho preached 
in sundry countries of the west, and 
that "he was beheaded at Rome the 
same day that Peter was crucified."

Protestants deny that Peter was ever 
at Romp, but they are bound to believe 
that Paul came to that city in the reign 
of Nero, because the book of Acts re
cords his arrival there in bonds. But 
the presence of Peter in Rome when 
Paul arrived, or indeed at any time dur
Ing Paul’s alleged sojourn, was quite 
impossible If the last chapter of Acts Is 
to be credited, which tells us that Paul 
called together the chief Jews, and 
that when assembled they desired to 
hear him "concerning this sect,” of 
which they said, “It is known to us that 
it is gainsaid everywhere.” So reads 
the Vulgate, and King James’ version is 
substantially the same, but the Peshito 
or ancient Syriac NowTestament reads, 
“For this doctrine, we know, is not re
ceived by anyone."

Accepting, however, the Vulgate ver- , 
slon, how could the Apostle Peter have 
been preaching in Rome fourteen years, 
off and on, when Paul arrived? And, if 
Peter happened to be absent, did ho not 
leave "Linus and Cletus for his coad
jutors?"

But it is needless to speculate on this 
question. The fact that the worship of 
Augustus was all-prevalent throughout 
the empire precludes the possibility of 
the introduction of the worship of an
other personage, especially of a de
spised Jew, and at a time when tha 
Jews had been expelled from Rome by, 
the Emperor Claudius. '

Incidentally, I note the jlate of the 
crucifixion of Peter and beheading ot 
Paul, as given in the two tables above
mentioned : 
Neronis

14
Nat. Dom. 

70
Aseen. 

37

l. »9
i r.
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tion—other things etfual—depends on 
the senses as the servants of those pri
mary laws of Hunger, which get, 
change, keep, reproduce, and re-create, 
the forms of “matter."

1. The first class means the self-ev
olution of the more solid, structural 
forms, viz., the bones.

2. The second class means the self
evolution of moving structural forms, 
viz. .muscles, nerves, blood.

3. The third class involves the self
evolution of imponderable moving 
forces and forms, viz., nervous force, 
cerebral electricity, coenaesthesla; as 
the basis for the telepathing of con
cepts. , '

4. The fourth class Implies the self
evolution of mental forms, viz., sense
images, and concepts; which—through 
the senses—are obtained, changed,- 
kept, reproduced, and adjusted In uni
versal relations, by the laws of the pas
sions, 1. «., Hunger, Love, Anger, Ambi
tion, Fear, Hope, Sublimity and Com
passion, Envy and Jealousy, and Sex, 
and Wonder.

The physical time necessary1 for me 
to see an object of physical, -light is 
from' ?".2O to'0".22. ■ ■ / . .

The mental time, necessary, for me to 
seo a mental object, accoyding to a re
flex act of consciousness' (Exner) is 
from O".O662 to 0".0578. ■ ,

Therefore; if tlie spirit which Job 
■ saw passing beforeTiiS face had moved 
through space, at a rate swifter than 
between 0.20 and 0".22, tho sage would 
not have been able to have physically 
discerned it .........

Paradoxical ns it may sound, Job’a 
memory-of the passing of the spirit be
fore his face, and his general memory, 
had its seat in tho laws of his passions; 
not merely in his senses. ‘ .

Hence, the law of Mental Time which 
governs Memory, governs,tho laws of 
tho Passions. 1

• Introspection and personal oxperl-

ence has taught me, that , the laws of 
my own passions, place (before my 
own consciousness) the classes of their 
own special, remembered sense-images, 
with incredible velocity.
^Assume the law of Time to be 

0 .578 for a remembered-lmage of pas
sion; and O".22, the Time necessary for 
a new physical sensafiop. to interest 
me; and the differences in the veloci
ties of the succession^)of'.-the shapes, 
which go to make up; the differences in 
the successions and diiratiens of Men
tal and Physical Time; are lit once ap
parent. . , v

The laws of my Hunger, which get, 
keep, change, reproduce, tad evolve 
forms, into nerve dellfi, coiHd not oper
ate unless conditioned upon*  very com
plex laws of memory? .J.* 1 - . 1

Theweakness of the old philosophies, 
and the IntellectualHstB/ybdli. consisted 
in the fact, that they {have entirely 
overlooked these laws _dt the memories 
of the passions; and.’ have attributed 
Ute origin and memory of concepts, and 
images, wholly to the'operations of the 
senses. '/ ■' ■

But each passion “-has ,its laws-of 
memory; and its law?of reflex'.time. 

■. Hence-persons predict add Infer con
sequences far moro/pfomptty, from the 
concepts connected'wlth- tho laws of 
their own Hunger,Vi Suspicion, Lovo, 
Jealousy, Sex,- Avarice, Compassion, 
Shame, Fear, .Anger, $nd Ambition; 
than from tho passing, physical images 
of their Sight; Hearing, Touch, Smell, 
and Tasto >

And; this is why hallucinations of 
deep-seated feelings of passion, are al
ways more enduring ; fcta hallucina
tions of the senses; because the latter 
(in the majority .of cases) have their or
igin in the. laws governing, tho former 
class. . i • .

Shamo keeps persons!from admitting 
the existence of emotional-states; the 
deepest memories are ¿ever told.

This is why the psychologist is 
thrown off the track by his subject.

The desire to be universally ap
proved, being nearly always a stronger 
motive in women, and men, than the 
love of truth.

Only martyrs, scientists and philoso
phers die for the truth.

No one has ever lived, who has told 
all the moral and psychological secrets 
which they know about themselves.

Hence, the psychologist is always 
working in the dark in the majority of 
his cases SALVARONA.

THE IROQUOIS THEATRE TRAGEDY'

"Oh! see the calcium light," they said, 
They looked, and then "six hundred 

dead.”
A Simoon wind and fiery dust— 
And then the awful holocaust.
From hell a scorching sheet of flame— 
And then charred bodies.without name.
"Give dividends,” the Shylocks cried, 
And then six hundred victims died.

, ' ■ • c -. .

But ' Justice stands with ' balanced 
sword

And waits the inevitable word.
Tho’ heaven falls and suns grow dim, 
Stern Justice meted out by Him ,
Who rules the stars—shall never cease 
Until on earth the reign of Peace.

DR. GEO. W. GAREY.
St. Louis, Mo. :

Mirth cannot move a soul in agony.— 
Shakspeare. ; ...... :

Candor Is the rarest virtue of socia
bility.—-Stemau. . .

Man hath his dally work of body or 
mind appointed; which declares his dig
nity and the regal'd of heaven on all 
his ways.—Milton.

life is good.
They come, they pass, with snow-soft 

feet, . . ... ....
And deathless youth illumes their 

eyes; ■ .
Alike to them are chaff and wheat, 

Alike the foolish and the wise,
They bring the wound, they bring tbe 

balm,
They light our smiles, they dry our 

tears; .
Careless of death or life, the calm 

Servants of time, the patient years.
The winds that rend and strew the rose 

Dissolve the sweetness through thé 
air;

This wind of lime that beats'and blows, 
Leaves all the past still fragrant-fair.

Though hopes may fall and hearts may 
1 break. 
And fruitless all the striving be,

One golden gift Is left to make 
Man’s bliss,' consoling memory. '

Hail and farewell, farewell and hail I 
The going-and the coming-guest.

Welcome to daybreak’s shlnlhg sail, 
^Ab to' the night beyond the west! 
The’years may come, the years may go, 

And bring the sad or merry mood ;
Merry of sad, one thing' wo know 

That life is good, ah, life is good!
.- . —New York Sun.

That is to say, in the fourteenth year ot 
Nero, Anno Domini 70, and the thirty
seventh year of the ascension of Jesus. 
Standard authorities end the reign of 
Nero A. D. 68, and the Romish church is 
the only authority for dating the ascen
sion A. D. 34, as is these tables.

Thanks to “Nummus" who called at
tention to Del Mar’s book, which, 
though not directed against Christian
ity, nevertheless makes it evident that 
the worship of Jesus could not have 
originated in the first century. And 
pardon me for repeating once more the 
declaration of "Nummus” that “Chris
tianity is merely the Idolatry of Augus
tus, slightly modified, altered in name 
and bleached by time. Put aside its 
fraudulent literature, and it has not a
leg to stand upon; not a. 
ment, temple, tombstone 
Ing but names, words, a 
forgery, the most (sb 
shameful Imposture 
the credulity of man." I

The Arabian story of !■ 
(healer), which parallel

single monu
r coin; noth- 
the grossest 
ndous and
idled upon

\te Maslch. 
i closely 
\ irticle in 
' Dec. 13,

that of tho gospel Jesus \ 
The Progressive Thinker) .
headed "Isa the Prophet and Jesus tne
God"), may contain a nucleus of his
toric truth, Inasmuch as Palestine was 
hardly included in the Roman empire 
in the reign of Herod tho Great or of 
his immediate successors. That story 
is doubtless the literary basis ot tbe 
numerous gospels fabricated by the 
cloistered monks after tho revival of
learning. WM.-HENRY BURR.

' It Is • generally more profitable to 
reckon- up our defects than to boast 
of our attainments.—Carlyle. . '
■ Bad men excuse their faults; good 
mon will leave them.—Johnson.

A thief docs not always thieve, but be 
always bo on your guard against him.'— 
Truth Seeker. ■ ■, ■

It is by studying little things that 
we attain the great art of having as 
little misery and os much happiness as 
possible,—Johnson. . .

"PROVERBS.
A thief thinks every man- steals.
Better twice measured ' than once 

wrong. -
Who steals an egg will soon steal an 

ox.
.Just scales and full measure Injure 

no man. ■
Measure not others’ oom by your own 

bushel,- -
He who will steal a pin will steal a 

better.thing.' -
• He who will have no judge but him« 

self, condemns himself. •'
First a turnip, then a sheep, next a . 

cow, and then the gallows. -
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i'K Read and TB for lonrseli! Study tMccult and the Scientific Problems!

“Come let us reason together, with chanty for all and malice toward none.” was saifl tq all the world, and is still echoing down the ages, to the annihilation of old su
perstition and ignorance and the uphftment of the human mind and soul, and bpiritualw shouts it again to the world through The Progressive Thinker, which makes its. 
regular weekly visits to every country on the earth, and contains all the latest occult literature afloat, and the very cream of the scientific and philosophic world.
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THE GREAT MYSTERY OF SPIRIT FORMS
NUMBER FOUR.

A few philosophers in America and 
Ïûurope are aware that in 1901, I pub- 
ished, for the first time in the history 

of philosophy, a brief outline of some 
of the principles of Hunger,

Obviously, the passion is transmitted 
from parent to child through the germ 
cells of conception.

Hunger Is both an hereditary and ac
. > qulred choice of affinities of nutrition, 
If viz., for self-evolution.
K# Its laws imply an hereditary capacity 
\ for a self-reconstruction of the self.

* I have defined Lite as the Involution, 
dissolution and evolution of forms by 
laws of passion.

Hunger is tlie first of these laws.
On Its lowest plane, It Is seen to be 

the principle causing the protozoa to di
gest and secrete.

On-its highest, its laws Influence the 
purest Spiritualism, and its philosophy.

Hunger therefore always implies 
• some form of consciousness of choice.

It is not mere physical attraction, 1. e., 
as of a magnet tor filings. Or chemical 
affinity, 1. e., as of H for 0.

Through Its reconstructive laws my 
body has been evolved from the lowli
est forms of tbe protozoa.

Hunger, and nutrition, are, as a 
builder to his bricks; a shoemaker to 
his leather, a tailor to bls cloth, a 
dressmaker to her silk, a watchmaker 
to his metals.

My body and soul owe their exist
ence to the laws of Hunger. The ex
istence of nutrition has no meaning 
when it is dlvorcèd from Its relations to 
the constructive, and reconstructive 
laws of Hunger; which get, Tteep, 
change, and reconstruct nutrition Into 
blood and nerve cells.

Thus through the laws ot Hunger, 
my Ego, Self, Mind, or Soul gains its 
first victory over matter; by overcom
ing the physical and chemical inertias 
of nutrition, and evolving them into 
vital forms, forces and motions.

The evolution of human knowledge 
ultimately depends on these laws .

To get nutrition implies touch.
■ This makes sense Images possible; 
and, out of which grow the Identities of 
the inferior concepts of the subse
quently evolved Intellect.
. On the side, of the evolution of the 
physiological “matter" of the brain 
(■which evolution is performed by the 
laws of Hunger) It Is obvious, that the 
brain (as the organ of human knowl- 

i edge) .depends for its existence upon 
A the.evolution- of blood; blood depends 
-Wer its existence upon the evolution ot 
u. nutrition; and the evolution of nutrì
' tion, into blood, depends upon tho ere- 

alive laws of Hunger.
. On the side of Touch, the laws of 

Hunger are mental.
On the Bide of nutrition, they are 

vital.
Out of these two laws are. evolved 

the body and the soul of man, viz., out 
of the laws of passions, and senses.

The laws of Hunger which get, keep, 
and reconstruct, physical and chemical 
inertias Into nqrves, and nerve forces, 
Imply the operation of self-creative 
powers, which are unwearyingly con
cerned In the evolution of forms; the 
evolution of forces; and the evolution 
of motions.

Therefore; the evolution of my Self, 
Ego, ór Soul is revealed in this princi
ple, viz., that these self-created forms, 

• forces, and motions (of which cells, 
nerve-forces, and circulation are types) 
continue (after their secondary crea
tion) to assist In creating a still higher 

• series of forms, forces, and motions; of 
which, mental-images of sight and 
hearing; forces of strictly'mental at
traction; and the motion of telepathic 
concepts, and apparitions, are types.

Thus; as an illustration of a phase of 
hallucinatory Spiritualism—as distin
guished from real Spiritualism—visions 
of spirits may be. made to appear by 
abnormal quantities of blood acting on 
the complex structure of the retina, 
the optic nerve tract and the brain 
cortex.

Reduce the quantities of forces, and 
motions, 1. e., the size, or volume of the 
streams of blood flowing into these 
portions of the brain; and you can re
duce the color, number, and forms, of 
the spirits.

Nicolai, In a paper read to the Royal 
Society of Berlin, describes the. disap
pearance of spirits, through the reduc
tion of the volume of blood from his 
brain, by leeches; and the demands of 
digestion.

The bleeding by leeches began about 
eleven o'clock In the forenoon.

"I was,” he writes, “aloned'lth the 
surgeon during the operation. The 
room swarmed with human forms of 
every description; which crowded fast 
on one another. This continued till 
half-past four o’clock. The exact time 
when digestion commences. I then ob- 

x served that the figures began to move 
I more Blowly. Soon afterwards the 
\ colors became gradually paler. Every 

seven minutes they lost more and 
more oL their intensity without any al- 
teratlon in the distinct figure of the ap
paritions. At about half-past six 
o’clock all the figures were entirely 
white," and moved very little. Yet the 
forms appeared perfectly distinct. By 
degrees they became visibly less plain. 
Without decreasing in flumber, as had 
formerly been the case, the figures did 
not move off. Neither. did they van
ish, .which also had "usually happened 
on other occasions. In this Instance 
they, dissolved Immediately into air. 
Of some, even the whole pieces re
mained for a length of -time; which 
also by degrees were lost to the eye. 
At about eight o’clock there did not re

I main a vestige ci any of them. And I 
have flôver Binco experienced any. ap
pearance of the same kind.”

My explanation of the causes of tho 
final disappearance of Nicolai's hallu- 

■ . cinatory spirits is qa follows:
Tho-circulatory forms, forces, and 

. motions, ceased to act, first, on those 
complex parts of the retina, and optic 
nervo, essential, first, to the actual 
rates of motion (or time) at which the 
spirits moved; consequently, tho splr- 
its, at first, began to move moro slowly. 

K/ Secondly; and in order, they censed 
act on those cerebral parts essential

■ - ...

to the visual creation of space; 1, o.) 
color; as a result, the spirits began to 
look paler.

Third; the circulatory forms, forces, 
and motions, ceased to‘act on those cer
ebral parts essential to the develop
ment of geometrical outlines, figures, 
shapes, curves, and angles; as a conse
quence, the lines, angles, and curves, 
constituting the figures of the spirits, 
Immediately dissolved.

But these facts have another side.
As the reduction ot the forms, forces, 

and motions (circulation) can reduce 
the laws of space, and time, governing 
the forms, forces, and motions of men
tal-images; bo, on tho other Ijand, an 
Increase of these same forms, forces, 
and motions (circulation) modifies, 
and often increases the number, varie
ty, persistency of these mental forms, 
forces, and motions

“Every German word and phrase de
serted my recollection,” said Sir H. 
Holland. "It was not until I had 
taken food and wine * • that I regained 
them again." ,

Opium, by modifying the forms, 
forces and motions of tlie circulation 
causes the mental forms, mental forces, 
and mental Images and motions of the 
past to re-appear. -

“Sometimes,” wrote De Quincey, 
seemed to have lived for seventy or a 
hundred years in one night.” That is, 
the number of mental forms were in
creased; because, the actual rate ot 
motion, or time, at which scenes 
moved, increased.

In fever, the rapidity ot the circula
tion, is, other things equal, the cause 
of the increase of memory, i. e., the
force and motion of the blood 
creased.

In a personal experience 
haschish, I found the external

1b in-

with 
notion

of time to bo greatly modified. This 
was because there were bo many more 
Images crowded into the minutes.

, Other things equal, it is the modifica
tion of the form of the force 1. e„’the 
blood; in addition to the change In the 
rates of Its motion, viz., time; which, 
modifying the impressions on the optic 
tract, causes visual Images to appear In 
such altered relations to the.senses.

Memory Is therefore based on (the 
forms and forces related to Hunger; 
and upon the varying rates of the mo
tion of these forms and forces in their 
relation to the nerves.

An army officer, quoted by Ribot, 
was thrown from his horse, striking 
his skull. For five hours' he loses all 
memory, though conscious ot every
thing else. The return of the mental 
images to his memory, ultimately de
pended upon the normal motion of the 
force of the blood.

“Six hours after the accident the 
pulse begins to rise. The patient takes 
cognizance of the reply made so many 
times, 'You fell frpm your horse!' 
Eight hours after the accident, the 
pulse Is still rising. The patient re
members to have seen me once before. 
Two and a half hours later, the pulse-is 
normal. The patent no'longer forgets 
what is said to him. He remembers 
distinctly the injury."

The temporary destruction of the offi
cer's memory was obviously due to the 
violent alterations In the motions of 
the force of the blood in his brain, 
when he fell. By a different method, 
yet the sarnie principle, memoi-y Is final
ly destroyed by the terrible changes In 
the motions of the force of the blood, In 
apoplectics. "

When the motions of this force acts 
Irregularly on the complex part of the 
retina, the sense of color becomes de
ranged; and the Images of the memory 
become Inextricably confused with 
those of perverted sensation.
, Dr. Weiss gives the case of a sailor, 
a victim to psychic epilepsy. "The 
sailor” exaggerated the size of objects 
and distances, and was color blind. 
He called all dark colors dark blue and 
bright colors bright blue. Black was
complete dark blue. White, strong 
light blue. As usual, he passed 
out of this state. Forgetting every-
thing he had.done in it. On another 
occasion he saw a black figure standing 
before him, and thought he was close 
by the sea, although, as was next day 
ascertained, he was three thousand 
paces from the shore.

Of course, certain conditions of weak 
health—not all—Imply weaker rates of 
motion of the force; as in the case of 
a member of the medical profession, re
ferred to by Dr. Ireland. This weaken
ing of the rates,, of the motBjp, of the 
force, of the blood, on the optic track, 
causes, objects to appear smaller and 
weaker. This principle I explained In 
the -case of Nicolai. To prove IL (by 
an inverse method) by turning the 
head upside down (so as to increase 
the rate of the motion of the force of 
the blood on the optic nerve) I have 
found that the colors of a landscape 
will appear more clear, deep, and brill-, 
lant Had the blood been drawn from, 
my brain, by the two methods of 
leeches, and digestion, the colors 
would have looked paler.

Taking all of these Cases together, 1 
note that the lowly passion of creative 
Hunger, whose laws get, change, keep, 
reproduce and. recreate the forms ot nu
trition into blood (thereby proving the 
creative victories of Life, over the 
physical inertia of “matter”) also tri
umphantly evolves a new subjective 
■world-of-Strictly mental forms, forces, 
and motions; and which is ruled abso
lutely by its own law of mental space, 
viz., coexistences and sizes of mental 
Images; and of mental time, viz., suc
cessions and durations of the same.

... This’ jij tlie world with which sub
jective—not objective—Spiritualism; 
and its philosophy has to deal, —-

The sun, moon, stars, and objects of 
the 'earth, which act from outside of 
our bodies, In, and on our organs of 
sense, furnish us with the la,ws of phys
ical space ond physical time.

This Is tho. world of objective Spirit
ualism.

Thus; there are four grand classes of 
self-created forms, forces and motions, 
necessary to bo self-evolved, ns a con
dition to the self-ovolution of univor-
sal 
ry.

intelligence, sympathy, and metno- 
And the work of this BOlt-evolu-

ebe Xiybt Simony tbe IDills
H Charming Narrative

Most Beautifully Suggestive is “The Light Among 
. the Hills,’’ by Mrs. I. L. Lewis, of Bethel, Vt. It 

is a narrative founded on facts alone, and every 
Spiritualist,should read jt. .
(Continued from No. 737.)

“Some time after this Iwas awakened 
in the night by a voice speaking my 
name. I sat up in bed wideawake and 
listened. I heard the ticking of the 
clock and from an adjoining room the 
. eavy breathing of the other two mem
bers of my family. I felt a strong Im
pression that some one was standing 
near my Bed wanting to speak to me. 
A soft light filled the room and while I 
could in no way account for It 1 was 
not in the least frightened. I lay down 
and waited. Soon a voice began speak
ing—the same voice tliat had spoken to 
me before—a voice now thrilling with 
strength and tenderness. It spake 
slowly and distinctly and every word 
entered my brain and thrilled my inner 
being with a strong conviction of the 
truth spoken." ■

Mrs. Austin took from a drawer in 
the table by which, she was sitting, a 
bundle of papers and choosing one she 
said: "Now listen to the words the 
voice spake to me:
" ’Look not on yonder snowclad mound, 
For she a home of light has found. 
Beyond the turmoil you call life, 
Beyond Its wretchednes.euand strife, 
Her soul from earth anf flesh made free 
Now waits with joy to welcome thee. 
No ancient church nor blood-stained 

. creed ,
I urge on thee In this thy need; 
Find in thyself a power divine 
And know unending life is thine.’ ”

"You see there is nothing mystical 
uncertain about that. It is right to the 
point and It brought me joy and light
like the pure soft light of morning that 
ushers in a glorious day.

“Jt is not my purpose to give you a 
history of the months that elapsed be
tween that time and the time I lost my 
husband, but I will say that they were 
bright with hope. I learned not only 
Ihat there Is a life beyond death—a con
tinuation of our present existence—but 
that it will be just what I myself make 
lt;„that If I want to find a heaven here
after I must do my best to make a 
■heaven here—now. Many times that 
voice spake to me words of warning, of 
counsel and of comfort. Many that I 

■ had loved and lost came and made 
themselves known to me. Yes, the veil 
was rent between me and ■ the. spirit 
wofld, and my entire being thrilled with 
renewed life and hope. I began to feel 
that I had a work to do, and began to 
prepare myself for It by trying each day 
to make the most and best of myself 
and my opportunities.

or

” ‘Seek not afar for the things that He 
within your reach. Do not expect or 
ask a higher power to do for you what 
It is possible for you to do for yourself,' 
said my spirit instructor. Do your best 
and the best will come .to you. Be kind 
to every living creature. Entertain not 
an unkind or evil thought for one mo
ment. Make yourself pure, and' true 
and noble. Excuse nothing in yourself 
that'you would not excuse in another. 
Let alone other people’s fallings except 
to avoid them yourself. Learn to use 
your trials, misfortunes and disappoint
ments as stepping-stones to lift you 
higher. Get all the good you can out ot 
everything, and let the bad alone it you 
cannot help to mend it In any way.’

“Such are some of the counsels I re
ceived, and as I sought for greater light 
I received It. I learned to look after 
my bodily health carefully. I grew 
thoughtful about'choosing my food and 
drink. Spirituality and Intemperance 
never go together, and a person may be 
Intemperate in eating as well as any 
other way. .

“Perfect cleanliness of mind and 
body, pure food, pure water, pure air, 
plenty of exercise in-the sunlight-and 
regular hours for the daily, duties, all 
are essential to success in spiritual at
tainments. Pure air is of great import
ance in more ways than one, for only 
earth-bound spirits will enter a foul at
mosphere—do pot ever forget that 
truth. Spirits cannot, do Impossible 
things just because tljey have passed 
out of the flesh. No one would expect 
an accomplished.musician to render a 
piece of musip perfectly if tlie instru
ment given him was out of tune, but 
many persons expect the communicat
ing spirits will do perfect work through 
a very imperfect medium.. We do not 
want to throw to the winds our judg
ment and good sense just because we 
are dealing with spiritual' matters, for 
there is no time when it 1b needed any 
more.

"The absurd idea that because a man 
is dead he knows everything seems to 
have taken a firm hold in the mind ot 
the average person. The average per
son is spiritually lazy; belays he wants 
the truth, but he Is not willing to work 
for it or even think deeply. Phenom
ena is,of no use, only to convince those 
who would not be convinced Otherwise. 
It is to the truth seeker what the first 
reader is to the child, tad one ought to 
very soon progress beyoncj seeking for

A person developing spiritually will 
soon outgrow that chijdlsh love of the 
marvelous which constantly demands 
something wonderful. ' What we per
sistently seek for we find, therefore it 
is important that we.:aim high, main
tain high ideals and seek for the high
est and noblest attainments.”

Then came a quick knock upon the 
door apd Mrs. Austin arose and admit
ted a stranger, a sinqll wofffah with 
keen black eyes. She.took in the occu
pants of the room with a swift search
ing glance, and turning to Mrs. Austin, 
said: “Are you Mrs. Austin,"'tha me
dium?” , , .

“Yes.” ; . ■
"Well, I am a medium also, a . a lit

tle wh\le ago a spirit came to me and 
said that she had been to you the last 
two evenings but your mind was so 
fully occupied with your own affairs 
that she could not get your attention. 
She gave me this messagp for you, and 
asked me to bring it to yqu, saying that 
you alone could do the work she wants 
done.” . . \

The woman gave Mrs. Austin a folded 
slip of paper, and with- a courteous 
"good evening,” withdrew.' Mrs, Aus
tin unfolded the paper and read these 
words: “Go to the town of Leeden to
morrow by the hill road and your duty 
will be made clear to you. (Signed) 
Mandane Estrey.”

“What does it mean?” asked Mrs. 
Grey and Martha in concert.

"I do not know,” replied their friend, 
“but as we do not have to work to-mor
row we shall find out." *

The next day Mrs., Austin and Mrs. 
Grey and Martha started for the town 

’specified In the message received the 
night before. The road led between 
desolatePlooking pasture lands Inter
spersed by groves of sugar maples and 
somber spruces. Hero and there the 
traveler could look away beneath the- 
spreading boughs into the cool shadowy 
depths where were beds of boft green 
moss, where graceful feathery fems 
drooped over little streams that with 
many a splash and tumble plunged into 
larger streams. Sometimes' the road 
ran beside half-cultivated fields. These 
farms were usually rough and stony 
and looked as If nature offered a stern

tion—other things equal—depends on 
the senses as the servants of those pri
mary laws of Hunger, which get, 
change, keep, reproduce, and re-create, 
the forms of "matter.”
1 1. The first class means the self-ev
olution of the more solid, structural 
forms, viz., the bones.

2. The second class means the self
evolution of moving structural forms, 
viz. .muscles, nerves, blood.

3. The third class Involves the self
evolution of Imponderable moving 
forces and forms, viz., nervous force, 
cerebral electricity, coenaeBthesia; as 
the basis for the telepatblng of con
cepts. '

4. The fourth class Implies the self
evolution of mental forms, viz., sense
images, and concepts; which—through 
the senses—are obtained, changed, 
kept, reproducefeand adjusted In uni
versal relations' by the laws of the pas
sions, 1. e., Hunger, Love, Anger, Ambi
tion, Fear, Hope, Sublimity and Com
passion, Envy and Jealousy, and Sex, 
and Wonder.

The physical time necessary for me 
to see an object of physical, ¿light la 
ffom'V-20 to 0’’.22. < - ■- ■ ■ ■

The mental time, necessary for me to 
see a mental object, according to a re
flex act of consciousness^ (Exner) is 
from 0".0G62 to 0".0578<

Therefore; spirit which Job
saw passing before'hiS face had moved 
through space, at a rate swifter than 
between 0’z.20 and 0".22, the sage would 
not have been able to have physically 
discerned IL /. , . .

Paradoxical as it may sound, Job’s 
memory of tho passing of the spirit be
fore his face, and his general momoryr 
had its seat in tho laws of his passions; 
not merely in his senses.

Hence, the law of Mental Time which 
governs Memory, governs , the laws of 
tho Pnssionh.

Introspection and personal oxpcrl-
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reslstance to man’s efforts to wring 
from her a livelihood. The three wo
men enjoyed their drive and saw beauty 
everywhere as only real nature lovers 
can. From tangled bushes, ruined 
fences, and broken and gnarled tree 
tops birds were flitting and Binging joy
ously. The air was fragrant with the 
odor of the growing ferns, grasses and 
briars, and the roadsides were bright
ened by yellow dandelions and blue vio
lets. The swamps with their pools of 
dark water where the cat-tails were 
growing, where the air was filled with 
the spicy breath of peppermint and 
wild grape, where slender willow 
boughs swung their goldgn "pussies" in 
the glorious sunlight—all called for 
their share of enthusiastic admiration.

At last they came out upon a pluin at 
the top of a high hill; The view was 
magnificent. Hill rose beyond hill un
til Uie blue of the farther hills mingled 
with the soft blue of tlie sky. The 
nearer hills were clothed with verdure 
from bottom to top save where some 
great gray rode reared above the sur
face of tho soil. The dark robes of Uie 
spruces were relieved by dashes of 
golden green showing where the aspens 
grew, and here and there a paper birch 
with its long arms spread outward 
flashed a gleam of silvery whiteness 
upon the scene. A few rods ahead 
stood an old weather-beaten house. 
Smoke curling out of the big square 
chimney showed tliat the house was in
habited. A little farther back from the 
road stood a large new barn gay in its 
coat of red paint. In front of the house 
a stream of crystal water running 
through a rough bark spout fell Into a 
trough hollowed out of a section of a 
large log. Near the trough stood a wo
man feeding some grain out of a tin 
dish to some ducks and chickens.

calves and pigs and chickens, to nurse 
the ill by night and day’and rear chil
dren—work, work till your brain reeled 
and your aching limbs refused to go, 
tliat you would be likely to look with 
rapture upon the beauty of a sunrise 
that heralded another day of torture— 
a day you had already begun?

’’With hungry and impatient men to 
furnish with a dinner, what does it mat
ter to me that the forest Is cool and 
restful and ferny? Hurry as 1 may 
there Is no time for me to go to yonder 
willow-shaded brook to rest. Once 1 
loved beauty wherever found; I loved 
poetry and art; I had my ambitions, 
and dreamed of a beautiful future; but 
all my hopes have been crushed, and 
there ib nothing left to me but work and 
misery. You say that I have no soul— 
souls are not of much account around 
here, especially women's souls; but It 
there is another life and it Is not differ
ent from this 1 want nothing of It.”

Wliile the woman was speaking, Mrs. 
Austin stepped out of her carriage and 
slowly approached her and now lay her
hand gently upon the woman’s 
“You poor soul," she said in a 
soothing tone.

The woman turned abruptly

ann. 
low,

and

"I will drive up and 
some water,” said Mrs. 
fore she had reached 
smart carriage drawn 
black horse dashed up 
dressed and . pompous

give the horse 
Austin, but be
the trough a 
by a handsome 

and a well-
_ . looking man

sprang out and proceeded to uncheck
the thirsty horse. In the carriage sat 
a stylishly dressed woman who looked
about her curiously. As Mrs. Austin 
and her companions drove up they 
heard the man by the horse exclaim, 
“What magnificent scenery!"
a lordly wave of his hand he Indicated

and with
the surrounding country.

“Yes,” Baid his companion, "it is per- 
fectly.aovelyj —Surely,-—madame,” she 
said, addressing the bent figure holding 
the dish of grain, “you must appreciate 
the delicate coloring and wild beauty of 
your magnificent hills.”

The bent figure straightened. She 
was a woman a littje past forty, per
haps, but sne looked much older. Her 
hair which was drawn tightly back into 
a small knot at the back of her shapely 
head, was plentifully streaked with 
gray her eyes wore a sad, hopeless ex
pression, and her thin, pale face was 
lined with care and suffering, and her 
whole aspect and attitude was dejected 
and pitiful. For an instant she looked 
at tho handsome carriage and the fhsh- 
lonably dressed woman who had spoken 
to her, and then she said with cold in
difference, “I suppose it Is all very lino 
but It is not food nor clothing.”

“That is always the way with such 
people,” said the woman in the carriage 
with a tone of contempt; “they never 
have eyes for the beauty of the land
scape or the glory of the sunset; all 
such people think about Is food and 
shelter just like their cattle—they have 
no souls.”

These words produced a powerful ef
fect upon the woman by the trough. 
Her figure grew erect and rigid, her toll- 
hardened hands twitched nervously 
around the dish she held, and her sad 
wistful eyes darkened and gleamed 
with a wild light, as in a low intense 
tone she said: "Much such as you know 
about my desires and feelings! How 
much do you think you would care 
about the beauty of the scenery if yon 
had to toil eighteen hours out of twen
ty-four year In and out? Do you think 
if you were compelled to cook, and 
clean, and wash and Iron, and churn, 
and cut and make and mend, to feed

looked at tlie speaker. At sight of the 
pure, kind face and wistful eyes looking 
so pleadingly at her, her countenance 
softened and her eyes lost their wild
ness. The pompous man and fashion
able woman were whirled swiftly away 
by the sleek black horse. Mrs. Austin 
held the woman’s arm in a gentle grasp 
as she said tenderly, ‘‘You will llnd the 
life beyond death very different from 
your present life; all the things your 
soul has yearned for here you will find 
there—there all your hopes, dreams and 
ambitions will be realized. What sort 
of seed you have been sowing all these 
weary years, my friend?”

Tho woman burst into tears but al
most instantly controlled herself. ”1 
have tried to sow no evil seed,” she 
said, “but how can anyone who Is little 
more than a machine wound up to do a 
certain amount of work in a given time, 
think much about goodness? I have to 
have my mind upon my work and think 
and plan or I could not do half I have to 
do.”

“1 know,” said Mrs. Austin pityingly, 
"and when you do stop you sleep the 
sleep that follows exhaustion. I know 
what that is from hard experience. The 
tortured flesh holds the spirit down but 
it is there waiting for a chance to assert 
Itself.”

The woman shook her head sadly: “I 
wish. I could know It. I could endure 
this life so much better, I am not sure 
but I might be happy in it If I could 
only know that there is a life beyond 
the grave where I can find my mother 
and my little ones, where I can get d • ■ 
ed just for once and have and on-/ 
some of the love and peace and beamy 
I have so hungered for here.”

“But, my dear woman, there is Just 
such a life ahead of you, Indeed there 
is,” Bald Mrs. Austin earnestly.

Again the woman shook her head. “1 
used to think so,” she answered sadly, 
"but some way I have lost all faith in a 
future life, in the Bible, in God—every
thing that I was taught to believe in."

Just then two men came down the 
path leading to the road. One of them 
led a handsome brown colt by a halter. 
As the three passed the two women the 
colt looked around and whinnied softly. 
A look of pain went over the thin, tired 
face of the woman and a hard, set look 
came into her eyes. For a moment she 
turned her face away from the road, 
then in a voice that was almost harsh 
she said: “You saw that colt? Well, I 
raised him with my own hands. When 
Its mother died my husband said that 
if I would rear the colt I might have it 
for my own, and I, like the fool I am, 
believed him—after all I have been 
through with, too,” she added bitterly, 
"and now he has sold it to go to a place 
where he knows the poor creature will 
be abused, and I being only a woman, 
must bear It—as I bear everything else. 
Everything that I love or that loves me 
is taken from me, and I work on—and 
who cares?”

(To be continued.)

Not until about a year ago was I 
aware of the fact that the first Roman" 
emperor, Augustus Caesar, whose reign 
was from 31 B. C. to A. D. 14, was wor
shiped throughout the empire as “Dlvus 
Fllius," the Son of God; that this wor
ship was not a mere llp-servjce, but of 
one “who was believed to be supernatu
ral, omniscient, all-powerful, and benef
icent, the reincarnation of the wlte-vlr- 
gin Maia; the god whose coming was 
foretold by the Cumaean Sybil; whose 
sway was to extend over all tlie earth ¡| 
whose conception and birth were both 
miraculous, and whose advent was to 
usher in the Golden Age of Peace and 
Plenty, and to banish Bin forever."

So says Del Mar in his recent book on( 
“The Worship of Augustus," and he es
tablishes the fact Incontrovertlbly. it 
was a worship "with bell, book, camlie, 
steeple, frankincense, rosary, cross, 
mitre, temple, priesthood, benefices, 
and ritual; in short with all the out
ward marks of superstition, credulity, 
piety and devotion.” For further ex
tracts from tne book, see article lu The 
Progressive Thinker, of Oct. 10, 1903, 
headed “Historical Facts, Concerning 
the Deification of Roman Emperors.”

Catholicism audaciously asserts that 
the Apostle Peter was bishop of Rome 
during tho lost twenty-five years of bls 
life. Thp Latin Vulgate New Testa
ment, first published at Rheims in 1852, 
"cum Buperiorum permissu," contains 
at the end of the Book of Acts a chrono
logical “Table of Peter,” followed by a 
"Table of Paul.” Tho first-named table 
under the date of the second year of: 
Claudius, tells us this:

"Having founded the church of Rome 
and planted his apostolicical seat there, 
afterward absent from tho city, either 
expelled thence with other Jews (Cor
nelius Tacitus in Claudio)or, rather, ac
cording to the office of his apostleship, 
leaving it for a timo, ho visited other, 
churches, and came to Jerusalem again, 
using, both in his absence and presence, 
Linus and Cletus for his coadjutors.”

Tho table concludes with the crucifix
ion of Poter at Romo In tlie fourteenth 
year of Nero.

In regard to Paul tho next table tells 
us that he camo to Rome in the second 
year of Nero, that he remained in pris
on two years, after which ho preached 
in sundry countries of the west, and 
that "he was beheaded at Rome tho 
same day that Peter was crucified.”

Protestants deny that Peter was ever 
at Romp, but they are bound to believe 
that Paul came to that city In the reign 
of Nero, because the book of Acts re
cords his arrival there In bonds. But 
the presence of Peter in Rome when 
Paul arrived, or Indeed at any time dur
Ing Paul’s alleged sojourn, was quite 
Impossible If tho last chapter of Acts is 
to be credited, which tells us that Paul 
called together the chief Jews, and 
that when assembled they desired to 
hear him "concerning this sect," of 
which they said, "It is known to us that 
it is gainsaid everywhere.” So reads 
the Vulgate, and King James’ version Is 
substantially the same, but the Peshito 
or ancient Syriac Now Testament reads, 
“For tills doctrine, we know, is not re
ceived by anyone.”

Accepting, however, the Vulgalo ver
sion, how could the Apostle Peter have 
been preaching in Rome fourteen years, 
oft and on, when Paul arrived? And, if 
Peter happened to be absent, did ho not 
leave “Linus and Cletus for his coad
jutors?"

But it Is needless to speculate on this 
question. The fact that the worship of 
Augustus was all-prevalent' throughout 
the empire precludes the possibility of 
the Introduction of the worship of an
other personage, especially of a de
spised Jew, and at a time when tha 
Jews had been expelled from Romo by. 
the Emperor Claudius.

Incidentally, I note the date of tho 
crucifixion of Peter and beheading ot 
Paul, as given in the two tables above
mentioned:
Neronls

14
Nat. Dom. 

70
Aseen. 
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ence has taught me, that the laws of 
my own passions, place (before my 
own consciousness) the classes of their 
own special, remembered sense-images, 
with incredible velocity.

Assume the law of Time to be 
0".678 for a remembered-image of pas
sion; and 0".22, the Time necessary for 
a new physical sensaflop to Interest 
me; and the differences in the veloci
ties of the successiondotk-the shapes, 
which go to make up > the differences in 
the successions and durations of Men
tal and Physical Timé, are dot once ap
parent. . i

The laws of my Hunger, which get, 
keep, change, reproduce, and evolve 
forms, Into nerve Cells, could not oper
ate unless conditioned upon- very com-, 
plex laws of memory;' a ... 1

The weakness of. tlie olij philosophies, 
and the lntellectuaIiSts/>htih. consisted 
in the fact, that tlife'y fhaVe entirely 
overlooked these Iavnr„of’tife memories 
of the passions; and! ;Ji(kvCi! attributed 
the origin and memory ref concepts, and 
images, wholly to th& operations of the 
senses. . ■ ••.!;■ ,®r ■ •

But each passion‘'-has its laws-of 
memory; and its law’pf re’fléx time.

Hence' persons predipt arid infer con
sequences far morolriromptly, from the 
concepts connected With the laws of 
their own Hunger,Vi Suspicion, Love, 
Jealousy, Sex,- Aval’lco, Compassion, 
Shame, Feat; Anger, And Ambition; 
than from the passing, physical images 
of their Sight, Hearing, Touch, Smell, 
and Tasto : : ' ‘

And; this■ ia why-hallucinations of 
deep-seated feelings of »Melon, uro al
ways more enduring ;iliun halluclna- 
"tiqns of tho senses; because tho latter 
(inAho majority .■of cases) hftvo thoir or- 
imnlin the Jaws goverdlng the former 
enga. ' I ■■■'..., .

Shame keeps porsonslfrom admitting 
tho oxlstenco of emotional states; tho 
deepest memories are riover told.

This Is why the psychologist Is 
thrown off the track by his subject.

The desire to be universally ap
proved, being nearly always a stronger 
motive in women, and men, than the 
love of truth.

Only martyrs, scientists and philoso
phers die for the truth.

No one has ever lived, who has told 
all the moral and psychological secrets 
which they know about themselves.

Hence, the psychologist is always 
working in the dark in the majority of 
his cases SALVARONA.

THE IROQUOIS THEATRE TRAGEDY

“Oh! see the calcium light,” they said, 
They looked, and then "six hundred 

■ dead."
•A Simoon wind and fiery dust— 
And then the awful holocaust.
From hell a scorching sheet of flame— 
And then charred bodies without name.
"Give dividends,” the Shylocks cried, 
And then six hundred victims died.
But -Justice stands with balanced 

sword
And waits the inevitable word.
Tho' heaven falls and suns grow dim, 
Stern Justice meted but by Him .
Who rules the stars—shall never cease 
Until on earth tho reign of Peace.

DR. GEO. W. CAREY.
St. Louis, Mo. i

Mirth cannot move a soul in agony.— 
Bhakspearo.

Candor Is tho rarest virtue of socia
bility.—Stcrnau.

Man hath his daily work of body or 
mind appointed, which declares bls dig
nity and the regaid of heaven on all 
his ways.—Milton.

LIFE IS GOOD.

They come, they pass, with snow-soft 
feet,

And deathless youth illumes their 
eyes;

Alike to them are chaff and wheat, 
Alike the foolish and the wise,

They bring the wound, they bring the 
balm,

They light our smiles, they dry our 
tears; .

Careless of death or life, the calm 
Servants of time, the patient years.

The winds that rend and strew the rose 
Dissolve the sweetness through the 

-air;
This wind of time that beats and blows, 

Leaves all the past,still fragrant-fair. 
Though hopes may foil and hearts may 

• break,
And fruitless all the striving be, 

One golden gift is left to make 
Man’s bliss, consoling memory.

Hall and farewell, farewell and hall! 
The going and the doming guest.

Welcome to daybreak’s shining sail, 
Ab to the night beyond the west!

The years may come, the years may go. 
And bring the sad or merry mood;

Merry, or sad, one thing wo know 
That life is good, oh, life Is good!

—New York Bun.

It -iB generally more profitable to 
reckon up'our defects than to boast 
of our attainments.—Carlyle. ,

Bad men excuse their faults; good 
men will leave them.—Johnson.- .

A thief does not always thieve, but be 
always be on-your guard against him.-— 
Truth Seeker.
■: It is by studying little things that 
we attalp. the great'art of having as 
little misery and as much happiness as 
possible.—Joluwon. . *

That is to say, in the fourteenth year ot 
Nero, Anno Domini 70, and the thirty
seventh, year of the ascension of Jesus. 
Standard authorities end tho reign of 
Nero A. D. 68, and the Romish church Is 
the only authority for dating the ascen
sion A. D. 34, as is these tables.

Thanks to “Nummus” who called at
tention to Del Mar’s book, which, 
though not directed against Christian
ity, nevertheless makes it evident that 
the worship of Jesus could not have 
originated in the first century. And 
pardon me for repeating once more the 
declaration of "Nummus” that “Chris
tianity is merely the idolatry of Augus
tus, slightly modified, altered in namo 
and bleached by time. Put aside its 
fraudulent literature, and It has not a 
leg to stand upon; not a single monu
ment) temple, tombstone or coin; noth
ing but names, words, air, the grossest 
forgery, the most ..stupendous and 
shameful impostureVver saddled upon 
the credulity of man."

The Arabian story of Isa the Masich 
(healer), Which parallels so closely 
tliat of tho gospel Jesus (see article in 
The Progressive Thinker of Dec. 13, 
headed "Isa'the Prophet and Jesus tne 
God”), may contain a nucleus of his
toric truth, inasmuch as Palestine was 
hardly Included in the Roman empire 
in the reign of Herod fljio Great or ot 

'his Immediate successors. That story 
is doubtless the literary basis of tho 
numerous gospels fabricated by the 

jjoistered monks after th« revival of 
•learning. WM. HENRY BURR.

PROVERBS.
A thief thinks every man steals.
Better twice measured than onca 

wrong. .
Who steals an egg wll^ soon steal an 

ox.
Just scales and full measure Injure 

no man..
Measure not others’ com by your owp 

bushel.
He who will steal a pin will steal a' 

better thing. .
; He who will have no judge but him« 

I self, condemns himself.
First a turnip, then a sheep, next a 

cow, and then tho gallowa. .



mr. W. Î. Colville.
Hn Essa? b?

THE PRICE THAT WE ALL MUST PAY.

ac-

we

we

limitlessfor a

laurel tofor a

here orAnd each man pays; be sure of It, though it be

—Alfred J, Waterhouse.must pay.

the position I have always taken that we can use our own I 
judgment and discretion In all psychic matters to a far 
greater degree than has been generally supposed. ■

that, is a mat-

reduced prices.

are

yyXIM V VAvUv. •• V*. i,« ■ » ■
which pH encounter on the way. The first groat step is al-

i'

had attended, and promptly replied, "St. Patrick’s!."
Is It to turn out such ignoramuses that the priests

clamoring for a division of our public school funds? 
Chicago, Ill. . P-.W. E.

ffas. 83, IW«?'.

The controversy still couUnulbg concerning'mediumship 
in all its varied phases may easily be turned to excellent ac
count if, instead or merely disputing over rival theories, all 
who are at present engaged In the dispute turn, their atten
tion to practical experiences. Theories may be good and 
useful, and they often are so, but unless supported by actual 
results they prove ultimately of very little value.

It is now nearly fifty-six years since-the movement known 
as Modern Spiritualism la said to have originated and yet 
after all that lapse of time the same inquiries are being 
made and the same objections offered as were current more 
than half a century ago. This fact'is neither surprising nor 
discouraging, if we approach the whole matter intelligently 
and dispassionately, because as one generation follows an
Other it is but natural that similar inquiries should arise 
from age to age. Human nature does not seem to alter rad
ically from period to period in Its history, even though we 
may reasonably boast of ever-increasing average Intelli
gence. .■ . ' ‘ •

such experiences as bls are by no means uncommon or un
familiar to jgtudeg.g. of psychic phenomena and law. Mr. 
Stead has gften declared that he can'lend his hand, or re
fuse the use-'oi it ais’he pleases, to any one who may wish to 
employ it . in nia)dng a communication. “Letters From 
Julia” he tgjjs ps^were written'through his hand with his 
full consent Shoughlhe did not write them. In their produc
tion, accordiüg to Ml’. Stead's positive declaration regarding 
their origiUyilierqJ^eemB to have been a reasonable blend
ing of tliosgatwo phases of mediumship sometimes desig
nated "6ubjtnstive’’Jhnd “independent.”

DANGERS QF SUBJECTIVE MEDIUMSHIP.

The dangers attending subjective mediumship are princi
pally bound up in..,the same bundle with all lack of rightful 
self-ownership and the distressful consequences thereof. 
Until people become more ready To assert themselves with 
righteous independence at all times, much that goes under 
the ugly names; of obsession and insanity will doubtless 
have to continue; but it is absurd in the extreme to con
found, as many writers «Jo, a perfectly voluntary psychic co 
operation with enforced yielding to any influence whatso
ever. - . • i ■ • ■ ' ■ . J ■'

• PHYSICAL AND PSYCHICAL SCIENCE. ; .

Physical science Is now rapidly becoming psychical, and it 
Bs seriously declared In many influential placés, that the fa
mous electrical theory of matter, as'recently suggested by
many of the leading scientists of the modern world, has al
ready largely revolutionized all old accepted theories of the 
substance which, for convenience’ sake, we still continue to 
call matter, a word which when subjected to close analysis is 
found to only signify that universal mother (mater) sub
stance out of which all differentiated objects are formed and 
into which, whenever they are disintegrated, they assuredly 
return. Though many of the greatest thinkers of the nine
teenth century were far from being Spiritualists in any ac
cepted meaning of that word, they were in most cases tar 
from being avowed Materialists, therefore it 1b but fair to al
low them to pass muster as Agnostics, a title which Thomas 
Huxley, Herbert Spencer and other singularly eminent phil
osophic thinkers applied to themselves by preference.

Spiritualism does not antagonize honest Agnosticism, 
which, when correctly defined, simply means the philosophy 
of ignorance concerning the ultimate nature of substance as 
opposed to dogmatic theology on the one hand and equally 
dogmatic atheism on the other, but all experienced Spiritual
ists rightly claim that the mass of evidence accumulated on 
the side of Spiritualism should not be lightly disregarded by 
those experimental scientists and philosophers whose own 
methods in their distinctive domains are closely allied to 
the methods pursued by those Intelligent Spiritualists who 
have devoted much time, thought and patience to actual in
vestigations of the mysteries of tfie Borderland.

SIMPLE SUBJECTIVE OR PASSIVE MEDIUMSHIP.

SIMPLY SUBJECTIVE OR PASSIVE MEDIUMSHIP 
MUST IN THE VERY NATURE OF THINGS BE LARGELY 
UNSATISFACTORY TO MEDIUMS THEMSELVES, BE
CAUSE A CONDITION.OF UNCONSCIOUS ENTRANCE
MENT CANNOT FURNISH TO THE ENTRANCED SUB
JECT ANY SATISFYING EVIDENCE OF SPIRIT COM
MUNION, OR INDEED OF ANYTHING BEYOND THE 
BARE FACT THAT ONE HAS BEEN FOR A CERTAIN 
TIME ASLEEP OR IN A COMATOSE CONDITION.

It Ie, therefore, not from any such phase of mediumship 
that we can reasonably hope to gather at first hand any in
formation which will prove of value as relating to the law of 
psychic Interaction between inhabitants of earth In fleshly 
bodies and their friends who are already dismantled of their 
clay. But though the medium personally, who Is a subject 
of unconscious trance, may be afforded no definite Informa
tion concerning spirit life, It has often happened that other 
persons, many of them highly intelligent and diligent Inquir
ers, have received much valuable light through the instru
mentality of deeply entranced sensitives, and though it'way 
be reasonably admitted that there are higher phases of me
diumship to be cultivated and enjoyed,, we have no right to 
overlook the very Important servicie rendered to the cause 
of psychic science by trance mediumship.

THE TWO PLANES OF EXISTENCE.

ways determined concentration of thought and intention 
upon one object at a time to tire exclusion, lor the nonce, of 
all other interests. The five senses—sight; hearing, taste, 
touch and smell—need to ba disciplined and controlled, so 
that we use our sensitiveness instead of being its slave. 
Whoever wishes to be an “independent" sensitive instead of 
merely a passive medium, must gain possession of these 
senses to the extent of being able to see, hear, taste, touch 
and smell exclusively at will.

CONCENTRATION ANALYZED AND EXPLAINED,

The ordinary “sensitive’’ is a person who usually does pos
sess unusually acute sensibilities in some. It not in all direc
tions, and as we are living in a world where all scenes are 
not lovely, nor are all sounds harmonious, nor all odors 
pleasing, nor all flavors delicious, nor all textures genial, we 
are Hable to suffer as well as to enjoy unusually much by 
cultivating extraordinary sensitiveness; it is, indeed, almost 
universally declared that pain and pleasure are in the very 
nature of things such close companions that proportionately 
as we can experience one we can feel the other also. With
out attempting to dispute the correctness of that widely ac
cepted proposition we can attempt to show a means whereby 
we can increase the joy of living without pt the same time
adding to, its, sorrow. Possibilities are not necessities, 
therefore though it will remain a fact that unusually sensi
tive people have greater capacity for suffering as well as for 
enjoyment than have their less highly organized neighbors, 
they can learn to so control their susceptibilities as to bring 
their emotional experiences very largely under their own 
command. In practicing Belt-development through deter
mined concentration, ft is necessary to select a given object 
fer meditation and determine to keep the attention riveted at 
that single point as long as one desires. Merely abstract 
ideas do not lend themselves so readily for this purpose as do 
concrete objects, therefore it is usually found desirable to 
begin with simple exercises as, tor example, resolving while 
in a picture gallery to gaze steadily for a stated time at and 
into one picture only with such completeness of absorption 
In that single painting as to become for the' time being en
tirely unconscious of all beside. While you may give your
self a stated time for a definite exercise and alm to continue 
it thus long, you need be in no way disconcerted if you dis
cover that you cannot at once live wholly up to your .self
appointed standard; that is it you have made it at all a high 
one, but In practically every Instance it will be found that 
the ease or difficulty with which exercises in concentration 
are attended will depend very largely Indeed upon the 
amount of Interest the concentrator takes both in the exer
cise Itself and in the object on which attention is to be riv
eted. r

Affection always plays a large part in oil these develop
ments, because whenever we care much for anyone or any
thing we find it extremely easy to concentrate on the be
loved object, but when .we are Indifferent it is Irksome to 
keep attention fixed.

Unconsciousness on one plane of existence by no means 
Implies unconsciousness on other planes; therefore It is not 
usually correct to state that a medium Is ever really uncon
scious at all In any true sense except when speaking quite 
relatively concerning ordinary objective consciousness alone. 
Mrs. Gora L. V. Richmond and other Illustrious sensitives 
who have been before the public for a long term of years, 
have often been heard to say that during entrancement, 
whilst their guides were speaking through them, they were 
fully conscious on some other plane of expression,so much so 
that their clairvoyant and telepathic experiences have some
times proved Intensely Interesting and largely subject to 
verification. '

Among particularly able and well-known public advocates 
of Spiritualism stood Emma Hardinge Britten, who, In her 
autobiography published by her sister, Mrs. Wilkinson, of 
Manchester, Eng., records many very instructive and enter
taining episodes In her own highly romantic medlumistic 
career. The translator and editor of "Art Magic” and 
"Ghost Land" was a singularly Individualized woman and 
one who was very unwilling to yield blindly to any influence, 
seen or unseen, but Mrs. Britten freely acknowledged her 
dependence in many ways upon unseen guides who often, ac
cording to her own and others' testimony, inspired her plat
form speeches, and made it possible for her to exercise re
markable clairvoyance on many occasions. This truly re
markable woman, whose name was long, a household word in 
Spiritualistic circles everywhere, was a striking combina
tion of the medlumistic and the independent individualistic 
temperament; this her various writings, lectures and con
duct clearly showed. How far Mrs. Britten was simply her
self and how far she was subject to extraneous guidance is 
somewhat difficult to decide, as she and any influences that 
inspired her seemed to work together In such entire -agree
ment that it was never easy to know where one. melted into 
the other. The same ramatktf will largely apply’To Mrs. 
Richmond also, for though she is often spoken of, with, her 
own consent, as a "trance medium," It has- very rarely been 
observed that she and her guides entertain really opposite 
views on any subject, and why should, they If Wegrant.The 
reasonable premise that in all intelligent and desirable ex-, 
•erctses Of mediumship there is harmony between the co-op
erating parties? « ; •• ;

Mrs. Britten oftgQ said that she had voluntarily "tiken 
service” With the int&Ugences who guided her Career And 
inspired her utterances, and if such was actually the ease a 
sort of contract was entered Into and both parties lived true 
to their agreement ■

DISORDERLY PHASES OF MEDIUMSHIP.

It is quite possible to single out one particular sound out ot 
a multitude of contemporary sounds and determine to hear 
that one only, and by thus determining to attune oneself to 
a special rate of musical vibration it will be found, ere long, 
that noises which were once extremely distracting are now 
no longer noticed even though one's hearing is constantly 
becoming more acute. Leech, the famous caricaturist, is 
said to have been driven almost to distraction by the sounds 
of Italian organ-grinders In London streets, an anecdote 
which proves that though gifted, he was not a well-balanced 
man; and it is recorded of Herbert Spencer that his sensi
tiveness to ordinary conversation in a carriage was often so 
extreme that he provided himself with a pair of ear clappers 
which completely shut out all sounds while he was driving, 
and he used these whenever he founfi his sensitiveness to 
sound becoming painful. Spencer certainly did right in.thus- 
protecting himself and at the same time freeing his friends' 
who were riding with him front all embarrassment; but 
those who,are determining to develop more than ordinary su
periority to distractions in a psychic manner, do not require 
material contrivances to do for them what they are deter
mining to accomplish solely by their own volition.

We frequently hear that very sensitive persons cannot at
tend large public gatherings of any sort without .experienc
ing both suffering and fatigue; this is because they have not 
learned to govern their susceptibilities, nor ore they sur
rounded by an organized and competent band of spiritual 
protectors.

Genuine sensitiveness, freed from all abnormal encum
brances, enables its possessor to discern more. than, can be 
discerned ordinarily in every way, and therefore it opens 
the door for clairvoyance, clalraudience, psychometry, and 
general clalrsentience, which is the ability to apprehend 
much that the average human being at present-knows noth
ing about whatever. ■

CLAIRVOYANCE AND CLAIRSENT1ENCE.

That there are disagreeable and disorderly phases of me
diumship is pretty freely admitted on all sides, but these 
aberrations may readily be traced to conditions with which 
mediumship in’ particular is In no way definitely o.r dltectly 
concerned. Lack of proper self-assertion Is always a fruit
ful cause of harassing results, and hs many naturally medi- 
umlstic people are extremely sensitive, and.sensitiveness is 
a universally acknowledged concomitant of mediumship, It 
need not occasion much surprise that extremely sensitive 
persons should bo somewhat more liable than others . to 
nervous disturbances when they are placed In trying situa- 
'Hons. :

To condemn subjective mediumship entirely because it

u good deal of it of various kinds and qualities, 1 know but . ,
little from personal experience, but from all that I have ob- TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD 
served I am prepared to aver that substantially the same' ' 7 ~ ~
, , . , , . ... t Information Hew They May Give Birth to Hapsy.
freedom of choice can be exercised by the physical as by Healthy Children AUoiuteiy With, 
the purely mental medium. As to necessary conditions tor ■ out Paiu—Sent Pres.
developing and exercising any phase of mediumship 1 am Dya
certain that only what is in every sense orderly and health
ful is desirable, and I am further thoroughly convinced that may 1» entirely banished, and ho win »ladiy u>H 

’ *. , , | you how It may bo dono absolutely free of charre.truly reliable mediumship of an ennobling character is pos- sandyour uamo and addrota to fir. j.h. Dye, Iu „ ,L •->. _ ... . . ____ __ _ I Irfiwla Block,Buffalo. N. Y.. sud Iio wlllaoud you.sible in all its phases. With the hysterical diatribe against postpaid, bw wonderful book which tells how td 

mediumship in its entirely as a destructive process I can
have no agreement whatsoever, but do most firmly adhere to dois^butwriteto-day.

Sensitive people who are chronically afraid to act them
selves and are'consequently , always under someone else’s 
“thumb,” are .too deficient in developed Individuality, as yet, 
to be able to- determine whether they will or will not allow 
some outside -influence to work through them. What they 
need more than anything else is a course of training in the 
rightful exercise of their own will. Abnormal sensitives 
are usually persons -who are very timid and intellectually 
idle; they readily,c’therefore, yield themselves to outside In
fluences, and whether they are known to the world as me 
dlums or not their careers are generally very checkered and 
their health is usually excessively precarlpus. It is some 
times the case that one of those psychic weaklings really 
desires to develop more positive individuality, but iu 1^9 in
stances out of every average 100, such people do not desire 
to exert their own will and intellect as it suits their nega
tive temperament much belter to allow things to go on Irre
sponsibly so far as they are concerned. Such people are 
often good-natured, kind-hearted, easy to get along with, 
and, when surrounded by honorable people, they often do 
good work in various medlumistic ways. Spiritualism is not- 
responsible for them, for there are multitudes of such in all 
religious denominations and also in the ranks of passive un
believers.

Very much subjective mediumship is simply due to tem
peramental adaptability, and exists quite unconsciously to 
Its possessor who takes it as matter ot course, having ex
perienced it from Infancy. Decidedly independent medium
ship 1b a very different matter, and Is usually a result of 
some definite desire on the part of the one who exercises it 
to become cognizant of psychic verities. Subjective me
diumship satisfies zsuch natures as love to take Ute quietly 
and easily on, tho -intellectual plane, and would rather be 
thought for by others than do their own thinking. Inde
pendent mediumship usually accompanies a strenuous intel
lectual habli^and comports well with a distinctly scientific 
trend of intellect .< .

T'HE Ml'bOLE GROUND DEFINED.

There is cfealnly1!! middle ground between these two ex
tremes, an^J^at grpund is very largely taken by "Inspira
tional” xpoakers and writers and all such “impres-

On the thing we have, and tho thing we do, and the thing 
that we win in the fray,

There is always a price Dame Nature sets, and the price we 
are bound to pay.

We may flatter ourselves in our infantile way that we're 
playing a confidence game, _

And that in the end by cunning and stealth we’ll hoodwink 
the dear old dame.

But ever and ever she sets it down, the price of each thing 
that we win,

And If it be won in the way of right or the red, red path of
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sin; .
And ever and ever, or soon or late, though we juggle 

counts by the way, .
The price that Is set In Nature’s book Is the price that 

have to pay, 
’Tia the price that we have to pay, 
Though the fact may bring dismay;

The price that is set in Nature’s book Is the price that 
. all must pay.

The primrose path Is a jolly path, but the price ot Its Joy is 
writ,

And we cannot escape the grisly shape that ever is haunt
ing it.

The wine’s red glow is a goodly glow when it moveth itself 
aright,

And we say, "Aha! Let the good wino flow, for this Is an 
unco’ night”; ■ ■ : .■■ - ■■ . . .

And we think we are worth a million or two, though the rent 
has not been paid;

And we roll 'em high, and the drinks we buy till the ghost 
of trouble is laid;

Till the ghost of trouble is laid, dear boy—but, oh, for the 
head next day I

For the price that is set in Nature's book is the price that 
we have to pay.

'Tie the price that we have to pay,
A head like a bale of hay;

The price that is set in Nature’s book Is the price that we all 
must pay.

In life’s queer game we play for. Success—’tls thus we have

In C. W. Leadbeater’s remarkable book, "Man Visible and 
Invisible,” the reader is Informed that such extreme sensi
tiveness as will make a sight of the human aura easily pos
sible, Is actually within the reach Of all who will seriously 
devote themselves to cultivating their psychic possibilities, 
and in his manual on Clairvoyance the same author gives . 
several directions which have been found very useful by 
many students who have persistently resolved to test Ahelr 
efficacy; but clairvoyance, though a very pleasing and popu
lar phase of sensitiveness, is by no means so common as 
that phase of clalrsentience which may well be termed 
CLEAR FEELING, for there are multitudes of mediumlstio 
people who feel distinctly very much that they In no way 
see, and this feeling Is quite as Important and convincing as 
clairvoyance, though not usually quite so phenomenal, and 
therefore not so attractive, in the opinion of the public at 
large. Here again it is highly important to discriminate be
tween what one can feel and what one Is obliged to feel, for 
though it is an unmistakable blessing to be able to feelacutely 
It is a decided bone to be compelled to sense and suffer from 
unpleasant unseen environments which one. has seemingly 
no power to change and has had no hand in bringing Into ex
istence. . J

A very practical recipe for rising superior to the effect of 
disagreeable odbrs which may be.; encountered .while trav
eling, and which the traveler may have no p'owbf' to modify 
by any outward process, is to picture to oneself a bed of 
fragrant blossoms, and so concentrate upon this mentally 
outplctured object that through logical association' of Ideas 
attention will be entirely" led away from the- -unpleasant 
odors in one’s physical surroundings; QifcoursS We do not 
mean to say that we ought to so benumb opr susceptibilities 
that we should not take notice of a disagreeable odor, such 
as escaping gas, when for purposes of safety it ’ would bo 
highly necessary to take action to prevent a conflagration or 
asphyxiation; quite the contrary, butwe shall find ourselves 
far more able to take-needful action in any- such predica
ment when we have learned to discipline our faculties and 
direct them by our will, than though we had remained con
tinually at their mercy. ■ . . ' :

SENSITIVENESS AND MEDIUMSHIP.

Voluntary sensitiveness and independent-mediumship are 
very close of kin, and though the latter phrase is sometimes 
considered slightly ambiguous it is not difficult to rationally 
define It as voluntary entrance into a psychic state In con
tradistinction to being subject to control by some extraneous, 
operator. COMMUNION AND FELLOWSHIP.arc two per
fectly agreeable and thoroughly Intelligible words, and. they 
suffice to.expreus exactly what we consider.-to bo normal or 
healthy relations between, oursfilves tuid others regardless of 
whether one or some of us are now living on' chrth, or some 
lire "here’Vand-others are in the great -‘.‘hereafter;’’ .

Win- Stead, tlie colebrated English journalist, ssyf) that, in 
many <W his experiences, telepathy or mental -telegraphy and 
spiritual mediumship have been practically inseparable, and

has its drawbacks Is utterly illogical; at.the same.time it is 
often highly necessary to point the way-from simple passiv
ity, which Is an entirely negative condition, to a state where 
individuality can be more fully and self-consciously ex
pressed. The road out of mere passivity or negativity, to 

‘full Bolf-conficlenco and entire seK-pospcsslbn. ls a gradual 
and- progressive path, and one tbat-con only ho trod by those 
who are determined to master, one by one, the obstacles

dubbed the dear,
Though whether she’s this, or whether she’s 

ter not so clear;
But one man plays with the cards of greed 

sack of pelf,.
And another man plays, with a solemn face, 

grace himself,
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there,
For Nature’s price is on the goods, and to see that he pays 

. she’ll care; . .
And the happy man, so I suspect, Is the num of a kindly 

way, ’ • ■ .
When he pays the jjrice In Nature’s book, the price that wo 

all must pay.
The price that we all must pay, 
With a tear or a smile, I say;

The price that is set in Nature’s book is the price that we all

Blonal'- workSTO os seem not to lose consciousness while ex
ercising thei^ mediumship, buf consciously receive stimulus 
and assistangg .trom.TOther minds. This subject, wo know, Is 
Intricate and-it is almost Impossible in all cases to deter
mine exactly, whete one phase of mediumship passes into 
another; it thgrejfore the height of unwisdom to become 
dogmatic pnjf^qs^iijioot questions-which are rightfully top
ics’ for utterly dispassionate research and study.

’ To-any one'^ho-Is naturally medlumistic, and has been so 
from childhood, It seems strange.to be told that all medium
ship is dangerous and Implies a surrender of one’s own indi
viduality to some one else, because actual experience has 
often entirely pointed the other way. The writer will now 
drop Into the first person singular and relate a few personal 
experiences, leaving-readers tor theorize upon these narra
tions as their own intelligence and judgment may direct.

INTERESTING PERSONAL EXPERIENCES ,

When I was a little child between five and six years ot age 
I was bo clairvoyant that I Often was fully conscious of the 
presence of my mother who had passed to spirit life when 
I was but an Infant, and not only did I see her, but informa
tion flowed into my mind simultaneously, which was often 
subsequently verified- I was never rendered ill or in any, 
way nervously upset by these experiences; on the contrary, 
my mediumship was always clearest when I was in the best 
of health and temper, and I was always benefited—never in
jured by such experiences. Some years later when my at
tention was first directed to the ndme of Spiritualism by an 
announcement concerning the work of Mrs. Richmond, who 
was then in England, and I had the privilege of listening to 
one of her remarkable Inspired orations, directly I left the 
hall in which She had officiated I expressed, mentally, the 
strongest possible desire that I also might be inspired as she 
had been, and I was taken at my word, for greatly to my 
own delight and to the astonishment of many people who 
were well acquainted with me, I suddenly developed into an 
inspirational speaker, but never once was I influenced in 
public or in private against my own desire.

During all the years that I have been before the public 1 
have been intermittently conscious of direct individual spir
itual guidancerand though I have long been a firm upholder 
of the idea that we contain within ourselves abllitleg or 
which we may be quite unconscious, I have never been able 
to see the slightest reason.for discarding or repudiating me
diumship so long as we find it profitable to learn from others 
here on earth who know certain things that we have not yet 
apprehended..' .

My experiences) Jiv telepathy, thought transference and all 
kindred psychic phenomena have been so closely related to 
what all Spiritualists’'agree to call mediumship, that l am 
firmly fixed in the ¡idolization that we are, psychically 
speaking, related .imprecisely the same way to thope who. 
have already “crossdd thb: border" as to those who are still 
abiding on ttie^siirf’dibe of this terrestrial globe. -My own 
generalization^ epnegrning- mediumship, based onmy'indi
vidual experiences and supported by much phenomena that 
I have observed In' ffiftny places during my extensive travels 
in various coufitriem’%ro about as follows:

First. The’^piriti^ world Includes the physical as the 
greater contains theiiesser; we ore therefore now and here 
veritable spiritual nilGties and can and do commune With 
each other ve^ oftpff by means of mental telegraphy, just 
as dur frlendS[awlip h£ve dropped their fleshly raiment .can 
and do commupo wlthx,us and with each other. • .

Second. SpMt codifnunlon and spirit control are not iden
tical, while th^formir is perfectly natural, the latter, may 
bo artificial. ¡W oc . .

Third. We shouldinot allow ourselves to yield blindly, to 
any alleged aufllorltrtmut use our own reasoning powers as 
far as possibli'in every relatloniship ot life; by so doing we 
shall become increasingly able to regulate our psychic, ex
periences at will, and to the same extent that wo grow to 
govern our external ifbnduot.’.....

■ Fourth. As every'magnet has, and must have two poles— 
ono positive .'and -one negative—and these two poles are 
equally good and;iiocessary, so we, as human entitles,-are 
similarly endowed, and,we can thus become positive and, 
negative at will so soon as we have acquired, the art bl self,-, 
control. pWhon -we wish, to learn or to receive wo can malto 
ourselves voluntarily receptive to a donor or a teacher, find 
When we desjre to-tench or to bestow wo can with equal vpl- 
untarinoss render- ourselves positive tp our. surroundings; •-

Concerning physical mediumship, though I have witnessed

PAROCHIAL VERSUS PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Apropos of The Progressive Thinker's predicted attack of 
Catholics, all along the line, upon our public school system; 
it may be interesting to Inquire what degree of efficiency Is 
attained by the pupils of the parochial schools, and what 
kind of citizens they are likely to make.

The writer has long held the opinion, based upon observa
tion and questioning of persons in his employ, ana else
where, that attendants at those schools learn catechism and 
prayers—and not much more. Several, in fact, who have at
tended both public and parochial, have stated, frankly, that 
all knowledge of value they had acquired, apart from relig
ion, was from the public schools, and many have expressed 
serious regret that they were compelled to grow to manhood 
and womanhood deficient in education, owing to the ignor
ance of their parents in being dominated and threatened by 
priestly Influence.

.Romish priests tell them that unless they attend their sec
tarian schools, they cannot take "first communion”—and 
consequently will never reach “heaven.”

A Chicago publisher, on a large scale, of photographic 
views of landscapes, cities, etc., who employs several young 
women and girls, relates an incident that occurred recently, 
which conveys an idea ot the dense Ignorance concerning 
worldly matters, of some ot these graduates,

A lot of 400 view's of Chicago parks, street scenes, build- 
• ings, etc., got mixed with another lot ot 100 views ot Ameri
can scenery and cities. A young miss of 19, who had just 
been engaged to work, was told to separate the two lots. 
After laboring with indifferent success tor some time, and 
making numerous inquiries as td* where such buildings as 
the Field Columbian Museum and the Art Institute belonged, 
she called out: "Mr. W., where is Bunker Hill Monument? 
In Chicago?"

Before enlightening her, she was asked what school sho

Ths Christ Question Settled. 
pi 5,8ymP°sluni by Hudson Tuttle, W 
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A Critical and Crushing Review 
flL Paebles of the Rev. Dr. Kipp’s 
five lectures against Spiritualism. This 
crisp and critical reply of the Doctor 
Jtaile repudiating spiritism, and all 
tains Sp?ri?uaiiesmW considering R X 
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Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern Spirit
. uallsm.

An elegant pamphlet containing an 
account of the exercises at Rochester 
and Hydesville, N. Y., at the celebration 
of the Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism, it contains the addresses 
of some of the most noted speakers 
present, it contains the picture ot the 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc. Price 
16 cents.
Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret 

of How to Keep Young.
This book goes to the foundation of 

things—health, the laws of health, the 
foods to eat, the subject of marriage, 
who should marry and who should not 
marry, the causes of divorce, the proper 
time for conception, gestation, the de
termining of sex, animal flesh-eating, 
what Herodotus, Hesiod, Homer, Pyth
agoras, Shelley, Graham and others ate, 
the foods that produce long life and 
how to live “immortal" on earth, etc. 
This book Is written In Dr. Peebles’ usu
ally clear, crisp style, and attracts the 
reader from the very first through Its 
facts, logic and convincing arguments. 
Very handsomely bound In cloth. 
Price »1.
Vaccination a Curse and a Menace to 

Personal Liberty.
This finely illustrated volume of be

tween three hundred and four hundred 
pages, by Dr. Peebles, treats exhaust» 
Ively of inoculation, cow-pox and calf
lymph vaccination from Jenner’s time 
to the present. It tells how the cow
pox pus poison is obtained—how the 
vaccine virus, while causing many 
deaths, sows/the seed of eczbma, 
pimpled faces; cancers, tumors, ulcere

r and leprosy. It gives a history of the 
Bbteral years’ battle against vaccina- 
tlon in England, Parliament making it 
“optional” Instead of compulsory. This 
book should be in every school library 
and family. Price »1.26.
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WORDS OF WISDOM. ’ .
No circumstances can repair a defect of character»—Em

erson. -
Cheerfulness Is on oflshoot of goodness and of wisdom.— 

Bovee.
There are plenty of acquaintances In the world, but very 

few real friends.—J. F. Davis.
What is fanaticism to-day Is the fashionable creed to-mor

row* and trite as the multiplication table a week after.— 
Wendell Phillips...
■ We hesitate to employ a ward so much abused as patriot
ism, whose true Sense is almost reverse of its popular sense. 
We have no sympathy with that boyish egotism, hoarse with 
cheering for onb side, tor one state, for one town,. The right 
patriotism consists In the delight which springs from con
tributing our peculiar and legitimate advantages to the bene
fit of humanityR. W. Emerson. ‘ '

■Mankind seems to bo so constituted that they tall off quite 
natiirally-lnto two’’sections, the deceivers and the deceived. 
Anti tho deceived believes in tho deceiver. Just you offer to 
hhow him he is being deceived, and, for your disinterested, 
service on his behalf, he will turri ahd rend yft'u. And where- 
yoli have taental prostitution you will have social destitu
tion; The more priest-ridden, the morp feoverty-riddefi.—

•Saladin. ■

nnW1?T Tnm Between Religion and Science. 1.11N Hl ill .1 just tho book for progressive UUJ.ilJUl.Ul thinkers. A book that is very 
Interesting to people who hero a taste for the 
past religious history. By John W. Draper. 
Price, cloth, 11.76.

THE OTHER WORLD AND THIS.'
A- cdmjienaium ot Spiritual Lawa. No. 1, 

New White Cross Literature. By Augusta W. 
yiotehor. M. D. tn this Volume the author,.in 
the thirty-nine chapters; discusses a wide va
riety ot subjects pertalnlnn to Spiritualism,, 
from a spiritualistic standpoint. Sho evinces 
tho powers of ft trained thinker, both in matter 
of thought and fine literary stylo, and capa
bility of thought expression. The subjects aro 
Woll handled with conciseness and yet with 
clearness, itwlll provoarleh- addition to any 
Spiritualist’o Ubrary, aud a most exoollentbook 
for any ono seeking information concerning 
Spiritualism and its teachings. Price 81.60. „„

Is tiioinvention ot a prao- F V Itnr «CM medium, under spirit 
fl O S VI HO guidance, and is designed 
to aovcldp mediumship, Many, by Ita uuo. havs 
received long I communications from spirit 
friends, nuil express great satisfaction, vrlov» 
SI, and so conta extra tor espressane. \ '
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which was never known before on thin 
material plane.

The Astronomical and Astrological origins ot 
all religions. A poem by Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. 
Price 60 cents.

Tho Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins. 
Price, io conta.

coun-

An Instructive and interesting work tor all to 
read. Price 60 cents.

Author of "AH'

»S3, 3304. 
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ECHOES OF THE SYMPOSIUM
LYMAN C. HOWE. MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY

The Great Psychological Crime 
fl Gomiiarisoi) ot views and me Reasons 

Therefor.
Lyman C. Howe, the veteran Spiritualist Lecturer and 

Medium, a man well apd favorably known as one 
of the foremost thinkers and writers in our ranks, 

' will Champion the Cause of Truth as reflected in 
Spiritualism, while Mrs Florence Huntley, the well-
known Author and Journalist, will defend all the 
statements in The Great Psychological Crime, 
which Mr. Howe will dare to assail, making a series 
of articles instructive, suggestive and inspiring, and 
which every Spiritualist should most carefully read.

LYMAN C.
3>Ww Mia. Florence Huntley:

HOWE REGESTO MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY.
UnnHpvr» I : Comnlfttn Irnnna ..nnfrnl Pr.v onmnlhinr.

My Dear Madam:—Havln.\.jecelved 
no reply to my last letter published last 
week, I Infer that some unusual demand 
on your time has caused delay. As your 
reply is due In this week’s Progressive 
Thinker, and my answer in next week, 
I venture to anticipate you and to for
ward a reply to tlie letter I have not 
seen, so that there shall be no break in 
the correspondence for readers that 
may be following us, and looking tor a
letter every week.

The material is abundant for this let
ter and several more, only that I do not 
want to be aggressive, or use more than 
my share of the space allowed us.

The author of “The Great Psycholog
ical Crime" defines hypnotism and me
diumship as the CONTROL of one per
son’s “WILL, voluntary powers and 
sensory organism" by the WILL of an
other. We are not informed whether 
such control, in all cases, covers the 
three parts, or not. Perhaps it may 
not proceed beyond the control of the 
will, in that case would it be hypno
tism? '

It Is not a new idea that passive sub
jection to spirit control is not always 
sate. The propriety of total submission 
and complete surrender of one’s indi
viduality to an unknown and irrespon
sible spirit, has been much discussed 
among Spiritualists for many years. 
Nevertheless, there have been many 
mediums so controlled, through whom 
much valuable truth has been commu
nicated, and much humanitarian work 
accomplished, without any evil conse
quences being apparent. Many such 
have practiced mediumship through 
many consecutive years without realiz
ing any harm to health, intellectual 
vigor or moral integrity. But a conserv
ative estimate of the mediumship in the 
evolution of Modern Spiritualism would, 
I think, show less than ten per cent of 
this purely negative character which 
Surrenders the individuality!© the “con
trobot the will, voluntary powers and 
sensory organism” of the medium, by 
the will of a spirit, and in that ten per 
cent my observation with mediums for 
45 years, does not show one per cent of 
cases attended by any apparent evil re
sults, or harm to the medium; but it 
must be conceded that there is some 
danger In all pursuits of knowledge. 
Chemistry has its sightless victims and 
physical wrecks. Electricity invites the 
student into dangerous experiments 
and often cremates its votaries. Geol
ogy lures its disciples into dangerous 
by-ways and miasmatic jungles, and 
often leads them into the way of death. 
Our own beloved Denton is an illustri
ous example.

The per cent of disaster in the pur
suit of psychic knowledge by means of 
mediumship, is not, I think, greater 
than, if as great, as that which over
takes the explorer of physical nature. 
In the unsuccessful efforts to find the 
North pole, about 800 lives have been 
lost, and still the pursuit goes on. But 
•' these icy sea pilgrimages should at 

vt succeed in finding the pole, and
Vmd it an area of a thousand square 
ps of tropical gardens, and fertile 

ids, for the support of physical man, 
would be a bagatelle bearing no com

parison to the discoveries that Modern 
Spiritualism has made in the past fifty- 
five years. But the author of this re
markable book does not limit his attack 
upon mediumship to the phase of sub
jective trance control. He includes all 
phases, and with one sweep of the be
som of destruction, seeks to annihilate 
mediumship in all its stages, variations 
and classifications! He assures us 
that mediumship in all its phases, and 
in all stages of development, is de
structive to body and soul, and pro
gressively paralyzes the brain, destroys 
the intellect, clouds the memory and 
blights the moral nature, of all who 
practice it! '

He assures us that this Is a demon
strated fact in the "School of Natural 
Science!" And he offers statistics from 
this mystic "school” to substantiate his 
charges,. That our readers may have 
the exact language of the author, I will 
quote from pages 213-214: ,

“The direct and specific effect ot the 
mediumistic process from its inception 
to Its conclusion, is paralysis of the 
physical brain, and physical sensory or
ganism of the medium.” * • * "Long 
continued or oft repeated subjection of 
tho medium to the mediumistic process 
almost invariably results in complete 
nervous prostration.'-

In support of certain statements jin 

 

respect to the effect of mediumship (on 
health, the author says:

“This is also, fully verified by th 
most recent and reliable statistics, 
which show the average life of the me
dium, dating from the development of 
the mediumistic condition is only a 
fraction over seven years/» This in
cludes mediums of both sexes and all 
ages who have given themselves up to 
the practice of mediumship either regu
larly or as a business.”

Then follows this exception, which 
shows how completely the author ig
nores tho facts so familiar to American 
Spiritualists:

“It is true that there are a few very 
remarkable exceptions where medium
istic subjection has followed with rea
sonable regularity over a period of 
years. These coses, however, are the 
rare exceptions, and only serve to prove 
more fully the general rule.” “It is 
found that in every such exception 
there is a specific cause, which only 
serves to verify more fully the principle 
above stated."

As a sample of these ‘‘rare excep
tions" ho cites "a certain well known 
medium of International reputation" 

who “has been giving public seances 
¿nd delivering public sermons under

complete trance control for something 
like twenty-five years, and possibly 
longer." As an explanation of this ex-
ceptional case, the author says:

“It is known that In tills particular In
stance the magnetic and vital energies 
of the medium, appropriated by her con
trols, are immediately resupplied to her 
from tlie negative and medlumlstlc 
members of her audience.” » » • “Let 
this same medium be subjected to the 
same character of control under condi
tions which preclude tlie possibility of 
such draft upon her audience and she 
will break under the strain in a very 
short time.”

Let it be carefully noted here, that 
the author claims to speak from the au
thority of tlie "School of Natural Sci
ence,” and from "the most recent and 
reliable statistics.” How, or where, 
these statistics were obtained does not 
appear. But the statement that the av
erage life of the medium Is only a frac
tion over seven years is emphatically 
contradicted by the experience of the 
great body of mediums who have been 
and are most active and conspicuous In 
Modern Spiritualism in the United 
States. A glance at the record ought 
to convince any one that these "most 
recent and reliable statistics’’ ARE 
THOROUGHLY UNREAL AND UNRE
LIABLE.

Einma Hardinge Britten was an act-
Ive medium for thirty to 
and lived to ripe old age.

Nellie J. T. Brigham, 
from childhood, haa been

forty years,

rather frail
before the

public as a medium and speaker, nearly 
or quite fifty years, and done an amount 
of work that few women could endure, 
and is still at It, vigorous, healthy, and 
exhibiting a clear intellect, self-poise, 
sharply defined individuality, and a 
spotless moral character.

Mrs. F. O. Hyzer was also frail, an 
active public medium thirty to forty 
years, and lived past three score and 
ten, with intellect undimmed, and a nor
mal individuality as pronounced as the 
author of The Great Psychological 
Crime, yet she exercised her medium
ship continuously for many years.

Maria Ramsdall, of Fredonia, was an 
active trance medium for nearly fifty 
years, and lived to about four score 
years, and her Intellect was clear, and 
her Individuality decisive to the last.

Dr. J. F. Carter, of Laona, a trance 
medium for fifty years, with marked im
provement in Intellectual ability since 
his mediumship began, and he lived 
past four score years.

J. V. Mansfield practiced mediumship 
daily—almost hourly—for about forty 
years and was near four score, I think, 
when he passed away.

Cora L. V. Richmond has been a 
trance medium in the exercise of her 
mediumship over fifty years, I think, 
and she is a lively corpse yet! She has 
been exceptionally constant in the exer
cise of mediumship, and I think those 
who know her best will agree that she 
has improved in intellectual vigor, and 
physical health AS A RESULT OF 
SPIRIT CONTROL.

That there may be magnetic inter
changes with her audiences is probable, 
and I presume the same Is true of all 
public speakers as Well. Kindred souls 
sustain each other, whether mediums 
or not, in public audiences or in social 
circles and private life. Without this 
invisible interchange it appears quite 
likely that most, if not all, men and wo
men would dry up and decay and be
come Intellectually inane and morally 
stupid.

These examples that I have present
ed are not “rare exceptions," but the 
RULE, so far as my knowledge can tes
tify, and very rarely have I known a me
dium who began with good health, that 
did not live and continue in the work 
more than seven years.

But mediums, like other people, are 
liable to die, from a variety of causes; 
but I know of no evidence that medium
ship was the cause of death in any in
stance that has come within my sphere 
of association. But I have known many 
who were rescued from apparently ap
proaching death by mediumship.

I do not think it any exaggeration to 
say that tens of thousands have been 
saved from lives of suffering, or prema
ture death by the kindly offices of medi
umship. Desiring information first
hand, I wrote a series of questions to 
mediums and all but one responded. 
The one exception was P. L. O. A. 
Keeler. I will present one of these 
here, to be followed by others: ''

W. H. Bach, editor of the Sunflower: 
uestlon.—How long have you been 

amedium? '

I
Answer.—Ever since I can remember, 
am now 41 years old.
Q.—Are you ever entranced?
A.—Yes.
Q.—How often have you been under

spirit control ?
A.—Have no Idea. Hundreds, possi

bly thousands of times.
Q.—Have you ever-realized Injury to 

health from the exercise of medium
ship? . ..

A.—No. The contrary was the case.
It was ’beneficial. , . ,

Q.—Has mediumship Injured your 
memory? ■

A.—No. .
Q.—Has mediumship weakened your 

Intellectual powers? -r x
A.—No. . .- ■ ■ ■ ■
Q.—Has mediumship caused any dis

ability to concentrate your thoughts?
A.—No. •
Q.—Has mediumship Injured your 

nerves?
A.—No. Never knew I had any un

til my sickness three years ago after 1 
had been out of medlumlstlc work over 
■two years.- • i

-Has mediumship weakened your

ability to reason closely and logicaBy'r 
A.—No.
Q.—Have you ever been troubled 

with evil spirits or .obsessions?
A,—No, « . ..
After thirty years of mediumship, and 

hundreds of entrancomente, Mr. Bach 
is a lively business man, with a pro
nounced individuality and intellectual 
Independence, as nearly as any mind 
can be independent. Indeed, ho is 
known as a "hustler” in business."

I .will supplement this with one from 
a decidedly representative medium, 
Mrs. Dr. Matteson, of Buffalo, N. Y.:

Question.—How long have you been a 
medium?

Answer.—From a child, seven years 
old. . ,

Q.—How frequently have you been 
entranced?

A.—Sixty times a day.
Q.—How many years have you been 

doctoring the sick and giving examina
tions in a tyance condition?

A.—Thirty-one years.
Q.—Are you aware of any injury to 

your health as a result pf your medium
ship? "

A.—Takes strength and I get very 
tired.

Q.—Has the exercise of mediumship 
ever seemed to injure your mental fac
ulties ?

A.—No.
Q—Has it weakened your memory? 

• A—No. - .
Q.—Has it disqualified your mind for 

active participation in the affairs of this 
Ute, and independent thinking and the 
assertion of your own opinions?

A.—No.
Here is a typical case. If medium

ship paralyzes the brain and progress
ively destroys the intellect, and ruins 
health, one might expect to see the ef
fects of it after a continuous dally prac
tice of sixty trances per day for thirty- 
one years. But Mrs. Matteson has 
raised a large family of children, and 
for twenty years cared for a blind hus
band, as tenderly as if he were an in
fant, and is still giving dally sittings, 
always in a profound trance, to throngs 
of Bick and suffering patients, many ot 
whom have sought in vain for help 
from the medical profession, and in ad
dition to her mediumistic work, she is 
active and energetic in a business way 
when not engaged with the Bick, often 
working until midnight, or later, at 
some mechanical device or artistic de
signs, and her house is a perpetual' wit
ness to tb^ work of her hands and 
brain, where, for many years, her spare 
hours have been employed. In a finan
cial and business way she has now 
more tact, genius and executive ability 
than the average man of the world who 
devotes his whole life to getting rich. 
She has proven more than a match for 
designing doctors and lawyers in many 
trials in the courts, and her self-posses
sion and individuality do not appear to 
be on the verge of collapse from paraly
sis of the brain, due to thirty-one years 
of daily practice of mediumship. This 
may be a rare exception to the general 
rule, for there are not many mediums 
in the world that have accomplished 
what she has, and kept so completely in 
touch with the affairs of both worlds, 
and generously distributed blessings to 
the sick, the poor, the unfortunate, and 
the cause of Spiritualism, by her hard 
work, and generous donations, many of 
which are. never known, even to her 
friends, and only to the recipients. -

If such a life of many virtues, and hu
manitarian works, all sustained by the 
practice of mediumship, is to be sacri
ficed at last to the "Destructive princi
ple of nature in individual life," and go 
out in utter "individual extinction," 
there must be a screw loose some
where in the machinery of evolution. 
But though Mrs. Matteson is an excep
tional example (when her entire life 
work Ib considered) her experience in 
mediumship as a blessing and not a 
bane, is in keeping with the rule, and 
the blights are the exceptions, bo far as 
my knowledge of mediums can testify. 
But, like the “School of Natural Sci
ence," my knowledge is not an ultima
tum. '

But what I do know, and what I do 
not know, the first testifying positively, 
and the latter testifying negatively, 
make a strong presumptive defense of 
mediumship against the extreme state
ments of the author of the book. But 
he declares in unequivocal language, 
that HE KNOWS; that SCIENCE HAS 
DEMONSTRATED the truth of what he 
writes. In his own words it reads:

“These facts have been demonstrated 
with as much scientific exactness and 
certainty as has the physical fact that 
by the action of electricity light may be 
produced, power generated, and mes
sages transmitted.”

This is strong language. The author 
evidently thinks it is exactly as he 
states it. I am not trying to impeach 
his motives or his truthfulness. But it 
seems to me quite possible, and even 
probable, that these “scientific demon
strations" may not be conclusive; and 
that the author has accepted them as 
finalities prematurely. For many years 
the Ptolemaic Astronomy was accepted 
as demonstrated science, and it was a 
long, hard battle, before it yielded to 
the heliocentric theory of Copernicus. 
When Prof Dolbear applied for a patent 
for his invention of a method of wire
less telegraphy, some thirty years ago, 
it was denied him, because it was un
scientific, and therefore impossible.

To my mind there are evidences quite 
as reliable and conclusive as any that 
proceeds from the “School of Natural 
Science,” that some of the statements 
of our author ARE NOT SCIENTIFIC
ALLY ACCURATE, and therefore NOT 
TRUE. But I do not question that he 
believes them true. They are directly 
opposed to the testimony of the clearest 
seers In the world. They are contra
dicted by the life experiences of hun
dreds of mediums; and until we know 
more of this mystic "School of Sci
ence,” and of the methods employed in 
Its researches, and the accuracy of its 
analysis of facts, and the source of its 
"statistics," we can hardly be justified 
in accepting as settled truth, all that is 
presented in this peculiar book. Nev-' 
ertheless, it contains much wholesome 
truth, many helpful suggestions, and su
perior moral ideals, and a large portion 
of it has been familiar to intelligent 
Spiritualists for the past forty years; 
but not all that is familiar is accepted 
as truth. We may be as well acquaint
ed with error as with truth, and under
stand the reasonings of many theorists, 
without endorsing their theories. But 
the subject matter of the book, and the 
speculations upon psychic laws and 
agencies, the dynamics of human organ
isms, the affinities of thought and mag- 
neitc correspondence, the power of 
will, the law of attractions, and most pf 
all that is striking In the author’s an
alyses, are familiar as tho alphabet to 
cultured Spiritualists. With cordial re
gard and sweet good will, I remain,

Yours for truth, •
LYMAN C. HOWE.

“Mark Chester; or a Mill and a Mill
ion. A Tale of Southern California.” 
By Carlyle Petersilea. A pure psychic 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa
per covers, 40 cents. Cloth, 60 cents; 
For sale at this office. ■

•’Voltaire’s Romances.” Translated 
from tho French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en
emy of tho Catholic church, are worthy 
pf wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with, the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office.

The ■ fl Rule Considered
The Ritual and Brother Loveland.

I had a delightful Christmas, and 
now feel like answering tlie articles ot 
Brothers Loveland ®nd Wimpey, ap
pearing in The Progressive Thinker, 
No. 735. ■ . .... .

1 thank Brother ¿dvelaud for giving 
me his company. 1'felt, ¿h, so lonely! 
His point of “moral; ethics, as though 
there could be Immpral e(jilcs," I take 
as an amusing lapsus lingue. One can’t 
say of the author that he knew no bet-

To carry out the Golden Rule, exact
ly as it reads, and you would give no 
consideration.tb the judgment of oth
ers, their tastes are ignored, and your 
wants alone respected. You áre to do 
what you want, however much it of
fends tlie others. I see not one word 
in the Golden Rule considering the oth-
ers, but everything favoring you. 
cultivates superlative selfishness.

It 
If

ter, as we cun where we so offen hear 
the expression, “widow woman."

Brother L. speaks of the “Infinite In
telligence,” “Scientific ‘Theism,” “baby 
christenings," “a more devotional, re
ligious spirit,” and "the communion 
service that should follow the address 
of a settled speaker;’’ and asks if I en
dorse this vast mass of semi-christlan 
fads? I answer, abstractly, No! Prac
tically ,yes. For myself I have no 
more need of these. It is easy to ad
vance an individual. It is so hard to 
move a whole people. Catholicism re
tained largely from paganism, and then 
had a hard enough task. This reten
tion was not altogether unwisdom. 
They were pleasing and attracted the 
people, They are a sort of condiment 
to the solid food, without which a 
large part of the masses wouldn't come 
to the feast at all. The world has so 
far taken only two or three steps in 
civilization. The Universallsts and 
Unitarians made similar retentions 
from Protestantism, and then the 
babies barely survived. Had they 
dropped every past usage they wouldn't 
have lived long enough to reach the 
teething stage

We can’t compare science with Spirit
ualism. Science is no Sunday meeting 
affair, while Spiritualism so largely is. 
it was so instinctively, and from its in- 
ciplency, and grows more and more so. 
There are other reasons, in my view, 
why the great N. 8. A. should be con
servative. We are yet living in age ot 
war, murder, rapine, and general damn
ableness. It takes money yet to de
fend against all this. Capital is con
servative. and will not trust a radical. 
The N. 8. A. can raise thousands ot 
gold certificates where an extreme rad
ical organization would be shirtless.

Prof. L. says: “I hope to see Brother 
B. come to the defense of pure Spirit
ism." Grand brother, this is exactly 
what I am working for. As I see it 
there are many different roads leading 
to the beautiful haven. Each of us 
takes the one best adapted to the indi
vidual temperament. Chicago has about 
thirty Spiritualist meetings; no two 
alike. As I see It, it is the wisdom ot 
evolution. It seems to me like the 
“many mansions in heaven." Roose
velt says: "If you are cast on a desert 
Island with only a screw-driver, a 
hatchet and a chisel to make a boat 
with, why, go make the best one you 
can.” Spiritualism has been cast on a 
mortal desert island many times in the 
past, and never yet made a successful 
boat. I think it behooves us to “look a 
leetle out.” I am trying to do so. I 
will change to-morrow for a better 
road, if convinced. As long as the N. 
8. A. can sail more safely with the 
Golden Rule canvas it has my best 
wishes. I am not a member of it; 1 
feel fetter outside.

I will say about “Infinite Intelli
gence,” that I endorse that most heart
ily. In my present'understanding I see 
Nature itself an Infinite Intelligence. 
I see no inert matter. I love to think 
of Nature as Infinite Intelligence.

Brother J. H. Wimpey takes excep
tion to my Interpretation of the Golden 
Rule. He says "my proof is no proof 
at all." It would have pleased me a 
little better if he had taken up my 
proof and produced proof himself of the 
faultiness of it. He says it is right to 
do unto others as you would have them 
do unto you. It is considered good 
manners to take people as they say, ex
cept where it is clear that they are jok
ing. Evidently the author of the Gold
en Rule was not jesting, nor talking in 
parables, nor symbols. It is a plain 
rule, such as a teacher would give m 
a schoolroom. We respect a modern 
author even to the degree of holding 
him to & rigid construction of his 
words. We would be warranted in hold
ing a god to a still more rigid con
struction.

A MARKABLE BOOK.

every human being on earth practiced 
it, there would be universal war before 
the next sunrise.

Suppose one has company and pays 
them no attention because he doesn’t
want them to pay attention to him. 
He would be doing by the company 
what the Golden Rule Instructs. I have 
met persons that paid no attention to 
children because they wanted no at
tention from them. They do to the
children as they would have the 
dren do unto them. But, what’s 
use?

Never mind, dear brother; you 
have thousands upon thousands 
will agree with you.

chll- 
the

will 
that

E. W. BALDWIN. 
Madison, Wls.

THE GOLDEN RULE.
To the Editor; —The issue of Novem

ber 28, 1908, of your highly esteemed 
paper, contains a communication from 
my old friend, E. W. Baldwin, of Madi
son, Wls., stating that he is not happy 
in the home of the Golden Rule Order, 
for the reason that, “The Golden Rule, 
is, by its nature utterly and hopelessly 
impracticable.”

It was my pleasure to organize and 
help carry into practical operation tho 
Order of the Golden Rule at Madison, 
Wisconsin, during my last years' resi
dence In that beautiful city.

The organization—the home—of the 
Golden Rule is a "prepared plaoe for 
a prepared people." In all charity, 1 
am impelled to say that Brother Bald
win, in my judgment, was not fully pre
pared to enter the home of the Golden 
Rule, when he made his application and 
was accepted into the fold. Doubtless, 
he Is endeavoring to live up to his best 
and highest light. And to that end, if 
there is another place at which he 
would feel more at home, he should be 
permitted to depart in peace, and with 
our blessings, rather than our pity.

On reading his letter we were re
minded of the sermon of the great evan
gelist, the late D. L. Moody, on “The 
Gate Into the Kingdom,” in which he 
said, "An unregenerate man would 
rather be In hell than in heaven. Take 
a man whose heart is full of corruption 
and wickedness, and place him In heav
en among the pure, the holy and the 
redeemed, and he would not want to 
stay there. Certainly, If we are to be 
happy in heaven we must begin to 
make a heaven here on earth. Heaven 
is a prepared place for a prepared peo
ple. If a gambler or a blasphemer 
were taken out of the streets of New 
York and placed on the crystal pave
ment of heaven, and under the shadow 
of the tree of life, he would say, “1 
don't want to stay here.” If men were 
taken to heaven just as they are by 
nature, without having their hearts re
generated, there would be another re
bellion in ’heaven.” It is my judgment 
of Mr. Baldwin, formed from a per
sonal acquaintance, that tlie language 
quoted is too forceful to apply to him. 
He is neither a gambler nor a blas
phemer, nor is his heart full of cor
ruption and wickedness. He is merely 
wanting in those qualities which are 
found in the man living the true godly 
life.

He Bays, "the^most sensible prayer 
the Christian makes to his Deity is, 
‘Thy will, not mine be done.’ ’’ His ap
preciation and endorsement of that 
beautiful prayer, is some evidence that 
he may yet feel at home In heaven; 
but when" he asserts in the next sen
tence “That this is the direct opposite 
of the Golden Rule,” he demonstrates 
clearly that he has yet to learn the true 
spirit of the Golden Rule; hence, “with 
charity for all and malice towards 
none,” with the determination to do 
the right, as God gives us to see the 
right, let us go forward building up the 
Order of the Golden Rule everywhere, 
and thereby make heaven on earth, as 
is God’s will. WM. H. ROGERS.

San Jose, Cal.

MOUNT PLEASANT PARK.
Notes of the Work Accomplished at 

Clinton, Iowa.

When there is not a camp-meeting in 
progress at Mt. Pleasant Park its peo
ple are not all hibernating or deaf to the 
outer world. This season has been 
fraught with a greater work for the 
cause, and for humanity in general than 
ever before. To take a retrospective 
view we will find the society in the 
city, which is composed largely of park 
residents, holding regular Sunday meet
ings. This society was organized as an 
Incentive to arouse the Clinton people 
to take a greater Interest in the coming 
camp, and is doing its work nobly.

The Band of Harmony entertained 
about fifty hungry children to a dinner 
composed of all the delicacies the mar
ket afforded, and very recently held a 
four days’ fair which was quite a suc
cess, netting as it did a handsome sum. 
With such earnest, whole-souled work
ers as Sister Rowantree to manipulate 
affairs, why wouldn’t it be a success?

Mrs. Stella Phillips-.treated the park 
children to a Christmas tree at her pa
latial residence, and the many presents 
so gladdened their little hearts that I 
fancy even in the gray castles of age 
these little "buds of promise” will re
member with delight thispgraclous ben
efactress. k ;

Ever mindful of the pleasures of oth
ers, Miss Foster’s cottage is often the 
scene of happy faces made so by a gen
erous luncheon, card party or seance.

The committee on this year’s work is 
being heard from and al! seem filled 
with new inspirations, new resolutions 
and with enthusiastic determination to 
make the August meetlng.an ideal one.

It will not be so'difficult, when we 
consider the galaxy of speakers who 
have thus far been.'! engaged. On the 
list -will be found--the names of Miss 
Elizabeth Harlow, Harry J. Moore, WI1- 
larjl J. Hull, Mrs. 'Abbie Sheets, Prof. 
W. F. Peck, Dr. Geo. B. Warne and oth
ers. For psychic demgilstrators there 
are none bettor than ourown Georgia 
Gladys Cooley and Jvirs. tyfurtha, of Bal
timore, who, by the way, is serving the 
societies of Chicago In a very satisfac
tory manner at the present'time.

It is expected that MIsb Agnes Chaf
fee, a graduate of the Emerson School, 
of Boston, will conduct a class in phys
ical culture during the camp season. 
This, with the spiritual unfoldment 
and grounds whose height is of itself 
Intensely suggestive of a step from 
lower, selfish motives to higher ideals, 
there is no reason why we may not de
velop bodies like Apollo and souls like 
Brahma.

Notwithstanding the many finely- 
framed sermons and theories propound
ed from "everywhere” of tho present 
day, Spiritualism is the only reform

that can solve the great problem of life 
upon a religious basis for here and 
hereafter. This is done by the blend
ing of phenomena and philosophy, and 
this year tlie committee is making spe
cial effort in that direction as many of 
the lectures will be directly followed 
by messages.

It is beautiful to contemplate that 
however varied and humble life may 
be, however simple our habits, yet with 
pure thoughts, honesty of purpose, and 
the present untouched by the shadows, 
of a clouded past, we can give to 
worthy comrades the right hand of fel
lowship. And as queer as we may seem 
to others in our fast-becoming popular 
philosophy we will all be one in that 
great day that floods its light through 
all eternity.

MOLLIE B. ANDERSON
Clarksville, Mo. M. V. 8. A. Secy

When You Are All Bound Up. 
and are suffering from indigestion, lack 
of appetite, foul breath, headache, dys
pepsia, catarrh of the stomach, kidney 
and liver complaints you need a tonic 
laxative, something that will move the 
bowels quickly, easily and without leav
ing hurtful effects behind. Never use a 
purgative or cathartic. They weaken 
the bowels, and system and make the 
disease wofse. Use Instead Vernal Saw 
Palmetto Berry Wine. It tones, builds 
up, gives new strength and vigor, not 
alone to the bowels but to the whole be
ing. Only one small dose a day will 
cure any case, from the lightest to the 
worst. That means cure, not simply re
lief only. Most obstinate cases, yield 
gently and easily and the cure is perma- 
nenet. Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry 
Wine is not a patent medicine. A list 
of ingredients is in every packnge with 
explanation of their action. Write us 
for a free sample bottle. Vernal Rem
edy co., 166 Seneca Building, Buffalo, 
N.Y. ’

All leading druggists sell it.

The new song-book, "The Golden 
Echoes,” by 8. W. Tucker, has found its 
way into many homes, and its beautiful 
songs have cheered many sorrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
heard and sung. They shoula be heard 
In every homo in tho land. For sale at 
this office. Price,' 15 cents; $1.50 per 
dozen. । .

"Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
"Age of Reason," and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $1. For sale at this office.

''Kuman Culture and Cure. Part
First. The Philosophy of Cure, (In 
eluding Methods and Instruments.
By B. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
very instructive and Valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation,; as it 
well, fulillls the promise of its title. 
For sale at this office., Price, 75 cento.

The clear and very interesting ac
count of the assassination of Abraham 
Lincoln, with the inciting causes of that 
tragedy, will servo to excite renewed 
Interest in the great work of Father 
Chinlquy, entitled "Fifty years in tho 
Church of Rome.” In this book he ex
poses In the minutest details tho corrup
tion that exists In'that church, and its 
iniquitous methods and aims.

It is a book of absorbing interest, and 
should be read by every patriotic Amer-' 
lean, and by every ono who would be 
well informed concerning the evil works 
gad designs cf the Romish hierarchy. 
It to a large volume of 888 pasta, 
Price, 32.25.__________ __________ _

THE GOLDEN ECHOES:
A New Book ot Inspirational 

Words and Music,
For tho use of meetings, lyeeuina god Louie, by S. W. 
Tucker. Tbcio beautiful songi have aircudy com
forted mauy broken hearts, audit is hoped that they 
may be heard lu every land. Price 16cj «1.60 per des« 
en. For eale at thle office.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lecture« by the flwamt on Raja Yomi

or Conquering the Internal Nature, and other eutn 
Jecti; also, PaUnJali’e Yoga Aphorlam«, with com« 
mentarloa and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged. 12uio., Cloth, «1.50. XUJaYoga 
Ib an ancient syatem of Indian Philosophy, and one of 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
Offer« to obtain freedom and perfection. Swam! Viy. 
•kananda became a familiar figure iu several Ameri 
can cities during tho three years following the Par* 
uatnent of Religions at Chicago: ho was cordially re- 
cclvcd in America, where tho breadth and depth of 
DU teachings were soon recognized. Hl» teachings 
we universal in their application. The book 1« chain 

For sale at this office.

fPCTl? T1TAVVA Tho Diukka ami Theirlllfi 1I1AHA.j , nevi a. j. iJdVia. A vol v
Interesting and suggestive work. It. Is an ex
planation ot much tlial la false mid ropuWvo In 
bplrltuallsm, embodying a most. Important re
cent Interview with James Victor Wilson a 
resident of Summer Land. Price, w cents.

Out of the Depths Into the Lipht.
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twlng 

medium. This la a very Interesting little book 
and will be appreciated from start to finish by 
all who wish to gain spiritual Information 
Price. 25 cents.

MEDIUMSHIPw W „ 4 „UA111 Assist Development- By
W. H. Bach. Paper2o cents; cloth Wcents.

Daniel K* Tenney's
• BOOKS

Never-Ending Life, 
Assured by Science......... Price, 6 cte.

The best scientific argument in favor of a fu
ture life that has ever before been made.

Jehovah Interviewed.
Or Orthodoxy from Headquarters«.. Price. 6 cts. 

A newspaper reporter goes up to heaven and In« 
terviews JehovaK

Theology, ■
Its. Origin, Career and Desflay.... Price, locts. 

One of the best and most comprehensive sum» 
Diing up of the absurdities of thn Christian 
Theology that has ever before appeared.

Holy Smoke in the lioly Land.

Susan H. Wixon says : ¿ 
last, many accounts ot r.

Price, io cts.
.ave read, first and 

'-icstine, or 'tho Holy

GREAT 
INDUCEMENT»

NEVER BEFORE

OFFERED
BY

. ONE PAPER.

OUR PREMIUMS.
BEAR IN MIND.

®e“e!uu'ir' . Pluaae, that we send
many of our Premium Books by 
ni’PNfl If v,n. J_____ _ . , *- —-.... .jltj L»y ex« 
press. If you do not receive your order 
offiraPt ffby «“t11, lu<lulre at the express 
office. If not there, notify us at ouce. 
cAntsai!“b!r’ please thut u cosls ten 
« i6e.1 “ I)ers°nal check cashed at 

? ,cbicag°- If you send a per
sonal check add ton cents to tha 
amount sent. 9

Remember, please, that we have onlv 
25 'ïhlch we ae,ld oul now foî 

cents each. We caunot allow you to 
select any other book or books in tbein 

eIiItiUedmMr’ please: tllat you. are noC 
BooksL. aUy Oi thesü Premium 
Books unless you send In with your or- 
gressivfi^u ,subsc'>Ption to The Pro. giessive Thinker.
waien«e™?r’ Plea3C' that tlle Bafest 
XX“re,ulttauce 16 t0Becur9

NOTaWRITEPinHUamwOlCer’ AND DO 
TERM« v T0 U8 F0R ANY OTHER p. S.,.I%ÏÏS X 

A“;,
troRub?eembaeur’1,Plea8e! that mls‘»ke» and 
rwtwîth b® avoided by dealing di

Person who sends in a vearlv । subscription to The Progressive Think
er cau have until further notice the two 
Ren<Honenf°MllS 10r 26 C0nts ea0b: “Tba

».S S X“ .IS 

SKÏ,'.“" '• “» *

onn n^hi?itlOr °n.ly 000 b001t' and that 
above e!h»er ' le boolts mentioned 
aoove, tlie price «a 50 cents.
.order two hooks, and neither of 
90 c”nts H ° lnei,tlon0d. th® Price la 

nnd9vnuV° rEt^ Premium Books only, 
Tows- ait Be eCt frOm tlle,n a3 fob

Land,' but have never seen anything in that line | 
that pleased me so well as this description by , 
Daniel K. Tenney."

The Plan of Salvation. Price, loct«.
In this pamphlet Mr. Tenney shows the absurd« 
Ity of the Christian 'Tian of Salvation" In so 
clear and plain a manner that any Christian who 
has a spark of reason left cannot fail to see it.

"Owed” to the Clergy, ph«. 6 c‘»-
An address read before the Free Thought Con
gress held in Paine Hall, Boston, Nov. iytb, :89g.

The Master's Masterpiece,
Or Hie Sermon on the Mount...... Price, tocte.

This is the most thorough exposition of the fab 
' lacies of this noted "sermon" tbpt was ever be* 

fore published.

Modern Theology and Its Ideal Jesus 
Price, locto.

Tho absurdities of the reputed teachings of Jesus 
are here shown up as no other writer has ever 
presented them before, which will convince any 
honest reader that the most of them aro con* 
summate nonsense.

The Hon. Daniel K. Tenney, the author of theio 
books, has been for many years the leading law* 
yer in one of the most distinguished law firms in 
Chicago, and there is not a more able writer in tho 
Libqr^l rank*

i vnnnU?re°. of tlle tcn Books
you may order, price 31.10. .
vnn ™ f°Ur Ule ten Premium BookU 

! you may order, price ?1.50.
vnumofiveJ<)f the ten Premium Books 
you may order, price 31.80.
vnuU/ni‘,1X the,ton Premium Books , 
you may order, price 32.10.
vn„>i»teVe? oi tho ten Premium Books 
you may order, price 32.35.

„ y eight of the ten Premium books 
you may order, price 32.G5.

Any nine of the ten Premium BdokS 
you may order, price 32.90.

u.leS0 TEN valuable ; Premium Books here announced ure 
sent out, all postage prepaid, for 33.10, I 
a price never before equaled In this 1 
Ue“is7:Or BUr°Pe- The ioIlowlns IS ,

TEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 
FOR $3.10,

r Encyclopedia of Death,
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
i ^clopedia of Death,
L , 2 010 Splrlt World, Vol. 2 
t .Jr;.? Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3. 
dQtT^rt/laslC' ?r Mundane, Sub-Mun.

n ,s“P0r-Mundane Spiritism. 
6-Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult.loin.

and

and

and

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS, 
And the wondrous power which helped or made 
them perform mighty works and utter Inspired 
words, together with some Personal Traits and 
Characteristics of: Prophets, Apostles, and 
Jesus, or New Readings of "The Miracles. By 
Allen Putnam. Price, 76 cents.

THE SOUL Of THINGS;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Donton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book it 
la as fascinating as a work of Action. The 
reader will bo amazed to seo the curious facts 
here combined in support of this power of the 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as 
day, and throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by time. Price. 81.50. In three volumes, 
cloth bound. 81.60 each. Postage, 10c per cony.

S Nox*' World Interviewed. ,
7—The Occult Life of Jesus. '
o ^inl0r,er ln.tbe sP‘rlt Unds.

Science1.6 S Of Man and Etlllcs of 
of the Ages' or Spiritualism 

Past and Present
Read This Carefully Before Re

Remitting.
When you send in your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over thè books which you desire in 
this list, and their price, and send for. 
them. They are very valuable. They 
are intensely interesting. They are ele
vating in tone and will do you good In 
remitting do not fail to enclose a dollaB 
for The Progressive Thinker.

These ten books, substantially and 
elegantly bound, and printed in tha 
neatest style of tho printer’s art will ba 
furnished to our subscribers for 33.10 a 
price which modern machinery and en
terprise has rendered possible In Tha 
Progressive Thinker office only. Send, 
ing out these books, however, at the 
orlces we do, does not reduce the prie«

BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB, °* °£„ p,aper- appar'
------------- - Rlltht with tho World." Cloth Z7«!®?Hy °* cent, foi 
p»ce«. Mr. Newcomb made adjunct «accesi with । that cannot be afforded for less than 
‘•All’« Rkbt with the World." which coatinuei in the । one dollar per year, in view of the fari 
front rank of the Metaphysical book« that are now to . 1 lue ,
popular. Tbogreat number who have «eeacheered that WO publish SUCh a Vast amount Oi 

-i.-jpthonedby him will welcome another book reading matter.
by thus w!«e teacher wboio word« of help an doing so I art rnnrliiRlnn hrtR Im al a a.much to nako theworld better by maklozmen and I conclusion, bear In mind that thfl 
vonoa better able to understand and enjoy ft. I postage on these ten premium books la 

about ONE DOLLAR, leaving this office
>« only $2.10, Illustrating the great bargain 
“ you are getting—a bargain the like o'

DfllrMV ?! ,tI,e Ll,<1 Beyond and Wlthlir r 11 Pi III n voices from many lands and____a uuiuu trle3i saying, “Man, thou shalt 
never die.” An excellent selection. Edited and 
compiled by Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth. 11.

Discovery of a Lost Trail

«od «treni

“Discovery of a Dost Trail"
Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful thlni 
sailed life, bat grand In It, scholarly «Implicit/. Il 
will ha tn demand by many who hare not preylousli 
read metaphysical writings. Price 11.50. For sale as 
this office.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The (most Important revelations concerning 

tho true origin of Christianity. Reader, in 
bringing to your notice "Antiquity Unveiled,” 
It la with the sincere hope that you are earn
estly looking for tho truth, regardless of any 
other consideration' If sr-1- --------

CLUB31 CLUB3I CLUBS! CLUBS]
To Clubs ot ten or more we offer tini

following terms to each one: The Pro.
grcBslve Thinker one year, and ONE cal
the following books, $1.15: "The Rells': for tho truth, regardless of any the loiiowing docks, $1.10: Tne Rells1 

leration’ if such Is the ease, thia ion of Man and Ethics of Science”! nt. Will nnnniv intxtrnot vnn nnsM 1 _ _ . .. ..advertisement win deeply interest you, and 
after reading this brief description you will 
doubtless wish to give tho work a careful 
perusal. Price, 81.50.

nFflTH and the afterlifeULnlìi By A. J. Davis.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION

Memorial Oration on Roscôe^'Coâclîng! 
a warm friend of his and a great statesman, de
livered before the Now York Legislature. Mav 9 
1888. Price < conta. y '

Aryan San Myths, the Origin 
oflteilglon.

By Sarah E. Titoomb. wirh an introduction 
by Charles Morris, author ot "The Aryan Race. ” 
Price, cloth. 81.00. '■ 1

The New ana tne Old, 
Or the World's Progress In Thought By Moses 
Hull. An excellent work by this veteran writer 
and thinker. Price. 10 cents. ' .

OLDONEWfSYGHOLOGy
W..J. Oolvillo. Boporta,pt twenty-four 

aintlnct lectures, recently delivered in Now 
York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia and 
other [prominent cities of the United States, 
have contributed the basts of this volume. 
Price, 91.00.

Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past
and Present"; "AWanderer in the Spin: 
Lands”; "The Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit World," Vol. 8
Tho ono who gets up the Club will b«
entitled to the paper one year free, and 
any two of the books he may select 
among our list of premiums.

ond 1-hA Disclosed In tho Bible.’ 11311 Gllu Lllu By Rev. Arthur Chambers 
CnmJk I /nnfrl Associate ot King’s College, OPiriL WOrIU London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would Investigate and 
leapt the facta of Bible teachings as well os 
xnbdern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, Si.10.

Bible and Church Degrade Woman«
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises three 

essays on “Tho Effect ot Woman Suffrage on 
Questions ot Morals and Rol.ulon." Price, 10c.

Man the Microcosm.
His munito and Divine Relations. Intuition

ratner Tom and tne rone, 
Or & Night at tho Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir Samuel .Ferguson. From Blackwood1» 
Edinburg Magf-zlno. This is a humorous ab
count of t^roiloksomo visit to tho Popo of 
Romo by Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed 
with a superabundance of Irish wit, two Im
perial quart bottles of Irish "poteen," and an 
Irish recipe for "conwoundlng" the l&mfe 
Paper, 0 cental doth. M oenta.
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TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The Price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is $2.

A Manual of Spiritual Science and 
Philosophy.

Arcana of Spiritualism.

TAKE NOTICE.
expiration of subscription. It not re

newed, the paper Is discontinued. No bills will 
be sent tor extra nainbora.

yon do not receive your paper promptly 
Write to Us, and any errors in address will be 
^lied gratf?1™ ' tossing numbers sup- 

EErmeneyor you desire the address ot vow 
paper osingad, always give tho address ot tbo 
tdaes to which it is tneu sent or the change can- 
Lol be made.

TAKE NOTICE.
All book» advertised In the columns 

cf The Progressive Thinker are for sale 
at thia office. Bear thio in mind.

iPethMsWI evevs MaSarday st Jteoiat» St.

J. M. yilANOIS, Editor aud Publteher.

KuUred al Chicago reimilloo as eeeoad-olMS mhtUr.

t ®BBK0 OB' KUSSBOBIWHOS.
* Ths Paoenxsuivs TiuKasn-wlU be-furnished 
until further notice, at the following terms, In
variably la advance:
pnorear,......... . ................    31.(3)
Blx Months.......... . ....................................  5(fets
Thirteen Weeks,......................................... Blots
Single Copy,....................................   bote
, lUSMlraAKOSB.

Bomit by Postoftlco Mouay Order, Registered 
Louer or draft on Chicago or New York. II 
coats from 10 to 15 cents to got cheeks cashed on 
local bunks, so don’t send them unless you wish 
ihat amount deducted from tbo amount sent. 
Adtoas all letters to J. K. FRANCIS, No. 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, IU.
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Communication Through. Trance Mediums
Some Reflections by a Leading Philosopher.

Si 
ft

FIND YOUR BELL
Before You Undertake to Preach it to 

Anybody.

The news of the atrocious murder of 
four innocent persons and the suicide

. ,—--------- -- ---- ,-------- :—,—,,, , I o£ murderer, Scott W. Derby,
?San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 9, 1903. f evanescent and destructible, passing from existence to non- I shocked all readers of the press. Peo- 

My Dear Mr. and Mra.’Drake:- ’ entity, and arising out of nothing into being. Of course, he p^p‘ee^
In relation to tho communications given by trance me- does not commit himself to that proposition, but he believes 1 uBge friend of mine, speaking of 

diums i am more and more inclined to think that in order to it is not unreasonable, and thinks it.may .hereafter be sclen- | Darby, the murderer-suicide, said: 
’ ' ........... tlfically established. -i: “That fellow was a moral coward".

Then comes a horde of unfledge^ stripling professors, in m™®jy meet lug of MeSst^minis6 
our colleges and universities—mere,boys, but recently grad- I terg tbe y M 0 A bundingl Monday 
uated—with theories to upset all preconceived notions and morning, Dec. 21, wrote that Rev. Dr.

receive correct communications from the spirit world, it is 
essential that the medium, and the' supplicant who ap
proaches the spirit shrine, should both be lii a perfectly pas
sive state of mind. .

If the medium or the supplicant have strongly fixed nq-

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when an attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

demonstrated facts relating to matter and force. In then Burt, of Nottingham, presiding, de
. , , ,, I clured: We must find a hell andpreachopinions the conclusions of Faraday, Humboldt, and the | u „ Referrlng to Derbyi he Bald; -Such 

a mail ought to be damned; he must be 
damned. If such a murderer's punish-

tions, hopes or desires relating to the subject matter of the
communication, the thought vibrations thus produced, must, great thinkers of the past, who were earnest students of Na- 
it seems to me,' ex necessitate, constitute a tremendous bar- ture during all their Ilves, are of no account. But they, ----- -
rier to the_efforts of the spirit in the expression of Ite after pursuing a three years’ preparatory course, four years menHs^not e^iftani^awtul there is no 
thoughtB through the organism of the medium. Is it pot in college or University, and possibly a post-graduate course I revival’B is reported as saying that, 
probable In such cases, that these determinate thought vl- of one year for a degree, and obtaining a professorship in I “Church-goers thought more of good 
brations of medium or supplicant may deflect or impede the-college or university, through Influential friends, are ready worldly appearance than of affivation," 
thought efforts of the spirit control, thereby causing the me- to kick the world into a "cocked hat.” Of course, they must I “pWuaf revival/^

' ' ' do something to convince their friends and relatives and the j read the news form an opinion and,
hoi pollol that they are exceptionally bright. I occasionally express myself. Yea, Dr.

And now comes Sir William Ramsey, an able scientist, I Burt, "find a hell” and then "preach it";
who by experiment, has satisfied himsejf, at least, that Radi- g^’gare us arichto
um rays imprisoned in a Crookes’ tubej'-will, in a few days, 1 scrjption Of the Inferno, but his book 
become helium, and in a few days thereafter, the Helium 1 was placed on the index of prohibited

dlum to speak or write, to a greater or less extent, her osyn 
thoughts and desires or those of the supplicant? As in the 
case of a steamer steering to a point directly across a turbu
lent river it will to a greater or less extent, in spite of Ite 
propelling power, be deflected from Its course and swept 
down by the current. Or, if standing on the bank of a 
placid river where the sluggish waters are gliding slowly by, 
I should call to a person across the stream, there would be 
no Impediment to the communication of my thoughts to such 
party.

They could receive and register them as 1 intended to give 
them. But should the river be rolling in raging torrents 
with the shrieking and howling of the winds, under the pres
sure of a wild tornado, what think you would be the result of 
our efforts pt conversation across the seething waters? The 
chances are .that meanings would be attributed to my words 
tliat I never intended. As at Balaklava, in 1854, when the 
officers and members of the Light Brigade were anxious to 
make a charge upon the Russian hosts, a command having 
been given, and in the din of battle, the booming of guns, the 
shrieks of the wounded, and the moans of the dying, Gap-
tain Morris, the Brigade Commander, interpreting it 
charge the enemy, and as a result; .

"Into the Jaws of death, 
Into the mouth of hell 

Rode the six hundred,"
an incident the world will never forget Now, we know 
diums who are honest, truthful, and absolutely above

to

me
re-

proach, whose leading controls give some of the most re
markable communications and predictions, make mistakes.

Do you wish to assist in the publics- I We know their communications and predictions have been 
tlon of a revised edition of this book? mQst abaolute failures. Why is tills? We also know 
receiveVcopyrlaMMS0prlce0than0lt will that in many instances the medium’s heart and soul are 
be sold for after publication. Price not I wholly absorbed In them. They engrossed their thoughts by 
desired until the book is ready for de-1 day, and induced their dreams by night. Their plans yere 
livery. Please send your address at ’ relation to them, their notions were fixed and
once if you desire to assist • . . ... ....

320 octavo pages, finely bound in determinate. -------------
muslin. hopes and desires of their life. This may be an exaggerated

Price to subscribers, |1, postpaid. statement of the case, but as an illustration let It stand. I 
Address H^DrS°?lI0UhLT ntao I am of the opinion that tfie efforts of the spirits to communl- 

B H 9 ' ’ cate are In these cases deflected by the fixed thoughts of the

... ton. 23, 1904. ,

ELSIE REYNOLDS’ MATERIALIZING SHOW.
At last her methods have been fully exploded. That 

has been done before, but the gullibles and semi- • 
idiots in this country are so numerous that she has 
flourished from a financial standpoint. We venture 
to say that this woman» never gave a genuine mate
rialization during her whole career. Is it any won
der that the number of Spiritualist societies in this 
country is on the decline, when we consider that 
such a person as Mrs. Reynolds is able to carry on 
her “materialization” shows all over the United 
States, and deceive the people ?

will vanish and go out of existence. By this method he dem-1 books by the then ruling church be- 
onstrates the proposition stated by Sir Oliver Lodge, that and ottor cleri^gem
matter can cease to exist, and can out of nothing come into I Gelnell ladies in hell. Dr. Burt 
existence. His experiments also establish the fact, in his I should read Dante's Inferno. It would 
own estimation, that one element of matter can be trans-1 0er.^aly®“^,J1!8.
muted or changed into another, thus demonstrating the long I r^t Bgys, <.whea you are

cherished dream of the alchemists, namely, the transmuta-1 Wratliy drink cold water, change your 
tlon of metals—that the baser metals can be changed into I undergarments and keep still.”
gold, and vice versa. If, however, one element can be ™ a/®““dc Senary, ^to- 
changed into another, one can to changed into all, or all lng her0 to prnfp<lt„„tq waa gated 
into one. And if this be true, are not our beardless profes-1 a!nong other questions, "Where is pur
sers In most Imminent and serious danger of being changed I gatory ?" The Paullst father, who had 
into an animal similar to that rode by Balaam when con- ^XmatloTof Protestóte tod; "I 
fronted by the angel of God and menaced with the flaming d(J not kuow - Yet his church preaches 
sword? If Sir William Ramsey knew no more about water purgatory, sends a large contingent to 
or gasoline than he does about Radium or Helium, he could purgatory every year, and prays as 
as successfully experiment with the former as with the lat- laany
ter. For, by exposing a dish of water to the rays of the sun, And gtlllj be doea not kuow wbere pur
er a cup of gasoline to tho atmosphere, they would disap- gatory Is.
pear, and In his estimation, pass from existence Into noth- Dr, Burt surely does not know where 
ing. Ergo, matter is destructible. It can vanish Into noth-1 a^d pie0h0iL’’>U U° Say’ ° &
tag, and out of nothing arise. The philosophy of the great I speaking of Derby, Dr. Burt says:
men of the past dwindles into Insignificance, in the presence I "Such a man ought to be damned; he 
of the beardless professors of to-day. Think how a tew ex- must be damned." Had this moral cow- 
perlmenta from a pan of water, a cup of gasoline or a pinch I COJnJnlt'ted sulclde be would have been 
of Radium, sends all former demonstrated facte whirling deaRb witli by the civil courts and 
through vacant air. Persius need no longer exclaim: “Gigni I would have been sentenced to death or 
de nlhllo nlhlll, In nlhllum nil posse reverU"—“Nothing can “5®;, ° rA

. ,,, x, j - „ ib out of reach of the civil courts, as itcome from nothing, nothing can-to nothing return. jor Dr. Burt now wishes
Lucretius may arise from Ito grave and expunge from his I to burl 8Om0 ecclesiastical punishment

‘ \ . «*.11 I medium and swept down the channel of their preconceivedA Kentucky Bishops Important Admls-1 by overwbelmlnB tbought

Rt,Rev.T. U. padl®y’ ^lscopal
a^reported "ta the ItoutoriUe Herald happy to re-Btate the problem. At P^80“^ however, 1. stoJl 
discussed the Important question: “Is prefer to rest upon this conclusion rather than to charge the 
Hell to Last Forever?” According to spirit of the medium with deception or falsehood.
his claim, the Unlversalista made a in the struggle for existence to which we are all subjected 
grave mistake In splitting off from the I by the facte of our several environments, I have always tried 
church on account of the doctrine of ev-1 t0 keep abreast of the times, especially bo, In the more re
erlasting punishment, for he says: “The cent deductions of scientific and psychological inquiry. It Is

m «v "”]"other' thoughtB >immortal writings, the words: “Nuilam rem e nlhllo gigni I at this murderer-suicide? In the mld-
’• A - O'vhXtas nnquam”—“The goto have:uever produced nothing

out of nothing.” I wben she could not get hold of the live
Nor again, can we sing: “Ex nlliilo nihil fit." ’ I criminals (heretics). Even in our own 
Oh, ye Gods and little fishes! How the,universe is to be I days the very grave has been cursed 

kicked and cuffed about by our great scientists and beard- aad -^s" Kuried 
less professors! I Again Dr. Burt says: "If such a mur-

The fact is, these scientists will fool with the unseen po- I derer’s punishment is not swift and aw- 
tentitles, and the invisible substances of the universe until I ful there is no just God Dr. Burt 
they are landed body and soul in the domain of Spiritualism, there is f “just God" o“not.
where, from their own experiments and demonstrated facts, I That exprCBses the doubt. Why,

Church to which we belong haa never I anjaz;ng t0 800 what great achievements are being accom- 
condemned even what we term Unlver- piiabed jn these fields of investigation. It is equally amaz- 
Ballsm." I ing to gee how the most learnei scientists confine their in

Unbelief has reached a climax when veBtlgatlons wjthin the field of effects, without daring to 
it calls out the following: - fr6m the world o£ ef£ect8 up to the world of eternal

"Alas, that the very mention ot the m™tarn scientific research is most unmlstak-word is like to provoke a smile In the causes. All modern selentinc researcn s 
auditor. Alas, that the most awful ably leading to the great fountain of life—the w rid 
threatening of the one accredited reve-1 prlmai and eternal causes. But our scientists are either 
latlon of eternal verities is received I ...... thelr own concelt, or seeing the trend ot modem 
with the laughter of unbelief.” I miuueu y u

If the laity are not to laugh the ter- ^Xg to bow our great scientists, physl-

other® more vtol, S hffieoLness cists and philosophers floundering Into 
must be obliterated. abyss of the invisible and intangible entitles of the uni-

“We may not smooth It Into delusive I verse. •
beauty, but we must tear away the re- gjr Oliver Lodge, one of the greatest scientists of modern 
pulsive mask, whose horrors are arous-1 . able dIgcourae upon “The Present Concep-
ing the laughter of scorn that we may “m ’ " «nd esnecially in speaking of Radium,
hob’ the linte of inexorable justice, the tions of Matter, and especial y, . p matter Is
inevitable retribution of sin; yet all thinks that It is not unreasonable to beUeve that matter is
softened and in harmony with the na-1 .
ture of Him who is essential love and I
who teaches men to call Him Father,” _ . . ,

He lays aside the Bible and gives Prophets and Prophecies. ,
good spiritual philosophy in the follow- A practical Sxempliflcatlon of the rise ( 
ing: I and progress of prophecy has been af- :

“Are we to believe that the endless forded by a recent occurrence in the 
condition of the human soul Is fixed at gouth. As stated by the Chicago ' 
the moment of its departure from the I Qbronic]e;
body? I With the exception of our versatile

“We cannot declare that anyone goes jg^Ufownsman, Dr. Dowie, It is prob- 
into the other world without some ca- .. . £b„-re jB not an avowed proph- 
pacity—that is the possibility of devel-1 able' that thereto nma
opment and of finlon with God ; and so, I down in Georgia shows how 
at the last, all shall be fitted for the I would be for anyone to set up 
vision of the Father. . | in the prophet business with the assur-

The Bishop finds emple evidence in I ance of flndtag followers and believers, 
the Bible that there will be salvation to | no matter how extravagant his vaticlna- 
all. He says: tions might be. ,

“Beyond all controversy there are I An almanac for 1903, which has had 
passages of Scripture which if under-1 a wide circulation among the colored 
stood in the literal meaning, seem to citizens in the vicinity of Atlanta, con- 
teach the final restitution of all things, 1 talned a typographical error wmen 
the final triumph of absolute blessed- made it to read that on Nov. 25.-the sun 
ness, the final immanence of God in all. would set at 1 o’clock in the afternoon, 
tilings. The great Baptist pointe to I In this case the prophecy was uninten- 
Jesus of Nazareth, whom he sees com-1 tlonal, yet the colored brethren accept
ing toward him, and cries, ‘Behold the ed it without hesitation.
Lamb of God, which taketh away the I They argued that it meant the end or 
Blns of the world.” ■ the world and some dusky student of

In his closing paragraph he shows the I thoaB1^fetFal ®?p.hattbepbanter of Amos? 
contradictory character of th® author-1 b11h11 come t0 paaB in day,
ity on which his conclusions rest; the I saltb Lord God) j will cause 
woeful conflict which is w^ged in his I sun to g0 down at noon and I will 
own mind, and closes wlth'a wall of de-1 darken the earth in the clear day.” 
6Pair; . | Of course 1 o’clock is not noon, but

“But, alas, In this Splendid diapason the difference wasi notregarded as v ■
of universal and eternal hope, there tai- The ^llin^^readv
mingles the roar of the voice of con- meetings and otherwisentmaWjJJg y
demnation, and just as plainly are the I for the day of ^’JdE™®a^.. r1. ’
passages of Scripture which hold out they are at it still, according to a r 
no definite hope for the alleviation to cent dispatch front
the doom of the finally unrepentant, manac people published a. statement 
Which may I believe? The chur.ch to that the P/edictlon was merely a prlnt- 
which we belong has never condemned ers blunder, but the colored folks de 
even what men term Universalism. I cline to accept it as authoritative. One 
Mystery,' darkness, doubt, fear. Must
m>HmtoureeyV’”r ** C0mpanI°n8 °£ be's/en In toe matter.^De man tot 

w u. B,.w... wJ «2, «• «rATW

Itualist. He is too kind and benevolent ciu8ion iB that it was inspiration and in 
to believe in a heli of eternal torture. I that belief he advises his people to keep 
He believes that all mankind will be I in readiness, for though the date set 
saved, but that they will be endowed has come and gone he believes that the 
wiih Wlty’’ and «J d£
velopment, bo as to bo fitted for the I fler o£ the maker-of thaNew England 
vision of the Father. ’ This last, trans- aimana0 wb0> aiohg in 1816, Inadvert- 
dated out of theological verbiage means I oritly printed "Snow" aij the prediction 
that they will reach tho perfection ideal- for the Fourth of July. There was 
ized in God. He clings to the Bible as mud» hilarity at the absurd prophecy, 
tan miHinrltv vat ho finds himself but according to the historians of tho his authority, jet no „unas utmseit in ¿vent lglG proved tobe a year without 

’doubt and darkness, because of ItB prflC0tont and jt actually. rlld snow on 
' antagonistic teachings, and tills on tho I independence Day throughout a great

To the Editor:—We send the en
closed letter, hoping to reach the ears 1 
of those honestly interested In Spirit- ! 
uallsm. We wish it to be distinctly un- 1 
derstood first and last that we are not ; 
fraud hunters; BUT AFTER HAVING 1 
BEEN DECEIVED AND IMPOSED 
UPON, LIKE THE MAJORITY OF 
PROFESSED SPIRITUALISTS, WE 
ARE DETERMINED, BY EARNEST 
SEEKING, TO KNOW THE TRUTH.

Some of us have been most enthusi
astic believers of materialization. The 
memory of our dear departed Is held by 
us to be most sacred, and all imposi
tion regarding their manifestation, in 
any and every form, should be exposed, 
that none may be misled' and their 
hopes built up with deceptions.

Mrs. Elsie Reynolds, a materlaliza- 
tionist of California, has bad A LARGE 
FOLLOW1NG.OF DUPES in Los An
geles for many years. Although hav
ing been exposed many times, the gul- 
llbles in great numbers have been still 
held In tow. Among her converts and 
faithful followers was Robert Hale. A 
seance was held at G. A. Cherry's, 833 
Wall street, October 2, 1903, where Mr. 
Cherry detected fraud. In order to be 
fully convinced that this work was all 
fake, he engaged Mrs. Reynolds to hold 
another seance at his house, October 
4. and enlisted two men from the 
creamery where he worked, to assist 
him In ascertaining the truth of mate
rialization. Accordingly they cut 
through the ceiling and silt a hole In 
the ceiling paper just over tho corner 
to be used as a cabinet. This Blit was 
made so that the paper could be held 
open when desired, but would close up 
again and be invisible, thus allowing 
the two young men resting above on a 
feather bed to have a full view of the 
operations. Mr. Cherry charged them 
to say nothing if the manifestations 
proved genuine; but if a fake, to call 
out certain words, when Mr. Cherry 
would make the exposure. This

MRS. LAURA HYLAND, OF SAW- 
TELLE, WAS TAUGHT BYMRS. REY
NOLDS HOW TO DO MATERIALIZA
TION. LETTERS SENT BY MRS. 
REYNOLDS TO MRS. HYLAND, 
TELLING HOW TO MANAGE HER 
CIRCLES AND CONTAINING STOCK 
TESTS WERE GIVEN TO MR. HALE. 
BY MRS. HYLAND, WHO BECAME 
ASHAMED OF THE DISHONEST 
WORK, AND SO GAVE BEANCE3 
EXPOSING THE METHODS. WB 
HAVE A LARGE NUMBER OF THOSE 
LETTERS ADDRESSED TO MRS. HY
LAND AND SIGNED BY MRS. REY
NOLDS, IN HER OWN CHIROGRA- 
PHY, WHICH SHE CANNOT RE
FUTE, GIVING THE WHOLE DE
CEPTION AWAY AND IMPLICATING 
SOME PROMINENT PROFESSED 
SPIRITUALISTS (?) AS AIDING THIS 
NEFARIOUS WORK FOR GAIN.

It is time that Spiritualists awoke to 
the importance of cleaning their ranks 
of these PESTIFEROUS BEINGS IN 
HUMAN FORM, who have brought 
such a blight upon the grandest prin
ciples of truth that have ever dawned 
upon the mind of man for enlightening 
the race on all those points of Interest 
most dear to human hearts In the life 
that now Is and the one tor which we 
have hoped, and which we may know 
through true mediumship and the sci
ence and philosophy of Spiritualism. 
The truth can never be realized 
through fraud, tor the convert made In 
this way will sometime find out the de
ception, and so be inclined to regard 
the. whole as false.

toy will be compelled to admit the. continued existence of th~en, does Dr. Burt ask, request or urge 
the conscious, Intelligent, thinking ego, and the fact of inter- I ^e_“i“£sJe™_t°.“pF®acioi„ 
communication between the transient and eternal worlds. h preach on thls topic next Sunday?

Please write at your earliest convenience, as we desire will they know then whetheiV'there is 
very much to hear from you and your most estimable wife. I a just God" or not? Is not the justice 
Will Mrs. Maud Lord Drake’s book be out early in the year? ^h%^ êdX7’1^I^ar0?,U3l^ 
Having, through your kindness, perused the manuscript, I I Derby mUrder and suicide, put God to a 
most unhesitatingly bespeak for it a grand and marvelous I test and find out whether he has dealt 
Buccess. Would that the entire world were acquainted with “swift and awful punishment" on this 
the life work of Mrs. Drake who is recognized the world over ““^tto Torer"* sfys. ScotF W 
as on© of the best and foremost mediums ever controlled by I pepjjy j^as most assuredly received the 
the angel world. The name of Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has prOper punishment due to his heinous 
long been a household word among Spiritualists throughout I murders and cowardly _ suicide, 
the world. From the perusal of the pagte of this work, 1 ^^ortetoox^er or according 
find that it portrays her life work, her history, her struggles, I t0 the Bplritua] laws of nature matters 
her trials and her triumphs. not to us, and Dr. Burt need not be so

Yes. it presents a mass of the most astounding phenomena I !*cl?ou8 alouJ th® t5e JUBt
occurring through tor own mediumship, and now for the first tQ lndlc°r due°XpuMBhment. Le^God
time given broadcast to the general public. It will shed a I dcai with Derby.
flood of new light upon the old, old problem: "It a man die, I This murderer-suicide was at one
shall he live again?" Mrs. Lewis joins me in sending to time engaged In miBsionary work forauiiuiiv ui. ° the church. Has he not laid up treas-
you and your good wife our kindest and best regards. I UI.eB ;n b0av0n by his devotion to the

Sincerely yours. GEO. W. LEWIS. I church. Does he now get credit for
- ' _ ..................................................... ....... I these treasures, or did he mortgage

them to the money sharks? Dr. Burt
.... „ _ was too hasty and knows no more about

i crowded out of get- A Worthy Woman Passed On. I yja pUnj8hinent due to Derby, qr the

proved a successful capture, because no 
one knew of the Intending test except 
these three who were to take part. 
Mr. Hale has since declared that he was 
SUCH A GULLIBLE that If ' he had 
been informed by Mr. Cherry of this in
tended investigation, he would certain
ly have felt It his duty to have notilled 
Mrs. Reynolds.

The young men above saw Mrs. Rey
nolds sit outside the cabinet next to a 
slit in the curtain, through which she 
reached with a white cloth to the open
ing, showing the audience what ap
peared to them to be a rdal material
ized spirit with a baby voice spoken by 
Mrs. Reynolds. Then she went Inside 
the cabinet and adjusted her wardrobe 
to imitate different spirits.

At the given signal, when Mrs. Rey
nolds appeared as "Aunt Betsey," Mr. 
Cherry tore down the curtains, when all 
beheld Aunt Betsey remove her mask 
and goggles and very naturally place 
them in her bosom, and let down her 
overskirt which had been rolled up, 
without one word of excuse. The as
tonished audience now recognized in a 
clear light that Aunt Betsey was NONE 
OTHER THAN MRS. REYNOLDS.

We will gladly furnish the above
mentioned Tetters for publication, and 
can prove that they were written by 
Mrs. Reynolds, who we will swear from 
certain sure evidence of our own 
senses Is a notorious pretender, and 
that all her work claiming to be mate
rialization of decarnate spirits, Is abso
lute fraud.

We are now satisfied that all this 
work claiming to materialize the bo 
called dead, so they may be seen with 
the physical eye is ALL FRAUDU
LENT and cannot be done, for all who 
appear from the spirit world are Been 
by clairvoyance only. We will, there
fore, make the following offer, that we 
will give ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS 
to any person who will PRODUCE! 
ONE MATERIALIZED SPIRIT.

We the undersigned do solemnly 
swear that the above statements con
cerning Mrs. Reynolds and the letters 
she wrote to Mrs: Hyland, which we 
offer for publication, are true; that we 
witnessed the above described expos
ure, and have all seen the original let
ters, which we have proven to be In her, 
own handwriting. ....।

Robert Hale, 831 Wells street; Guy, W 
A. Cherry, 833 • Wall street, Los An
geles, Cal.; Mrs. G. A. Cherry, 833 -
Wall street, Los Angeles, Cal.; Louis 
F. Duncan, 625 San Julian street, LoS 
Angeles, Cal.; H. R. Jasper, 501 San 
Julian street, Los Angeles; O. E. Wat
son, 624 San Julian; Robert Connely, 
815 Wall street, Los Angeles, Cal.fi 
Mrs. Robert Connoley, 815 Wall street 
Los Angeles, Cal.

Wants Us to Bave a Million Subscribers

There is no tale so wild but that It 
will find people to credit it. Some peo
ple even believe the professions of po; 
liticai "reformers."

moat important questions affecting not portion of New England.
only life here, but in tho inilntto agon • 1’ho Georgia almanac man could not, 
iinvonrtt We nro Had the Episcopal- ofmrao, hope for nuch a verification of beyond!. _ .wp are giaa tue Rpincopai h(jj unlntontlMlal prodlct!on. but the 
tana nro UntverBallste. It is a long step j ro[ldinetj3 with which ft was accepted 
forward. This Is not, however, flaying i indicates that tho prophet business of-; 
th at Univotealtate are Episcopalians. J fere a fine field fof'enargetlo gentlemen

A Noble Justice.
According to the Record-Herald of 

Chicago, the world has suffered an ir
reparable loss in the recent death pt 
Justice of the Peace Andrew Tracey, of 
Mount Pleasant, New York. Squire 
Tracey was a country Justice of the 
peace who honored his profession. In 
addition to being six feet two inches 
tall and weighing 400 pounds he be
lieved in arbitration. Whenever a case 
was brought before him he endeavored 
to Induce the parties to it to compro
mise. He was not a believer in legal 
squabbling, and It is recorded of him 
that he succeeded in settling 90 per 
cent of his cases by the administration 
of good advice.

But after all he was human^nnd, be
ing so, there were times when he failed. 
Once a man who had beaten his wife 
was taken before Squire Tracey. The 
kindly disposed giant on the bench de
livered a lecture to the wrongdoer, in 
which the evils of wife-beating were el
oquently set forth. At the end of the 
squire’s talk he proposed to let the sin
ner go free if he would promise not to 
beat hlB wife again. The fellow was 
sullen, however, and declined' to mako 
the promise, whereupon Squire Tracey 
walked froth behind his table, hit the 
gentleman on the jaw, and after knock
ing him down proceeded to administer a 
drubbing that lasted until there were 
yells for morcy and enthusiastic indica
tions of willingness on the part of the 
one beneath to make the promise which 
the squire had demanded. The man 
never beat his wife again, and the case 
was dismissed without costs.

As has been Bald, the world has suf
fered a BCrious loss in the death of 
Squire Andrew Tracey. . .

BUSHELS OF MANUSCRIPT 11
Wo have bushels of manuscript on 

hand pertaining to Tho Great Psycho- 
1 logical Crime. All will bo held in 
• abeyance for a while; In tho meantime 

Lyman C. Howo and Mrs. Huntley will 
carry on the discussion» .

The commodious Howard homestead, mode of its infliction than I presume to 
a social landmark of St, Charles, Ill., know. Dr. Burt and the ministers of 
since 1850, was filled to overflowing on_ . , Derby and his “swift and awful punSunday afternoon, January 10, by lov- I 1£ ttey B0 d0Blre; but j want
ing friends and relatives, gathered at no 8Ucb preaching In my dish.
the funeral ceremonies over the body Dr. Warner believed “church-goers 
of Mrs. Sarah Ann Bunker. Solos ten- I thought more of good worldly appear- 
der and low were Impressively sung by I anc® salvation,” and said “many 
Mrs Edna Wilcox Prayer was offered a church was dylnE ior need oi a sp,5’ Mrs. Edna Wilcox, prayer was ottered ltuaj rev£vab„ Worldly appearance is 
by Rev. Mr. Terrell, of the Congrega- I an right, even in the churches. The 
tlonal church. A funeral address was | man in sackcloth and ashes would be 
given by Dr. Geo. B. Warne, of Chi- mocked and laughed at and ordered out 
cago, and the local chapter of the I churches by the preacher him- 
Eastern Star rendered the ritual of that selt Mapy years ft revlVaUBt Eastern Star rendered the ritual of that I preacher at Manafl01di Ohio, standing 
order. At the cemetery the casket “was I upon the stump of a tree where now the 
lowered with the accompaniment of I court-house stands, rebuked his hearers
song and Dr. Warne spoke brief words I for their "worldly appearance," and 
of formal commitment of her mortal cried out: “Where is the primitive 
bodv to the crave Christian of to-day, the man in sack-ooay w tne grave. . | cloth?” His oratorical interrogation to

Mrs. Bunker was torn at Buffalo, N. I which no answer waa desired or expect- 
Y., Nov.-10, 1829, and died within the.I ed, was answered ‘ex abrupto when 
walls that had been h,er home for thlr-1 Johnny Appleseed, attired in coffee- 
ty-five years, on the morning of .Janu- sacking, stepped forward and said, 
ary 7,1904, at the age of 74 years, one I “Here he is- Dr' Warner certainly 
month and 28 toys. Her parents were 
pioneer Spiritualists of Kane county, 
Leonard and Caroline E. Howard, the 
mother being a well-knbwn medium for I 
forty years befotio her. death She was I 
the eldest of thieir fourteen children, 
the' caretaker : of her parents while 
either one survived and A second mother I 

•in sympathy and counsel to her broth-

"Tlio Commandments Analyzed." By 
W. H. Such. The Commandments are

C

not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
... other Bible passages, showing great i&

J fora a fine field fof'enargetlo gentlemen «Diigrelttos. g’rica 2S ctota.

ers and sisters. •: .Her -husband, George 
C. Bunker, a veteran of the Mexican 
and Civil wars, passed on before her, 
in 1868, and an „adopted daughter, Sa
rah, sixteen years ago. Her final ill
ness was of two. weeks’ duration but 
the fatal trouble had 'been with her 
over forty years» Sho is survived by 
only two brothers and; three sisters: 
Burwell Howard; <of Amboy, HL; Aaron 
Howard, of Clinton, III.; Mrs. Celia 
Wheeler, of Kenyon,-Minn,; Mrs. Julia 
Bishop, pur Chicago medium, and Mra. 
Florence Blanchard, of; St. Charles.

Mrs. Bunker '.was ah Spiritualist for 
over fifty years-find by her sweet,-un
complaining-nature and modest nature 
had impressed her influence upon the 
community as a. devoted daughter, 
loyal sister, faithful wife, trusty moth
er, helpful neighbor, ’ true-hearted 
friend and sympathetic counselor.

Beautiful were the nodal offerings, 
tender wore the fraternal tributes to 
her memory tnit more impressive still 
was the fact that the Ups of all'who 
had known her named her but with 
words of praise. •’ .

The address delivered aV to burial 
of the mother. Mrs1 Howard, in, Octo
tor, 1890,; by Miss - Emma Nickerson, 
•who was later Mrs Dr. Warno, is still 
recalled by the listeners on that occa- 

' il ;

does not expect his congregation, to 
come to church a la Johnny Appleseed, 
especially this time of the year.

"Many a church is dying for the need 
of *a spiritual revival.”' Dr. Warner, 
leave out the indefinite article “a” be
fore the adjective "spiritual” and it will 
sound better. Spirituality has depart
ed from the churches and your revivals, 
so-called, full of hell-fire and brimstone, 
“swift and awful punishment” are not 
"spiritual.” I would rather see a 
church die of atrophy or anaemia than 
to grow bn the hypertrophy or hyper- 
aemia of rovivaliatlc methods. “Preach 
the gospel to all nations.”

What have the churches done for the 
suppression, of crime—in nineteen hun
dred years 1 Ninety-five per cent of the 
criminals in pails and penitentiaries are 
church-members, and elghty-flve per 
cent of all saloon-keepers are members 
of one church.

Let us unite in suppressing crime, 
and let God and the civil courts deal 
with the criminal. • .

GEO. P. RUDOLPH.

I like The Progressive Thinker better than any 
of the five spiritual papers that I am taking^ and 
would regard it as an irreparable loss to miss a 
single number, so I am renewing in ample time. 
Your paper is probably doing more good than 
all the rest of the spiritual papers now published, 
and I hope the time will come ere long when you 
will have a million subscribers on your list.

Your Friend,
F. E. BURGEVIN, M. D. 

Spiro, Indian Territory.

Object Lesson In Catholic Education.
The most recent census of Italy gives 

that country a population of 32,450,000. 
Of this number 14,000,000 above the age 
of ten years can neither read nor write. 
As the latter number does not include 
those who are barely able to write their 
names, and really are uneducated, and 
children under ten years of age, it may 
be safely said that 80 per cent of the 
Italian people are unable to read or 
write. Spain and Portugal make no 
better showing. Ignorance, stupidity 
and superstition predominate.

The people of these countries are all 
Catholics, bom into that church, and ed
ucation is controlled by the Catholic 
church. Whatever education there is, 
is furnished by Catholicism. These 
countries are what Catholic authority 
declare all countries should be in edu
cational matters. Education of the 
higher classes cannot be prevented, but 
it is such education as the church 
deems advisable. The mosses are kept 
in Ignorance because they are more 
zealous and easier of control. An Ital
ian writer says, "the priests have made 
a nation of lions into a herd of sheep,” 
and he might have added, for the pur
pose of furnishing the fleece to the 
church. When the Catholic archbishop 
demands state money for the parochial 
schools, this object lesson is full and 
sufficient answer.

LOOK OVER 
OUR PREMIUM LIST 

CAREFULLY.

Clyde, Ohio. • : .
/‘Social Upbuilding, Including Coop

erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Bhbbitt, LL; D., M. D. This comprises 
tho last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office. .

"The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene .and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner/’ Of ehpeclai interest 
and value, For sale at this office. 
?rice it "

“Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci
ence." By Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science. For sale at this 
office. Price 6 cents.

"Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” "The Evolution of tho Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows." 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 cents. 
For Bale at this office.

“A Conspiracy Against tho Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
"History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facta concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An Important work. Paper, 
B5 cents, For sale at this office
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A MOST REMARKABLE OFFER.
The world has never before seen 

such a remarkable offer as is presented 
by The Progressive Thinker, with its 
ten premium books. Just think of It, 
ten books—standard works—elegantly, 
bound in cloth—printed in plain type, 
on excellent paper, sent out for $3.10, 
postage prepaid, leaving only ?2 for us. 
Never before on this green earth has 
such a work been done. Search your 
encyclopedias, your histories, ancienl 
or modern, and you can find nothing 
that approximates this remarkable of
fer. It beats the world! We bars 
been instrumental In starting a library 
in thousands of homes. Our work is 
pure altruism—humanitarianism In Its 
broadest sense. Call your neighbors’ 
attention toreur great work. This Di
vine Plan may cease with us. No one 
in the ranks of Spiritualism tried it be. 
fore we did. Will any one continue it 
along the same lines after our depart
ure to the spirit realms? Now is the 
time to take advantage of our offerll 
Read over carefully our premium list, 
and then obtain a new subscriber fori 
the paper.

"New Testament Stories Comically lb 
lustrated. Drawings by Watson He»j 
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com« 
menta upon the Texts.” Heston'S 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards, *1. 
Cloth, ?1.BO. . .

“An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath» 
olio Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.1’ 
"Romanism Exposed." Two pamphlets 
by RoV. 3. G. White, author of Startling 
Facts. Price 10 cents each, or two W| 
IBssata. .
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« THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE GOLDEN RULE
Ail Address by Dr. J. H. Randall, of Chicago.

A BONE OF CONTENTION.
The Golden Rule, like everything else in God’s vast 

Universe, is viewed from many different standpoints, 
. with results as widely different as the views ex

pressed in relation to The Great Psychological Crime. 
Its origin is really hidden in the dark mists of an
tiquity, it having received expression before the time 
of Christ. Dr. J. H. Randall, prominent as a physi
cian and lecturer, analyzes it in an able and impres
sive manner,. His views will be read with interest.

' “Do not unto others that which you 
(would not have others do unto you.”— 

‘ Confucius. •
“Whatsoever ye would that- men 

should do 1,0 you, do ye even so unto 
them."—Jesus. r '

.■ I recently read on article in The Pro- 
yBreBslve Thinker from Mr. E. W. Bald- 
(/¿win, entitled, "The Golden Rule, An Ab- 
(Solute Obstacle to Progress." in Bald
' article he states : "The Golden Rule 
' ,was born of priestcraft.” He also 

makes the statement that "Science 
pever stoops so low as .to use the term 
‘Golden Rule.’ " 1

I do not .undertake to show another 
Eide of this subject, because 1 am fond 
of controversy, but because I believe 
sound argument can bo adduced shov
ing that Mr. Baldwin's position in iu; 
tenable, and that ne is in error.

By the term “Morals,” it is generally 
understood by human consciousness 
that there are right and wrong actions, 
und as a study these have been cov
ered by tbe title of "Ethics” or “The 
Science of Morals."

With every statement or proposition 
formulated or conceived by the human 
mind, endowed with the ability to rea
son in relation to tlie impressions de
rived from experience with its envlron- 

. ments, lingers the shadow In thought 
of its opposite or antagonistic princi
ple. The people involved in business 
affairs, whose energies are devoted to 

. getting money and accumulating 
. .wealth liave formulated, "Do others or 

tbey’ll do you,” as their excuse for in
difference toward those who seo the 
promise of a higher civilization yet to 
be realized by the more extended prac
tice of the Golden Rule.

The greatest scholars known, whose 
knowledge has bep/i derived from wide 

' research and candid consideration of 
all matters bearing upon human life, 
are agreed that tho knowledge we have 
classed as "Ultimate Truths,” truths 
mathematically and logically demon- 
Btrated, and which no. one disputes, is 
classed as Philosophy. Science, it Is 
agreed, is partially unified knowledge, 
while Philosophy is completely unified 

• knowledge. Hence to find a phllosoph- 
leal.basis for the golden rule, it is nec- 
CBBary to consider the science ot right 
actions and wrong actions.

I am quite well aware of the fact 
,“A.tliat there are many persons identified 
'T' ^A^h-moking known the general phil

osophy of Spiritualism, who Insist that 
^everything Is right; that there is no 

wrong, and that everything is as it 
must be and in accord with absolute 
law; yet some of these very people are 

i everlastingly criticising others who en
: tertain views differing from those 
1 which they are advocating, and are 
constantly pitching into what they call 
"ignorance, superstition, bigotry and 
Injustice.” Taking the standpoint 

■ from which their general teachings ra
i díate, and their specifications in rela

-- 1 tion-to right and wrong, they are not 
: consistent. Upon general principles, 

i unquestionably, everything is right, 
I but there are details as to what may 

, result which have been gathered from 
human conduct, that implies a certain 
amount of freedom of action.
THE THREE IMPORTANT RULES.
Morality and ethics is the science of 

right conduct in our dealings and asso-. 
dations one with another. Its object 
is to help us to determine how and 
why certain personal habits and con
duct áre not pleasing to look upon, and 
experience has impressed mankind 
generally that they are detrimental. 
On the other hand, certain other habits 
and conduct proves beneficial and sat
isfactory. From a scientific standpoint, 
good and bad results from conduct are 
not accidental, but are inevitable conse
quences of the constitution of things. 
The purpose of the science of ethics is 
to enable us from the known laws of 
Ufe ánd the conditions of existence, to 
ascertain what habits and actions will 
necessarily lead to happiness, and what 
will produce misery. The Inference 
would naturally follow that intelligent 
nen and women will be disposed to re
strain the impulses which they may 
lave that would be opposed to its de- 
luctlons, irrespective of a direct esti
mation of happiness or misery.

In the progress of mankind from the 
lawn of consciousness with the prim- 
tive beginnings of family and tribal 
Ife, down to the modern home, munici- 
lalitly,. state and ; nation, we have 
earned by experience, “The Iron 
tule”; “The Sliver Rule,”, and “The 
tolden Rule.”

The Iron Rule for, human conduct— 
;vil for evjl, or the imposition of evil, 
causing some other. creature misery, 
lust because one has the power, there 
>elng no fear of unpleasant conse

I inences, we have come to know is the 
VxpresBlon pf the lower animal facul
ties of the mind, and is the law of 
>l[utes and savages.

*Tho silver rule in human conduct
food for good—signifies the evolution 
of (being possessing higher qualities In 
v ¿oral sense, and it was an advance
ment toward the formation of another 
character, the formation of which gave 

‘ promise for the expression ot the Gold
en Rule

The Golden Rule, or doing good for 
those whose habits and conduct cause 
you misery as well as themselves, Is

j, \ thé ültimate truth In ethics, which phl- 
' lósophers are generally agreed, that for 

their own permanent peace and happi- 
less, and the good ot all mankind, ev- 
¡ry member ot the human family 
hould be governed, and eventually as 
[io. higher attains the greater results 
ï being, the practice ot the Golden 

Rule will be the process for governing 
thé disorderly and refractory mem
bers of society.

We cannot entertain the thought of a 
father without th© accompanying 
thought of a child. The thought of a 
superior is invariably shadowed by an. 
Inner consciousness of án inferior. 
Th® work, of a mechanic to construct à 

chine; of an artist to paint a land- 
pe, portrait, or any other object 
m canvass; of the sculptor to carve 

æKfl-suggcstive statue from, tlie block

of granite or marble; however perfect, 
useful or beautiful the finished task of 
either to tlie one that may enjoy the 
privilege of looking upon it, each will 
see that could he do bls work over 
again with the same subject he could 
grdatiy. improve It. We have some In
stitutions tlie result of human conduct 
and conception of duty of one class to
ward another, that an intelligent per
son would hardly take the position that 
they have not been a benefit to tlie 
race. The process of their establish
ment was slow because the process of 
their usefulness as conceived by hu
man consciousness was slow In Its de
velopment

The savage who has never seen a 
islloou, an engine or a wagon, cannot 

rm any definite Idea of the use of 
. either. An electric motor, or an un- 
symmetrical pierced disk of an eccen- 
trie lias no place or purpose In tbe 
mind of the country rustic who 1b not 
familiar with the principles of electric
ity and the construction of machinery. 
A fragment of a sentence If not Intelli
gible, 1b wrongly interpreted In the ab
sence of the remainder; cut off its be
ginning and end, and the rest of the 
demonstration proves nothing. Evi
dence given by a plaintiff often mis
leads until the evidence which the de
fendant submits Is joined to It.

The conception of a whole suggests 
parts, and in the cose of a part suggests 
the whole thing involved. Conduct is
a whole, an organic 
gregato of interdep 
formed by an o 
of ethics pertainin 
part' of this organl 
tricably bound up

hole. It is an ag- 
ndent actions per- 
sm. That division 
to conduct is a 

whole and Is Inex- 
th all its parts.

One’s personal habits, bls way of eat
ing a meal, stirring a fire, getting a 
pail of water, a scuttle of coal or arm
ful of wood, and making a fire, or read
ing a newspaper or book, are all acts 
with which morality has no concern. 
Opening a tent, a window or door to ad
mit fresh air to the space we occupy: 
putting on an animal skin, blanket or 
an overcoat, are not thought of as hav
ing any ethical significance. These 
acts nevertheless ore all portions of 
dally conduct in the lives of very many 
human beings.

The behavior which we call good and 
that which we call bad is Included with 
the behavior of which we take very lit
tle or no notice. The whole of which 
ethics forms a part is the whole con
stituted by the theory of conduct in 
general, and this must be understood 
before the part alone can be compre
hended.

Each of the rules herein mentioned 
relates to a certain form of conduct, 
and may be regarded as comprehending 
certain adjustments of acts to ends 
from the simplest, among creatures be
low man, to the most complex acts ot 
human beings, in their homes, in so
ciety, the state and nation; exen ex
tending to the cast of these associa
tions of individuals which are for the 
world-wide general welfare, and there
fore are international in character. 
This feature of the subject is a branch 
of science and may properly be called

THE,EVOLUTION OF CONDUCT.
The student of forms soon, becomes 

familiar with evolution, as compared 
with the theory of a special and per
fect creation. Social advancement he 
will soon discover is as completely un
der the control of natural law, as is 
bodily growth. Evolution has taken 
place, and is now going on in all 
structures throughout the steadily as
cending types of the animal kingdom; 
and evolution of-functions has gone on 
by similar gradations with the evolu
tion of structures, and from a consid
eration of these, we naturally drift into 
consideration of the conduct of crea
tures and of being as correlated with 
the increasing complexity of struct
ures and the functions of organs that 
sustain them. -

Organs and their functions are vari
ously compounded to achieve certain 
bodily acts, and are again re-com
pounded to affect that co-ordination of 
bodily acts which we know as conduct. 
We are concerned with functions, 
whenever we think of them as pro
cesses carried on within the body they 
belong to the domain of physiology, 
and we may treat of their adjusted 
combinations because they are parts 
of a vitalized complete organism.
THE VARIOUS FUNCTIONS CONSID

ERED.
It is the function of the heart to send 

the blood to all parts of the body and 
to receive again that portion of it re
turned, which it then sends to the 
lungs; it is the function of the lungs to 
exhale carbon, receive fresh air and 
oxygenate and purify the blood sent to 
them for that purpose, and- which then 
passes back to the heart to again be 
sent by Its hydraulic power to all parts 
of the body for its reconstniction. 
Newly aerated blood is constantly in 
demand by the stomach to enable it to 
do its work; heart, lungs, arteries, 
veins, stomach, co-operate with secret
ing and excreting glands to promote di
gestion, assimilation and construction, 
and to remove the waste matter result
ing from dying tissue, that newly con
structed tissue may take Its place, and 
the organism in its integrity be main
tained.

In considering these we are dealing 
with functions, and when we study how 
certain parts of the organism act upon 
environment, such as fins, wings, toes, 
legs and arms, to perform their func
tions, we are still concerned with phys
iology; but when we enter upon the 
study of conduct we notice such combi
nations of acts as take place by the use 
of the sensory organs and enter the 
psychical realm of being. We thus 
pass from simple organs to tho complex 
organism, made up by an interdepend
ent relation of every part; and soon 
discover that the systematic adjust
ment of each to the other, affords the 
best condition for each in its special 
place of usefulness, while at tho same 
time its work is for the "welfare of" all 
equally with itself.

We will suppose a person guiding his

hand by his eyes seizes a weapon which 
ha uses to ward off a blow, but a coun
ter blow is given; the aggressor runs 
and Is chased, a struggle follows, then 
an arrest by the police, and there fol
low the several varied acts constitut
ing a prosecution. It is evident that 
the initial adjustment of au act to an 
end, Inseparable from tho rest, must be 
included with them under tlie same 
general head; and from tills simple in
itial adjustment, having intrinsically no 
moral character, we pass by degrees to 
the more complex adjustments such as 
on which moral judgments are passed. 
Hence, exeluding all internal co-ordina
tions, our subject here is the aggregate 
of all external co-ordinations; and this 
aggregate includes not only the sim
plest as well as the most complex per
formed by human beings, but also those 
performed by all inferior beings, 
which when properly considered are 
more or less involved. Yet in the low
est creatures most of the movements to 
the observer may not have any more 
recognizable purpose than have the 
struggles of an epileptic or the victim 
of St. Vitus dance.
THE JELLY FORMED INFUSORIUM.

The little jelly formed infusorium 
swims randomly, but apparently deter
mined in its course, not by a perceived 
object to be escaped or pursued, but by 
varying stimuli In its media, and its 
acts unadjusted in any appreciable way 
to ends, leads it now Into contact with 
some nutritive substance which it ab
sorbs, and then Into the neighborhood 
of some creature by which It is swal
lowed and digested. Lacking those de
veloped senses and motor powers which 
higher animals possess ninety-nine In a 
hundred of these minute creatures live 
only a tew hours and disappear for 
lack of nutrition or by destruction. Its 
conduct or actions are so little adjust
ed to ends that life continues only so 
long as the environment Is favorable. 
The rotifer is. a much higher type of 
acquatlc creature, though it Is very low 
in the scale of species; we can see in it 
how with larger size and more devel
oped structures, and greater power of 
combining functions, there is advance 
in conduct; by its whirling cilia It 
sucks as its food the small Infusoria 
that move around It; by its prehensile 
tall It fixes Itself to some object, and 
may withdraw its outer organs by con
tracting its body, and thus preserve it
self from Injury threatened; It, there
fore, by Its actions, becomes less de
pendent on the actions going on around 
it, and so preserves Itself for a longer 
period than the Infusorium. Thus we 
might pass from considering each type 
of creature, from the transparent jelly 
infusorium, to the most complex rep
resented by the vertebrates, of which 
man is the last great organic link. As 
we proceed we find the more multiplied 
and varied adjustments of acts to ends, 
by which the more complex organism 
from day to day fulfils more numerous 
requirements, Increase the activities 
that are can-led on, and that they sev
erally help to make greater the period 
through which useful activities endure, 
thus continually affording more and 
greater satisfaction to the creature or 
being;- at the same time leading up to, 
as the final purpose, complete Individ
ual life. ■

SELF-PRESERVATION.

pbaae of wolutiou in tli$ larger field ot 
usefulness constantly paeniug to each; 
since whatever facllitiates filé making 
of better conditions fontheípxpresBÍon 
of human Hie, Increases' the totality of 
that which is required to make, serve 
aud render tlie Ilves of ail more com
plete. ... ¿

Wo find that some men very far back 
in human history had thoughts about 
what was right and just, leading up to 
th,e conduct inevitably implied in tho 
Golden Rule. In commenting .upon the 
different meanings of jinstlcé/Aristotle 
wrote: “Tho just will be the lawful and 
the equal, and the unjust thetonlawful 
and the unequal.” Paul wrote to tlie 
ColosBians: “Masters, .give unto your 
servants-that which is just anti equal." 
And David, a Jew, expresses himself 
when praying: “Hear the right,” and 
again, "Let my sentence come forth 
from thy presence; 'let thine eyes be
hold the things that áre equal.”

CONSIDERATION OF CONDUCT.
We logically reach tlie conclusion 

that there is a quality of conduct to 
which we apply the name good, because 
we know the natural result following 

Jt, and there is a quality of conduct 
which we call bad, by the same rea
soning. We are consistent then infer
ring that the conduct from which good 
results are experienced is the more 
evolved -conduct. From this we may 
see that conduct reaches its limit when 
individual life 1b greatest in length and 
enjoyment to Its possessor. Again we 
are forced to regard that conduct as 
good which increases the power of self
preservation, and that as bad which 
tends to self-destruction. Further, it is 
also evident that with increasing power 
for maintaining Individual life, there 
comes increasing power for the preser
vation of species by fostering progeny, 
and that evolution reaches Its limit 
only when the needful number of 
young, preserved to maturity, are fitted 
for a life that will be complete in dura
tion and in affording satisfaction. 
Thus is shown that parental conduct is 
properly rated good or bad, as it ful
fills or fails in the result attained in 
this direction. What here as conduct, 
manifested by parents, may also be 
looked for from representative men 
and women in any community, or socle- 
ly at large; the motive prompting their 
acts being to make possible such con
duct generally as will insure that life 
may be completed In the offspring, not 
only without preventing it in others, 
but by the promotion of it In others; 
and who is there that will affirm that 
this is not good?

Tho question may arise with some 
persons: Has that evolution which im
proves the adjustment of acts to ends 
In the ascending stages of organization 
been a mistake? If it is then animate 
existence never should have been ex
perienced, and the sooner it is termi
nated the better; but the 'dea held gen
erally, is that animate existence is de
sirable, and that there 1b a balance in 
favor of animate existence which may 
be increased by that course of conduct 
from which- we have experienced more 
pleasure than pain, and in consequence 
of which we call it good.

PESSIMISTS AND OPTIMISTS 
are generally agreed that lite Is bad or 
good according as it does not or does 
bring a surplus of general happiness. 
The pessimist finds fault with life be
cause the result of it to hlm has been 
to experience more that is disagreeable 
and painful than that which is satisfac
tory and pleasurable. The optimist is 
fully satisfied with life because he has 
experienced more pleasure than pain. 
The antagonistic views of these two 
schools of thinkers Implies that con
duct should conduce tq. the preserva
tion of the individual, Of the family, 
and of society, upon the- Supposition 
that life In its general aspects may af
ford more happiness than, misery, it 
is vary natural to infer that our' con
scious existence would be judged a 
curse, both by the pessimist and the 
optimist, if to the misery we are forced 
to bear, and to see in this life, was add
ed a surplus of misery to be borne 
hereafter. Logically, then it follows, 
that-there Is no escape from the conclu
sion, that the conduct is good through 
which the least misery may be expe 
rtenced and that has generally resulted 
in affording more pleasure than pain; 
and that conduct is bad which has 
been followed by an increase of misery. 
As rational beings we know that con
duct 1b good or bad as its total effects 
are realized as pleasurable or painful.
CREATED TO BE A SOURCE OF 

MISERY.
There Is a theory extant to the effect 

that men were erected .with the inten
tion that they should be a Source of 
misery to themselves; and that they 
are bound to continue living, that their 
Creator may have the satisfaction of 
seeing them in their misery. This the
ory Is being rapidly outgrown, because 
eccleBlasticlsm no longer inspires the 
general policy of the world. A few do 
profess to accept it yet under a dis
guised form. Several creeds are per
vaded by the old belief that suffering 
is pleasing to the gods. The Idea was 
derived from bloody ancestors. The 
gods that they conceived were such 
only as to be gratified by the Infliction 
of pain, because when living they de
lighted in torturing other beings; and 
in witnessing torture only are the im
pulses of their natures satisfied.

The fakirs in India who hang them
selves on hooks, and eastern dervishes 
who gash themselves, and inflict other 
forms of self-torture, and people who 
self-enforce the pangs of hunger by 
fasting, show that societies are still to 
be found that think that, submission to 
anguish will bring them some divine 
favor. Even among some who call 
themselves Christians, without enlarg
ing upon their professed periodical 
fasts and penances, it is clear that the 
belief shadows many minds that the 
Deity whom Jephtha thought to pro
pitiate by sacrificing his daughter, may 
be propitiated by self-inflicted pains. 
Then, again there is a conception ac
companying this, that acts pleasing to 
self are offensive to God, • which has 
survived along with the other, and It 
still widely prevails; it not in formu
lated dogmas, yet in beliefs that are 
yet In operation and exerting) influence 
upon a portion of mankind. l;

A CHARACTERISTtó PFÍAYER.

Under the influence hf creeds there 
are people who profesado be guided by 
the Golden Rule. The form of prayer 
usually among them is aboutt as fol
lows: "Oh, Lord, we know we are wlck- 
ed-ln thy sight; we are wholly un
worthy; there is no good in ns; we are 
vile worms ot the dustuButido thou in 

• thy mercy spare us. Save tiB(!oh, Lord, 
from all losses on our investments and 
preservo us In our possessions, and 
help ub to make them lawful and right 
before the moral standard, of mankind. 
We know, oh Lord, that the earth and 
the fullness thereof nrc tlilno; that we 
are thy special servants, and that we 
are to keep It from the unbeliever in 
our ways. Save us from all losses by 
sea or land; eave us from the revolting 
spirit of those the greater portion of 
tho fruits of whoso- toll we appropriate 
to. our own end and. to thy service. 
Teach our hired laborers meekness and 
submission to us¿ thy servants, and 
that their part of thy kingdom is not of 
this world; that though their lot ¿nay 
be hard and require much forbearance, 
it they head, and obey us-, they shall re- 
.celve their reward, hereafter. Save us,

duct subserving individual life, imply
ing superior and more complex organi
zation, there must have previously 
been highly evolved conduct, Implying 
forethought subserving nurture to the 
young. The next step would be con
siderations for maintenance of the 
race, and would naturally follow a re
sult of greater care of offspring.

The savage compared with brutes is 
higher in his conduct, both as to him
self and his race. He provides for a 
larger number of the wants of his off
spring;, his parental care endures long
er, and to a limited extent he disci
plines his children into habits, and In
structs them in arts, which though 
crude, are calculated to better fit 
them for their condition of existence. 
This conduct of the savage becomes In
volved with the first order of conduct 
which is manifested in the affection of 
brutes for their young. Then again as 
we ascend from savage to civilized 
life. The continual adjustments of 
acts to ends In the rearing of children 
become more and more elaborate in 
number, variety, and efficiency of their 
adaptation to the ends sought; the aid 
and oversight which is kept over them 
being maintained throughout a much 
longer period of their Ilves In the high
ly civilized state.

LIVES OF SAVAGES.
The question here Is suggested, un

der what conditions does human con
duct for the good of the Individual and 
the race reach its limit?

The predatory lives of savages who 
depend upon the fruit of the chase for 
subsistence fall far short of the better 
form of conduct, or acts to ends, now 
conceivable In every way; individual 
life, illy carried on is prematurely 
shortened; the fostering of offspring 
seriously fails, and is incomplete when 
it does not fail; and to maintain self 
and the race, the thought uppermost Is 
destruction of other beings of a differ
ent kind, or of like kind. In tribal 
groups formed by primitive hordes, in
stinctively, conduct remains imperfect
ly evolved in proportion as1 there are 
antagonisms between tribes, and be
tween members of the same tribe. The 
nature which prompts tribal and inter
national aggression, also prompts the 
aggressions of individuals on one an
other. The lesson of this fact is, that 
the limit of improved conduct can be 
reached only in permanently peaceful 
societies, and states.

Whether a priest first saw the prin
cipie, a scientist, or a philosopher, 
makes no difference. The physical 
and psychical facts of life, has revealed 
that to reach the complete life, we 
must each so adjust our acts toward 
others, as not to infringe upon them 
any more than we are willing that they 
should infringe upon us, for 
the attainment of the same end—com
plete satisfaction with life, that we 
seek for ourselves, and the conduct of 
this kind can be approached only as 
war dies out. . .
THE GOLDEN RULE AND ITS PRAC- 

- ■ - ' -■ ■ - TICE. , - . .
. The practice of the Golden Rule is 

signified in that kind of behavior of in
dividuals in which each- achieves his 
ends and derives full satisfaction with 
life without preventing others from 
achieving the same result in their Ilves. 
In society and. the state this means mu
tual help for the achievement Of both. 
If indirectly by industrial cooperation, 
or directly by volunteered aid, fellow 
citizens make easier far one another 
the condition and duties of life, then 
their conduct indicates a progressive

thy special people, from reformatory 
agitators to whom men of unsetled 
convictions are prone to listen. Help 
us, oh, Lord, to shirk ilio burden ol 
taxation, as we are not in tho liable, 
and find it hard to make au honest 
report of our possessions that'are tax
able. Keep out of our sight, oh. Lord, 
all the unfortunate sufferers and 
slaves ot every description; all who are 
in want, diseased, intoxicated, home
less, ragged and starving; and especial
ly keep out of our sight the children ol 
the poor. Wo know we have the poor 
always, and do thou, oh, Lord, help us 
to keep them so they cannot annoy us. 
All these things we ask as believers in 
our creed and for the sake of the Lord 
Jesus. Amen.”
THE VARIOUS ETHICAL SYSTEMS.

We are told tha ethical systems are 
distinguishable according as they take 
for their cardinal ideas—-first, the 
character ot the agent; second, the na
ture of his motive;- third, the quality of 
ills deeds; and fourth, the results. 
Each of these may be characterized as 
good or bad, and those who do not esti
mate a mode of life by its effects op 
happiness, estimate it by the goodness 
or badness of the agent in his motive, 
or in his deeds. We call the good acts 
adjusted, In so far as experience may 
adjust them, to the end of subserving 
the rearing of our young, not only with
out hindering other Individuals from 
doing the like, but while giving them 
aid that their lives and the lives of 
their offspring may be as satisfactory 
and complete as that of ourselves and 
our progeny.

While Industrialism requires the Ute 
of each citizen to be such that it may 
be carried on without direct or indirect 
aggressions on other citizens, it does 
not require his life to be such that It 
shall directly further the life of others. 
Many millions of men are leading per
fectly inoffensive lives, scrupulously 
fulfilUng their contracts, and efficiently 
rearing tlielr offspring, who fall short 
of that higher degree of life which the 
gratuitous rendering of services makes 
possible. Dally experience prove that 
every man would suffer many evils and 
lose many goods did none give unpaid 
assistance. The life of each would be 
more or less damaged haa each to 
meet all Its varying changes alone, 
without any help.

The advancement of mankind from 
the savage to the civilized state has 
been more and more toward the condi
tions that make possible tlie realization 
of the Golden Rule The universal ba
sis of co-operation Is the proportioning 
ot benefits received for services ren
dered. Without this there can be no 
physiological division of labor; with
out this there con be .no sociological 
Improvement for the laborer, now re
garded its necessary to his welfare and 
contentment. And, since tlie physio 
logical and sociological division of 
labor would of necessity bring profit to 
botti capital and labor, it would result 
that on the maintenance of tlie arrange, 
ments necessary to It, depend both the 
special and general welfare. In socie
ty as organized, with the commercial 
rule, “Do others, or they'll do you," 
such arrangements are maintained only 
if the bargains, overt or tacit, for 
profit to the few, ore carried out. It Is 
not In the Interest ot any person, either 
morally or spiritually, that want and 
suffering prevail. Self-Interest Ues In 
thé direction for him to do all In his 
power to relieve suffering, and act so 
as to prevent it; hence, in obedience to 
the law to attain self-satisfaction the 
acts In accord with the Golden. Rule 
are inevitable. If one did for his fel
low-men only those things which are 
required by the strict performance of 
contract, private Interests would suffer 
from the lack of attention to public in
terests. The Impulses of human na
ture, however, rise to an altitude from 
and the higher recognizes the lower, 
and the higher recognize the lower, 
and a sense, psychical or Intuitional 
makes us realize what we ought and 
what ought not to do.

Emerson says: "A beautiful form Is 
better than a beautiful face; a beauti
ful behavior 1b better than a beautiful 
form; It gives a higher pleasure than 
statues or pictures; it is the finest of 
the fine arts. A man Is but a little 
thing in the midst of the objects of na

’ ture, yet by thé moral quality radiating 
from his countenance, he may abolish 
all consideration of magnitude, and In 
his manners equal the majesty of the 
world."

THE PROBLEM IT WILL 8OLVE.
The problem which it Is naturally in

ferred the practice of the Golden Rule 
will solve, is that of relieving suffering 
and guarding against promoting .the 
conditions that cause It. Nature Is, 
through Intelligent consciousness, per
petually pointing us to the higher way 
—the why to do right and to live right; 
human need on every Bide-of us has 
channels through which every supply 
can be honorably obtained, if truth 
only be unflinchingly applied to life.

For a long time we have heard the 
motto, “The greatest good to the great
est number;’’ but the Golden Rule Is. 
"That each should be the concern of all, 
and all should be the concern of each;” 
or "Equal and exact justice for all.”

Summed up the philosophy of the 
Golden Rule leads to the following 
statements:
' 1.—Thè love of life arises from the 

enjoyments of life, therefore It is nat
ural for intelligent beings to worship 
the source ot life, and for want of any 
better name, the vast majority call it 
God.

2 .—To hallow life by caring properly 
and humanely for every human being 
boni

3 .—That all the power we can com
mand by experience and knowledge is 
to be applied to promote the advent of 
justice among, not simply a class, but 
all men.
THE FATHERHOOD OF GOD, ETC.

Life la ike .supreme law of all that 
exists. Everything that we conceive 
as the result of a formative force in. the 
universe, which men call God, has life 
for its object. Man’s complex organ- 
|pm indicates that he is to progress un
der the laws of life; that the prime ob
ject In his existence Is to assist In the" 
elaboration of life, and to Improve the 
conditions on earth for Its manifesta
tion and progress.

Man is the auxiliary of God. In tho 
earliest teachings of Spiritualism that 
I listened to, very much was said 
about the Fatherhood of God and the 
Brotherhood of man, and I recall from 
Dr. A. J. Davis, his statement: “Let no 
man call God his Father who calls not 
man his brother.’!

The position of man in the, animate 
world implies-him to bea divine helper, 
by useful acts in the work of life. Ho 
la a superior creature, and the highest 
manifestation of life on earth. From 
this point of view, whether of man, wo
man or child, bond or free, titled or un
titled, rich or poor, born In poverty and 
vice, or amidst plenty and the highest 
moral and religious influences, de
manda the same protection and venera
tion of oilmen, and women. 1 ■

This love due to human lite Is one of 
tho fundamental laws of universal 
morality, toward- Which .all previous 
evolution has tended. It shows to us 
that it Is tho essential duty of society, 
and of every individual to’ flo teguiato 
conducts as to produce equal and exact 
justice. The perception of this duty 
has dictated to tho sages of all time 
these precepts:
.“To tore others as one’s self,

“To act towards other» as you would 
wish that they would act toward you."

"To make our abilities conduce to 
the benefit of the race, and to the per
fection of our existence and that of oth
ers.” .

"To unite together and give support 
to one another.”

That these wise precepts and . the 
doctrine of human life may have a 
place among the Institutions of man
kind, the law of universal order, and 
especially the law of human progress, 
have placed at the disposal of men:

“The resources of nature and those 
of public property, labor and intelli
gence."

“Capital or the accumulated result 
of the industry of the people."

It is for the good of all humanity that 
nature vivifies and produces everything 
useful to life, and it is for the benefit of 
all that each generation should trans 
mlt to Its successors its acquired 
knowledge.

By man's existence from the very na
ture of his environments is implied his 
right to what is necessary tor him from 
the resources which nature has pro
vided, as well as to all the advantages 
made by the experiences and progress 
of society. ,

The forces and*'products that nature 
lends to labor are the instruments by 
the aid of which human liberty, through 
industry and commerce, creates wealth. 
This perpetual and gratuitous assist
ance from nature, proves* that man 
from the very fact of birth, acquires, 
and never should lose, a certain degree 
of natural right In all the wealth that 
Is produced.

It, therefore, Is a consistent and nat
ural conclusion, that the unfortunate, 
weak and ignorant, have a right to en
joy all they are capable, from whatever 
nature and public industry can provide 
tor use and comfort, and that it is the 
duty of the intelligent and strong, tlie 
wealthy and great, to provide for the 
less fortunate and Ignorant a just share 
of the general product In this way 
only can social duty be performed, and 
every child that is called into existence 
on earth be guaranteed against deser
tion, want and misery.

The Golden Rule makes us realize 
if we are fairly prosperous, that is it 
we have experienced more pleasure 
than pain out of life, that wo have 
feasted at a table that was prepared 
for us by others when we were helpless, 
and our duty is to replenish the stock. 
When we passed the period of complete 
helplessness, and found we could do 
some things, and that we had tho will 
to do them, it afforded us much satis
faction to do those things that were ap
proved by our older associates in life. 
We more and more discover that by 
the practice of those acts that carry 
joy, hope and patience in the other 
Ilves that are more worried than we 
ore, that we realize a benefit. There is 
no motive power in life equal to that 
arising from the will to do something 
for the comfort of others.

The few havexieclared the wars and 
arranged the terms of peace, while the 
millions have done tlie fighting, borne 
the burden of expense, aud physical 
suffering. From a thousand standpoints 
man has looked upon tho other man as 
his enemy, but we have come Into a 
new light, and whatever tlie fixed pol
icy of politicians may be, there Is a fit
ter policy already developed for the 
management of human affairs, and the 
old will be outgrown.

The limit of the evolution of conduct 
has not been reached, but we realize 
that we have derived from It enough to 
know that It Is wise and right to avoid 
those acts which directly or indirectly 
we know would be Injurious to others; 
and that there are constantly going on 
spontaneous efforts to promote tho 
welfare of others. This is the "Ulti
mate Idea,”—the philosophical princi
ple, underlying Vie Golden Rule. It In
heres In the very nature of human con
sciousness. It was not born of priest
craft The highest course of conduct 
upon our part can be only that in which 
we shall realize complete satisfaction 
with our lives, at the same time that 
we realize that our acts, so far as we 
could understand them, were for the 
purpose of aiding others to lives as 
complete as our own. The rule Is, DO 
NOT UNTO OTHERS THAT WHICH 
YOU WOULD NOT HAVE OTHERS 
DO TO YOU.

An Old Man Expresses His Opinion.
Will you kindly let an old man away 

down In Maine, one who took the first 
number of The Progressive Thinker, 
and is still taking It, have his little say 
in regard to a certain book in which 
some of the giant minds of the day 
have given their opinion. Their opin
ion and reasoning have been both for 
and against the book The truthful
ness or falsity of this book was left to 
these great minds to decide, bo the 
common minds could rest easy or be 
awakened to the awfulness of the situ
ation, and flee from that which de
stroys both body and soul.

There is no two sides to this ques
tion; it Is either true or false; it true, 
then a portion of these great minds 
have decided, against the truth, and 
vice versa.

WHAT ARE WE POOR IGNORANT 
MORTALS TO DO?

If the evidence Is all In, I motion that 
It be left as all other cases, however 
difficult, to twelve common men. I 
think they would require but a short 
time to render their verdict, unless 
they took a little time, as they often do, 
to laugh at the foolish arguments 
made.

I think It would have been well for 
the Spiritualist to let this book, to
gether with its unknown author, sink 
Into oblivion rather than giving it the 
notoriety that it is entirely unworthy 
of.

We are told by the author of this 
book that man haa the power to de
stroy both his body and soul. I care 
not how learned he may may, be, it is 
the height of nonsense.

We realize that it is Impossible for 
man to destroy the least particle of 
matter, then how can it be possible to 
destroy'an Immortal soul?

The great creative power makes no 
mistakes. Every thing In nature, to
gether with man, answers the purpose, 
and will obtain the end for which it 
was made, and what man can do to 
change it would be like a feather
weight to the ponderous earth.

Relative to- the hurtfulness of medi
umship, I think Mrs. Richmond and 
Hudson Tuttle “have fully answered it 
from their own experiences.

As to being controlled and hurt by 
the denizens of earth or heaven, I have 
no fear, and no right-minded, sensible 
person need have. . S, D. GRAY,

“Tho Kingship of Self-Control.'’ By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of tho 
Crimea of the tongue, the Red Tapa 
duty, the supremo charity of tho world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price 80 cants. For sale at this office.

"Love—Bex—•Immortality.” By Dr. 
W. P. Phelon. For sale at thia office. 
Price 25 conta, ,
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DEftFNES^GUREM
By No Means Until ‘‘ACTINA^ 

. Was Discovered.

Nlnoty-flv« par cent ot all cases of deatnesi 
brought to our attention is the result of ohrunlo 

catarrh ot the throat and 
middle ear. The air pas
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop« 
ping the action ot the vi
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 
cure la Impossible. Tho tn. 
nerear cannot bo reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the Inability of au- 
rials or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there is a 
scleutltlo cure tor deafness 
aud catarrh is demonstrat
ed every day by the use ot 
Aotlua. The vapor current 
generated In ths Actlna

posses through the

as It passes through tho tubes, (Bid loosens up 
teebouea (hammer, anvil and stirrup) In the 
inner ear, making them respond to the slight
est vibration or sound. Aotlua has never failed 
to euro ringing noises in the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distress^ 
symptom for years to be completely cured In 
only throe weeks' use of Actins. Aotlua also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lungs, colds and headache; all of which are di
rectly or Indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna Is 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
ease. Wo give advice free, and positive proof 
of cures. A valuable book—Professor Wilson's 
loO page Dictionary of Disease, Free. Address 
New York A London Electric Association, Dep. 
10029 Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo.

pivOuccd. k.rerjbod; drUfhud. Ely*} Lt 
liuinc lot lie cadi »11 tLc uian uluunglC&lkteg, 
itsvigaradng, curative etbci» of tie ftlnout 
Turkish B-tira. Opcu ibe S,000.009 rth 
tiorca, |>urhiea the e uliif »Jtteiu. Beau fici 
Sprteg»- Prevent» dlauasc. Have« Dr. bill». 
Cured iLousati-la. Nature’» drufleu reuedy 
for cold», (jrlp, rbeueratlhai, or he», |>alqh 
blood aud akin dieiAar». Kidney iftubu» 
cUlldrvi/t dla«aa«>» aud female Uh. OiMfiO. 
teed, beat ea >0 day«* trial, fiOf)l6$a‘JO

OOFdfFS®
Cured at Homa

Dr. W. O. Coffee, the famous uurlst, has dis
covered a simple treatment of mild )vin£died 
that cures at the patient’s home, 
houa noise», catarrhal doafnaesi 
catarrh of tho head, noso and throat, 
icates catarrhal poison in every case.

/Ara free 
Explains all about Dr. ('otree’s method 
and bow bo euros deafuvss without 
operations.

Tpis booko Ulis how he restored his 
own hearing after being pronuiiueea 
hiciirablq by the best doctors in the 
united fitatas and shows how thoiemnd 
ordoat people ar« bavlny tlielr bvurinij 
restored by this simple homo treatment. 
He Mada thia book to every perion _ »
&uuct«d with deafness or any disease or Com:!! 
tho ear. note or throat, FREE. Write today and ask 
for book on denfnoMs. Writ«

DR. W. 0. COFFEE, 812 Good Block, Des Moines Is.

The above la the number of the pre», 
ent Issue ot The Progressive Thinker, 
ea printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner, if this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap, 
per, then tbe time you have paid for baa 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the flrat page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number oa 
tfee tag of your wrapper.

TBiHCri’rfT"Tws natureT^ei I fir Al II I LAT1ONS AND EX. 1 I IL, t/VULl PRESSIONS IN HU
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
Bale. Price »1.00. This is one ot tho best books 
given by the guides of Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book ot reference for those who have been 
members of the classes receiving them. This 
volume Is a careful compilation from reports ot 
lessons, containing the bases of tho teachings.

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. LeKh Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Tntoreitlnj and valuable at a hlitory of ib» becla- 

nlDffof Modern Bplrttu&llam, by one of tha Fox Eli- 
tore. 478 Page«, Ifl llluetraclone. including portrait* o* 
tho Fox Family. History of tho ffydeavillo rapplag*, 
aerelatodby eye*wftnoaaes; remarkable and well at
tested manifestations; the “exposures," etc. Hand* 
aomoly bound 1n cloth« But few copies remaining, 
Fubltiheri' price, 11.60. We will send the book 
paid |1.40. •

This work Includes "Personified Un
thinkable»,” “FlrsJ Lessons In Reality,” 
and “A Tour Through th» Zodiac.” 
This Is an Interesting production of oc
cult thought and will well repay careful 
study and meditation by all occultists. 
Price, Cloth, $1.50. For sale al this 
Office.

fl NEW GftTEGRISM,
BY M. ML. MANGASARIAN.

Thills anew "OaUchl.m" tn the toll «on«« of the 
word, mere Luu yel appeared tn the world of Ilk 
eral literature nothing like this most wonderful Hute 
boo* or reason. K. P. Powell, tho well-known author, 
the renower ano orltto, says: “The remarkable thing 
about Uis 'Catechism' Is that tt tells tho truth." Il 
Annie with the Questions of God. Immortality—tho 
Creeds, Ue Clergy, tho Church. Prtv and Saltation, 
Jesus ano his Teaching, the Grow t Ue Christian 
Scriptures, and many other phlloK^nlcal, sctenUdo 
and ethical Questions with the utmost candor, eoar 
ago and oleernau. IBS page* Cloth 75c; paper, 50 s

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, LerltlcJs, 
Numbers and Deuteronomy, by Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Lilllo Dovoreux Rlake, Rsv. Pbcbe 
Hanaford; Clara Bewick Colby, Ellon Batteilo 
Doltrlck, Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ursula N. 
Gtuteteld, and Francis E Barr.

THEWOMAN’sWBLE.-PflRTtL
Judges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Com

ments on tho Old and New Tasttunonls, from 
Joshua to Revelation. Tho comments are koon, 
bright, spicy, full of wit. tho work of radical 
thinkers who are not Ignorant of tho higher 
criticism. There is not a doll page in either ot 
these hooks, but each iIs a galaxy ot the bright 
minds ot tho day and throw a new light on th» 
Bible teachings relating to woman. Pries o< 
each, paper, 6u cents.'

IHE TO-MORROW OF DEATH, 
Or the Future Ltfo According to Science. By 
Louis Figtiler. Translated from ths French by 
S. R. Crocks«. A very fascinating work. Thia 
Sno volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. It Is writ

. wain that peculiar Interesting style In which 
French writers excel when they wovId popular
ize! Scientific subjects In adaptation to th* 
needs ot tho general reader. The anther rays: 
"Thora is a true and respectable Idea In Spirit
saltan." and regards as proved "ths fact 
communication Between ssperhumans aat.
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page In order to insure Insertion must 
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writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
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clety.” . „
f n Hardenburg writes from Grand

THE SPIRITUALISTIC) FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 
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OONTRIBUTORS.-Eaqh 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statemttita he may mate. Ihe • 
allows this freedom of exPte^f’'0_..’n 
lievlng that the cause of lr“la ^the 
best subserved thereby. Many 
sentiments uttered in an art'7®.. . yet 
diametrically opposed to bis o®1‘ that Is no reason why they sboutoue 
suppressed; yet we wish it d 
uuderstood that our al>iCat.~L comes 
quate to publish everything th de81re 
to band, however much we »>1. 
to do so. That must account 
non-appearance of YOUR artlcl ■

WRITE PLAINLY.—W® ^corre- 
to Impress upon the minds of 0 ^.n^er 
spoudents that Tbe Progressive t
is set up on a Linotype »acblw 
must make speed equal to an rlCi 
compositors. That means rap Jn, 
and It is essential that all er re. 
sure Insertion In the paper, uu. 
qulrements being favorable, s wbite 
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We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear thia In mind.

“ ommnm no. loin forces witu n ibuib worn.AND ADl^aft WHEN SnkDINQ N Whitney occupied the platform In glv- 
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 1Qg th(/ mesaag0 work for the greater 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THE» QpJehey November and De
WILL FIND THEIR WAY '1'0 THS.! cember, anu many weFS hrouebt to a

tremely fortypate iphavlng these two 
Join forces with it in the work. Mrs.

pleased to arrange dates for that time 
with western comp associations. Ad-

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH.
Scientifically Examined and 

Carefully Described.
by c. w, LEADBEATER.

Certain Spirit Discernment Not Me
diumship.—E. W. Baldwin writes: 
“This week’s number seems like a sec
one edition of the Symposium, and 
worth the more as It Is of the people’s

scription as long as I live, or you are 
the publisher of The Progressive Think
er. I shall take It, no matter if I can
not accept all that IB within its col-

l"Aa v«, xIl« xl.• -
The well-known Technical writer. It Is one of 
the best works ever turned outby him. Copi
ously illustrated with diagrams ami inures, 
making t hemost intricate problemssimple, del* 
inlt.H and easily understood. Price. $1.00.

TAKE NOTICE
AU books advertised in the columns 

of The Progressive Thinker, aro for 
gate at this office. Bear this Ip mind»

ALWAYS GIVE! YOUR FULL NAME
When writing for this paper 

nite & pen or typewriter.

Jan, 23, 1904. '.

with a good membership aud good earn
est workers. Mrs. Kayner is a good 
speaker and gave tests at each of her 
meetings. We were sorry to have her 
leave us as there Is a demand for good 
mediums throughout this western coun
try.”

Miss E. R. Fielding writes from 
Washington, D. C., that the First Spirit
ual Church held a song service at the 
residence of Mr. F. Aa Wood. The La
dles’ Aid met there the same evening. 
There was singing, invocation and brief 
remarks. After a half-hour intermis
sion, refreshments were served. Then 
followed singing. Mrs. M. T. Longley 
followed wl® invocation and address. 
She took for her theme, "The Going Out 
of the Old Year, and the Coming In of 
the New.” She was listened to very at-

Moses Hull writes from Ma™1111}1' 
town Iowa, that he Is engaged to 
speak for the First Spiritual Society ot 
Marshalltown, every Sunday, and to 
bold one mid-week meeting every week 
until May. He would like to be ad
dressed accordingly, while letters sent 
to Whitewater will reach him, they 
wul reach him more direct If mailed to 
Marshalltown. Especially would he 
like week-day evening engagements 
within easy reach ’ of
Mr Hull has lost none of his interest 
in the School; in fact, it is the school 
which takes him away from hime. He 
prepares lessons all the time and oth
erwise works with all his might for the 
school. He fully believes the' Morris 
Pratt School Is the grandest work ever 
undertaken by Spiritualists, .and he 
hopes to soon convince the world ot 
Spiritualists by Its work, that his posi
tion is the correct one. He w'ill vis t 
his home as occasion nlay re<lvl'r®-^J 
will spend most of his time in the field 
of his pastoral work.

tentively by those present. The serv
ices concluded with an exchange of 
New Year greetings.

The Rev. W. E. Toll, pastor of Christ 
Episcopal Church of Waukegan, to-day 
told members of his congregation that, 
on the night of the Iroquois horror—of 
which he knew nothing—he saw a vis
ion. In his dream Mrs. Henry Green 
and Miss Minnie Dowst came to him in 
deepest grief, terribly afflicted, seeking 
comfort. After a short time they 
passed away. The next morning he 
learned that Mrs. Green and Mrs. 
Charles Dowst, of Evanston, sister-in
law of Miss Dowst, had been burned in 
the fire.—Chicago American.

Mary T. Myers writes from Iowa: "I 
am more thankful than words can ex
press for the Symposium. I consider it 
will prove to be an opening wedge, so 
to speak, to split to pieces the infamous 
structures of odious prejudice against 
modern mediums, dealt out by that hyp
ocritical class of priests and preachers 
who prefer to keep their coffers filled 
from the hard labor of their innocent 
subjects, rather than to enlighten them 
with their much learning and pro
fessed superiority.”

answer to my great desire, your lecture 
as a bearing on that question, has 
pleased me tlie most of anything I have 
ever struck. And I most sincerely and 
fraternally thank you.” .

A. R. Arrowsmith writes from Louis
ville, Ky.:-"Please allow me to correct 
the misleading statements sent you re
garding the status of the cause in this 
city. Contrasted with what it was a 
few vears ago Spiritualism m Louisville 
to-day Is a dead issue. Not a medium 
or lecturer of any note has appeared 
here for several years past. While it is 
true that seances are held from time to 
time in private homes, presided over by 
some self-styled reverend, their influ
ence is anything but far-reachjng. It 
Spiritualists are anything they are 
seekers after truth, lovers of it for its 
own sake, and no exaggeration is per
missible. The make-believe Speed 
Memorial Temple Is but a figment of 
the imagination, and has long been 
numbered with things that were. 'Let

The Bowie (Texas) Blade has the fol
lowing: “Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner, the 
state missionary of the Spiritual Asso
ciation of Texas, lectured Sunday on 
'The Truth of Spiritualism,' verified by 
quotations from the Bible, followed by 
tests and reading of character. She 
gave tests other evenings of the week, 
giving dates of incidents and names of 
departed friends. Her reading of char
acter was certainly marvelous, Large

us be honest.’ "
Paris, France, is deeply interested in 

the alleged hypnotic murder of a 
wealthy old woman named Chappuls, 
whose surviving relatives include Leon 
Gresse, an operatic conductor; Lieuten
ant Giradot, of the army, and M. Tou- 
taln, a bank official. The neighbors of 
the Chappul s woman were a family 
named Martin, consisting of husband 
and wife, who aro Spiritualists. It is 
alleged that Mme Martin obtained a 
commanding influence over Mme. Chap
puls, with the result that Mme. Chap
puls made a will In her favor, cutting 
oft her natural heirs. Mme Chappuis 
died and was burled. On complaint of 
her relatives the body was exhumed, 
but no trace of poison was found In the 
stomach. Mme. Martin has been arrest
ed and charged with the exercise of oc
cult powers. Witnesses have testified 
to Mme Martin’s alleged control over 
the dead woman, but it Is scarcely be
lieved that she will be prosecuted un
less facts are developed showing that 
she physically brought about the death 
of Mme. Chappuls. ■

Thos. A. Barker wtltes: “You need 
never ask me for a renewal of my sub

Mrs. Elizabeth J. Demorest s ad
dress for the months of January and 
February will be 68 Penn avenue, War
ren, Pa. Mrs. Demorest is a speaker 
and message medium.

Much interest and apparently some 
envy have been aroused in England by 
the extraordinary growth of the teach
ing of psychology in American univer
sities. Dr. C. S. Myers recent y read a 
paper on this subject at Cambridge in 
which he remarked that in America 
the fact is becoming recognized that a 
man of culture should know something 
not only of the works but also of the 
working of the human mind. Among 
the experiments for students that are 
now provided for ifi laboratories are 
those relating to color vision, to nerve 
reaction times, to-hearing, taste and 
smelling, to tactile sensibility, and so 
on. At Harvard a half year’s course is 
offered on the mental life of animals,- 
and elsewhere animal intelligence plays 
a considerable part In these studies.

W. H. Webber writes from Texas: 
“You are making a very attractive pa
per, and your subscription list ought to 
grow in proportion.” '

Synthesis is thg latest nomenclature 
of science for what it is pleased to term 
color-hearing or “receiving impressions 
of colors in cdnection with sounds the 
stimulating of one sense by another. 
A case Is reported at length in the Brit 
ish Medical Journal, of a boy "wfi° 
heard nothing without a definite im
pression of color; that all sounds were 
colored, Including cries of animals as 
well as of the,human voice; and in au
dition .to some sounds, tastes and sensa
tions were experienced.” But asi us
ual It is classed abnormal and the pa-, 
tient neuropathic. Classing medium
ship is a disease, has made more neu
ropaths among scientists than medi
ums among neuropaths A little inves
tigation in the right direction would 
have shown this boy to be a sensitive 
with clairvoyance as his most active 
auality—all senses becoming spiritual
Ized by degree and constitutes medium- 
Bhip—Arthur Milton.

we’hold a' mediums’ meeting; at 7:80 
our services, and also open meeting on 
Wednesday' evening for free thought, 
and every body seems to eujoy it,”

Anna H. Baird writes from Elyrju, 
OhlCl ‘“fiiG stale of Ohio has at tlie 
present time four missionaries who, un
der the guidance of our earnest and es
teemed president, Carrie F. Curran, of 
Toledo, are doing some very efficient 
work, which is telling for our grand and 
uplifting philosophy. People in general 
in this part of the country seem to car
ry the idea that all Spiritualists are yot 
in their A B Cs—table-tipping, etc. One 
lady said to me: ‘Spiritualists are a 
class of people who believe spirits come 
to them in the night; but they are a low 
class of people in general.’ I said: ‘If 
you had developed brain cells sufficient 
to hold spiritual truths, nature’s laws, 
you would not speak thus. We as,spir
itual Spiritualists do not think it would 
be demonstrating our beautiful philos
ophy to return you anything but pity 
for what you are not capable of receiv
ing at present. You are missing the 
choicest fruits nature can bestow In 
this life, or the life to come.’ Mrs. 
Elizabeth Schauss has been with us tor

knowledge of the truth through her , 
splendid work. The society has called 

............ . Mrs. Foye to the pastorate for the win- 
heretofort confining myself to what I ter, or for such length of time as she 
styled ‘heart to'-heart talks with a few shall choose to remain in Southern Cal- 
of tlie sobleties here in Chicago. Last ifornia. Last Sunday evening she and 
Sunday night Jan. 10,1 lectured for .the Mrs. Whitney occupied the platform to
Second GhurelFbf tho Soul, Brother gether. Mrs. Whitney christened two 
Shaffer pastor,"in Van Buren Hall, cor- children, a very beautiful and impress- 
ner Califoi nla avenue and Madison ive service; no water was used, flowers 
street. My Subject was 'Spiritualism taking its place. At the morning serv- 
Exnosed 11 and ;l' exposed it, but not in ice we have healing, conference and 
the manner Unit I presume a great messages; in the evening a lecture and 
many expected I would. I exposed it in messages. We have excellent inetru- 
all Its btirity,’ beauty, breadth and mental and vocal music under the di
depth of its glorious truths. I am pre- rectlon of Prof. Allen Parkinson. We 
pared to lecture for any new struggling are now occupying the large Burbank 
society without money or without hall, one of Uie best In the city, and we 
orlco for a time I feel and tiiat with- already begin to feel that it is none too 
out egotism that I can be of much use large. At the evening service every seat 
for the advancement and dissemination Is occupied. In connection with our 
of Spiritualism. My dates are all open morning work we have organized a ly- 
for tho balance of January and the ceum under the direction of Mrs. Dora 
month of February, and any society I Dally and Mr and Mrs. Sullivan. I con- 
Uiat wishes my services may address I gratulate The Progressive Thinker 
me at my home address, 3032 South upon the manner and character of its 
Park avenue, Chicago.” growth. Viewed from every standpoint

Nellie F. Burbeck writes from it Is a very able paper, and I take great 
North Plymouth, Mass.: "Enclosed you pleasure and profit in reading it 
will find remittance for the renewal of presenting its merits to our people, 
my weekly visitor, The Progressive Mrs. Jennie McNeil writes: I have 
Thinker and Dr. Peebles' Seers of the I been much interested in the Sympo- 
Ages. I am very much interested in all I slum on The Great Psychological 
his writings. I think, Brother Francis, Crime, and I think it will do much good 
your paper tbe best Spiritualist paper I and serve as a sieve to sift the wheat 
I have ever read. It keeps one think- from the chaff. I think we draw around 
Ing after reading its columns. I have I us the same class of spirits we are our- 
on file every paper but one since I be- selves. If we are strong for right and 
came a subscriber; that one I loaned to good we will not be bothered with evil 
a Quaker He became deeply interest- spirits. Like begets like, therefore we 
ed in reading it, and liked It so much should be very careful In choosing our 
he has forgotten to return It. I am company." 
deeply interested in the discussion by Mrs. Laraway writes from Mt. Clem- 
Mr. Howe and Mrs. Huntley, on Tbe enSj Mich.: “I have seen almost every 
Great Psychological Crime. I have been phase of mediumship demonstrated in 
a pqblio medium for the loved ones in iny Own home, and through my own in
spirit life for seventeen years, and I strumentality. I have never been a 
know I have seen more real happiness pUhllc medium; always doing my work 
In that time than In all my life before, ag ray guides have seen best. I expect 
I do not feel afraid tiiat evil spirits will to get into the work ere long. I am 
control me to be wicked and revenge- waiting for tne guides to say when. 1 
ful. I am pleased to know there is one hear spirit voices, see the spirits, am 
Spiritualist paper that is not afraid of very impresslonal, and have many 
the Roman Catholics, and that you times gone into other countries in soul 
speak out In your paper trying to im- flight. I was for many years used In on 
press upon tbe minds of the people tho unconscious trance, but later on, since 
great danger to our free public schools. my sight and hearing have become 
If people would become as interested in dear, I am not used in that line. Sev- 
thls subject as in The Great Psycholog- eral-times I have had my own sister 
leal Crime, and discuss that, I think it materialize in my own home. She 
would be doing humanity more good. came and brought my spirit children, 
It seems strange that people in this three In number. The Seers of the 
country are so blind; but are they Ages is fine and I am enjoying it." 
blind? If so, I hope their eyes may be Dr j A Bailey is now lecturing at 
open before It is too late.” Princeton, Ill. He Is an inspirational

H. F. Coates writes: “I wish to an-1 lecturer.
nounce that Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cot- Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secretary of tlie 
tage Grove avenue, where our meetings indlana state Association of Spirltual- 
are held, has not been condemned as I )8tB, jg iocated fOr winter at Fitzgerald, 
many halls have been, and invite all Ga she can be addressed there in care 
who are seeking for some place to at-1 of Gox 94.
tend. LastSunday, Dr. Hewitt S] lee- Moses Hull la now lecturing In Iowa, 
tore was filled with thought tor allI an h three montlis, engagement at 
a large audience greeted him. After ...
Feb. 1, our speakers will be changed In m _,nizxnnK Qnndtiv rrivinp’ thA ftudlftncG o. V£L~ I Jolin Smith, of Melvin, Ill., will fur* riety of thought from ourdmost able nlsh a good hall and entertainment for 
speakers Dr HewRt has Secured an any speaker who will visit Utat Place 
engagement with the society at Muncie, I and give them a atari- He tfiikns Ihe 
Ind., and after two years’ serving our Progressive Thinker the best out. 
society as pastor too much cannot be Mrs. J. H. Lyon writes : "Wanted- 
said of him as a man and a teacher. We Some good reliable trumpet medium to 
meet each Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m., join me In the work at a good, strong 
when all are welcome." point in Iowa. Full particulars will be

Flora W. Fox writes from Rochester, given by addressing me at Marshall- 
Minn.: “I wish to mention a worker I town, Iowa, General Delivery.
who is now located at Decorah, Iowa, R. J. Barnes writes from Newport, 
and has charge of a local society there. I Ky.: "After being a reader of your val- 
Although lacking physical Bight, Mrs. uable paper for a year, I enclose order 
Lois Smalley can sense the nature and to renew my subscription, and wish to 
spiritual status of both the embodied say that I have enjoyed reading your 
and disembodied“ alike. She is both paper very much, and my wife joins me 
clairvoyant and clalraudlent. She gave in its praise. I sent for and received 
two parlor lectures here which were all your grand premium books with the 
well received. ‘Snowball,’ a little In- I exception of the last. The Seers of the 
dian girl, gave many character readings Ages, by Dr. Peebles, which I now send 
and descriptions of spirit friends. She money for. The books are full of beau- 
rarely makes a mistake. She empha- I tlful thoughts and should be read by all 
sizes the fact that each person whether Spiritualists and seekers after truth, 
in or out of the body should get no more Through the great efforts of my friend, 
nor lees than he or she earns. She Mr. G. H. Brooks, while here in New- 
heaves a sigh and says she had a dread- I port, I am one of the many he aroused 
ful hard time in earning flowers tor her to the great truths of Spiritualism, and 
dress. The white indicates purity of it has made our home life more happy 
purpose, blue, love of truth, and pink I that it ever was before, and my wife 
the healing power over disease, and and I are striving and working for splr- 
when she does not the best she knows, itual Improvement.” .
a black flower makes its appearance E. W. Sprague and wife, N. S. A. mis- 
and spoils the looks of the dress. This sfonaries, have three Sundays In July 
has a deep meaning to each one, if we an(] one week in August still unen- 
but apply it. Mr. Will J. Erwood will gaged for camp work. They will be 
speak here again this week, and gives 1 - - ■ • ■ - - *■--

THE PSYGHObR^PH
-OR-

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Tbli Initrument Is lubitantlally the Bunie m 
employed by Prof. Here in bl* early inyciitl«Hou. 
1* IU improved form it Uai been before the public for 
more then seven year», end in tbe haudaot thouiapdi 
of periom baa proved IU superiority over the Plan- 
ehotte, and *11 ether initruiueuci which have been 
brought out In Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correcLnen of the communications received by 
iU aid. and as a menus or developing mediumship.

Do you wish to {nvMtigato Spiritualism?
Do you wiah lo dovelop Mediumship?
Do you oieoire to receive CommunicatioM?

Tho Fsychograph is au invaluable mutant, A 
pamphlet with full direction» fur tho 

formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mq^lumfihip

with every Instruuient. Many who were Lbt aware of 
their medlumlstio gift, have, after & few Fittings. . 
been able to receive delightful messages Avoluftl 
ttlghl bo filled with cummuudutory lutters. Ntpy 
Who began with It ai au amusing icy, fouud that the 
lutelligeuce controlling It knew more than them- 
Icives, and became cuuvurle to Spiritualism. 1

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: "I had 
comiuunloatlous (by tbe Psycbogruph) from n}*ny 
other friends, even from old acttlers whoso grave- 
Kodm are moss-grown in tho old yurd. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Splr- 
Ituaiiim is indeed true, and the communlcalluni have 
tlvan my heart the greatest comfort lu the severeil

I have Lad of son, daughter, aud tlMr mother."
I)r. Eugene Crowell, whoso writings have made hit 

game familiar to those InhweBUtd in psychic matters, 
irrites as follows: "I am much pleased with the Pay« 
obograph. It h very aimvlu In principle aud construe* 
liiML and 1 am sure must be far more btuslilvo to splr* 
Itual power than the one now lu use- 1 believe It will 
generally supersede the latter wheu IU suporlOf 
Uurlts biicome known."

Securely packed, and son t postage j)a id frOne 
ike mawufacturor, for $1.00, Address!

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heiuhts, Ohio.

one Sunday in December. She has won 
for herself great admiration as a speak
er. Her spirituality can be felt by the 
entire audience. We hold meetings ev
ery Sunday forenoon and afternoon. 
We have a very harmonious society. 
Nearly every member takes your paper, 
and could not get along without it."

Mrs. Kate R. Stiles, of Boston, is hay
ing great success with the First Spirit
ual Society, Hamilton, Canada. Up to 
the end of January her address will be 
446 Bay street North, Hamilton, Ont.

Mr. Max Gentzke, the newly appoint
ed German missionary of the N. S. A., 
and publisher of the German spiritual 
journal, Lichtstrahlen, gave two lec
tures in Chicago, Sunday, Jan 17; one 
before tlie German-American Naturalist 
Society, and tlie other before the Bund 
der Wahrhelt. On the 21st he lectures 
before the Bund Harmony, 523 Bel
mont avenue, at 7:30 p. m., and on Sun
day, Jan. 24, he will give two lectures at 
Milwaukee, Wis. Societies who have 
quite a number of German-speaking 
members, to arouse greater interest 
should engage Mr. Gentzke, who is an 
Inspired and untiring worker for our 
cause, and able to lecture in the Ger
man and English language. He is 
open for engagement after Jan. 25, and 
can be audressed at No. 13 Sllker ave
nue, Price Hill, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Scribe writes from Detroit: "Tlie

crowds attended her meetings.”
F. M. Hoover writes as follows ot 

The Progressive Thinker: “It beats ’em 
all.”

W. V. Nicum has been speaking of 
late in Evansville, Ind., and in his home 
city, Dayton, Ohio, to large and inter
ested audiences. He expects to speak 
the balance of January in Dayton, Ohio.

The Elmira (N. Y.) Advertiser says: 
“Mrs. Clara L. Stewart, secretary of the 
Morris Pratt Institute, of Whitewater, 
Wls., the only Spiritualist college in the 
world, conducted the services at the 
First Spiritualist Church last evening. 
Last night's service, as is customary 
with tho midweek service, was more iu 
the nature of a message meeting, but 
Mrs. Stewart in a short address ex
pounded many truths which were not 
applicable to Spiritualistic doctrine and 
creed only, but which appealed with 
great force to any healthy, reasoning 
mind. Mrs. Stewart has a pleasing 
personality and is an engaging speaker, 
holding the undivided attention of her 
audience."

L. M. Barrick writes -from Canton, 
Ohio: “I have nine of the premium 
books, and need the tenth one to com
plete the list. I would willingly pay 
the price for the paper for the contribu
tions from the pen of Hudson Tuttle 
alone. People who do not read The 
Progressive Thinker or some other 
good spiritual paper, cannot be good 
Spiritualists in the true sense of the 
word; willful ignorance and Spiritual
ism have opposite meanings. I hope 
the circulation of the paper will at least 
be doubled during the year 1904."

“Living matter must have begun to 
exist at some time definite in the 

! earth's history and must then have orig-

getting up, instead of your own. It Is 
remarkable how the subject will not 
down. You apprehended the book all 
right I think It has awakened more 
Interest than you anticipated. It is an 
education of mediumship greatly need
ed. It creates limitations. In Mrs. 
Huntley’s article this week she quotes 
Moses Hull as saying: ‘The higher me
diumship does not involve control at 
all.’ THAT DRAWS THE LINE, AND 
IS WHAT IS WANTED. IT MAKES 
CLEAR THAT CLAIRVOYANCE, 
SOUL-SEEING, IS NO MORE MEDI
UMSHIP THAN PHYSICAL SEEING. 
OTHER OUTGROWTH WILL COME.”

Titus Mehrrltt writes: "I agree with 
J. Clegg Wright’s remarks at the funer- 
of Margaret Fox Kane, March 11, 1893: 
‘We want less moonshine—that 1b cere
monial religion based on false opinions, 
and a more united effort to establish a 
rational scientific religion based on 
facts so ably and completely demon
strated by such spirits as Dr. DuFay 
and Franklin, through the Instrumental
ity of the justly celebrated Fox Sisters.’ 
Miss Margaret Gaule’s meetlngwith the 
First Association of Spiritualists was 
well attended by a very Intelligent au
dience, and it was pleasing to hear the 
satisfactory expression of the audience 
as they made their exit, having bought 
an unusual amount of Spiritualist liter
ature."

Brockways settled in this city last fall, 
and immediately began a revival in 
Spiritualism tiiat has attracted not only 
hundreds, but thousands of Investlga- 
tors. They took pleasant rooms at 21’ ' 
Columbia street East, and gave week
day and Sunday evening tests at one of 
the finest halls in the city. Dr.rf’antl 
Mrs. W. were joined during the holiday 
season by their son Charles. Dr. and 
Mrs. Brockway have taken a house for 
tho coming year, while Mr. Charles 
goes to Carnegie Hall, New York. The 
friends of Dr. and Mrs. Fish will gather 
at their new residence, 119 Congress 
street East, and hold a box social, Jan. 
19. Mrs. Fish is slowly recovering 
from a serious street car accident, by 
which one of her limbs was broken in 
two places. The attendance at the 
Spiritual Workers hall, Sunday even
ings, and the Thursday evening socials 
at 333 Michigan avenue, Is very large. 
The cause is booming on every hand. 
The fine sensible, original poem by Dr. 
T. Wilkins, 'interviewing Col. Robt. G. 
Ingersoll in Heaven.’ printed on page 12 
ot last week’s Progressive Thinker, will 
be read here Sunday evening.”

Miss Mary Sheltcnbach writes: “The 
First German Spiritualist Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 8 p. m., in 
Etrls Hall, 168 W. 23d street, New 
York. The meetings are well attended 
and the services conducted in a very 
able manner. The tests are given by 
Mr. F. Montsko, Miss H. Yuergensen 
and Mrs. E. Stumpf; they aro very sat
isfactory. The society celebrates Its 
third anniversary on Sunday, Jan 24, 
with a sociable In the afternoon, and in 
the evening Mrs. Amanda Coffman, 
of Grand Rapids, Mich., will occupy the 
platform and give her blindfolded tests. 
She is very good in giving the spirit 
messages in that way."

Wm. Strong writes from Hamilton, 
Canada: "Many new societies are being 
formed all over the country, and one of 
their first needs is a thoroughly reliable 

■ medium who can present both the phe- 
1 nomena and phlosophy of Spiritualism, 
1 and in a manner credtable to the cause.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTESI
RECITATIONS.

Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases,

taceums aud Societies that wish to get np 
VButifi luterestlug and paying eDieruiInments 60» 
not do better than to have r Prh.e Contest. Tbo eft 
tiro plan, with full direction«, 1» Iu the book, aura 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more quickly than an Angell 1‘rlz.e Contest! Noth
ing Is needed mure. Any Individual may. organize 
«ne in bls own town and reap u tinaucial reward«

TRY 1TI PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
Berlin Helrhta. Ohio« _

A Book of Great Merit
d nnri khn aa LlsclosHd In the Bible.” 

I d I 3 0 [ne By Ker. Arthur Chambers. 
C an'll- I Associate of King’s College,
uOiriL WOriO London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would Investigate and. 
learn the facts of Blblo teachings as well as, 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 11.10.

A Volume of WO large pages, treating very 
ntereatlngly it Life, Death and Immortality. 
Clairvoyance, Spirit Phenomena, Etc. as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated exponent of 
Theosophy. Price. 11.60.

Lizzie Ducker Lyness writes from 
Portland, Ore.: "On New Years eve a 
•watch-night’ service was held at the 
home of Mrs. S. B. Selp, and the.guests 
spent a most delightful time. The 

•charming hostess had planned a num- 
her of pleasant surprises, and we had 
short addresses, songs coffee and 
cake—a delightful hall-hour ot, social 
Intercourse, a 'message-basket,' withi a 
beautiful poetic message for each one, 
and the different psychics present made 
a tour of the parlors, giving »essages 
from the ‘Land beyond the cloud-rift. 
Promptly at the mystic hour of mid
night,, a tiny bell hidden In the alcove 
was rung, not only, to .welcome the 
New Year just born, but In Joyous 
nectancy of the universal work that we 
know will be done for our cause this 
year Mrs. Selp is an active and earn
est worker, and Is meeting with the 
success which she deserves Wei have 
two meetings here, and each hall is 
filled to the doors every Sunday even
ing. There is great Interest manifest
ed^ and we ate srowing. Portland ex
tends New Years greetings to The 
Progressive Thinker, and all Its read ers 8 Next week we shall send you no
tice of our next camp-meeting. We 
S,„nni this will be our banner year. In 
the universal work of disseminating 
light and truth.”

Dr H. A. Cross writes: "Dr. G. B. 
Warne was with us (Hyde Park Occult 
Society) Sunday evening last. We had 
a full house, and tho Doctor captured 
t.d captivated every soul,In the audl- 
once We made him an honorary mem 
?S?Af our society on that occasion. A 
bright future‘Is' very generally fire’ 
dieted for the Hyde Park Occult So-.

inated spontaneously or have come 
from space.” By that assertion and 
the additional one that life Is the result 
of chemical combination and that the 
time will come when it will be produced 
in the .laboratory, Professor Albert P. 
Matthews of the University of Chicago, 
strikes a severe blow at the orthodox 
belief. Dr. Matthews is professor ot 
physiological psychology, and his views 
appear in an article on "Will Living 
Matter Be Formed Artificially?” In the 
the current issue of The World To-Day. 
Dr. Matthews has made important dis
coveries along the line of the' article, 
and Is best known by his investigations 
upon the electrical changes in matter. 
He Bays ¡"There, are two facts which 
particularly assure us of the'ultimate 
formation of living matter by artificial 
means. These are: That living matter 
is at every moment being formed from 
the lifeless In ourselves and all about 
us, and that living matter must have be
gun to exist at some time definite in the 
world's history. Then as to the state
ment that life originated long after the 
formation of earth; life could not have 
existed on the earth until it cooled. 
Hence, life probably originated at the 
poles, as tbe poles cooled first. When 
the earth was very hot and cooling cer
tain compounds of carbon and nitrogen 
were formed in large quantities and 
then precipitated into the warm primi
tive sea; these compounds then entered 
into a reaction which resulted in the 
production of protoplasm, and this re
action has been handed down frojn one 
particle of protoplasm to another, from 
cell to cell, ever since. . To make living 

1 matter, then, we will have to duplicate 
i a reaction in which possibly several 
1 substances are concerned. I look for- 
• ward with confidence to, the artificial 
■ formation of protoplasm—and life.”

A member writes from Rockford, Ill.: 
“The Psychic Research Society of this 
city is In a flourishing condition. It 
now has a membership of over eighty. 
-Our president, Mrs. Hattie Howe, and 
our secretary, Mr. Smoos, and last but 
not least, Dr. Hammond (the father of 
the society), have built up this society 
in the short time of a few months. We 
have had with us for the last few weeks 
Mrs. Emma Nutt-Moore. She and her 
husband have kindlly given their serv
ices at our socials for the benefit of 
the society. Mrs. Moore has also lec
tured for us from the platform. She is 
a clear and comprehensive thinker, 
and we are sorry we cannot keep her 
with us. On Jan. 15 we hold our 
monthly sociable and also election of 
officers for 1904.”

W. Wines Sargent writes from Brook
lyn, N. Y.: "I notice in No. 737 of your 
paper, ‘Facts Relative to the Fox Sis
ters,’ furnished by Mr. Titus Merritt, to 
be in error In saying, 'Joseph L. Turner 
generously gave the privilege of inter
ment of Kate and Margaretta on his 
plot at Cypress Hill Cemetery.’ It 
should go in the history of Spiritualism 
to the credit of Mr. Joheph La Fame for 
thus providing a resting-place for the 
bodies of the Fox Sisters. One famil
iar with the exercises at that time 
appreciate tho statement, apologetic 
and otherwise of Mr. Merritt, and also 
the purity and unselfishness of that 
good man, Mr. La Fame, and who Is 
now resting, as he expressed a desire to 
the writer; ‘I shall deem it an honor, 
with all their shortcomings, to have my 
ashes and name in close ■ touch with

general satisfaction." '
Dr. Beverly writes: “Lakeside Hall 

was the center of attraction last Sun
day, as every other hall nearly on the 
South Side was closed. We are look
ing for the happy day when all work
ers and demonstrators will unite in 
love and harmony; then a building can 
be erected that will be fire proof, also 
proof against the rust of-dry doctrines 
and formal epeeds. Mrs. Murtha is 
drawing large crowds, and will remain 
with us during January to give her won
derful manifestations, both afternoon 
and evening. The society will give an
other party, Friday evening, Jan 29. 
This will be a leap year party and 
dance. A fine lunch will be served in 
the dining-room above. Booths for 
.palmists and mediums will be filled by 
the best, so everyone may secure a 
short reading, and know what the leap 
year will bring them. Rich widows 
and merry maids will pay the bills."

James H. Price writes: “Mrs. Maud 
L. Von Freitag, of Los Angeles, Cal., 
has just concluded a series of six week
ly meetings in Sawteile, Cal., adjacent 
to the U. S. Military Home, and through 
her marvelous gifts she has made many 
friends and converts. Her tests are 
given through ballots on which are 
written the questions to spirits. These 
are folded and placed on the rostrum 
before her. She then describes a spirit 
and answers the question. The partic
ular ballot is selected from the many 
by a tiny light appearing over the right 
one, or sometimes the pile is divided 
Into smaller; ones, the raps indicating 
the one containing the ballot. When

dress until March 10, Rochester, Ind. 
Home address, 618 Newland , avenue, 
Jamestown, N. Y.

W. C. Gilleo writes: “There is noth
ing to my knowledge in this sin-cursed 
and ungodly world, that Is causing more 
sorrow and distress, and damning more 
souls, and sending them down to the 
dark regions of sorrow and misery, 
than the accursed liquor traffic. If the 
manufacture and sale of the same were 
prohibited it would be a blessing to the 
country, but as long as a great many 
professors of Christianity, both in and 
out of Congress, vote for and use the 
same more or less, It will always be 
sold. If every professor of religion 
would vote as he prays, there would be 
a great deal less sold.”

F. H. Rice writes from Boston, Mass.: 
“The Ladles Spiritualistic Industrial 
Society at Dwight Hall,' 614 Tremont 
street, last evening held one of the most

John T. Dow writes as follows to Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond: "Your lecture or 
sermon, published in Ho. 736 of The 
Progressive Thinker, is a great consola
tion to me; not that.lt positively proves 
what I have so earnestly sought to find 
out, but it is the best argument and 
strongest indication in that direction. I 
have tried what seemed to me the best 
minds I could reach, both carnate and 
decarnate, to learn If possible the truUi 
as to whether mankind as individuals 
has existed as such from all eternity in 
the past I am satisfied that I will re
tain my individuality for ages after 1 
get out of this body; and yet there is no 
other truth, If It is a truth, I am sd anx
ious to learn as tiiat I am to retain that 
individuality throughout eternity. We 

‘ seem to have a beginning on this earth, 
but I really hope, It is only seeming. 
For I am Aatlsfled that whatever hau a 
beginning, will have an ending. As an

theirs.’ ” •
Mrs. Van Willetts, speaking of the 

discussion of "The Great Psychological 
Crime” book says'. "The good and puri
fier truth Is ready for use, and will be 
utilized by the wise and thoughtful 
minds In a manner to benefit our broth
ers and sisters. It has been a good 
and needed lesson; nature never makes 
mistakes; all that comes to us, we 
need. But even good things sometimes 
dull the appetite, and .a fast Is bene
ficial to establish an equilibrium. I, 
too, have passed through the struggles 
of mediumship. My teachers have ever 
been as kind and careful of my life ns 
a loving mother could have been, rea
sonable and just to all of my requests. 
My mediumship has been the meads of 
developing my mind along the lines of 
right living, both mentally and physical
ly, It has made life worth the. living, 
which before seemed rather doubtful. I 
most respectfully urge the home circle 
for development among pure-minded 
friends; under such conditions there is 
very little danger ot the lower spheres. 
My experience and positive evidence of 
continued life are priceless—And no re
grets to’follow.”

John W. Caldwell writes: “I write 
you these few lines to inform yourthat 
I have entered the lecture Held In be
half of this beautiful and Wonderful 
knowledge. Spiritualism. 1 have been

the right ballot Is- picked up the raps ■ 
again sound! in the affirmative. The 
ballot on being unfolded by Its claim
ant, always,proves to be, the correct 
one. It is quite-common for independ
ent writing to appear on these ballots. 
Skeptics having honest doubts aro in
vited to come, forward and select a bal
lot The medium 'describes the spirit 
addressed, gives Bill name, points out 
the writer oft therballot without being 
near or coming into contact with the 
ballots. A'unique-¡phase of this lady’s- 
mediumship is her.' answers to ques
tions throughrher-BIble guide. Anyone 
is privileged to ask a question on any 
subject. Tills Bito reads alond, re
questing herdBible guide to answer. 
The Bible is then opened apparently at 
random, and the proper verse is shown 
by a tiny light. This verse always 
proves a-fitting answer, either in the 
affirmative or negative. At a personal 
sitting with Mrs. Von Freitag I was 
strongly reminded of verso 29,4th chap
ter of St. John,; After an experience of 
thirty years with many test mediums I 
have had the best results through this 
gifted lady, for with her conditions 
seem to be always good.”

E, W- Allen, president of tho Truth 
Seekers’ Society, Los Angeles, *Cal„ 
writes; "We aro fortunate this winter 
in having with us Mrs.'Ada Foyo and 
Mrs. J. J. Whitney, two mediums of na
tional reputation. The society Is ex-

satisfactory meetings given this season. 
The audience was large and appreciated 
all the good things given to them in the 
way of remarks, tests, recitations and 
music. Mrs. Whitlock, who was with 
us for the first time in three weeks (her 
absence being due to illness) was 
heartily welcomed by all. Dr. Huott 
gave some very satisfactory tests. Mr. 
H. A. Kellogg, Mr. Scott, Mrs. M. J. 
Davis and Mrs. Shirley made remarks 
that were helpful to the society. Mrs. 
Dix, Mrs. Curtis, and Miss Ruth 
Hickey gave poems and recitations that 
were very fine. On Jah. 21, we will 
have with us from Lynn, Mass., Mrs. 
Dr. Caird, Mrs. LItch and Mrs. Helyett. 
Though strangers to most of us we 
know their presence will be felt and 
appreciated. A cordial welcome is ex
tended to all." •

Dr. A. M. G. Wheeler is now located 
at 36 Victoria street, Montreal, Canada. 
He is open for engagements for Feb-

I am the secretary of a young, thriving 
society here, and I write from experi
ence. At the present time we have 
Mrs. Kate R. Stilea of Boston, who fills 
the bill in a satisfactory way. As her 
time with us is up at the end of this 
month, my only motive in writing is to 
put others looking for such talent as 
she possesses, on the track, and thus 
render service in a good cause. The 
cause of Spiritualism has been slow to 
gain ground in Canada, but there is evi
dence most favorable to decided prog
ress at the present time. Our success 
depends very largely upon the quality 
of the instruments we may secure. We 
are not rich, therefore those mediums 
whose chief object is money, had better 
not come our way.' We shall be pleased 
to hear from those who have a real mes
sage for humanity, and are moderate in 
their demands.”

Dr. P. M. Harmon will occupy the 
rostrum of the Hyde Park Occult bo- 
clety at 323 East 55th street, on Jan. 24, 
and will answer ballot questions on re
ligious, scientific and other matters 
(not personal). We all need that sort 
of teaching. Come out and hear him.”

J. P. Plummer writes: "Look out for 
ballot-test. More deception Is prac
ticed tn that line than any other. Put 
your ballots In an envelope, and seal 
the same, and nine times out of ten you 
will get no response from the rostrum. 
Don’t Bend your ballots up unsealed.”

The National Sunlight Center Club 
and Its branches will give a benefit tor 
poor children, Feb. 6, at Baldwin s 
Plano Store, 207-209 Wabash avenue, 8 
p. m. Tickets, 50 cents.

ruary.
Mrs. Ida M. Gilbert writes from 

Pottsdam, Pa.: "Will you kindly allow 
me space In your paper that I may 
reach the outside world with a word in
regard to our development. Not three 
months since we first heard of the phil
osophy of Spiritualism, and through its 
phenomena received messages that 
made ft clear to our comprehension as 
a truth and at least ten of our little 
group are determined to find out a way 
to freedom, by living this beautiful prin
ciple We have had with us since Octo
ber Mrs. Elizabeth J. Demorest, of Pitts
burg, Pa„ and it can surely be written 
of her work, ‘Well done.* -Mrs. Demor
est is a speaker and message medium, 
and goes from here to Warren, Pa., She 
can be addressed at 58 Penn, avenue, 
Warren, Pa., for engagements.”

MrS Thos. J. Sheridan writes from 
Joplin, Mo.; "We have a small temple 
here and our'Work is going on finely; 
the motto of our temple Is, ‘The Broth
erhood of Man.’ Wo have a lyceum of 
about thirty-five in number, at two 
o'clock on Sunday afternoon. At 3.30

Modern 
Carpentry 
and Joinery
A Practical 
Manual.
Just Published 

By Fred T. Hodgson,

20th Geniuru Guide
TO

PALMISTRY
This Is the simplest, clearest and yei 

the most exhaustive presentation thia 
interesting science bos yet received. 
All of tbe discoveries, Investigations 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in thin practical, fascinating treatlsa 
on Palmistry.

There is no trait, no characteristic, no 
Inherited tendency, that is not marked 
on the palm of the hand and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol
lowing the principles enforced by the 
presented in this. Price, paper, 25 
cents; cloth, $1.

A CHANCE'TO MAKE MONEY.
1 have been Bolling "Non-Alcoholic-Flavoring 

Powders" for tho past six months and hav^ 
mode 1815,00. Every family buys three or foni 
boxes. The flavoring powders are better in cv 
«ry respect than tho liquid extracts, and an 
lovely to sell. 1 do not have to canvass. Peoph 
send to me for tho powders. Any Intelligent 
person can do as well as I and average 830.00 per 
week. I get my flavoring powders from tho Cal
ifornia Fruit & Chemical Co., St. Louis. Mo. 
Write them and they will start you in busi
ness. E. C.

"After Her Death. The Story 
Summer." By Lilian Whiting, 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced Ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into tho purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
thto office. Price, cloth, »1.

"Continuity, of Life a Cosmic Truth. 
Bv Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work ot 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
important subject Price, cloth, |1.

"Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Frico ftl.6"ta the World Celestial,” by Dr. r. A. 
Bland. Interesting, Instructive mnd 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Oloth 
bound; price ?1.

MARK CHESTER,
OR

A Mill and a Million. , 
This is one of Carlyle Petersllea's most IntoM 

Biting works. It Is purely a Psychical Romano«’ 
■noh os the author Is noted for producing. Yom 
need It In your library for the purpose of leadjl Ing your romance-loving children out Into th» 
light of occultism. Price, oloth cover, CO ctal, 
For sale at this office. '

The Romance of M ’. 
rlD0" Mid of his people- Given Through tho .■ r 
mediumship of MRS.M.T. LONGLEY, to IraO. 
Fuller, and by ulm dedicated to humanity. Ifc 
is enough to know this work came through thl» 
excollont modlum tx> recommend IL 174 page® ftf Interesting reading. Price, cloth, 50 cents.

II u or The Touch of An Angel 
Jim; Mother.
, BY CARRIE E. S. TWING.

Her dedicatory lines aro sufficient to sho 
the spirit of tho book aa well us the author, «r 
roads, ‘'Because my own children are all undef’ 
tho tender care of tho angels, and my heart 
hungry for the love of the young. I most Iovulkf 
ly dedicate this book to the children of thj 
world.” This book is full of soul elevating an 
Interesting thought Price, oloth, 81. For sal 

this office.

Bv Godfrey Higgins, Esq. This work is ona 
of fho Library of Liberal Classics/ Noi .
was better qualified to write an iinpartlalanra , 
honest Uto of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
Md this volume 1» intensely I
should be read in conjunction with GllflX®».- 
work. Price. 25 cents.------  : ■ . .
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This department Is under the man
agement of ;

Hudson Tuttle.
feddress him at Berlin, Heights, Okie«

COGENT COGITATIONS,
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the’ exact reverse.
The spirit spheres 

ethereal matter, not 
the sense that It can 
saales and measured

Some Thoughts paséd Upon Practical 
Obatrvatlon.

Ptallo. IJ*Sita 

5* A»«»,, hrough th*

Primary Cause of Hostility to the 
Jews.

Conveyed to Those Who Are Capable of 
. ’. Thinking. '

"Good-bye, dear angels, 
bright,

Ings on earth would be free from all 
forma of vice and only the purest, ho
liest and beat of tho Soul'« subUm« 
and supreme life would imd expression 
here. EVANGEL.

"Meatless Dishes,° - iWsl
Bdso10conta. - • ”

this book rom 
nlllng olalïab ' 
and^vdatta

are formed of 
"ponderable" In 
be weighed with 
with peck meas-

Good-bye, dear angels. 
t bright.

I’ll come again, when all is light!"

‘'ftwill $1ŸÜU8 CWXli&tQ PI 
I.

“EvwybQây will bo 0B<U’iui>d with it, lot n 1« 
not only & Bi’CLl Spiritual bo«lt, but » moil 
^ÄWtlTul roraiuiub ot two worltio."—Bannir at 

Alo Pilliteli In t’ltaanl etile and bound Üi 
etoth and gold. Pruni».

la the World Celestial
By DR. T. A. BLAND.

“It la innqprtsaibly Mlgktaü.”—Mott a X 
w thQ reader Into enchanting r«ha*"— 
Mediani QUKhor.

"Itla laumwly Interesting."—Rev. Minot X, 
S&vag«.

The Mystic Thssaurus,
Or mitletlon lu the Thwretlcnl ud Practical

ural Magic. “ Th® trqaLb ofTbjf Symbol bf

troood, Mwago ot tho Brathaxhouil, TUo Magle 
Mirror, eat! Celestial Coijmiiloui.uiu. ft li a 
|00d text book for etudaw, of the llj utlo, an! 
will beaoat postpaid, In piper, for Sl.M.

OBSESSION.

BY MOSES HULL.

A COMBINATION OF

TUB QUESTION SETTLED

TUB CONTRAST

PHICE SI.

ner.

J.H.Hlll.M.D.

th*

loto-

fev AW®-Ä(65HKS^rtaras^

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
, fcuvo called forth such a host of re- 

«pendents, that to give all equal heor- 
tug compels the answers to be made la 

; Mhe most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as- 
sertlve, which of all things Is to be dep- 
.reented. Correspondents often weary 

With waiting for tho appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 

Y several weeks ahead of the space given, 
*lenc° there Is unavoidable delay. 

' mery one has to wait bls time and 
. Place, and all aro treated with equal 

favor.
NOTIOE.-No attention will be given 

, anonymous letters. Full name and ad-
ù drees must be given, or the letters will
V .. not bo read. If the request be made,
I \ the name wlU not be published. Tbe

\ correspondence of this department has
M hecomo excessively largo, especially let

■■Â $ers ot ln<iulry requesting private an-
• K" 'Tf Sjvers, and while I freely give what- 

Jil-^er Information l am able, the ordl- 
jli'^w ’nary courtesy of correspondents is ex- 
1 pected. HUDSON TÜTTLH.

, N.-B. Freeland: Q. Is It not true 
that every ponderable, Individualized 
entity Is a union of matter, force and 
Intelligence, these constituting life, 
end in the absence of any one of these 
three there is no life? Therefore as 
the spiritual philosophy premises a 
continuous life without a ponderable 
spiritual body, does not science compel 
the conclusion that a future spirit life 
is an impossibility?

A. It Is not true that a living being 
Is the result of the union of matter, 
force and Intelligence. Life has never 
been defined, and no test can distin
guish between the dead and living ma
terial. But we have here no cause for 
argument, for the spiritual philosophy 
does not claim that spirit existence Is 
maintained without matter. It claims

He was educated at Oxford, and a Fel
low of the Royal Society, and dovoted 
to science.

The circumstances pi his birth made 
life in England so disagreeable to him, 
that he became an exile and resided on 
the continent, mainly at Genoa, Italy, 
where he died in 1829. He bequeathed 
his entire estate valued at $500,000—It 
realized $541,379—to the government of 
the United States for tho object of 
founding an institution especially de
voted to the advancement of scientific 
knowledge. Although he had never 
visited this country, he had faith in It, 
and that it would carry out his designs 
more effectively than any European. 
The sum he gave was not large com
pared with the gifts of our modern 
Croesuses, but at the time it was even 
greater, comparatively. His will reads: 
“left to the -United States for- the pur
pose of founding an Institution at 
Washington, to bo called the Smlthson- 
lon Institution, for the increase and 
diffusion of Itnowledge among men.” 
Farther on he reveals the Buttering of 
his proud spirit, and a prevision of 
what his legacy meant for mankind. 
He says, "My name shall live in the 
memory of man, when the titles of the 
Northumberlands and the Percys are 
extinct and forgotten.”

The government accepted the trust 
in 1836, and In 1846 the Institution was 
established. Probably never was a will 
carried out to the letter and the spirit 
more exactly to the Intentions of its 
maker, than the government has per
formed its duties in this ease. It has 
added to the fund; but the plan has 
broadened and shaped the course of in
vestigation in the National Library, 
Museum, and Agricultural Depart
ments. It turned tho attention of its 
Legislation in the right direction, fos
tered the true scientific spirit in pur
suit of knowledge, and has been a po
tent spirit in placing this country in 
the first ranks of the world’s civiliza
tion. Millions on millions may be 
given to universities, but the results 
are secondary, and may.be said to grow 
out of and be accessory to this begin
ning made by this earnest man, who 
far ahead of his time, foresaw the 
needs of the future, and how the best 
Interests of mankind could be sub
served, and superstition overcome by 
knowledge.

Every American citizen should re
joice in tho proposal of Prof Alex. Gra
ham Bell, to remove the remains of 
Smithson from Genoa, to Washington, 
where already his monument, more 
glorious than any triumphal column 
ever erected, awaits their reception. 
To bring his ashes to this sepulchre Is 
only a slight token of respect, such as 
impresses the mind of men; the great
est honor we can as a nation bestow, is 
to hold fast to his idea that to gain 
knowledge and diffuse It Is the salva
tion of mankind.

Maa fc Epitome of the Uni»
. . ------ .------------- - y, , Vi

ures, yet with no greater remove from 
hydrogen, than that gas Is from the 
dense metals. Matter in this form of 
attenuation is called substance, and 

/ from this the spirit entitles are formed 
which continue the existence of this 

' life. ,
, Man is a dual being; a terrestrial, or 
' physical body, and a celestial or spirit

ual body which carries with It life and 
Intelligence. Not to stop to dispute 

■ who St. Paul may have been, he cer
tainly gave a clear and concise expla
nation of this matter when he said: 
"There are also bodies celestial and 
bodies terrestrial, but the glory of the 
celestial Is one and the glory ot the 
terrestrial Is another. So also Is the 
resurrection of the dead, It Is sown in 
corruption; It Is raised In incorruption. 
It is sown in dishonor, it is raised in 

t , glory; ft Is sown In weakness, it is 
‘¿■y1 raised in power It is sown a natural 

X.'Tfftffrestrfair b’ody* it is-raised a splrlt- 
/ ^uaL body.?’ -Death, then, simply means 

! - tifò separation ot the “terrestrial” or 
“natural” body from the spiritual. The 

, birth- and growth of this terrestrial 
- body has for its purpose the evolution 

of the spiritual.
Science Is the handmaid of Splrltual- 

. ism, which therein widely differs from 
nil religious faith«.

Marcus A. Post: Q. Who were the 
Magi, and has the order of that name 
any "wisdom" or knowledge, derived 
from them and unattainable outside 
that order?

- A. The Magi were a priestly caste 
of Media, and when that country was 
united with Persia the Magian and 
Persian religions were blended, and 
remained united until In the reign of 
Cambyses, the Magians attempted to 
place one of their own number on the 
throne. Being defeated In this, the re
ligion of Persia, that of Zoroaster was 
established in that empire.

I Tho Magians worshiped the sun, as 
‘ did the Persians, and believed In two 

great principles, Good and Evil. They 
were possessors of all the knowledge 
of their time, and versed in the leger
demain which awed the superstitious 
people. Hence they were called “wise 
men,” and magic, the art of illusion 
and deception, received front them its 
name.

The modern order is secret, like the 
Masons, but it can have no store of 
knowledge acquired from the ancient 
priestly order, because had these “wise 
men," been ever bo learned, the very 
language in which It was expressed, 
died with them. To pretend that there 
is knowledge behind the veil of the 
mysteries of any order, which can be 
gained in no other manner than by inl- 
tiation is- simply charlatanry.

There are many who admire ceremo
nies, forms and rituals, vows and oaths 
of secrecy, and to be decked in re
galia. They delight In mysticism, and 
symbolism. Such will gather in secret 
societies, which cultivate fraternal feel
ing and stimulate social life. It has 
been thus since history made Its first 
records, and In the beginning It was 
partially true that Initiates gained a 
higher knowledge. In the "mysteries” 
of ancient Greece, all the beliefs, spec- 

\ ulations and knowledge of the time 
\ was concentrated, and Initiation was ;a 

course of 'Instruction nowhere else 
¡given. ■= Blit what little is now known of 
the instructions therein given, prove 
that they were dogmatic speculations, 
bewildering and valueless. ■ With the 
passing of the- old religion and the ad
vent of the Christian faith, all was lost 
except tie dogmas, forms and rites 
adopted by the church

O. M., Seattle, Washington: Q. 
Was’ Smithson, founder of the Smith- 
Boriian Institution, a citizen of the 
United; States?

A; ’ He was not, Rntl nover saw this 
country.- lie was born in England, 
17G5; the natural son of the first Duke 
of Northumberland, his mother being, 
as he describes in his will, "heiress of 
Hungerfords of Stedley, and niece to 
'Charles tho Proud, Duke of Somerset.”

F. M. W.: Q. What is locomotor 
ataxia, its cause and Its cure?

A. It Is a disease of the spinal cord, 
by which the co-ordination of the nerv
ous system is disturbed and the motor 
action becomes uncontrollable by the 
will. There are many causes, constant 
jarring when standing, such as engin
eers receive on locomotives, or acci
dental concussions, as from falls, etc. 
The most prolific cause Is organic dis
turbance of the .sexual system, which 
physicians regara as effects of the dis
ease instead of its cause.

It is a most insidious ailment, com
ing on slowly, with numbness and 
more or less pain In the legs and feet.

There is no cure when the disease is 
once established, for it is organic 
change in the nerve structure which Is 
irreparable. But in its earlier stages, 
by at once avoiding the causes inducing 
It, and observing , strict hygienic -rules 
of living, as exercise in the open air, 
ventilation, a genuine diet of cereals 
and fruits, with fish In preference to 
flesh, the progress of the disease may 
be checked and in many instances 
health restored.

Spiritualism and Protestantism.
To the Editor:—It would be amusing 

If it were not so inconsistent, this con
stant, irreconcilable, Incongruent dis
cussion in the Spritualistic press be
tween the two so-called religions—-Spir
itualist and Protestant. Both emanat
ing in and from the same embryotlc 
principle, the existence of life after 
death; and yet each widely divergent 
from the other. One has for Its foun
dation the quotations of those who have 
long since passed away; the other, act
ual contact and knowledge, positive evi
dence and demonstration, actualities 
that come within the cognizance of the 
physical senses, and are Incontrovert
ible.

And yet eminent scholars will arise 
in debate on the relative merits of the 
two religions. There can be no de
bate; there Is no parallelism in their in
tegral dogmas. One is built on supposi
tion, the other on facts. If, on “All 
Fool’s Day,” a gentleman passing along 
the street should see a hat, and giving 
it a vigorous kick, find to his sorrow 
that It contained a brick, his sense of 
feeling and seeing would be sufficient 
evidence to him that there was a brick 
there, and the question to him would 
not be debatable; and again on enter
ing an edifice he sees a man on the ros
trum speaking, and the man says, in 
substance, "A whale swallowed a man, 
and tbe man .was in the belly of the 
whale for three days, and the whale 
threw him out, and he was yet alive.” 
In the first example, the evidence of 
the brick and Spiritualism are correla
tive; both dealing with actual tenacious 
facts that are not disputable; and, on 
the other hand, the ’ example of the 
whale, there is—well, some people pre
fer a fish diet. •"

AUGUSTINE GARLAND.
Clyde, Ill. ■

"Principles of- Light and Color." By 
H. D. Babbitt, M. D;, LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made, ainenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forcés* will find instruction of 
great value and interest . A large, four-’ 
pound book, strongly 'bound, and con- 
talning beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wOnderful work and you will 
be delighted with it ~

"Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1.60. For sale 
at this office. .

“Why I Am . a Vegetarian." By J. 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 25 
cents.

“ftoW Shall I Become a Medl- 
inn,” Fully ftqsWeilBd

In‘Mediumship and Its Laws. Its Conditions 
i>nd Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 

nts. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, O. j

What a vista of awe-inspiring sug
gestive possibilities is presented to the 
spiritual perspective when the vision is 
not obscured by the embodied ideas of 
superstition. When we dare to pre
cipitately put aside these cherished de
lusions, our spiritual perceptions em
brace a wider range; we boldly tear 
asunder the curtains of the holy of 
holies, and demand knowledge and pow
er In proportion to our receptivity. This 
intense aspiration becomes an “Open 
Sesame' to new revelations, astound
ing, ennobling, imparting dignity and 
investing tho human soul with regal 
robes such’ as It never fore before.

Instead of cringing In abject submis
sion to a fetish of thought, man proudly 
rears his heaven-erected face, and 
claims kindred with the mightiest ser
aphs, archangels or human gods in the 
infinite realm of the spirit; for all tbe 
potential possibilities heretofore as
cribed to a personal Deity we uow know 
can be displayed by man. It is only a 
question in degree of unfoldment

The timid soul who iq dismayed by 
tlie whirlwinds of thought that are puri
fying the stifling atmosphere, aud intro
ducing pure breezes of strenuous aspi
ration lor h-byier things, may with nerv
ous trepidation decry this dethroning 
of a cherished ideal, but until thqt con
ception of a perfect personal God shall 
be consigned along with the idea of a 
personal devil into the dark labyrinth
ine past, man will never realize his 
greatness, his possibilities, and his kin
ship to the highest Good.

Tell him that he Is a weak, Insignifi
cant worm, unworthy to breathe in the 
presence of a barbaric Deity, and he 
will grovel submissive in the dust, a pit
iable travesty on'the divine within him; 
but assure him that everything exter
nal to himself is but the vassal of his 
latent irresistibility, and internal Infin
ity of power, and his very soul will leap 
within blip. He will demand Gods for 
his companions and associates, and 
nothing short bf universal expression 
will circumscribe his laudable ambition.

Tell him that all nature Is but an em
bodied expression of human thought; 
that her sighs, sorrows, moanings, vio
lent emotions, turbulent Inharmony, 
and varied moods, but voice the charac
teristics of her master man, and he will 
wisely maintain how tremendously im
portant it is to know this; because as a 
factor or unit in the great aggregate of 
human Intelligence he can be instru
mental In assisting towards the promo
tion of her beauty and harmonization.

When man stepped down from spirit 
lite to measure his strength with mat
ter, for the first time, although he com
prised within himself all spiritual possi
bilities, he was quite unconscious of his 
latent qualities and potentialities. He 
had been summering In Infantile sensi
bility as a personality in the spiritual 
world, but individuality was to him un
known. The desperate encounter with 
the external became absolutely neces
sary, in order to arouse a consciousness 
of his relationship to the outward world. 
He must therefore appropriate a phys
ical form, such as nature at that time 
could supply; and that covering of the 
spirit was coarse and crude indeed. 
Desperate and fearful were his con
tinual struggles for existence with the 
brute beast of the forest and field. 
However he eventually asserted su
premacy, and as he traveled through 
the ages, he gradually compelled nature 
to furnish him with more salubrious 
conditions, and she became adorned 
with loveliness and beauty, in obedi
ence to his Imperious desires.

When he had received the co-opera
tion of other compeer spirits, who were 
like himself' unfolding Individuality for' 
eternal conquests in the spirltuaLworid, 
he wrested the secrete'from nature's 
bosom, and she complied obedient to 
his will.

Although she possessed Internally 
possibilities for all his requirements, 
yet she recognized her master, who was 
greater than all beside. In times past 
—away down the ages, she had thun
dered forth her protestations, and made 
his very heart quake within him in ab
ject fear. How she howled and roared 
in her Irrepressible anger; how shp tore 
asunder the very ground upon which 
he trod; how she flashed forth the ter
rible volcanic fires, and lashed into fury 
the mountains of the mighty deep. 
Truly his life had few charms, but slow
ly and surely the warrior overcame the 
foes suroundlng him, and he began to 
feel the throbblngs of the divine life 
within him.

When he entered the arena of conflict 
with the mighty force operating upon 
him, he seemed to sense intuitively that 
the crowning glory of victory was a 
prize demanding every latent energy of 
his soul; consequently he girded up his 
loins, summoned all his Innate possibil
ities, poised his will and determination, 
and hurled the gauntlet in the face of 
nature, who contested every inch of the 
position.

But she was cruel only to be kind. 
She voiced obedience to the soul-cry for 
something to act upon and with. She 
aroused the dormant aspirations, and 
elicited from the Internal man what no 
power In the spiritual universe could 
possibly unfold.

Even hs "the naked negro panting at 
the line” would ever remain unpro
gressive without the stimulus of civil
ization, so primitive man, with, every 
physical requirement supplied without 
physical exertion—with no antagonistic 
impulse from his collaborateur-nature, 
would have passed back to spirit life, 
his experience forfeit to lassitude and 
inactivity. His sojourn on earth would 
not have been practically Instructive, as 
his spiritual guardians, desired. .

Nature—a spiritual condition, ren
dered objective, was not projected forth 
to antagonize him, that his progress 
might be Indefinitely delayed; but as his 
best and truest friend. In the external 
she cooperated with him, although in 
his ignorance he knew it not - With 
"the trailing clouds of glory” envelop
ing him, his native impulse would-be to 
indulge In day-dreams, but the demands 
of the physical, and the school-masters 
of adversity aroused the. flagging ener
gies; gradually the internal sensed tee 
external, and nature taught him a di
vine lesson, and a new spiritual rela
tionship.

What is nature but tho diffusion of 
'man’s possibilities?

Were it possible to concentrate these 
elements diffused, we should have a ma
terialization of man’s physical organ
ism. Her internal, essential. Invisible 
potentialities are correspondentially 
spiritual, and primordtally were part of 
the spiritual man before such 'sub
stance became objective; as we seo it 
to-day. .
' Without man nature could have no 
existence. If man could be withdrawn 
from the spiritual world, no spiritual 
world could exist. . ? ...........

Truly, has it been inspirationally de
dared "There is nothing outside the 
human soul that is real.”
. Physical man Is the counterpart of 
objective nature. Evon as-.the external 
world can. be thrown into confusion and 
convulsions by violent outbursts of la
tent energy, so man can.by tho ragtag 
tetapeste of Internal emotion cause a 
mighty revolution in his material or
ganism. So much so as to. threaten to 
Bovor the spirit from tho body.........

The apparently incredible statement 
has been rejjeatfdly made through in-

spired lips that "It would r&julro a ser
aph's tongue an age Uytel.lg the beau
ties and possibilities ' ot the spiritual 
world. Now what 4s the spiritual 
realm? It stands in y»? sagie relation 
to tho spiritual man a$7ext$ijial nature 
does to the material pr; objective man.

What is beauty? Bgftutyi? but a rel
ative condition of harmony Existing be
tween tfie human souljaiid ifte external. 
In tho spiritual rpalnj, lua^-in a com
paratively high state sjtfritual ad
vancement, breathes fqrth thoughts in
expressibly beautiful; jjils syfrouudlugs 
correspond therewith; ¿nd-^loveliness 
indescribable, glorious, 'peg/jefui, har
monious and inspiring,', .reflpcts his di
vine condition of foubunfoldment.

In the spiritual'seance the Individual
ity called a spiritual being, wishing to 
clothe himself with a physical body for 
the time being appropriates from the at
mosphere and surroundings, all the nec
essary elements to subserve his pur
pose. Thus nature possesses In solu
tion everything embodied by man. 
Spiritually, she can be blessed and beau
tified by the congenial,, harmonious 
breathings of the human spirit.

Man takes the wild rose of the forest, 
smiles upon, loves, cherishes tenderly, 
transplants that gem of beauty, and by 
his mysterious thought-power brings a 
superior offering on the altar of na
ture—yes, and his loving spirit can 
truly make "the wilderness blossom as 
the rose." Nature is not then really an- 
tagonlstlc to man, but ¿he is a neces
sary auxiliary to his spiritual unfold- 
ment. While he is tempestuous and In
harmonious In the expression*, of his 
emotions she voices exactly and' truly 
the moods of his soul, but when the ob
jective man snail have become abso
lutely subservient to the spiritual, inex
pressible beauty will characterize the 
outer world; stprms and tempests will 
become things "of the past, violence and 
commotion will be no longer known, 
and peace and harmony will reign su
preme. . C, G. OYSTON.

Seattle, Wash.

The massacre and savage treatment 
of the Jews in Russia in, 1903 Is now a 
fact of history, which .produced a great 
sensation in the civilised world and has 
been a subject of wide comment and 
discussion. Similar cases ot hostility, 
enmity, violence against the Jews have 
been of frequent occurrence along the 
line ot past ages among Christian na
tions. The massacre.,in Russia is a 
small affair in comparison with the 
persecution and destruction of Jews by 
the Christian Spaniards.’

Various causes have beqn assigned 
for this condition ot ..things, but It 
seems to me our late Writers have not 
touched the fundamental cajse. And I 
will affirm that Christianity is the pri
mary and chief causent thé persecut- 
tlon and responsible fojr it „¿nd I will 
proceed to adduce some faists to sus
tain this averment. . ,

The converts and aiRieren'ts ot Chris
tianity hold antipathy for tie Hebrew 
race, as an inevitable*; consequence of 
the system. No one can read the Gos
pel and accept it as a, true,, narrative 
without acquiring a . dislike for the 
Jewish character. Itiffeema.to be the 
leading design of the book to prejudice 
the minds of readers sftalns't* the Jews. 
Even the “heathen CW-sé". on learn
ing -something of the ■Curwfanrellgio.n, 
naturally.become prejudiced' against 
the Hebrews, '¿nd rlght'.bétbrè ôur own 
doors they will abuse and insult the 
Jews. "Yoù bad Jew. You velly bad 
man. You kill Mellcan man Joss.”

Theologians teach that God foreor
dained that Jesus Christ should be slain 
as a sacrifice and sin offering for the 
salvation of njanklnd, and that it was a 
matter of .the utmost Importance that 
he should be crucified Jto complete the 
plan of salvation; nevertheless they 
condemn the Jews for, .performing the 
job, and hold the whole Hebrew race 
under a perpetual curse’for what a 
few of their ancestors .did- long ago.

Jesus said to the Jews: "Behold, 1 
send you prophets and Wise men, and 
some of them ye shall ‘ kill, crucify, 
scourge and persecute, that upon you 
may come all the blood shed upon the 
earth from righteous Abel to Zacharias. 
(500 B. C.) Verily I sa/ unto you, all 
these curses shall come upon this gen
eration." That speech was Inspired by 
malice and chagrin. The killing, 
scourging, persecution for which the 
generation has to suffer had not yet 
taken place. Jesus assumes that these 
things will happen and his belief that 
they "will kill, crucify, scourge" his 
prophets and agents is based on his ex
pectations that his agents will anger 
and provoke them to do it; for he tells 
his disciples that their reward In heav
en will be in proportion as they suc
ceed in making themselves hated and 
detested. Why that generation should 
suffer for righteous blood shed centu
ries before they were born, Jesus did 
not say. •

Jesus was led to say many Impru
dent and foolish things because of his 
enmity toward the Jews-^because they 
would not accept him and his theology. 
He condemned them, called them ser
pents, generation of vipers, hypocrites, 
wolves in sheep’s clothing. He railed 
at them because they had broad phy
lacteries, enlarged borders of their gar
ments and liked to slfhigh up in the 
church. He told the people to call no 
man Rabbi or master^+-that ho was 
master and wanted that glorification 
for himself—that “no mon knoweth tho 
Father save the Son’’44-that he was 
next to God and there is-no chance’ for 
any of them unless they; square them
selves to the rules he laydown. He was 
a man of authority. Thenitfl-flagrant 
contradiction he taught tne people 
Whoever shall exalt ilmsiie shall be 

abased and he that htùnbiéa himself 
shall be exalted.” He made! Himself ob
noxious to the Jews byneffotlte to array 
them against their chosenqieaders by 
petty attacks upon customs Which were 
harmless. His attitude’waé pointedly 
against their religioncafad :itls purpose 
was to destroy theiriwlnstltution and 
worship, and substitute; in ftts place a 
worship of himself as tile orfiy one who 
knew God. His objectlwos fee defama
tion of tho Jewish character, and the 
effect of it has been th® degradation of 
the Jews. His conduct and 'character 
are in positive confllcHwlthH’.hls own 
moral precepts. j(a- 1 b

History speaks and tteilsifi'ow Chris
tianity has been built'»n"'this ruins of 
the Hebrew race, and how it has been 
a curse to the world. 'Tho Jews must 
be adequately punished' for killing 
Christ—himself, a Jeww-to fulfill pre
dictions made by him)-and Jews will 
suffer as long as Christians hold -the 
power and control. >.

Christianity has a few morals mixed 
in; It to make it acceptable’ and toler
able, but it is a bloody religion, found
ed on a case of murder) hence, it is not 
at all surprising that Rs adherents and 
devotees should bo of warlike; bloody- 
minded disposition. { -

A. H. NICHOLAS.

Having occasion to study Spiritism as 
a science, 1 went, among Insane persona 
while they were in prisons and hospit
als, sanitariums and. asylums for insane 
persohB. .
> While I was studying In a sclenUfic 
manner I avoided making any sugges
tion to the doctors, attendants or pa
tients, but observed the patients' acts. 
In one case I was in doubt about tire pa
tient's movements; I was in doubt of 
its being a human spirit obsessing that 
man’s body. I called to my aid on ex
pert animal trainer from a circus and 
asked him to tell me what animal 
moved similar to that insane man. I 
had thought his acts were of a bear. 
Tho circus animal trainer said, “He 
moves like an elephant in captivity.” 1 
afterward saw an elephant in chains, 
and the opinion or knowledge of spirit 
other than human in body, obsessing a 
human is clearer to me.

Obsession, the act of besieging, or the 
condition of being besieged, is common 
among Spiritualists, while Christians, 
Freethinkers, Agnostics, Hebrews and 
others put their obsessed in prisons for 
the insane, till asylums and hospitals 
are crowded; and the ignorance about 
Spiritualism by graduates of medical 
colleges Is a menace to all classes of 
mankind. There has been a common 
practice in this nation for the ignorant 
to deny without Investigation, without 
reading the history of that which they 
deny, because of ignorance. Gods have 
a place In history as much as George 
Washington or Saint Peter.

Obsession by spirit is very old in his
tory. The condition of a person vexed 
or besieged by an evil or ignorant spirit 
Is and was the same as possession of a 
person by a spirit other than the orig
inal spirit of a living body.

Persons were killed for being ob
sessed by a familiar spirit or spirits. 
Now many such people are called In
sane, are put in prisons for the insane, 
and there they live and die because 
graduates of medical colleges are Ignor
ant about spirit forces. While I was 
operating on human bodies and minds 
with hypnotism, I solved to myself the 
mysteries of the spirits’ returning as if 
they lived forever.

Spiritualism will gain by teaching 
truth about obsession by spirit. Spirit
ualists escape the effects of evil and Ig
norant spirits because they have some 
among them who teach and have power 
with good and wise spirits, or reverse 
it, by saying persons are led by good 
and wise familiar spirits, as the Spirit 
led Jesus into the wilderness. Jesus 
cast several spirits from the body of 
one person. I have seen several spir
its obsessing one human body in one 
day.

Let us get at the truth. Tell the truth 
so clear that the road to truth is blazed 
forever. I have no obsessing spirit 
forces now in my body, but 1 have had 
them cause me to speak os I was not 
in the practice of speaking. I am a 
strong, determined, healthy man, yet 1 
knew my body was being used by sev
eral powerful spirits (friends) for a 
time. I was thus taught one of the 
mysteries of the ages, power by spirits’ 
obsession. AURIN F. HILL.

Boston, Mass.

■<—r*.— ............................. wsaacae
anfi there certainly must have bean 
some good reason tor it or It would not 
have bean done. What was said about 
It at tho time does not appear, but we 
presume that there was no- criticism ot 
1? in America or in England and else
where in Europe, and yet now that the 
French government Is suppressing va
rious religious orders, closing the mo
nastic establishments and confiscating 
state, some of the . American 
Roman Catholic newspapers like 
the Freeman’s Journal of New 
York, cannot find words to express 
their horror of what they regard as a 
terrible sacrilege. Yet France is only 
doing what Portugal was doing seventy 
years ago.—Sandusky (Ohio) Register.

"Whene’er a snowflake leaves the sky, 
It turns and turns to say ’good-bye! ’ 
Good-bye, dear cloud, so cold and grey, 
Good-bye, dear cloud, so cold and 

grey,’
Then silently It stole away!"

The words of this beautiful song 
have special reference to the soul of 
man when their real meaning is deter
mined. Perhaps It would be nearer the 
truth to say that the poet has given us a 
nature-picture which reveals to us 
much of beauty, and hints at the 
ground facts with regard to the de
scent of the child of the Soul to take 
possession of its earthly form. The 
Soul is always in action, it seeks to 
progress by every possible means and 
plans its work of development with as
s duous care. It realizes that all pos
sible experiences must be its portion 
ere it can arrive at the Nirvana of Wis
dom and Power.

In order that the sum total ot all pob- 
slble experiences may be found, it adds 
trie factors of existence together by 
means of repeated manifestations of 
Its vital and mental forces. These 
are gained by practical contact with 
the world of sensation, as well as that 
of Impression. To gain these, the soul 
elects to manifest itself In finite ex
pressions, seeking always those ave
nues that will give it the best opportu
nity to realize its special needs. With 
due care, and prayerful consideration 
It selects planetary parentage for its 
finite child, and sends It to the earth 
or to some other planet, to work out 
the problem that will add to the sum 
total of knowledge possessed by the 
soul Itself.

Brief reference was made tn the Reg
ister In connection with some remarks 
about the notions of Archbishop Quig
ley, of Chicago, concerning the intelli
gence of the people of the European 
countries In which tho schools are un
der the absolute control of the clergy. 
Portugal was mentioned incidentally 
and what that country bad done.

The Roman Catholic faith 1b the 
state religion of that country. Other 
forms of worship are tolerated but as 
there ¿re practically no people there 
who belong to any other than the Ro
man Catholic church the toleration 
amounts to nothing. The total num
ber of Protestants in Portugal does not 
exceed 500 according to the latest re
port There is a litue Protestant chapel 
at Lisbon and another at Oporto. The 
total income of the hierarchy of the 
church amounts to about 300,000 mill- 
rels. A millrels is a coin commonly es
timated at five shillings English money 
or about 108 cents American money. 
The word is variously spelled as fol
lows,, Mlllrea, mlllree and millrels, the 
last the one generally used in England. 
There are no less than 93,979 parishion
ers. AU the conventual establishments 
of Portugal were suppressed by law. 
May 28,1834, and their property confis
cated for the benefit of the state. At 
that period there existed in that coun
try 633 monasteries and 118 nunneries 
with about 18,000 monies and nuns who 
had an annual income of nearly $5,000,
000. The money was applied by the 
state under the law to the payment of 
the national debt, a most excellent use 
for it. A library of 30,000 volumes was 
set up at the convent of San Francisco at 
Lisbon, the collection being ot books 
and manuscripts which had been gath
ered but were moulding In the various 
monastic establishments. All the 
schools, of course, are under the control 
of the Roman Catholic church Under 
the law of 1844 primary education is 
compulsory, but the law is far from be
ing .enforced. Ohly a small fraction of 
the children of the lower -classes ever 
attend schools. The result is illiteracy 
and ignorance of the grossest kind. In 
1878 the total number of persons who 
could not read amounted to 82.4 per 
cent of the population. In 1890 the per
centage was not quite so large, being 
79.2 per cent Yet in that year there 
were- 5,339 public- and-private primary 
schools, the total'number of pupils be
ing 237,791 or 471:puplls to every 10,000 
of population. In 1900 there were 4,403 
public and private primary schools but 
the percentage of- pupils in thém had 
not increased, '

Ignorance and religion seem to go 
hand in hand and do not prevent a large 
amount of crime. The number of per
sons convicted between 1891 and 1895 
averaged over 17,000 annually and this 
in a population about equal to that of 
the state of Ohio., .

The situation In Bpaln is no better 
than it is in Portugal, and it is no bet
ter In southern Italy. Ignorance, relig
ion, pauperism and crime seem to go 
hand in hand in all three of them. The 
most remarkable feature of the infor
mation we; have given here is that 
which reports the suppression by law 
of all tho conventual establishments in 
Portugal in 1834 and the confiscation of 
tho propertyTor the benefit of the state. 
No such dondltionof things religiously 
prevailed-in Portugal at that time as 
prevails now- in France. There was no 
such thing practically as Infidelity in 
Portugal. There was-no free-masonry, 
for all the- people--were Roman Catho
lics. Therefore^ the suppression of the- 
various religious ■ monastic - establish
ments and. nunneries ..could not bo 
charged, to infidelity,or freemasonry or 
any other thing of that soft It was a 
deliburnto act of a Raman. Gatgat&i guv- 
fiaxaant in a Reman Galaifi WSBSft

The finite child, endowed with con
sciousness, volition, love, energy as- 

r®8PonsIbi!lty of manifesting 
itself through matter, acting under tho 
command of the soul, and thereby lays 
upon its earth-parents the burden of 
and joys of fatherhood and mother
hood Much is heard among the un
thinking about the duties and responsi
bilities of parents—very little is heard 
or known of the duties and responsibil
ities of tho so-called children of the 
times. That there are mutual duties 
and responsibilities is freely admitted- 
but the embodying finite being delib
erately selected its earthly parents 
!1,°„n,C?vha8. <ioubl® the responsibility 
that they have. They were selected as 
the best means to the desired end, and 
are factors in the education of a soul 
toward infinity. This great truth 
should cause all men and women to 
seek earnestly to become worthy of the 
companionship of the loftiest of souls 
in order that only pure, true, and noble 
finite beings may elect to embody 
through their instrumentality.

Perhaps the departure ot the finite 
being is like unto that of the snowflake 
minus, of course, the chill ot the snow 
and the somber grey of the clouds. It 
is even possible that the embodying 
spirit may paraphrase ’ 
song by saying

And the spirit does come back—or eo 
^i:_k.’7t?Jts,.S.0!1I-p.arent. when It has 
gained the light of a new experience 
on earth, or upon some other llfe-sus- 
ta ning planet. That experience may 
take a day, a month, a year, a century 
for its completion. The Soul gains 
that which it desires, whether its im
pact with matter bo momentary or for 
centuries.

It is known to all who think for 
themselves that some people live more 
In a moment than others do in years 
f regressive Souls absorb, through 

.?n*te children, who are at one 
with them at all times, the things need- 

unf01dment All earth 
children of these Souls are transmit
ters from the visible to the invisible ot 
the rich truth-forces upon which only 
the higher powers subsist. In view ot 
these facts, men and women should 
stand in awesome silence, in earnest 
prayer, that they may be selected only 
by those beings who are free from 
taint of selfishness and error, to be
come the parents of their finite expres
sions. In fine, man’s every act should 
be prompted by an aspiration to be
come a better, purer and truer man. 
So it should be with every” woman. It 
is no small honor to be found worthy 
to associate with angels. It is the 
highest of all possible honors to be 
found worthy to become the parents of 
an angel-child—the Soul’s expression in 
material form. It should be the aim 
of all mankind to live the life of the 
Soul—to make every word, every act 
every impulse so pure in essence that 
it will redound as a divine impetus to
ward the Soul-Self—the Infinite Power 
over and above all. —!, Then air finite be-

. A Homely Illustration... .
When you get a sliver In your finger, 

the sensation Is anything but pleasant. 
Allow it to remain long enough and it 
will fester and give you a lot of trouble. 
Remove the cause and the pain will 
stop.

It’s the same way with your whole 
body. When your head aches, it Is na
ture’s message sent from the stomach 
to-the brain. Every throb Is but a click 
In the message whose letters spell "dan
ger—send relief. Some people, when 
they get a headache, rush to the . drug 
store and swallow some powerful tablet 
or powder which sets the heart to 
thumping and the blood racing around 
the body at a terrific rate. Do juju? 
Other people take strong purgatives 
which rip and tear through the stomach 
and bowels, leaving them irltated and 
sore.. Do you? . Still otlieh people take 
Vernal Palmettona (formerly known as 
Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wino.) it 
Is a sensible remedy to use. It removes 
tho cause of the trouble, It helps the 
stomach and bowels to get rid of poison
ous waste matter by stimulating their 
natural muscular notion, it tones up 
and strengthens the nerves; it enriche^ 
the blood and builds up hard, healthy 
tissues. Only one small dose a day is 
required to-permanently cure aliments 
of stomach, liver, bowels, heirt, tad- 
noys and blood.1 Try it before you buy. 
Write us for a free sample bottle It 
will -do you good. Prompyy sent |>ost- 
pald. Formula in every package. Ad
dress, Vortial E®jcdy Oft, 452 Sonocu
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CHAPTER VII.
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CHAPTER VIII.
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~ CHAPTER IX.
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Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth 
By Prof, W. M. Lockwood.

A masterly presentation ot an important nub
Powerful argument along new and Belen- 

Une Jines, establishing on a scientific basis tha 
fact of the continuity of personal Individual con
scious selfhood after laying aside tho.physical 
body. A book of rare value. With aeveral 
fine Illustrations. Cloth. S1.00.

LIGHT OF EGYPT,
The Second Volume of a. 

Most Valuable Work.

This Is tbe author’s posthumous worl 
left in MS. to a few of his private pu
pils In occultism, and like Volume I. Is 
(a valuable addition and) a library on 
occult subjects. Spiritual astrology is 
especially elaborated. Alchemy, Talis
mans, tho Magic Wand, Symbolism, 
Correspondence, Penetralia, etc., aro a 
few of tbe subjects treated of in a 
scholarly and masterly manner, sbow-
Ing tbe author to be familiar with hla
subjects. You cannot afford to be wlth-
out it, as well as nil hla other books, 
viz.: The Light of Egypt, Vol. I., bound
In cloth, $2; paper, $1. The Light of
Egypt, Vol. II.. bound In cloth only, $2.
Celestial Dynamics, cloth, $1,

ralne's TtieoiooiGai Works.
Ago of Reason, Examination of the Proph*. 

oles, etc. Illustrated edition. Post Svo., 4M 
pages. Price, cloth. 51.00.
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Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By tho Her, 

Samuel Watson. This work was written by» 
modern Savior, a grand and noblo man. Pri< 
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Mana Matter _ _ _ _
profound work upon a profound oub. 

joct. Price, cloth, 81.00.
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ASTRAL WORSHIP g»« 
rent dticuselon of religious problems. Tho au
thor by illustrations and a planslphoro (a repro- 
sontatlon of tho celestini sphere upon a plan* 
with adjustable drclonl. traces meet of
-myths which 11* at tho base of Christianity to 
tholr origin In sun and star worship. Th* 
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NOTES AND NEWS.
Wanderings and Work of G. H. Brooks.

I have intended sending a report of 
my work, but have been so unsettled 
that it has been impossible to -tlnd the 
time.

The month of October I spent with 
the Villa Ridge, (Ill.) society. This so
ciety is located in the country three 
and a half miles from the village ot 
Villa Ridge; it owns a good temple, 
free from debt, and is doing a glorious 
work. They do not have meetings all 
of the time, as they are unable to do so, 
but they meet oqqo In two weeks, have 
a service of song, recitations by the 
young people, and listen to papers 
read by some of the members, and their 
meetings are full of interest. The so
cial life is kept up by danfces once' in 
two weeks, conducted by the young 
people; these dances are very largely 
attended, and help in the financial part, 
and draw a fine class of young people 
from all the adjoining country. The 
meetings held by this society have done 
much to liberalize the sentiment of 
the country, and draw to Spiritualism 
a class of minds that leave an impress 
on the community.

Just before I left I organized a La
dies’ Aid, which in time will do a world 
of good. The last Sunday I was there 
ten united with the society; eight were 
young people who had been active 
members of the lyceum, the other two 
were much older. The meetings were 
successful, and the society’s work ex
tended. Villa Ridge is a fruit country, 
Inhabited largely by eastern people, 
who a.re making a success ot fruit rais
ing. They commence shipping their 
fruit the first of May and are kept busy 
all the season through. I know of no 
country to go to, tor one Interested in 
fruit culture, where the climate and all 
natural advantages are better, than at 
Villa Ridge, in connection with that, 
there is a good spiritual society with as 
fine a class of people as can be found. 
All who are interested in this kind of 
work, and desire a change, I would ad
vise them to write to Mr. .Wm. H. Lei- 
digh who, I know, would be glad to an
swer all questions.

As the society at Kalamazoo closed 
its doors and returned its charter, 1 
lost my engagement with them, which 
was for the month of November. I was 
at home one Sunday, then went to Mar
shalltown, Iowa, for two Sundays. I 

' found a good society, meeting in the 
Universalist church. While there I or
ganized a Ladles' Aid, which will be a 
great help to the society. I had not 
been in Marshalltown In a number of 
years, and I found great changes, In all 
directions. The bitter feeling that 
was shown by the outside world had 
been largely outgrown, and tlie com
munity was much more tolerant. I en
joyed my stay there very much, and as 
it was in Villa. Ridge, so in Marshall
town—I disliked to leave them. Mar
shalltown Is the home of one of our 
successful camps which has done a 
great work In the past and will do a 
greater one In the future. Mr. Duncan,
the president, is forming plans for 
camp for the coming season, and 1 
speak a successful season.

I then went to Hayesville, Iowa, 
two week-night meetings, and on
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R. V. Purdun, of Oskaloosa, one of the 
finest healers In the country. I had not 
seen the Doctor and wife in a good 
many years, but found they had not 
changed to any great extent. The Doc
tor has a large practice, and is doing a 
great amount of good. The next day I 
started for Hayesville, Iowa; here I
found, much to my surprise, a 
beautiful temple, free from debt.
society holds meetings when it can, 
and one will find a most hearty wel
come from the royal friends in Hayes
ville. The meetings were well attend
ed, I think the friends in Hayesville 
all too modest. They have a fine 
building, well equipped; while all the 
members are not Spiritualists, yet all 
are liberal and willing to learn ot its 
truth. .
. 1 arrived in Ottumwa, Iowa, in time 
to take up my work; was most royally 
entertained in the hospitable home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Kilby and Mrs. Biderson, 
dividing ,up some of my time with Mr. 
and Mrs. McCarroll. The work falls on 
the shoulders of a few,-as is usually 
the case. Mr. and Mrs. Kilby and 
Mrs- Biderson and a few others are the 
life of the society; were it not for these 
the society would have but few meet
ings, If any, 1 enjoyed my stay in Ot
tumwa very much, and look forward to 
the time when I shall meet with the 
friends again.

I returned home for a few days, then 
went to Conneaut, Ohio, for two Bun
days. I found a society well equipped, 
haying a good membership, full control 
of the hall they use, owning all the 
furnishings, including a fine piano; a 
good lyceum, well conducted and well 
attended, and the organization stand
ing high in the community. Mr. Sam 
Mahaffy is thp president, and Miss Cora 
Howard the conductor of the lyceum. 1 
I have never met a more zealous, har
monious society, and one that is doing 
more for our cause than the Conneaut 
society. I had bad weather while 
there; still, the attendance was good.

From Conneaut I went to Ashtabula, 
Ohio, met witli the Aid Society, which 
gave a supper and social on Thursdty 
evening. Friday and Saturday I spoke 
in Madison, Ohio; but the work was 
largely interfered with by bad weather. 
The weather was bad enough in Con
neaut, but it was as nothing compared 
to what I had to contend with in Ash-

felt—A. B. French. I found him and 
his wife well, but Mrs. Frmch’s father, 
who lives in Cardington, is very sick 
and she lias been there for five weeks; 
was home for a little rest, but was to 
return again in a few. days, Mr, 
French is the same genial soul as of 
old, full of his stories, and manltested a 
deep interest in Spiritualism; though 
we shall not have him on the platform 
again very soon, hisr interest in the 
cause is the same as of yore.

Saturday night, after a weary wait of 
seven hours for my snowbound tialn, 
I arrived in Toledo to take up my work. 
I was warmly welcomed by- Mr. Dowd, 
the president of the society, and am 
glad to rest from my wanderings of three 
months. I have never, in all of my ex
periences, met with such fearful 
weather as I have during December; 
but the warm, true friends I have'met 
—old and new—have helped in the 
work before me.

I am pleasantly situated at 887 Tenth 
street, Toledo, Ohio.'

G. H. BROOKS.

Doings In Buffalo, N. Y.
The world moves and bo does Spirit

ualism, But the motion of the former 
Is not perceptible to the senses, and 
that of the latter is so Irregular that 
many are in doubt if it moves at all. It 
will take a good many years I suspect 
to outgrow tne suicidal policy that has 
become the order of society work gen-

Jun. 28, 190.

tabula; It was something fearful.

the 
be

for 
my

way went by Des Moines and Oska
loosa. 1 learned there was a society In 
Des Moines, but found it was not doing 
much. I did not stay but a few hours 
as my train left early in the afternoon. 
I stopped to see my old-time friend, Dr.

TROUBLES 
CURED
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Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, nama and tho leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
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San Jose, Call

6. »ALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT ’

Healer and
Gifted Psychic.

HEALTH RESTORED 
By Common Sense Method« I

course, the attendance was small, but 
the spirit made manifest was_ fine. 
Ashtabula has many earnest workers. 
I found Dr. Payne, a fine clairvoyant 
physician, doing a good work; he has 
helped a great many to health. Mrs. 
A. II. Talcott is a fine, local medium 
who is ever faithful in serving tho so
ciety, in any sphere in which she may 
be placed, and the society owes much 
to her for her faithful service. Mr. 
and Mrs. Sheldon are also among the 
earnest workers, who do much in keep
ing the meetings up.

On my way to Toledo, where I am to 
speak during the month of January, I 
stopped off at Painesville, Ohio, and 
held a parlor meeting, and met a good
ly number of friends. Tuesday even
ing, I spoke for the society in San
dusky that is so ably presided over by 
Mr. Irving Jackson. The meeting was 
held in Carnegie Hall and was very well
attended, though the night was 
severe one—one of the worst 
season.

Thursday I went to Clyde
some old-time friends, and spent
New Years with them. While there, 
went to see our old friend and well- 
known worker, whose absence from 
the spiritual platform is most severely

A SPECIAL OFFER FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
To Subscribers for

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER ONLY:
THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME, 
Harmonics of Evolution (Florence Huntley), 
The Dream Child, - • - -

The Great Psychological Crime—Con
tents—Part I.
Psychological Crime; New Defini

tions; Pertinent Admissions; What is 
Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man 
and His Two Organisms; Physiology 
and Pathology of Hypnotism; “Auto
Hypnotism,” a Misnomer; "Suggestion,” 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and tbe 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith ; Post
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp
notist?
Part 11.

A Risk and a Duty; Other Defini
tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Glassified; The Principle 
Involved; "Automatic, Physical Medi
umship” Impossible; Neither a “Gift” 
Nor a "Power”; The Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship and "Affinity”; Medium
ship and Emotionalism; Mediums and 
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan
ity.
Part III.

The Genesis of “Hell”; The Way of 
Death; In Perspective; Individual Im
mortality; On What It Depends; Self
Control, thé Application; The Line of 
Despair and the Powers of Darkness;

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.

The Law of Spiritual Gravity; 
tlons and Suggestions. .
Supplemental.

The Value of “Theories”; Differences

erally, but I have faith that tlie con- . 
stitution of the cause is equal to all de
mands. We have our periods of action ( 
and rest, of growth and confusion, and 
we must expect to evolute as the order ■ 
of Nature ordains.

Measles, whooping-cough, chicken
pox, and the itch, seem to be normal to 
childhood and youth, and Spiritualism , 
has not got past all of these crises. It 
has not yet reached a condition of Bta- , 
bility and steady wholesome growth. I 
wonder if it will do better when medi
umship is abandoned as a "Great Psy
chological Crime,” and we all become 
seers and clalraudients in the normal 
condition. Then there will be nothing 
to feed tlie feverish appetite for tests 
and novelties, and sensational varieties.

Well, I did not mean to write in this 
vein, but just to give a hint of Buffalo 
doings. This week, Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday, we are to have a state 
meeting at the church, corner Jersey 
and Prospect streets. F. Corden White, 
W. H. Bach, Tillie U. Reynolds, H. W. 
Richardson and Rev. B. F. Austin are 
to share in tlie dispensation of the liv
ing gospel.

We had interesting meetings Sunday 
the 10th, and a lively and Interesting 
lyceum, under the direction of Mrs. Dil
ling and her co-workers, and it is cred
itable to her and to them. She was 
leader when Mattle E. Hull left it, and 
then Miss Starr did excellent work in 
re-enlisting the children and giving 
them splendid training. But as change 
is the order of the present develop
ment, she finally resigned, and Mrs, 
Dilling is doing a noble work in rein
stating the lyceum and enthusing its 
members. A Bible class also convenes 
at the same hour, and we had interest
ing talks from Mrs. T. U. Reynolds and 
several others on the proper way to 
present Spiritualism, and how to treat 
tlie church. Mrs. Reynolds thought we 
should not criticise other people's be
lief, but attend to our own, and keep 
error out of our creed. Others thought 
we should expose error wherever we 
found it. Miss Starr said she went to a 
Baptist church that morning, and found 
a very slim audience. The pastor 
scolded because tlie people neglected 
such a duty, especially as there was the 
extra attraction that day of christening, 
or baptizing several to fit them for life 
and death. - - - '

Spiritual meetings are not the only 
ones that have slim audiences. Per
haps if the Baptists would advertise to 
give "tests" they might “draw" and 
fill the church. '

Mr. Matthews continues to hold forth 
at the same place, with what success I 

I do not know. Mr. Hulbert has his so; 
I ciety, and he is their regular pastor.

Mrs. Chase gives sittings, but her pub
I lie meetings have suspended. Mrs.

•Atcheson continues her Monday even
. ing meetings in her parlors, gives sit

tings, and goes to Niagara Falls every 
Sunday evening to lecture and give 
readings, and reports growth of the so-

' FREE TEST
TREATMENT

Do you Buffer 
from fndlreaUou, 
dyspepeia.or Biom- 
acb trouble iu any 
form 3 If you do 
Why not let ue euro 
-S'OUl- Wo do not 
moan help you by 
giving you a Soaa 

Duipound Tablet 
oroQme of the oth
er patent “DyapoD- 
elx -Cuiea.” We 
»rill positively 
and.. permanently 
cure you. We will 
arc to the very foun, 
dudon of your 
trouble:, will re- 
iaovO tno cauecs, 

. - etrengthen and
tone up ihe Btomaeb, and make you strong and 
healthy a« you overwore. Wb'coulil give you tea- 
tlmoidalo by .tho thousands of those we have cured 
Of aionigob troubleln all Its forms and elages; but 
they would not be facts on piouf to you—only 
words ot thanks and praise. The only absolute 
proof is. In tho treatment itself.’ And believing 
that a practical test would bo more convincing to 
bufforers than oil the testhnoutals we could print 
and absolutely prove its great nierlte, wo will 
send anyone desiring U a full two weeks’ irta] 
treatment absolutely free. ■

If you have stomach trouble and have failed to 
Set relief, write us at once and learn by practical 

jbl what we can do far you. Address Dr. Peebles 
Institute of Health« Ltd., 23 Mata Street, Battle 
Creek, Mich.

MRS. O. B. BLISS GREEN, MATERIALIZING 
Medium and Payehlc, of the Boston Spiritual 

Temple. Seances Monday, Wednesday und Fri
day, at Bp in.; Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock. 

Private alttlugs dutly. 8212 Prairie Avenue, Ohl- 
cugo. Phone Dongtab (¡761. GW

TESTIMONIALS OF CUBE.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barken—My Dear 

Friend:—1 think it time enough to let 
you understand the marvelous benefit 
we have received from your medicine. 
Since Miss Ellen Louisa Merchant and 
myself have used your medicine we are 
now enjoying good health and strength, 
also feeling as new persons. We sin
cerely thank you for the good you 
have done for us. May God bless your 
work that it may ever go on for the 
good of suffering humanity.

Yours sincerely, 
. JOSEPH A. MORGAN. 

Pratville, P. O., Manchester, Jamaica, 
Nov. 12, 1903.

and Distinctions;
Transubs tantiatton ; 
Metempsychosis;
Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual Extinction; Psy
chical Reinvesture.

Harmonies of Evolution—Contents.
Prellminary Statement; There Is 

Deatli; Life After Physlcal Death
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop-
ment 
The 
pose; 
Life;
The “Law of Natural Selection”; The 
Natural Law of Selection; A Question 
in Science; The Completion of an Indi
vidual; Masculine Will and Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle for Happiness; 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intui
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat
ural Science Corroborated; Natural 
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce;

It Is Important when a meeting Is 
suspended, that notice be given ub, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices ot all meetings being 
held here in public halls at the present 
titne.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church ot the Soul, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple every first and 
third Thursdays of tlie month; after
noon session at 3 o'clock. The ladies 
furnish refershments. Supper served 
at 6:15, including tea and coffee. Even
ing session at 7:30. Questions pertain
ing to spiritual themes, answered by 
tho guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond ; name poems given to strangers. 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton, assistant pastor.

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 8 p. 
m. Lecture by Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt at 
8 p. m. Messages py H. F. Coates and 
others. Plenty of good music.

The Spiritual Research meets every 
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, In 
Van Buren Opera House, corner of 
Madison street nnd California avenue. 
Good music and singing. All aro in

‘ vited to attend.
The Spiritualistic Chnrch of the Bto- 

dents of Nature hold services at 
Nathan’s Hall, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue, Sunday even- 
Infcs, 7:80 p. m. Mrs. W. F. Schu
macher, paator.

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
'opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Bun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and every ser
vice. ■ " ; . , ,,

T'io Hyde Park Occult Society hold»

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.
1

[Obituaries to the extent ot ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
ot ten lines will be charged al the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line 1

Passed to spirit life, A. P. Osborn, of 
Springville, Tulare county, California; 
a pioneer ot Spiritualism which was the 
inspiration of his life upon which he re
flected honor and credit. He left many 
relatives and friends who will miss his 
genial society.

E. J. SCHELLHOUS.

Passed to the higher life, from his 
residence in Canal Dover, Ohio, Jan. 6, 
1904, at the age of 84 years, Brother 
Jacob S. Starling. He was a Spiritual
ist, outspoken at all times, and being 
well versed in tlie great truths of our 
philosophy, he was always ready to in
struct those who desired to learn. With 
him (as with your correspondent) it is 
a “knowledge” in regard to tlie great fu
ture. He was fully prepared for the 
change, and on Monday lie predicted 
the change, which came two days later.

C. H. MATHEWS.
New Philadelphia, Ohio.

Passed to spirit life, from the resi
dence of her daughter, Mrs. Frankie 
Cole, No. 408 Alma avenue, Austin, III., 
Mary, wife of 0. H. Jackson, one of the 
old pioneers of Clinton, Iowa, and also 
one ot the founders of the Spiritualist 
camp of the Mississippi Valley Associa
tion, at Clinton. Mrs. Jackson was in 
her 85th year, and passed on without a 
struggle, as peacefully as a child to 
meet the loved ones on the other side.

"Cosmlan Hymn Book." A collection 
of original and rejected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
nnd tho home; complied by L, K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
-the highest moral sentiment, nnd free 
from all sectarianism. Price 50 cents.

“Spiritual Bongs tor the Use of Cir
cle«, Camp-meetings and Other Bpirlt- 
nallstlc Gatherings." By Mattle BL 
Hull. For sale at this office. Price 10

CORA L. V. RICHMOND,
DISCOURSES.

For fl.00 we will semi you MOSITHLY, for 
TEN uiQutbtt of the year, 4 copies of each of these 
dlvin Hecoursca. Give three of them away as 
brum, cast upon the water, or yet 3 triends to share 
your subscription with you. and thus virtually 
reduce your subscription to ¡¿5 cents.

WALDO DENNIS, 
preb. Church of the Soul, 

714 Fulcrton Ave,. Chicago, 111.

Anuie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Dear Irlende, you can greatly help me ear« lor 

my blind Hieter, Jennie L. Webb, one of tlie curl
iest medlumw now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me with 81, and 1 will 
try and get reply by independent writing or wliia- 
fjera. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil* 
ford Maas.

bn Ynn NppB Ana BeUorUU I UU HuUll I can help you. I Will fit your
^y Clairvoyance and 

OUULLdblUo spirit absistence at your own 
home with the improved melted pebble lense, to 
see near and at a distance. Please write for illus
trated circular, showing styles aud prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and Impaired eyesight. I guarantee to fit 
your eyes, and safe delivery by mall.

B. F. JPOOLK.
48 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Ill.

B. F. POOLE.—Dear Sir: Your Magnetized Melt
ed Pebble Spectacles received. I am delighted. 
They are perfection hi every way.

Sincerely yours, Alonzo Thompson, 
Fullerton, Reb.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
lithe eldest and moss soccossful Spiritual Physician 

bow In practlco. Bls cures are
THE MOST MARVELOUS

Of this age. His examloatlons are correctly mndo, 
and free to all who «end hhn name, age, aex aud lock 
of balr, and six cents tn stamps. He doesn’t ask for 
any leading symptom. A clairvoyant doesn’t need 
any. Ho positively cures weak men. Addie»«

J. 8. LOUCKS, M. !>.,
Stoneham. Mais.

Tlie World’s sixteen Saviors, 
Or Christianity before Christ. By Keroey 
Graves. Now and staxtllng revelations in re
ligious history which disclose the Oriental 
origin of all tne doctrines, principles, precepts 
and miracles of the Christian New Testament, 
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of it» 
sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His- . 
lory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This 
Wonderful aud exhaustive volume will, we are 
certain, take high rank as a book of reference < 
In tho field which the author has chosen for it. / 
Printed on white paper, 880 pages. New edition, •7 
revised aud corrected, with poriraltof author, 
Price 81.60. Postage, 10 cents.

The Law ot Correspondence
Applied to Healing.

A course of seven practical lessons. By W. J, 
Colville. Limp clo8h. 60c. .

Self Contradictions of the Bibfe.1
One hundred and forty-four propositions, the* 

ologleal. moral, historical and spéculative; each 
proved affirmatively and negatively by quota, 
lions from Scripture, without comment. Prico, 
¡6 cents. -

PUBLICATIONS OF ’

CARLYLE PETERSILEA,
Given by automatic writing through* 

Ibu author’s modliuubbip.

THE SPEAKING DIAL.
A Wonderful Spiritual Invention 

Gives names, dates and cii'cninstancea. Speaks 
In various languages; answers munuil questions; 
convincing the most skeptical. Has come to prove 
lininortailly and spirit communion. Develops all 
phases of mediumship. Magnetized by powerful 
spirit band. Head what the late lion. I. Donnelly, 
said of tlie Speaking Dial. Dials now, H.W. Send 
iorclrculur and testimonials. Enclose stamp for 
reply. P. J. DEMPSEY Inventor, 2aK Columbus 
uve., Minneapolis, Minn.

Revelations from Zertoulem, the 
Prophet of Tlaskanata. •

Albert Leighton’ passed to tlie high
er life, from his home in East Pepperell, 
Mass., Jan. 2, aged 90 years. I think no 
one enjoyed The "Progressive Thinker 
more than he, and he has been much in
terested in The Light Among the Hills. 
He thought sb much of that little poem, 
"A Future Thought," you published a 
short time ago. tbat In accordance with 
his wish, it was repeated at the funeral 
by his brother. ' '

' GEO. F. LEIGHTON.
Haverhill, Mass.

James Essicar Hyde passed to spirit 
life in the town of Roendale, Wis., aged 
84 years. Beneath the rough exterior 
was a soul honest and true, which 
would not tolerate deception. For 
more than forty years he has been a 
confirmed Spiritualist; always a sub
scriber to, and reader of, one or more 
spiritual papers. This beautiful truth 
has been a solace in his declining 
years, taking away all fear of death 
and supporting him in his terible suf
fering as tbe end approached.

I was suddenly called to Decatur, Ill., 
to conduct the funeral services of one 
of the noblest sisters, the daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Thos S. Kizer. Mrs. Rosa 
F. Newlen passed to spirit life, Jan. 4, 
1904, at her home in Decatur, after a 
short illness, aged 44 years. I learned 
a beautiful lesson from her pure life, 
and I trust the example she set will be 
more closely followed in the future by 
all who knew her.

MRS. THOS. J. SHERIDAN.

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, the only psychic wondur living, 

that uses the spiritual X-ray without any leading 
symptom to direct, and locates all internal diseases. 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both sexes successfully treated, as hun
dreds can testify. Send name, age, sex, complexion 
and iu cents In stamps, aud receive a correct diagno
sis of your ease True, worth dollars to you. Addrow,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

A Mine of Valuable Reflections 
and Suggestions.

This work was automatically tran
scribed by George A. Fuller, M. D„ a 
gentleman wbo stands high as a lec
turer and medium. It is a mine ot val
uable reflections and suggestions, Tho 
paragraphs are short, suggestive and 
inspiring. Every one of them leads to 
■omethlng higher, grander, nobler. 
Price (l.OO.
UIAU UM. Pour Centuries of Prcgrev. 
HU IH Flit. A Lecture delivered nt the Free
thinker's International Congress, Chicago, III., 
October, 1683. By Susan II. wlxon. Trice, 10c.

THE DISCOVERED COUNTRY,
A naratlve of the personal experience In spir

it life of the anthur’s father, who had been a 
inttnral.philosopher and a materialist. Anex« 
truinely interesting book. Price, «M.ÜÜ.

MARY ANNE CAREW.
This work consists of the experiences of th® 

author's mother in spirit Hie. Price, cloth, <30u; 
paper, 40c. ■

PHILIP CARLISLIE,
A philosophical romance by the guides, the 

subject of the t It le being a sclent illc young phil
osopher, who is a medium : his chief opuoueuta 
being a clergyman and a materialist. Cloth, 8l>

. OGEANIDES.
A scientific novel, bused on the philosophy of 

Hie, as seen from the spirit bide. Paper, 50c.

MARK CHESTER,
Or “A Mill and a Minion?, Thia Is ono of Car* 
lyle Petersllea’s most Interesting works. Il is 
purely a psychical romance such as the author 
is noted for’producing, Cloth, 60c; paper, 40e.

BOOKS BY—

LILIAN WHITING

"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
gale at this office. Price, 25 cents.

"Buddhism and Its Christian Critics." 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1.25. 

| For sale at this office.

regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o'clock, at Alliance Hall, between Klm- 
bark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the ddor. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the (truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church 
meets every Sunday at 3 o’clock sharp, 
and 8 o'clock sharp at Lakeside Hall, 
corner Thlrly-first street and Indiana 
avenue, where truth-seekers and inves
tigators, as well as Spiritualists can en
joy a pleasant afternoon or evening. 
First-class speakers. Tests and mes
sages by carefully selected mediums. 
Excellent music. Mrs. Mary Dixon and 
her daughter Cora, tlie “Child Wonder,” 
always In attendance to give readings 
between the meetings. Also free dem
onstrations by C. A. Beverly, M. D., 
president.

The Spiritual Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 48d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 861
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland. , -

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Corn1 L. 
V. Rlchtaond,'pastor, holds services 
every Sunday In Hall 309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. Sunday-school at 10 
a. m. .,' • . • ■ . :■

The Universal Occult Church meets 
at Its ' permanent quarters, Hal! "O," 
11 Thirty-first street: Hon. R. Gilroy, 
pastor. Services every Sunday even
ing at 8. Lyceum, afternoons at 2. 
Conference at 3:30. Mrs. G. Alt-

■ I'1' .;
, i ( I li 11 ;. . r . g ■'i . , . , ’
11 [. .. -‘.JI L fd.........................  ?....................... s t........ ~ ' ■

January 11,1904, J. R. Ward, of Pitts
field, Ohio, passed to the higher life 
after a long and painful illness, at the 
age of 90. A veteran Spiritualist. He 
leaves a wife who was a good medium 
in the early days of Modern Spiritual
ism. It- was his request that services 
be conducted by a Spiritualist. Mrs. 
Anna E. Baird, of Elyria, officiated. 
Shortly before he expired, with a smile 
he extended his hand, clasping that of 
his spirit sister, calling her by name, 
saying, “They have come for me.” He 
soon closed his eyes, sleeping his last 
earthly sleep. He awoke in the land 
where there is no more pain, but with 
the knowledge that he can return to 
cheer the dear ones who will miss his 
presence from this earthly home.

AURAS AND COLORS.
J C F Grumblno’s etmulard work on “AURAS 

AND COLORS.” which 1» loudly endorsed by Mr. 
Heald, of England, aud the Occult Press, can be 
had In the next 15 days for 40 cents. It contains a 
color dictionary, invaluable to the clairvoyant.
pttl’UUOMKTBY. too. that classic, by Mr. 

Grunihln**, which was the first book that ever 
taught tho science, a wonderfully lucid textbook, 
worth 60c.. now 40c. _ . ___ _____

Efuy Lesson« In Psychometi y. Clalrvov 
nnce and Inspiration, of which thousands 
have been sold, also. 40c. for a few-days.

GelGaffield’s Spirit World: reduced from 81, to 
26c. and Loraine Follett's ••Realization, from 50c. 
to 25c. Teaches how to attain the stuaddi, or su- 
per-eonsetousness. , , „ ««CRYSTALS, too. targe and clear, at 8L<5 nnd 
Clairvoyance, the great standard book, at 81.00, rc- 
duced from 82.00.

These Are Bargains!
Wrltentoneto

J. C. F. «RUMBINE,
128B Commonwealth Ave., 

Boston, Mass.

THE LIFE B ADI ANT—Cloth, $1.00 
net. Decorated cloth 11.26. In thia, her new book. 
Mias Whiting aims to portray a practical Ideal for 
tally living that ahull embody the aweelnoae and 
exaltation and faith that lend enchantment to 11 io, 
(t la. in a measure, a logical sequence of “The 
World Beautiful.” Leading into atill diviner har
monies. “The Life Radiant" Is characterized by 
the same essential qualities that have marked 
•Tho World Beautiful."
CONTENTS—The Goldon Ago Lies Onward; Dis

cerning tho Future; Tbe Ethereal Realm; Tho 
Power of the Exalted Moment; Tbe Nectar of 
the Hour.

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE; 
pr Death as an Event in Life, cloth, 11. A book 
from her pen means new flushes of insight, a rev
elation of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian In 
Kind.—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
Second and Third Series. Throe .volumes, 81.U0 
per volume,
CONTENTS OF VOL. I.-The Duty of Happiness; 

Nectar and Ambrosia;Believe in tho wings: The 
Vision and tho Splendor; The Enlaiyein' iil of 
Relations; Friends Discovered, not made; A 
Psychological Problem: The Supreme Luxury 
of Life; 'Exclusive and Inclusive; Thrwb 
Scorning Nothing; Tho Woman of the World; 
The potency of Charm: Fino Soute and Fine So
ciety; The Laws of Our Country; In Newness 
of Life; The Heavenly visitors.

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of 
a Summer. Price, 81.00, The Ideas in the book 
will afford comfort to many, and should bring 
poaitlvo aid in sorrow to such as will receive ita 
message.—Hartford Post.
FROM DREAMLNAD SENT— 
Veracuof the Lite to come. New edhton, with 
addttlomil poems. 11.00. Decorated cloth. (1.25. 
Lilian Whiting’«, verse is like a bit o! sunlit land- 
Bcape on a Muy mprnlng.-Boslou Herald.
KATE FIELD ; A Record, with 
several portraits of Miss Field, including one by 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth, 82.00

A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning 
With Portrait. Decorated cloth, 81.25,

Christs of the Past and Present.
By MOSES HULL,

A comparison ol the Christ-work or Medium
ship ot Biblical Messiahs and the conditions 
they required, with similar manifestations in 
Modern Spiritualism. This Isa good work t? 
study for arguments with which to meet tho 
Very common orthodox question, "Why do you 
always require conditions for your spiritual 
manifestations?" Cloth bound, S5cents; paper 
26 cents. For sale at this office.

Were You Born Kcky starv
A complote exposition of the science of Astrol* 

Ogy, adapted from tbe Four Books of Ptolomy, 
tho Astronomer on the art of Reading the Stars, 
with maiiv illustrations. By A. ALPHEUS. 
SKTOlarv of tbe.Astrological Society of England 
and America. Handsomely bound in cloth, gilt 
top, with beautiful designs stamped on side and 
buck. Price 81.00. For sale aL this olllco. 

'fleallna/Gausss and Effects.
By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deals with the finer 

mental and spiritual forces as applied to hogj* 
Ing. Price, &0 coms. _ __________________

TYP (A TH TfS MEANING
1 1 1 aud Results.

Br J Kivilion, of tho Pennsylvania Bar. 
An absorbingly Interesting narrative relating ft. 
aeries of wonderful psychic manifestations oc
curring in tho writer’s experience. Cloth, illus
trated, 81.25.

kens, psychic. Tests at conference 
and evening services. Good music. 
All welcome. Come and Investigate.

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
in Van Buren Opera House, Madison 
street and Calliurnia avenue, every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
spirit messages, assisted by other me
diums.

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Sunday afternoon at 
2:30 sharp, at Phoenix Hall; 824 East 
Division street, near Sedgwick street 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Woodlawn Spiritualist Society, at 
hall, 355 East 63rd street, near Madison 
avenue, every Sunday evening at 7:30. 
W. H. Mohlar, president.

Light and'Truth Spiritual Church, 501 
W. North avenue, Wicker Park Hall. 
Meetings every Sunday afternoon, 2:30.

The Australian Psychic Society will 
continue its Sunday evening meetings, 
commencing November 15,’ 8 p. m. Lec
tures, messages and healing. Good mu
sic. Dr.- Freedman, conductor; Mrs. L. 
H. Freedman, secretary, 513 W. Adams 
street. .

The First Spiritual Church holds serv
ices every Sunday, 7:80'p, m„ in Tem
perance Hall, 880 Sixty-third street, 
Englewood. Dr, J. H. Randall, lecturer; 
Mrs. Vaughn, psychic, will give read- 
*.ngu. . . . . .

The Universal Occult Society holds 
its meeting at 258 East Thirty-flrst 
street. The Hon. Robert Gilroy, dean, 
Mrs. G. E. Aitkens, -psychic. Lyceum 
at 8 p. m. • Evening services’ commence 
at 8 o’clock, AU welcome, ■

The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p. ml, and lecture and 
tests at 8 o'clock. Mrs. M. A. Burland, 
pastor. .

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m.,.|at Atheneum Building, 26 
Van Buren street..'“- Mrs. May Elmo, me
dium. Teste; and: good speaking. All 
are welcome:

The Risingn Sun' Spiritual Mission 
holds a meeting efery Sunday after
noon at 2:30 Hnd 7c45, at No. 878 S. 
Western avenue. Star Lodge Hall.

New Thought services conducted by 
Julia M. Leajtnereflj at 7:30 o’clock ev
ery Sunday Opening, at 720 West Madi
son street, third floor. .
- The Progressiva.' Society holds serv
ices every Sunday: at 183. East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests nnd messages at 
every sessional-Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

Tho Woodlawn nlSpirltuallst Society 
will hold services ht 6209 Madison ave
nue, Sundaya’at 2:30 and 8 p.' m. Prof 
J. E. Smith gives tests and spirit mes
sages. W. H. Mohlan, president; Prof. 
J. E. Smith, pastor

"The Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and ■ psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly,, masterlyj trenchant, 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

"The Majesty ¡of Calmness, or indi
vidual Problems «nd Possibilities.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. Another valuable 
little work. Prlao-80 cents, .For Balo at 
Uda offleo,

Comtsktb: ’*Tbo White Bull.” a Satirical Romance, 
•‘Zadfg, or Fate,” an Orleothl History; “The Bago and 
tho Atbelat;” “Tho Prlncoit of Babyloiq” “Tbo Man 
of Forty Grown«;” “Tho Huron,.or Pupil of Nature;" 
“Mlnromcfffio,” n Satire on Mankind; ’The World m 
It Guos;” "The Blade and tbo Wblto|n "Memnon.tbe 
Philosopher;” “Andro Dos Touches at Slam;” “Bab* 
ibec;” 'Tho Study of Nature;" "A OonveraMlon 
Withn Cblnosof* r,Plato’i Dream:" “A Ploaiure In 
Haring no Pleasure:” "An Adventure in Indlft;" 
“Jeannot nnd Colin;” “Travels of Bearmontftdo;“ 
“Tho Good Brahmlhi” “Tho Two Comforters;” “An* 
dent Faith nnd Fabio."
. Ono volutno, post Svo, 46Apagcn. with portrait and Bl 
illnntrnttona. Extra vellum doth, 81.60} poitagu, 
lOoontt. ’ ‘ . ___________

Printed on heavy paper, from new plate«, tn larc^ 
clear type, with portrait and illuetratlone. OneroU 
postBvo, 248 page«’, paper, 60 cents; cloth, 70 cent«.

This 1b undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
hooks ever published. It eloquently advocates the 
best Interests of mankind, and dourly points out tbe 
sources of human Ignorance and misery. Tbo author 
la supposed to meet In tbo ruins of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which explains tho truo principles of 
society, and the causes of both tho prosperity and the 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of tbe 
nations Is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, tbo source and origin of religion, of govern
ment, and of laws dlsnusseu, and tho Law of Katuro - 
founded on justice and equity—Is finally proclaim«--! 
;o no expectant world.

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underbill, of tbe Fox Family, 
Interesting and valuable as a history of ths begin* 

Stag of Modern Spiritualism, by one of tbe Fox Sta
tors. 478 Pages, 16 Illustrations, Including portraits ot 
tbe Fox Family. History of the Hydesville rapping«, 
as related by eyo-vritneiseis remarkable and well-at
tested manifestations; tbe "exposures." etc. Hand
somely bound In cloth, But few copies remaining, 
publliher«' price, «1.50. We will send ths book poat- 
paid for «1.40.

ORIGIN OF SPECIES, 
By moans of natural selection, or tbo preservation of 
a favored race" in tbo struggle for life. By Charles 
Darwin. Gilt top, cloth bound. This book It too 
grandest achievement of modern eclentlfio thought 
and research. It has pasted through many editions 
Innnglbh, has bean translated Into almost all tbo 
languages of Europe, and baa been tbo subject of 
more mlcws, pamphlets and separata books than any 
other tolumo of tbo ago. Most of the great scientist« 
Of iknate fully support bls position. The thought of 
tbhlookhaa become a part of tbo common Inherit* 
cr/ ,.ot the race. For sale al this office. Price 73 ate,

Three Journeus Around the Worid
—OR—

Travels in the Pacific Islands,
New Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peeblek 
A. M., M. D.. Ph. D. In this Rplendid large 
book Dr. Peebles has concentrated a vast) 
amount of valuable information. It is exceed
ingly entertaining and readable, nnd Spiritual
ism as he found it everywhere in his travels 
receives due attention, making tho book Of 
special value and interest to Spiritualists. 4M 
large pages, finely bound, at the price of 81.50.

ÁÑCÍ ENTlÑDIA,
Its Language and Religions. By Prof. H. Olden
berg. Paper, 25 cents.

An Infamous A nnnw’>><’i »f ” i’axpa'com- 
CnnRnirnn.v p,lei1 and by ,th°' UUUBpiiUby |a{0 Rcv j Gi White, author 
of numerous antl-Cathollo works. It contains 
disclosures relative to a villainous plot to over
throw our free government. Price. 16 cents __

“ THE GOSPEL OE NATURE , 
Is & most excellent work by Dr. M. L. Sherman», , 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore it 
has boon sold for 82, but the price now has been ■ 
reduced to 81. It is a book that will Interest ? 
and Instruct. It contains 280 pages, and ia full 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium of rare qualities, and hts work is a 
reflection from tho celestial spheres.
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tai and Think for Yourself! Study tM Occult anfl the Scientific ProMems !
rr Ome ¥-US reaSOn toge^er’ with chanty for all and malice toward none” was said to $11 the world, and is still echoing down the ages, to the annihilation of old su

perstition and ignorance and the upliftment of the human mind and soul, and Spiritualism shouts ft again to the world through The Progressive Thinker, which makes its
regular weekly visits to every country on the earth, and contains all the latest occult liter^urg afloat, and the very cream of the scientific and philosophic world.
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THE GREAT MYSTERY OF SPIRIT FORMS
' ' NUMBER FIVE.

The aim of this chapter is to show 
that the Spirit Form of every living 
Spiritualist (who has not passed out) is 
an evolved form.

The same is of course true of those 
who have realized their transition.

What, then, is the nature of this 
evolved Spirit Form or man?

That is; both on this side, and that?
If, after my own Spirit passes out (it 

is ever seen on Earth again), such a
(ilsual knowledge will be 
.Let, that my Spirit will 
Wm.

And this, form, figure, 
apart from the matter or

due to the 
possess its

or shape— 
substance of

I which it is composed—will possess the 
; distinct classes of forces and motions 

, ' peculiar to the expression of the nature 
of the "substance,” of this evolved 
Spirit Form.

- Let us attempt a fearless analysis of 
'. the facts.

In order to assist myself temporarily 
in this analysis, I will define my own 
spirit, as my Psychological-Vital-Self.

I give to my Spirit this definition, for 
\ four reasons.

First,' to emphasize the fact that my 
’: Spirit is psychological in its nature, and 

not physical.
Second, that being vital, it possesses 

its own order of life.
. Third, that as a Self it possesses a 

\ distinct individuality.
\ Fourth, that the realization (by the 

f sense of sight) of the existence of my 
Spirit, implies the transmutation of 
some physiological substance, out of 
which the Form of my Spirit was 

: evolved.
To make all of this clear, let me 

y make plain, in what way, and by what
J evolutionary method, my spirit was 

evolved in the first place.
To do this, I must begin by referring 

, , , to myself as a Dual Being.
\ I have two selves, two wills, two 
\ bodies, two lives, two forms.

■ X Each possesses its own Vital system
-, of life—constructive dynamics.

/ ■ Each has its own distinct unity of 
form, force and motion.

One of these selves, wills, bodies, 
Ilves, and forms, arose by psychological 

I transmutation from a lower.
• By a rough metaphor, I may explain 
. my duality by asserting that the higher
. of my two selves has the joints of its

wings limed to the egg shell of the lor-
mer self out of which it sprang.

“•ilaw of evolution posits, as the 
Tm only condition of its existence, that my 

W'I'> body, life and form, 
¡Je:' . evolve out of my lower self, i. e.,

,/i£Pecome a distinct unity of living being, 
pSSSesslpg its own distinct unity of 

X form, force, and motion.
'i ’-If I identify both of these selves as

-one; and in an indistlguishable unity; 
(. then there is no evolution; no butterfly 
i Is ever evolved from its pupa, or chrys- 

alls; the gorgeous humming-bird is, on 
this principle, forbver regarded as 
identical with the egg out of which it 

; _ eprang.
■ My Dual Self, or Soul, therefore im- 
V plies, as the possibility of its existence, 
1 two Vital systems of reconstructive, 
\ vital dynamics, viz., two unities of vital

forms, forces and motions.
’ One of these selves, or unities, I call 
my Spirit or Psychological-Vital-Self. 
The other, my Physlological-Vilal-Self.

But; these two Selves appear as one 
self, one will, one life, one form, one 
consciousness. This unity is a self-de
lusion. The illusion of the one self 
had its primary origin In the self-con
structive laws of Physiological Hunger.

But the laws of Hunger themselves 
evolved, viz., to a desire to get, keep, re
produce, and reconstruct spiritual or 
mental images.

Out of this self-constructive action of 
what has now become Psychological 
Hunger (as distinguished from Physio- 
ogical—Hunger) has evolved my spirit 
or Psychological-Vital-Self.

When this phase of evolution took 
place within me, the nature of the form, 
forces, and motions of my self was al
tered.

If some portion of the more lowly, 
Vital dynamics of my Self, could not be 
altered, changed, or evolved to spirit 
the ordinary association of ideas, and 
its laws, would be impossible.

The evolution of the vital nature of a 
'Self, or Spirit, always implies an evo
lution in the nature, of the form, forces 
and motions of that self.

When that form of Nature which we 
call water is changed into steam, the 
nature of its form, force and motion is 
altered. Change water into the gases 
H.O., and the nature of its motion, form 
and force is again changed. Change 
water into ice, and we have another 
change in its torm, force and motion. 
Thus; heated water—as steam—laugh
ingly lifts up the kettle lid; roguishly 
assists in playing the calliope at the 
circus; and drives the express train In 

k triumph from Chicago to New York. It 
water possessed no natural capacity to 

, ¿\volve into steam (under certain condi
tions) the forms, forces and motions of 
steam could have no existence.

So when that force of Nature which 
w6 call' Vital is changed into the Psy
chological or Spiritual, the nature of its 
form, force and motion is altered. In 
the evolution of "ater into steam a 
more powerful class of forms, forces, 
and motions are developed.

The Same holds true in the evolution 
of Psychological or Spiritual from lower 
Vital forms, forces, and motions.

The Soul Self, or Ego, acquire« a new 
and more vast range of powers.

The vital powers, which get, keep, re-

X,

Æ-
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produce and reconstruct cells, are ex- 
■ - pressed in those feelings which we call 
? '.’ Hunger and Coenaesthesia.
? ‘ \ When; in addition to the construction 
' bf cells, these vital powers become’ 

fevolved to such a degree, that they can 
keep and construct mental images; a 

, new self-constructive series of loftier 
forces, motions, and forms are evolved 
(sub-consciously) in the Self.

If- the Vital powers of the Self pos- 
sassed no capacity of evolving into Psy- 

v chologlcal forms, the development of all 
> 'thè.higher forms of human intelligence 

b Would bo impossible. That is; I con

Psychological Sun of the Soul burning 
as an entirely new and independent sys
tem of force and motion?

After its evolution, this Psychological 
Self, or Spirit, attracts the nebulae, or 
misty forms ot the Vital Forces to it
self as a condition tor re-expresslon. 
God creates my Soul on the same prin
ciple that He created the sun, viz., my 
Soul was once in a condition of psycho
logical nebulae. Thus; my psycholog
ical Self or Spirit had its origin In my 
lower Vital Self.

Otherwise, the word evolution has no 
meaning when applied to the spirit or 
Self; for the term evolution (as the 
very condition of its posslblity as a uni
versal law) unvaryingly posits a lower 
Blate as an absolute condition tor the 
development of a higher.

This is why, in my perverse admira
tion for the plan of evolution, I often 
disclaim all nationality; and stoutly in
sist that my father and mother proudly 
belonged to the oldest of the ape fami
lies of the zoological gardens; not to 
the family of tlie archangels.

Thus, when my broader, lower Vital 
Self was sub-consciously evolved, a 
new and broader Psychological Self 
was subsequently evolved as its conse
quence. In my own experience this 
was illustrated at Puberty, when my 
Vital Forces (of Hunger, and Coenaes- 
thesia, in connection with another or
ganic constructive force) attempted the 
reproduction of the Species. Prior to 
this time these Vital Forces had been 
chiefly concerned with the organic re
production of myself as an Organic In
dividual.

But, at Puberty a new Psychological 
Self or Spirit appeared. The following 
paragraph may illustrate what 1 mean, 
1. e., as illustrative of the sudden ap
pearance of a phase of tills evolved 
Psychological Self or Spirit.

When new organs come into action— 
after a primitive period of quiescence 
with the total revolution produced in 
the organism—Innumerable sensations, 
new desires, vague, or distinct ideas, 
and novel impulses pass into the con
sciousness in a very brief space of time. 
Little by little they penetrate to the 
circle of primitive ideas. And finally 
become an integral part of the Ego. 
Which by the same token is completely 
transformed. It is renewed. The sen
timent of personality undergoes a radi
cal metamorphosis. Until assimilation 
is complete, this penetration and disin
tegration of the primitive Ego is accom
panied by extreme commotion in the 
consciousness.

Thus; the evolution of my Ego, Self, 
or Soul, from birth to puberty, implied, 
as the possibility of its development, a 
Vital system of constructive dynamics, 
viz., the evolution of an ascending, 
self-constructive series of complex 
forces, motions and forms.

But; as already shown, my personal 
evolution did not stop with my develop
ment as a physically organic being. 
My physical organism possesses its 
own system of forms, forces and mo
tions.

My Psychological Self or Spirit has 
also been evolved; and its evolution 
implies also the existence of its own 
special system of transcendental dy
namics, viz., its own system of forms, 
forces, and motions.

The harmonious temporary union of 
the motions of the forces of the forms, 
of my Psychological-Vital-Self, to the 
motions of the forces of the forms of my 
Physiological Vital Self, is my ideo-mo
tor activity.

But, these two Selves (being, in a 
sense, independent in nature) may be
come disunited ; and act independent of 
each other; viz., in mystic or intellect
ual ecstasy; or, at death.

Abnormally; they become disunited 
in certain cases of insanity.

Genius,.implies a relative disunion of 
the Spirit or Psychological-Vital-Self, 
from (and, at the expense of) the Phys
iological-Vital-Self.

Examples are seen in the cases of 
Newton, Pascal, Gauss, Scott, Archim
edes, La Fontaine, Dante, Plajp, Hamil
ton, French, Vieta, La Bruyere's, Hill, 
Hogarth, Sheridan, Sidney Smith, Jon
athan Edwards, Macaulay, and Lessing.

In mystical, religious ecstasy, this 
disunion was also affected; as In the 
cases of St. Theresa, the Martyrs, the 
Yoghis, Plotinus Porphyrius, Buddha, 
Mohammed, Saint Margaret, Saint Ger
trude, Swedenborg, Amiel, Malvida von 
Meysenbug, Walt Whitman, Bucke, Al- 
Ghazzali, Saint John of the Cross, Saint 
Ignatius, Behmen, Saints Peter and 
Paul, Symonds, the Sufis, Whitfield, 
George Fox, Saint Francis of Assissl, 
Madame Guyon, Luther, Finney, Wes
ley, Lee, Bunyan, Tolstoy, and others.

This actualizing and realization of 
the separate and distinct existence of 
my Psychological Vital Self or Spirit as 
a distinct Being, Self, or Ego, from my 
Physiological Vital Self, has been 
called by various names, according as 
it has taken on various religio-intellect- 
ual forms.

At bottom, the principle is the same.
When the sudden realization of the 

separate existence of the Psychological 
Vital Self is experienced (in ignorance) 
with no knowledge whatever of the sim
plest principles of comparative and ex
perimental psychology; it often ends In 
insanity.

Thus; the Ignorant ecstasy may 
cause one woman to proclaim herself, 
“Her Majesty the Queen of Glory.” 
Another to condemn her Physiological 
Vital Self as a rat.

But; neither in genius, mysticism, re
ligion, ecstasy, or insanity, are such 
human experiences possible, save on 
the fact of the südden perception of the 
Duality of the Self. ...

Thiq général . law makes all of these 
-varied experiences possible.
. By thus calling my'own evolved Spir
it, my. Psychological Vital Self, I keep 
three .analytical ideas In mind, viz., 
that my'spirit is a psychological being; 
(hat it has its own order or Jife; and 
that it has an Individuality, or'self, dis
tinct from that of thlq physiological; 
and also its ' own Form, Figure find
Shape. SALVARONA.

[it nldor-the Vital forces 
ULm'fco) as the nebulae,

(of my Self or 
that keeps .the

It is wit to pick a lock and stehl 
horse, but wisdom to let It alone.
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Œbe Xigbt Hmong tbe Tbills.
£1 Gbarmino Barratts

Most Beautifully Suggestive is “ The Light Among
the 
is a

Hills,” by Mrs. 1. L. Lewis, of Bethel, Vt. It 
narrative founded on facts alone, arid every

Spiritualist should read it,
(Continued from No. 739.)

Mrs. Austin was about to speak, but 
the woman interruptd her: “You must 
think it very strange, to have me stand 
here and tell you, a perfect stranger, all 
1 have. When a person once gets his 
or her mouth open there is no knowing 
what will come out of it. I haven’t 
opened mine before for a good while. 
1 don’t know what has come over me 
to-day."

“Wait a moment, please," said Mrs. 
Austin, as the woman started toward 
die house; “1 have something that 1 
want to show you,” and she produced 
the paper given her the night before. 
The woman read it and when she saw 
the name at the bottom of the page she 
exclaimed in great astonishment: 
"Why, that is my mother’s name! Did 
you know her? Where—what does tills 
mean?”

Mrs. Austin fixed her grave and hon
est eyes upon those of the woman be
fore her and slowly and impressively 
told how she came In possession of the 
paper. The color came and went rapid
ly in the face of the listener, and when 
Mrs. Austin finished she asked with a
decided show of interest, "Are 
a Spiritualist?"

“Yes."
"Then you believe th-o the de<.d 

come back and corumuu.cate with 
living?”

you

can 
the

“I know they can and do, under right 
conditions."

“How do you know ?”,. . . - .
"I have felt them, and heard them, 

and seen them?" : . .
"Are you sure?”
The question came in a low Intense 

tone as if the whole sour of the ques- 
toner was concentrated upon it. The 
answer came with calm assurance: 
"Most certainly I am. Have you a 
daughter?”

"One lies sleeping in the valley yon
der.”

"If this daughter were living, sick, 
tortured and wretched, would you not 
do everything that lay within your 
power to do to help her?”

"Of course I would,"
"Do you think that if there was one 

tiling that you could do to make her life 
any easier or happier, that you would 
not make a supreme effort to do ft?”

"1 would do all that it was possible 
for me to do.”

"Well, that is just what your mother 
has done for you. All these long years 
she has been watching over you. She 
has seen your hardships and sufferings 
and bitter disappointments, and your 
heart-aches and soul yearnings have all 
been known to her, and her love has 
grown deeper and stronger as you have 
needed it more. Feeling that neither of 
you could endure present conditions 
any longer, she has made a mighty ef
fort to help you and has sent me to your 
aid, and she will help you still more if 
you will give her the opportunity,”

"During this conversation Mrs. Grey 
had permitted tho restive horse to 
move along and browse upon the bushes 
by the wayside. Martha watched with 
interest all that passed between Mrs. 
Austin and the stranger, and she was 
not surprised when a few minutes later 
Mrs. Austin came down to them and 
said, "Mrs. Daley says that we are to 
drive up to the barn and leave the 
horse. There is no need to go farther,
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fer our work lies’here, and *here we 
must stay to-night.”

"As Mrs. Daley ushered tlifc three wo
men into the living-room, Which was 
also the kitchen, she glanced at the old 
clock in tlie corner and a look of terror 
passed over her face which did not es
cape the watchful eyes of Mrs. Austin. 
Quickly laying aside her outdoor gar
ments, she quietly donned a kitchen 
apron and went to work as if she had 
always been accustomed to it. After a 
few minutes' hesitation, Mrs. Grey and 
Martha followed her example and in a 
few minutes the table was laid, and the 
supper cooking, and the gloomy kitchen 
was filled with the sound of cheerful 
voices, Mrs. Daley moved with the 
preoccupied air of one w!ho moves 
through force of habit rather than con
scious thought. There was a burning 
spot upon either cheek and a new light 
in her sad eyes. She started as there 
came the sound of heavy footsteps at 
the door and again that frh-titened look 
passed over her face, but only for an in
stant, for as tlie door opened she 
stepped forward with a dignity and 
grace that surprised her Visitors and 
said toher husband, “John, These ladies 
are my guests, and they will spend the 
night with me. Of course you will see 
that their horse is properly cared for." 
She introduced her husband to each of 
tlie women and resumed her work of 
putting the supper upon tho table.

Mr. Daley, a short, thick-set, un
kept-looking man, with a stern mouth 
and hard gray eyes, regarded hjs wife 
with undisguised astonishment, but she 
carefully avoided meeting'his gaze. At 
the supper table he looked curiously at 
his guests ajid made a few remarks 
about the weather. Mrs. Austin .began 
conversation with him by asking ques
tions about his farm and stock ^ml be
fore supper was over, she had llftin. giv
ing ah anmated account of hla herd of 
thoroughbreds to which sl.,-> ' listened 
with apparépt interest. . -A ,

Mujtha observed that Mpsi. Austin 
hardly tasted of the food' before her, 
but shq showed no trace of' nervous
ness. As soon as supper was over Mr.' 
Daley and his men went out to their 
work. Four,pairs of hands soon had 
the after'supper work done at a most 
unaccustomed hour and Mrs. Daley 
ushered her guests into what was by 
courtesy called the best room, and there 
left them for a short time. During her 
absence Mrs. Austin threw wide open 
thè doors and windows, letting the pure 
sweet air fill the room.

From the pasture near by came the 
low tinkle of the cow-bells, the robins 
were singing and scolding in the maple 
boughs, the toads were purring down by 
the brook and the odor of new-mown 
hay filled the room. The evening shad
ows had begun to gather as Mrs. Daley 
joined her guests. Mrs. Austin re
quested her hostess to sit. beside her 
upon the old-fashioned print-covered 
lounge, andXMrs. Gray and Martha 
seated themselves in near-by chairs.

Taking one of Mrs. Daley’s hands in 
her own, Mrs. Austin said genjly, “Your 
mother did not bid me seek you out for 
nothing. I feel sure that she intends 
to come to you to-night and-. ' give you 
some message or in some way con
vince you that your lost Ones still live 
and love you. Let us each ’ earnestly 
desire her perfect success. I know what

despair means; I know what it is to lay 
from sight one dearer than my own life, 
without a hope of ever seeing her again. 
I, too, Mrs. Daley, have a daughter in 
spirit life, and she came to me not long 
ago—not tlie baby 1 laid away, but a 
beautiful maiden nearly as large as my
self."

“Did you know her when you saw 
her?" asked Mrs. Daley, with Intense 
eagerness.

“Certainly I did. You may rest as
sured that your spirit will know and 
claim its own. My child looked at me 
with the same dark eyes free from all 
pain and sadness. The same long 
black lashes swept her cheeks no long
er marble white but flushed with a color 
as exquisite as tlie pink in an apple
blossom. She stretched out her hands 
to me—such joy thrilled me as 1 never 
expect to know again while 1 remain in 
the flesh."

Putting an arm about the weeping 
woman beside her, Mrs. Austin contin
ued: “A spirit once stood beside me 
and spake words of coinfort to my sor
rowing soul, and in conclusion he said, 
'Say to those who weep over tlie 
graves of their loved ones, that they 
shall surely claim their own again. As 
springs the steel to the magnet so will 
you and your loved ones be again 
united. Your departed ones are not 
lost, they have been born again and as 
surely as the suns and worlds swing in 
their places, and the seasons come and 
go, so surely will the spirit find and 
claim its own.” •

“Mary!” .
"The voice that spoke was indescrib

ably sweet and tender. Mrs. Daley 
started violently and saw a while robed 
liglife standing before her, a soft light 
shone around the figure and the feat
ures were clearly discernible, Mrs. 
Daley gave one startled glance and 
stretching forth her hands cried, 
“Mother, oh! my mother!"

Tho spirit smiled and put out a hand 
as if in benediction. “My child," she 
said, "my poor little girl, I have tried so 
long to find a way to come to you and 
help you. Listen to what these women 
tell you, for they speak the truth. I 
have the little ones you call lost with 
me. Remember always through storm 
and calm, through good and 111, we love 
you and care for you.”

The figuré was gone—vanished where 
it stood. Mrs. Daley staggered to her 
feet and dropped upon her knees on the 
spot where her mother had stood. 
Mrs. Austin went and knelt beside her 
afid Mrs. Grey and Martha stole softly 
from tbe room. For some time they 
walked silently to and fro in the shad
ow of the big maples. At last Martha 
spoke, “I would rather be Mrs. Austin 
to-njght, Auntie, than to be tlie richest 
and greatest woman in this land.”

"Mrs. Austin is only a woman like 
unto ourselves, dear child,” was the 
gentle answer, “a woman who has tolled 
and suffered, whose heart is full of love 
and compassion for her fellow beings, 
aid having found the light she now 
walks in it.”

“But she is more than an ordinary 
woman, auntie.”

“Yes, but she has made herself just 
what she is, and you can do the same, 
my child, If you will.”

The next day, before starting for

it out and so I watched around and 
when I saw you go into the parlor, 1 
crept into the closet baclf. ot the lounge. 
The closet used to be an old entry so 1 
got in all right from the other room, 
and I heard and saw everything."

“1 am very glad to know it, Mr. Da
ley, and I feel sure your wife will feel 
equally glad.”

Mr. Daley pushed back his straw hat 
and rubbed his head, shifted bis weight 
from one foot to the other while he 
plucked a handful of grass and tore it to 
pieces. .

Mrs. Austin who had been quietly ob
serving these signs of mental disquiet
ude, now kindly said, “1 suppose you 
recognized the spirit form that ap
peared to us?” ■

“Oh, yes, I knew her the minute I saw 
her. Do you suppose tnat she knew 1 
was there?”

“Certainly.”
Again there was silence for a few 

minutes and then Mr. Daley, straighten
ing himself to his full height, said with 
a visible effort, "Some way last night 
when her mother stood there 1 felt as if
1 wasn’t much of a man. 
mean and small, and I 
had that spirit look at 
land and stock 1 own.

I felt dreadful 
wouldn’t have 
me for all the 
I never meant

to abuse my wife, before God I never 
did, but it came to me then that I have 
been abusing her these long years. I 
have not in some ways treated her as 
well as I have my cows and horses. Ab 
I looked at her a crying there I felt that 
if I should die now that I should be so 
small and mean-looking that I should 
be ashamed to have anyone look at me. 
Now what I want to know is, what can 
I do to mend the matter?"

Mrs. Austin stood pale and silent, 
looking like one who is suddenly called
upon to decide a matter of vital ImI-

home Mrs. Austin went 
field to gather some wild

out into the 
flowers. She

had been engaged at her occupation but 
a short time when Mr. Daley appeared 
beside her. He gave a few cautious 
glances around as of to make quite sure 
that they were alone and then with a 
directness that was characteristic of 
him, said, “I saw and heard what hap
pened when you women folks were in 
the parlor last night.”

Mrs. Austin looked up surprised.
“Yes,” he went on, “I was curious to 

know what you were here for, and what 
made her act so queer. I couldn’t make

porlance, then fixing her earnest eyes 
full upon the man before her, she said 
slowly, “The past is gone and cannot 
be recalled, but tho present is yours with 
alLits possibilities. Begin anew and 
begin now to lead a different life. 
The habits of a lifetime cannot be over
come In a day, but hold the earnest de
sire and persevere with a firm determi
nation to conquer and you will soon 
make a better and nobler man of your
self. Go to your wife like a brave and 
honest man and tell her what you have 
told me. Let her know that you love 
her and you will see a very different wo
man In-a short time. Live up to your 
highest, ihobleet impulses. If you feel 
that you ought to do a thing because it 
is right or kind, do it It may cost you 
something to always obey the inner 
voice but it will lead you In the right 
way, and if you have fully determined 
to lead a better life you will not stop 
for any cost. Remember that you are 
now an immortal spirit clothed in hu
man flesh, and the flesh and all that 
pertains to ft will pass away, but your 
spirit and all that pertains to that will 
survive death and decide your future 
welfare.”

Steps were heard coming along a 
path near-by, and Mr. Daley stepped 
into some friendly bushes and was lost 
to sight, but it was he who led up the 
horse and buggy a little later.

In reply to an earnest invitation tire 
three women had made Mrs. Daley to 
visit them at their home, she was say
ing, “I would be more glad to go than 
I can tell, but I am afraid I never can.”

"Oh, yes, you can, Mary,” said her 
husband, cheerfully; “you can go next 
week if you want to.”

The look of astonishment and joy 
that went over Mrs. Daley’s face was in 
itself a revelation. As Mr. Daley hand
ed Mrs. Austin into the cariage he said, 
in a low tone, "I am going to do what 
you told me to.”

"That is right,” was the glad reply, 
“and if I were you, I would buy back 
that colt that was sold yesterday.”

(To be concluded.) I.

The time seems ripe for a better 
classification of facts respecting medi
ums and mediumship—with special ref
erence to the effects of mediumship on 
the subject. As no one within my 
knowledge has compiled any statistics 
or collected any comprehensive data 
relative to the matter, the writer has 
decided to undertake tlie task, for bls 
own information, and for the benefit of 
all others interested.

The value of the results will depend 
almost entirely on tlie extent and re
liability of the data secured, therefore 
I ask your aid. If you can give any In
formation, please send it to the address 
given below, and do it now—for what 
is put off until to-morrow is often left 
undone. All letters will be considered 
confidential. 1 wish the following:

1. Name and address of every me
dium for spirit manifestations, with 
statement of phase of mediumship— 
whether trance, clairvoyance, clairaudl- 
ence, raps, materialization, automatic 
or independent writing, drawing, paint
ing, inspirational speaking, etc., etc.

2. Length of time the manifestations 
continued, and whether they are still 
experienced. Where not definitely 
known, give approximate time.

3. Effect on mediums:—(a) Physi
cally, as to health, strength, nervous
ness, etc., etc.

(b) Mentally, whether followed by 
menial derangement, periods of de
pression, impairment of memory, or 
lack of self control, etc.

(c) Morally. Where physical, menial 
or moral weakness is noted, state If 
there is any oilier known cause. ;

4. Tho names and addresses of two 
reliable persons who either know tho 
facts stated and can verify them, or 
can vouch for the person making the 
statement. .

5. Tlie above Information Is desired 
concerning all mediums or sensitives, 
whether professional, public, private— 
and all persons who have had such ex
periences though unknown to the pub
lic and not distinctively classed as me
diums. '

It is desired that this information be 
reliable, impartial, definite, concise, 
verifiable—except experiences of a pri
vate nature which may be disclosed by 
and known only to tho subject. To 
this end your personal co-operation is 
earnestly invited.

It is intended that the results of Hie 
information obtained and the conclu
sions arrived at, will be given to the 
public at as early a date as may be 
consistent with careful work and the 
time possible to devote to it.

This undertaking is at my own Initia
tive, without suggestion from any one, 
but with a sincere desire to get at the 
facts, if possible. . / ..

Write me a letter to-day.
WALTER P. WILLIAMS.

334 Eleventh street N. E., Washington,

SPEECH.

Here ami Hereafter
BY CHARLES DAWBARN.

Chapter IV.—The Big Civil Engineer.
Carl Snyder, tlie author of New Con

ceptions in Science, has delivered what 
he considers a crushing blow—a com
plete "knock-out” for Modern Spiritual
ism—by his assertion that the recently 
invented Instruments of precision are 
so delicate and sensitive that they 
could be easily used by spirits—If such 
beings exist. The careful student Who 
has read the preceding chapters will, 
however, note that such a claim be
comes absurd and impossible in the 
light of the fact that the disintegration 
of the human form by death is ’ itself 
one of the "critical points” we have 
been describing and emphasizing.

After passing this “critical point” In
telligence finds herself once more manl-' 
testing amid new conditions, and which 
this time permit no use of instrumepts 
manufactured of metal, wood or glass. 
Such instruments would be as impos
sible for her use as an attempt by a 
mortal to run a steam engine with ice 
for fuel, or to race his yachts upon an 
ocean of steam.

The materialist, such as our-author, . 
may assert in reply that advocates of 
Modern Spiritualism are clalmlng’lhat 
they have raps upon wood; receive writ
ings with pencil, or someUmes 'wltfioiit, 
upon paper and slate; and' thfit type
writers are now run by asserted spirits.' 
And .even some Spiritualists catuiotspo 
What effect, if any, hasibeeh produced' 
by death upon such phenomena, or real
ize the meaning .of a "critical point.”

All phenomena perceptible to Homo 
must manifest through matter moving 
at a speed which his sense can realize. 
The spirit in the body »thus uses crude 
matter throtigh which to express, him
self. How intelligence,, matter and ch-' 
ergy blend and mutually affect one an
other wo do not pretend to understand; 
but they do, and man the mortal is ono

of the results. As soon, as death 
changes the conditions th® three co
workers may adapt themselves and go 
on as before, but that is not our pres
ent question. We are asking how those 
co-workers, after they have passed that 
“critical point” can possibly come back 
to the old conditions? f '

We reply, they must manufacture 
some kind of a form with' ,whlch to 
touch our crude matter.',Tp do this 
they must have a certain/kitid of raw 
material, which seems to 1e.‘ found, so 
far as we know, onlyJn th^mortalliody. 
If they find it and qsh it^yve call that 
body a “medium".” It is then, and only 
then, it becomes possible.^oKthp^e liv
ing beyond ,deat|h to prepare tfhenbmena 
visible to us. Rut .they ciginM fin'd.this 
raw material Wmetaiaor^ood ofcglass. 
They must have th,® njortiujzed essence, 
as supplied by sortie medium,, but'wfien 
this is at their service thefe;ls nd rea
son they should not use |he pew,,scien
tific instruments of precision^ and per
haps more.effectively than^the pencil or 
typewriter. The real (difficulty In the 
.way is that Mr. Scientist would relegate 
all such mortal sensitives.jtp Sn aiylttm, 
If he had the power. . Ypry LnatWally 
they leave him to his litn&dibsSS his 
own inventlobirahd lnstr&i&ifi. , /.

When a Crookes ¿¿ppar|/^id Is will
ing for a few brief 'hopreytb put these 
powers to a:khuBy-„but'Tlg>r9uEh£y' Bcl’ 
entitle test, he finds the “ideblred, raw 
material at his disposal,; then a 
Katie King appears.,: Very, hqdn he is 
obliged to let go, andqonfine Miis studies 
to the normal raw mrttetifitfi of. earth 
life where Intelligence qoqtlipies to do 
her very best for him’on the HERE.sIde 
of her "critical -point.” »Whenever 
these new and sensitive" instruments 
are placed by Carl Snyder^ otfhlsJlk, at 
tlie disposal - of IntpUliren® .beyond 
death, amid such condition^ as -were 

’’

provided by Sir William Crookes, they 
will learn lessons that will lift them 
over the material point which now 
blocks their progress.

The present writer, who has only a 
finite mind, knows nothing whatever of 
His Majesty, the Infinite, and could not 
exchange thought with him if he exists. 
But he sees Intelligence at work inside 
and outside all “critical points." It is 
an intelligence, except in degree, exact
ly like his own. So he believes there is 
a CIVIL ENGINEER so big he can build 
worlds, just as our civil engineer bores 
tunnels and builds bridges. And it is 
this Big Civil Engineer who seems to be 
playing the game depicted in these ar
ticles. And if it really work out in su
preme happiness beyond tlie next "crit
ical point” it is, perhaps, as well to sus
pend criticism until we get there.
' Meantime, although the theologian 

and his pupils may accuse the writer of 
gross Irreverence, the student will see 
no reason why a small civil engineer 
should be greeted as “Hail fellow, well 
met,” and a big one approached on 
bended knee, with a humble request 
for Boston brown bread and baked 
beans. Moreover we may rest assured 
this Big Civil Engineer, living far be
yond the death "critical point," cannot 
be reached by any theological process 
in earth life. .

Yonder is an Eastern ant-hill, with its 
millions living under a civilization quite 
as advanced, in some respects, as ,our 
own. They see a mighty upturning 
coming rapidly toward them, and en
dangering their very. existence. It is 
what humans call a railroad, and will 
utterly destroy them. - So they appoint 
fast days, and hold ?prayer-meetings, 
and try, through a committee to open a 
communication with ’ the ant lord and 
master. . . . . . . .

They do, we assume, just as man 
does when he beeseeches somebody, he 
does not know who, to save him from 
cloud-burst and tornado, from pesti
lence ¿nd famine,, and everything else 
that is objectionable.
.! Is .there anybody » but an ant to hear 
an ant, or anybody but a man to hear a 
man? Could the ant, under any clrcuro.-

stances, make thé man understand what 
he wanted to say, or both of them to
gether send out prayers that would 
reach either the Big Engineer or His 
Majesty the Infinite? I trow not, and 
the reader trows just the same.

But whether an ant, beyond his death 
"critical point,” or a man who has es
caped earth life, can listen, and perhaps 
reply, is not a subject for philosophical 
study, but a simple question of fact.

We know nothing about the ant and 
his future, but the facts are with us 
when we assert our KNOWLEDGE that 
the MAN OF HEREAFTER can, under 
certain conditions, give greetings, and 
sometimes a little help to the MAN OF 
HERE. We get from him a few state
ments concerning his HEREAFTER 
which our philosophy approves. We 
get quite enough, in any case, to make 
us pity the limitations of the Man of 
Science who, immersed over his eyes 
and ears in the HERE, is blind and deaf 
to every .whisper from the HERE
AFTER. '•

THE END.
San Leandro, Cal.

Talk happiness. The world Is sad 
enough . .. - ' ' . ' \ ■ ■ ■■ ■

Without your woes. No path is wholly
-■ ' rough p' .o-’-o,;, o iu":----

Look for the places that are smooth and 
' I clear, - < t ;

And speak of those to rest the weary 
ear

Of earth, so hurt by one continuous 
strain

Of human discontent and grief and 
pain. . ...

Talk faith. The worldis better oil 
without ' . ' ' ■" ■■ "

Your uttered Ignorance and morbid
. ' doubt. " oio; i'L' ■ ", .0 LL
If you. have faith in God, or man, or 

self, ; i .; : ^7 u? ..." ... ,
Say so; if not, push -back upon the. shelf 
Of silence all your thoughts, till faith 

shall come; ■ . ... '
No one will , grieve because your lips 

■ ■■ are dumb. - ; ' ■■■ - ;
Talk health. The dreary, never-chang

ing tale ,u:
Of mortal maladies is worn, and stale. 
You cannot charm, or interest; or please 
By harping on that minor chord, dis

etuse. "
Say. you are well, or til 1 is well- with 

■ you, .-■■ . a ,
And God shall: hear your words and 

make them true. ■.; . . ,, ■ , ■ „ ,■ .
—Ella WheCler'Wilcox. '

Thoughts.
Think hope and strength and comfort.

These shall bring . < ■
The fairest blossoms on life’s barren 

bough. < ,
White blooms of spirit forces which will 

cling ,
And with their wealth your poverty 

endow. ■ ■
Think love anti trust and 

They will come ’
To walk beside you on the 

earth. "
Their germs are 'neath your

wisdom.

unsteady

disbelief,

TO MOTHER.

I tramped the prairies over 
To find each tiny flower;
I searched In vain, 
And searched again, 
A violet I wished to find, 
The expression of my mind. 
Only the other day

' I passed one on my way. 
But like in life’s career, 
We meet, each other here, 
And then we pass away, 
To meet some happy da 
In the spirit .land . -
We'will clasp each loving hand. 

Cooperton, Okla. G. G. LEE, SR.

The great men of the earth are but 
marking-stones on the road of human
ity;' they are priests of Its religion.— 
Mazzini. <• •
.. Stern duties need not speak sternly. 

He who stood-firm before the thunder 
•worshiped the ‘-'still, small voice."—Do
bell. ■ . .

yet dumb, ■ ■ ■ ...  ■
Waiting the sun of thought to bring 

them birth.
Think purity and honor. Each high 

thought ■ .
Shall root and spread Its leaves 

abroad to seed
A plenteous harvest, bringing you un

sought :
Full measure, ten times paid, for one 

good deed. :
Think courage, truth and faith in all 

mankind.
They lie as pearls beneath concealing 

form. .
These priceless gems your hand may 

hold to bind
To glorious crowns, once rescued 

from the storm. '
Think help and joy and blessing. 

Richer far
Than all the treasured wealth to 

' kingdoms given,
Such thoughts shall form a radiant 

guiding star
Leading the weary wanderer home to 

heaven.
BEATRICE ST. GEORGE.
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REMARKABLE MANIFESTATIONS
OF SPIRIT POWER

In the 40'b Patrick O’Neal lived in the ] 
northern part of Christian county, Ky., 1 
In a wild, rough section known then, and i 
possibly at tlie present time, as thePond ; 
river country.. He had a comfortable. 1 

’home situated in one of the many ter
tile valleys among the foot hills of the । 
river. It was understood that he was a 
childless widower, who had Bought this 
remote section on account of its health
fulness and remoteness from the busy 
marts ot the world. His only help was 
an aged negro and his wife, who.tooked 
after his stock and his home. O’Neal’s 
farm consisted of about 120 acres, di
vided almost equally by the public or 
stage road from Hopkinsville to Madi
sonville. That part on tlie east side 
was all in the valley, arable and highly 
productive, while the other half, on the 
west side was rough and covered with 
timber. He raised grass, a small patch 
of tobacco, corn and oats enough to 
feed his stock, assisted when necessary 
by hired labor in the neighborhood.

In addition to the products of the 
farm which were more than enough to 
■Ripply his frugal wants, he received an 
annuity of £100 from Ireland. The 
draft was taken by him to Hopkinsville, 
cashed in gold and the latter carried 
Jiome with him, as he kept no account 
at the bank.

He had, which was very unusual in 
those days, a fine library which he kept 
replenished with such new books as Ills 
fancy dictated. He was very fond of 
reading and preferred the society of hip 
favorite authors to that of his non-cul- 
tuj-ed neighbors. He was not known to 
have an enemy in the world, while it 
can be truthfully said, he had formed 
no strong friendships. At this early 
day he had established a rural route for 
his own benefit, by putting up a box on 
the side of the road and paying the 
stage driver to deliver and transport 
his mail.

His nearest and most prominent 
neighbor was Alonzo Pennington, a 
well-to-do farmer, prominent as a local 
politician, ex-sheriff of tho county, and 
a man of far more than ordinary intelll-
gence and force of character. He had 1 
cultivated O’Neal assiduously to Inter- ] 
esl him in politics without avail, and I 
time and time again had tried to buy i 
him out because their lands adjoined. I

It became necessary in January 184— ; 
for O'Neal to go to Hopkinsville to have । 
his draft cashed, leaving hiB place, us 
he han done in several instances prior, 
with bis servants. After waiting for 
several days the servants were sur
prised by a visit from Pennington, who 
rode over, he said, to notify them that 
he had a letter from Mr. O'Neal stating 
that lie had been suddenly called to 
New York and asking Pennington to 
look after his affairs until his return, 
lie exhibited a letter, purporting to be 
flora O’Neal to several of his neighbors 
to this effect. He rode over every day 
or so to see how things were progress
ing and inquire if anything was needed. 
In about two weeks after O'Neal had 
left ho came again and announced that 
he, himself, had been suddenly called to 
New Orleans, and gave directions to the 
servants what was to be done until his 
or O'Neal’s return and left them a few 
dollars to meet unexpected contingen
cies. He was absent over a month. 
When he got to Hopkinsville, en route 
home, he got a letter from the postot- 
flee, dated New York, and purporting to 
be from O’Neal, announcing the death 
of ah old uncle in Ireland had made it 
necessary for him to return immediate
ly to that country and inclosing a power 
of attorney, legally executed, empower
ing him (Pennington) to dispose of all 
of bls effects, real and personal, and 
remit the proceeds to him at Dublin. 
Pennington had this power of attorney 
recorded and proceeded to dispose of all 
of his effects in a legal and orderly way. 
The land was sold to a neighbor, who, 
in a few months reconveyed to Penning
ton. The two slaves were sold to an
other neighbor who, shortly after, re
conveyed to Pennington. On the west 
half of O'Neal’s land, in a remote cor
ner, was a suck hole, about fifteen feet 
in diameter at the top and taper to the 
bottom, where it contracted to a very 
small space. It was about fifteen feet

between their

THE PRIVILEGE
OF SPIRITUALISTS

And the Duties of Spiritualism, 
Carefully Considered.

That’i spirit can commit a crime has been fully estab
lished.'. They do so when they control a medium 
aganisf her will, and use obscene and profane lan
guage. BtThis fact has been fully established in the 
discussion that has been carried on in The Progres
sive! Thihker. It will not do for Spiritualists to close 
their eyes to this important feature of Spiritualism. 
It rtiusf stand side by side with the glorious truths 
that emanate from exalted spirits, and be carefully 
analyzed. In connection herewith, Mrs. Price, of 
Washington, D.C., gives some interesting particulars.

pack, with their tails . .
legs, turned back whining and looking I - —
alternately at the hunters and the ob- I The principles of nature teach us that 
ject. The hunters spurred their horses I within the breast of every hying crea- 
forward until they reached the point I ture there is a spark of divinity, which 
where it crossed the road, when their can be fanned into a flame, and made to 
animals suddenly stopped and attempt-1 blossom as the pictured 
cd to wheel around. The object had Eden; by attuning one’s self to the har- 
disappeared and no amount of coaxing I monies of nature’s law of evolut on. 
or coercion could induce the dogs to I The erroneous teachings of so-called: 
take the trail. Christianity (theologies of an undevel-

This condition of affairs continued I oped age) have had the effect of dwart- 
until it was the talk of the county and I ing the principle known as individual
a half dozen determined men met and ity—the most important factor in intel- 
resolved to solve the myatery. They I lectual progress. This can best be 11- 
concealed themselves on a bright moon- lustrated by a young forest; the sap
light night in the edge ot the woods, lings of which are young and Blender, 
near the path, and awaited events. I If a steady westward wind be brought 
Exactly at 12 o’clock they were reward- to bear upon them for a long period 
ed by seeing die object of their search I they will be inclined to the east- bo 
come slowly, apparently floating along also the minds of a young generation 
the path through tlie meadow. When it have been swayed by the teachings, or 
reached the fence it appeared to pass I psychological influence of a theology of 
through it. It crossed the road not the past In the eyes of the church it 
twenty feet in front'of them, when they has ever been a crime to have a thqught 
got a good view of it. It appeared to be I contrary to its teachings. When in this 
mist in the form of a man or woman; I forest of mental saplings there appears 
the arms were well defined and one one stronger than the rest, who is able 
bond- concealed the back of the head, I to stand upright and looking about him 
while the &rni next to them was extend-1 see the bent .condition pf his brothers* 
ed. prevented them from seeing the He starts to preach the natural law of 
head, except tlfe bar» outline. When it I symmetry and beaiitv, which says do 
reached the woods, it did not adhere to I not allow yourself to be played upon by 
the path, but passed in a bee line, I every wind that blows." -
through the trees and undergrowth to-1 Here he encounters a hindrance un
ward the sinkhole. They followed as looked for; falling to- recognize these 
rapidly as possible and were in time to bent or warped intellects (his weaker 
see it pause a moment over the hole and brothers, hence more easi y swayed 
then slowly Bink down into its depths, than himself,) he has not only the erro- 
When these facts were reported, the neous teachers to deal with, but at the 
excitement was greatly Intensified, cry of heretic, infidel, crucify him. 
Pennington, however, was tlie only one from the fountain head of geology, 
who appeared to treat it lightly. He de- these weaker brothers, not understand- 
dared that it was a wlllo’ the wisp or ing him, and willing hands to gather 
marsh ball, that had assumed this Bln- fagots to once more light up. tha wor d 

, guiax shape. ■ wlth lurlcl flames to extinguish the true
, Arrangements were speedily made to light of inspiration intended by the 

thoroughly examine the sinkhole. At- spirit world to advance civilization.
; tention was directed to the fact that a I Let me here assert and emphasize, 
. stream of water several Inches in diam- with all the power at my command, 
I eter continually poured into the hole and without fear of scholarly^contradic- 
l without filling it and the inference was tion—that all the blessings brought to 
• that there was a subterranean passage I humanity have come outside, and apart 

below. Before arrangements could be from all churches known to man. iiie 
perfected for a thorough exploration, combined churches have ever stood toi 
Pennington sold out all of his posses- and upheld tyranny; they have ever 
Blons and removed hurriedly to Texas, aided the oppressors of the poor to 
his excuse belnc that his brother had widen the scope of their scheme of rob- 
purchased a very large ranch and had blng humanity of ita individuality The 
given him an Interest upon his coming so-called Christian churches have been 
Immediately to look after it. potent factors in martyring the

The first thing the party did was to brightest minds of all ages who have 
lower a ladder Into the sinkhole and re- had the moral courage to stand alone 
move tha inrm nnfl trnsh at the bottom and suffer death If need be in order to move vile iogs auu trasu at uie mvlulflu. . . „x«».,«
When this was done they discovered an Impart to the world the beautiful les- 
aperture about the size of a man’s body sons of truth, taught by tho applied 
through which the stream escaped and principles of nature.
thev could distinctly hear the latter fall- It *a Inspiring to note that with the Kw aXS spread of spiritual- teaching, the lead-
this opening, one man let himself down ing minds of the arte of learning are
by means of a rope into what proved to fast severing connection with the Instl-
be a chamber twenty feet in diameter, y L^Ung I learn who and what they were,
of irregular shape, the ceiling being a truth tl^ world wou“d ed the proof Immortal life,
little higher than this. Another ladder th ® plctu^°J I™“ the s^mirce of B0UKht 1110 Parente lost to my earthly
was improvised and the party, with | turn to nature b studio, the u e 11 l gQt tabl0.UpplllgS rap8, but

Little wonder that man has strayed | could not tell who were the ones 
malting - the .demonstrations, as the

The Experiences of a Clalraudlent Me- < 
dlum and Inspirational Lecturer—Ob- 1 

scene Talk by Spirits—The Unpleas- ' 
ant Side-of Spirit Control. ,
In The,Progressive Thinker you ask > 

those who have had experiences with : 
Ignorant or yiejpus controls, or obsessed : 
by such, to’ give their experience. For । 
the benefit of others no doubt, It is de
sired.

I pad not iptended to give my experi
ence to the World, and shall not In. full 
detail, but will give some essential 
parts, hoping It may aid some, as The 
Great Psychological Crime IS BRING
ING TO LIGHT MUCH OF IMPORT
ANCE TO THE ADVANCEMENT OF 
HEALTHFUL KNOWLEDGE. ■

I stated some facts in an article which 
you published, but I did not speak of 
anything regarding tlie experience 1 
had before I learned what the voices 
were, and that they could converse 
with me-at any time or place.

My father passed from earth life the 
day I was one year old; my mother fol
lowed in little more than a year. 1 
learned of their character only by hear
ing others tell of events of their lives, 
and from a few letters they had writ
ten to relatives, and which had been 
preserved.

I did not know till I had proved their 
presence around me, that spirits were 
with mortals all the time, as mediums 
always led me to expect them to come 
and go. I only heard the voice In mo
ments of solitude and sorrow, but I got 
strong impressions of my mother’s and 
Bister’s presence at times after I had 
learned of Such a possibility.

Spiritualists taught me ot different 
guides that came unbidden to aid mor
tals to conduct a work similar to their 
own while they were here as mortals, 
also of evil spirits coming unbidden to 
a medium.

I wished to find out all about It.
If there were ghosts, I always said 1 

would like tq see one. If I had spirit 
influences around me, I wished to

UNIQUE LADY MEDIUMS. DR. J. M. PEEBLES'
Mrs. Catherine McFarlin and Rev. 

Nellie K. Baker.

These are, Mrs. Catherine McFarlin, 
residing at Plainview, Minn., and Rev. 
Nellie K. Baker of Portage, WIb. The 
latter Ib the president of the 'Wisconsin 
State Spiritualist Association^,

Mrs. McFarlin is a noted speaker and 
platform test medium, as well as highly 
developed in other phases, including

of nervous prostration—it would be ex
plained as a joke, and I would be told 
not to let It bother me; that they 
could not explain, but to trust them be
cause of the good aid try to forget the 
unpleasant. I did hot take anyone into 
my confidence, but was determined to 
learn alone all I could of spirit influ
ences, but I was satisfied I could hold 
my own independent yrlll powers and 
not be entranced.

I found I could be held mentally from 
thinking' bf a name or word I wished to 
use, but I could turn my mind and use 
it independent of the Influence, and my 
mother usually spoke the word so I 
could Rear, after I had been prevented 
from thinking of it.

Before allowing me to understand 
who the evil or seemingly evil-minded 
companion was, I was led to see that 
I could hold a mental force of my own 
that willed him to desist, when speak
ing of what I did not care to hear; and 
I could turn my mental powers so as to 
give the father a chance to explain It 
what I was told was truth or false.

At last when a favorable condition 
presented Itself for a pleasant talk be
tween myself and the spirit father, he 
explained that the man was here be
cause he was a relative of his back two 
generations; had come to him as a boy; 
had stayed with me, as he and my 
mother had, and it was this great uncle 
who tormented me, as people do a 
young child, just to see the effects ot 
what they say or do. He loved to ex
periment and see how he could annoy a 
mortal, and also to learn how much I 
would believe of spirit stories made up 
by him and told as a truth.

. People believed such Impossible 
tilings of spirits, and the real truth was 

1 so hard for them to learn or believe

excellent private sittings. In all the i 
work she is CONSCIOUSLY HERSELF. 
Her discourses are as educational to 
herself as to the audience. She Ib no . 
more fatigued than the ordinary speak
er that does the same amount of work.
She further has the advantage ot relief ; 
from the labor of preparing the lectures. 
The relief has the effect to encourage 
rather than discourage her individual 
study. Commencing with only common 
school advantages, she 1b now an ac
complished lady.

With but a slender capital ot health 
and resolve, she is now strong and 
efficient. She would consider it dark and 
selfish to keep her gift to herself, 
when it can be used to instruct 
and entertain large audiences at a sin
gle effort. She regards it a sacred 
privilege to be a message bearer of the 
advanced departed friends to the thou
sands of mortals who know nothing of 
the hereafter, and that are thirsting for 
the light. Her manner of receiving the 
knowledge is unique, in that the Ideas 
are simply tossed to tlie brain, as It 
were, and she catches them. It is a 
decided case of CONSTRUCTION and 
not destruction.

Rev. Mrs. Baker Is different, yet 
unique. While speaking she reads the 
lectures from spirit manuscript. Sheet 
after sheet Is held up, and so on to the 
end. By nature she is litferary, now she 
Is more so. Some persons that heard 
one of her lectures told me it was the 
most finished and delightful they ever 
heard from spirit or mortal. Her health 
and resolution have been improved by 
the mediumship. She is thoroughly con
scious while giving forth the enlighten-

I want- 
and I

pine torches, descended.
About the first object that presented . „ ,

Itself at the bottom was the body of far fr°m home on the thorny hy-ways
Patrick O’Neal, lying on his face in a to look I People'and their conditions than oflump under the mouth of the entrance erauons ne nas neen raugnr to iook । t haiiovmi
and at the edge of the stream that I ^thln himself for all manner of evi, 
poured down from above. A hasty ex- disease and death. Instead of Spirit
amination disclosed the fact that his I aallsm, 0Oniin8 ¿o tear down the relig-
skull had been crushed in the rear by a ^tae^onUrnnTof^lfa to I mortal which I was sure was not pres-
blunt Instrument. His pockets were the truth of the continuity or lire, to
turned wrong side outwards and only l^.L’i^y^VL^mion of ffimrS I went to a medium who told me pt
his silver watch and pocket knlfe.were »ught by the superstition or enuren motq„r iather belng wlth me at
found, the former en his person and the > and brlng hlm into the daylight of A1S)tt
latter by his side, where it had evi- reason It teach« him tm he ls& a and contaol, if I would allow tier 
dently been thrown in after him. part “-ture» law of evolution ana m6;rsal(J j g6t writing3

The news of the discovery of the I >he all other phenomena m natuto,.pe automaticanv and so on_the samejlst body was Instantly flashed all overOf thffiW’uWy promised the Teflker

clairvoyant visions were more of live

in their-reality ns visions, and I was no 
more sure of the spirit’s personal pres
ence when I saw one, than I was of the

those we call dead; therefore I believed

Most Important Books. *>
REDUCED PRICES.

Ahat Is Spiritualism? -
M x Are These Spiritualists? an* 

What Has Spiritualism Done for th» 
World? By J. M. Peebles, M. D., M. Ai. 
An excellent book to put in the hand» 
of Inquirer», doth, 76 cents.

Did Jesus Christ Exist?
Is Christ the Corner Stone of Spirit* 

uallsm? What Do the Spirits Bay 
About It? Wm. Emmette Coleman VS. 
Hudson Tuttle on Mahomet and Jesus. 
To which Is appended a controversy, 
Arthur J. Owen vs. J. M. Peebles, on th» 
origin of the Lord’s Prayer and Sermon 
on the Mount, and an exhaustive paper, 
by Wm. Emmette Coleman on the His
torical Origin of Christianity. Paper, IK 
cents.

Three Journeys Around the World.
A large, handsomely bound octavo vol

ume, 500 pages, finely Illustrated, de
scribing the Pacific Islands, New Zea
land and Australia, India and her maglo, 
Egypt and her pyramids, Persia, Cey
lon, Palestine, etc., with the religious 
manners, customs, laws and habits of 
foreign countries. Price, $1.50.

Immortality,
And the employments of spirits good 
and evil in the spirit world. What a 
hundred spirits say about their dwell
ing-places, their locomotion, their social 
relations, Infants, idiots, suicides, eto. 
Price reduced from $1.50 to $1. Post
age 12 cents. Paper 50 cents.

in depth. Surrounding it was a cedar i 
thicket, in which O'Neal had built him । 
a rustic seat and was accustomed, when 1 
the weather was hot, to go and spend : 
hours reading. A well-marked path led 
from his house, through one corner of । 
his orchard, across the meadow and 
stage road, through the brush and 
woods to this suck hole.

He had not been absent more than .a 
twelve months before there were ru
mors quietly circulated that the O’Neal 
place was haunted. These rumors were 
so well defined that Pennington who 
had come into possession, could not find 
a tenant who remain longer than a few 
weeks. The old negroes who remained, 
declared that they had seen at mid
night a light in the library; they had 
heard upon more than one occasion a 
noise that sounded like a book falling 
from the shelf; they had heard a key 
placed in the lock of the library door 
and the bolt thrown back. On account 
of these strange occurrences they had 
begged Pennington to remove them to 
his residence. He only laughed at 
their fears and attributed the noise to 
rats and the lights to a highly supersti
tious imagination. After the books had 
been removed and scattered over the 
country when sold at auction , the rent
ers, whom he put in confirmed the story 
of the negroes, except that they saw a 
man or something like a man, with a 
candle wandering about the room, look
ing at the empty shelves. One man 
bolder than the rest, suddenly burst 
open the library door and rushed in, but 
the light was extinguished and a careful 
survey failed to discover either the 
thing or the candle, while the lock on 
the door had no appearance of having

c^ntrTaid8 witoinZTntyXuV houre I »1™ Ues tho possibility of perfect^.' 
fully a thousand persons—men, women Everything In nature bespeak? of & fu-. 
nnd nFiiriron—wafp on hand at tho cor-1 Itiro or continued life. The flowers 
oner's inquest That O’Neal had been bloom and fade away, to bloom^ nrore 
JWnfi ±Tnotf The°reM I SS in thete season® fXielr 

murderer the beneficiary of it, was seed in “ envelop that withstands the Zdh certain Inquiry in Texis dlB- chilling blasts of winter, and In the next 
V had nJ brother to the season bursts forth with all the grand- 

c’ounty ^ahe1badliacfaimOedb^tdttatttpene eur and beauty of the prying; har- 
nlngton himself had never been seen.or yest- So *t Is with_the thought 
iinn»*/i zxf Th* oTiTforrmr nf TCPYiHioirv I tions of tho univers&l harY&st of the nXld rpw» 4rfS5^forhisar?est BSes; each aS.e Produces- the seed for 

wniisL Bowlta^ otb Adairville the intellectual harvest of the succeed- 
K? bS a^oPhe’ p^cticlng medic ne age; which by cultivation becomes 

had ^brother practicing mwirane perfect, as does the cultivation of near tn? line or tne inaian xerntory, i . r — * . ............ _ .
and he read the advertisement offering

been tampered with.
The stage driver, when belated, as 

was occasionally the case.in,extreme
bad weather, had pot failed to notice 
the fact that when his horses came to. 
the place.where the path from the or
chard to the woodland crossed the road, 
was the bpx in which he was wont to de-- 
liver O’Neal’s mall, they Invariably, 
shied or snorted and sprang across ,ps 
if more or less alarmed. Upon one «Oc
casion, when delayed until near mid
night by a broken axle, he saw a figure 

■ slowly cross the road a couple of hun
dred yards in front of him. He could

the reward in the Louisville Journal. 
He immediately wrote his brother that 
there was a man in the Territory an
swering the description; that he had 
lately been made a chief; that he was 
very popular with the Indians and could 
not be taken except by kidnaping. The 
doctor went to Texas and securing the 
services of a couple of cowboys suc
ceeded in getting him drunk at a dance 
and spiriting him over the line into 
Texas. He was returned to Hopkins
ville, tried, convicted and hanged. He 
confessed that he had murdered O’Neal, 
that he had gone to New York and had 
the papers fixed up that had been regis
tered.

During the civil war theO’Neal home
stead was destroyed by fire. The two 
old slaves of O’Neal had found their 
way back to Kentucky after the war 
and squatted on the land formerly 
owned by their old master. No heirs 
had laid claim to the estate, and in the 
disordered condition of the country, 
they were left unmolested. In excavat
ing an apple house, immediately over 
where the library hearth had stood, 
they dug up a box made of iron from an 
old Bteajn boiler. There wàs a square 
hole in the top covered with the same 
metal, and securely locked. Upon 
breaking the lock and opening they 
found about $12,000 in gold, that was 
supposed :to have been the hoard of 

• O’Neal. The state made no claim to 
■ thè money; no heirs were ever found 

and the heirs of this old couple still oc- 
1 cupy the premises. An immense depos
i it of coal was discovered in exploring 
: thè cave finder the sinkhole and is now 

worked with profit to its owners, who 
1 purchased;this portion at a nominal 
i sum. T. H. BAKER.

plants. The strong intellects ot each 
generation have blazed the pathway 
through untrodden forests and opened 
up avenues unknown to primitive man.

There Is not a person in the world, no 
matter what creed, nationality or belief, 
who Ib not personally Interested In 
what comes after death. When one 
views the unpressed pillow where a lit
tle head once rested, or the little shoes 
laid away to be worn no more forever, 
by little feet that had begun to. untan
gle the mysterious ways In thé path of 
life; this query Invariably wells up in. 
the heart: “Oh, to know that my dar-

not tell whether It was a man or a wo
man. It was of almost transparent 
whiteness and appeared to float rather 
than walk. He could see no movement 
of the lower limbs. One hand appeared 
to be pressed against the back of the 
head, while the other was thrown up as 
If to ward off a blow. It followed the 
path in the woods leading in the direc
tion of the sink hole. When the horses 
reached tlie spot where-It crossed the 
road, they stopped, snorted and it. re- 
qulrod alibis skill to prevent them 
from turning around and upsetting the 
coach. It was not until he took them 

' by the bridle and led, that they could 
1 be Induced to go onward. .

Upon one occasion a phrty of fox 
huntbrs; traveling the rend-wlto .a large 
pack of hounds In-front, going to the 
meet,-saw an object similar to the oho 

1 described above, about one hundred

Constioation.-Needs a Cure.
A simple remedy only is not sufficient, 

especially if the relief is brought about 
by the use of salts; aloes, rhubarb, or 
some similar purgative or -cathartic. 
They temporarily relieve but they 
weaken'the bowels and make the condi
tion worse. In constipation the bowels 
require strengthening, toning, and 
something that will assist them to do 
their work naturally and healthfully— 
in short a tonic laxative of the highest 
order. That Ib what Vernal Saw Palm
etto Berry Wine Is. It both relieves 
and permanently cures by removing 
the cause of the difficulty. It positive
ly cures dyspepsia, Indigestion, kidney
and liver troubled, headache and all 
other diseases which grow out of sick 
and clogged bowels. -Ono small dose a 
day will cure any case, light or bad. It 
Is not a patent medicine, The full list 
of Ingredients goes with every package 
with explanation of their action. It 
costs nothing to try It, A free-sample 
bottle for tho asking. Vernal Remedy 
Co., ICO Seneca Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

: All leading druggists sell It,

; ¡puds in front of them, 

tau. ■ •

Spiritual Harp,
A book of 300 pages, containing songs, 

hymns and anthems for Spiritualist so
cieties and circles. The words are afire 
with progress. It contains toe choicest 
songs and music by James G. Clark and 
other reformers. Reduced from $2 to 
$1.25. ’

Dr. Peebles' Three Jubilee Lectures,
A most elegantly bound pamphlet ot 

122 pages, giving Dr. Peebles’ lectures 
delivered In Hydesville, March 31, 1898, 
In Rochester, and later In London at 
the International Congress of Spiritual
ists. These lectures, Illustrated, ar» 
racy, meaty and scholarly. Price 86 
cents.

ing strains and it Is equally enlighten
ing to herself. She would think it a 
painful denial to be obliged to confine 
the heavenly talent to her individual 
life. She freely admits that the best ot 
gifts may be misused through lack ot 
understanding of their best use.

Tennyson was asked it poetry was 
hard work. He replied, “Poetry that is 
hard work isn’t poetry." Dickens said 
he didn’t write his novels, “that he was 
only an amanuensis." Shakespeare 
was, undoubtedly, like Dickens. Mrs. 
Stowe said she didn’t write “Uncle 
Tom’s Cabin.” All the world Is famil
iar with tlie story ot the little, young 
girl, Joan of Arc, and the great things

Th« Christ Question Settled.
A symposium by Hudson Tuttle, W. 

E. Coleman, Rabbi Wise, Col. Ingersoll, 
J. B. Loveland, B. B. Hill, J. R. Buchan
an and Dr. Peebles.,. This is a hand
some volume of nearly 400 pages, and 
treats of Jesus, Mahomet and the gnos
tics. What the Talmud says about 
Jesus. Antiquity unveiled. Child mar- 
rlage In India. Col. Ingersoll’s agnostl- 
clsm. What the spirits through W. J, 
Colville, J. J. Morse, Mrs. Longley, 
Mrs. Everitt, Mrs. Hagan-Jackson and 
other mediums say about Jesus, eto. 
Price $1.25.

A Critical and Crushing Review
By Dr. Peebles of the Rev. Dr. Klpp'B 
five lectures against Spiritualism. Thia 
crisp and critical reply ot the Doctor, ‘ 
while repudiating spiritism, and all 
frauds connected with the subject, sus
tains Spiritualism, considering it th» 
complement of primitive Christianity.
Price 25 cents.
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern Spirit* 

uallsm.
An elegant pamphlet containing an 

account of the exercises at Rochester, 
and Hydesville, N. Y., at the celebration 
of the Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism. It contains the addresses . 
of some of the most noted speak.ei;»;,! 
present. It contains the picture of uRF " 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc. Price. 
15 cents. 1 .

that half truths were usually told, and 
he believed lies useful sometimes, so he 
said, and told them when he happened 
to be in the mood.

We agreed to let him talk it he 
would, and not let it trouble us more 
than if an idiot were here; that we had 
to put up with, and the mental Influence 
could be controlled by my understand
ing and using my own will powers to 
work in harmony with them.

He ceased doing the things that had 
bothered me when I no longer allowed 
myself to be bothered by them, lie 
was not wholly degenerated, as I some
times thought, for he dictated very ex
cellent articles for me to use in my 
talks to the Wage Earners' Club, as he 
seems fond of boys.

I am conscious of the re-embodiment 
of three different personalities at the 
same time. I hear them all speak at 
once, different words, to prove they are 
three people. I feel the vibrations of 
their throats in my own throat, but dis
tinctly separate vibrations of magnetic 
principle in separate places so as to 
prove they are there at the same time; 
.My whole physical body is controlled 
by a power separate from my own will 
when I am off guard for a moment, or 
when I allow the control. I am influ
enced to speak sharply or start to pun
ish. my little girl for a slight offense. I 
feel the mental suggestion and the 
physical Impetus, but knowing now 
what it means, I check the unspoken 
word, and hold my hand still. I give 
them permission to pet her through me, 
but not to punish, and to prove the pow- 
era that can be used when one is pass
ive, they experiment and make me feel 
a mental desire to stop doing one thing 
and do another. They take away the 
interest ip a story, and lead me to put 

1 the book away and do some trifling 
1 thing to show how people are uncon
' sclously Influenced by spirit powers of 
i mind, and call It the different selves. 
■ I used to feel these Influences and 
1 thought the personality of each influ- 
■ ence the different sides to my charac- 
l ter. ' '

she accomplished for France, 
were all great mediums, and

These 
didn't

know it. The difference is, now it is 
known; thanks to the invaluable medi
umship of the glorious modern Spiritu
alism.

There are no two phases of medium
ship alike, any more than there are two 
faces alike. When the clever author of 
the wonderful Psychological Crime 
demonstrates that he can beat nature 
by reducing all the myriad phases to a 
single phase, as he proposes, he should 
be presented, by the combined Spiritu
alists, with a crown of diamonds.

I repeat, that I am the friend of this 
stirring, moving, ambitious author. The 
Symposium was a great help and very 
profitable to the present condition. 
Without this book, Editor Francis would 
have been short on capital; at least, 
this is my opinion. I think of Francis 
that his judgment is his genius.

I am highly pleased with the gal
lantry our immensely talented Lyman 
C; Howe displays toward'the fair Flor
ence Huntley. I don’t mean that gal
lantry Is the only element of the Intro
ductory letter.

E. W. BALDWIN.
615 Adams st., Madison, Wis.

whom the spirit wishes to developlnto 
higher wisdom. . . ,

I got the automatic writing. 1 felt 
my hand held by another. .Sometimes 
my father's name was signed; some
times Louise Alcott’s, and -.aL...other 
times various names, leading rile to see 
they were not serious In a(l their com
munications. >

They told me helpful things with re
gard, to the health of the family. Ab 
my father had only been a young 
fanner, with an education obtained in a 
country school, I did not doubt when he 
signed Louise'Alcott to articles such as 
she might be expected to Kive, that it 
was her, as I was superintendent ot tho 
'children’s department of wQrk for the 
W. C. T. U.', and her life was given to 
.advancement rot higher and better 
training for;«hlldren. When I asked 
for her, they told me she ...was not al
ways here/but would be here to help 
me with m/ speech for next conven
tion. And the aid I did receive I

ling still lives!’’
Therefore the spiritual philosophy la 

the grandest ethics that ever engaged 
the attention of man. Spiritual teach
ing is the bugle call that awakens the 
soul to a realization of its essential 
duty In opening up the true way of a 
pure life, in order to lead the spirit out 
of the materialistic tendencies of th» 
body. ...

As soon as the soul realizes that God 
is not far away, but within each of us, 
and that the divine voices did not all 
speak in the past, but are speaking now, 
and that whosoever will listen may hear 
within his own being just as pure and 
as divine a message as did any prophet 
or teacher of old; he or she has 
learned the secret of the evolution of 
the soul, and is prepared to become a 
teacher and a blessing ,to his fellow
man. 7

Spiritualism teaches that it is a crime 
to be selfish,; and whsre.selflshness ex
ists there is an undeveloped mentality. 
Harmony depends upon the universal 
relation of -brotherhood, which Implies 
an equal Interest for the universal whole. 
The duty, of- Spiritualism Is to elimi
nate the cause of,.crime, which is the 
law known' as special'privilege, and if 
■it falls in this it falls short of its mis
sion, anfl must ,soon be relegated to the 
garrets of past- hypocritical teachings. 
In regard to the philosophy of Spiritual
ist teaching Ubò curiosity stage has 
passed. The .world ig rtady for the 
spiritual truths, that*can only be pre
sented to them In effect, by the Ilves of 
thè promoters of this "beautiful philos
ophy. To my mind-the most essential 
Btep for the future will be the uniting of 
the spiritual forces. As long as we are 
divided against.outóelves we cannot 
hope to unite the world and bring about 
the brotherhood Of man. r'

■ THOS. H. FARMER.
Cleveland, Ohio.•1

thought .was of her penning, as it was 
Worthy and like her Ideas.

I later’learned it was only the proof 
of my father’s' progressive intellectual 
and educational dovlopment since his 
residence in spirit life, using Miss Al
cott’s name to inspire confidence in me 
to' receiVe his help, till he could prove 
.that the help was really what I wanted.

A kind friend discouraged me as 
much as she could, she tried to per
suade me to give up Investigating, get
ting the writings, or letting them influ
ence me in any way; ahe said they 
were all evil creations, soulless beings, 
a something she had learned from The
osophy, but could not make me under
stand just what the Oriental teachers 
had given her as an explanation.

I learned later that she confounded 
the mental conceptions of clairvoyant 
sight with the' personalities which 
made the demonstrations. But with 
my partial and-impetfect understand
ing,,! was quite .startled when I began 
to get messages that showed a mental 
inharmony in the personalities ot those 
aiound ine. ' I Could feel their touch as 
plainly as a;mortal hand, and realized 
they iiBpresBedj my-mlnd. They spoke 
as they TyroLo and.I•,got.the tones .of 
kiridrfess::teHing ine not to worry; they 
would’ fikplaitTfiater all about it, and

I can close my eyes and open them, 
at the same time feel the other lids 
move with and controlling them, or 1 
can hold my eyes closed and feel the 
other lids open and shut through mine. 
I am as conscious of the re-embodled 
spirits as I am of my own physical lite, 
and talk to them or allow them to speak 
with me or to use me, or my body 
rather, to give their messages to the 
world. But it was not an easy lesson 
to learn, and the teachings I had of evil 
spirits—ignorant is the better word to 
use—made it harder for me to come 
Into a perfect understanding of my 
present condition, for they do really re
embody themselves at will within the 
physical of our lives, and live with us 
to help more often than injure us.

If we learn self-mastery or selt-con- 
trol as the greatest lesson of life as 
children,, we will be able to master all 

. Influence's of evil that come to us from 
any direction.

. I was criticised quite strongly by a 
prominent Washington medium for 

i teaching that mediumship was best de
i veloped, wthout allowing the entranced 
I condltidn, but to grow into a knowledge

of higher laws and hold their own per
sonality.-.

"Just How to Waite tho Solar Ple& 
ns." By-EIIzabcth Towne. Valuable

The entire (èr health. Price 26 cents,

"Spiritosi Boom,lor .th» Use of Uto 
ties, Camp-meetings-.and. Other Spirit- 
nnIlstic y(itberihg6-‘' ..By -Mattie EL 
Hull. For salò at thja office. Price 10 
cents. ' ’ .-.H.'-'-iy-u'..- > • ' -

"The Romance of. Jude. A Story of 
the Life and Times of the Nazareno.and 
His People" Throtigh the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An Intensely in
teresting book. Neatly hound in cloth 
and gilt. Only 60 cents., . ■ .

"Tho Commandments Analyzed.'’- ■ By 
W. H. Bach; Thp Commandments arò 
not only raiaiyzed;'-but contrasted- with" 
other Blble passageS. -showlng groat ln- 
congrui ties.'-Price cento. -

soon I,heard them speak -without the 
written.-message at any and all times. 
BUT THEN I KEGAME CONSCIOUS 
OF SO’ME ON® SAYING THINGS I 
DID NOTsCARO TO HEAR.

. For oidajrsrtflometimes weeks—I 
would bahappMS a child could be that 
had jdsrleawa to recognize the In
visible :'iferentB,‘tand commune with 
them.; tHen allskt once there would be 
vile exps$sslonfeiha,t one would not ex
pect (o CQmeJtrqm a person of refined na
ture, anirthe voice told me sometimes 
it was fiy .failler; at other times 
clalmecLip be. jny grandfather, for my 
fattier Wild' ri®ke ttid understand that 
there were truly kind, loving ones, 
around me, anffl could hot believe the 
father I pad 'learned .to'respect both aS 
a mortal'rt>fing?man; and an advanced 
spirit being could lise the words and ex
pressions I heard.

I had 'always Disliked to hear °vcn 
slang phroSeS'; tirtU to hear REPEATED 
A STRING’OFXDBS&ENE WORDS Wtts

I torture to me.'11’Wondered it a spirit 
could be Iiffiftno,*hnd what powers they 
did have,- used for harm.

I feared-hot< for myself, but my little

I heard one medium tell In a public 
meeting that. the best way to get aid 
from spirit friends was to give up to any 
Influence that they felt If they got an 
impression to sing, dance, or yell, just 
do. as the influence directed, and in time 
they ’tfould Comp, under its power of 
control. But t have learned to get the 
aid of my spirit friends, even to lecture 
(with.,no knowledge whatever pf what 
I ani'floing to say), by working intelli
gently'With them and learning the laws 
that govern these conditions.

Medfumnhip is the greatest blessing 
that .can come to mortals, but much of 
its laws are yet to be learned, and 
much unlearned,-tor both spirit and 
mortal are "ignorant of the Invisible 
jaws-of power; and demonstrate them 
without knowing what the result may 
be. ' ' " MKB. MAY A. PRICE.

'Washington, D. C. '

The Decline of Spiritual Societies.
My attention was forcibly drawn to 

your editorial in reply to the Boston 
correspondent on the “Decline of Spir
itual Societies," which is apparent, and 
which we need not try to disguise, and 
for which he-need have no feelings of 
humiliation. Change is marked on all 
the expressions of nature, In the relig
ious, political, social and economic re
lations of life. While it Is a matter of 
deep regret that the society here in the 
city of Kalamazoo has disbanded, 
through Indifference, carelessness, and 
not from an abandonment of Its truths. 
Only a few years ago the secular news
papers would refuse to notice a meeting, 
of Spiritualists, but they, too, have 
changed. They not only are free to no
tice all meetings, but will publish arti
cles on Spiritualism and treat us with 
the same courtesy as the most popular 
society in the city. The pastor of the 
First Presbyterian church—an orator, 
and a man of high scholarly qualifica
tions—does not preach the old-style 
Presbyterianism of fifty years ago, but 
the basic principles of Spiritualism. 
Also the pastor of the People’s church, 
a man of deep study and investigation, 
teaches the principles of Spiritualism in 
its most Illumined aspects. In fact, 
nearly all the old-school advocates of 
total depravity, the fair of man, sacrifi
cial atonement for Inborn sin, and Its 
minor details of absurdities and dis
tasteful conclusions when applied to the 
crucible of Reason.

And from this condition of facts, why 
feel to despair or regret? The tiny rap 
at Hydesville may well be compared to 
the anticipated coming of the man 
Jesus Christ, by bringing about new 
and better conditions for the human 
family. So it Is with Modern Spiritual
ism, it has infiltrated all classes of so- 
called religious teachers, with a more 
humane, comprehensive view of life, of 
the truth of Being—about God, our 
spirit homes, about the change called 
death.

Let none feel disheartened because 
some local societies are disbanding. 
All the so-called New Thought publica
tions and societies which are becoming 
numerous all are birth legitimate from 
the so-called Spiritualism, or Naturai-

Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret 
of How to Keep Young.

This book goes to the foundation ot 
things—health, the laws of health, the 
foods to eat, the subject of marriage, 
who should marry and who should not 
marry, the causes of divorce, the proper 
time for conception, gestation, the de
termining of sex, animal flesh-eating, 
what Herodotus, Hesiod, Homer, Pyth
agoras, Shelley, Graham and others ate, 
the foods that produce long life and 
how to live “Immortal" on earth, etc. 
This book is written in Dr. Peebles’ usu
ally clear, crisp style, and attracts the 
reader from the very first through its
facts, logic and convincing 
Very handsomely bound 
Price $1.
Vaccination a Curse and a

arguments. 
In cloth.

Menace te
Personal Liberty.

This finely illustrated volume of be
tween three hundred and four hundred 
pages, by Dr. Peebles, treats exhaust, 
ively of inoculation, cow-pox and calf
lymph vaccination from Jenner’s time 
to the present. It tells how the cow
pox pus poison Is obtained—how the 
vaccine virus, while causing many 
deaths, sows the seed of eczema, 
pimpled faces, cancers, tumors, ulcers 
and leprosy. It gives a history of the 
several years' battle against vaccina
tion In England, Parliament making it 
"optional” Instead of compulsory. This 
book should be in every school library 
and family. Price $ 1.25.

Dr. PEEBLES' £»’£
nniTTIT Tnm Between Religion and Science. 
I UN KI>1.1 Just the book for nrogroaalv« 
UUIU'DIUI thinkers. A book that Is very 
Interesting to people who have a taste for th« 
past religious history. By John W. Draper. 
Price, cloth, »1.75.

THE OTHER WORLD BND THIS.’
A compendium ot Spiritual Laws. No. 1,’ 

Now White Cross Literature. By Augusta W. 
Fletcher. M. D. In this volume tho author, In 
the thirty-nine chapters, discusses a wide va
riety of subject« pertaining to Spiritualism, 
from a spiritualistic standpoint. Sho evince« 
the powers of a trained thinker, both in matter 
of thought and fine literary stylo, and capa
bility of thought expression. Tho subjects ar» 
well handled with conciseness and yet with 
Clearness. It will prove a rich addition to any 
-......................  ' amostexcellontboo«. ... i » ., oiAftmess. Ju »uh ’ v *• *ism, whose fruit is ever invigorating, gXituaiist'a library, and a 

and Its flowers of sweetest perfume. ----------
Kalamazoo, Mich. LEVI WOOD.
"Principles oi Light and Color.” By

Wi r 11.11Lint O XXt.x j ■ w** w »• ~ «* w ,
for any one Booking information concerning > 
Spiritualism and its teachings. Price 11.60.

r»C Xff* lit Is th0Invention of a prao-
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL D. A truly : P(¿111
great work of a master mind, and one & Jeiofop mediumship, Many, by its use, have 
whom Spiritualists should delight to ; received long communications from spirit , 
. ------- friends, and express great satisfaction. Prloe,

11. and 20 cents oxtrator expreaaaso.

!

girl might develop the gift of hearing 
or be coritrdlled by this persdn. My 
own mind B believed strong onoufeh to 
hold its owfl! -W I was tormented in 
various ways. ’There were times when 
horrible tai«» 'of spirit life woro told

“The \ Molecular Hypothesis of Na*- 
ture." By Prbt, Wm. M. Lockwood. 
ProfMidckTyood is. Recognized as one of 
thd ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum? jn this little' volume he presente 
in’succinct form the substance of hia 
lectures on the';Molecu!ar Hypothesis 
of Nature’;' and ‘presents his views as 
demonstrating aficlobtlflc basis of Spir
itualism;'- The book is commended to 
alb Who lovo to study and think. For 
sal«?At this office/7 Brice, 25 cents.

“À PIbâ for the Now Woman.” By 
Mfly Cblllns. '' Afi dddross delivered be
fore thè Olilo'Liberal Society. For salo.• ® ™ w ” • «V - • . . . • ... t > .

me, and wW I hud been made almost 1 fore the - ------ -- - - .
ill—for 1 woa-mere! times on the verge 1 at this Office. Price 10 cento.

honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s liner forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and Interest A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It Is a wonderful work and you will 
b» delighted with it. „ .

. "Discovery of tt Lost Trail. By CliaB. 
B. NeWcomb. Excell *■• H spiritual 
nuggestiveiriess. Cloth, $1.50, FOr sale 
at thlfi office. .

"Why I Am a Vegetarian." By J, 
toward Mooro. An address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 25 
cent»« • • • *. , _

"Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.’’
By Dr. Paul Carlis;' An'ekcollont study ______________ _____
of Buddhism; compact yet comproben- Amen* th» Dm*," ------ -- —
slvo. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1,25. veyond." The work is neatly bound 1» 
For sale at this office. - ' - Cloth, and the orlce 1» 65 ceptfl. ___ ¿ji

INVISIBLE HELFERS
A Very Excellent and Compre* 

tensive Work.

One from the Theosophical Stand* 
point. ,

Thl« work, "Invisible Helpers," writ 
ten by 0. W. Leadbeater, tho 
able English p»ychlc (whoso lectttre* 
have ¡Traced the columns of Th® Pro* 
pawflvo Thinker), Is ,

bi



I-
tory.

same»

never die.'

amount of

Lands

Mr.
An Instructive and Interesting work for all to 
road. Price 60 cents.

W.W’19M. 'i ‘

ECHOES OF THE SYMPOSIUM
LYMAN C. HOWE, MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY.

The Great Psychological Crime 
1 fl Comparison oi Views and the Reasons« 

Tliereîor.
Lyman C. Howe, the veteran Spiritualist Lecturer and 

Medium, a man well and favorably known as one 
of the foremost thinkers and writers in our ranks, 
will Champion the Cause of Truth as reflected in 
Spiritualism, while Mrs Florence Huntley, the well- 
known Author and Journalist, will defend all the 
statements in The Great Psychological Crime, 
which Mr. Howe will dare to assail, making a series 
of articles instructive, suggestive and inspiring, and 
which every Spiritualist should most carefully read.

MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY REPLIES TO LYMAN C. HOWE.
Dear Mr. Howe: —

Your No. 5 would seem to indicate 
■that we are rapidly reaching the exalt
ed plane of telepathy. Although writ
ten beiore you had received the proofs 
of my last letter, it is remarkable for

. the fact that it follows very closely the 
lines of thought with which I was deal
ing at the time.

In iny former letter I called attention 
to that particular phase of the author's 
definition of mediumship and hypno
tism to which you refer. But I did not 
elaborate the thought as 1 think it de
serves. A brief restatement of the sub
ject may make it clearer.

The author defines a definite and spe
cific process. He tells us it is a "sub
jective psychic process.” It is the pro
cess by which one individual obtains, 
holds and exercises control of the 
WILL, VOLUNTARY POWERS and 
SENSORY ORGANISM of another.

, If the controlling intelligence Is in 
the physical body the process is called 
"Hypnotism.” If the control is a spirit 
the process is called "Medii~>ship.” 

Now if there is a process at all by 
which these results are or may be ac
complished, then it is clear that thia 
is what tlie author has written of in his 
book. It must be equally clear that any 
other process is Irrelevant matter and 
not a proper subject of discussion by us 
in this correspondence. ,

It it were sought to show that there 
. is no process of any kind capable of 
producing the results specified-, in the 

\ definition, this would be not only rele
vant but vitally material. For it such 
a claim were made and established it 
would convict the author of having 
based his entire book upon , a false 
premise.

, But no such data han been made 
even by the most ultra critic. Nor could 
it be established if made, for the evl- 
dence is overwhelming against it. No 
oijo -who has seen a hypnotized subject 

. in the deep lethargic trance undergo an 
J; otherwise most painful surgical opera- 

z'^.'Srt'u)n w^hout knowing it, will ever deny 
^FiSfe-ihere is such a process.

Is Process alone that the author 
f vs-ednsidering. He makes it very clear 

j WHY he draws the limitations of his
J definition so closely and adheres to

them so rigidly. It Is for the sake of 
scientific exactness only. As these 
terms have been employed by other 
writers they have been made to include 
all kinds of psychic phenomena, both 
"subjective” and "independent." 
When carefully considered it will be 
seen ' <it this is unscientific, ambigu
ous, co. using, and has led to a general 
misunderstanding of the nature of the 
two distinct and differing psychic pro
cesses which the author has seen fit to 
designate as "subjective” and "inde
pendent.”

Now, if he had divided mediumship 
Into two great general classes on the 
basts of causation and had named one 
“Subjective Mediumship” and the other 
“Higher Mediumship,” and had then an
nounced that he intended to confine 
himself to the treatment of “Subjectiv 
Mediumship” alone, I do not bellev 
leading Spiritualists would have foun 
anything vitally wrong with the boo’ 
I am convinced that it would lit 
passed among them as a work of sov 
morality as well as sound logic a 
common sense.

The whole fundamental difficulty a, 
pears to me to arise from the fact thi 
Spiritualists either ignore or fail to’ 
note the fact that the author’s definition 
excludes what they have come to desig
nate as the “Higher Mediumship." And 
they do this in the face of the author’s 
special request to the contrary. Under 
his definition the so-called “Higher Me
diumship” is not “Mediumship” at all.

i The "Superior State” to which Mrs. 
I / Longley refers in her excellent article, 
j J is clearly NOT “mediumship" under the 

author’s definition. It is true, she calls 
i .. ‘it so, and bases much of her criticism 
1 of the book on the evident supposition 

that she and the author are considering 
t the same subject, when In truth he is 

writing of one thing and she of another.
Mr. A. J. Davis employs the same 

5 term used by Mrs. Longley. By his 
, "Superior State" it would seem that he 
Y intended to convey the idea that what 
jfc he acquired was by his own personal ef

' fort, and not through the subjective
. \ process. Whether or not his “Superior 
\ State” would rise to the level of the au- 

'.thor’s definition of "Independence,” is 
Auite another matter.

■ In Mr. Tuttle’s warlike criticism of 
the book and Its author, he tells us that 
there are “two general forms or meth- 
od$" of mediumship. He tells us that 
"Iii one the medium preserved his self
hood and by concentration of mind 
brought it to the required tension." In 
the other the medium simply Burren- 
dered himself to his controls and be

; came their instrument.” He then says:
“This INDEPENDENT culture of me
diumship was recommended, as leaving 
the medium to choose,” etc.

The difference between Mr. Tuttle 
and the author lies In the fact that this 
"INDEPENDENT” form or method to 
which Mr. Tuttle refers is not "Medium- 

■ ship” under the author’s definition. Mr.
' Tuttle calls it so, but he evidently had

■’ not carefully analyzed the author’s defl- 
nitlon when he wrote his symposium ar
tide, or he would not have assumed, as 
he seems to have done, that the author 
included this in his definition.

J. S. Loveland, who I belieVe is and 
hns been for many years one of the 
leading Spiritualists, in his symposium 
'trllcle says: “I have also shown . that 
there is a higher condition than ordl- 
nary mediumship open to all persons, i 

s have termed It the Higher Medium
ship." He furtlier says: "I have qubr. 

Xnifttod that mediumship should be an 
tclligcnt co-operation between tho me-

dium and a known and reliable spirit 
person. That the medium should be en
tirely independent of all control as 
much so as we are in our social inter
course with each other."

(Permit me, in passing, to call your 
attention to the manner in which he 
uses the term “independent.")

The difference between him and the 
author also appears to be that he calls 
this “independent” cooperation "Me- 
diumshiij," while the author says that it 
is NOT MEDIUMSHIP AT ALL.

Almost all the prominent critics of 
the book seem to recognize the lact 
that there is one phase of what they 
term mediumship, which complies lit
erally with the terms and conditions ot 
the author’s definition. But they also 
claim that there is yet another phase 
which does not Involve any of the sub
jective elements of "Control.” They 
call these merely two different phases 
of “Mediumship." The author says 
one of them is “Mediumship" and the 
other is NOT.

I would be willing to leave it with any 
committee of scientists which Spiritual
ists themselves might select, whether 
the author’s position is not the correct 
one from the standpoint of scientific ac
curacy.

If a process which necessarily In
volves "Subjection" and “Control” is 
“Mediumship," it would seem clear that 
one which involves neither is NOT "Me
diumship." It must be something else. 
At page 132 of the book, the author 
makes very clear his reasons for this 
•distinction.

He says: "The very nature of the sub
ject and the almost unlimited field it 
covers, call for the most delicate and 
subtle distinctions and differentiations. 
This demands a terminology which is 
not only free from all ambiguity, but 
one which cannot, by the most clever 
devices of resourceful and unprincipled 
intelligence, be tortured and twisted 
into meanings at variance with the in
tentions of the writer.”

"If the language and literature of 
Hypnotism are defective in this respect, 
even more fatally so are the language 
and literature of. Modern Spiritualism 
in general and of ‘Mediumship’ in par
ticular.”

He then shows how different writers 
have employed the terms “Spiritualist" 
and "Spiritist,” and the terms "Spirit
ualism” and “Spiritism” in such manner 
as to confuse the reader, and then says:

"To avoid this sort of embarrassment 
and difficulty in the present Instance, as 
far as may be possible, the following ad
ditional definitions are here presented 
as a substantial basis from which to ex
amine the subject of "Spiritual Medium
ship" ACCORDING TO THE PLAN 
AND PURPOSE OF THIS WORK. IT 
IS SUGGESTED THAT A CAREFUL 
STUDY OF THEIR SPECIFIC LIMITA
TIONS WILL SERVE TO AVOID ALL 
CAUSE FOR MISUNDERSTANDING 
OR UNCERTAINTY AS TO THE PAR
TICULAR SENSE IN WHICH THE 
FOLLOWING TERMS ARE HEREIN
AFTER EMPLOYED":

. Then follow the definitions among 
I’hich is the definition of “Medium
hip".
(In closing the chapter the author 
jys: "All that, is claimed for these defl- 
’lions, at this time, is the simple fact 
tat they are in strict conformity with 
ie knowledge thus far acquired by the 

Alter and co-laborers In the School of 
Natural Science concerning the subjects 
covered by them, AND THAT WHER
EVER THE TERMS SO DEFINED AP
PEAR IN THIS WORK AND IN SUB
SEQUENT WORKS OF THIS SERIES, 
THEY ARE TO BE STRICTLY INTER
PRETED AS HERE INDICATED.”

In the elucidation of his definition of 
“Mediumship” at page 149, the author 
further says:

"Mediumship Is a subjective, psychic 
process. Like hypnotism, mediumship 
Involves at least two intelligences. One 
of these, however, is a spiritual intelli
gence, while the other is in the physical 
body. The spiritual intelligence domi
nates and controls the WILL. VOLUN
TARY POWERS and SENSORY OR
GANISM of the medium. The medium, 
being thus under the domination and 
control of the outside, spiritual intelli
gence, is therefore in a subjective con
dition and relation to the exact extent 
that such control exists.

"That Is to say, In just so far as a 
physically embodied individual is sub
ject to the domination and control of 
outside spiritual intelligences, in just 
that far the process involved and the 
relation thus established are MEDIUM- 
ISTIC and therefore subjective.”

“The corollary of this proposition is 
equally true, namely: to the extent that 
a physically embodied individual is free 
from the domination and control of out
side, spiritual intelligences, to precisely 
this extent, the relation between them 
is INDEPENDENT and therefore NOT 
MEDIUMISTIC NOR SUBJECTIVE.”

I have no doubt that It will be agreed 
by all lovers of honesty and fàir play, 
that when an author defines any term 
and says to his readers that wherever 
he uses the term it is to be understood 
In the limited sense of his definition, it 
is only fair to take him at hfs word..

I have no doubt that every reader of 
The Progressive Thinker will agree that 
it would be unfair to ignore the au
thor’s request to bear in mind the Ital- 
tatlons of his definitions. I believe they 
would all agree with me that to substi
tute their, own definitions in placé of 
the author’s would not enable them to 
get the meanings the author intended.

I am fully convinced that the very 
largest amount of criticism that has 
been offered by jhe various writers, up 
to this time, has been based upon exact
ly1 this condition« Without intending to 
do so, the critics of tho book have gen-

orally read their own conceptions of me
diumship into the author's v'brds, and 
thus made, or tried to make him respon
sible for sentiments he has never ut
tered nor thought of uttering.

I believe I have shown that even my 
esteemed correspondent, with all his 
good intentions and worthy motives, 
has done the same thing. It has not 
been with malice, nor even with intent, 
but the results upon our readers are 
none the less unfortunate on that ac
count , .

Lest our readers fall into another er
ror as a result of this letter, let me 
make ¡the following explanation: 

' Tho' author recognizes three distinct 
conditions or states of being in which 
it is possible for one in the physical 
body to bridge the gulf between the two 
worlds of life and intelligence.

1. The first is by surrendering him
self to the operation of the subjective, 
psychic process and becoming a “Me
dium” as he has defined that term. In 
this case he is successful only in pro
portion as he makes the surrender of 
self and becomes an automatic instru
ment under the control of those upon 
the spirit side of life.

2. In the second the individual 
comes into this physical life, with his 
psychic faculties and senses awake and 
consciously active. Tills development 
seems to be the result of heredity, pre
natal conditions, evolutionary develop
ment, or all these combined. It re
quires neither individual effort, educar 
tlon nor personal training, any more 
than it does to exercise the purely 
physical senses. It therefore appears 
to be a purely "natural” or “normal" 
condition or development. For this 
reason the author designates such 
persons as "Natural Psychics." At 
pages 280 and 857 he refers incidentally 
lo this character of development, but bi
as much as this is not the particular 
theme lie is considering he does not 
elaborate the subject in this particular 
volume.

3. But there is yet another state or 
condition different from both of these, 
the direct result of a definite training 
under an exact and scientific course ot 
instruction. It comes as tlie result oi 
individual effort In accordance with the 
law of individual development and 
growth of man’s psychic nature. It also 
comes as the fruition of an educational 
training of every department of individ
ual being, physical, mental, moral, spir
itual and psychical. This is what the 
author, designates as "Independent, 
Spiritual Self-Development." It is the 
exact antithesis of "Mediumship" as he 
defines this term. Brief reference to 
this form of development will be found 
at page 203, beginning with the last par
agraph. But as tills also is not tlie 
theme ho is treating, he reserves Its 
complete exposition for another volume 
of the Harmonic Series.

And now, if I comply with Mr. Fran
cis’ request as to space I must forego 
the pleasure of replying lo the statis
tical part of your letter until another 
time. It is perhaps just as well, for it 
will, not deflect the minds of our read
ers from the specific point I have en
deavored to make clear in this letter, 
namely, the importance of keeping con
stantly in mind the limitations which 
the author has fixed in his definition of 
"Mediumship." If space would permit 
I should like to make tlie same point as 
to each and all of the terms ho has spe
cially defined, but perhaps our readers 
will bear this in mind without further 
emphasis from me.

With greetings and good wishes for 
your health and happiness.

Cordially and sincerely, 
FLORENCE HUNTLEY.

No earnest thinker will borrow from 
others that which he has not already, 
more or less, thought out for himself.— 
Charles Kingsley.

Charity and personal force are the 
only Investments worth anything,— 
Walt Whitman.

Youth fades; love droops; the leaves 
of friendship fall, a mother’s secret 
hope outlives them all—Holmes.

AN IMPRESSIVE POEM
PETER M’GUIRE; OR NATURE AND While others are doomed to pains of 

GRACE. " b hell-fire;
And, if e’er there was one such, 'twas 

Peter McGuire.
. ----—. J

[From "Poems of Progress,” by Lizzie
Doten.) ; I, i

It has always been, thought a most crlt- 
icaTcase

That night, when the Storm King was 
riding on high, .

And the red shafts of lightning gleamed 
Wh?ureZuXceSBeS8">'0£ ^reNa‘ The chfcurchof°tfe vnlag’-the temple 

r”
Was a sinner by- nature, *nd Jo^lly ac- ” ni? rnB

And “Salvation by Grace” was the won
derful plan ‘

Ding rod;
Andi swiftly descending, the element

Which God had Invented to savq .erring 
man:

’Twas the only atonement he knew how 
to make

To annul the effects of his owp. sad mis
take.

Now, this was the doctrine of good Par
son Brown,

Who preached, not long since, in a 
small country town.

He was zealous and earnest/ and could 
so excel

In describing the tortures of sinners in 
hell,

That a famous revival commenced in 
the place,

And hundreds of souls found “Salvation 
by Grace;”

But he felt that he had not attained bis 
desire

Till he had converted one Peter Mc
Guire.

This man was a blacksmith, frank, fear
less, and bold,

With great brawny sinews like Vulcan 
of old;

He had little respect for what ministers 
preach,

And sometimes was very profane in his 
speech; _

His opinions were founded in clear com
mon sense; ,

And he spoke as lie thought, though he 
oft gave offense; .

But however wanting, in whole or in 
part, .

He was sound and all right when you 
came to his heart. ’

One day the good parson, with pious in
tent,

To the smithy of Peter most hopefully 
went;

And there, while the hammer indus
triously swung,

He preached and he prayed, and exhort
ed and sung,

And warned and entreated poor Peter 
to fly '

From the pit of destruction before he 
should die,

And to wash himself clean from the 
.world's sinful strife

In the blood of the Lamb and the River 
of Life. '

Well, and what would you now be in
clined to expect

Was the probable issue and likely ef
fect?

dire
Set the minister’s house, close beside it, 

on fire;
While he peacefully slumbered, with 

never a fear
Ot the terrible work of destruction so 

near.
There were Mary and Hannah, and 

Tommy and Joe,
All sweetly asleep in the bedroom be

low;
While their father was near, with their 

mother at rest,
(Like the wife of John Rogers, with 

"one at the breast;”)
But Alice, the eldest, a gentle young 

dove,
Was asleep all alone in the room just 

above;
And, when the wild cry of the rescuer 

came,
She only was left to the pitiless flame.
The fond mother counted her treasures 

of love;
When, lo! one was missing! ”0 Father 

above!”— -
How madly she shrieked in her agony 

wild! —
“My Alice! my Alice!—oh! save my 

dear child!”
Then down on his knees fell the parson 

and prayed
That the terrible wrath of the Lord 

might bo stayed.
Said Peter McGuire, "Prayer is good In

Its place;
But then It don’t suit tills 

case.”
He turned down the sleeves 

flannel shirt
To shield his great arms, all

particular

of hie red

besmutted
with dirt;

Then into the billows of smoke and of 
lire,

Not pausing an instant, dashed Peter 
McGuire.

Oh, that loribie moment of anxious bus- 
pense!

How breathless their watching! their 
fear how intense!

And then their great joy, which was 
freely expressed,

When Peter appealed with the child on

A

In

his breast!
shout rent the air when the darling 

he laid
the arms of her mother, so pale and 

dismayed;

Why, he swore "like a pirate,1 
(what do you think?)

and

From a little black bottle took some
thing to drink! ; . . .

And ho said, "I’ll not mention the blood 
of the Lamb;

But as for that river, It aren’t worth a

Then pausing, as If to restrain his rude 
force, . .

He quietly added, "a mill-dam, of 
course.” ■ . ■

Quick out of the smithy the minister 
■ fled ■ ■

As if a big bomb shell had burst hear 
his head; . ... ..: :

And, as he continued to haste on his 
■■ ■ ■ "way,- .■ ■ ■' ■■, ■•• ■'■. ;■ • ■ ■
He was too .much excited to sing or to 

pray; ■■ - .' . -
But he thought how that some were 

elected by grace
As heirs of his kingdom—made sure of 

their place; <.

And as Alite looked up, and most grate
fully sjplle'd, .

He bowed down his head and wept like 
a child.

Oh those tears of brave manhood that, 
rained o’er his face

Showed the true Grace of Nature, and 
the Nature of Grace;

'Twas a manifest token, a visible sign, 
Of the Indwelling life of the Spirit Di
- vine. : .
Consider such natures, and then, if you 

can,
Preach of "total depravity” Innate in 

. man.
Talk of blasphemy!—why, ’tis profanity 

Wild
To say that the father thus cursed his 

own child. . . :.. .
Go learn of the stars and the dew-span

gled sod ........... ■ ■ ■
That all things rejoice in the goodness 

of God;
That each thing created is good In its 

place, ............
And Nature Is but tho expression of 

Grace.

These Were Not “Godless Schools.”
'nJieW °f. Rome s continual boastins ot her ‘•Cristian 

Schools, and in view of the fact ti»at these so-called "Chrls- 
““n..SCh??la” .are ^r men known as "Christian
Brothers, and in view of the further fact that the "Chris, 
tian Brothers’" schools have been condemned by the 
French government, and the "Brothers" are coming to the 
United States In large numbers (they have for years been 
teachers in parochial and other papal schools in this coun
try), and the immigration officials allow them to land and 
pay them obsequious attention—in view of all this, the fol
lowing extract from "Reynold’s Newspaper,” of London, will 
be read with Interest: . . .

Here is a list of sentences passed by the French courts on 
French ecclesiastics during the years 1897 and 1898, for out
rages on decency: ■ ■ ■ ■■ . .

1897.
Lay Brother Kneppert, of the Christian schools (Brother 

Asclepiod), twenty years’ penal servitude for outrages on 
decency.—Assizes of Aube. ■ .

Abbott William, three years’ imprisonment for outrages on 
decency committed on children—Assizes of Illeet-Vil- 
aine. ■ . '■ ■■■ .' ' ■ -.

Brother Piffetau (Brother Terenclen), ten years’ penal serv
itude for outrages on decency committed on children.— 
Assizes of Indre et Loire. ■ ■

Brother Christopher (Brother Blanor), from a Christian 
school at Rheims, three years’ imprisonment for outrages 
on decency .-Assizes of Marne. .

Abbott Steenhuyssee, ten years' imprisonment for outrages 
on decency. ■ ’

Brother Desire Coupillot (Brother Alexis), ten years’ penal 
servitude for outrages on decency —Assizes of L’Orne.

Hippollte Carron, former brother, one year’s imprisonment 
for outrages on decency.-Trlbunal of Bethune.

Brother Ceres (Xavier Celestin), of the school of Milan, live 
years’ confinement for outrages on decency committed on 
bis scholars.—Assizes of Averon. ■ . . ■ ■ ■ ■ . ■ .

Abbot Dauzon, five years’ confinement for outrages oh de- 
cency.—Assizes ot La Manche.

Peter Brouli, former brother, five years’ confinement for 
outrages on decncy.—Assizes of the Belnne.

Brother John Donat, of the Christian school at Apprlen, one 
year’s imprisonment for outrage on decency.-Assizes of 
Isere. •’

Brother Klein, of . the Christian school of Chauny, eighteen

months’ imprisonment for outrages on decency.-Assizes 
of Aisne.

Brother Lambert Wargnler, of the Christian school of St Au- 
mond les Eaux, four years’ imprisonment for outrages on 

. decency.—Assizes of the Nord,
Brother Chlvaud, of a Christian school, twenty years’ penal 

servitude for outrages on decency committed on his pu
pils.—'Assizes of Herault.

1898.
R. P. Cailletex, four months’ imprisonment for outrages on 

public decency.—Tribunal of Orleans. 1
Brother Lys, schoolmaster at Mont de Morsan, two years’ 

imprisonment for outrages on decency committed on his
.... .'pupils. ■ ■ ■■■ • ■ ■ .■ ■■ - : ■..
Brother Lubes, schoolmaster at LIbourne; ten years’ con

finement for outrages committed on nineteen of his pu
pils.—Assizes of the Gironde.

Brother Pouyard, schoolmaster of Igny, one year’s imprison
ment for outrages on decency committed on pupils.—As
sizes of the Seine et Oise.

Brother Donat (Brother Landry), head master of the board
ing school of St. Joseph, at Oisemont, four months’ im
prisonment for obscene outrages on the pupils—Tribunal 
of Avesnes.

Fanges, Professor of Morality at Perfguex, seven years’ con
finement for thirty-seven outrages on decency.—Assizes of 
Dordogne.

Brother Merle (Brother Bettin), schoolmaster at Beavals, 
twenty-six years’ penal servitude for outrages on decency 
committed on his pupils.—Assizes of Oise.

Brother Rerdrausart (Brother Judval), schoolmaster, eight 
years’ penal servitude for outrages on pupils.—Assizes of 
Indre et Loire.

Abbot Ferrin, twenty years’ penal servitude for outraging 
children.—Assizes of the Cote d’Or.

Brother Toulouse (Brother Sebianus), head master of the 
Bagholes abhool, ten years’ penal servitude for outraging 
his pupils^—Assizes of Gard.

Brother Blisee Jacob, schoolmaster, twenty years’ penal 
servitude for outraging his pupils.—Assizes of Gers.

Brother Garnier (Brother Albin Bernard), schoolmaster, 
twenty years’ penal servitude for outrages on decency com
mitted on his pupils.—Assizes of Indre et Loire.

Brother Guyet (Brother Flbrlon), schoolmaster, twenty 
years’ perihl servitude for outrages on decency committed 
on his pupils.—Assizes of. Morbihan.

A Prominent Spiritualist Gone Home.
Elhanan Drake, of Monson, iialne, 

re-entered spirit life, Jan. 8, 1904, after 
an earthly pilgrimage of 73 years, 7 
months and 7 days. Mr. Drake was a 
Spiritualist in the fullest sense of the 
word, hence a patriotic citizen In all 
relations of life. His word was his 
bond, and he was loved and trusted by 
all who knew him. He was proud of his 
religion and never hesitated to pro
claim himself a Spiritualist whenever 
called upon to defend that which he 
knew to be true. In his palmy years, he 
took up arms for the preservation of 
our Union, and was mustered out in the 
summer of 1865. He enlisted in good 
faith, but from some strange chance, 
never took part in an engagement in tho 
Hold. Ho believed in freedom for all

races, for all peoples, and tor tl&'jsouls 
of men. Bigotry and superstition were 
no parts of his nature; hq wasTrroad- 
gauged, just and generous Ih all he said 
and did. ,

He was a member of the Etna Camp
meeting Association, of the State Spir
itualist Association of Maine, and of the 
Bower of Beauty lyceum of Monson. 
He took special pride and pleasure in 
the work of tho last-named organiza
tion, and wob never flo happy os when 
he was in attendance upon Its meetings. 
“I only live when I am in the lyceum, 
or nt Etna camp," waa one of his lost 
remarks during his final illness...........
Drake Is the grandfather of-the well- 
known juvenile Maine Spiritualists, the 
Coy and Jenna children, whose iptercst 
in and knowledge of Spiritualist ore'so

well known in all sections of the land.
The influence of Spiritualism upon 
these young lives is one of the holiest
and sweetest chapters in all of its his

Mr. Drake is survived by his loving 
wife, the stout-hearted' helper of his 
life, by two sisters, and by two sons and 
five daughters. One boh, two sisters 
and two brothers preceded him in his
entrance into spirit life. On© of his
daughters la the gifted medium, Mrs. 
Mary R. Jonne, of Monson, tno secre
tary of tho Ladies’ Aid Society of Etna 
Camp', and a speaker of no mean ability.

Mr. Drake will bo missed by a wide 
circle of friends, and especially by his 
Immediate household band. They hove 
tho truths of Spiritualism to comfort 
them in this hour,,and have already ro-

Chived assurance of bis presence with 
them through the mediumship of a 
granddaughter and of one of his sons- 
in-daw. The memory of his gentle, un
selfish ¡lie !g a precious Jegacy to all all 
of his family. •

The funeral services held at his late 
residence in. Monson, on Bunday, Janu
ary 10, and were conducted by the 
writer, who has long been a close friend 
of the family. The pastors of the Bap
tist and Congregational churches in 
Monson, offered the use of their edifices 
for the funeral, but the wife and 
mother preferred it should be held in 
the sacred circle room of the dear old 
home.

A good man has gone home. Greet
ings to my good friend as he takes up 
his labors anew In the world of souls.

HARRISON D. BARRETT.
Canaan, Maine.

A REMARKABLE BOOK.
The clear and very interesting ac

count ot the assassination of Abraham 
Lincoln, with the Inciting causes of that 
tragedy, will serve to excite renewed 
Interest In the great work of Father 
Chinlquy, entitled "Fifty years in the 
Church of Rome." In this book he ex
poses in the minutest details the corrup
tion that exists In that church, and its 
iniquitous methods and alms.

It Is a book of absorbing interest, and 
should be read by every patriotic Amer
ican, and by every one who would be 
well informed concerning the evil works 
ud designs of the Romish hierarchy. 
It to a large volume of 882 pang, 
Price, »2.25. _ __ ___

THE GOLDEN ECHOES:
A New Book oi Inspirational 

Words and Music,
For the ace of meetings, lyceum» and homo, by 6. W. 
Tucker. Those beautiful conga have ulruady cost* 
forted many broken hearts, audit la hoped that they 
aay be heard in every land. Price 16c; ll.&Operdor 
en. For aala at Chib office.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lecturea by the Bwarol Vlretea^anda, on RaJaYoni 

or Conquering the Internal Narnrc. and other cub' 
ject>; also, Patanjali'» Yo<a Aphorlitna, with com
mentaries and a coploua gloBiary of tiaaakrlt term» 
Revl»ed and enlarged, 12mo., Cloth, <1,50. KajaYoga 
fa an ancient ayatem of Indian Phlloaopby, and one of 
the four chief methods that the Vedauta Philosophy 
offer» to obtalu freedom and perfection. Swami Viv- 
ekananda became a familiar figure in »evcral A in eri 
can cities during the three yean following the Par
liament of Religion» at Chicago: ho wa» cordially re
ceived In America, wbero the breadth and depth of 
bl» teaching» were food reeognlied. Hla teachinri 
are univereal in their application. The book la ohnaD 
6CI1.50. For aalo at thia office.

WUE1 TITAWA UUkka and Their Iflil UlARRA Earthly Victims. By the 
aaaxi AJ1MAAU.U, Seer A. J. Davis, a very 
Interesting and suggestive work. It is an ox
planation of much that 1« false and repulsive in 
Spiritualism, einbodying a most Important re
cent Interview with James Victor Wilson a 
resident of Summer Land. Price. 50 cents.

Out of the Depths Into the Light.
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twlng 

mMium. This la a very Intereallug litt lu book 
and will be appreciated from atari lo finish by 
all who wish to gain spiritual Information 
Price, 26 cents.

MEDIUMSHIPW. H. Bach. Papir/cet'L1; Kfe By

BOOKS
Never-Ending Life, 

Assured by Science....... Price, 6 cte.

I GREAT
INDUCEMENT» 

NEVER BEFORE

OFFERED 
BY

ONE PAPER.

OUR PREMIUMS.
BEAR IN MIND.

Remember, ptease, that we Kami 
many of our Premium Books by 
press. If you do not-receive your order 
offim-1 itby lu<lulr« « the express
office, if not there, notify us at once. ’ 
cenu to^P?r' pleaBe that u c08ts ten

Si“-.“ "Si.YS't •“ *»
Remember, please, that we have oniv 

two books which we Bend out^tow^or 
¿5 cents each We cannot allow you to 
Itace y otherbook books in their, 

enUttortIUMr’ Pl6a8ei thttt you are not 
entitled to any of these Premium 
Books unless you send in with your or- 
gressii^TH 8ubBeriPtlon to The Pro. Btwosjve Thinker.

Remember, please, that the 
aTosttaimoX‘‘reUllttaUCe 18 to secure 

NOTWRITF1 Tn“nUom Offer’ AND Do 
terms Vn 0 U8 F0R ANY other

You lnust Bend $1 for The

trm1ho.ember’Lplease’ that mistakes and 
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a news agent! lnSt<:a<! of tbr°u<’t’

? -a,:.“
ent'”'bv'DrPl? m"8» PaS‘ and Pre8’ 
„ uy Dr. J. m. Peebles. Both ex- 
dffferef/ ?‘Uttb10’ and though widely 
iXri ,'t na<CK on<e 11118 an axceedlngly 
snptatoatam1Ch° la tbe llteratu'° 01 

one one boolt' ttIlii that
above si <oi ,the bool<8 mentioned above, the price is 50 cents. : , 
then^h..0^0''1'two book8’ and neither ot 
90 centB b'JV0 1UL'ntioned- the price la 
nnY°vnh.aV6 TEN ^emlum Books only, 
“owsi “ Bel6Ct irum tht'm aa fob

The best scientific argument in favor of a fu
ture life that has over befor e been made.

Jehovah Interviewed,
Or Orthodoxy from Headquarters...Price. 6 etc.

A newspaper reporter gooc up to heaven and in- | 
terviews Johovau, - I

Theology, J : |
Its. Origin, Career and Des tiny.... Price, io cts.

One of tbe.best and most comprehensive sum
ming up of the absurdities of the. Christian 
Theology that has ever before appeared. ; ?

Holy Smoke in the Holy Land.
‘ Price, io cts.

‘ Susan H. Wixon says: • M have read, first and 
last, many accounts of Palestine/ or 'the Holy 
Land,' but have never seen anything in that line 

-that pleased me so .well as this description by 
Daniel K. Tenney,”. . _ ;

The Plan of Salvation. Price, lo ct».
- In this pamphlet Mr. Tenney ahows the absurd« 

Ity of the Christian "Plan of Salvation” in ao 
clear and plain a manner that any Christian Pho

- has a spark of reason left cannot fail te UK) it.

"Owed” to the Clergy. Price,« a».
‘ An address read before the Free Thought Con- 

gresa held in Paine Hall, Boston, Nov. 17th, 1899.

The Master’s Masterpiece,
Or the Sermon on the Mount...... Price, 10 cfs.

. This is the most thorough exposition of the fal* 
lacies of this noted "sermon” that was ever be
fore published. .

Modern Theology and Its Ideal Jesus 
Price, 10 cts.

The absurdities of the reputed teachings of Jesus 
are hero shown up as no other writer has ever 
£ resented them before, which will convinccany 

oncst reader that the most of them are con
summate nonsense. - 4J.'

vounmnvlre5 <)f lb,e tGn Premium Books 
you may order, price >1.10.

“L?“r <lf tlie ten Premium 
>°u may order, price >1.50. 
vcm^<>?V0 !Oi tbo ten Premium 
you may order, price $1.80. 
vnn»«Bl1 tbe ten Premium 
you may order, price $2 10 

of the tGn Premium 
you may order, price >2.35.

Any elebt of H’e ten Premium 
Jou may order, price >2 65 
i XAny nine of the ten Premium 
you may order, price $2 90
Premium nl thueSe TEN valuable t 
sent n,T ^?°<S here announced are 
sent out, all postage prepaid, for >3 10 

। a price never before equaled In this’ 
| the »st: °r EUr0Pe' The iollow‘ng is I

Books

Books

Books

Books I 

books

BiOlU '

The Hon. Daniel K. Tenney, the author of these 
book», has been for many years the leading law
yer in one of the most distinguished law firms in 
Chicago, and there is not a more able writer in the 
Liberal rank«

BIBLE HARVEL WORKERS.
And the wondrous power which helped or made 
them perform mighty works and utter inspired 
words, together with some Personal Traits and 
Characteristics of Prophet r, Apostles, and 
Jesus, or New Readings of “The Miracles. Br 
Allen Putnam. Price. 76 cents.

THE SOUL Of THINGS:
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book it 
is as fascinating as a work of Action. Tho 
reader will be amazed to seo tho curious facts 
here combined in support of this power of the 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as 
day, and throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by time. Price. 11.W. In three volumes, 
cloth bound. 81.60 each. Postage, 10c per cony.

DilPlUlv the Life Beyond and Wlthlrf. Ill Pi Im Voices from many lands andcoun- 
* trios, Raying, "Man, thou »halt
------------- " An excellent selection. Edited and 
compiled by Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth. 11.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of‘'Aire Right with tho World. ” Cloth 370 
M*»a_Ur. Newcomb mode adlitlncl succoiiwlth 
1 All« Right with tho World," which continue» tn the 
front rank of the Metapbralcal book» that ere now to 
popular. Thoiroat number who bare »eon cheered 
and strengthened by Ulm will welcome another book 
by th.o wise teacher whose words of help are doing so 
much to nako the world bot'rCr by makloc men and 
women better able to understand and enjoy ft.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”
Isa simple study of that strange and bountiful thine 
called life, but grand In Its scholarly simplicity. It 
will bo In demand by many who have not proviotutf 
read metaphysical writings. Price <I,W. For sale u 
this office.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The imost Important revolutions concernlnc 

tho true origin of Christianity. Reader, In 
bringing to your notice "Antiquity Unveiled," 
It Is with the sincere hope that you are earn* 

 

ostly looking for tho truth, regardless of any 
other consideration' If such Is the case, this 
advertisement will deeply interest you, and 
after reading this brief description you will 
doubtless wish to give the work a careful 
perusal. Price. 91.60.

nFflTM and the AFTERLIFE DL Illi By A. J. Davis. ~

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION

ten remarkable booksi 
, FOR $3.10.

i ta Ec 7clopedia oi Death, and! 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol 1
, The Encyclopedia of Death nnrt 
Li e in the Spirit World, Vol. 2 ’ 
nr^.1 E'lcyclopedia of Death and 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3.
data »na Jlaslc' °r Mundane, Sub-Mun- 
dSuper-Mundane Spiritism, 
ista aDd’ ®Plr*tualism, Occult, 

tZthh nMt,y,orJd Intervlewed.
o 1ha Occult Life of Jesus.
9 Th» n“uer<er in.tha Sp,rft Lands. 

Science. S °1 Man and Etb‘cs oj

of the Ages' or Spiritualism 
Past and Present. au>
Read This Carefully Before Re

Remitting.
,y,°u sen<! your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
h?»k i°Ler th5 m0!58 whIch y°u desire in 

thelr prlce- and send for 
them.. They are.very valuable. They 
are Intensely interesting. They are ele
vating in tone and will do you good in 

not fall to enclose a dollar for The Progressive Thinker. C 
These ten books, substantially and 

elegantly bound, and printed in the 
neatest style of the printer's art, will be 
furnished to our subscribers for Î3.10 » 
price which modern machinery and en
terprise has rendered possible in The 
Progressive Thinker office only. Send 
ing out these books, however nt th. 
prices we do, does not reduce th nr ™ of the subscription of the p^pet annnr 
ently or otherwise, a single rétit ’1,1^ 
that cannot be afforded for JeSa Sh-?« 
one donar per year, in view of the fta" 
that we publish such a vast 
reading matter.

In Conclusion, bear In mind that the 
posts'“ on these ten premium books'In 
about ONE DOLLAR, leavin^his nffJ® 
only $2.10, Illustrating the great bargain 
you are getting—a bargain the like of 
m^pVnT kn°Wn b'fOre tbla

CLUB8I CLUBS! CLUBS1 CLUBS!
To Clubs ot ten or more we offer the 

following terms to each one: The Pro
gressive Thinker one year, and ONE of 
the following books, $1.15: “The Relle- 
ion of Man and Ethics of Science"-i 
"SeerB of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past 
and Present" "AWanderer in the Spirit 

'The Encyclopedia of Death 
and Life in the Spirit World," Vol 8* 
The one who gets up the Club will be 
entitled to the paper one year free, and 
any two of the books he may select 
among our list of premiums.

Mun -and FFia n9 Disclosed In the Bible.' 
I lull allU LI IC By Rov. Arthur Chambers, 
in!fib UapM Associate of King’s College, 
Opll IL WUI IU London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would Investigate and 
learn the facts of Bible teachings as .well as 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth,V.10.

Bible and Church Degrade Woman.
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. ComprisojTme 

essays on "The Effect ot Woman Suffrage on 
Questlens of Morals and Rei..Ion." Price. 10c.

, flan the Microcosm.
Hie Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition— 
The Light Within. By Glloa B. btebbina 
Price, 10 cents.

Tho Astronomical and Astrological origins of- 
all religions. A poem by Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. 
Price W cents. . _... <

Father Tom and the Pone, 
Or a Night at the Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir Samuel .Verguson. From Blackwood _ 
Edinburg MagLxino. This Is a humorous ab* 
count of a roiloksome visit to tho Popo of 
Romo by Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed 
with a superabundance of Irish wit, two im
perial quart bottles of Irish “noteon," and an 
Irish recipe for •/■conwoundmg” tho 
Paper. £5 cents: cloth. BO cents.
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A Psychologist Sees the Shadow,o| a Soul
EXPERIMENTS OF PROF. ELMER GATES. matter is transparent?” the professor was asked.

ANIMALS DISCH ARGE ELECTRIC WAVES
- - , “I can best answer that after describing another experi

__ ____ _ ment,” said he. “I arranged a room lined throughout 
iin/4irin Hie invpcfifffltinn«; haVf* led with sheets of lead—-walls, ceiling,and floor. The lead tinction, His investigations nave icu wag connected withthe eartlvby ^ric conductors Pass- 
him largely into the regions ot the ing through a galvanometer sufficiently sensitive to

. . . . r uj-g ¿Tie amount of electricity .emitted by any person in tiifl

Prof. Gates is a scientist of great dis

occult, and therein he has made many 
important discoveries. In a late article 
in the Chicago Sundav Tribune he sets 
forth that he discerned the spirit of
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TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The Price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is |2.

TAKE NOTICE.
All b«ok» advertised In the column« 

of The Progressive Thinker are for »ale 
■t tnl« offics. Bear thio tn mind.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Edltor-at-Largc for tho National Spirit- 
uallst Assoofttlon.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks In the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when e a attack is made, giv
ing- date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Arcana of Spiritualism

an animal after the death of the phys
ical body. • ■

The shadow of a soul!
Nay, more—the shadow of a beast’s soul! _ 
Can you conjure up such a thing in your wildest imag-

room. n : > , * ; u ,
“With this apparatus I demoijatrated that the body 

has its every muscle and nerve electrically excited when
ever exercised. Every muscle and nerve is an electric 
conductor. If I lift my arm, thus, and keep the muscles 
tense, they give off more electric energy than when kept
atrest. . , . .

“During exercise of the mind there are similar electric 
discharges into the surrounding atmosphere. By quanti
tatively measuring the electric waves given off by a per
son in mental activity we can effect some measurement of 
that activity. By measuring the electric waves given oil 
by them you can compare two emotions. If you have a 
more intense emotion of any kind than have I, of that 
same emotion you will give off more electric waves while

On Dec. 10,1903, we held a materiali
zation seance at my residence, 1110 
Bedford avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr. 
S. Thompson, of No. 76 Clinton avenue, 
Kingston, N. Y., was the medium. Our 
suspicions were aroused that Mr. 
Thompson’s “spirit manifestations" 
were not genuine. I therefore arranged 
for another seance which was held on 
Dec, 21, on which occasion Mr. Thomp
son was caught using deception. I was 
in attendance at the cabinet, assisted 
by Mr. Robinson, who is a personal 
friend of the medium, and who recom
mended him to me. The first part of 
the seance consisted of physical mani
festations. The medium entered the 
cabinet, and all lights were extin
guished. The medium’s hands were 
firmly tied together by means of a rope 
which he brought with him. The tying 
was supposed to have been done by his

¡nation?
Were you to distinctly see a shadow cast by something gajne emowuu W1U U1X. ............. .. ....

separating from the body of an animal at the moment ot cxereiBing emotion than will I. Thus if I were to 
death—something penetrating all barriers and passing tgke brotberB separately into that lead-lined room, 
upward into space, then disappearing—what would you anJlounce to eacb ¿be news ylat biB mother had died, the 
say that something was? . galvanometer would show in whom I had excited the

Call it illusion, hallucination, phantom, or what you ®tron t emotion of grief. This is the first time in the 
will, such a sight was Lately beheld by experimenters in of 1)gychology tjiat yiere jiaB been any conceivable 
the laboratory of psychology and psychurgy, near Chevy I])etiiod of comparjng subjective conscious states.
Chase, according to Prof. Elmer Gates, the director. re^urn ¿0 []le ra(, jn ¿jie ¿ube. My explanation

Prof. Gates tells the strange story thus: of its opaqueness while alive is this: In any living body
“1 have been experimenting with some light rays about eiectric waves hurrying in all directions through

five octaves above the violet—a form of wave energy akin uerves ailj muscles. Light waves, which are electric 
to X-rays, but about as different from them as they are .........................' ’ ’ :~
different from sound. This new radiant force is invisible 
when produced in an ordinary room, but I succeeded in 
making it visible by projecting it upon a wall coated with 
a substance wljpse color is altered by the action of the

waves, cannot penetrate such a bundle of electric ini-
pukes.

spirit controls. The gas 
and the medium’s hands, 
tied, were examined by 
ance, no one being able 
rope. Tho lights were

was relighted 
which were 

all in the se
to untie the 
again extln-

Firebrandsjnjur Ranks.
A firebrand was thrown into the ranks of Spiritualism" 

when The Great Psychological Crime was first 
introduced to, our readers, but a still more luminous , 
and startling firebrand was tossed into our ranks 
when our own prominent Spiritualists intimated that 
only the impure could be obsessed or dangerously . 
controlled by evil spirits. That assertion did npt . 
act like a “Soothing Syrup” when taken into the 
brain receptacle of those troubled by evil spirits. 
But these various firebrands of the past have never 
yet succeeded in injuring Spiritualism in the least; 
in the end they greatly promote its welfare. So let 
the firebrands come. Mrs. Straub speaks from act” 
ual experience.

guished. In the course of a tew sec
onds he called for the light to be relit. 
He was found to be seated in a chair, 
with his hands firmly tied to his knees, 
and in this position was supposed to re
main throughout the seance. He then 
requested one member ot the seance and 
myself to enter the cabinet. We placed 
our right hands on the medium’s head, 
and caught our left hands, holding 
them extended and even with his head, 
one of us placing one knee on the me
dium’s hands. We were touched all 
over tlie body by some unknown means, 
supposed to be our departed friends. 
Bright luminous lights on the order of 
small electric sparks appeared in rapid
succession for a period of a few sec-

WARE OF INCESSANTLY REPEAT. 
ING TO THE LESS FOltTUNA'IE 
ONES, THE OLD THREADBARE SEN
TENCE, “LIKE SEEKS LIKE.’’ It IS 
a slap in the face of any man or woman 
who honestly desires the best, but is as
sailed by wickedness, happening to find 
some convenient avenue.

Look into human society and sea 
whether "like always seeks like"; it 19 
more often the contrary; but if there Is 
mutual attraction, if like associates 
with like, that Is another question. Ths 
old adage may hold good in one case, 
but not in another.

Some of those VIRTUE-PROUD PEO
PLE go on saying, “Those tendencies

‘ “Do von think then that the life fluid is an electric I onds, directly back of the medium’sUo you tninK, tneu, tnui. uie ‘ |cbalr>- written messages also being
fluid, as many aver? given to some ot those who entered the

“I think that life is some unknown resultant of a num- cabinet, none being recognized. Each
ravs in question. ber of forces of which electricity is one. Life or mind is I member of the seance thus entering the

' MADE FROM EYES OF BEASTS. more intimately connected with matter through electric | caMneM^tum sam^
rl.Adnnein—the visual nurifle of f°rce tllan through any other. ’ , was then begun with a very dim light in
rhodopsin the vi ,P ,P,, , “Do you hope to catch that organism which left the dy- u10 room. All the forms that issued 

“r ins' rat and cast its shadow on the wall?” from the cabinet were exactly alike.Of ing rat ana cast ns snauow on uk. ««The was recognized on several 
“I am uuwilhng to discuss in detail my experiments in wblcb left at)aolutely no

’ “ ” ' .................. doubt that he was not genuine. AS

MR8. HENRIETTA STRAUB, A LADY 
OF REFINEMENT AND CULTURE, 
CAREFULLY ANALYZES THE 
CLAIM THAT ONLY THOSE WHO 
ARE IMPURE ARE OBSESSED BY 
EVIL OR MALICIOUS SPIRITS— 
HER VIEWS WILL BE CAREFULLY 
READ AND CONSIDERED.
Nothing in the realm of mind seems 

to be more conducive to promote a deep 
general interest in a given subject, a 
strong concentration of mental forces 
in that one direction, than these sympo
siums which we evidently owe to the in
spirational powers of Mr. Francia. ___ _

THEY ARE INTELLECTUAL ’TOUR- attracting evil influences may have 
NAMENTS FDR SELECT COMPANY, been 80 weli hidden, that nobody waa 
AND OF INCALCULABLE BENEFIT awara of tiiem before."
TO THE CHAMPIONS AS WELL AS indeed I Might we not as well bub-
THE BEHOLDERS. .. .. .....................  pect a wolf hidden wiUiin a Iamb’S

Especially Is this true of tlie last sym- bosom, that never growls, except when 
posium, that has developed into a BOlne other wolf comes in Bight? ,

Y .

“This substance was i----- r—- - .
the retina, the seeing substance of the eye which light 
acts upon. This rhodopsin I extracted from the eyes cf 
freshly slaughtered animals. I find that all known inor
ganic or inanimate substances are I

are to these as yet unknown fields untffiafter they shall have
niuuiiu W. | iorcc Unlike lhe X rayS) they wiu Bhine through met- ^xpemnent cL°ever be successfully made, I POSED TO BE A CHILD APPEARED

U„ biology .nd l»y.hologX .ill h.ve tan oxl.nd«d AT J^»*¡>1»» n>;

Do you wish to assist in the publica- causing the color of the wall to be changed over the cor- c J „ . ! AND ANOTHER WITH EACH _COR-

across the border without an intervening chasm, and the

THE FORM OF WHAT WAS SUP-

pitched battle between the forces pro 
and con that famous book, “The Great _______ _
Psychological Crime." tty that furnishes a vehicle for spirit ap-

The victory will not be decided for a I)roach. Let unbiased scientists work 
long time yet, as the author ot the book, out this problem.
tlie promoter of the battle, has kept in The great fascination ot mediumship 
reserve his most effective ammunition, iB a sure guarantee for its continuance, 
destined to burst upon the valiant fight- an books on psychological crimes not-

Thinkers should be observers. 
It must be something else but similar.

ers In the shape of another, a more con- withstanding. Innumerable facts demon-
elusive, volume of the work. strate that tlie author’s dreams of anul-

Well-aimed, substantial volleys have hilation could at best be only applicable 
been discharged from both sides of the to moral weaklings who never had any. 
combatants; many brilliant speeches individuality to lose. Besides, who haa 
have been made in print; many strong over witnessed the process of annlhila- 
arguments based on proof, have been tlon? Reason as well as faith point to 
advanced, EVEN PERSONAL AT- the opposite process. Evolution proin-i 
TACKS, UNFAIR INSINUATIONS jBeS continued unfoldment; faith hopeau

been scientifically demonstratedtion ot a revised edition of this b00'*? 
If so, by subscribing for it now, you wi 1
Sd tor^puWi^ttoS^ipriceLt I these ray’s, and that it will cast Zshadow as long’ as it re- ......................... . ................... ........ ............ _
desired until the book is ready for de- tains ijfe. _ . .. morelv^he"contVidtv of life ¡wvond what we call death. I t’urned up and he was seen getting off
a I

«»V . P lt .r.
Price to subscribers, 11, On killing the animal it is found, after a certain lapse of „ A 4)inn nipra llnt be an etheric

"¡»as«». otl llirougb H>0 coyld P«rt »< S™'”S °'

responding area.
“I find that any living thing, however, is opaque to

wall. As long as the rat remains 
On killing the animal it is found, after a cerl 
time, that it becomes suddenly transparent.

“At the same instant a

AVould that be a scientific proof of the immortality of HWWJOO KTT.
the soul?”

“No it would not demonstrate endless existence
aged to keep hold of, and as the cabinet 
curtains were raised the lights were

HAVE BEEN VENTURED. to behold every mental or spiritual ein-

A Worthy Example.
Our American clergy might find a

worthy example in some of their Euro
pean brethren. Especially is this true

i . . ueu wtus ijiuB vu uiv Uuu» uuomu
May there not be etheric sol- | cha|r. j don’t doubt that hls physical 

' ' ' ” " ' " as well as hls materialization manlfes-
smaller than atoms, and might there not be an etheric 

‘ ‘ ' ’. Such truth

same shape as the animal is seen to pass 
glass tube and move upward on the sensitized wall.

SAW THE SHADOW ASCENDING.
___  _ 'Two of my laboratory assistants claim to have dis- has not yet been made.” 

of the position taken by Professor Ugo tinctly seen t]ie shadow in the full course of its ascen- “P........ .. '
Jamil, of Florence, Italy, after a pro- gQon flg w(; can ¿jeflni[e]y prove this to other sei- rition
longed, patient and noteworthy Impar- ’ wjn hftve demonstrated that some organ- “'T
tial Investigation of Spiritualism. He , ■ . .... . , ,

scientific knowledge. .
“in the demonstration of nearly every scientist in the 

world such demonstration ot the actuality of another life
not yet ueen nniue. . .
Have you ever seen what you {bought to be an. nppa-

ic men we win nave ueniuiibuuicu uia. dv.hu “No. And while I disclaim to have jet had anj such
ism presumably not atomic, perhaps etheric and capable personal experience tending directly to demonstrate at 
of passing through glass, thus leaves the atomic body of there is an existence beyomlfleath, yet I must confess that oi pabbiug uno b p, ihat j ])av(j alwayg had wha(. j ca]1 an em<)tlve cer.is among the most learned and ortho

dox, and of unquestioned attainments. . J)ave ulwuyB nuu wluu, x tu*. «•* .....
In a series of articles published in an animal. , ncnnnimr organism could be laintv or a feeling insight.that tlipre is that ip any mind

ment are In contrast to the snap judg- «plow do you now account for tlie opaqueness of tho basis others are■ P«rL'h «I 3 ’
ments, and unfairness manifested too ]jving organism under these rays, to which all lifeless that we lune wnded out deep cnoug11’ ■ - l _
often in this country. We have not
spaco to give more than his conclu-1 
sions, as these contain the gist ot the 
subject. These are three in number:

"(1) Not one of the scientific theories 
proposed, accounts for the medium- I 
istlc phenomena. (2) In the actual 
state of our knowledge, the Spiritual- 
istlc theory la the only one adequate to | 
explain the whole of the mediumistic 
phenomena. (3) The spiritual cause 
of these phenomena is Scientifically pos
sible and probable.”

In justification of his views he takes 
up a position unassailable by the 
Christian churches. He writes: “I am 
a disciple of him who brought life and 
immortality to light through the Gos
pel. If then the existence and immor
tality of the soul are certainties to

The Great Enigma Solved.
According to the very intelligent cor

respondent of the Chicago Record-Her
ald, Mr. Wm. E. Curtis, the mystery ot 
that great wonder of the world, the 
sphinx, which has perplexed philoso
phers, archeologists and learned scien
tists for ages, has at last been definitely 
solved.

We let Mr. Curtis explain in his own 
luminous words :

Cairo, Jan. 12.—The Sphinx is no 
longer a mystery nor was it Intended to 
represent a woman. The inquisitive
ness of modern antiquarians has solved 
the greatest enigma that ever perplexed 
mankind. No other relic of antiquity 
has been the object of more discussion 
or the subject of wilder theories, leg
ends and superstitions. During the last 
two thousand years a whole library of 
books has been written about it, and at 
times controversies as to its age, sig
nificance and purpose have been very 

i. While Its age Is still unknown,

niy mind, communicatioo between in
carnate and decarnate beings is merely 
a simple corollary of my spiritual be
lief. If some persons suppose that 
there are insuperable barriers between 
those in and those out of the flesh, it

is full of spiritual phenomena, nor are have ^pto^Ms0'1“!!^
examples wanting in the Ne . ( e jg notw bu^ a c0i0S8al

its, as the witch of Endor, which is the and hence it faces the Rising Sum 
stock in trade of gospel ministers, he This was recently disclosed by in
points out the difference between the scriptions discovered upon the walls of 
divination of pagan and Bible times and a temple which lies underneath and 
modern investigation. These are not around tlie Sphinx and the discovery 

was largely due to Colonel Ram, an 
American scholar, who has been en
gaged for several years in excavations 
there. He has uncovered the founda- 
tlons of the great statue and has 
brought to light many interesting feat
ures which until recently were un
known. The temple surrounding the 
base was intended for the worship of 
Hamachis and several chambers hewn 
in the rock were the tombs of kings and 
priests devoted to his worship. In 1896 
Colonel Ram discovered a stone cap 
with a sacred asp carved on the fore
head, which once covered the head of 
the Sphinx like a royal helmet, and 
must have added immensely to its 
grandeur, particularly if it was gilded, 
as Colonel Ram believes.

comparable.
Spiritualism is awakening great at

tention in Sicily. Lectures on the sub
ject by such savants as Dr. Carmelo 
Lamona, call out large and enthusiastic 
audiences. The newspapers are filled 
with accounts of remarkable phenom
ena, and the mediums belong to the 
highest ranks of society. Among the 
most remarkable of these are the mu- 
slcal mediums, the Brothers Bordo- ] 
naro, belonging to one ot the most ex
elusive families of Palermo.

When a Medium la Caught Tricking.
When a materializing medium is 

caught perpetrating a fraud, and the 
evidence is PLAIN AND OVER
WHELMING, we will not publish com
munications stating that at a certain 
date previously he or she was perfectly

made it a province of the Persian em
pire. The expression upon the face of 
the great being statue is blank. Poets 
and imaginative people have expended 
much eloquence in describing lines 
which do not appear and are purely fan
ciful, and we have been told again and 
again that the solemn immobility of its 
expression is the “ideal of mystery in 
stone.’’ Ono writer that I read the 
other day described it as having “a 
comeliness not of this world," "a mould 
of boauty now forgotten—forgotten be
cause Greece drew forth Cythrea from 
the flashing foam of the Aegean and in 
her image created new forms of 
beauty.” While this sounds fine it is 
preposterous rot. There is no more ex
pression about the face of the Sphinx 
than there would be in any sandstone 
image that has been hit square in the 
nose by a three-hundred pound shot 
fired from a French cannon and had its 
features scattered over a square mile ot

TO THE 
SPIRITUALISTS 

OF GHIGflGO.
The Light of Truth while at Colum

bus, Ohio, championed tlie cause of
Mabel 
alized 
caught 
South

Aber Jackman, whose “materi
spirit” (a confederate) was 
at oao of her seances on the 
Side, and whose methods had

been previously exposed at Lily Dale, 
N. Y. It also championed the miser
able, notorious gang who stole the 
name of the Illinois State Spiritualist 
Association, publishing freely its com-

tatlons were the result of simple trick
ery. As it stands to reason that an 
honest, upright medium would not use 
any dishonest methods to produce his 
manifestations, I therefore conclude 
that he, being dishonest in one instance, 
was in both, as we all know the cabinet 
manifestations, such as the tying of 
hands, etc., can be and are done by 
trickery. I wrote Mr. Thompson, offer
ing him tbe alternative of giving an
other seance at my residence to prove 
that he could produce genuine manifes
tations; dr I would expose him to tlie 
public. I received a reply In which he 
refused my invitation, but would give 
another seance under conditions favor
able for him to carry on bls deception. 
I submit this to you as an unbiased 
statement, hoping that you will give 
the main facts publication. I think it is 
due to Spiritualists at large to be ac
quainted with tlie above facts, that they 
may be guarded against any further im
posture from Mr. S. Thompson.

JACOB RASSMUSSEN, 
President of Society Spiritual Truth.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Poison of the Catholic Church.
According to a dispatch from Rome 

to the Chicago Inter Ocean, owing to 
the hostile attitude of the Vatican to
ward the Italian government, petty re
prisals on the part of tho authorities 
are on the increase. Only tlie other day 
a public auction was ordered of all the 
sacred vessels belonging to the congre
gation of the Plceno, including several 
precious chalices and vestments. It 
was only through an injunction secured 
by the best legal talent, engaged by the 
parish priest of San Salvatore, that the 
auction was put off and the case re- 
fered to tho courts.

Religious teaching in the public

The Sphinx Is not an independent 
structure. The bòdy and head are act
ually hewn out of the solid rock, but 

. much sandstone was built in to make 
honest and in every way reliable. Ev- tb0 outiines perfect and cover defects 
ery convict in our prisons can establish I ¡n the material. This re-enforcement of 
such a record of honesty and reliability I the original rock is very apparent now 

thot I to a close observer, but originally they
Ba were concealed, for scientists believe

' ’ • “ ' ' I that the entire image was once covered

desert.
But, nevertheless, there is a fascina

tion about this great statue that cannot 
be avoided and one will go again and 
again and as often as possible to look 
at its shapeless face and monstrous fig
ure which rises from the sand against 
the amber sky.

The body of the Sphinx, which re
sembles that of a lion, is 150 feet long; 
the paws and legs, which are stretched 
out in front, are 50 feet long; the head 
is 30 feet from the neck upwards, the 
face is 14 feet wide and the whole figure 
72 feet high. It is believed to have been 
built long before the pyramids, for in
scriptions found within the temple 
show that it was old at the time of 
Cheops, who erected the big pyramid 
3700 years before Christ. He made 
many repairs in the temple and upon 
the image and left a record of that fact. 
There is also a tablet showing that it 
was repaired by King Chephren, one of 
his successors. Another tablet tells an 
interesting story. One day while he 
was taking his after-dinner nap, King 
Thophmes IV. (B. C. 1633) had a vision 
In which the god Harmacbls appeared 
to him and made generous promises if 
he would dig his image, this same 
Sphinx, out of the sand. Thophmes did 
as requested and erected this tablet to 
commemorate the fact.

IMPORTANT NOTICE. with enamel. .Indeed It is possible 
even now to find fragments still adher-

ONE 
THOUSAND 
DOLLARS.

Certain weapons should never ba bryo develop In tho course ot eternity 
used In polemic warfare, unless they mto a well-rounded immortal Indlvli^ 
have solid handles of verified truth. uallty. But since no absolute proof ‘>1

It seems that even Spiritualists—and possible, the most reasonable attitude 
prominent ones at that—cannot main- ¡b; Hopeful agnosticism.
tain balance of temper when attacking it would no doubt be an immensta 
an antagonist. Will they imitate our blessing-to humanity, should there lot- 
hot-headed, cross-grained politicians, deed exist a direct road of communlca* 
THE CURSE OF OUR GOVERN- Uon between the two worlds, one tha# 
MENT? True, they light for their me- can be found and utilized by every boat 
dlumshlp that has been wildly abused; est and intelligent seeker.
but can it not be done in a dignified Does it behoove Spiritualists to ptzfi 
way. with tlie strength of convincing the modern "would-be-Gallleo” to th^ 
logic? -ack (mentally speaking)? •

Why show lack of self-control, the Having so much to suffer from ignore 
very thing your assailant reproaches ant skepticism, shall we be guilty of 
you with? lurselves?

“Much truth and plenty of exaggera- why not await tho promised facts ta 
tlon” was the answer of a thinker in -e demonstrated, before denouncing

municatlons, which gang caused the | schools has been abolished in many 

 

Illinois State Spiritualist Association, ¡ provinces of Italy. The latest of these 
headed by Dr. G. B. Warne, now vice- measures was taken by the govern-
president of tbe National Spiritualist I ment in Cesena, where tlie municipal 
Association, no end of trouble and ex-1 council, with the approval of tlie coun- 
pense. Now that the paper has removed ell of state, decided that the teaching 
to this city, its editor, who has always ' the catechlBm was contrary lo clvl‘ 
had a penchant for "putting his foot in morallty.”

The novitiate of the Jesuit fathers at

yonder world, when asked for his opin
ion about that stirring book.

No doubt many thinking persons will 
have to arrive at the same conclusion. 
Nobody can argue away the DANGERS 
OF MEDIUMSHIP, as nobody will ar 
gue away its blessings under the rlgh 
conditions. We are not constitutes 
alike; only a quack will give the sani*' 
medicine to differently constituted peo
ple; neither are energy and will-power 
among the drugs that can be obtained 
at tlie pharmacy.

Whosoever does not possess them, 
while being of an impressionai nature, 
should let mediumship severely alone. 
The readers of The Progressive Think-

.hem?
Will any jury render a verdict unlesa 

JI features ot the case be duly oxMEX? 
ned? . •

It Is strange ,that no movement, botT-' 
ever liberal, can exist for any length oi 
time, without empiricism slipping into, 
it.

Open your eyes, my friends, and sea. 
it stalk through the ranks of Spiritual
ism.

THERE WILL BE A RUPTURM 
“RE LONG. The rock ot Spirituallsn» 
will split in two or several parts.

I feel ft clearly. May it be for tha 
good of the cause!

To enlarge further about the wealth
er have been Invited to report all cases, ot thought laid down in the Symposium 

............................ would mean to carry water into tha,of obsession coming within their know!
edge. This prompts me to refer to my ocean; so I beg permission for a fowl
own case, described in last year’s Pro, closing remarks:

' ’ ‘ We theorize so much about far-offgresslve Thinker, in form of a story*
ette, "Connected Worlds.” To shot— questions, that we naturally overlook, 
the persistency of some influences, le . :ihe importance of nearer ones.
mo tell those who may remember the THIS WORLD IS THE FOUNDA- 
facts, that I am forced to abandon the yiON OF THE NEXT, AND THE BET
use of the psychic board, though on the ' "'ER THE FOUNDATION, THBJ

it,” has been lecturing for the Jackman I Castel Gandolfo, where the Pope’s villa 
crowd, giving it favorable notices. I is situated, has been removed from the 
Such being the case we desire to say I Villa Torlonla by order of tlie govern- 
that Thrt Progressive Thinker does not n16111' Originally this property bethat The Progressive minker does not | ]on tQ th0 jesuit3) ana jS the same
fraternize in any sense whatever with place where Woifang Goethe, the Ger
the Mabel-Aber-Jackman-Willard-J.-Hull I man poet, spent many months with his 
gang, nor will it publish the notices or | inamorata from Milan in 1786. When 
reports of any society, speaker, associa- the late Duke Torlonla bought the 

property he let the Jesuit fathers use it 
tion or medium that does. On condition that his family tomb on

Mr. Townsend, the owner of the Light | the premises be properly attended to.
of Truth, has always been most sadly now the Italian authorities have or- 
unfortunate in the selecting of some dered the-Jesuit fathers to vacate the 
one to run his paper, having lost much premises, as only two or three would 
money in keeping it before the people, ^m8bufflcIent for Ue CUSt°dy °f U0 
which fact fully illustrates and demon- yaticaa authorities are much 
Btrates tbe business incapacity of those I concerned over the matter, especially 
who have had It in charge. Societies because religious teaching may be abol- 
in this' city Which hereafter employ ished in all the public schools, and the 
the MabifflAber-Jackman-Willard-J.-Hun position °A “a“y ® a bere
gang to I6cture^or them have a perfect I *rom Franc'0( may be rendered unpleas- 
rlght to ¿p so, but they are certainly in | ant-
hard luck? for talent, and are to be 
pitied. We advise Mr. Townsend to as
sume hereafterTull control of his paper. 
If not, we can furnish him some data 
that wllf^ston^h him and startle Splr- 
Itualists^pnd cause King Solomon’s 
Mine to shake aa if by an earthquake.

— — . . V I GVtJU UUW VU U11U. A1U&LUUMV0 oun U.UUV* .... .Harrison D. Barrett, president ot tho j tho flurface ^hich resemble the^^Qne^thousand dollars is the sum ot- 
N. S. A., is prepared to do missionary I pobrcGlaln tue3 found in tombs and the ” ------------ --------------
work under the auspices of this asst> I £ulna o{ ^dent palaces. Several 
elation. He would like to correspond private collectors and Bome mtmeumd 
with societies and ndlviduals on this I L e iarg0 biocks of most brilliant col- 
subject Address him nt 600 Pennsyl-1 orjng and artistic design, and from 
vania ave. S. E., Washington D. O. tbem w0 imagine what an imposing 

' MARY J. LONGLEY, spectaclo the great statue must havo
• ■ ' Secretary N. S. A beett before the Persians and the Mo-

vanta ave. S. E., Washington, D. O.

hammednns destroyed Ita glory.

ferì by a company of men (Spiritual-

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic.’’I While it Is still an impressive picture 
By Charles B. Waite, A. Ml, author of It has no beauty whatever. The nose, 
•THBtory of tho Christian Religion to I the lips and other features have b,een 
thè Year 200,” otc. A condensed state- mutilated by vandalB, among whom tho 

’ meat of facts concerning the efforts of I French soldiers under Napoleon aro said 
church leaders to get control ót the gov- I to have been the most vicious, put tho 
eminent. An Important work. Paper, defacement began before the Christian |

; 26 cents. . For sale at this office.

ists ) in California for one genuine spirit 
materialization, as will be seen upon 
the fourth page pf last week's Progress
ive Thinker, and they - mean business. 
This is a splendid chance to settle this 
great question and gain the everlasting 
praise of all true Spiritualists. Will 
not some medium for this phase, who 
knows he or she Is genuine, accept this 
offer and confér a favor upon our cause?

'Healing, Causes and Effectif.” By

best way to develop several phases ot 
mediumship. Whenever, after long in
tervals, I try the board again to reach 
some dear one across the line, on comes 
the almost forgotten rascal, cleverly im
personating the one I called, until final
ly I catch a glimpse ot "THE CLOVEN 
FOOT.” Consequently, I only cultivate 
Inspirational mediumship, while the in
spiring influence Insists on our working 
"viribus unitis,” declining the honor of 
any leadership.

There are evidently mediums so con
structed, physically and mentally, as tc 
control the choice of their "controls." 
They are fortunate; but let them BE

year on the first of December last year 
when she went skating with a party, 
and to a place where a good many peo
ple were, and accidentally was left be
hind when the others went home, at a 
time when most people had deserted 
the ice. She is gone since, nothing 
was ever heard about her although no 
trouble or money has been saved in in
vestigating near and far.

She is undoubtedly dead, but which 
way she died nobody can tell.

I do not think that any newspaper 
storjes will tell you anything near the 
truth, because the make-up stories then 
In many papers were all fictitious, and 
every clue proved false.

Very truly yours,
E. STRASSBURGER.

Crookston, Minn.

A Sudden. Strange Disappearance.
Many readers of The Progressive 

Thinker will remember the case of the 
strange disappearance of a young lady 
of Crookston, Minn., of whom no trace 
could he found at the time, and it ap-

“Why Are Spiritual. Outpourings In | Pe“a
/ Cycles?” clue has been found to this day, more

iiu.. Ie?, ... . than a year since the occurrence.
Mrs. Mchmoto’s address this week T ' Bdltor:-After waiting a year 

is especially interesting and suggestive. I boping t0 see some further report ot the 
No emanations from the pulpits in Chi- mysterious disappearance of Miss Ger- 
cago caw begin to equal it—it surpasses trudo Strossberger of Crookston, Minn., 
them all! Sootl’we will publish another as reported in The Progressive Thinker 
lecture bv'Mrs M T Lonclev_ this Jan. 10, 1903, I wrote to Mr. E.lecture oy hits., m. i. wngiey tins । qtrm._ber_er bor father, to know more 

 

time on THE LIFE OF THE SOUL, a reply which I here-

It is exceptionally fine. These two wl01 enci0Be, hoping you. will publish 
speakers'ought to have at least one | for tho benefit of your readers, who are 
thousand to listen to them each week. ns anxious os I was to know more 
.................. about it. W. J. GUILD.
Rolla, Mo. .

era when Cambyses Invaded Egypt and ®, F.Phelon,Mi D. Pries 60 cents. _ For nig at JhlB office.

"Mark Chester; or a Mill and a Mill
ion. A Talb ot Southern California.” .
By Carlyle Potereilea. A pure psychic [ Mr. W. J.,Guild, Mo..
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa- Dear Sir:—Ypur letter at hand inqulr-
per covers, (¡0 cents. Cloth, 60 cants., Ing about the whereabouts of our lost 
- ............. ~ . _______ I daughter. JV1R say, yes it has been a

J.' ..a'!..;

tAFER THE BUILDING. The burning 
"uestions of to-day should enlist our 
■vmpathies much more than they actu
ally do.

Many of us trust to the spirits, for 
Questions we dislike to tackle, just as 
frown-up orthodox children trust to the 
■6 ever management of their heavenly 
I ither. Surely this lacking Interest 
ould be aroused by putting the one or 

/he other of these questions under the 
mighty searchlight of a:symposium.

What is the dictum of our wide
awake editor?

HENRIETTA STRAUB.
Port Orange, Fla.

LOOK OVER 
OUR PREMIUM LIST 

CAREFULLY.
A MOST REMARKABLE OFFER.
The world has never before seefj 

such a remarkable offer as is presented 
by The Progressive Thinker, with ita 
ten premium books. Just think ot it^ 
ten books—standard works—elegantly 

! bound in cloth—printed in plain type* 
I on excellent paper, sent out for 33.10, / 
! postage prepaid, leaving only $2 for us,/

In the Name of Humanity. |
True, I am a materialist, supposed to , 

be on the wrong road, and supposed not 
to feel for another’s woe! Poor Geo. 
F Perkins, 122 Mission street, San 
Francisco, Cal., with a chronic invalid 
wife to care for, who begins that pite
ous cry: "I am making a desperate 
struggle,”' clodlng with the manly ap
peal: "Give me a chance to earn a dol
lar.” .

I do not ask if this man and myself 
believe alike. He is a suffering broth
er with a suffering wife. 1 know what 
that means—a wife crippled by a fall 
upon a Cincinnati pavement five years 
ago. I dropped all public work abroad 
to nurse her back to health. Trials not 
a few, tribulations a Hood; from com
parative affluence to pinching poverty 
—naturally independent, proud-spirited, 
both of us, sho a Southern woman, Bal
timorean,. and a Spiritualist—-a P®rfect 
right to bo one. Never asked a Spirit
ualist, knowingly, on her, account, or my 
own, to "lend a hand,’’—but, oh, Spirit
ualists I ask you to heed that cry of 
Goo. F. Perkins, feel for a dollar In 
your pocket and. send It to him—you 
will feol bettor, and he will, and bls 
wife- W. F. JAMIESON.

Pentwater, Mich.

I Never before on this green earth hai 
■ such a work been done. Search youi
encyclopedias, your histories, ancient! 
or modern, and you can find nothing 
that approximates this remarkable of« 
ter. It beats the world! We havei 
been Instrumental in starting a library 
in thousands of homes. Our work 19 
pure altruism—humanitarianism in it9 
broadest sense. Call your neighbora' 
attention to our great work. This D!< 
vine Plan may cease with us. No oU 
In the ranks of Spiritualism tried It be
fore we did. Will any one continue 11 
along the same lines after our depart
ure to the spirit realms? Now Is th« 
time to take advantage of our offerll 
Read over carefully our premium list, 
and then obtain a new subscriber fox, 
the paper.

“Poeiffi; tit ET'o^gm," By Lizzid 
Doten. In this volume, this peerlesi 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in hen 
varied moods, “from grave to goy, from! 
lively to eevere.” It is a book to b9 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all wha 
love genuine poetry, and especially bjl 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastllJl« 

I printed and bound. Price 11, ___ ■
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light is needed it comes, just as surely as after the shadow

rever simple the message; however untaught in world-

hour, you are in

Reliable

i-

concep- 
an infal-

To the Editor: 
scription to The

Is Conscience an Infallible, 
Mentor?

you want. To show you now, at this 
the spirit realm; that these great throes

Ms.year's sub- 
ilve Thinker I

Wbç Mre Spiritual Outpourings 1 n Upeles ?&

■J

’ -The question forming the theme of our discourse this istenc? th<?y have had certain experiences. That by be
coming, “Why Do Spiritual Outpourings Conte - m ginning in aprimitive condition they were simple in their 
Cycles?” is one that is frequently asked. _ In fact, the habits aud requirements, and that at the end there was in
knowledge of the whole subject concerning the govern- tellectual and physical power, and with thia success cer- 
incnt of that which seems to regulate the spiritual uni- tain corruption. Then, sweeping in, comes the tide of 
.verse is sadly lacking in human thought. inspiration to correct their principles and place them on

Most of the people who are in the world to-day under- the right road to inoral discovery »nd aeliievcment. That 
stand that the physical universe is governed by what they after a time certain lives reach, that achievement, while 
are pleased to call “natural laws,” and that these laws the rest seem to go down in shadow. We have seen this 
work in legitimate sequence, and that there are cycles and in the history of all nations. We have marked, that in
periods of time in winch certain manifestations, accord- evitably at certain manifestations of physical and intel- 
ipg to these laws will inevitably occur. That there are lectual unfqldment in every nation the earth has any rec
certain larger cycles that sometimes seem to interrupt the ord of, there has been a distinct moral and spiritual out- 
smaller ones, but bear forward the greater physical pur- pouring. The knowledge of this is inculcated in the 
pose. For instance, you are perfectly familiar with the Bibles of Ilie world. It can be traced in the Vedas, the 
revolution of the earth upon its axis, and the small cycle Shatters, the Zend-n-Vestas and other sacred books, the 
cf the morning and day and the evening and night, and Koran of the Mohammedans, in the Bible of the Jews, 
these being familiar to you you do not look upon them as and in the New Testament of the Christians, as well as in 
wonderfid or strange. You are familiar with the larger the revelations.of the oracles, prophets and seers, which, 
cycles of the lunar changes upon which is predicated the of course, are not mere assumption, nor the result of ig- 
foundations of your monthly computations. Of course noranee and superstition, but, primarily, the result of a 
there has been a great change in the calendar; but there distinct outpouring of the spirit to guide nations.
has been no change in the actual lunar cycles since human There is usually a primal religion, then when people 
life began on earth. The moon continues to present her are sufficiently prosperous and intellectual enough to 
many phases and is known to be a satellite of the earth think they can go along without that guidance they vio- 
and to revolve around the earth. The earth in its turn, late, seemingly, all the principles in their primal religion, 
now that you know what it is, and that the shadow which and worship the intellect or some external image, depart- 
rested upon the people in the middle ages and earlier ages ing from the simplicity of their primal faith, and then, 
is removed, and you have returned to the great knowledge there comes a voice of warning from seers, prophets and 
of the Egyptians, who knew the true astronomy, you un- oracles to tell them of their danger and ask them to re- 
derstand that instead of tho sun moving around the earth turn to the primitive, and beautiful and worshipful faith 
to light up the earth, the earth revolves upon its axis—as of their fathers.
said before—and moves around the sun, and this is called Now we say that this is just as regular and just as in
fl year, and the various changes for convenience and be- evitably the course of human events as the changes of the 
cause of the changes of the moon are divided into months, tides and the recurring seasons, and once in a great while, 

Of course there is the lunar calendar and the calendar when there sweeps over many nations a cloud of mate- 
of the months, because the ancient computation could not rialism, a shadowing of the primal light, a departing 
malee the changes of the moon and the year come out from that which in ethics is just as inevitable and con
even. So you have your especial calendar month, not stant as the North Star, there comes an overwhelming 
cyclic, but only for convenience, and you have your lunar “glacial period” of national destruction, caused by the 
month which continues as a larger cycle than that of the nemesis of justice, of the overthrow of existing states and 
day and night. Then you have your annual cycle of the institutions, of the downfall of kings and kingdoms and 
revolution of the earth around the sun. Then there are hierarchies and the beginning with the simplicity of a 
larger cycles that can only be measured by astronomers; Galilee, or the simplicity of a Buddhistic period.
then other cycles that astronomers can only predicate, cy- Intellectual materialistic people have ascribed these 

‘ Cles that seem to interrupt the great general onward Messianic cycles and these periods of spiritual outpouring 
march, the great tide of growth to outline the harmoni- to superstition, and have relegated alike messiahs, proph- 
ous unfuldment. There are cyclic storms and glacial pe- ets, seers and the one endowed with spiritual gifts to the 
iriods, in which the ice and snow sweep down from either domain of superstition. But no impartial reader of his- 
pole and destroy continents, change the courses of rivers, tory, no student of the rise and fall of empires, no one 
build up mountains and disturb the countries generally, watching what Egypt was in her least and in her greatest 
Nevertheless, these are also cyclic. attainment, no one aware of what China has been in her

Had yoh perfect knowledge of the meteorological, mag- past and is to-day, no one who has studied the great light 
jretic and electric conditions of the earth, you would know of India and perceived how through many cycles her peo

. that earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and tornadoes are pie have been led, no one who follows the “Children of 
also cyclic; that there are certain periods in which Israel,” not through the mythical wanderings that the 
through a tornado belt the tornadoes will rush and knowl- Christians will have them perform, but through the act- 
^dge of this law would enable you to know when they will ual history of their lives, no one that has followed the
be likely to occur. That there are certain cycles in which changes and fluctuations in Christendom but sees the evi- 
there will be more earthquake shocks than usual. That dences of great spiritual outpourings at certain critical 
these earthquakes follow certain lines in their cyclic dis- points in the history of nations and people.
turbances which are the result, either of magnetic, elec- Therefore, it is not strange that the Magians of the 
trical, or dynamical changes. You would, also, under- East 'included these in their astronomical calculations, 
stand more about the glacial periods, that _ sometime Because at that time science and religion were not separ- 
formed the course of the great Mississippi river; that ated. It is not strange that in the more western nations 
sometimes lick up great lakes like the great lakes of the there was also knowledge that these spiritual achieve- 

i northern portion of your country, and at other times re- ments and attainments came accompanying a certain defi
lease them, giving them an outlet to the sea. All this you nite demand.

.measurably understand, and the astronomers have taught Now when people have forgotten their inspiration, as 
. you that there is a larger cycle in which your solar system the Jews had, and turn to material worship, to external 

and other solar systems that are associated with yours observances merely of the letter of the law and to exter- 
7move around a more distant sun, and that accompanying nal, worship, the, prophets,begin...tqsarrive,,an.4(they fore- 
these cycles are great physical and astronomical, changes, tell, not only the downfall of material power, but they an
- k People become familiar with day and night, summer nounce the oncoming of the new spiritual light. Among 
and winter, and the changes of the year, but when you the Brahmins when they had departed from the original 
enter the spiritual and moral realm, theology on the one inspiration and the brahminical faith became merepriest- 
,hand and material science on the other have locked up craft among the people, simply the observance of form 
the door and lost the key by which you are to know about and ceremony and the supporting of the priests, when- 
man’s spiritual and moral natures; as science says it is there was nothing left in all that wonderful, dreamy Ori- 

-eimply a question of evolution, and theology says it is ental and transcendental religion that reached the people 
simply a question of Divine Providence; the history of the in their needs, Buddha Gautama came and pierced the 
human race theologically considered, must be a great dis- shadow and the darkness and received the inspiration and 
appointment to Deity. Made perfect, man succeeded in the knowledge of what was required for human life and 
falling, and ever since that time has been trying to . re- human purposes, and carried forward the great reforma- 
trieve the consequence of that fall by methods that are tion in India and all over Asia.
very difficult; or has been shirking altogether, whichever It is useless to deny that such lives are intended; It is 
horn of the dilemma you choose to take. That is the- easy to say the Plato was a student of Socrates and an in- 
ology. _ cident in human history. The great moral purposes are

For our own part we have read the history of inspira- carried forward by such lives and intelligences. There 
tion differently. We have seen that nations have risen are only two sources of intelligence: the Infinite Soul and 
and fallen. We have seen that in the course of their ex- the finite souls of men (angels and spirits), and when a

hath nevei th pt on tc 1 in n, even though it seems to be 
eclipsed sometimes by'the clouds and shadows of the 
earth. Just as-surely as ilia.t great light at the North, 
the “Nori I Star si i it to guide the mariner upon 
the sea, tie tiatdu oi ti e desert or in the wilderness and fraternity. 
Kffllf. hmniin Lmttrrd AWfhftiv wnv DA weno oWa i-Kn a . . r

of the nij 11 and tl e de rture of tho shadow that pre- StionSnot 8tine^the,Uyea °/ ?uch 
cedes the dintn tl e liLht comes. The sub’s splendor unnn'S ,u.l,oa foundation alone but
* -1’ .....’ - - 1 - ■ ■ uPon justice, freedom and love of humanity,

luitu the future republic is a future fraternity, and the 
nations of the earth cannot be less than nations linked to
gether in fraternity, and nations cannot be linked, to
gether in fraternity until the nations are founded upon 

light huma b un tl ur wav, so there rises above the Austria1 and^lMta ValUe flrle-h'ea‘i!f with Germany and 
night of tm e and bcJW d the ¿¿re conditions of human £ “rc^® of the world so long as
lives a lif nan , Id I ti bear forward this great and ^knoXSinTfraS
divine purjo e of giving to man anew, the moral and nai bonds of Tmtinno .¿int“e™ can u® “T1. 
spiritual purpose of existence. JeoDletlta eom Z H 18 ri

It would indeed be a blind nature that would create ££7tlSr i
man with emotions and spiritual powers and nothing to gej- c;Hes ™[ennot frate™al bonds Bla’

01 ftX1""? '-'S'“2 ¡X »
Tha «mi- ' j • • an<I spiritual unfoldment, and that not one of the small-

highest place, whether he is a follower of Jesus., oi Bud- ieon or a billionaire. And now this spiritual light is1 so 
dha, or Zoroaster or another. We find that the height of holding up the mirror it has swept through and through 
£ri^r°7Lte£if? fS I’16 h0Ughi n ¿°?ing Ot\e 1116 fiha<1owy place called death, and changed the sepul-
another, the manifestation of tlie love of God through cher t0 a gateway of life; changed the bier and the lifeless

H6! g t0 \ g u T iorm to ^ust while the spirit stands released. It has 
Indian upon he^plain the savage-whom you call sav- made the gateway of iimAortuiity here and nOw. Every 
age-m the islands ef the sea has rece ved the same mes- {ime a fluttering breath passes its great wide portals the 
sage apar from his physical hfe; and aU nations that pass Sffeep of are he^d that an
to the heights of what are called cmlization, and art, and enfranchised spirit. You live in another world. You 
science have laid the foundation of their loftiest pnnci- are a 'le of ch
pies in the inspiration of the spirit in the teachings of or- Happy are they who know what the “signs of the 
ades, seera and prophets, and m the poetry that las fol- times» rtend who 6tandi BOme hef ht can 
owed that inspiration, and m the high moral precepts ceive that which is movi a^d 1 ■ all arfeound V

that are the resffit of tba inspiration. . dear]y be]oved friends, this is why at this hour your be-
hlafell°w-man inthewayo loved one6 t with a from b ,Jond the 

self-denial n any propos tion that he finds in material change called deatl thig ig wl t^e miniete< ones 
science. Ethics are not born of mathematics but they hav0 thrown the immor^ t becau«e tbe 
arebormofth^ world needed it; because it hungered and thirsted for
Buddha beneath that wonderful tree wherein all the lines this knowledge; because buried in the shadow of creeds, 
of hfe_are revealed to him; by what Confucius gathered in the shadow of materialism the spirit of man was hun- 
from the great Chinese sages and the inspiration of the gering and thirsting for food and for the fountain of life, 
teachers of the past; by that which Zerdusht taught until However simple the message; however untaught in world- 
it became a living flame in Persia and spread over the ]y wayB the messenger, the one thing that can open that 
Orient. I he ethics of every nation is found in its high- gateway is what you want ’ 1 ... .
est reiigious inspiration, in the teachings of spiritual hour, you are in th. ™, uull
grits. We do not mean m tlie Vatican; we do not mean and agonizing human experiences are portions of this 
beneath the dome of Saint Peters m Rome, or Saint spiritual growth. Anything that does tliat is a benefac- 
^ayiS k°nd°n; But we mean rebgion, that which fion and a blessing. Sometimes you know in summer 
clothes the man with the divine; that which pervades the time when the air is thick and heavy, when you can 
dust with the spirit, that which quenches selfishness in hardly breathe and there seems to be noxious vapors im- 
the care for others, that which leads to divine love in- pinging and heavy clouds, “Oh!” you say, “I wish the 
8^CnuL°i ^“an,Pass10“- , . storm would come.” At last it does come, the pent-up

That which has exalted the human race from time im- thunder peals forth, the lightning flashes and the wind 
memorial is that which has come through tongue of roars. Oh! how they crash and revel. Then in an hour 
prophet, seer and sage, which has been woven into its ttU is gone and the sun smiles forth, the air is purified, 
songs and borne’forward in its sacred and divine remin- there lias been but little harm and great good.
iseences. To-day when you look out upon the world you Let us remember that nature is governed by the infl- 
know that you are m the midst of one of these spiritual nite law of love, and souls thal pass through crises like 
cycles. That not only is the earth experiencing great that in their human experiences are neither lost nor lost 
changes, that not only is there desolation by fire, flood, sight of by ministering attendants; the great wide sweep 
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, and so-called acci- of spirit helpers is around. Your experience is yours and 
dents among human beings, not only are there wars and you must pass through it, they cannot do it. But there 
rumors of wars stirring the Orient and the Occident to are helpers on every hand, not the helpers of earth, they 
the uttermost but there is great spiritual purpose: hand- are feeble and liable to sink, but spirit helpers to tell you 
writing upon the walls; signs and tokens everywhere, and when the storm is over and past, and the great victory has 

of the^pirit for the last fifty-five years in been won, and to urge you to know in the great disturb- 
disunct spiritual,'ministration. What with Mother Ann ances, changes and phases of life that go on so rapidly in 
. spiritual experiences of the small so- this day and hour, that it is a cycle, that there is to be a

ciety‘to-which she tanwtm-ed wdhld become general culmination. It will not come in the form of “Elijah 
amotig all people, ana which has taow spread all’over the JJ/’ it will not come in the form of the many messiahs, 
earth. What with George Fox and the Quakers separate like the epidemics of messiahs that have come forth in 
ing themselves from theological dogma to receive the in- Chicago and elsewhere. It will not come in any such 
spiration of the spirit that is now spread abroad, and that way. But it will come in the New Voice of Truth, when- 
which various dissenting bodies from the' church of Eng- ever and wherever the evelie time errivnaland, and the church of Rome have:been-pleading for. The cyclic period and tbe voi^™e the next voice;

This knowJedge of the mighty meaning and personality it will declare the next great truth. The world will not 
of spiritual influence has come to pass. It has produced be ready to meet it, but the people will meet it according 
a great stirring; it has stirred the stagnant pool of Theol- to their states, and they will climb up to it after centu- 
ogy, and such as have seen the signs of the times have rfes; as you have been climbing up to the Golden Rule 
moved forward to receive the message. It has stirred the and the Sermon on the Mount, albeit, not yet attaining it 
equally dead pool of material science, and such as were But throughout the world some have attained it, more 
not utterly dead have moved forward to “Psychic Re- nre seeking it, until sometime and somewhere it will no 
search and similar mvestigationsito clasp hands with the longer be a mockery in the, so-called, Christian service 
new revelations. It has stirred and troubled the pool of but the light of soul's. Then it will not only be “Do ye 
commerce, of political and social life, and such as were unto others as ye would that others should do unto vou ” 
not utterly dead or immured in the toils of mammon but the larger and more perfect commandment will'have 
have moved forward to join the ranks of Bellamy or been fulfilled, the one; commandment that Jesus gave: 
Henry George, or'some prophet of the great new Social “Love ye one another ”

SAVAGE, AND CONSCIENCE

The popular and scholastic 
tlon of conscience is that it is
hble guide to conduct, an unfailing or
acle of Divinity. As such it is not a 
function which can be developed, nor a 
faculty which can be educated. As 
well strive to educate the law of gravi
tation or fate. As an oracle it sanctions 
or authorizes only the good, and the 
good is not something comparative or 
relative, but what is divine In itself, 
which the soul can and does realize as 
the basis of its thought, feeling or ac
tion, the mode and operation of its con
duct Therefore, it does not depend 
upon evolution and is not the product 
of It. Neither is it the result of experi
ence or education.

Strange as this may seem, the Spen
cerian philosopher or scientist, to 
which class Mr. M. J. Savage belongs, 
believes and teaches that while there is 
a moral standard, a sort of generally 
accepted criterion of conduct, con
science is fallible or unreliable. It is 
fallible and unreliable simply because it 
is not divine. Its authority to be sure 
is based upon the consensus of human 
opinion as to what is right or wrong, 
but it is co-ordinate with.a knowledge 

' of human rights; it is not admissible 
for a moment that it knows in itself 
what is eternally right or righteous. 
At best, according to the evolutionist, 

•conscience is inductive and never de
ductive or causal.

Therefore, while Mr. Savage is ag
nostic of the divinity of conscience, 
and affirms that it is a function of our 
civilization, we teach that the spiritual 
Interpretation of the word (con and 
scib to know with or together, hence to 
know synthetically) suggests that there 
is in conscience the voice which strikes 
the key note of all voices, that knowl
edge of right which experience but con
firms but never creates or destroys and 
which sanctions at once the moral sen
timent as the basis of moral action and 
morals and tho consensus of opinion of 
mankind as to what is right or wrong. 

Utilitarianism maintains that con
science is useful rather than regulative. 
It is both. Its utility lies in the fact 
that it forever affirms tho general us 
well as the individual good,.tho univer
sal as well as the personal end of ex
istence, tho right as well as a right, 
however time-honored or supported by 
might

. 'The synthetic value of the word Is 
in the fact that its deductions follow

and support the thesis of its origin, au
thority and divinity. This being so, its 
thesis which is God is emphasized in its 
synthesis of human knowledge and ig
norance, and its antithesis of evil and 
error. Conscience reveals by the light 
of illumination the right from the 
wrong action, at the same time affirm
ing the one to be right because it Is un
selfish or divine, the other wrong be
cause selfish and personal.

What passes for conscience with the 
average scientist is not conscience at 
all as here set forth, but human judg
ment based upon experience, In short, 
the soul’s selfishness and perversity. 
When man desires and works for a cer
tain selfish object, good and pleasurable 
enough in itself, but harmful as touch
ing the general good, as the accumula
tion of vast sums of money, landlord
ism, private ownership of land, he Is 
very apt to undervalue conscience and 
even revelation, and speak glibly of its 
fallibility. And in the presence of aw
ful crime, when it might appear that 
conscience is scared, the fact is that 
the man and not his conscience is at 
fault. His conscience, true to Divinity, 
illumined his soul, revealed to him the 
right from the wrong action, but he 
chose the wrong, because he was mad, 
insane, beside himself.

Make no mistake; God has given us 
an. oracle in the soul. It is conscience, 
and it will mystically voice to us the 
eternal right Until it is so realized so
ciety will follow a will o’ the wisp and 
religion will become only a by-word.

J. C. F. GRUMB1NE.

PHENOMENA—EXPLAIN.

W. F. Jamieson Rises to Explain, Etc.

Not wishing to interupt the deeply- 
interesting conversation which Brother 
Howe is holding with a lady, 1 remain 
silent, for the present, on the “Weak
ness of Witnesses.” All my sympathy 
goes out to Brother Howe—the lady 
needs nonq! This is to pay him for 
meddling in my debate with Dr. Swer- 
ingen. “Ever the right comes upper
most and ever is justice done!”

While 1 am sitting on the fence 
watching Howe-Huntley, several corre
spondents arc calling upon me to‘"ex- 
plaln tho phenomena,” and they are 
very pleasant about it, too—except one 
or two. I say to them in the language 
of Moses Hull’s Bible: “Have patience 
with mo, and I will pay thee nil.” 1 
have a fondness for my own way— 
strange Hint I should be so singular.

Spiritualists spoak and write of 
“phenomena" as their very "own," and 
use -the word “explain" ns if they- have 
a patent right on it. ■

.To these brethren, permit me to say 
I am a brother-in-law to Spiritualism. 
My first wife was a Spiritualist, and de
parted this life in the conviction that 
she was entering upon another state of 
existence. My present wife is a Spir
itualist, a healing medium. I am 
doubly related. Some of the best wo
men on earth are Spiritualists—I will 
not vouch for the men.

It has been said that I oppose Spirit
ualism with the same obstinacy as Ba
laam and his beast. Say what you 
please. It does you good and ine no 
harm. I never did say, as do some il
logical materialists, that “death ends 
all,” for I do not know—hope it does 
not. This class of materialists are op
posed to me because I concede too 
much to the Spiritualists. The Spirit
ualists are opposed to me because 1 
adopt the Scotch verdict about their 
phenomena. I staid for my own con
victions, one of which is that I do not 
think a departed human spirit ever 
communicated with anybody! I am 
willing, nay anxious, to be shown my 
error, if I am in error. We may as 
well bring this matter to an issue now: 
I would visit every celebrated medium 
in America.were I wealthy. Unfortu
nately, five years ago wife fell on a 
Cincinnati pavement, spraining her 
right hip. Our1 savings melted away; 
hence, I am not financially able to obey 
my desire to investigate phenomena of a' 
late date, pay mediums for their time, 
which is right, and all other expenses 
involved in making a tour of critical, 
scientific investigation. I challenge 
you Spiritualists; I say it in all kind
ness, to produce your best mediums 
who will, as friend Howe says, submit 
to “fraud-proof conditions,” you to 
raise a fund fqr this purpose, the de
frayal of all expenses of my tour. 1 
will risk my time, or will depend upon 
my profession, public lecturing, for 
livelihood, and will make a fair report 
from week to week for The Progressive 
Thinker of the things seen and heard.

I say to you frankly, I aril hard to con
vince; but should I obtain evidence sat
isfactory to my own mind, and that it 
must be, proof beyond the shadow of 
a doubt, that tho spirit of a departed 
human being actually communicates, I 
will publicly acknowledge lb I hope 
you can trust me as a man of honor, as 
I will trust you to produce your best 
mediums and give me every possible 
chance to test their claims.

To the genial letter of Mr. Charles 
E. Hubbard, who hopes I will "come 
over and join us, and debate from tho 
right side of the question, I will say: 
.Whenever I got one demonstrated fact 
that a dlscarnato spirit over did commu
nicate I will bo with you; but, as one

of your own Spiritualists has well ex
pressed it, I cannot take “every shadow 
for a ghost.” Spiritualism,! freely admit 
is a fascinating system; there is noth
ing to compare with it. But I do not 
agree with Moses Hull,.when he said 
In our debates, “If Spiritualism is a de
lusion It is a charming delusion, and I 
hope never to live long enough to find 
It out” .

On the contrary, I say, Let me have 
the truth, though It slay me, Instead of 
the most delightful delusion ever con
cocted. Hull says “the angels don’t 
want met” Doubtless my perversity 
unfits me for their society.

If 'you have the facts, and your ex
planations, which you have been giving 
to the world for a half-century, really 
do explain, I would be glad to receive 
your light; for I agre^ with you, and 
Job, that it is an important and inter
esting question, “If a man die, shall he 
live AGAIN?” (Put the emphasis 
there.) That makes Job’s inquiry iron
ical. You cut the gordlan knot, you tell 
me, by proving that he does not die and 
does not have to live again—lives 
right on, no Interruption. If this is the 
case, then he was never born, never be
gan to be, always was and always will 
be, worlds without end. .

I know materialists who say they care 
nothing whatever for this subject. I* 
do. If I can fathom this,-great theme of 
modern Spiritism ..before I “pass out’’ 
I will do so. Thè trouble is that the 
"evidence” is illisivet'it is concealed
under a mass of'rubbish—so Bay lead
ing Spiritualists bJW. F1 JAMIESON.

Pentwater, Mich, ■//
Letter From jV1attieSfe. Hflyden.

have received the^roirilum book, Seera 
of the Ages, by that prince of authors, 
J. M. Peebles. I-have-read it care
fully, and pronouhee iti the most won
derful book of thp oge, containing , the 
grandest and most beautiful gems of 
thought, expressed in tpe choicest of 
language. How’t wish 'that a million 
copies of it could' bo ¡ placed in the 
hands of as many. Christian readers, 
for after devouring ? Its contents, I 
know they would certainly entertain a 
more exalted opinion of Spiritualism, 
and care less for tho dry husks of or
thodoxy, on which they have so long 
been fed. Moy the author live to round 
out his full century, , and yet give to 
starving humanity more of this quality 
of. pure ■ spiritual -literature, and may 
you .and The Progressive Thinker live 
and continue to disseminate it. - -

The postman has just thrown In this 
week’s issue of The Progressive Think
er, which I find upon, opening to bo full

RESTORES EYESIGHT.
Spectacles a Thino of the Past.

"Actins." « Marvelous Discovery That Cures AI 

Afflictions of the By« and Ear Without 

Cutting or Drugging.

toeu “»de by thal Scientist and Inventive Genius, Prof w nMtamkuowiS 
“Actlna," through which all afflctlona of ths 

eyes and ear. such us blind
ness, granulated lids, cat
aracts. sore eyas, deafness, 
etc., #it cured without cut
ting or drugging. It is a 
simple contrivance,known 
us the Actlna Pocket Bat
tery, and through it tho 

__ , ... ,patients cure themselves 
tn tho privacy of their own homes. It not only 
abolishes tho butcheries and torturous meth
ods practiced by oculists, audaurlsls, but at the 
sama time perfects a positive and lasting cure. 

Bev. ?’ Goodwin, Moline, Kansas, writes: 
“My honeat opinion of "Actlna" is that it is one 
of the moat marvelous discoveries of tho age. It 
saved my eyes from an operation."

ku*. F. W. Harwood, Springiluld, Mass., says 
that ‘Actlna" cured him of dearness oi nine 
years' standing.

Mr. A. L. Howe, Tully, N. Y„ writes: "Actlna” 
has removed cataracts from both my eyes. I 
can road well without my glasses; am sixty- 
five years old.

Robert Baker, Ocean Park. Cal., writes: “I 
Should have been blind hud I Not used''Actlna.1' 

A party of prominent citizens have organized 
a company known us the New York and Loudon 
Electrio Association, and they have given this 
method so thorough a test on hundreds of cases 
pronounced incurable and hopeless that they 
now positively assure a cure. “Actlna" is sent 
on trial postpaid. If you will call or send your 
name and address to tho Now York aud Izmdon 
Electric Association, Dept. T.B., 9Z0 Walnut St., 
Kansas City, Mo., you will receive, absolutely 
free, a valuable book-Prof. Wilson's "Treatii» 
on the Eye and on Diseases in General," and 
you can rest assured that your eyesight and 
bearing will bo restored, no matter how many 
doctors have failed.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcer«, 
Eczema and all Skin ami Female DhseuHee. Write 
tor Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address

DR. BYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

The above in the number ot the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
m printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued op to 
date. Keep watch of the number oa 
tfce tag of your wrapper.

THF SOI II ’ i-AS™NsUANb EX.‘ 1 I IL WVUL « PRESSIONS IN HU.
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price »1.00. This Is one ot the best books 
given by the guides ot Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book of reference for those who have Ixssn 
members ot tho classes receiving them. This 
volume Is a careful compilation from reports ot 
lessons, containing tho bases of tho teachings.

THE BnSSDiGLJNK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leab Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Tntereatlnff and valuable as a blitory of tba begin- 

nlnf of Modern Spiritualism, by one of the Fox 81»* 
tors. 478 Pages. 10 llluatratlona, Including portrait* of 
the Fox Family. History of the Hydesville rappings, 
«relatedby eye-witnesses; remarkable andwell-at* 
tested manifestations; the "exposures." etc. Hand« 
ipmely bound in cloth. But few copies remaining. 
Publishers' price, 11.50. We will send the book po«U 
paid Rr 1140.

ESOTERIC LESSONS,
This work Includes "Personified Un

thinkable«,’’ “First Lessons In Reality," 
and "A Tour Through the Zodiac." 
This Is an Interesting production of oc
cult thought and will well repay careful 
study and meditation by all occultists. 
Price, Cloth, 31.50. For sale at this 
office.

twelve pages. For goodness sake, Bro. 
Francis, don’t enlarge the paper per
manently, for it has always been so 
brim full of interesting matter that 1 
neglected my household duties in order 
to take time to read it when it was only 
an eight-page paper, and now if it 
should be enlarged to a regular twelve
page paper I- know I never would get 
anything done, so please drop it back to 
eight pages again, for it Is a regular bo
nanza investment for a dollar at that 
size.- Through its columns I wish to 
send New Year’s greetings to each and 
all of the army of noble workers in the 
cause that ever tends to uplift and sus
tain all humanity. May this year be 
thus far to each of them their banner 
year in the cause to which they have 
devoted and consecrated their lives, 
and may each future year become to 
them brighter and brighter into the-per- 
fect day, when all shall know and ac
knowledge the ministration of our de
parted loved ones and their ability to 
guard and guide us to a sweet haven of 
rest and peace.

While we are not in public work at 
the present time our hearts are still in 
the cause, and when the guides direct 
we will again go forth among the reap
ers. I am doing considerable private 
work at home.

My husband, Ben F., Joins in wishing 
you and yours and the dear old Pro
gressive Thinker a happy and prosper- 
New Year. MATTIE E. HAYDEN.

' Indianapolis, Ind. '

What the Spiritualists of Cleveland Are 
Doing. .

There are four live, wide-awake, up- 
to-date Spiritualist societies in Cleve
land; two lyceums or Sunday-schools, 
and two Ladies' societies; all Small, 
and poor iri' purse, but rich in knowl
edge and love; and flourishing In good
ness! .

The old Progressive Thought Society, 
the oldest now in existence in Cleve
land, meets at 3 p. m., every Sunday, in 
Rhodes Hall, corner Franklin avenue 
and Pearl street, with, Mr. Bellis as its 
president In connection with tho so
ciety .there Is a children’s lyceum, 
which meets at 1 p. m. every Sunday.

The First German Spiritual Society 
has quite p. large membership. With 
their new president, Mr. Carl Sollinger, 
in tho choir, Brother Q, F. Hunger de
clining to servo another year—wanted 
rest. They are doing a good work both 
among the German and English-speak
ing people. They meet every Sunday 
evening lii-Jtock’e Hall, corner Wilson 
and Woodland avenues.' . ”

The "Flrat Spiritual Church of Cleve
land ista:now organization, the outcome

of the First Spiritual Sunday-school of 
the East End, corner Dunham and 
Wade Park avenues, Wilson Hall. The 
Sunday-school meets every Sunday at 
10 a. m., Mr. Wells, as conductor; Miss 
Florence Barber as guardian—two very 
efficient workers, two people in the 
right place. The church society meets 
every Sunday at 7:30 p .m., with Mr. 
King as president, and a corps of genial 
earnest assistants whose influence for 
the betterment of humanity is far- 
reaching.

And last, but not least, the East End 
Spiritual Society, 1749 Superior street, 
meets every Sunday evening, with C. H. 
Figuers as its leader.

Then we have the "Good Old Samari
tan Society,” which dates its birth back 
nearly forty years, caring for the sick 
and needy in its quiet, unassuming 
way. And the Mattie Hull Society, 
named after that noble, earnest co
partner of the world-wide famous work
er with tongue and pen, Moses Hull, do
ing all they can for the Intellectual and 
financial benefit of society.

But before closing I must tell you of 
the efficient work of our Ohio State 
President, Mrs. Carrie Firth Curran. 
She has established circuits of mission
ary workers leading them herself and 
supplying the different small societies 
in the state with speakers and mediums 
at a very small remuneration and their 
expenses. Mrs. Curran spoke in Cleve
land some weeks ago and twice again 
last Sunday.

We have had Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss. 
twice this winter. She always draws 
a full house.'

Mrs. Annie E. Baird, of Elyria, Mr. 
F. W. Martin, with others, help to keep 
our societies "in tune with the Infinite," 
as well as Sandusky, Findlay, Elyria, 
Ashtabula and other towns. Mrs. Cur
ran and her co-workers are a host In 
themselves. Give us more such and the 
cause of Spiritualism will grow and its 
influence will be dominant in the relig
ious world of "progress and science.

MRS. MARY FRINK POPE.. 
Cleveland, Ohio.

fl NEW GflTEGHISM,BY M. M. MANGA8ARIAN.
Thli !• a n«w "Catechlim” In tho full senae of tha 

Word. Thore hat as yet appeared In the world of Ub 
oral literature nothing like this most wonderful little 
book or reason« E. P. Powell, the well-taiownauibor, 
the reviewer ana critic, says: “The remarkable thing 
a'boui this ‘Catechism’ is that it tells tho truth." It 
deals with the questions of God. Immortality—the 
Creeds, the Clergy, tlieCburch. Prayer and Salvation. 
Jeans ana LU Teaching, the Growth of the Christian 
Bortptares, and many other philosophical, scientific 
and etbtca! questions with tho utmost candor, eour 
•geandolearnaas. 188 pages. Cloth 75c; paper, 50o

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART I.—The Pentateuch.

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, 
Numbersand Deuteronomy, by Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Lillie Devereux Rlake. Rev. 1’hcbe 
Hanaford, Clara Bewick Colby, Ellen Battelle 
Deltrlck, Mrs. Louisa Southworth. Ursula N. 
Gestefeld, and Francis E Barr.

THE WOMAN'S BIBLE.-PART II.
Judges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Com

ments on the Old and New Testaments, from 
Joshua to Revelation. The comments are keen, 
bright, spicy, lull of wit, the work of radical 
thinkers who are not Ignorant of tho higher 
criticism. There Is not a doll page in either of 
these books, but each ,1s a galaxy of the bright 
minds of tho day and throw a new light on the 
Bible teachings relating to woman. Price oi 
each, paper, 50 cents.

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH, 
Or the Future Life According to Science. By 
Louis Flgulor. Translated from the French by 
S. R. Crockee. A very fascinating work. This 
lino volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. It is writ
ten in that peculiar Interesting style in which 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects In adaptation to the 
needs of the general reader. The author says: 
"There is a true and respectable idea In Spirit
ualism," and regards as proved “the fact of 
communication between superbumaus and the 
Inhabitants of earth." Price, »1.60.

An Easy Way to Make Money/ 
wL'SI?“?’’?.?6«’ 00 ta 8® day» felling Dish.

I did my housework at tho same 
SJ“0--,1 don t canvass. Poonlooome or send for 
ÍS®. EJ8h:WMbers. I liandto tho Mound City 
u rSSSS’Et..“ I?th0 ■best 011 ‘»° market It 
tirrllXu,.U' *? wn3hos and dries the dishes perfectly in. two minutos. Every lady who »ees

J Í*.11 devota all my future time to the business and expect to clear M,000.00 tills 
¡vSr»lnw11,.s<Jrt perso“ nan do ns well as 

I have done. Write for particulars tq the Mound 
city Dtsh-Waohor Co., St Louis, Mo I * 
■ . ■ -, -, ■ MUS. W. B.

"Love-^Sox—fmmortality.”“By Dr. 
W. P. Huelen. For sale at thia office. 
Price 26 cents.

KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualistic and Occult 

News.
You can do It by reading each week 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo- 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena it contains each week, Is 
the marvel of the age. No one can af
ford to be without the paper. Its price 
is within the reach of all.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. A Bctontlfio rehearsal 

that Is truly Interesting. Price, 10 cents.

Views of Our Heavenfu Home.^
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly tntatw 

«sting work. Price. 75 cents. Postage® cents.1

KITTO QIITMITD Selections from the con- 
LUh 1AI1IHIIII tonta -ot thM ancient . . cT book, its commentaries,
taachlugs, poetry, and legends. Aho briol 
«setenen ot tho men .who made and commented 
upon it.' By II. Polung. 859 pp. Price, cloth, U.
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IJible Spiritualist Çhurcli of San Fran
cisco, but now of Spokane, assisted In IS FREE

to give her name at present."
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Louis Republic.
W. H. Harrell writes:

doubts were set at rest forever! At his

Take due notice that items for this 
page in order to insure insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

doing a little missionary 
great ‘educator,’ The

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
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day morning. Bear this In mind.

heart disease.
ily. Deceased was well

that mediumship SHOULD ----- —
MADE A COMMERCIAL COMMOD-

to do.—St.

strengthening individuality, and I know 
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speakers, and we can truly say that J WILL' C. HODGE, our esteemed 
their feat are shod with the gospel ot I brother, writes from his Paradise—San 
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shine, ripening fruits find ever bloom
ing flowers ot this favored land, it is

great euucatvi, Progressive
Thinker. Go on; great will be your re-

TAKE NOTICE.
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of The Progressive Thinker are for 
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. s GENERftl SURVEY.. |
II THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS, g 
|| DÙÌNGS, ETC,, THE WORLD OVER. g

When writing for this paper 
use & pen or typewriter.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE. 
WASTEBASKET. . V
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or statements he may make. Iho 
allows this freedom of be
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best subserved thereby. ^“?ymay be 
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quate to publish everything.desire 
to hand, however much we m‘g tlje 
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to impress upon the minds or o rri,inker 
spondents that The Progresslv
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paper, or with a typewriter, a 
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respondent writes bo and so, w> 
giving the full name and address 
writer. The Items of those who d° 
comply with this request will b 
Into tho waste basket.

Keep copies of your poems sent w 
this office, for they will not be returned 
tf we have not space to use them.

through the efforts of the Psychic Re
search Society, in co-operation with the 
Ohio State Association. This is one 
of the places selected for a trial of the 
missionary movement, and we feel high
ly elated over its success. Mrs. Carrie 
Firth Curran, president of the State 
Association; Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss, ot 
Toledo; Mrs. Anna E. Baird, of Elyria, 
and Mr. Lee M. Jenney, of Oberlin, 
have ably presented our cause to inter
ested and appreciative audiences, and 
proved themselves devoted workers in 
the missionary field. Our society is 
now just a year old, and at its last 
meeting all the officers were unani
mously re-elected for the coming year. 
Have been holding our meetings in 
Good Templar Hall, but have now se
cured the second floor of a building 
conveniently located, and will proceed 
to remodel the same to adapt it to our 
needs. We will then have a home of 
our own, where we can hold meetings 
at any time, and should be pleased to 
heai- from any speakers or mediums 
who may be in this vicinity.”

Captain Geo, W. Walrond, the veter
an Spiritualistic lecturer and platform 
test medium, has, after several weeks 
of very severe illness and an almost 
fatal nervous attack, resumed his 
meetings every Sunday and Wednesday 
evening at his permanent offices and 
hall, 1512 Glenarm street, Denver, 
Colo., to which address all business 
and professional communications

mercial value, said: "I don’t believe ra
dium ever will be commercially used. 
Medically it will be.”

Religious mania caused a man by the 
name of Bolks, living in Los Angeles, 
Cal., to murder his wife and children.

0. W. Stewart and the Folsoms are 
doing splendid .work in St. Louis. Mrs. 
Folsom has developed a most remark
able phase, in being able to get written 
messages in electric light before an au-

Chlcago Spiritualists are making 
ready for another grind time in the way 
of the fourth annual Grand Prize Mas
querade Ball -.and Psychic Entertain
ment, to be ¿¿Id at St George Hall, No. 
3337 State street, ¡Saturday evening, 
Feb. 6. This hall is'extra large and on 
the ground floor, arid absolutely safe. 
Thirty prizes ,-yriU be given. For prize 
list and programme, address W. J. 
Elmo, 40 East Thirriy-first street.

Samuel Ramsey pas been elected 
president of th$ Spiritualist Society at 
Wabash, Ind." The medium, Mr. Davis, 
lectured for the society, and everything 
looks encouraging.

The death of Jacob Harlan, 50 years 
old, a well known , resident of Union 
City, Ind., and brother of the Rev. E. A. 
Harlan, of Portland, is attributed to - a 
dream. Harlan retired in perfectdlence, that are recognized by the par- -------- --------

ties addressed; one gentleman getting I health, but awoke shaking as with the 
a portrait of his wife along with the ague. He told his wife that he had 
message from her. just dreamed that he was In a runaway,

An Infant and two adults were Chris- and that his father had tried to stop the 
tened at the meeting of the Spiritualist team but was run over. As he told the 
congregation, at Speed's Temple 622 story b s terror seomed to grow, and his 
East Jefferson street, Louisville, Ky. wife tried to soothe him. Wte she 
The christening in the Spiritualist was still speaking her husband gave a 
church differs from the orthodox chris- easp or two and in a few minutes ex- 
tenlng In that flowers are handed to the Pired. Medical examination showed 
one that is christened instead of resort- that the Immediate cause of death was 
ing to sprinkling of water or immersion, heart failure.
The sponsor of the Infant or adult that Thos S. Kizer writes from Decatur, 
is christened is admonished to cultivate I Ill.: “You will see by the clipping here- 
the spiritual nature and subdue the pas- I with enclosed that our mutual friends, 
slons. At the meeting last night Mrs. H. Pettibone and wife, have gone to 
Matilda Gruenwald, of Bank street, de- Boston. He finally thought he was not 
llvered an address. This congregation receiving any lasting benefit from the 
has been holding meetings each alter- treatment with Dr. Ball. His guide, 
nate Sunday night at the home of V. Will Rollins, tells him he will be all 
Speed. An effort is now being made to right inside of a year. By invitation 
raise.funds to buy a lot and erect a I wife and I took dinner with them at Mr. 
church. There are perhaps half a dozen J. W. Haworth's Sunday before they 
Spiritualist congregations in the city, left. Although he has little use ot his 
but they are of perhaps as many differ- lower limbs he Is quite cheerful most of 
ent denominations.—Louisville Herald, the time. Wife and I had to part with

Some one sends us an arttale from . 
Butte, Mont., on “How to Build Charan 
ter,” but fails to sign bls name. Please 
write us.

Catharine McFarlin writes: ”K'"dly 
permit me to announce to the bpint- 
ualists that the material duties which 
interrupted my private work for the 
past few months are completed, and I 
am now free to accept calls for plat
form and parlor work, both week-day 
evenings and Sundays, upon reason
terms. I would also like correspond
ence in regard to camp work for the 
coming season. All mall will reach me 
at Plainview, Minn."

H. F. Schrader writes from Newport, 
Ky.: “Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly will close a 
very successful engagement of two 
months, the last Sunday In January, 
with the First Temple Society of Spir
itualists, Newport, Ky. As an inspira
tional speaker Bro. Edgerly Is grand, 
and he is liked so well by our society 
tiiat we hope to have him with us again 
in tlie near future for a long engage- 
ifieiit.”

Mrs. M. A. Merrell writes from Ohio: 
“The Progressive Thinker comes to our 
home like a gleam of sunshine through 
misty aura, welcomed by all. May your 
happiness increase with each returning 
day, and may the sunrise ot spiritual 
splendor bring to you a divine glory la 
my sincere prayer.”

Anderson, Ind.—Secretary Wertz of 
the local association of Spiritualists re
ceived notice from Mr. Barrett, the Na
tional President of tlie Association at 
Washington, that the invitation extend- 
®d to the national officers to come to 
Anderson during the latter part of Feb
ruary, to assist in the forming of a state 
organization had been, accepted. In
dianapolis Sentinel.

should be mailed. Mr. Walroud writes 
that tlie Spiritualistic cause Is holding 
its own in the Rocky Mountains; that 
his meetings are well attended and 
much appreciated. The Denver people 
are looking forward pleasurably for 
Mr. Leadbeater and his course of psy
chic lectures.

, Rev. Dr. Morgan Wood, pastor of 
Plymouth church, Cleveland, Ohio, told 
his congregation that as a result of an 
inquiry he had made it cost each of 
eleven prominent churches in that city 
something over $200 for each convert 
during the year. His point was to em
phasize the great cost and dispropor
tionate result, and lie said that in no 
other calling would such unproductive 
work be carried on. Dr. Wood made a 
further statement as to the probable 
cause of the seeming deadness of 
church conversions. He said: “I think 
the old system of religious thought and 
ministers are passing away, are decay
ing. I do not consider the few conver
sions a matter to be pessimistic about; 
rather it seems to me an Indication that 
what we are preaching does not supply 
tho heart demands of the people. 
Many of us, I believe, would become 
prophets of Uie higher thought were it 
not for fear of losing our positions as 
self-leaders of men. But the time 1b 
near, I believe, when, if tlie voice if the 
Christian minister is to be heard, he 
must take his stand for those things 
which are true as against those things 
which he has been trying to make 
those of the world believe true."

Dr. Beverly writes: “At Lakeside 
Halt Mrs. Murtha contiues to draw 
crowds, and will continue for the bal-

Martin Sokep, an eccentric harness
maker, 73 years old, residing at Bunker 
Hill Hl, was found dead in his shop 
last’evening. He had a premonition of 
death. Yesterday afternoon he shook 
hands with two of his workmen, as they 
were leaving the shop, telling 
good-by, and saying while he held 
each of their hands in his: “I am half 
dead now, all that is left of me will soon 
be dead. The only difference between 
me and.a dead man is that I can walk 
and he cannot.” His family became un
easy as to his whereabouts late in the 
evening and started a hunt for him. 
After looking for some time they went 
into the shop and there on the work 
bench he lay dead. His workmen had 
left him but a few hours before, tor 
some vears he had been affected with

’ He leaves a grown fam-

ward.”
Mrs. Nellie Van Dyke writes from 

Clyde Ohio: “Allen W. Kaiser, trumpet 
medium of Toledo, Ohio, has been do
ing good work for more than a year, 
holding circles in Clyde, Ohio, where a 
trumpet circle has never before been 
held He is a faithful servant to the 
angel bands, and we feel assured the 
cause of Spiritualism will be revived in 
our localitly. It has been for long 
years neglected. We recommend Mr. 
Kaiser, to all societies wanting the ser
vices of a strong, conscientious me-

rhnrlfis Cmnfi wrltps from Sait Lake a11 Uiat was mortal of our last daughter 
City, Utah: “Mrs. Florence Huntley is I only a few days since. She. had a 
certainly a very marvelous writer, and complication of diseases, but we know 
I hnltavn thfi Master la behind her- I be- she iB better off, and will still be near 
Hnvfi RO Cor tills reason that in the UB in spirit. She leaves a son and 
‘Harmonics of Evolution,1 I note sen- daughter aged respectively 12 and 17, 
tences that could not have been penned which we will have the care of their 
unless learned in Masonic law, expres-
slons that only a Mason could know and higher life in 1898. Mrs. Altoe Sheridau 
use We have in this city one of the of Joplin, Mo., assisted by Mrs. Garrow most mtu-vetous mediums Hvtag A I of this city, conducted the funeral ser- 
married woman, wife of a conductor, vlcea-
but not a public medium. Mr. Aber is M. Jaqur writes from Berkley, Cal.: 
not in it. I have never met a medium "I went to Edward Earle, 1052 Ellis 
In the same class, In any of the various street, San Francisco, and from two 
phases, with which she is gifted. And slates full of writing, under the strict- 
she has them all. Some time I may est test conditions, with the names 
write you more fully about her, but as signed in full and in the writing of 
she is the wife of a friend, I do not care those to whom the names belonged, my

the ordination ot our two sisters."
A Spiritualist writes from Maumee, ( 

Ohio: “Should I attend orthodox serv
ices, I would expect to hear set phrases 
and absurdities, blit desiring that our 
lecturers (Spiritualistic} should afford 
ho cause for ridicule, I request Moses 
Hull, as teacher' in the Morris Pratt in
stitute, to instruct future lecturers re
garding the pronunciation of the word 
‘realms’—not ‘rel-lums,’ as a word of 
two syllables—generally accompanied 
by a colicky glance upward, quite or
thodox in expression. A correction as 
to the use of the pronoun 1 is in order, 
when several of our best lecturers and 
mediums use it. in the objective case, 
e. g„ ‘for you and for I.’ Recently one 
dear good woman told her hearers that 
‘we will disperse with the usual sing
ing.’ The ‘spirit side of life’ is another 
set phrase io offset ‘Abraham’s bosom,’ 
and though more agreeable to contem
plate in thought, has grown tiresome.”

The Chicago Tribune says: “Would 
that every man, woman and child in 
this city could have heard or could read 
the words of Dr. Gunsaulus spoken yes
terday in the auditorium. Would ihat 
all would ponder them and resolve, as 
this pastor has done, hereafter to do 
their full duty as citizens. ‘Our pulpits 
—mine with the rest—have had too 
much to say about the New Jerusalem 
and not enough concerning the vital 
needs of Chicago,’ said Dr. Gunsaulus. ‘I 
have neglected my duty. Like the rest 
ot you, I have been heedless. I have 
let things run on as they were without 
calling the attention of the nearest mag
istrate to broken laws.’ In these sen
tences, wrung from a sorely afflicted 
heart, Dr. Gunsaulus struck the key
note not only of responsibility for exist
ing conditions, but of tbe manner in 
which these conditions must be correct
ed. Each citizen must do his duty. He 
must feel that he 1b his brother’s keep
er. Where he sees a violation of law 
be must take steps to punish the offend
er and to uphold the integrity ot law. 
Truly Dr. Gunsaulus Bays 'we are all to 
blame.’ We may put the mayor, the ai
dermen, tlie building department, the 
theater managers and all the stage 
hands In prison, but ‘without a perma
nent change in public sentiment’ this

hard to realize that the eastern country 
is in the grip of an unusually cold win
ter. As yet we have little need ot fires, 
though enough rain has fallen to re
mind us that there may be more in 
store, and for this we are all devoutly 
wishing, while some are praying. Spir
itually considered, San Diego has noth
ing to complain of, as our meetings are 
well sustained both in quality and num
bers. Dr. J. M. Peebles has, in a meas
ure, recovered his health, and is now 
holding forth at the Temple to large 
and appreciative audiences. The 
twelve-page number of The Progressive 
Thinker was a ‘hummer,’ and contained 
for the up-to-date Spiritualist mufh 
food for thought, and to my mind was 
worth more than many of the leading 
magazines costing from ten to twenty- 
five cents. It seems that the controver
sy provoked by The Great Psychological 
Crime will not down, but continues to 
interest the people, while the great di
versity of opinion concerning the topic 
gives evidence of the fact that Spirit
ualists do their own thinking and come 
to their own conclusions regardless of 
the opinions of the other fellow. The 
poem of Dr. T. Wilkins’, on ‘Ingersoll in 
Heaven’ is, in my way of thinking, the

The Mysteries of Hypnotism an® 
Personal Magnetism Revealed, .

The American College of Sciences oth 
Rochester, N. Y., has just published a>> 
remarkable book on Hypnotism, Per.- 
sonal Magnetism, Magnetic Heading, 
Self-Mastery, Self-Confidence, and1 tha 
higher development of Will Power* 
It Is by far the most wonderful 
qnd comprehensive treatise of the kiqi 
ever printed. The Directors have de
cided, for a limited time, to give a tred 
copy to each person sincerely interested 
in these wonderful sciences. It is thq 
result of the combined effort of thirty; 
of the most famous hypnotic specialists 
in the world. You can pow learn tha 
secrets of these wonderful sciences al 
your own home, free.

“Professional hypnotists do harm," seances 1 have seen him write messages 
declared Professor George A. Coe of on the blackboard in five languages, 
Northwestern University, while giving and each was recognized, translated by 
a demonstration to a psychology class, some one In the room. A slate that 
"In the attempt to create a sensation had been banging in full view all the 
they produce dramatic effects that are evening with 'Seance Sunday,’ written 
often injurious to the nervous systems in heavy chalk, was taken down and a 
of their subjects. Moreover, they clean slate was placed over it and the 
cause superstitious rumors concerning two fastened together with a rubber 
their power, which is no particular band, the medium standing undgr the 

- - - ■ electric light held them out nearly at
—1 minutes

ance of the month. Her tests are rec
ognized and driven home to the skep
tics so they have no room for doubt. 
Friday evening, Jan. 29, the society has 
made arrangements for another grand 
party to end with a dance. Refresh
ments will be served in the dining-hall. 
The leap-year girls will gladly pay the 
bills, all for 25 cents. Dr. G. B. Warne 
will speak for us the first Sunday in 
February. Give our loyal president a 
rousing ovation.”

The Board of Directors of the Pro
gressive Spiritualist Society of San 
Francisco, Cal., unanimously extend a 
vote of thanks to Madam Florence 
Montague for her kindness in deliver
ing the address of our special Christ
mas evening celebration. The lecture 
was very beautiful and of the highest 
order, a source of great pleasure and in
structive an<L„a gratifying success. 
We feel grateful to Madam Florence 
Montague for her unselfish endeavors 
to please the people, which efforts have 
been greatly appreciated by all present. 
T. T. Leibich, president; John Koch, 
secretary.

H. Voorhees writes from Traverse 
City, Mich.: “You said some time ago 
that eternal hell was not preached any 
more. I made a canvass of this city's 
churches. The result is, they all 
preach it, only a single exception. The 
fear for hell is the only motive that the 
church relies upon. That is the trouble 
with Spiritualism. People have no 
motive only their personal Interests at 
stake.”

Elsa Hornbeck writes: “I have been 
protected by wise inspirera from com
mitting ‘The Psychological Crime,’ and 
am one whose mediumship is a crown of 
glory and has been the means of

dium.”
Mrs. Nora Batchelor writes: Tn my 

article of recent date this phrase oc
curs: ‘When such ideas prevail.’ It is 
nrlnted, ‘when such idiotic ideas pre
vail ’ The word idiotic I did not use. 
Again, following this expression, ‘Evil 
spirits have no power to harm the good 
and pure? it is not true,’ is this sen
tence: ‘It is the most damnable false
hood that ever afflicted Spiritualism.’ 
This’ latter sentence I never wrote. 
This brilliant writer is lucky In having 
only two slight errors occur in her long 
article. The mistake was made by some 
officious reader of the manuscript inter
lining a few words to add emphasis to 
the thoughts expressed (as he saw 
them) with no intention of having the 
Bams put in type. This fact was over
looked by the editor.

C W. Babcock writes from Oxford, 
Wis.: “Will J. Erwood was at our place 
and gave tlie people two fine lectures. 
He is a fine talker and a fine man, and 
should be kept in the Spiritualist hnr- 
»ess." . t

T. M. Snyder writes from Warsaw, 
■ Ind.: “We have bad that good medium; 
C J Barnes, come to our very orthodox 
town to give us a few trumpet seances. 
IWo invltd in a few and have stirred up 
ouite a commotion. One th'ng, we 
have set them talking and thln>clng, 
which wo hope will result in good to 
them if not to our cause. We hope to 

i have him Willi us again in the near fu
ture.” . \ '

From Sandusky, Ohio, Irving Jackson 
writes: "The knowledge of Spiritualism 
in our city is spreading rapidly

gift, to be circulated among the peo- < _ ,
pie.” Alfred E. Harris was the first arm’s length for about ten ---------
person who submitted himself to the while he talked, and then removed the 
professor’s control and in a tew sec- band. The clean alate was covered 
onds was in a hypnotic state. Upon with a letter to a lady from her uncle In 
being commanded to write his name, spirit life, signed in full, with the plc- 
Harris wrote “Alfred E. Allen.” Pro- ture of some spirit land flowers drawn 
fessor Coe explained that two days ago in three colors. On the other slate 
he had hypnotized Harris and told him over the heavy chalk marks were seven 
that when he should be in a hypnotic I messages in seven different colored 
state on Monday his name would be Pencil writing, Jail of which were signed 
Allen. Before awaking Harris Professor in full and recognized by some one in 
Coe took time to disillusion him, to Im- the, room. Your paper is a great .spurce 
press upon his mind that his real name of enjoyment to our family and I could 
Is Harris and that ne would suffer no I n°t Bet along without it. As soon as I 
bad effects from the hypnosis. J. A. Anish one number I feel like saying 
Kappleman also submitted himself to with Oliver Twist, ‘More!’ ”
the hypnotic suggestions, but he did not Geo. Hamilton Brooks writes: “Dr. 
go into a complete state of hypnosis. Agnes Chester See, of Chicago, wjll lec-

Mrs. C. H. Mullins writes: “I havei ivHnh i at IIopKlns Hall, pzo West 03a street,just returned from Owosso Mich 1 p evening, Jan. 31. Her subject 
went there as some ^of my mends wm .Dellve^nce? Dr. See ls a dla. 
k? HfM/i Tnd T »m elnd to clPle of the New Thought school, her

Whm T first wpnFthere address at the recent convention was be home again. When I first-went there Ustened t(> wjth marke(1 attentlon
} Thinkers and investigators should not

JS -1“ bearing •« MereaUag .„.«.a-
came to me, offering their sympathy E. E. de Yongh writes from Portland, 
arid support materially, if I needed it. Oregon; "The First Spiritualist Society 
They indeed showed the spirit of true of Portland, Oregon, held its annual 
Spiritualists. They are earnest work- meeting for the election of officers for 
ers in the cause of truth, and too much the ensuing year, the first Sunday in

ITY.”
Mrs. Nora E. Hill writes: “I wish the 

readers of your, paper to know that the 
law of Illinois recognizes and upholds 
the validity of the Illinois State Spirit
ualist Association’s ordination papers; 
at least it was so given in the circuit 
court of Cook county, on Jan. 14, 1904, 
before Judge Gibbons. R.’Gilray was 
attorney in the case of Mrs. M. L. 
Schaffer vs. M. L. Schaffer; Mrs. 
Schaffer was granted a divorce under 
the laws of Illinois; this being some
thing that has caused much comment, 
as to the I. S. S. A. having a right to is
sue its ministerial ordination papers to 
perform marriages. I am thankful that 
one more stain.has been wiped out and 
lift our beautiful truth to stand untar
nished by what would seem a most 
cruel wrong. I am happy to say that I 
am proud of the Illinois State Spiritual
ist Association and prouder still that 
the ordination paper I hold from the 
same Is genuine, and I think our good 
brother, Geo. B. Warne, president, will 
tower a few inches higher In thought, If 
not in stature. Once more the flag of 
freedom waves o’er our beautiful cause, 
Spiritualism.”

London, Eng.—Radium is puzzling 
and disturbing the Spiritualists. Pro
fessor Ramsay, the high priest of radi
um, declares he gets amazing letters 
daily hinting that radium is the active 
agent of the supernatural. I‘I receive 
letters daily," he says, “warning me to 
leave radium alone, assuring me that 
such a potent force of nature must not 
be tampered with. They seem to come 
from Spiritualists. - Why I ' do not 
know." Many London Spiritualists and 
occultists believe radium to be one of 
the mystorjous components of other 
worlds and are anxious to learn how 
ordinary mortals aro going to deal 
with it.' Professor Ramsay, asked it ho 
believed radium ever would have a com-

would accomplish nothing. ‘Don’t 
blame the mayor and aidermen. Blame 
those that elect them.’ In short, let us 
have a thoroughly practical Christian
ity, In which not only the pastors but 
the people do their full duty as citizens 
and accept without attempt at evasion 
all the responsibility which this duty 
implies."

Dr. H. E. Ballard, president, writes: 
“McCutcheon's Bird Center parties fall 
way behind the off-hand socials given 
by the Ladles' Auxiliary Club, according 
to the one given last Saturday night, at 
the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. 
Aitken. It would have gladdened the 
heart of an infidel to have looked in 
upon the sixty-eight happy animated 
forms gathered within those commodi
ous parlors, all in accord with the one 
aim, progression. Great credit is due 
Mrs. Carey, its president, and her 
daughter, Mrs. Aitken, for the success 
these socials have attained. Their 
work being actuated by one motive 
only, makes them all the more enjoy
able, that of developing the undevel
oped truth through the laws laid down 
by Dame Nature, the dispensation ot 
spiritual food in the form of messages, 
improvisations, crystal gazing, palmis
try, vocal and instrumental music, and 
the augmentation of material angel food 
and its concomitants from their well 
filled pantry. The solo given by Bro. 
VanVlue is deserving of special men
tion, as was also the beautiful thoughts 
that dropped so easily from the lips 
of our inspired pastor. Considering the 
suggestions made us after our services 
Sunday night, we have decided to give 
an excellent program service on the 
night of the first. Sunday of every 
month, consisting of music, addresses, 
recitations, tests, etc. The children’s 
progressive lyceum meets every Sun
day at 2; conference at 3:30; evening 
service at 8; Tion. R. Giiray, pastor; 
Mrs. Grace Aitken, psychic. The ded
icatory services for the Universal Oc
cult Church new quarters, Hall C, 77 E. 
Thirty-first street, Sunday night, the 
17th inst., was filled with a coterie of

best thing along these lines that has 
yet been written, and he should be 
elected poet laureate of the new dispen
sation.”

A very pretty wedding ceremony was 
performed by Rev. Josie K. Folsom, at 
No. 2834 Olive street, St. Louis Mo., on 
Tuesday, Jan. 19, uniting in marriage 
Miss Vella Grlsslnger and Mr. Gus 
Schneider. Miss GriBslnger’s relatives 
are members of the Olive street Spirit
ualist congregation, and Mrs. Folsom 

; was their choice to officiate at the wed
ding. The young couple start out un
der U ry favorable auspices, and their 
friends wish them bon voyage. A lady 
minister officiating at a wedding was 
such a novelty that the St. Louis Repub
lic sent a special reporter to interview 
Mrs. Folsom, and gave it a write up, ac
companied with Mrs. Folsom’s picture, 
on the first column of the first page.

H. F. Coates writes: “I would like to 
correspond with speakers and mediums 
to fill engagements for the Church of 
the Spirit Communion. Address all 
communications to 233 East 32nd street, 
Chicago, Ill.

Mrs. G. Partridge has taken rooms at 
43 Ashland Boulevard, fronting Union 
Park, where her friends and patrons 
will find her in nice quarters.

The Spiritual Union holds services 
every Sunday evening, 7:30, at Perl’s 
Hall, 1546 Milwaukee avenue. For the 
present Dr. J. H. Randall has been en
gaged as lecturer. Mrs. Hansen will 
give readings.

Mrs. Effie Moss is still holding mate
rializing circles at No. 3233 Wabash 
avenue, and will remain there for sev
eral weeks.

Dr. J. H. Randall will make engage
ments to lecture wherever his services 
may b- required. Societies desiring 
him for dates in the future, address him 
at No. 1142 Washington Boulevard, Chi
cago, 111.

Dr. Freedman, the Australian Healer, 
is still located at No. 513 West Adams 
street. The Doctor has been perform
Ing some remarkable cures.

C. W. Stewart, the eloquent advocate 
of our cause, writes from St. Louis, 
Mo.: "Our success here is becoming 
phenomenal, and everything doing 
finely."

Hypnotism strengthens your memory; 
aud develops a will of iron. It over
comes basbfuluess, revives hope, stimu
lates ambition and determination to 
succeed and gives you tiiat .self-confi
dence which enables you to convince 
people of your real worth. It gives you 
tbe key to the inner secrets of mint! 
control. It enables you to absolutely 
control the thoughts and actions o| 
whomsoever you will. When, you 
understand this grand anil mysterious 
science you Cait plant suggestions lu 
human minds which will lie carried ou( 
in a day or even a year lienee. You can 
cure bad habits and diseases in yoiirseU 
or others. You can cure yourself ofi 
insomnia, nervousness and business OB 
domestic worry. . .

You can instantaneously hypnotize 
people with a mere glance of tlie eye, 
without their knowledge, atid power
fully influence them to do as you. de
sire. You can develop,:to a marvelous 
degree, any musical or dramatic talent
you may linve; you can increase your 
salary; you can develop your telepathic 

' ' can giveor clairvoyant power; you

cannot be said in their praise." ‘ January. Mr. C. H. Goodwin was 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets writes from Nlch. elected president ; Mr. W H. Boebinker, 
. r-ooi, Minh • "i vice-president; Mr. E. E. de Yongh, sec, „K’vft ™nv friends wJ retar>" Mr8‘ c- N.-.Goodwin, treasmer;

s1 o hv theirtarieiri stoop Mr- Ed Kling' second vice-president;
have cheered me by their letters since p p Affnifpr third virA-nrpuidAnt* my illness here. My condition is some- ™T' c. goiter thfrd ^P[®sldent> 
what better than when I entered the in- I secre
stitution in September. I shall remain tary‘ Mlss J nn*? ccrrespond-

I, rr.miro mg secretary. That Spiritualism is ad-S2 hP Crnnd Led^e vancing in Portland, is shown by the
permanent help in time. Grand Ledge Spiritualist meetings are
Camp Association has met with a saa . . ~ AaA i
loss in the death of one of its trustees, enthLffiltlc audiences The year 
Geo. Campbell. He was a valuable ad- ®™™8iaflsUccMSful veIrPta ^ierv 
visor in the business affairs of the camp ^a® I“® .s“cvc®8.s.ra‘ 
trifpr »nd her tornifv ^p hPld^Mv Noted speakers from abroad and be- 
w uiaar Af nnhi^ »nd ^glng to the city of Portland have oc-positions of public trust and was the *>. ' , houses
city’s mayor at one time. As a business ‘' ™tru“!„and 
man, a citizen, friend and neighbor, he Qr'“t’ X?_ ««»ri Utf aii Un I summer months, when attendance is us-was respected and beloved by all. He .. , The nresent vear onenshad beeft prominently identified with ^ally light The present year opens 
several fraternal orders, chief amOng m°8t encourag “Sly;
them the Masons, under whose auspices 8. L. Lee writes from Washington, p. 
the funeral services were conducted. C.: An explanation from you as to the 
Representatives from Lansing and oth- light in which Kellar, the magician, is 
er lodges in the state were present." viewed by Spiritualists would be inter-.

. , „ ..... .. ., - _ , esting. Undoubtedly he is a medium—
Aur*n J11'1 from Boston, so appears to me—but understanding

Mass.: Sunday, Feb. 14, from 2 to 5 p. I that mediumship is the way of thd‘ 
m., in the People's Forum, Morgan Me- crosaj and wanting dollars and popular- 
monal, Boston, Mass., is set apart for lty he holds Spiritualism up to con- 
discussion of the subject, Is Spiritual- tempt an(i ridicule every moment He 
ism True. The president of the N. fa. say8: ‘This is how bogus mediums do; I 
A. has agreed to be the opening speak-1 hpow nothing about real ones,’ and 
er, if It is possible for him to attend. If then proceeds to show genuine medium- 
he fails to do so, J. J. Morse, editor of I |syc phenomena. Is not this a baser 
the Banner of Light, has agreed to be I vartety of fraud, than even bogus me- 
our leader. The People s • Forum has fliumship? His case resembles Mme. 
an ordained Methodist clergyman for I Blavatsky’s—only his motive Is differ- 
its president, and It is held In a Unita- ghe in order to pose as the author 
rian buildlr j. Spiritism is on deck I of a distinctive philosophy, decried me- 
'’“L Mass., page 12 diumship together with all else that
of The Progressive Thinker, Jan. 16, might be recognized and placed under 
sends out a narrow opinion of Spiritual- the head of Spiritualism, to which she 
Ism, Spiritism and its teachers at pres- owed whatever she has given to the 
ent in Boston and Massachusetts. I worid. That she was controlled, and 
Never in the history of modern times jjy ao means always by; a high order of 
has Spiritism been known to the people I spirits, is plainly shown in old diary 
so thoroughly as at present. Powerful leaves. Evidently she is Kellar’s anti-

printing presses are used instead of 
the voices. Many parties meet in their 
homes, or in home parties, and learn 
whp.t has been, is the same in manifes
tation now."

Mourned as dead for three hours, 
Ulysses S. Roberts, a.muslcl.an of Har
risburg, Ill., suddenly came to life again 
to tell of his vision of heaven and to 
prophesy his death seven days later. 
This prophecy came true. .Rev. A. S. 
Maxey, who had been called to comfort 
the family, was a witness to Roberts' 
revival, and questioned him at length 
about heaven. Roberts told of meeting 
with his father and friends ,who died 
years ago. E. 8. Marsh,'a well-known 
attorney, was also present at the time 
of Roberts'revelation.

G. H. Brook's 1b open for engagements 
during March and April. Mr. Brooks Is 
an able advocate of our cause and 
should bo kept constantly employed. 
Address b’m at 114 President street, 
STheaton, 111. i .

type. He began,-,the piibllc seance (as 
I would call it) that .li yesterday, at
tended, by the jeSt that the white hand
kerchief he heldilln his hand had been 
'the property of glpot-Hoomi. He seems 
to take the utmqpt delight in tho suc
cess of his jests' upoh Spiritualism.” 
All of Kellar’s “splrlt^manifestations’’ 
aro simply the result ^of trickery or 
slelght-of-hand. The great fault with 
credulous Spiritualists; is all "manifes
tations” that seenrihyfltertouB they fool
ishly ascribe to spirit power. Kellar is 
not a mediuin. .. '•

believers and investigators tiiat would 
have done honor to any occasion. The 
accessibility of the hall makes it desir
able for our purpose, and we shall in all 
probability retain it until we get ready 
to build.”

W. H. Mitchell writes from St. Jo
seph, Mo.: “We spiritually Inclined peo
ple of this city think we are very fortu
nate to have with us a trumpet medium 
second to none. I refer to Mrs. Hattie 
Tiffany, who came here from Alliance, 
Ohio, the first of last September. She 
is doing a wonderful amount of good in 
the cause. With her the results are al
ways good. From the time her control 
opens the circles until she returns to 
clos hem, there seems to be no wan
ing oi the medium's power. In Mrs. 
Hattie Tiffany St. Joseph possesses a 
medium and healer of whom we feel 
justly proud, and we feel as though we 
would like to let the whole world know 
it-” '

La Porte, Ind.—Evidence of an unus
ual character was heard by the circuit 
court jury to-day in the trial of a will 
contest when Mrs. Offley Leeds, widow 
of a wealthy Michigan City man, pro
duced two slates, an alleged message 
from her dead husband, and testified 
that she had constantly been guided by 
him in all business matters since his 
death. Mrs. Rhoda Benham, whose will 
is being attacked on the ground that 
she lacked testamentary capacity, was 
similarly guided by her husband, and, 
like Mrs. Leeds, whose intimate friend 
she was, met with remarkable business 
success. Several Spiritualists testified, 
one declaring that Mrs. Banham since 
her death, had been lamenting the diffi
culty over her will and regretting that 
she did not make her dispositions in life 
instead of by will. Mrs. Leeds exhibit
ed two slates bearing a picture of her 
husband drawn in several colors and a 
message written in three dolors, all of 
which she said was executed in her 
presence in seven minutes under cir
cumstances rendering imposition impos
sible. Later.—In the Benham case, 
which has been on trial at LaPorte, 
Ind., for ten days, the jury, after an all
night session, returned'a verdict sus
taining the will. The case has been re
markable because it was shown that 
Mrs. Benham, the testatrix, successfully 
managed a large estate left by her hus
band through guidance received from 
his spirit messages.

H. F. Coates, president, writes: “Spir
itualism, What Does It Mean? If you 
are interested in the above subject 
come to Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage 
Grove avbnue, any Sunday, summer or

Ortha A. Clark writes, from Spokane, 
Wash.: “Flora Hcclcman, of' Tacoma, 
spoke for the First £Spirltualist Society 
of Spokane, before a, largo audience, 
after which our- sister, Mrs. M. S.'Cor- 
selius Tómley of DesMolnes, Iowa, and 
Mrs. ,M. E. Connell, of Grand Rapids, 
Michi, were ordninqd ministers of the 
Gospel of Spiritualism. It was a very 
impressive ceremony and the recipients 
of the certificates aro worthy of their 

‘promotion to ths ranks of ordained

The subject for Mrs. C. L. V. Rich
mond’s discourse next Sunday, Jan. 31, 
will be “Souls in Other Worlds Besides 
the Earth.” Masonic Temple, Room 
309, 11 o’clock sharp.

The Band of Harmony euchre party 
will take place the fifth Thursday of the 
month, Jan. 28, at the residence of Mrs. 
Ellis, 289 Fremont street, near Belden 
avenue. Take Halsted street car, get 
off at Belden avenue. Afternoon', com
mence playing at 2 o'clock sharp, and 
at eight o’clock in the evening. Ladies 
bring their lunches. Come and bring 
your friends. We will be sure to have 
a jolly time. Score cards, twenty-five 
cents. Eight prizes.

C. W. Slayton, of Hart, Mich., wants 
the address of Mrs. Augusta.Ferris, for
merly of Flint, Mich.; last winter and 
spring of Los Angeles, Cal.

Rena Chapman writes: "When send
ing you the programme of our mid-win
ter meeting, I said it would be held in 
the lecture-room of Spiritualist's Socie
ty. It has since been arranged to hold 
the meeting in the Unitarian Church, 
Washington street, Jackson, Mich. 
Programs will be sent upon request.”

Harry J. Moore has the last two Sun-

wlnter, at 3 or 8 p. m., and listen to the 
philosophy of a future life and the dem
onstration of spirit returri. Our serv
ices consist of lecture, messages and 

. good music. Our meetings have not 
just started, but have been conducted 
in the above hall, both afternoon and 
evening, for the past six years. Our 
church is known as the Church of the 
Spirit Communion, A collection of 10 
cents will be taken at tho door to help 
defray expenses. You will be welcome. 
A change oi speakers each week.”

thrilling and funny bypilotIe entertain
ments; yen criii win the love, iind ever- 
lastlng friendship of those yon desire, 
you can protect yourself against.the in
fluence of others; yon can become a 
financial success and be recognized as a 
power in your community.

The American College guarantees to 
teach you the secret.of attaining all 
these tilings. It is the largest and most 
successful school of Hypnotism in tho 
world. It is chartered by the Statens», 
laws, and carries out every promise 
faithfully.' If you want a1 copy of its 
free book, just send your name and ad
dress, no money, to the American Col
lege of Sciences, Dept. 242A. Rochester, 
N. Y., and you will receive it by return 
mail, postpaid. . - .

PUBLICATIONS 
~OF 

HUDSON TUTTLE
A LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAL 

SCIENCE.

cieties. Address Mr. Moore at 323 Gar- , 
field avenue, Battle Creek, Mich. ;

Mrs. M. B. Grunwald, president of the 
Ladles’ Aid, and lecturer for the Speed 
Memorial Temple, writes, giving her ; 
opinion of Spiritualism in Louisville, ; 
Ky., and asserting that Mr. Arrowsmith ; 
does a great injustice in claiming its ' 
decline there. She admits that the 
status of the cause there is not what it 
ought to be, and that no lecturer besides 
home talent has appeared there for a 
year or two. Thé Spiritualists there, 
however, are cultivating home talent, 
and hope to develop speakers and me
diums of note, and she speaks encour
agingly in that direction, and antici
pates good results. Two hundred and 
fifty dollars have been raised towards 
buying a lot, and from her standpoint 
everything looks bright in Louisville. 
Thus it is that different individuals see 
things in a different light, and thus it 
has ever been, and ever will be. We 
are glad to know that Mrs. Grunwald is 
taking an active part in promoting 
Spiritualism in Louisville, and she may 
be able to cause Mr. Arrowsmith to 
change his mind in reference to the 
cause there.

E. Wyman writes as to how he be
came a Spiritualist, desiring positive 
proof. A spirit came and controlled the 
medium with whom he was sitting and 
said; “I perceive you want evidence, 
and of a nature that cannot possibly ad
mit of doubt; knowing jou want posi
tive proof, I have come to give it.” She 
then said in substance, that she passed 
away at such an age, and at such a 
daté and place. The spirit gave the 
name and address of her father to 
whom Mr. Wyman wrote, and in due 
time received verification of all that 
had been said.

Aug. Recht writes from Brooklyn, N. 
Y,: "You published my report in the Is
sue of Dec. 26, about Mr. Rasmussen 
conducting a materializing seance at 
hit} home, Dec. 12, the medium being 
Mr. Thompson of Kingston, N. Y. Mr, 
Rasmussen conducted another by the 
same medium at his home on Dec. 21, 
and exposed him as a trickster. Mr. 
Rassmussen is the president of the So
ciety of Spiritual Truth, and a public 
test medium who works for our society 
and other meetings without pay, and 
being an honest Spiritualist, he wishes 
to treat the public in a fair and truthful 
manner. And as we think It will do 
Spiritualism nb good to detect fraud 
and not expose it, we will all work to
gether for tho purpose of weeding out 
all such wherever wo may find them. 
The seance consisted of ten persons, 
and rill are willing to give their names, 
as they all saw Mr. Rassmussen expose 
him." .

ÏQontlnued on page 8J

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and explain th» 
vast array of facts in its Held of* research by 
referring them to a common cause, and from 
them arise to the laws and conditions of Man'a 
spiritual being. Third edition. Price, 75 cents. 
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

ENCE.
Not servile trust to the Gods, but knowledge 

of the laws of the world, belief in the divinity 
of man and his eternal progress toward perfec« 
tion Is the foundation of this book. Price, $1.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES»
In this story the scenes are laid on earth, and 

In the spirit world, presenting the spiritual 
philosophy and tho real life of spiritual beings. 
All questions which arise on that subject ara 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SRlRIT AND Ti.'^ 

SPIRIT WORLD.
PnoHoh tan •E>»,4^

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Containing the latest investigations and dis

coveries, and a thorough presentation of this 
Interesting subject. English edition. Price, $1. 
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF 

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was Witten for an object, and has 

been pronounced equal In its exposure of th« 
diabolical methods of Catholicism to “Une.® 
Tom’s Cabin." Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LICHT.
A thrilling psychological story of ovangellza. 

tion and free thought. It Is to Protest autism 
what “Tho Secrets ortho Convent" Is to Cath
olicism. Price, 30 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. How to form circles, and 

develop and cultivate mediumship. Names of 
eminent Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight
page tract for mission work. Single copies, 5 
cents; 100 fortl.25. ■

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contain* 

thehost poems of the author, and somoot th* 
most popular songs with the music by eminent 
composers. The poems aro admirably adapted 
for recitations. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price, tl.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and societies. A 

manual of physical, Intellectual and spiritual 
culture. By Emma Rood Tuttle. A book by 
the aid of which a progressive lyceum. a spirit
ual or liberal society may bo organized and 
conducted without other assistance Price, 60 
cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Express charge* 
unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS.

For humane education, with plan of tho 
Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. By Emma 
Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin Heights, Ohl«

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES«
X Kcw Edition, Profusely Illustrated»

“I chooie that a «lory BhouM be founded on proV 
«Wllty, and Dotn!way« Yescuibio« dream. I dcifretfc 
find nothing lull trivial or oxtrava^Qt; and I detiri 
xbove all, that undor the appearance« of fable, th*rC 
Kay appear «omo latent truth, obvlou* to tho dtacarw 

k eyo. though It escape tho ob«ervatlon ot thL 
nilgai.’'—VoLTxinn. .

Cûxtbmtbî “Tho Wblto Dull," a Satirical Romano»*- 
“Zadlg, or Fato,“ an Oriental History $ “Tho Sago an4 
UwAtnoIati” “Tho Prince«« of Babylon:’’ “Tho Nan 
pf Forty Crowns;” “Tho Huron, or Pupil of Naturo;“ 
“Micromega»,“ a Satire on Mnuklnd; ,HThe World as 
It Goe«;“^tTbe Black and the Whltoj” “Momnon, th« 
Philosopher;’’ VAndrc Des Touches at Slami’1 “Bab* 
«beo;” “The Study of Nature;“ “A Conrerutlon 
With n Chlneiei” T,Plato's Drcam;“ “A. Pleasure IB 
Baring no Pleasure;” “An Adventure In India*, 
“Jeannot nnd Colla;”. “Travel« ot Botrmeatadoi* 
“The Cood Brahmin;” “Tho Two Comforters;” ’’An* 
dent Faith and Fable ” . * ■

One Yolumo, boat Bro, race», with portrait thd 8* 
UlustreUona. Extra rcllum cloth, li.Wi poeltM 
is cents* .



"his department Is under the man? 
^gemein of

Hudson Tuttle.
jiddress him at Berlin, Heights, Ghia.

NOTE.-The Questions and Answers 
Slave called forth such a host ot re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made In 
Abe most condensed form, and often 
Clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be oinit- 
Med, and the stylo becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
IWlth waiting for the appearance ot 
Hieir questions and write letters ot In
quiry. The supply of matter Is always 
Several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and lien co there Is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait bls time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTI.CM.-No attention will be given 
Btlonymous letters. Full name and ad
ureas must be given, or the letters will 
not bo read. If -the request be made, 
ibe name will uot be published. The 
correspondence ot this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers. and while I freely give what
ever information I am nble, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLHL

O, Lawrence: Q. Is there a text in 
tho Bible stating that Jesus Christ 
passed ■ through regeneration, and did 
he call himself God?

A. If Christ was God, then there 
.would seem to be great inconsistency in 
claiming that he must be regenerated 
like "fallen" and "corrupt" man. Yet 
he had by his birth become in part par
taker of human sin, and thus a neces
sity for his setting the example of expi
ation and having his taint washed 
away. He met John tae Baptist, a wan
dering Essenean devotee of the Syrian 
desert, whose mission appears to be to 
perform this rite, and is baptized, 
whlqh means that he received the sym
bol of regeneration. Had this not been 
necessary he would not have taken it, 
and having taken it, he was regener
ated. '

Christians would have it believed 
that tliis rito of baptism was something 
new, instituted by Christ. On the con
trary It was a pagan rite, one of the 
most fundamental of the ancient faiths. 
The form, and the meaning were iden
tical with those of the Greek mysteries. 
It meant being "regenerated," "born 
again," “purified." “Regenerationem et 
Impunitatem perjuriorum soorum/' 
were the words of the administering 
priest in the pagan rite of the Mys
teries.

The rite of baptism was also prac
ticed by the Jews w.hen they admitted 
converts from paganism to their re
ligion.

The story of Christ’s baptism, proves 
tliat the rite already was established, 
and that .it was necessary for him to 
receive it like all other men.

Although not directly declaring him- 
Belt God, he encouraged the belief that 
he was. Thus after his crucifixion he 
appeared to Thomas, who, astonished, 
Cried out, "My Lord and my God,” but 
he did not correct him, thus tacitly ac
knowledging that he was God. (St.

20:28.) Christ says: "I and my 
' -Icfather are one,” (John 10:30), whlcft 

h’d Understood as being one in pur- 
*i>ose, or one In person. Beginning with 
the idea of messiahship, his followers 
gradually came to the belief that he 
was God, in the strange confusion ot 
thought which exists no where else than 
In the mysteries of the trinity. The 
terms by which he was called show the 
muddled condition of the minds of the 
writers of the New Testament The 
Son of God, the Lamb, Morning Star, 
Prophet, King, Prince, Mediator, Lord, 
lord God, Lord of All, Savior, Son of 
Man, Son of David, Great High Priest, 
Creator, Supporter and Preserver of all 
Things, His blood the blood ot God, 
Eternal God and Creator, Judge and 
Savior, Everlasting Father, etc., are a 
few of the titles, contradictory and con
fusing, which show the imagination ot 
hero worship far more than understand
ing. , The “Son of God,” the "Redeem
er” and “Savior" becomes hopelessly 
enmeshed in the tangle of the trinity, 
and absorbed in the oneness ot the God
head. Christ was a reincarnation of 
God, .ftnd after this reincarnation was 
Go'S again; was and is, God under an
other name.

It is the same old story, told of Bud
dha, and all the “Saviors,” who had hu
man mothers with divine fatherhood.

M. A. M., Port Angeles: Q. I wish 
to call your attention to an article in 
New Thought Magazine, for criticism, 
November number.

A. This article is on "Desire and 
Duty,” and is especially copyrighted, 
being thought of such high and valuable 
character, that copying should be rig
idly denied. It is really so precious, 
one would be inclined to think that so 
far from denying the privilege to copy, 
It would be urged on all to copy far and 
wide for the good of humanity.

Truly, in style and method, it Is rep
resentative of the “New Thought” liter
ature: It is bizarre in expression; be
fogged and befogging in style; repeats 
very old ideas in its cant way, and 
boasts , of its travail of thoughts un-' 
known to earth before. To give an 
idea of this screed, we must quote, al
though the copyright is held threaten
ingly .over us. '

It is held by the ethics of all time, 
that Duty should be the first, great and 
unanswerable rule in the .conduct of 
life. It is the motive which has made 
the hero,. martyr, saint and sage. It 
placed Leonidas in the pass of Ther- 
mopolae; Florence Nightingale with the 
wounded on the field of battle; Joan 
d’Arc at the head of the army of her 
suffering country; Clara Barton with 
the Red Cross Band where need exists; 
¡Washington at. Valley Forge, and 
strengthens the endeavor of every man 
and woman, to oppose wrong and do the

Is to follow Desire. Desire Ib tho only 
guide to heaven, and its road lies 
through hell.”

"But keep your eyes on Desire and 
follow her every timo you can. ‘Lay 
for’ Desire and follow her every time
you can. Keep In mind that Desire is 
God. Duty is a sham. Duty is a desire 
in a goggle-eyed domino which scares 
you stiff.”

Then the subject is reduced to math
ematical certainty: “Desire is the draw
ing power of 95 per cent of you; will is 
the drawing power of 5 per cent ot you 
—your little 5-per-cent. thinker has con
jured up Duty as a guide, whilst your 
95 por cent mind sticks to Desire. Un
mask Duty and you will find yourself 
one and invincible. The 5-per-cent tall 
will lose its Job of wagging the 95-per- 
cent dog, and you will reach the Trans
figuration Mount.”

At the risk of being classed with the 
“little 5-per-cent thinkers,” we unqual
ifiedly affirm that tho Will should be 
master of Desire. We do not question 
that the desires go far to the make-up 
of the majority of individuals, though 
not probably to the “95 per cent limit," 
except in the most villainous and crim
inal.

The appetites and passions, the base 
brain, which áre held in common with 
animals, know no other law than De
sire, Above them are the moral and in
tellectual faculties and the will. While 
the animal is a creature of desire and 
held responsible to no higher motive, in 
man these appetites, passions and dé
sires that spring therefrom, for his 
highest good must be under the gov
ernment of intelligence, the reason and 
conscientiousness, the sum of which is 
the will.

Pause for a moment and see where 
this “New Thought” proposition leads. 
If Desire is the guide and is God, then 
one desire is as sacred as another and 
man becomes subject to no law higher 
than holds with thé brute. The liber
tine Is as holy in his debasing decep
tion, as the chaste vestal; the robber 
as the honest toiler; the red-handed 
murderer as his victim.

Verily, this exponent ot “New 
Thought" truly Bays: “The road lies 
through hell," and we ask, is it not bet
ter for the “5-per-çent tail” ot Duty, 
that is the sum ot the moral principles, 
reason and the will, to wag the "95-per- 
cent dog” of Desire, the sum of the 
brute appetites and passions, than to 
allow this dog unlimited freedom? 
Does not tills freedom mean passing 
over the “road through hell,” that by 
the fiery ordeal the will may at last 
gain mastery? Why pass through this 
experience to learn what wo already 
know? .

To return to the text, we find this ex
ponent of “Now Thought” hedges 
against this criticism. By making De
sire and God one, then when man pro
gresses to oneness with God, Duty and 
Desire will molt into each other and ev
erything become one and tho same. 
Then we reach “Transfiguration 
Mount."

Plainly tho writer has gone round the 
circle and returned to the starting 
point. After startling Bentences and 
display of coruscations of rockets and 
pin-wheel fireworks, we are told that 
Desire must be In lino of Duty, in har
mony with it, at harmony with God!

But the reader for whom this is writ
ten, may not apply this saving clause, 
and it Is not intended that he should. 
It is intended that he accept Desire as 
hiB guide and as his God, and let it 
lead him “through heli," that he may 
reach heaven. It is ingeniously ex
pressed as the only way, for the world 
has "tried everything else for a satis
faction, for a God to guide us and we 
have come back again to poor, neglect
ed Desire." . .

As a specimen of “New Thought" lit
erature, over which Ella Wheeler Wil
cox presides as higú prleatesB. we.cgpi,- 
mend’ thi$„effusion,;

Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner In Texas.
Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner has been giv

ing a series of lectures and test seances 
at Grace Chapel, with large attendance, 
and growing at each meeting. She has 
awakened quite an Interest in the 
cause of Spiritualism, drawing many of 
the best citizens of the town into that 
line of thought and Interest that Is 
awakening the world.

In her lectures, she is magnetic, hold
ing her hearers spellbound. Her test
seances are certainly wonderful. The
reading of character was afinost per
fect.

The description of departed friends 
was so accurately given that near all 
were recognized. Many times Gio date 
of incident was given, even the day of 
the month and day of the week. She 
gave the description of a little freckle
face boy about three feet high, with a 
long cut on his forehead, a burn on his 
elbow, and a cut below the knee. No 
one seemed to recognize him. Then 
she said, he tells me he fell against a 
grate and cut his forehead, and fell in 
tho fire and burned his arm or elbow, 
and was hit with an axo below the knee 
and departed this life at Nacona (a 
town 26 miles from this place). No one 
yet recognized him; then she said, "he 
tells me there 1b one in’the congrega
tion that knows him.” After the con
gregation was dismissed, a gentleman 
was approaching Mrs. Kayner when she 
cried out, “You are the one this boy be
longs to; I see him standing by your 
side." Said he, “No, he does not be
long to me, but I know him well. He 
died at Nacona, but his parents are now 
living in this city.” She gave the de
tails of travel from foreign countries to 
this, and the encounter with stefrms, 
and the burial at sea of a relative, and 
described the articles or relics that 
have been received, and what kind of a 
box it was in; and many other things 
too numerous to jnontion.

She is making ari’effort to reorganize 
the Spirituaist society here, and to or
ganize a lycqqm for the children.

She has made a trip to Vashti, a little 
town about fourteen miles in the coun
try and,.has created quite an Interest 
out there. She, Is now on her way out 
there to hold her second meeting.

Bowie, Texas. . W. S. TRIMBLE.

CARLO’S LECTURE.

work, however distasteful, that Is 
them to do.

Not so, says "New Thought." 
^Desire” must bo the master!
To quote: “Desire has urged us

for

so
long and so hard, we-have persistently 
cuffed It Into the corner and gone after 
new gods,” (That is after Duty.) "But 
despised Desire we try to coax out ot 
the corner. The only way to find peace

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D.,-M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper .cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office..

“The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner." Of especial interest 
and value. For sale at this office. 
Price $1. . .

“Invisible Helpers." By C. W. Lead- 
boater, the noted Theosophist lecturer 
and writer. Very Interesting. Price 

cents. For sale at this office.

"ffroW Shall I Become a Medi
um,” Fully Answered

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle; Price 35 
cents, Sénd to Mr. Tuttle, Berliü Heights, 0.

Wè have pubtion, greed, affection, and can learn what we 
- * jue taught;

- * faithful to our masters mid can almost read their 
I1’ 1 thought; : .

Wi can trace them by their footsteps often trackless on 
- —■ the ground, '
ol et.jliey say there is no spirit in the animal yet found.
iYetg in their evolving wisdom and their scientific search, 
Tjioy have found they pass up through us ere they reach 

their present perch. . . f
Tliqy could not have been a human in this “Great Eternal 
> Whole.” ,
Ifthey hundii’t evoluted through our species, form and 

,tl . I soul; . ■ ...

Come ye hither, faithfid comrades, let’s discuss tilings for 
■ a spell, ’ ■ • - . .

Let us see if we’re entitled, to a heaven or a hell;
I have heal'd men speak with wisdom of a Great Eteynal 

whole, ......... . • .
That surrounds and guides all beings through the chan

nel of the soul, /
But who paused to pass our species as without a soul to 

' save, : . ' , . . . ..'
And would give us not a future out beyond the earthly 

gntvQ»' ■ •• ■ ■*
While they claim that naught created e’er is lost in Na

. hire's law,’; .. f‘’ ’
Yet with wisdom and assumption they the fine, conclusion 

draw, ■ •;. .
That a dog can have no. future/just because he is a dog, 
And among the beings soulless they omit the human hog; 
So let’s see about this fuiuie ;aiid the ones who st^rid 

above . > ■' -
In the traits that make all beings fit for any father’s love;

We may often take to growling; we may snarl and growl 
: andbite, '
But our “wise and soulful” masters also do.it—must b.e 

right. ..
We don’t loaf around the brothels with our stomachs full 

of “booze," . ' ■
And we couldn’t chew tobacco—couldn’t smoke.it should 

we choose. ' . .
We could never use profanity, could never tell a lie, 
Hence, we have no soul imnTortal and no intellect so 

high. . ■

We-can fight and quarrel lovely, as our masters do some
time, ■

And we surely ought to do so, for to them it seems sub
lime. . . ' ’

X r 1 1 .1 ■ •
They would not have had the wisdom arid the “dogged 

J will"todo, . : \ .
Xf fuey had no doggish faculties to scent out and pursue.

Now, jny. comrades, let’s be faithful, though we’re kicked 
v -And poorly fed, .. •

iFir oup masters will be angels when we dogs are dumb 
a .and d$ad; ,
Let us all be patient servants,‘ and though suffering, not 

■ whine, ........
In the bright and golden sometime we may all have souls 
' ; div^nq, ,
for if masters coarse and brutal, can inherit future bliss, 

■’Ifis but just that we, too, find it in a '“fairer land” than 
■ this. ..... ...

Let us lick the hand that smites us, and be honest, kind 
, and true; / ■ '

If our masters find a heaven we can surely find it too, 
,No, we cannot-build fine churches and pretend that we 
■ are pure, - - -
'But we can be true and faithful, and their “soulful kicks” 
1 . endure,- '
iEox it. seems to be just human and the human spirit’s 
( ' way, -
(And we .all shall once be human and have souls divine 
" some day. .

AVp must follow them to heaven, and if they are welcomed 
. there, ,

We must smile up at St. Peter, .and put on a Christian 
: air;

We must hand in our own records with our faces long 
drawn out;

We must lick God’s hand and caper till we conquer every 
doubt,. ’ .

then perhaps the gates will open and our masters we can 
love,

(In the land that is eternal) in the home in heaven above. 
. DR. T. WILKINS.

A GREAT QUESTION
Whence Are We, Whither Are We 

Going?

THE CHRIST QUESTION.
Though Settled Oft, Like Banquo’s Ghost It Still 

Remains Unsettled.

About ten years ago “La Vie Inconnu de Jesus Christ”-' 
was published in Paris, and it is said to have never been" 
translated into English. Its author, Nicholas,Notoviteh, 
spent several weeks in Ladak, a dependence of the Maha
rajah of Kashmere, formerly a part of Tibet. The La- 
dakians are mostly Buddhists, and polyandry has pre-,1 
vailed among them from time immemorial. The country, 
is mountainous, its climate 'bleak and its slimmer short.-’ 
It is not uncommon for half a dozen meri to share the1 
same wife. The men are much inferior ‘physically to the
women—stoop-shouldered; ugly, degenerate.. .... ■.

In 1887 Notoviteh, while journeying to tho east of, 
Kashmere, visited a Buddhist moriastcty and, there gilt' 
traces of the legend current among the inpnka jelative to1 
the journey of Jesus in the Orient; - -He Succeeded in-get-i 
ting-sight' of scrolls in tfMcty ^r8^i^'-ffifdliiWiiiig8£of 
■Jesus while in the’East were supposed- to be ,recorded. ’ 
But when he sought to learn their contents the monks at- 
once became dumb and urgent for his departure. He 
started on his return journey, but had not gonofal- whin- 
a fall from his horse broke liis leg, necessitpt5jig-'liis re
turn-to the monastery. The-monks recfeiy'eS him with

’ The first instance in which Jesus confessed himself to 
Tie the meshiha was when, in answer to the question ud- 
¡dressed by him to his disciples, “Whom say ye that I 
’urn?” Simon Kepha said, “Thou art the meshiha.” 
\TJie reply of Jesus was, “Flesh and blood have not re
pealed it to thee, but my Father who is in heaven.” So, 
‘then, it was a divine revelation to Simon only, whom 

1 Jesiffi surnamed, Kepha.
. lÿé next disclosure of his so-called “Messiahship” is 

recorded in Mark ix:41: “For whoever shall give you to 
»drink? a cup of water on the ground that ye are Messiah’s 
‘’[folffiwers], verily I say to you, he will not lose his re- 
f’wafflti” rDhe word, “followers” is inserted by the trans- 
ilatmÿ Dr. Murdock. The Greek version reads: “hoti 
christen esti,” literally, because ye are of anointed.” 

’ Again, when pressed by the high priest to answer 
whether he was .“the meshiha, the Son of God,” Jesus re- 
iplieil/“Thou’hast said,” Matt xxvi:64.

Further than in the texts above cited I find no in
state,4 in whiçh,Jesus declared himself the meshiha, save 
iq a,¡prayer to Ilia .Father recorded in John xvii:3: “And

i -tluaM life eternal,'that they may know thee, that thou art 
: 4nfl. whom tljbjr, h^t. • sent, Jesus
■ 'mgslyha?’' I ,quote Jlurdock’s translation, changing

kindness, and while he was thti's helpless in their -charge, 
he won their confidence to such g degree that: one of 
them read to him the sacred scrolls recounting the life of 
Jesus in India, Tibet and Persia. An interpreter trans
lated the words of the monk arid Notoviteh jotted down 
the translation. ,. 1 ■

Such is the statement of a writer in the Washington 
Post of Jan. 3. Query: Was this the Isa Sahib’ called 
“Prince Prophet,” whose tomb in the upper Punjab has 
been recently discovered,Jas announced by the Moham
medan Review, which falsely translates tha name Isa 
Sahib, “Jesus Christ?” I adverted to this in The. Pro
gressive Thinker of Dec. 13, when paralleling the’ story-of 
“Isa the Prophet and Jesus the'God,” and claimed that 
the Arabian legend Ayas the eariier of record. ”

My contention is that though the name Jesús may 
have been derived from the Arabec Isa, or better, perhaps, 
from the Greek IES, one of the names of the god Bac
chus, the adjunct CHRISTUS,,was never a proper name, 
nor even a Latin word until the monks of the renais
sance coined it. In this contention I am compelled to 
date the composition of the New Testament after the 
revival of learning. . .

In Matthew xxiii:8 we read: “Be not ye called Rabbi, 
for one is your Master, even Christ,” and the same ex
pression is repeated in verse 10. What was the -word 
spoken answering to Christ? . The vernacular of Judea

“Messiah” to “ineshiha.” The absurdity of thus calling 
himself in an address to God must be apparent to the ra- 
tionarmin^.

! The inswe^tp,¡the question of the high priest was re
luctantly given; and, if meshiha meant anointed, there 
was reason for the reluctance, for Jesus was never an
ointed except by a woman, who is said by one evangelist 
fio have anointed his feet and by another that she poured 
The ointment on-his head.

:-'The death pi Jesus is variously dated A. D. 29 to 35. 
"When he said to the Pharisees that they would persecute 
ai)d kill the prophets he would send unto them, that upon 
tljem might come all the righteous blood shed upon the 
earth, from the blood of the righteous Abel unto the 
blood óf Zacharias, son of Barachias, whom ye slew be
tween the temple and the altar.” What Zacharias did he 
ip’ean? Josephus tells us that Zacharias, the son of Ba
ruch, was slain in the middle of the temple about A. D. 

‘67 (War. IV, v. 4). Much of the four Gospels and book 
,of,Acts seems to have been based on the writings of Jo
sephus, with inaccurate chronology.

"In II. Chronicles xxiv; 20, 21, Zachariah, the son of 
Jehoida the priest, assumed the role of prophet, and was 
stoned to death at the command of Joash the king—mar
ginal date S40 B. C. Smith’s Bible Dictionary says: 
“We may suppose that the name Barachias crept into the 
text of Matthew from a marginal gloss.” But the writer 
of Chronicles says nothing about the prophet being slain 
“between thè temple and the altar,” while Josephus de
scribes the murder as occurring “in the middle of the 
ieinple.” And did not the writer of the Gospel intend to 
bring the accusation down to his own time instead of 840

In these latter days this inquiry is 
more frequently and fervently made by 
mortals than ever before. This is due, 
in part, to the fact that there are more 
avenues of learning open to all mortals, 
and the acquiring of knowledge can be 
be accomplished in so many ways. Yet 
this very fact that truth is presented in 
various ways and in all her relations to 
man’s destiny as an immortal being, 
causes contusion.

This must be attributed to the strug
gle for the proper assimilation of that 
which is imparted to the world's brain 
from higher realms, with that which is 
sufficiently refined for such assimila
tion. This hastens progress. Now 
ideas constantly have birth. This 
heavenly light is pervading all minds, 
aild all conditions, and the old things 
pass away.

When seen in this clearer light, man 
realizes as he never did before, that ev
ery privilege enjoyed entails a respon
sibility, and every necessity implies a 
duty, a service to be rendered by which 
the soul Is brought in contact with new 
conditions and forces for experience 
and the widening of her circuits to thus 
draw wisdom and force for man’s infor
mation and for the weaving of a sub
stantial web of flife.

All life’s adverse, complex, as well as 
pleasant experiences constitute the 
soul’s drama. Man learns by all these 
exercises that he 1b immortal here and 
now, and that he certainly does return 
to the realms Immortal when his earth 
tour is ended. He learns that he is here 
to gather knowledge and substance 
which conduce to his eternal welfare 
and give him stability as an individual 
entity to endure thus forever.

Man, An heir and offspring ot God, 
should at all times seek to show honor 
and respect to his Heavenly Father, by 
being pure, true, upright and serving 
and learning in all ways, where self and 
general improvement depend on the 
united efforts of each member of the 
human family in the rendering of their 
specific parts. ’

The way is clear, the march from 
time here on Earth to eternity, is no 
longer one of mystery or uncertainty. 
Life and death vie with each other in 
the company of mortal man. Side by 
side they journey with him. They are 
his guardians on this mortal journey, 
also the sentinels, therefore, nothing 
man does, or thinks even, Is unob
served. Oh, that this fact would be 
ever borne in mind. It would serve a 
good purpose by prohibiting impure 
acts and thoughts and make man’s 
pathway brghter and his burdens light
er. There is a great amount of useless 
conjecture in the minds of mortals, 
about what might have been. If they 
could but see as the angels see, they 
would discover that the might-have- 
beens were not at all intended'to be, 
but were only prodding forks so to say, 
which destiny makes use of to spur 
mortals on to different thought and 
action.

Failures In business, yea; all unpleas
ant experiences, are not without their 
uses, there are force connections to be 
made and substances to be drawn 
which, only through such experiences, 
are made possible. It Is not always the 
best good that mortals call so, for they 
seem to think it good luck to have 
worldly prosperity. Nay; it is not best 
unless It serves the soul In its expan
sion and labors for true immortal im
provement. So, in answering the query, 
Whence and whither? we positively 
say, man is from above and thither 
does he journey. He is but a Bojourner 
on earth, and none ot this world’s goods 
are or can be his real possessions. He 
has what he acquires only as a loan for 
a short season and well it is for him, if 
he exercises just stewardship over 
these things entrusted to his care.

MRS. M. KLEIN.
Van Wert, Ohio.

In the World Celestial,
. By Pit. I. A. BLAND.

"It U lusxjuraialbly dollgbtlul."—Hou. a A. 
Wtail».

“Il lift» thereaaar into ettchanUmzmlma "V- U»4ta.lGlMSuw.
"It lu int&iiuly taterwitluK."—Rev. MtaolJ. 

Sav»»». ,
“Three lixlqgx make this book remarkable. It» 

aullugfabip. rail axtoiuiClnx claims put forth 1» 
U. a&S the pMlasorfiy and revelation of a tuturi 
Uta U oentAtos.”—B. O- Flower, In the Arene,

“JI will give u» courage to paar through th, 
deep shadow» of death to the sua-Ut ¿Tm« oi 
th» World Celwtlal."-Kev. H. W. Thom».

"Everybody will be charmed with It, for It 1» 
not only a great Spiritual book, but a moat, 
baautltill roramos of two world«."—Baunu et

Bis Printed In elegant stylo and bound 1» 
olotb and gold. Prlo 51.00.

The Mystic Thesaarus,
Or IiilU&Uon lu the Theoretical »nd Prtcilctl 
»»rets of Autrul Truth and Occult Art. Br 
wiuxb F. WHn-UHBA», Editor Agrlpps's‘‘N»t- 
oral Music." Tho booh uo&teot The Symbol of 
tho Cross. Spiritual Gifts. Inspirational Com 
ooptLou, lullUtlvo Exposition,Tho Astral Broth- 
yrtood. Message of ths Brotherhood, The Megi» 
Mirror, »nd Celestial Companionship. It Is a 
good text book for students of th» Mystic, and 
will be seat postpaid, In paper, for ll.do.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
Serie» one, two and throe. By Lilian Whiling
Three choice volumes, each com- Icte In luolt 

In which »plrltuality la related to" veryday Uti 
In aueb a way as to make the world beautiful 
Price. »1.00 each.

MAttOjVieT
His Birth, Character and Doctrine

BY EDWARD GIBBON.
Tbt. la He, i ot tho Library ot Liberal Quite., n 

la conceded to be historically correct, and so oxaol aftl 
perfect In every detail as to bo practically beyond the 
reach of adverse criticism. Til's work will bo found 
Intensely Intcrettlnc. Price. Inc. «..id at this office.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
Historical and critical review, with replies U 

an objection. Bv Cl. W. Brown. M. n. Prine. IM, 

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

Tbit Ie a most valuable book. It come« from an Ea 
Priest, whose character Is above reproach, aud wM 
know« wbnt be Is Calking about. Hverybodr 
read It. Price, 11.00. It contains the following

’ CHAPTER I.
The fitruRgle before the Surrender of Womanly 

reaped in the Confessional.
, CHAPTER II.
Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for tin 

Frleet,
CHAPTER III.

The Confeiilonal la the Modern Sodom.
„ CHAPTER IV.
How the Yow of Celibacy of the Prltate Ie made eon 

by Auricular Confession.
. CHAPTER V.

Tho ntgh!y*educated and refined Tfomun In the Co* 
fflsaionai—What becomes of her after uncondlUo» 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

a CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confeeiton destroys all the Sacred Ties <4 

Marriage and Human So fety.
, CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among CIvU 
Ixed Nations?

~ t CHAPTER VIII. ,
Does Auricular Confession brlng-Peace to the Boult ’

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Bacrllcgiem 

Imposture.
n A CHAPTER X.
God compels the Church of Rome to confesa thg 

Abomination* of Auricular Confession.
. , CHAPTER XL
Auricular Confession In Australia, Amarine, agA 

France.
4 CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, He* 

bands and Fathers—Some of the matters on wMga 
the Priest of Rome must Question hla Penitent» fl

___ Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00. ] 
A MASTERLY WORK”

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth
By Prof. W. M. LocfrWood.

Amaeterly presentation of an important sub- 
JecL A powerful argument along new and scien
tific linen, establiehlng on a eciontlrtc basis th« 
fact of the continuity of personal individual con
scious selfhood after laying aside the physical 
body. A book of rar© value. WHU several 
fine Illustrations. Cloth, >1.00.__________________

LIGHT OF EGYPT.

How

MEDICAL MONOPOLY.

It Works In Indiana, as Exem- 
pllfìed.

Anderson, Ind.—As a result of an al
leged agreement between the physi
cians of this place not to answer any 
calls to treat persons who owe other 
physicians for former professional serv
ices, or people of doubtful financial 
standing, without pay in advance, the 
infant child of Albert Graham will prob
ably die.

Three days ago the child was badly 
burned and Mr. and Mrs. Graham claim 
that they have been unable to secure a 
physician to dress the child's injuries 
because she could not pay in advance 
for the services. She claims to have
called on 16 physicians in vain, 
child is in a precarious condition.

The

The Second Volume of q 
Most Valuable Work.

and Galilee’nineteen hundred years ago was Aramaic,. Its 
written alphabet was the same-phonetically as the Chal
dean or Hebrew, but the writing'was cursive. In the an
cient Syriac version of the New Testament, called' the 
Peshito, claiming to have been, written in the, language 
spoken by Jesus and his disciples, the word is spelled 
with four letters, namely, -Mim Shin, Cheth,. Olaph 
(equivalent to M, SH,'CH Or HHi and a “spiritus leni?”), 
which word the Rev. Dr. James Murdoch, in the pretace 
to the “Syriac Peshito Version;” tells us is sounded“me- 
shihha.” and which' he trSnblatea “Messiah and • ■' h'ot 
Christ.” . .. ■ .

Presumably the word'.iiieahi'iilie same as the Sehw- 
“mashiach” or masliich/' -or'the'Greek “ehristos," trans-, 
ated “anointed.” • ■B.rit'ih^’MbMrin story of Isa, whose 
life and'ministry j^atqf the gospel’Je^iis, He’ 
is called “the maaehji wick-means “healer,’f wlierefore- 
I suspect that the Airairiaic and Hebrew word may have- 
had a like meaning; find I further suspect that the monks 
of the Renaissance,'who fabricated .the gospels, changed 

• “Isa the masich,” to “leahu ha'’meshiha" in the Syriac;]^ 
and “leous ho ehristos”;in the Greek, but, in.making tho‘ 
Latin version, instead of'translating ineshiha or ehristos P 
into the Latin “unctris” or <‘del)butus,” they audaciously ’ 
coined the word “cliristusi’t. ^Nor do I believe that'the i_______ ... ................. , . . .
SyriaC or Greek version antedated the Latin vulgate but'7hAmbd,land Jesuitism would better express the worship of 
that all were fabricated abblit flto .same time. - ’ ■ frcstiSi ' WM. HENRY BURR.

years B. C?
' '‘‘Many bf the Greek Fathers,” says Smith’s Bible Dic
tionary, ‘‘have maintained that the father of John the 
Baptist is’the person to whom our Lord alluded; but 

’there <?an’ be little or no doubt -that the allusion is to 
'Zechariah the son of Jehoida;” - -The Moslem story tells 
us tiat Zachariah, the temple pi-jest, afid father of 
Yahya, who answers to John the .Baptist, was slain for al
leged adultery with Mariam, the mother of Isa So this 
ZnchnnAli roight answer to the-one alluded to by Jesus, 

ibut for the.designation “son of Barachias,” which points 
to’ ZabKarias, the son of Baiuch^ wiioge'death occurred

->C: WaS the gospel of Matthew fritteti, as/eatìy as A. D. 
' <67? iff Rational critics assign jtKco&PQsitioh to the second 

Òr later, fhe.eviderice;bèingbased-'on-the writings 
■ 5f-tljeiso-called Fathers, all fabricated after the revival of 
slearriing; The Latin vulgate New Testament is doubt- 
^eSsììie oldest version, but no good Latinist of the early 
{ìeùWé woyld have written? “christus”- or “chris- 
-iam©;” these words arc monkish ànd moderm
I Whan speak of Jesus without; calling, liim Christ, but 

jthe ’wrds “Christian” and “Christianity” -cannot well be 
Bftvoiafid. c The Catholic order of : Jesuits- is- properly

a“

tter express the worship < 
WM. HENBY BURR.

. . . • ' 1I-f . ■ ■ ,p .. . ... ,t " ' '
■ Unjust Medical Laws. - - ; ■ potlcally, but cdrrupjty, ■ Resolutions and progressive secular ’ and religious 
The'American Medlbal Unlofa, at Its were adopted by-, thlk /meeting) calling J°urnata. , • • , \

fifth annual meeting, held in 'Chicago, upon the. Attorney, General,of Illinois, organization.gives, promise of 
Jan. 12, revised the -language »fcf the and the States Attorney of Cook county being able ore long to. force the repeal
fifth annual meeting, held in ' Chicago, 
Jan. 12, revised the -language,:of thei • i • •• .... ....
third article of its constitution relating 
to members, so as to make lt-clear that 
osteopaths, > electropaths, -• vitapaths, 
and adherents of all blheri systems ot 
therapeutics are admitted to member
ship on equality with drug dispensers. 

’ It is charged by thq Uiiiou, ihftt tlio 
monopoly medical’la-ws .we. now have 
were lobbied through, the .various legis
latures by doctors .who „.pxpectod. ■ to 
hold office under them, and -that .thoy. 
are often’ admlnlBter.ed, not, only, des*

__ the States Atibriiey of Copk county 
to prosecute the State Board of Health 
for malfeasance in offibe/iul'd fraudulent 
practices.-' ...........,l; ',

The report of ’tho fieeretary showed 
substantial growth1-in membership dur
ing the past year,- and widely increasing 
recognition-of, and Sympathy with: its
purpose and method. This is evidenced 
by the large correspondence-from- oil 
parts of the country,'ftom representa
tive physicians and layinto,-and by the 
enthusiastic indoreemedt and support o£ 
the ablest and most-‘popular medical

being able pro long to. force the repeal 
of all unjust and un-American medical 
laws and restore freedom to tho physl-
clans and the ptople.lt surely will, If 
all who believe In freedom will join It 
and work to that end. The member« 
ship fee is only - ono ’..(faljtir, which 
should be forwarded to ■

' T. A, BLAND, Jtf. D„ Sec'y. 
.161 Hoyno avenuo,i Chicago, III.

The Conunandmen^j Analyzed, prie© 
25 conte. - Big Biffici Storica, cloth. SO 
«ente. Por sole al (hie office, ___

Curing Disease a Crime.
The above is only a small part of Lhe 

results of class legislation in medical 
laws. Citizens of Indiana, how do you 
like it? Let the little helpless children 
of the poor die like rats because their 
parents are not in financial standing to 
pay the price set by the legalized guard
ians of the public health.

It is simply plain legalized murder. 
Could that poor mother call In another 
physician outside the regular trust 
doctor? Or some sympathetic old lady 
who knows the many simple remedies 
required in cases of that kind? No, in
deed! Witness the law railroaded 
through by these same gentlemen (?) 
also decided valid by the supreme 
court:

“To open an office—or to announce to 
the public in any way, a readiness to 
practice medicine in any county in the 
state, or to prescribe for, or to give sur
gical assistance to, or to heal, cure or 
relieve, or to attempt to heal or relieve 
those Buffering from Injury or deformity 
or disease of body or mind or to adver
tise, or to announce to the public in any 
manner a readiness or ability to heal, 
cure or relieve those who may be suffer
ing from injury or deformity, of- dis
ease of mind or body, shall be to en
gage in the practice of medicine Within 
the meaning of this act." Penalty upon 
conviction is not less than ?25, nor 
more than $200 each offence.

The entire statute on this subject will 
malto interesting reading to the general 
public in view of the facts that the med
ical laws are controlled entirely In the 
interests of the allopath and homeo
path schools of medicine—baring out all 
other schools of medlclno and classes 
of healers, many of whom use no drugs 
whatever In their practice.

' Nor is this all! Only a few weeks 
ago the startling headlines announced 
almost a panic in another Indiana city: 
’‘Children dying of lockjaw caused by 
compulsory vaccination.” Another 
monstrous iniquity forced • upon the 
people by this some medical, monopoly.

¡Voters of Indiana, abolish the Medi
cal Monopoly. It is a menace to every 
home,.rich or poor, high or.low;.none 
are exempt from tneir legalized tyr-. 
nnny-.. ........... W..J3BPANT.O, .

Physio-Medic and Magnetic Doctor,; .
.St. Louts, Mo. . . ■

. "The Truth Seeker Collection .of 
Iforma and Ceremonies for,the Use of 
Liberals.” For sale at thia efficx 
Price 25 cents.

This is the author’s posthumous won 
left In MS. to a few of his private pn« 
pile In occultism, and liko Volume I. Id 
(a valuable addition and) a library on 
occult subjects. Spiritual astrology U 
especially elaborated. Alchemy, Tall»- 
mans, the Magic Wand, Symbolism, 
Correspondence, Penetralia, etc., are « 
few of the subjects treated of in i 
scholarly and masterly manner, show
ing the author to be familiar with hla 
»Objects. You cannot afford to be with, 
out it, as well as all bls other books, 
viz.: The Light of Egypt, Vol. I., bound 
in cloth, *2; paper, $1. The Light o| 
Egypt, Vol. IL, bound in cloth only, 
Celestial Dynamics, cloth, $1. |

" Fame's TnWQiGaTWorhT
Age of Reason, Examination of thoPronhe- 

des, etc. Illustrated edition. Post 8vo., «1 
page*. Price, cloth, 01.00.

The Religion of Spirituarism.
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By the Rev. 

Samuel Watson. This work was written by a 
modern Savior, a grand and noble man. Price, 
gl.OO. A valuable book for the money. ,

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “Tin»
Contrast” Into one Volume. 1

BY MOSES HULL.
Thia hlgbly tnatructlvo and intercittDg work !• & 

©omoinatlon into one volume of two of Mr. 
•plendid worke. Br tbit arrangement the cost fa such 
that the reader it enabled to tecure the two book! 
co» J.ne_ at tho flame price aa was formerly aikes 
for them separately. This volume contains 463 dm3 
•nd is handiomely bound in cloth, and contains an «&» 
ccllent portrait of the antbor.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
Is a capful comparison of Biblical and Modern Splrib 
Utlism. No boot of tho century hai made to man? 
converts to Modern Spiritualist!) as thia. Thcautbort 
•Im, faithfully to compare the Bible with moderd 
phenomena end pbitoaophy, has been accomplished. 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of bums», 
ftyt its moral tendency; tho Bible Doctrine of 
ministry; the «plrttual nature of man. and the obfto» 
h-£?2?.®Z°d to BpIrituaUam, aro all considered In th« 
light of the Bible, nsture, history, reason and common 
ttnse, and expressed clearly and forcibly. uvlu‘uw,’

THE CONTRAST
oonitatfl of • critical comparison of Evancellcaliim 
u ft *»"• S11 able production, and

■tPr«h°U8e Of facts for those who wish
to defead Spiritualism, or find arguments against tha 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

fore? anfl Matter «asa
fUÄS1’» —

ASTRAL WORSHIP SSB 
rent dlocUHalon of religious problems. Tho au
thor by Illustrations and a ptanslphoro (a repre
sentation of tho celestial sphere upon a plane 
with adjustable circles), traces most or the 
myths which Ho at tho case of Christianity to 
their origin In sun and etar worship. Tho 
astronomical facts given possess groat value, 
tholllustratlonsraro and curious. The book Is 
bound in only ono stylo—heavy boards. Price 11.

THREE. SEVENSPhotons. IllustratmR tho Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price, coth, 81.25.
IJAMfiM , A Leoture Delivered to Ladle. 
WuriHli i Only. Pz Mro,IDr. Hulburt. Oa 
the prtaont status oi woman, physically, mon- • 
tally, morally and spiritually. Tho dlvlno law 
of trim harmonlal marriage, oto. Prlcp, 10c.__

SPIRITUAL SONGSTIR.
By Matlio E. Hull. Thlrtr-pl;;hl of Mrs. Hull’« 

swootoBl souqs, adapted to popular music, for 
tho use of conKroRinlonn, circles nufl {MBllM« 
1’jloo, 10 coms, or it per hundroA

ptople.lt


BOOK REVIEW.

CURED

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker.

of

SPIRITUALISTMEETINGS

that’s by

WISDOM OF THE AGES.

HUDSON TUTTLE.the critic, A

Stonoham. Maia.Lock Boz 1214.

the

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

lines

GENERAL WRVEV.
(Continued from page 0.)

there:
Come to nie angels!

Lift for a moment my curtain 
care!

First Spiritual Union; a member of J. 
A. Dlx Relief Corps. Mrs. Cowell, of 
Oakland, gave the funeral address to

Mine of Valuable Reflections 
and Suggestions.

Passed to spirit life on the evening of 
Dec. 31, 1903, in San Jose, Cal., Eliza 
K*. Wilson, In the 65th year of her age; 
a conscientious Spiritualist; a respected 
member of the board of Directors of the

Twentieth Century Conduct.
Charles Wallace Silver.

Lays bare the Inner circles of 
ent day commercialism, financial

NICHOLAS »ECKER,
Headings by mall, Impmaloqal and Clairvoy

ant. Description and names of spirit friends with 
nioaaagea; advice. Instructions for psychic un- 
foldniont. Scud own handwriting and twcts. Dix
on. Ill. ! 715

The ReMon-of Science,...
By Dr. Paul Canin. 1rcr thoizbtful and to- 

tavitlng- Price, 86 cena..

FRED. P. EVANS,
The Noted Psychtc for

Independent Slate Writing and
Clairvoyance,

Huh recently left New York, and 1b now located al 
] 112 Eddy St.. San Frunciscu, Cal. Bend stamp tor 
circular on Mediumship.

Th6’N6w.aii<l the Old,
Or tho .Wdrld’B Progress in Thought. By Moses 
Hull.- An excellent work by this veteran writer 
and thinker. Trice, 10 contB.

when I can speak to Professor Denton 
— ■ ' that

MRS. MftGGIB BITE
Reading by »Ml. 11.04. DuitaSM fcûvlc« a ijooliliy. 

ìHBIudiuuaiiTe. Chicago, III, -

V»Cu IuIIIhIj Cfat Àtnteii »1 >lu»ck 'lussi» ,g»l 
a.ta»*id bi Cissu ih l»l T»i» 9« Wwt ■ 

1HT ff BS8SELF

THUMBSCREW AND RACK.
Torture implements employed In tho 16th and 

46th centuries tor tho promulgation of Chris
tianity, with pictorial illustrations. By Goorg* 
E. Macdonald. Price, 10 cents.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Il th* eldMt and bmI auccenfui Bplrllaal Phyilclan 

bow In practice. HI» cureaar«
THE MOST MARVELOUS

of th t » age. HU examination* are correctly made, 
and free to all who send him name, ago, aex and lock 
of hair, aud »lx cent» ta »lamps. He doo »n’t aak for 
any leading aymptom. A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. He poaltlvuly cures weak mea. Addreas

J. 8. LOLCK8, M. O.,
Bloaehim. Ua»».

Pres" I large audience; exercises at the grave
_____ _____ . Jug- by relief corps. - H. L. B. 
glery, political corruption, religious --------
hypocrisy, etc. Over 500 pages. $1.50. j^rs. Anna M. Hartnack Roberts

FRANK N. FOSTER,
The Noted Psychic for

Spirit riKwaDim
Bend name and address for circular. Sittings 

mail. 81 8, Diamond St., Grand Rapida. Mich.
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LAKE HELEN, FLA.
Notes of the Southern Cassadaga Camp.

The arrivals since jay last letter, at 
the camp have been Mrs. M. J. Ste
phens, of Washington, D. C., who is wel
comed as an old camper and excellent 
medium; Wm. Jones, ot Leroy, Ind., 
who are stopping at Hotel Cassadaga.

G. W.' Rouse, of Kent, Ohio, president 
of Lake Brady Camp, Ohio.

Mr. Johnson, ot Middlefield, Ohio, 
who expects to build a .cottage here 
very soon. Mrs. Haviland, Marshall
town, Iowa, stopping at the Spencer
House.

Mrs. A. Cole, of Mich., Is now at her
cottage.

Mr. and Mrs. Skeels, of Cleveland, O., 
who will very soon move Into their new
cottage.

Mr. and Mrs. Smith Baker, of Kan
sas CRy. Mo., are stopping at The Web
ster, a short walk from camp.

J. Ciegg Wright, wife and maid, are 
at their plate outside the camp.

A great improvement has been made 
by having our streets well lighted. J, 
D. Palmer, of Willoughby, Ohio, was 

< fortunate enough to secure a number of 
lamps in the North, for the association, 
and has himself prepared the posts and 
put them in their places, also painted 
them, so they are a great addition to 
the looks and convenience of our little 
city amongst the pines.

Geo. P. Colby visited the camp for 
a few days and while here gave a lec
ture in the dining-room of the Spencer 
House, which was well attended. .

It takes the Maine people to hustle. 
Only a few weeks ago Mr. Littlefield 
and Mr. Lower came upon the grounds 
and now they are both In cottages of 
their own. mostly builded by them
selves; neither of them carpenters, one 
a merchant and the other on uphols-

A Bpray of Cosmos. By Augusta 
Cooper. Bristol. Boston: Richard G. 
Badger. ■

.This flue sample of printer's and 
binder's art is a volume of selections 
from the poems of this -author, many ot 
wliic.li hqve been copied and recopied by 
the presp for their uplifting thoughts 
and sweptness of rhythm. The irn; 
press of a poet Is on every one; we may 
say on every line, and the versification 
is perfect. This delightful clearness of 
presentation with no halting measure is 
well represented in “A Summer Morn
ing Hour With Nature."
The night has gathered up her moonlit 

fringes
And curtains gray, 

And Orient gates, that turn on silver 
- hinges, - .

Det in the day.
The following we commend to those 

who desire spirit communion, as a 
means of preparation:
Come to me, angels! The room of my 

spirit
Is garnished and swept tor a season 

by prayer; ■
I have cast out. just to win you a-near it, 

AU the earth-vanities brooding in

F. Anlauf writes from Oklahoma City, 
Oklu.: “My last communication in The 
Progressive Thinltor has JirougUt- me 
many letters. At a meeting to-day we 
organized temporarily under the name, 
The First Spiritualist Society ot Okla
homa City. MrB. Alice Baker, ot Dallas, 
Texas, will hold three nubile lectures 
for us Jan. 23 and 24; Prospects tor a 
good organization here are fine.”

Mrs. Isa W. Kayner lectured last Sun
day evening with fine attendance, after 
which she gave; the names of two well- 
known townsmen who lately departed 
this life. On Tuesday' and Thursday 
nights she held test meetings with fine 
success, giving descriptions of departed 
friends, scars; burns and puts, and inci
dents of their cau^e, and sometime? the 
dates, and most of them recognized at, 
once. She also gave reading from old-: 
relics, with wonderful accuracy. Come- 
out and see her in these wonderful.

BftD
STOMBGHS

Excellent music. Mrs. Mary Dixon and 
her daughter Oora, the "Child Wonder/’ 
always in attendance to give readings 
between the meetings. Also free dem* 
castrations by C. A. Beverly, M. D., 
president.

Jan. 89,

Dr. Hilligoss and wife are at Jackson
ville, and will arrive at their cottage on
Saturday eve.
’ The meeting on Jan 3, at 2 p. m., was 
well attended. Mra. McDonnell, a very 
talented woman, and an author, of To
ronto, ’ Canada, led the meeting, fipon 
tile subject of Sowing and Reaping. 
Several speakers followed her. .The in
terest was bo great that it was again 
taken up in the evening. The evening 
leader was Mrs. Eva Carrigue of Paw
tucket, R. I. She called it "her first 
speech in meeting,” but it was a good

Sunday, the 10th, the subject of the 
afternoon was “What Shall We Do to 
Promote Spiritualism?" The consensus 
of opinion was that right living was the 
key-note of all progressive movements, 
and that Spiritualism was linked with 
all reforms, am! had gathered to itself 
Hie best in all ideas of religion, had 
clasped hands with Science, and that 
whoever professed to understand its 
beautiful truths, and brought it down to 
a low level by lack of Integrity, were 
wolves in the sheep-fold, and should be 
taught better or call themselves by 
Borne other name.

The evening service was conducted 
by Mrs. Thatcher, of Jamestown. Sub
ject, "Pulling the Weeds in Our Own 

The evening passed very

«

“Evening," closes with this sugges
tion of life's great transition:
Then pass In. peace Wf soul. Though 

earth recedetb, .
Heaven orbs the way, I

And the starred shadow of the night 
précedeth

Life’s larger day.
There are many poems of which the 

theme is love; passionate, Intense, yet 
refined, purifying, exalting love. In 
fact the themes are about equally di
vided between nature and love. The 
Influence of this exaltation Is sweetly 
expressed In “Victory," which is its
triumph: ,
And said in self-forgetful plea, 

‘Til make the narrow place 
given

The very vestibule of heaven, 
Because of him who loveth me."
And then, (oh, wondrous to rehearse!)

The humble walls began to rise,
And towering upward to the skies, 

They widened to the universe.
What is poetry? It has never been, 

nor can it be defined. It is a great deal 
more than rhyme and measure. A dog
gerel may oe perfect In structure. 
There 1b a subtile aroma that suggests 
far more than is expressed; a spiritual 
symbolism and imagery which when 
one finds he knows it is poetry. Thus 
u may be said of this collection, they 
are poetry, and the author a poet. In 
tnese days of machine, magazine rhyme, 
no higher praise can be bestowed by

gifts.—Bowie (Tex.) Blade. '
We leave the race, problem, "The Ne-, 

gro,” to be discussed in ; the secular 
press. We give, however, an extract 
from an article.by Mrs. 8, G. Colleen, ot 
Jacksonville, F^.: “The qurse ot the. 
negro is laziness, with the strong desire 
to get all he can tor nothing; without 
working for it.' If the colored race, 
could be taught to be industrious the. 
problem would soon- be settled,- but the 
young negro will not work,- but will, 
steal first. Strange to sf(y, nearly all 
the criminals among the colored popu
lation, according to our cotirt of police 
report, range in age from 8 or 10 years 
up to 30 or 35 years of age. After that 
they generally become very religious. 
They have a terrible fear of death, and 
knowing as a rule that the average col
ored man does not live as long as the 
white man, he naturally begins his re- 
ligjous career at about the ages stated. 
above,” ■

Mrs. Maggie Waite writes; "On Sun
day, Jan. 17, I celebrated my sixteenth< 
anniversary of mediumship. The hall 
was crowded, having over four hundred 
persons present. A splendid lecture 
was delivered, followed by tests by Dr. 
C. H. Burgess, and your humble serv
ant. The music part of the programme 
was given by Miss Ariel Nichols, cele
brated soprano soloist; Miss Briggs 
also rendered a beautiful solo. Dr. 
Freedman’s fine baritone voice was 
heard again, and greatly appreciated. 
Little Florence Daniels pleased the au-

me xssr 
.«RAIMENT

Dji Jynu Buffer 
Aron*: wilgoatlou, 
dyBperate.Qrulom- 
ueh trouble in any 
form^:'if‘'you do 
to hy.liot John» cure 

We 'du not 
rntao pijp >ou by 
giving you. a soda 
Compound.'.: Tablet 

oth- 
bE-itatent A*Dy bpep- 
tfte-jDareai«-; We 
•WH) .p.QAl.lLvely 
jtn4<-3Wina»»ently 
euro win 
£o lo-thetvoVyToun. 
dUHou* of your 
SDuble:- Will -re-' 

ovothe -cauaue.
.. . strengthen and

tone up the stomach, .and make you elrong and 
healthy, as you ever were. We could give you tea- 
timonlals by the thousands of those woliave cured 
of utuniuub -txaulde in all its forms'and atagea; but 
they.would not bo facts or-'prooi to you—only 
words .of thanks and praise. -The Only absolute 
.proofib In. the ..treatment Itself. And believing 
that a practical test would be more convincing to 
sufferers than all the testimonials we could print 
and absolutely prove its great merits, we will 

..send tmyone desiring U a full• two weeks’ trial 
treatment absolutely free. ' -

, .If you huve stomach troubleand bayefalled to 
get relief, write us at once and- learn by practical 
lest what we can do ioryou. Addrebs da Peebles 

, Institute of Health, 144., 28 Main Street, Ballis 
Greek, Mich. '• "■

HOROSCOPES
Sclenliflcallv accurate and reliable. Captain G.W. 
Wulrond,.1510GlexiarmSL, Denver. Ooi., Estww* 

ÈR8.G. PARTRIDGE, p.ÜT 
lieadlngaby.ppDOlntmpAtpr by.uuül, 11. BuulnesB 
Rcadinge, Wcents. : 48 AuhlaudBlvä., Chicago.

ELTON E. HEDR ICK, 
AbTKOiiOCJKH.—Vocation, bunlnoas Bpooula- 
Uon. matrimony,- changba, travel, all affalra of 
life. Feo I2.W. Send date of birth ae near tho 
hour aa poaalblq. Address, 2021 Reading Road, 
Cincinnati, Ohio,' ' TW’

MUS. C. B. BUSS GREEN, MATERIALIZING
Medium end Peychic, of IheBoeton Spiritual

Temple. Seaneeu Monday, Wednesday und Fri
day, at 8 n m.; Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock. 
Private sittings daily. 8212 Prairie Avenue, Chi
cago. Phone Douglas 6761. WO

Psyciioniancy Readings.
Test my work, and If you are satisfied, my tee 

is 11.00, If I qan not read for you there are no 
charges. Nr. G, A. Cowen, medium, Parlor 829 
Sheffield Ave., near Wellington Station, on North
western E. R. R. Test meeting Tuesday evenings 
at8p. N. . 7*0

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock ol 

hair, ago, name and tho leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
iree br spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call

6. MITER LyNK
THH EMINENT . -

Healer and
Gifted Psychic.

HEALTH RESTORED 
By Common Sense Methods

For the Cure of Mental 
and Physical Ailment,»

TESTIMONIALS OF CURE.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker—My Dear 

Friend:—I think it time enough to let 
you understand the marvelous benefit 
we have received from your medicine. 
Since Miss Ellen Louisa Merchant and 
myself have used your medicine we are 
now enjoying good health and strength, 
also feeling as new persons. We sin
cerely thank you for the good you 
have done for us. May God bless your 
work that it may ever go on. for the 
good of suffering humanity.

Yours sincerely,
JOSEPH A. MORGAN.

Pratvllle, P. O., Manchester, Jamaica, 
Nov. 12, 1903.

OBSESSION CUBED.
-------

For Free Diagnosis oi Disease, 
send five two-ceut stamps, age, nams^ 
sex and own handwriting.

READINGS AND BUSINESS AD. 
VICE $1.00 and two stamps.

” ----------- ÿ

Address 781 Eighth St., 
Oakland, Cal

pleasantly.
Friday, the 8th, a large party assem

bled in the dancing pavilion.- The mu
sic was furnished by Mr. Littlefield, of 
Maine, as violinist, Miss Marguerite 
Webster as pianist, and Mr. Leroy 
Libby accompanied them with the cor
net. Charles Meyers, of Lake Helen, is 
floor manager. The camp parties are 
very popular and bring people from 
Lake Helen. Orange City, and frequent
ly from Deland, and the old folks are 

' not barred out. It isn't all “two step," 
but the Virginia reel and some of the 
old-fashioned square dances. Thd 
most graceful set of dancers I've seen 
In many a day, was a party of elderly 
people who went through with the 
Spanish waltz. One remarked that he 
did not really think he could go 
through with it “but his heels remem- 
befed better than his head.”

Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Agnes Perry, of 
Danbury, Conn., were called home by 

■ the very serious illness of Mrs. Brown’s 
husband, who is also the father of Mrs. 
Perry. We regret the necessity of
their going very much.

Will the friends who 
me something for our

have promised 
bazaar, please 
as soon as pos-

dience very much with her charming 
little songs. Miss Smith, a sweet young 
iady also sang a song, which pleased the 
people very much. Mr. Byron Stillman 
gave a recitation and some of his orig
inal sayings. A great many beautiful 
flowers were given to my guide in 
whose honor these services were given. 
Also a number of very beautiful pres
ents were given to your' humble serv
ant. The Progressive Thinker was 
greatly in demand, every copy being 
sold before the meeting was over. The 
meeting closed at 11 p. m., with the au
dience expressing themselves greatly 
pleased."

Mrs. Bushnell Donnelly writes from 
San Francisco, Cal., detailing some re
markable experiences: "I wrote you not 
long since of a spiritual manifestation 
that occurred in my own house. Our 
kind spirit friend came again, and in
formed us the outcome of a case in the 
Federal Court, of which we were the 
plaintiff, the case involving many thou
sands. He told us how to proceed and 

nor excuses for the cruelties of vlvisec- I what would be the Not one
tion. In this respect he stands forth in prophecy did he give but has been veri- 
sharp contrast to many self-styled great I fied- H® i“fo5I?ed m.®, ?£ * 
lights of the medical profession. He ^'uth of which I would have 
maintains there is a better way to as- ^ur°P® f®r' J*® ,,^7mvdmlnrt<1n mins- 
n^rinivi ibp mwMRPfl of life than that of I that has long pu4zled m^y mind, a quqs 
^±t on lhantnat° tion that 1 have defended with my

In the same line is his emphatic con-,, tongpe and P®m .¿WW® 
demnation of the abuses of surgery, HX a® bef v

Dhvslcians taSCinatl°n urT He'U pro™seJ to come again.
p All n nil this volume is one of the He told us of the signs of the times. He 

woiks. 1 rice $1, | e that he wou]d vlslt the ctrc]0)

Human Culture and Cure. Part Fifth. 
The Bodily Organs and Their Diseases, 
and the Great Natural Methods for 
Their Cure. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D.

This volume, like all of Dr. Babbitt's 
works, is not of merely passing inter
est, but of solid, enduring, practical 
value. A perusal of these solidly 
packed pages will show that the author 
is not only a capable and thoroughly in
telligent physician, but an earnest hu
manitarian as well. He has no use

send their contributions ....
Bible. A sewing machine has been do
nated to the Ladies’ Auxiliary by G. W. 
Whitney, of Boston, who is one of a 
firm for manufacturing sewing machine. 
It was hailed with delight by the ladies 
who are taking orders for aprons and 
other sewing. Any gifts will be thank
fully received, and gifts that may seem 
small to the donors are a great help to 
us. We would like our bazaar welt 
stocked at the beginning of the meet- 

CARR1E E. S. TWING.

It is Important when a meeting Is 
suspended, that notice bo given us, so 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want,new notices of. all meetings being 
held hero in public halls at the present 
time.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
612 Masonic Temple every first and 
third Thursdays of the month; after
noon session at 3 o'clock. The ladies 
furnish refershments. Supper served 
at 6:16, including tea and coffee. Even
ing session at 7; 30. Questions pertain
ing- to spiritual themes, answered by 
the guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond; name poems given to strangers. 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton, assistant pastor.

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 8 p. 
m. Lecture by Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt at 
8 p. m. Messages by H. F. Coates and 
others. Plenty of good music.

The Spiritual Research meets every 
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, In 
Van Buren Opera House, corner of 
Madison street and-California avenue. 
Good music and singing. AU are in
vited to attend.

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature hold services at 
Nathan’s Hall, 1665 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue, Sunday even
ings, 7:30 p. m. Mxa. W. F. Schu
macher, pastor. -

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 623 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and music at every ser
vice.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at Alliance Hall, between Klm- 
bark and Monroe avenues. Jackson

TESTIMONIALS.
•The following named persons gladly testify to 

the great efficacy and satisfactory benetils re
ceived from spiritual treatment through Mrs.Hat
tie Tiffany, St. Joseph. Mo.: Mrs. Alice Winches-, 
ter, Mr. J, M. Winchester, Win. Curdwell. Mrs, 
Mary E, Hadley. ïiü

hn Yah NpaiI AnaDU 1011 llUCU I cun help you. I Will fll your 
8nonHnfp< Ci'““ bi' Clulrvoyuneo undJubLduluO Bplrit UBBlBlunce at your own 
home with the improved melted pebble lenne. lo 
Bee near and at a dlBtauce. Pleaee write for lllue- 
trated circular, ehowlng «lyles and prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lust 
vision and impaired eyesight. I guarantee to ill 
your eyes, and safe delivery by mull.U. It» VOOIaE.

43 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. 111.
B. F. POOLE.-DearSlr: Your Magnetized Melt

ed Pebble Spectacles received. I am delighted. 
They are perfection in every way.

Sincerely yours, Alonzo Thompson, 
Fullerton, ^eb.

TUB World’s Sixteen Saviors, 
Or Christianity before Christ. By Keroey 
Graves. New and startling revelations in re
ligious history which disclose tho Oriental 
origin of all the doctrines, principles, precepts 
and miracles of the Christian New Testament, 
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of Its 
sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His« 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This 
wonderful and exhaustive volume will, *we are 
certain, take high rank as a book ot reference 
In the field which the author has chosen for it. 
Printed on white paper, 880 pages. New edition, 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author* 
Price 91.60. Postage, 10 cents.
The Law of Correspondence

Applied to Healing.
A course of seven practical lessons. By W. J, 

Colville. Limp elolli. 60c.

Self Contradictions of the Bible?
Ono hundred and forty-four propositions, the«! 

©logical, moral, historical and speculative; each 
Sroved affirmatively and negatively by quota

ions from Scripture, without comment. Price, 
16 cents.

CORA L. V. RICHMOND, 
DISCOURSES.

For 11.00 we will send .VONT1ILY. for 
TEN months of the year, 4 copies ui vaeh ol these 
divine discourses. Give three of them away as 
bread cast upon the waler, or gel 8 friends to share 
your subscription with you. und thus virtually 
reduce your subscription to 25 ccnis.

WALDO DENNIS, 
Pres. Church of the Soul,

TH Fulerton Ave,. Chicago, 111.

Annie Lord Chamberlain's Card.
Dear friends, you can greatly help me care for 

my blind slBler, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl
iest mediums now in tho form, by writing a tetter 
to a spirit friend. Send ii to me with 11. and 1 will 
try and gel reply by independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil« 
ford Mass.

Revelations from Zertoulem, the 
Prophet of Tlaskanata.

PUBLICATIONS OF 

CARLYLE PETERSILEA, 
Given by automatic writing through 

the author’s mediumship».

Journeys to Mars, or Our Mission to I should I go, as I desire, to Kansas City, 

E This book Vworthy of careful notice I £ac®.t0,ia®®: .Preflhi'n"3 around 
because of its inherent? depth of I death is life, is reixching around 
thought, gracefulness of style, and com- | world, 
prehenslve philosophy. Whether it be 
’ooked upon as a romance or work of 
'maglnatlon, or as a record of actual ex
periences, as claimed by the author, it I [Obituaries to the extent of ten 
is full of interest. , only will be inserted free. All in excess

Mrs. Weiss announces these as actual of ten llnes will be charged at the rate 
visits to Mars, and her descriptions are of flfleen conts per line. About seven 
intended to give the reader her impres- con8tjtute one line.] 
sions, just as if she h^d made a jour- _____ ;

, So Easy to Forget,
In 999 cases out of eyefy thousand,: 

the directions which accompany a phy
sician’s prescription or proprietory med
icine, tell you to take a dose three or 
four times a day, either before or after 
meals, and on going to bed. In 999 
cases out a thousand, this rule is never 
Btrictlv followed. You start in to ob
serve it religiously and succeed pretty 
well at first, but soon you’ll begin to 
skip doses,, then the medicine fails in 
its intended effect. It's so easy to for-
qet. . . „■ ,,

If the remedy is in liquid form, the 
business man loses a dose in the middle 
of the day unless some thoughtful wife, 
mother or sister gives him a spoon and 
makes him take an extra bottle to the 
office. Most men hate to do this. It 
the medicine is in tablet form, the 
chances are that he will never think of 
it until he reaches for car fare on his 
way home. It’s so easy to forget. 
This applies to men and women alike.

The proprietors of Vernal Palmettona 
(formerly known as Vernal Saw Palm
etto Berry Wine) had sense and fore
sight enough to make their remedy so 
that only one dose a day is necessary. 
It is easy to remember to take it after 

' the last meal or on going to bed. It

ney to a foreign country on our own I Mrs. Harriette Wyckoff died at her 
planet. home east of Woodland, Col. She was

She tells us that life in Mars is not so I 79.yearSi 5 mOnths and 23 days old, and 
different from our own as we had been her paBalng wa8 peaceful and painless 
led to expect. While in mechanical a tlred chlld goes t0 Bleep. it was 
and scientific fields the people there ex- the cl|max of a ]Ong and useful life, the 
cel us, in religious and spiritual mat- result of age rather than disease, 
ters they were far behind, until the Mrs wyckoiT was an active and in
visit of the band of spiritual beings I fluentlal member of the Eastern Star, 
with whom she made her journeys. It ghe Uved a plaln, 8imple, unostenta- 
was the mission of this band to enllght- tlous and her mind and heart were 
en the people of Mars, who dwelt in the animated and-stirred by noble purposes, 
darkness of a profound materialism, generous impulses and the kindliest 
believing that physical existence was I feelings for an mankind. She was a 
the only possible condition. This mis- devote(] Spiritualist, 
slon was accomplished, and its accom- . . ___
plishment gives the book its moral as- Col w w Rol)inson, Sr., father of 
pect and enables the author to convey Mflj w w Robinson, a well-known 
the philoiophical and ethical lessons to I array officer and for several years in 
be found in its chapters. charge of the quartermaster depart

Price ?1.60. Address Saja- Weiss, ment in this city, died at the home of 
4326 Cook avenue, St. Louis, Mo. his son, on Salmon bay, near Fort Law

. ”---- ”, ,,, ton, aged 84 years. The cause of his
Our Story of the Atlantis. Written deau, waB a complication of liver and 

down for the Hermetic Brotherhood. i)]a(j(]er troubles, from which he has 
By W. P. Phelon, M. D. been a sufferer for sceveral years.—

This little volume comprises about Seattle (Wash.) Post, 
all of Atlantian lore accessible at the 1 
present time. Written more especially 
for the Hermetic Brotherhood, it Is of 
decided Interest to others as well.

Published by the Hermitlc Book Con
cern, San Francisco, Cal.

Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be. secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society^ Address all com
munications to Mrs.1 Isa' A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 580 Bast 55th:street.; 
/•dPhe-iMetropolitan -Spiritualist/ Sbcletyj . 
holds services «veryBunday at 8 o’clock 
in SL George’s Hall, 3337 State street. 
Good speaking, tests and music. Pas
tor,. Mrs. Maggie Waite. Residence, 
3148 Indiana avenue. ■'

: The Spiritual Unity Society -holds 
(meetlngs every Sunday at 3 and:T;30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests.by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Church of the Psychic -Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec- 
'ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

The-Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services 
every Sunday in Hall 309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. Sunday-school at 10 
a. m.

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
in Van Buren Opera House, Madison 
street and Calitcmia avenue, every 
Sunday at 3 and 8' p. m. Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
spirit messages, assisted by other me
diums.

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
Services every Sunday afternoon at 
2:30 sharp, at Phoenix Hall, 824 East 
Division, street, near Sedgwick street 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

Light and Truth Spiritual Church, 601 
W. North avenue, Wicker Park Hall. 
Meetings every Sunday afternoon, 2:30.

THE SPEAKING DIAL
A Wonderful Spiritual Invention

Give« namea, dates and circumstances. Speaks 
In various languages; answers ihental questions; 
convincing the most skeptical. Has come to prove 
Immortality und spirit communion. Develops all 
phases of mediumship. Magnetized by powerful 
spirit band. Read what the late Hon. I. Donnelly 
said of the Speaking Dial. Dials now, I1M Send 
forcirculur und testimonials. Enclose stamp for 
reply. P. J. DEMPSEY Inventor, 2817 Columbus 
ave., Minneapolis. Minn.

Thio work wim automatically tran
scribed by George A. Fuller, M. D., a 
gentleman who stands high as a lec
turer and medium. It 1b a mine ot val
uable'reflections and suggestions. Tho 
paragraphs are short, suggestive and 
inspiring. Every one of them lead« ta 
something higher, grander, nobler. 
Price »1.00.

SA U 11 M ■ Four Centuries ot Prognw. 
Ufflnit. A Lecture delivered al the Free- 
nkor's International Congress. Chicago, Ill., 
October, 1BB3. By Susan It. Wlxon. Price, 10c.

THE DISCOVERED COUNTRY,
A iKiratlve ot the personal experience in spir

it life (»f the author's father, who had been a 
natural philosopher and a .luutertaltaL Anex« 
tremely interesting book. Price, fl.uo.

MARY ANNE CAREW.
This work consists of the experiences ot the 

author’s mother in spirit lite. Price, cloth, 60c; 
paper, 40c.

PHILIP CARLISLE,
A philosophical romance by the guides, the 

subject of the title being a Hcivnlitle young phil
osopher. who is a medium: his chief opponent« 
being a clergyman and a materialist.':' Cloth, SL

OCEANIDES.
A ficientillc novel, based on the philosophy of 

life, as seen from the spirit side. Paper, bbe,
MARK CHESTER,

Or "A Mill and a Million.*, This is one of Car
lyle Petersllca’s most interesting works. It is 
purely a psychical romance such as the author 
is noted for'produi'lng, Cloth, OOc; paper, 4Uc.

DON’T READ THIS.
France! L. Loacka. the only piychlo wonder living, 

that'.-niM tho splraual X-ray. without any loading 
'symptom to direct, and locate« all Internal alsoam. 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both sexes sucoesitully treated, as hun
dreds can toitlfy. Send name. age. sex, complexion 
and 10 eents in stamps, and receive a correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth dollars to you. Addreas,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

YOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and sent FREE if you will send your 
birth-date and three stamps for mailing expenses 
I haveustonished thousands with my wonderfully 
correct reading of their life, past and future. I 
correctly reveal your future love affaire, business 
success, marriage niate, etc., and gi ve advice on 
all affairs. Address, SIlAOKMN, l>ept. T.B., 
315ft, San Franchco. Cal.

AURAS AND COLORS.
J C. F. Grumblne’H standard work on'‘AURAS 

AND COLORS.” which is loudly endorsed by Mr- 
Heald, of England, and the Occult Press, can be 
had in the next 15 days for 40 cents, Il contains a 
color dictionary, invaluable to the clairvoyant.

pgYCHOMETRY, too, that classic, by Mr. 
Gruinblno, which was the first book that ever 
taught the science, a wonderfully lucid textbook, 
worth 50c.. now 40c. „ •

F.aiy I.esNon« In Faychometry. Clairvoy
ance and Inspiration, of which thousands 
have been sold, nleo. 4Uc. for a few days.

GetGaffleld’s Spirit World: reduced from 11, to 
26c and Loraine Follett's -Realization,’’from 60c. 
to 25c. Teaches how to attain the .smaddl, or su
per-consciousness. ,, .

CRYSTALS, too. large and clear,, at »1.75, and 
Clairvoyance, the great standard book, at |L00, re
duced from F2.00.

These Are Bargains!
Write at one to

J. C. F. GRUMBINE,
1285 Commonwealth Ave., 

Boston, Mass.

BOOKS BY

LILIAN WHITING.

Ufnmnnlii ITS ATTAINMENT OF 
WOIllalllj form AND FEATURES

Dnn||fu The cultivation of personal DuuUly beauty, based on Hygiene and 
Health Culture, by twenty physicians and spe
cialists, and edited by Albert Turner. A valua
ble book for women and thereforo for the whole 
world. Price in elegant cloth binding, H.00, 
For sale at this office.

HIE LIFE RADIANT._Clotb.il,00 
net. Decorated cloth SL25. In thia, her new book. 
MIhs Whiling uinib to portray a practical ideal for 
lally living that shall embody the aweetnesa and 
ixaitnlion and faith thin lend enchantment to life, 
it la, tn a ineaaiire, a logical sequence of "The 
World Beautiful.” Leading Into still diviner har
monies. “Tho Life Radiant" is characterized by 
the same essential qualities that have marked 
‘The World Beautiful.”
CONTENTS—The Golden Age Lies Onward; Dis

cerning the Future; The Ethereal Realm: The 
Power of the Exalted Moment; Tho Nectar of 
the Hour.

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE; 
Dr Death as an Event in Life, cloth, SI. A book 
from her pen means new Hushes of insight, a rev
elation of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian in 
kind.—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
Second and Third Series. Three volumes, $1.00 
per volume,
CONTENTS OF VOL. I.-The Duty of Happiness;

Nectar and Ambrosla;Belleve In the wings: Tho 
Vision and the Splendor; The Enlargement of 
Relations: Friends Discovered, not mad«': A 
Psychological Problem; Tho Supremo Luxury 
of Life; .Exclusive and Inclusive: Through 
ScornimrNothlng; The Woman of the World; 
The potency of Charm; Fine Souls and Fine So
ciety; The Laws of Our Country; In Newness 
of Life; The Heavenly visitors.

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of 
a Summer. Price, 11.00, Tho Ideas in the book 
will afford comfort to many, and should bring 
positive aid in sorrow to such as will receive its 
message.—Hartford Post.
FROM DREAMLNAD SENT—
Verses of tho Life to Come. New edition, with 
additional poems. *1.1X1. Deeorated cloth. 11.25. 
Lilian Whiting’s verse is like a bit of sunlit land
scape on a May morning.-Boston Herald. .
KATE FIELD ; A Record, with 
nevernl portraits of Miss Field, Including one by 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth, *2.1X1

A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning. 
With Porirait. Decorated cloth. $1.25.

-THE-
(hrists of the Past and Present

By MOSES HULL,
A comparison ot tho Chrlst-work or Medium

ship ot Biblical Messiahs and tho conditions 
they required, with similar manifestations In 
Modern Spiritualism. This Is a good work to 
study for arguments with which to meet the 
very common orthodox question, "Why do you 
always require conditions for your spiritual 
manifestations?" . cloth bound,.35cents; paper 
25 cents. For sale al this onice.

WereYouBorn fuckystar?
A complete exposition of tho science of Astrol

ogy, adapted from the Four Hooks ot Ptolemy, 
the Astronomer on the art of Reading the Stars, 
with many Illustrations. By A. ALPHEUS, 
Secretary of theAstrologlcal Society ot England 
and America. Handsomely bound In cloth, gilt 
top, with beautiful designs stamped on side ana 
back. Price »1.00. For sale at this offlce.___

Healina, Gausesand Eiiects.
By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deals with tho finer 

mental and spiritual forces as applied to heal
ing. Price, 50 cents.

TYPiA'TH its meaning 
1 1 1 aud Kesults.

By J K, Mihon, of tho Pennsylvania Bar, 
An absorbingly interesting narrative relating a 
series of wonderful psychic manifestations oc- 
earring in tho writer’s experience. Cloth, Illus
trated. 11.25.

stands in a class by Itself. If you are 
pebtered with indigestion, constipation, 
liver trouble, bowel trouble or any skin 
affliction resulting from bad blood, Ver
nal Palmettona is what you need. Try 
It at cur expense. Write for a free 
sample bottle. It will do you good. Ad
dress Vernal Remedy Co., 452 Seneca 
Building, Buffalo, N. Y. Sold at all

A Valuable Work.
Cqncentratlon, Meditation and Insplra- 

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers together with a set. of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. By 
Laure G. Flxen.

A course of practical experimental 
lessona, of especial value and assistance 
{6 those who desire to bo'beneflted by 
the development- of powers of. concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior-inspiration. ,

Sent complete for 50 cents.
"Continuity of Lifo a Cosmic Truth." 

Rv Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work ot 
b strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
Important subject Price, cloth, »1. i

In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive, and 
hefpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
Sound; price »1. ■

-------- t passed to spirit life; from hei home in
The Davis Parallel Gospels; being the Jacksonville, Fla., Jan. 2, 1904, just 

three Synoptic Gospels and some por- eight months after her husband, Wm. 
tions of John, aranged in parallel col- F. Roberts. Mrs. Roberts formerly re- 
umns togetlier with a short comment- sided in Norwich, Conn., and has been a 
ary, aiming to show that the books true Spiritualist for nearly, fifty years, 
were not written as they are, by men AMY .-BUCHANAN,
who had personal knowledge ot Jesus, - - .’ •
etc. By E. D. Davis. Peter Eckler, 
publisher, New York. A very conven- ■ . . ■■ ■■■ ■
lent arrangement, of value to the inves- ,,TTI(J,eals By Charles

Wallace Silver. Urbana, III., .Edward ,tlg&tOrS'. ____ _ Wright.
Sir Wm. Crookes’ Researches Into

the Phenomena of Modern Spiritualism. Fa- -Sf Eanyev Chi-
Illustrated. The Two Worlds Publish- Wtoe. By Robert H..Hanvey, Ohl- 
Ing Co., Manchester, England. Price I cag0' 2b oent8- j__ ■ - ■ ■ • •
S'te.TfL nno-oa nf fnnninniinp- inter Our Astrological' Birthday Book.

faBClnallns 4nter- Character Readings. By 'Dr; Jr, R. 
egt, and great value. . . Phelps. Wm. M. Goldthwaite Publish-

• • „ . „ .. _ ', Ing House, Chicago. '60 cento.’ .
’of the Laughable- Advehtiires of- Mr. I A series of Meditations on the Eth- 
Kaspar Krlbbs, together with the ato-1 Mld psychical Relation of Spirit to 
riea by the Blue Juniata, A Stubborn tll0 Human Organism. .By Erastus C. 
Appetite and Melinda. Together with Gaffleld. Edited by J. C. F. Gfumblne. 
an elaborate introduction - and oonclu-1, a»««,.«, n Y 1 ■ < - -: 
sloii, by Robert E. Hanvey. ’ Chicago. ’ _____  •
■Price 25'cents. ■ -I Modern Miracles'of Healing,- A True

' . ’ —t I Account of the Life, Worlto and Won
Life and moral Maxims of Confucius. I dorings of Francis Schlatter, the Heol- 

By Marconua R.- K. Wright. Grand I er. By Francis Schlatter. Compiled 
Rapids, Mich,' U. G. Clarke Pub House. I by Mrs. Ella F. Woodard,. Kalamazoo, 

J 25 cento. I Mich, . w

The First Spiritual Church holds serv- . 
Ices every Sunday, 7:30 p. m., in Tem
perance Hail, 830 Sixty-third street, 
Englewood- Dr. J. H. Randall, lecturer; 
Mrs. Vaughn, psychic, will give read
ings. / .

The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference, at 3 p. m., and lecture and 
tests at 8 o’clock. Mrs. M. A. Burland, 
pastor. .

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m„ at Afheneum Building, 26 
Van Buren street. Mrs. May Elmo, me
dium. Tebts and good speaking. All- 
are welcome. -

The Rising Sun ¡Spiritual Mission 
holds a meeting every Sunday after
noon at 2:30 and 7:45, at No. 378 S. 
Western avenue; Star.Lodge Hall.

New Thought services conducted by 
Julia M. Learnered, nt 7:30 o’clock ev
ery Sunday evenlng.rat 720 West Madi
son street, third flooix

The Progressive feclety holds serv
ices every. Sunday 'at 183 East North 
avenue, corner-,Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, Rests-and messages at 
every session; CMrs,2Hilbert,- pastor.

The Woodlawn Spiritualist Society 
will hold servines.at46209-Madison ave
nue, Sundays at 2;30Jandi 8 p. m. Pi-of 
J. E. Smith gives tests and spirit mes
sages. i W; H.Mohldn, president; Prof. 
J. B. Smith, pastor la. -; : .; ”

The Universal' Occfilt -Society holds 
its meeting- at 263 East Thirty-first 
street. The Him. Itobert Gilrey, dean. 
Mrs. Aitken,’ psychic. . Lyceum at 3 p. 
m.” Evening' services -. commence, at 8 
o'clock. All welcome. - ' .

Spiritual, Church,iLicht und Wahr
heit, meeting.every.Sunday evening at 
8 o’clock in-Wickert Park Hall,; 501 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Tli. Loll.andiMrSiJ. Villroak. ’

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church 
meets every Sunday at 3 o'clock sharp, 
and 8 o'clock sharp at Lnkeslde Hall, 
corner Thirty-first street and Indiana 
avenue, where truth-seekers and Invea- 
tigatora, as well as-Spiritualists can en
Joy a pleasant afternoon or evening. 
First-class speakers. Tests and imes- 

' sages by carefully selected ‘ mediums.

THE LEADING WORKS
OF

E.D. BABBITT, M. D.
VOLNEY’S RUINS 

—AND— 

¡THE LAW OF NATURE, 
* TO WUJCH IÍ ADDXD

Voloey'a Anewer to Dr. Prleitly, a Biographical Notice 
I by Count Darn, and thé Zodiacal Slgni and

Conitcllatlona by tho Editor;

Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens o 
the Ancients.

The Principles of Light and Color. |
Superbly Issued, royal 8vo, with over 200 en- , 

cravings and colored plates. Price, 45,00; In 
massive binding, Imitating halt Russia, Me. Ki “An imposing volume of nearly 600 
naces. Shows a great amount ot research on 
the part ot the author. Will prove a great ac
quisition to Scientific Libraries N. Y. Herald.

Human Culture and Cure.
In six parts, five parts being already Issued. 

PART I. The Philosophy ot Cure, including 
Methodsand Instruments; 75 cents.
••The Principles ot Light and Color" is In ov

er? respect masterly, and ‘Human Culture and 
Cure'appears to be notless remarkable."—Dr. 
Pascal. 12 Rue Plcot. Toulon, .France.
pariTs ttt and IV In one volume; $1.00. Part 

III treats M Mental and Psychological forces; 
Part IV ot the Nervous System and Insanity. 
"This work discloses tor tho first time the 

chemical mystery of mental phenomena, throws 
tho first clear light upon tho nature and process
es of hypnotism and all kindred psychological 
phenomena which have never before been ex
plained or understood. Dr, Babbitt has here 
not only given tho rationale of hypnotism, pay- 
cliomotry, clairvoyance-and mental science, in
cluding the mysterious subject of memory, but 
has furnished abundant Illustrations of their 
working. The subject of Phreno-nhyslognomy 
alone is of priceless value Os enabling us to un
derstand our fellow beings around us."—Prof.
W. C. Bowman. ‘
PARTV,- -'The Bodily Organs, their Diseases 

and the Great Natural Methods for Thoir 
Cure," aims to bo the most practical work on 
healing thus far given to tho public. Price, »1.

’ Health and Power.
Brief Natural Treatment for 110 Diseases. 

Prlco, 85 cents. “Worth its weight in dia
monds.1.', i. 1

SOCIAL-UPBUILDING, Paper, 15 conts.
RELIGION.—A most thoughtful and excel

lent work. Price, cloth, ,91.10: paper, (»cents.

. AFTER HER DEATH. '
The Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting, 

Pervaded with pure and beautiful spirituality 
of thought. Instructive aud helpful to nil who 
love and aeelt the higher and finer ways of 
spiritual experience. Price. #1,00.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, Ip large, 
clear type, with portrait and Illustrations. Ono vol, 
post8vo, 248pages; paper,50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

This is undoubtedly ono of the best and most useful 
Dojks ever published. It eloquently advocates the 
be»t Interests of mauklnd. and clearly points out the 
sources of human Ignorance and misery. The author 
Is supposed to meet In the rulus of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which ex plait» tho truo principles of 
society and the causes of both the prosperity and the 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly or Lie 
nations is nt length convened, a legislative ..oily 
formed, tho source and origin of religion, of go-, erm 
m<-"t nnd of lews dismissed, and the Law of NRturv- 
■oinui'.don justice and equity—is finally proclaimed

» au expectant'wori I. ,

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
* By A. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Family.

InterestlDg and valuable as a hletory of tho begin
ning of Modern Spiritualism, by one of the Fox till* 
ton. 478 Pages, 16 iliuitratlouB, Including portraits of 
tho Fox Family. History of tho Hydesville Tappings, 
as related by eye-witnesses; remarkable and well-at
tested manifestations; the’’exposures." eto. Hand
somely bound in cloth. But few copies rematatag. 
publiihers’ price. I1.5A We will send the book po*U 
paid for tl.40. *

ORIGIN OF SPECIES, 
By meana of natural selection, or tho prciorratlon ot 
b favored raco In the struggle for life. By Chariot 
Darvin. Gilt top, cloth bound. This book It ino 
grandest achievement of modern scientific thought 
and research. It has passed through many editions 
In English, hat been translated into almost nil the 
langufffos of Europe, and has been tho »abject of 
acre 'ferlowi, pamphlets and separate books than any 
other volume of the age. Most of the great »clontlm 
of ttkiage fully support hlsposltlon. The thought of 
tbh’DOJchas L'<-onioa part of the common inherit- 
cal f. Of too rn- - For sale at this office. Price 73 eta.

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WHIGHT.

This volume consists of a course of lectures 
delivered In the trance stalo, and is certainly no 
small cc ntrlbution to the study of the soul. It 
Is a goou work-to open the eyes to the difference 
between the deductive and inductive process ot 
mind. Bound in cloth, 11. For sale at this 
office. ............

Apollonius of Tuana cwstim j^Va 
wonderful communication, explaining how his 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate 
Christianity. Price 15 cents.

Three Journeys Around the Worfd —OR—
Travels in the Pacific Islands,

New Zealand, Australia. Ceylon, India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, 
.A. M., M. D- Ph. D In this splendid large 
book Dr. Peebles has concentrated a vast 
amount ot valuable Information. It Is exceed
ingly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual
ism as he found It everywhere in his travels 
receives due attention, making the book ot 
special value and interest to Spiritualists. 454 
large pages, finely bound, at the price of $1.50,

ANCIENT INDIA ’
Its Language anil Religions. By Prof. H. Olden
berg. Paper, 25 cents.

Practical Methods to Insure Success,
A valuable Hille work, full of practical In

struction In matters pertaining to physical, 
mental and splrltnal health. Worth many 
times its cost. Price 10 cents.

AWWorMbout) IB6 DevlT 
And other Essays. By Charles Bradlaugh. 
With the story of his lire as told by himself, 
and the history of his parliamentary struggle. 
With nortrait. Paper. 50c.

Ati TrifarnAnq A pamphlet of 32 paR’08. com- 
Plled nnd PHfliehcd by thoConspiracy ]Ilt0 rcv. j. g. white, author 

of numerous antl«Cuthollo works. It contajrfa 
disclosures relative to n villainous plot to over
throw our free government Price, 15 ccnts^ 

~The gospel of nature 
Is a most excellent work by Dr. MX. Saorman, 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore it 
has been sold for 13. but thp price now ha.4 boon 
reduced toil. It is a book that will interest 
and instruct. It contains 280 pages, and is fulj 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was & 
medium of rare qualities, and his work is ft 
reflection from tho celestial spheres.

1 Apocryphal New Testament, 
Being nil tho Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 
now extant, attributed .in tho first four centu
ries to Jesus Christ, his apostles and thoir com
panions, and not included in tho Now Testament 
by Its compilers. Prlco, cloth, 81.50.

ROMANISM Ian pamphlet! of 80pages,In 
WY'DAQD'A reply to Prof, David Swlnfi 
lAi UDlV priest Cashman and Dr* With

I row, and la principally in dofonao of Protestant* 
tain. A concloo Ditto pamphlet. Prlco 16 conta.
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This narrative of facts can bo veil- 
fled. B. HARTMAN.

Wheeling, W. Va.
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Realm of Souls.

land and started what has ever since

ts

We

the background.
“In the earlier days of his work he

nence.
Brother Lees was a quiet, unassumI-

If he was re

retort

"Such has been the life of our arisen
brother, his Influence has gone out in

beautiful lowers
which cover his casket, and may still be

rested on the face of the tenantless
clay. The speaker closed by reading a

the ast
verse of which is as follows:
"For me the present thought is that I

live;
And whatsoe er the future hath to give

trusting

Asking but this: That I may still bear
part

In deeds of love to thwart each human
ill—

Of earth s great family be a member
still! "

The deceased leaves one sister, a son

Spiritualism in the ünW States Never las in a lore Prosperous Condition
The Progressive Thinker partakes of this remarkable prosperity, and wgs never in a mc/e health y condition than at present. It is sending out tons of Premium Books ; 

it is bringing constantly to the front questions of vital* importance in connection with dur glorious cause. It is founding the nucleus of a library in thousands of homes 
and starting new vibrations constantly among the people. It is emphatically the paper |or spiritualists. It has had fourteen years of uninterrupted prosperity, a phenom
enal career in the history of Spiritualism. It has recently created a great awakening in ihe ranks, and the cause has moved forward a step. Read and keep posted
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THE GREAT MYSTERY OF SPIRIT FORMS
NUMBER SIX.

The most tremendous problems of life 
and death cannot be solved in five news
paper articles. '

Upon the psychological proof—com
parative and experimental—that my 
own personal spirit possesses a per- 

^ sonal form; indirectly rests the Bden- 
• tific proof of my own personal survival 

of what is called death.
Hence it is as Important for me to 

know whether my own spirit has a per
sonal form; and for me to know the ex
act nature of tliat personal form, viz.,— 
the substance of which, it is composed 
—as it is for me to know the psycholog
ical nature of the Spirit Forms' who 
have passed out.

FOr I believe that my personal Spirit 
has its own form; and, that my Soul 
possesses Its own form.

And; in order for me to be just to the 
forms of discarnate spirits, it is neces
sary for me to scientifically and pre
cisely know the exact nature of the 
forms of my own personal Spirit and 
Soul, in order to distinguish them from 
the Spirit Forms which appear to us 
from the other Bide.

Then again, our own Spirits, and 
Souls, not only possess their own forms, 
but are also, in some sense, creators of 
elements of human forms, viz., as im
ages.

My treatise on this, viz., that the hu
man passions of the Soul—considered 
as creative—psychic—forces—were act
ual creators of elements of human form, 
was kindly referred to; and, in fact, ac
cepted by many of the following think
ers, and journals, at the following 
dates.

First, by the Illustrious philosopher, 
Lombroso, Sept. 20, 1901; Prof. Albion 
T. Small of the University of Chicago, 
Aug. 6, 1901; Prof. Oscar Lovell Triggs 
of the University of Chicago, Sept. 22, 
1901; Prof. Edward A. Ross of the Uni
versity of Nebraska, Oct. 17, 1901; Tho 
Academy of France, F. E. Thomas, Jan. 
1902; Prof Elmer Gates, Smithsonian 
Institution, Sept. 11, 1901; Prof. Lester 
F. Ward, LL. D., Columbian University; 
Prof. William James, LL. D., Harvard 
University, Feb. 25, 1903; Dr. Egbert 
GUerhsey, Editor Medical Times, New 
York, Jan. 1902; Dr. Lyman Abbott, Ed
itor-Outlook, New York, Jan. 21, 1902; 
Boston Transcript, Oct. ¿6, 1901; Bos- 
con Globe, July 26, 1901; New York 
..oi--- Nov. 3, 1901; Boston Higher 
La«,-Jan. 1902; Public Opinion, New 
York, Nov. 29, 1901; The Biological 
Magazine, Nov. 1901; Boston Post, Nov. 
3, 1901'; Mmd, New York, Dec. 1901; 
Arena, New York, • Dec. 1901; Zlon’B 
Herald, Nov. 20, 1901; Universalist 
Leader, Deq. 7, 1901; Boston Ideas, 
Nov, 30, 1901; Boston Gazette, Jan 4, 
1902; Boston Times, Jan. 11, 190$; The 
Watchman, Jari. 23, 1902;. Christian 
Register, Aug. 28, 1902; Health Cul
ture',’ New York, Feb. 27, 1903; Banner 
of Light, Dec. 28, 1901; and many 
others. .

The philosophy and religion of Spirit
ualism, and the New Thought, is evolu
tionary. ■

If- the knowledge of these two great 
branches of modern popular Spiritual 
feeling and aspiration is therefore evo
lutionary, then lt Implies our possibility 
of progress In ideas, and a better 
change in our conception, viz., a possi
bility of a better revision of some of our 
old' interpretations of the New Thought, 
and of Spiritualism.

the subject, first awakened in me in the 
early winter of 1876-1876, by Lord 
Mount Temple, at his town residence, 
Stanhope street, Hyde Park, London, 
Eng., and which, in my own case, was 
subsequently developed In experience, 
which Prof. William James of Harvard, 
edited, and gave to the world some 
years ago.

Hence, my foregoing articles on this 
subject, desired to make clear two 
points?

(a) That the dignity and lofty mental 
and moral worth of the medium’s own 
spirit was deserving of as much study, 
as that of the medium’s spirit guide; 
and particularly in the matter of the un
conscious, self-creation of mental and 
physical forms, by the medium’s own 
mighty form-creating spirit.

(b) That; In attempting to solve the 
great mystery of spirit forms, that the 
great question of spirit identity, must 
ultimately, and absolutely depend upon 
the more profound question of one’s 
own unchanging psychological identity.

Thus; among the primary questions 
to be answered, by a medium desiring 
to seo the form of her own mother, or 
father, who have passed out, is this 
one, viz., What psychological relation of 
identity does the image of my mother— 
in myself—bear to my own spirit?

For; upon the fact, that the image, of 
the medium’s mother, remains absolute
ly correct, and exact within the me
dium; and, also, upon the fact that the 
medium’s own Spirit also has the power 
to get, keep, and reproduce the image 
of her mother, at will, rests the only 
possibility, whereby the medium could 
identify her mother at a seance.

An irreparable injury, either to the 
image of the medium’s mother, within 
the medium; or, to the medium’s own 
spirit, would render the medium abso
lutely incapable of recognizing her own 
mother; should her mother appear to 
her at any time after her transition.

This is because the medium's power 
of identifying her mother, depends 
upon the power of the medium’s own 
spirit, to get, keep, and recall, or repro
duce, from within herself, the Image of 
her mother who has passed out This 
image was first created in the medium 
by her sense experiences; before her 
mother’s transition.
. Thus; if my senses, i: e., if I had 
never iri my life touched; -heard,- and- 
seen, such men (as Garibaldi; Sir Hen
ry Bessemer; General William Booth; 
Presidents Harrison, Hayes and Cleve
land; Phillips Brooks; Blaine; Beech
er; Talmage; Monsignor Capel; Ed-

Human knowledge (In a religious and 
philosophical sense) can onlynie of two 
sorts.

Dogmatic, after the manner of an un
alterable verbal .(a) oral, or printed 
creed; as with the books of organiza
tions, i. e., the Koran, Science and 
Health, the Book of. Mormon, Confes
sion of Faith, or Discipline, or Secret 
Doctrine. • .

(b) Experimental. The experimental 
form of knowledge is gained according 
to the methods, and plans of modern 
comparative and experimental science. 
In religious matters, therefore, the spir
itual concepts of the new thought and 
of Spiritualism, must (to be scientific
ally intelligible, and scientific) be based 
In part upon the methods of "experi
mental and comparative psychology.

But the path of comparative psy
chology though more certain than dog
ma, Is not as easy to learn.

Religious Spiritualism—in the lofti
ness of its sublime aspiration—is quick
ly thrown into irritability, and anger, 
when ■ attempts are made to modify its 
concepts, and ideas. '

Its wings are plumed for the Infinite.
It’is Impatient with earth, and earth’s 

conditions.
Hence it is very uneasy, hasty, eafcer 

and often full of unjust anger, when 
confronted with new scientific facts. 
/ Thus; in human history, scientific 
Spiritualism has always had the un
pleasant task of teaching religious Spir
itualism, a more profound and saintly 
patience, and humility.

Thus; that great lamented saint of 
/ modern scientific Spiritualism, Fred
' eric W. H. Myers, M. A., Fellow of St. 
] John’s College, Cambridge, England, 
J- arid author of “Human Personality and 
I Its Survival of Bodily Death,” was often 

sneered at, and silently scorned with a 
1 malignant cruelty because of his. un-,. 
i flinching scientific attitude; and-, be-, 

cause, he was an evolutionary Spiritual
ist; not a dogmatic one. .

The fact is; that If Frederic W. H. 
Myers (in the face of the opposition of 
those well-meaning Spiritualists... who 
should have helped him) had not bus-. 
tained, his own, strictly scientific en
thusiasm, in. Spiritualism, from about 
the year 1873, when he talked tho mat
ter over with the late Lord Mount Tem
ple; and nearly on to 1903, when his 
posthumous work appeared; it 1b obvi
ous flint his great learned book would 
never have led tho respectable world— 
in tho face of so much ghastly impos
ture and unavoidable Ignorance—to 
have looked into tho claims of Spirit
ualism. .

And; vh lover of good these person- - 
al articles of mine may or may not do, 
in- the direction of awakening an inter
est in Spiritualism, and its philosophy, 
it is obvious that they would never 
tarb been written, but for the stray 

interest ta

Ube Xigbt Hmong tbe Ibills
H Charming narrative.

Most Beautifully Suggestive is “The Light Among 
the Hills,” by Mrs. I. L. Lewis, of Bethel,' Vt It 
is a narrative founded on facts alone, and every 
Spiritualist should read it

(Concluded from No. 740.)
■While these scenes were being enact

ed iu the Daley home, something of a 
different nature was occurring In Mar
tha Westop’s home among the mount
ains. One morning as Mr. and Mrs. 
Weston sat at the breakfast table eat
ing the usual morning meal of boiled 
potatoes and com cake, Mrs. Weston 
suddenly exclaimed: "I am goin’ ter 
send for Martha ter come home. The 
doctor says 'twill be two weeks now be
fore Charlie can get about, and I can 
have that for an excuse.”

"What do you want an excuse to send 
for her for? Why ain’t she wall 
enough where she Is?”

"I’ve been readin’ in the paper that 
them Spiritualists up there are goin' to 
hold a big meetin’ next week, and 1 
wouldn’t wonder a mite if Laury went 
and took Martha with her.”

“Wall, I guess you needn’t worry 
about Laury’s takin’ Martha to any 
place where she hadn’t orter go.” .

“Huh! I don’t know about that. I 
b’lieve from what Laury told me her
self that she has gone over to Spiritual
ism and Marthy s,perns to have a natu
ral bent that way arid always did—she 
don’t get It from me nuther.”

Mr. Weston helped himself to another 
piece of johnny-cake but vouchsafed no 
reply. After eyeing him critically for 
a minute, his wife continued, “I won’t 
have any Spiritualism brought inter 
this house while I’m in it, now I tell ye. 
It’s the devil’s own doctrine, and if 
Marthy goes to meddlin' with it, I’ll 
thrash her if she’s as big as the side of 
the house. I won’t have any spirits in

ward Everett Hale; Lord Mount Tem
ple; Sully; or Ingalls) I should never 
have possessed within myself, an iden
tifying image, by the means of which 
my spirit could identify them; either 
before, or after they pass out.

Utterly destroy the images of these 
men (which exist within myself, as the 
image of the medium’s mother Is with
in the medium so that no form of them 
is left in me, which I can compare with 
their own real selves, forms, shapes, or 
figures) and I could no longer say that 
I had ever seen, touched, or heard, 
such men. >

It is the business of my Soul to create 
the .nerve-conditions possible for the 
getting, keeping, and reproducing of 
theselmages.

And, it is the business of my spir
it to interpret the meaning of the im
ages after they have been obtained by 
experience.
. The definitions of Soul, and Spirit, 1 
will give further on.

The five foregoing chapters were in
tended therefore to also prove three 
points.

(a) That in attempting to solve the 
Great Mystery of Spirit. Forms; pro
found scientific and analytical study 
should first of all be given to the psy
chological and neurological conditions 
of the medium. -

The dignity of the medium’s own 
Spirit demand that this study and phil
osophical attention should first be given 
to it; and, particularly in the direction 
of the medium’s own unconscious Spir
itual capacity to create spirit forms.

After this has been done, and the me
dium’s own spirit has been treated with 
becoming dignity, profound study, and 
scientific reverence, it will then be time 
to treat with equal delicacy and dignity 
the nature of tho great mystery of the 
spirit form of the medium’s guide.

By'following this patient method,‘.we 
do not incur the chagrin of having to gio 
back to the effete ideas of medieval nec
romancy, rather than forward to tl)e 
constantly widening concepts of a 
grander, comparative, and experimental 
modern, evolutionary science. ' ‘

(To be continued.)
. SALV ARONA.

AT FIRST.

A Prominent Spiritualist Passed to tho

Suddenly, Jan. 13, 1904, of heart fail« 
ure, the veteran Spiritualist, Thomas
Lees, of 1021 First avenue, Cleveland, 
Ohio. ‘ Brother Lees was born In Lon

this house or anÿ such works er 
oh?' ■

Whang! bang!! thump!!!
"What’s that?” exclaimed Mrs. 

ton, looking about her wildly.
"I dunno—something tumbled

goin’

voice at the open door, and Uncle Ezra 
stepped in. “If a teiljr is njentally lazy 
he wants ter keep a pocket.devil; ’twill 
save him all the trouble of searchin’ for 
the truth.”. ; -,

Edr a moment Mrs. Weston looked at 
her husband in dismay, thfen throwing 
aside her reserve she-poured-into Uncle 
Ezra's ears the story of the day's hap
penings! At the coimlurilon of her ac- 
•count she demanded sternly. "Now what 
does it all mean, I wanter loiow?"

“Wall," said Uncle Ezra; otter due de
liberation, “I rather guess- it means 
ye're goin’ to learn a lesson ye don’t 
wanter.”' ; '

“Wall, what 1b doin' it?” persisted 
Mrs. Weston. • ,

“Wall, I heard ye say. aS I come in, 
that 'twas the devil, and I judged by yer 
tone that ye would b’lieve it anyway, so 
I shan’t dispute ye,” with -wthteh remark 
he followed Mr. Weapon', out doors 
where they held a long-Conversation be
hind a friendly wood-pile. ■

"But, why," said Mr.^Westop, as they 
parted, “should such things bri-done? It 
looks ter me like goinf; (ritor pretty
mean, tricky business?’’' , 

"Wall,” I dunno 'bout ¡ that. You

Wes-

down
stalrs I guess—perhaps it's spirltB." 

“Spirits!" said Mrs. Weston in a tone
of intense scorn. "I should think
you’d be ashamed of yourself, Silas
Westop. It’s that plaguey cat, and I’ll 
have’her killed right off.” ■

“The cat sits on tlie doorstep washin’ 
her. face,” and Mr. Weston pointed to 
the open door. .

Whack! whack! whack! three loud 
knocks came' at the back door. ’

"Go to the door, Silas, and see who it 
is?” .

Mr. Weston'threw open Hie door—no 
one there! His wife seeing Mr. Wes
ton’s look of surprise, came and looked 
out. .

"I know,” she said .snappishly, "It’s 
that miserable Dutton boy a cuttin’ up 
capers with us.”

"Wall, I guess not, for he has gone to 
K----- , to work in a mill.”

“Well, what is it, then?”
“That’s just what I want to know," 

was the curt reply. •
“Mother!” called Charley from his

bed in the next room, “Mother, some
thing has been rapping on the head
board for a good while.”

“Oh, fudge!” said 
scornfully. "It is a rat

>-
i-

Mrs. Weston, 
In the wall.

If I should fall asleep one day, 
All overworn,

And. should my spirit, from the clay, 
Go dreaming out the heavenward; way,' 

Or thence be softly borne,
I pray you, angels, do not first 

Assail ¡mine ear
With that blest an them, oft rehearst, 
“Behold, the' bonds of Death are burst!"' 

-Lest I-should faint with fear.
But let^ome.happy bird, at hand, 

. j^ie-sllence/break; . ■
So I shair'dimjy understand ’
That dii,wn IjasAouched a blossoming 

land, ■ ■ ;.
And sigh njysejf awake. . . ;....

Fr'om 'that deep' rest emerging Ab, ’ , 
; ¡To.lift:the head " ■ ■

And see the bath-flower’s .bell ,of ■ sh'ow, 
The pink arbutus, and the low -

‘ Spring beauty streaked¡with red,
Will all suffice. - No otherwhere 

Impelled to roam, . ■/
Till some blithe wanderer, passing fair, 
Will, smiling, pause—of me aware—

And murmur, “Welcome home!”
So sweetly greeted I shall rlso 

To kiss her cheek; < '
Then lightly soar in lovely guiso, 
As one familiar with the skies, . 

.Who finds and need not seek.
►-toaMa T. Joans,

Don’t get scairt over a few raps."
“I’m not afraid—raps never hurt any

one yet, unless they hit him, but they 
were not in the wall, but upon the head
board, for I felt the bed jar, as well as 
heard them.”

"I will get you a paper—The Coming 
Conflagration, that came last night and 
it’s got a nice piece in it about the devil 
and the battle of Armageddon,”- and 
Mtb. Weston hurried away. As she-en
tered the kitchen a strange sight greet
ed her eyes for every chair was turned 
upside down and the room was filled 
with a yellowish smoke and a very pe
culiar odor. In considerable alarm 
Mrs. Weston righted the furniture and 
began clearing the table but one after 
another the various necessary utensils 
disappeared and she spent the larger 
part of the forenoon In a vain search 
for them. There were loud blows upon 
the. walls and floor for which she could 
find no explanation, and when noon 
came and brought Mr. Weston, his wife 
greeted him wlth genuine joy and excit- 
-edly pOure'd into his ears a history of 
her trials. . . ■ . . : :

"You are. sure there was. no. ¡one 
around?” asked he, as his wife con
cluded her story for the second time.

“I know there warn't,” was the decid
ed -answer, "and what I want to know 
is, what did doit?”. , . . :

“I dunno, .unlesp it was spirits,” .
“I don’t -b’lieve in spirits,” slid. Mrs? 

Wdston, angrily, “arid I won’t'nuther—

know, Silas, better’n I do.j that ’twill 
take a good many hard, knocks ter get 
Sary meljered up. I wouldn’t wonder a 
mite if it went against trip grain of them ( 
that's cuttin’ these cqpers, but they 
probbly think that tlie end'to be gained, 
justifies the means and. potliin” else 
could do the.work. If .Sary-:: Weston 
ever b'lieves any different than she has 
done, the new ideas will have ter be 
porinded inter her?’,. ,

“Wall, I guess you ape right there,” 
laughed-Mr. Weston. “CojBe over again 
to-morrer, won’t ye?” > ,.. " -

As night drew near .the .noises In the 
old farm house increased.“ THe sounds 
suggested the idea, of tin Pails' and pans 
being thfown upon the house roof where 
they rolled noisily down, .falling upon 
the ground With a clatter.; So real did 
it all seeni that both Mr. «and Mrs. Wes
ton Went out and watered several 
times. The noises continued, but noth
ing unusual was seen. There were also 
sharp whacks as if stoney were being 
thrown violently against fthe house; 
something metallic and heavy seemed 
to be constantly rolling down the cham
ber stairs, small articles were thrown 1 
about the rooms, shadowy -forms gilded 
here and there and the house was filled 
with strange pungent odors.

Mrs.' Weston took her fllple from its 
aepustomed place and sat down to read 
—the light went out, and ¡Continued to 
go out as often as ft tya^I lighted pro
vided she tried to ready--last she 
Went to her room and brijjan to pray. 
She was dead in'earnest—(here; was no 
mistaking that fact, but tf)e Lord was 
apparently deaf to her entreaties for 
the tumult kept on. At last she gave 
up and went to bed. An hour later she 
was in a different frame of - mind, for 
when'her husband appeared ready for 
bed she exclaimed vehemently, “Silas 
Weston, are you goin’ tier bed with all 
this racket goin’ on?” <

'•‘Wall, I dunno as there's anything 1 
can do about It," was the somewhat 
testy answer. '. I

"Wall, if I was a man, I’d not go ter 
bed till I'd hunted 'round-—ye halnt 
done anything." ’ •

“I halnt, have I? Ijhalpt chased all 
around this house three time® with a 
pitchfork, have I? If yon’ think it's 
folks a doin’ it you better-get up and

ingly, but as she; was mute, he answered 
truthfully, “i don’t know."

"What!” said the Elder, sharply; ”1 
should think you’d better find out, 
then." '

/'All right,” said Mr. Weston, spring
ing to his feet, “you dome with me and 
we will find out if we can,” and followed 
by his guest he disappeared down the 
cellar stairway. Some time later the 
two men returned, Mr. Weston flushed 
and triumphant, the Elder pale and 
shaky, for Mr. Weston's account of the 
recent disturbances and the mysterious 
rapplngs going on about him had 
proved too much for the Elder's nerves. 
He sank helplessly Into a chair and sat 
in silence for some time. At last he 
asked abruptly, “Where’s that boy?”

“He’s sick abed and has been for 
quite a spell,” said Mrs. Weston.

“Can’t he get up?"
"Where’s Marthy?”
“She’s gone up North with her Aunt 

Laury, and I’ve been tryin’ to make 
Silas write to her and make her come 
home. The last letter we had from her 
she had been to a Spiritualist meetin’ 
the night afore and I think that’s a 
smart piece of business for----- ’’

“That’s jest It,” said the Elder, tri
umphantly, “that’s thè cause of all tills 
trouble. It’s all the devil’s doln’s! 
Marthy has forsaken her God and the 
faith once delivered to the saints and 
has gone over to the powers of darkness 
and joined hands with the devil.”

"By thunder!” exclaimed Mr. Wes
ton. as he sprang to his feet and con
fronted the astonished/parson, ”1 will 
not set still and hear anybody say such 
a thing as that about Marthy. She’s 
the purest, kindest, best girl that ever 
was, and 1’11 not hear one word against 
her from anybody. As for tills devil 
business, I've,thought it all over and 
I’ve made up my mind to a few things. 
In the first place if God made the devil 
he either made him mortal or immortal. 
If he made him mortal he would have 
died long ago unless God preserved his 
life on purpose to let him cut up, in 
which case God is as bad as the devil. 
If God made the devil immortal then 
he can’t kill him and the chances are 
that some <Jay, if he isn’t now, he will 
Ufi-.aii_powerful as God himself.”

Mr.” Weston paused' for breath and 
his wife burst out: “Silas Weston,, it 
you give up the devil you’ll have ter 
give up the Bible, and God, and every
thing—they all gp together!”

“Wall, I dunno about that; you and 1 
don’t know everything, Sarah Weston. 
Better folitaand a deal smarter ones 
have disagreed over this devil business. 
But I can't stop to argue, them pertater 
bugs have.gotter be 'tended to,” saying 
Which he left the house.

After he. had gone the parson got 
slowly up and extended a hand to Mrs. 
Weston and saldi "l am sorry for-you, 
Sister Weston; I am afraid the Lord 
has delivered you over to Satan to be 
tried. Cling fast to your faith and you 
shall yet sit down with Abram, Isaac 
and Jacob in the kingdom of God.”

“Are you goin’, Elder?” asked Mrs. 
Weston tearfully.

“Yes, I feel that I cannot longer re
main now. Brother Weston has got en
tangled in the wiles of the tempter and 
given heed to seducing spirits. A per
son who gives up the devil gives up ev
erything, as you said,” saying which 
Elder Drake departed to return no 

' more.
Several days after these events took 

place Mr. Weston entered the house one 
afternoon and found his wife sitting in 
an easy chair with her hands folded 
helplessly in her lap. Her countenance 

. bore a martyr-like expression, and her 
’ whole attitude suggested passive endur-

catch ’em yourself. 1’itr tired, and 
I’m goin’ ter sleep, devil ior no devil," 
and he went ; ,

The next day as Mrs. Weston was 
washing the dinner dishes—as many of 
them as she could find—she was sur
prised to see Elder Drake drive into the
door yard. While Mr. Weston took i 
care of the horse, Mrs. WeSton. gathered 
the best food the house forded, and 1
placed it upon the tablc'before the elder 
who had grown older arid Stouter during
tbe time that had elapsedijslnce he last 
visited tbe Westons. There were stern, 
hard lines around htà mouth and. his 
countenance looked njòrè forbidding 
than ever.. As Undo Ezrq.' titlld hls sis
ter,'the Elder had.thpjigltf' and" talked 
sò much about tlie '■veugegnee of the 
Lord.and the awful fai®, of thémngpdly, 
that-his-soul was getting quite. God-like 
-i-jiidging by appearances.' AS soon as 
the Elder had 'flnisliccl! his’ dinner, Mr, 
Weston came in and tlie.tlirca sat down 
to visit. After some stall? atiqut meet-
Ings here and, there tlie Elder asked, 
“Who is working on ytpir ¡house, Broth
er WeSton.” i- "v

, ' "Wh<^-what—t-r-there ? ain’t any
body," ritainmered- Mr^W® t<iri.;

■'"■“Whafs all the poun^ihfdbwn suller, 
.. .----- 7-.:-.-.-- then?"’’-’’ ’
¿lay things off onter," said a cheery ,'" Mr. Wqston look'etf.at hliwlfe appeal-

' it's the .devil, that’s what ’tls?’ *' 
.»““Wall,' if yoii krieW' who "did it, What 
idld you ask me for!”- ’ '■ • ■; ■ ' ■'
;j "The devil is a. mighty handy feller to 
ilflv ihinAHi nf? ’ fininr ” anM n ' Mimm,

SPIRIT MESSAGE.

A Treasure Captured on the Mundane 
’ ' Sphere Confessed.'in Spirit Land 
: • —Treasure Not Restored.

In 1870 the writer lived at Ölen. Bast
on, and as he and his two little boys 
were on their way to a literary, socety 
at Fork Ridge, tliey saw a wonderful
phenomenon, i. o., a literal cross on tho 
full moon, expanding in all four..direc
tions to tho hill tops coving tho. whole, 
of tiio horizon. • : ■ i.

Some time-later tho writer visited a 
.prominent citizen of -Moundsville, Mr. , 
L, W wife was it medium, but tho vis
it was In no way connected with Spjrlt- 
usüto, ana While UUdng to said saedj-

um the1 writer relat®i"to heF'the won
derful .phenomenon '.he • saw on the 
moori, WKori'’hO'.waa.'-yery?suddenly in
terrupted by an Indidn:gu|de,.whd said, 
"Cari you remembpri iwhqre; you were 
when-you- first.-Bsiw tho’iross on the 
moon?” to: which 1 mnsewered yes, 
When he proceeded to 'deScnlbe the rail 
fence alongside'the rogd, I tho ’ pasture 
field inside, the rffvlne atfthe east Sldo 
of tho field,, the old rotten •• log lying 
across .the’ ravine,1, not^fai; from the log 
an ¡upright, stono projecting ~ two feet 
ahqve the ground,-and sevmany .paces 
from-the stone to; this east/ the Indians- 
buried a -rich treasure ijl ’ the times 
prior to (abandoning Virginia " to the 
white man. When th® cdntiol depart
ed I told Mrs. L. whai, had happen^ 
aaS jye finally ogrsad Ui gp WjeiW

bo much better than words. At last 
Martha spoke and her tone was low and 
Intensely earnest: “I have done my 
best, I have done all I know how to do 
and I can’t see why tlie power does not 
come to me. I have hoped, and prayed, 
and waited, and 1 will not give up. 1 
qun almost see the forms I long to see, 
almost hear the voices I long to hear, 
but something is lacking—only one lit
tle touch I fancy and the line of com
munication will be established. Oh, 
how can I ever go 'back home and en
dure what 1 shall have to until I am 
sure that I can receive communications 
from our spirit friends. I want to be 
able to comfort those who have no 
hope of ever seeing their lost ones 
again. I want to spread this blessed

don, Eng., May 21,1831. Came to Amer
ica in 1853, residing for a time in Chi
cago, and while there married Miss An
nie É. Bainbridge; from Chicago lie
moved to St. Louis, Mo.; from thence 
to Toledo, Ohio, where he first began to 
Investigate the spiritual philosophy. 
From Toledo he came to Cleveland
where he has resided for nearly forty
years. In early life Brother Lees was
a member of the Church of England, 
and until his investigation Into tbe pbl-
losophy of Spiritualism was a thorough
believer in tlie creeds of orthodoxy.

About the time Brother Lees came to
Cleveland, A. J. Davis came to Cleve

been known as Children’s Spiritual Pro
gressive Lyceum of Cleveland.

truth among my fellow-beings, 
not shrink from the way, however hard 
it may prove, if I can only feel that 1 am 
making some lives brighter and better." 

As Martha ceased speaking there 
came three distinct raps upon the wall 
near her. The light flared up and went 
out, and there over against the wall ap
peared a hand.of light and it wrote 
upon the wall in letters of light: “Peace 
to thee, O troubled spirit. Never count 
the battle lost. Find this hour tliy 
hour of triumph, and this day thy pente
cost."

The hand was gone and a low strain 
of music broke the stillness of the room. 
So clear and sweet was it that the lis
teners felt themselves strangely moved 
by its power. Louder and clearer and 
stronger it rose until the whole room 
seemed to vibrate and thrill with the 
strange wild melody until it gradually 
died away in a note of triumph. Sev
eral times this was repeated while the 
listeners sat spell bound. Then Mar
tha suddenly cried out, “The power has 
come to me—the light has come and I 
can see. A voice says to me, ‘Write? "

Mrs. Gray hastened to relight the 
lamp and then found paper and a pencil 
which she brought and placed in Mar
tha's hands. Instantly the hand of tlie 
unconscious girl began to move rapidly 
over tlie paper and when at last tlie 
pencil rolled from her fingers, Martha 
looked into the face of her aunt and 
smiled joyously: Mrs. .Gray took tbe 
paper to the light and read aloud: “God 
is love. Love conquers all things. Ixive 

,1S rnighty. strongest lie whose love is 
strongest. Living or dying, here or 
hereafter tbe strongest power Is love. 
Therefore keep your soul full of love, 
the love which is pure and peaceable, 
and kind, merciful, helpful, and tender

ance.
"Silas,” she called appealingly, “I’m 

just about tuckered out. I’Ve prayed 
and prayed, but the Lord don’t pay no 
’tention to me as I can see. I want 
Marthy—seems as if I could stand it 
better if she was here. I shan't say 
anything to her about Spiritualism if 
she holds her tongue to me. She can 
b’lieve what she has a mind ter, 1 
'spose, but I won’t believe It, I can tell 
ye, and you needn't think I will. 1 
wouldn’t b’lieve it if I knew 'twas true."

"Very well," said Mr. Weston, laugh
ing, “I’ll write to Marthy now, and send 
the letter to the office by Uncle Ezry."

With yourto every living creature. .
soul full of love you will be a magnet 
and draw to yourself all things desir
able. Love your fellow-beings with a 
love that gives no place to jealousy, an
ger, evil surmising and speaking, no 
selfish greed for position or gain, then 
you will be able to help them to higher 
and better things than they have yet at
tained; then you will be able to show 
them the way. of living it. Remember 
that every act of your daily life will
testify for or agaihst the cause you ad 
vocate. Remember that whatever you 
sow, that you shall also reap.
Nature’s law and from it there is no 
possible escape. Never shrink from re
ceiving a truth because it is disa
greeable to you—it would not be disa
greeable if you did not need it. Do not 
deceive yourself; you cannot sow dis
cord and reap peace, you cannot sow 
hatred and reap love, you . cannot 
harsh and uncharitable and find mercy 
and tenderness. If you sow seeds of 
sorrow, and trouble you must reap the 
harvest. Speak not ill of your neigh 
bor and require him to speak good of 
you—measure for measure shall you re
ceive. Your future destiny lies in your 
own hands and your choices will deter
mine what it shall be. If you want to

first conductor was a Mr. Jewett, long 
since passed on. At bls retirement,
Brother Lees, then one of the foremost
wr rkcrs in the Lyceum, took the con-
ductorshlp and no more worthy brother
has filled that honorable position.

Some time ago Brother Lees and Ills
old friend and co-worker, Mr. Hudson
Tuttle made, a compact between them
that when one of them should pass on,
the remaining one should officiate at
the funeral of the one gone before, but
owing to illness in the family of Mr.
Tuttle, and circumstances over which
he had no control, Mr. Tuttle could not
carry out his part of the compact, so by
request of the family, Mr. 1. W. Pope, a
life-long friend of both parties, offi
ciated In Mr. Tuttle’s stead.

In part he said: “Our brother,Thomas
Lees, of whom I am to speak, was one
of my earliest acquaintances.. . . . . . . ....... .....   . .^. . . .
have been co-workers in the cause of
Spiritualism for nearly forty years. In
the early days it cost much socially and
financially from a business standpoint
to acknowledge and live the beautiful
truths of Spiritualism, but to-day we
can say of our Brother Lees that he was
ever faithful to what appealed to him as
truth, and had the strong moral cour
age to live the best he knew. His pen
in hand ever ready to aid in spreading
the spiritual work. Our arisen Brother,
Thomas Lees, was one of the foremost
pillars in the Children’s Progressive
Spiritual Lyceum and during his years
of labor in it between three and four
thousand children received tbeir early 
religious teachings along the lines of
Spiritualism, and from that number we
have yet to hear of one who has become 
a criminal or been arrested for any
crime. But among them we find poets,
philosophers, teachers, artists, doctors,
lawyers^and all useful, law-abiding cit
izens. ............ ' 'This history alone is a monu
ment of itself to any man, far more en
during than any of metal or stone. It
is true he was assisted by many noble,
earnest souls in his work, and while
many others have been prominent in
the foreground, the systematic guiding
hand of Brother Lees could be seen in

counted among his friends and assist
ants, such men as Judge Paine, Judge
O. R. Tilden, Judge R. P. Spalding, Hon.
J. H. Wade, and many others of promi

ing, dignified gentleman, kind and
thoughtful toward all.
viled, he reviled not again; his soul was
the soul of peace, his life a benediction.
He followed the requests of the Naza
rene. He visited the sick, aided the
needy. He has lifted the spirit in dark
ness to tbe light and to eternal truth.
He has pronounced the blessings upon
the marriage vow. He has pronounced
the benediction at the grave of loved
ones, and left the sorrowing with the
consolation of a greater truth on earth,
no death but life eternal. He has
christened the babies with the eternal
spirit of love. He has ordained many

It. was Martha Weston’s last night 
With her aunt Laura and Mrs. Austin. 
The white muslin curtains were drawn 
and the lamp was burning brightly upon 
the little table in the center of the neat 
and pleasant sitting-room, and the air 
was sweet with the odor of many flow
ers, for Mrs. Austin seemed to possess 
a peculiar faculty for gathering flowers 
wherever she Went. The three women 
were sitting up late, and the little coun
try pillage was quiet and its streets de
sorted. The monotonous roar of the 
little river as it fell over the dam 
where its waters were made to move 
the machinery of the gristmill and the 
few shops, the town boasted, the occa
sional yelp of a stray dog, and the buz
zing of night-flying insects were ■ the 
only sounds that broke the stillness of 
the night The friends had ‘ been for 
some time wrapped In that congenial si
lence which testifies to true friendship

find a heaven hereafter make for your
self a heaven here, now. Again I en
treat you to bo loving and lovable, for
giving arid helpful, and kind and just to 
every living creature. With a pure soul 
abhor the sin but be merciful unto the 
sinner. These things I have told you 
for your own good and the good of 
many. Be not afraid to speak the trutli 
and always remember love will win."

For several minutes the friends sat in 
deep thought and then Mtb. Gray, 
glancing at the clock, said smiling, “We 
have had our prayer and our sermon, 
and now before we say good-night I pro
pose we have our hymn." Mrs. Austin 
arose and went to the organ and soon 
three ejear voices sent forth upon the 
midnight air a.glad triumphant song:
No more I sit in darkness, the light of 

heaven I see, .
The veil is rent asunder, my lost have 

come to me.
Their love has proved triumphant o’er 

death and time and space,
I’ve heard their voices calling, I’ve seen 

them face to face.

servants of the gospel of love and
truth. His influence has been like thew— " — sav a   a a a aa —. ^a va aa aa a a aa &a aa aa aa aa a a a a aa a . a   
rays of the sun, dispelling the clouds
and warming the hearts of mankind.

"He was one of nature’s students,
studying her laws from all standpoints,
the physical as well as the spiritual.
The slow process of Mother Earth and
the grave were revolting to his sensi
tive nature, so he chose the
rather than the grave,

loving kindness to all mankind as the
perfume from the

felt by all who may seek."
, As the clouds lifted, the soft, gentle
rays of the setting sun crept in through
tho windows of the little chapel and

poem entitled "The Release,

I will accept with thankful,
In

In

hours of pain tind sorrow they bld 
- me nothing fear, 
ev’ry hour of trouble I know that

they .are near, 
My doubts and fears have vanished, ex

ultant now I.sing, 
O grave where is thy triumph? O death, 

where Is thy Bting?
. [The End.] . 

Bethel, Vt. ; MRS. I. L. LEWIS.

heart,

and daughter, and two grand-children,
his wife having passed to the higher life

and locate the treasure. On the fol- : 
lowing Sunday I took with'me my . old
est son and we went to the spot above 
described and tound everything tallied 
with the "description given by the In
dian, even to the diameter of the rot
ten log, and honest like, I went and re
ported to Mrs. L. what I had found and 
was about ready to propose when wo 
both would visit tho place, when to my 
utter astonishment the medium laughed 
in my face and called mo a tool for bo 
easily believing what an Indian would 
tell, so with much disgust I dropped the 
matter. ■ , ■ ■ ‘ ..............

Later on . I moved to Wheeling, and 
Mrs, L. with her family moved into the 
neighborhood of tho treasure, having 
rented A small place land to servo as 
® the following the mid

family moved to California. I always 
imagined' it looked very much like the 
medlurii had got th reasuro. .Thirty- 
two years later, oii the 28th of Decem
ber, Î903, the spin Mrs. L. came to 
me and said she had departed this life 
jbst seven hours previous, and had 
come to confess to me that she had de
frauded me, and that the treasure was 
not near as large as sho had expected, 
being only $3,0Q0 in.gold and silver.■ 1 
asked her what made her do so treach- 
.erous an act. Sho answered, “My hus
band said I would bo a fool if I .did not 
keep it p.11.” I thon asked her why she 
camo to confess and sho answered that 
she was unhappy because my ■ spirit 
friends accdsed her on her arrival and 
called her a fraud, having cheated their 
fefecr èut ôï to treasura ' '

who brought her to
swered, the spirit of Mr. II., who was a .
prominent business man in Wheeling
for sixty years, he having told her she 
must go to the one she had cheated and 
make the confession with all speed.

True politeness Is perfect ease and 
freedom. It simply consists in treating 
others just as you love to be treated
yourself.—-Chesterfield.

Nothing destroys authority so much, 
as the- unequal and untimely Inter- r 
change of power, pressed too far and 1 
relaxed too much.—Bacon.



Answer.—I was one of his twelve disciples and one of

• A.—My biography makes no mention of any such

. tion of our workers which will at least

lawyers, doctors and ministers.

dozen or more of our children can be

otherwise free people to submit to hav-

than individuals.

t. „ * ¿

murder on an immense scale and much 
worse than individual murder, as na

articles as needed.
10. Resolved, That as the present

event. ...
;Q.—How many books of the New Testament did you 

write? ,

his niost ardent friends and admirers. . ' ' ' "J-
Q-r-rDid you write a biography of him.? ...
A.—I did, a very elaborate one. . ’
Q.^—State wjiether in that biography you • made any

H Boteò Gase in Court
‘‘God hath chosen things that pre not to bring to . MARK IS CALLED.. '

naimhphings that aie. —I. Corinthians, 1.2b. . Question,—Are you or not the author of the New Tes-
'I io divine method^ for evmgelmng mankind as set )anient book t]iat ¿ur8 )our nanl(i? .................... 1

forth in (he above text ij; isi R ye been satisfactory Answer_ linn
to Paul and early Christi , Uy 111 m not adapted to the Q oue of the twelvQ difici lcs?
civilization of the twei noth century Hunkers to-day A._j wu8Jnot. j was converted to Christianity after
rely upon truth-thinos tl t are, and repudiate as evi- the/deaUl ef Je6UB> . . J ,
deuce things that are not • '(j.—Have you any-knowledge—-personal knowledge—

I propose in tins article to e pOt,e a leading falsehood between Jesus, Moses and Elias,
which has long been treated as fact, and has been em* ° ,hot>Xi :n vftnr ’ployed with prodigal liberality by opr teachers, in advo- A“_rhftVe>not b j kn notw about R el.sonall
caey of Spin uahsm. I refer to the alleged transfiguia- Q whom obtain ^he gt ? 1 J 
tion of Christ and his interview with Moses and Elias in TOn anHwei* J J
the presence of Peter, James and John. . ' ■ .

The story is told by the writers, respectively, of ■ the . LUKE CALLED.
books accredited to Matthew, Mark,.aiid'Luko, and briefly ■ Question.—State what, if anything, you know about 
stated,, is as follows: . the life and acts of Jesus of Naz'areth? ■ ‘

One day. Josus.took with him.Peter, James and John, Answer.—I know nothing about them personally, ' I 
to a mountain, and.there was transfigured before them was not one of jjj9 disciples, but became a Christian after 
(whatever-that may mean) and Moses who had been dead Ris death. - .
and buried about fourteen hundred;and fifty years, and Q.—-From whom did you obtain the story mentioned in 
Ehas, who about, six hundred yeata'preyidusly liaddisap- yQllr j-eg^ding a seance before Peter, James and 
pearpd in a chariot of fire, came afid .talked with him in John, at which Moses and Elias were materialized? .
the presence of those witnesses. , >,>.<•-i- - - v No answer. ■

Those writers do not agree upon all details but in sub- ’ JOHN CALLED
stance there is uniformity in their'MMcuibiris...... . . t .

Before proceeding to an exarninaUpn of the story, it is Q.—State your connection with the life of Jesus of
proper and just to state that modern research tends to Nazareth, . . . . .
show that none of the biographies of Jesus were written 
until from one to two centuries after his death, and prob
ably not until a much later date. ..-I premise further that 
none of them are signed by the naipea they bear, and each 
lias the caption, “Thegospel accoyding to’’ [not by] Mat
thew,"etc. I understand this word ^according” to .mean mention of being called with Peter and James to a moun- 
!A relation of events in accordance with their respective tain and there witnessing a iseance between Jesus and 
statements. I premise also the weirkhbwn snow ball ten- Moses and Elias. ' _ • .
deneies of aggregation and enlargement, by all stories ' * ”” ' ""
that are rolled down through several generations; and
finally that during the first centuries of Christianity me'n
in general were Loth ignorant and credulous. .

I seek no advantage from the tendency of modern A.-^Fivc.. ' _
thought to assign Jesus' and his disqiplfcs to tlie realm of Q— In all those books is there anyslatementAvhatever
fiction, but for the purposes of this argument will assume regarding that story? .
that,Jesus, Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, Peter, Jame? A.—There is none.---- - - f   : - r -   f t t ■ t '
and Paul were historical characters. I will assume fur-
1 her that they were all honest, sincere men, that each por
tion of the Bible was written by the'men whose names 
they bear, and that each believed’he wrote nothing un
truthful. '

The case is now ready for trial. We will therefore or
ganize a court. Editor Francis shall preside. We will 
have no lawyers to badger witnesses and make the worst 
appear the better reason, but will allow the court itself 
to conduct the examination. .

THE WITNESS MATTHEW IS CALLED.
Question.—Please state whether or not you were 

quainted with Jesus of Nazareth?
Answer.—I was well acquainted with him and was

ac-

one
of his twelve disciples. '

Q.—State whether or not you were present at an inter
view between Jesus, Moses and Elias, mentioned in your
Gospel? - ; . :

A.—I was not.
Q.—Who if any persons were present on that occasion?
A.—Peter, James and John. -I so stated in my narra

tion. .. '
Q.—Have you in your book stated that either Peter, 

James or John told you about thatevent? ......
A:**I have-not;-; ■■■ ‘ '
Q,_^].h-oih' whom did you obtain the information'you 

mentioned regarding that event?. " \ , -
No answer. ,. ’ ’ " - • -

IOWA.
Annual Convention of Iowa State SpJr- 

Itualists Association. , ,

The third annual convention at Clear, 
Lake, Iowa, was called to order at 
10:30 a. m., Jan. 21, 1904 by the presi
dent, John D. Vail, of Marshalltown.

There was a fair attendance for first 
day. After the usual forms of opening 
the convention, the president appointed 
the following committees, viz., on cre
dentials, on finance, on resolutions, on 
president's report.

After a few remarks by Bro. Moses 
Hull, -Mattie Hull, Will J. Erwood and 
others, the convention adjourned until

e, im

■jc.~ - Sv ’ ■■ ■ ' .......... ■ ■ - ■

¡Ebe Eransfigutation of Jesus, anb ’fots Seance 
k la ■ . . • ' ■ : ULIANWHIT!NG’SBOOKS

With flbôÔCS Htlb 1&IÍ36, Wlctc Bot IbfôtOtÎCHl jfftctô. VEBY INTERESTING AND EX
•;ß'i

' . -. . -31 'j ■■ '
Q.—-In that 1/i^k did you make any mention of being 

called witfe Petgij' and John and witnessing an.inlerview 
with Moses andisElias? ■ .

A.—I did not!1- ' ,

CELI« WORKS.

(i
PAUL CALLED.

QuestiqiLfrr-rfo'w many books of the New Testament 
did yoivwrite?;») - - - ' . ...  ’

■ A.—Fourteen'.;’' • ' -.
Q.—Stl$'wither or not you were acquainted with the 

disciples gf Jqsus of Nazareth?^ .
A,—I was well acquainted with them. I met them at 

a general ebuucil iir Jerusalem, and lived with them a 
“long tiipe” at^ntioch (Acts 14:28). • ■

Q.-—Have any of your productions in favor of Chris
tianity, aside your fourteen books, been preserved?
• A.-—Several of:my speeches are found in the book of 
“Acts.” - .......... . ....

■ Q.-—In-alii those books and speeches .is there mention
.jqade of a seant’J between Jesus and Moses and Elias? 

A.-—Therp;is jipne.
. ■ fiUDE CALLED.

Queetion.-^Did -yoilj or mot not, write one of the books 
of the New Testdmept?

• Answer.—I; d^fl. ' •
Q.—Is" tiiere any reference made in that book of yours, 

to a, meeting tom a mountain between’ Jesus, Moses and 
Elias?- T”-’; ” ■ ■

A.—There Ts^none. ' ■ '
■ ’ ' JUDGE FRANCIS’ CHARGE. .

The jury^ip, this case consists of tlie readers of The 
ProgressiypfTiiyikqr. To all such Isay; - 
. Ladies and Gentlemen:— The transfiguration and in-

mitted through inadvertanee or otherwise, little if any 
consideration is given it. This has been the rule and 
practice since Alfred, in all civilized courts even when the 
matter m dispute has no more than a nickel of value. - 

In Hip case under consideration I can find no reason for 
relaxing this rule, but many for enforcing it. -------------------- , —

The statements of Matthew, Mark and Luke are clearly Tbo68 books ar# ior gal<
what is termed in law “hearsay” in all particulars. They 
have not the merit even of second-hand evidence, for none 
of -them claim to have heard the story froin either of the 
real witnesses, Peter, James or John. They were doubt
less honest men, and told the story as they heard it, but 
their informants are unknown. .

Now where shall we look for the best testimony pro
curable, and thereby observe the rule of evidence I have 
stated? Manifestly to Peter, James and John. They 
were the witnesses especially chosen to be.such; and so fay 
as alleged were the only persons who saw it. I charge, 
therefore, that those three men who were easily procur
able, were the only persons on earth by whom the story 
can be proven truthful. ’ '• ‘ ‘

Peter, James and John have appeared, Imf upon, this 
subject are as silent as mummies in an Egyptian crypt. 
They wrote eight books of the Bible, but in them'all not 
a word of this interview can be found. Peter and James 
also made speeches that are preserved, but they contain 
nothing upon the question. Paul wrote fourteen books 
and was on intimate terms with the disciples, but appar
ently never heard of the event. He believed in a future 
life and'cited the resurrection of Christ in proof of its ex
istence. Had he known of this appearance of Moses aqd 
Elias fie was too good a logician to omit all reference to it, 
for that would go farther than a score of resurrections to 

„ . establish the reality of a life beyond the grave. The res-
terview wit-lrMoses and-Elias in the presence of three wit- urrection of one man and he a God, proves nothing with 
nesses, if founded in fact, is one of the leading events in —’-„ j
man’s history, a landmark of time, toward vvliich all eyes 
should be turned with gladness unmingled, and all hearts 
throb with satisfaction and joy. Up to that date our race 
had groped th darkness along the line of existence, some
times ^dazzled, by hope—which is a combination of desire 
and expectation, and sometimes lost in the Sarbonian bog

regard, to all mankind.
Jude wrote also but says nothing.
You will consider carefully the testimony of John, the 

beloved disciple, the successor of Jesus as son to Mary, 
the most intimate friend and admirer Jesus had. Can

Kate Field, A Record. Price $2.
A dtudy of Elizabeth Barrett Brows* 

In*. Price $1.26.
The World Beautiful. Three Berlei. 

Bach $1. .
After Her Death. New Edition. $1, 
From Dreamland Bent, And Other

STARTLING FACTS, OB
Deeds of Darkness Disclosed

This work devotes special attention 
to Auricular Confession and Its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re- 
iteiouB liberty. It Is Intended to Jie an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence of 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro
manism. Cloth, 75 cents.

“NO BEGINNING.
An Excellent Work for 

Thinkers.

. - PETER CALLED.
Question.—Slate your connection with the life and acts 

of Jesus, and the number of books written by you?
Answer.—I was a leading disciple and wrote two of 

those books. ■ •
Q.—State what part, if any, was taken by you aside 

from your writings regarding the spread of Christianity?
A.—I was one of the'earliest preachers of Christianity, 

a missionary and a very zealous one.
Q.—Have any of your speeches or sermons been pre-

served?
A.—Several of them were reported and are found in 

the book called “Acts of the Apostles.”
Q.—State whether or not in those writings and 

speeches any mention is made of a seance between Jesus, 
Moses and Elias, in your presence?

A.—There is none whatever. Some people have im
agined that I referred to that event in the 17th and 18th 
verses of the first chapter, of my second epistle, but that is 
an error. I wrote in those verses about a voice I, with 
others, heard from heaven, but nothing about Moses and 
Elias. •

' JAMES CALLED. . ..
Question.—-State your'connection-with the life and 

works of Jesus? • ■ . *. .. ., '
- .Answer.—-I. was one of.,the.twelve.djsei.pies and'an ar
dent follower; ■ I-wrote one book of the-New Testament,

1. That towns or cities-where the have passed away; of christening or 
local- society was able to do so, that dedication of our children.; of the ordl- 
they employ a regular speaker and have nation, or setting apart of ,,qur. public 
meetings twice every Sunday. workers, and of marriage, .and other

2, If not able to keep a speaker con- such ceremonies as usuallyjlevolve on 
llnually, that they apply to the state the clergy. >
secretary to be placed on a circuit and 3. Resolved,' That welj'^e, Spirltual- 

, agree to pay $15 per week for speaker ists of Iowa, are thoroughly tired of Ig- 
and entertainment, the speaker to give porant. platitudes on. our platforms; 
two lectures on Sunday and one during ’.that we see the necessity of an educa-
the week.

8. That home circles be maintained make theih the peers of the , average
in every family.

2 o'clock p. m. ' j
After opening exercises in the after

noon, President John-D. Vail read his -
report, which was full of the past year’s ■ 
work, and many recommendations for 
the future work. '

The report tells of over 200 meetings 
being held, under the auspices of the 
state association during the year, at an 
outlay to the state association of less 
than $25 for speakers and mediums, 
and that there were six local societies 
organized to which charters were giv
en, and two local societies that had not 
received their charters yet, making a 
total of eleven chartered societies and 
three without charters. ’

President Vail reported an increased , 
interest in Spiritualism and also in or
ganization, many now were in favor of 
organization who a few years ago, were 
opposed to it. .

President Vail also reported favor
ably on the circuit plan of work, which 
was recommended by him at the last 
annual convention, and asked for per? 
mission to give the plan a trial, which 
he did in two Instances, one of which 
was a complete success: the other 
failed in a measure for the reason that 
the local societies which were selected 
would not guarantee the amount neces-- 
sary regularly, but thinks that the local 
societies will become more in harmony 
with the plan, If persisted In for a few 
years, and it will grow in favor the 
longer it is used, but it has to be man
aged by one capable and willing to ac
cept many rebuffs, many discourage
ments, but if the plan is once adopted 
by a few local societies, it will not.be 
abandoned until the local is able to 
keefr a spealrer all the time.

President Vail reported that since the 
first year there had virtually been no 
subscriptions to the state association. 
That the-first year a private subscrip
tion was given in monthly payments,- 
amounting to- nearly if not quite $500. 
The second year did not exceed $G0 and 
the third year $40, and that this conven
tion must raise as large an amount as 
they did tire first year or no work could 
bo expected. Hence, on Friday, under 
the head, "Good of the Association,” 
President Vail secured seven subscrip
tions of $60 each to be paid monthly, be
sides several other smaller subscrlp
tions to be paid monthly, amounting in 
all to over $500. This amount is to bo 
used entirely in missionary work,. in 
pushing tho work into now Holds and 
strengthening tho old societies. The. 
largest portion of tho previous Subscrlp
tions have been expended, in. sending 
delegates to the N. S; A. convention. 
Hereafter the delegate, will be required 
to pay hla or he'r own-expOnsps or it will 
have to be>pald by the N. S. A., as.tho 

i convention voted against tho paying of 
dcogatea expenses?

Recommendations of- the president, 
,which were adopted,' were as follows.

4. That lyceums should be organized 4. Resolved, That for the purpose of 
and recommended them to write to carrying out this .systematic education 
John W. Ring for his paper and rules, of our workers, we endorse, recommend 
ctb. ■ and assist with our influence and means

5. That every society organize a the Morris Pratt School, located at 
choir, and always have music and sing- Whitewater, Wis.
Ing. ,5. Resolved, That as we regard our

6. That in the organization of a local religion as the best with which we are 
society it be done under strict rules and acquainted, it is our duty, to live it, and 
usages; that it Is better to have 10 to teach it to our children; and, that we 
members who feel their responsibility, therefore urge that wherever a half-
than 50 who do not have any.

you for a moment believe that if he had witnessed that
, , „ wonderful transaction—the most far-reaching and start*

of doubt and apprehension. Thus generation succeeded ling occurrence of his life-time, he would not have men- 
generation;.age'followed age, but the lights and shadows tioned it? So painstaking was he in his history that he 
continued in alternative activity. Man possessed no prior mentioned the crowing of a chicken (John 18:27). 1 
knowledge-that ¡he- should live after his body was laid would as soon believe that Napoleon could have written a 
away in the cem^terv, . .history of his wars and omitted the mention of Austerlitz.

But if Mos.es apd Elijah who had been dead many hun- Why, the idea is absolutely preposterous.
dred years,' were still living, others must live also who Every witness of the New Testament has given his tes- 
have passed through the experience called death, and in timony,vand none of them, except Matthew Mark and 
the absence of negative testimony, the proof became abso- Luke, has said a word in favor of the truthfulness of tlie 
lute that a future life is the destiny of all. story. All rests, therefore, upon the hearsay statements

This interview^ however, established another most im- of those persons.
portant fact; narffely, that under favorable circumstances, I charge that all the circumstances considered, the si- 
discarnate mafi.cifo visit men incarnate and converse with lence of Peter, James and John upon this subject, is tan- 
thern. It^'stabljghes still another fact, discarnate man tamount to and the legal equivalent of, a denial, which is 
can appeal) in a body that is real, tangible and apparently rendered doubly forcible by the silence of Paul’, and the 
permanent?? A ftaterialized body resembling the. one lie added fact that the phenomenon has never been dupli- 
occupied oH'oartij, so closely that he can be recognized. cated either by ancient or modern manifestations.

This wasjihe fi®t materialization mentioned in authen- --------- - ’
tic history.'-Possibly the experience of Jesus himself may Mr. Editor, I believe my undertaking has been fully ac- 
be an excejfiiori, |mt that is.in dispute! Nothing in Mod- complished. Let me hope that the practice of citing 
ern Spirittftiflismipan,parallel that event. Here, in pre- falsehoods on behalf of Spiritualism may cease. We can 
sumably.daylight, were recognized two men long since always rely on truth, for that is intellectual wealth, and 
dead, and ed reab’and tangible were they, and so plainly is found in abundance among our own mediums. There 
did they cinv.crs^ that one' witness, Peter, believed they is no necessity for poring over ancient writings to prove 
.had cojne $ stay4{}erinan<?ntly,.and proposed to build resi- that spirits commune with men. The old can ¿ve little, if 
dencesrtordbem.siiCertainly no other event in the life of any, light at all. Why, a man can learn more of Spirit- 
;Jl?sus!et]ua>fc ibindmportance. >■ .. • . ualism in one hour, with a medium of 3904, than is possi-
'.'NoW td e'M>|i|]i ther$a)ityfif any Qvent; the rule .of law file in a lifetime among the- myths and Iraditiona of-bar- 

is) tlie be%^^JiJ^jjC'j>roc|irqblc must bo introduced and barians living in the olden time.
ordinarily no-oiier-.wrlLbe; received, and even when ad- Topeka, Kansas. J. CLEMENT SMITH.

Ei H. Vandenburg, Clear Lake;.-Mr- W. 
A. Willing, Northwood; ME J. R- Robin
son, Otranto.,.., .. .. , '

Delegates to, the N. S. A.,-,1,904: John.- 
D.. Vail, Marshalltown;' J. N." Rapdall, 
.Ottumwa; W. A. .^yilllng, Northwood. 
Alternates: \Alma,. Hauser, Liscomb;, 
Dora Ci CrosoyJtesMoines; Mrs.-A. H. 
Gale, Mason City.. '

. There was miich. educational work 
done by lectures and tests. Lectures by 
Will J. Erwood,. Mdses Hull and Mattie, 
Hull; tests by Mrs, Eva McCoy and 
Will J. Erwood.'

The annual meeting closed on Sunday

establish the circuit plan of propagan
da, which had been only partially suc
cessful;- The plan was not easily in
augurated on account of the tardiness, 
amt in some instances the failure of cer
tain Societies to co-operate. They had, 
however, employed several speakers, 
prominent among the missionaries em
ployed was Jennie Hagàn-Brown, who 
did her work well; collected money 
enough to pay herself and to place 
quite a sum of money in the treasury.

George H. Brooks, Harry J. Moore,

BY THE WINDOW.

7. That a manager of speakers and assembled together and interested, we 
the circuit work be secured if possible, should establish Sunday-schools after 
one who can speak and do good test the general system of what is common
work in the field until they can build ]y called the children’s progressive ly- 
up a circuit for a speaker. Then place ceums.
one on that circuit and they will go 6. Resolved, That as vaccination Is 
and work up another, etc. a filthy, disease-breeding and health-de-
' .8. That the secretary be paid a stroylng operation, and, perhaps, no 
small salary. The convention voted to preventative of small-pox, we are ut- 
pay the secretary for actual time and terly opposed to all laws compelling an
expenses.

9. That the Morris Pratt School was ing matter from dead or diseased men 
worthy of our support and ought to be and animals injected into their persons, 
-better supported. The convention 7. Resolved, That as civilized peo- 
passed a resolution, That the State pie do not kill each other, either legally 
Spiritualist Association of Iowa will not or illegally, and that as we fondly hope 
ordain any one who has not first ob- we are approaching civilization, we are 
tained either a certificate or diploma opposed to the system of legalized mur- 
showlng them to be equipped for such der called papltal punishment.
work, from ihe Morris Pratt School fac- 8. Resolved, That war is only mur- 
ulty, or from some other institution of der, arson and plunder on a large scale, 
learning, of like character.- The certit- and as it always results in the triumph 
icate or diploma must show that said of might, and never in the triumph of 
candidate is prepared to logically ad- right only when it happens that right is 
dress and . use good language in their on the side of might, and that as na- 
work in. such a .manner that the edu- tlonal difficulties generally have to be 
cated public will not be shocked to hear settled by compromise even, at the 
them. ’ close of war, and that as differences

10. • The president’s recommendation can be settled as well by arbitration be
to assist the magnetic healers’ associa- fore war as after, we regard war as
tion to get a law passed for their pro
tection, was laid on tlie table.

11. - The presldeflt recommended tions are larger and more important
that ladies auxiliaries to the local bo-
cietleB be organized, even before the lo- 9. Resolved, That the armies of the 
cal society of the place is In shape to nations should bo converted into armies 
work. • . for producing-what nations and Indlvld-

12. That the per capita tax be in- uals need, and that the navies should 
creased, which was laid on the table. " be used to transport useful and needful

The committee on resolutions re
ported the following which were passed 
without opposition: ._ _ rules adopted by tho N. 8. A. in regard

Your committee, to whom was en- to proxies aro generally unsatisfactory, 
trusted tho work of forming and pre- and tend to promote dissatisfaction,

George W. Kates and wife, and other 
- speakers had done good ahd efficient

evening at 10 qlclopk in peace and har- work in the state. ■' 
mony, it being left most beneficial, an- During the year several new socle- 
nual meeting ever held in Iowa, and the ties had been organized and obtained 
most harmonious. ..If we are not mis- charters; others -were now ready to 
taken the cause of Spiritualism has send in their applications for charters, 
been greatly benefited and raised to a ~ ................
higher plane In Iowa.

JOHN D-VAIL, President.
The association had, during the year- 

Issued missionary certificates to George 
H. Brooks, T. W. Woodrow, Jennie Ha

- gan-Brown, and J. P. Johnson. And
Additional Report by Moses Hull.- mediums’ certificates to Mrs. Eva Mc- 
The third annual convention of the f’0/ an<^ ^rs; Rena Hoeck.

Iowa State Association of Spiritualists .On, organization he recommended 
was held at Clear Lake, In the northern ^uwas recommended
part of the state, Jan. 21-24, inclusive. by, , .N’ A' report contained 
It might be said that the meetings be- Ported words on the persecution of me
gan on the 20th, as there was a public -O‘um® state. It was
reception at the Elks Hotel on the u[8ed that Spiritualist speakers should 
evening of that day. The reception was more closely to Spiritualism in 
an enjoyable affair. Besides the enter- their administrations, and let side is- 
tainment given by । the little folks and msues on which we are liable to 
some of the-older--ones, encouraging dl“er> care of themselves.
speeches were made by Mrs. Hull, Rev. . , conclusion the president urged the
Will J. Erwood, President John D. Vail, local organizations of societies and ly- 
Mr. Randal, who is now vice-president ceun\8 wherever practical. He also 
of the association,'myself, and others. urged more harmony and a more thor- 

The weather was against us from first Consecration to the cause; more 
to last; I do not think the mercury got PMlanthropy and more practical char- 
up as high as zero once during - the ty; „ , ,, ,,, ,
whole convention. At one time the .,in all this was a grand conven- 
government thermometer registered as 0<>n’ ““ aU, w6nt w*th renewed 
low as 34 below zero. The result was courage, and more than- ever deter
that the attendance was not so large m*n®a d° a co-operative work for the 
from different parts of the state, • nor Bood of the cause.
from the city as It would have been un- MOSES HULL.

senting a series of resolutions express- and, in many instances discord, we aro 
ing our opinions on the Issues of the absolutely opposed to any kind of proxy 
day, our determinations, as a State system. - ■ ■ '
Spiritualist Association, has tried to do n. Resolved, That the thanks of 
its duty, and submits the following as this convention are due, and aro hereby 
the result of Its deliberations: , tendered , to the railroads and-the ho-

1. • Resolved, That fully believing in tele for courtesies extended; to the 
the loyalty to Spiritualism; and the In- newspapers which have advertised and 
telligence and tho integrity of the Na, noticed these meetings; .to the Clear 
tlonal Association of Spiritualists of Lake Spiritualist Society for tho-many 
America; we fplly endorse its efforts to favors and courtesies extended, and to 
properly present, Spiritualism before tlio officers of this association for the 
the. world, and'that even though some efficient and impartial manner in which 
qf us may not .indorse all ot Its meth- they have done their duties. J • 
ods, Wo.tally behove in and second its Respectfully submitted, 
every movement' . ■ MOSES HULL,

: 2.„ R'oSoJved;!That while .we do not W. A. WILLING,
think forms :.and ceremonies the most . . MRS. E./L. KIRK. -
.essential parts of Spiritualism, wo bo- Officers elected: John-D. Vail, prqsl- 
Hove that ft modest system of usages dent, Marshalltown; J. N. Randall, vice- 
wohld^nlfy .and otherwise Improve our president, Ottumwa; Dora C, Crosby, 
work; especially would wo recommend secretary, DesMolnes; W. T, Hamilton, 
tho adoption of a general form of ad- treasurer, Wellman. •
mission of members into our societies Trustees: Mrs. Jeanie V. Shaffer, Ot- 
and ohurches; of services for those who temwa; Mrs. Tenna Novell, Union; Mr,

der other circumstances, but bees were
never more industrious nor more co- .
operative than were the delegates as- 8END ME FLOWERS WHILE I
sembled. As for the citizens, those LIVING,
that could of them came and enjoyed ..........
the evening sessions. . genj me flowers while I’m living,

I never attended-a convention of Nature's choicest sweet perfume,
of more harmonl- .That I may sense their mode of giving,more intelligent nor of more harmoni

ous workers. The Evening and Sunday

I'M

From Mother Earth their charmed
speeches wane made by Rev. Will J; ______
Erwood, Mrw Hull 'and myself, and Do not wait until this mortal 
were all wellWecelvdfl by the audiences. Shall have passed from earthly view; 
Tests and readings were given by W. When my spirit's passed the portal 

Erwood and. Mrs. Eva McCoy, of Mar- pn not need them then, 'tls true;
shalltown, loiwa.- :e x '

As a medium or sjfoaker, Mr. Erwood Send flowers while I’m living, 
■ .... . Place them not upon my bier,

exhume,

needs no Wtad of commendation from - ...
me. He Is >Well anti favorably known not wait until that sad time 
throughout the "West. Mr. Erwood Is -To remember friendship dear, 
not only an itocollent speaker and me- 01v9 mQ now some sweetest token 
dium, but hsvcannotvbe excelled as an Of y°ur Wndly love for me, 
all-around wonker.vtfts. secretary of the That 1 may know of tIes unbroken, 
Wisconsin State-. -Spiritualist Associa- Bro Lpass the mystic sea.

To remember friendship dear.

tion he has won «olden opinions.
As for MrauMcCoy; of Marshalltown, 

she was a good medium- when'I first
Send your gentle,- loving sweet* 

thoughts, - ' , . "
met her, o5e year since; but’whon 1 LeVmoXp taeÄÄns 
saw her nt the Waulin’™«

This book, "No Bqgiuutag,” 1« b« 
William H. Maple. The Arena says os 
it: "The argument is unanswerable, . 
The book will at onco appeal to the rea
son of every reader, and leave him 
more amazed than ever at the urevsb. 
lence of tho theory of Creation.’’ Th«

Two has always been a fateful num. 
Free Thouglrt Ideal says: “We found it 
full of glittering thoughts tor thinkers, 
and tho very death warrant of Chris
tian Bupersy tion shlnca upon Its paces ” 
Waa 7« rente.

In Tune with Ihe Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Wlthlu youraolf ilea tbe cause of whatever enter« 
Into your life. To come Into tbe full realliatiuuof 
your own awakened Interior powori, !■ to ba able to 
condition your life In exact accord with what you 
would bare it.—From Title-Page.

COHTENTfl—I. Preludes II. The Supreme Fact of 
tbe Universe; HI. The Supreme Fact of Human Life; 
IV. Fullness of Life—Bodily Health and Vigor! V. 
Tho Secret, Power and Effect of Lovei VI. 'Wiidom 
and Interior Illumination; VIL The Realization of 
PerfectPeace; VUI. Coming Into fullneuof power; 
IX. Plenty of All Things—The Law of Proiperlty; 
X. How Men Have Become Prophets, Scera, Sages, 
and Saviors; XL The Basic Principle of All Religions 
—Tbe Universal Religion: XII. EuterlDjf Now Into 
tbe Realisation of the Hlgbeut Riches. For sale at 
this office, Price, postpaid, 11.25.

STANDING UP FOR JtSUS, 
Or what the Editor of the Freethinker's Maga
zine thinks of him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-live 
copies for 60 cents, .

Birth, Character and 
/nnny/ilLl Doctrine. By Edward Gib
bon. This Is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal 
Classics. It Is conceded to be historically cor
rect, and so exact and perfect In every detail as 
to bo practically beyond the roach of adverse 
criticism. This work will be found intensely 
interesting. Price, 115 cents.

A GREAT BOOK.
THE HULL-JAMIESON DEBATE. !

pne of Unflagging Interest Through 
/ —It Should Be In the Hands of 

Every Spiritualist and 
Freethinker.

I was sitting by tho window, 
The sky was all agleam 

With the lovely glow of splendor 
That ofttimes glints a dream;

The glorious hand of an angel 
Flung heaven’s gateway wide;

And I caught the dome of wonder 
From a glimpse on the other side.

I knew when I sat there thinking 
Of those I loved the best,

A freed soul passed the portal 
For a long and longed-for rest;

Passed through the pearly archway 
■ To that land where flowers enfold; 
Passed into bliss Immortal, 

No longer to be old.
Oh, joy! when sunrise opens, 

And the light it does inclose, 
Will lead me through the portal 

To a glad and sweet repose; .
I know that I shall find him 

In that world so pure and fair, 
My own beloved darling

With a kiss on the ambient air.
Days of grief forever ended, 

Freed from woes and bitter ills 
To wander ’mid the sunbeams 

That deck the Emerald hills;
I feel each soul remembers 

The friends it left below, 
And whisper oft the same old words 

It whispered long ago.
Rose L. Bushnell DonnElly. 

San Francisco, Cal.

A Drop of Blood
Taken from a person who has for a few 
months used Vernal Palmettona (for
merly known as Vernal Saw Palmetto 
Berry Wine) is pure and free from 
taint.

We say a few months, because it 
takes time to overcoma the effect of 
years of careless living In the matter of 
diet, Bleep and dissipation. This great 
one dose a day remedy gives quick re
lief from indigestion, constipation, dys
pepsia, headache and all kinds of kid
ney, liver and stomach trouble, but as 
the impurities entered the system slow
ly, so they must bo gotten rid of.

Poisons and disease germs creep into 
the bloody through the retention of im
pure waste matter in the stomach and 
bowels and through inactive kidneys 
and a lazy liver. Vernal Palmettona 
gives gentle aid to the weakened-digest- 
ive organs. Gradually they gain 
strength and aro finally able to perform 
their natural functions without any 
help. When tills stage Is reached, use 
a little judgment in what you eat and 
drink and you will have no more 
trouble. You'll be able to do twice as 
much work as before, whether It Is done 
with your hands or brain.

Perhaps you have read this kind of 
talk before and have found the remedy 
talked about to be a flat failure in your 
case. If bo, you aro prejudiced. Know
ing that such a prejudice often exists, 
we give every one a chance to try Ver
nal Palmettona before they buy. It is 
on’sale at all leading drug stores, but 
you con try it, free of expense. Write 
us for a free sample bottle' tb-day. It 
will be promptly sent postpaid. If, it 
does you good, it Is easy to step Into a 
drug store and got a full size bottle. 
The druggist will not try to Bell you 
something else. If ho does he is an ex
ception, for druggists know that Vernal 
Palmettona is the best remedy of its 
kind in existence. VorrtM Remedy Co., 
452 Seneca Building, Buffalo, N. Y. ...

saw her at.tho Waukesha1,’’Wid.,-’camp- 
meeting, she Imd-sigreatly- improved. rphpHk pnrirh mv mnntnl hnlni- ' Since that her imiitovomonf has been’ 1 Bring mortM blesBl^veWiitold 
marvelous. If she’ continues to Im- s “gem’now while Im seckimr’ 
prove during the curent year as she °viXn t<i unfold
has In tho past,,site will be the equal of My menttU V19lon t0 unrold’
any; medium in^America. Besides that When Tvo passed into sweet dream- 
her life has. been such that everybody land, . • - .
believes; in her -„‘integrity, ahd' honor; .■-Wlien my spirit’s fled away.
She ls "not without honor" even "in her When I've reached the heights Immor- 
own country’.'—‘the town and -country ’ • tal; ■ :
where she .wa?‘bom and-still-lives. - When Wo left this earthly clay 
- The president In his report; argued Send the flowers of your heart-thoughts 
that thexnly. way for Spiritualism to Out-to mo—I’ll grasp their thomo,
rid itself of fraudulent mediums end And return those kindly tokens 
other barnacles, was by a thorough and Of IlXa Immortal which w6 dream. , ____________ ___________"Why I Am a Vegetarian ” By 3. 

Howard Moore. An address before tlio

- ---............................................... .  ..
..."... .....' r....Ext.......... ' ’ a. ... S...... Î

This book, containing nearly 600 
closely printed . pages, should have a 
million circulation. Price - $1. It la- ' 
chockful of rapid-firing ideas, and is th« 
ablest debate, on both sides, ever pub* 
lished. Send for it.

Taifeurand's Letter to the Pooe. 
This work will be found especially interesting 
to all who would desire to make a study of Ro* 
manlsm and the Bible. Tho historic facts stat
ed, and the keen, scathing review of Romish 
ideas and practices Bhould be read by all. Price 
25 cents.

’ mollie fancher; ^
Tho Brooklyn Enigma.

An authentic) statement of facts in tho life of 
Mary J. Fancher, tho psychological marvel of 
the nineteenth century. Unimpeachable testi
mony of many witnesses. By Abram H. Dalley. 
With illustrations. Price, cloth. il.&O. 

Works if Thomas Paine
A new edition in paper covers with large clear typfe 

comprising;
Age of Reason...... .25 cts. 
Rights of Man.......... 25 cts.
Crisis......................... 25 cts.
Common Sense..........15 cts.

Tht. 1. a aplendtd opportunity to aecore tbea. stand
ard work., as tho price Is within the roach ot all. For 
Bale at this office. ..............
THE“ SPIRITUAL-ALPS

And How We Ascend Them.
Bow to reach that altitude where spirit Is supreme 

and all things aro subject co It. By Moses Hull. Price 
In cloth. <0 cents; paper 25 cts. For sale at this office.

K
U DD77H Ethics of Marriage. By 
n n r / / n ahc* b. swekbam, 
lIllL'jLXJl D. Karezza makes a 
plea for a better birthright for children, ana 

alms to lead individuals to sock a higher do* 
volopment of themselves through most sacred 
relations. It is pure In tone and alm. and 
Bhould be widely circulated. Price, cloth, Si.

ft, SCHOPEffltRlSSAYr 

Translated by T, B. Saunders. Cloth. 76 cents. 
“Schopenhauer is one of tho few philosophers 
who can Jje generally understood without a 
commentary. All his theories claim to be 
drawn direct from facts, to be suggested by ob* 
serration, and to interpret the world as it is | 
and whatever view he takes, hols constant in 
his appeal to tbe experience of common life. 
This characteristic endows his style with a 
freshness and vigor which would be difficult to 
match in tho philosophic writing ot any conn* 
try, and impossible in that or Germany.”-* 
Translator.

“ ORIGIN OF LIF® “
•Od How the Bplrlfoflbdy Grow*. By M. Furadiyi 
price. 10c. For salivRhi* office .

What Ail the World’s a-Seeking.
RALPH WALDO TR1XE.

Eachli building hit world from within*, thought Ie 
the builder; for thoughts aro forces.—subtle, vita), 
irresistible, omnipotent,—and according as used do 
they bring power or Impotence, peace or pain, success 
prraUuro.—From Title-page. t

Tbo above books are beautifully bound In gray-green 
raised doth, stamped In deep old-groen aud gold, with 
gUttop. Price, *1.25. For solo al this office.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Churlos Dawbarn. A sdentino rehearsal 

that Is truly Interesting. Price, 10 coms.

M TALMUDAXLU1UUU book, ita commentaries, 
tCRchlugs, poetry, and legends. Also brief 
sketches of the men who made and commented 
upon it. ByH. Polang. 850 pp. Price, cloth; 51 ’

TfieCfirist Question Settfefl.
Jesus, Man, Medium, Martyr. A symposium 
by W. E, Coleman, J. S. Loveland, Hudson Tut- 
tlo, Moses HUH, JJ R. Buchanan, B. B. Hill. 
Rabbi I. M. Wise, Col. Ingersoll—and what the

.A* A «• PEEBLES, M. 0. Whether Hile book nettles tho question or nt>t, 
It will bo round eminently entertaining, and 
brings together a moss ot ovldonoo to establish 
tbe historical character of Jesus, A largo 
volume. Brloo. cloth. SI.25. . ’
POEMS FROTTIHE INNER LlFg 

By Lizzie Doton. These jxnma arc truly ia* 
3plrattoiml(^ a« staple as sugar. FrloHtog,
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ECHOES OF THE SYMPOSIUM
materiaiiziDg, Independent / -writ

oil asIng, trumpet speaking, etc.,--
Mediumship. ,

Hence, all of these phates must be

LYMAN C. HOWE. M8S. FLORENCE HUNTLEY.

The Great Psychological Crime
ñ Comparison oí Views anti me Reasons 

Thnrnior.
Lyman C. Howe, the veteran Spiritualist Lecturer and 

Medium, a man well and favorably known as one 
\of the foremost thinkers and writers in our ranks, 
Will Champion the Gause of Truth as reflected in 

■< ppiritualism, while Mrs Florence Huntley, the well- 
Known Author and Journalist, will defend all the 
statements in The Great Psychological Crime, 
which Mr, Howe will dare to assail, making a series 
of articles instructive, suggestive and inspiring, and 
which every Spiritualist should rhost carefully read.

UlÙAN C. HOWE REPLIES TO MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY

Mrs Florence Huntley: —
My Dear Instructor:—Your last let

ter was anticipated and answered be
fore it was written L But a few points 
were overlooked, for I sensed the propo
sition to limit our correspondence to 
one or two columns somewhere 
on its way to my conscious
ness. Still I may trespass a little more, 
If I find the case demands It. You very 
kindly help me out by leaving some 
points in question to our readers to set
tle, arid 1 am agreed to all you say on 
that point. Neither do 1 challenge any 
of the witnesses you have put on the 
stand. I accept your word for all you 
relate of those ugly experiences. But 
they do not change my view at all. In 
fact, though mediums have not taken 
me into their confidence, and rehearsed 
to me in. detail their darkest pages and 
most secret sorrows, I have known 
something of,their complaints of the 
niischievoug, lying, meddlesome, and 
annoying pranks of certain Diakka who 
are permitted to torment their victims. 
I have heard some accounts of trials 
which appeared like genuine cases of 
obsession, apparently by evil disposed, 
and even malicious spirits, who delight 
In human misery.

That such spirits exist, and, for a pe
riod, longer or shorter, indulge Uieir 
perverted instincts, and abuse negative 
sensitives, who have not yet developed 
the superior conditions of mediumship, 
I do not dispute. I tliink nearly all 
Spiritualists believe in such wicked 
meddlers, and pity tlieir victims. It is 
also quite likely that many dark deeds 
and sad experiences, never come to the 
knowledge of even confidential friends. 
The same may be said of thousands of 
families who have "skeletons in the 
closet,” and live in the world with the 
sanction of law, and Christian approval, 
where “holy matrimony” ordains the 
authority that murders love, prostitutes 
helpless sensitive woman, and covers

■. conditions that would cause all good < 
r' neppl'e to shudder with horror, if the 
' veil were lifted and facts laid bare. ' 
- But this does not prove that love is an i 

evil and matrimony a blight upon the i 
civilization of the world; nor that all ' 
married people abuse themselves and 
their privileges, and that marriage is 
an unmitigated evil.

- • The testimony of your witnesses who 
havo suffered In silence reminds me of 
a witness in the long ago, who Baid: 
“Come and see the man who told me all 
I ever did.” But the prophet had only 
told he? a ver^ few of all her life-acts 
and experiences. They tell you that 
the "Book Is true from beginning to 
end, and that they have proven- it.” 
Have they proven that a hypnotized 
subject remains a victim after the 
death of the body, and that both the 
subject and the operator are bound by 
a fatal tie, that neither can break with
out the consent and co-operation of the 
other? and that even then it sometimes 
requires years of struggle before they 
can free themselves from the bondage 
created by a hypnotic experience that 
both may have forgotten? Have they 
proven that the average life of medi
ums is but a fraction over seven years?

Have they proven that mediumship in 
all of Its phases, and in every degree of 
development, progressively paralyzes 
the brain, and destroys the intellect?

• It seems to me that these witnesses 
have proven but a very small part of 
the statements contained In the book. 
So far as it appears from your account 
of their experiences, they do not even 

■ prove that mediumship is destructive In 
Its essential nature and influence, or 
that there is any destructive process 
that even approximately destroys the 
individual life of any human soul.

You still insist that I do not correctly 
represent the author’s meaning as to 
what science knows of ultlmates. It 
seems to me. you must have failed to 
grasp and analyze my expressions. 1 
do not insist that he dogmatizes on the 
ULTIMATE DESTINY OF THE HU
MAN SOUL. Neither do I. But he 
talks of ULTIMATES, as if he did “con
template” that THERE ARE ULTI
MATES, and that science is after them 
with all the means within its reach; 
and that it has traced the individual 
life into. If not beyond, the "second 
dtath.'" This is even further than my 
suggestion as to the ultimate bearings 
of the temporary factors In the evolu- 
tlon of individuality.

The repeated expression, "So far as 
science knows,” indicates that science 
does know something, and then what 
follows; "Total individual extinction," 
is manifestly "contemplated” by the au
thor as the probable ULTIMATE OF 
THE HUMAN SOUL. I do not see that

taken as destructive to health, paralyz
ing the brain, demoralizing the lutel- 
loct, and ruinous .to. body and soul. 
How, then, can one practice medium
ship daily for ten, twenty, thirty, and 
even forty years, without developing- a 
single symptom of intellectual, moral, or 
physical injury?

A single exception might not disturb 
the rule; but hundreds of them do. In 
my last I presented two cases that seem 
to show that mediumship DOES NOT 
necessarily Injure Ijddy or mind. 
Abuses of it, like all other abuses, oL 
course are harmful. I will now offer' 
more testimony!

In answer to a series of questions to 
Clara Watson, of Jamestown, N. Y., 
thé following are her answers :

a
Question.—How long have you been 
medium?
Answer.—Thirty years.
Q.—How frequently have you been

educated, blessed la my ipediumshlp. 
Never had school education after 12 
years of age. My spirit guides have 
been my helpful teacher»—especially 
John Pierpont and John lUirrdt They 
have been educational Wid spiritual 
guides in the highest interpretation, of 
the word guidance. I think my reason
ing powers are fairly good, As for my 
will it’is riot and never has weakened. 
My family know me as a strong-willed 
individualized entity. HaiV haij splen
did memory. Hence at Banner'.circles 
spirits could use my bi’ain 66' give 
names, dates and oilier, fabts for. Identi
fication.'¿I am naturally skeptical. 
Never very credulous or easily led. 
Want logic and fact.

In the letter accompanying these an
swers Mrs. Longley sayB:i:!>I haVb been 
a trance, personating, test, talking, 
writing medium since Feb. l(j,( 1868. 
When 14 years old IlisV enhanced. 
Have been in deep trance condition so

In one of the quotations you make, 
the author says: "The exact and scien
tific significance or meaning of this 
spiritual or second death IS NOT YET 
KNOWN WITH ABSOLUTE CER
TAINTY.” Now this and other quota
tions show that the author holds that 
SCIENCE DOES KNOW that this 
SPIRITUAL OR SECOND DEATH is a 
reality; that it does occur; and it seems 
to me his language clearly Indicates 
that science knows that tills spiritual 
death is complete extinction of the in
dividual life. But the inference seems 
to be that possibly there may be some
thing still left over that may some
time and somewhere, rise- again, and 
continue the original process of Indi
vidual evolution in progressive immor
tality.

If the author means to be understood 
that science Is not quite sure that there 
is any such SPIRITUAL OR SECOND 
DEATH, 1 shall be glad to be corrected, 
and rejoice that it "has turned out” 
that, after all, the "Destructive princi
ple of nature In individual life" may be 
limited, and not a fundamental and 
eternal reality. That science after all 
DOES NOT KNOW that it reaches the 
ultimate destiny of the soul. Then 
there is hope for us poor sinners who 
have trusted in the righteousness of na
ture and the blessings of mediumship.

Nevertheless, if this destructive prin
ciple, has continuously acted In ONE 
WAY in all that is known of human life 
and individual evolution, and that way 
downward toward spiritual death, and 
has got out of the reach of science only 
by GETTING BEYOND THE SECOND 
DEATH, and total individual extinc
tion, I would rather be on the "SAFE 
SIDE,” and not get Into "the last 
ditch," to take my chances of picking 
mvseif out of the mysterious depths of 
INFINITE NOTHING, and without 
help building an individuality that may 
defy the agents of destruction, and live

under spirit control or impression?
A.—Times without number; more or 

less every month during all th^ years.
Q.—Have you ..ever realized any in

jury to your physical health as a result 
of mediumship?

A.—No. Have always been healthy.
Q.—Has mediumship weakened your 

memory?
A—No. But on the contrary, 

strengthened it.
Q.—Have you realized any Influence 

from mediumship that weakened your 
power of Intellectual concentration and 
iogical thinking?

A.—No. But have been greatly aided 
therein.

Q.—Has mediumship weakened your 
power to do business of any kind in 
your normal state?

A.—No, but been a helper.
Q.—Have you ever been troubled 

with evil or obsdBsing spirits?
A.—No. All Inlluepces have been ot 

the most exalting nature.
I have known Clara Watson over thir

ty years. Sh? is a vigorous writer, as 
readers of The Progressive Thinker 
realize, and she has her own opinions 
and declares them as freely and Inde
pendently as any Theosophlst could de
sire. Her testimony does not support 
Uie destructive principle credited to all 
mediumship.

E. W. Sprague testifies:
Question.—How long have you been a 

medium?
Answer.—Since September, 1881. 

Was controlled the first time I sat in a 
circle.

Q.—Are you ever entranced?
A.—I always spoke In a trance when 

I began; Sometimes unconscious; but 
oftener conscious, but helpless. These 
three phases are often manifested in one 
lecture, viz., Inspiration, conscious 
trance, unconscious trance.

Q.—How often have you submitted to 
spirit control ?

A.—The first six years, once, at least, 
every day. Since that time there have 
been years in which I have been con
trolled from once to nine times in a day. 
Tli ere Is hardly a day now that I do not 
commit the "Great Psychological 
Crime.” '

Q.—Have you ever realized Injury to 
your health as a result of mediumship?

A.—My health has been much better. 
It improved at once, when I began to 
practice my mediumship. I have been 
in perfect health ever since.

Q.—Have you ever experienced harm 
to your intellect as a result of medium
ship?

A,—Not to my knowledge. I think it

as to appear lifeless—or very nearly so 
for periods lasting from 2 to 48 hours, 
in my early years of mediumship, never 
fully unconscious of mortal surround
ings however. Was message medium 
for Banner of Light 14 years; for Voice 
of Angels 3 years, for Light of Truth 
about a year. Have given sittings and 
circles for many years during my me
diumship.”

The nervous prostration in Mrs. Long
ley’s case does not count as a witness 
for the destructive process In medium
ship. It is quite a common experience 
among overworked professional men; 
and the fact that It was 18 years ago, 
and that she rallied from it with great
er ability for work, and has continued 
to work AS A MEDIUM, and also in 
secular pursuits, and is still at work, as 
the efficient secretary of the N.‘S. A., 
and giving trance lectures as her time 
permits, and shows uo decline of Intel
lectual vigor, is pretty conclusive evi
dence that In her case, at least, MEDI
UMSHIP IS NOT A DESTRUCTIVE 
PROCESS.

Although this letter Is already too 
long, there Is one more point that 1 feel 
ought to be considered without delay. 
It illustrates the tendency to misunder
stand and misconstrue expressions, 
when the writer is entirely sincere, and 
possessed of a brilliant intellect. If we 
fail to correctly Interpret each other's 
language, how can we expect our read
ers to understand our meanings? I will 
quote verbatim from your words:

"One of the most interesting state
ments contained in your last letter is 
this: ‘In the fifty years that I have been 
associated with mediums In a large va
riety of phases, and under many vary
ing conditions I HAVE NEVER MET 
WITH ONE SUCH CASE.' You are 
here referring to cases which Illustrate 
the destructive effect of the subjective 
prbeess.” After quoting my words ’you 
proceed to relate several cases of dis
tress that have come to your knowledge, 
and offer them as testimony against my

Letter From Parkland, Pa.
To the Editor:—As many of the read

ers of The Progressive Thinker knew 
Parkland in the days of yore when it 
was a prosperous camp-meeting ground, 
and from its rostrum taany of the best 
speakers in ¡the land sent forth Inspired 
utterances of the grand truth of Spirit
ualism to lar$e and appreciative audi
ences, a few thoughts from this beauti
ful rural spot may not come amiss.

As to why it failed to continue as 
such, into the details I will not enter; 
suffice it to say, it was turned into an 
excursion ground; amusement made the 
first consideration; the meetings sec
ondary, the latter growing leas and less 
iuntil Parkland finally ceased to be a 
camp-meeting place.

Yet a few earnest souls ever believed 
in its resurrection on a higher spiritual 
basis. And we feel sure the thought of, 
these went out on waves of light, and 
met the thought of those who also felt 
the need of a Spiritualist camp-meeting 
in Uris section.

On July 5, 1903, a grove meeting was 
held here under the auspices of the 
First Association of Spiritualists of 
Philadelphia, Pa., followed that even
ing by services in the hall. After that 
two meetings on each Sunday were 
held here during the summer, with
Richard F. Adams as chairman. The

on forever.
You claim 

POTHESIS” 
author, upon

that "It is a similar HY- 
to that presented by the 
which I base my conclu-

has greatly increased my mental 
ers in every way.

Q.—Has mediumship Injured 
memory?

A.—Not in the least?
Q.—Has mediumship weakened

pow-

your

your

statement, and giving me credit 
truthfulness, you assume that the 
son for my ignorance is that these 
fering mediums have not given

for
rea- 
suf-

L-
-•

me

begun a great work, a sacred work! 
And if we are but true to ourselves, we 
will be true to it; and being true to a 
just cause we will attract frotn both tho 
seen and the unseen side of life all the 
help we need; and from this apparently 
small beginning a mighty spiritual force 
shall go forth to enrjclj the world.

ELIZABETH M. FISH,
Secretary.

Floral Heights, Parkland, Eden P. O., 
Pennsylvania.

HOW ROSE VALENTE
ACHIEVED A FORTUNE

An Interesting Story of How 

a Young Woman Succeed
ed in Business—A Chance 
for Others To Do So Too.

GREAT 
INDUCEMENT!

NEVER BEFORE

OFFERED 
BY

ONE PAPER.

sion that there is no such thing as a 
"destructive principle of nature in in
dividual life." And again you say, as 
to my denial of the destructive princi
ple, etc., "You base this conclusion upon 
the HYPOTHESIS or theory, Uiat 
there is no such thing as ULTIMATE 
destruction of individual life."

This is a radical mistake. It is true 
that in my first denial, I spoke of lite 
and death as factors In a common pro
cess of evolution. Preferred to the “ul
timate bearings of these factors” as all 
tending in one direction, but I did not 
predicate this upon any HYPOTHESIS 
of the ultimate of the soul. In a later 
letter I undertook to show that In your 
Illustrations of the "destructive pro
cess of nature in individual life," there 
was no indication that any harm had 
happened to the spiritual. Individual. 
All of the destructive processes re
ferred to were simply and only DE
STRUCTION OF PHYSICAL ENVIR
ONMENTS that had become OB-

ability to think clearly and to concen
trate your thoughts at will?

A.—No sir. It has greatly assisted 
me to do both.

Q.—Have you realized any tendency 
of spirit control toward any immoral
ity?

A.—My mediumship has been helpful 
and uplifting. My spirit friends have 
always taught morals, and the sad con
sequences of immorality. I have never 
realized any tendency of spirit controls 
toward any immorality.

Mrs. A. Atcheson testifies:
Question.—How long have you been a

medium?
Answer.—Fourteen years.
Q.—Are you ever entranced?
A.—Yes.
Q.—How. often have you been । 

trolled by spirits? •
A.—Whenever 1 give up to it.
(This answer is too indefinite

serve the use desired.—L. C. H.)
Q.—Have you ever experienced 

jury to “health from the exercise of

con

to

STRUCTIVE to individual advance-
ment, and nature employed her de-
structive agencies 
OBSTRUCTIONS,

AGAINST THESE 
and NOT AGAINST

piy interpretation of the author’s lan
guage is In any way disturbed by your 
latest exegesis. Eternity, immortality, 
ultimate destiny, and the totality of all 
tilings, seem to be out of the reach ot 
science, and all human knowledge; and 
so far as I can see must forever remain 
feo. But when we look over a' period of 
a, million years and find the testimony 
of nature invariably sustaining one con
sistent relation of cause and effect, and 
a continuous advancement of individu
alisation, as the most definite expres
sion of progress, and such individualiza
tion steadily rising from the mechan
isms of physical nature, to the orderly 
expression of Intellect, and moral and 
spiritual consciousness, it seems decid
edly probable that the next million 
years will continue the same order, and 
advance along similar lines, to
wards the same conclusions. If this or
der continues forever, we must infer 
that the ultimate, though never to bo 
reached, since there Is no end to eter
nity, must bo if It were possible to bo 
obtained, In the same direction that, all 
the antecedents of the ages have con
tinuously pointed.' ,

THE INDIVIDUAL LIFE AT ALL. The 
destruction was to PROTECT. CON
SERVE, AND ASSIST THE INDIVID
UAL LIFE in its continuous course of 
PROGRESSIVE EVOLUTION. It re
quired no hypothesis or theory, of the 
ULTIMATE DESTINY OF THE SOUL. 
It had reference to the IMMEDIATE, 
PRESENT, effect upon the individual 
life, if there is no evidence that the 
destruction of physical environments, 
ultimating in death of the body, Is de
structive to the individual life, there is 
no need of any HYPOTHESIS of the 
ultimate destiny of the soul to Impeach 
the testimony of the book. Since in this 
life the destructive principle seems to 
act as a help to the development of in
dividual life, by removing obstacles in 
its way, It would seem probable that 
the same is true of the individual after 
the death of the body, and that all of 
the destruction that "science knows” Is 
in the interest of the soul, to assist it 
in clearing the way for its own advance
ment, and this WITHOUT ANY REF
ERENCE TO ULTIMATES.

It is true that I have a theory, or be
lief, that all human souls are immortal; 
hut I do not predicate my reasoning, or 
argument upon that, or any other the
ory, but upon PROVEN FACTS. The 
author declares that it is a scientific 
demonstration that ^death does not 
change the individual life. Then all of 
the destructive processes that ultimate 
In physical dissolution, must be count
ed out. They are natural, Inevitable, 
and conservative of the individual life. 
If that life Js a continuation of this as 
the author teaches, it seems to me the 
same law holds good all along the line. 
This is no HYPOTHESIS, or theory, 
having no proof behind it. It is a 
statement of FACTS, as attested by the 
author of the book and the "School of 
science.” Until some new light is 
thrown upon these facts, my claim that 
IT HAS TURNED OUT that there Is no 
such principle in nature as the author 
represents, holds good.

I must omit several Important points 
in your very interesting letter, and re
call them at another time. I want to 
offer more testimony. It should bo 
borne in mind by readers that I endeav
or to accept the author's definitions) as 
far as ho lias given them, and that his 
definition of mediumship covers three 
specifications. ' CONTROL of the 
WILL, VOLUNTARY POWERS AND 
SENSORY ORGANISM. That he 

' classes trance, automatic writing, inspl- 
National speaking, Itnprcsslonnl med!

' timshlp, clairvoyance, dalruudlence, 
emotional insanity, delusional insanity,

diumship?
A.—No, 

health.
Q.—Has 

memory?
A.—No.
Q.—Has

in- 
me-

never. But have gained

mediumship injured

mediumship weakened

your

intellectual powers?
A.—No. It has helped me.
Q.—Have you experienced any 

bility to think consecutively and

your

d Isa- 
con-

centrate your mind at will when in the 
normal condition?

A.—It has never affected my mind 
when in the normal condition.

Q.—Have you ever been troubled with 
mischievous or evil spirit?

A.—No, never.
Q.—Have spirits ever tried to allure 

or Impel you against your own moral 
judgment?

A.—No, never.
I have known Mrs. Atcheson ten 

years or more, and I think I can safely 
vouch for the integrity of her Inten
tions and the truthfulness of her an
swers. She gives her time and talent 
to the cause, working in and tor the 
spiritual society, giving private sittings 
and public lessons in her parlors, and 
lecturing and giving tests tor the socie
ty at Niagara Falls every Sunday even
ing, and shows no signs of mental or 
physical decay, or moral devolution.

E. W. Sprague is too well known to 
need my endorsement. I have known 
him thirty years or more, as a man of 
solid qualities and reliable character.

Mary T. Longley testifies:
Mrs. Longley’s splendid letter in the 

Symposium leaves little to be said of 
her mediumship. But I wrote her for a 
few points In answer to my questions as 
follows: ’

Question.—How long have you been a 
medium? ,

Answer.—Thirty-five years. Nearly 
all the years in continuous work as a 
medium. . - ...

Q.—Are Jou ever entranced?
A.—Thousands of times.
Q.—Have you ever realized any in

jury to physical health that you could 
reasonably charge to mediumship?

A.—As one in any continued and ex
acting business, or profession, must of 
necessity feel a tax on the physical sys
tem, demanding rest and time for re
cuperation, bo I have at times felt tired, 
and in need of rest—had a spell of nerv
ous prostration eighteen years ago, and 
rallied with greater ability for work.

Q.—Have you ever experienced any 
mental deterioration, such as loss of 
memory, inability to think consecutive
ly, loss of power to concentrate your 
mind at will, or inability to assert your 
reason and Individuality as a conse
quence of the exercise of your medium
ship? - : . ,

A.—I have been mentally stimulated;

their confidence. Your quotation of my 
words is accurate; and the statement 
that I was “referring to cases which il
lustrate the destructive effect of the 
subjective process” is $lso correct. 
But your application of it is entirely IN
CORRECT AND MISLEADING. I was 
NOT referring to any causes of obses
sion, or vicious controls, or the secret 
sufferings of mediums fi;om the influ
ence of wicked spirits. The cases to 
which I referred were distinctly stated 
in my letter. It was specified tliat the 
two cases I referred to were those re
lated in the book at pages 218-19, one a 
man, the other a woman, both splendid 
types of intellectual manhood and wo
manhood; and in less ihan’-twh years 
from the time they began the develop
ment, each was ruined, each .was re
duced to ‘'maundering mental’ wrecks 
more pitiful than language’can picture.” 
These two cases as illustrating the de
structive effects of mediumship, are 
what I wrote of when I said I HAVE 
NEVER MET WITH ONE SUCH 
CASE. Yet as you quote and apply it, 
there is scarcely a resemblance between 
them. But I have not the least doubt 
that you intended to correctly report 
my language. In this case it was not 
because my language was .“subtle” or 
"vague,” that you could not understand 
it. But your mind was on the destruct
ive process, and you regarded any and 
every experience that seemed unfavor
able to mediumship, as applicable to the 
case in question. Did these mediums 
that gave you their confidence show the 
"maundering” idiocy that these two 
cases are represented to show, as a re
sult of two years of mediumship?

I repeat, I HAVE N&VER MET 
WITH SUCH A CASE; nor do I recall 
of ever hearing of one, until I read the 
book.

“What I will not that I cannot do."
You seem to think you have turned 

my words against my argument, in that 
I said I COULD NOT TRY. But I 
COULD HAVE TRIED IF I HAD 
WANTED TO.

DESIRE IS NOT A CREATURE OF 
THE WILL, but its CREATOR. It, in 
turn, is created by antecedents and cir
cumstances over which the will has had 
no control.

Definitions: I. Personal Accounta-
bility. Individual dependence upon, 
and responsiveness to, all the causes in 
the Cosmos that reach the Individual 
through antecedent and environment.

This includes rewards and punish
ments.

2. It depends upon cause and effect 
perpetually relating the Individual to 
Nature and Society.

Question. “Is crime a necessary fac
tor in, or aid to, the evolution of man 
as an Intelligent soul?”

Answer. I think not. But It repre
sents a condition from which SOME 
SOULS cannot escape without the ex
perience of the reaction, the discipline 
of pain and repentance. With increas
ing interest In the problems of two 
world relations an? admiration of your 
genius, and generous spirit and frater
nal good will, I remain your-dull pupil 
in search of knowledge. ..

LYMAN C. HOWE.

following speakers and mediums will
ingly gave their services: Captain F. J. 
Keffer, Mrs, Minnie Brown, Mrs. Eliza- j 
beth T. Alloway, Richard F. Adams, ' 
Prof. A. Stevens, Mrs. S. Snyder, Mrs. ■ 
Elizabeth Cutler, Mrs. Mary J. Jen
nings, Hon. Thomas M. Locke, Mrs. Sa
rah E. Phillips, Arthur Groom, Stanton 
Metlin, C. H. Barry, William Grosseck, 
Mrs. Luce, Mrs. Sarah Anthony and W. 
Rawson.

These meetings had the desired effect 
of arousing a greater interest In the re
establishment of a camp-meeting at this 
place, culminating in the organization 
of a society for that purpose, on Sun
day, August 30, 1903, when a little band 
of earnest Spiritualists and friends of 
the cause convened in the hall. And 
though King Sol did not show bls face 
during the whole day, yet we knew he 
was shining behind the clouds,and those 
who did attend felt no depression of 
spirit from the dampness outside, nor 
lack of a large assembly, for they came 
with the thought of a great purpose.

Beautiful flowers adorned the ros
trum, adding grace and beauty to the 
scene—among these a vase of great 
golden double sunflowers occupied a 
prominent position.

A membership of 42 names was 
formed, and the following officers were 
elected: President, Richard F. Adams; 
vice-president, Prof. A. Stevens; secre
tary, Miss Elizabeth M. Fish; corre
sponding secretary, Mrs. Thomas M. 
Locke; treasurer, William R. McGlenn, 
all of Philadelphia, Pa., except the sec
retary, whose summer and winter home 
is here.

Since the organization of our baby so
ciety, a business meeting has been held 
in the city of Philadelphia on the third 
Saturday In each month, to look after 
important matters in reference to our 
coming camp, which we propose to 
start next summer on the Heights, in
stead of on the lower grounds, south of 
railroad, where tho old camp was held. 
For tills purpose four lots have been do
nated, with the promise of others. 
There are in the grove near "Pioneer 
Cottage”—known to all the first resi
dents of Parkland, as the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. John B. M. Fifield, ardent 
Spiritualists, who have since found an
other home in the higher realm; and 
this beautiful residence 1b now the sum
mer home of Mrs. Mary J. Jennings.

At the first business meeting held In 
the city, our society was named Park
land Heights Spiritualist Camp-meeting 
Association. Since then it has been de
cided to add the name of Home, as it is 
the wish and design of Mr. Adams to 
also establish in connection with our 
camp-meeting an orphanage and home 
for needy Spiritualists. As this meets 
the approval of the members, it will be 
chartered under one name: Parkland 
Heights Spiritualists Home and Camp
meeting Association.

Various committees have been ap
pointed'by the president. The most Im
portant being one on charter, one on 
constitution and by-laws, another on 
land, and still another on entertainment 
and benefit.

A fee of two dollars for membership 
was fixed upon; this to Include dues for 
tho first year.

At each business meeting more new 
names are added until our list now has 
enrolled upon it the names of 83 mem
bers. We are also very glad to say that 
these represent several different docie- 

1 ties. ■ .
Several mediums have offered to give 

■ seances; entertainments are being held 
for the purpose of raising necessary 
funds, and we feel that all things are 
working toward final success. , 

; With Its hills and valleys, its wooded 
; land with many beautiful streams run- 
i ning through; with the historic Nesha- 

ming creek gently flowing at its feet, 
’ Parkland offers many natural advan- 
l tages for a spiritual camp-meeting 
. ground. ..
I It Is on the direct line of the Philadel

phia and Reading railroad, some twenty 
. miles from the former city, with several

A Perfect Regulator ôf ’ ' 
the Stomach-and Bowels 

is Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wine. It 
promptly relieves and -permanently 
cures all weaknesses, irritations, In
flammations, obstructions or diseases pf 
the stomach, bowels, kidpeys, bladder, 
liver and prostate glandj;,-It will re
store perfect health and vigor to any 
person afflicted with general debility or 
nervous debility. It cures constipation 
so that it stays cured byjremoving the 
cause of the difficulty. Only one small 
dose a day will cure any ¡case.mo mat
ter how light or of how long standing. 
It cures by toning, strengthening and 
adding new life and vigor to tho intes
tines, so that they move themselves 
healthfully and naturally. All such con
ditions as dyspepsia, catarrh of the- 
stomach, chronic indigestion, constipa
tion, Bright's disease, diabetes, inflam
mation of the kidneys, catarrh of the 
bladder, Irritation or enlargcinent of 
the prostate gland, torpid liver, pain in 
the back, female weakness, and female 
irregularities begin in clogged bowels. 
They are cured by Vernal Saw Palm
etto Berry Wine. Try it. A free sam
ple bottle for the asking. .Vernal Rem
edy Co., 166 Seneca Bldg., Buffalo, 
N.Y. -

For sale by all leading druggists,

trains stopping daily; this same 
road dividing the lower grounds 
the Heights.

’ On the lower grounds there is

A young lady of Madina, N. Y., has recently 
had an experience which has made her euvled 
by all her friend». She is Miss Hose Valente, of 
1« Center Street. A reporter to day asked her 
for the facts. She modestly refused to discuss 
the matter, and simply handed him the follow
ing Ij^ter which she wrote to a prominent edu
cator And which fully explains the story.

“I write you this letter as a stalemeut of my 
success after taking your instruction in book-

bookkeaplug could be learned so thoroughly 
ami so easily by correspondence. My friends 
laughed at the Idea, and I had always thought 
It necessary to attend a business college to 
learn bookkeeping, but such Is positively not

MISS HOSE
keeping and to Inform you how pleased 
with the position you securedVor me.

"When I first wrote you. I had no Idea

e OUR PREMIUMS.
BEAR IN MIND.

Rememner, pieaac, that v>o sene 
many of our Premium Booka by ex
press. If you do not receive your order 
promptly by mail, inquire at the express 
office. If not there, notify ub at once.

Remember, please that it couts ten 
cents to get a personal check cashed at 
a bank ip Chicago. If you send a per
sonal check, add ten cents to tha 
amount sent.

Remember, please, that we have only 
two books which we send out now for 
25 cents each. We cannot allow you to 
select any other book or books in their, 
place.

Remember, please, that you are not 
। entitled to any of these Premium 
Books unless you send In with your or
der a year’s subscription to The Pro. 
gressive Thinker.

I am

that

Remember, please, that the safest! 
way to make a remittance is to secure 
a postal order.
».jKa.l“uI_Preniiun> Offer, AND DO

TO US F0R ANY OTHER 
TtnMo. You must send $1 for Tha 
Progressive Thinker when you ordei 
one or more premium books. Pleaso 
bear this In mind.

Remember, please, that mistakes and 
trouble may be avoided by dealinfl di
rect with this office, Instead of throuali 
a news agent. ।

n.,hOV„e51LPers.0n who sends in a yearly, 
pr non ‘“w?116 ProBresslve Think-

UPtU iurther r-otico' ‘»a two 
“’lowing books tor 25 cents each: “The 
”ell°n of «an and Ethics of Science,” 
by Hudson 1 uttle, and “Seers of fho 
.Stn i°r’ ®Plr'h<allsm Past and Pres
. Dr'.J‘ M- Peebles. BoUi ex
ceedingly valuable, and though widely, 
dinerent, each one fills an exceedingly 
Important niche In the literature ot 
Spiritualism. I

it you order only one book, and that 
' one neither of the books mentioned 
above, the price is 50 cents.

7 two books, and neither ot
on m 9le mentioned, the price ia 90 cents.

We have TEN Premium Books only, 
and you car. select from them as iol- lows:

the case. I devoted from one-half- hour to an 
hour to the study each evening, and in three 
weeks’ time. I had a much better knowledge of 
bookkeeping than the average student who at
tends a business cullegedurlng the same ¡>erlod. 
I know this to be true because 1 questioned a 
young man who was taking a course in a first- 
class business college, and he did not begin to 
have the practical information 1 had.

“As soon as 1 finished thecotir.se, 1 accepted 
a position that you gave me. I went to work 
with a great deal of nervousness. After the 
first day this passed-away because I quickly 
found out that the practical hints which you 
taught me enabled me to take hold at once, and 
by the second week I had charge of a set of i 
books which would stagger many experienced 
bookkeepers. The fact that my employer lias 
raised my salary twice within the past three 
months is the best proof that my work has 
been satisfactory. I advise any one who antici
pates taking a course in bookkeeping, to take 
your course. It would be Impossible for any 
one to attend a business college and get the 
same attention that you give your students. I 
have learned that It one attends a business col
lege. he is filled full of a lol of fancy theories 
that amount to nothing when he begins practi
cal work. Your course covers the entire held. 
When I accepted this position I seemed to have 
just exactly the knowledge I required.

•‘The advantage In taking a course by cone- 
spondence Is that whentfou wish to refer to it. 
you. always have It handy, while In taking a 
personal course you must depend upon mem
ory. During the first few days, I was compelled 
to refer to the course. After I dld this a few 
times, I had no trouble.
; “I enclose an express money order to pay my 

: tuition. Your offer Is certainly a fair one. I 
should like to know the business college that 
will allow its students to pay their tuition 
after the college places them in a position. 
They do not do this.

“You must pardon me If I appear too en
thusiastic, but several ot my friends treated 
this matter as a joke when I decided to take it 
up, and the joke Is now on them. Had J gone 
to. a business,college 1 would not be through 
yet , and would have spent a great deal; As it 
now stands, I have a nice position and did not 
have to pay a cent for Instruction until you 
placed me in a position.

“Again thanking you for what you have done 
for me, 1 am very gratefully yours,

“Rose R. Valent«.'*
Our free book. “How to Succeed in Business,”

Any three of the ten Premium 
you may order, price |1.10

Any four of the ten Premium 
you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the ten Premium 
you may order, price $1.80.

Any six of the ten Premium 
you may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of the ten Premium 
you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the ten Premium 
you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the ten Premium 
you may order, price «2.90.

Lastly all of these TEN valuable 
Premium Books here announced uro 

! sent out, all postage prepaid, for 
a price never before equaled in.' tins’ 
country or Europe. The following is 
the list:

Books

Books

Books

Books

Books

hooka

Bjoka

TEN REMARKABLE BOOKS) 
FOR 83.10.

t Ecn7®‘0Pedla of Death, and . 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

E“cyolope<llu of Death, ana 
Life in the Spirit World; Vol. 2 
t Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. 
.„t~ArtJM,aB*c. or Mundane, SuWkliit» 
dane and fauper-Mbndane Spiritism.

6-GhostLand, Spiritualism, Occult, ism« . • •
??ext Worid Interviewed. : 

7—The Occult Life of Jesus.
« ^i.nilFr.er inthe Spirit Lands. 

_ - —The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
science,

40—Seeps of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present
Read This Carefully Before Re

Remitting,
When you send in your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and their price, and send for 
them. They are very valuable. They 
are intensely interesting. They are ele^ 
vating in tone and will do you good In 
remitting do not fall to enclose a dollar 
for The Progressive Thinker.

These ten books, substantially and 
elegantly bound, and printed in the 
neatest style of the printer's art, will be 
furnished to our subscribers for $3.10 a

rail- 
from

a ho
tel, store, hall, auditorium, and a large 
pavilion, beside some 70 cottages—the 
latter built on ground rent and occupied 
during the summer by families mainly 
from Philadelphia, representing many 
denominations of belief.

On the Heights larger and more sub
stantial houses are being built, each one 
building on his own ground. These now 
number 23, while at the present time 
two more are under way; and some 
eight or ten' are planning to build this 
coming spring.' Many of these are per
manent homes. This winter ten of
these are occupied, and also four of 
those on the lower grounds.

It was deemed advisable to accept an 
offer from the owners, and lease the 
lower grounds, with all privileges ex
cept hotel and ground rents—for in or
der to bring our camp up to the high 
standard we earnestly desire, It is posi
tively necessary to first eliminate some 
objectionable features which have 
crept in.

Richard F. Adams, who was elected 
to preside over this new organization, Is 
a member and trustee of the First Asso
ciation of Spiritualists of Philadelphia, 
Pa., and during the past summer won 
many friends here by his earnest, sin
cere devotion to the cause; and we feel 
that the right man, at the right time, 
has been called to fill the right place; 
that powers will be unfolded to nobly 
meet the requirements of this responsi
ble position. .

In this work we desire the co-opera
tion of all friends of the cause, and 
those desiring further information may 
communicate with the corresponding 
secretary, Mrs. Thomas M. Locke, 
whose, whose city address is 605 North 
Seventh street, Philadelphia, Pa., or 
With the secretary, whose address is 
given below, and all questions will bo 
cheerfully answered.

Other places have their grand camp
meetings, and now we aspire to havo 
one. And we feel that tho angel world 
Ib now with us; and tho name of Park
land shall yet' resound with honor and 
glory throughout the length and 

I, breadth of this wholo land. •
And now; friends, I fool that we havo

started Miss Valente on the road to. success, price which modern machineryanden- 
It tells you how you can learu bookkeeping and i terprise has rendered possible In Tho 
payyour tuition after we place you in aposi- Progressive Thinker ofilce only, 
tion. It tells you about the most wonderful ing out these books, however*
system of accounting ever discovered. It coir 
tains Information that, more than anything 
else will help you succeed in life.

We have a limited number o’ these books 
that will be sent absolutely free to ambitious 
persons who sincerely desire to better their 
position and add to their Income. Send us your 
name and address on a postal card to-day and 
receive the book^by return post. Address Com
mercial Correspondence Schools, 242 Schools 
Bldgs., Rochester, N, Y.

, - , - - —.. Send
ing out these books, however, at the 
prices we do, does not reduce the price 
of the subscription bf the paper, appar
ently or otherwise, ka single cent for 
that cannot be afforded for less than 
one dollar per year, in view of the fact 
tliat we publish such a vast amount of 
reading matter.

In conclusion, bear In mind that tho 
postage on these ten premium books la

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “All’o Right with tho World.” Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb mado a distinct success with 
“All’s Right with the World,” which continues in the 
front rank of tho Metaphysical books tbati_____ _
popular. TUogpeat number who have jeen cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by tins wise teacher whoso words of help are doing so 
much to cake tho world better by makins men and 
women better able to understand and enjoy IL

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”ha simple study of that stranRoand beautiful thing 
called Ilie, but grand in Ito scholarly simplicity.” It 
will be in demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price 11.50. For sale at 
thlsofflco. A

about ONE DOLLAR, leaving this office 
only $2.10, Illustrating the great bargain 
you are-getting—a bargain the like of 
which was never known before on thia 
material plane.
CLLB81 CLUBSI CLUBSI CLUB81

following terms to each one: The Pro-
gresBive Thinker one year, and ONE of 
the following books, $1.15: “The Relig
ion of Man and Ethics of Science”:!

Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past
_______ 'AWanderer in the Spirit 
Lands”; "The Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit World,” Vol. 8.

and Present

The one who gets up the Club will be

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED
Tho Imoat important roVelatlona concerning 

the true origin of Christianity. Reader, in 
bringing to your notice "Antiquity Unveiled," 
it la with tho sincere hope that you are earn
estly looking for tho truth, regardless of any 
other consideration' If -such Is tho case, this 
advertisement will deeply Interest you, and 
after roading thia brief description you will 
doubtless wish to give tho work a careful 
perusal. Price, 81.50.

hPATH a“dthe AFTER LIFE l/LIlin By A. Davis.
An instructivo and interesting work for. all to 
road. Price W conta.

THE SOUL Of THINGS:
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A__
volouBwork. Though concise as a text book It 
is as fascinating as a work ot fiction. The 
reader will be amazed to toe tho curious facts 
horocomblned In support ot this power ot the 
human mind, which win resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as 
day, and throw light on all subjects now oh- 
soured by time. Price. 11. W. In three volumes, 
cloth bound. 61.50 each. Postage, loo per cooy.

DflWfO 01 .*B* 0,4 Beyond sad Withlrt. r 11 III IIIn Voices from many lands and conn- 
& uuoum tries, caylng, "Man, thou «halt 
novor die.” An excellent selection. Edited and 
compllfflTby PUobB. Stebbins. Cloth. 81,

entitled to the paper one year free, and 
any two of the books he may select 
among our list of premiums.

Men e>nrl Una <“ Disclosed in the Blblo." I "an ano me By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
- • ■ ■ ■ -- Associate of King's College,

London. An excellent bookSpirit World.. ... ... -s for Christian people who would Investigate and 
learn tho facto of Bible teachings as well as 

 

modem spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 91.10.

Bible and Church Deorade Woman.
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises three 

essays on "The Effect ot Woman Suffrage on 
Questions ot Morals and Bel .¿Ion." Price, 10c.

nan tne Microcosm.
His Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition 
Tho Light Within. By Giles a Stobbina. 
Price, 10 cents.

. Fatlier Tom and the rone,
Or a Night at tho Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir Bamuol .Torguaon. From Blackwood B 
Kdlnburg Maw.zlno. Thio la a humoroua ab
count of a roilokuomo visit to tho Popo of 
Romo by Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed 
with a superabundance of Irish wit, two im
perial quart bottles of Irish “potoon,” and .Nk 
Irish roclpo for ‘'conwoundmg” tho juun*. 
FaDor CO cents; cloth, &0 cento.

thecotir.se
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Hagels at Earlville Heard by a Minister
HEAVENLY CHORUS FALLS ON HU

MAN EARS—CLERYGYMAN FUR
NISHES MUSIC FROM MEMORY 
TO HIS ORGANIST, WHO TRAN
SCRIBES IT FOR PUBLIC SER
VICE.

• According to the Post-Standard, of 
. Syracuse, N. Y., angels at Earlville have 

been discovered by Rev. J. C. Smylle, 
rector of St. Edmunds' Protestant Epis
copal Church of New York, who has 
startled his congregation . by an an
nouncement that on the occasion of a 
trip to Syracuse he had at the Madison 
county village listened with human 

• hearing to the heavenly music of an 
angel choir.

The celestial music produced such 
an impression on the clergyman, he 
says, that he has been able to retain 
the harmonious strains in hits memory, 
and in reply to doubters he has sung 
the notes to the church organist, who 
has put them on paper tor use in pub
lic service. .

“I heard it one night near Earlville, a 
place near Syracuse," said the clergy
man, in explaining the miraculous oc
currence.. “The singing lasted fully 
fifteen minutes, Then it slowly died 
out, and I fell into sleep. I began to 
dream, and suddenly there stood at the

bottom of my bed a figure robed in 
wlille, like that of Christ.

"Don’t you believe?" said the voice 
of the white-robed man. I confessed 
that I did believe, and from that mo
ment I have been a believer in- such 
BplrUualistic phenomena. ,

"When I awoke on Christmas morn
ing last the strains of music cudderdy 
burst into my room. I called Mrs. 
Smylie’s attention to it. At first tbe 
music was low and sweet. It was like

The Progressive Thinker.
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The Progressive Thinker Is After Mr. Hale’s Thousand 
. Dollars. ■’

a heavenly chorus 
ihems.

cingine sweet an

voices rose aná"By degrees the 
seemed to come nearer to us. We were

AN ANTIDOTE
TO THE EXPOSURE OF FAKE ME

DIUMS.

Remarkable Manifestations of a Wash
I Ington Medium.

To the Editor:—I have read in The 
Progressive Thinker a communication 
from Mr. Robert Hale, of Los Angeles, 
Cal., in whleh he offers to "give one 
thousand dollars to any person who will 
produce one materialized spirit," He

Ki 1 Trftli 117 4 TIAMC ' stood by/the sensitive, two or three feet 
inAlfcRlALI4Allvnut from her where .she could be: plainly 

v • , seo]Qi 6ali|j two'^stanzas of. tho song, 
” "Waunita,” in clear tones which could . .

WONDERFUL RESULTS REPORTED be heardjn all parts of the house. She seems to thiuk that because he was 
AT Af SEANCE WITH MRS- FAIR- is one of,Mx. Tilley’s guides, and when fooled by one fraud materializing me- 

she first 'came to these seances she dium, all are frauds.

A Man’s a- Man, for a’ .That I ;
Robert Byrns, as Viewed from the Standpoint of 

Emma Rood Tuttle.
them for the first time, that one would 
bloom for a tew days and then disap
pear, while the other would grow for 
centuries, towering an hundred feet 
above the sweet blue blossom. /

Did not Franklin feel the supremacy 
of man over externals in ills early 
struggles io free the Intellectual giant 
within him? The fifteenth child In a 
family of seventeen! What chance 
could there be for him in such a nest
full?

There was the. chance that is given 
by nature that superiority will assert It
self. And It did assert Itself magnifi
cently from the time he, at the age of 
seventeen, ran away from his brother’s 
printing office to escape his tyranny, go
ing first to New York, and thence to 
Philadelphia, where the lad made a 
comic show of himself trying to ap* 
pease hunger, and lose no time, by eat
ing from a loaf in hand and carrying 
two more—one under each arm tor an
other meal! He was' climbing up 
Mount Use. He could not go ahead 
hungry. He knew his own business at 
that tender age. There 1b not one wlth-

[Written in memory of the birthday 
of Robert Burns, which was in- Ayr, 
Scotland, January 26, 1759.]

I speak to those who were born at the 
base of Mount Use. My words are to 
encourage the ones who feel that there 
is enough in them to achieve some of 
life's desirable victories—and who does 
not feel so?—but who are so hedged 
with environments that the struggles of 
the climb up the mountain, to the sun
light which floods its top, seem at times 
overpowering, and the soul too often 
crouches, face to face with the skeleton

CHILDS, AT DENVER, COLO.
To the Editor;—By invitation of Mrs. 

Helen Fairchilds and Mr. L- B. Tilley, 
the writer attended a private material
izing seance at her- residence, 32 W. 
Ellsworth street, Denver, on Sunday 
evening, January 10. It lasted from 
about 7 to 8:30 o’clock p. m.

could not’apeak our language. She Now if he will come to Washington,
now uses; fit quite well. D. C., I think he can be convinced that

Anqther.one ¡could not now speak our there is one materializing medium who 
language, "excepting a few words, but j8 not a fraud, and that at her seances 
ho spoke German quite fluently and one spirits materialize in full form, write 
who came with him Interpreted for me. notes, talk, and some of them sing. The 
The latter could speak several lan- .medium Is Mrs. Mary A. Keeler, who is 
guages, and his tones indicated that ho strictly honest. i of Defeat lngtead o£ loo]dng hopefuliy

I Will give some of tlio happenings at £n£o tbe ¿ream-face of a well-rounded 
her seances: Tho seance.is opened by llfe_a llt0 full o{ usefulness, beauty, 
Eliza Plum, the daughter of a former I truth—sometimes crowned with the 
member of Congress, who passed to jjiosBom-wreath of a world's apprecia- 
spirit life while residing here. She tion. As an inspiration I will paint a 
blesses the circle. The next one is Dr. £ew word pictures of some of the royal 
Charles Holland, who passed to spirit human'products of this world, who 
life from Boston a good many years cleared their way to the top of the 
ago. He is master of the material Iza-1 mountaln' 
tions. The two children of Dr. Theo- «A man'.B a man for a> that!” i seem 
dore Hansmann, an intelligent and rep-1 t0 hear a voice—a weird voice, uttering 
utable physician, come to him one JuBt a truth whlch should be written in let- ------------------

. ~ after the other, and talk to him in the ters of g01d It breathe8 the hope and in the sound of my voice whose heart
During the evening the writer had moat 1QVing manner. His spirit wife trlumphof a burdened, but not crushed will not say, “Three cheers for the 

light enough in the to 8ea t**8 comes to him and they talk together in goub brave young giant! Never mind his pov-
pencil and paper weight, ana make german. (The medium does not speak it'j8 tend6r with love and musical erty! Never mind his oddity! ‘Aman’s 
notes of all of the separate,manifesta- german.) Col. D. W. Wood, a practic- wlth the rhythm of poetry, seeming to a man for a’ that!”’ 
tions but not enough to see the written £ng iaWyer of this city, and who was I come from a spirit endowed with rare When tire Blunted child laborer, who 
words distinctly. The seance was com- (joionei of the 20th Ohio Regiment dur- „ij^ bu£ 8truggling in the bonds of grew into ths English poet Gerald Mas-
menced by singing, Jesus, Lover of My mg ths civil war, gets remarkable ma- unre’muneratlve labor. sey, was In his poverty-steeped child

.... ,Sou1’., and,°,t,lier 8P,ritual , »' terlalizattons. His father, wife, Bister, I It 1b tbe voice of a soul walking on hood, what but faith in the prevailing
The manifestations were those of lowed, and the solemn ana impressive daugbter an(j two sons come to him and the wings of the wind while the body power of good could have kept him up?

grown people except one boy, the son of acts and Influences were elevating ana talk with him and his two eons, sing Lo which it is chained must wrestle At eight years of age he worked in a
Mr. Tilley, who came out and as he re- opened to an inquiring mma vast neias w£tb bJm beautifully, and the youngest I wjth material things for bread. Some- factory; it was destroyed by fire and

crank anti-socialist editorial writer in,I turned into the cabinet he whistled a of knowledge. one beslde8 singing, playa on a mouth I Ume8 it Ib «jollying” humanity; giving that threw the little fellow out of a job.
n rnrpnt iaaue of the Chicago Chronicle, tune fairly well, following the melody The evidences of the reality and gen- organ which his father hands him. lt a Bong an(j dance tonic to Brighten up Then be tried to earn his living by. 
re m« nluv rellXs aMte and me m oi the music box. The apparel of all uineness of these wonderful manlfesta Mrs. Poolj a Clerk in the postofflee, ¡{sVace ¿d agTin it bursts into the straw plaiting. After that he was er
In his petty religious spite an p j wafl very. dltferent; n0 tWo being exact- tions, were undoubted. It has been the BlngB wltb ber Bpirlt busband who tremulous pathos of sorrow which only rand boy in London, and when out of a
dice, he (or she) gives vent to the fol- j_ Barae in appearance, and the col- privilege of the writer to see similar C0nie8 to her in materialized form and I heaven can cure. Listen to the voice! situation often went without a meal to 
lowing, anent the celebration an- qyg were very diverse. The majority materializations on nine other occaj they talk to each other. My father and ' • ... . - j
nounced by Hull House, thia city, in I of the forms showed spirit lights gleam- Bions, in all of which his son came ana mother sometimes come to me together, 
honor of the birthday of Thomas Ing every conceivable shape, and the talked to him so that he felt that there and oldest son and his spirit wife, 

sizes of them varied from a very small could be no mistake. The grand truth accompanied sometimes by their spirit 
circle to long bands around the turbans that our loved ones do continue to live malting three materialized

--- .''.'n- r n ««a nrontrena I and fl180 crescents and stars from one and do come to us with every possible jornM tba£ ara witb me at the same 
mony with the teachings and practices . , „„roaa t0 tour or more inches in opportunity, is thus shown to be indls- ...............................

pv. I br0adtb Tb0 oolor of tb0 ]lgbtB Beemed Pu^le;
to me to be very similar in all and This brief description but faintly out- 
about the tint or strength of that ot the lines the impressions made in the se

--- ------------------------„ . . „ . , 1 full moon, as seen from the time of its ance, and inadequate justice is done to 
disbelief. From disbelief in divine law rlg0 Jn tb0 even|ng to that when it th® subject.
and authority to disbelief in the laws of reaobe8 the zenith nt midnight. Hoping that many doubting ones may
XerXnVisTqffick'and shoTstep The influences, psychically and men- ^S^are1 wili^bTresffired abovonamed medium/ is a spirit pho- I -“„¡¿’t aiSy^niT’m^ing ’ our
Fhemo?teacuv6 and malevolent enemies tally speaking jof all who appeared 6that sd^f to a with tographer—sold to be the best in the eye8 ram tears for the singer whose
oftaw andsoew order are ^¿018 tor | ^ed very much, soone^could^adily J™” world. Col. Wood has r^elved^some | nyama l8 now fondly cherished in all

enchanted, enthralled with ecstatic 
rapture. We could see no one, but there 
was no mistaking the character of the 
voices, The voices were the sweetest 
I have ever heard. They were female 
voices, my wife thought. The singing 
continued for ten minutes and then 
slowly died away in sweet cadence.

“Now, how do you explain It? Mrs. 
Smylie and I simply must have subject
ive minds to rise above that which Is 
objective. The nearest.house is twen
ty feet away. The voices were circu
lating over our heads and all about us.”

Mr. Smylle's church is at One Hun
dred and Seventh street and Morris 
avenue. , "

also was of foreign nativity.
Starlight, the Indian girl, was dressed 

like those whom we have seen of her 
native people, and when the writer 
asked her to shake hands, she replied

' rubUibca every Suturdey at AO Ixtoml» St.

J. It. FHANO1S, Editor end Publisher.

Inured st CUIeago roBWffieo ub conoad clua matter.
"J " _ _ _ 'h. tnm or bcbhobiptiok.
' Thb PaoaEsssiTB Tbihkxb win be furnished 
antil further notice, at the following toms, in
variably in advance:
One year....................................  #1-00
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Thirteen Weeks,........................................
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BXMlTTAHCBa.
' Remit by Postoffice Monev Order, Registered 
totter or draft on Chicago or New York. It 
costs from 10 to 15 cents to get checks cashed on 
local banks, so don't send them unless you wub 
wial amount deducted from tbo amount seas 
Address all letters lo J. R. FRANCIS, No. 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill.

In that time thirty full forms were 
completed so as to speak to us, and 
more than half that number came out of 
the cabinet into the room and some 
walked ten feet from it. Two Indian -------
girls danced with, ease and naturalness, that she could not, for if she did she 
as if they were very happy. 'Iherewas "would fill to pieces.” •
a joyous disposition shown by all and - ■ ■ ...........................
an inclination to give kind and helpful 
advice and thoughts and also many 
promises to aid us to advance in the 

................. . knowledge of truth. Some were desir- 
OUB to instruct mortals in the great

.... . j , truths of tho life beyond and of Spirittaught In the convent and also for dam- Con^union and thus prepare their 
ages resulting from the loss of my | ^1U(j8 acc0pt tbe cold factB of the 

real conditions of the deceased people 
In the ethereal realsm. They spoke 
with evident desire to observe truthful
ness , in kindness, and “with malice to-

TAKE NOTICE.
■ ttWAt expiration ot nubscrlptlon, 11 not re

newed, the paper le dlaconlluueil. No bUle wm 
be sent tor extra numbers.
«“It you do not receive your paper promptly 

Write to ue, and any errora In address will bo 
promptly corrected, and missing number» »ap
plied gratis.

Whenever yon desire the address ot your 
changed, always give the address at tho 
to which It 1b then oenl or tho change can- 
rmado.
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health.'

1 Orthodoxy Run Mad.
An instructive example of the spite

ful, misrepresenting, and obstinately 
vicious nature of a mind miscultured in 
orthodox sentiments, Is afforded by a

Paine:
The celebration is in complete har-

of that socialistic Institution. The ex-
altatlon of the Infidel as a person most 
worthy of emulation is a primary and 
fundamental lesson in discontent and

wards none.'

. ■ .
Utina, the ancient guide of the me

dium, was ablaze with gleaming Jewels 
whose white light scintillated so as to 
fill the room with a soft radiance. She 
often addresses the seances with words
of love and wisdom.

ly the same In appearance, and the col- privilege of the writer to see similar 
aL, aivnran The mninrit.v materializations on nine other occa-

The influences, psychically and men-ss i

K ,1'6 ’”,c' Sw asÂâï'îibelief In and reverence for the source

whether he Is known by that title or

"No fear more, no tear more 
To stain my vanished face."

buy something good to read.
Ue knew, even then, that the great 

city was teeming with an aristocracy
Again the dream of early death de- brutalized by opulence. 1 he poor 

parts and the external part of the young starved that the rich might surfeit, and 
- । Scotchman again turns to the material yet- with his face sunward, he sang >

time. My wife materializes, talks to t of Uf0 bread.wlnning-to the after years: 
me lovingly, and writes beautiful and k of Boll too]8 ftnd weariness, 
loving notes I have threo other sons I ,,A man>B a mftn for a> that „ 
who materialize, talk to me and write Hark.to the voice! You are charmed 
loving messages. Nearly all who at- w)tb 8weet Scotch idiom, it comes 
tend got similar demonstrations. winding down the years of more than a 

Dr. William Keeler, husband of the century, warming our hearts with its

“Hope on, hope ever; yet the time shall 
come

When man to man shall be a friend 
and brother.

And this old world shall be a happy 
home -

Where all earth's family love one an
other;

Hope on, hope ever.”
Nothing but the consciousness of ther ------- --- ----- >| it is the voice of Burns—the poet ot . .. _

camera, but to one side and near it. I Ayr_ hear it afar off, faintly mlng- truth which the bard of Ayr uttered 
' The camera is pointed to a dark screen, nng witii the singing river in the land could have floated him triumphantly 

and the photos are thus taken. He has of b]ueben8 ftnd heather. It swells In over the sloughy lowlands to a sure

TAKE NOTICE.
All books advertised In the columns 

of The Progressive Thinker are for -.’'3 
at this office. Bear this in mind.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit
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Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious ptess on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when ai attack is made, giv
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Arcana of Spiritualism.

masquerades as a socialist. The indi
vidual who has no respect tor divine au
thority will not be subordinate volunta-1 
rlly to the authority of human beings 
who are mere creatures of divine will.

Infidelity and its hideous offspring 
anarchy find their disciples among the 
degenerate, the weak-minded, the hare
brained and the intellectual dependents 
who rely upon others to think for them. 
The unfortunates who seek tfte protec
tion of Hull House under the impres
sion that it is an eleemosynary institu
tion are excellent material from which 
to make converts. Having given the 
public this exhibition of the apotheosis 
of Thomas Paine, It is now in order for 
Hull House to follow it with a celebra
tion “in honor” of the birthdays of 
those "martyrs to the cause," common
ly known as Haymarket anarchists.

Many Christian people are Socialists. 
S Jesus himself, were he on earth to-day, 

would by this writer be anathematized 
as a socialist, an anarchist, etc., etc.

A Manual of Spiritual Science and 
Philosophy.

Do you wish to assist in the publica
tion of a revised edition of this kook? 
If so, by subscribing for it now, you will 
receive a copy at less price than it win 
be sold for after publication. Price not 
desired until the book is ready for de
livery. Please send your address at 
once if you desire to assist.

320 octavo pages, finely bound m 
muslin. .

Price to subscribers, ?1, postpaid.
Address HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

ries, The desolate planes of thought In
which some had lived In the past and

. - — «.w — • 1 • ■ . . . ■ - ■ ■ ■
a photo of Wm. McKinley that is as volume as Its notes roll into the pres- footing on the sunlit mountain of 
good as any her ever had taken while in I ent new century; we hear, clear and Mount Use..
earth life, and, one ot John A- Logan, distinct, ob if trumpeted by an angel, He knew full well— ,
also a good likeness. The Photos of for the encouragement of the oppressed, . . . .. , „ s(anln
his own relatives on the spirit side are these words: Jhe ra ,L ,, b •
all recognizable. ' 11 The man s the gold, for a that. ,

On Christmas night a party of Blx— ^at ti°H?“h<>me, In truth, we are born to our destinies,
Bn4ndarcapture'Oth0IONE threo ladles and threa BeatlmPn-met 017^18 *ttiffir Bilks’ and knaves their and when nature plans a genius she will 2 _nnu capture wetwm at K0010r re81denC0 t0 try tb6 ex. LGle tools. their Bints, and knaves tneir not b0 repreB8ed. poverty cannot 

perlment of photographing materialized ”*“e> .. . thwart her more than the mud around
spirit forms as they might appear in the A a ’ the Illy bulb can stain its starry bios-
opening of the cabinet Mr. Keele? had 11 °r a mat, ana a a , som when it haugs high above it on Its

. , * , „ hls doubts about being able to photo- The! ' tinsel shows_ and> a ^at - strong st0m
Words of Appreciation. graph them, but would try. The mate- The honest man, though ® er sae poor The chances, to human eyes, were

The following words of appreciation rlalizlng medium, Mtb. Keeler, went 18 KlnS 01 men lor a lnal' against young Abraham Lincoln, when,
of the premium book, Religion of Man, tnto the cabinet and became entranced. I Not always was the voice of hope a in the log cabin he laid hlmselt down to
are by Augusta Cooper Bristol, the Mr. ¿eeler turned his camera on the bUOy to the spirit. At one time, before rest on the poll bed, built In tho corner
brilliant lecturer and poet: opening when the curtains parted and a this great Scottish singer had published of the room, to sleep, and dream, an(l _

“It is an Important book that I have spirit form appeared. He succeeded I a volume of poems he gave expression wonder how he could ever be anybody—«,
received—Religion erf Man and Ethics beyond his expectations. All present I to despondency In a letter to his father. —a man among men. Poor? Yes!
of Science.’ It can not fall to greatly got photos of many of their loved ones. I it was when he was learning the busl- Awkward? Yes! But there was royal
Instruct and enlighten all who read it. one gentleman got a photo of his wife ness of flax dresser. He says: “1 am material in the lad. We query it the
It Is admirably arranged and system- that was so perfect a likeness he told qU[te transported with the thought that spirit of the poet of Ayr ever whispered
atlzed. Of course it is the Ethics of me he would not take five dollars for It. ere long, perhaps very soon, 1 shall bld In his ear, "Keep heart, laddiel A
Science that claims my attention, rath- The medium’s photo was taken three I an eternal adieu to all the pains, and man’s a man for a' that! Ar. 1------- *•
er than the ‘Religion of Man,’ when I times unintentionally as shfe sat on her uneasiness, and disquietude of this man's the king of men, laddie!
open the book. But that is because I chair, eyes closed as In a deep Bleep, weary life, for I assure you I am heart- away! work away!”
happen to have the first half of the The photo of her messenger or cabinet ny tired of it. * * * I am not formed tor When Garfield was struggling out of; 
book pigeon-holed mentally, and do not control, Clara Collingwood, was also the bustle of the busy, nor the flutter of his sombre boyhood, half orphaned,' 
need it in order to appreciate the state- taken. 1 the gay. I shall never again be capable willing to do anything to help his moth- (
ments and conclusions of the second Now, Mr. Hale, if you want the truth of entering into such scenes. I foresee er along with the family, what could: 
part of the book. But It will not be so come to Wash- that poverty and obscurity, probably, have kept the heart of the child-man I
with most readers, and the book is ad- . _ „ ’ . , « .. await me and I am in some measure buoyant? What kept up his courage
mlrably arranged for its purpose; and “gton buy, u. u., ana you can get i prepared, and daily preparing, to meet when trudging on the tow path ? When 
a marked equilibrium of spirit charac- a“d it won t cost you a thousand dol- doing chores for his board ? i

ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS.
The manifestations given above arealso in the present were apparent, and 

their need of loving attendance and in- -------- -
struction inspires one with a great de- most marvelous, and Mrs. Fairchilds 
sire to be about the Masters work ot must be a most, wonderful medium. We 
loving ministry. They were certainly suggest that shp start at once for Los 
“snlrlts in prison" the prison-house of Angeles, ‘Cal., nnd capture the ONE an unenlightened m!ndP. Others hud THOUSAND DOLLARS offereei by Rob- 
seen much of the spirit realm and were ert Hale, 831 Wall street, of that city.

Texas Stepping to the Front.
Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner is engaged 

by the Textes State National Associa
tion of Spiritualists as State Mission
ary, and all places in the state desiring 
her services should communicate with 
Secretary LeRoy Hutchings, Spiritual
ist Temple, Galveston, Texas, as to 
terms and dates. Mrs. Kayner’s work 
in Bowie, Texas was pleasing and suc
cessful. Sunday, Jan. 24, she took port 
in a special meeting in Galveston, at 
the Temple where Mr. John W. Ring, 
publisher of the Progressive Lyceum, a 
lesson paper for lyceums, presides regu-

very wise, affectionate and evidently de
I sired to aid us to learn more of light 
I and of truth. They loved to observe 

our progress in the awakening to truth»
I love and wisdom.
I Two of the forms were those of far 

advanced spirits who gave the names of
I “Night” and “Morning,” and said they 

came from another planet They ex
pressed delight at meeting us, and gave 
us much encouragement in our search 
for truth. They came across the room,

I bringing many bright lights, and spoke 
quite audibly. Three others gave us

I the names of Moses, Elijah and Elisha. 
They all appeared at once in much

I strength, were clothed in ancient ap
parel, gleamed with many bright lights,

I kept their distance and spoke to us 
very kindly and encouragingly.

One gave’us the name of "Yolanda," 
came out to the writer’s table and told 
him that she had been about 1800 years 
In the spirit realms. She appeared and 
disappeared three times. The second 
time she came out of the cabinet, she

larly. Services were held in the after
noon and at night. Mrs. Maud Lord 
Drake, the well-known medium of Kan
sas City, Mo., Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner 
and Dr. J. M. Temple, of St. Augustine, 
Florida, assisted in the meeting, and 
each proved the standard of their me
diumship which is weir known to the 
Spiritualist public everywhere. The 
crowds that thronged the Temple Sun
day felt .that they were spiritually 
feasted.

Mrs. Alice Baker and her son Milton

Harrison D. Barrett, president of the 
N. S. A., is prepared to do missionary 
work under the auspices of this asso
ciation. He would like to correspond 
with societies and individuals on this 
subject Address him at 600 Pennsyl
vania ave. S. E., Washington, D. C.

MARYqX'rotnrv NBA are Elding successful meetings in Dal- 
secretary n. o. lag and the Burroundlng town8.

Convent Life and Experience.
Mrs. Laura B. Payne is carrying on 

the good work in San Antonio.

A'
An honest

Work

terlzes the author In hlB treatment of lars.
his theme." Washington City, D. C.

RUFUS 8UMERLIN. He adds,, in a postscript: "My meal He wanted better clothes, and better 
is nearly out, but I shall borrow till I food; but he did not havo them because 
get more.” He had not yet discovered he wanted an education more. He, too

READ! REFLECTI
THE FACT THAT SPIRITS CAN AND 

DO COMMUNICATE WITH THE 
MORTALS OF EARTH IS ILLU8- 
TRATED IN AN ENDLESS VARI
ETY OF WAYS.
To the Editor:—I enclose you clip

ping, which I wish you woulij publish in 
The Progressive Thinker.

J. A BAIR.

A genius, with thousands of unsung of Ayr set flying among the echoing 
A Valuable Testimony. songs thrilling his whole being!—one hills of Scotland more than a century

... -T . . „, - , a „ professor Flournov of the University I destined to voice them, and set them ago, “A man’s a man for a’ that!" Iting. She did so, and then for the first n„nOTO oM._ 8„Qy»nt,oldnrnt<nn flying adown the years, singing to mill- grows sweeter with age and will con
time, she heard her mother’s name, and of Geneva, after due consideration, thus 6 o£ bungry hearts, so cruelly tlnue to cheer the strugglers against 
was told that her mother at that mo- declares his convictions: I chained to the wheels of poverty and cruel odds as long as human souls as-
ment was standing by her side with her "The question of immortality and in- want, yet demonstrating the golden pire to climb sunward and Godward. ' 
Hands on her shoulders. Her mother's terventlon of spirits maintains its selen-1 thought which afterwards fell from his The world wheels onward with Its 
name was given as Marie Harrison, title Importance, and deserves to be dis- I Ups, “A man’s a man for a’ that!” 
The Spiritualist delivered this message cussed with calm serenity, with the In- What genius, struggling against the 
to her from her mother: “You have a dependence, and with the analytical barriers of unfavorable environments, 
sister residing in Middle Georgia. Her rigor which are proper to the experi- bas not felt the truth that the man is 
name is Drucilla Parsons. She cannot

and did, she laughed at them, but was 
finally persuaded to attend their meet-

Macon, Ga.—A story that reads like 
the wildest fiction came to light in Ma-, 
con upon the arrival of Janie Parsons 
from 22 Adelaide street, Indianapolis,

. . I
remain much longer upon this earth, 
and if you wish to see her, you must go 
to her at once.”

Janie says that she was so much Im
pressed by the solemnity of the occa
sion that she immediately wrote a num
ber of letters to authorities In the vari
ous towns and citizens of Middle Geor-

mental method.” the gold, externals are but tinsel.
Spiritualists ask no more than this. Washington Irving—what a beautiful 

It Is what they have contended for for name our literary bachelor was graced 
the nast fiftv rears Thev have said to with, onco visited Stratford-on-Avon on the past fifty years, they nave said to poetical pilgrimage. He writes, "My 
all opposers: Investigate before you flr£t vlait to the houae where Shak-

Ind. She is a negro woman; was born 
in the south just at the close of the civil _ . -
war and her mother on her deathbed- Drucilla Parsons resided there, 
gave her away. The child was taken learned that there was such a woman 
to the north and was transferred from living on Hawthorne street in Macon, 
white people to colored people and from She wrote to Drucilla Parsons and 

I colored people to white people, until asked her many questions about her
she1 grew up and married Charlie Por- mother and herself.
ter an upholsterer in Indianapolis. She The correspondence satisfied Janie 
never heard anything about her rela- that Drucilla. was her older and only 
fives and only knew from hearsay that sister, and that she was in very poor 
she ever had a mother, as she was too health and not expected to live much 
small to remember the occasion when longer." Janie immediately closed out 
she was given into the custody ot her interests in Indianapolis, her hus- 

I strangers. band having died, and came to Macon.
I About one year ago she was invited She is now cooking for a family at 207 
I to attend a Spiritualist meeting in In- Appleton avenue, and declares that she 

dianapolis. When she heard of the will not again be separated from her 
many marvelous things that they said sister. . ■

gia, asking them If such a person as _ ... _ ... ------ gh0Some light on the inner workings of Miss McCarty, of Colorado, is located 
convent life is shed by the following ac- wtoterjn Houston, where her
count as given in the daily press, it Dr j M Temple iB in Galveston, do- 
shows that not all is peace and heav- lng a ^ne worjt There seems a general 
only devotion in the experience of in- jOok-up in Spiritualism in Texas . . 
mates of these institutions. The ac- ________, _
count reads: The Bench and thenar,
entered mit gainst the Convent Of The woman’s legislative committee 
Mercy, of this city, for »30,000 alleging of Illinois have issued a neat little 
her health was broken as a result of booklet on the "Behch and the Bar on 
hardships imposed upon her while she woman’s Suffrage." To many this lit- 
•was a sister of mercy in the' Place, to- tl0 book win b0 8urprlBej wIth lt8 176 
atetoBtheconvmtVlndwa8y admitted as favorable, opinions by the best and 
a full sister in 1891. At that rime I brightest minds in our state on the en- 
took the vows of chastity, obedience franchisement of woman, 
and poverty. I turned over a small we can give the best idea of the 
amount of property and was assigned to boQk by a j0w quotations: 
ths duties of teacher and cook. t-t Garv Chicago former County“The rules governing the convent ■ Chlcago^forme^Lounty

nn^nroner medlcaFattem Boa^ of Directors United Steel Corpo- 
and clothing and proper medical atten ra(.[on> Bay£); „j am fltrongly ln favor ot I 
dtenceUaMUls ^ The will of the extending to woman-the right of 

^^nflvantaee ot anil b- TuthlU, Chicago, Circuit
labor elEhtoen and Judge Cook county, says: “There are I 

work at arduous la , g many 8trong argUmentB against unlvep
4 ’^^898 mvheaith gave out and I sal suffrage for men or women, but In 
WM I.S w S» to Hot Spd«» Th. "J«“ *“;.S1“pl?',to'“£ 

SÄJÄSÄ iS.!SS 'S? .«5ouura rfnwnPfhere mv narents paying ought to be at once, and ps a matter of 
mv transnortarion 'whenYrettrned to common right, extended to all property- 
Jbn rnnwnt in 1899 the Mother Supe- owning women who have reached the Hor ndnnted the 'same tactics Of age of 21 years, and with a proper edu- 
course I became ill. and proper medical 0^T’’^>v-

and even neglected to bring mo food that rests on the crushed right of one | 
nnii wn.fpi* • human DCing» . ।

“When I becamo a nervous wreck Geo. H. Monro, Joliet, says: “No tax- j joyfully retraced my steps
from the treatment I applied to tho late ation back to town, west on the railroad,, ox-
_ ------------- -—-- ----------- ----- to be a irood motto, hauoi ngnts is lus-1 ting thftt Bomething of interest

would be presented to me. After going 
two miles ont I found my work—an iron -------- ... . .
on the track, placed skillfully at the the ’Frisco company manager generous- 
curvo, and tho picture,: too, of “death" ly gave me posses enough for my pres- 
forme. Had I ever faltered with mill- ent needs. . ... D. P. BOND.

............  •" Liberal,Moi . ■

A SPIRIT VOICE.
How It Prevented a Terrible Disaster.

condemn. Those who have been the 
most bitter in opposition have been 
those who knew the least, while those 
who have honestly and impartially In
vestigated, without exception have be
come convinced of the genuineness of 
the manifestations, if they have not 
accepted its philosophy.

LOOK OVER 
OUR PREMIUM LIST 

CAREFULLY.

speare was born, and where, according 
tv tradition, he was brought up to his 
father's craft of wool-combing. It is a 
small, mean-looking edifice of wood and 
plaster—a true nesting place of Genius, 
who seems to delight in hatching her 
offspring in by-corners.”

We can imagine the pretty little Wil
lie emerging from the unpretending 
dwelling in common garb, frolicing with 
the other lads in the meadows border
ing the Avon, with no indication of the 
intellectual god, growing in the start, 
like the common run. An oak is not 
larger than a violet when it is a few 
weeks old, ayd who could guess, seeing

freight of souls. Some are oppressors 
—some are oppressed. Some are bru
talized by want. Some are cruel and 
miserly—some are kind and just. We 
catch the gleam of weapons and the 
groans of the dying while we hear, al
most in the same breath, the shouts of 
victory, and the clanging bells of Joy. 
We wonder if all worlds roll onward 
with such a pandemonium on their sur
faces.

Is there any one within the sound of 
my voice who feels that the world is 
against him? Any one who says, "If 1 
had been born with better chances I 
might have been somebody; but it is 
no use struggling against such odds!”

Listen! I hear the voice of our poet 
ringing down from the highlands of 
heaven with a message to every doubt
ing heart: "Keep heart, laddie! —lady, 
keep heart! A man’s a man for a’ 
that, laddie, and an honest man’s ths 
king of men, now and forever!"

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE. .
Berlin Heights, Ohio. j

. seen one,'with ¿'train past due, full of 
. people, what could I not do? How full 

of thought and: feeling for a few sec
onds at this tryisting place. What if the 
physical b'ody went down, that would 
be no losb or sacrifice to me in this

To the Editor:—During the past five 
years I have visited the Ozark Uplift, 
which Iles In three states and Indian 
Territory, every, part yielding grand re
sults In geographical and geological 
facts, and fruitful ideas in social life. 
The'Frisco railroad lands you near spare.
around it all.

One morning wishing to make a cer
I tain elevation in the distance, after go- 
I Ing a quarter of a mile from town on 

the common road, I heard a voice clalr- 
audlontly, urging me not to go farther 

1 that way, but to go up around on the 
I railroad. “Wo have work for you to 

do,” it said.
Now that was a reasonable proposi-

Popo Leo for release ftom my vows ot to be a gernd motto. Equal rights is Jus- 
^?antoVln IsoT'l then letttt'e Prtoett cents for four copies. Bend 
convent, and since have been depend- to Mrs. Mary Darrow Olson, 5036 Joffer- 
ent upon charity and havo spent most son avenuo, Chicago. ,
of tho time in tho hospital in Council ———*— .
Bluffs. I am still a member in good "Mark Chester; or a Mill and a Mill
standing of the Catholic church, and.ion. A Tale of Southern California." 
many Catholics sympathize with mo. By Carlyle Potorsilea. A pure psychla 
and say I havo dono right. story, elevating and reformatory. Pa-

“I have sued for what is due mo as;per covers, 40 cants. Cloth,. 60 cants.
wages during tho twelve years 1, For sale at thia office. ‘

duty, andiMenil lifted the obstruction 
a beautiful-strength came to me.

When I received this spirit message 
these trains—there were two—must 
have been' moro'-than 25 miles ■ distant
from me,.¡¡.nd there were no minutes to

See what fine knowledge was dis
played. in two minutes later I met one
o£ the wdUld-be idbbers on the track 
and with; ft "good morning” to him, I 
got a lowgrupt in reply. I saw others 
who were,avoiding me on my new route 
to town, ad I did 'not dare to take the 
track back. ' .. . . .

How often have our lives been in 
jeopardy, and some kind spirit hand 
has'saved us. I well know that mine
h is thus been saved several times.

The universe is a urjlt. Eternity fills 
every day. ■ Spiritualism is just as prac
tical as we wish to make it, Recently

A MOST REMARKABLE OFFER.
The world has never before seen 

such a remarkable offer as is presented 
by The Progressive Thinker, with Its 
ten premium books. Just think of It, 
ten books—standard works—elegantly 
bound in cloth—printed in plain type, 
on excellent paper, sent out for $3.10, 
postage prepaid, leaving only $2 for us. 
Never before on this green earth has 
such à work been done. Search your 
encyclopedias, your histories, ancient 
or modern, and you can find nothing 
that approximates this remarkable of
fer. It beats ths world! We have 
been instrumental in starting a library 
In thousands of'homes. Our work la 
pure altruism—humanitarianism In -Its 
broadest 'sense. Call your neighbors’ 
attention to our great work. This Di
vine Plan may cease with ub. No one 
in the ranks, of Spiritualism tried It be
fore we' did. Will any one continue it 
along the same lines after our depart
ure to tho .spirit realms? Now Is the 
time to take advantage of our offer! 
Read over carefully our premium list, 
and then obtain a new subscriber for 
the paper.

tnry generals? Noi Now, with au un-

"Healing, Causes and Effects." By 
W. P. Phelon, M. D. Pried 50 cents.

"Meatless Dishes,” Very useful, 
Price 10 cents. -

’ J» ' 4

«The Majesty of Calmness, or Indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. Another valuable 
Httlo worlt Price 30 cents. For sale at 
thlp office. i

THE TRUTH 
ABOUT THE BIBLE

TELL IT.
JOHN E. REMSBURG’S GREAT WORK

The late R. G. Ingersoll stated in one 
of his famous lectures on the Bible: 
"Somebody ought to tell the truth about 
the Bible.” John E.'Remsburg, former 
President of the American Secular 
Union, has taken this obligation upon 
himself, and the fruits of his studies on 
the subject are now published in the 
shape of nearly 500 pages.- The “high
er criticism" has already plowed this 
field over quite deeply, but it has 
reached the ear of the public only in a 
fragmentary way, and even at that has 
found a very reluctant echo in the 
press. So much the more reason for re
joicing that this comprehensive work, 
got up in simple and popular language, is 
all contained In a single synoptically ar
ranged book. The separate chapters of 
tlio work appeared in consecutive order 
in nn uninterrupted series of articles in 
the New York Truth Seeker. ' . .

The facts set forth in this book about 
tho Bible, its origin, its compilation, its 
nreservatib’i, its falsehoods, its credi
bility, and tho morality it inculcates, 
are only partially known to the major
ity of ministers and priests, and it is 
earnestly to be desired that well-to-do 
Freethinkers may take, it upon them
selves to make energetic propaganda of

the modern "higher” elucidation of the 
Bible by gratuitous distribution of this 
book to public libraries, or to Messrs, 
the pastors. The enormous expendi
ture of time and labor which the author 
imposed upon himself, the astonishing-1 
ly low . price of the book as compared । 
with the attractive form in which it is । 
gotten up, as well as the unanswerable I 
logic of the composer—he lets the holy i 
book for the most part speak for Jtselt 
—are indeed worthy of the highest, 
praise. i

Ingersoll’s desire that somebody 
should at last tell the whole truth about 
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled. 
No Freethinker worthy of the name can 
afford to pass over Remsburg’s book in 
silence. Like Thomas Paine’s "Age ot 
Reason,” may it, let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators in other . lan
guages. And again, like Paine’s book, 
may this brilliant work bring to its au
thor the praise of posterity.—Der Frei
denker (Milwaukee).

This great work on the Bible by Mr. 
Remsburg is most valuable—it is an en
cyclopedia of information in regard to 
the Bible, and surpasses in impdrtanca 
all other works of the kind now . pub
lished. It is up-to-date in every partic
ular. Price |1. For sale at this office.

“Right Generation tho Key. to ttd 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations. A plea 
for justice and equality in all tho rela
tions of life between men and wotnoM 
Cloth. 75 cents; leatherette. 50 cents.
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. f The subject sefecicd for our discQuite at tliie time wa» 
chosen with a desire to teach you something conceining 
the soul, and, therefore, we have phrased it, “The Life of 
the Soul.” • _

Numerous definitions have been given of the word 
“soul* by different schools of thought and various teach
ers in our own ranks of the-spiritual philosophy, and the 
interpretation we shall give may differ somewhat from that 
with whicli you have become familiar, because many of 

. our public teachers—and perhaps many of those who are 
unseen.by mortal eye but who ihspire those teachers from 
time to time—have interpreted the word soul to mean the 
human entity as it is under the conditions and processes 
of developed intelligence, activity and consciousness. 
Personally we do not accept this definition, and will ex
plain ^’hy.

THE MEANING OF SOUL.
’ What these teachers claim to be the soul, in the devel
opment and perfection of the principles, of life ps mani
fested through.intelligence, consciousness, ahd activity, 
we-personally claim to be a spiritual entity; and the soul 
we interpret as something independent in a measure, yet 
entirely and always permeating, infiltrating and animat
ing this body or the form of , spirit life. To our mmd, 
s'oul is the essential principle, the essence of all life that 
animates this aggregation of .elements, forces and activi
ties which you call the human being.

As we have learned in our studies upon the spirit side 
'of life and now understand it, the soul may be likened to 
A FLAME OF LIGHT, brilliant and beautiful in appear- 

■ anee, if you could behold it—potential in its power and 
that principle which, coming in contact with the Uni
verse of activity, gathers to itself the elements, forces, 
particles and atoms which are necessary for the building 
up of form. The soul-flame attracts to itself, these mag
netic forces and elements, and is the electrifying force 
Which permeates all life. This is our conclusion, after 
giving close study to the subject for many years.

VIVIFYING LIGHT. ’ ' ■
We are taught that the great source of all life and being 

is itself light—glorifying, vivifying light—that permeates 
all being—the entire universe—and makes its power felt. 
That the soul of humanity is the offspring of that central 
fount and source of all light; that this great central sun— 
if we may so call it—contains the potency of all intelli- 

• gence and activity and all the various principles which we 
understand by the terms love, truth, wisdom and power; 
and this luminous central force produced that which we 
call the soul life of sentient, cqnscious being as manifest
ed not only in the form of man but in various forms-and 
degrees in this life with which you are familiar. Emer
son has most beautifully addressed the infinite life as the 
“Oversoul”—grand, glorious and glorifying—brooding 
upon the waters of the great deep; and above all that the 
universe contains, permeating these with its life-giving 
force.

THOUGHT OF THE EARLY MAN.
In nneient days it was the custom for the early man to 

worship the sun as the great luminary of life itself, as the 
vivifying force of all being, and, knowing nothing of the 
interiof qualities of spiritual life, this primitive man, real- 
'iziug tlib’potency of the sun in its course, bowed before it 
and made sacrifices to that grand central power of light. 
In Ibis there is a substance and form of truth, for even 
-primitive man, groping for an understanding of nature 
and of bis own life and being, was intuitive in many direc- 

1 lions. He felt the force of life, yet could not interpret it. 
De felt the mystical qualities of its vivifying power, but 
did not realize whence it came. Starting within him were 
the elements of adoration and worship of something 
which he could not take up in his hands or come in con
tact with in his rude existence, in the varying forms and 
conditions of material life. But the greatest power, the 
grandest expression of force and of beauty, of helpfulness 
to himself and people, he saw in the rays of the sun.

PRIMITIVE MAN VIEWING NATURE.

these uiars and worlds outnumber all human conception 
of figured, arid believe that this is all by chance, and that 
there is no hand of design, no infinite mind, spreading 
out these glories to yoiir.-view aijd marking each world, 
each ¿tar and each systein with its own power for the 
grandeur of eternal expression and of being. • ■ ■ ,

MANIFESTATION OF DESIGN.
One can not walk forth in-the fields of nature, when 

the spring-time spreads her garments of verdure abroad, 
and rippling walers tell of life, beauty and harmony on 
every hand; when the summer tijne with ruddy glow pre
sents her beauties to your inspection and gives you the 
color, the richness, the glory of a perfection which man 
can not portray; or when autumn time reveals her fruit- 
'agempon the bough, her splendor and richness upon the 
hilltops and in the valleys; or even when winter’s snow 
and ice are on evfery hand locking the streamlets and 
clouding the wayside with the feathery snow—one can 
not behold any qf this panorama of the seasons and be? 
lieve that it dojs not manifest’design. The passing sea
sons show beyond the shadow of a doubt’that design, or
der, utility, and all that goes to make the manifestations 
of intelligence are portrayed there by nature’s works, and 
therefore it matters not whether you say it is “law,” or 
“infinite force,” or “divine intelligence,” or “nature work
ing through the various forms of expression,” or “God;” 
it is all one and the same: the SPIRIT, grand/ beautiful, 
majestic, manifesting power through every atom and by 
every jnanner of manifestation.

The life of the soul is that which this point of light— 
tliis supreme brilliance of which we speak—gains for it
self in unfolding processes, through different forms and 
manifestations <rf being which we call human, and which

X

In the spring, he beheld the frozen waters of the deep 
breaking up and changing form and manifestation, com
ing into active life and leaping forth in beauty to satisfy 
his thirst; he beheld the ground, arid and cold and dark 
as it had been, springing up with beautiful flowers, which 
covered it with a carpet of splendor. He realized that 
here was a principle of life which though he did not un
derstand must have been helped into expression by the 
warming and vivifying rays of this grand sun. And so, as 
summer came upon him with its warmth and grandeur, 
with, its blush and bloom and beauty, giving to him the 
products of nature, he also recognized that the power 
came from above and that the sun of light with its splen
dour and heat had the power to produce this wonderful ef
fect.

So with autumn and her productions. 11ns man 
turned naturally to the source of the heat and power, to 
Ihc fructifying source of life itself, as he beheld it in na
ture’s works, and gave reverence to it as one gives rever
ence to that which is more glorious and grand-than he 
can reach. . . ’

The primitive man received within himself the thought 
of something great and^glorious*and all-powerful; and, as 
we have observed, he was intuitive—he felt these, condi
tions and the spiritual impulse within, and expressed 
them as best he could.

The soul, we claim, IS A FLAME OF LIGHT; or, we 
might say, that it in its incipience—before it has reached 
ouFthrough human expression and experience—is a point 
of light, a spark of brilliancy so glorious that it would 
dazzle your mortal eyes could you behold it. Even the 
point of light, that is a soul principle-^ an element of 
power that permeates or is invested within the lowest 
form of human being that you can imagine—would, were 
it withdrawn and revealed to your mortal sights appear so 
brilliant and dazzling that you could not behold it.clearly, 
could not realize its potency.

’ WHENCE COME HUMAN SOULS?

belong to the various planes of existence.
SOUL GERMS AS PRESENTED TO SOME.

Let us tell you how the soul germ appears to the spirit 
eye.' There are spirits, human beings who have passed 
out from the mortal; you are all spirits encased in mortal 
flesh, but we are speaking of some who have passed out 
from the mortal and who are apart from the conditions 
and environments of the material life. There are many 
spirits who have never seen a soul germ; they know noth
ing about it, and if asked concerning the same would be 
pardonable if they claimed that there is nothing.of the 
and, because they do not see and have not come in con
tact with them. Some day, undoubtedly, those very in
dividuals will have so advanced that they will see and rec
ognize these elements and forms which we call the “soul 
germs.” Others—many of whom are high teachers—are 
familiar with them; THEY ARE GUIDES, IF WE MAY 
USE THE TERMS, AND SOME OF THEM HAVE A 
NUMBER OF THESE SOUL GERMS IN CHARGE, 
DIRECTING THEM HERE AND THERE BY MAG
NETIC WILL FORCE, AND THEN BRINGING 
THEM INTO CONTACT WITH HUMAN LIVES ON 
EARTH BY AND THROUGH WHICH THEY ARE 
TO GAIN EXPRESSION ON THE MORTAL PLANE.

Now, then, we will describe as well as we can how a soul 
germ appears to a spirit intelligence who beholds it. But 
you must remember that in describing anything belong
ing to the spiritual stales outside of matter we are obliged 
to make use of your terms and expressions, your language, 
your similes, and all that you can understand, because 
were we not to do so, tliat which we would try to interpret 
to you would be foreign, as if spoken in some dead lan
guage which you could1 not possibly understand; there
fore, in using your terms of expression you will at once 
concede that it is not possible for the spirit to give full 
description of that which appeals to one on the other side 
of life where we are not confined to'mortal phraseology 
and are not obliged to make use of terms which are of the 
earth earthy.

SOUL GERMS DESCRIBED.
Then we shall say that a soul germ appears to be like a 

brilliant point of light, scintillating, sparkling,-and that 
it is covered or enveloped by a white, vapory substance 
that is; very clear and beautiful, of a milk-white color. 
When this first appears to the sight of a spirit it is some
what in the form of a small fig, and in the center of that 
substance is the point of light which is really the soul
flame, or the principle—essence—of life. When we call 
anything the essence or essential quality, we mean that 
which is the most vitalizing, that; which is the most pow
erful, that which is the all in all, and that which produces 
the particular substance or object of interest.' The es
sence of the flower is its perfume—its spirit—and because 
of that essence the flower is odorous to you and a thing 
of pleasure. _ _

The soul principle, then, or this point of light—which 
is the vivifying power enveloped in this vapory substance 
and shining brilliantly through the same—has attracted 
to it these elements and forces, magnetic in character, 
from the atmosphere and the conditions ■ of life 
around it, and formed this envelop for its sustenance and 
protection. This substance of a magnetic character may 
be likened to the substance surrounding the germ of an 
acorn. Nature’s work is true and exact in its processes 
of upbuilding and unfolding, and as true and exact in its 
processes of building up a human entity and bringing 
forth into expression the human being that we know as a 
co-ordination of the forces and elements, or spirit and 
mind—of intelligence, consciousness and expression—as 
it is in building up the oak tree from 6the . tiny germ, 
which the acom contains. We deal with scientific prob
lems when we deal with the soul life—with the spiritual 
being—and when we deal with the external form and its 
manifestations here in material life. ..

GROWTH OF SOUL GERM.

and power, until by and by, following tho law of attrac
tion, just as surely as all things in hie must follow that 
same omnipotent law, this soul germ is swept into the at
mosphere along the currents of expression of some human 
being upon this^niortiij plane; in this magnetic environ
ment or aura it.ÿççonyiB.absQrbed, and then will come the 
processes of geBtatiph.and of growth in a material sense. 
The soul become,absorbed by this co-ordination of forces 
that is creating.i'mor,tàl form, and when the life princi
ples—the positiyftandnegative elements—are blended to
gether, tliis souigermpseeking expression through, these 
outlying forms, ebraes into active conscious life on earth.

LIFE OF THE SOUL. -
This is the life ol the soul, as far as we can follow it to 

the mortal statej'-but the.life of the soul, we might say, 
is only just begun’; that ie, provided that soul germ comes 
fresh from the infinite life to the mortal state of earth. 
It may have passed through various forms of expression 
in other worlds, oh other planets; we do not know.

There are those which have, and which do not come in 
that soul germorform of wliich we speak; but we are 
confining our description to the soul germ we have reason 
to suppose has had no expression through any form of ac
tivity and consciousness of which we can become aware. 
Therefore it has now come into the Outer manifestation 
of life on earth. < It has the power to vivify and animato 
this co-ordination of elements and atoms, spiritual im
pulses and magnetic forces, which we call a human entity. 
All this aggregation of forces, has built up a mortal form 
and this form is endowed with various qualities and pow
ers, partly drawn from the spiritual, largely drawn from 
the material life.

PARENTAL LIFE AND ANCESTRY.
As the soul comes into contact with this magnetic life 

of the parentage,"being sensitive and subjected to various 
vibratoiy forces, it comes also under the influence of that 
which belongs to the parental life, consequently as it takes 
upon itself these varying conditions of materiality it also 
takes upon itself in a measure those qualities wliich be
long to the parental life and even to ancestry—these vi
bratory forces working through and upon this growing 
child create conditions which we call the conditions of 
heredity, and thus we find the child may exhibit traits and 
characteristics which have not been shown by either pa
rent, or by both, but by those who are of more remote an
cestry; but all the while the soul maintains its brilliancy, 
its own subjective and creative power. .

THE SOUL CAN NOT BE DESTROYED.
The conditions of earth may be such—and also those 

of heredity—through the material processes of life, as to 
cloud this soul power; as to in a measure cramp and 
gather around it that which we may call a shell. It may 
seem to be for the time crystallized so that it can not give 
out this scintillating, radiating power which makes for 
good; but aU the while the soul is there—it can not pos
sibly be destroyed—it knows no fear. The soul itself is 
of the Infinite; it can not be lost, whatever its conditions

I
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Whence come these points of tight which we coil human 
souls? Who shall say? What finite mind can interpret 
and explain the source of being? When mind can reach 
out and come in contact with the central source of all 
power and intelligence and explain the infinite wonders 
of life itself, and from whence these soul-germs come, 
that mind is infinite and cap not come in contact with 
finite life to give intelligent understanding of these won
drous works. Therefore, we do not claim to explai* 
whence these soul-germs come—these points of brilliancy 
that are destined to flame on and on through one form of 
expression and another, vivifying and .revivifying human 
entities until they also become Godlike in power and ex
pression. But this we do believe; that they come from 
the infinite source of all being—the Oversoul—the cen
tral light that we call God. . .

It matters not by what name we reverence or call that 
wliich is infinite; it matters not if you, on the one hand, 
arc pleased to term it Nature, and say: “I worship Na
ture and my religion is the religion of naturalism; ’ or if 
vou ’on the oilier hand say: “I believe in God. I worship 
the Supreme Being—my ideal. My idea of infinitude is 
of a grand, supreme intelligence, majestic, magnificent in 
expression and power.” , It matters not by what term 
that great central source of light is called. We believe 
that all recognize intuitively, instinctively, tliat therp is a 
iunreme power permeating this universe of ours and that 
design, onl< -'nindeur of expression are manifest on 
every hand.

One can not look out into the starry night and behold 
¿ho magnificent display of the heavens, realizing how

So nature is working in her own beautiful way—Na
ture, God, Intelligence, Force—whatever you may call it 
—js doing this work, and the soul-flame sent out into the 
universe from its central sourcg of light, gathers to itself 
—for it has within the power to attract the magnetic ele
ments and forces to form this covering of which we speak. 
Opening the acorn which lays in your hand you perceive 
the. tiny germ within; you know that germ is the life of 
the plant, that it is to unfold, to grow, to come into ex
pression; and the substance around that germ, which you 
behold as the nut, is that which the germ will feed upon 
during the processes and waiting time of nature, when it 
is covered'by the soil, before it has gathered the strength 
and power to manifest itself by coming above the rarface 
of the earth as a tiny expression. You, open a grain of 
corn and you find the germ there surrounded by a milky 
substance which it has to feed upon until it gathers 
strength to put out its rootlets and become a stalk which 
shall bear ears of corn for your sustenance and gratifica
tion. So with the soul life; it is along the same exact 
processes until the soul gathers its forces and comes into 
expression. : , ।

As we have said, this soul-germ appears like a point 
of brilliant light in the midst of this magnetic substance 
which it has for its support; that it is in? form somewhat 
like a small fig, and by and by this substahce increases; in
stead of decreasing it gathers to itself new elements from 
the atmosphere and this increases its size, but it retains 
the same shape, and after a time it comes to look some
thing like a.beautiful pear, only it is still of a white, va
pory appearance and substance. The point of light feeds 
—so to speak—upon this magnetic, envelop; it absorbs it; 
thus the light grows in size and power, and develops new 
possibilities—rather it is putting, out its . potency, for, 
coming from the great principle of all light and being, it 
must be charged with potential qualities, with electrify
ing force; and as it feeds upon this magnetic supply which 
is of its own it develops and throws out greater ’ betaty

or lack of growth!
The life of tti,e soul’, then, begins to enlarge—if we 

may so express it—when this vital flame, that is only a 
point of light, surrounded by the substance of magnetic 
force which we have mentioned—first permeates every 
part of the growing child. If the soul life is withdrawn, 
or if there i$ thqt which severs the connection between 
this soul germ and the physical form during the period of 
gestation, you will find that when the child is bom it is 
dead, there is no life or animation—it is simply a little 
speck of clay. But if tjie soul germ takes possession 
through the magpety? aura of the mother, and this little 
principle Of life which is-produced by the co-ordination of 
forces through thè parental conditions, then the child is 
alive, and this soul-germ begins its work. It begins from 
that little point of light to send out radiating lines just 
exactly as the rootlet of the tree sends out its radiating 
root lines until it can throw out the grand and beautiful 
conditions of leafage and fruitage and helpfulness for the 
earth. These little radiating lines, coming from the cen
tral speck of brilliancy, pass through every fibre and 
nerve and condition of the human form, and it is this soul 
life which is not only the radiating force and animating 
power, but it is this which enables a human entity to 
grasp the conditions of life and to understand them.
~"*As we have said before, the soul life may be cramped, 
may be crowded’back, may be held from the development 
which belongs to it, and so the human being may go tot
Tering along in tliis mortal life, and perhaps be a mere 
semblance of what a human life or form should be, but 
nevertheless it exists and because of this the machinery of 
the human body and the mental action of the brain may 
go on and do their work, by greater or lesser degrees, ac
cording to the case.

THE SOUL HAS A WORK TO DO.
But the soul has a work to do—it is busy. This human 

body must be fed. We do not mean by the external 
forms of sustenance, but we mean by spiritual elements, 
by the forces and qualities that are gathered from the at
mosphere, mental and spiritual. This human body re
quires" something more than the bread, meat and raiment 
wliich you find here in physical life; it must have some
thing gathered from life itself, from nature, which will 
give it the strength to make its way-in the world. The 
soul-flamq has charge of this duty. It still has its at
tractive force, just as when a speck of light emitted into 
infinita space, it gathered magnetic qualities to itself and 
then the envelop that enabled it to come into contact with 
this external life. Just so it has the attractive force now, 
while permeating you as human beings, to gather to itself 
elements and atoms and forces which enable it not only 
to benefit these external bodies but to build up the spirit
ual form which hereafter it will claim in grander worlds 
than this. > , »

THE SOUL FLAME AND MIND.
This flaming light or force which we call the soul, as 

we have intimated, permeates every nerve and tissue, and 
there is not an atiffi'in-ydur body but what is vitalized by 
it; there is-not an. element in your spiritual bodies that 
are being built upinowjdiut what is animated by this vital 
flame of being, attd'as Vou go forth from day to day this 
wonderful creati^éj'up^ùilding force is constantly at 
work. It can not die, #nd never sleeps. The soul can 
bring-you into a Condition by which you. may secure rest 
that is needed byThe external form, and, when your body 
is gaining reposCwhe^your- eyes are closed in slumber, 
the soul life is nipving’constantly on and under its influ
ence you may project yourself out of the external form 
into contact with other lives and other realms, gaining 
knowledge and cMsciolÈncss of being, which, though you 
are unablh to bfwg -him into tliis oùtward thought and 
line of expression<called the daily life of earth, yet remain 
with you registefM’in/feoul life, and which you.will find 
by and by lielpiuT'to Understanding of existence in the. 
spirit spheres. This soul life will continue to animato 
tho consciousness and enable you to express that which is

©elivereb in Waebinoton, S). C, (
The life of the soul, then, while it is within, while it 

is the great- motive power ol your being, is that which is 
independent of these atoms and forces which you behold 1 
around you, for this soul flame or light—this principle of 
being with its attractive power drawing to itself all .that 
is necessary for its expression on earth—exists out in the 
realms of space long ere it comes into this external form 
to give manifestation of life.

SOUL AND SPIRIT DEFINED.
There are those who claim that the soul is the product 

of matter. We make a distinction between “soul” and 
“spirit,” and claim that neither is the product of matter, 
but that matter, or the co-ordination of atoms and forces 
into substance or objective life, which we call matter, is 
itself the product of spirit, and that spirit itself could not 
exist except for the vital flame which we call the soul, ani- ' 
mating, attracting, drawing it together, bringing it into i 
form and substance in conjunction with tliis building up j 
of the material body which we see on earth. ,

We chose this subject to give you some idea, brief and । 
feeble though it may be, of the various and wonderful | 
processes which we behold in the spirit that pertain to ’ 
human life and consciousness. The soul flame of being ’ 
will by and by have had its experience with this mortal 1 
form, or, rather, you will have had your experience as co- ' 
ordinated human entities under the animation of the soul 
flame. By and by you as human beings will leave the i 
outer shell and will be drawn onward, still vivified by this ( 
soul flame of light, and still enabled because of it to pass 
out into realms of usefulness and power to gain your ad
vancement and your spiritual growth. Without it there 
would be no coalescence; without it there would be no co
herence; chemical affinity would be unknown; the law of 
attraction itself would not be; but with it all things are 
possible, for it is the offshoot of that great supreme life 
which is the “all in all.” Thus do we claim that we are a 
part of the supreme; thus do we claim we are called to live 
in the living presence of the omnipotent power; thus do ' 
we claim we have the right to call ourselves children of 
the living God, for it is true that from that great central 
source cometh every flame of light—every soul that finds 
expression here or elsewhere in the vast universe.

SPHERES OF LIGHT.
We»are told that there are intelligences in the realms 

of space so beautified, so perfected, that were they to ap
proach you in their majesty and splendor you could not 1 
behold them as anything but spheres of light, and yet 
they have the divine qualities of intelligence—the human 
qualities unfolded, evolutionized unto the divine—so 
magnificent we cannot compare them to anything else 
than the qualities of a God. These arc human entities— 
if we may employ the term—and they appear like spheres 
of light to those who are not upon the same plane of vi
bration and of progression as themselves; and this proves 
to us that the soul life is of the flame, that it is the light 
of infinity that blooms and blossoms intQ grandeur in its 
expression as shown to you in the glowing stars above 
your heads that inarch in matchless beauty through the 
ages, each true to its course and to its work.

< THE GLORY OF LIFE.
These are the thoughts brought to our minds as we 

seek to study the majesty of being, the grandeur of exist
ence, the glory of life. Tliink of it. Cradled here in the 
arms of Mother Nature, rocked to and fro by her convul
sions and by what may appear to you to be her spasmodic 
conditions of life, probably as most mortals, amidst the 
dark, damp conditions of’materiality, groping on, trying 
to reach through the darkness of ignorance and seeking 
for light; searching ever here and there for some treasure 
that shall be for your uplifting; ever pressing onward 
with burdens upon your backs, and with bowed heads be
cause the storms of life center upon you, you may be par
doned if you feel that after all life is hardship—life is not 
to be desired; but when you realize that you are children 
of the living God; when you realize that it is not this ex
ternal form of clay, even though its elements and atoms 
and particles, its tissues and forces, are drawn from tho 
infinite storehouse of nature and given out by her bounty 
and goodness, but that it is the soul flame that has sprung 
directly from the infinite power of all being, and that you 
are creatures that may press onward, magnificent in 
power, splendid in achievement, grand beyond the telling 
in aspiration, springing ever onward and upward to 
higher fields of conquest and attainment—then you may 
realize that it is grand indeed to be alive.

Yea, my friends, it is glorious beyond expression to re
alize that we are not of the common clods; are not a ball 
of earth rolled into a certain form and battered here .and 
there by the conditions of life that we behold around us, 
but that we are the light, the glory, the power of infinite 
love; that we are a part and parcel of tho beauty, splen
dor, holiness, wisdom, truth, intelligence, and all that 
goes to make up Omnipotence; that we are living souls, 
moving onward and can attract to ourselves that from the 
universe, from the atmosphere, from all life, which is up
lifting, which is conducive to unfoldmcnt, which helps 
onward to higher things, because the soul flame within is 
the attractive force. When we realize tliis—that the soul 
life is the real or attractive force—we may gather to our
selves from the universe those things which we need, 
those which we must have for the development of divin
ity within our lives; and this we can do as we study our
selves and our conditions, as we come into accord with 
life and into harmony with mankind. Thus shall we 
climb on and on, not content to remain here as children 
groping in the dark, but aspiring to become men and wo
men in the proudest, grandest sense; men and women of 
courage and power; men and women of trust and faith in 
things divine; men and women who have within oursblves 
the potency and possibility of accomplishment, of 
achievement—not children crying because there are little 
obstacles in our way and we can not overcome them, but 
men and women secure in our assurance of strength that 
we shah overcome, that we will surmount the obstacles, 
that the impediments must be removed by positive action 
of the.life itself. Thus day by day, undaunted by that 
which may seem a mistake or blunder or failure, but only 
girding up the inner powers for new effort and new 
achievement, we shall inarch on, FINDING THAT 
AFTER A WHILE THE IMPEDIMENTS ARE 
OVERCOME, THE OBSTACLES ARE SURMOUNT
ED, THE HEIGHTS ARE CLIMBED, THE GLORY 

, OF THE STARS WITHIN OUR REACH, AND THAT
WE ARE CHILDREN OF THE LIVING GOD, FULL 

, OF THE SOUL-FLAME, OF MAJESTY, OF LOVE, 
OF WISDOM AND INTELLIGENCE—ON, NEAR
ING STILL CLOSER AND CLOSER TO THE DI- 

■ VINE LOVE/OF THE FATHER AND MOTHER OF

within. 'i,.','. . • \ •
We understand'and realize that conditions of mortal 

life have a great deal to do with assisting in this up-build
ing process. We know that education, opportunity and 
all the various conditions which go to assist a huinun be
ing in reaching onward here in mortal life have much to 
do with the unfolding and the expression of. the human 
mind. But the sou! flame itself is that which sets the 
mind in motion, enables it to attract to itself forces, from 
beyond, to develop others from within; and thus give the 
ihentality power to manifest itself in wondrouu forms of 
achievement throughout the universe» ■
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CURES DEAFNESS 
ANO CATARRH

O.VI.Y ONK KKllirUY 1» CEUrAlN AXa 
THAT IS “AWISA.”

DeataesaU tbedlroctresult, lu S5 out of ever» himdrod cages, of chroalo catarrh of the thro.ii 
and middle ear. TUetifleci

gggj]
¡g§

of catarrh is to ail up ai.V 
elog the air passages with 
deposits, these In a abort 
time stopping the action 
of the vibratory bones. . 
Deafness ensues, and tha^ 
hearing cannot bo restored 
until these deposits are re
moved. It Is Impossible to 
reach the inner oar by 
probing or spraying, and 
that Is the reason why the 
greatest aurlsta and phy
sicians find their skill bat
hed. But science has dis
covered a way to roach 
these heretofore Inaceass-

Able portions of the head. This discovery has 
been named ••Actlua." It la a vapor current 
which, passing through the Eustachian tubes 
uttaeks and dissolves the clogging catarrhal 

8<? P*88 away, and at tho
same time loosens up the bones (hummer, anvil 

ear. so that they im* mediately respond to the slightest sound vibra* 
lion. Ringing noises in the head are also caused 
by catarrh, and are the premonitory signs of 
deafness. “Actlna" never falls to cure this 
distressing affliction; we have known case* 
nto be cured in three weeks. 

Actlua* Is also a certain specific for asthma, 
bronchitis, sore throat, weak lungs, colds and 
headache; all ot which are either directly or in* 
♦rtt bXe*lftrrh. “Actlna" la sent on 
trial postpaid. Write ua about your case. Wo 
give advice free, and positive proof of cures. 
I rofessor Wilson's lOu page IMcilonary of 
Disease, also sent Free. Address New York & 
London Electric Association. Den. TD yaü Wal* 
nut Street. Kansas City, Mo.

HAIR ON THE FACE 
LADIIiS-tiuud for new inforinutlou how to roiuovo 
it easily and effectually without chemicals or instru
ments. CorrvBpoudence confidential tn plain uoaled 
envelope. Hundreds of Umtiiuonluls.
MRS.M.N.PERRY, C 10 Drawer 412, Lunj Beach. California.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plies, Fistula, Ulcere, 
Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address

DR. BYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
’M* __ _ _ A _ 8oodu> yonrftddreMt Q a Day Sure^^w KlB M IB V •biuluteljr ture; w*
Ww furnish tlia work and Uacb you free, you work In 
tho locality where you livo. t>end u» your addre»» and we will 
ex plain the bualneu fully, remember w» guarantee »clear profit 
of |3 for every day’e work .absolutely euro. Write nt onee.
BOUL BlRLFlCTimfiU t’O^ ifoa I 143, Detroit,MUh*

$200. A MONTH
/Ono rellublo man or woman Ineaolicounty 

a* manager, to exhibit, tuko orders und up- 
SSrif point aaeuta for Hurri«on’u OiLGua titovea 

1 1 for cooking und heuting. Wondurful In
I Y*zr*ri vantlon. Automuticidly sen

I „ • V*'"*1«? erates fuel yu* from keroaeno 
' 1] I fcroisigi MiniatnnOHs Work*. Ab*

World Mfg. Co*.

’eolutoly ante. Enormous de* 
mund. Thouaandu bold woeklr. 
OheQpost, donnent. eafoot fuel. 
Oubtoinera dollahted, Oata* 
loguu FILEE. write today,

I World Bldg., Cincinnati, Q»

The above Ie tbe number ot the pre», 
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at tbo top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with tbe figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number oa 
the tag of your wrapper. -

THESOÜL ITS NATURE. RE
LATIONS AND EX
PRESSIONS IN HU-

MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price 81.00. This is one of the best books 
?iven by the guides of Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond, 

hoy are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book of reference for those who have been 
members of tho classes receiving them. This 
volume is a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing tho bases of the teachings.

THE MISSING UNK ’
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Family.
InteresliDg and valuable as a history of the begin

ning of Modern Spiritualism, by one of tbe Fox Bis
ter«. 478 Pages, 16 illustration«, including portrait* of 
the Fox Family. History of tbo HydeavTllo rapping*, 
aa related by eyo-wltnesses; remarkable and well at* 
tested manifestations; tbe’’exposures," etc. Hand* 
aomely bound In cloth. But few cople» remaining. 
Publishers’ price, 41.50. We will send tho book poaV 
paid Fv 11.40.

ESOTERIC LESSONS.
This work Includes "Personified Un

thinkable«.” "First Lessons In Reality,” 
and “A Tour Through the Zodiac.” 
This is an Interesting production of oc
cult thought and will well repay careful 
study and meditation by all occultists. 
Price, Cloth, $1.50. For sale at thia 
•See.

fT NEW CHTE6HISM,BY M. M. MANGA8ARIAN.
This 1b a new “Catechism” In the foil sense of the 

word. There has as yet appeared In the world of lib 
er*! literature nothing IIko this moat wonderful little 
book or reason. E. P. Powell, the well-known author, 
the reviewer ana critic, says: “Tbe remarkable thing 
about toia •Catechism' Is that it tells th^trutb." It 
deals with tbe questions of God. Immortality—the 
Creeds, tbe Clergy, tboCburch, PrayerandSalvation, 
Jesus ana bis Teaching, the Growth of tbe Christian 
Scriptures, and many other philosophical, setentiflo 
and ethical questions with the utmost candor, eoar 
ago and clearness, 183 pages. Cloth 75c i paper, 50a

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART l.—Tfie Pentateuch.

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, T^vltlous, 
Numbers and Deuteronomy, by Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Lillie Devereux Rlake, Rev. Phcbo 
Hanaford, Clara Bewick Colby, Ellen Battelle 
Deltrlck, Mrs. Louisa Soutliworth, Ursula N. 
Gestefeld, and Francis E Barr.

THE WOMAN'S BIBLE.—PART II.
Judges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Com

ments on the Old and Now Testaments, from 
Joshua to Revelation. The comments are keen, 
bright, spicy, full of wit, tho work of radical 
thinkers who ore not Ignorant of the higher 
criticism. Thora is not a doll page In either of 
these books, but oach । is a galaxy of the bright 
minds of tho day and throw a new light on tha 
Bible teachings relating to woman. Price at 
each, paper, 50 cents*

Correction does much, but encouragement does more.— 
Goethe. ■ '

One solitary philosopher may be great, virtuous and 
happy in the midst of poverty,’’but not a whole nation.— 
Isaac Iselin.- ■/ . ■■

Wo hre so vain os to set the highest value upon those 
things to which natureiliaai asagned tho lowest place.— 
Seneca. Taa- . ■;./

I have lived to know that the great’secret of human 
happiness is this: Never suffer your energies to stagnate. 
—Adam Clarke. ? . ; : ; .

Religion must always .be something emotional, and tho 
culture of emotion is not carried on advantageously in or
dinary school-teaching.. The system'that is best for se
curing the intellectual element is not best for securing 
the emotional element.—Sain,

KEEP POSTED
In Current Bplrltualletlo and Occult 

News. '
You can do It by reading each weeX 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo, 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena it contains each week, le 
the marvel of the age. No one can afr 
ford to be without the paper. Its pries 
la within the reach of all.

THE TO-HORROW or DEATH,
Or tho Future Life According toSoIonco. ■ By 
Louis Flgulor. Translated from tho French by 
S. R. Crockeo. A very fascinating work. .Thu 
ano volume might well have bwn entitled'Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. It is writ
ten m that peculiar Interesting stylo In which •
French writers excel when they would popular- 
Izo.solontlHo subjoote In adaptation , to th» 
needs of the general reader. Tho author mt 
"There Is a true and respectable Ides In Spirit 
uall#m," and regards its proved "the fact or 
communication between suporhumans ana tat 
inhabitants ot earth." Pylco, 81.W. —-
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tabled a bushel of the evidence, and as.
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answer of Brother L. 0. Hull to Mr.

friends.

♦ttt

)urs, Mr. Dissett’s return, 
he, my little ones,” continued

had for 
"Yes, It 
Mrs. Dil 
key in t

PUBLICATIO, 
WILL FIND! 
WASTE BASI

i'HERWISE THEY 
'R WAY TO THE

Mrs. A. E. Klbby, the well-known me
dium, hns returned to her home, No. 4 
River View, Mt Adams, Cincinnati, O., 
where she can bo addressed for engage
ments, ,

Take due notice that items for thia 
page In order to insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket.

lives.
7.—Practice the golden rule.

TAKE NOTICE.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.

been "fortune tellers." They exist to-

and credit to herself and spirit teach
ers.”

Since the world began there has

Louise E. Zimmerman writes from 
Elmira, N. Y« "Wè‘wish to report a

Owensboro, Ky.: “I have not the gift to 
express my gratitude to you for the ‘ 
great pleasure I enjoy in reading The $ 
Progressive Thinker. I believe it the 3 
best paper published. It is food for the

All book» ftfiverUaed in the columns 
oi The Progressive Thinker are for 
Bixle at this office. Bear this in mind. ;

iett “Now he's putting the , 
e outer lock." She was rising ence-

ra*#*1

and forced to accompany the latter - -
over the country, being unable to resist aPP^nce of the spectre rig.

- - - — Nicholas Becker writes: “I read the

tying results. As Miss Clara L. Slater,

i \ >

Feb. 6, 1904e

., GENERM^SURVEY.. g
THE SPIRITUALISTIC» FIELD—ITS WORKERS, fj

DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER. U

CONTRIBUTOHS.-Eaeh coutrlbutoi 
16 alone, responsible for any assertions 
or statements be imiy make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the caufie of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of tue 
sentiments uttered la an article may be 
diametrically opposed to bls belief, yet 
that Js no reason why they should ne 
Suppressed; yet we wish It 
understood that our space la Inade
quate to publish everything that come
to band, however much we might “e®" 
to do so. That must account for tue 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would Ike 
to Impress upon the minds of oUJ.SolJZ 
spondents that The Progressive L“1“*" 
Is set up on a Linotype machine tn“' 
must make speed equal to about io 
compositors. That means ripm pi"“' 
and It is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other r 
quirements being favorable, shown 
written plainly with ink on wnne 
paper, or with a typewriter, and onij v 
cne side of the paper, ,

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items tor 
the General Survey will in all cases o 
adjusted to the space we have to occ J 
py, and in order to do that they W» 
generally have to be abridged woro 
less; otherwise many items would m 
crowded out. Sometimes a th.rty-i-“’- 
Item Is cut down to ten lines, and te 
lines to two lines, as occasion may *”■ 
quire.

Take due notice, that all Items for 
this page must be accompanied by l»e 
full name and address of the wrlv« xi 
Will not do to say that Secretary or' Cor
respondent writes so and so, without 
giving the full name and address of me 
writer. The items ot those who do no 
comply with this request will be cast 
into the waste basket.

Keep copies ot your poems sent to 
this office, tor they Will not be returned 
if we have cot space to use them.

Chicago Spiritualists are making 
ready for another good time in the way 
of the fourth annual Grand Prize Mas
querade Ball and Psychic Entertain
ment, to be held at St. George Hall, No. 
3337 State street, Saturday evening, 
Feb. 6. This hall Is extra large and on 
the ground floor, and absolutely sate. 
Thirty prizes will be given. For prize 
list and programme, address W. J. 
Elmo, 40 East Thirty-first street.

A Buffalo (N. Y.) paper says: "Last 
night’s session of the Spiritualist meet
ing proved to be one ot the most intei- 
esting that has yet been held. After 
the opening exercises, Mrs. Reynolds 
gave a discourse on the comforts ot 
Spiritualism, pointing out how people 
who had at first been disposed to scorn 
Spiritualistic teachings had later come 
to believe in them and receive comfort 
from the messages of those who had 
gone before them. Mrs. Reynolds was 
followed by the Rev. George R. Lersch, 
who spoke at some length on material
ization and spiritualization in the phe- 
phenomenal. His was an interesting 
talk and he was frequently applauded. 
Then was sung a song, after which spir
it messages were given by F. Corden 
White. The meeting closed with Mrs. 
Reynolds pronouncing the benediction."

The Evening Post of San Francisco, 
Cal., says: “Fred P. Evans, known all 
over the world as the famous psychog- 
raphist. or slate-writer and clairvoyant, 
has returned to San Francisco after an 
absence of seven years and has selected 
tor his Home and office a magnificent lo
cation overlooking Jefferson Park, 1112 
Eddy street. During his travels, partic
ularly in New York City, bis success 
among the ‘smart set’ as well as the 
leading occult students was phenome
nal. but the professor prefers living in 
San Francisco, his former home, where 
he is well known."

Andrew G. Johnson writes: "1 wish I 
could fully express my appreciation of 
the paper, and my only regret is that 1 
did not know of its existence until a 
year ago, and no doubt there is a great 
many people in the United States to
day, that are not aware that a really 
liberal and progressive paper is printed. 
All the premium books are worth sev- 

■ eral times what you ask for them; but 1 
especially like Hudson Tuttle’s Religion 
of Man, as I think It wholly free from 
fiction."

The Chicago Chronicle of Jan 22,

from the scriptures is a source of di- . 
Vine authority, and that there are er- I 
rors in the Bible; by discrediting Old i 
Testament and Messianic predictions, ] 
and particularly Moses and Isaiah; and j 
finally by setting up the doctrine of re
demption after death. I

The American says: “Paris, France, 
has been producing a large crop pf 
prophetesses or sorceresses, or clair
voyants, or people who claim to reveal ; 
the future by cards and kindred ways. 
There are at least twenty of such who 
are well known. Two claim to receive 
their knowledge from higher powers; 
one from an angel, the other from an 
archangel. Mlle. Couesdon, for in- i 
stance, asserts that her inspiration 
comes from the Angel Gabriel; Mme. 
Clavel-Graclen goes higher still and • 
would have us believe that Michael the j 
Archangel discloses the future through 
her. Discussing with the American , 
correspondent the condition of affairs 
in France, this pretentious prophetess 
said: ‘Dreyfuss will be rehabilitated, 
but he will disappear suddenly. Some
thing will occur to bring tills about. 
Mme. Humbert, another disturbing ele
ment, will be let out of prison next year 
because of illness. She will be nursed 
In a hospital. Her case will be taken 
up again and more scandal will follow. 
The Combes ministry will fall during 
tiie coming year. Men like him, but 
women hate him, and they will succeed 
in influencing tlielr husbands and broth--" 
ers to put him out of power. He will 
be succeeded by a milder man, who is 
an unknown. A Paris theatre will be 
burned, and there will be many victims. 
A great fire will break out in a big es
tablishment on the grand boulevards, 
and mqny will be burned to death. 
There will bo avalanches, floods, fires 
in the provinces. The Royalists will 
grow active and increase their plotting. 
But the Republic will survive it all.’ ”

Mrs. Susanna Harris writes: "Since 
my return from Indianapolis, I have 
again taken up my work with the West 
Side Church, Columbus, Ohio, giving 
test and trumpet seances. I would like 
to hear from societies wishing my serv
ices as test and trumpet medium. 
Terms reasonable.”

Mrs. Virginie Barrett, of Indianapolis, . 
is the guest ot Mrs. J. B. Harris, the , 
trumpet medium, of 30 Buttles avenue, , 
Columbus, Ohio. She is lecturing to 
large and enthusiastic audiences in the 
West Side Spiritual Church.

Mrs. Hattie G. Webster writes from 
Columbus, Ohio: "Mr. and Mrs. J. F. 
Grove, of 277 N. 19th street, Columbus 
Ohio, left for Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 20, 
to remain until early spring. Mrr. 
Grove’s health is reported as being 
much better in the sunny clime. Mr. 
and Mrs. Grove are officers and workers» 
In the West Side Church, and they took 
with them the best wishes of the offi
cers and members of the society. Be
fore going, Mrs. Grove donated fifteen , 
occult books to the society to siart a 11- i 
brary, and the board of officers will be 
thankful for donations of occult workL ’ 
from authors and others who desire tc 
assist in spreading the truth. We hope 
in the near future to establish a read
ing room in connection with the church 
and will accept magazines, papers, etc., 
from those who have them to spare, as 
donations." '

J. T. and Orro M. Barnes write from

soul. I reckon I always was a Spirit
ualist, but did not know it till we com
menced reading The Progressive 
ThinJcer one year ago, and I want to tell ■■ 
you it has made our home better. I 
find it a great renewer of life.”

Each human being has a fluid double. 
This is the assertion of Colonel Albert . 
Rochas, ex-administrator of the Poly
technic school and a well-known pbys- 
icist of Paris, France. He has just been 
making some remarkable experiments •

Bays:"Spiritualism was given as the 
cause of Mrs. Emma A. Lett, 4021 Lake 
avenue, losing her mind. She was de
dared insane at the detention hospital 
yesterday morning.”

Dr. J. C. Phillips, the healer and psy- , 
chometrlst, writes from Clinton, Iowa: ' 
“Mrs. Berry, of Philadelphia, is speak
ing very satisfactorily for the society 
here at present and giving tests at close 
of each lecture.”

A St. Louis paper says: “August 
Schneider and Miss Vella Grisslnger, 
who were married Tuesday morning, 
departed from conventional methods 
when thev called upon the Reverend 
Mrs. Josie K. Folsom, pastor of the 
Olive Street Spiritualist Congregation, 
and were married by her. While this is 
not the first marriage in Missouri in 
which a woman has officiated, it is per
haps the first in St. Louis, and certainly 
the first among the Spiritualists. The 

’ Olive Street Spiritualist Congregation 
has been in existence since last Octo
ber. It has a membership of 200 per
sons and meetings are held Sunday af
ternoons and evenings in Howard’s 
Hall, at Olive street and Garrison ave
nue. The Reverend Mrs. Folsom has 
been in charge since the congregation 
was established. Mrs. Folsom was or
dained a minister of the Spiritual gos
pel in Springfield, Mo., in March, 1897, 
by J. N. Bell, then president of the Pro
gressive Spiritual Association of Mis
souri, which is chartered under the 
laws of the state. Since then she has 
officiated at many weddings and funer
als, possessing the same authority in 
such caqps as other regularly ordained 
minisiers.”

H F. Coates writes: “Sunday, Feb. 
7 Mr. H. F. Arnold will lecture for the 
Church of the Spirit Communion, at 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Mr. Arnold has occupied our plat
form before and all who have ever 
heard-him will welcome him again. 
Our church will change speakers each 
week and bv so doing will give you a 
variation of thought. Dr. Hewitt, who 
has been with our society so long, and 
served it no well, leaves the city to 
serve tho society at Muncie, Ind. 
Nothing but good wishes follow the 
Doctor for he has proved himself both 
as a man and teacher, . ■

The Rov. Dr. Charles A. Briggs evi
dently is a disturber of theology., He 
hc'mn his disturbances upon the occa: 
slop of his Installation as professor of 
bibl'cal theology in Union; seminary of 
Now York nearly thirteen years ago. 

„ Upon that occasion, he startled tho 
xprcsbytcn’ of Now Yoyk by dln 

vine authority for reason in scripture 
Interpretation, that the church

When writing for this paper always givd your full name 
.. J\ nXiwrito and address when sending no-ugeaptnoi typewntei._______  tices and communications for

continuation of the interest in Spiritual
ism and the ^ork ip »this vicinity. The 
Sunday services ate1 given wholly to 
the philosophy-, and'the Thursday even
ing meetings to thii 'phenomena, and, 
taking the exGbme'eold and unpleasant 
weather in consideration have been 
very well attelidedf' Mrs. Clara L. Stew
art, who has1 been •’with us as speaker, 
closes her engagem'ent the last Sunday 
of January, with best wishes, God 
speed and kojie of a return in the fu
ture, of all, to be followed by Rev. Os-

IL E. Martin writes from Grand Rap
ids, Mich., in reference to what will 
help any Spiritual society to grow:

After much observation, 1 offer tlie 
following conclusions to aid any spirit-

1.—Every member should work un- °al À' u}1*0’
selfishly for the good of tlie society and l'uary and March. Mrs. Stewarts dis- 
■ ” courses upon Biblical quotations andits cause in all possible ways.

2.—They should be friendly and so 
clable with each other and should wel
come strangers. Every one should be 
a committee to welcome visitors and 
strangers,

3 .—They should love one another and 
do away with selfishness. -

4 .—No member should speak ill of 
another. We should criticise a person’s 
ideas, not tlie person.

5 .—They should aim at self-develop
ment and help and encourage young 
mediums and speakers to become pub
lic workers. •

6 .—All should lead good, respectable

studies, comparative to daily experi
ences and incidents, give much food for 
thought and awaken an interest to bet
ter know and understand the true origin 
and spiritual teachings of that book of 
books, the Bible; and during her ‘heart 
to heart’ talks, as she calls them, there 
are not many dry eyes among her lis
teners, which proves her ability to 
reach the hearts of both the young and 
older grown children. Mrs. ’ Stewart 
has also the gift of jjsychometry, 
which, at the earnest request, because 
of the great need and demand of the 
people, was demonstrated at our 
Thursday evening meetings, with graft-

8 .—All should always work in har
mony with the other members accord
ing to the sentiments of the majority.

9 .—We should not harshly criticise 
other denominations.

10 .—We should sing our philosophy 
into the hearts of the people. We 
should have songs for all spiritual oc
casions; the old and appropriate songs 
should be preserved, learned and Bung.

Moses Whisler writes: "I notice in 
your issue of Dec. 23, that you have

her early development in mediumship 
took place in Elmira, N. Y.; as Mrs. 
Clara L. Stewart she is widely, well 
and favorably known as a worker tor 
Spiritualism in the Northwest, having 
worked many years as a speaker, also 
served as president of the Wisconsin 
State Association of Spiritualists, and 
we bespeak a wider field of labor tor 
her in the future, as she has filled all 
positions with satisfaction to others

this seems to close the testimony of the 
witnesses, I am prepared as self-ap
pointed judge to decide the case in fa
vor of the defendants, and I hereby pro
nounce them innocent of the charges 
against them as set forth in The Great 
Psychological Crime."

Menominee, Mich.—In the report of 
Detective McMillan, of the Pinkerton 
agency, who was working on the Adams 
murder case for a long time, filed yes
terday with the prosecuting attorney, 
the detective makes the interesting 
statement that Mrs. Gust Adams, the 
wife of the dead man, claims that Mr. 
Adam’s mother warned him of impend
ing danger. Gust and his brother
Charles were visiting at their mother’s 
home, and when they started to leave, 
the mother, with tears in her eyes, told 
her sons that she had dreamed that 
some great harm was to befall Gust, 
and asked Charles to always stay near 
him to guard him from harm. The de
tective seems to have been entirely un
successful in placing the blame on any
one. ■

Rev. Flora Heckman, who has been 
filling the rostrum of the Tacoma Spir
itualist Church for the past several 
months is now in Spokane, Wash., lec
turing for the First Spiritual Church of 
that place. She would like to hear 
from other societies In the state of 
Washington. She is at present located 
at Temple Court, Room 326.

In a studio in Chester, Pa., works 
Joseph Jeams, Jr., an artist in advanced 
life, who has in bls studio pictures of 
spirit forms he has captured .by his 
camera. The most noteworthy one is 
that of a figure unknown to him. He 
was developing a plate, when he no
ticed some peculiar lines, and to his as
tonishment the face and figure of an 
athlete, came into view instead of the 
person who had posed for the photo
graph. He was mystified and thought 
at first that he had Inserted an old 
plate by mistake, but it was fresh from 
the supply box. It chanced that James 
Burns, clerk at the Arcade, dropped in, 
and at once he pronounced the picture 
that of his old trainer, who had died.— 
Philadelphia Record.

Hypnotism is in many cases an agent 
of mischief. The Chicago American 
has the following from Charlotte, N. C.: 
"Elwood Bates, the young son of a 

. Pittsburg capitalist, is in jail here 
' while the authorities await Instructions

with hypnotized subjects. In the hyp- 3 
notlc state, Rochas says, this fluid ; 
equivalent of the human body rises 
above the latter and floats above his 
head, attached by an impalpable cord, 
like a captive balloon. Several experi
ments have been made with individuals 
to prove this. A person was put to 
sleep and the demonstrator mounted in 
the room above the sleeping subject 
and touched the spot to which it was 
thought the double would probably rise. 
The result was a piercing scream from 
the hypnotized individual below. Sev
eral hypnotists think that on account of 
the suffering the subject undergoes 
from these experiments it will be better 
to hypnotize animals for further inves
tigation, as it is known that they, too, 
have this fluid double.

By the use of the power of hypno
tism, it is claimed, two unknown men 
abducted Miss Ruby Brown, 15 years 
old, from her home in Champaign, 111., 
Friday morning. The girl was brought 
to Peoria on a Big Four train, but in 
the Union station after her arrival she 
recovered consciousness while her kid
napers were out in search of a carriage 
and made her escape through the bag
gage room. Appealing for aid to a 
stranger, she learned that she was In 
Peoria and was taken to the residence 
of her aunt, Mrs. William Perham, at 
1103 Prarle avenue. She left for her 
home in Champaign this morning. The 
girl was on her way to school Friday . 
morning. When less than a block from 
her home a man stepped quickly behind 
her and seized her by the arms. An
other man made several passes before 
her face with his hands and she lost, 
consciousness. After her escape in this 
city the police were notified and were 
given a good description of the men. 
Her story Is corroborated by Conductor 
Scanlon, who noticed the three persons 
on the train. Miss Brown is the daugh
ter of the manager of the teaming, in
terests and lives in the best residence 
district.—Chicago Chronicle.

Mrs. Mary Craig Jacob, 932 North Il
linois street, Indianapolis, Ind., Is slow
ly Improving after being aii invalid for 
many months. She hopes to exchange 
her long imprisonment at home for a 
journey in search of recreation as soon 
as settled spring weather will permit. 
She has been a valued member of the 
First Spiritual Church of her home city, 
while the friends she has made through 
her phase of independent slate-writing 
and independent voices without the 
trumpet, are legion in number, and 
scattered from Washington, D. ■ C., to 
the 'Pacific coast. • • She is yet .unable to 

' seo her would-be patrons. The crown
ing honor of her thirty years’, labor as 
a medium is found in the loyal confl- 

। donee of those who know her best. 
. Time has whitened-her hair and weak
> oned her physical form, but her soul 
; still glows with zeal for Spiritualism.

as to his disposition from his father. 
Young Bates disappeared from a Cath
olic school which he was attending near 
Pittsburg some time ago, and since 
then has been vainly sought for by his 
father. The boy was discovered last 
night on the stage of a theater here by 
two priests. He was being used by a 
traveling hypnotist. The priests recog
nized him by descriptions sent out from 
the Pittsburg school, and took charge 
of him. Afterward the boy escaped 
from the priests, but was found to-day 
and placed in jail. Young Bates de
clares that he was taken from the 
school near Pittsburg by a hypnotist

the man’s bidding.”
The New York Herald says: "Hush, 

children!” said Mrs. Michael Dissett to 
her two little ones; “don’t I hear your 
father’s feet on the stairs?” It was two 
o’clock yesterday morning and the 
mother and children sat huddled to
gether in their home at No. 52 Pros
pect street, Brooklyn, awaiting, as they

day. According to the Detroit Journal 
one is at Ann Arbor, Mich. She is a 
colored woman who has become afflu
ent through forty years of fortune tell
ing. She is called "Mother" Johnson 
by the'students, bhe lives on the out
skirts, in a house on a hill. Mrs. John
son makes no pretense of possessing 
mystical powers. She has no • secret 
about the way in which she reads the 
future. She relies solely on cards, and 
really believes her curious system is 
more accurate than her shrewd and 
really well educated judgment. She be
gan telling fortunes by chance. One 
day a friend asked her to try her hand 
at it. She did not know one card from 
another, yet when she ran through 
them picking them out in random com
binations of color, face, etc., her hap
hazard predictions proved iairly cor
rect. She has been la fortune teller 
ever since. Hpr reputation grew up 
with th<? university, and as the students 
scattered over the United States they 
did not forget'to tell of the fortune 
teller of their JUma mater. Then, too, 
Mrs. Johnson, made some famous 
guesses that were printed in newspa
pers all over the country. But she 
would rather laugh at her successes as 
good jokes than.spend time proudly re
counting tjiem.j "I just see,” she says, 
"what a good }ie I can tell the boys." 
She has a blind faith in the cards. “1 
never look to read my customers' 
faces,” she says; “I'can read better 
than my own judgment ever told me out 
of the pack of candB... Three aces to
gether, for instance, means a change. 
Some of the • spot; cards tell me 
whether this is a change in business; 
or, face cards will make it change in 
friends or in lovers. Old men, young 
men, mothers, fathers, sweethearts, 1 
pick them all from the face cards, 
kings being old and jacks young men. 
The color of the surrounding cards, 
whether dark clubs and spades prevail, 
or whether the light diamonds and 
hearts crowd about, prompts me to pre
dict gloom or happiness, if the other 
combinations are right.”

Mrs. G. Partridge started Sunday for 
Bridger, Montana, in response to an ur
gent call by old friends. Her many 
other friends and patrons should make 
a note of it and address her accord
ingly. •

Residents of Kingsbridge, near the 
power house of the Interurban Railway 
Company, New York, have been seeing 
things lately, and some of them are con
fident that ghosts are about. Accord
ing to reports from that section, the 
misty white form of a phaeton drawn 
by a horse of the same mystic, trans
parent make-up, has been conveying 
the forms of two men around and 
around the power house every night 
for a month. The phaeton and its un
canny occupants, so it is said by those 
who claim to have seen them, make 
their appearance between 4 o’clock in 
the afternoon and midnight. Some of 
the workmen in the power house have 
quit their jobs on account of the nightly

to welcome him, she says, when the 
sounds of the key stopped and the foot
steps retreated slowly and died away. 
Mrs. Dissett says she ran to the win
dow and looked out in the street.' There 
was no one in sight. After day dawned 
the body of Dissett in uniform was 
brought home from the East River.

। Captain Alfred Harrington, of the tug 
Walter Johnson, had found it floating 
off Washington street, Brooklyn. Dis- 
sett wap a substitute letter carrier at

tached to the Manhattan office. He
■" was forty years old.

Mrs. Alice Gehring writes: “I am 
again located at 644 West 63rd street, 
Chicago, and ready to work. Circle 
every Monday night; also Wednesdays 
at 2 p. m.” .

A. Hebert writes: "The Spiritualist 
Alliance of Stockton, Cal., has had with 
them the last three Sundays, Mrs. Eliz
abeth Holmes, a medium formerly of 
Minnesota, and she will remain with us 
one more week. In Mrs. Holmes we 
have a'medium whom we know we can 
trust, and who gives nothing but what 
she1 receives from the spirlt~world, and 
with her clear, convincing messaged’ 
she consoles many a sorrowing heart. 
She came up from San Jose, where she 
was engaged for three months by tho 
society there. If wo had many workers 
like Mrs. Holmes, Spiritualism would 
surely prosper." 1 .

Dr. Freedman, the Australian Healer,, 
has removed to 618 West-Monfoe street, 
whore he will be pleased to see his

John McKinstry, of Nelson, Ill., in The 
Progressive Thinker, and knowing Mr. 
McKinstry cannot now reply, I will take 
this means of informing you and Bro. 
Hull that he has solved this question 
without a doubt, ‘If a man die, shall he 
live again?’ I was informed he had 
passed to the higher life. He has not 
yet communicated with me as a spirit, 
and I have not even sensed his pres-

Dr. G. H. Figuers writes from Cleve
land, Ohio: “At a business meeting of 
the members of the East End Spiritual 
Society, in December, 1903, it was de
termined to organize a lyceum in con
nection with the society, and C. H. Fig
uers was appointed a'committee of one 
to find a hall. vAfter'some trouble a 
hall was secured at 1186 Pearl street, 
near Clark aveniie, and. lyceum sessions 
were begun on the second Sunday in 
January. At thei third meeting there 
were fifty scholars present. The out
look for this lybffiim is' very bright. It 
is the intention of the East End Society 
to found a mission at 1186 Pearl street, 
which in time will grotv into a self-sup
porting society. ''On the first Sunday in 
February I shall begin afternoon meet
ings with lecture and 'messages, begin
ning at 2:30. Many Words of encour
agement are given us in the new work, 
and the officers,jand , teachers are earn
est, honest seekers after truth. This 
is the second lycmim which has been or
ganized by the East End Spiritual So
ciety; the first pile, held on the corner 
of Euclid and Willson avenue, now on 
Wade Park avenue, is in a thriving con
dition, and a self-supporting society is 
the final outcome of tho East End Spir
itual Lyceum. Next season the East 
End Spiritual Society will bndeavor to 
organize yet other lyceunis. Let us or
ganize and conduct properly more lyce
ums. This, is better than fighting for 
supremacy in. things spiritual.” ,

The Spiritual Progressive Society 
will give an entertainment at Jos.Heus- 
er's Hall, 576 Larrabeo. street,. corner 
Wisconsin, Sunday,.Feb. 21, at 2:30 p. 
in. Tests and messages by different 
mediums and good speakers. Refresh
ments served; dancing, to commence at 
8:80 p. m. Tickets oents.

M. C, Whitney writes from Connecti
cut: “Tho Progressive Thinker im
proves with age. 1 would not know 
how to do without It. I have enjoyed 
reading the symposium concerning The 
Great Psychological Crime. Have en
joyed it more since reading the book. 
The author Writes like one having au
thority.”

The Los Angels (Cal.) Herald says 
that Robert J. Howard, a veteran of 
the Mexican war, is now living at the 
Soldiers’ Home at. Santa Monica. He is 
to-day, at the age of 75 years in a fair 
state of preservation, and tells the fol
lowing story of how he was cured of 
blindness. He had been out hunting 
with a friend, and through a mistake 
sent a shot through the clothing of his 
companion. The latter, unfortunately, 
had the same thing happen to him twice 
before and became quite angry. The 
dispute led to a heated altercation, and 
the weather being miserably cold, with 
a blustering wind, they did not reach 
camp until a late hour. The next day 
Howard’s left eye became inflamed, 
and three days later the right one was 
affected. The pupils became contract
ed and, notwithstanding the assistance 
of. best medical aid, a condition of al
most total blindness ensued for six 
years when he was miraculously cured 
through the agency of a dream. How
ard had never seen his mother, and 
was brought up by his father’s rela
tives. But in this dream he who could 
only see his finger in outline when 
placed up to his very eye, plainly saw 
two women come up the corridor; they 
parted and one opened bls door and en
tered. Howard says he knew at once 
that she was his mother, although in 
life he had never seen her. She came 
close to his bedside, threw back the 
coverlet and said, “My son, I will cure 
you." She tarried only a moment, and 
walked away as quietly as she had en
tered. He immediately awoke, rushed 
to the door, and, to his amazement, 
could see fairly well. But no one was 
in sight. From that night on the In
flammation reduced and the sight im
proved. In a week he who. had not 
read a newspaper for six long years, 
could enjoy that delight. Surely this is 
an illustration of the divine Influence of 
a mother’s love, and a proof of the 
faith which it can engender.

C. J. Barnes will give trumpet se
ances at the home of his sister, Mrs. 
Hamilton Gill, No. 522 Monroe street, 
1st flat, twice a week, or by appoint
ment. ■

W. C. Mann writes from Louisville, 
Ky.: “On Monday evening, Jan. 25, 
thirty-two friends of Mr. Vai Speed as
sembled at his residence, it being his 
61st birthday. Brother Speed was 
greatly surprised. He received many 
beautiful flowers. After congratula
tions, they all assembled in the back 
parlor where they were treated to a 
fine trumpet, seance by Mrs. Mary 
Mann. The messages were many, and 
very beautiful. After the seance was 
over, the friends assembled in the din
ing-room and partook of a bountiful re
past that had been furnished by the 
good ladies. Brother Speed’s 61st 
birthday will long be remembered."

In another column wilt be found an 
account of the death of Thos. Lees, of 
Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. T. Clifford also 
sends a report from which we extract 
the following: "Brother Lees was the 
valued friend of all the prominent 
speakers and mediums that have graced 
the Spiritualist platform during the 
past twenty-five years, many of whom 
will recall his loving, kindly disposi
tion, bls steadfast advocacy of truth, 
and unswerving defense of the ‘new 
revelation" that robbed the grave of its 
terrors."

Salvarona writes: "Personally I con
sider the chapter on ‘Marriage,’ in the 
‘Harmonics of Evolution’ to be the most 
sane, helpful, philosophical advice on 
the subject of marriage that I have 
ever read. Whether we consider the 
ethics of the subject or 1« sociology, or 
Its vibratory philosophy or its spirit
uality', it is obvious that Florence Hunt
ley has laid the foundations for a more 
profound understanding of this problem 
Of problems. The subject is treated 
with a lofty dignity worthy of George 
Fox, and a breadth of modern research 
worthy of a university sociologist.”

W. W. Hawkins writes from Lima, 
O.: “It is gratifying to notice the im
petus which our cause here is now re
ceiving from the ministrations of Mr. 
and Mrs. White of Detroit, Mich., thus 
enabling us to once more enter the col
umns of your world-wide vibratory me
dium of expression of ‘good will to all 
men,' especially to those whose con
stant fidelity to the work of dissemina
tion of its most important truth is al
ways present. Their practical demon
strations of both phenomena and phil
osophy are so truly helpful that a pro
tracted stay is already assured, and we 
feel certain that all will fulfill their 
parts. As no canvassing has been 
done here recently for your paper, a 
few copies sent to them might lead to 
an increase of your subscription list."

Dr. H? E. Ballard writes: “The Uni
versal Occult Church holds regular ser
vices every Sunday in Hall C, 77 East 
31st street; Children’s Progressive Ly
ceum at 2; Conference at 3:30; evening 
at 8. Although the mercury has looped 
the loop, yet it did not prevent those 
hungry for the truth from coming out 
last Sunday night ;to fie'd on the prob
lem of life as given by Prof. Marsh. 
Robert Gilray will give us further in
sight regarding the natural law, on the 
7th Inst.. Feb. 14, Dr. Warne will talk 
to us; this being the second Sunday of 
the month, a double treat will be of
fered. At these program services the 
best available talent that will both in
struct and entertain will be secured. 
We Intend to make this a feature the 
second Sunday of each month during 
the year. The socials given, by the la
dles of this church at the residence of 
Mr. and Mrs. Aitken, 253 East 31st 
street, are worth all the effort It re
quires to get there; one certainly feels 
the better for going. The next social 
occurs Feb. 13. We would like to make 
an extra effort to increase the circula
tion of The Progressive Thinker. The 
people should understand by increasing 
tho circulation of The Progressive 
Thinker, it Increases believers of Spirit
ualism.”

S. L. Lee writes, from Washington, 
D. C.: “I very much enjoyed being rated 
by The Progressive Thinker as a fool
ish and credulous Spiritualist I was 
curious to know how Spiritualists 
viewed the magician Kellar. It would 
be useful and highly desirable to ex
plain the means of distinguishing be 
tween the phenomena which a pro
fessed Spiritualist would offer as evi
dence, and the 'tricks which look mys
terious’ of a Kellar, between the ‘fool
ish and credulous Spiritualist,’ and the 
rational and enlightened believer in 
manifestations. Kellar Is a hypnotist 
What more he is—who.knows?” . ;

. Dr. H. A. Cross writes: "Hyde Park 
Occult society has secured Prof. Parker 
O. Marsh for speaker for Sunday even
ing, Feb. 7, ‘The Problem of Life.’ 
Something good is sure to be given out 
by this speaker. Dr. P. M. Harmon oc
cupied our rostrum both "Sunday even
ings, Jan. 24 and 31. He gave us a rare 
treat in his answers to questions. Tho 
ladies are to hold another card party on 
tho afternoon of Friday, Feb, 5, at tho 
art store of Mrs. Sllberhorn, 5515. Mon
roe avenue. Tho prizes will consist of 
hand painted china. Tickets 25 cents.”

We have received several letters 
from Beaver Falls, Pa., complaining of 
the conduct of Geo. W. Renner, trumpet 
medium. Before engaging his services 
it might be well for you to write to T. 
M. Welsh, 1024 Twenty-fourth street, 
or Franklin P. Houk, 408 Ninth avenue, 
both of Beaver Falls, Pa. .
There’s never a rpse In all the world

But makes some green spray sweeter; 
There’s never a wind inall the sky

But makes some bird wing fleeter; 
There’s never a star but brings to 

heaven
Some silver radiance tender;

And neve ra rosy,'cloud but helps 
To crown the sunset splendor;

No robin but may thrill some heart, 
His dawn like gladness voicing;

Love gives us all some small sweet way 
To set the world rejoicing.

—Anonymous.
Harry J. Moore writes from Battle 

Creek, Mich.: "In my last letter I re
quested you to announce in The Pro
gressive Thinker that I had some time 
in February and also the month of 
Mfirch open for engagements with so
cieties. This was a mistake. I meant 
to say April and May, instead of Febru
ary and March. Am engaged February 
and March. I now have several Bun
days in July, excepting the last one, 
open for engagements and also the last 
week Including the last Sunday of Aug
ust, so would like to correspond with 
camp-meeting associations relative to 
employing my services covering the 
above mentioned time. Address me at 
323 Garfield avenue."

W. C. Jessup writes from St. Joseph, 
Mo.: "I have been very busy holding se
ances in Indiana ever since Camp Ches
terfield closed. Mrs. Jessup is secre
tary of Chesterfield camp this year. 
She is in Fitzgerald, Ga., at present."

I. 8. Getchel, president, writes from 
Rockford, Ill.: "The Spiritual Science 
Society of Rockford, III., which was or
ganized a few months ago under very 
discouraging circumstances, having 
many hinderances to overcome, is prov
ing itself of the right kind of metal to 
win success, having among its members 
maqy respected business men and citi
zens, who stand firm for the cause of 
truth and are doing all they can to sup
port it by both money and influence. It 
is not the large memberships with far- 
reaching resolutions that count bo 
much as it is the work to win, the ever
lasting stickatlveness that turns chaos 
into order and defeat into success. Al
though we have held public meet
ings but six months, we have raised 
$465, paying to foreign talent alone 
$216.75, and for incidental expenses, in
cluding hall rent, $210, which speaks 
for itself. With meetings well attended 
and perfect harmony existing, we feel 
that we have much to be thankful for."

Mrs. Thomas M. Locke writes from 
Philadelphia, Pa.: “The Philadelphia 
Spiritualists’ Society began the year of 
1904, with Mr. and Mrs. George W. 
Kates as our speakers. They have 
done a good work, and quite a number 
have united themselves with our society

THE FSYGHOGKflFH:
-OR-

DIAL PLANCHETTE

TUI® Instrument Is substantially the same as tkM 
employed by Prof. IHro In bls early lovctilgatluai, 
la It® Improved form It has been before the public for 
more than aoven years, and In tbe bands of thouiaids 
•fperaoAB ba» proved Its superiority over tbe Plan’ 
ebetto. and all other ijMlruraeutt which hove been 
brought out 1a Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
ana correctneia of tbs communication» received by 
its aid. and na a meana or developing mediumship.

Do you with to investigate Bpiritualitm?
you wisJt to develop Mediumship^

Do you desire to receive Communications?
Tbe Peychograph Is an Invaluable asristant. A. 

pamphlet with full directions for tho
Formation of Circles and Cultivation 

of Mediumship
wltb ©very Instrument. Many wbo were 5X aware of 
tbotr medlumtiUc gift, have, after o few rialnga, 
®o®oable to receive delightful menage» a volume 
-ilh? ba commendatory ?-aera. Muy

with It a» an atuu»lnfl tc>, found that the 
intelligence controlling It knew more than them/ 
leivei, and became converts to BpIrltuaHem.

cept. D.B. Edward». Orient, N. Y.. write»: “1 had 
Psfebogreph) from many 

ecner friend», eveu from old eettler« whose grave-
“0“ Brown In tba oj yard. 1 bey bar.

WT. “««»»torr, “fd prored in mo tb»: Spin 
iiuail.m li indeed true, aad tbe couinmnlcatloni bar.

I KL"? llF Bro.iwt, comfur; la :be aereraai 
nJ S*deugbler, nud (heir mother."

' Crowell, whole writing! bare made bta
। ume familiar to ihoie lamreiled lu peycblc mailer«, 
I "I «u> much plcaiml with the P«y-
¡|7,?W'| JJ1' vf"T «liuplo In prluclph-aud conitrua-

_“.J *"! “'i rau,‘ 9» far more leuililv« io inlr- 
leitLiuY J1““ ‘5° OI!C hl,w |D U1" 1 Sullave It will 
LeriuKcoZ^own^6 wU“ U# “UJ,ert0' . 

I Securely packed, and sent postage paid ftOWS 
manufacturer, for $1.00. Addrcu:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

during their engagement, 
aways well received, and 
weather has been severe, 
have manifested quite an 
their work, and they have

They are 
though the 
the people 
interest in 

made many
warm friends while in our city. During 
the month of February we have Mr. Al
bert P. Blinn, of Boston; March, Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley; April, Mrs. May 
S.’ Pepper, of Providence, R. I.; May, 
Miss Elizabeth Harlow, of Haydenville, 
Mass., and with such fine talent we are 
looking forward to good results for the 
cause.”

Mary Scheltenbach writes: "On Jan. 
24, the First German Society of Greater 
New York celebrated its third anni
versary; meetings were held afternoon 
and evening in their hall, 168 W. 23rd 
street. Luncheon was served between 
services. The speaker of the evening 
was Mrs. Amanda Coffman, of Grand 
Rapids, Mich. The hall was filled to 
the doors and many standing in tile an
te-room. All listened with great inter
est and much pleasure. After a very 
instructive lecture Mrs. Coffman gave 
messages to many, all being recognized. 
We cannot say too much in praise of 
this noble worker."

THE AMERICAN MEDICAL UNION.
The American Medical Union at its 

fifth annual meeting, held in Chicago, 
Jan. 1, revised the language of the third 
article of its constitution, relating to 
members, so as to make It clear that 
osteopaths, electropaths, vitopatlis and 
adherents of all other systems of tlier-
apeutics are admitted to membership 
on equality with drug dispensers.

This organization gives promise of 
being able, ere long, to force the repeal 
of all medical monopoly laws, and re

MAHOMET, THE ILLUSTRIOUS.1
By Godfrey Higgins. Esq. This work Is on® 

of the Library of Liberal Classics. No author 
was belter qualified to write an impartial and 
bones'» life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins.' 
and this volume Is intensely interesting. li 
should be read in conjunction with Gibbon’® 
work. Price, 26 cents. - —i

tion and Social Circles. By J. M. Peebles and 
J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. 
New edition. Culled from a wide field of litera
ture with the most critical care, free from all 
theological bias, throbbing with tho soul of In
spiration, embodying the principles and virtues 
or the spiritual’philosophy, sei t<> the most 
cheerful and popular music (nearly all original) 
and adapted to all oceasio is, It Ih doubtless tho 
most attractive work of the kind ever pub
lished, Ils beautiful song», duets and quartets, 
with piano, organ or melodeon accompaniment, 
adapted both to public niKtings and the social 
circles. Cloth, 81.25; post;14 cents.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINED
By tho Editor of tho National, with Preface 

and Notes by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with 
views of the old Paine Homestead and Pala® 
Monument, at New Hoehello; also portraits of 
Thomas Clio Rickman, Joel Barlow, Mary Wol- 
stonecraft, Madame Roland, Condorce. Brlssot, 
and the most prominent of Paine’s friends la 
Europe and Amerita. Cloth, 75 cents.

ORIGIN OF SPECIES
By means of natural selection, or the preservation of 
a favored race In the struggle for life. By Charles ' 
Darwin. Gill top, cloth bound. This book It toe 
grandest achievement of modern scientific thought 
and renearch. It has passed through many editions 
In Un£H*b, hns been translated into almost all the 
ip.njMigt)» of Europe, and has been the subject of 
merr :revlews, pamphlets and separate books chan any 
otl;<; volume of the age. Most of the great setentlata 
of tht -.ue fully support bls position. The thought of 
tbbLookha» become a part of the common Inherit- 
cine Of the race. For sale at this office. Price 75 ctA

LISBETH
An Interesting Story of Two 

Worlds.

~~ kUVUUJ/MIJ iai»D, O.UU 1U‘ Prlra fKl

store freedom to the physicians and the
people. It surely will, if all who be
lieve in freedom will join it and work to 
that end.

It is charged by the union that those 
laws were lobbied through the various 
legislatures by doctors who expected to 
hold office under them, and that they 
are often administered not only des
potically but corruptly. Resolutions 
were adopted by this meeting calling 
upon the attorney-general of Illinois and 
the state’s attorney of Cook county to

Elevating, Fascinating, Instrac. 
tive Throughout.

This work by Carrie E. 8. Twjig Is 
exceptionally interesting. She well 
•ays; “These characters which have 
brought oat the highest and lowest in 
different religion® beUete, have moved 
me, not I them.” The whole book is tn- 
tereeting, fascinating, and tnstmcUm

Ola Mailt Stories 
Comically Illistti. 

By WATSON HESTON.

8 A Unique
I; BIBLE
J’ PICTURE 

l BOOK.
Nothing olw can so completely upset the old 

■upsrsllllous Old Testament Stories as theso 
vivid and lifelike portrayals ot them. They pre
sent the old myths In the proper absurdnoss of 
their absurdity, ridicule their rldlculessness and
In fact hold them upto the light af reason. It U 
a book of 400 p&ges with 200 full page picture# 
It will make you laugh of! every vesUge of the 

x - >- old superstitions; a good way indeed to get ridprosecute the state board of health for ot thorn. Price, board, »1; cioih, li.so.
malfeasance in office, and fraudulent 
practices.

Wanted—100,000 persons to join the
Medical Union. ’

The membership fee is only one dol
lar, which should be forwarded to

T. A. BLAND, M. D„
Secretary.

161 Hoyne avenue, Chicago, Ill.

A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.
I have been selling “Non-Alcohollc-Flavorlng 

Powders” for the past six months and havi 
made S816.00. Every family buys three or foul 
boxes. The flavoring powders are bolter tn ev 
pry respect than tho liquid extracts, and art 
lovely to sell. I do not have to canvass. Peonlt 
send to me for the powders. Any Intelligent 
person can do as well as I and average J30.00 nor 
week. I get my flavoring powders from the Cal- 
Ifornla Fruit & Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo 
Write them and they will start you In bust 
noss. e.c

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the exteut of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one Hue ]

Passed to spirit life, at her home in 
Woolstock, Wright county, Iowa, Mrs. 
Jerusha Perry Higbee, aged 66 years. 
Mrs. Higbee has long been a sufferer, 
and often prayed that the arisen ones 
might call her to'the life beyond death. 
For over fifty years she was a staunch 
believer in the spiritual philosophy. 
She leaves, besides a husband, six chil
dren, and many friends to mourn the 
absence of the voice they loved, but to 
rejoice that another one had been re-

"AS IT IS TO RE.”
A VERY SUGGESTIVE WORK.:

it Beams With Spiritual! 
Truths,

This is a beautiful book, by Cora 
Lynn Daniels, and it scintillates with 
grand spiritual thought. An idea of 
this work can be obtained by reading 
the titles of a few of the chapters 
therein:

The Process of Dying; Light and 
Spirit; The Law of Attraction; Senses 
of the Spirit; What Is Unconscious 
Will; Fear; Astrology; The God-Soul ot 
Man; The Drama; A Day in Heaven,

Price SI. For sale at this office.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.
A New JCdMon, Profusely Illustrated. ■'

“I ohooeo that a story should bo founded on prob» 
ability, and not alwaymsfimblo a droam. I doifre t® 
find nothing In It trivial or oxtravagant; and I desire 
above all, that under the appoarancoi of fable, there 
may appear eomo latent truth, obrlous to tbo dlacera« 
Ing eye. though it escape tbo observation of th® 
Vulgar.’*—VoLTxinu.

CoXTBKTO! "Tho White Bull," n S.tfriMl Rommom' 
"Z.dtx, or Foto? On Oriental UUtory; "Th. Banc nd 
IhoAtnelitt" "ThoPrlncMiorBnhrlOBi" "Tbo Him 
pt Forty Crown.i" "Tho Huron, or Pnoll of Nature:" 
IHcromoBM," a Satire on Mankind i 'Tbo World m 
tlOoea;" "The Black and tbo White:’’ "Momnon, th* 
Philosopher:" "Andro Dea Touebea atBtomi" "Dal» 
aboo;" "The Study of Nature;" "A Oonveraatlon 
With a ChlnoM;‘i^,Plato'a Dream;" "A Plearnro 1» 
Having no Pleaauro:" "An Adrenture tn India/ 

lieved of the suffering attendant upon ®
physical life. Services by the writer. ____ _ .-

wtt.t. 1 inpwnnn vammo. m>atBvo,«o page«, with portrait udei WILL J. U1K.WUUU. BlnatraUon*. Kitta vollnm cloth, B1.B01 poatan
■ . . U cent..

Passed to spirit life, January .18, 1904; 
Mrsi Ann M. Chamberlin, at the home 
of her daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Har
ding,'at the ripe age of 88 years and 17 
days. She was a marked character and 
a staunch Spiritualist for twenty-five 
years. She is survived by‘Mrs. Fegan, 
Mrs. Harding, of Clinton, Iowa, Mrs. 
Glasser of Maquoketa, Iowa, and Mrs. 
Cox, of California. The services were 
conducted by the Spiritualists of Olin-

A Conspiracy Against thekepublio 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M„ author of "History , 
of tho Christian Religion to the Year 200," etc. . 
Price, paper, 25 cents.

tOIL DR. 3. C. PHILLIPS.

COSHIAN HYMN BOOK. .
A collection ot original andnolocted Hymns 

for Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools . 
and tbo Homo. Compiled by L. K. Washburn. 
This volume meets a public want. It oomprleog 
E59 c.holco selections ot poetry and music, cm. 
bodylntr tho highest moral sentiment, and troo 
from all seolarlanlsm. Price, to cents. : ;



“FtoW Shall I BßGötne'a Medi
Fully AtnstVeied A standard and reliable history of tho:

nMMl

■ "Astral Worship" By J. H. Hill, M. 
D. ¿W. sale, at thisioillco. Price ?1. >

„ " 99inn,
Fifth Eiiition-’Revisoit, with Muuh A.Mitioiiiii. Itatroi’m aiuk*,■» ” r 
A standard and reliable history of the historical research in matter« of fact

jjr m. a, 1904.

This department is under the mao- 
igementof

' Hudson Tuttle.

tiiat it la the basis of true religion, ex
pressed la the loftiest phrases of self
forgetfulness in helping others; in no
ble living fromthe cradle to the grave, 
wo are Spiritualists. If we refer Ure 
fleeting changes we call creation, from 
the expanding bud to the revolving sun, 
to force, which thus being made cogni
zant in'matter, carries with it as a co
rollary that it is intelligent, loving, and 
wise, planning for a purpose, and pur
suing a defined course to an end pre-de
termined, so pre-determined that man 
with his finite mind often can calculate
what it will and .must be; if we give 

. . ,, this power, as spirit infinitely expres-
addiess him at Berlin, lielghtl), Ohio, sion, we are Spiritualists .. ..There is 
,. - _..rt......... no word as perfect and expressive In

NOTHX/I’iin Onpuiinni nnd1 faswers its application to all these varying yet S .ill » harmonious blending aspects, forming a 
«nond(-nf«ed|iinit<,nBIU|CoL nil hear- of philosophy and science of Na-
ypondentfi, that to give all equal beai- ' finirihifiiiRm ft is tha Tree the CmZelnn‘X^Srform ^nnToFteS Li£“ »^ “bted ’ash Of Norse-
blenrm,0?? iaC<j?^?Te?onn,1|1n<'.,.d to this land’ which strikes its roo'ts into the 
rorced'hro p nnf^hnvn'tn be omit- foundation of the material world, and 
led and Um mvlo becomes thereby as- stretches its branches into the heav- Krtl"“ Which oyf’ all things Is to b7de^- ®aa- us not give the great World 
teen ted ConeBnou lentst often weary Tree another name because a few vaga- 
ItfHh-waiting for the appearance of bonds have camped beneath it,and have Kelr queS‘ 'o^'and wriloTtter“ of in- stolen its fruit, or come to us with 
flulry. The supply of matter is always. £odom apples under its name. They 
sevm al vVeeks abend of tlte space given.'- have their day, but Spiritualism is w th- 
gnd hence there Is nnnvokiablo delay, outlay, or year, or limit ot duration, 
fcv®« y Che ba to W time and There are . psychic societies, “nrm 
Nace, and all are treated with equal gress ve . associations, ’ ‘Magian 
savor - ders, ’ “mystic circles,” “occult Bocie-

NOTICE —No attention will be given ties/’ etc., and of course if Spiritualists - • ? v'n and ad- prefer to sail under Buch ensigns, they
Blew ¡W be'glran/or the letters will are at liberty to flo bo, yet the solidarity 
Mot be read It the reauest be made, and unity of the.movement is broken Rhe name will not bi published. Tho. thereby. These.are but offshoots from 
eoirespondence ot this department has. ?eJnala trujk. weakening its growth 
become excessively large; especially let- by diverting its vital energies,

..a ... J '• . “ T<* wa hfninva ln Dia fnnia nrul nnlinfl.

Tree another name because a few vaga-

‘pro-
or-

hnoiiyinous letters.

Iters- pt inquiry ' requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I nm nble, the ordl-

; If we believe Ju the facts and philos
ophy of Spiritualism we should be

T# J

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER

A School for Spiritualists.
Chicago University Throws Away its Sectarian (iarb

. ■ - ______¡’ Ui ! 'll. i"
NO LONGER CREED BOUND. Requirements of,^he farter.

------— . “The university charter inquires that
The University of Chicago Non-Secta- the president and two-0iir& of the true- 

rlan—It Permits Perfect Freedom of tees be momberB • tip Baptist 
' church,” Baid Dr. Hajiper.-osTn reality,Thought, and Is a Good Place for Spir

itualists to Send Their Children to 
Obtain a First-class Academic or Col
legiate Education. -
Why should Spiritualists desire a 

College, an Academy or an Institute of 
learning of any kind, when our country 
is overflowing with first-class non-secta- 
riau schools, thoroughly well equipped

the University ot ChjcugOiiP-day is not 
Baptist. . It is not kept jupjby Baptists 
alono. It Is not attested-hg a majority 
of Baptists. Its pro^sspijq,are elected 
without regard to their r.eljgjous beliefs. 
The university is managed on a, broader
scale. . '. : : .

"Except for the contributions of Mr.
__ _ ■ Rockefeller 99 per cent-of the money 

with eminent professors and expensive with which the institution was built, 
scientific apparatus? Spiritualists- was given by non-Baptists. Not one

’ ’ ' building on the campus was given by acould not raise money enough to buy a 
telescope, to say nothing of other valu
able appliances required in a first-class

Baptist. Cobb,. Foster and Kelley, halls
were given by Unlversalists, Green and 
Haskell by-Presbyterians,-Walker Mu-school or college. Expend your money, Haskell by-Presbyterians, Walker Mu- 

SpiritualistB, in building homes for des- seum and Kent.and Ryerson laborator 
titute mediums, orphan children and Im ries by non-churcb-mejubew.
curables in. our ranks, aud send your ’ '
children to the splendid non-sectarian Cannot Control Religion.

'As to the religion ot our professors,

SUGGESTION.

Excellent Results that Flow Therefrom.

To the Editor:—Your paper of the 
5th Inst, containing the pathetic ap
peal from "A Devoted Spiritualist” im
pels me to give you my experience in 
some similar cases, hoping that it may 
be the means of relieving the pitiable 
condition of the lady mentioned.

For some eight years I have been 
deeply interested in Spiritualism, mes
merism and occultism, and have read 
all I could on the subject, and by exper
iment found that I could mesmerize and 
relieve those who were in physical or 
mental distress by means of magnetism 
and suggestion given while under con
trol. '

My first patient was a lady who 
would be taken with convulsions every 
eight or ten days, on.d during the at
tacks it would take three or four men
to hold her so she would not Injure her
self; ■ •

By holding her hands for a few min-L-

Binry courtesy of correspondents is ex- 
|iected. ■ HUDSON TUTTLE, :

proud of its name, nor weakly hide bur 
light and ourselves under a pint cup of 
another name.

schools dotting our entire country. The “As to the religion of bur professors, 
change of front on the part of the Uni- the trustees cannot'control that. ' The 
versity of Chicago marks a new era. in Baptist church alone could not supply 
the history of free thought, ns set forth us with enough professors. At faculty 
In the Chicago Daily News. . meetings where elections are held re

President William R. Harper an- ligion 1b nqt mentioned. . Denomlnation- 
nounced to the senior class that the uni-, allsm may apply to ¿fifaH’ colleges, but 
versity had outgrown its denomination- not to large ones. Yate' as Congrega- 
al character. He declared that, in the tionalist and Columbia as Episcopalian 
nature of Ite faculty, its students and are narrow-minded In -thut they cling to 
its methods it had spread beyond its al- their forms, ■ ’'v': - - •
leglance to the Bai>tist clmrch. Moat “History made If‘necessary to call 
of the students and most of the profes- — ■ ----- ■ ~ "
sors, he said, were non-Baptlste. Ail

Kansas City: Q. What is
.. ------------ —- ----- . - the occupation of Sam Walter Foss, au

tor a bad bread is powdered charcoal, tkor of “The Calf Path”?
taken into tlie mouth dry; a teaspoonful A Js Librarian, Somerville, 
¡twice a day. It is a sovereign remedy, ^f^g. jje has published several vol- 

1 iwhatpyer may be the cause, and for in- ume8) composed in his quaint style, but
¡digestion and dyspepsia there is noth-, nothing approaching In its suggestive- 
Ing comparable. The charcoal tablets nes8 p0Fejn mentioned.- 
Bold by druggists, are more convenient . ___

Henry- Hammon: The best remedy

nnd palatable, and although the absorp- r, Hemer: Q. (1) Do you your- 
tive power is diminished answer the 8elf julow positively that we live on 
purpose very well. after death?

■ Seth Lamprecht: Q. What is meant 
by'“baptism by fire,” as used by Mat
thew '3:2—“I indeed baptize you with 
water; he will baptize you with the 
Holy Ghost and with lire"? .

A It Is an allusion to the purifica
tion by fire which almost universally 
prevailed in ancient times. With the 
Romans it waa the custom for those 
Who sought this purification to pass 
through or over the sacred flame three 
times. It is said that in some remote 
parts of Scotland, this custom lingers, 
and when a child is brought for bap-

(2) Do you yourself know positively 
that we receive communications from 
the dead?

Arthor Bounton; Q. Why do you 
believe in spirit control?

A. I know as positively as I know ot 
any other occurrence. The conclusions 
of years of observations; study of psy
chic phenomena, and manifestations re
ceived through my own psychic gifts, 
assure me. If I did not feel certain of 
the grounds whereon I stand; as cer
tain as in other fields of knowledge, I 
would cease my advocacy of the cause

the University of Chicago Baptist. Be
fore it was founded? ofter - denomina
tions except the Baptist were supplied 
—the Presbyterian by'liake -Forest, the 
Methodist by the Northwestern, the 
Congregationalist by ■’Wheaton and 
Jacksonville, and the'Episcopalian at 
Racine.

Baptist Was Only Opening. (
“The field in Chicago, was unoccu

pied and the Baptists felt they must 
have a university here- 1 Many Baptists 
gave money. Mr. -Rockefeller gave 
$600,000 on condition that $400,000

the buildings on the campus were paid 
for by people of other creeds, he con
tinued, and $99 out bf every $100, ex
cept that given by John D. Rockefeller, 
who is a Baptist, were contributed by 
people not members of that church.

Religious denomlnationalism in uni
versities, he said, was “narrow-minded
ness" and the fact that the University 
of Chicago had broken away from this 
class was an evidence of its mental 
progress'. - -

Stir In Church Expected. . .
Dr. Harper’s remarks are expected t» rtore be ra,sed’ Of the latter amount

arouse marked surprise among mem-
bers of the Baptist church. For some 
time it has been a subject of criticism

$200,000 was raised and then there was 
a halt; •

among other denominational universi-. 
ties that the University of Chicago had

A Remarkable Doctor Book'
HAS JUST BEBH ISSUED, ENTITLED '

THE NATURE CURE
BY PHYSICAL AND MENTAL METHODS, ILLUSTRATED.

A Bridge from the Old to the New; the Dawn of a New Day la 
Medical Practice. A Clear, Short-Cut Treatise , 

on the Cause and Cure of Disease.

By MARVIN E. CONGER, M. D. 
Assisted by ROSA C, CONGER, M. D.

until assured. If I were doubtful, I 
tlsm, it is swung three times over a fire ghould not conceal my doubts, and if it 
witli the command, Now burn this were possible to prove the manifesta- 
child or never. tlon false and delusive, I would be first

e oydfial by Jlre had its origin In 4o renounce my belief. I believe in 
this custom. If baptism by water or Spiritualism because it is founded on 
fire purified, then those already purified demonstration, and not fallh. We must 
it would not harm, and thereby their in- our limitation accept a great deal 
nocence would be proven. It was a by faith, but there must be a founda- 
mos.t harmful method and allowed the made secure by demonstration, or 
priesthood to hold the lives of tne con- these beliefs become no more than fan- 
demned in their hands, for they could cie8. .
arrange if they pleased to have those jf f attempted to tell why I believe, it 
who paid them well pass through the wou]d maka a iong. chapter. What 
flames unscorched. mght be to me evidence, would not be

~. to others, and I content myself with
Wallace H. Moore: Q. I read smne etjucing tie varied contributions made 

years ago of a trance medium, Mrs. t0 f]ie coiumns of • The Progressive 
Laura Cuppy Smith unaccompanied by Thlnker for the mftny yearB 84nce It be- 
aprotector, traveled over the plains to gan an(j the voiumes published,- which 

• . Ifpynte, pasffihg, JJuaugh ^ various, jjaVe,been given me'by higher •intelll-- 
ti’ibes of Indians, some of ¡them hostile gfinces>, . . •

.at tljè time, and iit every, case", was " ■
treated with'great respect. That on en- ■ __
tering--the domain of any tribe she SPIRITUALISTS OF .THE
would Bè, controlled by some departed ■ STATE OF INDIANA.
chief of said tribe and converse with’ The state convention of Spiritualiste 
his pëople in their own language. Is of Indiana, has-been called to meet in 
this true? the Madison Avenue Spiritualists; Tem

A. That Lanra Cuppy Smith made p]e a4 Anderson, Indiana, February 26, 
the journey, as stated, and safely, is 27 and 28 1904 ' 
authenticated by good evidence. The The purpose of this convention js t,o 
means used for her safety rest on her. organize a State Spiritualist Assocla- 
own statement. - The narrative was tlon. ■
published and commented on by the Every local society in the state is 
spiritual press at the time, and received earnestly- requested to send delegates 
without a shadow of doubt. 4o tk4s convention. Where it is impos-

Laura Cuppy Smith was a speaker, 8jble to send delegates, societies should 
when in trance, of rare ability, and her send Instructions, to the credential com- 
character was above reproach. No wo- m4ttee, or to the undersigned, to have 
man or man, could have passed through proxies appointed to represent them in 
the hodtile tribes, inflamed to madness Lfrie most Important convention. - 
as they were at that time, and that she Each society will be entitled to one 
went unguarded, in Safety, confirms the delegate to represent its charter, and 
story.- . on0 fOr eVery ten of its members.

_ ■ . ~ T ... A society of ten"members will be en-
JamesChristy: Q. Is the name titled to two delegates; one of twenty 

OccuIt Soclety proper for a spiritual members, three delegates; one of thirty 
society. / t members, four delegates, etc.

A. Occult is a term loosely applied *-• — ■ — . - -
to all the floating isms and fancies of 
the outlying realm beyond actual knowl
edge. Mysticism, astrology, alchemy, 
theosophy, legerdemain, necromancy, 
demonology, all claim that name, and 
witch'draft, and -any form of charla
tanry and deception; from the fake lec-

There will be three sessions daily, as
follows:

Friday, February 26, 10 a. m., 2 and 
7:30 p. m. ? ,

Saturday, February 27,10 a. m., 2 and 
7:30 p. m.

Sunday, February 28, 10 a, .m., 2 and 
7:30 p. m. ,

tuner qp mesmerism to the “mahatma” The morning and afternoon sessions 
splrite who go and come, at the call of of Priday and Saturday will be devoted 
Blavatskyans. - to th6 busine88 of the convention. The

■AjneJi definlti°n nja3i b®, g .n. evening sessions of Friday and Satur- 
word, the meaning being the study of dayj and tbe tbree Sunday meetings 
the.spiritual forces of the world, yet the w[1] be devoted to lectures, music, reci- 
old meaning remains, to cast its de- - ■ • ■ - -,,— , ----- , tations, spirit messages, tests; etc.
grading shadow on the new. It is pass- The best of talent has been engaged, 
ing strange why a body of Spiritualists th tolIowlne llst „« Sneakers and Snidh,«1 io “? ule snowing use oi speaKers anashould prefer “Occult” to Spiritual. Is.r, ... , „ platform test mediums will show: Prof,it possible they think the former name H D Barrett of Boat MaB&> j. 
more popular? Is it more comprehen- , . f th Nnttnl,ni SnirltiialiHtH Assn- 
sive or expressive? Allow me to quote clatlon- Hev. B. w, Sprague, James

) . ‘’J® A!?ana of SPWt"4*18“ ^hat town, N. Y„ Mrs. C. A. Sprague, James-its spirit authors say on this subject: _. ..town, N. Y., missionaries of the N. 8. 
A.; Thomas W. Smith, Anderson, Ind.;“Spiritualism has such a load of

folly, deception and uncleanliness to Be’y..Gardndr Haines,-Anderson,' Ind.i 
carry that I do .wish t could receive an- D lda A Qrlffl T^rr0 Haute 
other name,” was the impatient re- others are expepted.
mark . .What has the dross to do Mrs Fiori Rnsqen of Alllnnro Ohio 

whose'.sweet voice has gladdened the
nrl8<s^^H«W?°o^n?AtÎf bfhÎllm^t8nUirf hp0 hearts of thousands of people at thé N. 
of Scoriq a sample of the metal be- g A conventions, and at the Spiritual- 

Where T ist camp-meetings, will be present dur
word that expresses a thousandth pm-t , thePenUre t&e of the convention, 
of the anany-sided, diverse, yet unitized ® .. ................. . -
meanlng of this? The basis of all re
ligions is Spiritualism, our hope and ev
idence of Immortal life rest with IL 

'. We might as Well say that because 
' the sun shines on slimy pools, oozy 
. marshes and malarial fever-glades, it 
' should not receive that name. Its rays,

Prof. J. A. Wirtz will have charge of 
the music, and . a rare treat is in store 
for the lovers of good.music.

The Anderson friends will entertain 
the delegates in their homes, so far. as
they are able to...-.do .'so. There . : are 
plenty, of good, hotels and restaurants 
In Anderson where board may be ob-white they expand the besoms which at feasSie rates, 

/fill the air with fragrance, hasten the
decay- of the festering carcass, or reek
ing cesspool. They' breed the mon
sters of the slline as well as they devel-

virtually ceased to maintain its charac
ter as a Baptist institution and that lit
tle, regard was paid to the creed of pro
fessors selected for the faculty. There 
has also been uneasiness ■ among the 
more strict members of t)ie denomina
tion and the state conventions of the 
church throughout the northwest have 
each autumn sent committees to visit 
the divinity school and observe its ten
dency. .

The climax came when President 
Harper addressed‘the spring graduating 
class in Haskell assembly hall. A week

“When hope was given up'members 
। of the Standard cltlb, composed of 

prominent Jews, gave '$50,000. This
brought the project-to success. The
university would not have 
had not been for the 'Jews, 
thank them enough, dVe 
Jews on our faculty -'than 
American university.-!i ‘

existed if it 
We cannot 

have more 
any other

. “Many of our professors are indiffer
ent to religion but i^t hostile to it. 
The university will neyer. Interfere with 
the great principles of Christianity and 
it will always be a Ghrtstianllnstltutlon.

previously he announced to the class,__
his intention to speak on the religious are
policy of the university.

But we don’t care wlfp.t a^proteMor’s 
religion might be. That .could have 
nothing to do with his suitability, We 
are too broad-minded'?, to ‘discriminate 
agalqpt religious den($ilha!$>im.'

THE N. S. A. DOING A GRANO WORK.
. • - ■ ■■■■•■ ■ ri :»i .

■ ■ ■ - --------- . br. o ■■■ •MRDI!IMC’ DEI IEC U/ODV dollars to her needs;- here.te.her re-
I'lLl/lUl'ltJ KllILI nunft, spouse to oun-letter «ad thônnoney:’r.' -

st:

As It Is Carried on by the National 
Spiritualists Association.

, , a'.-..--- so-.n'iJantaMrWl»«:- 1
■ ‘^Received frottwthe Nasiofflfl I!tìpiHt?' 

ualteta Association; $®0 J fof-which rt-' 
ceive my hedrtfelt- 'thsaikBrt.from mÿ

utes and exercising all the will power 
at my command, Bhè would become 
quiet, go into a peaceful sleep, when 
suggestions appropriate to the case 
would be given with the result that 
after a few such treatments the convul
sions ceased.

Another case was a ten-year-old boy 
of a Spiritualist friend who was a me
dium, as was also his wife and the boy. 
The boy’s health was poor, and he was 
subject to hemorrhages from the lungs, 
and was frequently obsessed by bls 
grandmother who had died of lung 
trouble. Thè boy was very weak and 
thin, and his father asked me one even
ing to see if I could do anything to help 
him.' I was willing to try and after 
some time got him under control, gave 
him suggestions to.strengthen his will, 
correct his habits of living and banish 
all evil spirit influences.

' The boy received but one treatment 
and in three months’ time was aa 
Btrong and robust as most boys of his 
age, and continued in good health.

Some eight. months after . treating 
the boy, his mother sent for me, and on 
arriving at her home 1 found her in a 
deplorable condition. For some time 
she and a lady neighbor had made a 
practice of sitting at any and all times 
for the most trifling motives, which re
sulted in a VICIOUS SPIRIT GETTING 
CONTROL, AND THE NEIGHBORS 
WERE ABOUT TO HAVE HER SENT 
TO AN INSANE ASYLUM.

■She would do most unusual things, 
and was wild’-eyed and nervous to an 
alarming extent. Taking her hands 
for a few minutes and then making 
long passes from head to feet she soon 
became quiet and went to sleep. She 
was given suggestions to strengthen 
her will power and resist all evil influ
ences, and instnicted as to the danger 

-in such promiscuous sittings. This one 
treatment entirely relieved her, and I 
have hot to this day heard of any return ■ 
of her trouble.

Mesmerism and suggestion cannot be 
over estimated as a means of relieving 
physical and mental distress, and 
should not be degraded by even compar
ison of hypnotism for amusement or 
pastime.

If people would talee the pains and 
time to get a thorough knowledge of 
spirit control, and only employ It in 
bettering their spiritual condition here 
and hereafter, Inhere would be no such 
cases as the one reportd -by “A Devoted 
Spiritualist." I believe that any case 
of obsession can be cured by a good 
mesmerist, and I hope the Devoted 
Spiritualist will look one up and get her 
friend out of trouble.

- ^cso^.Arte,-, E- G. WOODARD.

Nature Cure teaches how to heal 
by simple home remedies. •

it teaches how Nature cures, e
It Joes not use poisonous drugs.
It does not endorse dangerous experi

ments w’th the surgeon’s knife.
It will save money in every home.
It is entirely free from technical 

rubbish.
It teaches how typhoid and other 

fever» may be cured at once.
It teachei how pneumonia, la-grippe, 

diphtheria and other forms of disease 
considered-aangerous, may be cured 
in twenty-four hours.

It is, as a medical book for homes, 
THR best, and is up-to-date in every 
particular. •

There is no similar book, no medical, 
hygienic or reformatory doctor book 
that compare» with The Nature 
Cure.

This will be one of the most Import-, 
ant meetings ever held in this state, 
and with.the talent securedmust be one
of the.best ones. Let every Spiritualist 
of the state, who can do so, whether aop the poet or tho sage. ______ ___ ____

„“If we believe that there te a life ¿e)egate Or not,-arrange to be present, 
after death of the physical body, £hat yjyg helping to make the meetings a 
that,life is an infinite prolongation and' ■ . HUCCe8fl
evolution of this; that the spirit remains v m w SPRAGUE AND WIFE
unchanged in being,' changed only in 
conditions; that It mnyhold Intercourse 
with those in this life, we are Spiritual
ists. ■•'If-we.bolleve that this view of na
ture carries with'it the highest, purest, 
and most practical system of morals;

. . ■ . . N, S. A. Missionaries. 
Rochester, Ind. .

...... ... . . ........ . . . .

. In ‘Mcc’-’jumsliip and Its Laws, h ^Conditions 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tul ^^nce 35 

/Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berliri
I

The light is turned on to obiec» 
tionable medical mysteries, latin 
prescriptions, dogmatic theories and 
dangerous experiments of th* nt . 
expensive medical practice.

Every pains has been taken to 
make the leading points so plain that 
all, young and old, may easily under
stand. Condensed facts, short, clear
cut paragraphs are some of the 
attractive features of The Nature 
Cuke. (

The new and better methods of cur- 
iug the sick and preventing disease, 
have never been eo clearly stated in 
plain English for the plain people, aa 
in Nature Cure.

Our Definition of Medicine.— 
Any method or remedy that will 
remove, alleviate or modify pain and 
restore the sick to normal condition, 
is practical medicine.

Stripped of mystery and decep
tion, tlie study and practice of medi
cine can be carried to success in every 
intelligent home. Nature Cuke will 
lead the way to certain success.

_ The best medical practice is th® 
one that will cure in the least time 
with the least risk and expense.

Nature Cure is a true exponent of 
the practice of medicine as defined, 
and stands squarely upon truth and 
demonstration, rejecting theories and 
experiments wherever health and life 
are endangered.

The book contains 375 pages, and 
is finely illustrated; the mechanical 
and artistic work are the very best. 
Bound in fine English cloth, marble 
edges, $2.00; common cloth $1.50.

LIFE, BEYOND DE/VTft
Being a Review ot

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera- 
tioii of Present Conditions of Thought

' and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as o Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MiNOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
8vq. Cloth, 842 Pages.

spiritual guides, ditto; tetiy Gba!1''btess 
you all. I am'encouraged to live and 
use my mediumship for-good. Fam so 
surprised at the large sum, I cannot 
herein- express ■’my feelings to you. I 
pray, that I may-be an instrument in 

that much is is owing to you for your; Gpd’s hand’s td'do much'good in thb fu- 
courtesy and helpfulness which,, we ture. .1 shall - use this money for bent 
never fall to receive. In my .last, letter this winter. I did not know how' I 
I stated that a good soul . in Arizona could live as I have siiffered so much, 
sends a dollar each month for .th® tu®' -now f see> angels will1 help you,’’ ' 
diums’ fund. I should also have stated' If anyone who is at=all spiritual and 
that Mrs. Mayer, in Connecticut; sends who can-spare a few. dimes or dollars 
a dollar for the same fund each month for th'e mediums’ fund—who has.not al
that her business receipts will warrant ready done all possible in .that direc
her in doing so, she has only mis'sed.one tion—can read, such a- letter of grati- 
month since she began to report to us. tude as the foregoing, and not at once 

’ ’ '■ " send an offering of mgney .to this work,
we believe such an one must be lacking

■ To the Editor:—We thank you: for all 
your co-operation, and. good words ex
tended to the N, 8. A., and especially so 
for your help in the mission of the.N.S. 
A. Mediums’ Relief Fund; we are.sure

Such faithful souls are -worthy of all
honor. . 1--------------------------- T-------------- --- D

Since my last letter, we have received in the true instincts of human brother-
ten dollars for the mediums’ relief, 
which must have been called out from

hood.
By the way, a word’, as..to lyceum 

work: Brother John W. Jlipg, qf Galves-your aid in this good work Words can work: Brother John W. Jtipg, qf Galves- 
not express the good we are doing with ton. Texas, is general superintendent of 
the mediums' fund—would that it con- lyceums uhder the auspices or the N. S. 
tained thousands of dollars that the. A. His lyceum paper.shouk be in ev

' - - ....................— ery spiritual school, ap'd he' should be
encouraged by . every true Spiritualist. 
I perceive that of late some of our work-

work might be greatly extended; The 
beneficiaries are more than grateful; 
each month, in acknowledging the re
ceipt of their money,' they send heart
felt thanks and words of appreciation. 
Mrs. G. F. Perkins—Emetine, the vet
eran and now helpless medium—has 
been placed on the list. In receipting 
for the first monthly payment of this 
money designated for the benefit Of his 
companion, Brother Perkins writes of 
the great relief this aid will be, that he 
is beginning to think Spiritualists are

ers are disposed—through the papers— 
to criticise the N. S. A. that it has done 
so little for lyceums. Let me remind 
these friends, that a National Lyceum 
Union existed a few years, that it was 
officered by unselfish and competent ly
ceum workers: that they did thelr .best 
to enthuse the Spiritualistic public, that 
they received so little encouragement
from the public, they became disheart
ened; that the N- S- A. did its bestthe most generous people in the world ened; that the fL S. 'A. did its best 

—some of us should blush at such un- from this office to help on the work, all 
merited praise—and he concludes his to no avail. If we caimbt get Spiritual
letter by asking what he can do for the ists to take an inter&stj In the lyceum 
N. S. A. to earn the money we are to and to send their chifdrfen .to such a 

■ spiritual school, or to aid in organizing 
such in their locality, tiielfault is with 
the public at .large and flot with any in-

pay to his companion.
The N. S. A also. sometimes gives 

temporary aid to mediums who are not 
wholly unable to work, but who need a 
little assistance to tide them over a 
sicknesk or some financial strait. One 
such, a well known veteran medium, 
who has herself often assisted some 
needy person, has been incapacitated 
from Work for a time, owing to an acci
dent. The executive board, knowing it 
to be a worthy case, appropriated twen-

stitution. ;•
Since writirig the foregoing, we have 

received a draft for $25 for Mediums’ 
Relief Fund from a frlefid in' Illinois,- 
and two $1' contributions. from other
friends. Our sincere1 thanks are re
turned to them. Sincerely yours, 

MARY TTLONGLEY, 
N.iS.;A, Secretary... ■ I . •

I-

THE QUESTION DISTINCTLY AN
SWERED.

The Boston Citizen Bays that an ad
vertisement appeared in the Boston 
Herald ; and other dailies, having this 
heading, „“Did Catholics Kill Lincoln? 
A Learned Protestant Divine Answers 
This.Question In Jan. 2, Sacred Heart 
Review.” ... •

People who. purchased the above pa
per must jiave come to -the conclusion 
that the Roman Catholics did kill Lin
coln, for the Sacred Heart Review, de
spite Its startling question, failed to say 
whether they did or did not. AIT that 
the readers found in that paper on. this 
question was five lines, in an article 
written by that most peculiar gentle
man with the oxygenated, or rather, 
oxy name, “Starbuck.” (“Star” and 
“Buck” are favorite names for oxen 
with the farmers.) This is not a papal 
bull.

Mr. Starbuck claims to be a Congre
gational clergyman, and the Romanist 
papers advertise him as “eminent,” 
“professor,” etc. He is not particularly 
“eminent,” for outside of Romanist ad
vertising, he is very little known. He 
has no church and is not a professor. 
The letter which he printed last week 
was his '84th written for the same pa
per attacking Protestants and eulogiz
ing popery.

But here 1b Mr. Starbuck’s answer to 
the query, ’Did Catholics .<ill Lincoln?” 
He says:

“Dr,. Christian mendaciously declares 
that all the persons concerned in Mr. 
Lincoln’s murder were Roman Catho
lics, whereas it 1b a public fact that of 
the four hanged for the murder, one 
was an Episcopalian, one a Lutheran, 
and one a Baptist, the son of a Baptist 
minister.”

That is all. In that noted volume, 
“History of the Secret Service,” by 
Chief Detective L. C. Baker, whb had 
charge of the Investigation of the Lin
coln assassination, and the arrest of 
the assassins, we find these words 
(page 479):

“I mention, as an exceptional and re
markable fact, that every conspirator 
in custody is by education a Catholic.”

There it is: Mr. Starbuck versus the 
Chief of the U. S. Secret Service, 
Whom shall: we believe?

This we know: Booth was a Roman-

. After a review ot the beliefs held in, 
the past concerning Ute beyond death. 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions, ot belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme “other
worldliness” which It replaced, which
was In turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. ~
points out the doubts concerning 
doctrine of Immortality held by 
churches and the weakness of .the

He 
the 
the 
tra- 

ofdltlonal creeds and the loosening __ 
their hold upon the people. He then
considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as he admits, 
fall short of demonstration. The vol
ume Includes a consideration of the 
work of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author’s own personal ex
periences In this Une. Dr. Savage

holds, as a provisional hypothesis, that 
continued existence is demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least soma ■ 
well authenticated communication» 
from persons in the other Ufa. Th* 
chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows:

Primitive Ideas—Ethnic Beliefs—Th« 
Old Testament and Immortallty-Pau)’» 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life-, 
Jesus and Immortality—The Othe» 
World and the Middle Ages—Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and-the Llf« 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reaction—Th« 
Spiritualistic Reaction—Tho Worlds 
Condition and Needs as to Belief In Im
mortality-Probabilities Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The Society, 
for Psychical Research and the Immor
tal Life—Possible Conditions ot Aneth- I 
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex
patiences and Opinions.

BEYOND TrtE, V/VIL

A Sequel to “Rending the Vail.”
The two volumes together as a record 

of practically 'obtained facts demon
strating the claims ot Moderu Spirit
ualism as to post mortal survival, are 
unique and overwhelming.

Every communication is from a full 
materialized spirit form, In good light, 
and either spoken audibly or written In 
full view by the form. There is not an 
automatic or trance message in the 
book.

It is Illustrated by several engravings, 
the originals of which were drawn in 
the presence of the circle by a full form 
materialized spirit artist

BEYOND THE VAIL is, as a rule,

Urn experiences of spirits In both world«-, 
—their own account of their lives on" 
earth and their progress after death ta 
their present condition ot freedom from 
earth conditions. Tho narratives are In
tensely Interesting, Instructive and 
often highly dramatic. .

Coincident with these are the pro
foundly philosophical comments of th« 
controlling spirits of the seances. Prof. 
Willlntn Denton, Thomas Paine, Dr. W. 
H. Reed and others—covering, law, 
medicine, jurisprudence, theology and 
metaphysics. There are no books in ex
istence of like character or of hlghsa 
authority. Price, by mall, $1.75. ।

GELESTIftL DYNAMICS,
Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro-Magnetio 

Forces of Nature.

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” “THE LAN. 
GUAGE OF THE STABS,” ETC.

SPIRIT'FACE ON WINDOW PANE, turned when aU was guje^at night and 
_____ _ put the features on tjyj wlgpow as a to

' ’ ken of her love. The1f’ace§1jwere found
Woman Warned by Voice of Dead by Mrs. Corbin on. T^psday, and 

' Friend Finds Profile on the Glass. she says Bessie camajto and whiB- 
, _____ pered to look at the gpqdojged glass. ■

Richmond, Va.—Superstitious folk ‘T was sitting in gpy-liMle kitchen,' 
here are convinced that the spirit t)f
Bessie Jenkins, a young woman, who 
died On Christmas eve, has come back to 
lay the impress of Bessie’s pretty face 
and the features of another woman and 
a man on the kitchen window of Mrs.
Sarah Corbin’s home at 1228 South 
John street. ' ’

said Mrs. Corbin, “w^-gn.aii-pf a sudden 
I heard a voice, clogg and clear, 1 
turned my head, but; po.t pfsoul was in 
the kitchen but mygelf.. {Mother Cor
bin,’ said the voice,.^nd Jiflald ‘Is that 
you, Bessie?”’ nl 19v

Told to Look atetli'e ¿Window.

All day long and at night by tlte light 
of lamps crowds standing in front of 
the house gaze in awe on the three dim 
shadows showing in line down the cen
ter of the polished glass. Mrs. Corbin 
has attacked the shadows with soap and 
water and plenty of elbow grease, and 
the neighbors and tho police have lent 
a hand, but the hardest effort has not 
blotted out the faintest lino In tho 
three profiles. . .

Mother to the Girls,
Mrs. Corbin is a sort of mother to the 

neighborhood. All the girls with ro
mances giving -joy or sorrow flock to 
-her fireside, and there they , pour out 
their secrets and laugh or cry, as tho 
occasion requires, when the wise old 
woman gives-her- . sympathetic advice, 
Bessie Jenkins used to bo gne of Moth
er Corbin's best friends.

A magnificent and complete course of Astro-metaphysical study, em-
ist; the Surratts were Romanists;'- bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Force. Sickness and Disease. With 

sg,a4s1®r the only true and really Scientific method of treating the sick successfully.
was a Romanist Mudd was a Roman- . , — , ni , . . . -in. ° xu rr i- . -x• — - - - - - - ■ Mental Healers, Meta-physicians, and all who practice the Healing Art

'Mother Corbin??' 
again, and I said, ‘WÌ
Thcro was an awl

snljfì thè voice 
iat ffi'lt, Bessie?’ 
iljcjlce for a few

minutes, and then i ~hea®: ■ ’Mother, 
look upon your wludqW tmll bog tho 
handwriting.' I looltqel; at .the window 
that you see there now, .and there were 
the faces as plain as’tlfiy.”

Just below the profilq of Bessie is a 
likeness supposed, to bq that of Annie 
Wilson, on old woman ¡who died a few 
days before Bessie, Too mtin’B toco is 
supposed to bo that of. .William Goode, 
who died a few monthsiftgo,, and whp 
was one of Mother Coren’s friends.

At first it was though} tho pictures 
were tlio work of a practical joker, but

1st; Herold professed to be on'Episco
palian; and Payne professed to be a 
Baptist, but both were drunkards and 
long under the influence of Mrs. Sur
ratt. . .

But Chief Baker says: “All were un
der the direct influence bf Mrs. Sur
ratt.” Booth and Mrs. Surratt—both 
Romanists—were tho conspirators; the 
other poor wretches were simply their 
tools. .’ .. " .
, But why was the article, "Did: Catho
lics Kill- Lincoln?” suppressed in the 
Sacred Heart Review?. Apparently it 
was written, and it was intended for 
publication; yet after advertising It it 
disappeared. Is this a case where 
"Discretion Is tho better part of valor?” 
Wns not Romo afraid to have the ques
tion discussed? :

Chinlquyls "Fifty Years in the 
Church of Rome” and Harris’ “Assassi
nation of Lincoln” tell the whole 
story. - ■ ■....... ■

Divine should give “Celestial Dynamics” a thorough and impartial study, 
and thus learn the real cause of their frequent failures.

No Astro-Student can afford to be without this work, if he would under
stand the Meta-physics of Astrology.

This work .was specially prepared for publication to meet the demands of 
à large and very earnest class of people who cannot affdrd to pay for a regular 
course of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can afford 
.this privilege will find the work an invaluable text-book to their studies.

The Price is One Dollar -Only, and is within reach of all who seek 
light For sale at this office. '

.. fiisfopy of thje
GftRISTI/VN RELIGION

io ibe Yehr 200,
BY CHARLES V. WAITE, A. M.

as it has been fopnd impossible to erase 
them tho conviction Is,spreading that 
they were blown In tho,e)nB<> by -Bea 
ale’s spirit, perhaps in »company , with 
the unseen bodies of Mfa. Wilson and 

To Mrs. (JorblA iMS Bessie re- Good®. r - - „

. "Continuity of Ufe a Cosmic Truth.” 
By Frof. W. M. Lockwobd. The work of 
x strong, logical thinker, > on a deeply 
Important subject. Price, cloth, 81.
-! '"Iii. the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A.' 
Bland. 'Interesting, instructive and 
litfipful; ■ Spiritually uplifting. Cloth ■ 
bound; pried |L

vTho Commsndnwate Analyzed, pried 
26 esnta. ,Blg Bible Stories, cloth, SO 
ctote. For 0sJ® at «his office.

earlier period of, the church, giving 
facta-that urq not found In the so-called 
histories written by churchmen. This, 
latest’edition baa been carefully and 
tliorottghly revised, and it Js a reliable' 
magazine of facts, such as tho honest 
inquirer wants. It opens up to the In- 
yeatlgator and student a wide Hold of

wholly ignored by. the regular church 
historians, and throws a bright glare ol 
light on pointe heretofore cqrofullJl 
shrouded in darkness. , <

A large octavo volume of 656 par 
strongly bound In cloth. Price Tl 
For sale at The Progressive T' 
office.
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1334.Plne street, LaCrosse, Wis,

EFFICIENT WORKER.
LETTER FROM MR. F. W. MARTIN.

He Is Working Along Humanitarian 
Lines In. Promoting the Cause

. of Spiritualism.

WISCONSIN WORK AND WORKERS.
. In perusing a. late issue ol The Pre

gi t-sslve. Thinker 1 found an article 
bigueu by IS. W. Baldwin, in which he 
make# mention ot Mrs. Catharine Mc
Farlin, and also a notice from her, stat
ing that sho is again tree to do plat- 
foijn work. 1 feel it a duty as well a 
pleasure as president of the Wisconsin 
Btate Spiritualist Association to offi
cially endorse her work. Bhe is now in 
Plainview, Minn., but is considered a 
Wisconsin worker. The statement 
made by Mr. Baldwin is in no way ex
aggerated, and no society or camp will 
go amiss in securing her services. Her 
lectures are’instfuctlve and beautiful in 
every way. In personality she. is dig
nified and pleasing. As I retrospect 
over the camp work of last summer at 
Waukesha, I feel a debt of gratitude for 
her .efficient work and general assist
ance. She filled her position- nobly, 
and many times with much reluctance 
did I seek her to fill a vacancy in our 
programme and was always received 
with a smile and cheerful willingness. 
Not only is she a/ fine medium, but is 
also a good elocutionist, able to assist' 
in entertainments. Her private life is 
one many might emulate. I feel Mrs. 
McFarlin should be more widely known,

Mr. McFarlin was superintendent of 
the grounds and he filled the position to 
perfection, and tor a promoter of fun 
his equal would be difficult to find. He 

f was the life of the camp. It is rather 
late to give camp experiences, but oth
ers are yet to come and I desire all to 
know where such capable workers are 
to be found. , '

Since assuming the office of president- 
of the Wisconsin State Spiritualist As
sociation I have not written any .articles 
to the papers on the work being done 
In Wisconsin, or the Great Psychology 
cal Crime. 1 have a weakness for shitt
ing as mveh of such work as I can upon 
our secretary (W. J. Erwood), and he is 
so good-natured he only blandly smiles, 
shoulders the burden, sets his type
writer to work and tells the people that 
we are not asleep. Much missionary 
work has been done by the secretary 
and myself and will be until the end of 
the year. ■

Any place desiring a visit from my
self or Mr. Erwood, we will gladly re
spond if possible. Special effort will be 
made to attend meetings of note, wed
dings or funerals. At present we are 
preparing for the coming convention, to 
be held in Whitewater in April. This 
convention is in no way connected with 
the school located at that place. It is 
the: regular annual convention of the 
state association. We expect a large 
attendance. The best of talent will be 
secured for instruction and entertain
ment and the business sessions will be 
replete with matter that is of vital im-‘ 
portanoe to the work of the association. 
None should miss such an opportunity 
of assisting in the work, meeting the 
wbrkers of the state, and visiting thè 
school and witnessing for themselves 
the grand work being accomplished 
there, and encouraging those who are 
so unselfishly working to put our cause 
before the world in a scholarly way 
that none will find an opportunity to 
sneer at the illiteracy of those that are 
bearing tne standards in the struggle 
for truth.

REV. NELLIE K. BAKER, 
President W. S. S. A.

Portage, Wis.

TO WISCONSIN SPIRITUALISTS.
I would like to call, the attention of 

the Spiritualists of Wisconsin to the 
forth coming convention of the Wiscon
sin Btate Spiritualist Association, which 

. convenes In Whitewater, Wis., the third 
' Tuesday in April. While this notice 

may appear a trifle premature, it is 
none too soon if we wish to make this 
the banner convention of our Associa
tion, hence my desire to reach all Spir
itualists in the state.

It should be the wish of each and ev
ery one who is interested in the work 
of this association to make an effort to
ward making this convention the suc
cess we hope it to be. There are many 
points of interest to be considered, and 
the work bids fair to contain more of 

. interest than any previous meeting of 
similar character, since the Association 
was organized. Several times I have is
sued calls for membership. The re
sponses thereto have not Jjeen all I 
could wish, and I hope tliis call will not 
be without the hearty response and sup
port our association so richly deserves. 
If every Spiritualist within the state ot 
Wisconsin, who reads this would sit 
down and write in for membership, and 
become one with us, I am sure our 
cause in Wisconsin would meet with 
such success as has never been experi
enced.

It would seem hardly necessary to in
form the Spiritualists of Wisconsin that 
there are no salaried offices in this as
sociation, therefore the membership 
fees do not go to enrich the pockets of 
any of the officers or trustees. Money 
received must be accounted for at each 
convention—therefore it is in the hands 
of the Spiritualists to assure them
selves what has been done, and how the 
finances have been expended. I simply 
make this little explanation for the 
benefit of those who are not aware of 
the facts of the case. .

Spiritualists of Wisconsin, -this is 
your association and its success or fail
ure depends upon you as a whole and 
individually as well. Will you not, then, 
show your interest in the cause you 
love by enabling us to carry on the 
work as it should be carried on. Be
come members of the State body, As 
yotr well know, it takes but one dollar 
a year to secure personal membership.

I am sure most of the Spiritualists 
wish to see their association live, and 
have simply forgotten to take out per
sonal memberships, or to renew the 
same where they have become delin
quent. We have over two months now 
before our convention. Let us make a 
concerted movement to swell the mem
bership before that time, until it be
comes greater by far than it has 'ever 
been before. If you are members of a 
local auxiliary, why not get up an enter
tainment or social for the benefit of the 
State association? If you do so, you 
will be hleping a cause that has as its 
motive the elevation of humanity. Can 
you afford to let an opportunity of this 
kind pass by without an effort on your 
part? ■

At our convention we will have a 
good- program. Each Spiritualist should 

1 endeavor to attend that convention. 
The hall is one of the finest we have 
ever.'had, and 1b situated in the Morrls 
Pratt,Institute. A good time will be 
assured to everyone who goes.

Now, Spiritualists, let us hear from 
you. Send in your memberships at the 
earliest date possible, and if you Intend 
to attend the convention let us know. 
I would like to suggest to the local so
cieties,: that it would be a good plan to 
begin to look around for your delegates 

them selected early—study over 
the constitution and by-laws, and if you 
have'itny amendments to offer, submit 
them in writing to this office at earliest 
possible date; in order that copies of 
proposed amendments. may be for

t warded to sister societies. Do not make 
'Who midtako of'coming to the conven- 
Bph?n to amend any part of the eonstltu- 

■ NOwlUfout’having given due notice of 
-jBspirabiue, as it would be impossible to 

’3, , guidanppX
'ji ' -»Ice 18 an Important ono, and 

'»..not go unheeded. If you 
spare, contributions will 

ceived. Your member-

ship fees and your moral support will 
do more for Spiritualism than you cun 
imagine, perhaps. If every Spiritualist 
who reads these words will do what he 
can towards raising the working fund, 
and swelling the membership, 1 ‘ will 
guarantee that- you will see the best 
convention, and -tho best year’s work 
during the ensuing year, that you have 
ever seen, ior many hands malto light

< • WILL J. ERWOOD, 
' Secretary W. S. 8. A.

. To the Editor:—An article written by 
Mrs, Mary. Frink Pope, on the doings of 
Spiritualists of Cleveland, Ohio, in a 
late issue of. your valued paper has just 
come to my notice, and finding therein 
my name mentioned in connection with 
the work .of the Ohio State Association 
and Its missionaries, I believe an ex
planation will not be amiss, for I do 
not desire to sail under false colors, al
though a missionary in the cause I love 
so well..

I am not a missionary, and never ex
pect to be, under the auspices of the 
Qhlij State Association or any other 
b'ody ln the generally accepted sense ot 
tho .word. I am willing to do whatever, 
little I can and whenever and wherever 
the opportunity offers.

AU my missionary work, covering a 
period of over five years, has. been done 
in my home city, and I feel well paid 
for my labors, having had the pleasure 
to turn over a healthy society, that has 
held its regular meetings every Sunday 
since Its Inception through the instru
mentality of writer, to my successor, 
Mr. Baird, as president. During the 
existence of our society we have always 
had a hall for our exclusive use, and al
though we have always kept open house 
(admission free), our hall Is furnished, 
Including organ and books, and more 
than enough money in the treasury to 
pay the hall rent for a year ahead, and 
the people of our community have had 
the opportunity of hearing many ot the 
leading lights in our cause.

' I am an earnest advocate of free 
meetings, and have fully demonstrated 
the fact that It not only can be done, 
but will prove a moral as well as a 
financial success in the end. I would 
advise all societies that are still ask
ing an admission fee to try this plan, 
and I feel confident that after a" year’s 
trial they would not go back to the old 
way. Take a collection and you will 
find that the quarters, halves and occa
sional dollars will offset the nickels and 
pennies reluctantly given.

I was pleased to note that the First 
Spiritual Church ot Cleveland is start
ing out in this way, and I will prophesy 
that it will flourish. It was this so
ciety I was asked to~seFVe, taking the 
place of Mrs. Baird from our city, who 
Is a state missionary, and felt indis
posed to fill her engagement This was 
my first experience upon a strange 
platform, but I am sure the experience 
did me good, if not my audience. It 
being a, very disagreeable night and our 
good brother, Moses Hull, holding 
forth; for'the neighboring society, the 
attehdance was not as large as I had 
hoped it would be.

I found these friends earnest in pur
pose, and I felt more than repaid for 
my time'and trouble and was only too 
glad to serve them, At the close of the 
meeting I was offered compensation, 
which was a surprise to me, as 1 had no 
thought of Sfich a thing, and upon my 
refusal to even accept car fare, the sur
prise seemed to be on the other side. 
I speak of this only, so my many friends 
scattered over the country, shall not 
think that I have become mercenary. 1 
feel that it is not right for such as are 
not dependent upon remuneration for 
services of this nature, to take that 
which is needed more where it comes 
from, than where it goes to, and 1 hope 
I shall always be able to earn enough in 
other walks of life, to be able to do my 
missionary work without expectation of 
material gain. .. . .

"Freely ; have ye received, freely 
give.” . '

But speaking of missionary work, 1 
want to say in conclusion that I BE
LIEVE OF ALL THE MISSIONARIES, 
NONE ARE DOING FOR HUMANITY 
WHAT THE EDITOR OF THE PRO
GRESSIVE THINKER IS DOING.

While I often feel that I would like to 
say something on certain subjects, 1 
strangle the desire within me, feeling 
that I would be crowding out some 
more instructive matter. Let me say 
in conclusion that ALL OTHER SPIR
ITUALIST PAPERS ARE PUT OFF 
BY ME UNTIL AFTER I HAVE FIN
ISHED THE PROGRESSIVE THINK
ER. MAY IT AND ITS EDITOR LIVE 
LONG AND PROSPER. KEEP ON EX
POSING THE DEEDS OF DARKNESS 
OF CATHOLICISM, SO THAT ALL

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.
OBSESSION CUBED.

WISDOM OF THE AGES.

Dr. Coffee Restores Sight

&t theh*

READINGS AND BUSINESS AD
VICE $1.00 and two stamps.

with his wonderful Absorption Treatment of mild 
medicines that anyone can use. One of these 
books and his opinion df your case FREE.

Write for Eye Book today. It explains 
how to cure yourself of Cataracts» Granulated

Mrs. Minio A. Greenman, 
Garvin, Minn., says. " I was 
blind from ulcers. Inflamma
tion. and growths over my 
eyes. Inflammation went to 
ono oar and mado mo deaf. 
Doctors at homo failed to help 
me, but Dr. Coffee’s treatment 
restored sight and hearing."

For (lie Cure of Mental 
and Physical Alimenta»

For Free Diagnosis of Disease, 
•end five two-cent stamp», age, name, 
sex and own iiandwrltlpg.

Mr. M. B. Powles. Jackson. 
Mich., says, " I had a growth 
on my eye. Went to a doctor 
and Iio cut it off. It crew 
back, was cut off three times 
and grow back again. I wrote 
to Dr.Coffee; his treatment ab
sorbed the growth In 1 weeks 
and Bight la now perfect." ,

to the ^Trms

The Rehoipn of Science,
By Dr. Paul Carns. ver thoughtful anQ in

teresting. Price, 25 cent- .

DP A TH its meaning 
1 I1 aud Results.

By J K Wilson, of the Pennsylvania Bar.‘ 
An absorbingly interesting nurr:»tive relating u 
series of wonderful pHyeh'.o manifestations oc
curring in the writer’s experience. Cloth, illus
trated, 31.25,

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

6URED

Btoueham. Mass.Lock Box 1314.' 1

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.

I-

THE SPEAKING DIAL.
A Wonderful Spiritual Invention

Givea natncu, dates and clrcuinytaucea, Speaks 
in vnrloua languages; answers mental Questions; 
convincing the most skeptical. Hus come to prove 
Immortality aud epirltconimunlou. Develops nil 
piiascs of mediumship. Nuguellaed by powerful 
spirit band. । Hoad what tho late Hon. I. Donnelly 

;Bttld.of the Sjieaiiimr Dial. Dials now, ii.&O. Send 
jorclrcular and testimonials. Enclose sump for 
reply. P. J. DEMPSEY Inventor, 2817 Columbus 
ave.. MluiwupoUs, Minn. ............ .

A complete exposition of the science of Astrol
ogy. adapted from the Four Books of Ptolemy, 
the Astronomer on the art of Readlngthe Stars, 
with many illustrations. By A. ALPHEUS. 
Secretary of theAstrological Society of England 
and America. Handsomely bound in cloth, gilt

Ws tat Fultnb twt hi tau al Sfiaatb Titubi« bl 
Ctuud tj Cucar. Co »al Taka Our Wert 

TEST IT KHI8ÍELF.

ANCIENT INDIA,
Its Language and Religions. By Prof. H. Olden
berg. Paper, 25 cents. '

FRED. R. EVANS.
' The Noted.;Psychic for 

Independent Sl^te Writing and 
Clairvoyance,

Hub recently left New York, und 1b now located at 
1112 Eddy St.. San Francisco, Cal. Bend stump for 
circular on Mudlippehip.i

Yo.i Bbuil have the secret by sending self ua- 
dreised und stumped envelope with 25 cm. to

HOME REMEDY,
Box 800, Clinton, la.

SPIRIT MESSENGER.
Friends desiring tests in Poem, on their name, 

using full name, and tour questions answered 
promptly, cun receive such by sending one dollar 
und two cent stamp. Addie Goue. Box 85, Escon
dido, Sun Diego Co., daL

ELTON HEDltlCK, ,
ASTfloiiOGliSH.*—Vacation,-business specula
tion, matrimony, changes, travel, all affuir.s-' of 
life. Fee Send date of birth as near the 
hour us .possible. Address, 2631 Rending Road, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. , 746'

DR. LOUIS II. FREEDMAN,
The Renowned Australian

Healer,
Has removed to 018 W. Monroe St.. Chicago, where 
he Is prepared to treat successfully those who rr J 
afflicted wl h any disease. ‘ Send for his booklet. 
Mrs. Freid nan will give sittings daily. She is 
clairvoyant and clalraudieut, und guuruntees sat
isfaction.

-THE-
Christs of the Past and Present.

By MOSES HULL,
A comparison of the Christ-work or Medium

ship of Biblical Messiahs and the conditions 
they required, with similar manifestations in 

’Modern Spiritualism. This is a good work to 
study for arguments with which to meet tho 
very common orthodox question, “Why do you 
always require conditions for your spiritual 
manifestations?”’ Cloth bound, dents; paper 
25 cents. For sale at this office. ‘

RC<3M§TORENT
With a Splrliu^lst fiddly. 222 Irrlng ave.,Clly.

tltUBhlp” Impossible; Neither a “Gift” 
Nor a “Power”; Tho Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship And 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship and "Affinity";^ Medium-

MRS.MAGGIE. WHITE
Ruidlug by mall, n.oei. Buxlndu advice a ipeolahy, 

8H8 Indiana ave. CldCRgo. 111. '

NICHOLAS BECKER,
Readings by mall. Impression^! and Clairvoy

ant De^urlpilon and namea of spirit friends with 
messages;, advice. Instructions' for-psychic uu- 
ioldment. Send ownhan’dwrlllng'unu ôUctb. Dix
on. Hl. 715

YOUK FORTUNE
Typewritten and eent FBBB If you will Bond your 
blrth-dutc dud three alanine for niallliiff expeneea 
I haveaetonlsbed thoneande with my wonderfully 
correct roading of their life, poet and future. I 
correctly reveal your future iovo affaire, hualneoe 
eucceee, marriage mate, etc., and give advice on 
nil affaire. Address, HlkAaHBN, Bent. T.B., 
HISS, San Vranelsco, Cal.

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, the only psychic wonder llvlog. 

that tuos the spiritual X-rsy without any U&dlQg 
symptom to direct,' and locates all luUrnul dUoasea. 
A trial v/lU coovlnue you. Nervoos. exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both sexes succwiif ully treated, as huts* 
drcdBCau testify; Bead name, age, sex, complexim 
and 1U conts In stamps, and receive a correct dlayoo- 
els ot your case free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

AFTER HER DEATH.
The Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded wl .h pure and beautiful spirituality 
ot thought. Instructive and helpful to all who 
love and seek tho higher and finer ways of 
Bplrltu.-.l experience. Price, 81.00.

A-Few Words ADoiit tne Devil, 
And other Essaye. By Charles Bradlaugh. 
With the story of: his Uie as told by himself, 
and the history of his parliamentary struggle. 
With portrait. Farier.-COc.'

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Dear friends,'you can greatly \help mo care for 

my blind «Inter, Jennie Ju.Webb..onq of tbeearl- 
ient uiediumH now.in the form, by writing a letter 
toaBplrli friend. -Send it to me'with 31, and I will 
try and get reply by independent willing or whis
pers,. Andreea Mra. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil
ford Mass.

Psychomancy Readings.
. and It you are ButlBfled. my fee
lall.VU, If I can not rpad for you there are no 

A- Ctowen. medium, Parlor 829 
Sheffield Ave., near Wellington Station, on North
western E. R. li. Test meeting Tuesday evenings 
at tip. M. 740

A SPIRIT GUIDE
Gave me a simple home remedy for Itching scalp, 
dandruff and falling hair. It worked liken charm.

Whu I ftm a Vegetarian.
An address delivered before the Chicago Vege

tarian Society. By J. Howard Moore. Price, 
26 cents. '

COHMONSENStRovolut lonary pamph
let. addressed to the inhabitants ot America in 
1776, with explanatory notice by an English 
author. Paper, 16 cents.

PROGRESSION ^Vs^r'i^Litt 
The evolution of Man. By Michael Faraday. 
Price. 15c.

H@RGfCOPE-:S
Solonfitlcailv assuroie and reliable. Captain G. W.
Walroad. IMO Denver. Col., ’ Eat 1800.

U/nmnnlu ITS attainment of Wulllflllli FORM AND FEATURES

nPillltV Th° cultlvatlon of personal U U UUIJ beauty, based on Hygiene and 
Health Culture, by twenty physicians and spe
cialists, and edited by Albert Turner. A valua
ble book for women and therefore for the whole 
world. Price in elegant cloth binding, 81.00. 
For sale at this office.

FRANK N. FOSTER,
• The Noted Psychic for

’ Spirit Phoioflraplni
Send name and address for circular.. Sittings by 

mall. 81 8, Diamond Ei., Grand Rapids, Mich.

TESTIMONIALS.
The following named persons gladly testify to 

tho great efficacy and satisfactory benefits re
ceived from spjrituaUreatmsnt through Mrs.Bat- 
tie Tiffany, SL Joseph. Mo.: Mrs. Alice Winches
ter. Mr. J. M. Winchester, Wm. Cardwell. Mrs, 
Mary E. Hadley. 74Ü'fc--

CORA L. V. RICHMOND,
' DISCOURSES.

For 81.00 we will send you MONTHLY, for 
TEN months of the yeas, 4 copies of each of these 
divine discourses. Give three of them away us 
bread cast upon thewatfcr.or get lì friends to share 
your subscription with'you, and thus virtually 
reduce your subscription to ¿5 cents.

HWALDO DENNIS.
Pres. Church of the Soul, 

714 Fulerton Ave,. Chicago, ill.

The Devil and the Adventists.
An Adventist attack upon Spiritualism re

pulsed. By Moses Hull. Price. 10 cents.

FilTTP TTHTHPO By Warren Sumner Barlow.HHi VIllliHiiS The Voices contain poems I UluAJU Of remarkab’j beaut” and 
tores. They are most excellent- Price 81.00.

THE DESCENT OF MAN.
By ¿Charles Darwin. Cloth, £ lit top, 75 cents. । 

On its appearance it aroused at once a storm of 
mingled wrath, wonder pnd admiration. In I 
elegance ot style, charm of mannei and deep 
knowledge of natural history, It stands almost 
Without a rival among scientific works. .

The New and the Old, 
Ortho World's Progress In Thought. By Moses 
Hull. An excellent work by this veteran writer 
and thinker. Price. 10 cents.

Cultivation oi Personal Magnetism 
A treatise on Human Calture. ByLoroyBer- 
rter, anthropologist andu author. A very sug- 
«tostiT&ahd'WtrQjctlve book. Price 81.00.

THE'G08PfL<QF NATURE
Isa moBt-excbllcnii worth/ Dr.'M.X^Sherman, 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore it 
has been sold for 82, but the price now has been 
reduced, to 81. .It is a book that will Interest 
and Instruct., It contains 280 pages, and is full 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium of rare qualities.and'his work is a 
reflection from tho celestial spheres.

Three Journeus Around the World
—OR—

Travels in the Paolflo Idlands,
New Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, 
A. M., M. D.. Ph. D. In this splendid large 
book . Dr. Peebles has concentrated' a vast 
amount ot valuable Information, it Is exceed
ingly entertaining and readable, aid Spiritual
ism as ho found it everywhere In his travels 
receives due attention, making the book ot 
special value and Interest to Spiritualists. 454 
large pages, finely bound, at tho prlco of 81.50.

B/VD
STOMACHS

FREB TEST
TREATMENT 

m Do yon Gutter 
from Indigestion, 
dybpepsla.orbtom- 
acb trouble in any 
form? If you do 
why m>t let ub cure 
you? We do not 
mean hvi.f you by 
giving you a Soda 
Compound Tablet 
or some of the oth
er putont “Dyspcp- 
eia Curc8.'r We 
will positively 
and permanently 
euro you. We win 

“go to the very foun, 
datlos of your 
trouble: will re
move the causes, 

. strengthen and
tone up the btomach, and make you Birorig and 
healthy as you ever were. Wo could give you tes
timonials by the thousands of those webave cured 
of etomaeh trouble In all its forme and fitages; but 
tuey would not bo facts or proof to you—only 
wordsof thanks and praise. The only absolute 
proof is in the treatment itself. And believing 
that a practical tost would be more convincing to 
ftufferere than all the testimonials we could print 
and absolutely prove Its great merits, wo will 
Bepfl anyone dealrlnx li a lull two weeks' trial 
treatment absolutely free.

II you have stomach trouble and have tailed to 
ret relief, write ua at once and learn by practical 
wixnx“1 ir“n ?? ,0J y,ou- Addreee Dr. Peebles 
CreekUMl *h Hea lh' Lld" 83 Muln 6lrccl. Battle

Excellent music. siMrs. Mary Dlxou and 
her daughteriCorh; the “Child Wonder," 
always in attendance to give readings 
between thpimeetings. Also free dem
onstrations by CxA. Beverly, M. D., 
president. :

First Gerpian tolritualist Society on 
the West Siije. Meetings every Sunday 
nt 3 p. m. in Ga^flman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avejiue ajjfl W. 13th street.

HOW TO UNFOLD YOUR PSYCHIC POWERS 
at home, or How to develop the beat within 

you, ■ We will bond you two instruction-booklets 
and delineate your possible abases of medium

ship, all for 25 centi '.Mrs. Dr. J, A. fillbb, 43 & 
Lindell Boul., SI. Loiila, Mo,

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be ijiagnosod 
free br spirit power. ■

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

Ban Jose. Call

TESTIMONIALS OF CURE.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker—My Dear 

Friend:—I think it time enough to let 
you understand the marvelous benefit 
we have received from your medicine. 
Since Miss Ellen Louisa Merchant and 
myself have used your medicine we are 
now enjoying good health and strength, 
also feeling as new persons. We sin
cerely thank you for the good you 
have done for us. May God bless your 
work that it may ever go on for the 
good of suffering humanity.

Yours sincerely,
JOSEPH A. MORGAN. 

Pratvllle, P. 0,, Manchester, Jamaica, 
Nov. 12, 1903.

6.MLTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Healer and
Gifted Psychic. 

health restored 
By Common Sense Methode

Address 784 Eiglith-St., 
Oakland, Cal

Practical Methods to Insure Success, 
A valuable Utile work, full of practical in

struction in matters pertaining to physical, 
mental and spiritual health. Worth many 
times Ils cost. Price 10 cents.

ftDocrupnal New Testament, 
Being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 
now extant, attributed in the first four centu
ries to Jesus Christ, his apostles and their com
panions, and not included in the New Testament 
by its compilers. Price, cloth, 11.50.

TSaliGTuses’anrineGU’
By W. P. I>helon, M. D. Deals with the finer 

mental and spiritual forces as applied to heal
ing. Price, 50 cents.

ADoffonius of Tuana 
wonderful communication, explaining how bis 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate 
Christianity. Price 15 cents.

publicationFof ’
CARLYLE PETERSILEA,

Given by automatic writing through 
the author’s mediumship. -

Rn Yah NppiI Ana. Be,,or «r«'»'»»“’ 
uU I vU lluCU 1 can help you. I Will til your 
XnPPFaniPC. Clairvoyance aud
PIJUuLublUo spirit uBHlstuiice at your own 
home with the improved melted pebble lense, to 
see near and at a distance. Please write for illus
trated circular, showing styles aud prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision und impaired eyesight. I guarantee to tit 
your eyes, ana safe delivery by mail.

». F. POOLE.
,, „ <H Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Ill.
A. F. POOLE.—Dear Sir: Your Magnetized Melt

ed Pebble Spectacles received, I am delighted. 
They are perfection in every wav.

Sincerely yours, Aloxzo Thompson, 
Fullerton,

It Is Important when a meeting Is 
suspended, that notice be given us, bo 
that inquirers muy not be mislead. We 
want now notices of all meetings being 
held hero la public halls at the present 
time. .

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple every first and 
third Thursdays of the month; after
noon session at 3 o'clock. The ladles 
furnish refershments. Supper served 
at 6:15, including tea and coffee. Even
ing session at 7:30. Questions pertain
ing to spiritual themes, answered by 
the guides of Mrs; Cora L. V. Rich
mond; name poems given to strangers; 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton, assistant pastor.

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 8 p. 
m. Lecture by Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt at 
8 p. m. Messages by H. F, Coates and 
others. Plenty of good music.

Tho Spiritual Research meets «.very 
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, In 
Van Buren Opera House, corner of 
Madison street and California avenue. 
Good music and singing. All are In
vited to attend.

The Spiritualistic Church ot the Stu
dents of Nature hold services at 
Nathan's Hall, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue, Sunday even
ings. 7:30 p. m. Mrs. W. F. Schu
macher, pastor.

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mra. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o'clock. Tests and music at every ser
vice.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at Alliance Hall, between Klm- 
bark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent availably will be secured for. all 
meetings. To spread the truth is-the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street.

The Metropolitan Spiritualist Society 
holds services every Sunday at 8 o'clock 
in St. George’s Hall, 3337 State street. 
Good speaking, tests and music. Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Residence, 
3148 Indiana avenue.

The Spiritual Unity Society holds’ 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361
363 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services 
every Sunday in Hall 309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. Sunday-school at 10 
a. m. .

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
In Van Buren Opera House, Madison 
street and Caliivrnia avenue, every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
spirit messages, assisted by other me
diums. '

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday-evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Sunday afternoon at 
2:30 sharp, at Phoenix Hall, 324 East 
Division street, near Sedgwick street. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes. -

Light and Truth Spiritual Church, 501 
W, North avenue, Wicker Park Hall. 
Meetings every Sunday afternoon, 2:30.

The First Spiritual Church holds serv
ices every Sunday, 7:30 p. m., In Tem
perance Hall, 330 Sixty-third street, 
Englewood. Dr. J. H. Randall, lecturer; 
Mrs. Vaughn, psychic, will give read
ings. .

The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p. m., and lecture and 
tests at 8 o’clock. Mrs. M. A. Burland, 
pastor.
' Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at Atheneum Building, 26 
Van Buren street. Mrs. May Elmo, me
dium. Tests, and good speaking. All 
are welcome. .

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds a meeting every Sunday after
noon at 2:30 and 7:45, at No. 378 S. 
Western avenue. Star Lodge Hal).

Ndw Thought services conducted by 
Julia M. Learnered, at 7:30 o’clock ev
ery Sunday evening, at 720 West Madi
son street, third floor.

The Progressive Society holds serv- 
lies every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mtb. Hilbert, paBtor.

The Woodlawn Spiritualist Society 
will hold services at 6209 Madison ave
nue, Sundays at 2:30 arid 8 p. m. Prof 
J. E. Smith gives tests and spirit mes
sages. W. H. Mohlan, president; Prof, 
J. B. Smith, pastor. - • - ... .... .

Th6 Universal Occult Society holds 
its' meeting at 253 East Thirty-first 
street; The Hon. Robert Gllray, dean. 
Mrs. Aitken, psychic. Lyceum at 3 p. 
in. Evening services commCnco-at 8 
o'clock. All welcome. -• .

. Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr- 
helt, meeting every Sunday .evening at 
8 o’clock In W|cker .Park Hall, 501 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and- tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Vlllroak.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church 
meets every Sunday at S.o’clock sharp, 
and 8 o’clock sharp at Lakeside Hall, 
corner Thlrly-flrst street and Indiana 
avenue, where truth-soekere and Inves
tigators, as well as Spiritualists can en
joy a pleasant afternoon or evening. 
StateiasB Tests and

J??

MAfiIR MIRRflR M“s 
iiiHuiu iiiinnun mirrors
Will fill a long felt want for the development of 
Clairvoyance. The fully developed medium and 
the new beginner alike will find in these mirrors 
most satisfying results. No circles required by 
this method, as development can easily be 
brought out in the privacy of home. These mir
rors are all chemleallyi treated and very power
ful, making the elements clearly visible as they 
pirns across the surface. No one wishing to be
come a clairvoyant should be without one of 
these wonders. Also mediumswill find iu these 
most satisfactory help in giving reudlngB. Thu 
age of tho sitter will not Interfere with develop
ment. Full Instructions will be sent with each 
order, Price, $3.00. W. H. MILLER, Lock Box 
1UV, Canton, Ohio. .

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
lithe oldMl uid mo«l «ucceiifui Bplrltuil Phyil«l*u 

mow In pracllo«. HU cure« aro
THE MOST MARVELOUS

of tbit Age. Hti examinations are correctly mnde. 
and tree to all who tend him name, age, icx and lock 
ot hair, and tlx cent« In stamps. He doesn't ask tor 
any lauding symptom. A clairvoyant doesn't uoo<i 
any. Ho positively cures weak men. Address

J. 8. LOUCKg, M. !>..
»Oaebam. Mass.

Revelations from Zertoulem, the 
Prophet of Tlaskanata.

A Mine of Valuable Reflections 
and Suggestions.

Thio work was automatically tran
scribed by George A. Fuller, M. D„ • 
gentleman who stands high as a lec
turer and medium. It Is a mine ot val
uable reflections and suggestions. Tho 
paragraphs are short, suggestive and 
Inspiring. Every oho of them leads to 
something higher, grander, nobler. 
Fries 11.00.______________________

“VOLNEY’S RUINS “
—-AND—

¡THE LAW OF NATURE,
A TO WHIOD IS ADDED

Volney's Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notice 
by Count Dara, and the Zodiacal Blgns and

Constollntlons by tho Editor;
Also, a Map of the Aatrologicel Heavens o 

the Ancients.

THE DISCOVERED COUNTRY,
A nurallve of the personal experience in spir

it life ot the author’s father, who had been a 
natural philosopher and a materialist. Au ex
tremely interesting book. Price, 11.00.

MARY ANNE CAREW. ,
This work consists of the experiences of tha 

author’s mother lu spirit life. Price, cloth, 00c; 
paper, 40c. . •

PHILIP CARLISLIE,
A philosophical romance by the guides, tha 

subject of the title being a scientific young phil
osopher, who is a medium: his chlor opponents 
being a clergyman and a materialist, cloth, »1.

OCEAN I DES.
A scientific novel, based <# t he philosophy ot 

life, as seen from tho spirit side. Paper, 50c.

MARK CHESTER,
Or "A Mill and a Minion.', This is one of Car
lyle I’etersllca's most Interesting works. Ills 
purely a psychical romance such as the author 
Is noted for producing, Cloth, U)c; paper, 40c.

BOOKS BY—

LILIAN WHITING

a ■* * * — — — — — v — .— —
□ By Llzzlb Doten. They are really valuable, top. with beautiful designs stamped on side and 
Price, ¿1.00. 1 • back. Price 41.00. For sale at this office.

THE HARMONIC SERIES
TO WOMEN WHO DREAD M8THÍRB00D

TO THE DANGER 
F. W. MARTIN, 

kindest regards and

MAY AWAKEN 
best wishes, 
AHEAD. With 

Elyria, Ohio.

Harmonies, of Evolution (Florence Huntley), 
THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME, • • • 
The Dream Child,.................. ...................... .............

Were You Born ïïckyr star?

- ■ _ . .. _ . _ Sand for Circular,
mortality; On WbAt. It Depends; Self- Address all orders to 
Control, the AppU^on; The Utaft THIS INBO-AMERICAH ' WK CO., 
W and IM.»®» of Dartem;,-., w »K«'

Vol. 1., $2.00
Vol. II., 2.00 
......... 75

POEMS OF PROGRESS.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, ft large, 
Clear type, with portrait and Illustrations. Oao voL. 
poet8to, 248page»; paper, 60 cents; cloth, 73 cents.

TlilMl undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books over published. It eloquently advocates ‘ the 
best Interests of mankind, and clearly points out t he 
lources of human ignorance and misery. The author 
Is supposed to moat In the ruins of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which explains tbb true principles of 
society, and the causes of both the prosperity and the 
ruin of ancient statea. A general assembly of tho 
nations is at length convanad, a legislative body 
formed, tho source and origin, of religion, of govern* 
ment. and of laws diac.ussad. and tho Law of Nature- 
founded on justice and equity—Is finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world. \ . •

THUMBSCREW AND RACK.
Torture imploments employed In the 15th and 

JGth centuries for the promulgation of Chris
tianity, with pictorial illustrations. By George 
E. Macdonald. Price, 10 cents.

PRE LIFE RAPT ANT.-Cloth, $1.00 
net.-Decorated cloth 31.25. In thin, her new boo^ 
Mibb'Whiting ulniu to portray a practical Ideal ft., ,1 
»ally living that shall embody the aweetneaH anti 
ixaltutlon and faith Dial lead eneljanunent to life, ' 
Ue. In a meaaurw. a logical avquemwof “The 

World Buuutl/ul." Leading into mill diviner har- 
monlus. "The Life Hadlam" la characterized by 
the same eaaentlal qualities that have marked 
‘The World Beautiful.“
CONTENTS-The Golden Age LIor Onward; ])la- 

cernlng the future: The Ethereal Realm: The 
Power of the Exalted Moment; The Nectar of 
the Hour.

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE; 
pr Death uh an Event In Life, cloth, fl, A book 
from her pen mean« new tinahe» of Inalgln, a rev
elation of Spiritual truth almoat Emcraonian la 
Hind.—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
SocoiKl and Third. Series. Three voIuimch. 51.00 
per volume.
CONTENTS OF VOL. I.-Tlx- Duly ol HnpfilneH.! 

Nectar aud Auibroslaillelleve lu the wluiru; The 
Vision and the Splendor; The Enlarireiuent ot 
Relations; Friend* Discovered, not made; A

. -Psychological.Problem: The Supreme Luxury 
of Lif<i; Exclusive and Inclusive: Through 
Scorning-Nothing; The Woman of tho World; 
The potency of Charm; Fine Souls and Fine So
ciety; The Law» ct Our Country; in Newness 
Of Llhk; The Heavenly visitor».

AFTER HER DEATH.-A Story of 
a Smumer. Price, SI.(Kh The Ideas In tho book 
will .afford comfort to many, und should bring 
positive aid in sorrow uj such as will receive its 
message.—Hartford Post. .................
FROM DREAM LNAD SENT—
Verses of the Life to Come. New edition, with 
additional poems. 31.00. Decorated cloth. 31.25. 
Lilian- Whiting's verse is like a bit of sunlit land- 
sjape on a May morning.—Boston Herald.
KATE FIELD ; A Record, with 
several portraits of Miss Field, Including one by 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth, 32.00

A Study of . Elizabeth Barrett Browning. 
With Portrait. Decorated cloth, il.25.

taformation How They May Give Birth to Happy, 
Healthy CbllJren Absolutely With» 

oat Pain—Sent Free.
Ho woman need any longer dread the pains of 

ehild-blrtb, or remain childless. Dr. J. H. Dyo 
has devoted his life to relieving the sorrows of 
women. Ho has proved that all pain at ohijdblrth 
may be entirely banished, and ho will gladly tell 
you how it may be done absolutely free of charge, 
flendyour name find address to Dr. J.H. Dye. 154 
Lewis Block, Buffalo. N. Y.. und he will send yo u, 
postpaid, his wonderful book which tells how to 
gjvo birth to happy, healthy chilaren, absolutely 
without pain; also, how to cure sterility. Do not 
delay, but write to-day-

- A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set. of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. By 
Laura G. Fixeri. .

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior Inspiration.

Bent complete for 50 cents. ,

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. -This comprises 
tho last part of Human Culture and 
Curé. Paper cover, 15 cents. For salo. 
nt this office. ; ,

"The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of- Form and -Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based ón Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner.” Of especial interest 
and.value.' For solo at this., office. 
Price $1.

“Love—Sox—Immortality," . By Dr. 
W. P. Phclon. For solo nt this office. 
Price 25 conts. ;■. .

“Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Oheat- 
nuts and Political Pin Points." By J. 
B. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
TD pages of rpey reading. Prlco 25 
eeats. For «alo at the OSca of .Tfe* 
jnMgNMivsTiüafeeh. -

These works have made a profound impression on the most advanced and 
progressive intelligence of the age. In the field of Psychical Research it can be 
said truthfully that they have created a veritable “Cyclone” of interest and dis
cussion. Theip.pubject matter and simplicity of expression make them intensely 
interesting and<Kascinhtingly attractive to everyone who can understand the sim
plest English. Theylhave made simple and clear the most difficult problems of 
human life, and'carry)a special message to all who love the truth.
The Great Psychological Crime—Con

tents—Part !_.■
Psychological (t Crime; New Définl- 

tlons; Pertinenti Admissions; What Is 
Hypnotism; Tbfe. Deadly Parallel; Man 
and His Two ©irganifims; Physiology 
and Pathology flf Hbtpnotlsm; “Auto
Hypnotism," aMdsnomer; “Suggestion,” 
a Lexicological llbel ;vIndependent Sug
gestion, a Factaii Hypnotism, and the 
Three Brains; Does Cfjypnotism Cure? 
A Violation of Natural Law; Trite Sug-

The Law of Spiritual Gravity; Admoni
tion« and Suggestions.
Supplemental.

The Value of “Theories"; Differences 
and Distinctions; Transmigration; 
Transuhstantiatibn'; Reincarnation; 
Metempsychosis; Self-Perpetuation; 
Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality;, Individual Extinction; Psy
chical Reinvesture.

. „ - Harmonics of Evolution—Contents.
gestlon.and Therapeutic Faith; Post-., preliminary Statement; There Ib No 
Mdrtem HypnottSm; syhat of the Hyp- Death; Life After Physical Death Is 
notlBt? Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here
Part II. ' \ and Hereafter Has a Common Develop-

A Risk and a Duty; Other Definì- ment and a Common Purpose;
tlons; Significant Admissions; Facts The Scope, Method and, . Pur
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship pose; .The Genesis of . Physical 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle L fe; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution; 
Involved; ''Automatic, Physical Medi- The “Law of Natural .Selection”;. The 

’ ■ -- ' ■ ........ Natural Law of Selection; A Question
in Science; Thè Completion.of an Indi-

•Dilip and Emotionalism; Mediums and 
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan
ity. : -,■ .■ '
Part III.,

, Tho Genesis' of. "Hell”; The'Way of 
Death; In Perspective; Individual Im-

vldual; Masculine Will and Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle for Happiness; 
Masculine Reason and Feminlno Intui
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat
ural Science Corroborated; Natural 
Marriage; Legal .Marriage; Divorce; 
True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon* 
les, Ethics. . ' ;

Handsomely Bound.

THI^ 

80FAGÊ 
BOOK ON 
EYE DISEASES 
SENT FREE 
TO ALL

64 PAGE
BOOK ON 
DEAFNESS 
SENT FREE 
TO ALL

Lids. Wild Hairs, Glaucoma, Ulcers, Scsxrs, 
Inflammation, Sore Eyes, Growths, Spots, Failing Vision, and all 
weakness of eyes. A valuable household book.

Deaf Book explains all about ear diseases and Deafness. Tells how you can 
cure yourself at home by Dr. Coffee’s wonderful, but simple method and restore 
your nearing perfectly. Anyone can use it. Cures Head Noises, Inflammation, 
Discharge in Ears and all forms of deafness. These books contain rules of health, 
tell how to diet, take physical exercise, when and how to bathe, etc. Every person 
can have a copy of either of these books free by writing and specifying which book.

Thousantls of Wonderful Duros—Road About Them
Mrs, M. A. Roberts, Wind

sor Station, Va., says. " I was 
totally blind In ono eye with 
cataracts, and almost so In 
the other. Doctors said oper
ation was the only hope. I 
heard of Dr, Coffee end used 
his treatment oho month and 
got perfect sight. I am 
seventy-throe years old.”

Mrs. Lulu Tait of Emmets
burg, Iowa, was totally blind 
from Inflammation of the 
eyes, ulcers and granulated 
lids. Four surgical operations 
wore failures. Doctors said 
there Was no hope. But Dr. 
Coffee’s Absorption Treat
ment gave perfect sight.

Mrs. Bodie Atherton,. Des 
Moines. lowo, says, "My niece, 
Nada Parker. Was so blind she 
had to be leu and go deaf we 
had to voll.ln her oars. Doc
tors said the Caso was hOpo- 
less. Dr. Coffee’s Absorption Troatuiontrestorodslghtanil 
hearing.” Dr. Coffee’s treat
ment is a God send to children.

H. 0. Laub, Dennison, Iowa, 
was blind In right oyo for 51 
years with cataract and would 
not submit to operation, be
cause his mother was made 
blind by an, operation for 
cataracts. Dr. uoffoo's mild 
treatment restored »igbt In 
ono month. ' 1 ■ •

Mrs. T. J. Blackburn. 1707 
Des Moines Bt. Des Moines. 
Iowa, says, “ Dicers, granula
ted lids, scums and Inflamma
tion ot the eyes mado mo to
tally blind. 80 doctors treated 
mo and said there was no bopo 
loft. Dr. Coffee restored per
fect sight with mild medi
cines." ,

H. G. Groen, Salem, Ohio. 
'I was growing blind from 

Baralysls of the Optic nerve.
octors failed to stop-tho 

disease. Dr. Coffee*» Abnorp- 
tlon Treatment restored 
perfect eight." Optic nerve 
paralysis is certain blindness 
It not treated In time.

Write Doctor Coffee today. Ho is ths originator of tho Absorption Treat 
ment for Oyo and oar diseases’and is the greatest living authority. If you toll, 
him about yolir case ,when you write for cither book, ho will give you his written* 

I profesBional opinion and will apt charge you. anything. Address ‘
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and starting new vibrations constantly among the people. It is emphatically the paper fdr. Spiritualists. . It has had fourteen years of uninterrupted prosperity, a phenom
enal career in the history of Spiritualism. It has recently created a great awakening in the ranks, and the cause has moved forward a step. Read and keep posted.
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THE GREAT MYSTERY OF SPIRIT FORMS
But for a dlscarnate spirit to do -me 

any good in the way of knowledge, it 
must know more than I do.

Otherwise I want nothing to do with 
it.

Modern, evolutionary knowledge—if 
the word evolution have any meaning 
at all when applied to modern ideas— 
means the existence of the newest up-

Jrom tbc Spirit IRealme
Spirit Garble Ipetersflea.

INTERESTING FACTS TOLD
Spirit Prophecies Fulfilled.

I. NUMBER SIX—Continued.
The fact that the personal spirit of 

the medium may be shown to possess 
Form-creative power, does not prove 
that the spirit (which the medium may 
happen to see) is a spirit of his own 
creation.

But the fierce jealousy (lest sufficient 
justice be done to the spirit of the guide

w 5>f the medium) should not lead us to 
treat with carelessness, Impatience, or 
Indignity the magnificent form creative 

’ power of the medium, as shown in the 
constructive laws of his or her own 
spirit

In its last analysis however, it is as 
important that the medium knpw the 
laws regulating the form-constructive na
ture of his own spirit, before transition, 

-as it is for him to know the laws con
trolling the form-constructive nature of 
his guide, or control.

The latter is taken for granted; and 
the medium, by reason of the splendor 
and sanctity of his reverence for his 
guide; has unconsciously been treating 
his own spirit with injustice, giving it 
no consideration at all.

It Is my honest conviction—born of 
wide observation—that, in many, many 
thousands of cases, the lofty personal 
spirit of the medium is a far more rell- 
able guide in things spiritual, than the 
testimony of millions of lower spirits, 
prowling and aching to control the me
dium.

As a rule mediums have treated such 
controls with far greater patience, kind
ness, humility, and obedience, than the 
controls have treated the mediums.

Thus, I consider the personal Spirit 
and Soul of the medium to possess 
equally as great Spirit-Form-construct
Ive powers, as the guides; and these ar- 
tides are written to prove it.

(b) I mean by the word Soul, when 
applied to a medium or any other hu
man being whatsoever, the Physiologi
cal Vital Self.. The word Self is used 
to show that it possesses the unity of 
personality. The word Vital is used to 
show that it has life. The word Phys- 
lologlcal is used to show that it has to 
do with nerve cells. Thus; through its 
laws of Hunger and Coenaesthesia, the 
Soul aims to get, keep, reproduce, and 
reconstruct nerve-cell-forms and elec- 
trie, and other nervous forces for the 
body. ’

These constructive powers working 
’ in a unity, constitute the motions of the 

“ »-^Xontes, of the forms of the soul. • 
.. IT (c) By the word Spirit, as applied to 
/ any intelligent human being, or to the 
^personality of the medium—as distinct 

from any spirit guide whatsoever—! 
mean the Psychological Vital Self. The 
word Psychological is used to show that 
the Spirit has to do with mental shapes, 
figures, and forms, viz., sensations, con
cepts, passions; mental memories. The 
word Vital Is used to show that the 
Spirit possesses its own distinct lite. 
The word Self to show that it possesses 
its own unity of personality distinct 
from that of the Soul.

Thus; whilst the Soul, on its plane, Is 
busy with getting, keeping, and recon
structing cell-forms, and physiological 
forces; the Spirit is at work trying to 
get, keep, reproduce, and reconstruct 
figures, and forms of sigl)t, hearing, 
touch, concepts, ideals of the true, good 
and beautiful. It does this by trans
forming the pre-existing energies of the 
Soul to its own use; and to a higher 
plane.

Thus the Spirit possesses Its own 
unity of forms, forces, and motions.

As I understand myself I therefore 
possess two lives, viz., the life of my 
Soul, and the life of my Spirit.

And these two lives imply two sys
tems of forms, forces, and motions.

Thus ; I may become so conscious of 
my Spirit, that I forget the existence of 
my Soul.

And, I may become so enamored with 
the pleasures of my Soul, that I may 
forget the existence of my Spirit.

And; on the other hand, 1 may be
come so dumfounded - with spiritual 
awe and wonder, because of some form, 
creation of a spirit guide, that I may 
wholly overlook the dignity of the 
forms created by my own spirit; and 
the marvelous form-creative powers of 
my own Soul.

An enduring spiritual philosophy 
must treat all three of these factors 
with equal justice.

Think of Sitting Bull insisting on be
ing the intellectual spirit guide in nat
ural science of yourself or .Edison, Dar
win, Marconi, Newton, Galileo, or Co
pernicus?

We become such lovers of the mar
velous tb«.t we cease to be lovers of 
truth. ’-
' So thoroughly have we self-hypno

tized ourselves into the idea of the su
perlative worth of the Intelligence of a 
dlscarnate spirit, and the worthlessness 
of the intelligence of an incarnate one 
that we bow In awe-struck reverence to 
the raps of a Zulu, and sneer at the 
magnificent discoveries of a Marconi, or 
an Edison.

All credit due to the genius of an In
carnate spirit is damned at a blow.

A stiletto is plunged Into the heart of 
all intellectual worth. -

‘ For the hard, honest work of our own 
spirits, a number of Old Choctaw guides 
—because they have passed out—are to 
get the credit. .

■ We are so anxious to do justice to 
those who have passed out, that we 
have no justice left for those who are 
on this side. We are, in our own way, 
making the same ghastly mistake as 
the orthodox folk; who ore so much 
concerned about the laws of heaven, 
and the other world; that the announce- 

■ ments of the grand discoveries of the 
1 physical sciences, In this world, are 

treated with ill-disguised scorn. Think 
of the cruel condition of things, which 
instantly condemns me (as not being a 
spiritual man) because I will not allow 
tho dlscarnate spirit of a Tasmanian or 
a Fueglan, or Billy Brown, the grocer’s 
baby—neither of whom have any 
knowledge of a single general or ab
stract term—to do the talking to an au
dience through mo instead of my own

, , Spirit. y _
.¿A ....No one believes more profoundly In
nr- - inspiration,'and the right sort of spirit 
1 guidanpp .tpan myoelf. , . v

to-date knowledge of the incarnate Bpir-
its of the present hojjy.

Of these strictly modern evolved 
forms of comparative, and experiment
al scientific knowledge, the spirits of 
Plato, Socrates, and Aristotle, could 
know nothing when they passed out.

Thus; until that hour dawns, when a 
discarnaje spirit (with a far wider 
range of vision concerning the knowl
edge of the future) shall teach me; I 
must incur the displeasure of the more 
narrow of my Spiritualist brethren by 
asserting that my general thoughts, 
ideas, and concepts, are not only the 
evolved products of my own spirit; but 
that I also shamefacedly offer them as 
unquestioned proofs of the intellectual 
evolution of my own personal spirit.

It is also necessary for me to repeat 
In order to allay prejudice that I have 
not (at the exact date of writing these 
words) seen or read a copy of - The 
Great Psychological Crime; although 1 
have been kindly asked if I wished a 
copy of the book; which gift is magnan
imous; and is on the way.

Misoneism, is narrowness born of 
the fact that our interests and views 
have become so deliciously dear to us, 
that we cannot sympathize with any 
ideas broader than our own; particular
ly if we have had no experience or 
knowledge in other directions.

Thus; my kind and Illustrious friend, 
Lombroso, confesses, in his "Man of Ge
nius,” to a possible misoneism concern
ing Spiritualism.

It is true, that I can get plenty of im
perious, lofty, indirect, Spiritualistic 
dogma (of a splendidly helpful charac
ter) in hundreds of the transcendently 
sublime passages of the “Vedas,” the 
“Koran,” the “Bhagavad Gita,” the "Se
cret Doctrine,” “Science and Health," 
the "Apocrypha,” the “Breeches Bible," 
the "Book of Mormon," and the “Book 
of our own dear people’s delicious 
views;" but, this is not the sort of help 
I want.

Under all of their disguises, these 
are only forms of dogma.

And, I have chosen the latest, mod
ern, evolutldnary scientists—not the 
dogmatists—as my people. '

So that where the Naomi of Evolu
tionary Science goes, I shall go; her 
people shall be my people, and her God 
my God.

Thus; as contrasted with all printed, 
written, or mouth-to-ear dogma whatso
ever, I am, in all my religious, and Spir
itualistic views—first and last—an ex
perimental, scientific evolutionist.

My own personal misoneism' is there
fore intense In this particular, viz., that 
for any persons views of Spiritualism, 
to be honored by me, such views must 
shew that they are based on the latest, 
up-to-date, most modern, evolved forms, 
of comparative, and experimental sci
ence.

And; whatever may be the ultimate 
verdict of science, respecting the Great 
Mystery of Spirit Forms, considered 
strictly from the standpoint of the spir
it guide, or control of the medium, I 
feel reasonably certain, in asserting 
the fact, that comparative and experi
mental psychological science will show 
that the finer, loftier, type of the hero
ically honest, and saintly, pure, psychic 
or medium—absolutely . purified from 
every taint of a desire for money, 
praise, power, or sex-conquest; actu
ated only by a passion for experimental 
truth and benevolence—is a person of 
a more splendidly vast range of spirit
ual sensibility, than the average human 
being.

Mediums of this type are the ethical 
angels of humanity. The stars In the 
world’s dark nights of spiritual prog
ress. They are the walking revelations 
of God to man. The fragrance of the 
roses, the violets, and the lilacs, of un
seen fields, of spiritual beauty, emanate 
from them. They make a glorious fu
ture a present reality. They reveal the 
spring skies of hope to the wintry soul. 
The slinshine of God is on their faces. 
They make the grave luminous. The 
skies above and around them are al
ways clear. They chant the immortal 
symphonies of worlds that know no 
death. . .

Think what a lofty, exquisitely sensi
tive psychic of this type, has to bear, 
in a modern society, already fiercely 
and unavoidably prejudiced, because of 
the love of its old church dogmas; and, 
secondly, because of the unending se
ries of malignant, greedy, impostures, 
ignorance; and the -unceasing money 
and power-scheming efforts of unscru
pulous occultists and psychics on vastly 
lower planes. .

Thus, the loftier, finer, spiritual 
type, of the greatly intelligent, and 
holy, psychic or medium (actuated sole
ly and only by an all-controlling mar
tyr-like passion for experimental truth 
and benevolence) Is the one hope for 
the chaos of modem theology.

These holy, intelligent psychics, are 
as human forests, forever growing new 
trees of spiritual promise for the race.

They are foremost among the gravi
tating psychological powers drawing 
the oceans' Of human thought Godward.

The ethics of evolutionary Spiritual
ism offers hope to all.

For, the spirit of no human being has 
ever fallen so low, or so far—no matter 
how long the prison record or profound 
the disgrace—but what—at soma-time 
or the other—the forces of spiritual 
evoution will cause that tearful spirit to 
one day shine more luminous than ever 
it has in the past. Its own terrible suf
ferings prove Its own moral safety
forces. We can always trust those who 
have morally profited tho most by their 
own moral sufferings; for no spirit ever 
willingly returns to habits that have 
torn It asunder with moral anguish.

SALVARONA.

There was a noblo way, In former 
times of saying tilings Blmply, and yet 
saying them proudly—IrvMg. -■

While on Earth Mr. Petersilea was a,medium for thè
transmission of important letters from t&ose long 
in spirit life. Now, having become a f&ed spirit 
himself, he will convey his best thoughts through 
the mediumship of his devoted wife, and we are 
sure they will prove interesting to our readers.

Dear Friends and Readers of The 
Progressive Thinker:—The time has at 
last arrived, to my inexpressible joy, 
that I can control my wife to write.

You all know that when I was with 
you in the flesh I was a musician and 
teacher of music; and as, a teacher 
whenever I had a new pupil—one not 
versed in music—I always commenced 
with that pupil at the beginning. If 
not at the beginning of music, at the 
beginning of its technic, and technical 
terms. ,

If this course had not been taken, my 
pupil could not have understood music 
as one should understand it; and now, 
in controlling my wife to write I desire 
to commence at the beginning of my ex
perience as a disembodied spirit, and 1 
hope to be able to write my experience 
as I go on and on.

My departure from my body of flesh 
was sudden and unexpected—as unex
pected to me as it was to my dear wife. 
I had hoped to reside within my mate
rial body for at least ten or fifteen 
years more; but my great love for mu
sic at length rended my material brain 
and let my spirit free. If I had lis
tened to my wife, I might have lived in 
my body many years to come. But 1 
was ever wayward—so my revered 
father tells me—and contrary to my 
loved one’s advice I determined, in ad
dition to my other labors, to give a se
ries of recitals from the great masters 
in music, commencing with Beethoven. 
These recitals were all to be given from 
memory, for I had no time to practice 
and must depend entirely on memory, 
and the music within my own soul; 
hoping also that each great master 
would in spirit come to my assistance
at the time when I most needed 
Nor was I disappointed.

As I said before, I commenced 
Beethoven, rendering seven of

him.

with 
his

grand sonatas, and singing seven of his 
beautiful songs, at the same time play
ing their intricate accompaniments.

Musicians will well understand what 
a tax this was to an already weakened 
constitution and rapidly advancing age. 
Those who are not musicians will not 
comprehend it; but the grandeur of 
Beethoven burst my material brain, or 
the little blood-vessels within it, and 
that which the doctors call apoplexy 
was the result.

Thus much for the cause of my de
parture; and now to return to that de
parture’and its experiences; but first 
let me say that, owing to my strong vi
tality, I remained in the body for three 
months after the blood vessels were 
ruptured, the blood slowly oozing and 
forming a clot at the base of the brain, 
resulting in what appeared to be par
tial paralysis. But at last the brain 
was so charged or drowned in the life
giving fluid, that my departure seemed 
to be a sudden disaster.

Now, all this that I have written, I 
did not at the time, know myself, but

have learned it since leaving the body; 
and now, once more to my experience, 
which I write, hoping to benefit man
kind-,-and, as I befori said, I will com
mence at the beginning.

I was standing near my 'own door, 
when I began to feel sick.and dizzy. 
Just as I was trying to steady myself, 
my wife came out—for she always ex
ercised a watchful ca/e over me—she 
said: . .

“O, Carlyle! Something |s the matter 
with you.” ' ’ ,

I did not wish to frighten jier (and so 
I replied: "No, dear. There'is nothing 
the matter with me, I think’. 1 wjsh to 
go on and finish what I api engaged in 
doing.”

But she would not hear to It, and led 
me into the house, and' to my easy 
chair. I sank down Irjto it,.feeling per
fectly helpless and faillt. 1 saw that 
my dear wife was greatly frightened, as 
she said: “0! I must go nt'"once for 
someone,” and so I answered ¡her:

"No, no, dear. Notting Is the mat
ter with me;" and I really thought there 
was nothing the matter except a little 
vertigo. My wife in tjfie meantime had 
left me alone, in orddr to summon as
sistance. Presently the peighbors 
rushed in, and the doctor came.' I was 
still conscious of my Surroundings and 
heard the doctor say there wa’s a clot of 
blood at the base of the brain, and it 
was only a matter of a few hojirs, at the 
most •

Then’ my spjrit leaped up; Could it 
be possibly that I was about Jo enter 
the spirit tforl}!?, •

My sight began to.grow dim, and the 
last thing I saw through my.earthly, 
eyes was my poor wife ‘wringing her, 
hands in-agolfy, and the Iasi words -I. 
heard with’ my earthly Cars were her 
exclamations ' of’ grief and fright; but 
consciousness had not entirely deserted 
me, fdr I was conscious of being lifted 
on to my bed, and then for a short time 
all became dark and silent—a great si
lence such as I had never known be
fore. I seemed to sink down into a 
deep, deep sleep; and soon, like one in 
a dream, I floated outward and upward. 
I really thought I was dreaming. I 
had suffered no pain to speak of, no 
moi® than one usually Buffers when 
feeling sick at the stomach, and a full, 
throbbing sensation in the brain.

Now I floated out as in a dream, into 
what looked to me like green fields—as 
though I were floating just above the 
most beautiful green fields filled with 
flowers of all descriptidiis, I scarcely 
realized then that my spiritual eyes 
were opening. I heard tlj.e voice of my 
wife, frantic with grief,'fat- below me, 
calling upon me. It seems that she 
had rushed out of doors, "-hot being able 
to bear the scene of my departing spirit. 
I could not see my wffq, but could hear 
her piteous cries, and In my still dazed 
condition I thought she had fallen down 
into some deep chasm from which I was 
unable to rescue her. '.

“0! I must have help,” I thought.. ”1 
must find someone to help me get my 
wife out of that pit.” And now her 
voice grew fainter, and still more faint 
and farther away, until I could not 
hear her at all; but 1 heard instead a 
well-rfti^embered voice at my side.

"Carlyle," it said, "dear boy, lean on 
me. Let me bear you up.”

0, my God! That was my father’s 
ypice, speaking to me just as he used 
to when I was a mere child and needed 
his assistance.

"Father!" I called out. "Where are 
you? My wife has either fallen down 
into a pit or has been carried off by 
wild animals. Oh, help—help!”

It did not seem to me that 1 was In 
trouble. All was well with me. It was 
my wife who was in trouble.

“Carlyle," said the voice of my father, 
"steady yourself. Lean on me. Look at 
me, dear child, and try to understand."

But I was wild with grief on account 
of my wife. Again I heard her piteous 
cries.

“Look at me, dear boy," said my 
father. "Lean on me and try to under
stand. Your wife is not in a pit, except 
the pit of grief, and the only animal 
that has carried her off is the animal of 
woe—and a vile old creature it is, too. 
Steady, now, Carlyle. Look at me— 
your father. You are passing through 
the gate called death, and your wife’s 
cries are those of grief. You cannot 
help her at present. Nothing but time 
can do that."

I now began to wake up to the fact 
that I was in the spirit world. I rubbed 
my eyes, and my father laid his hand 
upon my head. My sight grew clearer 
—my brain steadier—and I looked upon 
the spiritual form of my beloved sire. 
My heart leaped within me for joy and 
gladness. How grand, how noble, how 
beautiful he was. I threw my arms 
about his neck and wept upon his 
breast. “Am 1 indeed out of my body, 
oh, my father?"

“Not entirely,” he answered. The 
body still breathes but the spirit Is 
free. Will you come with me and ob
serve it? There is a great reason why 
you should know all that is possible 
concerning so-called death. All do not 
return to witness the last struggles of 
the material body; but I know that you 
will have cause to regret it if you do 
-not-doso.” . , .

So, leaning .upon my father, We Sunk 
dqwn out of the green field and into the 
room where my material body lay, 
breathing stentoriously. My poor wife, 
not being able to endure the scene, had 
been taken into a neighboring house; 
and I was very glad, and thankful to 
that friend, who had taken her from 
the, to her, dreadful scene.

And now I could: calmly watch my 
own death, or, rather, the death of my 
material form, for I was not in it.

"Father, I asked, “I am not in that 
body; why does it breathe?”

"The material life forces are not yet 
entirely removed,” he replied. "If you 
had ever watched the machinery of a 
great factory after the steam had been 
turned off, you would at once compre
hend it. The belts and wheels will 
still revolve for quite a period of time, 
and gradually come to a stand-still. 
The spirit—-the moving power—is out 
of the body, but the heart still beats 
slowly, the diaphragm still expands 
and contracts, and the blood still slug
gishly circulates. The contracting dia
phragm still laboriously draws the air 
into the lungs with a loud noise, which 
is :called stentorious breathing; but, 
like the wheels of a factory, when the 
steam is turned off, it will soon, gradu
ally, stop.”

My father and 1 stood and watched 
that form until all was silent and still, 
the last breath drawn, the last stroke 
of the heart made. It was most. sol
emn, dear ¡Mends, 1 had Inhabited 
that body for more than fiftbbnlne 
years, and now 1 had left It forever. 
Poor worn-out piece of clay! Poor 
broken-down machine! The steam was 
turned off. The spirit had departed. 1 
had left you because I could no longer 
stay within you.

“Come,” said my father. “It is not 
necessary that we stay any longer. 
Leave that now cold piece of clay. Oth
ers will care for it. We need no longer 
concern ourselves about it."

“No; but my wife—my wife!” I cried. 
“I cannot leave her In her terrible sor
row.”

“But you are not strong enougu u) 
make your presence known to her now, 
and her grief is too great for her to rec
ognize you, even if you were. Come, let 
us go; and we will return again later, 
when perhaps we can make her see and 
hear us."

I was still reluctant; but my father 
drew me away. And now, once mere 
we floated out into those green and 
beautiful fields. I could not yet stand 
upright without his help; but he sus
tained me, and we floated into an 
ethereal building, which I intuitively 
knew must be one of his homes.

“Carlyle,” he said, "you must rest 
now, or you will not have strength 
enough to visit and make yourself 
known to your wife at the time when 
you ought to do so.”

Thus far 1 bad seen nothing but the 
green Helds, flowers, and my father; 
and now this ethereal building.

"Father,” I asked, “am I not to see 
others besides yourself?"

“Not yet—not yet!” he answered. 
“All in due season. You have not yet 
strength enough to see, or take cogni
zance of more than what has already 
been shown you. Now, my child, I shall 
treat you as I used to do when you were 
a weak little boy and tired all out—put 
you to bed.”

Ah! how well I remembered. I had 
no mother In those early days on earth; 
and my father used to undress and put 
me to bed; and now, here he was, do
ing the same thing for me again, one 
degree higher up the scale.

O! how weak I was. I could not 
stand alone. My limbs trembled under 
me, and I shook like an aspen. Dear 
friends, my father led me to a couch, or 
bed, in an inner room of this ethereal 
building, and I sank down upon it wear
ily. A delicious sense of rest and re
pose stole over me. The sweet thought 
that I had gotten through with that 
dreaded monster, Death, was in my 
mind; but the monster had proved to 
be my best and truest friend, for had he 
not ushered me through the gates, into 
the Immortal Country? My father 
smiled upon me, and, waving his hand, 
said: “Adieu, for tlfb present. I will 
come for you when you are rested, and 
as soon as you are needed below.”

“Yes, come for me without fail, when 
my wife calls me. He disappeared and
I slept.

I am not writing a novel. I am not
writing a romance, but the Eternal
Truth. Doubt it, you who 1---- 'Doubt it, you who may. 1
slept, and this will prove to you, as it 
did to me, that spirits sleep—that spir
its need rest—especially a short time 
after so-called death. 1 not only slept 
but it was the sweetest sleep that 1 
have evpr known—the most refreshing. 
From Carlyle Petersilea, through his 
wife, Amelia.

Glendale, Cali.
(To be continued.)

"HE WHO DIED IN AZAN."

One of Edwin Arnold’s Best Poems.

The beautiful poem called then “Not 
Dead, but Risen,” which was read at the 
memorial service of Mr. Bowles, at
tracted wide attention, and its publica
tion was followed by inquiry and dis
cussion as to its authbrship. This was 
finally rightly attributed to Edwin 
Arnold, an English barrister (we be
lieve) who has written but little, but 
that little of singular beauty and per
fectness; Mr. Arnold describes the lines 
as a paraphrase from certain Arabic 
verses quoted in Palgrave’s travels in 
Arabia. Mr. Arnold is an authority in 
Sanscrit literature, and has made occrn 
sional essays in other Oriental fields. 
A lady of this city sojourning in Lon
don, Mrs. Louisa Andrews, has recently 
sent us a corrected copy of the poem 
obtained from the author himself, ac
companying it with these words: “In a 
note to me, Mr.' Arnold says of those 
very striking and touching verses,.‘She 
is dead,’ they said to him, ‘come away' 
—both are reproduced in American pub
lications generally with some other 
name attached, and, what is worse, 
with gross misprints and mistakes. 
For example, ‘Azim’ in the line you 
quote should be ‘Azan,’ the hour of af
ternoon prayer In moslem communities. 
This I think is the only mistake of im
portance in the lines as they appear in 
thé Republican, but I feel that you will 
perhaps be pleased to have every word 
of this beautiful poem as it came from 
the brain and hand of the author, and 
therefore, send you this perfectly accu
rate copy/’ Knowing that the readers 
of the Republican will be glad: to 
share in this satisfaction, wo reprint 
the poem in its authentic form: -

He who dies at Azan sends 
This to comfort all his friends.

Faithful friends! It lies, I know, 
Pale and white and cold as snow; 
And ye say, "Abdallah’s dead!” 
Weeping at the feet and head. . .
I can see your falling tears, .
I can hear your sighs and prayers; ; 
Yet I smilo, and whisper- this— ■ ’ 
"I am not the thing you kiss;
Cease your tears, and let it lie;
It'was. mine, it is not T,' ” . •■ ' • |... ■ . ■■ ■ ■ 
Sweet friends! what tho women lave. 
For its last bed of the grave,

Is a hut which I am quitting, 
Is a garment no more Atting, 
Is a cage from which at last, , 
Like a hawk, my soul hath passed. ' 
Love the inmate, not the room— 
The wearer, not the gàrb—.the plume 
Of the falcon, not the bars 
Which kept him from those splendid 

stars! > •
Loving friends! be wise'and dry 
Straightway every weeping eye; 
What ye left upon the,bier - 
Is not worth a wistful tear.
’Tis an empty sea shell—tone 
Out of which the pearl has gone; 
The shell is broken—it lies.there; 
The pearl, the all, thé soul is here. 
’Tis an earthen jar whose lid 
Allah sealed, the while it hid 
That treasure of his treasury, 
A mind that loved.Him; let it He! 
Let the shard be earth's once more, 
Since the gold shines tinlHis. store ! 
Allah glorious! Âllahteô.Î'd!1 
Now thy world IS under mood; •
Now the long, long 'whinier tends! • 
Yet ye weep, my errfeg friends, 
While thé man whom; ye call dead, 
In unspoken bliss, instead, ' .
Lives and loves you ^ost ’tis true • 
By such light as shiije's for ¡you; 
But in the light yè càfinbt spê 
Of unfulfilled felicity—"i. . *. . .
In enlarging paradise/ ' \ '
Lives a life that never dies;’ ( 
Farewell, friends! but not farewell, . 
Where 1 am, ye too e^fill dwell/ , 
I am gone before yoœfacp/ 
A moment’s time, allptle space; 
When ye come wheite I havq stepped, 
Ye will wonder why.^e wept“;
Ye will know by wise Idve taught 
That here is all, and there is naught, 
Weep awhile,. If. yo are ’lain— ’ 
Sunshine stiil must follow rain;
Only not at death—for cfeath, ■ 1 ■ 
Now I know,’ Is that flrpt breath . 
■Which our souls: draw When we enter 
Life, which is of all life center. ■ :
Be ye certain all, sqqms love, 
Viewed from Allah’s the me above; 
Be ye. stout of hcart, atBl, come
Bravely onward to youi home!
La Allah Illa Allah!.yell - 
Thou lovo divine! ■ The i love alway!

He that died at'AsJmj* gave ? 
This to those thfomade his grave. 

—Spriûgfleld Republican.

Concerning Sacred Days.
The early history of Christmas goes 

back to Sun-worship days. The Druids, 
of Britain,, borrowed the idea. They 
called it Yule-tide. The Christians 
never adopted it until the seventh cen
tury. As" the Romish church had cre
ated a God,.it was Atting he should 
have a birthday like earthly potentates. 
So they made him one—one, then, al
most universally observed. Man had 
observed that old Sol had not gone 
jouth to remain away, but was slowly 
eturning in answer .to their prayers, 

sacrifices and fastings. That they did 
not sooner observe that his migration 
south was a regular thing, 1b of course 
a marvel to you of to-day. ’

Sun-worship was the most rational of 
them, all, Inasmuch as the earliest in
habitants. recognized the sun’s effect on 
vegetation and life. Now that is about 
all there is to that.

It is no credit to your. civilization 
that men .relax their grip only once a 
year on their money bags, when human 
duty demands judicious charity and 
generosity every day. For myself I 
have little respect for the season due to 
the preponderance of fictitious charity 
performed. It may pain you to know 
we do not-keep Christmas' nor Albert 
Edward’s birthday here.

Well, some of us have found - the 
value of .kindness daily performed, and 
the duty of cheerfulness always; and 
that is the pinnacle of peace... <

Do not forget to say to your wife that 
she will enjoy each . succeeding year 
more anymore as she recedes from the 
old feudal castle, with its dismantled 
defenses and mimic cannon. ■

You ask of Jesus? He never lived; 
nor did any such mixture of good and 
evil ever exist. As to the best writings 
in’ scripture, they are not necessarily 
forged nor dishonestly written, but 
chronicles of some devout-.persons be
lieving the original lie., 
. . Take your horso. You want to make 
him high-bred. You'start by saying 
■his original progenitor was old Hermit. 
Now all is easy from there out, If that 
is true your steed is related to all the 
groat Derby winners. You have only 
built on one falsehood, and the rest 
proves1 Itself. ’ ... .

The old lady asked If .there was a city 
named Naln; on .being told yes, said: 
“That proves the story of the widow’s 
son,

Ancient lies become sacred lies, and 
oft-told Ues almost convince the teller 
himself of the truth of them.

Now as to Sunday. Originally it was 
enforced rest, nothing more; ndY was It 
a church holiday until the year 503—as 
you count time. Christ repudiated the 
sabbath of the Rabbis, or, rather, the 
forged writings of this mythical man 
did, which was your Saturday, sure. It 
has been accurately kept by Solomon 
Jacobs. He repudiated it, according to 
the story. It was something of a 
priests' day, similar to yours. But your 
Romish church had no such day until 
503, that being the year when the whole 
foundation was laid by them, on which 
rested the whole structure.
. If you could force an error on, say, a 
génération or two of men, you would 
have little difficulty after that; particu
larly where investigation was denied. 
Spirit Message Communicated to F.
Harris.

C.

A spirit valentine;

We sing of love, the poet’s theme 
We of the past, the old regime 
Across the sands of time and space 
We reach our hands, our names 

trace
Your heart upon. -

we

Like harpstrings by sofe zephyrs swept 
Your heart responds, and hopes that 

. slept
Leap up again, faith finds relief
Ne’er known in creed or old belief 

Long years agone. .
We come, love-laden' from that shore ? 
Where we shall meet but part no more. 
Oiir earthly love increased, refined, 
Drossless and pure as love divine, 

We bring you as your valentine.
, JENNIE A. PERRY.

■ Binghamton, N< Y.

Resentment seems to have been given 
us by nature for defense and for de
fense only; It is the safeguard of jus
tice, and the security of innocence.— 
Adam Smith. : -

“How’oft the sight of moans to do 
ill deeds make ill deeds done."—King 
John. . : .

I The, road to ambition is too narrow 
for friendship, too crooked for lovo, too 
rugged’ for honesty and too dark for 
science.—Robbcau,

To the Editor:—I feel impressed to 
tell the many readers of your valuable 
paper a circumstance in prophecy that 
I have been watching for some time. 
I will give details as near as 1 can re
member.

In the year 1889 a family consisting 
of husband, wife and one son, living 
among the mountains of Pennsylvania, 
thon engaged in the manufacturing 
business. In August of the same year 
the husband and wife paid a visit to 
Lily Dale, and there began their inves
tigation of spirit return. While on the 
ground a medium gave the wife a read
ing, saying in part, “in 1893 they would 
dispose of their business and go west
ward, and in 1894 would land in a far 
distant city.” This was all fulfilled, 
and on New Year’s day of 1894 they 
found themselvps in l^os Angeles, Cal., 
and to-day they arq honored residents 
of the Golden State, ' So much for this 
part of the prophecy.

The son also visited Lily Dale In 
1892, and at a seance was told that he 
was going west and would have large 
mining interests there. He was only 
amused at tills fairy tale, as he called 
it. Finally the World’s Fair started 
him Westward in 1893. While in Taco
ma, Washington, he wandered into a 
public hall and was given a communi
cation, telling that they saw mines all 
around him, he laughed and said it was 
news to him. The same communication 
being given In Seattle, San Francisco 
and Los Angeles, but paid little atten
tion. Soon after this he went North to 
work In a manufacturing plant, the 
father and mother locating in Los An
geles. In the following year, 1895, the 
son came home, then went North with a 
party to look up a mine, but the deal 
was not consummated, so spent part of 
thp Summer in the Yosemite Valley, 
and upon his return disposed of his out
fit and gave up the idea of looking for a 
mine.

Later the father bought a sixth inter
est in a mine in Navada, and the son 
went out to look over the property. His 
report was unfavorable, and advised 
that there be no more money put in the 
mine. While in that vicinity looked 
over the ground and saw what seemed 
to him a good piece of mining property 
if it could be secured. It belonged to 
parties who did not care to disposé of it. 
Returning home he took up the study of 
mineralogy and assaying, and later 
went to the mines to work as a miner 
to gain practical knowledge of mining,

Soon after this the mother attend
ed a circle of Mrs. B., when the medium 
said to .her, “Your spirit mother comes 
to you and says, in the month of August 
two papers will come to you; don’t fail 
to take care of them, as through them 
we will able to work out our plan for 
your son. His father will laugh, but 
we know you will take care of them, 
and know what to do.”

The very last day of the month two 
legal papers came, offering for a consid
eration one-third interest in the mine 
that the son thought could not be 
bought. The terms were accepted and 
legally attended to, and the news sent 
to the son, who immediately went to 
Nevada to look after the property. 
Then came the spirit guides saying, “be 
of good cheer for you will yet own this 
mine alone.” Improbable, he said, but 
will try. At last this was accomplished, 
the mine became the property of the 
son, who now began systematically put
ting down a shaft opening bodies of 
fine ore,-working until his means was 
exhausted, then came home and talked 
over matters with the father and moth
er, concluded to incorporate and sell 
stock to open the mine. He had in the 
meantime located three other mines 
around the main mine, but other parties 
owned claims next to him. Again came 
the spirit helpers with their words of 
wisdom: "Go slow; you must own these 
claims to complete your group.” He 
began negotiations to buy them, at the 
end of nine months was successful in 
getting them transferred to the 
pany. Making a group of six claims in 
all. In the meantime the son had been 
selling stock and had the preliminary 
survey made for a United States Patent 
on the ground owned by the company.

Again came the spirit friends and 
said, “When you go out in November, 
prospect on the surface, as we don’t 
want much stock sold, for you have rich 
ore near the surface.” The son being 
very practical, made a mental note of 
this. This also proved true ; enough pay 
ore having been struck at the surface 
to run a ten stamp mill for several 
years. He is now engaged in raising 
money to erect the necessary machin
ery.

I have been watching this mine and 
its history for some three years and 
these things have been called to my at
tention long before they would be 
worked out. I know the parties well, 
having been entertained in their home 
during my first visit to California, and 
have kept in touch with them ever 
since my return from New York.

They are an intelligent, respectable 
family, and one that I often consult in 
regard to business, and their advice I 
always have fount! valuable. They are 
neither visionary nor credulous, but 
good common sense people in all things. 
Should anyone wish to know further 
regarding this “Spirit Mine” for such I 
regard it, I will be pleased to answer 
any communication addressed to me.

REV. AUGUSTA ARMSTRONG.
639 West 16th St., Los Angeles, Cal<

SILENCE.

Be still, the crown of life is silentness. 
Give thou a quiet hour to each long 

day.
Too much of time we spend in profitless 

And foolish talk. Too little do we 
■. say.

If thou wouldst gather words that shall 
avail, ; •

Learning a wisdom Worthy . to ex
■, press, .

Leave for a while thy chat and emptj 
r tale—.................
Study the golden speech of silent 

ncss. —Arthur L- Salmon« ]
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‘ri A C^AVE QUESTION.
. • . ■■ . ■- ...... •. ■«. I.' .

Why Should Woman Have the' Ballotî SpiritualBm.
. ■ . : . . . •- u< ; la i • '

THE PHILANTHROPIST«

Being the Fable of the Man who Con
cealed His Motives Behind the

........... Mask of Doing Good to
Others.
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As a Factor in the World to*day, It Is Not feeding but Is Gaining Ground®
at. / (di

TOY 1NTEBESTING AND EX' 
ÇKLLENT WORKS. . ’Bi'cause the women ot tills, country 

are citizens under- a constitution 
formed “to establish justice.” Justice 
demands equal rights, oppoitunlties and 
privileges loi all, foi eveiy peisun. , 

Governments derive tlieir just pow
ers horn the consent ot tlie governed,.! . • - . ■
This is a truth that alone justifies or Spiritualists are inclined ever and 
condemns an organized governing pow-1 anon to believe what they regard as the 
er over a people. Every woman in this decline of Spiritualism, and lose heart 
land has the right to vote because she and ¡10pe the cause of the spread of 
iBOuiCgove)nment is entirely out of Hs truth. Here and there all over the 
accord with the principle on which it country, societies will spring up and 
was founded. Had the original state» flourish tor a season, only to go down 
ineut of the Declaration been, "All per-1 soon or late in apparent deieat. But, as
sons of the mule sex are created equal, a rule, the failure of such societies is 
and are endowed by their creator with I only apparent, not real. No matter how 
certain inalienable rights,” the constl- I brief the existence of a society may be, 
tutioii then should have specified that if while living it. has wrought any good 
only persons of tlie male sex were, to I work at all, its short life as a society 
be governed. cannot be counted a total failure.

Was tlie government of a sex by a our society disbanded some months 
sex for a sex, the idea of our forefath-1 ag0 after a most prosperous existence

which will be excused under the circum
stances.

that if my associates or the society had 
any objcdioh ■ to “it, it could beso
amended aaoto mo&t it. But It passedI am the only Spl.ituallst member ot amended asoto meet IL But it passed 

the Allen County Medical Society, the untmimousl^was-ilOrdered engrossed,. 
membership of which numbers about published, iPJcopy Jiwnt to tlie bereaved 
three hundred. A tew days ago, one of family, and Ml soAliied pleased witli. it, 
■ - ■ ■ • ■ ■ ' declaring it to be a long-needed depart

ure from tlib bid fdrni of such papers.
Now I have r’eaiied (his little ptory ot 

recent local hislpry, to Illustrate the 
tact that the Inie^st in the subject of 
Spiritualism 'is fiot’waulng but increas
ing. Had it- poi bebn that I was a Spir-

its prominent members and vlce-presl-’ 
dent, passed to the beyond. He was a 
most radical orthodox Presbyterian. 
The president ot the society is a most 
radical orthodox Baptist, whose pastor, 
the Rev. J. N. Field, preached a sermon 
about eightweeks ago, against Spiritual
ism, to which I replied in the Fort 
Wayne Journal-Gazette.

Before I had heard of the death of 
this member, the president called me 
by telephone about 9 a. in., informed mo 
of it as having happened but a tew 
hours previously, and requested me to 
act as chairman of a committee on reso
lutions, etc. -He informed me that he 
thus notified me early so that I would 
have time to prepare them in order to 
present them to the society the follow-- 
ing evening, at its meeting to take ac-

era? , .. ■ of about ten years’duration, Its disin
One of the Ifitè suggestions, by .Wmk-1 tegration was by no means due to to

ers tor woman's eflfranbhisement,... is I the loss of interest in the truth of Bpir- 
that tax-paying women - should, unite itualism, for there is not an individual

. and make a special effort to .secure to 1 who belonged to it that is not ready 
themoelves the ballot. . If tax-paying I and.anxious to form a pew society, pro
women would work for the enfraji- vided that some other individual, or all 
chlsement of ¿11 women I would rejoice I the other individuals will bear the bur- 
aiid congratulate them. . dens dr assume the responsibilities riec- 

But if tax-paying women propose tq I essary to its successful continuance.
obtain the ballot as a property consid-1
eration, because they contribute money I for ¿hé financial;success of tlie society, 
to the support of government, and only I and upon'themselves , in advising those 
for tax-paying women, then I protest few how to run it without their financial 
emphatically. 4 assistancé. ."And. thus the few,'in time,

Such enfranchisement would not en-1 become weary of replenishing the Bo- 
noble womanhood, would not promote I cletyfs exchequer, and reluctantly with- 
good.citizenship, would not purify civic I draw their ¿hppoit fromTt. , ... : 
Mfe and poiltlcal management, would lnlerei,t ln the subject of
jiqt tend to lift our civilization out of gnlritualism lit Fort Wavne at this-verv 
thé mire and degrading sordldness of
money worship. I quieter, than it has ever been, There
। 1 mn«entatn I haB Deen s0iné.tëplendld seed sown here
in taxes yearly, I W°U1J nüt 9°”.® 1 fo rlhé-¿¿usé which has taken root and 
tbe enfranchisement of tax-paying wo- borne fruit bountifully Everv/weekor JT?' Æn^lWrteto\rthe^XÇtelto " S
tbe1’’u’SSS carâ' >etter- or from persons met on the 

. consent to be governed, to vote for I street; “Where does your society meet
those who should administer the gov-1 now, and ^henr' “Why did you let 
“a violation of liberty and justice ^TXtuVsTn^he c'iÎT wTom 
that any woman who wishes to vote a^ ^“^Xally^^-ecomm^dr 
BhBÜt American womanhood consid- ‘^Oeiety^ A^'suc^ quSs're- 
ered Itself responsible as citizens with ,yo?* B0C1^' re
sufficient earnestness to demand it, we I latlue t0.an.<1 expressing the interest 
would soon be at the ballot box. . i .. Snlritoalism

Il Is woman’s conscience and sense A °i«‘ri-uaiism nnnnlnt whoever vrai desira toof responsibility that needs agitation. As proving that this Interest is not I will appoint whoever you desire to 
The home is the sneclal realm of wo- alone manifested by the- idly curious, Berve with you.
man’s energies, activities and devotion. I I®*- me relate the following incident .
True hi>t nn home ™n be unaffected by which occurred within the lost few committeemen whose names I had sug- 
the civic and political conditions of the days- eyan tho' lt Is somewhat personal gested, ot materialistic inclination. At 
ndEhborhood the municipality, the to myself. It 1b impossible tor me .to the meeting 1 prefaced the reading of state, toe natio“ mumclpau “ | reiate it without reference to myself,, what I had drawn up, with the remark 

Thé lack of confidence in the honesty 
and integrity of people so permeating 
our social state is appalling. In no 
realm is it more pronounced than in the

... . ________ tion on the death of the deceased mem-
The many depend too much on the few -her. '

I immediately went to work on them, 
determined in their preparation to 
break away from tlie old, stereotyped 
phraseology which characterized such 
formal documents, such as “Whereas, it 
has pleased Almighty God, in Ills' in
scrutable providence to remove from 
our midst ,. ..'...Therefore, be it re
solved,” etc., and to get as much Spirit
ualism into them as I possibly could.. 
After finishing them I called the presi
dent up to Inquire who the other mem
bers of the committee were, inasmuch 
as they might not feel willing to en
dorse what I had written, informing 
him that I had entirey ignored the old 
“regulation form” in the construction of 
the paper he had delegated to me. His 
reply was: “This is the very reason 
why I appointed you chairman of this 
committee. I felt assured you would 
give us something out of the ordinary, 
that would be a refreshing innovation. 
I have not appointed the other mem-

felt by all kinds of people in the ques- bers yet, thinking I would do so at the 
' •' meeting of the society this evening, but

He appointed two members as my co-

SPIRIT GOLD MINES..

ituallst, end afi dptspoken one, I am 
quite certain’I woqld'not have been ap
pointed on thitf'eommittee. The iact is, 
the entire society with many .other peo
ple, want.tq jiear all that can be heard 
upon tho subjcci, without, revealing 
their interest in, it,direct», by prebent- 
ing thcmfadveB where the philosophy, 
science and-religion of Spiritualism is

covered. Now holding very valuable
political. Has the mother no cause —------
for seeking the means to promote bon- îhu»
or, honesty and integrity in political af-1 Treasures Brought From the Great 
fairs. Ia.it no responsibility of hers to Beyond."
help promote honesty and Integrity in ______
the administration of public-affairs? . I , , ■ '

It our country is saved from the. in- There is no doubt among the experts 
evitable destruction of the money wor- that great and valuable Spirit Gold 
ship now sapping ita moral life and en- Mines with the most valuable treas- 
erEies American womanhood must ures for humanity have been discov-i 
arouse and fulfill the responsibilities of ered by the bold and hardy explorers 
a citizenship loyal to liberty, justiceJn- into the spirit realms; and that these 
teErity. and devotion to human welfare. I priceless riches are free to anyone who

LUCINDA B. CHANDLER. I has got the,sand and brains to extract
-. - ______ _ . , I them from-their sources.

■ ‘ , These treasures'felate not alone.'to.
' .The Dogma? and Spiritualism. - gplrltual but also to material .riches.

There Is but little sympathy to hé I People accept these discoveries 
expressed for- those wéak-ktiêed Spirit- will not only'be' wealthier in the occult 
ualists who are so apprehensive of of-1 Unes but they will live on earth longer, 
fending the church and its ritual. Spir-1 have better health, less sickness, more 
itism is no suckling babe that It is nec- pleasure, etc., than those who reject all 
essary to wean it off by degrees on pap-1 these reforms. We come to-day loaded 
tiam, christening, ordination, D. Ds. and I down with these rare jeyels from the 
deacons. - ’I great Beyond and give them all away

Why this imitation and mimicry ot I freely to the public, “without money 
the "dogmas of the church? The I and without price.” 
creeds of the chufcch are based upon I Leadbeater, the famous English lec- 
falth and belief, both of which are In- turer, Theosophist, etc., tells Jn a re- 
compatlble with the irrefutable evl-1 cent Progressive Thinker, a detailed 
dence of heterodox Spiritualism. I statement of Vegetarianism t and Oc- 

With the book and bibles, rites and cultism. His lecture was one of the 
creeds of the church, modern spiritism I best I have ever read and should be 
has nothing in common; there is no scattered by the millions in all lands 
similarity between the dogmas of the I and languages.
church and spiritism. The evidence of As a scholar who has studied the 
the church is the writings' of others, I subject carefully for several years un
while that of Spiritism is actual senso-1 der the best conditions, I wish to en- 
rial communications, the authenticity I dorse all Leadbeater says along these 
of which is unequivocal. lines. Thelgreatest “gold mines” ever

Why. then, should Spiritism endeavor struck in the spirit., world are those 
to clothe itself with the sacerdotal which have told the people the kind of 
cloak of ritualism, and like a whipped f00d they should eat and its effect upon 
cur, lick the hand of the ecclesiastic? life here ¿nd hereafter. Briefly, then, 

A spirit, speaking of matters analo- the higher spirits advocate a list of 
gous to this said: “These things are of I foods such as vegetables, fruits, grains, 
and for the material world. There is I cereals, nuts, honey, (whole wheat 
one law of the flesh and another of the- macerated with honey), Indian meal,

one of our present judges with whom I 
have sat in seances, and who In one ot 
them leceived a very wonderful, sutis- 
factoiy message, fiom a deceased legal 
triend. This judge is satisfied of the 
truth of the phenomena ot Spiritualism, 
but is a Theosophist, I believe he is a 
Spiritualist with Theosophical trim
mings, or a Spiritualist in Theosophical 
regalia, I am just now wondering that 
;f he lias tlie writing of the “resolu
tions," whether he will, inject luto them 
any of his Spiritualistic knowledge, as 
1 have done in those above referred to. 
If hq does, it will only be another evi
dence that Spiritualism is leaking out 
in every direction. ,.

I notice in Brother Hudson Tpltle’B 
last quaiterly report as Editor-at Large 
of the N. S. A., he writes as follows:

“The work constantly enlarges and 
more newspapers and monthlies have
sent .requests for articles on the subject.-Z. A..!..»!..,«.... Xt. ... IX A- ----- «V.l^expounded from the rostrum, lamas ‘ ... „ ...

well Bafisfled.,that,!, meet old friends
and acquaintances,'.patients and patrons supply. -White the .pj-ess has tor some 

■ ' — • -■ time contained scarcely any editorial
matter on tho subject, the pillpits of the 
country have fulminated and gospel

of mine for many years, but members of
the different orthodox churches, who 
are extremely anxious to engage me in 
conversation on the subject, to • hear 
my experiences personally related, and 
to get all the.information possible at 
first hand, as Iianuthat I exist But I 
have always made it a, rule never to in
troduce the subject-myself, and they, 
for various reasons, do not feel at lib
erty to do so. But-I can stand such si
lence if they can. d am not around ped
dling Spiritualism/Aut I am enjoying it 
"all the same," and it- is quité well 
known here that Mr. L. 0. Hull and my
self have- the courage of our convic
tions. -. ■ ..........

Since this communication was com
menced, there has occurred the death of 
the Oldest member of the Allen County 
Bar, one of the ablest jurists in the 
state of Indiana, and long a valued, per
sonal friend of mine,- He was for many 
years judge of-the several courts here, 
and was twice elected to congress. He 
was far from •orthtfffojf in his re glous 
belief, but will be burled by an orthodox 
minister just ttie súme.

I remember sonteyears ago, he mani
fested his interést In the occult, by vis
iting the resideucet.of Mr. L. O. Hull 
one evening and engaging witji us in in
vestigations. 1 see That a committee of 
his brethren of the.legal profession has 
been appointed . .on । “resolutions,” etc., 
and on that committee is the name of

position.
Case 3. Elderly lady was on death

bed. Had pains in side, etc. No relief 
from various doctors’ etc., but spirits 
took away pains in one treatment and 
would have fully cured case probably if. 
the family had obeyed Instructions,..but 
as they had more faith in regular doc
tors, the case was returned to them. 
They all solemnly swore that they could 
cure the case but the woman died and 
the bills were paid. No. autopsy. •

Case 4. Young lady expected to wed 
man of wealth. He refused. She had 
beauty, youth, education, dress, etc. 
Came from elegant home where costly 
wines flowed like water, meats, fish, 
leisure,, luxury, horses, carriages, -etc., 
galore, but men did not “take to her.-’; 
She was put under .spirit treatments? 
All meats, fish, fats, candles, liquors, 
etc., were abandoned. She was put on 
regular hours, baths, plain vegetable 
and fruit foods. Skin was treated, face 
maAsaged, beefy fat plumpness refined, 
indolent, lazy muscles exercised, mind 
cultivated along special lines and in 
about one year the young lady was blos
somed out as a new woman. She had 
numerous admirers. Several stood 
ready to marry her at once. She picked 
out her man, turned her back on Spirit
ualism, and is going back to her old 
habits, losing her beauty, daintiness 
and refinement.

Fact is, the spirit world is a great 
treasure house of wisdom—a gold mine 
which will be probably more carefully 
worked in the future than the past 
Drink at least two quarts of water a 
day, exercise in sun and breathe pure 
air. Eat pure food. .

GEO. E. LOTHROP, JR.
Boston, Mass.

WHAT’S THE USE?

ministers, both great and small, have 
preaphed a .serinon on Spiritualism.

, Perhaps this is because they find it a 
drawing car4, attractive and pew fill

. ing.” This does not point to the "de
cline of ¡Spiritualism’.' very strongly.

' This communication is already too 
. lengthy or'I would include in it a copy 
, of the “resolutions” I‘have referred to. 
. I will, however, make one extract from 

it which will give the reader some idea 
of its general tenor:

, “Science, which has always been dls- 
posed to obey Paul’s injunction to 
“prove all things," is now making an ef

i fort to prove a future life. It is meet
: ing with much encouragement in the 
i accomplishment of this object, and its 
' effort is more and more sustaining that 

other statement of Holy Writ, with 
which, it can hardly be said that saint 

’ and Sinner are'yet in full sympathy, 
' viz. "The day of one's death Is better 
‘ than the day of one's birth,' or that

“To die is gain.”
It will thus be seen that Spiritualism, 

' or the science thereof, is obeying a 
■ Bible cbmmand which the orthodox 
. church is paying no attention to, so far 
■ as a future life is concerned. When 
! Paul commanded his hearers io "prove 
i all things,” he had no thought of ex
, cepting that of a future life.
! H. V. SWER1NGEN.

diet reform.
. rii: ■---- h-

If You Are Iriv^rtd, Discharge Your 
Doctor,mid Pjjf Youj-self on

W^qjesonfp Foods, • 
fq h- ’

I was muchrinterested In the account 
of MIbb Hindu Smith, the music teach
er, who fastSnoften'Hind lives on five' 
cents per ddyt I hfive been ■ a vegetal 
rian for about fifty years ¡rr; theory; 
though I never praiSticed it-'till about 
ten years a^44'quitting park; however; 
forty-three years'ag<Jt1 'My apology for 
not' eschewing:flesHT diet eritirelyv Is 
that'll was-nxuclii'ffata home hrid'it W’ds'

at most three dishes Is all one should 
flat at any one meal. ■ But just think of 
what you ate last Thanksgiving or last 
Christmas—Turkey, baked in its own 
grease, dressing consisting of a Variety 
ot things, pepper, always constipating, 
fruit, nuts, candies, raisins, mince pie, 
made of mince meat, fruit and perhaps 
brandy, doughnuts fried In hogs' fat, 
cranberries, etc., and you didn’t get 
sick, either! isn’t It strange! When 
you become a little higher spiritually, 
you will get sick when you eat siich a 
mess. It would make you sick to look 
at it, if it was macerated and thrown 
iijto a swill bucket, as it was Into’yotif 
stomach.- - .
o,,.But say,’didn’t you have thè least bit 
of headache the next day? The facts- 
are, the gastric julce is not equal to di
gesting all-the ingredients in àuch a 
horrid compound. The digestive fluid 
adapts Itself to tho quality of food you 
eat. If you eat fruit, there Is a! fluid• i

To the Editor:—I pliall be plpaged-t-. 
more than pleased—to see the enclosed 
manuscript and clipping in your excel
lent paper. c. H. MATHEWS.

A man who always sought the 
chance to play a big hand in finance 
conceived a plan whereby he might in
crease his goods a mighty sight, but at 
the time ho knew he must kick up a 
bloomin’ sight of dust; and, to conceal 
th? game he meaut, called it “benevo
lent Intent.” ■

Said he: “The heathen I perceive, the 
glorious gospel should receive; and in 
my wish to save their, souls I’ll cross 
the ocean's heavy rolls, and carry to 
these people wild the Christian gospel 
true and mild. I’ll teach them ways ot 
truth and joy and give their iijle bunds 
employ.

Thus did the man who framed the 
game’proceed to put in force the same. 
With sanctimonious mien and dlr he 
Bailed the briny seas to where there 
lived a people whose fair lands bloomed 
as tlie rose beneath their hands, and 
whose desire was but to be a people in
dependent, free .

‘Tye come across the ocean’s wave, 
your poor benighted souls to save,” ex
claimed the man on plunder bent, 
masked as “benevolent intent.” "It 
grieves me sore that you should be be- 

■ nlghted and in misery; and so I've come 
from far away for your poor souls to 
work and pray.”

“But we are happy and content,” the 
people cried. "Why were you sent?" 
We have our schools and churches, too; 
our peaceful ways we would pursue, and 
rule ourselves in freedom’s name while 
you at home can do the same. We 
thank you for your kind concern, but 
you would better, far, return.”

"Alas," the missionary cried, “It’s sad 
that you my plans deride. 1 plainly see 
that you are blind to all the good 1 have 
in mind. So here I'll stay and while I 
teach I’ll just grab all that I can reach. 
If I save souls from Hades hot you’ll 
have to give me all you've got.” 
' And when the natives did resist this 
oily old philanthropist he swept their 
land with righteous ire and laid it 
waste with sword and fire. He seized 
their lands, and while he prayed a sanc
timonious look displayed; “1 do this in 
God’s name,” he cried, and heaped the 
dead on ev'ry side.

He filled the land with blood and 
tears, disease, and rum, and awful 
fears. He sacrificed his country's bods 
Who bore his bright, death-dealing guns. 
He used his country's flag to hide the 
thieving game for which he tried, and 
called men "traitors" who denied his 
right all rights to override.

And when at last his game *was won 
oTt^OU.l?^d.?11 the wron&8 he’d done and 
said: Well Christian duty and our 

k ha.nd ln hand' 1 ^ve to 
them the blessed word at mouth of gun 
and point of sword, and it is only Just 
and fair to take their all to make me 
square." ■

Moral:
• When greed on plunder wide is bent, 
It shrieks: Benevolent intent!"

.WILL M. MAUPIN.

Kate Field, A Record. Price $3, ’
A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Brow» 

Ing. Price $1.25.
Tbe World Beautiful. Three Berle* 

Each $1.
After Her Death, New Edition. IL 
From Dreamland Bent, And Othet 

Poems. |1. These books are for sale 
at this office.

STARTLING FACTS, Oli
Deeds of Darkness Disclosed

This work devotes special attention 
to Auricular Confession and its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re
ligious liberty. It is Intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious Influence ol 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up ot Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, th® 
moral turpitude and evil works ot Ro 
manlsm. Cloth, 75 cents.

“NO BEGINNING."
An Excellent Work for 

Thinkers.

This book, “No Beginning,” Is bs 
William H. Maple. The Arena says o| 
it: “The argument is unanswerable* 
The book will at once appeal to the rea- 
ton ot every reader, and leave hint 
more amazed than ever at the preva- . 
lence of the theory of Creation.” The

Two has always been a fateful num- 
Free Thought Ideal gays: “We found II 
full of glittering thoughts for thinkers, 
and tbo very death warrant of Chris
tian superstition shlnj» upon its pages.” 
Pete« 7K cents.

In Tune with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Wlthla yourielf lieu the cauiaof whatever enteri 
IbUi your life. To come into the full realisation of 
your own awakened Interior powers, io to bo able to 
condition your life tn exact accord with what you 
would have It.—From Title-Page. '

CONTENTS—I. Prelude; II. Tbe Supreme Fact of 
the UnlYerae: HI. Tbe Supreme Fact of Human Life; 
IV. Fullneaa of Llfo-Bodl)y Health and Vigor; V, 
Tbo Secret, Power and Effect of Love: VI. wisdom 
and Interior Illumination; VII. Tbe Realization of 
Perfect Peace; VIII. Coming Into fullntai of power; 
IX. Plenty of All Things—The Law of Proiperltyi 
X. How Men Have Bocome Prophets, Seers, Sages, 
and Bari ore; XI. Tbe Basic Principle of All Religion! 
—Tbe Universal Religion: XII. EntortngNow Inta 
tbe Realization of tbe Highest Richer Tor sale al 
thlioffice, Price, poatpulu. u.25.

STANDING UP FOR JESUS, 
Or what the Editor of tho Freethinker’s Maga
zine thinks of him. Price, 4 couch; twenty-live 
copies for 50 cents. .

not- only ineohvotricmt, - but dw earltei1 
years' ¿inlostMmpossfble.' ¿1; won't 
Claim that my7gobd'lhealtli'fs' kli based 
on my diet, but I-dd say, that for many 
years I was never tree from pain,"and I

days, and I never dared' go far fromj “/et atut “^8

spirit, and .between them there exists I corn, oatmeal, etc., butter, cream, 
no correlation. I cheese, eggs, and most any vegetable

The barbaric savage of nature knows I “ripened by the sun." I know Lead
not of creeds and beliefs, yet he enters I beater is reported to not endorse eggs 
into the spirit life under the same con-1 fOr food and to be strongly against 
ditions and with the same environ- meat—beef, mbtton, pork, game, fish, 
ments as the so-called civilized man. oysters, etc. The well known Boston 
Culture, creeds, civilization and ■ doc-1 artist's controls (or spirits) speaking 
trines end at the grave. As the physi-1 through Mrs. Adelaide C. Littlefield, 
cal child at its inchoation must be have for years endorsed the highest dis
taught the elemental principles of ma- caveries along these lines and espe- 
terial law and knowledge, so must the ciany fiave’I heard them speak against 
soul that is born into the spirit life re- l.peopie eating meat, and even seeking 
celve instruction relative to the laws 110 keep tbelr medium from going to 
that shall govern It in the spirit world.” I butcher shops, etc., where the bodies of

Let Spiritism be subordinate to no I E]aUgbtered animals lay.
creed or doctrine. Let there be no Im- We know the college, the university, 
plied weakness by imitation or assiml-1 (he profeasional people are often arf 
lation of that which belongs to others. I again8t the spirit world in these 
'And, by our mediums and teachers neW llnes 0I thought, and spare no oc- 
demonstrate to all humanity that we, caslon to "buck against the gods,” but 
the Spiritualists are obligated to no I we Bee the opposjtion of even this class 
sect or creed. o£ peOpie being surely overcome. It

And, as the cry is now on, of the wag BCarCely ten or twelve years ago 
waning power of creedism, and the de-1 tha(. gome Harvard University gradu- 
terloration of the orthodox church, let I ateg weri} sitting In the parlors of this 
Spiritism open its doors and say to all gnanjSh-Amerlcan artist, at her home In 
humanity. We have no theorems, the I 21g coiumbUB avenue, and they were 
principles of Spiritism are open to the | Dre(jjcting what a dismal failure the 
most stringent analytical inquisition, | new ejectrl0 car system would be, but 
and will not be found deficient I t0.day Ulat syBtem'is admitted by .these

■ Spiritism has swept away the mys-1 men to be a brilliant success. The 
tery that has for ages surrounded that g whlch once ridicuied Spiritual
natural demarkation called death, and I Jg ar0 now prfntlxig our most ad- 
wlth unimpeachable evidence has dem- ced literature, and truth is winning 
onstrated that death iB but the matura- . ,
tion. of tlie chrysalides of embryonic I „ Mrs-mtlefleld’s controls agree quite 
man, from which, he emerges into a I nerfQCtly with all Leadbeater says 
perfect existence whose antecedent, ma-1 alon~ these various lines and also speak 
terlalism, Is but primogenial. I n^nlnst the use of any beer, liquors,J AUGUSTINE GARLAND. 1 Xcco, or even tea or cof

Clyde, RI. I fe0 (an exception being made to coffee
——---- ” ’ —----------- made from wheat). People may say

these theories or discoveries aro very 
good, but then ask, "What effect these 
theories have upon human beings?”

I will tell you, briefly. Anyone who 
follows high spirit advice will be better 
oft in this world and the next. (N. B.— 
We do riot advise anyone to accept ad
vice from-spirits who are gamblers, rob
bers, speculators, etc.)

To illustrate effect of spirit power,

What’s the use of worrying, what's 
use of tears’

the

ANGEL VISITATIONS.

O'er the dizzy heights of mountains, 
Through the valleys long ahd low, 

By the side of crystal fountains 
. . White-robed spirits come and go.

Through the palaces of graqdeur, , 
Through the homes of want and woe, 

Through the halls of mirth and splendor 
,White-robed spirits come and go.

Into the dismal prison cells, 
Into the.dungeons vile and low, • 

E’en through tho worst of living hells7 
Whito-robed spirits come and go.

/ ,Up and down tlie boundless ocean, ■ 
Through tho storms Of rain and snow, 

Into exgry land and haven , ,
Whito-robodspirits .come, and; go. ....

Ever With tholr prcscnch •bringing ’ l, 
pbaco and halm for every woe,. .. . •.

Ever blessing, softly singing, - 
‘ White-robed spirits come and go., 

—Mrs. Annie’ E. Thomas.

Sorrow’s face was never yet dark as It 
appears.

Set the doors and windows wide, let the 
sunshine in, ; ,

Light’s a certain remedy for sorrow or 
for sin.

In that flood they disappear quickly 
from the view

Both are ghosts ot color—sunlight fades 
their hue. ;

Seal each door and crevice, darken ev
ery pane,

Back they'll come to greet you with the 
old refrain. •.

What’s the use of toiling, morning, 
noon and'eve,

Heaping up a lot of gold you must short
ly leave?

Shrouds possess no pockets. Scatter 
far and wide.

Not one coin will jingle on the other 
side.

Mortal clay Is dust and dew, only deeds 
can live; •

Learn the joy of giving while your hand 
can give!

What’s the use of sighing If the world 
goes wrong?

Put your shoulder to the wheel ;vhelp it 
with a song.

Oil the mill of labor with a hearty jest
Strip the peddler, Life, of jokes and 

wisely leave the rest .
Each one has his heartache—keep your 

own ache hid, -
Box it up and stamp it with a smile 

upon the lid. -
What’s the use of quarreling over God 

and Man?
Think your thoughts and go your way 

bravely as you can.
Lend a hand and share a crust, let youf. 

heart be strong - .
God and Man are mysteries - you shall 

solve ere Iqng. ' ■
Anger In and Wit is out. • Reason In 

dismay
Snatches Logic by the hand and has

tens from the fray.
Follow up the path you see though the 

light be dim, ’ .
Do your duty'to the world—and leave 

the rest to Him. -
BEATRICE ST. GEORGE.

Wilmette, Ill. ■ ’ ' • ' “ ' '

etc., I will take some personal cases.
Caso 1. Young married mon had Ig

nored all spirit laws, etc. Smoked, 
tlrank little, etc.,.ate meat and. thought 
there was no future lite/ Ho was taken 
very sick and had, given up a valuable 
position. Spirits ‘ ‘ perfectly diagnosed 
caso.nt arflqt medium’s, and in ,a.few 
days ho Woq a welt man..... ,
- Casd 21 Yoiriift Indy, telephone cen
tral in Jafgb'.clty, >aa oyorwbrked,' JiM’ 
peculiar head'Didos,. was about to re
sign; cftifo a very baffling one.. Spifith 
diagnosed accurately,-cured with letvl___ ______ ... .... _ ,
magnoljlc treatments and lady fully re- printed and bound, ©rice §1, <-

home without a cane, and now I never 
use one. I can run' up and down a long 
flight of stairs as rapidly as a man of 
twenty. It may bfsrthat I came into a 
period of health as*-years came to me, 
but even admitting that, I have proven 
that flesh diet is riot necessary for 
strength. ' " j

Last fall and winter I boarded myself, 
and my bill'of fare for the entire six
teen weeks wad Malta Vita, whole 
wheat bread, nuts; ffults—apples, pears, 
grapes, ' peaches, •■ oranges—potatoes, 
(which I baked by'splitting them and 
putting them on:my stove), honey, but
ter, milk, etc. I ddtft mean to say that 
I had all this variety at any one meal, 
for I 'seldom eat except two or at 
most three varieties at any one meal. 
I ate two meals a day, and always en
joyed the last meal'till time for the 
next meal, never ate or Required even a 
piece of fruit between meals. During 
that time I attended several patients 
each day, distant from each other, and 
every magnetic physician knows that 
magnetic treatments are much more la
borious than any other kind of work, 
and I lectured efich'Sunday night, and 
attended about fotir'gatherings of some 
kind in our society each week. At the 
end of sixteeen Weeks I made an esti
mate of my cash’' book of what my 
board had cost me and found it had 
been 88 cents per week, or about 12% 
cents per day, and this form of diet 
I should have-Indulged in had it cost 
double what it would to have Indulged 
In the old popular method, because I be
lieve it is best fof the human system, 
and to support a'system that requires 
the murder of animals, is abominable 
and wicked. ■ • • • ■

Sometimes people talk very patroniz
ingly to me. They can eat anything— 
nothing hurts them, and if it did hurt 
them a little, they are going to have 
what they want. Thus they manifest 
their selfishness ¿nd heartlessness. 
They think they are'demonstrating no
ble qualities,* by diluting upon their 
gustatory talent, wfiriteas, they show 
that they hav# no regard for the lives 
of animals aiifl'that# they are them
selves only a’short remove from the 
brutes. 19 0 • •

I am certaifi''tliat 'a. large percentage 
of diseases ale prevalent in conse
quence of our diet. It is very certain 
that flesh-eatiiu? must? result in diseases 
anjong the mdre spiritual and sensitive 
people. A Statd of- «ccrementation is 
constantly In^rocebS with all animals. 
This excrementfous ‘ matter is being 
transported tMho-surface from every 
part of the bo8v eveiyfractlon of a sec- 
onjl. It is defifi—it IsQiarrlon. No per- 

■. son ever ate ¿uf)lece ® flesh, no matter 
how small, wlib dld"f!ol eat carrion, for 
there is no part? of thS system of the an
imal where lt'is not'.30 They that fre
quent the cow stable or the horse 
stable or the p'ig stj? smell of it; Apart 
of' this carrlon'is uric acid of which 
your system already has bb much as it 

i can excrete, and if ypif obtain any more, 
it must bo thrown.-lifto the blood or de

i purated by the kid^ys, thus, laying the

quality of food too long the fluid be
comes ' weakened and incapacitated to 
assimllate. it longer, thus showing ne
cessity for a change. But when you 
take all kinds, at every meal, the diges
tion becomes weakened, and the food is 
but poorly digested. In this condi
tion tlje bowels become packed—espe- 

colon—and the material sours 
and swells and finally commences to de
cay in the system, causing inflammation 
of the colon, and gives the surgeons an 
excuse for relieving you of your vermi
form appendix, as if that would be a fu
ture preventive against the recurrence 
of the same condition.

President Arthur killed himself eat
ing. He had around his plate some fif
ty-odd dishes it was said, and I suppose 
he tasted all of them. He had strong 
vitality to endure as long as he did. 
Rockefeller came to Santa Barbara, 
while I was there, offering a million 
dollars to any one who would cure him 
of dyspepsia. I would have cured him 
for five dollars, but he didn't consult 
me. I should have required him to dis
miss his chef, who served him with in
digestibles, and placed him on only one 
or two simple kinds of food—such as 
our prepared foods. He struck some 
one who put him on oatmeal and gra
ham gems a short time after, and was 
relieved. »

Another Injurious article of diet is 
coffee—any condiment is Injurious, but 
coffee is the worst About forty or 
fifty years ago, old people will remem
ber the experiments had with Alexis St 
Martin. He had been shot in the war 
of 1812 through the stomach, but the 
wound never healed up, or rather never 
covered up, so that with a spectroscope 
one would be able to look through the 
aperture into the stomach, and see just 
what was doing. In the experiments 
the physicians were making on him, for 
their observation they gave him coffee, 
and invariably the stomach turned pale 
and the digestive fluid was driven back 
I have frequently struck cases in my 
practice where I had to require them to 
give up their coffee, and always found- 
great assistance in healing them when 
they did so. I think tea is more or less 
injurious, but not so bad as coffee.

I have bad no personal experience in 
fasting. I know those who have omniv
orous habits if they will persist in them 
ought to fast at least once or twice per 
week. ■ Perhaps I should yet be happier 
If I should fast occasionally, but under 
present conditions I seem to be good for 
quite a number of years yet, and when 
I get ready for the transition, I shall 
probably not make much noise about it, 
but walk off to the lounge, Ue down, 
and go out. .

It can be seen from what I have said, 
that happiness does.not consist in what 
we put into.our stomachs, but in what 
■we assimilate. Any conjestion is dia
bolical, and we should avoid it pro 
bono publico.

, ' - DANIEL W. HULL.
| Snohomish,» Wash. ‘ ' .•fl " . ■ . . ■ » ’

r. _ A Child Medium.
Danville, Ky.-L. A. Farris, a mer

chant near Carpenter’s Station, has an 
adopted child of fourteen years whose 
mind became impaired in May. She 
was carried to the Lexington. Asylum 
whore aim remained intfR Aqgnpt, when 
she was reported curqtl and .brought 
home, kor the last week she has been 
sick with something like catalepsy. At 
•one moment her whole muscular sys
tem becomes rigid, and in this condition 
she talks at random and sings the 
most pathetic airs, composing as she 
proceeds.

One morning last week there were 
loud and distinct knocks on tlie 
weather boards outside of the house 
Supposing some one wanted to enter 
Mr. Farris went out, but saw no one’ 
The raps were heard again on the other 
side of the house, but no one could be 
seen.

Mr. Farris then walked from the fam
ily room to the dining-room and, hear
ing a noise behind him, saw, so he says 
an ordinary cuspidore ambling along 
after him. Mr. Fdrris is a sober man 
and no one doubts his statements. A 
glass of water was on a table in the 
room where the girl lay. It tumbled off 
to the floor and was picked up and 
placed back. Off it went again, and 
even the third time, the last fall break
ing it. •

While these weird things are going 
on the girl is singing or chanting some 
strange melody, accompanying her mu
sic with all kinds of gesticulations with 
her arms and feet.

She sprang out of bed Sunday morn
ing, walked to the fire, and her slip
pers, so it is solemnly asserted, moved 
gracefully from under the bed to her 
feet. She put them on.

Mr. Farris tore off part of the weath
er-boards, thinking that some animal 
was fastened up and couldn’t escape 
Nothing was found to explain the noise.

The girl in her lucid moments says 
that the spirit of Burt Wolford is hov
ering about the premises and making 
these noises. Mr. Wolford died there a 
few years ago.

UAHAMFT H18 Blrth’ Character and Doctrine. By Edward Gib
bon. Thia la No. fl of the Library of Liberal 
Claaalca. It la conceded to be historically cor- 
reSt, and so exact and perfect In every detail as 
to be practically beyond tho reach of adverse 
criticism. Thia work will be found Intensely 
Interesting, Price, 25 cents.

■Never Negfect Constipation.
It means too much misery and piling 

up of disease for all parts of the body. 
Death often starts with constipation. 
The clogging of the bowels forces pois
ons through the intestines into the 
b>lood. All sorts of diseases commence 
that way. Most common complaints 
are dyspepsia, indigestion, catarrh of 
the stomach, liver complaint, kidney 
trouble, headaches, etc. The bowels 
-must be relieved, but not with cathar
tics or purgatives. They weaken and 
aggravate the disease. Use Vernal 
Saw Palmetto Berry Wine instead. It 
is a tonic laxative of the highest order. 
It builds up and adds now strength and 
vigor. It assists the bowels to move 
themselves naturally and healthfully 
without medicine. One small dose a 
day will cure any case, and remove the 
cause of the trouble. It is not a patent 
nostrum. The list of ingredients goes 
with every package with explanation of 
their action. It is not simply a tempo
rary relief, it Is a permanent cure. 
Try It. A free sample bottle for the 
asking.. Vernal Remedy Co., 166 Sen
eca Building, Buffalo, N. Y.
. For sale by all leading druggists.

A GREAT BOOK.
THE HULL-JAMIESON DEBATE. ..’

One of Unflagging Interest Throughout 
—It Should Be In the Hands of 

Every Spiritualist and 
Freethinker«

This book, containing nearly 600 
closely printed pages, should have a 
million circulation. Price 31. It is 
chockful of rapid-flring Ideas, and is the 
ablest debate, on both sides, ever pub
lished. Send for it.

Taiieurand's Letter to the Pope. 
This work will te round especially interesting 
to all who would desire to make a study ot Ro
manism and the Bible. The historic tacts stat
ed. and the keen, rcathlng review ot Romish 
Ideas and practices uhould be read by alt Price 
25 cents. ---------
... MOLLIE FANCHER,~

The Brooklyn Enigma.
An authentic statement ot tacts tn the life ot 

Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel ot 
the nineteenth century. Unimpeachable testi
mony ot many witnesses. By Abram H. Dalley. 
With Illustrations. Price, cloth. 81.50. ■

Works of Thomas Paine
A new edition in paper covers with largo clear WM 

comprising;
Age of Reason...........25 cts.
Rights of Man........ ..25 cts.
Crisis........................ 25 cts.
Common Sense.. 15 cts.

This la a splendid opportunity to secure these stand-
*rd works, ss tbo price is within the reach ot all. For 
sale al this office._________________ _________ __

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

How to reach that altitude where spirit It supreme 
and all thlogo are subject to it. By Mobob Hull. Prloe 
tn cloth. 40 cents : paper 2fi eta. For sale at this office.

Kfl R F 7111 UlL^Z^jLl I D* Karozza makes a 
plea for abetter birthright for children, and 
alms to lead individuals to seek a higher de
velopment of themselves through most sacred 
relations. It Is pure in tone and alm. and 
should be widely circulated. Price» cloth® 91» 

T8CH0OIAUIRE88AYÓ. 
Translated by T. B. Saunders. Cloth, 75 cents. 
“Schopenhauer is one of the few philosophers 
who can ,be generally understood without a 
commentary. All his theories claim to be 
drawn direct from facts, to bo suggested by ob
servation, and to interpret thoworld aside; 
and whatever view he takes, he is constant in 
his appeal to the experience of common life. 
This characteristic endows his style with a 
freshness and vigor which would be difficult to 
match in the philosophic writing of any coun
try, and Impossible In that of Germany.“-- 
Translator-

“ ORIGIN OF LIFE
and How the Spirit Body Grows, By M. Faraday® 
Price. 10c. For sale at this office 

What All the World’s a-8eeking.
RALPH WALDO TRIXE.

Each Is-building bls world from within; thought (• 
tho builder; for thoughts are forces,-subtle, vital, 
Irrcslstlblo, omnipotent,—and according as used do 
they bring powcr/or Impotence, peace or pain, success 
or failure.—From Title page. ,,

The above books aro beautifully bound In gray-green 
raised cloth, stamped In deop old groon and gold, with 
KUttOp. Price, 11.25. For sale at this office.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. A solontlflo rohoarsal 

that la truly Interesting.. Price, 10 conta.

J

"Poema ®I Program,” By Lizzie 
Doten. In. thia volume, ' thin peorlósa 
poet of Spiritualism may1 be read in her 
‘.yarièd'moods, "from grate to gay, from 
.lively to severe.”- It is a book to ba 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who
Jovö genuino poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualiste, " Tho' voluttà fi’ UßtÜy 

Art/I timing OU 1

foundation either for, rheumatism ori «Right Génération the Key to th® 
kidney disease. One would not think 9 Kingdom of Heaven on Earth." 'By 
of (allowing even a,dead cat to Ue near! Dr. M. E. Conger. Ari appeal to rea’son 
the house, but'here >o;’not only have I and man’s highest aerations? A'plea 
carrion about uB/phtin time we, eat|fOt justlço and equality in all tbo reln- 
many times'the weight of a,cat. Hewitians of life between men arid women, 
can'We expect to,im hêalthy? | Sloth, TO cent®; leatherette. 50 ccntA ' '

Another wrong!? th'e very great vari-J "Mark Chester; or û MIII and a MilF 
ety of our menu. ' You never would j ion. A Tale of , Southern California.” 
think of feeding your horse such a vari-1 Byi Carlyle Petersllea; A pure psychic 
ety, and your own 'judgment:-a:Jmon-1 stqry, elevating and reformatory.- .Par
ishes you that you would In time kill 9 pôr covers,'40 cents. Cloth, 60 cento, 
your horse, if you did. Ono or two, or gar Sale at thia ogee. -

■ "Why I Am a Vegetarian." By J. 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 26 
cents. ..

"Spiritual Bongs for the Use of Sir- 
c!m, Oamp-meeUngs and Other Spirit- 
tudistlc Gatherings." By Mattia' EL 
Hull For sale at this office. Price 10 
scats. .... . . ■ ............... ■ ■ •

’’The Romance of-Jude. A Story of 
the Life and Tlmes of tho Nazareno and 
His People.” Through the-mcdiumshlp 
of Mrs.' M. T. Longley; An intensely in
teresting book. Neatly bound in cloth 
and gilt Only 50 cents. •

"Death Defeated? or tho Psychic Se
cret ofHow to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Fables, M. », A.; Ph. D. Price |1.

nnTTii ffllT Winn SolocuonB from tho oom I HK l AltlflIIII touts ot that anolonl 
lllu 1XLLHI1.UD took, its commentaries, 
toaohlugs, poetry, and logonds. Also brief 
skotohes ot tho mon who made and commented 
upon it. By H. Polang. 859 pp, Price, cloth, *1

POEriS FROM THE INNER lifB
By-Lfsalo Doton.' Those poomo aro triUy in

spirational and as staple os sugar. Price 8LOO,

OLD AND NEW PSYCHOLOGY
Dy W. J. Colvillo.’ Deports of twenty-tour 

distinct loottiros, rooontly-dollverod in Now 
York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia ■ and 
other fpromlnont oltlos ot the United States, 
have contributed tho taolu ot this volume. 
Price, M.W. -- -----------------------------
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ECHOES OF THE SYMPOSIUM
LYMAN C. HOWE. MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY.

The Great Psychological Crime
fl GOHiDaFison oî Views and tue Reasons 

Ttalor.
Lyman C., Howe, the veteran Spiritualist Lecturer and 

Medium, a man well and favorably known as one 
of-the foremosf thinkers and writers in our ranks, 
will Champion the Cause of Truth as reflected in 
Spiritualism, while Mrs Florence Huntley, the well- 
known Author and Journalist, will'defend all the 
statements in The Great Psychological Crime, 

-which Mr. Howe will dare to assail, making a series 
of articles instructive, suggestive and inspiring, and 
which every Spiritualist should most carefully read.

MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY REPLIES TO LYMAN C. HOWE'
My Dear Mr. Howe:—
By reason of conditions I could not 

anticipate, over which I have had no 
control, and which have arisen since 1 
gave Mr. Francis my promise to under
take this correspondence, I am com
pelled to make you and our readers an 
explanation and apology which 1 trust 
will be received as it is given, in the 
spirit of candor and good faith.

At the time this discussion was pro
posed I hesitated to undertake It, real
izing that it would add one more de
mand upon my already overtaxed time 
and energies, but after careful planning 
I thought I could so arrange to divide 
my time and economize my strength as 
to meet this additional requisition upon 
both. But I did not foresee that one of 
the direct results ot this discussion 
would be to double my already heavy 
personal correspondence, and precipi
tate upon me a procession of suffering 
humanity I cannot Ignore nor thrust 
aside nor deny such help as it is possi
ble for me to give.

I have a regular correspondence with 
more than fifty friends and students of 
Natural Science, to Bay nothing of the 
relatives who must not be neglected, 
and since this discussion began I have 
had urgent letters from all parts of this 

.country, from Canada, Mexico, Europe, 
Australia, and even far away India, 
which demand carefully prepared an
swers. I have neither secretary, clerk, 
stenographer nor maid, and therefore 
all this work is “hand made” and must 
be done by me personally and alone.

In addition to all this, for more than 
a year I have hadjn my desk the manu
script for a book almost finished, and 
another work is outlined which must be 
prepared for the publisher as early as 
may be possible. These are works di
rectly connected with this particular 
school of science and philosophy, and 
appear to me to be of the utmost im
portance.

It has therefore come to the point 
where I must face the important prob- 

xlem of my own personal-responsibility, 
as I see It, and decide where my duty 
lies. I can now see but one way out ot 
the difficulty, and that is to discontinue 
this discussion for the Immediate pres
ent and until such time as it may be 
possible to take up the subject again 
under less strenuous conditions. And 
so I have been compelled to decide. 
This letter, therefore, Is to be my "au 
revoir,”' but I shall hope not my "good
bye." -

This, I know, is a very proper place 
for me to sign my name, but your last 
two letters which are yet unanswered, 
present so enticing an invitation that I 
am tempted to say a word more in clos
ing for the present my part of this cor
respondence.

For the first time, you seem to me to 
sense the fact which I have been trying 
to make plain, namely, that the author 
had in mind a very definite and specific 
PROCESS when he framed his careful
ly worded definition of “Mediumship." 
I am indeed glad If this be true, for I 
am convinced that by following the 
thought to its legitimate conclusion you 
will come to see that when the limita
tions of his definitions are applied and 
kept in mind, as he requested and in
tended his readers to do, it will place 
upon his words and his work a very dif
ferent value from that which must re
sult from ignoring or overlooking those 
limitations. ,

With this in mind I believe I can now 
answer your question on this subject so 
that you cannot fall to get my meaning 
clearly. After you quote his definition 
of mediumship, showing the three par
ticular elements of control to which he 
alludes, you say, "We are not Informed 
whether such control, in all cases, cov
ers the three parts, or not. Perhaps it 
may not proceed beyond the control of 
the WILL. In that case would it be 
hypnotism?"

My reply is that it would depend en
tirely upon the PROCESS employed. If 
the process were the SUBJECTIVE 
PSYCHIC PROCESS to which the au
thor refers, it would certainly be hyp
notic or mediumistic, as the case may 
be.

And now, let me see if I can clear up 
one more polnt’-wlierein you appear to 
me to become confused. You say, 
•'That he classes trance, automatic writ
ing, inspirational speaking, impression- 
al'mediumshlp, clairvoyance, clairaudi
ence, emotional insanity, delusional in
sanity... .all is mediumship.”

Let me say that I believe this is as 
misleading a statement as any you have 
made throughout this discussion, al
though I readily concede thjp.t it is not 

> so intended. You seem to quote his 
( definition only to forget its meaning 
\and application before you can pass to 
I the next sentence.
\ Again, let me quote from the author’s 
lown words at page 149 of the book, 
where he is referring to the effects of 

■ the subjective process of mediumship:
“The spiritual intelligence dominates 
and controls the WILL, VOLUNTARY 
POWERS and SENSORY ORGANISM 
of the medium. The medium, being 
thus under the domination and control 
of the outside, spiritual intelligence, is 
therefore in a SUBJECTIVE condition 
TO THE EXACT EXTENT THAT 
SUCH CONTROL EXISTS.
. "That is to say, IN JUST SO FAR as 
a physically embodied Individual is 
subjebt to the doihinatlon and control 

< of outside spiritual intelligences, IN 
JUST THAT FAR THE PROCESS In
volved and tbe relation thus established 
are'MEDIUMISTIC and therefore SUB
JECTIVE. . -

“Tho corollary of this proposition is 
squally true, namely: TO THE . EX
PENT that a physically embodied Indl- 
jddual Is FREE from, the domination 
ted'control of outside, spiritual intelli-

gences, TO PRECISELY THIS EX
TENT, the relation between them is IN
DEPENDENT and therefore NOT ME
DIUMISTIC NOR SUBJECTIVE.”

Now, while the author defines all the 
various classes of mediumship to which 
you have referred, the limitations of his 
ubfinition are of the most vital import
ance in connection with each class des
ignated. You seem to forget that the 
three paragraphs from the book above 
quoted have any meaning or bearing or 
application whatever.

You seem to understand, for instance, 
that when the author refers to clairvoy
ance as one of the classifications of 
“mediumship,” he means that ALL 
clairvoyance Is necessarily medium- 
istic. But this is_so manifestly unjust 
that I am sure no careful reader of the 
book would fall into such an error. It 
is those who have NOT read the book 
and who are depending upon this corre-
spondence to form their judgment of it, 
that will inevitably be misled by
erroneous interpretations.

In order that any reader of the 
may observe how far misleading 
a conclusion or inference is, it is

Buch

book 
such 
only

necessary for him or her to turn to 
page 203 and beginning with next to 
the last paragraph, read as follows:

“Attention is here called to an ex
ceedingly important distinction, viz.: 
While mediumship is at all times and 
under all conditions and circumstances 
a SUBJECTIVE PROCESS and invari
ably results in a surrender and sacrifice 
of individual powers on the part of the 
medium, THIS DOES NOT MEAN 
THAT ALL PSYCHICAL DEVELOP
MENT IS MEDIUMISTIC. ON THE 
CONTRARY, QUITE THE REVERSE 
IS TRUE.

“There is, in fact, a method of devel
opment which, when once accom
plished, enables the individual to conic 
into as conscious relation to his spirit
ual environment as he is to his physical 
environment. HE SEES CLAIRVOY- 
ANTLY WHENEVER HE DBSIREB 
TO DO SO, and when he opens his spir
itual eyes he sees whatever there is 
upon the spiritual planes within the 
range of his vision. HE HEARS 
CLAIRAUDIENTLY whenever he 
WILLS to do so, and when he thus ex
ercises his spiritual sense of hearing he 
hears whatever there is to be heard 
upon the spiritual planes within tho 
range of his hearing. He is able to 
communicate with those upon the spir
itual side of life as freely and as volun
tarily as he does with those upon the 
physical plane.

“Spiritual Intelligences HAVE NO
CONTROL OVER HIM WHATEVER, 
NOR ....... — —- --------
TIES,

ANY OF 
CAPACITIES

TARY . POWERS.

HIS
OR 

HE

FACUL- 
VOLUN-

IS AB-— — — . r —w A Bl
SOLUTELY INDEPENDENT IN THE 
EXERCISE OF HIS SENSORY OR
GANISM. IN OTHER WORDS, HE 
IS AN INDEPENDENT PSYCHIC IN 
EVERY SENSE OF THE TERM. HE 
IS IN EVERY SENSE A NATURAL 
‘DEVELOPMENT,’ AND AT EVERY 
PROGRESSIVE STEP ALONG THE 
WAY HE ACQUIRES DEFINITE AND 
SPECIFIC ‘POWERS?

“HE OCCUPIES THE POSITION OF 
A MASTER, WHILE THE MEDIUM 
OCCUPIES THAT Of? THE SUBJECT 
OR SLAVE. THE ONE IS INDE
PENDENT, THE OTHER DEPEND
ENT. THE ONE POSSESSES SPE
CIFIC AND DEFINITE 'POWERS? 
THE OTHER IS ROBBED OF THE 
POWERS WITH WHICH NATURE 
ORIGINALLY INVESTED HIM. THE 
ONE IS AN ACTIVE, INTELLIGENT 
FACTOR, THE OTHER A PASSIVE 
INSTRUMENT. THE ONE IS A RE
SPONSIBLE INDIVIDUAL INTELLI
GENCE, THE OTHER AN IRRESPON
SIBLE AUTOMATON TO THE EX
TENT HE BECOMES 4 SUBJCT OF 
MEDIUMISTIC PROCESSES.”

When the author refers to clairvoy
ance as “mediumship," therefore, he 
does so IN JUST SO, FAR ONLY as the 
PROCESS employed is SUBJECTIVE, 
but no farther. The same is true when 
he .refers to clairaudience, inspirational 
speaking, impresslonal medlnnjship, 
emotional and delusional Insanity, and 
in fact every other class of mediumship 
mentioned by him. *

A practical application of these facts 
will give to the book a meaning quite 
different from that which you and other 
critics have unintentionally read into IL 
So important is this that it would ren
der valueless the alleged “testimony" of 
every witness you have thus far called 
and questioned. This is not because 
there is any question as to the honesty 
of your witnesses, nor any-doubt as to 
your own motive in calling them. But 
it is because you have not placed before 
them the exact nature of the case under 
consideration. .

I do not know the parties personally 
whom you have questioned and whose 
answers you have published in your last 
two letters, and therefore I cannot 
speak of their alleged "mediumship” of 
my own knowledge. But It is a fact 
that some of ’ them have heretofore 
written of their experiences in such 
manner as to ciparly indicate .that what 
you and they have been designating as 
their “mediumship ’ is1 not mediumship 
at all within the meaning of the -■ au- 
author’s definition.

Before it would be possible to give to 
their testimony any scientific value 
whatever, it would be necessary to pro
pound to each one of them a very differ
ent list of questions from those you 
have asked them. One of the first 
questions propounded to each witness 
should be, “What is MEDIUMSHIP?" 
And he should,bo permitted to frame 
his own definition without suggestion
from you or'me or anyone else, 
only by so doing, and malting his 
swer to this question definite and

For 
an- 

spe.

cific, 1b it possible to determine 
whether he is a “medium" at all withli 
the meaning of the author's definition. 
There are a number of other questions 
which should supplement thia in every 
case. Upon the answers alone would 
depend the qualification of each wit 
ness to testify from his own personal 
experiences concerning the effects ol 
the “SUBJECTIVE PROCESS" whici: 
the author defines. I do not believe 
you will question the perfect accuracy 
and justice ot this statement, after you 
have viewed the subject calmly and 
without prejudice.

It It were possible for me to carry on 
this discussion, I should be glad to 
question each one of your witnesses my
self, provided you and they would grant 
me the privilege. I am satisfied that 
such questions as I have in mind to ask 
would elicit much valuable information 
with which our readers are not all fa
miliar.

While your method of approaching 
and dealing with, the subject is thor
oughly UN-scientific, there is, I believe, 
a way in which it might be possible to 
make such an examination of all these 
cases, together with thousands of oth
ers, as to( enable Spiritualists 
selves to 'determine the question at is
sue upon the basis of exact and scien
tific data. I have already suggested to 
Mr. Francis something of the plan by 
which this might be accomplished. I 
am hoping that I may be able to discuss 
this idea with some of the leading Spir
itualists personally, in the near future, 
and thus help_formulate a campaign of 
scientific inquiry along lines which will 
offer to Spiritualists an opportunity to 
PROVE something of scientific value.

The author boldly challenges the 
world of scientific intelligence to take 
up this investigation. He states that 
when such an examination is made it 
wllj verify his position beyond all ques
tion. He does not shrink from the 
proposition. He Is evidently, therefore, 
Bure of his ground. But you mjght fol
low the lines you are now pursuing un
til you had filled hundreds of columns 
of The Progressive Thinker with such 
alleged "testimony” as you have thus 
far produced, but it would not be of the 
least scientific value, nor tend in the 
slightest to scientifically disprove the 
author’s position.

I believe, however, that the time has 
come when Spiritualists owe it to 
themselves as well as to the world at 
large, to enter upon a study of this sub
ject with a purpose single to the de
mands of science. I believe there are 
those within the ranks of recognized 
Spiritualism who are not only capable, 
but who would be willing, when a defi
nite and adequate plan is outlined, to 
undertake the work for the Bake ot lay
ing before the world scientific data 
which cannot be disputed.

I shall be glad to further this work as 
far as my time and abilities will per
mit. I should be glad to work with 
Spiritualists to that end, for I am con
vinced that it would be a work for hu
manity, and it Is certainly one which 
has been all too long deferred."-

I wish I had the time and space to 
make a careful analysis of your defini
tion of “Personal Responsibility,” for 
if there was ever a false philosophy of 
life promulgated it is that embodied In 
your conception of this subject as ex
pressed by your definition. If you have 
therein given expression to your real 
convictions, I do not wonder that you 
can see no harm or wrong or moral
principle involved In the subjective pro
cess of mediumship and hypnotism.

I hesitated to press this subject be-

I-

-
fore, lest I might do you an Injustice 
without knowing It. I desired to be 
perfectly fair with you, an'd therefore, 
feeling that I was not sure of your po
sition, I asked you to define “Personal 
Responsibility” for me, and this is your 
definition:

"Individual Dependence upon, and re
sponsiveness to ALL THE CAUSES IN 
THE COSMOS that reach the individ
ual through ANTECEDENT and envlr- 
ment.” You then add that “this in
cludes rewards and punishments."

If this means anything, it means that 
each individual, in order to be person
ally responsible, must depend upon and 
respond to “ALL THE CAUSES IN 
THE COSMOS” that “reach” him.

You will doubtless concede that the 
wisest man of earth Is entirely ignor
ant of the very largest percentage of 
the “causes of the Cosmos’’ which 
“reach” him.

It is therefore apparent that knowl
edge of Nature and its laws, or of ethics 
and its principles, has no material 
place in your conception of the moral 
status.

If the “causes of the Cosmos" which
reach him impel him to commit what
mankind calls “crime,” he is as much 
obligated by you? definition to do so as 
he is to refrain in case the “causes of 
the Cosmos" happen to Impel him in 
the opposite direction.
. Can you imagine the results of such 
a doctrine as this upon society if it were 
embodied in our laws’ Let us suppose 
for instance, that a man is on trial for
murder. It may be that he has wan
tonly killed his helpless wife and inno
cent child, as did the man who was re-

i-
I-
i-

cently hung in this state. But under 
the new order of your philosophy of life, 
he goes to the witness stand and, after 
confessing the act, pleads that he was 
impelled to the act by his “dependence 
■upon and responsiveness to ALL THE 
CAUSES IN THE COSMOS," etc.

Now, there is clearly no way in which 
the judge or the jury can disprove falò 
claim, for it is impossible fqr them to 
know anything about the "causes in the 
Cosmos” which may have reached him 
“through antecedent,”- especially, and 
very little of those which may have 
reached him "through environment.”

He must therefore be acquitted. In
deed, under Your definition he is obli
gated to depend upon and respond to 
“all the causes of the Cosmos” no mat
ter where they lead him or what they 
impel him to do. Under this view 
there is no such thing as “crime.”

If you could only demonstrate the 
truth of your proposition you would not 
only prove the author entirely wrong, 
but you would reduce society at once to 
a state of such lawlessness as to save 
the city, the state and the naUon an im
mense expense for police service, crimi
nal courts and moral Instructions.

In a former lettpr you indicated your 
belief that there is no destructive prin
ciple in nature so far as individual life 
is concerned. You held that all the 
processes of nature work together to 
“remove the obstructions” to man’s EV
OLUTION.

If this be true, then again "all Is 
good” bo far as the evolutionary pro
cess is concerned. In this view, what 
we call “CRIME” Is only one of the 
phases of the EVOLUTIONARY PRO
CESS, and should therefore not be dis
couraged. Under your definition it 
may be just as valuable and necessary 
as the highest moral expression of life. 
' Thus, along two different lines your 
logic results In the total eradication Of 
"crime” frtfhi the “COSMOS,!? or'in con
verting it into an evolutionary and 
therefore necessary factor in man’s de
velopment. , .

. And yet,, in respònso to my question, 
“Is crime a necessary factor in or old to 
tho evolution of man as an intelligent 
soul?” you answer. "I THINK NOT.”

It was to bring out this contradiction 
that 1 asked the question. • -•

And now I have already consumed 
more than my allotted space and must 
close, leaving untouched a numjibr of

>oints which I would gladly consider li 
■ dared continue further.

Before closing this letter, let me say 
hat if, during this discussion, I have at 

dmes appeared several» iky treatment
>i your various und opta
:ons, please do not interpret this as uuj 
disrespect to you, norTiny impeachment 
>t your honesty. I ask you to bear in 
mind that I had been-charged with the 
lefense of a book which stands for—not 
merely the position its author—but 
for the philosophy ofkhe Great School 
I have the honor to represent.

My persistence in -this correspond
ence rests upon the.,.gravity of our 
theme, and the ever.prepenUconscious- 
ness of how few theijq,are to formulate 
the scientific knowledge of, fhe MAS
TERS, and how few there are to defend 
the lofty moral principles of their phil
osophy. . ,j

In conclusion, I want tq «thank you 
personally for tho gentlemanly courtesy 
with which you have treated “a woman" 
throughout this correspondence. It 
has left with me a feeling of warm per
sonal friendship for you as a man, and 
admiration of you as a writer, and 1 
shall esteem it a privilege to meet you 
personally If the lines of our lives 
should ever bring us within hailing dis
tance. Cordially and sincerely,

FLORENCE HUNTLEY.

5.—. .Neither the beginning nor 
the end concerns us now as much ns the 
interim—the interlude, the tragedy or 
travesty, as the case may be .. . .Pre
paring for the unending future is what 
should most concern us all while here 
•inearth.”

6.—“a force once started must con
tinue until its legitimate consequence is 
accomplished. The evolution of the 
race is modified by every thought and 
action of the past. Every contemplated 
purpose must be accomplished some
where along the lines of life, either 
here or in the great hereafter as sure 
as effect follows cause,”

Many other good things aro said, but 
space prevents reproduction. If every 
one of Mrs. Drake's personal admirers 
and friends—those who have come in 
direct touch with her warm, wholesome 
nature and have been benefited by the 
many proofs which she has given them 
of "the continuity of life”—will each se
cure a copy of Psychic Light—J predict 
that the first edition of this worthy 
contribution to the history and meaning 
of Spiritualism, will be quickly exhaust
ed. And if these tew words will aid to 
that end, then our universal “Maud" 
will have cause to remember her old 
friend, JOSEPH SINGER.

For sale at this office. Price, post
paid, $1.50.

PSYCHIC LIGHT. AN OUTRAGE.
Continuity of Law and Life, by Mrs. 

Maud Lord-Drake. Persecution of a Chicago Spiritualst.

buy a barrel of ojl and prJnt qnough to 
buy a bairel of oil und epalnt enough to 
paint our new lamp posts and lamps, 
beloro the lamps were all placed.

Progressive euchre every Monday 
evening. „

Mr. and Mrs. Woodworth, of Mont
gomery, Ala., are at their cottage on 
the hill.

Mrs. Mclntyre-and Mrs. Hurley from 
Onset, Mass., are occupying M. H. 
Clark’s new Hillside Cottage.

Tho meetings tor the last two Bun
days have been of unusual Interest. 
Mrs. Stephens, of Washington, and Mrs. 
Wheeler, of Massachusetts, have been 
the leaders, the writer taking the plat
form in the absence of Mrs. Smith
Baker, of Kansas City, who was de
tained by the rain and was to have 
spoken from the subject of “How We 
Grow.” .

Several have remembered our bazaar, 
for which we are very grateful. Please 
send your names with the articles—we 
want to know whom to thank.

Mrs. Stephens, of Washington, is an 
expert fisherwoman. In three boat rides 
on our lake she has caught 20 black 
bass, the largest two were 8%and 6% 
pounds, no small fry. This isn't a Jonah 
story, either. J helped to eat one of 
tbe fish, and the last catch of nine has 
been photographed.

CARRIE E. S. TW1NG. «
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OUR PREMIUMS.

The Carpenter’s and Builder’s 
Standard Library.

By Fred T. Hodgson, Architect,
Two books lie before me inviting seri

ous attention. Both are written by wo
men, widely and honorably known; both 
public mediums, and both autobiograph
ic in narration. One of them emanates 
from across the ocean. It deals largely 
with physical phenomena such as mate
rialization, spirit photographs and simi
lar facts. The other book concerns It 
self more with psychic matters and is 
a product of “Our Maud.” Both are 
written In simplicity of diction and an 
earnestness of purpose, Buch as invite 
confidence and respect from the first 
sentence to the last. Both books will 
strengthen any wavering faith in the 
great movement of Modern Spiritual
ism, which may come from some of the 
latter-day weaknesses of the cause. 
They will give the seeker a body of 
facts to consider and digest, which may 
not always be attainable at first hand.

It would be a privilege to be prized, to 
meet Mme. B. D'Esperance, the author 
of Shadow Land. That work Is a not
able contribution to Spiritualism. But 
it is a remlnescential .pleasure and 
honor that I have felt th? genial warmth 
of Maud Lord-Drake's hand-clasp. It is 
she who has just sent her message to 
the world in the shape of the second 
book to which I refer. Psychic Light, 
the Continuity of Law and Life is also a 
worthy addition to our literature. The 
book 1b full of meat—the meat of psy
chic experiences covering a period 
from childhood to her «present youth. 
(Would that the book were as hand
some to behold as the eve&vcharming 
Maud herself.) ■'

I owe her a debt of gratitude. This 
will be’ her first Irilin^atton the fact. 
In earlier years, wheq ileeply pondering 
some very importarii psychological 
problems connected With Spiritualism, 1 
chanced to hear one of her pleasant in
formal talks on this;- subject. Many 
things seem foreordained; so I was 
bound to hear an answer to my question 
from Mrs. Drake's lips, as Hough in di
rect response. '

My problem in brleff, was,/ Could a 
person be influenced;by another intelli
gence, but perfectly.; unconscious ot 
such influence? .With our present 
wealth of knowledge qn this matter, the 
question, .seems very.elementary Indeed. 
But this was. before .the /advent bf the 
English Psychical Society; - and the 
more recent discoveries in the fields of 
hypnotism.

But, as to the answer. During the 
discourse Mrs. Drake (then Maud Lord) 
recounted one of her psychic experi
ences. A total stranger, she said, came 
to her in great haste .while she was 
busied In her yard, and begged to know 
if she had seen anything of his runa
way horse. To this she. made unhesi
tating reply that he ; would find the 
horse grazing at a certain described 
spot. The gentleman rushed away on 
his search. No sooner gone than she 
became overwhelmed with shame at the 
succession of “lies” which she had so 
hastily and thoughtlessly forged. Con
sciously she had not seen the horse, nor 
knew anything whatever of his wherea
bouts. The sequel came soon. The 
stranger returned with .the animal and 
was most profuse In his thanks for her 
Information, “For,” said he, “I found 
him at the place which you so exactly 
described.” ,

Let those who understand these mat
ters consider this fact in all of its bear
ings. To me it outweighs a ton of labo
rious negative arguments; and every
thing which I have since learned of that 
vast subject has but strengthened the 
far-reaching meaning of that one fact.

And the book is full of such experi
ences; a veritable mine of them. Like 
the book of Mme. D'Esperance, it comes 
from one who in her long course of pub
lic psychical ministry, has been above 
reproach. This means mueji—for there 
are no ordinary means of verifying 
many of the unusual phenomena de
scribed. The reader will soon drop Into 
a sympathetic mood. Sharp scientific 
criticism is practically barred out.

It is impracticable to quote, but it 
may not come amiss to draw attention 
of our good theosophical friends to a lit
tle extract from page 260, referring to 
the incomprehensible Blavatsky:

“At the time Madam Blavatsky lived 
in New York, she was always delighted 
to have Mrs. Lord call, and was always 
pleased with tbe phenomena, as w.ere 
others of her followers. It was the 
custom of the Madam to take a leaf out 
of the center of the table and darken it 
underneath by hanging curtains and 
drapery around the edges and have her 
spirit friends talk to her an^show their 
hands and faces through, tke opening 
made In the table. She woiud place pa
per, pencils and slate’ under Hie table 
and receive messages .written In the va
rious languages with which she was fa
miliar." ,

The photograph presented, to Mrs. 
Lord is significantly .¡insertoed, "Mrs. 
Maud. To one of tjie few^qonest me
diums, from a frlend who respects her. 
H. P. Blavatsky.- 18.77?',

To the Editor:—Mrs. Clarisse H, Mul
lins, a member of the Church of the 
Soul, a' devoted Spiritualist, and most 
worthy woman, has been subjected to 
a legal outrage by a court in Owosso, 
Mich.

Because the papers of that city, and 
the Detroit Free Press during the five 
week of her detention there, continually 
published and commented on her "ar
rest for abduction,” and • always an
nouncing that she was a Spiritualist 
and a medium, Mrs. Mullins desires 
that the facts in the case should be fur
nished to Spiritualists.

After repeated postponements of the 
trial, Mrs. Mullins was discharged on 
the evidence of the prosecution, after 
her lawyer, Mr. Eugene Snow, of Sagi
naw, Mich., had expounded the law to 
the court showing there was no grounds 
for her arrest.

Hazel Wallace, the child of whose ab
duction Mrs. Mullins was accused, was 
taken from the foundlings’ home in De
troit by Mrs. AnnaWallace when eleven 
months old, Mrs. Wallace being a sec
ond cousin of Mrs. Mullins.

Hazel is nearly fifteen years old, was 
fond of Mrs. Mullins, and for two years 
had been wishing to come to live with 
Mrs. Mullins, whom she called Auntie.

Having received a letter from Hazel 
asking advice concerning the annoying 
attentions of a young man, Mrs. Mul
lins consulted a good lawyer, who as
sured her the child being over fourteen 
years of age had the legal right to 
choose her guardian, and wrote Hazel 
that if after considering the matter well 
she decided she would like to come now 
to live with her, she would go to 
Owosso and bring her.

Hazel replied favorably, sending her 
measure as requested, that Mrs. Mul
lins might furnish her an outfit of gar-

This series ot new works on Modern Carpen- 
teryand Joinery are to-day th« approved and 
most helpful set of practical builders’ "educa
tors,1 published. Price per set of 4 vols., cloth. 
<4.00; half-leather, M.00,

Sometimes it Is wi at the be-
ginning, so I shall borrow,a few nug
gets contained in thpl prefjje of the 
book.. That chapter gjves qur friend an 
opportunity of doinggSometohilosophiz- 
ing before she flings, .wide the doors of 
her "experience meeting?’ „.Let us re
member then, that . 2 . .

■ 1— (All) facts must be „self-evident 
(?)br demonstrable, to our senses; and, 
the number of the senses must not be 
limited by our experience.” ’ .

2 .—"It does not Bo ’,inUcIi concern us 
to know from whence came life and how 
it came, as to.be assured of its continu
ity and the conditions under which it 
exists." . ,, . ' . ।

3 .—“... .To know, ffiid fact now; to 
know something of the coridltiohs of tho 
next existence; to acquire „some of the 
essentials for a fair start In that exist?
eneo is of great value to hll." .

4.—"To be of value it must \ben 
knowledge, not a belief. It must bo h 
knowledge based upon । logical infer- 
encés from facts,” ,

The Young Engineer’s Guide
.. ... T, This book

kW«

FffRM ENGINES how to run a 
farm engine. 
The young 
engineer’s 
guide. Fully 
illustrated. 
A complete 
instructor. 
This is the 
greatest of 
all works for 
the farmer. 
Price, cloth, 
/i.oo.

By Janies H. Stevenson, and Oth
er-Expert Engineers.

ments. She told her companions 
she was going to Chicago to live. 
Mullins went for her on Nov. 9. 
child got homesick before she 
reached the city. Mrs. Mullins

that 
Mrs. 
The 
had 
sent

her back the second day after arrival, 
the 11th of November.

On the 27th, two weeks after, an offi
cer called’ at her home with a warrant 
for her arrest for abducting the child. 
She did not ask for requisition papers, 
and learned that the Governor when ap
plied to, told the sheriff there was no 
case against her, and he could not 
Issue requisition papers.

The sheriff (Gerow) said, having 
gone so far, issued a warrant for arrest, 
we must proceed, else in future cases 
Chicago lawyers will not attend to our 
cases. And this sheriff, who promised 
Mrs. Mullins that he would not treat 
her as a prisoner, and with the hand
clasp of a brother Knight of Pythias, on 
arriving.at Owosso with Mrs. Mullins, 
would give her no opportunity to get 
bail and thrust her into jail where .she 
was obliged to stay over Sunday.

Mrs. Mullins wrote to prominent 
Spiritualists in the state, expecting 
they would come to her relief by fur
nishing bail bond, but they failed. As 
she learned it had been stated that she 
was going to educate Hazel to be a me
dium in order to help her in her busi
ness, she bad Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond 
go to Owosso to prove to the court that 
mediums cannot be made.

The trial was postponed from week to 
week on different pretexts till she en
gaged Attorney Snow of Saginaw. 
Mich. She had been furnished bail by 
Mr. E. H. Cherry, of Owosso, soon as he 
was Informed of the facts of the case.

It 1b a disgrace to courts and a trav
esty of justice that such proceedings 
can be carried forward in the form of 
law, and innocent persons outraged by 
legal methods.

LUCINDA B. CHANDLER.

Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research;

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage. In this book of 243 pages, discuss

es problems that have vexed Intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious Uto. Ho states a 
great number ot well authenticated Instances 
ot spiritist revelation or communication. Hla 
discussion Is trank and fearless, und merits the 
widest reading, for he deals with tacts and ex
periences. Price, cloth, 11.00.

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WHITING.-In this book Miss 

Whiting aims to portray a practical ideal for 
daily living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant
ment to life. It is, in a measure, a logical se
quence of “The World Beautiful.” leading Into 
still diviner harmonies. It is calculated to ren
der the soul in harmony with tho universe. It 
is truly an Inspiration. Price, cloth, ,00.

“AS IT IS TO BE.”
A VERY SUGGESTIVE WORK.

It Beams With Spiritual 
Truths,

This Is a beautiful book, by Oort 
Lynn -Daniels, and It scintillates with 
grand spiritual thought. An idea of 
this work can be obtained by reading 
tbe titles of a few of the chapters 
therein:

The Process of Dying; Light and 
Spirit; The Law of Attraction; Senses 
of the Spirit; What Is Unconscious 
Will; Fear; Astrology; The God-Soul of 
Man; The Drama; A Day in Heaven.

Price SI. For sale at this office.

BEAR IN MIND.
Rememuer, please, that we send 

many of our Premium Books by ex. 
press. If you do not receive your order 
offi^Pt it not“»11,1UQUlre ttt 010 Mpre»a 
office. If not there, notify U8 at once.
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ImnortnnfM0^ on.e fllls exceedingly tear8 ia the uterature oi 
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above ^er .°f .the b00k8 mentioned 
above, the price is 50 cents.
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anYwn,ay® TEN Premium Books only, 
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vn^DJ„tbreof the ten Premium Bookff 
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FOR $3.10.

I Eonc/c10Pe<Ha of Death, and
Life in the Spirit World, Vol 1 
i E°cycl°Pedla of Death, and
L e0 S 016 Splrlt World, Vol. 2 
i tre.« ■» Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in tho Spirit World, Vol. 3.

?r Mundane, Sub-Mun. d K—rhnCtS1UPer.'MUo dane Spiritism, 
ism. Gh° 1 Land' Splrltualism, Occult.

6 The Next World Interviewed > 
7—The Occult Life of Jesus ‘ ■
“tSIT fn.tbe Spirit Land«- 

Science.6 S‘°n °f Mau and Ethlca <*

°f th.8 Aees' or ^ritualism 
Past and Present
Read This Carefully Before Re

Remitting.
. '™en ?iou seBd ln y°ur subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and their price, and send for 
them. They are very valuable. They are intensely fntnrnatlvio-

Lake Helen Camp, Fla.
The additions to our numbers of late 

have been P. W. Birkhauser, Omaha, 
Neb.; Miss-J. E. Whitney, Brooklyn, N. 
Y.; MIsb A. Sahnas, Brooklyn; Miss A. 
H. Bennett, Brooklyn; Mrs. D. 0. Spear, 
Amherst, Mass.; H. A. Reed and wife, 
Miller’s Falls, Mass., and a Miss Par
sons. The above are stopping at Hotel 
Casadaga.

Mrs. Bender and Miss Wilkinson, of 
Pittsburg, Pa., are at Brigham Hall and 
Mrs. Arthur Underhill and son Arthur, 
from Canton, Ohloj are stopping at the 
Underhill cottage.

The eastern people named above are 
a part of the Budington excursion. 
'Three others, Mrs. Flora Bishop, of 
Boston, and Mr. and Mrs. Evarts, of 
New Hampshire, are at Hotel Webster.

Mr. and Mrs. Budington are at their 
fine cottage on the grounds.

Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Porter and son, of 
Mentor, Ohio, are at the Apartment' 
House. '

Sunday, Feb. 7, our regular camp ses
sion begins.

We have had one decidedly rainy day 
and two days that it rained a portion of 
thp time, -within the week. The rainy 
day was just a steady downpour like 
some of our warm June days in the 
North. r

On Saturday and Sunday ft was cold
er, and to-day (Monday) good fires are 
very comfortable, but roses; jonquils 
and jasmines do not seem to heed it at 
at all. ■ ‘ _

On Saturday evening, Jan 23,»Dr. and 
Mrs. Hilligoss gave a reception to Mrs. 
Hilligoss’daughter and her husband, 
Mr. and Mrs. Zachman, of Cincinnati, □., 
which was a very enjoyable affair. Af
ter introductions, speeches arid refresh
ments, the guests spent some time 
dancing. Dr. and Mrs. Hilligoss accom
panied their children to Miami, and 
have now returned to camp. '

.Mrs. Minnie Brown tendered the La
dies' Auxiliary a'seance on Wednesday 
afternoon, which was well attended and 
netted a nice sum for the association. 
SI)o was very successful in her descrip
tions. ■ ■ . ...... ■

-Writing of tho Indies brings to mind 
the fact -that - Mrs. Horace Kellogg, ..of 
Lake Brady, Ohio, collected from, tho

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOWIB,

Author ot “All's Right with the World.” Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct success with 
“All's Right with tbo World," which continues In tbo 
front rank of tbo Metaphysics! books that aro now so 
popular. Tbogpeat number who have jeen cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by tb>s wlao teacher whose words of help are doing so 
much to nako tbe world beUer by maklD-j men and 
women better able Co understand and enjoy It.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”
Un simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
sailed life, but grand In its scholarly simplicity. It 
will bo In demand by many who hare not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Prlco 11.50. For sale at 
thia office.

“In™
Tho ¡most Important revelations concerning 

tho truo origin of Christianity. Reader, in 
bringing to your notlco "Antiquity Unveiled,” 
it is with the elncoro hope that you aro earn« 
estly looking for tho truth, regardless of any 
other consideration' If such is tho case, this 
advertisement will deeply interest you, and 
after reading this brlof description you will 
doubtless wish to give tho work b careful 
perusal. Prlco, 81.50.

. . ■ . - v - - , ||
। are Intensely Interesting. They are-ele-' 
■ vating in tone and will do you good In 
remitting do not fall to enclose a dollar 
for The Progressive Thinker. '

These ten books, substantially and 
elegantly bound, and printed in the 
neatest style of the printer’s art, will be 
furnished to our subscribers for $3 10 a 
price which modern machinery and ¿n- 
terprise has rendered possible in The 
Progressive Thinker office only. Send- ' 
ing out these books, however, at the 
prices we do, does not reduce the price 
of the subscription of the paper, apnar- 
ently or otherwise, a single cent for 
that cannot be afforded for less ’than 
one dollar per year, in view of the fact 
that we publish such a vast amount off 
reading matter.

THE SOUL OF THINGS:
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By wm. jmd Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book It 
is, as fascinating as a work ot Action. The 
reader will Vo amazed to see the curious facts 
here combined In support of this power of the 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as 
day, and throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by time. Price, 41.50. In three volumes, 
cloth bound, 41.50 each. Postage, 10c per copy.

BODY AND SOULBY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.
This volume consists ot a course or lectures 

delivered in the trance state, and is certainly no 
small contribution to tho study ot tbe soul. It 
Is a good work to open tho eyes to tho difference 
between tho deductive and Inductive process ot 
mind. Bound in cloth, 41. For sale at this 
office.

MCE
Your Neighbor to auboorlbe for The 

Progressive Thinker. . ' •
Noir 1b tho time to extend tlie circula

tion ot The Progressive Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should bo 
familiar. No other paper published on 

^thls earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter no well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Send in u subscription noir.

In conclusion, bear In mind that tho 
postage on these ten premium books Is 
about ONE DOLLAR, leaving this office 
only $2.10, Illustrating the great bargain 
you are getting—a bargain the like of 
which was never known before on this 
material plane. '
CLUB8I CLUBSI CLUBS1 CLUB81I

To Clubs of ten or more we offer tho 
following terms to each one; The Pro
gressive Thinker one year, and ONE off 
the following books, $1.15: “The Relig
ion of Man and Ethics of Science” :i 
"Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Pasti 
and Present”; “AWanderer in the Spiriti 
Lands”; "The Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit World,” Vol. 3f. 
The one who gets up the Club will ba 
entitled to the paper one year free, an4 
any two of the books he may select 
among our list of premiums.

Mon onrl l-Fin ns Disclosed in tho Bible." r\an ana [Hu By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
Cninil- I nnfrl Associate ot King’s College, ODlrlL world London. An excellent book 
tor Christian people who would Investigate and 
learn the tacts ot Bible teachings as well as 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth. 11.10.

Bibfe and Church Degrade Woman.
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises three 

essays on "The Effetft ot Woman Suffrage on 
Questions of Morals and Rel.ilon." Price, 10c.

Han the Microcosm.
?ls Intlnlto and Divine Relations. Intuition- 

bo Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins.
Price,.10 cents. ।

Father Tom ana the Por
Or & Night at the Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir Samuel .Ferguson. From Blackwood's 
Edinburg Map.zine. This is a humorous ab- 
connt of a rolloksome visit to the . Pope ot 
Romo by. Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed 
with a superabundance of Irish wit, two im
perial quart bottles of Irish “potoon." at;il an 
Irish recipe ■ for “oonwounflfng" the same. 
Paper* Zb cento: cloth, 00 cents. .
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THE SONG OF MEMNON.

our

The story told of Memnon old—

That once at morn a voice was born,
Twas tender, sweet and true,

And seemed to glide and float;
That in the ancient building time

And when tlie dew had touched aright,

The voice that was caught within the
night

Would All the listener’s ear.
Oh, Memnon, if thou hadst a volco,

A strange low echo comes to us,

And when the song comes to us now

To us from worlds above.
And when the world in turbulence

And bitterness of strife,

I love to hark a little
Away from all the rest,

Oh, Memnon, long since silenced,

Of turbulence has passed,

JENNIE HAGAN BROWN.

ture of time and labor which the author

praise.
desire that somebody

issue of this whichdepartment in
there is not one or more commumca-

H. V. SWER1NGEN.

A Suggestion to Spiritualist Writers.
A desirable object to attain is the in

their
more

the

“The

which seems to be a sort of free tor
all for the expression of thought upon

She
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TAKE NOTICE,
All books advertised In the columns 

of The Progressive Thinker aro for sal« 
at this office. Bear this In mind.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle baa been engaged to an
swer all attacks In the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when an attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Arcana ofjpir'rtualism.
A Manual Of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

Do you wish to assist in the publica
tion of a revised edition of this book? 
If so, by subscribing for it now, you will 
receive a copy at less price than it win 
be sold for after publication. Price not 
desired until the book is ready for de
livery. Please send your address at 
once if you desire to assist. ,

320 octavo pages, finely bound In expicssed.

The Doctors and Vivisection, Etc.
The following excerpt relating to 

physicians and some of their cruel prac
tices, is taken from that very instruct
ive and useful work, I’art Fifth or Dr. E. 
D. Babbitt’s “Human Culture and Cure," 
which is for sale at the office of The 
Progressive Thinker, (price ill- Says 
Dr. Babbitt:

“Doctors, In their efforts to do some 
great and sensational thing, have taken 
rabbits and a great number ot other an
imals including dogs, the best friends 
of man, and, binding them down, have 
cut their living, quivering flesh into 
pieces in spite of their cries, until they. 
were dead.

"The more humane will give an an
esthetic, but others seem to gloat on 
their agonies. Having gone so far, the 
next step has been to exert their hellish 
arts on human beings. One doctor in 
South America tested the germs of yel
low fever on five innocent but humble 
womeu, all of whom died in agony. Mul
titudes of persons have been tortured 
or killed by the experimentation of phy
sicians. When they have become able 
to rise beyond the slough of material
ism into the knowledge of psychic and 
clairvoyant forces, they will learn that 
there is a better way to ascertain the 
processes of life than that of vivisec
tion.”

Quite in keeping with the tenor ot the 
foregoing, Dr. Babbitt further says:

"The world could-have been immense
ly more advanced if all colleges and 
schools had been guided by one great 
principle of action, namely, a supreme 
love of truth which shall demand that 
all students, after acquiring the wis
dom of the past, shall keep their minds 
open to conviction and press forward to 
new and higher truths. Instead of that, 
a crystallized course of study has gen
erally been pursued and the student 
has been led to feel that he has ac
quired an ultimatum of knowledge or 
principle, bo that when new or higher 
methods are proposed, he will meet 
them with contempt, branding their au
thors as quacks, cranks, empirics, etc.

“And yet, in spite of the fact that 
thoughtful physicians admit that ‘medi
cine is not a science,’ and that ‘we know 
nothing of disease,’ they have per
suaded the legislatures of most of our 
American states to enact despotic laws 
against outsiders who have not passed 
through the set course of just such med
ical colleges, fining and imprisoning 
them, especially those who are able to 
outdo themselves in the treatment of 
human suffering. We halve religious 
freedom and freedom to vote for any 

, person we prefer, but medical freedom 
Is a hundred years behind the age, tor 

I we are not allowed to choose the kind 
; of physician or healer which we desire. 
' Shall we allow such a monopoly to 
' I trample upon our constitutional rights?" 
’ These are healthy sentiments clearly

WIM VS. SPIRITUAUSM

muslln. . ..Price to subscribers, $1, postpaid.
Address HUDSON TUTTLE, 

। Berlin Heights, Ohio.

of a lifetime!
By Hudson Tuttle, Editor-at-Large 

tlonal Spiritualist Association.

Several inquiries, accompanied 
the following clipping have been

Na-

by 
re- A Trance Medium

celved and a desire expressed to know, 
as to its truth.

“Radium is puzzling and disturbing 
the Spiritualists. They are Issuing se
rious warnings against meddling in any 
way with this marvel of nature. Prof. 
Ramsey, the high priest of radium, told 
a Morning Leader representative yes
terday that almost every day his mail 
bag contained letters on the subject
letters of the most amazing kind
hinting that radium is an active agent 
of the supernatural. ‘It is positively 
amazing how many lunatics there are at 
large in the world,’ said the professor, 
with a smile. ‘Whenever any new dis
covery crops up, these absurd people 
come out with their theories and proph
ecies. There seems to be no end of 
them. The radium craze has brought 
out Spiritualists more than, anybody. 
Day after day I receive letters from 
these people warning me-^most sol
emnly warning me—to leave radium ab
solutely alone and assuring me that 
such a potent force in nature must not 
be tampered with. There is no doubt 
that many occultists and Spiritualists 
believe that radium Is one of the mys
terious components of the other world, 
and they are genuinely anxious to know 
how ordinary mortals are to deal with 
it. They are biding their time for psy
chic revelations concerning it’ ”

No doubt Prof. Ramsey gave his opin
ion to reporters after this bombastic 
style, yet it is almost unbelievable that 
a man claiming to be a scientist, in fact 
that a man claiming ordinary intelli
gence and sanity, could thus expose his 

you” see me, and—now—you—don’t.” I utter disregard ot truth in airing his 
As he spoke the last tour words slowly vanity. Cranks and visionaries may 
be was gradually becoming less and. have written him, but we challenge him 
less material, and at the word "don’t” to give the name ot a single Splritual- 
became wholly Invisible, without mov-1 1st wlio has thus approached him. Spir
ing an inch from where he stood. I ituallsts may be Interested In radium as 

The other incident occurred in the they are in all new discoveries, but why 
spring of 1894. I was also alone in bed, is it any more to them than aluminum? 
but at my usual stopping-place in town. The spiritual press which quickly re- 
The family consisted of toe parents and sponds to the minds of Ite readers, has 
four small cliildren who slept on the scarcely published a paragraph in ret- _ .

_________________ first floor, and two ItalLgrown boys who I erence to the subject. Once Prof. Ram- | worthy peer of Paul Laurence Dunbar, 
ply one genuine materialized spirit occupied a ropm alongside of mine, but sey has been quoted and a tew men- ■"^a..a
form, as published in 439 ot your paper, separated by a solid plaster wall, the I Hons been made, but it has never been

As I recall It there was just such an doors of both opening into a common I suggested that Spiritualism had any
as i recan lucre wuDjunuo inckprt from within thinu to exnect from radium more than She graduated from the city schoolsketa stodVXn week“te?week in toe Again“.!iwolre^vitt? (he^impXlon thai from lead D ‘ and county high school and for - one

columns of The Progressive Thinker, there was a materialized form in . the Prof. Ramsey could not have received I year taught a negro school. When the
but no one could be induced to mak^ room. As soon as I opened my eyes I letters from known Spiritualists "warn- white and negro schools were consolb
the effort to secure the mdney. saw the form of a jnan, but quite differ- mg him,” for Spiritualists th Wk for dated, she lost her position and cameme enon IO secure mo muucy. -----------------*------ 41------ iu™ cne, themselves and are sane people. For to Kansas City. Here she found em-

cvuuu.ua ___ I clearly some purpose not apparent on the sur-1 ployment as a domestic. Her employer,
realized that I was fully awake. While face, there has been a great effort put a music teacher, was a strong believer 

looking me squarely in the face, he I forth to exploiter this discovery and in Spiritualism. With the characterls- 
.............- ■ • ■ il • ■ ----- a thousand I tic psychological leaning of the negro

From all sides there comes an appeal for some ma
terializing medium to capture the ope thousand 
dollars. Mr. Hale, who offers thi§ large sum, is in 
every way responsible, and is a fine gentleman in 
all respects. Any genuine matefialUjng medium 
can easily capture the amount. ‘ The. conditions for 
the seance will be far better than tile usual promis
cuous circle, as the medium will be allowed, no 
doubt, to select one dozen congenial persons, to 
form a battery, thus making success certain. It 
would immortalize the name of any medium to 
capture the $1,000 and donate it to the N. S, A. for 

the benefit of the Medium’s Fund. ‘ ~

$ THOUSAND $
MATERIALIZATIONS WITNESSED 

WITHOUT THE AID OF A PROFES
SIONAL MEDIUM—AN URGENT 
DEMAND MADE THAT SOME ME
DIUM CAPTURE THE THOUSAND 
DOLLARS—WHAT MEDIUM WILL 
FIRST RESPOND TO THE CALL, 
AND TRY TO WIN THE PRIZE?
It is quite incomprehensible to me 

why some one at least of the many me
diums who claim to be magnets for gen
uine spirit materializations, does not ac
cept the truly munificent offer of the 
California gentleman of ONE THOU
SAND DOLLARS as a reward for slm-

at the foot of the bed, and I seemed in
tuitively to realize that the presence 
was not that of mortal. The room was 
nicely lighted by the moon, and hence 
I could see all the objects therein, As 
I opened my eyes and looked closely at 
the visitor he smiled, nodded his head 
and pleasantly remarked, "Good even
ing, sir,” and stepping around to the 
Bide of the bed he continued; "You now 
behold a materialized spirit form. Now

What other conclusion can the public ent in app^rance from the other^one, 
and the great mass of Spiritualists ar- standing just beside the bed. I 
rive at than that all so-called material-

Peace on Earth.
Every humanitarian must feel a deep 

interest in anything that tends to in
. crease the sentiment of peace among

IMPORTANT NOTICE. tbo peop!ea and nations of the world.
Harrison D. Barrett, president of the jlence it jg o£ interest to note that in 

N. 8. A, is Pfepared to do missiotauy a rocenl addross before the Twentieth 
Salion He “lilm to conespond Century Club of Chicago, Dr. Benjamin 
with societies and individuals on this F. Trueblood, secretary of the Amerl- 
BUbject. Address him at 600 1’enusyl- can Peace Society of Boston, said: “We 
vanla ave. S. E., Washington, D. C. are at present on the eve of permanent I international peace."

I Whereupon the Chicago Chronicle re
marks:

“True enough, but why?
may "Dr. Trueblood bases this millennial 

- , , , nt «nir- hope on the progressive civilization ofprove of value to the members ot fopir human nature whlchi he thinks, lias 
itualist Ladles’ Aid societies, and otn- b(jen greatiy hastened, if n<?t originated, 
ers who are working to help tlie cause by Such organizations as the American 
of Spiritualism. Peace Society and the various interna

As stated in the New York Sun, a tional peace congresses and especially 
as Eiaico Bantist The Hague conference. The next stepmortgage of $3.000 on the First Baptist hQpeg foj. )g & conference like 

Church of Macon, Mo., was publicly that of The Hague which will deal with 
burned at a jubilee service. The chief a p]an for universal disarmament.
share of the glory for paying off the “The truth is, the world is much 

" the nearer to permanent international peace

Raising Ideas and Money.
Here are some suggestions that

debt belongs to the women of 
’hurch, who showed themselves 
¡.able of raising ideas, as well

Dr. Minot J. Savage, pastor of the Church 
of the Messiah, preaching Jan. 31, on the “Divine 
Inspiration,” said: “An intimate friend of Mr 
Beecher told him it was no uncommon thing for 
him to preach in a trance. He did not say that 
he always did, but that it was an experience that 
was not unknown to him. He would rise and 
begin to speak when there would be a sudden 
rush of blood to the head and he would lose con
sciousness, and those were the days when he ' 
preached his most wonderful sermons. / He 
would come to himself to find the people leaning 
on the rail in front of him absorbed and intent 
with listening, and when some one would ask 
him what he meant by saying a special thing he 
would have to wait for a report of the sermon 
to learn what it was. He reports this as an act
ual experience.”—Chicago Record-Herald.

NEGRO GIRL INSPIRED BY SPIRITS.

Guided by a spirit hand, Anzalla Ed- 
monia Martin, a young negro girl ot 
Kansas City, Mo., employed as domes
tic, writes poetry that stamps her a

Anzalla Edmonla Martin Goes Into a 
Trance, and (Then tho Muse 

Writes Poetry.

Miss Martin is 25 years old, and was 
born on a farm near Valley Falls, Kans,

tho poet laureate ot tlio negro race.

I wonder if it’s true;

And sang a song unknown to men,
With strange and mystic note,

That rose above like thought ot love.

Of monuments most grand,
Of pyramidal thought and line,

A memnon used to stand,

And when the sky was clear,

The world of old to thrill,
We hear It not, for through long years

dium08nBmlntSfrlud1sSUANDlefNd NO reached over with his left hand, caught I throw a mystery over it. ™— 
inASP ta HITMAN EXPERIENCE .and twisted my nose so that it pained things are said of it that aro not true, .
PHASE OF HUMAN LiaiJNUiu . .»Urnlv and It wan fullv..flve min- which in the nature of things cannot be least understandable, the girl soon be CAN THE PRACTICE OF FRAUD BE before toe senXn Oilton.had tone It X at first said that it over- came Imbued with 'the Spiritualistic 

fully left my face. After tweaJdng my turned all theories hitherto entertained| ideas of her mistress.
nose he straightened tip and stood good- I of the constitution of matter. It was Frequently her mistress, when com 
naturedly grinning at me, when I re* the exception, and proved the possibll- iog out from tho control of spirit forces 
marked with ’Iftome little annoyance, ity of tlie perpetual motion, it exerted would write a piece of poetry, which 
“Why did you hurt nie so?" He replied, force, an awful, horrible force, without she said, was inspired while she waa 
“I had to do it to convince you.” , He the least loss. It blazed with the splen- under the influence. This bo worked 
then walked across the room, still plain- dor of the noon-day sun and diminished on. toe girl s mind that, one night, while 
ly visible to me until-he reached the not. It would melt its weight of ice talking with her mistress about Spirit 
wall and suddenly vanished. and then melt its weight again, ad infln- ualism, she seemed to pass into a sleep
' I was too thoroughly convinced by itum, without losing a fraction of a de-1 that lasted for eyeral minutes. Then 
that lesson toBhave heed of any more gree of its own temperature. she awoke, and seizing a pencil that lay
along that linfe, and am perfectly satis- Prof. Ramsey "discovered” that he I on the table, she wrote a piece of po 
fled of the possibility of genuine mate- I could convert radium into helium, and |etry. This was about a year ago. 
riallzatlon, regardless of what profes- I as he could not catch the helium, con- sent the P°et''>' to a negro paper and it 
sional mediums may' do or may fall to I eluded that ho had resolved It back to was published. Frequently since that 
do. ' ■ •' force or nothingness. According to him time she has writton pieces of poetry,

Knowing absblutely of the ' genuine- the high atomic weight of radium shows declaring that each poem is inspired by

OF A MORE DESPICABLE CHARAC
TER THAN THAT OF TRIFLING 
WITH, FOR SAKE OF MERE GAIN, 
THE TENDERE8T, PUREST AND HO
LIEST AFFECTIONS OF THE HU
MAN HEART. I speak only for the 
masses, and the cause herein represent
ed in this regard, for personally such 
failure to accept does not in the least 
degree impair my belief—aye, my posi
tive knowledge that spirit forms can 
and do materialize with sufficient clear
ness of outline as to be readily ob
served by the physical eye as are the 
mortal forms.

While I am no materializing medium,

ca. I than Dr. Trueblood supposes, but from 
qB I a widely different cause. ■ The paclfica- 

tion of the. world will be accomplished
not by means of the peace societies but

towards that which is mysterious and

That voice of thine is still;

O’er history’s mystic pages,
We cannot hear—but we may dream

Thou slngeet through the ages.

Through silence great and vast,
We must interpret it aright,

Ab in our presence cast;
And this tlie song 1 hear thee stag,

Of patience and ot love,
That bring each day their offering

Cries out in poor ambition,
As in our present lite,

And strive to wake thy echo,
Thy voice within thy breast.do not pose as a.medium of any phase ^uu„lu& - ---------. u.»„.6u ............----- -------- . , „ , -

and have no desire to do so, yet I have negB of tb0 ekperleifces narrated, it is that It is a compound, and gold being I spirit forces. Last wintoi Paul Luu-
had genuine materialization on .two oc- more astounding1'to me the THOU- I yet higher is more complex and ought I rence Dunbar visited Kansas City and
casions, several months apart, and with qanD DOLLAR otter should • remain to be converted into lower jnetals by be- Miss Martin met him and submitted

/vnATi fwithout u num- 1 intr lot Hnwn TThpro comes tlio urob* I sonio of her poems for criticism. Ilie
ber of claimants for.- the privilege of iem of bringing the base metals up to negro poet pronounced them of a high 
demonstration In accord therewith. the gold standard and a revival of the order of merit, and gaye the girl great 

The writer is a plain, practical, com- old charlatan business of converting | encouragement. Since then she has 
mon-sense business man, and when he these metals into gold! contributed many to her race papers
asserts that he would rather be the one Spiritualists have not “gone daffy" ,
to honestly win that THOUSAND, than over this matter, but some ot the scien- which nave been published. Heie is 
be President of the United States, Em- tlsts. surely have. The scientific doc-1 her latest effort: 
peror of Germany, or King of Great tors have already "radium water,” and Twilight.
Britain, he means, all that the words Im- are employing the rays in curing many | The sun ln hi8 red robe of fire
ply—not that he Is carried away with diseases. They seized the X-rays in Has passed o’er the hills from
zeal and enthusiasm, for well he knows tfje same manner and dabbled with sight;
that if that test were honestly ¿node, electricity as a curative agent. There | The brjght golden hue of the sunset
and It were conclusively proven that is “bottled electricity” advertised as a 1CUB ua ux appluttuI UL 1U6Ul,
spirit forms would materialize at his I miraculous cure-all, although it is well | And peeping from o’er the horizon 
command, he would soon become a known that electricity cannot be con- - .................
greater than President, Emperor, King, densed or confined in a bottle of water!
Czar and Pope combined—no living po- y\re do not know it the ignorance and| A sweet song I hear in the silence, 
tentate but would do him honor—Catho- I credulity on one hand is more to be pit- The nightingale’s song, to its mate; 
lie, Protestant, Jew, Ragan, Infidel, and ied than the arrogance and pretension 1 A song that is heard by its Maker, 
even anarchist, all, all would worship on me other is to be condemned. Tis heard in the twillgnt till late
nt his shrine and he would never more when radium is relieved from sensa- My soul longeth ever for music;
know human w^nt so far as wealth and tlonal reports and the facts arrived at, I Unger and list at my gate.
honor are concerned. it will be quite another substance from |rpb6 flowers with heads toward the west

Then, mediums, awake! arise to the I that Prof. Ramsey exploiters. It will peeping to see the red sun
occasion, or if there is not one of you I m>t be found an exceptional element | whose warm rays have kissed them so 
who can meet this fair and reasonable ¡¿ore than the X-rays are ------ .
proposition, then go to The Progressive forms of light.
Thinker office, and at my expense, have What confidence can be

no expectation or desire therefor, and 
consequently without any of the usually

money. Says the Sun: not by means of the peace societies but
When they undertook the work.they I in a sense in spite of them. That is, it 

started to collect, not cash, but ideas. wm come not by humanizing warfare 
They reasoned that if they provided but by making it more terrible. The 
Ideas the money would come of itself, peace societies are taking to them- 
So premiums were offered for ideas, selves the credit of changes for the 
Every idea that seemed promising had better which are wholly attributable to 
a fair trial. the increasing destructiveness of the

The idea that seemed most successful arms and engines of modern warfare, 
was an elaborate plan originated at “From the time when armies fought 
Quincy Ill In that town the church hand to hand with broadswords down to 
Issued a book of quotation?. Every per- the present, when they fight at a jlis- 
son who contributed 10 cents could tance of a mile or two with long-range 
have his name printed prominently rifles, there has been a constant de- 
over his favorite quotation from, the crease in the fatalities of war and a 
classlc8 constant progress in peace sentiments.

The Macon idea embraced a wider It is on this principle that- war- is to 
field There were those who didn’t I cease and that it has • already nearly 
care to borrow their literature. It was ceased. Peace societies, so far as they 
therefore provided that every real or I have decreased the destructiveness of 
fancied poet or prose writer could have warfare, have postponed the advent of 
his production handsomely printed, universal peace.
just as written, at 10 cents a line. Be- “As battles are not won by killing all 
sides offering a chance for fame, the nor even one-tenth of the enemy, but by 
plan furnished good experience for killing and wounding enough to scare 
young writers, because it taught them away the rest, there is evidently a de
in economize snace ............ gree of danger conceivable which no1 One "poetic artist put up 40 Cents to army will dare to face. At the precise 
gel this tender sentiment in: moment when the implements of war
b produce that degree ol danger war will

This world that we are living in cease and TOen wm become as peace-
Is mighty hard to beat. abie as lambs.' Moreover, that mo

A thorn comes with every rose; ' ment is not far away.” ’
But -ain't the roses sweet? There is much of sound philosophy In

considered prerequisites for such phe
nomena. YES, BROTHERS OF THE 
SUNSET LAND, THERE IS SUCH A 
THING AS REAL MATERIALIZATION 
OF SPIRIT FORMS, REGARDLESS OF 
WHETHER ANY OF THE PUBLIC 
MEDIUMS EVER PRODUCE IT OR 
NOT.

The first of these two experiences oc
curred in the winter, which was spent 
by me on a farm some ten miles from 
.where I then lived in Iowa. The house, 
which was a large two-story one, was 
occupied at the time by Just three other 
persons—the farmer, who was some 
seventy years old, and his wife about 
sixty, who slept on the ground floor. 
A lady relative of the family occupied a. 
room on the second floor in a separate 
wing from where I slept, full fifty feet 
distant, with two vacant rooms, and a 
large hall with four doors securely 
locked and bolted, two from one side 
anfl two from the other, making it ut
terly Impossible for a mortal to pass 
from one room to the other.

I particularize in these things to show 
my complete isolation from all of hu
manity at the time of the occurrence. I 
awoke with a clear impression that 
there was a presence in the room, but 
without the slightest sensation of fear, 
and I saw the form of a man standing

labels printed in the largest type that prof. Ramsey’s scientific

I think thy voice didst cease
When men began to quarrel,

And ceased to pray for peace.
But when the world’s great lesson

and some to the local newspapers, all of

exceptional

placed in 
, knowledge 
a penny re

gently
Erom dawn till the glad day is done; 

And stars, the. sentinels of heaven. 
Proclaim that the night has begun.

And peace divine awakens
Within man’s soul at last,

Though all thy stone hath crumbled,
From out thy ashes then,

I think thy voice will waken,
And sing its psalm again.

Tells us of approach of the night;

Bright Luna appears with her light.
troduction of the subject of Spiritualism
to the readers of the secular press. Our
Spiritualist papers arc all doing a
grand, noble work for the cause, but
they are taken only by Spiritualists and
rarely reach readers outside
ranks. The secular press now
than ever, is not only not averse, but
anxious to publish articles upon
subject of Spiritualism, because It Is
aware that among its readers there is
a demand lor them which is growing.
It is easy to conceive how the appear
ance of such articles in the secular
press will tend to Increase the subscrip
tion lists of our Spiritualistic papers.

The most unpopular man in town paid I tbe Chrotjicle’s remarks. Yet it must 
ten cents to get his name alongside this bQ considered that, in different ways, 
quotation from Holy Writ: ule perfecting of the means of war’s de

Woe u“to you when all taen shall I trpct|venesg worka [n combinatlon 
'Tmong the quotations from the poets with the growth of humanitarian, peace 
the following lines distanced all others sentiment, toward the elimination of 
as a favorite: • war from the world. Incongruous as
Honor and shame from "no condition it may seem the perfection of the de

rise; structive enginery of war, and the in
Act well’your part—there all the hon-1 

. or lies.—Pope.
The book was a dazzling success. 

Everybody in town took a copy, and 
• some of the amateur authors bought 

several copies to send to’ their friends 
In other towns. , ’

Another idea that was developed to a 
profitable point was the manufacture of 
rugs or mats from cornshucks. • This 
was presented by Mrs. C. R. Haver|y, 
who remembered how her mother used 
to make such articles for the log cabin 
home in the pioneer days. In the early 
fall the women of the church drove out 
to a farmhouse and asked the owner for 
the shucks they would unwind from the 
corn. It was a stupid farmer who 
wouldn’t jump at a’ proposition to get 
his corn shucked free. SJThe shucks 
were brought to town and under Mrs. 
Haverly’s directions white hands 
wrought skillful shapes for muddy feet. 
The mats sold readily at frqin 60 cents 
to ?1 apiece.

Several hundred dollars were netted 
: from these two ideas, and then came an 

inspiration—“The Woman’s Exchange,',’ 
it was-called; - A range was installed in 
the basement of tlie church, and upon it i 
wore developed such tarts, , puddings 
and cakes as mother used to make. 
Those were sold on Saturdays.' From 

^20 to '$25 was taken in every Saturday.
So urgent has boon fhe'deniand for Its 
pastry creations that tho cltarch boko- 
shop Is still continued, and tho surplus 
revenue will be devoted to tlio minis
ter's salary and expenses. .

I 1 . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

crease of peace sentiment, work hand
in-hand to bring, in the reign of univer
sal peace. '

the office affords and have them pasted when his vanity tickled by . .
upon your back, bearing these words, porter, leads him so far from the truth? 
“I AM A FRAUD; KICK ME OUT OF why should he think that an occultist 
TOWN.” S. BIRCH GOURLEY. I or a spiritualist would regard radium 

Chicago, Ill. ag “one of the mysterious components | superstitious reverence is brought to
I of the other world?” Is not radium as 

material as iron? Does not Spiritualism 
' ’ - , teach that spirit forms and spirit

Annual -Convention of National Woman spheres are so attenuated that al- 
Suffrage Association. though matter, this matter has been | tion of the treasury of.Cologne former-

"The 36th annual convention of the given the name of substance? ly was the collection of the bones of tlie
National American WomaÙ Suffragi Not a Spiritualist expects “psychic three magl-Caspar, Balthazar, and 
AMOctetlon will be held ta National revelations” from radium more than Meichoir-exhlblted in a glass case set 
Rifles-Annory Hall Washington D? C from pig-iron. As for the danger from | with priceless jewels.
February “1 to 17 inclusive^ ’ °’’ “tampering” with it, until something -The reliquary and its contents have

A nronram of unulual interest has more than an ounce of it Is collected just been given to the diocese of Milan 
been preJSld cSting o“an eventai and some source found which will yield and installed in the basilica of St. En- 
with toe National offlefrs. on! with -more than a dram to eight tons ot rub- | stOrge with great pomp.
Philantoronists and1 one with Sontata bish, the danger is not imminent. The remains ot the three magi, who

Bv the way, that furnishes a good il- Once crossed the plains to take gifts to 
toes! Xious lines of thlu!ht lustration of the present knowledge ot the child of Judea, are now represented 

wm be heard ■ ' thought- ™ium and prof Ramsey.s knowledge by a few fragments Of the vertebral
There will be an afternoon and even- of Spiritualism; a dram to eight tons ot | column.

------ ■ । misstatement and ignorance.

A GENEROUS OFFER, AND A CALL 
TO SPIRITUALISTS.

To tho Spiritualists at Large;—A 
generous offer has been made by a 
prominent Spiritualist in this city to 
give ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS to 
the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. S. 
A., for the benefit of aged and needy 
mediums, proyided the Spiritualists at 
large will contribute another Thousand 
Dollars to the same relief fund by the 
first of June next. The N. S. A. is now 
paying out a large monthly sum in pen
sions to .worthy mediums; the calls for 
aid increase and the fund is constantly

Made Insane by Orthodoxy.
“Living in fear ot the vengeance of 

God and believing that eternal damna
tion would be the price of sins he ac
knowledged, Christopher Sending, -an 
18-year-old boy, has gone insane-after 
refusing sleep and food, except , what 
was forced upon him, for .three weeks. 
Sending walks or runs continuously and 
had been in motion for two weeks ex
cept when strong drugs were adminis
tered by relatives. .He has bepn a stu
dent of-the Bible and- went Insane over 
religion,” says a New York Herald dis
patch from La Crosse, Wis. . '

Viewing the matter .dispassionately, it 
is no wonder the yonngman went in
sane. The-great wonder is that all be
lievers in orthodoxy do not go insane. 
There are few Who would not become 
insane if they really, and fully believed 
the horrible orthodox dogma of endless 
hell torments for their children; rela
tives, friends, and “sinners” generally—' 
all tho unconverted, including by far- 
thp larger part of the human race. ■

being'depleted. Let every generous 
soul who has not already done all possi
ble for this worthy object, kindly send 
contributions, large or small, to the fol
lowing address, each will be acknowl
edged with thanks. The generous man 
who makes the offer desires to. be un
named to the public.'

' MARY T. LONGLEY, 
. N. 8. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
tagton, D. O. . ■

We send $5 as a starter, to assist In 
capturing the $1,000. We are deeply in
terested' in seeing our helpless mediums 
properly cared for. .

ing devoted to Colorado speakers. Mrs. 
Ellis Meridetfi of Cplorado, ope ot the 
cleverest newspaper women in the 
United States, will respond to a. ques
tion box, when opportunity will be 
given to all persons' to ask any ques
tions they may desire concerning the 
operation of yfpmah, suffrage in Colo
rado. ¿b/ \ ’

Woman suffrage bgs been tried for 
ten years in Coloradp and some.’of the 
state’s most ejninen^citlzens are com
ing to Washington tOjthls convention to 
tell how it has worked..

Congressional hearings will be given 
woman suffrage on the morning ot the

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Editor-at-Large N. S. A.

NEW BOOK.
Psychic Light

BY MRS? DRAKE.

Now, there is in the Chicago Sunday

Superstitious Reverence.
Another exemplification of Romish

Record-Herald, a page entitled,
Battle Ground of Modern Thought,”

view by a special “cable dispatch" from
Milan, Italy, under date of January 23
to the effect that "The greatest attrae-

all subjects of general interest. Within
11 the past few years I have contributed 
, I to this department several short arll-

cles upon or relating to tlie subject of
Spiritualism, which, I have been as
sured, have been of great interest, to a
number of readers. There is hardly an

tions which afford a splendid opportu
nity for tbe Spiritualist to introduqe
his great truth directly or indirectly.
Advantage should be taken of this
chance by our workers, as frequently as
possible. Eternal vigilance is the price
of our final triumph. We cannot expect
to break through the enemy's ranks un 
less we continue to present a bold front

"The ifajesty of Calmness, ;or. Indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities.". By 
Wm. George Jordan. ’■•Anotlier valuable 
little work. Price 30 conta. For sale at 

„thwoifleo.

BOOK REVIEW.
,The Holy g/o11. The Silent Teacher. 

By Mary Hanford Ford. Published’ by 
Alice B. Stockham & Co., Cblcagq, 

■ A dainty little book, beautiful alike in 
Its exterior and its contents. ‘If ’con
stitutes a very interesting explication 
of the Holy Grail, the story that has 
•been told and sung for centuries, and 
whose origin is shrouded in mystery. 
The story is beautifully told, and its 
spiritual significance, elucidated in this 
volume.

' ' ■■ ‘
, .The Autobiography of the I or Ego, or 
the Metaphysics of an Interloper, and 
Impostor/Himself in tho Role of Con
fessor. ' By Charles K. Wheeler. '

The work is to tho effect of a demon-’ 
stratlon that) human beings . aro not 
self-conscious, nor even conscious. ,

16th. .p.i ¡j. ,
On Monday, f^fterqçon at 2:30 there 

will be a reception to the delegates at 
the White. Hoii?e by Resident and Mrs. 
Roosevelt, and^Æt i o'clock on the same 
day the délégués ugjl be' received by 
"Miss Clara Barton, at her own home. 
Miss Barton ftas a targd collection of' 
medals and fliwjp which have beep'pre
sented to her ter keij services ’by many 
nations which $rllj make a visit to her 
home of speciql[4nterg?t. . . ’ .

(The hotel headquarters will be the 
Shoreham. . ....

One and one-third railroad fare.

Important Addition to Our Literature.
Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national

“Koradlne. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot." In the form of 
an entertaining story, It contains les
sons which every girl should know. 
Price, cloth, $1.

THE TRUTH 
ABOUT THE BIBLE 

TELL IT
JOHN E. REMSBURG’S GREAT WORK

.’'Continuity ot làica Cosmic Truth.'

*.<a Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M.. author of 
"History of- the Christian Religion to 
the. Year 200/’ .etc;- -A condensed state-, 
ment of facts concerning the-efforts:, of 
church loaders to get-control of.the gov-, 
ernment An important work. Paper, 
25 cents.. For sale at-thls office.

"Nover-iEndlng Life Assured by Sci
ence.'!- By Daniell Kent- Tonney. A

By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Tho. work ott strong and conclusive argument from 
» strong, logical thinker, ‘ on a .deeply | the basis of science, . For sale at.thia 
important subject Price; doth,-IL ' office.; ¿Price 6 ednts. ., 
' A, . । • . . . .

and keep pound tag away. I hope our
Spiritualistic advocates all over the
country will be on the watch-out for, 
and miss no opportunity to get before
the secular readers a few of our "pearls
of great price.

earnestly to be desired that well-to-do
Freethinkers may take it upon them
selves to make energetic propaganda ot
toe modern "higher" elucidation of the
Bible by gratuitous distribution of thia
book to public libraries, or to Messrs.
the pastors. The enormous expendí-

imposed upon himself, the astonishing
The late R. .G. Ingersoll stated in one

_ - Of his famous lectures on the Bible: 
reputation as- a medium. The manifes- ..Som6hody ought to tell the truth about 
tations given through her mediumship I the Bible.” John E. Remsburg, former 
have been most marvelous. She has | president of the._

, .tti, .i.to sisio- t’oftv Union has taken this obligation upon written a book with this title. PSY- U. :f aad the frults of his studies on 
CHIC LIGHT—THE'CONTINUITY OF Bub’ject are now published in the 
LAW AND LIFE.” It is a ponderous I sh of nearly BOo pages. The “high
volume of GOO pages. It will hold your er criticism” has already .plowed this 
attention from the beginning to the field over quite deeply, but it has 
end. It is chockful of stin-lng Incl-
dents. On another page will be found fragment* y echo ln tt0
a review of the work, by Prof. Singer. gs_ So much th0 more reason for re- 
Everybody should read tills new contri-1 <olcjng that this comprehensive work; 

 

'bution to our Spiritualistic literature. I got up in simple and popular language, is 
Price of this large volume, only, ?1.60' ĉg°“

postpaid. . • , I the work appeared In consecutive order
...........  jn ¿n uninterrupted series of articles in 

the New York Truth Seeker. ,
The facts set forth in this book about 

tho Bible, its origin, Its compilation, Its 
preservation, its falsehoods, its credi
bility, and the morality It inculcates, 
arc only partially known to the major-

practical handbook of rdfoionce, con
taining definitions of every used eleo* 
trioni tor» or phrase. Price 115 cents.

' "In tho World Celestial,”/by Dr. T. A
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually upllttingx Cloth
bound; price$1. . > .

"Handy Electrical Dictionary.” A

ly low price of the book as compared
with the attractive form in which it la
gotten up, as well as the unanswerable 
logic of the composer—he leis the holy 
book for the most part speak for itself
—are Indeed worthy of tlie highest

Ingersoll’s .
should at last tell the whole truth about
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfllled.
No Freethinker worthy of the name can
afford to pass over Remsburg’s book in 
silence. Like Thomas Paine’s “Age ot
Reason, may it, let ub hope, find ad< 
mirers and translators In other lan
guages. And again, like Paine’s book, 
may tola brilliant work bring to Its au
thor too praise of posterity.—Der Frel-
denker (Milwaukee).

This great work pn the Bible bÿ Mr. 
Remsburg Is most valuable—It Is-an en
cyclopedia of information In regard to 
toe Bible, and surpasses in importanca 
air other works of the kind now pub
lished. It is up-to-dato in every partie- 
ülar. Price, $1.25, inutead ot |1; aa

«nd « ‘° «tated lust week.
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Prof. H. D. Garrison’s Cogent View,

'There is nothing more beneficial to a normal thinking mind than to read and re
flect, especially with reference to creation in its various operations. In order 
to demonstrate the absence of design in nature, the Professor gives many co
gent reasons, which will make: a deep impression upon many. We take great 
pleasure in presenting his views to thinking minds. . j

It is claimed by theologians that the order of Nature, when 
tightly interpreted, proves the existence of a great contriver 
or designer, and it is further maintained, by many, that the 

[ chief, if not the sole object in view by that great designer is, 
and always has been, the welfare of the human race.

Assuming the existence of a Deity, endowed with the attri
butes of infinite wisdom and power, it follows as a logical 

■ necessity, that whatever he designs and executes must be 
faultless In plan and perfect in workmanship. • In other 
words a perfect God can make no mistakes. If we find what 
we believe to be mistakes in nature, we may explain their 
existence in one only of two ways. First, we may asstime 
that we ourselves are mistaken; or, If this is not possible, 
then we must conclude that the Imperfections observed are 
not the product of divine wisdom and workmanship.

>1 EXISTENCE OF A GREAT DESIGNER.
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The first explanation, which simply assumes that in all 
Buch cases we ourselves are in error, has proven so incon
venient to theologians and so anodyne Jo the human Intellect 

r that it is usually adopted, without question or remonstrance. 
fp, We assume that what appears to be useless and purposeless 
i in Nature will present a different aspect when we come to 

>.- more fully understand the matter; and, if after prolonged 
and thorough investigation, the difficulty still persists, we 
hush the voice of reason by still assuming that we have not 
yet gone deeply enougli luto the matter. We are Invited into 
tho field of Nature to observe the evidences of design which 
are to prove the existence of a Great Designer, but at the 
very threshold of our inquiry are warned that we must only 
heed evidence In favor of the proposition in question. When 
difficulties appear and doubts arise, we are admonished that 
in times past it has often happened that what men have 
thought useless or even injurious has been found, on further 
Inquiry, to be useful or even essential, and that therefore, a 
like solution of every problem is certain to result from ade
quate investigation. We appeal to reason to prove a proposi
tion, and then deliberately reject all the adverse evidence, 
assuming that it must be imperfect, misleading and false, 
or it would not be adverse. It is as if the state, which as

i sufnes all prisoners before trial to be innocent, should refuse 
' to receive or credit the evidence of the prosecution, because 

it has often happened in times pant that men, esteemed guilty 
beyond doubt, by the bench, the bar and the people have 
been shown by the developments of time to be absolutely in
nocent.

The alternative of this mode of disposing of the subject on 
ex parte evidence is, if imperfections -and purposeless parts 
are found In Nature, to deny that Nature furnishes any proof 
of design. The existence of such harmony and adaptations 
of means to ends as we perceive about ub, cannot be accept
ed as proof of design, while there remains even one imper
fect or purposeless structure in Nature; for we cannot per
ceive that a perfect God made a single mistake, or left any 
work in an imperfect or unfinished condition. Nor can we 
conceive that God designed some parts of nature and neglect
ed other parts. All is, therefore, the product of divine plan 
and workmanship of none. '

FOREORDINATION AND PREDESTINATION.
There is, however, a third method of solving this problem, 

(Which at first glance is apparently very profound, but which 
on Investigation, proves to be a transparent sophistry. Thus, 
it Ib said that behind all matter and force there may exist 
an agency or being, who created the universe, with all its ma
terials and forces, and who, having created matter and the 
laws to which it is subject, is content to allow Nature to pro
ceed in obedience to the original, divine plan. This Lb simply 
foreordination and predestination applied to the universe. 
But it will be noticed that in stating thin proposition, we are 
obliged to refer to an agency or "force behind all force," 

■ .which involves a contradiction of terms. In other words, we 
must assume that, somewhere behind all matter and force, 

. tilt rd is yet another force, which is an absurd proposition.
A BEING BEHIND NATURE.

Paley and others have written many volumes with a view 
of proving the existence of this hypothetical being behind 
Nature, using arguments which In the main, are analogous to 
the celebrated watch argument, which may be thus briefly 
stated :

A traveler finds a watch, and, on examination ot it^/nech- 
anism, notes abundant evidence of design, which induces him 
to believe that the watch did not come by chance, but had a 
designer and maker. Next the anatomist and physiologist 
examine the body of the watchmaker, and, on careful in
spection, find it to be more wonderful in many respects than 
the watch, wherefore they conclude that it must have been 
designed and manufactured by an artificer possessed of su
perhuman knowledge and power. The theologian now takes 
up the clue and finds that this Great Designer lives some
where in the Bky, or behind Nature; and, although he does 
not frankly say as much, evidently concludes that thlB 
mighty being is so very wonderful that he did not require 
either a designer or maker at all!

For the sake of argument, however, we may neglect the ab
surdity involved in the doctrine-of design, that God himself 
must have been designed by a greater God, and he by an
other, and so on, ad infinitum, and address ourselves at once 
to the facts of Nature. x

That there Is a remarkable adaptation of living beings to 
their environment, is apparent to all, and has in all ages and 
among all peoples, originated and maintained the theory of 
an intelligent, designing Deity. Can this wonderful adapta
tion of living beings to their environment be otherwise ex
plained?

EVOLUTION THE DESIGNING HAND.
The doctrine of evolution—natural selection—the survival 

of the fittest, explains all In a most satisfactory manner. Ev
olution is, therefore, the designing hand. True, steps in the 
development of beings of every kind are not yet, and per
haps never will be made out with certainty. It may never 
be known, for example, what combination of circumstances 
drove the whale—originally a land animal—into the sea; but 
conditions having that tendency are readily conceivable. 
Those who refuse to accept the doctrine of evolution, be
cause all the steps and stages in the evolution of animals and 
plants have not been observed, and cannot be reproduced ex
perimentally, occupy the illogical position of rejecting the ev
idence of an army of witnesses simply because of the ab
sence of one or a few, the testimony of whom they hope, al
most against hope, would be contradictory to those at hand. 
For the same reason we might-refuse to accept all the sci
ences, and in fact all knowledge, not excepting theology, 
which, indeed, would be the first to fall by this test.
1 Since all the adaptation observed In Nature Is fully and 
rationally accounted for by the theory of evolution—indeed, 
we might say, is required by that theory—it is plainly a viola
tion of the fundamental laws of human reason to attempt to 
explain these relations by invoking miraculous agency—a 
cause unknown to science, and of the existence of which no 
proof can be given in this age. ...

Pushing aside for the time, however, all of these grave 
’ objections which in themselves are fatal to the doctrine of 
; design, let us see if the facts so much relied upon by Paley, 

Lord Brougham and others warrant, in any degree, the infer
ences drawn from them.

DESIGNED ORGANS SHOULD BE PERFECT. 
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As before remarked, any creature or organ designed and 
made by an omniscient and omnipotent creator should be 
absolutely perfect in every respect. What creature is per
fectly adapted to Its environment, or what organ performs 
its functions perfectly?

The eye on which theologians place so much stress, is very 
far from perfection. The number of persons seen with eye
glasses and other devices to aid ordinary vision, shows that 
this organ is, to say the least, very easily disordered in many 
'different ways. Optically, tbs' eye is not perfectly planned 
to guard against spherical or chromatic aberation, while In 

4 mechanical construction, it is inferior to the cheapest optical 
, instrument in the market. Astigmatism, or want of spher

icity of the cornea, is present in a greater or less degree in 
the case of every human eye, while the crystalline lens, 
seems to be even more Imperfect than the cornea in this re
spect. Moreover; these ref reacting media, the cornea and 
crystalline lens, are not truly centered, as Helmholtz has 
shown, on the optical axis of the eye. The refracting media 
of the eye, as the aqueous humor, the crystalline lens and 

- vitreous humor, are not uniformly transparent, and hence, 
> iravs of-light during transmission, , undergo absorption and 
• refraction giving rise to various shadows, halos and fringes 

which fall’upon the retina to the great impairment or vision. 
Fven in the best of eyes there are numerous opaque, gran
ules or floating patches in the humors, giving rise to moving 
snots or spectres so well observed and yet so annoying while 
«staff the microscope, especially If tho field is well illumin
ated Long-sightedness and short-sightedness arc common 
difficulties arising from want of proper relation between tho 
infracting power of the oyo and its depth, or Uie.antero-poB-

terior diameter. All.of these difficulties are practically over- 
<»me or avoided in even the cheapest photographic cameras 
in the market, and yet no one has ever claimed that the cam
era had a miraculous origin or that the wonderful design 
manifest in its mechanism proves its designer to have been 
a god. In the inner corner of every human eye is seen a 
little mass of flesh containing a little plate of cartillage, it 
is the vestige pf the membrana nictltans or third eyelids ot 
birds and reptiles, and Ib not of the slightest use to man. 
Why is it there? Its existence, which is inexplicable on the 
theory of design, is not only, consistent with the theory of 
evolution, but is one among the thousands of unanswerable 
arguments in favor of that theory.

THE EAR VERY IMPERFECT,
The ear is, in many respect, as imperfect as the eye. 

There are in the structure of the external ear, and attached 
to it, ten muscles—all in a rudimentary condition, and all ab
solutely useless. Indeed, all of the ear visible to the eye, 
except a small shell-shaped depression immediately around 
the opening, and not so lirge as an ordinary teaspoon, is com
pletely useless, and in consequence of its liability to freeze, is 
to some extent, injurious. For what purpose, then, was this’ 
mass of useless material formed. Does its beauty or its util
ity as an additional member on which jewelry can be worn 
justify its existence. The internal construction of the ear 
is quite as faulty as that of the eye; but for the present, we 
must content ourselves with only the observations that we 
cannot hear either very high or very low tones, and that we 
judge but very Imperfectly of either the direction or distance 
of sounds.

-. THE TEETH CRITICALLY CONSIDERED.
Turning out attention now to other structures, we find, tor- 

example, on looking Into the mouth of a child, a set ot teeth 
beginning to appear soon after birth, and which continue to 
cut their way through swollen and tender gums from time to 
time, during two or three years. Hardly is the last one of 
these milk-teeth visible, before the whole set begins to van
ish, before the incoming, so-called “permanent set.” It the 
child is able to survive the toothaches and teething syrups 
and diseases of a dangerous character incident to this period, 
and largely caused by the cutting and shedding of one set of 
teeth and the appearance of another set, it may hope, by the 
time it Is able to vote, to have cut its last wisdom tooth. 
But, as a rule, long before this time the service of the den
tist Ib needed on the new crop ot teeth. Ab a matter of tact, 
the dentist furnishes us the only strictly reliable and perma
nent teeth we ever have. No one can doubt that the process 
of teething, and the.teeth produced, are far from bearing the 
impress of perfection. Indeed, few animals, having any 
teeth at all, are not better off In this respect than the human 
race.

THE EVIL OF VARIOUS ARRANGEMENTS.
Looking a little further down the throat, we observe a pair 

of tonsils, of no earthly use except as filling for a small 
amount of space which certainly might have been filled with 
some tissue not so liable to become inflamed and swollen, as 
In tonsilltis or quinsy. In surveying this region of the body 
we notice that the opening of the trachea, or windpipe, lies 
just below the opening into the oesophagus or gullet, bo that 
every breath of air through the nostrils must cross tho path 
of food to the Stomach, and what is worse, every grain ot 
food and every drop ot liquid, on its way to the stomach, 
must pass over the opening into the trachea, thus endanger- 
irife the life of man every time a mouthful of food is swal
lowed. That the danger is real, and not simply imaginary, is 
abundantly proven by the large number of deaths due to 
choking caused by the Impaction of pieces of food, often rel
atively small, In the glottis during meals. Even when death 
does not result, tlie evil of the arrangement is apparent In 
the spasmodic coughing caused by the entrance of small 
crumbs or drops of liquid during meals.

4hE WORKINGS OF THE STOMACH.

The arrangement of the various digestive fluids in the ali
mentary canal is far from being the best one possible. Ln 
the mouth, food meets saliva, an alkaline liquid having a ten
dency to 'convert starch into sugar, but this process is hardly 
begun before the food reaches the stomach, where it meets 
an acid liquid—the gastric juice—which effectually destroys 
the alkalinity of the saliva which had been swallowed, and 
thus at once and forever prevents its action. Even the ptya- 
line, the ferment principle of the saliva, is destroyed by the 
action of the gastric juice. After leaving the stomach food 
encounters two alkaline liquids—the bile and pancreatic 
juice, the latter secretion being simply saliva again. Here, 
digestion begun but not completed in the stomach, is arrest-^ 
ed, and the kind which began in the mouth Is again set up! 
Such an arrangement is not justified by any principles of 
chemistry or of economy with which we are acquainted.

These, and hundreds of similar defects, are wholly unac
countable by, and Incompatible with any theory ot theistic 
design, but they are in perfect harmony with the theory of 
evolution, which assumes that man has attained bls present 
degree of perfection by the gradual modification and 'ifn- 
provement of inferior organisms. His organization has 
been built up on the piece-upon-piece and patch-upon-patch 
plan, and hence is far more complex, in many respects, than 
it might have been had it been directly planned by an all
wise architect, or even by a good physiologist.

THE TIGER AND THE ANTELOPE.
Design implies purpose, as much as it does the existence 
a designer. With this principle in view, let us glance at 

one or two sample facts in Nature. ,
For what purpose was such an animal as the tiger de

signed? This animal has been endowed with great strength, 
sharp teeth and claws, acuteness of sight and hearing, a fa
vorable color, and remarkable cunning—all for what pur
pose? The only possible answer is, "to enable him to cap
ture and kill other animals as food.” But we find that the 
tiger’s food has not been neglected. The antelope exhibits 
as much evidence of design as the tiger, but the purpose is 
evidently different His acuteness of sight and bearing, and 
especially his fleetness, are designed to enable him to run 
away from the tiger! Here, then, is design .working against 
design, and we are assured that “a house divided against it
self cannot stand.” If the antelope was designed as food 
for the tiger, why was he given such desire and capacity to 
run away and neglect his duty to the latter? Less design 
bestowed upon the antelope would have necessitated less 
elaboration of the tiger! ,

It Is worthy of note, however, that of all animals on which 
tigers love to dine, man was most easily captured and slain, 
until hiB own ingenlty gave him weapons for defense. Does 
this fact indicate that man was specially designed as food for 
tigers and lions?

THE PLEASURE OF THE DEITY.
But, seriously, why should one animal have been designed 

to eat up another? What possible profit or pleasure can the 
Deity derive from this world-wide and Incessant slaughter? 
Every second of time records the dying agonies of thousands 
of animals to whom life was, apparently, as sweet as it is to 
ub. Indeed, this universal butchery and murder seen on 
every hand throughout the animal kingdom is one of the 
chief hindrances to the refinement ot men. It is Impossible 
to learn mercy from Nature, and yet, without mercy, man is 
a brutal savage.

We are aware of the fact that, but for the existence of car
nivorous animals, there would have been far less variety in 
the animal kingdom; but It Is also evident that, with less-va
riety, there might have been even a greater number of indi
viduals in existence. If it is said that, but for carnivorous 
animals—including man for this argument—herbivorous an
Imais would soon possess the earth and crowd out the hu
man race, we answer, that a little design, causing them to 
multiply less rapidly, would have obviated that danger, if 
man was tlie chief object of the solicitude of the Great De
signer, those troublesome animals might have been omitted 
altogether.

MADE FOR HI9 OWN GLORY.
We have heard-tlie explanation that.God mode all ani

mals. ns well as everything else, “for his own glory,” which 
implies that he is exceedingly fond of blood and carnage, and 
further, that; before he created them, he was not-quite as 
glorious as he wished to be. • . -

The old race of theologians—unfortunately, not yet quite 
extinct—claimed Ijoldly that everything in existence was 
ifiade for the use and benefit of man, directly-or indirectly. 
When Galileo announced the discoverey of the moons of 
Jupiter, the clergy asked’-him If they were visible to the un
aided eye? On his replying that they were not; he was told 
that, since everything was made tor tlie 'use of man; and 
since these alleged moons were not visible, and,-therefore, 
were of no use to him,, it followed, as a logical consequence, 
that they did not exist at all! • :.i

With the view ot testing this theory, let us cull a few bosh- 
plo facts bearing upon this question irom Nature.

There are at least half a million species of plants in exist
ence, of which man uses directly or indirectly, about one in 
every three hundred. Aro the remaining two-hundred and 
ninety-nine simply passive and neutral? By no means. 
They drain the earthtand. aif of the nutriment which would 
otherwise go to the Bvpport of the useful plants. There can 
be no neutrality In tnis matter. “He that la not for us is 
against us.” What Bhall we do with such facts as these? 
Shall we admit their logic and say that the Great Designer 
falls three hundred times as often as he succeeds?

1 THE GREAT DESIGNER AND DISEASE.
But the whole trutll *!s not yet told. Even in those cases 

in which plants evinpp the jpoet evidence of design, the de
gree of duccess obtalijed Is Only partial. As articles of food, 
such fruits as crab-apples :ylld cherries, May-apples, paw
paws, persimmons, et,e., are'very defective, both in taste and 
nutritive constituents,;, while, as remedies, the entire vege
table kingdom falls to present a single perfect specimen. 
If medicinal plants had been; designed by the Great Designer, 
who also designed the diseases they were intended to cure, 
we should have found them to be perfectly adapted to that 
end, With perfect remedies, the practice of medicine would, 
long since, have been a very simple and certain operation. 
Having diagnosed the case, the doctor might dismiss it, leav
ing the labor of looking up the right remedy In the catalogue 
and its administration to the patient or to his friends.

A LITTLE TOUGH OF INFINITE DESIGN.
But even In tlie case of those plants found to be most use

ful as remedies, there is no relation between their place ot 
growth and the use which is made of them- Thus, the cin
chona tree, tlie most serviceable of all medicinal plants, ts 
not found in low, marshy, malarious regions, where, as a 
remedy, It is most needed. On the contrary, it is found 
perched upon the top of a small area of the Andes mountains, 
a locality for a long time unknown, and now almost inac
cessible to human beings. It we are told that the Creator 
put the cinchona in the best place for the welfare of the 
plant, we reply that man has since found a score ot other lo- 
cattles in which it flourishes as well, and, in some cases, 
better, than in its original home; and, secondly, that a little 
touch of infinite design might have made it grow about Peru, 
Illinois, as well as in Peru, South America.

DESIGN WARRING AGAINST DESIGN.
But who designed the Palmella or ague-plant, but tor 

which cinchona would have been far less necessary? Here 
we see an organism, and there are hundreds of similar in
stances, exquisitely designed to cause disease, and, on the 
other band, we find a remedy Imperfectly designed to cure 
it. Here is another case of design warring against design. 
Nature teems wltli similar Instances. Evidently, less de
sign bestowed on actjnomyces, pajmellae, trechina spiralis, 
the itch anlmalculae, tape-worms, etc., would have obviated 
the necessity of designing an elaborate materia medlca.

Turning our attention for a moment to the animal king
dom, we find that we use a score or two of animals largely 
and in various ways, and that we use the skins or other 
parts, and sometimes the flesh of a few hundred more; but 
naturalists believe there are fully a million species of ani
mals, great and small, in existence. Therefore more than 
ninety-nine per cent of the species of animals in existence 
are not only of no service to man, but ore absolutely inju
rious. Here, as in the case of plants, neutrality is an 1m- 
possibllty, ■

THE DESIGN IN THE SNAKE.
Hundreds of carnivorous animals Infest our forests and 

streams, while over three thousand kinds ot snakes hiss and 
snap at us as we trudge along the path of life, including the 
copperheads and fifteen kinds of rattlesnakes, especlaly de
signed and donated to us Americans. Oh, for a full apprecia
tion of the length anil.breadth and depth of the beneficence 
manifested in the design of a rattle snake! To make our 
earthly habitation a more perfect elyslum, it has pleased the 
Great Designer to make the air almost hazy with hornets, 
wasps, files, fleas and mosquitoes, giving us Americana sev
eral new kinds, as if the hornets which stung the Moabites, 
the Jebusitea, the Amprites/ and the Hittites were not good 
enough or bad enough for us,

The truth Is, just qs it should be, according to the doc
trine of evolution, that, man is simply a member of the ani
mal kingdom, and tliqi, like all other subjects of that great 
realpi, he must struggle fop his life from birth to death. 
He must contend with climate, disease, and enemies ot all 
kinds. In this unceasing battle, he avails himself oil every 
help and means within, his reach. He uses such animals and 
plants as he can for food and clothing and as servants, and 
lights, with all hiB ppwer, against the remainder. His Inge
nuity enables him to turn so many things to good account, in 
this contest, that his egotism prompts him to the belief that 
all things were made Jpr him. But, as a matter ot fact, ev
ery other, living organism struggles for continued existence 
in substantially the same manner, and might with as much 
propriety set up the sgm,e claim. .

....... “IN GOD WE TRUST.” '
There are those in every community who affSct to believe 

that everything that occurs is specially designed and direct
ed by an overruling Providence, and hence, on almost every 
coin we see the motto, "In God We Trust," and almost every 
obituary notice begins, “Whereas, it has pleased an overrul
ing Providence to remove Mr Blank," etc., and yet, as every
one knows, the pious and orthodox are not more exempt 
from accidents, disease and death, than are „heretics. If an 
overruling Providence Is managing these matters he ought 
to, and certainly would, make some plain distinctions in the 
distribution of his gifts and punishments. There are, 
throughout the country, probably ten saloons and other In
famous houses for every church, and yet it Ib no exaggera
tion to state that lightning strikes ten times as many 
churches as it does saloons. Of course, the steeples and 
spires of churches are very tempting to electricity, but light
ning, directed by Omnipotence, should be able to strike a 
basement saloon as readily as a church steeple.

Not long since, we read of a minister who was struck by 
lightning and Instantly killed while praying during the reg
ular Sunday services, also of a pious man who was struck 
and killed while reading his Bible. What shall we do with 
these and millions of similar facts? No one can harmonize 
tiiem with the theory of design and an overruling Provi
dence, except by assuming that, in some mysterious way, 
unknown to men, they are beneficial to our race. But the 
propriety and reasonableness of such an assumption are the 
very questions In dispute. .

VISITATION OF DIVINE PROVIDENCE.
Recognizing the fact that the good are as frequently 

stricken with the “visitations of Divine Providence” as the 
bad, theologians have evolved two explanations by which to 
pacify their flocks. The first is that all of these calamities 
—and, indeed, all the evil in the world—are the works of the 
devil. But who is the devil; on whom the onus of blame is 
thus shifted? Did he, like God, create himself, or is he the 
creature, the agent, the employe of God? In the affairs of 
this world we hold the proprietor responsible for the acts ot 
the employe. Indeed, God himself, if correctly reported, 
gave us the correct principle of action governing this matter, 
when he said, “But If the ox (which had gored some onej 
were wont’to push with his horn in time past, and it hath 
been testified to his owner, and he hath not kept him in, but 
that he hath killed a man or woman; the ox shall be stoned, 
and his owner also shall be put to death.” Why has not 
this terribly vicious ox, the devil, been “kept In" or “stoned’’ 
to death long ago? '

The other explanation is by nieans.of the argument ot ig
norance, which is usually sanctified and sugar-coated by the 
quotation, “Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth,” Implying 
that the evil or calamity is, after all, but a blessing in dis
guise. The argument in full may be thus summarized: 
Many things and events.are plainly beneficial; others, ap- 
parenty pernicious, finally prove to be advantageous; there
fore, all things and events are blessings, either openly or in 
disguise. If, however, we invert this argument it will look 
as well, logically, and prove as much. “Many things and 
events are undoubtedly injtffious; other things and events 
which at first seem to be advantageous,’ finally prove to be 
inimical; therefore, all thitigs and occurrences are either 
openly or covertly hostile to’mankind, and, therefore, essen
tially bad." The argument'Is as cogent in one form, as in 
the other, and is but sophisiFy at best.

, CAN HE NOT WRITE?
If God really wished to prove to us his existence, can he 

not devise some proof not susceptible of any other interpretar 
tlon? Can he not write? He is credited with painting all 
the exquisite colors apd hifeH in Nature. If so, can not he 
write a single sentence somewhere, and in some manner, 
which could not be counterfeited or explained away by men? 
If he controls the wirifls antLclouds why does he not some

’ times arrange the latter InW significant forms, or paint on 
them some words giving us¥6me reliable information? We 
do not ask for much.”’iiet Hlin simply say, “The Bible is in
spired,” or, "Obey the popei“‘or, “Follow Talmage,” or, "Be
lieve in Joseph Cook.«1 Anf little hint will suffice to eradi
cate infidelity from the world, when we are certain that its 
origin is divine. The matter in the tail of a comet might 
easily be arranged into a few words which all men could see. 
-No matter in what language the information came, its trans
lation would offer no difficulties. The surface of the moon 
might have been variegated with a few texts instead of with 
volcanic orators. We-are aware that God is reported to have 
written two editions of the decalogue on Btone tablets, blit, 
unfortunately-for the credibility of. the account, Moses had 
to wait, in each case, forty days for tho completion of the 
work; and now, there are those so depraved as to suggest 
that in that length of time, Moses might have done the work 
himself. • - .■ ............. K • 

WHY DQEjSN'T GOD SPEAK?
If God Ib realiy so solicitous in regard to tho welfare of 

men, why does he not, at least sometimes, apeak? Ho is said 
Ato Imva been very familiar and communicative two or three

thousand years ago. Can he not talk now T The clrngy will, 
of course, call these queries blasphemous, as they do every
thing which cannot be otherwise disposed of, but they are 
candid, and are serious thoughts of every one who permits 
himself to think upon this subject. A little tour-year-old 
glri, belonging to an acquaintance in Ohio, was, some time 
since, heard to soliloquize thus, when saying her evening 
Player: "Now, God, I have talked to you often enough. It 
you hear me, why don’t you talk back?” Sure enough! 
Why doesn’t God talk, or act in. response to prayer'? Lt is 
the disgrace ot wood and Btone Idols that, however much 
they aie appealed to, to speak or act, they maintain a stolid 
Indifference; but, in truth, does our God behave differently? 
Hundreds ot millions ot prayers, in the case ot President 
Garfield, tailed to evoke the slightest sign ot even the exist
ence of a God. Had these prayers been addressed to Baal or 
Joss, the result could not have been more disastrous. Bill
ions and billions ot prayers for the conversion of tlie wicked 
and the heathen have been presented, and yet—although 
this is evidently the proper thing to do—the work is scarcely 
farther advanced than it was a thousand years ago. In
deed, no one in this age, not even the preacher, expects a 
prayer to be answered.

Those who have abandoned all the usual arguments in 
tavon of a Supreme Being, based on the evidence of design, 
as Intrinsically bad, but who still wish to fortify their belief 
in the existence of Buch a being, often assert that the mere 
order of harmony observable in Nature, offers them suffi
cient evidence. It is plain, however, that if Nature exists at 
all, some kind of order must exist, and that, whatever may 
be the course of events, some sort of harmony is a necessary 
consequence. If matter exists, it must assume some shape 
and occupy some position. If, however, the matter ot the 
universe could be shown to be In the best possible forms, an 
argument for a supreme intelligence might rest on that 
basis, but he would possess a dull imagination indeed, who 
could not suggest numerous improvements in this respect, 
both in the form and quality of matter, as we find It on our 
planet. The climate, for example, might have been made 
more genial and uniform, and the soil, in many districts, 
richer. Fewer mountains and deserts would have sufficed, 
and with less water better distributed, our world would have 
been better arranged. Indeed, a small amount of matter 
might have taken the tom of homes, food and clothing, with 
evident advantage to mankind. The labor of the human 
race is chiefly expended In re-arranging Nature. The con
venience of photographers, for example, would have been 
greatly enhanced if light had been endowed with such prop
erties that it would not affect a sensitive plate before Its pas
sage through a lens. If we are told that Buch a modification 
of light would unfit it for use as a chemical agency in many 
other respects, we can only reply that, while we cannot so 
load a gun as that it shall hit a bear but miss a calf, tills is 
just wlrnt is to be expected from one with whom "all things 
are possible."
*1 freely admit that arrangement of matter and its qualities 

might have been much worse, but it they had been we should 
not have existed at all. In the case of our moon a worse ar
rangement is actually seen, and, as a consequence, life is be
lieved to be absent from that body. Water might have been 
made to freeze at forty degrees above, or forty degrees be
low zero; with some advantages in both cases. Alcohol 
might have been made wltli a repulsive taste, or without its 
intoxicating .properties, with evident advantage to mankind. 
Thus, we might proceed to point out changes and possible 
Improvements in the form and properties of matter ad Infin
itum. Since it is possible therefore, to suggest improve
ments in the properties and state of aggregation In which we 
find matter, perfection in the order of Nature cannot be 
claimed, unless it is assumed that in some way or other, not 
always manifest, everything must bo for the best, as we find 
it, which is simply the old argument of ignorance.

But if perfection in the order of Nature is not made a part 
of the argument, then the simple proposition remains, that 
the existence of matter in apy state of aggregation, and with 
any kind of property, is sufficient to prove the existence ot 
an intelligent designing Creator, who himself came Into ex
istence without any assistance or cause whatever, and then 
proceeded to create everything out of nothing! In the apt 
phraseology sometimes employed by gentlemen of the bar, 
those who use this argument go into and come out of the 
same hole.

So tar as the doctrine of design implies the process of rear 
soning ou the part of God, It is plainly absurd, because tlie 
divine mind can neither reason, nor learn, nor forget. Rea
soning Ib that process by which finite minds glide by easy 
or difficult steps from the known, to the unknown; but, since 
all possible knowledge is supposed to be ever-present In the 
infinite mind; this process is both unnecessary and Impossi
ble. Therefore, while an unreasoning God may appear to be 
a kind of theological monstrosity, it Ib clear that a God who 
reasons is no God at all, but worse still is a God who reasons 
badly.

Finally, we may be asked if we deny the existence of God? 
Our reply is, "By no means.” To do bo, would imply that 
we have positive knowledge on this point. Wo neither af
firm nor deny the existence of a Supreme Being, because we 
have no definite and conclusive information, on that subject. 
We simply maintain that the evidence which has thus far 
been relied upon to prove the existence of such a being, is 
insufficient and fallacious. If new evidence can be advanced, 
or If the old can be made more cogent, we shall be among the 
first to give the matter a full and fair reconsideration.

TOWSER’S SERMON.

RESTORES EYESIGHT.
Spectacfeô a Thing of the Past.

“Artin«," u Marvelous Discovery That Cures All 

Afflictions of tlie Bye and Bar Without 

Cutting or Drugging,

A marvelous discovery has been made by that 
Scientist and Inventive Genius, PrM. w. C. 
Wilson. He has invented a restorer known as 

l_^rou8h which all afflctlons of ths 
eyes and ear. such as blind
ness, granulated lids, cat- 

3$ Bracts. Boreeyes, deafness, 
etc., arecurca withoutcut- 
ting or drugging. It is a 
simple contrivance,known 
as tlie Actlna Pocket Bat
tery, and through it tho 

« .< . patents cure themselves 
“ ^privacy pi their own homes. It not only 
abolishes the butcheries and torturous meth
ods practiced by oculists, andaurlats, but at the 
same timejperfects a positive and lasting cure, 

Goodwin, Moline, Kansas, writes: 
“My honestoplnion of “AcUua” is that it Is one 
of the most marvelous discoveries of the age. It 
saved my eyes from an operation.”

Mr. F.W. Harwood, Springfield, Mass., says 
that * Actlna" cured him or deafness of ulno 
years’ standing.

Mr. A. L. Howe,Tully, N. Y„ writes: "Actlna“ 
has removed cataracts from both my eyes. I 
can read well without my glasses; am sixty- 
five years old. *

Itopert Baker, Ocean Park. Cal., writes: “I 
should have been blind had I Not used” Actlna.”

A party of prominent citizens have organized 
a company known as the New York and London 
Blectrlo Association, and they have given this 
method so thorough a test on hundreds of cases 
pronounced incurable and hopeless that they 
now positively assure a cure. "Actlna” la sent 
on trial postpaid. If you will call or send your 
name and address to the New York and London 
Electric Association, Dept. T. H., 929 Walnut, 8t., 
Kansas City, Mo., you will receive, absolutely 
free, a valuable book-Prof. Wllson's.’-Treatlse 
on the Eye and on Diseases in General,” and 
you pan rest assured that your eyesight and 
htaring will be restored, no matter how many 
doctorfl have failed.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor.Catarrh, Plies, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address

DR. BYE, Broadway*^ Kansas City, Mo.

Th» above is the number of the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at tho top ot the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then tho time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the^rst page is ad
vanced each week, showing tho number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper.

TU AI ITI nr M II I LATI0N9 AND EX- 1 I IL OvUL > PRESSIONS IN HU
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price il.00. This is one of tho best ixtoks 
given by the guides of Mrs Cor» L V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book of reference for those who have been 
members of the classes receiving them. This 
volume is a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing the bases of tho teachings.

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leib Underhill, of tbB Fox Family, 
Interoiting and valuable as a history of tho begin* 

DlDg of Modern Spiritualist:, by one of Ibe FoxBIs* ' 
tors. 478 Pages, 16 llluntrntlonB, Including portraits oi 
the Fox Family. Illatory of tba Urdus villa rapplngi, 
as related by eye-wituoBses; remarkable and well-at
tested manifestations; Lhc “exposures," etc. Hand* 
somely bound In cloth, But few copies remaining. 
PublleherB' price, 11.50. Wo will send the book poaL* 
paid f^r 11.40. .

ESOTERIC LESSONS,
Thia work Includes "Personified Un

thinkable*,” “First Lessons In Reality,” 
and/“A Tour Through the Zodiac.” 
This Is an Interesting production ot oc
cult thought and will well repay careful 
study and meditation by all occultists. 
Price, Olotb, $1.50. For sale at thia 
office.

“There are no dogs In heaven," 1 will make my present 
theme,

“No animals are wanted at the throne of the Supreme,” 
Is believed by many mortals who assume the form of man, 
But who still remain in spirit much below us in the plan.
I should rather take my chances with old Justice, as a dog, 
Than a cruel, savage master or a selfish human hog, 
But I firmly think in Nature, that each being has his place, 
And no matter what the upecies, or the color, or the race.
If not as such intended we would never dogs have been;
If Eternal Nature made us it was surely not a sin,
For the same Eternal Nature made our-masters of the clay, 
And the most marked way we differ is, they stand another 

way.
They can scheme and plan great mansions on the earth for 

very show;
They can picture their own heaven in the future thus and so;
They can roll their eyeballs upward and send forth their 

soulful tune, ■ .
While we send up our petitions to the Master in the moon.
If there is a great All-Wise One who presides o’er all the 

earth, ..; ■■ - ■■ ■■■ .
We can neither ever fool Him in regard to proper worth, 
And though rich with gold and knowledge, when his judg- 

. ment he must face,
Man will find, with dogs In Nature, that each specie has its

■ place. . .. ■ ■ ■. ■ ■ ■
If a Christian beats his horses or is cruel to his dog, 
It will stay with him eternal as a gloomy spirit fog.
He has claim to mighty wisdom, great unfoldmeut of 

mind, ’
tho

ft NEW GftTEGHISM,BY M. ML MANGA8ARIAN. :
This te & now “CatochlBm“ tn the full Bense of tho 

word. There has as yet appeared in the world of lib 
eral literature nothing like this most wonderful llttlo 
book or reason. B. P. Powell, the well-known author, 
the reviewer ana critic, aaysi “Th# remarkable thing 
about uib ’Cateobiam’ 1b that it toll# the truth." B 
deals with the questions of God. Immortality—the 
Creed», tbeOwrgy, the Church, Prayer and Solvation. 
Jmui ana bta Teaching, the Growth of the Christian 
Scriptures, and many other philosophical, scientific 
and ethical questions with the utmost candor, cour 
age and clearness. 188 page«. Cloth 75c! paper. 50o

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART l.--The Pentateuch,

Comments ou Genests, Exodus, Leviticus, 
Numbersand Deuteronomy, by Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Lillie Devereux Rlake, Kev. Plicbe 
Hanaford, Clara Bewick Colby, Ellen Battelle 
Deltrlck, Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ursula N. 
Geslefeld, and Frauds E Barr.

But is often false and brutal when his dog is true and kind.
So upon the base of morals and of faithfulness and love, 
Our great masters have not risen in unfoldment far above, 
And if we, with only "instinct,” are to loiter here behind, 
We shall always think Jehovah is but human and unkind.
Let us gather in the moonlffeht and send up a mighty bay 
For admission into heaven when our forms return to clay, 
And put on our longest faces and in meekness shed a tear, 
And if man gets Into heaven we may also there appear.
We can hardly do the thinking that our masters have to do, 
And we cannot ask the favors of a God we never knew, 
But I know there must be justice in the great Eternity, 
For the lower and the higher; just because there ought to be.
If all life Is based on spirit as a part of One Grand Whole, 
And the universe of matter should possess Eternal Soul, 
Each shall share in Nature's forces just his little proper 

place, 
Whether dogs or human beings filled with piety and grace.
Let them gain their great possessions and hoard up the shin

ing gold;
But it cannot bring back youth-time with its joys, when they 

■ are old.
Let them put on robes and jewels and fine linen here below, 
But.they each must wear the garments that will fit where'er 

they go.
Now, you ask me how I know it, where I got such wondrous 

lore?
And I answer with my master, thus: "When I was here be

. ' fore.”
I obtain it from the thought-world, from the universe of 

thought; .
From the depth of all past ages I the Inspiration caught.
I don’t think the common Christian cares so much for that 

old tale
As he used to ere the coming of the Spiritualistic gale, 
But while mankind is advancing It does seem so mighty 

queer.
That they make themselves a heaven, while their pets must 

disappear. ’ DR. T. WILKINS.

THE WONIN'S BIBLE-PART II.
Judges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Com

ments on the Old and New Testaments, from 
Joshua to Revelation. The comments aro keen, 
bright, spicy, full of wit, the work of radical 
thinkers who are not Ignorant of the higher 
criticism There Is not a doll page in either of 
these books, but each lis a galaxy of the bright 
minds ot tho day and throw a now light ou tho 
Bible teachings relating to woman. Price ot 
each, paper, 50 cents.

KEEP POSTED
tn Current Spiritualistic and Occult 

News.
You can do It by reading each week 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo. 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena It contains each week, !» 
the marvel of the age. No one can af
ford to be without the paper. Its price 
is within the reach of all.

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH, 
Or the Future Life According to Science. By 
Louis Figuler. Translated from tho French by 
S. R. Crockoe. A very fascinating work. This 
fine volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. It is writ
ten in that peculiar interesting style in which 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize sclcntlflo subjects in adaptation to the 
needs of the general reader. The author says: 
“There is n true and respectable Idea Ln Spirit
ualism,” and regards as proved "the fact of 
communication between superhumans and tho 
inhabitants of earth.” Price, $1.50.

SPIRITUAL W «SS 
tlon and Social Circles. By J. M. Peebles and 
J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. 
New edition. Culled from a wide field of litera
ture with the most critical care, free from all 
theological bias, throbbing with tho soul of in- 
Bplration, embodying tho principles and virtues 
of tho spiritual philosophy, set to the most 
cheerful and popumr music (nearly all original) 
and adapted to all occasion», it is doubtless tho 
most attractive work of i;he kind over pub
lished. Its beautiful songs, duets and quartets, 
With piano, organ or moiodfon accompaniment, 
adapted both to public mootings and tho social 
circles. Cloth, 91.25; postage, 14 cents.

The spirit of the fathers challenges the boldest repudiation 
of Blbllolatry. I cannot reconcile an ethical Jesus uhd an 
honest manhood with what is now known of tho canonical 
history of both the Old and New Testaments.—Rev. W. T. 
Hutchins.

Some temptations come to the Industrious,' but all tempta
tions attack tho idle.—-Spurgeon...... 1 • .

F LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE";
By tho Editor of tho National, with Preface 

and Notes. by Peter Eoltlor. Illustrated with 
views ot tho old Paine Homestead and Patna 
Monument, at Now Rochelle; also portraits ot 
Thomas Ullo Rloltman, Joel Barlow, Mary Wot- 
stonecraft, Madamo Roland, Oondorco, Brissot, 
and ths most prominent of Patna's frlonda tn 
Europe and America. Cloth, n oonw.. -ml
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J TAKE NOTIGE.

All books advertised in the columns 
of The Progressive Thinker are for 
sale at this office. Bear this in mind.

THE SPIRITUALISTIC) FIELD-TITS WORKERS. 
DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contribute* 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statemzats he may make. Tbe editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can b® 
best subserved thereby. Many of th® 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should b® 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is Inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might 
to do so. That must account for the 
Uon-appearouce of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We 'would 1‘*0 
to Impress upon the minds ot our><:0^ 
epondents that The Progressive Tblnaer 
is set up on a Linotype machine 
must make speed equal to about w 
compositors. That means rapid yora, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion In the paper, all other r 
qulrements being favorable, shouio a 
written plainly with Ink on wmio 
paper, or with a typewriter, and omy 
one side of tbe paper. ,

ITEMS.—Bear In mind that items tor 
the General Survey will in all caBe*L... 
adjusted to the space we have to occ • 
py, and In order to do that they 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items worn on 
crowded out. Sometimes a 
Item Is put down to ten lines, and w 
Unes to two lines, as occasion may * 
quire.

Tako due notice, that all Items for 
this page must be accompanied by t00 
full name and address of the wrlM- ‘ 
will not do to say that Secretary or U0*" 
respondent writes so and bo, ' 
giving tbe full name nnd address of tn® 
writer. The items of those who do nos 
comply with this request will be cast 
into the waste basket.

Keep copies of your poems sent to 
tills office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

Take due notice that items for this 
page In order to insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEAL
ING.—A class in Psychopathy, or Spirit 
Healing, under the instruction of the 
spirit of Dr. Benj. Rush, through Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, is about to be 
formed. For further information in
quire of Mr. Wm. Richmond, 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park, Chicago, 
Illinois.

INDIANA STATE SPIRITUALISTS 
CONVENTION—The Spiritualists of In
diana will hold their state convention in 
the Spiritualist Temple at Anderson, 
Ind., Feb. 26, 27 and 28, 1904, at which 
time a State Spiritualist Association 
will be organized. There will be three 
sessions daily. Friday and Saturday 
morning and afternoon sessions will be 
devoted to the business of the conven
tion. The evening sessions of Friday 
nnd Saturday and the three Sunday 
sessions will be devoted to entertaln- 
lectures, spirit messages, tests, etc. 
The best ot talent has been engaged. 
The bet of talent has been engaged. 
Programs will be Issued later. The 
public Is cordially invited to attend all 
of these meetings. Let there be a 
grand rally from all parts of the state 
thereby making this, which is one ot 
the most Important meetings ever held 
In the state, one of the most successful. 
E. W. Sprague and wife, N. S. A. Mis
sionaries, Rochester, Ind.

Will J. P. Sullivan, of Los Angeles, 
Cal., send his address to G. C. Schmidt, 
Soldiers’ Home, Milwaukee, Wis.? .

Dr. Juliet H. Severance will sp&ik 
for the Englewood Spiritual Union, Feb. 
14, at Hopkins’ Hall, 528 W. 63rd street. 
Subject: "Is Mediumship a Psycholog
ical Crime?” This lecture was pre
viously announced but postponed on ac
count of hall being closed for repairs.

Premonitory dreams are scoffed at by 
the skeptic of matters psychic, but nev
ertheless some visions of this kind are 
related as truth by men of science and 
research. Camille Flammarlon, the

Wh«a writing for thia paper 
use a pea or typewriter.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than [he previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.

to us give undoubted evidences as to 
the genuineness of her mediumship. 
She will serve the First Spiritualist So
ciety of Hamilton, Ont., during the 
month of March.” . .

Mrs. Allie Perkins writes from Frank
fort, Ind.: “Mrs. Alice Gehring since her 
return from the west, has paid a visit 
to Frankfort, and she has greatly aided 
our grand'cause by the noble work she 
did while here. She only came for a 
rest, but she Is so loved and appreciated 
by our people here that she could have 
been busy every hour of her stay; • She 
Is the one who started the work in this 
place.”

Joshua Oakeshott writes from -Deer 
Park, Ontario, Canada: "Our meetings 
are becoming more attractive as the 
season advances. Under the pastorate 
of Mr. and Mrs. Wallis Rlppley, with oc
casional assistance from their sister, 
our audiences are getting fine spiritual 
and intellectual feasts, and the good 
causa of Spiritualism is being much ad
vanced. The honest, straightforward 
work of these mediums is being much 
appreciated by the general public, and 
if we can but give them sufficient sup
port much good will be accomplished. 
I am also happy to say we have three 
other meetings in this city, all well at
tended."

A. B. Fanning writes from Plymouth, 
Ind.: “We are glad to report an organi
zation in this city. On Jan. 29, Brother 
and Sister E. W. Sprague came to us 
and remained until thia morning, Feb. 1, 
giving us four meetings, organizing a 
society of seventeen members and cre
ating a great interest in our beloved 
cause. On Saturday and Sunday even
ings, people were turned away, because 
we could not seat them, many prefer
ring to remain and stand through the 
entire service. The outlook is good here 
for a large society, many coming to us 
to-day regretting that they could not 
hear more of our beautiful teachings. 
Brother and Sister Sprague have won 
their way into the hearts of the people 
here, and are assured of a hearty wel
come at any time they can return to us. 
Any one desiring to communicate with 
us, address our secretary, H. E. grube.”

Hypnotism, as the cause of, or ex
cuse for, crime, works both ways it 
seems. While certain persons not dis
sociated from the police interests of 
Minneapolis ore exploiting their belief 
that the ubiquitous Carlisle, now un
happily restrained ot his liberty, has 
been given to the practice of hypnotism 
as a means of furthering his designs for 
annexing by marriage impressionable 
woman, another worker in the matrimo
nial vineyard turns up in New York 
who claims that he became a bigamist 
under the Influence ot the occult art. 
Herbert W. Talcott married two women 
within four months—a period of time 
that hardly permits of the securing of a 
divorce even In Rhode Island. Talcott 
announces with what cheerfulness ot 
mien he can muster that he meant no 
wrong In marrying the second time,

the past month at Peoria, 111., with great 
success, will rest a few days with his 
friends, Mr. and Mrs. Will Briscoe, at 
Tipton, Ind., and then take lip his la
bors at Findlay, Ohio, for the month of 
February."

Teresa Roderlguez, noted along the 
Pacific coast as Santa Teresa, because 
of her ability as a healer, has secured 
a divirce from Guadalose Roderlguez, 
whom she says she married while under 
bls hypnotic influence. She also 
made the charge that her husband was 
en emissary sent by the Mexican Gov
ernment to this country to marry her, 
that she might be taken back to a Mex
ican prison. Santa Teresa is revered 
by the YaquI Indians, and because of 
her influence over them has been exiled 
from Mexico for years. Her ability as 
a healer has been proclaimed among 
tlie Indians and Mexicans since she was 
sixteen year's old. At that time she 
had an attack of typhoid fever and fell 
into a long trance. When she awoke 
she declared that she had made a trip 
to heaven, that she had conversed with 
the saints and that they had told her 
she would have power to cure the sick. 
She began her work with such success 
that she was soon canonized by the In
dians and peons, while she won tbe re
spect and love of her own people. Her 
unfortunate marriage followed the de
cree of exile from Mexico.

ALWAYS GIVE YGUE FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND TKEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASK®. :

$300, which speafiB volumes. The noble 
impulses prompting the ladies in this 
direction mp commendable,' and may 
the angel wbrld, guard, guide and bless 
them for their unselfish devotion to the 
cause thatemust fail, were It not for
them." ¡o

noted astronomer, in his book, “The 
Unknown,” tells the following: "During 
a certain summer, one of my sisters had 
gone with her husband and her children 
to live in the little town of Nogent 
(Haute-Marne); my father had accom- 
In regard to them. My mother dreamed 
In Paris. All the children were In good 
health, and no one felt any uneasiness 
in regar dto them. My mother dreamed 
that she received a letter from my 
father, in which she read this sentence: 
‘I am the bearer of a sad piece of news; 
little Henri has just died in convulsions, 
with hardly any previous illness.” My 
mother, on awakening, said to herself: 

b 'It is nothing but a dream; it is all im
agination and deception.’ A week after
wards a letter from my father con
tained precisely this very phrase. My 
poor sister had just lost her youngest 
child in consequence of convulsions."

Dr. Beverly writes: “At Lakeside Hall 
we had a great leap-year party. Two 
hundred and fifty people were present, 
and all had a merry time till .past mid
night. Our.next monthly party will be 
held at the same place, Saturday even
ing, Feb. 27. This will be better than 
any that have preceded it. Mrs. Murtha 
Is still with us, and is drawing many 
Into the ranks by her honest tests. Dr. 
Warne, the president of the State Asso
ciation, spoke to a large audience, Sun
day evening. He does not fear to de
clare the truth, and is in favor of ag
gressive work. Mrs. Dr. Stockham will 
lecture Feb. 14; Dr. Viroqua, the Mo
hawk Indian Princess, Feb. 21; Walter 
DeVoe, editor of Vitality, Feb. 28. Thus 
■we have a fine program, and you all are 
Invited.”

C. J. Van Alstine writes from Long 
' Beach, Cal.: "A few words about us 

here on this coast, where it is sunshine 
and flowers, but do not think for a mo
ment that there are no shadows or 
thorns. Our little society here has been 
listening for seven Sunday evenings to 
Mrs. L. M. Allen, of Los Angeles, a 
dear, sweet, spiritual woman, who gave 
us good and practical advice, and the 
audiences Increased to twice the size 
they were when she began.”

Geo. Hamilton Brooks writes: "Dr. 
Juliet H. Severance will lecture for the 
Englewood Spiritual Union, at Hopkins’ 
Hall, 528 West 63rd street, Sunday 
evening, Feb. 14, This means another 
large audience for Sister Severance Is 
one of our popular radical speakers who 
knows the truth and is fearless In ex
pressing her views. If the good sleigh
ing continues there should be many in 
from the near-by suburban towns. The 
many admirers of Robert Ingersoll will 
be glad to hear one of his able co-la- 
borers.” '

and that ho can account for the marri
age only on the theory that he was hyp
notized by some wretch who aimed at 
his undoing. Among those who are 
skeptical may be mentioned both of 
Talcott's wives. The list of skeptics Is, 
however, large. Something should be 
done to restrain the hypnotist from go
ing about practicing his evil arts for 
the undoing of impressionable young 
men and women. He ought to enlarge 
the field of his exploits or quit. Ono 
never hears of a whiskered hold-up man 
who lays his desire to annex the goods 
of his fellow-citizen to a hypnotist. If 
he did make such a claim it would only 
have the effect of expediting his seclu
sion. Occasionally a murderer turns 
up who puts in the theory ot hypnotism 
for a defense, but he generally gets 
short shrift.—St. Paul Globe.

When William Berlin, an eccentric 
old miser, residing at Little Silver, N. 
J., died a few days ago a search was 
made for the money he was known to 
possess, but not a penny could be 
found. William Wainwright, however, 
could not give up the hope of finding 
the money and obtained permission 
from Joseph V. Holmes, owner of the 
house, to tear it down. Every stick of 
timber was carefully examined as it 
was razed. No money was found, but 
Wainwright felt Bure it was somewhere 
about the place. He says that a few 
nights ago he had a dream, in which the 
ghost of Berlin led him to the rujns of 
the old house and pointed out to him 
under the chimney a tin spectacle case. 
When Wainwright awoke in the morn
ing his dream was still vivid, and he 
dressed in a hurry, went to the spot and 
found the spectacle case in the place 
pointed out by the miser’s ghost. He 
opened it and $187 in bills fell out. 
Wainwright is not yet satisfied and be
lieves he will have more dreams.

Mrs. Cora F. Alsip, heroine of many 
court cases in Cook county, has at last 
been adjudged Insane and has been

Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: “The ros
trum of the Hyde Park Occult Society 
will be occupied by Mrs. Karcher, on 
Feb. 14, at No. 333 East 55th street. 
We know you will hear something good, 
friends, so come out and hear her. 
Come early. Services at 7:45 p. m. 
Take Jackson Park car, which passes 
the door. Mrs. Kline will also give 
messages.” '

J. M. Hodson writes: “Spiritualism 
doubtless 4b chSmplon for the welfare 
of the human race, and uplifting of hu
manity, by living up to its teachings. 
It prepares men and women for better 
fathers, mothers, and citizens. I notice 
in The Progressive Thinker of Jap. 30,, 
another grand offer for Spiritualists to 
procure a neat little sum of 31,000 of
fered by a company of men in Califor
nia for one genuine materialization of a 
spirit. Now we need money to use for 
the distribution of free literature of the 
principles and teachings of our spiritual 
philosophy, and some genuine medium 
can obtain it. Why not?"

Elisha Waters, who lately passed to 
spirit life at Troy, N. Y., was, says a 
Troy paper, a grand old man—pure, 
honest, kindly, useful and intelligent. 
The sweet spirit, the beaming counte
nance, the essential lovableness ot this 
octogenarian of beautiful white hair 
and flowing beard cannot be reflected 
upon paper. In religion Mr. Waters 
was a Spiritualist, and for half a cen
tury was identified with thafmovement, 
remaining president of the society un
til the day of his death—or liberation, 
as he would with perhaps greater in
sight consider it. Indeed, he long left 
a consolatory certainty of bls familiar
ity with another sphere and former 
friends who tenanted it. He believed, 
with Keble, that

“Two worlds are ours; 'tls only sin 
Forbids ub to descry ' '
The mystic heaven and earth within, 
Plain as the earth and sky."
Elisha Waters loved life and enjoyed 

it, ever rising superior to the multitu
dinous trials and afflictions which came 
to him during the nearly ninety years 
of his terrestrial journey; but he had no 
more fear of death than of gliding 
across the Hudson in one of his light 
paper boats. His spiritual serenity, his 
faith in God, and his confidence that the 
future state was one of greater happi
ness and ampler beauty and opportunity 
for all true souls was never shaken. 
His philosophy was embodied in the 
verse: . . ,
"There is beyond the silent night

An endless day;
Death is a door that leads to lights 

Love leads the way. ’
Longing to know and do the right, 
I sought the truth, I found the light.”

Mrs. M. B. Grunwald writes from 
Louisville, Ky.: "Why don’t Spiritual
ists organize? There are ten thousand

Louise iE. Zimmerman, secretary, 
writes from Elmira, N. Y.: “The Spirit
ualist Church and people of our city 
have been: greatly favored by the pres
ence of the veteran worker, Bro. Fred 
L. H. Willifi. of Glenora, N. Y., formerly 
of Boston,a ¡Masi, and the younger 
brother, Cleon B. Nichols, of Andover, 
Ohio, in our midst Brother 'Willis 1b 
widely known as an able exponent of 
the truths of Spiritualism, and has the 
love and veneration of all hearts for tlie 
years devoted to Its cause, and although 
Brother Nichols has not seen the years 
of service as-has Brother Willis, he is 
rapidly winning his way into the hearts 
of tho people. The advent of Brother 
Nichols In our city gave many hungry, 
seeking hearts the positive proof and 
knowledge that 'the dead’ can return, 
under proper conditions, and demon
strate themselves In the form, through 
the ever-potent law of materialization. 
During Brother Nichols’ short visit, 
three very successful seances were 
held, the forms being plainly visible to 
all present; and he made many warm 
friends who wish hijn every success 
and god speed in the work of conviction 
and demonstration, that the doorway is 
ever open between the two worlds, hop
ing for a return visit in the future. 
Mrs. Clara L. Stewart has closed her 
engagement with us, taking with her 
the love and best wishes ot all for fu
ture successes and a return. As ships 
that speak g.nd pass in the night, so are 
we upon the river of life; may the 
speaking prove' stepping-stones In our 
progression. Oscar A. Edgerly, of 
Lima, O., begins a two months’ engage
ment; Sunday, Feb. 7, and we are look
ing forward to another treat."

Vine H. Hickox writes from Niagara 
Falls, N. Y.: “The first Spiritual Asso
ciation of Niagara Falls is progressing 
under the leadership of Mrs. A. G. 
Atcheson, of Buffalo. A state Spiritual 
mass-meeting was held on Thursday, 
Jan. 28, three meetings, morning, after
noon and evening, in the Maccabee 
Hall. Mr. H. W. Richardson, state pres
ident; Mtb. T. U. Reynolds, vice- presi
dent, and that bright shlng star of Spir
itualism, Mr. Lytaan C. Howe, the vet
eran speaker and poet, entertained 
large and appreciative audiences. Mrs. 
Atcheson, speaker and medium, was 
likewise on hand. This noble lady has 
had a hard struggle in her ministrations 
here to build up this society. The out
look appears to bo at present very 
promising. The people seem to be tak
ing a great interest in the grand truths 
of Splrltuallstn, The Progressive 
Thinker comes regularly every week to 
my address. I wish every Spiritualist 
in the land 'would yead it; they miss a 
great treat this whiter by not subscrib
ing for the'paper. There are not many 
Spiritualists' at Niagara Falls. There 
are many who attend the spiritual meet
ings who ar6 not spiritualists, but have 
a natural curiosity to receive messages 
through the’mediumship of Mrs. Atch- 
eson. But it sets1 the people to think
ing and they talk'among themselves of 
this phase bf mediumship."

Correspondent frites: “The Texas 
State National Association of Spiritual
ists, with heaxlquarterB at the Spiritual

aid in my power tuad seek to lufuiie into 
them new life and courage. My çljçi’ts 
have never been so ably seoonded as 
during my four weeks’- stay among 
these people. There are In this society 
several noble-hearted men and women, 
who stand true and staunch to the 
cause they love, even In the face of op
position and discouraging conditions 
The proof of this has been their willing
ness to go down into their pockets for 
needed funds to assist in carrying on 
the meetings, for unfortunately nothing 
can be accomplished without; funds. 
They have also given me the best con
ditions possible for work on the plat
form, both for speaking and psychic 
readings. During the month the meet
ings have greatly increased in attend
ance. The officers of this society are 
Mr. Plngle, a lawyer of Clinton, presi
dent; Mr. Kolar, vice-president; Mrs. J. 
Leavitt, secretary. I shall be with this 
society for a time and ask my friends to 
address me here.”

T. W. Sherk will lecture for Church 
of Spirit Communion, Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue. Subject, 
“Angels.”

Mrs. A. A. Averill writes from Lynn, 
Mass. : “Our meetings since last report, 
have been very interesting, and we 
hope productive of good, Mrs. Ida P. 
A. Whitlock, of Providence, was with ub 
two Sundays in January; Mr. J. J.

N A St. Clair, secretary, writes from 
Toronto, Canada: "Mrs. Nettie Holt 
Harding, of Bryantvllle, Mass., serves 

- the Toronto Spiritualist Association 
during January and February, and is 
proving a very conscientious and incus« 
trious worker In tho InterTS'.s of our so
ciety and cause. Mrs. Ilnrding has a 
very pleasing peiscnality, and Is 
popular with our members and audl- 

~ cnees. Her lectures are followed by 
spirit messages. ¿lor private readings 
arc giving excellent satisfaction, and 
reports regarding tho same which come

committed to the Institution in Elgin. 
Prominent members of the smart set, 
who have previously used their influ
ence to keep her from the asylum, ap
peared in Judge Ruth’s court on Tues
day to testify against her Mrs, Alsip 
claimed to be under the influence of 
hypnotism, Spiritualism, and various 
other psychic powers. She also accused 
her relations of poisoning the mind of 
her husband and persuading him to get 
a divorce.—Chicago Journal.

Dr. Eugenie R. Ellscu, a Roumanian 
woman who has been in this country 
practicing medicine for several years, 
rather startled the staid, conservative 
members of the Medico Pharmaceutical 
League, New- York, by announcing that 
In five instances she had succeeded in 
curing cases of consumption, by the use

I of hypnotic suggestion. To back up 
her claim, Miss Ellscu produced three 
of her patients and used them as illus
trations of her prowess during the lec
ture. She didn’t convince her auditors 
that drugs and modern methods should 
be at once abandoned in favor of psy
chopathy, but she succeeded in stirring 
them into a discussion which became 
acrimonious at times. Miss Ellscu is a 
very Interesting woman, who has been 
putting her theories into practice in 
this city for some time. She has not 
entirely abandoned medicine yet, but 
her principal successes, she says, have 
been achieved through obtaining con
trol of the minds of sick persons.

Will Brlsooe writes: "It is with pleas
ure that I say a word in commendation 
cf your paper. I think it is the very 
best paper extant devoted to'the inter
ests of our beautiful .philosophy, and 
tho able discussions contained therein, 
emanating .as tliey do from some of the 
brigliteBt minds of the age, cannot bo 
otherwise than elevating to the grand 
cause of Spiritualism. I wish also to 
say'that. Brother Frank T/Riploy,- who 
has been lecturing to crowded houses

Spiritualists in Louisville, and no 
church or temple, all the different socie
ties meeting in club-rooms. By all 
means organize and stand'flrm. Hav
ing belonged to the Christian church 
for so many years, it is natural to de
sire a temple to worship in. I call it 
worship for our souls commune" with 
souls, and these messengers of love are 
our own fathers, mothers, sisters and 
brothers, and our little babies that we 
have pressed to our hearts. I have 
been a Spiritualist two years and a half, 
and from the first my aim has been to 
have a church In Louisville worthy of 
the cause of truth, and when this shall 
have been accomplished Spiritualism 
here will grow.”

H. Voorhees writes: "Not a word has 
been said about the funny spirits in the 
great discussion. There is a great deal 
of waste time on the hands of the 
rabble class of spirits. They dearly love 
to play jokes on verdant mediums. I 
was brought up very strictly religious. 
I developed as a medium forty years 
ago. I never saw rough society. First 
I swore at a terrific rate. A person 
present Baid it was a perfect picture of 
a Wisconsin lumber camp. For a week 
I was a writer; then a ranting orator. I 
was destined to be a great man, etc.; 
finally after I apparently was a flt'sub- 
ject for a lunatic asylum, I awoke to 
the fact that a play-actor was having 
lots of sport at my expense. Under 
higher influence, I finally, in a long life, 
hav„e been directed how to escape poor 
health, financial loss, etc. . Medium
ship has been of inestimable value to 
me.”

B. F. Schmid writes from Indianapo
lis, Ind.: “The First Spiritualist Church 
of Indianapolis has not met with the 
usual success during the fall and winter 
of 1903-4. Why it should be so, no one 
seems able to tell. The indifference of 
Spiritualists in their support of the 
work, and the constant demand for sen
sational mediumship are leading causes 
contributing to the disorganization of 
the movement. October and November 
found us with Miss Elizabeth Harlow as 
speaker, she being one of the favored, 
whose discourses are thoroughly en
joyed by the thinking minds. January 
finds us with Mrs. Nellie S. Noyes, ot 
Boston, a new worker in the west Sho 
has labored under many difficulties, ow
ing to the effects of a severe grippe at
tack, yet sho has done her., work well 
and satisfactory. She follows her .talk 
of about 30 minutes with astrological 
character sketches, that prove interest
ing and attractive to a mixed audience. 
Societies seeking talent will'make no 
mistake in engaging her. Our Ladies’. 
Ald’lB tho hope-and encouragement of 
our church. Were It not. for its untir
ing Efforts tho work must of necessity 
fail. Tha fair netted tho ladies over

ist temple ‘Of Galveston, Texas, Mr. 
John W. Ring. locSI speaker, being pres
ident;-has engaged. Mra. Isa Wilson 
Kayner for several months’ work In the 
state, and she is now ministering to the 
societies in Galveston and Houston, 
where her work Is most satisfactory. 
Localities wishing to arrange for her 
services should write LeRoy Hutchings, 
secretary,, Spiritualist Temple, Galves
ton, Texas, for dates and terms. Dr. J. 
M. Temple, of St. Augustine, Florida, is 
also located in Galveston, and his work 
is thoroughly satisfactory. In addition 
to his private work he helps in the ser
vices at the Temple, and holds one or 
more spirit message meetings there 
during the week. There is always a full 
house when Dr. Temple gives messages. 
Tho Progressive Lyceum lately pre
sented the comedy-drama, 'Hick’ry 
Farm,’which so pleased the public, who 
liberally patronized the young people’s 
efforts, that it has been decided to re
peat it on Feb. 22, in honor of Washing
ton's birthday. The usual annual anni
versary bazaar will be held the last of 
March, and the Ladies’ Auxiliary solic
its the donation of such articles as the 
friends are willing to send. The pro
ceeds will be used for the Temple fund. 
Address all packages to Mrs. H. Heyne, 
Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, Texas."

C. W. Stewart writes from St. Louis, 
Mo.: “Our work here is still going on 
splendidly. Although the weather was 
execrable last Sunday, our hall was 
crowded to celebrate the birth of 
Thomas Paine, and to witness Mrs. Fol
som’s great psychic work. Her inde
pendent spirit writing is simply wonder
ful, taking place as it does before the 
eyes of the audience, in electric light.”

Julius Wagner writes: “I have hypno
tized skeptics time and time again, 
but I had to exercise all my will power 
in order to accomplish it. } caused 
them to do somq of the most ridiculous 
things that a human being-can conceive 
of. Spirits do likewise, and still more 
so, in fact. Evil spirits exist the same 
as good ones. Nature has not changed 
thepi to such an extent that they have 
thrown off all their evil tendencies. It 
takes time there to progress and reform 
the same as on earth. There is a chance 
for each evil spirit to grow out of dark 
conditions.”

" Dr. R. Greer of Chicago celebrated, 
on February 3, his 80th birthday, receiv
ing many useful presents from his chil
dren and grandchildren, who with mer
ry mirth and sweetest music made the 
occasion a delightfully happy one, and 
serving welBto brighten the declining 
years of theffl greatly beloved ancestor.

Frank T. Ripley' ¡closed a very suc
cessful engagement; at Peoria, III., and 
goes to Findlfiy, Ohio, for the Sundays 
of March. .He cajl be engaged tor

Morse and Rev. W. T. Hutchins one 
Sunday each, and all did good work, 
each in their own way. Our audiences 
have been large, considering the very 
unpleasant weather we have had. All 
the different branches of work conduct
ed by the society are in a prosperous 
condition. The Ladles' Social Union 
holds a meeting every Wednesday, with 
a circle in the afternoon; supper and 
test seance in the evening. It is to 
hold a rummage sale on Feb. 1$ and 14, 
which, judging by the way ' the " old 
clothes are coming in, will be a big suc
cess. The afternoon whist party meets 
every Thursday afternoon, and is well 
patronized. The classes of instruction 
in singing and elocution for the chil
dren meet every Tuesday evening. 
They are at present preparing for a 
grand mlstrel show in Cadet Hall, on 
Feb. 19 and 20. All this keeps President 
Caird and his assistants so busy looking 
out for the different lines of work that 
we have not time to consider, whether 
local societies are declining or not. 
During February we shall have Dr. G. 
A. Fuller, Mr. J. H. Foss, the able editor 
of ‘The Gentleman From Everywhere,’ 
followed in March by Mr. and Mrs. Geo. 
W. Kates.”

Mrs. Alice Baker writes from Dallas 
Texas: ”1 have commenced my third 
month’s service with the Truth Seek
ers’ Spiritual Society of this city. This 
society, though small, ia composed of 
noble, earnest souls. Perfect harmony 
seems to prevail, and there 1b a bright 
prospect for future work. Many Intel
lectual people from the outside are be
ing drawn to our meetings. The fourth 
Sunday in January I went to Oklahoma 
City, 0. T., to deliver a course of lec
tures, giving spirit messages after each 
lecture. My son Milton, a boy 15 years 
of age took my place upon the rostrum 
here, which he did most acceptably, 
with Mr. C. Muchen, a local medium, 
following with messages. While serv
ing the good people in Oklahoma a so
ciety of about 40 members was organ
ized. There are many intellectual and 
talented. Spiritualists in Oklahoma, and 
the outlook there for a large and suc
cessful society is very bright. I will 
gladly answer calls for mid-week meet
ings and officiate at funerals. Address 
me at 213 Bryan street, Dallas, Tex.”

Dr. H. E. Ballard; president, writes: 
"Thè First Universal Occult Church 
bolds regular services at its new hall, 
northwest corner 35th street and Indi
ana avenue. Afternoon services at 
3:30 ; evening at 8. The pastors ot this 
church will consist of the best philo
sophical speakers, with Mrs. Grace Ait
ken as psychic. A demonstration of the 
phenomena from reliable mediums; 
choir and solo singing; a program serv
ice embodying speaking, vocal and in
strumentar music, phenomena, etc., ev
ery second Sunday of each month under 
the direction of Mrs. C. B. Bliss, the ma
terializing medium. The ladies’ Aux
iliary gives its tenth social Saturday 
evening, Feb. 13, at the residence ot 
Mr. and Mrs. Aitken, 253 East 31st 
street. The controls of Mrs. Bliss will 
phenomenize, if conditions are favor
able. Other tests, music, speaking, and 
plenty of material angel food and coffee 
will comprise the evening’s pleasure.”

hope will help to advance the noble 
cause.’*

Mrs. Dollinger writes from Joplin, 
Mo.: “Mrs. Weston has been holding 
meetings In the I. O. O. F. hall, corner 
Seventh and Main streets, every Sun
day night since July. It is known as 
the First Spiritualist Church. She Is 
ably assisted by Mrs. Paul. Mrs. Wes
ton as a lecturer, is good; her psycho
metric tests as well as Mrs. Paul’s are 
highly appreciated by large and atten
tive crowds. We expect to have a 
chartered society in the near future. I 
would also say that the Inter-State Psy
chic Club holds their meetings the first 
and third Tuesdays of each month. The 
literary work is becoming very interest
ing. We have a good membership and 
have four mediums, who give us light 
and knowledge from realms unknown."

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. White write from 
Lima, Ohio: "Mrs. White and myself 
have just closed a very successful five 
weeks work here. We held during the 
time twenty-one public services, lecture 
and test seances, to large and appreci
ative audiences, and have been greatly 
blessed in our labors. Many who knew 
nothing of the beautiful truth of spirit 
return and progressive life have been 
started on the way with proof positive 
as anximpetus. We expect to return 
here in the near future for more work. 
We have met warm hearts and willing 
hands among the Spiritualist friends 
here. We go from here to Toledo; 
thence to Detroit for a short time. So
cieties in Michigan, Indiana or Ohio, de
siring our services, may address us at 
our home address, 292 Harrison avenue, 
Detroit, Mich. We are also open for 
camp engagements except tor the 
month of August, during which month 
our time is fully engaged."

F. H. Rice writes from Boston, Mass.: 
"The weekly meeting of the Ladies' 
Spiritualistic Industrial Society was 
held to-night at their rooms, 514 Tre
mont street, and was patronized by a 
goodly number. Among those who con
tributed to the evening’s entertainment 
were Mrs. Dr. Caird, of Lynn, Mass., 
with tests, which were very satisfac
tory; Mr. Fred de Bos, whose remarks 
are always entertaining; Miss Orrissa 
Smith, with a recitation which was 
heartily received. Mrs. Barnes, of Wor
cester, favored ub with vocal and Instru
mental music, and'Mr. Archibald made 
a few pleasing remarks. Owing to a 
misunderstanding notice was given last 
week that Mrs. Katie Ham would be 
with ub Feb 4; it should have read 
Feb. 11. It can positively be said that 
she will be with ub on that date, and 
we hope there will be a large audience 
present to receive and listen to her. 
All are cordially invited."

F. N. Burk writes from Denver, Colo.: 
“The people of Denver are congratulat
ing themselves on the extended visit of 
Georgia Gladys Cooley, who has been 
prevented from filling her engagement 
in Chicago by the closing of the halls in 
that city. Chicago’s loss has been Den

ver's gain—so think those, and there 
are a great many of them, who have 
been favored by her grand teachings of 
our beautiful philosophy. Several ot 
different denominations, have, for the 
first time investigated Spiritualism, and 
become convinced of the continuity of 
life and spirit return. They all express 
themselves as being highly pleased with 
Mrs. Cooley’s mediumship. It is a 
pleasure to see honest work appre
ciated. As long as we have that kind 
the future of Spiritualism la safe.”

- Feb. 18,I90f. \

ing lived and worked in the Spiritual 
istic field for forty years. She was qf 
member of the Rising Sun Mission. Aa 
a true friend and loyal worker she will 
bo greatly missed by a large circle oi, 
friends. | '

Elisha Waters, one of the oldest rest* 
dents of Troy, N. Y., died at his homa 
in North Troy at 5:30 o’clock Jan. 28.- 
He had been ill only about a week. At' 
tlie beginning of his sickness pneumo
nia threatened, but was conquered. Al 
general breaking down of Ute system 
supervened, however, at a time when iti 
was thought the venerable man might 
rally, and he gradually failed. Mr. 
Waters was in many respects a remark* 
able man. He died in the fullness of 
years, almost a nonagenarian and al
most to the last in the complete posses- 
Bion of an active mentality. He was 
prominent as a Spiritualist.

Passed to spirit life, at the infirmary 
at Dunning, Prof. J. Willsey, aged 78. 
Prof. Willsey had been a sufferer for. 
several months, and often expressed 
himself as ready to answer the call 
from up yonder. He leaves a daughter, 
son, and many friends to mourn the ab
sence of the voice they loved, but we re
joice that another has been relieved ot 
the sufferings in this life. Services at 
Mount Olive, by the writer.

M. L. SCHAEFFER.

My husband, Zachariah Van Horii, 
passed to higher life, from his late resi
dence 555 Fifth avenue, Milwaukee, 
Wis., January 22, 1904, after an illness 
of many months. He had been a Spir
itualist for more than twenty years. 
Shortly previous to bls transition he 
held sweet converse with many ot the 
dear ones gone before. We mourn his 
fjarthly presence, but the sweet consola
tion of true Spiritualism comforts as 
nothing else could.

MARY E. VAN HORN.

Very suddenly, at Canadian Soo, Mrs. 
Violet A. Robinson, wife of Thomas Rob
inson, and only beloved daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Oalteshott, of Deer 
Park, aged 26 years. Although not a 
pronounced Spiritualist, she was well 
acquainted with the philosophy as given 
by her parents, who have been staunch 
Spiritualists for upward of twenty-five 
years. The mother has been medium- 
istic since childhood. The deceased 
leaves a husband, little daughter, one 
brother and parents, who realize slices 
not far away. COIt/
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For five nwoths spaniel W. Hull has 
been tied upjo hisjwlfe’e bedside, and 
being away fjoin home has been at 
great expense Sl\qrhas so far con
valesced that he has been able to go 
with her to California where bls daugh
ter lives'andiBfoyldjyke to make lecture 
engagements^, anywhere within that 
state. Address hinj at 1410 Kellam av
enue, Los Angeles, Cal.

Carrie L. Hatch, secretary, writes 
from Boston, Mass.1! "The Massachu
setts State Association will celebrate 
the 56th anniversary of Modern Spirit
ualism in Berkeley Hall, 4 Berkeley 
street, Thursday, March 31, 1904. The 
best of talent will be presented upon 
this .occasion, and-all are invited free.

Alice C. Barry writes from Clinton, 
Iowa; “A month ago I came here and 
found a society struggling for cxistence
and almost ready to disband. Recog- 
nizlugat a glance, that there was .mate
rial here for a thriving society, I deter-

C. T. Schneider writes: "Spiritualist 
societies wishing for engagement with 
me during March, April and May, and 
camps, will please write to me as 1 
leave Wiliamsport soon for other cities. 
I will organize societies where Spirit
ualism is not known, and will serve so
cieties already organized. I leave my 
home, Feb. 20, 1904. My powers speak 
for themselves. I am an inspirational 
speaker, entranced. Address me at 
No. 246 William street, Williamsport, 
Pa.”

Hon. R. Gilray writes: "The Univer
sal Occult Society holds its meetings at 
77 East 31st street, every Sunday after
noon and evening, the Hon. Robert Gil
ray, pastor. The renowned medium, 
Charles J. Peterson, psychic. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Regular services at 8 
p. m. Sunday, Feb. 14, Dr. George B. 
Warne, president of , the Illinois State 
Spiritualist Association, will lecture. A 
good musical program will be rendered. 
Other mediums are cordially invited to 
give demonstrations of the Great 
Truth. We have just received our char
ter from Springfield and will make ar* 
rangements in the near future to affili
ate with the Illinois State Association 

. and the N. S. A. We are now on a sound 
ground and wish to rise to the higher 
plane. Any suggestions wil be thank
fully received. The Doctor has submit
ted a legal question to me tor solution, 
through your paper as to the validity of 
marriage solemnized by ordained min
isters of the Illinois State Spiritualists 
Association.”

Miss Nellie Turner writes: “The so
ciety in Niagara Falls is still alive and 
progressing nicely, thanlts to the untir
ing zeal of our pastor, Mrs. A. G. Atch- 
eson, who is also the president of this 
society. The state meeting held here 
on January 28 was a success in every 
way, President H. W. Richardson; 
vice-preBldent,\Mrs. Tillie U. Reynolds, 
and Mr. Lyman C. Howe were the 
speakers of the day, and everyone who 
has heard these able speakers know 
what a treat we enjoyed. Spiritualists 
from surrounding towns came to enjoy 
the day with us. Miss Holder, of Buf
falo, pianist, and Mr. Jones of Akron, 
N. Y., vocalist, delighted the audience 
between the lectures. Recitations were 
given by two little girls. The society is 
much encouraged with the results of 
the meeting, and are grateful to all 
who took part/’ . .

F. Anlauf writes from Oklahoma City, 
O. T.: “The First Spiritualist Society of 
Oklahoma City has been organized with 
a membership of 36. Mr. C. C. Hen
derson, president; Frank Anlauf, score- 
tary, and G< W. Anderson, treasurer. 
The society has rented a hall and will 
hold regular meetings. Everything 
points to a successful society. We 
have several members who are devel
oped mediums, and much interest was 
manifested at our first meeting that 
was held on Sunday, Jan. 24. Mrs. 
Baker; of Dallas, Texas, gave a very in
teresting lecture nnd testa in the after

John Mullen writes: “The fourth an
nual mask ball given under the auspices 
of the Metropolitan and Chicago Spirit
ual Alliance Societies, is a thing of the 
past, but the memory of it will linger 
with those who attended. It Was a 
howling success; everybody enjoyed It; 
there wasn’t one thing to mar the pleas
ure of the occasion. The dance hall 
was filled to overflowing. It was found 
necessary to secure another hall in the 
same building to accommodate the peo
ple that came to hear the various medi
ums; even then we had not room to ac
commodate all who came. The cos
tumes were-superb. Too much cannot 
be said in praise of Mr. Elmo, who was 
the general overseer of the evening; 
his was no easy task, but be performed 
it with great credit not only to himself 
but to all the guests. The Hon. Robert 
Gilray, a prominent lawyer of our city, 
and pastor of the Universal Occult So
ciety, took charge of the mediums’ 
meeting. Those assisting were: Prin
cess Viroqua, Dr. Burgess, Mrs. Powder
ly, Mrs. Kerschner, Mrs. Cutter, Prof. 
Ray, Mrs. De Long, Mrs. Clifford and 
daughter, Miss Bessie Reaver, ot Co
lumbus, Ohio, Mrs. Nellie Kusserow, J. 
H. Smith, and many others. The large 
audience listened with rapt attention to 
all the mediums, whose individual work 
was received with well-merited applause. 
It was midnight before the chairman 
could persuade the people to disband 
and join in the dance. The thanks of 
two societies is tendered to all who 
helped to make this fourth annual meet
ing the success it was, especially The 
Progressive Thinker for the notice it 
gave us; the prizes the friends donated, 
and the mediums for their aid. We 
trust that when another year conies 
around-we will as Spiritualists, not only 
be united In the social part of the work, 
but united in the effort to spiritualize 
humanity.”

$ THOUSAND $ THOUSAND $

Skeptical Spiritualists Taking a Decided 
Stand.

Good! They are offering a thousand 
dollars for the production of "ONE MA
TERIALIZED SPIRIT." This offer to 
“any person” who will produce just 
“one materialized spirit," is made by 
Los Angeles Spiritualists, men and wo
men of integrity, "determined, by earn
est seeking, to know the truth." All 
honor to them. They are now convinced 
that materializations of the "so-called 
dead” are "all fraudulent." Having 
the courage of conviction they dare to 
say so in so many words. In the inter
est of truth they change a conviction, a 
comforting conviction, too. This cor
roborates what I have said all along, 
that there are Spiritualists who love 
the truth for its own sake, and have the 
moral bravery to speak it, equal to any 
class on earth, and when these Califor
nia Spiritualists say Spiritualism em
bodies “the grandest principles of 
truth that have ever dawned upon the 
mind of. man," a materialist, or agnos
tic, who would deny it shows he has not 
studied the subject, or is bigoted. 
When Spiritualists say, as these do, 
that “the truth can never be realized 
through fraud,” it goes to show that 
they put truth above any ism or ology.

As The Progressive Thinker well 
says: “This is a splendid chance to set
tle this great question.” .

A Chicago lady writes me an excel
lent letter, saying there is a genuine 
materializing medium right there. Why 
should he not accept the offer? The fee 
is munificent.

, W. F. JAMIESON. 
Pentwater, Mich.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE..

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and explain tho 
vast array of facts In Ils field ot research by 
referring them to a common cause, and from 
them nrlHe to the lawn and condition» of Mail'd 
spiritual being. Third edition. Price, 75 cents. 
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI-

-ENGE.
Not servile trust to the Gods, but knowledge 

of the laws of the world, belief in the divinity 
of man and his eternal progress toward perfect 
tied is the foundation of this book. Price, It

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story, the scenes are laid on earth, and 

In the spirit world, presenting the spiritual 
philosophy and the real life of spiritual beings. 
All questions which arise on that subject ar« 
answered. Price. 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SRIRIT AND Ti.'t' 

SPIRIT WORLD.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Containing the latest investigations and dis

coveries, and & thorough presentation of thia 
Interesting subject. English edition. Price, II. 
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, and has 

been pronounced equal in Its exposure of 
diabolical methods of Catholicism to ‘'Unoisiy 
Tom’s Cabin.” Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.
A thrilling psychological story of evangeliza

tion and free thought. It is to Protestantism 
what “The Secrets of the Convent” is to Cath
olicism. Price, 80 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form circles, and 

develop and cultivate mediumship. Names ot 
eminent Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight
page tract for mission work. Single copies, 5 
cents; 100 for 11.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contains 

the best poems of the author, and some of the 
most popular songs with the music by eminent 
composers. The poems are admirably adapted 
for recitations. 225 pages, beautifully- bound. 
Price, 11.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and societies. A 

manual ot physical, intellectual and spiritual 
culture. By Emma Rood Tuttle. A book by 
the aid of which a progressive lyceum, a spirit
ual or liberal society may be organized" and 
conducted without other assistance Price, 50 
cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Express charges 
unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS.

For humane education, with plan, of the 
Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. By Emma 
Rood Tuttle. Price. 26 cents. : :

All books sent postpaid. Address - .
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS
■,■■■ :: ■ AND . ■

Ott)€r Offerings 
BY 

EMMA HOOD TUTTLE.

.-.This volume contains a selection of the best 
poems of this gifted author and storiettes con
tributed by Clair Tuttle in her charming style. 
There are 285 pages, with six full-page illustra
tions, including photogravures or the author 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound in blue with al- 
luihinum embossing. Many of the poems are 
especially adapted for recitations.

The Author needs no introduction to the spir
itual public. Her songs are among the best in 
spiritual literature. Epes Sargent said of one 
of her poems that it was tho equal of anything 
In tho language, and that sho was the poet of 
the New Dispensation.

The Mecca says: “Psychic Poems.” “■ 
That erudite critic. Wm. Enunette Coleman:

“To all lovers of good poetry this book is confi
dently recommended.” ।

Will Carlton: “I have read with great inter
est.”

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, tho Humanitarian 
says: “A most exquisite bouquet • * • • the 
thoughts echo and re-echo through tho deepest 
recesses of my heart. I have some word of 
pralso for every page.”

The author says in the dedication: “To those 
Whose thoughts and longings reach into the 
unseen Lanu of Sonis, this handful of aspho
dels. mixed with common flowers, is offered 
hoping to give rest and pleasure whllo waiting 
at the way stations on the journey thither ”

Price, Sl.oa For sale by

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohla |

FOREIGN AGENTS:
H. A.'Copley, Canningtown. London, Eng. 
W. H. Terry. Melbourne. Australia.
A Volume ot 500 largo pages, treating very 

nterostlngly It Lite. Death and Immortality, 
Clairvoyance. Spirit Phenomena. Etc, as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated exponent of 
Theosophy. Price, 11.50.

\ LISBETH
An Interesting Story of Two 

Worlds.

[Obituaries to tho extent of ten linos 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ton lines will bo charged nt the rato 

.of fifteen cents per lino. About seven 
words, constitute ono line 1 ■

Elevating, Fascinating, Instrac. 
tive Throughout.

Thia work by Oarri« B. & TwAg la 
•xceptloiuilly Interesting,- Bhe well 
•aya: "These character« which bar«* 
brought out the hlghMt and. lowest in 
different religious beliefs, have movetl 
me, not I them." The whole twok is 1» 
tereetiug, fascinating! and taitrocQv* 
Price SLOff r

Mrs. Nellie L. Pierce passed to spiritnoon and evening. . Tho good thoughts ....... .. ............. .
of all-brothers and sisters are asked by life, January 31. She was one of tho

mfaed to give the iriends hero dll tho - us, to help us in our work which wo best known, mediums in Chicago, hav-
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‘ This department Is under the mao» 
. «gement of

Hudson Tuttle.
iLddress him at Berlin, Height«, Ohio.

• NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made In 

, the most condensed form, and often 
Clearness 1b perhaps sacrificed to tills 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omlt- 

■Med, and the stylo becomes thereby as- 
aertlve, which of all things Is to bo dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in- 

■qulry. The supply of matter Is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and lienee there Is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait bls time and 

• place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not bo read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an- 
Bweis, and while 1 freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordl-1 
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

perfection in the conditions of traniimls- 
sion, a want of knowledge on the pari 
of the communicating spirit, and not 
from ovil intentions. The circle should 
receive everything on its merit, and it 
messages are not accurate, and answers 
found erroneous, the members should 
not be swift to refer them to evil-dis
posed spirits. Make all allowance for 
imperfections first, nor expect intalliblo 
answers.

There will come to a circle no influ
ence not fostered in the spiritual atmos
phere of its members. If really un evil 
influence comes, treat it os an evil-dis
posed person hero would be treated, and 
do not let the falsehood it may utter oc
cupy your thoughts to the exclusion of 
all the trutliful messages received, it 
is well messages are net infallible and 
all-comprehensive. We should be led; 
instead of thinking for * ourselves. It 
would be “thus aii.it.li the spirits,” for 
“thus eaith the Lord." Every message 
and answer must be taken on its mer
it. Receive communications from evil- 
disposed spirits as well as the purest, 
and sit in judgment, undisturbed there
on. . ' .

SMvining bv ?tbe flame
Your Name and Character Color~A|)other System of Divination.

Jacob Fulmur: Q. Father Perrier, 
st a funeral, after reading prayers in 
Latin, said: “As there are a good many 
Protestants here, 1 will explain why it 
is that we read our prayers in Latin. It 
is because our blessed Lord and Savior 
Jesus Christ always prayed to his Heav
enly Father in Latin.” Is thlB true?

A. Christ praying in Latin, is paral
lel with the New Testament written in 
Greek by uneducated Jews who under
stood no language but their own! Christ 
was a Jew, spoke the language of the 
country people, if he spoke at all. It 
might as consistently be Bald thatJullus 
Caesar delivered hlB orations in Eng
lish.

No, the prayers are in Latin, because 
when they were written, Latin was the 
tongue of the people and of the church. 
Ab the efficacy of prayer is, accordlng- 
ing to church belief, in saying over the 
words, and not in their understanding, 

■these Latin forms are applicable among 
all nations, races and tribes. The fact 
that the hearers do not understand adds 
to the mystery and fosters supersti-, 
tion. -

This story of the “Holy Father" re
minds one of the contention once hotly 
waged, by theologians, as to the lan
guage of Adam! It becomes of deep in
terest to know in what tongue Adam 
prop'osed to Eve, and God talked to 
them! It was conceded that it must 
have been Hebrew, and for ages that 
language was called God’s language.

One of the narrowest, obscurest 
forms of speech, could be thus exalted 
only by superstition. If a learned Rabbi 
of the first years of the Christian era 
were to be placed in the present, and 
should attempt to describe what they 
saw, the development of modern life, 
their language would completely fail for 
they would have no words to represent 
the new things and new ideas. The 
best.Hebrew scholar could no morq 
translate a ‘jnbde'rn ^ffientlfic book into 
that language than a Hottentot into his 
"click” lingo. * '

Historian: Q. Is it true that the 
Puritans of New England seriously pro
posed to sell the-Quakers into slavery?

A. It is only too true, as Is shown by 
a letter of Cotton Mather, the famous 
Boston minister, the original of which 
is in the possession of the' Massachu
setts Historical Society:
“To ye aged and beloved John Higgin
son:—

“There be now at sea a shlppt (for 
our friend Ellas Holdcroft of London 
did advise me by the last packet that it 
would sail sometime in August) called 
ye Welcome, which has aboard a hun
dred or more of ye hereticks and malig
nante called Quakers, with William 
Penn ye scamp at ye head of them. Ye 
General Court has accordingly given se
cret orders to Master Malachi Huxett ot 
ye brig Porpoise to way lay said Wel
come as near ye coast of Cod as may be 
and make captives of ye Penn and his 
ungodly crew so that ye Lord may be 
glorified and not mocked on ye soil of 
this new country with ye heathen wor- 
shipps of these people. Much spoil can 
be made by selling ye whole lot to Bar
badoes where slaves fetch good prices 
in rumme and sugar and we shall not 
only do ye Lord great service by pun
ishing ye wicked but shall make gayne 
for his ministers and people.

"Yours in the bowels of ChrlBt, 
"COTTON MATHER."

Could religious hate and bigotry go 
further? He would have the entire 
company of Immigrants, men, women 
and children, because of a difference of 
belief, captured and sold into hopeless 
slavery on the plantations of the West 
Indies, and gloated over the gain, with 
a miser’s cupidity! Luckily for Penn 
and his company they were not cap
tured. Lucky, too, for this country that 
a religious element was introduced con
trasting with the narrow bigotry of the 
Puritans, who never were happy unless 
miserable, and making others the same. 
This letter should be placed among the 
curiosities of literature.

JOAN OF ARC MADE A SAINT.

And as Such She Will Cut a Great Fig
ure in the Catholic Church.

.•' G. R. Bicknell: Q. I have repeated
ly listened to remarks from intelligent 
people since the Iroquois fire at Chica

, go, and . they assume that those people 
\ who lost their lives bid finally met the 
/ fate in the manner that" had, already 
I been planned since their birth. In other 

■ - words it was their time to die. Please 
give us- your ideas and oblige?

A. This conclusion, would apply to 
all events and affairs of life, and is the 
position of the fatalist, the foreordina- 
tionist, and believers in predestination, 
fate and destiny. It is an ancient doc
trine and has been widely received, it 
it be true, man 1b in the hands of provi
dence, and It is i/'te to resist.

It cannot be d )d that he is a crea
ture of condition^ and his life’s course 
is a series of causes to effects, and of 
underlying forces beyond his control. 
Yet he is more than a creature of 
causes and conditions. By the centrali
zation in his individuality, he becomes 
.a separate and distinct center of influ
ence, with a will that- changes the 
course of causes by becoming superior 
to them, and of itself a cause. Then is 
manifested free-will in antagonism to 
destiny, and unless clearly considered, 

. confusing and apparently conflicting.
That there is any "plan” laid out for 

a person at birth, is a fancy without 
support. Restore everything as It was 
three hours before the accident and 
there would have been a change in the 
audience. Many there who were not, 
and many away who were there. Then 
it might be said that they came not be
cause it was not their time, others came 
because it was theirs! and out of this- 
vicious circle we cannot get, because 
everything done is so ordered, and ev
erything undone the same!

Even when we say the will dictates 
and changes events, it may be said in 
reply that this will is only another 
cause, perfectly calculated by the plan
ner of events.

But we believe that this independent 
will factor would be difficult to account 
for, if not impossible to determine be
forehand its activity; and the mental 
processes in selection routes, would be 
equally Indeterminable. Yet by this in
tellect and will,'people go and come;

, meeting or avoiding accidents, and an
. other factor, it is said, is added to the 
' tangled thread of life, that is all.

, Hence while it may be correct to say 
'* ! that every event in life is an effect of

I .-all that has gone before it, it would not 
t be correct to infer that each individual 
Ji'lias hiB life “planned,” at birth, and 
r~must follow the line of irrevocable des- 
Vtlny. For "planned,” Implies a planner, 
ija personal intelligence outside of and 

•‘superior, and the "planning” of the ma
jority of lives, does not favor the idea 
*£>f an omnipotent or all-wise intelli

gence. _____

if Robt. P. S. Simon: Q. In the Home 
.-"Circle howB can we ascertain whether 

the questions are answered by an hon
- est spirit or one Inclined .to evil?, 

:. A.. Ninety-nine times In one hundred
When communications are received, er
roneous, or contradictory, it is from im- ■ .. >• ■>' *’■ . •• •- ' • ■ ■■ ■’

After nearly five centuries of misrep
resentation and of calumny, the Con
gregation of Rites of the Roman Catho
lic Church has taken tbe first steps to
ward the canonization of Joan of Arc. 
After having suffered in her lifetime 
from the greed of her own countrymen, 
represented by her sale to the English 
by the duke of Burgundy, by royal in
gratitude . represented -by; the' * Indiffer
ence to her* fats of the ^worthless- 
Charles VIL, for whom Bhe1 saved his 
throne, by the church itself as repre
sented by Cauchon, the bishop of Rou
en, who, after declaring her guilty 
upon unproved charges of heresy, 
witchcraft, and communication with 
evil spirits, turned her over to the sec
ular authorities for burning at the 
stake, which neither the French nor 
the English prevented, she is now de
clared fit for beatification.

It is probable that from the historical 
point of view, the real story of the peas
ant girl of Domremy, who left her fath
er’s Bheeprf at the command of “the 
voices,” and obeyed the instructions of 
Saints Catherine and Margaret by re
vealing her mission to the worthless 
dauphin, by raising the siege of Or
leans, driving the English from most of 
their French possessions, and finally 
by conducting the dauphin to hte coro
nation at Rhelms, may never be told 
in all Its details Even contemporary 
historians differed according to the ex
tent of their individual beliefs in super
naturalism. Those who were guilty of 
her betrayal and surrender invented all 
sorts of charges to excuse their action, 
and later historians, unable to account 
in a material way for her marvelous ca
reer, found themselves either forced to 
concede that that career was full of 
miracles or to doubt her very existence, 
which some have done even in the face 
of hard facts.

From the religious point of view it is 
clear that great injustice has been 
done to her and to her memory. There 
never was a more devoted adherent of 
the church, perhaps never a more deep
ly religious visionary than Joan of Arc. 
No one can doubt she believed she saw 
the figures of her two favorite saints in 
the clouds, heal'd their voices and their 
answers to her when she spoke to 
them. There was no point in her career 
when she did not seek spiritual guid
ance or believe she was under the pro
tection ot the saints, until after secur
ing the coronation of the dauphin, 
which ended her mission,* she remained 
in the field at hlB order and herself ac
knowledged that her saints had for
saken her. She was sold for gold by a 
greedy duke, one of.her own country
men, in alliance with the English. She 
was delivered by her purchasers to a 
malicious bishop, one of her own coun
trymen, who, when he failed to convict 
her of heresy, condemned her upon 
charges of intercourse with evil spirits, 
and delivered her to the civil authori
ties of Rouen, who soon regretted their 
action and eventually erected monu
ments to her memory.

The archbishop of Orleans accepts 
the beatification as an honor to France. 
It may be so. In any event, It is an 
honor to the church, though it has been 
a long time coming, that it will add to 
its list of saints a peasant girl who fol
lowed the commands of the voices and 
liberated France from English rule, 
and for that service died the death of a 
martyr.—Chicago Tribune.

"A-Plea for- the New Woman.' By
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore the Ohio Uberai Society. ■ For sale 
at this office. Price 10 cents. ... .

\ •ftoW Shall I BeGonie a Medi 
inn/’ Fully Answered

As set forth in the New York Sun, it seems that in tlie do
main of the occult there is more in one s name even than 
was set forth in the theory of its relations I, umbers and 
fate that was printed in tlie Sun last Sundayi \ub, it lig
ures in having one's chromoscope drawn. .

A chromoscope, say the students of the occult, reveals 
one’s character, the past and tlie present and the mypteries 
of tl;e future as clearly as a horoscope. The laws which de-. 
clde the shape and number of its Hues, tho width and tints 
of its color bands, are held to be as exact as those which.' 
govern the heavens. ' • ■

ÇhromoBophy, according to the rules of which chromo
scopes are drawn, is really not a new discovery; merely the. 
blending of three ancient system8 of divination, it is based 
upon the date of one’s birth—tbe.exact moment Is desired it 
it is possible to have it—and one’s, name, From thé name, 
can be learned one’s character color, keynote and number. -,

A New Yorie-woman who is much interested jn chromos
ophy has, she says, made a new and most important discov
ery in connection therewith-J-iiam'ely, that every oné’B.jihi: 
tials may, be*found Written m the fine lines in the palms of 
one's hands. Not only one’s own initials, moreover, but also 
those of the person ope is to marry, and of other people wjjq 
are seriously to influence one’s life are so inscribed. 
Whether this influence is to be for good or evil, and what 
part the owners of such initials are to play, in one’s life, are 
indicated by the position of the letters. . ,

“Show your your initials before I even know your napae?” 
she said smiling, when a visitor asked her the question à few 
days ago. “Surely.” " " ' ;'

And then as she bent over tlie hand extended for her scru
tiny, she continued to answer other questions which the vis
itor had asked before. * •

“No, this is not chromosophy,” she said. “This is a dis
covery of my own. But it has a great significance to anyone 
interested in drawing and reading chromoscopes.

“You see, in chroinosojihy. bq much depends upon thé 
name. It gives us a complete'portraya! ot a subject’s char
acter, in thé first place, and foretells much about the career.

“Some people'scoff at the idea. Suppose a child gets a 
name that stands for everything noble ana prosperous, they 
say, ‘Will that change its natural and Inherited qualities? 
Do you mean to say that its life will be molded to conform to 
its name?’

“Of course we don't mean to say anything of the sort, 
What we teach is that a child cannot be named anything 
that its parents wish. '

“Every spirit coming into this world has a certain name 
which will typify and express its nature and career in this 
incarnation, and by which it is to be known here. The spirit 
of the child magnetizes or attracts that name to itself irre
sistibly; often under seemingly strange circumstances. The 
story of the son of Zachary being named John is constantly 
being repeated, though the angel does not appear and the dl- 
vine command is not heard. •

"Not long ago a mother complained to me that she could i 
not understand her son, a boy about 16 years old. *

“ ‘He isn’t a bit like hie father, or me, élther. He is BO 
queer,' Bhe complained.

"On questioning her I found that the boy had been chris
tened George Grover, while the father’s name was as dlsslm-. 
ilar to this as James Smith would be.

“ ‘For whom was he named?’ I Inquired.
" ‘For none of the family,’ she said. ’You see my people 

thought he should be named for me, and my husband's family 
thought it would be dreadful if -his father’s name was not 
given him. He was our first child, and positively the fami
lies almost came to blows about it. So, rather than créât a 
feud, his father and I decided to give him a name not in the 
family at all. We selected George as a first name and added 
Grover because Cleveland was President at the time.’

“I made a simple mathematical calculation ot the name 
George Grover, and told, the mother all about the character 
and tastes of her son. She was amazed, and said 1 was per
fectly correct. * * '

“Then I explained to her that she had given the boy names 
outside the family, because he was to be so unlike any of'the 
family. Their names would have been impossible tor him.

“A little white ago, too, a friend ot mine had a baby boy 
whom all the family wished to bear bls fàthér’s naine. At 
the christening, however, the woman who Btrod as 'god
mother suddenly remembered an-uncle of the mother's, who 
was old and all alone-in the world. ‘ ’ ’ ’ ’

“Thinking what a*happiness it would, be-to the’old man to 
have this child named after him she gave his name to the' 
clergyman at the last moment., .Now- the family are bltfthlng 
her--looliBh.'impuls}venessj-;buL,I jtoll, them:‘thé .boyJifecelvdtl 
hlB .proper-name.. The godmpther-was-.butitife Instrumfenâ; DL 
fate. - , '

“go you see how important, in proving that a child's name 
is- preordained for it, is the discovery that it is bormwlth the 
initials of that name in its hand, as well as those-of the 
person it will marry, and of other people who wlH influence 
its life, though many of them may be still unborn, 
isn’t it? And J, and A, and D. That is a long name. It 
shows that you are a person with.many sides to your nature, 
one interested in many things, A single short name will 
give a person more power to aopeentrate his Interest and 
energy on one subject, and sücceéd In that. *

“Yes, a name taken in confirmation is quite as important 
as the rest. Generally, confirmation names express some 
characteristic which develops later in the chid, one growing 
out of family circumstances, or social conditions, probably, 
and which the baptismal name tailed to typify.

“All names which the child takes, or attracts to itself, tell 
of its individual character. Surnames tell of inherited qual
ities. ' *

"One who wishes to, test the truth of chremosopby cannot, 
do better than calculate the values of the family names of 
his friends and see how perfectly they express all those char
acteristics known as family traits. I particularly want to. 
impress'upon you that thfefe is nothing psychic or mysterious 
about chromosophy. ;lt is a simple mathematical calcula-

"Yes, I think I-have found your initials, F—thatjs the first, 
tion. Anyone should bo able to read lives by.lt.”. . . . •

Asked if she could* read the whole .name from the hand,

. BIT’1' .....................— - • "

1 ?You perceive that the central disk Is dark blue. That, to 
????,?!be<1111 «ffiromosopby, is tbe keynote to the character rfli tu&unan.

?ls P®rs°nality to a great extent. And thls key« 
, character is different from' t]he muBical keynote, 

^UiiciBls also found in the name and which determines what 
rilWla will be in hprmony with each other. .

- I .1®-' were drawing your chromoscope, I would begin by 
Uftinting a' black central disk. , All people with O as the first

‘ ^f^W’lotter of their names, ar^ black centers. •
-:f..®uqli-people are extremely ambitious, strong of will, de- 
termlned, with ability and power for great things. They are 
pepple wno can’t be hurried; they must take their time to 
.WWkflut their own ends. ■
.1 ixTlmy -must be controlled with tact and .kindness; they can 
.hot;be.,bossed or driven. Here we have our Johns and Jo 

-’governing qnd ruling or going before to prepare the

Red centres are ambitious, too. They are impulsive, ar- 
■ e”i,aatJ’,res’ with k k?en sense of justice. •

ShAblue centers, such as the subject of that chromo
scope, have E for their first vowel. These are analytical, 
critical people, truthful and eager, to know all truth. At a 
8 in i 1 u. Or Thought meeting, mine out ot ten people 
Will be blue centers. *

^^Jf^nt ond numerous as these people are, the type is 
6 >in “’stlnguishefi. .1 can pick out blue centers tar more 
reaqlly than I can th© other types. The other day a lady 
gm? in to see me. ..
ri- !Df course, I know this is all nonsense,’ she said. ‘But l 

pave a curiosity about such things, and thought 1 would see 
what -you could tell me.’

'Well, I can tell you at once that tbe first vowel letter ot 
your, first name is E,’ I. replied.
.,> j' ‘No, it is not,’ she said.

: " ‘J beg your pardon, but it is,’ I persisted.
• X,‘It is. L,’she said,

ji\; -J- did not Bay the first letter. I said the first vowel ot 
.Spur name,’ I replied.
i. 'Well, I declare^ you are right,' she exclaimed. ‘My name 

4s Lenore.'
;. ‘'Sho seemed amazed that I could tell; but such a thing is 
easy to the student of chromosophy.
, ’'White-centered people are the artistic type. They are 
wv philosophy and ideality. On the stage you will And. 
tnpt nine out of every twelve people will be white centre, 
two blue, and perhaps one black.
. ''A? interesting fact revealed by the examination ot crimi
nal records is that there also nine out of twelve names are 
white centers. This shows that the same nature which we 
kpbw. as artistic and which leads the subject into all forms 
Of,original and unconventional thought and action draws peo- 

hnd inherited ten'dencies or whose spiritual develop
ment has been neglected or whose social surroundings have 

. -.not been fortunate, to set at defiance civil and moral laws.
nr!White centers are the people who are discontented—out 

gear, with the universe, and who fly at right angles to the 
qxistlng order of things, instead of moving quietly in the or- 
Wv-Of the life about them. When the spiritual side of white 
centers is highly developed, however, it produces very beau
tiful characters—the rapt sanctity and spiritual attitude of 
4hpaint. ,
d! --The. color centre but gives the keynote of a character, 
and.la modified by every letter in a name, and by every name 
which the. subject possesses, both individual and inherited. 
Every le.tter has an individual meaning.

Fqr instance, the initial tetter of your surname being D 
■Suowftjj.bat you inherit your intellectual qualities from your 
.father,b You will follow more nis bent of thought than, that 
of yoqr mother. D is a tetter which always signifies Intel- 
iect-j

‘•'Gi lp the profit number. A George will generally, make 
jfliongyt. H in a name represents a little hedge which the 
^WnqjHbullds about his inmost self. Such nature are re- 
rfierved-and self-sufficient in some degree. N 1b always an un- 
fortuilftte number.

“Cferpmosophy is all a matter of vibration. The difference 
between two things is a difference of vibration, and every- 

ijth.ing^even a letter or a number, has a vibration of its 
«wn. ijt is,by calculating the difference of the vibrations of 
.the tef^rs of a name, together with that of the birth dates, 
>&? aQ£l ‘fie numbers, that we can determine the 
-ffloW^nd lines of a chromoscope.

' rii ‘.'Ghwm. everything that will aid in doing so, even the exact 
of birth, it takes about two hours to complete such 

B “Some are. quite simple, with few colors, which lie 
.tarfftrelea'Vf'wnvylhg widths about the color center. . Qthers 

• «rewmplex, of many’eofors, ^hteh radiate like beams. All, 
however, to the. student of chromosophy, are readable at a 
glance, revealing not only,the character of a subject but the 
secrets of his past! and future."

The musical keynote which determines which people will 
agree with each other, and which enters also into the chro
moscope, is found through tbe same number; and this 1b 
found by a very old mathematical calculation, in which the 
letters of the alphabet have the following values:

she laughed. > ■
"Not generally,” she said, "but I think I can make a pretty 

good guess at your first name. It begins with F, and 1 am- 
quite sure it is not Frederica or Felicia, and almost certain, 
that it is not Frances. It is Florence, isn’t it? I thought so.

“Now, there was no clairvoyance or, mind-reading con
nected with that discovery. Simply I knew from your ap
pearance that the first rowel of your name was O, and Flor
ence was the only name that would answer. .

“How could I tell the first vowel? That brings us right 
down to the subject of chromosophy. ,

She called attention to a colored chart which hung above 
the mantelpiece. About a central disk of dark blue, an inch 
and a half in diameter, circles of alternate light bffie and 
white, of varying widths, were painted one beyond the other. 
Surrounding the whole, was a broad band of black. '

“That is a beautiful chromoscope,” she said. “It is that 
of a lawyer and writer here in this city. It shows clearness, 
brilliancy and evenness' of mind, and the circle of black sur
rounding it gives strength in the outward activities. Except 
for a few magazine articles, the subject is unknown to fame; 
but just wait for a year or two.
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the name John Henry. John. . ............. .......... ............ ------ represents the
numbers 1, 6, 8, 5, which added make 20, which again added 
$lves two. Henry has 8, 5, 5, 9, 7, for its numerical values, 
which sum up 34, or 7. The 2 of John and 7 of Henry added, 
make 9, which is therefore the principal number of the name 
Jolin Henry. '
- Two and 7, the number ot the last name, and the numbers 
qf tlie month, year, and day of birth, are also supposed to be 
fortunate and eventful ones for the subject. It is 9 which 
gives us the key note of this name. Beginning at A, the 
qlntb note of the scale is B. B, therefore, is the musical 
keynote: of the man named John Henry.
'» "Music will please one best, and prove most soothing, 
■When written in one’s own key note,” said the chromosopher. I 
“If a man 1b nervous or overworked, out of harmony with ex- , 
istence, listening to music played in his key will do much to 
TeetCre him to his normal condition.

“A person gets along best with people having the same 
keynote, or one which harmonizes well with. his. Such peo
ple have often entirely different color centers, and dlsposl-, 
tions; ,

“No one should marry a person whose key Is not In the 
same*chord as his own; and a woman should take care that 
the number of the name she will assume when married Is to 
be found among her fortunate ones.

■“JJaturalJy a name which is adopted later in life, for busi
ness or professional purposes, cannot change the character 
qt&U Individual. It may, however, seriously affect the suc- 

‘ces$ of the undertaking pursued beneath it.
"'“ft the numbers of such a name are not those of the cor

rect,name of the subject; if its keynote does not harmonize 
with his rightful one;.or if the colors in the chromoscope of 
the.adopted name are different from his natural colors, he 
canpot hope to succeed while using it."

A Remarkable Doctor Book
HAS JUST BEEN ISSUED, ENTITLED

THE NATURE CURE
. BY PHYSICAL AND MENTAL METHODS, ILLUSTRATED.

h Bridge from the Old to the New; the Dawn of a New Day 
Medical Practice. A Clear, Short-Cut Treatise 

on the Cause and Cure of Disease. .

By MARVIN E, CONGER, M. D. 
Assisted by ROSA C. CONGER, M. D.

The light Is turned on to objec* 
tionable medical mysteries, latin 
prescriptions, dogmatic theories and 
dangerous experiments of the present 
expensive medical practice.

Every pains has been taken to 
make the leading points bo plain that 
all, young and old, may easily under
stand. Condensed facts, short, clear« 
cut paragraphs are some of thd 
attractive features of The Nature 
Cuke. *

The flew apd better methods of cur« 
ing the, sick and preventing disease, 
have never been so clearly stated Itt 
plain English for the plain people, 
in Nature Cuke.

Nature Cure teaches how to heal 
by simple home remedies.

It teaches how Nature cures.
It does not use poisonous drugs.
It does not endorse dangerous experi

ments with the surgeon’s knife.
It will save money in every home.
It is entirely free from technical 

rubbish.
It teaches how typhoid and other 

fevers may be cured at once.
It teaches how pneumonia, la-grippe, 

diphtheria and other forms of disease 
considered dangerous, may be cured 
in twenty-four hours.

It is, as a medical book for homes, 
THE BEST, and is up-to-date in every 
particular. •

There is no similar book, no medical, * 
hygienic or reformatory doctor book 
that compares with The Nature 
Chee. ’

. Our Definition of Medicine.-’ 
Any method or remedy that will 
remove, alleviate or modify pain amt! 
restore the sick to normal condition, 
is practical medicine.

Stripped of mystery and deceg£ 
tion, the study and practice of med: ■ 
cine can be carried to success in every 
intelligent home. Nature Cure wiU 
lead thé way to certain success.

Th® at medical practice 1» the 
one tha*. will cure in the least time 
with the least risk and expense'.

Nature Cure u a true exponent of 
the practice of medicine as defined, 
and stands squarely upon truth and 
demonstration, rejecting theories and 
experiments wherever health and life 
are endangered.

* The book contains 375 pages, and 
is finely illustrated; the mechanical 
and artistic work are the very best. 
Bound in fine English cloth, marble 
edges, $2.00; common cloth 81.50.

LIFÇ, BEYOND DE/YTH*
Being a Review of

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considéra 
tion nt Present Conditions of Thought

Leading to the Question as o Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 
Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 

Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.
BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.

8vo. Cloth, 842 Pages. '
After a review or tho beliefs held In 

the past concerning life beyond death. 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions* of belief and considers tbe agnos
tic reaction from the extreme “other
worldliness" which it replaced, which 
was in turn followed by tbe Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. Ho 
points out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of Immortality held by the 
churches and the weakness of tho tra
ditional creeds and tho loosening of 
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities- which, as he admits, 
fall short of demonstration. Tho vol
ume includes a consideration of tho 
work of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also on appendix giving 
some of the author’s own personal ex
periences In this line. Dr. Savage

holds, as a provisional hypothesis, tha’, 
continued existence is demonstrate^ 
and.that there have been at least sorry.1 
well authenticated communications 
from persons In the other life. The 
chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows:

Primitive Ideas—Ethnlo Beliefs—The 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul’s 
Doctrine ot Death and tho Other Life— 
Jesus and Immortality—The Othec 
World and the Middle Ages—Protesta». 
Belief Concerning Death and the Life 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reaction—Tbe 
Spiritualistic Rcactlon-The World 
Condition and Needs as to Belief In Im-' 
mortallty-Probablllties Which, Pali 
Short of Demonstration—The Society 
for Psychical Research and tbe Immor
tai Life—Possible Conditions of Anoth
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex
periences and Opinions.

BEYOND TH-E. V/YIL

A Sequel to “Rending the Vail.”
The two volumes together as a record 

of practically obtained • facts demon
strating the claims of Modern Spirit
ualism as to post mortal survival, ore 
unique and overwhelming.

Every communication 1b from a full 
materialized spirit form, in good light, 
and either spoken audibly or written in 
full view by the form. There is not an 
automatic or trance message in the 
book.

It Is Illustrated by several engravings, 
the originals ot which were drawn in 
the presence of tbe circle by a full form 
materialized? spirit artist

BEYOND THE VAIL is, as a rule,

the experiences of spirits In both worlds 
—their own account of their lives oss 
earth and their progress after death tc 
their present condition of freedom from 
earth conditions. Tbe narratives are in-: 
tensely Interesting, Instructive am. 
often highly dramatic.

Coincident with these are the pro* 
foundly philosophical comments of tho 
controlling spirits of the seances. Prof 
William Denton, Thomas Paine, Dr. W; 
H. Reed and others—covering, lawi. 
medicine, jurisprudence, theology anc 
metaphysics. There are no books in ex
istence of like character or of higher 
authority. Price, by mail, $1.75.

CELESTI/VL DYNAMICS, 
Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro-Magnetio 

Forces of Nature.

Countered some of both classes. When 
I find a medium who is genuine wheat, 
I deem it a sacred duty to ' give my 
friends privately an.dLtlie, general pub
lic through the press, ^he benefit of my 
discovery. ., \ b "

Some fifteen years-, ago,^hlte spend
ing a summer at Outfit Ijay, I was in
duced to attend a sqgpce qf Mrs. C. C. 
Bliss, the then, and qHll famous mate
rializing medium.* I.Ivas favorably im
pressed, though no spirit’¿feme to me. 
During tbe years thrit bavm* flown since 
then, I have attendedpnore ¡than fifty of 
her seances, in Onsffl, Boston andThl- 
cago. I am convinced tluft she is an 
honest woman. I hive mefimy mother 
and other dear ones in hdr'seances, so 
perfectly clothed in jfempo'ftfry forms as 
to be readily recognised, Arid have re
ceived from them mifi^agditef love, and 
other proofs of Identity -ftlilch made 
doubt impossible, '-nr '• D

In October, 1897, rifr friifil, Mr. B. O. 
Wilson, a prominent'WBlesale drug
gist of Boston, camly'to. my home in 
that city one day to ^e sdine spirit pic
ture and to attend with m0 'Mrs. Bliss’s* 
seance at her residence but a few 
blocks away. He haid never been at a 
seance, hence he wasiiao skeptic. His 
father, who died at the Age,of 91, .mate
rialized, his form andiiifeatures, but 
could not speak, Mr.-AV,. asked, “Who 
la It?” . . . -j ■

“It is.-your father,YiLsaidi' . . *;
“.Well, he does look.wonderfully, like 

father, but why don’t he. speak to me?”
"Thia ip probably his.first experience 

of this sort,;and. he cannot talk," Lsald. 
Tho old gentleman bowed to me, and 
smiled his thanks for my; explanation.

The next to come was i l&dy intend of 
mine whose portrait' Mr. Witeon had 
examined before wo etsutod to tlie pe-

ance. I introduced him to her, and 
giving him her hand, she said:

“I am pleased to meet you, sir. I am 
always glad to meet the friends of my 
friend Thomas”—giving me the name 
she had called me by when she knew 
me on earth, forty years before.

After resuming our seats, I asked my 
friend if that woman resembled the 
portrait I had shown him.

“Oh, that la -the original of the por
trait undoubtedly, but It is incredible 
that she 1b a spirit. I .never saw a more 
natural woman in my life, or one more 
elegant in form or charming in man
ner.,”

&’nce the publication'of my book, “In 
the World Celestial," quite a large num
ber of my Chicago medical triendB, on 
reading it, have asked me to direct 
them to a good medium, I direct them 
to Mrs. Bliss; 8212 Prairie avenue, and 
and I am happy to know that quite a 
number have through her manifesta
tions, become convinced of the truth of 
Spiritualism. T. A. BLAND,

161 Hqyne avenue, tChicago, III.

Wheat and Tares.
To the Editor:—The words I have 

chosen for a text on which to .base a 
short sermon, were suggested by an 
account in your brilliant paper of Jan. 
23, of an exposure of a fraudulent me
dium.

The kingdom of heaven, which Jesus 
compared to a field, was a spiritual in
stitution. He was a medium; and he 
chose twelve mediums to carry on the 
work of spiritualizing the world by 
teaching and demonstrating that this 
world* and the world which the so- 
called dead have entered, are in close 
touch and perfect accord with each, 
other. He foresaw that for filthy lucre 
mediumship would be prostituted by 
some and simulated by others; that 
tares would spring up beside the wheat, 
and he warned his disciples of the dan: 
ger they would encounter of rooting up 
the wheat if. they shduld attempt to root 
out the tares. That this danger is very; 
great is evident to observing investiga
tors of spiritual phenomena. I have re
alized this in my own experience of 
more than thirty years. What, then, 
shall wedo? Accept the above text as 
our guide, in its broadest, or in a limit
ed and discriminating interpretation.

I have pursued the latter course. 
When I find a persqn posing as a medi
um, who I am convinced possesses no 
medial gifts; I give my friends the ben
efit of my discovery personally, and 
through the press.* When I am con
vinced that a medium supplements his 
or her genuine phenomena with fraudu
lent phenomena," I folldw the same 
course. I regard a fraudulent medium 
as lower-in morals, and more damag
ing to Spiritualism than the one who is 
a fakir pure and simp;«. I have en-

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” “THE LAN< 
GUAGE QF THE STARS,” ETC.

A magnificent and complete course of Astro-metaphysical study, em
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Forte. Sickness and Disease. Witn 
the only true and really Scientific method of treating the sick successfully..

Mental Healers, Meta-physicians, and all who practice the Healing Ar. -. 
Divine should give “Celestial Dynamics" a thorough and impartial study . . 
and thus learn the real cause of their frequent failures. ‘

No Astro-Student can afford to be, without this work, if he would undei ■ 
stand the Meta-physics of Astrology. ’ *

This work was specially prepared for publication to meet the demands or 
a large and very earnest class of people who cannot afford to pay for a regular 
course of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can affori 
this privilege will find the work an invaluable text-book to their studies.

Th» Price is . One Dollar Only, and is within reach of all who seek 
light For sale at this office. .- ■

Jiistory of tl)e 
CftRISTIftN RELIGION 

. to tbe Year 200,
BY CHARLES V. WAITE, A. M. , 

iFifth Edition—-Revisad, with Much Additional Matt-ei' ui A'inen-u- .

How a Woman Paid Her Debts.
. X am out ot/dobt, thanks to tho Dish-washer 
bustaMs. In; ttp-nyst throe months I have 
madoWoo.OWselUjiBDlBh-washOT. I novor saw. 
anything soli so easily. Every family needs a 
Dish-washer and win buy one whon shown how 
beautifully it-will wash and dry the family dish- 
os In two minutes. • !■ sell from - my own house. 
Each Dish-washer sold brings me many.orders, 
Tbo dishes are washed without wotting the 
hands. That la why ladies want tho DlSMrash- 

.or.- ,1 give my oxporlonoo tor tho bonoflt ot any 
one who. may wish to make money easy. I 
buy my Dlw-wtwhers from.1 tho Bound City 
Dish-washer Co, Bt-Louis; Mo. -write thorn 
or psrtloulars.- They, will start you In business 
in tout ojw homo, ... l,a. o.

“Astral Worahlpi" By J. H, Hill. M.
D.. Foi sala at ibis offloo, gciqq gL

A standard and reliable history of the historical research in matters of /ad. 
earlier period of the church,, giving wholly'ignored-by the regular church 
facts that are not found In tho so-called historians, and throws a bright glare of 
histories written by.churchmen.. This light pn . points heretofore .carefully,.In ^Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 

1 and Cultivation/’by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
^^nts. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 0,

«
r

latest. edition has been «artfully and 
thoroughly revised, aud it Is a. reliable 
megasine of facts, such as the,-honest 
Inquirer wants. It opens up to tho in
vestigator and student a wide Hold of

light pu . points heretofore .carefully,
shrouded in. darkness. .

A largo octavq'volume of 558 pagos, 
strongly bound In cloth.' Price $2.25. 
For . solo at Tho Erogreaslvo Think«# 
office. -1

/•
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SAN FRANCISCO TO SYDNEY
Life for Three Weeks on Board an 

Ocean Greyhound.

On December 10, I boarded the 
nteamer “Ventura,” at San Francisco. I 

, found the cabins small but cleair, those 
on the upper dock have plenty of fresh 
air and a fine view of the ocean. Life 
cm an ocean steamer is one of idleness; 
you spend your time eating, reading, 
Bleeping and chatting.

At 7 in the morning delicious fresh 
fruit is brought to each cabin sharpen
ing your appetite for breakfast. A de-, 
lightful tepid salt water bath is then 
prepared. At 8 o’clock a cornet solo 
warns you that you have but half an 
hour for dressing, and at 8:80 another 
tune means that breakfast is ready.

The purser assigns a place for each 
guest at the table. The food is well 
prepared and of as good a quality and 
variety as found in the first-class hotels 
in America. After breakfast the pas
sengers repair to the upper or prome
nade deck, each has his or her own 

, steamer chair which is secured by pay
' Ing a nominal sum and after a walk on 
the deck, reading or visiting is Indulged 
in. At 11 o’clock the deck steward re
freshes the passengers with hot bouillon 

, and toasted crackers or fruit as you 
may fancy. Lunch is served at 1 
o’clock, after which a siesta is indulged 
in.

At 4 o’clock tea and cake is served in 
the diningroom. You enjoy another 
cornet solo at 6, which is repeated at 
6:30, the latter meaning that dinner is 
ready. At 10 o'clock you can have light 
refreshment and tea if desired, and 1/ 
any passenger retires hungry it is cer- 
talnly not the fault of the steamship 
company. Among the favorite pastimes 
are games such as quoits, cricket, and 
progressive euchre, with an occasional 
diversion of a concert or literary enter
tainment. A favorite sport with the 
gentlemen is to get up a pool of the 
run of the ship every day. The num
bers are sold and drawn. At noon the 
captain sends in a report of the num
ber of miles the steamer has run for 
the past 24 hours, and the one holding 
the correct number is from $50 to $75 
ahead, according to the size of the pool. 
The dally run was from 378 to 400

.be a succession of chapters of agonies. 
1 simply could not win, If; I had a 
“lone” hand the bell would ring before 
1 could finish it. Three times there was 
an even number of points t-u each side 
and the ladies were to "cut, the highest 
card winning. Each time I cut the low
est card. I began to grow cold-r-from 
my head the chills crept d,own my 
spinel My marrow' stiffened i and my 
blood jellied, while,the hair seemed to 
rise on my head. Things grew black be
fore my eyes, the jacks danced with the 
queens while the spots left their accus
tomed places and danced all over the 
cards which assumed all the hues of 
the rainbow except the right one, for it 
my partner balled hearts or diamonds 

' there was not one in my hand and it by 
accident I had the right or left bower 
I was so anxious to use it that I played 
it to win my partner’s trick. Of course 
I couldn’t expect to win under such con
ditions and when the game was over and 
1 won my prise I was so weak I could 
hardly speak. The prize consisted in a 
bottle of Worcestershire sauce. I used 
to like it, but now I could not look a 
bottle calmly in the face, much less en
joy its contents, nor will I till I can 
learn to forget the misery I went 
through Christmas eye while winning 
the booby prize.

Christmas day dawned beautiful, the 
weather was ideal and tire sea calm. A 
bountiful breakfast made-everybody 
feel in good humor, and while no doubt 
the majority were very htfmesick, the 
feeling was repressed and everybody 
tried to be cheerful, The dining-room 
was beautifully decorated with hang
ings and ornaments in red, white and 
blue, also a number of flags, conspicu
ous the Stars and Stripes. The Amer
ican flag never looks so beautiful as it 
will when you get away from home 
amongst strangers.- At dinner the 
electric lights in colored globes added 
beauty and brilliancy, favors were 
placed at eacli plate, a sumptuous din
ner was served and general merry-mak
ing was the order of the hour. At the 
close several toasts were given to the 
“Officers,” the "Ladles," and so forth— 
and as we were all away from home, 
and “all In the same boat,” all did 
their best to help make tills a happy

miles. On Sunday morning religious 
services were held in the social hall on 
the upper deck and in the evening in 
the second cabin.

Among the prominent fellow passen-‘ 
gers were Sir Tatjlpn Sykes and Mad
ame Louise, the Countess De Lichter- 
woldo of London, Honorable N. Bar
nard, a member of parliament from Vic
toria, Canada, with his wife; Honor
able W. Armstrong, another M. P., from 
Brisbane, Queensland; Mrs. J. H. Allen, 
whose grandfather, father and brother 
have all served in parliament from 
Sydney, She and her husband were 
on their wedding trip. There were 
over one hundred first cabin passengers 
and about an equal number in the sec
ond cabins and steerage. 1 have never 
in all my experience in traveling found 
greater efforts made to please the pas
sengers than on the "Ventura.” From 
the captain to the cabin steward all 
were doing their utmost to serve our 
comfort and add to our pleasure. 1 
found that a large number of the cabin 
passengers were round-the-world trav
elers, several having made the journey

yule-tide.
On Saturday, 

passed the i80th 
has been lost in 
cisco. Until 12

two or throi 
You have

is before.
idea of what it means

to equip a ship like the Ventura for 
such a long journey. This splendid 
steamer is one of three sister ships of 
the Oceanic Steamship Co. It is a twin 
screw steamer of G,200 gross tonnage, 
with 100 cabins and three bridal cham
bers. It takes 140 tons of coal a day to 
feed it, and 100 men compose officers 
and crew. When it is understood that 
nearly all the provisions needed to feed 
passengers and crew for three weeks 
are shipped from San r’ransico, you will 
understand that it takes tons of meat, 
fish, vegetables, fruit, butter and milk. 
Each of these is stored separately in 
huge refrigerators. In addition it car
ries all the fresh water needed for 
drinking, cooking, and toilet purposes, 
in huge tanks. The ship manufactures 
its own Ice and electric lights. It car
ries the American and English mall to 
the Australian colonies, keeping two 
mail clerks busy oh board sorting the 
same, and 1500 bags were left at Auck
land, New Zealand, the balance taken 
to Sydney.

The meals are cooked and served and 
the cabin cleaned by men. Three 
stewardesses attend the ladles who 
may be indisposed and serve their 
meals in their cabin. The work ’ on 
board is regulated by "bells.” At half
past twelve one belTstrikes; at 1, two 
bells; three bells at half-past one, and 
so on at each half-hour until eight bells 
strike at 4, at 8 and at 12, when the 
crews change. The passengers soon 
fall into the habit of going by the bells 
instead of .consulting their watches.

STOMfUifl 
TROUBLES

CURED
l|fiC,i Peillliilj Cart Mj Caia if lliaidi trublilil 

• Cauud bf Cincir. Da Kot Taki Our #sri. , 
: UST It WSEIF.

FREB TEST
TREATMENT 

. Do you suffer 
from indigestion, 
dyspepala.or stom
ach trouble in any 
form? If you do 
why not Jet us cure 
youf We do not 
meiln help you by 
giving you a Soda 
Compound Tablet 
or seme of the oth
er patent'‘Dyspep
sia Cares." We 
will pou’ilively 
and permanently 
cure you. We will 
go totho very foun. 
Gallon of your 
trouble: will re
move the causes, 
strengthen and

tone up the piomach, and make you strong and 
healthy us you ever were. We could give you tca- 
thnoninls by the thousands of those we have cured 
of stomach trouble in all its forms and stages; but 
they would not be facts or' proof to you—only 
words of thanks and praise. The only absolute 
proof Is lu the treatment Itself. And believing 
that a practical test would be more convincing to 
sufferers than all the testimonials we could print 
and absolutely prove Its great merits, we will 
send anyone desiring it a full two weeks' trial 
treatment absolutely free. ‘

If you have stomach trouble and have fulled to 
get relief, write us at once and learn by practical 
lest vvhal we can do for you.- Address Dr. Peebles 
Institute of Health. Ltd., 23 Main Street, Battle 
Creek, Mich.

POWER OF CONCENTRATION.

Devotee of Occult Wisdom Tells How to 
Acquire It.

ROOMS TO RENT
Willi a Biilrltiiillbl Itoiuliy. 222 Irving ave., City.

HOROSCOPES
SclcntlQftttllv socuratÄ andrellable. Captain G.W.
Walroad, IMOÔteiiailà BL. Denver. Col., Est 1890.

Ä SURE CURE.
. Curb for CouBlltg’.Uaii and ludlgeBlion. Prlco, 
KIM If not. etteeltve after W days trial, money 
refund«!. J. ABNCU1D, WS 8. Spaulding Avenue, 
Chicago. . KS

THE SPEAKING DIAL.
A WOnficrfuI bplritwal luvecClon

Gives names, dates and circumstances. Speaks 
in various answers mental Questiona;
convincing the most ßkeptlciü. Has come to prove 
Immortality and spirit communion. Develops all 
phases of mediumship. Mugnetlzod by powerful 
spirit band. Read what the lato Hou. I. Pouiwlly 
bald of the Speaking Dial. Diala now, 91.&X Scud 
forcircular and testimonials. Enclose biampfor 
reply, P. J. DEMPSEY Inventor, . Columbus 
ûvô., Minneapolis. Minn.

thé 28th, the boat 
meridian and 24 hours 
time from San Fran- 
o'clock noon, it was

Saturday, but the afternoon was called 
Sunday afternoon. The following day, 
Monday, Dec. 28, we arrived in Auck
land, N. Z., where the ship loaded and 
unloaded over 700 tons of freight. They 
carry mostly oranges, apples, onions, 
canned fruit and vegetables, machinery 
and bicycles for Australian ports, re
turning with skins, mostly rabbits, 
sheep pelts, hides, glue stock and hard
wood lumber from Sydney, and iiax 
fibre from New Zealand. Auckland is 
a frontier town and does not Impress 
you as favorably as expected. Little 
attention is paid to style or beauty. 
Tire people walk all over the streets as 
well as on the sidewalk. I found lovely 
domestic fruit ranging 20 to 40 per cent 
higher in price than our own, while one 
dollar was asked for California oranges 
per dozen.

On Tuesday morning we started at 6 
for Sydney; the journey was very pleas
ant, and on Jan. 1. 1 landed about 2:30 
in the afternoon in Sydney. The pas
sengers were examined by Ute govern
ment physician before they were al
lowed to land, and your baggage is next 
examined by the customs officials. I 
arrived on the first day of the new year 
in this new country, having sailed 7210 
miles without feeling soa-.sick or losing 
a meal. ■ .

Sydney—I could fllrpages describing

ELWN BB. HEDRLCK,
ASTHOI.aGaSK.-,Vo<atl0ii, -business specula
tion, matrimony., changes, travel, all affairs of 
life. Fee 12.00.. Seiidcdulc of birth a» near the 
hour as possible. Address, 2621 Reading Bead, 
Olncluustl, Ohio. . ' W

NICHOms BECKER,
Ro&dluffttibjr malLiImpressionai and Clairvoy

ant. Dosvriptidn unti names of spirit friends with 
.mewsagoa; ¿dvieo.. Inawuctiona for psychic un- 
foldmenL ¡Send own handwriting and Wcta. Dix
on. 111.

HOW TO UNFOLD YOUB PSYCHIC POWERS 
st home, or How-to.develop the best within 

you. We.will sendsou two instruction bookiqts 
and delineate your ^possible phases ofmodnun“ 

ship, all foriSA^ceate^Mrs. Dr. J. A, Bliss. 48 A 
Lindell Louis, Ho. ■ • ■

SPIRIT MESSENGER.
Friends desiring tests in Poem; on their name, 

using full name, and four «ideations answered 
promptly, can receive such by sending one dollar 
and two cent stunyi. Addlk Gore, Box 85, hscoii- 
dido, San Diego Co., Cal« ' ■

LILLIAN ROCKWELL,
Scientific Life Reader and Hoaler. Send IIAX) and 
date of birth to 811 Emmett St., Chicago. Logan 
Square. Youra elncerely, Lillian Rockwell.

DON’T READ THIS.
France» L. Loucka. th» only piychtc wonder Hvjns. 

that niea tbe aptrltuaV X-roy without any loading 
symptom to direct, »nd locates all Internal aUeasej. 
A trial will convince you. Norroui exhaustion aud 
loit vigor ot both sexes eucccaifully treated, as bunr 
dreds can tostlfy. Send name, ago, sox, complexion 
and 10 eenta tn stamps, aud receive a correct dlaguo* 
sis of your case free, worth dollars to you. Address, 

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
Lock Box lit). etoaebm. Mui

Annie Lo-<1 Chamberlain’s Card.
■ Dear friend's, you'can greatly help me care for 
my blind slater; Jennie L.-Webb, one of the earl
iest modluhm now in the form, by Writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me with 11, and I will 
try atld'gtit rtfply • by Independent writing or whis
pers. Audrqee jirs. Aunlo Lord Chamberlain. Mu- 
ford Mub^... . • .

YOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and eent FREE if you will send your 
birth-date and three stamps for mailing expenses 
I have astonished thousands with my wonderfully 
correct reading of their life, past and future. I 
correctly reveal your future love affaire, business 
success, marriage mute, etc., and give advice on 
all affairs. Address, SlkAGBBN, Dept. T.B., 
91SS, Ban IFraucisco, Cal.

The 4 Great Problems: 
What, How, Who and Where Are 
We ? The contents of this book cannot 
bo found In ancient nor modern literature, By 
reglalured mull, 11.00. DIL ChlOUGlllAN MlLLBlt, 
Diamond, Ark.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send threo two-cent btauips, lock of 

hair, age, name and tho leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free hr spirit power.

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker,
280 North Sixth St.

Bau Jose, Call

DR. LOUIS H. FREEDMAN,
The Renowned Australian 

Healer,
Hub removed to 018 w..Monroe St.. Chicago, where 
he is prepared to treat successfully those who ure 
afflicted with any disease. Send for his booklet. 
Mrs. Freedman will give sittings dally. Sho lu 
clairvoyant and clairaudlent, and guarantees sat
isfaction.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.
TESTIMONIALS OF CURE.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker—My Dear 
Friend:—I think it time enough to let 
you understand the marvelous benefit 
we have received from your medicine. 
Since Miss Ellen Louisa Merchant and 
myself have used your medicine we are 
now enjoying good health and strength, 
also feeling .as new persons. We sin
cerely thank you for the good you 
have done for us. May God bless your 
work that it may ever go on for the 
good of suffering humanity.

Yours sincerely,
JOSEPH A. MORGAN.

Pratville, P. O., Manchester, Jamaica, 
Nov. 12, 1903.

hn Yah NpaìÌ Alld ,uncr
U0 I OLI liUuU lean help you. I Will til your 
Cnanknnfnc eyca Dy Clairvoyance ami 
Ù JclLdCluù spirit assistance at your own 
home with the improved iiieltud pubhlu lense, to 
bee near and at a distance. Please write for Illus
trated circular, showing styles ami prices. Also, 
mv spirit method of treating that restores lust 
vision and impaired eyesight- I gmmuitee to nt 
your eyes, and safe delivery

43 Evanston Ave.. Chlcugu. IB.
B. F. POOLE.-DearSir: Your Magnetized Melt

ed Pebble Special les received. I am delighted. 
They arc perfection in every way.

Sincerely youi-a, Alonzo Tiulmpkon.- LV, 1I..H1. Ill >'.ll I

G. WALTER LYNfi
' THE EMINENT .

Healer and
Gifted Psychic.

HEALTH RESTORED 
By Common Sense Methode

Vog the Cure of Mental ' 
. aud Physical Ailment*.

OBSESSION CURED. 
-----  ’’rl

For Free Diagnosis of Diseaio, 
lend five two-cent stamps, age, uam^ 
sex and own bandwriting. ,

READINGS AND BUSINESS AD
VICE $1.00 and two stamps.

--  rq
Address 7H4 Eighth St., 

Oakland, Cal

Longley’s Choice Collection 
OF 

BEAUTIFUL SONGS.

For some time now the study of the 
art which enabled the people of the Ori
ent to mystify the people of the Occi
dent has been quietly and unobtrusive
ly pushing its way to the front, until 
finally the mysteries of the East have 
resolved themselves into a recognized 
educational enterprise.

Western teachers speak of this occult 
wisdom as the unfolding of the inner 
consciousness. It is not, as is gener
ally supposed, a new science, but the 
oldest existing one, though the popular 
way of teaching it is altogether new.

"You must either unfold your own 
mental powers, or remain an automa
ton," explained a devoted and popular 
teacher of occult wisdom in a recent in
terview. “This is what happens to the 
average individual who simply follows 
what he has been taught. No one ever 
succeeded in copying another. Our

MUS. MA.Y A. I’RICE,
Clairaudlent, Clairvoyant medium, and conscious
ly controlled lecturer, without the least entranced 
condition. Enclose lock of hair, own hand writ
ing, and one aollur, and 1 will give you the laws 
by which you may attain the same powers. No. 
til D St., N. E., Washington D. C.

FOUND.
A medicine that will cure Kidney Trouble and 
Rheumatism. Contains no acids, has np injuri
ous effects, and never tails. >1.50 per bottle.

GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY,
1781 California St., Denver, Colo.

CORA L. V. RICHMOND,
DISOOUKSES.

For 11.00 we-will send you MONTHLY, for 
TEN months of the year, 4 copies of t-iu-h uf these 
divine discourses. Give three of them away as 
bread cast upon tho water, or gel 3 friends to share 
your subscription with you, and thus virtually 
reduce your subscription to 25 cents.

WALDO DENNIS.
................ Pres. Church of the Soul, 

7l4Fulerlon Ave.. Chicago, Ill.

FRANK N. FOSTER,
The Noted Psychic for

Spirit riiotodraiitiij
Send name tmd address foreircular. Sittings by 

mail. 81 8. Diamond St., Grand Rapids, Mich.

MAGIC MIRROR S
Will AHti long felt want for the development of 
Clairvoyance. The fully developed medium and 
the now beginner alike will iind in these mlrrorB 
most satisfying results. No circles 
this method, as development cun easily be 
brought out in the privacy of home. These mil- 
rorsare till chemically treated and vevy powei- 
ful. malting the elements clearly visible ns they 
push across the surface. No one wiahing to be
come a clairvoyant should be whbonl one of 
these wonders. Also mediums will find in these 
nioHt HatlBfuelory hulp 1» giving readlugu.. rfie 
age ot the Bitter will not Interfere with develop
ment. Full InstruetloilB will be Bent with each 
order, Price. »3.110. W. H. MILLER, Lock Box 
W0, Cunlou, Ohio.

OR. J. S. LOUCKS
lithe oldMt end moii saccetiful Spiritual Hbyilctea 

now in pracllca. Hti cures are
THE MOST MARVELOUS

of thl# fige. nil eiaialnatloDB are correctly made, 
and free to all who lend him name, age, aex aud lock 
of hair, and ilx cente in itainps. He doesn't ask for 
any leading lymptoin, A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. Hu positively curci weak men. Addrciu

J. B. LOUCK8, M. O.,
ntoaebatn. M*h

Here is a book ot songs lor public meetings 
aud the home that is full of music aud poetry 
that reach the soul. Tho book is just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality uf paper, aud contains76 songs.

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE. ’
••These songs are adapted to the needs of soci

eties and to tho home: they ure spiritual, and 
brvathe a tender sentiment to the cultured soul. 

• Lvinan (J. Ho We.
"Vlils ciilltH'tlon of songs breathes a pure 

spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend- 
cm y.’■-Dawning Light- t f . .

"'Vin* songs and music are of a natnti to in
spire those who hear them with new aud higher 
rvs'ilve.s.” D. W. Hull. .

"There are some things U>our personal histO- 
rv that never fade from memory. One m inino 
has been fresh for lift y years. 1 went one night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer. Prof.S.H.Brittan, 
but 1 have no recollection of a thought he ad
vanced or a Word tillered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, 'What shall be my angel 
name.’ The man, the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since: the man was 
Prof. Longley,the song, one of his earliest com
positions. J. S. Lowland. ■ -

Lonrlev’s latest book of songs comprises the 
creainofall his former books und many new 
ones, ami can bo hail in decorated covers for (X) 
cents; plain, 4(J cents.

r

the beaiftles of Sydney; it has one of 
the most magnificent haroors In the 
world. It contains about one-half mill
ion inhabitants, with the largest and 
finest town hall in the southern hemi
sphere, seating 5,000 people and con
taining one of the largest and flnest- 
toned organs made. Free organ recit
als are given here twice a week. It has 
the cleanest streets and finest public 
parks I have ever seen. They cover 
about 800 acres. I have never seen 
finer scenery in connection with any 
city; it seems that everything has been 
done which nature and man could do to 
elevate the tone of the people and still 
I found saloons filled with people, 
waited upon by barmaids, who ' were 
some of the most modern and best 
dressed women I saw.

Sydney is a fine, enterprising city 
withal, about 20 years behind our times, 
the people have little artistic taste. 
The gentlemen all wear “store clothes” 
and the ladies are decked out in laces, 
fringe, and furbelows which look as if 
from Seigel & Cooper’s left-overs from 
four seasons back. They "do” their 
hair in most unbecoming wads and

mission, and a glorious one it is, too, is 
simply to get out that which is within. 
The person who is always copying is 
sure to be in despair; while the one 
who is continually unfolding is ever 
surmounting difficulties and casting 
aside heavy weights.

“Every human being is capable of be
coming just what his ideal demands of 
him, if he sets about it in a scientific 
way. You cannot divide yourself up 
into parts, and be in two or three 
places at the same time, which is just 
what you try to do when your hands 
are doing one thing, and the mind is 
jumping ahead to the two or three next 
things to be done; for whatever Is ac
complished on the plane of action must 
be first wrought out on the plane of 
thought. If you are going to keep busy 
at something with your hands, you 
must keep your mind on what you are 
doing. And as soon as the mental 
habit of concentration is perfectly well 
formed, you have obtained the key 
which unlocks the door to all knowl
edge.” ■

There is no power of either body or 
mind, so the adherents of this new edu
cation maintain, which cannot be fully 
developed by the study of occult wis
dom, which consists principally in drills 
that must be constantly gone through 
with. Practice, and nothing else, 
makes perfect. Whatever one would 
be, painter, artist, singer, writer or 
poet, there lies within one the wisdom 
and poAj’.er to attain one’s end.

In striving for this, no rule can be de
viated from. There must be a special 
hour and a special day for the perform
ing of every lesson or drill. The same 
straightbacked, comfortable chair, 
placed always in the same,spot, facing 
always the same way in a pleasantly 
lighted and well ventilated room, must 
be used by the student. He must as
sume a position which locks out, as it 
were, every particle off floating mind 
stuff that the brain is open to receive 
before he attains to the power of con-

FRED. P. EVANS,
The Noted Psychic for

Independent Slate Writing and
Olatrwoyance,

Ha« recently left New York, and 1» now located at 
1112 Eddy St.. Him Frauciaco, Cal. Send .«lamp for 
circular on Mediumship.

Avoid Psychological Crime,
THE LEADING WORKS

OF

E. D. BABBITT, M. D.

A Few Words About tne Devil, 
And other Essays.« By Charles Bradlaugh. 
With the stoiyof Ids life as told by himself, 
and the history of Wb parliamentary struggle. 
With noru-alt;- Pauer. 60c.

Can Telepathy Explain?
Resultsof Psychical Research.

■ By Jiintft 4. Savage.
Dr. Savage, tn thlcbook of 243 pages, discuss

es problems that have vexed intelligent minds 
probably to a ¡greater extent than, any others, 
saving thoseert theridlglous life. He states a 
great number of wall-authenticated Instances 
ot spiritist» revelation orcommnnicaHotu. His 
'dlBcusrioU’ls¡fnuiloatui fearless. Mid nUa-Hs the 
, widest readings for' ho deals with facts and ex
periences. Price, cloth, $1.00.

New Testament Stories
Drawings by Watson Heston, with, critical 

and humorous comments upon tho texts. Hes
ton’s drawings are incomparable, and excruci
atingly funny. One must ace the book to nppr®; 
elute it; the pictorial satire cannot bo told. It 
will make you laugh heartily. Price in board, 
81.00; cloth, 81.50.

Study Clairvoyance.
J.C. F. GRUMBINE’S BOOK on "How to Un

fold the -'Clairvoyant Vision. Pierce (he veil uf 
Sense. See and Converse with Spirits, Enter at 
Will the.Spirit World, Become a Beer. •

PRESS NOTICES.
“Your work is marvelous. p|>ouh-maklng."—Lil- 

Han Whiting, Busion Currcspundent to Chicago

“Admirably uftfolds the law and nature of Clair
voyance."—Chicago Inter-Ocean. 4

“A remarkable book, Originality and depth or 
; thought, combined with persph-acity, character-' 
izeevery page. It is evident In every Hentence 
that this volume Ib the offspring of inspiration. 
The Progressive Thinker.

“I consider the book on Clairvoyance a most re
markable and practical work on development, it 
harmonizes well with the Hermetic Schools of 
Philosophy, in which 1 learned the myHterleaof 
adeptship."-Prof. Geo. W. Wairoixl. Astrologer.

"It is the best work on the subject of Clairvoy
ance thus far. and points out an alluring goal of 
true spiritual development.”—Mind, New York

■•It is a revelation."—Light. London, Eng.
Reduced price, 11.60. Send now.

DIVINATION.-How to read tho past, presentaud 
future, practice magic and become a Rosicru
cian, Ms. Series, tl.

AURAS AND COLORS-How to get nt th« aura 
nntl find your color, and understand^ coloi \ 1- 
in-ntlons. A wonderful work. Price. 60 cents.

PSYCIIOMETRY.—Howloread the soul of things. 
A most practical book. Price, 50 cents.

EASY LESSONS in Psychometry, Clairvoyance 
and Inspiration. Price, £0 cents.

REALIZATION, or How to Become an Adept. 
Price, 25 cents .............

J. C\ F. GRUMBINE,
1286 Commonwealth Ave.. Boston. Mass.

The Nemesis of 
ChautauquaLake

Thid fascin
ating Book 
by tho well- A Book of Great Merit.

known Author and Scholar,
HON. A. B. RICHMOND, 

Should bo in the hands of every Spiritualist in 
the land. It is based on a hlstorfoal fact, but 
through the narative is woven a psychic line of 
thoiurnt in the style no natural to the great 
criminal lawyer that one can feel the author’s 
very presence during Its perusal. It is certain
ly interesting. Price, cloth. 75 cents.

‘, « -.r.H i-Art as Disclosed In the Bible." 
I dO ana I IC By Kev. Arthur Chambers, 
Crt '|l (»„ J Associate of King’s College,bOint Worlij London. An excellent book 
tor Christian people who would Investigate and 
learn the facts of Bible teachings as well as 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, SI.10.

The Principles of Light and Color.
Superbly Issued, royal 8vo, with over 200 en

gravings and colored plates. Price. fc>.00; in 
massive binding, imitating half Knssia, Me. 
extra. "An Imposing volume of nearly 600 
cages. Shows a great amount of research on 
the Dart of the author. Will prove a great ac
quisition to Scientific Libraries "-K Y. Herald.

Human Culture and Cure.
In six parts, live parts being already issued. 

PART I. The Philosophy of Cure, Including
Methods and Instruments; 75 cents.
“The Principles of Light and Color" Is in ev

ery respect masterly, and‘Human Culture and 
Cure’appears to be Dot less remarkable."-Dr. 
Pascal, 12 Rue Plcot. Toulon, France.
PARTS III and IV in one volume; 81.00. J art 

III treats of Mental and Psychological forces ; 
Part IV of the Nervous System and Insanity. 
“This work discloses for the first time the 

chemical mystery of mental phenomena, throws 
the first clear 1 igb t upon t he nai ure and process
es of hypnotism ana all kindred psychological 
phenomena which have never before been ex
plained or understood. Hr, Babbitt has hern 

• not only given the rationale of hypnotism, psy- 
chometry, clairvoyance and mental science, in
cluding the mysterious subject of memory, but 
has furnished abundant illustrations of their 
working. Tbe subject uf Phreno-nhysiognomy 
alone Is of priceless value as enabling us to un
derstand our fellow beings around us."-Prof.
W. C. Bowman. _
PARTV. -‘The Bodily Organs, their Diseases 

and the Great Natural Methods for Their 
Cure." aims to bo the most practical work on 
heaUng'thus far given to the public. Price, 81.

Health and Power.
Brief Natural Traatnwnt for 110 Diseases. 

Price. 85 cents. "Worth its weight In dia
monds. ' :

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, Paper. 15 cents.
RELIGION.—A most thoughtful and excel

lent work. Price, cloth, $1.10: paper, 00 cents.

Practical Mothodo to Insure Success«
A valuable little work, full of practical in

struction in matters pertaining to physical, 
mental und spiritual health. Worth many 
times its cost. Price 10 cents.

"Wing, Gauses and EfiBGls.1
By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deals with the finer 

mental and spiritual forces as applied to heal
ing. Price, 50 cents.

ADoffoniths of TuanaKfSj« 
wonderful communication, explaining how ills 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate 
Christ ianltv. Price 15 cents. 

THE MISSING LINK '
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leab Underbill, of tbo Fox Family.
Interesting and valuable as a history of tb» begin* 

nlng of Modern Spiritualism, by unr of the Fox Sla
ters. 478 Pages, 16 illustrations, Including portraits ot 
tbe Fox Family, ill«Cory of the Hydesville rappluge, 
as related by eye-witnesses-, remarkable and weil nt- 
tested manifestations; tbe “exposures." etc. Hand
somely bound lu cloth, But few copies remaining. 
Publishers’price, 11.50, We will send the book poM* 
paid for 11.40.

ORIGIN OF SPECIES, 
By means of natural selection, or the preservation of 
a favored raco In tb<j straggle for life. By Charles 
Darwin. Olli top, cloth bound. This hook h too 
grandest achievement of modem scientific thought 
and research. It has paared through many editions 
In English, has been translntod Into almost all tho 
l&ugufges of Europe, and baa been tbe uubject of 
tncie reviews, pamphlets and separato books than any 
oil 'ir volume of tho ngc. Most of the great scientists 
of f?':ago ftillv suppuri Disposition. Tho thought of 
tb ri' ookhas liocorno n part ot th? common Inherit- 
C! । of the race. For tale at this office. Price 73 eta.

Seven days after leaving San Fran
cisco we landed at Honolulu. On near
ing the-island you see a range of 
mountains stretching several miles into 
the ocean; these are really extinct vol
canoes and barren. Honolulu is the 
capital and principal port of entry of 
the Hawaiian Islands, justly called the 
"Paradise of the Pacific,” and remark
able for their scenic attractions and 
the presence of the world-famed vol
cano of Kilauea. ■
. Honolulu has a population of about 
40,000 people and is enhanced by trop
ical beauty and splendor which meets 
the eye everywhere. It has a fine elec
tric car system and beautiful drives for 
miles around. The cottages are very 
artistic, buried in gardens of floral 
beauty. Cocoanuts, bananas and other 
tropical fruits were ripe, and tasted 
fresh from the trees are quite different 
from what we get in Chicago. On leav
ing Honolulu I felt as if 1 had made a 
visit to Fairyland. This marks the en
trance into tropical clime and on taking 
breakfast the following morning on the 
ship I found tliat many of the passen
gers and all of the officers and 'crew 
were dressed in white from cap to 
shoes, giving a dainty, pleasing appear
ance. The warm weather continued 
and we crossed the equator on Sunday, 
Dec. 20, at 9 p. m. Contrary to our ex
pectations, however, the day was not 
excessively warm. '

On Wednesday, Dec. 23, we stopped 
for a few hours at Pago Pagò, one of the 
Samoan Islands. Robert Louis Steven
son lived on this enchanted isle and is 
buried there. We found the natives of 
fine appearance and well-developed. 
The men were better looking than the 
women. Their dress consists ot a 
tappa cloth made from cocoa which is

wear nets. The triri snirt-waist is an 
unknown article, but fancy "blouses" 
take its place. It is midsummer here, 
but the weather is very pleasant.

I lectured on Sunday evening in 
Leigh Hall under the ausplces*'of the 
Psychic Society of New South Wales. 
Mr. W. Adams Is the president. This 
society has a flourishing lyceum under 
the direction of Mrs. Hughes. The hall 
was crowded to the utmost and finely 
decorated, the audience enthusiastic in 
welcoming the stranger. They listened 
with closest attention andpvere in per
fect rapport with the.speaker. I have 
never had a more cordial reception nor 
found a more delightful audience to ad
dress than .the hospitable people in the 
beautiful city of Sydney.

On Jan. 10 and 17, I speak in the 
Bijou Theatre in Melbourne, and have 
just received a wire from Mr. W. H. 
Terry there, informing me that he has 
arranged for a reception and tea at his 
home on the evening of the 9th.

But I must close, for the Ventura is 
returning, and I wish it to bear my 
“Talofa” to the Spiritualists In Amer-
ica. EAURA G. FIXEN.

,bound around their loins, while their 
• ornaments consisted chiefly in shell, 

necklaces. These klnd-liearted natives 
seemed very hospitable, and every

. where you heard “talofa," their greet
Ing, meaning "love to you.” At 5 p. m. 
we ’steamed towards New Zealand. I 
had the novel experience of spending 
Christmas on the Pacific Ocean. 
Christmas eve the passengers decided 
to spend by playing progressive euchre.

' As xny experience is decidedly limited, 
I preferred not to inflict myself on any 

’ unsuspecting partners, but as a lady 
was’needed to fill but a tenth table 1 
joined them. Have you ever played 
progressive euchre and won a prize? If 
so, you no doubt remember it with 
great pleasure. I won the booby prize. 
But not all tho briny waters of the Pa
cific can wash out the memory of tho 
agonies of that night. Should I write J 
SigfoXX pi hOK .wok that prize it would

Happiness.
What is your opinion of Happiness?
What are the essentials upon which 

you think it depends? Money, love, 
health—nine out of ten persons would 
say. Reverse the order of the three 
and you’ll have them as they should be. 
You cannot be happy if your health is 
bad. Neither can those around you. 
Ever notice how grouchy , a man or wo- 

‘man Is who has dyspepsia or any form 
of stomach trouble? .They cannot help 
it. It’s the result of'weakehed nerves. 
Don’t judge him too harshly. You can
not expect to find a sunny disposition 
where pain is gnawing away the body, 
mind and nerves. ; '

Some of them try to get cured—try 
hard, but finally give up in despair. 
Vernal Palmettona (formerly known as 
Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wine) has 
restored more'of these people to health 
and happiness than any other remedy 
on earth.

centration. By properly placing the 
right foot over the left, clasping the 
hands together with the fingers of the 
right hand resting on the wrist of the 
left, the student thus locks out the 
physical senses and enters the realm of 
the psychic ones. Before doing so, 
however, the imagination must be 
brought into full play. ’ Imagine to the 
heart’s desire; for while the student is 
rising mentally into the desired realm, 
the creating power is ■ going forth 
through the unfolding of the inner con
sciousness to accomplish what the 
ideal asks for. .

Another method is to trace a heavily 
marked black ball on the wall of the 
room directly in front of the eyes of the 
student, who excludes from his mind all 
but the idea of gazing upon it until the 
heavy speck melts out of his sight. 
The student then holds any article 
whereof a mental picture is desired at 
the centre of the forehead until it is ob
tained. ■

So trivial a thing as gazing into a 
crystal is said to be of momentous im
portance in the study of occult wisdom.

Great care must be observed by the 
student always to shut himself in a 
room where all is quiet, assuming a po
sition of rest, that the mind may have 
no disturbance by-dlscomfort; for after 
entering upon this study the physical 
-body must never be allowed to be a 
weight upon the mind.—New York 
Tribune. ■

The Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
? Human Life,

With Character Readings, of Per
sons Born Upon the Cusp.

The prinel’'’''« found in this volume are both 
a science ar religion, for a better and a far 
happier hum • ;ty. It points to-the planets as 
an index to the human character aud liability 
to diseases; also gives the gems-and colors suit
ed to temperaments evolved under certain plan
ets. But the author, ELEANOR. KIRK, lays 
special stress upon the fundamental principle 
that “All maladies known to man can be entire
ly dominated, forever .cast out, by those who 
realize that mind Is the master and body tho 
servant." Price, cloth, 81.00. ■

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH 
Scientifically Examined and 

Carefully Described. 
BY C. W, LEADBEATER.

A Volume of 500 large pages, treating very 
nterestlngly If Life, Death and Immortality, 
Clairvoyance, Spirit Phenomena, Etc, as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated exponent ot 
Theosophy. Price. B1.60.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS
A real visit with friends on the other side of 

life, and a-familiar talk. By Spirit Samuel 
Bowles; Carrie E. S. Twlng, Medium. Price 30c.

THE HARMONIC SERIES
Harmonies of Evolution (Florence Huntley) 
THE GREAT PSYCHOLOQICAL CRIME, •• 
The Dream Chfld,

• Vol. I., 
• ■Vol. II.

$2.00
2.00

75

These works have made a profound impression on the most advanced and 
nroeressive intelligence Of the ago. In the field of Psychical Research it can be 
faid^truthfully that they have created a veritable “Cyclone” of interest and dis
cussion Their stfbjeet matter and simplicity of expression make them intensely 
interesting and fascinatingly attractive to everyone who can understand the sim- 
nlest Enn-lW They have made simple and clear the most difficult, problems of 
human life, and carry a special message to all who love the truth.

The Great FsyctWlogical Crime—Con- The Law of Spiritual Gravity; Admonl-... . . ■ . -_. ’ . « ...

THUMBSCREW AND RACK.
Torture Implements employed In the 16th and 

18th centuries for the promulgation of Chris
tianity, with pictorial illustrations. By George 
E. Macdonald. Price, 10 cents.

The Reiioion of Science.
By Dr. Paul Carus. ver thoughtful and in

teresting. Price, 25 cenu. _____ __ _

<A TH ITS MEANINGV-ii-X 1 JI aud Results.
' By J K lVtlwon, of th© PennHylvanla Bar. 

An absorbingly Interesting narrative relating a 
series of wonderful psychic manifestations oc
curring in the writer’s experience. Cloth, Illus
trated. 11.25.

BOOKS BY

LILIAN WHITING.

The World’s Sixteen Saviors, 
Or Christianity before Christ. By Kersey 
Graves. New and startling revelations In re
ligious history which disclose the Oriental 
origin of all the doctrines, principles, precepts 
and miracles of the Christ ian New Testament, 
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of its 
sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This 
Wonderful and exhaustive volume will, we are 
certain, take high rank as a book of reference 
in the field which the author has chosen for it. 
Printed on white paper. 3W pages. New edition, 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author. 
Price-81.50. Postage, 10 cents.

The Devefooment of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. The 
origin ot religions, and their Influence upon tho 
menial development ot the human race. Price, 
10 cents.

Modern
Carpentry £ ggfe
and Joinery
A Practical

It is a purely vegetable remedy, which 
roots out the cause of the trouble at the 
the very start. It Is a-pqsltlvo and per
manent cure for ailments of stomach, 
liver, bowels, kidneys, .heart.and blood. 
It doesn’t act like harsh'purgatives and 
cathartics. It does 'its work gently, 
thoroughly and With-noishock to the 
nervous system.. Wo, want you to try 
this grand remedy /at otjr expense. 
Write for a free safiaple’ bottle to-day. 
Gladly sent postpaid. Learn for your
self what it will do, before : you buy. 
We lenow what it has. done, what it will 
do." Yoli do not, Wo take this way of 
showing our confidence in it.- Address, 
Vernal Remedy Co.,- 452 Seneca Build- 
infc,‘Buffalo, N.-Y; '

On sale a,t leading drug

•‘Love—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr. 
W. P. Phelon, For sale at this office. 
Price 25 cefits. .

“The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. Thq Cultiva
tion of Personaf'Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner.” Of especial interest 
and value. For sale at this office. 
Price »1. . .

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M? Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct-form the substance of his 
lectures on .the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
sale at this office. Price, 25 cents.

“Discovery .of a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent In Spiritual 
suggOstlvenoss. Cloth, $1.50. For sale 
at this office. >

“Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.” 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact; yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1.25. 
For sale at this office.

"Jfist How to Wako tho Solar Piet 
uo.” By Elizabeth Towno. ValuaDl® 

■%® hoalUu Friso ® .

tent?—Part !• P
Psvchologftal Crime; New Defini

tions' Pertfcent «Admissions; What is 
HvnnoUem;«rhe deadly Parallel; Man 
«n5? wta TWffi- Ormnisms; Physiology 
“d mhXcWpnotisrn;. “Auto- 
Hypnotism,“’JnMlHnomer; Suggestion, 
“iSxifcologWaLftel;. Independent Sug
gestion ‘ a Wet; fflypnotism and the 
Three Brain«; BOis Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation *# Naltinral Law; True Sug
gestion and••Ahetopeutic Faith; Post- bVOVIVM «*__ ___ TTTKr.* tha Wvn.

tlons and Suggestions.
Supplemental.

The Value of “Theories”; Differences 
and Distinctions;.. Transmigration; 
TransubBtantiatton; Reincarnation; 
Metempsychosis; Self-Perpetuation; 
Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual ExUnction; Psy
chical Relnvesture.

Harmonics of Evolution—Contents.
ceBtion anu « ---- ----- Preliminary Statement; Thera Is No
Mortem Hypnotism:; .What of the Hyp- Death; Life After Physical Death Is 
Mortem nypu scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here

and Hereafter Has a Common Develop-notisi?

THE LIFE RADIANT—Cloth,$1.00 
pet. Decorated cloth 11.25. In thia, her new book. 
Mies Whiting alms to portray a practical Ideal for 
Bally living that -shall embody tho sweetness and 
exaltation and faith that lend enchantment to life, 
It is. in a measure, a logical sequence of "The 
World Beautiful," Leading Into still diviner har
monies. "The Life Radiant” Is characterized by 
the same essential qualities that have marked 
■'Tho World Beautiful."
CONTENTS—The Golden Age Lies Onward; Dis

corning the Future; The Ethereal Realm: Tho 
Power of tho Exalted Moment; The Nectar of 
tho Hour.

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE; 
pr Death as an Event in Life, cloth. 11. A book 
from her pen means now flashes of Insight, a rev^ 
elation of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian in 
kind.—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
Second and Third Series. Three volumes, 11.00 
per volume,
CONTENTS OF VOL. I.-Thc Duty ot Happiness; 

Nectar and Ambrosia;Believe in the wings; Tho 
Vision and the Splendor;. The Enlargement ot 
Relations; Friends Discovered, not made; A 
Psychological Problem: The Supreme Luxury 
of Life; Exclusive and Inclusive; Through 
Scorning Nothing; The Woman of the World; 
The potency of Charm; Fine Souls and Fine So
ciety; The Laws of .Our Country; In Newness 
of Life; The Heavenly visitors.

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of 
a Summer. Price, 11.00, The ideas In the book 
will afford comfort to many, and should bring 
positive aid In sorrow to such as will receive Ite 
message.—Hartford Post
FROM DREAMLNAD SENT— 
Verses of the Life to Como. New edition, with 
additional poems. 11.00. Decorated cloth. 11.25. 
Lilian Whiting’s verse Is like a bit of sunlit land
scape on a May morning.—Boston Herald.

KATE FIELD ; A Record, will) 
aeveral portraits ot Miss Field. Including ono by 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth, 12.00

A Study ot Elizabeth Barrett Browning. 
With Portrait. Decorated cloth. 11.25.

Manual.
Just Published

£ 
&

D^.

.e

By Fred T. Hodgson, 
M. O., A. A.

The well-known Technical writer. Ills one of 
the« best works ever.turned outby him. Copi
ously illustrated with diagrams and figures, 
making themost intricate problems simple,def
inite and easily understood. _Pr!ce. >1-00.

ROMANISM Isa pamphled of SOpages.ln 
VYPnQT?n roply 10 Profl Davld Swing, 
wAx UDriv Priest Caahman and Dr. With
row, and is principally in defense of Protestant
ism. A concise Utile pamphlet. Price 15 cente.

WOMAN:
thinker’s International Congress, Chicago, HL, 
October, 18D3. By Susan H. Wixon. Price, 10c.

The Infidelity of Eccfesia&ticism, 
A Menace to American-Civilization. By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly 
treatise. Price, 25cents. '

MEDIUMSHIP,
A chapter of experiences, by Mrs. Marla M. Kin® friM 10c- For »Me at thia office.

WITM! Causes and Effects, nUlfllJiilir, By W.P. Photon, M.D. Deals’ 
with the finer mental and spiritual forces as ap
plied to healing. Price, 60 cents.

Part II. •
A Risk anA a Duty; Other Defini

tions; Significant .Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Xediumsh p 
Analyzed, and Classified-; The Principle 
Involved; “Automatic, Physical Medi
umship” Impossible; Neither .a Gift 
Nor a "Power".; The Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship anti 
Morality ; Mediumship and.Martyrdom; 
Mediumsh^ finfi *'Atalt^'; . Medium- uon. .rno Bpinvuul m8la 
ship and Emotionansm; ,Medlures ami. urftl SoIence corroborated; Natural 
Their Motives, Medlumffiilp,.and Insan-, Mnrr.aco. Legal Marriage; Divorce;

merit and a Common Purpose; 
The Scope, Method and Pur
pose; The Genesis of Physical 
Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution; 
The "Law of Natural Selection”; The
Natural Law o£ Selection; A Question 
In Science; The Completion, of an Indi
vidual; Masculine Will and Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle for Happiness; 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intui
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat-

Spiritualist 
Badges, 
IN

ity. •
P Tho Genesis of "Holl’’; Tho Way of 
Death1 In Perspective; Individual Im
mortality; On What It Depends; Self
Control, tho Application; The Line of 
¡jgepalr awl the Toweru of Darlmcssj,

—— -------- ----- . ....... .......
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce; 
True Marrlago: Mathematics, Harmon
ics, Ethics. - ■f 1 *

Handsomely Bound. _ .
Send for Circular.

Address all ordersto , 
THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO., 

19 to 27. North Kedslo Ave., Chicago,

Solid Gold Only
' HiilKiWeltli Chirm. • ■ ' ■
PBIOEB:—Badge Pin.ll.Wt Lapel Button, JI.W,

• Sunflower Brooch. 14.00; Maltes© Charm, 95.00» 
Maltose Pendant, K.06. Thle
or recommend than to ew It Is tho SUNFLOWHIl 
BADGE, tbe adopted emblem of SplrltuftllBin. Ab 
tho Sunflower turns its taco towards th© nun, no . 
BDlrltuallour tumn tho facoa of humanity from 
darkness and nuporBtlUon

Sf Truth and ProirroHiiion. Those boauUfulctn- 
Uffia ar© Jot at- offioo»

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
It Is enough to say this W pag© pamphlet Is 

written by Moses Hull. Prlco 15 cents, .......

20111 Gc.iitiiru GtiitlB
TO

PALMISTRY
This Is th® simplest, clearest and yet • 

tho most exhaustive presentation thin. 
Interesting science has yet received. 
All ot tho discoveries, investigations 
and researches ot centuries ate summed > 
up in thin practical, fascinating treatlsa. 
on Palmistry. •

Thoro Is no trait, no characteristic, no 
inherited tendency, that Is not marked 
on tho palm of tho hand and can bo . 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol- V 
lowing tlbo principles enforced by tha t 
presented in this. Price, paper, 25 / 
cents; cloth, ?1. ■ .lu •
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The Center of Creation
CHICAGO, ILL,; FEB.; 20, 1904.

BY CHARLES DAWBARN
Nature, taking a certain amount ot 

Bpace for her target fired at It with ar-
I-'-.. rows. When she scored, that made a 
Ly and perhaps a planetary system.
(Sii :,.... But when at last she hit the bull’s eye 
. P1 ■ "X ’¿fair and square, out popped man. Such 

m“y be taken as a brief synopsis ot 
Alfred Russel Wallace’s new book en- 

। , i . * titled Man’s Place in Nature. That 
' book is the text for the following ar

tide.

t
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From the time that man began to 
think, he has thought about himself. 
His own past, which we call history, 
has interested and often perplexed him. 
But the worst problem of all has been 
as to what became of him after the 
body was dead. By many, that has 
been counted the end of him, just as his 
birth was tlie beginning. But to oth
ers have come experiences that In these 
later days have led them to proclaim a 
new birth Into a new life as the natural 
and certain result of passing through 
tlie process of death.

There has been no point yet discov
ered at which thought meets an impass
able barrier, so the thinker of to-day 
finds himself facing an entirely new 
problem. He Is now asking himself 
how many are to share this assumed 
eternity of immortality? He has accus
tomed himself to think of space as in
finite, and bestudded with innumerable 
systems of suns and planets. He has 
said to himself, "There must be intelli
gent beings on many another world, 
who will find innumerable opportunities 
In space for evolving a manhood at 
least equal to that of our little earth. 
They, like ourselves, will die, and pass 
on and up-to a still higher manhood in 
their own spirit spheres.”

This has seemed both reasonable and 
probable, especially when the belief has 
been accompanied by a half scientific 
acknowledgement that since no two 
planets would be alike, therefore their 
evolved forms of life would surely dif
fer from anything we could Imagine or 
conçoive. And since man was the cap
stone of evolution here, so superior be
ings would occupy a like favored posi
tion in those other worlds.
■ It has seemed to the thinker that 
euch must be the meaning of the innum
erable. worlds of space, many of them 

., basking in the glory of suns far larger 
- _ «TTd more glorious than our own. Noth- 

Ingcould apparently be more certain 
than that myriad intelligences are thus 
voicing the glory of their creator, and 
like ourselves, dying into higher stages 
of existence.
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The man who dies must have a body 
to die out of, and it is of course as
sumed that the inhabitants of other 
planets have some sort of soul clothing, 
Which they leave behind when they die. 
:. Except to the pure materialists of the 
Buchner and Haeckel variety who be
lieve that man is just a will o’ the wisp, 
going out with a puff, there has seemed 
almost a certainty that, whatever might 
be the future for man, it would be 
Shared by souls from other planets. 
Occultists have from time to time inter
viewed intelligences claiming to have 
lived and died in Mars, Saturn and even 
outside worlds, whose visits have been 
accepted as natural, and according to 
the law governing spirit return. Seers 
have claimed to make visits, while in 
the superior condition, to gatherings in 
other worlds' where they have found 
charming hostesses and intelligent 
hosts to give them cordial welcome. 
These foreigners were always described 
as just men and women, but with a dif
ference that charmed the curiosity
seeker. These facts have been written 
and printed in cold type for our chil
dren and our children’s children to 
read, if the gates ajar to-day should 
presently, swing to, and the key be 
turned in the lock.

But alas! and alas! now comes our 
own Alfred Russel Wallace and solemn
ly declares that man as existing on 
this planet was the one object and ulti
mate of every star, nebula and galaxy 
in Cosmos in general, and of our own 
solar system in particular. To make it 
still worse, he has an inconvenient 
method of capturing and arranging 
facts, just as he captured and arranged 
butterflies in the Molucca Islands in his 
pre-Darwinian youth. And these facts, 
when turned upside down, and inside 
out, are found to be explosives which 
“go off” and destroy the old beliefs 
deemed almost sacred.

The reader who likes good solid 
reading will find it in "Man’s Place in 
Nature," just issued from the press to 
the glory of Alfred Russel Wallace, and 
the probable bewilderment of the pub
lic. Whether the individual reader 
purrs or growls will depend upon bls 
early training, and the' violence of his 

resent beliefs.
A very brief summary of the argu

ment must suffice for tho present ar
tide and its readers, after which we 

:|nay, perhaps, endeavor to discover if 
the asserted facts contain a lesson of 
value for ourselves.
[ The. increase in telescopic power, 
■aided by tho camera, has added millions 
<>f stars to the few thousands visible to 
the unaided eye of man. But the pro
bess has seemingly come to an end. 
The camera may now look foi^'hours 
right, through tlie Milky Way into the 
depths beyond, and find only nothing
ness and space. So it becomes evident 
that mighty Cosmos is itself but a speck 
in infinite space. We may even speak 
of it aa "our Cosmos,”.. ..for. perchance-, 
there may be another Cosmos beyond' 
our ken. This Cosmos 1b declared by 
astronomers to be a huge ring, so vast 
that light traveling at the rate of 180,
000 miles a second would require 30,000 
years for its little trip, and we suppose 
hs much more for its return journey. 
This ring Is the well known Milky Way, 
with comparatively few stars or sys
tems above or below its plane. In tho 
very center of this plane is a cluster 
whose stars are somewhat nearer to
gether; and of this cluster our solar 
system is but a speck. Distances aro 
so vast in space that solar or stellar 
Movements will not affect this position

in millions of years. We are very 
nearly In the middle of this scenic dis
play on Nature’s stage and there we 
shall remain.

The import of this position consists 
in the fact that away from this center a 
perpetual celestial"Donnybrook Fair is 
going on. Gravitation is the one eter
nal Irishman with a chip on his 
shoulder, looking for a row. So we have 
collisions and explosions galore, leav
ing some stars bright, many more dark, 
sometimes two or three almost touch
ing, then a sudden flare up, and a 
change of partners for the next dance.

In a word, outside our center there is 
no place for a sober-minded planet to 
become mother of a human family, and 
bring them up as such a family must be 
brought up if it’s ever to become a race 
of archangels. This demands a hun
dred million of years, more or less, with 
sufficient quiet for the children to 
grow up in their nursery. 8o the stu
dent will please observe that Cosmos is 
really of no account, save that as a vol
canic outburst at one place is favorable 
to peace and quiet somewhere else, so- 
our center gets the benefit of the rum
pus going on outside, it is thus evi
dently of no use to expect a heaven 
filled up with spirits who have been 
born and died in these outer spheres, 
for the conditions therein won’t permit 
any advanced forms of life. Bo it’s 
good-bye to all dreams of human intelli
gence outside our center.

Having thus rather summarily dis
posed of Cosmos in general and the 
Milky Way in particular, the learned 
doctor and F. R. S. returns to the cen
tral cluster, amid which roams our tiny 
planet earth, the present abode of man. 
He next details tlie conditions needed 
for life to work upward to such a cap
stone as man, and, first of all, there 
must be comparative quiet for untold 
millions of years. This condition could 
only by any chance, be found in tbe 
central region of the vast Milky Way. 
Again, the temperature within which 
human life is possible is very limited.’, 
There must be an atmosphere, contain
ing certain gases, for man to breathe. 
But gases, like everything else material, 
are subject to gravitation, so unless the 
planet is large and solid enough to hold 
them, some of these gases may escape 
and pass out into space. Day and night 
seem essential, that is to say, periods of 
rest are necessary to man, as we know 
him. So the planet must turn on its 
own axis at regular short periods, as 
well as revolve round the Bun. Both 
water and air are essential to life as we 
know it, and both are mixtures of cer
tain gases. Without that mixture the 
conditions would be unfavorable for 
man. Of course, without hydrogen 
there would be no water, but if hydro
gen were roaming round loose, a slight 
mixture with oxygen would produce 
dangerous explosions. But it happens 
that hydrogen is the lightest of our : 
gases, and the earth is just too small to 
retain it by gravitation, and almost all, i 
not needed for water, escapes into । 
space beyond our atmosphere. So, we : 
see, that a planet must be just right 
size, neither too big nor too little, or ■

—— --—      _      

jfrom tbe Spirit IRcaline
Spirit Garble petersilea

While on. Earth Mr. Petersilea was a medium for the 
transmission of important letters from those long 
in spirit life. Now, having become a freed- spirit 
himself, he will convey his best thoughts through 
the mediumship of his devoted wife,'and we are 
sure they will prove interesting to our readers.

LETTER NUMBER TWO.
Now 1 must have remained in this 

condition for about seven hours, as 
earthly time is counted; when I opened 
my eyes and saw my father standing 
near me.

For a short time I was dazed, forget
ful that I had passed th rough the 
change. I arose to a sitting posture, 
putting my hand to my head.

"Where am 1, and what has hap
pened?” I asked.

My father looked at me seriously, 
and with a great degree of solicitude.

"Carlyle, dear boy,” he asked, "how 
do you feel after your rest?"

"I think I am all right,” 1 answered, 
"but where is my wife? I

wife." want my

He looked at me with loving, serious 
eyes. ■ ■ •

“Carlyle," he said, rebukingly, "are 
you not glad to see me after our long 
separation—me, ycurowq fa,ther? Will 
you not take breakfast with pie once 
more?"

He spoke to me as one would speak- 
to a sick and fretful child. brought 
me once more to my senses,’find I re
membered that I was, or had been but 
a short time before, a man of fifty-nine 
years; and then I. smiled as J thought 
how a short time before thechange 1 
had asked my wife how old I was; was 
I eighty? was I seventy? for time, even 
then, was merging into eternity, and 
I could not remember how old I was; 
and then I thought of her ¡patient an-

My father sipped his milk leisurely, 
and then said:

"You have read also, how Jesus 
turnqd water into wine, at a marriage 
feast?”

Yes; but I never believed it.”
“And you did not believe about Judge 

Edmonds’ buttermilk, either?”
“No, certainly not."
"But you believe that you are now 

drinking milk, do you not?”
“It certainly looks and tastes like 

milk,” I answered.
"Well, Carlyle," he said, "I have just 

manufactured that milk for your espe
cial benefit. Milk for babies, strong 
meat for men. You are a weak, new
born babe, just now, and need milk. If 
Jesus, while still on earth, could turn 
water into wine, I, who am a spirit, can 
easily turn water into milk. But 1 can
not now explain to you the method by 
which it is accomplished; that is some
thing you must learn in the future. And 
now that you are nourished somewhat, 
we will go and see your wife; but you 
must gather ail your courage and 
strength for the ordeal."

I arose eagerly, but could_ - -, ________ _ yet
stand without his support. He immedi
ately came to my assistance.

not
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I tried to rise, but could not stand 
alone. My father came to my assist
ance, helped me to my feet; but still I 
could not stand without his support. 
Now dear friends, believe it or not, as 
you please, but my sensations were 
those of one recovering from a long and 
severe illness. I was not able to stand 
alone. I could not see distinctly. 1 
could hardly distinguish one sound 
from another. All sounds seemed to 
merge Into a soft roar, as ope hears the 
moaning of the ocean. But one thought, 
and one alone, was In my mind. My 
wife—my darling wife! Where, oh! 
where, was my wife?

"Carlyle,” said my father, gently, as 
he assisted me to a seat; “recall your 
scattered thoughts, my child. We will 
go to your wife presently; but you 
must first gain a little more strength, 
and partake of some refreshment.”

I now remembered j.hat I had passed 
through the change, and when my 
father spoke of refreshment, it did not 
surprise me, for I remembered that it 
had been written, when I was in the 
material body that spirits partook ot 
refreshments; and I was curious to 
watch the proceedings of my father. 
My father’s form appeared quite dis
tinct to me, but all else seemed to be 
in a mist or soft haze. I kept brushing 
my hand across my eyes, but the mist 
would not clear. My father placed a 
little table in front of me, he spread 
over it a white cloth, he brought from 
somewhere a dish of fruit, and a silver 
pitcher fllled.with what seemed to be 
milk, he then produced two plates, two 
glasses, knives and forks, and then took 
a seat opposite me at the table. But I 
felt Irritable and disappointed.

“I want to take breakfast with my 
wife," I said.

swers: . ’
“No, dear; you are only flft^-ninc.”
I knew that I had asked and ^he had 

answered that question a grept many 
times. My father’s gentle reproof filled 
my eyes with tears. Ob! I was weak, 
very weak. A great wave of love and 
gratitude now filled my being. "Father, 
forgive me,” I said; "but oh, I do want 
my wife." '

“Be patient, dear son," he said; "and 
now let us breakfast together." Then 
he filled my glass with milk, and 
placed bread and fruit upon my .plate.

“Father," I said, “I know all about 
spiritual fruit, because it was once ex
plained by ’ ydu, years ago, when you 
wrote or spiritually dictated the writ
ing of the book called The Discovered 
Country, but you said nothing about 
milk. You certainly cannot have cows 
here that give milk?"

“Taste it," he said. ,
I did bo. “Why, it tastes .just like 

milk,” I said, Very much surprised.
He smiled quizzically. “Do you re

member,” he asked, “how Judge Ed
monds wrote, in one of his books, that, 
as he roamed in spirit life, a spirit lady 
offered him a glass of buttermilk, which 
he quaffed with great gusto and was 
greatly refreshed thereby?" .

I laughed. “I did not read it my
self,” I replied, “but I have heard my 
wife speak of it often, and it seemed 
perfectly ridiculous to me.”

“Did it, indeed!” said my father. 
“So it did to most others, who could not 
understand spiritual things. Drink 
your milk, dear boy—drink your milk, 
while I explain.” ’

I obeyed him and the more I drank 
the stronger I felt, and the mist began 
to clear away, but I was very curious.

“Lean on me," he said, "and we will 
descend. It is not far. I have taken 
you but a little way from your wife and 
your earthly home. Come,” and he linked 
his arm in mine and gently assisted me. 
As we floated, rather than walked 
downward, it seemed to me that we 
were going down a hill which was not
very steep. The grass was waving 
green and tall,all besprinkled with flow
ers. At length we were floating In 
those green fields, and I caught my 
breath rapturously as the ?oft, refresh
ing breeze struck my face. My wife— 
my wife! I was going back to my wife. 
This was the song my soul sung.

"Courage, now,” said my father; and 
we floated in at the open door. Oh! 
what a commotion reigned. Strangers, 
or those whom I had known but little, 
filled the house. My wife sat stupefied 
and nearly crazed with grief, sighing 
and sobbing broken-heartedly. We 
paused directly in front of her as she 
sat, and my father said: "Now, we will 
try to make her see and hear. us.”.

But I’ readily comprehended that 1 
could not do this without his higher 
.wisdom and assistance. I saw -my 
father waving his hands above her 
head and before her eyes, and 1 realized 
that he was using spiritual mesmeric 
power—that is, partially paralyzing the 
material brain, or putting it into a mes
meric sleep. This drew her spirit a lit
tle from tho body, and I knew at once, 
that she saw me. Oh, how glad I was!

"Carlyle! Carlyle!" she exclaimed. 
“Is It really you or am I deceived? Do 
I imagine that I see you?”

“No,” I said, “you really do see me.”
“Oh! tell me about it,” she said. 

“Where are you? How is it with you?”
"I am standing right here in the 

ether before you. I tannot see very 
plainly yet, nor hear very distinctly, 
and cannot stand alone.”

■ She cried out: "0! my dear Carlyle, 
have you see your father yet?"

“Yes, the old gentleman’s got me sure 
enough; but for him I could not be here

or stand alone, for he is holding me up.”
My father whispered: “She does not 

see me. i have kept myself invisible to 
her. It is enough at present, that she 
perceives you. She cares for nothing 
now but you and consequently can see 
no other spirit."

My father said that it was impossible 
to hold my wife in tills superior condi
tion very long, her mind was so clouded 
and deadened by grief, and we had done 
all we could for this time.

"Would you like to see your body?” 
asked my father. 1 assented, and lie 
supported me to the parlor, where lay 
my body, that was, on the undertaker’s- 
cooling board, and my father said that 
it had been embalmed—and here I wish 
to emphasize a great truth: The cast-ott 
material body is very disgustful to the 
living spirit. I glanced at ft once or 
twice and then, with a sickening sen
sation, turned away. 1 went back to 
my wife, and her terrible grief filled me 
with sorrow and despair. Oh, my 
friends, and readers of The Progressive 
Thinker, do not mourn when your 
friends cast off the mortal body, but be 
cheerful and hopeful, and help them to 
rise up brightly in their new condition. 
But I will not blame my poor wife. 
She tried to do the best she could. 1 
would not leave her and so, my father 
aiding me, I was able to speak to her 
once or twice more during the day. I 
told her that I was as much surprised 
as she was to find myself out ot the 
body, but, as it was inevitable, we must 
both make tlie best of It. I also told 
her that perhaps it was better so, for 1 
could now write my experience through 
her.

“My darling,” I said, "1 told you 
many, many times, that if I should go 
first, I would never, never leave you; 
and I will keep my word. I will not 
leave you for all the bright angels there 
may be in tlie spirit world."

At this she cried out: "My dear hus
band, I will not hold you to such a 
promise. Do you remember, dear, that 
I said to you, at such times, that if I 
were to go first I would not promise to 
stay by you all the time, tor I should 
want to go and get wisdom enough to 
prepare a beautiful home for you?"

Friends, my wife was right and I was 
wrong. She has not held me to that
promise, and it is well for me, and for 
her. that she has not; for, if she had, I 
should have ...............................
I should not 
her to write. 

When my

very 
even

wife

little to write about, 
know how to control

said that she would
not hold me to such a promise, 
father looked at me with a smile.

my

“Come Carlyle,” he said, "let us go 
that you may get a little strength. You 
would like to be able to stand alone, 
would you not?”

But still I was very reluctant. 1 had 
always considered my word as a bond, 
but my wife had exonerated me, and 
with backward, lingering glances, 1 fol
lowed my father.

"We will return again this evening,” 
he said. . ' ■ .

From Carlyle Petersilea, through his 
wife, Amelia.

Glendale, Call.
(To be continued.)

An Object Study in the Home Circle, Illustrating' Pleasant ajid Unpleasant Incidents/That 
Are Apt to Occur in the Course of Investigation

AN ACCOUNT OF PECULIAR AND 
WONDERFUL EXPERIENCES, AF
FORDING AN INTERESTING FIELD 
OF THOUGHT FOR PSYCHIC STU
DENTS AND. PHILOSOPHERS TO 
CONSIDER.
To the Editor:—As you have- from 

time to time through the columns of 
your valuable paper i equested a report 
or short history from those who have 
been, and are now, holding home cir
cles, I give you some incidents in con
nection with ours.

My wife, a neighbor lady and myself 
first began sitting at a stand or small 
table about ten years, ago, and have, 
with the exception of one year, been sit
ting on an average once or twice a 
week fever since that date. All three of 
us are inspirational mediums. The 
stand moved, answered questions and 
spelled out messages from the very 
start. We then procured a planchett« 
which worked like a charm. Then we 
purchased a psychograph which worked 
witli great speed, and we received mes
sages galore—some from those who had 
passed out so long ago their graves 
were sunk and-moss-grown.

We added more members to the cir
cle, off and on. We had at times grand 
light, and almost materializations. 
After four years, our guides as we after
wards learned, caused us to move about 
twenty miles into a rural district, and 
plaqfiHis with an obsessed family on 
purpose to break up our circle for ■ a 
time, because. where we were before 
our environments were such that we 
could advance, no farther; and here 1 
want to say that we have learned since 
we have advanced tb; the supreme de
gree, that.there are three degrees: the 
subordinate, the grand, and the su
preme; and this Is why so many circles 
progress no farther than the subordi
nate degree. They come almost to tT 
stand-still.,. They sometimes write to 
Brother Hudson Tuttle, and he wisely 
tells them to discontinue their sittings 
for a time, and then when they start up 
again they will have a new set of higher

guides. So it was with us. They 
placed us where we could not hold a 
circle for one year. Then they (the 
guides) moved us to this town where 
we have been holding circles for nearly 
six years, and have succeeded in devel
oping some useful, mediums.

These mediums seemed to be sent to 
us by some higher power. One young 
man whose name is Chase, said he 
seemed Inspired or directed to come to 
our house to procure a room In order to 
attend the Normal School. The first 
night he sat in our circle his hand be
gan to tremble, and seemed to be trying 
to reach for a pencil with which to 
write. We placed a pencil and paper on 
the stand and he made a few unintelli
gible scribbles. The next week he was 
controlled by Salmon P. Chase, who 
said the medium was a distant relative 
of his, and traced the genealogy of him
self and the medium clear back to the 
landing of the Mayflower at Plymouth 
Rock. He also said he acts as president 
of what is known in the spirit world as 
the "Silver Crown Circle,” and that 
they would make this medium a grand 
worker, a bright and shining light in tbe 
political department of the New Dispen
sation. Then Warren Chase, Lorenzo 
Chase, and the medium’s spirit father, 
Vincent Chase, began to control. War
ren Chase informed us he had been 
watching over this medium from early 
childhood, and that time would prove 
that he was a chosen Instrument.

Soon others were sent to us for devel
opment—sent by the spirit world to us 
for a special purpose; and that to assist 
in removing obsessions from spirits and 
mortals, and especially Catholic obses
sions. .

It, will, seem mysterious to many to 
learn how some of these mediums were 
senrto us for development.

called, but my wife told he¡r she could 
have our rooms, doing' this Under inspi
ration, as she never before, did such a 
thing without first consulting me.

I left off my work the next day, pro
cured a team, and assisted her in mov
ing. After a few days we asked her to 
sit in our circle. }

“Certainly," she said; “I am a-Spirlt- 
ualist, and a medium.” .

She was controlled the first evening 
®he sat with us; but we soota observed 
that she was obsessed ' by a Catholic 
Pts'681 and a whole band o£ jTesuit spir-

Now this priest was. ciinning. He 
could assume the role of Martin Luther, 
St. John the Divine,, and many others. 
Well, we decided at once to-have this 
old chap removed, as he and his'band

They put us through 
tions several times

Lyman Beecher and S el Bowles, 
erles of instruc-

— day, and also at 
night, how to “vibrate.” We would

man could not breathe.
»ssswst

— ■ “ —— — — — .
Taking such facts as these, with 

many others, tho’ learned scientist pro
ceeds to search for manhood outside 
the earth, but within our solar system.

(To be continued.)
San Leandro, Cal. .

j&î

• ^rr>v at $48 N. , , _,*jion street] ’ 
'ffalo, from Niagar . Falls, about one

*- -n’jck a. m., Jan. 29, I found a dis
patch from Troy, N. Y., announcing the 
funeral of Elisha Waters, Saturday 2 
P. m. It was his request that 1 conduct ’ 
the last rites over hie deserted body. 
Arriving at Albany at 7 p. m., Friday, 1 
was met by the genial presence of E. H. 
Doty, formerly of. Lockport, now in the 
Comptroller’s office In the service of the 
state, .and soon we were at rest in his 
pleasant home at 33 Elberon Place 
where with his son-in-law, Wm. Scott’ 
and his daughter Mary, and Edwin thé 
little sunshine of tlie household 1 
found an atmosphere of refinement and 
social warmth that is so restful and 
sweet to a weary pilgrim in the service 
of truth. Tlie hours went swiftly by, 
laden with love and light, and 1 
richer In spirit for the visit.

En route to the late home of our be
loved Brother Waters, I round Dr. 
Harry Dalton and hfs genial companion,* 
whom 1 knew seven years ago at Lily 
Dale. He was a victim of the Johns
town flood. As he relates it, he was 
dug out of the debris, supposed to be 
S?.. for many hour8 unconscious. 
But he came to consciousness while 
they were washing ihe sand out of his 
eyes. He knew nothing of Spiritualism, 
but when,dead to the world of sense, 
bls mother came to him and with joy he 
recognized her and wanted to go with 
her to lier heavenly home.-" But she 
motioned him back, saying, "Not yet, 
my son. You have a work to do on 
earth before you can come to my home 
to stay.” The return to physical life 
was painful.

am

But since then he has been a Spirit
ualist. He was, he says, worth sixty 
thousand dollars when the flood burst 
upon the town, but when he awoke to 
consciousness he was homeless and 
penniless. He has done a good work in 
Troy as a healer of the sick, and a 
message bearer from the land of souls. 
Ho organized a meeting, hired his hall, 
paid all expenses, and has conducted 
meetings with regularity, thus keeping 
a nucleus for the Spiritualists to rally 
to, according to their needs, desires and 
spiritual aspirations.

were sapping the very life out . of her. 
We gathered all of.ptir dwn forces, and 
sent to an adjoining city for. three more 
mediums, and at the flrat sitting this 
priest came with a long lyidg message 
through her, and as soon-as helhad fin- 
8 ]ed| ?ve began telling /film ; who and 
what he was, and titan commanded him 
to come out of thls;piec|iumj" • .

Then began a dtruggte: and 'Scuffle. 
He fought like a demon;.;,but we, with 
the aid of ourtands .of Indians, .-and the 
Supreme Powers, mads him’ dome out, 
and his band were all nmde prisoners 
in our hands. We.enlightened them all, 
and the next day this priest controlled 
this Mine medium aniLconfessed that 
he had been in this medfum's “aura” for 
several months, and-fhattfliey w®rb go
ing to gradually undermidciier physical 
frame, or, in otitar wordp^kfew, and 
then cause her two little glris .to be 
placed in a convent, ■ < •, f?; .

From that time (m thls njedlum began 
to Improve in health and in'medium- 
ship, and in a few weeks was sufficient
ly developed -to-receivo ■ the Catholic 
spirits and have us . Yenltehten. them. 
This priest whom - wo' removed was 
Father de Francis,’wfio .was years ago 

----- ---------«. vk iiiLu.,1- pastor of a Catholic-church in -Roches-
perate habits, and I would have none• ter, N. Y. < :
such. Well, it ran on in this way until I ............ ’

f. nf «•.rirl ho ’

—In the spring of 1901I;wished to rent 
the south half of the house in which I 
lived, containing four rooms; but some
how there would no one apply except 
those of immol-al character or of intern-

next day. I jas not at home when she well, to a day or so there ..«M two,

■ form in a circle, standing, then catch 
■ hands and swing our hands and arms 
1 back and forth, “vibrating” like the 

pendulum of a clock, and also keep time 
with our feet to tae same vibration; in 
fact our whole bodies vibrated. Then 
at a given signal we would throw up 
both hands and all clap them at once. 
This, they (the guides) said, was done 
so as to giye the Gods or God-guides\a 
chance to come in. y

Now, gentle reader, don’t bulge ouk 
your eyes at these latter expressions, 
for you will hear .a great deal about 
these “God-guides” before we get 
through.

After a few weeks of this training by 
Beecher and Bowles they seemingly 
withdrew.

In a day or two my wife was con
trolled while doing her morning house
work. She was not entranced, but 
spoke in a very loud full voice for sev
eral minutes. Her eyes seemed to 
bulge out and flash in a manner differ
ent than we had ever seen before. This 
unusual loud talk soon brought the 
other medium (Mrs. B.) from the other 
part of the house. She was astonished 
to see my wife controlled, as she had 
never been entranced, and considered 
herself only an impresslonal medium. 
Well, hqr control announced himself as 
“Daniel," and after we questioned him, 
a few days afterward he said he was 
“Daniel of old"—yes, the prophet Dan
iel. Then Mrs. B. was controlled by 
one who seemed to have great power, 
as her eyes kept open, but she never 
winked during his message of about 16 
minutes. He announced himself as 
Elijah, and in a few days she was con
trolled by Elisha. He said tills medi
um is a “corner stone.”

■ Woll, I thought to myself,’ who is to 
be my celestial or God-guide? Well, in 
n short time Senator Hoar announced 
that King Solomon was my celestial' 
guide and that he (Solomon) wished to 
make an announcement through me. I 
made myself passive, and gave what I 
was inspired to tell.

Now, right here I wish the reader to 
understand that these old prophets are 
not Gods; they are archangels. But 
these-Gods or God-angels spoken of bo- 
tore must precede them, and make It 1 
possible for them to remain on the 1 
earth-plane and Ao the work through ’

mediums, to bring about the mlllennl- 
. um, or reign of universal peace.
, Now, the Mrs. B., who lived in the 

house with us last year, had been part
ed from her husband by those obsessing 
influences, and cheated out of her home 
of ten acres of land in an interior coun
ty in the state of New York. She asked 
these Supreme Guides to restore to her 

. her home and husband. They said it 
■ should be done, for her husband was 
■ her true “soul-mate.” In five or six 
. months from that time, they (the 
. guides) with our aid restored to her the 
1 husband, and they now have the mat- 
। ters concerning her home well in hand 
! and in a very short time she will be liv

ing on her home, restored to her by the 
aid of spirits without resorting to the 
courts.

■These prophets and some of the 
twelve apostles are with us. Their first 
work seems to develop a special set of 
mediums, to capture the cardinals, 

- popes and leading Catholic spirits. 
Daniel and King Solomon have had 
their headquarters with us for over a 
year. We do not have to sit for control, 
they can take hold of us at any time, of 
our feet at our work, or at the table 
while we are dining. They have a 
prison pen.” The Indians call it the 
bull pen,’* and in the last year our 

three circles have captured and enlight
ened two cardinals, seven popes, scores 
of priests and thousands of the Catho
lic laity.

And, oh, if you could hear these popes 
and priests express themselves, using 
such words as “Oh, the church! the 
church! the holy church! She must 
have the power. She must rule this 
country and the whole world." Some 
of these have to be kept on the medium 
for over an h6ur. The spirits of the 
nuns and spirits of the babes born in 
the convents come up before them, and 
then such words as "Oh, take them 
away. My God, take them away1” 
Then when he gets sufficiently hum
bled, some pope whom we have enlight
ened will control one of our mediums or 
myself and talk to him and explain 
wherein their church is, and has been 
always wrong. Some of them will be
lieve and go into the light with an
other pope. Some of them demand 
that Jesus of Nazareth come and talk 
with them, and sometimes in a few min
utes Jesus of Nazareth will control my 
wife or another medium and talk—oh' 
so grand, yet firm. I have Seen those 
popes get down on their knees, before 
Jesus and humbly ask forgiveness;. and 
sometimes I could'hear a voice almost 
audibly: “Every knee shall bow and 
every tongue confess that Christ id the 
Lord.”

. . — . — , ■ ■■ ■
On Sunday evening, Jan. 31, in com

pany with Brother Doty and his amiable 
daughter, I visited Brother Dalton's 
’nesting, and heard him and Brother F. 
I. Edgerton, of Albany, give psychic 
reading and messages to the apparent 
pleasure of a very respectable audi
ence; and those addressed usually ac
knowledged the truth of what was 
given. It was the first time I had vis

a Troy au<llence in 29 years. From 
1872 to 1875 there was a good strong 
society in Troy, with Benjamin Star
buck, for president; E. F. Rogers, treas- 
ufer'»nd Elisha Waters, secretary. All 
of them substantial men. and devoted 
to the cause. With Brother Tibbits I 
Stayed the last month I spoke in the 
city. His daughters were at the fu
neral Saturday.

Elishti. Waters was one of the hand
somest, noblest and best of men that I 
have known. He was with thfe Fox 
girls in 1848-9, and through their medi- 
u?lahI,P he was convinced of the truth 
of Spiritualism and has never wavered 
for a moment in his serene faith, based 
upon knowledge. He was tlie inventor 
of the famous paper boat, which led all 
others in races thirty years ago. He 
had apparently, not an enemy in the 
world, for he was kind, just, and gen
erous to every one. Nevertheless, his 
boat factory was twice or three times 
burned, and apparently by a vicious in
cendiary. Not because of any ill will 
to Mr. Waters, but through jealousy of 
his superior boats. These fires practi
cally ruined him financially. But noth
ing disturbed his serene faith in the 
All-good, and the "world of sweetness 
and light... that awaited him. His fam
ily did not share his faith, and it is to 
their credit and honor that they faith
fully carried out his wishes by calling 
a Spiritualist to serve at his funeral 
and they seemed anxious to have it all 
as they knew he desired it to be They 
were pleasant and cordial to me, and 
appeared pleased that I could respond 
to their call. His wife has been a con
stant trial, being afflicted with soften
ing of the brain for years, requiring the 
care of an infant and much more; and 
he has been devoted and faithful to her 
nqeds watching by her almost con
stantly day and night. Yet she is in 
body, apparently well and quite strong. 
Looking at his silent face in the casket 
she could not remember who it was’ 
But the messenger will deliver her from 
this sad eclipse and lead her out of the 
chaos to join him in glory.

The crematory where his body was 
taken, is a private property, and the 
most elaborate and beautiful that I ever 
saw. It is free to all denominations for 
meetings, burial services, etc., whether 
they cremate or not. If they wish cre
mation they can have it for the moder
ate sum of $25. ..In that charmed seclu
sion we left the body of our beloved 
brother as in a hallowed dream of 
heaven. .

,-'T

And, now, Mr. Editor, to write in de
tail all the proceedings of this kind 
since our oirclo camo in to the Supremo 
~~ ^Continued on page ~

Returning to Albany I visited with 
Brother Noyes and wife, who are lo
cated for fhe season in the Capitol City 
and liable to remain a year or more 
From Albany I made Little Falls, where 
I met my oldest sister's oldest child 
whom I had not seen in twenty-five 
years. I found her ill, with prospect of 
crossing the great divide ere long. 
From Little Falls to Utica, where twen- 
ty-flve years ago I put in a month and 
was the guest of David Jones, the ed
itor and published of the Olive Branch. 
Now, after twenty-five' years I am in 
the city that was the home of Roscoe 
Conkling, and the guest of C. H. Swift, 
and there is a stir in the embers with 
prospect of some spiritual work, if this 

■ Initiatory meeting awakens the interest 
that is anticipated. Mrs. Swift Is a me
dium and very earnest in her efforts lor 
the cause, being prompted by her spirit 
guides. LYMAN 0. HOWE.

Money and time are tlie heaviest bur
dens of life, and tlio unhappiest of all 
mortals/, uro. those who havo - more of 
cither than they know how- to use.—> . 
Johnson. •



w ** nr Cl 'Psycholqffifcally“ considered, however, 
the destructive or dissolutive forces of

vidual knowing these truths; then let

pie, 1. e., aft langer,; hate or lust, or in-
Chicago, Ill.
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By Lizzie

pne of Unflagging Interest Throughout'.,-
—It Should Be in the Hands of 

Every Spiritualist and 
Freethinker.

supposition.
H. HARRY HUTCHESON. 

Angeles, Cal. '

avail myself of it to give it a trial, as i I 
would do most anything to break those I ” our

who are struggling for.a Scanty living, 
and are capable of doing our cause 
'great good; In'thbèb places where the 
churches1 are ontne decline the people 
tdealfe Co know of .Spiritualism; they be-

INDUCE
Neighbor to Subscribe for The 

Progressive Thinker.

Bane lovo ¿jf powpr,. .la simply letting 
' ' ' '.ir-- - - ' ■
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He Astonishes City Halî Officiels With 
an Exhibition of Strange Ability.

CLAIRVOYANT FINDS MISSING POC- 
UMENT.

that the man had once before, some 
months ago, told him that his child 
would live, after the doctors had given 
up all hope for its recovery. He had 
ilso demonstrated his power in other
ways, which led the attorney to have 
some faith in his ability to perform 
such strange feats.—St. Paul (Minn.) 
Globe. .

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

^Demoniac ©osession.
3W£ SS»*WnH£

“KICKING" SOMEWHAT,

Feb. 20j IM

LUIANWHIWSBOOKS

The deputies employed in the office 
of Clerk of Courts Rogers were given 
an exhibition of clalrvoyancy yesterday 
which they are still talking about but 
unable to explain. •

A Minneapolis clairvoyant, secured , 
for the purpose, went into the file room 
of Gro clerk’s office and located certain 
papers which had been misplaced and 
which it would have been almost Im
possible to find by any ordinary method.

The missing paper had to do with the 
estate of William R. Edgerly, and one 
of the attorneys interested in the case 
Is W. S. Cllley. of Minneapolis. Ten 
days ago Mr. Cllley came to St, Paul to 
look over the papers, but they could not. 
be found. After a thorough search the 
task was abandoned, and Mr. Cllley re-, 
turned to Minneapolis.

Yesterday the attorney came back to 
St, Paul, accompanied by a clairvoyant, 
a man past fifty years of age. ■ The 
clairvoyant was taken into the vault 
where the files are kept, and was given 
the file.number of the missing docu
ment, together with an outline of tire 
matter it contained, The file number 
was 86,675, but in giving the number to 
the clairvoyant the attorney made a 
mistake and gave the number 85,576.
Finds Wrong Number Has Been Given..

With this number in his mind the 
clairvoyant began his work. He ap
peared to go into a trance and became 
very nervous. After walking rapidly 
from one part of the file room to an
other, he approached Attorney Cllley 
and told him that he had made a mis
take, but did not say what the mistake 
had been. ■“

The attorney declared that he made 
no mistake, but the clairvoyant was 
sure that he had, and then it was dis
covered that the. wrong number had 
been given the man. When the correc
tion had been made the clairvoyant 
went to work again.

His eyes took on a gloomy appear
ance and he rushed up and down the 
file room, where there are more than 

. 00,000 envelopes similar to the one he 
was in search of.

“It’s not here; it’s not here; its up

A Question That Will 
Remain at the Front.

ßlSomething, the W,hole World Has to loose at death u hprde o£ excarnate 
Contend With. ^Demoniac obsession will always be

To fullyTest the. reliability of the 
sympathy, and assumed disinterested, 
lofty spiritual wisdom, of an obsessing 
religious spirit, Ii.once traveled, back 
and forth, all the way from Boston to 
Chicago, and from Massachusetts to 
Maine, losing time, health, money and

possible on earth, wherever Ignorance is 
stronger than knowledge, and credulity 
is mightier than the loftiest altruistic 
science. ' ' .

As examples of what I will term 
cases of malignant demoniac obsession,

While Spiritualists, for the last forty years, have in 
sweet tones sung the praise of Spiritualism, they 
have kept in the background, as if screened by 
a certain, the lamentable fact that spirits, demon
iacal, malicious, or densely ignorant, have at times 
taken possession of mediums, and wrecked their 
lives; and while thus afflicted they have had hinted 
to them by Spiritualists the ’’bitter consolation 
that they are impure, that “like attracts like,” and 
that they alone are responsible for their sad condi
tion. Admitting that statement to be true, then 
their bad condition is intensified, rendered twofold 
worse by spirits coming in contact with them, thus 
committing, a very great crime, and aggravating 
their conditions, making them a hundred per cent 
worse than they would otherwise be. In whatever 
light one may view the question, the work of refor
mation is rendered difficult bv the spirits them
selves, who in such acts become criminals of the

higher," mumbled the mysterious man, 
as he ran his hand over the file cases In 
his mad rush up and down the room.

Suddenly he stopped; he reached his 
hand high above bls head and with
drew an envelope.

“Here is your paper," he caid confi
dently. _ .. _ ,  ____ , .

Chief Clerk Robinson and Several of 
the deputies who witnessed the strange 
performance, stepped forward and 
looked at the envelope. Then their 
faith in the clairvoyant's ability faded. 
The number on the envelope was 46,183.

“You have made a mistake," said

darkest hue. __ _
TO ADD TO THE MUDDLE A 

TWENTY-YEAR-OLD SPIRIT DE
CLARES THERE IS NO SUCH THING 
AS EVIL OBSESSION—PROJECTING 
INJURIOUS VIBRATIONS —MALI
CIOUS NATURE OF THE OBSESSING 
SPIRIT—THINKING THAT ONLY 
THE GOOD CAN COMMUNICATE—A

Deputy Gronewald. <
"You'll have to try again," suggested i 

Deputy Bazllle, and a look of Incredulity ] 
passed over the faces of all except the - 
clairvoyant. -

He Finds the Document.
He opened the envelope, and In the ; 

midst of-a number of divorce papers he 
withdrew the lost file, which had noth
ing whatever to do with the papers In 
the envelope in which it had been 
found. The clairvoyant modestly hand
ed the paper to Attorney Cllley and of
fered no explanation of the apparent su
perhuman power. . \ .

“Mental telepathy,” he suggested, but 
it was argued that it could not be men: 
tai telepathy, because no other person 
knew where the paper was located., , 

“It was one of the strangest tnings 1 
evep witnessed,”- said Maj. Robinson, 
chief clerk of the office.

" I canupt see how there could be any 
fake about it,” said Deputy Bazille. All 
agreed that the clairvoyant had per
formed what they considered a remark
able task, ’ and none attempted to ex
plain how it was done.

In the file room, where the missing 
paper was-found, are almost 100,000 
files, each in an envelope, and the en
velope in which- the missing paper had 
been placed was one which had no more 
bearing on the case than had 90,000 
other envelopes.

The greatest care is taken in the of
fice to prevent the misplacing of files, 
and the only explanation that can be of
fered is that the file was placed tn the 
wrong envelope by some attorney who 
last referred to It. -

Had It not been for the success of the 
clairvoyant it is probable that the 
missing file would have been given up 
for lost, as the envelope in which it was 
found contained papers in a case al
ready settled, and it might have re
mained untouched for years.

When asked why he secured the 
clairvoyant, Attorney Cllley explained

SONG OF THE COMET.

. [“Prof. Kronllff, of Norway, predicts 
:lie appearance of a comet of great 
Brilliancy about November of this year, 
1901.’’—Press dispatch.]
I come from the regions of Star dust— 

From the Holies of Infinite light,
And I leave a burnished pathway

. Gleaming like Radium bright.
I hold the Keys of Wisdom—

The Keys of the Infinite Whole, 
And I offer complete Redemption

To every doubting Soul. .
[ am an Electric Messenger

From the. outermost Circle of Space, 
And I bring a message of Freedom . >

To an earth-bound,, doubting race.
The message of Law Unchanging— 

Of Wisdom’s unchanging ways,
The process forever proceeding

In the Mind of the “Ancient of Days.”
I salute the Sentinel Arcturus - • 

That stands supreme and alone—
’ And reflect my light to the Pleiades 

That wheel around Alcyone.
I rush onward towards Orlon, 

The God of the Southern Stars,
And epeak the word of Love and Peace.

. To the fiery planet Mars. .
To Earth, In its throes and convul- 

slons— . ■ .
To Souls struggling up from the

Sod— <
: I give Brotherhood’s Hope plaln-

sense. (M. i . . ■ i
Demoniacal' obsession—in my own ( 

case—Implied the actual existence of an , 
intentionally deceptive, malignant, spir- , 
itual entity, capable of actually creating ( 
auditory hallucinations; and which hal- 
lucinations—in my । private opinion— : 
were created by this spiritual entity, 
solely for the purpose of gratifying a 
fiercely mad love of power and cruelty.

To make the malignity of the deceit 
still more horrible, the entity only ap
pealed to the loftiest, the most divine, 
and altruistic passions of my nature.

Concerning all suchjmd similar expe
riences, I have come to the following 
conclusion:

Demoniac obsession, either of the 
New England traditional, virulent, 
witchcraft type; or of the' modem me- 
dlumistic sort, implies the existence in 
vital phenomena and psychology, of a 
destructive, dissolutive principle In hu
man nature, and also in all animal and 
vegetable life.

Obsession is a fact Every fact de
mands an explanation. Correct expla
nations are correct theories; because 
explanation is, the respect which reason 
pays to facts.

The actual laws relating to demoni
acal obsession, must therefore, first be 
explained, because the explanation of 
such a vital law Is the only rule or key 
by which man can rationally unlock the 
combination of the' safe of human na
ture. To try to open the safe In any 
other way is either to confess yourself 
a burglar, blunderer or block-head.

It Is my duty, therefore, first of all, to 
point out that the destructive principle 
implied in demoniac obsession—when 

, operating on Its normal plane In vital 
, phenomena—operates according to two 
' laws, considered’ as subsidiary to the 
’ evolution of the medium, and of all an
' imal and vegetable existence.

OBSESSION—CRUEL DESTRUCTIVE (a) In the first place the law of de- 
prvchological ELEMENTS_ SAD structlon or dissolution is the forerun-„2 A A «pipither oi the evolution of the medium’s
PICTURE OF A DEMON—A SPIRIT1 
BRINGING HATRED AND MALICE 
TO. BEAR.

DIRTY MONK CONTROLLING A VIR
TUOUS YOUNG MAN—A DESPER
ATE EARTH-BOUND SPIRIT—SAL- 
VARONA PORTRAYS THE LAWS OF

I offer the following:
“A very Intelligent man," says Wi

gan, “had the power (it putting hla 
double (demon) before himaelf. Ha 
used to laugh loudly at this double (de
mon), which would also laugh in rs 
turn. For a long time this was a sub
ject of amusement to the man; but the 
final result proved lamentable. By de
grees ha became convinced that he was 
being haunted by himself. Thia (de
mon) other ego taunted him, worried 
and mortified him incessantly. In or-

He

re-

der to put an end to this sad existence 
he arranged his private affairs, and be
ing loth to begin a new year, on Decem
ber 81, at midnight, he shot himself in 
the moiith.”

Dr. Ball gives an account of a man 
who wished to know the profession and 
habits of bls (demon) questioner, and 
where he lived. But the demon would 
never consent to give any other infor
mation than simply his name.

The demon grew more and more ty
rannical, ordering the man “to throw 
his newspaper, watch and chain into the 
fire. To take care of a young woman 
and her child whom he had poisoned, 
and, eventually to throw himself 
through the window of a third floor, 
whence he fell, and was killed upon 
the pavement below." ‘

SALVARONA.
A CASE Of’dBSESSION.

SPIRITISM AND SPIRITUALISM, OB 
PHILOSOPHY AND PHENOMENA. 
Spiritualism now having formulated 

a creed and declared itself a religion, 
like ail its predecessors, proceeds to 
"throw mud," and its adherents declare 
themselves holler than their mother 
Spiritism. . , . .

President Barrett is reported to have 
said: "This convention should declare 
to the world the religious aide of Spirit, 
ualism, and place it squarely and rever
ently upon the basis of scientific the
ism."

Webster defines theism thus:
“The belief or acknowledgment of the 

existence of a God.”
Were some one to ask Spiritualists 

what they mean when they say “God," 
doubtless they could not tell, but like 
all other believers in the assumption 
called God, would tell their interrogator 
that they were impertinent, and say, "1 
don’t choose to cast pearls before 
swine” (Spiritists). But every intelli
gent person knows what is meant is 
that monstrosity of the Bible; and a 
great many cannot believe in anything 
of the kind, and so are excommunicated 
from the Spiritualist church.

One can hardly go to a Spiritualist 
meeting now without hearing more or 
less of God and that other myth Jesus,

VWY INTERESTING AND EX« 
CELLBNT WORKS.

Kate Field, A Record. Brice $3.
&. Study of Elizabeth Barrett Brown«

Ing. Price $1.25. I
The World Beautiful. Three Berle«.

Each fl. _ . .
After Her Death. New Edition. W.
Prom Dreamland Bent, And Oth»»

Poems. 11. These books are tor sal« 
at this office. i

STARTLING FACTS,
OR

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed

Exhibltlng the Unpleasant Character of 
the Same.

To the Editor:—Taking advantage of 
your invitation In The Progressive 
Thinker, to send particulars of obses
sions, I will try to give as briefly as 1 
can the case of my sister, which has 
continued for seven years. She is 39 
years old, unmarried and keeping house 
for myself and father. Eight years ago, 
September last, we lost a brother 
through so-called death, and knowing

The fol-
own body. 1

Not only Ib every white corpuscle of > 
the medium's bloqd endowed with a vul- j 
ture-like hunger, ’actuated by which, it i 

, „.„ tears to pieces the old decayed cells, 
Spirit Hypnotism SeEn Clalrvoyantly. and rearing. The cause lay not In her but the medlum la endowed with dlsin-

___ mediumship, or her character, but in t tl and polBOnOUs dissolving 
■_______________________ I the malicious nature of the obsessing ac£da

To the Editor:—In many of the re-f spirit, and without assistance her case win[rers which' take the place of 
cent article's of our spiritual writers 1‘ could have been most serious. I cjawa. ' „ .
note the claim that mediumship and The wife of an acquaintance, who Canine, and motar teeth by means of 
psychology, or hypnotism are either lknew nothing of control, became clair- which the medium tears apart, rends 
wholly beneficent, or injurious. laudlent, and thinking that only the aaUnder, detftroyiTthe former forms of

The spirit editor James M. Finck, of I good could communicate she gave heed I and thereby-dissolves the old food 
the Reformer and Humanitarian Maga-|t0 their advice, and within two days It forms. -3 ■ it
zine, Galveston, Texas., having been In I became necessary to call In a physician The operation the destructive law 
the spirit realms the Infinite number of I and a hegler. I within thejnedfum (in this way.) being
twenty years is declaring through its I tvhlle in the home of a friend I met a the only condition, whereby the lower 
pages that evil spirits are returned na Iconic, virtuous young man; I saw a I forms of inanimate" matter, of the medl- 
nonentities to the great ocean of unl'|jnonk control him to repeat poetry, and urn’s nutrition crifi. be prepared to be 
versal life, and there is no obsession. I £o foe name of Edgar Allan Poe, as evolved lntp:the blood, and nerve cells

We think it wise to advise this spirit I hia name; having read a description of of the medium, vlpj, to. eat is to destroy, 
editor to become acquainted with Spirit I poe and some of his wrltlngs. tfiere was I In this sopse, djtesplutlon is the fore
Samuel Bowles, Aaron Knight, Prof. I no comparing the two; then another, runner of evolution.
von Marx and the author of A Wanderer I claiming to be Tennyson, spoke through. The relation of this principle to demo
te Spirit Lands and thousands ot toth-i him'; finally he passed into a trance I nlac obsesfelon, shall see; when we 
"ere who haye been Investigating for I condition,"becoming cold and white as reach the psychological and spiritual 
centuries through spirit realms and in-1 in deatli,’and'an ordinary spirit claim- plane. . .. .
form us of existing evil-minded spirits I (ng fo be ChrjBt spoke to us, not. as the I (b’) In the second, place the law. ot de- 
and their abodes; yes, interview the l.christ would, but as an Impostor, not I structlon dr dissolution Is the protector 
spirit guardians of Dr. J; M. Peebles, of I knowing we were clairvoyant. . or conservator pt acquired forms of evo
San Diego, Cal., of Dr. G. Lester Lane, I j once saw an investigator stretch out lutlpn.; ., . •
of 872 Huntington avenue, Boston, andKjg arma ao that his form represented This,lay,la expressed in all animal 
others who-Have proven beyond a doubt I a croBSj then he remarked, “As this Is I and vegetable poisons; horns, fangs, 
the fact of obsession, and have relieved I emblematical of the cross, so was 1 cru-1 qulilB, beaks, teeth, thorns, stings.
many,: many persons hypnotized'by in-1 clfied i am the Christ.” ' Some organs serving a double pur-
jurfous spirits; read The Seers of the I . lookine back of this person 1 saw Pose’ e- to Set -Tt 80 to . p', ' Ages. Immortality, by Dr. Peebles, A |tw“ r£ac8 . As the human body, has no set of de
Wanderer In Spirit Lands, and then id™™ to7o aVd BavPwhathe had 6 S structlve moral c^gans related strictly 
his mission earthward investigate. I “ , to.„ a . y "? “8a- to the moral destructive passions, there
ms mission , „„ ., Another party was hypnotized to be- h _ tn hp 4 dollbi<ne UD nrdeess. by

vestigated existing conditions, but my I caHed these persons insane, not 1 Tj.uy thd ’organfl expressing the tear: 
lack of investigations does not give me I S001ng th0 spirit pay<;hologlzers. I°brygfoSe Son of hunger, 
the right to declare tha I j would llke t0 mention one other too are the same organs which express the
tlons exist. I trustful a sensitive; spirit claiming to imaginary tearing to pices of an Idea in

I have been c’elryoyaht hut tenjeare, I b0 b0r loved ones' through deception a fit of moral anger.
but have learned that Dame Natu e i ga£ned control, and only through the re-1 BUt when any form Of dissolutive life 
does not snuff out individual existence iovjng and restoring powers of Dr. G. I force acquired and maintains its ascend- 
either good or evil, nor did 1 have to go i Lester Lane’s spirit physicians and I ancy because of Its own love of domina
te the haunts of sin, or the holy of nones |bealerg waa foe aaVed from paralysis tlon and "power, Instead of remaining 
to see them, but in church and nan, on insanity, and is now serving the helpfully subservient to the universal 
the streets and In homes i nave seen 16pjrjt wor]d aa a medium for human 1 ;aw of evolution—arid thus loves to de- 
both classes. ■ I Progress. I stroy for Its own sake-Mhat form of life

What a blessing are the true and the 1 traveling on a railway train 1 is what wb call malignant.
good, robed in ethereal_ white, beaming glanced down the aisle and coming It is this form of the desire for 
with love and spirituality, radiant wltni£roln £be £arfoer end was a most de- structlon which so often expresses it- 
that higher intelligence, Orientals ana I bauched spirit, he was met by higher I self in the demoniacal obsessions of 
Occidentals, bearing peace and i18^I forces .and ejected from the car; an- modern and traditional life.
mony, soothing the sorrowing, healing 1 ofoer time on entering a car I was at- The psychological principles anlmat- 
the afflicted, teaching tnrougn tne va-1 tracted to a. person I felt sure was a sen- hng the destructive spirit, whether ex
rious phases of mediumship the truths I gitlvej and at foe same time a spirit carnate or incarnate (when abnormal
of a higher, spir tuai, nappier "V?’ force seemed hurled across my fore- or wicked). are the love of domination
guiding and guarding those or | head like a.n electric shock and my or power for Its own sake—anger, fear
life, ever a blessing and a trutn some 1 b ffllt graaped as £t were; conscious and lust; and lienee the exquisite pleas-
as companions talking and Buggesting lf tte Bour00 £ Bent put all foe reglgtlVe 888 o£ fc’ruelty. .
to their sensitives, others working in-1 wlil power j possessed, and the loving To Bav that I am not in a world in 
depandently, only requiring toe more I volce of my guardians assured me that L^°b tbere are thousands of incarnate 
material magnetism of a mortal person, I WOuld take charge of the offending rit« animated solely by these cruel 
as an aid, others psychologizing to full Irit wblle a prayer went out from
control, while othere control from with- £ , th t toe gtranger sensitive was j ba|*™ nose on my
in the brain using the vocal organs n-protected. It was a spirit earth- J““11 me that 1 a® n° y
SiXwhichjrreXn^^ Ben8e °f Remember, I have lived forty-seven
according to nature’s magnetic law they I ¿gain when traveling I have seen year8, . , .. .. ...
become unable to leave the atmosphere I beauti{ui spirlt children in the laps of For you to tell me that countless mill- 
of the sensitive and grow sad and bur-1 parentgi w£fo clinging arms about tons of -human and lower destructive 
densome.. . ... I foeir necks, and spirit loved ones sit-1 spirits have not parsed out; and that

Yes, I have seen the true and loving I £jng beside the living, and to me it such spirits were not animated nil their 
spirits striving viith will power and I Beema as natural to see both as to seel lives by the insane love of /power, the 
philosophic wisdom against those ot I oniy fooae foe world calls living. • 1 pleasure of cruelty, anger, fear and lust,
evil design in the presence of a sensi-1 These are truths that aa eternity ot Is for y°u to "dlsregard the
tive of sincere, spiritual aspirations. |, - - ------------ --

nothing about Spiritualism.
lowing spring my sister was consider
ably wrought up over strange rappings 
in her room at night, which frightened 
her (not knowing what It Is was), and 

' ' for a week, when shewhich continued 
saw her mother 
room with her, 
more than ever.

clalrvoyantly in the 
which frightened her

of a lady in our town

. worded, • . .
And the One-ness and Goodness

’ . God. : :■ ■
Farewell! I go on my mission, .
When 1 call, on my circle again, 

May Earth, transmuted and holy, ,
Bo the Peace habitation of Men. ■ 

I DR. GEO. W. CAREY.

This work devotes special attention 
to Auricular Confession and its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re
ligious liberty. It Ib Intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence o| 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro
manism. Cloth, 75 cents.

“NO BEGINNING.”
our elder brother, the grandest man and 
medium that ever lived, etc., and ful
some praise of the Bible. “Why," they 
say, “I don’t see how anyone can claim 
to be a Spiritualist and not believe the 
Bible; it is full of Spiritualism."

Well, yes, it is full of accounts of 
spirit return and communication; but 
that is Spiritism pyre and simple—noth
ing else.

Others will tell Spiritists that we 
ought not oppose the Bible, it hurts the 
cause and keeps people away (and their 
dimes also), besides there are good 
things in it.

Yes, it would be hard to put so much 
in a book without getting a little good 
in it; but I think I never saw another 
book that contained so little good or 
truth to the amount of falsehood and 
rubbish; and what little good is in It, 
loses its force by being associated with 
so much that is bad.

WHY GO TO THE BIBLE FOR 
GUIDANCE WHEN SO MANY INCOM
PARABLY BETTER BOOKS ARE ALL 
AROUND US?

There is often a bit of good bread In 
a garbage barrel, but like the good 
sayings in the Bible, It is tainted by the 
garbage.

I would rather go to a bakery and get 
a clean, fresh loaf Instead of hunting in 
a barrel of garbage for a crust; so 1 
would rather go to Paine, Huxley, Spen
cer, Ingersoll, or some modern philoso
pher for truth and morals than to the 
Bible. •

Our churches, societies and camp
meeting associations generally send 
away and import some grand Inspira
tional (?) speakers to entertain us (and 
they as a rule try harder to entertain 
than Instruct), pay their fare both 
ways, entertain them while at camp,

An Excellent Work for 
Thinkers. ।

This book, “No Beginning," la bx 
William H. Maple. The Arena says ofi 
It: “The argument is unanswerable. 
The book will at once appeal to the rea- 
ion of every reader, and leave him 
more amazed than ever at the preva» 
fence of the theory of Creation.’’ The

Two has always been a fateful num- 
Free Thought Ideal says: “We found it 
full of glittering thoughts for thinkers, 
and the very death warrant of Ohrli- 
tian superstition shim» upon its pages.’* 
Mtu, 75 cents.

In Tune with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Within youroelf Heo th« cauie of whatever enter* 
Into your life. To come Into tUo full realization of 
your own awakened Interior powers, Ie to be able to 
condition your life In exact accord with wbat you
would have IC.—From Title-Page.

CONTENTS—I. Prelude; JT. The Supreme Fact ot 
the Uulvcrao; ILL The Supremo Fact of Human Life; 
IV. Fullness ot Llfe-bodlly Health and Vigor: V. 
The Secret, Power and Effect of Love; VI. Wisdom 
ami Interior Illumination; VII-The RealHatloii ot 
FerfectPeace; VXIX. Coining Into fullness of power; 
IX. Plenty of AH Thlnge-The Law of Prosperity; 
X. How Men Have become Prophets, Beers, Sages, 
and Saviors; XI. The basic Principle of All Religions 
—The Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now Into 
the Realization.of the Highest Riches. For sale at 
t-hjeoffice, Price, postpaid. 11.25.Having heard--------.

who was a medium for table-tipping, I 
made arrangement with her for a sit
ting, which subsequent gave us an in
sight Into Spiritualism, and we were 
also Informed that my sister was a me- 
dl^’A£to BRdfo?10deve“opmeYt and pay them usually about 820 a lec- <

without much result, u.y do It they use good gruuimor while
sitting pother, but, d | entranced and turn their eyes up rever- :
small 'table tor'VpingThtoS couUl -Uy when God and make
do by herself, and in the meantime she a good long invocation player;, i y 
was getting so sensitive> Io ?uy^influ- XtTbe^titVpl^e 1T“ wUt 
ence that would come arc> lrr!table nice, smart people Spiritualists are—all

nnnhlZ to rest it nleht or inspirational; then twenty minutes 
lhaJ flnaRv she I more ln what the>’ call the philosophy
bo horflblf in dRytim®, until fins,! y I . thirty mors denounc*asnm° ^.iTAVStold lToie- & conimereffii med Jmshto, BpS. 
over her, which I had been tola x pos« nh_nnrnnn_ nnd frnnfi hunters and tell 
sessed, to ®nitr^nc^®r’ ^i1ch how long and hard they have worked
ceeiled in doing. One morning wh n for the cauge. and uow th(s grand rellg. 
she became entranced, some.influence l )Qn be dragged downby commer- talked through her tc, me IMmlng to an^l^Splritffit“ and
be my brother, but which I later found [)ow much blgl)er and gran(jer the phi- 
out was not him. „„,™ losophy is than the phenomena; and
- This was the beginning of sey®JJ they j,ave earned their ?20 and board years of trouble and worry for myself y d f *d lots o£ flat. 
and my aged father, for from that time u ’
on she wanted tobe alone, did not want I commercla] medlunis pay their 
me to.have anything to do with her in own far0 tQ th(j camPi rent a room or 
regard to Spiritualism, did not want t aQd board themselves. Then each 
anyone to come to see her, and for three hour glvlng some bereaved
years I could not prevail omher to leave a^xlous soul a message from loved ones 
the house for any. -purpose. 1 ahvays I gonQ bcforei and maiCC3 them happy, 
declared that after a certain Jime she and cilarges_actually charges, a dollar 
would be able to go out again. At last .
I became desperate and compelled her I Now we wou](J ]lke EOme g00d Spirit- 
to leave. She went to Chicago and uaiist to explain why the woman who 
stayed three days; then came back and ys her own expenses and charges 
went in the country tor two weeks, and on0 dollar £or an honest hour’s work, is 

। then returned, being much brighter and mor0 a commercial medium than the 
■ better for some time, but soon the en- trance medium who has all expenses 
• vlronments at home brought the old pajd and charges twenty dollars for an 
; conditions back again. During those bour.g worh?
1 three years she had become clairaudi-1 jn my op[nion those trance speakers 
■ ent and clairvoyant, and all the trouble whQ are denouncing spiritists and
i she has caused has been her listening phenomena hunters are trying to tear

1 to the Influence that controls her, and foundation from under their philos-
dolng their bidding—said Influence I 0 hy Besides their philosophy Is often
bringing SUCH A HATRED AND MAL- ite contradictory. One inspirational 
ICE TO BE AR UPON HER against m e, trance speaker win tell one thing of the 
that she will CURSE ME AND ABUSE £uturei and another quite a different 
ME as well as her father. When we a£ory Ha much at variance and as con- 
try to reason with her, her reasoning tradictory as their Bible they so love to 
powers are nil, and because I am a.Spir- t and de£end jts vile sayings, con-
itualist, which she disowns and hates, tradlctlons and absurdities by saying it 
she accuses me of being the cause of all doesn>t mean what it says. And since 
her troubles by bringing other influ-1 ,.£be powers that be” have declared 
ences home with me to bother her. Spiritualism a religion, I am proud to

Her reason has not flown, for she is dec]are myself only a Spiritist, for I 
rational In everything else, and attends think that the farther any man or na
to the household duties all right, but it £jOn getg from religion the better off 
is certainly unpleasant to be around a they are
person when you can not carry on a The more religion, the more illiter- 
conversation, and do not know what acyj crueity and crime.
minute she will turn on you and curse In RUSSfa the Christians continue to 
you for something you do not know ma8gacre the Jews.
anything about. Such have been the Christianity has reduced once classic 
conditions in my house for seven years, Italy and Spain to a hand organ and a 
and the end is not yet, although she is gddie> and held Mexico to the wooden 
somewhat brighter in the last two p£ow
weeks, and during this summer she has In conclusion I wish to say I believe 
been going to the grocery store herself, gpiritism and the phenomena Is as 
simply because she would not eat any- much superior to any religion (I care 
thing I bought I not which one—they are all virus from

I have tried different ways to break th6 8ame old poison—superstition) as 
the Influence, but have been unable to £ruth is above falsehood, as fact is 
accomplish anything, as she resists all above ' 
help whatever. While I know such I 
cases can be helped, yet as long as she I lob 
fights against It, the case seems hope- 1 
less to me. Should there be any way I 
or method brought forward through the 
discussion of The Great Psychological 
Crime in your paper,, I would eagerly

dium, only lacking development.

STANDING UP FOR JESUS,
Or what the Editor of the Froolhlaker’H Maga
zine thinks of him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-flve 
copies for 60 cents. - -UHUAUCT His Birth, Character and mnnVmL Doctrine. By Edward Otb- 
oon. This Is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal 
Classics. It Is conceded to be historically cor
rect, and so exact and perfect In every detail as 
to be practically beyond the reach of adverse 
criticism. This work will be found Intensely 
interesting. Price, 26 cents.

A GREAT BOOK.
THE HULL-JAMIESON DEBATE. . .

This book, containing nearly 500 
closely printed pages, should have a 
million circulation. Price $1. It iB 
chockful of rapid-firing ideas, and Is the 
ablest debate, on both sides, ever pub
lished. Send for it.

Taffeurand’s Letter to the Pope. 
This work will be found especially interesting 
to all who would desire to make s study of Ro« 
YwnnlRm and the Bible. Thu historic facts stat« 
ed, and the keen, tcathlng review of Romish 
ideas and practice^ uhould be read by all. Pries 
25 cents. , -______ ________________

MOLLIE FANCHER, ’
The Brooklyn Enigma.

An authentic statement of facts In the life of 
Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel ot 
the nineteenth century. Unimpeachable test!- 
mony of many witnesses. Bv Abram H. Dalley. 
"With Illustrations. Price, cloth. 61.60.

Works of Thomas Paine
A new edition In paper covoro with large clear type 

comprlalng;
Age of Reason......... 25 cts.
Rights of Man......... .-26 cts.
Crisis...... ...........  25 cts.
Common Sense.......... 15 cts. •

Thl« 1b »iplendtd opportunity to lecuro tbeie otand- 
trd works, st the price le within the reach or all. For 
Balo at this office.________ ______ __

THE” SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

How to reach that altitude where iplrlt li luprotne 
and all thlngi are eubject to It. By Moie« Hull. Moa 
in cloth. 40 cents; paper -25 cu. For ealo at thle office.

1/ fl D E T 711 Ethics ot Marrlaio. By K H n r / / fl Alice B. Stockham, M. I\ lllLLL 1 D. Karezza makes a 
iloa ‘or a bettor birthright for children. Mid 
alms to lead Individuals to seek a higher de
velopment of themselves through most sacred 
relations. It ie pure In tone and alm, and 
should be widely circulated. Price, clotn, W»

xnese are uulub urn vuniuu ui — , -- rr --------
re or biuchib, «•»»•«"— । discussion can not change, but may testimony of an tne earner ages or tne
I have assisted the higher forces ini stimulate to deeper thought and investi- human race, and the records of the car- 
«■M* thn hvnnotie nower of injuri-1 oration. . . ' • • nlvora. ' ■ ■ _ .... .breaking the hypnotic power of injuri-1 gatlon. . -. • . •

ous Spirits. -In one instance I seemed Mediumship is a glorious blessing, 
impelled to go to the home of a friend and not the source or cause of Injury to 
on Lake avenue of this city; on arriving] the medium. • ■
I found the daughter, a fine sensitive, I Individualized spirit possessed of the 
suffering from nervous prostration and .evil principles of mankind and the 
great depression. I described to the knowledge of hypnotism, assertingthose 
family the spirit of a relative who In! principles and hypnotic power to the In
life had attempted their financial ruin,’jury of mortals, is the one great cause 
there he was hovering near the daugh-. of much human suffering and crime, 
ter, and projecting the most Injurious I Responsibility rests upon every indl- 
vlb’rations that he could command. I " ’ ' ’ ' ~ —
was told to walk back and forth through 
the rooms and break his vibrations by 
sweeping the atmosphere with my 
hands. In a short time the daughter 
was as well and joyous as ever, and 
there is not a purer, nobler young lady 
anywhere than she, lovely .parentage

us place a helmet of true knowledge 
about the brain of every developing 
young sensitive, that he, or she, may as 
far as possible be self-protective—then 
only can we be blameless.

BARTON STEWART.

Incarnated or ejmarnated . human na
ture—wfierfy- iiormal—are expressed, 
first, as (¡Kf, foreftinner of the univer
sal passiptfro prompe forms, 1. e., as in 
the creativp’paasipgs of hunger and sex.

Secondly,8 the destructive psycholog:
leal principle is expressed in the univer
sal passions preserve forms, 1. e., as in 
the passion» of anger and fear; the for
mer being,the offensive passion of self- 
preservatiopj. the-itatter, the defensive. 
Any form êf. education, culture, milita
rism or religion, that-has a tendency to 
simply develop ;tbfe destructive princl-

influences that control my sister. .
Hoping to hear of some good accom-1 Now is the time to extend the circula- 

pllshod through your invitation, SOME tlon of The Progressive Thinker. It 
POOR SOULS RELEASED OUT OF A MU contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
LITERAL HELL, you will be doing a news with which every one should be 
great work and your reward will be in I familiar. No other, paper published on 
that neater world to which we all are I this earth contain« such a vast amount 
traveling. JACOB CHRISTIAN. of matter so well adapted to enrich the

Litchfield, Ill. mind. Send In A subscription now.

"Continuity of Ure a Cosmlo Truth/» 
By Prof. W.- M. Lockwood. The work of 
a strong» logical thinker, , oil. a deeply 
Unportant subject Price, cloth, $1. t

“The Majesty of Calmness, or Indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities.'’ By 
,Wm. George Jordan- . Another valuable 
little work. Prlco 80 cents. For sale at 
(this pfflee. < ■, : ■ ' ,

Letfer From an Energetic and Capable 
■ .Missionary.

After being snowed in for some time, 
I have again dug out and started on my 
travels, and as It ever seems to be my 
lot, I have been guldbd into fields where 
other spiritual workers have , failed to 
go. This town, Baroda, Mich., which Is 
only about fourteen years old, Has many 
very liberal minds, and they are now 
ripe for genuine spiritual mediums; 
none others'meed .apply. I came hero a, 
stranger, and they eagerly accepted my 
proposition to give them a lecture, al
though I am the first representative of 
our philosophy to. appear among them, 
publicly. At my first lecture .they 
greeted me with an audience of eighty 
people, and if the roads had not bo® on

bad I am told my audience would have 
been more than doubled. I was. Invited 
to remain and give two more lectures 
on the following Sunday, Jan. 34. Two 
better audiences greeted me than I 
have mftny times seen on :a fair day in 
cities when prominent spiritual speak
ers wore the attraction. • I was per
suaded to . try once more. : I am glad I 
did, for the weather, was fine, and the 
'audiences at boththe: services, after
noon anti evening of Jan. 31, taxed the 
full capacity of tho hall. ■ '

There are many little hamlets and-vil
lages all over our land where-onr philosv

..........  । j "Poenffi ©t EToctoto.'
ices every Sunday.. Periodically they the glorious cause of our departed I Doten. ’
take a spurt, and .have a protracted -• • ........ ‘ - ... i • ■■
meeting,'apd then, relapse into their 
former sluggish condition. The masses 
Of the people in such places become 
tired of duct repetitions, and so tho 
church congregations gradually decline, 
and something "belter Is wanted.

Just here Shows where the work of 
the Liberalist or BplrRualist com
mences; espcaally .'the '' Spiritualist. 
There aro many mediums in our cities

ophy and science has not been jaughtf
the people at such- places ore ready for...................................  . ..
It. In such places the churches wo al- come eager ’llstisliers, ' and any person 
ready established, arid, they hol^sorv- honest, truthful and willing Ua worls for

o,

3

ft. SCHOPENHAUER ESSAYS.
Translated by T. B. Saunders. Cloth. 75 cents. 
•’Schopenhauer is oneot the few philosopher» 
who can .be generally understqou without a 
commentary. All his theories claim to be 
drawn direct from facts, to be suggested by ob
servation, and to interpret tho world as it ip; 
and whatever view he takes, he Is constant in 
his appeal to tho experience of common life. 
This characteristic endows his style with a 
freshness and vigor which would be difficult to 
match in tho philosophic writing of any coun
try. and impossible in that of Germany.
Translator.__________________________ _______ _

me glorious .cause oi our ueparteu i uoten. In this volume, thia peerless 
friends, will be welcomed, royally enter- poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
talned, and by so doing help to further I varied moods, "from grave to gay, from 
drive tno errors as they have been lively to severe." Itlsabook to be' 
given during the past centuries, from I treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
the minds of tho people. I have been I love genuine poetry, .and especially: by 
doing this for many years. I expect to Spiritualists.The volume Ib. tastily 
continue to do it fpr many years yet. printed and bound. Prlce jl.
I only want people to call me and I will I “Death, Its Meaning and Resulto.” 
respond. Please direct for the present, I By J. K. Wilson, of tho Pennsylvania 
Galeno, Mich. ' Bar. An absorbingly . Interesting vol

. M. F. HAMMOND. tune, of decided value. A narrative of
_ _____ : ■ t-’, _____ wonderful psychic events in the au- 

“Mark Chester; or a Mill and a MIU-1 Ihor’s experience. Cloth, B00 pages, 11- 
lon. A Talo of ■ Southern California.” lustratod. 81.25.
By Carlyle PetaraHlea. A pure psychic I “Tho Truth Seeker Collection of 
htory, elevating and reformatory. Pa-, Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of' 
per covers, 40 cents. Cloth, 60 cento. I Liberals.” For sale at this oillcA 
Fer sale at this offico» 1 25 cents.

ORIGIN OF IflFB
■nd How the Spirit Body Growl. By M. Fartday.
Price, 10c. For szlo thia office_____________

What All the World’s a-Seeking.
RALPH WALDO TRINH.

Eich IB Building hl. world from within', thought la 
the builder! tor thoughts areIrroilBtlble, omnipotent,-»nd according u used do 
they bring power or Impotence, peace or pain, tuceeu 
or Allure.—From Title-page.The aboro book! »re beautlfrlly bound In mrgreen 
raised cloth, stamped In deep old-green and gold, with 
(Uttop. Price, 11.35. For sale at this office.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charloa Dawharn. A scientific rehearsal 

that Ib truly interesting. ■ Price, 10 cents.

Sm 1T urnn Solootlong from the conI AIiHI I teuta ot that ancient UUluIUU nook, Its commentaries, 
igs, poetry, and logends. Also briar 

sketches of the mon who made and commented 
upon It. By H. Polang. 8M pp. Price, cloth, SI

POtnS FROFI THE INNER Ilf E.’
ByLlzzlo Dotori. . Those poems uro truly in- 

cplratlonal and as staple as sugar. Prlco (100.

OLD AND NEW PSYCHOLOGY
By W. J. ColvlUo. Boports of twonty-touF 

distinct lectures, recently delivered In Now 
York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia and 
other fpromlnont cities of the United States, 
have contributed tho basis of this Volume. 
Prlco,-Sl.oo. '
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ECHOES OF THE SYMPOSIUM
LYMAN C. HOWE MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY.

The Great Psychological Crime

OUR PREMIUMS.IL

LYMAN C. HOWE REPLIES TO MRS. FLORENCE HUNTLEY

WHEN I GO.

have

lire

1

all 
for-

When I go from this world I 
wrought In,

"A. Plea'for tho Now Woman." By 
May Collins. An address delivered bo- 
forp the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at thio office. Frica 10 cents.
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fl Comparison ot. Views and the Reasons 
Therefor.

Lyman C. Howe, the veteran Spiritualist Lecturer and 
Medium, a man well and favorably known as one 
of the foremost thinkers and writers in our ranks, 
will Champion the Cause of Truth as reflected in 
Spiritualism, while Mrs Florence Huntley, the well- 
known Author and Journalist, will defend all the 
statements in The Great Psychological Crime, 
which Mr. Howe will dare to assail, making a series 
of articles instructive, suggestive and inspiring, and 
which every Spiritualist should most carefully read.

My Dear Mrs. Huntley: —
Your last letter got down to business, 

and makes your position clearer than 
any of its predecessors, and comparing 
it with my answer written before I liad 
seen it, shows a correspondence of 
thought which implies telepathy, or co
incidence, in a marked degree. 1 shall 
be glad, indeed, if it shall “turn out” 
that there is not much difference be
tween us; but there seems to be a good 
deal yet to fix before that can be real
ized. The one thing that lias all the 
time given the author’s definitions al
most unlimited scope, and which 1 have 
been trying to bring to a definite under
standing, is his classification of medi
ums and their phases. You »express the 
opinion that the mediumship of which 
Mrs. Longley and Hudson Tuttle write, 
is NOT MEDIUMSHIP AT ALL! But 
both of them have acted in the capacity 
of receivers and transmitters of thought, 
and messages from spirits, which has 
had more or less of the quality of CON
TROL of their organisms, by the will 
of their spirit guides. But they have 
not been made, abject slaves to spirit 
authority; for they have exercised some 
choice as to when they should be the 
recipients of messages, and what use 
they should make of them. But Mrs. 
Longley has been VOLUNTARILY 
SUBJECT TO THE WILL AND DICTA
TION of John Pierpont and John War
ren, and as she reports it, has lain in a 
profound trance, subject to the will of 
her guides, from two to forty-eight 
hours at a time. She may call this a 
"superior condition,” and I thina it was, 
but it seems to me it comes within the 
author’s definition of MEDIUMSHIP.

Of the three stages of the mediumis- 
tic process, as defined by the author, 
control of the WILL; the VOLUN
TARY POWERS and SENSORY ' OR
GANISM, but very few ever represent 
them all in any perceptible degree. It 
was for the purpose of a definite Inter
pretation of the significance of each of

come active and I shduid again DESIRE 
to arise and attend to them. In this 
case YOUR WILL ACTED UPON MY 
INTENTIONS by means of the money, 
just as effectually as if you had hypno
tized my will, through my desire 
in any other way. Would 1 then be re
sponsible for neglect of the chores? 
There might be s^me serious conse
quences following my neglect, but if 1 
regarded the results of less import
ance than the money, I should ignore 
the chores, and TAKE THE CONSE
QUENCES. In my experience I was as 
really responsible as in any other act 
of my life. But would it be desirable 
to cultivate such a state? Not as a per
manent condition. Nor would 1 recom
mend any one to He on his back con
tinuously. But for a purpose, to dem
onstrate the possibility of such a sus
pension of desire, I see no harm in it. I 
would not recommend any one to culti
vate any subjection to another’s will, as 
a permanent condition. PENALTIES 
ARE BUT CAUSES EMPLOYED TO 
CHANGE THE MOTIVES THAT IM
PEL TO WRONG CONDUCT. Re-

these processes separately, and to
gether that I questioned you as to when 

- and where the process began, and how 
we/could determine if it began at al).

Your answer disregarded the ques- 
■ tlons, and said it was not important to 

know when it began; that poison is poi
son, as much before its effects were re
allzed as in advanced stages. My point 
was that in numerous instances the 
WILL OF ONE PERSON acts upon the 
WILL of another to change and mould 
it, and to ultimate in a change of action, 
without any knowledge or thought of 
any hypnotic process by either party.

The will is very closely allied to the 
voluntary powers, and these to the sen
sory organism; and it seems to me that 
in some degree the identical process is 
active in almost all our relations in life. 
Hence, if hypnotism and mediumship 
are so baneful in every stage of devel
opment, it seems to me important to 

• know in what way to determine what 
they are, and how to differentiate them 
from all other conditions in which one 
will acts upon another will in all the 
walks of life. If in your shoe-deal your 
will and acts were changed by the will 
of the salesman, was the “poison” in 
that deleterious to your intellect or 
your health? In this connection I de
sire to make plain my thought on the 
special experience I have referred to, 
and which you seem to regard as a 
point against my position. To get the 
matter before our readers so they may 
not be misled by my. language, I will 
quote from your letter:

“What is your idea or judgment as to 
the desirability of such a relation or 
state of being as that which existed dur
ing the period while your voluntary 
powers were subject to the will of your 
controls? Do you regard it as a nor
mal relation or state of being? Do you 
regard it as a desirable relation or state 
of being to cultivate or encourage? Do 
you lock upon it as a morally healthy 
and proper relation or state of being 
whicn you could recommend to others 
for their improvement? Do you be
lieve that any person while in a state of 
such complete subjection to the will of 
another is himself personally respon
sible, or morally accountable for what 
he does during the period of such sub
jection? Is that the kind of DEPEND
ENCE to which you refer when you say 
without qualification or reserve I be
lieve in the ABSOLUTE RESPONSI
BILITY OF EVERY HUMAN SOUL, 
and this not because man is free and in
dependent, but because . he IS NOT 
FREE AND IS ALWAYS . DEPEND
ENT?"
i As I have said In another letter, I re- 
Vlized no "subjection to the will of an
other” in that moment of suspended ac
ton. There was no sense of any CON- 
fROL of my WILL, or of my voluntary 
pwers, or my sensory organism. I 
(as, so far as I realized, in full pos- 
jssion of my body and soul. My DE
IRE to move, was by some means sus- 
pded—perhaps by some subtle action 
another’s will, but the only feeling I

was that of TOTAL INDIFFER- 
p < ?.CE. There was NO INCENTIVE to 

.' ' i One of the points I have been con

. .„..iling for is that NO VOLUNTARY 
ACTION EVER TAKES PLACE WITH
OUT A MOTIVE, AND 'MOTIVE IS 
NOT CREATED BY THE WILL, but 
rather, CREATES THE. WILL. It I 
were in rm easy position resting, and 

’■ contemjilatlng some light chores that 
I must attend to, and you should offer 
me one hundred dollars to remain quiet 
for twelve hours, you would successful
ly PARALYZE. MY DESIRE TO RISE. 
The few light chores which bad acted 
as an Incentive to effort would at once 
lose all their influence, and I COULD 
NOT change my attitude, because I 

ta:.V eotid not;DESIRE to. But let the-hun- 
’’ ' ad dr.llfir Incentive be withdrawn, and

rcloinand of-tho chores would be-

wards are causes employed to change 
desires, an<f control the will, by con
trolling the motives that actuate it.

In my case there was neither reward 
nor punishment in view; but simply to
tal indifference, whereas to make an ef
fort, be it ever so slight requires some 
incentive, however weak. A man that 
is intoxicated and commits crime is 
held responsible; but he is no more 
free and independent than 1 was during 
that short moment. There is much 
more that might be said in this rela
tion but space forbids it here.

1 think all of the witnesses I have in
troduced, or shall Introduce, are ME
DIUMS within the author’s definition. I 
am quite surprised at your testimony to 
the effect that of all the mediums you 
have known there is not one that has 
not shown evidence of injury, either in
tellectual, moral, or physical! Where
as In all my knowledge of mediums. 1 
do not recall one that has been in
jured in any way that mediumship can 
be held responsible for. I have known 
of some cases of apparent obsession, in 
which the medium seemed to suffer, 
and in those cases there may be injury 
physical or mental; but I’am not sure 
that it was not due to pre-existing con
ditions in the medium’s organism. But 
if there is in such cases real permanent 
injury to the medium, they are a very 
small per cent of all the mediums I 
have known. In view of your startling 
statement it seems the more Important 
to present the testimony of mediums 
who are competent to testify. Promi
nent among mediums well and widely 
known is Maude Lord Drake. Accord
ingly I addressed a series of questions 
to her, and I herewith present them 
with her answers:

Question.—How long have you been 
conscious of mediumship In your own

efforts of life by all spirits with whom 
I have come m contact."

Q.—Have you over experienced any 
annoyance from obsessing spirits?

A.—I have never been annoyed by 
spiiits or mortals unless I choose to be

Q,—Have you known any cases <4 
genuine obsession?

A.—I have known quite a number oi 
cases, and have mentioned several of 
them in my book.

Q.—Have you known cases of reform 
of drunkards or other vicious habits in 
which spirits and mediumship have act
ed as the reforming agent? ‘

A.—Yes, I have known many, very 
many cases of reform of drunkards, cig
arette, cocaine and morphine habits, 
and have all my life, used all my ability 
in this line in which I have been assist
ed by my controls, who have guarded 
and protected the weak and unfortunate 
in this respect. I could name hundreds 
of these cases, some of whom are re
spected and honorable citizens to-day, 
both men and women.

Q.—Have you known cases of insan
ity induced by mediumship?

A.—I have never known any such 
cases, but on the contrary I have 
known many of insanity being cured, 
absolutely by the development of me
diumship in such cases, '

It should be borne in mind that these 
testimonials are not selected from a 
mass of conflicting evidences, but are 
just as they come to me from the per
sons addressed, and the average, there
fore, must, at least approximately rep
resent the general experience of the 
most prominent mediums known in Mod
ern Spiritualism in the United States. 
I do not think any of them are of the 
class the author calls independent. It 
mediumship Js destructive to health and 
intellectual life, and paralyzes the 
brain, it would seem to me it would 
manifest its baneful effects in the 
course of forty-three years of continu
ous daily practice of spirit control. 
The author’s statistics must have been 
obtained from a different class of me
diums, who may have been by heredity 
and temperament predisposed to insan
ity, or intellectual debility and a mor
bid diathesis of body and brain.

Hudson Tuttle advocates culture, and 
individual effort and co-operation with 
spirits. Nevertheless HE IS A ME
DIUM, and was for several years CON
TROLLED to give messages, names, 
and various tests that convinced skep
tics. But instead of being victimized 
and degraded, he grew in Intellectual 
strength, and hfs normal condition ad
vanced instead of declining, and he 
says: “I have grown stronger in will, In 
memory, in the ability to reason." He 
has written many volumes of scientific 
and philosophical value, ranking with 
the ablest scholars and scientists in the 
world. His books have been trans
lated into several languages, and 
quoted by prominent authors in Europe 
and America; yet lie always writes 
subject to spirit control within the au
thor’s definition, I think. But he says: 
“I believe mediumship in this phase 
tends alone to strength of character 
and righteousness." And also: "I have 
never experienced mental decline, loss 
of memory or will from the exercise of 
mediumship." That his health has not 
suffered from mediumship is evident 
from the fact that he has been in active 
service of the cause AS A MEDIUM for 
fifty years or more, and Is able to do a 
vast amount of work yet, and his pen 
shows vigor of mind and independence 
of character as marked as any normal 
writer.

Dr. Bland reports a wonderful trance 
in The Progressive Thinker, January 9, 
and a remarkable result of spirit con
trol in the complete restoration of the 
medium to vigorous health, from a frail 
anemic invalidism, and “her friends 
thought her days on earth were num
bered.” That trance experience did not 
injure the health of the medium, but 
the reverse.

In conclusion I would say that I do 
not disagree with much that I find in 
your last letter, and I thoroughly ap
prove the idea of self-cultlire, and all 
efforts to develop and perfect a well 
anced individuality; and MEDIUM
SHIP has in many cases effectually 
aided in-such development. With best 
wishes and sincere regards, I remain,

Cordially yours,
LYMAN C. HOWE. 

(The End.)

Certain |soects of Spiritualism
Spiritualism, pure and undefiled, brings consolation to 

thousands. It has brightened the homes of those 
who have carried to the tomb some one dear to them. 
It has dried |jie fears of the mother who has lost her 
darling childr. It^.has cheered the disconsolate and 
sorrowing, apd made bright the pathway of many 
who were ip/ thft darkness of despair. Pure and 
undefiled, it js glorious; but when degraded or de
filed by mediums, or miserable contemptible fakes, 
who clairn to. be controlled by spirits, to advance 
bogus mining schemes and other questionable spec
ulations, it then loses to a great extent its exalted 
aspect ,and .sacred character in the estimation of the 
world at large, and the prestige which only honesty 
can give, is for a time held in the background.

Unpleasant Features for Spiritualists to Con
sider.

What Spiritualism Has to Contend With.
Mrs. M. E. Williams has been for 

many years posing as a materializing 
medium in New York. While she was 
In Paris, France, It was demonstrated 
beyond a shadow of doubt, that spirits 
there did not materialize in her pres
ence, her elaborate paraphernalia be
ing captured. Her career in France 
proved to be of no financial injury as 
she returned to tills country, and com
menced holding circles, which were 
well attended, any number of spirits 
“being recognized” the same as at the 
materializing circle in this city held by 
one Clifton, where the spirits were in 
every case confederates, as now admit
ted. We have for a long time believed 
that her methods'would become bolder 
and bolder until an exposure would fol
low, and such has been the case. As 
a general rule when spirits advise an 
investment in stocks, bonds, mining

schemes, or any speculation whatever, 
great trouble and disasters usually fol
low. Many have been irretrievably 
ruined by the advice of spirits in mat
ters pertaining to the Investment of 
money, hence we have lately refused to 
advertise any scheme for money-mak
ing if advocated by spirits, it is now 
common for speculators in mining 
schemes to employ some one to act as a 
medium in order to fleece Spiritualists 
of their hard-earned money. One min
ing scheme employs a medium who has 
been indicted, and we may spread her 
entire record before our readers. Spir
itualism ban a high and holy calling— 
TO BRING COMFORT TO THE BE
REAVED MOURNER, TO GIVE CON
SOLATION TO THOSE LEFT BE
HIND when death enters the home, and 
to redeem the world Irom sectarian big
otry and ignorance. In that direction 
it has done an IMMENSE AMOUNT OF 
GOOD.

Mrs. M. E. Williams’ Materializing Circles In 
. ’ ; New York City.
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The Young Engineer's Guide

experience?
Answer.—Have been a medium 

my life; actively before the public 
ty-three years. .

Q.—Are you ever entranced?
A.—Yes. Nearly every day of my 

and many times a day.
Q.—In the seances for phenomena 

are you conscious of being in any ab
normal condition?

A —I am in my normal condition in 
all seances for phenomena.

Q.—How frequently have you been 
under spirit control?

A—Would probably average from 
three to five times a day.

nJ.—Have you ever realized injury to 
your physical health as a consequence 
of mediumship? .

A.'—No. I have never realized any 
injury physically or otherwise. On the 
contrary it has been the means of giv
ing me perfect health all my life. I use 
the words perfect health advisedly.

Q.—Have you realized any injury to 
your intellect as an effect of your me
diumship?

A.—No injury whatever. On the 
contrary it has given me comprehen
sion and Insight into all sciences and 
philosophy, so much so that it has as
tonished students and scholars in all 
departments of science. It has 
strengthened will and increased the 
power of concentration."

Q.—Has mediumship weakened your 
memory?

A.—On the contrary It has strength
ened memory. Made memory more per
fect and accurate, covering many years. 
It has enabled me to recall names and 
details after a lapse of twenty years.

Q.—Has mediumship so affected your 
brain, or mental faculties, as to injure 
your''powers of independent thinking; 
or weakened your ability to concentrate 
your mind In any of the affairs of life?

A.—On the contrary I have never re
ceived any injury. It has augmented 
or increased the power of concentration 
of mind or thought It has aided me in 
discussions, in analysis and compari
son. (Here Mr. Drake adds: "I will 
here say, Mr. Howe, that I have never 
come in contact with one more positive 
and Independent in thought and action, 
in all the affairs of life, than my wife.—

Drake.”) - .
Q.—Has mediumship ever seemed to 

weaken your normal faculties in a way’ 
to render you incapable of-reslstlhg the 
hypnotic efforts of another's will? -

A.—No. There has never been any 
weakening of normal faculties. I have 
been able to resist any and all hypnotic 
efforts of others.

Q.—Have you ever realized any influ
ence from' spirits that tended to immor
ality?' If bo were they . arbitrary, or 
easily repelled or resisted?

A.—I unhesitatingly say no to these 
questions. On the contrary I have al
ways received tho highest moral advice 
and been assisted to the highest moral

As sometime we all of us do, 
To search for the one I have dreamed 

of,
And life’s best essentials renew;

When I see, as my longings have pic- 
< tured, ' :

That land, with its angels in sight, 
And know I have not over-dreamed it, 

Words never can tell my delight!
As I think of it now all my being 

Withdraws into silence complete;
I harken, up-reach, but am wordless— 

The thought is so Wondrously sweet!
All doubts will be left with the by

gones, . . .
Heaped up with Love’s debris below, 

And I shall have solved the great prob- 
■ • lem, . . . • . /
For only to die is to know!

It will not be the grand or the gorgeous, 
My soul will be longing for most,

But the calls, and the home-coming 
welcomes

Of those whom I feared I had lost.
I shall venture a few explanations 

Of things which I failed to do here, 
And tell them how, during their veiling 

From mortals, I oft felt them near.
My feelings wiH be as dear friends feel, 

When living countries apart,
They meet after wearisome travel, 

Again face to face, heart to heart.
It will be of the small things, and dear 

things
My glad soul will hasten to speak;— 

A pleasure, a pain, an uplifting,
A hand-clasp, a kiss, a fair cheek.

A vain soul may picture its entrance 
Unlike what Is given to me;

He may look for his robing, and crown
ing, ,

And dream where his plumage will 
be;

He may fancy some great demonstra
tion '

To usher his soul to its place, 
And a seat near enough to the Throne

Hill
To look in God’s glorious face.

But I shah expect to behold Him
In marvelous beauties, and.sweet;

Elaborate landscapes of heaven, 
Which inortal words paint incom

plete,
The asphodels speak His existence, 
. The roses and lilies His touch;
The amethyst hills, bright with angels, 

O! Earth has slight semblance of 
such! .

Leastwise, that Is what I am dreaming, 
. The while I have lift in the flesh, 
And work at the loom of endeavor 
\ Brocading bright blooms in lift’s 
\ mesh. ' ■ .

I wonder, and wonder, and wonder 
What lies in the mist-hung Beyond;

But, I think, to our infinite longing 
An Infinite God will respond. : 
’ ■ EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.
Berlin Heights, Ohio. •
“Spirlttul Bongs, tor tho Uso of Oft 

elee, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings." By Mattle a 
Hull. For sale at this offica, gTlco 10

MRS. M. E. WILLIAMS’ CAREER—AN 
UNFORTUNATE EPISODE IN CON
NECTION WITH HER' LIFE, AFTER 
A SERIES OF INVESTIGATIONS 
THAT HAVE EXTENDED OVER 
SEVERAL MONTHS —SPIRITS 
SELLING STOCK—LIVE MEN MA
TERIALIZED AT THE SHOW IN 
LARGE NUMBERS—TIPS CON
VEYED BY PROF. HALL, WHICH 
WERE REGARDED AS EXTRAOR
DINARY TESTS—THE “GRAND 
CIRCLE" TO COMPRISE SUCH 
MEN AS DR. I. K,; FUNK, AND 
OTHER MEN OF EQUALLY HIGH 
SOCIAL POSITION. ') 
Spiritualism’s high priestess in New 

York, Mrs. M. E. Williams, was last 
night summoned to appear In Magis
trate Pool’s court at 2'o’clock to-day to 
answer to the charge of obtaining 
money under false pretenses, preferred 
by Thomas Beet.

The service of the summons last 
night at her home at No. 162 West 
Eightieth street, just as Mrs. Williams 
was about to begin her usual seance 
performance, was the final action in a 
series of investigations that have ex
tended over several months, during 
which time Thomas Beet and I. W. 
Rourke, of tho Greater New York De
tective Agency, have been constantly 
engaged in collecting evidence as to the 
methods of Mrs. Williams.

Following the charge of obtaining 
money under false pretenses, it is said, 
Mr. Beet will prefer a graver charge 
against Mrs. Williams and those con
nected with her who have been attempt
ing to sell, through the assistance of 
the spirits she drags from the cabinet, 
shares of slock in a company pro-
moted by a member of her household.

This promoter last night sought out 
Mr. Beet after the service of the sum
mons and pleaded with him to shield 
him from prosecution or publicity, as- 
suriqgtlie detectives that the efforts of 
Mrs. Williams to procure money from 
the complainant in the case had been 
without his sanction or authority.

Spirit Urged Investments.
Mrs. Williams, through the spirits de

veloped within her cabinet, haa repeat
edly urged Mr. Beet to buy this stock, 
the spirit of his father having said to 
him on many occasions that he could 
not rest quietly in spirit land unless he 
knew that his son was on the high road 
to wealth through his son’s investment 
in the company promoted by the Spirit
ualist and her friends.

The spirit of his father was the only 
spirit of any person really dead who 
appeared to Mr. Beet. A number of 
spirits of persons thought by the Spirit
ualist to be dead appeared at the, se
ances and joined the fattier in urging 
upon the detective sueb ah admirable 
investment.

In many cases the men whose spirits 
were called from the cabinet sat beside 
Mr. Beet in the seance on were met in 
the flesh by him every day. He did not 
in any other case meet any person in 
the materializing sean’ces who had 
really passed over. -r

Assisting Mr. Beet werU; several other 
members of the GreateE New Yhrk De
tective Agency, among them theSuperln- 
tendent, I. W. Rourke, vrtto waialso to 
invest a large suiri in th0lcomritiny pro
moted by the medium. 10! ■

Nearly Faints at ¿Mftmopp. .
Mrs. Williams, when.served with the 

summons last night; marly ^fainted. 
She reeled against the tiall, her knees 
sank under her^and forAoveraltffilnutes 
she was unable to speak!' HCBtaend, 
Mrs. Mason, who conducts thel'beances 
for her, was with her dt.The tifiie, and 
the two disappeared intothe up$er part 
of the house, while twenty-four expect
ant visitors waited belo'wJior tKiPseahce 
to begin. - ■

the methods of the medium would be 
changed.

"The dear lady has been unable to 
work to-night as she should,” said “Dr. 
Cushman.” “There has been an unkind 
feeling of opposition in the audience, 
and this prevented the spirits material
izing. Hereafter these seances will be 
restricted to those who are known to 
this dear lady, and no strangers will be 
admitted to these seances. "

It was a case of locking the garage 
door after the automobile had been 
stolen, however, for during the past few 
weeks evidence has been'collecting not 
only showing that the spirits of at least 
twenty-five living persons have been 
called forth from the cabinet, but that 
these spirits were engaged in booming 
the stock of a company whose securi
ties are not listed in the Stock Ex
change and which are not as yet accept
ed as collateral in the banka

Seance Was a Fraud.
That the Spiritualistic seance proper 

was a trick of the rankest sort was 
clearly shown by the clever devices of 
the men in charge, while the method by 
which the medium procured her infor
mation was also discovered.

Chief among those engaged in assist
ing Mrs. Williams was a tall, thin, as
cetic looking man of mincing gait and 
dainty manner, who styled himself 
“Professor Hall, of Columbia Univer
sity." It was through "Professor Hall” 
that the tips were conveyed to Mrs. 
Williams by which she made her won
derful tests. Circulating through the 
audiences gathered in the reception 
room each night before the seances, he 
gathered bits of personal gossip, picked 
up names and connections and other
wise procured material which made it 
possible for Mrs. Williams to show a 
wonderful knowledge of the affairs of' 
her clients.

It was after 9 o’clock; before Mrs. 
Williams washable to enter-^he seance 
room and commune - with" tho ..Spirits. 
Fearing that there were ‘other traps! for 
her, however, she refused to'give a ma
terializing seance, and ho spirits came 
from the cabinet. She gave what is 
known as a "test” seance, rtho three 
"controls" of the cabinet, - “Mr. Cush
man,” “Dr. Holland” and “Little Bright 
Eyes,” calling out the reports from.the' 
spirit land to those gathered In the 
room, without appearing’in full view.

At the close of tho seance,.which is 
about an hour shorter than IS usually 
tho case, "Dr. Cushman," from within 
tho 'cabinet announced that hereafter

row

fHRfl ENGINES

This book 
treats upon 
how to run a 
farm engine. 
The young 
engineer’s 
guide. Fully 
illustrated.
A complete 
instructor. . 
This is the 
greatest of 
all works for 
the farmer. 
Price, cloth, 
$1.00.

By James H. Stevenson, and Oth
er Expert Engineers.

Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage, in thia book of 243 pages, discuss

es problems that have vexed intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others 
saving those of the religious life. Ho states a 

number of well-authenticated instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion is frank and fearless, and merits the 
widest reading, for he deals with facts and ox- 
perlenees. Price, cloth, ,1.00.

THE LIFE RADIANT
BY ULLIAN WHITINO.—In thia book Miss 

whiiing alma to portray a practical ideal for 
dally living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant
ment to life. It is, In a measure, a logical se
quence of "The World Beautiful," leading Into 
still diviner harmonies. It is calculated to ren
der the soul in harmony with the universe. It 
Is truly an Inspiration. Price, cloth. 51.00

■ "Professor Hall” also made a practice 
■ of continuing his friendships after the 

seance had closed, and by his trips to a 
; nearby restaurant with the acquaint

ances he made in the reception room he 
was enabled to keep in close touch with 
all Mrs. Williams’ clients.

“Professor Hall” was the only really 
intellectual person who mingled in the 
affairs of the house of ghosts on West 
Eightieth street. It was he who talked 
grandiloquently-of the formation of the 
“Grand Circle" of Spiritualists who 
were to have begun their work within a 
week or so in Mrs. Williams’ house.

Noted Men Were to'Attend.
This “Grand Circle” was to comprise, 

according to "Professor Hall,” such men 
as Dr. I. K. Funk and other men of 
equal social position and standing. An
drew Carnegie was also to be brought 
within the influence of the “Grand Cir
cle,” and Bobbie Burns from the cabinet 
frequently urged that haste be made in 
getting Mr. Carnegie within the sphere 
of ghostly influence.

Three men who were seen after the’ 
close of the seance last night, who had 
gone to the place as earnest seekers 
after knowledge, told a reporter of the 
American last night that they were con
vinced that the entire imposture was a 
crude and coarse bit of deception.

These men—Edward S. Matthewes, of 
Washington, who has been spending the 
winter in New York; Dr. H. S. Rawl- 
ston, of Syracuse, who has attended a 
number of seances, and Robert Deane- 
all stated that they had been quietly in
vestigating the seances at the Williams 
house for several weeks and that they 
had developed, the fact that fraud was 
practiced wholesale in the work of the 
medium who insisted upon having them 
talk with the spirits of friends and rela
tives who are not only alive, but very 
much so.

Live Man's “Spirit” Talks.
Thffspeclflc charge upon which Mrs. 

Williams was summoned to court was 
that of obtaining money under false pre
tenses from Thomas Beet, in charging 
him $6 for a private seance, at which 
he was put in .communication with 
Charles Graham, ‘a man working in the 
same office with him. The spirit of 
Graham also urged Beet to Invest all 
his money in the company of Mrs. will
iams.

■ My. Beet was to be made mana; jng 
director of the company after he invest
ed : $25,000 in it. This money was -to 
have been invested last week.—New 
York American, Feb. 8, 1904.
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Read This carefully Before Re.
Remitting.

When you send in your subscrintion 
to The Progressive Thinker, carefuUv 
took over the books which you desire to 
tham BtTiand their price’ and send fi? 
them-( They ye very valuable. They 
are_intensely interesting. They sreof/ 
vat‘“6 in tone and will do you good in 
remitting do not fall to enclose 
for The Progressive Thinker.

These ten books, substantially and 
elegantly bound, and printed 
neatest style of the printer’s art will hn 
furnished to our subscribers for’$3 
price which modern machinery ¿„d en
terprise has rendered possible in Th« 
Progressive Thinker office only, 

of the Spirit; What Is Unconscious 1 ¿rfc °sUive%Td^° not 110Yevert at the 
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one dollar per year, in view of’ tho act 
that we publish such a vast amount of 
reading matter.

A VERY SUGGESTIVE WORK.

It Beams With Spiritual 
Truths.

This Is a beautiful book, by Cora 
Lynn Daniels, and it scintillates with 
grand spiritual thought. An Idea of 
this work can be obtained by reading 
the titles of a few of the chapters 
therein:

The Process of Dying; Light and 
Spirit; The Law of Attraction; Senses

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of "All’s Right with the World." Cloth 270 
MK*- „.I- Newcomb mado a dl.tlnct luccaii with 
All s IlIgK with tbo World," which continues In tho 

front rank of the Metaphrelcal books that _ __
popular. Tho great numnerwho have jeon cheered 
and strengthened by him will .welcome another book 
by th.a wise teacher whose words of help arc dotnr se 
much to cake the world better by makln? men and 
womes better able to understand and enjoy it,

“Discovery of a Dost Trail”
of that strange and beautiful thins 

called life, but grand in Its scholarly simplicity. It 
will bom demand by many who have not preTloualv 
read metaphysical writings. Price H.50. For sale at 
thia office.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILEff
The imost Important revelations concerning 

the true origin of Christianity. Reader, In 
hrlnglng.to your notice "Antiquity Unveiled," 
It Is with the sincere hope that you are earn
estly looking for tho truth, regardless of any 
other consideration1 If such is the case, th& i 
advertisement will deer -----  ■

-thla brief aescrlptloi doubtless wish to givo tho work 
perusal. Price, »I.M.

In conclusion, bear In mind that the ' 
postage on these ten premium books la 
ab?Ut°NE DOLLAR, leaving this offle 
only $2.10, Illustrating the great bargal 
you are getting-a bargain the like of 
which was never known before on thia 
material plane.
CLUBS! CLUBS! CLUBS! CLUBS!)

To Clubs of ten or more we offer tha 
following terms to each one: The Pro
gressive Thinker one year, and ONE of 
the following books, $1.16: "The Rellg. 
ion of Man and Ethics of Science”-I 
"Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past 
and Present”- "AWanderer in the Spirit 
Lands”; “The Encyclopedia of Death 
and Life in the Spirit World, Vol 3 
The one who gets up the Club will’ ba* 

year free-i Bucn is inecaso, tnia : . ~ v' <**>«
aply interest you, and ! two Ox the books he may select
jf description you win among our list of premiums.

a careful

„ THE SOUL OF THINGS:
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Danton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book it 
u as fascinating as a work of fiction. Tho 
reader will be amazed to see tho curious facts 
boro combined In support of this power of tho 
human mind, which will rosolvo a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as 
day, and throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by time. Price, »1.60. In three volumes, 
cloth bound, »1.50 ouch. Postage, 10c per copy!

Manana the By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
Anlpft UapM Associate of King’s College, OUII IL WUl IU London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would investigate and 
loam tho facts of Bible teachings as well as 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, »1.10.

os Disclosed in tho Bible."

BODY AND SOULÖY4 piiEGG WRIGHT. 
nSjiW“nal0t3 ofa course of lectures 
“Í .1?T,1?.lra?C0 s.tat0' and !" certainly nosmall c< utrlbutlon to tho study of tho soul, it 
h»?Æ?.nl'nTOrIk»ooYl>n 11,0 oycu t0 “>« dlfforonco boiwecn dodueUvo and Inductivo process ol 
Ä’ B0’"“1 ia ®10th' »>’ F» «Me o» H»!« onico. - ..

, Jhe Refioion oì SHualism.”

Bibfe and Church Degrade Woman,
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises three 

essays on "Tho Effect of Woman Si “ 
Questions of Morals and RoL-ion. Iunrage on 

Price. 10o.

Man the Microcosm.
His Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition 
The Light Within. By Giles B. btebbln* 
Price, lo cents. ,

Fatter Tom and tte Pone,
Or a Night at tho Vatican.. Written probably 
by Sir Samuel .Torguson. From Blackwood's 
Edinburg Magr.zlno. Thio Io a humorous ab
count of a rotlcksomo visit to tho Ponb of 
Itomo by Fotbor Tom, an Irish priest, armed 
with a superabundance ot Irish wit. two Im. 
porlal quart bottles of. Irish "potoon." and an 
Irish reolpo for “conw'ounding" 
Vapor. 25 cents: cloth. W centtk.
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the Life and Times of the Nazarene and 
His People.'' Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely in-
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Strange Faces and Pictures Said to Ap
pear on Its Surface.

THE PROGRESSIVE TUIŒ

To the Spiritualists at Large:—A 
generous offer has been made by a 
prominent Spiritualist in this city to 
give ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS to 
the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. S.

TO OUR FRIENDS.
Information obtained, and

enlightenment, I remain, gentlemen, 
yours truly, A. JUDSON LUTZ."

And I further respectfully submit

"The Present Age and Tuner Lite; • 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied nnd explained." By Andrew Jack
son Davis. We have a few copies of

Truths That Scintillate.

Very useful this work, by the colobrated seer.
Cloth, 11.10.

They are, therefore, ‘prohibited artl-
■ • - - -----for trans-

teresting book. Nchtly bound in cloth) 
find gilt. Only 50 cents. I

“Meatless Dishes,"
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TAKE NOTICE.
All book# advertised In the column» 

t>f The Progressive Thinker are for »ale 
st this office. Bear thia in mind.

ft VERY 
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IIS MftDE.
A GENEROUS OFFER, AND A CALL 

TO SPIRITUALISTS.

the United States when he ordered tbe notbing to do. C... Ci.;;;
exclusion of lottery advertisements ment lg forblddell by the Constitution to
from the mails. An act ot Congress, ■

1 To every well-informed person, the 
| learned professor's characterization of 
! the Bible as a "scrap book" will appear 
| exactly applicable. Tho scraps are 

taken from Che records and- myths of
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WEEPS ABOVE ADAM'S GRAVE
THEOLOGY HAS NOT KEPT PACE 
WITH THE RACE, SAYS REV. 
FISHER—STRONGLY’ URGES A 
BREAKING AWAY FROM THE 
DEAD BELIEFS.
The fallowing Is the sermon of Rev. 

Ford Fisher, minister of the Frank- 
Un Avenue Congregational Church, 
preached Sunday February 7, at Cleve
land, Ohio, on the theme “Dead Theolo
gies."

‘“Theology Is the science of God—al
ways mystical often mythical. Every 
Christian is necessarily a mystic, though 
every mystic is not a Christian. Be
cause of this fact miracle has frequent-

dream, while the dynamo lias crowned 
the brow of humanity with a coronet of 
light Old things have passed away, 
but in all this time what changes have 
occurred in the church? Only one and 
that stupid, irrational, shameful. Iboy 
have moved up town, away from tne
Pii“The result is just what might be ex
pected, the maphood and brain which 
has made this age the miracle of Di • 
tory treat the average church with con
tempt. They leave It to the. women and 
children. They regard it as the home, 
of the aged, the infirm, tho feeble
minded, the griefs of widowhood, and 
the kindergarten for children, 
and old. Protestantism is the child of 
reason. She was born from the lolna or 
logic, and by a law of her nature must 
either go forward or die.

"No aggressive movement has ever
ly been given precedence to law. The
ologies have followed each other as rap- BKKIW»... ----
Idly as the ocean waves, each in their maimed without hearing the shrill 
time having their firm believers laugh- . . y old paths.' Every step
ing at the folly of their predecessors as to ard ‘freedom, lite and
wo In now Bn th«!™ Mnnv thlOES or piogreaa i„,.i, with

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks In the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when ei attack Is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Arcana of Spiritualism.
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

Do you wish to assist in the publica
tion of a revised edition of this book? 
If so, by subscribing for it now, you will 
receive a copy at less price than It will 
be sold for after publication. Price not 
desired until the book is ready for de
livery. Please send your address at 
once If you desire to assist.

320 octavo pages, finely bound in 
muslin.

Price to subscribers, $1, postpaid.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Harrison D. Barrett, president ot the 

N. S. A., is prepared to do missionary 
work under the auspices of this asso

’ elation. He would like to correspond 
with societies and individuals on this 
subject. Address him at 600 Pennsyl
vania ave. S. E., Washington, D. C.

MARY T. LONGLEY,
Secretary N. S. A.

The: loman Catholic Octopus In Canada.
The ij’iitft'Seeker Not ftllowßtl to Circulate In That MolM Region

we in turn now do theirs. Many things P Ue0n fougM incU by lncu with 
which we now firmly believe will ap- .. enemy of knowledge. This 
pear to rising generations monstrous o£ humall raCe. It has
absurdities. Our grandchildren will . ood fortuae and rare prlvl-
look with pity or contempt upon the t0 hfve known intimately Prof, 
crudeness of our theology on many Briggs and certainly he is one of the 
points where ignorance now sets her u and chri8t-llke of men, and
bounds to investigation and where ®0B. *>. fal head that narrow, bigoted 
speculation has boldly usurped the do- ' clesIasticlsm wanta m a charger- 
main of fact wby? por the crime of thinking—and

“All theology of whatever school, Ar- wors‘e still daring to give expression to 
mlnlan, Augustinian, Calviulstlc or Ge- ttl0ge thoughts.
nevan, not founded on eternal truth «Rowland HUI called Wesley a lying 
shall finally be burled in one common ap03tle, a designing wolf, a dealer In 
grave with no one to lament or eulogize stoien wares and said he was as unprln- 
them. Theology has ever been a lag- clpled as a r00k and .as silly as a jack- 
gard in the school of thought—art and daw> ftrst pilfering hlB plumage, and 
jurisprudence and commerce are hun- then going proudly forth to display it to 
drede of years in advance. The preach- a ]aughing world. Oh, how gladly they 
er is the only man not permitted to eat wouJd haVe forged the orthodox iron col
of tho tree of knowledge. When young lar around his neck and choked him to 
men matriculate at certain of our theo- death.
logical seminaries they practically “Tradition, with the hot breath of 
swear, that for the next three years so bell led tbo trembling sons and daugh- 
lielp them God, they will not-intellect- t0rg of faltbj and free thought, barefoot- 
ually Improve. We are compelled to ed and bnndfolded over burning plow- 
learn the science of theology from the gl)areSi stretched them upon the wheel 
ages in which the science of medicine and rackj tore them limb from limb, 
consisted in bleeding; chemistry was a B.)arjng not for the groan of age, the cry 
black art, astronomy was the profession o£ motherhood, or the lisp of childhood, 
of a faker and electricity the manifesta- hellish glee they kindled the mar
tion of the devil or the shaklnah ot God. tyr,g dreg and danced with joy at the

“The human race has grown from in- sight of smoke and flame and roasting 
fancy to mature manhood, the knowl- flesh.
edge of the world has been Increased “With unfathomable stupidity these 
every hour ot its history and yet theo- men flave arraigned reason and turned 
loglans insist that theology 1b a mum- the heart of the race against Jcbub 
my. The stage coach yielded to the christ and his religion. They have as- 
veatibuled limited; the Bailing vessel to sauited science and set back the prog
floating palaces, but theology rakes up reBB pf the world for generations at a 
the ashes of a dead past and weeps time. Science Is the revealer ot God In 
over the grave ot Adam. nature, and yet they sought to put out

"In the past fifty years New York has the light of science In the name of God. 
grown from a town of 300,009 to a huge They stretched Galileo on the rack be- 
metropolis, the center of 3,099,999 peo- cause he Invented the telescope and dis
pie, the second city In the civilized covered the laws of God and the heav- 
world. Human slavery has been abol- ens.
ished, and the nation baptized in blood "They have set the bounds beyond 
has arisen to a new life. The German which the mind of man shall not even 

. empire has been created. The maps of dare to think, then insist that the very 
the world made over again, steam and language of human dogmatism that 
electricity practically applied to travel smells of the dust and rubbish of the 
and the face of the earth transformed, dark ages shall be considered divine 
There are no more Seas. Liverpool has and infallible, sacred because ancient, 
been brought nearer to New York than They take their creed from the age 
San Francisco. The telegraph and tel- which rejoiced in the burning of 
ephone has made the world a whisper- witches, the trial and execution of 
ing gallery, and the cylinder printing dumb animals, and the public whipping 
press universal education a fact, not a of church bells for heresy.

The Bible a Divine Scrap Book.
To the ordinary careless class ot 

Bible readers, the presentation made by 
Prof. Moulton, of Chicago University, 
speaking to a Boston audience, will 
seem quite strange If not positively 
shocking, even verging on blasphemy 
when applied to the “Holy Bible.” Yet 
to intelligent Bible scholars he presents 
nothing that has not long been known 
as fact.

In a lecture before the Twentieth 
Century Club, Prof. Moulton, who Is pro
fessor of the literature of the Bible, 
said:

“The Bible Is the worst printed book 
in tlie world. It presents the appear
ance of a divine scrap book, sadly lack
ing in literary form.”

His subject was “The Bible as Liter
ature.” He devoted much of his time

OF VITAL INTEREST.
About the< middle of January the firm 

which malls thé Truth Seeker sent to 
the post-office for what in the business 
are known as “returns." Among the 
large bundle received were the Issues of 
the Truth Seeker for January 2, 9, and 
16. Inquiry as to the cause of the paper 
being held without notification to either 
mailer or publisher was answered by 
the statement that the paper was pro
hibited in Canada. January 19 we re
ceived a letter from Postmaster Van 
Cott, to which we have replied, and to 
which he has officially rejoined. We 
give the correspondence to date in full: 
“Office of the Postmaster, New York,

N. Y., January 18, 1994.
“Publishers of The Truth Seeker, 28 

Lafayette Place, New York, N. Y.— 
Gentlemen:—-The Post-office Depart
ment at Washington is advised by the 
Canadian Postal Administration that 
your publication Is forbidden circula
tion in the Canadian malls, and I am di
rected by the Hon. First Assistant Post
master-General to bring to your atten
tion the fact that the Canadian author
ities have declared tbe above-named 
publication to be undeliverable In Can
ada, and that copies of the same found 
In the mails in Canada are seized.

“To E. M. Macdonald,
Editor of The Truth Seeker,

“New York.”
At the same time the New York Sun 

expressed its opinion of the matter in 
these words: '

“Mr. E. M. Macdonald, editor or The 
Truth Seeker, a journal of Freethought 
and reform, invites us to express our 
opinion on the act of Postmaster-Gen
eral Caron of Canada in ordering the ex
clusion of his paper from the mails of 
the Dominion, on the ground that it is 
a scurrilous and. blasphemous publica
tion.

“We understand that, under the laws 
of Canada M, Caron possesses the 
power of determining the question ab
solutely. If he holds a publication to 
be blasphemous, that settles It, and Uie 
malls are closed to that publication. 
The only remedy is a change in tbe gov
ernment, or a change in the law.

“The Truth Seeker is undoubtedly an 
honest and candid paper, but it Is not 
adapted to suit a pious Catholic like M. 
Caron, or a pious Protestant either. It

permit that country alone to soil her 
hands by religious prescription.

That you may eee that there is noth
ing in The Truth Seeker obnoxious to 
any law or postal regulation ot the 
United States, I enclose for your Inspec
tion a copy of the latest issue. I have 
subscribers Jn England, Germany, Scot
land, Russia, New Zealand, France, In
dia, Burmah, Australia, British, Danish, 
and Dutch West Indies; Sweden, Swit
zerland, China, Honduras, Rhodesia, 
Holland, Argentine Republic, Paraguay, 
and Mexico, and no country but Canada 
has objected to the circulation ot The 
Truth Seeker within its borders. .

My subscribers In Canada are writing 
very strenuous letters upon the failure 
to receive their papers. I quote one of 
them that you may see that the situa
tion is understood there:

Moncton, January 23, 1904.
"The Truth Seeker Co.—Gentlemen: 

—Your paper has not come to hand 
since January 2 and I have received it 
so regularly in the past that I am at 
loss whether to attribute its present 
failure to a drying of the stream at Its 
source or to its being damned by some 
meddlesome Canadian bigot. Awaiting

famous church is back of this attach 
upon Thq Truth Seeker. Wo intend th 
show that church up lu its Jesuitical 
methods in connection with our govern 
merit. If it can run our postoffice 
can run other departments, and tho lib* 
erty of no citizen is safe. We intend to 
be heard at Washington. We intend 
that Congress shall know of this sub« 
serviency to Canadian Catholic officials 
on the part of one of our governmental 
departments, and we intend to maintain 
our constitutional right to hold and 
print any religious opinion we please 
without r-egard to what foreign officials 
may think. We require the help of our 
readers because to do these things will I 
cost a great deal of money, but it will 1 
be money well spent. The forces of re. 
pression have been too active during 
the past year. It is time that the forces 
of progress should be heard. We must 
have no religious discrimination by our, 
officials.—Truth Seeker.

patch and treated as unmallable, and In 
order to avoid unnecessary expense and 
labor you are requested to see that no 
copies addressed to that country are 
offered for mailing.

“Please acknowledge the receipt of 
this letter, Inclosing your reply in the 
official envelope herewith, which re
quires no postage. Very respectfully, 

“ C. VAN COTT, Postmaster.
“Per E. M. Morgan, Assistant Post

master."

is what is ordinarily described as an 
Infidel publication. Christianity and the 
Bible it rejects, criticises, and assails, 
not we believe with scurrility and 
blackguardism, though Its arguments 
are often calculated to shock and startle 
reverential and simple Christian spirits. 
Its discussions are otherwise like those 
of Thomas Paine In the days of Wash
ington, or of Abner Kneeland in Boston 
forty years ago.

“We hold to liberty, and we revolt at 
the arbltary act of the Canadian Post
master-General. But if the Canadian 
people support him, what remedy is 
there short of a long agitation, with a 
doubtful conclusion?

"A similar arbitrary act was per-

that to prohibit me from depositing 
The Truth Seeker for mailing to any 
place \r country is arbitrary interfer
ence with my rights aB a citizen of this 
country. 1 submit that when the post
age has been paid upon The Truth 
Seeker tlie postoffice Is under contract 
to carry the paper to Canada and allow 
the officials of that country to do the 
proscribing. I do not think our post
office should do that work tor them.

And finally, I make a request for the 
rescinding of the order for these rea
sons :

That the exclusion by the Canadian 
officials is solely upon religious grounds,

INDIANA STATE SPIRITUALISTS 
CONVENTION.

Arrangements have been completed 
for the state convention to be held at 
Anderson, Ind., February 26, 27 and 28, 
1904.

The speakers and platform test medi
ums engaged for the occasion are as 
follows: Speakers—Harrison D. Barrett, 
president N. S. A., Boston, Mass.; E. W. 
Sprague, N. S. A. missionary, James
town, N. Y.; Mrs. C. A. Sprague, N. S. 
A. missionary, Jamestown, N. Y.; Dr. 
Julia M. Walton, Jackson, Mich.; D. A. 
Herrick, Grand Rapids, Mich.; Rev. 
Gardner Haines, Anderson, Ind.; Thos. 
W. Smith, Anderson, Ind.; Dr. Ida A. 
Grilling, Terre Haute, Ind.

Platform test mediums—Mrs. Jose
phine Ropp, Indianapolis, Ind.; Mrs. C. 
A. Sprague, Dr. Julia M. Walton and E. 
W. Sprague. ,

Mrs. Flora Russell, ot Alliance, Ohio, 
and other sweet-voiced singers are en
gaged for this occasion.

The music will be in charge ot Prof. 
J. A. Wirtz, of Anderson, Ind.

Arrangements have been made by the 
good people of Anderson to entertain 
the delegates, as far as possible.

Every effort is being made to make 
this one of the best meetings ever held 
in the state ot Indiana. Let there be a 
grand rally from every part of tlie state 
and from states adjoining.

E. W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE,
N. S. A. Missionaries,

wonderful visions, and people have 
come from everywhere to see tlie phe
nomena-

“My wife’s Indiana relatives heard of 
the mirror through the newspapers, and 
one lady consulted a noted medium, 
who said that the pictures were un

REPLY. ‘
Office of The Truth Seeker, 28 Lafay

ette PL, New York, Jan. 28,1904.
Mr. C. Van Cott, Postmaster, 

New York, N. Y.
Dear Sir:—I beg to acknowledge the 

receipt of yours of the 18th Inst., and in 
response to your;request for a reply, 
would say: -

That in 1896 Sir Adolphe Caron, then 
Postmaster General ot Canada, in
structed the; postmasters of that coun
try to confiscate.,The Truth Seeker on 
account of ¡its “blasphemous” character. 
This was done at-the instigation of the 
Minister of Justice. The Minister of 
Justice, as-1 afterwards learned, was 
instigated -by the officials of the Roman 
Catholic church, to the policy and theol
ogy of which The- Truth Seeker is op
posed. Mr. Caron was in the habit of 
using his -official position for private 
ends, as was discovered upon his leav-

subsequently enacted, justified the or
der, though it was held by eminent law
yers to be clearly unconstitutional. But 
no attempt has been made to repeal 
the act or to procure the reversal of the 
order, because the public sentiment is 
now very strongly against lotteries. In 
the same way tlie majority ot the Cana
dian people are likely to support M. Ca
ron in his crusade against Infidel peri
odicals, because they are or pretend to 
bo Christians, and are willing to si
lence all criticism by any means the 
law may put into their hands. Yet if 
any political passion should become 
mixed with the controversy, they may 
adopt a different policy in a hurry; and 
engage with zeal in'promoting and es
tablishing the very liberty which they 
now condemn and suppress.”

The St. Catharines (Ont.) News put 
tho matter in a nutshell:

“Ono of the boasts of Canada Is that 
it is a land In which civil and religious 
liberty is enjoyed to the fullest extent.

make religious discriminations;
That the Canadian law permits no 

trial of these cases. No hearing at all 
is allowed. The arbitrary will of tbe 
Postmaster-General is the law; ■

That Tbe Truth Seeker is a clean, 
loyal, and useful publication, valued 
highly by many readers, and Its circula
tion should not be interfered with by 
the United States government;

That there is published in Toronto a 
periodical of Agnosticism with which 
the Canadian government does not in
terfere;

That The Truth Seeker is in no sense

Psychic Light
BY MRS. DRAKE.

Important Addition to Our Literature,
Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 

reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
havo been most marvelous. Bhe has 
written a book with this title: “PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE.” it Is a ponderous

to pointing out the difference between 
the literary study of the Bible and its 
theological or critical study. The liter
ary.study, he contended, was essential 
to a true understanding of the books, 
yet, owing to special circumstances, 
this literary study is dangerously neg
lected.

"Literature,” said Prof. Moulton, 
"is made up of various literary forms, 
epic, lyric, dramatic poetry, history, phi
losophy, oratory, and there is a variety 
of these. Each" has its own peculiar, 
appropriate form of structure, yet the 
old versions of the Bible, on the con
trary, present the book In one monoto
nous arrangement, numbered in chap
ters and verses, not distinguishing lit
erary forms and often running counter 
to them. „

"The Bible,” he said, "effaces all 
forms of literary structure, and it pre
sents the appearance not so much of a 
sacred book of revelations as ot a di
vine scrap book.”

After describing Emerson’s essays 
and Shakspeare’s plays as having well- 
defined literary form, Professor Moul
ton said:

"This brings us to the strange posi
tion of the Bible in literature, which Is 
correct enough as regards translation, 
but which is lacking in literary form. 
It is the worst printed book in the 
world. It Is well printed as regards 
type, paper and binding, but in it all lit
erary forms have been destroyed. It

Bowdoinham, Me.—The mysterious 
mirror owned by Robert Warren, whose

doíbííaí, ^»»« fe - W1». IW 
V nrfl eonstantlv appear- soon to have some family photographs?had„n thl «nXr The Svl head, from South Bend, and then I shall com- 

severe in Its sombre profile, remains un- pare them with these shadow pictures 
u ntvar) i« tho nonMr nf th© mirror th© that flash upon the mirror.CF Winf Leers pointing "Almost three months have passed

5'””rX“m‘h«.”rbru.1

“They come and go, come and go ail sure.
the time," said Mr. Warren. Often woods road in the lower cor-
broad stairs appear and f0J™a °*; n0r of the mirror was broadened to a 
little children tolling, up the stairs, ever thoroughfare that leads to a
following the fleeting figure of a gin. strallgg sight: Look closely, and I think 

“Some have recognized a face as that yQU gee tbe turrets and steeples of 
ot my wife’s mother. My dear wires a far on city. Sometimes at night 1 
face has been with me only during the b0ar 8trang0 and awful sounds coming
last week. from the mirror, and when I look the

“One of our children died when he fac08 ar0 ab watchlng me. Then the
■was 8. The child's face that sometimes letters flash and change and the noises 
appears near my wife looks as the little grow louder, louder, until it seems that 
lad looked. the message must come.

“Since mv mirror has possessed these "it is almost ready, I know. My dear 
Htranee powers I have received letters wife will send it soon. Would that she 
from all over the country concerning its could call me now.”—New York Sun.

older peoples, antedating tbe Hebrew 
people by vast periods of time, and 
without any warrant for peculiar sanc
tity in their original status of place or 
form. Why these stolen excerpts should 
possess any special divinity or sanctity 
that did not attach to them in their 
earlier and original status, it would puz
zle even a Chicago University professor 
of Bible literature to explain.

Orthodoxy at the Confessional.
The extracts from a sermon of Rev.

prints verse as prose.
“Whois responsible for this? Up to 

the second century of tne. Christian era 
the writings make little or no distinc
tion between speakers in the dialogue, 
or between paragraph and paragraph, 
sentence and sentence. Oftentimes the 
words themselves are run together.

“The present form has been given 
to the Bible by those In whose custody 
it has been. First it was the scribes, 
then the Hebrew rabbis, then the medl- 
eval doctors, and, lastly, the transla
tors, who, altogether, form what may 
be called the age of commentators.

“I would speak of them with intense 
reverence, and we owe them eternal 
gratitude for their fidelity, but they 
-were not literary men, and all they 
have given us of form is the Bible In a 
form of text for comment. At the time 
of the version under authority of King 
James, the wisest scholar in England 
had no idea of verse in the Bible, and 
the fact was not discovered until a cen
tury after the traiiBlation. '■

“The revised version is the flrst ver
sion issued which has presented the, 
Bible ns literature, and not as Isolated 
texts The work was done with a full 
knowiedge of the Bible as literature. 
Yet the revised version is but a step in 
tho direction of a true literary form."

Ford Fisher, an orthodox Congrega- t 
tlonal divine, delivered before his , 
church im Cleveland, Ohio, snow how far j 
the church has drifted toward rational , 
thought, and what a wonderful Influ
ence the doctrines of Spiritualism are 
exerting on all religious organizations. । 
The Rev. Fisher is a popular preacher, 
and draws a crowded audience. He has 
something to say and says It well, yet 
carried to their logical conclusions his 
arraignment of orthodox dogmas would 
sweep not only the dogmas but the foun
dations on which they rest. It Is not often 
The Progressive Thinker finds an ortho
dox sermon of sufficient value td quote, 
except for condemnation. When It does 
find one in contrast with the vapid, 
common-place of the pulpit declalmer, it 
gladly gives It mention.

Ingersoll never said anything about 
theology more scathing Gian this from 
the lips of an orthodox minister, who 
receives praise therefor and is in no 
fear of being tried for heresy! What 
would have been his fate twenty-five 
years ago! How the dead bones would 
have rattled, and the mummies jumped 
from their dust-strewn graves and chat
tered! The Rev. Fisher would have 
found every' Congregational church 
door closed against him, only twenty- 
five years ago! “The world do move.”. 
It moves exceedingly fast. The. heretic 
of yesterday is orthodox to-day. /

ing office. It was charged that In the 
campaign ¡which resulted in the defeat 
of his party, he violated the Interna
tional convention between Canada and . . - .
the United States by withholding the It Is an empty boast, however.
delivery of, public documents. On one "If religious liberty 1b to be enjoyed, 
occasion a quantity of Congressional lit- let it be to the full. A man is the 
erature was held because, as Mr. Caron guardian of his own conscience, and no 
explained In the House of Commons, It one has the right to dictate to him 
contained "bad speeches." On repre- what he shall believe. There are some 
sentations being made from Washing- subscribers in St. Catharines to a paper 
ton the literature was released, but only published in New York called The 
after the covering envelopes had been Truth Seeker. It is devoted to certain 
torn open. Unes of thought which may not be or

I refer to this- matter to show you thodox, in the common sense, and par- 
the kind of an official the Postmaster- tlcularly so as regards the Roman Cam
General who originally issued the order olle church. These subscribers have 
excluding the Truth Seeker was alleged been informed by the postmaster here 
to be tllat he ha8 received instructions from

At 'thè time I endeavored to ascertain ^^X^rT/kpape?“ It woXe 
which issues of the paper were objected Crestine to1 know on what grounds 
to, and received the following reply X At the me
from the Postmaster-General s secre-1 Ume lhere can b0 found ¿n tbe sbeiveB 
tary: of most of the bookstores of Canada

Ottawa, Sept. 14, 1895. any of the works of noted Infidel writ-
“E. M- Macdonald, Esq.—Sir:— I am ers or re]igjOus controversallsts, and 

directed to acknowledge your letter of tbey are freely sold. Some of them are 
the 19th inst., in which you make cer-1 0ven t0 bQ found in th0 public iibraries. 
tain Inquiries as to the provisions of the wby lg a distinction, made?” 
law under which the Postmaster-Gen- Yqu n seQ from tbege quotations 
eral has lately decided to exclude The matter was one purely of relig-Truth Seeker from the Canadian mails ^at the matter was
and I am Instructed to reply to your I tbat tb@ Unit0d states government 
Inquiries as follows: should not be drawn into the contro-

"1. The postofflee act does not de- v between The Truth Seeker and 
fine the sense in which the words spur- tbe canadlan government. Very few of 
rilous and blasphemous are employed tb0 p0Stnia8ters of the towns in Canada 
therein. The interpretation of these t0 wbteb tbo Truth Seeker Is sent fol
terms, for the purposes of the act, is lowed tbe exampi0 of the St. Catha- 
left to the Postmaster-General; j.ln0B official. Nearly all of them neg-

“2. The Postmaster-General cannot ]ected to obey the order ot Mr. Caron, 
quote the date of the issue ot The The late Robert C. Adams, a prominent 
Truth Seeker to which his attention I resident of Montreal, notified the post-

In the same class with the papers at v0ium6 of 600 pages. It will hold your 
present prohibited in Canada (other att0nllon {rom the beginning to the 
*Thffi The Truth Seeker is not open end it is chockfuUof stirring inch 
to the charges of scurrility and bias- dents. On another page will be found 
phemy, and that any allegation that it a review of the work by Prof. Singer. 
Is must necessarily be by prejudiced Everybody should read this new contrl- 
persons not scrupulous as to methods bution to our Spiritualistic literature, 
of expression. The Truth Seeker, as p Jc0 of this large volume, only ?1.60 
you may see by the copy Inclosed, deals .,
with subjects ot vital and universal in- postpaid.

A., for the benefit of aged and needy 
mediums, provided the Spiritualists at 
large will contribute another Thousand 
Dollars to the same relief fund by the 
first of June next. The N. 8. A. is now 
paying out a large monthly sum in pen
sions to worthy mediums ; the calls for 
aid Increase and the fund is constantly 
being depleted. Let every generous 
soul who has not already done all possi
ble for this worthy object, kindly send 
contributions, large or small, to the fol
lowing address, each will be acknowl
edged with thanks. The generous man 
who makes the offer desires to be un
named to the public.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
x N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S.E., Wash
ington, D. C. ’

N EVER BEEN EXCELLED.
To the Editor:—I really would not do 

without the weekly visits of The Pro
gressive Thinker, with its pages always 
full of interesting matter to the thinker 
and the Spiritualist. With an experi
ence of more than fifty years in the 
cause of Spiritualism, I think I know a 
good paper when I see it. The Pro
gressive Thinker lias never been ex
celled in its field of thought and work. 
May the years touch, you lightly and 
your faith and,zeal increase as you near 
the gates of dawn.

MRS. S. E. TAYLOR.
Atlanta, Ga. , .

was called, nor specify the particular master of that city that he (Mr. Adams) ( 
article, or articles, which, at the time, subscribed to The Truth Seeker, and , 
seemed to him more especially open to proposed to continue his subscription, , 
the charge of scurrility or blasphemy. and invited the postmaster to confiscate 
He had no hesitation, however, in decld- bls copy of The Truth Seeker at the ex- 
Ing—and bls’opinion was supported by penBe of a lawsuit. The postmaster de- 
that of the Minister of Justice—that, on dined, saying the paper was all right, 
account of the character of its contents, and be djd not propose to be a tool to 
the paper was one which, under the b0 used by Mr. Caron and his church, 
law, ought to be excluded from the I geverai attempts have been made to 
mails of this country. I obtafn a rescinding of the excluding or-

"3. As the postoffice act empowers derj but the church Influence against It 
the Postmaster-General to decide on the I ba8 proved too strong.
character of any publication claiming I j have answered you at this length 
admission to the mails, there is no ap-1 and quoted the opinion of others that 
peal from his decision. I may bave ampi0 knowledge of the

"I am, Sir, your obedient servant „ ¿lrcumBtances connected with the so
, W. D. Le SUEUR. caUed Suppresslon of The Truth Seeker

The Truth Seeker has never been I ln canada, and that you may see that 
open to the charge of scurrility, and the the statement that it is a case ot rellg- 
charge of-blasphemy cannot properly I jouB persecution Is; true. I am quite 
•lie agalnst'dt.. The Truth Seeker is a wimng to contend with the Canadian 
journal of Agnosticism, which was and I government, but I am too conscientious 
Is the phllosophyiof some of the great-' a eltiZ0n to ignore the rulings of our 
est minds-of thmpast century and of ownofficials. I therefore ask you to 
present ceYfturyre I iceep hands of.

I do not finderstand the rule covering I ¿jid further, I do not see that there is 
prohibited' mattef- to- foreign countries my i0gai necessity for the United 
to be a law; and ?'there is no Federal I states to interfere. In March, 1896, the 
statute against blasphemy, and I submit Washington Post and Evening Star, the 
that the officials'¿f this country are ex- New y01-k Tribune, World, and Lite 
ceedlng thffir rightful power in exclud- werG permanently prohibited by the 
ing from the malla a journal of Agnos-1 Turkish Porte from entering that coun- 
tlcism, fo^’ho^otfior reason than that a I tr„ jn jUne of last year the same gov- 
publio ofliOial of Another country chose I ernment refused to admit a conslgn- 
to use his. high office to suppress opln- ment of Bibles because of the word

terest In a serious and philosophical _~—2;" ' . _ ._

That to deprive me of my Canadian THE 1 KU IH
subscribers Ib to Inflict serious financial _ _ . — —.. — n m I r
loss upon me, and is a virtual conflBca- fl Ri 11 II I Mr KI KI r
tion ot property without redress;’ 11UvU 1 111L9 Ml ULD

That the ruling of the Canadian TEI I IT
Postmaster-General Is unjust and arbi- I FI I II
trary, so much so that the postmasters 1 LJUL. I 1
of Canada have ignored it; JOHN E. REMSBURG'S GREAT WORK

That to Interfere with a newspaper Tb0 lal0 R G- lngersoll stated In one 
because of its opinions upon religion Is of bl8 famous lectures on the Bible: 
against the spirit of the age, is interfer- «g<Hnebody ought to tell the truth about 
ence with freedom of thought and of th0 Bibl0.« John E. Remsburg, former 
the press, is un-American, unconstltu- pr0Bident of tlie American Secular 
tlonal, and wrong In itself; Union has taken this obligation upon

And that it Is not obligatory upon hlmselt and tbe fruits of his studies on 
you to take cognizance of the complaint the gubiect are now published in the
' the Canadian authorities. shaoe of nearly 599 pages. The “hlgh-

Very respectfully yours, er criticism” has already plowed thia
E. M. MACDONALD, |01dOy0r quite deeply, but it has

Publisher of The Truth Seeker. reacbed the ear of the public only in a 
-------- I fragmentary way, and even at that has

The Tollowlng letter shows th. ...to. M
of the case as we go to press: Press, bo m comnrehensive work,
"Office of the Postmaster New York

"hln E. M. MacdonaJl”bUSier°of L contained

New YoUrakSNkY -DewSir •-! a^in th” work appeared in consecutive order 
receipt°0f your communication of tbe a» »““ft8^Xr 
28th instant, regarding the “alliaB Tb0 facta set forth in this book about 
copies of the above-named publication I .. T>ihiz> ita nritriii comnilation its to Canada, and will transmit the same the Bibie. Its o g , 0P cr’0dl_ 
to the Hon. First Assistant Postmaster- and ¿b0 morality it’inculcates,
General for his consideration. Upon I nniv nnrtiAllv known to the major« 
receipt of any further Information In Jty of mlnlBter8 and priests, and It Is 
the matter you will be promptly ad- 0gt]y to b0 d0Bired that well-to-do 
vised; but in the meantime this office .t u thgm_
must be governed by the instructions gelves t0 make energetic propaganda of 
from tho official named, which are that modern “higher" elucidation of the 
copies of the publication cannot be ac- Bjble by gratuitous distribution of this 
cepted for dispatch to Canada. book tQ publIo libraries, or to Messrs.

Very respectfully, I the pastors. The enormous expendi
ture of time and labor which the author 
imposed upon himself, the astonishing
ly low price of the book as compared 
with the attractive form in which it Is 
gotten up, as well as the unanswerable 
logic of the composer-r-he lees the holy 
book for the most part speak for itself 
—are Indeed worthy of the highest 
praise.

Ingersoll's desire that somebody 
should at last tell the whole truth about 
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled. 
No Freethinker worthy of the name can 
afford to pass over Remsburg’s book In 
silence. Like Thomas Paine’s “Age of 
Reason,” may it, let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators In other lan
guages. And again, like Paine’s book, 
may this brilliant work bring to its au
thor the praise of posterity.—Der Frei
denker (Milwaukee).

This great work on the Bible by Mr. 
Remsburg is most valuable—it is an en- 
cvclonedla of information in regard to 
the Bible, and surpasses in Importance 
all other works of the kljid now pub
lished. It is up-to-date in every partic
ular. Price, $1.26, instead of »1, as 
stated last week.

which we will make public so soon as 
we hear from the First Assistant Post
master-General, we believe that the sup
pression of The Truth Seeker in Canada 
is a Roman Catholic attack upon us. 
Our postofflee is being used to do the 
dirty work of Canadian Roman Catholic 
officials. There is no reason why our 
postal authorities should interfere to 
suppress The Truth Seeker, and we pro
pose to oppose this attack upon us by 
Canadian officers to the fullest extent 
possible. We want to find out why 
Washington Is governed by Ottawa in 
this matter, and if the Postmaster-Gen
eral of Canada is Postmaster-General ot 
the United States as well. As soon as 
a reply to our letter is received from 
the Hon. Robert J. Wynne, of Pennsyl
vania, First Assistant Postmaster-Gen
eral, we shall say a great deal more on 
this subject.

. . ^a^^. ^a a,^a ^a ^a^^ ■ ^a _ _

ions he'did'not I'elish. .
I then called the attention of one of 
the most eminent Canadians to the mat
ter, askinghlm if h« could seo any rea
son why my paper'should be excluded 
from Canada... Mr. Goldwin Smith re
plied as follows: ' >

"The Grange, Toronto, Sept. 30.
“Dear Sir:—You may bo sure that 

you will always find me on tlie side of 
perfect freedom of opinion. Beliefs 
which /fannot maintain themselves by 
arguments in Yair; lists ngaffist all com
ers, ought not-to, bp.mqintained at all,

"In the number of Tlie Truth Seeker 
which you havo sent me there Is much 
to which believers in Christianity will 
object,- at: they would .to many of the 
utterances of my Jato friends, Profs. 
Huxley and Tyndall. But there is noth
ing, so far as 1 can seo, to justify or ex-

Macedonia by the writer of Thessalon
ians 1:7,8. A few years ago the same 
government refused to admit an edi
tion of Moody and Sankey's songbook 
because it contained the hymn "Onward 
Christian Soldiers." In Paul’s preach
ing the Turks saw slander upon Mace
donia, and in the hymn "Onward Chris
tian Soldier” they scented danger of a
Christian invasion. .

In the .list of prohibited articles to 
foreign countries in the Postal Guide 
(pp. 1016-1019) I do not find the above
mentioned publications listed as pro
hibited to Turkey, and Turkey Is a 
member of the Universal Postal Union 
as well as Canada. This shows on the 
face of it that prohibition from our own 
malls-rests with our own officials. 1 
therefore ask you to rescind your order 
forbidding me tho malls to Canada and

The loss of our Canadian subscribers 
will be a serious blow to The Truth 
Seeker. It means hundreds of dollars 
to us during a year, and those hun
dreds of dollars The Truth Seeker can
not spare. Neither can we spare the 
amount necessary to fight this case, 
and we therefore ask the assistance of 
our readers in the United States and . 
our former readers in Canada. We ask 
for help in this fight, which is bound to 
bo long and expensive, however It Is 
managed. If our friends, will assist us 
wo will make a fight for freedom of the 
press in this country against the Roman 
Catholic element which Is seeking to 
control this government. Send us sub
scribers, renewals, orders for . books, 
and such other help as you can. 
Whether the Roman Catholic church is 
behind all tho other petty persecutions 
ot Liberal journals that have been go
ing on during tho past year or so wo do 
not know; but we do know that that In

“Koradlne. By Alice B. stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot.” In the form of 
an entertaining story, It contaim: 1® 
eons which every girl should know, 
P“in the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, Instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Clolh 
b°“Dfds’covory of a Lost Trail." By ChM 
B Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
BiiggestlvenesB. Cloth, $1.50. hor sale 
at,‘Ju8t°How to Wake the Bolar Flex- 
ns "■ By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable 
fot health. Price 36 cents. „

“Tho Kingship of Self-Control. • 
Wm. Goorgo Jordan. It treats of the 
nntmcR of tho tongue, the Red Tope 
duty tho supremo charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, teto. 
Price 30 cents. For sale at this office
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Mr. Laura B. Payne Discourses Beautifully ou an
Important Subject

[THE VOICE WITHIN—THE GUIDE
POST OF THE SOUL—EVERY 
CREATURE CARRIES ITS OWN 
LIGHT—A HIGHER AND NOBLER, 
STANDARD OF LIVING "POINTED 
OUT.

ÍW'

I

V
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Mrs. Laura B. Payne Writes Impress
ively of the Light Within,' Pointing 
Out Ite Admirable Qualities, and Pre
senting Incentives to Lead to a High
er and Better Life.
Many people are actually walking in 

the dark. They do not know where 
they want to go nor what they want to 
do. Their lives are one continual dls- 
appointment from the cradle almost to 
the grave. They sit before the checker
board of existence wondering what 
move to make,.then finally when, after 
obtaining the advice of all their friends 
and relations, they do move, and regret 
It all their lives and wish they had 
done differently.

■‘If I had not done this, or if I had 
done that, my condition In life would 
have been so much better," we hear 
them frequently say.

Now I believe that every creature 
carries its own light (not always al
lowed to shine}. If It be' true that the 
universe Is under Intelligent direction, 
then every atom is aglow with intelli
gence and is aware of Its place in the 
ONE STUPENDOUS WHOLE. It is 
well known that creatures on the lowest 
planes of development manifest self-in
terest, hence the adage, "Self-preserva
tion Is the first law of nature."

The lower animals, by what 1b termed 
instinct, are always guided aright, but 
what is instinct? It must be knowledge, 
the light within. Does it ever tall 
them? Never, when not Interfered 
with. Truly the great world of animals 
lying bo close about us, and of which 
we know so little, have a great hold on 
the All-Knowledge, and are able at any 
time to make drafts upon Him.

The wild bird never loses its way or 
misses in Its guess ot when it is time 
to migrate. The horse in the desert, 
dying ot thirst 1b guided unerringly to 
the green oasis where the cool spring 
bubbles up.

Then it would seem that since 
Mother Nature has given to all these a 
lamp whereby they, shall be guided, 
that man, the very flower and fruit of 
creation, should not be bo forgotten by 
her as to bo left to grope his way in 
the dark; but some Bay, "Man 1b to be 
guided by reason." Then, If this be 
true, nature has still been partial to the 
lower animals, since with the light she 
has given them, they never err, while 
man with his dim little light he calls 
reason, Is'often left wandering In the 
darkness, and frantically calling to ev
eryone In reach to come to hlB rescue.

Reason 1b the process by which we ar
rive at conclusions; the correctness ot 
which depend upon right premises. 
The best logician in the world, if rea
soning from a wrong standpoint would 
arrive at a wrong conclusion. If cer
tain things be true, then as a matter of 
fact certain other things must be true. 
For instance, if God created Adam and 
Eve as the seed of the human race, 
placed them In the garden of Eden 
where a snake decoyed them into diso
bedience, as a result of which disobe
dience the whole race was damned, 

- then if God, wishing to undo the wrong 
and save the race, could do so by 

I bringing forward a sacrifice for Bin, a 
I redeemer was born, suffered and died 

as that sacrifice, thus wo might have 
what is set forth in every church In 
Christendom—the fall, the scheme of 
redemption, and plan of salvation. But 
If Adam and Eve were not the origin of 
the race and the world has been peo
pled by some other method, then there 
was no fall, consequently no need of a 
redeemer, and the whole fabric of what 
is known as Christianity comes tum
bling to the ground, although millions 
have hugged and are still hugging the 
stupendous delusion to their breasts.

So It 1b plain that the main 'thing to 
be sought by all reasoners is a correct 
premise.

In saying this I do not seek to depre
ciate reason or reasoners, for I would 
that the whole world were such, but 
above and beyond what may be termed 
reason is a sense, the surest of the 
sure, the highest of the high. It 1b the 
inner light or soul sense. Those who 
depend upon this sense become very 
much illuminated, so to speak, and sel
dom lose their way.

It cannot be designated as sight or 
■ by any of the five senses, but may be 

termed the sixth or soul sense. I hold 
that this sense, or feeling as it is often 
called is the TRUE LIGHT by which 
our feet are to be guided, and may be 
relied on absolutely. It may be said to 
correspond to instinct in animals, and 
is as much to be depended upon. It is 
claimed by many that it fails them, but 
where it fails is where it is not culti
vated by a full reliance on some.

Have you tried it, that something that 
awakens you from a deep Bleep, at a 
certain hour of the night if you have 
asked before going to sleep that it 
would do bo; that swift messenger that 
goes after a forgotten name, date or in
cident, at your command, and soon re
turns, bringing it vividly to your con
scious mind; that subtle something 
that whispers warning in case of im
pending danger, or fills you with a 
sweet anticipation of coming joy, al
though you do not know of its coming?

I have' said that this sense may be 
absolutely relied on If recognized and 
cultivated, but if any law of nature be 
broken there is no knowing what the 
result will be, or where it will end; and 
thus it is with us when we sin against 
the law that would guide us unerringly, 
wilfully or Ignorantly, putting out our 
own light, the result re sure to be disas
trous.

"Consult the monitor within," was 
said by one ot the wise ones of old, and 
If all would strictly heed its voice they 
would certainly never go astray, for it 
is the voice "of God, and the only voice 
of God any being will ever hear. Those 
Who have forsaken this God are walk
ing in darkness, and their cry of de
spair Ib heard as they wander in the 
wilderness of doubt where the Wild 
beitets of fear fill them with dread and 
terror. :

SUCH ARB SEEN CALLING ON 
FORTUNE TELLERS AND ANSWER
ING .THE ADVERTISEMENTS OF 
EVERY FAKE MEDIUM THAT HAP
PENS TO COME ALONG, WHILE 

- THE GENUINE MEDIUM MUST 
SPEND HER TIME AND WASTE HER 
POWERS IN TRYING TO DIVINE 
FOR THEM WHAT THEY SHOULD 
KNOW FOR THEMSELVES. .

These aro the questions most often 
put to mediums: Can you toll mo what 
is best for mo to do in this case? 
Shall I make this or that business 
transaction? If I make this marriage 
will it be host? For what avocation in 
life am I best adapted, etc? Now all 
these should bo already answered by 

, tho volco within, and-the individual 
¡Bho has lot- his light «blue and has not

put it under a bushel, knows far 
more concerning himself and what be 
ought to do than any other person 
could possibly know. But says ono, 1 
followed my inclination and . went 
Xrqng. If you have followed absolutely 
the light within, you have not gone 
wrong.
' Don’t try to cheat yourself into be
lieving you have followed that light it 
you have not. It is like telling your 
conscience It has lied.

A lady once said to the writer: "I 
had two lovei-B. One was wealthy and 
moved in the best circles ot society, 
while the other was poor. My friends de-, 
sired and advised that I should choose 
the wealthy one, and my whole mind 
was settled In the belief that that was 
the proper course to take' I married 
him, and now after years of troubles 
and heartaches we are separated.”

I said to her; “Supposing there had 
been no money consideration, no 
thought of policy regarding position, 
etc., would you still have made the 
choice you did?"

"No,” she said, “I suppose not, for I 
really loved the other man, but my bet
ter judgment told me that tor all con
cerned and for my future good, it would 
be best to do as I did.”

Here is a case, and there are thou
sands of parallel ones, not only as re
gards marriage, but everything per
taining to our material existence, where 
the real voice of the soul was silenced, 
the light hidden and the results were 
those naturally following such a course.

The soul-self listens not to hypocrisy; 
takes nq heed of the whining voice of 
policy, but moves steadily on aiming at 
the shining mark of its existence mis
taken never.

The ego Ib not created with the body, 
but cometh from the eternal past, bent 
upon adjusting itself to its environ
ment, whatever that may be, by over
coming obstacles and consequently ev
ery opposing element, and pushing on
ward up the shining heights of being, 
gradually becoming more and more the 
master and less the slave until all 
things are overcome and he stands in 
the courts of glory, a king in’the do
main of his own being, and upon his 
brow the crown of life.

Being a product ot the universal life, 
and one with it, the soul vibrates as a 
matter of course in unison with its 
fixed principles of right; thus it is nat
ural to do right rather than wrong, 
and every person, contrary to what has 
been taught by orthodox theology, nat
urally inclines towards the good.

The nhyslcal body, the Instrument 
throug) ¿which the soul seeks to express 
itself on the material plane, Is normal
ly healthy and would never know pain 
if there were nothing to throw it out 
of tune with the universal life, causing 
disease (dis-ease), and bo it Is with the 
soul-self when it has learned to vibrate 
in harmony with the All Good happi
ness is the result.

This is why we wince when we know
ingly tell a lie, or do that which we in
herently know to be wrong. It causes a 
discord In the music of our being, and 
sets up vibrations which jar mightily 
upon the fine sensibilities of the soul. 
This being the case, it follows that, as 
we said In the beginning of this article, 
the light within, the impulse of the 
true self, is the only unfailing guide to 
the feet of mortals.

It may seem to all the world that 
you have made a mistake, that you are 
traveling the road to destruction, but 
they do not feel the promptings of that 
master self within you, nor do they see 
the shining goal out yonder, still 
clothed in the grey mists of futurity, 
but which to the eye within looms fair 
and bright, each day bringing its splen
did proportions into clearer vie’./.

Neither the glitter of gold nor the 
glamour of worldly position can bribe 
the oracle within, and when in the 
chamber of silence at the close of day 
you sit in the presence of this stern 
judge who quickly reviews and passes 
upon your day’s work, you may rest as
sured that the decision given is just. 
Don’t try to fool yourself, or reason 
yourself, as some say, into any other 
conclusion.

Learn then, my fellow mortals, to 
rely upon this unwavering light. It will 
light you along the dark corridors of 
your earthly existence as it has lighted 
every creature that has come into the 
world. To do so Is to rest-in the arms 
of the Infinite, and he who rests thus 
cannot fall. -

Even in the minutest details of life it 
will guide you, and you will find your
self one with the Father, as he was who 
taught his disciples to take no thought 
for the morrow, as each day, if we 
walk in the light, will meet all the de
mands made upon it.

Those who have thrown themselves 
unreservedly upon this power, many ot 
them, have believed that God cargcTt'or
them, and the poet has expressed 
thought in these beautiful Unes:
“I know not "wher'e His Islands lift 
.Through trackless fields of air, 
I only know I cannot drift

Beyond His love and care.”
So let us, when in doubt as to

the

our
way, consult the Guide Post of the Soul. 
When tempest-tossed look for the bea-
con light that shines forever upon, 
shore of our existence.
The hand that guides the wild bird 

Through thrackless fields of air,
To fields in sunny South lands, 

With matchless love and care,
I know will lead my footsteps 

In paths that are the best—
In the only royal highway 

To regions of the blest.

the

“ LAURA B. PAYN0.
San Antonio, Texas. .

HOW SHORT THE SPACE.

How short the space! How much to 
do!

How few and brief the days of men I 
So much to learn of false and true—

And only three-score ybars and tenl
So little time to do things well, 

So much, so very much to know;
And while we labor in our cell . ■

The years do hot forget to go.
So many things that we might-learn, 

If only tlme.woul^ stay its tide,
And once again our youth return 

To keep the shadow from our side.
But, ah! what can not be can not, 

We’ll do‘ the little that we may,
And In some time-ignoring spot 

. Perhaps find what we lose to-day. ' 
. —Frank H. Sweet

A cUance’yo Make money.
x Shavoboqn selling "NomAlcohollc-Flavorln« 
Powders" for the past-six month» and hav< 
made 8815 00. Every family buys throe or foul 
Doxes. The flavoring powders are better In ov 
ory respect than tho liquid oxtraci!i. and nn 
lovely to sell. .1 do not have to canvawi. Poopli 
Bind to mo for the powders. Any Intelligent 
person can do nh woll as I and average 8.10 00 rei 
week. I got niy flavoring powder» from tho <Jnl- 
II?1??10.?™11, CV«mlcal Co., St. Uni», Mo. 
Write them nn.1 they will start yon In him- 
noso. ' ' ' , n. c. ■
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And he expresses himself freely as to the Tendencies 
at the Close of the Old Year, 1903, ai|d the begin
ning of the New Year, 1904. As the (joctor is hale 
and hearty as an Octogenarian, he haf lost none of 
his youthful intellectual fire; on the contrary, as 
age advances his brain capacity incr^es, and he 
feels the vibrations of thoughtful niinas on the 
spirit side of life., ' , . ,

The new year just ushered in blds 
fair to ripen up the new era that is rap
idly approaching; it will come upon 
electric wings and bring a light and 
power that will uplift humanity.

We are on the threshold of a great 
change, physically, mentally and spirit
ually. The past half century has been 
both revolutionary and evolutionary.

Marvelous progress has been made In 
all material things and Spiritual expres
sions.

Modern Spiritualism has rent the 
veil between the seen and unseen world 
of humanity, and has found the sheep 
and goats upon the same plane In the 
unseen, as in the present visible and 
material world. -

Every scheme and effort possible to 
be conceived ot has been put forth to 
suppress, blot out and destroy this 
most far reaching and glorious truth.

Those who live and fatten upon the 
ignorance and struggles of the subju
gated classes are fearful of the plain 
demonstrated truth that spirits live and 
communicate.

Spiritualism as an agitator al^pg all 
ethical lines has occupied a prominent 
position; It has not built as much as It 
has sifted and questioned; It has dared 
to question every dogma, myth, mys
tery book and form, profane or sacred.

The manifestations of spirits through 
mediums have been tested by the 
brightest, clearest minds of this age, 
and an honest verdict declared; this 
verdict has been taken up to the high
est spiritual courts and sustained.

The experience of Spiritualists dur
ing the past forty years has unfolded 
their lives, opened their spiritual vision
to see both sides of all questions.

There is no compromise, excuse 
pardon known in universal law, 
though exact justice ever attends 
finite law and spiritual expressions.

or 
al
in-

Punishment for the transgressor 
should ever be limited by justice; joy 
and happiness can only be continuous 
by right living; right living signifies 
more than selfish gratification, ambi
tion or notoriety; service is one of the 
most essential'expressions of the un
folded spiritual life; to do something, to 
labor, to serve, to heal, to lead without 
the use of the subjugating influence, to 
serve because your soul cries out and 
will have expression, is to grow and un
fold a strong, healthy spiritual life; 
there is no other life worth living when 
comparisons are made; the Independent 
individual life Is a life ot freedom, a life 
of loylng service without selfish mo
tive. ,

Spiritualism Is a universal expres
sion, freedom Ib its chief corner-stone; 
there can be but little growth or prog
ress except upon universal lines; If not 
all-inclusive it becomes a limitation, a 
restriction; restrictions and limitations 
are methods of our waning churches; 
they can never serve universal Spirit
ualism.

Without exploiting, limiting and sub
jugating Influences, churches and close 
communion societies could not exist; 
they are all beggars, and not In. any 
sense a necessity for the advancement 
of the truth of Spiritual communion, or 
a demonstration of continued life. The 
skepticism of the world at the begin
ning of the new era, demands a clear 
positive demonstration of continued 
life, it’s the demonstration that turns 
the scale and opens the vision to the 
new life.

Authority, (religious, political and 
medical) has developed hypnotic condi
tions so has business. All organizations 
are results of hypnotic influences. 
Mesmeric influences and relations ex
isted before Mesmer. Objective and 
subjective conditions and expressions 
are common to all nations and people.

The positive and negative tempera
ments are the hypnotlzer and the hyp
notized, the Bubjecfor and the subject.

Jesus as a medium—Inspired teacher 
—was a dangerous man (not a god); as 
a Jew he was dangerous—because he 
let go of the old forms and dogmas of 
a dead and decaying church—and the 
story says he was tried, condemned and 
executed.

His followers (those labeled Chris
tian, Christian nations), have continued 
to execute the old Jewish law upon re
ligious reformers, Infidels and skeptics 
for nearly two thousand years; strange 
as it may look and seem, quite a num
ber of ambitious assumed leaders of or
ganized Spiritualism are aping the old 
harlot, the church, and doing their best 
to induce their followers to lean up 
against somé newly hatched spiritual 
church for a rest and support; subjuga
tion is the object of those assumed 
leaders; of course it’s the cause that 
they are so anxious about, but blind, 
selfish individuals are at the front and 
rear of all church causes; it’s the old 
old story and 1 hope so old it may soon 
be cremated.

At tjiis writing our great city of Chi
cago Is shocked from center to circum
ference caused by a terrible destruction 
of life. Chicago has been several times 
shocked in the past thirty-five years; 
the conflagration In 1871, the hanging 
of anarchists in 1886, and the railroad 
strike in 1894 shocked Chicago, but it 
was material things, not human life 
that was the cause, tha,t was most seri
ously affected, only a few lives were 
lost, comparatively. The previous 
shocks were manipulated and in time 
pronounced to have been of material ad
vantage to the city. But what can be 
said of this terrible destruction of phys
ical life, of love, of home, of parents, 
and a wholesale slaughter of children?

Under the old regime it is declared 
there is nothing impossible with God. 
In the light of the present spiritual il
lumination all is order, all expressions 
in nature or by humanity are normal 
and legitimate, perfectly in harmony 
with the cause that produces them.

There are no accidents In our philos
ophy; our God is Infinite in order and 
execution of what we’ call law; cause 
and result are continuous, unchange
able, therefore the theater horror was 
a legitimate result of infinite law and 
order, no more an accident than rain 
and sunshine.. The shock is great be
cause of the circumstances, the environ
ments and the large number of human 
lives involved. Tragedies of a shock
ing nature occur every day in our large 
cities. Oiir 'steam railways and street
conveyances kill and mangle men, wo
men and children daily, about four hun
dred a year killed .and hundréds in
jured; these evory-day slaughters fall 
to shock the city officials or the people 
into a realizing sense-of the valuó of 
life or what life signifies. ■

Life, health and happiness are on tho 
market bought and Bold cheap. The 
new ora now In siglitwiH'cbaflge things, 
let us be hopeful, for tho sofcalled dead 
have only changed their old garments

for bright MB gaining robes, they now 
have spiritual perception, clear hearing 
and will improve every opportunity to 
lead us into relations and conditions 
where our vision and hearing will be
come so intensified that a guide will be 
ever present with ùs. This is only a 
glimpse, a breath of the new era, and 
signifies a changed life here on earth 
which will be no greater In comparison 
than the occurring changes in the mem
ory of the writer.

Life will be worth living when we are 
forced into a right and just conception 
of its value and significance; shocks 
are in order and will continue and in
crease; when the seed is sown results 
must follow.

Revolution will follow our present in
tense evolutionary, condition; belief 
and faith will be succeeded by knowl
edge and demonstration; let go, or go 
under, or go to the rear is the (Infinite) 
order of spiritual and material condi
tions under the new regime.

In the discussion of “The Great Psy
chological Crime” we find Spiritualists 
do not agree; discussion—agitation— 
open eyes and ears, doors of our mental 
and splrituaWives; the more we differ 
the more we grow; growth counts in 
any world relation or condition.

The independent growing Spiritualist 
will never be a follower or a subject ot 
the subjugator. The subjugated are 
born to be led, they do not think, they 
don’t read spiritual papers and maga
zines and are good subjects for monop
oly doctors, orthodox preachers and 
spiritual missionaries.

In reflecting upon the incidents ot 
the old year and contemplating the 
possibilities of the new, I desire to be 
honest, impersonal and true to the past 
and future. The outlook for the spirit
ual was never better, but If judged by 
the external expressions, material con
ditions, the prospects are neither flat
tering In a material or spiritual sense; 
crime is on the Increase and has been 
for fifty years; how are Spiritualists to 
account for the rapid increase of 
crime—a tearful increase of suicides— 
and of a rapid Increase of Spiritualism 
at the same time? ■

Can we account for the fact In har
mony with the eternal law and order of 
spiritual and material expressions?

Certainly we can; fear has held the 
subjugated in restraint? • Spiritualism 
has in a measure destroyed fear by de
stroying an angry god, a Soaring devil, 
a brimstone hell, and a book full of 
myths, mysteries and dogmas; reaction 
is the result and freedom from priestly 
fear and subjugation—spiritual sla.yery 
—the cause; there Is but little increase 
of crime among Spiritualists, if any.

If the N. S. A. will now explain how 
their belief in “Infinite ^Intelligence,” 
which they profess to believe in and en
dorse as a primary principle in the N. 
S. A., effected the Iroqouls Theater hor
ror an Déc. 30,1903,-1 feel sure they will 
confer a favor upon the rêaders of The 
Progressive Thinker, was Infinite In
telligence powerless ? • Was the Chris
tian and Jewish Gods also dumb?

As we Understand language infinite 
intelligence filled that theater; could 
said intelligence; save any lives? The 
lives of the many ' children? If not, 
why not? Intelligence Ib an active prin
ciple, expression, thought or emotion. 
Was infinite intelligence limited in de
sire, power, or conditions? If active as 
defined, (Infinitely qctlve) why were not 
all those pleasure-seekers saved? If 
the orthodox God, and the N. S. A. "In
finite Intelligence” are powerless to 
change, act, or modify In such ex
tremes, what do all the prayers, forms 
and ceremonies of churches and the N. 
8. A. societies signify? If belief in in
finite intelligence signifies anything, 
what would be the natural expression in 
a burning theater filled with women, 
children and men, mostly women and 
children? Save them If God, or Infi
nite intelligence has the power.

What is or can be the object - of 
church organizations among Spiritual
ists? The tendency is in that direction 
in the N. S. A. organization at this 
date? Who will respond?

Let us examine; there must be an ob
ject, what Is it? Is It educational, so
cial, for health, dress reform, freedom 
for women and children, labor reform, 
and the greater work of uplifting the 
race, individualizing every woman, man 
and child? Giving them character, per
sonality, and independence of thought 
and action? ■

Are the old forms of priestcraft of 
the past, now being suggested and 
adopted by OUr assumed leaders, con
ducive to the best Interests of the plain 
facts of Spiritualism? Do Spiritualists 
desire to be subjugated by ambitious 
Spiritual leaders In the future as in the 
past? Do those leaders recognize the 
change that is pressing for recognition? 
Or are they as stolid and blind as the 
clergy they are aping? Can any organ
ization exist without the subjugating 
methods and influences? Have the un
seen spiritual teachers, or inspiration, 
ever approved of priestly subjugation in 
any form? Where do we stand as Splr-' 
Ituallsts, as représentatives bf the one 
truth now demonstrated; the one truth 
deep enough, high enough and broad 
enough to solve the great problem of 
human life? Did the founder of Chris
tianity favor priestcraft and their sub
jugating methods, or did' ihe, condemn 
them? Where do the NUS. A. leader* 
stand, isn’t it well ta inquire?

If Christianity must be the standard 
for Spiritualists, why not adopt the 
teachings of the lord and) master as he 
has been designated? Who is ready 
for the go-and-Bta-no-mpre doctrine? 
Why should Spiritualist^ add anything 
to a dead and decaying system, known 
as the Christian -church Does organ
ized Spiritualism dqs'ire njpre hypocrisy, 
more deception to j>opulai;|ze and damn 
if in the eyes and sympathy of every in
dividualized .. indphendçnt . thinker? 
Where do we stang andpjvhat are the 
tendencies? . itc ■ d ’1 
.' Shocks will increase in (frequency un
til the mighty evolution,.now on wllb 
force a revolution, that will change our 
political, spiritual, soclali'nnd business 
conditions and relations.' '

The Mosaic law and order of venge
ance will pass away, and the go-and-sln- 
no-more order will gradually take Its 
place. An eye for an eye and a tooth 
for a tooth has failed; love and a broth
erly recognition will supplant tho pres
ent criminal law expressions, labeled 
justice. .

It should not bo forgotten that In the 
great and rapid changes from, the pri
vate limited school system, to our pres
ent free schools, üiat-crlmlnal classes 
aro educated as well as tho non-criml- 
nal, aud unless society provides oppor
tunities of labor and business,' the crim
inally Inclined ; will.’ become highway
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A Lecturette by Hudson Tuttle.
Spiritualism - absorbs truth from the 

Zend Avesta, the bible of those whose 
sacred fires blazed from the watchtow
ers of Babylon; it has gathered the in
spired passages from the Shastra, read 
by priests in the rock-hewn temples of 
the Ganges; it has culled texts from the 
Book of the Dead, chanted by anointed 
ones when the pyramids were young, 
and the lips of Memnon welcomed the 
sun, Lord of Day, rising from Ute red 
vapors of the desert; it has drawn 
deeply from the Hebrew books, as ex
plained by Levites standing in the part
ed curtains of the Holy of Holies, and 
from the recorded words of him at 
whose birth, it is said shepherds ot the 
Syrian plains heard the angels ot heav
en sing wondrous carols ot joy. It has 
taken the words of the humble camel
driver whose soul was filled with angel
presence, and by this power rose to the 
leadership of the Moslem world. It 
stretches across the ages and embraces 
all religions. Even the false which is 
in them all, it takes as stepping stones 
to higher grounds; essential in the ev
olution of the trjith.

It is all of these and measurelessly 
more. These are content with belief; 
content to stand, on tills side of the 
door of spirit-life and conjecture is on 
the other. Spiritualism gives knowl
edge for belief; opens wide the door 
and presents a new and boundless field 
for investigation. ■

And what are we who dare to claim 
the title to this exalted name? Immor
tal spirits for whom this universe was 
framed; spirits now in these garments 
of flesh; setting out on an endless evo
lution, which when this earth fades 
away, the sun no longer shines in the 
heavens, and the stars break in dust on 
the coast line of time, will have only 
begun.

What are we? Beings capable of un
derstanding all; having Infinite possi. 
bilities in our organism. How is the 
mathematician able to compute the 
size, relations and revolutions of 
worlds; the place they should occupy; 
the velocity of their motions; their 
weight in the balance swung out from 
their central suns? How can he ana
lyze the substance of stars across 
abysses of space so vast that light, 
swiftest messenger of nature, is ten 
thousand years in traversing? Because 
the laws of the universe are expressed 
in his organization. He comprehends 
the mysteries of life, the wonders of 
mind, the subtilty of spirit, because he 
is a spirit In whom every force and ele
ment of the physical and spiritual world 
are blended.

Immortality is not a reward for be
lief, but our common heritage. There 
will be no boasting ot the accident 
which made us Methodists, Presbyteri
ans or Agnostics when we reach the 
heavenly highlands. All pass through 
the same gate and come to an under
standing of what it means to be immor
tal.

If religion be aspiration for righteous
ness, then this Is- the religion 
of religions. It uplifts our souls 
from the darksome bogs of fear and 
doubt, into the pure atmosphere ot the 
highlands of a more perfect life. We 
are a part of all, affected by all, and our 
duty Is to assist all. As we pass but 
once this way, we should not let a 
chance go by of carrying out the prin
ciples of this philosophy.

We are instruments which become 
transmitters or receivers as we receive 
or send out thougnt waves. All the 
forces of the universe, and the thoughts 
of other minds Impinge as on a central 
vortex. We, receive and understand 
those to which we are attuned. If the 
chords of our being are made tense by 
selfishness and passion, they vibrate to

robbers, following the examples of Wall 
street millionaires. The more intelli
gent the less fear, and the more fear
less the more dangerous. Criminals 
will multiply until society and business 
is revolutionized.

The bravest and best soldiers are al
ways the best Informed; education de
stroys fears. Our nation muBfe do more 
than furnish a technical education; It 
must limit and restrain the power, of 
money in the hands of the notorious 
public thieves and robbers.

The air is loaded with'vlbratlons of a 
marked change in every phase and de
partment of life, if not attuned to catch 
those vibrations ‘you may stumble. 
Wireless telegraphy is a practical fact 
and a human Instrument if in tune will 
fie able to read their titles clear to com
ing events, the shadows will be cast 
upon the air vibrations. Individual de
velopment — growth, Independence, 
character, and fearlessness are essen
tial qualifications for the new era now 
rapidly approaching. Let go and shake 
off the packs and spiritual darkness; it 
you desire a change—the new life.
, Spiritualism occupies the front ranks 
and is the only safe, fearless, universal 
guide. All is well at the commence
ment of tbe new year, and new era with 
independent Spiritualists. .

- DR. M. B. CONGER.
Chicago, Ill

CLEON B. NICHOLS. '

He Allows Anyone to Sit In the Cabinet 
and Place Their Feet on His Pros
trate Body While the Materialized 
Forms Appear—Just the Man to Cap
ture Mi*> Hale's One Thousand Dollars. 
Knowing there Is a general Interest 

in the phenomena ot our philosophy, 
and the all too frequent cry of "fraud,” 
we wish to give a meager account of a 
seance held by the only materializing 
medium who has visited our city, and 
proven beyond any doubt, the Ftnulne- 
ness of the demonstration, fr- 'many 
years.

On Monday evening, Feb. 1, at the 
home- of Mr. and, Mrs. Louis Duhl, a 
committee of professional and promi
nent business men saw him dress him
self preparatory to entering the, seance 
room; others Investigating the cabinet 
meanwhile and satisfying themselves 
there was nothing prepared and no-way 
for trickery to be used.

Upon entering the cabinet, at his per
sonal request, one of the city officials 
present sat In the cabinet with feet and 
hands upon him, he lying prostrate 
upon the floor, during the entire se
ance. ' '

'*vFor two hours forms plainly visible to 
thdso present and recognized by those 
to whom they came, gave proof to 
doubters and skeptics the undeniable 
fact that the so-called dead can return.

Strong men wept at the mooting of a 
mother with her son, for whom sho had 
mourned. ;

Facts are stubborn things, proving 
tho truth, and wo are pleased to give 
this tribute to our friend and Brother 
Nichols. LOUISE E. ZIMMERMAN, ■

Elmira, N. Y. Secretary.

"The Commandments Analyzed.” By 
W. H. Bach. Tho Commandments, are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passage:, showing great In
congruities. Price 2S cents

By No Means Untü “ACTJNA*
-. Was Discovered. ;■>

coneiipondlng waves in the spirit ether. 
Thus hate intensifies hate, sensuality 1b 
stimulated by sensuality.

If we cultivate our minds in the ways 
of charity, self-devotion, and the broad 
and noble fraternity which places the 
good ot others before our own, then we 
become responsive to all tli^t is upltft- 
ing and as harps under the touch of an
gel hands.

To help ourselves we must help oth
ers. We cannot run away from a lag
ging world; we must carry the world 
with us. The pain and Buffering, the 
errors and blindness of the world, strike 
discord on our responsive spirits, nor 
can we escape, however we may strive, 
their jarring influence as long as they 
exist. We cannot so isolate ourselvee 
that the shiverings of the famished, ill- 
clad, ill-sheltered do not touch ub with 
unrest. We cannot so isolate ourselves 
that the dark shadows of prison walls 
do not fall on our innermost spirits.

What are we? To-day Incarnate spir
its with capabilities for the realization 
of our most ardent dreams of perfec
tion. The silent warder, Death, is the 
usher to a new state of existence where 
the aspirations of this will be attained.

We face two worlds, the physical and 
the spiritual, and thus every thought 
and act has a double relation; to the 
present and the future, and only as they 
contribute to’ the perfection of the lat
ter, are they "treasures laid up in 
heaven."

Spiritualism combines science and 
philosophy in its explanation of the phe
nomena of the material and spiritual 
universe. It is the first and only at
tempt to place all phenomena, eveu 
those of moral consciousness, and spir
itual life, under the rule of unchanging 
law.

Those who,accept ft must be students 
and not devotees. Simply to believe 
that spirit friends return and communi
cate, does not make a Spiritualist, any 
more than learning the alphabet makes 
a scholar. It is a short step In that di
rection. Can we claim to be Spiritual- 
lets while our souls are distracted by 
discords; our minds shadowed by the 
black clouds of selfishness; our 
thoughts distracted by the winds ot 
passion? If angelic perfection be our 
ideal of excellence, can we be Spiritual
ists without conforming our lives to 
that exalted Ideal?

We may fall; we may stumble and 
fall. The man who does not, the per
fect man may never be seen in this life, 
yet is it not an obligation we owe to 
ourselves and our spirit friends, to 
make every effort for its attainment?

Oh, Spiritualism, divinely fair and el
oquent of speech, you have brought to 
famished souls the bread of eternal life, 
and to the thirsty sparkling waters 
from the fountains of immortality!

You have bound up the broken heart 
of grief, and restored the lost ones who 
disappeared in the shadows.

You have made life worth the living, 
and wreathed the couch of death with 
Immortelles.

You hold aloft the highest Ideal and 
assure us it is attainable by the hum
blest soul.

You have brought the’ courts of heav
en to earth and shown us the way to 
eliminate the powers of hell.

You have for the old religion of selt- 
depreciatlon and of pain, brought the 
religion of joy. For the rule of miracle, 
you have given the reign of law.

Man Instead of being a "debased 
worm of the dust," becomes the highest 
evolutionary product of nature.

You have given us the most exalted 
views of the conduct of life, and trans
formed the sepulchre to a glorious arch
way, leading to Immortal life.

A Knife Carried Many Miles by Spirit 
Power.

Having heretofore been a stern be
liever and a strong advocate . ot only 
hard, cold facts, I now feel it my duty 
to relate to your readers an incident 
which recently occurred, and which has 
proved beyond all doubt that some 
things are possible which few of us can 
understand or explain.,

Feb. 1, 1904, I left home for a town 
some five miles east. Before leaving, 1 
placed my knife on a book case in my 
bed room, at tbe same time wishing I 
could carry It with me, but could not as 
it was bo large and unhandy In my 
pocket .

I remained'away from home over 
night, returning the next day. I 
stopped a few moments at home, and 
then started away again—this’time for 
a place 20 miles to the northwest.

I reached my destination at dark, and 
while working at something where I 
needed a knife, I thought of my own at 
home, the first time since leaving It on 
the book case the day before.

I regretted having left it, and wished 
sincerely that I had managed to bring 
It with me. The next thing I knew 1 
found myself working with my knife. 1 
could hardly believe my eyes, but 1 
knew something extraordinary had 
taken place, for there was my knife, one 
which on account of its peculiar con
struction and Individual markings, 
could not be mistaken for another. I 
felt a queer sensation and looking up, 
said to my wife: “Well, if this don’t 
beat me. Here is my knife which has 
come to me all the way from home. 
This must be a materialization, if there 
is such a thing," and that is the only 
possible explanation l ean find for such 
a thing.

My wife only laughed at me as I had 
always done when others told me of 
similar circumstances.

When I confidently and earnestly told 
her there must surely be something in 
Spiritualism, she thought 1 was joking 
or insane. I then saw this- mystic 
knowledge must be fathomed by each 
one before comprehending In the least.

From this fact I know that my letter 
will convince no one who does not al
ready believe In these wonderful spirit
ual things, yet I write In hopes that It 
may strengthen and encourage those al
ready in the path, and I would be more 
than pleased to hear from anyone who 
has had a similar experience of any 
kind, or who can explain the mystic 
power which transported my knife 20 
miles across the country to me.

GEORGE R. JEFFREY.
' Naponee, Neb. -

“Rtaht Generation tho Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations. A plea 
for justice and equality in all tho rela
tions of life between men and women. 
Cloth. 75 cents: leatherette. SO cents. 
, "Social Upbuilding, Including Coop
erative Systems and tho Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culturo and 
Cure. Paper cover, 16 cents. For sale 
at this office. ■

"Never-Ending Life Assured by Sol- 
once.", By Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis ot science. For solo at this 
office. Price 0 cents. <

Ninety-five per oout ot all canes of (teafneaj 
brought to out- attention is the nwult of chronic

Sgl

passas through the

catarrh of the throat and 
middle ear. The air pas, 
cages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop 
plug the action of ths vi
bratory bones. Until thorn 
deposits are removed a 
cure la Impossible. Thein- 
norear cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the inability ot au- 
riots or physicians to cure 
Ear drums are worse the« 
useless. That there is | 
sclentlllc cure for deafness 
and catarrh is demoustrat 
ed every day by the use ci 
Actlna. The vapor current 
generated in the Actins

. „ - — Eustuehlm tube« lino tbo
middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstruction» 
aslt pusses through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) luths 
lunar ear, making them respond to the slight
est vibration ot sound. Actlna has never fulled
to cure ringlug noises In the head. We han 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom tor years to be completely cured In 
only three weeks’ use ot Actlna. Actlua also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lunge, colds and headache; allot which are dl- 
rectly or Indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna is 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about you» 
case. We give advice tree, and positive proof 
of cures. A valuable book—Professor Wilson's 
loo page Dictionary ot Disease, Free. Addresg 
New York & London Electric Association, Dop, 
TD829 Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo.

HAIR ON THE FACE 
LADIES—Bend fur new Information how to ruinovo 
it easily tuid eirt’L-tuully without cheiutcalB or instru
ments. Corn spondtmec aonddcuitiul ill plain sealed 
envelope. Hundreds of testhnunluh.
MRS.M.N.PERKY. 0 10 Drawer 412, Long Beach. California.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plies. Fistula, Ulcers, 
Jkizeiua andall Skin ami Foiriiile Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address 

DRi BYE| Broadway, Kansas City, Mo»
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furnish ths work and taaoli i
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| and we will ihow yoa 
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.__ .. - . ... «b.o.luUl, lur.; ».
"Ort fo.i Ire., Xou «ork la

‘!‘r.v-liar« »oa II... Staci u, ,.ur Uäc, ,nd w. will 
•51 Wu 1 *• *ul 1 >»ronionil.or wo gu&riul«« noleor profil
ot »3 forovorr d»fs work^bsoluuly mro. Wrju at onco
BOUL ■niliriCl-UIlUU io., ' u.xl 143,u.l”?.|m“;

The above is the number of the pre*- 
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
ae printed at the top of tbe first pago. 
right hand corner. If this number cor
respond* with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for ha* 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tho 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number oa 
tke tag of your wrapper.

THE C AI 11 NATURE, “re;Ilir M II I rations and exI I IL) UVUL « PRESSIONS IN HU
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sate. Price 81.00. This Is ono ol the best lx>oka 
given by theguldesot Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They aro really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book ot reference for those who have been 
members of the classes receiving thorn. This 
volume is a careful compilation from reports ot 
lessons, containing tho bases ot the teachings.

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leah Underbill, of the Fox Family,
Interesting and valuable aa a hJatory of the bedn- 

nlng of Modern flpIrKuallam, by one of the Fox Bia
tor». 478 Pages, 16 llluRtratlona, Including portrait* ot 
tho Fox Family. History of tho Hydesville rapplnga, 
aa related by eye-witnesses; remarkable and well-at
tested manifestations; the “exposures." etc. Hand
somely bound In cloth. But few copies remaining. 
Publlihera’ price, |l,5a We will send the book po£ 
paid fr't 11.40.

ESOTERIC LESSONS.
Thia work Includes “Personified Un

thinkable»," "First Lessons in Reality,” 
and "A Tour Through the Zodiac." 
This Is an Interesting production of oc
cult thought and will well repay careful 
study and meditation by all occultists. 
Price, Cloth, $1.50, For sale at thia 
office.

fl NEW GflTEGHISM,BY M. M MANGASARIAN.
Thli Ib i new “Cstichlim” In the fall Bonse ot th« 

word. There has as »ot appeared In the world ot Ub 
oral literature nothing Hko this most wonderful little 
book or reason. E. p. Powell, the well-knownautbor, 
the reviewer ana critic, saj-a: "Tho remarkable thin» 
Abqyt this -Catoohletn’ la that It tolls tbe truth.” Is 
denis with the questions of God. Immortallty-the 
Creeds, the Clergy, the Church, Prayer and Salvation, 
Jeaua ana hu Teaching, tbe Growth of the Obrlatlan 
BeHpturea, and many other philosophical, Bcloutmo 
and ethical questions with tho utmost candor, soar 
age and clearness. 183 pagoa. Cloth lie; paper, SO«

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART I.—The Pentateuch.

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, 
Numbers and Deuteronomy, by Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Lllllo Devereux Rlake, Hov. Phcbo 
Hanaford, Clara Bewick Colby, Ellen Battelle 
Deltrlck, Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ursula N. 
Gestefeld, and Francis E Barr.

THE WOMAN'S BIBLE.—PART II.
Judges, Kings. Prophets and Apostles. Com

ments on the Old and New Testaments, from 
Joshua to Revelation. The comments are keen« 
bright, spicy, full of wit. the work of radical 
thinkers who are not ignorant of the higher 
criticism- There Is not a doll page In either ot 
these books, but each is a galaxy of the bright 
minds of the day and throw a new light on the 
Bible teachings relating to'woman. Price <M 
each, paper, DO cents.

KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualistic and Occult 

New*.
You can do It by reading each week 

Tho Progressive Thinker. The Phllo- 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena it contains each week, 1* 
the marvel of the age. No one can at 
ford to be without the paper. Its price 
Is within the reach of all.

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH, 
Or tho Future Life According to Sclonco. By 
Louis Flgulor. Translated from tho French by 
S. R. Crockoe. A very fascinating work. Thu 
flno volume might well have boon entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Sclonco. It Is writ
ten In that peculiar interesting stylo In which 
French writers oxcol when they would popular
ize Bclontlflo subjects In adaptation to the 
needs ot the general reader. The author says: 
“Thore io a true and respectable Idea In Spirit
ualism," and regards as proved "tho fact of 
communication between suporbumans and th* 
inhabitants ot earth." Price, JI.50.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE,
By tho Editor of tho National, with Prefa«* 

and Notos by Potor Eoklor. Xliustratod with 
vlows of tho old Palno Homestead and Pala* 
Monument, at Now Rochelle: also portrait« ot 
Thomas Clio Rickman, Joel Barlow, Mary Wot 
Btonecraft, Madamo Roland, Condoreo, Brlssot, 
^nd the most prominent ot Paine’s friends 1#

iurope and America. Cloth, 75 cents. "
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Take due notice that Items for this 
pane in order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the whste basket.

TAKE NOTICE.
All books advertised in the columns 

of The Progressive Thinker are for 
sale at this office. Bear this in mind.

through fear of an angry God and make up in here ’ Soon I was called t< 
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Death—What Is It?
It is a peaceful end of all desire, 

An end of dreaming, and an end 
song—

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Eear thia in mind.

ALWAYS GIVD YQUR FUUL NAM1 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO 
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND ¿THEIR WAY TO THE

mdless torment hereafter; this is a 
^reat psychological crime! It is tiue, 
(hat the so-called Christian church has

AND

Other Offerings.
■. ■ ■ . ■ . ■ BY■ . ■ • .

JEMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

GENERAL SURVEY..

Ä

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS, 
DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

5VÌ>. 20. iva

When writing j'or thia papw 
use a pen or typewriter.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
1« alone responsible for any abfaert‘1') 
or stateniiSte he may mane, lue 
allows this freedom of expiesalon. ta 
Moving that the cause of truth can h 
best subserved thereby. u.n“yn?L be 
sentiments uttered lu an article may 

'diametrically opposed to bls o®1 ‘C*. *. 
tbut Is no reason why they should ue 
Buppressed; yet we wish It dlst 
understood that our spate is l 
quate to publish everything that c 
to hand, however much we m'g"^ ,>,« 
to do so. That must account t°b 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would 
to impress upon the mlndstot our 
spondents that The Progressive1 
Is Bet up on a Linotype »achine 
must make speed equal to aorl£ 
compositors. That means rapio 
and it is essential that all COP»' re_ 
sure insertion in tho paper, all o b(j 
qulrements being favorable, euo . Ue 
written plainly with ink on 
paper, or with a typewriter, and 
one side of the paper. tor

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that.Ite®®a be 
the General Survey will in all te , 
adjusted to the space we have to 
py, and in order to do that 01. 

, generally have to be abridged m _ 
less; otherwise many items wo , 
crowded out. Sometimes a tn. y 
item is eut down to ten lines, a 
lines to two lines, as occasion may
Quire. ...

Tako due notice, that all 
this page must be accompanied oy 
full name and address of the 'wll’~”pnr. 
will not do to say that Secretary or 
respondent writes so and so, wi 
giving the full name and address 
writer. The Items of those who do 
comply with this request will bo 
Into the waste basket.

Keep copies of your poems sent o 
this otlice, tor they will not be letui 
if we have not spate to use them.

MR. AUGUSTE T. «'^DINGER AND 
MISS MARGARET GAULE, THE RE 
NOWNED MEDIUM, WE^.MoyR? 
ON WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, IN 
NEW YORK.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR 8Pl.RITrH^,^B 
ING.—A class in Psychopathy, or bp it 
Healing, under the instruct.on of the 
spirit of Dr. Benj. Rush, ^»'ougl Mts. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, is about to be 
formed. For further information in
quire of Mr. Wm. Htehmond 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park, Chicago,

On Sunday, Feb. 7, Oscar A. Edgerly 
began a two months’ engagement with 
the First Spiritualist Church of Elmira, 
N. Y. At present Mr. Edgerly has no 
engagement for April and May, as he 
expects to visit England In April. He 
will be pleased to hear from societies in 
that part of the country who may ' de
sire to employ a trance speaker and test 
medium. Address during February and 
March, 313 Columbia street, Elmira, 
N. Y.

Louise E. Zimmerman writes from 
Elmira, N. Y.: "The work here is going 
on with renewed Interest. The treat 
promised us by our sister, Mrs. Clara 
L. Stewart while here, upon learning 
that Rev. Oscar A. Edgerly was to suc
ceed her, has already been realized in 
part, and we are looking forward to a 
re-awakening find more united effort 
among our workers tli rough his minis
trations. Sunday, Feb. 7, was his first 
appearance In pur city, and he was 
greeted by good audiences, both after
noon and evening, holding in rapt atten
tion all who were present. Thursday 
evening is our message meeting serv
ices, Sunday being devoted entirely to 
the philosophy, in response to the re
quest of many friends. May tlie good 
work go on, that the two worlds may 
come more and more closely in touch 
affid humanity become more alive to its 
blessings by the influx of love from the 
upper spheres."

An Interesting and profitable society, 
Spiritualist Truth Seekers Society, met 
on the evening of Jan. 26, Terre Haute, 
Ind., at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ru
dolph Stuckwish, 722 South Seven
teenth street. An invitation was ex
tended to all believers and honest in
vestigators of religion and science/The 
society is of long standing, but of late 
Ib being revived. President and teach* 
er, Ida A Grifflng; vice-president, Mrs. 
C. Shumaker: treasurer, Mrs. Rose 
Stuckwish; secretary, Mrs. Julia Auld; 
board of trustees, J. S. Neely, Rudolph 
Stuckwish, Wiley Auld. Deaconess 
Grifllng is not a full-fledged Spiritualist 
and was chosen president and teacher 
for her scholarly attainments and tor 
her wonderful power ot adaptation, be
ing able to impart so well what she 
studies.- The S. T. S. S. is about the 
same as Chautauqua Literary Society, 
and takes up religion jtnd sciences, any 
study which will unfold and develop 
character. Any person male or female, 
wishing to study with the society, may 
send name and reference as to charac
ter to the president, Deaconess Gritting, 
609 Poplar street. ' Subject Tuesday 
evening is found in Corinthians, "Are 
Spiritual Gifts Possessed by Human
ity’” A course of talks will be given 
soon on Biblical Spiritualism as found 
in the pentateuch (first five books of 
the Bible) by Mrs. Grifllng.—Gazette.

Mrs. Isa^Cross writes: "Mr. W G. 
Wright will lecture for the Hyde I ark 
Occult Society on Sunday, February 21. 
Services at 71115 'Pipp-, at 323 East uuth 
street. Brother Wright is one of our 
members, and has been giving his at
tention to magnetic treatment, etc., and 
1 presume he can tell us a great many 
things which will make ub think.
Kline will give me^agps as usual. Ihe 
card party on'the lit li .was a grand buc 
cess in every way,1 lioth socially and 
financially. We will have another pro
gressive eucire pprty on the after
noon of February 23 at the 
Lowden Club Room, 474 East o5th 
street, game to begin promptly at 2; so 
please be .on hand a.littje earlier focore 
cards will be 25 ceuts. ’Ihree beautiful 
hand painted china pieces will be given 
as prizes. Come and win some of them. 
Bring a friend and have a good time. 
There is lots of room." .

“02era.tad iiondoiiully at tllii pieient 
time. Ever since the advent of Mod
ern Spiritualism people have become 
more intelligent, and we hear less of 
the terrible destruction of tho slnnei 
utter death.”

Mrs. 'fed Smith has been doing a 
most excellent work in tlie cause ot 
Spiritualism at Bemidji, Minn. She is 
a fearless advocate of the grand truths 
underlying our cause.

C. J. Barnes goes to Walnut and Mt. 
Vernon ill., next. Mi. Bnrnea lias held 
some very fine trumpet seances while 
he has been stopping with his sister, 
Mrs. Hamilton Gill.

brother who passed over about two anu 
a hail years before, every feature just 
as perfect as when I last saw_ him 
twelve years before. No one in the 
room but myself knew anything of him. 
I was very much surprised as I went up 
to the cabinet, expecting to seo my 
lather. My brother had not even been 
in my thoughts that evening. I naw 
several materialized forms that even
ing, among them my wife, but none 
quite bo perfect as my brother."

"MY KINGDOM FOR A"—MATERIAL
IZED SPIRIT.

Illinois. ,
INDIANA STATE SPIRITUALISTS 

CONVENTION—The Spiritualists of In
diana wRlkold their state convention m 
the Spiritualist Temple at Anderfaon, 
tod., Feb. 26, 27 and 28, 1904 at Wh ch 
time a State Spiritualist Association 
will be organized. There will be three 
sessions daily. Friday and Saturday 
morning and afternoon sessions will be 
devoted to the business of the conven
tion. The evening sessions of hriday 
and Saturday and the three Sunday 
sessions will be devoted to entertain

' lectdres, spirit messages, testa, etc.
The best of talent has been engaged. 

' The bet of talent has been engaged.
Programs will be issued later ihe 
public Is cordially Invited to attend afl 
of these meetings. Let there 
grand rally from all parte of the state 
Uiereby making this, which is one of 
the most important meetings ever held M state, one of the most success^. 
E. W. Sprague and wife, N. b. A. Mis 

1 slonarles, Rochester, Ind.
Claude Laverty, hypnotist and mes

merist, convicted of having enticed 
Merle Nethercutt from her home in Lo
gansport and then having kept her un- Rs influence by means ofI cocaine 
and hypnotic suggestion. Is scheduled 
tor a second trial, but the case has not 
bin reached. He is still to stand trial 
on charges of having given away co
caine and with larceny of jewelry_and 
wearing apparel from the girl.—uni

Magicians of Old India comprehend
ed, just as well as do modern physi
cians, that much of the benefit of their 
treatment lay in the success of their 
suggestions to their patients that their 
medicines were all right and would cer
tainly cure. It was not necessary for 
them to employ drugs in order to effect 
marvelous cures, any more than do tlie 
faith healers of to-day. The fact that 
the patient believed in the promised 
cure, helped matters materially, and 
aided by nature in the way of rest, pro
duced the desired result. Some ot their 
cures were brought about by strange 
methods. If a man was suffering from 
a fever, the magician at once gave him 
an object lesson on the subject of the 
cure of fevers. Heating an ax until it 
was red hot, the magician would show 
it to his patient, then plunge it into a 
vessel of water, explaining to him that 
the condition of the ax was similar to 
his own, burning with fever, that the 
water cooled and cured the feverish 
ax, and that to drink this water would 
as surely cure him. This remedy was 
combined with mumbling prayers and 
incantations and was usually very ef
fective. Why? Because the water was 
really good for the patient, and because 
he believed.

Dr. Beverly writes: “The regular 
monthly party of the Spiritual Science 
Society, at Lakeside Hall, corner Ihlr- 
ty-flrst street and Indiana avenue, will 
be held Saturday evening, Feb. 27. 
This will be a masquerade Ball, with 
fine music, many valuable prizes, 
booths for mediums, palmists and psy
chics. All are invited to spend a merry 
time together. These occasions are to 
bring tlie people together and get into 
a better vibration, and lose sight of 
troubles and sorrows. Next Sunday 
evening, Mrs. Dr. Viroqua, a real Mo
hawk Indian princess, will lecture, and 
Feb. 28, Walter DeVoe will lecture on 
the Wonders of tlie Astral World. Mrs. 
Murtha is still with us and draws a fine 
class of people who want to know the 
truth about these wonderful psychic 
phenomena."

C. W. Beak writes about what seems 
to have been a spirit vision: “Several 
years ago while I was talking in church 
a vision appeared to me. 1 went to the 
Baptist church Sunday-school. My 
wife was school superintendent. I 
had been working in the field several 
Sundays instead of going to church. 1 
knew our church society was weak. 1 
thought I could help, so I learned a 
piece called ‘Beautiful Star,’ to recite. I 
asked the privilege.. to talk. It was 
given me. I got about half through my 
piece. There were perhaps 30 people 
present, all in the back seats. All at 
once, without any warning, I saw the 
church crowded with people just as 1 
had seen years before. All the old 
members seemed to have come back, 
every seat was full. They looked just 
the same as they did in Ilf«. Some had 
been dead several years; others had 
moved. It looked good to see the old 
people, and so curious to happen as it 
did. It broke my speech. I could not 
go on, I shed tears of joy to see such a 
beautiful sight. I could not explain the 
mystery before me. To me it seemed 
like a dream in broad daylight, with my 
eyes open and my-senses all right.”

Other forerunners of more modern 
methods practiced by the old magicians 
of India, were the laying on of hands, 
and massaging the body, always in a 
downward direction, whereby the magi
cian explained to the patient, he forced 
the disease down into the ground, a 
most logical explanation, which could 
not help but make an impression upon 
the patient. Then, partly as a result 
of the massage, partly because of the 
faith of the sufferer and his unconscious 
efforts toward recovery, the sickness

Harry J. Moore closed his engage- j 
ment with tlie Battle Creek society, 1 
Sunday, Feb. 7. He goes to Alliance, 
Olilo, for the rest of February and the 
first two Sundays of March Mr. , 
Moore’s address for the next lour weeks 
will be 322 W. Main street, Alliance, 
Ohio.

Charles A. Kiehl writes from Will
iamsport, Pa.: "Spiritualists of this city 
have not been very active this winter in 
presenting tlie phenomena of Spiritual
ism. Profitable seances can be held, 
and we would like to hear from talented 
mediums, especially those who give 
trumpet seances. An able public speak
er and test medium may secure engage
ment for the months of March and 
April. ’ The Williamsport society con
tinues j-o advance steadily. Its repeat
ed gains encourage our local workers to 
greater efforts. Letters of Inquiry rel
ative to the above will receive prompt 
attention if address to Chas. A. Kiehl, 
Williamsport, Pa.”

ThoB. S. Kizer, of Decatur, III., sends 
a large club of subscribers to this office. 
Thanks, brother.

Dr. H. E. Ballard writes : “Our church 
now holds its meetings in Illinois Hall, 
35th street, and Indiana avenue, every 
Sunday afternoon at 3; evening at 8; 
children’s progressive lyceum meets at 
2; parente should avail themselves ot 
this great privilege and send their chil
dren, that their young minds may be 
trained to see and understand the truth. 
Give them the scepter of power, which 
is knowledge; they will need it to battle 
with life's conditions. The stepping
stone to gain spiritual knowledge is 
The Progressive Thinker; ir you are 
not a subscriber lose no time in placing 
it in the hands of your children. Bun
day, Feb. 14, Walter DeVoe, editor of 
Vitality, will speak for us, this being 
the second Sunday of the month. We 
shall give our promised program serv
ice, consisting of music, speaking and 
tests. The Ladies’ Auxiliary give their 

; tenth social to-morrow night at the res- 
[ idence of Mr. and Mrs. Aitken." 
I Blbee writes that he would like to

“Now, Mr. Hale, if you want the truth 
about materialization, come to Wash
ington City, D.IC., and you can get It 
and It won’t cost you a thousand dol
lars. RUFUS SUMERLIN.”

Look ou that picture, then on this: 
The editor of The Progressive Think

er of the Issue 740, says: “One thousand 
dollars for ONE GENUINE SPIRI'I 
MATERIALIZATION. This is a splen
did chance to settle this great question 
and gain the everlasting praise of all 
true Spiritualists.”

So it is—a splendid chance. When it 
is demonstrated that “one genuine spirit 
materialization" is a fact, the whole 
world should shout its joy to all true 
Spiritualists. The medium, the "in
strument,” will justly earn world-wide 
fame and fortune.

Who is the man?—or woman? Says 
Editor Francis: “Will not Borne medium 
for Uiis phase, WHO KNOWS HE OR 
SHE IS GENUINE, accept this otter 
and confer a favor upon our cause?”

Which virtually amounts to "No oth
ers need apply.”

Mrs. Fairchilds, of Denver, is spoken 
of by John T. McClure in glowing terms 
as a materializing medium. In her 
presence “thirty-five forms were com
pleted so as to speak to us.” One full 
form would secure tliat thousand dol
lars. The practical J. R. Francis says: 
“Mrs. Fairchilds must be a wonderful 
medium. We suggest that she start at 
once for Itos Angeles, Cal., and capture 
the ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS of
fered by Robert Hale, 831 Wall street, 
of that city."

The first medium, “who knows he or 
she is genuine,” that lands In Los An
geles, will capture the prize. It is a fat 
fee. Don’t be bashful. Do not “hedge.” 
Do not ask Mr. Hale, an honorable gen
tleman, to take a journey to Washing
ton. He offers a fine inducement for 
any reliable medium to visit him. Why 
not do so? W. F. JAMIESON.

Pentwater, Mich.
P. S.—"Felix.” Had I known your 

address would have written. Many 
; thanks. The N. S. A. is doing a good 

work.

THE PSYGHOGR^PH
-OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

This Instrument Is substantially the same as that 
employed by Prof. Hare in bls early investigation!. 
In ita Improved form it has been beforp the public for 
more than eeveu years, and In the hands of thousands 
©f persons has proved Its superiority over the Plas* 
choice, and all other instruments which have been 
brought out In Imitation, both in regard to certainty 
and correctness of tho communications received by 
Its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship.

Do you with to inveotigato Spiritualism?
X>o you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

The Faychograpb Is an invaluable aarktant. is 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who were tat aware of 
their modlumiatlo gift, have, after s. few rhtluga, 
been able to recoil's delightful messages A volume 
might be filled with commendatory loiters. Mank 
Irho began with It as an auiuelug toy, found that tho 
Intelligence controlling It kudw more than them* 
lolves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: “I bad 
sommunlcntlons (by tho Puycbograpb) from many 
other friends, even frum old settlers wboao grave
Stones are moss growulu the old yard. They have 
boon highly satisfactory, and proved to me that 8plr- 
lluallsm is Indued true, and tho communications btrfe 
riven my heart the greatest comfort In the severest 
loss I have had of son, daughter, and their mother."

Dr, Eugene Crowell, whose writings Imve made bii 
same familiar to chose Interested In psychic matters, 
irrltUB as follows: "I am much pleased with thu Pay* 
ebograph. It is very shnnlo In principle and construe« 
pun, and 1 am sure must bo fur more sensitive to spir
itual power than tbo one now In use. 1 believe 11 will 
fenorally supersede the latter when lu superior 
Ueriia become known."

Securely pached, and sent postage paid from 
Ihe manufacturer, for $1.00. Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

ASPHODELBLOOMS

cage American. p „
Married, at the residence of L. H. 

Figuers, Cleveland, Ohio, Thursday 
evening Feb. 4, 1904, Mr. Lewis Smith 

' and Mrs. Carrie Moore. The marriage was ^et. No one invited. Mrs 
Moore is one of our well-known loca 
mediums and has the best wishes of 
ter may friends. Mrs. Lewis will 
continue her spiritual work. Rev. C.
H, Figuers officiated.

Emil Roeski would have been made tb^ubject of hypnotic influence ye- 
terday but for the opposition of onenn 
Barrett Isadore Plotke, Roeski’s at
torney who will base his defense upon 
his client’s susceptibility to a ®tr0“g®r 
will, visited the county jail with a. hyp- 
nntiRt for experimentation. Jailer 
Whitman consulted with Sheriff Bar
rett who refused Plotke s request. 
Plotke then announced that he woul 
■ecure an order from the court com- i they al 
manding the sheriff to permit the ex- should 
Sent, since the state’s attorney has such s( 
not obiected. If Plotke succeeds in his 
olan the evidence based upon the test t 
will establish a precedent in the crimi- j 
nal courts of Cook county, for never be- ( 
tore have practical demonstrations of a ( 
tefendant’s susceptibility to hypnotic , 
suggestion been offered as testimony.
Phicaeo Record-Herald.

The Spiritualists of Indiana will hold 
tt delete convention at Anderson 
[nd m. 26, 27 and 28,1904. It will be 
a convention composed of repr®?e 
Lives from the local soclelies of the 

x n'ho «fate orRanlzsition. /will be bartered with ^he National Spiritual-

roealtere, mass-meetings, fluarterly 
melt tags etc., will, be arranged for, and 

of the organization carried pn

' a state association to advanceSTcause T spirltualism-Frankfort

- find.) Crescent
• I G Myers, a farmer, died at Car-

Splr tuallst Soffiety^ weU.1{nown lec. 
, Borvlces. Idrs. Di > address;

turer, dollvered a very nne^ 
anbject, ‘ Progres ?! R ^8 a by tU0 
was won. recelveu. J t return( 
usual <temonstratj M°(o watte. Mrs. 
by the Pastor, M oMatSleto)sti

K »d always in demand.

The fangs of the Roman Catholics are 
constantly protruding, under various 
forms, in their efforts to crush the pub- 
He schools. Here is the latest from the 
New York Times: “Delegations from 
forty German Catholic parishes in 
Greater New York met yesterday after- : 
noon in the basement of St. Nicholas’s 
Church, on Second street, under the aus
pices of the State Federation of Ger
man Catholic Societies, to take action 
upon the proposed bill of Senator Lewis 
tooking toward the unification of the 
state school system. John B. Seitz ot 
the Executive Committee of the Federa
tion opened the meeting, and Andrew 
Mangold of St. Nicholas Council, Catho
lic Benevolent Legion, was chairman. 
The Rev. Father John B. Mayer, pastor, 
and the Rev. Rudolph Mantel, assistant 
of St. Nicholas parish, made addresses 
of welcome, and were followed by Al
phonse G. Koelble, chairman of the 
Law Committee of the American Feder
ation of Catholic Societies, who spoke 
upon the school question. Mr. Koelble 
maintained that the Catholics, Instead ot 
being opposed to the public school sys
tem, favored the schools for the masses, 
but that as Catholics they believed the 
public schools are incomplete, inasmuch 
as they fail to TEACH RELIGION 
See what a jumble the Catholics would 
make each religious sect clamoring for 
money to TEACH RELIGION!

G. H. Brooks is now located at No. 
204 York street, Buffalo, N. Y. He has 
March and April still open for engage
ments with societies. He will respond 
to calls for funerals and week-night 
meetings while in Buffalo. Send all 
telegrams and mail mattei to the above

Mrs. A. Sexsmith writes: “The Rising 
Sun Spiritualist Mission, which meets 
every Sunday at Star Lodge Hall, 378 
So. Western avenue, Chicago, is pro
gressing very nicely. We are taking In 
new members at every meeting, and 
now have a membership of nearly 70. 
The attendance contiues to increase at 
each meeting, as our speakers and me
diums are working hard in demonstrat
ing the philosophy and phenomena of 
spirit return. Mr. S. T. Warner will be 
our speaker Sunday evening, Feb. 14, 
and Dr. Randall on Feb. 21. The 
finances of the mission are In excellent 
shape, and will be materially increased 
by the package party which will be held 
on Feb. 22, at p. m., at Sister G. W. 
Greene’s home, 770 W. Van Buren 
street. Special preparations are being 
made for our mask ball on Saturday, 
March 19, at our hall. Fifty prizes will 
be given. The mission members from 
the president to the last enlisted mem
ber, are all good workers for the cause, 
and are seeing the result of their labors 
in the Increase of membership and in 
attendance. We always have a number 
of good mediums at our meetings, also 
fine singing. Seates are free and all

very often did disappear. But the ma
gicians of India also looked into the fu
ture and predicted coming events, al
ways using the same simple and logical 
way of reasoning. " Emile Faguet, a 
member of the French academy, in a re
cent article ¿n this subject, tells how 
the magicians of old India used to util
ize superstitions in • times of danger. 
He sayB: They would watch the flight 
of birds or eat sacred chic’ 3ns on the 
eve of a battle, simply because the ten
dency of human beings in the moment 
of danger, when it was necessary to 
make a decision then as nowadays, 
wanted to relieve the suspense and un-

have wise spirits Inform him in refer
ence to the effects of socialism: "What 
effect would socialism (as it is outlined 
by the socialist of to-day) have on this 
country if it were carried Into effect? 
Will the so-called socialist party hero 
ever carry into effect its political ideas; 
if bo, would they be good or bad?”

LONG DISTANCE HEALER GUILTY.
Jacksonville, Fla., Feb. 10.—Mrs. 

Post, the famous "long distance” men
tal science healer, against whom the 
government issued a fraud order, was 
found guilty In the United States Dis
trict Court yesterday evening—Chicago 
American.

are made welcome.
Virginie Barrett writes: “I served the 

West Side Church, of Columbus, Ohio, 
last month, and found a noble band ot 
workers in its officers and members, 
whose untiring efforts bring forth the 
best of results and assured success. 
Mrs H. J- Webster is an inspirational 
poet of highest unfoldment, and her 
loving and kindly personality makes 
her labors a pleasure and success. May 
she long remain with us. Mr. H. E. 
Boestler, its president, is in full sympa
thy with the church over which he pre
sides with effective results. I will an
swer -calls from societies, to serve on 
reasonable terms. I would like a few 
engagements for camps. Address me 
at 1915 Broadway, Indianapolis, Ind.

certainty and took Recourse to fate, as 
we to-day shake dice or let a decision 
depend on thé toss of a coin. The ma
gicians of old' India also dealt in good 
luck. Not satisfying with predicting 
luck, it created it by. incantations, by 
solicitations and prayers to the gods, 
just as we Christian^ of to-day pray, 
with the difference..only that the pray
ers of Christians áre more submissive, 
more Ideal and less egotistic. The 
magic was half religion, half science. It 
waff'rudimentary science, resting upon 
incomplete and crude observation. It 
was religion in this, that it presupposed 
the existence of supernatural beings of 
a mysterious character and nature 
whom you tried to appease or combat. 
It has entered, enters and always will 
enter as a factor in all religions, even

number. . . .. ■ '
We have received two beautiful 

pieces ot music by Mme. H. C. Cayson, 
president Spiritual Society, Philadel
phia. “Angel Mother” and “Five Years 
Ago." The words are tender and sweet, 
and the music attractive. Altogether 
they are of a high spiritual order, and 

' 1 be welcomed by those desiring
such selections.

Lena Wolf, alleged by the police to 
be a fortune teller and found guilty of 
being such in the police court, was yes
terday discharged by the circuit court, 
the circuit judges holding that the evi
dence against her was not sufficient to 
prove her guilty of the charge. The 
Wolf case was founght bitterly in police 
court and was contested up to the cir
cuit court. The defendant was arrest
ed by the police some months ago and 
charged with being a fortune teller. 
Her arrest was made in the midst of a 
very determined, though spasmodic cru
sade against professional clairvoyants 
which the police were industriously 
prosecuting. She was given a hearing 
in police court, and after a sensational 
episode caused by her exhibition on the 
witness' stand, the police judge found , 
her guilty. A fine was imposed, but the j 
defendant was determined not to sub- , 
mit to it. The police court case was 
carried up to the common pleas court 
on error. The common pleas, court af
firmed the decision of the lower court. 
Still the case was not dropped. A pe
tition in error was again filed and the 
case was eventually heard in the cir
cuit court, where Mrs. Wolf was yester
day vindicated and set at liberty, it 
Is not probable that the state will carry 
the matter any further. Judge Marvin 

• announced the decision of the court. 
> He said, in brief, that there was nothing 

in the evidence to show that the plain
tiff in error was a fortune teller. The 
common pleas court was, therefore, re
versed.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Mrs. Allie Ziihtand writes, from In: 
dianapOlls, Ind.: "I have been very busy, 
all this winter in a private way, further
ing our grand cause herp. > For a long 
time every evening was occupied ns 
well as Part of the day, but now I seo 
an opening for more extended labor w"ttPsocidties,^ml wW be. glad to hear 
from any (society, that may„neili a 
a speaker and organizer. . To those 
who might wish to know something 
Schmid”ecornbrOUGeorgiaeand Missouri 
R ’pSlent of the First Spiritual 
Society of this city. My address Is No. 
1224 N. Senate street.” . -

W. F. Schumacher writes: "Sunday 
evening, Feb. 21, Dr. G. B. Warne, pres
ident of the I. S. S. A., and Secretary 
Mrs. Bloom, will be present at the So
ciety Students of Nature, 1565 Milwau
kee avenue. The Doctor will will make 
a public presentment of honor upon this 
society, ot which Mrs. M. Schumacher 
is pastor. We extend a cordial invita
tion. Feb. 7, Dr. J. H. Randall gave a 
most Interesting discourse which held 
the audience spell bound. The Doctor 
was followed by Sister Stillman and 
other mediums. A piano solo and song 
was rendered by Master F. Rasmussen; 
Master Konlger, The Opened .Gates ot 
Heaven. The pastor closed, pronounc-

the most ideal.
B. Vaughn' writes: "The Christian 

Spiritual Union Church has removed 
from Temperance Hall, 330 W. 63rd 
street, to Becker Hall, on State and 
Forty-fourth streets; entrance or Forty
fourth street. Wehave-Mrs. Lucille De- 
loux, who will render the best of music 
and platform tests; also Mrs. L. J. 
Vaughn as test medium, and a speaker 
who is engaged for the society for the 
season. We expect to make our meet
ings very interesting."

The Boston Record has the follow
ing: “The newest style ot New Thought 
with which Boston women are con
cerned has to do with vibrations. It is

Ella M. Gross writes from Weiser, 
Idaho; "Although a new subscriber, and 
over 2,000 miles from Chicago, in my 
new home, In the banner state of Idaho, 
your excellent paper has been a most 
welcome visitor every week, and eager
ly read by myself and son. We scarce
ly realize we have had any winter here, 
the sun shines so warm and the mount
ain air is so pure and balmy, the cold
est day being but 6 above zero. We 
have not met many Spiritualists yet, 
but hope to later on. May The Pro
gressive Thinker continue to prosper 
until it has the largest circulation ot 
any paper in Chicago.” -

The Spiritual Research will meet ev
ery Thursday evening at 144 South Al
bany avenue, southeast corner» Colorado 
avenue, beginning at 8 o’clock sharp. 
All are invited to attend. Good me
diums in attendance.

Mrs L. D. Exerett writes from Mil
waukee Wisr. "William Fitch Ruffle ot 
Chicago, 839 N. Clark street, officiated 
at 134 Grand avenue, this city, under 
auspices of the First Golden Rule Spir
itualist Society, Sunday afternoon and 
evening, Feb. 7. An Intelligent audi
ence of cultured people was greatly 
pleased with lecture and teste given 
from articles laid on the table while 
Mr. Ruffle absented himself from the 
hall, returning to take them' up one by 
one, and securing testa.for. all present, 
who cared to have articles read. Dur
ing the afternoon he was surprised by 
having handed to him a written commu
nication from Mrs. Dr. .Dixon of Forty- 
third street church, Chicago, . which 
spoke in glowing terms of the esteem in 
which Mr. Ruffle was held in his own 
city and. congratulated Milwaukee upon 
having secured for tlie occasion the ser
íeos of so able a speaker and test medi
um. He remains here until'Wednesday, 
when upon request'no will return to Ra
cine There he was entertained and 
held a circle on his way to Milwaukee, 
to return by request, and will leave in 
time to take up.his usual duties Hi Uhl- 
cago on Sunday, Feb. 14.”

Georgia Gladys Cooley writes from 
Denver, Colo.: “AN APPEAL TO THE 
SPIRITUALIST—The many friends of 
Dr. Benson Elliott, of California will no 
doubt be aroused to sympathy as well 
as Indignation oil learning of his arrest 
for healing the sick, which took place 
Feb. 11, in the city of Denver, Colo. The 
doctor was treated badly, and given no 
opportunity of an Impartial defense. 
The judge on the bench manifested his 
personal prejudice by several remarks 
quite unbecoming such a position, 
among them, T believe you a fake.’ Our 
brother wan not brought before the 
judge to have the latter give his private 
opinions and belief, but as he thought 
to receive justice, which was not meted 
out to him, as he was fined fifty dollars. 
The fine has been paid and the Doctor 
released from jail. He has taken steps 
to have the case appealed, but like most 
of the earnest and honestworkers in our 
cause, he is without funds. Will not 
the Spiritualists at largo and the many 
Whom the doctor has treated often with
out charge, manifest their interest in 
his case by sending him any amount 
they can spare? If we want our cause 
to grow and Spiritualism to be defended 
we must stand together in such cases as 
this for we all know the Doctor has al
ways been a worthy and self sacrificing 
worker. Address all mall to Dr. Ben
son Elliott, Room 4, 311 Sixteenth

an offshoot of the gospel quite success- . 
fully planted by a handsome and fascl- 1 
nating Chicago woman. First they had i 
to learn that ‘the inaudible tones which 
come from evil thoughts are as harmful 
as those from the spoken word,’ that 
‘love, light and joy come sweetly in the 
vibrations of the sincere.’ Her general 
theory of practice is somewhat difficult 
to define, though clear enough to one 
personally acquainted with the basic 
principle: ‘Prayer and mediation excite 
at the base of the spinal column a vl- 
bratory force of the highest potentiality 
for the health of the brain cells.’ The 
great adept from Chicago declares that 
any mind may register its vibrations 
and communicate with any other mind, 
wherever located, which sets itself in 
tune. Possibilities of telepathy great 
and unplumbed are recognized freely 
and In ‘The Life Radiant,’.. lately pub
lished Lilian Whiting forecasts a time 
when speech will become obsolete and 
written communications superfluous, 
for spirit may call to spirit across any 
void when man lays hold upon knowl
edge that he is a creature of the spirit 
rather than flesh.” ' .

H. F. Coates writes: “Sunday even
ing, Feb. 7, H.jF, Arnold lectured for us 
at Kenwood H,aJl, his subject was ‘Mud
dy Cups, Living WÁtprs.' A large and 
appréciative audience greeted him. His 
subject for Feb. 21 ¡will be ‘Develop
ment.’ All Snirltualjsts are interested 
in this subject AO cope and listen, and 
perhaps some tnougfjt will be obtained 
which will be ol benefit. Mediums are 
invited to come to our meetings and 
take a part. Our, afternoon meeting Is

I so well adapted for the bringing out of 
. young mediums, thatntoo much encour- 
। agement cannot be given to them to at- 
■ tend. Come one, come all; you will be

LIFE—WHAT IS IT?

A filmy drawn thread, tangled at either 
end,

And drawn across the dial of the 
years

By that old Spider, Time, who heeds 
nor hears

The murmur of the moments as 
blend ;

Their melody with walling hearts 
rend,

And hopes that snap beneath 
weight of tears;

And ere the swarthy spinner disap
pears,

He breaks the magic thread that none 
can mend,

Leaving our startled eyes enwrapt In 
mist,

Our fingers palsied, and our blanched 
lips mute,

And busy grave-worms nibbling at 
the fruit

Which Death has plucked and dangled 
at his wrist.

Nor doth the subtle weaver come again 
To tie the fibre and complete the skein.

This volume contains a selection of the best» 
poems of this gifted author and HlorieUes con
tributed by Clair Tuttle in her eharmlng wtyle. 
There are 285 pages, with Mx full-page inustra- 
tluns. including .photogravures ot the author 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound In blue withal- 
luthinum einbosslng. Many of the poems are 
eupeeiftUy adapted for recitations.

Tho Author needs no introduction to the spir
itual public. Ker songs are among the best in 
spiritual literature. Epes Sargent said ot one 
of her poems that it was tho equal of anything 
in the language, and that sho was the poet of 
the New Dispensation. -41

The Mecca says: ‘ Psychic Poems.
That erudite critic. Win. Emmettc Coleman: 

•‘To all lovers of good poetry this book is confi
dently recommended.” 1 , .. ■ -l

Will Carlton: “1 have read with great inter- 
^Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanitarian 
says: “A most exquisite bouquet * * * •.the 
thoughts echo and re echo through the deepest 
recesses of my heart. I have some word oi 
prTh^authore8aysd|iie’the dedication: “To thosa 
whoso thoughts and longings reach Into the 
unseen Land of Souls, this handful of aspho
dels. mixed with common flowers. Is offered 
honing to give rest and pleasure while waiting 
at the way stations on the journey thither ” •

Price, 11.00. For sale by
HUDSON TUTTLE,

Berlin Heights, Ohia ;
FOREIGN AGENTS: ■ . ■

H. A. Copley, Cannlngtown,\London, Eng- 
W. H. Terry. Melbourne. Australia. .
A Volume of 500 large pages, treating very 

nterestingly H Life. Death and Immortality, 
Clairvoyance. Spirit Phenomena. Etc. as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated exponent of 
Theosophy, Price, 81.50, • _

street, Denver, Colo.”
Paul S. Gillette writes from Oakland, 

Cal.: “On January 24, my wife and I 
went to San Jose to hold a meeting for 
the Spiritual Union.- The society is in 
quite a progressive condition. The con
gregation that attended the services 
was intelligent and appreciative. I de
livered an address on ‘The Needs of 
Spiritualists To-day.’ Mrs. Gillette fol
lowed with tests for about an hour. 
She gave family relations, the names of 
the departed with remarkable accuracy, 
and practical advice of great merit. 
The president of the Spiritual Union, 
W. D. J. Hambly, is a very energetic 
and bright man. It is to his efforts and 
that of tlie active local workers that the 
permanent growth of the Union owes 
its impetus. Allen Franklin Brown and 
wife, official organizers of the California 
State Spiritualists Association, were at 
San Jose one month, last December, and 
gave tlie movement a boost, adding 
some members as the result of many 
Sunday and week-day meetings. They 
have now purchased a ranch near Los 
Gatos and intend to settle thereon and 
do occasional spiritual work in spare 
time. There is a very bright young me
dium of foreign birth, who has lately 
made her appearance on the California 
Spiritual rostrum. I refer to Mrs. 
Holmes who has lately been doing work 
at San Jose, and has now gone to Stock
ton. If she is treated fairly she will 
make a successful future.”

. VinoH. Hlckbx writes: "I have been 
much Interested in reading the various 
opinions of mhsterly'lininds on the sub
ject of mediumship, tód The Great Psy
chological Crime. I never saw or read 
the book, but I- got a good idea of the 
contents by-reading the correspondence 
between Lyman C. Howe and Mrs. Flor
ence Huntley. It seems to me that the 
author of the book'Swings the club at 
the wrong’party in this matter. I thlnk 
that the Great -Psychological Crime 
should rest'on thè heads of the ortho
dox ministry of all'denomlnhtions of the 
past as well as the' present. ■ All liberal- 
minded people who have come out fear
lessly from the orthddOX church and 
laid aside priestcraft as a faith, know It 
to bo a fact that orthdoxy uses a sub-

A happy winding up of right anti 
wrong,

A quiet quenching of the vital fire;
A shadow lying on the broken lyre—

A beggar’s holiday—a twilight long,
A landing place where weary pilgrims 

throng,
A tranquil terminus of ways that tire.
Death is a respite from each vain re

gret, .
It drops the curtain, it concludes the 

play,
It turns the lights out, and it leads 

the way, . .
When o’er the housetops all the stars 

have set; ' ' ' .
Death is the epilogue to which we 

- ; lint, ' O'; g ? '
Just as the tired audience Is . dis

missed. ■ ' .
. o co ' o — J. N. Matthews.

RADIANT ENERGY sis,Its Relation 
w Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory. Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon anew branch 
of research Into the laws of nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer ot the modern as
trological literature will surely come with great: 
interest. Price, cloth. 81.75.

MARK CHESTER
OR

A Mill and a Million.
This is ono of Carlyle Petcrslloa'H most inter

Bating works. It Is purely a Psychical Romunct 
ouch as the author is noted for producing. Yon 
Meed it In your library tor ihe purpose ot lead
ing your romance-loving children out into tho 
Rttht of occultism. Price, cloth cover, 60 cts. 
Bw sale at this office.

Ite Borne of Me
rine" and of his people. Given Through the 
mediumship of MRS.M.T. LONGLEY, to IraC. 
Fuller, and by him dedicated to humanity. It 
Is enough to know this work came through thi# 
excellent medium to recommend it. 174 pages 
•f interesting reading. Price, cloth. 50 cents.

Mrs. Sarah Charles writes from New- 1 
port, Ky.: "As I write you at this time 
for the purpose of renewing my sub
scription to The Progressive Thinker, I 
take occasion to send you a short notice 
of the good work being accomplished by 
the First Temple Society of Spiritual
ists in this vicinity. For two months 
Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly was our speaker. 
During January in addition-to the regu
lar evening seryice at our Temple in 
Newport we held afternoon meetings at 
Douglass Hall, Cincinnati, at which Mr. 
Edgerly gave the lecture and Mrs. Ella 
Moloney, a fine medium and a member 
of our society, gave the spirit messages. 
Mr. Edgerly and Mrs. Moloney both did 
excellent work, and fully merited the 
approbation of the people, which was 
evidenced'by the financial success of 
the meetings. During the month of 
January we held several entertainments 
which proved financially successful, net
ting us nearly 3100. Mr. Edgerly left 
us with the best wishes of our members, 
and we hope at some future time to 
have him with us again.”

Martin Burnham writes: I have been 
wondering why some medium does not 
take up the challenge of the 31,000 to 
produce a genuine spirit body, as it 
seems to me I have good evidence that 
it can be done. I will in confirmation 
of this give a little experience I had one 
evening In‘Chicago about two and one- 

■ half-years ago. I and my grandson went to a stance held by Miss Cheno- 
with ’ Thore were eight or ten people 

. present,'all strangers to me excepting 
my grandson. In the course of the s’ .....................CmM 41»a rnbinpt.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
ot fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line 1

Frank Bradly Lee Fancher, infant son 
of Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Fancher, of this 
city, passed away at Nichols Memorial 
Hospital, Battle Creek, Mich., Feb. 5, 
after an earthly existence of only a few 
hours. Saturday afternoon sympa
thetic friends of the bereaved parents 
assembled in one of the parlors of the 
institution, where, surrounded by flow
ers, the little form lay. Brief but ap- 
iropriate services were conducted by 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets, of Grand Ledge.

I1U or The Touch of An Angel Jim, Mother.
, BY CARRIE E. S. TWINC.

Her dedicatory lines aro sufficient : to show 
the spirit of the book as well as tho author, it 
reads, “Because my own children aro all under 
tho tender caro of tho angels, and my heart 13 
hungry for the love of the young. I most loving- 
Jy dedicate this book lo tho children of the 
world.” This book Is full of soul elevating and 
Interesting thought. Price, cloth, 81. For sale 
It this office.

LISBETH
An Interesting Story of Two 

Worlds.

On Feb. 2, 1904, after an Illness of 
en- 
his 
de
tte

several months, Mr. Arnold Graf, 
tered into the life triumphant from 
home near Naponee, Neb. The 
ceased was an earnest worker in 
cause of Spiritualism, and although in 
his 62d year and totally blind, he was
always ready and willing to do what he 
could to help his fellow-men on in the 
way of light. His remains were laid 
to rest in the Naponee cemetery.

A FRIEND.

A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion How to develop these desirable 
elfte according to the most approved 
methods ot ancient and modem teach- 
pts together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. By 
Laura G. Fixen.

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen- 
tratlon of thought, clear meditation and 
Buperlor Inspiration. .

Sent complete for 50 cents.
"A Conspiracy Against the Republic.”. 

By Charles B. Waite, A; M„ author of 
"History of the Christian Religion to 
the YeaY 200,” etc.; A condensed state; 
meat of facta concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to'get control of the gov
ernment;. An Important work. Paper, 
25 cento. For sale at this office. ,

Elevating, Fascinating;, Instroc- 
tlve Throughout.

This work by Carrie EL B. Twuog !• 
exceptionally interesting. She well 
Bays: "These character» which hava 
brought out the highest and lowest la 
different religion« Dalle!», have moves 
me, not I them.” The whole book 1« to- 
»greeting, fasdnating, and tBstracttvo, 
Price »LOG ___ ;

ORIGIN OF SPECIES,

Darwin. Gilt top, cloth bound. Thio book U tfl» 
grandest achievement of modern scientific 
and reoesreb. It has passed tbniugh man) ed tloni 
In BngHsb, hM been translated Into ajniost all th® 
lanMfgos of Europe, end has been the 
mew :reviewe, pamphUtsend separate booka 
oth<- rolume of tho age. Most of tho
of t&f.'&ge folly support bis position. The ibouchtof

of Nature;,
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex-, 
istenco and to tho Philosophy ot Spiritualism.. 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Papet\2i_conte.____

An Tnfh.HlAHfl A pamphlet of 32 pages, com- 
»'led and published by tho 

conspiracy Into Rov. J. G. WliUo, author 
of numeroda antl-Cathollo works. It conUjnB 

/dlaclOBuroa relative to a vlUainoun plot toover- 
throw our ftco government, Price, 16 ccntB _ 

“YhE DESGEAT OF MAN.,
S?n^F.P^ath; wondor and admiration, in 

' fileSanco of fltylo. charm of maunet and deep 
» knowledge of natural history, it ntanils almost

Without a rival nmonix sclonuAo Dorics.
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Humanitarian Work Should Be a Proiii^ Factor hi BY PHYSICAL ARO MENTAL METHODS, ILLUSTRATED.

Spiritualism* A

for Work.

is
‘obsessed" by evil spirits.

fÒ WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHÉffflOOD

cruel man.”

iiini,” Fully Answered

ft 
:n

■t<
re

G. W. Woodman: Q. If the spirit 
■world is a counterpart of this, with Its 
actors all passing on from this life un
changed, why do spirits “obsess" mor
tals to gratify desires? Does It appear

rlj Jo-

Opening Day at the Sounthern Cassa
daga Camp.

in the kitchen now.
CARRIE E. S. TWING.

Í ? .. in
■J : ;ix 
.01 b ; S ’■ 
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This department is under the man« 
«gemeut ot .

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin, HeigbUi, Ohio.

By MARVIN E. CONGER, M.D. 
Assisted by ROSA C. CONGER, M. D.

4.- 
tlon 
to ). 
TH’

Mngel ot Xigbt.

quencies all meet with ready explana
tion by the claim that the medium

. . ___ aid
who/ln his inmost hâart

the nature cure

0

This

NOTE.—The Questions and Answers 
bine called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things Is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in- 
fluliy. The supply of matter Is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
'-t^d hence there Is unavoidable delay.

y>y one lias to wait bls time and 
^-‘fee, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE,—No attention will he given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters wlU 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an- 
sweis, and while I freely give what
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE-

H. C. Moore: Q. When did Ernest 
Renan die? How many years did he 
pass in Palestine?

A. Joseph Ernept Renan was born in 
1823, at Treguier, on the coast of Brit
tany. He went to Paris at the age of 10 
to prepare himself for the church. He 
won tile Volney medal in 1847, and held 
various positions, until sent to Syria on 
B scientific mission in I860, returning in 
1862. He thus passed two years in that 
æountry. It was of value to him in giv
ing local tone and coloring to his Ori
gines du Christianisme, his best known 
work, and popular for its glowing style, 
but as superficial and .delusive as a 
novel. His Life of Jesus met with cen
sorship, and cost him his place as Pro
fessor of Hebrew in the College de 
France. His style is pleasing, but he is 
unreliable in his history, overdraws in 
description, superficial, and appears to 
have been wholly wanting In that dis
criminating power, essential to distin
guish truth from falsehood. He died at 
Paris, October 2,189’2.

Judge Delevan Bates: Q. Please 
give sketch of Annie Besant, and tell 
how she came to take Madam Blavat
sky’s place in the Theosophical Society?

A. Annie Besant, born at London, 
October 1, 1847, daughter of W. P. 
Wood. Married Rev. Frank Besant in 
1867, but obtained a legal separation in 
1873. Joined the National Secular So
ciety In 1874; worked in the Free 
Thought movement led by Charles 
Bradlaugh, M. P., and in 1883 became 
deeply interested in Socialism; also 
took part in the Trades Union move
ment among unskilled laborers. Was 
a^member of the London School Board, 
1887-90, and in 1889 joined the Theo
sophical Society, becoming a pupil of 
Madam Blavatsky.

She has lectured on Theosophy In in- 
<lia and the United States, and has writ- 
'ten many Works arid papers on the sub
-fcict. As pupil of the Madam, because 

her distinguished position, and devo- 
tien jo Theosophy she was the one and 
only choice as successor to that ag
gressive leader.

Mrs. Besant is more talented than her 
predecessor, Infinitely more honest, and 
unselfish. Her course shows how reck
lessly she disregards precedents and 
past beliefs, and her readiness to accept 
the new. She is a most remarkable wo
man, personally and Intellectually. A 
strong, calm, clear and eloquent speak
er of the style of Wendell Phillips. It 
is a strange anomaly that one so gifted 
with reason should fall into the belief 
In a doctrine that is absolutely devoid 
of reason, and shows how superstition 
holds by heredity the activity and con
clusions of the mind.

V. R. 3: Q. Is it conclusive proof 
that a materializing medium is a fraud 
when he refuses to be handcuffed with 
cuffs not his own, but produced by some 
one in the circle stating that it may be 
Impossible for them to get anything on 
account of these cuffs but his own work
ing all right?

(2) What effect (if any) have such 
cuffs never before worn by the medium 
on these manifestations?

A. (1) It may not be conclusive ev
idence of fraud, but such refusal casts 
suspicion on the medium. There is 
nothing “magnetic” in one pair of hand
cuffs more or less than in another, and 
the only reason against using another 
pair would be that the new pair could 
not be worked, as easily as "his own."

(2) The "effect" of such new cuffs 
on such a medium would probably be 
the absence of all "manifestations." A 
sleight-of-hand performer, allowed his 
own “conditions," cannot be detected in 
his tricks.

Katharine Bates: If you hold se
ances at appointed seasons and with 
the earnest desire that your spirit 
friends only shall approach you, and 
hold in your minds that none other 
shall do so, you will have no further 
trouble by spirits coming you do not 
want. You have by sitting at any and 
all times, prevented your friends from 
holding steadfast, and allowed others to 
come'In. You have also made the com
mon mistake, of being anxious for some 
astonishing phenomena, and have not 
awaited patiently what may come to 
you. This anxiety of mind, and holding 
seances at such times fis inclination or 
convenience suggests, is the ready way 
to open the door to all comers.

reasonable when they have a home of 
¿jltheir own? .
„u Th0 questloner has by the word- 
e]uing of his questions given them answer. 
unjWo bnve u'wéT8 believed, we may say 

l'Tiown, that a great deal of this talk 
Btl;.’.oout "obsession" and influence of 
orp.!evll spirits,” has come from mediums 
«jpWho have thus attempted to account for 
f0I:their own failures and derelictions by 

2—---- ’ ■ -.....—

throwing the blame on this readily re
ceived scape-goat

Case» of nervous prostration and 
clearly defined brain derangement have 
been flippantly explained by this ready 
theory, and spirit communion converted 
from angel intercourse to a terrible de
monology, The crisis has been recent
ly reached, and the logical conclusions 
toward which these crass theories and 
explanations tend, forced-with terrible 
earnestness upon us. If there are "ob
sessions," the obsessing spirit comes 
because the door is opened for its com
ing. Whatever the obsessed may do 
they would do of their own accord were 
restraint removed. They do as they do 
because they are like the obsessing in
fluence. Hence it is no palliation ot the 
offense that they are under the control 
of an influence they say they cannot re
sist. Would any one dare to assert that 
an angel could be controlled by an evil 
spirit and dragged into sensuality and 
crime? As there is a possible state of 
health which is immune from the most 
virulent germs of disease, there is a 
spiritual state immune from any and 
every perverting Influence. Nor is this 
an Ideal or unattainable state, but sim
ply a self-fortified attitude of well-bal
anced self-control. Neither is it antag
onistic, but rather promotive' of the 
most perfect sensitiveness, and invitive 
of the best spiritual influence. To ac
knowledge that one is helpless under 
the stress of an “obsessing" spirit, is 
disreputable, even admitting the whole 
contention, of the power of low and de
graded spirits, and no shield against 
censure. It is time Spiritualism was 
freed from this blighting doctrine 
which tends to a revival of the absurd 
superstitions about witchcraft preva
lent centuries ago, which have no place 
in the present. ’

Ninety-nine hundredths of all the 
cases of pretended “obsession," are 
caused by nervous prostration, more or 
less marked insanity, misunderstanding 
of the control, ignorance on the part of 
the control or deception on the part of 
medium. Failure in giving correct mes
sages, contradictions, and moral delta-

THOMAS LEES.
Tlje ascension to a higher life of this 

noble man, has been already mentioned 
in The Progressive Thinker, and high 
tribute In his praise eloquently given by 
Mrs. I. W. Pope, but I would add my 
humble voice in the symposium of his 
friends. The more do I desire this, be
cause it was impossible for me to re
deem my promise, made many years 
ago, to speak the final parting words 
over the casket wherein reposed his 
mortality.

A friend of forty years, a true, gener
ous, helpful friend; a man of splendid 
executive abilities, with his whole soul 
in the cause of truth, and it may be 
said that for twenty-five years he car
ried Spiritualism by his own devotion 
and self-sacrifice. The Progressive Ly
ceum was sustained and vigorous under 
his long conductorship, and the mem
bers were loyal in his assistance.

In all his efforts to build up the ly
ceum and sustain lecturers, his sister 
Tillie has nobly sustained him. As 
leader in the "Good Samaritans," she 
has been a sister of mercy to the dis
tressed of her adopted city, and many 
a suffering child, and destitute mother 
has blessed her name. The sudden de
parture of her brother must, even with 
the sustaining power of the spiritual 
philosophy, be overwhelming to her 
sensitive nature. May good angels sus
tain and comfort her.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Morris Pratt School Library. :
Although we have had but little time 

as yet to arrange our school library, 
and have said very little about It 
through the papers, we have the founda
tion laid for a good library. Mrs. 
Susie C. Clarke, that indefatigable 
worker, of Cambridge, Mass., has pre
sented the school all of her works; the 
Librarian of the War Department of 
Congress has sent us several sacks full 
of fine books. Capt. Milan C. Edson, ot 
Washington, D. C., has sent us several 
copies of his "Solaris Farm." Some
body has sent us the Banner ot Light 
from its first issue up to very nearly the 
present time. I think there are possi
bly not more than a half-dozen copies 
missing. Last, though not least, Dr. 
D. R. Higbee, of West Branch, Mich., 
has sent to us his entire medical libra
ry. The Dr. is now near ninety years 
old, and he very sensibly wishes to dis
pose of all his worldly possessions be
fore he passes to the hither side of life, 
so he sent us the fine donation ot books 
above mentioned.

Mr. Warren, a retired merchant, a 
man who has been a lively member of 
the Baptist church until, I think, with
in a year, is now a student in our 
school. This gentleman puts in all his 
spare time in building book-cases for 
us.

We confidently hope that by the time 
our Wisconsin State Spiritualist Con
vention in the Institute comes off on 
the third Tuesday and three following 
days in April, to have a good and well- 
arranged library in our library hall. 
There is yet Toom for those who wish 
to donate books to send them on. We 
would be highly pleased to have all of 
the works of that old veteran reformer, 
Dr. Andrew Jackson Davis. We would 
like any or all the works of Emmanuel 
Swedenborg. Encyclopedias are all ac
ceptable. The school will have a full 
assortment of my books. That grand 
old man, Dr. J. M. Peebles, it is hoped 
will remember the young men and wo
men who are trying In the Institute to 
fit themselves for usefulness and will 
let them have the privilege of gleaning 
pearls of wisdom from his writings.

We hope to be able soon to show the 
citizens of Whitewater a library of 
which we need not be ashamed.

MOSES HULL. ’

Information How They May Give Birth to Happy, 
Healthy Children Absolutely With« 

out Paln~Sent Free.
No woman need any lonrer dread the pains of 

ehlld-blrth. or remain childless. Dr. J. H. 
has devoted his llfo torollevlmr the Borrows.? 
women. He hoa proved that all pain nt childbirth 
may bo entirely banished, and he will gladly tell 
yon how it may be done absolutely free of charge. 
Bend your name and address to Dr. J.H.Dyo, 1st 
Lewis Block, Buffalo. N. Y., and he will send you, 
postpaid, bts wonderful book which tells how to 
tJTo birth to happy, healthy children, aoBoluwly 
witnout,pami also, how to cure nterllity. Do not 
delay, but writ« to-day.

"Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. : Price,

tal.. ■ . . . • .

Shall I Become a Medi-

...
$In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Jts Conditions 
^and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
* <jents. Send to Mr, Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 0.

LAKE HELEN CAMP, FLA A Remarkable Doctor Book
HAS JUST BBBN ISSUED, ENTITLED i

IT IS WELL TO KEEP BEFORE THE 
PEOPLE THOSE ANGELS OF 
LIGHT WHO ARE CONSTANTLY 
BRIGHTENING THE HEARTS OF 
THE SICK AND POVERTY-STRICK
EN, AND SOWING SEEDS OF 
KINDNESS BROADCAST AMONG 
THOSE WHOSE LOT IN LIFE HAS 
NOT BEEN CAST IN PLEASANT 
PLACES.

[Copyright, and published by permis
sion of the Chicago American.]

THE LITTLE CONVERSATION THAT 
STARTED IT ALL.

She—Every rich girl ought to make 
some sacrifice for charity's sake.

He—Well, what sacrifice are you go
ing to make?. .1 should like to know; It 
would Interest me. '

She—Do you know I am thinking of 
cutting down my millinery bills—hats 
are so outrageously expensive’.

He—Why don’t you try to get along, 
then, without any at all?
..She (as if In deep thought—Quite 
true; I might do that.

He—I should like to bet you couldn’t; 
not fpr a week, nor a month, let alone a 
yearl

She—What'll you bet?
He (nonchalantly)—Oh, anything you 

say.
She—Now, look here, I'm perfectly se-_ 

rlous; honestly, I am. I'll bet you one 
thousand dollars I won't wear a hat of 
any kind fora year.

He—Really, ah—h—, honest? Bet 
accepted. I'll put It In writing. But 
you won’t, you know.

She—One thousand dollars I'll win on 
the bet, and one thousand dollars I’ll 
save on my millinery bills. (With a 
quick computation of her fingers). This 
will be two thousand dollars for our 
poor little sick children (with quick, In
stinctive thought). I'll sign the wager, 
quick—and I’LL WIN OUT. I'LL WIN 
OUT. I’LL WIN OUT.

He—Good. It's a go (sotto voce) 
Only she won't, don't you know. It's a 
woman's dare. Fancy one of our set 
going without one new hat for a yearl 
I'm a thousand to the good.

. . If, was tfjeh.^¿ learned the
joy of helping others /ufi. learned the 
full beauty of tfie shyliig,J"it is more 
blessed to give than to rebeiye."

Helpfulness has .fiow, Mijome the Idea 
of her young life, ‘fehe gives not only 
her “millinery" money, but a, heart of 
sympathy and Kindliness. '

She doesn't “care g rap" if remarks 
are made about her. because she goes 
hatless. ' And yet th'ere is’nothing in 
the slightest' degree pronounced or ec
centric about her. In spite of her good
comradeship with every ono (and all 
her men friends call her “a good fel
low”), she has the fine manners and tiie 
fine reserve 0f;a high-bred American 
aristocrat. Frequently her charitable 
work is carried on in co-operation with 
Mayor Sisson, of Pittsfield, and with 
Mr. J. M. Fitzgerald, 'who holds the 
quite unique office of "City Almoner." 
Appeals for aid are made to lier literal
ly by the hundreds. She knows the 
uselessness of Indiscriminate charity, 
and when she is in doubt of the worth 
of an applicant, she-consults with Mr. 
Fitzgerald.

MIsb Madeline Cutting, of New York 
and Pittsfield, Mass., a member of New 
York's “Four Hundred," young, fair to 
look at and heiress to a goodly fortune, 
has not been known to wear a hat in 
the picturesque and famous Massachu
setts town where she lives most of the 
time, nor in New York, nor in any of 
the Southern resorts she has visited for 
the fashionable Spring jaunt tor over 
one whole year.

This tale of a hat—or rather no hat at 
all—is one of the prettiest little stories 
that has crept out about New York’s 
“Four Hundred” in a long time. But It 
is so familiar to the people of the little 
Berkshire town in Massachusetts, 
where it comes from, that they look 
upon it now as one of the town’s tradi- 
tlons. They have ceased to gaze In 
wonderment at the tall, fair girl who al
most dally, in rata or in shine, under 
hot summer Bkles or in one of the quick 
snow storms, that sweep down'trom,the 
hills, may be Been walking or driving, in 
the shops or on the streets, bareheaded 
and with no covering whatever, save 
the aureole of waving hair with which 
nature has crowned her—for charity’s 
sake. ’

Miss Cutting is a daughter of Colonel 
Walter Cutting and grand-daughter of 
Robert L. Cutting, long one of the solid 
bankers of New York. She is related 
to the R. Fulton Cuttings and the Liv
ingston and the Bayard and the Brock
hoist and all the other Cuttings,- and 
made her debut in New York society 
like all the daughters of the extremely 
rich and fashionable Cuttings. .

For the greater part of each year, 
since then, she has lived In Pittsfield, 
where Colonel Cutting has a fine sum
mer residence, known as Meadow Farm.

The dialogue which your eye catches 
Immediately in looking at this page, 
took place at Meadow Farm, and gives 
the key note to the story and why Miss 
Madeline Cutting never wears a hat. 
Miss Cutting is not a bit eccentric, and 
dreads publicity so much that she has 
tried by every hook and crook to de
stroy all pictures of her—this one -on 
this page escaped her keen notice—but 
after she made the bet of ?l,000 that 
she wouldn’t wear a hat for one year, to 
have It to spend ambng the poor, Bhe 
snapped her fingers at public opinion 
and replied to Jier father, who gently 
admonished her:

“I’ve heard of people catching cold 
coming home from church, but not go
ing/ And I don’t give a rap, papa, what

ay. I’ve laid t ager and I’m

' How She Worksi Among the Poor.
But there are many cases which are 

, brought to her notice where she acts on 
her own swift, sure intuition. She does 
not wait for a family to die of hunger 

i and thirst and cold before she holds out 
a helping hand. Sometimes mothers 

. with unruly-boys ask Miss Madeline to 
, try her influence. There are several 
■ boys in Pittsfield who remember well, 

during the last year or two, the horse
sense dose of her plain talk, kindly, yet 

. unsparingly frank, which Miss Made
line gave them—for advice.

The aged poor In the city almshouse 
are MJss Cutting’s fondest admirers 
Every Friday when slíe is In town sho 
drives out there to have a cheery little 
chat with the old women and, perhaps, 
a game of cards with the old men. She 
carries candy and snuff for the women 
and tobacco for the men.

Then there are the forlorn, forsaken 
women of the Old Ladles’ Home. They 
know and really love “Miss Madeline." 
There are not words; enough in their vo
cabulary to express .fhejr admiration for 
her nor j>et phrases enough to tell of 
their affection. .

And not only in Pittsfield are Miss 
Cutting s good deeds to be told. Belle
vue Hospital could toll of five children 
from Pittsfield brought to its shelter 
last year to ask for. its skill and treat
ment. They were little intends ot Miss 
Cutting who needed surgical treatment. 
She carried them ail the.¿way to New 
lork, paid the exposes pf transporta
tion and medical service, and when they 
were cured brought ï$em back home.

Doesn’t Care a Rap HoWShe Looks.
In Boston, at thÿ PerWns’ Institute 

for the Blind, is a ayoung! girl, Cora 
Crocker by name, Who ÏH another of 
Miss Cutting’s proteges. ' Deaf, spéëch- 
esi8.,aiL<J siSht!ess. mtiful.Mfe was hers 

until the angel of Pittsfield” heard ot 
her and took her àwaÿ train her sad 
surroundihgs to bé Healéíflíke Laura 
Bridgman or Helen Neller,’’

Miss Cutting, whS’is sáJ admired by 
the people of Pitts^idA h& frank, hon
est eyes;/hat looFétr®!;’into your 
own, jL Peculiarly w)risôfifë siqlle, a 
happy laugh in-her• voli<E-aji¿for all 
this and her manifold good'deeds they 
call her the Angefhf Pittsfield., .“No, 
she doesn't care how she looks,” to use 
the voice of thé town. Her favorite 
street costume’for the winter is a" short 
square-cut black coat, lined with 
sheep’s-wool; in severest weather a 
long fur coat. l-
Winning Her Bet Bareheaded InaBllz- 

- zar(j.
She wears them- swung open. To 

have seen her in a-Berkshire blizzard, 
straight and lithe, with the snow play
ing hide and seek in her crown of fluffy 
hair and the wind tossing It this way 
and that, with her long-fleece-lined coat 
flung open as if no cold or sleet had 
power to chill her warm heart under
neath, one almost feels that he had 
seen a vision of Eternal Youth.

Miss Cutting loves--her Pittsfield 
friends so well that she does not like to 
leave them for long. Now and then she 
makes a flying trip to - her New York 
home or to Boston. - Often these trips 
are undertaken In behalf of some sick 
friend or of little Cora Crocker. In 
summer, when Pittsfield is gay with vis
itors, when the cottages at Lenox and 
Stockbridge and Great Barrington are 
open and en fete, all of Miss Cutting’s 
leisure hours are claimed by her New 
York friends who summer in the Berk
shires. But even- then she never neg
lects her weekly visits to the old men 
and the old women, and doesn’t forget 
to buy her weekly contribution of snuff 
and tobacco and soap and other simple 
little luxuries, which make life brighter 
for the.dwellers In the twilight of old 
age. .

North or South, Wéars no Hat.

February 7, the opening day of ca'inp, 
has been an ideal one. With the ther
mometer at 82, of course it was warm, 
but no one seemed to mind it very 
much. >

The auditorium was’ very beautifully 
dpcerated, as has been the dancing pa- 
vilidn, under the direction of Mrs. E. H. 
\hompson, of Lily Dale. A profusion 
of flowers adorned the platform.

Roses that would have beeq very dear 
in the North were donated by some who 
do not claim to be Spiritualists, while 
another purchased dozens oi them be
cause she wanted to make the place 
beautiful. Palms and pines were freely 
used, while of the long twining stems 
full of yellow bell-like blossoms ot the 
jasmine there was no stint. •

The flags of all countries invited the 
visitors to study them, and "Old Glory" 
served as a drapery in the rear or the 
platform.

The hard cement floor is covered in 
the aisles with heavy carpeting and bad 
it not been for two circumstances there 
would have been, no shadow over our 
hearts save for those who have been 
promoted from our number to the high
er life.

We were all disappointed that Bro. 
Homer Altemus, who has served this 
association, faithfully for two years, 
could not be with us, on account pt ill
ness. Mr.¿Altemus has many friends 
here who miss him and who pray he 
may soon be restored to health. An
other we missed was our sweet singer, 
Miss Grace Hawtln, the niece ot Prof. 
W- F. Peck, who is detained at home by 
the serious illness of her mother. We 
wish she could bring her mother Into 
this balmy air. It would bring to her a 
healing power that would, we believe, 
banish disease. AU send best wishes to 
Miss Grace.

In her absence, Miss Whitney and 
Miss Salinas of Brooklyn, assisted by 
Prof Peek, gave us very good music. 
The Isles of the Bye and Bye, sung as a 
solo by Mr. Peck, in which the ladles 
joined in the chorus, was particularly 
beautiful. The ladles expect to give 
some concerts before they return to the 
North.

President Bond made the opening ad
dress of the morning and then intro
duced Prof. Peck, who was followed by 
the writer. Vice-president Hlillgoss 
then spoke. W. J. Colville was the last 
speaker of the morning and closed with 
an inspirational poem. Mr. Colville is 
not a stranger here. Nine years ago he 
was here—the year of the great freeze; 
he was then given the subject for a 
poem, "Our frozen orange trees." it 
was given again to-day and he changed 
from the sad strain ot that time to the 
hopeful thought of the present.

Mr. Colville’s subject for the after
noon was the Science of Being and the 
Harmony of Existence, Speaking In 
reference to The Psychological Crime, 
he said there was also Psychological 
Virtue. Mr. Colville as well as his 
guides, are optimistic and see good in 
everything.

Mr. Colville will give classes every 
week-day for the benefit of the associa
tion.

To let you see we are busy people 
here I will give you the program for 
the week. Monday afternoon, confer
ence, and in the evening a card party.

Tuesday afternoon, lecture by Prof. 
Peck, and In the evening there will be 
a dance in the pavilion. •

Every Wednesday afternoon and 
evening is devoted to the Ladles’ Auxil
iary. -This week Mrs. Bartholomew | 
will be the medium fór the afternoon se- , 
once, and in the evening there will be 
an entertainment in the auditorium.

BHdge from the Old to the ¡New; the Dawn of a New Day ta 
Medical Practice. A Clear, Short-Cut Treatise ' 

on the Cause and Cure of Disease.

Nature Cure teaches how to heal 
Oy simple home remedies. 1

■ It teaches how Nature cures.
It does not use poisonous drugs.
It does not endorse dangerous experi

ments with the surgeon’s knife.
It will save money in every home.
It is entirely frse from technical 

rubbish.
It teaches how typhoid and other 

fevers may be cured at once.
It teaches how pneumonia, la-grippe, 

diphtheria and other forms of disease 
considered dangerous, may be cured 
in twenty-four hours.

It is, as a medical book for homes, 
Thb bust, and is up-to-date in every 
particular. •

There is no similar book, no medical, 
hygienic or reformatory doctor book 
that compares with Thb Naturb 
Curb.

.The Dare to Miss Madeline Cutting.

peop . 
going tojvin it.

“Go ah^ad, then, yllttle girl,’ 
Papa Cut ..................
admired her li earted spunk. “Only 
don’t get sick, dear.”

This wager has now come to be one 
of the fascinating tales to travelers 
among the BerkBhires, and people On 
the street corners, especially in Pitts
field, like to tell it to strangers in town, 
who inquire who the pretty girl without 
a hat may be. This Ib what they will 
tell you.: '

“She? Why, that is Miss Madeline 
Cutting. She is the richest heiress in 
town, but there is not a poor, person 
here who does not love her. They are 
ready, one and all, to go down on their 
knees to her. How about the hat?

“Oh, you see, Madeline—they call her 
Madeline in Pittsfield and round abouts 
—was always thinking of ways to make 
people happy. Last winter, when there 
was so much distress, some friend' of 
hers—a young man, of course—laid a
wager with her that she would not have 
the courage to go for, a year without a 
hat—for a year, mind you—even for the 
sake of having a thousand dollars to 
give away to the poor. -

Miss Cutting Snaps Up the Wager.
Madeline snapped up the wager, and 

she has won it.
“And a good many poor. .people of 

Pittsfield have now been made comfort
able through that thousand dollar bet 
Since then she hasn’t cared to wear a 
hat. At church, during the year she 
was winning the wager, she used - to 
wear a sort of veil over her head, but it 
has come-to be such a habit for her to 
wear nothing that we should be quite 
surprised to ever see her with a hat on 
again—even a 'going, away’ hat. Sim’s 
a spunky, determined girl."

So, here’s the story-of how Miss Mad
eline Cutting began going without a 
hat. But it only is suggestive of tho 
quiet good she is doing every 'day. A 
Pittsfield friend who is close to her Is 
authority for the statement that sho 
has spent over $50,000 In charity during 
the last six years. . ■

When she was a young girl—just 
budding into womanhood—she became 
interested in a society jiaUed ths Union

. The light is turned on to oblec» 
tionable medical mysteries, uti» 
prescriptions, dogmatic theories an4 
dangerous experiments of the present 
expensive medical practice.

Every pains has been taken to 
make the leading points so plain that 
a«, young and old, may easily under
stand. Condensed facts, short, cleat* 
cut paragraphs are some of the 
attractive features of Thb Naturb 
Curb.

The new and better methods of cur* 
ing the sick and preventing disease, 
have never been so clearly stated in 
plain English for the plain people, as 
in Naturb Curb.

Our Definition of Medicine.— 
Any method or remedy that will 
remove, alleviate or modify pain amt 
restore the sick to normal condition,' 
is practical medicine.

Stripped of mystery and decep. 
tion, the study and practice of medl«, 
cine can be carried to success in every 
intelligent home. Naturh Curb wlU 
lead the way to certain success.

The best medical practice fa th* 
one that will cure in the least time 
with the least risk and expense.

Nature. Cure is a true exponent ot 
the practice or medicine as defined, 
and stands squarely upon truth ami 
demonstration, rejecting theories amt 
experiments wherever health and life 
are endangered.

Tho book contains 375 pages, and. 
is finely illustrated; the mechanical! 
and artistic work are the very best. 
Bound in fine English cloth, marblo 
edges, 82.00; common cloth $1.50.

LIFE, BEYOND DE/YTH
Being a Review ot

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considéra 
tion of Present Conditions of Thought

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as o Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions. 

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D. 
Svo, Cloth, 342 Pages.

After a review of the belief» held in 
the past concerning life beyond death. 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme “other-

holds, as a provisional hypothesis, thal 
continued existence Is demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least soma
well authenticated

Prof.-Peck and Miss Garrigue, vice-pres
ident of the Ladies’ Auxiliary, have 
charge of the evening entertainments.

Thursday afternoon the writer will 
speak and in the evening there will be 
a Dixie Gingerbread Social at the pa
vilion.’'

Friday , afternoon, conference, and 
dance in the Evening.

Saturday, lecture by Prof. Peck.
There are still rooms in the hotel and 

in Brigham hall for people who desire 
rooms upon thé grounds,, and good food 
at the dining-rooms and at Mrs. Spen
cer’s.

Because of spmeunthought-of changes 
there are still rooms in the Apartment 
House and a few in cottages.

Thanks to those who have remem
bered the bazaar; Vermont, Michigan, 
New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio have 
been heard from.

I was wondering if everyone who 
reads of the Southern Cassadaga at 
Lake Helen, should send us ten cents, 
how much we would get. I know It 
would cost 12 cents, and a little paper 
to get it here, but how it would help 
this “winter child" of the South that 
we want made more and more beautiful, 
and also desire to have placed upon a 
strong financial basis.

Mrs. Sarah C. Brigham, of Fitch
burg, Mass., is now in her cottage. 
She was kept at home by a very seri
ous illness. We hope to see the beau
tiful story, The Light Among the Hills, 
in book form soon.

worldllness” which it replaced, which 
was in turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. He 

, points out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of Immortality held by the 
churches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and the loosening of 
their hold upon the people. He then 

| considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as he admits, 

। fall short of demonstration. The vol- 
| time includes a consideration of the 

work of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author's own personal ex
periences in this line. Dr. Savage

------- communications 
from persons In the other life. Tha 
chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows:

Ideas—Ethnlo Bellefs-Thd 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paui’s 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life— 
Jesus and Immortality—The Othea 
World and the Middle Ages—Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and tho Life 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reaction—Tha 
Spiritualistic Reactlon-The Worlds 
Condition and Needs cs to Belief In Im 
mortality—Probabilities Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The SocletJI 
for Psychical Research and the Immou> 
tai Life—Possible Conditions of Aneth« 
er Life—Some Hints ns to Personal Ex« 
perlences and Opinions.

BEYOND TfrE, V/VIl

¿ Sequel to ‘‘Rending the Vail
The two volumes together as a record 

of practically obtained facts demon
strating the claims of Modern Spirit
ualism as to post mortal survival, are 
unique and overwhelming.

. Every communication is from a full 
materialized spirit form, in good light, 
and either spoken audibly or written in 
full view by the form. There is not an 

| automatic or trance message In the 
! book.
I It Is Illustrated by several engravings.
; the originals of which were drawn in

toe experiences of spirits In both worlo® 
—their own account of their lives on 
earth and their progress after death to 
their present condition of freedom from 
earth conditions. Tho narratives are in
tensely Interesting, Instructive and 
often highly dramatic.

. the presence of the circle by a full form
The writer has had a picture sent materialized spirit artist

the heart of winter, she sometimes 
take's a journey south, generally with 
her Blazer Juliana, who is more given to 
the "w s of the world.” Last winter 
it was Palm Beach, where Miss Mad
eline’s bdauty attracted much. admira
tion. StiN, there in the land of sun
shine, she) wore no’hat,’ But very fair 
she looke^when wrapped in the fleecy 
scarfs of , ousseline fin'd tulle, and the 
soft from ous that gd with winter sum
mer! in the south.

Miss Cutting’s’ beailly comer to her 
by inheritance. ’ Het*' mdther was a 
beauty when as “Pinftio" ¥Ameroy, the 
daughter of a rich PllWuHf (Pa.) man, 
she was one of the-BMleiM. the town. 
Her mother’s sister,Wiss^Eeile Pome
roy, who married into the'English gen
try, still is, by tradfflbn,Aho‘ handsom
est bride that the sifiYeve’rslibne on in 
Pittsfield. 1st io ■■■

■ _ ■ „ : ■ »-Si oO ~ -Gems From Thomag/PalnBls Writings, 
“The belief in a-ctueltGoi • makes a

from her home at Westfield, N. Y., 
where a snow drift Is eight feet high, 
completely covering the dining-room 
windows. We hear they set the table

BEYOND THE VAIL Is, as a true,

Coincident with these are the pro
foundly philosophical comments of tha 
controlling spirits of tbo seances. Prof 
William Denton, Thomas Paine, Dr. w' 
H. Reed and others-coverlng, inw‘ 
medicine, jurisprudence, theology and 
metaphysics. There «ire no books In ex
istence of like character or of hlghaa 
authority. Price, bv mall, $1.75.

“The word of Godm-is ?We ‘"creation 
-which we behold.” - ■

"Of all the’tyrants tliMiiofflict man
kind, tyranny ln: religion! fethe worst." 

. "Any system of rgligloijufhat shocks 
the mind of a child cjginotarbe • o, true 
system.” . • ,,a ,ra;.,;

“It is with a pious fraud as with a bad 
action—it begets a calamitous-necessity 
of going on.” . - j ,
' “The man does notpxlst who can say 

I have persecuted him, ;or that I have, 
in any case, ifeturaod-evil for evil,”

“I believe in the equality of man, and 
I bellovo that religious (¡utles-consist in 
doing justice, loving mercy and, endeav
oring to mako our. , fellow-creatures 
happy." - , ,

' "*........  <fll .

“New Testament Stories Comically 11
lustrated.....Drawings, by .Watson Hes
ton. With Criticaland.Humorous1 Com- 
monts ■ upon . the ■ Text8.'’-'M Heaton’s 
drawings are incomparable,-and.-excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards. $L 
Cloth, gl-GO. .

How to Enjoy Breakfast.
"Just a roll and coffee, is all I ever 

eat for breakfast." How often you hear 
this statement, especially among wo
men. Some men talk the same way. 
What’s the trouble? Breakfast should 
be one of the best meals of the day. It 
is needed to get up steam for the body 
and nerves for the daily toil. When a 
person doesn’t enjoy breakfast, there’s 
something wrong with thé stomach. In 
the majority of cases it Is tired out and 

'weak in the morning from working 
overtime trying to digest things which 
should never have been put into it and 
in fighting to get rid of poisonous, ca
tarrhal waste matter.. While this rough 
and tumble goes on in the stomach, the 
brain is made unnaturally active by 
weird dreams, some of them frightful in 
nature. Result—mental and physical 
exhaustion in the morning.

The stomach of a healthy person 
refits at night, so does his brain. If 
your appetite is bad, if you are restless 
at night, if you have bad dreams, if you 
are distressed after eating, if ~your 
breath is bad in the morning, if you are 
troubled with catarrh, if you are bilious, 
if you are constipated, if your kidneys 
do not act properly and if you are gen
erally run down, you need Vèrnai Palm- 
éttona (formerly known as Vernal Saw 
Palmetto Berry Wine). Ony one dose 
a day is required. Tako it on going to 
bod- You will have perfect rest at 
night, a good appetite for breakfast and' 
onjoy all your other meals. ' You can 
get it at all drug stores. If you want a 
free sample bottle, to try before you 
buy, send us your name and address. It 
wlll bo sent promptly, postpaid. Vernal 
Remedy Co:, 452 Seneca, Building, But- 
into, N. Y. ■

•’Hanity Electrical Dictionary.’’ a 
pr&cticnl handbook of reference, con* 
rtning definitions oi every used eleg> 
ÿlsJWwsiirfi» grjoe as

CEIJESTI/VL DYNAMICS
Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro-Magnetio 

Forces of Nature

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” “THE LAN 
GUAGE OF THE STARS,” ETO.

A magnificent and complete course of Astro-metaphysical study, era 
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Force, Sickness and Disease. With 
the only true and really Scientific method of treating the sick successfully. 
’. t Mental Healers, Meta-physicians, and all who practice the Healing Art 

Divine should give “Celestial Dynamics" a thorough and impartial study, 
and thus learn the real cause of their frequent failures.

No Astro-Student can afford to be without this work, if he would under
stand the Meta-physics of Astrology. x .

This work was specially prepared for publication to meet the demands of a large and very earnest class of people who cannot afford to pay for a regular 
course of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can afford 
this privilege will find the work an invaluable text-book to their studies.

■ ^¿,-Price is One Dollar Only, and is within reach of all who seek 
light For sale at this office.

fiistory of tF>e 
GffrRISTI/VN RELIGION 

to the Year 200
BY CHARLES V. WAtTE. A. »I

Fifth Edition—Revised, wit,li AÍib’ai ai litioiiiü JUm-
A standard and reliable history of the 

earlier period of the church, giving 
facts that are not found In the so-called 
histories written by churchmen, 
latest edition has boon carefully arid 
thoroughly revised, and It is n. reliable 
magazine of facts; such as the honest 
inquirer wants. It opens up to tho in
vestigator and student a wide field el

historical research in matters of fad 
wholly Ignored by the regular church 
historians, and throws a bright glare of 
light on points heretofore carefully 
shrouded In darkness.
tA large octave .-olume of 550 pages* 

strongly bound In cloth. Price *2.20* 
For sale at Tho Progressiv» Xhlatoa 
office.



MATERIALIZATION
Some Reflections Thereon by a Proml- 

nent Lecturer. .

THE ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS
z To the EditorDear Sir, We have received 

many letters from different parts of the coun
try as tt? the communication published in The 
Progressive Thinker, Jan. 23. We will say we 
cannot answer all of these letters, and take this 
means of saying, the one thousand dollars is for 
all contestants; none are debarred, no matter 
of what color or sex. If anyone can have one 
spirit materialized, we will hand to him or her 

' the cash. Up to this writing no medium has 
answered the letter. ,

ROBT. HALE, 831 Wall St.,
. GUY A. CHERRY, 833 Wall St., 

Los Angeles, Cal. ______

Will you allow me to make a few re« 
marks for "the good of the order" 
anent the discussion concerning spirit 
materialization?

Those who know me best will bear 
witness that I am no friend to bogus 
mediumship, and they also know that I 
would expose the nearest relative 1 
have if I should find them enacting the 
role of fake. In view of this fact, and 
the years ot experience I have had, my 
opinion ought to be entitled to some 
consideration. '

In tlie first place, experience and ob
servation have convinced me that the 
general public, and at least one-half of 
the Spiritualists are not ready for the 
phase of manifestation known as mate
rialization. The reason tor this, as 
stated by me in a former article, is be
cause this class persistently refuse to 
acquaint themselves with the underly
ing principles governing mediumship in 
general and this phase in particular.

Every now and then we see a great 
furore about the “exposure” of some 
medium, like (hat of Mrs. Reynolds, in 
California, recently published in The 
Progressive Thinker, wherein a great 
bluff is sent out by one Mr. Hale that

Healer and• TROUBLES
CURED

‘ Stoneham. Mai*.Lock Itox 1SK.

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS

TRUMPETS

My next will be a

FRANK COLLINS.
Edinboro, Pa.

Avoid Psychological Crime,

Modern

DOG DISCOVERS GOLD MINE.

THE HARMONIC SERIESto

Thinking their dog was chasing a

S.

He was given to the men by a sheep
Roth

pros-

Roth

noon at 2:30 and 7:45, at No. 378 
Western avenue, Star Lodge Hall.

New Thought services conducted 
Julia M. Learnered, at 7:30 o’clock

Transmigration;
Reincarnation;

Self-Perpetuation ;

Manual.
Just Published

The 4 Great Problems: 
What, How, Who and Where Are 
Wo? The content^of this book cannot 
be found In ancient nor modern literature, By 
registered mull, 11.00. DR. GEOKGEAN MILLER. 
Diamond, Ark.

by 
ev-

Conditlonal 'Immortality; Inherent im
mortality; Individual Extinction; Psy
chical Reinvesture. •

Harmonics of Evolution (Florence Huntley), 
THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME, • • • 
The Dream Child,........... ...........  • • • •

The.Law of ¡spiritual Gravity; Admoni
tions and Suggestions.
Supplemental. I

The Value of "Theories"; Differences

READINGS AND BUSINESS AD
VICE $1,00 and two stamps.

"Buddhism and Its Christian Critics." 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
sive, ■ Paper; 60 cents. Cloth, §1.25. 
For sale at this oSco. '

■Wanted.
The address ol St. Clair Zeflra, the palmist and 
psychic, . Last heard ot la Southwestern Pennsyl
vania. -

HARBISON D.iBABBETT. Canaan, Maine.

Address 784 Eighth St., 
Oakland, Cal

fl Few Wohls flDiiut the Devil, 
And other. Essays. • By> Charles; Bradlaugh. 
With the story of his Uro as told hy himself, 
and the history of his parliamentary struggle. 
With portrait. Paper, 506.

Common Mongrel Leads Master 
Ledge of Ore.

____  K; 1

For Free Diagnosis of Disease, 
send five two-cent stamps, age, nam», 
■ex and own handwriting.

"Astral Worship.” By J. II. Hill, M. 
D. For salo'at this office. Price $1.

NERVE HEALER.
Magnetic, wonderful cnresol nil diseases. Treat

ment and advice sent by mull, 11 per week,
Dr. Benson BiHatt, California Healer,

Addreas, 011 loth St., Denver, Col.

FRED. P. EVANS, 
Th« Bioted raychic for 

Independent State Writing and 
Clairvoyance, 

Hub recently left New York, ami In how located at 
.1112 Eddy St.. Sou Fr.mctBco.Cab. Bend «tump for 
circular on Mediumship.

and Distinctions;
Transubstantiatton ; 
Metempsychosis;

SAMPLE (ALMOST) FREE
The new 1G page AHEAD OF DATE Magazine, 

GELESTIflL PLEXUS 
Only 6 cents. Every reader will want one. Send 
for It now. G. TABOR "THOMPSON, 1037 South 
6th Street, Phlladelp^lnfPa.

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH
Scientifically Examined and 

Carefully Described. 
BY C. W, LEADBEATER.

MRS. MAYA. PRICE,
Clalraudlent, Clairvoyant medium, and eon«eiou«- 
ly controlled lecturer, without the leant entranced 
condition,' Enclose lock of hair, own hand writ* 
ing, and oneaollur, and I will give yon the law« 
by which you may attain the Baine powers.' No. 
(JI D St., N. E., Washington D. C.

herder whopi they knew. Mr. 
says he is not for- sale. - •

Roth and his partner have been

ROOMS TO RENT
With a SplrlwnMst flluilly. Irvin», ave., City.

peeling together, .for some- time, and 
have a small claim near Tonopah. P„”,

No. t, 36byS SI SO 
No. 2, 33by.i»l.2B

Feb. 20, 190«. \

HOROSCOPES
Scientifically Bcouratöand roliiìble, Captain G.W.
Walrond. 1510 GkuarüifiL. Deuvor. Col., fistiò»

For tbe Cure of Mental 
and Physical Alimenta.

—-
OBSESSION CURED.

• A SURE CURE.
Curo for CiniBtlpatloa and Iiullt-eullou. Frico. 

«1:00. If nol Bffoetlvo after ID daya trial, money 
refundotl. J. ÖNOIZD, W‘3 S. Spauldln» Avenue, 
Cldcutfo. H¡>

FOUND.
A medicine that will euro Kidney Trouble and 
Klieumatiom. Contains no aetdo, boo no Injuri
ous effeelo, and never fallc. 11.60 per bottle.

(¡EOROIA GLADYS COOLEY, 
1W California St., Denver, Colo.

KLTON E. HEDB1CK, 
AbTKOLOUElt.--vacation, bnaluoas spaeula- 
don, matrimony. cIiuuku«, travel, all affair« of 
life. Fea I2M Sead'date of . birth aa near tho 
hour us nofislbla. Ailüretsö, 2031 JUsadlng Rohd, 
Clueluuatl, Ohio. • 710

NICHOLAS BEUKER.
lUaillngB by olall, linpreuöloußl aiKl Olalrvoy- 

udL DuserlpUo» uud names of «plrlt fneudtt wltu 
uicaeages; advice. Inairiiotlan«'Ï0F un- 
foldnieut ßuud own handwriting und oUQta. Dix
on. Ill. , W»

A Book of Great Merit.
■nn onrl Ihn aK Disclosed In the Bible." 

i \an ano ino By Ker. Arthur Chambers, 
Cn'.nil- I tanfrl Associate of King’s College, 
oOTIL WOl 10 London. An excellent book 
'or Christian people who would Investigate and 
learn the facts of Bible teaching» as well as 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, doth, Bl.10.

Were You Born luX star?
A complete exposition of tho science otAstrol- 

Oiiv. adapted from the Four Books of Ptolemy, 
the Astronomer on tho art of Headingthe!Stars, 
With many illuiJiraUonR. By A; ALPHEUS. 
Secretary of theAstrologlcal Society of England 
hnd America. Handsomely bound in cloth, gilt 

'top, with beautiful designs stamped on side and 
Price 81.00. For s&o at inis office«

The infallible fibre trumpet 1« insulated, top 
and bottom: cannot brulse-orjum Ukemetal and 
1« lighter; finer, clearer vibrating. No. I is fln- 
eshed in conkshell enamel. No. 2, plnln.no Insu
lation. Also trumpet ca«e8. same price. Benito 
any part of the country on receipt of price. Manu
factured by JAS. NEWTON, 423 Door St., Toledo,O

WANTED, BY A ^MIDDLE-AGED WOMAN, A 
VY home in a SpiritualiBl family to do hou«e 

work, aewhig, and nmko herbfilf generally useful; 
a homo more an objeetthau wage«. Address Mrs. 
Combs, 1625 W. Hundson St.. QLdcugo.

The Principles of Light and Color.
Superbly issued, royal 8vo, with over »en- 

graving« and colored places. Price. $5,00; In 
massive binding, imitating half Russia, 50c. 
extra. "An imposing volume of nearly 600 
paces. Shows a great amount of research on 
the part of the author. Will prove a great ac
quisition to Scientific Librarles ”-N. Y. Herald.

Human Culture and Cure.

DR. LOUIS H. FREEDMAN,
The Renowned Australian 

Healer,
Has rem< v.:d to 618 W. Monroe SI.. Chicago, where 
he la preimrud to treat Buceeeefully those who are 
afflicted wl h any disease. Send lor bls booklet. 
Mr«. Freedman will give alttlngs dully. BUti-’l« 
clairvoyant und clalraudlont, and guarantee« u t- 
Infliction. .

FRÄNK N. FOSTER,
‘ The Noted Psychic for

Spirit HiowaDim
Bend name and address for circular. Sittings by 

mull. 81 S, Diamond SU, Grand Hupids. Mich.

llfAmhn|„ ITS ATTAINMENT OF nOHlalllj FORM AND FEATURES

KOillltlf The cultlvatlon ot personal UuUU IJ beauty, based on Hygiene and 
Health Culture, by twenty physicians and spe
cialists, and edited by Albert Turner. A valua
ble book for women and therefore for the whole 
world. Price in elegant cloth binding, 11.00. 

For sale at this office. ______________

Vol. I., $2.00
Vol. IL, 2.00 
.................. 75

A Volume of 500 large pages, treating very 
nterertlngly If Life. Death and Immortality. 
Clairvoyance, Spirit Phenomena, Etc, as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated exponent of 
Theosophy. Price. tl.&O.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS
A real visit with friends on the other side of 

life, aud I, familiar talk. By Spirit Samuel 
Bowles; Carrie E. S. Twlng, Medium. PriceSOc.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER 6-
Send three two-cent etftmps. lock of THB UulNuNI

THE SPEAKING DIAL.
A Wondcrfal Kptrltual Invention 

Give« names, dates and circumstances.. Speaka 
in various languages; auswors mental quustiousi 
.convincing the most skeptical. Has come to prove 
immortality aud spirit communion Develops all 
phases of mediumship. Nuguotliod to’powerful 
spirit baud. Read what tho into Hon. I. Donnelly 
tiUld of the Speaking Dial. Dials now, ? 1.50. Send 
lorciroular and te&tlmonluls. Eucloao stamp for 
reply. P. J. DEMPSEY Inventor, 2817 Columbus 
uvo„ Mlunoapolle, Mino.

DON'T READ THIS.
France* L. Loucks, th* only psychic wonder living, 

that u*o* tbo spiritual X-ray without any leadiug 
symptom to direct. *nd locntos all internal dteeaie*. 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion aud 
lo*t vigor of both bcxo* Butcesafully treated, a* hun
dred* can testify. Bead name, age, *ex. complexion 
and 10 eeutB in stamps, and receive a. correct magno- 
*1* ot your caio free, worth dollar* to you. Audrey

FRANCES L, LOUCKS,

hair, age, name and the leading symp- 
tpin, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit pq'wer.

Mrs, Dr, Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

- Bau Jose. Cali

Gifted Psychic.
HEALTH RESTORED 

By Common Sense Methods

HOME CIRCLE STUDY.
(Coptiuued from page 1.)

Degree would fill a boqk as large as 
“Rending the Vail," ..

Spirit Vincent Chase, father of one of 
our mediums, is the spirit recorder of 
all the proceedings, and maybe some 
day it will be arranged through a mor
tal and given to the world,

Jesus of Nazareth has controlled 
many times at our circles, and given us 
grand truths. On one occasion he said, 
“I am the God of this planet. My Fath
er gave It to me, and I gave my life tor 
it." ’

He speaks of “The Father”—some
times "My Father." He says the or
thodox do not preach the word right, 
nor do they pray correctly. He does 
not say anything about his precious 
blood, nor 6t the atonement, nor of hell 
fire, nor of “Infinite Intelligence.” 
Henry Ward Beecher, Charles Spur
geon and Dwight L. Moody meet with 
us and address the “spirits in prison."

H you Bufier frCEi byepepsia, Slot&ach, Liver» er Bowel 
Trouble o! any kind, read ihli liberal oiler, IT 

, WILL BE WOHTfi M0HEY TO YOU,
Do you Buffer from 

dyspepsia, iudlge&- 
tion, or stomach, 
liver, or bowel itoubla 
of <wy khid? If you do, 
why col let ui euro put 
Wo do aol iu»n Udp 
you by dosing you with a 
GlyoDg. siiiuukllnK Bods 

ELubard Cotopouud, 
or P&lbnl
PU1." Such thlnji win 
itlwulaU und ctio tetn- 
porully, but io the cud 
«111 only Irrllila and 
furibsr woakcu the ul- 
ro&dy dbfliucd and weak- 
on«d uwuibr«u«a. Wo 
Will Completely and Per- 
BOAbeull; Curt Yuu. Wo 
will go to iho my foun
dation of your trouble, 
will rouiovo <bo causci, 
tlrongihen slid tone up 
Ibo affected membrane*,

porfBclibodigetliou, rejukto and itrepBthcn tho bowel», and 
Uioko you a* *trong aod hearty a* you wore. Wo could slvo 
you Ustluionial* by tho ihouiend of thoio we bate eurtd of 
»lowach trouble» In all form* and *la*a*> but they would Dot 
Uli to you what tho treatment will do fur YOU. The only ob. 
loluto proof 1* in tbo trealment luolf,- »nd knowiur the Woa- 
darful Caro* wo have, nude for other*, and bclloYing tlut wo 
have » treatment that will Fttltlnly Caro any e»K, do nutter 
how complicated or long *Undlng or bow many have failed in 
tbo put, llut wo will *«Dd • full two week»'treatment to any 
cofferer deiirlng to *lvo it»trial. Many vo cured by thi* toil 
treatment »Ion*. Why not make a trial of it younplf and leant 
Hhat it will do for youl It I* Free. Addre»» Dr. Feeble* 
**Ultulo of Health, 23 Hun bi., BatUo Crook, Mich.

How-to. dnfold your psychic powers 
ut home, or How to develop tho boat within 

you. We .-will eend^ou two instruction booklets 
and delineate yonr pos«lble phuaea of medium
ship, all for 25 cuuta. Mrs. Dr. J. A. Bliss. 4S & 
Lindell Boui., St. Louis, Mo. ■ '

’LILLIAN ROCKWELL^
Scientlfici-Ufe Reader and Healer. Send 11,00 and 
date of birth to 814 Emmett St;, Chicago. Logan 
Square. Yours eincerelv. Lillian Rockwkll.

Annie Lord .Uhftinberiain’s Card.
Dear friends, you can greatly.' help, mo ciire for 

my Vllnd slblor, Jenulo L. Webb, quq of the curl- 
lOBt modiuina bow. In.the form, by writing a lelter 
to a spirit friend.-; ,Seixd it to ino with $1, and I will. 

. try and get reply by independent writing or whia- 
por«. AadrebtJ Mr«. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mu- 
ford Maa«- •

YOUR FORTUNE”
Typewritten and sent FREE if you will «end your 
birth-date and three stamp« for mailing expenaes 
I haveastonlslied thousand« with my wonderfully 
■correct reudlnff of their life, past and future. I 
correctly reveal your future love affairs, business 
success, marriage mate, etc., and give advice on 
all affairs. AddrosB, S1IAOKBN, Dept.

Bun Cruuciwco, Cui.

Do You Need SXX.K 
CnAnl-onfoc by Clairvoyance and
oDeCiaClUO eplrll assistance at your own 
home with the improved melted pebble lenee. to 
see near and al a distance. Please¡write 'for Illus
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Al»o, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lo«t 
vision and impaired eyesight. I guarantee to fit 
your eyes, and safe delivery

<3 fivanston Ave.. Chicago. 111.
B. F. POOLE.—Dear Sir: Your MagnetUed Melt

ed Pebble Spectacles received. I am delighted. 
They are perfection in every way, >

Sincerely yours, Alonzo Thompson,
Fullerton, Reb.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS 
lithe eldoel tsi most inecMcfal Spirits»! Fhyilelea 

aew la practice. Hit care* are 
THEMO8T MARVELOUS 

oftbii age. Hl* examination! are correctly made, 
and free to all who eend him name, age, *ex and lock 
of hair, and elx cent* in stamp*. He doesn't aak tor 
any leading symptom. A clairvoyant doesu t need 
any. He positively cures weak men. Addtoss

J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D.,
ploneham. Masa.

Longley’s Choice Collection
OF

BEAUTIFUL SONGS.

The prophet Daniel Bays: "War is 
coming—tlie most bloody and cruel ever 
yet realized by man; but for the elect’s 
eake, those days'shall be shortened," 

' we are enlighteningand that is why 
Catholic spirits, 
chapter on Gods.

he will give $1,000 for a genuine mate
rialization. Of course this means, be
ing interpreted, that Mr. Hale wquld at 
once wish to hedge his thousand dollars 
about with conditions that would not 
only prevent spirit materialization, but 
would stop a stone mason from spread
ing mortar on a wall.

I know a medium who is perhaps the 
best materializing medium now living, 

' who holds this phase so sacred that she 
will not give it for a money considera
tion. The test condition which she in
variably demands, Is for a committee ot 
ladles to disrobe her, place her in a 
close-fitting black suit, with a black 
wrapper and slippers, with not even a 
white handkerchief about her. Under 
these conditions I have again and again 
seen from ten to twenty-five tull-form 
spirits of both sexes and all ages, 
emerge from the cabinet, and be fully 
recognized by their friends. 1 have 
seen my own wife stand in the center 
of the room and talk to me until the 
force gave way and her form melted 
into thin air without returning to the 
cabinet. And all of those forms were 
clad in dazzling white robes.'

l am fully satisfied that tljls phase of 
mediumship includes four departments, 
viz., materialization, ethereallzation, 
transfiguration, and personation. And 
it is the latter phase which,

Our Ascended Brother, Thomas Lees.
One by one the columns of the Spirit

ual Temple on its mortal side are fall
ing prostrate in the persons of its prom
inent and old time defenders, and the 
strain of its support grows the tenser 
upon those who remain—still we recog
nize the fact that the world of causes is 
Btill powerful in this world. effects, 

and feel to bid our co-laborers -in the 
earthly vineyard to continue to dis
charge their duties boldly and patiently 
and await the actions of the higher 
powqrs, certain that wnlle our gifted 
workers in the mortal are stricken 
down others will be raised by the Invis
ible Intelligences to carry on to com
pletion the work they here so nobly ad
vanced during their day.

Whereas, In the fullness ot time, by 
the edict of Nature, our spiritual, 
brother and lyceum co-worker, Thomas 
Lees, has passed on to the higher life 
and left behind many who will sorrow 
for his seeming loss, therefore be It, by 
the Boston Spiritualist Lyceum re
solved,

That, as we are enjoined to "weep 
with, tliose who weep” we tender our 
friiteVnal sympathy and heartfelt con
dolence to all his kindred and friends 
wboSaiss his genial companionship, and 
wc hose they may be comforted by the

It is Important when a meeting is 
suspended, that notice be given us, bo 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 1 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held bero in public halls at tbe present 
time.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple every first and 
third Thursdays ot the month; after
noon session at 3 o’clock. The ladies 
furnish refershments. Supper served 
at 6:15, including tea and coffee. Even
ing session at 7:30. Questions pertain
ing to spiritual themes, answered by 
the guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond; name poems given to strangers. 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton, assistant pastor. 
, The Spiritual Research meets every 
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, In 
Van Buren Opera House, corner of 
Madison street and California avenue. 
Good music and singing. All are In
vited to attend. ■

The Spiritualistic Church of the Btit- 
dents of Nature hold services at 
Nathan's Hall, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue, Sunday even
ings, 7:80 p. m. Mrs. W. F. Schu
macher, pastor.

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Bun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o'clock. Tests and music at every ser
vice. -■

Tbe Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at Alliance Hall, between Klm- 
bark and Monroe 'avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street.

The Metropolitan Spiritualist Society 
holds services every Sunday at 8 o’clock 
In St. George’s Hall, 3337 State street. 
Good speaking, tests and music. Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Residence, 
3148 Indiana avenue.

The Spiritual Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43,d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec-

MAGIC MIRROR S
Will fill a long felt want for the development of 
Clairvoyance. The fully developed medium and 
the now beginner alike will find in the«« ipirror* 
moHt «atiefylng re«uhs. No circles required by 
thl« method, a« development can easily be 
brought out in the privacy of home. These mir- 
roraure all chemically treated and very power
ful making the elements clearly visible as they 
pas« across the surface. No one wishing to be
come a clairvoyant should lie without one of 
these wonders. Also mediums will find in theao 
most satisfactory help in giving readings, rhe 
age of the sitter will not interfere wlib develop
ment. Full iiiBtrnetlons will be «ent with each 
order, Price. $3.00. W. H. MILLER, Lock Box 
169, Canton, Ohio.

THE LEADING WORKS 
OF

E. D. BABBITT, M. D.

through the careless of managers or the 
spirits themselves has led to all ■ 
the so-called exposures of innocent me- ■ 
(Hums. 1

That the spirits can take the body of ( 
an unconscious medium out of a cabinet 
and personate with it, I think is a fully 
established fact. But when they do 
this they should always explain it in ad
vance, and guides that will not do so 
are responsible for all sttph difficulties.

But the best preventive would be for 
Spiritualists to use common sense and 
quit demanding that medium shall be 

- scapegoats for their own ignorance and 
greed. For some there are who are 
who are never satisfied, and if their own 
father materialized and stayed with 
them twenty-four hours, in both sun 
and gas light, they would be after an
other test the next day! A genuine me
dium's life is a hard one at best, and it 
is certainly not made more endurable 
by the Ignorant demands of phenomena 
fiends and fraud hunters.

The Ignorant public, and not medi
ums, is responsible for what truth there 
is in The Great Psychological Crime.

J. Harvey Mott, whom I positively 
know to have been a wonderful materi
alizing medium was driven to despera
tion again and again by fools and 
knaves, who persisted in violating the 
conditions and laws which governed his 
manifestations.

• There is not a practical scientist on 
earth who could succeed with his dem
onstrations If some one persisted in 
placing adverse conditions upon him.

Yours for justice to mediums,
C. W. STEWART.

knowledge that made him a victor over 
death ere his transition.

Resolved, That, as we are also en
joined to "rejoice with those who re
joice," we congratulate our ascended 
brother that he has finished his labori
ous earthly career, has passed the gate
way of mortality, and Is now enjoying 
the fruits of his well spent lite. We 
trust that he will often revisit his co
workers on earth, and inspire them 
with the fidelity, zeal and courage 
which ever characterized his 'lyceum 
labors.

Resolved, That we congratulate the 
spirit denizens of the sphere to which 
he has migrated, that so worthy a com
panion has pome to abide and co-oper
ate with them. And especially do we 
congratulate the lyceums of the Sum
merland, that they have received so val
uable an accession to their ranks, and 
may peace and joy ever attend his up
ward progress. Committee:

ALONZO DANFORTH.
DEAN CLARKE, 
CARRIE. L. HATCH.

ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361
363 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services 
every Sunday in Hnll 309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. Sunday;Bchool at 10 
a. m.

Here is a book of songs for public meetings 
and the home that is full of music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book 1« just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly print«! on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains 70 songtu

WORDS THAT ARB TRUE.
“These songs are adapted to the needs of soci» 

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment tu the cultured soul. 
—Lyman C. Howe.

••This collection of spngs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency.”—Dawning Light. .

“The songs and music are of a nature to in
spire those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves.” D. W, Bull.

“There are some things In our personal histo
ry that never fade from memory. One in mine 
has been fresh for fifty year«. I went one night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer. Prof.b.B, Brittan, 
but I have no recollection of a thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a. 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name.’ The man, the song have been singing 
In mfr consciousness ever since; the num was 
Pnif, Longley,the song, one of his earliest com
positions.‘’- J. H. Loveland.

Longley's latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all Ills former booksand many new 
ones, and can be had in decorated covers for 60 
cents; plain, 40 cents. >

In six parts, five parts being already Issued. 
PART L The PhlloHOpby ot Cure, Including

Methods aud Instruments; 76 cents.
‘•The Principles of Light and Color" Is In ev

ery respect masterly, und 'Human Culture aud 
Cure'appears to be not less remarkable.’—Dr. 
Pascal, 12 Rue Plcot, Toulon, Prance.
PARTS III and IV In one volume; 61.00. Part 

III treats ot Mental and Psychological forces; 
Part IV ot tho Nervous System and J nsanlt v. 
“Thia work discloses for the first time the 

chemical mystery of mental phenomena, throws 
the first clear light upon theuat ure and process
es of hypnotism and all kindred psychological 
phenomena which have never before been ex
plained or understood. Dr, Babbitt has here 
not only given the rationale of hypnotism, psy* 
ehometry, clairvoyance and mental «cience. in
eluding the mysterious subject of memory, but 
has furnished abundant illustrations of their 
working. Theanbjeetof Phreno-nhysiognmny 
alone 1« of priceless value as enabling us to mi
derstand our fellow beluga around us.”--Prof. 
W. C. Bowman. , .
PARTV. -‘The Bodily Organs, their Diseases 

aud the Great Natural Methods for Their 
Cure,” aims to be the most practical work on 
healing thus far given to the public. Price, tl.

Health and hower.
Brief Natural Treatment for 110 Diseases. 

Price, 85 cents. “Worih its weight in dia
monds.”

SOCIAL UPBUILDING. Paper. 15 cents.
RELIGION.—A most thoughtful and excel

lent work. Price, cloth, $1.10: paper, GO cents.

Practical Methods to Insure Success*
A valuable little work, full of practical in* 

st ruction in matters pertaining to physical, 
mental and spiritual health. Worth many 
times Its cost, rrlce 10 cents. 

lieallniGausGS and Eiiects.
By W. P. I’helon, M. D. Deal« with the finer 

mental ami spiritual forces as applied to heal, 
ing. Prico. 50 cents.

Apollonius of tuana'a 
wonderful communication, explaining how his 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate 
Christianitv. Price. 15 cents. ____

Study Clairvoyance.
J, C. F. GIIUMHINE'S BOOK on “How lo Un

fold the Clairvoyant Vliilon. Pierce the Veil of 
Hen»e. See und Convert»« With Spirit», Enter al 
Will the Spirit World, Become a Suer. ’

PRESS NOTICES.
“Your work is marvelouH, epoch-inakintr.’'—Lil

lian Whiting, Boaton CorreBpondunl to Chicago 
Inter-Ocean. , ,, , , , „••Admirably unfold« the law and nature of Clair- 
voyance.’’—Chicago Inter-Ocean.

-A remarkable book, Originality and depth of 
thought, combined with pernplendty. character
ize everv page. It 1b evident in every sentence 
that tliie volume Ib the offBprlng of inspiration.’ -
The Progressive Thinker.

“1 consider tho book on Clairvoyance a most re
markable and practical work on development. It 
harmonizes well with the Hermetic Schools of 
Philosophy, in which I learned the mysteries of 
adoptahlp.’-Prof. Geo. W. Walrond. Astrologer.

“It is the best work on the subject of Clairvoy
ance thus fur. and points out an alluringgoalof 
true spiritual development."—Mind, New York 
Cl-^[t1tt a revelation.''—Light- London, Eng.

Reduced price. 11.E0. Send now.
DIVINATION.—How to read the past, present and 

future, practice magic and become a Rosicru
cian, Mb. Series, SI.

AURAS AND COLORS-How to gel at the aura 
and find your color, and understand color vi
bration«. A wonderful work. Price, 60 cent«.

PSYCHOMETRY—How to read the Houlof thing«. 
A most practical book. Price, 60 emit«.

EASY LESSONS in PBychomctry, Clairvoyance 
and Inspiration. Price, 50 cents.

REALIZATION, or How to Become an Adept. 
Price, 25 cents

J. C. F. GRUMBINE,
1286 Commonwealth Ave.. Boston. Mass.

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

DyA. Leah Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Interesting and valuable as a history of tho begin« 

Blog of Modern Spiritualism, by one of the Fox Sis
ters. <78 Pagefl, 16 Illustrations, luctudlug portraits of 
Ue Fox Family. History of Ue Hydesville ra|>ph)gs, 
as related by eye-wllneSReai remarkable and wen-at
tested jnaDlfeBtaUons; the “expoiurca," etc. Hand* 
somcly bound In cloth, But few copies remaining. 
Publishers' price, 81.50. We will send the book po*fr 
paid for <1.40.

THUMBSCREW AND RACK.
Torture implements employed in the 15ih and 

16th centuries for the promulgation of Chris
tianity, with pictorial illustrations. By George 
E. Macdonald. Price, 10 cents. _____

The Religion of Science.
By Dr. Paul Carus. vcr thoughtful and in

teresting. Price, 115 cenu.

TTP-A TH ITS MEANING 
* 1 aud Results.

ByJKWllion, of tho Pennsylvania Bar. 
An absorbingly Inlereallng narrative relating a 
Berles of wonderful psychic manifestation« oc
curring in tho writer's experience. Cloth, illus
trated, 11.25.

ORIGIN OF SPECIES, .
By metu* of natural iclectlon, or the preBorvatlon OT 
»favored race In tbo itruKRle for life. By Cbarie*. 
Darwin. (Jilt top, cloth bound. Thin book li tot 
grandest achievement of modern scientific thought 
and research. It has paired through many cdlilon*. 
In EngMib, baa been translated into almost all the 
Ungutgei of Europe, and has been the subject of 
mete reviews, pamphlets and separata books than any 
othOT volume of tho ago. Most of the great scientist» 
of tbr.'ago fullv support his poaltlon. The thought of 
thlj'obKhaa become a part of the common Inherit«- 
nr/- of the race. For Bale at this office. Price75eta.Can Telepathy Explain?

Results of Psychical Research.
By Minot J. Savage.

Dr. Savage. In this book of 243 pages, discuss
es problem« that have vexed intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious life. Be states a 
great number of well-authenticated Instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion is frank and fearless, and merits the 
widest reading, for he deals with facts and ex
periences. Price, cloth, $1.00.

The World’s Sixteen Saviors, 
Or Christianity before Christ. By Kersey 
Graves. New and startling revelations in re
ligious history which disclose the Oriental 
origin ot all the doctrines, principles, precepts 
and miracles of the Christian New Testament, 
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of its 
sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified (Jods. This 
Wonderful and exhaustive volume will, we are 
certain, take high rank as a book of reference 
In the field which the author has chosen for It. 
Printed on white paper, »80 pages. New edition, 
revlstxl und corrected, with portrait of authen 
Price$1.50. Postage, 10 cents.

The Devefoument of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the Into M. Faraday, The 
origin of religions, and their Influence upon the. 
mental development of tho human race. Trice, 
10 cents.

Spiritualist 
Badges,

IN

Solid Gold Only

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
in Van Buren Opera House, Madison 
street and Callivi-nia avenue, every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m.- Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions-and give 
spirit messages, assisted by other me
diums.

Church Of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Sunday afternoon at 
2:30 sharp, at Phoenix Hall, 324 East 
Division street, near Sedgwick street. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

Light and-Truth Spiritual Church, 501 
W. North avenue, Wicker Park Hall. 
Meetings every Sunday afternoon, 2:30.

The Christian Spiritual Union Church 
now holds meetings at Becker Hall, cor
ner State and Forty-fourth streets. 
Mrs. L. J. Vaughn and Mrs. Lucille De 
loux, test mediums. z

The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p. m., and lecture and 
tests at 8 o’clock. Mrs. M. A. Borland, 
pastor.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at Atbeneum Building, *6 
Van Buren street. Mrs. May Elmo, me
dium. Tests and good speaking. All 
are welcome.

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds a meeting every Sunday after-

New Testament Stories
ed. Drawings by Watson Heston, with critical 
and humorous comments upon the text«. Hes
ton's drawings are incomparable, and excruci
atingly funny. One must see tho book to appre
ciate it; the pictorial satire cannot be told. It 
ivlli make you laugh heartily. Price in board, 
S1.00; cloth, «1.50. ' ,

The Law of Correspondence
Applied to Healing.

A course of seven practical lessons. By w. J. 
Colville. Limp cloSh, 50c.
COfflOlUEÑSE Revolut Ipnary pamph

let, addressed to the inhabitants of America in 
1776. with explanatory notice by an English 
author. Tuper, 15 cents.

Halim Walch Crim. ..................  . _
PRICES:—Badge Pin. $1.50: Lapel Button, S .50;

Sunflower Brooch. $4.00; Maltese Charm. $5.00; 
Maltese PenOant, B.W. This Jewelry needs nc¡Olli- 
er recommend than to «ay ll is the buNr LOW hit 
BADGE, tho adopted emblem of Spiritualism. A« 
tho Sunflower turns Its face towards the sun, so 
Spiritualism turn« tho faces of human ty from 
darknens and superstition towards the Sunlight 
of Truth and Progression. These beauuiulem- 
blema are for sale at this office.

The Nemesis of ) T1‘is la®cin/
. . . hating Hook

Chautauqua Lake | by tlie weU.
known Author and Scholar,

HON. A. B. RICHMOND,
Should be In the hands of every Spiritualist In 
the land. It Is based on a hlstorfoal fact, but 
through the narallvo Is woven a psychic Une of 
thought In the style so natural to the great 
criminal lawyer that one can feel the author’s 
very presence during Its perusal. It is certain
ly Interesting. Price, cloth. 75 cents.

Carpentry 
and Joinery 
A Practical

The Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
Human Life,

With Character Readings ol’Per- 
sons Born Upon the Cusp.

The principles found in this volumo are both 
a science uni a religion, for a better and a far 
happier humanity, it points to the planet« as 
an index to the human character and liability 
to diseases; also gives the gems and colors suit
ed to temperaments evolved under certain plan
ets- But the author, ELEANOR KIRK, lays 
special stress upon the fundamental principle 
that "All maladies known to man can be entire
ly dominated, forever cast out. by those who 
realize that mind Is the master and body the 
servant.” Price, cloth, $1.00.______________

'Seif Contradictions of the Bibie.
One hundred and fojly-iour propositions, the

ological, moral, historical and speculative; each 
proved affirmatively and negatively by quota
tions from Scripture, without comment. Price, 
IB cents. _____________ _______________________

The New and the Old,
Or the World’s Progress In Thought. By Mosee 
Hull. An excellent work by tills veteran writer 
and thinker. Price. 10 cents.______________ .

By Fred T. Hodgson, 
M. O„ A. A.

Tbe well-known Technical writer. It Is one or
tho best works overturned outby hint. Copi
ously illustrated with diagrams and figures, 
making t-hemost intricate problems simple, def
inite and easily underslooa. Price. ?!.0d.

ROMANISM Tea pampbrixl or 30pares In 
PYDncpn fop'r 10 Prof- D,"1‘1 s"l,,g' 
mAx VDJhl/ Priest Cashman and Dr. With
row, and Is principally in defense of Pi olestunl- 
Ism. A concise little pamphlet. Prli-e K>cents._

IlinUll M. Pour Centuries of Progr."'. W V/tlnl, • A Lecture delivered at the Free
thinker's International Congress. Chicago, I.I., 
October, 1803. By Susan H. Wlxon. Price, 10c. 

The Infideiitu of tcclesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Pi of. 
W M. Lockwood. A trenchant aud masUily- 
treatlso. Price, 25 cents. '

mountain lion or some other wild beast, 
H. Roth and A. E. Montmorency, two 
miners from Nye county, Nevada, 
seized their guns and followed until 
they saw the dog come to a stop on the 
top of a great bowlder. The animal 
was making no attempt to discover the 
lost trail, but was standing rigid on 
the rock, with his nose pointing in the 
air. As soon as his masters arrived he 
wagged ills tall, barjied once or twice, 
and disappeared in the underbrush.

Surprised by the strange behavior of 
the animal, the men began an investiga
tion, and soon discovered that the rock 
was the outcropping of a rich ledge of 
ore containing gold and silver. Meas
urements of the body was taken, and it 
was learned that the mine was 42 feet 
wide, and extended in a visible line for 
over 2,250 feet. An assay of the ore 
was made, and it was found to run from 
$8 to 5126 per ton.

The ledge is located in Nye county, 
seventy-five miles from Tonopah and 
twenty-five miles east -of Downieville, 
the famous old mining camp, which em
ployed hundreds of men in the days of 
the pioneers. It is a well-traveled part 
of the -country, and many old miners 
have prospected in that region, but it 
remained for a dog to discover the hid
den gold. . >

The animal is a common mongrel, 
without a pedigree, and is a cross be
tween a collie and a half-breed bird dog.

These works have made a profound impression on the most adianc cd an 
progressive intelligence ot the age. In the field of Psychical Research it can be 
said truthfully that tlioy. have created a veritable “Cyclone” of interest and dis
cussion. Their subject, matter and simplicity of expression make them intensely 
interesting and fasainatipgly attractive to every one who can understand the Sim
plest English.;-? They have made simple and ciear the most difficult problems of 
human life, a»d carry a special message to all who love the truth.

Letter From Investigator.
As one who has investigated Spirit

ualism for many years, and who knows 
all tbxd'-lns” and “outs” ot materializa
tions, and who Is a firm believer in all 
the phenomena, I feel thankful that the 
recent exposure of Mrs. Elsie Rey
nold’s methods was made. I know that 
Mr. Hale and Mr. Cherry are gentlemen 
in every sense of the word, and will 
give bettor conditions by far for a ma
terialization test than can ne lound in 
any promiscuous circle, hastily coming 
together, and in which marvelous mani
festations occur. How often do we 
hear of excellent results where nine- 
tenths of the circle are unmitigated 
skeptics. Now a medium can make 
One Thousand Dollars under conditions 
exceptionally FAVORABLE FOR A 

. GENUINE SPIRIT MANIFESTATION, 
but unfavorable for fake work. In case 
ot disrobing a medium, that has not 
boon found a good test, for there are a 
dozen ways where material can be fur- 
nlshed, and detection avoided. The 
only test that materializing mediums 
w||| not submit to was invented by S. S. 
.Tones mid consists in confining the me- 
ilium by placing a mosquito bar over 
him-(or her) and tacking the same to

: the floor. INVESTIGATOR.
Los Angeles, Cal.

“The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy- 
rieno and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner.” Of especial . Interest 
pud vnltie. For sale at this office.
price »1. ■ • ' ,. „“DeallrDefeated; or tho Peychlc Be- 
érét of How to Koop Young." By J. M. 
Peebles, M..D., M. A„ Ph. ». Prico $1.

was formerly a jeweler, and It was he 
who paid the expenses of. the two, as 
Montmorency, was entirely without 
funds. Their outfit/consists of a .tew 
blankets, a tent, cooking utensils, pro
visions, a burro, and a dog. The men 
say a dog is an absolute .necessity, as 
without him one hcannot hope to dis
cover. a golden ledge.—Chicago ■ Inter 
Ocean. . ' ■

ery Sunday evening, at 720 West Madi
son street, third floor.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Woodlawn Spiritualist Society 
will hold services at 6209 Madison ave
nue, Sundays at 2:30 and 8 p. m. Prof 
J. E. Smith gives tests and spirit mes
sages. W. H. Mohlan, president; Prol. 
J. E. Smith, pastor

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr- 
helt, meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o’clock in Wicker Park Hall,- 501 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Vlllroak. ,

The Universal Occult Society holds 
its meetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first 
street, Hall "C,” every Sunday after
noon and evening, the Hon. Robert Gil- 
ray, pastor. The renownci. medium, 
Charles .1. Peterson, psychic. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Regular service at 8 
p. m.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
■the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street.

The Spiritual Research will meet ev
ery Thursday evening at 144 South AL 
bany avenue, southeast corner Colorado 
avenue, beginning at 8 o'clock -sharp. 
All are invited to attend. Good .me
diums in attendance. .

The Great • Psychological Crime—Con
tents—Part 1. I .■ -

Psychologic®! Grime; New Defini
tions' Pertinent Admissions; What Is 
Hypnotism; 3?he:Deadly Parallel; Mau 
and His Two t-t-Organisms; Physiology 
and Pathology!of .Hypnotism; “Auto
Hypnotism;" «UM is ifojner.; "Suggestion,” 
a Lexicological LiM; .Independent Sug
gestion, a Fuat; Wpnotism an<L the 
Three Brains?: Does Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation ofiiNitaial Law; True Sug
gestion and- .'DberajKiUtlc Faith; Post
Mortem Hypnotising. What of the Hyp
notist? -
Part II. '

A Risk antfia Duty; Other Defini
tions; Significant Admissions;' Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual- Mediumship 
Analvzcd and Classified; The Principle, 
Involved; “Automatic, Physical Medi
umship” Impossible; Neither a "Gift” 
Nor a ’-power"; .The Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship and "Affinity”;. Medium
ship nnd Emotlonallsmf’Mediums and 
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan
ity. ;
Part III. -

Tho Genesis o£ "Holl"; The Way of 
Death; In perspective;. Individual Im
mortality; ’On What It Depends; Self-. 
Control, tho Application; Tho Line of 
Despair and tho Powers oS Darkness;

Harmonics of Evolution—Contents. ■
Preliminary Statement; There Is No 

Death; Life After Physical Death Is 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop
ment and * a Common Purpose; 
The • Scope, Method and Pur
pose; The Genesis of Physical 
Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution; 
The "Law of Natural Selection"; The 
Naturak Law.of Selection; A Question 
in Science; The Completion of an Indi
vidual; Masculine Will and Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle for Happiness; 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intui
tion; The Spiritual Basis of LOve; Nat
ural - Science Corroborated; Natural 
Marriage; Legal Marriage;, Divorce; 
True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon
ics, Ethics. -

Handsomely Bound.
Send for Circular. 

Address all orders to
THE 1NDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO., 

19 to 27 North Kedzle Ave, Chicago.

-THE-
Chri&tô of the Past and Present.

By MOSES HULL,
A comparison ot tho Chrlst-work or Medium

ship ot Biblical Messiahs and the conditions 
thov required, with similar manifestations tn 
Moàcrn Spiritualism. This is a good work to 
study tor arguments with Ythioh- to meet tho 
very common, orthodox question, “Why do you 
always require- conditions for your spiritual 
manifestations’"' Cloth bound, 85 cents; paper 
25 cents. For sale al this office.

MEDIUMSHIP,
A chapter of experience*, by Mrs. Maria M. Klojx 

price 10c. For sale at thl* office. _ ___ .

HKATiTNir Causes and Effects, JlÜn.JJil'lU, ByW. l’.Phelon.M. D. Deals 
with tlie finer mental and spiritual forces as ap. 
plied to healing. Price, Ml cents.

” ALL ABOUT" DEVILS.' '
It Is enough to say this 50 page pamphlet Is, 

written by Moses Hull. Prico 15 cents, 

'20tiTG6nwu Guide
TO

PAL/VUSTRY
This Is the simplest, clearest and ycl 

tlie most exhaustive presentation this 
Interesting science has yet received. 
All of tho discoveries, Investigations 
and researches of centurles are summed 
tip in thin practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

• There Is no trait, no characteristic, no. 
Inherited tendency, that Is not marked 
on tbo palm of the hand and can bo. 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol
towing tJiio principles enforced by tho, 
presented In this. Prine, paper, 25;. 
cents; cloth, $1. . .

plnln.no


JESUS A COLORED MAN

EVA A. AMES.

Ago.

Rev. Webb Says He Was, and Gives 
Bible Facts.

----------------—■-------- . ,—  : - - -, ......-------------—-
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LIFE AFTER DEATH.
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lows:
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presence forever!”
I make this quotation, as it was

C. H. MATHEWS
New Philadelphia, Ohio.

It cannot be, for oftentimes,

Comes back to me at eventide.

FA1I tenderly on brow nnd hair,

With tho glad look thoy had of yore? 
And fond lips toll us that they live 

Upon a brighter, fairer shore.
ALICE M. WARREN, 

Proctorsville, vt, ’

as

tal

find

gray

way."

still is

Foster.
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verted.

? The United Hosts of Soul-Land Ire WHs in This Great Spiritual Movement,
Many of olir Mediums and IjBGtlii'fei's afe now becoming Ulflfm and Needy, and MUST BE C/VRED FOR
the CALL on the Second Page of this Paper, by Mrs. Longley, Sec. N. S. A., and as you love the cause and its untiring laborers, heed the call by making a
agnation consistent with your ability and in full conception of the importance of the demand. This isa movement that must appeal to the loyalty and generosity of all TRUE SPIRITUALISTS

èljt SJñnlícr
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The Father Delivers
the Funeral Discourse

Maj. C. H. Mathews Delivers a Funeral 
Discourse Over the Remains of His 
Daughter, Miss Sarah Agnes Math
ews, at New Philadelphia, Ohio.
My friends, on this solemn occasion, 

It may seem an innovation for a man to 
make an address at the funeral ot a 
member of his own family. But, my 
friends, we must look for many social 
changes in the 20th century. The great 
world of to-day is on the qui vive for 
the reception of new ideas.

I’he world is waking from its phantom 
dreams,

To make out that which is, from that 
which seems;

And in the light of day shall blush to

What things of night had power enough 
to blind

Its vision; what thin walls of musty

Ab if of granite, stopped its onward

One of the great—in fact the great
est question of the ages, has been and 

'If a man die, shall he live 
again I" I am glad to be able, from the 
testimony of' arisen personal friends 
and relatives, in whom I have the ut
most confidence, to assert tho continu
ity. of life in that great future that 
awaits the whole human family.

Spiritualism, (of which tho world 
knows more to-day than it has ev^r 
known before), asserts with the great
est assurance the continuity ot life, and 
settles the vexed question of the ages 
explicitly, and with the great German' 
author, Kotzebue, says. “There is an
other and a better world!”

This, notwithstanding some notable 
orthodox Christian clergy, in ijieir wis
dom, assert: "We do not yet know that 
death does not end all.”—Bishop

Sarah Agnes Mathews, my dear 
daughter, who was bereft of a mother’s 
tender,care in 1857, was born March i, 
¿1858, and would be 51 years old on the 

‘ 4th of March, 1904. She was of a pe
culiarly mild and gentle disposition and, 
fpp, one afflicted as she has been for 
neatly a score of years, exhibited' re- 
L/aikable fortitude of endurance that 

x yas^tne wonder of her many relatives 
' anrjt friends. She has known for many 

years past that she could not possibly 
endure for. her allotted time on earth, 
and having an abiding confidence in the 
future state, she was fully prepared for 
|he great reality of that condition.
"To trace each feature of departed 

worth, '
pistinguished excellence in fitting 

terms .................
Rortray, and virtues eminent proclaim ; 
flow vain the task! Alone then let the

Of gratitude inscribe this simple truth 
Beloved of all she lived, by all lamented

' died.”
When sho was scarce three years of 

age, she was adopted and cared for by 
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Thompson, her 
uncle and aunt, who have cared for 
her and her younger sister; Mrs. 
Thompson survives at the ripe age of 86 
years. Her invaluable motherly, ten 
der care has been fully appreciated.

Spiritualism, (of which it is my priv
ilege, briefly, to speak to-day), positive
ly affirms the continuity of conscious 
existence of the soul of man, in a spirit
ual body, after physical deatli; It 
teaches us that the soul, through a vast 
variety of phenomena, can and does 
demonstrate that continued existence to 
those still In the mortal body. These 
“manifestations,” now so common, are 
the common heritage of humanity, and 
though sometimes simulated, neverthe
less furnish a residuum ot evidence 
which defies all solution upon any 
other hypothesis than that they are the 
doings of disembodied spirits. To this 
conclusion every unbiased investigator 
has come. In fact, no person of sound 
mind and memory ever did investigate 
sincerely and honestly, with an earnest 
desire to investigate and learn the great 
truths of Spiritualism but became con

These investigators, I am 
proud to be able to assert, to-day in
clude the brainiest galaxy of men and
women—and the rulers of 

thoroughly
two conti-

_ . investigated 
the Spiritualistic science, and placed
themselves on record as Knowing its 
truthfulness.

But, my friends, however inopportune 
: may be considered by Mother Grundy 

to discourse on this subject to-day, 1 
have a carte blanch from the Great 
Ruler of the Universe, who is all and in 

JI, to go forth and give these truths to
e world.
Some one asks the question: "What 

(do Spiritualists believe?” It can hard
ily he termed a "belief.” We claim it to 
je a knowledge that transcends all 
nere belief, and is founded upon great 
spiritual -truths that have been revealed 
to mankind from the earliest years ot 
recorded history. It is, therefore, diffi
cult to make a statement applicable to 
al). Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Heights, 
who has devoted his whole life to the 
elucidation of the philosophy ot Spirit
ualism, Bays:,

1 .—"Man is a dual being—a physical 
stiucture and a spirit. The spirit is an 
organized form, evolved by and out of a 
physical body, having corresponding 
form and development-......

2 .—"This spiritual being is immor-

Death Is the separation ot.thls 
duality, and does not affect the spirit 
morally or intellectually«- ..

"The spirit holds the same reltv 
tlons to tho spirit world that man holds 
to physical nature. , 
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5,—"The spirit there, ns here, works 
nut its own salvation, receiving the re- 
Vjarjl of well doing, and suffering for 
wrong actions-

G.^'Tlio knowledge, attainment and 
xperfencc of the earth-life, form the 
¡sals of the spirit Hfo, which is hence & 
¿htlnupnco of-tho same existence.

Jfroin tbe Spirit IRealms JOHN RUSKIN
The English Artist and Eloquent

7 .—“Spiritual bodies are evolved by, 
and eliminated from physical bodies. 
They differ in grades of morality and in
telligence, as men differ on earth.

8 .—"These departed spirits, retaining 
all their love and affection, can and do 
return and communicate with those in 
this life. Their capability ot so doing 
does not depend on their intelligence or 
morality.

9 .—“Mediumship rests on sensitive
ness, which is not dependent on culture 
or morals, though elevated nnd con
trolled thereby.

10 .—Individualized spirit is the real
ity and the highest type of creative 
energy. In this sense man is divine, 
and endowed with infinite capabilities, 
and united in brotherhood, having com
mon origin, purpose and destiny."

Having thus given you a glance of the 
spiritual philosophy, I should like to 
cite you to the many distinguished men 
and women, and journalists that have 
accepted its truths and placed them
selves on record In its defense during 
tho last 56 years. But this would oc
cupy too much time and perhaps weary 
your patience. 1 am sorry to say, but 
candor compels the admission that, 
during all these 56 years, since Spirit
ualism has been given to the world of 
thought, the church has persistently ig
nored those manifesting spirits, inves
tigators have been denounced as luna
tics and victims of delusion. But 1 am 
glad to say that people are beginning to 
do their own thinking, and a new era ot 
religious thought is destined to perme
ate the civilized world.

My dear friends, this theme is so ex
haustive; that you will excuse ipe for 
feeling interested on this mournful oc
casion. It is unnecessary for me. to 
eulogize my daughter, you all knew her. 
I will close my remarks by a tew lines 
from memory:
“First, find thou truth; and then, al

though she strays ■
From beaten paths of men, to untrod 

ways,
Her leading follow straight, and abide 

the fate, .
And whether scorn or smiles thy pass
.. ing greet,
Gi flnd’st thou thorns or flowers be

neath thy feet,
Fare on, nor fear thy fate at heaven’s 

; gate.” ■ - ■ .
“May the peace of God, which passeth 

all understanding, be and abide with 
you all now and forevermore. Ameh!J’

FOR TEMPERANCE DAY.

Mark that poor, degraded creature. 
Lost to honor, sense and shame, 

With vice stamped on every feature, 
Scarce he’s worthy of man's name.

To him no noble deeds are traced, 
A trackless waste he’s trod;

Each day and hour he has debased .. 
The image of his God.

An outcast self-doomed does he roam, 
With naught to make life bright, 

No holy ties bind him to home— 
O'er home he casts a blight

His kindred tears may fall in vain 
And angels plead for peace, 

Unheeded clanks vile passion’s chain— 
Unheeded scorn—disgrace.

How swiftly speeds his dark career; 
Perhaps a felon’s doom

Shadows the linden path that’s near, 
Leading him h the tomb;

Or on a pallet it'vly lying, 
In some gloomy prison cell, 

Or in some pauper home he's dying, 
Waiting for the Anal knell.

When Death has his victim numbered, 
And the die of life Is cast, ;

Conscience awakes, though long it slum
bered,

And unveils the bitter past;
For the draught that once enchanted 

Now he drains of Sorrow^ cup— 
By dark specters be is haunted, 

Which remorse has conjured up.
Death’s icy chill now o’er him steals, 

And lips unused to prayer
To heaven shriek his wild appeals, 

Half mingled with despair.
Unmourned he fills an early grave 

In some neglected spot,
His name sinks in oblivion’s wave, 

The drunkard is forgot.
—Fannie Geraldine O’Grady.

WHEN THE TIME SHALL COME.

When the time shall come, shall I re
joice

To lay earth’s burdens calmly by, 
And turn to list the summoning voice

With joyful pulse and happy sigh? .
Whgn the time shall come, will all the 

\ care ~ -
Of life and sorrow roll aside ’

And be no more, while longing prayer 
For loved ones gone be satisfied?

When the time shall come, will all my 
strife

And battle for the right be won, 
And glancing backward, will my life

Seem but a dream,.scarce yet begun?
When the time shall come, will there be 

one -
To grieve that I’m not at her side, 

Or will she pass before my sun'
Has set—a-near the-waiting tide?

When tho time shall come, ¿ow, when 
or where? ■

The laws of life and death ne’er fall.
Shipwrecked I can not be; their caro

Will see mo "safe within the veil.”
Keen, N. H.

.....................i ■■■■■............. ■ .■
With all the consecration ceremonies 

poured over a church it is. not half so 
holy as the homo.—L. K. Washburn.

Duty is carrying on promptly and 
faithfully the affairs jtow before you. 
It is to fulfill the claims of to-day.— 
Goethe.

Drinking water neither makes a man 
sick nor in debt nor his with ft widow,— 
John Neal.

While on Earth Mr. Petersilea was a medium for the 
transmission of important letters from, those long 
inspirit life. Now, having become a freed spirit 
himself, he will convey his best thoughts through 
the mediumship of his devoted wife, and we are 
sure they will prove interesting to our readers.

LETTER NUMBER THREE.
Now, friends, I want you to be patient 

with me, for I shall tell you nothing but 
the truth.

My father bore me upward for a 
space, and then threw me from him. 
“Learn to help yourself," he said sen- 
tentiously; and I fell, and Aoundered, 
and rose and fell, and floated, and 
floundered. I felt almost precisely as 
I did when a boy and learning to swim. 
1 caught at my father; he would sus
tain me for a little, and then throw me 
from him again.

"Now, Carlyle," he said, "concentrate 
your mind. Call together your will
power and be a man once more. You 
will And ft easy enough to stand up
right, and move abOut, without assist
ance, if you do so.”

I knew very well that he was speak
ing the truth; but 1 had been partially 
helpless for two or three months, lean
ing upon, and being sustained by my 
precious wife—for I would let no other 
person come near or touch me.

“Oh! how selAsh,” I hear you say. 
Perhaps so. But ip my helpless condi
tion sho was the world to me, and all 
there was'In it. But I obeyed my 
father, as 1 had bOen accustomed to 
when a child; hnd I' gathered myself 
together and exerted my will-power to 
the.utmost; and, Boon, I found myself 
moving along by my father’s Bide quite 
easily; a few pitches to the right and 
left, sinking down a little occasionally, 
but. on the whole gaining strength every 
moment. ■

“Now,” said my father, "we will take 
a seat-here in .thia arbor, and you can 
rest and look out for a while."

We approached a beautiful arbor, 
covered by trailing vines and the sweet
est and most fragrant of Aowers.. 1 
sunk down into what seemed a most 
restful seat and looked forth. O, my 
God! what a world of beauty Jay 
stretched out peacefully before me. 
Peace—peace! my soul cried—rest and 
peace. My life, as a musician, had not 
been peaceful. It had been one great 

' struggle since my early boyhood. ' 1 
had khown neither rest nor peace; but 
here was rest and peace at last. "No
no! Not so. My wife—my wife! What 
would she do? How be able to live

without me? 0, my poor yMtel" and 1 
groaned aloud. My father’s watchful 
eyes were upon me.

“Carlyle," he said, "gather yourself 
together, rest and be at peace. Exert 
your will-power and you svpl be able to 
help your wife, otherwise- you cannot 
do so."

That was wise—that whs sensible; 
and I knew it. So I ggtljered in this 
rest, this peace. I watf immortal, and 
this was eternity. Wiiy, . eternity lay 
stretched out before m$, and my past 
struggles rose up as fogllsb and futile. 
1 had always been obliged' to work on 
time, and never had tin$ enough. Oh! 
how it now rolledMn upon my soul that 
there was no end to tin^e—that I could 
take all the time I winted for every
thing or anything; and,J drew a great 
sigh of restful relief. 'Rest! 1 felt as 
though I could rest forever, and peace 
lay spread out before (lie most invit
ingly. '• .

The landscape was not so very differ
ent. from that of earth^ except that it 
was exceedingly more beaptiful. 1 
could see a vast spiritual ocean, and 
hear the soft and restfuLmurmpr of the 
vibrating waves. I coujii seo hills and 
.dp-les, mountains and mfl(lil6ws. I could 
see sparkling rivers ati&. brooks, and 
placid ponds and lakes,;! It seamed as 
though my sight was eternal—-not lim
ited as on earth. My eyes seemed to 
take in a vast area, asKthdugli, I. were 
looking over tliousands-tind thousands 
of miles, where, on earth, 'I cguld see 
but a short distance.' This wa^ta joy ip 
Itself, and those vibraftng'\Jrft.ybH of 
eternity, how peacefulliv tney.-rolled; 
and while my soul was .ArlnJtljag In-joy 
and rest and peace/1 I’’“ ihVolufitarlly' 
turned my eyes toward the entrance to 
the arbor.■ -A lady, stood 'th'ere^a lady 
so transcendentlybeautiful.-, that T 
caught my breath fn a kind of rapture.

Friends, it is impossible, for me to 
describe to you her beauty. No paint
ing or work, of art that the-.earth holds 
can compare with It. The most beau
tiful woman that ever lived, on the 
earth is but a suggestion of this greater, 
more ethereal, exalted and , heavenly 
beauty. Her great, dewy,' blue eyes 
were looking directly into njy own. Her 
long, golden hair, partly-concealed her

form like a vail, and actually trailed 
among the Aowers at her feet. Her 
gauzy, flowing robes were palely gold
en. .Her face transparent and softly 
rounded like that of a beautiful cherub. 
Her age—well, age could not count with 
such a being as stood there before me. 
She might have been a thousand years 
old, so I thought, If age means beauty 
|n spirit life. I trembled at her gaze 
but dared not speak. Who was she? 
Who could it be? Dear reader, tor the 
moment it never entered my mind who 
she could be.

She stretched out those beautiful, 
perfect arms toward me; but 1 simply 
stared at her In the most stupid man
ner. She covered her eyes with her 
perfect hand—a hand that made me 
think of blush roses and lilies and 
sweet heavenly passages in Mozart’s 
music—as though a wave ot sorrow 
swept through and agitated her lovely 
form.

"Carlyle,” she said; and her voice 
was low and sweet as tho breeze sigh
ing through trees filled with scented 
blossoms—"Carlyle” and still I stupidly 
stared at her.

“Mary,’1 said my father, “how can you 
expect to be recognized by the child you 
left so many years ago on earth—the 
child who cannot even remember his 
mother—the child who never knew a 
mother’s care?”

I trembled at these words,, and my 
breath came pantlngly. 1 tried to rise
but could not.

“Mother—mother! Do we meet 
last?” She approached and folded 
in her arms.

"My boy—my little Carlyle that

at 
me

was
—my little cherub that I wanted so 
much to take with me—at last, at last 
you have come!” and she fondled and 
kissed me as though 1 were still her lit
tle boy of three years that she left 
fifty-six years ago on the earth, while 
she was exploring the heavenly spheres.

“We are all here now,” she said. 
“You are thq last to come." •
. I groaned aloud. "No—oh, no!” 1 
said; “not the last. My wife—my wife! 
Sho is not here. She is left, all, all 
alone, down in the cold and cruel world, 
stunned, and nearly crazed with grief. 
Mbtbqr; if indeed -you are my -mother,- 
help" me to help her. You, in your. 
Jjeauty andJn?linaBS,..are. happy;,, but, 
she,, who has been to me everything 
that life holdfl dear, is in sorrow and 
darkness, beset by grief and cares that 
are. too heavy for her failing strength. 
Help .me to help her, oh, my father— 
oh, iny mother! I love her more than 
myself; she is far dearer to me than 
my own life, or my own happiness. I 
can never be happy, even here, in this 
beautiful world, while she has a grief or 
a care.” .

“And have you not in your heart, the 
least little bit of love for me?” asked 
this angelic being—my mother.

1 looked at her, as 1 tried to analyze

my own feelings. I was given to an
alysis. What musician is not? Did 1 
love this perfect, this holy, this exquis
itely beautiful angelic being—this moth
er whom 1 could not remember—this 
mother who was to me as a stranger 
whom I l;ad never seen? Yes; my soul 
intuitively loved and worshiped her. A 
feeling, something as we are supposed 
to have toward God, Ailed my being; 
but my love and anxiety for my wife, 
bore down, and overshadowed all other 
love, and I was Impatient to return to 
her again. My mother’s heavenly alti
tude was too far removed from my 
own; my father’s, even, was nearer to 
me than hers. My soul cried out in her 
presence, "holy, holy, holy!1’ but I was 
not holy—still of the earth earthy.

“Let us go back,” I said. ”1 long to 
be with my wife. I want to comfort 
her. She has comforted me for many 
years; assuaged my grief and sorrow, 
poured healing balm into my wounds, 
and opened my vision to the gates of 
Eternal Life; and, now, the brightest 
angel in the heavens, be it who it may, 
shall not beguile me from her side—for, 
mother, she has comforted, shielded, 
supported and cared for me in my sick
ness, weakness and helplessness, and 1 
will not stay, even In heaven among the 
angels, away from her.”

"Carlyle Is right," said my father. 
“He is obeying the true law of his be
ing; but, my son, you cannot help her 
until you get a little more strength 
yourself. You have been gathering love 
and beauty, rest and peace, but you still 
need wisdom and strength. These are 
of slow growth. You cannot be strong 
while your wife is so weak. You can
not be wise while1 her mind 1b so-cloud
ed by grief. She is the other half of 
yourself, consequently you must grow 
together or not at all. The cord that 
binds you to her is stretched but not 
severed.”

“Thank you, iny father, for saying 
that; and it shall never be severed."

"Never,” answered my father.
"Never,” reiterated the gentle voice 

of my mother. Never! never! never! 
came the echoes again and again.

Now this gave me courage and 
BLrepgth..and I arose with the intention 
of returning at once.

“It ip not necessary that we go back 
for éómé hours Yet,” ■ said nfy- father. 
‘‘Time is different here from earthly 
time. Your wife is still sitting in the 
same chair as when you left. ■ Our life 
is higher and its vibrations flner and

Io the Editor:—John Ruskin,an Eng 
lish artist and eloquent writer on art 
and nature, and who preceded your cor«
respondent on the earth plane only 
nine months, was born in Rondon In 
February, 1819, while your subscriber, 
was born in Bristol, 120 miles distant.

At the age of 51, some of Ruskin's
writings were published in Philadel-
phia, Pa., in which he says: "1 had been 
educated in the doctrines of a narrow sect.” ” — - _ .It was at Oxford and in the
Episcopal, “Established” Church
England. Little wonder that he should
bo houeBtly utter the confession above
quoted. Aside from the morality incul
cated in his lectures, it is observed that
he was one of the pioneers in the
"Higher Criticism" of the Bible.

Here is a sample of Ruskin’s deadly 
thrusts at the church, as late as 1871:

"The dramatic Christianity of the or«
gan and aisle, of dawn service and twl-
light revival. * * * This gas-lighted and 
gas-inspired Christianity wo are tri
umphant in, and draw back the hem of
our robes from the touch of the herética
who dispute it. ♦ * * Your wealth, your
amusement, your pride, would all be
alike impossible, but for those whom
you scorn or forget. » » » It is difficult
to estimate the true significance ot
these things._ • * We permit or cause
thousands of deaths daily, but we mean
no harm; we set fire to houses and rav
age peasants fields, yet we should be
sorry to find we had injured anybody.

Thomas Chalmers, .... ____ _
Scottish divine (says Ruskin) at the

an eminent

end of his long life, having had much
power with the public, uttered the im
patient exclamation, ‘The public is just
a great baby!’ * * * The more I see ot
our national faults or miseries, 
more they resolve themselves into con-
ditions of childish illiterateness and
want of education.” • • * How much
like one of our millionaires was that re
mabrk, “The public be d—d!"

Ruskin, it will be observed, had not 
then the knowledge possessed by the
world to-day in regard to the continuity 
of life and the ability of our arisen 
friends to return to earth and tell us of
the realities of the life beyond the
grave, else he would not
words like these:

“fa our life forever to be without
profit, without possession? Shall the
strength of its generation- be as barren
as death, or cast away their labor aa

more rapid than those ot earth. They
are there still, just as we left them. 
You can do nothing more just now. 
Wait until the evening falls upon the 
earth; then we will return; and while 
we wait, let us improve the time al
lowed me to impart to you a little more 
wisdom, and with wisdom comes 
strength.

(To be continued.)

the wild fig tree casts her untimely 
figs? Is it all a dream, then, the desire 
of the eyes and the pride of life? or, if it 
be, might we not live in a nobler dream
than this? The poets and prophets, the 
wise men and the scribes, though they; 
have told us nothing about a life to
come, have told us much about the life
that is now. * * * Is this what has come
of our worldly wisdom,. . tried against
their folly? This our mightiest possi
ble, against their impotent ideal? or
have we only wandered among the spec
tra of a baser felicity, and chased phan
toms of the tombs, instead ot visions of
the Almighty; and walked after the im

Jesus Christ was a black man, says 
the pastor.of a church at Seattle, .Wash. 
It was only a few days ago when Elder 
J. M. Webb of the Church of God, 
quoted chapter and verse from the 
Bible in a recent sermon to prove that 
Jesus Christ was a black man and that 
his features and form were not pretty. 
Elder Webb is a negro, and he seems 
convinced that the Savior belonged to 
the same race as himself.

The elder said that Solomon was a 
black man and that wise men told the 
daughters of Jerusalem not to look 
upon him because he was black.

Elder Webb starts in by saying that 
Christ was born cut of the .tribe of Ju
dah, and to trace his genealogy he goes 
back to Abraham’s time, and says that 
after the death of Sarah, Abraham mar
ried an Ethiopian wife named Keturah, 
who bore him six sons. It is from this 
stock the elder claims that Jesus Christ 
sprung.

In his sermon Elder Webb traced the 
journey of Jacob and his sons down 
into Egypt and said that two of the 
sons had Canaanite wives. He said 
that the Canaanites and Egyptians are 
all descended from Ham, who is the 
.father of the Ethiopian race. The Is
raelites remained in Egypt several hun
dred years and married and intermar
ried with Ethiopian blood.

Moses, too, married an Ethiopian 
wtoman, and Aaron and his wife did not 
like her because he# skin was black. 
Aaron’s wife was stricken with leprosy 
later on. so she ceased to talk against 
her black sister-in-law.

The elder claims that just before 
. Moses died the great prophet and law
yer said that God would raise up • a 
prophet who would come out of Israel, 
from the line of the black generation 
that Abraham, Simon, Judah and Moses 
had brought into Israel by intermarry
ing with Ethiopian women.

Coming down to David’s time, Elder 
Webb says that tho psalmist married 
the wife of Uriah, who was a Hittite, all 
of ¡whom were descendants of Ham, and 
that it was from his ntothor that Solo
mon got his black skin.

From David the Elder traced- the 
.family right down to tho birth of Jesus 
ChrlBt, nearly two thousand years ago, 
and quoted Isaiah that when tho 
Savior should come to judge the world 
“His hair will be like wool and not 
straight"—Ex.

Premonition's.
> A majority of women have-premorii- 
titions, says the New York Pj'ess. One 

clever matron, speaking ot the Chicago
1 holocaust, said: “I have b,een in three 

theaters that burned down, and on 
each occasion had a forewarning of

i what was to happen. Ther^ was, some
, tiling in the air. A cold breath, as if a 
• draught had suddenly been -created, in
r dicateli to me that there wap approach- 
i ing danger. 1 quietly withdrew long 

before there was any suggestion of
\ flames. My mother was often Intlu- 

enced in the same way. Some people 
i call it ‘a rabbit running over one’s 
i grave.’ It is an uncanny feeing. When

ever mother felt it she would tell us 
t that some one was about to dieS^some 
, friend or acquaintance. I never knew 
: her to be wrong." ,

That Mysterious Wind.
\ Most of us have experienced that 
, mysterious wind. God Was in it, per
. haps, when the “still small vpice” spoke 
\ to Elijah on Mount Horeb. It does not 
’ blow, however. The lightest feather is 
’ not disturbed by it. Yet wè fe.el'lt. A 
. chill sensation creeps over j ds,< much 
' like that which one feels, on entering a 

cold-storage vault, cxcept?tl(at it seems 
to affect the mind, heart,..spul and all 
the senses as well as thè-,poter cuticle. 
If there are spirits in the air It may be 
their aura which affects us; At sight - 
of ghosts we feel the same Identical.

’ sensation—whether they.'ife nightmares' 
\ or some fantastic vision djt a. disordered 

brain. There is unquestionably,, a psy-
’ chic influence; Something not exactly 

' definable, but mesmeric,- clairvoyant, 
hypnotic and somnambllilBtic. v. ;

. , At the Brooklyri^liie.

. At the time of the Brooklyn horror, 
• the Kate Claxton .Two. Orphans/ heca

tomb, the first man to legye thertheatro
! remained outside. "What's > th» mat' 
’ ter?”, said an acquaintance, i "Don't 
1 like the piece?" . "Verya-mudli;” was 
■ the reply, "but somehow tor other can’t 
[ feel comfortable. I fedi làico ¿haunted 
1 house. If I were superfluous iid be- 
■ Heve something bad 'la to' happen 

hround here—an expjosj&i, -a. 'jjailroad
' disaster, a shipwreck flBÌfflatnBort of. 
: thing.” He must have feMWd" stfteakifig 
: wind that never blows, but ¡flWays fore- 
‘ warns. .

Men are often capable of. greater 
tilings, than they perform.. They ore 
sent into the world with bills of credit, 
and seldom draw to their full extent.— 
Horace Walpole. '
. Let none of you treat his brother in a 
way he himself would dislike to bo 
treated.—Mohammedan. ■ .

Soft is the music that would charm 
forever.—Wordsworth.

In a Panic. <
I have been in panics afid felt the 

same sensation of cold apfl'inyatery be1 
fore the outburst of reaBdp. f Once In a 
railroad train I felt it; ■ The “'rabbit ran 
over my grave,” and jny l(alr almost 
stood on end following' tli'o’ii Imaglhary 
beast's aura. "Something » 'about to 
happen," I whispered," ahficlpating a 
collision. Almost ¡before !tho words 
were out of my mouth; apdibefore we 
had time to think of prtparlng' for am 
accident, passongCrB in the rear, began 
piling over ub in a; wlhKdllirium of 
fear, yelling, crying, - gasplfig. • Borno 
crowded pell moll through the .forward 
end of the car. Othdro.dived 'through 
windows, husbands pulling; their wives 
after them. In'a oar -was
empty of all except my 'oora-

panion, who had been pinned between 
seats. As we arose and looked back 
the headlight of a following engine drew 
close up to the rear of the train and 
stopped.' The incident happened a 
short time after a horrible butchery on 
the same road, and the nerves of pas
sengers were unstrung. *

Education Needed.
Our schools have a Are drill that 

teaches children what to do in the event 
of flames breaking out. Our theatres 
have printed in their programme the 
exits “to be used in case of fire.” Some 
have these possible loopholes of escape 
designated by red lights. But who sees 
exits when dread panic has taken pos
session of the audience and paralyzed 
the senses? Who is to tell what he 
would do in such an emergency? I be
lieve that the roof of every theatre 
should be an immense reservoir, the 
flood gates of which would be opened 
automatically when Are breaks out. 
The management might then mega
phone from the foyer: “Everybody re
main seated! It is better to be 
drowned than burnet alive!” What we 
Heed Arst is a Are proof theatre; sec
ondly—education in the art of escaping.

A DREAM OF LONG AGO.

1 stand in the land of the Long Ago, 
And my heart is light and my mind is 

free;
And the breezes are soft as the winds 

that blow
O’er the isles of the old Aegean Sea. 

It is only a dream—would I never could 
wake

To the throb and to yearn for the 
■ youth-time gone;
Would it could last; for the heart must 

ache
When the Real comes back and the 

Dream has flown.
I lie by the river of Long Ago, 

- In the golden time of the golden June. 
Oh, the grass is sweet, and the river's 

flow .
Is whispering over the dear old tune 

That I hear with a passionate content, 
Tho’ jrny heart’s ablaze find my pulse 

aglow; ■. ■
But I never'dream that this life was 

meant
To hold such a pain as this Long-Ago.

Only a dreamei^and only a dream;
But was there ever a dream like this?

Of lilac and roses, and the gleam
Of a-girl's warm eyJC, tad the cling

ing kiss ■
Of a boy’s first love—had It been-the 

' i last, ■ . ■
As I sworo in my fervor it should be 

■ . > ■ '..sol, . •• - - 1 ■ ■ ■
Perhaps there would be no sting to the 

- post . •. t
' Or pain In this dream of . the Long

—C. G. Rogers.

Man alone is and shall bo our god.—
Feuerbach. (

Honest error Is to be pitleo, nor rldl- 
culed?—Ohestefleld,

All Agree That the Soul Is Immortal.
There has been a great deal of oppo

sition to Spiritualism by the churches 
and religious sects of the world and in 
so doing they have, in effect, condemned 
all of their own doctrines which are 
worth preserving. For the great cen
tral idea of all religions is the immor
tality of the soul—the continuity of life 
—without which they "become 
sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal.”

A great many of the churches incul
cate the ridiculous notion that it all de
pends upon what poor, weak, erring hu
manity may believe about the attri 
butes of the Unknown God, which the 
Apostle Paul declared to the Athenians, 
whether the life, beyond is happy or 
miserable, Cicero said he did not see 
how one soothsayer could look another 
in the face without laughing. How one 
orthodox preacher can look another in 
the lace without a broad smile is not 
apparent.

The Christian Bible asserts that the 
ways of God are past finding out, and 
that His judgments are unsearchable; 
yet the poor struggling soul is required 
to know all about God and His laws, 
and to conform to such laws and love 
their author, on the pain of being con
signed to an eternity of misery after 
death I

The Christian churches and sects 
also are quite willing to believe that in 
good old Bible times the souls of the 
departed communicated with the souls 
of the living in dreams and otherwise; 
and they will tell you in the same 
breath, because the good book says so, 
that God is no respecter of persons.

Now if the Lord is no respecter of 
persons, and it seems that such must be 
the truth, then He permits the com
munion ot the incarnate soul with the 
discarnate soul just as much to-day as 
he ever did, and communion of saints 
across the narrow line of death can oc
cur just as well in America os In Jeru
salem. And miracles may happen quite 
as well to-day as at any former period 
in the history of the world.

But aside from these and other minor 
things which the churches and relig
ious cults believe that they believe, 
they are solid on the main question of 
the continuity.

The Alpha and Omega of Spiritual
istic teachings is that the Individual 
soul can never die; that its course is 
onwhrd and upward and never back
ward and downward; that life after 
what we call death is progressive and 
continuous; that in proportion that we 
are intelligent and virtuous in this life, 
so will be our status when we reach the 
next stage of life. As we sow so shall 
we reap; that good deeds and not pro
fessions make up the character of tho 
individual soul, and that if real suc
cess is reached it must be by well di
rected effort. There is no slelght-of 
hand by which a brutal naturoi by tho 
wand of conversion, can bo transformed

agination of our evil hearts, instead of
after the counsels of Eternity, until oiir 
lives—not in the likeness of the clouds
of heaven, but of the smoke ot hell—
have become “as a vapor, that appear
ed for a Tittle time, and then vanished
away?"

“Does it vanish, then. Are you sure 
of that—sure that the nothingness of 
de grave will be a rest from this
troubled nothingness;
coiling shadow, which disquiets itself in 
vain, cannot change into the smoke of
de torment that ascends forever?"

Ab these lectures were published
thirty-two years ago, let us hope the
great philanthropist, John Ruskin, has 
had fuller evidence of a life beyond the
grave, which his Inadequate religious
experience did not furnish.

One of our great American authors,
more than seventy years ago, (before 
the era of Spiritualism) wrote as fol-

It cannot be that earth is man’s only
abiding place. It cannot be that our
life is a bubble cast up from the ocean
of Eternity to float a moment upon the
waves and then sink into darkness and
nothingness? Else, why is it that the
aspirations which leap like angels from 
the temple of our hearts, are forever
wandering abroad unsatisfied? Why is 
it that the rainbow and cloud come over
us with a beauty that is not of earth.
and then pass away and leave us to
muse upon their faded loveliness?
are born for a higher destiny dan that
of earth! There Is a realm where the
rainbow -never fades; where de stars
shall be spread out before us like
islands that slumber In de ocean, and
where the beautiful beings that here
pass before us like shadows, stay in.our

stored away in memory’s garret, nearly
seventy years ago. it is substantially
as the groat author penned it. A thing
of beauty is a joy forever!

Some say that when, with aching heart,
We bend the cold, pale face above;

And Softly on the pulseless breast,
Fold the .still hands of those we lovq

There is no morn
deep, dark night of deatli ;

We are but matter, mind and sou»,
All perish with de passing breath.

Within the long year since he died ;
A presence, that I know full well,

I seo the same kind, patient face,
Except devoid of pain and care;

And feel the well-remembered touch

In vain materialists may seek
Wo aro immortal to disprove,

into a saint!
Black River Falls, Wls.

CARL C. POPE.
Since from across toe silent grave,

Dear hands reach out to us in love.
And fonder eyes they meet our own,

The practiced solX-restrnlnt and re
nunciation is not happiness, though it 
may be something much better.—T. H. 

...........................
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The Father Delivers
the Funeral Discourse

’ Maj. C. H. Mathews Delivers a Funeral 
Discourse Over the Remains of His

: Daughter, Miss Sarah Agnes Math
ews, at New Philadelphia, Ohio.
My friends, on this solemn occasion, 

it may seem an innovation for a man to 
make an address at the funeral of a 
member of his own family. But, my 
friends, we must look for many social 
changes in the 20th century. The great 
world of to-day is on the qul vlve for 
the reception of new ideas.
"The world is waking from its phantom 

dreams,
To make out that which is, from that 

' which seems;
And in the light of day shall blush to 

find
■ .What things of night had power enough 

to blind
Its vision; what thin walls of musty 

gray
As if of granite, stopped Its onward 

way." .
One of the great—in fact the great

est question of the ages, has been and 
still is: "If a man die, shall he live 
again?” I am glad to be able, from the 
testimony of' arisen personal friends 
and relatives, In whom 1 have the ut
most confidence, to assert the continu
ity. of life in that great future that 
awaits the whole human family.

Spiritualism, (of which the world 
knows more to-day than it has ever 
known before), asserts with the great
est assurance the continuity of life, and 
settles the vexed question of the ages 
explicitly, and with the great German' 
author, Kotzebue, sayB. "There Is an
other and a better world!”

This, notwithstanding some notable 
orthodox Christian clergy, in their wis
dom, assert: "We do not yet know that 
death' does not end all."—Bishop 
Foster.

Sarah Agnes Mathews, my dear 
- daughter, who was bereft of a mother's 

tender care in 1857, was born March 4, 
- «1853, arid would be 51 years old on the 
. 4,th of ; March, 1904. She was of a pe- 

cullarly mild and gentle disposition and, 
\one afflicted as she has been for 
gi!!: ¡nearly a score of years, exhibited' re- 
r '“Kai'kable fortitude of endurance that 
lx Was, the wonder of her many relatives 
. ■ Ah?.friends. She has known for many

'À

years past that she could not possibly 
£ndure for. her allotted time on earth, 
¿nd having an abiding confidence in the 
iuture state, she was fully prepared for 
he great reality of that condition.

‘(To trace each feature of departed 
■ worth,

Distinguished excellence In fitting 
terms

Portray, and virtues eminent proclaim; 
How vain the task! Alone then let the 

hand
Of gratitude inscribe this simple truth 
Beloved of all she lived, by all lamented

' died." ■
When she was scarce three years of 

age, she was adopted and cared for by 
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Thompson, her 
uncle and aunt, who have cared for 
her and her younger sister; Mrs. 
Thompson survives at the ripe age of 86 
years. Her invaluable motherly, ten
der care has been fully appreciated.

Spiritualism, (of which it is my priv
ilege briefly, to speak to-day), positive
ly affirms the continuity of conscious 
existence of the soul of man, in a spirit
ual body, after physical death; it 
teaches us that the soul, through a vast 
variety of phenomena, can and does 
demonstrate that continued existence to 
those still in the mortal body. These 
"manifestations," now so common, are 
the common heritage of humanity, and 
though sometimes simulated, neverthe
less furnish a residuum of evidence 
which defies all solution upon any 
other hypothesis than that they are the 
doings of disembodied spirits. To this 
conclusion every unbiased Investigator 
has come. In fact, no person of sound 
mind and memory ever did investigate 
sincerely and honestly, with an earnest 
desire to investigate and learn the great 
truths of Spiritualism but became con
verted. These investigators, I am 
proud to be able to assert, to-day in
clude the brainiest galaxy of men and 
women—and the rulers of two conti
nents—who thoroughly Investigated 
the Spiritualistic science, and placed 
themselves on record as knowing its 
truthfulness.
_ But, my friends, however inopportune 
it may be considered by Mother Grundy 

i to discourse on this subject to-day, 1 
\ have a carte blanch from the Great 
vRuler of the Universe, who is all and in 
tajl, to go forth and give these truths to 
tthe world.
fsome one asks the question: "What 
iflo Spiritualists believe? It cun hard- 
fly he termed a "belief." We claim it to 
ae a knowledge that transcends all 
ridre belief, and is founded upon great 
spiritual truths that have been revealed 
to mankind from the earliest years of 

recorded history It is, therefore, dlffi- 
¿mil to make a statement applicable to 
al]. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Heights, 
who has devoted his whole life to the 
elucidation of the philosophy of Spirit
ualism, says:

l.-"Man is a dual being-a physical 
structure and a spirit. The spirit is an 
organized form, evolved by and out of a 
physical body, having corresponding 
form and development- ■

2.7-"This spiritual being is immor
tal. - ■ .

».--"Death is the separation of this 
duality, and does not affect the spirit 

i morally or Intellectually«- ..
- 4.—"The spirit holds the same rela
tions to tho spirit world that man holds 
to physical nature. : ....  .
THIRTY EIGHT FEB 15

5,-"The spirit there, as here, works 
out its own salvation, receiving tho re- 
■warfl of well doing, and suffering for 
wrong actions. ..

& 6,—“Tho knowledge, attainment and 
Experience of the earth-life, form tho 
Bffiisls of the spirit life, which is hence a 
IpnUnuance of tho samo existence.

7 .—"Spiritual bodies are evolved by, 
and eliminated from physical bodies. 
They differ In grades of morality and in
telligence, as men differ on earth.

8 .—“These departed spirits, retaining 
all their love and affection, can and do 
return and communicate with those In 
this life. Their capability of so doing 
does not depend on their intelligence or 
morality.

9 .—“Mediumship rests on sensitive
ness, which is not dependent on culture 
or morals, though elevated rind con
trolled thereby.

10 .—Individualized spirit is the real
ity and the highest type of creative 
energy. In this sense man is divine, 
and endowed with infinite capabilities, 
and united in brotherhood, having com
mon origin, purpose and destiny."

Having thus given you a glance of the 
spiritual philosophy, I should like to 
cite you to the many distinguished men 
and women, and journalists that have 
accepted Its truths and placed them
selves on record in its defense during 
the last 56 years. But this would oc
cupy too much time and perhaps weary 
your patience. 1 am sorry to say, but 
candor compels the admission that, 
during all these 56 years, since Spirit
ualism has been given to the world of 
thought, the church has persistently Ig
nored these manifesting spirits, inves
tigators have been denounced as luna
tics and victims of delusion. But I am 
glad to say that people are beginning to 
do their own thinking, and a new era of 
religious thought is destined to perme
ate the civilized world.

My dear friends, this theme is so ex
haustive, that you will excuse me for 
reeling interested on this mournful oc
casion. It is unnecessary for me. to 
eulogize my daughter, you all knew her. 
I will close my remarks by a tew lines 
from memory:
“First, find thou truth; and then, al

though she strays
From beaten paths of men, to untrod 

ways,
Her leading follow straight, and abide 

the fate, .
And whether scorn or smiles thy pass

Ing greet,
uifind'st thou thorns or flowers be

neath thy feet,
Fare on, nor fear thy fate at heaven’s 

gate." ■ ■
“May the peace of God, which passeth 

all understanding, be and abide with 
you all now and forevermore. Amen!"

FOR TEMPERANCE DAY.

Mark that poor, degraded creature, 
Lost to honor, sense and shame, 

With vice stamped on every feature, 
Scarce he’s worthy of man’s name.

To him no noble deeds are traced, 
A trackless waste he’s trod;

Each day and hour he has debased 
The image of his God.

An outcast self-doomed does he roam, 
With naught to make life bright, 

No holy ties bind him to home— 
O'er home he casts a blight.

His kindred tears may fall in vain 
And angels plead for peace, 

Unheeded clanks vile passion’s chain— 
Unheeded scorn—disgrace.

How swiftly speeds his dark career; 
Perhaps a felon’s doom

Shadows the hidden path that’s near, 
Leading him \ the tomb;

Or on a pallet IL-vly lying, 
In some gloomy prison cell, 

Or in some pauper home he’s dying, 
Waiting for the final knell.

When Death has his victim numbered, 
And the die of life Is cast, 

Conscience awakes, though long it slum
bered,

And unveils the bitter past;
For the draught that once enchanted 

Now he drains of Sorrow’s cup— 
By dark specters he is haunted, 

Which remorse has conjured up.
Death's icy chill now o’er him steals, 

And lips unused to prayer
To heaven shriek his wild appeals, 

Half mingled with despair.
Unmourned he fills an early 

In some neglected spot. 
His name sinks in oblivion’s 

The drunkard is forgot.
—Fannie Geraldine

grave

wave,

O’Grady.

WHEN THE TIME SHALL COME.

When the time shall come, shall I re
joice

To lay earth’s burdens calmly by, 
And turn to list the summoning voice

With joyful pulse and happy sigh? -
When the time shall come, will alb the 

care ”
Of life and sorrow roll aside

And be no more, while longing prayer 
For loved ones gone be satisfied?

When the time shall come, will all my 
strife

And battle for the right be won, 
And glancing backward, will my life

Seem but a dream,.scarce yet begun?
When the time shall come, will there be

one *
To grieve that I’m not at her slde, 

Or will she pass before my sun' 
Has set—a-near the: waiting tide?

When the time shall come. trow, when 
or where? •

The laws of life and death ne’er fall. 
Shipwrecked I can not be; their care

Will see me "safe within the veil."
Keen, N. H. EVA A. AMES.

With all the consecration , ceremonies 
poured over a- church it is not half so 
holy as the home.—L. K. Washburn.
- Duty is carrying on promptly and 
faithfully the affairs jiow before you. 
It is to fulfill the claims of to-day.— 
Goethe. \ .

Drinking water neither makes a man 
sick nor in debt nor his'wifc a wldow,— 
JohnNeal. •

¿Xi «

jfroiii tbc Spirit IRealme
Spirit Garlóle Ipetersile^.’

While on Earth Mr. Petersilea was a medium for the 
transmission of important letters from, those long 
in spirit life. Now, having become a freed spirit 
himself, he will convey his best thoughts through 
the mediumship of his devoted wife, and we are 
sure they will prove interesting to our readers.

LETTER NUMBER THREE.
Now, friends, I want you to be patient 

with me, for 1 shall tell you nothing but 
the truth.

My father bore me upward for a 
space, and then threw me from him. 
"Learn to help yourself,” he said seu- 
tentiously; and I fell, and floundered, 
and rose and fell, and floated, and 
floundered. I felt almost precisely as 
I did when a boy and learning to swim. 
I caught at my father; lie would sus
tain me for a little, and then throw me 
from him again.

“Now, Carlyle," he said, "concentrate 
your mind. Call together your will
power and be a man once more. You 
will find it easy enough to stand up
right, and move abbut, without assist
ance, if you do so.”

I knew very well that he was speak
ing the truth; but 1 had been partially 
helpless for two or three months, lean
ing upon, and being sustained by my 
precious wife—for I would let no other 
person come near or touch me.

“Oh! how selfish,” I hear you say. 
Perhaps so. But in my helpless condi
tion sho was the world to me, and all 
there was In it. But I obeyed my 
father, as 1 had been accustomed to 
when a child; and I gathered myself 
together and exerted my will-power to 
the.utmost; and, soon, I found myself 
moving along by my father’s side quite 
easily; a few pitches to the right and 
left, sinking down a little occasionally, 
but on the whole gaining strength every 
moment. •

“Now," said my father, “we will take 
a seat-hero in .thia arbor, and you can 
rest and look out for a while.”

We approached a beautiful arbor, 
covered by trailing vines and the sweet
est and most fragrant of flowers. I 
sunk down into what seemed a most 
restful seat and looked forth. 0, my 
God! what a world of beauty lay 
stretched out peacefully before me. 
Peace—peace! my soul cried—rest and 
peace. My life, as a musician, had not 
been peaceful. It had been one great 
struggle since my early boyhood. ' I 
had known neither rest nor peace; but 
here was rest: and peace at last. “No— 
no! Not so. My wife—my wife! What 
would she do? How be able to live

without me? 0, my poor .yfifel” and 1 
groaned aloud. My father’s watchful 
eyes were upon me. '

"Carlyle," he said, "gather yourself 
together, rest and be at peace. Exert 
your will-power and you svill be able to 
help your wife, otherwise' you cannot 
do so." •

That was wise—that whs sensible; 
and I knew it. So I gathered in this 
rest, this peace. I wa$ immortal, and 
this was eternity. Why, .¡eternity lay 
stretched out before mp, and my past 
struggles rose up as foqllsh and futile. 
I had always been obliged' to work on 
time, and never had timp enough. Oh! 
how it now rolled'-ln upon my soul that 
there was no end to time—that I could 
take all the time I wanted tor every
thing or anything; and J drew a great 
sigh of restful relief. 'Rest! 1 felt as 
though I could rest forever, and peace 
lay spread out before me' most invit
ingly. ■■ '

The landscape was not so very differ
ent from that of earth^ excijpt that it 
was exceedingly more beautiful. 1 
could see a vast spiritual ocean, and 
hear the soft and restfu^mirmpr of the 
vibrating waves. I could seo hills and 
.djiles, mountains and mfiijldp.ws.; I could 
see sparkling rivers an(fc brooks, and 
placid ponds and lakes,;; It seemed as 
though my sight was eternal—mot lim
ited aS on earth. My eyes seemed to 
take in a vast area, as tl.ougli I were 
looking over thousands-And thpusands 
of miles, where, on earth, >1 eguld see
but a short distance.’ 
itself, and those vibi 
eternity, how peacefuiliy they .rolled; 
and while my soul was drinjtlng in joy 
and rest and peace,- I''“ihYoiu$tkrlly 
turned my eyes toward the entrance tp

'asta joy in 
.íMvps Oí

the arbor. - A lady stood th'erer-a lady, 
so transcendently • beautiful.-. that f 
caught my breath In a kind of rapture.

Friends, it is impossible, for me to 
describe to you her beauty. No paint
ing or work of art that the earth holds 
can compare with It. The most beau
tiful woman that ever lived, on the 
earth is but a suggestion of this greater, 
more ethereal, exalted arid, heavenly 
beauty. Her great, dewy,' blue eyes 
were looking directly Into my own. Her 
long, golden hair, partly- concealed her

form like a vail, and actually trailed 
among the flowers at her feet. Her 
gauzy, flowing robes were palely gold- 
xm. .Her face transparent and softly 
rounded like that of a beautiful cherub. 
Her age—well, age could not count with 
such a being as stood there before me. 
She might have been a thousand years 
old, so I thought, if age means beauty 
in spirit life. I trembled at her gaze 
but dared not speak. Who was she? 
Who could it be? Dear reader, tor the 
moment it never entered my mind who 
she could be.

She stretched out those beautiful, 
perfect arms toward me; but I simply 
stared at her in the most stupid man
ner. She covered her eyes with her 
perfect hand—a hand that made me 
think of blush roses and lilies and 
sweet heavenly passages in Mozart’s 
music—as though a wave of sorrow 
swept through and agitated her lovely 
form.

"Carlyle,” she said; and her voice 
was low and sweet as the breeze sigh
ing through trees filled with scented 
blossoms—“Carlyle" and still I stupidly 
stared at her.

"Mary,’1 said my father, "how can you 
expect to be recognized by the child you 
left so many years ago on earth—the 
child who cannot even remember his 
mother—the child who never knew a 
mother’s care?"

1 trembled at these words, and my 
breath camo pantingly. 1 tried to rise 
but could not.

"Mother—mother! Do we meet at 
last?" She approached and folded me 
in her arms.

"My boy—my little Carlyle that was 
—my little cherub that I wanted so 
much to take with me—at last, at last 
you have come!” and she fondled and 
kissed me as though 1 were still her lit
tle boy of three years that she left 
fifty-six years ago on the earth, while 
she was exploring the heavenly spheres.

“We are all herp now,” she said. 
“You are the last to come." ■
. I groaned aloud. “No—oh, no!" 1 
said; "not the last. My wife—my wife! 
She Ib not here. She Is left, all, all 
alpne, down in the cold and cruel world, 
¡stunned, and nearly crazed with grief. 
Wtjjqf, J* indeed you are my mother; 
help me to help her. You, in your. 
Jieauty and,hpllnpss,. are, .happy;., but 
Bhe, who has been to me everything 
that life lioldii dear, Is in sorrow and 
darkness, beset by grief and cares that 
are;too heavy for her failing strength. 
Help me to help her, oh, my father— 
oh, my mother! I love her more than 
myself; she is far dearer to me than 
my own life, or my own happiness. I 
can never be. happy, even here in this 
beautiful world, while she has a grief or 
a care."

"And have you not in your heart, the 
least little bit of love for me?" asked 
this angelic being—my mother.

I looked at her, as I tried to analyze

my own feelings. I was given to an
alysis. What musician is not? Did 1 
love this perfect, this holy, this exquis
itely beautiful angelic being—this moth
er whom I could not remember—tills 
mother who was to me as a stranger 
whom I Ijad never seen? Yes; my soul 
intuitively loved and worshiped her. A 
feeling, something as we are supposed 
to have toward God, filled my being; 
but my love and anxiety for my wife, 
bore down, aud overshadowed all other 
love, and I was impatient to return to 
her again. My mother’s heavenly alti
tude was too far removed from my 
own; my father’s, even, was nearer to 
me than hers. My soul crie.d out in her 
presence, "holy, holy, holy!” but I was 
not holy—still of the earth earthy.

"Let us go back,” 1 said. "I long to 
be with my wife. I want to comfort 
her. She has comforted me for many 
years; assuaged my grief and sorrow, 
poured healing balm into my wounds, 
and opened my vision to the gates of 
Eternal Life; and, now, the brightest 
angel in the heavens, be it who it may, 
shall not beguile me from her side—for, 
mother, she has comforted, shielded, 
supported and cared for me in my sick
ness, weakness and helplessness, and 1 
will not stay, even in heaven among the 
angels, away from her.”

"Carlyle is right,” said my father. 
“He is obeying the true law of his be
ing; but, my son, you cannot help her 
until you get a little more strength 
yourself. You have been gathering love 
and beauty, rest and peace, but you still 
need wisdom and strength. These are 
of slow growth. You cannot be strong 
while your wife is so weak. You can
not be wise while1 her mind is so-cloud
ed by grief. She is the other half of 
yourself, consequently you must grow 
together or not at all. The cord that 
binds you to her is stretched but not 
severed.”

“Thank you, my father, for saying 
that; and it shall never be severed.”

“Never," answered my father.
“Never,” reiterated the gentle voice 

of my mother. Never! never! never! 
came the echoes again and again.

Now this gave me courage and 
strength.,and I arose with the intention 
of returning at once.

"It is not necessary that we go back 
for home hours yet,” said my father. 
“Timé is different here from earthly 
time. Your wife is still sitting In the 
same chair as when you left. Our life 
is higher and its vibrations finer and 
more rapid than those of earth. They 
are there still, just as we left them. 
You can do nothing more just now. 
Walt until the evening falls upon the 
earth; then we will return; and while 
we wait, let us improve the time al
lowed me to Impart to you a little more 
wisdom, and with wisdom comes 
strength. ■

(To be continued.)

JOHN RUSKIN.
The English Artist and Eloquent 

Writer.

To the Editor:—John Ruskin,an Eng. 
iish artist and eloquent writer on art 
and nature, and who preceded your cor« 
respondent on the earth plane only 
nine months, was born In London In1 
February, 1819, while your subscriber, 
was born in Bristol, 120 miles distant.

At the age of 51, some of Ruskin's 
writings were published in Philadel
phia, Pa., in which he says: "I had been 
educated in the doctrines of a narrow, 
sect." It was at Oxford and in tho 
Episcopal, "Established" Church of 
England. Little wonder that he should 
so honestly utter the confession abova 
quoted. Aside from the morality incul
cated in his lectures, it is observed that 
he was one of the pioneers in tha 
“Higher Criticism" of the Bible.

Here is a sample of Ruskin’s deadly, 
thrusts at the church; as late as 1871:

“The dramatic Christianity of the or
gan and aisle, of dawn service and twi
light revival. * • » This gas-llghted and 
gas-inspired Christianity wo are tri
umphant in, and draw back the hem of 
our robes from the touch of the heretics 
who dispute it. * * * Your wealth, your 
amusement, your pride, would all bo 
alike Impossible, but for those whom 
you scorn or forget. * * * It Is difficult 
to estimate the true significance of 
these things. » • » We permit or cause 
thousands of deaths dally, but we mean 
no harm; we set fire to houses and rav
age peasants’ fields, yet we should be 
sorry to find we had injured anybody. 
* * * Thomas Chalmers, an eminent 
Scottish divine (says Ruskin) at the 
end of his long life, having had much1 
power with the public, uttered the im
patient exclamation, 'The public is just 
a great baby!' * • * The more 1 see of 
our national faults or miseries, the 
more they resolve themselves into con
ditions of childish illiterateness and 
want of education.” • * * How much 
like one of our millionaires was that re. 
mabrk, “The public be d—-d!”

Ruskin, it will be observed, had not 
then the knowledge possessed by the 
world to-day in regard to the continuity, 
of life and the ability of our arisen 
friends to return to earth and tell us of 
the realities of the life beyond the
grave, else he would not 
words like these:

"Is our life forever to 
profit, without possession

have used

be without 
Shall the

JESUS A COLORED MAN Premonitions. '
> A majority of women hayo-premoni- 
Citlons, says the New York Press. One

Rev. Webb Says He Was, and Gives 
Bible Facts.

Jesus Christ was a black man, says 
the pastor of a church at Seattle, Wash. 
It was only a few days ago when Elder 
J. M. Webb of the Church of God, 
quoted chapter and verse from the 
Bible in a recent sermon to prove that 
Jesus Christ was a black man and that 
his features and form were not pretty. 
Elder Webb is a negro, and he seems 
convinced that the Savior belonged to 
the same race as himself.

The elder said that Solomon was a 
black man and that wise men told the 
daughters of Jerusalem not to look 
upon him because he was black.

Elder Webb starts in by saying that 
Christ was born out of the .tribe of Ju
dah, and to trace his genealogy he goes 
back to Abraham’s time, and says that 
after the death of Sarah, Abraham mar
ried an Ethiopian wife named Keturah, 
who bore him six sons. It Is from this 
stock the elder claims that Jesus Christ 
sprung.

In his sermon Elder Webb traced the 
journey of Jacob and his sons down 
into Egypt and said that two of the 
sons had Canaanite wives. He said 
that the Canaanites and Egyptians are 
all descended from Ham, who is the 
-father of the Ethiopian race. The Is
raelites remained In Egypt several hun
dred years and married and intermar
ried with Ethiopian blood.
. Moses, too, married an Ethiopian 
■(roman, and Aaron and his wife did not 
like her because her skin was black. 
Aaron’s wife was stricken with leprosy 
later on, so she ceased to talk against 
her black sister-in-law.

The elder claims that just before 
Moses died the great prophet and law
yer said that God would raise up a 
prophet who would come out of Israel, 
from the line, of the black generation 
that Abraham, Simon, Judah and Moses 
had . brought into Israel by intermarry
ing with Ethiopian women. .

Coming down to'David’s time, Elder 
Webb says , that the psalmist married 
the wife of Uriah, who was a Hittite, all 
of 'whom were descendants of Ham, and 
that it was from his mother that Solo
mon got his black skin.

From David the Elder traced, the 
.family right down to the birth of Jesus 
Christ, nearly two thousand years ago, 
and quoted Isaiah that when the 
Savior should come to judge the world 
“His hair will be like wool and not" 
straight"—Ex. 7

clever matron, speaking of the Chicago 
holocaust, said : "I have been in three 
theaters that burned down, and on 
each occasion hail a forewarning of 
what was to happen. Therç-was,some
thing in the air. A cold breath, as if a 
draught had suddenly been .created, in
dicated to me that there was approach
ing danger. I quietly withdrew long 
before there was any suggestion of 
flames. My mother was often influ
enced in the same way. Some people 
call it ‘a rabbit running pver one’s 
grave.' It is an uncanny feeing. When
ever mother felt it she wóiild -tell u's 
tli at some one was about tó dle-^some 
friend or acquaintance. I never knew 
her to be wrong." ,

- That Mysterious Wind.
Most of us have experienced that 

mysterious wind. God was in it, per
haps, when the “still small vpice" spoke 
to Elijah on Mount Horeb. It does not 
blow, however. The lightest feather Is 
not disturbed by it. Yet we feeMt. A 
chill sensation creeps over j ifi,. much 
like that which one feels.on entering a 
cold-storage vault, except/Biat it seems 
to affect the mind, heart,;.spuj and all 
the senses as well as thé^üter cuticle. 
If there are spirits in the air it may be 
their aura which affects us! At. sight 
of ghosts we feel the s$me identical 
sensation—whether they jje nightmares 
or Borne fantastic vidiòn dr a'disordered 
brain. There is unquestionably, a psy
chic influence; ..something not exactly 
definable, but mesmeric, clairvoyant, 
hypnotic and somnambùl|Bj.iç. v . '

■ At the Brooklyn^!lie. '
At the time of the Brooklyn . hbrrpr, 

the Kate Claxton Two. Qrplianqr lieca- 
tomb, thé first man to leave the theatre 
remained outside. “WhaJ’s - thq mat«: 
ter?" said an acquaintance.’ "Don't 
like the piece?” . "Veryjamiidh/.’ was 
the reply, “but somehow tor other can’t 
feel comfortable. I feélüjke a&auntèd 
house. If I were superstitious I'd be
lieve something bad'is gtdng to happen 
hrqund here—an exploaiôp, ;a..’j»Ilroad 
disaster, a shipwreck <&)th'a.tnsort of 
thing." He must h’ave .femhe speaking 
wind that never blows, by? SlWays fore
warns. ..-T.

panion, who had been pinned between 
seats. As we arose and looked back 
the headlight of a following engine drew 
close up to the rear of the train and 
stopped. The incident happened a 
short time after a horrible butchery on 
the same road, and the nerves of pas
sengers were unstrung.

Education Needed.
Our schools have a fire drill that 

teaches children what to do in the event 
of flames breaking out. Our theatres 
have printed in their programme the 
exits “to be used in case of fire." Some 
have these possible loopholes of escape 
designated by red lights. But who sees 
exits when dread panic has taken pos
session of the audience and paralyzed 
the senses? Who is to tell what he 
would do in such an emergency? I be
lieve that the roof of every theatre 
should be an immense reservoir, the 
flood gates of which would be opened 
automatically when fire breaks out. 
The management might then mega
phone from the foyer: “Everybody re
main seated! It is better to be 
drowned than burnet alive!" What we 
need first is a fire proof theatre; sec
ondly—education in the art of escaping.

A DREAM OF LONG AGO.

Men are often capable of. greater 
things .than they perform.. They are 
sent Into the world with bills of credit, 
and seldom draw to their full extent.— 
Horace Walpole. '

Let none of you treat his brother in a 
way he himself would 1 dislike to bo 
treated.—Mohammedan.

Soft is the music that would charm 
forever.—Wordsworth.

. In a Panic. ■
I have been in panics and felt the 

samo sensation of cold and mystery.bo1 
fore the. outburst of reason. > Once in a 
railroad train I felt it. Thoil'robbit ran 

«Qver-my grave,” and ihy l^air almost 
stood on end following tlioii imaginary 
beast’s aura. "Something J& about to 
Jiappen," I whispered,- anficlphting a 
collision. Aimout. .beforp 'the words 
were out of- my mouth; apcli before we 
had time to-think of preparlng for an- 
accident, passengers in the roar began 
piling over us in a . wlld?®)lrium of 
fear, yelling, crying,-gatiplag. Some 
crowded. pell mell through the ¡forward 
end of the car. Others .fUved-througb 
windows, husbands pulling their wives 
after them. In a trice' tha car - was 
empty of ajl except myselSafid my'oom-

I stand in the land of the Long Ago, 
And my heart is light and my mind is 

free,
And the breezes .are soft as the winds 

that blow
O’er the isles of the old Aegean Sea. 

It is only a dream—would I never could 
white

To the throb and to yearn for the 
■ youth-time gone;
Would ft could last; for the heart must 

ache
When the Real comes back and the 

Dream has flown.
I He by the river of Long Ago,

• In the golden time of the golden June. 
Oh, the grass Is sweet, and the river’s 

flow ,
Is whispering over the dear old tune 

That I hear with a passionate content, 
Tho’ my heart’s ablaze And my pulse 

aglow; ■
But I never'dream that this life was 

meant
To hold such a pain' as this Long-Ago.

Only a dreamer, and only a dream;
But was there ever a dream like this? 

Of lilac and Doses, and the gleam
Of a girl’s warm eyJ?, sd the cling

. ■ ing kiss • < : ■ -
Of a boy’s first love—had it been -the 

. r last, ■. - , ■
, As I swore in my fervor it should bo

‘ '-SO! ...... • ■
Perhaps there would be no sting to the 

• past .. . .
‘ Or pain In this dream of the Long

1 Ago, —C. G. Rogers. .

Man alone is and shall bo our god.— 
Feuerbach.

Honest error Is to be pltlec, nor rldl- 
culed?—Cheatestflell '

a

All Agree That the Soul Is Immortal.
There has been a great deal of oppo

sition to Spiritualism by the churches 
and religious sects of the world and in 
so doing they have, in effect, condemned 
all of their own doctrines which are 
worth preserving. For the great cen
tral idea of ail religions is the immor
tality of the soul—the continuity of life 
—without which they “become as 
sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal.”

A great many of the churches incul
cate the ridiculous notion that it all de
pends upon what poor, weak, erring hu
manity may believe about the attri
butes of the Unknown God, which the 
Apostle Paul declared to the Athenians, 
whether the life, beyond is happy or 
miserable. Cicero said he did not see 
how one soothsayer could look another 
in the face without laughing. How one 
orthodox preacher can look another in 
the lace without a broad smile is not 
apparent.

The Christian Bible asserts that the 
ways of God are past finding out, and 
that His judgments are unsearchable; 
yet the poor struggling soul is required 
to know all about God aud His laws, 
and to conform to such laws and love 
their author, on the pain of being con
signed to an eternity of misery after 
death! ;

The Christian churches and sects 
also are quite willing to believe that in 
good old Bible times the souls of the 
departed communicated with the souls 
of the living in dreams and otherwise; 
and they will tell you in the same 
breath, because the good book says so, 
that God is no respecter of persons.

Now if the Lord is no respecter of 
persons, and it seems that such must be 
the truth, then He permits the com
munion of the incarnate soul with the 
discarnate soul just as much to-day as 
he ever did, and communion of saints 
across the narrow line of death can oc
cur just as well in America as In Jeru
salem. And miracles may happen quite 
as well to-day as at any former period 
In the history of the world.

But aside from these and other minor 
things’ which the churches and relig
ious cults believe that they believe, 
they hre solid on the main question of 
the continuity.

The Alpha and Omega of Spiritual
istic teachings is that the individual 
soul can never die; that its course is 
onward and Upward and never back
ward and downward; that life after 
what we call death is progressive and 
continuous; that in proportion that we 
are intelligent and virtuous in this life, 
so will be our status when we reach the 
next stage of life. As wo sow so shall 
we reap; that good deeds and not pro
fessions make up the character of the 
individual soul, and that if real suc
cess is reached it must be by well di
rected effort. Thore Is no sleight-of- 
hand by which a brutal nature, by the 
wand of conversion, can be transformed

strength of its generation be as barren 
as death, or cast away their labor as 
the wild fig tree casts her untimely 
figs? Is it all a dream, then, the desire 
of the eyes and the pride of life? or, if IC 
be, might we not live in a nobler dream 
than this? The poets and prophets, the 
wise men and the scribes, though they, 
have told us nothing about a life ta 
come, have told us much about the life 
that is now. * * * Is this what has come 
of our worldly wisdom, tried against 
their folly? This our mightiest possi
ble, against their impotent ideal? or 
have we only wandered among the spec
tra of a baser felicity, and chased phan
toms of the tombs, Instead of visions of 
the Almighty; and walked after the im
agination of our evil hearts, instead of 
after the counsels of Eternity, until our 
lives—not in the likeness of the clouds 
of heaven, but of the smoke of hell- 
have become “as a vapor, that appear- 
eth for a Tittle time, and then vanisheth 
away?"

"Does it vanish, then? Are you sure 
of that—sure that the nothingness of" 
the grave will be a rest from this 
troubled nothingness; and that the 
coiling shadow, which disquiets itself in 
vain, cannot change into the smoke of 
the torment that ascends forever?”

As these lectures were published 
thirty-two years ago, let us hope the 
great philanthropist, John Ruskin, has 
had fuller evidence of a life beyond the 
grave, which his inadequate religious 
experience did not furnish.

One of our great American authors, 
more than seventy years ago, (before 
the era of Spiritualism) wrote as fol
lows:

"It cannot be that earth is man’s only 
abiding place. It cannot be that our 
life is a bubble cast up from the ocean 
of Eternity to float a moment upon the 
waves and then sink into darkness and 
nothingness? Else, why is it that the 
aspirations which leap like angels from 
the temple of our hearts, are forever 
wandering abroad unsatisfied? Why is 
it that the rainbow and cloud come over 
us with a beauty that is not of earth, 
and then pass away and leave us to 
muse upon their faded loveliness? We 
are born for a higher destiny than that 
of earth! There is a realm where the 
rainbow never fades; where the stars 
shall be spread out before us like 
islands that slumber in the ocean, and 
where the beautiful beings that here 
pass before us like shadows, stay iu-our 
presence forever!"

I make this quotation, as it was 
stored away in memory’s garret, nearly 
seventy years ago. It is substantially 
as thé great author penned it. A thing 
of beauty is a joy forever!

C. H. MATHEWS 
New Philadelphia, Ohio.

LIFE AFTER DEATH.

Into a saint!
Blade River Falls, WIs.

CARL C. POPE.

The practice'of self-restraint and re
nunciation is not happiness, though it 
may be something much better.—T. H. Huxley,

Some say that when, with aching heart, 
We bend the cold, pale face above;

And softly on the pulseless breast. 
Fold the still hands of those we lovq

That is the end. There is no morn 
After the deep, dark night of death;

We are but matter, mind and soul. 
All perish with the passing breath.

It cannot be, for oftentimes. 
Within the long year since he died;

A presence, that I know full well, 
Comes back tome at eventide.

I see the same kind, patient face, 
Except devoid of pain and cpre;

And feel the well-remembered touch 
Fall tenderly on'- brow apd hair,

In vain materialists may seek 
We are immortal to disprove,

Since from across tne silent grave, . 
Dear hands reach out to us in love,- .

And tender eyes they meet our own,' 
With the glad look they had of yorof

And fond lips tell us that they live 1 
Upon a brighter, fairer shore. ; .

ALICE M. WARREN.
Proctorsville, Vt. . ., .
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A Trenchant, Well Reasoned
Philosophical Criticism.

SPIRIT TRAVELS WHILE W SLEEPS HIGHLY COMMENDED.

‘MIND FROM MATTER."
In the San Francisco Examiner, of 

January 15, Professor Larkin, of Lowe 
Observatory, writes under the above 
heading, claiming substantially . that 
matter is transmuted into mind. Had 
tho article been written by a layman, it 
would have received the ridicule of the 
general public. For while the asser
tions In support of his proposition are 
numerous, his evidence Is most conspic
uous by Its total absence.

■ He says: “The division of matter into 
particles so Infinitesimal that human 

? minds cannot think of them, by means 
employed by J. J- Thompson, is one 
example.” - But he fails to 
even/ how matter, though divided Into 
infinitesimal particles can be trans
muted—“raised up"—into mind. He 
makes no assertion in that direction 
which appeals to the approval of the

the “evaporation of particles of radi
um,” or tire refinement of matter into 
“light, electricity, or radiance,” proves 
only that there Is a constant and eter
nal ebb and flow of all material forms, 
whether infinitesimal particles, or 
worlds and systems, it affords no evi
dence that matter is "raised up” into 
mind. ’

Again he says: "Alcoholic and other 
poisons acting on brain cells can dis
turb, distort and finally destroy the 
mind," The assertion is entirely gra
tuitous. ■

trained intellect. . !
How does matter, infinitely divided ; 

or otherwise, become transformed into i 
consciousness, or other recognized at- i 
tributes of mind? A bald assertion is । 
no proof. Imagine a right line drawn . 
tangent Xo the earth’s surface at Mount ■ 
Lowe, extending through space. Pro- ■ 
Jqssor Larkin could not by the aid of 
his telescope locate the termination of 
»ueh lino, or a point beyond which no 
space exists. He might, were it possi
ble, use a million telescopes, one after 
the other, each having amagnlfyingpow- 
er a million fold of its immediate pred
ecessor, and at each sweep of the heav
ens with his successive telescopes, new 
worlds, before unknown, would meet 
his astonished gaze, but no terminal 
point of the tangential line could be dis
covered. He might through endless 
ages continue the process, and at eijcfi 
sweep of a superior telescope, new 
worlds, new systems, and amazing won
ders of the most thrilling interest would 
meet his most astonished gaze, but no 
terminus to the tangential line, no 
point would be discovered beyond which 
space does not exist.

Now let him reverse the process, 
with microscopes of varying powers. 
Had he lived before the Invention of the 
microscope he would have believed with 
the philosophers of that day, that the 
elements of which tho earth is builded 
are four: Earth, air, Are and water. 
But with tho microscope, and improved 
Instruments for investigation and re
search, he peers into the infinitesimal 
constituents of matter, and finds that 
what were considered atoms, or ele
ments, at one observation, prove, with 
the aid of better and more powerful In
struments, to be composed of similar 
atoms and elements. And could each 
successive observation be made with 
microscopes of higher magnifying pow
er and more delicate instruments, the 
process might continue through count
less ages without discovering a par
ticle of matter so small as to be without 
weight, length, breadth and thickness— 
so small as to be incapable of being 
broken into fragments still infinitely 
smaller. Now, at what point along the 
tangential line of observation and re
search, either in the region of the infi
nite, or in that, of the inflqltpBimal, 
dobs a particle of’matter’become trans
muted—"raised up”—into -.mind into 
the conscious, thinking, intelligent ego? 
is there any evidence In support of his 

■ proposition, or must we—poor laymen— 
be content with the naked assertion?

Again he says: "The dissipation of 
all matter now existing in the sun and 
bodies composing the solar system is 
another." Science has established the 
fact that all matter in the universe is in

There is a large class of men, scien
tists, able men and profound thinkers, 
whose opinions are worthy of consider
ation, who hold that mind is distinct 
from the human organism—the physi
cal, material body—and superior to it. 
There is a vast accumulation of facts, a 
large’inass of evidence, tending to sup
port this contention, which can not. be 
ruthlessly set, aside by a mere empty as
sertion. Under this contention, the 
mind is the potential actor, the brain 
and the physical organism, the instru
ment. There is another class of able 
men, scientists and profound thinkers, 
among whom, I take It, Professor Lar
kin is numbered, whose opinions are 
equally deserving of consideration, who 
contend that the physical organism is 
the sum total of man.

If, then, one belonging to the first 
class should enunciate the proposition 
that the mind is an entity distinct from 
the organism, and superior to it, it 
would be only resonable that he should 
prove his proposition, or, at least, put 
forward statements that would meet 
the concurrence of the trained intellect. 
It will not do to rest upon a flippant as
sertion. Bo, also, if one of the second 
class enunciates the proposition that 
the physical organism—the brain—Is 
the mind, the conscious, intelligent ego, 
he must support his proposition by ade
quate proof. It is now up to Professor 
Larkin to prove that an injury to the 
brain or a destruction of it, affects or 
destroys the mind. If you cut the tele
phone wire, or Injure or destroy the 
phone, no communication can be trans
mitted to the other end of the line. But 
you must not suppose that by destroy
ing the phone you. have killed the man 
behind the phone. Bo, also, if it be 
true that the brain is the Instrument 
through which the mind—the ego—com
municates with mind, you must not liq- 
agtne that an Injury to the brain, or a 
destruction of it, injures, or kills the 
man behind the brain.

Again he says: “Put a galvanometer,” 
... .“in circuit in a nerve In the human 
body, on its way to the brain, and irri
tate the nerve,” ... .“by twisting, pinch
ing, pricking, or tapping, the needle of

BUFFALO WOMAN EIGHTEEN DAYS 
WITHOUT FOOD—MRS. LIZZIE 
EVELYN BARR, OF PORTER AVE
NUE, A PUZZLE TO SCIENTISTS-— 
SHE REMAINS IN CATALEPTIC 
STATE FOR' DAYS AND ACCOM
PLISHES “ASTRAL PROJECTION." 
The Society for Psychical Research Is 

missing something. Right here in Buf
falo is a "case" for one of its investi
gators and an exceedingly interesting 
one at that. . ■

The simple statement that a Buffalo 
woman, for a period of eighteen days, 
absolutely refused to partake of food, 
does hot on the face of It seem a start
ling announcement. But when one digs 
into tire history of the person who looks 
with scorn on blue points, terrapin and 
other delicacies of the season for almost 
three weeks and yet remains in good 
health and spirit, pursuing the even ten
or of her way with a calm disregard of 
the conventional three squares per day, 
the sensational features of the case 
crop up thick and plenty.

On Tuesday, January 5, Mrs. Lizzie 
Evelyn Barr of No. 407 Porter avenue, 
pat down to a bountifully-spread table 
in her own iipme and contented herself 
with waching the members of her fam
ily eat, She could not be persuaded to 
eat a mouthful and from that day to 
Friday, the 22d of January, her aversion 
to food continued.

---------------- J Hl ft. . ' '

well, I Velière.,'^helast was a splendid 
one. Mrs. ’tìarr ’nlust be a medium of 
remarkablé ’/dévekipment, etc.

"$LARA PARSONH. '
• • ■<i>Yoursi

"To my liHrid-BuS seems conclusive 
proof, btit-iflils is'Hot the only one in 
confinnatlSri'of statuvollc power or 
gift? She Ifts alto Sppeared to friends 
here by pieafrfiHgeiueut for experi
ment's salfe” *,' '

When a«ked VLa reporter for The 
Courier wliat reasSn she assigned tor 
her proloijftfed Ìttsti^'M-rB. Barr said: 

. ’ ‘ Spirit GfiiSes .Sustain Her. .
“I believe-this cciadition was brought 

about by a severe tax on my spiritual 
and mental; powers-and that my spirit 
friends ancl'guides sustained me In 
some way so that ! did not need food— 
digestion and. assimilation requiring 
more vitality:than-'I was at that time 
able to command'through my own' phys
ical powers,”.) : / ■

"I was not hungry and when urged to 
partake Of food was absolutely-unable 
to retain even so mucli as -a mouthful of 
milk or an oyster?' I had no sensation 
of taste and;, though I faave been able 
to eat a little for a day or so, I might as 
well chew tip a pieoe of cloth or paper 
even now as food for all the taste there

“Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Condi- 
tiens and Cultivation."

is in what Feat. • ' .
“While iny fast'continued I was per-.

the apparatus will Instantly move. 
Put the same little detective in a nerve 
of metal, twist, prick, or tap it, the 
needle moves over the Index.

Put cocaine, chloroform, or other an
esthetics on the living nerve, the needle 
comes to rest; put the same poison in 
the same quantities on the Iron nerve, 
the needle rests.” From this he seems 
to infer that a bar of iron Is a conscious, 
intelligent, living entity.

If that be so, perhaps a few crowbars 
ought to be sent to college to prepare 
them for professorships In our colleges 
and universities.

' TUpse experiments with the galva
nometer amount to this, and nothing 
more. Streams of electricity course 
along the nerve of the human body, and 
in like manner electricity flows over 
bars of iron, or other metallic sub
stances. By tapping the nervd you in
terrupt and disturb the flow of electric
ity, and this disturbed condition of the 
circuit causes the needle to move over

taettnataiimawand in like manner the dls- 
m°t. °'1’ A1?™ Lb pnriiooo «nace to the I turbed condition of the circuit flowing 
rolling through swimming ovcr Iron causes a similar deflection ot

± nether thà^ mis UD“I the needle, so, also, “cocaine, chloro- 
«n!oes “A lum' ot mat? form and Aesthetics have the same ef- 

inter-atomic spac . . P Bure. feet upon the electric current, whether
}er’ Bay8«f, « a house is I Its circuit be over a human nerve or a

is' u°ó «"Tu..“!“™™ ?“?• ss»
and non-material spaces, something like human nerye or bar q£ lr(m Th0y 
the solar system. are present no evidence, nor the semblance

And these inter-atomic space oj jhat matter is transmuted
^H^d’with a connecting medium desig I ,,](fted ,-,_lnto mlnd. QUOting 
nated by^ scientists as ^ether. TMb frQm Hudson,s Law of Mental Medl. 
all-pervading ether is not composed of BayB. ,,AU organlc tlssue is
atoms or particles, and as Sir Oliver Qf microscopic celIg> each one
Lodge says: I which lg a ]lvingi intelligent, entity.

It is not matter as we know •.. Thlg includes the tones, hair and nails, 
is not matter m «enm use the | the muscle and nerve) and
term. Asa'n in speaking > all other portions of the organic struct-says: Substance it may be,jeat s „ Thg cgn lg a 8tructural unjt in

A>nd U nwfrhy Sir Oliver the living organism, as much so as a 
phi osophers a8ye® brick Is in a building. Each cell has its jLodge, brom the time of Fwaday to £unct[on to perform In subordination to 
the present time, it has been sclen power that builds up tlie organism) .
ally demonstrated that every^atom f I whatevel; that powel. may be. They are : 
matter can have associated with it, a likg rank and filg o{ an invading , 
certain definite charge or n^ntRy, of army> marchlng t0 the tep of ree dnlm, 
electricity, to which Dr. Johnstone L obedience to the power that builds 
ney gave the name of Electron. This and ghapes the human body, positing 
Electron, so far as known sdl®!lblBba through fixed and determinate law, each 
at present is, so toispeak, the ultimate eaCh structural cell at that point in the 

. unit, or atom of electricity. A particle 0 lsm where ita Bpecial and peculiar 
of matter with one or more eieettons at- {unotlou t0 be performed. Sir joim 
tached is called an Ion. An atom T ndall_ one of England’s ablest sclen- 
with an electron in excess isi a nega-1 tJgtg, Jn bis ufe.tJme> and a hard-headed 
tive Ion, and one with an e>®etron in ^tm-i^gt, after discussing the me- 
deficit, is a “positive ton- Par- chanical growth of the physical organ
tides of,matter are in P°ns4aat I ism, said: “Here you have one-half ot 
they are hauled through the inter-atom- our dua[ trutb Let now glance at. 
ic spaces of ether by the attached elec- other half.
Iron, and are coming into constant col- «Associated ' with thia wonderful 
listen. Sir Oliver Lodge ®ays. /'he mechanism of the animal body, we have 
Etectron may be compared to a horse, phenomena no ]esB certain than those 
and the particle of matter, to which it of tb0 pj1ygjc8> but between which and 
is attached to, a vehicle, or body to be tb0 mechaniain of the body, we discover 
hauled along. ..... > „„„ I no necessary connection. A man, for

. These particles of matter' have, been I example( can say. 7 feei( f think, I love.’ 
approximately counted, weighed and bow does consciousness infuse
measured, by Professor J. J. Thompson, (tgelf )nfo th0 pr3bleln? The human 
Dr. Johnstone Stoney, Lpschmidt, Loro brain is said to be the organ of thought , 
Kelvin and others, trom these> foost Ieei|ng.,i.BUt the passage from 
delicate and astounding experiments, it pbyslcs òf thè brain to the corre- 
has been found that sixty hundred I sp0Ildjng factB Of consciousness is un
million times one hundred millions of Granted that a certain defl-
them, occupy only about three cubic I nJt0 and a definite molecular
centimeters, or about as much as could I actlon ln tb6 brain occur simultaneous- 
be held in an ordinary thimble. L w0 d0 not pOSSeS8 the Intellectual or-

Some of these are positive and some I nor- apparentiy any rudiment of 
. are negative, the positive traveling In th0 orgalli which enables us to pass by 

one direction, and the negative in the a process Of reasoning, from the one to 
opposite. Through the experiments of Lbe other. They appear together, but 
Clerk Maxwell, Schuster, Crookes, J. J. I w0 d0 not know why In aflirming 
Thompson, and others. It Is found that I tb0 gr0Wtb of the body is mechan- 

/ the atom is not ultimate, as formerly I lca], that thought as exercised by 
supposed, but it is itself a compound I bafl lta corre]ative In the physics of 
composed of thousands of smaller Infln-1 tb0 bradni j think the position of the 

. itesimal particles. And so far as .known, I materiallst is stated as far As that posl- 
. this amazing motion ot the particles, t)on. ls a tenable one. I do notJJilnk 

atoms and molecules as they swim I be la entitied to say that, hls ifibìecular 
- through ether is due to the dynamic èri-1 groupjngs and ys molecular motions 

ergy Of the electric unit, the Electron, laln everything. In reality they ex- 
to which they are attached. But |p]a|n nothing. The utmost ho can at- 
whether- this energy is Inherent in the I drm j8 association of the two 
Electron, or whether iL Inturn, Is acted ¿]ae0eg Of phenomena, of whose real 

• upon by some other potential energy; is fbopd o£ union he is in absolute Ignor- 
undetermined.. But nowhere in this and0->’ ■. '
field of research does it appear that a These words have ever remained un
single particle, atom, or molecule ^ challenged by scientists and materiali- 
'matter was ever transmuted, or ‘raised I )(da ^Orld over. And the problem 

' up.” into mind. . L. .. . ... that “Mind is raised up from matter,"
- As nil material forms are In constant I rotnains unproven. ■ . '
and eternal'.motion,, from worlds and GEO. W. LEWIS, A. M.
systems rolling through tho immensity I g(in pranslco, Cal. ■ 
of infinite space to tho infinitesimal par- . ■ . . . -
ticlos and molecules that vibrato and
swliri through tho inter-ntomlo oceans "Love-Sox—Immortality. lay•_ur. 
of Ether, "the dissemination of matter | w. P. Phoion, For salo at Dui» ££309. 
txlstlng jn tho sun, or solar system," grico 25 cantì. ■ ”

Puzzle to Physicians. <
Mrs. Barr is a Spiritualist and a me

dium and has a record for strange con
ditions probably unequaled by anyother 
woman in the United States. During ' 
the past fifteen years she has more than ' 
once attracted attention through the j 
press on account of the apparently ab
normal conditions she exhibited at va
rious times and for which thé physi
cians summoned failed to account to 
their own satisfaction Or to the friends 
and acquaintances who are deeply per
plexed and alarmed concerning her.

Since Mrs. Barr became a believer in 
Spiritualism she has frequently been 
unconscious for days at a time, while 
friends and doctors worked vainly to 
release her from what seemed to be a 
state bordering closely on death. She 
would He rigid, cold and almost inani
mate, all efforts to revive her, such as 
the application of fomentations and the 
chafing of her icy limbs, meeting with 
no response. Nor did powerful electric 
currents conveying a voltage through 
her body sufficient to kill a dozen men 
cause even the quiver of a muscle.

In tills condition Mrs. Barr, so ’tis 
said, was controlled by various “spir
its,” who assured her distracted rela
tives that she would in due time awake 
from her unnatural and prolonged sleep 
unharmed. The "guides" or "controls" 
announced that they were subjecting 
her to such conditions for the purpose 
of demonstrating their power and to 
convince unbelievers in the Spiritual
istic cult of the truth of spirit return.

Her Klnzua Trance.
One trance In particular which oc

curred when Mrs. Barr was living In 
Klnzua, Pa., about thirteen years ago, 
was made the subject of numerous 
newspaper articles at the time—New 
York, Philadelphia and Buffalo dallies 
sending correspondents to write up the 
case which presented many, sensational 
features. Of thèse fhe most remark
able were the application of scorching, 
heat and strong electric currents with
out apparent effect. .

Not only ,yas.,jit)e Jnse’nslblè .to. palli,, 
but the scalding applications, hot irons, 
etc., left no" impression in 'the lóriri.of 
bums arid the tremendous'vpìtàgé of 
electricity,'no trace whatever. ’

On this occasion the late Dr. Strana: 
han, of Warren, Pa., was thé’ physician 
in charge. He acknowledged, at thè 
time that he was Completely mystified 
and unable to account through thè 
known laws of medical sciencë for the

fectly well, but at times felt a .slight ■ 
weakness or .dizziness, which lasted 
only a few-moments at a time. -

Hay? Business Acumen, Too.
”1 have the iitmast faith in my spirit 

guides to ,take care of. me, although I 
had medical- advice and was counselled 
not to catjmtll Lfqlt that food was de
sirable. \ ; ’..

“For the past-.four years my guides 
have controlled,me daily to direct the 
making of anelectrical invention which 
is now neqring completion. Of late the 
demands on my time and strength have 
been very arduous and I believe that 
this peculiar state is designed by my 
spirit friends to recuperate and afford 
me strength fpr tlio final effort to com
plete the work with which I have been 
so long engaged.”

When asked to describe the invention 
to which she referred, Mrs. Barr said 
she was i6t- permitted to divulge Its na
ture untll'lhe work was finished.

Beyond Material-Science.
Henry Hanson,: an electrical expert, 

who has been a member of the family 
for many years, receives and puts Into 
operation - the advice of her guides. 
Numerous complicated drawing were 
shown the writer from which, it Is said, 
the apparatus constituting the inven
tion was made, and which Mrs. Barr 
and Mr. Hanson ..and others declare 
were not produced by human agency.

Mr. Hanson/ while decling to go into 
details, sajik thatrthe invention Is based 
on a finer taw than Is known in the sci
entific world to-day and which has al
ready beenixlerndnstrated satisfactorily 
to him, but that publicity of any sort at 
the preserttrtlmeiihe does not consider 
deslrable.-edBuffain . (N. Y.) Sunday

I have been reading Mr. Hudson Tut
tle’s book, “Mediumship and Its Laws, 
Its Conditions and Cultivation, during 
the. past few days, and as it so effectual
ly vindicates mediumship, describing 
the proper way to form circles and gain 
the varied forms of mediumship— 
trance, clairvoyance, psychometry, and 
also the physical .manifestations Jn 
•their highest and purest forms, I there
fore believe that its importance has not 
been fully understood; that it should 
have a wider circulation. It is not a 
book to be read once and laid aside, but 
one which shoul<T|)e studied until its 
teacljings are.fully comprehended.

l£ is of inestimable value to every 
Spiritualist or investigator who takes 
any Interest whatever in the phenom
enal side of Spiritualism, or who desires 
to understand the laws governing the 
return of the departed—and this will 
include nearly everyone not bereft of 
those finer influences which actuate 
humanity, for it teaches so plainly how 
to avoid the dangers of mediumship, 
that it is well nigh indispensable to the 
Individual who desires to escape its 
lower forma and make himself worthy 
of the presence of a higher class of 
controls.

Its logic is unassailable, Its advice up
lifting, and withal it will be of priceless 
vaiue to all who desire a fund of infor
mation with which to combat the 
charges made by those who think it a 
“crime” to heed the advice of those 
who have passed from mortal vision.

I present a few extracts from the 
book which are particularly applicable 
at this time, showing the dangers of 
mediumship and how to avoid them:

“Unless the spirit realm can be ap
proached with unbiased judgment and 
uncompromising reason It becomes dan
gerous ground.........‘Thus salth the
Lord' becomes ‘thus salth the spirits' 
with even' more disastrous results. Re
sponsible reason yields place to an irre
sponsible spirit intelligence that impels 
its blind devotees, not in the course of 
right, but in the opposite direction."

“The will should always dominate.

tempting to act as mediator between 
the material and the spiritual worlds, 
'’’.ere would be no need for Buch a book 
as the one recently discussed at length 
ini your columns. The book, however, 
sppaks better for itself than’ I am ca
pable of doing and all should try to em
ulate the high standard set Jiy Mr, 
Tuttle. GEO. B. FERRIS.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

NEW BOOK.

Psychic Light.
BY MRS. DRAKE.
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DISEASE.

distinguishing features of .Mrs.- Rarr’s 
trance. After forty-eight h'Uirts of this 
Immobility and insensibility, toe sleeper 
awoke as from a peacellil, 'dreamless 
slumber, asked for food and expressed
the most intense surprise at the solici
tude of those around her, declaring that 
she never felt better in her life and de
manding to know "what the fuss was all 
about.” ’’

Astral Projection.
In addition to these prolonged trances 

some weird stories have appeared in 
print and have been vouched for by re
sponsible persons, concerning a state of 
unconsciousness, called statltvolism, 
with which Mrs. Barr is accredited.

Statuvolism, so far as the writer is 
able to ascertain, is similar to what is 
known among theosophists as “project-

la It Caused. by Obsession?—A Curious. 
Experience With Catholic Spirits— 
They Surri^unà/a Man’s Bed and USe 
“Howly Wat'hdrV "? • ’

: Having read the experiences of many 
others fncfsjardxtd' obsession, it is- but : 
fair to give the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker some of, my experi
ences, by1 way’ pf recompense. Jt is also 
a source of study to Spiritualists, are 
these Various experiences. 1

About twelve years ago, I'was stay
ing a few months in Denver, investigat
ing occult phenomena. A friend of mine 
was a spiritual teacher and healer of, 
some note, arid among his patients he 
was called Upon to treat was an’ old 
man upwards of 60 years of age, for in
flammatory rheuina.tlsm. He bad been 
suffering great torments for two or 
three months and could get no relief 
from the medical' fraternity, and as a 
last resort, through the agency of an ac
quaintance, he Was persuaded to try 
this Spiritualist healer.

He was, by thè way, a strong Cathó- 
lie, and it was only to-relieve him from 
extreme torture that he was willing to 
try almost anything.

I went with thè healer to see and 
hear what' I could, as I was an Investi
gator. He gave ’the old man a mag
netic treatment;' and when ready to de
part he kindly told him he would leave 
his patient In- the hands of good Father

ing the astral body.” Plainly stated, it , 
means that the spirit can be separated . 
from the body and appear at a distance j 
with all the semblance of the material 
presence. j

Among the theosophists of the East ; 
this is believed to be an absolutely nor
mal condition and one that can be pro
duced at will by those who understand 
the natural laws governing it.

To Mrs. Barr, however, belongs the 
distinction of being, the first woman on 
record in this country to assume the 
statuvolic state.

The following from a paper devoted 
to psychic phenomena, under date of 
April 16, 1892, gives a brief account of 
a statuvolic trance, if it may be termed, 
as exhibited by Mrs. Barr:

Spirit Spirited to Gotham.
“Her person became rigid and was os

tensibly under the control of some un
seen power. This continued for half an 
hour before she returned to conscious
ness. Upon being questioned concern
ing herself during that time, Bhe said: 
‘I have a faint recollection of being car
ried through space. My control- held 
me by the hand and conveyed me to a 
large city, New York, he said. A mo
ment later I found myself In a large 

. room or hall containing many persons. 
At one end was a raised platform on 
which I saw a beautiful young woman 
handsomely dressed, who, I afterwards 
learned, was Miss Clara Parsons, a pop
ular young medium, also controlled by 
the poet Longfellow. I was pleasantly 
greeted by her, when. I noticed that 1 
Was in a handsomely aiid richly fur
nished apartment with. ’ many ladies 
present in evening dress. I then felt 
ashamed of my • kitchen costume, but 
forgot about it soon, ns Miss Parsons 
introduced me as her dear friend, Mrs. 
Lizzie Barr, of Klnzua, Pa. After being 
cheered, I spoke, but do not remember 
what I said. I only can recall that I 
was conscious, and was being controlled 
by a spirit to speak. When I ceased, 
Miss Parsons kissed me and next 1

DR. J. M. FÊE.BLES* 
Most Important Books.

Important Addition to Our Literature.
hire. Maud Lord Drake has a national 

reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
have been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: “PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
|_AW AND LIFE.” It is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to the 
end. it is chockful of stirring inci
dents. On another page will be found 
a review of tlie work by Prof. Singer. 
Everybody should read this new contri
bution to our Spiritualistic literature. 
Price of this large volume, only $1.50 
postpaid.

It is a great injustice to the individual 
for another to usurp control. The me
dium thus becomes a mere Instrument, 
and a slave to the will of another. On 
the contrary the medium should hold 
himself superior to whatever control 
may come; should be able to command 
himself, and thereby the spirits who 
may or may not enter his sphere.”

"When it is found that one is capable 
of coming into rapport with spiritual in
fluences; that long-desired communion 
can be held with departed loved ones, 
the tendency is, in the ecstasy of the 
moment to yield all other interests to 
this new-found joy. The paramount 
laws and conditions of such control are 
not thought of, and the dangers not re
garded. The Influences are allowed to 
usurp, the. place of the will, and dictate 
in tho most ordinary affairs of life. If 
only true and trustful friends, the 
guardian angels, held this control, there 
would be no danger, although such sur
render of personality would be anything 
but desirable, but by this constant ab
sorption the vital force becomes so 
weakened, the unsuspecting medium 
falls into the unresisting state, and 
passive to any Influence, which in the 
nature of things he cannot know the 
character of. There are always those 
who gladly avail themselves of such op
portunities, who not to awaken distrust 
in their instruments, for a time person
ate the pjlpqds who. ..have previously 
communicated, and thus gain-complete 
control, which they then recklessly use 
....Simple purity of thought is not a 
safeguard, for that may be from ignor
ance of wrong, and without knowledge 
a source of danger. It is not absence of 
Inclination, or temptation, but resist
ance because of wide-knowledge, which 
holds perfect balance, and all degrading 
motives and influences in abeyance.... 
Thinking of the undesired influence, 

"and talking about it with friends, is an 
exciting Cause, and should be discon-

Ryan, at one time a Catholic priest 
when in earth life. He was known to 
many Spiritualists for his beautiful 
poetry. He was ho longer under the in
fluence of that'faith, however. He said 
also in case he should see spirits dur
ing the night nbt to be frightened as 
they would not do him harm, but come 
to his relief.

The next 'day we called to see how 
the old gentleman was progressing. To 
our astonishment his wife met us at the 
door, and said he did not care to have 
us come in, alleging as the very strong 
reason that we were of the devil, and 
he was afraid of us. But we kindly in
duced the old lady to let us go in at 
least and talk'-wlth him, assuring her 
that we would not treat him unless he 
so desired. She finally consented to al
low us to go in to see him, and he re
lated the .following-experiences he had 
the previous night: ’

“About midnight last night, there 
came about a‘dozen spirits and stood 
around mo bedside. They set a bowl of 
wather upon me ¿.stomach, and then 
each of thim-washed their hands in the 
wather. Thin they took some of the 
wather andrsprlakled; it over me and 
the.bid. ‘Hresently there appeared at 
the foot of the bid a black dlvil with 
tusks in bfajheadivan inch long, and 
leered dowmat m . ■

"I knewrib Wasrthe dlvil, and I called 
for me witeito bring the howly wather. 
She did so, and sprinkled it over me 
and the bifljand to the room, and I defy 
all the divils in hell to stay where that

found myself here again.’ • . .
“The writer of this made it his duty 

as an investigator to obtain;.the ad
dress of Miss Parsons and ask for a de
scription of the seance and. If one was 
held on that evening,: . ■: :

“The following letter (of which I-hold 
the original) tells the story: •

• Lorigfellow'a Control. '
“ ‘New York, March 14,1892.

“ ‘Mr. T. L. Wilson: , ,
” ‘Dear Sir:—Yes, wo hud a very on- 

tbuplastic as well as satisfying meeting 
at my house on the evening of Febrdîtry 
1st, about 200 persons being present. 
Mrs. Lizzie Barr of Klnzua came. Bhe 
developed splendidly through my con
trol, Mr, Longfellow, wito 1b here as

Reduced prices.

THE TRUTH ' 
ABOUT THE BIBLE:

TELL IT.
JOHN E. REMSBURG’S GREAT WORK

The late R. G. Ingersoll stated in one 
of his famous lectures on the Bible: 
"Somebody ought to tell the truth about 
the Bible.” John E. Remsburg, former 
President of the American Secular 
Union, has taken this obligation upon 
himself, and the fruits of his studies on 
the subject are now published in the 
shape of nearly 500 pages. The "high
er criticism" has already plowed this 
Held over quite deeply, but it has 
reached the ear of the public only in a 
fragmentary way, and even at that has 
found a very reluctant echo in the 
press. So much the more reason for re
joicing that this comprehensive work, 
got up in simple and popular language,Is 
all contained in a single synoptically ar
ranged book. The separate chapters of 
the work appeared in consecutive order 
in an uninterrupted series of articles in 
the New York Truth Seeker.

The facts set forth in this book about 
the Bible, its origin, its compilation, Its 
preservation, its falsehoods, its credi
bility, and the morality it Inculcates, 
are only partially known to the major
ity of ministers and priests, and it is 
earnestly to be desired that well-to-do 
Freethinkers may take it upon them
selves to make energetic propaganda of 
the modern "higher” elucidation of the 
Bible by gratuitous distribution of this 
book to public libraries, or to Messrs, 
the pastors. The enormous expendi
ture of time and labor which the author 
Imposed upon himself, the astonishing
ly low price of the book as compared 
with the attractive form in which it 1b 
■gotten up, as well as the unanswerable 
logic .of the composer—he lets the holy 
book for the most part äp.eak for itself 
—are indeed worthy of the highest 
praise.

Ingersoll's desire that somebody 
should at last tell the whole truth about 
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled. 
No Freethinker worthy of the name can 
afford to pass oier Remsburg’s book in 
silence. Like Thomas Paine's "Age of

tinued. Those thus sensitive often 
talk about their troubles until every 
shadowy whim becomes a reality and 
fastens on the mind with an energy in
creasing at every recital. The only ad
vice is that given to those suffering 
from physical disease: Do not think 
about it, do not talk about It. Think 
ail'd talk about things above and be
yond.”

“The story of Christ and the tempter 
is instructive. He did net say: ‘I am 
so exquisitely sensitive that the evil as 
well as the good spirits use me; Satan 
as well as the prophets.’ He exercised 
the prerogative of developel medium
ship and placed the evil spirit beneath 
his feet.”

“Do you want a guide to lead you up 
to the highlands of spiritual being? 
Earnestly set your house in order for 
the reception of a divine guest. Sweep 
from your door every trace of selfish
ness, envy, hate, lust, desire, for if you 
would have the presence of an angel, 
be as near to the ideal angel as is in
your power. Yes, you can 
not by simply wishing, 
who enters your door will 
Innermost spirit.

“If you take a thousand

howly watljer iB.’f ■; . . -
Having received his .reason for not 

wishing further, (neatment and learned 
that he hafic senMor the priest whom 
he was expectingtevery soon, we took 
our leave, nn ■ ws ■

Now the question Is, what was it that 
he saw? The’ priest used his power 
and cast q.ut.tho.ipbsesslng spirit that 
was caustog him such excruciating 
pains and .tg>rture[;.and when he resisted 
his method, by-calling the holy water, 
did the deyir again take possession of 
him? The nia&.filed in less than 10 
days from tho tlmot treatment

Does not this corroborate ,tho teach
ings set forth by tlie New. Testament, 
and the healing .by-casting out of evil 
spirits ? If npt. jhaw. can.it bo explained ? 
Tho-facts caurbo substantiated-if you 
wish them.. .) ,t. .. ;? .- ; ;

’ K. WALBRIDGE. ..

• "Pocmk M' Progreio."' By Lizzie 
Doton. In thfe volume, - this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in ker 
varied mootlBf"fi»m grave to gay, from 
lively to-Bevere/V It Is tv book to bo 
troaeurod-asd richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The Volume la totlly 

and bo^nd. JPiJcs

3Ä

choose, but 
The guide 
be as your

people as

/that It Spiritualism?
VI jp Are These Spiritualists? and 

What Has Spiritualism Done for th« 
World? By J. M. Peebles, M. D„ M. A. 
A® excellent book to put in the bands 
of inquirer». Cloth, 75 cents. '

Did Jesus Christ Exlstf
„3?. CbrIsl.Ple Corner Stone of Spirit?

Do the Spirits Say, 
Emmette Coleman va. 

Hudson Tuttle on Mahomet and Jesus. 
, 1® appended a controversy, 

Arthur J. Owen vs. J. M. Peebles, on th« 
° bbe lord's Prayer and Sermon 
on the Mount, and an exhaustive paper 
by Win, Emmette Coleman on the His
torical Origin of Christianity. Paper, 15 
CcUlS.

Three Journeys Around tho World, 
ume^finn’ bandsomely bound octavo vol- ■- 
BMlbini th ago0’ .fineiy Ulnatrated, de- 
?.?d j Paclflo Islands, New Zea- 
Emt“»ndTr‘Ua'Indla and her ““gio, 
lonyPp^Ldnher Pyramids, Persia, Cey- 
mann^rL ‘ neZ etC" Wlth tha religious 
manners, customs, laws and habits ol 
foreign countries. Price, »1.50.

Immortality, *
Md fi^n .etnP;°yments of spirlte good 

la 018 splrlt world. What a 
tea ni2?fi»SPH U.S .Bay about thelr dwe11’ 
reta? ^ 'it^e r.locomotlQn, tkelr social 
Prie« rfa lniant,B- idiota. suicides, etc. 
all dU,C8d ,from f1'50 t0 »1- Post
age 12 cents. Paper 50 cents.

Spiritual Harp. 
hvmn°°k ? 300 Pae«s,containing songB, 
cieues »“nd ant,lle“B ior Spiritualist so- 
ctotles and circles. The words are afire 
wnas bhV688' . K contalns tne choices! 
other r r mUS C by Jame8 Q’ Clark ani> other reformers. Reduced from »2 to 
V-I.aD.

Dr. Peebles' Three Jubilee Lecture». 
122^ .melt 81®gaully 9°uud pamphlet of 

eivlng Dr- Peebles’ lectures 
to nn?0 ? Hydesv111®. March 31, 1898, 
ihftRtoC( ‘eSt<iy' and later 111 London at 
lets * tT?oaotl0n,al ,Confiress of Spiritual-

Th , 8 lectures, illustrated, are 
cento “eaty a8d Bch01arly- Price 85 iculs.

The Christ Question Settled, 
m \ BymI)oaIum by Hudson Tuttle, W. 
?'s & I abb‘Wise- Col. ingemoll, 
J. 8. Loveland, B. B. Hili, j. r Buchan 
a“ and ,Dr- I’cebles. This Is a han?- 

r “im8 Oi nearly 400 Pal>’eB> a“«1 
t csl Whn^n’ MaliOmet aud Uo gnos. 
Jesus WAn»|tho Talulud Bays about 
Jesus Antiquity unveiled. Child man 
cism Whitan C01'<I?gers°l1’B agnosti
cism What the spirits through W J 
Colville, J. J. Morse, Mrs. Longley 
Mrs. Ever tt, Mrs. Hagan-Jackson and 
“SS1“" ””

A Critical and Crushing Review 
By Dr. Peebles of the Rev. Dr. Kipp’s 
five lectures against Spiritualism. .Thia 
crisp and critical reply of the Doctor, 
while repudiating spiritism, and all 
frauds connected with the subject; sus
tains Spiritualism, considering It tha 
complement of primitive Christianity. 
Price 25 cents.
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern Spirit

, ualism., : : • :

Reason,” may it, let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators In other lan
guages. And again, like Paine’s book, 
may this brilliant work bring to its au
thor the praise of posterity.—Der Frci- 
denker (Milwaukee).

This great work on the Bible by Mr. 
Remsburg Is most valuable—it is an en
cyclopedia of information In regard to 
the Bible, and surpasses in importance 
all other works of the kind now pub
lished. It is up-to-date in every partic-
ular. Price, $1.25, instead of $1, 
stated last week.

they come, and have them write mes
sages, would their communications be 
superior to those received from spirits? 
Yet those from the latter source are 
not from an average, but usually infe
rior class. Engaged as they are, each 
in his or her own advancement, it is 
with greatest sacrifice that elevated 
spirits come to earth... .The lower 
circles make no such sacrifice... .Ever 
near, they are ready to communicate at 
all times.”
• “The wandering fortune-teller repre
sents passivity, while culture of this 
gift Is represented in the sages of the 
past, as Socrates, Confucius, Moham
med, Lincoln, and hosts of others, ¿who 
by the concentration of their training 
became responsive to the thoughts of 
superior beings.” .

“There is no use of spirits -writing 
that which has already ’''been demon
strated, to save some indolent medium 
the trouble of reading It in book or 
paper. No, learn all you can, from ev
ery source available... .What has been 
gained, can only be known by reading 
the . literature of -Spiritualism. It Is a 
fountain of new- thought, and prepares 
tho mind for receptivity of its own.”

“It cannot be denied with truthful
ness that excessive use of mediumship 
Impairs the health. It rapidly exhausts 
the nervous force, just as excessive 
study or physical labor would do, only 
more rapldjy. But.this does not testify, 
against its use, any more than Illness 
often brought on by physical fatigue 
would shQW'that labor Is harmful...; 
Tho sweeping assertion, however, that 
'all the best’ mediums suffer in health 
or become-dlssolute, is. unsupported by 
facts.” ■ - . , - , •

■ “All great movements hayç their dan
gers, and the brighter tho light, the 
deeper the'contrasting darkness." 

- It is not so much thé object of Spir
itualism to paint tho alluring beauty of 
the next life as to impress tho import
ance of right living in this.” '

The quotations given above but 
faintly outline, the immense amount of 
Information contained in this valuable 
though unostentatious book, and If It 
was carefully perused; and its ¿ advice 
heeded by, every Bcnaitivo before at-

as

fl VERY 
IMPORTANT CALL 

IS MADE.
A GENEROUS OFFER, AND A CALL 

TO SPIRITUALISTS.
To the Spiritualists at Large:—A 

generous offer has been made by a 
prominent Spiritualist in this city to 
give ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS to 
the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. S. 
A., for the benefit of aged and needy 
mediums, provided the Spiritualists at 
large will contribute another Tnousand 
Dollars to the same relief fund by the 
first of June next. The N. S. A. is now 
paying out a large monthly sum in pen
sions to worthy mediums ; the calls for 
aid increase and the fund is constantly 
being depleted. Let every generous 
soul who has not already done all possi
ble for this worthy object, kindly send 
contributions, large or small, to the fol
lowing address, each will be acknowl
edged with thanks. The generous man 
who makes the offer desires to be un
named to the public.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
' . N. S. Â. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ingtori, D, C. ' .

/

An elegant pamphlet containing an 
account of the exercises at Rochester 
and Hydesville, N. Y„ at the celebtatiqSKr 
of the Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern ** 
Spiritualism. It contains the addresses 7 ■ ’ ■ 
of some of the most noted speakers 
present. It contains the picture of tha 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc. Price.
15 cents.
Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret 

of How to Keep Young. ■
This book goes to,the foundation of 

things—health, the laws of health, the 
foods to eat, the subject of marriage, 
who should marry and who should not 
marry, the causes of divorce, the proper 
time for conception, gestation, the de
termining of sex, animal flesh-eating, 
what Herodotus, Hesiod, Homer, Pyth
agoras, Shelley, Graham and others ate, 
the foods that produce long life and 
how to live "immortal” on earth, etc. 
Thia book is written in Dr. Peebles' usu
ally clear, crisp style, and attracts the 
reader from the very first through its 
facts, logic and convincing arguments, 
Very handsomely bound in cloth. 
Price ?1.
Vaccination a Curse and a Menace to 

Personal Liberty.
This finely illustrated volume of be

tween three hundred and four hundred 
pages, by Dr. Peebles, treats exhaust
ively of inoculation, cow-pox and calf
lymph vaccination from Jenner’s time 
to the present. It tells how the cow
pox pus poison is obtained—how the 
vaccine virus, while causing many 
deaths, sows the seed of eczema, 
pimpled faces, cancers, tumors, ulcers 
and leprosy. It gives a history of the 
several years’ battle against vaccina
tion in England. Parliament making it 
"optional” instead of compulsory. This 
book should be in every school library 
and family. Price JI.25.

nr DCEDICQ5 Pamphlets 
Uli ILLmLlu and Books

I

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.
This highly ImtructlTO sod Intoroitins work in a 

combination Into one volume .of two of Mr. HuH’o 
tplendld works. By Uis arranffement tha cost is lucu 
ttutbereoilerU e»»t>lod to;Mcuro the two book. 
CDBJ.nrt >t the itiMMlee M wm formerly, a.k.d 
for thorn separately. This volume contains 462 pagos 
and is handsomely bound In cloth, and contains an ux- 
ccltont portrait or tho author.
... THE QUESTION SETTLED .

Is a enrefu’ comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit* 
u«l|.m. No book or the century bu mil. ,o many 
converts to Modern Spiritualism u this. The author s 
alm, faithfully to compare the Bible with modern 
phenomena and philosophy, has boon accomplished. 
Tho adaptation of Spiritualism to tho wants of human* 
Knits moral tendency, the Blblo Doctrl^o of angel 
ministry; tho spiritual nature of man, and the objec
tions offered to Spiritualism, are all considered hi the 
light of the Bible, nature, bistory, reason and common 
sense, and expressed dearly and forcibly., ,

• . TJHE CONTRAST . '
consists pf a critical comparison Of Evanyellcailsm 
and Spiritualism. XI U a moot able production, nnd 
Is a perfect storehouse of fadts for tbouc whorvhh 
to defend splritaaiun. or And arnumenis againm i ::o 
assumption».ot Ortnoaoxy. ■
FRIGE Ah FOR SALE AT CF- —

POEMS FROR THE INNER LIFE 
Hr Llzzlo Datari. Theso, poonm aro H'uly la- 

epfratlml sna as staplo &s auger. Prlco W.oa

nniTUT THITl Between Religion and Science.
I. Nn It . Just tho booktor progressiva 
UUL1L DlUl thinkers. A boek that Is very 
Interesting to people wbo have a taste tor tho 
past religious history. By John W. Draper. 
Price, cloth, 11.75. ; ■ .

THE OTHER WORLD AND THIS.'
A compendium ot Spiritual Laws. No. 1, 

Now Vf hl to Cross Literature. By Augusta W. 
Fletolier. M. D. In this volume ’ho author, In 
tho thirty-nine chapters, discusses a wide va
riety ot subject« pertalnlnn to Spiritualism, 
from a spiritualistic standpoint. Shoevinces 
the powers of a trained thinker, both In matte« 
of thought and fine literary style, and capa
bility ot thought oxpression. The subjects ars 
■well handled with conciseness and yet with 
clearness. It will prove a rich addition to any 
Spiritualist's library, and a most excellent book 
tor any one seeking Information concerning 
Spiritualism and Its teachings. Price 11.50. jy

DCIfriiE Is tho Invention of a prac- I WI tn T tlcn.1 medium, under spirit 1 Cz / VI IL3 guidance, and le designed 
to develop mediumship, Many, by its use, nave 
received long communications from spirit 
friends, and express great satisfaction. Prine, 
61, and 20 cents extra tor oxprossage.

INVISIBLE HELFERS
À Very Excellent and Compre* 

henslve Work.

One from the Theosophical Stand*1 
’ point. ;

' This' work, "Invisible Helpers," writ 
ten .by O. W. Leadbpater, the remarto- 
able BnsUsli psychic (whose lecture« 
have mc«d th« columns of Tho Pro- 
gie«Blve ThlhUtt). 1» certainly very Im 
toreethui and suggestive throughout. 
It treats of tho "Universal Belief In th«

I BoW "What Lie«
Iseyoad" Tbo woth te neatly briuafl 1« 

sloth, and tho »rice 18 65 ceata,

V
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CRUEL GODS OF INDIA—DEITIES OF BRAHMIN FAITH 
RESPONSIBLE FOR VAST MISERY AND WOE—ANI
MAL LIFE IS SACRED—WILLIAM E. CURTIS DE

' SCRIBES HOW JAINS AFFORp PROTECTION TO LIV
ING THINGS.
William E, Curtis, writing from Bombay, India to the Chi

cago Record-Herald, gives some valuable statistics and facts 
in reference to that far away country. He says:

. Bombay, January 30—Of the 300,000,000 people in India 
207,000,000 belong to the Hindu or Brahmin faith, 63,000,000 
are Mohammedans, 10,000,000 are Buddhists, 3,000,000 are 
Christians, 2,000,000 are Sikhs and 1,300,000 are Jains. Be
sides, these are a number of minor sects, the most Important 
and interesting of which are the Parsees. It is difficult to 
give an accurate idea of Brahminism, but theoretically it is 
based upon the principles set forth in a series of sacred 
books known as the Vedas, written 4,000 years ago, Its gods 
were originally physical forces and phenomena—nature wor
ship, which was once common to all men, the sun, fire, 
water, light, wind, the procreative and productive energies 
and the mystery of sex and birth, which impressed with won
der and awe the mind of primitive humanity.

But these deities become more and more vague and indefi
nite in the popular mlud, and the simple, instinctive appeal 
of tho human soul to a Power It could not see or comprehend 
was gradually debased into what is now known as Brahmin- 
ism, and the most repugnant, revolting, cruel, obscene and 
vicious rites ever practiced by savages or barbarians. 
There Is nothing in the Vedas to justify the cruelties of the 
Hindu gods and the practices of the priests. They do not 
authorize animal worship, child-marriage, the burning of 
widows or perpetual widowhood, but the priests have built 
up a stupendous system of superstition, of which they alone 
pretend to know the mystic meaning, and their supremacy is 
established. Thus the rellgion.of the Vedas has disappeared 
and has given place to terrorism, demon worship and 
idolatry.

The three great gods of the Hindus are Siva, Vishnu and 
Brahma, but besides these are Innumerable other deities, 
some 30,000,000 altogether, which have been created from 
time to time by worshipers of vivid Imagination. When we 
speak of Hinduism as a religion, however, it is only a con
ventional use of a term, because it is not a religion in the 
sense that we are accustomed to apply that word. In all 
other creeds there Is an element of ethics; morality, purity, 
justice and faith In men, but none of these qualities 1b taught 
by the Brahmins. With them the fear of unseen powers 
and the desire to obtain their favor is the only rule of life 
and the only maxim taught to the people. And it is the 
founuation upon which the Influence and power of the Brah
mins depend. The world and all its inhabitants are at the 
mercy of erue), fickle and unjust gods; the gods are under 
the influence of the Brahmins; hence the Brahmins are holy 
men and must be treated accordingly. No Hindu will offend 
a Brahmin under any circumstances, lest his curse may call 
down all forms of misfortune. A Hindu proverb says, “What 
is in the Brahmin’s books, that is in the Brahmin’s heart. 
Neither you nor I knew there was so much evil in the 
world.”

The census of 1901 returned 2,728,812 priests, which is an 
average of one for every seventy-two members of the Hindu 
faith, and it is believed that, altogether, there are more than 
5,000,000, including religious mendicants of various kinds 
and attendants employed about the temples who are depend
ent upon the public for support. A large part of the In
come of the pious Hindu is devoted to the support of priests 
and the feeding of pilgrims. Wherever you see it, wherever 
you meet it, and. especially when you come in contact with 
it as a sight-seer, the Hindu religion excites nothing but pity 
and abhorrence.

Buddhism is very different, although Buddha lived and 
died a Hindu, and the members of that sect still claim that 
he was the greatest, the wisest and the best of all Hindus. 
But no two religions are so contradictory and incompatible 
as that taught by Buddha and the modern teachings of the 
Brahmins. The underlying principles of Buddha’s faith are 
love, charity and unselfishness, universal brotherhood and 
spiritual and physical purity. He believed in none of the 
present practices of the Hindu priests.

There is a striking resemblance between the teachings of 
Buddha and the teachings of Christ. You will find passages 
in the New Testament, reporting the words of the Savior, 
that seem like plagiarism from the maxims of Buddha, and, 
indeed, Buddhist scholars often tell of a myth concerning a

o

young Jew who came from Syria with a caravan under In
struction in a Buddhist monastery tri Thibet. Thus they Re
count for the silence of the scriptures concerning the doings 
of Christ between tho ages of 12 and 20, and for the similar
ity between bls sermons and those preached frv the founder 
cf their religion. '

Buddha taught that good actions bring happiness and bad 
actions misery; that selfishness is the cause of sin, sorrow 
and suffering, and that the abolition of self, sacrifices for 
others and tho suppression of passions and desires is the 
only true plan of salvation.

He died 543 years before Jesus was born, and within the 
next two centuries his teachings were accepted by two- 
thirds of the people of India, but by the tenth century of our 
era they had forgotten, and a great transformation bad taken 
place among the Indo-Aryan races, who began to worship de
mons Instead of angels and teach tear instead of hope, until 
now there are practically no Buddhists in India with the ex
ception of the Burmese, who are almost unanimous in the 
confession of that faith. It is a singular phenomenon that 
Buddhism should so disappear from the land of Its birth, al
though 450,000,000 of the human race still turn to its founder 
with pure affection as the wisest of teachers and the noblest 
of ideals.

The teachings of Buddha, however, still survive in a sect 
known as. the Jains, founded by Jina, or Mahavira, a Bud
dhist priest, about a thousand years ago, as a protest against 
the cruel encroachments of the Hindus.’ Jina was a 
Perfect One, who subdued all worldly desires; who lived an 
unselfish life, practiced the golden rule, harmed no living 
thing, and attained the highest aim of the soul, right knowl
edge, right conduct, temperance, sobriety and chastity.

There are now I, 334, 148 Jains in India, and among them 
are some of the wealthiest, most highly cultured and most 
charitable of all people. They carry their love of life to ex
tremes. The true believer will not harm an insect, not even 
a mosquito or a flea. All Hindus are kind to animals, except 
when they ill treat them through ignorance, as is often the 
case. The Brahmins teach that murder, robbery, deception 
and every other form of crime and vice may be committed 
with the favor of their gods. They teach that the gods them
selves are guilty of the most hideous depravity, and that the 
sacrifice of wives, children, brothers, sisters and friends to 
convenience or expediency for selfish ends is justifiable. In
deed, the British government has been compelled to Interfere 
and prohibit the sacrifice of human life to propitiate the 
Hindu gods; it has suppressed the thugs, who, as you have 
read, formerly went about the country killing people in order 
to acquire holiness; it has prohibited the awful processions 
of the car of Juggernaut, before which hysterical fanatics 
used to throw their own bodies, and the bodies of their chil
dren, to be crushed under the iron wheels, in the hope of 
pleasing some monster among their deities. The suppres
sion of infanticide, which Is still encouraged by the Brah
mins, is now receiving the vigilant attention of the author
ities.

Every effort has been made during the last fifty years to 
prevent the awful cruelties to human beings that were com
mon in Hindu worship, but no police intervention has ever 
been necessary to protect dumb animals; nobody was ever 
punished for cruelty to them; on the contrary, animal wor
ship is one of the most general of practices among the Hin
dus, and all cows are sacred. But the Jains go still further 
and establish hospitals for aged and Infirm animals. You 
can see them in Bombay, in Delhi, Lucknow, Calcutta and 
other places where the Jains are strong. Behind their walls 
are hundreds of decrepit horses, diseased cows and bullocks, 
mangy dogs and cats and evdry kind of sick, lame and infirm 
beast. Absurd stories are told strangers concerning the ex
tremes to which this benevolence is carried, and some of 
them have actually appeared in published narratives of 
travel in India. One popular story is that when a flea lights 
upon the body of a Jain he captures it carefully, puts it in a 
receptacle and sends it to the asylum where'fat coolies are 
hired to sit around all day and night and allow fleas, mos
quitoes and other Insects to feed upon them. But although 
untrue, these ridiculous stories are valuable as illustrating 
the principles in which the Jains believe. They are strict 
vegetarians. They will not kill an animal or a fish or a bird, 
or anything that breathes, for any purpose, and everbody can 
see that they strictly practice what they preach.

King Edward VII, Emperor of India, has more Mohamme
dans among his subjects than even the Sultan of Turkey, 
who is the nominal head of that sect. The 60,000,000 Mos
lems in India are an enterprising, Intelligent and determined

THE ROMAN OCTOPUS.
EFFORTS TO STRANGLE OUR 

FREE SCHOOL SYSTEM.

7' An Open Letter to Rev. Jas. M. Hayes.

1

Rev. James M. Hayes— .
St. Ignatius College, Chicago.

My Dear Sir:—I have read with much 
interest your defense of Archbishop 
Quigley’s position on the public school 
question published in the Daily News 
° I trust that you will remember that 
we owe the fact and blessing that the 
state and church are separate, to the ge
nius and ■wisdom of a Catholic, Charles 
Carroll ot Carrollton, a member of the 
Constitutional Convention that created 
the national constitution.

Recognizing the right to life, liberty 
and the pursuit of happiness, which ot 
course includes the privilege of worship 
in harmony with conscience, a decision 
untrammeled, which means an individ
ual opinion regarding duty to God and 
fellow-man. , , „ ... ,

It is to the general and individual in
terest to have an intelligent, moral and 
industrious population to decide con
cerning matters in which the entire 
public is vitally concerned.

Public policy is outlined and citizens 
vote on Its Issues, the majority vote de
cides the contest. Our public school 
system as it exists to-day is the result 
of public opinion in which no creed or 
religion is taught.

Why?
Because the interests of the state are 

entirely terrestrial In their nature, con
cerned entirely in the intellectual, mor
al and economical welfare of all the 
people. . , ,

A nation as well as an individual, 
should provide for its own household. 
Morality, arts, literature, science, etc., 
are taught in all our schools, leaving 
the student free to be taught by pa
rents, priests and their friends in relig
ious matters.

The Brahmin, Confucian, Mohamme
dan and many other religions can be 
equally taught here, as well as that re
ligion denominated Christian.

History blds us beware of church and 
■ state dual government.

"Godless schools” do you say? In
. deed! A term used with a view to ren

der our schools odious to the unthink
ing and uneducated classes.

Catholics, Protestants, Freethinkers, 
Agnostics and those your church terms 

, Pagan and Infidel, have an equal privi
lege In our public schools where no re- 

\ ilglous creeds are mentioned—only the 
I different branches of education are 
\ taught—the single purpose being to de
lvelop intelligent moral citizenship.

■\ ,While attending school slxty-flve 
years ago the Bible was rend, hymns 
hung and petitions were made to God 
And Christ to bless the schools. The 
teachers were Protestants. Catholics 
complained because the Bible lead was 
Protestant. Under these conditions 
the demurring was justifiable.

The puhlic policy accordingly was 
changed to a purely secular basis, so 
that neither Catholic nor Protestant 
could justly complain. Now we find the 
Catholic hierarchy again complaining 
with derogatory criticism, hence the 

' odious term, "Godless schools,” is ap
plied to the entire system of public cd- 
ucatlon.

\ The church thus completely reverses

people has devised and formulated a 
grand system of public education, whol
ly approved without complaint from any 
source except the Catholic portion, the 
latter only complaining of paying taxes 
to support these institutions of public 
instruction which are free to all who 
are disposed to patronize them.

Disinterested observers are likely to 
conclude that the controllers of the 
Catholic church lack confidence in the 
efficiency of the fundamental basic prin
ciples on which their system of religion 
is founded.

It is your privilege in this country to 
proselyte for your church by all fair 
means, but not to condemn the methods 
of education decided upon by a consti
tutional majority of the sovereign peo
ple.

It is no evidence of godlessness on 
the part of the devisors of the public 
school system because the plans coniine 
the efforts of teachers to Instruct in all 
the branches of education and training, 
for to include credal religious instruc
tions in the many scores of isms and 
dogmas denominated religion would in
fringe upon the time necessary tor sec
ular study and rob the parents and
priests of their prerogative.

We are fortunate to live in this pro-
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' its attitude compared with its conten- 1 tlon sixty years ago. A question hero 
1 arises, was this a plan originally adopt
ed to ultimately place the education of 

-the entire people under the complete 
> control of tho Catholic church. The 

course thus pursued certainly creates 
that Impression in the minds of tho 
Protestant and secular portion of.the

l, people. ; . . !

people. There Is a great deal that Is good In the teachings 
of the Koran, although, they, have been perverted, and a 
large proportion of those who profess its faith have shown 
manliness, devotion to’Mtyf xempeialice and honesty that 
must be admired. Several iffllcials of the government have 
told me mat Mohammedans make the best officials in the
service and can be trusted farther than any other class, but, , just describ 
speaking generally, Islam has fteen corrupted and debased \ Pekin when 
in India iimt ■» it ha»'hfton £v>.v«4.Q,.„ 1 ................... t? ?- .t1

the information vouchsafed that the legations were safe, in 
face of a then recent telegram from Shanghai telling of how 
every European had been massacred with all imaginable 
atrocities by the Chinese imperial troops and boxers.

It was at one of (heso later seances that the topic with 
which this writing deals was revealed. Mme. Mongruel had 

described the scene of confusion and bloodshed nt
¡11 India just as it has ft,ben evrywhere qlsp. ,

One of ihe results of, this corruption is tie sect known oi 
Sikhs, which numbers about 2,000,(100. It thrives best in thp 
northern part of India. and furnishes the most reliable offi
cials and the best soldiers for the native army. The Sikhs 
retain much that is good amopg the teachings of Mohammed, 
and have a Bible of their own, called the Adi-grantb, made 
up of the sermons of.JYanak, its founder, who died in the 
year 1530. It is full of.excellent moral precepts; it teaches 
the brotherhood of man, the equality of the sexes; it rejects 
caste, and embraces all pf the good points in Buddhism, with 
a pantheism that is very confusing. It would seem that the 
Sikhs worship all gods who are good to men, and reject the 
demonology of the Hindus. They believe in one Supreme 
Being, with attributes similar to the Allah of the Mohamme-
dans, and recognize Mohammed as His prophet and expon
ent of His will. They have also adopted several Hindu dei

' ties in a sort of indirect way, although the Sikhs strictly pro
hibit idolatry. Their worship is pure and simple. Their 

; temples are houses of prayer, where they meet, sing hymns, 
repeat a ritual and receive pieces of "karah prasad,” a con

' Becrated pastry, which means "the effectual offering." They 
are tolerant, and not only admit strangers to their worship, 
but invite them to participate in their communion.

’ But the most interesting of all the sects in India are the 
Parsees, the relics of one of the world’s greatest creeds, de
scendants of the disciples of Zoroaster, the Persian fire wor
shipers,.who sought refuge in India from the persecution of 
the all-conquering Mohammedans about the seventh cen
tury, They have not increased in numbers during all that 
time, but have retained the faith of their fathers undefiled, 
which has been described as "the most sublime expression 
of religious purity and thought except the teachings of 
Christ." It is a curious fact, however, that although the 
Parsees are the most enterprising people in India and the 
most highly educated, they have never attempted to propa-

1 gate or even to make known their faith to the world. It re
mamed for Anquetil Duperron, a young Frenchman, a Per
sian scholar, to translate the Zend Avesta, which contains

’ the teachings of Zoroaster, and may be called the Parses 
' bible. And even now the highest authority in Parsee theol- 
‘ ogy and literature is Professor Jackson, who holds the chair 
' of oriental languages in Columbia University, New York.

Professor Jackson is now In Persia engaged upon investiga
' tions of direct interest to the Parsees, who have the highest 

regard and affection for him, and great confidence in the ac
curacy of his treatment of their theology.

The Parsees have undoubtedly made more stir in the world 
in proportion to their population than any other race. They 
are a small community, and number only 94,000 altogether, 
of whom 76,000 reside in Bombay. They are without excep- 
tlon industrious and prosperous, nearly all being engaged in 
trade and manufacturing, and to them the City of Bombay 
owes the greatest part of its wealth and commercial Influ-

the church was ever alert with fagot 
and fire to suppress their heresy.

For full four centuries the warfare 
has been waged. As the Science child 
increased in Influence and importance, 
In that proportion the church decreased 
in its power to control.

As time makes progress, science will 
continue its evolutionary development, 
then finally there will come the natu
rally true and only enduring RELIG
ION, THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY,
THE FATHER-MOTHERHOOD OF
GOD, THE BROTHER-SISTERHOOD 
OF MAN.

Yours, for the good time coming,
C. H. HORINE.

Union Stock Yards, Chicago, 111.

ADMIRES THE SEERS OF THE
. : AGES. ' • .

I have finished reading “Seers of the 
Ages,” by Dr. J. M. Peebles. Whereas 
all of the premium books are within 
themselves peerless, containing grand 
truths and sublime thoughts beautifully 
set with rare gems, yet the greatest of 
all the gems in the coronet of refined 
gold is the "Seers of the Ages.” It is 
based on solid facts, kindly expressed, 
free from aggressive tones, yet persua
sive in its truths; the fragrance of its 
knowledge sweet as the aroma of celes
tial fields, kindles anew the flame burn
ing on the altar of my soul. Its author, 
who knows whereof he speaks, it seems, 
did not give the half that he could. The 
hungry soul is always calling for more, 
more! His brain is packed solid with 
scenes, experiences, wonders, both 
physical and spiritual, things that most 
of the world think about as remarkable, 
hels familiar with, having seen, tasted, 
touched and handled. We only regret 
that the Christian readers cannot take 
in some of the experiences of this gifted 
writer and thinker. We much wish that 
they could lay aside their dry bread, in 
which there is no sweetness, and come 
to our bountifully spread table and 
partake of the nectar thereof. May 
this grand author and his co-workers in 
the vineyard of research, tarry in the 
mortal and develop fairer qualities and 
purer Spiritual literature still. The 
Progressive thinker Is growing better, 
were it possible, every Issue. Its pro
ductions gleam its pages with glorious 
joy, that, "If a man die he lives again." 
Death is the open door to a higher life 
that we love and cannot forget our 
earthly lives, our joys and sorrows.
“More than all I thank thee, Heavenly 

Father that I live;
The bounties from thy hand I will most 

surely give; '
Free from orthodoxy, and its dead and 

withered heart,
I’ll sing God's praises in my. soul, and 

in life do my part”
Rose L. Bushnell DonnElly. 

San Francisco, Cal.

gressively intellectual country and sci
entific age where there are no church 
inquisitions to accuse, condemn and ex
ecute without an opportunity tor de
fense; a free country, a free people to 
freely discuss all subjects, to educate 
and train the youth and, then leave the 
parents and church to teach any shade 
of religion they choose, without calling 
on the community to pay the expense of 
so doing.

If the public school courses of teach
ing does not meet the approval ot any 
church organizations, there are two 
courses for them to pursue; one is to 
refuse to patronize the schools, the 
other to alter the laws constitutionally 
provided.

Tracing the history of so-called Chris
tian countries, with their constant war
fare upon each other and upon Science 
particularly, the true savior and civil
izer of all religions, only for the mar
tyrs who perished in behalf of the pro
mulgation of science,'by the power con
trolling the church, holding the state in 
secondary position, what, suppose you, 
would be the status of civilization to
day?

It is not our purpose to criticise the 
motives, only the conduct of those in 
highest authority along down the ages.

If the axiom holds good, “By their 
fruit shall ye know them,” the recorded 
acts of their lives alone should be suffi
cient to counsel the maintenance of 
wholly secular, Instead of ecclesiastical 
inquisitional institutions.

"Science bows at no human shrine; 
she seeks neither pralse”hor applause; 
she only asks investigation.” Happily 
she did not perish with her votaries 
who redeemed the world from the 
thralldom of the dark ages, which ages 
were the direct result of the tyranny ot 
the powers which directed and con
trolled ecclesiastics.

. Commencing with Emperor Constan
tines convention, Known as the Nicene loss than E9.00 anv day for the last six monthsT 
council, I must decline to relate or com- The Mound city DMi-washer gives goodsatls-

" ’ - ■ faction and every fiunlly wants ono. A lady can
wash and dry the dishes without removing her 
gloves and can do the work In two minutes. I 
got my sample machine from tho Mound City 
Dlsh-Washlug Co., of St. Louis. Mo. I used It

How Some of Our Readers Van 
Make Money. I

Having read of tho success of some of your 
readers selling Dish*«, ushers, I have tried tho 

* work with wonderful success. I have not mado

ment upon conditions that followed In 
limited detail; all science, art end lit
erature perished; the dark ages, the 
night of ignorance and superstition be
came universal, enduring for more than 
thirteen hundred years, In all of which

to take orders and sold 12 Dish washers the first

time Europe did Hot double her popula- ran do us won as men.
tlon. • •

Rome, the mistress of the world, fell 
from her grandeur, wltn five million in
telligent active people to five hundred 
thousand vagabonds; then, as the dark
est hour is just before the break of 
day, a Copernicus, a. Bruno, a Galileo 
was born, who in turn gave birth to sci
ence, the forerunner. They nurtured 
the science child with the loss of their
liberty and blood’; : it survived, had

, . I many votaries, whose numbers have
* ¿'he united wisdom of the American I constantly increased notwithstanding

enee. WILLIAM E. CURTIS.

W. T. STEAD’S REMARKABLE SEANCE
WITH A PARISIAN SEERESS

CRISIS IN THE FAR EAST WAS PREDICTED—RUSSO-
JAPANESE WAR THE FIRST ACT IN UNIVERSAL 
CONFLICT. .
In Heu of the Russo-Japanese war just opened, it Is inter

esting to recall Mr. Wm. T. Stead's remarkable seance with 
the famous seeress of modern Europe, Mme. Mongruel. The 
seance was held in the compartments of Mme. Mongruel, at 
No. 6 Rue Chaussee d’Antin, Paris, on July 31, 1900, and 
shortly after its consummation was given great publicity by 
the Paris and Ixrndon journals, extended accounts of it ap
pearing also in New York and Chicago papers in early Sep
tember of that year.

Mr. Stead, who as editor of the London Review of Re
views,, and as author and reformer of world-wide fame, 
needs, of course, no introduction, had held a series of se
ances with the famous medium during the tenure of the 
Boxer rebellion in China and had received remarkably accu
rate presentations of conditions there at the time, as later 
dispatches proved. Not the least noteworthy of these was

LAKE flELEN CAMP, FLA
Notes From Southern Cassadaga Camp.

i, in a lull of conversation, Mr. Stead asked her
if she could see anything as to the future.

“Yes,” she replied, “ there is going to be a very great war 
with much bloodshed." -

"Really?” Mr. Stead said. “When?"
“It has already begun,” she said. “This Is the first act.” 
“Tell me,” said Mr. Stead, “how it will come about.” 
“The allied army,” replied Mme. Mongruel, "will flght and 

defeat the Chinese. They will beat China terribly, but they 
will not destroy her altogether. They will pardon her. She 
will be forced to cede land to Russia and Germany, but as 
an empire China will remain practically intact. The time 
will come, perhaps, at the end of a year, when the Japanese 
will retire, very well pleased with themselves, and they will 
take no more part In a war against China.

“Then,” Mme. Mongruel goes on to say, “you will think 
that there is going to be peace, but there will not be peace, 
for the war which has begun in the East will begin again in 
China and this time the Turks will be Involved and the fate 
of Constantinople will be decided. It will be a great war, 
and a terrible war. I do not like to look,” she said. "It 1b too 
awful, for It is a war all round the world. Ah, my poor 
France," she said. “I will not look further; I cannot bear 
to see.”

Further than this, states Mr. Stead, Mme. Mongruel would 
not say, only adding that she expected the war would not 
end for two years. At first, Mr. Stead reports she said 
twelve months, but at a second sitting she said twelve 
months for the war in China (which Is now in progress), 
and another twelve months following for the universal war 
which is to break out and “Involve both hemispheres in 
ruin.”.

Whether one has belief of the powers ascribed to Mme. 
Mongruel by Mr. Stead, or not, it will be noticed that her 
prediction that immediate results of the Boxer rebellion 
would entail another war, has proven in every particular cor
rect. It Is easily discernible from the prediction that Russia 
and Japan would be the first involved in such struggle, now 
an actuality.

The retention of land by Russia and Germany on the close 
of tire Boxer rebellion and the subsequent withdrawal of 
Japan from Chinese soil on demand of the Powers, as de
picted by Mme. Mongruel, is now a matter of history.

Pertinent to the subject of a world war is the Constanti
nople telegram of recent date that that port is making every 
preparation to profit by Russia's preoccupation with affairs 
in the far East. It has already become known that exten
sive arrangements are under way in Turkey to facilitate the 
mobilization of troops and, so the report says, little doubt is 
felt in Constantinople that the preparations of the Sultan 
are for the purpose of leveling a blow at Bulgaria intended 
to crush her. Bulgaria, on the other hand, is desperately en
gaged in strengthening her defenses. In view of this Mme. 
Mongruel’s reference to the Moslem kingdom would appear 
significant.

Russia's alliance with France ns well as Great Britain’s 
with Japan, and Germany’s strong pro-Russlan sentiment, 
are also worthy of cogitation in this connection. Should 
Japan be attacked by two powers at once, Great Britain is 
bound by treaty, to go to her rescue. Russia, in her present 
sore straits, would gladly welcome the aid of France or Ger
many, and the former, under pressure of public opinion, 
would not be backward in entangling herself, while the lat
ter, also, would not be reluctant to enter the struggle herself 
and break the Franco-Russian alliance with an eye toward 
possible expansion in China. Our Secretary of State’s note 
to the Powers that the integrity of China must be preserved 
in the present struggle would add to the predicted Im
broglio. And, furthermore, It is only too likely from present 
indications that China herself may take sides with Japan.

Well, the suspense, at best, will not be long, according to 
Mme. Mongruel. Whether this Titan conflict takes place as 
predicted or not, students of the affairs of nations generally 
concede some such struggle before the political horizon of 
Europe can be cleared and an epoch of peace and spiritual 
progress prevail.

Mme. Mongruel, the seeress is now in her seventy-fifth 
year and enjoys a reputation as clairvoyant and prophetess 
that antedates the days of the Second Empire. She first at
tracted attention by prophesying the advent of Napoleon, 
and has since then searched the dim recesses of futurity
with remarkable success. 

Chicago, Ill.
WALTER GENTZKE.
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‘'Human Ouiiuro and Cure. 
First. The Philosophy of Cure.

Part
------- . . (In
cluding Methods and Instruments." 
By. E.rD. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a. wide circulation, as; it 
well ful.-.lls the promise of its title. 
For sale at-this oillco. Price, 75 cents.

"lu the World Celestial,” by Dr? T. A.
Bland. Interesting, instructive and
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; price $1.

The arrivals at Camp Cassadaga dur
ing the past week and stopping at Hotel 
Cassadaga are W. W. Wheeler, Oak
field, Wis.; Mrs. S. R. Guild and Mrs. T. 
H. Kelley, of Brookline, Mass.; Mr. E. 
E. Vail, New York; James Burge and 
wife, A. Ely and E. Jennie Connel, New 
York; H. P. Gray and Leana Burns, 
Fairfax, Ga.; Mrs. Julia Pierson, Bruns- 
.wick, Ga.; Frank Wilder, Spring Valley, 
Minn.; W. W. Stewart, wife and child, 
Conway, Fla.; Mr. Chandler, W. Palm 
Beach, Fla.

Those who are at the Webster, just 
outside the grounds are F. H. Wheelan, 
San Francisco, Cal.; Willard D. Ball, 
Cincinnati, Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. A. D. 
Evarts, Bristol, Vt.; Mrs. Flora A. 
Bishop, Melrose, Mass.; Dr. Wm. G. 
Maynard, Chicago, 111.; Col. J. B. Ches
ney, Baltimore, Md.; O. G. Wanless, 
Anoka, Minn.; J. B. Steele and wife, 
Pittsburg, Pa; W. W. Marshall and 
wife, Hardwick, Vt.; C. H. Anderson, 
Rerlands, Cal.; Mrs. J. Vignler, Lily 
Dale, N. Y.; Mrs. J. S. Duss, Economy, 
Pa.; Col. R. T. Van Horn and wife, Kan
sas City, Mo.

The opening week of the Southern 
Cassadaga Camp has been a very busy 
one notwithstanding there has been two 
days of very inclement wekther. The 
cold breezes from the Northeast have 
not been pleasant, but when we read 
about the weather in the North we feel 
greatly blessed that we are only receiv
ing faint zephyrs in comparison.

Mr. Colville^ morning lessons have 
gone on most successfully, gaining in 
numbers and interest each day.

The dances have been very pleasant, 
with an absence of the rough element 
very perceptible, beginning at 7:30 and 
closing promptly at 11.

The Monday evening card parties 
give amusement to many who do not 
dance.

The Dixie Gingerbread Social was 
quite an event; although It was very 
rainy over fifty were present.

Conferences on Monday and Friday.
On Tuesday, Prof. Peck gave the first 

of a series of five lectures upon The Re
ligion of Evolution, which he expects to 
give, the first being The Evolution of 
Worlds. . ? ■ -

On Thursday afternoon thei writer 
spoke upon the subject,. “And 'He Went 
to His Own Place." b ;

On Saturday, Mr. Colville spoke from 
subjects which were given by.’the audi
ence: Divine Metaphysics, Eternal Pun
ishment; and The Twin:Brothers, Sleep 
and Death, and closed« with a poem 
from different subjects chosen ¡by those 
present •>. . -

Sunday morning, the 14th, a’ goodly 
number came in from I the "adjoining 
towns and with the campers there was 
a very-fine audience. Mr. Colville was 
the speaker of the morning "land dis
coursed upon the subject, Man Visible 
and Invisible, and clostfd-with an im
provised poem. eF IT

Our singers, Miss Whitney "and Miss 
Salinas, aided by Prof. 'Flick,pare doing 
good work. Prof. Longlëy’s'Sbngs are 
great favorites here and the ladles sing 
them with great expression. -They will 
cheer the world long after-their author 
has said good-bye to pains and age but 
“Though they may . forget thé singer 
they will not forget the song.”

Mr. Budington’s Hymnals ' aro useil 
for Congregational sliigfng and prove 
very acceptable as familiar tunes are 
-sung with worilFadaptcd to them that 
sing into souls the gospel of Spiritual
ism. .... ■

The afternoon sermon was opened 
with a solo by Mr. Colville, “Angels 
Ever Bright and Fair." He was accom
panied by- Miss Whitney upoq tho organ.

Mr. Peck's discourse Wan. listened to 
with Intense interest by the large audl-

ence and his conclusions that there was 
intelligence In all the lower forms of 
life—that all nature was alive with 
sensation—that there must be an Infi
nite Intelligence that ruled the worlds. 
At the close of his lecture President 
Bond requested Mr. Peck to Improvise a 
poem upon the subject of the afternoon 
which he did in a way that made the 
strangers wonder.

The Ladles’ Auxiliary has already 
placed over one hundred dollars in the 
hands of the treasurer of the Associa
tion. This sum was made possible or 
nearly a fourth of it by the kindness of 
our sister, Mrs. Fannie Root, who has 
for weeks been very ill. Two years ago 
she began the blocks for a quilt, of 
which she did every stitch. Every 
block was stamped differently, and she 
outlined every figure before she had her 
most serious sickness. Mrs. Eva Car- 
rigue, vice-president of the Ladles’ 
Auxiliary, sewed them together "and 
feather-stitched all the seams, t£en 
Mrs. Rachel Bryan, of Indiana, took the 
quilt and put it on the frames and at
tended to the quilting, which willing 
hands helped about.. No long stitches 
were allowed—Aunt Rachel’s eagle eye 
would see them. After It was most 
beautifully completed, Mrs. Bryan sold 
$25 worth of tickets upon it and J. D. 
Kilmer, of Willoughby, Ohio, drew the 
quilt. Mrs. Bryan says it’s no trouble 
to sell tickets on anything—why, they 
came for tickets after they were 'all 
gone. “Thanks to every one who 
helped to finish it,” was the word Mrs. 
Root sent next day, even though very ill 
she thinks of the cause and called for 
The Progressive Thinker to read the 
moment the fever had gone down so 
she could see to read. So many of both 
women and men are willing to help 
about our work and entertainments, I 
am afraid I should forget to mention 
all if I began to name them.

The Butler House was begun less than 
ten days ago and is now enclosed and 
will be finished before long.

Mr. W. Carroll and wife. Dr. Carroll, 
of Jamestown, N. Y., came a week ago. 
Mrs. Carroll is in poor health but hopes 
for speedy Improvement.

Mrs. Bartholomew, Mrs. Brown and 
Mrs. Steele have done excellent work at 
the Wednesday afternoon seances for 
the benefit of the Woman’s Auxiliary. 
Mrs. Bartholomew’s trumpet seances 
are considered very convincing.

A load of people drawn by four white 
horses visited the camp on Saturday, 
and took dinner at the Spencer House.

Our corresponding secretary, Mrs. ,J. 
D. Palmer, has recovered from her se
vere cold, and w.lll' send • information 
about the camp to those who desire It.

CARRIE E. S. TWING.

‘The Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library in Itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught, by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price $2 per volume. For sale at 
this office.

“Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.” By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work for all 
who have, the care or training of chil
dren. Price 65 cents.

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage' ceremony, marriage. certificate, 
etc., with choice matter In poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For cale at this office.

“An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath- 
olio Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.” 
"Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of Startling 
Facts. Price 10 cents each, or two for 
15 cants.

“Koradine. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot.” In the form of 
an entertaining story, it. contains les
sons which- every v'-rl should know. 
Price, cloth,; $1.

HEALING THE SICK
'They. Shall Lay Their Hands on the 

Sick, and They Shall Recover."

My father-in-law, of Mancelona, 
Mich., nas had many spiritual experi
ences. This narrative I wrote down as 
he told it to me and I reproduce it here.

"Forty years ago my family and I 
lived near Petersburg, Monroe county, 
Michigan. There I became acquainted, 
with a family named Rose, leaders in 
the Methodist church at that place.

“After I had moved away, I returned 
to look up evidence to get my pension. 
I called on other old acquaintances 
first, thinking I would not call on the 
Rose family for fear I would get into 
a religious discussion with Mr. Frank 
Rose; as we were both Masonic broth
ers, I wanted our friendly relations to 
continue. .

"One day I was going past the house, 
not intending to call. When I was op
posite the door, I was stopped and could 
not go any farther. I was in a normal 
condition and could not see anything in 
the way; but I felt with my hands and 
feet some obstruction like a stone wall, 
which was a spiritual obstruction. 1 
looked around In wonderment. I saw 
Mr. Rose, whom I had passed unob
served. I returned to him near the 
fence and made myself known. Then 
he insisted on my staying all night with 
him. When I promised, we started for 
his house. He stopped me and told me 
his wife was very sick, and not ex
pected to live. We went into his house 
and visited together. During our short 
visit, Mrs. Rose called him into her 
sick room several times to wait upon 
her. Then she told him to ask me to 
come In to take off her fever.

"Then he said to her: ‘You are be
coming awful flighty. Shall 1 not call 
in the girls to look after you until I run 
down for the doctor?’

" ‘No! Gall In Mr. Lesher to take the 
fever off; for the angels have told me 
that they stopped him out in the road to 
come in here to take the tever from 
me.’

"Then Mr. Rose Invited me Into her 
room. I walked up to her bed and took 
hold of her hand. Then I said, ’Mrs.
Rose, you have an awful fever.’

"She replied, ’The angels have 
me that they stopped you out in 
road to take this fever off .from 
Now, do you think you can do it?’

told 
the 
me.

“ ‘Yes, indeed,’ said 1. Then a clair
voyant trance came over me, and 1 saw 
above her head her angel band of five, 
and opposite was my spirit band of live 
whom I recognized. Then I told her to 
be perfectly quiet for a few minutes. 1 
quoted these words of Jesus: ‘They 
shall lay their hands upon the sick and 
they shall recover,’ and Mr. Rose re
peated after me the same words. So 
saying, I laid my hand on her head.

"Soon she.said, ‘Mr. Lesher, now feel
my pulse and see how the fever is 
gone?

" ‘I see that the fever has 
plied.

“ ‘Now, Frank, you seo 
gels can do when we 
chance,’ said she.

“'Yes, 1 see now,’ replied
“The woman recovered, 

similar cases have I healed, 
me happy, because their

left,’ 1

it the

all

re-

an-
them a

Mr. Rose, 
and many 

It makes 
thankful

thpughts flow back to me. Such bless
ings make me rich In spirit, richer than 
worldly possessions can make me. As 
there arc ho pockets in a shroud, grati
tude and thankfulness for kind acts are 
the most pleasing possessions to take 
with us here and hereafter.”

H. E. MARTIN. 
Grand Rapids, Mich.

"Dlscovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggestlveness. Cloth, $1.50. . Fqr sale 
at this bfflee.
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TiL^n1^ of Death, and
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1 
t ifriP»? Ea7cI°pedla of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2 
I lfèn?ra Eonc^>°pe<tla of Death, and 
L“e the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

4 Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun« 
.Sl'pe,’Mundano Spiritism.

Ism. Gh0St Land’ Spiritualism, Occult- 

tetervlewed. II
/—Hie Occult Life of Jesus j
9 ThYi“ >Fr,er ln.t‘le Spirit Lands. ' 

Sc êheRellfilOn°fMaa-d Ethics of 

Pa^nsT Of ‘ie As«8- or Spiritualism 
Fast ana Present
Read lliis Carefully Before Re- 

Renntting.
When you send in your subscription 

o The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and their price, and send for 
them. They are very valuable. They 
are intensely Interesting. They are ele
vating in tone and will do you good In 
remitting do not fail to enclose a dollar 
for The Progressive Thinker.

These ten books, substantially and 
elegantly bound, and printed In the 
neatest style of the printer’s art will be 
furnished to our subscribe ' r $3 10 a 
price which modern machinery and en- . 
terprlse has rendered possible in The 
Progressive Thinker office only. Send
ing out these books, however, at the 
prices we do, does not reduce the price 
of the subscription of the paper appar
ently or otherwise, a single cent for 
that cannot be afforded for less than 
one dollar per year, in view of the fact 
that we publish such a vast amount of 
reading matter.

In conclusion, bear In mind that the 
postage on these ten premium books is 
about ONE DOLLAR, leaving this office 
only $2.10, Illustrating the great bargain 
you are getting—a bargain the like of 
which was never known before on this 
material plane.
CLUBS1 CLUBS! CLUBSI CLUBS»

To Clubs of ten or more wo offer the 
following terms to each one: The Pro
gressive Thinker one year, and ONE of 
the following books, $1.15: "The Relig
ion ot Man and Ethics of Science” :| 
"Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past 
and Present"; "AWanderer in the Spirit 
Lands”; "The Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit World,” Vol. 3. 
The one who gets up the Club will be 
entitled to the paper one year free, and 
any two of the books he may select 
among our list of premiums.

Min -.nrl as Disclosed In the Bible.’• 
I ian anil Uie By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
Cninlb I InnfA Associate ot King’s College, 
uDTIl WOl 111 London. An oxcolle.nl book 
for Christian people who would Investigate and 
learn the facts of Bible teachings as well as 
modem spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 81.10.

Bible and Church Degrade Woman.
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises three 

essays on ‘"The Effect of Women Suffrage on 
Quostlenfi of Morals and Rel._lon.'’ Price, 10c.

'■7 Man the Microcosm.
His Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition-» 
Tho Light Within. By Giles B. fatabbln* 
Price, 10 cents.

Fattier Tom and t!w Foiw, 
Or a Night at ths Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir Samuel Ferguson. From Blackwood’s 
Edinburg Mag?.zine. This Is a humorous ab
count of a roilcksomo visit to tho Popo of 
Romo by Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed 
with a superabundance of Irish wit, two Im- 
i«rial quart bottled of Irish "poteen," and an 
rleh recipe tor ’’conwoundflig" tho sama,: 

Paper, '¿¡> cents; cloth, W cents. ' • i

oxcolle.nl
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Pope Joan a Myth—St. Peter Another.

a

coin expert, “is, what was the religion The 
of the Roman Empire between the 
fourth and eighth centuries. It was Is
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Mr. Charles Bolton, of Nauvoo, III., con 
tributes $10.00 to assist in taking care of 
sick and disabled mediums. How much have
you contributed? Send on your contribu 
lions to Mrs. M. T. Longley, Secretary N.
S. A., 600 Pa. Ave., S. E, Washington, D. C
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WEAVER IS CPEbfcTO CONVICTION 
I J - .'«y-r-

Famous General ar\ÿ Politician on Splr- 
ltuallsm--Q.çplarçs That His Neigh
bor Woman./¿an Perform More Won
derful Stunts Than Arma Eva Fay 
EverDid. " J;
“I’m not a Spiritualist, and I’m not a 

scoffer. I’m simply1, open to convic
tion." «V-

The existence of a lemale pope was 
scarcely doubted prior to the Protestant 
Reformation, but since then ample 
proof has been adduced that the story 
is a fiction. A full acount of the case 
appears in Bower's History ot the 
Popes. The author was a Scotchman, 
born 1686, died 1766, educated at Douay 
in France, went to Rome, became a

Fab. 27. IW.
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PEACE AND WAR
The Triumphs of Peace Superior to 

Those of War.

TARES
PLAIN TALK WITH REFERENCE TQ 

VEXATIOUS WEEDS.

many and strong rays' easily dominat
ing one who is weak in that respect. 
According to Sterling Heillg, who 
writes from Pails regarding the new 
discovery, it will be a very important 
factor in psychological Investigations.

With thesei words; General Junies B. I Jesuit, began to doubt the apostolic suc- 
Weaver, famous as ,a warrior and a pol-1 cession, fled to England in 1726, there 
itlclan and more' recently showing I embraced the Protestant faith, and 
marked tendiiheies to blossoming into I from his very ample materials and re
an oil magnate, closed a dissertation on I sources made tho History of the Popes . 
Spiritualism to a group ot newspaper I the crowning work of his life. In Vol. 
men at the Savery hotel. Reference to II, pages 221-7, he writes about Pope 
some feat of 'Anna Eva Fay called forth I Joan, but does not.number her in her 
the general’s reniarks. papal succession. I quote:

“Very wonderful; very wonderful, no “That no woman ever did sit in that 
doubt," began Mr. Weaver. “ I should I See, and consequently that Pope Joan 
like very much to witness a perform- is a mere chimera or phantom, has been 
once by Miss Fay, but, do you know, made so evidently appears by several 
nothing you have said about her can Protestant as well as Roman Catholic 
compare for a moment with the won- writers, that I can scarce help charging 
decs performed by a neighbor woman of those with want of candor who still 
mine down at Colfax. I maintain so stale and groundless a

TAK£ XOTlWil
EETAt the expiration ot subscription, it not re

’ nowed, the paper is dlaeontfiiued. Np bills 
' wlirboseutlor extra numbers.
Öflf you do not receive your paper promptly 
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TAKE NOTICE.
All book» advertised In the column» 

of Tho Progressive Thinker are tor eale 
at this office. Bear this In mind.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

tdltor-at-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an-

The Anti-Toxin Trust.
It may be thought by the people at , 

large that the doctors.are not making । 
much use of the recently discovered 
anti-toxins, but the fact that there are 
three great manufacturing establish
ments engaged in the preparation of 
them shows that they are used to a ] 
large extent, and now that these estab- , 
lishments have entered Into a trust for : 
the purpose of enhancing the already 
exorbitant price, indicates that it is not 
humanity for which they labor, but 
money. If the anti-toxln possessed the 
qualities they claim for it, to put a price 
on it beyond the reach of all but the 
wealthy would be little short of murder. 
This is what they have done, doubled 
and tripled the price, and the doctors 
divide the exorbitant charges with 
them. It is not probable that one in a 
thousand of those treated with their 
remedies know anything about them. 
The doctor recommends them as some
thing sure to cure, and the parents by 
the bedside of a suffering child do not 
allow a few dollars to stand between its 
restoration and death. They would, 
give all they possess, even their own

i souls, for a cure.
i What are antl-toxins, and how are 

they made?
The numerous serums (anti-toxlns) 

for diphtheria, tetanus, consumption, 
pneumonia, etc., are prepared in a slm- 

• Bar manner. We will Illustrate by

Escaped Premature Burial, Lives Seven 
Days, and Then Dies.

The following from Harrisburg, Ill., 
has many points of interest to tho psy
chologist, and emphasizes the conten
tion of The Progressive Thinker for 
more care in malting sure that the spirit 
has really departed:

An Incident which occurred here a 
few days ago equals, if it does not sur
pass some of tRe miracles related in the 
Bible. Ulysses S. Roberts had been 
afflicted with consumption for nearly a 
year. Two weeks ago his condition be
came worse and a few days later he 
called his wife and two children to hte 
bedside and, kissing them good-bye, 
told them of hte faat approaching end. 
In the presence of the family, Rev. A. 
S. Maxey of the First Methodist Epis
copal church. Attorney R. 8. Marsh, the 
family physician and relatives, he ap
parently died. .

An undertaker was called and all 
necessary preparations were being 
made for the funeral. Three hours had 
elapsed, when suddenly the supposed 
dead man smiled and opened his eyes.

- Roberta asked them how long he had 
been gone, and wheh told three hours, 
he said: t ,

"That’s strange; It seems to me 1 
have been gone a thousand years. I 
have been in heaven and I have been so

■ w —- ■ ... — r , • ■ —
“I refer to Mrs. DeWolf Kiser. She I fable.

and her husband live near us, and we “The female pope owes her existence 
are excellent friends. The Kisers are and her promotion to the Roman Catho- 
well-to-do and highly respectable. They lies themselves; for by them that fable 
have plenty of this world’s goods for I was invented, was published to the 
their own comfort and are not seeking world by their priests and monks before 
to make capital of Mrs. laser’s peculiar the Reformation, and not discredited, 
power. My friend Kiser often invited upon their authority, even by those who 
me over to his house and urged me to I were most zealously attached to the 
witness some of the remarkable things I Holy See, and among the rest by St. 
done by his wife. He sometimes re-1 Antonius, Archbishop of Florence; nor 
marked thai several of my ‘departed I did they begin to confute it until Prot- 
friends’ desired to speak to me. I estantism reproached them with it, as

_ . , . _ , _ as reflecting great dishonor on the SeeDetermines to Try a Seance. I oj, gt peten”
"At last I called on the Kisoys and 1 I The author adduces proof that on the

In these times when we see the na
tions of the world making strenuous ef
forts to become more efficient In the 
destructive work of its armies • and 
navies, it is a pleasant and profitable 
employment to review the triumphs of 
peace in the industrial world. If we 
are not careful we will get into a pessi
mistic train of thought, being more or 
less oppressed by the aggressive war 
spirit which is made manifest by the 
different nations in their dealings with 
each other; and think we see in that an 
ominous sign of human degeneracy. 
But when we view the subject with the 
care and intelligence that is necessary, 
we see that it is only the spasmodic ef
forts of the old order of life with its 
violence, trying to retain its supremacy 
in the face of the triumphal march of 
the principles of Peace.

To illustrate what has been done on 
the line of peaceful triumphs, we would 
point to what England, that most ag
gressive of nations, has accomplished 
in Egypt in the construction of the 
great Nile dam at Assouan. It Is a work 
that has been done directly in the in
terests of peace and a higher civiliza
tion. In the planning and construction 
of that gigantic undertaking militarism 
has had nothing to do. By retaining the 
surplus waters of the Nile to be used

Given In Language That All Can Under* 
stand.

“Nay, lest while ye gather up the 
tares ye root out the wheat with them."

Shall we longer be governed by that 
command?

Look about you to-day, and need you 
wonder why so many excellent men and 
women refuse to Identify themselves 
with the various Spiritualistic societies, 
although they are firm believers in the 
continuity of life and spirit return.

It it because Spiritualism is an urn 
popular truth?

No!
■They know that as members of an as- 

sociatlon they would come in touch 
with so much that would grate upon 
their spiritual and moral sensibilities, 
They are fully satisfied that certain so-

diphtheria. In sterilized flasks of

•wer all attacks in the jocular or rellg- 
lous press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when a i attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

beef broth, diphtheria germs are placed 
and these flasks are placed in an “incu
bator" for two or three weeks when a 
scum forms over the surface, and by the 
growth of the germs a most violent 
poison, a toxin has been formed by 
them in the fluid. The broth is then

Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

Do you wish to assist In the publica
tion of a revised edition of this book? 
If so, by subscribing for It now, you will 
receive a copy at less price than it will 
be sold for after publication. Price not 
lesired until the book is ready for de- 

•’ atlivery. Please send your address 
jnce If you desire to assist.

320 octavo pages, finely bound 
muslin. . .

Price to subscribers, $1, postpaid.
Address

in

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

filtered through porcelain to separato

want to tell you'that I was wholly un- I death of Leo IV A. D., 855, the clergy 
prepared for the developments, Mrs. and nobility of Rome met immediately 
Kiser asked me to think of some one and unanimously elected Benedict as 
whom I would like to talk with. I his successor; then they waited upon 
thought of three persons. One was my I mm fn a body at the church of St. Cal- 
mother, another was a political friend Hstus, where they found him at his 
and another was a veteran with whom I prayers, and forthwith carried him to 
served in the Civil war. They repre- the Lateran and placed him on the pon- 
seated the dearest persons to me that tlflcal throne.
had departed this life. Mark you, Mrs. in conclusion the author says that the 
Kiser didn't know, anything about any I 8tory of a female pope is “universally 
of them and I didn't even tell her their rejected by men of learning, whether 
names. I simply thought of them. Protestants or Papists, as an event first 
Presently she remarked that there was mentioned by writers who flourished 
a big, fat, jolly fellow that wished to 200 years at least after the fact in ques- 
speak to me. She said he said ‘Hello, tion, and absolutely irreconcilable’with 
Jim,’ and that he had been wanting to indisputable facts related by contempo
see me for a long time. She went raneous historians.”
ahead and detailed his conversation Among the many scandalous addl- 
whlch was remarkably similar to his tlons to the story It was said that her 
style of addressing me. There were I holiness having presumed to exorcise a 
‘ear marks’ by which I could have rec- demon, and commanded the devil to tell 
ognized his talk from out of a hundred her when he was to quit her body, he 
and it is mysterious to me that Mrs. answered:

for irrigating purposes it will literally 
make the desert blossom ae the rose. 
Over one million acres ot what was for
merly desert will be made fruitful by ir
rigation, and the cost of construction 
will, it is estimated be defrayed in less 
than three years by the increased 
wealth of the land that has been 
brought under cultivation.

Another great enterprise to help the 
advancement of the peaceful conquest 
of the world is the one inaugurated by 
the reclamation of the arid lands of 
our western states and territories, by 
building storage dams at the head of 
the rivers, retaining in flood times their 
surplus which would without that re
straint cause great destruction to life 
and property. Irrigating canals will 
make fruitful millions of acres which at 
present is worthless land as far as any 
practical benefit Is concerned.

Another great project In the Interest 
of peace Is the inter-oceanic ship canal 
across the Isthmus of Panama, which 
the United States has virtually pledged 
to see completed. It has been talked 
about for over three hundred years, and 
its construction will be one more bond 
to bind tho nations of the world to
gether, making it more impossible to In
augurate war. It will be one of the 
great triumphs of peace, showing to the 
world that nations do not need war as

cleties have condoned, and even en
dorsed by continuous employment, me
diums that have been caught -in decep
tive tricks time and time again; and 
these exposures have not been brought 
about by unprejudiced unbelievers, but 
by life-long, upright, honest Spirltuab 
ists.

Can you blame people tor keeping 
aloof when their presence in societies 
of the kind mentioned, would give 
countenance to fakerism and fraud? 
Now, let us examine the two classes 
with which we have to deal. First, ws 
have the out and out faker who cannot 
give a genuine manifestation. They, 
do us but little harm, and are soon rel
egated to oblivion in spite of the pro
tests of a few gulllbles that are willing 
and anxious to swallow anything, claim
ing to be a spiritual manifestation.

The second class that we have to 
deal with is composed of parties that 
should be dealt with most severely. 
They are the ones who possess medium- 
istlc gifts, but when In their normal 
condition are of the earth earthy.

On certain occasions when conditions 
were favorable, and the circle harmo
nious, tiie best ot results were obtained, 
The messages and manifestations were 
genuine. They were what they pur

happy.” , „
He told of his meeting with his fath

er, who had long preceded him, and 
other relatives and friends. Many 
questions were asked by Rev. Mr. Max
ey concerning heaven and tho descrip
tion given by Roberts was wonderful. 
Among other things he said the Lord 
sent him back to perform a mission.

“But,” said he, “I have just seven 
days to remain on earth, when I will 
leave you until we meet up yonder.”

When asked by Rev. Maxey as to 
how Jesus appeared, he said he was al
most always happy, except that at times

In a stable where a hundred or more True tQ Roberts’ prediction, on the 
are kept, has a quantity of this fluid in- seventh day and the the very hour 
jected into , its veins. Not enough to named, he passed away—for the second 
kill but a terrible fever sets up and the time, his relatives firmly believe, 
horse Is desperately sick. When it re- If this man was so weakened by dis
covers a larger injection is given. The ease that he sank Into a death trance, 
horse is again down with fever, but j10W was R possible for him to return 
sooner recovers. This is repeated un- ' aln to mortal life? The only plaus- 
til the animal is not affected by the anawer is that the trance is a re- »'and MwVhe Satire process and the spirit gatb-

to give it up. A few quarts a day, un- ers strength by spirit aid, to stay a in-

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Harrison D. Barrett, president of the 

N. S. A., is prepared to do missionary 
work under the auspices of this asso
ciation. He would like to correspond 
with societies and Individuals on this 
nibjcct. Address him at 600 Pepnsyl- 
rania ave. S. E., Washington, D. O.

MARY T. LONGLEY,
Secretary N. S. A.

tily it is judged that he can spare no tie longer.
more. It is also refnarkable that his expert-

This blood te allowed to coagulate, n trance subjects, is coloredRte mixed wTtoa M^Uef ton °

disinfectant, and put up in tubes her- subjective, while other things appear 
metlcally sealed, a dose in a tube, ready contrary to his expectations and are as 
to be Injected into the veins of any one dearly objective.
whom the doctors declare suffering lt emphasizes the necessity of mak- 
from diphtheria, if the friends interest- absolutely certain that our friends 
ed are willing to pay the charges. I *ng aDS0‘ y . ,.p lypf

A horse will supply an immense here left their mortal bedies be

Psychic Properties of “N” Rays.
Any thing that in any way tends to 

cast light upon and elucidate any form 
of psychic science, is of interest and 
value to those engaged in the investiga
tion of psychic subjects of whatever 
grade or form. Hence it will be read

amount ot this fluid, and the only cost burial, 
is the use of the animal for the short 
time'he is suffering the several attacks 
of fever, and recovering his strength I 
from loss of blood. To the promoters of 
tli is scheme there is a veritable Klon- •

CULTURE.

Kiser was able to describe these tat- papa pater partum, Paplsse pandlto 
ures so accurately. She described hte partum 
personal appearance to a nicety and ^unc ea(jem jn corpore quando
finally concluded by correctly telling recedam 
his name. He was my friend, the doc- , ,, ,
tor with whom I sorvod in th© army. I which alleged spirit communication 

k tAl I freely translate as follows:Baffled by Slate-Writing.
.... , \ O father of holy men! Female papa!Next she reached for her slate and I q pontjff rotund in Episcopal See! 

asked me to hold IL It was an ordinary jf you can te]j when you’re to be 
folding slate such as one sees in the mamma 
school room. I opened it and exam- ThQn ru ]e^ you know when the fle.
ined it closely, to find that it was per- nn RhBll
fectly blank, then closed it. As I ’
grasped it I heard the scratching ot a The Rev. S. Baring-Gould, who dis-
slate pencil and distinctly felUjhe vi-1 proves the existence ot .Pope Joan, ad-
brations within. I passed my hand I mits that a “marble monument repre
over, under and around toe slate and senting the popess and her baby was 
clutched it the more tightly to make erected on the spot. And its existence 
sure that no extraneous force was doing in 1^3 18 attested by Theodric of Niem, 
that writing. At last Mrs. Kiser told a papal secretary, who believed It to rep- , - , . h indlviduaTor nation to
me to open the slate and therein found resent a female pope, though It might P°~y f0r ‘¿ont and utilize that la
a two-narre tetter from mv nolltical have been an ancient pagan statue. It bring to me iront ana utilize mat iaa two page letter irom my ponuuu ninPfla in nnthpriral of Siena tent energy which the advocates ot warfriend. There were peculiarities of ex- waB Placed in tne cathedral oi biens, tbrouch exnlolt-
presslon and reference to clrcum- among the popes between -Leo IV and ^^^1*1’2cJroufch 0X1 011
Rtnnnes which showed bevond doubt Benedict III, and inscribed Joan VIII, lnB ’•"i. military instincts.stances wnicn snpwea ueyoua uuuut Rn„llBh women ’’ Bnf loan Vlir Before our good old mother earth has 

tpom0 reigned from 872 to 882 while toe fe- had all of its waste places made to bios-with it. Following this I had a com- reigneu irom » z to «sz, wnne tne te . become ftuitful- - 1 mate Joan is said to have reigned from som, l“,e rose “““ m-come n unlui,
854 to 856; and it 1s certain that Leo gardens, there will have to be a tre- 
IV, her alleged predecessor, died July I mendous amount of energy intelligently 
17, 885, and his successor, Benedict HI, expended by its inhabitants. That in 
was consecrated in September follow- time those forces will be more tul y 
ing. The statue of the female pope was utilized in^ peaceful pursuits we firmly 
subsequently metamorphosed Into that believe.
of Pope Zachary, who reigned from 741 Massey will illustrate this glorious ad- 
to 752. Finally in 1677, it was de- vent:

dike in a horse that is able to yield sev- The Best scholars in the World Blunder, 
eral thousand dollars worth of anti- _____

with interest that French metaphysi
cians and scientists are prone to Inves
tigations into occult mental and physi
cal phenomena, and are never satisfied 
unless they have something unusual to 
engage their attention. Professor Char
pentier, a Paris student, following up 
the experiments ot Professor Blondiot, 
another Frenchman, has found that the 
penetrating Tights, the “N" rays, dis
covered by the last named savant, are 
diffused by the human body, and have 
many peculiar and useful qualities. 
They are capable of traveling through 
metals and opaque substances, under 
certain conditions, and excite and brigh
en up phosphorescent bodies. Sunlight 
contains “N” rays, which, when the 
sunlight has been shut out, continue to 
pass through the Interposed barrier, 
and will excite the phosphorescence of 
a small quantity of feebly insulated sul

' phure of calcium contained in a thin
tube of glass. A cigarette paper dipped 
into fresh water will intercept these 
rays, while if salt water is used it is not
a barrier.

Professor Charpentier, using a totally 
dark room, approached platino-cyanure 
of barium and found that, as he drew 
nearer to it, its luminosity increased, 
thus proving that “N” rays are sent out 
by the body. He found, too, that the 
brightness of the object increased when 
he contracted his muscles. It was as
serted at first that these rays are stored 
In the body by the sun, but Dr. Char
pentier has found that, after remaining 
hours in total darkness, bis body gave 
out more and stronger "N" rays than 
before.

There is much speculation as to the 
effects this new discovery will have on 
medical science. One writer, in dis
cussing the matter, tells of the case 
with which an examination of the heart 
may be made by “N" rays.

"A little luinlnescent object may be 
moved slowly over the skin around the 
cardiac region,” he says; "the exact 
limits of the organ and the exact char
acter of its pulsations wll be beautiful
ly shown by the incj-easlng and decreas
ing luminosity of that llttte luminescent 
object, pulsating light in response to 
the 'N* rays sent out in greater intens
ity when nearer to the contracting

I muscle." i

It Is assorted, too, that these "N" 
rays are responsible for the powers ex
erted by hypnotists, telepathists and 
mind-readers, the person diffusing

toxin serum. It is manufactured and I rmr*; qnirltiiflltet re
used with the same audacious confi- J , 
dence that has been given ah new rem- ?ie ’oveí “ytiables to is right. The 
edies, with a sublime trust in the ignor- We over b liables. 8
anee of the patients who pay the bills Eng sh mnguage is fearfull^and won 
^ins'arXnSl“ te noi ad^tted^ that

TbePbeSstCinDforme°S his Rate overéete íeets cases, 

wTkno^l  ̂
;.4a1 +1-1/X fAcmltc If ihn fnvina I môGlUDlS tO &OIH11 LD8.L many« jSS, TJlcLIiy

were unquestionably curative as .^offition^" ándito an

bi.,.boula« on»- "e"“’

Ss S ,s
patients it were well if the trust made English 1 ever neare bo was voi. in 
prices absolutely prohibitory. The ¡í mind tha^ there
whole practice with these anti-toxins is Jî? in lammace or relie-
•based on the wildest scheme of quack- £® Vc“qua SbïiU* I aft 
tiiingeVtetheat01he medieffi prSion 

theUbteJdVof ‘thVhoreete now the “ess scholars that Christianity has produced, 
poisonous, and the horse-serum is af- “„„“J®“.’ ia
fected with thé fever which is the symp- . ofPôur b«t lector
tom of its ferment and diseased condt- toe retes of teSrua^e I

; preduc^tte moVt “serious^tetorb^ce? ®£^ SFhlF^ofTe 

: Is it not sufficient to cause death? And £er
we find In the history of cases given by wR JKd R ^ft^
physicians, that frequently after giving I He ora. .We will send It after 
this remedy, there is heart failure, or 
general collapse. This is always referred to the disease, but the same dose î;11® mÎnïïZt thl
elven to a well nerson would give rise but 010 laity’ mispronounce the 
to toe same symntoms pretty-French word "seance.” As neario ♦hoaSntorinPnw<ti<H> »vhnnofas «ni ns I can represent it with common let-Is InG nmtsriEt higgico* gxd&uslgu; I * __ x».«— ka/» n««» »> orahI/i la has all the treatments and remedtes up J ÆS
to toe present time for pneumonia, con- ..®?,’ „ h ”Riimntion lock-law dinhtherlm etp ° sounds Of O in on, thus, Ba-ongS, 
been. valueless ? Are physicians wlli- a?c®“| ^those^rffi lums
Ing to confess that up to this time they IP10 Jí0^ ’lumB
have been empirical as the veriest ha^0Tf"oOT ^ît lectXs says 
qua “men-ace” (accent wrong—should be on

- —1------- '• • ---------- first syllable).
“The Romance of Jude. A Story of Another eloquent gentleman says 

the Lite and Times of the Nazarene and "empyr-ean"—wrong accent and wrong 
His People.” Through the mediumship vowel-sound. Accent the penult, thus: 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely in-1 empy-rean—long e sound In next to last 
terestlng book. Neatly bound in cloth syllable. .
and gilt. Only 50 cents. There are grammarians, orthoepists,
• “Mark Chester; or a Mill and a MIU-' linguists of the' first magnitude in the 
Ion. A Tale of Southern California." "land that is brighter than day;” but, 
By Carlyle Petersllea. A pure psychic for some unaccountable reason, they 
story, elevating and reformatory. Po-1 have never deigned to teach “the chll- 
per covers, 40 cents. Cloth, 60 cents. I dren of earth” how to speak! A public 
For sale at this office. lecturer, under inspiration, said, "'We

"A Plea for the New Woman." By can come to you, but you cannot come 
May Collins. An address delivered be- to we.” At a sa-ongs toe spirit of Mur- 
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For solo I ray purported to be present i "Are you 
at tote office. Brlco 10 cents. too spirit of-Lindley Murray-’’ Spirit:

“Handy Electrical Dictionary." A “I are!” .

municatlon from my mother.
She Doesn't Know Hovy She Does It.
“‘How do you do this?’ I asked of 

Mrs. Kiser. 'I don’t know,’ she replied. 
‘I simply do it and I don’t know how nor 
why.’ And, do you know, I don’t be
lieve she does.
s “No, I'm not a Spiritualist and no 
member of my family is, and none ewer 
was that I know of. I simply grant that 
there is something that science hasn’t 
yet fathomed which enables some peo
ple to make such wonderful manifesto- 
tlons. ’ I’m not a scoffer nor a believer. 
I’m simply open to conviction.

George Wood Regrets Suicide.
“It is very strange to hear Mrs. Kiser 

tell of communications she has had 
with the spirit world. She details con
versations that she claims to have had 
with numerous personages and it is ex
tremely interesting to me. Take the 
case of George D. Wood, the banker, 
who committed suicide two months 
ago. I esteemed him most highly as a 
friend and neighbor. He was an extra
ordinarily fine-fellow and I was Intense
ly grieved to learn of nis sad death. I 
knew in reason he must have been out 
of his mind or he would never have 
taken his own life when he apparently 
had so much to live for.

“One day I remarked to Mrs. Kiser 
that I thought it strange that Wood 
committed suicide. ‘Yes, and he says 
he’s sorry,’ she promptly-rejoined. ‘I 
was talking to him only this morning, 
and he said that he believed it the most 
foolish thing he ever did.’ She then 
went on to recite at considerable length 
her conversation with Wood and it was 
remarkable for its resemblance to what 
I instinctively felt he might have said.” 
—Des Moines (Iowa) Daily Capital. •

practical handbook of reference, con- , Let tho good work go on.
tainlng definitions of every used eleo-l W. F. JAMIESON,
ideal term or.phraso. Price 85 cants. | . Pentwater, Mich.

a means by which they may expend 
their surplus energy.

These and others that will follow are 
the triumphs of the civilized human 
over its. Inherited brutal instincts 
which through the ages that have 
passed have to a great extent domi
nated human life, but which will be su
perseded by the more beneficent forces. 
The angel of peace is not a weakling, a 
mere negation in the great struggle ot 
life to attain to higher conditions; but 
it is a vigorous potent being, determined 
to show to mankind some practical re
sults of the superiority of peaceful pur
suits over those of war. in projecting 
and successfully accomplishing those 
peaceful measures there is plenty of op-

The inspiring words ot Gerald

stroyed Doubtless it was an ancient „ >T1 com( lhR Rtee of (ime 
pagan statue like many others that And thlsb Old world ’ 
have been transformed into Christian brighter 
saints Even the ancient chair of St We £ot ltg dawn 
Peter has engraved on its back the But high hopes make our hearts
twelve labors of Hercules, as Bower throb lighter.
proves in his history of toe first pope, may be sleeping in the ground
Peter, who like Pdpe Joan, is a myth. when it shall wake this world in won
See article in The Progressive Thinker der
of March 8, 1902 on “The Chair of St. gut we jjave felt it gathering round

„ . . , „ ,, , ,, And heard its voice in living thunder;But it does not follow that all the ,Ti bi ,tls comh
early bishops of Rome were myths.
The Roman Empire always had bishops, ■■ -Tis coming now, the glorious time 
priests, monks and nuns. Under the Foretold by seers and sung in story, 
first emperor and long thereafter these.. For which when thinking was a crime 
were votaries of Augustus. At the be- gouls leaped to heaven from scaffolds 
ginning of the eighth century the idol- gory.
atry had changed to toe worship of IES They paused nor saw toe work they 
CHRESTUS, “Good Bacchus.” His idol wrought, ;
was carried from Pontus, on the Black blow the crowned hopes of centuries 
Sea, to Alexandria, where Bacchus and blossom,

is growing

sublime.

ported to be—true messages from spirit 
friends; but knowing from experience 
that a failure is likely to occur, and no 
show no pay, they are prepared for all 
such emergencies, and witn parapher
nalia and tricks they perpetrate a fraud, 
and sooner or later are caught and t-x- 
posed through the Spiritualistic press. 
Then we are confronted with a strong 
and positive declaration, backed up 
with sworn affidavits of old Spiritual
ists that they are all right, for they 
have thoroughly tested them.

Now what are we going to do to get 
rid of these barnacles that are weight
ing down our glorious cause? Well, I 
propose this as a first step. After a 
medium has been caught tricking,never 
permit his or her name to appear in the 
columns of the Spiritualist papers, no 
matter how well backed by testlmonl- 
als. Never allow them to appear in any 
of our societies. Never allow them to 
appear on our camp grounds, even as 
spectators.

Root them out!
Never mind the destruction of a little 

pure wheat, it is better thus than to 
have the whole field ot growing grain 
choked to death. :

It is to be regretted that under this 
plan, some innocent parties at times 
might suffer. Better so than that thou
sands of Innocent people. With mourn
ing hearts, should be robbed of their 
hard-earned dollars, and driven from 
our ranks with disgust and -aching 
hearts, ■

Root out these trlflcrs with the“ 
heart's most holy and. sacred ties. 
These warts that have checked our 
growth, and been a bar to progress. 
With these moral "degenerates" elimi
nated from our ranks, our honest me- ■ 
diums would no longer suffer from the 

. cruel suspicions of the unbelieving mul
titude. .

Spiritualism offers/the only rational 
explanation for the.phenomena of life, 

; here and hereafter. Within its philos
ophy there can bo found a reason for 
the existence of all other systems of

i thought, and upon the acceptance of its 
truths, depends the-salvation of the 
people from Ignorance and sin, and

• when its light is no longer impeded the 
nations will learn war no more, and the 
long night of darkness and superstition

; will have passed away. 
WALLACE H. MOORE.

. Shepard, Ohio.

' . ... *ca. - . -.. .... .. -
Osiris became one. The Greek Inscrip- But tlje live lightning of their thought 
tion on the statue was I H S, the H be- And daring deeds doth pulse earth’s 
ing equivalent to the Roman E. The bosom.
Greek letters were in later times inter- -tis coming, yes, ’tis coming.
preted by the Catholic cult to stand for ,
lesus Salvator Hominem. I “Aye, it must come, the tyrant's throne

"What we do not know and are very Is ’ ‘ ’ ’ ................
doubtful about," says “Nummus," the

A Golden Dream. •
In a matter concerning dreams I will 

add more evidence of a true and genu
ine spiritual dream. ,

In 1893 there was a little placer gold 
boom started on Johnson Creek, head
ing in the Blue Mountains, San Juan 
county, Utah. 1 had never been a pros
pector before, but J got a presentiment 
to prospect for thb source of the John
son Creek placer gold. I got an old
time prospector tQ;go with me. We es
tablished our camp near the head of one 
of the Johnpon Greek forks, and pros- 
peoted a cquple o^weeks, but had no 
success in flpding;(anythlng very good, 
so we decided one>Thursday evening to 
move camp/the next morning three or 
four miles further,north, on the other 
side of toe., mountains, and on that 
night I had/a very..vivid dream—in fact 
it seemed tqo real Jo be called a dream. 
It seemed that I was on a hillside, slop
ing to toe Svest, prospecting leisurely 
along, and I heard a voice ahead of me 
as I was going toward camp. I looked, 
and saw a stranger coming toward me 
in great haste, ondthe seemed to be 
greatly excited. He put his hand on my 
shoulder and said."-“You stay here a lit
tle white, fl will come back. I want to 
see a fellow over the hill here. I have 
found something awfully good down 
here, and I watit you to go with me, and 
you shall have a finger in the pie." He 
rushed out of sight in a few minutes.

I stood there a few moments thinking 
what to do, but concluded to walk out 
in the direction’ ho came from, and 
stayed out In a.little opening, clear of 
brush and timber, and there I saw that 
tho ground was Actually covered with a 
yellowish and red'oxydlzed iron ore; it 
seemed that the ore was rich and a 
great deal of it,1 sb my dream ended.

The next morning at tho breakfast 
tabid I was relating my dream or vision- 
to my partner, and he said,1 “I think you 
will strike it to-day.” I had first fln- 

■

crumbling with our hot tears 
rusted.

sword earth’s mighty have leaned 
on,

cankered, with our hearts’ blood
certainly not Christianity; the coins crusted. ,
prove that much without a doubt. Was Room for the men of mind, make way, 
it Manechaism,.or Mithraism, or Bac- Ye robber rulers, pause no longer, 
chism, or the worship of Hesus, all four Ye cannot stay the opening day 
combined? The coins, tombstones, and The world moves on, the light grows 
other monuments of that period belong stronger, 
to all of these rellglons;,somg-to that of I The people’s advent’s coming." 
Serapls, Borné to a worship' of toe sun I HAMILTON DE GRAW.
distinct from Mithraism, and a few to Shakers, N. Y.

,Isis. In toe midst of thlq religious con- • _ . _______
fusion the worship of Hesus, as prac
ticed in Gaul, was not without its vota- Hurrah!" for “Our God.
ries in Rome, whose political union The ancient Israelite declared : “Their 
with Gaul must have largely augmented G d , t as our Qod our enemies 
their numbers. Lucan and othef- Ro- ” ■■
man authors refer to this cult; there themselves being judges.
are many monuments of it still in exist- Why? Because our God gave us 
ence, yet It Is seldom mentioned In mod-1 victory in our warfare against our ene- 
Arn works." (Truth Seeker.) , mtes. We gained the victory because

We know but little of the prevailing helped us to overcome and
religions of Rome after toe worship of , . -
Augustus was superseded by that of im- slaughter our ene .
aginary deities. The Rev. Theodore In view of the conquering Israelites, 
Parker, who died in 1859, declared that they felt justified in exultingly declar- 
there was more writing done in Boston lnK. “The LordY’our God”) Is a man of 
in thirteen days than in all Europe in „
the first thirteen centuries. war," a veritable slaughterer of the en-

WM. HENRY BURR. I emles of his people.
............................. I The same military spirit is rife to-day 

among the Christian nations of the
Ished relating' my dream when our world. Each combatant people appeals 
horses came running by the camp ter-1 to its own “our God” for protection and 
rlbly frightened, and as the country I defense, and for victory over “our ene- 
was new to them we were afraid that mies."
they would quit the hills, bo we took I An instance of this sort of pious mil
after them, and overtook them in about itarlsm te afforded by a recent order of 
à mile. One of my horses was badly the day, issued by the Russian com- 
hurt, so I proposed to take an easier I mander Alexieff to thé Russian troops, 
route back to camp, and as I got within He says: "Our God, who has always up- 
about 500 feet of it I came out into a held,” etc. And he closes with this pe- 
little opening that seemed veryTamiiiar I cullar utterance: “God be with us. Hur
to me. I stopped and looked around rah!”

1s Spiritualism Progressing Backward?
In support of an assertion in an ar

ticle published In The Progressive 
Thinker Of Dec. 12, under caption of 
The Paucity and Injustice of Tradition
ary Evidence, Etc., which is as follows: 
“The reversion of religious customs and 
ceremonies seems to be unique in the 
Spiritualistic ranks; for while most ot 
the old-line churches have been creep
ing mollusk-like in the direction and 
pace of a snail, yet their new infant is, 
undoubtedly creeping crustacean-like in 
the pace and direction of a craw-fish." 
I wish to have republished a few ex
cerpts from a sermon by toe Rev. Ford 
Fisher, of Franklin Avenue Congrega
tional Church, Cleveland, Ohio, and de
livered Sunday, Feb. 14, on “The Relig
ion of the Future,” which follow:

"Our 'intent and purpose, however, is 
not to become analytical and pedantic, 
but prophetic and practical. What, 
then is the outlook for Christianity? Is 
the cry to be, ‘back to the old paths!’ 
or ‘forward to the tree of knowledge?1 
* * * The simple truth will mark the 
religion of the future. All robes and 
miters, and crosses and crucifixes, and 
gorgeous altars, and pomp and splendid 
ceremonials shall be as filth underneath, 
the feet.1

“Don’t you suppose that the God of 
the late lamented Herbert Spencer, and 
Darwin and Huxley was far more intel
ligent than the God of those who be
lieve in a divinity with a personality 
like a man, way off in some remote 
corner of his vast universe, watching 
the machinery, and judging right and 
wrong in human actions?”

“The church offto-day must either be 
reformed from within or destroyed from 
without. . Reformed inspirit, not _toe 
patching up of creeds but deeds. ' 
ministry must be ordained ot God (nat
urally) not of men (artificially).

“They must have the primal endow 
ment of a resistless personality.’

I present, and ask the publication o 
the above for the especial consider 
tion of the creedalites in the Spiritual
istic ranks, hoping that they may there
by be helped to see that their coursa 
has a defensive as well as an offensive 
side; and also to suggest that "A de* 
cent respect for the opinions of man 
kind requires that they should declare 
the cause that led to toe separation.

for a moment, and my dream came.to This pious military ejaculation: re
nte, and here I was on the identical spot minds of • the sinner ht th nourner’s 
I saw in my dream, and the ground was bench, who after long wresthug to find 
literally covered with float from a 120- salvation, surprised the audience by 
foot vein. I fllled my pockets with sam- suddenly leaping high and crying out: 
pies and went to camp. My partner and “Hurrah for God! ” - - ?
I panned the ore, and it panned wfell, so.1 if the war should finally go against 
we did not move camp, but located the tho Russians,- would they continue to 
ground, and called the claim "The "hurrah"? Or would they come to the 
Golden Dream.” Since then there has: conclusion that tho Japs’ God was 
been some very rich assays made from stronger than “our' God?” Thore te a 
the ore. . : 8. J. HOUSER. | jeBBon in these things, for the study of

Monticello, Utah. tho thoughtful* ■: - -

Lorain, Ohio. E. V. MORSE

"DMth, Its Meaning and Results.” 
By J; K. Wilson, ot the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Intereating vol
tune, of decided value. A narrative ol 
wonderful psychic events In the an 
thba'S experience. Cloth. 660 pages, U- 
Instated. $1.25.

"Continuity of Life a Cosmin Truth. 
By Prof; W. M. Lockwood. The work ol 
n strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
Rnportant subject Prico, cloth,
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Œbe Signe of promise.
I have selected for my subject this evening, "Watchman 

on the Heights, What Are the Signs of Promise?"
When the Druid built his altars, they were based upon 

foundations he considered immovable. He prepared the soil 
with exquisite care, upon which he placed the basic stone 
■with mathematical precision, believing that the signs of 
promise would be revealed to him by the wonderful light of 
it. When the man of the Southern spheres sought the signs 
of promise, he pointed to the Southern skies, and asked in 
which direction the light of the central star was beaming, be
lieving that from that source came to him the answer to his 
prayers, and the supply to his necessities. When the shep
herds were asking for the signs of promise, and the world 
was clamoring for a new light to shine upon’ their pathway, 
behold the Star of Bethlehem revealed the resting place of 
the Jesus Child. The world has looked backward to that 
sign of the olden times, and upon the promise it gave they 
have builded religious beliefs; they have formulated faiths, 
they have prophesied the future, they have outlined the here
after, they have created heaven, they have established a hell, 
they have marked the line between good and evil, they have 
made castes ot humanity, and to-day, the world is asking 
what is the sign of promise?

The different conditions of human life, as they are pre
sented to the thoughtful mind, awaken within that mind the 
inquiry, what are the ultimates of these conditions? They 
are not confined to the religious world alone; they are not 
limited to the present year, for there are causes imminent 
whose ultimates reach out into the future, and out of which 
.the great promise must be made, not with sin, or injustice, 
but it must be made with the rights of man. Man stands a 
dominating individual upon the threshold ot every necessity, 
he stands before the world a light to shine in every direc
tion, that all there is in him, there is of him, or there is for 
him, must go out unto the human family, that there may 
come back to him that for which he craves, that tor which 
he is recognizing a need. These rights do not pertain alone 
to the conditions of belief, but they are practical in their 
Issues, practical in their applications. They are real in their 
relative conditions between man and man.

Capital and labor have presented their conditions to the 
world within the last few years, and the world has come to. 
discover that through the test contest there is shining a 
great need, and the need pertains to both classes; Wrong Is 
upon either hand, right is upon either hand, and the discrim
inating intellect of man must gather out of this great contu-' 
slon, and the great conflict, that which Ib best, most just, 
and righteous, for humanity. This, friends, is one ot the 
most important suggestions for your contemplation; it is one 
of the most important things for discussion; it Is one of the 

--most portentous signs for the future; it is one of the bright
est lights, If it Ib received In the right spirit, that can shine 
into your -lives, and that shall equalize the rights of men, 
and bring you Into righteous relationships.

Labor is as independent in Its condition, as is capital In 
Ils. '-There Is a mutual dependence one upon the other. 
Rome fell because of h.er luxurious extravagance. Ancient 
Carthage tottered upon its walls; Nineveh and Babylon were 
razed to the earth, because of their Injustice that prevailed 
from map to man. To-day, the signs are pointing to similar 
Issues/fenly that, there is a higher civilization, and a more 
just and equal consideration of human rights. The tacts ot 
tho past stand out boldly upon the ancient skies, and he who 

■ ■ runs may read the signs of the times. It is not simply 1 am 
thht I am, or I shall be, It is not simply that there Is a future 
for one or for all, but what are the conditions ot the present? 
What-shall be the conditions of the future, that shall make 

i the best, and shall bring the best results, for the benefit ot 
A>kumanlty? In your knowledge ot the conditions upon this 

’ vplaneti you will recognize that this conflict has been going 
pn for many years.

'■ There will never be a true religion upon the face of the

earth, until the rights of man stand out, and are recognized. 
John Wright, the defender of human rights, proclaimed that 
there is no such thing as righteousness for the human soul; 
until men are dealt with righteously, and Justice is meas
ured out to all. Garrison, and Phillips, and your own de
fenders of human rights, those who battled bravely for the 
rights of man, regardless of color or nation, those who stood 
firmly upon a foundation against all the persecution that 
could be heaped upon them, proclaimed this one principle, 
and it is that which fires every earnest, honest soul to-day; 
it Is that which awakens in every human heart the obliga
tions we. owe to our fellow-men. They proclaim the right of 
liberty to every human soul, To-day, all that is required is 
the rights of human liberty. No license is demanded, or 
asked for, but liberty in its highest and holiest meaning is 
asked for for the race, and the race does not mean man in 
general, any more than it means man individually. What 
is right for the nation is right for the man, for man Is a part 
of society, society is a part of the state, the state is a part 
of the nation, and a constitution for a nation should become, 
and is, the constitution for the man. The rights of man be
long to him in his position as painter, as worker, as inventor, 
as daily laborer, as professor of learning, as a promulgator 
of law, as a preacher, as a philosopher, as a teacher, and 
map in his own position, is as justly entitled to the highest 
right, to think, and to demand that which is just and equi
table to him, as is the man who administers large estates, 
and governs millions of dollars. Thus, this recognition, liv
ing in the hearts of men, has followed the great conflict that 
is going on. It Is not confined to a miracle. Its fires are 
burning upon the altars. Every nation is feeling its influ
ence. The great heart-throbbing of human life is pulsating 
toward the great good for human life, and it is time that we 
have religion, for religious life, to illumine our souls, that 
we begin to investigate the causes that have induced these 
conditions.

First of all, however, I wish distinctly to preface the next 
remark with this explanation. I believe that every formu
lated faith has had its usefulness, its place, and its influence, 
therefore, whatever I may say concerning any one of those 
faiths, is not to condemn its usefulness, only its misapplica
tion. The great injustice that has grown out of thé religion 
that has made one life, or one man, the recipient of all the 
burdens of the world, has founded an Injustice whose influ
ence is felt over the earth’s surface.

Vicarious atonement is one of the corner-stones upon 
which the temple of eternal injustice rests, and only the 
atonement of every soul, for every wrong that applies to that 
soul, Is the only light that can lead the world up on the 
heights of equality, and it Is needless to say that the world 
is equal, it is not. There are men ot great intellects, as 
there are men of great wealth; barthey are not always pos
sessors of the same; there are men of power, and men of 
weakness; there are men who are ignorant, and men who 
are wise; but there is not a life so round, and so complete, 
that It embraces the whole. The scientist is not usually the 
most practical man In the world; the philosopher is not al
ways the most useful man in the world; the inventor is not 
always the best mechanic in the world; the teacher 1b not 
always the best man to practice what he teaches, and so on, 
through every department of life, yet It requires the whole 
universe of mind to constitute the one great unit of divinity,.

Hence it is time that we begin to think what it means to 
be just to one another. It is time to look to the eastern sky 
to behold what the signs of promise are. • The revelator 
said, that he who looks to the west, and beholds a cloud as 
large as a man’s hand, to forptefl the storm, Is a liar and 
deceiver,- but he who looks into the mental skies, into the 
world of mind, and beholds the clouds that are athwart the 
heavens, finds there the signs that are shaping the lives of 
men,/and beholds the justice that is being measured out to

o& ladlvldual should ba ret»g- 
ior you, performing the amount of 

work specified by you, he should receive lu exchange the 
capital made by yob, ¡atsd with thia juzt and equitable re
sponse, there is nomieh thing as Injustice,

|Ii a man goes howri“ into the bowels of Uto earth, gnd 
delves for a living many hours out of the twenty-tour, he 
should receive that wliirii is his due, and there should be a 
just comimnsution“measured out to him. Why ? He is not 
able, perhaps capable of-performing a higher class of work; 
he Is not able to acQudic^te the rights of his fellow-men; he 
is not competent to execute the laws of the land; he is not 
able, by any means;' to formulate laws; he cannot think of 
the best means by lwliiclilltlie people may be ruled, but he Is 
expending so muc^ niuspplar force, and he has guided that 
muscular force with the;,best ability, and he should be com
pensated therefor. >;> • . .

A man goes out di} the’dea, looking after national interests, 
and should be compensated according to bls labors. Hie 
rights should be respected, respected as a man, not as a 
beast. He should be looked upon not as an animal, but as an 
impress of God upon every fiber of his being. The man who 
is before you every day of his life to execute the laws of 
your land, is recognized only as superiority Is recognized by 
inferiority. You are merely Intrusting to his care the inter
ests and rights-of your people. You believe that In that 
man’s possession they are safe, and that he possesses the 
means of knowledge by which he is able to adjust the rights, 
and he is to be compensated according to his ability.

Thus you are equalizing the rights of men; you are adjust
ing their relationships, and you are giving to each one that 
which his merit deserves.. This Is true, it is not alone that 
you are to believe that the rights of man should dominate 
your conduct, but it lq that you should prove It by and 
through that conduct. It is not sufficient either that you 
look out upon the-world, and deplore the conditions of hu
man society. • There is to day a spiritual light shining upon 
the world, that must and will bring to a successful ultimate 
these conditions of-human rights, that are in such warfare 
at the present time.

Men will not and cannot be held In bondage, and why? 
The Roman slave could not be -held within the confines ot 
his owner to-day; the African could not be held within the 
bonds of his fetters in this age, and why? Nor will tbere 
fifty years hence be the conditions between labor and capital 
that hold men apart, that to-day exist, and the wrongs of 
man must come to a better condition, and how Is it to come? 
By a spiritual perception tliat Is pervading the world, by a 
higher spirituality, a higher humanity, a higher religious 
Ufa, a higher Intellectual development, that belongs to the 
race. ■

To-day, what Is It that is causing the multiplicity of sui
cides? It Is not the price of corn, but a more profound an
swer is given, that the number of suicides and the number 
of crimes that ate being committed can be traced directly to 
the Inequality in the rights of meq. That Is where the 
wrong rests. The rights of Individuals to think, to feel, to 
live, to grow, to uprise In the midst ot the world, and do'thelr 
work, and a better work than ever before should be given to 
every human being.

Spiritualism is a religion that recognizes the spiritual 
equality of every human soul. It teaches that all human be
ings, whether they are the vilest or lowest of the earth, all 
are children of God, all are brothers, all are growing to the 
same life, ail are walking over the same pathway, all are ris
ing, or developing,- to the same ultimates, over different 
roads it may be, but will ultimately enter into the same path 
of spiritual intuition. Thus if you believe this, if you are 
Spiritualists, and accept tills affirmation of one of the cardi
nal points of the Spiritualists’ belief, then your labors are 
concentrated upon the best means to bring about those re
sults, as soon ns possible. Spiritualism Is not a religion

that suit our tastes. The cultured mind, tho cultivated mind, 
the educated Intellect, the man of intellectual parts, Is tho 
manwho is susceptible to eea the most, to feel the most; 
but Hie man who is lowest, who needs the most, is the man 
who prays the most, tor his position is the most potent 
prayer that can be uttered. Angels hear those prayers, and 
they dispatch minds that como back to earth, to help the 
fallen to rise; to guide the erring to heights of strength, and 
trust, and hope; to leave out the great wrongs, and seek the 
rights that belong to the human soul, and bring them for
ward to man’s redemption.

■ Angels of light are coming back as saviors, as helpers, 
down the way, and Spiritualism la one of the instrumental
ities through which they are working, in this vineyard of life.

You are asking, why there are bo many down in the Blums, 
why there are so many media who are always looking down, 
and not looking up, and the thought arises, can they, in their 
depression, bring a high and exalted message from the 
realm of spirit? We are not to ask what the material is 
made of that constitutes the instrument for their transmis
sion.. When you go to the postoffice, to receive a letter from 
your friend, do you ask the postmaster, from whose hand 
you take the letter, Are you a good man, are you a Christian? 
When you call the physician, to whose care you commit 
yourself in sickness, do you ask, Are you pure-minded? Do 
you ask the telegraph operator, through whom you desire to 
send a message to your friend, Are you truthful, are you 
moral, are you worthy?

Angels In heaven may select their own Instruments for 
the transmission of a message, and if we make the condi
tions good for them, though they are Imperfect, we may 
make them better, better attuned to the voice of the mes
sage that is given'through them. The signs of promise, they 
are here, they are among us. The warfares that have been 
raging in foreign lands, between civilization and uncivilized 
countries, the war between capital and labor in your own 
land, the war between the laborer and the capitalist in 
France and Germany, in England, everywhere the same 
spirit prevails. It Is a sign shining in the heavenly sky, 
that the rights must ultimately live, must ultimately com
mand respect, that a higher justice must abide, that a nobler 
brotherhood must express itself, that a sweeter humanity 
must be a dominating spirit, and a holy religion must be the 
halo that shines over human life. These are the signs of the 
times, these are the monitions for the future, these are Uie 
prophecies that are telling to the world what the spiritual 
outcome must be for the race of human thinkers.

Spiritualists, you have a work to do. You have some
thing at once that is bringing to you a higher duty to per
form. Spiritualists, you have a responsibility That con
fronts you, every one of you. Leave nothing undone to util
ize the gifts that have been vouchsafed to you from the angel 
world, for the betterment of humanity. The Spiritualist 
who will turn his back to the angel world, that has brought 
to him the comfort of an individualized religion, which has 
brought him to a state ready for Improvement and develop
ment—that Spiritualist who will turn his back upon this 
knowledge, and sustain that which he does not believe, a 
truth he cannot cherish, an affirmation he cannot deny In 
the privacy of his home, that man Is not the mon to recog
nize or support the rights of human individuals.

(Spiritualists, are you true to your religion, are you honest 
to your convictions, are you earnest in your duties, are you 
truthful in your relationships to your fellow men, tor hu
manity’s sake, and the Diviner Brotherhood? Are you help
ing the weak, are you encouraging the faltering, are you 
shielding those who are afflicted, are you supporting the 
fainting ones, are you giving strength to those who are grov
elling In darkness, or, are you passing by, like the Pharisee, 
on the other side? Let me tell you, that this Is the old re
ligion that is clinging to you like a barnacle, that you may be
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»¿«.I; by b-t It saved by the efforts that somebody else has performed,
is a sign of the times, that the walls of religion must be for Live righteously, do your duty manfully and justly, live so
that shall formulate a faith to be protected by creed, but It

the best uses of humanity. The world is advancing, it may 
be retrograding In some directions, the same as nature does 
in her developments, she is retrograding, but she is also pro
gressing. It seems as if'the eras of time, were taking up 
tfie debris that has bèënjfeft, to carry it forward on the 
higher crest ot a more sweeping wave of everlasting life 
and love, and in the world of spirit this is the same. We 
are confining ourselves too closely to the conditions in life

righteously that the world is made more righteous for your 
living, and you need not hesitate for one moment, fearing 
that you will not be i nspected and honored by your fellows. 
We desire the honest'believer, the man who fearlessly utters 
what he thinks, and feels; the true worker, the upright 
thinker; and also the man who believes in a universal broth
erhood, in a Divine Fatherhood, In a righteous living religion, 
In a universal helpfulness.
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COLORS AS APPLIED TO NUMBERS AND TO HUMAN FATE
In previous articles on divination published iii the Sunday 

Inter Ocean the effect of numbers, color, and tonal qualities 
upon human fate has been lucidly discussed. The wide- 

i spread interest in the several divisions of the system and 
I .the Resultant Inquiries led tho discoverer to a more detailed 

exposition' of the determination of the values of colors, of 
their' direct bearing upori human action, and their signifi
cance In the prediction of human failure or success.

In the general plan of determining a person’s numerical 
concord lies the scheme for determining a person’s Individ
ual colors. But before proceeding with a discussion of the 
values of particular colors the discoverer ot the system 
always advises that persons know something of the general 
value of tints. She declares that every planet has its color, 
as it has its number. Reasoning from this'—through the in
fluence which the planets have upon humap beings—she as
serts that every human has his number and his color, as well 
as his musical note. The color which belongs to any partic
ular leading number belongs to the person existing under 
that number, and inasmuch as every number has Its relative 
colors; so does each person have his individual colors. It is 
as disastrous to be out of harmony with a color Scheme as 
it is to be out of harmony with the individual musical note 
or the individual number. .

INFLUENCE FOR GOOD OR ILL.
It has been known for many centuries that certain colors, 

when affected by certain individuals, have had a great influ
ence upon them, either for good or ill.' There are hundreds 
of persons, who more or less vaguely, understand this influ
ence, who choose what they call their favorite color for their 
color scheme. It has always been generally supposed that 
a person’s favorite color is the color which belongs to him, 
but individual taste is a poor criterion to be guided by in this 
instance, for even the ill influence of a wrongly chosen color 
would not expose that color to an Inharmonious one, so long 
as it remains the color that captures the eye.

The discoverer of the system has a friend who always 
ppoh-poohed the idea that colors have any effect upon human 
action. The favorite color of the particular person was 
green. She wore green garments and used green decora
tions in her home. Her furniture was upholstered in green. 
Her carpet had a foundation of green. She even insisted 
upon having a number of palms and ferns In her home, so 
greatly did this color fascinate her.

CHANGED THE COLOR..
But the discoverer of the system, by figuring out the ebn

cord and determining the leading number of this woman, dls
- covered that the woman’s color was not green, but was. in

. Btead, light blue. She told the admirer of green that light 
blue should be used,in every reasonable manner, and that 

; green should be partly discarded. Her advice won her the 
ridicule of the lover of green, '
v At any rate the woman who affected green colors invest!- 

'•gated the subject more thoroughly andjearned that what the 
• discoverer of the system had said was true—that her color 
'«should be blue and not green. She had her rooms decorated 
-with light blue. 'She exchanged her green dresses for blue 
' dresses. It she wore other colors there wns always a touch
of blue in the trimming.

The change worked marvels, according to the testimony 
of tho discoverer, and the early failures of the former wearer 
of green now turned into successes,.

<It would be folly to claim that this would prove infallible 
■ v In all cases, for there are always other influences at work 

to militate against any of these things which have a bearing 
upon human action. For instance, one may choose his rela
tive color and-his relative numbers and yet be inharmonic, 
but where tho musical tone, ■ the leading numbers—or the 
concord—and the color all agree there will be no aiscord.

. DETERMINING THE COLORS.
It is useless to repeat' the'methods of discovering the lead

ing numbers which belong, to persons, but it must be borne 
in mind tliat it is only through the leading numbers that be
long to each Individual that his relative colors may be deter
mined. Once the leading number is obtained according to 
the method of discovering the number-definition of tho lead
ing letter, it Is no longer difficult to determine the color 
which belongs to that person. 1
' It is necessary to give here the table of tho alphabet with 
the definition of tho several letters.In order to determine the 

, individual colors. The table follows: •

FIRST DEGREE.
A, 1. The Creator; the beginning; the architect. Color, 

white. .
B, 
C, 
D,

The Mystic Thesaurus, 
Or Initiation In the Theoretical and Practical 
secrets of Astral Truth and Occult Art. By 
WiniJB F. WHiTEnjAD, Editor Agrippa's “Nai- 
oral Magic." The book treats of The Symbol of 
the Cross, Spiritual Gifts, Inspirational Con

I «option, Initiative Exposition,The Astral Broth- 
arhood, Message of the Brotherhood, The Magla 
Mirror, and Celestial Companionship. It fi * 

' KSrv10*1 b0011 for students of the Mystlo, an! 
, will be sent postpaid, In paper, for 11.00.

arately. I have often been asked to denote the one color a 
person should consider himself existing under. I always 
say, and must say now, that all the colors of the scheme 
must be blended, like the colors on a palette, to make the 
color scheme, complete. The color that should be regarded 
as the leadingtone by any person is that one which most fre
quently appears in.the concord. For instance, James Will
iam Jones will find purple twice in his scheme. According 
to artists, the proper blending of the entire list of colors 
would give a purplish color. This color would prove quite 
within keeping with the character of James William Jones.

CHOICE OF COLORS. .
“The choice of colors for clothing or decoration will not 

soon be made generally in this scientific manner, and when 
people ask me if they real.lv should use the color of the 
blend of their entire color scheme I tell them there is little 
reason why they should. Any color that forms the chief 
part of that blend is the one that should be used, but no dire 
effect can come when any one of the good colors of the con
cord are used. If a woman is shown to have the digit 5 of 
the second degrfee In her concord she should not wear black 
too much; for black would then tend to have sinister influ
ence over her and to accentuate her proneness toward dab
bling in occult things. But suppose a person should find 
that his concord included green, red, purple, and blue. No 
one of these colors will militate against his success or his 
comfort and he will be able to use any of them to enhance 
his appearance. But he may not use any color to best ad
vantage that is not found in the concord.

"By reference to the table of degrees it is seen that blue 
often appears. The tastes of people, while not infallible, as 
stated before, often direct persops to a correct selection of 
colors. This results often because blue looks well upon.UiP 
majority of persons, aud that is because blue enters into the 
concord of the majority of people. Red and green are colors 
that are not often met with. That is because red and green 
appear less frequently in the color concords. I have often 
strolled up and down crowded streets noting which color 
predominates in the garments worn by people. If you will 
do this you will learn that the majority—by far the large ma
jority—of women use at least a touch of blue about their 
clothes. Sometimes it may be a simple ribbon at> the neck, 
another time it may be a bunch of violets on a hat, another 
time it may be a skirt or a waist.' At any rate, blue is seen 
mbre often on the street than any other color! It appears 
more often in concords than any other color. Any person 
can determine this to his own satisfaction.'

“L.have now explained, in successive interviews, the num
ber concord, the musical concord, and the color concord. 
When you get beyond these things you get into true astrol
ogy, for you must extend your investigations to the universe. 
For ages the/lmpbrtancd‘'of a knowledge bf geocentric as
trology has been appreciited, but we do, in our matter-of-fact 
day, ridicule the persons 'who advance astrological theories. 
But as sure as numbers and musical tones and colors have 
an influence upon human'beings, so do the planets and stars. 
Each star has its color add its musical tone. The whole uni
verse runs in concord, arid the" person who wittingly puts 
himself in discord 'with the universe must pay the penalty. 
The question of the'Influence bf the planets upon human fate 
can be better explained by- giving especial attention to it at, 
some future tlme.’y-Chicago Inter Ocean! ,• _

■ ■ ■ /J.., .i" ao,.««*■„ ”
“REX," KNOWING SPANIEL, PRAYS.

I was brought up on abottle by a lady good and kind, 
And if she should go to heaven and leave me, her pet, be

hind, : ' ,
I do not think that heaven would a place of pleasure be, 
For my human mother darling, and no room up tbere for me.
Oft she pats me and she pets me, and she calls me her “good 

boy,"
And she fills my great big dog soul so completely full of joy, 
That I can but wish to follow her wherever she may roam, 
And I pray you, Holy Master, let me linger near her home.
Let my gentle foster mother, and good master take me too, 
When they cross the shining river, or I’ll swim and then 

pursue;
For they love me in the spirit and I love them in my heart, 
And it surely would be cruel to compel us e’er to part.

It it please Thee, blese./kl Master, I should like to have my 
place ’’v. ।

In a kennel near their mansion, where I oft may see each 
face; ■ ■ . • ■ ...

Let me romp and play and slumber in the sunlight of their 
souls . ■ . .

While the universe revolving and evolving onward rolls.
Let me lick the hand that strokes me with a fond and loving 

touch; -
Let me be with them forever if I do not ask too much, 
And I’ll strive to grow up higher than the rest of my own 

kind; - . ■■ , ■. ■■ •
Try to.store the gems of knowledge in my active little mind.

The Mother; the Molder. Colors, yellow and green. 
The Son; the Christ. .Color, light blue.

2.
3.
4. Matter. Colors, blue and gold.

n., u. The Covenant; the duality of man. Color, blue. • 
F, 6. The pattern of all building; the Word made.,flesh.
E, 5.

Color, very light blue. .........
G, 7. Completed material temple. Color, very light green.
H, 8. Power; manifestation; the highest name. Color, 

orange. . .....
I, 9. Justice, judgment, revelation. Color, red. 

SECOND DEGREE. . ’
■ J, 1. Christ cycle. Color, white.

K, 2. The Identity of the Christ. Colors, purple and helio
trope. ■ . . : ■

L, 3. Expression of the will of God. Colors, royal purple 
and violet.

M, 4. The spiritualization of matter. Color, blue.
N, 5. Black magic. Color, black.
O, 6. The Word made physical. Color, orange.
P, 7. The physical completed. Color, blue.
Q, 8. The double manifestation of spirit and matter. 

Color, canary. •
R, 9. The completion of justice, judgment, and revelation. 

Color, red. z ......... ■ . ' •

THE TO-MORROW Of DEATH, 
Or tbo Future Llfo According to Science. By 
Louis Flguler. Translated from tho French by 
S. R. Crockee. A very fascinating work. This 
flno volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. Tt is writ, 
ten in that peculiar luteresting style In which 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects In adaptation to the 
needs of tho general reader. The author says 
“There Is a true and respectable idea in Splri 
uallsm," and regards as proved "the fact of 
communication between superhumans aud the 
Inhabitants of earth." Price, il.60.

S, 1.
T, 2.
U, 3.
V, 4. 

green.

Crucifixion. 
Atonement

THIRD DEGREE.
Color of flame.
Colors, light yellow and green.

Manifestation. Colors, blue and green.
Regenerated matter. Colors, very light blue and

W, 5. Crucifixion. Colors, dark blue and green. 
'................. '■ Colors, darkX, 6. Ability to rise above all; resurrection, 

pink and blue. . ,
Y, 7. Power to exercise the seventh sense. 
Z, 8. Invested with power. Color, orange. 
To simplify the foregoing table the letters 

merical value may be placed in this manner:

Color, pink.

and their nu-

I will promise to be faithful and as moral as I can;
I will drink no liquid poison and be soberer than man;
I will do no “profane swearing;” I will neither smoke nor

If

He

' chew, . ■■ ■. •; . ■ :
Thou wilt, 0 God, permit me with my master to go 

through. ........
will vouch for me In heaven, and no trouble will 1 be;

1 
A
J 
S

2 
B

K 
T

3 
C

L 
U

4 
D 

M
V

5 
E 
N '

W

6 
F 
O 
X

7 
G 
P 

Y

8 
H 
Q 

Z

9 
I 

R

To take the example offered by the discoverer of the sys
tem: ' '

“In explaining the color scheme I will use the name James 
William Jones,” she said, as she began figuring out the con
cord. "James represents the numbers 1,1, 4, 5,1. 'The sum 
of these numbers is 12. Twelve reduced to a digit equals 3.

“William is represented by the numbers 5, 9, 3, 3, 1, 4. 
These added give 25, which reduced to a digit gives us 7.

“Jones is represented by the numerals i, 6, 5, 5,1, which, 
reduced, first give 18. The digit of 18 is 9. ■ .

“We now have from the name James William Jones the 
figures 8,7, and 9. N<\w wo will suppose that James William 
Jones was born Dec, .14, 1865. December Ib the twelfth 
month, and the figures 1 and 2 added give us 3. The figures 
in 14 added give us 5, and the digit of the number 1865 is 2; 
We now have the concord, 3, 7, 9, 8, 5, 2. These are thé dom
inant numbers. By referring to the table of degrees it Is 
seen tliat these numbers fall largely under the second class
ification, or degree. Taking the numbers of the concord we 
find easily enough the characterizing definition of this per
son and his relative color. It is seen that we get for the col
ors royal purple and violet, blue, red, black green, purple, 
and heliotrope. .

A. REMARKABLE COLOR SCHEME. .
“This name glves us a remarkable color scheme, there be

ing but one inharmonic one. That one comes under No. 5 of 
the second degree and is black; which has a character defini
tion of black magic. According to this concord this person 
would be a man of distinctly religious trend of mind, except 
for tire threat offered by the black; A person with that color 
in their scheme is prone to become too greatly interested in 
occult studies and to take tho "left-handed" tack in.his stud
ies. In this particular, case, however, thin is doubtful, for 
James William Jones has bo much on the other side to coun
terbalance tho ovil influence of black that he ia.apt not to be 
controlled by that color. ■ - . •
. “It Is well to know that'colors cannot bo Considered sop-

Now, oh Nature! In thyiwisdom thou host made us as we 
are; ■. ■ m.'?. Jo . - . ' ’ ■'

Thou hast made the earth and sunlight and tho moon and 
little star; o! ■: st: ■ ■ . , . .

So, at least man tblls nsjand in mind he ought to know, 
For ho lays claim to all the earth and knowledge here be

low. . ■■■■'• : ■ . - ■ ■
Hast thou not, oh, Holy Master, near thy throne a kennel 

bright . ■ ..tn ■ ■.. ■ ... ■ ■ . ■ . . -
Where we poor dogs can gather near thy left hand or thy. 

right, ... , .
Just to watch and love pur masters and be faithful, kind and 

true, •. ■ i ■ .■ ■■ .
And please pardon and receive them, for they know not what 

they do. ......... ■ . ■ ■
When they boat us they were angry, and their savagery 

■ «rose; . • ■ ■' . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■.'. . '
Please forgive them and have mercy; kindly lighten all their 

woes, 1 .
They will sometime, when arisen to the height where they 

can seo,
KnoW that wisdosa, love akd kindness overcome all crudity.

Be no bother to the angels and no bother unto Thee.
I’ll be true, and good, and honest, and what Christian could 

. be more? ..........
I will be for dear St. Peter a good watch-dog at the door.
Yes, I know that he will need me. for he must be growing 

old.
And he’ll want my scenting power to keep wolves without 

the fold.
I can growl at every liar, every greedy, selfish hog, 
And be of use to Peter when he needs a faithful dog.
I am glad I can. be useful In this world of hum and whirr, 
For I feel that I’m progressing from the level of the cur. 
And I want to be recorded as a Spaniel, full and high, 
Right beside my foster.mother and my master when I die.
Blessed Master, take my spirit when my time comes to de

part,
Though l am Un humble Spaniel I am good within my heart ; 
Just a dog in looks and species, and in my spirit dogx but 

then, ,. _ ‘
I want my foster mother and my master, too. Amen!

‘ DR. T. WILKINS.

What you do not wish done to yourself do not unto others. 
.—Chinese. ...

Rulers always hate and suspect the next in succession. 
Tacitus. • '

The true man la he who does the truth and never holds a 
principle on which he is not prepared in any hour to act, and 
in-any hour to risk the consequences of holding it.—F. W. 
Robertson.

The practice of self-restraint and renunciation is not hap
piness, though it may be something much better. T, H. 
Huxley.. .. . ■■ . .■ . . . '

A little wit and a great deal of ill-nature will furnish a 
man for satire; but the greatest instance and value of wit is 
to commend well.—Tillotson. : ; \

Nothing destroys authority so much as the unequal and 
untimely interchange of power, pressed too far and relaxed 
too much.—Bacon. , • ■ . '' 1 ‘

Did love of gain ever make a hero or a martyr? Did It 
ever win a battle? Will a man do most for love or for 
money, for honor or for money, for duty or for money? 
Havlng- no money, doos a genius become a fool? Having’ 
much money, does a fool become a genius? Did any notion, 
loving money, ever become-great; or, gaining riches and 
luxury, ever remain great?—Robert Blatchford.

THF SOI II1 I IL OvUL • PRESSIONS IN HU< 
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. I’rice #1.00. This is one of the best booka 
given by the guides of Mrs Cora K V. Richmond 
They are really lessons, published primarily, 
a book ot reference for those who have been 
membersof the classes receiving them. Thia 
volume is a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing the bases of tho touchings.

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leoti Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Interesting and valuable as a history of tba begin- 

nlug of Modern Spiritualism, by one of tbs Fox Bis
ters. 478 Pages, 16 illustrations, Including portraits ot 
the Fox Family. History of the Hydesville rappluga, 
as related by eye witoesaes; remarkable and well at
tested tnanlfeitatlona; the “exposures," etc. Hnod- 
somely bound tn cloth, But few copies remaining. 
Publishers’price, 11.50. We will send the book post 
paid frr tl.40.

ESOTERIC LESSONS
This work Includes "Personified Un 

thinkable«,” “First Lessons In Reality,” 
and “A Tour Through the Zodiac.” 
This is an interesting production ot oc
cult thought and will‘well repay careful 
study and meditation by all occultist«, 
Price, Cloth, J1.50. For Bale at thia 
office.

fl NEW GflTEGHISM,
BY M. M. MANGA8ARIAN.

Thlit«an®w“C<techlim'‘ In the full touie of the 
word. There h&i appeared In the world of lib 
eval lixereturc nothlug ilko thle most wonderful ittcie 
book or reason. E. p. Powell, the well-known author, 
the reviewer ana critic, eayi: ,'*Tho remarkable thing 
about tan •Catcohtam’ is that It tolls the truth.” It 
Seals with the Questions of God. Immortality—the 
Greets, the Clergy, tho Church. Prayer and Salvation, 
¿Bensanu his Teaching, the Growth of the Christian. 
Barlpwres, and many other philosophical, sotontIQo ' 
ent ethical questions with the utmost candor, eour 
Igo and clearness. 188 pages. Cloth 73 c; paper, 50o

KEEP POSTED
tn Current Spiritualistic and Occult 

News.
You can do it by reading each week 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo- 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena it contains each week, fa 
the marvel of the ago. No one con af
ford to be without tho paper. Its price 
18 within the reach of all.

THE AGE OF REASON.
■ By Thomaa I’nlno. Doing an larostlgatlon of 

Tmoand Fabulous Theology. Anowond com
pioto ijdltlon,.from now pintori and new tyno: 
IMpairea, post Bvo. Vapor. % ■ doth, 500.

real.lv
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.. GENERAL SURVEY..
TAKE NOTICE.

All books advertised in the columns 
of The Progressive Thinker are for 
sale at this office. Bear this lu mlnd. .

WMea writing for this paper 
ss® a pen or typewriter.

ALWAYS GIVH YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND'COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND’THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.-

Feb. 26. at 3 and 8 p. m, assisted by ' 
Madame Josephine, a fine psychic and 
clairvoyant test medium, at the Second 
Church of the Soul. Madison street and 
California avenue. Mr. Schaeffer will
ubjibt in answering questions, 
and hear the Princess.

Come

SW>- 27, iSOfK

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS, 
DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contribute 
le alone responsible for any assertions 
Or statemiats be may make. The e<Ltor 
allows this freedom of expression, 
Having that the cause of truth can no 
best subserved thereby. Many of l“® 
sentiments uttered In an article may no 
diametrically opposed to his belief, ye» 
that is no reason why they should no 
suppressed; yet wo wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is >&““«- 
quate to publish everything that come 
to hand, however much we might desir 
to do bo. That must account tor * 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We 'would l»® 
to Impress upon the minds of our c 
spondents that The Progressive iw 
is eet up on a Linotype machine J“ 
must make speed equal to about 
compositors. That means rapid v < 
and it Ib essential that all c®Py,'h„ 
sure insertion In the paper, all otner • 
quirements being favorable, buouj 
written plainly with Ink on w 
paper, or with a typewriter, and on y 
one side of the paper. fnr

ITEMS.—Bear In mind that ItemsJ« 
the General Survey will in all 
adjusted to the space we have to o<- 
py, and in order to do that they 
generally have to be abridged mor® 
less: otherwise many Items would 
crowded out. Sometimes a 
Item Is cut down to ten lines, and 
linos to two Unes, as occasion may 
quire.

Take due notice, that aU Items ® 
this page must be accompanied by 
full name and address of the 
will not do to say that Secretary or O ' 
respondent writes so and so, wlu» 
giving the full name and address of w 
writer. The Items of those who do 
comply with this request will be casi 
into the waste basket.

Keep copies of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returneo 
If we have not space to use them.
To the Spiritualists of Illinois, Wiscon

sin, Iowa and Missouri.
We expect to turn our faces west

ward March 1. We desire to hear from 
societies and Individuals who would 

, like our service».
Please write us at once if you would 

like our services, or we may have passed 
you by before we hear from you. Ad
dress us until March 10, Rochester, Ind. 
Home address 618 Newland avenue, 
Jamestown, N. Y.

E. W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE, 
N. 8. A. Missionaries.

INDIANA STATE SPIRITUALIST 
CONVENTION.

The arrangements are all completed 
for the Indiana State Convention. It 
will be held In the Madison avenue 
Spiritualist Temple, at Anderson, Ind., 
Feb. 26, 27 and 28, 1904.

The local societies of the state will 
be represented by delegates and a State 
Association composed of all of the local 
societies of the state will be organized.

The best of talent has been secured 
tor the occasion. Harrison D. Barrett, 
president of the N. S. A., will have 
charge of the meeting. Everyone who 
is interested in the movement, or who 
wishes to attend a good meeting, should 
avail themselves of this opportunity 
and attend all of these meetings.

E. W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE,
N. 8. A. Missionaries.

Address, Rochester, Ind.

Take due notice that Items for thia 
page In order to insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket.

We go to pres» early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind*

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEAL
ING.—A class in Psychopathy, or Spirit 
Healing, under the Instruction of the 
spirit of Dr. Benj. Rush, through Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, is about to be 
formed. For further information In
quire of Mr. Wm. Richmond, 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park, Chicago, 
Illinois.

Arthur F. Milton writes: “Of all the 
definitions given of soul, love, life, God 
or law (and many engrossed in disser
tations rather too lengthy to follow log
ically) I 'find but one synonym that fits 
them all, and that Is sensation. With
out sensation we would experience no 
life, nor love, so-called. But if pure 
love is God or first cause, it is not yet 
exemplified or felt as a universal prin
ciple among human kind. But as all 
our forces have a tendency towards

J. H. Mendenhall writes: “The Mun
cie (Ind.) Spiritual Association Is en
joying a feast of reason and a flow of 
soul. Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt, of Chicago, 
Ill., is serving the society this month. 
Having personally attended his meet
ings, I am prepared to say that he is the 
right man in the right place. Indeed, 
Brother Hewitt is more than a speaker; 
he is a teacher. 'While he is earnest in 
tone, chaste.and fluent in language, he 
possesses the peculiar tact for present
ing tlie great question of life—-Spiritual
ism—in the simplicity of truth, its real 
nature, making his every utterance easy 
of understanding and received with the 
highest appreciation. Brother Hewitt 
should be kept at work in the cause of 
Spiritualism.”

A. Richards has something to say of 
Bible Spiritualism in the Chicago Rec
ord-Herald: “All students of the Bible 
and searchers for the truth contained 
therein know that the numerous refer
ences to ‘familiar' spirits, both in the 
Old and New Testaments; are accompa
nied by strong condemnation of the 
practice of consulting ‘familiar spirits.’ 
In Deuteronomy xviikll it is written, 
‘There shall not be found among you 
* * ♦ * a consulter with familiar spirits, 
or a wizard, or a necromancer. 12, For 
all these things are an abomination 
unto the Lord.’ The story of Saul and 
the ‘Witch of Endor' is a sad. tale othls 
downfall, and in I. Chronicles x:13 we 
read, ‘So Saul died for his transgression 
which he committed against the Lord, 
even against the word of God, which he 
kept not, and also for asking counsel of 
one that had a familiar spirit.’ „How 
could that which all through the Bible 
is taught as ‘an abomination unto the 
the Lord’ bring the comforting proof of 
Immortality? Every Christian who has 
in his heart the assurance of a God 
knows that his relation to God could 
not be severed by passing through what 
is called death. There are over 100 
verses in the Bible which relate to the 
phenomena of the carnal mind, known 
as Spiritualism, clairvoyance, etc. 
Jesus’ resurrection, which is a histori
cal fact as well as an orthodox belief, 
satisfies the questioner as to the eter
nity of life. We need not to sit in a 
Harkened room and behold a seance to 
know that our beloved ones, who have 
gone to, another part of God’s universe, 
are safe In His keeping. We need, how
ever, to know more of God, to long to be 
more spiritually-minded, to understand 
the Bible better. In It we read words 
of life.”

After being on trial before a jury In 
the Chester county (Pennsylvania) 
court William T. Reynolds was acquit
ted of the charge of murdering James 
Johnson, just over the Maryland state 
line, in August last. Reynolds said he 
believed in dreams, and had absolutely 
no fear as to the result. After the ver
dict was rendered Reynolds said about 
a month ago he had a dream in which 
he found himself wading in deep black 
water. Said he: “I was exhausted, and 
just about to give up, when suddenly I 
stepped out upon a beautiful green field, 
and was saved. Since then I have had 
no fear of the trial. I shot Johnson in 
self-defense, told a plain, truthful story, 
and the jury believed me. I will go 
home to Cecil county now, and keep bad 
people from trespassing upon my 
farm."

The executive board of the Indiana 
Spiritualists Association, in session at 
Chesterfield, Ind., decided to demand of 
the Indiana Union Traction Company 
that the fare to the camp grounds from 
Anderson be reduced to 5 cents, the for
mer price. The company in arranging 
the new schedule recently-Increased the 
price to TO cents. The association was 
instrumental in having the late Carroll 
Bronnenberg give a • right-of-way 
through his farm to the company. The 
only purpose of Mr. Bronnenberg and 
the association was to get a way to and 
from the association grounds. It was 
stipulated in the contract that the fare 
should never be more than 5 cents.

spiritualization, perhaps sensation spir
itualized is the love we are all aiming 
for, so-called happiness.”

J. L. Cameron writes from Salt Lake 
City, Utah: "I notice from the tag on 
the ever welcome Progressive Thinker 
that I shall have to renew my subscrip
tion if I want in the future as in the
past, to feast my soul on the good 
things that are continually appearing in 
its pages. I have been reading that val
uable book, Rending the Vail. Oh, that 
the whole world might know its
clous contents.”

pre-

Otto W. Westermark writes: “I 
not get along very well without 
paper, and the books I would not 
for anv price, if I could not get them

can 
the 
sell

again.”
C. A. Prentice writes from Louisville,- 

Ky.: “Our pastor, Mrs. A. Throndson, 
gave us a fine address Sunday night on 
•No One Escaping the Sins of Trans
gression.’ The subject was well 
handled. She dwelt long and earnestly 
on the misconception and misunder
standing of non-believers in regard to 
Spiritualism giving us proof conclusive 
of the grgat truth in Bible texts. We 
have quite a large attendance and have 
twenty-five dollars toward a building 
fund. We hope soon to have a church 
of our own established here.”

Mrs. A. Sexsmith, secretary, writes: 
“The Rising Sun Spiritualists Mission,, 
which holds services at Star Lodge 
Hall, 378 So. Western avenue, is pro
greasing nicely. Our membership still 
continues to grow.from week to week. 
The meetings on Sunday, Feb. 14, both 
afternoon and evening, were well trttend- 
ed, especially in the evening, with Bro. 
Warner as speaker. Our hall was 
crowded.to its fullest extent, and every 
one seemed to enjoy the discourse as he 
was most heartily applauded. As he 
is just starting out in the field as an 
Inspirational speaker, we think he lias a 
very bright future before him, and 
should be greatly encouraged. We are 
In need of more such earnest workers 
as Brother Warner. We have our good 

• brother, Doctor Randall, with ub Sun
day, Feb. 21.”

J. Iliff Mettler write?.: “I have never 
seen In The Progressive Thinker that 
any agreement haq' been arranged 
whereby Hale & Co., of California, will 
be compelled to'admit that a form com- 
tag out of the cabinet is a materialized 
spirit, but could say, ‘Yes, I see some
thing, but don’t know It to be a spirit.’ 
Then what could the medium do to con- 

1 Vince them to the contrary? Why, 
nothing. It IS desirable that arrange
ments acceptable to both sides should 
bo adjusted so tills offer will not bo re
jected, and if it is we can have our own 

' opinion why.” •

The executive board is making ar-

communications by Mrs. A. M. Zoller.. 
Services in English.”

The Chicago Chronicle says: “Visions 
of her murdered husband attempting to 
shoot her and attacking her with red 
fire are what made Mrs. Annie Olsen 
confess to the crime. After being held 
to the grand jury in the coroner’s in
quest yesterday morning the woman 
told why she had waited three days be
fore confessing that she killed her hus
band, August Olsen. Sue declared in a 
dramatic manner that for three days 
and three nights she sat without Bleep, 
gazing at the visions of her murdered 
husband. Finally she became so fright
ened that she went to the police sta
tion and told her story. After that, she 
said, the visions were discontinued, and 
she was able to Bleep. .August Olsen’s 
body was found in his bed several 
days ago with two bullet holes In the 
head. An inquest was held and a ver
dict of suicide returned. Later Mrs. 
Olsen made her sensational confession 
and the case was re-opened. Coroner’s 
Physician Lewke Tuesday held a post
mortem examination and it developed 
that two bullets were imbedded in Ol
sen's brain Following this discovery 
the inquest was reopened. At the in
quest the confession of the woman was 
introduced, in which she told how she 
had crept to her husband’s bedside and 
shot him twice in the head while he 
slept. Little more evidence was intro
duced and the verdict holding the wo
man was quickly rendered. ‘For three 
days and nights I sat in my dining-room 
with a lamp lighted,’ she said. ‘I 
feared the dark because when no light 
was near streaks of red fire seemed to 
dart at me from every nook and corner. 
I looked out of the window one night 
and there I saw my husband with blood- 
on his face standing in the snow point
ing a revolver at me,’ ”

Lottie Leavitt writes from Clinton, 
Iowa: “The Philosophical Society of 
Spiritualists has had Mrs. Alice C. 
Barry, of Philadelphia, lecturing here. 
She is very popular with our people, 
this being the fifth Sunday she has lec
tured for our Society. After a selection 
by the choir, Mrs. Barry took her sub
jects from the audience. All were an
swered in an able manner. Mrs. Lus
ted, the violinist, rendered selections on 
the violin that were highly appreciated. 
After the lecture, Mrs. Barry gave tests 
that were satisfactory, and cheerfully 
accepted. Our audiences have in
creased since her engagement. The so
ciety holds services every Sunday even
ing in K. of P. Hall, at 7:30. All visit
ors to Clinton are cordially welcomed.”

D. A. Herrick is serving the First So
ciety of Indianapolis for February. He 
goes to Toledo, Ohio, for March; Ash
tabula and Akron, Ohio, for April, and 
Conneaut, Ohio, for May. He has July 
and the first two Sundays in August yet 
unengaged for camp work.

Mrs. Nora E. Hill writes from 750 W. 
Lake street: “About fifty friends met at 
my home, Feb. 13, at my monthly social, 
and we had a grand evening’s enjoy
ment, with something good in spiritual 
food as well as material food. We had 
with us on that date, Mrs. Burland, Mrs. 
Hemsey and Mr. R. Gllray; they fed the 
soul while I tried to feed the body. I 
think the social was a success—It 
seemed so when the greeting and the 
leave-taking came. This grand good 
time will be repeated Saturday evening, 
March 12. I would like to correspond 
with societies for engagements for the 
coming season."

Scribe writes from Detroit: “The 
Spiritual Workers are being addressed 
this month by Mrs. Jenkins, of Windsor. 
She spoke under inspiration on the 
‘Kosmon Era’ last Sunday, showing that 
the old was passing away, and the new 
light and new revelation was to be 
taken up. Mrs. Jenkins gives develop
ing circles every Monday evening at 
her home in Windsor, free. It is now 
being rumored that she 1b to speak for

The JacksOii (Mich.) Patriot Bays of 
the late Spiritualist meeting there: 
“Taking pictures of spirits will be one 
of the demonstrations at tlie mid-winter j 
convention ofi tlie.State Spiritual Asso- 
elation holding public sessions;in this ; 
city and concluding this evening. 
Frank N. Foster,., photographer of 
Grand Rapids, is here and he said yes
terday that tire arrangements had been 
made for the.test. He exhibited several 
pictures showing what had been done in 
the phenomena. ’ The picture showed 
some one plainly in the center of the 
card. Back of this person and ar
ranged about the head were several 
faces less definite than the main face 
of the picture. When he was asked 
how ho obtained such pictures, he said: 
’The camera was first snapped upon 
the person sitting for a picture. Then 
before the lens was taken from the 
camera, we stood about it and placed 
our hands upon the camera. When the 
picture was developed these extra faces 
appeared. Some of the faces of the 
spirit beings were recognized by those 
who were friends and acquaintances 
when they were In the earth life.’ 
Photographer Foster has engaged 
Photographer Paine of Jackson to fur
nish the plates and develop the pic
tures. ‘I will have nothing to do with 
the plates,’ said PJiotograpner Foster. 
‘They will be handled entirely by some
one else—Mr. Paine in this instance.’ ”

“Spiritualism 1b not on the decline,” 
said Mrs. Laura L. Crawford of Detroit, 
at the Jackson, Mich., meeting, “but I 
feel it is progressing.” In speaking of 
mediums giving full names, she said: 
"There are many instances when the 
message given by a dear one is a better 
test than would be the giving of the 
full name. If we live true to ourselves, 
to those about us and true to the whole 
world, we will come nearer the full de
light of our religion.”

Dr. A. W. Foreman says that during 
one of hlB recent trips to California he 
and his wife visited a medium and held 
a seance with her, and although they 
were unknown to the medium or to any
body in that section of the country, she 
was soon able to call him by name and 
announce that an old -time friend of his 
who had been dead tor about two years, 
was present in spirit and desired to con
verse with him She gave the full name 
of his friend. .

"The Power of the Soul” was the 
topic of the address by Mrs. D. A. Mor
rill of Grand Rapids, at the late meet
ing at Jackson. She said, “We feel we 
must impress upon you the sacredness 
and purity of mediumship. We must 
prove this to you by our conduct, by 
right living. We who are endowed with 
the spirit of the infinite should remem
ber that there is a great responsibility 
upon us.” She was thirty minutes de
livering her inspired words. The audi
ence applauded earnestly. It was one 
of the best speeches of the convention.

Oscar A. Edgerly,(the eloquent trance 
speaker, writes from 313 Columbus 
street, Elmira, N. Y., correcting a mis
take: “I see by this week’s Thinker 
that by Borne inadvertance, a mistake 
was made in the notice referring to my 
engagements, under the head of 'Gen
eral-Survey.', I wrpte that I expected 
to be in New England during April, not 
‘England’ as it was published in the 
last Thinker., I will be greatly obliged 
if you will kindly correct the mistake 
in next week’s paper, as I would not 
like to have the people get the impres
sion that I expect to ‘go over the Bea.’ ’’

At the Jackson, Mich., meeting the 
church was nearly filled with people at 
the afternoon session of the convention. 
Mrs. Julia M. Walton of Jackson, a me
dium, gave the invocation. The words 
were rhyme and the theme was one of 
religious beauty. She is an estimable 
lady and an excellent medium.

Mrs. A. Sexsmith writes: “Interest 
still increases at the Rising Sun Spirlt- 
uallst Mission, which meets at Star 
Lodge Hall, 378 So. Western avenue, ev
ery Sunday. The reason of that is we 
have different speakers every Sunday, 
who are always welcomed by an earn

' est, Intelligent, truth-seeking audience, 
| that fills the hall. . On Sunday, Feb. 28, 

we have as speaker, Dr. F. M. Stoller, 
’ and on Sunday, March 6, we will have

Leolla writes from Concord, N. H.: 
Thinking you might like to hear from 
the far East, I will tell you of a new 
medium who has just come before the 
public after devoting a few years to her 
unfoldment spiritually. Miss A. War
ren, of Manchester, N. H.,‘ conducted 
the spiritual meeting at First Ward 
Hall, Sunday, the 14th. A short lec
ture. by Peace, one control, was beauti
fully voiced. Could and would those 
who heard her live up to her teachings, 
they would surely be better men and
women. When Peace had finished, 
Sunshine, the little Indian maiden, gave 
many tests, every one being recognized 
and acknowledged as true. She is a 
marvelous medium. Her predictions 
are always true. The time will surely 
come when the people both east and 
West will wake up to the fact that Miss 
Warren has no equal.”

G. Hamilton Brooks writes: “Dr. J. 
H. Randall will lecture for the Engle
wood Spiritual Union at Hopkins’ Hall, 
528 West 63rd street, Sunday evening, 
Feb. 28. His subject will be ‘The Spir
itualism of Walt Whitman.’ This 
should bring out a large following of 
Whitman’s friends, and those that want 
to know more about him. The Doctor 
will give a very interesting and educa
tional lecture and we hope to have a 
large and appreciative audience."

Missionary E. W. Sprague, besides 
being an excellent mortal man, is an ex
cellent spiritual man. At the Jackson, 
Mich., meeting, speaking of the charge 
made against the National Spiritualists 
Association that there is a ring in the 
association opposed to phenomena, he 
defended the National Association, say
ing he never had heard of it before. He 
further said: “The National Associa
tion is not opposed to phenomena but it 
is opposed to those mediums who use 
the livery of God in which to serve the 
devil. The medium who defrauds the 
people by pretending to join separated 
lovers, find lost money and to locate 
rich treasures, are enemies of the true 
cause of spirit religion. 1 know of in
stances which have come to me in the 
last few months of good Spiritualists 
being beaten out of $25, $15, and $10. 
The man who was doing it was a me
dium, I admit, but he had become de
bauched; he bought about 60 cents’ 
worth of whisky each day; such men 
are frauds. He defrauded two or three 
people, collecting $25 from each, on the 
proposition that he would bring them to 
the development of trumpet mediums. 
He sat with them a few times, then left 
town, leaving a large board bill incurred 
with a poor widow unpaid. I do not ad
vocate that we as Spiritualists should 
seek to injure any one, but these peo
ple are injuring ub. We must not put 
them up as our standard bearers. We 
cannot stop frauds, but we can refuse to 
endorse them, and indicate to the world, 
the difference between fortune telling, 

. faking and genuine mediumship.”
The Spiritual Unity Society will hold 

its second grand entertainment and 
dance, Saturday evening, March 5, at 
8 o’clock sharp, at Heuser’s hall, 576 
Larrabee street, corner of Wisconsin 
street. Entrance on Wisconsin street. 
This hall is centrally located and con
venient to North Side car lines; Larra
bee street electric cars to the door. 
All cross lines transfer on Larrabee 
street Une. Prof. Ray has arranged a 
musical programme of the best talent 
obtainable. There will also be a num
ber of mediums in attendance to give 
tests and spirit messages. After the 
entertainment there will be dancing. 
Music furnished by Meyer’s Orchestra. 
Come and bring your friends. Lunch 
served In the hall. No stimulants but 
coffee. Prof. R. 8. Ray, conductor.

ALFRED E. GILES.—On Sunday last 
Alfred E. Giles passed on to the sunny 
spheres of the Summerland, there to re
join the partner of his earthly sojourn, 
and to enter into the enjoyment of the 
realities of the beyond which he had 
fully accepted for so many years. He 
had lived an honored and useful life in 
this vicinity and was highly respected 
by all who knew him. He had exceed
ed the “allotted span” by some fifteen 
years, as he was in his 85th year. We 
learn that the cause of his departure 
was through an accident connected

at stated periods, Bomething like the 
Quakers when they wait on the spirit to 
move them. At the conclusion of each 
lecture tests in psychometry or mind
reading measurement was given at ran
dom to anyone in the audience, by tak
ing some article belonging to the per
son, such a» <i watch or hundkeichief, 
and reading their character and some 
incidents. Some of these tests were 
surprisingly true.”

Dr. H. E. Ballard writes; “The 
Church of Higher forces (formerly 
Universal Occult Church) holds regular 
meetings afternoons at 3; evenings at 8, 
in Douglass Hall, Indiana avenue and 
35th street. The children’s progressive 
lyceum meets at 2. Last Sunday Dr. 
Walter DeVoe spoke for us and is to 
speak for us this coming Sunday. The 
Doctor will take up ther subject of 
Higher Thought, where he left off last 
Sunday. The Doctor was so well re
ceived by his listeners, that we feel en
couraged to extend him another invita
tion when he has time for us. Although 
a comparatively young worker along the 
lines of spiritual unfoldment, he is des
tined to become a shining light in de
veloping the truth to make it vllble to 
the investigator. The beautiful thoughts 
from the doctor were embellished by 
vocal and instrumental music,, recita
tions and psychometric readings by the 
gifted psychic, Mrs. Grace Aitken, and 
others. Saturday, the 27th Inst., the 
eleventh social of this church will be 
held at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. 
W. B. Aitken. These socials having 
passed our most sanguine expecta
tions, we naturally look for a very en
joyable time.”

Mrs. L. Robinson writes from Balti
more, Md.: “On Sunday, Feb. 14, in the 
Second Spiritual Church of Baltimore, 
Md., was held memorial exercises for 
our late brother, Simeon White, who en
treed the higher life one month ago. 
Brother White was an earnest and sin
cere Spiritualist of twenty-five years’ 
standing. His doors were always open 
for all who were desirous of investigat
ing the many phases of Spiritualism. 
He was a champion of the truth and al
ways sought for the highest and the 
best. Being also a veteran of the Civil 
War, the members of Dushane Post, No. 
3, took part in the exercises, making 
them very impressive with their beauti
ful ceremonies. Brother White leaves 
a wife who is one of Baltimore’s earn
est workers in the cause of truth, and 
a reliable medium.”

correct chart of the strong and 
weak points of the ancestors of the 
child for three or more generations 
could bo furnished. It would greatly aid 
both parents and teachers to diagnose 
the probable traits of character most 
likely to show signs of development 
From the intelligent, well-trained moth
er, having knowledge of the ancestry of 
her child, and of its ante natal environ
ments, I have received great assistance 
in helping it to repress undesirably 
traits, and to strengthen desirable fac
ulties co-ordinate. The harmonious de
velopment of the physical, intellectual, 
moral and spiritual faculties of each 
and every child, so as to develop both ■ 
knowledge and wisdom, is, perhaps, the 
highest attainment desired by the state, 
The principle laid down inthe constltu- 
tion, and embodied in the laws of the 
state of Kansas, viz.: ‘That the proper« 
ty of the state shall educate the chib’ 
dren of the state,’ rests upon the facts 
of experience, ‘that it is cheaper and 
much better for the state to preserve 
order through the lift up of education, 
than to punish for crimes committed 
through ignorance." The facts are 
that the state and the nation holds 
each sane person of age of discretion 
responsible for his or her acts, and the 
plea of the man, the woman and tlie 
snake in the garden, nor obsession will 
exonerate him.”

Annie D. Colford writes from Punta 
Gorda, Fla.: "I hope any brother or sis
ter interested in Spiritualism will nol 
fall to attend some of the meetings 
held by Mrs. Amy Buchanan, at hei 
home, 112 East 8th street, Jacksonville; 
Fla. Her trumpet meetings on Friday 
evenings, and inspirational speaking on 
Sunday evenings, are well worth going 
to, for you hear good, wholesome truths 
and also receive genuine messages 
from the loved ones, besides talking 
with genial George Christie, the control 
of the trumpet circle.”
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rangements to bring a suit against the 
company.

Dr. Beverly writes: "The Masquerade 
Ball at Lakeside Hall will beat them all. 
Come one, come all, next Saturday even
ing, Feb. 27. ' Entertainment for all. 
Not required tcTmask. Come and have 
a good time.' Fine music, lively pro
gram and fifty prizes for the different 
characters. Mask as you like. You 
will be almost sure to draw a prize. 
Booths for mediums and palmists who 
will give short readings. Check room 
and lunch. No bar, but a social time 
for all who come. Tickets 25 cents. 
This society gives an entertainment ev
ery month and will make this the great
est of all. Our Sunday meetings are 
largely attended. Every one attending 
in the afternoon is promised a test or 
message by one of the many mediums 
present.”

M. B. Little, prominent as a Spiritual
ist, lecturer and author, writes from
Glens Falls, N. Y.: "Spiritualism is con
stantly gaining ground here. The peo->■
pie are becoming more interested, and 
those who have accepted the phenom
ena are now becoming earnest students 
of the spiritual philosophy.”

Although the Rev. Father Dagnault, 
pastor of St- Mary’s Catholic church in 
Peshtigo, WIb., admits curing many 
people of various ills, he distinctly 
states that it is not due to any exercise 
of divine power through him, and he ab
hors the idea of being designated 'a 
healer. He claims that his treatment 
is by electro therapeutics, and is due to 
the odlc force in the human body. A 
large number of Marinette people have 
taken-treatment. there, and many mi
raculous cures are reported. Nicholas 
Konine was carried into the- priest’s 
house crippled with rheumatism. The 
priest rubbed his hands fiver the af
flicted parts, and in a short time Konine 
was able to walk home, and has since 
chopped up his crutches. Mrs. Rochon 
of Niagara, Wisi, had a tumor or swell
ing of some kind In her face for years. 
It disappeared In one 'night after 
Father Dagnault had treated her. '

Elizabeth R. Fielding writes from 
Washington, D. C.: “The tfirst Associa
tion meets at Rauscher’s Hall, 1032 
Conn', avenue, Mrs. Milan Edson as 
speaker. Services at 11 a. m. and 7:30 
p. m. A: half-hopr is given for spirit' 
messages at .each service. Sunday
school at 10 a. m. The Educational 
Spiritualist Church meets at Smith’s 
hall, 519, 9th.street N. W. Mrs. M. T. 
Longley lectured for this society, Sun
day,.Feb. 7. At Wonn’s Hall, -721 Sixth 
streetN. W.. Mrs. Walter’Willlams will 
give a short address, followed by nies- 
sages. The German Spiritualist Asso
ciation holds services at Wonn’s Hall, 
Sunday at 3 p. m. Lecture, by Mrs. M. 
T. Longley, • secretary N. S. A. Spirit

the Methodist church, regularly, In thia 
Canadian town, at ah early date?’

H. F. Coates writes: “The subject 
‘Angels’ was taken by Mr. T. W. Sherk 
for his lecture at Kenwood Hall, 4308 
Cottage Grove avenue, Sunday evening, 
Feb. 14, and while, perhaps, the subject 
did not appeal to many at first, I cannot 
help but feel all were interested and 
felt it was well to be there before he 
was through. Mr. Sherk will lecture, 
for us again Sunday evening, Feb. 28. 
Subject, 'Science and Spiritualism.’ Dr. 
Freedman and wife have consented to 
be present on that occasion to sing some 
of their beautiful songs. At the close 
of the meeting the doctor will-give dem
onstration of magnetic healing, free. So 
bring your Bick to the hall that night. 
Messages are hlways-given by myself 
and others. Our afternoon meeting is 
at 3 o’clock. Come and help ub.”

J. W. McAllister writes: “ ‘Drugs use
less as cure for pneumonia,’ declared 
Dr. A. D. Bevan before the Chicago 
Medical Society. Now isn’t that 
strange? Any sane person should.know 
that, although Dr. W. K. Jaques stated, 
‘while many cases are fatal from the 
start, in other Instances, the physicians 
can influence the patient to recovery; 
fresh air, a good nurse, nourishment 
and stimulants assist the resisting 
power of a patient.’ 1 say drugs have 
no curative power over it; then why,do 
you doctors compel your patients to eat 
while in the acute stage of typhoid and 
other fevers when even a fool who has 
studied the effect of fasting, that en- 
forded feeding, prolongs the duration of 
the disease from two to four times. I 
ask, why do you feed your patients? 
You will reply, because your so-called 
science teaches this method, and I will 
answer this by daring you to test in any 
one case of pneumonia, typhoid, typhus 
or yellow fever, if you give this method 
a fair trial; absolutely refuse all food 
until an Intense appetite exists, furnish
ing your patient with all the water he 
will drink. The disease will not be 
nearly so severe, even during Its exist
ence and the mortality percentage will 
be reduced to one-tenth its present 
ratio. Under no circumstances must 
patients be fed with either .liquid or 
solid foods until an intense hunger pp
pears. Now dear friends, don't bo 
idiots. Use your brain, and don't 
depend on the supposed intelligence of 
others; use your own. Don’t think that 
illness iB sent by the Divine Power, that 
it comes on you like a thief in the 
night; it comes because you yourself 
have broken the law of health. I hope 
this may be the means of saving some 
i>oor soul. . If yoii will print this, you 
will be doing something for humanity.”

Mrs. G. Partridge, now in Bridger, 
Mont., has been Invited to serve psy
chically, a society In Billings, Mont. 
Tho Montana Spiritualists propose to 
make good use of good mediums. They 
are wide awake. and are pushing the 
cause in tho Northwest...., .

that indefatigable worker, Mrs. M. A. 
Burland. Good singing at all our meet
ings; also good tests; all welcome; 
seats free.”

At the Jackson, Mich., meeting, there 
was much of interest developed in the 
symposium held' one morning. Dr. B. 
O'Dell, of Paw Paw, presided. Rev. C. 
E. Dent, of Vicksburg, was the first 
speaker, and having had much experi
ence and being one of the old ^workers 
in the field of the spirit religion, he was 
a capable speaker. Another speaker 
precipitated something warm in the
way of a friendly discussion. He as-I-
serted as his opinion that Spiritualism 
was on the decline, and followed with 
the opinion that’one of the reasons was
that there were rings in the local socie
ties and in fact in the National Spirit
ualists Association opposed»to phenom
ena. ’’

i-

•W. H. Kiser writes from DesMoines, 
Iowa: “Mrs. DeWolf Kiser and the 
writer came here to DesMoines to stay 
a week to make some converts and to 
give the Spiritualists a lift. Mrs. De
Wolf Kiser spoke to a good audience, 
together with Mrs. Maud Lord Drake,
last Sunday evening. Instead of stay--
Ing one week, we are staying about two 
weeks. Many people here are getting 
proof of continuity of life through inde
pendent slate-writing, together with 
other physical . manifestations. Mrs.' 
DeWolf Kiser gives the slate-writings 
in daylight only."

Dr. W.“’O. Knowles, of Grand Rapids, 
at one of the sessions at Jackson, Mich., 
read a poem, and thin Dr. O’Dell intro
duced him to deliver, the address of the 
afternoon. Hq„ said,. “There are a 
great many spiritual people in. the 
world; there '¿re some . Spiritualists. 
The latte^ are. rapidly increasing. The 
more my spiritual eye can see, the less 
I know of trap tSpirftualism. We as 
Spiritualists have felt a power on the 
outside of iiis which 'touches our souls. 
You are developing conditions this mo
ment which w(lL affqct you in the fu
ture, and I hope, do you some good. The. 
outer man or .jyoman. who meets here 
this afternoon,,will never meet, face to 
face; you mustjhelp,yourself to under
stand and when. you.are in doubt go to 
your soul-closp^n sepret and commune 
with God. Deyelop pelf. If we want 
to make Spiritualism, a betterment for 
the soul, be a man, be a woman, be 
pure and stand up with the masses.”

J. A: Bailey, who is doing ail excellent 
work in this state, writes from Kewa
nee, Ill.: “After delivering a course of 
lectures at Prine,etoh, Ill., I came here 
and am working to arouse the Spiritual
ists of this city to the necessity of co
operative work ' along Spiritualistic 
lines, and am happy to say that I am 
meeting with fair success, notwithstand
ing they are not organized. 1 hold my
self in readiness, ’ however/ to. answer 
calls for funerals or to serve societies 
on easy terms. Address mo at No. 101 
South Chestnut street.”
„ .Princess —Viroqua’;- - of the Mohawk 
tribe of Canada, will lecture Sunday,

with a gas heater, for on last Wednes
day morning, Feb. 10, he was found 
lying on a couch unconscious from in
haling gas which had escaped from a 
small heater in the room. He remained 
unconscious two days, and finally ral
lied enough to speak an occasional 
word. His left hand was burned, and it 
was evident that it happened in turning 
off the gas and there were other signs 
to show that the escape of the gas was 
purely accidental, and probably un
known-to Mr. Giles. Mr. Giles ; recov
ered from the effects of the gas, but 
died from infirmities incident to old age 
and feeble condition. Our friend was 
born Nov. 2, 1819, at Beverly, and was 
-a resident of Roxbury a number of 
years. He was a graduate of Brown 
University, and practiced law in Boston 
from 1850 until 1876. Having acquired 
a competency, he retired from practice 
and has resided ever since in Hyde 
Park, Mass., in the house where he died, 
265 Fairmount avenue. Our arisen 
brother was of a literary turn of mind 
and produced a number of books and 
pamphlets among which were, "The 
Sabbath Question Considered by a Lay
man,” “A Letter to Massachusetts 
Members of Congress on Plural Marri
ages and the Mormon Problem,” and 
“The Iniquity of Compulsory Vaccina
tion.” Mr. Giles had very strong views 
on.the question, believing it to be wrong 
to the individual to be obliged to be vac- 
cvinated himself or to have his dear 
ones vaccinated, when it was against 
the wishes of their parent's or guard
ians.—Banner of Light.

The Tribune, published at Princeton, 
Ill., has the following in reference to 
the good work done by J. A. Bailey: 
“A series of meetings were held in 
Union Hall—three In number, beginning 
last Friday night and ending Sunday 
night, which were conducted by J. A. 
Bailey, a,prominent merchant of Clin
ton, Iowa. Mr. Bailey's theme Friday 
evening was Pride and Prejudice, or the 
Opposition of Mankind to Anything 
Like Innovation’. ’ This gentleman, who 
is a cultured and conservative speaker, 
spoke along the lines of the need of 
more abundant proof of the Immortality 
of the soul, and said that where we 
were commanded to have faith, we 
were also enjoined to add to the faith 
knowledge, and said in proof of this 
statement (hat modern investigations 
had proved conclusively to any reason
able person, who had a receptive mind, 
that not only do we, live beyond the 
grave, but that our departed friends can 
communicate with us under certain con
ditions on the earth plane. The lec
tures on Saturday and Sunday evenings 
were Well 'attended and the Interest 
manifested was apparent. The Satur
day evening subject was Internal and 
External Evidence of Immortality, and 
the speaker declared it was possible to 
receive proofs to our physical sense of 
the continuity of life. The person 
Booklng.such light must put forth an ef
fort, ‘Knock and it shall be opened unto 

I you,, seek and ye shall find.’ Any per
son can receive such light, by sitting In 
silent meditntioiralone at certain .times,

W. H. Kiser lives at Colfax, Iowa. 
His wife Is a most estimable lady and 
an excellent medium, well known at 
one time in Chicago as Mrs. De Wolf. 
They were In Des Moines, Iowa, from 
the 8th to the 16th of this month. Mr. 
Kiser writes: “We have almost felt our
selves imprisoned ever since a short 
time after seeing you in your office 
while in Chicago last November, on ac
count of the cold winter, accompanied 
with Ice all over this country about 2 
inches deep. We are anxious to spread 
the light by independent slate-writing, 
together with other phases of medium
ship, and our friends in spirit are still 
more anxious to open the eyes of tlie 
blind by furnishing manifestations in 
daylight, thus proving the continuity of 
life; yet few there are in Colfax who 
would give a genuine medium a hear
ing, hence are In ignorance of the dem
onstrative proof of immortality so near 
their own homes. We look forward 
each week for our visitor, The Pro
gressive Thinker, for in that we can see 
the pros and cons of many things. 
It seems to the writer that If he can be
lieve that such and such a one is doing 
as well as he or she knows, then In this 
case we should remember that this Is 
about all that any one can do, hence the 
great necessity for self-improvement by 
each and every one, exercising charity, 
patience, sympathy and love to all who 
may differ In religious as well as other 
matters.”

Sarah Stone Rockhill writes from Al
liance, Ohio: “I could not think of do
ing without The Progressive Thinker, 
which I have taken from the first. I 
think it has improved all the time, es
pecially for the last few months. You 
keep it strictly up-to-date. I am pleased 
and charmed by the display of ability 
the symposium called out in different 
persons, and am glad they do not for
get ‘they are our brothers yet,’ though 
viewing truth from different stand
points. How ably Sister Huntley con
ducted her part of the discussion. Sorry 
sho cannot continue, though to my 
mind it is not a crime to be a medium. 
I have never come in contact with the 
dark or obsessing side, and have per
fect faith in the God of nature through 
the law of evolution. I think the un
foldment of our psychic powers or spir
itual senses is the blossom of our earth 
life purpose. I want to speak a good 
word for Sister Cora B. Morrill of 
Grand Rapids, Mich. It seems that 
place is a center for developing medi
ums. This sister is wonderfully gifted. 
She is a trumpet medium. One even
ing through the trumpet a spirit told 
her what was in store for her in the im
mediate future; that she was to be used 
on the platform as a teacher of truth, 
giving directions how and when she 
should sit for development. Since that 
night she sees and hears her guide, and 
does not need the trumpet. From the 
month she gave to our society it is easy 
to see she will be one of our brightest 
lights, Her guides will train her on 
the pronunciation of words, etc., so in 
her case there will be no need of a Mor
ris Pratt Institute.”

A. C. Doane writes from Summer
land, Cal.: “Thanks to Mrs.. Florence 
Huntley, and Salvarona, and Prof. H. D. 
Garrison for their contributions. I for 
one feel like thanking Mrs. Huntley for 
her able articles in The Progressive 
Thinker, for it is just such writers as 
the above named who keep The Pro
gressive Thinker the leading paper in 
Spiritualism, for the science of spirit Is 
the science of life, and thus saith the 
spirits or thus saith the Lord must 
both come under the search light of the 
all-seeing eye of spiritual science, and 
that all-seeing eye is in humanity, not 
outside' of the human organization, as 
orthodox Christianity has been teach
ing for the past 1904 years—a false 
date, established on a false foundation, 
which founded a mode of idolatry to en
slave human beings under the hypnotic 
power of priestcraft, therefore who 
ever comes to the rescue to liberate the 
human mind from the controlling power 
of another mind, be that controlling 
power in a physical body or a spiritual 
body, is an Angel of Mercy—to be ad
mired by all liberty-loving souls. That 
is the mission of true Spiritualism, and 
it is doing its work in many ways and 
under many names. Don’t ba so self
ish, brothers and sisters, as to want 
other people to look through our eyes 
as we see things. Remember the 
broad mind of Thomas Paine took for, 
.his motto, ‘The world is my country, 
and to do good is my religion.’ He left 
no room on earth to build creeds.' By 
our actions we are known; not by 
creeds.”

Thos. 8. Murray, of Arkansas City, 
Kansas, writes: "As a teacher and su
perintendent in the public school work 
for over forty years, and. an investiga
tor of Spiritualism since the Rochester 
rappings'first attracted attention, I 
want to thank Hudson Tuttle for his 
frank statement on obsession, brought 
out by tlie question of G. W. Woodman, 
iln a late Issue of The Progressive 
Thinker. Character development is 
one of the things that every wise 

' teacher puts great stress upon. If a
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vast array of facts In its field of research by 
referring them to a common cause, and from 
them arise to the laws and conditions of Man's 
spiritual being. Third edition. Price, 76 cents. 
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI*

ENGE.
Not servile trust to the Gods, but Itnowledgq 

of the laws of the world, belief in the divinity 
of man and his eternal progress toward pQrfeo 
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philosophy and the real life of spiritual beings. 
All questions which arise on that subject arq 
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THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY'OF MAN.
Containing the latest investigations and dis, 

coveries, and a thorough presentation of thin 
Interesting subject. English edition. Price, 11. 
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OP

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, and hao 

been pronounced equal in its exposure of the 
diabolical methods of Catholicism to "UncA 
Tom's Cabin.” Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.
A thrilling psychological story of evangeliza

tion and free thought. It is to-Protestantls^ 
what “The Secrets of the Convent” is to CatA- 
ollclsm. Price, 80 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form circles, and 

develop and cultivate mediumship. Names of 
eminent Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight
page tract for mission work. Single copies, 5 
cents; 100 for SI.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contains 

the best poems of the author, and some of the 
most popular songs with the music by eminent, 
composers. The poems are admirably adapted" 
for recitations. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
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- THE LYCEUM GUIDE,
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manual of physical, intellectual and spiritual 
culture. By Emma Rood Tuttle. A book by 
the aid of which a progressive lyceum, a spirit
ual or liberal society -maybe organized and 
conducted without other assistance Price, 50 
cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Express charges 
unpaid.
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For humane education, with plan of the 
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Rood Tuttle. Price, 26 cents.
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AND

Other Offerings, i 
BY

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE. .

This volume contains a selection of tho best 
poems of this gifted author and storiettes con
tributed by Clair Tuttle in her charming style. 
There are 285 pages, with six full-page Illustra
tions. Including photogravures of the author 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound In blue with al- 
lununum embossing. Many of the poems are 
especially adapted for recitations.

The Author needs no introduction to the spir
itualpublic. Her songs are among the best in 
spiritual literature. Epes Sargent said of one 
of her poems that it was the equal of anything 
In the language, and that she was the poet or 
the New Dispensation. g

The Mecca says:‘•Psychic Poems.” **
That erudite critic. Wm. Enunette Coleman:

“To all lovers of good poetry this book is confi
dently recommended.” 1

Will Carlton: “I have read with great inter
est." I

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanitarian 
says: “A most exquisite bouquet * • • • the 
thoughts echo and re-echo through the deepest 
recesses of my heart. I have some word ot 
praise for every page.”

The author says In the dedication: “To those 
whoso thoughts and longings reach into the 
unseen Land of Souls, this handful of aspho
dels, mixed with common flowers, is offered 
hoping to give rest and pleasure while waiting 
at the way stations on the journey thither ” ..

Price, 81.00. For sale by . ...
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W. H. Terry. Melbourne, Australia.
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theosophy. Price, 81.60.
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ing your romanoe lovlng children out Into th» 
light of occultism. Price, cloth cover, 60 cts. 
For sale at this office.
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rlno" and of his people. Given Through the 
mediumship of MHS.M.T. LONGLEY, to Ira 0. 
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M interesting reading. Price, cloth, 60 cents.
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. BY CARRIE E. 8. TWINC,

Hor dedicatory lines are sufficient to show 
the spirit or the book as well as theauthor.lt 
roads, “Because my own children are all under 
pe tender care of the angels, and my heart It 
hungry for the love of the young. I most loving« 
w qealaato this book to the children of the 
world.” This book Is full of soul elevating and 
interesting thought Price. cLith. 11. Por sale 
at this office.
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My

Three Journeus Around the Worfd
Travels in the Pacific Islands, 

Now Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, 
A. M.. M. D.. Ph. D. In this splendid large 
book Dr. Peebles has concentrated a vast 
amount ot valuable information. It Is exceed
ingly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual
ism as he found it everywhere In his travels 
receives due attention, making the book of 
special value and Interest to Spiritualists. «4 
large pages, finely bound, at the price of 81.50.

AFTER HER DEATH.
The Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded wl;h pure and beautiful spirituality 
of thought. Instructivo and helpful to all who 
love and seek the higher and finer ways of 
spiritual experience. Price, BLOO.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.-

THE DISCOVERED COUNTR'.
A narattve ot the personal experience iv -

it Ufeot the author's father, who had > 
natural philosopher and a materialist, .non. 
tremely interesting book. Price, 81.00. ,

MARY ANNE CARE^f.
This work consists of the experiences of tr < 

author's mother in spirit life. Price, cloth, 60c L 
paper, 40c. . ■

PHILIP CARLISLIE,
Aphltosophleal romance by the guides, th* 

subject of the title being a scientific young ph!*,, 
osopher, who is a medium; his clilef onnoucnti. 
being a clergyman and a materialist. Cloth. 81s

OGEANIDES.
A scientific novel, based on the philosophy ofj 

life, as seen from the spirit side. Paper, tec.

MARK CHESTER,
Or "A Mill and a Million.', This Is one of Car-e 
lylo Petersilea's most Interesting works. It .»■ 
purely a psychical romance such as the author! 
Is noted tor producing, Cloth, COc; paper, 10c. '

upon the holiest altar In the parish Burner was put in the ante-room of hell 
chu1 ch that they had seen his ghostship, fo await the result of aeecret session of
himself, One could gather evidence - -

ANCIENT INDJA,
Its Language and Religions. By Prof. H. Olden
berg. Paper, 25 cents.

Whu I Am a VeaeLarian. •<
An address delivered before the Chicago Vege

tarian Society. Dy J. Howard Moore. Price, 
2& cents.

PROGRESSION
Tho evolution of Man. By Michael Faraday. 
Price. 15c.

th ' , ’•

ssassea:

PSYCHIC MYSTERIES.

peded. HUDSON TUTTLE.

RENDING TftE VftIL

WISDOM OF THE AGEStFREEDOM.

torn,

- I Revelations from Zertonlem, the:Cultivation of Personal Maanetism Prophet of Tlaskanata.

gentleman who stands high as a lec
turer and medium. It is a mine of val;

Th-

land-

Piper,

tortBOd, tntMurooendorteta of religion, of covctu« 
moot MdGfUWidhmnMwtAllibo uwofXfiturfrr 
tonstMoa .infittoci and e.qtüiy—la flualij pt«éutm«4.

Spiritualism is so strong On its foun
dation of truth that it can not only af
ford to Invite the onslaught of its ene
mies, but gathers strength by their at-

i-

mWERSt

Mine of Valuable Reflections 
and Suggestions.

"Suspicion was aroused, however, in 
the minds of a few skeptics who only 
awaited the opportunity for an .expope. fPlm. wnvti-vv-ftvVili-.k

inet manifestations and materializa
tions were as wonderful and mystifying 
as could be desired by the most ardent 
Spiritualist.

■ — - - . -* — -V — —— —
ods exposed by Mr. Rasmussen of No. 
1110 Bedford avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
His system of materialization is very 
startling—startling when known how it

"It Is but just to the secretary to sa, 
that bls work has been admirably don«)

ries to Jmuo Christ, his apostles and their com
panions, and not included in the New Testament 
by its compilers. Price, cloth, 11.60.

and that probably he will steer clear of 
Gloversville in the future."

A mother can have the consolation 
that her little one Is more tenderly 
cared for than she could caro tor it her
self.

Some Thoughts Along New inspl- 
rational Linee.

Spiritism and Mrs. leonera B. 
portrait of tho author. Price 75

“THE UNKNOWN”

This department is under the man- 
ftgementof ,

HUDSON TUTTLE.
“’Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Yet, Freedom! yet thy banner, 
but flying, ■ •

Streams .like, , the thunderstorm

The Devil and the Adventists.
An Adventist attack upon Spiritualism re

pulsed. By Moses HuU. Price, 10 cents.

o By Lizzie Doten. They are really valuable. 
Price, 81.00.

PUBLICATIONS OF

CARLYLE PETERSIIL,
Given by automatic writing through ' 

the author’s mediumship.

A treatise on Human Culture. By Leroy Ber- 
Her, anthropologist and (author. Avery suit- 
kestlve and Instructive book. Price 81.00.

SURELY A GHOST.

Printed on heavy paper, from now platea. In 1er®. 
Keir type, with portrait end lllnitratlou. OnO vol. 
portero, SU pogooi paper, co cental cloth, 73 centi.

"It was the third and last of a series 
of seances which was begun last Friday' 
evening, and which were apparently 
very successful and satisfactory; the 
circle was harmonious (?) and the cab-

“In reading the book, and I bave rea« 
it all, this modest, self-retiring, literal 
rendering of these extraordinary haay 
penlngs by the secretary has been " j

THOMPSON, THE MATERIALIZING 
MEDIUM.

Mr. Thompson, a materializing me
dium of Kingston, N. Y., had his meth-

is done. That Mr. Thomposn's career 
Is rather of tho mixed order, Is shown 
by the following from the Dally Stand-, 
ard, of GloversyflTe, 'N. Y, bearing th/ 
date of Feb. IQ, 1896: \ /

niTTD TTnTfWd ByWarronSumnerBinow. I HR. VIllliPin Tu»Voleos contain poems lUU i U4UJJU Of romarkab'x boautr aud 
forco. Thar oro most excellent. Price 11.00.

: VOLNEY’S RUINS
. —AND—
iTHE LAW OF NATH’’’'.

TO wmaa i-.
Tolniy» Amwir to Dr. PrloiUr, n Blojtephlcil Nott! 

by Count Dim, an« tbo/Zodlacil Blgtu ud 
ConiteUatton, by tbo Editor)

Alto, a Map of tho Astrological Heaven« r. 
tho Anolonta,

care for it, and knows less of evil influ
ences than it would in mortal life.

- ------- -- — — - ---------------- --------- - >■ IU M UJ1UO A
and Instruct. It contains 280 pages, and Is full nnhla mfinoflona and nniro-pnUnno of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a u“01« renocuons ana suggestions, 
medium of rare qualities, and his work Is a paragraphs arc short, suggestive ano 
reflection from tho celestial spheres. । inspiring Every one of them leads V

. Z ~ ~ something higher, grander, noblerflDOGrupiial New Testament, e*«
Being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces, '
now extant, attributed in the first fouroontu-

THE GOSPEL OE NATURE I ThlB work waa^utomaUcaUy ttan. 
Is a most excellent work by Dr. M. L. Sherman, 1 a wniui H
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore It scribed by George A. b “ler, M. D.( 
has boon sold for 83, butthoprice now has been “<->• — - >—
reduced to 81. It Is a book that will Interest

S’ Feb sr. ISflá.

MAHOMET, THE ILLUSTRIOUS.'
-i, Godfrey Higgins, Esq. This work is ono 

of the Library of Liberal Classics. No author 
wan better qusUllod to write an- Impartial and 
honest Ute of Mahomet then Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is intensely Interesting. It 
should bo read In conjunction with Gibbon's 
work. Price, Sftoenta.--   —»

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a-host of re
spondents, that to give air equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and otten 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed 'to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit? 
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

• NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of tills department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex-

warmest clothing, furs, hoods, and 
wraps and their beds are the warmest, 
to that really they at o in a casing the 
tempvialure of which. Is little lower 
than their bodies. The air they breathe 
is partially warmed in tha air passages 
before it reaches the lungs. Modified 
thus as it is, this extreme cold cannot 
bo well tor those who have not tlie 
strength for reaction. When one passes 
into extremely cold au- the blood leaves 
the surface and is congested in the vital 
organs. After a time there comes re
action and tho blood rushes back to the 
surface aud there is a sense or warmth, 
in weak persons this may not. result 
and serious congestion takes ■ place. 
Lung troubles might thus be brought to 
a sudden and fatal crisis.

Cold, pure air and sunlight are the 
remedies nature gives all her children 
of tlie wood and field. These are her 
healing agencies, more potent than all 
others and a great benefit will come of 
this cold air fad. People will not be 
afraid of air as many have been, and 
will allow their windows to remain 
open. If they give this attention, they 
will not have to go tramping for 
health.

The conditions which will restore 
health will preserve it. Throw open to 
the sunlight and air every room In the 
house. Have no dark corners where 
dampness will breed disease germs. 
Have the air in your sleeping apart
ments as fresh as the wind out doors. 
Have warm covering and let the tem
perature go down; ft will do no harm as 
long as you are comfortably warm.

SEES AN AZTEC GHOST—MEXICAN 
HIDALGO GUIDED TO CITY OF 
DEAD BY SPIRIT HANDS.—STORY 
VJELL VOUCHED FOR —BONES 
AND RELICS OF VANISHED RACE 
OFFERED IN SUPPORT OF WEIRD 
TALE.
As set forth In a paper named "Mod

ern Mexico,” Coatepec de Morelos, near 
Zitacuro, in the state of Michoacan, has 
always had a reputation tor ghosts aud 
spirits. There is -not an inhabitant, 
m&u, woman or child, who will not tell 
you confidently that he has see one or 
more of the inhabitants of the-air, oi- 
the streams, or tlie graves of the many 
dead that lie buried all about the vil
lage, for the place is a very old one.

A short time ago Coatepec had a real, 
live ghost sensation, and there are doz
ens m the village who would swear

THE LUCK OFM BURNER
■ ■' —-rt- ">1 : . ' . . .■

A Heavenly Sketch Showing That They 
Do Things Different “Q^er There," 
- . —-jfrjj-t 11 v ।
Something unusufii' was» going on in 

heaven. Also hell was Hi- an uproar. 
Archangel Gabriel ®as ■ blowing with 
his mighty lungs till! ¿Ugliest tones of 
the trumpet Theiulnudarstudies and 
newspaper angels were ruhning up and 
down from heir to motive« ’’and back, 
yelling as they raar 1. "Iihtest extra; 
latest! Deported fen’ disbelief."

The fact was tliaUiWheina late mem
ber of tlie Mauhattadi LiWral Club and 
Liberal Art Society,! by aflse. name- of 
Jay Burner, was us lUBUal shipped from 
Evergreen, cemetery.C. O. D. to. St. 
Peter, and when Jay Burner 011 St. 
Peter’s usual question, What are Burn
er’s beliefs? answeiwl that lie had no 
beliefs but disbeliefs, St. Peter refused 
to give a receipt to tlie expressman and

Jas. Illlngsworth: Q. Why do Spir
itualists furnish ammunition for their 
enemies, as instance the author of The 
Great Psychological Crime?

A. Spiritualists do not furnish such 
“ammunition." No one but an enemy 
of Spiritualism would do so. Those 
who have studied the subject most 
closely, well know that the objections 
urged are false in their premises, and 
altogether misleading. But those who 
have not thus studied, and those who 
seek for damaging arguments, eagerly 
seize the weapons thus manufactured 
ready for their use.

If a book should be written, contain
ing all the rascality, frauds and liaisons 
of gospel ministers, the crimes of perse
cutions In the name of the church, as 
proving the theory that the office of 
ministration of the gospel was the great
est crime in the calendar, where among 

' all tho religious publishing houses 
would it be able to And one, so recreant 
to principle, to give it publication? 
The churches are too wise, to give a 
“free platform" to tfieif enemies.

tack. It Is not afraid of the truth, and 
can defend itself from falsehood. The 
atmosphere is cleared by such storms, 
which seem necessary to. destroy the 
rubbish which accumulates in periods 
of calm. It needs opposition to call out 
its host of gallant defenders, as the re
recent discussion of the “great crime," 
fully sustains. The' process has been 
“strenuotis,” and many have expressed 
anxiety, but thus far the chair only bas 
been: blown away. .
1 Yet let us not forget, nor be. bullied 
by our optimism into negligence of 
■Watchfulness that, the whitest and most 
perfect statue ever carved from Parian 

jPMir'ble, may be 'covered - wjth mud .:apd 
hfe beauty effaced by libqdTtnna Mlfiglhg 
garbage Scooped from the gutter!

W; H. Moore: Q. - We are said to 
have five senses, or processes by which 
we obtain our knowledge of objective 
realities. But all these senses come un
der ■ <jne head—and -that is known as 
feeling. If that is so, why do I not ex
perience some sensation when using my 
eyes, or when sound strikes my.ear?

A. There is only one sense that prop
erly comes uijder the head of feeling, 
and that ¡s the sensation by thqt name. 
It is produced by direct contact with 
the sensatory nerves. The sensation 
of heat and cold and of touch are exam
ples. Taste is a blending .of’touch, 
Chemical and electrical actio’/, all of 
which are transformed In tt,^ brain to 
the sensation by that name.

Hearing is not produced by touch. It 
Is a recognition of waves in the air. 
A sounding body is one which throws 
off such waves and when these strike 
the tympanum of the ear, by a wonder
ful mechanism they are Intensified and 
received on the auditory nerves, and 
there transformed into the sensation of 
hearing. .

The eye is formed to receive the 
waves created by a luminous body. 
These waves are concentrated on the 
ends of the fibers which terminate the 
optic nerve, and produce in the brain 
the sensation of light. Unless congest
ed as in inflammation there is little sen
sation in the auditory nerves, or olfac
tory nerves. They are for receiving vi
brations, and sensations of contact 
would diminish or-destroy their func
tions. When congested, and the sensa
tion of feeling thus made prominent, 
the waves of light, striking, the retina, 
are felt and most painfully. Waves of 
sound strike the auditory nerves as tan
gible blows, and are transformed into 
“feeling.”

Invalid: ,Q. Is the open air cure as 
now practiced In many places, as in the 
sanitarium in the Adirondacks, benefi
cial?

A. This correspondent refers to the 
cold and fresh air cure which has be
come tlie latest fad, encouraged by the 
owners of sanitariums in the mountain 
regions. At these health resorts the 
temperatute had been as Tow this'.wln- 
tet as' 30 degrees below zero, yet frail 
wdmen' debilitated by consumption, 
and men who have been given over to 
die, have remained most of the day out 
of doors and slept at night in'beds on 
the porches. These porches are in
closed with glass and when all have re
tired are thrown wide open, so practi
cally the-patient sleeps out of doors. 
Tents are scattered in the forest of Sar
anac Lake in which consumptives spend 
the-winter, the tents at times being cov
ered with snôw. ■ At thé sanitarium 
they go out into the driving snow storm 
for hours and never think of taking 
cold. There are reports of wonderful 
cures after all hope had vanished, as 
theré are whatever system Ib practiced. 
It is said that consurpptfves haye gone 
there in the lost stages of that disease 
and in-six months-returned- hale 'and 
well. It is heroic treatment, and the 
failures are not recorded. It must be 
remembered that these people wear the

Ignorance: Q. Can a little child re
turn and communicate through the plan
chette?

What consolation can a -mother have 
if her litue one has gone where there 
are so many evil spirits?

A. When children thus return, some 
spirit friend constantly with them, com
municates for them.

A mother requires no consolation 
while her little one Is here, although 
there are evil persons in this life, even 
fo the some ratio there is In rhe next. 
A child is received Into the guardian 
care of those willing and anxious to

enough In Coatepec in ten minutes to 
satisfy tlie most skeptical of juries that 
ghosts actually do exist, and that, more
over, they take an interest m the affairs 
of humanity. '

If you go to Coatepec and are fortu
nate enough to have a letter of intro
duction to some one high enough in the 
social scale to Insure you an entree into 
the right society, you will probably 
meet Jose Miranda, and will be assured 
by a dozen persons before the day has 
passed that he is a "very intelligent 
person, very intelligent," with a decided 
accent upon the word very. Yet Jose 
Miranda was the man who not only saw 
tlie ghost, but secured proofs of its ma
terial existence, if a ghost can be said 
to have any material existence. •

Ghosts of Coatepec.
Ghosts have always been more or less

the Immigration commissioners.
And indeed a secret meeting was held 

to decide what was toibe done with a 
man who did not want to ■ believe in 
things in which the majority believes. 
In a special room assigned for that pur
pose five wise personages were assem-
bled. They were Confucius the Ciii- 
nese philosopher, Buddha the Indian, 
Moses the Jew, Jesus the Christian, and 
Mohammed the Turk; Confucius, as the 
oldest, was elected .chairman of the 
committee. St. Peter .- was appointed 
sergeant-at-arms inside, and Lucifer 
watchman outside. Jpy Burner was 
brought in and Copfucius asked him: 
"What are you?” ..

“A man," answered'Burner.
"We do. not need-men. here, but 1 

mean of what religions belief are you?”
Burner answered:,, “L am an infidel 

and do. not believe-jin God or in any 
such dreams and fantasies."fond of Coatepec. In early Aztec times 

is was a place of great renown, being 
one of the several holy cities or Mexico. 
QietzM^tL^Xed^rplnt6 gert. S here™““ ‘H “e QD^el yI your conl

And the city still bears his name; for Burner answered- Win nrn-an ss as »mZS

The DeMfle of Coat^ee congresses of the world in the name of
Xufl pBOpiu or VOQitOpCC Cl&im to *Lihfirtv ond Qvviiftnh * ”

be Christians. But there are those who “That’s enoughsaid Confucius 
are uncharitable enough to say that the "take him away anrf put him in a cold 
lower class people have their old Aztec room fo hell and sei thar no „no ren « 
gods hidden away In the caves of the £until £e fiS session’’ 
mountains-near by, and that they ob- p™r Uy Zner^ho was so fresh 
SeFOT’tmoreZtthCnnelnE’1vnB c0re.moales’ and impertinent thaf ’hS dared to speak

Foi more than a year ghosts and the truth, a thing 'which is seldom 
spirits iave been wandering about the heard on earth nor Avlitentlv in h»,™? 
streets of Coatepec, and over the neigh- □‘taken awav to Xk room for fl e 
tessDniiffitUowtsnS And* taho0lhDy °f re8t? purpose’ 1 suppose, dFcooling down and 
bemi the l^f Mt «hv ave aover thinking over his daring answers, while 
ahnstR ?’ l ke “I®!“7 the committee of fiV'd continued the se-
dreds ' f° & V° b6en 80611 by bUn’ cret seijslon’ Presently "-Middha asked

Jose Miranda himself Is one of the o°ncf LdT^slid^fe^'com 
most intelligent men in the village, a rades: ThisJs a v^Sgn> ’infidel- 
niahtWRnnmean<Lia couacllman’ °ne Jty and Freethinkingyare^reading rap- 
hnSmSreT ! ^ag^’he ““I1116 ldl* on earth’ ThdVpeopte are begln- 
a £hosft in fo wMre9riHS vlUage’ whea nln« flnd out theltfakedside of relig
a ghost, all in white, Its grave cowl ion." v' ■ 9
faflen back upon its shoulders, leaving ’.‘I beg your pakdoni’J interrupted 
washstandfoiShPt^Jn0Whimet re1 JesuB' “ lf they flnd cut th8 fake BldPe’°r 
was standing between him and the your Buddhistic religion that does not moon, which was shining brightly mean that .all oth® reliXne are no 
through the hollow sockets of the eyes, good.” >• < • . .
stlfl aandHnnfotld 'tire® U 8^°°^ “Monsieur Jesus,Tlsald Buddha, "you
♦„¿1nSUth£O nted.W< th on?„bon? hand yourself took the principal:idea of self- 
unable in n,™»” ?!' Miranda was abnegation and nomneslatahce from my 
unable to inove. But as soon as the sayings, and my relteiouiiiand from a 
to Its heels and rnmiA fni* «■»« «> l^ess standpoint'■canisue any time

The opportunity 6anie'when_7ff~rOTto '»fet aff It cotild,. dfid it never'sjackepefl', g,J®yi:feave‘1f> pay
i“? 6 pt‘t1Vn<1 8a,d f!'wa8 Pa06 UnW U reached home.' J ‘ '"^thfoS «X. ‘rere».

the spirit of John Roberts, a prominent 
Odd Fellow who dled^at Mayfield last ' 
fall. In the dim, uncertain light It was 
difficult to discern more than the mere

"Samuel Thompson, th\ Spiritualistic 
Medium, Expose^— Odd Fellows Up to 
His Game—He was Giving the Grip of 
that Society and In Doing So Gave Him
self Away—Ordered to Leave the City 
and He Did Not Wait for Morning to Ar
rive Before Complying With the Order.

face and form, which seemed to be 
about six feet in height, and around his 
neck could faintly, be seen what pur
ported to be a regalia of the order. 
Waxing bolder John (?) motioned to 
several Odd Fellows present to come up 
and see him and proceeded to give them 
some of the grips peculiar to that order, 
and this was where the medium made 
the greatest mistake of bis life, for this 
link has never been broken by a true 
Odd Fellow and although the spirit (?) 
tried to break loose, the links were too 
strong for him and he was dragged out 
into the middle of the room, disrobed, a 
light was brought and there stood------
Thompson, covered with confusion and 
trembling and quailing before his 
friends whom he had attempted to de
ceive The regalia which had been on 
his neck was a piece of cheesecloth 
twisted Into form as near like the real 
article as possible, and apparently the 
same cloth which had done service the 
night before as a masonic apron and 
also a dress for the spirit of little “Blue 
Bell.”

"Explanations were In order, but none 
could be made and none were attempt
ed, Thompson simply groveling before 
his accusers, begging for mercy and of
fering to make any reparation In his 
power, but he was simply told that he 
must not be seen in Gloversville this

• .. ... •• 'HI — • .
Nearly everybody present fainted. 

After St. Peter had applied smelling 
salts to gll, Confucius asked Burner 
again: “What Is the.Qbjectpf your com- Innt Il rtwvzx •>’* ’

- i'- ------------ ■ ‘Both of you ayei- dreamer8," !lnter-
. Caught by the Phantom. ~ rupted Mos^s,. ‘-'You, Jesus, made the

A week later Jose was riding along of Pr°claln,lnB yourself
the same road when the ghost met him mnkin^ArintX add!?g tw.° more godB' 
in the same place. But this time it an- ™e' wblcb
ticipated any shy on the part of the 8 . e-^urdity. -
horse, for It seized the animal by the, n8Hd ¿esU8.’ ',Ulat my
bridle with one hand and pointed with n ‘J16 Ca^?lic I)rlests mado 
the other In the direction of the hills. “wiLf11«™ 1 nev®i dfoanied of it.” 
Jose saw at once that he was in for .it hr.J»?8'« a^0< y°j ab<?ut' any’
so he decided that he had better humor JiSL' „ e*olaimed Mcffiammed, '.'and 
the ghosL He, therefore; turned hta J?™aiV°utr religions anyway? What 
horse’s head in the direction Indicated d?,yoJl glve to Peopl^who come up here and started off rapidly. In aboSt BU^erlng & ..earth?. Nothing!
quarter, of an hour they arrived at the hl»/«!1.^on.?\v'ea a . Pkradipe full of 
foothills where the glfost stopp« “ eh c^y) e^' 
pointed to a huge stone at the foot of a 1 "v™, r,
tall tree, after which he immediately ?,d Buddlla>
disappeared into the earth. Jose sprang u vigorous-

rode slowly homeward. i, ®oor', sa,d. Jesus, and
Next day he tried tn naranodn having got it, he continued: “The rea

men to go with him and help him dig up pp« the wn' spre^lag earth 
the big stone to see what was beneath I'68 jron5?1?i ^as become 
it. But the story was enough for the arn<in?mpta theilan to
villagers. Everyone decided he was comm ^ s a’ J tell you,' gentlemen, 
ghost-hauuted Md that It was unwise to a priest who

succeeded in persuading an Indian from whnTco lnterrupted Buddha again, 
a neighboring town and a Protestant “h ¡6 Confucius once more fell asleep, 
missionary from Mexico City, who hap- o^th^annu «nd'tulnvented 
a^olXX00^60 at the tlme' to r fh»ef^ ”£ Sffiscovere<L 

and let it roll down the hill. Then doae to

THE BEAUTIFUL SOUVENIR VOLU^, 
By A. IiEAU UNDERHILL, 

(OI the Fox Family.)

The pissing Link inAltep a careful perusal of the great 
issue, No. 739 of your excellent paper, I 
am moved to-wrlte.’

I am gieatly interested in all tlie pros 
and cons of the entire issue and in tact, 
in all the others, but will begin with the 
ilist aiticle, The Great Mystery of Spir
it Foims, by Salvarona. His state
ments m part aie unique. I have been 
taught for many years by my ’ spirit 
teachers along these lines of the science 
of lite aud the lelatlons of man and 
things aud although this gentleman ex- 
piesoes himself difterently, I see points 
of. convergence with ■ my own small 
stock of knowledge of this kind, and 
feel that perhaps a few statements may 
piove helplul to some of your readers, 
hence this effort.

Many times I have seen clairvoyantly 
the psychic system in space to which 
man’s psychic or nerve system corre
sponds and is thereto attached,1 and 
therein active. I have also seen that 
this psychic or nerve system in space 
is contained in the ether of space and 
oscillates through it as a silvery mass of 
wavelets. 1 have often looked upon It 
and felt like saying it was an ocean of 
ether because of these movements, so 
like a body of water moves in waves 
when not unduly agitated.

This ether is of different qualities 
and shades on each successive plane of 
expression in sentient life, and in ac
cordance with these advancements of 
life’s expressions, the vibratory ratios 
differ and tlie thought circles are en
larged. I also have frequently wit
nessed brain activities separate from 
and also active in this reforred-to sys
tem in space and we have long been 
taught here, that brains are the work
shops of the spirit and are receiving 
and transmitting centers of thought and 
its exchange, very many lines going to 
and from them cqnstantly. It has often 
reminded'me of a union telegraph sta
tion; also a telephone service explains 
the process to some extent. It is not 
the brain alone, however, but the whole 
ganglionic or nerve system which 
serves in these processes, of bringing in 
Strength and vital supplies, as well as 
receiving and transmitting thought and 
ideas to individuals.

I have seen that under different con
ditions the effects produced upon per
sons differ. For instance, once while 
being so Instructed, a number of per
sons were brought to my notice. Tlie 
brains of these persons were marked as 
spectrums or key-boards for this special 
lesson. Streams of light or inspiration 
were directed upon these brains or 
minds, or rather flashed upon them by 
oscillating thought waves and ibis light 
divided itself into specific brain cells 
for the formation aud expression of 
thoughts and ideas. Now these brains 
under seemingly the same treatment 
were differently affected. In one or two 
the mental Illumination was very 
marked, in others scarcely perceptible. 
Once only I was permitted to seo these 
nerves of man’s and nature’s brain mag
nified to my vision by a powerful mag
nifying Instrument held before me by 
my spiritual instructor. I thus plainly 
saw that these nerves are hollow and 
that a substance passes through them; 
also that a strong desire or aspiration 
puts forth these fibres or signals, others 
come from other directions, they meet, 
connect, there is an induction, it goes to 
the brain, ipakes its impact and lo! a 
thought-or idea has birth'. But there 
are different ways; for instance, intel
ligence is directed upon.. minds that 
ipflJcajw.consclous,effort Tor. such . re
ception ahd it' is seldom successful even 
in part in making an impact so that a 
thought or an idea can be consciously 
perceived by the individual.

Ono time while seeing such brain ac
tivities. as referred to, I Was admon, 
iqhed to note well, the small electric 
click that makes the impact on brain 
cells and lo! I saw, also heard clalraudi- 
ently the different brain cells tapped in 
rhytlimiff regularity forming words and 
sentencés. It reminded me of forming 
words and sentences on the typewriter 
by the manipulator who touches the 
keys to make the imprint. One’s own 
indwelling spirit is the operator in this 
thought manipulation, but ft needs our 
own respiration to make the click or 
impact. It is true in this sense, that 
the creation, receiving and exchanging 
of thought and the weaving of each 
one’s web of life in God’s loom (the psy
chic system in space) are all conducted 
by the breath and pulse of the Creator 
and of every creature. It was once my 
privilege and delight to elairaudiently 
hear creation’s rhythm chanted by all 
things that are. Every thing has a voice 
of Its kind and degree and all these 
voices blend, the hprmony Is complete. 
In the chorus of this wonderful rhythm, 
countless millions of these electric 
clicks which make thought impact, 
joined in a soft rippling melody. It was 
too much for me, I wept I could not 
then nor can I now describe the grand
eur of that rhythm, so I pass on though 
the half is not told.

I wish to say a few words on the sub
ject of The Great Psychological Crime. 
It is certainly well defended on both 
sides. The author of the book sees 
things from a different point of view 
than myself and expresses himself ac
cording, In the main. I cannot agree 
with him, although I see points of con
vergence In some things he states and 
those I have been taught, also experi
enced for over thirty-five years, there
fore it Is nothing new to me nor to us 
here.

I have learned in this inner school of 
the spirit, that to live is to be a soul; 
that souls are the original seed-germs 
or patterns of the form that is to be 
builded ; that each seed or pattern con
tains all that this soul or life should ac
complish as' its cohtribution to the vi
bratory ratios, as also to the transfor
mation of substances, etc. Upon the vi
bratory ratios’ creation’s advancement 
and general progression is dependent.

AH species beneath the human are 
but servant creations In this sense, to 
thus bring up the vibrating ratios to the 
fitness for man to appear upon the 
stage of action In the world's great 
drama.

Man is provided .with an Immortal 
soul and soul attributes as well as with 
tlie material' or corporeal. These im
mortal souls are stamped with, their 
heritage of eternal life and cannot nor 
do not perlsli; but the men and women 
who indulge in-carnal thought and con
duct only, create no vibratory thought 
Unes or currents for the Immortal soul 
to be attached to when released from' 
such Ul-fayored conditions and corrupt 
dwelling and as a rule it builds another 
earth-form through which to gain expe
rience and pursues its endless journey.

Thorq are other processes that have 
been explained to me often, but I can
not give them now.

. MRS. M. KLEIN.
Van Wert, Ohio. .
"The Molecular’Hypothesis of Na

ture." By Prof. Wm. M. Lonkwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized an ono of 
tho ablest lecturers on tho spiritual ros
trum. In this llttlo volume he presents 
In ‘succinct form the Buhstànco of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and présenta his views os 
demonstrating a setentlflo basis of Spir- 
Ituallmn. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and thtok. gte

Modern Spiritualism.
chapter«, ATI pages, «u- this rare book, WW out of nrint are to perbly printed, and bound in colors and w

gold, 15 Illustrations, 5 steel engraved 
portraits of the celebrated Fox Family, 
a full page engraving of tho old house
at Hydesville, which to this day, by 
the act of its wealthy and respected 
owner, Artemus Hyde, Esq., bears tho 
Inscription, “Hero Spiritualism Origi
nated in 1848.” 8

A complete history of the Initiation nf 
the movement known as Modern Spirit
ualism, from the epochal period which 
dates from March 81, 1848. Since that 
day, starting from a small country vil
lage In western New York, Spiritualism 
has made Its way against tremendous 
obutncles around the civilized globe.

Only a limited number of copies of

b® lnd ^eae ““ b® obtained, only 
at this office. Those who remit at one* 
™1..I?Lcelve a c°Py> P°st Pai<i. at th« 
GREATLY REDUCED PRICE OF SL

Note.—By failure In 1885 to complete 
contract with the author, a largo po* " 
tlon of the edition was left unbound, 
and so remained for a number of years 
wbeu they were rescued and bound al 
additional cost, hence this valuable . 
contribution to the cause of Spiritual
ism was not properly presented to the 
Spiritualistic public, and a host of In
vestigators have not bad the opportu- 
nlty of securing a copy until the pres
ent time. Do not fail to send for « 
copy at once. J. r. FRANOL9,

40 Loomis Street, Chicago, ill 1

-BY—

CAMILLE FLAMMARION.
"Tho Unknown” created a marked 

sensation in France when first pub
lished and can scarcely fall to arouse 
the greatest Interest In this country. It 
Is an eminent scientist’s study of the 
phenomena of the spirit world. In 
touching upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authenticated instances, and 
chapters of his book are as weirdly fas-

clnatlng as the most fantastic of Poe’s 
tales. It treats on Incredulity, credul
ity, hallucinations, psychic action of one 
mind upon another, transmission of 
thought, suggestion, the world of 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychic 
dreams, distinct sight In dreams, actual 
facts, premonitory dreams and dlvlna. 
tlon of the future, etc. <87 pages, clot* 
bound. Price (2.00. . i

A Most Remarkable Book Concerning the Exis^ncs 
of Mao, and All Things, and All Being

It Was Written by Materialized Forms at the House of 
J. H, Pratt, Spring Hill, Kansas, William W. 

Aber Being the Medium.
"Rending the Vail" is pronounced by 

Col. R. T. Van Horn, of Kansas City, 
Mo., as a most remarkable work. That 
Col. Van Horn Is fully competent to 
judgd, we will say that be has been a 
member of congress for four sessions, 
an editor of a leading daily, and a pro
found thinker along scientific lines. 
He says:

“The principal contributors to tho 
book are four in number: Dr. W. H. 
Reed, who is called the chemical con
trol of the medium; William Denton, 
Thomas Paine aud Michael Faraday. 
There are numerous others giving a few 
incidental aud mostly personal mes
sages or dissertations on scientific, phil
osophie, religious, théologie and oceult 
topics—from world-building, the origin 
of life, or religions, of scientific discov
ery, and the laws of cosmos or nature
in fact the entire field of human 
thought The limitation seemed to be 
only that of the spectators to ask ques
tions. •

and various klnured questions. Alli 
these are treated, some of them verxl 
fully, but all rationally understandable.. 
Also phenomena, Inspiration and such, 
to many, knotty subjects, are freely and' 
fully discussed.

"The work is not written by the me» 
dium nor by any one connected with ttoe 
society or circle. All was delivered byj 
personalities distinct from either, wrl£ 
ton down by the secretary as spoken, o* 
if in writing, filed away. At the nex* 
meeting the minutes in full were rea^« 
corrected, or criticised by those present 
and by the authors, and when approve® 
by both laid away for tho I ook.

"The work Is unique in the history oil 
spirit communication. Swedenborgi 
Andrew Jackson Davis, and Marla Kln£ 
wrote under inspiration. Newbrougli 
wrote Oahspe automatically by tyo*- 
wrlter. “Rending the Vail" was wr‘< -
ten and spoken by full-form personal! • 
ties and la printed as given. One re-» 
markable thing about the writing maT 
nor be amiss here. As high as l^oil< 
words a minute were written by actual 
tlming by the watch. •

“In addition to this maBs of messages, 
there are in the book about sixty IJlus- 
ttatlons—44 of them portraits. These 
Were drawn by a form standing put lb 
the room at a desk, the form or person
ality to be sketched at the doorway of ---------- ----------
the cabinet and the finished picture ~not onlT faithfully and cfllclently, burc 
handed to one of the circle and filed ","h .................
away by the seceretary.

“What will attract the attention of 
even the non-SpIrltuallst reader Is that 
the topics treated by Prof. Denton, 
Thomas Paine and Prof. Faraday, are 
In kind, in thought and style with those 
to which their active lives In this world

with excellent taste. There are no dog-v 
matlc parentheses, no Interpolations oi' 
ipse dlxlts of tho scribe. He simpdp 
states that "a form purporting to be*' 
So-and-So, “appeared and delivered th» 
following"—stating whether It was oral 
or In writing.

were devoted—In literary character as 
different here as in their works extant 
on our book-shelves. •

“The Spiritualist press and its con
tributors are just now discussing a 
number of questions as to the nature of 
spirit, of spirit return: the want of 
agreement between those returning as 
to conditions in their present world; the 
limitations—that the organism of the 
medium Imposes upon communication.

source of constant admiration. It adds 
character to the book and inspires con
stant confidence In the Integrity tha» 
from the first page to the last enhance» 
the respect and interest of the reader.”-

This remarkable book, "Rending th»' 
Vail,” is for sale at tho office of The. 
Progressive Thinker. Price $1.75.

morning or in the future, and wisely 
taking this advice he was well on his 
way to Kingston before daylight It is 
to the credit of the Odd Fellows to 
know that this man who has been get
ting money out of the people of this city an« let It roll down the hill. Then iim wlirdTsbeltere^43“?" * U°ne “ few?.».!-. >•“ 1- -w-d as -o» «■.A°s... -u«.

steady work they came upon a circle of fodtTri “t’!? reiiesUon’re he.rd re18 G°?? 
skulls, or, rather, a part of the circle mfned’r 1 you,-^e truth, gentle
the whole of which was unearthed a fhl“tfoLMVe ^en Poking for him all 
few days later. They also found a stone find Mm ” nC6 1 ca.“!**ere cannot 
axe and othqr.relics of a long-past age. “Ana r ¿¿a 1 '««./»>’» ——-j

m“eehim7ven o‘n<£n of
b‘ Nobody seems to answer-afflrmative-

Before the Azteo. ly, but the door opened and- In danced
On examination it was found that the Lucl^er> and said; '6(Uitlernen, I hap- 

big stone had been arrested with the ?e“ t0 overhear, as bbual.your conver- 
under-side up. It was-evidently a mon- ^20nLand L®,68 W how in a 
ument of some kind, for It had carved dlfilcalt position trying'“«»', solve two 
upon its-surface part of a gigantic hand. <lUG,sti°n8‘ “amely, First, where is God? 
somewhat roughly but symmetrically S.nd secondly> Wha£~to 8& to Mr. Jay
cut In relief. Further excavation dis- ®urner> who does: S5t .bftfieve in God. 
closed the whole of the great circle of , ou are a3Jdn& where IsTiad? Do you 
skulls, which was nearly thirty feet-in ,know’ Bentlemen, thM Gotf s neither In 
diameter. Near them there was not a ^eaYen, nor in' nell,v SeHb on earth! 
single other bone. In this curious i16, 8 n every IMnk’befe&’B heart; he 
grave there were many, relics of a'past 8 la every flower, hAis/.in’fhe sunshine, 
age.- Among these were stone whistles, J?/“8 “oonsMne, fid. Is ffie truth; and 
sea-shells, seed jugs; baked pottery, 1£ humantty needs lShdeiM’let them be 
stone grinding and weaving tools, jade ?°i dreamers wlth'O'thelPc phantasms, 
heads and many beautifully worked Im- en?,rgGi1,? ?vl11 tear
ages. These latter showed that this j°"in 016 wJnds of^sjipWstltion and 
curious Golgotha must have belonged to dorkness and let light? and sunshine into 
a people of Importance. .In the grave kuman “tad, thfcn thdie will bo the 
were also found some atone slabs with 1 of G,od' on earth‘
ancient hieroglyphics, which evidently , second qucitlon.'^’hat to do 
belonged to a people who lived Tn tho ?d$er7 My ad-
country before the coming of the Az- vlc8>s to take him ItfstraHfeht to heaven 
tecs. ' and let him teach th'e Inhabitants to

If any man still doubts there ore so® tataB® ta a true light and free me 
ghosts in Coatepec he can flnd most of ?n _ “.you’ the ppek-of dreamers, of 
the above articles, and many more^at your re,‘Bious Buperpfitlon, and intoler- 
the home of Jose Miranda, and there la na°°’ “?*? w-° ?- beoome ireo men 
scarcely an Inhabitant who has not at 
least one relic from thia ancient grave.

Investigation made lately shows that 
near the "Circle of Skulls," as the place 
is now called, are tho remains of a very 
ancient city, almost burled by ‘ ' 
slides from tho foothills. -

The above from the Standard speaks 
for itself. Of course he will continue to 
be patronized by the gulllbles and semi
Idiots. There are enough of that breed 
of humans in this country to support a 
good many such mediums.

4 against the wind; • .< 
Thy trumpet-voice, though broken now 

and dying., <. . ■
The loudest still the tempest leaves 

behind; ' ..
Thy tree h¿tt lost its blossoms, and 
, the rind,

Chopped by the axe, looks rough and 
' little worth, . '
But the sap lasts—and still the seed 

we find
Sown deep, even in the bosom of the 
- North;
So shall a better spring less bitter seed 

bring forth. —Lord Byron.

"New Testament Stories Comically Il
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts.” Heston's 
drawing? are Incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price In boards, SI. 
Cloth, $1.50.

“ftoiV,Shall I Beconie a Medi 
um,” Fully Answered

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
cents. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 0.

- - .....  ... ------ ... cents,
and Dr, Thomson' J. Hudson’s Theorien 
In Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dalley, Demonstrates futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson's explanations of 
gp.irlturt gtamma. Price 25 emits,

with noble feelings and true hearts,"
Though Confucius ,wati protesting 

vigorously: "No tlckee, no washes," by 
■a vote of four against one . Jay. Burner 
was not.deported, but Installed In l’ara- 
Also as God’s representative.—Platon 
Brounoft in Truth Seeker. . . . .

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con. 
fossional.’’ This book,', -by the well 
known Father Chlniquy, rpveals the de
grading, impure .influences .and results 
of the Romish confessional, an .proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Pricey mail, $1, Far-sale st

TMa la undoubtedly on. ot Ilio best end moat uautnl 
pooka .Tor pnbUahed. It eloquently advocate, ilia 
boaitntereitn of mankind, and clearly pointa out th. 
teureea of hnmi-nIgnorance and mirarv. The entbot 
1. auppoaed to meefln thoruhia ot Palmyra an .npMl

<v>rettiAn>K nw Uon or pbaatom, trblch oatlalt» the Uno pttaolploa oi' TnF WllRlTi RFÄIITlrin ¡to0l«ty,enatheoan«»01 bothUioproaporltyand th.flllLIVVIULl/'DLnUlILUL. rain of ancient etale«.. A general awcmily of Ui. 
8«rtoa one, two 4n4 three. By Lilian Whiting. »»Uona » at length eonm.a, a leglalaUv. bod» 
Three chotos volumes,

tn Which ssttîtUÊtltylarëisteflta hwydiw Uto ^7
tas WW tetófeb to wÄfSwÖrli.



otaitts; i)laln, 40 cents.

&

By Fred T. Hodgson, 
M. O., A. A.
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A SPIRITUAL WEDDING. MINNESOTA Catarrh Cured
A Rich

After 
Church

Display of Presents—Salient 
Items and Notes.

speaking in the Universalise 
in Utica, visiting old-time

Field Notes of an Earnest Worker.

friends—Mrs.David Jones among them ! 
■ —and some pleasant rehearsals of valu

able experiences by Kate Stiles, who is 
giving a mouth to Utica investigators, ' 
with her fine psychic gifts, I took leave 
of my hospitable entertainers, Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles H. Swift, . and whirled 
through space at about 60 miles an ' 
hour to Buffalo, where I. was again wel
comed by Mrs. Dr. Matteson and family 
and remained over night. It may inter
est many who have been benefited by 
her rare mediumship and excellent rem
edies, to.know that she is likely to place 
her specific medicines on the market, 
in a way to bring them in reach of the 
millions who know her not, or only by 
reading of her works.

Her personal examinations and diag
noses will continue so far as they can 
be availiable, as long as her physical 
constitution holds out. But ail earthly 
forms are limited, and all'human actors 
pass the Great Divide, "and their works 
<lo follow them.”' Tne great Dr. New
ton, Paul Castor, Bryant, John Scott, 
Mrs. Mettler, and many others who 
'served the sick and cured many thou
sands, have all passed behind the veil, 
and are seen no more in the busy af
fairs of this primitive sphere. They 
have left the sunshine of their deeds as 
examples, and testimonials to Spiritual
ism, and their memories are radiant 
with uses and benedictions. But this 
world still needs the help of such spir- 
ituaUy ordained healers and philanthro
pists in physical forms; and it be
hooves us to encourage and cultivate 
such spiritual qualities whenever we 
find them in a well7balanced. organism 
and thus keep up the supply. Medium
ship has been a blessing to tills world to 
an extent that is practically incalcula
ble, in a great variety of ways; and to 
cultivate and improve it is an import
ant duty to the race.

I planned to visit the Temple and 
meet and hear G. H. Brooks, but the se
verity of the weather, and a threatening 
of pneumonia, held me to the house.

Arriving at 170 Liberty street, Fre
donia, February 11, I found Mrs. Howe 

• and Nellie enjoying their loneness, but 
willing to let me In at the risk of doub
ling their culinary labors.

Saturday, Feb. 13, I took the train on 
theD. & A. V. R. R., to Youngsville, and 
thence by carriage to Sugar Grove, Pa' 
a distance of ten miles on wheels, 
drawn by two horses, and there I re
mained over Sunday. At noon Monday 
I met a company of about fifty Invited 
guests at the pleasant home of Brother 
and Sister Mix, well known at Lily Dale 
—(Mr. Mix being a trustee of the City 
of Light Assehmbly) and there in the 
presence of the assembled witnesses, 
Mr. Carl E. Trusdell, of Columbus, Ohio, 
and Miss Blanche Mix, of Sugar Grove, 
Pa., were formally united for the jour
ney of life, as husband and wife, the 
writer officiating.

There were about sixty choice pres
ents, making a fine display as they were 
distributed on several tables; and it 
was understood that about an equal 
number had been sent to Columbus to 
await the arrival of the happy pair, 

.where they will commence house-keep
ing in the flush of youthful hopes and 
joys, and the ardor of mutual love. 
Among the presents was a large 
wreath of Orange leaves and blossoms, 

. attached to their native limbs, and 
twigs, fresh and fragrant from the or
chards of Florida, sent by Mr. and 
Mrs. David Sherman, of North Çolllns, 
N.’Yi; flow'-winterijig at. Lake Helen', 

’’ FliL' They arrived just in time to adprn 
and sweeten the tables Jaden . with 
beatity and usefulness in rich abund
ance., ,.. .

During my stay at Sugar Grove I was 
fthe. guest of Mrs. Harmon and family, 
where I fared sumptuously, and enjoyed 
refreshing exchanges of intellectual and 
social life, and reminiscences of the 
long ago.

Mother ten-mile ride in a buggy back 
to Youngsville Monday afternoon, and 
thë train landed me at Laona, at 7 p. m. 
From the station I had a mile to walk, 
facing a savage northwest wind, in the 
darkness. I found a place to warm just 
.in time to save me from freezing, my 
hands. Sixty rods further walking in 
that wind would have frozen my hands 
solid. As it was, the pain ot bringing 
them to life was equal to an amputa
tion, and I had a half mile to walk after 
that before I was safe at home. But 
here I am sound and happy and ready 
to go again when called in whatever ca
pacity I can serve, either to lecture, at
tend funerals, or marriages, and always 
to work in the interest of Spiritualism 
and its humanitarian reforms. .

The Progressive Thinker at hand, 
Wednesday, Feb. 17, and as usual it is 
difficult to select the most useful and 
interesting matter for first reading. 
Glancing at Charles Dawbarn’s “Center 
of Creation,” I was struck with the wan
derings of genius in the fields of imag
ination. One expression captivated my 
gaze when I read: “Since no two plan
ets would be alike therefore their 
evolved forms of life would surely dif
fer from anything we could imagine or 
conceive.” This does not appear prob
able to me. Why should there be such 
a radical difference in the evolved 
forms of life? If life is one every
where, differing only in degrees and 
methods of expression, and matter is 
the same—which seems probable, if not 
certain—and nature is one vast whole, 
it would seem that gravitation, mechan
ics, the laws of motion, and the evolu
tion of forms and intelligence, would be 

: quite similar on all planets, and the or
der of evolution from homogeneous to 

■ heterogeneous, from chaos to organic 
order may be regarded as decidedly 
probable, on all planets. Bro. Daw
barn is decidedly original and amusing 
In his way of dealing with facts and 
fancies, and it is as good as a dose ot 

-pepsin for weak digestion. '
Brother Jamieson’s painful grimaces 

' whenever a ghost confronts him make 
• good relishes for ubiquitous readers. 

He groans for me because he thinks I 
. have a hard time in my correspondence 

with a brilliant woman! Perhaps he 
is aching for an Invitation to help me 

. . defend mediumship. But I can assure 
him that I do not need any help; I have 
not even realized that my-task was 

a hard. It has been quite pleasant and 
* congenial. My fair correspondent has 

■. given me liberal latitude, and left the 
best mediums known to Modern Spirit

- ualism outside the pale of the hypnotic 
danger. The only unpleasant thing 

' about it ta the sudden discontinuance 
of the discussion before half the ground 

’ is covered.. If I had anticipated this, I 
: - would have dealt with the subject quite 

. differently and introduced many points 
. that are now left untouched. -

. Hudson Tifttle’s lecturette is a gem 
- , . at once invigorating and. soothingly 

restful. Tlie world moves. Skeptics 
whip the air with intellectual icicles 
and shiver the years away, and Spfrit- 

, ualism grows. LYMAN C. HOWE.

To the Editor:—A few words about 
your paper; then a line covering my 
work in Spiritualism. I receive your 
paper every week, and have' for one 
year. It is to mo-what the Bible is to a 
rank old Methodist; I wouldn’t burn 
one of them a bit quicker than he would 
his Bible. I am not stingy with them, 
like some Spiritualists, but I save them 
in a small chest until they crowd each 
other out, then I give them ' where I 
know they will do the most good, to 
those ! know will take the time to read 
them. But I have first absorbed every 
drop of precious strength . I can get 
from them. Of course there are only a 
few articles in them that I object to, 
and those are the ones that bristle with 
the word God. .

I may be a very strange person, but 
since I was convinced of a life beyond 
the grave, through the presence ot spir
its, . I have never been able to use the 
word God. •

I was brought up a Baptist. Of 
course God and Jesus were the main 
suffixes and prefixes to the route that 
led to the eternal world beyond. When 
I had positive proof of a hereafter 
through spirit power, every way to that 
great heaven that I had been taught 
melted away like the winter snows be
neath a summer sky. I had no need for 
any expression that I had hitherto used.

And then, the word God suggests to 
me the old orthodox church; the lazy 
good-for-nothing preachers, that get 
their living by begging, and it brings 
discord to my soul instead of harmony.

I can’t see what use we have for the 
word. Used by a Spiritualist it 
teaches deception, for the ignorant do 
not understand what is meant when a 
Spiritualist uses it, and the intelligent 
person understands other expressions.

I don’t think any one has ever heard 
me use that expression since I became 
a Spiritualist, and 1 have lectured four 
years on the public' platform in Be
midji. I have made dozens of Spirit
ualists.

I have set hundreds to thinking and 
investigating.

I have never had to wish for a filled 
hall, for I have always had it, and 
when I open my meetings in the fall 
the churches become empty, the preach
ers lose their temper, and a crowd of 
three hundred has been a common oc
currence. ■ ■

This winter I have not lectured here. 
I have been helping the outside world a 
little. The last of October I received a 
letter from a dear good Spiritualist in a 
little town, St. Hilalr, asking me if I 
would come there and lecture for a few 
nights. He said: “Therg are only three 
Spiritualists here, but we are anxious to 
have you.” So I went, and after lectur
ing and giving platform tests for three 
evenings, I organized a society of 25 
members, and applied for a charter. 
They received their charter and three 
weeks ago they sent for me again, and 
on my last trip I could feel the strength 
of spirit power the moment I stepped 
upon the platform.

1 mus( say we have a few of the 
staunchest Spiritualists there now I 
ever met. There is Mr. Harry Swen
son, the depot agent, and president of 
the society. You could tell he was a 
Spiritualist a block away; and Brother 
Lindahl, the jeweler and vice-president 
of the society. He has got it worse 
than Brother Swenson. You can recog
nize the symptoms in him when you see 
him cpming. about eight blocks away. 
He had the misfortune the other day to 
meet a preacher on his way to work, 
and the preacher asked,him if God had 
saved his soul! Brother Lindahl said 
he wasn’t acquainted with him, but if 
he would come up to his shop they 
would talk it over. The preacher did 
not go.

And Brother Turnell whistles like a 
Spiritualist. The last night I was with 
them we had one of the most harmoni
ous circles I ever sat in. There were 
about fifteen present and every one in
terested and full of spirit power. Sis
ter Lindahl is one of the finest writing 
mediums I ever saw. Her writings are 
in Norwegian, and they are beautiful. 
She is a lady of great tact and ability in 
the work; she has a way of drawing 
people into Spiritualism, in such a 
smooth, sweet way, that no one would 
think of doubting-her. Sister Turnell 
is almost an invalid, but blessed with 
courage of a Spiritualist. She is a 
brilliant woman and can convince many 
with her pleasant conversation on the 
beautiful cause we all love so well. 
Brother Lindahl has one of the sweet
est little girls, and the expression she 
makes to her father when asking for a 
penny for the orthqdox Sunday-school, 
is proof enough of her tact. He says, 
“What do you want with that money?” 
"Oh,” she says, “it’s to help keep the 
devil going.” Then she gets her money.

REV. MRS. TED SMITH.
Bemidji, Minn.

"Why I Am. a Vegetarian.’* By J. 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 25 
cents. , i

"Death Dcicatod; or tbo Psychic Be« 
tret of How to Koop Young.” By J. M. 
tables, a.' M. A, Ph. B. Frio® gl.

II you SuB.r hum Catarrh in say lorn:, Aslluoa. hrou* 
chitlc, or any Lunt Weakness read Ibis libero!

oiler. IT WILL BE tfORTil NOfiET TO YOU

THIS TREATMENT FREE
Dr. J. M. Peebles, the noted specialist in Catarrh 

and Bronchial troubles has found a SURE, Speedy, 
and Permanent Cure for Caturrh. It not only 
quickly relieves aud permanently cures Catarrh 
but gives almost lust aut relief In Asthma, Broucbllle, 
nnd ¡11 Throat and l.ung Trouble». It compkloly remove» tho 
di»ea»cfroiii the »picui and make» tliodhca»cdti»iues like now. 
Mp». Wcavarling, of bratllo, Wcili, writ««— “I suffered from 
that dreadful dl&caio catarrh, for twenty year», anti found noth’ 
Ing that would help H until i bci;«n your treatment» 1 improved 
from tbo Hr»t and In a ihorltlmo was entirely cured, You have 
rendered ice a great Meninf। and I rocoinmand your treatment 
most highly to tho»o having catarrh,** Wo could give you teatl- 
monlalt by tho tliou»and of thoro vve have cured ot Catarrh and 
Bronchial trouble» In all forme and »tagca but they would not 
loll you what tho treatment will do for You. The only nbaolulo 
iroof li in tbo treatment itielf and believing that it will Fwlt- 
»ely Cur* any cato of Catarrh no matter how long «landing or 

how many troatinonU bare failed in tbo pail, that wo will tend 
a full two wook»* treatment with Dr, J'ceblei Medicated Air In* 
haler to any »ufforer wishing to try it. Many are cured by thio 
test treatment alone. Why not make a trial of It yojreclf and 
learn what it will dofor you I 1TISFHEE. Addreu Dr. teeblo» 
Lniiilulo of Health, 23 «fcdiiitn St- Battle Creek, Mich.

writers. I don’t think our cause ever 
before received so much free advertis
ing. It seems it takes something of 
that kind to stir up the fighting element 
of our old warriors. Spiritualism has 
come to stay, and all the books pub
lished against it will only put us the 
more upon our guard, and show to the 
world what we really are, and that we 
are willing to stand by dur guns at any 
and all times.

LETTER FROM LOWER EGYPT.
For some time I have thought of tell

ing the readers of the best and most 
widely-read Spiritualist paper pub
lished, something about what this little 
society of Spiritualists and Freethink
ers down here in lower Egypt have been 
doing for the cause.

Through the hejp of the good workers 
from abroad who happened to find us 
down here, our good cause has fully 
held its own. First, C. E. Barnes 
came and spent the month of March, 
1903, with us, and through the splendid 
manifestations through the trumpet, he 
created quite a lively interest. Then 
later in the season C. E. Winans came 
and stopped with us a couple of weeks. 
He kept thè interest growing until Oc
tober, when that old war-horse,. G. H. 
Brooks, in the front ranks of the work
ers in our good cause, came and labored 
with us one month.

The meetings were well attended, and 
through his grand work as a speaker 
and test medium, there was quite a re
vival here, and ten new members 
joined our ranks by giving good Bro. 
Brooks the right hand of fellowship, 
thereby proclaiming fearlessly to the 
world their belief and knowledge of the 
truth of Spiritualism. We hope to 
have the brother with iis again next Oc
tober and November. - .

Thirty or more years ago, when a few 
families here began the investigation 
of Spiritualism, we were ostracised and 
foully slandered by our orthodox 
friends; now we are considered to be 
about as respectable as anybody else, 
and they seem to like to converse upon 
the subject—on the quiet.

As a family we have .been enjoying 
the blessings of holding' seances for 
more than thirty years, and never once 
even thought that we were guilty of 
committing any "Great Psychological 
Crime," nor have we been troubled in 
the least by any visions or evil Influ
ences. All of the communications 
from the friends have always been 
highly beneficial to us; ; intellectually, 
morally or otherwise, nor has our Inter
course with the spirit ' friends ’ been 
harmful in any way to the medium, but 
hits been a great he)p to her in every 
way. While I do not take sides with 
the author of the book, yet I think our 
cause HAS BEEN BENEFITED BY 
ITS PUBLICATION, for I don't see how

W. H. LEIDIGH.
Villa Ridge, Ill. ...

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one llue.[

Francis A. Hayne passed to spirit life, 
at Albany, Oregon, Feb. 3, 1904, aged 
nearly 84 years. He was a member of 
the Spiritual Association of New Era, 
Oregon. At his request he was cre
mated. MRS. BELLE SCHRINER,

Passed to spirit life, from the home 
of her daughter, Mrs. Emma Worth, 516 
West Madison street, Chicago, Mrs. 
Bassford, at the age of 82. A life-long 
Spiritualist, ever doing what she could 
for the cause of truth. .

Mrs. W. H. Bledsoe, who has been a 
subscriber to The Progressive Thinker, 
and an ardent Spiritualist for 25 years, 
passed to spirit life at her home in 
Clinton, Mo., Feb. 10, of lung trouble. 
She had been a great sufferer many 
years, but was a kind and loving wife 
and mother and her place is vacant for
ever. She was a Progressive Spiritual
ist, deeply interested and ever Investi
gating. She has now proven to her 
own soul those beautiful truths of the 
soul’s immortality.

. A DAUGHTER.

Mrs. Phebe.J. Pierce parsed to spirit 
life from her home in Grand Rapids, 
Mich., Feb. 11, 1904-,-after a brief Illness. 
Funeral services werk conducted. JAy 
Mrs. Co.ra Morrell, who, three weeks 
before had held the same service for 
her daughter. Only the truth of Spirit
ualism gives comfort at such'times. A 
husband and two* daughters-are left in 
earth life. ■

MRS. MARY ROghi^TS.

A Human Life Line.
If all the people who have been cured 

by Vernal Palmettona (formerly 
known ob Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry 
Wine) were lined up in single file, two 
feet apart, the line beginning at Buf
falo, would extend for miles and miles, 
far out toward the west. In this line 
would be found men, women, ’and chil
dren, representing every vocation in 
life. Most of them were in bad shape 
physically when they began to take Ver
nal Palmettona. Some of f’em owe 
their very lives to it. If you were to 
talk to them, they would give full credit 
to this great laxative remedy. Some of 
them went way on up into middle life, 
some of them even to old age, before 
they began taking our cure.

“If I had only taken Vernal Palmet
tona sooner,” is the regret of many who 
realize that they might have been saved 
years of suffering. Do not let this be 
your experience. Indigestion, consti
pation, dyspepsia and all other diseases 
of the stomach, liver, kidneys and bow
els are relieved quickly and eventually 
cured permanently by Vernal Palmet
tona. Only one dose a day does the 
work. It is done gently, yet thorough
ly. This is in direct contrast to harsh 
purgatives and cathartics which are 
positively harmful. Many people are 
skeptical about a medicine with which 
they are unfamiliar. Maybe you are 
one of them. We don’t blame you. It 
is common sense. We plainly print the 
guaranteed formula on every package 
of our remedy. Better still, we will 
send you postpaid a free sample. Try 
before you buy. Address, Vernal Rem
edy Co., 452 Seneca Building, Buffalo, 
N. Y. Sold at all druggists. •

in any other way Spiritualism could 
have been so ably discussed by so I 
many of our foremost thinkers and«

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS,

ROOMSKTO RENT
With a 8pirituüllüarfittuüy," »a Irving ave.. City,

THE SPEAKING DIAL
A- tiuudci lul Spiritual liivcutlou

Gives uuinos, dates aud clrcumslauces. Sneaks 
iu various lunfruage«»; auawera mental questions; 
convincing the most skeptical. Has come io provò 
hninomllty aud„8plrltcommunlon. Develops all 
pluiseuof medhnuship. -'Magnetized by powerful 
tmlril band. Read what tho late Hou. I. Donnelly 
i»ald of the Speaking Dial. Dials now, 11.51). Send 
lorclrculur und testimonials. Enclose stamp tex* 
reply. P. j. DEMPSEY Inventor, 2817 Columbus 
avo., Minneapolis, Minn. •

HORBOSCOPES
Sclentineallv accurate andxellable. Captain G.W. 
Wulrond. 1510 Gloutínii fit... Denver. Col., Eutl8M

A SURE CURE.
Cure fur Constipation and 'Indigestion. Price, 

ILÜÜ. If not effeaUve nfUir HO daya trial, money 
refunded, i. AiVgOLD^ViXi S. Spauldiu» Avenue, 
Cbieat'O. 746 ■ DON’T READ THIS.

FffenceiL. Loucks, the oaly psychic wonder living, 
that u«s, the aptntuàl -x-ray, without uiy. leafilng 
symptom to direct,-aud locales u!l faturasl diseases. 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both acxes successfully tresied. u hun
dreds can testify. • Bend name, age,- sex, complexion 
mil JU »eats fix stamps, audiccelyoA correct diagno
sis of your .case tree, Tforth dollars to yofl. Addrcoi,

FINANCES L. LOUCKS,
Loc-k Bqx 121L .. - , Stoneham. Mm

JELTONI JEU MEDKICK, 
AttTH,t>l*OClEB*r-VocaUon, bnsluess specula
tion, matrimonyj vbrwigeu, travel,-all affairs of 
life. Feo 12.00, Sand duto of birth tm near the 
hour as possible,. . Adds¿B9, *ti2Í Reading Road, 
Cincinnati, Oblo.: • 74fl

ffOW TO UNFOLD YitDR PSYCHIC POWERS 
JX at home, or How tcudevelop the best within 
you. We will send you two Instruction booklets 
and delineate your possible phases of medium
ship. all for 25 cents. Mrs. Dr. J. A. Bliss. 48 & 
Lindell Bout, St. Louis, Mo, Z „

Annte Iiord Chamberlain's Card.
. Dear friends, you can-greatly help me caro for 
my,blind slater, Jennie LiWebb, one of the earl
iest mediums now in tho form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send It to me with 11, aud I will 
try and get reply by iudepeudent writing or whis
pers. Addreaa Mra. Annie Lord Chamberlain. Mil
ford Maas.

WANPÉD.
The address of st. Clair Zedra, the palmist and 
psychic, Last heard of lifSoutbwestern Pennsyl
vania. • I

HARRISON D. W1MTT íanaan, Maine.

YOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and sent FREE if you will send your 
birth-date aud three e lampe for mailing expenses 
I h&voaatonlshod thousands with my wonderfully 
correct reading of their life, past and future. I 
correctly reveal your futuro love affairs, busixxeas 
success, marriage mute, etc., and give advice on 
all affairs. Address, SII AGREN, Dept. T.B., 
gift*, Han Ifrnncisco, Cui.

Mrs. J. ConanvHenderson, 
1'ormvrjy “Banner of Light" Medium. Trance, 
Business, Psyehometrist, Readings by letter, 11.
Address Box JÍ15, Kingston, Mass.' 747

NERVE HEALER.
Magnetic, wonderful cures of all diseases. Treat

ment aud advice sent by mall, 11 per week,

Dr. Benson Blilott» California Healer, ■
Address. 81116th Bt.. Denver. Col. DR. LOUIS H. FREEDMAN, 

The Renowned Australian
Healer,

Has removed to 618 W. Monroe St., Chicago, where 
he is prepared to trout successfully those who are 
afflicted with auy disease. Bend for his booklet. 
Mrs. Freedman will give sittings daily. Shells 
clairvoyant and clulraudieut, und guarantees s t* 
isfuctiun.

The 4 Great Problems: 
What, How, Whaand Where Are 
We? The contents.of this book cannot 
be found in ancient nor modern literature, By 
registered mall, |1M J1&.JQEORGEAN MILLER, 
Diamond, Ark.

MAGIC MIRROR "S’
Will fill a long felt want for the development of 
Clairvoyance. The fully developed medium 3nd 
the new beginner alike will find in these mirrors 
most satisfying results. No circles required by 
this method, us development can easily be 
brought out in the privacy of home. These mir
rors are all chemically treated und very power, 
iul, making the elements clearly visible as they 
pass across tho surface. No one wishing to be
come a clairvoyant should be without one of 
these wonders. Also mediums will find in these 
most satisfactory help in giving readings. The 
age of the sitter will not interfere with develop
ment, Full Instructions will be sent with each 
order, Price. 18.00. W. H. MILLER, Lock Box 
169, Canlou, Ohio. ■

MRS. MAYA. PRICE,
Clalraudient, Clairvoyant medium, and conscious* 
jy controlled lecturer, without the least entranced 
condition, Enclose lock of hslr. own bund writ
ing, and one dollar, and 1 will give you the laws 
by which you muy attain the same powers. No. 
61 D BL, N. E., Washington D. C.

FOUND.
A medicine that will cure, Kidney Trouble and 
Rheumatism. Contains no acids, has no Injuri
ous effects, and nover tails. 11.60 per bottle.

GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY, 
1781 California SL, Denver, Colo.

FRED. P, EVANS,
Tile Noted Psychic for

Independent Slate Writing and
Clairvoyance,

Has recently left New York, and is now located at 
1112 Eddy St., San Francisco, Cui. Bend stamp for 
circular on Mediumship.

Avoid Psychological Crime,
Study Clairvoyance.

X C. F. GRUMBINE’B BOOK on “How to Un
fold tho Clairvoyant Vision, Pierce the Veil of 
Sense. See und Converse with Spirits, Enter ut 
Will the Spirit World, Become a Seer.’1

PRESS NOTICES.
“Your work is xnarvelous, epoch-making.1’—Lil

lian Whiting, Boston Correspondent to Chicago 
Inter-Ocean.

••Admirably unfolds the law and nature of Clair
voyance,“—Chicago luter-Oceun.

•rA remarkable book. Originality and depth of 
thought, combined with perspicacity, character
ize every page., It Is evident in every sentence 
that this volume is the offspring of Inspiration."— 
The Progressive Thinker.

“I consider the book on Clairvoyance a most re
markable und practical work on development. It 
harmonizes well with the Hermetic Schools of 
Philosophy, in which 1 learned the mysteries of 
udeplahlp. -Prof. Geo. W. Wulrond, Astrologer.

“Il Is the best work on the subject of Clairvoy
ance thus far. und points out an alluring goal of 
true spiritual development.’'—Mind, New York 
City.

“It Is a revelation.”—Light. London, Eng.
Reduced price, 41.50. Send now.

DIVINATION,—How to remi the past, present and 
future, practice magic und become a Rosicru
cian, Ms. Series. |1.

AURASAND COLORS-How to get at the aura 
und find your color, and understand color vi
brations. A wonderful work. Price, 50 cents.

PSYCHOMETRY.-How to read the soul of things. 
A most practical book. Price, 60 cents.

EASY ’.ESSONS in Psychometry, Clairvoyance 
and inspiration. Price, 60 cents.

REALIZATION, or How to Become an Adept. 
Price, 25 cents/ J.4VF- GRUMBINJE,

1285 Commonwealth'Ave.. Boston. Mass.

FRANK N. FOSTER, 
The Noted Bsycblo for 

Spirit FhotooraDhu 
Send name und address fbr circular. Sittings by 

mall. 61 S, DiamondSL, Grand Rapids, Mich.

ft-Few Words About the Devil, 
And other Essayo. Bt- Charles Bradlaugh. 
With the story o£ his ll£a as told by himself, 
and tho history of his parliamentary struggle. 
With oortrait. Paper. G6c.

Gan Telepathy Explain?
Resalts of Psychical Research.

By; MinOt J; Savage.
Dr. Savage, in this book of 243 pages, discuss

es problems that -have-vexed intelligent jninds 
probably to b greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious life.* Ho. states a 
groat number of .well-duthenlicated instances 
of spiritist ¡revelation orliommunication. “■His 
discussion la fraltk^nd.<icarleB8, and merits tho 
widest reading, roncho deals with facts and ex
periences. Price, cloth, 81.0(h - '

New Testament StoriesSíSs^uT 
edi . Drawings by Watson Heston, with critical 
and humorous comments upon the texts. Hei- 
¡tónís drawings .are incomparable, and elcrucl- 
Atlnglv funny. One must see the book to anpre- 
elate it; the pictorial satire cannot be tola. It 
will make you laugh heartily. Price in board, 
•1.00; cloth, 11.50. • ■ .

A Rook of Great Merit.
min ->nrt »» Disclosed In the Bible."
I lull dllU LI IB By Bov. Arthur Chambers, 
CniniF 1 Innfrl Associate oi King's College, OPiriL WOllU London. An excellent book 
tor Christian people who would Investigate and 
learn the tacts ot Bible teachings as well aa 
modem spirit phenomena. ’ Price, cloth, 11.10.

The Law of Correspondence 
Applied to Healing. ‘

A course of seven practical lessons. By W. J.
Colville. Limp clotn, boa

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH
Scientifically Examined and 

Carefully Described.
BY C. W, LEADBEATER.

A Volume ot 800 large pages, treating very 
ntereatlngly It Lite, Death and Immortality, 
Clairvoyance, Spirit Phenomena, Eto, as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated exponent ot 
Theosophy. Price. 11.50.

RflDIflNT ENERGY
to Modern Astrophysics,. by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon anew branch 
of research into tbe-lawa of nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer of the modern as
trological literature will surely come with groat 
Interest. Price, cloth. 11.75.

SPIRITUAL HABP
tlon and Social Circles. By J. M. Peebles and 
J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. 
Now edition. ■ Culled from a wldo field of litera
ture with tho most critical care, free from all 
theological bias, throbbing with the soul of In
spiration. embodying-the jjrinoiples and virtues 
oi the spiritual philosophy, set to the mosK 
cheerful and popular muslc{noarly all original) 
and adapted to all occasions, it Is doubtless the 
most attractive work of ohe kind ever pub
lished. Its beautiful songs, duets and quartets, 
with piano, organ or melotkon accompaniment, 
adapted both to public meetings and the social 
circles. Cloth, 11.25; postile, 14 cents.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS
A real visit with friends on the other side of 

life, and a familiar talk. By Spirit Samuel 
Bowles; Carrie E. S. Twlng, Medium. Price30c.

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS, 
And the wondrous power which helped or made 
them perform mighty works and utter inspired 
words, together with some Personal Traits and 
Characteristics of Prophets, Apostles, and 
Jesus, or/N.ow Readings of “The Miracles. By 
Alien Putnam. Price. 75 cents.

It is Important when a meeting is 
suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public halls at the present 
time. " . .

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple every first and 
third Thursdays of the month; after
noon session at 3 o'clock. The ladies 
furnish refershmenta. Supper served 
at 6:15, including tea and coffee. Even
ing session at 7:30. Questions pertain
ing to spiritual themes, answered by 
thè guides of Mrs.. Cora L. V. Rich
mond; name poems given to strangers. 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton, assistant pastor.

Thè Spiritual Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207-Lincoln avenue? Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor.

: Light and Truth Splrituai ChUrch, 501 
W. North avenue, Wicker Park Holl. 
Meetings every Sunday afternoon, 2:30.
' The'Christlan Spiritual .Union; Church 

now holds meetings at Becker Hall,, cor
ner State and Forty-fourth streets, 
Mrs. L. J. Vaughn and Mrs. Lucille De 
loux, test mediums.

The Spiritual Hèâearcn meets every 
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, in 
Van- Buren Opera House, corner of 
Madison street and California avenue. 
Good music and • singing. All arò In

I vlted to affètto.
> A 8plrKus.uet Tempio Ma been

opened by Mrs. Schwans, at 523 Bel
mont avenue.. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday, evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and music at every ser
vice. '

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at Alliance Hall, between Kim- 
bark and Monroe avenues. Jackdon 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com-' 
municattons to Mrs. Isa A Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560-East 55th street.

The Metropolitan Spiritualist Society 
holds services every Sunday at 8 o’clock 
in St George’s Hall, 3337 State street. 
Gqod speaking, testa and music. Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Residence, 
3148 Indiana avenue, r:

The BplrltuaUtftlcfSinrch of the Stu* 
dents of; Nature hold services at 
Nathan’s Hall; -1B65: Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western .avenue;' Sunday even
ings, 7:30 p.- nu.iMrs.: ~W. F. Schu
macher, pastor. . '
’ The Church of the 'Psychic Forces 

holds services all Wllteox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue ancti43d street, every 
Sunday. Conferencont 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hffil number is 361
363 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.
-The Church ofothe Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 

,V.. Richmond, pastor,Sholds services 
every Sunday-in Hall 369, Masonic-Tem
ple, at 11 ;a. mJ>t Sunday-school at 10 
a. m.

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
In Van Buren . Q$era .»House,1 Madison 
street and Calikmia . avonup, -every 
Sunday at 3 and :8 p. m.' Mr.. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
spirit messages, assisted by other me
diums. ' - ■- ■

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near- North 
Paulina street -Mra. J. DcLong, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church ¿ will hold 
services every Sunday afternoon 'at 
2:30 sharp, at Phoenix Hall, 324 East 
Division street, near Sedgwick street. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs, Howes. ..

The Light of ¡the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at.tho'northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage (Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p. m.. and lecture and 
testa at 8 o'clock. Mis. M. A. Burlnnd, 
pastor.

•Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society

will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at Atheneum Building, 26 
Van Buren street. Mrs. May Elmo, me
dium. Tests and good speaking. AU. 
are welcome.

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds a meeting every Sunday after
noon at 2:30 and 7:45, at No. 378 S. 
Western avenue. Star Lodge Hall.

New Thought services conducted by 
Julia M. Learnered, at 7:30 o’clock ev
ery Sunday evening, at 720 West Madi
son street, third floor.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Woodlawn Spiritualist ' Society 
will hold services at 6209 Madison ave
nue, Sundays at 2:30 and 8 p. m. Prof 
J. E. Smith gives tests and spirit mes
sages. W. H. Mohlan, president; Prof. 
J. E. Smith, pastor

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr
belt, meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o’clock in Wicker Park Hall, 501 W. 
North, avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Villroak.

The Universal Occult Society holds 
its meetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first 
street, Hall “C,” every Sunday after
noon and .evening, the Hon. Robert Gil- 
ray, pastor, The renowneo medium, 
Charles J. Peterson, psychic. Confer
ence at 3 p, m. Regular service at 8 
Pi m. - .

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p.,m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland .avenue and W. 13th street.

The Spiritual Research will meet ev
ery Thursday .evening-at 144 South Al
bany avenue, southeast corner Colorado 
avenue, beginning at 8, o’clock sharp. 
All are invited to attend. Good me
diums in attendance.. .. ; .

Clinch, of the Spirit. . Spiritual serv
ices are held at 839 North Clark street, 
at «2:30 and 7:30 p. ni. Psychomètrio 
reading and messages given to all at
tending, through Wm.' Fitch -Ruflle, 
psychic,

"The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Featuroa. The Cultivar 
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene, and Health .Culture, By twenty 
physicians and specialists.. Edited by 
Albert Turner.” Of especial interest 
and value, For a>Io s\t thta office. 
Pile® ?i.' ' '

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send throe, two-cont.stamps, loelrof 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

, San Jose, Call

¡6. »ALTER LYNN
Healer and

Gifted Psychic.
HEALTH RESTORED 

By Common Sense Methode

For the Cure of Mental - 
and Physical Ailment/,

hn Yah NaM ?-ndUU I UU JlDuU I can help you. I Will fit your 
XnpnHniPC b* Clairvoyance and
OPUuLdbl uo Bplrit abblbtance at your own 
homo with the improved melted pebble lense, to 
bee near and at a distance. Please write for Ulus* 
trated circular, showing styles und prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and impaired eyesight. I gum-uutoe to fit 
your eyes, and safe delivery by mail,

B. F. POOXiB.
__ _____ <K Evanston Ave.. Chicago. HL 
JL POOLE—DeurSir: Your Magnetized Melt

ed Pebble Spectacles received. I am delighted. 
They are perfection in every way.

Sincerely yours, Alonzo Thompson, 
, Fullerton. Neb.

OR. J. S. LOUCKS
11 lb* eliMl aai bmmI tvccweful Bplrhaai Pbyalelaa 

bow la practtM. HH cares wo
THK most marvelous 

Ofthtisge. Bls oxsmlastlotis sr» correctly m*de. 
sad fret to si! wbo send him name, age, sei and lock 
of hslr, and six coats in stamps. He doesn't ask far 
nay leading symptom. A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any, He positively cures weak meu. Address

J. B. LOUCKS; M. IL,
•toneham. Maae.

THE LEADING WORKS 
OF 

E. D. BABBITT, M. D.
The Principles of Light and Color.

Superbly issued, royal 8vo, with over 800 en
gravings and colored plates. Price. 85,04: in 
massive binding, imitating half Russia, oOo. 
extra. “An imposing volume of nearly W0 
K. Shows a great amount of researchon 

irtof the author. Will prove a great bc- 
qulsitlon’to Scientific Libraries N. Y. Herald.

Human Culture and Cure.
In six parts, five parts being already issued. 

PART L The Philosophy of Cure, including
Methodsand Instruments; 75 cents.

•¿•The Principles of Light and Color" is in ev
ery respect masterly, and'Human Culture and 
Cure’appears to be not less remarkable."—Dr. 
Pascal, 12 Rue Plcot, Toulon, France.
PARTS III. and IV in one volume; 81.00. Par» 

III treats Of Mental and Psychological forces; 
Part IV of the Nervous System and Insanity. 
“Thia work discloses for the first time th? 

chemical mystery of mental phenomena, throw« 
the first clear light upon the nat ure and process
es of hypnotism and all kindred psychological 
phenomena which have never before been ex
plained or understood. Dr, Babbitt has bets 
not only given the rationale of hypnotism, psy- 
chometry, clairvoyance and mental science, in
cluding the mysterious subject of memory, but 
has furnished abundant illustrations of their 
working. The subject of Phreno-physiognomy 
alone is of priceless value as enabling us to un
derstand our fellow beings around us.”—Prof. 
W. C. Bowman.
PARTV. -‘The Bodily Organs, their Diseases 

and the Great Natural Methods for Their 
Cure,” alms to be the most practical work on 
healing thus far given to the public. Price, 81.

Health and Power.
Brief Natural Treatment for 110 Diseases. 

Price, 85 cents. “Worth its weight in dia
monds."

SOCIAL UPBUILDING. Paper. 15 cents.
RELIGION.—A most thoughtful and excel

lent work. Price, cloth, II.10: paper, OOcenm.

OBSESSION CUBED.

For Free Diagnosis of Disease, 
send five two-cent stamps, aga nams^ 
sex and own handwriting.

READINGS AND BUSINESS AD
VICE $1.00 and two stamps

Address 784 Eighth St., 
Oakland, Oal

Longley’s Choice Collection
OF .

BEAUTIFUL SONGS.'
y ere is a boolcot songs for public meeting» 

I ma the home that Is full ot music and poetry 
tlMi reach Ihe soul. The book Is just the right, 
ate», neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
sifltaidid quality of paper, and contains 76 songs.

WORDS THAT ARB TRUE.
•“niiiese songs are adapted to the needs of sod- 

ettes aud to the home; they are spiritual, and 
biwauhe a tender seullmeut io the cultured soul. 
—Lvnnan C. Howe. ,

“rihls collection ot songs breathes a pur« 
nuii'iitual harmony, and has an uplifting lend- ■ 
ouuw. "-Dawning Light. .

I "Tihe songs and music are ot a nature to in- 
enir« those who hear them with new and higher 
iwucdives." D. W, Hull. I

, "Where are some things in our personal hlsto- 
i HjUbal hover fade from memory. One in mine: 
ima'heen fresh tor fitly years. I went one night

I t»-n»ar the eloquent lecturer. Prot.S.li. Brittan, 
, huM have no recollection ot a thought he ad-' 

vauwed or a word uttered. Hui with him was a
ynuLg man who sang. ‘ What shall be my angel 
nnune.’ The man, the song have been singing1 
-Unity consciousness ever since; the man was 
Triviff. Longley,the song, one uf his earliest com- 
piwlt Jons. J. S. Loveland. ■। paint Jons. J. S. Loveland. i

p Rrnngley's latest book of songs comprises the 
J orammofttll his former books and many new 1 
y onu„ and can be had in decorated covers for CO • 
I obnus; ¡Hain, 40 cents. i

(Jhwacticul Methods toInsure Success.
A valuable Hille work, full ot practical In- 

.itwuctlon in matters pertaining to physical, 
. munttal and spiritual health. Worth many 
’ Simics its cost. Price 10 cents.

fiVsallnQ, Gauses and Effects. I
Jin W. P. Phelon, M. D, Deals with the finer 

inonttal and spiritual forces as applied to heal- 
ilUji Price, 50 cents.

Aocíffoniuó of Tuana ÄKÄÄ 
wmiûierful communication, explaining-how hi« 
llíomnd teachings were utilized to formulate 
Uhritstianltv. Price 15 cents.

THUMBSCREW AND RAW.
Torture Implements employed in the 15th and 

16th centuries for the promulgation of Chris
tianity. with pictorial illustrallomi. By George 
E. Macdonala.-Price. 10 cents. _____

. . . The Religion of Science.
By Dr. Paul Carus. thoughtful and in* 

terestlng. Price, 25 cenu..

HAATH:"lT8MEANiNU 
1 1 A aud Results.

. By J Wlleon, of the Pennsylvania Bar. 
An abserblnrly interesting narrative relating a 
series ot wonderful psychic manifestations oc
curring in the writers experience. Cloth, illus
trated. 11.25.

THE MISSING LINK *?
OT 1M0DEBN SPIRITUALISM.

ffiy A. Loah Underbill, of lb« Fox Family.
Tniterestlng and valuable ai a blitory of th» begin* 

Bhur of Modern Bplrttuallim, by one of tbo Fox Sia- 
tom.. 474 PageB, 14 llluttratloni. Including portraits of

»Fox Family. Rlatory of the Hydaavfllo ranplnge, 
an reflated by eya*wltieaaei; remarkable and well at- 
■4»iii<ea manifestation!; tbo "expoiurea," etc. Rand- 
BMXM.lCbo‘fDd.lu c,olA ®Bl *** coplei remaining. 
Fnblltehere* price, n.M. Wo will tend the book poab- 
>ald. for 41.40. vu* pvw

ORIGIN OF SPECIES, 
u.tural .election, or the pre.errotlon ot 

Am*. ° th’. for kJ Chorlo» ÍSTÍÍ?.'. .°1,' “B. cloth bound. Tbl. book it me 
jnundeet nchlovemeut of modern iclentloc thought 

thV’“X|‘ “•»» edition. 
tuMAXU'b, ba. been tran.lated Intonlmo.t all the 

of Europe, and bu been the .object of 
“J"’ -(•’>•«' pamphlet, and leparme book, than anr

JL?!Of tb° *«••. Mort of the peat .clenll.t« 
t,up|,ort Bl.po.ltlon. Tbolboughtof X.1 M ““““»e P«rt of the common InWit- 

i of tbo race. For .ale at thia oBco. Price 7Í cti

Spiritualist
Badges,

IN

Solid Gold Only
N.lt.io Hitch Charm.

PRICES:—Badge Pin, 11.50: Lapel Button,SI.60;
Sunflower Brooch. 14.00; Maltese Charm. 15.00;

Maltese Pendant, 15.00. This jewelry needs no oth
er recommend than to say it Is the SUNFLOWER 
BADGE, the adopted emblem of Spiritualism. As 
the Sunflower turns its faco towards the sun, so 
Spiritualism turns the faces of humanity from 
darkness and superstition towards the Sunlight 
of Truth and Progression. These beautiful em
blems are for sale at this office.

The Nemesis of )Th,s f“scin-
Chautauqua Lake j JJX

known Author and Scholar, 
HON. A. B. RICHMOND, 

Should bo in the hands or every Spiritualist tn 
the land. It Is based on a historical tact, but 
through the naratlve Is woven a psychic Une ot 
thought In the style so natural to the great 
criminal lawyer that one can reel the author's 
very presence during Its perusal. It Is certain
ly Interesting. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

The Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
Human Life,

With Character Readings of Per
sons Born Upon the Cusp.

The principles found in this volume are both 
a science and a religion, for a better and a far 
happier humanity, it points to the planets as 
an index to the human character and liability 
to diseases; also gives the gems and colors suit
ed to temperaments evolved under certain plan
ets. But the author, ELEANOR KIRK, lays 
special stress upon the fundamental principle 
that “All maladies known to man can bo entire
ly dominated, forever cast out, by those who 
realize that mind Is the master and body the 
servant." Price, cloth, 81.00.

The New and the Old, 
Or tbo World's Progress In Thought. By Moses 
Hull. An excellent work by this veteran writer 
and thinker. Price. 10 cents.IlLt.MMnl.. ITS ATTAINMENT OF womanly f°rm and features

nPfllllV ThQ cultlvatlon 0( personal UUUUIJ beauty, based on Hygiene and 
Health Culture, by twenty physicians and spe
cialists, and edited by Albert 'nirner. A valua
ble book tor women and therefore for the whole 
world. Price in elegant cloth binding, »1.00. 
For sale at this office.

—THE—
Christs of the Past and Present.

By MOSES HULL,
A comparison of the Chrlst-work or Medium

ship ot Biblical Messiahs and the conditions 
S" required, with similar manifestations In 

ern Spiritualism. This Is a good work to 
study for arguments with which to meet the 
very common orthodox question, “Why do you 
always require conditions for your spiritual 
manifestations?” Cloth bound, S5cents; paper 
85 cents. For sale at this offleo.

Wera You Born Lui6; star?
A complete exposition ot the sclonco ot Astrol

ogy, adapted from tbo Four Books ot Ptolemy, 
the Astronomer on the art of Reading the Stars, 
With many illustrations. By A. ALPHEUS, 
Secretary ot the Astrological Society of England 
and America.. Handsomely bound in cloth, gilt 
top, with beautiful designs stamped on side and 
baok, Price 81.00. For sale at this offleo, .

A ConspinujyAgainsttheRepublio

Tie World’s Sixteen Saviors, 
Or Christianity before Christ. By Kercey 
Graves. New and startling revelations in re* 
Woub history which disclose the Oriental 
origin of all the doctrines, principles, precepts, 
and miracles of the Christian New Testament, 
ana furnishing a key for unlocking many of its 
mtcred mysteries, besides comprising the His* 
tjry of Sixteen Orient al Crucified Gods. This 
Wonderful and exhaustive volume will, we are 
yortain. take high rank as a book of reference 
In the field which the author has chosen for it. 
Printed on white paper. 880 pages. New edition, 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author. 
FkiceSl.SO. Postage, 10 cents.

1 The Devefooment of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. The 
origin of religions, ami their influence upon the. 
mental development of the human race. Price, 
10 cents.

Modern 
Carpentry 
and Joinery 
A Practical 
Manual.
Just Published

|Ä®I

The well-known Technical writer. Ills one of 
the best works, ever turned outby him. Copi
ously Illustrated with diagrams and figures, 
making the most Intrlcateproblems simple,def
inite and easily understood. Price. 81.00._______ .

ROMANISM Isa paniphled of 30 pages, tn 
EXPOSED rcl,,y t0 Pro'- D!,vW Swlnf' 

V0J1IV pncBl CaBhnllln an(11)r Wllh. 
row, and Is principally in defense of Protestant
ism. A concise little pamphlet. Price 15 cents.

WAUJIN. Pour Centuries ot Pran-MT. 
WUmnn. A Lecture delivered at Iho Pi-ee- 
thlnkor’a International Congress, Chicago, III., 

•October, 1898. By Susan H. wlxon. Price, 10c.

The Infidefitu of Ecciesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly 
treatise. Price. 25 cents.

HEÀLIN& ^au&e6 Effects,HDIUJlll U j By W. P. Phelon. M. D. Deals 
with the finer ment al and spiritual forces as ap
plied to healing. Price, 50 cents.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
It Is enough to aay this 50 page pamphlet la 

written by Moses Hull. Price 15 cents. • _

20tH Genuirii Guide
TO

PALMISTRY
This Is the simplest, clearest and yet 

the most exhaustive presentation this 
Interesting science has yet received. 
All ot the discoveries, Investigations 
and resitirches of centuries are summed 
up in thin practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry, i .

There Is no trait, no characteristic, no 
Inherited tendency, that is not marked 
on the palm of tho hand and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by- fol
towing title principles enforced by ’the 
presented in this. Price, paper, 25, 
cents: cloth. $1.

„ ,C0M0NSEN8ERovolutlonary pamph*..
By Uhwles B, Waito.-A. M.,'Buthor of “Hlnt-ory flot.addrûfiBod to tho inhabitants of America in 
of the Christian 'Religion to Iha YcariW’bW* 11770, with explanatory natíos by an SUSÜK.
-frita nattTi ft WN9» Ruttore Paper» lömlß» / < : - v
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Thoughts on the Work and Value of the
Spirit Carióle flbetersileaSeance

to

he

have

But to return to the spiritual arbor

starts

Is burned up, what

felt sqmewhat dis-

tersilea, a'fid none othe.’ just as

minds may do well to follow; the Intri-

Hke to believe. A. A. PIERCE.

Bown to thtì earthy stato—after having rule.—Cowper,

Tuttle 
I wish

myself felt, and. battle for truth. 
Pity that so many Americans

Do not that to n neighbor which you 
would take 111 from him.—Grecian.

Mercy to him that shown it, la the

"Yes;
"And 

nity.”
"Yes; 

of it in

en joy the 
“ , on .the

of course; but I never thought1 
just that light before.”

materializing mediums, and your fail
ure to respond will seem very much 
like an .admission that there’Is no such 
phenomena as genuine materializa
tions, .which I .with. many otners do not

"Well, after it 
then?”

I admit that I 
mayed. '

“Your material

by bringing the tho Xhtfui student into 
direct line with the \carnate and ex-

so It must Ve.”
time extends throughout eter-

She Meets With Hearty Welcome in 
Australia. ,

from a living germ.”
“Father," I s.ald, “Mr. Hudson 

has been against me. Oh, how 
I could make him see the truth.”

der the guidance and with the blessing i ma," i.r.d other thoughts advanced to- 
of unseen but beloved intelligences, day by tho several schools of meta
who gave the reason for the calls they i physics and of the New Thought; and — J a , » 1. am • a 1* a t a a a a .. » a .5 it. a t.i/s thn Wvli t f i, I IaI/s

retrograded Into that old Hindu super
stition.

and my father and mother: Said my 
father: “Everything in nature

nity?" he asked. .
“Whatever you may be pleased 

tell me," I replied. '. ... . . :
"Eternity is made up of time,”

said. • :

you a form, or have you not? There is 
a mirror, over there; go and look into 
it.” My curiosity was greatly excited, 
and I arose and looked into a mirror 
that seemed to bo there. . I ¿ have

--W-—-------- ** “
...„..'led Jgklns of 
ibttfstlng/on sticcu- 
iiglft lakèSa notion vM,'1 ____

as "Mental 
and “Her- 

been made

. .......— form, or covering,
will be disintegrated to be sure, but 
what Of yourself, your real form? Have

trance, very deep on most occasions, ¡ral,ni1? ,lna,y, “° ’i0,1* t0 , 0 *nlri" 
find through his instrumentality, wo ,cate blending of the psychical and the 
learned of the good work wë could do Physical laws of life; the relations of

í* ' ' '

I
WMíWW1 '• 5‘"/ “ f ? i- ‘ " 1 - - ' ' ’

y ' ' >-J ‘ -& Tlie United Hosts oí Soul-Land Are Wíti Us in This Great Spiritual Movement.
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der the guidance and with the blessing

made upon her; she is assured of the

above the conditions that weighed them

the advent of such cults 
Science,” "New Thought" 
metfc Brotherhood,” has

Many of our Mediums and Lecturers are now becoming Infirm and Needy, and MUST BE C/VRED FOR
IIIE CALL on SECOND PAGE of this paper, by Mrs. Longley, Sec’y N. S. A., an$ as}you love the cause and its untiring laborers, HEED THE CALL bj ................„

donation consistent with your ability and in full conception of the importance,of the demand. This tea movement that must appeal to the loyalty and generosity of all TRUE SPIRITUALISTS
ïl)i IJrmjrasilu’ Jljinker

a There are seances and seances, this 
JI to which my article refers, is the Spir

itual seance—wherever it may be held 
•—or splrituelle interview and work, 
which one or more human beings on the 
mortal side, may hold and do, with hu
man beings on the spirit side of life, 
which lies "beyond the veil.” Circles 
for spirit communications—by mental 
or physical phenomena, which produce 
more or less evidence of the reality of 
their claims, and of the identity of the 
decarnated beings who profess to make 
themselves known—have been held In 
this country, and in foreign lands, not 
only among tbe humble classes, but in 
realms of nobility also—for more than 
fifty years. Many of these seances have 
given grand instructions, and brought 
unmistakable consolation to thousands 
of unenlightened minds and bereaved 

. hearts, until the whole world is grand
er in its philosophy, sweeter in its 
brotherhood, brighter in its hopes and 
faiths, more liberal in its views, and 
far more progressed in its knowledge of 
man himself, than it could have been 
without these Important seances, and 
Uieir conscientious and worthy oracles, 
or mediums, of public and private life.

The pathway of liberal thought, has 
been hewn largely, by the unseen 
workers from Out There, In the realms 
of spirit, in conjunction with mortal 
media, who have been true to their call
ing, and to the trust imposed upon 
them by the wisdom of Infinite Good; 
and it is no wild statement to say, that

possible and acceptable, because Spir
itualism and its medid opened the way 
and met the brunt of the battle wRli 
bigotry and superstition more than 
half a century ago. '

But the seance of which this article 
Mas to tell, is not the usual circle for 
spirit manifestation, most commonly 
known to ,the world. It is one, that 

*7nay well Interest the thinker and in
vestigator who is deeply concerned 
With the consideration of occult forces, 
within himself, and at large amid the 
domains of spiritual intelligence and 
power. It is the • seance, however, of 
the earnest, faithful psychics, with, or 
without the aid and presence of mag
netic, sympathizing and honest friends, 
who are aware of the work at hand, and i 
who send out the vibratory forces of 
their soul sympathy and good will, the 
genial pulsations of harmony and love, 
to uplift and bless fellow-creatures, in
carnate or excarnate, who are in need

left the earth form—and to break the 
chains that held them in darkness, for 
after they had received the light and 
strength from the combined forces of 
the helpful mortals and ministering 
spirits, they could faeç themselves in 
spirit, see their true condition, its 
cause and cure, and become set upon a 
road ot progress and self elevation. 
Mortals, too, were benefited, as was at
tested by the words we received from 
various quarters showing how aid had 
been received at certain hours from the 
invisible realm—which accorded with 
the work and purpose of our seance at 
such hours. We were told by our 
teachers, however, that we were by no 
means tlie only ones who sat for such 
work, that many centres of magnetic 
power had been and would be estab
lished over the earth, for such work, 
and this has been repeatedly proven to 
our satisfaction. Most radiant descrip
tions of the appearance of Buch mag
netic centres have been given us, 
choicest language and descriptive pow
ers have been used in detailing some of 
the scenes of immortal life, and the 
conditions of human beings, before and 
after their spiritual awakening. If we 
can know anything of the inner life 
and powers of humanity, we know that 
these important works go on, and that 
beings of two worlds—or of many 
worlds, commingle In a grand uplifting 
work for humanity, that has much to 
do with the progress of the race.

A man of keen brain, indomitable en
ergies, successful business enterprise 
and philanthropic nature in the city of 
Washington, has had a most wide and 
valuable experience for many years, 
with the unseen in helping to raise be
ings who had been so sunk in the filth 
and degradation of their own creating 
on earth, that they could not see any 
spiritual illumination through the dark
ness of their own self-made auras. His 
magnetism, with his generous willing
ness to help the unfortunate and im
prisoned, has brought relief to many a 
suffering soul. That there are literally 
"spirits in prison” is taught and shown, 
by the teachings and experiences of 
thousands of sensitives on earth; un
seen by the physical eye, these senti
ent, conscious beings, dwell In the dark
ness of their own thought and vibratory 
creation, and are enslaved in the bonds 
of ignorance and of conditions that 
their willing selfishness and sin of for
mer days have fprged. A paper upon 
the philosophical and scientific solution 
of such bondage may be given at a fu
ture time, for it can be reasonably ex-

from tbe-Spirit IRealms
While on Earth Mr. Petersilea was a medium for the 

transmission of important letters from those long 
inspirit life. Now, having become a freed spirit 
himself, he will convey his best thoughts through 
the mediumship of his devoted wife, and we are 
sure they will prove interesting to our readers.

LETTER NUMBER FOUR.
"Come, dear son,” continued my 

father; ‘Your mother, you and myself 
will sit here at this little table and par
take of these luscious grapes while we 
talk."

He plucked some grapes that were 
growing at one end of the arbor; and 
we seated ourselves at a little table in 
the center of the arbor.

"Now," said he, “we will talk about 
that which Interests you most."

“Well," I replied; “you know that 
music Interests me more than anything 
else except my wife. Eternity, my wife, 
and music, are the three great themes 
that are of the most importance to me. 
If you please, father, we will talk of 
eternity.” ■

"First, what would you know of eter-

of spiritual help. That such seances 
are held all over this land, in private 
homes—but seldom in public, if ever— 
the writer is aware.

Having been for many years engaged 
in the works of Spiritualism—fourteen 
years as medium for the Banner of 
Light, other years as psychic for other 
journals; called to labor constantly 
with pen, or upon the platform and in 
private ways innumerable, always un-

plained, and scientifically shown how 
impossible it is for the degenerates of 
humanity to build a spiritual body that 
is ethereal enough to escape from an 
earth-bound state, until in other spheres 

I they grow to broader concepts and de
sires of and for higher things.

| Spiritualism in its teachings and 
demonstrations includes the essence of 
such theories as of the power of mind 
ever matter, of working out the "Kar

verity of. the statement that the se
ances now referred to, are held, have 
been for many years—on the. part of 
sensitives, without collusion or pre
meditation, and that the testimony from 
hundreds of these schools or sittings, 
of their value and importance to minds 
on both sides of life, is overwhelming.

Weare learning that thought is 
power, that it is potent with energy 
and that it can be scientifically demon
strated as having objective qualities. 
Our friends, of the new schools of 
teaching, tell us that thought produces 

' illness, or creates health, according to 
its direction; that it carries with it the 
power to harm or to bless its object; 
that the time is not far distant when 
thought will be registered, and meas
ured. Spiritualism has taught these af
firmations through many years. There
fore, it is not difficult to believe, that 
if one individual, who is highly sertsi- 
tive, one whom we may call a “medi
um,” sits in the "silence,” with mind 
attuned to harmony with the benevo
lent souls of a higher life who can reach 
him, and draw from his magnetic aura 
certain elements, combining them 
With their own more ethereal forces, 
there may go forth from that magnetic 
and spiritual centre, a power for good 
to feeble, ignorant, or despondent be
ings, on either side of the grave, that 
■will bear its silent message of hope and 
peace, its power of healing, Its spiritual 
illumination and Its mental instruction 
or stimulation, direct to its mark, 
whether the beings that are benefited 
realize the source of their relief or not. 
Such seances have been held and grand 
results have been known to follow, nor 
does it matter whether the sitters In 

. such a gathering—or the sensitive who 
sits alone—know anything of .spirit me
diumship or not.

• For. three consecutive years—while 
fn California—Prof. Longley and my
self, with three friends, sat weekly in 
our own home, with a young man who 
possesses psychic powers, having the 
influcnco of spirit' Helpers at times, who 
at these seances, passed into a semi-

carnate beings of life who have expe
rienced psychic and occult relations 
with the unseen forces and intelligences 
of the universe, it‘opens up to him a 
vast realm of the information and rev
elation such as humanity has little 
dreamed of in the past Therefore, the 
Psychical Research Sock ' rs much 
before it in its investigations; it has 
entered the vestibule of the Temple of 
Knowledge, and peered beyond the veil 
of so-called “Mystery,” its further steps 
must be behind the veil, and its work 
be to show that "My.3tery”\is but an
other name for “Ignorance,” and as it 
becomes enlightened .upon thé inner 
forces, possibilities, powers and life of 
humanity, on either plané of existence, 
it will be able to show mankind the true 
inwardness of the life spiritual, both 
here and “just beyond.” / -

Returning to the theme of this article, 
it is timely to state that tne sittings or 
seances intended for the special benefit 
of spirits in darkness, can never be held 
by frivolous, curious persons; that the 
spirit of willingness and of aspiration— 
the desire to bless some human soul— 
must be uppermost; personal ends must 
be set aside, and a wave of kindly 
thought and blessing towards any or all 
in woe, must flow forth from the Bit
ter’s hearts. In such cases the invisible 
or spiritual presences from higher 
spheres, uniting with the mortals, mag
netize tlie apartment, filling it with a 
spirituelle aura; undeveloped, darkened 
spirits are brought to the place, under 
the hypnotic Influence of the spirit 
workers, and bathed In this aura, which 
helps to clear their darkened vision, 
and to eliminate from their spirit bodies 
some part of the earthy elements which 
they contain. This sets them upon the 
•right track for-their elevation—which, 
however, must be self-earned—and aids 
them to profit by tlie teachings of spirit 
missionaries, which they will then be 
ready to receive. But this paper has 
grown sufficiently for one reading; how 
this work is. wrought ¿may be. given, 
later on, for it is a study that Inquiring

for mortals and spirits—wo ore all spir
its, but I use-the two terms'for con-> 
sentence—by , concentrating oui 
thought and desire. upon the instruc
tion and' spiritual healing of the many 
who wore brought to us from the'lower 
spheres of spirit life, by the advanced 
teachers who instructed us In the work, 
through .tho medial organisms of .the 
HTnslllvcs mentioned, and the writer.

During tho time of our sittings, per
haps five thousand dreamt,’-'! beings 
were , stimulated to’now effort to rise

mortal to spirit, the 'Influence we may 
unconsciously exert upon others, In and 
out of the flesh, and. the working out of 
the. soul's salvation, aro subjects that 
may command the'attention of .all but 
.'the materialist who has no .faith in con
tinuity of life, and. even-ho may be led 
to reason upon tlie things that may 
after all exist beyond his mortal ken.

1 MARY T. LOMGLEV.

“And time is weighed and measured," 
bo went on. .

"Weighed and measured, my. dear 
father? How can thatpe?" . .

Does it seem so very strange.to you?” 
he asked. •

"I do not comprehend It." I replied.
“You are yet but a babe in wisdom,” 

said my mother, with a sweet smile.
"Have I not measured the time be

tween now and the time when it will be 
evening on the earth? and do I not know 
how many hours it will be until then?”

“Oh, yes; that is easily done.”
“Then time, can be measured, can It 

not?"
"Certainly,” I answered; but how do 

you weigh it?”
"Anything that can be measured can 

bo weighed,” he replied. "It Is the 
earth which is measuring and weighing 
her own time. She is measuring and 
weighing her share in eternlty-’s time, 
and, as a whole, she weighs a good 
deal. She is a pretty heavy old earth, 
is she not? Now, I know, to an ounce 
exactly what she weighs.”

Well, I stared, but I am sure I could 
not contradict him-

"Then eternity is made up of time, 
and time is weighed and measured by 
the celestial bodies as they revolve for
ever throughout eternity. Now, you 
wanted to talk of eternity; but it is 
really that which exists throughout 
eternity that you want to know about, 
for time and eternity are made up of 
details, and filled with objects, and as 
time and eternity have neither begin
ning nor end, the objects, and details 
that go to make thei > up can have 
neither beginning nor end."

But, father,” I said, “my material 
body had a beginning and now it has 
come to an end.”

“Indeed!" said my father. "How do 
you know that?”

I told my wife to be sure and have 
my body cremated, If I should die first; 
and I know that she will regard my 
wishes.”

“She certainly will,” affirmed he.
"Well, then, my body had a begin

ning and now it will be burned up and 
destroyed.”

“Well, you don't need it any danger, 
do you?” he asked. "You seem to be 
getting along very nicely without it. It 
was a pretty heavy old body to carry 
around, don't you think so? Were you 
Y“ry much in love with it?”

‘It has done me good service for many 
years," I replied. "I cannot quite ig
nore that which has served me so well. 
I must admit that I have some love left 
for that old form.”

at the time when I was in reasonably 
góod health.

"Well, what about your form?” asked 
my father. It is all there, is it not? 
Your form still exists, mid is one of the 
details in eternity.. This is your form 
and not the other. • That which can
not be carried throughout eternity 
does not belong to you. That form, ly
ing stark and cpld, does not belong to 
you; it never did. You Simply borrowed 
it for a short time, or particles that 
composed it you borrowed from time to 
time, as you had need of them, to form 
a mold or covering for your real form, 
which is indestructible,"

"But how can I know, my father, that 
this present form is indestructible?”

"I did not say that your present form 
might not be subject to cbq.nge, but 
that it could not be destroyed. The 
form of a mold can be destroyed but 
not the form that molded it." ' ..

"Have I, then, had this same form 
throughput time and pternRy? Did I 
exist previous to birth, as I now exist 
after death?”

“You certainly existed previous to 
birth, as you now exist after death, or 
■that which'is called death. Time and 
eternity create nothing All things co
exist wlth flme and etqrnity.”

“And was my form the same as 
now?” . .

“Yes, in miniature. .The acorn holds 
the oak in. miniature, . Ijut the .‘acorn 
does not hol'd the parent oak, but-an- 
other distinct one, and,that other exist
ed, Tn miniature, as oil ethereal genjt 
within the ether, beforq-it '&áslatiracted 
to the fiowehing oak;-so you existed in. 
miniature, as a germ wltliln .the ether, 
until attracted and born jnto the ma
terial." c

“Yes, father, you have written this 
before, many times; and I will write it 
many times again, until the world shall 
understand it? .

"Do you see that grand old oak out 
there?’’he asked, as he pointed toward 
a beautiful tree.

"Yes, and it is the grandest and most 
beautiful one I ever saw.”

“That tree-has developed, grown old, 
and died, as they say on qarth, just as 
you have; but it still retains its spirit
ual form, just as you do yours; it is as 
Immortal as you are. Lodk at. these 
grapes, these vines, these flowers; their 
forms are.all immortal, just as yours is- 
they are some of the details that Infill 
time and eternity; they-help to mark 

.and measure the time.” ,
"One question more, ipjf father, and 

then I must return to my. jnoor wife. I 
feel guilty for having lefts her so long. 
She is breaking her hearp, while I am 
enjoying myself and drinking in wis
dom: Is reincarnation truq?" .

“It is utierly false," he replied, “Can 
that grandly developed oak; go back into 
an acorn again? Can yqu'become a lit
tle Invisible germ once 'nfóre—a germ 
that has never yet developed conscious
ness—you who are so far on toward the 
understanding of time and eternity? 
No one can arrive at truth without 
starting right. That is why theology is 
all wrong. It starts wrong and ends 
falsely. Relncarnationisti start wrong 
and end wrong; they stalk out with a 
full grown soul, to commence with, and 
then they give it the form; of a baby 
over and over again; but' how a full- 
grown soul can make, to cover itself, a 
mold In the form of a baby, passes com
prehension; and how - any Immortal 
mind, that has once devetoped into wis
dom, can become perfedtlyvidiotic again 
and again, is a nut that cannot be 

ldGa ltBelLis idiotic and 
childish. No man or woman who has 
once become developed'wisdom, can 
for one moment- accept 'such folly. How 
would you like to be born into the 
earth life again?" .

"I would-much prefer.aiaiihilation,” I 
answered. , . ,< •• - ;

sl'PP°se” continued my father, 
, that you had atdaugfitfir, How would 
you like to.be born agalfe jhtSjigh your 

. own daughter? Wha&blatBn would 
you be. to your wife?- ’'rad'would make 
of you your? own:, wife's?, grandchild. 
Hqw would you. like toSuy.. the grand
child of yqur own. wlfe.?^, V : - •. -.

My mother's laugh rang.outJjiUBleally 
■and clear, and I laughedtes well/ 
| “Or suppose I should^ ani rdlhoar- 

UATA thrnn<rb Fe&jee'carped since that it was’simply. the J nate Uirougk i 
ether which mirrored, or reflected my .islander, or EsqulmWwid 'ep 
form, but I did .pot understand it aU at' supreme delight of BqUMtlnjr- 
o » -®"i and. readers of Th,p ground, dressed up.'ln ¡dried ■’s 
Progressive Thinker, the-form that Was bear or flsh, and s\ibsjsttag im 
mirrored there was that.of Carlyle Pe- lent blubber; or I mil?2 ‘ ' B 
tersllea, tifid none othe.’ . just as I to go and reincarnateTthroSgh “some 
looked before I left the idaterial body, queen, that I might reigns aking; or,

An Appeal to Materializing Mediums.
To the materializing mediums of this 

country; ono and- all, I make an earnest 
’appeal that you come forward—if you 
are genuine and honest-—and let it be 
known to. the world at large—not for 

‘the one thousand- dollars oiiered-by Mr. 
'Hale, but , for the support and good of 
;tho causq and the convincing proof to 
¡the skeptical. ■ • • ; . . ; •
i I ■ have ■ boon , Investigating the phe- 
hiomena:as well as the philosophy of 
•Spiritualism for several years, and am 
•fully convinced that the’spirits of tho 
'so-called dead do return and hold com
munion with their friends on the earth 
plane. As to spirit matorinlltiatlon 1 
have never had convincing proof. I 
have for. several months past been ono 

.of a circle th^t has met every wook for

the purpose of materializing spirit 
forms, but'thuh far-we JjiLve not been 
successful. True,..therehave bden some 
things developed in. '.our, midst that 
could not be acocmntefl! tw other, than 
by spirty jqflnenfce;\At tl£ sconce, the 
room la. perfectly ‘dark; and ;po ray. of 
light from the outside qwn penetrate, 
but still qn nearly-cv,cry ■pecasion the 
place lihs bcejr lllpinlnalted' through 
some unseen aourqo, find Bhadowy, va
pory clouds are peon Aoattfig about; but 
thus far we have neV^r beta able to dis
cern any form. ■ ;'.“■.' ■ V-* < ; ,

'Mr. 0. W- Stewart? whose article I 
was reading in Thc.ProgreBBlve Thlnk- 
er, speaks of a medium whom ho con
sidered tho best now living, but who 
holds hor gifts bo sacred .that she ob
jects to using them 'tor mow.' I rc-

better still, fix myself so that I might 
become the Pope of Rome; or how 
would you like me to go into the Inte
rior of Africa, and be a thick-lipped, 
woolly-headed savage; or, perhaps, to 
India, and progress so rapidly as to be
come a whirling Dervish? I might be
come a splendid Topsy, or equal with 
Jack the Ripper. Oh, there is no end to 
that which I might be; but enough; it 
is too absurd to even think about. You 
have never accepted such ideas, my 
dear Carlyle, and I am very glad. There 
are errors enough already existing on 
Ue earth, and we hope to give light and 
truth and not error."

"To know and understand truth is all 
I ask, and to be able to give it through 
my dear wife to those who now dwell on 
the earth that 1 have recently left. No, 
I have not left it; simply laid aside my 
material form; but I want to say a few 
words to Brother Peebles.

My Dear Brother: Combat this mon
strous error with al) your might. You 
are surrounded by a glorious host. My 
dear brother, I am now where you know 
I can have no selfish interest; all I want 
Is the truth, and the truth is what you 
are battling for; and when you stand 
up, almost alone, aa it were, and strike 
out right and left against reincarna
tion, you have got the grandest and 
brightest angels on your side. One 
writer, who takes you to task, says, 
that the soul takes possession of foetal 
life at conception. Now, you, as a phy
sician, know better than that; and all 
well-read physicians know better; that 
the life, which is the soul, exists within 
the germ previous to its entering the 
egg; that the^mother has nothing at all 
to do with creating the life principle; 
she merely sustains and cherishes a 
life, or soul, while it is developing 
enough to enter the outer world; that 
life which is the soul, or the germ of a 
soul, lived and existed within the blood 
of the male parent, and the male parent 
breathed it in from the ethereal atmos
phere. All germs, of all life whatever, 
exist within the ether, and every germ 
|s Its own individual self, and never 
any other but Jtqelf.. .After develop
ment- and growth, also after birth, It can 
no more go back and become a germ 
agdto^thani -;a. ;rehli^ - can' : go back 
into Its" shell. -Nothing goes-backward. 
All things' go forward; and, thus, rein
carnation is an utter impossibility. 
Life, or soul, ever goes, forward,, up- 
.ward, -apd -onward. Life covers Itself 
with matter until it becomes strong 
enough, to throw it off, or until as is 
often'the Case, it is obliged to throw it 
off by disease or accident.

Now, Dr. Peebles, you have truth on 
your side, as I how. know positively, and 
as I believed; and was taught by the 
angels, previous to nly entering the 
spiritual state. I was determined be
fore entering this life,, that whenever I 
did enter it, I would return and make

dwelling in caves and mud huts, also 
wigwams. Even where these ancient 
cities once were has since been the bed 
of the ocean.

“Different nations do not amalgamate 
readily, and one has but to think back 
a little to know that this is true, it was 
once thought that the Indian and tbe 
white man, or European, would at 
length amalgamate; but all are aware 
that they have not—quite the contrary. 
The Indian has almost disappeared and 
will be entirely gone before many years 
go by. It was thought that the blacks 
and whites would amalgamate; but 
they have not to any extent, and will 
not; but the blacks will yet all emi
grate to their native country—Africa— 
and Egypt. And that is where they 
should go. It is now thought by some, 
that the Chinese and Japanese will 
amalgamate with the white races. But 
they will not. No matter how great the 
opportunity which they may have, they 
will not amalgamate to any great ex
tent. The germs of different nations, 
and individuals, exist just as they are 
to be, In the ether; so do the germs of 
all animals, birds, and fowls; so does 
all vegetation, trees, shrubs, and flow
ers.”

Well, my father had written all this 
before; but 1 was extremely glad to find 
that it was true, and but very few mis
takes had been made In the writing.

"I think, my dear Carlyle,” continued 
my father, "that this Is all you can bear 
at present; and we will return now to 
the house of mourning. Pity it is that 
there should be mourning, and it tlie 
world had been rightly taught, there 
would not be. The time will come 
when it will be considered degrading to 
mourn for the so-called dead. Only the 
unprogressed, the stupid and the ignor
ant will do this. If your grief-struck 
wife could realize that you are, at this 
moment, sitting here with your beauti
ful mother, and the father that you 
loved and revered, and who has always 
loved and cared for you, and who loves 
you now more than ever—as does your 
mother—if she could realize that you 
are now sitting thus in ease, comfort, 
and happiness—that Is to say, -you 
would be happy but for her sorrow— 
now, knowing youf.se.lf to be Immortal, 
and knowing that your joy and happi
ness will- be forever on the Increase— 
if she could realize all this, she would 
not grieve as she, does. Help me and 
others, my dear Carlyle,' to spread these 
great truths as rapidly as possible.”

“Yes, father,” I said, "I am deter
mined to help you all that I can; but I 
promised my dear wife, that if I went 
first, I would come back through no 
other but herself."

“A bad promise Is better broken than 
kept,” said my father; "and you will 
soon discover that your promise was a 
bad one.”

“I also promised her that I would 
never, never leave her.”

“Another bad promise—better broken 
than kept—In fact, I took you directly 
away from her at first, and you aro not 
with her now.”

Said my father: “We will ask Mr. 
Tuttle: What is life? ' Can one see life? 
One can see a material form wherein 
life resides, but can one see the life? 
The living principle of all things what
soever is the soul or life of that which 
lives, and when the soul, or living prin
ciple departs, then is that form called 
dead; but does that which covered life, 
or soul, beget life? No; that which 
covers life does not beget life, conse
quently, in one sense, evolution is a 
myth. All nature bears upon its face 
the great truth that all life must be first 
involved before it can be evolved, and 
that evolution is simply development 
apd growth ot that which is first in
volved. Nothing is evoluted from mat
ter.- Matter is but the clothing of life 
or soul, and that life or soul must first 
be involuted into matter before it can 
be evoluted from it.”

Now, why be ashamed to accept these 
greaX truths? I am in the spirit world. 
No one can be jealous of me. I have 
neither name nor fame to gain now, and 
my poor old wife, sitting in her solitude, 
almost helpless, wants neither name 
nor fame; she simply desires to do that 
which I wish her to do—write for me— 
and I simply want to work for truth.

“Ndw,” continued my father, "it will

But I want to be,’’ I replied. “She 
will expect me to keep my promises, as 
I never yet broke my word to her.”

“You shall keep them as well as is 
possible,” answered my father. "Your 
mother does not care to return with us. 
There comes a time in the life of a soul 
when it cannot sympathize with grief 
and sorrow—there comes a time when 
these feelings are too degrading and 
actually demoralizing for a soul to re
turn and enter into; or put Itself en rap
port with.”

My mother now wound her heavenly 
arms around about me and kissed me a 
great many times; then she laid her 
beautiful angelic hand upon my head.

. "Your head is still hot,” she said, 
gently. "The feelings of earth will yet 
cling to you for a long period of time; 
but we will try to bring all things right 
with you, and your dear wife, as soon 
as possible.”

Her hands brought a cool, delightful 
sensation to my brain, which had been 
hot and troubled for a number of 
months; my mind began to clear, and 
my thoughts to arrange themselves in, 
order. My mind had not been clear, 
and my thoughts had been in a jumble, 
for a good while. Oh, how glad I was 
that my mind was clearing, and my 
thoughts becoming clear and positive 
once more.

“There are spirits whom we never al
low to return for a great length of 
time,” said my father; "weak ones, who

It was a great day for Spiritualism in 
Australia when this brilliant speaker 
decided to visit our great continent. 
Mrs. Fixen. with her secretary, Miss 
Stegman, landed in Sydney from the 
Steamer “Ventura” on January 1, 11)04.

A warm welcome by Spiritualists 
awaited her, and at Leigh House the 
following Sunday night, Jan. 3, under 
the auspices of the Psychic Society ot 
New South Wales, an immense audi
ence listened with rapt attention to her 
first lecture in the southern hemisphere.

Urgent telegrams from Melbourne In
viting Mrs. Fixen to appear at the Bijou 
Theatre on Jan. 10 and 17, instead ot 
for one night only, decided her to at 
once proceed to that important city, at 
present the seat of government of tha 
Commonwealth of Australia.

Mrs. Fixen’s lecture on “Spiritualism, 
Science and Reason” had been widely 
advertised, but it was scarcely expect
ed that for more than an hour of the ad
vertised time for the lecture a great 
crowd would have assembled, eager to 
enter the building.

By the time the lecturer appeared on 
the platform there was not a vacant 
seat in that vast auditorium, J,000 be
ing present. All creeds were repre
sented, and the lecture which told of 
her Intimate knowledge and working 
with orthodox churches before her 
eyes were opened to the fact that the 
great Spiritual Universe was entirely 
suited to fix the attention of mixed be
liefs.

For the first time for many years, as 
Spiritualism has been a tabooed subject 
in Melbourne, the daily press devoted 
columns of space to interviews with 
Mrs. Fixen, Mr. T. W. Stanford, a lead
ing Spiritualist, brother of the late Le
land Stanford, founder of the Stanford 
University, and other authorities on 
both sides. All this excitement induced 
Mrs. Fixen to select as a subject for 
her second lecture, "Why I Am a Spirit
ualist,” with the result that the crowd 
was earlier than ever at the doors, and ; 
sho was greeted with ringing cheers as 
she faced another enormous and expect
ant audience. ;
, Much as her first lecture was appre-' 
elated the second proved a veritable: 
masterpiece. Mr. Stanford and party 
occupied a private box, as well as the 
manager of the theatre, who appeared 
,to have caught the prevalent enthusi
asm.

At the close of the address a great 
demonstration took place, and at the re
quest of Mrs. Chas. Bright, who sat on 
the platform, and voiced the thanks of 
the great audience, a gentleman called 
for three cheers for Mrs. Fixen, and sho 
was surrounded on all sides with thanks 
and congratulations.

In honor of her country the platform 
was decorated with American as well 
as the Australian flag, the Consul-Gen
eral of the United States, Mr. G. P. 
Bray,; supplying the American flag for 
the purpose. . ■ '

Special hymns printed for the Occa
sion were sung by a choir of sixty 
voices with orchestra, and some fine 
solos were- rendered. The gathering 
was the most successful the Melbourne 
Spiritualists, have attracted, It has in
spired the workers with fresh enthusi
asm, and over a thousand orthodox peo
ple never reached before are beginning 
to investigate this new philosophy, and 
Mrs. Fixen's visit will cause a great ac
cession to the Victorian Association of 
Spiritualists.

The effect of her visit will be felt 
throughout Australia, and she leaves 
hosts of friends behind, earnestly desir
ing her speedy return to their midst.

ANNIE BRIGHT.
Hon. Secretary Victorian Association oj 

Spiritualists, Bramber; Melbourne.

yet be proved beyond tlie shadow of;have implicitly believed in all the 
doubt, that that which I now tell you is । church dogmas. If they were allowed 

” ........................... .............................. to return at once, the wild grief and
mourning of their immediate friends 
would so react upon tie departed ones, 
that they would become half-crazed and

the simple truth. Ancient cities will 
yet be excavated, dating back thousands 
of years beyond any that have yet been 
uherrthCd, and inscriptions will be 
found -upon’.the ruins, and representa
tions xtfahlihuls, that will forever settle 
the "question; horses, cats, dogs, cows, 
bears, lions,'tigers, and so on, will be 
found to be the same as; to-’day, also the 
people who dwelt withinthose ahclent 
cities wore enlightened and civilized;, 
and high art,-and the sciences, were not 
unknown to them) : Buildings and ar-, 
chitectural designs Were far beyond any 
of the kind at the present day and that 
the’earth has always had its savages,

despairing, and would not rise out of it 
for months and even years. But your 
mind is better fitted to return, and you 
may be able to do much good!”

“I hope so, my father; and I thank 
you for all that you have done for me In 
the past, and are doing for me in the 
present.”

My mother now blessed me and de
parted, and my father and I returned to 
the house of mourning. ■

(To be continued.)

sped her for this, but don't Jet her hide 
her light under a bushel; she- should 
come forward and show to Mr. Hald and 
also to the many other doubting ones, 
that there Is really such a thing os' a 
matcflalize'd spirit form. Her- condi
tions-as told by Mr. btewart, are very 
simple, and I am sure Mr. Hale could 
make no objection to them; and as to 
tlie ono thousand dollars, she coal'd re
fuse .to-accept only so much as-would 
pay her•1 actual expenses, or - 'what 
would' be 'far better, give It to some In- 
tltutlqn or society to be Used for the 
benefit of the poor whom we have al
ways with us.

.In.the name of the cause of Spiritual
ism, If there is such a thing as genuine 
materialization, let sojne one come for
ward and show it. It is a challenge to

. Ask the heart to give q reason for any 
of its beautiful and divine motions, and 
it can only look-upwards and bo dumb." 

—“Lowell. . .. ■
, Never, think that God’s delays are 
God’s denials. Hold on; hold fast; hold 
out. Patience is genius.—Buffon.’

Some temptations come to the indus
trious, but all temptations attack the 
Idle.—Spurgeon.

Make life a ministry of love, and it 
Jrtll always M worth living.—Browning.

THE POWER OF THE BALLOT. '
It has always ocen claimed by the op

ponents of woman suffrage that women 
could secure all the rights they desired 
or needed through their influence, with
out the aid of the ballot.

That these rights could be secured 
with one quarter the outlay of time, 
money and effort, if backed by the bal
lot, Is clearly shown by the ease with 
which they are secured where women 
have full suffrage.

Mrs. Watson Lister, of Melbourne, 
Australia, who Is visiting in this coun
try, Is most enthusiastic over the re
sults of woman suffrage in her country. 
She says that Parliament now consults 
them on all bills bearing upon the in
terests of women. The author of the 
new divorce bill asked all the women’s 
organizations to come together aud 
hear him read it, and to make criti
cisms and suggestions. Such a thing 
was never thought of before women had 
tlie ballot, although they were affected 
by such measures then, tho same as 
now.

When a naturalization bill was pend
ing, one clause of which deprived Aus
tralian women of citizenship If they 
married aliens, a few women went to 
the Prime Minister and protested, and 
that clause was altered Immediately.

“When we held meetings, ’ said Mrs. 
Lister, “to advocate public measures 
that women wanted, we used to have to 
go out into the highways and hedges 
and compel the members of Parliament 
to come In; now the difficulty is to keep 
them out. The chivalry which they used 
to tell us would be destroyed should wo
men enter the political field, has on 
the contrary been greatly Increased. On. 
the platform at one of our meetings, the 
■secretary happened to drop her pencil, 
and I saw tho premier and several mem
bers of Parliament scrambling to pick 
•It up. A woman is never allowed to 
stand In a street car in Australia. ‘

The republican form of government, is 
the highest form of government, but be
cause of. this1 it requires the highest 
type of human nature—a type nowhere 
'at present existing.—Herbert Spencer. 
■ Obedience is good and indispensable;) 
, Youth fades; love droops; the leaves 
of friendship fall, a mother's secret 
hope outlives them all.—Holmes. .

Charity and personal force are tho 
only i investments worth anything.— 
Walt Whitman.
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GROWING OF A SOUL.

Is 
of

; Of 
ex-

looking upon all sect's as being'abojit equal, except my 
ojvri, of course, which I consider'a little superior. The 
Roman Catholic church has commended itself to me

In Reference to Mediumship and Its 
Effects.

I inn a- priest of the church! You n ....  .
goods. We have some power in Boston.’

“ With that lie passed out. Calling Jimmy, I asked 
him if that was his priest, and he said it was, and that 
his mother had told him that the priest had ordered

—surprised because we ¿¡id understood that he was 
’not in sympathy with our work. But we were much 
more surpised when he opened his heart to us i ” ”

business.’ ,
1 ‘ ‘ What charges have you to make against his char

acter-charges which can be proved?1"
“The arrogant priest answered • “,'1

very hard for him for his mother a™.......... ..............
mid relatives were angry, and some of them had made 
threats. But he appeared to be happy, and very firm

IS IT TOO RADICAL?
The Citizen was surprised last week when it re

ceived a call from a certain business man of the city,

this . question. ¿MI tiu^t^s wished-,Is vorl- 
fiablq facts?' pne.cqnoj'gte fact ds.worlh 
jporp' tojjip..'w'rlt9jvthag arthou8aud uu-. 
.verifled‘.t'Iwo4cp\-,1Iq ^.'..mistaken In 
.thinking tlioy may bp .valued by .others

Mar. 5. 180«.
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NEW BOOK.

LAURA G. FIXEN.tears.
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will)
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BY MRS. DRAKE.
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THAT SPOILS THE WHOLE THING.

in the

th sfather gave him
he is the God of it."

Lire

ever addressed
the Spiritualistic

From tbe moment 1 arrived

The Bnott Theater, one

Prof. Bloom-

Although

up

It was est matee

no

Mrs. Maud Lord Drake lias a national
reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship

She hashave been most marvelous.
written a book with this title: "PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF
LAW AND LIFE." It Is a ponderous
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your
attention from the beginning to tho

it is chockful .of- stirring inci-end.
dents. Price of this large volume, only
SI.50 postpaid.

MR. K. I.i:<) MINCES.

most intimate friends. There is no
hearsay or guess work about it. Those

am interested in all who are short and
stunted and 1 will gladly tell you how I

w th it.

bones.
how to receive the same benefits wh ch
I have received. Tell me your exact
height and age and I will give you infor
mation that will surprise you. You will
also receive my free book which tells
all about this remarkable discovery and

increased theirof many who have
height from two to five inches. All cor

You can in
crease your height if you are not over

ester, N. Y.

A GENEROUS OFFER, AND A CALL
TO SPIRITUALISTS.

MARY T. LONGLEY,

600 Pennsylvania avenue 3. E., Wash-

tifi'

S

THE COLD OF UrE
pine Love the Central Point of Insplra-

। tion and Guidance.

i To the Editor:—I herewith 'take 
pleasure In lorwardiug to you a commu
nication from the eminent medium, Mr. 
Frank M. Snarrenbeiger, who it, now 
touring Europe. Hie ninny fi lends ia 
America will be pleased to see the.en
closed inanuscnpl in punt in your valu
able paper, and 1 hope you will And,fils 
ideas worthy of publication, for R seems 
to mo that he has treated the subject in 
a way that will be of grqut benefit to 
many; A DE VERE CALDWELL« -

Columbus, Ohio. , ' '

The Gold of Life.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
. . .. ■- -. . . ----------------- !----------- ....

.fl I 'ill I

Recently an account of a find of gold 
•was recorded in th ©newspapers as ioi’ 
lows: “The particles of ore were held 
together'by . pure gfftlqe'qf gold, which 
seemed to bind tho. coarser metals tq- 
eetheE”’ . ‘ ... > „ :.When we apply this sjmile to life, we. 
find that the events, thv? dutiqs, of our 
daily. existence, arg without lustre „apq 
value’ unless bbund together by th® 
bright influence of love.
' What does all the struggle of Ute 
mean to us if we have no central point 
of inspiration and guidance? If our 
efforts have no object, we go. through 
life strangers in a strange laud; but 
how different life and its duties seem to 
Ms when we have a companion whom 
we can surround with the comforts, tlie 
pleasures, the protection of home iu all 
that the word implies!

That subtle something which we have 
named love is truly the pure gold of 
life, binding our hopes, our purest aspi
rations, our best thoughts into one log

....   thisleal and valuable existence on 
earthly plane of endeavor, for
“Life is short, but Love is long; 
Heath is swift, but Love is strong;
Time is nothing, Love is all.”

He who has lived a consistent life 
love while in the physical phase of । 
perience here on earth may expect a 
continuance of happiness throughout 
the ages of the future spiritual life, for 
a soul unsoiled by lust is one of the first 
requisites of happy «internment in that 
laud from which many a traveler re-

Spiritualism in Australia
Mrs, Laura G. Fixen Writes of Her Reception at Mel 

bourne and Other Places

I Grow Ta ei
Every Day

You can increase your height ft'oni ;
two to five inches by this inetliotL

calls on us and advises us, to puj'pjxbSd safety W sur
rendering our freedom. 1 lip
them all—lost a little Irish fe(adef jijit petaine-d what is 
worth'a hundred fold mp$f)Jp;.uqFoi$self-respect.

„■a mu»h “Now,” said the iiarratQrni*this saints blackmailing 
, - ■> politician called, upon-mqrrsaid ,lie(;>vas formerly. &

more surpised when he opened his heart to us and told |;on(,re8„nan He wanted money for idoipg us a good ,» how h. Ml. W, dia not Ute down hl. words, ST & lie w|re.t Mu-
buHhey were so impressed upon jis .by his earnestness J t
that we can give .them almost entire. He said: ¿¿troljed 1 tempq¥ and simply ordered the

I was born in Boston, as was my father and so t j fiho^d k^ed out! Do you
.was my mother, and also my grandmother and grand- ... d> - . r . mad,wheii.my.dear old native .city, 
father on my father's side, I have been-in business ^g;^“.ot^ed by thes.q. ^¡ty .beggars'- and Jilaefc-. 
now for forty years. I have always prided myself mail4^vho dare to tlirpatefe a ;njan ip fes.pwn 
upon my liberal views, as do my fellow-Upitartaps- offlCe^U'Boston- Citizen, ),1 . .. - ' - -: .
I zi Ir mr» -mtAM nil «zi/»+n nrt hmn r»n kniiT Ami o I /iVAiTT^r TVIV » . . ■ « ,1 ».» .

as a sort of law and order league,—useful for keeping 
in check its many lawless, members. Outside of this 
view I have thought but little about it, except to give 
money when it asked it, and to rebuke those who crit
icised it.

‘‘But to-day I am mad!—as Gen. Sherman ex
pressed it, ‘Mad clean through!’ This is supposed to 
be a land of freedom—of free speech and freedom of 
action (within proper bounds) I But I’have awak
ened to the ugly conclusion that our boasted freedom

- THE ROMAN OCTOPUS IN SPAIN.
“The Cosmopolitan,” ini his ¿column in the Boston 

Transcript, Feb. 3, printed the following: .
“Poor monk-ridden Spain.! Already, she has to 

support over two hundred thousand native priests 
and nune, besides the numerousimonks -and nuns from 
France -who continually invade the country and tax 
the resources of the population, i And now that the 
time-limit of the agreement witli the United States, 
which allowed the Philippine friars to .remain in

Australia Is called the new world, 
and it would seem proper that all ideas 
expressed under the term New Thought 
should here find prolific ground. Spir
itualism proper in Australia started 
about forty years ago in Melbourne. A 
seventeen-year-old lad, W. H. Terry, 
came from London and settled in Mel
-bourne. When twenty-four his atten
tion was called to Spiritualism by hear
ing about it, he interested a few others 
and together they investigated and had 
seances with remarkable demonstra
tions. One of the sitters developed and 
became a fine' independent writer,, Mr, 
Terry himself became “controlled” and 
then founded a society, tie did a great 
deql to develop .others; one of these 
saw clairvoyantly the front page of a 
Spiritualist paper, the heading of which 
read "The Harbinger of Light," and 
told, MR- Terry that he wbuld edit the 
paper, but as he had had no literary ex
perience,’ that was the last thing which 
he expected? Soon after another Spir
itualist started a paper greatly to Mr. 
Terry’s relief. This, however failed 
within a few months and Mr. Terry felt 
that he must obey the call and eighteen 
months after the vision the Harbinger 
of Light was started with a heading

turns. Shakspeare says: 
"Demetrius •

Made love to Nedar’s daughter, Helena, 
And won her soul.”

Tho mistake made by many persons 
of this age lies in the fact that they, en
deavor to win only the body, ignoring 
the soul’s demand for recognition, 
thereby laying the loundatlon for.a den 
of vice which they would have us be
lieve is a veritable temple of love. This 
mistake—or, rather, crime against .hu
manity and a race yet unborn—is sanc
tioned by the pulpit, the law, the press, 
and it is licensed as other crimes are 
licensed. Its fruits are seen In the asy
lums, the sanitariums, the health re
sorts, the jails and the penitentiaries of 
the land, but the evil continues.

Why?
Because a corrupt and pernicious re

ligion, a mercenary government, an ig
norant and cowardly press, and the 
lustful selfishness of men and women
permit it. .

The remedy?
Knowldege and unselfishness.
Manage without spiritual love 

merely a thin cloak for the mother
ailivice—Lust. .. ,

One authoress of this truly "woman’s

just as described, and Mr. Terry bas 
now published the. paper for thirty 

wmtu mwwcu vxxv * ---------- „ I years without making a cent profit. It
those islands has come to an end, another influx or bas been the organ of the cause for the 
six thousand monks and nuns is expected. . . entire Australasia, and one of the great.. ..„niillv inoreasina est powers for propagating the work.“The anti-clencal sentiment is lapiuly incicasmg Mr. Terry became especially gifted 
in Spain. The appointment of thè'Dominican rsoza- Wjtb ability to diagnose diseases, and 
Ieda to an archbishopric lias brought forth an out- 800n nearly all of his time was taken 
bm-Rf nf the most bitter criticism from the Spanish up with ministering to the sick. More bill st OI tue m b I t ,,M;nona beici «I mass- than twelve of tlie leading physicians of
Liberals. Recently the Republicans held a mass d(jïerent sch00]S iu Melbourne sought 
meeting at. Valencia to protest against the appoint- )lls advjce jn difficult cases, and Dr. J. 
ment which as one of the speakers maintained, would b. Motherwell, a member of the Coun- 
Pftve’the way for a Spanish Tevolutwm The meeting cfl o^toe^Melbourne — y, ^<1 
was a very violent one. Repiesentative Diaseo clan to the Melbourne Hospital, con
Ibanez the author, exclaimed: ‘To-day we protest by SU]tod bim on a specially important

... , mppt’ina-to-morrow bv Violence!’ After the case case of Internal trouble which none of
Anny meeting, and was now attending a Congrega- 1 * dicpiKspd1 thev took up the the other doctors could diagnose. As

verv haï d foi him loi lus mollit i and all his friends arrive in the country'. To'judge from the sen- became Interested and soon became one
timent of this meeting they will not meet with a very of the leading Spiritualists in Mel- happy welcome. A Aer^-Luis -id:

‘The seven thousand Pnilippirtc monks bring viun Mr Terry, who soon had an enormous 
them seven thousand ropes—by •ftdiich we shall hang clientelo and wrought wondrously for 
them1,1 Thè same evening âTevdlutiohary drama, cn- the cause. He receives his communi- 
titled: ‘The Vampire of tlie People,’ was played at catl^
Teatro Vovedades. The drama,“tvliicli in a very lively Another meteor dawned on the
and realistic manner depMth tliA fight between thè world of Spiritualism In 1866, Mr. Chas. 
Jesuits and the workmen, received with wild out- Bright, literary man and editor of a 
bursts of applause. It waJWpdiately afterwards ^ue8p^ thJ“ Sonly paper 

confiscated by the authorities—which, however, lias o£ p0w6r in the Southern hemisphere to 
not tended to abate the antl’-'élerièal sentiment. ” write six articles on Spiritualism, tho

« ■. iii new idea which was pervading the coun-

is nl) a dream—a glint of moonshine! ,
“1 have had in ray employ a young Irish boy, 

brought up a Roman Catholic, and until lately attend-, 
ing that church. Ue is a good boy, and gives all his 
money to his mother to help support the large family.
1 have noticed lately a change in him. I couldn’t un
derstand just what it was, but he seemed to be less 
Irish and Roman Catholic, somehow. I have heard 
him singing or whistling some of the old-fashioned 
Protestant hymns, and saw him one noon reading a 
Bible. Then I asked him a few questions and he told 
me that he had become a-“ convert” at a Salvation'

in his convictions. '
“I thought little more about the matter until last 

week a priest was shown into niy office, and without 
introducing himself he said: ‘1 have just spoken'for a 
large bill of goods, and wish them sent to me, But 
first I wish to ask a favor. You have a young man in 
your store—liis name is Jimmy----- . He is a bad fel
low— hefuses to obey his mother, and defies his rector. 
I do not like to trade with a store in which such a fel-
low is employed, and my conscience will not allow me 
to take the goods that I have spoken for if they come 
from this place while he is here. It won’t help your 
business to keep him here.’

“ ‘But,’ I replied, ‘what is the favor you were to 
ask?’

“Oh,’he said,‘that this chap be sent about his

century" has Baid: “1 know the very 
difference that lies ’twixt hallow’d love 1 
and base and unholy lust; I know the 
one is as a golden spur, urging the I 
spirit to all noble aims; the .other tPut ' 
a foul and miry pit o’erthrowing it in 
the midst of its career.”

Then we have, as an honored member 
of the poetical fraternity,' a man who 
advises his brothers to— . .
"Look over the dwelling you live in— 

the flesh
Which holds the mysterious you in its 

mesh. . ■ . ■
Pass into the temple!; The. place is dl-. 

vine,. . '' t : . v . '
But what are you offering there at the 

shrine?"
Love, that tie that reaches out like a 

fine, invisible thread, unites tho individ
ual with a sanctuary of the soul that 
needs not the sanction -of man-made 
laws to maintain; tor if love be rightly 
understood, it means the highest and 
purest of relationships. The confusion 
of love with lust has ever resulted fa
tally to mankind, for love is essentially 
a spiritual tie—a union of souls—and 
love and lust are as far apart as light 
and darkness, as the skies above and 
the earth beneath.

All that is pure and unselfish is a part 
of love, while all that is base and de
stroying belongs to lust. ' The appear
ance of our outer casements, which we 
call bodies, have no bearing upon love, 
but the condition of the soul has every
thing to do with the growth of love in 
our lives. The spiritual part—the soul 
—instinctively seeks companionship 
with another soul, in affinity with it, 
•so that unselfishness may be as a fruit
ful tree in the orchard of experience. 
Love that has for its motive other than 
unselfish spirit companionship becomes 
something far less than that high union 
of twin souls—a love-blessed life—for it 
is but temporary, while true love is 
eternal.

True, there are those who reject the 
fact that marriage without love is sim
ply legalized, domesticated lust, produc
ing the monstrosities which, we so fre
quently see, and with which our reform
atory institutions are filled; but- exam
ine the objectors critically, and you

Lands, a most single-inlnded, earnest 
Spiritualist.

I shall not soon forget the hearty re
ception which was accorded me on my 
arrival, nor.the enthusiastic audience 
gathered in Leigh Hall, on : Sunday 
evening, January 3. They did all they 
could to make me feel welcome, and it 
was indeed an inspiration in itself to 
look at. the sea of kindly faces. They 
paid the closest attention to the ad
dress and seemed to drink in every 
word.

The largest society in Australia is the 
Victorian Association of Spiritualists in 
Melbourne. Mr. Terry has' been Its 
president for many years but recently 
requested to be relieved and was sue 
ceeded by Mr. Otto Waschatz. R. C. T 
Myrgan is first vice-president; Mrs. M 
A. Redfern, second vice-president: Mrs 
Anna Bright, honorary secretary and 
Mr. W. H. Terry, treasurer. They have 
a membership of over 100 end have loi 
ten years past rented a room in the 
Austral Building for their social gatli 
erings, Mr. Terry has hie offices in the 
same building, and on the ground floor 
is a targe book store for Spiritualist lit 
erature in charge of the Misses Hinge 
and Skeele. Their usual Sunday meet 
ingB arc held in Odd Fellows'«H!ill, but 
they soon expect to build a temple and 
have five thousand 
-treasury towards tlie building, while an

Absolutely harmless, strictly seL
entitle and endorsed by leading

physicians.

tree book explains it.

Results quickly accomplished

x 1 I x*

aged member has willed them iii 
sand dollars more towards the 
They have a flourishing lyceum 
Mr. J. Isaacs, conductor. '
yet no state organization, but they arc 
looking toward tills cud for further us< 
fulness.

My reception in Melbourne wa 
;nost cordial 1 have ever hall anywhere 
and the meetings the largest and most 
enthusiastic ot any 1 
since shaking on 
platform.
at tho depot until 1 left, every thought 
ful attention that good will could sug
gest was mine.
of the largest in the city, had been en
gaged, and a choir of 60 voices, drilled 
under the direction of '
field, which with solos and orchestra 
rendered beautiful music.

I have increased my height nearly
eight inches since I began following tho
Carlllagu method. These results are
lasting anil are a great surprise to my

, • ' ~**T7'---- ?---- - try. Mr. Bright was an honest man,
ROMAN OCTOPUS NOT WANTED IN MEXICO.

her to turn him out of the house! * ,
“During the day I related the facts to a partner m

a large dry goods house. He smiled and said: Ihat 
is a common occurrence with us. If we advertise for 
a Protestant clerk, we are threatened with boycott; if 
we advertise'in a Protestant paper, we are threatened 
with boycott; if we refuse to give money to priest or 
nun. we* are threatened with boycott; if ipy minister 
happens to. criticise popery, and it gets into a daily, 
we are threatened with boycott because I attend that 
church. And note how they work their plans— 
through three channels. First, a hint comes to . us 
from some Ronian Catholic head of department that 
“we may lose trade if we do so and so, or don t do so 
and so ’ ’ He savs ‘‘ the salesmen say so.’’ By. “the 
salesmen”»he means, of course, Roman Catholic sales- 
men-perhaps Knights of Columbus. Then perhaps 
a priest will get word to us that we are “ offending the 
church” and finally, a notorious blackmailing politi
cian, who has, or thinks he has, a powerful“‘pull,”

will find them to be living proofs of 
loveless marriages—lacking in both 
morality and intellectuality. You will 
find that they belong to the class of 
persons who revile Intemperance and 

' inebriates, but who wreck their nerves 
with tea and coffee—coffee-drunkards

' and tea-topers. Or, if they are of the 
masculine gender, you will find upon in-

• vestigatlon that they chew tobacco 
while reading a chapter of the family

, Bible relating to Moses’ advice to the 
unclean; that their skin is coverpd 
with copper-colored blotches, indicating 
crimes committed against the body that 
rendered the blood impure; that they 
have family prayers—especially when

! a guest is present—and thereafter Im-, 
1 mediately stuff themselves with indl- 

gestlble viands to an extent that ren
ders them lower, intellectually, than the 
rest of the hogs, the flesh of which they 
love so well.

In themselves they are ample proof of 
' tho truthful.assertion that, under tho- 
I protection of tho state and that execrea-. 
I cenco upon tho. body of -. civilization— 
I the church—evil of the worst form has 
' its birth in the criminally selfish union 
. which has been dignified by. the name 
' marriage, but which- is really a license 
for lust- ■ ■ ■ ■■... •" , -

A careful study of the various grades' 
of present-day society will . convince 

: the thinker, who,has., tho ■ good -of-.nmji- 
kind at lieart that idvo isi .distinctly' a 
part of- the lilgher life-^spltltual, both 
In phrt and In entirety. The companion 
that tlio body deslrbs Is often Tar below 
the standard that tho soul demands, but 
tho average;individual, describes , flip.

I resultant condition as “happiness.” 
Not eo the student of tho higher life, 

; > to such gorsoa the mental ana

“Mexico has roirf.moA fa Vatican lh.l aiple- t
niatic relations between the Republic _anq tne 'iioiy hlg grgat he found that lhe
See may not be re-established. President Diaz as I ciaims pf the cult were based upon 
stoutly as ever holds out aoinst- Bonie’s pipa. Hav- facts. He was surprised at the wealth 
. . J- , _ a „„„„ Ao ■Roni-iblie does not of literature published on the subject,11 inS been burned once in th^ jfire tne 1 epub which he eagerly read, and instead of

That will .do..sir J Qayefor a. ¿experience.. Pope s recent let- wrlttng against Spiritualism- as had 
iced not send the ter to the church m Italy.-ou jhfl. isphe? between been the intention, he wrote strong y 
iced not sena inc originality as an for it; and said that there was more n

Danor ana y I . T.an YTTT in fact thls new philosophy than the worldegg is of ,halt- It but echoes Pope jpe ., even dreamed of. These articles caused
is naught but a collocation of sentunents from nis en- muoll excitement as well as interest 
cvclicals Such Fabian policy precludes any judg- throughout the Commonwealth and 
met ..'t. what the »w «»>
these issues in dispute, although it shows that for the b“cam0 a SplritUaiist and his first lec- 
time being he is on the side of conservatism and prop- ture on the 6ubject was delivered in the 
ertv " As journalists, we cannot be especially inter- Unitarian church in Melbourne in 1868. <¿4. the reiteration «1the dicta» that Catholic
writers ‘must, m all that touches religious interests people who came to hear him. In 1875
and the action of the church in society, subject them- heigaVe up all his business and his ln-
selves' entirely in intellect and in will... .. .to their come of six thousand dollars a yearselves y -T>-mor. „An+iff Thpv mnsf above and henceforth devoted his time tobishops and to the Roman ponij . y , Spiritualism until last year when his
all, take care not to anticipate tlie judgments or tne I great soul went home. During the past 
Holy See in this important matter.’ Under such con-, ten years of his life he lectured con
ditions Roman Catholic journalism can hardly be in- siderably in America.aiuuq» jxumaix va J. tlminlit Another leading man who became a
viting to a man of any independence of thought. I Splrltuallst was the Honorable Alfred 
Latest reports from Pans indivate that the Combes Deakin, the present Premier of the 
Ministry is to raise the isStie of the unlimited right of Commonwealth of Australia. He be
the staff, to XwShlSS Cdauctorao7“:eiyceeumer HeSubUshed a
ing with the pope. If fought out to its logical finish book, "The New Pilgrim’s Progress,” 
this means a severance of the Concordat, and that of but when Mr. Deakin, fifteen years ago 
the union of church and state.’’-From the Congrega- first entered Parliament, he thought 

.. . best to drop Spiritualism and carefully
tionalist, Oi Boston. I bought up every copy of his book wher-

I Another pioneer and a most ardent

spiritual demands for equality, if not 
for superiority, are supreme and imper
ative, to the exclusion of othfer lesser 
considerations—such as beauty of form 
and feature. To such a one there are 
no greater pleasures than those of the 
spirit, and the thought of the man who 
said, “my mind to me a kingdom is,’ 
becomes a thoroughly understood real
ity. The realm of spirit is as a foreign 
land to the worshiper of the flesh and 
fleshly sensations, so between these 
two extremes we must look for the indi
vidual souls that will make the world 
better by coming into it as working 
factors for all that tends to spiritualize 
and refine, and we will hopefully look 
forward to the time when civilization 
has progressed to a period in which
“Man shall not ask his brother any 

more
'Bellevest thou?’ but ‘Lovest thou? 

and all
Shall answer at Truth's altar, ‘Yes, 1 

love,’ .
For hope may anchor, faith may steer, 

but love, ■ * .
Great love, alone is captain of the soul. 

FRANK M. SNARRENBERGHR. -.
Berlin, 83 Konig Plata.

Hear ye this parable: A man . 
Did plant a garden. Vine and tree

Alike, in course of time, began 
To put forth fair and pleasantly.

The rains of heaven, the persuading sun 
Came down alike on each and every

one. .
Yet some trees .willful grew, and some 

Strong vines grew dally in the sun,
With gaudy leaves, that ever come 

To naught. And yet each flaunting 
one .

Did flourish on, and triumphantly grow 
Like sunset Clouds in all their moving 

show,. . . .
But lol the harvest found them not; 

■The soul had perished from .them.
Mold ' ’ .

And muck and leaf lay there to rot,, .
■ Arid fiirplsh nourishment.untold 
'To patient tree and lowly creeping vine 
Thiit grew' its grow the husbandman's,’ 

, design, .. .....
Hear’then this lesson/hear and-heed: 
; T-say that chaff shall peHshj-sar • ' ■ 
Man’s soul is like unto a seed, . • ' 
f To grow'into'the judgment day, . 
It' grows and 'grows if ho will have. It 
. • grow;
it jmrlshes if ho must-have it so,

—Joaquin Miller.

The writer desires to correct some 
mistakes growing out of an article in 
your issue of January 30, calling for cer
tain information as to the good or bad 
effects of mediumship. It was thought 
the article could not be misunderstood, 
but it has been. ■.

What I desire is to know the length 
of time during which the manifesta
tions have continued—the entire period 
of mediumship or psychic manifesta
tions,—and not the duration of the influ
ence over the medium at each manifes
tation.

Some correspondents have hastily 
'concluded that my object in seeking to 
compile statistics relative to the effects 
of mediumship is to “kill” a' Certain 
widely Advertised book 'supposed td be 
hostile thereto. ’ ,

ThlsTs not any part of the object I 
had,’in view. The desire ' to. obtain 
something reliable regarding the effects 
of mediumship had its beginning in iny 
mind long before the book referred to 
was published. *

Early in my Investigations I heard 
the charge made from- various sources 
that mediumship was injurious and the 
medium an unfortunate mortal; that 
scores of persons had been ruined in 
health, mind, morals and purse thereby.

Whenever such statement has been 
made in my presence I have invariably 
asked for names, dates, addresses, and
particulars, and strange to relate I al
ways found them exceedingly elusive— 
I could never get hold of them.

Sitting in a seance for- materializa
tion in the' city of San Francisco, some 
years since, the writer engaged a lady 
near him in conversation, gsklng her if 
she was "accustomed to attend .that me
dium's seances. Sho at once stated 
that she was not; she "was a Theo'so- 
phist, and really ought not to.. be .in, 
such a place;” that she had been taught 
and of course "know” mediumship was 
very injurious to the individual, had 
been the cause of much sorrow and had 
'.fuined. -mimy lives,. and no' fdjth... .The 
wrlior.poUtoly asked- her to kindly g-lvg, 
him tlio names and addresses-of a few 
Of tjie persons whosp.llves-hud.hoen.lii-- 
Jured£by mediumship, aj.ho was, much 
interested ■ in -the subject. andc.looking 
for Just that kind, of information.. ., , 
- The response; was in the: form .. .of a 
hasty and decided statement that. sho 
herself did not know any. such person

the theater seats two thousand it was 
literally packed, and on the second 
Sunday still more were standing 
than on the first, while the enthusiasm 
was even greater.
that over a thousand orthodox church 
members attended each meeting, and 
Melbourne Spiritualists have hud 
such meetings for over twenty years. 
The city seemed to have caught the en
thusiasm and for the first time in their 
history the press was opened on the 
subject, and every day there appeared 
articles of from one to two columns, 
pro and con, a fact very gratifying to 
the society. Ministers from their pul
pits spoke of the craze which iiad 
struck the city and warned their people 
against it, and the Wesley Methodist 
minister announced that ho would "ex
pose” Spiritualism on the Sunday after
I left. Book stores places their litera-
ture on Spiritualism in the most prom
inent places in the windows and I was 
besieged with letters of approval and 
disapproval.

On the first day of my arrival in Mel-
bourne, Mr. Terry had an informal re
ception at his home that I might meet 
,the executive committee. The follow
ing Wednesday a public reception was 
arranged in the Austral Building with 
addresses of welcome and on tbe even
ing before I left another audience gath
ered here to bid me “bon voyage.

I was presented with a loving testi-
monlal signed by the officers of the so
ciety and numerous evidences of the 
thoughtful kindness of the audience.

Mr. Waschatz, the president, is a man
full of power and enthusiasm.
Terry, the treasurer, I can do but faint 
justice; his great mind and heart is 
given to the cause; and last but not 
least, Mrs. Bright, the secretary, is a 
source of power in herself. ........
who looked after tho thousand and one 
things necessary to make a large meet
ing a success. She forgot weariness, 
but nothing else. She possesses the 
enviable adaptability which makes, ev
eryone love her, and is the essence ot 
femininity. No wonder their society is 
such a power with such officials. 1 only 
wish every society was blessed with 
one such as these.

„ k.Il -h.fl hoard nf Spiritualist is the Honorable T. W. or persons-but she had heard of I s‘anford, brother of the ]ate Leland
*1,«. r.nr>*rin„tn,i an nr- Stanford, founder of the Stanford Uni-Later, the-wiRer contributed an ar vergity ln Californla. Por forty years 

tide of two or thiee columns on the hag d6voted much time, influence 
subject of Modern SpirltualiBm to an(J money t0 Ule advancement of the 
of the leading dadly, papers J cause. He has been a widower for this
Northwest. A correspondent P , I number of years as h0 iost hig wife and
and ®h®rSed mediumship with ha g I cbnd witbin a year after bis marriage, 
blasted the lives of pure-minde Bailey, one of the most remarkable 

young women, caused many to be led I materlallzyjng medium3 of the present 
into immorality, and so . day, has been engaged by Mr. Stanford

I promptly challenged Uie accuracy of I xclu8fvely for t^ee years, and con- 
hls statements, asked for specific data, I ducted private seances twice a week to 
and said I would make a thorough in- I a clrcl0 of about twenty gUeats. The 
vest 1^tio^of ®veFJ. I visible results from these seances can
port tfie r68“1^* <»uld I probabiy not he duplicated anywhere,
send the data to(.me privately. No re- I Stanford has in his apiary living 
ply_was eyfir J^hy' I bird8 which were materialized in his

From sdme.. Spiritualist platforms I I ojgce( belonging to foreign countries, 
have^heard.. mt^touBhip TOndemned^ I ahowera of iivlng..flsh would cover the 
also from chu^cfijinlpits in the secular I tab]e at tbe BeanceSj but some of these 
and religious would only live for a few days or
New Thought M CMstlm SMqntista. I eeks_ x ala0 Baw jn Mr Stanford’s 
Butnowheto has toejvriter beefi able to I home a beautiful plant, rich In foliage, 
put his hand bn any statistics that. lg lncheB high, grown from a material- 
wouId siffiJe Ray of light on the I lzed bUj>, no one baa been iound ^ho
subject, .^ffiyuiatHpiy. knows its name or the species to which

I!t belong8- 1 nl80 saw a.w.ell preserved non-SpiriGWistfy medlums, sensitives, I BByeral pieces of papyrus cov- 
and all pefeonsjtiaving.psychic expert- ered with hieroglyphics, a leopard’s skin 
ences, to.ffind ms.a statement as to the I irom indja> a iarge number , of varied, 
effect of -fiuch experiences on them- anoient coins and several .tablets cov-, 
selves, or wt send, me data rotative to ered Whb inscriptions from Egypt, 
any one else whom they know. Greece and other countries. These

In order |(o mqtas the statistics of any were very anclent and were brought dl- 
value theymuBtiljg verifiable; therefore- rgCt in the room and dropped on thq 
the request wa$amade for the names table by request, and as Mr. Bailey sat 
and addre^es of two persons to accom- I under strict test conditions there can 
pany each statement, who could either be no.doubt of the genuineness of these 
verify the statements, made, or Indorse I manifestations through spirit ppwer, of 
the charaj^pr okiOie writer for truthful: nearly two hundred, articles. Mr. 
ness. ,0[ . ■ Bailey has just left for Italy by invita-

Statenjgqis liave been received from tion. of tlio Psychic Research Society, 
widely separated!! sections, but the re- there.
sponse ho® not teen very encouraging I Tho Spiritualists have been greatly 
as to numjier; a The professional medl- encouraged and assisted through the 
ums probably were and are busy, and I visits of workers from America and 
others perhaps.i'thought their state- I England, such as the late Emma Har- 
ments would ,Bsiiunnecessary. -Let mo dingo Britten, Wm. Denton, .also Mrs. 
say to all fiuehf thdt n statement from I Brigham, Miss Morse and Messrs. Slade, 
everyone ■ 'who tras"any knowledge on Evans, Colville, Morse and Dr., Peebles, 
tills subject, ivoulfi. be appreciated, .. - each.of whom have done grand work for

All that tho writer h&i’ed to-do Avas the cause. TTie Sphltuallst societies In 
‘ to accumulat^statlstics of ‘fi tellable I Brisbane, Adelaide and PerUi are still 

Character that would. ■ throw .light: -on -I you?®, but the Psychic Society of Syd- 
this cuestlon.^Allithattls wished.Is.vorl- noy J8 flourishing, with Mr. Adams as 

president and Mr. Sercombo as secre
tary. Tho Sydney society owes much

also?^lv - fifi c i‘- <■«< ?
If you ItnawiAnytblng along this lino, 

will you Aot-fab litnd enough to make U 
short statements Snd forward to tho ad
dress below?' In many cases, -the de
sired information, could be put on a pos
tal card. STU1 you not write to-dpy?

who knew me before and know inegnow 
are ready to swear to this statement. I

acquired this increased height. Thore
Is no pain or inconvenience connected

No electricity, drugs or knife
used, simply a process which causes tho
Cartilages to expand and lengthen the

Wrlto nie and I will tell you

it contains the pictures and statements

respondence will be held sacredly con
fidential, and all letters and books sent
free in plain envelopes.

fifty years of age. Tills method also
develops tho body proportionately.
Write to-day for the absoluto proof. Dq
not take my word for It, but satis®
yourself. I can prove it to you If you
will give me the opportunity. Address;
The Cartillage Co., Dept. 242E, Roch-

Psychic Lipt
Important Addition to Our Literature,

* «« w «m «« a* a, «« ««
The word Melbourne has a new sweet

sound to me, as it would have to anyone 
coming here as a stranger and receiving 
such a welcome, and as I stood on the 
deck of the "Pateena,” which tarried 
me out of the harbor toward Tasmania, 
It was with a new pain that I watched 
the friends on shore through a mist ot

To the Editor:—The article, An Ob-
ject Lesson in the Home Circle
issue of Feb. 20, while interesting, it 
has one assertion that is hard to take 
In. I refer to where Jesus is made to 
say that his
planet,” and
THAT SPOILS THE WHOLE THING! 
Jesus never said anything of the sort; 
if he did, then he has retrograded- from 
a broad-minded, free-thinking man to a 
narrow egotist since passing to the 
other side, or what is a more reasonable 
explanation, it was not Jesus at all, but 
one claiming to be him, and a very in
ferior understudy he made, and it the 
spirit claiming to be Jesus was not 
Jesus, then probably the whole bunch 
were having fun with our friend, and 
amusing himself at his expense.

I always leap the barbed wire fence
and take to the woods when Solomon, 
■Saul, Jesus and Abraham Lincoln are 
called in. I think the wfser spirits do 
not want their names known; are rath
er apt to conceal an exalted name than 
otherwise.
• If Messers. Hale and Cherry are hon
est men and Spiritualists, it seems to a 
stupid man like myself, that it can do 
no harm for a materializing medium to 
go to Los Angeles, and make THE TRY 
anyway, as In case of failure they are 
out only the expense; It they win the 
51,000, a big bunch of advertising will 
be the result. Messrs Hale and Cher
ry doubtless know something about 
materialization, and will give proper 
conditions for the same, if not for fak
ing. The distance to Los .Angeles may 
make It . .difficult , for most mediums to 
go there, but if any medium of reputa
tion will announce their willingness to

of its early life to tho energy of the 
Hon. J. Bowie Wilson, Minister for

Address all communications r on., this 
subject to 1 .
' - WALTER P. WILLIAMS.
334 Eleventh Street N- E., Washing" 

ton, ». C "

go, I think the fare could be easily-bo 
raised by subscription through, The
Progressive Thinker;.-a Berles‘of say 
six seances ought t<? .enable the guides 
to raise one form 1$ they have the 
power at all.. , ,..... . FELIX.

Grand Rapids, Mich.. -,

"Death, Its Moaning anA Resulta. 
By J. K. WUsonj ot the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly. ; interesting“ .voi-
ame, of decided value. ' A narrative of 
wonderful psychic, events- in -the - au
thor’s experience. ,■ > Olctbi B60 -pages, 11- 
lusttated. #1*25.

"Meatless DlBhos.”
Price 10 esnte.

fl VERY
IMPORTANT CALL

S MADE
To the Spiritualists at Large:—A

generous offer has been made by a 
prominent Spiritualist in this city to 
give ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS to 
the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. S.
A., for tlie benefit of aged and needy 
mediums, provided the Spiritualists at
large will contribute another Thousand 
Dollars to the same relief fund by the
first of June next. The N. S. A. is now
paying out a large monthly sum in pen
sions to worthy mediums; the calls for
aid increase and the fund is constantly

Lot 'every generousbeing depleted. _
soul who has not already done all possi-
ble for this worthy object, kindly send
contributions, large or small, to the fol
lowing address, each will be acknowl-
edged with thanks. The generous man
who makes the offer desires to be un
named to the public.

N. 8. A. Secretary.

Ington, D. C.

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WHITINQ.-In this book Miss 

Whiting alms to portray a practical ideal for 
dally living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant- 
menttollfe. It is, in a measure, a logical so 
Quence of ‘The World Beautiful.” loading lnt< 
still diviner harmonies. It ls calculated to rotu _• 
dor the aoul In harmony with the Universe. It 
Is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth. $1,00.

nniTPT Tnm Between,Religion and ActenokNH I ill 11 Juflt th0 for .prbgressivii •. 

 

UUlil JUlul thinkers. A bookthat.is.vcryi- i 
Intercetlnff to people who have a teste for .tbv; • 
past religious' history. By John W. Draper., 
Price, doth, 11.75.

’The Refioionuf Spirituatism.
fta Phenomena and Philosophy. By tho. Ilov. 

Samuel Watson, This work was written by.,a 
modem Savior, a grand apd noble man. Prioe* 
Sl.oa A valuable book for the money. 1

TOLflQE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. Being on Investigation ot 

True and Fabulous Theology, A new and oom« i. pinto odtuon, from new plate# and njwtypai 
Ijd pam post 8vo. Papet ?5P5 doth. Mo. 1
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DEITIES OF MYTHOLOGY
Gods Are Ideal Images—The Word God 

a Common Noun—Unknown Gods.

In reading ancient history and litera
ture, especially of the Greeks and Ro
mans. we meet with frequent mention 
of “Ute gods,” by which is meant the 
gods of mythology, which were imagin
ary, omnipresent persons, supposed to 
possess various powers, attributes and 
Influences over humanity. I have a se
cret suspicion that many modern writ
ers and speakers make use of the word 
God without understanding it; there
fore 1 want to lay before them names 
and brief definitions of a few mytholog
ical deities. This is important in dis
cussion of the God question.

Apollo—a deity of the Greeks and
Romans, worshiped as the sun god.

Aurora—goddess of morning.
Apis—god of industry, worshiped 

the of an ox.
Ate—goddess of revenge.
Annubis—dog-headed god.’
Bacchus—god of wine.

in

Circe—a sea nymph who turned men 
into swine.

Comus—god of festivals.
Cupid—god of love.
Diana—daughter of Jupiter and vir

gin .moon goddess.
Dlscordia—goddess of discord, ban

ished from heaven for exciting divisions 
among the gods.

Echo—a nymph slighted in love, 
pined away until nothing was left but 
her voice.

Erebus—an infernal deity, son of 
Chaos.

Fates—goddesses who presided over 
human destiny.

> Fauns—deities with horns and goat’s 
feet.

Hercules—son of Jupiter, celebrated 
for strength.

Hymen—god of marriage.
Iris—messenger of Juno,changed into 

a rainbow.
Jupiter—supreme god of the Romans 

and fattier of men and gods.
Juno—sister and wife of Jupiter. 
Mars—god of war.
Mercury—son of Jupiter, god of mer

chants and thieves.
Morpheus—god of sleep and dreams. 
Neptune—god of the sea.
Pluto—god of Hades.
Plutus—god of wealth.
Styx—a river in the Infernal regions 

by which the gods swore their most sol
emn oaths.

Uranus—the most ancient of the 
gods.

Venus—goddess of grace, love, 
beauty, pleasure.

Vesta—goddess of flocks and herds.
Vulcan—son ot Jupiter and god ot 

fire.
Enlightened God-believers of America 

should be very careful how they scorn 
or sneer at the deities and devotees ot 
mythology; for they are all in the same 
boat—that 1b, the gods they all believe 
in are images of imagination. Can The- 
ists of the present time show that their 
gods are better than the ancients? 
What is the difference between a dog
headed god and a three-headed god? 
What is the difference between a devil 
and a god of wrath, war, vengeance?

At the time the Christian religion 
was invented, in the reign of the Roman 
emperor, Constantine, mythology was 
in its greatest glory; however, the au
thors and projectors of Christianity did 
not waut “the gods” in their system, be
cause "the gods” caused much confu
sion and conflict; and they concluded 
that one god was sufficient and finally 
settled on Jehovah, the werst and most 
abominable of all gods—the god of 
Wjafiti, war, vengeance.

-"^"/.irgods are Ideal beings, supposed to 
possess various attributes,nevertheless, 
these gods exert a powerful influence 
over religious devotees, who become 
like the deRles they serve; and this 
accounts for some nations being of war
like disposition and others peaceable.

All god-believers make their own 
gods. “There ain't no sich person."

The practice ot god-believers writing 
God with capital G as a proper noun is 
a fraud and deception; because they 
wish to convey the idea that they refer 
to a particular God, presuming readers 
will not observe the trick. They might 
as well write man with capital M and 

■ claim that it stands for a particular in
dividual, yet not give his name. The 
word god is a common noun, applied to 
any and all gods, and spelling it with 
capital G does not make of it a proper 
noun, no more than spelling dog with 
capital D makes it a proper noun. No 
amount of such usage and custom will 
ever make god a proper noun, for we 
cannot tell which god is intended unless 
the writer Indicates the particular god 
ho or she has in mind.

But there can be no valid objection to 
the use of capitals for proper names of 
gods, such, for instance, as Jupiter, Al
lah, Apollo, Baal, Jehovah. Theologi
ans rarely ever write or utter the name 
ot Jehovah; perhaps because of his aw
ful record and bad character—neverthe
less, they mean Jehovah by God.

What some folks mean by God is 
widely different from what other folks 
mean by God, and so by God we have 
an endless jargon of theories and be
liefs founded on baseless assertions, 
conflicting statements, antagonistic 
doctrines, contradictory theories. 
These antagonists can unite and agree in 
their condemnation of the Atheist who 
does not accept any of their theories. 
He is made a butt for shafts of ridicule.

What do god-believers know ot a god 
they say is unknown and unknowable? 
What can they teach on a subject which 
they admit is beyond comprehension? 
How can they define that which they 
declare to be undefinable? What do 
they understand of a god they affirm is 
incomprehensible? What shall we say 
of people who persistently make use of 
words and Ideas they do not understand 
with the assumption and pretense of 

, knowledge? This is the attitude of 
Theists, caught in the meshes of their 

' own folly.
\ What do people know who have been 

■ taught tlj.e theories and dogmas of The
ism? They know nothing but error, yet 

< believe much delusive nonsense. As
'. sections without proof or basis of sup
port are of no value. Belief of a theory 
hr religious doctrine is no evidence of 
its truth, yet they have a reverence for
did established precedent and follow 
t(he beaten track.
“For men are prone to go it blind 
Along the calf-paths of the mind, 
And try to work from sun to sun 
To do what other folks have done.”

A. H. NICHOLAS.
Summerland, Cal.

in

, ' A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.
I have boon selling "Non-Alcohollo-Fiovorlng 

Powders" for Ilio past six months and bovi 
modo tsis.oo. Every family buys throe nr foul 
boxes Tho flavoring powders nro bolter In ev 
ory respect than ilio liquid extracts, ond on 
lovely to nell. I do not have to canvass. 1’eopl« 
Bond.to mo for tho powders. Any intelligent 
person can do ns well nsl and average HO txTror 
wook. I got my flavoring powders from the Cal
ifornia Fruit & Chemical Co,, st. Lo-.ils, Mo 
Write tliom and they will start you in bud- 
ness. E. O.

"Wedding Chimes." By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for tho use 
of’the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
-Ri'lee 75 cents. - For eric at tills office.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

A BEAUTIFUL SPIRIT,

An Extract from a Lecture Delivered by Rev. Ernest W. Hunt, at Ban^r, Me.
He Talks Exceedingly Close to the Lines Marked Out 

By Spiritualists, and Illustrates the Progressive 
Spirit of the Age.
Again we turn to one of the most recent depart

ments of science, viz.: Comparative mythology, and 
we ask, What have you to contribute to theTwentieth 
Century Gospel ? We declare, say the students of this 
science, that men’s ideas and beliefs regarding the 
Supreme Power in the universe, are always progres
sive, that in tlie childhood of the race men had child
ish modes of viewing nature and childish ways of ex
pressing their ideas. We say that these childish meth
ods of expressing their ideas resulted in the beauti
ful stories which tell of the person, work and relig
ion of the world’s great saviors, which are found’in 
the world’s great Bibles. We say that in the growth 
of these stories men see the unfolding of great moral 
and religious truth, and the working of these mighty 
forces which make for righteousness, acting in and 
upon mankind through the only agencies that were 
fitted for it in those early days.

This science further tells us the Bible is a litera
ture subject to the same laws which govern the devel
opment of other great literatures, having the same de
fects of ignorance and superstition of errors of judg
ment and mistakes of copying. It also says that the 
Hebrew Scriptures stand pre-eminent among all 
sacred books as illustrating the evolution of morals 
and religion in the history of the race and embodying 
in its myths and legends the purest and most enlight
ened conceptions -of religious faith and knowledge 
that the world has ever known.

CONSTRUCTIVE RESULTS.
If, as it piuy be, these ideas now come to you for the 

first time, I can understand a feeling of disappoint- 
hient arising in your mind when you compare them 
with the religious teachings you have hitherto enter
tained. You doubtless feel like the little girl who had 
a quarrel at school with a little Jewish girl and when 
she got home she denounced the Jews. Iler mother 
said reprovingly, “My dear, you must not talk in that 
way. The Jews were God’s chosen people. Our Lord 
Himself was a Jew. ’’ After a moment’s deep thought 
the child replied, in a tone of horror and regret: “O, 
mamma, 1 didn’t know that. I’m so sorry. 1 always 
thought he was an Episcopalian.”

But think now of the constructive results of this 
modern Gospel. How much better and nobler it is. 
It enables us to think of God not as a jealous, fitful, 
despotic king, something like a tyrannical sovereign 
of Asia Minor, but rather as the Just Ruler of the 
earth and the Universal Father of its peoples. It bids 
us think of the highest and noblest types of manhood 
and womanhod, not as men cruel by nature, treacher
ous in thought and revengeful in action, but rather 
that the right goal of all human action is to do the 
right for right’s sake, to speak the truth for truth’s 
sake, and to love others for love’s sake. It gives us a 
nobler conception of the origin of the universe, shows 
us that the Divine Hower is “closer than hands or 
feet,” and that the true inspiration and joys of life 
belong now as ever to any or all who seek to know 
and do the truth. It makes our Christian Bible more 
beautiful and valuable than ever, because freed from 
the dogmatic rust which was rapidly destroying its 
usefulness and purpose. It reveals the essentials of 
Christianity as taught by its founder to be not creed 
but character, not uniformity but unity, not dogma 
but ethics, and behind all else the beautiful spirit of 
unselfish, undying love as the. world’s greatest dy
namic, both for comfort and inspiration.

PRACTICAL REASON.
At this point there are men who would deny our 

right to proceed further. They say that all beyond 
what science tells us is unknown and unknowable, 
although by a strange contradiction the boundaries of 
knowledge are every day and everywhere being rap
idly extended. I am safe within the bounds of truth 
in saying that there is everywhere to-day a growing 
reaction against the purely material conceptions of 
things which prevail very generally in the world of 
science only a few years ago.

The discoveries of radium bring us to the very 
threshold of the spirit world, whilst our investigations 
into the great mystery of human consciousness are re
vealing other sources of knowledge as worthy of

hollow of its hand. But as the world'of tliought we 
learn that there is one life, above all, through all and 
in all, life which is not matter but spirit, and which 
spirit it calls God, so in the world of feeling bur deep
est emotion is love. In the world of thought l^nr high
est conception of God is that of poiVer; blit in the 
world of feeling our highest thought of diVinity is 
love. We can know God best by loving Him because 
love is best understood by love. Some people won
der whether God is a person. It seems to me an idle 
question.

The power other than ourselves, which was here be
fore we came and remains after we depart, this power 
has brought us into life and is therefore our Creator. 
By reason of its disciplinary and protecting care of 
the ^universal life, it is our Father. No plummet of 
human reason can sound the depths of the ocean of 
immensity. But as nothing is ever evolved which has 
not first been involved, as the greater must also in
clude the. less, so the Creator of this personal con
sciousness must include all of good and right and love 
and personality that we are, and still be infinitely 
more than the thing he has produced.

“Thus we can still pray Our Father, knowing that 
in this Twentieth Century Gospel we are face to face 
with a divine power or being, whichever name you 
prefer to use, before whom we may plead the voice of 
human need and imperfections, whose laws are every
where and at all times uniform, just and equal and in 
the stillness of our souls we may often hear the whis
perings of Ilis love.”

ON IMMORTALITY.
And this brings me to my final thought, viz.: The 

comfort and inspiration which this Twentieth Century 
Gospel brings to our conceptions of immortality, 
Every household has its memories of loved ones, who 
have passed away into the land of silence. We miss 
their familiar forms and long for their vanished 
smiles and the sound of the voice that is still. Is it 
for them an eternal dark, a sleep that knows no wak
ing, or can we stand by the grave and say, “He is not 
here but is risen ?” We wonder where they are, what 
interest or relation they have to the life they have 
left, whether they are as conscious of us as we are 
mindful of them, whether we shall ever meet again. 
Some may say’“that if it should prove an eternal 
sleep why then ’tis rest. ’ ’ Some are so mentally con
stituted that they find it impossible to believe. But 
very few indeed believe that death is the end of ex
istence. Immortality is as necessary to human life 
as is the sunlight to the world.

In the presence of such a tragedy as death, when 
our eyes are wet with weeping, and our hearts are 
near to breaking, as we stand beside the grave, this 
Gospel of the twentieth century whispers both sweet
ly and full of comfort the strong hope of immortality. 
All life is one. Even science confirms the reality of 
a general immortality. Through the shadows of our 
ignorance, faith standing upon reason sees that the 
grave covers no faculty of soul, only tho poor, tired, 
worn-out body.

Whilst across the wind-swept wastes of thought 
love points to God, who being ever true in nature, is 
also true beyond our ken, who having given us a nat
ural confidence in the integrity of things, and made 
love life’s mightiest and sweetest force, will carry 
through to larger capacities of appreciation and en
joyment the desires he has placed within the human 
breast. It is not probable that the orchestra will be 
silenced in the midst of the symphony, or that the 
building of character will be stopped when only half 
completed. Everything in our modern knowledge 
reminds us of the illimitable resources and possibili
ties which await our growing conceptions. Nature 
has only yet begun to manifest her resources. How 
sweet and beautiful are the assurances of the birds 
and flowers concerning the dear ones, “which we have 
loved and lost awhjle.’.’ Whatever we may think na
ture herself stakes her all upon the truth of immortal 
life. Everywhere she points her children onwards 
and upwards to the great light of life, bids them 
choose the good, and everywhere assures them that 
He who cares for the birds and flowers, cares also 
for the lives and loves of men.

And so -with every addition to our knowledge we 
come closer to the great and final generalization 
which shall open for us the doors to the inner sanctum

credence in their various departments as geology and |v£>f the universe. Every new step not founded on mis
' ' ' ’ ’ conception leads us nearer to that final understand

ing which is the ultimate heritage of the race. Al
ready we have.visions, born both of faith and knowl
edge" of a world which shall in truth be God’s free 
garden, where love shall reign supreme, where there 
shall be room for thought and for faith, where from

aatronomy. One of the greatest sciences of the future 
will be the science of psychical research. Where 
science is obliged to halt, man’s moral idealism be
comes the constructive teacher and guide of morals 
and religion. There is an intellectual knowledge—a 
matter of thought; there is an ethical knowledge—a 
matter of feeling, and each advance brings us nearer 
to the time when
“That in us which thinks and that which feels

Shall everlastingly be reconciled,
And that which questioneth with that which kneels,”

CONCERNING GOD.
“What then has this Twentieth Century Gospel to 

tell us concerning God ? To know God at all fully— 
as well might the child hope to grasp the planets in 
its tiny fingers, or to hold the mighty ocean in the

one fane or altar all tongues shall recite one Gospel, 
sing one psalter and repeat one simple creed,

“ Where each sorrow shall have its soothers, 
And each need its kindly care,.

Anti all mankind be brothers, -.
And love reign everywhere.

“Where Heaven’s eternal patience, —
All human hearts shall win, ‘

And earth’s enfranchised nations, • 
Shall hail God’s kingdom in.’’

c.

MYTHOLOGY,
John F. Goff, Michigan's Generous Spir

itualist, Passed to Spirit Life. .
The Gods In the Light of Ancient HI«- 

tory-

SOMEWHAT CRITICAL
F. SHORT, A THINKER AND 

AND WRITER, EVER WILLING TO 
IMPART TO OTHERS, EXAMINES 
SOMEWHAT CRITICALLY THAT 
CHURCHLY “I BELIEVE" RIGMA
ROLE, CALLED "THE APOSTLES' 
CREED."
Why called the Apostles’ creed? 

They never made it, saw it nor taught 
it, and yet it is recited over and over 
millions of times, as though it was the 
al) In all, the sum total of all truth. 
How narrow is the line often between 
truth and error. Let us now consider 
the articles of this creed.

The first is, "I believe In Almighty 
God.”

That, means my conception, not 
yours.

What is worshiped is a mental image. 
Every one has a definition. Whether 
mine or yours Is the correct one, is the 
question.

Second, "Maker of heaven.”
Where is heaven and of what is it 

made? Is not heaven a soul-condition 
rather than a locality? Surely so.

Third. "And earth." .
Is the earth not an accretion, a growth, 

a development, a gradual formation, un
der the operation of natural law and 
forces? Scientists tell us that matter 
is uncreated and uncreatable; that it 
has existed forever, and not something 
that was made at a certain time.

"I also believe In his son Jesus Christ, 
begotten by the Holy Ghost,’’ ..

- Does not tlio Now Testament teach 
us that he was the son of Joseph the 
carpenter? His sacred genealogy is al
ways traced back through Joseph. All 
this would bo without meaning or sense 
unless such was the case • ■■ ■

“I believe that he was born of the Vir
gin Mary.”

How can this be so, If his mother was 
Joseph’s wife, and Joseph his real 
father? ■ ~

“I believe that he was crucified, dea’d, 
buried, and descended into hell.”

Oh, my! let us hope not!
“I believe that his body was raised 

from the grave on the third day.”
Very few people now believe in the 

mythical story of a literal resurrection.
“I believe that he ascended up into 

heaven.” •
What and where is up? That is very 

foggy, to say the least of it ■
“From whence he wlK-come to judge 

the living and the dead."
That the Christ spirit will spread

Considering that within the natural 
body there dwells a spiritual body, that 
never dies or is buried, how can it be 
raised up. Millions of bodies have been 
scattered to the four winds of heaven— 
never burled at all. How can they come 
up from whete they never were?

"1 believe in the forgiveness of Bins."
Many there are who doubt that our 

little words or acts distress and make 
angry the Deity, and bo make 1|: neces
sary that we appease this anger and 
beg for forgiveness like .naughty chil
dren; or If we must obtain it, to get It 
simply by feeling sorry and asking for 
It, is too cheap and easy À way, and 
such a doctrine should npt be incul
cated. l"

In conclusion, consider all these
things which we Bay "I bèl lève',” whichover the whole earth, let us hope, but J——

few indeed now believe in a literal per-s _°_nly P.roPer2.ri we are sincere; 
sonal return in a bodily form.

"I believe in the judgment day.”
This supposes a marching up to the 

judge after the fashion of earthly 
courts, some sentenced to go down into 
the deep dark cellar of despair; and 
others to go up to the sky parlor. This 
belief has few defenders in this day and 
age.

"I believe in the holy Catholic 
church.” ■

Did any apostle ever mention any 
such church, or a church by such a 
name? What is a church? It is a body 
of believers. Where are we told to be- 
live in men. Certainly wo cannot be
lieve In all church members. Then all 
we can say is, "I believe In a portiou df 
the holy Catholic church."

"I believe in the communion of 
saints." , . , .

¡Do you believe In mediums, in se
ances, in messages from our friends 
who have gone before? You know you 
do not. Then why say, "I believe.”

“I believe in the resurrection of the 
body.” ...... 1

New York City. Cl F. SHORT.

A Valuable Wdrk. -
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most Approved 
methods of ancient and nioderniiteach- 
ers. together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six monthsT study. By 
Laura G. Fixon. - .

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to bet benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior Inspiration. ■ ....,

Bent complete for 60 cents. .
"The Romance oTjude. A Story of 

the Life and Timos of the'Nazareno and 
His People." Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely in
teresting book. Neatly bound in cloth 
Md gilt. Only 50 cento.

"Spiritniu Bongs »or the Doe of tt- 
eles, Camp-snceuoRz and Other Bplrit- 
uallBtlc Gatherings." Bjr MatUo ”£1 
Efall. For sale at this office. Pfics 20 
Mat» • - - —

Mr. Goff was born in Sempronius, Ca
yuga, county, N. Y„ June.26, 1823; he 
departed this life at the home of M. E. 
Depuy, near Wakelee, Mich., Feb. 18, 
1904, aged 80 years. He was among the 
Michigan pioneers, and was one of the 
successful ones who crossed the west
ern plains to California in search of 
gold, and was perhaps one of the most 
generous men in Southern Michigan, if 
not in the state.

By his earnest love of justice and 
right doing, he has defended many 
against those who would have taken un
due advantage. By this as well as by 
his liberality in cases of need, ho has 
ipade many hearts happy, and by his 
planning and assistance he has helped 
many to gain comfortable homes that 
would otherwise have been In poor cir
cumstances, if not homeless.

His gifts were not frivolous, but al
ways practical. At Christmas time it 
was his custom to present flour, gro
ceries, clothing, etc., in a quiet way that 
none might know whence the presents 
came, giving always to such as he 
deemed worthy and needy. His plan 
was to help those who tried to help 
themselves.

It was he who made it possible to es
tablish the State Mediums’ Home. This 
property is located near the center of 
Lansing, and will be known as the Goff 
Medium’s Home. It cost the state so
ciety »4,750 and Interest, of which Mr. 
Goff paid nearly »4,000. The building is 
40 by 42 feet, and has thirteen rooms 
and basement. It is heated by furnace, 
lighted by gas, and supplied with city 
water. It is a modern building that cost 
several times the price paid. The prop
erty was lately deeded to the state so
ciety, Mr. Goff having canceled the debt, 
August 26, 1903. The Spiritualists of 
the state should be able and willing to 
keep it running for the benefit ot 
worthy and needy mediums.

Mr. Goff has been a Spiritualist for 
over forty-five years. During all this 
time he has lived his religion, which 
means many slights, and much ridicule, 
but he has lived above it all. He was a 
subscriber to The Progressive Thinker 
from its very first. It was through his 
efforts that Farmer Riley first investi
gated and sat for development. He haa 
helped many to see the light that is to 
Illumine the world.

Mr. Goff was a member of the Masonic 
fraternity, and the brethren took charge 
of the burial services; Interment at 
Fish Lake cemetery, Sunday, Feb. 21, 
conducted by the writer, (arffi I wish 
heartily to thank this society for their 
liberality in allowing us the use of 
their church on this and former occa
sions.) The following poem given by 
the guides a short time ago was read at 
the services:

A Tribute to John F. Goff.
Who was It worked in early day, 
And by economy laid away 
Till he had enough for rainy day?

John F. Goff.
Who was it bought up many a farm, 
And helped the owners face the storm, 
And proved himself their friend most 

warm? . ■ ■
John F. Goff.

Who was it went to rocky west,
The famous land that gold had blessed, 
And helpedhimselt and helped the rest?

John F. Goff.
Who was it saw the many poor 
And helped them oft to meat and flour, 
Just at the time, the needy hour?

John F. Goff.
Who was it paid the mortgage due, 
For widow and for orphans, too, 
And helped them many a winter 

through?
John F. Goff.

Who was It learned the truth so grand, 
That spirit friends from higher strand 
Come back to us from spirit land?

John F. Goff.
Having learned the fact, no soul can 

. die,
Who tried to teach the passer-by. 
The more of sorrow’s tears to dry?

John F. Goff.
Who taught it is not just belief, 
That saves the soul from endless grief, 
But living right that brings relief?

John F. Goff.
Who tried to aid the cause so grand 
And sent it broadcast o’er the land, 
By doing good on every hand?

John F. Goff.
And who was given a miser’s name, 
Because he would not give for shame, 
Yet lived above it just the same?

John F. Goff.
Who was it lent a helping hand 
For many to gain a home and land? 
'Twas this old,soul most truly grand, 

John F. Goff.
Who was it bought a home one day 
Where mediums of the state can stay, 
And gave it for their aid? aye, aye!

John F. Goff.
A monument more true and grand, 
Than, shaft of stone in any land, 
This charity from “open hand”

John F. Goff.
Mr. Goff was very mediumistic, and 

two years ago when having some deal 
with Mr. R. D. Snyder, he made the re
mark that he would only be here about 
two years, and wanted to arrange all 
business accordingly. The time of the 
passing was within three days of two 
years. At another time he said that 
his father and friends had agreed to 
come to him and let him know before 
the very last. He had been quite feeble 
for a long time, yet able to be around 
the house and among the friends when 
weather would permit, until Monday, 
the 15th. After breakfast he was taken 
quite suddenly, and went down rapidly 
until the afternoon of the 18th, when 
the change came. He said on Tuesday 
that his father and friends were all with 
him, signifying that he had received the 
notice of the coming change as prom
ised. He was conscious till the last, 
and without a murmur or struggle he 
seemed to pass gladly on with his 
friends to that bright home his good
ness and kindness had bullded In that 
fair land

Where soul with soul can meet, 
Beyond death’s open door,

In love most pure and sweet, 
Where parting comes no more.

H. L CHAPMAN.
Marcellus, Mich. '

Mythology about the gods was a sys- 
tern uqed by learned men to befog ig
norant minds. Gods ware persons, 
When any other animal was used as a 
sign of a god, It was used as a 
sign according to the meaning to at 
least some of the people, the same as 
the United States people have their flag 
and eagle.

All history beyond our own experi
ence can be classed with mythology. 
Tradition by one person to another per
son is as reliable as one person writing 
to the people or to a person and calling 
it history. After considerable research 
I am of the opinion that gods were per
sons. Stars, planets, moon and sun 
were named for persons, and other an
imals and things the same as the later 
stars and planets were named for per
sons.

The mediumship of the god Indra was 
very great, and according to evidence 
he is a powerful spirit person even to 
our time. Gods came to Daniel of Bible 
history and God came to Moses, Jere
miah and other persons, according to 
printed evidence. Indra, in name, was 
found in Sanskrit and his name prob
ably meant to see, to discover. Indra 
signifies one who sees or discovers. 
Gods of ancient times were wise per
sons, inventors and discoverers ot 
things in nature, and other things use
ful or evil to mankind.

To affirm without knowledge is not a 
good mode to promote wisdom.

Indra was a person, a mighty man 
among mankind, after the same manner 
that George Washington and Abraham 
Lincoln were mighty men, each in his 
time. Indra loved the sun, and as man 
progresses he may know more about 
the god or gods who invented the sun 
and set it in, thus far, almost perpetual 
motion; according to history. Why 
should a man be worshiped because his 
soul,mind, has left one material body 
and gone into a new form of existence? 
Indra of old time was allowed the credit 
of having engendered the sun and the 
dawn. All the remarkable works of In
dra were performed by him merely for 
the benefit of the good, which in the 
words found in the Rig Veda means the 
good men who were his followers. He 
was the lord of the good, and the enemy 
of those who were his enemies. Indra 
was also a warlike god and a mighty 
leader of warlike mankind.

Imagination by writers of lies, fic
tion has befogged many human minds. 
Indra at one time was the supreme god 
of all the gods ot the Hindus.

The Rig Veda forms the great liter
ary memorial of the early Aryan settle
ments in the Punjab. The antiquity of 
the Rig Veda is abundantly established 
It was compiled long before the rise of 
Buddhism in the 6th century B. C. The 
Brahmans declare that the Vedic his
tory was directly inspired by a spirit 
god.

Agni, the god of fire, ranks next to 
Indra, the youngest of the gods at that 
time, tlio chief giver of wealth, invoked 
as tlie genial inmate of the Aryan 
home, and as the bearer of oblations, 
and mediator between gods and man
kind. Agni, the high priest, god, minis
ter of sacrifice, herald, lavlsher of 
wealth. Ho was a guide to gods. 
Through Agni mankind obtained 
wealth, plenty day by -Jay. Agni was 
the first of the Angiras, the same as 
Jesus Christ was the first of the Chris
tians, and Mrs. Eddy the first of the 
Christian Scientists. Agni was a god 
who driveth grief away. No mortal 
man, no god exceeded his mental power 
who sit as gods in heaven. Agni and 
Indra were partners in their godlike 
works for mankind. Mankind in an
cient times sang praises of them.

Strong gods, mighty minds of the as
sembly, who aided to defeat the fiends 
—Indra and Agni sent bliss to mankind.

Let us If we have knowledge, tell the 
truth about the gods both modern and 
more ancient.

The burning of widows on their hus
bands’ funeral pile was unknown, and 
the verses in the Veda which the Brah
mans afterwards distorted into a sanc
tion for the practice have tne opposite 
meaning. “Rise, woman,” says the text 
to the mourner; "come to the world of 
life. Come to us. Thou hast fulfilled 
thy duties as a wife to thy husband.”

Women enjoyed a high position 
Marriage was held sacred. Husband 
and wife were both rulers of the house. 
Each father of a family was the priest 
ot his own household.

Boston, Mass. AURIN F. HILL.

A LETTER TO MRS. CARLYLE 
PETERSILEA.

My Dear Mrs. Petersllea:— I rejoice 
to see you have attained the great de
velopment of transmitting your dear 
husband’s experiences in spirit life to 
the people of the world, who stand in 
such great need of the important knowl
edge of that kind. I sense what cour
age and devotion It has required for you 
to so consecrate yourself in the midst of 
your overwhelming sorrow! You 
worked so nobly with him for so many 
years, and now take up and carry for
ward the doubled burden with a strong 
brave heart that will not let even its 
own breaking Interfere with conse
crated duty! A lesson of astonishing 
and most beautiful devotion to the 
truth which your great, good husband 
loved so well that he cheerfully gave up 
worldly gain and fame to further its 
best Interests! I send you admiring 
love and pray that you be sustained and 
fortified in every way you need.

Most affectionately yours, 
OLIVIA FREELOVE SHEPARD 

Home, Pierce Co., Washington, Feb. 18, 
1904.
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“An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olle Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.” 
"Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. Q. White, author of Startling 
Facta. Price 10 cents each, or two for 
15 cents.

"Koradlne. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot.” In the form of 
an entertaining story, it contains les
sons which every girl should know. 
Price, cloth, St,

"Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B,/Newcomb. Excellent In spiritual 
sdggestlveneso. Cloth, »1.50. For sale 
at this office. ... ,

"The Commandments Analyzed,” By 
W. H. Bach, The Commandments arc 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passage:;, showing great In
congruities. price 25 cents

[Note:—I first met Mr. and Mrs. 
Petersllea in Lps Angeles, at one of 
those concerts , vhen he played a long 
program from I eethoven and others, 
without any notes whatever, as she has 
written on account of, for him. At the 
close of the wonderful and delightful 
program she read a chapter from his 
writings; It was a description of Sir 
Isaac Newton’s home in spirit life, 
graphically written through him, by his 
father. She is a fine reader and it 
seemed a fitting finish to his wondrous 
music. She then gave tests, I was a 
perfect stranger to them b<5 (had not 
even been Introduced), as I k to was to 
every person in the room, k.ie gave 
me nine distinct"' and well-recognized 
tests, the most of them accurate de
scriptions of those who had never been 
able to manifest to me before, and oth
ers who had seldom done so!—O. F. S.J

"Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.” By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work for all 
who have tho care or training of chil
dren. Price 65 cents.
,, ’The Light of Egypt." Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library In itself, a 
text-book of esoterio knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic PHIobo- 
pliy. Price ?2 per volume. For sale at 
this office. . . -

”A Plea for tho Now Woman.” By 
May ColllnB. An address delivered, be
fore? tho Ohio Liberal Society. For Bale 
nt this office. Price 10 cents. , :

TEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 
, FOR $3.10.
1 Ihe Encyclopedia of Death and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol 1 ’
I IfTin m Eacyai°Pedhi of Death, and 
L 5 S>.tbeJ’pirit W°rid, Vol. 2.
Life ot Deatb. a“<*Lire in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

Art> MfUric. or Mundane, Sub-Mun* 
Md ,S”l>er;Mundan0 Spiritisrm

IsmT^h081 ljaDd’ Spiritiiallsm, Occult.

next,^°.r'd interviewed.
a TbiirOc?u 1 Llfe of Jesus. 
tThYn11 i(er;er ln?he Splrlt ^nds.

Science R eion of Man and Ethics of 

Pas^ndXsenL W Splr,tuaI1^ 

Read This Carefully Before Re
Remitting.

.„WJ1®“ y°u Beud In your subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and their price, and send for 
them, they are very valuable. They 
are Intensely Interesting. They are elX’ 
vating in tone and will do you good ' In 
remitting do not fall to enclose a dollar 
for The Progressive Thinker. “

These ten books, substantially and 
elegantly bound, and printed in tha 
neatest style of the printer’s art will a 
furnished to our subscribers for’»3 10 a 
price which modern machinery and en- 
terprlse has rendered possible In Tha 
Progressive Thinker office only; Send
ing out these books, however, at tha 
prices we do, does not reduce the nrica 
of the subscription of the paper appar
ently or otherwise, a single cent for 
that cannot be afforded for less than 
one dollar per year, in view of the fact 
that we publish such a vast amount of 
reading matter.

In conclusion, bear In mind that tho 
postage on these ten premium books Is 
?b?u‘°üE.?°kLAR' '«vino this office 
only $2.10, Illustrating the great bargain 
you are getting—a bargain the like of 
which was never known before on thio 
material plane.
CLUB8I CLUBS! CLUB8I CLUBS!;

To Clubs of ten or more we offer tho 
following terms to each one: The Pro
gressive Thinker one year, and ONE oi 
the following books, »1.15; "The Rellg. 
ion of Man and Ethics of Science"-| 
“Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past! 
and Present”; "AWanderer in the Spirit) 
Lands"; “The Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life In the Spirit World," Vol. 3« 
The one who geta up the Club will be 
entitled to the paper one year free, and 
any two of the books he may select 
among our list of premiums.

Msn nnA Ffia 89 Disclosed In tho Bible." 
Oil drill Lilt} By Rev. Arthur Chambers,

Spirit World
lor Christian people who would Investigate and 
learn tho facts of Bible teachings ns well as 
modem spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 11.10.

Bible and Church Deorade Woman.
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises three 

essays on "The Effect ot Woman Suffrage on 
Questions ot Morals and ReL.lon." Price, 10c.

Man the Microcosm.
His Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition» 
The Light Within. By Giles B. Stebbins, 
Price, 10 cents.

“Hontlÿ Electrical Dictionary.” A 
practieni handbook of reference, con.

• Father Tom and the Pone, 
Or » Night' nt tho Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir Samuol .Ferguson. From Blackwood's 
Edlnburg Magr^lno. This Is n humorous nb- 
count or a roilcksomo visit tp the Popo of 
Rctae.by, Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed 
with a superabundance ot Irish wit, two Im
perial quart bottles ot Irish "potoon." and an 
Irjsh recipe for 'Iconwounding" the sama.fnlninfi’ thnct ftf ovcpvunnii »ia* i TW”QUftit bottlesot Irian “pot wnwg «enniupnB , pl every .uBGii eleO' lr|sh reoipo for “conwoundiSa1 

ideal term or phrase, £rico 115 cents. Favor. a cents; cloth, w coats. _



A BEAUTIFUL SPIRIT. MYTHOLOGY.

OUR PREMIUMS
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The Gods In the Light of Ancient His
tory.

! I' ■ . ■ ■ ■ . ■ . . ! . <
“HahflY Electrical Dictionary." a 

Sileni handbook of .reference, con- 
ng definitions of every used eleo- 

trieal w?® er phrase, Meo AS osato.

WE OF ÌYTML0GY.
Gods Arc Ideal Images—The Word God 

a Common Noun—Unknown Gods.

In reading ancient history and litera
ture, especially of the Greeks and Bo
mans, we meet with frequent mention 
of “the gods," by which is meant the 
gods of mythology, which were imagin
ary, omnipresent persons, supposed to 
possess various powers, attributes and 
influences over humanity. I have a se
cret suspicion that many modern writ
ers and speakers malte use of the word 
God without understanding it; there
fore I want to lay before them names 
and brief definitions of a few mytholog
ical deities. This is important in dis
cussion of the God question.

Apollo—a deity of the Greeks and
Romans, worshiped as the sun god.

Aurora—goddess of morning.
• Apis—god of industry, worshiped 

the ¿arm of an ox.
Ate—goddess of revenge.
Annubis—dog-headed god.
Bacchus—god of wine.
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John F. Goff, Michigan’s Generous Spir

itualist, Passed to .Spirit Life.

Circe—a sea nymph who turned men 
Into swine. . . .

Comus—god of festivals.
Cupid—god of love.
Diana—daughter of Jupiter and vir

gin moon goddess.
Dlscordia—goddess of discord, ban

ished from heaven for exciting divisions 
among the gods.

Echo—a nymph slighted in love, 
Pined away until nothing was left Hut 
her voice.

Erebus—an infernal deity, son of 
Chaos.

Fates—goddesses Who presided over 
human destiny.

1 Fauns—deities with horns and goat's 
feet.

Hercules—son of Jupiter, celebrated 
for strength,

Hymen—god of marriage.
Iris—messenger of Juno, changed into 

a rainbow. _
Jupiter—supreme god of'the Romans 

and father of men and gods.
Juno—sister and wife of Jupiter.
Mars—god of war.
Mercury—son of Jupiter, god of mer

chants and thieves. ■
Morpheus—god of sleep and dreams.
Neptune—god of the sea.
Pluto—god of Hades.
Plutus—god of wealth.
Styx—a river in the infernal regions 

by which the gods swore their most sol
emn oaths.

Uranus—the most ancient of the 
gods,

Venus—goddess of grace, love, 
beauty, pleasure.

Vesta—goddess of flocks and herds.
Vulcan—son of Jupiter and god of 

fire.
Enlightened God-believers of America 

should be very careful how they scorn 
or sneer at the deities and devotees of 
mythology; for they are all In the same 
boat—that is, the gods they all believe 
in are images of imagination. Can The- 
ists of the present time show that their 
gods are better than the ancients? 
"What is the difference between a dog
headed god and a three-headed god? 
What is the difference between a devil 
and a god of wrath, war, vengeance?

At the time the Christian religion 
was invented, in the reign of the Roman 
emperor, Constantine, mythology was 
in its greatest glory; however, the au
thors and projectors of Christianity did 
not want “the gods" in their system, be
cause “the gods" caused much confu-
slon ami conflict; and they concluded 
that one god was sufficient and finally 
settled on Jehovah, the worst.and most 

■ abominable of all gods—the god of 
, , wrajb, war, vengeance.

gods are ideal beings, supposed to 
. possess various attributes,nevertheless, 

- these gods exert a powerful influence 
over religious devotees, who become 
like the deities they serve; and this 
accounts for some nations being of war

. like disposition and others peaceable.
All god-believers make their own 

gods. “There ain't no slch person."
The practice of god-believers writing 

God with capital G as a proper noun is 
a fraud and deception; because they 
wish to convey the idea that they refer 
to a particular God, presuming readers 
will not observe the trick. They might 
as well write man with capital M and 

- claim that it stands for a particular In
dividual, yet not give his name. The 
word god is a- common noun, applied to 
any and all gods, and spelling It with 
capital G does not make of it a proper 
noun, no more than spelling dog with 
capital D makes it a ¡proper noun. No 
amount of such usage and custom will 
ever make god a proper noun, for we 
cannot tell which god is intended unless 
the writer indicates the particular god 
ho or she has in mind.

But there can be no valid objection to 
the use of capitals for proper names of 
gods, such, for instance, as Jupiter, Al
lah, Apollo, Baal, Jehovah. . Theologi-. 
ans rarely ever write or utter the name 
of Jehovah; perhaps because of his aw
ful record and bad character—neverthe- 
less, they mean Jehovah by God. .

What some folks mean by God is 
widely different from what other folks 
mean by God, and so by God we have 
an. endless jargon of theories and be
liefs founded on . baseless assertions, 
conflicting statements, antagonistic 
doctrines, contradictory ' theories. 

; These antagonists can unite and agree in 
■■ their condemnation of the Atheist who 

, does not accept any of their theories. 
He is made a butt for shafts of ridicule.

What do god-believers know of a god 
they say is unknown and unknowable? 
What can they teach on a subject which 
they admit is beyond comprehension? 
How can they define that which they 
declare to be undeflnable? What do 
they understand of a god they affirm Is 
incomprehensible? What shall we say 
of people who persistently make use of 
words and ideas they do not understand 
with the assumption and pretense of 
knowledge? This is the attitude of 

I Thelsts, caught in the meshes of their 
I own folly.
\ What do people know who have been 
J taught the theories and dogmas of The- 
S ism? They know nothing but error, yet 
\ believe much delusive nonsense. As- 
(sertlons without proof or basis of sup
port are of no value. Belief of a theory 
fer religious doctrine is no evidence of 
its truth, yet they have a reverence for 
¿Id established precedent and follow in 

. tjhe beaten track.
"For men are prone to go it blind 
Along the calf-paths of the mind, 
And try to work from sun to sun . 
To do what other folks have done.”

■ A. H. NICHOLAS.
. - . Summerland, Cal.

\
; A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.

¡? xhavo boon selling "Non-Alcobollo-Flavoring 
FowdcrH” for tbo past six months, anti havt 
made 88IIUX). Every family buys throo or foul 
boxes. 1'ho flavoring powders nro bettor in ev 
cry rcopect than tbo liquid extracts, and ert 
lovely to sell. Ido not have to canvass. People 
Bond, to mo for the powders. Any Intelligent 
person can do ns well nsl and average SBOOO pot 
wook. I got my flavoring powders from tile Cal. 
Ifornla Fruit & Chemical Co., St. Lottis, Mo' 
Wrlto thorn ami they will start you lu bud. 
noss. b, o,

"Wedding Chimes." By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificato, 
Sto., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose, .Specially designed for the use 
qf the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry.

lea 75 cents. - For cric at this office.

He Talks Exceedingly Close to the Lines Marked Out 
By Spiritualists, and Illustrates the Progressive 
Spirit of the Age.
Again we turn to one of the most recent depart

ments of science, viz.: Comparative mythology, and 
we ask, AViiat have you to contribute to the'Twentieth 
Century Gospel ? We declare, say the students of this 
science, that men’s ideas and beliefs regarding the 
Supreme Power in the universe, are always progres
sive, that in the childhood of the race men had child
ish modes of viewing nature and childish ways of ex
pressing their ideas. We say that these childish meth
ods of expressing their ideas resulted in the beauti
ful stories which tell of the person, work and relig
ion of the world’s great saviors, which are found'in 
the world’s great Bibles. We say that in the growth 
of these stories men see the unfolding of great moral 
and religious truth, and the working of these mighty 
forces which make for righteousness, acting in and 
upon mankind through the only agencies that were 
fitted for it in those early days.

This science further tells us the Bible is a litera
ture subject to the same laws which govern the devel
opment of other great literatures, having the same de
fects of ignorance and superstition of errors of judg
ment and mistakes of copying. It also says that the 
Hebrew Scriptures stand pre-eminent among all 
sacred hooks as illustrating the evolution of morals 
and religion in the history of the race and embodying, 
in its myths and legends the purest and most enlight
ened conceptions -of religious faith and knowledge 
that the world has ever known.

CONSTRUCTIVE RESULTS.
If, as it may be, these ideas now come to you for the 

first time, I can understand a feeling of disappoint- 
hient arising in your mind when you compare them 
with the religious teachings you have hitherto enter
tained. You doubtless feel like the little girl who had 
a quarrel at school with a little Jewish girl and when 
she got home she denounced the Jews. Her mother 
said reprovingly, “My dear, you must not talk in that 
way. The Jews were God’s chosen people. Our Lord 
Himself was a Jew.” After a moment’s deep thought 
the child replied, in a tone of horror and regret: “O, 
mamma, I didn’t know that. I’m so sorry. I always 
thought he was an Episcopalian.”

But think now of the constructive results of this 
modern Gospel. How much better and nobler it is. 
It enables us to think of God not as a jealous, fitful,, 
despotic king, something like a tyrannical sovereign 
of Asia Minor, but rather as the Just Ruler of the 
earth and the Universal Father of its peoples. It bids 
us think of the highest and noblest types of manhood 
and womanhod, not as men cruel by nature, treacher
ous in thought and revengeful in action, but rather 
that the right goal of all human action is to do the 
right for right’s sake, to speak the truth for truth’s 
sake, and to love others for love’s sake. It gives us a 
nobler conception of the origin of the universe, shows 
us that the Divine Power is “closer than hands or 
feet,” and that the true inspiration and joys of life 
belong now as ever to any or all who seek to know 
and do the truth. It makes our Christian Bible more 
beautiful and valuable than ever, because freed from 
the dogmatic rust which was rapidly destroying its 
usefulness and purpose. It reveals the essentials of 
Christianity as taught by its founder, to he. not-creed 
but character, not uniformity but unity, not dogma 
but ethics, and behind all else the beautiful spirit .of 
unselfish, undying love as the world’s greatest dy
namic", both for comfort and inspiration.

PRACTICAL REASON.
At this point there are men who would deny our 

right to proceed further. They say that all beyond 
what science tells us is unknown and unknowable, 
although by a strange contradiction the boundaries of 
knowledge are every day and everywhere being rap
idly extended. I am safe within the bounds of truth 
in saying that there is everywhere to-day a growing 
reaction against the purely material conceptions of 
things which prevail very generally in the world of 
science only a few years ago.

The discoveries of radium bring us to the very 
threshold of the spirit world, whilst our investigations 
into the great mystery of human consciousness are re
vealing other sources of knowledge as worthy of 
credence in their various departments as geology and 
astronomy. One of the greatest sciences of the future 
will be the science of psychical research. "Where 
science is obliged to halt, man’s moral idealism be
comes the constructive teacher and guide of morals 
and religion. There is an intellectual knowledge—a 
matter of thought; there is an ethical knowledge—a 
matter of feeling, and each advance brings us nearer 
to the time when
“That in us which thinks and that which feels

Shall everlastingly be reconciled, 
And that which questioneth with that which kneels,”

CONCERNING GOD.
4 ‘ What then has this Twentieth Century Gospel to 

tell us concerning God? To know God at all fully— 
as well might the child hope to grasp the planets in 
its tiny fingers, or to hold the mighty ocean in the

hollow of its hand. But as the worid^f thought we 
learn that there is one life, above all, through all and 
in all, life which is not matter but spirit, and which 
spirit it calls God, so in the world of feeling Qur deep
est emotion is love. In the world of thoyght bnr high
est conception of God is that of powW; b’h't in the 
world of feeling our highest thought of diVinity is 
love. "We can know God best by loving Him because 
love is best understood by love. Some people won
der whether God is a person. It seeriis to me an idle 
question. / . ,

The power other than ourselves, which was here be
fore we came and remains after we depart, this power 
has brought us into life and is therefore our Creator. 
By reason of its disciplinary and protecting care of 
the .universal life, it is our Father. No plummet of 
human reason can sound the depths of the ocean of 
immensity. But as nothing is ever evolved which has 
not first been involved, as the greater must also in
clude the. less, so the Creator of this personal con
sciousness must include all of good and right and love 
and personality that we are, and still be infinitely 
more than the thing he has produced,

“Thus we can still pray Our Father, knowing that 
•in this Twentieth Century Gospel we are face to face 
with a divine power or being, whichever name you 
prefer to use, before whom we may plead the voice of 
human need and imperfections, whose laws are every
where and at all times uniform, just and equal and in 
the stillness of our souls we may often hear the whis
perings of His love.”

ON IMMORTALITY.
And this brings me to my final thought, viz.: The 

comfort and inspiration which this Twentieth Century 
Gospel brings tthour conceptions of immortality. 
Every household has its memories of loved ones, who 
have passed away into the land of silence. We miss 
their familiar forms and long for their vanished 
smiles and the sound of the voice that is still. Is it 
for them an eternal dark, a sleep that knows no wak
ing, or can we stand by the grave and say, “He is not 
here but is risen?” We wonder where they are, what 
interest or relation they have to the life they have 
left, whether they are as conscious of us as we are 
mindful of them, whether we shall ever meet again. 
Some may say*“that if it should prove an eternal 
sleep why then ’tis rest.” Some are so mentally con
stituted that they find it impossible to believe. But 
very few indeed believe that death is the end of ex
istence. Immortality is as necessary to human life 
as is the sunlight to the world.

In the presence of such a tragedy as death, when 
our eyes are wet with weeping, and our hearts are 
near to breaking, as we stand beside the grave, this 
Gospel of the twentieth century whispers both sweet
ly and full of comfort the strong hope of immortality. 
All life is one. Even science confirms the reality of 
a general immortality. Through the shadows of our 
ignorance, faith standing upon reason sees that the 
grave covers no faculty of soul, only the poor, tired, 
worn-out body.

Whilst across the wind-swept wastes of thought 
love points to God, who being ever true in nature, is 
also true beyond our ken, who having given us a nat-
ural confidence in the integrity of things, and made 
love life’s mightiest and sweetest forco, wil| carry 
through to larger capacities of appreciation and en- 
joymen t "the desires he has placed within 'ijie human 
breast. It is not probable that,the orchestra will be 
silenced in the midst of the symphony, or that the 
building of character will be stopped when only half 
completed. Everything in our modern knowledge 
reminds us of the illimitable resources and possibili
ties which await our growing conceptions. Nature 
has only yet begun to manifest her resources. How 
sweet and beautiful are the assurances of the birds 
and flowers concerning the dear ones, “which we have 
loved and lost awhile.’.’ Whatever we may think na
ture herself stakes her all upon the truth of immortal 
life. Everywhere she points her children onwards 
and upwards do the great light of life, bids them 
choose the good, and everywhere assures them that 
He who cares for the birds and flowers, cares also 
for the lives and loves of men.

And so with every addition to our knowledge we 
come closer to the great and final generalization 
which shall open for us the doors to the inner sanctum 

^of the universe. Every new step not founded on mis
conception leads us nearer to that final understand
ing which is the ultimate heritage of the race. Al
ready we have visions, born both of faith and knowl
edge of a world which shall in truth be God’s free 
garden, where love shall reign supreme, where there 
shall be room for thought and for faith, where from 
one fane or altar all tongues shall recite one Gospel, 
sing one psalter and repeat one simple creed,

“Where each sorrow shall have its soothers, , 
And each need, its kindly care,.

Aiyd all mankind be brothers, 
And love reign everywhere.

“Where Heaven’s eternal patience, 
AU human hearts shall win, 

And earth’s enfranchised nations, 
Shall hail God’s kingdom in.”

Ä

SOMEWHAT CRITICAL
C. F. SHORT, A THINKER AND 

AND WRITER, EVER WILLING TO 
IMPART TO OTHERS, EXAMINES 
SOMEWHAT CRITICALLY THAT 
CHURCHLY “I BELIEVE" RIGMA
ROLE, CALLED "THE APOSTLES’ 
CREED."
Why called' the Apostles’ creed? 

They never made it, saw It nor taught 
it, and yet it 1b recited over and over 
millions of times, as though it was the 
all In all, the sum total of all truth. 
How narrow is the line often between 
truth and error. Let us now consider 
the articles of this creed. • ■

Tire first is, "I believe In '’Almighty 
God.”

That means my conception, not 
yours.’ .

- What Is worshiped is a mental image. 
Every one has a definition. Whether 
mine or yours is the correct one, is the 
question.

Second, "Maker of heaven.” ■ ■
Where Is heaven and of what is it 

made?. Is not heaven a soul-condition 
rather’than a locality? -Surely so. -■

Third, “And earth.” . '
Is the earth not an accretion,a growth, 

a development, a gradual formation, un
der the operation of natural law and 
forces? Scientists tell us that matter 
is uncreated and unbeatable; that It 
hau existed forever, and not something 
that was made at a certain time.

“I also believe in his son Jesus Christ, 
begotten by the Holy Ghost.-”

Docs not Qio Now Testament teach 
us that ho wad the son of Joseph tho 
carpenter? His sacred genealogy is al
ways traced back through Joseph. All 
this would bo without meantng or sense 
unless such was the case

“I believe that he was born of the Vir
gin Mary.” ■ ■

How can this be so, if his mother was 
Joseph’s wife, and Joseph his real 
father? ~

“I believe that he was crucified, dead, 
buried, and descended into hell.”

Oh, my! let us hope not!
"I believe that his body was raised 

from the grave on the third day."
Very few people now believe in the

mythical story of a literal resurrection.
"I believe that he ascended up Into 

heaven;” •
■ What and where is up? That is very 
foggy, to say the least of it - -

"From whence he wIIV come to judge 
the living and the. dead.”

That the Christ spirit will spread 
over the whole earth, let us hope, but 
few indeed now believe in a literal per-1 
sonal return in a bodily form.

. “I believe in the judgment day.”
This supposes a marching up to the 

judge after the fashion of earthly 
courts, some sentenced to go down into 
the deep dark cellar of despair; and 
others to go up to the sky parlor. This 
belief has few defenders in this day and 
age. -

"I believe in the holy Catholic 
church.” ■ . ■ .

; Did any apostle ever mention any 
such, church, .or a church by such a 
name? What is a church? It 1b a body 
of believers. Where are we told to be- 
live lu men. Certainly we cannot be
lieve in all church members. Then all 
we can say is, "I believe in a portion' of 
the holy Catholic church.”

“I believe in the communion of 
Baints." . . ,

Do you believe in mediums, In se
ances, in messages from our friends 
who have gone before? You know you 
do not. Then why ;say, "I believe.”'

"I believe in tho resurrection of the 
body.”

I

Considering that within the natural 
body there dwells a spiritual body, that 
never dies or Is buried, how can It be 
raised up. Millions of bodies have been 
scattered to the four winds of heaven— 
never burled at all. How can they come 
up from whete they never were?

“I believe in the forgiveness of Bins.”
Many there are who doubt that our 

little words or acts distress anfj make 
angry the Deity, and bo make 1| neces
sary that we appease this anger and 
beg for forgiveness like .naughty chil
dren; or If we must obtain it, to get it 
simply by feeling sorry and asking for 
it, is too cheap and easy a way, and 
such a doctrine should not be incul
cated. Ilj r11 '

In conclusion, consider ail these 
things which we say “I believe'.’’' which 
is only proper, If we are sincere; 1 ■

New York City. C; F. SHORT.

A Valuable Wdrk. 6 '
Concentration, Meditation andlnsplra- 

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the must Approved 
methods of ancient and ifioderni'teach- 
ers, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising elx monthsT study. By 
Laura G. Fixon. • ■

A course of practical experimental' 
lesHons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration. . - . .

Sent complete for 50 cents, -.
“The Romancé of Jude. A Story of 

the Life and Times of the'Naxarene and 
His People.” Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An Intensely in
foresting; book. Neatly boiind in cloth 
and gilt. Only 50 cents. ''

“BpWtaal Biffigfi for the Bee eg C& 
else, Camp-mMtiagB aad other EpMt- 
tmlistic Gatherings." By MctthT®. 
Holl. For sale at thia office. hto J.0 
sate

Mi. Goff was born in Sempronius, Ca
yuga, county, N. Y., Junaf26, 1823; he 
departed this life at the home of M. E. 
Depuy, near Wakeice, Mich., Feb. 18, 
1904, aged 80 years. He was among the 
Michigan pioneers, and was one of the 
successful ones who crossed the west
ern plains to California in search of 
gold, and was perhaps one of the most 
generous men In Southern Michigan, If 
not in the state.

By his earnest love of justice and 
right doing, he has defended many 
against those who would have taken un
due advantage. By this as well as by 
his liberality in cases of need, he has 
ipade many hearts happy, and by his 
planning and assistance he has'helped 
many to gain comfortable homes that 
would otherwise have been in poor cir
cumstances, if not homeless.

His gifts were not frivolous, but al
ways practical. At Christmas time it 
was his custom to present .flour, gro
ceries, clothing, etc., in a quiet way that 
none might know whence the presents 
came, giving always to such as he 
deemed worthy and needy. His plan 
was to help those who tried to help 
themselves.

It was he who made it possible to es
tablish the State Mediums’ Home. This 
property is located near the center of 
Lansing, and will be known as the Goff 
Medium’s Home, It cost the state so
ciety $4,750 and Interest, of which Mr. 
Goff paid nearly $4,000. The building Is 
40 by 42 feet, and has thirteen rooms 
and basement. It is heated by furnace, 
lighted by gas, and supplied with city 
water. It is a modern building that cost 
several times the price paid. The prop
erty was lately deeded to the state so
ciety, Mr. Goff having canceled the debt, 
August 26, 1903. The Spiritualists of 
the state should be able and willing to 
keep it running for the benefit of 
worthy and needy mediums.

Mr. Goff has been a Spiritualist for 
over forty-five years. During all this 
time he has lived his religion, which 
means many slights, and much ridicule, 
but he has lived above it all. He was a 
subscriber to The Progressive Thinker 
from its very first. It was through his 
efforts that Farmer Riley first investi
gated and sat for development He has 
helped many to see the light that is to 
Illumine the world.

Mr. Goff was a member of the Masonic 
fraternity, and the brethren took charge 
of the burial services; interment at 
Fish Lake cemetery, Sunday, Feb. 21, 
conducted by the writer, (aira I wish 
heartily to thank this society for their 
liberality in allowing us the use of 
their church on this and former occa
sions.) The following poem given by 
the guides a short time ago was read at 
the services:

A Tribute to John F. Goff.
Who was it worked In early day, 
And by economy laid away 
Till he had enough for rainy day?

John F. Goff.
Who was it bought up many a farm, 
And helped the owners face the storm, 
And proved himself their friend most 

warm ?
John F. Goff.

Who was it went to rocky west, 
The famous land that gold had blessed, 
And helped himself and helped the rest?

John F. Goff.
Who was it saw the many poor 
And helped them oft to meat and flour, 
Just at the time, the needy hour?

John F. Goff.
Who was it paid the mortgage due. 
For widow and for orphans, too, 
And helped them many a winter 

through? ■
John F. Goff.

Who was it learned the truth so grand, 
That spirit friends from higher strand 
Come back to us from spirit land?

John F. Goff.
Having learned the fact, no soul can 

die,
Who tried to teach the passer-by; 
The more of sorrow’s tears to dry?

John F. Goff.
Who taught it is not just belief, 
That saves the soul from endless grief, 
But living right that brings relief?

John F. Goff.
Who tried to aid the cause so grand 
And sent it broadcast o’er the land, 
By doing good on every hand?

John F. Goff.
And who was given a miser’s name. 
Because he would not give for shame. 
Yet lived above ft just the same?

John F. Goff.
Who was it lent a helping hand 
For many to gain a home and land? 
’Twas this old.soul most truly grand, 

John F. Goff.
Ylhio was it bought a home one day 
Where mediums of the state can stay, 
And gave it for their aid? aye, aye!

John F. Goff.
A monument more true and grand, 
Than shaft of stone in any land, 
This charity from “open hand"

John F. Goff,
Mr. Goff was very mediumlstic, and 

two years ago when having some deal 
with Mr. R. D. Snyder, he made the re
mark that he would only be here about 
two years, and wanted to arrange all 
business accordingly. The time of the 
passing was within three days of two 
years. At another time he said that 
his father and friends had agreed to 
come to him and let him know before 
the very last. He had been quite feeble 
for a long time, yet able to be around 
the house and among the friends when 
weather would permit, until Monday, 
the 15th. After breakfast he was taken 
quite suddenly, and went down rapidly 
until the afternoon of the 18th, when 
the change came. He said on Tuesday 
that his father and friends were all with 
him, signifying, that he had received the 
notice of the coming change as prom
ised. He was conscious till the last, 
and without a murmur or struggle he 
seemed to pass gladly on with his 
friends to that bright home his good
ness and kindness had builded in that 
fair land ■
. Where soul with soul can meet, 

Beyond death’s open door,
In love most pure and sweet, 

Where parting comes no more.
- H. L. CHAPMAN. 

Marcellus, Mich.

« Mythology about the gods was a. sys
tem used by learned men to befog ig
norant minds. Gods ware persons. 
When any other animal was used as a 
sign of a god, it was used as a 
sign according to the meaning to at 
least some of the people, the same as 
the United States people have their flag 
and eagle.

All history beyond our own experi
ence can be classed with mythology. 
Tradition by one person to another per
son is as reliable as one person writing 
to the people or to a person and calling 
it history. After considerable research 
I am of the opinion that gods were per
sons. Stars, planets, moon and sun 
were named for persons, and other an
imals and things the same as the later 
stars and planets were named for per
sons.

The mediumship of the god Indra was 
very great, and according io evidence 
he is a powerful spirit person even to 
our time. Gods came to Daniel of Bible 
history and God came to Moses, Jere- 
mlah and other persons, according to 
printed evidence, Indra, in name, was 
found in Sanskrit and his name prob
ably meant to see, to discover. Indra 
signifies one who sees or discovers. 
Gods of ancient times were wise per
sons, Inventors and discoverers of 
things in nature, and other thlngm use
ful or evil to mankind.

To affirm without knowledge is not a 
good mode to promote wisdom.

Indra was a person, a mighty man 
among mankind, after the same manner 
that George Washington and Abraham 
Lincoln were mighty men, each in his 
time. Indra loved the sun, and as man 
progresses he may know more about 
the god or gods who invented the sun 
and set it In, thus far, almost perpetual 
motion; according to history. Why 
should a man be worshiped because his 
soul,mind, has left one material body 
and gone into a new form of existence? 
Indra of old time was allowed the credit 
of having engendered the sun and the 
dawn. All the remarkable works of In
dra were performed by him merely for 
the benefit of the good, which in the 
words found in the Rig Veda means the 
good men who were his followers. He 
was the lord of the good, and the enemy 
of those who were his enemies. Indra 
was also a warlike god and a mighty 
leader of warlike mankind.

Imagination by writers of lies, fic
tion has befogged many human minds. 
Indra at one time was the supreme god 
of all the gods of the Hindus.

The Rig Veda forms the great liter
ary memorial of the early Aryan settle
ments in the Punjab. The antiquity of 
the Rig Veda is abundantly established. 
It was compiled long before the rise of 
Buddhism In the 6th century B. C. The 
Brahmans declare that the Vedic his
tory was directly inspired by a spirit 
god.

Agni, the god of fire, ranks next to 
Indra, the youngest of the gods at that 
time, the chief giver of wealth, invoked 
us the genial inmate ot the Aryan 
home, and as the bearer of oblations, 
and mediator between gods and man
kind. Agni, the high priest, god, minis
ter of sacrifice, herald, lavisher of 
wealth. He was a guide to gods. 
Through Agni mankind obtained 
wealth, plenty day by day. Agni was 
the first of the Angiras, the same as 
Jesus Christ was the first of the Chris
tians, and Mrs. Eddy the first of the 
Christian Scientists. Agni was a god 
who driveth grief away, No mortal 
man, no god exceeded his mental power 
who sit as gods in heaven. Agni and 
Indra were partners In their godlike 
works for mankind. Mankind in an
cient times sang praises of them.

Strong gods, mighty minds of the as
sembly, who aided to defeat the fiends 
—Indra and Agni sent bliss to mankind.

Let us if we have knowledge, tell the 
truth about tho gods both modern and 
more ancient.

The burning of widows on their hus
bands’ funeral pile was unknown, and 
the verses in the Veda which the Brah
mans afterwards distorted into a sanc
tion for the practice have tne opposite 
meaning. "Rise, woman," says the text 
to the mourner; "come to the world of 
life. Come to us. Thou hast fulfilled 
thy duties as a wife to thy husband.”

Women enjoyed a high position. 
Marriage was held sacred. Husband 
and wife were both rulers of the house. 
Each father of a family was the priest 
of his own household.

Boston, Mass. AURIN F. HILL.

A LETTER TO MRS. CARLYLE 
PETERSILEA.

My Dear Mrs. Petersilea:—I rejoice 
to see you have attained the great de
velopment of transmitting your dear 
husband’s experiences in spirit life to 
the people of the world, who stand in 
such great need of the Important knowl
edge of that kind. I sense what cour
age and devotion it has required for you 
to so consecrate yourself In the midst of 
your overwhelming sorrow! You 
worked so nobly with him for so many 
yqars, and now take up and carry for
ward the doubled burden with a strong, 
brave heart that will not let even its 
own breaking interfere with conse
crated duty! A lesson of astonishing 
and most beautiful devotion to the 
truth which your great, good husband 
loved so well that he cheerfully gave up 
worldly gain and fame to further its 
best Interests! I send you admiring 
love and pray that you be sustained and 
fortified in every way you need.

Most affectionately yours, 
OLIVIA FREELOVE SHEPARD 

Home, Pierce Co., Washington, Feb. 18 
1904. .
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“An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.’’ 
“Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J.-G. White, author of Startling 
Facts. Price 10 cents each, or two for 
16 cents. -

“Koradlne. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot.” In the form of 
an entertaining story, it contains les
sons which every girl should tobw. 
Price, cloth, |l,

“Discovery of a Lost Trail." By Chas. 
B«: Newcomb. Excellent In spiritual 
BdggeSUvenesa. Cloth, ?1.60. For sale 
at this office. ....... •.

“The Commandments Analysed." By 
W. H, Each, The Commandments are 
not only analysed, but contrasted with 
other Bible patsage:, showing great In
congruities. Prioa £6 < mta

[Note:— I first met Mr. and Mrs. 
Petersilea in Ijis Angeles, at one of 
those concerts', vhen he played a long 
program from I eethoven and others, 
without any notes whatever, as she has 
written on account of, for him. At the 
close of the wonderful and delightful 
program she read a chapter from his 
writings; it was a description of Sir 
Isaac Newton’s home In spirit life 
graphically written through him, by his 
father. She is a fine reader and it 
seemed a.fitting finish to his wondrous 
music. She then gave tests, I was a 
perfect stranger to them Me J (had not 
even been introduced), as I k io was to 
every person in the room, k.ie gave 
me nine distinct/? and well-recognized 
tests, the most of them accurate de
scriptions of those who had never been 
able to manifest to me before, and oth
ers who had seldom done sol—O. F. S.J

"Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.” By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work for all 
who have tho care or training of chil
dren. Price 65 cents. .......

'Tho Light of Egypt." Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library in itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso. 
pliy. Price $2 per volume. For sale at 
this office. ■

"A Plea for the Now Woman.’’ By 
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore; the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at thia office. Price 10 cents. .
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vating in tone and wlll do you good in 
remitting do not fail to enclose a dollar 
for The Progressive Thinker. r 

, These ten books, substantially and 
elegantly bound, and printed in thn 
neatest style of the printer’s ari will ho 
furnished to our subscribers for'$3 io a 
price which modern machinery and en
terprise has rendered possible in Tho 
Progressive Thinker office only. Send
ing out these books, however, at tho 
prices we do, does not reduce the nrico 
of the subscription of the paper annar- 
ently or otherwise, a single cent for 
that cannot be afforded for less than 
one dollar per year, in view of the fact 
that we publish such a vast amount of 
reading matter.

In conclusion, bear In mtmKthat tho 
postage on these ten premium books is 
±U‘«°<NnEn,?05L*R' l6aVi"° °"8 Office 
only $2.10, Illustrating the great bargain 
you are getting—a bargain the like of 
which was never known before on this 
material plane.
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Lands”; "The Encyclopedia of Death, 
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among our list of premiums.

Mon onA l-fia ns Disclosed in tho Bible." 
I lull dllll LIlu By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
&niplF UnpM of King's College,O|JII IL WOI lu London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would investigate and 
learn tho facts of Bibio teachings as well as 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 81.10.

Bible and Church Degrade Woman.
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises threo 

essays on ' The Effect of Woman suffrage on 
Questions of Morals and ReL^lon.” I’rlco, 10o.

Man the Microcosm, 
HIb Infinite and Dlvlno Relations. Intuition* 
Too Light Within. By Giles B, StehhlM, 
Price, 10 cents. .

- Father Tom and the Pone, 
Or a Night nt tho Vatican, Written probably 
by Sir Samuel .Vorguson. From Blackwoodii 
Edinburg Magr.ztno. Thia is a humorous ab
count -of a roitcksomo visit to tho Popo of 
Rome .by, -Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed 

...uracuuu .nil, with a auporabundanco ot Irish wit,two im- everv nuod Z i"5.4"1?’ 1 bo“1«ot Irtah "P°
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of The Progressive Thinker are for ealo 
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HUDSON TUTTLE.

tdltor-at-Large for the National Spirit- 
liallst Association,

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when an attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Arcana of Spiritualism.
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

, Philosophy.

LOOKING BACKWARD.
Changed Positions on Materialism and 

Spiritualism,

Mar. 5.190«.

THE MAGICIAN KELLAR,
. — )

And His Expose of Mediums at Cassa* 
daga.

A Genuine Manifestation, Says Dr. Quackenbos.
Remarkable Powers Shown by Airs. McAllister-Spen

cer at a Seance-Daughter of Illinois Judge Be
lieves She Is Passive Agent of Mozart.

Experts in Psychology Explain Performance from Their Standpoint— 
Theory That Projected Soni Possesses Her

Called Not Unchristian.

Do you wish to assist in the publica
tion of a revised edition of this book? 
If so, by subscribing for it now, you will 
receive a copy at less price than It will 
be sold for after publication. Price not 
desired until the book Is ready for de

' ■ atlivery. Please send your address 
once if you desire to assist

820 octavo pages, finely bound 
muslin.

Price to subscribers, $1, postpaid.
Address

in

HUDSON-TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

PSYCHIC PIANO 
FORMS—MRS.

PLAYER
ELLEN M’ALLIS-

PER-]nate or unoarnato spirits, that is, of 
■ • — spirits who have shuffled of this mortal

TER-SPENCER GIVES EXHIBITION 
IN PARLORS OF DR. JOHN D. 
QUACKENBOS—PROFESSOR HYS
LOP LISTENS—AS AN UNBIASED 
OBSERVER HE ACTS AS MASTER 
OF CEREMONIES, BUT IS NOT 
FULLY CONVINCED.
Ab set forth in the New York Daily 

Herald of Feb. 17, music lovers and spe
cialists in psychic phenomena gathered 
the night previous in the parlors of Dr. 
John D. Quackenbos, professor in Co
lumbia College, Doctor of Medicine, and 
lecturer on hypnotism, to witness a pri
vate performance—the first in New 
York—of Mrs. Ellen McAllister-Spen
cer, who is known to her friends as the 
“psychic piano player." -

Mrs. McAllister-bpencer is personally 
and ancestrally well known In Chicago 
and. other western cities. She is the 
daughter of the late William King Mc
Allister, for many years senior Judge of 
the Appellate Court in Illinois. Her 
home is In Ravenswood, Chicago. Ac
cording to the story she told me last 
night her father and mother were both 
fond of music and wished that she 
should be taught in her early youth te 
play the piano. .

“I took lessons,” she said, “for about 
three years between the ages of twelve 
and fifteen, but my teacher gave me up 
as an impossible subject. In the first 
place, my hands, as you see," and she 
held up a plump and diminutive hand, 
with very short fingers, “are too small 
for a piano player’s. Furthermore, I 
could never memorize a piece, and I 
was not the least bit interested in my 
studies. So my parents had to accept 
the teacher’s verdict.”

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Harrison D. Barrett, president of the 

N- S. A., is prepared to do missionary 
work under the auspices of this asso
ciation. He would like to correspond 
with societies and individuals on this 
subject Address him at 600 Pennsyl
vania ave. 8. E., Washington, D. C.

, MARY T. LONGLEY,
Secretary N. S. A.

LECTURE ENGAGEMENTS.
From and after March 1, 1904, I am 

open for lecture engagements upon rea
sonable terms, either with Spiritualist 
societies or in communities where mis
sionary work is desired. Address me 
at once for dates and terms.

HARRISON D. BARRETT. 
40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill.

Catholic Federation and 
Schools.

The Catholic attack on 
schools has taken a new

the Public

the common 
form. The

priestly authorities have found that the 
public sentiment in favor of a state-sus- 
’ained system of education in which the 
denominational religion has no part, is 
coo strong to overcome. Hence the 
American Federation of Catholic Socie
ties has taken for its object to organize 
and disseminate Catholic opinions, and 
the leading “opinion” Is to capture

In looking over an old scrap-book I 
find “A Reply by me to W. F. Jamie
son,'’ dated March 31, 1871—a third ot 
a century ago—clipped from tho Boston 
Investigator. The letter was in re
sponse to a challenge from Mr. Jamie
son “to all infidels, arid to B. F. Under
wood in particular' to discuss proposi
tions respecting Modern Spiritualism. I 
was about to leave for the Pacific coast 
to meet appointments extending over 
several months' and therefore was 
obliged to decline this challenge for a 
discussion then, expressing willingness, 
however, to meet Mr. Jamieson after 
my return from California, at the same 
time saying, “I have not sought contro
versy with Spiritualists, but on the con
trary have endeavored to secure their 
co-operation in tho great work of free
ing the world from the thralldom of the 
Christian superstition.”

In later years I met Mr. Jamieson 
personally, twice I believe, and had 
some pleasant correspondence with 
him, but nothing more was said about a 
debate. Indeed his views had under
gone a marked change and there, was 
probably nothing between us worth 
while discussing. Mr. Jamieson had 
outgrown his belief in Spiritualism and 
had become quite pronounced in his 
materialism and, I believe, he still 
holds to this system.

My acceptance of materialism became 
more and more qualified until I com
pletely discarded it as an Inadequate 
explanation of phenomena, and al
though the label was tor a long time 
still attached to my thought, I dis
avowed materialism and wrote against 
it during the years I was editor of the 
Boston Index—from 1881 to 1887—and 
earlier and subsequently during my 
connection with the Open Court and the

magaziuelet, 
appearance, 

crude witrv

“Seen and Heard” is a 
aping the “Philistine,” in 
and attempting the same 
clsm. The difference is that between 
pop iresh drawn, and pop a week alter
the cork Ib blown out. Among its choicegestion of that immortality which psy

chic vision and psychic audition incon
testably prove in that they illustrate 
the power of the soul to operate as a 
discamuto entity, as a spirit disen
tangled irom the flesh.

Why should this soul, freed perma
nently at the moment of death, cease to 
project aspirations, communicate ideas, 
uplift human natures, simply because it 
is forever done with the perishable 
hotly as an Instrument of expression? 
If, then, in tho providence of God, dis
embodied souls are free to do so, as
suredly they have open to them a ready 
way of communicating with us by di
rect impact in the world of trauslirainal 
life. But a pneitma so impressed may 
or may not see fit to take advantage of 
its corporeal Investure (as our inspired 
mimic seems to have done) for the 
transmission to incarnate beings of 
knowledge, power, genius, forecasts de
rived, in the sphere of transliminal con
sciousness, from uncarnates or discar

response to jiiat "touch of explosive in
tensity,” as professor James has desig
nated it; that suggestional fort e which 
awakens eihicmspirltual activities in 
the suprajiijttual lite, and subordinates 
tne lower tendencies of the carnal na
ture when imparted by a pure-minded 
suggestionist who is in genuine sympa
thy with the subject and operates with 
the courage of his convictions. U hap
pens to be a psychological tact, that in 
a state of sleep, natural or induced, the 
"touch” described above may be im
parted.

Another fact,: The thoughts, emo
tions, beliefs, aspirations and moral 
status of a suggestionist may be de
signedly or undesignedly communicated 
to a subject whose mind becomes mys
teriously tuned in unison with that of 
the operator. As one patient expressed 
it to me, “Your thoughts become my

tld-blts, is a laudation o£ Kellar,
rather that notorious 
tricks tills the editorial 
ever he thought would 
Using material. Kellar

performer
or 
of

ear with what- 
be good adver- 
says he waa

before the Seybert Commission and. 
surprised the members more tliau had. 
the perlormuuce of any person who 
claimed to operate by "spirit power.'* 
As that commission held its sessions to . 
show "how not to do it, it is not sur
prising that Kellar pleased, though it is 
difficult to understand the relation a. 
professional mountebank has to Spirit
ualism. Slade, Maud Lord, Margaretta 
Fox and other mediums were there, and 
the committee do not even claim that 
they detected them in fraud.

But Kellar’s great triumph was at 
the great camp-meeting at Cassadaga’ 
Lake in 1895. He "denounced the whole 
business as a fraud and was publicly 
challenged to explain the manifesta
tions.”

In his words: “Spiritualists were 
thicker than bees in a hive at the lake, 
and the Cassadaga propaganda was the 
talk upon all tongues. It was nothing 
more or less than a regular cabinet sit
ting with all the familiar tests, except 
that the conditions surrounding the 
cabinet were.such as to apparently pre
clude the possibility of any human be-

coll or who never had any mortal coil to 
shuffle off. •'

He did not, however, believe that, 
these personalities of the past entered 
into her body and dispossessed the soul, 
but rather that they acted upon that 
soul from the outside.

Mrs. McAllister Spencer, the “psychic 
piano player," lias gone back to Chi
cago. Previous to her departure she 
gave to the representative of the Her
ald and to some musical connoisseurs a 
private seance, in which she once more 
exhibited her remarkable powers.

The method was that which was fol
lowed at the performance given at the 
recent sitting,inDr. Quackenbos' rooms, 
The’Herald representative whispered to 
her the name of some famous composer 
of the past. 1

She at once started upon an impro
visation in the manner of the dead and 
gone worthy. .

The connoisseurs were then asked to 
guess the name of the master imitated. 
They never failed to respond..

Ab to whether her gifts are supra-nor
mal the connoisseurs did not agree. It 
was thought by some that the problem 
could be explained on purely natural 
grounds. Dr. Quackenbos, however, be
lieves that it is quite possible that she 
is in communication with tho spirit 
world. His statement follows: ’

thoughts."
The time has indeed come, as Maeter

linck predicted it would, when souls 
may know of each other without the in
termediary of the senses. We have 
within us an immaterial principle en
tirely independent of sense organs and 
sense acquisitions. Its pinion Is not 
reconciled to earth. It represents a 
flight above the temporal and hints of 
heaven.

Who, then, would venture to deny the 
possibility of impression by extra-hu
man intelligences? Whence come the 
beautiful and practical thoughts that 
possess us as we sleep and clamor for 
utterance at the moment of our awak- 
eping? Granted, during the hours of 
slumber, symposiums in the transliml- 
nal world of spirits having Interests in 
common and free to combine and inter
penetrate; granted on such occasions 
unrestricted access on the part of every 
soul to the knowledge and experience 
and impulses and ideals cherished by 
every other.soul in the circle, and 
thought impression during states of 
sleep is rationally explained through
creative communication. The Gospel
teaches the communication of saints, spiritual control.

nates. .
This explanation of Mrs. Spencer’s 

performance is psychological, in that it 
accords with tire known laws of 
thought in operation on this earth. It 
is rational, in that it is consistent with 
an exalted conception of the state of the 
departed. It is dignified, because it 
makes neither a fool nor a tool of the 
human personality concerned. And, In 
view of the negative position of the 
New Testament regarding the possibil
ity of cosmic communication with dis
carnate souls, it is not inharmonious 
with Christian belief.

Mrs, Spencer herself believes that 
she is under spirit Influence. She has 
been told and she half believes that she 
is under the control of Mozart's disem
bodied essence. Dr. Quackenbos, as 
will be seen from the above, holds that 
the spirits act from the outside upon 
her transliminal self. She is inclined 
to think that Mozart’s soul takes actual 
possession of her bodily self, leaving 
her a passive agent while under this

Religio-Philosophical Journal. The

How She Learned to Play It.
Some twenty years ago the family 

was living in Waukegan, Ill. 'Spiritual
ism was beginning to be talked about 
there. It was a favorite pastime for 
young people to sit in a circle around a 
table with their hands upon its surface 
and concentrate their attention in the 
hope of making the table move.

The table never did move in the Mc
Allister family, but a sister of Mrs. 
Spencer suddenly began to move her 
hands as if she were playing a piano. It 
was suggested that she should seat her
self at the piano and see what she could 
do. This experiment also was a fail
ure.

"Suddenly I expressed an ardent wish 
that I could play," said Mrs. Spencer. 
“I felt a strange inspiration. My moth
er told me to try. I sat down at the 
keyboard, and to the astonishment of 
everybody, my own especially, my 
hands flew over the keys in an impro
visation. I played on for hours, and ev
erything that I played was as new to ev
erybody as it was to me. I felt that I 
was impelled by some unseen force 
within me. Since that time the gift 
has never left me.”

“And how do you account for it?” 
was asked.

“Personally, I believe that the spirits 
of masters dead and gone take posses
sion of my mind. For while I do not 
play anything that is in their works I 
always play in the style of some famous 
composer.”

junds from the public treasury to sus- ; 
tain parochial schools.

Bishop McFall voices the new scheme, 
Which is most assiduous and though 
plausible, revolutionary. He said be

,. fore the Federation meeting lately at
Detroit:

“Retain the present public school sys
tem, but do not bar Catholics out of 
their rights as citizens. The Federa
tion has taken an admirable stand on 
this question. Its platform is, that 
there shall be no public moneys paid out 
for religious instruction in any school. 
But let the state examine our schools, 
and if on examination It is found that 
we are.givlng the children an education 
which comes up to the requirements of 
the state, then let the state pay for it.”

The government has established the 
schools, making the educational advan
tages the best money and experience 
can procure. It refuses to admit secta
rian religion. If any sect Is not satis
fied it has the right to found schools of 
its own, and pay for them.

■ What has so suddenly changed the at
titude of the Catholics on the school 
question? The schools they have de
dared Immoral and degrading are now 
all right, and “no religious instruction 
in any school!”

If the parochial schools are to be free 
• Irom Catholic religious instruction, so 

free that they are perfectly acceptable 
1 ■ to the state school examiners, then 
. they will be just like the present state 

schools, and not have them under Cath
olic control.

; If this demand of the Catholics be 
- granted, why not allow the Methodists, 

. the Congregationalists, the Jews and all 
■ the hundreds of sects into which the re

ligious people are divided, the same
; privilege? And tho Spiritualists and 

Freethinkers should have their. schools, 
all supported by the common • school 
fund That would be the complete

. Mr. Charles Bolton, of Nauvoo, III., con 
tributes $10.00 to assist in. taking care of 
sick and disabled mediums. How much have 
you contributed? Send on your contribu
tions to Mrs. M. T. Longley, Secretary N 
S. A., 600 Pa. Ave., S. E., Washington, D. C 
Every self-sustaining medium in this broad 
land, every society that meets nn Sunday, and 
every Spiritualist who is actuated by human
itarian feelings, should first read Mrs. Long
ley’s appeal, and then contribute something 
to aid in this great work.

Unbiased Observers Present. '
The guests had gathered by this time 

and thé performance began. Professor 
James Hyslop, of Columbia College, was 
the master of ceremonies. He came 
simply as an unbiased observer to make 
up his mind as to the character of Mrs. 
Spencer's gifts, and if they were supra
normal to make a report to the Interna
tional Psychic Society, of which he is 
the most prominent New York member.

This was the method employed. Pro
fessor Hyslop whispered in Mrs. Spen
cer’s ear the name of some composer 
whose method she was to follow. She 
at once dashed into a brilliant perform
ance. Her fingers moved over the keys 
with a precision and agility that— 
seemed to bespeak the trained per
former.

At the close of every selection the 
audience was called upon to give its 
verdict as to the master who had been 
imitated. In every case the musical 
critics responded correctly. The list

Dr. Quackenbos’ Statement.
Assuming the facts of Mrs. Spencer’s 

biography to be as represented by her 
friends, we are compelled to explain her 
wonderful power as due to some kind of 
transliminal Influence. The lady ..her
self is a spiritist, and believes that she 
improvises in the styles of dead com
posers, while under spirit control. By 
the way of illustration: When the name 
of Mozart, for instance, is given to her, 
the spirit of that worthy immediately 
presents Itself, elbows her own pneuma- 
psyche out of the way, takes possession 
of her soma or physical body, and 
flashes out through the medium of her 
brain and nerve organs musical crea-

comprised Chopin, Wagner, Beethoven, 
Mozart, Grieg, Schumann, Gottschalk, 
Strauss and Stalsmldt.

Then themes for Improvisation were 
suggested, and the following were sue-. 
cessfully performed without hesitation:

breaking down of the grand scheme of 
public education which has been the 
glorious outcome of the combat of cen
turies between church and state! Let 
us say, right hero and now, that the 
American people are too wise to be 
caught by this insidious Jesuitical 
scheme. Tho public schools are found
ed by the people, for tho people, and If 
any sect Is not satisfied' with them, 
they must maintain their own systems 
of instruction.

'Evening,” “Rain,” “Cradle 
‘Death,” “Battle,” “Dreams,"

Song,” 
‘A Wed-

ding March,” “Love,” “A Funeral 
March.”

Yet, as Mrs. Spencer avers, she had. 
never, prior to her entrance Into this 
psychic state, been able to memorize, 
still less to Improvise, a single bar.

At the close of the performance Pro
fessor Hyslop, while acknowledging 
that it was a brilliant tour de force, said 
he would have to reserve any decision 
as to possible psychic influences until 
he had had further opportunity to study 
the planlste.

“Of course,” he said, "from the bare 
facts before me it is Impossible to’ Bay 
whether it is -a feat of memory or not. 
I must hear the lady play many times

tlons that are uiiinistaltably suorum 
generum. But It islnot necessary to ac
cept a theor'y so repugnant to reason in 
explanation of the phenomena. A more 
satisfactory philosophy is that of simu
lation by her penuma of the musical 
personalities it meets and admires in 
its cosmic environment; an appropria
tion or borrowing of their transcendent 
gifts, and a spontaneous utterance -of 
these gifts through bodily functions and 
organs that are absolutely under her 
own subpersonal control.

To explain: Every human being ex
ists in two spheres of consciousness, de
scribed by psychologists as the object
ive, supraliminal, or world of waking 
life, and the subjective or transliminal, 
the world of sleep, of extra-planetary ex
istence. The better self of the trans
liminal sphere—the deathless pneuma 
or “spirit” of the New Testament—exer
cises control that is practically bound
less, within the limitations of possibil
ity and right, over organs of body and 
faculties of mind, and the whole pur
pose of hypnotic suggestion, is the eS-
tablishment of such control, either 
where It has become relaxed or in fields

the spiritual fellowship, mystically in 
and through Jesus Christ, of all believ
ers, dead as well as living, who are 
united in the Holy Catholic church. 
But mystical communion does not nec
essarily imply communication between 
the living and the dead. The teaching 
of the New Testament as to the possi
bility of intercourse between embodied 
souls and discarnate spirits is negative, 
but it positively affirms the possibility 
or transliminal communication between 
uncarnate spirits and embodied souls. 
Intelligence not human, ill-wishing and 
well wishing, would appear to influence 
man, and the modus impressendi must 
involve action on a receptive transllm- 
inal consciousness.

But whether or not uncarnate dal- 
mons communicate through the instru
mentality of suggestion, and whether or 
not disembodied souls reach, via the 
channel of the related selfs, those of us 
who are still ini the flesh—one fact I 
regard as established by my experi
ments (which cover five thousand expe
riences with hypnotized men and wo
men), viz.: A rational and dignified way 
is open for such spiritual communica
tion every time we lose ourselves in 
slumber, for there is no difference as 
regards suggestibility between natural 
sleep and-the so called hypnotic trance. 
In the latter, the sleeper is en rapport 
exclusively with the person who has In

, duced . the state; in the former, he 
. may be en rripp'ort With his own object

ive self, perhaps with a multitude of 
discarnate personalltics who think and 

. feel in common with him, qnd in case 

. he be .of superior parts, possibly with 
; all well wishing daimons. '' 
■ The Neoplatonic philosopher was 
• right wbbri ho proclaimed the night 
■ time of the body to be the aay time of

Mrs. Spencer is the daughter of a 
hard-headed, shrewd and logical justice 
of the Supreme Court of Illinois, the 
late Judge McAllister, who presided 
over some of the most famous criminal 
trials of recent days.

“My father,” she told me, "had no be
lief in Spiritualism until he was forced 
to' acquiesce in the evidence given to. 
him- in his own family circle.

"After I had developed tnis strange 
gift of improvisation at tne piano my 
sister one day expressed a wish to play 
upon the harp. She had never played 
upon a harp in her life. My father pro
cured this hitherto unknown instru
ment, gave it to her, and she straight
way began to play upon it as if she had 
been familiar with its use for years. 
She and I often sit together and play 
duets, she using the harp and l playing 
upon thé piano. Such is the accord be
tween us that we Improvise pieces the 
moment we sit down together without 
any previous understanding between

study of psychology satisfied me that 
materialism has no standing in the 
court of philosophy, that what we call 
matter is not an ultimate, or some
thing per se, but the phenomenal mani
festation - of an underlying reality 
known to us only as states of con
sciousness. I saw that that only of 
which we have direct and indubitable 
knowledge is mind or spirit and not 
matter, and from that point of view I 
have continued my investigations for 
more than a quarter of a century.

While Mr. Jamieson has been repelled 
from Spiritualism, I have been attracted 
to it and forced to accept its essential 
principles both by the study of philos
ophy and by careful and long continued 
examination of supernormal phenomena 
according to the rigid scientific method.

My conviction of man’s survival of 
death (so-called) is so strong that it 
would not be shaken if I stood alone on 
this point; for the certainty which I 
feel is not the result of tradition, long
ing or authority, but of personal exam
ination and experience, with verifica
tion, which no amount of outside testi
mony could affect I would probably 
go as far as Mr. Jamieson in putting 
aside as unevidentlal much which is 
claimed as the direct work of invisible 
intelligences, but the falsity of ignorant 
pretension and the fraud of charlatanry 
should not be permitted to obscure the 
validity and value of such facts and 
phenomena as can neither be denied 
nor ignored by the investigator who 
pursues the subject for years as 
Crookes, Myers, Lodge and Hodgson 
have, not to disparage earlier and less 
systematic investigators.

In the light of my present knowledge, 
if I had my work, as a Liberal lecturer, 
to do over again, I would put emphasis 
upon the future life, to which the pres
ent is but .a preparatory stage of being. 
I used to lecture on “The Pros and 
Cons of a Future Life,” giving the ar
guments for, and the objections to the 
doctrine, allowing my hearers to draw 
their own conclusions. With my pres
ent knowledge and my present convic
tions 1 should have been able to fortify 
and strengthen the faltering faith of 
many in what I believe to be an im
portant and helpful view of man's des
tiny, with no less, but even more suc
cess in battling against absurd and re
volting dogmas.

B. F. UNDERWOOD.

Ing entering it or being concealed in it. 
A huge sheet of plate glass was first) 
placed upon a number of trestles to 
form a platform. Then an ordinary. , 
cabinet was built up, piece by piece, 
upon the glass floor, the curtains were 
drawn, and Cagliostro did the rest.”

But thatwas nothing to the doll-housa ■ 
of a cabinet Kellar followed with.

He continues: "Within a week he waa 
ready to show Mr. Medium a trick 
worth two of his. He made two littla 
trestles about two feet wide, and acrosa 
these placed a piece of window glas.i 
about two and a half feet long. Them 
he proceeded to construct a cabinet oii 
the glass. He put It together piece by 
piece, and when it was completed, ii 
was about as large as a little girl’s doll! 
house. They were Btuinpcd'at the very 
outset by tho extreme smallness of tha 
tiny cabinet.”

Thus prepared he proceeded to glvo 
all the manifestations, to the wonder
ment and confusion of the Spiritualists 
who were completely “stumped."

We have no doubt that Kellar Is giv
ing fresh news and the magazlnelet 1« 
printing matter never before circulated; 
It is presumable that of the tens of 
thousands of visitors at the camp 
grounds, not one remembers the coming 
of the great Kellar, or the “stumping” 
of the mediums. A public challenge and 
its‘acceptance, the building of such a> 
cabinet on a huge sheet of glass, on 
making a display from a cabinet no 
larger than a "doll-house,” surely would 
have attracted attention, and some hint 
of it would have been given in tho 
newspapers al the time. Yet there has 
never been a mention of this greatest of 
fakirs having visited that camp!

The charge is so libelous, and dam
aging on account of its source, that it 
should be met with the strongest evi
dence procurable. Hence, I wrote tot 
Hon. A. Gaston, for many years presi
dent of the Cassadaga Association, afl. 
present Representative in Congret^g^j 
and a man whose word is as good 
his bond. The duties of his office re« J 
quired his presence and personal atten
tion.

His reply has no “equivocal” sound, 
although he does not give the name to 
those who deal In such stories:

“Meadville, Pa., Feb. 21, 1904.
“My Dear Mr. Tuttle: —

“So far as I know Kellar, “the. magi
cian, was never on the grounds at Cat ■ 
sadaga. Had bejiecn there openly an;!1 
in his own name, rt would have create.” 
a sensation and I would certainly have, 
heard of it and sought him out. As t. - 
any such public demonstratlijJnt neve- 
took place, nor anythin! upon which to

the soul.j;,The. impressing outside per-

base such a statement. I cannot un
derstand why Kellar needs to lie, for he 
draws good audiences on his own mer
its. The secretary, A. E. Gaston, who 
was on the grounds every day during 
that season, joins me jn this statement, 
■and if more evidence Is needed the tes
timony of the trustees and every visitor 
on the grounds through that season 
might be taken. I am respectfully,

‘A. GASTON.”
It is expecting too much of “poor hu

man nature,” that editors of magazines 
publishing such false statements will 
make honorable amend by admitting 
their refutation. The attack by false
hood has been made continuously for 
fifty years on Spiritualism, and if in a 
single instance, the cowards who have 
dealt the blows have ever acknowl
edged their errors, the miracle has not 
come to my attention.

If Kellar was not at Cassadaga, as he 
claims, if he was not challenged to “ex
plain the manifestations," of what value 
Is the other portion of the story? Kel
lar in the role of a medium is a fake, 
and his tricks have no more relation to 
the genuine phenomena, than a bogus 
coin has to the United States mint.

• HUDSON TUTTLE,
Editor-at-Large N. S. A.

Martin Luther and Smoot.
Smoot may be all that his church op

ponents say that he is, but where is the 
consistency of holding him up to oblo
quy, and setting up Martin Luther as a 
model of excellence and paragon of vir
tue? Luther Is the head of a great 
church and almost worshiped by Its 
members, who idealize him without 
knowing anything about the real man. 
Catholicism was sensual enough out of 
which Martin Luther came, but if his 
character and writings were refinement 
on the Catholic grossn^ss, imagination 
would fail in description. Were the 
filthy utterances of this "reformed 
priest,” to be more than hinted at, a 
clear case of “obscene literature” publi

cation could be made out. From a cel
ibate monk, he became a libidinous 
polygamist and proclaimed it as Scrip
tural. When a young convert married 
two wives he wrote Chancellor Bruck, 
"I indeed acknowledge 'that I cannot 
forbid it-when one marries many wives, 
for It does not contradict the Scrip
tures.” (DeWitte, p. 459.)

To the purq and saintly Melancthon, 
Luther wrote: “I have already had 
three wives at the same time whom I 
loved intensely. Two I have lost, are 
now attached to other bridegrooms. 
The third one whom I now scarcely 
hold In my left arm, may leave me at 
any time.” (lb p.2, G48.)

Not only did he assert polygamy to be 
right, but he struck at man's free will 
In resisting tendency for evil, and there
by has given excuse for the cowardly 
and unmanly. He taught that no man 
has a free will, that chastity is a delu
sion and Impossibility, and the'natural 
aim is gratification which should be un
impeded.

To remove any objections which 
might arise frortl .the ten command
ments he said (DeWitte, 4188), "We 
must remove the decalogue out of Bight 
and heart.” “If Moses should attempt 
to Intimidate you with his. stupid ten 
commandments,' tell .him. outright, 
‘Chase yourself to the Jews.”’

Luther had courage, the' obstinate 
courage of the brute. When his friends 
sought to dissuade him from bearding 
his enemies at Worms; thinking it cer
tain death for him to do bo, he "'Bald, 
“I’ll go if there are as many devils as 
thero are tiles on. the roofs of the 
houses.” A less virile will might not 
have carried the reformation. And It 
would seem that all religions in their 
beginnings rely on erotic, passion, rath- 
or than moral purity. .. .

us.”
Mrs. Spencer was asked whether her 

peculiar powers extended ueyond the 
musical sphere. She answered in the 
affirmative.

"One day,” she said, "I felt moved by 
some unseen influence within myself to 
mimic some personality unknown to 
me. When I had finished, my brother, 
who was present, told me that I had 
given an exact production of the tone 
and manner of a friend of his—a civil 
engineer—who had recently died. I 
even repeated the! exact-words he had 
uttered on his deathbed, ‘Oh, let me go! 
Let me go! I have had enough of 
earth.' My brother had never told me 
anything abouthis friend,”

Returning to the subject of her mu
sical improvisations Mrs. Spencer said 
that she could always respond to any 
demand made upon her. She is espe
cially fond of playing; In the morning 
before she sets to her daily task or in 
the evening when she is free. But oc
casionally, during the day, when en
gaged upon her household duties, she 
feels a call so imperative that she has 
to drop everything In order to rush to 
the piano and deliver the message that 
has come to her from the unimown.

The caso is one in which experts like 
Professor Hyslop, of Columbia College, 
are devoting serious attention. Profes
sor Hyslop does riot feel that he has suf
ficient data at hand to reach any posi
tive conclusion,, but when he has had 
further opportunities to study Mrs. 
Spencer he will embody his investlga- 
tlons in a report to the Psychic Society, 
of which he and Dr. Quackenbos are 
members. ......

IMPORTANT TO SPIRITUALISTS.

A Move In the Right Direction.

WTo the Editor:—A meeting was held 
on Monday evening, Feb. 15, at 77 31st 
street, of three delegates from each 
Spiritualist society in Chicago. Dr. G. 
B. Warne was in the chair. The object 
of the meeting was to form an organi
zation for the protection of societies 
and mediums, and to obtain recognition 
by the press of Chicago; also for the 
upbuilding of the cause in the city. 
Committees were appointed to meet a 
week later, on the West Side, and on ' 
Tuesday evening, Feb. 23, the following I 
societies were represented:. Illinois I 
State Association, Psychic Force So-) 
ciety, Hyde Park Occult Society, Uni?' 
versal Occult Society, Rising Sun Mis
sion, Students of Nature Society, Pro- 
gresslve Spiritualist Society, Research' 
Society.

Resolutions were adopted and com
mittees appointed to draft the by-laws 
and charter. The name adopted for 
the organization was, "The Chicago 
Spiritualists’ League.” Tho next meet
ing will be held on Monday evening, 
March 7, at the home of Sister Hilbert, 
on the North Side. • .

- C. KIRCHNER,
, ' . Secretary pro tem. ■ 1

wiwre ii itu» utxjULue reiuxeu ur in ueius luc BvuujfjjiMP auuhwmmb uutniuc pw.- 
where it has not before been operative, t sonality operates through the double 
Not only may irregularities in the fulfil-1 consciousness fused in the human unit, 

- - - - - - - - thé superior spiritual self being obnox-ment of physical functions be remedied
and subject her to many tests beforo l.i MTp“??nl0
can be assured that each selection is * P!iy81cal conti ol, but all attitudes of the 
really an improvisation of the moment.
If she never repeats herself in a long 
series of performances then it would
seem that her gifts are supranormal.

“I would next have to obtain facts as 
to her ancestry, to. learn if her gifts 
were atavistic. I think from what I 
have heard to-night, however, that it is 
likely Mrs. Spencer’s mind has a dispo
sition to subliminal activity.”

Dr. Quackenbos Convinced. -
Dr. Quackenbos, on his part, was en

tirely convinced that Mrs. Spencer’s 
pneuma or soul is Impressed by dlscar-

objective mind—Its trends of thoi^ht, 
opinions, beliefs, desires, propensities, 
tendencies, emotions and passions—are 
controllable and alterable by this high
er human personality along lines that 
aro moral and true. For the translim
Inal self of man per se is that principle 
in us which dictates what Is right find 
inclines to good'—that “spirit” in-which 
or under whose control tho Apostle 
Paul urges men to walk in1 order that 
they may neither bo condemned by tho 
moral law nor bound by the law cere
monial. And a man will always net In

ious to the Insinuation of a belief im
pulse, or,fought which may dominate 
the objective , life. Spiritistic commu
nication ohthi’S principle implies a 
plane of meeting infinitely higher than 
that of the ordinary seance, where soul 
or dalmpn. are.(Supposed to communi
cate through tlje mind of an entranced 
medium who-1 emitters a confused mass 
of trivialities and irrelevancles.

It wcroipleasant to feel that a.con
tingent .pfr our-tbetter thoughts is In
spired by^those whom we have loved, 
who, when they .appear In visions we re
member, always appear ns living and 
thinking and’acting personalities. Per
haps there is'in this latter fact, a sug-

•¡'Continuity of Lire a Cosmic Truth.“ 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Tho work ct 
a strong, logical thinker, cn a deeply' 
Important aubjeet. Price, doth, 81.

•'Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,”' Coni nine bis. celebrated 
«Ago' of Reason," and a n_mber of let
ters and discourses on religious and. the- 
ifcstlcal subjects'. Cloth binding. 480 
lagea. pries®!- For cale at thia eQeta

The “Spiritual Death" of Babies.
The Rev. W. Ashmore, in the Chicago 

Standard, said that “death reigns over 
everybody that over lived."' When 
asked to explain, ho said:

“1. Because, as a matter -of fact; 
death has reigned over everybody that 
ever lived, and does reign, i This bare 
fact would be sufficient to establish the 
affirmation without a single word fur
ther.

“2. Because a father who Is himself 
Binful can not possibly beget a sinless

8$

child. Therefore the infant never lied 
any spiritual life to begin with. If ho 
is. not spiritually alive, then he must be 
spiritually dead. There is no interme
diate state. ■

"3. The entire teaching of the Bible 
proceeds on the assumption that every
body is lost, which is another way of 
saying that everybody is dead; that ev
erybody needs a Savior; and that every
body needs' to he quickened in order to 
have eternal life." _

Now the horrible doctrine of "infant 
damnation," or Absolute death of babies,

dying too;young to.’.“boliovc” op.Jesus 
Christ, or anything else, has not vital 
Interest to Spiritualists who have out
grown tho dogma. Tho subject is in
troduced ns evidence of how ’bard such 
damnable beliefs, which „cast a blight
ing shadowoverllfe and are a libel on 
tho goodness and justice of the Su
premo, die out of tho minds of theolo
gians.

Are wliwt glad that ah Spiritualists, 
knowing-th© purposes of life and 1U

piogrcBBlvc unfoldment, free from tho 
interference'of the arbitrary Mumbo 
Jumbo which disturbs the reason of the
ologians, wo can smile at such specula
tions iis.-the nightmare dreams; or the 
spectres of delirious fevers?

"Social Upbuilding; including Co-op- 
oratlve Systems nnd the Happiness and 
JUnnoblement of Humanity.” By H. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover IS cents. For Salo 
atfeiEoffica, - , 4

'‘Right Generation tholCey to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” By 
Dr M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and mail’s highest aspirations. A plea 
for justice and equality in nil tho rcla-| 
tlons of life between men and women. 
Cloth. 75 cents: leatherette. 60 cents.

“Healing, Causes and Effects, ’i By 
ft, p. Photon. O- Wee 60 ssonte.

“The Kingship of Belt-Control.” - By) । 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tonguo, the Red .Tape 
duty, the supremo charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, oto, 
Price 30 cents. For sale at this office.

‘.'Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
"Age of Reason.” nnd a number of let- , 
tem anil discourses on religious and / 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 ) 
pages." Price frl. For eale at this offle«,/
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f)ow to Overcome the Gallon Infiuence
of tbe gránete anö people,

“Caust thou bind the sweet tofluonces of the Pleiades or 
loose the bands of Orlon?” -

Many people to modern times aro seriously affected men
tally about thwarting the baleful influences of the planets. 
Numerous other people are seriously occupied in endeavor
ing to thwart the evil influences of people. Proving, as we 
have always said tliat humanity is very anxious to have a 
bcapegoat. If anything harmful or painful occurs, there is 
a great desire to blame something or somebody.

Now astrology, even as taught in modern times has gained 
quite a hold on tbe thought of the day. Ancient astrology 
was a mixture of astronomy and psychical science. It was 
astronomy spiritualized. AU science to those days, (the 
days of the Magians and of the secret orders) was held as 
sacred. Even mathematics was known only to the few 
the perfect mathematical symbol of the six-pointed star was' 
held in the sacred orders and temples because the masses 
had no apprehension of its meaning, and the different points 
were named offer sacred names and numbers in’ order to 
protect both the mathematical instruments and the mathe
maticians from invasion. These were in caves, laboratories, 
convents or wherever the learned men, apart from the world, 
could experiment and also worship God.

SEPARATION OF SCIENCE AND RELIGION.

There came a time when science and religion were separ
ated; when the material philosophy and facts took posses
sion of what had formerly been known only to the recluse 
and adept; the crucibles of alchemy were changed to those 
of chemistry, and there were no longer the mysterious incan
tations, nor anything occult connected with chemistry. The 
same is true with the astronomical tables. Yet we have 
every reason to believe that the ancient Egyptians under
stood astronomy as we understand it. The astronomes, the 
tables, the inscriptions, the mathematical structures all con
vey this thought. We also have every reason to believe 
that Babyloq not only held the full measure of all astronom
ical, mathematical and chemical science, but everything that 
is known to the world to-day; that ancient "Babylon” that 
the children of Israel were told to shun, whose learning has 
only descended to us through Phenicia and Greece, or 
through the sacred order of Freemasonry.

SCIENCE AND INSPIRATION.

To-day many people are making blundering searchings for 
tbe "occult” and “mysterious" among these things that are 
partly told as science and partly as inspiration. Intuition 
or inspiration Is largely manifest in modern astrology, but It 
bears very little resemblance to ancient astrology in this: 
that its subjects and teachers are rarely sufficiently inspired. 
Inspiration preceded the letter in those days. When Mem- 
non struck the note of language It was not from external, but 
from intuitional sources. When Cadmus journeyed into Egypt 
and returned to Greece with other letters of the language, 
his was also from the sages and inspired sources. To-day 
people take their learning as they take their medicine: by 
prescription, and usually it 1b just about ub hard to take. Of 
course It very often degenerates into the feet instead of tak
ing possession of tlie brain. Perhaps it does not do the feet 
any harm. The truth is that to-day learning is supposed to 
be something acquired from without, instead of something 
born from within.

Observation is not merely external. The telescope is not 
an external Instrument; it was fashioned because of the ne
cessity of thought of spirit. When Herschell saw the planet 
mentally that no one else could see, the telescope had to be 
invented and builded that would make other people see it. 
No spiritual telscopes have been built as yet to make people 
seo the heavens other than the stars, but science is climbing 
that way, “Psychlp Research" has told you of the necessity 
of having the telescope, but has not offered to bulld it. Be
hind all this modern thought lurks the psychical fact, that 
it is time for a new out-pouring of knowledge, a new revela
tion of spiritual mysteries, a new unfolding, au unlocking of 
the secret store-house of knowledge.

Oh tne man that could say, "Canst thou bind the sweet in
fluence of the Pleiades, or loose the bands of Orlon?” did not 
have to go to Cambridge to learn his astronomy. He knew 
what he was talking about.

Old as Egypt is the knowledge that somewhere, if not Al
cyone, some other sun is a greater center around which, not 
only this solar system, but others, probably twelve in num
ber, move, and all moving around other suns or centers, and 
of the great deflection» that cause the precession of the equi
noxes, that brings you, now at this time of the year to 
Aquarius, and that where there is a perihelion or aphelion 
with reference to other centers it affects the movement of 
your planet and your solar system just to that degree. The 
truth is, there is no world, no planet, no system that is not 
affected by all other worlds, planets or systems.

When sometime in the past history of the unfolding of 
your solar system from the great cosmic circle there was a 
planet, or should have been where the asteroids are now, 
found, probably the pressure from without of new-born 
worlds and the pressure from within of the new planet Mars 
made the struggle that split Into fragments that circle so it 
never became a planet between Mars and Jupiter; between 
Jupiter and Saturn this was a great period of stress and 
strain in the formative process of the worlds or planets of 
your solar system. We cannot show you how as separate 
planets they unfolded one alter another from the great cen
tral circle, how systems are thus evolved in their turn and 

■ solar centers are formed; but every one must admit, who un
derstands anything of the law of what is to modern times 
called “vibratory action,” or whatever law it is that pulsates 
into light, that pulsates into motion, that pulsates into elec
tricity, into every force that you recognize, that law prima
rily affects, pervades and wields all substance, and that no 
world can be blotted out, no smallest satellite could disap
pear without its pulsations not only affecting all within that 
solar system, but in distant solar systems. You drop a peb
ble in a lake, however small it may be, and the undulations 
will go on and on until they reach the sands upon the shore. 
How far the effect passes you do not know. But a great 
shock to another planet or solar system would inevitably 
produce a shock to all the planets of the solar system and to 
all co-related systems. If it were merely a dynamical shock 
it would be great; it it were electric or magnetic it would be 

-still more subtle and of interest to determinate. But what
ever force It is that connects these planets one with the 
other, one cannot be disturbed or affected without'disturb
ing all. , ■

It is unquestionably true that your solar system Is held to
gether by a mutual set of certain balances: the great centrlp- 
etal and centrifugal, and the magnetic and electric balances 
proceeding from the great center and having Its counter-bal
ance in what is called space, which must hold all systems to
gether. Bo by and by when you cease to utilize all discover
ies as instruments of destruction some Edison will arise who 
will be able to tell you the exact pulse-beat of every planet, 
and measurably tho throbblngs of the great heart of the sun, 
and tell you What Is going on there that makes your winters 
colder or warmer, and your earth''fluctuate In its atmos
pheric conditions and the hidden Ures come forth when there 
is a great cyclic change. . »
‘ When the earth has passed a certain period in tho great or 
larger cycle that the solar system enters into, there are new. 

■ belts or new ethers into which it enters,' new conditions.
You will note that from, tlie year 1881, or thereabout, there 
have been periods of sunset splendor and wonderful coloring 
of tints and tones unnoted before, except occasionally ’ 
may have noticed also, after the eruption of the volcanoes 
on the distant islands of tlie sea the sun’s rays, even though 
tho sun shone, had less power, and all that summer you com

, plained of its being a cold summer. Tho sunshine had boon 
intercepted by the volcanic dust.

Sometimes there is cosmic dust, sometimes there is cosmic 
«dearness. We can talk for hours on this subject, days, 

and months would be inadequate to'exhaust It. That
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which Is known, or even hinted at in existing scientific spec
ulation or actual knowledge, is very little. But from things 
known people usually reason to things unknown very incor
rectly, Tlie unknown must precede tlie known or you cannot 
reason correctly, It is because too unknown precedes tjie 
known in the mind of the discoverer or the inventor that toe 
world knows anything.

For instance, you cannot observe natural phenomena intel
ligently unless you know how to observe them. In the first 
experiments of electricity one of toe learned professors in 
that branch of study was giving an eminent author an exhi
bition and the author said, “What am I to expect to wit
ness?" That was precisely the intelligent man’s question. 
He wanted to have his mind prepared to observe. Many 
people may see things and never see thatvwhich is passing 
before them. The eye is not the vision, the thoughts must 
be o,coupled with that which is seen. ,

The intelligent observer is the only qualified observer. 
We do not necessarily mean by this the scientific observer, 
for he is frequently very bigoted, he is bigoted by what he 
knows or thinks he knows. The intelligent observer has 
some Idea'of what he is going to see, or what he is going to 
observe. In all psychic phenomena, to all spirit manifesta
tions this has been the great difficulty: the lack of intelli
gence in toe observer. People go to witness these manifes
tations prepared by prejudice instead of by Intelligence, 
hence they are not correct observers. But in toe phenom
ena of nature, in toe ordinary manifestation of what is called 
toe rising and setting ot the sun, your senses are fallacious: 
you do not see the sun rise at all, you do not see it set It is 
only in the mind that you know that toe earth moves and 
causes the phenomena of sunrise and sunset.

In the vast inter-communion and inter-sympathy between 
planets, between tire sun and its corelated planets, and be
tween systems, there must be entirely a dependence on in
telligent methods, and the methods must be largely intui
tive, methods which can never become "scientific” until first 
intuitive. Herschell’s intuitions were alert tor certain math
ematical ratios in the distances of planets. That is the way 
he discovered toe one which for a time was called by his 
name. All this preparation to the real man of science, toe 
real inventor, toe real discoverer Is known to come from 
within. Edison makes no" claim of discovery by external 
observation. He knows, and he says that he knows, that 
these things come to him from an inner and higher source. 
He experiments, not to make them true, but to utilize them.

If your earth, as a planet, is exactly corelated in-a certain 
portion of its expression first to Mercury and Venus, then to 
Mars and the outer circle of planets beyond, then there Is 
nothing to do or to be gained excepting to know how to ad
just your material affairs to toe adjudication of the planets. 
The mariner does not change the position of the North Star 
nor does he change the North Pole by navigating the sea, 
but his compass tells him the direction, and with his chart 
he is able to be guided. Man does not form the waves by 
sailing upon them; man does not control the electric cur
rents of the earth- by placing himself in sympathy and har
mony with them. He who handles the lightning must be
ware, unless he knows the laws that regulate them. He 
who handles the X-ray must understand under what circum
stances and conditions it Is destructive as well as potent.

PRESERVING AND DESTRUCTIVE FORCES.
The truth is, that when an Inventor or discoverer per

ceives a principle, reveals a new power, a new force or a new. 
manifestation of force, straightway It Is seized upon by com
merce without an adequate study of its preserving and de
structive forces. In this the ancients were wise; they kept, 
the new processes secret until they were understood in all 
beneficent and harmful methods. . Ever^ ¿force , of nature, 
that Is sufficiently powerful to move hundreds tons of weight 
Is sufficiently powerful to be equally destructive. • That 
which can move a ship can destroy it; that which can light 
this .building can destroy it; that which can move a steam 
engine to wonderful accomplishments alike can destroy it. 
But people are so eager for the commercial benefits to be de
rived from these discoveries that they do not study the op
posite. There was some method in the Hindoo custom of 
worshiping Siva the god of destruction, bec^ise the Hindoos 
thought that then they would be saved from his wrath. 
Vishnu, the preserver, did not need to be worshiped, and 
Brahm the great eternal “Good” did not require worship.. 
But Siva could destroy, “let us worship him.” That is the 
reason the Orientals worshiped the dreamer in the labora
tory, the recluse that learned the art of controlling the de
structive forces of nature.

When commerce can rest a little while, when it is com
pelled to rest by the action of its own destructive energy, 
people will have time to study these “baleful Influences," as 
they call them, and adapt themselves thereunto. Sailing 
with the wind and tide is not always practicable, but sailing 
against the wind and tide is only practicable with a force 
¿hat is superior to the wind and tide or by compromise. 
Therefore, If you would cause these destructive bolts to 
cease, these destructive fires to be used only as agents of 
life, you must have as much control over their destructive 
force as over their ability to help you. You must under
stand both sides of the proposition.

There is no planet in the solar system or in the universe 
that is Intent on doing the earth any harm. There are plan
ets that sometimes Intercept the rays of light from toe sun 
when the planets are In conjunction or in apposition, so there 
are different vibratory actions than when they are in posi
tion; when in perihelion they have a certain Influence, and in 
aphelion another influence. But the intuitive study of this 
subject is so remote from present human understanding that 
you cannot even observe the planets Intelligently. The 
man that will use the X-rays for commerce before he knows 
its destructive as well as its useful force is an enemy to the 
human race. A man that will use it at all until he knows its 
destructive energy and potentiality Is an enemy to the 
human race. -

It is not enlightenment to press forward and take posses
sion of these treasures of nature until you are prepared to 
adapt yourselves to both sides, the useful and the destruct
ive sides. Therefore, radium, the most potential Btored.en- 
ergy of light thus far discovered, fortunately is so rare that 
it can be little used.... But when it becomes the possession of 
the race, look out! For radium, an energy that can last? 
without destroying itself is an energy almost akin to the) 
power of destruction itself, which seems to be a postulate 
from eternity, that which gives; without exhaustion, forever.

THE SOUL A SPIRITUAL POSTULATE.
The soul is toe spiritual postulate that resembles this new 

substance. Where you have so much light, there is^lso 
energy. We have told you that in the present century the 
sunshine will yet light your buildings at night and warm 
them In the -winter. You will turn on the sunshine as you 
now do electricity. It may also prove that you will have an 
agency of equally destructive power. . . ■ .

People cannot ward off the influences of planets by know
ing tliat under certain conditions the earth Is ’ subject to 
those influences, as you call them, that aro due to the pres
ence or withdrawal ot> the sun’s rays. There are certain 
sympathetic currents that flow toward toe earth when they1 
are present that produce a certain effect, and when they aro 
withdrawn that produces another effect,

People who are related to tho earth exclusively in their 
physical and mental conditions are subject to planetary in
fluences that affect too earth. If ydu '¡are cither largely 
magnetic or largely electric you will bO affected by such in
fluences as magnetically and electrically affect too earth. 
Thunderstorms will affect you; rarefied atmospheres will af
fect you, or dense atmospheres, according to your physical 
conditions as regards tho earth.

Human bodies aro adjusted to the earth in relation to 
thofr temperament, or polarity, for they aro magnetic or elec
tric just as substances arc. If you know this, you con. uu-
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dérstand your couifjlionè aud you may .adapt yourselves to 
them. 11 you ue too cl£<tuc you can remove yourself from 
the substances that generate too much electricity. If you 
are too magnetic you can. also, apply that rule. But you 
cannot do this without Intelligence. If thunderstorms affect 
you, insulate yourself (a^yst as you do the electric wire, when 
you vaut to send a message correctly), so that you do not 
take on any more electricity. It you aro too electric, adapt 
yourself to the natural electric currents of the earth and 
make your bed so that you sleep with your head to the 
North, that the currents of electricity in your body may flow 
in accordance with tlie natural passing of the currents of 
electricity on this portion of toe earth,

All this requires knowledge. If one Is determined to live 
wholly in toe body, she or he can occupy himself or hersejf 
constantly studying these influences and adapting himself 

, or herself to them, by wearing clothes that are either elec
tric or nonelectric,: and live by living in habitations con
structed properly to be either electric or non-electrlc.- As 
you must live In houses, you might have them adapted to 
you; you may have less dark corners for dust and cobweb 
collectors. It would seem that whole generations of people 
seek for microbes.- You may understand that microbes do 
not like toe light. They can be destroyed very rapidly In 
the light and before they can do you any harm. More sun
shine is like more intelligence. -

THE EGO GREATER THAN ITS SURROUNDINGS.

When you are born, according- to modern astrology, under 
certain planets (thaï is if certain planets are in toe ascend
ant at the time of your birth), such and such will be the re
suits. But this depends upon something else. Now there 
are many, hundreds, possibly more, human beings born at 
exactly the same minute evéry day, who are not equally af
fected either by atmospheric or planetary conditions, be- 
'cause they are not born in the same spiritual state or condi
tions, they have not the same temperament, they have not 
toe same purpose in life. If people were just things and 
nothing- else, If they were plants or bugs there might be ex
act earth conditions, there might be an exact explanation by 
these planetary conditions. But people are as different as 
their spirits are different. They come into possession of toe 
physical form under certain a priori conditions but their 
state of coming modifies those conditions.

If the earth was governed by planets alone there would 
be no human beings here. You come here as yÿu would take 
a ship because it is going where you want to go; It is doing 
the tiling that you want to do; it is doing the kinds of things 
you want to do, and you who arrive and understand that 
you have arrived are not affected by all these planetary con
ditions. The Ego Is, of course, greater than its surround
ings. The dally expression ot human beings proves all the 
while that they are'upsetting these theories by doing exactly 
the things that toe astrologers tell them they cannot do. An 
astrologer may tell’.you that you must not' go out at such a 
time, as It would be very bad for you, that you would meet 
With an accident or something, for such or such a planet will 
be in toe ascendant; but if you are intent on going out you 
will go, and nothing happens, though the planet goes on ex
ercising Its Influence just the same.

The influence of the planet Is not as great as the influ
ence of tlie human spirit. People who live more In the In
tellectual or spiritual realm are, therefore, not as subject to 
physical, electrical, solar and planetary conditions as people 
who care a gfeat-deal,about the weather and other merely 
temporal things. ‘Some people like all kinds of weather; 
some people are very much depressed under certain meteor
ological condition^ while others are uplifted under those 
conditions. Now, toe more people are dominated by and 
(lye In-thq-physicalfenvlroiini^pfi) and the natural Influences 
of the planets overtlie 'earth, the more will they be affected 
by what Js called “planetary influences.” But the spiritual 
Une of destiny Is wha| the real astrologer largely consults.

Now the immediate Nemesis ot the earth is spiritual, and 
in a planetary sense is Mars. That immediate Nemesis ap
plies . to all things that relate to certain intellectual and 
moral Conditions of the earth and their physical belongings. 
So if you begin with- the interior analysis Instead of tkg ex
terior, you will And where there are reactions from excessive 
aggression and acquisitions and prosperity and all, these con
ditions that belong to the earth, they are the reaction from 
a false height mentally or morally, and are the Immediate 
results of the psychical influence of the planet Mars, and, 
therefore, cannot In any way be evaded or avoided, because 
if the earth or any portion of Its Inhabitants are in a condi
tion to be thus pressed or urged forward to pursue mere ma
terial things the inevitable reaction will come.

Yon know by the .law of dynamics, or the law of force, 
that a certain amount of pressure in a certain direction will 
inevitably be followed by reaction, because it is out of the 
normal condition and cannot always be maintained. So 
these violent reactions from prosperity to poverty; from a 
certain state which seems like material or intellectual exalt
ation unto the opposite, are not the result of physical influ
ences Alone, but are toe result ot toe natural moral reaction. 
The nemesis being in the inter-planetary spiritual sphe're, 
whjch means the spiritual Intelligences of Mars.

AN AVENGING MORAL FORCE.

There is not any great moral force in the universe aveng
ing, itself on man. There is a moral force In man avenging 
Itself on him. There is a moral force outside of man that 
takes cognizance of all these conditions, and, by the inevit
able result of sympathy between these states toe conscious
ness of the inhabitants of the planet Mars must be aware 
and must assist in oil of these Influences that will be helpful 
to toe human race.

“Go Into the slums and clear them out,” some voice says.
“Yes, but you will have to destroy everybody there before 

you do. There will have to be certain provisions made for 
those who live there?' ""

“But go into the|lams,” says a voice, “and let in the sun
shine.” , ?

The Rev. Dr; Van Meter In New York; Jane Addams in 
Chicago, and some bne at the “Seven Dials” in London, let in 
the light and tot^acllla. out. Sometimes from Mars, not 
fromjbe twjnjiflng^plaqet itself, not from Its belt magnetic, 

^lectrlc or ethereal; toatvmay have Influence over the physi
cal state of Earto;ibut'>frbm Its flashing thoughts, from its 
Inhabitants that ate wise, some one sends a voice, “Let in 
the light!!" .

“But it upsets our plans; our institutions, our business!” 
cries the worldling!' Butfthe voice keeps on and the light is 
let In. The only to bo thus affected by Mars is not 
to be in the state ^vhere,the light Is needed.. ' But you can
not find that lightioxcept by growth, and no one Is to blame 
for lack of growth?1 Youtoannot have an astrologer prepare a 
statement or char^thaf^ill help you one particle. It will 
be. growth from ,^f|toin^' Neither does the wonderful orb 
Jupiter or that mare perfect planet Saturn, which is said to 
exercise a "baleful? influence, have any effect upon human 
beings except whdre’tliiJlr influence is. needed. And when 
toe. spiritual light And fefreo is considered, angels and arch
angels are the messdngbrs that bear from world to’world 
and planet to planet the great thought that is to set people 
freo from physical thralldom.

The malign planetary influences of the planets that you 
can know anything about really cannot harm you. The peo
ple that are affected by the physical influences of the planets 
aro tlie same that would be affected by the changes of the 
seasons or tho weather; or those whom you crowd into the 
gorges between the hills because they labor for their dally 
bread, and have them swept out from human life by the de
struction of a flood.

There aro many people who want to be released from tho 
"malign influence" of people; wo mean spiritual people as 
well as those of the world. Some people say, "Oh, I cannot 
go to a hall, I cannot go to a public mooting because tho 
people affect mo so.” 1£ you do them some good they can-
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not affect you. If they are. more unfortunate than you, help 
them; if they are more fortunate they cannot harm you.

There Is only one secret in all this dread ot toe "malign” 
influence of people, and that is: fear. Theology fastened 
this fear upon the people in the form of Satan, and toe va
rious toj-niB of religions have incorporated this in various 
impersonated powers of malignity. Look in the gloss when 
you are angry if you want to see Satan. Look into your own 
spirit if you want to see that which haunts you. There is no 
burglar tliat would want to come into this room now; he 
knows that our people dp not have what he wants, end the 
murderer would not come in here to do his murder.

It is a piece of egotism to think that, a spirit wants to 
haunt you, unless you have that which he seeks. It you are 
happy, if you are intelligent, you can help the spirit; if you 
are worse than the spirit toe .spirit may help you. If you 
are afraid, you do not kiu>w anything about.Bpirit. Did your 
father , or your mother or teacher ever take you when you 
were a little child into a dark closet and let you feel around 
and see there-were no bearq there? Did you ever when a 
child go right up stairs after dark Into father’s room or 
mother’s room and bring mamma something she wanted? 
you can go into the darkest slums in.this city, and if you are 
not in the state of the Blums, nor toe state of the fear of the 
slums they will not hurt you, if you are you will go there pl 
your own accord.

■ We say, this fear is all there is ot toe “malign influence” ol 
people. The “Evil Art,” "Black Maglo" and the baleful in
fluence of the Sorcerer are toe invention of tear, tad first in
vented by people who wished to maintain power over others.

There may be teachers of supposedly "occult" things, me
diums and others, who tell you to come to them to have 
“evil Influences removed.” Just go courageously into the 
dark corners of your own life and you will find nothing there 
but yourself. The great wide firmament of spiritual forces
uses its Influence according to the law of attraction, 
need never fear anything worse than yourself, than 
own thoughts.

As there is an absolute law governing the force

You 
your

that
unites planets, worlds and systems; so thefe is a law gov
erning the communion of souls and the communion of lives, 
and while it hurts you to send forth malignant thoughts, it 
does not hurt the one you send them to. It is like the boom
erang; every malignant thought you send forth returns to 
you, and rarely goes beyond you. Nothing but fear will 
make anyone dread it. The only harm It can db anyone Is 
through tear.

The'ordlnary influence of people over others, that which 
you consider harmful, or an oppressive influence may be alle
viated by this knowledge and the added knowledge that if 
you place yourself in accord with the highest spiritual forces 
that are within, and tliat come to you from the realm unseen 
that In itself Is harmony, Now anyone can go up to tliat in
strument and make a discord, but you would let no one con
tinue to do it, even if it were a baby you would not let It do 
it, very long. But the one who offers to perform knows 
something of harmony. So anyone who has an Influence 
over your life is in a measure adjusted or attuned to your 
life, in a measure belongs to you, and this determines alike 
what they do to you and what you will do to them, and under 
these conditions you will be related to them definitely or not 
at all. .

The truth is tliat the lines of life that link humanity to
gether in this and all worlds at last resolves Itself into a 
great chain of beneficent moral and spiritual principles tad 
propositions. People are not let loose upon each other psy
chically as they think they are physically to destroy one an
other. .

People seem to think that spirits are doing just what na
tions are doing, slaying one another. But they are not, they 
cannot do it. No one comes into your life or crosses your 
pathway who does not come to receive or give a blessing or 
a lesson.

MERITS OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN RUSSIA AND
. JAPAN.

There is a disposition on the part of some people to show 
sympathy with Russia in her present differences with Japan, 
because Russia Is a Christian, and Japan is a pagan, nation. 
It is thought by such persons that the success of the Rus
sians would result in ah advancement of civilization and 
Christianity.

The fact is, Japan is to-day the more progressive nation. 
She has made strides during the past quarter of a century 
compared with which the little progress made, in Russia is 
insignificant. Sho has enlarged her commerce and her rela
tions with the whole civilized world; she has increased tho 
number and Improved the quality of her public schools; she 
has adopted the methods of modern civilization; she has en
larged the liberties of her people; she has Increased tlie num
ber of free institutions; and she has, in every way, shown 
herself to be an up-to-date and genuinely progressive nation.

On the other hand, Russia is kept back by an inertia that 
is the result of her racial, as well as her political and relig
ious conditions, and she has at the same time, shown an 
earth-hunger, an unscrupulousness in seizing foreign terri
tory, and a relentless cruelty in slaughtering the people of 
the countries she has invaded, which are without parallel to 
modern civilization. The less we have of the Christianity of 
that sort the better for the world.

The following paragraph, quoted from The Outlook, may 
pertinently close what we have to say on this subject at the 
present time:

“It is true that Russia has long been regarded^as a great 
power. It is true that Japan has just attained that dignity. 
Yet, Japan’d commercial marine is much greater than Rus
sia’s, and so is Japan’s ability to raise a loan. -More import
ant, still, Japan has proportionately three times as many 
children to elementary schools as has Russia. Russia’s 
three times Japan’s population, Russia’s fifty times Japan’s 
territory, sink Into deserved Insignificance beside this im
pressive educational fact In trade and education, Japan is 
Outdistancing Russia. War would not help but hinder Rus-
sla in that race.' B. F. UNDERWOOD.

ALL THE TIME.
t . ' ■ ■ -----— ..

What was the answer once you gave me, dear, 
When for a time I had not seen your face,

And meeting, asked you had you thought of me 
Since parting we had named our trysting place? 

■ With loving glance you told me, “All the time.”

That answer came to mind as yestereve
I sat alone; and, what that day you said, 

Methought I heard in echoes of your voice, 
"There is no death; dear heart, I am not dead, 

But near, and thinking of you, darling, ‘All the time.'

A peace divine stole o’er my troubled heart, 
Supreme my faith arose o'er time and space;

I know that when the silver cord Is loosed 
And rent the mystic vell that hides your face, 

I shall be with you, darling, "All the time."

“Yes, all the time; 'mid tempest, calm or sun
I will be with you tlll your battle’s won;
Then in a homo prepared in sunnier clime
You will be with me whero there is no time.”

—Sydney C. Eisdon in Spiritual/'Quarterly.

We cannot help the past, and the mon who lives to It is a 
fool.—Depew.

It needs but little pondering to seo that tho great poet
of the fupire will not bo afraid of 
seek to plant hie feet upon it as 
roughs.

science, but will rather 
upon a rock,—John Bur-

DEAFNESS CURED
By No Means Until “ACTINA” 

Was Discovered.
. ' . —....—. .
Ninety-five per cent of all cases of deafness 

brought to our attention U the result of chronic

resa

catarrh of the throat at i 
middle ear. The air pas 
sages become clogged b/ 
catarrhal deposits, stop
ping the action of they.- 
bratory bouos. Until thes., 
deposits are removed a' 
cure Is Impossible. Thein, 
nurear cannot be reachol 
by probing or spraying, 
hence tho Inability of au. 
rlsts or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums arc worse than 
useless. That there is a 
scientific cure for deafness 
and catarrh Is demonstrat
ed every day by the use ol 
Action. The vapor current 
generated In the Actin«

passe« through the Eustachian tubes Into the, 
middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstruction»' 
aslt-passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hummer, anvil and stirrup) in tho 
inner ear, making them respondió the slight, 
est vibration ot sound. Actlna has never lulled
to cure ringing noises In tho head. Wo have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom for years to be completely cured In 
only throe weeks’ use of Actlna. Aollua also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak’ 
lungs, colds and headache; all of which are db 
rootly or indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna is 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
case. Wo give advice free, and positive proof 
Of cures. A valuable book—Professor Wilson's . 
loo page Dictionary of Disease, Free. Address 
Hew York & Loudon Electric Association, Dup, 
lotto Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo.

HAIR ON THE FACE 
LADIES— Send for new iijfijrniutiun bow to reuwvo1 
it uanily and etfuetuully without ehetnlcalH ur InFtrii*' 
UienU. Corn tiiuHdeiii'B uonildontlul tu plain nealed' 
enve|o|»e. Hundrudti of teBtlinonlah. ,
MRS.M.N.PERRY. C18 Drawer 412, Long Bench, California, (

t^aDaySure
’W funilili tbe work and Uacb )

Bcndui'yonraddrm 
i und wu will (Low you 
I how to wak* |3 * dcy

^a»M - »vic, w,
funilili the work and Uacb you fra«, you work in 

ths Jocajity where you live. Send ui jrour eddre»« and wo will 
exiileitlIliebiuiiivii fully, remember we gutuaiilee acker profit 
of 13 forevpry day's work.absolutely sure. Write at once.IWUL HAill'FAlTlUliiU t‘O., Hol I 143, u«u»u,nuC

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHINC, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
EcrcmaandallHklnand Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address

DR< BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

The above is tho number of the pres, 
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
os printed at tho top of tbe first page\ 
right hand cornor. If this number cor» 
responds with tbe figures on your wraj> 
per, then the time you have paid forhai 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This nupber at th, 
right hand corner of tho first page is ad> 
vanced each week, showing the numbet 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up t, 
date. Keep watch' of the numbet og 
the tag of your wrapper. .

In the World Celestial.
By DR. T. A. BLAND.

"It 1» lnaxpr«sslbly delightful. "-Hon. 0. A. 
Windle.

"It lift« the reader Into enchanting realms."— 
Medical G leaner.

"HU lutanaoly Interesting."—Rev. Minot J. 
Savage. ■

"Three thing# make tfel# book remarkable. Its • 
autSorahlp, the astounding claims put forth In 
t, and tbs philosophy and revelation of a futurs 

Ilfs It contains."—B.Q. Flower, In the Arana,
'•It will give us courage to pass through tha 

deep shadows ot death to the sun lit clime ot 
tho World Celestial.’’-Rev. H. W. Thomas.

’’Everybody will bo charmed with it, tor It 1« 
not only a groat Spiritual book, but a mos, 
^autltul romance ot two worlds."—Banner of

It Is Prihted In elegant style and bound In 
cloth and gold. Pric 11.00.

The Mystic Tiiesaurus, 
Or Initiation In tbe Thoorottcul and Praotical 
aacreta or Astral Truth and Occult Art. By 
Willis F. WnrraHSAD. Editor Agrippa’» "Nat
ural Magic.” Th» book treats or Th« Symbol ot 
the CroM, Spiritual Gift«, Inspirational Con- 
caption, JtolUatlvo ExpoBlt(on.The Astral Broth, 
prnood, IMuaga ot ths Brotherhood. The Magt» 
Mirror, and Celestial Comp&uioBshlp. Jt la a 
good text book for students of the Mrsilo, and 
wlil bo sent postpaid, in paper, for 11.06.

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH, 
Or the Future Lite According to Science. By 
Louts Figuier. Translated from the French by 
S. ft. Crockee. A very fascinating work. Thia 
fine volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. Jt Is writ
ten In that peculiar Interesting stylo In which 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects in adaptation to tha 
needs of the general reader. The author says: 
"There le a true and respectable Idea in Spirit
ualism,” and regards as proved "the fact of 
communication between suporhumane and tha 
inhabitants of earth." Price, 81.W. •

THF SOI II1 I IL UVUL a PRESSIONS IN HU
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price ii.00. This Is one of tho best books 
given by tho guides of Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, ag 
a book of reforenco for those who have been 
members of tho classes receiving them. This 
volume Is a careful compilation from reports ot ' 
lessons, containing the bases of tho teachings.

THE MISSING LINK
IN> MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leab Underbill, of tho Foi Family.
IntereitlD« and valunblc aa a history of lb» bagla* 

Blog of Modern Spiritualism, by one of tbo Fox Sla* 
ton. 47Bpagoi, 16 llluatratlona, including portrait! ot 
th« Fox Family. History of the Hydesville rapping«, 
M related by eye-wltneisea: remarkable and wall-at* 
tested manifestations; the "exposures." etc. Hand* 
spmely bound In cloth, But few copies remaining. 
Publishers' price, 11.50. We will send the book po«^ 
paid f^r 11.40.

ESOTERIC LESSONS.
This work Includes "Personified Un

thinkable«,” “First Lessons in Reality,” 
and “A Tour Through the Zodiac." 
This Is an interesting production of oc
cult thought and will well repay careful 
study and meditation by all occultists. 
Price, Olotb, $1.60. For sale at thia 
office. . ।

ft REW GftTEGHISM,
BY M. M, MANGA3ARIAN.

ThUhftn«w,,CM«chlamM fo it« fun sons« of th« 
word» Tbero hai u yet appeared ta tbe world or it« 
oral literature1 nothtog llko tbti most wonderful lUtte 
book or reuon. B> P. PowoD* tbe well-known author 
tha ronewar ana critic, rays: "The remarkable thing 
about tnia ‘Catcoblam’ is that It tolls tho truth.” Il 
deals with the questions of God. Immortality—th« 
Creed#, tho Clergy, tho Church, Prayer and Bnlvatloa* 
/MU ana hit Teaching, tbo Growth of the CbrliUau 
Botprara, and many other philosophical, iclonll&o 
•nd othloal questions with the utmost candor, eottr 
•gotoddloarnesa. IBS pages. Cloth Tsoj paper, 50«

KEEP POSTED
In Current Bplrltuallstlo and Occult 

News. , .
You can 'do It by reading each wook 

Tho PrOgreBBlvo Thinker, Tho Philo 
Ophy and too Bplrltuallstlo and Ocoult 
phenomena it contains eaoh wook, UI 
theimarvel of too ago. No ono con at« 
ford to be without tho paper, Ite jrlo, 
10 within too roach of ¿L '
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I THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS,

DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

TAKE NOTICE
AU books advertised lu the columns 

ot The Progressive Thinker are for 
sale at this office. Bear this in mind.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS*WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET’,

To the Spiritualists of Illinois, Wiscon-j 
, sin, Iowa and Missouri.

We expect to turn our faces west
ward March 1. We desire to hear from 
societies individuals who would 
like our services. "

Please write ub at once if you would 
JlkeourBervices.orwemay have passed 
you by before we hear from you. Ad
dress us until March 10, Rochester, Ind. 
Home address 618 Newland avenue, 
Jamestown, N. Y.

E. W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE, 
I N. 8. Ji. Missionaries.

Take due notice that items for this 
page in order to Insure insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current’ Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in ,mind.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT (TeAL- 
ING.—A class In Psychopathy, or Spirit 
Healing, under the instruction of the 
spirit of Dr. Benj. Rush, through Mre. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, is about to be 
formed. For further information in
quire of Mr, Wm. Richmond, 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park, Chicago, 
Illinois.

The Springfield Union has the follow
ing: “ORDERS HAVE GONE OUT 
FROM THE WASHINGTON POLICE 
FOR CLAIRVOYANTS, MEDIUMS 
AND MIND-READERS TO LEAVE 
THE CITY. POLITICAL FORECAST
ERS, PROPHETS OF EVIL AND CA
LAMITY HOWLERS IN CONGRESS 
ARE NOT TO BE DISTURBED."

. L. I. Wilson, city editor of the Pueblo 
Star Journal, writes: “Mrs. L. O. Lar
son, n medium of tills city, has been 
here for the past three years. While 
1 am not a believer in Spiritualism, at 
the same time 1 am an honest investiga
tor, and am moved to speak for her. I 
have watched her work, and what she 
manifests through clairvoyant and 
clalraudient forces (what she claims) 1b 
to my mind at least mysterious. She 
certainly has given tests that are mar
velous; many would say supernatural. 
For many Sundays I have attended her 
meetings, and have been amazed at her 
manifestations. The rank and file of 
Pueblo citizens are all believers in Mrs. 
Larson’s honesty and have the utmost 

, faith in her work. Frankly, I am im
pelled to say that her work here has 
convinced me more of the mysterious- 
nesB in Spiritualism than twenty years 
of past Investigation. Everyone who 
goes to her meetings (Sundays and 
Thursdays) is convinced that she is 
honest. She has given communications 
that are simply unanswerable, and has 
given her patrons and followers, and 
also skeptics, ample, food for thought 
that no other manifestations could pos
sibly accomplish.”

Spiritual meeting, entertainment and 
dance, Thursday, March 3, 1904, at'8 p. 
m., at Hopkins’ Hall, 528 West Sixty- 
third street. Program: Spirit messages 
by Mrs. Alice Gehring, Mrs. Mary Coch- 
onour, Mrs. Blake, ot Grand Rapids, and 
others. S»lo by Mrs. Alice Markham. 
Recitations by Miss Esther Bucton and 
Grace Schoeneman, James. F. Hurlbut, 
James A. Patterson. Dialogue by Misses 
Esther Bucton and Grace Schoeneman.. 
Admission, 25 cents. ’

The High Springs Journal, of Florida, 
lias the following Interesting item: 
“The trial at Jacksonville, Fla., of the 
mental science healer, Mrs. Helen Wil- 
mans-Post, who is charged with devis
ing a scheme todef/aud divers persons 
and using the rnltns to further this 
scheme, brought out very little new evi
dence Wednesday. A letter rrom an In- 
dlana woman was read and placed in 
evidence, in which she wanted to know 

■ if Mrs. Wilmans-Post would undertake 
to get her out of prison by using her 
mental treatment to persons who re
quested it by Mrs. Post’s direction to 
the effect that nothing was impossible, 
and that she .would take the case for $4 
-per month. It .was brought out that she 
answered letters and promised to give 
her treatment to persons who requested 
it for every imaginable disease, and 
also for troubles of all kinds. She had 

■ agreed to give treatment for making a 
new set of teeth grow; to make a leg 
grow on a stump from which the lower 
limb had been amputated; to make hair 
grow on bald heads; to restore the af
fections for each other of persons who 
had become estranged; ,to transfer the 
affections of persons, and, In fact, to do 
anything she was asked to do.”

Mrs. Flora M. Allen writes from Man
hattan, Kansas: "Our society would 
like to correspond with genuine medi
ums who may be passing through-our 
state, in regard to holding meetings

not be brought up In Ignorance of the re
sults of later investigations into the his
tory of religion.” .

Prof, Delitscb, of Berlin, Germany, 
Bays: “I am opposed to having school 
boys and girls taught that the naiyative 
about the world being made in/seven 
days is true, or that there is any verac
ity in the statements that man , was 
made of clay, that life was breathed 
into his nose, and that woman- was 
made of a man's rib. I object to the 
tales about the ten patriarchs, about 
the summits of the highest mountains 
being covered deep with deluge water, 
and about the ark of Noah. Only truth 
and the whole truth can make one 
free.”

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev: 
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 7:30 in Garfield 
Turner Hall, corner of Garfield and Lar
rabee streets. Emil T. Vaas, lecturer; 
Frank Joseph, medium.

C. H.-Murray writes from Elkhart, 
Ind.: “We have had hot times here the 
past few weeks. The altars have been 
hot and many have ‘confessed’ Christ 
and the preciouBness of his ‘blud,’ and 
are singing, ‘What a. wonderful Savior 
is Jesus.’ ” •

Percy Howard says: “It should now 
bo borne in mind that to make sugges
tions to the subjective mind, it is not 
necessary for the recipient of tile sug
gestion to be in a .state of trance. 
There are many stages of hypnosis be-’ 
fore the somnambulistic condition is 
reached, and the subjective mind at all 
stages is open to receive suggestion. 
This fact also must not be lost sight of. 
The subjective mind is just as amen
able to the suggestions of its own ob-, 
jectlve mind as it is to the objective 
mind of another. Were it not bo, the 
whole theory would fall. In other 
words, it is amenable to auto-sugges
tion. Thus is man constituted a free 
agent.”

Through a hole in the ice a young 
mulatto woman was baptized recently 
in the Delaware river off East Camden. 
Her teeth chattered so that she could 
not respond to the questions asked her 
by the elders of Bishop Crowdy’s 
Church of -God. The convert was bare
footed and attired in a thin gown. The 
elders carried axes with which to break 
through the ice. When a hole was made 
one of the taller elders jumped in. The 
water was up to his chin. Then a 
prayer of thanksgiving was made that 
the convert was not put in first, as she 
was short and the water would have 
been over her bead. A hole over more 
shallow water was then cut. All this il
lustrates the fact that all the fools are 
not dead yet.

Wilson Duncan writes from Council 
Bluffs, Iowa: "Prof Henry Abbott is 
lecturing here at present Not since 
Prof. Lockwood’s sojourn . here years 
ago,'has Council Bluffs, Iowa, received 
such an awakening along scientific 
lines, far in advance of ordinary minds, 
in light, color and hner forces. He will 
doubtless be remembered as one of the 
world’s great masters.”

Word comes from Paris, France, that 
with a view to improving the standard 
of ballet dancing, a curious experiment 
has just been tried at the Opera 
Comiqiie. In the presence of an audi
ence of ballet dancers from the Opera 
and other theaters, a young woman 
woman named Mlle. Madeleine, who 
knows little of music or dancing, was 

. thrown into a hypnotic sleep by Prof. 
Magnin, of the School of Magnetism. 
As soon as the instruments played she 
began to dance in the most graceful 
fashion, her movements reflecting the 
exquisite sensations produced upon her

Correspondent writes from Sioux 
City, Iowa: “By the mystifying influ
ence of magic and all kinds of clever 
sleight of hand tricks, Alonzo Moore, 
traveling magician with the New South 
Jubilee Singers, who is said to be the 
only colored magician, entertained a 
fair-sized audience at the Y. M. C. A. 
gymnasium here. The jubilee singers 
also came in for their share of apprccia- 
tlon. Mr. Moore performed a number 
of tricks which were entirely new to 
many in the audience. The billiard ball 
trick, In which he made the little 
spheres appear and disappear at will, 
was especially clever, and which to peo
ple easily gulled would be called amost 
wonderful spirit materialization, When 
will gullible Spiritualists learn the dif
ference between trickery and genuine 
spirit power?

Fallowfleld township, Pa., residents 
are up in arms all because a number of 
people in that neighborhood declare 
that a light nightly shines in the win
dow at the deserted pesthonse, and 
that consequently, they believe there 
are smallpox victim's’ ghosts about the 
place ’ .

When Mrs. Angeline Kreider died last 
Saturday morning it was known by 
some of her friends that she had quite 
a sum of money and a note. Saturday 
the house was thoroughly searched but 
the missing money could not be found 
and Monday morning the preparations 
to resume the search were made before 
they began. Rev. 8. T. bodge appeared 
on the scene and said that he had had 
a vision during the night and the hld- 
ing-place of the money had been re
vealed to him. He said he. dreamed 
t;hat a man appeared and asked him if 
he was worried over finding Mrs. 
Kreider"s money, and said that he was. 
The man then told him to look be
tween two mattresses, on a certain 
bed, and he would find it. After his ex
planation the searchers went to the bed 
named and found the money, almost 
8100, and the note. While this may 
sound “fishy,” it is true, and can be 
proven by responsible citizens.—Prai
rie City Herald.

W. E. Harvey writes: “I wish to state 
that I am a trumpet medium, capable 
of sitting under the strictest test con
ditions. I also get independent tablet 
writing. My brother, who is with me, 
a boy of 16 years, gets full-form mate
rialization. We would like to visit 
good Spiritualists in Illinois, Missouri 
and Iowa. We will be in Booneville, 
Ind., for two or three weeks. Just fin
ished a four weeks’ stay there, last 
week. My address there will be W. E. 
Harvey, care of Dr. Grant Newton, 
Booneville, Ind."

Judge Garretson at Long Island City, 
N. Y., decided to grant a decree annull
ing the marriage of Margaret Jane 
Familton and Edward J. Roache. Miss 
Familton was married to Roache on Oc
tober 12, 1903, by the Rev. Dr. Francis 
J. Snyder of the Lutheran church, Man-

Followlng^he recent Holy Roller ex
citement, Corvallis, Oregon, is now 
much aroused over the manifestations 
of two Seattip Spiritualists who are giv
ing seances:: at the Maitland House. 
One of these men is W. H. Kunouse, and 
the other is F. Wj Rowe. The former 
is the physical medium and the latter, 
the photo .medlumi; These men have 
power, they..claim. to produce the pic
ture of people who have passed to the 
other worlds to recall and converse 
with departed spirits and do other 
strange and uncanny tilings. From 10 
to 26 people attended a seance, a few 
evenings ago, and besides hearing an 
orchestra . of stringed instruments 
played by alleged spirits, the crowd saw 
and heard enough to leave them thor
oughly mystified. The mediums claim 
that their power is simply a gift, and 
does not come from study nor other 
source. The two men came to Corval
lis on invitation from friends.—Port
land (Ore.) Journal.

Emil T. Vaas writes: “Allow me to 
send you a short report from the Chi
cago field. On-the evening of Feb. 18, 
while quietly reading the Psychological 
Crime, our bell'rang violently, and on 
opening the door n noisy crowd rushed 
in, crying, Surprise! Surprise! Well, 
we were surprised indeed. The Bociety 
Bund der Wahrheit No. 18, which we 
have been serving as lecturer for the 
greater part of last year, came laden 
with packages of good things to eat, 
flowers and presents of various kinds, 
together with a substantial donation in 
gold and paper money, which they over
whelmed us with In remembrance of 
our 51st birthday anniversary. Mr. 
Frank Joseph, medium, made a very 
kind address to which we Responded as 
best we could under the circumstances. 
All then spent a very enjoyable evening 
until nearly 2 o’clock in the morning, 
when we reluctantly gave the good-bye 
to each other, retaining the memory of 
a happy evening, happily enjoyed by 
all.”

Frank T, Ripley has been lecturing at 
Findlay, Ohio, and the paper published 
there reports him as saying in one of 
his lectures: “Spiritualism proves 
man’s Immortality and the existence of 
a spiritual universe. It destroys all 
fear of death, annihilates the doctrine

more than 500 years before Christ! 
This fine portrait .was given Mr. Hink
ley through the mediumship of Mrs. 
Augusta Ferris. Mr. Samuel Smith has 
organized a home circle at th© home of 
Ills daughter, Mrs. Chas, Haynes, on 
North Lafayette street. Friends meet 
every Thursday afternoon. They are 
entitled to hearty thanks from the 
writer for the hospitality given. The 
good talk from a German control, unci 
the sharp wit of Jimmy Jones (two 
guides of Father Smith), will be well 
remembered. My present address is 91 
Bostwick street, Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Finding Sister Sarah L. Davis very sick 
and low, I am serving in the capacity of 
nurse. Mrs. Davis is a thorough Spir
itualist. She is not able to read and 
write at the present time, but if friends 
will send her a few good wishes, I will 
take charge of her mall to the best of 
my ability."

Mrs. A. Sexsmith writes: “The Rising 
Sun Spiritualist Mission, which meets 
at Star Lodge Hall, No. 878 S. Western 
avenue, held a Package Party on Mon
day evening, Feb. 22, at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Geo. Green, 770 West Van 
Buren street. Wo were sorry that Mrs. 
Green was not able to be with us, as 
she was called away to the Bick bed of 
her mother, but the party was a grand 
success. The packages, as they were 
sold off to the highest bidder, afforded 
much merriment. Our piesldent, Bro. 
Kerchner, certainly never worked 
harder than he did selling off the pack
ages, but each one sold rapidly. We 
had an enjoyable half-hour with the 
talking-machine, aqd then came the 
raffling of a beautiful sofa pillow do
nated by our vice-president. Sister 
Close, and which was the lot of the 
writer to obtain. Our palmistry parlor 
was well patronized. Our good sister, 
Mrs. Trafton, dressed as a gypsy, ren
dered great satisfaction. We had some 
recitations and instrumental music, and 
every one went home feeling that they 
spent an enjoyable evening, although 
they may have been lighter in pocket, 
as the proceeds exceeded 528. We 
thank the dear friends and members 
very much for their kindness.”

There is many a trouble '
Would break like a bubble, • 

And Into the waters of Lethe depart,

eon D. Barrett, formerly editor of the 
Banner of Lignt, Boston, Masa. The 
sentences flow from his lips in a very 
easy eloquent manner, and every word 
bo plain that anyone can understand its 
meaning. We have secured bls serv
ices as a pastor for two mouths, begin
ning with March 1. He is now on his 
way to Anderson, Ind., to organize a 
state association."

Some one writes from Clinton, Iowa, 
as follows, but neglects to sign the 
name: “I am still working aa medium 
and speaker for the Philosophical So
ciety of Clinton, trying to spread the 
beautiful truths of the spiritual philoso
phy to all who will listen. I am trying 
to make people realize that Spiritual
ism is a practical, vital religion that 
can be lived seven days In the week, 
and not like a Sunday coat to be taken 
off on Monday morning and hung in the 
closet; that it is a science which can 
be applied to every act and experience 
of life; a religion that ought to make us 
better men and women, truer friends, 
more peaceful neighbors, and more 
worthy citizens. If Spiritualism has not 
done this for us. it is because we have 
not gained a true conception of it, or 
have not made a proper application of 
its principles to our lives. Sometimes 
I think we become so absorbed in what 
is going on in the skies that we lose 
sight of the work that is lying all 
about us waiting for the services of true 
hearts and willing hands. We roll our 
eyes upward and crave the help of our 
‘loved ones gone before,' while our 
loved ones left behind are in need of 
our ministrations. Angels will help us 
only in using our powers to help oth
ers. But I did not intend to preach a 
sermonette, I only wanted to say I am 
here, and will answer calls for funerals 
within a reasonable distance of Clin
ton. Address me at No. 223, Seventh 
avenue."

C. W. Stewart writes from St. Louis, 
Mo.: "Mr. Folsom has been very sick 
for two weeks with a malignant attack 
of erysipelas in his face, and is still
hovering between life and death. All

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of leu HnW 
only will be Inserted free. All iu exct»» * 
of ten lines will be charged at the raUt^, 
of fifteen cents per line. About sevwv 
words constitute one Hne | - ±

On the morning of February 20, tho 
“Silent Messenger” came as a blessed,' 
Angel of Release to Mrs. Martha J« 
Tyler, aged 74 years and who for fifteen 
months has been helpless and speech
less through a stroke of paralysis. She 
was the beloved mother of the well- 
known medium, Mrs. S. T. Elliott, of 
San Diego, Cal. Appropriate funeral 
exercises were conducted by the writer, 
at Whitson’s undertaking parlors, after 
which the deserted tenement, amid B 
profusion of flowers, was laid to rest in 
Mount Hope Cemetery.

WILL C. HODGE.

Passed to spirit life, Feb. 13, 1904, at 
the home of his niece, Mre. John Cook, 
No. 15 Bassick avenue, Bridgeport, Ct.,. 
Mr. William Adams, aged 75 years. He 
was a good friend, a firm believer in 
spirit return and a kind, harmonious old 
gentleman. Services by the Rev. Dr. 
Beckwith G. Ewell.

MRS. JOHN COOK.

Passed to spirit life, Feb. 14, 1904, 
Leonard Harrington, at Selma, Oregon, 
aged 75 years. Comrade Harrington 
had been a Spiritualist for fifty years. 
He was a veteran of the Civil war.

E. D. HAGAN. ’

The infant son of W. T. and A. G. 
Patton, of Pittsburg, Pa., passed to 
spirit life, Feb. 4, 1904. The services 
were conducted by Rev. L. M. Oles, of 
the Psychic Research Society of Alle
gheny, Pa.

by the composer, 
are to be repeated 
the dancers the art 
graceful movement.

The experiments 
in order to téâch 
of expression and 
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here. Speakers and psychometric read
ers and test mediums are preferred. Ad
dress me in care of Box 711, Manhattan, 

.) insas.”
A story tnat rivals Noah and the ark 

i >mes from the mouth of the White 
river, says the Vincennes Capital. Fran
ks Fields, ferrv at White river, lived 
vith his family in a small house on the 
rver bank. . The high water threatened 

ijs home, blit he paid no attention to it 
mtil a white dove flew across the rag- 
ng river and perched on the house. It 
remained a whole day, cooing to the 
Fields family. Mr. Fields took this as 
m omen, and prepared to move out. By 
that time the water had risen so high 
that he had to wade to land. The fam-, 
ily is now ip a precarious condition as 
a result of the exposure, but is thankful 
to have been saved from drowning by 

' the timely omen.
Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corresponding sec

retary writes: "Mr. Walter DeVoe will 
lecture for the Hyde Park Occult So
ciety on March 6, at Alliance Hall, 323 
East 5oth street, at 7:45 p. m. Every
body come, out, and have a good full 
house to welcome him. Our progress’- 
ive euchre party on Feb. 23 was a grand 
success. We will probably have one 
about March 16, but will announce the 
date more positively later. The Club 
room where the euchre party is held is 
at 474 East 55th street. There are al
ways fine hand-painted china pieces' for 
prizes.” ’
' Dr. P, Douglas writes from Kentucky: 

‘ The books I ordered have been re
ceived all right: "I wish to say that I 
have enjoyed them to the fullest extent, 
f received a spirit rap Immediately after 
they were delivered to me. When I 
read Dr. Peebles' book, I received an
other ran from the spirit world. I am 
clairvoyant and can see my friends on 
:he Other side of life quite frequently.”

H. F. Coates writes: “Dr. J. H. Ran- 
Jail will lecture for the Church of the 

. Spirit Communion, Kenwood Hall, 4308 
(Jottags Grove avenue, Sunday, March 
J, at 8 p. m. The Doctor is one of our 

■ most’able speakers and it is to be 
aoped a large audience will greet him.

The subject of ‘Development’ ..was 
haidled'in a masterly manner, Feb. 21, 
b' Mr. H. F. Arnold, who is one of our 
most promising speakers. Messages 
art given at all our meetings.”

• Prof. Delltsch, of “Babel and Bible” 
lame, Berlin, Germany, has again come 
to the front with elaborate objections to 
the present methods of imparting rellgr 
lot:s instruction in tho; schools. He 
sa:‘R: "The findings in . recept excava: 
tlon« iu Mesopotamia should be put be- 
loro schoolboys a'.:d girls. They should

Prof. Ransby writes from Cleveland. 
Ohio: “In regard to The Progressive 
Thinker, I would be sorry to do without 
it. I should like to see it in every Spir
itualist home. It would be if, justice 
were done to your paper. In regard to 
the Great- Psychological Crime, I feel 
sure it will do good in the end. I would 
be glad if every Spiritualist had a copy 
of Brother C. W. Stewart’s lecture to 
read and study. I am sure every good 
thinking medium would endorse the 
same.”

A recent dispatch from Marshalltown, 
Iowa, has the following relative to. Rev. 
Nathaniel Pye, formerly pastor pf the 
Lyons M. E. church: As a result of some 
scathing remarks uttered by Rev. Na
thaniel P$p in a recent sermon in the 
Methodist church, when he spoke on the 
subject, “Spiritualism, With the Testi
mony of God and Many Against It,” a 
formal challenge to a debate with an. ex
pounder of Spiritualism, Rev. Moses 
Hull, pastor of the Spiritualists of this 
city, has been issued. -The challenge is 
as follows: “Having graduated from the 
church into Spiritualism, we can say 
that we enjoy that which comes to us 
through Spiritualism, to say the least, 
as much as we ever enjoyed what we 
found In the church. When you ridi
cule and condemn Spiritualism you at
tack that which to us is as sacred as 
your religion is to you; in our estlma-1 
tlon you are a blasphemer. NOw, In the 
name of candor and fair dealing, we in
vite you to a public investigation of that 
rqllgion which you denounce and affect 
to despise. Let the people hear both ' 
sides of the question on which we dif
fer, and let that be from, the same plat
form on the same evening.”

Columbus Wells writes; “I have be
come impressed strongly with the idea 
that there is no intelligence outside of 
personal beings. The conclusion Is 
that it is impossible for mind to exist 
without an organized body and brain. 
The spiritual form, or body and mind, 
can not be separated; one cannot exist 
without the other. People have made 
the great mistake In assuming that the 
earth and everything thereon had to be 
created. Space is boundless, so is the 
number of planets dr worlds revolving 
therein. Each .planet has its spiritual 
counterpart." ...... ...

Mrs< L. Robinson writes from Balti
more, Md.: "We have a young society, 
a little over a year old,’: and " we are 
making a determlned<stand.'for the glo
rious ..truth, of. Spiritualism., -.We stand: 
by the teachings of Spirl'tuallsni' as in
culcated by The Progressive -Thinker, 
and we pdmlre ,the fearless way in 
which you expose-the fakes and frauds. 
Go on with the good work, and may tho 
time soon, c.ome w.hen. all. who -disgrace 
the cause shall,’ hide their heads In 
shame, anil relegate themselves to tho 
rear.”. '

hattan. On the day previous she had 
been married to Frederick 8. Kirkman, 
of Flushing by the;Rev. Dr. Thorp of 
the Rosehill Methodist Episcopal 
church. Another action will be begun 
for the annullment of the girl’s marri
age to Kirkman. Kirkman is said to be 
out of the state, and notice will be 
served by publication. He is only 19 
years old. Miss Familton was arrested 
on October 19 on a charge of bigamy 
made by Kirkman. She was subse
quently tried and found guilty, but sen
tence was suspended. Her explanation 
of her dual marriage was that she was 
subject to hypnotic influence by Kirk
man, and thus ’ compelled to marry 
against her will.

Correspondent writes from Buffalo, 
N. Y.: “Harmony Circle Spiritual So
ciety is.in a prosperous condition. It 
has added quite a number to its roll of 
members this season. Our Bunday 
meetings.are attracting good-sized-abdi- 
ences, and a large number; of strangers 
attend. Our speaker and medium is 
Mr. Charles S. Hulbert. His work is of 
a high order. His message and test 
work is far beyond the ordinary. Our 
entertainments so far this winter have 
been a financial as well as a social suc
cess, and our commodious and cozy 
hall has been taxed to its utmost. Our 
vice-president, Mrs. M. E. Lane is also 
doing a good work. Her mediumship 
has taken wonderful strides.and she 
bids fair to become one of the best mes
sage bearers in this country. Our de
veloping circles, are largely attended, 
and all its members show marked im
provement and spiritual culture, and- 
some will make fine mediums, and are 
better men and women for it in every 
way. We as a body think that The 
Progressive Thinker is doing a grand 
work, and wish it the greatest possible 
success, In upholding and upbuilding 
our glorious cause.” ,

A paper published in Fort Scott, Kan
sas, has the following: “Mrs. Virginia 
Bryan, the lady who delivered two lec
tures in our city last week, was pro
nounced the best exponent of the occult 
that ever has visited here. The many 
people who were fortunate enough to 
hear her are loud in the praise of her 
wonderful powers. It is said, ‘that it 
was easy to see she was under control 
of some foreign power other than her 
own.' The Bourbon County Occult As
sociation, which meets every Sunday 
night in the parlor of the, W. O. W. 
hall, has secured some excellent talent 
along these lines of thought, but no one 
ever portrayed the beauties of the new 
thought with more ease and comfort 
than Mrs. Bryan. It is only regretted 
that more people did not hear her. 

' Mrs. Bryan is an ordained minister of 
the gospel of Spiritualism, having or
dination papers from.the states of-Ohio 
and Illinois. Fort Scott was the only 
city in Kansas that Mrs. Bryan visited 
and we feel highly honored. She came 
from Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where she 
had been lecturing for two weeks and 
came to Fort Scott for Sunday, Feb. 7, 
stopping over Friday, the 19th, -then go
ing to Denver, Colo., where she receives 
a large salary *for one month's work. 
Mrs. Bryan may stop over on her return 
trip. We only wish she could stay 
with us always.” .■

Dr. H. E. Ballard writes: "In answer 
to the question, ‘What is home?’ allow 
me to say: Home is a bulwark provided 
by the husband for the;preservation of 
his loved companion; the wife's infirm
ary where with her angel tread and 
tireless hands she succors the mental 
and physical .needs of her loved 'com

: .panion; the mother’s sanctuary for thé 
preservation of the flock over which her 
heart centers, shields ,them from the.el- 
ementB and temptations, guides their 
erring steps with love, forgives their 

: -misdemeanors, and sacrifices her life’s 
force to soothe pain and banish .care. 

, That holy name of mother awakens, the 
। God In man, and hangs on the lips as 

‘cherished memories of the past"

of eternal punishment, and substitutes 
the cheering assurance of.eternal prog
ress. It sweeps away the idea of a per
sonal devil and locates the sources of 
evil in man’s own imperfections. It de
nies the Immoral and soul-corrupting 
doctrines of any vicarious atonements 
for sin, and, on the testimony of mill
ions of immortal spirits, solemnly af
firms that every guilty soul must arise 
and become its own savior. It ignores 
the degrading conception of a martial 
and vindictive God, and substitutes the 
worship of an Infinite, Eternal and all
perfect Spirit, as Alpha and Omega, all 
love, wisdom and law. It abolishes the 
absurd and materialistic conception of 
the theological heaven and hell, making 
each a state of happiness or misery, de
pendent on the good or evil within the 
soul itself, it is the death-blow to su
perstition, sectarianism and religious 
persecution, but the friends and pro
moters of all reforms that tend to ele
vate and benéflt humanity. While Spir
itualism prodjaims that there is a stand
ard of truth in everything, it acknowl
edges man’s incapacity to discover all 
truth, and therefore it fetters no one’s 
opinions and teaches, but never forces 
its beliefs on any one. Concerning all 
spiritual life, state and being, Spiritual
ism accepts no theories that are not 
sustained by proven facts afid corrobo
rative testimony. Its phenomena being 
based on immutable principles of law, 
open up endless arenas of new re
search for science, and its consensus of 
revelations being founded upon facts, 
tend to place true religion on the basis 
of science, and vitalizes science with 
all that is true and practical in relig
ion.” ■

Mrs. Mary Ince writes from Lafay
ette, Ind.: “Rev. E. W. Sprague and 
wife, N. 8. A. Missionaries, have just 
closed a second Series of lectures in our 
society, which has been very beneficial, 
and greatly enjoyed by all. There was 
a large attendance throughout the en
tire series, and great interest manifest
ed. They arrived here on Jan. 1, and 
on the 8th they organized the Psychic 
Spiritualist Society of Lafayette, Ind., 
with 40 members, and left here on the 
11th of January. Since that time the 
Bociety has leased the old Universalist 
church on Ninth street for one year, 
and have papered and' fitted it up for 
their exclusive use. Brother Sprague 
was cabled back last Sunday to dedicate 
our new church. He highly approves 
the step taken to place the society on a 
higher plane where its light may shine 
throughout the land, and show to the 
world that we are not ashamed to pro
claim the truths of Spiritualism."

Mrs. M. Henry, secretary, writes: 
“The Ladies’ Auxiliary conn«cted with 
the Universal Occult Society held its 
first social under its state charter at 
thé residence of its president, Mrs. 
Davenport, 3138 Rhodes avenue. At 
least seventy-five were in attendance. 
Harmony reigned supreme. The enjoy
able occasion will long be rememberèd 
and be repeated every second Saturday 
evening. The vocal and instrumental 
music was inspiring to that extent that 
it brought forth a very beautiful poetic 
Improvisation from Mrs. Karcher, also 
very appropriate remarks from Prin
cess Vlroquo, Mrs. Bliss-Green, Mrs. 
Hansen and others. A poem was read 
by Prof. P. C. Marsh of Boston. Mrs. 
McMenamin did excellent psychometric 
work. Mrs. Burland, Mr. Hillis, Mr. 
Phillips and others entertained with 
tests and messages, also palm readings. 
This very enjoyable occasion happened 
to fall upon the birthday anniversary of 
the treasurer^ Mrs;: Wills, who was 
made the happy recipient of a magnifi
cent palm, one: of nature’s emblem^- of 
eternal life. The presentation speech , 
by the president was followed by a very 
affectionate response from the recipient. 
A Book on Splar Biology should have 
been presented to -her, but through 
some neglect it did not arrive in time. 
She.wlll get.itjjateri?. She also received 
a large birthday cake and all seemed to 
enjoy it very imich;fi The Universal Oc
cult Society h'tildB conference meetings 
at 3 p. m.; speakitig, tests and mes
sages. lecture followed by messages, 
at 8 p. m., evëry Sunday in Hall C, at 
77 East 31st sffec}t,’fiear Cottage Grove 
avenue.”

Arzella p. Clay writes: “I left Grant, 
Mich., Jan. 16,"and Came to Grand Rap
ids. . I’flnd considerable interest mani
fested in the great subject of immortal
ity. It is pleasant-to meet with those 
whose hearts are'in'the work.’ Miss 
Emma Gibbs takes; an unfeigned inter
est in the cause.- We feel assured she 
will become an earnest and eloquent 
speaker for future days. Mre. John 
Lindsey holds meetings at the Soldiers' 
Home; as she is everybody’s friend, we 
wish her much success. Mrs. Jtimes 
Walker is-likely to become a fine test 
medium. Our :klhil'friends, Mr. and 
Mrs. D. Hinkley,’ residing in the Her
mitage, GrancTRapiclB, arc doing a good

; work for the sick. Wcwere greatly in, 
tercsted in the picture of a; guide, Jeho- 
zadak, who was a high priest of Israel

Did we not rehearse it
And tenderly nurse it. 

And give it a permanent place in 
heart.

There’s many a Borrow
Would vanish to-morrow 

Were we but willing to furnish 
wings;

But, sadly intruding. 
And quietly brooding,

our

the

It hatches out all Borts of horrible 
things.

The Elmira (N. Y.) Advertiser has 
the following in reference to Mr. Edger- 
ly: “The spirit of John McCarty, a 
sailor who died at his home in Newbury
port, Mass., in 1882, addressed the con
gregation at the services in the First 
Spiritualist Church last evening, speak
ing through the mediumship of the Rev. 
Oscar A. Edgerly, who 1b conducting 
the services in this church tor a short 
time, at least that is what Mr. Edgerly 
claims. In this connection it may be 
stated on the same authority, that It 
was McCarty’s spirit which first made 
Mr. Edgerly’s mediumship manifest at 
a meeting which the latter attended in 
1885. Mr. Edgerly stated to an Adver
tiser reporter that he was sitting quiet
ly in the meeting when he was suddenly 
and without premonition completely en
tranced and that the spirit guides then 
foretold the work they would perform 
through his instrumentality. His me
diumship having been developed exact
ly as foretold Mr. Edgerly states that 
he realized that it was the obvious de
sire of his guides that he should devote 
his entire time to his Mediumship work, 
which he has since done. McCarty last 
evening recapitulated Ills entire life. 
He was a most entertaining spook. An 
Irishman, he spoke with the brogue of 
a true son of Erin, the flashes of wit 
and humor that frequently, convulsed 
the audience, being typical of the Irish 
race. Briefly stated, John McCarty was 
a sailor residing in Unicorn street, New
buryport, Mass., where he died in 1882. 
In the words of McCarty himself, as In
terpreted by Mr. Edgerly, 'I woke up 
one morning to find myself dead.’ It 
was then that he became converted to 
Spiritualism when he found that he 
could, through a medium, communicate 
with those still living on earth. Mc
Carty, who claimed to have been very 
Intemperate while on earth, made a 
strong, earnest plea for temperance in 
the use of alcoholic beverages, giving a 
detailed explanation of the ill effects
which result from the abuse of alcohol, 
which he says dwarfs the soul. In clos
ing he made a plea for an impartial In-i-
vestigation into all things to determine 
their truth. Mr. Edgerly stated that 
the meeting last evening was given 
more as a social and should not be con
sidered as typical of the regular Sunday 
services. At the Sunday afternoon 
meeting questions asked by any one in 
the congregation will be answered, the 
only stipulation being that they are 
germane.”

The Rev. R. C. Filingham, vicar - of 
Hexton, England, is back in New York, 
prepared to carry out his threat made 
when he was in that city last June, to 
“root priestcraft from the Protestant 
Episcopal Church.” He says that the 
mind has a great influence on the body, 
and that when the mind becomes priest- 
ridden the body is bound to fail, and 
adds: “I can cite Spain and Italy as in
stances where a priest-ridden people 
ha/e become Inferior. So sure as we 
become ritualists we will degenerate to 
their level. The Russians are another 
race predominated by priests, and the 
result of this war will be that because 
they are a degenerate people they will 
be conquered. I shall now begin to or
ganize my committee of prominent men, 
many of whom have expressed their 
willingness to join me in making a pub
lic protest. Meanwhile I shall write ar
ticles protesting hgalnst ritualism, and 
I shall hire halls in various cities in 
which to work up public indignation. 
Then next fall, when I come here again, 
I shall go to one of your high churches 

■and make my stand. I may be arrested 
and imprisoned, but that will be only 
the beginning of my work.”

Jennie P. Merchant writes from 
Wichita, Kansas: “On the morning of 
the 23rd ult., my mother, Mrs. E. O. 
Fyfe (who came lately from Chicago) 
told me she had felt a breath pass her 
face, and in it the words, ‘The Russians 
have taken Corea.’ Why such a thing 
Should happen to her, she is at a loss 
to determine, as she has taken no inter
est whatever In Russo-Japanese situa
tion. I have written you this as a mat
ter for future reference.”

Mre. Addie Cooper writes from Syra
cuse N. Y.: “I would like to tell you 
about the First Society of Spiritualists 
in this city. Mr. E. G. Reiley is the 
president;, Alfred Underhill, vice-presi
dent; Mr.' C. A. Whitlock, secretary; 
Mrs. Nellie Binning, treasurer and 
speaker; Mrs. G. H. Garner test medi
um. The society is composed of about 
30 or 40 members and are mostly tried 
and true. We meet in Dr. Butterfield's 
hall on Sunday at 8 o’clock, to hold ly
ceum; then the truth Beeltcrs’ class 
convenes; then at 7:30 p. m. we have 
the usual lecture and messages. Our 
hall Is well filled, many times standing
room being nt a premium. ■ Through 
the effort» of our esteemed president 
we have enjoyed- the privilege of listen
ing for two evenings this week to the 
esteemed brother and co-worker, Harri-

our meetings and work of every kind is 
stopped, and God knows what the out
come will be. if Mr. Folsom recovers 
at all he is liable to lose his sight, but 
we are hoping for the best.” Pastor 
Predicts His Death— Rev. Clarence M. 
Folsom Passes Away Near Hour He 
Fixed. St. Louis, Mo.,Feb. 28—Arousing 
himself from a feverish slumber before 
dawn to-day, Rev. Clarence M. Folson, 
assistant pastor of the Church of Spir
itual Unity, predicted to his wife that 
he would be dead before 4 o’clock in the 
afternoon. At 3:45 he peacefully passed 
away. He had suffered three weeks 
from erysipelas.—Chicago Chronicle.

The subject of the discourse at the 
Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, on Sunday, March 6, 
will be: "The Spiritual and Material 
Significance of the War in the Orient.”

G. S. Foster writes from Pepsin, WIs.: 
"Will you kindly allow me to speak a 
word of praise through the medium of 
The Progressive Thinker, for one who 
is justly deserving. We have just been 
given a rare treat by Will J. Erwood, 
secretary of the Wisconsin State Spirit
ualists Association, who lectured here 
on the 22nd and 23rd of tills month. 
Although we have but a handful of 
Spiritualists here, the hall was well 
filled both evenings. Mr. Erwood is an 
able speaker, the audience being, on 
both occasions, held spellbound. We 
bespeak for Mr. Erwood, a brilliant fu
ture.”

March 10 Will See Awful Human 
Slaughter! New York, Feb. 27.—A 
spirit which, he says, appeared to him 
some years ago and returned to repeat 
its warnings at various intervals, has 
revealed to Chesser Lortie of 157 Mil
ler avenue, Brooklyn, the coming of a 
vast conflict that is to involve two hun
dred million people, and in which sixty- 
six millions will be killed. To forestall 
this horror Lortie has written Presi
dent Roosevelt and Pope Pius to warn 
them that the war between Russia and 
Japan is the beginning of the threat
ened struggle in which Japan, England 
and the United States are to be arrayed 
against Russia, Germany and France. 
Austria, Spain, Italy and Turkey are 
to be involved and the outcome of the 
whole mix-up will be that Turkey will 
be dismembered and England will be 
severely beaten. She will only be saved 
from total annihilation, he says, by the 
timely assistance of the United States. 
Lortie predicts that by March 10 the 
vital change will occur. The prophet is 
thirty years old and lives with a wid
owed mother and brother in a cozy flat 
in East New York. He has been a clerk 
in the employ ot the Long Island Rail
road thirteen years, and in his off mo
ments has given himself up to matters 
occult...—Chicago American.

Theodore Nicols writes: “One of the 
most enjoyable events of the season 
was appreciated by those present at the 
entertainment given by the Progressive 
Spiritual Society, at Heuser’s Hall, 
Sunday, Feb. 21, The program was 
opened by the worthy president, Mr5 
Hill, followed by an address rendered 
by Dr. Warne, president of the I. S. S. 
A., which was received with the usual 
satisfaction, The Misses Doderwalds, 
with their selection of music, captivated 
the audience, which compelled a fur
ther display of their talent. Next on 
the program was an original poem, 
‘Burning of the Iroquois,’ composed 
and rendered by W. D. McKenna, which 
was received with great enthusiasm. 
Elocution, songs and recitation added 
much to the applause of the audience. 
The astrological readings by Mrs. Noyse 
were well received. The spirit mes
sages by Mrs. Howes and Mrs. Hilbert 
(pastor of the society) were highly ap
preciated. A good supper was served, 
followed by a social evening. Every
body went away with a pleasant re
membrance of the occasion. ’

Addie J. Simpson writes: "I care not 
how the mediums stumble over sylla
bles, if they have the power of the spirit 
and are able to convince the skeptic of 
immortality.”

Mrs. Burland writes that on March 6, 
she will speak for the Star Mission So
ciety on the West Side, and that Mrs. 
Nora Hill will speak for her church, 
Light, of Truth, 47th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. She also holds socials where 
there are always a number of good me
diums to give tests, good music and 
lunch, the second and fourth Wednes
day evenings. Circles Tuesday evening 
at 3019 Vernon avenue.

E. Wonderly writes from Defiance, 
Ohio: “The Spiritualist Society held a 
meeting Sunday, Feb. 21. Mrs. Carrie 
Curran, of Toledo, state president, was 
our speaker. This inspired speaker 
gave two lectures, afternoon and even
ing, followed by readings in Psychom- 
etry. We feel encouraged to go on with 
the good work. As this is a newly or
ganized society, we will be pleased to 
hear from any of the missionaries who 
may pass this way, and also ask the 
good wishes of sister societies.”

Charles Nuss writes from Harrisburg, 
Pa.: “Chas. Theo. Schneider, formerly 
of Williamsport, Pa., was in our city 
aiding us to unite ourselves together. 
Through his inspirational power much 
good work has been accomplished. Ho 
goes from here to Renwo, Pa.”

"Just How to Wake tho Solar Plcx- 
“Why 1 Am a Vegetarian.” By J.

Howard Moore. An address before tho 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 25 
cents.

"Death Defeated; pr the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young."- By J. M, 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Price §1.

Passed to spirit life, George Little, of 
Warren Summit, N. H. Our brother 
was more than kind to aged pilgrims, 
who many times get abused in this too- 
often rough journey of life. His last 
words were: "The sun will rise and Bet 
Just the same when 1 am gone; morn, 
noon and night will come and go. I 
would like to work longer, but it is 
God’s will for me to go. 1 bld you all a 
kind good night.”

ARZELIA C. CLAY.

Passed to the higher life, Mrs. Aba- 
gall Bassford, of pneumonia, at tho 
home of her daughter, Mrs. Emma L. 
Worth, 516 West Madison street, Chi
cago. Services conducted by G. V. 
Cordingley. She had been a life-long 
Spiritualist, and was loved by all who
knew her. A DAUGHTER.

Wm. Whitsei, of Dallas, Texas,passed 
to the higher life, Feb. 17, aged 70 
years, leaving sister and two brothers 
to mourn his earthly loss, but in the 
full realization that he has only passed 
to a higher life. Funeral services at 
the home of Mrs. J. R. Davis, his sister, 
conducted by Mrs. Alice Baker.

Mrs. Louise C. Clisbee, of Danville, 
N. Y„ passed to the higher life, Feb. 20, 
1904, after a brief illness, An earnest 
Spiritualist, of whom it can truly be 
said, "She has done the very best she 
coqld." Her greatest pleasure was in 
assisting others to the light. When 
reading some poem in The Progressive 
Thinker, she often said, "This is food 
for my soul." A Galveston sufferer.

COR.

Mrs. Mattie E. Hursen, bade adieu to 
her loved ones at the home of her son, 
H. H. Hursen, Feb. 22, and departed for 
the spirit land. She was in her Gist 
year, and had been suffering with 
rheumatism for a long time, and was 
quite anxious to go, was even impatient^, 
but had to stay in the form as long aflj, 
there was anything to cling to. Upon, 
her special request a very short and 
simple service was held, presided over 
by the writer hereof, and the remains 
were taken to the Graceland Crematory, 
for incineration. Mrs. Hursen was well 
known in the Spiritualistic ranks as a 
staunch advocate of the philosophy, but 
was not a public worker.

DR. T. WILKINS.

THE PSYCHOGRflFH
-OR-

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Thla Initrument ts >ul»lsnililly the urns m thM 
employed by rrof. Ware Io bla early Inveatlgatlona. 
to 11a impron t form It bM been before the public for 
moro than aei ,o yeara, and In the banda ot tbouaaoda 
of peraona baa prored IU auperlorlty over ihe Flan- 
ehelte, and all other Inatrumenia which hare been 
brought out In Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and eorrectneu of tho eommunlcatlona received by 
IU aid. and aa a mean« or developing mediumship.

Do you with to invutlgate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Dedlumshlp?
Do you desire to receive Communioat ions?

The rayebograpb la an Invalnnblo aaalatant. k. 
pamphlet with full dlreotlona for tho 

formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every Itutrument. Many who were rw aware of 
their modlumlatlc gift, have, after c few -¡.tinga, 
Boon able to receive delightful meaaagea avolumo 
“Ji“.1 »• Mod with commendatory Laton. Maay 
who began with II aa an amualng tcy, found that the 
inMUIgonco controlling It knew more than them- 
lelvea, and became onnverta to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., irrites: "1 bed 
oommntdcatlona (by tho rsycbograpb) from many 
surer friends, even from old asltlsrs whoso grars- 

•ttOM-yrown In the eld yard. They bar» 
and provea lome that 6p!r 

llaanam Is Indeed true, and the eommanteatlona bare 
riyen my heart tbc greateat comfori In Iba severe«*

1 »are bad ofwm, diagbler, and tbotr mother.0 
writing« have made bn 

ume familiar to those loteroated in psychic mniter«, 
a»fon°w«: ’I am ranch pleased with the Pip 

mograph. It 1« very «Imple In principio and eonmto» 
»«Mlttve lo «plr- 

L.A* bojrcr than the one now in t»e. I believe n will 
BUP®”odo tho latter when Ita auporler norite become known.”

Sf^curtly sent postage paid from
Ba manufacturer, for 91.OO, Address.’

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS
A real visit with friends on the other side of 

Hie, and n familiar talk. H.v Spirit Samuel 
Dowlas; Carrie E. S. Twlng, Medium. PrleoSOo.

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,
And the wondrous power which helped or matte 
them perform mighty works and utter inspired ■ 
words, together with some Personal Traits arid 
Characteristics of Prophets. Apostles, and... 
Jesus, or New Headings of “The Miracles. Bjf 
Allen Putnam. Price, 76 cent s.• >

flflRMONIGSOF EVOLUTION»
Tho Philosophy ot Individual Life» Based 

Upon Natural Selene©
As taught by modern mftstern of law. By Flor* 
once Huutlny, An exceedingly interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution to tho litera
ture of evolution, unfolding its laws from the 
deeper nnd clearer spiritual aspect, and in* 
ilkatlng the (Infects of tho Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists and FnterhliMs alike can gam 
much from lu perusal, Price, finely in 
ClatthSS.
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MICHIGAN LAKE HELEN CAMP, ELA

NOT GENERALLY SAFE

PART I.—The Pentateuch.

LISBETH
ANSWER ME, SNOWFLAKES.

different rellftotu have moved

TWO IN ONE

BY MOSES HULL.

mce SI. FOR SALS AT THIS OFFICE.

. > .... . . -. i 1.1. .t

tae, not I them." Th» whole book le tn> 
tereeting, feednatlng, aad tastracttv* 
Price I1.0Û

This work by Carrie EL B. Twuag le 
exceptionally Interesting. She well 
says: "These characters which have 
brought out the highest and lowest in

Elevating, Fascinating, Instrac. 
ti ve Throughout.

Mid-JWinter Meeting of the State Spirit
ual Association.

I—
X'i Af"

Mofecufar Hypothesis of Nature: 
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper. 24 cents.

To Invest Your Money on the Advice of 
Spirits.

Aryan San Myths, tbe Origin ' 
of .Religion.

By Sarah E. Titcotnb. wirb an Introductlo® 
by Charles Morris, author of “The Aryan Race;" 
Frico.cloth.81.00.______ ■ , -,

THB FROeRJBSaXe THMKBRMar. 5.190«.

This department is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE. ,'
'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
tho most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep- 
■recated.. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in- 
qulry.. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the sp'ace given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every pne has to wait his time and 
placé, and all are treated with equal 
favor. ■

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad

, dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while 1 freely give what
ever information 1 am able, the ordi- 

7 nary courtesy of correspondents is ex-
• pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Albert W. Miller: Q. How do spir
its foretell tlie future? Are there any 
books except "The Discovered Country" 
giving an account of the inhabitants of 
the planets?

A. All events run from cause to ef
fect, and every effect is the result of 
cause or causes. Tlie astronomer tak
ing the position of tlie earth, moon and 
sun, can by tho well-known laws of 
their motions predict eclipses for un
numbered years, or go backward and 
give the day and second of the times 
they have occurred. The events which 

- go into the conduct of lité are more ob
scure and diverse, yet if tae causes are 
all known, thé effect they will produce 
is certain, and this effect, becoming a 
cause leading to other effects, may be 
taken as a stepping stone, and thus by 
steps from cause to effect, tlie future 
may be predicted.

' There is no faculty or power of mind, 
in mortal or spirit, which presciently, or 
Intuitively penetrates the veil of the fu
ture. A clairvoyant or sensitive may 
receive such prophecy, but if true, it is 
received from some mind that lias 
wrought it out, by means of superior 
knowledge. In limited ways persons in 
this life are doing this same prophetic 
work all tlie time. They often fail, and 
often succeed, and their method is the 
Bamo that spirits of the most profound 
mental powers must follow.
1 There are seven, possibly nine, plan
ets In 'thq solar system. There may be 
one Inside the orbit of Mercury and one 
oueside the orbit of Neptune, and tlie 
orbit occupied by the unknown number 
of fragmentary asteroids. There have 
been many descriptions of the inhablt- 
ants of these planets, all fanciful, and 
without the least evidence of correct
ness. In fact, the conditions which pre
vail on all these planets, the relations 

f^'^WlllMit'iiind’ light, áre hudi as to“make 
ft, impossible for any beings like those 
liuiiibiting the earth to exist on any of 
them.

The only one with conditions in the 
least corresponding to those on the 
earth is Mars, and on that planet the 
weight of a given body at the surface is 
only three-eighths what it is on the earth 
and although the day is about the same 
•length, the year is nearly twice as long. 
The winter would be the length of the 
earth’s year, followed by a year’s Bum
mer. The eccentricity of its orbit is bo 
great that it approaches the sun twen
ty-six millions of miles nearer at one 
point in its. orbit than in tlie opposite. 
Its distance, nearly twice that of the 
earth from Uie sun, 141,000,000 miles, 
would allow it to. receive about one- 
third thé light and heat. So miibh less 
light and heat, combined with the 
length of its seasons, only a narrow belt 
along thé equator could be inhabitable 
by such beings as the conditions pre
vailing ón that planet would evolve.

gallant services in tho Union army, 
keelmgly he speaks ot the tin co com
panions who went down m the storm ct 
battle; of his own deeds Ue is silent. 
Yet being longer spared bis record out
ranks them all. He was given a cap
taincy by Lincoln in the 14th U. S. In
fantry in 1861; breveted major for gal
lantry at Travillion’s Station, Va.,1864; 
breveted lieutenant-colonel for gallantry 
at Cedar Creek, Va.; colonel volunteers 
1865; breveted colonel for services 
against hostile Indians, 1868; promoted 
brigadier general, 1895; major general 
volunteers, 1895; general; 1898; present 
commander of the fourth army corps.

. If these men wore Catholics - they 
were true Americans, and an honor, to 
the flagi to which they gave all that the 
bravest cim give. .

Actuated by the spirit of adventure 
and the love of liberty and justice which 
dominates their enthusiastic race, they 
came to Lincoln and asked for a posi
tion In the army. They came when 
men tyalued. In military affairs were 
moat needed and the President nor tlie 
country had cause to regret their hav
ing ■ received commissions. Cardinal 
nor Pope had a . voice in sending them.

The. most remarkable incident of the 
terrible cyclone of death, the massacre 
of the Little Big Horn, is the escape of 
Comanche, the steed that had borne the 
gallant Keogh for many a year on the 
Indian border. - Comanche wae-thq only 
living thing that came out of that valley 
of death; He was found after the bat
tle, riderless pnd saddleless, and cov
ered with wounds, some distance from 
the scene of top disaster, and until his 
death, ten years after, was the special 
charge of the seventh cavalry. He was 
their pensioned guest and no bridle In
terfered with his freedom.

This horse furnished the theme for 
the widely published poem of Emma 
Rood Tuttle, “Comanche," here quoted 
from her volume, “Asphodel Blooms.” 
Although not essential to the answer of 
the question, it give? an episode ip the 
pathetic romance of the four young 
men who left their homes and attached 
their fortunes to the Union cause when 
it was staggering under the blows of re
bellion. ’

Comanche.
Dead Is the steed, Comanche, ' 

Whose tongue could never tell
The woo on the Little Big Horn, 

Where Custer’s soldiers fell.
Of Custer’s brave three hundred 

He only lived to see
The closing of the combat, .

He only lived to flee! b
And he could never tell us 

The history he knew, 
Of how three thousand red men 

Three hundred white men sl.ew.
Such odds as tbat! what wonder, 

Willi staring, stony eyes, »
The white men lay at evening 

Beneath the sljent skies.
That night the horse, Comanche, 

Splashed with Miles Keogh's blood, 
Utterly lone and riderless, •

Wounded and hungry stood.
No dream of fame consoled him, 

Nor sordid lave of pay, 
But honors to the warrior horse 

Accorded were that day.
The Little Big Horn battle 

Was old Comanche’s last;
Oh ¡that he could have known then 

What Fortune had forecast!
Discharged with honor was he.

The Seventh Cavalry
Kept him, a royal tribute 

To Custer’s memory.
On all display occgsiops,. o • ,-.... ¡J 

•Comanche, draped in black, j .
Paraded with the soldiers, 

But none might stride his back,
Never might living rider 

Across his neck draw rein, 
Since Keogh’s crimson life-blood 

Had stained his sweeping mane.
Dead is the horse. Comanche, 

But list! his place is planned 
When fair Columbia shows all men 

The best things of her land.
Mounted, in regal action, 

Comanche will be seen
To tell the truth of-soldiers’ hearts. 

And keep their memory green.

The eleventh annual mid-wintermeet
ing of the Michigan State Spiritual As
sociation wan held at tlie Unitarian 
Church, In Jackson, Feb. 5, 6 and 7, it 
being die third meeting of its kind to bo 
held inftbat city. I . . . '.

Friday morning a reception to visit
ors took place, every one receiving a 
hearty , welcome. . . ’

At 2:30 p: m., the convention was 
called to order by . the vice-president, 
Dr. O'Dell, iof Paw Paw. Invocation 
was by E. W. Sprague of Jamestown, N. 
Y. Dr. B. O’Dell, who was presiding a? 
president in the absence of. E. E.. Car
penter, Introduced Judge J.' J, Calkins, 
of the municipal court tq deliver In be
half of Mayor Pickles, the/àddress of 
welcome. " ' 7' ..' . .

Judge' Calkins spoke welli. 'and ' not 
only made thé delegates feel tlie wel
come as a real, cordial extension 6f the 
city’s hospitality,but gave the delegated 
much of Ihe thought'which they enjoy. 
He told of his own experiences, . and - 
welcomed at’aJl times anything wjilch 
shed roorq light and truth of the in
finite. ‘ -

In response, Mr. D. A. Herrick, of 
Grand Rapids, delivered'some pleasant 
sentiments regarding the very hearty 
welcome given by Judge Calkins; Fur
ther, he said: “We.4o not only'belieye 
in the Immortality of the soul; but we 
know of the next Ijfe. There Is no re
ligion which has more of sentiment, 
truth, reality and spirituality than that 
of Spiritualism. 1 am thankful to God 
that the world has honest critics of 
Spiritualism, for were it not so, the 
world would not have to-day the great 
development it . has in tills blessed 
knowledge. I love a religion which is 
founded, upon kindness and good deeds 
in tills human life, better than one 
founded upon creed."

Dr. B. O'Dell, in a few appropriate re
marks, closed the afternoon session.

Tlie music for tlie afternoon was fur
nished by Miss Elsie Campbell, who 
presided at the pipe organ, and Mrs, 
Fred Beaman, who rendered in beautl- 
ful voice, tlio solo, "Face to Face.”

I In tlie evening Mr. Herrick again ad
dressed tlie convention, taking for his 
discourse the subject, "The Spirit of, 
Religion.” Mr. Herrick stated that 
"He who denies tbe visitation of spirit 
denies all the spirituality of the world." 
Also, “It Is your choice what you make 
tlie life you live in. Just as you live in 
this world, will you live In the next. It 
Is best for us to learn ourselves before 
we judge our neighbor. The true spirit 
religion is jone of love, of all that Is 
good. You don’t want to fear the angel 
world ; look out for thosé you find here. 
The religion of spirit if you will search 
for it, will find and.bless you,"

Mrs. E. W. Sprague gave messages, 
ip the absence of John D. Boyle of De
troit. _

Saturday morning much Interest was 
developed in the symposium; Dr.. B.

D. J. A.: Q. Is it or is it not a fact, 
that during Abraham Lincoln’s first 
term as President, he requested the 
Pope of Romo, through a cardinal in the 
United States, to send him some young 
men, to enter the Union Army as offi
cers; that twenty were sent from the 
Papal Guard, imd enlisted in tbe Union 
Army, were'commissioned as officers; 
the most of them fell in action, and the 
only one now living is General Cop
pinger?

A. This story has not even the ele- 
rnent of probability. It is a libel on the 
names of brave men who gave their 
lives in defense of liberty and for the 
preservation of the nation’s.. That this 
widely-circulated story might be met 
while therewere witnessei .Jiving to re- 
futeit, I wrote to the onlj? survivor of 
the four men who came from Italy and 
joined the Union army.
General J. J-Coppinger:

Respected Sir:—There has been a 
story widely circulated, that Abraham 
Lincoln,.through an American cardinal, 
requested the Pope to send some young- 
men to take positions in the Union 
army, and that twenty were sent As 
you are mentioned as one of the num
ber. I take the liberty of writing you for 
information! I know you will at once 
Bee'the. historical Importance of your 
answer. -.

The reply is explicit:
< r Washington, D. C., Feb. 4, 1904.

Hudson Tuttle: ‘ - ' '
Dear Sir:—In answer to your-Inquiry,- 

KelW> O'Keefe, and Keogh were ydung' 
brother officers of mine.in ,Italy in I860,' 
in the same battalion. They came to 
the United States early fa the’‘War/ 

. ¿resident Lincoln, gaye them commis
, dons. Gen Kelly was badly wounded— 
shattered jaw—at Port Republic, and 

,, died after tlie colse of the war. Col.
O’Keefe was shot four times-at Five 
Forks, and-died soon,after wounded.

? Col. Keogh was killed in-action at Little 
ft Big Horn, Custer’s last fight. He was 
**r the last of the three. God bless them! 
r Other officers came, but-• I . think they

joined tho volunteers. I regret I can
not give you their history. I-know 
nothing of the story or the cardinal you 
refer to- Very respectfully, I remain,

. J. J. COPPINGER.
With characteristic modesty, Gen. 

Coppinger does not mention his own

EXCELLENT WORK IN OHIO.
To the Editor:—Allow me to express 

through the columns of your most valu
able paper some of the work accom
plished in Ohio. The missionary work 
is progressing rapidly, and we have 
calls from all parts of the state, desir
ing missionaries; never was the state 
in better condition then now.

The missionaries are doing a grand, 
good work, and each one is kept very 
busy; new societies are being organ
ized; old societies re-instated. Tbe cir
cuit system has proved a grand success. 
We have a circuit completed east and 
endeavoring to form one in the west.

Have just chartered a society at Ash
tabula, Ohio, with 38 members. They 
have very bright prospects before them. 
I have just returned from Defiance; 
they also have chartered with the state. 
The meetings are all well attended. All 
societies that I have visited so far are 
desirous of organizing a lyceum, and we 
soon will have a lyceum with every 
chartered society. .

Mrs. Schauss and Mrs. Baird are effi
cient workers in the cause of truth, and 
others who have volùptarily assisted us 
in the missionary work. We expect 
during the month of March to have a 
grand rally throughout Ohio, as Mr. 
Harrison D. Barrett, president of the N. 
S. A.,Js to assist us in holding, mass
meetings and doing general missionary
work. The first meeting to be held iu 
Sandusky, Ohio, March 6 ; in Toledo, 
March 13. We wish to invite All 
Spiritualists in-Vicinity of Toledo to join 
with iis In making this one of thé finest 
and most successful meetings Toledo 
has ever held.

All those desiring to hold week-day or 
evening meetings, let me know at once, 
so I may make arrangements, as'I am 
forming the circuit-where it will save' 
expense, such as railroad fare, etc.

MRS. CARRIE FIRTH-CURRAN, 
President Ohio Spiritualist Association.

123 Indiana Avenue, Toledo, Ohio. •

"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized an one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this litLXyolume he presents 
in succinct form ta^substance of his' 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature;, an< presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
sale at this office. Price, 26 cents.

"Buddhism and Its Christian Critics." 
By Dr. Paul Carus.. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 60 cents.) Cloth, $1.25. 
For sale at this office.

Shall I Become a Medi-
lini/’ Fully fltnsM/efed

B ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation,”?by' Hudson. Tuttle. \ Price 35 
eenU 'Send to Mr.'Tuttle, Berlin tleights, 0. '

O.'Dell presided- . , .
Mr. C. E. Dent of Vicksburg being the 

first speaker; the subject of "The Con
dition of Spiritualism” seemed the one- 
for the morning. Then.the subject of 
mediumship was brought forth. And 
in speaking of frauds, Mr. .Sprague 
stated: "We cannot stop frauds, but we 
can refuse to endorse them, and indi
cate to tlie world the difference between 
fortune-telling, faking and genuine me
diumship.” . .

. D. ,Ypung, of Belden; - Levi* Wood,

Julia M. Walton, G. M. Stanley and D, 
Grey, of Jackson, were also speakers of 
the morning symposium.

Mrs. Mary, Stine and Mrs, Laura- L. 
Crawford, of Detroit, gave a few .re
marks oil the progress of Spiritualism.

'Saturday afternoon Mrs. ■ Julia M. 
Walton gave the invocation. The words 
were rhyme and the theme waa oné oL 
religious beauty. .... ...

Dr. W. O. Knowles addressed the con
vention at this session. He said : - ‘,‘Ÿpu ■ 
are developing conditions this moment 
which will affect you 1n the future,, and 
I hope do you some good. If we want 
to make Spiritualism à betterment for 
the soul, be a man, be a woman, be pure 
and stand up with the masses.” •

Saturday evening, Mrs. D. A. Morrill, 
of Grand Rapids, gave an address, on 
“The Powers of the Soul,” She said: 
“We who are endowed with the spirit 
of the Infinite should remember there 
Is a great responsibility upon.us. We 
feel we must impress upon you the sa
credness of mediumship. We .must 
prove this to you by our conduct, by 
right living.”

Mrs. Julia Walton also addressed the 
convention in the. evening. Her sub
jects were taken from the audience, and 
were “Mother in Spirit Land” and “The 
Beauties of Sunshine.” .

In part she said, "We know Spiritual
ism is true, we know immortality is a 
fact. Are we applying these lessons to 
our daily lives. Let us come together 
as really we should come together; 
children of one common parent, and 
when we welcome you into our midst 
we do not care to what church you be
long; we do not care whether you be
long to any church so long as your, soul 
Is reaching out after the highest and 
purest and noblest things."

The evening was concluded with lie 
receiving of spirit messages by Mrs. E. 
W. Sprague of Jamestown, N. Y., and by 
Mrs. Belle Fuller of Grand Rapids. The 
work of both.was very pleasing.

As Mrs. Dorothy Daily of Détroit, and 
Dr. P. T. Johnson of Battle Creek, could 
not be in attendance ‘Sunday morning, 
the time was taken by the reading of a 
letter by the vice-president. Dr. O'Dell, 
from E. E. Carpenter, who Is spending 
the winter in Cuba; also a short ad
dress by E. W. Sprague.

Sunday-afternoon Mr. Sprague again 
addressed the-people with facts regard
ing National and State Associations; 
after which donations wére 'given for 
thë ' MédiUmé’ Home . at . Lansing, 
amounting to $.91,17. After this 'an in
teresting feature was a "spirit .‘photo
graph,’’ Photographer J. W. Paine, of 
Jackson, stated to the audience that he 
had purchased an unopened package of 
plates, upon one of which he -had 
scratched his initials, with those of 
Frank Foster, the '‘spirit photogra
pher.” The plate was then put Into an 
ordinary camera by Mr. Paine, '-upon 
which he, Mr. Foster and another gen
tleman In .the audience each . 'placed a 
hand. In a moment those in thé front 
seats, nearest the camera, declared they 
heard rappings, and in another moment 
Mr. Foster said that the photograph 
was finished. Mr. Paine developed tho 
photograph in a "dark room” at the rear 
of the auditorium, and It proved to be 
the picture of an old, white-haired man. 
A medium declared he had seen spirit 
forms around tho camera, and ho heard 
the name, “Luther Colby." ■■

Dr. A. B. Spinney then gave a very 
■pleasing lecture, which would do one 
good to hear. ' - • .

• Sunday evening an address was given 
-by - Missionary E. W. Sprague, and mes
sages woro .given by- Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague, Mrs. Morrell and Mrs, Bollo 
Fuller. ■ • ■■ ■;- ..

Wo wish to thank the ■ Binger,rx-Mrs.- 
• Fred -Beaman/, and- tlio two -orgftnlBtB( 
Misses Della Horrlok and Elsie- Camp* 
bell; also the kind friends who-made It 
possibly for the State Association to 
hold this meeting in the beautiful city 
of Jackson, aad who were bo free-

POTENCY WWÎDS.
----- it JI.............

Such l& the Earnest Claim of Mr. New
comb, of Çftlo ^do. ,

■ - - . ■ -—Tfftr:. '10 ...............
I see by Tlio Prutreiimv 11 taker 

there is much co it tn era?’ going on in 
regard to obsession;).'! Ab. a spiritualist 
tor nearly tihy yeai-a anti having large 
experience, I deslíe toistlÿ what 1 know 
has great influence'Màth.’tiiifr controlling 
power in mediumsMpiisAbout thirty 
y ears. ago • I commeoséd- writing" for a 
band of exalted spirits;* JlCliey had not 
found an avenue in ■which; 'they couid 
approach parto fot'tlïoubaiids of years, 
and I found myself .toe choson instru
ment through which toey 'iicould ap
proach, and give ta too world their his
tory, and with it' to establish the order 
from which Masonry 'sprang. They 
were no less than What-we call the 
Mound Builders, who built toe mounds 
of Japan before the formation of the 
Japanese nation, and aU the mounds of 
the Mississippit Valley-, and all other 
American mounds. • r- ; ........

On my first introduction to them we 
liad an occasional.seaiiçe jind were dis
turbed by evil or. mischievous influ
ences, They would Ao all in their power 
tb have us discard- these .noble pres
ences, and .tried tq. get"fuil control of 
our doings. One eyeuing we had barely 
commenced writlng.ior these spirits 
when one of the-.¡nteirterlng gang got 
control.apd said;/Tfi.ypu.want to know 
anything, ask me.-., ^qu can't find out 
anything - by that, jâd white-bearded 
heathen," Bhowing our .friends could.be 
seen by them as they .appeared in Ute. 
Our...old. white-bearded -friend said, 
when he got in . control, “You repeat 
these words: KAI .T1-JEMO SAI MAI- 
THAU.” I did as 1^ directed and we 
were not again bothered by the - mis
chievous spirits. ;.t. . .

When we got through with tlie writ
ing for the evening, the control said: 
"You should have seen those mischiev
ous fellows when you.repeated those 
words. They fell to the floor, bound 
hand and foot.” I remarked it was toe 
bad to treat them in that manner, but 
toe control said, "It is u fearful.sp.ell te 
put them in, and they will not bother 
you m.uch moré,” ;

Now in regard tb these mischievous 
influences, they aré, driven away and 
cannot stand these,.,words or orders 
from any one who wjp usé them, throw
ing a force of will ppjvpr with them. 1 
have tried them hundreds ot times and 
I know their potenc)-., .

I have thought ^tiy times about 
making this public.Ip. one circle we 
used these words, apd.the earth-bound 
spirits came in vast numbers, and 
some of them were .perfect geniuses, 
and they gathered ’ thick that ' they 
formed a magnetic chain around the 
circle, but these words,prevented them 
from doing harm, .

It is the will power of medium 
and toe character pf the-pontrol that 
governs—not tbe iiurjfy oL'toe medium. 
The vilest may glv^jgoodj communica
tions occasionally, and tlie purest may 
get a vile control, depends on the 
power of those controlling—not on the 
medium. The medium mpy be pure, 
and ihe control bad gr. viceversa. Keep 
■tlie words in your imnd -and you need 
not'use them orplly,)r.. (j(/

They arp. potent, aqd- mipchievous or 
evil influences .cannot stáftd them.

I Would be pleasemtq hear of the suc
cess of médiums úsmg these words, 
and if used bÿ one with will power, ob
session will be a thing of flue past. Ask 
them to rqti^e;. If t|pyt.ÿq|!flof<. ma£e 
' /heep"ww^/y.and ^iknow'
that they' are potent,', and give them 
freely .to the world Jpr'the benefit of. 
those who; stiffer frqin these,false con
trols. Haying trï.éd'toem‘so,.thoroughly 
and knowing the!? power, i free/y give 
that you may all partake. ■ " ...... „■

" C. F. NEWCOMB. .
Durango, Colorado.

The following from the San Francisco 
Call of Feb. 20, 1904, Illustrates an Im
portant point: ’

Spiritualism, oil stock and patent 
medicine figure in a 'suit for damages 
filed yesterday by Frit? Salmon against 
Edward Earle. According to the com
plaint, Earle, in his capacity of stock 
broker, medium and"dispenser of pat-, 
ent medicine at 810 a bottle, Induced 
the plaintiff to Invest part of his bank 
account. Salmon .says, Earle got $520 
out of him, and he $sks tbe court to 
give him judgment fo'f 'that amount.

The plaintiff says that in February, 
1901, Earle told him that the stock of 
the Hecla Oil Company was a valuable 
asset and advised him to purchase a 
block of it. Earle, Salmon claims, veri
fied his statements a few evenings 
later, when in his capacity of medium 
he produced a Blate message from the 
plaintiff’s sister, Lizzie, telling him to 
buy the stock. Salmon followed the ad
vice, purchasing $250 worth of the 
stock. A week or so later"- he again 
purchased' $250 worth of stock on the 
strength of a message received from 
Lizzie and transmitted to him on a slate 
by Earle. . . । .

Some time later, after he had re- 
celved various letters from Earle telling 
him that the Hecla OIF Company was 
booming, the plaintiff alleges he con
sulted Earle about bls’ health. The lat
ter, he says, infortned'-hlm that he' knew 
of .a medicine that Would' work wonders 
with a sick man. He bought a bottle, 
paying Earle $10 foYTt; for the latter 
told him that he alone knew where to 
get it. A Tew days late? he bought an
other bottle, for, he esays/ one night 
Earle gave him a message' from one Dr. 
Oscar Schmidt, a dectfasadifrlend-, tell
ing him not to be wittfohteffie medicine. 
The message also told "Klnf that “no 
drug store had it in-ttockiOSO, as in the 
first instance, he turned tW$10'over to 
Earle., • ■ iq >:T - -

Now he says-that ithe.tflfedlclne was 
never worth $10 or aay portilon of it,'and 
that the stock of theflfeolifcOll Company 
is not worth the papfer it Im printed bn. 
' • -■ *.- ■ ,-i bi Ji ,

Notes From Southern Cassadaga Camp.

There has been quite a large addition 
to the camp the past week, some who 
have come to stay, and some only for a 
week—others have already gone. Those 
come and go who expect to understand 
the mystery of spirit communion in a 
day or two if they have only money to 
pay for it. Others come with toe feel
ing If they can only get a glimpse of the 
real truth they will be satisfied, and do 
not demand the marvelous. We all 
learn sooner or later that the real spir
itual truth is a plant of slow growth— 
that the seeker must - grow up to the 
truth and not expect it to accommodate 
itself to their plans or’ desires; but in 
quiet, kindly ways people are seeking 
and finding gleams of heavenly light.

Mrs. Minnie Brown, at Hotel Cassada
ga, never withholds a kind woril to the 
seeker; Mrs. Stephens is also ki’mj, and 
Mrs. Wheeler and her Indian' guide, 
Blue Flbwey, scatter rays of sunshine; 
we also hear that Mrs. Steele at Hotel 
Webster, has dime good work, ' 
■ The trumpet medium, Mrs. Bartholo
mew, has constantly in 'her charge a 
well loved niece who has for some time 
been a sufferer from lung trouble. The 
climate has done her some good, blit 
she looks like a lily in its whiteness. 
Mrs. Bartholomew’s devotion to her is 
very touching—It’s “Josie” first and her 
work afterwards.

The weather for the week until to-day 
(Saturday), has been most beautiful, 
and even the warm rain is very pleas
ant.

Strawberries are very nice this year, 
but a little later than usual.

Mr. Colville's classes have been held 
every week morning during tlie two 
weeks, and are well attended and not 
only that, but he donates to toe associa
tion toe proceeds—and it is a nice sum. 
The writer has met him frequently for 
many years, but he -never seemed such 
a marvel as now. The people who are 
not accustomed to real inspirational 
speaking and improvising of poetry, 
say, “Is it true that be had no previous 
knowledge of the subject to be given?” 
and when answered in the affirmative, 
and requested to give subjects them
selves, they say, "It doesn't seem pos
sible.” .

On Monday evening we had the 
largest card party of the season; the 
prizes were presented by Mrs. Dr. Hllli- 
goss, Mrs. Stephens gave them another 
time; a friend who did not wish her 
name mentioned, upon another occa
sion; we have some others in store 
from kind friends.

Tuesday, Mr. .Colville’s subject was 
“The Problem of Life.” On Wednesday, 
Mrs. Smith Baker read a most interest
ing original paper . upon "How We 
Grow,” at the seance held weekly at tlie 
pavilion. Mrs. Baker is a well known 
author and poet, and is-one ot the lead
ers in humanitarian work in Kansas 
City. She was followed with descrip
tions by Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Bartholo
mew, which were very satisfactory.

Prof. Peck spoke on Thursday af
ternoon upon "The Evolution of Mind.” 
His lectures have been very Interesting, 
showing thoughtful study and were il
lumined at times by an inspiration that 
made his hearers wonder how they 
could ever have believed in the old idea 
of creation.

Sunday, although the day was rainy, 
there was a large audience for both ses
sions. . In the morning the writer spoke 
upon the subject, "Are Not All Minister
ing Spirits?’’ and'-Mr.- Colville closed 
with a poetlcatbenediction. ■ ’ ’

■ In the afternoon 'Mf. Colville Sp~dk£ 
upon subjects given by the audience. 
It was a very excellent discourse. Both 
Mr. Colville and Prof. Peck sang solos. 
Prof. Peck was assisted in the chorus ot 
The Beautiful Island of Sometime, by 
toe lady singers.

Although it was very unpleasant Sun
day evening, over seventy people turned 
out in the rain to attend Prof. Peck's 
stereopticon exhibition of the solar sys
tem. He gives another course of lec
tures next Sunday evening, descriptive 
of his course of lectures upon Evolution.

We would IJke to mention more of our 
people, but we fear it would be tres
passing upon your space. Still there is 
one whom we will mention. Mrs. C. C. 
Bacon, of Lake Brady, Ohio, who gives 
out pleasing truths. She is well on her 
journey to the Sunshine Land, but she 
talks sense in the conference. At one 
time she said: “I used to have a pretty 
had temper and speak out quickly, but 
now I’ve made up my mind not to get 
mad till to-morrow.”

On Friday, the subject at the confer
ence was the Golden Rule. Her speech 
opened with the following remark: 
"Well, it’s a subject that has been talked 
about for hundreds of years, but the 
Golden Rule has never been worn out 
by being practiced.”

Mrs. Rose Johnson, of Dunkirk, N. Y., 
has the entire charge of Brigham Hall. 
She still has rooms, and the frequent 
changes in the hotel by people staying 
only a little while and going farther 
south makes it possible to accommo
date a few more.

There are also desirable rooms at 
some of the cottages.

Thanks for the articles for the bazaar, 
from Maine and Missouri.

CARRIE E. S. TWING.

$10,000.00 DONATED . 
TO PERSONAL MAGNETISM
The Americah .Society of Scientific Research Donates 

$1,000.00 for the Publication and Free'Distri- 
bution of an Intensely Interesting Book 

' on Personal' Magnetism and 
Magnetic Influence.

This Book Demonstrates the Practical Value and Power of 
Personal Magnetism in Business, Politics, So

ciety, Love and Disease, and,as a Factor 
in Influencing anc| Swaying the

- Minds of<People.

So Long as the Edition Lasts You May Get a Book Absolutely Pre« 

and Master the Hidden Mysteries of This Marvelous 

Power at Your Own Home—Many Start- 
ilng Secrets Laid Bare.

The American Socl ety of Scientific Research 
conijxjsed of bankers, scientists and pblluh- 
thropists, propose to place the most valuable 
book ever published lute the very homes ofThe 
people absolutely free of Charge. For this pur- 
p>se they have Just donated «10,000, and large 
priming presses are runulug day and night 
turning out this bowk for free distribution,

Men like Carnegie, Vanderbilt, Rothschild, 
Rockefeller and other millionaires have studied 
and used the methods taught in this book in 
piling up millions. This book lays bare the se
crets of the lives of rich men of which you have 
never dreamed. It reveals all the bidden mys
teries of personal magnetism, magnetic b< til
ing, character rending and personal inlluencu ; 
it discloses the real source of power in all de
partments of life. It contains secret Informa
tion of inestimable value to every person who 
wants tosucced in life. Many of themost promi
nent men in this country have obtained this 
book and read every line of it. Taey are now 
dally using its teachings to their own protit 
and gain. It explains how a wonderful woman 
in England secured millions of dollars by tho 
exercise of bur magnetic power over the noble
men and millionaires of her country. It ex
plains bow a woman in West Virginia, with her 
wonderful 'magnetic power healed a woman 
who had lost the use of her lower limbs. It ex
plains how an eminent divine cured a woman 
of a tumor of long standing that hud bullied tho 
skill of eminent physicians. It teaches you how

should write for a copy of this remarkable book 
at once.

The following extractó, from a few of the 
thousands of letters received from some of tho 
people who have read this book give a faint idea 
of Its unusual character and great value.

MRS. LL’SETTA SAFFEL, Philippi. W. Va., 
say«: “1 cured a lady of consumption. Tho 
doctors had given her up; They said one lung’ 
was entirely gone. Today* she Is a well woman,

MRS, T. BRUMLE Y( of Dulaney,Tenn,,st at is: 
“1 have experienced more happiness, moro truo 
enjoyment in one month since roading this book 
than 1 experienced before reading it in ten 
years. For thirty years I was alUlctcd with 
rheumatism: twenty years of tho time could 
scarcely walk, I have treated myself by your 
method of magnetic healing only a few weeks 
and am now as active as a girl of sixteen and 
am perfectly well and free trom pain, This is 
themost wonderful book ever publish.d and 
should be in the hands of every person. Money 
could not buy the book that I received from 
you if 1 knew I would be umiblu to secure an
other."

MAURICE J. SHEW, 13,' West One Hun Ired 
and Thlrty.fourth street, New York, says: 
"tour book covers Ihe whole around so thor
oughly that 1 do not see bow anything elso 
could ever be written to take its place.1 When 
I began with this course I was an invalid, ami
through its teachings 1 have become as strong 
and heart)’ as any one. 1 iuu convinced that

todevóloj) a marvelous magnetic power that ' thousumlH ot lives could be saved every year it 
you ean use In business and sOolal affairs. It Pni>"'‘< ............ ........ .................. , .... -------.
teaches ycu how to resist the magnetic power 
of others. It explains how you can learn to 
road the character ot persons and tell them 
their most secret thoughts and actions, even 
though thousands ot miles away. It explains to 
you how to obtain the power by which you ean 
euro yourself and others of all diseases and bail 
habits without the aid ot drugs or medicines. 
It explains how you can learn inslautaueous 
methods by which you ean place persons under 
a marvelous Influence that heals every ailment 
and deadens every pain. It teaches you how 
you can learn to Influence Individuals, compa
nies and large gatherings, swaying their minds 
as by a magic wand. It enables you to develop 
your mental and physical forces, to acquire a 
marvelously magnetic will power, a retentive 
memory and a fascination that makes you prac
tically Irresistible. It will leach you howto ob
tain force of character, a splendid bearing, it 
commandlhgappoaranceand a power over those 
with whom you come In contact, of which you 
have little dreamed. Il will make you truly a 
leader of men. No matter how strong this de
scription may seem, it Is not half so strong as 
the marvelous power to which this wonderful 
book leads. Have you achieved the success to 
which your abilities and talents justly entitle 
you? Do you wish to obtain a good paying po
sition, an Increase in salary, to rise higher in 
your accepted business or calling, to wield a 
greater Influence over others, to win tho love or 
friendship of some ono you know? Read lids 
book, Do you long for fame or renown? You

lieople generally tin lerstoml the leachings of 
this course. The Wondtrful things that can 
bo accomplished by carefully studying and 
practicing this book approach the miracies of 
old."

In a letter received from J.K. UNDERHILL, 
Olean, N. ^ ., he hays: ''After reading your 
book I cured Mrs. Jennie Fnrnell of inorphtno' 
habit, ot spinal trouble of tan years' standing, 
also kidney trouble and rheumatism of twenty- 
five years' standing. This ciu-e I consider al
most miraculous."

The American Society ot Scientific Research 
lias undertaken the free distribution of this 
book. Illg roller presses are runiilng-sday aud 
night until the ten thousand dollars'worth of 
books are distributed free, On account ot tho 
great expense incut red in proptiring and prlnI- 
ing this book, tin s * only are requested to write 
for a free copy who are especially Interested and 
really and truly desire to achieve greater suc
cess,obtain more happiness,gain more wealth or 
in some way better their condition lu life. The 
free edition Is limited, but If you really desire 
this book for the purpose of botterlux yonr con
dition, write to-day, as the #10,000 edition Is go- 
lug rapidly. Never before In the history of a 
publish Ing business has there been such a great 
demand for tmy book as there Is to-day for this 
book, entitled, "WEALTH, POWER AND IN
FLUENCE." So long as this edition lasts It 
will 1» sent to your address absolutely free, . 
postage prepaid. Address American Society of 
Scientific Research, Dept. 2I1C, 471 Columbus 
avenue, New York City, N, Y. . ;

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE Daniel, K. Tenne/s
Comments on Genesis, Exodus. Leviticus, 

Numbers and Deuteronomy, by Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton. Lillie Devereux Rlake, Rev. Phcbo 
Hanaford, Clara Bewick Colby, Ellen Battelle 
Deitrick, Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ursula N. 
Gestefeld, and Francis E Barr.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE.-PART 11.
Judges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Com

ments on tho Old and New Testaments, from 
Joshua to Revelation. The comments are keen, 
bright, eplcy, full ot wit. the work ot radical 
thinkers who are not Ignorant ot the higher 
criticism. ; There la not a doll page in either ot 
these books, but each ,1s a galaxy of the bright 
minds of the day and throw a new light on tho 
Bible teachings relating to woman. Price ot 
each, paper, W cents. ,

BOOKS
Nevçr-Ending Life,

Assured by Science....... Price, 6 cte.

hearted ¿nd enfer^qe^n the guests 
from a distance., Ngr miffit we.forget 
the hearty welcome «Iveunjhe associa
tion by Judge Calldr®).mn^j'we .wish to 
thank him for' the k/nd -.TOwds he gave 
us in his welcoming address. -'

MISS RENA C. CITAPMAN, • 
■ • ...*/i.u.i^ocretar?' ■

Spiritism, and Mrs. Ldonora B; Piper, 
portrait, of tho author. »Price 76 cento, 
and Dr, Thomson-J.. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to. It. By;®x-Judge Abram 
■H. Dailey.-,' Demonstrates -futility 'and 
inadequacy of Hudsonta explanations of 
spiritual -phenomena, j Price -:-25 cents. 
-. “Tho Priest, the -Woman and tho Con. 
fesslonal.’1! Thls-book;^ by...the well 
known (Father ■ Chlnlquy p reveals thede- 
grading; Impure Influences and reflulte 
of ,the Romish -confesetonal,;as- proved 
by the Bad experience Of; many wrecked 
lives. Prico„by ,-maiI,i?l.-> For sale at 
tote office-• *•> u b- ... •

“Mark Chester; or a Mill And a Mill
ion. A Talb ot Southern - California." 
By Carlyle J’eteraUeaf; Ji pure payable 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa
per covers,. 40 cento. Cloth, 60 «anta 
PStMtort&to-oSCfe _

i r? 1 ? v * a

O snow so white and fleecy, 
That comes from heaven above, 

What is-there in that region,
Is it hatred, Is it love?

Do the angels In that region 
Ever look to earth below?

Do they ever seo our doings?
Do they hear them, do they know ?

Is the choir forever singing? ■ 
-Don’t they ever stop for breath? •• 

Will I joih that heavenly choir ■' • ’ ■ 
When I leave this earth by death? .

Are the harpi forever sounding? -,'r 
■ Do they never cease to play? . ‘. ' 
Oh', that We could hear their music 

On the planet where we lay l‘
Are tho streets all-wide and golden? ' 

Até the cleanérs robed in white?
Do the houses on their bordeW ‘ 

Ever close their doors dt'night?
Wlri there, when I reach that city, 

Be a place made for me? •
Will, there be seine kind friend waiting 

' With a robe and cup of tea?
Will I have to sit forever ” 

In that palace made of gold? .
Never see an earth companion? ' 

Never hear a story told? . ■
Oh! could I but visit earth friends?

And tell them the wondrous tale
■How that heaven Is a city 

Without a prison or a jail. “
Answer these for, me, dear snowflakes.

. Are these meditations so? ,
Tell mo, snowflakes, tell me, tell me, 

Answer cither yes.or nol, : : .■
BLANCHE CORNWELL.

Buffalo, N. Y. . , .

An Interesting Story of Two 
Worlds.

The best scientific argumentin favor of afa« 
lure life that has ever.bcforo beeu made.

Jehovah Interviewed,
Or Orthodoxy from Headquarters. ..Price. 6 eta.

A newspaper reporter goes up to.heaven and in* 
lerviews Jehovali. . ; 7 .

Theology,
Ils. Origin, C&reer and Destiny.. ..Price, 10 ct», 

Oue of the best and most comprehensive sum- 
mlng up of tho absurdities of the Christian 
Theology that has ever before appeared. . .

Holy Smoke in the Holy Land.
Price, 10 cfj.

- Susan H. Wixon says: “1 have read, first and 
last, many accounts of Palestine, or -‘the Holy 
Land,' but have never seen anything in that line 
that pleased me so well as this description by 
Daniel K, Tenney."

The Plan of Salvation. Price, । oct a.
In this pamphlet Mr. Tenney shows the absurd« 
ity of the Cnristian “Plan of Salvation" in so 
clear and plain a manner that any Christian who 
has a spark of reason left cannot fail to see it.

, “Owed” to the Clergy. Price, 6 eta.
An address read before the Free Thought Con
gross held in Paine Hall, Boston, Nov,171b, 189g,

The Master’s Masterpiece, '
Or the Sermon on the Mounl........ Price, to cts.

This >s the most thorough exposition of the fal
lacies of this noted "seruion" that was ever bo« 
fore published.

-Modern Theology and Its Idea l Jesus 
Price, locts*

The absurdities of the reputed teachings of Jesus 
are here shown up as do other writer has ever 
Eresented them before, which will convince any 

onest reader that the most of them aro con
summate nonsense, • ft

The Hon, Daniel K. Tenney, the author of thosu 
books, baa been for many years tho leading law
yer in one of tbe most distinguished law firms in 
Chicago, and there is not a more able writer in tho 
Llbtr/i ranks

A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume,

ORIGIN OF SPECIES, 
By moans ot natural selection, or tho preservation ot 
a favored race In tho strusglo for life. By CharlM 
Darwin, Gilt top, cloth bound. This book li tbo 
grandest achievement of modern eclcntlflc thought 
and research. It has pasted through many editions । 
In UngHsh, has boon translated Into almost all tho 
languigos of Europe.'and has been tho subject ot 
moi** yorlowe, pamphlets and separate books than anf 
otlrtL' volume of the ago. Most of tho great eclontlsto 
of ttMgo fully support bis position. The thought ot 
tb to took has becomo a part of the common tnuorlt* 
UJ)0 Of tho race. For sale at thia office. Price 75 cfe

“Mediumship and Ita Development^ 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist' pevcp 
opinent." By W. li; Baùli. Especially 
useful to learners Xvho seek to know and 
utilise too’laws of mediumship and de* 
volopsnent, and'avoid errors, Price, 
doth, 60 cento; paper, S5‘ cento. Fer 
safe at this oSca. ,

This highly fnatraotlvo end Inlereitlng work ts a 
eomblnttlou tato one volume of two of Mr. Hull's 
■plendld works. By thle nrraogomeul tbo cost Ie inch 
that tho reader li enabled to eecuro the two books 
com J.usd at tbo emtio price ns wns formerly naked 
for thorn eoparatcly, Thu volume contal.-ie pages 
and is budsomoly bound In oloih, and contains an »■ 
cellent portrait of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
la a careful oonparison of Biblical and Modem Spirit 
nallsm.; Nd book ot-tbsoantary has mads so tunny' 
conwrts to Modern Bplrltaallra as tblsr Thenulhor'e 
a m, faltbfnlly to compare the Bible with modern 
phenomena and philosophy, has been accomplished. 
The adaptation of SplrltfalUsm to tha wants of iidmaii; 
Uri lu moral undencyt.the Bible Hoirino oi ansol 
mtaletrn.thospirttuM'aatareoress. Md the obped- 
t onjofforedto Bplrftaaltiin, an ail honstdored in tbo

’ TSB Ct>HTKA.flT " *
eoD*1sto of a cTitioal eoapartkon Of Eransallcallam 
wd Splrt&o&Ilm, Jft i® prodauuon, ana
!s «onlwnw of facta tat WwetrhowlgS, 
to dfifena Splrlta&naaa. of ftad argwwta esaiast ibo

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

Thin volumo consists ot a course of lectures 
delivered In tho tranco state, and Is certainly no 
small contribution to tho study ot tlio soul. It 
is a goou work toonen tho oyes to the difference - 
between tho deductivo and inductivo process ot 
mind. Bound in cloth, 81. For sale at this- ' 
office.. • . • ■ .-..•-.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. , 
,. Tlio imost Important rovolatlons oonoornlng 
tbo truo origin of Christianity. • Reader, la 
'bringing to ypnr notlco"Antiquity Unveiled," . 
It Is। with tbo Blncoro nopo that yon are earn- 
'ostly looking for.tlio truth, roganUosa ot any 
other oonsldorntlon’ It sunk Is tho 0M0, this ’
advertisement will deeply interest you, and 
alter roadlnii this brief description you will 
doubt,leas wish to give tlie ■work a careful

could.be
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IMMORTALITY
An Interesting Line of Argurnent In Its 

Demonstration.

To the Editor:-—A few weeks ago I 
read In your paper a half-column arti
cle,-whose writer expressed himself as 
by no means convinced of the fact of 
Immortality, yet at the name time not 
only willing but earnestly desirous of 
being convinced. The paper has been 
mislaid and the ' writer's name has 
slipped my memory, For this he will 
pardon me. I am sure. ' ■ .

I am not sufficiently egotistic to thus 
publicly attempt' to convince our friend. 
Such action would imply a belief on my 
part that I possess either a rare knowl
edge or a very superior faculty'of im
pressing what I know upon the con
sciousness of another. My aim is much 
more modest. The most ana best that 
I can do is to make mention of what, 
helped me in my -search for proof. No 
other man could or should follow just 
where I trod, but the steps I took may 
serve as suggestions for bls partial 
guidance, thus enabling him to keep 
somewhere within touch ot the true 
course and avoid useless and tiresome 
wandering through the mazes of mere 
guesswork.
. No one man ever proved the truth of 
immortality to or for me. That work 
I was compelled to do tor myself. So 1 
cannot prove It to another. He In turn 
must do his own ■ proving. And the 
beauty of it is, he can. He can prove 
it as certainly, can come to know it as 
absolutely as he knows his own life, 
his individual .consciousness of life, 
and the task is not a hard one. Yet 
certain conditions are Indispensably 
necessary. Like tlie athlete, he must 
prepare himself not only by what he 
takes on, but by what he lays off, for the 
time being, at least.

• The seeker after the truth of Immor-' 
tallty must first take on an earnest 
desire to know the truth, no matter 
how much rubbish It may displace, nor 
how Bacred or precious the aforesaid 
rubbish may have seemed to him.. Also 
a perfect willingness to accept each 
advanced point as it is proven (not oth
erwise) and shown to harmonize with 
what has been proven. I have heard 
men gravely maintain that one could 
not really be certain of his own exist-

° t ‘ r J \

own individual Ute. How am I to know 
that 1 am immortal t"

Let. us be,1. Did .we not find that all 
there is of your life is but a showing 
fprth of Life, the great immortal prin
ciple? We agreed, did we not, to stand 
by what we once established? -What 
can end, stop, destroy your life? 
Whatever it iB, it must have the power, 
must it not? Can anything that Is not 
alive act or manifest power? No. To 
perform an act or wield power It must 
be alive? Certainly. Being alive it is 
one more exhibition of Life.. So to, end 
your life we must employ Life. Set. 
Life to work, not to destroy another life 
bytto end itself, for we have found that 
¡here, is no life outside of Life.
« 'Again, is it possible for'principle to 
work one way at one time and an oppo
site way at another? Is it not always 
triife to itself? Is riot its action always 
In the direction of manifesting itself? 
Did light ever manifest darkness? Life 
simply cannot act otherwise than in the 
direction of re-creating, reproducing, 
perpetuating itself. And what can hin
der that action, since power itself is de
pendent upon Lite for the chance to act 
in any manner whatever.

There arc two or three ugly stumbling 
blocks in the path-of one who is first 
awakening to this light. One is the in
dividual man’s idea, handed down from 
his remote ancestry, endorsed and 
taught by school, preps, and pulpit, and 
flashed back upon thé mirror of his in
ner consciousness from the assembled 
mind of the race, that he Is a material 
body, a mass of bone, muscle, blood, 
nerve? and separate organs, placed here 
amid all sorts of danger from Are, flood, 
pestilence, and the greed of his fellow
man. Theologians tell him he has ■ a 
soul which lives forever. Would-be sci
entists deny it. The ensuing confusion 
befog? his every attempt at a higher 
view.

Another hindrance is the equally mis
leading idea that there are just two 
worlds, this and another; two lives, one 
here and one there. That your life or 
mine begins on this particular planet. 
That the Interests of the Great Uni
verse centre on this one little grain of 
sand.

Add to these our attitude towards

ence, adding: "For may not life itself 
be an Illusion?” To try to convince 
such a person would be a sore waste of 
time. He must sweat it out alone for 
awhile. These lines are not tor him.

He who would prove immortality 
must likewise be willing to set aside 
every opinion, prejudice, or teaching 
■which seems to conflict with the truth 
as proven. Willing to set it aside tem
porarily at least. Ot two contraries only 
one can be true. Prove one true and by 
that act you have proven the other 
false. When opinion contradicts 
proven truth, so much the worse tor the 
opinion. To cling to opinion while 
striving to find that which it contra
dicts Is about as wise as trying to build 
a firo with one hand while pouring 
water upon the kindlings with the 
other.

The sun never insists on shining upon 
you or me. It simply shines. We may 
erect whatever barriers we like In the 
form of roof, wall, shutter, curtain, or 
other shade, and it never attempts to. 
crawl beneath them. It simply shines. 
When we wish its rays for light, 
warmth, or growth, we have only to re
move our barriers and lo, it shines. 
And' thus it is with truth. It pursues 
no. man. It simply is. It forces itself 
■fiowliere: It simply IB. It wastes no 
time proving itself. He who wishes it 
proven must do'the proving; It simply 
Is. Hence, he who wishes the proof 
must ot necessity seek it (not expect to 
be argued into it) and when found 
must welcome it, welcome it above all 
else, make a home for it, and thus se
cure it for his very own.

A word, just here, to the general 
reader. Should I make use of a simile 
or an illustration that seems faulty in 
construction or otherwise open for 
criticism, I cry you mercy. Supposing 
you were driving toward a city, Cald
well, for instance, for the first time, and 
were not quite certain of your road, but 
finally came to a signpost which read:

TO CALDWELL 4 MILES.
Would you care whether the post was 
painted or unpaintecl, or what its color? 
Whether it was of ash, oak, locust or 
the brashest, flimsiest wood that grows? 
Whether it was new. stout, serviceable, 
or old and half rotten? Whether erect 
or leaning, so long as its fingerboard 
pointed in the right direction? Is not 
this last, really, all you want of it, all 
the interest it has for you? Would not 
the very next step be to go forward in

that giant bogy-man, called Death. A 
friend instead of an enemy, yet our 
fears permit us to see only the grinning 
skull and crossbones with which bigger 
cowards than we have Invested him. 
Not a thing, not a power. A change of 
condition, nothing more.'

There is a higher view of life than 
this. If the old views contradict the 
truth as proven, so much the worse for 
the old views. If there Is an idea of 
life that fits In and harmonizes with 
what we have learned of the truth, 
surely that idea is worthy of a test. 
How may it be tested? By living It. 
There is no other way. Live just one 
year steadily remembering that you are 
a soul in temporary possession and ab
solute command of a material body, 
that your life is simply an integral, not 
fractional, part ot Universal Life which 
never began, can never end, that you 
are heir to all you can conceive and un
derstand of it, just as you are free to all 
the sunlight you can use; and at the 
end of the year see how willing you 
would be to swing back into the old
ruts. W. H. HUTCHINSON.

Alzada, Custer County, Montana.

that direction and test the 
information? Would not 
course be a useless waste

truth of tlie 
any other 
of time? I

leave the answer to you.
Now to our friend: You are alive, are 

you not? Most assuredly. You see, 
we must start at some point where the 
ground is absolutely solid under our 
feet. The least uncertainty . in our 
foundation would be.fatal to the stabil
ity of tbe edifice we wish to build. If 
we start with the least glimmer of-a 
doubt in our minds it is bound to bo 

. there at the finish, or bob up serenely 
at all' Borts of inconvenient moments. 
But if we utterly banish it at the out
set- and sed that each link in our chain 
is carefully counled with the one pre
ceding, and welded with all the power 
of unmistakable proof, we can swear by 
our chain when it is flmsheu, knowing 

' that all its parts are equally strong.
.. You are sure, then, that you are 

alive? Yes. No one need prove it to 
you, vou snnply know it. You cannot 
tell anyone just how you know it, but 
you know it. And you do not have to 

• prove it to a doubter. You know it, and 
, that is. enough. Well, what is that 

■ j which you feel within and through you, 
the consciousness of which gives rise 

• to your assertion that you are alive?
Wliat name do you give it? Life, is it 
not? Wliat is that which animates ev

' ery living creature or thing? Life, is it 
pot? Can there be any life that is not 

. 'Life? Cert?.'"ly not.

STOMACH
’ TROUBLES

CURED
H you suffer frarn Dyspepsia. Sloiu&dt. Liver, or Bowel 

Trouble cl ©ny kind, read ibis libf'ral effer. IT
. -,... WILL BE WORTH MOHEY TO YOU.

Do you suffer from 
dyspepsia, indiges
tion, or ctomach, 
liver, or towel trouble 
of any kind J If ypu do. 
why Dot let ui cure you? 
Vi'e do cot mcau ilrlp 
you by (IcuIhe you with a 
strung, itliaubting Soda 
cud Rhubatd Compound, 
or patent "Dytpcpiia 
Pill," Such things will 
stimulate and tatc tain- 
jn'rorily, but in tho end 
will only Irritate end 
further weikcn the al
ready dikcaicd and weak- 
«tied uiouibronci. We 
Will rpnrplikfy audFer- 
naneutly fur« Yen. We 
will go to Uro very foun
dation of your trouble, 
will tinnove tho cauici, 
•IrcnKthen and lone up 

. . tho affeded membranei,
perieclttie cUgeition, regulate and itrcugllion Uro bowoli, «nd 
uroko you M strong end hearty tu you ever were. We could ulve 
you taiUtnonlah by tho iliouwuod of thoie wc have cured <4 
itoniach trouble! In ell forms and stages, but they would not 
trlllo you what the treatment will' do for YOU. Tho only nb* 
aelata proof It In the treatment lUolf, and knowing the Won
derful Curve wo have tnado for others, and believing that we 
•have * treatment that will i'o*Uhely Cure any ease,'no matter 
how complicated or long standing or how many have failed In 
the past, that wo wi|l tend» full two weeks' treatment to any 
sufferer desiring to give it a trial, Many are cured by this test 
treatment Mono. Why not tnalro a trial of it yourself and tears 
Shat it will do for you! It As Free. Address Dr. Pocblei 

uUtuie of Health, o-j Halo St., BatUo Creek, Nick. -

HGRWSCOPES
Seluntlflcullv immrate and reHable. Captain G.W.
WulroiuL 1510GlcuamixL. Denver,Col., EatlbiU.

OMB1«DT, dhiHteiiip. Seuuce'©’ 
uulyile, educational, bonefleial. Thuraduy©. 5 p. 
tu. Cottage Grove Ave., chlcugu.

A SURE CURE.
Cure for Conutlpntlon and hidigeatlon. Price, 

«1:1X1. It not effusive utter «0 .lays trial, money 
rc£uii<l«l. J. AUMOLD. UW S. BiuinWlug Avenue; 
Chlcnt-o. tts . ■

THE SPEAKING DIAL.
A "Wouilcx'ful ttptriiuAt Invention

Gives unmou, dates and eircutnulancos. Speak© 
in vmlou.alanguages;, wiawur© njmital aueation©; 
convincing »wbt ©keplteal. Hite coinu to prove 
JmmorutUty and wkit aonunuuiou. Develop© all 
phitite© of tuodluntelilp. Magnetized by powerful 
©pint baud. Read what the lute Hon. I. Donnelly 
bald of the Speaking Dial. Dial©.uow, 81.60. Send 
lorcircmur aua waumoniute. Encloao btamp tor 
reply, p. J. DEMPSEY Inventor, £317 Columbu© 
uve., Minneapolis, Mlnu. '

ELTON E. HEDRICK,
AS'i'noK4MsaB.*:vocatton;-‘buBinoss apocula- 
Uun, luntrlmnay. cboiuriw, Iruvel. all nttatra ot 
life. Feu -Serai ditto ot birth M near tho 
hour UH iKiseible. tAddreau, 2C2I Heading Road, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. ' MO-

WANTED.
The addroim o( Bt. Clair -Cedrar the palmist and 
peyehie, Last heard of tn Southwestern «Pennsyl
vania. " - ■

HARRjfiON D. BARRETT Canaan, Maine.,

Mrs. J; Conant Henderson,
Formerly -.“BanuM* of Light*’ Medium. Trauco,-
Bnslnmie; Poychometrist,’ Reading© by letter, IL
Addrcbb Bqx 21B, Kingston, Masa, 747

NERVE HEALER.
Magnetic, wonderful cures of all diseases. Treat

incut and udvice sent by mull, 11 per week, ,

Dr. Benson Elliott» California Hailer,
• AcWrcib. Sll'lOtli St.. Denver, Col. .

DON'T READ THIS.
France« L. Loucki, tb« only psychic wander living:, 

that use« tbe spiritual X-ray without any leading 
WHJhlwn to direct, and locates all internal dlaeassJ. 
A trial wlU convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both eexoo sucoessfuily treated, u bun- 
drcds can testify? Bend name, ago, sex, complexion 
and ID cents tn eterups, and receive a correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth dollars -to you. Addreas.

. FJaANOES Lu LOUCKS,

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-ceut stamps, lock of 

hair, age, ntuno. and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free hr spirit, power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
280 North Sixth St, 

San Jose, Call

6. WALTER LYNfi^
THE EMINENT

Healer and
Gifted Psychic.

HEALTH RESTORED 
By Common Sense Methode

u

- Lock 110X1214, ’ ' Btoaoham, Maio.

For tbe Care of Mental 
and Physical Ailments

AnnieiLoi’d Chamberlain’s Card.
Dear irlend©.: yon can greatly help me cure for 

my blind Meter, Jennie L. Webb, one-of the carl- 
leat medium© now ip |he form, by writing a letter 
to a ©pirli friend. ■ Send it to me with 81, and I will 
try,and aetjeply. bv.tiyJepfmdeDt .wriUnff or.wbi©- 
per©. Andres© hire. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil
ford Mae©. - ’ • •

Avoid’’ PsycholofoXrinie,

Da Yah NapiI -4“'1 Be,‘er
UU IVU liUull I can help yon. I Will tit your 
JxnanHofpc cy<;a b>' . Oirvoyimeo and 
OIJuLlGuIUo ©pirlt MbBtstancoat your own 
home with the improved melted pebble lease, to / 
©eo near and al a distance. Pleaee write for illua- ! For Free Diagnosis of Disease 
trated circular, allowing ©tyle© aud prices. Aluo. t . - •
my aplrit method of treating that restores lost | 
vision and impaired eyesight. I guarantee to fit 
your eyes, and safe delivery by mall. w 

B. r. FOOLK.

OBSESSION CUBED.
— i”■ ■ • ■

«end Uve two-cent stamp«, age, nema 
■ex and own handwriting.

A Homely Illustration.
When you get a sliver,In your Unger, 

the sensation is anything but pleasant. 
Allow it to remain long enough and it 
will fester and give you a lot of trouble. 
Remove the cause and the pain will 
stop. \

It's the same way with your, whole 
body. When your head aches,Jt-is n>. 
ture’a message sent from the Stomach' 
to the brain. Every throb is but a click 
in the message whose letters spell "dan
ger—send'relief.” Some people, when, 
they get a headache, rush to the drug 
store and swallow some powerful tablet 
or powder which sets the heart ' to 
thumping and the blood racing around 
the body at a1 terrific rate. Do you? 
Other people take strong purgatives 
which rip and tear through the stomach 
and bowels, leaving them irltated and 
sore. Doyon? Still other people take 
Vernal Palmettona (formerly known as 
Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wine.) It 
is a sensible remedy to use. It removes 
the cause of the trouble. It helps the 
stomach and bowels to get rid of poison
ous waste matter by stimulating their 
natural muscular action. It tones up 
and strengthens the nerves; it enriches 
the blood and builds up hard, healthy 
tissues. Only one small dose a day is 
required to permanently cure ailments 
of stomach, liver, bowels, heart, kid
neys and blood. Try it before you buy. 
Write us for a free sample bottle, it 
will do you good. Promptly sent post
paid. Formula in every package. Ad
dress, Vernal Remedy Co., 452 Seneca 
Building, Buffalo, N. Y. Sold’ at all 
druggists. ,

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS
It Is Important when a meeting 18 

susiteuded, that notice be giveu us, so 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. - We 
want new notices of till meetings being 
held here In public balls st the present 
time. . .

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the'Soul, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple etery first and 
third Thursdays of tlie month, after
noon session at 3-o clock. The ladies 
furnish refershments Supper served 
at 6:15, including tea and coffee. Even
ing session at 7:30. Questions pertain
ing to spiritual themes, answered by

municatiouB to Mrs, Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street.

The Metropolitan Spiritualist Society 
holds services every Sunday at 8 o’clock 
in St. George’s Hall, 3337 State street. 
Good speaking, tests and music. Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Residence, 
3148 Indiana avenue.

-The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 7:30 in Garfield 
Turner Hall, corner of Garfield and Lar-, 
rabee streets. Emil T. Vaas, lecturer; 
Frank Joseph, medium.

The Spiritualistic Church of tbe Stu
dents, of Nature bold services at 
Nathan's Hall, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue, Sunday even
ings, 7:30 p. m. Mrs. W. F. Schu
macher, pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361
363 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, hold? services 
every Sunday in Hall 309, Masonic Tem
pie, at 11 a. m. Sunday-school at 10 
a; m.

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
in Van Buren -Opera House, Madison 
street and Caliicmia avenue, - every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
spirit messages, assisted by1 other me
diums. .

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening At 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near-North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Sunday afternoon at 
2:30 sharp, at Phoenix Hall, 324 East 
Division street, near Sedgwick street. 
Conducted by Mr, and Mrs. Howes.

The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwestcorner of. 
,47th street- And Cottage ’Grrive avertue? 
Conference at 3 p.?(n.,. and. lecture and 
tests at 8 o'clock. 'Mrs.' M.' A.' Burlandj: 
pastor.
; Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society 
will hold-meetings every Sunday at 3’ 
and 8 p. m., at Atheneum Building, 26 
Van Buren street. ...Mrs. May Elmo, me
dium. Tests and good speaking. All 
are welcome.

Tbe Rising Sun Spiritual ‘Mission 
holds a meeting every Sunday after
noon at 2:30 and 7:45, at No. 878 S; 
Western avenue, Star Lodge Hall.

New Thought services conducted by. 
Julia M. Learnered, at 7:30 o'clock ev
ery Sunday evening, at 720 West Madi
son street, third floor.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Woodlawn Spiritualist Society 
will hold services at 6209 Madison ave
nue, Sundays at 2:30 and 8 p. m. Prof 
J. E. Smith gives tests and spirit mes
sages. W. H. Molilan, president; Prof. 
J. E. Smith, pastor

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr
heit, meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o’clock in Wicker Park Hall, 501 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests' by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Villroak.

The Universal Occult Society holds 
its meetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first 
street, Hall “C,” every Sunday after
noon and evening, the Hon. Robert Gll- 
ray, pastor. The renownet. medium, 
Charles J. Peterson, psychic. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Regular service at 8 
p. m.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street.

“The Majesty of Calmness, or Indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities.” By 
Wm George Jordan. Another valuable
little work Price 20 cents. For sale 
this office

"The Truth Seeker Collection 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use

at

the guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich-

The 4 Great Problems: 
Whftt.Mow, Who and Where Are 
We? The contents of this book cannot 
be found in ancient nor modern literature, By 
registered mail, ll.tth DIL-GEORGIAN MILLER, 
Diamond, Ark. •

MKB. MAY A. PRICE,
Clalraudlent, Cliili-voyiuilliiedliun, mid cuiiscIouh- 
)y eoutrolled lecturer, without the leant eutraneed 
condition. Eueloae loeU-ot hnlr. own hand wrlt- 
liig. mid one dollar, and I will give you the luwa 
by which you may .attain tbe amne powei-a. No. 
01 D 81., N. E., Waablngton P. C.

. FOUND.
A medicine that will cure Kidney Trouble and 
Rheuiriuilain. Contains no acids, has no injuri
ous effects, and never fuila. 81.50 per bottle.

GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY.
¡781 California St., Denver, Colo.

FRED. P. EVANS,
The Noted Paychic for

Independent' Slate Writing and 
Clairvoyance,

Has recently loft NcwYork, and 1© now located at 
1113 Eddy St., ban Frnucteco, Cui. Bend btamp for 
circular on Medluiuehlp.

.. The New. and tlie Old, 
Or th,o World’s Progress In Thought. By Moses 
Hull. Au excellent work by this veteran writer 
and thinker. Price. 10 cents.

r

of 
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Study Clairvoyance.
J. C.F. GRUMBINE’S BOOK on “How to Un

sold.the Clairvoyant Vision, Pierce the Veil of 
Sense. See and Converse with Spirits, Enter at 
Will jhu Spirit World, Become a Seer.”

PRESS NOTICES.
“Your work is marvelous, epoch-making.’’—Lil

lian Whiting, Boston Correspondent to Chicago 
Julcr-Qceun.

“Admirably unfolds the law and nature of Clair
voyance.“—Chicago Inter-Ocean.

"A remarkable book, Originality and depth of 
thought, combined with perspicacity, character
ize every page. It la evident In every sentence 
that this volume Is the offspring of inspiration."— 
The Progressive Thinker.

“I consider the book on Clairvoyance a most re
markable and practical work on development. It 
harmonizes well with the Hermetic Schools of 
Philosophy, in which I learned the mysteries of 
udejilshlp."—Prof. Geo. W. Walrond, Astrologer.

“It is the best work on the subject of Clairvoy
ance thus far. and points out an alluring goal of 
true spiritual development.’’—Mind, New York 
City.

■‘It is a revelation.’’—Light. London, Eng.
Reduced price, 11.DU. Send now.

DIVINATION.—How to read the past, presentand 
future, practice magic and become a Rosicru
cian. Mb. Series. SI.

AURAS AND COLORS-How to get at the aura 
and find your color, and understand color vl- 
brutioxe. A wonderful work. Price. 50 cent«.

PS YCHOMETRY.—Howloread the sou!of things.
A most practical book. Price, 5U cents.

EASY LESSONS in Payehometry, Clairvoyance 
- and Inspiration. Price, 50 cents.
REALIZATION, or How to Become an Adept.

Price, 25 cents _
J. C. F. GKUMBINE,

1285 Commonwealth Ave.. Boston. Mass.

4K Evanston Ave.. Chicago, ill.
B. F. POOLE.—Dear Sir: Your Magnetized Melt

ed Pebble Spectacles received. 1 am delighted. 
They arc perfection in every way.

Sincerely yours, Alonzo Thompson,
Fullerton, neb.

READINGS AND BUSINESS AD
VICE $1.00 and two stamps. -

HPATH ITS MEANING 
1 1 1 aud Kesults.

By-J K. Wllaon, .of llio Pcnusylvonlu Bar. 
An absorbingly huoreatlng narrative relating a 
aerloa of wondnrful nsyeh'.e inanlfeulutionH oc
curring In tho writer’s experience. Cloth, Illus
trated, 81.25.

DR. LOUIS H. FREEDMAN,
The Renowned Australian

Healer,
Hae removed to 618 W. Monroe St., Chicago, where 
he la prepared to treat bucceaafuU.v those who are 
afflicted with any dlaenae. Sbnd for his booklet. 
Mrs. Freedman will give sittings dully. She«*is 
clairvoyant and clalraudienl, and guarantees s t- 
lafactlom

Address 784 Eighth St., 
Oakland, Cal

FRANK N. FOSTER,
Tlie Noted Puyehlc for

SDlrlt FhotoaraDhii
Bend name and addreaa forcirciilar. Silting© by 

mail. 81 8, Diamond Bt., Grand Rapid©. Mich.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
lithe oldHl tai bmI »aoctaetwl aplriia«!

bow Ln precUoe. HU curd are
TUEMO8T MARVELOUS

of thl» age- HU ejaujlDBtton» are correctly undo 
and tree te all who lead hhn name, ege, »ex and lock 
of hair, and ila cent* I© ilampa. He doeen'l a»k tai 
any leading symptom. A clairvoyant doe»n’i <i©od 
any. He poritlvcly cure» weak men. Addnro»

J. 8. LOUCKS. M. D..
Stoaihem. Mtn.

RftDIflNT ENERGY Bls, Its Relation 
to Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon a new branch 
of research into the lawsuf nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer of the modern as
trological literature will surely come with great 
Interest. Price, cloth. 11.75.

fl-Few Words flUoiit the Devil, 
And other Essays. By Charles Bradlaugh 
With the story of his life as told by himself, 
and the history of his parliamentary struggle 
With Dorirait. Paper. bOc. -

A Conspiracy Against theRepublic
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of "History 
of the Christian Religion to the Year MX),” etc. 
Price, paper, 25 cents.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
It is enough to say this M page pamphlet is 

written by Moses Hull. Price 15 cents.

The Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
Human Life,

With Character Readings of Pen 
sons Born Upon the Cusp.

The principles found lu this voluma are both 
a Helene© and a religion, for a better und a tai 
happier humanity. It points to tbe planets ai 
an index to the human character and liability 
to disease«; also gives the gems and colors suit
ed to temperaments evolved under certain plan- 
els. But the autnor. ELEANOR KIRK, lays 
special stress upon the fundamental prinelpH 
UuifAll mnindies known to man can be entire* 

। ly dominated, forever east out, by those whq 
realize that mind is the master and body th< 
servant.” Price, cloth, 81.00.

ft < -afe?1."--

And Hearing to the Deaf With His lew Absorption Treatment
6698137186 OF MILD MEDIOIHES Mï! £ \ ONE CH USE IT THEIR OWN HOME.

\EBEEf 80 Book on Blindness 
Diseases Free io All.1

, - Dr. CoUoe. di Des Moineji'iowa. hasluBt publlehod a 60,000 ‘ ,
I etlltlonof ala-now book bn Bllndnens and Eye Diseases. 

■ ■ This book explains bojv.-peoplo affltcted'wltn Blindness, J
Cataracts, Granulated I4dm Inflammation, Ulcers, Scars, jMf: A

.- Scums, Films.^Paralrsia.of the Optic N.orve, Glaucoma, 
, Weak and Congested Byes, and all other eyo diseases, pan W w
’ . cure themselves -at their own a
. -homos by using Dr. Cottes’e mild - *

1 Absorption TrontmentirThle book - a-
will bo sent free to all. * ' A, ■

WRITE ROB BOOK TODAY. W .

64 Page Book on Deafness 
and Ear Diseases

»

&

Dr; Coffee’s Book on Deafness and Ear Diseases, recently 
) published, will be sent free of charge to all people afflicted 
* with Dennies«, Head Noises and Catarrh. This book ex

plains how all deaf persona can cure themselves and re
store their hearing perfectly at their own homo by 
using Dr. Coffee’© New Absorption Treatment. All cases 

of partial or complete deafness duo 
to catarrh or other causes can be 
cured.
WRITE FOR BOOK TODAY,

®s?
Gradually Growing

’"V ' Dr. Coffee’s Book on Eye 
Diseases.

Dr. Coffee’s 80-pago Illustrated book on the “Eye and Its 
Diseases” is the most wonderful publication on this subject. 
It has colored picture© ©bowing the different forms of eye 
diseases. It’bas cuts and illustrations that make it possible 
for every person having weak or diseased eyes todia^noso 
their own case without going to a Doctor. It has all the 
rules of health, tells how to diet, bathe, take physical exer
cise, tells about deep breathteg, etc. This book gives the 
history of the Absorption Treatment and Its discovery by 
Dr. Coffee and hi© great fight against surgical opera-

Dr. Coffee’s Book on Deafness 
and Ear Diseases.

' Dr. Coffeehas published a 64-pago book on deafness, head 
noieee and catarrh. Thia book explain« the can«« of all 
forme of deafness and ear diseases. It tells about catarrhal 
deafness, about ulcerating ears, deafness from fevers, deaf
ness in children, and about catarrh of the nose, throat and 
head. How he cures Day Fever and Asthma. This book ex
plains and gives illustrations of his wonderful little instru
ments and medicines used In curingdeafness and ear diseases 
by bls absorption method that anyone can use at home ' 
without visiting a Doctor.

tlons upon the eyes.

Blind. Dr. Coffee Cured 
Me.

. . EMMETSBURG, Iowa.
Eleven years ago 1 was taken with acute in

flammation of the eyes with Granulated Lids. 
I treated them at home for a year and then I 
went to a leading oculist ana he treated my 
oyea for eight months, with no benefit what
ever. Three months afterwards I got to euf- 

. feting bo bad with them and scums com-
jnts.LULUtait inenced to grow over my sight, which mode me 
bo blind that I decided to go .to another oculist. I kept chang
ing doctors and had fire different operations without benefit. 
Finally one doctor said that I would never get well. I gradu
ally grow worse, and I got so blind that I could not tell a per
son right in front of me. When I beard of Dr. Coffee and his 
new treatment I went to him two years ago,.and from tho first 
day my eyos'commenced to improve, and they steadily im
proved, until today I can eoe.to road aa well as anybody; the 
ecums and ecars nave absorbed and the sight is perfectly 
clear; tbe granulationa have got entirely well, and I want to 

. ©ay that ©VBEy one afflicted go to Dr. Coffee, or write him, and 
bo cured. IHb medicines are mild, but wonderful in their 
results. . Your friend, MRS. LULU TAIT.

Is it. net true, then that every man!- 
■ festalicu of life we see about us Is a 

imanifcsuiGcii. an expression, a showing 
. forth ot the -real Life principle? Show 
•' me life that is net this, and you, per

. -force, show me life that- is net life. 
■ Absurd! Sa we And that all lite is In 

reallty'ino, that in the f:..al aualys's it 
f' is the outgrowth, the oi'.tcrcppmg of a 
’ Universal principle. What arc some of 

"the chaicc'eiisties cf princ’dcf. Is It 
"■' •iiobslblo to conceive, for instance, when 
¿vright was act right.-when justice was 
w-'DOt justice? (I have no reierence to 

the gfotesque travesty so often enacted 
? in courts.) Or a time when truth will 

hot be ln:th. justice not justice? If not,- 
they i’.’rely never began, can never end. 

i'-'Anv other principle or phase of prin- 
\ciple- will bear Uys same test. That- 
i'■which never begins and never ends-is 

■/•-'Burely eternal, immortal. Life, being a 
- 'principle, 1s therefore eternal, immor- 
7— tel. .. >•••■ ■ •' ' ’y
< Again, were it possible to so treat any 
?' principle, whether.that of .truth, honor, 

jimtto''.' equality, or any, other, as to, de1 
■ prive It cf life, would It continue to ex- 
'1st? Impossible! So for anything 
whatever to always exist it must bo 

'' endowed with life. Life, then, must al-- 
Ways be. ■ .■: ; ... ■

"• Right hero the old habits of thought
Will fairly rlso up in arms and prompt a 

....fellow to exclitlm: ‘‘Oh, but I menu my

mond; name poems given to strangers. 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton, assistant pastor.

The Spiritual Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. • 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor. .. • •

The Spiritual Research will meet eve 
ery Thursday evening at 144 South Al
bany avenue, southeast corner Colorado 
avenue, beginning at 8 o’clock sharp. 
All are invited to attend. Good me
diums in attendance.

Chuch of the Spirit. Spiritual serv
ices are held at 839 North Clark street, 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p. in. Psychometric 
reading and messages given.to all at-, 
tending, through “Wm. Fitch Ruffle, 
ps’-rh'-c. . ... . or/. ....
'Lignl and Truth Spiritual Church, 501 

W. North avenue, Wicker Park Hall. 
Meetings every Sunday, afternoon,;2:80.

'1 he Christian Spiritual Union Church 
now holds meetings at Becker-Hull, cor
ner State and Forty-fourth'streets. 
Mrs, L. J. Vaughn aud Mrs. Lucillo De 
loux, test mediums.

Ihe Spiritual Besearen meets erciy 
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, lu 
Van Buren Opera House, corner of 
Madison-street and .California,avenue.- 
Good music tied singing. All are lu 
vltcd io attend. ,,

- A Spiritualist Temple- has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at. 523 Bel; 
moril avenup. Services held every Suri-7 
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and music at every ser
vice.

Tho liyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at Alliance Hall, between Rim
bark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass tho door. The best tal
ent available will bo secured for all

Liberals.” For sale at this ctflt-i-. 
Price 25 cents.

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of ' 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. ' An Important work. Paper, 
■85:<fertt6,'!- For sale at this office.

“Never-Ending Life Assured • by- Sci
ence;” By Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
strong.and conclusive argument from 
the basis, of science. For sale at this 
office. Price 6 cents.

•■The Present Age and inner Lite; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied and explained.” By Andi aw Jack
son Davis. We have a few copies ot 
this “work by the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, »1.10. -
! “The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based ‘on -Hy- 
gic’.'.e and Health Culture. - By twenty 

I physicians and specialists. Edited by 
I Albert Turner.” • Of especial interest 
! and value. For sale at : this office. 
. Price »1.................... .

"The Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm. 
A Menace^, to American-- Civilization." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer. 

. upon, physical, physiological -and ; psy. I 
• ■chic science. Demonstrator of the mo- 

locular or spiritual hypothesis of na- 
.1 (ure., Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 

Pric’d’25 cents. -For sale at this office, 
; ‘lAftgr Her -Death.- -The- Story of a'

_’.‘ILp.2 WL’itlng. No 
mind that loves ’spiritual thoVi^-.l can 
lall to be-fed and delighted with thia 
book; • • Beautiful spiritual thought, com- 
biuing advanced Ideas on the finer and 

• ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
■ the mind onward into the purer. atmoS-

A Wonderful Cure.
WINDSOR STATION, Va., Nov. 10,1903. 

Dr. W. O. Coffee, Des Molnce, la.
My Dear Sir—I was almost totally blind 

in my right eye, and could hardly boo 
enough put of the other one to get around 
the yard. -Jt was pronounced cataract and 
ho ono saw any hope except to have an 

I- ¿boration * performed to have it removed, 
•which 1 protested against, owing to my 

Sheard about you through your adver
. . tleomcnt, ordered n month's- treatment,

,1ms. M. a. • used It ae-directed, and today my eyesight 
bocbrts. jg ontireiy restored. • Words cannot ex

firosfl my gratitude to you and your remedies. You are at 
Iborty to uso^hie testimon - In any way it may benefit you or 

©ufforinDhnnanity.. I am 70yeara old. __ ___
- Yours very truly, . MRS. M. A. ROBERTS.

□Could Not See Across the Room.
KNOX CITY, Mo., Fob. 21,1902.

Dr- Coffee, Dos Moines, la.
- • Dear Sir—My oyos have been core for th© 
bdst go years: 1 was blind ono year with 
Granulated Lids; I had thorn treated, and 
they woroaU right for ten years,- but they 

■* got soro agate, and 1 had them treated un
til I wns-Bick and tired, and my loft oyo 
fallpd mo agate, and until the last twoycars 

• Tdouldnoteoo my way across tho room. 
.Gho day my daughter rood to mo of tho new 
mo'-hua of.treatment for tbe eyes given by 

. tho colobrated Dr. Coffee. 1 wrote to him 
'' and «oath otfiUJ3)ontofmyc.".*a; ho treated my .ayos for ono 

« year; aojk to d4y lean dob aatvellos unjouoUltehatf attained 
•' - tto 74 jraars- 1 uwo R all to Dr. W. O. Coffee.

. •/ Youro iQipactfully, EMILY DET^S. .

CfiretKAftei Many. Disappointments.
i. CLT.MENTS, Minn., Doc. 17.

fir. W. O. donee, Des Molrto?,*Ia. ■ 
; Dear blr-^Lhnd been, troubled .very much 
With pranulfttcd cycHds nod ulccro or 
growth© on ©noli oyo between th© pupil and 
in© tear dudt. - I^omlnont physicians and 
ocullnto In Id wand Minnesota did no good.. 

Wii'ftdvised "by a .friond.ito conBUltyou, 
iH&ffu7©© y^m-jtnow, I- did. After using 
Wtroatmonf lor three woek© letauped 

....................... , . ♦orafcwdayonO 1 could sco the offpettuid 
.JONI.Oit^nT». toiny eurprie©-'tho granulation and.ulcere 

Rafi . jmd#11 diBappoared.Tuhaven tused aujthlnf in thoinBlnco 
thotfiSeptemberbandd can work- In duet or omokoor any- 

BJSL.. where, and th6y &'» is- good • tad;clonr ao ever they wore. I 
S . nm vcryglirt th(it i eonsultod yon. ond will bo very nlonwd 
frtM torocommcad j-ou eadyaurttoaffliont to my many irlcndfl. 
H -.W'UnETOa6UC¥<mr9vorytmly, JOHN 8. GRANT.

phore ot exalted spiritual truth, a 
book for tho higher life. For sale" at 
this office. Price, cloth, »1.

meetings, To spread tho truth is tho i «Astral Worship.” By 3 H uni w 
object of this society. Address all com-’ a gy>r said at this oiflM. Fries §1. ‘
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A Beautiful Child, Blind and Deaf. Restored , 
to Sight and Hearing.

This is oue of the most ramarkable cures 
ever made. The case is tut of the beauti
ful little girl, Mies Nada Parker of Mo* 
berly, Mo. This little 10 year-old girl waa 
brought to Des Moines by her aunt, Mrs. 

tK Atherton, of Moberly, Mo. She was al- 
9>j most completely blind from inflammation, 

* scums ana cataracts on her eyes, and she 
was so deaf that you had to yell te her 

Mus ri«» Fame*, oars to make her hear anything. She had 
been treated by tho best ear specialists te Chicago and Kan
sas City for three years without any benefit whatever. She 
woe getting wore©. In six weeks’ treatment under Dr. 
Coffee’s supervision her hearing was restored so that she 
could hear a watch 18 inches from her ears. Dor sight was 
so good that sho could read a newspaper. Mrs. Atherton 
says: *4 don’t think iny niece needs much more treatment. 
I simply brought her up to Des Moines to let Dr. Coffee see 
how nicely she Ie getting along. Her hearing Is practically 
perfect and so ie her eyesight. We consider this ono of tho 
remarkable cures of this most incurable of diseases.”

Picture of Eye Diseases.
Tho exact condition 

and appearance of the 
eye when afflicted with 
the various forms of 
eye diseases.

Picture No. 1. Cat
aract duet commenc
ing to lorm in the first 
stages, when It is mor-t 
easily cured by Ab
sorption. Thia is tho 
way Mr. Laub’s eyo 
looked when the cat
aract flast appeared.

Picture No. 2. Cat
aract almost perfectly 
ripo. Sight is com
pletely gone. Tho old

No. 1. 
method of treating this 
affliction .by operation 
made it necessary to 
wait until tho cataract 
became ripe. This was 
the condition of Mr. 
Laub's eye when ho 
began treating it with 
the Absorption Treat
ment. In onb month's 
time the cataract was 
completely absorbed, 
and sight restored.

No. 8.

do*

Picture 
No. 4 ebows 
a watery 
tumor

Doctors odvlBO tho romovnl of tho eyeball, hot Dr. 
Coffeo’o Absorption Treat
ment reraoveo growth and 

• clears up tho tight per
fectly. . .

Plcturt No. 6. This oyo 
trouble Is called J’nina, 
And Is a growth or .cum 
over the eyes caused from 
granulated lids and Inllnm- 
motion. Thlu trouble was.

flightIb com
pletely 
Btroyod.

No. 2.

Picture No. 3. Gran
ulated lids before unv 
treatment is applied. 
i]f thl. form of eve 
trouble 1r permitted 
to exiAt without 
treatment» It will 
produce ulceration 
of tbe eye, growth 
over tbe eight and 
wild hairs. This 
picture represents 
tbe mipearance o f 
Mrs. Botta’ eye. Dr. 
Coffee's Absorption 
Trentment used by 
Mrs. Betts st her own 
home removed this 
condition.

A Prominent Railroad Man’s 
Restored.

VALLEY JUNCTION, In.
Dr. W. 0. Coffee. Dos Moines, la.

Dear Doctor—Sly trouble was brought 
on by a little cold, which produced a little 
soreness and tenderness In my ears; this 
cold settled in my head and produced a 
case of catarrh. 1 paid no attention toit

Hearing

■A
until I commenced to got deaf ; thig alarm
ed me, because, being in the employ of a 
railroad, 1 realized that the growing deaf
ness, if not cured, would cost mo my job. 
I wont to a physician for treatment, but 
bo cave mo no encouragement whatever, and bls treatment 
fulled to benefit mo or chock tho progress of the trouble. I 
could not hear a watch tick when bold an Inch from my ears. 
1 sent for your trentmoflt; tho first month’s uso produced a 
alight Improvement in my hearing. 1 continued yut:r treat
ment six months. To-day my hearing Is as good as ever and 
I consider myself completely cured, and my general health ie 
a good deal bettor.

C. SCHWENK, Valley Junction, Iowa.

SB. BCKWKKK.

Restored to Sight and Hearing.

eye» wblcn 
generally 
beglna 1 n 
ono comer ri 
of tho evo • , 
and ' gradu
ally opreads 
until .tho 
eye io cov
ered and

gradually, destroying .Mrs, 
. Talt'o eight and caueod 

k. - untold Buffering, Doctor© 
' ndviocd an operation. Dr.

Goffco’fl mild modlclnoa 
cured tho trouble and 
caved Mro.Tolt from total 

blindness.

. DR. W. O. COFFEE,' 812 GOOD

mk

UK». Mll.IJE A. 
OllKSNUAN.

. GARVIN, Minn.
Twelve years ago I waa attacked with 

Inflammation and granulated Iide, aadjn 
spite of remtllee that I tried, my eye© 
kept constantly getting worse, tho granu
lations caused ecu ms and films to grow 
over tho eyeball, ulcer© the eizo of a pea 
formed on tbe Right, which oto Into 
the eyelid and eyeball, almost perforating 
It, I could not cilstlnguteli an object, no 
matter how close I held it to my eyo; tho 
F.ovoro pain almost drove mo frantic. 
Never in my life did I suffer more. My
rlghte&r waste very budshape; It commenced to discharge 
wnon I tvas 12 yoara old; thin discharge increased from time 
to tliuo and finally caused a largo tumor to form in my oar 
close to my car drum- The horribjo noteos cciimxI by thlu 
tumor and tho pain of my eyes and oar caused me untold 
suffering. 1 was finally porsiindod to write to Dr. Coffee, 
which JI did, fully explaining my case to him, ©nd Inafow 
days 1 received from him by mail sotno medicines, with full 
instruction how 1 was to use thorn, Soon 1 noticed a vast
Itnprovomont. 1 cqutlnucd to mo hlo treatment and tnndu- 
nlly tho.rcums, granulations and ulcers wore .completolvab- 
Borbod, not oven leaving a rear, rind today my ©yea an, in flrst- 
clasa condition. 1 can road ana eeo to do any kind of work 
without trouble.

The tumor has been entirely removed from my oar and 
.«kora and inflainination boated and I can hoar ordinary con
versation as plainly an 1 could,before thia terrible misfortune 
overtook mo. Worde.cannotoxproan my (loop-foil gratitudo . 
for tho benefit 1 received from tho Absorption Treatment.

.. Yours truly, 'MRS. MILLIE A. GREENMAN, 

specify which of th© two lo wanted, ao only on© book, either 
which ono you wont.' Writ© for Book to-day. Address 

BLOCK, DES MOINES, IOWA.'

(.«A
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The Center of Creation
BY CHARLES DAWBARN.

(Continued.)
In his search for manhood within the 

splar system, Mr. Wallace begins with 
Mercury as nearest to the sun. Mer
cury is not only very near the sun, but, 
like our moon, keeps its. face perpetual
ly turned to its lord and master. It is, 
therefore, almost red hot on one side,
6,1(1 c()ld as space on the other. It has 
nlmost no atmosphere, and is too small 

Lj vf--." to hold by attraction either hydrogen, 
I).1 1 oxygen or nitrogen. There would be a
jjl constant turmoil all over its border
j ' . lands, where heat and cold meet. So,

BL ■ of course, man could not have been 
pi evolved under such conditions.
f ; The next planet is Venus, it is large
Bk and dense enough to retain the same
B i gases as the earth, and has even a
fi .1 deeper atmosphere. But, alas! it has
K V • been recently discovered that it has no 
B ■; ' , day and night. It turns the same face

' to the sun all the year round, so would

go to the same hell. It is beginning to 
be recognized that personality is a very 
unreliable expression of manhood. The 
personality, you knew twenty or thirty 
years ago, and have not met since, is 
gone for you. At best you exchange 
memories, and so believe yourself Into 
the old relation with each other,
, I have elsewhere, in other articles, 
given abundant reasons for believing 
that death itself, like birth and accident 
during Jife, somet'iines disrupts the old 
personality, producing in that way 
much of the confusion and mystery of 
spirit return. Fancy Mollie Fancher 
over there and trying to come back. 
Sometimes you would feel to recognize 
some mutual fact, and cry “wonderful
test." But then would come appear-

■)

k

PM.

roast humanity on one side, while freez
ing it on tlie other. Like Mercury, it 
would have cyclones and hurricanes ga
lore playing perpetually at its border 
lines between the lieat and the cold. 
Thus Venus is as unfavorable to human 
JJfe as Mercury.

After the earth comes planet Mars. 
Poor Mars is but one ninth the size of 
the earth so cannot hold any gases 
lighter than carbonic ueld. This alone 
would settle the question of any beings 
such as we call human existing on tliat 
planet So It is not necessary to allude 
to the so-called “canals,” now acknowl
edged to be due to natural causes. The 
planet is simply impossible to human 
life.

It is unnecessary to discuss the outer 
and larger planets, since they are ac
knowledged by every astronomer to be 
without a sufficiently solidified surface 
to support or maintain human life.
. Wo need not discuss the moon. Its 
conditions, like those of Mercury and 
Vpnus arqstaply impossible. .We thus, 
after exhjWiftirig carefully the goods on 

. Nature’s 'Counter, find nothing outside 
„of'garth that would be of any-service to 
man. .

• Most .certainly the learned doctor 
Bemps to have proved his assertion that 
earth is the only probable, not to say 
pdsslble, mode of. man throughout ttye 
whole’ of Co'Smos. The evidence he pre- 
fibnts' Will .suffice for those who know a 
fact when they Bee it; and, for the rest, 

»■ .JirRfiments are needless and useless.
But having these facts we propose to 
ask what they mean jn the light of oth- 

. pr knowledge, some of It but recently 
acquired by man?
' We,;8top a moment to acknowledge 
pur indebtedness to the learned outhor 
<>f ‘Man’s Place in the Universe,” but 
now his responsibility ceases, for the 
Writer is proposing to go to work on his 
iiwn account, and take a broad view of 
lie from a standpoint nof approached 
n that work, but of equal Importance 

to the human race.

¡fs?
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^®under3 had taken his young wife to the old manor made.thim a white playground. Sitting in the shadow -the 
no,fi®e on the bayou, she had said to him: - • 1 ’! ....... ........ .............. • 1 • ■ - ............ 1

Wb will stay here forever. It Is a place I have seen in 
dreams."

1

PART SECOND.
This theory of an entire cosmos with

out a man in it, save on the one wee lit-
tie earth, is startling, though apparently 
proved. Of course there may be some 
other kinds of beings on planets and 
suns, but, most assuredly, we cannot | 
guess what they look like, nor the kind . 
of food on which they subsist. It intel-

ances, one after the other, each a true 
Mollie Fancher, with which you could 
make no connection. We must, there
fore, have something far more reliable 
than personality If we are to make a 
real gain out of our^jnortal or spiritual 
experiences. It’s no use John Smith 
shrieking that he wants to be always 
John Smith. The shrieker is himself 
only one of a lot of possible personali
ties, each with an apparent selfhood, 
with as good a claim to individual im
mortality, so far as we can see, as the 
rest of the crowd.

Of course this is a very Interesting 
theme, and perhaps Includes rather 
more than our tplented Wallace was 
thinking of wheif he was limiting mor
tal humanity to just one speck in the 
universe. For the census says, one 
times one is one, and nothing over, 
whereas personality becomes mathe
matics if you follow it out far enough.

Once again, what do all these facts 
mean for us? To answer that query it 
really seems as If we must start in our 
quest all over again. Let us see what 
we really know about It, rather than 
what we merely believe.

It was not a joke when we said that a 
man could be cut up into a great many1 
pieces and still remain a man. But! 
you can’t cut up Nature. She has done 
that for herself, and her “cut ups” are 
the units which blend into temporary 
personalities. Sometimes they blend 
Into a sun or a universe; sometimes 
Into a man or a mite. Its only a ques
tion of shaking a lot of them together, 
and calling the .result a personality. 
But if you shake them into a farm you 
recognize, and perhaps admire, you 
can just as easily shake them out of it, 
and begin all over again. The point of 
importance far the student to note is 
th|s—there are but three kinds of raw 
material—using the word material for 
want of a better—and they are inde
structible, and always found together. 
Energy, substance and intelligence are 
all there is to play or work with, and 
they never separate.

It is no use hunting for the origin of 
will or mind, since they are only phases, 
of intelligence, working through sub
stance, by means of energy. Just the' 
triple godhead, if you choose, which no 
chomlst can analyze, nor mortal com
prehend. The unit has all three. 
You can’t have energy alone, or sub
stance alone, or intelligence alone; and 
the very moment two or more such 
units clasp hands, all threé become vis-

And Saunders, being newly wedded and seeing all things 
through the glamor of love, had freely consented. Yet, when 
spring came and the halo of the honeymoon had dimmed, 
he remembered his friends and his,sports. For Saunders 
was strong with youth—used to the buffet with Nature and 
contentions of the field. He suggested that they should re-' 
turn North—that at least they should spend some weeks at 
the resorts. She shook her head. . ;

“No, no," she pleaded, "not now. Let me have this now. 
If Js a realization. I-can find it nowhere else in the world. 
Let me remain in it.”

Bo Saunders had his yacht down and some friends. They 
made the old house merry for a time, then went away on a 
cruise, leaving the young wife, who loved better than all to 
s t on the long jasmine gallery at evening and from amid the 
vines look down to the little moonlit harbor, with its shining 
water, the draping moss, and the cypresses on the point that 
touched a path of light where the water bent outward to the 
sêa. Filled with a great happiness, her summer became a 
summer of dreams. ,

Saunders came and went. Devoted and tender, lite meant 
to be kind; but tire quiet, half-enchanted round of the old 
manor where he had passed his childhood no longer satisfied 
his robust nature. So the yacht sailed in and out of the little 
moss-hung harbor, the young wife waving good-bye from the 
veranda stair. Sometimes she sighed as she watched his 
sail pass beyond the cypress point; then, lost in her happi
ness and her fancies, she would forget and find a comfort 
that was real in the things we have been taught to call in
tangible.

Thus it was her world became not’altogether as the world 
of other people, but a curloiis half-world wherein she seemed 
to be near, almost to commune with, gentle, unseen forces, 
that offered the peace of a sweet companionship. Sometimes 
she even fancied a light touch on her cheek. Again, some
thing that was like a whispered word came as on the per
fume of the jasmine, Once, in the moon light, a face, ever 
so faint and filmy, floated between her and the vines. But 
when she looked again only the vines were there, and she 
could not be sure. It was as if she had entered a sort of 
border country, between that which we know and that of 
which men hove never ceased to speculate. The negroes of-, 
the household—old fatfilly servants most of them—held her 
in awe and reverence, and whispered the traditions of the 
mrnior—of other women who had been as she was, and had 
sat thus among the jasmine on moon-clear nights.

When’ the baby came 'll was September. Saunders had 
meant to be thefe, but the yacht had been held by a stress of 
weather. Lying1 with her baby bby by thp open window, 
where the scented air and the white moon rays came in, she 
seemed so like a creature from some far, dim meridian, that 
those who served her were filled with deep superstition and 
marvelpus beliefs. . ’ :.

When it was near morning, thé old nurse, who had :been 
leaning from the casement, saw something come into the 
path of light tliat lay between the cypress point and the land
ing dock. She crept to the bed eagerly..

"De boat am cornin’, Missus. It jes’ turn de point! ”
“The boat? The sliver boat?”

‘woman wetehed, scarcely breathing, while something that 
was not sleep but a great harmony of peace fell upon her and 
upon hll-the land about. The breeze died. The moonlight 
Shed a fijllg r glory, Tlie perfume of the jasmine became sen- 
tlpllt with'unseen life. . When consciousness returned to her,
th$4 square of moonlight was gone, the silver boat was no 
lot®er a^ the landing-place.
,. Afier that he returned to her each year. When the hour 
of-ills birth came she watched the silver boat pass the point 
of,,expresses, and then he was beside her. And each year 
site .found him a little older, as of course he must be, and 
each »year she had prepared herself for the change.

?'le saw 1113 growth from childhood to youth, much 
as wpuid have seen It had he remained in her dally life. 

, i. As he grew older bls early toys were laid aside, and she 
bought other- things such as she thought he might care for, 

And had-them ready for each coming. The household, seeing 
this, ¿rew more sadly tender, more silent in her presence, 
more deeply superstitious than before; while Saunders urged 
hej. dgaln and again, to leave the old manor and go with him 
bapk to the world, his world, and to what he termed realities 
of 'life. She gently resisted each appeal. Her world, her 
life, and her realities were there on the old jasmine gallery. 
The outside world had grown vague, dim, insignificant—tlie 
shadow of a half-forgotten dream.

As the boy grew older he spoke to her each time at greater 
length,1 apd often tried to tell her something of his existence. 
.She-llstened hungrily, understanding little. She realized that 
it'wap’a life without material need, and with other senses 
tlihri h^rs. He had pleasures, he had companions, he was 
talight. By anj) by he would have duties. She comprehend
ed this, but whennlje tried to understand the nature of it all 
she grew confused and gladly came back to him as he sat be
fore her, a semblance and part of the life she could compre
hend.

Oftqp she spoke to him of his father. She had found that 
the .boy, too, loved the strong man of the world, and knew 
much pf.hls life and needs. Yet when she spoke of having 
thO Jailier with them at these times, be only shook his head 
andsajd that it could not be so. .

“Do jiot,blame him,” he said to her once. He had grown a 
tall.jiyputh-now, with much of his father’s fa.—. "Do not 
blaine ,hin£ for his life. He has a good, true heart, but he 
[is notps you are. He is of the world of substance; the tan 
fciblo world. You are of our world—the real world!”

”0h, I do not blame him—1 have never blamed him!” she
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ligence be at work in a form not hu
man,' there will be nothing In the death 
process to change Its nature. We have 
that lesson here upon earth.

Nature offered Intelligence the choice 
of two clearly defined lines of advance. 
She could either take a backbone and 
become a vertebrate, or, adorned with 
rings in sections, pose as an insect. 
On the one line she achieved manhood. 
On the other the ant has evolved a civ
ilization just as remarkable, with some 
virtues, and even arts, impossible as 
yet to humans. But though living on 
the same little planet, and equally in 

. harmony with its conditions, no inter
course is possible, nor apparently would 
be possible In the spirit life of to-mor
row. This law of intellectual separa
tion must apply to all forms of UNHU
MAN life everywhere; and not only 

- through time, but possibly into eternity.
So the writer Is not going to claim 

cousinship with other forms of life, but 
he would like to find out as much as he 
can about man, whether white, brown, 
black, yellow or red, with a view to his 
present and future possibilities, and re
lation to Cosmos.

The first singular fact is that, you 
can take a man to pieces, to a large ex
tent, and yet leave him his manhood. 
Take off his legs and arms—a mere 
surgical trifle now-a-days—remove his 
appendix and even his stomach, extract 
his teeth and shave his head, yet no
body will object to his voting at the 

I coming election, if otherwise qualified. 
I His wife and family would still claim 
\him, and his will would probably be at- 
(tacked. for usual causes. Of course 
that-is only physical manhood, which 
we thus see has no fixed proportions, 
¡and ip regulated only by the survival of 
Ijhe fittest. ■
I, But it is very little different when we 

6omo to examine the mental side of 
him. Just a little twist to one side or 
trip other, and off he goes to an asylum 
He must act, and even think very muc 
like his neighbors or he will be viev," 
With suspicion. And as a most slpgu-. 
lar fact certain rare cases have, proved 
tliat his mentality can be broken up 
into a number of personalities, one, ap
parently, with as good a. right io pos
session of the body as another. One of 
these new personalities may pose as a 
saint, and the very next hour a com- 
moh-place sinnor may hold the fort.

i The cxtraoadlnary cases- of Mollie 
Farther and Miss Beauchamp—scien
tifically attested—with many others 
more recently recognized, toll us that 
personality Is just as evanescent as 
form. It one of Miss Fancher’s half
dozen personalities commits forgery or 
arson, no judge would know how to 
Ideal with the case other than by incar-

ible in every movement. You may fancy 
Uhat sometimes intelligence is working 
outside the molecule, when you are
told to call It "chemical attraction and 
repulsion.” But just a step or two fur
ther and your , chemistry falls, for the 
intelligence is at work inside, and then 
the learned doctors of philosophy tell 
you -you must call it “mind.”

Herein is a stupendous fact. Every 
gathering of units is a form personality 
that, in one sense or another, marries, 
rears a family, and then retires. That 
is the entire history of creation. But 
all the time the unit—the eternal three 
—is lord and master of its own inde
structible self. Since these are facts, 
scientifically attested, the question is, 
what do they mean to the reader and 
writer of this article?

(To be continued.)
San Leandro, Cal.

KEYS.

We hold the keys of our destiny
To employ them just as we choose.

Then shake the fetters off and be free
And no longer your “fate'1 abuse. 

"Bound by the forces of circumstance?”
Then call on the deathless I, 

Rouse up your courage and give 
chance

To the wonderful key of Try.
Meeting a frown or a bitter word

a

For the good your hand has wrought? 
Silence, and see how the depths are

stirred 1 .■ 1
By the key of a loving thought.

Holding the sense of an injury
Which has caused . your heart 

bleed?
Pardon, and set the black blood free 

With the key of a kindly deed.

to

Ä,

iterating the whole crowd In nn asylum, h... 
JBalnta and sinners alike would have to , .Illinois.

Health and Wealth1 you can claim no 
more '

. And adversity’s1 blasts are chill?
Place in the iron of that stubborn door 

The key of undaunted Will.
Mourning the loss of a loved one dead, 

Released from the toil and strife?
’-Hence, and take in your hand instead, 

The key of eternal life.
Friends are faithless arid love untrue, 

And the sky is Godless above?
Then open the heart and the soul of you 

With Loyalty’s key of Love/
,And give of mercy or pity or pelf .

•And wake’(O each sad heart's calls-' e
In-losing self you shall find yourself: 

-The master key of them all. - -
For we.liqltf Uie lteJS'of our-destiny . 

If only we understand, -
And place In each difficult lock wo see

The key that Ilpaiu olir hand. .
Silence1, ’ Pal fence and I ardon. These 

■ Arc proof against every test, 1 ..
But stronger-then all, the master keys

Of a selfish. Love is best.
• NORCISSUS AGAPA.

Through Beatrice St. George, Wilmette,

as,

THE SOPHIST.
Some Cogent Reflections Thereon. Cases'1

“Oh, no, Missus! Dat ain’t cornin’ now. I mean Mas’ 
Saundah’s boat/’ . ..

Saunders remained longer than usual this time. The boy 
was a new interest. The picture presented by the beautiful 
mother and babe crowded out other attractions. Then he 
urged her to go with him for a cruise, and take the boy along. 
But It was the stormy season, so Saunders went with, some 
friends instead. After that he went rpuch as before. Once, 
when the boy was rather more than a year old, walking about 
a Jittle and saying a few words, Sabnders went for a longer 
cruise than usual—as far as Havana this time. When he re
turned the boy was in the family graveyard, the mother at 
her old place among the vines, with the boy’s playthings on 
the floor beside her. .

It was a blow to Saunders. The, boy had learned to kisp 
him good bye, to know him when he came, and had loved to 
be carried in, his strong arms. The place without the boy 
was unbearable. He urged the mother to go with him, now, 
anywhere-^to give up her lonely life. She still refused.

"I shall go only with the silver boat,” she said. “ I shall 
wait for the silver boat.”

"The silver boat?" Saunders regarded her, only half un
derstanding. - -

"The silver boat tliat comes for the women of the manor. 
You must Haye heard of it.” . ;

Saunder’s look became one of annoyance.
"Oh, the old tradition. I thought that boat was forgotten 

long ago.”
“It came for your mother,” nurse says, "the night you were 

born, She saw it." <
“Old negroes see many things—whatever they expect to 

see, in fact. She probably saw the moon on the water. 1 
have seen it look strangely myself.”

He went alone and continued to go at intervals, remaining 
away longer each time. While at the end of the jasmine gal
lery, with the boy’s playthings strewn as he left them that 
last day, the woman sat as she had loted to sit on those sum
mer nights before he came, looking down on the little harbor 
and the point of cypresses, where the path of light led out
ward to the sea.. .. .

She was sitting thus on the night when the boy would have 
been two years old, leaning back in an old armchair and look
ing down through the vines at the moonrise. A white wrap 
was drawn about her shoulders, and in the fragrant dimness 
she seemed a fleeting, insubstantial being that might vanish 
at a sound.

Presently the moon, lifting higher, threw a flood of radi
ance into the wire gallery entrance. Some of his toys lay in 
the moon,light—a little cart, a toy boat and some soldiers. 
It -^as. close upon the hour of his birth, arid looking at these 
things the mother fancied how he might have looked had he 
lived to be there with her. to-night. Her eyes drifted away 
to the point, where the roadway of light was broad and won
derful because of the full moon. , , 1 -

Then she leaned forward a little, looking more intently' 
Something had turned the point and was coming down the 
shining way. It could not be a boat, she thought, for a boat' 
would show a dark outline, while this was white, almost as’ 
bright as the way itself. But then.she saw it was a Boat—a 
boat of light, coming steadily in, its white sails filled, though 
the air seemed without motion.. ' . ' .

“Oh," she breathed, “the silver boat! ” ' • •
She began to tremble. Should she go to meet it? No, 

oh, no, it was not like that. She leaned back in the big chair ' 
and closed her eyes, ns one waiting's summons. . Then pres
ently, she opened them, remembering what her husband had- 
said of the moon on the water. No, she had not been de
ceived. The silver boat lay at the landing dock, and there' 
was someone on the floor, in the moonlight. Then she knew 
It was her baby boy who had come in the silver boat. - He 
was once more beside her, amid his toys. -

At-flrst she did not speak, fearing he might vanish. 'Then 
she called to him, very gently, rising his pet name. For a 
moment he did not notice her, Intent with his neglected play
things. Then,,a toy in. his hands, he came, nearer. . She had 
known he would look just so. Whendie 'spoke, it was as she 
had known he would speak at this time. ‘ '

"I wanted my toys,” he whispered, “I wanted to come."
She leaned forward hungrily, .yet feared-to touch him. 

She saw- now that he-wos -not as one. of the tangible world-, 
•but a semblance, something as we may see reflected In plate 
windows. • .................. - •

"Moy I gft?W(th>you?" she asked. "Will you take mamma’ 
In the silver boat?” . . -.

He shook'his head. The silken hair fell about his cheélis.
. ‘.’No/ only -for me. They, saldiyou would.sec medf I cam'fr 

to-night, and would have, my toys for me." - •.

answered. "But the world of substance, and—the 
world.;1 I do not quite follow yoq.”

He smiled gently. How beautiful -he was! How 
loriged‘to strain him to her heart!

“The’ tangible Is not real—that which you perceive ___
you», ipaterlal senses. It fades, perishes, goes into other 
fornjB.j Ohly, the intangible is real. It may change with 
grqwtlj, blit it is always tlie same in substance. Thought, 
splpt-rthese are intangible, and 'there are forces, some of 
which youicall electric. They are really as one—a part of 
thOrgt-pphUght which is life. That which you see and touch 
wittjtlle material senses—these things aye fpy the day only."

“■But,! see you, and oh, you are real,' are you hot?”
“yes, ■aha it Is with the real vision that you see me—the 

eyexif spirit I would be as nothing to,your.touch." •
Ihqe yioh clothed-ari in the.material Ufa?"1',,1'.' 

' -BewiUBe; frith' you, the real eye rhust perceive the mate-, 
rialJeyg, wnlan,supplies what it Has been trained to see—the 
fOrmnnd, dress which the conscious mind expects."

“Theh are.you not ap I see you?”
“I arij as you see me, yet I am more than you see. When 

you see me at last only with tlie eye of the real, you will 
know, ftfid you will not be startled.”

real

she

with

•‘And'the.silver boat,” she asked, “is that, too, of the ma- 
teriril 0fe?” '

"the boat which you see, yes. Y6t, there is a boat—a boat 
of light.". . 1 v... ,

Then qnpe more hurled to ve? to her something of the
............................... sh>vbdcame adrift presently,spirlt llfe'and seein 

and! only: vaguely folio 
convey colors to one

?” she pleaded.

ed him. t was as when we try to

“Oh.-When'Stn I to se7 ; sue pieaueu.
"There, Isa life in winch you see, now,” he answered.

that',life you have been with me from day to day. It be
comes'"ther conscious life when you waken. Then you will 
both pse and understand.”

"Aijtl that will be—?"
"Whenyou come to us wholly.”
“In tpesllver boat?”
“Yes; Jn the silver boat.”
“Soon?- Will it be soon?” \

“In

There are those who believe that de
parted spirits concern themselves about 
the affairs of men. There are others 
who believe that superior beings from 
higher planes of existence interfere 
with the affairs of men. Still others 
maintain rhat God mixes Himself up 
very extensively with the affairs of 
men. And yet others who hold that 
fate or destiny fixes every thing, even 
to our volitions.

But the courts, and all men in the 
practical affairs of life, while not pass
ing on the absolute truth of any of the 
foregoing propositions, holo that the 

■ healthiest and most profitable opinion 
Is that every man has a will of his own 
and that be must successfully resist all 
"controls” which would place him out
side the law and the proprieties.

The man who kills another is not ex
cused because he says God commanded 
him to do it, and it is not worth while 
for the man who maltreats us to urge 
that he is under the domination of a 
spirit not his own. Maybe he would be 
If he brought these parties, God and the 
spirit, into court and they corroborated 
his testimony.

The Greek sophist stands for one of 
those oft-recurring periods in the his
tory of religion and philosophy when 
men Jose faith in the ability of human 
capacity to solve the problems with 
which religion and philosophy concern 
themselves, and who for that reason 
turn from these questions to the prac
tical affairs of life. Jt is quite natural 
where there is so much conflict of opin
ions, as there was in Greek philosophy 
at that time, for the Sophist to conclude 
that none of these opinions were abso
lutely true. Anyway, the position of 
the Sophist was that there is no such 
thing as abstract truth, nor abstract 
good. What appears good and true to 
one man, does not appear true and good 
to another man, because of a difference 
—not in the thing, of course, but in the 
view point. The sophist, however, held 
that there are "healthy and profitable" 
opinions, and that the state and the in
dividual should encourage these and 
discourage all unhealthy and unprofit
able opinions. Evidently it would not 
be a healthy and profitable opinion for 
the state or society to hold that men 
may be so far under the domination of 
the fates, spirits and gods, as not to be 
accountable for what they do. And we 
take it that no opinion is healthy and 
■nrofltable.for.the IndlVlduarwlilchtakes 
away his self-reliance, for self-reliance 
is self-effort, and sel.Leffprt 1b self-devel- 

'/¡Pgjeh'-’. AB'It- Is ric'conli'ng to certain, 
opinions, after what the gods, fates and 
spirits do for us there is nothing left 
tor us to do for ourselves, but ¿it by and 
see the thing go. .

But can man have no aid intellectual
ly except such as comes to him through 
the ordinary channels of education, and 
no aid physical except such as comes to 
him through the alimentary canal or in 
the food he eats and the air he 
breathes? Can he have no aid direct 
from the infinite, eternal and omnipres
ent source of all existence, which some 
call God; others infinite Intelligence- 
others matter, and which is known by 
a thousand other names too tedious to 
mention?

OBSESSION. '
, -I•’

of Obtëkslotî Successfully 
Treated.

■ To the Editor:—I want to crave your 
indulgence to allow me a little space in 
the good Progressive Thinker, to add 
Just a few thoughts which have been 
suggested from reading carefully the 
many articles contributed to the great 
symposium as criticisms of the mar
velous book, "The Great Psychological 
crime. There has been much good 
thought brought out on different 
branches of the subject, but I say it 
was left for Nora Batchelor, of Ashland, 
Oregon, to handle the subject of me
dium obsession, good and bad influ
ences, etc., and I wish to have every 
reader of The Progressive Thinker 
read and re-read with care her article in 
No. 738, Jan. 16, 1904. This article ex
presses much logical fact on this sub
ject so much discussed by able minds. I 
have been associated with Spiritualism 
and mediumship since Andrew Jackson 
Davis commenced publishing his Great 
Harmonla. 1 have met many cases of 
what Is called obsession, and have re
lieved all such i-v Instructing them in 
tile law and effl of such relations by 
plain reasoning and kindly talk. No 
swearing, praying, or exorcising them 
in the old theological way’

It does indeed seem strange to me to 
see Spiritualists so slow to learn the 
fact that spirits on the other side of life 
are just what we have sent over there 
through the process of transition—just 
human spirits, human beings still, as we 
shall be soon; and who would think of 
exorcising his neighbor whom he might 
find trespassing in some unkindly man
ner?

Remember, dear friends, these decar- 
nates we talk about as demons, devils 
and wicked spirits, are of our own 
household, and because we cannot see 
them literally we call them bad names.

Two of the worst cases I ever met of 
obsession—one was the grandmother 
decornate controlling her dearly be
loved grand-daughter. When I got into 
communication with the dear old spirit, 
she frankly confessed she would not 
have done so if she had known It would 
injure her, for "I love her dearly."

The other case was a sister ob-
sessed by a brother, a physician—not a 
devil or what you would call a wicked 
spirit. The sister was amiable and 
kind, he said he had enjoyed himself 
more since he had been with her than 
he had' ever done in his life. He prom
ised to leave her if it was injuring her, 
which he did not understand.

In conclusion Lwlsh to add this: I 
am quite well acquainted with the au
thor of The Great Psychological 
Crime, and it hurts me to hear unkind 
words said of him, for I esteem him a 
noble good man; but I am quite sure 
he has assumed a knowledge of the de
structive nature of mediumship that he 
is not master of. It is Ignorance and 
only ignorance that makes the practice 
of mediumship hurtful.. ........—. When we
know enough to guide and surround 
these mediums, (ministers of light) 
with justice, love and truth, Mother 
Nature will have no need to turn her 
constructive forces into destructive, 
disintegrative forces to get rid of the 
theologlc Ignorance of this cultured

“Yes, soon. Perhaps it will seem Jong, waiting. But it 
will'be soon.-" ,

. Whep, Saunders came home that time, she was even more 
gentle, (more tender than before. He thought her more 
beputlful than he had ever seen her. Lingering together by 
tfie water’s edge, under the moss-draped live-oaks, they were 
almost lovers again.

Hé caipe oftener that year. Oftener, too, he spoke of their 
baby—tfce baby who would have been almost a man now— 
and- more than once she was ready to tell him of the silver 
boat' Vet. something always made her hesitate. September 
found liim on his autumn cruise, yet expected daily, for he 
had promised an early return.

Slie lyas ln her old seat on the baby’s birth-night, looking 
dowjft the way of light, to the cypress point. The moirients 
alwSys »passed so slowly until he came—and the waiting— 
she1 .was weak and tired to-night—it seemed to her that he 
mûrit crime. oh, he must come soon! She would close her 
éyes a little, and so rest

Arid then, all at once, he was there. She had missed the 
coming ot the boat, but io, there he stood in the moonlight! 
TaiÉ strong and beautiful, and now as never before, holding 
out'Jtls armSfto her, his face filled with the joy of welcome!

, And- ¿.t flrst she could not move, and started to cry out. 
Thiin, feiiddenly, she was standing before him, while from be
tween them, something that was like a wall of mist fell away, 
ahdHie^old, she saw him with the eyes of light, in the glory 
of thereat!
l-C&WB yacht came in at daybreak. He hurried up the 
pp-in tutd gave a cheery call às he mounted the veranda stair. 
Th&i lip paused,, and tiptoed over to where she was sitting. 

;Shfrhqtt been there all night, he thought; it would not do. 
Thri^ofcyanis must take better care of her. , -
" H& t&luher hand to lift it to his lips. Theii quickly he 
Tet.ifefai.lvThe.old nurse, roused by his voice, came out on 

1 the 'çallei-éiihalt awake................... . •
ë&inderri^beckoned to her.

. “ïOuidjçflstressA-she is—she has gone with the silver 
boat,” lie.sald.7-»From The Delineator.
• ---------- -- ■------- .
..W i # . ' _ . - : ■ ■ ' • : 1
WI.-Î ■ SICK AND disabled mediums.
' •aa»hlrewurer .of theN. 9. A. has 11,000 he is anxious to 
contaibiite.itdwards thé support of sick and disabled me- 
fllùnta'àpclÿpeâkdfB. • "While he is so exceedingly liberal, he 
WlsSœ7|nsffits that thé 10,000,000 of Spiritualists in the 
.Unÿtéÿ'StàJtes shall, contribute as a body a lilte amount. If 
.eri<s| riritr.bf that’ large number will contribute ONE CENT 
eacli> 5ÏOOJOOO instead of. 311,000 will' result, therefrom. But 
ns. many »of these .10,000,000 of Spiritualists are niggardly 
meat! and stiiigy, and. as bad, if not worse, than the meanest 
orthodpx Christian, they will not contribute one cent, hence 
It béhooves;.the'intelligent, whole-souled element jn our 
ranks-to assume tlie burden, and put their hands deep in 
their packets apd send on-their dollars to aid in sustaining 
'thetelck and worn out-mediums and speakers. ■

St. Llulsi Mo. , , j, 4. t.

-,<Tto tsbirlt of the fathers challenges the boldest repudiation 
’Of En>lf>Ia&y. I cannot reconcile an ethical. Jesus and an. 
honfest BitsShood with what is now known of the canonical 
M^aryM Jmtli the Old and Now Testaments.—Rev. W. t.

(‘Yes, oh, yosl I always have tttani for you! Will yos?, 
como often?” ■ . - .

As often ns they will let me. Perhaps you will not always-: 
see me. I have been hero before and. you did not Boe-mei"

"But I felt that you were near-oh, my baby I my bjxby!” !’. temptation« come io the industrious, but all tempta-
Ho returned to his toys. Tlfo moonlight flooded In and tiriha attack the Idle.—Spurgeon. ; . .

Those who have read my book’ know 
that my fundamental concept is that 
the worlds coming Into our view first as 
nebulae, are the self-development of or 
from an infinite, eternal omnipresent 
and incomprehensible ethereal sub
stance, which to give It personality and 
thus facilitate discussion, we have 
named Ethia—hence Ethlanism. Of 
course this concept may not be abso
lutely true, but as it is founded on sci
ence, reason and common sense, per
haps it is as nearly true as are the con
cepts of those who fancying themselves 
inspired of the gods, or controlled of 
the spirits, turn their imaginations 
loose, unrestrained by any considera
tion whatsoever. Those who claim in
spiration, or any other control, can only 
substantiate their claim by applying the 
facts of science, reason and common 
sense to what they say. Why not stop 
at the end of these capacities and have 
done with it?

Anyway, in the Ethlan view the world 
we know is "fixed” etherealtsubstance. 
Of this, fixed substance we eat three 
times a day, and breathe much oftener, 
oftener, and in the process of digestion 
we reduce it to a state more or less 
“free.” It then passes into the blood 
and on to organ and tissue where it 
takes on-the precise nature of organ 
and tissue and does it without volition 
on our part.

The infinite Ethia or ethereal sub
stance is ever present in organs and 
tissue, and in all other space; and ab
solutely . “free,” much more free than 
what we have as digested food in the 
blood and which takes on our nature of 
its own volition. Why not by an effort 
of the will have this absolutely free and 
omnipresent ethereal substance take on 
the nature of healthy or normal organ 
arid tissue, instead of perpetuating a 
diseased one as food does; and thus 
have aid direct from the source of all 
existence to supplement that which we 
have indirectly through the food we 
eat and the air we breathe. Echo an
swers why not, but does not commit it
self to anything farther.,.

It might however pay "an old man at 
least to experiment along this line. 
He might thus put on the brakes, or 
possibly reverse the engine; otherwise 
he goes on down to the foot of the in
cline on regular schedule time.

Ethia "created” the whole world di
rect from herself in the “beginning;” 
what Insuperable objection could she 
now have to effecting repairs and im
provements in man if he placed himself 
In rapport or intellectual harmony with 
her? It is, however, well enough to 
keep in mind that the gods help only 
those who help themselves, ami after 
we reach the end of our own tether, 
. :Afton, Tenn. F. J. RIPLEY.

.’Ethlanism; or the Wise Men Re
viewed.-. Price 50 cents, postpaid; Post
office. moqey order preferred. Address 
all orders for the book to-F. J. Ripley, 
Alton, Greene county, Tennessee. - -

age, cultured in the material physical, 
but not in the spiritual. There is really 
no limit to this subject, but our knowl
edge of it is limited.

A. ANTRIM DAVIS. 
What Cheer, Iowa.

Mansions in Heaven.
At a recent meeting of our Women’s 

Christian Temperance Union, one of the 
speakers who was very apt in her illus
trative anecdotes, told the following 
story of an excellent woman who had 
abundance of this world's goods.

She dreamed that she died and went 
to heaven. After passing through the 
Gate of Pearl, she was met by an angel 
whose duty it was to conduct the ran
somed ones who entered the Celestial 
City to the places prepared for them. 
She accepted his escort, and they had 
not gone far before she caught sight of 
a beautiful mansion in course of erec
tion, and she at once asked for whom it 
was intended. The name mentioned by 
the celestial guide in his reply was fa
miliar to her.

"Why, he was my gardener!” she ex
claimed in astonishment, “He only 
had a little cottage to live in when he 
was on earth. He gave so much away 
to the poor that he could not afford any 
better place for himself."

As they proceeded on their way, they 
passed many residences in the course 
of construction, and at last they came 
to a small cottage—so small, and com
paratively humble, that she Inquired, 
"And whose is this?"

The reply was, "Oh, that one is for 
you!" 
"For me!” she’exclaimed. “For me? 
Why, on earth I lived in an elegant 
mansion and I had everything in it as 
handsome and fine as possible. I shall 
never be able to live.in such a small 
cottageasthat!”

Whereupon the heavenly guide made 
answer to her: "The Master Workman 
says that it Is the very best he can do 
for yoti with the material you have sent 
up to him to use in building it!”

Of course this was a dream and told 
as a dream. I have always believed 
that all we gave to the Lord as unto 
Him, and from pure motives, was so 
much treasure laid up in heaven; but 
the idea tliat my words and works and 
gifts might have anything to do with 
the size and character of my “mansion” 
up there, had not entered Into qjy head. 
And the little story has made me more 
than ever determined to try to do more 
for Him who has done so much far me, 
and to endeavor to lay up spiritual 
treasure In heaven against the day 
"when I shall see Him face to face.”

Cincinnati, 0. N. A. P.

'Fashion wears out moro npparclthan 
the man.—Shakspearo. ■

The above from The Converted Cath- • 
olic,would make'excellent Spiritualistic 
reading, with a few slight changes.

:He enjoys much who is thankful for . 
Httlo; a grateful mlndtds both a great' ’■ 
arid a happy mind.—SeV-er. - < : ‘

Good order Is tho foundation of all 
good things.—Burke. , -
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LAB HELEN, FLA.
Notes From Southern Cassadafia Carnp,

The arrivals since my lust letter 
have been W. R. Rhodes aud wife, Cor
ry, Pa; E. R. Hopkins and wife, 
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Mis. D. H. Rogers, 
Collingwood, Ohio; J. W. Breyrer, To
ronto, Canada; Mis. W. M. B. HMA.- 
niond, Pittsburg, Prt.l Miss Saia Wlil- 
aon, Summer Point, W. Va.; Mrs. V01' 
rella Bannister, Gonzales, lexasf-Mis. 
Amanda Coffman, Grand Rapids, Mich. 
There was also u number came on Sat
urday evening. . .

Monday afternoon conference -was 
not very largely attended, on account-ot 
several loads of people talng that time 
to visit DeLeon Springs, said to be the 
genuine fountain of eternal youth dis
covered by Ponce DeLeon many years 
ago; still we hear of an occasional fu
neral in that section;, but the. evening 
cgi-djarty was.ye;»;largely attended, 
the excursionists ending up a happy day 
liy some of them receiving prizes. Mrs. 
J, D. Palmer dpnated the prizes for the 
evening; they ,we.-yery
SoiiyWA ■ - Wfc. Dri-i Hilligoss fur- 
nisjien tltem-.one evening, and also one 
Who (113 not -waqfeiier name mentioned 
—since Mrs. Stephens set the ball rOll
ing at the beginning of the season, and 
we still have gifts for prizes on hand

SPI RITU AUSTS' CONVENTION

Organized the Indiana Association of 
Spiritualists—The Officers Elected— 
Fraudulent Mediums to Be Driven Out

• of-Business as Rapidly as possible, 
The first delegate convention of Spir

itualists held in Indiana closed its la
bors last night atter a three days’ ses
sion, at the Madison avenue temple, 
with a program consisting of short ad
dresses, music and spirit messages, at 
tho close of which President Barrett of 
the N. S. A., announced that the Ipdlana 
State Association ot Spiritualists was a 
legal body and ready to enter upon its 
duties.

The election ot officers occurred Sat
urday evening. Following is a list of 
tlie names of ufficeis elected: .

President—E. A. Schram, Peru.
FIrse vice-president—Elizabeth Will

iamson, Richmond. ‘
Second vice-president—Charles A.

for future use. “ .
On Tuesday Prof. Peck gave the last 

of his series of lectures upon evolution. 
Subject, Involution or the Divinity in 
Evolution.- Every lecture lias been in
teresting in the extreme and his con
clusions were echoed in many souls: 
"He who cannot see God In the external 
manifestations of nature, may, if he w,ill 
seek aright, find him in his own soul. 
There is not one thing as knowable as 
■God." . ■

The evening dances Tuesdays and 
Fridays have shown tlie management 
the great need of a larger hail, but they 
bear crowding very patiently, and 
when tired drink lemonade the ladles 
have at hand. ' f

Wednesday afternoon Mrs. Minnie 
Brown, of Philadelphia, again favored 
the Ladles’ Auxiliary with a benefit se
ance. She is doing good, and we hope 
is getting stronger, but she looks trail 
yd. , „The evening entertainment under the 
management of Prof. Peck was one 
that will be long remembered. We 
heard more than one say that they'had 
ppid a-high price in cities for entertain
ments that would not compare with this 
both for excellence of Its talent or in 
tlie laughter-provoking play. Even two 
enthusiastic dogs wanted to take a part 
in tlie play, but they were silenced. 
Mrs. Eva Carrlgue, Mrs. A. Cole, Mrs. 
Rose Johnson, Mrs. Witters, Miss 
Rackle and Mr. Wheeler were all stars. 
So Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Mich
igan, New York and Ohio were repre
sented. The play was “Popping the 
Question by Proxy."

Thursday afternoon Prof. Peck took 
for his subject “Spiritualism and the 
Drama,” and read numerous quotations 
from Elizabeth Phelps Ward’s dramati
zation of her book, “The Gates Be
tween.” It was very affecting as he 
presented It and would be most beauti
ful well acted and properly staged.

Conference better attended on Fri
day. Subject, Spirit Photography. In 
tlie evening the writer spoke upon the 
subject, “Could Ye Not Watch One 
Hour?” and was followed with spirit de-

from tbe Spirit Wealms.
. - ' i . .77 “

Spirit Garlóle flkfereilea
While on Earth Mr. Petersilea waS a Medium for the 

transmission of important letters from those long 
inspirit life. Now, having‘beeomeMa-freed spirit 
himself, he will convey his .best, thoughts through 
the mediumship of his devoted wife, and we are 
sure they-will prove interesting to our readers.

Gaipés, Anderson. . . . .
Secretary—Carrie Mong, Muncie.
Treasurer —. Louisa .. Scbwenessen, 

Muncie. ' , . ' >< .
Trustees—J. G. Foster, Elwood;,Mar-1 

giierito Miller, Rochester; ,Jr H. York, 
Perú ; W, 8, .Wood, Kokomo. ? •,

In addition'to the facial ,bp|ur,d 
elected, the president dppeitated. six Bu- 
perintendents. wlio.se duties are to look 
after missionary work in their respect
ive districts and to report to the presi
dent the presence of any person or per
sons known to them to be unworthy of 
confidence who may do or attempt to do 
business as physical or mental medi
ums. The president will then forward 
a copy of such information to all the su
perintendents, who will in turn report 
the sanie to the^eeretarles of the socie
ties, under their charge. In short,, the 
association is going after the fraudulent 
mediums in a systematic manner, and 
it is proposed to drive them but of busi
ness at the earliest possible time.

scriptions by Mrs. Amanda Coffman. 
: Saturday evening the friends were all 

invited to the little ."Indian Village” 
that ¡originated through , the directions 

i of the guides of Mr. and Mrs. Baker, of
Indiana, They have builded their 

I -'tepees,” made places for camp-fires, 
1 and dedicated it as a place ofhealing..

Many go and sit during certain hours 
, of the day, feeling there is help in the 

quiet, peaceful surroundings, as well 
as in the healing spirit that is said to 
be there. The audience was large and 
Indian guides controlled their medium. 
Tho writer could not be present, but

LETTER NUMBER FIVE.
' My poor wife was still sitting, as we 

'had left her, completely, exhausted by 
di'er grief; And a kind- friend advised her 
■to retire. ■ ■ ■* ,

“Corn's and sleep’ at my house,’ she 
said; but iriy father said, "We must op- 
posethis. Your wife will recognize our 
presence much better at home apd to 
her ovm bed?’ So my wife retired'to 
her own bed as usual. ? '
■ She always kept a chair near the 
head of the bed, on her. side, and I had 
been accustomed to - sit down in this 
chair every'night, before retiring, and 
treat her Tight shoulder, which was

Convention Notes.
John B. Chrisney, of Chrisney, and J. 

F. Havens represented the southern 
part of tlie state in an acceptable man
ner, contributing $25 each for the bene
fit of the new association, when it was 
announced that such contributions were, 
needed. A half-dozen others contrib
uted like amounts. The contributions 
all told were about $300.,

All agreed that the frauds must go. 
They might as well get their baggage 
on a raft, for there will be something 
doing.

Thère were many good five-minute 
speeches by the delegates at the Sun
day morning conference. Dr. Bitters’ 
talk was especially good.

President Barrett announced that 
there were now 21. state organizations 
chartered under the National Associa
tion.

E. W. Sprague and wife, the mission
aries who worked up the convention, 
will go to Oxford, Ind., to-morrow, 
where they will organize a society.

President Barrett went to Toledo last 
night.

Mr. Schram, the president of the new 
state association, is a business man of 
Peru, being president of the retail gro
cers’ association of that city.

Many of the delegates are members 
of the Chesterfield camp-meeting asso
ciation.

The vocal solos of Mrs. Flora Russell, 
of Alliance, Ohio, were excellent, and 
much enjoyed.

One of the features of the exercises 
last night was the excellent music by 
the E. Z. ’Mandolin Club of this city.

The board of trustees will select the 
place for the next annual convention.— 
Anderson (Ind.) Dally NeWs/

lame and rheumatic. ' ; ‘ .
“Now,” said my father, “do just as 

you have been accustojned to do: go 
and sit in the chair,, and treat her 
shoulder;" and I did ns’he told me to 
do, and as I myself was inclined to do. 
I began to speak loving and cheering 
words to my‘wlto, " aiid to treat her 
shoulder as usual. Now her soul heard 
me, and her'spirit feMi-Tny. touch; but 
her material ears did hot hear me, and 
her material1flesh ,and btato could not 
sense my touch'; so she' cried out in her 
grief, “Oh, Carlyle! J cannot feel your 
hand;” and'yet Bhe seemed to realize 
the fact that I was there, and that I was

silea. I am out of my body. Go, Mrs. [form with a feeling akin to hopeless-

to our wishes ¡(hand you may be sure I 
looked, withjall;my. souL . ■ .

Now-it was, night In.California, and 
Arizona; but in' thb' spiritual spheres 
above them; it' was as light and'beaut!- 
fui as the uic$t beautiful of’ California 
days, .Theiflrst that.I..observed, were 
Indians and Mexicans,, 1 could easily 
tell them apart by the manner in which 
they were dressed* ■■ The Mexicans were 
tan colored troupers, white tunics, 
bound about the “Waists by bright col
ored scarfs; their hair was -black, 
straight and long: :and on their heuds 
they wore .what looked like long knitted 
caps, the' extreme point hanging over 
and down at the back, ending by the at-

treating her shoulder, afl, usual.
"Can't"you feel ply hand?” I asked; 

and she replied,, “Nop oh, ho?’
Now I wgs somewhat chagrined and 

disappointed. “Earthly habits reassert
ed themselves/and I exclaimed: “Oh! 
damn such a hand! I don’t like it!" 
Now my wife hoard this 'with her spirit
ual ears, and it was so explosive and 
emphatic—and'BO liJfe itiy^elf and no 
other—that'iny wife laughed outright; 
and my father laugfidd Ifeartlly.

"There,” said he, “it may be vulgar to 
swear, but it has caused your wife the 
first respite from her terrible grief. 
Really, nothing else would have done 
half as well.” '

I was actually frightened, for I

tachment of ai bright tassel. •
The Indians,wore garbed in waist 

cloth, wide belt's,-, and all sorts of hang
ing things, iboiting like the tails of ani
mals;' and their heads dressed high up 
with eagles' feathers—at least they 
looked like eagles' feathers. Many of 
the Mexicans and Indians were riding 
at full speed oh'tlie backs of ponies; 
and there were cattle scattered around 
In all directions, and in the distance I 
could see herds of buffalo, and as I 
looked more closely I perceived among 
the hills, deer anti other animals.

“You are looking now,, into the first 
sphere above the parth,” said my father, 
"that'is, a very small part of it, a small 
portion above California and Arizona, 
and a part of TexAs and Mexico. What 
you now see. areihe spirits of many of 
the animals .apd natives of those states. 
My son, you. shall no longer believe, you 
shall know, and yofi shall not cause 
your wife to Write anything that you do 
not see and know. Now, we have not 
time at. present look into all the de
tails of what you perceive as a whole 
before you. This We can do at some fu
ture time. This, in one sense, is the

NEW BOOK.

listened to the singing on the hillside, 
and tried to get Inspiration from it 
while she was writing messages for 
thousands to read. North and South, 
East and West.

Sunday morning, Mrs. Amanda Coff
man spoke upon tne subject, “What 
Has Spiritualism Done for Humanity?" 
Her lecture was enjoyed by the large 
audience present. I will give one 
thought: “Tbepreachers used topreach 
and teach to keep people out of hell,

The Two Births, ,
There has been a vast deal of,petti

fogging among professors of religion 
about the second birth, as It Is com
monly called. Those who have under
taken to explain It have not been able to 
very clearly understand what they have 
taught; and certainly those who they 
have tried to instruct, have been un
able to understand the second birth 
from a religious standpoint. It has been 
a fair illustration of the old saying, of 
confusion being worse confounded. The 
facts are that when a human being at
tempts to explain the ways of God he 
has undertaken a job that he cannot do, 
whether he Is a priest or layman. Both 
tbe priest and the layman see through 
a glass very darkly, jf Indeed they can 
see at all. There are as yet no X-rays

thought I had done something dreadful 
as a spirit freed from the body.

“O, never mind,” said my father. “It 
is really no worse for a spirit to swear 
that is out of the body than for one to 
swear that is in the body. If a man has 
been in the habit of swearing all his 
life, he doesn’t stop stop it at once after 
leaving his material body." .

"But, father,” I said, "I have not been 
a very profane man. A word of that 
kind would occasionally drop from my 
lips, to be sure, when I was very much 
in earnest or excited, but I tried to live 
above profanity.”

“Very well,” he replied. "It certainly 
has answered a good purpose this time 
—It has checked intense grief and 
caused a laugh os, nothing . else could 
have done. .Now, make gentle, sooth; 
ing passes over ypur wife's l;ea.d, just as. 
your.mother'did over yours, "and she 
will fall asleep. She must sleep or she 
will be crazed." . "

How gladly I did as he told. me. My 
darling’s eyes closed—she ..felt the 
soothing, spiritual magnetism, and she

but Spiritualism teaches us how to 
keep hell out of the people."

Prof. Peck spoke In the afternoon 
upon the subject, “The Harmony Be
tween Spiritualism and Science.” The 
audience was very large and seemed to 
be in touch with the speaker. After 
the lecture Mrs. Coffman was blind
folded by a skeptic in the audience and 
gave numerous answers to questions 
placed upon the table. It is a new 
phase for Uiis section and we trust that 
many will receive that which their own 
souls need. Mrs. Coffman will remain 
until the close of camp, and Mr. Col
ville will return to us from Jackson
ville this week, but we regret very 
much that Prof. Peck is _ obliged to 
leave us on Thursday, owing to an ur
gent call from home.

The Ladies' Auxiliary Btill continues 
its work, and we have been blessed 
with good workers. Mrs. M. E. Clark, 
secretary of the Willing Workers at 
Lily Dale, has been ready in all ways to 
assist. She is truly an efficient and 
Willing Worker, and there are others 
we hope 'to mention later.

Not only did the Boston firm present 
us with a sewing machine, but Mrs. 
Eva Carrigue, of Pawtucket, R. I., has 
presented us with a beautiful Singer 
machine with all attachments. She has 
used it also to good purpose for our 
" The weather is ideal, just right, about 
80 degrees at noon, but cool and beau
tiful now ____ _

CARRIE E. S. TWING.

Psychic Light.
BY MRS. DRAKE.Hadlock, and comfort my heart-bioken nesb. ’ ♦».„„¿hf

wife. Tell her that I came to you in El Go on, said my father a thought, 
Paso, and it will be a great test to her; with a meaning look.
for, as yet, none except her immediate "But is there nothing lit this life that 
neighbors know that I hat e passed out.” you desire?" I asked. Is there no good , 

But Mrs. Hadlock would not yet be- and beautiful work to be accomplished?
Hove that it was my own.self, but still Is there nothing tor you to do? ■• .
continued to think it must be my asbal “O, I don t know, she answered 
form, or double. But time Has pioved “There doesn’t seem to be anything t 
that I was there, and did contiol thatlcaieto do. ,. „„ 1
andTalk through the medium. In a few Xou,u?,e? ’
days they received the Banner of Light, you lost all nterost in tl atoccupation? ( 
and it contained the notice of my de- "I never 11 ked teaching, phs»said, 
nurture from the earthly body. Shortly "but I was obliged to eare money, and 
afterward Mrs. Hadlock visited Los An- money is of no account here, and t is 
geles and Long Beach. When at Long very wearisome to to^bjtuPid pupils. 
Beach, she-called on my wife, and told k "Well ,why. not.singyon used to 
her all that I have herein written, about do, then.Surely,. toere might to be 
my showing myself and controlling tbe progress and happiness 1 ntliat? 
medium, and what-1 said; W. has "There are thousands-here who- can 
proved 'td'be a gi-eat comfort to m'y wife, sing so much better than 1. can, that 1 
as weil os a great test; and thus you all have no courage to try. f But what do 
fiXSlbad Dr0“iSe U b6tter br°ke“ ^'Mever’my Sind al'A ‘Hands find 

"Carlyle;” Said my father, “it is whol- to do," I replied; “and I mean to find 
wWZXXyT earth1 d w I ^wX't^tend to ‘ go on wife 

and we' have many hours in which you teaching* dp you?” she asked. . O, it Is

“d iuy“5?lb b, b».

I fhmieht this would suit me lust presslpn, and I will do both, if I can.” 

assented.. Now itrwiH not interest the i“-nu uttered, Yes. yes! very empna 
general'reader ,tp enter into the detailB I‘euuy- Ahi<wt von ran

bright and ¿beautiful beyond descrip-1 receive nothing for your trouble, I am 

so^aW'^mS receive very much for my
wouldfeS? ®re " San dM'It will makeTe v'ry 

dwefilns^on the past and mournlng over happy to watch the progress my pupils 
^BuW&a^60“8 00Uld “shV^^d^earii^1"! Si notofer-

But rmd/t tell you of one.lady whom est.In It, whatever. I wish I could die 
J met herm-a' lady that I had known and be at rest. concerta glven

some of her relatives on earth, and as I ''horni I wa take par
i”1« A mliofeTc Bti^ciun^te thrnn «founded to me. Perhaps, now that you 
Maffiffi 1,luck up a little
father had also been well acquainted I fnthpr itavr me another meaning 
with her in .earth life, he asked me if 1 " “aid “I
would not (ike to go and see her as well . Jou W1U Bave ncr yet’ sttla 1118 
as the pt)iers? We entered the abode . redound to
where this lady resided, and after gr<mt- asked. "The glory should be
Ings had-been exchanged, we asked for , d „

^V^nnrSnt" We “The moon shtoes by reflected light," 
which led into her apartment. We I father sententlously.
opened the door and paused a short „Do yQU wls(j tQ ahlUg by reflected 
time to observe the lady. She was sit- j "Would it not be bet
ting at the far end of the room, with her l(jr shine by your own ]lghti even jf 
back toward us, in a ^aoping, d jeete (t wer0 exceedjng]y small? No matter 
attitude, looking almost precisely an how small your gjfts may |)e, if you cul- 
she had looked previous to her depart- Uvate th(jy wl)1 grQW brlg|lter 
ure from the eartit life My father I and brlgbter aa fjie ag(JS go by, until, at 
spoke her name, and she tur"®d I‘®r length, you may become a bright and 
face toward us. On seeing me she arose, gblnlng ]igbt y0Urself. But you can 
much agitated. never make much progress by reflected
, ?ar yle' n i light from another. Still, I will do alllated. Can it be, possible that you, I [n my power to urge you on toward

aro® dea.^’ .or ha?’e ®arH'’ trimming your own lamp, and letting
rather? and she rushed toward me, ex- y()ur Qwn genjua abjno forth. But I 
tending both hands. 1 took her hands mug(. gQ now an(J try t0 hell) one tbat fa 
in mine. How cold and lifeless they dearer me tban my own nfe. j aDi 
were in my grasp. Her form was thin nQt afraid tbat sh0 wl„ h|d0 her own 
and drooping, her face wan and de- but )t w)11 be obacure(j by grjef 
jected. ... „„ . , , for some time to come. Grief is a mon-“Are you glad to see me? I asked. gt and ghe wl]1 have a fierco batUo 
“Are you not glad that I have come to wltb R x mugt g0 ber belp. she 
this spiritual life?" r< baa beep an the .world to me, and I caa-

■ I am very glad to see you, she an- no| be flappy until she, with my help, is 
swered; but cannot say that I am glad ab]0 overcomo this monstrous error." 
that you have come to this land of life „We are about t0 return to earth,” 
in death?’ said my father. "Will you not come

I was grieved and. disappointed at her w(tb UE Mlss-----, You can help ua to»
„ ... i help this grief-stricken one. You, as a

. Life in death. I said. I do not Spjrft ought to be able to give aid to
comprehend your meaning. one wh0 ls blindod by the material

“On'earth," she replied, I felt that body. and, Carlyle, at present needs
: I wds.somebody; but I am nobody here. be] to belp hls wife; and you wlll have

n v.t „„ tbe happjneas of ajd;ng him in so doing.
As you help others toward hope and 
happiness, hope and happiness wlll

Important Addition to Our Literature« '
Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 

reputation as a medium. The manifest 
tations given through her mediumship 
have been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: "PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE.” It is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will bold.your 
attention from the beginning .to the 
end. it’is'chockful of stirring inci
dents. Price of this large volume, only 
$1.50 postpaid.

A

fl VERY 
IMPORTANT CALL 

IS MADE.
GENEROUS OFFER, AND A CALL 

TO SPIRITUALISTS.
To tho Spiritualists at Large:—A 

generous offer has been made by á
prominent Spiritualist in this city 
give ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS 
the Mediums' Relief fund of the N.

to 
to 
S. >•

A., tor the benefit of aged and needy 
mediums, provided the Spiritualists at 
large will contribute another Tnousand 
Dollars to the same relief fund by the 
first of June next. Tbe N. S. A. is now 
paying out a large monthly sum in pen. 
slous to worthy mediums; the calls tor' 
aid Increase and the fund 1b constantly 
being depleted. Let every generous 
soul who has not already done all possi
ble for this worthy object, kindly send 
contributions, largo or small, to the fol
lowing address, each will be acknowl
edged with thanks. The generous man 
who makes the offer desires to be un
named to the public.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue 8. E., Wash. 
‘ ington, D. C.

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WHITINO.-In thia boule Miss 

Whitlug aims to portray a practical ideal for 
dully living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant
ment to life. I Uh. in a measure, a logical se
quence of‘-The World Beautiful," leading into 
still diviner harmonies. It Is calculated to ren- 
dor the soul in harmony with tho universe. It 
is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth, $1,00.

happy hunting■ grpund of the-Indians; 
and the Mexicans, not finding the words 
of their priests true,.are joining the In
dians in their • matural spiritual .life,, 
with great zest and enjoyment. It will 
be many years before they will rise into 
grander and; brighter spheres. The In
dian, with,bls natural intuitive sense, 
has always been nearer right In regard 
to the spirit world .than priest-ridden, 
civilized nations.1' He always believed, 
and taughb otheri to believe that his 
dog and hts pony.jyould go to the happy 
hunting grounds well as himself; and 
you can rioW feed with your own eyes, 
that he was right.”

I drew k longisigh of satisfaction. 
Then I had: been rfght, and it was so.

"Life is involuted,” said my father, 
“and all e¿í(ties'that go to make up the 
great oeeáu'of lite aré Immortal as In
dividual entities,tand-they remain indi
vidualized,'iprever. A natural law can
not break. If man, as an individual en-

nniTDT Tnm Between Religion and Science. 
I INH I. I. Juul tbe book (or progressive 
UU111 ULU1 thinkers. A book that la very
Interesting to people who have it taste tor the 
past religious history. By John W. Draper. 
Price, cloth, 11.75.

The Religion of Spiritualism.
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By the Rer. 

Samuel Watson. This work was written by & 
modern Savior, a grand and noble man. Price» 
#1.00. A valuable book for tho money,

TfiE ftGEOFREASON.
By Thomaa Paine. Being an Investigation ot 

True and Fabulous Theology. A new and com
plete edition, (rom new plates and now typo; 
186 pages, post 8vo. Paper cloth. Wo.

by which religious truths and errors 
can be seen, and most likely never will 
be. The best humanity can do in its in
carnate ptate, is to approximate thè 
truth.

It was Nicodemus who challenged Je
sus for asserting that "Except a man be 
born again he cannot see the kingdom 
of God." He couldn’t see how an old 
man could grow young enough to 
go through the experience of birth the 
second time; and Jesus did not en
lighten him to any alarming extent on 
the subject, but made the matter still 
more obscure, if possible, by observing 
that “Except a man be born of water 
and of the spirit he cannot enter into 
the kingdom of God.” He however pro
ceeded to explain the subject by assert
ing “That which is born of flesh is 
flesh; and that which is born of spirit is 
spirit.” “That that is, is” as Shak- 
speare would have expressed it

This last statement of Jesus, If taken 
to mean just what it says, probably ex-

slept. , ■
“There," said my father., "Your body 

lies in that other room, just 'as it did, 
We need not go in .there-" , . .

“No,” I' answered, Itever want to
look at it again; and it is.’perfectly use
less for us' to stay here, now that she is 
sleeping. Let us return. We will come 
back again in the morning.” .

“See how foolish your promise, that 
you would never, never leave her.”

“Yes, I have been very,' very foolish to 
many things," I replied. "But you will 
help me to do now as I ought to do.” .

“No soul, either in or out of the body, 
ever prays for help'in vain,” he an
swered. “I will help 'you, and so will 
thousands of other spirits and angels. 
Come, let us now go, tor I have much

tlty, is immortal, so are all other enti
tles."

My father noW.turilad to me, saying: 
"Your wife was so completely worn out, 
that she retired about seven o’clock; It 
ls>now hearing eight. We ‘are quite 
near El Paso. Teyas. There Is a-lady 
living there, whotn I think you would 
like to visit.”' ’

“Who cgn it, b.e?" I asked, forgetting 
for the moment that I knew anyone in 
El Paso. .

“Mrs. Hadlock,11 he answered.

to show you.” . ■ ..
“Are we going back to the arbor 

again?" I asked. . ,'
“Not unless you wish to,” he an

swered. “We will .now go just where 
you desire to go, for we have many 
hours before us until your wife awakes."

“Father," I said, “I want to go and see 
with my own eyes, if animals exist after 
the death of the material form. I have 
not seen one yet; and still, it has been 
written many times, that'animals exist

Ah! yea, -yes; Mrs. Hadlock. I should 
like to see Mrs. Hadlock. Did you know 
about the' pictures ?” I asked.

!‘Yes,” he replied. “I have been fully 
aware of all that’has transpired which
has Interested you." • '

“Then Mrs. Hadlock and my wife 
really did see spirit pictures, as pro-: 
jected on plain writing paper?"

“They really-did,” he answered; “and 
they will yet see,many more.” •

We had beep moving on all this time.
“Now, let us gp down,” he said. “We 

are just ovbr the place where she re
sides.” ■ ’ 1

So we.descended and entered a room 
where we found Mrs. Hadlock together 
with another lady.

“They are both mediums or sensi
tives,” said my father, “The other lady 
is very .easily controlled. Would you 
like to present yourself before her, and

0, how. I wish I could go hack and live 
in Uie earthly,bpdy once.more."

My father.glanced at me, and I read 
his thought—but it seemed that she
was not able to do this—his thought 
said:. , •

“Carlyle, you must begin your work

BOOKS BY—

LILIAN WHITING.

Important Work.
Under the auspices ot the interna/ 

tional Physio-Psychic Society of 1204 
Broadway, New York and at Berlin, 
there will shortly be issued a most in
teresting and important work by Mr. 
Emil Sutro, author of “Basic Law of 
Vocal Utterance” and "Duality of 
Voice,” entitled “Duality of Thought
and language."

In this book, the author, having 
again, for five years; given hls entire 
time and attention to further research; 
repudiates the materialistic tendency of 

' the age, and shows, by undeniable 
proof, derived from a study of the es- 
seuce of language, that man is of dpal 
nature, from hls first InclpfenceJdi the 
coll, and that the spiritual n this dual- 
itv prevails over the material.. . ■

- It will further say that divinity, as we 
endeavor to view It, and as man has 
over endeavored, to view it. is -a concep
tion emanating from ourselves; that the 
God-nf any period or-nation, is the. out- 
com’o of'tho more or less

' ili-zation of that period and nation, tnat 
" man is subject-to'immutable laws ot 
1 whose origin it is impossible for him to 
'WS'SK'-«»: 

torv motaphysic» have been nrsctlcally- S T?uo ’.undertying Prine 
have! como to light and are furnishing

' sate guides to knowledge. 
I road to rational teaching , 
«opened.

plains the situation about as it is. It 
means that man has a dual nature. 
That the “flesh” or his physical nature 
is born into this world and lives until 
dissolution comes, when it is received 
into the elements of which it is' com
posed. Physically man is but a'small' 
aggregation of matter, and in a physical 
sense birth is the commencement of the 
growth of this aggregation. The spir
itual part of man’s nature, which con
sists of the soul Incarnated, is the re
sult of the second birth referred to. It 
has a life above mere physical being. 
Jesus' says that which is born of the 
spirit is spirit. This being so, it is per
sistent and Immortal, and is born tor all 
eternity.. Spiritual birth is the com
mencement of an endless career for the 
individual soul. If this be the second 
birth, then the words of Jesus are full 
of meaning, and they proclaim a truth 
of the utmost importance to the chil
dren of men. But if that birth means 
conversion to the dogmas of some 
church, it would lmve been much better 
tor man if he hafl never been born.

• CARL C. POPE.
' Black River Falls, Wis. ' 

-- . .1» "
BOOK REVIEW.

after the death of the body. You know t 
that those writings met with much op
position on that account. I have already i 
seen a building, an arbor, flowers, vines, ' 
grass and trees ; now,. I; want to know : 
about animals, .. -

We Were floating out once more from 
the room where my wife was lying, sob
bing in her. sleep—thé. sleep of awful 
trouble and exhaustion—the room
wherein I had passed out of my body. 
Again I seemed to float out into those I 
green fields, this time.wlth my father by 
my side, my brain much stronger, my 
sight clearer, arid I was .now able to 
move voluntarily of my own accord, and 
keep an upright position, We floated 
on. out over a wide expanse, and the

speak to her?” ...
“Yes, I Sboilld like to, very much,” I 

replied; but I -promised my wife that I 
would never, If I’were to die first, con
trol any other medium but herself.”

“A bad promise is better broken 
than kept, "lie again said. “Mrs. Had
lock will soon visit Los Angeles and 
Long Beach, and you will be able to 
send a great' test to your heart-broken 
wife.” '• .

This thought gave-me' joy, and I 
placed myself directly before the medl-
um. Said the medium to Mrs. Hadlock: 
“I see the spirit of a.pprtly-looking gen
tleman—hë bald;,on the top of his 
head, and” h’ás prominent, expressive'

sight that met my eyes I can never for
get Here were vast plains covered 
with vegetation. It must not be forgot
ten that we were, or had been, in South
ern California; but my . father said that 
we had risen far ..above the Sierra 
Madras and were now looking-out over 
the state of Arizona. ...

“We will pause here,’’.said he, “and I 
want you to note well what you see, for 
it is decreed that you shall write your 
experience out through the hand of your 
wife, as soon as she is able to respond

A Chicago Lady In Australia.

Inns the.i 
has been’

How-to Play the Mandolin. An Es
say, with Rules'for Its Practice, a Les
son in Tuning, and other Useful Infor
mation. -By Joseph Singer, ■ Chicago.
Price,,15 cents. - -

This is the work of an experienced 
teacher,: hence is wisely designed to be 
practically helpful and useful to learn-

here now, although but a short time has 
intervened since your departure from 
the earthly body. Miss-----1b one of
those who-live in the past, and thus far 
her friends have not been able to turn 
her perverted mind into the present and 
toward'tlie future; and you will find 
many .spirits here like her. I think you 
can help her. .

“Why, Miss ——said I; “to live in 
the earthly body again would be going 
hackward, not forward. I already feel 
rather glad to be rid of mine. Certain
ly it has been a great clog to me.”

"O, how can you say that?" she ex
claimed. Think how lovely it was, 
when we were all together in your 
school, and you were teaching and play
ing so grandly.

“It might have seemed lovely to you,” 
I said, "but-it certainly was not lovely 
to me. It was there and then that the 
foundation was laid for my comparative
ly early .departure from earth to this 
life, I am not sorry to be here, how
ever, but-I--am sorry to have been 
obliged to leave my wife alone—as she 
often thinks—and .desolate. Neverthe
less, I mean to -be happy and make her 
happy as soon as possible.”

“She ought to be glad that she is not 
here,” said Miss -—■ I wish that I

spring up in your own soul and burst 
into brightness.” .

Miss ----- looked somewhat interest
ed, and her countenance became more 
pleasing. ■ .

“I am sure I am willing to help, If I 
can,” she said; and so we three together 
started back on our mission of love and 
hope to one of earth’s children—the one 
of all others on the earth that was dear
est to me—the one that I would have 
laid down my life for, at any time, to 
make happy; but, in the laying of it 
down, great misery and not happiness 
to her, had been the result. But I had 
not laid down my life. My life and I 
had arisen together. Let me return 
now. to comfort and tell her this. I 
know that her poor, blinded eyes can
not see me; but she shall feel me and 
know that I am with her still.

We returned; and I, together with my 
father, tried to establish a code of sig
nals by which my wife might always 
know that I was present with her; but 
the signalling was imperfect, and she 
still doubted; yet, in many ways I mani
fested myself to her.

My father said: “There is but one 
way, now, that we can do much good. 
We can control her to write, better than 
any other way. Remain with her, and 
help her as much as possible, until all is 
over about the funeral. Brave as she is

blue eyes, „1 think he would like to say 
something to you."'

My father now instructed me how to 
control the'medium, and I said through 
her: “I aur Carlyle Petersilea. I am- 
dead—as they icnlllt—that is, I am out 
of my material form. I passed out last 
night, or Either, very early this morn
ing, and rtjypoorWlfe Is .distracted with 
grief.” 'L; '''

"O, that cannot be,” said Mrs. Had
lock. "I-heard from Mrs. Petersilea not 
long since,sand tax was nearly well. It 
may be hfctiiastralpoi! double, however; 
for a livlngEpersoii’s spirit is often seen, 
you know.” •

“Not so! not so!" I said. “It is not 
my double^but njyself—Carlyle Peter-

could exchange places with her, and go 
back.” . '
" “Do you .wish to live your earthly Uto 
over .again?” I asked. “I am sure you 
were never happy on earth so far back 
as I can remember you.”

“I waamuch happier there than here,” 
she replied. “It Is dreadful to look for
ward to an eternity of dreariness.”

“But why should eternity be dreary?" 
I asked. “I have great hopes for the fu
ture of my eternity»”

“Hopes?” she said. “I have nothing 
to hope for.” •

‘Why, is progress' denied you?' I
asked. ■

"The idea of progression gives me no 
pleasure,” she answered. "To what, and 
to whom, and to where, am I to pro
gress?” ■ - .

। I looked at her gaunt and shrunken

or may be, it is a terrible ordeal for 
her to go through. Remain with her as 
much' 8s possible until time has some
what modified her grief; and then we 
together will control her to write.”

And now this is all I shall say con
cerning my private affairs and home af
fections. Hereafter, whatever 1 may 
write. 1 hope will benefit mankind in 
general, and I shall try to write nothing 
but the truth.

My life on earth was that of a public 
performer and teacher; and I can be 
nothing less here in this life. I hope to 
be more hereafter. I shall confine my
self to tlie burning questions of the day 
and age in which the world now is; and 
as I have passed into the-invisible or 
spiritual realm, I can now write from 
my own personal knowledge and expe
rience. From Carlyle Petersilea to the 
readers of The Progressive Thinker.

THE LIFE RADIANT—Cloth,$1.00 
not. D-worated clotli 11.25. In thio, Her now book. 
MIbb Whiting aims to portray a practical Ideal for 
dally living that shall embody tlio BweeineBB and 
exaltation and faith that lend enchantment to life, 
lliH. in a measure, a loylcal sequenee or ‘Tho 
World Beautiful.” Leading Into still diviner har
monies. -The Life Radiant" Is characterized by 
the Bamo eaBenilal qualities that have marked 
"The World Beautiful."
CONTENTS—Tho Golden Ago Lies Onward; Dln- 

eernlng the Future-, The Ethereal Kealin; The 
Power ot tho Exalted Moment; The Nectar ot 
the Hour.

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE; 
or Death as an Event In Lite, cloth, SI,00 A book 
from her pen means now flashes ot Insight, a rev
elation of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian In 
kind.-Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
Second and Third Serlea. Three volumes, JI.IM 
per volume,
CONTENTS OF VOL. I.-The Duty ot Happiness;

Nectar and Atnbrosl’i’.Bellevo in the wlnss; Tho 
Vision and the Splendor; The Enlargement of 
Relations; Friends Discovered, not made; A 
Psychological Problem: The Supreme Luxury 
of Life; Exclusive and Inclusive; Through 
Scorning Nothing; The Woman of tho World; 
The potency of Charm; Fine Souls and Fine So
ciety; The Laws ot Our Country; In Newness 
of Life; Tho Heavenly visitors.

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of 
a Summer. Price. II.00, Tho ideas In tho book 
will afford comfort to many, and should bring 
positive aid In sorrow to such as will receive Its 
message.—Hartford Post. .
FROM DREAMLNAD SENT —
Verses of tho Ltfo to Come. New edition,-with 
additional poems. $1.00. Decorated cloth.
Lilian Whiting’s verse 1s like a bit of sunlit land
sea pi on a May mornlng.-Boston Herald.

KATE FIELD ; A Record, with 
several portraits of Miss Field. Including ono by 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth, $2.00

A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
With Portrait. Decorated cloth. 11.25« ~ ______

WhatAirthrWorld’s a-Seeking.
RALPH WALDO TRINE.

Rachis building bls world from wnw“;ht.l;°uri!'? 
the builder; for thoughts are f°rceB.—eubtle. vlt»l,

0,Tte7ePb^

InJLIlIlUU book, Its commentaries, 
teachings, poetry, and legends. • Also brief 
sketches of tho men who made and commented 
upon It. By II. Polang. 859 pp. Price, cloth, it

The Melbourne (Australia) Age ot 
January 11, makes mention of the open
ing address in that city by Mrs. Laura 
G. Fixen, of Chicago, as follows: - ,

A service was held at the Bijou The
ater last night under the auspices of 
the Victorian Association of Spiritual
ists, when Mrs. Laura G. Fixen; a lec
turer who has just arrived from Amer
ica, gave an address upon ‘.‘Spiritualism, 
Science and Reason.” There was a very 
largo attendance, the accommodation of 
the hall being taxed to its.utmost capac-ere who-desire a correct knowledge o£ I the hall being mea re u. uimusv

KSÄVi-s SWÂKSÎÏÏ
glv<:n,<wlll gain genuine 'musical • pttir 
ture and artistic apprehension, 
” « - ■ r__————

tho gift of the tongue,'- and spoke tor 
Over- an hour In a quletimelodlous voice, 
making 'herself well' heard-throughout

• .«The Romance of Sude. W-Storyl of 
tho Lito"and Times of tho Nazareno r.i .d’ 

, His People."' .Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely In
teresting book. Neatly bound In cloth 

pmdgilL Only. 60 cento.

the building.. , ■ , , , . . - L
A-slight American accent ; was Per

ceptible, and passages of dry humor 
now and then revealed the fact that sho 
hailed from ‘the States. What sho 
termed “her own" city In Chicago,

where she is associate pastor • of the 
ProgressIvSlSpIrltilal Church; vice-pres
ident of tho State Spiritualist Assocln- 
tion, president. oUthe Marie C. Brehm 
W. C. T. U„ and .business manager of 
tho'Work!fig-Women’s Home Associa
tion. : 1 ;

in -welcoming: persons of all creeds 
Mrs, Flxon narrated'her personal expe
rience • in.' adfinectlon with religion. 
Born of Danish parents, sho had been a 
Lutheran^-'. TheiiiPresbyterlan church 
was tho -first Jshe-evet attended when 
sho ,wuht. to ,t)je HJhltpd ■ States, f, For 
;some yea^s sire -taught at'tho Baptist 
Sunday^cllfioi, The Congregational 
church was tho first one-sho joined in 
America,-'and'fbr twenty-years she was 
a mernboc tatt the -Methodist church 
there.- -Tfils.'-dindld statement created 
hearty loughtor; ■follewotl by applause. 
¡When It had Mibdlde'd,- there came, the 

, cdnfessiottiii^Sitiw11 am (( Spiritualist, x •
, This portlofi’ofjhi -lecture, was lis

tened to'Wlth?great Interest; Her re
quest to the audience was, ’Come, let 
us reason together.” She asked them

to have hope. The definition which she 
gave of “hope” was characteristic of 
many light passages in the address, and 
showed unmistakably that the speaker 
possessed the heart of a woman. “Hope 
is to the soul,” she said, “what the baby- 
is to the home..-1 hope a good many of 
you are blessed with babies in ..the 
home. It is God and; man, heaven and 
earth, sunshine and happiness, all done 
up In one little bit of a bundle. It is In
spiration, of. the father and thp joy of 
tho mother all done up in ono little par
cel." (Applause.). ,

The moral which was drawn was that, 
in the bouV of-every iman -and woman 
there.was itopb of tlie future. This was 
specially-Ao wipr tlie Spiritualist, .Who 
extended the hope of a future Uto to ev
eryone. -Sho loved Spiritualism be
cause-of1 its breadth of vision—mid 
when they looked at her they would rec
ognize-that Mie required ii broad plat
form. ’ (LttoghterJ Thb body might do 
laid lathe grave and resolve itself into 
its natural elements, but all lived again 
ip the perfume of the rose or the sbng of

the birds, and they believed that the 
spirits of their friends were all-around 
them. They were, however, merely in
quirers after the truth. Day by day 
thoir vision was being extended, and in 
the abundance of time the truth would, 
they believed, be made fully manifest to 
them. An explanation was given, that 
the lecture was ■-merely prelimi
nary, and that In a"subsequeji.t one Mrs. 
Fixen would state the..causes.which led 
her to become a Spiritualist . • ..

"Death, Its Meaning’‘and Resnlfe.*! 
By J. K,, Wilson, of the. Pennsylvanian 
Bar. An absorbingly -Interesting';vol" 
time, ot decided value.:, Ao-narratlymof 
wonderful psychic- events . In ..the-,-au- 
Ihor’s experience. Cloth, 500 pages, 11- 
kualr&tod. ®l-æ. ..... ..............

“Right Generation ..the . Key ..to tlie 
Kingdom of Heaven on. Earth," . By 
Dr. KC E. Oooger.. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations,. A plea 
for justice and equality in all the rela
tions of life between men and women. 
Clotfe. 73 cents; leatherette. BO cents.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND— '

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

Thia la a moat valuable book. It cornea from an Er« 
Most, wboso character la above reproach, and wbq 
cnowa whftt bo la talking about. Everybody aboula 
read It. Price, 11.00. It contains tbo following chap* f

CHAPTER T. ■ '
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Selfr ; 

respect iu tbo Confessional. ■
CHAPTER II. , , x <

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for th«
PrlCBt* CHAPTER HI.

tho Confessional Is the Modern Sodom.
CHAPTER IV.

How tbo Vow of Celibacy of the Priests Is made cMJ 
by Auricular Confession. ... .

. CHAPTER V. _______ __ .Tbe blgbly*educatcd and refilled Woman tn toe Con« .. 
feiilonal—What becomes of her after uucoudlUon»- 
al Burrendor—Her Irreparable Ruin. _

" CHAPTER VI. . a
t Auricular Confession destroys nil the Bactcd Tie!,« , 
.- Marriage nnd Hupan Bo'Jcty. •

. . ' : CHAPTER VII. jp-1
Should Auricular ConfesHon bo tolerated among Ctvt^6 

ixofi NaUone»
•. . j CHAPTER. VIIL zi ' 

Docs Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Boni? ,n .
*■’ CHAPTERIX. .
Tho Dogma* of,Auricular Confession a BaoYllegWdl 

Imposture. . ’
CHAPTERX.

God compels tho Church of Romo to-cournio UN 
Abominations of Auricular ConfcMlon.

... CHAPTEUrXI;. -... ... , 
Auricular Confession In Australia, America, 
. Franco, . ; . ■ . ■ ... ’

■ . CHAFTBR XU................... ...  _
A Ch.pter for tha Con.l3or.llon ot Uil.lntor», naf; 

buid. and FMhor^omn ot tka waltara on whl« 
tbo Frioit ot Roma must Quo.Uon Uta 1-omtcM* .

¡Boat J?09S>»aia. Prlco, $1.00. .
• '
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Man the Microcosm.
His Infinite and Divine Relations. Intuition 

W1“ Within. By Giles B. Stebbins.Price, 10 cents.
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(W NOTES BY THE WAY
Harrison D. Barrett Doing Missionary 

Work.

From Jan. 10, 1904 to Feb. 12, I tried 
to do missionary work in the state o£ 
Mame. Funerals, lectures, parlor talks 
were all attended to according to my 
ability, and such inspiration as can be 
extracted from an unusually severe 
New England winter. Wherever I went 
the good people of my native state gave 
me a hearty welcome, and with the ex
ception of three meetings, the audi
ences that greeted me were large, at
tentive and sympathetic. The intensely 
cold weather, long stage rides and 
drives, chills and fever, neuralgia and 
throat trouble proved too much for me, 
and I was compelled to desist for a time 
ere I turned my face westward. Na
ture’s storms and man’s cunning when 
united make a most formidable enemy 
for even a Yankee. My experience was 
no exception to the rule.

On Feb. 19, I started westward, mak
ing my first stop in Albany, N. Y., 

• where I was most hospitably* enter
tained in the spiritual home of Hon. E. 
A. Doty and family. Their home was 
charged with spirituality in its every 
part, and a sojourn there for three days 
was most soothing to a tired brain and 
pain-racked nerves. Wit, humor, 
pathos, sentiment of all kinds we in
dulged in and were mentally and spirit
ually refreshed thereby. Such spiritual 
uplifts cheer every pilgrim evangel, and. 
give him strength with which to meqt 
the storms and vicissitudes of every-day 
life. Would that there were thousands 

- of such spiritual homes as Brother 
Doty’s in all sections of our land to
day! This nation of ours would be 
much nearer being a civilized aggrega
tion of mortals than It Ib to-day.

After a single address in Albany, 
given in the vestry of the Unitarian 
church, 1 journeyed on to Syracuse. 
Here I was greeted by that stout-heart
ed worker for the “good cause,” Brother 
E. G. Rellley, and given a warm wel
come to Syracuse. The lecture of 
Tuesday evening was well attended, 
and when it was found that I was not 
expected in Little Valley, arrangements 
were at once made for a second ad
dress on Wednesday evening. Despite 
the storm a goodly number of the de
voted friend^ of truth braved the ele
ments to listen to what might be said in 
behalf of Spiritualism. Here I received 
one of the greatest compliments ever 
paid me in my life. The Spiritualists 
o' Syracuse, alive to everything that 

^benefit the cause as a whole, and 
rfir society in particular, are moving 

y- the direction of engaging a settled 
speaker. They honored me with a call 
to a two months’ engagement looking 
to this very end, my labors to begin 
Marchal, 1904.

I then saw nothing in my way to in
terfere with this arrangement, and ac
cepted their most generous offer with a 
thankful heart. But there has been a 
slight hitch in carrying out this plan, 
owing to the fact that my mail had been 
delayed in reaching me. Missionary 
work for the N. S. A. and the Ohio 
State Spiritualist Association had been 
planned for me for the month of March 
in the state of Ohio, and dates assigned 
accordingly. This arrangement, ante
dating that of Syracuse, of course takes 
precedence, hence I shall work in Uie 
great "Buckeye State” during the pres
ent month, and open my Syracuse en
gagement April 1, provided there Is no 
change of sentiment on the part of the 
interested parties.

Leaving Syracuse in the midst of a 
driving snowstorm, with the mercury 
hovering around the zero point, I made 
my way to Anderson, Ind., to take in the 

, State Convention to be held there, Feb.
27 and 28, under tlie leadership of 

thk' veritable Boanerges in Spiritual
istic work, Rev. E. W. Sprague, With 
what delight the passengers found their

LITTLE CRIPPLE SKIPS AND PLAYS.

Mother Believes in Miraculous Cure by Water from 
Lourdes Grotto-Three Years’ Affliction Ended 
After Devotions. ■

1,3 i?r th.ree Xears’llis left absolutely use- 
be Murphy, the ten-year-old son of Dir. and 

Mrs. M. A. Murphy, of No. 232 Hull street, Brooklyn, 
has m a day cast away crutches and iron braces, 
stands erect and romps and plays like other children, 
ihe cure is discredited to a miracle performed a week 
ago at the Church of Our Lady of Lourdes, Aberdeen 
street, near Broadway, Brooklyn. ■
i an,1iversary of Our Lady of Lourdes was cele
brated last Ihursday week. In the church are hun
dreds of crutches and canes that have been thrown 
away by those who have been healed. Ever since 
Willie became a cripple through tuberculosis of the 
bone his mother has taken him daily to the church 
to pray for )iis recovery. Jn addition to this the fam
ily his spent several thousand dollars consulting the 
best specialists and surgeons in the city in an effort 
to cure the lad. ’. . - *

“We had almost given up hope that Willie would 
ever be wellI ” said Mrs. Murphy to a World reporter 
yesterday, ‘ but I had faith in the Lord and continued 
to pray day and night, that my boy might have the 
use of his leg restored. .

“On Lourdes day I took Willie to the church, where 
he bathed m the water from Lourdes in the grotto, in 
the rear. ‘Mamma, I believe that I am going to be 
healed,’ the boy said to me. He was so impatient to 
get to the church, This gave me renewed hope and 
faith and I prayed the harder as Willie bathed.

“There were many other little crippled, children 
there, and I felt so sorry for them. All took a little 
bpttle of water home with them. When Willie and 
myself got. home I rubbed his leg with some of the 
water and we kneeled and prayed together. That was 
on Thursday night.

» “Op Friday morning I called Willie to me, took off 
his raised shtje and iron brace and rubbed some of the 
Lourdes water over his leg. ‘Why, mamma, how good 
ray leg feels,’ Willie said to me. ‘I believe I can 
stand on it.

WONDER OF WONDERS.
“Then, wonder of wonders. Willie threw down his 

cane, stood erpet and walked across the floor. For a 
moment I could not believe my own eyes. Then I 
realized that a miracle had been performed. I ran 
through the house shouting, ‘Willie’s cured, Willie’s 
cured! Thank God, my boy is no longer a cripple.’ ”

Mrs. Murphy was so overjoyed that she sent the 
good news to her husband, a prosperous machinist; to 
all her relatives and friends in the neighborhood. In 
a short while, the Murphy home was crowded with re-

IMPORTANT QUERIES

could not possibly have been cured'through medical 
aid,” he answered.

The above from the New York World illustrates 
the important fact that spirits did the.healing—Cath
olic spirits interested in promoting tlri eauU of truth, 
as they understand it. When will people learn that 
spn it manifestations are common to aB sects, and that 
noonehasiemonopolyofthesame? H

WOMAN MYSTIFIES SCIENTISTS, 
■ ' ' J -——• ■ A.s< .

Performs Astonishing Things While in Somnambulis
tic State-Psychologists of Bavaria Interested in 
Strange Phenomenon.
Doctors, scientists and psychologists throughout 

Germany have been greatly perplexed in the last few 
days by the mysterious performances in-Munich of a 
French woman who goes by the name of “Mme. 
Madeleine G. her surname having been kept a 
profound secret. She has been appearing here before 
small private gatherings and doing the most astonish
ing things while in a somnambulistic trance,

train over four hours late into Ander
son, the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker may well imagine. But An
derson was reached at last, and a few 
hours’ rest accorded the storm-blessed 
(?) passengers whose destination was 
that busy Indiana city.

I need not dwell upon the convention 
or Its work. A full report of its pro
ceedings will soon appear in the col

, umns of The Progressive Thinker, from 
which even the casual reader can see 
that the convention was a signal suc
cess. It was one of the most represen
tative gatherings I ever attended, and 
every delegate was anxious to do his 
part to make organization a settled fact 
in Indiana. All of the representatives 
did their best,- and that best has given 
us a well-equipped, finely-organized 
state association, with a splendid corps 
of officers at its head. The president, 
E. A. Schram, of Peru, is an energetic 
business man of wide experience in sec
ular pursuits, and brings business meth
ods as well as spirituality to his new 
duties. He has excellent help in all of 
the members of the board of trustees. 
The state Association of Spiritualists of 
Indiana starts out under promising 
skies, and “Success" Is already em
blazoned upon its banner.

Rev. E. W. Sprague was at his best in 
the discharge ot his many duties, and 
has lost none of his old-time ability as a 
money-raiser. Mrs. Sprague was most 
happy in her work, and her genial pres
ence added much to the convention’s 
pleasure.

Dr. Julia M. Walton’s psychic work 
pleased recipients of her spiritual boun
ties while her lectures delighted all 
who heard them.

Rev. Thomas W. Smith, one of An
derson's resident speakers, and Dr. 
Gardner Haines, the president of the 
Anderson society, each gave addresses 
of great merit. '

The Temple choir, led by J. A. Wertz, 
discoursed excellent vocal music, and 
the two soloists, Miss Hazel Wertz and 
Mrs, Flora Russell, drew forth many en
comiums of praise for their splendid 

.work.
Little Miss Mosher gave two violin 

soles of great beauty, and rendered 
them with the skill of a master. The 
E. Z. mandolin orchestra rendered two 
selections that evoked salvos of ap
plause. ’

From Anderson I journeyed to To
ledo, to begin the work laid out for me 
in Ohio. Sandusky, Toledo, Elyria, 
Cleveland, Ashtabula will all be visited, 
And week evening addressed will be 
¡given In smaller cities and towns desir- 
fng.the same. Dates are filling up rap
idly, and societies desiring week even
ing lectures between March 13 and 20, 
should apply at once. I have no objec- 

’ ’tion to speaking every day in the week, 
and twice on Sundays, provided dates 
can be made accordingly.

The Ohio State Spiritualist Associa
tion is doing splendid work this season, 
its board of trustees being a unit in their 
desire to advance the best interests of 
Spiritualism in all sections of the state. 
The President, Mrs. Carrie Firth Cur
ran, 1b tireless in her efforts to serve', 
the cause she loves. This Is true also 
of every member of the board of trus
tees'. With such a devoted band of 
workers at its head, the state associa
tion cannot failto render the cause effi
cient aid.

For the present my address will be 
123 Indiana avenue, Toledo, Ohio. -

HARRISON D. BARRETT, 
President N. S. A.

•'Meatless Dishes." Very useful, 
price 10 ceñís. ; . ;

joieing relatives and friends. All wondered at the 
great miracle. Willie was hugged, kissed, petted and 
showered with presents. He ran around the house, 
kicked up his heels and was just as jolly as his 
younger brother.

Up to the time of the cure, Willie wore a raised 
shoe, while his leg was supported on each side by iron 
braces. The knee was so tender that he could not 
bear any one to touch it. For the last three years he 
has slept in bed alone. He was only able to attend 
school three or four days during an entire month. 
When the remarkable cure was announced in the 
classroom, thanksgiving prayers were offered by all 
the pupils. The boy expects to begin attending school 
regularly on Monday.

Willie's lameness came almost as suddenly as his 
cure. When he was seven years old he was playing in 
the street one day, when his mother noticed that he 
began to limp. She thought nothing of it until the 
next morning, when Willie could not put his foot to 
the floor. There is only a slight limp in the boy’s 
walk now, which will disappear, his mother hopes, 
as soon as the leg becomes a little hardened and 
stronger.

Father Poreille, pastor of the Church of Our Lady 
of Lourdes, was asked by a World, reporter about 
the miracles performed in his church. He dictated 
this statement:

“Although 1 often hear of cures that have been 
obtained through the prayers of the people and the 
use of the water of Lourdes, yet I consider that it is 
not my place to pronounce these cures miraculous. 
The church is very conservative, on such matters, and 
recognizes no miracles unless a minute investigation 
has been made by the church authorities. It seems too 
much like advertising, and the church will not allow 
any pastor to advertise his own parish.’’

“What is to be understood by a minute investiga
tion?” Father Poreille was asked.

“Before we pronounce a miracle, the authorities

MYSTIFIES ALL PARIS.
The mysterious “Mipe. Madeleine G. —/’ is sup

posed to be the same woman who was mystifying 
artists and literati a few weeks ago in Paris, with her 
weird performances under a hypnotic influence. 
Th?.e._she.Y“8 hai.led as a lnl 1D real 1Ife- ,Nüt that 
she sang entrancing songs while under the hypnotic 
spell ot a Svengah, but that she followed with her 
bodZÁn.strange rliy.t?1“ the strains of music and in 
perfect harmony with its spirit and wood. Several 
reJ“'ls?vate glVeu P^vate and scientists had to 
admit that the woman undoubtedly was swayed by 
the mysterious influence and that it was not possible 
for her to simulate all the emotions she passed 
through in the hypnotic spell. After the rehearsals in 
Paris nothing was heard of the woman and it is be
lieved that she is the one who is now puzzling the 
scientists of Germany. She is a woman of much grace, 
but on no account can she be regarded as attractive 
in person. Under the hypnotic influence, however, 
she appears to undergo a complete physical trans
formation. She becomes strangely composed and 
moves with a grace that seems almost supernatural. 
At these private rehearsals the woman is introduced 
by Dr. Von Sehrenck. Then Dr. Magnin of Paris 
places her under the hypnotic spell with a few passes 
in front of her eyes and a little hard staring. Within 
a few minutes she appears to fall into a soft sleep in 
an easy chair.

MUCH AFFECTED BY MUSIC.
Then someone begins to play on a piano in the room 

and the subject forthwith shows that she has some 
somnambulistic knowledge of the music. She rises 
from the chair sTowly, her eyes wide and staring, and 
follows every note with the most graceful and rhyth
mic motions of her hands and arms. ‘

While she was deep in a waltz performance the 
pianist suddenly began to play a funeral march. 
Mme. Madeleine stopped and stalked across the little 
stage sadly and solemnly, her face downcast and pale 
as death.

Then a chapter was road from a romance. In it was 
an interview between a woman character and the man 
she loved. Miné. Madeleine followed’in pantomime 
every motion brought out in the reading with the most 
lemailiable accuracy. In her face was-clearly depict
ed all the feelings aroused in the heart' of the woman 
in the romance.

YESTERDAY, TO-DAY AND TO-MOR
ROW THOUGHTFULLY CONSID
ERED iN THE LIGHT OF MODERN 
REASON AND THE HIGHER CRIT
ICISM.
The physical attributes ot the human 

form in times past were the same as 
now. Why did not man wrest from na
ture the essentials of comfort and re
finement that prevail at the present 
time? If “the brain secretes thought 
as the liver secretes bile,” why could 
not man entertain superior thoughts, or 
manifest superior mentality when he 
was. living nearer to nature?

Why was he comparatively contented 
with the adobe dwelling, the mud hut, 
or rude cabin located in the wilds of the 
forest?

Why did the crude means of transpor
tation satisfy his requirements—modes 
of communication with his fellow so far 
Inferior to what we now possess ?

Why was he so indifferent to the culti
vation of the beautiful, and neglected to 
embellish his surroundings which would 
thus render the external more pleasing 
to the eye, or an Improvement upon the 
pative crudity of the wilderness?

Why was he so cruel and barbarous In 
the treatment of others, In such marked 
contradistinction to the magnanimous 
policy pursued in this enlightened age?

To travel down the stream«pf time be
yond and anterior to this early period 
we would find conditions coarser and 
less salubrious in proportion to the per
ception of the race. Nature, like the 
human, was undeveloped, rough and un
couth, manifesting morbidity and crud
ity, until aroused into activity and re
finement by a higher culture of mental
ity on the part of man. The reason 
why coarser conditions obtained then 
than now was because man was not so 
individualized; in other words he had 
not unfolded the progressive element of 
his being.

This object lesson presented to us in 
every-day experience Is an earnest of 
the future. Why should not man con
tinue to progress eternally, to unfold 
from within, directing and unfolding 
Impulses which will eventually endow 
him with the powers and possibilities of 
a God?

Seeing that we have no wish or incli
nation to again adopt such moral and 
social conditions, which we have long 
ago outgrown, why should we cling te
naciously to the religious Ideas that 
were only sufficient for the require
ments of the people existing at that 
time?

Why should not man progress in 
thought along the lines of spiritual spec
ulation in, proportion to the unfoldment 
and refinement that he demands and

the divine approval when they pass 
over to the spiritual condition will bo 
i ewarded with a harp and a crown, on 
condition thut they stultify their man
hood and sink their individuality in a 
sycophantic -prostration of all That con
stitutes them grand, noble and intelli
gent beings. And this is to be their fu
ture destiny; to honor, applaud, praise 
and glorify a despotic monarch, whom 
they must- despise and detest with all 
the loathing of their souls.

Man’s sense of justice, reason and In
tuition—nay, even nature herself—pro
tests against' this awful rendering of 
the purpose of lite. The great yearn
ing cry of the soul is for a philosophy 
of existence in harmony with its aspira
tions and progressive needs.

Seattle, Wash. C. G. OYSTON.
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OSTEOPATHY AT FAULT.

Dr. Still’s Diagnosis Correct?

HAD A PROPHETIC VISION.

Russian Writer Foretold Disasters that Recently 
Befel His Country’s Navy.

Once of the most remarkable instances of political 
prophecy that have come to light in recent years is re
ported by Dr. E. J. Dillon. A Russian named Levitoff 
published recently at Port Arthur a pamphlet urging 
that the Russians do everything possible to gain time 
and that they withdraw the fleet as an incumbrance, 
and depend upon their numerical superiority on land’ 
With great clearness he pointed out the perils of 
meeting Japan on the sea. .

“The Yellow Bosporus” (the Straits of Corea) “is 
a trap into which the Japs, at England’s instigation, 
are trying to entice us. So long as we steer clear of a 
sea fight,” he continues, “the command of the sea 
and the Anglo-Japanese alliance are not worth a 
sucked egg. If we resolve to keep out of an engage
ment on water and if we are further prepared to do 
without our fleet, not only by refusing to increase it 
but by getting ride of it wholly and without reserve, 

, , ,, . - ,, • . ,, then the Japanese doctrine, Asia for Asiatics, becomes
seek the physician who attended the person cured and,meaningless and we have a free field on which to con 
obtain from him a statement that the cured person tinue our work of culture in that part ..of the globe.”

THE LIFE OF THE SOUL
An Open Letter to Mrs. M. T. Longley.

Mrs. M. T. Longley—Dear Madam and 
Co-Worker In the Cause of Truth:—I 
read the article In The Progressive 
Thinker of Feb. 6, on the subject. The 
Life of the Soul, and I notice that the 
ego that was speaking through your or
ganism did not make mention of the ori
gin of the soul, only that that the mind 
of man could not comprehend It. Now 
I think different, for I believe the mind 
of man is all-powerful as far as un
folded.

He also stated that a mind that could 
explain these wonders of the infinite 
could not come in contact with finite 
life; and in that I differ from.him. The 
time is past when that was a fact, and 
we are now just entering on a new cos
mic day, which commenced in 1898, and 
this new cosmic day will reveal many 
things that Heretofore have seemed im
possible. ,

Now in the last few weeks I have held 
a conversation through my own clalrau- 
dient .powers with a very intelligent en
tity that claims to have reached the 
high state of unfoldment or vibration so 
that he could behold the Infinite and 
that he is one of a few that by their own 
will force can come to a lower rate of 
vibration and teach the people of earth 
some of the higher truths ; and I asked 
him in regard to the origin of the hu
man soul, and his reply was that it 
sprang from the vibratory waves of the 
universal soul which Is composed of 
both positive and negative vlbràtory 
waves and as these two waves come in 
contact With each other they throw off 
a spark of light (soul) same as two 
wires charged with electricity do, and 
this new soul commences to increase in 
vibration and gather particles around it 
to protect itself from' other stronger vi
brations, therefore the covering that 
Mr. Pierpont spoke of, then in time by- 
thé same process, it takes on the spirit
ual covering and by power of attraction- 
it takes on.the human form or any other 
form for a time, then as the latter wears 
out or fails to be preserved, this soul 
moves out, the same as we would move 
out of an old house and see or vibrate 
till we found one more suited ‘ to our

needs; but they can teach the human 
mind to preserve itself and body it lives 
in, and to unfold in knowledge until this 
human mind continues to seek the finer 
covering and will not dwell in the phys
ical, but will not live below the spiritual 
vibrations, and then in time this soul 
will or can by continuous^changes for 
the better throw off this spiritual cov
ering.

Now this oversoul or universal soul Ib 
as said before throwing off new souls. 
Now these souls that are thus thrown 
off do not come into the human form 
but as they are part of the universal 
soul they are composed of the same
component parts as the universal soul 
(as a child to the parent) and this soul 
becomes a planet and is composed of 
vibratory waves both positive and neg
ative, and by the same process new 
souls are born on different planets. Also 
these souls if in the right vibration can 
and do vibrate to the place in the uni
versal consciousness where they be
long, according to unfoldment, and 
there remain in different forms through
out the cosmic day in which they were 
born, or until they unfold the mind so 
as to be Infinite. As the mind unfolds, 
the coverings that surround the soul be
come thinner or more transparent and 
will finally dissolve into the elements.

Now, Mrs. Longley, I was strongly 
Impressed to send these few lines to 
you and you can do with them as you 
think best; you can, after reading them 
throw them in the waste basket, or you 
can send them to be published, it is all 
the same to me. I have lots of those 
writings and I shall not even keep a 
copy of this-as they come to me or are 
revealed to me at any time. Hoping 
you will not take offense by my sending

ever sue ,

THE ANGEL GUESTS.

As I sit in the silent gloaming, 
And think of the loved ones gone. 

My soul is filled with moaning,
And my heart seems very lone.

But a sweet voice, out of the dimness 
Sends greetings ray heart to bless, 

And tells me my loved ones are living
In the home of Eternal Rest. , 

Living and loving as in forpier years, 
With hearts ascender and true, 

And they reach 6ut their hands In the 
twilight, ' . ,

To those whom on earth they knew. 
They whisper, in accents most tender, 
„ From out the evergreen shore: 
"Our spirits are nearer than ever,

We love you the same.as of yore. 
“We come to you often to cheer you, 
— We hover around you'at night, 
We tenderly watch ever near You,

We fill your soul oft vjlth delight. 
"W’e speak of our Heavenly Father,

We tell of His .love and His care. 
We dry all your sad teaiis Of sorrow

And help you life’s burdens,;to bear.
' Then welcome ub, friend, ,to your 

■ household! '
Make room for each'Heavenly guest!

We bring only love and-goodjwishes, 
From out the bright" laniT of the 

blest.” •«), ,, t (
EMMA M. HARRINGTON.

DeWitt, Iowa. oil
iuU...;, .ilii.

An Easy Way tei Jjitoncy. 
washes made 8600.00 In 80 days selling Dish- Jimi TaÁ.ffi my housework at the samo 
JI“0,ruis?™Fooploobmoersend for

céss in unfolding the truth to the minds ü “»Teil“ÄÄS dri.,“Ähcs 
ft ®en'J a“> as ever. a seeder after the
higher truth, JUD JOHNSON. tLYhnhnSiSl..1.»!}1 °11 my future time

Grand Rapids, Mtch. ' .

. Social Upbuilding, Including Coon. - Mm. w. b.
ArnHvn Qvalnmn J 11 '. ' _ ■ ' ■ . ' . -eratlvo Systems,and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.’’, ByE. D. 
Babbitt, LU. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at thia office. . . - ;
, 'Death Defeated; or the Psychic Sa- 
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M 
Peebles, M. D., M. A.z-Ph. d. Price p.

"A Plea for the Now Woman.” Bjr 
May Collins. 'An address delivered be! 
fere the Ohio Liberal Society. . For sale 
at this office. Price 10 cents. . -

"Hamly Electrical Dlctiotary." a 
practiciil handbook of ; reference, con
taining definitions of every used eleo. 
trlcal term or phrase, Price !!5 cants.

elicits from nature?
Why should man’s conclusions re--

specting the spiritual be absolute, fixed, 
and unchanging when he is forever 
changing, moulding and refining the ex
ternal by his wonderful mentality?

Are his spiritual faculties to remain 
dormant while his intellectual capacity 
is striving to grasp the very soul of be
ing? .

During the Middle Ages, after endeav
oring to fetter and coerce mankind by 
the imitations of those horrid engines 
of torture, the rack, the Iron boot, the 
thumbscrew, and other operations too 
numerous to mention, man’s spiritual 
activities became morbid and lifeless 
for many years, until it required the 
thunderstorm of mental revolution to 
arouse him to a true sense of his rela
tionship to the higher requirements of 
his nature. Even as the violent .ele
mental storm becomes absolutely es
sential to maintain animal and human 
life on earth when the equilibrium is 
disturbed, and injurious factors inter
pose, threatening man’s very existence, 
so in the spiritual realm of thought a 
tremendous disturbance becomes nec-
essary to arouse the soul from 
sleepy condition; fiery arrows

its 
of

thought-lightnlng flash to and fro; 
thunders, roaring, deafening, deep and 
loud, shake the very earth to its center; 
but eventually the atmosphere becomes 
pure as the breath of morn.

Then man feels the throbbing and 
pulsation of individuality knocking at 
the external for expression; he girds on 
his armor like a mighty warrior, and 
bids defiance to conservative systems 
of thought and obsolete Ideals. He 
seeks glory and power in other fields of 
investigation and research, bravely en
ters the holy of holies to the spirit, ulti
mately standing forth conquerer and 
controller of everything beneath him.

Thus endowed with creative possibil
ities, that principle of individuality 
must eternally unfold in Infinite ex
pression and power.

The lion spirits of progress, Voltaire, 
Paine, Bradlaugh and Ingersoll, applied 
the dynamite of iconoclastic thought 
and a terrible explosion ensued; 
spiritual atmosphere enveloping 
civilized world became lashed
rapid vibration, and man became 
cued from spiritual death.

the 
the 

into 
res

Fancy a soul that qan conceive __
idea and maintain the possibility of de
spatching intelligence and power round 
the world Independent of a visible ma-

the

terial medium, believing that man is a 
"creature full of briilses and putrefying 
sores.” THINK OF A BEING WHO 
CAN EXTRACT LIGHTNING FROM 
THE MIGHTY CATARACT, AND 
MAKE IT HIS ERRAND BOY, AND 
DISPENSER OF MATERIAL BLESS
INGS TO HUMANITY, ENTERTAIN
ING THE CONVICTION THAT MAN 
IS A LOATHSOME REPTILE, 
WORTHY OF ETERNAL DAMNA
TION OR SPIRITUAL DESTRUC
TION. .

Tell that fond mother while- she is 
dancing on her knee that “repository of 
infinite possibilities,” that her child Is 
naturally depraved, and may ultimately 
be consigned to eternal torment, and 
she will freeze your very soul with a 
contemptuous look of honest indigna-’ 
tlon. •

Where Is there a man endowed with 
all the sympathy, moral Integrity, and 
spiritual development possible here on 
earth who will sneakingly, cringingly, 
cowardly and despicably allow another 
man—innocent—to suffer for his mis
deeds? Nay, even "the noble red man 
of the forest” would not submit to this. 
The popular barbarous conception of 
man's relationship to the spiritual is a 
relic of the serfdom of the past. While 
feebly and half-apologetfcally striving 
to express his soul attributes, the being 
whom he supples to be his ruler and 
arbiter of his future destiny, imposes 
upon him positive commands of obedi
ence, and threatens him with dire ca
lamity if he refuses to submit to these 
imperious dictates of,a despotic will.

Man being determined to assert his 
individuality, dares to “beitrd the lion 
in his den.” As a result, he is not only 
Cursed, ostracised, and thrown out upon 
the cold world, friendless and hopeless, 
but succeeding generations must also 
incur the wrath'and displeasure of the 
tyrant, with the probability of being 
hurried to eternal perdition. The 
sweet emblem of Innocence and purity, 
which the mother loves dearer than life 
itself, is not exempt from the merciless 
rapacity of the fiend, but he- pursues 
that child with vindictive hatred, re
solved to wreak his vengeance even 
upon a helpless babe. Nothing will 
gratify his outrnged feelings, but that 
his own son should come to earth, and 
be put. to a horrible death, as a means 
of reconciliation. Thm ?yho receive

I write the following article with two 
purposes in view, first with the desire 
to inform the many friends of Mrs. C. 
M. Chown of the progress and develop
ment of her long, tedious, and as 1 be
lieve unnecessary illness. My second 
purpose is to express in no uncertain 
way my opinion of either the criminal 
carelessness, or else pernicious ignor
ance of Dr. Still, the celebrated founder 
of Osteopathy. It will be remembered 
by the friends of Mrs. Chown, at Mount 
Pleasant Park,, Clinton, Iowa, that the 
day following one of the camp dances, 
at which she had indulged freely in 
that delightful pastime, she was taken 
ill with strong indications of rheumatic 
trouble in her right limb.

As Mrs. Chown was suffering severe
ly, and the famous Dr. Still was on the 
grounds, I was urged to secure his serv
ices, which I accordingly did. As soon 
as he came into the presence of Mrs. 
Chown, and after he had made a hur
ried examination, he Immediately pro
nounced her trouble a dislocation of the 
hip. I was greatly surprised at such a 
diagnosis, as I could not understand 
how a woman with a dislocated hip 
could have dance«) up to a late hour, 
then returned home, go to bed and with
out any knowledge on her part of how 
and when, reach such a condition as re
vealed by the alleged diagnosis of Dr. 
Still, but I did not consider that it was 
for me to question tne ability of the cel
ebrated osteopathlst, so I consented to 
my wife submitting to his treatment 
(for which I am heartily sorry now) 
in accordance with the indications of 
his diagnosis, he manipulated the limb 
for the supposed purpose of reducing 
the alleged dislocation; such manipula
tions produced in my wife the keenest 
agony, causing her to faint, and the 
strange part of it is that until after his 
manipulations she had suffered no 
trouble in the hip, but with the cessa
tion of his manipulations the agony 
did not cease. After he had left the 
house her sufferings were terrible. I 
found It necessary to call him later in 
the evening, as her sufferings were un
bearable. He then declared that a 
nerve was pinched in the articulation of 
the hip, and by further manipulations 
endeavored to remove the difficulty, but 
with what measure of success may be 
judged, when I say that Mrs. Chown re
mained flat on her back for twenty-one 
weeks, and even now after six months 
can only get about the house by the 
use of crutches.

Now my contention is, that before 
Dr. Still’s first visit there was no dislo
cation of the hip. I contend bls diag
nosis was entirely wrong, and if at any 
time there was a dislocation, then it 
was produced by his manipulations on 
bis first visit, but the Injury to the joint 
had been so severe by the violence of 
the manipulations, that her long disabil
ity followed as a consequence.
' There may be virtue tn Osteopathy, 

but I have mighty little faith in It as ad
ministered by its celebrated founder 
Dr; Still.

I have been instigated to write the 
foregoing after witnessing for six 
months the terrible sufferings of my 
wife, which I feel sure are the direct re
sults, as I have said, of either the de
plorable carelessness or reprehensible 
ignorance of a man who issupposed to 
oe a teacher.Yours for justice and right

Lima, Ohio. C. M. CHOWN.

So Easy to Forget.
In 999 cases <ut of every thousand, 

the directions which accompany a phy
sician’s prescription or proprietory med
icine, tell you to take a dose three or 
four times a day, either before or after 
meals, and on going to bed. In 999 
cases out a thousand, this rule Is never 
strictly followed. You start in to ob
serve it religiously and succeed pretty 
well at first, but soon you’ll begin to 
skip doses, then the medicine falls in 
its intended effect. It’s so easy to for
get.

If the remedy Is in liquid form, the 
business man loses a dose in the middle 
of the day unless some thoughtfur wife, 
mother or sister gives him a spoon and 
makes him take an extra bottle to the 
office. Most men hate to do this. It 
the medicine is in tablet form, the 
chances are that he will never think of 
it until he reaches for car fare on his 
way home. It's so easy to forget. 
This applies to men and women alike.

The proprietors of Vernal Palmettona 
(formerly, known as Vernal Saw Palm
etto Berry Wine) had sense and fore
sight enough to make their remedy so 
that only one dose a day is necessary. 
It Is easy to remember to take it after 
the last meal or on j oing to bed. 
stands in a class by Itself. If you are 
pestered with indigestion, constipation, 
liver trouble, bowel trouble or any skin 
affliction resulting from bad blood, Ver
nal Palmettona is what you need. Try 
it at cur expense. Write for a free 
sample bottle. It will do you good. Ad
dress, Vernal Remedy Co., 452 Seneca 
Building, Buffalo, N. Y. Sold at all 

-druggists.

"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized an one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis ot Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
sale at this office. Price, 25 cents.

“Buddhism and Its Christian Critics." 
By Dr. Paul Caras. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents.- Cloth, |1.25 
For. sale at this office.

•The’Light of Egypt.? Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library in itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Phlloso- 
Pj‘.y’ ?rice *2 P®r volume. For sale at this office.

"Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certified^, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist ahd Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For sale at this office.

"Why I Am a Vegetarian.” By J. 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 25 
cents. . .

"Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.” By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work for all 
who have the care or training of chil
dren. Price 65 centa,
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Books
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TEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 
, FOR §3.10.

T—Iho Encyclopedia of Death »nd

4 .xxswvio??*

Snno Art. M,aSic- °r Mundane, Sub-Mu» 
d 5—ChnOfSTUPCr;^UIldane Spiritism. 
ls6-Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult.

^“‘World Interviewed. ’
« ïwiLi“1“ L.lfe of ^us. ,
g~ThYn„iler)er la,the Splrlt Lauds.

Science S * Man •nd Etl“es of 
Pastlnde Prasenl6 ” 8^lt^ 
Read This Carefully Before Re

Remitting.
n°u seud in your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire fn this list, and their price, and send fl? 
them. They are very valuable They 
are Intensely Interesting. Thev are »1« vating.ln tone and will do you gSod In 
remitttngdo net fail to enclose a dollar 
for Ihe Progressive Thinker.

These ten books, substantially and 
elegantly bound, and printed in th« 
neatest style of the printer’s art, will ba 
furnished to our subscribers for $3.10 « 
price which modern machinery and en 
terprise has rendered possible in The 
Progressive Thinker office only. Send! 
Ing out these books, however, at tha 
prices we do, does not reduce the price 
of the subscription of the paper annar 
ently or otherwise, a single ebnt for 
that cannot be afforded for less tlian 
one dollar per year, in view of the fact 
Uiat we publish such a vast amount of 
reading matter.

In conclusion, bear In mind that the 
p?sta.9S,'?2 V”1 Premium books la

leavin0 this office 
only $2.10, illustrating the great bargain 
you are getting—a bargain the like of 
which was never known before on thia 
material plane.
CLUBS! CLUBS1 CLUBS! CLUBSf

To Clubs of ten or more we offer the 
following terms to each one: The Pro
gressive Thinker one year, and ONE of 
the following books, $1.16: “The Relig
ion of Man and Ethics of Science” ;i 
"Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past 
and Present” “AWanderer in the Spirit 
Lands"; “The Encyclopedia of Death 
and Life in the Spirit World,” Vol. 8^ 
The one who gets up the Club will ba 
entitled to the paper one year free, and 
any tlvo of the books he may select 
among our list of premiums.

an onH Fho M Disclosed In the Bible." 
ull dl III LI IU By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
n|n b I./apM Associate ot King’s College, [JiriL WOriO London. An excellent book 

for Christian people who would Investigate and 
learn the facts of Bible teachings as well as 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 81.10.

Bible and Church Degrade Woman, 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises three 

essays on “The Effect ot Woman suffrage on 
Queitlens ot Morals and Rol.-lon.” Price. 10c.

Father Tom and the Pojie, 
Or n Night at the Vatlcan. -Written probably J 
by Sir Bamuel ^erguaon From Blacktroodli 
Edinburg Magr.r.lno. This la a humbrons ab- 
rount of a roilcgsomo visit to tha Bono of 
Romo by leather Tom, an .Irish priest, armed 
with a superabundance, of Irish wlt. two im
perial quart boittbs of Irish "pi' ' '
Irish recipe for "conwoiuidfng 
Paper, SB cents; cloth. 60 cents.
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"AMBER" ON BEING PLEASANT.

A Woman Without Gracious Manners is Like a Blossomless 
Stalk in a Garden.

i

THB FÄOORBSSIVB THÏNKBR

O

balm, 
Leav-been like the blowing of a breeze through a bed of 

shaking a thousand sweet Influences through the an. 
Ing het to go back among tho more gitteu and restless daug.t- 
tem ot earth would have been like leaving a June। ro e 
take up with a millmei's stock of artificiality. She has: been 
in heavof for many a year (we can imagine it is «'’^5 llv’ 
ing even there, for tho charm ot her presence), and of hu 
earthly record there remains nothing but tho words on the 
crumbling headstone in the village among (he hills.

But what could you or I ask better to be said of us, my

Somewhere in New England In a wayside graveyard a lit- 
tie distance out from town, on a side-hill perhaps, overlook
ing a quiet valley through which a slender river winds, or 
fur up the hbights where tho air is thin and clear these frosty nuv uuulu v. * ——------------ - .
nights, and the clustering stars are tangled in the deep h t)wge iiea(ja ,are lying low in the eternal sleep. it 

... ■" - *'....  ............. — “ is easy enough to win plaudits for bravery and good sen-ice 
in momentous things. The soldier who marches to battle 
behind a banner and the woman who by ^er executive skill 
shapes a home and brings up a family are both deserving of 
praise, but Lord bless yoq! they are forced to march whether 
they will or no. The one to health and tlie other to destiny. 
It is one thing to go about our life work from a sense of stern 
duty, and another to go about it in a way that shall make 
both ourselves and everybody about us happy. With you 
and I life is a forced march half the time, but with the 
blessed woman asleep among the hills it was like the ad
vance of a summer day through a land of blossoms.

Mai. 12.18M

REPORT, OTK-AT-LAIffi
Fpr the Quar^er~cJwienclng Dec. 1, 

1903, and Endin^March 1, 1904.

Executive Committee N. 8. A.:—1 
have the pleasure ot submitting to you 
for the past quarter-the following re
poi t • , 11 ■ ■

Reliability of Fraqp^: A Reply to Ed
itorial in the Register, Sandusky, Ohio, 
at request of rthe Psychical Society of 
that city. ThA Register is one of the 
most influential papers. in .Northern

«paces of the sky like swarming bees, they tell me there is a 
half-sunken headstone which bears these words: "She was 
no pleasant.” Nothing more to bold back Uie memory of 
that one vanished woman from the eternal silence. Not the 
record of any deed she did or word she spoke, and yet what 
a picture we have in the stroke of those simple words. Not 
a greqt woman, perhaps, but O, what a comforting one to 
have around! Likely as not sho was little and plain, and 
wore nothing more elegant than calico and homespun all her 
days. If we had strolled that way in any of tjiose long de
parted years when she dwelt upon earth, loitering down the 
uurmner road and looking into the old red house where she 
made her home, we should have seen between the rows of 
dusty hollyhocks about the door her trim figure bustling 
about tidying up the place with a woman's brisk and happy 
touch; no great wdrlt, surely, but it went a good ways to
wards the making of her pleasant home. Or between the 
bird songs that fillet) the old orchard with bugle colls we 
shduld have caught the cadence of her voice, never scolding, 
but often admonishing, encouraging, cheering.

Though we listened long we should have heard no advocacy 
of suffrage or reform, no well turned sentence that bespoke 
a superior mind and a brain active in its search for the 
higher sphere of woman, but we should have caught the echo 
of her good-night as she tucked the sleepy boys in bed, or 
held the curly-headed mite of a girl in her arms a moment 
between the pauses of her work. We should have listened 
to the comfortable voice as it encouraged this one in a dim- WHi,nl,t miner natural or cui-cult task or smoothed the tangles out of that one’s perplex- sweetness of manner. A man without eitner natural c
itv We should have seen her catch her sun-bonnet from its'~tivated civility is the most disagreeable thingJn n 
nail and fly across toe meadow-lot to take the men folks a bit side of a burdoekpr a hedgehog; but
Of lunch, or slip through the gap in the garden wall, to speak gift of gracious and P^ai)t jnanner is_like g
a word of comfort to the neighbor whose baby was but lately blossomless stalk in a garden meant to gr w s • 
dead and burled. Every thing she did, or said, would have ' *

It was a greater thing perhaps to be Joan of Arc, but it was 
a sweeter thing to leave this epitaph on the wayside head
stone for strangers to read. In the eyes of the big and crit
ical world it would have been more to her credit had she 
written a book or championed a cause, but to the young 
heart of common humanity it is better to be loved than to be 
admired, and she of whom it could be said. “She was so 
pleasant,” won a sweeter plaudit tlian she of whgm it might 
be written, "She was so gifted,” or "So great"

To be pleasant is a consummation that lies within the 
power of every one of us. Tobe great is the possible 
achievement of the few. There is nothing that sits so grace
fully upon a bright woman as gentleness and pleasantness 
The brightest intellect the Lord ever struck from out the 
eternities is devoid ot charm without the gift of affability and

. . -------- A m(U1 without either natural or cul-

O

Dr. A. Caird, a Prominent Spiritualist of Lynn, Mass., Sets a Bee to Buzzing \ 
, Around the Heads of Spiritualists. ‘

Why Are Spiritual Societies Declining?
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Reforming Crlmjnals.
The reforming of criminals Instead of 

punishing them has attracted the I 
thoughts of philanthropists, and much ’ 
has been done to ameliorate the hard- < 
ships of imprisonment. The1 necessity : 
of society protecting itself is unques
tioned, and the problem is how best this 1 
can be effected? The old method of 
vengeance, the infliction of punishment, 
with expectation ot deterring the con
victed criminal from repeating the 
crime, and keeping others from law
breaking, through fear, has proved a 
dismal failure.

The sad fact is that criminals more 
often repeat their crimes than reform. 
Why? Because those released from 
prison with the reputation thus re
ceived, find no place for them, and un
less protected and encouraged by friend
ly influences, they find it most difficult 
If not Impossible, however determined 
they may be to live honest lives, to suc
cessfully hold to their resolutions.

The obstacles In the way of a pris
oner released from the penitentiary, 
were never presented in a clearer or 
more forcible manner than the follow
ing from the Cleveland Plain Dealer. It 
Is the more remarkable because spoken 
by a police official, and is the conclu
sion of his many years’ experience with 
(he criminal class. He says: '

“It is a severe test of the strength of 
character of a criminal to really and 
truly reform. For such a man the path 

1 of rectitude and right is certainly a

A Catholic View of the Use of the Bible.
The prize offer for the best essays on 

the origin and history of the different 
versions of the Bible has stimulated in
quiry and Bible study, but It is question
able if it does more than confirm the al
ready too prevalent belief In the value 
of the book as a sacred Inspiration. The 
vital point ot its beginning, and human 
origin will be absolutely ignored. An 
essay by an impartial freethinker would 
be thrown by the committee chosen for 
examination of these essays, into the 
waste-basket without reading.

The Catholics have already found an 
exponent of their belief in Father Heus- 
ser, of Overbrook Seminary, Pa. He 
champions the Catholic Dptiay version, 
and denies that the Protestants have 
anything to compare with it. To the 
taunt that the mother church has never 
voluntarily translated this holy version 
Into the vernacular, he quotes St. Peter 
as admonishing Christian converts to 
heed what St. Paul taught them, that 
portions of God’s Inspired book if read 
promiscuously would become a stum
bling-block, and “warns them and thus 
stigmatizes the danger of private Inter-

Ohio. . - ....
The Case of Mary Ridder. In the Tel

egraph, Kalaniazdo. Mich. ’
Reply to Sermon of Rev. Howard. In

Evening News, ¡Wheeling,- W- Va.
Reply to Dr. Frazer,, In Daily Truth, 

Elkhart, Ind. Especially devoted to 
his assertion that Flammarlon had re
nounced Spiritualism. The same fur
nished the Banner of Light.. .

Scientific Men apd Spiritualism. 
Written by request for the Mount Car
roll News (III.). !

The Growth ofc Spiritualism. Fur
nished by request tP the Missoula 
(Montana) Journal.

Historical Facts Concerning the Fox 
Sisters. Revision of MS by Titus Mer
ritt. Published in . The Progressive 
Thinker. , . , '

Reply to, "Modern Spiritualism Ex
posed." In The Progressive Thinker 
and Banner of Light. ,

“Is Mediumship a: Crime?” Reply to 
Hon. Geo, H, Peake in Register.

Radium vs. Spiritualism: Review of 
Prof. Ramsey. Copy furnished all the 
spiritual papers.

Reply , to Rev, Lasswell. In Bureau 
County Tribune, Princeton, Ill.

Something About Spiritualism. For 
Journal, at, Amery, Wisconsin.

“Sprituallstlc Proof Scouted." Reply’ 
in Record-Herald, Chicago, Ill.

Kellar, the Magician’s Expose of the 
Mediums of Cafcsadaga. Copy fur
nished all the spiritual‘papers.

It is a remarkable fact tr.at many 
sermons have been uel‘.’’ere'l mostly 
from orthodox pulpits fave,able to Spir
itualism, and reported in the daily 
press. Some of these discourses are ev
erything the most ardent Spiritualist 
can desire. Fewer denunciatory articles 
have appeared in the secular press, and 
many favorable have been published. 
The exposures of fraudulent “materlal- 
izers"—I will not write mediums—has 
given occasion for sharp criticism, well 
deserved, but It has.mot been made to 
do service in denouncing the cause as 
.a whole. These fake “materializa
tions”; the constant exposures of men
dacious fakirs who have been endorsed 
by Spiritualists, apd too often have cre
dentials from Spiritual societies, is the 
heaviest load Spiritualism has to carry, 
and it is impossible-for it to maintain 
its high claims unless it frees itself 
from these vampires,

I am respectfully, 
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Edltor-at-Large N. S. A.

We hear and read considerable of late of tne decline of 
Spiritual societies; of what large audiences used to attend 
Spiritual meetings as compared with the audiences of to-day, 
and there seems to be a tendency to place the blame upon 
the local workers and tho methods of conducting societies. 
Perhaps there might be something said in regard to the 
speakers and their influence on the work. IN OUR OPIN
ION ONE REASON LIES IN THE FACT THAT HARDLY 
TWO SPEAKERS ON THE ROSTRUM TO-DAY AGREE IN 
MORE THAN ONE OR TWO POINTS OF BELIEF.

How many speakers present spiritual truths to their hear
ers from the same point of view? One Sunday we may listen 
to a good, practical lecture on the every-day duties that con
front us, one that may be helpful and uplifting, giving us 
new courage to go forward In the right path; perhaps next 
Sunday the speaker will come with the Bible In his hands, 
telling us of the truths, beauties and grand Inspirations to be 
be received from its study; then some one will come before 
us and take from us the Bible, hymn book and everything 
that was ever of any service to the church. . .

Why is it that so many public lecturers seem to feel called 
upon to tear down all our old faiths and beliefs before build
ing up something to take their place?

The tearing down process has been going on for over fifty 
years, and what is the result? The last census informs us 
that only twenty-five per cent of the population of the United 
States belong to any church, and only thirty per cent of those 
who do belong attend regularly.

IS IT WORTH WHILE WASTING SO MUCH AMMUNI
TION QN SUCH A SMALL MINORITY, when the great field 
of psychic study is open before us with so much to learn and 
so many anxious for knowledge concerning the philosophy of 
Spiritualism; something to help us on the way?

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an- 
■wer all attacks In- the secular pr relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when a i attack Is made, giv
ing' date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

ftreana of Spiritualism.
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

Do you wish to assist in the publica
tion of a revised edition of tills book? 

’ If so, by subscribing for it now, you will 
receive a copy at less price than it will 
be sold for after publication. Price not 
desired until the- book IB ready for de
livery. Please send your address at 
once If you desire to assist.

320 octavo pages, finely bound in 
muslin.

Price to subscribers, $1, postpaid.
Address HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

lonely one. Stop and think of it. I 
know a man in this city who served ten- 
years In the penitentiary for burglary. 
He was a good burglar. I mean that he 
was as successful and daring as any of 
the profession. After he got out he de
termined to live an honest life. He had 
been In town but a short while before 
some of the men picked him up and 
brought him down to see me. They 
wanted to know what he was doing and 
where he was living. He explained to 
me that .he was doing his best to be an 
honest man. He has a job. He works 
long hours. And his wages are but 
,$1.10 per day. Think of That. There 
was a man who had enjoyed the best of 
everything while he was a thief.

“For years he had been accustomed 
to ±he comradeship of men of his kind. 
And among themselves these people 
are splendid fellows. They have a big 
time when they have money, and when 
they don’t they have little trouble In ob
taining advances from those who make 
fortune on their daring. This man had 
always lived with people of this kind, 
Their language was his language. I 
mean that thieves’ slang was more fa-

Women In Educational Affairs.
Mrs. Helen Loring Grenfell, who Is 

now serving her third term as Superin
tendent of Public Instruction in Colo
rado, has recently been In Washington, 
attending the National Woman Suffrage 
Convention. She claims that woman 
suffrage has resulted In greatly benefit
ing the educational system In Colorado. 
More money is spent per capita upon 
the education of children In Colorado 
than In any other state. The schools 
are entirely out of politics, no school di
rector is-ever elected or teacher hired 
on account of bls or her political affilia
tions. ■

In thirty-three counties of Colorado 
women are county superintendents and 
•most of them in counties with the 
largest population. The men and wo
men teachers receive equal pay for the 
same grade work and women are eli
gible to any and all positions. All their 
state institutions Including their State 
University have women on the faculty.

If there was nothing more to be 
gained than the receiving of equal pay 
for equal work, it would be sufficient 
reason for every womaj demanding the 
I”11101' ' /, .In Wyoming almost the first law that 
was passed after women were enfran
chised .was one giving all women in 
governmental employ equal pay with 
men for the same work, Including pub
lic school-teachers.-

pretatlon by the unlearned." Cathol
icism did not object to Wycliffe or Tyn-. 
dale translating the Bible Into the lan
guage of the.common people.

"But,” says Father Heusser, "that 
they used the translated Bible to estab
lish a political socialism akin to the an
archistic socialism in the political order 
qf our day. That is the sole charge for 
which the Catholic authorities can be 
held responsible in judicially condemn
ing these men, who were zealous and,

miliar to him than good English, or the 
talk of the workingman.

"Now he stands alone. He is In a 
new world. It Is hard for him to con
duct himself and think along the Unes 
of the people he has dally contact with. 
The only thing which will prove an an
chor to the windward for this poor fel
low is the thought that he has' friends 
behind him who know all, and who are 
going to back him. I have told him 
that this department will do all it can
for him. Not as a department, of 
course, but as individuals. I have tried 
to demonstrate to him that should they 
be compelled to arrest him, he would 
cause them pain. I have explained to 
him tills fact that it is human nature to 
help the man who has been down and 
given the worst of it before helping a 
man who has not been there." ’

This police official has a kinder heart 
than is usually found in the business 
world, and unless the man whom he 
takes for an example, has more than or
dinary resolution, all the sympathy of 
the police will not prevent him from re
turning to the ways of crime. The 
world has made the path of reform less 
attractive and vastly more difficult than 
that of transgression. '

What is the need? Education of the 
head and-hand, to keep men and women 
out of the penitentiary. Education, of

JENNIE HAGAN BROWN.
If’ieports bo true this lady, is now on 

the ocean on her way to Australia. She 
Is one of the foremost lecturers in the 
ranks of Spiritualism, and we can cor
dially recommend her to our brethren 
on the other side. Her lectures artof 
a high order and her poetical improvisa
tions always charm her hearers. She 
should receive a cordial welcome.

Soul Culture and Brain Culture.
In the. course of a lecture given to the 

Soul Culture Club of St. Louis, Dr. A. A. 
Undsay linked love, to chemistry, and 
"suggestion” ib soul1 and brain culture, 
in a clear and' philosophical manner, 
worthy of close study. The following 
gives an idea of the trend of his dis
course, which,- as will be seen, was high
ly instructive;, ,

"Suggestion,” said-Dr. Lindsay, "plays 
a most important part in. every love af
fair. Though the individual may be un
conscious of the-fact, yet his or her ev
ery thought apd-act-, which .in any way 
concern the loved ope, may be con
strued into a ''suggestion, which will 
have either a good or a bad effect. Tho

perhaps, sincere enough, but whose 1 
zeal, like that of most self-constituted । 
reformers, was not according to wis
dom. And as a civil government may : 
legislate against and even coerce into : 
submission public fomenters of strife 
(who claim a direct and uncontrolled 
mission from God to. say and do what 
they deem just), if they disturb the pub
lic order, so will the church, which ex- 
erclsed a more directive power in those 
times upon the government than it dpes 
in a purely secular age like ours, be rec
ognized as having used a legitimate and 
freely conceded right to censure and to 
punish.”

The church has then the right to de
cide what Is for the public good, and to 
torture and burn the heretic who diso
beys by setting up his private opinion!

The holy father gives his whole con
tention away in this ingenuous para
graph:

'•A translation of the Scriptures Into 
the vulgar tongues is not absolutely 
necessary nor indiscriminately profit
able. This stands to reason since, ex
cept through the interpreters in the 
synagogal and Christian priesthood, the 
Bible, except in fragments, was not and 
could not have been known for centti-

• ries after the establishment of Chris- 
■ tianlty. As to the absolute and indiB-
i criminate reading, the ,words of ' St.. 
i Peter and the effect of Protestant divls
i ions prove, that it requires check and 
i guidance."

There is one point, however, that he 
makes that ought to set the Protestant 
revisers thinking. It is that the revis
ion of 1880 corrects 20,000 errors in the 
authorized version, of which ten per 
cent are returns to the Catholic text! 
And Father Heusser naively says: "An
other revision may.bring us back entire
ly to the old Doudy version" (the true 
Catholic). ‘ ; -

The real controversy is not, however, 
over the versions. The Catholic may be 
as good, or better than any other. It 
does not seem that the inspired author 
has_made the best, clear enough for the 
understanding of the people, and priests 
must stand between and tell them what 
to read and how to understand.

those unfortunately confined there. 
Lastly a helping hand, charity and sus
taining influence for those released, who 
have to begin life anew with the disad
vantages of a shadowed character. .

I We have wealth lavished on universi
ties, churches, libraries, and number- 
,l§ss- charities, while- here is an opportu
nity .for the assistance of the fallen and 
unfortunate which received no atten
tion, and is of greatest moment.

Cannot some of the multi-millionaires 
be interested In a; movement which 
shall have for its object the provision 
for released criminals, giving them-a 
home and employment" until they can 
Ind a place in the world which closes 
all doors against them? Here is a hu
manitarian work worthy of all praise 
and one which offers an unoccupied 
field.

"In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
¡bound; price $1. ’

¿r?Sí-

The Revelations of Burled Cities.
The Egyptian Exploration Fund is an 

organization set on foot many years ago 
by Christians, the principal object of 
which was to find some trace of the 
Jews in Egypt, hoping thereby to find 
confirmatory proof of Bible narrative tn 
regard to the residence of that people in 
Egypt, and, perchance, their exodus and 
forty years' wanderings in pursuit of 
the “Promised Land."

So early as July 23, 1887, Edward Na, 
ville, who had been engaged in making 
excavations in the Delta, of Egypt, in 
pursuit of relies, wrote a letter, pub
lished in the then New York "Church 
Press," the American organ of that 
fund, wherein he said:

“In all the excavations which the 
Egyptian Exploration Fund has mode In 
the Delta, there is one remarkable fact 
to be noticed. Absolutely no monu
ments of the XVIII Dynasty have been 
found.”

This was the reigning Dynasty when 
the alleged Jews were supposed to have 
been in bodnage.

That Exploration Fund is yet active. 
A few weeks ago we published an ac
count of relics collected by W. M.

degree either may attain'is determined 
by the nature and strength of the sug
gestion.”

Dr. Lindsay asserted also that chem
istry enters Into love affairs when they 
reach a certain stage. This assertion is 
based upon the psychological fact' that 
continued thought iipon a given subject 
produces new brain cells.

"This change,” he said, "the building 
of new cells, is a chemical actlQn. When 
the thoughts of an individual continually 
dwell upon another person, new cells 
are formed into which the individuality 
of the other person enters.

"When two persons meet, certain 
mental • impressions . are instantly 
formed by each. A word or an uncon
scious gesture-may convey a suggestion 
from one to thé.other. This suggestion 
may either repel or attract, and though 
the impressions are -formed uncon
sciously, they instantly manifest them
selves. •

. “We frequently are unable to assign 
any reason for liking or disliking a new 
acquaintance. Still we either like or 
dislike. The feeling Is present, and it 
is due to the unconscious suggestions 
which are given and received when a 
meeting occurs.

“The color of a lady's eyes may be at
tractive to a man she meets. This fact 
shapes Itself into a suggestion, which he 
receives. Later, they find that the so
ciety of each is pleasing to the other. 
Each of them is continually throwing 
out suggestions which are favorably re
ceived by the other. Repetition 
strengthens these suggestions, and all 
the time the suggestions are building up 
new brain cells, which are purely the 
result of one thinking of the other.

“Unless adverse suggestions which 
are equally effective are formed, the 
natural ‘result is that the two arrive at 
a condition or state of affection known 
as love, which either grows stronger or

WAKE IIP ! ILLINOIS.
Mr..and Mrs, ,E. W. Sprague, the 

widely known missionaries of the N. S. 
A., are now ready to ,’wbrk for the pro
mulgation of Spiritualism by organizing 
local societies of Spiritualists in Illi
nois. Let general advantage of their 
availability be taken at once, Do not 
delay In communicating with them at 
Rochester, Indiana, until further notice.

The time will soon be gone and your 
opportunity lost if you dally with inde
cision. Get out of the graveyard of in
difference. GEO. B. WARNE,

President Ill. S. 8. A.

"An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath, 
olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed." 
"Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of Startling 
F^cts. Price 10 cents each, or two for 
IB

“Healing, Causes rsi □ffucts-” By 
JJ. P. Phclon, M. D. Price 50 centa, _

Doesn’t It seem a pity to waste so much time disproving 
the Bible and exposing tlie old fallacies?

We have-heard enough about wnat we don’t believe and 
What we ought not to believe. What we want to tell people 
nqw is what we do believe and how to apply that belief and 
the knowledge that has come to us, to our lives, that they 
may be more helpful to those with whom we come in contact.

We need educated speakers to come before our people and 
present spiritual truths in such an attractive manner that it 
will draw into our societies some of the many who believe In 
the spiritual philosophy, but cannot endorse all the vagaries 
and inconsistencies that so frequently accompany It. We 
often hear it said: “I like to go to spiritual meetings, but I 
don’t care to take any of my friends that belong to the 
church, for fear something may be said that will arouse their 
antagonism and prejudice them against it.”

Don’t spend so much time on pur old ideas; give us some
thing new. Does not Spiritualism give us new truths— 
truths that will make our lives brighter and happier, and that 
will help us to nobler and better modes of living?

The people want Spiritualism when they come to spiritual 
meetings. They don’t want Christian Science, nor Theoso
phy, but to hear something about the spirits and what truths 
they have to Impart to us.

It is all very well for confirmed Spiritualists to explore 
these by-paths If they so desire, but If you want to make con
verts, if you want to draw in the outside public, you must 
give them what they want, and that Is Spiritualism. Don’t 
try to take away the old staffs on which they have leaned so 
many years; get them to leaning somewhat on the staff ot 
Spiritualism, and they will soon discard tlie old ones; they 
will not need them any longer. The bright Angel of Spirit
ualism has ever new truths and new beauties which she is 
anxious to unveil to Inquiring minds and inquiring minds all 
over the world are eager to receive them and apply them ta
their Ilves.

Lynn, Mass.
ALEX CAIRD, M. D.

Washing Away Bin In the Muddy Ohio. |
On the Ohio river, near Cincinnati, the 

Baptists have been holding a rousing re
vival meeting this winter, and gathered 
in over a hundred converts. It has 
been cold weather and revivals flourish 
best with zero temperature. At the 
close of the meetings, when ‘ all the 
brands had been snatched from the 
burning, came the final test. To a Bap
tist, sprinkling is a mockery and a dip 
iq the water, all under, is the only way 
to become freed from sin. The Ohio 
was raging, from the effects of the 
thaw, full of ice, and muddy, but the 
baptizing.could not wait. Some of the 
converts would escape from the hyp-

Flinders Petrie, which he had trans
ferred to to the Stanford University of 
California.

Now we find in a late issue of the 
London Times, a recent letter from ffiht 
great Egyptologist, Petre, in which he 
says of quite recent excavations at 
Abydos: ‘

"The continuation of the work of the 
Egypt Exploration Fund at Abydos tills 
year has given a wider view of the ear
ly civilization, of which the general 
lines had been fixed by the previous I 
work on the Royal Tombs and the town. 
The clearance of the old temple site 
over several acres has brought to light 
in a depth of about' twenty feet no less 
than ten successive temples (superim
posed one above the other], ranging in 
age from about 6,000 to 500 B. C.

"For the first time we can see on one 
spot the changes from age to age 
through the whole of Egyptian history. 
To separate these buildings was an af
fair of anatomy, rather than spade 
work; the walls of mud brick were so 
commingled with the soil that inces
sant section cutting with a sharp knife 
was the only way to discriminate the 
brickwork. Often only a single course 
of bricks, or a thin bed of foundation 
sand, was all that told of the great 
buildings which had existed here for 
centuries.

“Over 5,000 measurements were taken

notic Influence and be lost. By the 
time the weather became balmy, and 
the waters tempered, the converts 
would have “taken to the woods,” and 
none would be left to show the “mighty 
power of God," as put forth by the evan
gelist preacher. Hence all the forces of 
the church were gathered, and five thou
sand of the country side, to see the 
show. Two preachers marched ahead, 
the converts in white . robes followed, 
seven deacons came after, and then the 
crowd, not already gathered at the 
banks. The river threw up Its yellow 
foam and tho ice fragments were 
tossed angrily, as the procession drew 
up and the preachers with heroic cour
age went down into the seething flood. 
One by one the victims were seized by 
the deacons and handed to the preach
ers, who mumbling through their chat-
taring teeth, “In the name," etc.
plunged them under, shrieking and 
sighing. Little children pleaded pite- 

1 ously to be spared, but their cries were 
not heeded. The strong hands of the 

(deacons seized them, and under the ice 
they went with a splash, and a yell of 
fear. Some of the young women be
came hysterical at the sight of the rag
ing waters and the torture experienced 
by those preceding, and resisted with 
all their might, but the deacons were in
exorable in their determination to “save 
souls.” The resisting maidens were 
handed down to the preachers, not 
gracefully but powerfully, and their 
wild yells as the cold water caught their 
sins and bore them down stream, dis
counted the war cry of an Apache.

The crowd laughed and cheered. Had 
the deacons and preachers had any 
sense of fun, they, too, would have 
laughed. They had too much responsi
bility to laugh. It was no laughing mat
ter with them. The waters were thick

SW. mil Tom«. Ot M«>«. “0 Brcoa

to exist. The free use of great tiles of s^sesf In the Hgh t of

u,ere ” “Ji otT."o”o!y a! i: 
several pieces of this age. ¡overcome by quite a different process

____  - - - —— I than washing which of itself is good for 
| the cleanliness of the body, but not of

weakens, , dependent upon new sugges
tions whlch'may'be given out.

“A woman may love a man, and after 
a time something he does gives her pain 
and displeasure, .'This pain and dis
pleasure act as a suggestion, forming 
new brain cells, and if it has more 
strength than the "suggestions which 
have caused her to love a new feeling of 
dislike will q^jingup.”

"The Present Age and Inner . Lite; 
Ancient and Modern. Mysteries Classi
fied ami explained.” By Andiew Jack
son Davis. We have a few copies of 
this work by the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, $1.10. . ’

"The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based« on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialist:;. - Edited .by 
Albert Turner.' Of especial Interest 
and valuó. For sale at this office.
Price $1 : . ■ .

"Discovery of a Lost Trail.” 
B. Newcomb. Excellent In 
BUggestlveness, Cloth, 51.60. 
at thin office.. .

By Chas, 
spiritual 
For sale

ODE TO MOTHERHOOD.

Motherhood! sweet motherhood! 
Life’s fountain bowl, 

filled with love to its utmost; 
Thou source of soul!

Grand, beautiful motherhood! 
Most sacred state t

Of all being; the whole world 
Calleth thee great.

All worship thee, motherhood, 
Bosom ot love;

AU know that thy mission cornea 
Down from above.

Thy pathway, O motherhood. 
Rocky and rough

Though it be, is motherhood; , 
That Is enough.

What could be more to thy praise 
When understood, 

Than that thou art divine, 
Sweet motherhood. :

Thy love has no foibles 
As to the good 

Of thy children, O loyal, 
True motherhood. .

No hands with thy tenderness 
Furnish the food 

For those of thy family, 
Grand motherhood.

Thy passionless love will e’er 
Stand over all, . ■

While passionate love with tt .
Passion may fall. ,

. No force in the universe - 
Thy duty could 

Ever In life execute, 
Sweet motherhood. . :

Tender young motherhood! > . ■- 
Beautiful wife! ” . . /

Darling old motherhood! ' ■? , ..
Beautiful life! < '■'■■■.■ 

- DR. T. WILKINS,

THE BUTTERFLY.

I hold you at last in my hand, 
Exquisite child of the air. . ■

Can 1 ever understand ■■ ■ 
How you grew to be so fair. -

You Come to this linden-tree 
. To taste its delicious sweet, . - 
Flitting here in the shadow and sbina

Playing around its feet.
Now I hold you fast in my hand, ■ 

You marvelous butterfly,
Till you help me understand 

The eternal mystery.
From that creeping thing in the dust 

To this shining bliss in the blue,
God give me courage to trust

I can break my chrysalis, too.
—Alice Freeman Palmer.

IMPORTANT TO SPIRITUALISTS.

A Move in the Right Direction.

Nature,Is Not Dumb. Ithe soul. . _ .
, , „ „(1„ Suppose a Spiritual society of Cincln-Where certainty Prey^’s ? Inati should on a cold winter day, when

knowledge we are entitled to spekk I . breaking up, go down to the with the authority which indicates, no I r(ver wlth & ¿corQ of children, declaring 
doubt; but when arrived at> the point lt & t o( their belle£ that they must 
where science is silent and nature is | * under water Every one Of them
dumb, we bow our heads in reverence I 0Jld be arrested for cruelty to chil- 
before the inscrutable mystery °f the I dren> Md deservedly. And what a hue 
universe, and wait for further light- I and c-„ press would raise from one
Should that light ever come, we will * a to the otber oh> these
gratefully .hail its approach and walk by I d and insane Spiritualists! Put 
the luminous power of Its beams. I toffether all the fony that has in any

Such Is the language of a dlstln- | way grown Out of Spiritualism in fifty 
tlngulshed English Agnostic, In a late I years, and it will not fll| the measure of 
issue of the Truth Seeker. ¡this one “manifestation" of priestly

The great mass of Spiritualists insist I humbuggery and superstition on 
that LIGHT HAS COME; that those hanks of the Ohio.

MAUD LORD-DRAKE.
To the Editor:—The book “Psychic 

Light,” by Maud Lord-Drake, w,is re
ceived this week, and I have com
menced to read it, and I must say I am 
perfectly fas'<ftnated£iwith the work, and 
I think no Spiritualist family in the 
country can afford to do without buying 
the book. I .have known Maud since 
tlie summer of ISIiS’when after parting 
with a dear arid only1son, as I then sup
posed, never, to meet? again, but being in 
Chicago, just ne ven. weeks after Robby 
had passed away, I was induced by the 
advice of a friend who was S Spiritual
ist to visit atsehned’held by Maud, on 
the north side of Madison street, I 
think about or near-300, it being tho 
first spiritual seiance I had ever attend
ed, and he called me papa, and was de
scribed by Mrs. Lord better than I could 
describe him, though I had known him 
over eleven years, and you may be as
sured It was a pleasant meeting to me, 
ad I was flow perfectly' convinced that 
my darling son Still lived. -And Maud’s 
manner was so kindly and instructive to 
a novice, as I was.. I.was raising fruit 
near Benton Harbor, Mich., and was 
often in Chlcagd, so I attended several 
of Maud's:seances after:that, and al
ways found hot so good, kind and ln- 
»tractive, it was a great treat .for me to 
meet her. D. BOYNTON.

Riverside, Mich.

. considered. dead have returned and 
communicated with mortals yet in the 
flesh, and are doing so continually.

THE CHILD ETERNAL.

They give facts, with detailed occur- L heard their prayers and kissed
rences,. which seem to settle the ques-1 sleepy eyes, 
tion beyond the possibility of doubt. I And tucked them in all warm 
Events long forgotten Me detailed by I J^“°ain with morning’s 
returned spirits In such a manner as to 1 sunrise—. - :
remove every suspicion of collusion, or 1 Then came where he lay dead.

the

their

To the Editor:—A meeting was held 
on Monday evening, Feb. 15, at 77 31st 
street, of three delegates from each 
Spiritualist society in Chicago. Dr. G. 
B. Warne was in the chair. The object 
of the meeting was to form an organi
zation for the protection of societies 
and mediums, and to obtain recognition 
by the press of Chicago; also for the 
upbuilding of the cause in the city. 
Committees were appointed to meet a 
week later, on the West Side, and on 
Tuesday evening, Feb. 23, the following 
societies were represented: Illinois 
State Association, Psychic Force So
ciety, Hyde Park Occult Society, Uni
versal Occult Society, Rising Sun Mis
sion, Students of Nature Society, Pro
gressive Spiritualist Society, Research 
Society.

Resolutions were adopted and com
mittees appointed to draft the by-laws 
and charter. The name adopted for 
the organization was, "The Chicago 
Spiritualists’ League." The next meet
ing will be held on Monday evening, 
March 7, at the home of Sister Hilbert, 
on the North Side. ■

C. KIRCHNER,
• . Secretary pro tem.

from

glad

fraud. Other events, only known to [Those other children long to men have 
the departed, are communicated to the | grown— 
living, and are found by concurrent clr- | strange, hurried men, who give me 
cumstances to be In the minutest detail | passing thought, 
truthful. ' | Then go their ways. No-longer now tny

The prejudices of education -may pre- | Own. 
vent the general ¡recognition of the without me they have wrought, 
facts stated for a time; but the revolu-1 so when night . comes, and seeking 
tion during the last fifty years is so I . -.. mother’s knee, 
great, and is still going on so rapidly, [, Tired chlldlsh feet turnhome ateven- 

' as to make lt.certain time is only neccs-I tide, ‘ ■
sary to complete the reception of the j foid him close—the child that’s left to 
great truth, that there Is no death; that | me. , ■'
what is-usually denominated such is I My little lad who died. ->f 
only tho laying aside of the robes of | r —Katherine H. Terry,
mortality, to reappear In forms not -
visible, save to those of abnormal | ' ’ ’
vlsion. . , I “ConUnuityofLiie a Cosmic Truth

   I By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 
- ------*———' I a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply

“Komditie Bv Alice B. Btockham I important subject. Price, cloth, $1. and Lldf Holt TllboC In the form of I “The Truth SeeW CoUectlor 
an entertaining story, It contains les- and ^era°" e8 t°r 
sons which every girt Bhould know. Liberals. .Fpr St)io ni 
Price, cloth, &1, Price 25 cents.

A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Meditation and Insplra- 

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to tho most approved / 
methods of ancient and modern teach- ' , 
ers together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. By, 
Laura G. Fixen.

, A course of practical experimental 
ICssons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by. 
the development of powers of „concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration. . "

Sent complete for 50 cents.

"The Kingship of Self-Control.” By. 1 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of th® > 
crimes of the tongue,’ the Red Tapd 
duty, the supremo charity of the world, 
tire revelation of reserve power, bto. 
Price 30 cents.; For sale at this office.

“Religious and Theological Works, of 
Thomas PalnCi" contains his celebrated 

portanx «uDjaoi. J । Reason,” and a number of let.•The Truth Seeker tollectlo^ of । Ben on rollgiouB and
theological subjects; Cloth binding, 48d 
pages. Price $1« For sale at this office.

« A «



By A. Leah Underhill, of tho Fox Family.

L-
they have them not may rest assured that they are mis
taken; these faculties are but latent, and if they are only al- OLD AND NEW PSYCHOLOGY

By W. J. Colville. Boporte of twenty-four 
distinct lectures, recently delivered In New 
York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia and 
other (prominent cities of tho United State«, 
have contributed tho basis of this volume. 
Price, 51.00. '

IntereBtlng and valuable as & history of tba begin« 
ning of Modem SptrltasllBm, by one of tbe Fox Bls- 
tors. 478PagcB, 10 illustrations. Including portraits of 
the Fox Family. History of tho Hydesville rapping», 
m related by cyo-wltnesBCB; remarkable and well-at* 
tested manifestations: tho “exposures,” etc. Hand
somely bound tn cloth. But few copies remaining. 
Publishers' price, li.5a Wo will send tho book doh- 
paid f*^ 81.40.

THB FRO0RBSSIVB THINKER

3-oan of Mrc anb Det Spirit ©uibes.
'AN ADDRESS BY MR. E. WAKE COOK, DELIVERED BE
: FORE THE MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATES OF THE 
, LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE IN THE ROOMS 

OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS, ON 
THE EVENING OF FRIDAY, JANUARY 29; THE PRES

. IDENT, MR. E. DAWSON ROGERS, IN THE CHAIR.

1 In the whole range of history there is no figure quite so re
markable as that of Joan of Arc- Christ had many tilings in 

,common with the Buddha and other founders of the great re- 
'ligions; but the character and the history of the Maid of Or
leans are alike unique. There is the strange conjunction of 
soldier and spotless saint; of consummate generalship and 
statesmanlike insight, and the ability to baffle a horde of hos
tile ecclesiastics plying all forensic arts to trick and entrap 
'her; and these amazing qualities were combined in a simple 
Village maiden still in her teens, who after serving France 
end crowning her King, begged to be allowed to return to 
her mother and household duties! Such a character Is with
out a parallel. The written history of this marvelous maid 
Is equally without counterpart. It comes to us with every 
word attested on oath. Unlike all other histories of earth’s 
guiding stars, It stands In its naked purity, unclouded by tfie 
legendary mists which gather about the mountain peaks,

Rationalism—or rather the un-rationallsm which usurps 
that name—and skepticism stand alike dumbfounded in the 
¡face of such amazing facts. How small, how puny, they and 
their explanations seem in the presence of these mysterious 
happenings, these intrusions of a higher order of potencies 
and powers into the mundane sphere! How strangely sug
gestive of action by a personal Providence, or of delegations 
of power from Omnipotence to demiurgic entitles, exalted 
spirits, angels, archangels, demigods, or whatever we may 
hame them! -

A HEAVEN-SENT WARRIOR.

ut even Spiritualists, who know more of these mysteries 
i t an all the rest of the world, are faced by a seeming para
dox which gives them pause. AJjeaven-sent warrior appears 
i. contradiction of terms. The spectacle of angels inspiring 
and directing a peasant maiden to lead armies to battle, to 
K'.ingle in scenes of slaughter, seems a double paradox. For 
t. pure and spotless girl to be a leader in war—which has 
been called the crime of crimes, the sum of all villainies, and 
the horror of horrors--seems an inexplicable contradiction 
Jto those soaring idealists whose millennial glimpses make 
them lose sight of the bed-rock facts of existence. We must 
beware of judging cosmic movements from a parochial stand
point. Spiritualists cannot-dissociate God from Nature, or 
lay on a personal devil all that will not square with their 
ideas of what things ought to be. War rages throughout the 
yhole realm of Nature, and will do so until it has accom
plished its appointed work. It tends to change its form, to 
fhitlgate Its horrors, and ultimately 1(111 itself. Meanwhile it 
■affords the members of the Peace Party the means of gratify
ing their own warlike instincts by waging a ruthless war 
against war!

THROUGH STRIFE TO UNITY..

As I have elsewhere shown, Man Is working through strife 
unity. War and warlike trade are Nature’s scorpion 

¡.nips compelling Organization; and through universal or- 
anlzatlon, and the equilibrium it will bring, 

,ho practical Brotherhood of Man will be attained 
obably five thousand years sooner than peace 

- reaching of the Tolstoy order would achieve that result. It 
.hould be the business of our leaders of thought, not to pan
-er to popular passion on one side or the other of these pro
round questions, but to discern the significance of tilings; 
<he beneficent purpose underlying the tumult of events, and 

■ e “soul of goodness in things evil.” 
- ■ have permitted myself this digression into a subject 

aich divides Spiritualists as sharply as the question of Re- 
mcarnatlon, because |f we take the ordinary divergent views 
about tfrar, we shall stumble at every step over the problems 
involved in the character and career of Joan of Arc, the 
soldier saint.

alone remained of the strong places of France in the hands 
of the. patriot party. If Orleans fell, all organized opposi
tion to Bedford would melt away. As Orleans was the key 
of the military, so'was Rheims the key of the political situa
tion. Rheims was th© old city whore for many centuries the 
Kings of France had been crowned and consecrated. Such a 
ceremony brought with it in an especial manner, the sacro
sanct divinity which In the Middle Ages hedged a king.” 
But Rheims and all the intervening country were in hostile 
hands. Such was the disastrous state of things when Joan 
of Are appeared on the scene.

Joan was born on the Feast of the Epiphany, in 1412, of 
peasant parents, at Domremy, in Lorraine, a borderland vil
lage, a sort of Nazareth, from which no good thing could 
come. It had its haunted well, and its fairy tree, on which 
tho children loved to hang garlands, and where they sang 
songs to the "little people.” At the back of all were great 
legend-decked woods, so stimulating to the imagination of 
children. The spirit-world seemed nearer then, and little 
Joan early began her dreams. But she was an exemplary 
chiljl in every way, cheerfully doing all household work and 
taking her turn in tending the flocks and herds. She was In
tensely pious, loving air things connected with religion and 
assiduously attending alt its ordinances, so much so that her 
companions bantered her abiftit It. •'

The terrible state of the country would be known even to 
the village children, All lived in a state of scare owing -to 
marauding bands of soldiers; and on occasion the whole of 
the villagers lied to fly because of a raid by the Burgundians, 
When at last it was safe to return, it was to find many 
wrecked and blackeped homesteads, and all the signs of pil
lage and wanton destruction. Thus the sorrows and troubles 
were brought home to the hearts and minds of all. r

-COMMENCEMENT OF HER WONDERFUL CAREER,

Joan was thirteen when she saw her first vision of one of 
those “sun-clothed” children of light whose brightness out
shone the summer day. It was Saint Michael. She was 
much' frightened at first, but soon received great comfort 
from him, and was told to be good and to go often to church. 
She said that she saw him before her eyes, and that he was 
quite surrounded by the angels of heaven, Saint Catherine 
and Saint Margaret were her most constant advisers, and 
she describes them as adorned-with beautiful crowns, very 
rich and precious. Speaking of Saint Michael she said: “I 
saw him, and the accompanying angels, with my bodily eyes, 
as well as I see you; when they went from me I wept. I 
should have lilted to have been taken with them.” The first 
messages were to urge her to be always good, but she was

cautious counsels ^ her'^marshals, attacked these terrible 
forts one after another, and carried them in a few days. On 
one occasion she was wounded, as she had long foretold; but, 
although she cried like a ijirl, she continued to fight until the 
bastille was taken. v.ISbe fycelved the wound while mounting 
a scaling-ladder. Whenever her men recoiled from their ter
rible task, she would'put herself at their head with her white 
banner, and this gaye ney life and courage to her men, and 
seemed to paralyze Jjer 'foqs. What all the generals of France 
had pronounced Impossible, that girl had done in four days! 
After the fall of the great fortress the Tourelles, Talbot and 
his English evacuated all the other bastilles, and left the 
French masters of all.' Thus was raised the great, siege of 
Orleans!

After reporting these glorious results-to Charles, and after 
a battle with his timorous councilors, Joan was permitted to 
begin the second great task of her mission. This was the 
reduction of the strongholds on the Loire. This amazing 
campaign, lasting only a few days, ended with the moment
ous battle of Pat ay, which broke the back of the English 
power; and, as Joan herself said, it was a blow from which 
they would not recover for a thousand years.

Then followed the third great movement. She induced the 
vacillating king to place himself in charge of the army, and 
then began the celebrated “Bloodless March" to Rheims to 
consummate her achievements by'the crowning of her king. 
Although the march'was through hostile country, such was 
the power of her name that the great towns threw open their 
gates on her approach, and Rheims was reached without a 
blow being struck. ’ Everywhere Joan moved between ador
ing multitudes,.eager to kiss her feet, or even the footprints 
of her horse. At last ahe attained the dearest wish of her 
heart, the culminating point of her angel-guided mission;’ 
she saw her king clowned In great pomp, under the shadow 
of her own victorious‘ banner, with all the ancient rites and 
ceremonies, without which no one could be a real king In the 
eyes of the priest-governed people. No statesman ih the 
whole of France had discerned the true significance of this 
step,, and the momentous results which must follow. This 
was reserved for the village maiden and her spirit-guides. 
But it was seen later by Bedford and the Burgundians, and 
one of the objects of the great trial was to prove that Charles 
had been crowned by the aid of a witch, and so rol/hlm of 
the sanctity with which these ceremonies had surrounded 
him. .

THE KING ACKNOWLEDGING HIS INDEBTEDNESS.

During these supreme moments the newly-crowned king 
rose to the occasion; openly acknowledged bls great indebt-

soon told of her great mission. She pleaded her youth and. ness to the Maid, and bade her ask for any favor which it 
inexperience,-but it was gradually borne in upon her that it was in his power to grant. What a vision of golden possibll- 
was because of her very lowliness that she was chosen as an Ities would open out before the eyes of any other mortal, 
Instrument of God. She said later, that all was by His com- given such a chance‘as this! But Joan of Arc simply asked 
mand, and that had it not been by His will she would sooner that her native village might be relieved from the crushing 
have had her body torn in sunder than have undertaken such burden of taxation, .-This , was granted in perpetuity. What 
a task. else did she ask? Nothing! except that she might be allowed

THE VOICES COMMANDED HER. to return home to her mdther and her household duties.
Joan crowned her king with an earthly crown, but by this

Her Voices continued to instruct her, and on arriving at subiime unselfishness she unconsciously placed a glorious 
the age of seventeen she was commanded to go to France djadonl on per own -head, as worthy of remembrance as the
and begin her work. She was told to go first to Robert de crown Of thorns! , .,
Baudicourt, Governor of Vancouleurs, wlio would give her .
men-at-arms for an escort, and he would send her to the JOAN PLACED IN PRISON.
king. She went, accompanied by her uncle, saw the gov- I must glance still more rapidly over the remaining part
ernor, stated her divine mission and her need of an escort, of her military career. The king did not grant the second 
But the governor thought her demented, and told her uncle request. He still had need of her services; but he was so 
to take her home and have her whipped. By command of her vacillating, so surrounded by cowards, traitors, and tlme- 
Volces she went again to the governor, with a like result, servers, that little could be done. The maid wished to drive
But a prophecy of Merlin's was generally called to mind, that the enemy from Paris as she had driven him from the strong- 
tlie kingdom lost by a woman (Queen Isabel) would be re- ’ ” - - - ... .....holds of the .Loire. ¡.She/wps permitted to attack Paris, but 
stored by a maid from Lorraine. Enthusiasm grew, two before she could do'llttleimore than get wounded, she was 
young noblemen were converted to her cause; and swore they recalled, to fret the weoryrmonths away like a caged eagle, 
would themselves escort her to the king. Joan rebilked the Her Voices ordered'fieFl'd’stay at' St. Denis, but being 
governor for the delay, saying that France had need of her, wounded she wap takep elsewhere, against her wish. On re-

Bn Hbbress
®t, £. Wke Cook.

ule of Abjuration; A short document was read to her, which 
she repeated. Dazed and scarcely knowing what she did, 
she consented, to sign it; but here again she was tricked, 
and a much longer document, utterly condemning herself, 
was substituted, and a priest guiding her hand, she signed 
that. She was condemned to perpetual imprisonment in the 
ecclesiastical prisons. She was given woman’s attire, and 
forbidden to resume her man’s dress. Then every promise 
was shamelessly violated, and she was sent back to her old 
dungeon to be always in the presence of brutal soldiers.

The English were indignant with the Bishop for having al
lowed them to be balked of their prey; but he assured them 
that he had her in a trap from which she could not escape. 
During the' night her woman's garments were taken away 
and the forbidden man’s clothes substituted. Then she bad 
to endure not only brutal Insults, but personal assaults also. 
She had no option, and so resumed the prohibited dress. 
This was a fatal relapse; she was taken to the market-place, 
condemned by the gloating bishop, excommunicated, and 
handed over to the secular authorities for the death sen
tence. But before this was given she was seized by the 
soldiers and hurried to the dreadful stake. On the terrible 
news being conveyed to Joan in her prison she momentarily 
broke down, and had her own Gethsemane agony, but recov
ered her self-possession, bravely reaffirmed the truth of her 
revelations, and died as worthily as she had lived; and one 
of her last thoughts was for the personal safety of the priest 
who was holding the cross before her eyes. She died calling 
on the name of Jesus, and it Is said that this hallowed name 
was written that day in tongues of flame!

Thus passed tills saintly soul, who came to this blood-and- 
tear-drenched earth like a vision of a glorified humanity, 
holding aloft God’s image in an age of measureless baseness.

We English figure badly in this business, but we had seen 
the prize, striven for through a hundred years of war, dashed 
from our hands just as we were about to grasp it, by this 
heaven-sent maid whom we thought a daughter of the devil. 
It our shape of this great crime was bad tbe part played by 
the French was even worse. What of that wretched king to 
whom the maid had given a crown-and a kingdom, during all 
those months while the Duke of Burgundy was waiting for 
her to be ransomed? What of the French people who Idol
ized the maid as the savior of France? Where were they, 
and where were their sous and francs which should have 
been poured forth for her deliverance? And whatnot Pierre 
Cauchon, Bishop of Beauvais, and his crew of cringing ec
clesiastics, whoso villainy was made the more despicable by 
the slime of hypocrisy which covered all? No wonder that 
outraged Nature brought most of them to an untimely end!

LIKE CHRIST IN THE TEMPLE.

But the surrounding blackness only enhances the bright
ness, the purity of the flawless maid, whom prosperity could 
not spoil nor adversity daunt; who never ceased to be a true 
and tender-hearted woman, sympathizing with all Buffering, 
and who after one of her greatest victories was found upon 
the stricken field, consoling and confessing a dying enemy, 
and he a common soldier! (Cheers.) Think of this simple 
girl of seventeen making her way through leagues of hostile 
country to the court and feet of her uncrowned king, remov
ing by a message from heaven all his harassing doubts as to 
bls legitimacy, and giving him other Impressive signs! 
Think of her for three long weeks, facing, like Christ in the 
temple, the doctors learned in the law, astounding them by 
her answers, and convincing them of the genuineness of her 
heavenly credentials! Think of that roaring, blaspheming 
camp at BIoIb, where she had to overcome by her example, 
In generals and men alike, the demoralization of a hundred 
years of defeat! Her Voices had said to her: “Daughter of 
God, go on, go on, go on;”, and she went on, a veritable war
goddess, turning poltroons Into men, and cowards Into he
roes. . . .

of Joan wore positive to an amazing & 
tent, uiglng her to do seeming impossi
bilities, and just the most unlikely 
things in the world that a siftiple village 
maiden7 would have thought of doing. 
To attribute these tilings to "uprushes" 
from the sub-conscious self increases 
our difficulties, and makes inordinate 
demands on our credulity. We are also 
brought face to face with this stagger
ing tact. By this theory the subliminal 
self is a veritable demigod compared 
with our conscious selves ; then why, in 
tho name of all that is wonderful, should 
it be such an incorrigible liar, and in
stead of showing itself in its true colora 
should always assert itself to be a del 
parted spirit, and give bogus proofs of 
personal identity? Verily, these folks 
strain at a gnat and swallow a whale. 
(Applause.) •

The Spiritualist’s explanation is thè 
only one which covers the facta and 
does not land us in insuperable difficul
ties. Even if the visions were "subject
ive” they were discerned by the maid’s 
opened spiritual vision, or were caused 
telepathically by the spirits who 
claimed to be her guides. And we may 
fairly regard Joan of Arc as the great
est medium, the grandest Spiritualist of 
all. If she brought us no new revelation 
of Truth, what a glorious revelation sho 
herself was of the possibilities of hu
man nature when iq touch with the 
spirit world! She was the "Personifi
cation of Patriotism,” and of the ex
tremes of sweet simplicity with the 
highest grandeur of soul, worthy to be 
thought of with Him who is regarded as 
the Great Exemplar; worthy not only of 
the impending, canonization of the Vat
ican, but of thè more glorious canoniza
tion in Humanity's innermost heart of 
hearts.

RESTORES EYESIGHT.
Spectacfeó a Thing of the Past.

‘Actin«," a Marvelous Discovery That Cures AU 

Afflictions of tbe Bye and Ear Without 

Cutting or Drugging.

A. marvelous discovery has been made by tha» 
Scientist aud Inventive Genius, Prof. W. C. 
Wilson. Ho has invented a restorer known as 
"Actlna," through which nil aOIctlons of th#

eyes and ear. such as blind«
nc.ss, granulauit Uda. cat- 
urautH, ftoreeyca. deafness, 
etc., are cured without-cut* 
Ung or drugging. Il is a 
Hiniple contrivance, known 
as the Actlna Pocket Bat* 
tery, and through It the 

. .. . patients cure themselvea
In the privacy of their own homes. It not only 
abolishes tho butcheries and torturous meth« 
oda practiced by oculists, and uurists, but ut the 
same time perfects a positive and lasting cure. 

Rev. W. C. Goodwin, Moline, Kansas, writes: 
“My honest opinion of ‘•Actlna” is that it is one 
of the most marvelous discoveries of tho age. It 
saved my eyes from an operation.”

Mr. F. w. Harwood, Springfield, Mass., says 
that "Actlna" cured him uf deafness of nine 
years’standing.

Mr. A. L. Howe.Tully, N. ¥.. writer,: “Actlna” 
has removed cataracts from both my eyes. I 
can read well without my glasses: am sixty» 
five years old.

Robert Baker, Ocean Park, Cal., writes: "I 
should have been blind had I Not used^'Actlna.*’ 

A party of prominent citizens have organized 
a company known as the New York and London 
Electrio Association, and they have given this 
method so thorough a test on hundreds of case« 
pronounced incurable and hopeless that they 
now positively assure a cure. ’•Actlna" is sent 
on trial postpaid. If you will call or send your 
name and address to the New York and Ixjndou 
Electric Association, Dept. T.B.,920 Walnut St.. 
Kansas City, Mo., you will receive, absolutely 
tree, a valuable book-Prof. Wilson’s ‘'Treatise 
on the Eye and on Diseases In General,” aud 
you can rest assured that your eyesight and 
hearing will be restored, no matter how many 
doctors have failed.

HERSELF, HER WORK AND HER VOICES.

■ The history of the Maid that has been preserved is as re
markable as the Maid herself. She was condemned after a 
trityl of extraordinary length, in which she was questioned 
and requestioned on every point concerning herself, her 
work, and her Voices. As she was widely regarded as a 
heaven-sent savior of France, It was absolutely necessary, 
for the justification of the English and their adherents, that 
the popular faith in the Maid should be confounded by prov
ing her, before an ecclesiastical court, to be a witch, a here
tic, or an agent of the devil. This trial, which procured her 
condemnation and death, was so infamous in its illegality 
that the pope, twenty-five years afterwards, granted tho 
prayer of Joan’s mother and brothers that the case should'be 
re-examined. This was done, and-all available witnesses 
who could throw light on the life and work of the Maid were 
examined, even as to the details of her early years. This 
trial reversed the finding of the first, and passed the Sen
tence of Rehabilitation. The records of both trials have been 
preserved; thus, providentially, we have a.very full history 
of Joan of Arc, much of it from her own lips, and every word 
is attested on oath. So, as I said at first, the written history 
of "La Pucelle,” the Maid of Orleans, is as remarkable as the 
Deliverer of France herself. These valuable documents have 
recently been rendered into English, and edited by Mr. T. 
Douglas Murray, and they are one of the finest and most re
liable Spiritualistic records in the whole range of history.

SPIRITUAL INTERVENTION NEEDED IN FRANCES'.

If ever spiritual Intervention" was needed in this world, Jt 
was in France at the beginning of the fifteenth century. 
After nearly a hundred years of war, the country was all but 
prostrate, under the heels of the sturdy English invaders,who 
saw little but the backs of their flying foes. The armies were 
disorganized and demoralized; the treasury empty, and the 
uncrowned King meditating flight. The whole place was 
over-run by wandering bands of dissolute soldiery, plunder
ing and burning wherever they went. Among the feudal 
lords there was no unity or true idea of nationality; It was 
everyone for himself and the devil take the hindmost, which 
he generally did. The Burgundians were aiding and abet
ting the English. The clergy were, of course, divided, some 
sympathizing with their country’s foes, some with France, 
and all for their church, which was split by having two or 
three rival Popes, each claiming to be the true one. Nearly 
the. whole of the northern part of France was in English 
hands, and the one barrier to its complete subjection was 
Orleans, which still withstood the siege, although reduced to 
the last extremity. .

Bolitcal matters were in a like deplorable state. Charles 
VII. was nominally King, but he was still uncrowned and un
sanctified, and an uncrowned King had no hold on the hearts 
and imaginations of the French people. But worse than this, 
his wretched mother had thrown doubts on his legitimacy. 

' His father, Charles VI., having become insane, his mother, 
Isabel of Bavaria, made a treatly In 1420 with the English 
King that the crown of France was to pass away from the 
DffUphln to the son of Henry and the ‘Princess Catherine, 
thus proclaiming her own son a bastard. “When Henry V. 
died,’’ said Mr. Murray, "Jhe son of this unhallowed marri
age was declared King of France and Englofad; under the 
title of Henry VI. The poor child was less than a year old. 
His able and resolute uncle, John, Duke of Bedford, ruled 
France as Regent; and carried the arms of England in tri
umph against all who dared to dispute his nephew’s title. 
The Dauphin fled to tho south, and abandoned to Bedford all 
territory north of the Loire. Paris was held and occupied by 
the English. . The braver members of tire Parliament and 
the University joined the Dauphin at Palters;’but the accom
modating and timid members did homage to Bodford, and 
fluly attorned to Henvy VI. as to their lawful king. Orleans

as that day a battle had been lost. Some days later the -covering she took part-in some minor movements, and was 
news arrived of the lost7battle and convinced the governor, finally captured by the Burgundians. Whether or not this 
of her divine powers. So he gave her a letter and sword and was through the treachery vjhich she foresaw, and which 
said to her, "Go to the king, come of it what may.” The' was the only thing she feared, it is impossible to say. She 
people made her a man’s suit, a horse was provided, and with was taken as a prisoner to the camp of the Duke of Bur- 
the two knights and a small escort a start was-made. Trav- gundy, and was placed in prison, while the Duke waited for 
ellng through a hostile country, mostly by night, at the end the expected ransom'- >But neither France nor her wretched 
of eleven days they arrived at Chinon, where the uncrowned king made any move to save her, and; after two attempts at 
king was.। She was at last seen by Charles, whom she rec- escape, shq- was finally ransomed by the infamous Pierre 
ognized by aid of her Voices, and gave him signs which Cauchon, Bishop of Beauvais, a miserable tool of .the Eng- 
much Impressed him. She told him she was sent by God to lish, for a prince’s ransom. She was taken to Rouen, in the 
raise the siege of Orleans, and to conduct him to Rheims to heart of the English power, thrown into a dungeon, heavily 
be crowned. Charles was loath to take any steps without Ironed, and always kept in the presence of several brutal, 
further and fuller inquiry. He desired Joan to be thoroughly common soldiers. Forty or fifty , ecclesiastics were got to- 
examined at Poitiers before a full board of ecclesiastics and gether from various parts, especially selected for their Eng- 
lawyers, under the archbishop of Rheims. For three weeks lish sympathies. One of these, a smooth-tongued villain, 
this simple maiden answered all the questions, of- these was allowed access to Joan’s prison disguised as a cobbler, 
learned doctors, like one inspired, telling them there was He represented himself as a priest from her own part of the 
more in God’s book than in theirs. When asked for a sign country and a sympathizer with her. By this crùel trick he
she said: 
miracles.

"I have-not come to Poitiers to show signs and do got her to pour out her full heart in confession. As secrets 
Send me to Orleans and you shall have signs of the confessional could not he directly used, the Bishop

enough. Give me men-at-arms—few or many—and let me placed himself and other witnesses at a hole in the wall so
go! that every word could, be heard, and the information thus
THE OLD GENERALS SUBMITTED TO HER DICTATION. Sained was iised to guide the ruthless cross-examination to 

■ . which the poor girl was exposed. This is but a specimen-of
The archbishop finally reported-in her favor, and advised the cruel arta and inegaUties by whlch an unjust verdict'was

Charles to take the proffered help, as it was the only hope, obtained u
The king, who had been much Impressed by her revelations, frlendle8g was brought face to face with this
decided to plçce her at the head of his army. He had the. packed jury Of inquisitors, thirsting for her destruction, the 
celebrated suit of silvered armor made for her, and.she had ¿,mple grandeur o£ her character sboné out more brlghtl 
the famous symbolical banner painted, which played such a than at almost any por[od of hor 8tormy career. she wafl 
conspicuous part in the events which followed. -She was steadfast ae a rockj sometimes against' the storming of 
provided with a ful ml itary household, and she joined the nearly tlw whole at onC0. Bve^ ioren3)c trlck( every 
army which was gathering at Blois. . dialectical art, was used to trip or entrap her without avail.

The rumors of the heaven-sent maid aroused burning en- Profou^ theologlcal Questions.were sprung on her which 
thusiasm and gave new life and hope. She soon made her wouW haV0 puzzl0d of churcbmen themselves to 
presence felt in the camp, and purified the blasphemy-laden anBW0r wIthout lmpallng themselves on the horns of a di
air. The whole tone was raised, and the most hardened sin- lemina. Kor six iong days the battle raged between thé one 
nets were ashamed to be base In that pure presence. Relig- and tke many. the unadvl90d prlBoner’ baffllng all her cruei 
lous observances were enforced, and with a squad of chant- judg0B> Th0 popula’0 to ,laugh OV0r th0 WBhop.s r0. 
Ing monks at the head, the army started with the provisions peat0d d0featBj for v0ry Bham0; th0 n0xt nlûe examina- 
for the starving folk of Orleans. • • tlon8 were held in pHvaXe. These had like results; and all

The old generals were quite wil Ing to benefit by the en- ^^„3 were only prellminaryr fishings to obtain 
thusiasm, the new life Inspired by the maid but had no idea matt0r t0 brI her at th0 Trlal la Ordlna whlch
of taking her generalship seriously. She directed them to la8te(J aimost long. ,l( • <
guide her straight to Orleans, but as they had been .demoral- - .
ized by the ever-victorlous English, they adopted the more DUMFOUNDED THE COURT.
cautious tactics, and brought her before Orleans on the I can only give one specimentfof the concentrated wisdom, 
wrong side of the river! On discovering the trick Joan gave the caution, and thh simple directness of her replies. She 
those generals a bit of her mind, and they soon learned that had said: “Wlthout-the grace of God'I could do nothing.’^ 
the wisest head among them was foolish compared with the Her most wily questlonei'èaw an opening, and, after beating 
heaven-guided maid. The army could do nothing; the boats about tho bush to Hlrow’ifer off .her guard, suddenly sprang 
were far down the river and the wind was adverse, so that this question upon.hgr; '¡Are you in a state of grace?” This 
they could not corné up to ferry the provisions across,to the was a terrible qt/ektlon.lqa the’Scriptures say one cannot 
starving people In the town. Joan sent the army back to know this, and it h^’sald “yés” she would have been 
Blois, the nearest bridge by jyhlch it could cross to the Or- guilty of presumptlon' antl, spiritual pride, and had she said 
leans side of the river, prophesying that the wind would “no,” it would hav$ beeiuBtill njpre disastrous. The court 
change, which It did. The boats came up, and Joan, and held Its breath; atid' one rtgliteous judge called out that the 
some of the generals went with a convoy of provisions into accused was not bound to answer such a question. He was 
Orleans In spite o'f the overwhelming force of the English. - shouted down, whdo JÔa]icalmly gave that immortal reply:

The maid did not wait for tho army to return; she at once “If I be not in a state of grace, I pray God place me In it; if I 
summoned the English to depart "Hor letter,” says Count bo In It, I pray God keep me so." This reply so dumfounded 
de Denols, "was sent to TLord Talbot; From' that hour the tho court, that there was little more questioning that day. 
EngUshrwho up to that time could, I affirm with two hun- CONDEMNED TO PERPETUAL IMPRISONMENT, 
dred of’their men, have put to rout eight hundred or a thou
sand of- ours—were unable, with all their power, to resist Otl ono occnslon J°an woe brought into the torture chain- 
four hundred or five hundred French; they had to be driven bor’but the sle,lt ot t,x& executioner and threats of the rack 
into tholr forts, whore they took refuge, and from whence failed to shako her.., At length, owing to endless mlsrepre- 
thoy dared not come forth.” sentatlons and distortions of the evidence which was sent to

«ür «c'ràum I«icn 'oeMAmrAni e"»ur»«.'''''"' Paris, a hostile verdict was pronounced; by the Judges. -, The 
SHE ACCOMPLISHED REMARKABLE THINGS. poor glrl( thoroughly worn out and ill, was brought face to

On Joan’s army returning from Blois, sho wont out to moot faco with the awful faggotrpllo ahd the stake. While the 
it, and all passed Into Orleans, right.under the hostile guno, sentence of death'and excommunication was being road, two 
tho English being too much dazed to molest thorn. Thon treacherous priests were beguiling her with lying promises 
Joan, with her marvelous dash and go, and in oplto of all the that all would, bo well If sho would recant and eign a sûhed-

HER .-SPLENDID GENERALSHIP.
Louis Kossuth said: “Consider this unique and imposing 

distinction. Since tbe writing of human history began, Joan 
of Arc Is the only person, of either sex, who has held su
preme command of tho military forces of a nation at the age 
of seventeen!” And right worthily did she use them. 
Think of the great campaigns of the Alexanders, the Caesars, 
the Napoleons, trained soldiers all, fighting with trained men 
against their inferiors; while Joan had to fight, with men de
moralized by disheartening .defeat, against the sturdy Brit
ish, backed by the glamor of a hundred years of unbroken 
victory! Think of that, and you will see that Joan’s work 
of raising the siege of Orleans, reducing the great strong
holds of the Loire, fighting the decisive battle of Patay, and 
then conducting the “Bloodless March" to Rheims, consti
tutes a more brilliant achievement than can be claimed for 
any of the world’s greatest generals; and it was all accom
plished by the village maiden at an age at which the great 
soldiers had done little or nothing.

But we shall miss the moral of this strange, eventful his
tory if we suppose that these great victories were achieved 
by enthusiasm alone. The ablest judges of the time speak 
of Joan’s splendid generalship, and the skillful disposition of 
her forces,* and her wonderful handling of artillery. Her 
sta'tesmanlike Insight was equally remarkable, and she was 
the first to discern the idea of true Nationhood for France. 
It is well asked: “Whence came'the Inspiration of this mar
velous child?”

Although Saint Catherine and Saint Margaret were more 
often with her, and Saint Michael more rarely, Joan said that 
they came from God at the prayers of Saint Louis and Saint 
Charlemagne. This is probably the secret of it all. The 
other saints were surely media for the master mind of 
Charles the Great. And It is curious to note in this connec
tion that at the outset of her public career her Voices told 
her that an ancient sword was hidden behind the altar of 
Saint Catherine's, at Fierbols. Nothing was known of this, 
but a search was made and the sword found buried a little 
way in the ground. This was given to the maid, who car
ried it as her symbol of authority. The belief was thatrnt 
had belonged to Charlemagne!

The death of Joan of Arc was as fruitful as her life. The 
great work she had so gloriously begun was finished by other 
hands just at the time she had foretold. She was most 
truly a prophetess, who predicted nearly everything that 
happened, even to her own wounds and her early death. 
Again and again she urged the vacillating Charles to make 
use of her services while there was yet time, as she would 
only last for a short year. One thing alone was mercifully 
hidden from her, and that was the manner of her death; the 
fact that she should ascend to heaven by a chariot of fire!

It was my intentlon^to discuss the problem of the Voices, 
the Spirit Guides, of the’Inspired maiden, but neither time 
nor inclination permits me to undertake the task. For Spir
itualists it Is unnecessary; and for others, what can I say 
that I have not already said? An hour’s contemplation of 
that pure and beautiful, that wonderful life, which shines 
like a star through the dusk of the aées, Is worth more than 
a whole course of sermons, or scientific lectures, for those 
who have the Inner eye, the inner ear. Those who think
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THE MISSING LINK 
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

lowed to grow; then there will be no need-of arferment to 
Induce men to accept the .statements of that embodiment of 
truth—Joan of Arc. .
• That her guides should have appeared to her as saints 
whose names were famlllar to her was to be expected; to 
have appeared In any other form would have defeated thelf 
great object. That these spirlts.were not materializations 
Is evident from theTact that Joan saw Michael accompanied 
by a great llght^pnd by a_heavenly host—showing that her 
spiritual sight was opened; that she was clairvoyant. .

Mr. Myers’ treatment of this great subject.is most.unsat- 
Islactory. He throughout couples Joan’s Volces-wlth that of 
Socrates; but that of tho Grecian philosopher was purely 
negativo, warning him of what ho should not do, while those
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allows this freedom of expression, be
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that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
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quate to publish everything that comes 
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WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgressiveThinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essentlal'that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
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less; otherwise many items would be 
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TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
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the writer. The items of those who do 
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KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
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iTo the Spiritualists of Illinois, Wiscon
sin, Iowa and Missouri.

We expect to turn our faces west
ward March 1. We desire to hear from 
societies and individuals who would 
like our services.

Please write us at once if you would 
like our services,or we may have passed 
you by before we hear from you. Ad
dress us until March 10, Rochester, Ind. 
Home address 618 Newland avenue, 
Jamestown, N. Y.

E. W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE, 
. N. S. A. Missionaries.

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications’ Intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Saturn 
day morning. Bear this In mind.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEAL
ING_ a clasti in Psychopathy, or Spirit
Healing, under the instruction of the 
spirit of Dr. Benj. Rush, through Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, is about to be 
formed. For further information in
quire of Mr. Wm. Richmond, 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park, Chicago, 
Illinois. .

Several of our subscribers want the 
address of Barton Stewart. Will he 
please give it? lie should always at
tach his street number to the articles 
he writes.

J. M. Bartscherer writes from Dayton, 
Ohio: "We are still holding our meet
ings regularly every Sunday afternoon 
in Diester Post hall. We have had the 
assistance of our president, Frank M. 
Brown. Judge Thomson, W. V. Nlcum 
and Dr. Samuel Toman. They are all 
good speakers. So you see we are at 
work, and like the leaven in the meal, 
hoping some day the whole lump may

VICTOR VOGEL'S- ORCHESTRA 
AND BAND.—First-class music fur
nished on pll occasions. Office and res
idence, 4217 Champlain avenue, Chi
cago, Ill. Telephone Oakland 1111. 
Mr. Vogel Is a well-known Spiritualist 
of Chicago and a natural born musician. 
His orchestra will be most excellent at 
dances and entertainments given by 
Spiritualists, and will add much to the 
interest of the occasion. As a special 
feature of his musical work, he intro
duces many original novelties—imita
tions of birds, etc.

Mrs. Florence White, of Boston, 
Mass., noted platform test medium, is to 
leave California for the East again, the 
first of April. She would like to make 
engagements with societies in San 
Francisco, Denver and St. Louis, for 
April, May and June. Address her at 
Sortelle, Los Angeles Co., Cal.

■ Dr. Beverly writes: “Our last month
ly party and masquerade ball was a 
great success. Over 300 people joined 
in the fun and entertainment. Prof. 
Vogel gave ub fine music, and all that 
masked received a prize and were made 
happy. Saturday evening, March 26, 
will be our next party at Lakeside Hall, 
and It will be a Palmists’ Party, for 
all mediums and psychics to give read
ings and advertise. About 15 booths 
will be provided, and all who purchase 
tickets will receive a free reading from 
their choice of readers. Many have 
promised to take part, but a few booths 
remain. The last Sunday in March 
this society will hold an anniversary, 
both in the afternoon and evening. The 
best talent has been secured. All wish
ing programsvqhould address me, the 
manager, at NO. 44 East 31st street. 
Our Russian winter will soon be over. 
This society will hold meetings all sum
mer, and bring as many as possible into 
the knowledge of this truth, and demo- 
onstrate that we are spiritual beings 
now, and have wonderful powers that 
we little dream of. Walter DeVoe gave 
us a fine lecture on the Power of the 
Astral Body, Sunday evening, and will 
speak again, Sunday evening, March 20. 
The Progressive Thinker has a host of 
friends, and all are anxious to enjoy its 
table of rich spiritual food.”

Vindication for Mr. Challen—The In
surance Agent Is Acquitted by the Crim
inal Grand Jury.—Charles Challen, 
charged with the wrongful obtaining of 
insurance, was found not guilty in 
JudgeTyler’s court this morning. The 
jurors were ready to report almost as 
soon as they left their seats. The ver
dict entirely exonerates Mr. Challen. 
"Gentlemen of the jury,” said Judge 
Tyler, "your verdict meets with the full 
approval of this court. 1 thank you.” 
Loud applause greeted the verdict. Mr. 
Challen was surrounded by relatives 
and friends and congratulated on his 
vindication. The back of the prosecu- 
tlon was broken when the defense in
troduced a paper signed by Mrs. Bertha

Dr, J. O. M. Hewitt, after filling his 
engagement at Muncie, Ind,, for the 
month of February, to good acceptance, 
has returned to bls home, 533 W. Mad
ison street, Chicago, and Is now open 
for further service in the cause, or for 
funerals, weddings,-etc. He should be 
kept constantly busy as his abilities 
render him highly deserving, and his 
lectures are of high order, instructive, 
scholarly and spiritual. .

R. F. Livermore writes from Corry, 
Pa.: "People of our city, who are inter
ested in the grand truths of Spiritual
ism, have enjoyed a grand treat by hav
ing Mr. C. B. Nichols, of Andover Ohio, 
the materializing and slate-writing me
dium, with ub for one week. Mr. Nich
ols held several seances, which were 
surprisingly successful, the manifesta
tions were very fine, furnishing oppor
tunity for friends to meet friends, 
those who had been separated by so- 
called death, and to exchange loving 
greetings, proving beyond a doubt that 
those who have left the mortal form 
still live and are actively interested in 
the welfare of those who are left and 
waiting. Mr. Nichols Insists on strict 
test conditions for his Beances, preclud
ing all possibility of fraud, and no one 
attending can entertain the least suspi
cion. We most confidently recommend 
Mr. Nichols to the friends of our cause."

Louise E. Zimmerman writes from 
Elmira, N. Y: “Our meetings are creat
ing a widespread interest among the 
people of our city and many the re
marks and compliments do we hear 
upon the discourses given through the 
mediumship of Brother Edgerly, - who 
remains with us this month, but will be 
followed by Mrs. Kate R, Stiles for the 
month of April, as he goes to Boston, 
Mass., at that time. At a recent Thurs
day evening meeting (which we de
voted to tests and messages) when Bro. 
Edgerly was giving the tests, a lady 
present remarked to the friend who ac
companied her, ‘He knows all these peo
ple he is talking to,’ when he immedi
ately turned to her and told her of an 
old aimt who had passed away in the 
West (no one here but herself knowing 
anything about it), and much more 
which astounded her. It goes without 
saying, she changed her opinion, and is 
somewhat frightened, which is useless, 
as our loved ones will never injure us, 
but they do cause us to think and know. 
‘It is not all of life to live, nor all of 
death -to die,’ when an opportunity Is 
given them, under the right conditions. 
The members of the society here are 
working harmoniously and hope to do 
much good for the enlightenment of hu
manity and the upbuilding of our cause 
as time advances."

Henrietta Straub writes from Port 
Orange, Fla.: "Though The Progressive 
Thinker be my most valued friend, hav
ing done more to clear and strengthen 
my spiritual vision than I can express 
in words, yet undlsmlssable duties have 
lately so much monopolized my scanty 
spare time, that I read Miss Batchelor’s

J. FRANK’BAXTER.—One by one the 
valiant pioneers of our cause are pass
ing hence tU the Land of the Everliving 
beyond the:!mdrt£I-. The latest to an
swer the call of-the Messenger is J. 
Frank Baxter, a name known wherever 
Spirltualist^r-congregate, and wherever 
our gospel lias been preached in this - 
broad land.! I Long and honorably asso
ciated withothe lecture platform as a 
speaker of pi’ovbh-Ability and a test me
dium ot rard powers, our ascended 
brother rendered; noble service in the 
days when our path was not the com
paratively smooth roadway of to-day. 
Also, as a musician and vocalist his 
voice lent a charm to his platform, du
ties, which proved an additional attrac
tion to the multitudes gathered to lis
ten to his utterances. His abilities, 
combined with a notable and attractive 
personality made him naturally a re
markable figure in our ranks. Ab our 
readers will recall it was stated in the 
Banner of February 13, our good 
brother was taken sick. Re was hope
ful, but the attack of typhoid fever 
proved too strong in character, and on 
Sunday last, Feb. 28, he passed quietly 
away from the earthly body, at the 
Frost hospital, Chelsea, leaving an only 
daughter behind, Mrs. Barron. When 
he was about 30 years old Mr. Baxter 
began to gain reputation as a lecturer 
on Spiritualistic subjects, and soon 
came to devote his entire time to that 
work. He made several tours over the 
United States and through Canada as a 
lecturer, singer and medium. The de
parture of our co-worker will create a 
vacancy It will be difficult, for the mo
ment, to adequately flill. He will be

______ . . _ . article in The Progressive Tnlnker only 
Stamm, prosecuting witness in the Bome days ago. The striking similarity 
case, in which she stated that the affi- of some of her views with my own ex-

be leavened."
Little Marguerite Moll, daughter of C. 

G. Moll, of Pittsburg, a child of unusual 
brightness, 5 years old and the pet ot 
the hotel guests, who, with her mother, 
■s wintering in Augusta. Ga., has been 
marvelously cured cf paralysis by 
waters from the Lourdes springs, a heal
ing fountain in France. A few days ago 
the child's lower limbs were stiffened 
and deadened by a sudden paralytic 
stroke and physicians pronounced her 
case grave. Mr. Moll was called from 
Pittsburg while the child lay on the bed, 
unable to move. Father Wilkinson, of 
the Sacred Heart church, called and 
persuaded the mother to dismiss the 
nhysician and send for a vial of the 
water from the famous Lourdes springs. 
The child was given some to drink and 
■ r’l asleep. One drink appears to have 
cured her, and to-day, when her father 
arrived, the little patient was playing In 
■ he hotel corridor with other children, 
"he water which Father Wilkinson gave 
rhe child was brought to Augusta by 
Miss Agnes O’Dowd.—Pittsburg (Pa.) 
Leader. The water from Lourdes ac
complishes cures, no doubt, through 
faith, aided by the magnetic influence 
of spirits who are interested in promot
ing the prosperity of the Catholic 
church. .

Rozetta Gott writes from Wellington, 
Ohio: "After battling against great ob
stacles we have gotten where there is 
hope of forming a society. Our great
est trouble was in securing a permanent 
place of meeting, but before tnis ap
pears in print we hope to have both a 
hall and a charter. Mrs. R. C. Baird 
has been the moving spirit and in every 
sense of the word a missionary. Sunday, 
Feb. 28. we had a good meeting, Mrs. 
Schauss, of Toledo, helping the good 
cause, giving us one of her good lec
tures under spirit guidance."

davit signed by her against Challen was pressed Jan. 30, prompts me to ask, Is 
not true and that the' things she had this a new proof of the existence of a 
stated were false, and the only reason vast fountain of thought, where incar- 
she made it was to escape prosecution nate spirits may drink at the same time, 
herself.—News Bee, Toledo, Ohio. In unknown to their respective personall- 
reference to the above, Mrs. Nina Ed- I ties? That excamate spirits find ave- 
wards, of Toledo, .writes: “Mr. and nues of approach under conditions that 
Mrs. Challen are prominent Spiritual- have nothing to do with a mortal’s tndl- 
ists of Toledo, Ohio, Mrs. Challen being vidual character, -has been to me a set
a public worker, giving lectures and tied fact for some time; but, I confess, 
tests and is also famous as a trumpet 1 lacked the courage to declare it open-
medium." ly, until the impulse became too strong

Niles, Mich.—George F. B. Collins, a 
local attorney, who had been seriously 
ill, went into a tr*:ice, and his relatives, 
pupposing him dead, summoned an un
dertaker. When he placed the remains 
iu a casket several hours later the un
dertaker discovered perceptible indica
tions of returning life, and medical aid 
was summoned. The patient now blds 
fair to recover.

Geo. H. Brooks closed a very pleasant 
and .„successful month’s engagement 
with the Buffalo (N. Y.) society the last 
Sunday in February. He spoke in East 
Aurora, N. Y., the first Sunday in 
March. The second Nunday 1b not 
taken. Tho last two Sundays he lec
tures for Mr. T. M. Locke’s society in 
Philadelphia, Pa. He would like to lec
ture during the week at different points 
in the state; also make engagements 
for April, or a part of It. Address him 
at 606 North Seventh street, care T. M. 
Locke, Philadelphia, Pa.

On Sunday, March 13, at 8 p. m., H. F. 
Arnold will lecture at Kenwood Hall,
4308 Cottage Grove avenue. 
‘ Casting Out the Demon."

Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes:

Subject,

"The Hyde

TWO METHODS.
Soul Mediumship and Mind Mediumship

PUBLICATIONS
—OF*“ .

HUDSON TUTTLE

Gainesville, Ga„ Feb. 22.—The family 
of W. J. Sanders, who lives in Forsyth 
county, not very far from this city, has 

_ this week been disturbed by some most 
unusual manifestations of apparently 
supernatural and ghostly nature.' One 
night recently, while all the family 
were together and everything was quiet, 
el rap was heard on tho door. Tho call 
was answered, but no one was found. 
At short Intervals during the night the 
same sound was heard at the floor. 
Mr Sanders was up all night, but no 
slen of a person was discovered. The 
next night the same thing happened 
and Mr. Sanders lost his sleep again. 
On the third night five of his neighbors 
spent the night with him and sat up. 
The rappings continued and no effort at 
a solution of tho mystery revealed a 
thing One visitor went so far as to 

--. stay a while outside on the porch while 
the rappings were in progress, but the 
sounds only seemed louder than ever. 
The unusual occurrcncs has caused 
much interest and speculation and no 
'one so far has been able to make a sat
Isfactory explanation.

Frank T. Ripley has been re-engaged 
" for tho Sundays of March at Findlay, 

Ohio. He/has April, May and June 
open for^ngagements to leoture^nd 
give spirit messages. Address him at 
Findlay, Ohio, for March, and then at
Upton, Ind.

Chai Jou Barnes, the trumpet medium, 
is holding circles at The homo of A. T. 
1 mlck M. D, Mt. Vernon, III. Mr. 
Hainan’ thinks ittwould/be a<i5ood field 
there for Mr. and Mrs. b. W. bprpgue, 
to do some missionary work. . ,

Dr. P. 8. George writes from Lincoln, to suppress it. It certainly requires 1 
Neb.: “Spiritualism seems to be gain- courage to advance a. thought that I 
ing in popularity In our midst. Max I strikes against established opinions. ; 
Hoffman is now making his home here Miss Batchelor has done it more forci- i 
for the winter, and Ib busy from morn- bly and elaborately than myself, - and i 
ing to night. He holds public meet- her words filled my souLwith joy and 1 
ings every Sunday evening to good au- hope and thankfulness. May she kindly .1 
diences, and two seances during the I accept my warm, appreciative greet- : 
week. I occupy a suite of rooms ad- lnBs- . ’
joining him, and he seems to be the A fine audience gathered at 1565 Mil- 
busiest man in the city. One thing to waukee avenue, Chicago, Sunday even- 
be said to his credit, Ib that he is never ing, Feb. 21, the home of the Church of 
“broke,” therefore does not have to the Students of Nature. After music, 
borrow money of his friends to bridge solo and congregational and reading of 
him over, or to get out of town." a poem, President Warne of the Illinois 

' , , T State Association, addressed the meet-CL SnnOnetriie 'f^P I lnS. Closing by presenting the society 
of M. W. Newkirk, the Ce with a charter aB auxiliary to the State
postmaster who was taken to the y- bo(Jy an(] we]comjng n to the duties and 
lum at Kalamazoo, it is said that he regpOn8jfijlitleB of that relation. Chris- 
consulted a clairvoyant last summe , tening of tw0 infant boys followed, con- 
who gave a reading of his past 1 e ducted by the pastor, Mrs. M. Schu- 
then foretold his death. Hei tol • macher, who substituted white carna- 
Newkirk his life was „ tiona for the sacred waters of church
April 1,1904, he would pass o t. fontg an(J made uge ot cerernonia]s fit-
you are. very ill along theJ0I’e P®rt t)ng the occaa;on Mrs. Noyes, a vis- 
the winter, YOU grow worse,^! 8e ® I itor at the meeting, closed with wel- 
see you walking around very grange come rernnr;{B and some astrological 
and wild, your mind is affected, you are readings {or children in the audience, 
excited, you are bad. I see 0 The charter members of this auxiliary
i°n’,-a kS ?re th8nhpnAnipOUT-nchW nut were as follows: Mrs. M. Schumacher, 
building burning, the people rush out Mr Merkel, Mrs. Goetze, G. H. Zie- 
quick; some of the’many people also A gt Mlnlg D Rich
get caught in the fire You see the fire -Dr A Rasmussen, Henry Smith, 
Now, I see you looking so etraji^, you w p Schumacher. On merging with 
are wild, you can t control YOVirself I Association the society sur-
see some people hand ing you and tak- ld h fer- direct from the
‘.ns » rni?p vnn I N. S. A. Mrs. Schumacher was pre-
Am1L1, i ino?”’ * s'ented with a handsome bouquet from
wiU be a dead man by April, 1904. - Mr. and Mrs. Goetze. . ■

Mrs. Abram D. Davis of 436 Ashland The Brooklyn (N. Y.) Standard has 
avenue, Buffalo, N. Y., tells a strange I following: “A new church was or
atory. Her husband, who was a promt- ganized last night and articles of incor
nent merchant, died ten days ago, and poration were duly filed to-day by ex- 
she, in accordance with the customs of judge Abram H. Dailey, who is one of‘ 
tlie Jewish religion, retired to a mourn- I founders and prime workers in the 
ing chamber with her sister-in-law, I moVement The new church will, be 
Mrs. H. Friedenberg, of Bradford, Pa. I ];nown as First gplrjtual Church of 
The period of religious mourning ex- Brooklyn. Its founders and incorpora- 
pired at 9 o’clock yesterday morning, I jorE have adopted a formulated creed 
and just at that hour a bird as large as I which was enunciated at the meeting 
a sparrow and as black as night flew I jggt njght and accepted unanimously, 
out of the gas grate, which_ was burn- I )s based on Scriptural Injunctions 
ing, and alighted at Mrs. Davis feet. I an(j precepts taken from the New Testa- 
Both women tried to scare the bird inent, and includes the Sermon on the 
away by waving their hands at it, but I Mount. The creed Is a codification of 
it stayed three minutes, hopped about I paSBages of Scripture bearing directly 
on a table and finally vanished through on Spjrit. The fundamental doctrine of 
the front door.- Mrs. Davis, who had the new church is spirit communion 
been grief stricken because of the death I wlth living mortals. The Rev. May S. 
of her husband, to. whom she had been pgppg,., a Spiritualist medium, has 
married thirty years, became cheerful been chosen as pastor of the church, 
at once. She tells her friends that it I services will be held in the Aurora 
bore a message direct from God telling Qrata Cathedral on Bedford avenue, 
her that she should be comforted and Th0 incorporators-of the new church 
that all would be well. An examination I are composed for the moat part of mem- 
of the chimney showed that the bird I bers of the Church of the Fraternity of 
must have come down-the hot chimney I gouj Communion, which was founded 
through a hole about an inch square. I by ifa Moore Courllss and which was a 
Small blackbirds are foreign to_ these I prosperous organization until the death 
parts, and cynical persons say it must I oj j^r> courllss last summer, when it 
have been a sparrow with a coat of I began to disintegrate. It had no formal 
soot. But Mrs. Davis’’story , has cfe- artlcles of falth. it, has been decided 
ated a stir in the fashionable district |0 disband the old church and form the 
where she lives.: One of the persons new one wlth as many as can subscribe 
who saw the bird is a Mr. Bornstein, of I to (be creed. Mr. Dalley, assisted 
121 West 114th street, New York, and I ¿y j)r. Pepper, codified the articles of 
he corroborates .the story of.lts..strange. .fa(tb which were adopted last night, 
'movements. Rabbi Aaron of Temple Qeorge D. R. Hubbard called the meet- 
Beth Zion has heard, the story. He ex- ¡ ¡ng to order, and A. R. Robertson was 
presses delight at Mm- Davis"comfort. ■ - - ■ -> - ■ • •

greatly mlBsed by-- a very large circle of 
friends, and fellow-laborers. We may 
not mourn his loss, for, after many 
days of faithful service, he has earned 
that rest which change of scene, and en
trance into higher realms, confer upon 
us all. He rejoins a beloved wife, 
meets again old-time friends, and learns 
by actual life therein, how real is the 
world of the Summerland, and its peo
ple, for whom he strove so freely, and 
who guided him bo lovingly in his work 
for our cause.—Banner of Light.

Emily E. Philp writes: “The Engle
wood Spiritual Union 1b still holding Its 
regular meetings. We enjoyed a line 
lecture by Dr. J. H, Randall, Feb. 28. 
We expect good speakers through 
March, and the first of April Rev. Harry 
J. Moore begins an’engagement with us 
as a permanent pastor. We know his 
many friends will be glad to welcome 
him again as one of us.”

Mrs. Nora E. Hill writes: "There will 
be a Social held at my home, 750 W. 
Lake street, on Saturday evening, Mar. 
12. There will be a grand, good time. 
Luncheon will be served, of home cook
ing. Collection qt 25 cents. All will be 
made welcome. Come and bring your 
friends and have a. good time.”

Dr. Ballard writes: "Those who as
sembled at the Church of Higher 
Forces, Douglas Hall, Indiana avenue 
and 35th street, Sunday, Feb. 21, to lis
ten to the thoughts expressed by by Dr. 
Walter DeVoe on the new thought, were 
highly edified. J. W. Caldwell spoke to 
us last Sunday on Spiritualism. Next 
Sunday, March 6, Prof. Marsh will dis
course on the problem of life. If the 
problem of life were lived true to na
ture or as God has dictated, there 
would be a better demonstration of 
truth among mankind than there is to
day, deceptidn .woifld lessen, and char
ity unfold. ‘Sjhe Igiiies of this church 
gave their eleventh Social last Satur
day night, at the residence of Mr. and 
Mrs. W. B. Aitken, 253 East Thirty-first 
street. We’ had a lovely time. The 
twelfth social, which will be of unusual 
interest, will take place Maren 13. 
Come and commune with your spirit 
friends and listen to the sweet strains 
of music."

H. F. Coates writes: "Feb. 28, a large 
and appreciative audience greeted Mr. 
T. W. Sherk at Kenwood Hall, 4308

Park Occult Society will be favored by 
a lecture from Dr. Agnes Chester See, 
editor of Higher Thought, on March 13. 
Come if you want to get something 
good. Our meetings are growing, and 
we promise something good at every 
meeting. Services every Sunday even
ing, 7:45, at 323 East 55th street. Out 
card parties are still popular. Our 
next one, a progressive euchre party, 
will be held at the club room, 474 East 
55th street, near Greenwood ovenue, on 
March 15, in the evening. The game 
will begin promptly at 8. There are to 
be six pieces of hand-painted china 
given as prizes. Score cards 25 cents, 
for both gentlemen and ladies. Light 
refreshments.”

Hattie E. Sherwood writes from 
Worcester, Mass.: “We are regretting 
very.deeply here in the East, the death 
of J. Frank Baxter, of Chelsea, Mass., 
who passed out after four weeks’ sick
ness of typhoid fever.”

W. W. Aber writes: “I desire to in
form my many friends through the col
umns of The Progressive Thinker that 
I will be in Chattanooga, Tenn., the re
mainder of this month (March), then 1 
return to my home, No. 3422 East 10th 
street, Kansas City, Mo.”

Mrs. Chas. Ingram writes from Ren
ovo, Pa.: “Chas. Theo. Schneider . is 
again working hard to bring people into 
the cause of Spiritualism. His lec
tures and test work is instructive as 
well as convincing. He came here 
from Harrisburg, and returns to Will
iamsport, and then he starts for other 
places in the field. I consider him an 
noneat, earnest and truthful worker."

Lila Powers, secretary, writes from 
Wichita, Kans.: "We have organized a 
Wichita Spiritual Society and elected 
the following officers: President, Min
nie Martindale; secretary, Lila Powers; 
treasurer, Hubert Child. Mediums and 
speakers please take notice. We are 
soliciting engagements.”

O. H. Maxham writes from Ohio: “I 
cannot say enough of the paper's value. 
I look forward to its coining as much as 
I look for my three meals a day. 1 was 
more than interested to read all the ar
ticles from tiie pen of Lyman C. Howe, 
for I was reared and always lived three 
miles from Lily Dale. 1 sat by the side 
of my dear old uncle arid listened to Mr. 
Howe over forty years ago. I also re
member Liby Low about the same pe
riod."

Mrs. Dr. Hurster, medium and healer 
by suggestion or (spirit power) and au
thor, has been seriously ill at her home 
in St. Louis, Mo. Mrs. Hurster- Is a 
well-known Spiritualist, and is the 
mother of the famous little boy medi
um, Willie Hurster.* She is now recov
ering, and feels a benefit from all those

We recognize two methods of com
municating with spirits. One as being 
reliable, the other as being unreliable. 
Ono as moralizing, the other as demor
alizing. One as promoting education 
and intelligence, the other as retardlug 
education and promoting ignorance. 
One as leading to health and happiness, 
to cheerful, vivifying light and a 
longer stay in the flesh; the other as 
leading to sickness and misery; to dis
mal, blinding darkness and a shorter 
Stay in the form. One we term soul 
mediumship, the other mind medium
ship. In soul mediumship the message 
Is delivered through the uncreated 
soul; in mind mediumship it is deliv
ered through the created mind, a very 
important distinction to truth seekers 
and all who would be healthy, happy 
and free from obsession in the practice 
of mediumship '

Mind mediumship then signifies that 
the messages are given through the 
mind, or lower self, that was formed 
during the growth of the material body.

In this process the operating spirit 
functions largely In the region of the 
basilar brain, frequently resulting in 
obsession and a long train of concomi
tant evils. No one.jvas ever Christed 
in the constant practice of this method. 
The reasons are apparent. In conse
quence of thq impure tendency of the 
mind, it becomes the receptacle of im
pure thoughts, and therefore a fit chan
nel, and the only one, for the passage 
of Impure and unreliable messages to 
earth’s children by undeveloped spirits 
Those who continuously permit such 
messages to pass through the mind, will 
sooner or later become diseased physi
cally and morally, thus approaching 
misery and ruin too fearful for pleasant 
description.

In the use of such mediumship the 
communicating spirit cannot deliver his 
message accurately while the medium 
is thinking on another subject, as can

A LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAL 
SCIENCE. .

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and explain the 
vast array of facts in its Held of research by 
referring them to a common eau^e, and from 
them arise to the Inws and conditions of Man's । 
spiritual being. Third edition. Price, 75 cents. 
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCh

ENGE. .
Not servile trust to the Gods, but knowledge 

of the laws of tho world, belief In the divinity 
of man and his eternal progress toward perfec- 
tlcu is th© foundation of tins book. Price, 91.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on earth, and 

in th© spirit world, presenting the spiritual 
philosophy and the real life of spiritual uoings. 
All questions which arise on that subject ore 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SRIRIT AND Th'S 

SPIRIT WORLD. .
’K'.in-Halx «unt.iztw Owl.»»

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Containing the latest investigations and dis

coveries. ana a thorough presentation of this 
Interesting subject. English edition. Price, 8L 
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written tor an object, and has 

been pronounced equal in its exposure of tha 
diabolical methods of Catholicism to "Unais 
Toin's Cabin.’• Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT. ..
A thrilling psychological story of evangelize 

tlon and free thought. It is to Protestantism 
what “The Secrets of the Convent" is to Cath
olicism. Price, 80 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form circles, and 

develop and cultivate mediumship. Names of 
eminent Spiritualists. Their testimony. Elght- 

' page tract for mission work. Single copies, 5 
cents; 100 for 81.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contains 

the oest poems of the author, and some of th© 
most popular songs with the music by eminent 
composers. The poema are admirably adapted 
for recitations. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price, 81.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and societies. A

manual of physical, Intelleuluul and spiritual 
1 culture. By Emma Rood Tuttle. A book by 

ho ,1^«- — TL th© aid of which a progressive lyceum, u spirit-06 don© in the use Of the proper meth- 1 ual or liberal society may )>e organised and 
Od. He must, therefore, subdue the conducted without other assistance Price, 50 
mind or hold it in abeyance, or the mes- ceuUithe doien'40 eenl"' ExI,reaa charges
sage will be greatly modified if not al
together interrupted, whatever Its na
ture may be. This frequent cessation of 
thought vibration makes conditions for 
the injection of Impure sentiments 
often resulting in lasting lodgment and 
luxuriant growth, which is antagonistic 
to physical, moral, spiritual and mental 
development.

The preceding paragraphs furnish an 
explanation of the incoherent thoughts, 
Ignorant expressions, numerous mis
representations, descriptions and bare
faced Ues given through mediums, oth
erwise apparently very good Instru
ments.

No wonder the morally developed 
Biblical mediums looked with suspicion 
on the method, uttering condemnatory 
language, and no wonder that all truly 
spiritual and highly developed psychics

! cent«: fiy the dozen, 40 cent». Expreaa chargea 
unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS.

For humane education, with plan of the 
Angell Prise Oratorical Contents, By Emma 
Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address .
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin Height», Ohio.
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AND

Oil)61, Offerings.
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who have been ably assisting in 
way of believing, to restore her to 
better way of life.

A Sermonette.
Last Christmas morning, while

her 
her

in

in every age have denounced and an
athematized it in the severest terms.

The phase of mediumship called men-

. *

l-
tai belongs under this head, because 
the message, instead of going to the 
soul first, goes directly to the mind 
where all errors originate that are not 
injected by an external evil Influence. 
But there is a phase out of its place 
here, similar to this called mental, 
which is a misnomer, because the mes
sage first enters the soul and then 
passes to the mind and is therefore 
soul or Intuitive mediumship; but the 
passage is so rapid that often the me
dium does not recognize and under
stand the process.

Do not conclude that the motives of 
all practicing mind mediumship are 
hereby impeached. By no means. Many 
very good, honest persons who would

J. P. Klug, of Cleveland, Ohio, sends 
us in subscriptions, etc., $18.75. W. W. 
Arnett, of Alexandria;-Ind., sends us. a 
club and $13.95. Thanks, brothers, for 
«nur kindly interest

chosen clerk.

Cottage Grove avenue. While Mr. 
Sherk has not been on the Spiritualistic 
platform a great while; the'thought is 
not new to him, and all who have had 
the pleasure of listening to him cannot 
help but say his reasoning is logical and 
presented in such a manner that it 
leaves a lasting impression. Dr. Freed
man, the Australian Healer, sang for us 
and gave demonstration of healing. 
His work was well received and many 
gave evidence of being relieved. The 
doctor will sing and demonstrate again 
for us March 13; so bring your sick and 
let them be treated free. Messages are 
always given. Conference at 3 p. m. Is 
well attended, and very interesting. So 
come to our meetings and obtain spirit
ual food.”

Geo. Adkins writes from South Da
kota: "In The Progressive Thinker, No. 
745, received yesterday, I notice the ref
erence to what Prof. Delitsch says 
about the ‘findings in recent excava
tions in Mesopotamia,’ ancNlfully agree 
with him in his objections iiNreference 
to teaching children the fables'that are 
taught about such things that he 
names. I know too well what the strug
gle has been in my own life to rid my 
mind of the same kind of trash. In my 
childhood I was taught all of it, also 
with the terrors of an eternal hell hang
ing over me if I did not profess to be- 
Heve if If at the time that my ever 
active and vivid memory flies back to, I 
had had the privileges and pleasures 
that your ever Progressive Thinker 
gives every week, I would have been 
basking in the glorious sunlight of spir
itual progress many years ago, instead 
of having to wade and struggle through 
the theological quagmire which that old 
popish aristocratic church built up, with 

‘ which to gull the flock while they were 
robbed of their fleece."

Alice C. Barry writes from Clinton, 
Iowa: "I havflijusticompleted my sev
enth week as speaker and medium for 
the Philosophical Society of Spiritual
ists, and for ;th.e present will answer 
calls for funerals; within reasonable dis
tance of Clinton. Address General De
livery, Post Office. «1 am trying in my 
own simple way and without any flour
ish of trumpets, to tell the wonderful 
story of life,Jove and progress that Is 
revealed to uss in tt®. philosophy and 
phenomena ofb. Spiritualism. I only 
hope that some good' Is being done;
some lives made mqre helpful; some 
hearts Jess fiieghtefl with sorrows. I 
love this work.. My;|ieart and soul is in 
it, and because: of tne light and knowl
edge it has reveale^fo me I am glad to 
be able to bring even a little of it Into

dulging in a few moments’ perfect rest, j 
and listening to the solemn chimes of , 
the church-bells, the following words ( 
entered my mind: ,

Why hall and adore one savior, when ' 
thousands are. needed and can be had . 
without claims 6f adoration, only want
ing appreciation and support?

That one savior was only a foreshad- , 
owing produced by the great mind of 
humanity—a seed from which will start 
a large crop of saviors, redeeming the 
world from vlce>lnd misery.

. Why wrestle over questions that can 
be solved at some later hour, and post
pone the urgent ones of to-day?

The-conditions on earth determine 
the conditions in the spirit world.

Criminal spirits will diminish in num
ber proportionate to the diminishing of 
criminal mortals.

Obsession will stop when the growing 
mental and moral strength of humanity • 
forbids obsession. .

It is not from the top, but from the 
foundation wez must begin buildings, 
and this consists in the moral and so
cial conditions of mankind, which can
not be separated. s

It is ridiculous to preach high princi
ples to men who toil from sunrise to 
sunset, with scarcely any oreathlng- 
tlme between. Their gospel is: “Work 
in order to keep alive!” On the other 
hand it would be absolute lack of wis
dom to raise the man from the slums to 
a life of ease and luxury.

Sybaritic life weakens the marrow of 
mankind, physically, mentally and mor
ally. But all should have a chance to 
gain the right medium—a decent exist
ence that leaves room for a healthy 
physical and moral development, and 
grants Individuals some quiet moments 
now and then in which they may listen 
to their own minds and’ask themselves 
the great question. “Whence do we 
come, and whither are we bound? and 
which is the safest road for us to 
travel?”

Phenomena-hunting alone cannot 
satisfy thinking people any more, and 
the spiritual philosophy should occupy 
at last its rightful place in the front 
ranks of all ethical endeavor, as a safe, 
yet far-sighted guide through this life 
as well as the next one. Rise, ye 
"would-be saviors” of a crime and mis
ery stricken humanity! Pledge your
selves to the work of true salvation this 
very day! Do not work only with the. 
mouth or pen, but in whatever form you 
can. .

Expand, ye narrow minds and closely- 
tied purses ; but do not stop at alms and 
momentary emotion; unite and work 
with a -will at the temple of human 
brotherhood, the only true, the only ra
tional salvation of mankind!

HENRIETTA STRAUB.
Port Orange, Fla. ■

not do a mean tiling, and detest a false
hood or anything degrading, have fallen 
into this method and continue in it, be
cause they know no other and hence 
their constant struggle with adverse 
and annoying influences. This writing 
Ib not to point out errors with pleasure, 
nor to wound the feelings of any, but to 
suggest the better way, the constant 
practice of which is only attainable on 
a high moral plane where there is com
plete self-control.

Soul knedlumship signifies that the 
messages are given chiefly through the 
soul, that is they first enter the soul and 
then pass to tne mind.

The soul is the same substance as 
that of the Universal Soul and therefore 
at-one-ment with the same, or one with 
the Father. In some way, it always did 
exist, and always will. It is the per
sonal I AM, the higher self, and its pure 
Deiflc nature is.not contaminated by in
carnation. ’

It Is the monitor, the suggester of 
good thoughts, the chief builder of the 
spirit body, and owing to its eternal 
purity and good work is a fit instru
ment for pure decarnatè spirits, and 
being so nearly on the same plane of 
spirits of the just “made perfect,” when 
tl^e' medium is well developed morally 
and psychically veryTittle change in vi
bration is required for communication, 
which is so easy and natural that ft is 
very much like the conversation of two 
persons in the flesh.

The soul and communicating spirit 
are not dominated by external influence, 
not even by the co-ordinate mind, and 
can therefore deliver a^message while 
the medium is thinking -oppositely, or 
on an entirely foreign subject, which 
renders communication far more accti-

This volume contains u selection of the best» 
poems of this gifted author and storiettes con
tributed by Clair Tuttle In her charming style. 
There are 285 pages, with six full page illustra
tions, Including photogravures of the author 
and Clair Tuttle. It Is bound in blue with al- 
iuinmum embossing. Many of the poems are 
especially adapted for recitations. *

The Author needs no introduction to the spir
itual public. Iler songs are among the best In 
spiritual literature. Epes Sargent said of on» 
of her poems that it was the (tqual of anything 
in the language, and that she was the poet of 
the New Dispensation.

Tho Mecca says: "Psychic Poems.”
That erudite critic. Vvni. Eminette Coleman: 

“To all lovers of good ¡»oeiry this book is cond- 
dently recommended.” ...........

Will Carlton: "1 have read with great Inter
est."

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanitarian 
says: "A most exquisite bouquet • » • • th© 
thoughts echo and re echo through the deepest 
recesses of my heart I have some wonlof 
praise for every page."

The author says in the dedication: "To those 
whose thoughts and longings reach into th© 
unseen Land ot Souls, this handful of tvsphC* 
dels, mixed with common flowers, is.offere© 
hoping to give rest and pleasure while waltlrig 
at the way stations on the journey thither ” I

Price, 11.00. ' For sale by

HUDSON TUTTLE,
.........................Berlin Heights, Ohio.

FOREIGN AGENTS:
H. A. Copley, Cannlnglown, London, Eng.
W. H. Terry. Melbourne. Australia.
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A Volume of 500 large pages, treating very 
niercstlngly If Life. Death and Immortality, 
Clairvoyance, Spirit Phenomena. Etc. as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated exponent of 
Theosophy. Price, tl.50. a

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS
A real visit with friend» on the other Hide of 

life, and a familiar talk. By Spirit Samuel 
Bowles; Carrie E. S. Twlng. Medium. PrlceSOc. 

^^wirwoREtRsr 
And the wondrous power which helped or-made 
them perform mighty works and utter inspired 
words, together with some Personal Traits and 
Characteristics of Prophets, Apostles, and 
Jesus, or New Readings of “The Miracles. By 
Allen Putnam. Price, 75 cents.

THE TO-nORROW Of DEATH, 
Or the Future Lite According to Science. By 
Louis Figuier. Translated from the French by 
S. R. Crockee.. A very fascinating work. This 
fine volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. It is writ
ten In that peculiar interesting style in which 
French writer» excel when they would [»polar
ize scientific subjects In adaptation to the 
needs of tho general reader. The author says: 
"There Is a true and respectable Idea in Spirit
ualism," and regards as proved "the fact of 
communication between superhumans and th* 
inhabitants of earth.” Price, 41.00.

STARTLING FACTS,
OR

Deeds/of Darkness Disclosed

After tlie ‘enunciation’
was read by Mr. Dalley and accepted, 
tho constitution and by-laws which are 
to - govern the body were read ■ and- 
adopted. The election,of officers was 
then proceeded with."

the lives of otbgrB.-.^t seems to me that 
Spiritualists oi all others should be a 
happy, harmonious pepplé- We know 
'that death is but' thè gateway of life,’ 
and that the gate riot only, swings in
ward but outward sb thaf those who en
ter may also return to ub. We knowwe 
have not only this .worid ln -whlch to 
pursue bur Investigations’; but we have 
the glorious privilege o£ lifting the cur
tain that hangs between tltne and etere 
hlty, and gathering up some ? of the 
gems of truth tjiat l|o scattered along 
the shore sot the hereafter.” : . -

If there are any Spiritualists at. Hu
ron, Si D., or Watertown;. S. D., will they 
kindly write to Mrs, Wm. -Beach, Van

I dervoort, 8. D., or Henry Laclalre, 
J Jolly, S. D-, or both.

t

rate than the other method, in the 
of which, the mental operation of 
medium either greatly modifies
wholly deteats the deliverance 
message.

Soul mediumship is vivifying, 
ful, rejuvenating, purifying and

' "The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chinlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional; as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at 
this offlea- - •

"Mork Chester; or a Mill and a Mill-. 
ion. A Tale of • Southern California.” 
By Carlyle Petersllea. A pure psychic 
story, .elevating and reformatory. ■ Pa-, 
per covers, 40 cents. Cloth, 60 cents. 
For sale at this office. . ■ ;

"Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven- 
of the author's latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with- 
portrait of the author. / Price 76 cents.

of
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so fills

the entire being with love, heaven, and 
glory, that the life-work becomes a par
allel movement with the Universal 
Soul. On this moral, purified altitude 
the impure spirits cannot vibrate and 
therefore cannot control the medium. 
He is entirely above them, above mind 
mediumship, the lower self, where they 
function. He flwells in the soul realm, 
has obtained a powerful concentration, 
freedom and can go in spirit whitherso
ever he wills, commune with purified in
telligences and with them rdam over 
the illimitable fields of light and glory 
and bask in the sunshine of eternal 
love. Such mediumship is destined to 
show that Spiritual Science is on the 
High Plane and will continue to shed 
forth its redeeming radiance on this 
blessed planet until “all shall know, 
from the least to the greatest" tnat it 
teaches eternal truth and happiness, 
that it is the science of the Great Soul 
permeated with the true light that 
llghteth every man that cometn into the 
world.” 0. BURNETT.

San Diego, Cal.

ft HEW 6MEGfllSM,BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.
Thla.1ati>oir“Caiooblim'' Intho rimppni» ofiha 

word. Thoro baa a« yot appeared la the wortdot Ub 
enl literature nothing like thia most wonderful little 
hook or reason. • K. P. Powell, the wpll known author, 
tho reviewer ana critic, aayat "The remarkable thing 
About tnis 'Catocblsin' Is that it tolls tho truth." Is 
deals with the uucstlotln of God. Immortality—tho 
Creed«. tlioCIsriy. thoChurch, PrayerandBalratlon; 
Josuaenu bls Teaching, tho Growth ot the Christian 
Bcrlptures, and many other philosophical, solontlflo 
and otbles^questlonn with tho utmost candor, oour 
ego and clearness. 183 pages. Cloth Wo; paper, Wo

This work devotes special attention 
to Auricular Confession and its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re
ligious liberty. It is Intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence ot 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro
manism. Cloth, 75 cents.

“NO BEGINNING."
An Excellent Work for 

Thinkers. ,

This book, ‘‘No Beginning," is by 
William H. Maple. The Arena says of) 
It: “The argument is unanswerable^ 
The book will at once appeal to the rea
son of every reader, and leave him 
more amazed than ever at the preva
lence ot tho theory of Creation.” Th»

Two has always been a fateful num- 
Free Thought Ideal says: “We found II 
full of glittering thoughts for thinkers, 
and the very death warrant of Chris
tian superstition shine« upon its pages."! 
tMro 75 rents. . '

Works of Thomas Paine
A now edition tn paper cover« with largo clear typt, 

■ compriling!
Age of Reason. 
Rights of Mah. 
Crisis.............
Common Sense

.25 cts.
25 cts.
25 cts. 
.15 cts.

VhlBlaMplcndta opportunity to iccuro tbcio *U14* 
♦rd works, m tho price is within the reach of aiL For 
nle at this office.• ■ 

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend ibein.

Uow to reach that altitude where spirit ti auprema 
and all ihlnfjauro Dubjcct to It, Ry MoaonHul) Prlo* 
In cloth, w ccnU! paper 23 cU. Farulo atthlioffiac« A
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Blessedness of Immortal Life.
Ah, futurity; it 1b established, It

waste of strength, to curse, 
And the sooner onqjnust die. .

To love, and to try to help on to 
good of the whole is best;

Harmonies of Evolution (Florence Huntley), 
THE GREAT PSYCtlOLOfllCAL CRIME,.. - 
Thé Dream Child, • •......................

SHh9e8SKI

Tlib raw. Winds.struck Ube wafer eqld;, 
They almost alngered riie.' " '

A mind, rough as a chestnut burr, 
Hurt me distractingly. '

P< A. Seguin a Vlot’m of Catholic 
Hatred.

WHEN RAW WINDS SNARL AND 
BITE.

CLAIRVOYANTS AND MEDIUMS, UN
DER POLICE BAN.

. ■ This department is under the man
agement of
i.-. HUDSON TUTTLE.
[Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

rent; ai > pu 1 ¡rfee a 1 
life. By oeing as ecquojBActu as p 
ble, I huvo provided for -at least, 
house rent for rue coming March.
surprises, came tnicK-apd fast di
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demonstrations as tgftii. from xu cents 
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old bills ot small dlpiPlWDS amt h
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i NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re-' 
Bpondents, that to give all equal-hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
tho most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to 'this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as-' 
bertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents' often weary 
¡with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and writejetters of In
quiry. The supply of matter Is always 
several,weeks ahead .of the spp.ee gl veq,. 
and hence there Is unavoidable delay.: 
Every one has to wait [dome and' 
place, apd all are treatedwith equal 
favor. .

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read.. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of Oils department has 
fcecome excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while-1 freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex-
peeled.

IL S. Bell:' Q. On page 235, at the 
bottom of the book. "Bible ot Bibles,” 
by Kersey Graves, 1b a statement of 
how John Calvin died. A co-laborer 
says: “Ho died forlorn and forsaken of 
God, blaspheming to the end. He gave 
up the ghost despairing ot salvation, 
mid evoking devils from the abyss, and 

■ uttering oaths most horrible, and blas
pheming most frightful." Most always 
he gives .the authority by name. Is the 
above true, and what and where Is’ the 
authority? It seems a just ending for 
pne who.taught such a creed.

A. This story has been widely circu
lated, and as this correspondent says, 
such a'"death-bed scene" Is a just cli
max- to a’ life devoted to the promulga- 
tlon of his terrible creed. The story 
grew, probably, out of a sense of poetic 
justice. It may have been true, al 
though difficult to prove. Of course his 
biographers would suppress every word 
reflecting on his sanctification, just as 
they did his dastardly actions In the ar
rest and burning at the Btake of Serve- 
!tus.

The probabilities are In favor, for 
Calvin was a hypochondriac, the Insan
ity of poisoning by a diseased liver, 
which left his blood saturated with 
gall. He mistook the fever In his blood 
for the fires of hell.

■Miss Pearl M. Smith: Q. Wishing 
to study Chromosophy, exhaustively, 
what books are most reliable and essen- 
tlal?

A. The works of Prof. Babbitt con
tain about all that Is at present known 
on the subject. He was among the first 
to advocate the use of the sun’s rays for 
the cure of disease and the first to elab
orate'a systematic treatment by the 
color method.

Ail the speculations as to the cura-
t|ve; virtues of the “X-rays," of “sun
baths,” and the latest “radium cure,” 

'-pie^t^w^WitiotadT»  cbawa! 
■ thd.’.’sun-cuY'e.’’; .• - ' ...................... .

proposition that the light of the sun 
contains all possible rays from the be
ginning of the visible spectrum, to the 
wave tension beyond the violet, and in
definitely passing put of vision Into the 
the actinic and unknown “x” vibrations, 
qnd the forms of force and energy man
ifested by "radium” or other agencies. 
The sun-llght gives them all, tor the 
sun is the vortex from which they are 
dispersed Into space. It is nature’s 
creative or evolutionary force ’ for the 

, production and advancement oi fliving 
beings, and her destroying energy as 
well. .

From this proposition may be '-de
duced the conclusion that the rays of 
the sun are more powerful, directly re
ceived, than 'they are from, any sub
stance ,lu which they may be stored. 
Thus coal will not give more light or' 
heat than was stored by the leaves of 
the plants from which It was made. A 
storage battery returns no more than it 
receives. As in the sun’s disc all known 
elements mingle In incandescent gas. 
And in the light of that luminary all 
forces mingle and radiate. •

It is a catchy trick to exploiter some 
portion of th¡B force and advertise It 
well as a new and miraculous remedy. 
The electric light, magaetism, heat “X- 
rays," have special sanitariums, and are 
widely advertised, and it would seem 
that if any one dies it shows criminal 
neglect of the means thus furnished for 
prolonging life indefinitely. Yet we 
know that whatever these contain, is 
blended in the light of the sun and if 
we bask in that we receive a stronger 
influence than from these artificiar con
trivances. • . .

The air through which sunshine 
passes is purified and Its oxygen polar
ized into that active state in which it 
most readily imparts its stored force or 
is transformed into vitality.

Hence of all "cures,” the "light cure” 
is among the mast important Yet we 
should nqt be carried away by a hobby 
and allow one idea to exclude all oth
ers. There Is no universal panacea and 
a “golden mean” which includes the 
best of all systems, most to be desired.

J. M. Scofield: Q. Who are tbe Jains, 
and their belief?

A. According to their own holy writ
ings the Jains originated about 700 B. 
C., and became established 200 years 
later. It has been conjectured by those 
who have studied the subject, that this 
account was mythical, and that this 
Hindu sect originated in a reaction of 
the old Braminism against Buddhism, 
and that this occurred in the fifth cen- 

j tury of our era, after Brahminlsm had 
■ been subject for at least a thousand 
f Years to. Buddhistic control. The .cun
ning priests who guided the movement, 
adroitly wove tbe two systems together, 
thus silencing objections of either sect. 
Tho reverence for holy men who by 
self mortification and suffering had be

' come nexf'to gods, was inculcated, and 
thus Gautama Buddha was enshrined oa 
worthy of worship. They restored« the 
order of castes, which had. been-abol
ished and interpreted the Sacred Vedas 
to suit their purpose. « They avoided 
mention of that pdftlon treating óf anl- 

Sh^II I BesGoiijis a /Vledh 
tin]/’ Fully /VqsWiBred

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Condition» 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 

Wc&its. Send-to Ml Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 0.

mal Bacrffice. and favored the Biubmin 
priests to the exclusion ot tha Bud
dhists. The name la derived from the 
Sanskrit, Jlna, meaning one who is a 
victor, as applied to one who has con
quered all passions, desires, aspirations, 
hopes, pride, affection; love, and 
reached a. state of perfect apathy. 
When he gets to this point, and can sit 
bowed over, unconscious of everything 
passing around him, absorbed in, .the 
contemplation of vacqlty,' he becomes 
"all wise,” “supreme | lord,” “god of 
gods,” and above tho necessity of cere
monious acts. He has “crossed the 
ocelli of births," that is passed through 
numberless reincarnations, and thus 
had all experiences. '

Instead of seven reincarnations of the 
Buddha, as held by tue Buddhists, the 
Jaiirn have seventy-two Jiñas or holy 
saints, who have reached in earth-life 
the'sublimé state-of absolute apathy.

It requires all the descriptive words 
in tlie Hindu vocabulary to .describe' 
these Jihasz-'Tliey were of exquisite 
beauty,, and without hunger or thirst; 
they did not grow old or infirm. Their 
heeds’ were surrounded by a halo. As 
there wad.nothing but imagination to 
draw from, the description could be as 
the fancy pleased. ..The first Jiñas was 
.500 poles high,un.d jived 8,01),000 years. 
Tfie morality taught is of a high order, 
gentleness, charity, honesty, and truth
fulness are inculcated. But with this is 
a mass of ritualistic ceremonies, repul
sive to western Intelligence, ,

Thé priests pfficlating at the temples 
are Brahmins, the Jain priests are alms 
collectors,, necromancers, fortune-tell
ers. Jugglers, mendicants, and' arrant- 
knaves. They profess extreme sanc
tity, and regard for life, and carry this 
fo. absurd extremes. They would not 
disturb .the most,filthy parasite, or an
noying Insect, and under the stress of 
this doctrine thé people become a prey 
to wild beasts and venomous serpents, 
whom none dore destroy for fear of kill
ing some great personage or near 
friend, reincarnated In them.

Recently this country has been visit
ed by a Jain priest and strange as It 
may appear a good deal of favor has 
been expressed for this senseless doc
trine, that has nothing moro In Its favor 
than a few moral platitudes. It has 
been asserted that the vast literature 
and knowledge was something entirely 
unknown to the western mino. There 
were mysteries, and “occult science,” 
which might be ..gained of these mendir 
cant priests who had by fasting, prayer 
and suffering, reached a state of the 
supreme negation.

It is true that there Is an overwhelm
ing mass of writings, poetry, fables, 
myths, polemics, arid speculations .on 
the Impenetrable mysteries of God and 
his relations to mankind. There is 
nothing on science or history.. The 
Hindu mind had a singular disregard of 
passing events and made no record of 
them. Equally careless were the best 
thinkers of India of facts, as facts, for 
they were so absorbed in contemplation 
that they had no time or inclination to 
observe. ■

It Is Interesting to read these boote 
illustrative of the psychic growth and 
condition of a great race, but beyond 
that they furnish nothing more than 
moral precepts which are the common 
property of mankind. There is abso
lutely nothing in the writings of India 
that would be of practical value to the 
western mind.

Terrific as the career of life through 
interminable reincarnations, is present
ed, the methods and results do not ap
peal to active intelligence. Life’s mean
Ing is doing, not apathy to all sensa
tions, and the priest, sage or fakir, I 
scarcely know which to call him, who 

^A‘Lreifo!fofl -the..«tageuQf sainthood ac
cording to the Jain-concçptipn/ls-teout 
the most worthless and -contemptible 
creature that can exist

Nor is the reward promised for this 
sacrifice of everything that makes life 
valuable Inspiring to a healthy mind.

Thé end was Moksha, tbe final libera
tion óf .the spirit, beyond which It would 
not be required to again clothe Itself In 
flesh, but those who have studied this 
subject are at a loss how to .understand 
the obscure and mystical language; 
whether this is the meaning, or whether 
it is a cessation of being, and absorp
tion Into tire bosom of the infinite 
Brahm. It has become- divided Into 
many sects, among some of which the 
most horrid rites are observed, and su
perstition shows its most degrading 
form. . ■

The two great parties Into which they 
are divided are the “white-robed" and 
the “sky clad" naked ones.

Their moral code Is Ilice the Bud
dhists, forbidding, killing, lying, steal
ing, adultery and worldly mindedness, 
and commanding mercy to animals, 
alms-givlng, reverence for the sages 
and worship of their images, confession 
of sins and fasting. ’ 

grounded on immovable rock, Having 
an unfailing light-bouse, for the safety 
of the poor mariners who are tossed on 
the .waves about IL We are yet mor
tals: we have caught a glimpse of Im
mortality, and through our spirit 
guides and friends, we have gained en
trance to fairer fields than we bad 
dreamed of; we have heard whispers 
from tbe eternal side, and our spirit fac
ulties have arisen to claim affinity with 
the unseen.

Having reached tbe high plane where 
Benevolence delights to walk, instead of 
harkening to her pleading tone, they 
spurn angel visitants and shut their 
eyes upon the dismal prospects toward 
b'hich she turns with mild and pitying 
look. When a friend accosted the 
prince of the Latin poets with questions 
whjrbe studied so much accuracy in the 
plan of his poem, the propriety of hfs 
characters, and purity of his dictfon.be 
replied: "1 am writing for eternity.” 
We aré sowing here, and the harvest 
will not be until the sun ot the last day 
has shone upon It. "Homeward bound” 
to our spirit home—to a country pos
sessing indescribable loveliness, where 
variety and beauty blend in untold rich
ness; Intelligence has reached us of the 
wonderful,scenery there.of unsurpassed 
architecture, beautiful mansions, lovely 
streets, delightful fields watered by 
crystal streams. We hear from the 
spirit side of life of aromatic breezes.

The time of departure must come to 
all., We are.embarked on the voyage 
and the "boatman’s par" Is bearing us 
on to tbe farther,shore. Socrates and 
others of antiquity, when thqy came to 
the final conflict, strongly hoped they 
should know of victory and possession 
in another land; and their hope had Its 
influence. But we who live under the 
spiritual Influence, "within the veil,” 
may sing with triumph the songs of Im
mortality, and shout with exultation as 
our banner Is lifted before this conquer
ing Ifife, and'immortality Is fraught to .

Thore is no more needed reform 
amongst Spiritualists than to teach 
them to quit sending their children to 
any theological school, seminary, col
lege or church, to be educated to disre
spect the religion of parents who have 
tboir eyes opened to the truths of the 
spiritual philosophy. Children thus «ed
ucated blankly refuse to employ a Spir
itualist speaker at time of demise of 
their parents—catering to popular opin
ion. I think children have rights, but 
parents have, also. I grant, that a 
proper child properly educated will act 
properly about this matter, b.ut let. us 
Spiritualists see.to.lt that none of the 
sectarian ministers, preachers or pre
lates officiate at our funerals and end 
up their prayers with a “for Christ’s 
Bake." . . ■ •

Let us protest agalp.Bt,,such nopseiiso 
being mumbled over our bipidle.pt clay, 
while-wp live, and. hot wait ,tili-we com-' 
mit that’ great psychological crime of 
returning through some inpdium and 
giving the protest second-hand, '

.There is.no teaching.(GriCcan. appeal 
to the heart and mind of a young chjld 
as that of spiritual science.: What Is 
greatly needed is a.-childrep’s paper, de
voted to subjects pi practical pvery day 
Importance. ’ J . , ' .. ’ .",

Unless we look after. the enlighten
ment of our little childrep, we ave prim- 
inally culpable as parents andjeachers. 
It is much harder work to unlearn what 
we were taught in childhood,: than to 
learn anew when older grown., 
, Book education fall? far abort ot true 
qnlightenmeipt. 1 Practical .education 
means practical UBgfulflpss'along any 
line selected. Children are far happier 
and healthier when they can cpmbine 
book study with brain and band study, 
giving their own expression In mechanl- 
cal results. 1 '1 .

Save the children!.. ', ",
P, A. Seguln. , ‘ «

Let me urge all those who'feerinter- 
ested In helping the'worthy workers to 
send donations and a cheery letter to P. 
A. Seguin, Amboy, Minn.'

In October last he'was attacked by a 
Roman Catholic mob while lecturing at 
Dike, Iowa. His arm«1 was broken and 
he waa otherwise injured. He Is Bttdly 
in need of money to; keep- his ■ -family 
from suffering. . I trust »this «will meet 
the eye of some person who sees the Im
portance of helping one who risks his 
life to expose the actual facts of the 
Romish priesthood and confessional, for 
he was a prominent priest far fourteen 
years, and knows whereof he speaks. 
It proves beyond a doubt that Ire tells 
the truth, for the Roman Catholics 
would not' try to kill him, Instead ot 
having him arrested and tried.

Mr. Seguin and his wife are earnest, 
conscientious speakers and should be 
kept In the field. Every camp In the 
United States ought to arrange for two 
or three lectures from these very relia
ble victims of the Romish church, be
cause they speak from sad experience, 
and of all people, Spiritualists should be 
fully Informed upon this momentous 
question. Better let the glorious beau
ties of the Summer land rest for a while 
and pay some attention to the welfare 
of'this earth land.

FLORA W. FOX.

What If I do live In a place where the 
sharp winds snarl and bite?

Shall I fight them till I fall?
Shall I line up my face with frowns, and 

hate them with all my -might' 
Till my good blood seems as ghlt?

Ob, no! i’ll not strike at toe wind, If it 
. gnaws me to.tfte bone;— , .

I can never conquer it!
I will meet it, this unseen force, IJke a 

p|ece of smiling stone, 
Wasting good strength no bit. .

This rugged sense, which I have learned, 
applies to human kind; ' ’

Some are worse thansnarifng Winds.
They bring to duty discontent, and a 

most unwilling mind. ■ ‘ •
Till even Love's labor grinds.

They will curse what they cannot 
change, till the bad work mars and 
blights; .

Why not be self-absolute? .
It is only weakness to cry, and«- sob 

through the rayless nights, : ■ 
Or eternal law dispute,.

It is folly to cry down law because 
one collides with it.

Best say, “I was out of place!
I will learn the law; It is good, and' re- 

rBember where It hit,'
■ By my bruised and blackened face."

I will smilingly keep my strength; not 
fritter it ail away .- .- •

On something which wounded me.
I am not God's pet, who must hedged be 

that I may not go astray!«-. ■ - 
That would not develop me!«

The sooner I fall in Ilneand march. with 
tbe universe, . , ' ,

. Not stopping to catch each lie, 
The richer am I in my gains. It were

It metes more to all, and you; ' 
Sow love, not hate: push! «don’t pull 

back! as the world creeps on to 
rest, . •

When the fareey show is through.
To rest?—not rest! but dying, worlds, 

except that they st 1,11 .revolve,
Do as human corpses die. : 

But Nature holds, and whirls them on, 
. disperses and re-evolves .
New stars in some new sky. . .

Ah, me I the mote I am to-day! and yet 
I am part of all, ■■

Never dropped out from the plan.
What countless things I’ve been, till 

now, Industriously In thrall,
Would aeons of ages span. ' / 

So heart, hope on! my soul,. aspire! 
work true In your place to-day.

Good work brings Its own rich dues. 
I know that the atoms.which make up 

me only a space will .stay, . .
But cannot be barred from use.

.EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.
Berlin Heights, Ohio. .. . .«

light, adorned .with an arch dncirplfng 
all, upon which may be seen in ever-en- 
durlng characters, “He that ovorcometh 

pkhali go no. more out.” .... . . .
, " MRS." L. A. HARRIS.

! ■ ,.’ --- 1 . i " ■■’-------!-.• -

"CosmlanHymn-Book.'?- k collection 
of original and rejected hymns, for 11b-' 
erol and ethical societies, ‘ for schools 
and thohomei complledby L. K; Wash
burn, This volume meets n public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selec
tions of -poetry and-music, embodying 
tho highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price 50 cents.

------------- :....r-.-a«c
A Characteristic Lejtgr George F, 

Pprkjfis.o .
To tlie Editor-—Pgrha^a & tew lines 

from the writer mayJhOjadmisslble, ia- 
as much as so many leaders of your 
truly progressive instrument of Divine 
humanity have shoxyp .spcji a generous 
inclination.to asslstidliosp,.who are un
fortunate enough tqjiq giqjf-

I have neeu exnq®eiy,uusy aay and 
night vi tn uut t 1tai irx, to t c ¡are 
of Mrs. 1 1 insj 1 io g tie let
ters sent me. w'hica-^optayiea not only 
grand benevolent ujgugiiuifbut financial 

.use 
j of 
>BSl- 
the 
The 

. . . . . ring
January, and included 41 .wnopper xrom 
tJie N. b. A., wuicn lip.itseif was- a great 
surprise, and sure upiiftll the feelings of
grqtltuije > »1 1 icij <. a 10 e sed. 
,.Iam n e tluu j toiet ! e ised 
with the. idea „that Spiritualists, espe
cially, those wjio rea,d,tl;e Spiritualist 
papers; a>e tup-, moot ¡.geneivus people 
in the world, mere is,no class of peo
ple that respond, individually.- so quick 
to the cry of a fellow being fa pain and 
distress, whiqbi Is , th©.,.strongest. evi
dence that If thfsy werp/propgrly organ
ized and their power .focalized • with. a 
special hji'manitai'ian object.. In yiew, 
Spiritualism would ¡rapidly rise. -fo a 
powerful and influential body of whole- 
soulqd, intelligent, iipople,.

The N,. S. A-righty .pleads for . funds 
with which it may relieve the distress 
of worthy workers.;« I,,.pjn anxious to 
earn money to eoforlhute to the relief 
fund. If any one,doubting my condition 
could follow me 48 Jxoprs. he would be 
convlqced that J[ am -« driven day and 
night, and strung up, .to the highest 
pitch, as Mrs. Perkfoajhas been suffer
ing with an extremely . nervous and 
pqlnful phase of. the y combination. I 
have given quite’ a number of written 
readings under great ■ difficulties, but 
think I can do more and better work in 
the future month. Nqt a few reply fa
vorably, and the majority assure me of 
the wonderful correctness of the deline
ations. I have, besides attending to the 
great Amount of . household duties; ap
peared many times at public halls in 
the capacity of a test-medium, singer, 
or general entertain^. <' ,The Ladles’ 
Aid and several ¿rganlzatjonB have 
been extremely lifod to.up this winter.

Mrs. L11116, spepkw pf Jhe Progress
ive Splritualists.'having been especially 
prominent in cohdyxcjlng. beneficiary 
meetings, has endeargd herself to us all, 
and stimulated a Ityrge body of Spirit
ualist ladles to bo oh the watch for the 
sufferer wherever, found. The Chicago 
Spiritualist friends', have responded 
nobly, aqd the manager of the Progress
ive Educator has stood out like a bea
con light, shedding the rays Of benevo
lence over the entire world as an ex
ample for us all to?ftnitdte. I am try
ing very hard to perfornTthe duties set 
before me with a prdper ¿Silence, an In
gredient in my coniffinatfon which I 
fear 1b lacking; I therefore ask for 
more patleace. Sdon I ' hope to be 
speaking for the uplifting of humanity 
every Sunday. AlW-me'to send my 
soulful thanks to alljrlefitls.

GEORGE' FI"PERKINS. 
1220 Mission street/fcan Francisco, Cal.

ANOTHER NOBLB9WORKER GONE 
TO THE HieHErtjjjFE.

One by one tl;g.n§fcle tforkers—those 
who have done vitifoittieivlpfe on behalf 
of our .cause pre leaking ftur ranks' and 
going to join "the greatrmajoRty.”

Spiritualistic publje as Mfo. A- B. Sev
erance), passqd fo spirit 111$ from her 
late home, 13pQ.. Main.'street» White
water, Wiju .. .. . " ...

.Mrs. Severance had been confined to 
her room during the winter, months, 
but was hopeful of the return of physi
cal strength until a short time before 
her transition. When the change came, 
she pitted out of toe woi-n out body 
that had served herlpr more than sev
enty years,as quletl/as she ever passed 
into a restful sleep..1 ’

The subject of this notice was a medi
um of more than national reputation; 
her correspondence jiS psychometrlst, 
extended to foreign1 foundries. For 
more than twenty yteard bey work was 
familiar to the Spiriftiiaiiafs' of Austra
lia and New Zealand."’...

The funeral servfces:were beld'at the 
famjly residence, Sun’daY afternoon, the 
28th ult." The occasion brought out a 
large concourse of pdbple, among whom 
were many residentsof Whitewater, 
who probably for tiie'first time listened 
to the message of Spiritualism. The 
services were simple aad' Impressive. 
Mrs. Sanford of the Morris Pratt Insti-. 
tute, rendered beautiful and appropri
ate vocal selections at tlie opening and 
close of the exercises. Rev. A. J. 
Weaver, superintenderit of instruction 
and teacher, connected with the Morris 
Pratt Institute read the did poem:

"He who died at Azam sends
Back this message to his friends.”
At the conclusion, of the reading, he 

offered a soulful invocation, most fitting 
for the occasion. The writer followed 
with a brief address, setting forth the 
Spiritualistic ideas 'df defith and the 
after-life. ’ She referred to Mrs. Sever
ance’s grand work on behalf of the 
cause she loved, arid left a message 
with the loved and ‘fovihg ones who 
mourn the physiCal/aUsence of the 
mother, sister and-friend, such as Spir
itualism can only give? '

Mrs. Severance was 'a " resident of 
Whitewater for forty years. ' She was a 
faithful exponent of-'«Wj>rlricIp!es ev
erywhere. The towfl,-with few excep
tions is largely , orthodox, but souls are 
larger and better thtfll creeds. In times 
of sorrow love and sjinpathy reach be-; 
yond sectarlan lines. Let’ us rejoice 
that even at such-times hearts beat ten
derly for one anotterr.’a These .senti
ments have been vs&lflefoiln the going 
away of Sister • Severadbe. ' Tender, 
loving tributes are j)aid_to’.her memory. 
The near relatlves;rtncludlng a son, 
daughter, two. brothers, Mid Mr. T. B. 
Watson who, for mdre tliaB a third of a 
century, was the EhMthftffii amanuensis 
and companion of Mrs. Severance, have 
the sympathy of many friends. In spite 
of one’s opinions aflfi D’rofbsslons, noth
ing tells like a trueMife. art
Thy voice, dear ori^ithJffiii hushed to 

mortal ear, '-3n. •-•_ ; '
Shall reach the sottl's of'ihose to thee 

most dear,- ’,l.
And they shall kn<W- thPbiessed pres

ence here. “3 w1" .
, . MWTTfft-'E, HULL.

. ..“Mediumship, ani Its .Development, 
and How to Mesmerise to- Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners .who.qoek to know and. 
utilize the laws of-mediumship-and de- 
yelopmont,. and ; avoid •errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 .cents; paper,,«25 cents. For 
sale at this office. .

"Poem-u iff H'oiTaEO.” ,‘By Lizsle 
Doton. In thia, volump, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism-pi’ay bo read in her 
varied,moods, “from gtave to gay, from 
lively to severe." , It lifi took tq be 
treasured aqd rlqhly ehjoyed'by all whp 
love genuine -poetry, e,nd especially by 
Spiritualists. . The -rotume Is tastily 
printed and bound. Pries ?i. '

Preying on Foolish Women—Maj. Syl
vester Determines, in View of Many 
Complaints Received, to Rid the Capi
tal of the Entire Profession—Extracts 
from Letters on File at Headquarters 
—Would Amend the Law.
The police department announced 

yesterday that war Is to be waged on all 
clairvoyants, fortune-tellers and medi
ums In the District. Ono of these prac
titioners has been ordered by Maj. Syl
vester to leave the city, and although 
his wife was at headquarters yesterday 
pleading for an extension of time it is 
understood that the order, will be en
forced at once. ' /

Maj" Sylvester, in speaking on the 
subject, said that hé most probably 
would recommend'to the Commission
ers the adoption of an amendment to 
the ..present license law'«which will ex
clude this classiuf people. The law as 
It now stands, he said; puts clairvoyants 
and fortune-tellers on tlie same basis as 
business men.- « . - - '

Apropos of this, the detectives have 
received numerous complaints recently. 
All the victims were women, and they 
were mulcted, so they said, of sums 
ranging from ?1 to $100, but woman-like 
they refused to prosecute for fear of 
publicity. Coneequently Maj. Sylvester 
determined to take the law In hfs own 
hands, and issued ihe order above men
tioned as a measure of protection for 
the gullible women of thé District.

Complaints from Victims.
A collection in one of «tbe pigeon

holes of Capt. Boardman's desk, illus
trates to what distances the victims 
have allowed themselves to be led. 
There are several, anonymous letters. 
One of these reads as,follows:

"I want to cali your attention to this 
wonderful man. Prof. His name 
should be Prpf. Dead Beat, for he Is the 
biggest huiribug I ever: had the ‘pleas
ure’ of^neptlpg. Hé talked me right 
out of my money, and Instead of bring
ing back my husband, as ho promised, 
he seemed fo drive my husband away, 
for I am now alone. My husband has 
gone to Pitsburg. When I told this al
leged professor about It: he would give 
me neither, mi money, back nor any sat
isfaction. . Ra 1$ . shrewd, for he said 
that If I had film arrested he would tell 
all my story, and' would swear besides 
that I was after another man Instead of 
my husband. He guafanteed all his 
works of conjure and mesmerism, but 
he failed on me. I met other women in 
his office and each of them has given up 
money In varying amounts.
“From a Foolish Woman in Trouble.."

In another letter was a card advertis
ing "a famous English clairvoyant and 
psychic palmist,’’ and the writer charac
terized the advertised one as "fake."

One of Heisman's Victims.
Still another woman confessed to 

having been robbed by Frederick Heis
man, who was recently arrested here 
for the Boston authorities on their com
plaint that he had persuaded two trust
ing women to give him their entire for
tune of many thousand dollars.

One other contribution to the stack of 
complaints Is a tiny yellow envelops 
stamped on the outside, “Phychio Mag
neto, Nepal, India." 'Ihe woman who 
gave It up coufessed that she had paid 
$5 for tho envelope, which was supposed 
to contalrt an all-powerful powder, 
which had only to be placed under tho 
pillow for so many nights to accomplish 
aS many wonders hs Aladdin's lamjx 
The powder failed of Its purpose, and 
the remnant of it still lift in Captain 
Boardman's desk needs only a taste to 
prove that it is nothing more than com
mon table salt.—Washington Post, Feb. 
19, 1904.

One eve in dreamy stillness, as I lay 
■ Upon my cdt, 
In came a little heathen who never 

heard of God. : .
She had never seen a city, a church, or 

heard a prayer,
Nor heard of Adam’s sinning, or of the 

"Golden Stair.”
She know the sun made flowers, and 

winter rains made grass,
But never heard of lesus—this little In- 

diap lass.. ■
I pitied her in silence; and told her of 

my God,
When doubtingly she asked me why I 

quite forgot
To tell her how I knew him—if he’s the 

real thing,
Or like the feathered gnomon whereof

the Indians sing;
if he came to visit the ’‘paleface" 
prayer shop,

why be never entered the red 
man’s "wickyup.” .

when I told of Jesus, bow he our 
sins forgives.

She asked if that’s the reason the pale
face Iles, and thieves,

And drinks the fiery water, and steals 
the Indian’s hay,

When this,- the Christian Jesus, takes 
all thelilame away?

Or is he like your o'ther—the God you 
said you Saw,

Or is it but a'story made up of grass 
and straw?

I told her of our-heaven, where good 
men went to dwell, •

And of the fiery furnace where bad men 
roamed in hell.

This statement quite unnerved her, 
with fear she looked around, -

And said that she bad only the Indians’ 
hunting ground.

She said," “Yes, by. their actions, few’ll 
, go to that good place,

Ab4_ there'll,be place in plenty for our 
. untutored race.” . '

I thought the lesson over which my an- 
■ ' ' gel mother taught •;

Of God, Jesús and the trinity, and the 
fear in me It wrought;

But when this life is ended—when I will 
have to go, -

Will I then .tell-St. Peter that mother 
told me só?

For she has never been them, nor I. 
Could we be wrong?

Then was It truth or fiction that I was 
taught when young?

I asked my spirit mother to.,clear my 
wicked doubt, ... .

And, give, me light and knowledge upon 
. my heavenly róute. ■

She came while I was slumbering, and 
. - plainly said to me,

“Those lessons .taught in childhood, 
which I have given thee,

Were all that men. could fathom in his
tory's early age,

As step by. step, they groveled in. each 
progressive stage." . .

G. J, JOHNSON.
Pocatello, Idaho. .

“Now Testament Stories Comically II- 
lustrated. Drawings by WatsonHes- 
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the ■ Texts.” Heston's 
drawings, are Inconiparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards, 81. 
Cloth, Q1.50.

"Love—Sex—Immortality." iBy Dr. 
w. P. Phclon, For sals at this office. 
Price 25 cents.

THE HARMONIC SERIES

These works have mad? a profound impression on the most advanced a 
progressive intelligence of the age. Tn-tnq field‘of Psychical Research it can ba 
said truthfully that they have created a veritable “Cyclone” of interest and dis
cussion. Their subject matter and simplicity of expression make them intensely 
Interesting and fascinatingly Attractive to everyone who can understand the sim
plest English. They have made simple and clear the most difficult problems of 
human life, and carry a special message to all who love the truth.
The Great Psychological Crime—Con

tents—Part I.' ' ’ .
Psychological Crime; New Defini

tions; Pertinent Admissions; What Is 
Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man 
and His Two Organisms;, physiology 
and Pathology, of Hypnotism; “Auto
Hypnotism," aMlsnomer; “Suggestion," 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a,Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp
notist?
Part II.

A Risk and a Duty; Other Defini
tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle 
Involved; “Automatic, Physical Medi
umship” Impossible; Neither a "Gift" 
Nqr a "Power"; The Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship and “Affinity"; Medium
ship and Emotionalism; Mediums and 
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan
ity.
Part III.

The Genesis ot “Hell"; The Way ot 
Death; In Perspective; Individual Im
mortality; On What It Depends; Self
Control, the Application; The Line of 
Despair and the Powers of Darkness;

BEYOND THf, V/Yll,

Tho two volumes together as a record the experiences of spirits in both worlaa 
r „„„„h„„h„ ,zz.z ±z~z~- -their own account of their lives on

strating the claims ot Modern Spirit- earth and their-progress after death to 
ualism as to post mortal survival, are their present condition ot freedom from 
unique and overwhelming. earth conditions. Tho narratives are In

tensely Interesting, Instructive and 
often highly dramatic.

Every communication Is from a full 
materialized spirit form, In goojl light, 
and either spoken audibly or written In 
full view by the form. There Is not an 
automatic or trance message in the 
book.

It Is illustrated by several engravings, 
the originals of which were drawn in 
the presence of the circle by a full form 
materialized spirit artist

BEYOND THE VAIL Is, as a rule,

GELESTI/H, DYNAMICS,
Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature.

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” “THE LAN. 
GUAGE OF THE STARS,” ETC.

A magnificent and complete course of Astro-metaphysical study, era. 
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Force. Sickness and Disease. With 
the only true and really Scientific method of treating the nick successfully.

Mental Healers, Meta-physicians, and all who practice the Healing Art 
Divine should give “Celestial Dynamics" a thorough and impartial study, 
and thus learn the real cause of their frequent failures. . *

No Astro-Student can afford to be without this work, if he would under
stand the Meta-physics of Astrology.

This work was specially prepared for publication to meet tAe demands of a large and very earnest class of people who cannot afford to pay for a regular 
course of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can afford 
this privilege will find the work an invaluable text-book to their studies.

The Price is One Dollar Only, and is within reach of all who seek 
iieht. For sale at this office. -

A Remarkable Doctor Book 
HAS JUST BEEN ISSUED, ENTITLED 

THE NATURE CURE
BY PHYSICAL AND MENTAL METHODS, ILLUSTRATED.

Bridge from the Old to the New; the Dawn of a New Day ir> 
Medical Practice. A Clear, Short-Cut Treatise 

on the Cause and Cure of Disease.

Assisted by ROSA

Nature Cure teaches how to heal 
by simple home remedies.

It teaches how Nature cures.
It docs not use poisonous drugs.
It does not endorse dangerous experi

ments With the surgeon’s knife.
It will save money In every home. '
It is-entirely free from' technical 

rubbish. lt ,
It teaches how typhoid and othdf 

fevers rday be cured at oitcei1' .' ’! ’
'It teacliestfofr pneumonia) la-grippe, . 

diphtheria and other forms'of disease ■ 
considered dangerous, may -be clired r 
in twenty-four tonrs. .' "

It is, an a medical book for- homes,- 
THIS BH3T,And ia up-to-date in every 
particular.' -® . •• ,■

There is no similar book, ho medical, 
hygienic or reformatory doctor book 
that compares with The Naxukh 
Curb.

Vol. I., $2.00
Vol. II., 2.00 
.................. 75

The Law of Spiritual Gravity; Admoni
tions and Suggestions. ‘
Supplemental,

The Value of “Theories"; Differences 
and Distinctions; Transmigration;. 
1 rausubstaDtlattou; Reincarnation • 
Metempsychosis; . Seli-Perpetuation; 
Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; lndly.ldual iExtinction}. pBy. 
chjcal Reinvesture,- « ., u ■

----- -rth
Harmonics of Evolution—Contents.

Preliminary Statement; There Is No 
Death; Life After Physical Death Is 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop
ment and a Common Purpose; 
The Scope, Method and Pur
pose; The Genesis of Physical 
Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution; 
The “Law of Natural Selection”; Tho 
Natural Law of Selection; A Question 
In Science; The Completion of an Indi
vidual; Masculine Will and Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle for Happiness; 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intui
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat
ural Science Corroborated; Natural 
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce- 
True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon
ics, Ethics.

Handsomely Bound.
Send for Circular.

Address all orders to 
THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO-

19 to 27 North Kedzle Ave., Chicago.

Coincident with these are the pro
foundly philosophical comments of the 
controlling spirits of the seances. Prof. 
William Denton, Thomas Paine, Dr. W, 
H. Reed and others—covering, law" 
medicine, jurisprudence, theology and 
metaphysics. There are no books In ex
istence of like character or of blghea 
authority. Price, by mall, $1.75.

The light is turned on to obj'ec 
tionable medical mysteries, latm 
prescriptions, dogmatic theories and 
dangerous experiments of the present 
expensive medical practice,

Every pains has been taken to 
make the leading points so plain that 
all, young and old, may easily under’ 
stand. Condensed facts, short, clear 
cut paragraphs are some of th« 
attractive features of Thh NaturH 
Curb.
th -

The new and better methods of cur
ing the sick and preventing disease, 
have never been so clearly stated in 
plain English for the plain people, aa 
in Nature Curb.

Our Definition of Medicine.— 
Any method or remedy that will 
remove, alleviate or modify pain and 
restore the sick to normal condition, 
is practical medicine,

Stripped of mystery and decep
tion, the study end practice of medl 
cine can be carried to success In every 
intelligent home. Nature Curb will 
lead the way to certain success,

The best medical practice is th« 
one that will cure in the least time 
with the least risk and expense, 

; - Nature Cure is a true exponent ot 
the practice of medicine as defided, ' 

, and stands squarely upon truth and 
^demonstration,'rejecting theories and 
experiments wherever health and life 
arc'endangercd, ,

The book contains 375 pages, and 
i is finely illustrated; <iho mechanical 
and artistic work « nro - the very beat. 
Bound in fine English cloth, marble' 
edges, 82.00; common cloth 81.50.

dictfon.be
see.to.lt
bipidle.pt
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Catarrh Cured

;ü s. SpauWlui Avenue,

'M
Lock Box 1314.

THIS TREATMENT FREE

a. relative; before the convention closed.... • monia>»vy thetuoüíauujjrthüíow« iiixSister Carrie H. Mong, of Muncie, the uronvhiai tro»we» in an and »i»»< 
icretarv of tile statò association, was 1secretary of the state association, was

and

C. W. STEWART.future life.

Hull’s and Dr.

BY EDWAKD GIBBON.

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS

M.

i-

Passed to the higher life, on Feb. 26,

Mrs. Mary V. Tamplin, wife of James 
H. Tamplin, passed to the higher life 
after a brief illness, from her home in 
Dayton, Ohio, Feb. 22, aged 73 years.

trico, 
iHOuoy

rehmderi; J. Ai 
Chicago. :

book for the higher life. For sale at 
. this office. Price, cloth, »1, 'ramc to welcome the new-born soul into 

the higher life.
W V Nicum was called from Central 

Kentucy to officiate at the funeral.
MRS. STELLA NICUM.

FRED. P. EVANS, 
‘ The Noted PaycUic for 

Independent Slate Writing 
Clairvoyance,

Has recently left New York, and le now located at 
1112 Eddy St.. San Frimeleco, Cal. Bend etamii tor 
circular on Medlumahlp.

II you Sutler frera Catarrh In any brio, A.lbais, Brei 
chili., or ntty -luni treatneau read this libi-r.il 

oiler. IT Witt BE WOBTU MONEY TO TOU

LILLIAN TROOKWELL,
Scientific Ufo Reader and Healer? Burnt 25c, and 
(lute of Virth ' lu bl4 ttnnnct Sil', Chicago.

A ISUfife CURE.
l Curo foj* .<X>nirtiyatlta.and Indlgestlou, 
♦l;W. It liai ettegtlvuAtlir W üaya ithil.

NERVE HEALER. , 
Mkgoeilc,2wondertil cure ot-all dlaaasea. Treat. 

meat end advice soar by mall, M--per week, 

... . Dr. Benson Elliott,CaHlornla Healer,
• Adtiresa, Ml 16U1 St.. Denver. Col.

haler to any sufferer wishing io try it. J4fti>y bre cured l>y till» 
kit treatment alone. Why not make a trial of It yourself and 
learn what It will do for yout IT IB ¿ddrcii Dr, Feeble» 
Institute of Health, 23 ^ladison $t- Cattle Creek, Mich.

P0EM8 FROM THE INNER LIFE,
By Lizzie Dov&l These poems are truly in- 

Bpirational and ta staples sugar. Price »LOO,

TUREC A Story of Ancient

phy. Price, co

Mre. J. Conant “Henderson, 
Formerly “Banudr. of .JJgbt’!. Medium. Trance, 
HubincBB. PsychonuttrlU, .Readlugc by letter, >1.
Addretju Boxylfi. Kliigmon.MaBb. ‘ 747.,

The New and the Old, 
Or the World's Progress in Thought. By Moses 
Hull. An excellent work by thia veteran writer 
and thinker. Price. fOcents.

ÎŒMBRAEK * diuiutdilp. ¿micini 

-.miaue. cducuikmaL bcpehcdai. ThuruttayB. 8P- 
;u. 8114 UütiairB’GrwírAve , Cbkagc)

HÓSjSSCOPES
^Meutlttejillv-.aochjtawontl reliable. CaptainQ.W. 
Walrond-1610 Gtenaruu&t» Deaver. CoL, EullbM

..... . ..................... ,__ ________________ I high-toned spiritual character and ol 
and associate, C. W. Stewart. A very ¡helpi-1 purpose. Proce 35 cents each.

Hermetic Phlloso- thor by illustrutlona and a pfunsiphore (a repi 
. . mentation of the celestla/ »pheroupon a pla:

—-vs—irLrzte 'z4——x. wx 1 i----------- with adjustable circles), traces most of tlfile Greaj Deluge.
By Jamea M.'JioCattitar'A'<!omple.to and over- astronomical In ' ' ....... .........

whelming: refutation ot'tile-Bible story of tho the Illustrations -------------------- -------------
Deluge. Price. 15 cents. . .bound in oilly ono style—heavy boards. Price 81.

on. We need 
throughout the

«

Maia

. ’ . :

IN

i'l1 T&W«

Fill out this blank In your own handwilting
Date of birth or age
Married or single

Remarks

photograph, will be'returned uninjured. ,
The’50 bent’s required fbr diagnosis is'only to keep away triflors, and V'lU 

bo remitted x>n-your first order for treatment.......... , . .
"'Don’t neglect a'Chronic Disease. Write Now to

. DR. E9-PAN-TO, . , .
Newstead & Lee Avenues,

HIS PEERLESS METHOD OF TREATING HIS PATIENTS PLACES
NATURE IN DIRECT TOUCH WITH HER SUBJECTS.

DR. ES-PAN-TO

perform the Impossible.
Science itself recognizes Natural Law in the Spiritual World, and the power

ANCIENT AZTEC INDIAN SYSTEM

perfect rest. ....
Send a good photograph of yourself, taken not longer than four months 

before the date of mailing; the more recent the picture, the bettei will be the
diagnosi-

MINNESOTA,
Spiritual Enterprise Near the Twin 

Citics.

Many of your readers will be pleased ' 
‘ to learn that the Ladies’ Aid, under the ;

niuipices of Lake Minnetonka -Spiiitual- 
iut AisHociation has the lumber on the

. ground for a Spiritualist temple, Uie 
second one in tbe state. It. has u deed 
to ihe lot donated by Joel and Margaret 
Stubb. The society hopes to have the 
temple completed by September 1,3904.

- The society has one or two clairvoyant, ' 
speakers'who will' lecture Sundays; 
There is a great awakening here, sev-v. 
eral being developed for different 
phases of mediumship. There wlll.jje 
a lyceum for tbe children as soon as'the 
temple is finished. ■ In connection with 
our temple ore several acres of maple 
timber, giving a flue grove to hold pic
nics, grove meetings and camp., meet
Ings. : The temple Is-' located between 
two lakes, giving us cool breezes 4n mid-

• summer heat; one and a half to 2 miles 
from two railroad stations. During the 
Bummer months ther.elare from 12" to 14 
daily trains which pass» that connect up 
with tile twin cities, Minneapolis ■ and 
St. Paul, which have over five hundred 

■ thousand inhabitants. The excursion 
rates are low.

; The Ladies’ Aid has nearly thirty 
working members, and the society near
ly fifty members.

The street cars will run out to Lake 
Minnetonka next summer. Lake Min
netonka.has 400 miles of lake shore. It 
consists of a number of lakes connected 
by outlets; a number of islands and 
points extending in between lakes, mak
ing fine scenery. The lakes abound 
with abundance of fine fish, it is one of 
the largest and best watering places 
and summer resorts in the Northwest. 
Hundreds of cottages dot the many 
shores. Cottages range in price of con
struction from $300 to $50,000.

, In connection with oiir temple are 30 
or 40 acres of land that can be bought 
on reasonable terms. We wish that 
Borne good Spiritualist, or our State 
Spiritualist Association would buy it for 
camp grounds. Lying between two 
lakes, it would have two front views. 
It co-ald be platted and sold for summer 
cottages for Spiritualists to build on. 
It Iles eJose to the great cities of Minne
apolis and St. Paul, and accessible to 
the twin cities by railroad or electric 
lines, in the vicinity and around our 
temple grounds there are a great many 
small fruit farms. The farmers have 
organized into a Co-operative Fruit 
Growers' Association. Tho land around 
is well adapted to small fruits and 
cereal grain.

As soon as our temple Is completed 
one member has offered to donate his li
brary consisting of all of Andrew Jack
son Davis’ works. Other members will

INDIANA CONVENTION NOTES.
Thirty-live or more local societies rep

resented. Every .delegate -was-■ in his 
place in good season at almost every 
session. ■

The presence ot John B. Chrisney, of 
Chrisney, Ind.; and John F. Harms,, of 
Tell City, did much to encourage their 
iellow-uelegatcs.
- -Brother .Bomnaii,,of Pennville, has 
lost none ot his vocal power, neither 
has he taken any backward steps in his 
thoughts, lie fairly made the welkin 
ring. . .

Brothers John Congdon, Dr. F. P. Ult- 
ters.’A. W. Heine, W. 8. Woods, J. H-. 

' Yorke,¿J. H. Rees and J: A. Wertz were 
ever At their posts of ¡duty and were not 
.afi^Xetepeak out ip. behalf of organ!-. 
gUtiOlL ■

, Brother. Gardner Haines’ Methodist 
fire has foliowed-him into Spiritualism, 
lip. vwa$ frequently under the "power," 
when Jie spoke for cooperation and 
brotherhood. „ ' ' '

Brother O. L. Harvey, of Lafayette, a 
recent-convert to Spiritualism, was on 
hand, and had good reasons . for the 
faith that was .in him. His muse Bings 
all the sweeter now that Bro. Harvey is 
a Spiritualist ■ • : '

Brother Newcomb, pt Elwood, was ap 
earnest worker at all meetings he at
tended. He was called away hy a tele
gram announcing the serious illness of

ELTß& 
ABTBOMUÁ 
■tipil. uiutrlmüiÄ-.., 
Ufr. Ute 
hour as luuiSUât^i 
Cincinnati, Obla

Dr. J. M. Peebles, the noted specialist in Catarrh 
and Bronchial troubles has found a SURE, Speedy, 
irtdipennanent Cure for Catarrh, -It . not only 
quickly relieves and penuaucutly cures Catarrh 
buigivesalmosliuslunt relief iu Asthma, -Broaehhii, 
and ahThruatend Ung Trouble». ,H f W|.kldy nume» IU 
dueMtfroiu tbe»yat«ui cj><1 malt» l!i,cdl>c»tctl tlnuik like new. 
Mr». WeaverHn;*, of Kcatd«, Math , write» —•’! »uttered from 
that dreadful iHicaio catarrh, fur tv'iutyy còri, antl/uund noth* 
li„ ,l,.l mMteip II uutil I te(w ,r«wr1 »»im-«« 
fryui the flrel^nd In »»borttime smentir«.-]/ turujl. Ivb ha\o 
rendered mo » gr»t4 blcailug, «ml 1 rccmnmnd >our treatment 
mwl highly to tltoso bavins catarrh.” Wo could five you tedi- 
monialt by the thoureud of Hioie w« li&vo cured of Catur^h «nd .. a.... «, . i..-ut............. 1 •‘•XV» but they would imi
.... . ...........-....................  ••••. - »•«.- Ite «llj.rtwlrt.
uroof la In tho treatment Itvclf and ImlluviiiK that it will I oalt- 
Inly Cure «ny ca»c of Catarrh no matter how, long-«tending or 
how many treatment* ha»'« tend In the J1«*!, that we will tend 
* full two week»'treahiHDt wiib Ur. hrtblc» Ncdkated Air lu*

Mar. 12,1904,

THE SPEAKING DIAL.
A'Wonacrful Bjilrhual Xnveution 

Given haiuea, dates anil circumstances. Speaks 
in varlouB lungwagea; anawers mental QueBtloup;. 
convincing the most akepUcuV Haa come to prove 
immortality and spirit communion. Duvclops all 
jilmacB of ntedlumnbip. Magueiixud Jiy powerful 
npirlt'iiaud. Head what the late Hon. I. Donnelly 
bald of the Speaking.Dial. DlaU now, 11.50. Send 
iorclrcnlur and tesUmonialii. Enclose alump for 
reply, p. J. DEMPSEY- Inventor, xbi: Columbus 
uve., Minneapolis, Minn.

donate some of Moses 
Peebles’ works.

, Let the good work go 
more spiritual temples
Btates, where we can bold our meetings 
and social gatherings without trespass
ing on other people’s rights. One can 
feel better to have a place of their own.

We would like to have other good 
Spiritualists come and settle near our 
beautiful Lake Minnetonka, buy prop
erty, and help build up our association. 
We have free rural delivery throughout 
our district. The farmers are very 
thickly settled here. There is an effort 
now being made to have telephones put 
into everyone’s house that wants one, 
mWflpnneet;with thp .main lines that

done this summer.
ROLLA STUBBS.

the secretary of the convention. Her 
position was no sinecure, as the dele
gates were there for business, and kept 
“motions, substitutes and amendments” 
flying thick and fast.

It is said that Rev. E. W- Sprague, 
when he saw delegates from more than 
thirfy-flve societies file into the churth, 
went Into .the vestry, leaped Into the air 
some four or five feet, and brought his 
heels together three or four times be
fore he touched the floor, in the exuber
ance of Ills joy. N. B.—Tills statement 
is only hearsay testimony; it is not 
avouched for.

A stray dollar or two got into the as
sembly one afternoon, and Rev. Sprague 
at once sensed that fact, he having ex
ceedingly sensitive offactorles. In ten 
seconds or minutes, those dollars rolled 
toward the treasurer of the association, 
having been magnetically drawn to the 
place where the gifted missionary 
stood.

In studying Brother Sprague, even 
the casual observer recognizes that 
fact, that our talented N. S. A. mission
ary prefers his apple pie seasoned with 
sugar rather than salt, and that he does 
not fear even 404 pounds avoirdupois of 
Christianity; in brief, he is a whole 
team in himself.

When the convention adjourned Bro. 
Sprague's deep sigh of rejoicing at its 
success echoed through the church. It 
brought Bro. Charles A. Gaines up on 
the rear to see if some one had thrown 
a dynamite bomb, but seeing the rapt 
look on Brother Sprague’s face, Bro. 
Gaines took off his hat and stepped one 
side as Bro. Sprague passed by.

CORRESPONDENT.

-JOpIJM 6[q-BliJ9A U SUM. WOO4 Otp pUB 
luasaJd sum spueiJi jo asanoouoo o3jbi 
ness of floral offerings, most of them 
very large and appropriate. His mor
tal form was burled at Pickett Ceme
tery in Southwest St. Louis.

He was conscious to the last, and one 
of his dying requests was that his dar
ling Josie should go on V. lth the work of 
spreading the glad tldi. _;s of Spiritual
ism. His death was a marvel of hero
ism and patience, not a single murmur 
passing his lips during hid awful suffer
ing. Never a thought of self, but all for 
his wife and son that he was leaving be
hind. His hosts of friends in various 
parts of the country will regrpt to learn 
of his transition, for his marvelous me
diumship has convinced hundreds of a

ïÈhtr Commátatarejits ■ Analyzed, prica

A Prominent Worker Paszed to Spirit 
Life.

Clarence M. Folsom, one of the most 
faithful workers in our ranks, and a 
medium whose place would be hard to 
fill, passed.to spirit life on Sunday, Feb. 
28, at 3.30 p. m., aged 43 years. He was 
taken sick on the 13th with what was 
supposed to be lagrlppe, but in a few 
days the disease assumed the form of 
erysipelas, and after ten days of awful 
.(Suffering, peritonitis setrin-and nothing 
■•&uTd':save hls'-lffe..< Every-,.care, , was 
'given him. by bls 'faithful Und devoted 
wife, the doctor and a. trained nurse, 
;buiffll-wab’finayailingy~

HIb funeral took'place'' On Tuesday,

"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points." By J. 
B. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 
cents. For sale at the office ot The 
PrcwresBlve Thinker.

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,'1 Contains bls celebrated 
“Age of Reason," ami a n_mber ot let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 480 
pages. Price 81. For sale at this office.

•'The Commandments Analyzed.” By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great in
congruities. Price 25 cents

“Spiritual Bongs tor the Use ot Cir
cles, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit
ualistic Gatherings." By Mattle E. 

rHul). For sale at this office. Price 10 
cents.

I “The Majesty of Calmness, or Indl- 
1 vldual Problems and Possibilities," By 
I Wm. George Jordan. Another valuable 
' little work. Price 29 cents. For sale at

Connnftnto^lts• Analyzed, pHcd Marcin, the Odd Fellows taking charge 
2& cents,. . Big Bible Stories/ etoth, 50* and the address ^as given by his friend 
cents.- For sale at this office. ------ ™ ------* *

HEOKICK, 
i»llüu,‘buíilHe«H çpecuia- 
^8, travel, all auulrö-of 
¿le of blrLh as" near tho 

2G21 Rcudlu# Road, 
.. .• . • • 746••

DON’T READ THIS.
Francs» L. Loucks, th« only psychic woudor living, 

that the »Dlyituul X-iay without aay leading 
«yajptCjOi to diropt, Aad located all internal dleou&ot. 
A whl-'wlU'co^V'laco-you. • Ker you»’ cikausHon and 
Wlifgc? fif belli Aoxc-f bUcceBfifjitly treated. M hua- 

testify.'. Se^d'muna, ago; sox, oompteKlua 
ana io ©antein iiartfp#; and tecolve a ■ correct dlhgoo- 
fits of your ¿ate free^worth dollars to yon. Addreus, 

-■ / .’FRANCES I.- LOUCKS,

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
-Heud three two-cent stumps, lock of 

halt-, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br- spirit power. s

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

’ Sau Jose, Call

6. BlfliTEK LVNK..-
TUB EMINENT . .

Healer and
Gifted Pgychic.

health restored w
By Common Sense Methode

' Stoneham. Uml

For tbe Cure of Mental 
and Physical Ailments,

Ahiii'e Chainberlaln'A' Card.
,Pearf'rlunds; you’ciiu jrreMly help bu>, care lor 

tey;bUhd'«iiiU>l-. rBuate'jCi’Webb, one of the earl- 
ioMioodkuue now In the form, by writing a letter 
to-eplrlt friend,’ SeniJ.it to the with 31, .and I will 
try’auil'got reply by Independent writing or whla- 
pera. Adtli eaa Mra. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil
lord Maae. ■ , . . ■

C< N. K1NKEAD. TRUMPET. PSYCHIC.- CIRr 
G clebTAiehduy. •ffiiurBduy.’ßatui’dUYi 8:80 n.,w. 
Ladleb' Circle TluU-uday, 8:80;p.-ui. Readings 
daily, 825u WHbauh ave., Chicago. • ' ■

Avoid Psychological Crime,

Da Yah NppA A“dMU I UU lluUU I cun help you. I Will fit your 
!snppHr>fp< «J’S* -•■'Ciriwoyanoo and
OUULLdLl Co spirit assistance at your own
homo with the Improved molted pebble lense, to I 
bee noar und ul a distance. Please Write fdr llhia-f JcOF FrSO Di&fifDOSlS Of 
traied circular, allowing utylca und prices Alao, - - - . i
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and Impaired eyesight. I guarantee te fit 
your eyes, und safe delivery by mall.

11. F. FOOIiK. . ■

OBSESSION CUBED.

«end fly# jwo-cent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.

43 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Ri.
B. F. POOLE.—Dearfllr; Your MugneUsed Melt

ed Pebble Spectacles received. I am delighted. 
They are perfection in every way.

Sincerely youre, Alonzo Thompson, 
. :■ . . ~ Fullerton, Rebt

READINGS AÜD BUSINESS AD
VICE $1.00 and two Btanlps.

VOGEL'SORCHESTRA AND band.
Full Dress or Uriltotm. iVietor Vogel, Manager 

and Lender. Musle furnished for all occualona, 
Dunce mimic a apecl^ltt. Give us a trial and wo 
will guarantee you endro-euttefactlou.

Office and Resldenet’,4217 Champlain Ave.
Telephone Oakland ijlip ’

The 4 Great Problems: 
What, How, Who and Where Are 
We? The contents of this book cannot 
be found in ancient nor modern literature, By 
rcffiBlcrcd until, ll.UQ. DR. GEORGIAN MILLER, 
Diamond, Ark.

Study Clairvoyance.
J. C. F. GRUMPINH'S BOOK on “How to Un

fold the Clairvoyant Vieldn, Pierce the Veil of 
Benae.-Soe and Convere6 w!tU"8piril8, Enter at 
Wlll the World, Bepojne a Seer.” }

. PRESS NOTICES.
“Your work ia teurvelons, epoch-milking.’’—Lil

lian Whiting, Boston Correspondent to Chicago 
luter-Ocean. ”• •

“Admirably unfolds the law and nature of Cluir- 
voyance.”--’Chicago Inter-Ocean.

“A remarkable book. Originality and depth of 
thought, combined "with pereplcucily, character
ize evm’y . It 18 evident In every sentence 
that this volume le the offspring of inspiration.”— 
Tho progressive Thinker.

“I consider the book on Clairvoyance a most re
markable and practical work on development. It 
harmonizes well with the Hermetic Schools of' 
Philosophy, iu which I-learned the mysteries ot 
adeptehip. —Prof. Geo. W. Walrond, Astrologer.

“jl Is the best work on the subject of Clairvoy
ance thus'far. and points out an alluring goal of 
true spiritual development."—Mind, New York 
oity. .

•'It Is a revelation.’'—Light. London, Eng.
Reduced price, 11.60. Send now.

DIVINATION.—How to read the past, present and 
future, practice magic and become a Rosicru
cian, Mb. Berles. |1,

AURAS AND COLORS-How to gel at the aura 
und find your color, and understand color vi
brations. A wonderful work. Price, 60 cents.

P8YCHOMETRY.-How to read the soul of things. 
A most practical book. Price, 60 cents.

EASY LESSONS in Psychometry, Clairvoyance 
and inspiration. Price, 50 cents.

REALIZATION, or How to Become an Adept. 
Price, 25 cents

J. C. F. GRUMBINE,
1285 Commonwealth Ave.. Boston. Mass.

DR. LOUIS H. FREEDMAN,
The lienowned Australian 

Healer,
Has removed to GIB W. Monroe Si.. Chicago, where 
he 1h prepared to treat suceeBBiully those who are 
ufiiieted with any disease. Send for Ids booklet. 
Mrs. Freedman will give eltllngB dally. She lb 
clairvoyant and clalraudienl, and guarantees b i- 
ibfactiou.

FRANK N. FOSTER,
The Noted Psychic for

Spirit Photoorapim
Send nume und addruHH furcirctüar. Sittings by 

mull. 81 S, Diamond Si., Grtind Rapids, Mich.

RADIANT ENERGY sis ,11» Relation 
to Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California This took treats upon anew branch 
ot research Into fho laws of nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer of the modern as
trological literature will surely come with great 
interest. Price, cloth. $1.75.___________ ;_________

Address 784 Eighth St, 
Oakland, Cal

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
litha oldoil Mi bom iiecMilel Bplrllvil Fhz*l«lM 

aev tn practice. HU cores are
THE MOST MARVELOUS 

ofttiUage. HU ezamlnalloaa are correctly made, 
aod tree to all who send him name, age, »ex and look 
of hair, and six cent» in stamp». Ue deesn’l ask for 
any leading symptom. A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. Ho positively cure» weak men. Addicas

J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D.f
tioasham. Mm.

Force and Matter
book. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth, 81.00.

fame’s ineoioaicai Works.
Age ot Reason, Examination of the Prophe

cies, etc. Illustrated edition. Post Bvo., 432 
pages. Price, cloth. gl.QO.

A Conspiracy Against theliepublic
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of "History 
of the Christian Religion to the Year 200," etc. 
Price, paper, 25 cents.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.

The Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
Human Life,

With Character Readings of Per
sons Born Upon the Cusp.

The prineiuleH found in this vuhtina are both 
a science ana a religion, for a better and afar 
happier humanity IL points to tbe planets as 
an index to the human character ana liability 
lo diseases; also gives the gems and colors suit
ed to temperaments evolved under certain plan
ets. But the author, ELEANOR KIRK, lays 
special stress upon the fundamental principle 
that "AH nuiladio known to man can be entire
ly dominated, forever east out, by those who 

'realize that mind is the master and body the 
servant.” Price, cloth, 11.00.

In Tune witli Die Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Within yourself Iios tbo cause of whatever enters 
into your life. To come .futo the full realisation of 
your own uwakened4 interior powers, Is to bo able to 

.condition your Mfbjn exact accord with what you 
would have It.—Prim T1tkJ-PAgc.

CONTENTS—I. Preludr?: 1J. Tbo Supreme Fact of 
the Universe; III. The Supreme Fuel of Human Life;

i IV. FnllncB» of THe-Boflily Health and Vigor; V. 
i Tbo Secret, Power and Effect of Love; VI. Wisdom 
I und Interior IlluminatiQtr, VIL Tbe Realization of 
1 Perfect Peace; V!II. Cording Uto fullness of power; 
i IX. Plenty of All Tblngb-The Law of Prosperity; 
I X. How Men Haro Become Prophet», Beers, Sages, 
: and Saviors; XL The Buqlc Principle of AH IteHglons 
I —Tho Universal ftullgtoni XII. Entering Now Into 
! the Realization of the Highest Riches. For sale at 
1 thlsofllcc. Price, poatpafo. ei.25.

' this office. . ,
“The Lite Booklets." By Ralph 

Waldo-Trine. Three daintily beautiful 
little books, finely adapted for holiday 
presents. The titles are, “Character,' 
Building by Thought Power,” ."Every 
Living Creature," and - “The Greatest 
Thing Ever Known.” The matter is of.I _ . . . — . ■ . a . . ._ _ _ . . .

To We Mediums’ Fund in the
do more good than a donation to any other 
fund upon the books of the Association. Ev
ery medium, every speaker and in fact, every 
man and woman who loves the cause should 
swell this fund with their gift. Mrs. Long
ley’s appeal is just and timely. Let us 
help our helpless Mediums. Send on your 
contributions to Mrs. M. T. Longley, Secre
tary N.S. A., 600 Pa. Ave. S. E., Washing
ton, D.C., and do not delay.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE. .specimens of manhood, and a firm be- 
| llever in our beautiful religion, realiz- 

(Obituaries, to. tho extent ot ten Hues jng presence of his loved ones con- 
only will bo inserted tree. All in excess stantly. His strict honor and integrity 
of ten lines will be charged al the rale endeared to all who knew him. He

of fifteen cents per lino. About seven ¡eaves a son and daughter.
;words constitute one line. | । --------

Mary F. Williams passed to spirit life 
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Bise, 
Feb. 10, at the age of 87 years. She 
was born in Green county, Pa., and 
when she was sixteen, she went to 

" Quincy, Ill., with her parents, where sho 
married M. L. Williams seven years 

' later. The result of this union was ten

The Science of Spirit Return, 
By Charles .Dawbarn. A scientific rehearsal 

that is truly interesting. Price. 10 cents.

jViAfiOlVKoT, 

His Birth, Character and Doctrine.

Thl» la Nc. 4 of the Library of Liberal Classics. It 
|e conceded to be hlBtoilcoliy correct, and bo exact and 
perfect In every detail oa to bo practically beyond the 
reach of edverao criticism. Thia work will be fonnd 
Intensely Interesting. Price, 2'»c. Bold at this office.

STANDING UP FOR JESUS, 
Or what tho Editor of the Freethinker’s Maga
zine thinksQt him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-live 
copies for 50 "bent’s.

Amllolslfflss
rent discussion of religious problems. Tho au
thor by Illustrations and a plunslpbore (a renro-

fane
the

_ „ t0 
ttfeir wigin 'In sun -ahi «tar worship, *rh6 
astronomical facts given possess great valuo, 
the illustrations rare and curious, The book is

It is enough to’say till« 50 page pamphlet is | 
written by Moses Hull. l,rice 15 cents.

nkrnvprv nf a I id TrailUluuufull UI U LUO! I lull By Win. aud Elizabeth M. I''. Dentou. Amar
- ivelouswork. Though concl.se ae a text book It

BY CHARLES B. NEWGOMB, 1.................... ..............

THE SOUL OF THING8 :
is as fascinating as a work of Helion. The 
reader will bo amazed to nee tho curious facts 
here combined in support of this power of tho 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and dlnlcultles. make geology plain as 
day. and throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by time. Price. $|.r>0. In three volumes, 
cloth bound, Cl-Weach. Postage, 10c per copy.

Author of “All's Right with tbo World." Cloth 270 ' 
huge», Mr. Newcomb made a dlatluci success with 
“All'a Rlgl'l with ibe World," which couilmies iu ihe 
front rank of lb« Metaphysical books that arc now so 
popular. Tbe coat Dumber who have jeeu cheered 
and strengthened by bliu will welcome another book 
by Ib.s wise teacher whose words of teip nre doing so 
much to nakc Ihe world better by making men aud . ____________________________________________
women better able to understand und cujoy it.

“Discovery ol’a Lost Trail” | JI. fgu| WoftlS fttjOUt 1116 DCVll, 
1» ilmple itudy ot that utriinge and beautiful thing 11 lull nuiuo IIIIIUI uno izuail, 
called lire, but grand In It» bdiolarly ■linpllctly. It And other Essays. By Charles Biadlaugh. 
will be la demand by many who have not previously With tho story ot bls life as told by lilmselt, 
read metaphyilcal wrlUngs. Price ,1.50. Forsaloot and tho history ot his piuilainemary struggle, 
thia office. With portrait. Pauor. Wc,

Surrounded by his Spirit Band of Indian Healers.

E^”It ought to be »¿pleasant duty 
to care for those whose lives have 
been sacrificed upon the altar of a 
truth as palpable as is that of the 
eternal truth of Spiritualism. It 
is a shame to have to acknowledge 
the neglect of this duty by begging 
for their support when afflicted.

-It is important5vhcn a meeting 1» 
suspended, thpt Wlice be'given1 us, so 
that inquirers nftgr^iat be mislead. We 
want new notice» 6f ail meetings being 
held hero in public: halls at the present 
time.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of fhje Soul, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple every first and 
third Thursdays of the month; after
noon session at 8 o'clock. The ladies 
furnish fefershmeutB. • Supper served 
at 6:15, including tea and coffee. Even
ing session at 7:80.': Questions- pertaln- 
ing to spiritual' themes, answered by 
the guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond; name .poAms given to strangers. 
Mrs.' S. J.' Ashton, assistant pastor.

The Spiritual Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Spiritual Research will meet ev
ery Thursday evening at 144 South Al
bany avenue, southeast.corner Colorado 
avenue, beginning at 8 o’cloqk sharp. 
All are invited to attend. Good me
diums in attendance.-

Chuch of the Spirit. Spiritual serv
ices are heldjit 839 North Clark street, 
at 2:30 and 7:3&- p.-m. Psychometric 
reading and messages given to all at
tending, through Wm. Fitch Ruffle, 
psychic. . ■

Light and Truth Spiritual Church, 501 
W. North avenue, Wicker Park Hall. 
Meetings every- Sunday afternoon, 2:30.

The Christian Spiritual Union Church 
now holds. meetingA-at Becker Hall, cor
ner State and Forty-fourth streets.

Slxty-thipL street, every Sunday even
ing at Sçli’clOqk.' Conference in the af
ternoon it 3. The Ladies' Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday afternoon at 
same number. •

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature hold services at 
Nathan's.Hall, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue, Sunday even
ings, 7:30 p. m. Mrs. W. F. Schu
macher, pastor.

Thé Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday.. ' Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361
363 East'43d street. Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland. ■■■•'.

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services 
every Sunday in Hal!309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. Sunday-school at 10 
a. m. '. /"

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
in Van Buren Opera, House, Madison 
street and Calfi^rnla ■ avenue, every 
Sunday at 3 And 8 p. m. Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
spirit messages, assisted by other me
diums.

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at' "962; Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Central'Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Sunday afternoon at 
2:30 sharp, at Phoenix Hall, 324 East 
Division street, near Sedgwick street 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Light of-the Truth Society meets"

Is a direct descendent of the ancient tribe of Aztec Indians of Old Mexico,

Mrs. L. J. Vaughn -and Mrs. Lucille De each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
' 47th street and Cottage Grove avenue.

Conference at 3 p. m., and lecture and

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon'physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

“After Her Deatn. The Story of a 
I Summer." By Lilian Whiting. No 

- ■ - „ - , , ' mind that loves spiritual thought can
She was for many years a firm -Spirit-1 fall t0 be fed and flighted with this 
uallst,'a woman of strong Individuality, book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
broad in her views, a-loving wife, an at- binlng advanced ideas oh the finer and 
tentive and kind-mother Mrs. Tamp- ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 

, Un's spiritual sight was illuminated just1 tbe mind onward Into the purer-atmos
vuiiuivu, dcvcix ul M»v ......... .. before her transition, and sho saw her i Mmr* of exalted finlritiml truth aHer husband died in August 1899, at the ! Bpjrlt mother and other friends who 1 So™for the higher Jlfe r :
. .. W — — - —
children, seven of whom are still living.

age of 91, and immediately thereafter 
she became an invalid and lias been
bedfast practically ever since She 
came from Oklahoma along with Mrs. 
Bise, last September, having been in 
the latter’s care the past two years.

> Marysville, Wash. W. R. BISE.

I “Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M. 
D. For »ale at this öfflee. Price 81.

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state-

loux, test mediums..<
. The Spiritual Researcn meets every 

Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, in 
Van Buren Opera-House, corner of 
Madison street and: California avenue. 
Good, music and 'ringing. All are In
vited to attend.. .

A SplrltuaHBt Temple has been 
opened by Mffi- Scjiwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue./.;iBerviices held every Sun
day and •rajiradigr evening at 8 
o’clock. Test® and inusic at every ser
vice. - . -

The Hyde MMc (»cult Society holds

tests at 8 o'clock. Mrs. M. A. Burland, 
pastor. .

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p.m., at Atheneum Building, 26 
Van Buren street. Mrs, May Elmo, me
dium. Tests and good speaking. All 
are welcome.

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds a meeting every Sunday after
noon at 2:30 and 7:45, at No. 378 S. 
Western avenue. Star Lodge Hall.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North

a tribe that thoroughly understood Nature, and knew how to turn aside the 
many little warnings sent by Nature to her people. They recognized the power 
of the Master that had placed healing agencies within their reach, and it is 
from their teachings that Dr. Es-pan-to has placed before a suffering public 
cures for their ills, prepared from roots, herbs, barks, gums and oils, given 
him by Nature, -with the knowledge of how to properly prepare and deliver. 
Take heed and enter under the tent of the one healer in the country that takes
his cures from natural products and administers them by natural methods.

Dr. Es-pan-to has nothing to give away, nor does he claim to be able to

of bringing one's self en-rapport with the Unseen Forces working in harmony 
along a chosen line for the betterment and advancement of suffering humanity.

Healing the Sick is Dr. Es-pan-to’s Life Work.
He has attracted to his wigwam a Spirit Band of Indian Healers, ancients 

of his own race, the methods and customs of which he still adheres to; then 
ho is aided by all the Inter discoveries of Medical Science, and combining tha

regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at Alllfince Hall, between Klm- 
bark and Mofiroe Avenues. Jackson 
Park cars padsbthe.'itbor. The best tal- 
'ent available Will lib-, secured for all 
meetings. ’ Td.'.spread the truth Is the - . -
object of this Bhcietfc Address all com- , Th® yfoodlawn Spiritualist Society 
.munlcatlons. tffi Mrs ¿Isa A. Cross,'corre- will hold services at 6209 Madison ave- 
sponding secretory, 5.60 East 55th’streeL " " ' "

Tho Metropolitan :Bpirituallst Society 
holds services rtverydSunday at 8 o’clock 
in St. George’s,!Hall,t3337 State-street.

two, he has modernized and made perfect the

avenue, corney Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

nue, Sundays at 2:30 and 8 p. m. Prof 
J. E. Smith gives tests and spirit mes-

Of treating a suffering body.
Special Offer to all those who are suffering with Chronic, Nervous, or Pri- 

Ivate Diseases, who cannot make at least one personal call on Dr. Es-pan-to.— 
lY-ou can be treated successfully at your homes, by mail, no matter what degree
’the disease has reached.

Promoted to the higher life, at Roch
ester, Minn., on Feb. 17, Mrs. Mary 
Weed after prolonged Illness. Sister 
Weed was an outspoken Spiritualist, 
but made tho mistake of nilseducatlng 
her daughters in the ' Universallst 
church. Then no wonder she was de
nied the services of a Spiritual speaker 
when most needed to give her spirit 
consolation and teach that "death is 
but a kindly frost that pracks the shell 
and gives tlio kernel room to, germi
nate,” F. W. .F.

Passed to tho higher life, Jan,. 27, 
3904; from his home in Sandstone, Mon
tana, by.paralysis, Zebina Titus, aged 69 
s«©T0. He was one of nature’s finest

Mr. O. A. Schaddock, from his late___ . . . ,_ ..Äentinfrv home one-half mile north of facts concerning tho efforts ofSten Ind ta the 83rd yea? of lie !church ,eadWB &et eontro1 of 1116 S°v’ 
nie Mr’ Schaddock was ono of La 'eminent. An important work. Paper, age. Mr. bcnatitiock was ono or La , 2B centB. For müo at thls offio0i ’
Grange county’s most honored citizens, 
and loved )>y .nil who .knqw him. I-Io 
loaves a widbw and ono son to mourn 
his transition. He was an-advanced 
Spiritualist, and lived and died in tho 
light of that philosophy. Tho funeral 
was held at his late residence, on Sun
day; Fob.. 28,-conducted by Dr. E. H. 
'Denslow. ■. ite-. <■ - ------ — •■
i “flelloconylc Astrology or Ementlnls- 
of Asttvuomy and Solar Mentality,- 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
1010.“ By Yarmo yeilra. For Mio at 
this ode®, ffrice »1.50.

"Never-Ending Life Assured by Sci
ence." By Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of science. For sale at this 
office. Price 6 cents. • '

"Voltaire’s Romances." Translate!] 
from the French. With numerous Il
lustrations. These lighter .works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an Invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, aro worthy 
Of wide roa,dlng. .Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, wltli the skill of 
a muster mind. Price §1.50. For sals 
at ibid office. ' '

Good speakings: tests: apd music. Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Residence, 
3148 Indiana Avenuov- - -
. Tho German-English Society Bund 
dor Wahrheit.No. 18, holds services ev
ery' Sunday evening tit 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E.-. North, avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 7:30. in Garfield 
Turner Hall, corner of Garfield and Lar
rabee streets. Emil T.-Vaas, lecturer; 
Frank Joseph, mediums', s--

-New Thought services '-conducted by 
Julia M, Lcarnered, at .7:30 o’clock ev
ery Sunday evening, at. 720-West Madi
son street, third floor, c; ..<>•, ■

Church of tbe Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308-Cot-tiigo Grove ave
nue. Conference »wtftmosAages nt 3 p. 
m.; lecture: nt 8 p. hi. .Messages by H. 
F. Coates and oth&a. Good mimic. : 
_ The Englcwood BglrltuAl Union holds 
meetings at HopWu’ Hall, 528 West

sages. W. H. Mohlan, president; Prof. 
J. E. Smith, pastor

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr- 
helt; meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o’clock in Wicker Park Hall, 601 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Villroak.

: The Universal Occult Society holds 
its meetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first 
street, Hall "C,” every Sundayafter
noon and evening, the Hon, Robert Gil- 
ray, pastor.. Tl}e rdnownotc medium, 
Charles J. Peterson,- psychic.. ¡.Confer 
once at 3 p. m. ■ Regular ,, service at, - 8 
p.jn- ■

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West. Side... Meetings, every, Sunday 
at 3 p; nr.' in Ghrselman’s Ilan,, corner 
Ashland ayonuo' and W- 18th street.

: The Church of Higher Forces holds 
its meeting In Douglas Hall, Indiana 
ave and 85th street, every Sunday at 
3 and 3 o’clock. Tlie reliable psychic, 
Mra.'Grace Aitken, will give .spirit mes
sages. Come aad learn tho tnith.

' “ .W W — — - — . .
I . Dr. Es-pan-to will give your case his personal attention. ;
i Follow these directions to the letter and fill out the blanks, and Dr. Es-pan-to 
can raise you from your bed of pain, give you days of happiness and nights of

Full Name
Address (very plàVC

Ba very carefdl In filling ta this -blank.
Enclose 60 cents and register the lettter to guard agatabt loss.
The written diagnosis of your, case ’will be mailed you at once, and your

ALL READINGS. 0t. Louie, Mp.

SeniJ.it
concl.se
Wahrheit.No


!p“y stetrrçrr

1 »!

’lu™

13 The Heavens. Such Being the Case, Every Spiritualist should Contribute Something to Sustain Those Mediums who have worn themselves out in behalf of 
oui cause, Common humanity, common decency, the angel world, and the ordinary Sense of duty demand that our aged and infirm workers should be cared for Read 
Mrs. Longley’s appeal on the second page, and let it touch the strings of your purse as well as of your heart. Do not wait to do good by your will. Do it right now.
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One of the Most Remarkable Occult Experiences the World Has Ever Seen
A WEIRD OCCULT EXPERIENCE.
As Related by Numa Numantius, a Prom

inent Chicago Physician.
The improbable sometimes occurs. It 

did ,in this case. The writer is well 
known to the editor of The Progres
sive Thinker^ who does not believe 
him to be insane or laboring under an 
hallucination. Some twenty-five years 
ago he related to many his remarkable 
experiences as detailed in this com
munication, and with a sincerity that 
could not fail to carry conviction. His 
wife, a most estimable'lady, who was 
with him, declares most emphatically 
that all the incidents connected with 
■this narrative are true. The fact that 
the medium, Home, was levitated On 
one occasion, carried along in mid-air 

, by the spirits, .and that the passage of 
matter through matter has been re
peatedly proven, brings within the 
range of possibility every statement 
made by Numa Numantius. That the 

... central figure in this narrative pos
sessed wonderful occult powers, was 

tf known to many.

iWXv'

S;

A

I’M

In 1812 I was located (in medical practice) within 
thirty miles of Chicago, on a farm, 'among farmers— 
plain, honest people and (lie best of neighbors. . .

My circuit covered an extensive area, and my wife was 
wont to accompany me during those long and otherwise 
monotonous rides. Thus, one afternoon we were nearing 
the farm: of a Mrs. J., whose house was situated directly 
on the highroad, opposite an unpainted, deserted church 
—a gloomy enough neighborhood. ; . \

Mrs. J’s. son was then under my care for a fractured 
thigh, having just recovered from a similar accident to 
his left forearm. The direct causes of these consecutive 
fractures were almost universally laid to the worthy dame 
herself, or to her “evil eye,” w-hieh, in the opinion of 
most people was able to work damage at a distance. Let 
me explain: . . . ■' . : : : ■ .

Mrs. J. was known to old and young as the “EVIL- 
EAED WITCH,” and was shunned by all, because of her 
supposed abilily to bewitch anyone by lier disliked. 
Everybody was in actúa! terror of ¿ this woman. The 
reader must remember that, in those days less was known 
of things occult, and, besides, 1 then -was an out and out 
materialist, consequently illy prepared to cope with such 
matters. -J / ;; Y \

The public dislike of this woman I explained through 
her repugnant physique, carrying her right shoulder “a 
la Richard the Third.” She” as if in mock reverence, 
bent her “off knee” in a jerky manner, stumbling moré 

N.iJjan walking, all the while muttering unintelligible 
r yds in croaky voice, mayhaps to some invisible entity.

■Who knows? . ; .
' Her lips, as thin and expressionless as a slit cut in sole 

leather, were never without motion. From her emanated 
that weird, witchlike, nonsynjpathetic magnetism, all for 
evil and none for good. “ <

Yes, she looked like a witch, soaked in evil, and one 
could well imagine her besmeared with that Devil’s Oint
ment, supposed to be prepared in unholy confab on the 
Bloeksberg, from clergymen’s fat, clergymen who had 
served the devil in heaven’s livery! Her eyes seemed to 
borrow their expression from the devil-fish, and, taken all 
in all, this woman certainly looked a witch! She was the 
best shunned woman, near and far, amply abused in her 
absence, while most obsequiously flattered when pres
ent. Young and old did homage to the “EVIL-EYED 
ONE.” ...

I must go back a little in time, for, previously, I myself 
had witnessed the wholesale slaughter of a litter of pigs 
by thia “witch,” the property of heraneighbor, a Mr. K. 

, During a professional call at this fSmer’s house, I had 
occasion to praise the healthy ap’glrance of a litter of 
pigs. To my astonishment, Mr. nn unusually intelli
gent farmer, asserted that “nothHig can save this litter, 
for the witch has ‘evil-eyed’ them!” Such STUPIDITY 
required correction, and I then and there gave vent to 
much “scientific” horror with what he said, but without 
shaking his belief in the old woman’s “powers.” As related 
the next day by Mr. K., EVERY PIGLET “TOOK ITS 
LITTLE TAIL BETWEEN ITS TEETH AT SUN-' 
SET, THE DAY PRIOR, AND TWIRLING ABOUT 
FASTER AND FASTER, DROPPED DEAD.” What 
killed the pigs I knoN not, but that they were dead I saw 
for myself. .

A STRANGE, WEIRD OCCURRENCE.
But let us return to our story and relate what hap-

pened ut the home of the “witch,” that memorable even
ing:

Mrs. J’s. son, ITred, lived with her, so also his little 
wife, who, at all times, presented a well • pronounced 
“scarey look.” On arriving, 1 hitched my ponies to a 
post outside, asking Mrs. Fred to entertain my wife while 
I entered the house, a rickety affair, whose timbers ap
peared ever ready to fall apart, but somehow clung to
gether. Before that I had passed repeatedly through 
the long and" narrow shed that served as the main en
trance to the living-room, but never without a vague sen
sation that forced me to hasten my steps. I always 
chided myself for entertaining such uncanny feelings, 
but there they were! On that day I actually suffered 
while going through the shed and was truly relieved 
when once in Fred’s room, the “large room” of a farm 
house. But I was there doomed to further misery, the 
worst that can befall a physician. Fred hailed me with 
ill-suppressed impatience, showing agony of mind as well 
as c*. body, hurling all kinds of opprobrium at me. Let 
me here remark that I had bandaged his legs some five 
days prior, in plaster of paris, to prevent too inquisitive 
interference. The bandages showed no signs of having 
been tampered with, and 1 could not understand Fred's 
impatient greeting:

“Doctor, I beg of you to come tp me quick. Mother 
and 1 have had a rumpus, and ever since I am in agony. 
Something is the matter with rny broken thigh, for there 
is a crawling sensation all over and around it. Mother 
has ‘BE-SPOKEN’ the leg.” In reply I simply felt 
Fred’s pulse, believing him under febrile excitement. 
However, his pulse was normal and the skin moist and 
cool. My sole attention was now turned to the fractured 
limb. I dreaded gangrene and set to chiseling the thigh 
from out its plaster of paris-incasement.

A MOST HORRIBLE SIGHT DISCLOSED.
I doubt whether the sudden disappearance of that very 

limb, then and there, would have more confounded me 
than the horrible sight before me when the bandages fell 
from the thigh. THEBE, IN ALL THEIR SLIMY 
HELLISH NESS, CRAWLED OVER AND ABOUT 
THE THIGH AND BEDDING, WHITE WORMS 
FROM ONE.,TO TWO INCHES LONG! These worms 
were different'from those I had ever seen, in hospitals 
and on battle-fields, where wounds had to be neglected 
from various causes. It must also be remembered that 
this was a simple fracture, without even the slightest 
scratch accompanying it.

How did all this happen, or was it an illusion?
To me and to Fred those worms at that time ACT

UALLY EXISTED. They were there to my Titter be
wilderment and I had not yet regained that mental equi-; 
librium so necessary to a physician, when a low mocking 
laugh behind me caused me to turn and recognize Mrs. 
J. She seemed to enjoy the situation, but soon quieted 
me with the assurance that the worms were caused in no-

Entirely then unacquainted with occult possibilities, I 
let fly at him my undisguised disgust, and after reviewing 
in cutting ridicule.all he had said, I left his presence and 
joined my wife, wafting for me in the garden fronting 
the house. Bidding adieu to Fred’s wife, we were soon 
seated in the phaefon, getting ready to leave, I thankful 
for the superstition-destroying rays that science, by a not 
to be overestimated, chance, had ensconced into my 
thought-box! NdveFliad proud aristocrat so thoroughly 
despised the low-bori) as I on that eve those “benighted 
plebeians!” But, my punishment was to come.
A MOST EXTRAORDINARY MANIFESTATION.

While about to'stpjrt the ponies, ever ready to answer 
the whip, Mrs. suddenly appeared from behind the 
phaeton, and, with a peculiar distant expression in her 
eyes, passed about -the team in a circle. This procedure 
was a sort of “Devirs Good-bye,” and introductory to as 
bad a night as Goq ever permits the devil to torment de
fenseless man with!. •

Attempting to s^irt, I found to my utter dismay, that 
every encouraging . word and even the whip’s convincing 
lash failed to induce the horses to stir, though PREVI
OUSLY WILLING AND NEVER BALKY. My at
tempts proving futile,"! turned to the old hag, who then 
waved her bony hand*at us, apparently in high glee, 
screaming: “NEXT TIME DON’T GIVE ADVICE TO 
MY FAMILY; AND REMEMBER THAT IT IS 
OFTEN DANGEROUS TO BLOW WHERE IT 
BURNS YOU NOT.. YQJJ MAY KNOW A FEW 
BOOKS, DOCTOR, BUT I CAN DO MUCH THAT 
YOUR WISDOM CANNOT EXPLAIN!” With an en
ergetic wave of her. sinewy hand, retracing her steps 
around our phaetop, she finished her tirade, shouting: 
“Go on, doctor, go op! You will shortly be in greater 
danger than this!” ( .
MORE WONDERFUL OCCULT MANIFESTATIONS

Onward the ponies ¡sped, apparently relieved, and we 
were glad to have the distance betwixt us and the “witch” 
increased. By this-titne evening had set in and we has
tened on, ycarning^pr-hfime,

Such is * the'blesgin^afpa .good .wife, that soon, under 
her quieting influenpbj.tha.jibove occurrence was no more 
thought of!' ’ Weiwei« chatting of future plans, of our 
contemplated return tb Chicago, when suddenly, without 
the slightest warning, the ponies stopped short, standing 
stock still, at. the spme time trembling violently, as if 
shaken by some controlling force.”- At first our thoughts 
did not recur to the “witch” and her threat, BUT WHEN 
THE HORSES, BUGGY AND CONTENTS, ALL OF 
IT AND US, WERE UNMISTAKABLY RAISED 
FROM THE GROUND,. REMAINING THUS 
AFLOAT, VIOLENTLY SHAKING, I WAS FOR 
THE FIRST TIME INCLINED TO CONSIDER THE 
POSSIBILITIES 01’ WITCHCRAFT! While arguing
the point with mytwife, I chanced to look down at thè 
wheels. The sight'.‘hdt there met my eyes added not towise through, my neglect, but that she simply wished ' - - -

“Freddie” to respect his “mammy” more and to call her I my valor, for at wheel I plainly discerned a' dwarf,
less names. She added: “I regret causing you this extra 
trouble doctor,” but, gone she was, shambling out of the 
room through the gloomy shed into the yard and beyond. 
While my eyes followed her as she passed out of sight, 
back to her work on the farm, a shout of surprise from 
Fred called me back to my duty. My patient pointed to 
his injured limb, where not a worm or trace thereof could 
be seen! His mother had not fully entered the room, re
maining in the doorway. Her position even obstructed 
full view of the leg and its condition. Yet GONE THEY 
WERE, every single worm, leaving the limb clean and 
ready for my surgical duties. ■ ■ ■ . ■

Where did these worms come from? j .
Where did they go to? ■
What, indeed, had they been?

SEND THE RED COOK ON THE ROOF.
Pulling myself together best I could, I rebandaged the 

leg, while Fred aired his long pent up feelings by the re
cital of the weird happenings there, as strange occur
rences in “BLACK MAGIC” as perhaps were ever re
counted to mortal. Even the recent death of a brother 
he believed the work of entities servile to his mother, for 
that death was prognosticated by the “witch” exactly as 
it happened. At another time, when that brother re
fused to advance money, Mrs. J. threatened that if the 
same was not handed to her by Wednesday, she would 
“SEND THE RED COCK ON HIS ROOF,” at midnight 
of that day. Though Jim’s house was situated on Mil
waukee avenue in Chicago, some thirty miles distant, and 
his mother did not leave her farm, a fire actually started 
on the roof, but was readily extinguished, after which 
tlie “witch” promptly received the money.

Fred tearfully referred to his little wife, who was rap
idly failing amidst such depressing surroundings and be
cause of the shameful treatment she received from the 
old hag. I advised Fred to leave his mother and take his 
wife with hint to Chicago, there to manfully work, and 
in peace and happiness support her, as in duty bound. 
His other remarks, touching on black magic, I also met, 
but with pity and scorn, doing my best to reach his “be
nighted pate” with sufficient of the “light of this enlight
ened century” to meet and overcome all such “medieval 
nonsense.”

All my pains were for nothing, for Fred implored me 
to keep my counsel and to not further raise his mother's 
ite. “For,” as he added, “she hears every word you say.”

Pointing to his mother working some five hundred feet 
distant omthe farm, Fred,further explained:

“IN SOME STRANGE MANNER MOTHER FEELS 
WHAT PEOPLE THINK, AND I AM POSITIVE 
THAT SHE NOW KNOWS ALL YOU SAID' AND 
ALL YOU THINK, FOR, FROM MY CHILDHOOD 
UP SHE ALWAYS KNEW MY THOUGHTS AND 
THERE WAS NO ESCAPE FROM HER.”

or humanlike “something” real as life, of stubby but 
strong build, lifting*with all its might, and evidently the 
cause of the shaking-tip we were still undergoing. All
efforts at yng tfie.ihorses stir proved without avail, 
and in ispair, braving the consequences, I jumped 
from ¿.’I'-pnaetoh, to personally examine matters. The 
“something” Jiad vanished; at least I saw them no more. 
But I found the ponies and the wheels still some half
foot from the ground, suspended in the air. I repeatedly 
passed my hands unddr the horses’ hoofs and the wheels, 
scarcely believing what my senses of sight and touch now 
plainly demonstrated,! I attempted to turn a wheel, but, 
though suspended afloat in air, it would not move. •: -

After a hurried consultation with my wife, whose 
bravery under such tjyiug circumstances was certainly re
markable, I returned to the phaeton, she finally agreeing 
to leave the buggy. Ini stepping out her dress caught, se
curing her directly,'between the large wheels, at which 
moment the buggy .lowered suddenly to the ground and 
the horses took a turn, to the left, bringing the wheels 
closely together, wifljin a few inches, certain to crush 
my wife’s body, as she was still held there. I remember 
her piercing shriekjpbut cannot recall aught else, save 
that I saw my wife urif to the ground. A hasty examina
tion revealed no injury!

How was my wifeisaved from being crushed to death?
We both positively know that she was between the 

wheels while they met$‘ the distance between them being 
less than two inches; >We cannot explain, ‘ though we 
know these things teihave happened. '

FLOATING ACROSS A.pEEP RAVINE.
We were quite a'¿¡stance from home and so were 

forced to return to tie-phaeton. The spell seemed to be 
off and we sped upi^h'e steep road, both sides of which 
bordered with deepZravine's, cut by the rains of many 
years. It was as if gflipe intelligent force suddenly delib
erately headed the Sjisesitowaiids and over the ravine to 
the right, some twenty' orj-more feet deep. Though the 
buggy and ponies toijcliedThe ground while oit the road, 

•we now floated acro^'tnisjfleep ravine, and thus returned 
without touching itihbijttQjn.

I may as well rem&k:right here that the next morning, 
accompanied by a npmberflof farmers and others, the 
tracks of the horses ¿^etatid of the wheels could be plain
ly distinguished opjjthe ®oad and also where the tehm 
had turned towards* liho ravine and: back again; These 
tracks led to the ravine’s .edge, and continued on • the 
other side, the.retailing tracks' equally plain. But the 
closest examination ¿id not reveal the least mark at the 
bottom of the ravine,- unrefutably proving that we had 
really floated both. way& over the ravine. Indeed, had we 
not, and had wo fallen  ̂to. said ravine, we could not have 
escaped injury or even.dcath, and, at best could not have 
left the ravine withohtjiuman aid; until the coming day.

A PREDICTION VERIFIED. ” -
Returning to the road, we concluded to leave the 

horses at the nearest farmhouse, some half-mile distant. 
AU spooks and spookery had vanished. Slowly progress
ing, it now became quite dark ere we arrived at the farm. 
My wife was now seized with a great dread lest some
thing evil should befall me at the farmer’s, and urged me 
to pass by and on. But what could I do? It was im
practical to lead the horses home, a mile or more, and I 
rapped at the rear door of the farm-house, several times 
without recognition. About to try once more, the door 
suddA y flew open, revealing the farmer, Mr. F., with 
gun pointed at me and evidently about to fire! My wife's 
shriek and the fortunate intervention of Mrs. F., re
called the fellow to his senses, and, as if combatting with 
some unseen influence, he threw the gun far from him, 
evidently relieved, sinking exhausted to the floor, his 
blanched cheeks evidencing the turmoil that shook his 
powerful frame. When we had sufficiently recovered 
from our surprise, Mr. F., related how an hour or so be
fore, he had strangely been forced to take down that old 
gun from a hook where it had been forgotten for many 
years, to clean and load it, and, finally to point it at me, 
with every intent to kill. Ue had not recognized me at 
first, though we were old acquaintances, until my wife’s 
shriek saved him from murder. And, thus, the “witch’s” 
threat, that 1 would be in greater danger that very night, 
became verified.

Strange to say, the farmer and his wife ridiculed us 
for our “superstitious fears,” when informed of our expe
riences, and Mr. F., proposed to drive our team to my 
home that very night. Wisely, I had kept from him the 
more occult aspect of our adventures, merely stating that 
our ponies were balky, due, possibly, to Mrs. J’s. influ
ence. But, whenever this couple was ready to start, 
armed with a large lantern, a sudden whiff of wind, com
ing from nowhere, extinguished the light, and in the en
suing darkness the same manifestations occurred that 
had confronted us! The farmer was tenacious and tried 
again and again, hitching the ponies to a heavy box 
wagon, but such was the deviltry sure to follow, that 
these worthy people now peremptorily refused to harbor 
either of us or our team for the night! “You are both 
possessed of the devil,” was ITifeif invariable answer to 
our request to keep our team over night. Finally I pre
vailed on him tircall on a neighbor, who, ignorant of the 
trouble, agreed to take the horses to his farm. Nothing 
further occurred than that we had to walk home, our 
hearts and heads laboring under conflicting emotions.

THE FINAL END OF THE WITCH.
The above happened years ago and the reader may 

wish to know what has become of the “witch.” It is but 
a few months since that a physician, my successor there, 
wrote me of the sudden demise of Mrs. J. To my knowl
edge, she was an old woman thirty years ago, and I am 
assured that she looked no older when the accident that 
removed her to the place where witches are said to go, 
befell her. It is solemnly stated in that neighborhood 
that she had made a compact with the Evil One, on prom
ise of certain powers, he agreeing to not “claim her soul” 
so long as her feet touched the earth, or remained within 
three feet of the same. This accounted for the one-story, 
rambling house above referred to, the long shed without 
flooring, etc. Mrs. J. might be alive to-day had she not 
forgotten her pactus with the Evil One, and refrained 
from mounting a wagon of manure, thus standing over 
three feet above ground, and, besides, riot on soil. The 
Doctor reports that she was suddenly hurled from the 
wagon, and when picked up it was discovered that her 
neck was broken.

As to any such compact with an evil spirit T know not; 
BUT I DO KNOW THAT ALL I HAVE RELATED 
ABOVE IS IN STRICT ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
TRUTH. Though a number of years have since passed, 
every happening therewith connected is too vivid in my 
memory to be forgotten. I have since delved in things 
occult, for over a quarter of a century, and know more 
than I did then, and, hence, can solve the puzzle some
what more to my satisfaction, but still I ask the kind 
reader’s assistance in unravelling the above experience. 
I REPEAT MY ASSURANCE THAT I HAVE REN
DERED A TRUTHFUL ACCOUNT, ON WHICH I 
STAKE MY HONOR. INDEED, I DARE NOT TELL 
ALL THAT HAPPENED—THEN AND AFTER
WARDS—FOR FEAR OF COMMENT.

NUMA NUMANTIUS.

THANKFUL.

I have .clothes, a well-filled stomach and a pleasant place to 
sleep,

And my thankfulness of spirit runs proportionately deep.
There are people who are freezing, and are hungry to the 

core,
Who for lack of work and shelter are now sleeping out of 

door. ■ ■ ■ ■: ■. ■ ■ ■ ■■
When I see the mansions gaudy, and provided with the best, 
I am thankful that "good fortune" has a brother being 

blessed. > ' .
But I wonder that “good fortune” with so many things 

store, —
Gives one plenty while another starves and freezes out 

„ door. ■ ■ ■ ■
When I see the stately churches where the wealthy go 

pray

In

of

to

That the "meek and lowly Jesus might their sins all wash 
away," . ■ •...... . ■ ■ . ■

When the means might be expended for the good of mortals 
' more,

I feel sorry for the wealthy who must plead at heaven’s door.
I feel thankful there is justice in the somewhere and some
” time, ■

And the thought uplifts my spirit with a radiance subllpe, 
For the Present seems so partial, with the good things In its 

store— ... • ’
All to few men, while their brothers freeze in hunger Out of

door. DR. T. WILKINS.
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SPIRITS AS CAUSES OF VICE
A Careful and Critical Examination of 

the Subject.

Any mystical, psuedo-religlous sys
tem, or advanced spiritual philosophy 
(whether it be Spiritualism, the New 
Thought, Christian Science, Theosophy 
or Quietism) which purposely ignores 
a thorough analysis, and Investigation 
into the real psychological causes of 
vice, sin, and crime, will always bei 
treated with moral suspicion.

The first question asked is this, viz., 
is the system morally clean? Not is tha 
philosophy of the system infallibly 
true? '

If it is not clean the people declare 
that they do not want it in their fam
ilies.

The fact that our special revereuca 
for the unseen, and our love for the 
marvelous is so great, that we would 
sooner worship, and become the pupils 
of tlie most foul and ignorant spirit out 
of his skin, than the wisest and clean
est saint in it, does not change the mat
ter in the eyes of the public.

Spiritualism is both objectivé and 
subjective. In the objective sense, a 
spirit may be a cause of vice, as when 
a person is obsessed.

In the subject sense, some psycholog
ical force of one’s own soul may be a 
vicious cause.

This view is not flattering. In this 
last sense a standard of moral responsi
bility is fixed. Let us take our medi
cine bravely. It may do no harm, if it 
does no good, to call attention to the 
psychological fact that the human pas
sions of jealousy, lust, despair and hate 
were, by the Jews, personified as spir
itual entities, in James 4:5, Numbers 
51:17, and other places.

This view belongs strictly to the 
phase of subjective Spiritualism, 1. e., 
as distinct from the objective phase of 
obsession.

In the former case, the person is sim
ply self-deceived, drawn away from 
common sense, and enticed by the spirit 
entity of their own personal lust, wheth
er it be jealousy, avarice, fear, hate, or 
the desire for power or sexual conquest.

In the objective experience they are 
drawn away, and enticed and over
powered by deceiving spirit entities, 
which besiege them from without, and 
which spirits are animated by one or, 
the other of the above passions. .

Let us continue to bravely take our 
own medicine.

Let us frankly admit, however, that 
all the danger to wrong .doing does not 
come from without; that not being in
fallible (ethical beings) that there may 
be such a thing as a capacity for self
deception in every human heart that 
beats.

That human moral evolution Implies 
(in the very term itself) the former ex
istence of immoral psychological states, 
out of which morals and ethics were 
evolved.

This question is one which belongs to 
thé sphere of subjective Spiritualism. 
It concerns the moral condition of my 
own spirit—not that of a guide. Sub
jective Spiritualism, therefore, is re
lated to all those moral and ethical con
ditions relating to my own moral re
sponsibility. In this sense my own 
fierce, savage passions I personify as 
the spirits,, which are the natural 
causes of my vices.

My savage ancestors of the zoological 
garden knew nothing of morals. My 
ethics are an evolution. Those who 
have descender! from the archangels 
had a better start. But I was not per
mitted to come that way. I had coma 
the way of the savage races and tha 
zoological gardens. I had a bad begin
ning; this is why Darwin took so much 
pains to declare the nature of my an
cestry; for a good man’s pedigree is 
little hunted up. If 1 have the seeds of 
savage, cruel and unjust passions lurk
ing within (the elements of my own 
subjective Spiritualism) I know where 
they came from; so does Darwin. This 
is a grim historic fact—not humor or 
romance. Let us be thorough-going 
with our view of evolution, or let it 
alone.

Suppose, then, that I persist in per
sonifying the left-over elements of my 
own savage passions, as the spirits, 
which are the natural evolutionary 
causes of my vices, what then? Well, 
it necessitates a thorough analysis and 
investigation into the real psychological 
causes of the vices of my savage an
cestors, as well as those of my own.

The lives of my ancestors of the zoo
logical gardens, and my own life, there
fore, began with passions, not with con
ceptions of the intellect, or with the 
perceptions of sensation, viz., the child 
at birth begins with hunger, fear r->d 
anger, which are passions—not \ .h 
conceptions of the intellect or sensa
tions. of the senses.

In this sense vice has five distinct 
stages of psychological growth,

1. The stage of hereditary and self
developed passion, i. e., as of vices 
which originate in the passions of hun-„ 
ger, fear, anger, hate, jealousy, love ofc 
domination, avarice, sex, the seeds of 
which are in every Spiritualist, living 
and dead.

2. The stage of the sensations of tha 
senses, 1. e., of seeing, hearing, touch
ing, smelling, tasting.

3. The stage of the conceptions of 
intellect, I. e., of vicious thoughts, men
tal images, ideas, generic Images, in
ferior concepts, Superior concepts. A 
continuous line of vice-thought always 
leads to action.

4. The stage of temperament, habit 
or disposition.

5. The acquired stage of Impulsive, 
self-deceptive secret pleasures; secret
ly enjoyed for years.

Now, my own spirit, and every devel
oped obsessing spirit that has ever 
lived on earth, had their natures devel
oped—whether for lofty virtue or de
grading vice—according to the above 
five psychological laws. Therefore, to 
know anything intelligently of spirits, 
aa causes of vices, wo must study and 
teach the elements of their psychology, 
as a means of moral self-protection. To 
evade or Ignore these unflattering stud
ies of human nature is as unwise as it 
Is to neglect the careful examination of 
the sewerage plumbing of a cholera in
vested district

SALVARONA.
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The. Heavens. Such Being the Case, Every Spiritualist should Contribute Something to Sustain Those Mediums who have worn themselves out in behalf of 
our cause. Common humanity, common decency, the angel world, and the ordinary sense of duty demand that our aged and infirm workers should be cared for. Read 

1S* ■^jQn§i^ey,s appeal on the second page, and let it touch the strings of your purse as well as of your heart. Do not wait to do good by your will. Do it right now.
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One of the Most Remarkable Occult Experiences the World Has Ever Seen
A WEIRD OCCULT EXPERIENCE.
As Related by Numa Numantius, a Proni’ 

inent Chicago Physician.
The improbable sometimes occurs. It 

- did.in this case. The writer is well 
known to the editor of The Progres
sive Thinker, who does not believe 
him to be insane or laboring under an 
hallucination. Some twenty-five years 
ago he related to many his remarkable 
experiences as detailed in this com
munication, and with a sincerity that 
could not fail to carry conviction. His 
wife, a most estimable'lady, who was 
with him, declares most emphatically 
that all the incidents connected with 
this narrative are true. The fact that 
the medium, Home, was levitated ón 
one occasion, carried along in mid-air 
by the spirits, and that the passage of 
matter through matter has been re
peatedly proven, brings within the 
range of possibility every statement 
made by Numa Numantius. That the 
central figure in this narrative pos
sessed wonderful occult powers, was 
known to many.

In 1872 I;was located (in medical practice) within 
thirty miles of:Chicago, on a farm, 'among fanners— 
plain, honest people and Ilie best of neighbors.

My circuit covered an extensive area, and my wife was 
wont to accompany me during those long and otherwise 
monotonous rides.. ’Thus, one afternoon we were nearing 
the farm of a Mrs. J., whose house was situated directly 
on the highroad, opposite an unpainted, deserted church 
—a gloomy enough neighborhood. . .

Mrs. J’s. son was then under my care for a fractured 
thigh, having just recovered from a similar accident to 
his left forearm,. The direct causes of these consecutive 
fractures were almost universally laid to the worthy dame 
herself, or to her “evil eye,” which, in the opinion of 
most people was able to work damage at a distance. Let 
me explain: ‘ .
_ Mrs. J. was known to old and young as the “EVIL- 
E1ED WITCH,” and was shunned by all, because of her 
supposed ability to bewitch anyone by her disliked. 
Everybody was in actual terror of tliis woman. The 
reader must remember that in those days less was known 
of things occult, and, besides, I then was an out and out 
materialist, consequently illy prepared to cope with such 
matters. ■ : : : k '

The public dislike of this woman I explained through 
her repugnant physique, carrying her right shoulder “a 
la Richard the Third.” She' as if in mock reverence, 
bent her “off knee” in a jerky manner, stumbling more 
than walking, all the while muttering unintelligible 
words in croaky voice, mayhaps to some invisible entity.

Who knows? .
Her lips, as thin and expressionless as a slit cut in sole 

leather, were never without motion. From her emanated 
iliat weird, witchlike, nonsynjpathetic magnetism, all for 
evil and none for good. . . .

Yes, she looked like a witch, soaked in evil, and one 
could well imagine her besmeared with that Devil’s Oint
ment, supposed to be prepared in unholy confab on the 
Blocksberg, from clergymen’s fat, clergymen who had 
served the devil in heaven’s livery! Her eyes seemed to 
borrow their expression from the devil-fish, and, taken al! 
in all, this woman certainly looked a witch! She was the 
best shunned woman, near and far, amply abused in her 
absence, while most obsequiously flattered when pres
ent. Young and old did homage to the “EVIL-EYED 
ONE.” j

I must go back a little in time, for, previously, I myself 
had witnessed the: wholesale slaughter of a litrer of pigs 
by thia “witch,” the property of her neighbor, a Mr. K. 

i During a professional call at this farmer’s house, I had 
occasion to praise the healthy appearance of a litter of 
pigs. To my astonishment, Mr. K., an unusually intelli
gent farmer, asserted that “nothing can save this litter, 
for the witch has ‘evil-eyed’ them!” Such STUPIDITY 
required correction, and 1 then and there gave vent to 
much “scientific” horror with what he said, but without 
shaking Ins belief in the old woman’s “powers.” As related 
the next day by Mr. K., EVERY PIGLET “TOOK ITS 
LITTLE TAIL BETWEEN ITS TEETH AT SUN
SET, THE DAY PRIOR, AND TWIRLING ABOUT 
FASTER AN D FASTER, DROPPED DEAD." What
killed the pigs I knotv not, but that they were dead I saw 
for myself.

A STRANGE, WEIRD OCCURRENCE.
- Bu,t let us return to our story and relate what hap-

pened at the home of the “witch,” that memorable even
ing:

Mis. J’s. son, Fred, lived with her, so also his little 
wife, who, at all times, presented a well 'pronounced 
“scarey look.” On arriving, 1 hitched my ponies to a 
post outside, asking Mrs. Fred to entertain my wife while 
1 entered the house, a nckety affair, whose timbers ap
peared ever ready to fall apart, but somehow clung to
gether Before that I had passed repeatedly through 
the long and’narrow shed that served as the main en
trance to the living-ioom, but never without a vague sen
sation that forced me to hasten my steps. I always 
chided myself for entertaming such uncanny feelings, 
but there they were! On that day I actually suffered 
while going through the shed and was truly relieved 
when onee in Fred’s room, the “large room” of a farm 
house. But 1 was there doomed to further misery, the 
worst that can befall a physician. Fred bailed me with 
ill-suppressed impatience, showing agony of mind as well 
as of body, hurling all kinds of opprobrium at me. Let 
me here remark that I had bandaged his legs some five 
days prior, in plaster of paris, to prevent too inquisitive 
interference. The bandages, showed no signs of having 
been tampered with, and 1 could not understand Fred’s 
impatient greeting:

“Doctor, I beg of you to come tp me quick. Mother 
and 1 have had a rumpus, and ever since I am in agony. 
Something is the matter with my broken thigh, for there 
is a crawling sensation all over and around it. Mother 
has ‘BE-SPOKEN’ the leg.” In reply I simply felt 
Fred’s pulse, believing him under febrile excitement. 
However, his pulse was normal and the skin moist and 
cool. My sole attention was now turned to the fractured 
limb. I dreaded gangrene and set to chiseling the thigh 
from out its plaster of paris ■incasement.

A MOST HORRIBLE SIGHT DISCLOSED.
1 doubt whether the sudden disappearance of that very 

limb, then and there, would have more confounded me 
than the horrible sight before me when the bandages fell 
from the thigh. ’THERE. IN ALL THEIR SLIM\ 
HELLISHNESS, CRAWLED OVER AND ABOUT 
THE THIGH AND BEDDING, WHITE -WORMS 
FROM ONE^O TWO INCHES LONG! These worms 
were different "froip those 1 had ever seen, in hospitals 
and on battle-fields, where wounds had to be neglected 
from various causes. It must also be remembered that 
this was a simple fracture, without even the slightest 
scratch accompanying it.

How did all this happen, or was it an illusion?
To me and to Fred those worms at that time ACT

UALLY EXISTED. They were there to my litter be
wilderment aiid I had not yet regained that menial equi
librium so necessary to a physician, when a low mocking 
laugh behind me caused me to turn and recognize Mrs. 
J. She seemed to enjoy the situation, but soon quieted 
me with the assurance that the worms were caused in no

Entirely then ^acquainted with occult possibilities, I 
let fly at him my undisguised disgust, and after reviewing 
m cutting ndiculp.all he had said, 1 left his presence and 
joined my wife, waiting for me in the garden fronting 
the house. Bidding adieu to Fred’s wife, we were soon 
seated in the phaeton, getting ready to leave, I thankful 
for the supei stition-'djastroying rays that science, by a not 
to be overestimated'chance, had ensconced into iny 
thought-box! Nèveg'had proud aristocrat so thoroughly 
despised the low-borfl as I on that eve those “benighted 
plebeians!” But, ray punishment was to come.
A MOST EXTRAORDINARY MANIFESTATION.

While about to'stpj't the ponies, ever ready to answer 
the whip, Mrs. J., suddenly appealed from behind the 
phaeton, and, with a peculiar distant expression in her 
eyes, passed about-the team in a circle. This procedure 
was a sort of “Devil s Good-bye,” and introductory to as 
bad a night as Go^ ever pennits the devil to torment de
fenseless man with!. ■ ■

Attempting to sjart, I found to my utter dismay, that 
every encouraging.word and even the whip’s convincing 
lash failed to induce the horses to stir, though PREVI
OUSLY WILLING AND NEVER BALKY. My at
tempts proving futjle/I turned to the old hag, who then 
waved her bony hand mt us, apparently in high glee, 
screaming: “NEXT? TIME DON’T GIVE ADVICE TO 
MY FAMILY; AND REMEMBER THAT IT IS 
OFTEN DANGEROUS TO BLOW WHERE IT 
BURNS YOU NOT-. YOJI MAY KNOW. A FEW 
BOOKS, DOCTOR, BU<T I CAN DO MUCH THAT 
YOUR WISDOM CANNOT EXPLAIN!” With an en
ergetic wave of her.sinewy hand, .retracing her steps, 
around our phaetófy she finished her tirade, shouting: 
“Go on, doctor, go op! You will shortly be in greater 
danger than this!” .
MORE WONDERFUL OCCULT MANIFESTATIONS

Onward the ponies ¡sped, apparently relieved, and we 
were glad to ha'ye tfye distance betwixt us and the “witch” 
increased. By this-ii<no evening had set in and wé has
tened on, yearningjtprLp.fliP. .

Such is dhe:'blessyig.lo/Hi.good..wifer that soon, under 
her quieting influeng^the^ibove occurrence was no more 
thought of! We'.’wej:®-chatting of future plans, of our 
contemplated refurà Chicago, when, suddenly, without 
the slightest warning, the ponies stopped short, standing 
stock stijl, 'at. the sgme time trembling violently, as if 
shaken by sòme controlling force?“ At first our thoughts 
did not recur to the “Jwitch” and her threat, BUT WHEN 
THE HORSES, BUGGY AND CONTENTS, ALL OF 
IT AND US, WERE UNMISTAKABLY RAISED 
FROM THE GROUND,, REMAINING THUS 
AfLOAT, VIOLENTLY SHAKING, I WAS FOR 
THE FIRST1 TIME INCLINED TO CONSIDER THE
POSSIBILITIES OF •WITCHCRAFT! While arguing 
the point with my ¡wife, I chanced to look down at the 
wheels. The sight thdt there met my eyes added not towise through.-my neglect, but that she simply wished ' .

“Freddie” to respect his “mammy” more and to call her I nj valor, for at each, Wheel I plainly discerned a’ dwarf,
less^names. She added: “I regret causing you this extra 
trouble doctor,” but, gone she was, shambling out of the 
room through the gloomy shed into the yard and beyond. 
While my eyes followed her as she passed out of sight, 
back to her work on the farm, a shout of surprise from 
Fred called me back to my duty. My patient pointed to 
his injured limb, where not a worm or trace thereof could 
be seen! His mother had not fully entered the room, re
maining in the doorway. Her position even obstructed 
full view of the leg and its condition. Yet GONE THEY 
WERE, every single worm, leaving the limb clean and 
ready for my surgical duties. . . .

Where did these worms come from?
Where did they go to? . ■ ' ■ ’
What, indeed, had they been? ........

SEND THE RED COCK ON THE ROOF.
Pulling myself together best I could, I rebandaged the 

leg, while Fred aired his long pent up feelings by the re
cital of the weird happenings there, as strange occur
rences in “BLACK MAGIC” as perhaps were ever re
counted to mortal. Even the recent death of a brother 
he believed the work of entities servile to his mother, for 
that death was prognosticated by the “witch” exactly as 
it happened. At another time, when that brother re
fused to advance money, Mrs. J. threatened that if the 
same was not handed to her by Wednesday, she would 
“SEND THE RED COCK ON HIS ROOF,” at midnight 
of that day. Though Jim’s house was situated on Mil
waukee avenue in Chicago, some thirty miles distant, and' 
his mother did not leave her farm, a fire actually started 
on the roof, but was readily extinguished, after which 
the “witch” promptly received the money.

Fred tearfully referred to his little wife, who was rap
idly failing amidst such depressing surroundings and be
cause of the shameful treatment she received from the 
old hag. I advised Fred to leave his mother and take his 
wife with him to Chicago, there to manfully work, and 
in peace and happiness support her, as in duty bound. 
His other remarks, touching on black magic, I also met, 
but with pity and scorn, doing my best to reach his “be
nighted pate” with sufficient of the “light of this enlight
ened century” to meet and overcome all such “medieval 
nonsense.”

All my pains were for nothing, for Fred implored me 
to keep my counsel and to not further raise his mother’s 
ite. “For,” as he added, “she hears every word you say.”

Pointing to his mother working some five hundred feet 
distant ortthe farm, Fred further explained:

“IN SOMf STRANGE MANNER MOTHER FEELS 
WHAT PEOPLE THINK, AND I AM POSITIVE 
THAT SHE NOW KNOWS ALL YOU SAID’ AND 
ALL YOU THINK, FOR, FROM MY CHILDHOOD 
UP SHE ALWAYS KNEW MY THOUGHTS AND 
THERE WAS NO ESCAPE FROM HER.”

or humanlike “something” real as life, of stubby but 
strong build, lifting-with all its might, and evidently the 
cause of the shaking-lip we were still .undergoing. All 
efforts at making tpe/horses stir proved without avail,
and in my despair, braving the consequences, I jumped 
from the phaeton, to personally examine matters. The 
“something” had vanished; at least I saw them no more. 
But I found the ponies and the wheels still some half
foot from the ground,'suspended in the air. I repeatedly 
passed my hands unddr the horses’ hoofs and the wheels, 
scarcely believing what'my senses of sight and touch how 
plainly demonstrated,!1 I attempted to turn a wheel, but, 
though suspended afloat in air, it would not move. •: "

After a hurried consultation with my wife, whose 
bravery under such tjyjug circumstances was certainly re
markable, I returned to the phaeton, she finally agreeing 
to leave the buggy. In stepping out her dress caught, se
curing her directly,'between the large wheels, at which 
moment the buggy.lowered suddenly to the ground and 
the horses took a film to the left, bringing the wheels 
closely together, wiflpn a few inches, certain to crush 
my wife’s body, as sli^was still held there. I remember 
her piercing shriefehut cannot recall aught else, save 
that I saw my wife to the ground. A hasty examina
tion revealed no injury;l

How was my wife^aved from being crushed to death?
We both positively Jjnow that she was between the 

wheels while they met$' the distance between them being 
less than two inches; iWe cannot explain,' though we 
know these things to;have happened. '

floating Across ajjeep ravine.
■ ■ ■ .* ' ■
We were quite ajjlistanpe from home and so were 

forced to return to tibejphiieton, The spell seemed to be 
off and we sped up^he steep road, both sides of which 
bordered with deep^iaviuies, cut by the rains of many 
years. It was as if spipe intelligent force suddenly delib
erately headed the toisesiitowarMs and over the ravine to 
the right, some twenty orsjnore feet deep. Though the 
buggy and ponies touched'fhe ground while oil the road, 

• we now floated across’this ifleep ravine, and thus returned 
without touching itiityftteip.

I may as well remark right here that the next morning, 
accompanied by a number of farmers and others, the 
tracks of the horses feetalid of the wheels could be plain
ly distinguished oipgthe jjoad and also where the tehm 
had turned towardsflthff flavine and back again. These 
tracks led to the ravine’s .edge, and continued on the 
other side, the.-reiurjiigg trades’ equally plain. But the 
closest examination Rid not reveal the least mark at the 
bottom of the ravine,- unrefutably proving that we had 
really floated both'wayh over the ravine. Indeed, had we 
not, and had we fallen-'i&to.said ravine, we could not have 
escaped injury or cvcnRea-th, and, at best could not have

A PREDICTION VERIFIED. ' ” ..
Returning to the road, we concluded to leave the 

horses at the nearest farmhouse, some half-mile distant. 
All spooks and spookery had vanished. Slowly progress
ing, it now became quite dark ere we arrived at the farm. 
My wife was now seized with a great dread lest some
thing evil should befall me at the farmer’s, and urged me 
to pass by and on. But what could I do? It was im
practical to lead the horses home, a mile or more, and I 
rapped at the rear door of the farm-house, several times 
without recognition. About to try once more, the door 
suddenly flew open, revealing the farmer, Mr. F., with 
gun pointed at me and evidently about to fire! My wife’s 
shriek and the fortunate intervention of Mrs. F., re
called the fellow to his senses, and, as if combatting with 
some unseen influence, he threw the gun far from him, 
evidently relieved, sinking exhausted to the floor, his 
blanched cheeks evidencing the turmoil that shook his 
powerful frame. When we had sufficiently recovered 
from our surprise, Mr. F., related how an hour or so be
fore, he had strangely been forced to take down that old 
gun from a hook where it had been forgotten for many 
years, to clean and load it, and, finally to point it at me, 
with every intent to kill. He had not recognized me at 
first, though we were old. acquaintances, until my wife’s 
shriek saved him from murder. And, thus, the “witch’s” 
threat, that 1 would be in greater danger that very night, 
became verified.

Strange to say, the farmer and his wife ridiculed us 
for our “superstitious fears,” when informed of our expe
riences, and Air. F., proposed to drive our team to my 
home that very night. Wisely, I had kept from him the 
more occult aspect of our adventures, merely stating that 
our ponies were balky, due, possibly, to Mrs. J’s. influ
ence. But, whenever this couple was ready to start, 
armed with a large lantern, a sudden whiff of wind, com
ing from nowhere, extinguished the light, and in the en
suing darkness the same manifestations occurred that 
had confronted us! The farmer was tenacious and tried 
again and again, hitching the ponies to a heavy box 
wagon, but such was the deviltry sure to follow, that 
these worthy people now peremptorily refused to harbor 
either of us or our team for the night! “You are both 
possessed of the devil,” was thfeif invariable answer to 
our request to kqep our team over night. Finally I pre
vailed on him tlFcall on a neighbor, who, ignorant of the 
trouble, agreed to take the horses to his farm. Nothing 
further'bccurrcd than that we had to walk home, our 
hearts and heads laboring under conflicting emotions.

THE FINAL END OF THE WITCH.
The above happened years ago and the reader may 

wish to know what has become of the “witch.” It is but 
a few months since that a physician, my successor there, 
wrote me of the sudden demise of Mrs. J. To my knowl
edge, she was an old woman thirty years ago, and Lam 
assured that she looked no older when the accident that 
removed her to the place where witches are said to go, 
befell her. It is solemnly stated in that neighborhood 
that she had made a compact with the Evil One, on prom
ise of certain powers; he agreeing to not “claim her soul” 
so long as her feet touched the earth, or'remaincd within 
three feet of the same. This accounted for the one-story, 
rambling house above referred to, the long shed without 
flooring, etc. Mrs. J. might be alive to-day had she not 
forgotten her pactus with the Evi! One, and refrained 
from mounting a wagon of manure, thus standing over 
three feet above ground, and, besides, not on soil. The 
Doctor reports that she was suddenly hurled from the 
wagon, and when picked up it was discovered that her 
neck was broken. <

As to any such compact with an evil spirit I know not; 
BUT I DO KNOW THAT ALL I HAVE RELATED 
ABOVE IS IN STRICT ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
TRUTH. Though a number of years have since passed, 
every happening therewith connected is too vivid in my 
memory to be forgotten. I have since delved in things 
occult, for over a quarter of a century, and know more 
than I did then, and, hence, can solve the puzzle some
what more to my satisfaction, but still I ask the kind 
reader’s assistance in unravelling the above experience. 
I REPEAT MY ASSURANCE THAT I HAVE REN
DERED A TRUTHFUL ACCOUNT, ON WHICH I 
STAKE MY HONOR. INDEED, I DARE NOT TELL 
ALL THAT HAPPENED—THEN AND AFTER
WARDS—FOR FEAR OF COMMENT.

NUMA NUMANTIUS.

THANKFUL.

[have clothes, a well-filled stomach and a pleasant place to 
sleep, ■ . ■

And my thankfulness of spirit runs proportionately deep.
There are people who are freezing, and are hungry to the 

core, ■■ ■ ■ . ■■ ■ • ■ ■
Who for lack of work and shelter are now sleeping out of 

door. >
When T see the mansions gaudy, and provided with the best, 
I am thankful that “good fortune" has ' ' '

blessed. ’
But I wonder that "good fortune" with 

store,
Gives one plenty while another starves 
, door.

a brother being

so many things 

and freezes out

in

of

left the ravine coining day.

When I see the stately churches where the wealthy go
' pray ■ ' ■ . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

to

That the “meek and lowly Jesus might their sins all wash 
• away," ■ •- •

When the means might be expended for the good of mortals 
more,

I feel sorry for the wealthy who must plead at heaven’s door.
I feel thankful there is justice in the somewhere and some- 

~ time, ’ -
And the thought uplifts my spirit with a radiance sublime, 
For the Present seems so partial, with the good things in its 

store— ‘ ’
All to few men, while their brothers freeze in hunger out of

door. DR. T. WILKINS.

O

SPIRITS AS CAUSES OF VICE
A Careful and Critical Examination of, 

the Subject.

Any mystical, psuedo-religlous sys
tem, or advanced spiritual philosophy 
(whether it be Spiritualism, the New 
Thought, Christian Science, Theosophy 
or Quietism) which purposely ignores 
a thorough analysis, and Investigation 
into the real psychological causes of 
vice, sin, and crime, will always ba 
treated with moral suspicion.

The first question asked is this, viz., 
is the system morally clean? Not is the 
philosophy of the system Infallibly 
true? '

If it is not clean the people declare 
that they do not want It in their fam
ilies.

The fact that our special reverence 
for the unseen, and our love for the 
marvelous is so great, that we would 
sooner worship, and become the pupils 
of the most foul and ignorant spirit out 
of his skin, than the wisest and clean
est saint In it, does not change the mat
ter in the eyes of the public.

Spiritualism is both objectivé and 
subjective. In the objective sense, a 
spirit may be a cause of vice, as when 
a person is obsessed.

In the subject sense, some psycholog
ical force of one’s own soul may be a 
vicious cause.

This view Is not flattering. In this 
last sense a standard of moral responsi
bility is fixed. Let us take our medi
cine bravely, it may do no harm, If it 
does no good, to call attention to the 
psychological fact that the human pas
sions of jealousy, lust, despair and hate 
were, by the Jews, personified as spir
itual entitles, in James 4:5, Numbers 
51:17, and other places.

This view belongs strictly to the 
phase of subjective Spiritualism, 1. e„ 
as distinct from the objective phase of 
obsession.

In the former case, the person Is sim
ply self-deceived, drawn away from 
common sense, and enticed by the spirit 
entity of their own personal lust, wheth
er it be jealousy, avarice, fear, hate, or 
the desire for power or sexual conquest.

In the objective experience they are 
drawn away, and enticed and over
powered by deceiving spirit entities, 
which besiege them from without, and 
which spirits are animated by one or. 
the other of the above passions. .

Let us continue to bravely take our 
own medicine.

Let us frankly admit, however, that 
all the danger to wrong doing does not 
come from without; that not being in
fallible (ethical beings) that there may 
be such a thing as a capacity for self
deception in every human heart that 
beats.

That human moral evolution implies 
(in the very term itself) the former ex
istence of Immoral psychological states, 
out of which morals and ethics were 
evolved.

This question is one which belongs to 
the sphere of subjective Spiritualism. 
It concerns the moral condition of my 
own spirit—not that of a guide. Sub
jective Spiritualism, therefore; is re
lated to all those moral and ethical con
ditions relating to my own moral re
sponsibility. In this sense my own 
fierce, savage passions I personify as 
the spirits,v which are the natural 
causes of my vices.

My savage ancestors of the zoological 
garden knew nothing of morals. My 
ethics are an evolution. Those who 
have descended from the archangels 
had a better start. But I was not per
mitted to come that way. I had come 
the way of the savage races and the 
zoological gardens. I had a bad begin
ning; this is why Darwin took so muck 
pains to declare the nature of my an
cestry; for a good man’s pedigree is 
little hunted up. If 1 have the seeds bf 
savage, cruel and unjust passions lurk
ing within (the elements of my own 
subjective Spiritualism) ¡ know where 
they came from; so does Darwin. This 
is a grim historic fact—not humor or 
romance. Lot us be thorough-going 
with our view of evolution, or let It 
alone.

Suppose, then, that 1 persist in per
sonifying the left over elements of my 
own savage passions, as the spirits, 
which are the natural evolutionary 
causes of my vices, what then? Well, 
It necessitates a thorough analysis and 
investigation into the real psychological 
causes of the vices of my savage an
cestors, as well as those of my own.

The lives of my ancestors of the zoo
logical gardens, and my own life, there
fore, began with passions, not with con
ceptions of the intellect, or with the 
perceptions of sensation, viz., the child 
at birth begins with hunger, fear r->d 
anger, which are passions—not v h 
conceptions of the intellect or sensa
tions of the senses.

In this sense vice has five distinct 
stages of psychological growth.

1. The stage of hereditary and self
developed passion, 1. e., as of vices 
which originate in the passions of hun
ger, fear, anger, hate, jealousy, love of0 
domination, avarice, sex, the seeds of 
which are In every Spiritualist, living 
and dead.

2. The stage of the sensations of the 
senses, 1. e., of seeing, hearing, touch
ing, smelling, tasting.

3. The stage of the conceptions of 
intellect, 1. e„ of vicious thoughts, men
tal images, ideas, generic Images, In
ferior concepts, Superior concepts. A 
continuous line of vice-thought always 
leads to action.

4. The stage of temperament, habit 
or disposition.

5. The acquired stage of impulsive, 
self-deceptive secret pleasures; secret
ly enjoyed for years.

Now, my own spirit, and every devel
oped obsessing spirit that has ever 
lived on earth, had their natures devel
oped—whether for lofty virtue or de
grading vice—according to the above 
five psychological laws. Therefore, to ’ 
know anything intelligently of spirits, ' 
as causes of vices, wo must study and 
teach the elements of their psychology, 
as a means of moral self-protection. To 1 
bvade .or Ignore these unflattering stud
ies of human nature Is as unwise as it 
is to neglect the careful examination of ’ 
the sewerage plumbing of a chblera In
vested district. 1 :
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Influence.

I

give ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS 
the Mediums' Relief Fund ot the N.

To the Spiritualists at Large:—A' 
generous offer has been made by a 
prominent Spiritualist in this city to

to 
S.

smokestask and watchtower fiso many 
feet above the water, all passengers 
were on deck, breathlessly watching, as

To the Editor: —In the sunny and far
away land of Cuba. “The Pearl of the 
Antilles," many readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker are spending the win-

Lyceuni during the four years of its 
existence. ■

fl VERY 
IMPORTANT CALL 

IS MADE.
GENEROUS OFFER, AND A CALL' 

TO SPIRITUALISTS.

existence.: . ‘
“Spiritualism tells us to live In har- 

monv with one another—to 'do unto I were vu «ova, o,—“there as we wouldTmtTey Should do they.reallzed that the distance between 
- - - - - - - them and th© historic city of Havana,

A

THE FROORBSSÏVB THINKER
: ' .- - ' . ,  r-     I;^'il11.'1.™*—

tas of General Interest in Connection with Spiritualism.
since writing my last letter to,The I Mamie Pease. Then came 

Pro JressIre I Thinker I- have done con- tious ot the older children 
rroywiivvi...............mmrI from 10 rostra of aee to 17. Whuidei'ubie wandering, visiting, manr 

towns and trying to spread the good 
> word as best 1 can. As the towns visit
ed are too numerous to mention in one 
letter, I will coniine myself to the work 
of the last ten days, as to my mind the 
most Important features have arisen in.

Mar. 39,1904.

the ora- 
ranging

from 10 years of age to 17, which show
' value the work of theed to Jta lullest

So important is this phase of the 
work that I hope you will publish this 
part of my report, at least, verbatim: 
The first little speaker was Miss Annie 
Whitwell, aged 10. Very slight and 
childish she looked, with her bright 
golden hair and blue eyes, but strong 
and clear was her voice as she spoke to 
us .on “Spirit Return."

“Mr. President and Friends:—I would 
like to tell you something'about “Spir
it Return." I think everyone ought to 
know about It. If my papa and mamma 
were to go to the spirit world I would be 
very sorry to lose them, but It would be 
much harder if I thought they had gone 
away from me forever, and could never 
come back to me., But you see I know

CUBA-ITS WONDERS. NEW BOOK.such as knives and forks, and all cloth
ing. The climate being mild the op
pressed people allowed their children to 
go without clothing until it became a 
custom ot the country. •

There is so much to see and describe 
that we must turn regretfully away 
from the fascinating city of Havana, 
and go 350 miles Eastward. We take 
the Cuban Central railroad, passing 
through the provinces of Havana, Ma
tanzas and Santa Clara into Camaguey. 
Here we leave the main line of railroad 
and take the Puerto Principe and Nue- 
vitas railroad, whose terminus has a 
line of New York steamers. We get 
oft at Canet, a most flourishing Amer
ican colony with a genuine American 
hotel kept by F. M. Gates and wife, as
sisted by Mrs, L. A. Henderson, all of 
Detroit. The colonists are rapidly 
building homes and in a land where or
anges, bananas, pineapples and vege
tables grow spontaneously, and cattle 
graze all the year round, success is as
sured. The company has been organ
ized one year, controls 1,800 acres of 
land and owns its horses, mules and 
agricultural implements. E. E. Car
penter’s Southern home is in process of 
construction, and Mr. Cole and Dr. 
■Ford are drawing plans, and will build

Psychic Light
BY MRS. DRAKE.

SPIRITUALISTS TAKING POSSES
SION OF THE ISLAND.

Mrs. Marian Carpenter Holds the First! 

Spiritualist Meeting There. .

selves, and to say that they show what 
has been accompiinbeij fcy faithful train
ing in that lyceufe shoal'd bring a blush 
of shame to all who have failed to see 
the need of lyceum work. But to pro
ceed. “Splrltu^!pm,”jjhy. Miss Carrie

“When Christ-tcamq >upon this earth 
and began his teachings.he was under
stood by fqw, and many religions have 
drifted from his teachings. He laid the 
foundation for £>j|ritimUsm—sowed the 
good seed—andAo-day we are reaping 
tho good thoughts, from h|s actions and

"practice makes perfect,” so experience i 
has the same effect upon tlie guides.; 1 
This also refers to the medium. The : 
more a medium is controlled, the easier ■ 
it is for their gudes to handle them to 
a hotter .advantage, and to give a fuller 
understanding of Spiritualism.

“Now to get closer to my subject I 
think it would take something more 
than words to express the value of the 
circle. After attending some half dozen 
services you will see that you will de
sire to come in closer touch with your 
spirit friends. So my, friends, by at
tending circles you can acquire all this, 
and can come in closer contact with 
your loved ones on the other side of life 
than you can by attending public even
ing services. You can also develop me
diumship, if you have mediumistic 
powers within you; furthermore you 
can discuss more fully the many-sub
jects pertaining to Spiritualism than 
you can otherwise.

“It forms a firm and unshaken foun- 
• dation for young manhood and woman

hood—your hungry souls will be fed 
by the wonderful words which come 
from tlie unseen world, and you will 
feel thankful for the couple of hours in 
the week you may chance to spend in 
a circle. It is a place of consolation, 
happiness and good thoughts. -

"Harmony should reign in the heart 
of every person sitting in a circle, for 
with harmony the best results only can 

I be obtained. I myself have at the pres
I ent time the great pleasure to attend a

Important Addition to Our Literature. ’
Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national > 

reputation as a medium. The manifes* 
tatlons given through her mediumship 
have been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: “PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE." It Is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to the 
end. it is chockful of stirring inci
dents. Price of this large volume, only. 
$1.50 postpaid.

ter.
The Detroit party consists of E. H. 

I Carpenter and wife, Mrs. Marian Car
penter; W. B. Cole and wife, Dr. C. E. 
Ford, and wife, and F. M. Gates and 
wife, also Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Carpen
ter and E. U. Carpenter of Gaylord, 
Mich., Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Baldwin, of 
Grand Rapids, and Mrs. Ellen Randolph,

they could come to me, and if. I were to. 
go to the spirit world 1 could still be- 
home with papa and mamma. YOU 
SEE WE DO NOT DIE, BECAUSE 
THERE is NO DEATH; and we no not 
go away; we just stay at home, where 
we love to be.

"It is called ‘Spirit Return’ because 
people used to think the spirits went 
a long way off to heaven, but they don t 
have to do that; they just stay at home 
and love their papa and mamma like

good deeds. .
“We may pay that the Fox Sisters, 

had tlie first rappings; they may be the' 
first to make their gift of Spiritualism 
known to the people.!'' Spiritualism ex
isted long before Christ was born, but 
the people who were gifted with spirit 
return, or who wfere possessed by 
Satan, as the ignorant people called it, 
who could talk, with their departed 
dead, kept their belief a secret for fear 
that the-ruler of .their country or some 
other religion would put them out of

of Delaware. O. ,
The trip through the south and across 

the Gulf was uneventful and uninterest
ing. But when our little ship sailed 
through the narrow neck of the harbor, 
under the shadow of the uncompromis
ing and stately Morrp Castle, pash the 
ancient pnd frowning Fort Cabanas, 
and neared the Ill-fated Maine, whose

tl Leaving home in answer to the calls 
received, 1 visited Pepin, Wis., and 
spokpto the good people there, I found 
a very desirable refuge in the home 
Bro. and Sister Foster, and learned that 
wherever we go we may find noble 
souls who, are striving to unfold the 
higher elements of character to the best 
advantage. To say I was royally treat
ed In this pleasant home would not ex
press my feelings. Good companion
ship in the form, good companionship 
from tlie spirit-side of life, and then the 
Spiritual papers in abundance—Ine 
Progressive Thinker Library , and a 
number of those Royal Roycrof thpoles 
turned .out by Elbert Hubbard and hip 
co-workers. What more could a man
Jiungry for the world’s best thought, 
^nipoke in the very comfortable hall 

. which was placed at my disposal, and 
had a fine audience the first night then 
the second evening, what an audience 
greeted me and made me feel that Hpn- 
ituallsm was not devoid of interest to 
hungry souls yet. The hall was crowd
ed, and nowhere have I received any 
better attention than here. So pleased 
was'I with my reception that I imme- 
dlately threatened to visit them again, 
and shall'certainly do so.

The next point was Porcupine, Wis. 
'After a merry ride of fourteen miles 
with the representative of “Uncle Bam 
1 arrived at this little village, and in the 
evening held forth in the school house. 
A goodly number of seekers held down 
the seats, and gave me all the attention 
I could desire, on Wednesday evening. 
Thursday it stormed heavily, but in
spite of the inclement weather, the 
school was filled with people who came 
from I know not where. There is not 
much to see in Porcupine, but they “0 
have people in goodly numbers. While 
here I was entertained by Bro. and Bis
ter Chas. Myers, who are old-time Bpir- 
ituallsts. A feature of the meetings 
there was unusual in my experience. I 

' had been talking some time, and look
ing at my watch discovered that my 
tongue had been “wagging” for nearly 
an hour and a half. I was surprised, as 
it had not seemed so long. I remarked 
on the fact and said it was time to stop, 
when a gentleman spoke up quickly, 
saying, “turn your watch back and go 
on.” Well, Bro. Francis, I had known 
of things that pleased me less than that 
did, and I simply mention the occur
rence to show that the people are eager 
for light upon this most fascinating sub
ject. I wish to add further that if a 
really first-class medium and speaker 
will go there they will give him, or her, 
even better attention than they gave

they used to do in the body, and they 
enjoy God, too, because you know God _ . .
is everywhere. So I think you all circle; it has given me a truer and no
should know of ‘spirit return.' bier view of this grand religion called

“It exists whether we know it or Spiritualism and has made me an en- 
not, and it gives so much comfort and tirely afferent young man than I was 
happiness when we do know of it. two years ago when ! first took to In- 
Then it will help little folks to lead a vestigatlng this religion.
good life. Perhaps mamma or papa is I “The power of understanding was 
watching them from the spirit world, slow at first, but during the last year 
1 know I would not like my pa or ma to I have learned and made more progress 
see me do anything very naughty, and 11 than ever before. It has given me a 
think if all you papas and mammas who broader thought, of understanding what 
have little folks in the spirit world Spiritualism really is, and I more than 
knew that they could be in your home comprehend what It is to lead the lite 
with you, you would not feel quite so of a true Spirtualist. It is the same 
sad, and when you go out In the world with many other Spiritualists of to-day 
to work you would try to be good, be- as It is in my case. •
cause your little girl is near; and when "As the time is short,-I must come to 
you go to your home in the spirit world I a close, but 1 w.igh to state that I■ sln- 
you will meet and talk to your own lit- cerely wish that many in this hall, In 
tie child again; and I know I would not the days to come will spend a couple 
like my pa to be naughty or unkind. So of hours a week in attending a circle, 
spirit return helps us to be happy and Do so when you have the chance, be- 
good and teaches us that we shall cause it will benefit you, and you will 
some day return to help and comfort never regret having done so I say 
those who are left behind after we pass this with earnestness, because I know it 
to spirit life.” * ♦ • Qf my own experience." » * »

The next oration was that given by Those who listened to the sincere 
Master George Whitwell, aged 17. The tone of the above mentioned young man 
subject upon which he spoke Is the all- could not doubt but that be spoke as he 
Important one of the Lyceum. How well felt. After him came another boy of 
he presented the question can be appre- 1«. whose effort made many of us open 
elated by the following: our eyes in astonishment This was

ri. ■’ Master Joseph Whitwell, Jr., who enter-
l ne Lyceum. talned us by telling us, in simple, well

"Mr. President and Friends:—It is chosen language of the profit to be 
my privilege to speak to you this after- ga[ned by an understanding of -“The 
noon on the benefits of the Lyceum, power of Thought.” ■

unto us.’ Spiritualism says you can 
talk with your loved ones in the Spirit 
World. We know what we are living 
for—we know our mission on this earth. 
We know that these great mechanical 
inventions were.made on the other side 
of life, and then were brought to this 
world, made by some one, who possibly 
did not know . what Spiritualism is, or 
what it was, only that his body was the 
Instrument that the spirits could han
dle to bring out their work, which would 
uplift humanity. We: cannot become a 
Spiritualist simply, because we attend 
Spiritualist meetings, and not under
stand, or take some interest in the ser
vice, nor if we do not live tlie life of 
ah honest man or woman.

"Friend, to prepare for ourselves a 
beautiful home on the other side of life 
we should throw a ray of sunshine into 
a gloomy wandereris path, whose road 
to the dark and silent river is e'er 
shrouded with trouble and misery. He 
who cannot help himself' because he 
was left by tlie roadside under some

“The road of Spiritualism is long and 
narrow; we can bo easily led astray 
from the beautiful path on which we 
have endeavored to remain, and to stick 
to as long as we could. Oli, the road is 
long for the weary wanderer, and many 
a steep he has to-climb to reach his 
long hoped-for destiny. Their paths, as 
they journey on through life, may be 
full of misfortunes, but friends on the 
unseen side of life are ever near them, 
waiting to give them a hand, to help 
them overcome the .obstacles, but are 
shut out by other forces, Part of their 
lives may be shaded with trees and

‘•yours truly."
Friday again found me on the wing. 

Once more a fourteen-mile drive up and 
down the hills with Uncle Sam’s mall 
carrier; then a swift ride by rail, and I 
found myself in “Odd Fellows' Hall," In 
St. Paul, Minn., stowing away the good 
things prepared by the Ladles' Auxil
iary. Hero was in session the Midwin
ter Mass Meeting of the Minnesota

The Lyceum was founded many years "Mr. President and Friends:—I have 
ago by Andrew Jackson Davis, after often heard it said that “thoughts are 
having seen a vision of one, shown to things,” and I believe it to be true, be- 
him from the spirit world. In this vis- caus0 every day I see the effects of 
ion he saw a lyceum composed of chil- thoughts written in the lines of peo- 
dren and grown people, who had passed pie’s faces. To me "Thought" is the 
from our sphere of life to the spirit great principle or foundation on which 
world. They were formed into groups we build our success in life. Every act 
according to their age and knowledge, of our lives js preceded by a thought, 
and each of these groups was taught by and if we allow a bad or wrong thought 
a leader. in our minds and do not try to put It out

Our lyceum in St. Paul is arranged ¡t will certaintly lead to a wring act.
State Spiritualist Association.

A conference conducted by that vet
eran worker, Mrs. C. D, Pruden, of St. 
Paul, opened the sessions. A lively dis
cussion of points relative to the cause 
of 'Spiritualism made the conference of 
interest to all. In the afternoon, a fine 
audience greeted the workers, and I be- 

•' for their attend-lieve felt well repaid 
ance.

Those taking part 
Whitwell, Mrs. 8. M.

were Mrs. J. P. 
Lowell, and your 
Lowell gave thecorrespondent. Mrs. _

address, and was cordially greeted by 
her old friends and admirers. Mrs. 
Whitwell gave the Invocation and I 
gave a few messages from the friends 
beyond the border. The whole pro
gram was interspersed with music and 
song, and presided over by Mr. J. 8.

‘ Maxwell. s, ,
The evening session was well attend

ed. The workers were the Zumbachs, 
In music and song; Mrs. Asa Talcott in
an invocation, Mrs. Eva McCoy of Mar
shalltown, la., and someone else, I be
lieve, whose name has slipped my mind, 
as message bearers, and myself as dis
turber of those who wished to spend a 
portion of their time wrapped in the 
snares of the Siren “Morpheus."

Saturday, Feb. 27.—By this morning’s 
conference, which was presided over by 
Mrs. J. P. Whitwell, the friends who 
began to flock into the hall, were thor
oughly awakened, and began to take 
hold of the work in real earnest The 
subject, "What can we do to promote 
our beloved cause of Spiritualism,” pro
posed by Sanford Niles, of Minneapolis, 
was the “open sesame" to the realm of 
thought, and like scintillating rays of 
light came tlie mental gems, hot from 
the forge of thought. Those who spoke 
were Sanford Niles, J. P. Whitwell, Mrs. 
Trypn, Mrs. Pruden, Mrs. Lowell, Mrs. 
Shaft and many others, including the

on this same plan; we have four groups jf( oa the other hand, we do put the 
—the first for little girls, the second is wrong thought out of our minds by turn- 
for boys, the third group is for young I [ng our thoughts to some other object,- 
ladles and the fourth group is for adhlts. we become much stronger ourselves 
I belong to the second group,, pnd have l-md the wrong thought will nob.be so 
been a member of the lyceum ever apt to return again, and if it does, we 
pince it was formed by Mr. and Mrs. shall find it much easier to get rid of 
Kates, four years ago, and I believe it thani4we did the first time; and this is 
would be a good thing if all Spiritual-1 the way that habits are formed which 
ists would send their children to the wjj] build forms a beautiful character, 
lyceum. Parents should remember that I “The old commandments have paid, 
they cannot always control their chil- “Thous shalt not do wrong." I think if 
dren, and if they wish to learn the they were written again to-day they 
beautiful truths and religion of Spirit- would read, “Thou shalt not think 
uallsm, they should bring them or send wrong;” for if a man does not think 
them to the lyceum while they are still wrong, then he Is clean of heart and 
young, and, it is equally important that be never will do wrong. And from 
the young folks should be prepared this I should say our “thoughts are 
and instructed to carry on the work of things” which can be controlled and 
Spiritualism when the parents have guided and cultivated by the use of our 
passed on to the spirit world. will power, and by getting-them into

“So I extend to you all, in behalf of proper channels of usefulness. The 
our own members, a hearty welcome I mind is, or should be, at all times active, 
and invitation to attend our lyceum on and when a wrong thought comes to the 
Sunday afternoons. mind, thé right thipg to do would be to

“Our lyceum, as I have said, has been take up some thought or work of use- 
formed for four years, and while we fulness, with energy and so learn to 
have not grown very fast in numbers, I control the action of the, mind,
I feel that each of us who have attend- “it is just as practical to change a 
ed has gained much in knowledge of current of thought from one channel to 
the laws of life, both here and here- another as it is to change the current

flowers, wh|le other parts may be bar
ren and hilly. They ^ho are struggling 
io reach the goal'.or the silent River of 
Death, and be fferried across by their 
spirit friends into the land of eternity; 
oh, let us give'1 a heroing hand and a 
kind word to help them on life's way, 
for such is the work of Spiritualism.”

This closed tfife lyceum exercises, and 
the program wals augmented by a thjrty- 
mlnute lecture each p.y Mrs. Pruden 
and Mrs. Talcott, and'messages by Mrs. 
Eva McCoy and'the writer,'“Also music 
by the Zumbachs. " .

In the evening an immense audience 
taxed the seatlhg capacity of the hall, 
necessitating the ppeHihg of an ¡adjoin; 
ing dining halj-ja&mommoijate the peo
ple. ■After'the usual‘i^yocatipn,.and a 
few remarks by S. S.'? Maxwell, the

soon, Mr. Carpenter and Mr. Cole 
have two acres set to oranges, which 
in this climate will produce from the 
budded stock in about two years. The 
company contemplate setting out 100 
acres or more this season to oranges 
and grape fruit, which is becoming 
more popular each year in the States. 
A capable school teacher from Detroit 
is expected on the next ship. ' '

It Is well known that the Cuban la
dles read but little, and are not inter
ested in the topics of the day, but the 
first thing these American women did 
at Canet, was to organize a literary 
club. Is it not true that wherever the 
American goes there follows schools, 
books and everything that makes a bet
ter citizeu? We ought, however, to 
check this feeling of superiority over 
our Cuban sisters, and remember that 
public s.chools are an innovation insti
gated by the Americans. Under Span
ish dominion there were only private 
teachers, and none but tlie rich might 
learn to read. Now tnere are compul
sory school laws in all of tlie cities, and 
the study of English obligatory. I am 
uninformed as to the rural districts, but 
believe the opportunity for education 
are limited.

Last Sunday was the banner day at 
Canet, for Mrs. Marian Carpenter held 
the first Spiritualist meeting ever held 
on the Island of Cuba. The dining
room of the Gates Hotel was cleared, 
and every available chair placed for the 
expected audience.

The residents are not Spiritualists, 
but they came en masse, Mrs, Carpen
ter delivered a lecture in her own inim

the

was rapidly lessening. We soon 
came to anchor in the midst of busy 
local craft, sloops unloading their 
tropical wares from South America and 
the adjacent Islands, steamers ■ from 
Europe, and three dignified German 
battle ships. An important little tug 
comes sputtering to our ship’s side, 
bearing the health officer, who, upon 
being assured that there was no Illness 
on board, other than that usually at
tending ocean voyages, allowed us to 
board the lighter, and we were soon at 
dock. At dock did I say? I meant 
fairyland for “behold old things have 
passed away and all things have become 
new.” This is the realization of the 
pictures of the prophets in our old ge
ographies.

The city boasts of 260,000 inhabitants, 
of all colors and types, from the full- 
blooded negro, up through all the in
termediate stages of color, which would 
puzzle the ethnologist to classify, to 
purest white. It Is hard to tell where 
the black man ends and the white man 
begins in this country. We are some
what handicapped by not being able to 
speak Spanish, but there are many 
Americans on the island, and all of the 
hotels employ interpreters who, it we 
are sufficiently watchful, will not bleed 
us more than is consistent with. their 
firm conviction that every American is 
rich. ..

Not the least of our pleasure Is to go 
shopping. The principal business 

'thoroughfares are so narrow that can
vas is spread across the streets, from 
roof to roof, as a protection from the 
merciless tropical sun. Every Induce
ment is offered to tempt the traveler’s 
pocket-book, and rarely does an Amer
ican come away without a souvenir, in 
the shape of the beautiful feather work 
or silver filigree, both indicative of this

A., tor the benefit of aged and needy 
mediums, provided the Spiritualists al 
large will contribute another Tnousand 
Dollars to tlie same relief fund by th« 
first of June next. The N. S. A. is now 
paying out a large monthly sum in pen* 
sious to worthy mediums; tlie calls for 
aid Increase and the fund is constantly 
being depleted. Let every generous 
soul who has not already done all possl* 
ble for this worthy object, kindly send 
contributions, large or small, to the fol* 
lowing address, each will be acknowl
edged with thanks. The generous man 
who makes the offer desires to be un
named to the public.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. 8. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue 8. B., Wash* 
Ington, D. C.

most'Interesting country.
Uncle Sam’s money is good every-

writer gave the address of the even
ing, ahd was followed by Mrs.' Mary 
Jacobs apd’Mrs. Eva-McCoy with mes
sages from arisen friends. Altogether 
this was one of the most successful and 
harmonious meetings 1 have ever at
tended. The music was fln6' AU the 
workers were in fine. Jettie and the au
diences large and appreciative. Presi
dent Maxwbll was much In evidence and 
aided largely in maklpg the meetings a 
success, speaking a good word when 
needed and losing hig voice entirely, 
when wishing the "man from LaCrosse” 
to do his begging for him—then mys
teriously finding it when he learned 
that the friends responded quite liberal
ly. Fraternally, WILL J. ERWOOD.

ALWAYS SOME-ONE BELOW.

On the lowest round of the ladder 
I firmly planted my feet,

And looked up at the,dim vast distance 
That made my future so sweet.

after. I understand that it Is better of water, taking It from a course of , „ . .
that we should reason out for ourselves -waste and destruction, to one of con- 1 cl?,be,d «"X’
some of the problems of life relating to struction and usefulness. No man Is a 1‘cllmbed till my > was.on fire,
our spiritual unfoldment, rather than strong man until he has learned how 1 I^a“tTei eac l foots5?I),
to depend entirely upon our parents and to control and to change the current of Yet 1 never seemed to get higher, 
teachers for a knowledge of these1.................................
things, because each one of us has his 
own life to live, and his own experi
ences to pass through, In order to gain 
perfect development, mentally and spir-

where. In Santiago none but United 
States money will be accepted, but in 
all other places the ratio is JI Ameri
can to $1.35 Spanish; for instance if we 
buy an article worth $1.25 Spanish 
money and hand the dealer $1 American 
we receive 11 cents change.

The Cubans are much dissatisfied 
with the depreciated coin left by Spain, 
and an effort is being made to adopt 
United States currency as the standard 
of value, and will probably be consum
mated in the near future.

The street cars of Havana, a modern 
system of belt lines, charge 5 cents 
American money or 7 cents Spanish.

The city is very clean, General Wood 
had it thoroughly renovated, and the 
Cuban government is under treaty ob
ligation to keep it so. In case of fail
ure, the United States is privileged to 
step in at any time and clean it. Not 
only did the Americans clean the city, 
but they paved it, put in sewers and 
electric lights, also,the street car sys
tem, and the Cubans’ pride, the break
water, which Is a stone wall running 
for miles along thè' blue waters of the 
Gulf. The Island has not yet recovered 
from the impoverishing effects of 
thirty years of war, and the Cubans re
alize how much enterprise and Ameri
can capital have done for them, yet only 
the rich and the property owners are in 
favor of annexation.

While you are shoveling snow off 
your walks and coal in your furnaces, 
we ore sitting in the park studying the 
flora, which to the northerner is a never

itable style. Her subject, "Spiritualism 
as. taught in the Bible," was chosen, for 
her-hearers were those unacquainted 
with tlie philosophy of Spiritualism. 
The lecture was well received by the 
people who expressed surprise that 
nothing objectionable happened. Ono 
skeptic remarked that it was what he 
had always believed. Even the Baptist 
missionary’s wife attended and was fa
vorably impressed. There was a unan
imous request for a meeting every Sun
day evening. The heart of every audi
tor was won. There is only oue Marian 
Carpenter!

There seems to be a widespread no
tion among Americans that tobacco is 
the staple product of this island. Noth
ing can be farther from the truth. It is 
true that the best tobacco is grown In 
Cuba, but it requires a certain soil and 
certain conditions not obtainable on all 
parts of the island. A tobacco planta
tion buqIl as owned by Mr. Gray, of 
Cincinnati, Ohio, 12 miles out of Ha
vana, is a rare investment. The plant 
grown has a small leaf and is used ex
clusively for fillers. The tobacco is ir
rigated and grown under cheese cloth 
covers when, necessary. This care, 
coupled with the natural properties of 
the soli adapted to tobacco, produces 
not only an abundant crop, but the 
choicest variety, and brings the highest

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WHITING.—In this book Mlsi 

WhiUng alias io portray a practical ideal foi 
dally living that Khali embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant' 
ment to life. It is. In a measure, a logical «e* 
quence of “The World Beautiful.” leading into 
still diviner harmonies. It is calculated to ren
der the aoul in harmony with the universe. li
la truly an inspiration. Price, cloth, 41,00.

nn\WT TOFTl Between Religion and Science.
1.11N H 11 11 I tho hook for progressive 
UU111 U1U1 thinkers. A bock tnat la very 
Interesting to people who have a taste for the 
past religious history. By John W. Draper, 
price, cloth, 41.75.

The Refioion of Soirituafism.
IU Phenomena and Philosophy. By the Her. 

Samuel Watson. Thia work was written by a 
modern Savior, a grand and noble man.
81.00. A valuable book tor the money.

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. Being an investigation of 

True and Fabulous Theology. A new and com* 
pleto edition, from now plates and now typo; 
186 pages, post 8vo. Paper cloth. 60c.

BOOKS BY

LILIAN WHITING. ■10

"boy from Wisconsin.”
At 2:30 a still larger audience brought 

inspiration to the workers, who were 
Mrs. C. D. Pruden, who gave the in
vocation; Mrs. Carrie Tryon of Minne
apolis, who, in spite of physical difficul
ties, gave a very excellent address; and 
Mrs. Sauer of St Paul and Will J. Er- 
wood of La Crosse, as message bearers.

Itually.
“In our lyceum we are taught to 

bring and express our own thoughts on 
questions pertaining to Spiritualism, 
and in this way we hope to attain a still 
higher knowledge of truth, and get out 
of some of the old ruts which people 
have followed in for many years, just 
because their parents walked in these 
ruts before them. This gives us con
fidence in ourselves and also teaches us

his thoughts at will. I For this round was glazed with indiffer-
“Readlng good books has a good ence,

effect on the reader, because it opens And that one was glazed with scorn, 
new channels in the mind through ¿.nd when I grasped firmly anotoer 
which the powerful currents of thought j found under velvet a thorn.

to express our own thoughts in a proper ( 
manner. ■ <

"I know a great many people make ; 
a great mistake, in thinking the lyceum 
is only for children. This should not be । 
so; for if the older people and leaders ; 
of the classes do not come out, the chil- • 
dren will soon become discouraged, and 
stay away also, for children generally 
like to do what they see older people
doing. And there Is as much for the 
older people to learn of Spiritualism 
and of the spirit life as there is for chil
dren to learn. • If you know all about 
leading a good life here, and of the spirit 
life hereafter, come and help to teach us 
of it. Your knowledge is not given to 
you for yourself alone, but for the bene
fit of humanity, and you do wrong to 
hide it. If you do not know-of these 
things, come with us to our lyceum and 
grow with us In a knowledge pf Spir
itual truths, and give us the strength 
and encouragement of your presence 
with us. •

“It is much better for children to be 
present at the lyceum on Sunday after
noon, learning how to,purify the body, 
mind and soul, than to spend the whole 
day in aimless amusement, and it cer
tainly is an advantage and a great help 
to grown people to lay aside material 
and worldly affairs, once 'a week, and 
seek earnestly for a knowledge of their 
own spiritual nature, and also of the 
spirit land toward which we are all 
traveling.” • • •

Next In -order came Master Eddie

~ I A «« %«4^ —— ■— • — er w “*
may be turned at any time, adding char- .
actor and grace to manhood, and the TUI my brain grew weary of planning, 
more channels for good thoughts that And my heart strength began to fail, 
are opened up the less opportunity or And the flesh of the morning s excite- 
danger will there be of the disastrous ment 
floods of evil thoughts overwhelming Ere evening commenced to pale, 
the mind, as these channels will be But juat; M my jjanjg were unclasping 
closed from the fact that they have not Their hold on the last gained round, 
been used. Then also we must remem- my hopes, coming back from the 
ber that there are books that we should future - ■ 
not read at- all, as they but serve to were sinking again- to the ground, 
open up channels through which the . v.
currents of thoughts may flow without One who had reached near the summit 
benefit to ourselves or humanity. I Reached backward,a helping hand, 

“Realizing the power of thought, we And refreshed, encouraged and strength-
should try at all times to know what ened
is right; then we can think right and I took once again my stand, 
tench what is right. I do not think it . T ' T ...
is right for people to ask one another to M*1 I„w,sb °h’.,3 w sh tbat 
take A drink, for while some people can I ■ climbers 
and do drink moderately, the very Per-1 thoir
son whom you ask to drink might be-1 That though weary may seem their 
come a drunkard, making to himself the I •. . ., , , ■
excuse, “Oh, Mr. So-and-so is a flue fel- ThereHs alWfiys sopte one below, 
low, and fle drinks; so why shouldn’t ve 1 a "*ssin.®?n‘
I?” and In a short time the habit has ■ ,-------
such a strong hold on him that fie can- ??or -
not overcome it .. ■- Under the ajmplces)(o£ the interna-

“Then through the power of thought tlonal Physlo-^ycbtaiSoclety of 1204 
we can form a good, happy disposition, Broadway, NewQY_orI^ ahd at Berlin, 
or we can form one just the opposite. I there will shoii(y'be| issued a most in
By keeping cool and not allowing every teresting and Important work by Mr. 
little thing of this life to aggravate us Emil Sutro, au^hor. pf “Basic Law of 
and make us angry, we become strong- Vocal Utterance"..^id "Duality of 
er. If we get angry we become weaker, I Voice,” entitled} “Du^ijty of Thought 
and soon it becomes a habit to grumble and Language?. ' j,.
at every little duty in life.- If we ex- • in this booK, thft author, having 
pect to be happy we should try to be again, for five years, given his entire, 
pleased with things as they come to us, time and attention to.further research, 
and remember that no one else can I repudiates tlielmaterraliBtic tendency of 
make us happy if we will not. try to the age, and anow%' by-.undeniable

In the evening another royal audi
ence, and the work went merrily on
ward Force had accumulated until the 
very halls vibrated with power. Once 
more the Zumbachs gave voice to their 
beautiful songs. Mrs. Lowell opened 
the service with an Invocation. Re
marks, trite and to the point were made 
by the vice-president of tho association-, 
Mr. J. P. Whitwell of St. Paul, Minn. 
Mr. Whitwell has the happy faculty of 
always having something to say ,and of 
saying it well. After Bro. Whitwell the 
address of the evening was given by 
your correspondent, and then came more 
messages by Prof. Zeno, of Minneapolis, 
and Mrs. Eva McCoy. .

Sunday, Feb. 28 will bo a red letter 
day in the history of Spiritualism in 
and around St. Paul. Certainly it was 
one of the most successful days I have 
over seen anywhere, and contains a les
son that every Spiritualist in the 
•country should seek to learn, and an 
example that all societies should seek 
to follow. An excellent address was 
given by Mrs. J. P. Whitwell at the 
morning session, and messages were 
given by Mrs. Sauer and the writer. 
Dinner over, an immense audience 
gathered in the large hall, and tho 
feature par excellence was presented.

The children of the St. Paul Lyceum, 
fifty strong, marched into the hall and 
upon the stage. 'Carrying flags apd 
graded from tlie tiny tots of-four up to 

! the boys and glrla bf sixteen and seven
teen they made a beautiful sight. After .
singing “America," tho- children tooled by Mr. . Whitwell;- the subject -upon 
the seats -reserved for them, and thoji I -which-I am to giro a,short talk ls ‘The 
came the .real surprise?... :“■ I Value of the Cirole.h To derive a bene- 

i RecitAtiotaa and songs wore given hy l fit from a circle a groat deal depends 
mnuy^of tho members, including Sialo upon tho SpWt Guides who use tho me- 
fwrWhnsonLwo^Tnicger,1 “S Ctdes have in‘the Wt Tad ¿ore

' KSSfSersw“ to0“' “ ’t-““'«««*

Hottingen, age 15, who voiced the fol
lowing suggestive sentiments on "The 
yaltio of the Circle:” ...........
' "Mr. President, Go-workers and 
Friends:—As haa just been announced

failing source of wonder. We have 
taken automobile rides 20 miles out of 
Havana, and our eyes have not rested 
upon a single tree that we had ever 
seen its like before. These roads, hun
dreds of years old, are smooth as a 
floor, and op either side are tropical 
trees whose branches Interlace, thus 
forming a canopy over our heads. For 
picturesque beauty, first place must be 
given to the Royal Palm, whose smooth 
trunk towering without branches 75 or 
100 feet in tlie air, is crowned with a 
mass of waving leaves sensitive to ev
ery southern breeze. The heaviest 
shade trees on the Island are the 
mango, which also furnishes a favorite 
fruit? and the Indian laurel. Cedar 
and mahogony are now being lumbered, 
the former being used on the island for 
cigar boxes; the latter, squared and ex
ported to the United States, to be made 
into our finest furniture. Many of the 
people are not aware of the commercial 
value of mahogany, and how it shocks 
our ideas of the eternal fitness of things 
to see fence posts, foundations and fuel 
made of that choice wood. The ceiba 
tree is also in evidence. This un-

price in the market.
But not all land is suitable for to

bacco. The wealth of this island lies in 
sugar. Eighty-five per cent of all ex
ports is sugar. We visited a sugar 
plantation and mill, said to be the next 
largest in the world. It is situated 6 
miles from Canet, and 20 miles from 
Nuevltas, its nearest shipping point. 
Mr. Sanchez, the owner of the planta
tion, made us very welcome, and took 
great pride in showing us his home, his 
garden, his mill and his 12 children. 
His home Is built in the beautiful Span
ish style, open courts with marble floors 
and a patio, filled with flowers and other 
tropical plants. In the garden were 
growing coffee, which, we picked; cocoa
nuts, which were beyond our reach; 
almonds, bananas, oranges, grape fruit, 
cocoa, guavas, mammees and strawber
ries. We saw no grapes, and were in
formed that under the.Spanish regime, 
grape culture was prohibited. A fam
ily however, was allowed two grape 
vines, but had to pay a tax ot $2.50 each 
to the crown. The mother country pur
posed to furnish Cuba with her wine.

Mr. Sanchez owns 42,000 acres of 
land, 10,000 of which are planted to 
sugar cane. There are 4,000 men in his 
employ, and 500 yoke of cattle. Nar
row gauge railroads radiate from his 
mill to the cane field. The plantation 
is dotted over with stations which are 
connected with the office by telephone. 
Unlike products with which we are fa
miliar, cane is planted only once in 10, 
15 or 20 years, according to the quality 
of the soil. We watched the trains 
bring loads of juicy cane to the mill, 
where a traveling crane picked it up 
and placed it in the crusher. Verily 
the machine seemed to possess human 
intelligence, so deftly and accurately 
did it work, The cane passes through

THE LIFE RADIANT .—Cloth,$1.00 
net. Decorated cloth SI.25. In iHIh, her new book. 
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dally living that shall embody the HwectneeH and 
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World Beautiful." Leading into etil) diviner har
monies. “The Life Radlanf’ 1h characterized by 
the same essential qualities that have marked 
'•The World Beautiful." :.......
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make ourselves and others happy. So I proof, derived JJrom, p. study of tho es
say wo should always keep and cultl- sence of language,, that man is of dual 
vate the best and highest thoughts; and nature, from his first incipience in the 
we shall surely do the best and noblest I coll, and that the spiritual in this dual
actions, and wo shall bo doing our share I ity prevails over the .material. .......
towards bringing heaven and happiness I It will further say that divinity, as.we 
on earth.” • • • __ ' endeavor to view it, and as naan has

Two very flno efforts wore those ot ever endcavored^ta view it, ife a conccp- 
Miss Mamio Pease, ago 15, and Miss tion emanating frop bar selves; that tlie 
Olivo Crooks, aged 13,। the former deal-1 God, ot aiiy pcrlod 'or nation, is the out
ing with music in the Spiritual way, and I come of the ntorefbr Jess advanced clv- 
the latter with the benefits ofrjn'edlum-1 ilizatlon of that'period and nation.; that 
ship. Unfortunately I was.-unable- to man is subject to'Immutable laws pf 
secure their manuscript, so am .unable whoso'origin it is impossible for him to 
to do more than mention them." Some form any true conception.. . •
beautiful thoughts will be found in the -; For tho first time In the world’s his?, 
following address on-ilSplrltualiBm," lory, metaphysics XJave been practically 
which Js tl^e last I have-to. report; and applied. True underlying principles, 
which was rendered by Miss-Carrie Jor- have come to light-arid are; furnishing 
dun, another of the,' 15*year-old ora- safe guides to knwledge. Inns the 

-tors. These lecturettes I am giving ver- road to rational teaching has been

canny tree whose trunk is almost burst
ing with its own immensity, is regarded 
as sacred by the natives, who say, “If 
you cut it down you will die within the 
year.” At Santiago we stood under the 
great ceiba, ten feet through at the 
base, known as the Peace Tree, for it 
was here that the Spaniards surren
dered to General Shafter.

Smoking is a universal custom 
among the.men, and common among the 
women iff the lower classes. Go where 
you will the men smoke. So far as I 
can learn, there are no restrictions rel
ative to the use of this obnoxious weed. 
Between courses at dinner, the men 
light a cigarette; conductors of rail
road trains collect your fare wile puff
ing a cigar, and clerks behind the coun
ter do the same. Even the porter who 
made up our berth in a Pullman 
sleeper, was smoking.

There is a rumor afloat that when-a 
Cuban baby is born, they grease it all 
over, put a cigarette in its mouth and 
let It shift, for itself. After much in
quiry, we were, unable to;verify thls ru
mor or trace ;it to a reliable source, but 
certain it is, that outside of tlie cities, 
where the Americans interfered,/the 
children wear no clothing untll six or. 
eight years of ago. We have seen hun
dreds of these little black babies wear
ing -nothing but a pair of earrings or a. 
smile. Every, palm-thatched shack 
boasts of from five to nine children,-and 
of thrfte- at-least three are too young 
to be dressed,. There Is no race suicide 
troubling Cuba. • Thia strongs custom 
grew out.of necessity, During Bpan- 
Ish occupancy; these poor Cubans wore 
taxed for; nearly everything they pos-

Including Imuirehold wticlto,

two crushers of many tons pressure 
and the refuse Is sufficiently dry to run 
the immense engine. No other fuel is 
required. We shall bring home samples 
of sugar in its various stages of manu
facture. The season of a sugar mill 
varies from three to six months of each 
year. The capacity of this one is 
325,000 pounds of sugar per day or 
about 32,000 pounds each season, all ot 
which is shipped to New York City to 
be refined. It goes without saying that 
Mr. Sanchez is in favor of annexation.
’ If Cuba would cast in her lot with the 
United States, her progress would un
doubtedly be much more vapid, but no 
one hurries in Cuba.

If American schools, capital and. en
ergy would control, I suppose the mu
sical "beunos dios, señora,” with which 
the natives now greet us would be 
changed to the plain, every-day “good 
morning" of the Americans.

MRS. Fl A. BALDWIN.
Canet, Cuba.—-------- ■» । -----------
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SUPEKNATURALISTS?
NOTABLE SEANCES,

The Question Correctly Answered by 
W. F. Jamieson.

Spiritualists have enough to answer 
tor without an extra straw of accusa
tion. For my own part, I think more of 
a Spiritualist right than a Materialist 
wrong. F

“The Torch of Reason,” now “Liberal 
Review,” did not, before it expired, be
lieve in "spooks,” but it was terribly 
afraid of them! Before It died Itself it 
charged the Spiritualists with supernat- 
urallsm. I knew this, is not true, and 
endeavored to set it right—in fact, to 
right it on two wrongs.

The Torch said Ingersoll ended the 
supernatural, something which millions 
of orthodox Christians still believe. If 
It meant to say he logically ended it, It 
Is wrong in both instances; and so I 
wrote the following which The Torch 
printed:

Does The Torch wish to be understood 
as having discovered an inconsistency 
in the attitude of the spiritual journal? 
While I do not agree with our spiritual 
brethren on the question of “spirit re
turn," I do agree with them in about 
nineteen-twentieths of their very liberal 
philosophy. Years before Colonel In
gersoll delivered his first lecture on

Excellent Results With Mr. P. L. O. A. 
Keeler.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.    : ... .... - -----    ’

Jfrom tbei Spirit IRealms.
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the ‘‘Gods,’’ Spiritualists 
against "the supernatural."

declaimed 
If there

was any borrowing done, the Colonel 
borrowed from the Spiritualists, not the 
Spiritualists from the Colonel. I have 
been, ever since 1870 an admirer of the 
Colonel; liked his moral courage, bold, 
free speech; but “honor to whom honor 
is due." Is it a fact that Colonel Inger
soll originated the famous expression, 
“An honest God is the noblest work of
man"? If so, let the credit be fixed be
yond question.

I did not mean to be unkind In spread-

5-

I-

To the Editor:—We have the honor 
of submitting to you the following re
port: ,The Psychical Research Society 
of Richmond, Va., secured the services 
of Mr. P. L. 0. A. Keeler, physical me
dium of Washington, D. C., for two 
seances and private sittings, bn Feb. 20 
and 21 last.

The seances were held at the Home of 
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Daniels, members of 
the society, and were of a semi-private 
character, thirty tickets being issued 
to members and friends for each even
ing.

Not knowing the exact character of 
the seances, made the securing of strict
ly mechanical test conditions a matter 
of difficulty for the society, but we thor
oughly satisfied ourselves as to the ab
sence of confederates, of trick parapher
nalia, and of any sleight-of-hand meth
ods on the part of the medium. '

The seances were given in a soft 
light, strong enough to read by at ten 
feet distance.

The cabinet was formed by stretching 
a curtain across one corner of the room, 
with its top at a height of four and a 
half feet from the floor. Three chairs 
were placed side by side in front of this 
curtain, Mr. Keeler occupying the one 
to the left (facing audience), and a lady 
and gentleman, our own people, were 
seated on the others to the right of Mr. 
Keeler in order named, thus forming 
the battery. ■

Mr. Keeler’s right hand was placed on 
the upper part of the lady’s left arm, his 
left hand clasping tlie wrist. The lady's 
right hand grasped the left hand of the 
gentleman on her right. A smaller cur
tain was then thrown over this battery 
and fastened by rings and hooks to the 
back curtain, at such height and in such 
manner as to bring the front curtain

Spirit Garble Ipetemiled;
While on Earth Mr. Petersilea was a medium for the 

transmission of important letters from >ose long 
in spirit life. Now, having become^ freed spirit 
himself, he will convey his best thoughts through 
the mediumship of his devoted wife, and we are 
sure they will prove interesting to our readers.

Letter Number One.—The Inner Light.

ing that spider-web trap, but it had set 
just such a trap for The Progressive 
Thinker, which was right and the Torch 
wrong. Here Is its reply:

To Friend W. F. Jamieson (Page 6)— 
We do distinctly wish thee and “the rest 
of the world" to understand that The 
Progressive Thinker, of Chicago (Spirit
ualist), by quoting the passage referred 
to and refusing to answer it, has placed 
Itself “in an attitude of inconsistency as 
a spiritual journal,” an attitude which 
grows worse and worse the longer it is 
continued. Yes, Ingersoll in that pas
sage ends the old notion of “a natural 
or spiritual supernaturalism,” and 
leaves those of that belief "up to their 
own funeral,” and nothing else. "An 
honest God Is the noblest work of man," 
was Ingersoll’s "own;” but he went it 
one better when he knocked out all pos
sible Gods and devils, spirits and 
spooks by tlie said passage from his last 
speech, which The Progressive Thinker 
can quote, but never answer.

This is what I wanted. I then sent 
the following reply to show that tills 
journal and Spiritualists are leaders in 
some things at least; but the Torch 
went out before my last words could 
reach it. This is what I said:

Did not the Spiritualists logically end 
' supernaturalism a full decade before In

gersoll appeared on the ground? "Hell," 
‘ Damnation" and the “Devil" were 
"ended," logically, a century, or more, 
by the Universalists and Unitarians, be
fore the genial Colonel made his first 
bow as a Freethought orator, although 
I have heard many persons “claim” that 
Ingersoll ended those dogmas. That he 
ably re-echoed the teachings of those 
people, concerning the horrible doc
trines, is a fact.

Let us not forget that Swedenborg 
did a mighty service In liberalizing 

’ /bousands. The "hells" he retained 
were mild.

The Spiritualists always taught that 
their spiritual world is as natural as 
Neptune or this earth.

This very week, Prof. J. S. Loveland, 
a scientific gentleman, and one of the 

-. finest orators I ever heard, a Spiritual
ist for fifty years, says in this week’s 
Progressive Thinker:

‘ Modern Spiritism has but two basic 
affirmations. 1. Discarnate spirits com
municate with spirits still in the flesh. 
2. The method or laws of communica-
tion is purely natural. These two
propositions sweep away all the Gods— 
all the miracles, and all the religions of 
humanity, unless we except pure Bud
dhism.”

Purely natural,” says this profound 
scholar. And bo have taught Edmonds, 
Hare. Brittan, Hardinge, Peebles, Lock
wood, and scores of other leading Spir
itualists. The literature of Spiritism 
abounds with teachings against super
naturalism, and in favor of naturalism; 
that Nature is all in all; that the "Sum
mer Land” is as natural as this earth; 
that the spirits are as natural as we are.

Some who have not made a close 
study of this modern movement have 
been misled by the expression "supra- 
mundane"—but that does not mean su- 
perna.turallsm.

I do not want to seo history mis
stated by any Freethinker. As Inger
soll used to say, Let us have the "Truth 
of History.”

1 asked you, “Is it a fact that Colonel 
Ingersoll originated the famous expres
sion, 'An honestGod is the noblest work 
of man?’ If so, let the credit be fixed 
beyond question.”

You answer: ‘“An honest God is the 
noblest work of man,' was Ingersoll’s 
'own.’ ” . ; < . :

I conclued that the best way to settle 
this point was to write to the gentleman 
who, I was strongly impressed, is tho 
real author, Dr. Andrew Jackson Davis, 
the celebrated Poughkeepsie Seer, and, 
as I have often said, the intellectual 
founder of Modern Spiritualism. Here 
Is his answei-:

"Boston, Dec. 19, 1903. 
"My Dear old Friend, W. F. Jamieson:

"In reply to your welcome letter and 
question—will say, before the civil war, 
under the management of Dr. H. F 
Gardner in Cochituate Hall, In Boston, 
one Sunday P. M., In a lecture on the 
Evolution of a Conception of God in the 
Human Mind. I took for a text—'An 
Honest God is the noblest work of man.’

“’Mr. Alfred E. Giles was an auditor, 
and he is still in this world—the others 
not.

"Years afterwards my attention was 
called to tne same expression by Mr. 
Robt.' G. Ingersoll In one of his dis
courses. And he was everywhere cred
ited with originating that special re
versal of the poet’s line.

“Am glad to hear from you! May you 
enjoy all the good you do and desire—is 
the New Year’s salutation of your 

•. "Friend, ever,
. "A. J. DAVIS."

“Am very busy."
Let us have the truth at all hazards. 

"An honest God” belongs to A. J. Davis, 
tlie Spiritualist, not to Col. R. G. Inger- 
loll. tho Agnostic.

Another fact: The Spiritualists are 
Naturalists.- W. F. JAMIESON.

Pentwater, Mich. •

“Mark Chester; or a Mill and a MIU* 
!on. A Tale of Southern California.” 
By Carlyle PeterBllea. A pure psychic 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa
per covers, 40 cents. Cloth, 60 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“Spirit Kehoes.’’ My' Mattie E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
joi trait of the author. Price 76 cents.
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well up around the necks of the three, 
thus forming a cabinet for the genera
tion of the necessary force, yet leaving 
the heads of those in the battery in 
plain view, as was also the case with 
the right hand and arm of the gentle
man on the right, which was thrust 
through an orifice made for this pur
pose in the front curtain.

The first part of the seance consisted 
of bell ringing, tambourine thumping, 
imitation of snare-drum playing on tlie 
back of a guitar with the tjvo halves ot 
a split clothes-pin, spinning tambourine 
on cane, playing of guitar in positions 
which would preclude all possibility ot 
it being done by medium, even had his 
hands been free, and many other things 
of a like nature.

All this in the main was pulled off in 
tlie cabinet back of the curtain.

The second part of the seance (for 
which the battery was changed) con
sisted principally in the materialization 
of hands in front of curtain, which 
wrote on pads for those who held them. 
Five hands were out at one time, fre
quently three, both above and before 
curtain.

One hand was positively identified by 
means of a distorted thumb, the distor
tion having been caused by an accident. 
When held the hands melted through 
one’s fingers despite all effort to hold 
them. Many messages were written on 
small slips of paper and thrown over 
from behind the curtain. The light was 
turned slightly lower for this part of the 
programme, but the number of hands 
out before the curtain at the same time, 
their various shapes and sizes, and the 
fact that they grasped and retained and 
wrote messages In plain view of all 
with the pencils handed them, would 
render any theory of trickery or arti
ficial hands absurd.

■ The third and last part of the. seance 
consisted of trumpet work. The light 
was turned very low for this phase of 
manifestation, but by careful watching, 
testing and weighing, those who were 
close enough to verify their senses arc 
satisfied that it was genuine psychic 
phenomena.

During the entire seance we repeated
ly received full assurances from the la
dies in the battery that Mr. Keeler's 
hands (vere in position, especially dur
ing the time the more startling mani
festations were in progress; also we ex
amined the curtain before and after the 
seances, helped to put them in position 
and arrange the cabinet, so we know 
whereof we speak.

George Christy of minstrel fame, is 
Mt. Keeler’s cabinet control, and proves 
himself not only efficient in this capac
ity, but also in that of entertainer, and 
the whose seance is enlivened by his 
mirth-provoking actions. In the pri
vate slate-writing sittings, those who 
secured same are confident of the gen
uineness of tlie messages received and 
the phenomena, as the very simplicity 
of Mr, Keeler’s method would prove all 
absence of trickery.

One sitter as a test wrote the name of 
a person still in earth life, inquiring as 
to the happiness of the supposed decar
nate one, etc., and received an answer 
from the party’s nephew who is in spirit 
life, that the party addressed was still 
in the flesh.

A letter from one who passed out 
some ten years ago was placed between 
two slates, the letter not having been 
taken from its envelope in the medi-

One of the first things that excited 
my curiosity, and caused me to ask a 
great many questions, was that which I 
shall hero term the Inner Light Very 
learned scientists may give it any name 
they please, but the general reader will 
understand me better when I simply 
say, inner light.

There is an outer or material light, 
and there is an inner or spiritual light. 
The outer or material light is given off 
by suns, but the inner or spiritual light 
permeates and penetrates all space 
whatsoever.

Astronomers will tell you that inter
stellar space, after a certain distance 
is reached beyond suns and planets, is 
black with darkness. This might so ap
pear- to man if he could reach such an 
altitude, which, of course, he cannot; 
but to the spiritual man no such dark
ness exists. Astronomers and scientists 
will also tell you that there in space the 
cold is so intense Uiat the human mind 
cannot even conceive of it; but to the 
spiritual man no such cold exists; and 
as the mortal man cannot r each such an 
altitude, by any manner of means, so, 
then, no such cold does exist. Nothing 
exists that cannot be sensed by the ma
terial and the spiritual man.

As I found myself out in the beautiful 
spiritual or inner light, and had become 
somewhat reconciled to my new condi
tion, 1 asked my father if he would tell 
me what caused this light.

“When I was a little boy, and went to 
school, you and the teacher told mo 
that light upon the earth was caused by 
the sun, and as this light is not caused 
by the sun, or any sun whatever, I am 
curious to know what does cause it?"

“The scientists of earth would say it 
was caused by chemical action," said 
my father. "You will notice that this 
inner light sparkles with all the soft
ened and beautiful colors of the rain
bow—in fact with all imaginable colors 

and that this light appears to our 
spiritual vision as sparkling, vibrating 
effervescent; and all things which we 
see with or through it appear intensely 
beautiful. The simple act of looking 
at objects, alone, gives intense pleas
ure.

"Yes," I replied, “it causes my own 
soul to sparkle and vibrate with joy 
and makes me think of many things 
that my darling wife has said to me in 
our past earth life; among others, this, 
which now comes home to me with a 
great shock. 'When I was a little girl,’ 
said my wife, ‘someone gave me a 
broken prism;

houses were brown, unpainted, and 
weatherbeaten; bams and outbuildings 
the same and somewhat dilapidated; 
but the prism made them all as beauti
ful as a dream. If the sky was leaden 
the prism made it sparkling and bright 
with all the colors of the rainbow, and 
all the housps, barns, outbuildings, 
fences, trees, grass and shrubbery, all 
took on the beautiful colors that tire 
prism gave to them. My childish mind 
could not imagine heaven to be half as 
beautiful, and I thought I should not 
care to gg to the heaven that the minis
ter talked of; I would much rather stay 
on earth and look through my prism 
There was one pretty little place espe
cially, with a newly painted white 
bouse upon it, that suited my childish 
mind to a charm. As I looked through 
my charming prism, the neat, pretty, 
white house was transformed into a 
bower of exquisite loveliness. At last 
when I became very tired with looking 
into heaven, as it seemed to

a

. ------------ „„ me, 1
would carefully examine the prism to 
discover the secret cause of all this 
beauty; but there lay in my hand noth
ing but a broken piece of three-cornered 
glass, somewhat soiled by childish fin- 
geis and dulled by age, a very common 
piece of glass that but for the secret 
beauty it revealed would have been 
cast unceremoniously into the rubbish 
heap. 1 remember how bleak and lone
ly I felt when I really could look no 
longer, how disappointed I was at the 
dull and common appearance of all that 
had been so charming.'

learned very much; but we have eter
nity before us, you know."

Ah, yes; delightful, glorious thought. 
Eternity! Eternity! How I stretched 
forth my arms and hugged the thought 
into my soul, O, my readers, do you 
comprehend what the word means? 
W father looked at me quizzically.'

If you found chemistry dull, when a 
boy at school, you did not And music 
quite so dry?"

“Music," I replied, “was, and is my 
life, my breath, the very center and 
core of my being. I feel that I could 
not exist, even in eternity, without it; 
and that reminds me that I have not 
yet heard a strain of music since 1 en
tered this new life. Father, I can en
dure it no longer. Music I must have 
or perish. The inner light Is exceedlug- 
y beautiful and enrapturing, but music 
is more so. What must I dp, where go, 
to find and hear muisc?"

"Music is an attribute of tlie soul" 
he replied.

“Yes, yes; I know; but I want to 
heartand perform it," I said. "My fin
gers are Itching for the keyboard. 1 
cannot keep them still.”

“And yet,” said my father, "it was 
music that burst your mortal body 
asunder and let your soul go free."

“And it was music that set Mozart 
free, and many others," I replied; “and 
now, father, I ivant to know if there are 
musical instruments in this world? In 
all your writings you have told us that 
there were. Come, now, I want to see 
some of them with my own eyes, and 
play upon them with these fingers that 
will not keep still for desiring them so 
much."

"How would you like to visit your old 
friend, Liszt?” asked my father.

"Oh, delightful!” I eagerly answered. 
Let us go at once. Where may he be 

found?"
"1 think we shall find him at his fa

vorite resort—at a grand cathedral not 
far away.”

“A cathedral? Are there cathedrals 
here?”

‘ Oh, my father, how my wife’s story 
now conies home to me. 1 am a child 
in spiritual knowledge and like her 1 
seem now to be looking through a 
prism. The one white light of earth, or ' 
the material light, would now be dull 
and tame to me after living in this in
ner, or spiritual light, and all things on 
the eaith look coarse and common as 
they did to mv wife, after she had 
looked through the prism; and, like her 
1 should be bitterly disappointed if 1 
were obliged to live there again.

You tell me this' light is caused bv 
chemical action. I would like to under
stand how."

’Well,” answered piy father, "before 
you could fully understand Just how it 
is caused, you would have to take a 
long course of study in one of our insti
tutions where chemistry is taught, one 
ol our chemical colleges."

"I thought chemistry a very dull 
study, when a boy at school," 1 replied 
"and found it Impossible to hold mv 
mind to it. I iear I shall never havea SXbitoi SX ' r')alir" t'« A coursé"óf 

ed to be very hX’y tadeeciI I would lo ,t * c,l6mlc,a1' ‘»sUtiitlon, to find 
IRtta”?alid 8eating (>n a chantìngS?|lghte”and CailSC °f UliS ei1’ 
wereZTthe^ bef"re yo" W a funded and

REINCARNATION.
The Doctrine of Pre-Existence Contro

verted.

With due respect for those who be
lieve in reincarnation or pre-existence, I 
am inclined to dissent from their views, 
and shall here endeavor to state a few 
of my reasons as concisely as possible. 
There are many difficult problems to be 
solved by the pre-existionlsts before
their claims become worthy of accept
ance, but as space is limited I shall con
tent myself with bringing forth a limit
ed number of them.

L-

One of the stock arguments used to 
show the necessity for pre-existence is 
that “whatever has a beginning must 
necessarily have an ending.” I, how
ever, fail to see any good reason why 
an eternal past existence is necessary.- 
In order to insure an eternal future for 
humanity; and I therefore believe that 
the spirit begins Its existence with the 
body.

For an example we will extend two 
imaginary lines into space. If they con
verge ever so slightly they will of neces
sity meet sometime in eternity and 
cease to exist as two distinct lines. But 
if, on the other hand, they are slightly 
divergent, then, though they extend for 
an incomprehensible distance into 
space they will never again return to 
the condition in which they were in at 
the start, namely, in close proximity to 
each other. Apply this same reasoning 
to the spirit. Though like the lines it 
has a beginning, yet just so long as it 
continues to unfold and becofne wider

urn’s presence, and these slates were 
placed at the sitter’s right hand on the 
table with neither medium nor sitter 
touching them. When opened both 
slates were found to be written full, 
the message was signed with the same 
signature that was signed to the letter 
in the envelope, and the message itself 
^2U11. ? quot,atlona M ,t0 “ames, uuco uul retrogress ana rose wnat 
in^rom^h^ntai “atter Yritten there- wisdom and spirituality it has gained, 

o a tt wrltt?a 80 ma“Y just that long there will be absolutely 
years ago, and was a running com- -- J-........... ................. ■
ment on same. These slate writings 
were given in broad daylight, by a 
clear window, at a table furnished by uctvaH1LV ior nrp-PYiRrBnnO
ctaanv^bv^theffittei^th1^1118!1®3 PrilJi based upon the assumption that the 
at'no^timo wp™ nlv®n^i®“»8® earth w111 sometime In the future cease
re»rh they °f ®vbt or to exist, and therefore all forms of life
bothhmedtam beld by evolved from it will also pass out of ex
taMe during the writing ab°V® th® lste“c?- Fr0In “Y viewpoint, however, 
able during the writing. evolution applies to the structure of the
Altogether the seances and private ----- ------------

sittings were highly satisfactory to 
those of the society, who were in posi
tion to scrutinize the work at close

and wider in the range of its thoughts, 
and does not retrogress and lose what

no danger that it will return to its
starting-point, i. e.. be resolved back
into the elements which gave it birth.

The necessity for pre-existence is

earth as well as to the beings which in
habit it. Events move along in an or
derly and evolutionary manner. To
suppose that the world will reach an ad
vanced stage and then revert back to 
the beginning is unsupported by fact or 
analogy. The earth will change—may 
even be absorbed into other worlds or

range. Those who owing to their posi
tion and distance from the curtain at 
the seances, or who, by failure to se
cure private sittings, were unable to __
verify the phenomena presented will be systems of worlds—but’the purpose of 
given an opportunitY to do so shortly, evolution is served thereby. “ ' 
as it is the desire of the society to se- t'— ' ----- ‘ - - <

f<?A f“rtbBr work at an ... ,, wuulu aeem
early date. Considering the fact that more consistent that the future of the

:y.i8 m.au e up larBe‘y oí ‘nves- spirit be not judged by this illogical the- 
tigatora rather than converts to the ory. ’
claims of Spiritualism, the showing Consider the magniflceiice of those 
wm ewpiunt er contri,1B sP*rltB wh0 have returned from the ad- was excellent, and our decision as em- — ' * 
bodied in this report Is forced from us 
in direct antagonism to our former 
opinions regarding such matter, by the 
cold mechanical proof furnished us 
from this source. We do not wish to be 
considered as advertising Mr. Keeler.
The gentleman knows nothing of this 
report or its contents, and while we 
th^warn/nlnnp1 *UP2n u-u->' circumstance WUlch might

*»nH<*f Í e?dB11 p’ yet he lmPer“ their existence? Ana being
came to us in this Instance upon I nlvlrt --M. .... . . - -
rangements of a purely business char
acter, unknown to us except by reputa. lutty U« tnererore now nnv- 
tion, and, possessing the phase of me- tiling with tile powers and nossihllltlcH 
‘ “‘p bB doe8< ho needs no advertís- of the spirit caTtoTeXred from con- 
lug from our oiganizatlon. bcIous existence, whether It began toox-

Rtahmnnd Vn’ 1 L‘ J°BS2N\ 1BÁ y«Bt«rdry or has existed from oter- 
Richmond, Va. "or. Sec> nity. When we have advanced to tho

, ---------- Until
there is greater knowledge in this do
main of investigation, It would seem

vanced spheres, compared with the spir
itual knowledge possessed by incarnate 
man. Consider also the message which 
they bring; that there are spheres of 
existence far higher than those in 
which they themselves are ' dwelling
spheres so exalted that their inhabitants 
do not return to earth. Withlhe knowl
edge which they have, can they not 
foresee any circumstance which might

able to foresee, would they not be able 
to avoid any danger of annihilation? 
It may be asked, therefore, how anv- Mllen. Mi-______ .. .. J .L ... .*

“And why not, pray?" he asked.
"Yes, yes; there must be," I said 

musingly. "Why not cathedrals as 
well as colleges?”

“And why not homes, houses col- 
fe8.’, calh<i!ir,alB. churches, schools, in- 
8 .on8 ? learning and so forth, as 
well as a throne, harps, palms, white 
obes and crowns of gold, and so on, 

that the fashionable world below believe 
in so devoutly? Why not, as well as 
hell-fire, devils, imps, satan, pitchforks 
and so forth?" he asked, smiling into 
my face.

"Ah, yes; why not—why not? Is 
Liszt still a Roman Catholic?" I ques
tioned.

"The church has yet great power 
over him," be answered. "Pomp and 
pride go hand in hand, you know. Franz 
Liszt loved both, arid he still loves 
them. His musical ability and genius 
are towering, but his philosophical rea
soning powers are not so great. He 
used, In the earth life, to be very stub
born and dogmatical, and to a great ex
tent he .is so still Like yourself, he 
cares for very little else but music- 
and a grand cathedral, with all its beau- 
tlful artistic designs. Its pomp and 
grandeur, its lofty music, its Incense 
and choir-boys, its great organ and 
many pianos, besides other musical in
struments, hold him like a spell. Yet 
ho does not remain in a cathedral all 
the Hine; he has a very quiet home out
side but not tar away. Still, I have 
reason to know that he is within the ca
thedral now.” '

When I was in the earth life I had

greatly loved apd admired Franz Liszt. 
When in Germany, I had visited him 
often, and played for him a great many , 
times—in fact, I had played to him 
nearly all of his own compositions. He 
was growing old and his touch had be
come tremulous and uncertain, which 
greatly grieved him, and as I played 
some of his most brilliant and charm
ing pieces, the great tears would roll 
down his cheeks, and sighs, and even 
groans escape his lips. When I had 
finished some of his grandest music, he 
would throw his arms -about me and 
cry out, "Bravo! bravo! You play after 
my own heart. You understand my 
music. That is the way it should be 
played. Music is like a living creature. 
To murder it is a crime; and so many 
murder my music. They might as well 
kill me. You are my own boy—child 
of my heart—my musical son.”

Then he would order cake and wine, 
and after partaking of it I would leave 
the old man to his rest; but the picture 
of him, as I last saw him, was still fresh 
in my mind—his proud, dominant face, 
fired by genius; his long, white, thick 
hair falling about it heavily; his long 
hands and thin, upright form, now bend
ing a little at the shoulders. All, how 
clear and bright the picture was as 
memory reproduced it.

“Has Liszt changed very much in his 
appearance?" I asked my father.

“You shall see,” he replied.
We had been moving onward all this 

time, and now we paused before a gor
geously grand cathedral. I will not now 
stop to describe it, for really my eyes 
did not take In all the details, I was so 
intent on meeting the man I had come . 
to see and hear. We paused just at the 
wide open doors, and a volume of sound 
burst forth upon my listening ears. -

“Listen!” exclaimed my father. “He ; 
is at it. He is the leader here,” and < 
my soul drank it in. Do the readers of 1 
The Progressive Thinker want to know 
what my sensations were? If so, I will I 
tell them. ।

I felt like one who 1b perishing of i 
thirst, and a cup of cold water Is hand
ed him—or like one who is starving, 
and food placed before him—or like one

J who has been long separated from the 
: idol of his soul, and then meets her 
. face to face, lip to lip, heart to heart. 
Music was all this to me, and more. 
And so 1 listened, and loved, and ate 
and drank of it.

! J.'1’b!? great h?™onles roared and thun
dered so at times, that they shook the 
vast edifice so that it trembled like a 
leaf In the wind; and again the sounds 
were solemn, smooth and vast like eter
nity; and again, soft and sweet and gen
tle, like a mother’s lullaby; and again, 
brilliant, blithe and gay, as the 
chimes of wedding bells; then, moaning 
and sobbing like my own grief-stricken 
wife below.

Oh, those wailing cries! They 
pierced my heart like sword thrusts. I 
covered my face with my hands. O! 
unhappy man that I now wits, for the 
time, for it was through and by me that 
her grief had come upon her—me, who 
would have given my life to save her 
from sorrow. O, if she could only know 
and believe; but sorrow had seared her 
brain and blinded her eyes.

"Have patience,” said my father; 
"time will heal tho brain and dry the 
eyes, and the soul will take a grand 
step upward to meet you. Let us en
ter,” and shortly we stood within the 
grand edifice. In my next letter I will 
tell of my interview with the great com
poser and musician. Franz Liszt. .

. CARLYLE PETERS1LEA.
(To be continued.)
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heights of which we have now received 
faint glimpses, do you not think that wc 
shall be able to control our destinies? 
p°°keiJ at from this view-point immor
tality becomes a necessary result of ev
olution and does not seem supernatural, 
for it may be safely assumed that the 
mind will continue to find new fields of 
research, now pinnacles of knowledge to 
aspire to; and will continue for incom
prehensible time to gain more mastery 
over its environments. '

It is cited again and again that what
ever has a beginning has an ending, yet 
we know comparatively little as to 
its truth. Our field of investigation is 
perforce limited. The plant, the tree, 
the animal the man reaches maturity 
and dies. Dies; butevolution has only 
round this stage of existence inadequate 
for the farther elaboration of the indi- 
vblual. In no form of life is there met 
what can be called death.

. Consciousness does not exist in tangi
ble shape outside of individuality; it is 
the product of all the elements which 
collectively compose tlie spirit. The 
sentient life on this plane of existence 
is, like the elements which gave it birth 
eternal and indestructible.

There are many other difficulties to 
be overcome by the pre-existionists be
fore their claims become worthy of ac
ceptance. If the pre-existence urged by 
some is true—that tlie soul was not 
brought into conscious existence until 
its contact with earth—then, granting 
that whatever has a beginning has an 
ending; we will sometime in the far- 
'ustant future, again lapse into the 
primitive unconscious state.

If we have existed from eternity what 
i '8 Wo must be- considering 

now little we now understand’
And then it may be asked, why should 

we be incarnated in the body with its 
varions shortcomings and inharmonious 
o^o.o6Ct ?ns yfltb Nghcr things of the 
spirit, when the whole universe lay be- 
fhr!nSeZewewere drawn ‘“to the 
thralls of matter?
m^1Vh9*uail0U8 stages of develop- 

Sou,tb Afrlca“ savage to 
typeot Anglo-Saxon, ifwe 

an began to exist at the same time? 
What experience doesrthe ignorant Bos- 
wllinnG? ?’ ?.w.ellln§ *n burrows like a 
;y!J,d„an,maI> be is an elevated angel 
tn ing to improve hiá’time'to the best 
advantage? Can the greyer learn of 
the lesser? Could notfáh elevated spir
it such as he 1b supposed to be before 
his incarnation leani more had he 
turned his attention' to hither planes

‘■hC'Sht, instead ofi endeavor- 
i?® .wasf;e h‘B tlffie' in "pursuit of 
knowledge of lower ffirms Hi existence 
which can be of no. b’tóeílt t¿> him after 
he has again advanced by the slow and 
m&S?°f tor-

„ n™ body reçélvefi'lfc life from 
entity,:,llt naturally fol- 

l°SiS tb,a^ entire tüilmiÜ and vege
table kingdoms must'receive their Hire 
w«mfnr if it is posai-
bi© for on animal to com© Into oxiRt- once with its body? it is also posffible 
for a human being to do likewise. .

And thus on every hand the theory is 
by *nsurmountable difficulties. 

„?n,y,are ^bo “ri>umentBr, brought for- 
^a„rd(x2*pfovo ,îB.tr“tli,.ÿet tliere is not 
one that cannot be proven to bo falla
cious. Of course, spirlts.have returned 
(fhd corroborated the.çlatas of. the pre- 

but otIlerB Lave also stated 
that this life on earth begins tho exist
ence of the spirit,, and ‘seemingly they 
can support their views with, just as In
vincible logic as Is produced by those 
spirits who uphold pre-existence. ■ it 
must be remomberefi Ltet the opinions

held while on earth to a large extent 
prevent an unprejudiced view of the 
case, which accounts for the diametri
cally opposite views expressed oy those 
from the other side of life. :

„ GEO. B. FERRIS.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

SEANCES WITH W. W. ABER.

Remarkable Experiences with W. W.
■ ■ ' Aber. ' ' ' ■ • ''
Last July my baby girl, aged seven 

years, together with two other little 
girls and an old man, Were drowned in 
our river here while boat-riding.

No one saw the accident, and it was 
shrouded in mystery. As a matter of 

, course this had a tendency to make my 
interest more intense, and on the morn
ing of Jan. 22, just six months from the 
hour the body of our baby was recov
ered, my wife and I started to Kansas 
City to visit W. W. Aber. .

I thoroughly examined the seance 
room at various times, both alone and 
with others, and it was absolutely im
possible for any fraud to have been 
practiced upon us.

The room is an upstairs one of a 
brick house, with plastered walls and 
only one door at which we entered. The 
cabinet in which Mr. Aber sat is three 
feet square and is located in a corner 
the other two sides being made of 
heavy black cloth suspended from the 
ceiling.

At the opening of tlie meeting we 
were asked to examine the room thor
oughly. My wife sewed the pant-legs of 
Mr. Aber stoutly to the carpet, his coat 
sleeves to his pant-legs near the knee 
and his coat collar together, and I filled 
his hands with oat-meal. After the 
seance, some two hours later, he was 
found as we left him with none of the 
meal spilled. We had to get scissors to 
clip the threads to loosen him.

and hoped that I did not blame him for 
tho accident. When he materialized, 
he placed his hand on his head and 
showed me the scar where the limb 
struck him. I did not know about the 
scar before, but have since learned 
from those who prepared the body for 
burial that there was a scar exactly 
where he indicated.

I also had several slate-writings, 
from my father, mother, brother and 
others, among whom was the old man 
who was drowned. Our little girl had 
never been to school and could not 
write, but had learned to print in order 
to write to a brother not at home, and 
she printed this message to us in a slate 
writing: ;
, poar papa and mamma, I love you 
both just the same. Olga.” : ,\

Twenty-three of the twenty-four with 
whom we conversed came to us without 
any suggestion. ' I called for but one 
person, who appeared In a very short

One day I went to a store and pur
chased a folding slate. It was never 
out of my hands until after the writing 
had been performed and read by me. 
Both sides of the Inside of the slate was 
entirely covered. I had three of these 
slates, one of which is written in dif
ferent colors. The colors are not ar
ranged in regular order, but words here 
and there are of different colors. This 
slate is signed by three persons of 
whom our little girl is one. No money 
would tempt me to part with these, and 
I have framed them and hung them in 
our home, where friends can examine 
them.

Should any one desire further infor
mation relative to my experience, it will 
be cheerfully given by addressing me 
at Sparta, Tenn. :

Sparta, Conn. W. W. HULL.

We attended five meetings, in which 
twenty-four persons whom we knew and 
recognized, came and conversed wltfi 
relatives amf sever^^riends. “our baby ettonaTfoZ co?8t}patk)n‘ Vernal 
girl came to us every night and one pVhSt**'foImer 3L?.no?'n as VernaJ Saw 
time talked with me probably flft^n Tnd”±.h 7y Wlne) 'i111 be 8ent free 
minutes, talking as she had when here o-roaftvTmh* any.reader of The Pro- 
with us and putting her hands on me S70r It U and
and petting me. 9 °ne doae a day this

While there we saw various tests sug- feSfr to ¿tav cured ° if ™ CUreS* P?r' 

before I saw her the flm time tod “lw Hthoroi'BhlY:

iSWfl Sn.to.“"ao“ ‘ 01 V<™'
appeared to me and conversed quite 462 Seneca Building C<>”

years. ' .

No Person Should Die
ofany kidney disease, or be distressed 

and nthar by,stomaÇh troubles, or tortured and
Poisoned by constipation. Vernal Palm-

TBN REMARKABLE BOOKS 
, . FOR $3.10.

^5-Ghost^nd, Spiritualism, OccuIO

7-Tto oncti^°.r,ld Iatervlewed. ! 
R a xv„„C?ult Llfe of Jesus. ।
9-Th^pler<er in tbe Splrit Lands.

Science £ “ °f Man ““<? Ethics of

Bead This Carefully Before
. Remitting’,

.. ™;eP You; send, in your, subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire iï 
this list, and their price, and send fi? 
nreTi Tb^y .are verY valuable. They 
are intensely interesting. They are eta' 
vating in tone and will do you good in 
remitting do net fall to enclose a toil« 
for The Progressive Thinker. ■

These ten books, substantially nrui 
elegantly bound, and printed in tha 
neatest style of the printer’s art, will ba 
furnished to our subscribers for Î3 10 a 
price wh ch modern machinery and en“ 
terprise has rendered possible in Tha 
Progressive Thinker office only Semi 
ing out these books, however, at th« 
prices we do, does not reduce the price 
of the subscription of the paper, appa ® 
ent y or otherwise, a single cent, for 
that cannot be afforded for less than 
one dollar per year, in view of the fact 
that we publish such a vast amount oJ 
reading matter.

In conclusion, bear In mind that ths 
P2sta.S^K?2 ten P^mlum books Is 
ab?U«o)inE-iI?0tLAR’ ,eavlnfl this office 
only $2.10, illustrating the great bargain 
you are gettlng-a bargain the like of 
which was never known before on this 
material plane.
CLUB3I CLUBS) CLUBSI CLUBS!]

To Clubs of ten or more we offer thq 
following terms to each one: The Pro> 
gresBlve Thinker one year, and ONE ol 
the following books, $1.16: "The Rellg<- 
ion of Man and Ethics of’ Science"-| 
“Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Pasi 
and Present"; MWanderer In the Spirit) 
Lands”; “The Encyclopedia of Death 
and Life in the Spirit World,” Vol 3^ 
Thb one who gets up the Club will’ bs 
entitled to the paper one year free, and 
any two of the books he may select 
among our list of premiums.

Man anA hhn a? Disclosed In the Bible* I lull dllU LI IB By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
Anil’ll- Unpffl Ass°clat0 of King's College, OplI IL WUI IU London. An excellent book 
tor Christian people who would Investigate and 
learn the facts of Bible teachings as well as 
modem spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 81.10.

Bifife and Church Deorade Woman.
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises three 

essays on "The Effect ot Woman Suffrage on 
Questions of Morals and Rokulon." Price, 10e.

I had a reading through Mr. Aber’s -, 
control, Sam, in which the old man who nnreS6““! Llzzle
was with the little girls and was ^C«yBI?*uhiSi1volumo’ A0118 PeerleM 
drowned With'them, gave me a message poef Spiritualism may be read in her 
and also appeared personally lateral varied,moods, from grave to gay, from 
both times explaining the nature of'the ! ve!y ■ ,BOV®re; t It is a book to be 
accident fully, stating that a limb had u™8p™<Lnn<1 r c*Iy enioycd hy all who 
fallen and struck him on the head, ren- mîtrffW,,*. p0*?lry’ ttIJd especially by 
dering him unconscious. Otherwise he ,B IssUlFsaid he-would have been able M hI>v„ prl.«odi?ndbound‘ Wee?!.

». Man the Microcosm.
His Infinito and Divino Relations. Intuition— 
The Light Within, i By Giles B. Stebbins, 
Price,,10 cent*

FaUierTom and the Pone, 
Pv Slight at tho Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir Samuel .Ferguson. From Blackwood's 
Edinburg Mafff.zlno. Thio lb a humorous ab
count of n. rqUMaomo visit to tho Popo of 

by Tom, an Irish priest, nrtuodaS«- . • • ■ ~ “• mu. in iUDVi IIAUIUU
' With ft superabimflnnoo of IrUh wit, Iwo iia.‘ Very useful I PorlBl quart bouios of Irian ‘'Ootoon,” fthd an 

*P8h f£P»po for ‘•conwoundinfl” tiw Bftina ....... J$o0Zii9j cloth, comm - ■ - ' •
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mUsWSvcry Saturday at 40 Lwaib Streit,

J. R. FRANCIS, Miter and Proprietor 
tsturf »1 tbf Cilew Poxlolfic* u Ikos4-CIu» Matter 

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION i
The Pkoguesswh thinu i:n will bo t urulshod 

until further notice at Uiu Jollowlng terms, in
variably in advance:
Ono Year,....... 
BU Mouths.......
Thirteen Weeks, 
felugle Copy,....

si oo 
KXiW 
ïàe.ie
Ml

BBMiTTAHUES: . - ■
Remit by Postottloe Monuy. order, Regialerod 

lx'tier or Draft on Chicago or Now Yoik. It 
oost s from JO to 15 eouts to get cheeks cashed on 
local bunks, so do not teud thein unless you 
wish that amount deducted front the amount 
»:ent. Address all letters to J. R. FRANCIS, .40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, 111

XAKE SOlXCISi
S3“At tho expiration of enbserlptlon, If not re

newed, t he paper' is discontinued. No bills 
will beseutlor extra numbers. .

you do not receive your paper promptly 
write us, aud any errors In address will be 
promptly corrected, aud missing numbers 
supplied gratis. "
Whenever you desire the address of your 

paper ichuugod, always give the address ol 
tho place to which It' has boon going or the 
change canuot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is $2.

. Abuse of Patients at Asylums.
If a tenth part of the charges made 

by Miss Marlon Gray in regard to the 
treatment of patients at the hospitals of 
the great metropolis of Now York, are 
true, it should bring a blush of shame 
to every official connected therewith 
and excite the execration of every citi
zen. -

Miss, Gray spent thirty-five days in 
the scarlet fever ward of the hospital at 
North Brother Island. She had the 
fever, and was taken to the contagious 
disease hospital. When released she 
felt it her duty to go before the Com
missioner and tell the story of the awful 
cruelty practiced on the charity pa
tients.

She was carried in prostrated with 
the fever,- For heartless cruelty, and 
brutality, the account she gives of the

SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 1904.

TAKE NOTICE.
All book« advertised In the columns 

of The Progressive Thinker are for sale 
at this office. Bear this In mind.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Sdltor-at-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr, Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks In the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
clippings when ai attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

Do you wish to assist in the publica
tion of a revised edition of this book? 
If so, by subscribing for it now, you will 
receive a copy at less price than it will 
be sold for after publication. Price not ■ - - - - ....... dedesired until the book is ready tor
livery. Please send your address 
once If you desire to assist.

320 octavo pages, finely bound 
muslin.

Price to subscribers, $1, postpaid.
Address

at

in

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

THB 'FRÖORESSrVB THINKER
leal work of these doctor# who claim 
the right to dissect living animals and 
children. The doctors are setting up a 
desperate fight in tho name of science! 
Herbert D. Ward, an author of note, 
said in favor of the restriction before 
the committee:

"Children in this state have been at 
the mercy of vlvisectionists. Eight or 
ten died, it happened at Boston Hos
pital in 1896. There is hi the hospital 
a record of vivisection of the helpless 
infants of the poor.”

Mr. Ward then produced the follow
ing records of fatal results of what are 
described by doctors as “some experi
mental work" upon children by way of 
tapping the spinal canal:

Case 2—Female, aged 20 months. 
Spinal canal punctured January 17, 
1896, January 22, February 16, on day of

death of a baby has no parallel. She 
says:

“I was put into a bed from which a 
convalescent had just been taken. The 
sheets were dirty and blankets looked 
as though they had not been washed in 
all the years the hospital bad been in 
use. When I asked for clean sheets, I 
was told that I was 'too stuck up' for 
the place.

' “The night I was taken to the hos
pital I was carried to the ward and laid 
upon the cot with my clothes. I was too 
weak and ill to raise myself from the 
cot at first, and lay there in a half-faint
ing condition. At last I heard a voice 
at the end of the ward say:'

" ’What Is that woman lying there 
for? If she thinks I am going to un
dress her, she can He there until she 
rots.”

It was not until hours later that Miss 
Gray recovered her strength sufficient
ly to disrobe and crawl between the 
sheets of the filthy, vermin-infested cot 
to which she had been assigned.

"In the wards the helpers were a 
greater danger than disease,” said Miss 
Gray.

“They swore at us and cursed us 
roundly when we displeased them. 
They appropriated the food sent to us 
aud used themselves the vichy Intended 
for the patients. They made eggnogs 
of the eggs prescribed for those upon 
an egg diet or intended to be made into 
desserts for the convalescent. Refuse 
was left standing about i.n .the aisles 
and by the sides of the cots until the 
reek of it filled the air. Patients sick 
unto death wero attended to only when 
It pleased the nurses.

“There was a baby in the scarlet 
fever ward—a tiny, golden haired Httle 
tot, Just able to talk—whose death 
through the negligence of the nurses 
was a thing to wring the heart of any 
mother.

“The little fellow lay In a cot just 
across the room from the one I was in. 
Burning with fever, the baby tossed 
back and forth across the vermin-in
fested bed, moaning piteously. Every

WAKE UP I ILLINOIS.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, the 

Widely known missionaries of the N. S. 
A., are now ready to work for the pro
mulgation of Spiritualism by organizing 
local societies of Spiritualists in Illi
nois. Let general advantage of their 
availability be taken at once. Do not 
delay in communicating with them at 
Rochester, Indiana, until further notice.

The time will soon be gone and your 
opportunity lost If you dally with inde
cision. Get out of the graveyard of in
difference. GEO. B. WARNE, 

President Ill. S. S. A.

An Important Question.
Mr. Dowie, of Zion fame, claims he is 

the Elijah who ascended to heaven In 
"a chariot of fire, and horses of fire,” 
Impelled by a whirljvind. See 11. Kings 
2:11. It was-Elijah's mantle that di
vided the waters of the Jordan, so he 
passed on dry land. The mantle which 
fell from Elijah’s shoulders when the 
whirlwind caught him, was just as ef
fective in the bands of Elisha; for on 
his return from across the sacred river 
■where he parted company with Elijah, 
Elisha smote the river with that iden
tical mantle, and the waters were di
vided as before. It was Moses ROD 
that produced such wonderful results 
in the days of that functionary, as it 
was the hair of Samson which made 
him bo strong and agile with the foxes.

Without that identical mantle which 
fell from Elijah's shoulders, and which 
Elisha took up, how is it possible for 
our modem divine, though Inspired by 
the spirit of the ascended Elijah, to 
perform miracles? The rod of Moses, 
and the hair of Samson lost their effi
cacy when separated from their owners. 
By provisions of Elijah, and by special 
request of Elisha, the original magic 
power Invested in that wonderful cloak 
continued in the hands of Elijah’s suc
cessor. But It moldered to dust with 
its new owner, and Its power is gone 
forever.

But here comes a sage question. 
John 3:13 gives the words of Jesus 
thusly: .

“No man hath ascended up to heaven, 
but he that came down from heaven, 
even the Son of Man which Is in

The Atìtìial Meeting '
Of Illinois Spiritualises

1 '° Will Be Held at

patient’s death.
Case 3—Female, aged 4 months. 

Punctured January 17, 1896. Patient 
died January 22.

Case 5—Male, aged 8% years. Punc
tured February 3, 1896. Patient died 
February 4.

Case 6—Male, aged 6 months. Punc
tured February 1. Patient died in con
vulsions three weeks later.

Case 7—Male, aged 7 months.
Mr. Ward said Dr. Wentworth justi

fied the vivisection by saying: “The di
agnosis value of puncture of the sub
arachnoid space is so evident that I con
sidered myself justified in Incurring 
some risk in order to settle the question 
of danger.” .

The spinal cord is surrouned by a pro
tective sheath continuous with that 
which protects the brain. This sheath 
is composed of three ■ membranes, the 
dura mater, arachnoid and pla mater. 
Such is the great care in the structure 
of this dedicate organ, encased in the 
bony column, and yet. further to prevent 
jar or concussion the space between the 
pla mater and the cord Is filled with a 
fluid. The experiments on the children 
were tapping this cavity and drawing 
of the cerebro-spinal fluid. The doctor 
was not satisfied with the death of his 
first victim, he gathered in nine, and 
watched their agonies! All died, as 
anyone with common sense would know 
they would. What was gained for sci
ence? Nothing! The experiments 
were carried on for the love of pain, 
the lust for torture such as actuated the 
inquisitors of old.

few minutes a plaintive cry for water 
walled across the ward from the cot of 
the little sufferer.

“The night helper in the ward—a 
coarse, brutal woman of the type only 
too common in the hospital on North 
Brother Island—roused herself from her 
chair near the fire and went over to the 
cot where the little one lay. I breathed 
a prayer of thankfulness, for I thought 
her heart had been touched by the wail
ing cries of the fevered baby; but in
stead of giving him the water he craved 
she struck him time and time again.

" ‘Walt until your two hours are up 
and you will get some water, but not be
fore,” she said. And the little fellow 
cowered in his cot, sobbing piteously.

“All riight long I heard the baby cry
Ing for water. I was too weak to leave 
my cot to help him, and lay tnere half- 
delirious, with his quivering sobs In my 
ears. I tried to shut out the sound.’’ 
My heart almost burst with suffering as 
I heard the moans of the little sufferer 
growing weaker and weaker. The 
nurse had gone to sleep by the fire 
again and gave no heed. The long night 
hours in the ward were passing more 
slowly than they had ever passed be
fore and I lay there waiting, waiting 
for some one to go to the little one who 
lay there crying through parched, 
cracked lips for just a taste of water.

“Toward morning the baby rose in 
bed again, sobbing great, quivering 
sobs and crying with piteous Insistence 
for a drink. Then, pushing off the bed

heaven.” \
That passage of holy writ, right froflk, 

the mouth of Jesus himself, knocks into 
smithereens the claim of Elijah’s as
cension. Now what is our Brother 
Dowie going to do about It?

We are told of the voluble Congress
man who set his mouth.talklng, then re
tired, leaving that organ to address the 

¿House Indefinitely. Let our brother 
adjust his vocal organs to the task of 
making Jesus’ words harmonize with 
his claim, and with the Old Testament 
record, then we are content, though it 
shall go on forever.

INDIANA
Organization of the State Spiritualist 

Association.

. Mar. 19,1904.

tlon was due to the untiring efforts ol 
this well known missionary and Ina 
wife, and also to Mr. Barrett whose 
ability as a parliamentarian and pre
siding officer is known to Spiritualists 
all over the United States. Mr. Bar-
rett’s lectures are always full ot inspire- 
tion that appeals to each and everyone 
who is permitted1 to listen to him, and 
fills us with a desire to Btrlve still hard
er to bring out any. good that may be ; 
in us. His beautiful word pictures al
ways give us some good thoughts to 
jake home with us and make us feel 
the better for having heard him.

Mrs. Sprague and Dr. Julia Walton, 
with their spirit messages, brought com
fort to many hearts, and with such 
earnest workers as these, the success of 
the convention was assured.

The afternoon and evening pro
’ Mrs. Flora Russell, the well-known I Effins were as follows: At 2 p. m., Mu- 
singer of Alliance, Ohio, sang a beautl- “Ic by congregation, invocation by

.. .. ful solo, after which President Barrett I W- Smith; solo by Mrs. Flora Rus-
T7I • • • > i t • I rAstinniiptl tn tliA R/iHrASR nf wplpomd in I iGCtur© (20 millU^GS) by H. D. BW*Forenoon Conference on Vital Questions free htausuMhapX^Md entertaffiing man- rett; music by Temple choir; lecture

1 if A n ' 1 • 1 . 1 , T ner (20 minutes) by Dr. Julia M. Walton;
to Sill* TVltemOOIlS UjIIQ CVemiliJS devoted to Ln— The remainder of the morning was I niessages (20 minutes) by Dr.

• j • i z~\ j "mr • 1 1 ¿r I dovotod to th© annointinE- of th© various I Ji41ia WraJton; music by congregation;spiration aud Oratory, Music and Messages. XX««feshOTtfeiksfromthe «pint messages (2o minutes) by Mre.
Prv., Di>An-»o>v^ PnmnmliAT. rlraina Tn I different delegates, giving their reasons W. Sprague; benediction by Dr. Gar-W atCIl lOl JL lOgramS. ixememuer Gates. m*-1 tor favoring organization. Idiner Haines.

m'l-A «.An. ASAniic I At 2 p. m„ the convention was again At 7 p m-. Music by congregation; Invite youi inenQS. I called to order, and the business of the vocation by Dr. Gardiner Haines; musl.o
1? W A DXTl? Til Q Q A forenoon continued. Lyceum work was temple choir; violin solo by MissATjEJk/. Jo. W A-tiJN lli, rrest. HI. O. A-» discussed at length, and many points Ureth Mosher; lecture (20 minutes) by 

Tan ' t I. ~ TH„ „™1 brought out showing the benefit of be-1 Sprague; solo by Miss HazelElla JODnSOD Bloom, feecy. ginning with the children In teaching I Wertz;;; lecture (20 minutes) by H. D.
1 Spiritualism. Mr$. Major Bitters, of Barrett; solo by Mrs. Flora Russellr 

Rochester, said that the present pros- I ®Pi£1}- messages (20 minutes) by Mre. 
perous condition of their society was k-W- Sprague; music by the E. Z. Man- 
due to the interest taken by the younger dolin Club; spirit messages (20 mln-

_ people who were educated In the ly- utes) by E. W. Sprague; benediction.
Practical Lessons Gained From Hlah I ceum. Mrs. E. W. Sprague gave sev- „ In closing this convention a vote ot 

eral examples of children brought up in tbanks was tendered first to the mem
experience. gunday^chooja, where there were I «ers of the Madison Avenue Society for

I no lyceums, who remained with the I use of their temple; to the choir 
I feel the impression of the spiritual church instead of embracing the relig- and musicians for their beautiful mu- 

forces to-day to write something in re- jOn of their parents, showing that the sic-' and to the press of the city for its 
gard to mediumship. I consider any teachings received in childhood have a kindly, unprejudiced and fair treatment, 
phase of mediumship a gift from the more lasting impression than those re- I an<i I°r tiie notices given of the conven- 
Divlne Power that rules all people, celved in after years. tlon I ttIld t0 the citizens of Anderson
There are of course, many degrees of I several members spoke of the great I for the entertainment of the delegates, 
power in each phase; and as for there need of a simpler form or leaflet for the CARRIE H. MONG, Sec’y.
being any one on this earth planet that use of the younger children, also of a I S. Franklin Street, Muncie, Ind. 
can, for any consideration, impart to card or booklet to be used as prizes for I —------- - • -------------

Tuesday ÿaiiÿ Wednesday, April 5 and 6,1904 
Three Sus» Dallu.

MUSIC FROM THE STARS,
IT HAS BEEN CAPTURED BY SCI

ENCE.

Church Property In the District of 
Columbia.

The exemption of property in the Dis
trict especially under the control of the 
Federal government, has become so 
enormous, and made the unfortunate 
ones who failed to obtain exemption 
bear such a heavy load, that the Dis
trict Commissioners have come out 
boldly against the abuse.

According to the latest list there is 
of taxable land and Improvements in 
the District $213,250,418, and by hook 
or crook there is $283,906,848 exempt, 
or more than seventy millions of dol
lars more than that which is taxed. Of 
this amount $6,500,000 is church prop
erty, and the churches are besieging 
the commissioners to receive further 
exemptions! If the tax was equally 
distributed it would be less than half 
as much on a dollar as at present. It is 
not a matter of wonder that there is a 
change of opinion as to taxation of 
church property, and that many think 
that religious bodies have no more right 
to freedom from' paying taxes than in
dividuals. Not only churches, parson
ages, but schools, convents, monas
teries, and business blocks owned by 
churches are exempt. Well does Dis-

Sounds Drawn From Planets Made 
Audible Through Action of Light 
Rays on Polished Steel Plate.
It appears from a special dispatch 

from New York to the Chicago Record
Herald, that we now have music from 
the stars! Captured melodies from 
the planets! Professor, Albert C. Al
bertson, the electrical engineer, whose 
Invention of the so-called “magnet 
train” created a sensation in scientific 
circles a few months ago, has invented 
an instrument which he believes is the 
vital keynote to ultimate communica
tion between the'planets. The appar
atus upon which he has been working 
for several years at last, he says, has 
given him the results he has long hoped 
for, and a few days ago at his home, 100 
Hamilton place, he listened to music 
played by no earthly hands, but by ce
lestial bodies.

Light rays are the media of bringing 
the communication with the stars into 
Professor Albertson's hands. From the 
new Invention, muslq, the original melo
dies and harmonies of the stars, may be 
extracted, as well as other sounds no 
mortal ever heard before. Not only 
this may be accomplished, but the light 
rays from the sun, the moon, or from 
the remotest Visible 'Star in space may 
be utilized so as to .play the music of 
mortal composers. 1

"It is a scientific fact,” said Profes
sor Albertson to-day, "that a light ray 
falling upon the surface of a small pol
ished steel plate, tor;.example, will pro
duce a tone.

PURE MEDIUMSHIP

The first convention of the delegates 
Of the various Spiritualist societies of 
Indiana met in the city of Ander
son, Ind., Feb. 2G, 27 and 28,1904, at the 
Madison Avenue temple, for tho . pur
pose of organizing a state association.

The convention was called to order 
Friday at 10 a. m., by Harrison D. Bar
rett, president of the N. S. A. After the 
invocation by Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt, of
Chlcago, and music, the address of wel
come was made by Dr. Gardiner
Haines, president of the Anderson so
ciety.

you a gift that only comes from the un- best attendance. It was also suggested 
seen, it is to me not to be thought of. that the convention pass resolutions I 
Of course ! can only speak from actual wbicu are to go to the N. 8. A., making 
experience. the lyceum a part of the work, and that

Even when one has the gifts of medl- I universal literature be adopted. I 
umship within themselves they must The superintendents who were to be 
study and develop that latent power, appointed by the Incoming president, 
else It will never -be brought to the sur- I were to be instructed to organize ly- 
face. There are many ways that a per- ceums in every society.
son will discover the gifts of the spirit At 7 p. m. the following program was

HELP FOR THE 
SICK AND 

INFIRM MEDIUMS
that lie dormant. I can only speak of rendered: Music by the congregation; .
the way I found mine, and when we invocation by Dr. Gardiner Haines, An- FROM THE N. 8. A. HEADQUARTERS,
grow or develop into a knowledge of derson; solo by Mrs. Flora Russell, Al- 
these things we will be sure they are Hance, Ohio; lecture (20 minutes )by E.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

given to us by a power not of earth. W. Sprague, Jamestown, N. Y„ N. S. A. ... . Contributor8 _«vmnathetlr and Not often does any gift of medium- missionary; violin solo by Miss Ureth °* Co"tributo_;8 Sympathetic and 
ship manifest itself suddenly, and with- Mosher, Anderson; lecture (20 min- Tender Hearts Touched Concerning 
out a desire or a working or studying utea) Harrison D. Barrett; music by the Law Against Mediums.
to attain some gift. A great many peo- Temple choir; spirit messages (20 mln- To the Editor:—1 am now ready to
pie are medlumlstic, but the power 1b so utes) by Mre. E. W. Sprague; music, make my first report of progress, in the
small It will only be discerned by a me- Temple choir; spirit messages (20 mln- I matter of collecting from the Splrltual-
dium; while the person will have utes) by Dr. Julia M. Walton, Jackson, ists at large the sum of one thousand
dreams that always mean something, Mich.; benediction by Thomas W. dollars by the first of June, that we may 
and Impressions that if followed will be I Smith, Anderson. I secure the other thousand dollars that
good. Such a person will never develop Saturday morning, Feb. 27, the various has been generously promised to the N. 
into a medium. They simply have not committees brought in their reports, s. A. for the Mediums' Relief Fund. As 
the gifts of the spirit as a medium must and the constitution and by-laws were has been before stated, the National As-
have to be successful. And no matter adopted. sociatlon is paying seven mediums the

clothes with his weak, puny little 
arms, he tried to get out upon the 
floor.

. "In the dim light of the ward I saw 
the baby fall forward over the edge of 
the 'cot. The helper was dozing in her 
chair, and the child lay by the side of 
the cot, a huddled mass. '

"For two hours he lay there, and to 
me it seemed a double eternity. I could 
see nothing but that little huddle by the 
side of the cot There were no cries 
now. The ward was more desolately 
silent than I had ever known It. I tried 
to scream, but my voice was a mere 
whisper. I tried to get out of my cot to 
go to the baby who lay there suffering 
alone and utterly helpless, but I was 
too weak to raise myself. I could only 
lie there and wait and pray that some 
one would come to aid the baby I knew 
was dying.

"At the end of two hours the helper 
awoke, and, seeing the motionless bun
die by -the side of the cot, tossed the 
little fellow back into it and threw the 
covers over him. Then she went back 
to her chair by the fire.

“When the ward nurse made hdr 
rounds In the morning she noticed that 
the baby appeared to be in a stupor and 
sent for the physician. Before ne came, 
however, I saw them carrying the little 
body away to the morgue.”

And this Is a Christian land and this 
one of its boasted charities! If this

trict Commissioner Mgcfarland say he 
saw no reason why a church should be 
exempted from taxation. The question 
has also been discussed at length in the 
various citizens' associations, dldblos- 
ing the fact that there were multitudes 
who desired to have the church prop
erty pay its share of the expenses of the 
District government.

As yet there is no move in sight on 
the part of those in authority to have 
the evil checked, If it is an evil, as so 
many think.

If the general government would 
move in this matter It would greatly in
fluence public sentiment.

fThe Theatre Receives the Wrath of an 
Evangelist

Evangelist Munhall has been engaged 
Jjy the East End Presbyterian Church of 
¡Pittsburg, to stir the dry bones during 
Lent He gave a sermon especially on 

- the subject, "Dancing, Theatergoing 
and Card-Playing.” "Nine-tenths of 
the actors and actresses are Immoral,” 
Baid the speaker. "The playhouse is the 
¡way to hades. The card-playing, thea
ter-going, and dancing members of the 
church rarely contribute anything to 
the church but their presence."

The Episcopal church received a vi-K 
clous kick in passing because of the 
letter addressed to members of that 
church asking them to refrain from at
tending grand opera during lent. "We 
ought to have lent 365 days in the
year,” said this, evangelist ’ 

The morality of the stage'will

cruelty was confined to a'single hos
pital It might be more easily corrected, 
but It grows out of the system and is 
more or less apparent in every hospital 
in the country. Patients may not be 
put into foul,-vermin-infested beds, or 
children beaten, but there are other 
methods of torture. Charity patients 
are material for experimentation with 
physicians, and the accounts of these 
are unblushingly published. Women 
Inoculated with cancer germs, Infants 
having the membrane of the spinal col
umn punctured, inoculation with yellow 
fever, and injection of toxins, are a few 
of the experiments recorded by the 
physicians themselves—a demon could 
not ask for more.

Are these accusations too fiendish to 
be believable of educated physicians? 
The Humane Society .has sustained 
•these charges, ant/the everyday publi
cations of physicians proves that the 
half .has not been told. Not only in the 
medical collegia are thousands of ani-

The New Fire Extinguisher.
We read in “Holy Writ” that Elijah 

called down fire from heaven, that con
sumed several captains of fifties, to
gether with their fifties.

But the Christian Scientists of Balti
more in a way outdo Elijah, according 
to the following statement from the 
Record-Herald of this city:

Baltimore, March 6.—At a meeting of 
Christian Scientists to-day testimony 
was given by a number of persons who 
had interests in the burned districts, 
and who told how they saved their 
property by prayer. One man said, as 
a result of his mental work, the fire 
had come to about 150 feet of the build
ing and then turned, burning all 
around it. Two of the large banks of 
the city, Christian Scientists state, owe 
their escape from serious damage to the 
Interest taken'in them by Chrlctlan Sci
entists.

“When it was learned that the fire 
was raging,” said Mrs. Ellen Cross, C. 
D. S., “the Christian Scientists in the 
city, and also in every place where the 
news of the conflagration reached, 
worked against the evil, treating it with 
scientific prayer. Not supplication, but 
in the language of the text-book of the 
cult.”

The wonder is that with such wonder
ful if not miraculous efficacy to their 
“scientific prayers” these Christian Sci
entists did not quell and quench the fire 
in the other parts of the burnt district 
in Baltimore, and thus saved the ter
rible load and suffering. Or was their 
“interest” solely confined to the two 
large banks, etc? Verily, Christian Sci
ence is a queer cult

“About tone being'produced from a 
light ray falling on a polished steel 
plate—this is inaudible, however, un
less the plate' is inserted Into an elec- ■ 
trie circuit also containing a micro
phone or telephone .ear-piece. This is 
the principle underlying my Invention.

“The sounds and music transmitted 
from the varipua planets tell different 
stories. For Instance, when the instru
ment is aimed at Arcturus sounds of 
contrast are heard. At first it sounded 
to me like an ear-splitting hurricane; 
then like the roar of a thousand Niag
aras; then seething like the melodious, 
low whispering, exquisitely soft sing
ing, a low, lingering sound.

"Sirius, or the planets above, I would 
judge from the Instrument to be in a 
state of despair. Hideous noises, un
earthly in their weird horror, like 
mournful spirits In agony, bereft of all 
eternal happiness, come from this celes
tial region. The sounds of shrieking, 
nerve-racking disharmony remind one, 
as near as I can give an earthly com
parison, of the insane in a madhouse. 

.. “There are brighter stars, which sing 
sweet music, and make one think by 
contrast of worlds full of angels.

“One would naturally think that the 
more powerful the light ray, the better 
the musical result, but this Is not so. 
The far-away fixed star is the one that 
produces the sweetest tones. This I 
believe to be due to the noninterference 
of the reflected light from the Invisible, 
planets revolving about the sun.

“The brighter the star, the less pure 
and clear the tones. When the instru
ment is played upon by the blazing sun
light a million noises, due to reflected 
light from this and other planets, un
doubtedly spoil-the music entirely.”

how long they sit for development, or The credential committee reported sum of twelve dollars a mouth, each, to- 
how much they desire to be given some that there were 48 delegates present wards their support; we would be glad 
gift, or what great medium tells them and 23 societies represented in the to extend the list to take in many more 
they can be developed for so many dol- state. The convention instructed the who are in need of aid, but not till the 
lars, they can not. I heard of one good incoming president to appoint one su- I fund increases can this be done. Dur
patient sister that prayed for fifteen perintendent for each congressional dis- ing the present week, we added another 
years for some gift of the spirit, and she trict; or where there was not much aged medium, a resident of this city, to 
was rewarded. She has just lately work to be done one superintendent the list. This beneficiary is elghty-two 
gone to the new world and I am glad should have charge of more than one years of age and has no one to look to 
sho was so faithful. district. The duty of these superin- for aid but the N. S. A. This would

When a medium (the first one I ever tendents is to organize societies and ly- have made tho eighth on our list in ad-
heard talk) told me I would write im- I ceums, and encourage and strengthen ditlon to the complete support of Dr.
presslonably some day, I laughed at societies that are weak, and urge all lo- Slade; but we have just learned of tire
him. When the ."white-winged messen- I cals to become members of the state as- transition of one of our pensioners, Mrs. 
ger” came to call one of my loved ones sociatlon. It was also decided that any Kendall, of Massachusetts, and we havq j 
to the beautiful sunlit land, I began to local society holding a charter from the to-day forwarded tho sum needed for
study on these things. I studied and N. S. A. could become a member of the the burial of her remains. Thus the
pondered for four long months, and had I state association free of charge, pro- I good work is going on. Our beneficial 
about fifty years of experience, but I re- vlded they are in good standing in the ries are grateful and appreciative, and
celved my reward and to me it is glori- N. S. A., and have relinquished their we feel that we are not only blessing
ous! Death was for me the beginning charter to the N. S. A. them, but that everyone who contrlb-

Tolstoi and Principle.
Among all the socialists, and those 

who voice the discontent of the op
pressed, perhaps none has occupied a 
larger share of public attention. Born 
to high estate and affluence, the owner 
of vast estates, whereon the people re
mained serfs in all but the name he has 
posed as their champion, and masquer
aded In peasants’ coarse attire. The 
attire was a sham, revealing his char
acter, for underneath he always re
tained the finest raiment. He has writ
ten many books, mostly of highly relig
ious tone, and has continuously pro
tested against.war. He had no more 
love for one nation than another, f_.
were not all mankind brothers?

Now comes the exposure of his 
tensions and sham, philanthropy, 
is seized with patriotism which

for

pre
He 
be-

NEVER DESPAIR.

com-
¡pare well with that of the pulpit, and 
presents not as many criminal cases for 
¡decision of the courts. .-

There is but one real heresyt Disloy
alty to truth one ought to sec.—David 
fitarr Jordan. : . . ?

Society is barbarous until every In- 
JduBtrlous man can get his living with
out dishonest coumtoms.—Emerson.

mals; dissected all 
practiced, on (chile 
pltals to such an 
man doctors publl 
experiments aa^i 
common occurrcm

. vivisection is
.1 charity 
(that the 
taunts of 
of the

hos- 
inhu
their 
most..

othor doctors
read curiously, unfeelingly.

The Humane Society is endeavoring 
to push a bill through tho Massachu- 
Betas legislature restricting the diabol-

Fight your way on through each storm 
and privation; . .

Make of each barrier a power to up
lift; ' ■ . .

E'en as the vine in its dark désolation
Throws out its arms to'each bright 

sunny rift,.
Making a ladder of weed and of bush,.

Up which.to heaven It may struggle 
. and puph. ■

Fight your way on through each grief 
and each burden; -

Sweet are the blossoms which pa
tience unfolds; •

Time in its- archives guards safely thy 
guerdon; ■

Tighten thy tendrils which faith 
sweetly holds.

Dark though the day be, and darker the 
night, •

Nover a darkness but yielded to 
light. —Katharine H. Terry.

fools the peasant to shout himself 
hoarse for tlffi czar, and gives a thou
sand copies of'his Epoks, to be sold for 
benefit of the soldiers, engaged in the 
far East in mùrdetlng thè Japanese. 
Tolstoi has ni/t forgotten that he was in 
his youth a soldier." His blood tingles 
in his veins ds he’ recalls the days in 
the field. h4 fails To see that he con
fesses to the '3ioyld his hypercritical 
pretensions by contributing to the war 
fund, for shoujii ho.'iiot give with equal 
measure to the Japanese If they are 
brothers? rieils a /patriot. after, all, 
with a narroti love,for his barbarous 
country and tra barparous laws, and 
would assister.in'its injustice.

“Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M. 
D. For sale at this office, Price 5L,

Such Messages Breve a Nuisance.
To the Editor:—Mrs. :Folsom is being 

annoyed continually by statements 
from alleged mediums-that Mr. Folsom 
Is communicating with them, and send
ing all kinds of "sdul-harrowing state
ments purporting to come from him. 
Please say to your readers that Mr. Fol
som told his wifi an hour before his 
transition, that fils first communication 
would be to her plone, and three times 
since his death his own guides have 
told us that he whs not yet able to com
municate at nil;* and it Is Mrs. Fol
som's special request that all such cor
respondence'sbaff cease. Mrs. Folsom 
desires'to thank’all-true’ friends for 
their expressions of ■sympathy to her. in 
her awful bereavement

C. ,W. STEWART.

of my “gifts of the spirit,” yet I had all It was decided that the incoming utes to this work is also blessed by it.
the gifts within my spiritual self, but president of the state association be Some of the letters we receive with,
my earthly self had not till then met one of the delegates to the N. S. A., the contributions to this fund are beau-
the conditions; and I often explain it In and the others to be chosen by the tiful. One elderly lady, who is herself
this wise. There was a veil between board, and each local society to choose an inmate of an “Old Ladles’ Home,”
my earthly and spiritual vision, and by its own. wrote, that in sending ten dollars to the
prayer, desire and study, it was tom At 2 p. m. the convention elected the fund, she felt it a privilege; that she
away, following officers: would send more, but all she has left is

Not every one is brought to a con- President—Mr. E. A. Schram, Peru, a sum to bear the expense of cremating 
sciousness of this power as I was, each Ind. her body when the spirit takes its flight,
must be taught in the way best suited First vice-president—Mrs. Elizabeth Another aged friend, now ninety-four 
to them to bring forth the latent power -L. Williamson, Richmond. I years old, who has a home with her rel
or gifts. To me the gifts of medium- Second vice-president—Mr. Charles atives, sent us the only three dollars 
ship are sacred in a way. I know the A. Gaines, Anderson. she had, saying she could put it to no
Power that gave to me my gifts of the I Secretary—Mrs. Carrie H. Mong, I better use than to have some poor me- 
spirit and knowing so well how strong Muncie. dium benefited by it. A gentleman in
that power is In dealing with earthly Treasurer—Mrs. Lou Schwennessen, a Home in Pennsylvania, sent his dollar 
people, I am at a loss to understand how Muncie. with a good word for the work. Sweet
any one can claim to be a medium, and Trustees—Mrs. Margaert Miller, Roch- little Alice sent fifty cents tor herself
live a life entirely given to the flesh, ester; Mr. W. S. Woods, Kokomo; Mr. I and “Precious,” and wrote, "I sold my
There will be grave charges against I J- H. York, Peru; Mr. J. B. Foster, El- chicken for 23 cents, and put that in
such mediums some day, I fear. You wood. ...... with the money.” Surely these souls
cannot advocate mediumship, and hold Mr. Jolin Congdon, Justice of the must be blessed with good thoughts and 
Spiritualism up before the world as the peace, of Seymour, Ind., administered happy dreams, who have unselfish y 
very best religion of the age, and be 11- the oath of office, and President Barrett done what they could; to one and all, 
Centlous, Impure, untruthful, uncharl- I Introduced to the convention the newly- we send our hearty thanks. Our con
table, full of malice, use tobacco, gam- I elected officers of the Indiana State As- I trlbutlng list stands as follows: 
ble, drink, swear and do a great many sociatlon of Spiritualists. , I Friend in Old. Lad'es Home, $10;
other things that some people think do The business of the convention being I Chas. Bolton, $10; Helen A. Haddox, 
not matter because you believe in "spir- completed, it adjourned to meet one $10; Thomas C. bmlth, $15, J. R. f ran- 
its,” and when you die you won’t go to year hence, at such place as the board cis, $5; T. B. Wait, $5; Harmony Circle, 
hell ‘ . I may designate, notice to be given South Buffalo, $5; Wm. Schroeder, $5;

I ’could not think much of a medium, three months prior to time of meeting, I A Friend, Hamburgh Iowa, $5;; E. W.
whose leading spirit, or “control,” as if possible. I Brooks, $6 , Geo. Selfert, $5 , Mrs. P. E.
some prefer, would allow them to in- Saturday evening at 7 o’clock the fol- M. Dunn, $5; S. A. George, $5; Samuel 
dulge in those things that only tend to I lowing programme was rendered: Mu- I J. Day or Way, $5;z Mrs. A. J. Mintun,
drag the spiritual part of mankind I Bic by congregation; Invocation by E. I $5; Mrs. M. B. Sprague, $3, sirs. j.
down, and also ruin the earthly body for W. Sprague; solo by Miss Hazel Wertz, Woodward, $2; S. A Tallmadge, $2, 
a happy earth life. I Anderson; lecture (20 minutes) by John H- Kramer $2; Lucy W. Houghtoii,

I talked with a medium once, who Thomas W. Smith, Anderson; music by $1.50, Mrs. Nettle Johnson $1.50, A 
said when he first began in his medium- Temple choir; lecture (20 minutes) by I Friend, $1; Julia Bunker, $1, August 
Istlc career, his leading spirit made Harrison D. Barrett; solo by Mrs. Kleine, $1, Chas'• Holkirk, W, Mre. A-. 
him throw his tobacco away and for Flora Russell, Alliance, Ohio; spirit C. Headley, $1, Arthur Peiffer, $1 , T. C. 
VMM Ba wn.q not allnwAH to iiaa it and messages (20 minutes). Dr. Julia M. Millard, $1, Mrs. S. S. Rockhill, ?1., years xio wtu> uuutuiuweu lu ubcj il auu w T »1. . m thad no desire to, but by and by he be- Walton, Jackson, Mich.; music by Tem- Hughes, $1, A. J-Brooks, ?1, Mre. T. U 
gan again. He said his first control pie choir; spirit messages (20 minutes) Schneitzer $1 Mrs. C- H. J. Bowen, $1». 
was too good. I am sure the last one I by Mre. C. A. Sprague; benediction by Geo. L. Ralston, $1, David Frollck, $1, 
was too bad to be allowed to control Dr. Gardiner Haines, Anderson, Ind. C. H. Phelps, $1; A Friend, Providence, was too uaa to oe aiiowea to control 2g R r ?1. Ab S1 $1. John Lynch

But we govern these things ourselves, vices were opened by congregational $1G ^!ic® ^“cents^
At least so It seems to me- like at- I singing, and an invocation by Dr. Gard- I Friend, 50 cents, Mrs. Speck, 25 cents, 
tracts like, you know, and if’we choose iner Haines, of Anderson. This was fol- E. Bsorclous, 25 cents; Two Friends, 15 
things degrading, and develop some of lowed by a conference consisting of five- cents. ™<nemO iwn nfthe gifts of m^iumship, and have in minute speeches by the delegates and Mre. ZoRer and^Mrs^Will ams, two of 
our spirit no desire to live a good pure any others who desired to express our good mediums of Washington, with
life, we will draw around us spiritual themselves. Pthe^ta ent gave.a public benefit for
people just like we are. Miss Flora Hardin, of Anderson, for Mediums EMnd, at Woms Hall,

I believe any gift of mediumship, is so many years secretary of the Camp Mwch 10, from which we resized t^
given to uplift and better humanity Chesterfield Association gave a very in- sum of $12.13, this sum added to tne
And I cannot understand how any one teresting talk, and in the course of her I amount of foregoing coniripunons 
having any gift of the spirit should de- remarksi spoke ol¡the necessity qf read- makes a total of $138.78^ 
cry mediumship. To me, it is the path- ing the different Spiritualist papers that Wc are greatly encouraged, ana we 
way that leads me to the ones I love we might know the why and wherefore feeI «mt ¡1 all who can w H sena m- 
and ofttimes so long to see, and I often of the phenomena and the phi osophy of Xm"ffi^lff^wt dUes red townf wlR 
think If I were to lose the gifts of the Spiritualism. She asked all those who d ™ different^clUesiand towns  ̂wm 
spirit that I claim, the brightness and were subscribers to either of the papers also 10| 
sweetness would depart from mv life to raise their hands, and Mr. Barrett fer tlllB £und, “at the required sum 
and I would be most miserable- and I and Mr. Sprague remarked that there one thousand aouars win wUUU A WUULU DU UlUDL 1U1D Vi tLUlU, U41U X I f yo I l^oomirv hv fhA IHflr nf MflV. P16&S0.believe were I to use' the gifts that God was the greatest number taking the pa- I ^?“du„ry,,„yn^edX but send your con- 
has so graciously given me for an evil pets, in proportion to the size of the > ’ possible. Mr.
nm-no.RR thev would bo taken awav We audience, that they had ever known. tributions on as soon as p have°roany desfres in UfiswOTl^butlt One vwy noticeable feature, and one Ralston whose donation appears in our Uttvu jUUUjr uuoliw JU LL11O WUAJU UUb XL I ’ 1 oanrln ft HaIThT PflAn TYlATIr.n lOr LU9
raahir tn mo that mv aTAateat deaire is that wo feel quite proud of, was-the per- Hst, sends a ooiiar^a^u mvuui i seems io juaLuuL iuy gitaivesL ueouv jb \ < /V n. >_ I mniHiim«' Fund* the on© noted 18 vu0
to keep my spirit as white and as free feet harmony which prevailed through m > & thousand-dollar
from Rfjtin no I can And as wo live the whole convention all questions that I first from nim sine« uiw
here so will our spirits grow; live in arose were discussed In the most friend- concerning the recent etatement 
light, our spirits will grow in light; live ly way possible, and opinions were ex- drive rhodiums from Wash
in darkness and our spirits are dead to changed without the slightest discord. T legitimate mediums are not
the light beyond. Mr. Barrett, Mr. Sprague, and Dr. Julia ington^ur legitimate meuiumB1u
1 May eachone that reads these lines Walton and others who have been in v^ierly7 nd?
send forth the vibration of “higher life" the work for years, ?ald that 1. was the Pura««« The new law ¡is
while yet We live In our earthly bodies, most harmonious convention they had 
Greeting I send you. ; , ever attended. ____

MADAME ROBERTS. From a financial, as well as from a 
Tho Dalles, Oregon. spiritual standpoint, tho convention was

•------- .----------------a pronounced success, and our pros
. ---- ------ --------------------- pects for the future are very promising.

• Temporal laws rather punish men We attribute our financial success 
when they have transgressed -than form -largely to Mr. Sprague, who has a na- 
them to be such as transgress seldom- tlonal reputation In uils way, and, in 
eat—-Milton, , I fact, the success of the entire conven-

UUlBUWfc ~~ ---- ---------- ..
will they bo troubled. The new law is 
to reach the sharpers whose doings are 
nefarious, and who are no part of Spir
itualism and its works ¡ .one or two have 
been run out of town, and all decent 
people are glad that they have gone.

MARY T. LONGLEY, .
N. 8. A. Secretary.

GOO Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Washing* 
ton, D. 0«
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Some Interesting Eijijeriegces with Mrs. 

Pemberton.

Spiritualism and the Trickey Element It Has to Contend With
James L. Dow, a prominent Spiritualist of Manhattan, 

Kansas, presents his views clearly and concisely in 
reference to a fraudulent element that has invaded 
Spiritualism, especially in all the large cities, and 
which is pre< j off the gullibles, and sometimes 
deceiving the very elect with bogus spirit manifest
ations. His lecture will be- read with interest by 
those who have been victims of the barnacles who 
have fastened themselves on our Cause.

Mrs. President, Ladies and Gentle
men:—It 1b a source of sorrow to me, 
as it must be to every true Spiritualist, 
to note the decline in organized Spirit
ualism in the United States, and every 
one who feels the least interest in its 
progress must be anxious to know the 
cause. Undoubtedly every one has 
some theory in regard to it as well as 
myself, but it look so plain to me that 
I would like to advance my theory for 
it, for the candid consideration of those 
who are interested in the advancement 
of truth along the Spiritualistic line. 
The first and most important thing for 
any organization to do that wishes to 
perpetuate its existence is to establish 
the fact to the satisfaction of the bet-

¡Ji-- . ter class of the community who are 
'~c Hable to patronize it, that the objects of

1 the organization are good, and work-
Ing In the best Interests of the people. 
Secondly, they must establish the fact 
that they are honest. Thirdly, that the 
objects of the organization can be car
ried out. And, lastly, that the claims 
made for it can be substantiated beyond 
a reasonable doubL When these things 
have been done the success of any or
ganization 1b assured.

NOW SPIRITUALISM MUST HAVE 
FAILED IN SOME OF THESE RE
QUISITES OF A SUCCESSFUL OR
GANIZATION, or it would not have de
clined; this Is self-evident. Now let 
us see if we can find out wherein it has 

‘failed; if we can do this we have 
learn the cause of the'decline.

In the first place, what are the ob
jects of organized Spiritualism?

First, to teach aud prove that man
kind has an Intelligent conscious exist
ence after the change called death. 
Second, to teach and prove that those 
who have passed through that change 
called death, can and do communicate 
with those still in the flesh, In an intel
ligent and reliable manner, and that 
happiness comes only through good 
acts. "

Now I take it for granted that there 
Is no one who will dispute that these 
objects are good, therefore it is evident 
that it is not in the first count that It 
has failed.

Now let us look at the second: They 
must satisfy the inquiring people that 
they are honest. Have they done It? 
It seems to me there can bo but one 
answer to this question, and that is NO. 
There are very few communities in this 
country that have not been VICTIM
IZED BY FRAUDULENT AND UN
PRINCIPLED MEDIUMS, AND SOME 
OF THE GROSSEST OUTRAGES 
HAVE BEEN COMMITTED BY THEM. 
I recall an Instance where a physical 
medium was engaged by a spiritual so
ciety to lecture, and teach morals and 
$~opound the glorious doctrines of 
Spiritualism, that had to be ordered 
out of town by the mayor before he had 
finished his engagement, for obscene 
and outrageous conduct. Hundreds of 
fraudulent mediums all over the coun
try have been exposed, who were re
ceiving the patronage and moral sup
port of Spiritualists, and I am sorry to 
say that most of them have been ex
posed by outsiders when it should have 
been the duty of organized Spiritualism 
to do it. While Spiritualists wait for 
honest investigators to expose the 
fraud they have been giving support, 
when it is their duty to warn investiga
tors against It, and hold it up to public 
contempt, they may expect to see dis
gusted Investigators and hundreds of 
-good Spiritualists not identified with 
the movement, and get the name among 
the better class who are seeking for 
truth, of being dishonest.

Haven’t we given them pretty good 
grounds for coming to that conclusion? 
If so, we have failed In the second 
count.

In regard to the third count : Can the 
objects of the organization be carried 
out? To this question'I would say, we 
can rfever make the people to any great 
extent believe we can, while a large 
number of the mediums who are show
ing through the country under the aus
pices of the Spiritual societies at the 
different places where they hold their 
seances, are producing the phenomena 
by fraud. While investigators find so 
much fraud apparently supported by or
ganized Spiritualism, it will be hard to 
make the best class of them believe 
that all is not a fraud. Therefore they 
are compelled to believe that we are 
not able to carry out the objects of the 
organization. And hence we fail on the 
third count

And last of all. are the claims of the 
organization being established In the 
mind of a large number of the investiga-

principles of Spiritualism are found con
nected with the various Christian 
churches throughout the country, for 
the reason that they do not want to be 
socially ostracised by the better classes 
of the community. They desire for 
themselves and their families a social 
standing which can not be obtained as 
members of a Spiritual organization, 
therefore they join some chut® for the 
social advantages it affords them, while 
at the same time they know deep down 
In their better natures that Spiritual
ism is true, but they hold it concealed 
and unexpressed. If Spiritualism had 
as good a social standing as the vari
ous Christian churches, the crowd that 
would leave these churches and be
come identified with organized Spirit
ualism would surpass the expectations 
of the most enthusiastic Spiritualist.

Thousands would leave the church 
whose doctrines they do not believe and 
support organized Spiritualism with 
their money and tlielr influence, and 
thousands who are not yet believers in 
the doctrine would follow them to keep 
in the social swim; these would soon 
become Spiritualists when placed In a 
position where they could Investigate it.

Now it will be evident to every one 
who will investigate this subject that it 
is the low social standing of organized 
Spiritualism that keeps the great mass 
of believers from becoming Identified 
with the movement. If Spiritualists 
had relied upon the common sense and 
reasonableness of its claims to establish 
It as a fact In the minds of the people, 
Instead of the phenomena, there would 
have been thousands in their ranks 
where now there are hundreds, if 
Spiritualists could keep fraud out and 
have only genuine phenomena, then the 
phenomena of Spiritualism would be a 
power In tlielr hands to build up organ
ized Spiritualism, but while the coun
try Is being flooded with fraudulent me
diums who are supported by Spiritual
ists, it is a hindrance and a damage to 
the cause.

Some may claim that organized Spir
itualism has made as rapid progress in 
the last ten years as most pew organi
zations, but this can hardly be sub
stantiated. Willie it may be a fact that 
the number that believe In the funda
mental principles of Spiritualism has 
been Increased, we do not believe that 
the number who are Identified with or
ganized Spiritualism has. There is no 
question but what the slow progress 
made by Spiritualists can be rightfully 
attributed to the low moral and social 
standing of Spiritualism among the 
people. _

This being the case, what has been 
the caqse of Spiritualism getting this 
undesirable reputation? To my mind 
there can be but one rational* answer, 
and that is DARK SEANCES AND 
FRAUD THAT HAS RECEIVED THE 
SUPPORT OF SPIRITUALISTS. Dark 
seances, together with that erroneous 
belief held by many Spiritualists, that 
any attempt to expose fraud in a seance 
would Injure, if it did not kill the me
dium, has opened the door to the most 
flagrant and disgusting frauds that 
were ever perpetrated upon innocent 
and unsuspecting people. As organized 
Spiritualism has claimed many of these 
fraudulent mediums as their own, and 
given their performances moral and 
financial support, and made no organ
ized attempt to expose them, they are 
rightfully deserving the social ostra
cism which they aro getting. I do not 
claim that organized Spiritualism has 
wilfully and knowingly supported these 
frauds, but under the false Impression 
that in an attempt to expose fraud they 
might hurt the medium, they have suf
fered the most outrageous frauds to go 
unpunished, and brought disgrace upon 
the cause. Why do Spiritualists uphold 
mediums In placing in the only place 
where fraud could be detected those 
who are Interested, or those who are 
easily deceived, and barring those who 
are anxious to see Spiritualism purged 
of fraud and placed upon a high moral 
foundation? .

Has there ever been a medium killed 
by an attempt to expose fraud?

Has there ever been a medium serf-, 
ously hurt (except In their mind) by it?

Has not a large majority of the cases 
where an attempt has been made to see 
the phenomena produced in dark se-

ances were a necessity, but tliat day 
has passed and Spiritualists can well 
afford to dispense with them In order 
(to shut out the fraud which they are 
'supporting, to the disgrace of Spiritual
ism. One to be convinced of truth of 
Spiritualism in a dark seance of the 
ordinary kind, must be endowed with 
blind faith equal to that required to be
lieve in the divine revelation of the 
Bible.

All physical phenomena that could 
possibly be produced in any other way 
than by departed spirits, should be rele
gated from the practice of mediums who 
are under the auspices of organized 
Spiritualism. When Spiritualists re
fuse to patronize dark seances or light 
ones not under strictly test conditions, 
and warn the public to look out for 
fraud in them, thousands of pretended 
mediums will be thrown out of employ
ment, and will be found thereafter 
either in the kitchen or the coal mine, 
and Spiritualism will be elevated to the 
front ranks ot the reasonable, rational 
and respected religions of the world.

It is the sacred duty of all good Spir
itualists to expose fraud as far as lies 
in their power, and . more especially 
when it is found in the ranks of Spirit
ualism, and whoever exposes a fraudu
lent medium confers a lasting benefit to 
the cause, The time has now arrived 
when organized Spiritualism should 
put forth every effort to purge itself 
of the frauds that have so disgraced it. 
It is to be hoped that the time is near 
at hand when no fraudulent mediums 
will be allowed to creep in under the 
protection of organized Spiritualism. It 
Is better that all phenomena be dis
pensed with than to support fraud in 
any degree.

I hope all good Spiritualists will come 
to feel that it is tlielr duty to rally 
around and protect only the honest and 
true, and lend their support to no 
fraudulent mediums. This course can 
only be pursued by requiring the most 
rigid test conditions of all mediums. 
You can not be too particular about it; 
be as careful as you may, you are liable 
to be deceived, for some of these frauds 
It seems are Hable to deceive the very 
elect. Organized Spiritualism should 
be the embodiment of wisdom, honor, 
virtue and truth, with all the rubbish 
eliminated.

Will you help make It so?
JAMES L. DOW, 

Manhattan, Kas.

KÄTE R. STILES.
An Account of Some Remarkable Phe

nomena.
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proven genuine?

IF A DESIRE TO EXPOSE
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beyond a reasonable doubt? To 
I think you will be obliged to say

large number of honest investlga- 
can be found all over the country 
have attended seances held to re-

celve spirit communications, which 
were attended by Spiritualists, and 
given financial support by them, that 
were proven to be frauds. If honest In
vestigators are Invited to attend spir
itual seances, by Spiritualists, and they 
prove to be frauds, the only reasonable 
conclusion that they can come to (In 
the absence of other evidence) is that 
the whole phenomena are fraudulent, 
and the result Is bad for the cause. I 
know many Spiritualists will say they 
ought not to condemn all because one 
proves fraudulent, that you find black 
sheep in most flocks, that all religious 
organizations have frauds among them, 
but no one presumes to condemn them 
all on account of. that one bad one. Why 
Miould it be different with Spiritualistic 

Organizations?
Dishonest people can not always be 

detected, and may be received into good 
society, because they were supposed to 
bo honest, but if they are proved other
wise, the whole society should not be 
condemned for the action of this one, 
for tlie society could not possibly have 
known his character at the time they 
received him. But with the phenomena 
of Spiritualism it is different; there Is 
no sense nor excuse for Spiritualists up
holding and supporting fraudulent me
diums, and thereby bringing disgrace 
upon the whole cause. Spiritualists 
can-.and should rid themselves of this 
malignant tumor, which Is eating tho 
very lifo- out of tlielr organization. 
,Theso fraudulent mediums have so dis
graced the cause that at the present 
day Spiritualists have no social stand
ing among tlio better classes. Thou- 
twuda who believe in the fundamental

FRAUD THAT IS HANGING ON TO 
SPIRITUALISM LIKE A LEECH, 
SUCKING THE LIFE-BLOOD FROM 
IT, DISQUALIFIES ONE FOR PRO
DUCING GOOD CONDITIONS, THEN 
DOWN WITH THAT KIND OF A SE
ANCE. THEY ARE THE CAUSE OF 
OUR DISGRACE. .

If Spiritualists ever expect to have 
any moral or social standing with the 
masses, they must be the ones who ex
pose the fraud; they are the ones who 
should, do the grabbing of those who 
are trying to personate spirits, for the 
purpose of deceiving those present, and 
lead them to the light, and hold them 
up to the contempt of all good Spiritual
ists, and not leave it for outsiders to 
do; then try to excuse the medium and 
call the one who exposes the fraud a 
contemptible fraud hunter.

It is better for the cause to break up 
a half dozen genuine seances than let 
one fraudulent medium go unexposed. 
There are two ways in which Spiritual
ism can gain a respectable social stand
ing In community—one is to expose all 
fraud perpetrated in spiritual seances. 
This can only be done by turning on 
light when least expected by the me
dium. There need be no fears of hurt
ing thevmcdlum if their manifestations 
are genuine; if not genuine you may 
hurt their feelings, but you will help 
the cause more than enough to com
pensate for that -

The other method and the one I.would 
recommend (It being attended with less 
trouble and hard feelings), is for Spir
itualists to refuse to attend any dark 
seance where an admittance fee is 
charged, and recommend no medium 
whose seances are not held under tho 
strictest test conditions. It Is the next 
thing to impossible to. get strictly test 
conditions in a dark seance; therefore I 
would let the unbelievers attend tho 
dark seances If they choose, but would 
advise Spiritualists to remain in tho 
light.
. Tho time perhaps was when dark se

Some sixteen or eighteen years ago I 
attended one of Mr. Cobb's notable 
meetings In Boston. It was made up of 
variety, both in attendance, talent, and 
mediumship; and I think did a good 
work and led many from darkness to 
light. Among the various mediums that 
Illustrated their gifts, I was especially 
impressed with the clean-cut, definite, 
and evidently correct intelligence mani
fested by the medial agency of Kate R. 
Styles. Since that time I have fre
quently noted accounts of her good 
works and the first impression was al
ways presefft in my consciousness to 
give added Interest to what I read ot 
her. Within the past eight years I have 
several times met her in a casual way, 
and at Buffalo last January, I had' the 
pleasure of hearing her from the plat
form at the First Spiritual Church, at 
the meeting hed under the auspices ot 
the New York State Association. This 
time it was not messages, or psychic 
readings; but a vigorous, inspired and 
inspiring speech—“short and sweet,” 
and rich in soulful expression and spir
itual vitality.

Such a speech of ten minutes is worth 
more than ten years of dawdling self
adulation, and pointless common
places without soul or sense, which fre
quently impose upon spiritual audi
ences. I like solid logic, enthused with 
a sincere love of truth and desire to do 
good to the people. But I can endure 
limping logic, better than soulless, self
ish, indifference, seasoned with vanity 
and evident insincerity.

Early in February, 1904, while resting 
and waiting for blizzards to forget-thelr 
evil designs upon the town, I was mató 
decidedly comfortable and cordially 
welcome at the hospitaWe *home of 
Chas. H. Swift, 150 Elizabeth street, 
Utica, N. Y., and then the good fates, or 
the stars, or the independent free will 
of an accident, alias a chance, brought 
Mrs. K. R. Stiles to the same house, 
and for several days she ministered to 
the spiritual needs of the house, and 
some seekers from without, who were 
attracted to her sphere, and gathered 
around the social and spiritual altar, 
and were fed with celestial manna, 
and blessed. There is such self-evident 
sincerity In Mrs. Stiles’ manner, tangid 
ble in her atmosphere, such simplicity 
and evident truthfulness, that no one 
seems to question that what they re
ceive is exactly as the medium uiider- 
stands it There may be mistakes, and 
failures, but no one, I think, suspects 
any voluntary fraud on her part. 
Added to this the messages are often 
strikingly real and sometimes quite as
tonishing to skeptics and investigators.

I was much interested in her ac
count of some rare experiences of a 
unique character. At a certain time 
and place, which was-.fitted for good 
spiritual work, she wak directed to pro
cure ah autograph album of authors. 
She had never heard of them and was 
doubtful; but found one at a book store. 
She showed it to me. She was directed 
to leave it open on the bed or table. 
The room was unoccupied for an hour 
or so. On her return a fac-slmlle of 
the author’s signature was clearly 
stamped on the blank page some two 
or three Inches below the. original. 
From time to time these experiments 
were repeated until she had the direct 
Spiritual signature of many—I think 
all—of the authors whose names were 
at the top of each page of the album. 
It would take an expert to. copy so 
closely the signatures of Byron, Shak- 
speare, Poe, Bryant, and others, even 
with the best facilities for forgery. 
But these names are not In ink, or pen
cil, though plain and strong. They ap
pear like some chemical stamp work or 
precipitation. Mrs. Stiles assured me 
that there was no ohance for any trick 
or deception in the production of these 
signatures. , .

She was to remain in Utica through 
February, and I am sure she must 
make a good impression on all sincere 
seekers for truth. I believe she was 
booked for Elmira in April. I wish 
there were a thousand like her to feed 
the multitude with spiritual truth. -

LYMAN C. HOWE.

The earth was-- materialized from 
invisible elements I i£ space.

All the products M the earth, includ
ing man and his food and clothing, axe 
materialized, mainly from invisible ele
ments In the air. It requires a number 
of years to form the body of a full 
grown man, but hi^ 'food/and clothing 
are materialized in.inupk/ less time. 
Our spirit friends understand the chem
ical laws that govern these things so 
well that they can, and under proper 
conditions do, return! amkbulld up tem
porary bodies of waAfi flesh and blood. 
This Is one of the 'ivays they take to 
prove to their earth friends that they 
yet live. ;
» I have seen hundreds of such forms, 
and often seenJhe whole process, from 
a small quantity of Vapory looking sub
stance to a fully developed form. I 
have seen and embraced in my arms 
the form of my father who looked os 
natural as he did during the last years 
of his life, and talked with him. I have 
seen forms come up through the floor, 
talk awhile, and then sink back. 1 have 
seen spirit forms while being held in 
the arms of a friend go out like a flash 
of lightning. My spirit .friends have 
come to me In materialized form many 
times, and at widely separated places. 
Their conversation at such times has 
been so intelligent and consistent that 
there could be no possibility of doubt of 
tlielr Identity.

On the 13th of March, 1890, at a pri
vate seance in San Francisco, the form 
of a beautiful young female material
ized in the room right before me. She 
shook hands with me, told me who she 
was and that she was itn ancient, hav
ing lived 2,000 years ago, and was my 
guide. Since then I have seen and 
talked with her, often In full material
ized and ethereallzed form, and held 
communion with her through every 
phase known to Spiritualism. 1 am al
most as well acquainted with her to-day 
as I am-wlth my own family, though she 
lived in the age of Pericles in the city 
of Athens, Greece.

I have two fine spirit portraits of her 
now hanging in my seance room, both 
of which were taken by the Bangs Sis
ters. The first one was taken by their 
spirit artist, and shows her in her earth 
form, The last one, taken last August, 
was produced by my guide’s own artist 
and shows her as a spirit among the 
clouds. This picture is four by six feet, 
and Is a rare gem. These portraits 
were taken In my presence, in broad 
day light, and without the use of brush 
or pencil or aid of mortal hands.

I also obtained a fine spirit portrait 
of an Illustrious American whose name 
1b not necessary to mention, which also 
hangs In my seance room.

I have engaged Mrs. S. E. Pemberton, 
the trumpet medium, late of Blooming
ton, now of Peoria, III;, to hold a seance 
once a month In my house. She 1b the 
best trumpet medium that .1 know. The 
results we get are simply sublime. My 
spirit friends come and talk through the 
trumpet In clear, loud (ind distinct 
voice. They tell me they will come in 
materialized form when I get a ma
terializing medium, and that they could 
easily do so through Mrs. Pemberton, 
if she would allow herself to pass under 
control, which she will not do, prefer
ring to confine herself strictly to her 
trumpet work. I built my- seance room 
under tho direction of my guide, espe
cially the materializing cabinet. She 
and her distinguished friend talk 
through the trumpet'freely about the 
room. \

Only a week ago ‘they’ both gave us 
fine talks. She ‘floated .about the room 
in ethereallzed form in ifaagitffcently il
luminated raiment, and came and 
kissed me. The brily person in the

The Rev. Mr. Batten Declared That 
Boundaries of Hell Lay In Lives of 
Men—Work of Human Devils—Bil
liard Balls Represent Many Broken 
Homes—Heaven and Hell Have No 
Geographical Boundaries, but Are In
cluded In Sum Total of All Human
Experience. j

room were the medium, my son 
daughter and myself.

My son Charles departed this life
and

some six years ago. He was a lad of 
thirteen and played the French harp 
beautifully. His mother guards his old 
harp from the touch of other mortals, 
but places it on the table at our se
ances. Charles comes strong enough to 
pick up his harp and play, old familiar 
tunes. .

But I started to talk about materiali
zation. Let me first explain something 
about the limit of the power of me
diums. Some years ago I went to Fred 
Evans in San Francisco for a slate 
writing. He very frankly Informed me 
that he was not sure of getting any
thing for me as the work was entirely 
beyond his control, but I received a 
splendid writing signed by the full 
names of my father and mother.

Some years later I went to Mr. Camp
bell, the spirit artist, in Chicago, for 
the purpose of getting a picture. He 
told me he would , not guarantee any
thing; that sometimes he got fine re
sults and sometimes he got nothing; 
that the power that did the work was 
entirely beyond his control. But I had 
seen my guide In materialized form the 
night before, and she then told me 
what she lyould give me, and I got It 
precisely as she had told, and under 
strict test conditions. Now, all honest 
mediums know that they cannot guar
antee anything. If Mrs. Pemberton 
would guarantee the appearance of any 
particular, spirit, I would at once say 
she was an Ignorant impostor. ■ No hon
est materializing medium can dare to 
attempt to produce certain results for 
pay, whether that pay is a thousand or 
a million of dollars.

How can mediums know to a certain
ty what they can produce? Such offers 
are ati Insult to the spirit forces.

YES, THERE ARE FRAUDS, AND 
PLENTY OF THEM, ESPECIALLY IN 
THE MATERIALIZING BUSINESS.

My spirit son Charles says if you 
have a counterfeit dollar, that Is no rea
son why you should throw away all 
your good dollars. I'say if you have a 
thousand counterfeit dollars and only- 
one good dollar, you .shpuld save It and 
not call them all lead. I taiow that ma
terialization is true. I know It by the 
same kind of evidence tbiat I have a 
wife and children; hut I ;have known 
materializing mediums' who possessed 
wonderful power In Ihiit ilne, and at 
the same time have'been' guilty of 
fraud. And there is where the trouble 
comes in. Why resArt to’fraud? Sim
ply because they fail, unde? the control 
of evil spirits. These few cases come 
under tho charge mide by, “The Great 
Psychological Crime?;’, Ttifit charge In
cludes all mediums, whefUas only a 
very small number fall victims to evil 
spirits, and in those Yew.¿lines the vic
tim had a natural Inffliiia&'dn that way.

S/H. WEST.
Leroy, m.

‘The Light ot Egypt.” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library In Itself a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge ’as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Phlloso- 
Rj',y' Price ?2 per volume. For sale at tbis office. .

1

"Death Defeated: or tho Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. m 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph; p. Price 8L

. ---------------- :—--xt n>» gi,.-------------

—New Testament Stories Comically Il
lustrated. Drawings;by ,Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon .the Texts." Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. . Price in boards, SI. 
Cloth, 11.50.

. “Wedding.Chimes."; ¿y Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beatjgfui and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage .certificate, 
etc.,, with choice, matter In-poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for tho use 
of tho Spiritualist an<); Liberal ministry. 
Price 76. cents. For cdlp at. tills office.

"Love—Sex—Immortality.” IBy Dr. 
W. P. Phelon. For sale .at thin office.. 
Price 25 centa, , ,

“Heaven and hell are not matters of 
territorial boundaries," said the Rev. 
Samuel Zane Batten in his evening ser
mon at the First Baptist church, Lin
coln, Neb. “They are present realities 
and human experiences. A man may 
still be in the land of the living but he 
may in reality be living in heaven or in 
hell.” - । —

The Rev, Mr. Batten was discussing 
the subject of “The Heavens and the 
Hells of This Earth.” He took for his 
text, “Ye are come unto Mount Zion, 
and unto the city of the living God, the 
heavenly Jerusalem.”

Heaven is not a question of geog
raphy, and hell is not a matter of chron
ology,” said the Rev. Batten. “Mark the. 
tense of the words In the text."

He spoke in part as follows :
We have fallen into an unscrlptural 

way of thinking and speaking. We often 
speak and pray as If eternal life were 
a future endowment. Tho scriptures 
teach that it is a present possession. 
Those who believe in Jesus Christ have 
passed out of death into Uto. Those 
who love sin are living in death and 
the wrath of God abides upon them. 
The great poet of the universe, Dante, 
has made tills truth very plain and real. 
He writes in his deathless, unfathom
able love "of hell, purgatory and para
disc.” But, as has been pointed out, the 
scenes which he points out are not fu
ture but present. He sees many, souls 
In that world of woe who are yet living 
upon earth. He says: "Wicked men 
may be truly called dead.” He wants 
to make us see that the soul of man is 
now passing through hell, purgatory or 
paradise. Down In tho abode of dark
ness he sees a man. He still eats and 
drinks and puts on clothes. One day 
a scoffer asked a Christian: “Where is 
hell?" The Christian answered: "Any
where that God is not."

Some years ago, spending Sunday In 
Chicago, I went to a Y. M. C. A. meet
ing in the early evening. A number of 
men there consecrated themselves to 
the Lord and when we left we felt that 
we had indeed been in a heavenly place. 
About 10 o'clock, with a friend, I took 
a walk through a region that was called 
the "Black Hole.” There saloons were 
going In full blast. Brazen-faced-women, 
lost to all sense of shame, walked the 
streets and leered Into our faces. All 
around open doors to the pit were to be 
seen with brilliant lights and beckoning 
boards. Finally, sick at heart, we 
turned homeward. That night as I sat 
in my room I felt that I had seen a. bit 
of heaven and a corner of hell.
" BREAKING UP HOME.

Men, remember that if you are ever 
again attempted to chase the billiard 
ball—that ball represents the breaking 
up of a home. It Is true that home 
may be a black man’s home—but It Is 
a home. Stanley, the great American 
explorer, has said that "each pound of 
ivory represents a life; each billiard 
ball the breaking up of a home; each 
hundred pounds of Ivory means the de
struction of a -village.” Livingstone in 
Africa met many sad sights. He came 
to villages of slave hunters by trade. 
He.found that the people killed the in- 
£pnts and the aged, as It was too much 
trouble to care for them. Bands of 
warriors were out hunting for men and 
women, whom they yoked together and 
drove to the coast, where they were sold 
Into slavery. Livingstone and Stanley 
both said again and again that what 
they saw was hell on earth. But we 
need not go outside our own life to find 
this heaven or this hell.

Not only are heaven and hell present 
conditions, but angels and demons are 
everywhere at work. The word "angel” 
you know means "messenger"—that is, 
a messenger of God, of light and of 
good. There are many such In this 
world and they axe workers for heaven. 
In the pictures the angels wear wings 
and have seraphic faces. But many of 
the angels that we meet are plainly 
dressed and have no halo. Shall ishow 
you some of these angels of God as they 
go about their work? Enter this home 
and see the mother as she lives for her 
children. -

The little one is sick, but with sleep
less eyes and uncomplaining heart she 
watches over It. See her as she gathers 
her little ones about her chair and tells 
them that old, old story of love and 
grace. The years pask, and one of the 
dear ones leaves the home of love to 
wander forth into sin, and that mother 
leaves her home and with sorrowing 
heart goes forth to seek her lost one. 
By and by she finds her—not the same 
dear, pure child as of old, but stained 
now by sin and shame. But the mother 
loves her own and pleads with her to 
leave the hell—come back to the heaven 
—and love prevails and God’s good 
angel leads the wanderer home.

PITFALLS FOR GIRLS.
Shall I show you a picture of the op

posite? Shall I show you a demon as 
he does his evil work? There are many 
of these demons and some of them are 
In this city. There are men—the true 
agents of the devil himself—who are 
going around from town to town in the 
country looking lor pretty girls. One of 
these devils comes to a village and 
finds an attractive young woman. He 
gets a position in some store or office 
or saloon, and seeks an acquaintance. 
He flatters the silly girl and fills her 
head with silly notions. Perhaps he 
persuades her to elope with him on a 
promise of marriage. .

She listens to his Iles and runs away. 
But, alas, she awakens when too late, 
to find herself in an evil house. She is 
ruined now, he says; she cannot go 
home; stay here and have a gay and 
happy time, with fine clothes and plenty 
of money. And then this ghoul lives 
on the wage of that girl’s sin, and goes 
forth to seek for other victims.

“What shall we cull such a man as 
that? He Is a devil. He is doing the 
work of the devil himself; and that man 
Is a child of hell and shall dwell in 
hell! There are such men in this city, 
and I know what I am talking about. 
Ah, and, there are the victims of such 
men in this city, too, and I know where
of 1 speak. Not all angels wear wings, 
and not all devils have horn and hoofs. 
Some of these devils are well dressed, 
and good looking men, but they are 
devils to the bottom of their lives, and 
hell is their native country. These men 
have no conscience and Are and brim
stone are the only logical things for 
such folks. A heaven for such demons 
is a satire on all goodness and purity. 
Such men make hell logical and neces
sary. ■

And there are many , men and women 
besides these who aro doing the Lord’s 
work and the devil’s work. There aro 
men and women who love the sopls of 
•men aud.are going out to seek and to 
bless others. And there are mon hero 
who aro doing the devil's work in other

ways. I have known saloonkeepers 
to sprinkle their pavements with 
liquors to tempt all passersby. There 
are saloonkeepers’who are trying to 
create the appetite in young boys and I 
could tell of too many instances where 
they have succeeded.

HEAVEN MEANS CHARACTER.
I ask you to ‘notice this fact: 

HEAVEN AND HELL ARE PRESENT 
CONDITIONS. THEY BEGIN HERB, 
BUT THEY DO NOT END THERE. 
“HEAVEN MEANS CHARACTER." 
WE SHALL ENJOY AS MUCH HEAV
EN AS WE HAVE FITTED OUR
SELVES TO ENJOY. AND WE ARB 
STORING UP IN OUR LIVES FUEL 
FOR THE EVERLASTING BURNINGS. 
GOD SENDS NO MAN TO OUTER 
DARKNESS AND THE BOTTOMLESS 
PIT. And God compels no man to en
ter heaven and find life. He made us 
men with a mind and conscience. He 
loved us and sent his Son to save us 
from sin. We beliove in his love; we 
put away pur sinh; we choose life and 
heaven as ours because we have 
chosen heaven and are living in heaven.

By No Means Until “ACTINA“ 
Was Discovered. k

.... .—_____ .j-
Nlnety-avo per cent ot all cases ot deafness

brought to our attention Is the result ot chronic

passes through tho

catarrh of the throat and 
mlddls oar. The air pas
sages become cloggod by 
catarrhal deposits, atop- 
ping tho action of the vt 
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 
cure Is Impossible The in
noroar cannot bo reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the Inability of au- 
rlsts or physicians to oura 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there 1« a 
scloutldc cure for deafneaa 
and catarrh Is demonstrat
ed every day by the use of 
Aelius. The vapor current 
generated In the Aotlna 
Eustachian tubes Into the

What are we doing to make heaven

mlddlu ear, removing tho catarrhal obstruollom) 
as It passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
tho bones (hammer, auvU aud stirrup) In tho 
tnuer ear, making them respond co the slight
est vibration of sound. Actlna has never tailed 
to cure ringing noises In the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distresstug 
symptom tor years to be completely cured lu 
only three weeks' use ot Actlnu. Actlna also
euros asthma, brouehltls, sore throat, weak, .. ,. ' . ---------—- — uiudo aavuma, uiwuuuitu», t»ure luruuL, weaii

tn the earth? Are we making it easier ' lungs, colds and headache; all or which are <U> 
for Others to fin rifirht? Afa wa halntnp 1 ............. *..... . .for others to do right? Are we helping 
by our example? Are we putting away 
the evil and seeking the good?

SOME INDEPENDENT SLATE-WRIT
ING MESSAGES.

Having had a series of rather unique 
spirtuai seances in our home circle this 
Winter, It may be of Interest to the 
readers of The Progressive Thinker if 
a few of the strangest experiences were 
related.

Our seances were composed of only 
three members: my father, Captain 
Zenas Vaughan, my husband, J. W. 
Grant, and myself. My father pos
sesses very strong psychic power. Mr. 
Grant, although not a professional me
dium, indeed, rarely sitting, has, from a 
child, been able to produce Independent 
slate-wiriting, and other independent 
phenomena. No amount of money would 
Induce him or his guide to sit to satisfy 
trivial curiosity. For myself, I am 
something of a sensitive, and a good 
deal of a Spiritualist.

The manifestations of our first meet
ings consisted mostly in independent 
slate writings, although there was al
ways a great variety of other phenom
ena accompanying them. For instance, 
articles were thrown through Uie air; 
the table at which we were sitting was 
often lifted high in the air and dropped; 
tunes were rapped out on a horn in an-

reotly or Indirectly duo to catarrh. Acllua Is 
sentón trial postpaid. Write ua about your
case. We give advice free, and positive proof 
of cures. A valuable book -Professor WUsou'a 
IpO page Dictionary of Disease, Free. Address 
New York & Londou Electric Association, Dop. 
1‘ #29 Walnut Street, Kansas City. Mo.

\ a Day Suro^i*
■ naitB • .L.olukl, »
JT““ •”? ‘•“h >»'! f"'- »»“. »“* »
tlx» locality wbore you live, bend ut your addren aud w» wilt 
eiplaiu thul>ti»iuc<> fully, ruiuciubur weguaranlou »clear profit 
of >3 for every day'» work.uLuiluteiy sure. Write at one«.
BOUL BiJurH'TliUUU CO., Bo* I I 43, Detroit,Ukk

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plies, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address

DR.BYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

!Çhe above lo the number of the pres
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at tho top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for bus 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the
right hand corner of the first page is ad-A - - - -- vwimv, UL VMV Mt DI IQ BU'

other part of the room, and also by the I vanced each week, showing the number 
table legs. of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to

After an Interesting meeting on tiie ! date. " - - - -
evening of November 25, 1903, we dis
covered on the following morning, much 
to our surprise, tliat tiie slates had dis
appeared from their frames during tiie 
night. It was Impossible that human 
hands had removed them. Not a scar 
was visible on the frames; not a par
ticle of slate was visible anywhere; 
they had gone silently, mysteriously, 
wafted away according to some won
derful law known to higher power.

We began to wonder why they were 
taken. At the next sitting, Mr. Grant's 
Indian control wrote through him, and 
explained that be took tiie slates, say
ing that a “bad chief” wrote on the 
slates while we were sleeping things 
of which he did not approve, and fear
ing that we would think it was be who 
wrote, he removed the slates. He prom
ised to return them "all good some 
time.”

We bought another pair of slates, but 
always kept the empty frames near, in 
case that our spirit friends wished to 
return the purloined slates.

For three months we continued our 
seances, receiving many delightful and 
important messages. Our friends came 
from across the border to talk with us;
soldiers, whom father had last seen dy- I 
ing on the battle-field or in the prison- i
pens of theSouth,camo back to tell him 
of the battlefield in spirit land, where 
they were fighting for spiritual truths 
and glory. Highly developed Indians 
came to us with their pretty, broken 
English tales of the Great Spirit, and 
how they guarded us and watched over 
us, whom they loved.

Both pairs of slates used by us were 
the common school slates, with the 
frames bound In flannel. During our 
sittings, the slates were placed upon a 
table in the cabinet in another part of 
the room from where we sat, and 
neither slate pencils or crumbs of pen
cils were placed between them. The 
writing was always exquisitely done, 
and finer than the finest of pen work; 
the lines were as straight as those 
upon ruled paper, and the style of pen
manship was pretty and distinct. Every 
word revealed the unseen. My angel 
mother wrote one night a poem of four 
verses, of rare beauty both in expres
sion and sentiment. At another time an 
Indian maiden came back to relate to 
us her experiences on entering the 
spirit world. For three days, she said, 
she stood in spirit beside her mother in 
the earth plane, and In terrible an
guish, trying in vain to make her 
mother recognize her. She said Mr. 
Grant’s mother (who has been many 
years in the world of spirit) found her, 
and took her to her spirit home, and 
helped her. “Me look for a personal 
God, and me no find him," she said 
plaintively. “Tell all the world,” she 
adds, “that there is no personal God.” 
She finishes with the words: “Tho 
spirit world is just splendid! Me so 
happy now!” There was a strange oc
currence in connection with this mes
sage. I copied it carefully with a pen
cil upon a sheet of paper, find left it on 
the table at the foot of my bed "when I 
retired. When I arose In the morning, 
I found the piece of paper, without a 
word of writing on It; there was not 
even a spot or dent In the paper to
show where the writing had been.
There could have been no mistake In 
the paper, as no other paper was near It.

Still our missing slates had not ap
peared, and we had almost given up ex
pecting them. On the evening of Feb
ruary 28, at our last seance, Mr. Grant 
saw clalrvoyantly an Indian chief, in 
full regalia, holding out something to
ward father. For several moments the 
object was held in his outsretched hand, 
and then it was thrown sharply upon 
the table around which we were gath
ered. I screamed in surprise, and the 
next minute looked eagerly to see what 
was thrown. Imagine our pleasure. 
Our slates were returned at last! The 
frames which a half.hour ago lay empty 
upon the table before us, now contained 
two slates I The other pair of slates lay 
undisturbed upon the table shelf below. 
Tho returned slates were as warm as 
one’s flesh to- tho touch, while the 
others were cold and chilly.

Father was to return to his home In 
Maine March 1st, and the message 
found upon tho returned slates related 
to his journey. It was as follows:

“We all wish you a successful jour
ney. This Is from all members of your 
band (33). Ever and always the same, 
Wakagan, Chief.”

ESTHER VAUGHAN GRANT! ' 
355 Charlotte St., Norfolk, Va.

Keep watch of the number oa
the tag of your wrapper.

LIGHT OF EGYPT.
The Second Volume of a 

Most Valuable Work.

This Is the author's posthumous work 
left In MS. to a few of his private pu
pils in occultism, and like Volume 1. 1« 
(a valuable addition and) a library on 
occult subjects. Spiritual astrology la 
especially elaborated. Alchemy, Talis
mans, the Magic Wand, Symbolism, 
Correspondence, Penetralia, etc., are • 
few of the subjects treated of In • 
scholarly and masterly manner, show
ing the author to be familiar with his 
subjects. You cannot afford to be with
out It, as well as nil ills other books, 
viz.: The Light of Egypt, Vol. I., bound 
in cloth, $2; paper, $1. Tho Light of 
Egypt, Vol. II.. bound In cloth only, $2, 
Celestial Dynamics, cloth, $1. j

OM Testament Stories 
Comically SMI

By WATSON HESTON.

A Unique 

BIBLE 

PICTURE 
BOOK.

Nothing else can bo completely unset the old 
superstitious Old Testamout Stories as these 
vivid and llfellkeportrayalsof them. They pre
sent the old myths In the proper absurdness of 
their absurdity, ridicule their ridlculessness and 
In tact hold them up to the light af reason. It Is 
fbook of <00 pages with 200 full page pictures 
t will make you laugh off every vestige of the 

old superstitions; a good way Indeed to got rid 
ot them. Price, board, 51; cloth. 51.50.

PnUlUTOI ?! ,the Life Beyond and. Wlthlrt: r I Pl III n Voices from many lands and coun
* trios, saying. “Man, thou shall
never die." An excellent selection. Edited and 
compiled by Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth. 51.

“AS IT IS TO BE.”
A VERY SUGGESTIVE WORK.

It Beams With Spiritual) 
Truths.

This Is a beautiful book, by Cora 
Lynn Daniels, and It scintillates with 
grand spiritual thought An idea of 
this work can be obtained by reading 
the titles ot a few ot the chapters 

■ therein:
| The Process of Dying; Light and 
Spirit; The Law of Attraction; Senses 
of the Spirit; What Is Unconscious

, Will; Fear; Astrology; The God-Soul of 
Man; The Drama; A Day In Heaven.

Price SI. For sale at this office.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.
A New EdttUm, Frofueely lUustrated.

”1 ch°M0 that a story should bs fouudad on prow 
»DlHty, and not always resemble a dream. I doalro t* 
find nothing In It trivial or extravaganti and I deair« 
above oil, that undor the appearance* of fablo. Ihor« 
may appear aomo latent truth, obvious to tbe discern* 
Ing eye, though t- escape the observation of th* 
Vulgar.’’—Voltaibb.

s B“UUcal Bomanofc 
or Fata," an Oriental Hlatorj; "The Sago and 

the Athelit;' "The Princess of Bftbvlou;’, ‘‘Tbo Maa 
PnMOr^- Crowns;’’ “Tho Huron, or Pupil of Nature?" 
"MicromcRM,” a Satire on Mankind । r,Tbo World m 

tb® J'Memoon, th«
Andro Doe Touclice at&lam;" “Dab

Nature;" "A Conversation 
With a Chinese! 'Plato's Dream;" "A Pleasure ta 
Having no Pleasure:” "An Adventure In India!”

,Col."li..’ „"Travels ot Soarmrotado;“ 
“The Good Brabralu:" "The Two Comforters;" "An, 
dent Faith and Fable."
..“T0’ l!?’J 8ro' <?P r»»e»- portrait and 8> 
lOoonSu “■ ““ vdluin cloth, ii.BOi postage.

ESOTERIC LESSONS.
This work includes "Personified Un

thinkable«,” "First Lessons in Reality," 
and "A Tour Through the Zodiac.” 
This is an Interesting production of oc
cult thought and will well repay careful 
study and meditation by all occultists. 
Price, Cloth, $1.00. For sale at thia 
office.

KEEP POSTED
In Current 8plrltuall«tlo and Occult,.' 

, Newt.
You can do it by reading each week 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo 
ophy and tho Spiritualistic and Occult 
pnenomona It contains each week, !• 
tbe marvel of tho ago. No one eon. af
ford to bo without tho paper. Its wlcs 
Is within the reach of all. a



is sweet1 • Bl

The Science of Spirit Return.

Healing, Gauses and Effects.
By W. P. Phelon. M. D. Deals with the finer 

mental and spiritual forces as applied to heal
ing. Price, 50 cents.

The Infideiitu of Eccfesiastici&m, 
A Menace to American Civilization. Ry Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A trcneliaul.’and masterly 
treatise. Price, £0 ccnw. '

ism. Now he has got so far along that | ¿y Lizzie Doten. These poems are truly In
he calls himself a full-fledged Spiritual- eplratlonal and as staple as sugar. Price (ma ■

Apollonius of Tijana chriliu^esus-A 
wonderful■ communication, explaining how his 
Hie and leachings were utilized to formulate 
Christianity. Price 15 cents. •

Paine’s Theological Works.
Ago of Reason, Examination of the Proph®. 

oles, etc. Illustrated edition. Post 8vo.t 481 
pages. Price, cloth. 01.00.

WOMAN: fetu^Î’oreâ’atÂè 
thinker'« International Congress. Chicago, m., 
October, 1803. By Susan B. wlxon. Price, 10c.

By Charles Dawbarn. A scientific rehearsal 
that Is truly interesting. Price, 10 cents. - 

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE.1
BOMANISM la a pamphlod of SO pages; tn 
TE'YpnqUin roply w Prof. David Swing, m-ax vmjU Prl08t Oaahman and Dr. WHh. 
row, and is principally in defense of Protestant
ism. A concleo little pamphlet ' Price 15 cents.

Practical Mot hods to Insure Success, 
| A valuable little work, lull of practical In
struction In matters pertaining to physical, 
mental and spiritual health. Worth many 
times its cost. Price 10 cents. .
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§ ..GENERAL SURVEY.
THE SPIRITUALISTIC) FIELD-ITS WORKERS, 

DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

TAKE NOTICE.
AU books advertised in the columns 

of The Progressive Thinker' are for 
sale at this ofilce. Bear this In mind.

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

ALWAYS, GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADD^SS WHEN SENDING NO 
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION,“OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FINip TitelR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKE'f.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgresslveThinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it 1b essential that all copy, to in
Bure insertion in the paper, all Cither re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
Jines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the* writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
Uiis office, for they will not be returned 
if we have noi space to use them.

To the Spiritualists of Illinois, Wiscon
sin, Iowa and Missouri.

We expect to turn our faces weal
ward March 1. We desire to hear from 
societies and individuals who would 
like our services.

Please write us at once if you would 
like our services,or we may have passed 
you by before we hear from you. Ad
dress us until March 10, Rochester, Ind. 
Hope address 618 Newland avenue, 
Jamestown, N. Y.

E. W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE, 
I N. S. A. Missionaries.

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.

VICTOR VOGEL'S ORCHESTRA 
AND BAND.—First-class music fur
nished on all occasions. Office and res
idence, 4217 Champlain avenue, Chi
cago, Ill. Tel&phone Oakland 1111. 
Mr. Vogel is a well-known Spiritualist 
of Chicago and a natural born musician. 
His orchestra will be most excellent at 
dances and entertainments given by 
Spiritualists, and will add much to the 
interest of the occasion. As a special 
feature of his musical work, he intro
duces many original novelties—imita
tions of birds, etc.

MISSIONARIES’ NOTICE.—All mail 
tor E. W. and C. A. Sprague, the N. S. 
4. missionaries, should be addressed for 
;he present as follows: No. 725 West 
Jitckson street, Bloomington, 111.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEAL
' 'ING.—A class in Psychopathy, or Spirit 

Healing, under the instruction of the 
spirit of Dr. Benj. Rush, through Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, is about to be 
termed. For further information in
quire pf Mr. Wm. Richmond, 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park, Chicago, 
Illinois.

E. R. Kidd writes: "I have the issues 
if The Progressive Thinker dating back 

■ ¡even or eight years, that I will donate 
:o some society for distribution or to 
preserve, if the society will pay the ex
press charges to destination. Address 
me in care of P. O. Box 305, Canton, 
Ohio."

The convention of the Indiana Spir
itualists at Anderson resulted in what 
will soon be known as the state organi
zation. This movement is becoming 
more widespread as time passes and 
the combined efforts of those who are 
at work, it is expected, will find the or
ganization a thorough and complete 
orc by the time summer arrives. The 
chief feature of the first work of the 
big organization will be to put mission
aries in the field and work up the inter
est. The field of Indiana will be di
vided into districts, each of which will 
be covered by the missionaries, whose 
business it will be to handle the sub
ject in a broad manner and to invite ev
ery one and to obtain from every advo
cate their co-operation in furthering 
the interests of the organization.’ It js 
believed this religion will reach a 
stage of interest in Indiana this year 
that, has never before been attained.— 
Herald, Muncie. Ind.

Brought from Philadelphia to his 
' home in South Pottstown, Pa., suffering 

from severe illness, which developed 
into diphtheria, Charles Urner lay for 
sixty hours in a death-like sleep, from 
which his physician and attendants 
could not arouse him. Suddenly he re
covered consciousness and at once be
gan to improve. Physicians here regard 
his case as a very remarkable one.

Prof. W. M. Lockwood, whose lec
tures have been enthusiastically re
ceived in the East, would like an en
gagement in Chicago during the month 
of April. His scientific Spiritualistic 
lectures, illustrated by costly apparatus, 
would prove a drawing card. In his 
special line of work he is without a 
peer. :

G. H. Brooks writes from Buffalo, N. 
Y : “I speak in Williamsport, Pa., Sun
day, March 13, andWednesday the 16th. 
I will remain there one week, then go 
on to Philadelphia, where 1 speak for 
Mr. Locke’B society the last two Sun
days of March." *

That the mind controls the body to a 
very great degree no one can dispute. 
The normal state of religious belief may 
modify a diseased condition and hasten 
or retard recovery, but there are bodily 
diseases which the mind cannot control. 
They are not myths, but are stubborn 
facts that mar ovr hopes and destroy 
our happiness. The hectice flush upon 
the face of the consumptive is not a 
delusion.

Emily, E. Philp, writes about the En
glewood society: “We still meet at Hop
kins’ Hall, 528 W. 63rd street. We 
have interesting meetings, and run- 
nlng under new management, no charge 
at the door, but depend On collections. 

' We have a social and test circle at Mr.
Speight’s, 5636 Union avenue, Saturday, 
Mar- 12. We anticipate a very pleas
ant evening.”

Harry J. Moore, of Chicago, was 
• greeted with a large and appreciative 

audience Sunday both morning and 
evening. Mr. Moore lectured in • the 
evening on the subject: "The Woman 
(commonly called the witch) of Endor, 
88 a Medium and an Ideal Character.” 
During his discourse he brought out 
many traits of character of this woman, 
whom ignorant people have reviled and 
grossly miBrepress’Jted.' Chief among 
the points made wtthat the Woman of 
Endor by befriending Soul, had prac
ticed the Golden Rule over’ one thou- 
Band years before jcsus was born. Mr. 
Mooro also strongly inferred that inas
much as Jesus was a Jew and the fact 
of the Woman of Endor, befriending 
King Saul was a matter of Hebrew his

tory that it was quite probable that 
Jesus as a result of reading of this in
cident in Hebrew literature became in- 
spiried to give expression to the 
Golden Rule the grandest and noblest 
sentiment that ever emanated from his 
lips, in Jrfr. Moore’s peroration he 
declared that there was not an act in 
all history from the first man down to 
the last birth that can be favorably 
compared to that of the Woman of En
dor returning good tor evil not even 
that of the Good Samaritan.—Review, 
Alliance, Ohio.

J. H. Haines writes: “The Spiritual 
Unity Society held its second grand 
entertainment and dance Saturday 
night, March 5, at Heuser’s Hqll, 576 
Larrabee street, North Side. There 
was a large crowd in attendance. The 
musical programme could not be ex
celled, each person being an artist In 
hiB or her line. Prof. Ray presided at 
the piano and the audience realized he 
was the right man in the right place. 
Mrs. Jennie DeLong, H. Hill, Baby Hil
mers (the child wonder), Master Rob
ert Ray, Miss Katherine Rea, Paul Hil
mers, Chas. Hogan and Miss Josephine, 
Mr. and MrB. W. J. Elmo, the leading 
south side mediums, gave several tests 
and spirit messages, all recognized and 
highly appreciated. Mrs. Jennie De 
Long, the West Side favorite medium, 
also gave several spirit messages and 
test descriptions which were readily 
recognized. Last but not least on the 
list came Prof. R. S. Ray, everybody’s 
choice, giving spirit messages and 
tests. His tests were short but to the 
point, as they always are. The chairs 
were then removed from the centre of 
the hall and the enthusiastic crowd 
danced until 1.30 a. m., to the music of 
Meyers Orchestra. The occasion will 
be remembered as an enjoyable event.”

Mrs. A. Sexsmith writes: “The Ris
ing Sun Spiritualist Mission will hold ' 
its first grand annual prize masquerade 1 
ball on Saturday evening, March 19, at 
Star Lodge Hall, 378 So. Western ave
nue. This will be the event of the sea
son as there will be 60 prizes awarded. 
A splendid entertainment has also been 
provided for those who do not dance. 
A number of talented artists have been 
engaged, as well as some of the best 
speakers and mediums of Spiritualist 
societies. Special services will be held 
by the Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission, 
on Sunday, March 20, at 7:30 p. m. 
Mr. Thos S. Warner, after his inspira
tional lecture, will be ordained by Dr. 
Geo. B. Warne, president of the Illinois 
State Spiritualists Association. ”

Rolla Stubbs writes: "We have all 
your premium books that go with The 1 
Progressive Thinker.* They are very 
interesting." ,

The twelve-year-old daughter of 
William Blackburn, the colored barber 
of Ann Arbor, Mich., was seriously in
jured while coasting on Broadway Sat
urday and the family are firmly of the 
opinion that they had been forewarned 
of the accident. The household boasts 
of a lad of ten yeafs and for, the past 
several days he has begged his parents 
not to let his sister go coasting. "She 
will be killed, mamma,” said the little 
fellow every time that his sister went 
out on the hill. At first the parents 
paid no attention to the lad, but finally 
they became alarmed, and on Saturday 
forbade the little girl indulging in any 
more coasting. The child was very 
anxious to go and brought several com
panions with her to plead her cause. "I 
don’t want to let you go,” said the 
mother at last, “but you may if you will 
promise to stay only one hour.” The 
child promised, but within 45 minutes 
sho had been brought back seriously in
jured.—The Argus.

S. H. Ewell writes from Michigan: “I 
was born in 1819, Jan. 3; became a 
Spiritualist in 1849; have taken a spir
itual paper ever since the first one was 
published; have read lots of spiritual 
books and attended untold seances. It 
was uphill business for 15, years. I 
send you a few of my effusions, just for 
curiosity. I have a small printing 
press and type to do my own printing.”

Thomas H. Hildon writes from Alle
gheny, Pa.: “Mrs. Emma Foster is con
ducting meetings in Grand Army Hall, 
Allegheny, Pa. It was my good for
tune to attend her meeting last Sun
day evening. An enthusiastic audience 
paid the closest attention to her lec
ture. Mrs. Foster gave several re
markable messages from spirit loved 
ones. Her presence alone impresses 
one, and since she has been in Alle
gheny many of the backsliders have 
been occupying the front seats, and 
many new Spiritualists have joined our 
ranks.” -•

Rev. Harry J. Moore will be with the 
Englewood Spiritual Union for the 
months of April, May, June and Sep
tember.

Cora F. Morse writes from San Fran
cisco, Cal.: “My object in writing is to 
call attention to an inspired speaker 
whom all Spiritualists in all lands 
should know and will know as they' 
learn the full import of his- message, 
and recognize the power behind the" 
throne. Many of our people here as
sembled in my parlors last Wednes
day night to isten to this really great 
man, Mr. J. Stitt Wilson, who dealt 
with the moral and spiritual aspects of 
the new industrial freedom. He held 
his hearers spellbound with his wonder
ful interpretation of the social, relig
ious and political situation. It needed 
no psychic to understand that he is in 
:!cse touch to the realms of the real. 
Many said as they left his presence 
that never since the days of Wendell 
Phillips and Lloyd Garrison had a 
truer insplrer championed the cause of 
humanity. The managers of every 
camp-meeting this coming summer 
should see-to it that Mr. Wilson is 
booked for several lectures. His ad
dress is Berkeley, California. I feel 
that calling-attention to him and his 
message to the world is equivalent to 
offering meat, bread and drink to fhostT 
spirltuallly ahungered and athirst. Ero 
long I hope to place eomo of his litera
ture before my Spiritualistic brethren 
and sistoro.” ■

Mrs. J. Lindsey writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: “I have been working in 
the home interest most of the winter. 
Our society at present is employing 
only home talent. Our workers are all 
in deep earnest, and work for the good 
of the hearers. Sunday at 2:30 confer
ence; at five we have a public circle, 
and it 1b well attended. I take charge 
of it. At 7:30 we have a lecture by 
some one of our bright home talent, 
much good is being done. I am con- 
tem plating going to Chicago in early 
Spring, and shall be glad to fill engage
ments with societies or camps. Ad
dress me at No. 279 Seventh street, 
Grand Rapids, Mich.”

Lucy Carroll writes from Washing
ton, Pa.: “Our meetngs are creating a 
great Interest among the people here. 
G. W. Way of Wheeling, W. Va„ serves 
us for Thursday afternoon and even
ing. By his lectures and tests he has 
converted a great number to this great 
truth, that there is no death, only an 
open doorway to a higher and better 
condition in life. Mrs. M. E. Gillard 
serves us for Sunday afternoon and 
evening. Mrs. Gillard Is an earnest 
worker. We are all bo glad to wel
come her. The seed that is being 
sown here now will in time bring about 
a bountiful harvest. Good phenomenal 
mediums would do well here; must 
come well recommended, and they will 
be well patronized. A good materializ
ing medium is in great demand.”

Correspondent writes: "The Rev. 
Flora Heckman addressed the First 
Spiritualist Society of .Spokane, Sunday 
evening, March 6, on Mediumship, Is It 
Dangerous? The Intelligences who co
operate with her in her work from the 
spirit side proved conclusively that me
diumship instead of being dangerous, 
was a blessing to the world, in that it 
had emancipated humanity from mem 
tai slavery, and given proof positive of 
Immortality and the equal personal 
possibility of advancement of the whole 
human race. MrB. Heckman Is filling 
a three months’ engagement for this 
society and will leave April 1. She 
would be pleased to hear from other 
societies in need of a lecturer. She 
can be addressed, Metropole Block, 
Room K, Spokane, Washington.”

Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: “The ros
trum of the Hyde Park Occult Society 
will be occupied by Prof. P. C. Marsh on 
the evening of the 20th of March; hall 
at 323 East 65th street; services at 
7:45 p. m. Come early so as not to dis
turb the speaker by coming after serv
ices have begun. Psychic demonstra
tions by Mrs. E. Kline. We will also 
hold a strawberry social on Tuesday 
evening, March 22, at the same number. 
A musical and literary programme will 
fill up the early part of the evening, and 
the medlumB present will give' greet
ings from our loved ones on the other 
Bide. Nice refreshments are in order. 
25 cents pays for all. We want a good 
social time for all, independent of the 
programme. Come early... Mediums 
welcome/
»Prof. Lockwood, the scientist and lec

turer, writes from Conneaut, Ohio: "Al
though we had a rainy day yesterday, 
we had two good audiences and the 
friends seem to be enthusiastic over the. 
general character of our work. They 
have a fine society here, harmonious 
and fraternal, although representing 
wide diversity of thought upon the 
spiritual philosophy and its relation to 
modern religious thought. I find here 
also one of the most active lyceums 
that I have met In many a day. It in
cludes adults as well as children. My 
lecture in the afternoon was upon ‘Vis
ible and Invisible Nature and Its Phe
nomenal Aspects.’ In the evening, 
'Why Spiritualism Has Not Been Ac
cepted by the Popular Mind.’ In this 
lecture I demonstrated that all nature 
is infinitely related by psychic or invis
ible modes of motion, which fact as the 
basis of spiritual communication had 
been entirely overlooked by our oppo
nents.”

Wm. Robertson writes from Dallas, 
Texas.: "The First Spiritualist Church, 
Truth Seekers of Dallas, Texas, on last 
Sunday night closed their third month 
with Mrs. Alice Balter as pastor. She 
is giving general satisfaction, being an 
earnest and conscientious worker; a 
fine speaker and splendid message me
dium. Our attendance is steadily in
creasing and new people are associat- 
ng themseelves with us. Master Milton 
Baker, the boy psychic, gave an inter
esting and entertaining lecture on the 
night of Feb. 28. The young man, 
though only 14 years of age, ranks with 
the best speakers and psychic readers 
now oil the Spiritualist rostrum. Both 
Mrs. Baker and her son are open for 
engagements in Texas cities, and can 
be addressed at 213 Bryan street, Dal
las, Texas.”

Correspondent writes: "The Metro
politan Spiritualist Society holds its 
regular services every Sunday evening. 
The last month fine speakers have been 
presented from Its rostrum that have 
given the people a good deal of food for 
thought; among them Mr. Axel Gus- 
taveson, Dr. McWilliams, Mrs. Daniel, 
Mrs. Cochnore. Sunday, March 13, 
Walter DeVoe will deliver the address, 
and Sunday the 27th, Mr. Marsh will 
deliver the anniversary address. Every 
lecture is followed by spirit messages 
by the pastor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. The 
Progressive Thinker is always in de
mand at the door."

Agnes L. Cressler writes from Stur
gis, Mich.: “The members of the Har- 
monial Society of Sturgis, Mich., had 
the pleasure of listening to several able 
and instructive discourses given by Mr. 
and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, last month. 
While our society has not the privilege 
of frequent meetings, yet there seems 
to be "a general Interest manifested. 
While we thoroughly enjoyed Mr. 
Sprague’s lecture we greatly missed our 
worthy president, Mr. Thomas Collar, 
who we regret to say was taken serious
ly ill previous to our services, and was 
unable to attend; but I am happy to 
state that he is speedily recovering. 
Through the earnest influences of Mr. 
and Mrs. Sprague our society decided-to 
take out a state charter, which we sin
cerely trust will benefit us in the fu
ture.”

Wisdom out of the mouths of babes 
enlightened yesterday afternoon, at 
Odd Fellows’ hall, the midwinter mass
meeting of the State Spiritual Assocla-. 
tlon. The children’s lyceum brought 
small girls and boys upon the platform 
to tell of those who have ‘passed over.' 
After Georgie Whitwell had: outlined 
“The Benefits of the Lyceum,” Joseph 
Whitwell, another Child, - discoursed 
upon “The Power df Thought” "The 
Value of thQ Circle” was made clear by 
Eddie Hottinger. Ollie Crooks a tiny 
girl, emphasized "The Benefits of Me
diumship;’’ Carrie Judson sketched the 
general subject “Spiritualism;” Mamie

Pease talked of "Music in a Spiritual 
way,” and 7-yeairuld Annie Whitwell de. 
lighted the-largo ¡audience with her ex
planation of '‘Spirit Return," to-wit, the 
mannei in which bouls revisit themate- 
nal world.-f^St. Raul (Minn.) Globe.

C. J. Vaw Alstiue writes from Long 
Beach, Cahn “Mrs. E. E. Hammond of 
Los Angeles, formerly of Topeka, Kan
sas, has been speaking Sundays for the 
First Spiritual Society. The result was 
a crowded shall, standing room only. 
She is an honest woman, and any society 
would do well to have her lecture. The 
society is not quite five months old, apt! 
so far not an inharmonious word or ac
tion, owing to thb earnest work of the 
officers who have the good of humanity 
in their hearts."

W. N. Slocum writes: “The Light 
Among the Hills came to a sudden end, 
much to my regret. I had become ac
quainted with, and greatly interested 
in, the characters when they demate
rialized. Can’t the author write a se
quel? It would make a valuable book. 
‘From the Spirit Realms* will add a 
halo to the ‘Light Among the Hills.’ ”

F. E. Gabel writes from Onarga, 111.: 
“The Onarga Spiritualist Investigating 
Society has enjoyed a rich treat the 
past few days. Mrs. ,8. E. Pemberton, 
a fine trumpet medium of Peoria, Ill., 
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. 
L. Skeels, onr leading members, and 
during her visit she has held several 
test seances which were well attended, 
and proved a source of delight to some 
and of wonder and amazement to oth
ers. She has been engaged to return 
aggln in the near future."

B. F. Sliter, of Alameda, Cal., writes: 
“On March 4, at about 4 o’clock a. m., 
being then in bed with my wife, but 
wide awake, 1 heard these words: ’Land 
will advance in price for about forty 
years, during the railroad period, which 
will then be superseded by aerial navi
gation.’ Who spoke these words, I am 
unable to say. Let me say, however, 
that I was not thinking of landed 
values or aerial navigation, nor had 
been for weeks. The words proceeded 
from the darkness above the bed occu
pied by my wife and self, and were ar
ticulated with unusual distinctness. 
These words were not heard clairaudi- 
ently, but by the normal physical ear.
Were they a prophecy or what; 
can explain? No one in mortal 
uttered them."

Harry J. Moore's engagement 
the First Spiritualists Church of
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flesh
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Alli-

once, Ohio, has proven so successful 
during the month of February and the 
first two Sundays of March, that the so
ciety there has decided to continue his 
services covering the last two Sundays 
of the month of March. Mr. Moore is 
engaged to serve the Englewood Spirit
ual Union (Chicago) for four months 
beginning with the first Sunday of 
April and closing with the last Sunday 
of September. Mr. Moore devotes the 
months of July and August to camp 
work and he has the first four Sundays 
of July (there being five Sundays in tlie 
month of July) and the last Sunday of 
August open for < engagements with 
camp associations. Address him at 322 
W. Main street, Alliance, Ohio, until 
further notice.

Mrs. A. E. Sheets, prominent as a 
lecturer, writes to Dr. G. B. Warne: 
"Your letter.ot invitation reached me 
this morning; It cheered me somewhat 
to know I had not èhtirely passed out of 
the memory ¡of thè friends of our. pause, 
that a deslreRd1 have’me*participate in 
your mass-meeting, was felt by you and 
others. •! deeply 'regret thejact that 1 
am not yet able to engage in public 
work to any extent. 1 shall doubtless 
leave the hospital gt Battle Creek about 
May 1. 1 am hopeful that the start 
given me here may be followed up by a 
steady Improvement, and that 1 shall 
later feel myself justified in re-enterltfg 
the field of activity. When that time 
comes it will give me great pleasure to 
meet with our frieiids and render assist
ance to you in some of your conven
tions in Chicago. Permit me to thank 
you for the courteous invitation ex
tended and to wish you every success.”

Elizabeth Schauss writes from Tole
do, Ohio: "The missionary work of the 
Ohio Spiritualists’ Association under 
leadership of its able president, Mrs. C. 
F. Curran, is waking up more people to 
the truth in our state than has hereto
fore been done. The month of March 
will be the banner month of the year in 
our state, the missionary force having 
been strengthened by our honored and 
loved national president, H. D. Barrett, 
who under the auspices of the O. S. A., 
is conducting mass-meetings in various 
portions of the state, and will, we know, 
incite more life into all of us. The Ash
tabula Psychic Research Society Is look
ing with great anticipation to the com
ing of Brother Barrett, and are making 
preparations for a lasting revival dur
ing his sojourn with them, Match 29, 30; 
that public interest is being aroused 
can be seen in an editorial in the Ash
tabula Beacon Record of March 7, as 
follows: ‘The Inclement weather did not 
prevent the attendance of enough peo
ple to fill the G. A. R. hall on Sunday 
evening,- for the meeting of the Spirit
ualistic society, when' an address was 
given by Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss of To
ledo. The speaker had the earnestness 
and enthusiasm which proceed from 
faith in the message brought, and con
sequently held the attention of the audi
ence. The speaker referred to the 
common saying, ‘We live to die,’ and de
clared that Spiritualism teaches that 
we die to live. She argued that too 
much time is devoted to the material 
man, the mere husk, and urged as more 
important the study of the soul that 
lives forever. She denied that Spirit
ualists have no interest in the Bible or 
no belief in God or Jesus Christ, and 
then paid a tribute to the Bible as the 
Book'of book8,Hspoke at length of God, 
and described Jesus as the world’s 
greatest medtom.’ jPur cause Is gain
ing, the labor .js sometimes accompa
nied By bitterness, but the fruit thereof

Dr. Georjeam-Millet writes: "In your 
issue of Feb. ¡27, is1^ clipping headed, 
'Jesus a Colored Main.’ Quite likely 
the Roman Catholic Jesus was a man 
witlf a dark complexion. The name 
Jesus is an Italian or Spanish name, 
but there never was, a Messiah by the 
name of Jesup,'. Tljp, story as recorded 
in the New Testament is a fabrication, 
a falsehood cutifroirf'whole cloth. The 
New Testament, veiy much like the 
Old, is a contetiiptifife piece of perfidy. 
Such men as Jebus, Solomon and Moses 
never had an- existence except in the 
brains of an abominable’ priestcraft. 
Any folly or fabrication can be proven 
by the Bible. No Liberal will deny 
this. There'have been five Messiahs, 
none of whom are now known to the 
people of the planet, neither are their 
teachings In vogub; .in fact, that which 
they taught is.unknbwn among.the chil
dren of women. So far as the Catholic 
and Protestant priests are concerned, 
they' know/not anything about any of 
the Messiahs. They are simply play
ing with fire. Til lies of the Romish 
priests are accepted by the priests, of 
Protestantism. Hence the Old and New 
Testament storiBs are called sacred by 
the different creeds. Creedp ore but

the oiial of a stupendous fabrication. 
Religion, like the devil fish, Is a one
headed beast with many creeds, all of 
which can be likened to the tentacles of 
that devil fish. Every creed helps to 
teed and keep alive the monster demon 
religion; the one headed octopus that 
has filled the earth with misery, crime 
and materiality.”

A. F. Ross writes from Tacoma, 
Wash.: “Our very eloquent and highly 
esteemed pastor, Mrs. Lole F. Prior, 
who has been with us since last Septem
ber has been the means of increasing 
our membership and enlarging our con
gregation to such an extent that the 
seating capacity in our spacious hall is 
nearly always filled to its fullest extent. 
Idauy who have never given Spiritual
ism a thought before are now giving 
their utmost attention to its beautiful 
teachings, and now we can boast of the 
largest and most energetic society In 
tho Northwest. Our lyceum Is doing 
well, and great interest is manifested 
by the children, for Mrs. Prior has 
taken entire charge of its management, 
wherein she stands second to none in 
the work she is doing in their behalf. 
The Ladies’ Auxiliary is also doing ex
cellent work, another feature of the 
good done that we have to give due 
credit to our pastor, Mrs. Prior, and if 
the time ever comes when we have to 
part with her to take up other fields, it 
will be a sad blow for the Spiritualists 
of our beautiful metropolis. Our state 
president, Mrs. Sheldon, from Tacoma, 
made us a visit last Sunday, wherein 
she presented ub with some views of 
our state encampment grounds, show
ing up the beautiful grounds with Its 
tents of the last season; also the lovely 
little spring lake on the shores of which 
we have the pleasure of calling our 
own, containing ten acres, and we trust 
that many who are intending to take an 
outing the coming season will take ad
vantage of these beautiful camping 
grounds for they will surely be greatly 
benefited both physically and spiritual
ly. Now, in behalf of The Progressive 
Thinker 1 must say a word for your ben
efit; you are certainly doing a grand 
work, and tlie truths presented from 
week to week are like manna to the 
hungry soul; it is bearing fruit and like 
bread cast upon the waters will return 
after many days. The masses are read
ing, and reading sets them thinking and 
bye and bye will the results be seen as 
it deserves."

E. E. McCarthy writes: "1 came to 
Houston, Texas, four months ago to fill 
an engagement of six months with the 
Houston Spiritual Society. My motive 
at the time of engagement was not so 
much to work for the cause, but rather 
to secure change and active work tor 
health’s sake. I have been a speaker 
and teacher on all progressive lines in 
Denver, Colo. I find this field product
ive and ready for good workers. The 
society was nearly disbanded by inhar
monious teachers,^yet held intact by a 
few noble members who paid expenses 
from their own income. The hall is now 
filled every Sunday and the society is 
again on its feet. We wish to make ar
rangements during the summer. 1 can 
give the best reference as speaker and 
platform test medium. I am clairvoy
ant, clalraudlent, and also psychomet
ric; also give .life reading from name, 
palm or photo. I teach the philosophy 
and explain the phenomena. Address 
me at No. 1517 Preston avenue, Hous
ton, Texas.”

Report comes that about five miles 
east of Grandview, Ind., back from the 
Ohio river on a small mound that over
looks a lonesome valley, stands an old 
house, once the home of one of the 
wealthiest families of Spencer county, 
which, it is believed, is habited by 
ghosts and spirits. Through death the 
family dwindled away until only one 
daughter remained and through advers
ity they were compelled to give up the 
old homestead. The only remaining 
child, an old maid, moved to a small 
cabin in a lonely dell, where she died 
recently. During her latter years she 
said many times that the family who 
owned the house would never enjoy re
siding there. Shortly after her death 
whisperings of ghostly occurrences in 
and about the homestead began to cir
culate about the neighborhood. Mys
terious voices were heard at me house, 
it is claimed, forms were seen gliding 
through the hallways, doors slammed 
and windows rattled in an unaccount
able manner. Travelers along the road 
declare that they have seen the form of 
the old daughter before them on the 
road as’ she came from her old cabin 
home. She would disappear generally 
as soon as she was seen. A strange dis
ease has attacked the stock of the farm 
and they die without apparent cause. 
The family living in the old residence 
at present are unable to sleep at night 
because of the weird and frightful 
noises. Investigation has failed to re
veal the cause, and the mystery is still 
unraveled,

Smiley Lewis writes from Dennison, 
Texas: "During the past week it has 
been our good fortune to listen to the 
solos and two fine lectures on the Spir
itualistic philosophy, delivered by Mrs. 
Laura B. Payne, of Topeka, Kansas, 
who for the past year has served the 
San Antonio (Tex.) society as pastor, 
¿h well as doing outside work in ad
vancement of the cause of Spiritualism. 
At the first lecture, as was expected, 
the audience was small; at the second 
there’Svas a generous increase in num
ber present, notwithstanding the cold 
wave and sand storm prevailing. On 
both evenings quite a number of promi
nent members of orthodox churches^ 
and others were present, who for the 
first time heard a lecture on our beauti
ful philosophy, and who listened in 
breathless silence to the words of wis
dom as they fell from the lips of the 
speaker. On Sunday morning Sister 
Payne left us to fill an engagement for 
an afternoon lecture at Dallas. Now, 
the question is asked, when will she 
come again? Truly, there is a good 
field, and a wide expanse for work in 
Northern Texas, not touched by the N. 
S. A. missionaries, to whom was allot
ted the field of Texas to work up. The 
harvest is ripe, but where are the reap
ers? We need phenomena to arouse 
the latent minds to thinking, from 
thinking to investigation, and the phil
osophy to diffuse the light, and lead the 
way to organization for practical work. 
Who Is to have the honor of doing it? 
Deuisofi has a fine school system, and 
churches galore; tlie same may be said 
of a half-dozen other good towns within 
a radius of thirty miles, all connected 
with convenient railroad facilities, in a 
good agricultural district, populated 
with average Intellectuality, but who 
still, seemingly, are contented with the 
husks of past-age theology, or the more 
modern materialism:” ’Let there be 
light.’”-

MARRIED:—In Jackson, Mich., on 
Feb. 20, Louisa'L. Kirby and Albert H. 
Bevier, of Battle Creek. Mich. The 
Rev. Julia M. Walton, state missionary 
of the Michigan Spiritualist Association, 
performed the marriage service.

. H. F. Coates writes: “.Sunday evening, 
Maroh 6th, Dr. J. H. Randall occupied 
the platform at Kenwood Hall, 4308 
Cottage Grove avenue. The Doctor Is a 
very progressive speaker, and his lec
ture was well received, Mr. T. W. 
Sherk -will lecture for us* March 20, in 
the.evening. His subject will be ’Life 
In the Spirit World.’ I trust that a largo 
audience will bo present on this occa- 
inion; Food for thought will bo given to 
al). Wq have services at 3.and 8. p. m. 
each. Sunday. AIT are welcome,’

Mrs. M. E. Coleman writes from Cali- 
iorulu; "Your paper came into our 
home like a ray of sunshine, and we 
nave found it a present Help; a paper 
¡¡Hod with truths, dealing with all sub
jects in a most kindly way, yet strong 
In the right. May you ever be pros
pered. ’’ . / ■■

J. A. Toren writes: "The Hom R. Gil- 
ray will lecture at Wilcox Hall] corner 
of Champlain avenue and 43rd street, 
for the Society of the Psychic Forces. 
Mrs. Isabella Cleveland, trance test me
dium, will follow the lecture with her 
clear-cut messages from the spirit side 
of^life. We extend a hearty welcome to

Dr. H. E. Ballard writes: “Many were 
denied the pleasure of attending the 
Church of Higher Forces last Sunday 
evening through the inclemency of the 
weather. Those, however, who braved 
tlie storm were well repaid by hearing 
the lecture delivered by Prof. P. C. 
Marsh on Light of Spiritual Develop
ment, a subject handed up by a gentle
man from the audience. The apprecia
tion of tlie masterly manner in which 
Prof. Marsh pointed out how spiritual 
development could be unfolded through 
a knowledge of the law that nature 
surrounds us with, was demonstrated 
by a scintillation of spiritual approba
tion that flitted across the faces of those 
present. The Church of Higher Forces 
will exert its influence towards incul
cating a desire for a knowledge that 
will Bdftily the Investigator with a key 
to spiritual progression. Douglas Hall, 
in which we hold our meeting, corner of 
35th street and Indiana avenue, is cen
trally located, cars pass the corner from 
all directions. The children’s pro
gressive lyceum being the nucleus to 
the bailding of a successful spiritual or
ganization, a united effort is most earn
estly solicited on tlie part of all those 
in our district towards making our ly
ceum a success. A success means in 
inducing the parents in sending their 
children to a Sunday-school where they 
will be taught to learn something of 
nature. When they have learned what 
nature is, we need have no tear for 
their future. Spiritualism 1b growing, 
but not as rapidly as it would if more of 
an effort was made to gather the young 
in its folds. As they mature into man
hood and womanhood, they develop 
their influence, and this influence will 
become lasting because it is part of our 
inheritance. Children’s lyceum meets 
at 2; conference at 3; evening service 
at 8. J. W. Caldwell and his charming 
daughters, Florence, Lizzie and Jennie, 
supply the vocal and Instrumental mu
sic for our services.”

The veteran worker. Will C. Hodge, 
writes from San Diego, Cal.: "We send 
herewith an account of the dedication of 
our new temple (Will appear next 
week!. We have now a line home of 
our own, worth at least seven thousand 
dollars, and our total indebtedness is 
only two thousand, and part of. this is 
already arranged for. Interest on the 
borrowed money is no more than we 
have been paying in rent for a dingy old 
hall which the sunshine never entered, 
even in tills land of sunshine. You may 
be sure that yesterday was a glorious 
day for the friends of Spiritualism in 
San Diego, and everybody was happy.”

Arthur F. Milton writes: "Article on 
the difference between Soul and Mind 
Mediumship in The Progressive Think
er of March 12, should be carefully con
sidered by those who are sensitive to 
impressions, and many mistakes will 
bo prevented, both in the matter of in
formation and guidance. But to be re
ceptive to soul impression, It may be 
noted, that, as mental mediumship is in
herited through mental activity (study 
and observation), soul mediumship is 
inherited through soul activity (charity, 
benevolence and sympathy); and then 
term the first inspiration, and the lat
ter intuition to avoid error in classifica
tion.”

Mrs. M. Henry writes: "The Ladies’ 
Auxiliary connected with the Universal 
Occult Society held its second social un
der their state charter, at the residence 
of the president, Mrs. Davenport, 3138 
Rhodes avenue. The social was opened 
by a few very appropriate remarks by 
our pastor, the Hon. R. Gilray. We had 
some instrumental music by Mrs. Hui- 
ser; then from Mrs. Karcher a beautiful 
poetic improvisation. About seventy- 
five were present. We were entertained 
by messages and tests from Mrs. Bur- 
land. Mrs. Hansen, Mrs. McMenamin 
and Cora Dixon, the child wonder, also 
from Mr. Hillis, Mr. Phillips and oth
ers. The prominent co-workers pres
ent: Mrs. Bliss Green, Mrs. Maggio 
Waite, Prof Marsh (of Boston), Mr. 
Beverly, Mr. Lynn and Mr. Cleveland. 
Mrs. Hulser, who is a fine singer,. fa
vored us with some coon songs. Mrs. 
Wagstaff and your correspondent 
dressed in gypsy costumes, gave palm 
readings, and all seemed to enjoy them 
very much. Sandwiches, cake and cof
fee served by the ladies. Everyone 
seemed to enjoy the evening, and tlie 
ladies hope to have the pleasure of wel
coming them all at their next social to 
be held on March 19, at Mrs. Deven
port's.” -

Grace Cortland writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: "The authorities here are mak
ing a raid on clairvoyants, and medi
ums in general, but the work will go on 
and live just the same.”

Will C. Hodge writes from San Diego, 
“B; Fay Mills is here again, and is at
tracting large audiences. Things arc 
coming our way in spite of any kind of 
a Great Psychological Crime.”

Mrs. J. A. Murtha writes: " I am serv
ing the First Spiritualist Church of Buf
falo, N. Y., for the month of March. The 
church is under excellent management, 
and good work is being done by many 
earnest workers here for the upbuilding 
of the cause so dear to us all. 1 will 
serve the society at Watertown, N. Y„ 
for the month of April. I have the 
months of May and June open, also 
some camp dates. I would be pleased 
to hear from societies needing my serv
ices during this months. Address me, 
Niagara Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y. Home ad
dress, 402 Troy street, Toledo, Ohio.”

D. E. Lunsford writes: "I certainly en
joy the weekly visit of The Progressive 
Thinker, and admire the broad guage 
principle on which it is conducted. I 
wish I could impress upon my brother 
Spiritualists the importance of doing 
missionary work for our papers. It Is 
astonishing how few of the many pro
fessed believers who are subscribers to 
any paper. Lately I have been taking 
an active interest in looking up those 
who are interested and am putting out 
my spare copies after I have read them, 
and I do not intend to miss an opportu
nity of speaking a good word for the pa
per and trying to induce people to sub
scribe. I have several promised and 
will take good care that they do not for
get.” _

Moses Hull.writes: “Rev. J. F. Car
ney, of Martinsville, Ind., long an elo
quent and able Universalist minister, 
has long had leanings toward Spiritual-

ualism. Spiritualists wishing Broth» 
Carnoy’s services lor funerals, woti 
dings or- lectures on Spiritualism shoulil 
write him at Martinsville, Ind. Having 
known Mr. Carnoy tor ten years I have 
no hesitation in recommending him td 
Spiritualists within his reach. HiH 
charges will always be moderate, and 
he will do good work. I wish the Spir< 
Itualists would try to keep all such men 
busy.

THE PSYGHOGRflPH 
-OR- 

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Thia fnatrumeut is aubauntlaìly tbe «urne aa that 
fmployed bjr Prof. Hare in liia early inveallKatluai. 
Io Ila Improved form It baa been before the public for 
more than seven yearn, and in the banda of ihouaanda 
of peraona hw proved 1U nuperiority over tbe Plan- 
euetie, and all other initrunieuia which have been 
brought out In Imitation, both tn regard to certainty 
and correctneBB of tbe oommmilcatlona received by 
lu aid, and at a means or developing mediumship. *

-Do you with to inv99tiffate bpirltualltiny 
Do you wish to develop Mcdiutnekipy 
Doyou deolre to recelvo Communications^ 

The Paychograpb Is an invaluable ««latant A 
pamphlet with full directions for t^e

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship <

with crery Instrument. Many who were Zót aware of 
their mediumlsik gift, have, after e. few 'kiln« 

u deUghtfu! messages n volumemight bo filled with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with II naan amuslug t-'y, found that the 
ili contraiu“l< 11 more than them- 
.1 “.“V“?““1“ couveru to Splrltuallam.
I Capt. D. B. Mwardl, Orient, N. Y„ writ«: "I had 
HhS’ otili 0“' (by ,tl‘” rrom many
if, „ irmnd». even (rotn old «ettkr, wboao grazi 
&hi1rr°i “»“V»»“ 1“ tho old vard. Hre/liart 
Ituuhlm oy< •J1“!“««1')'. “ud nored to me that 6pl> 
alveo E?» hlli'o1 tru,!' tb“ “'■ummlcalloa, bara 
Km? h/vlWlic c01n,url I“ the aerereil 

I Dr °' ,0,‘l' <*““¡<1“«. sod tbolr mother." 
aamir.m?,1!0 C.r""Ie *' wbu,° '»ritingi bare mad, bla “Ka fo mJ?.1 !r’° lnlcru£t'!1 l««ycWc matura' 
aboSlih iff. ’I am much pk-aiai with th» P.y! 
E'and ■> .. “ vcry ln principio «and conitruo- 
itual nnwlio BUr,<5iWU61 “°mure sensitive to spin ranerSuv ? 'T l“’* ln u,l!' 1 believe It illl 
LenrliKe„Z'i’m1'1w“n.!.'‘O “l,er whe“ *“ •«**«««

Securely packed, and sent postage paid front 
9ie manufacturer, for $1.00. Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS
AND

Oliver Offerings 
BY 

JEMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

This volume contain« a selection of the best 
poems of this gifted author and storiet tes eon* 
tributed by Clair Tuttle In her charming styled 
There are 285 pages, with six full page Illustra
tions. Including photogravures of the author 
and Clair Tuttle. Il is bound in blue withal- 
luminum embossing. Many of the poems are 
especially adapted for recitations.

The Author needs no introduction to the spir
itual public. Her songs are among the best in 
spiritual literature. Epes Sargent said of ono 
of her poems that it was the equal of anything 
In the language, and that sho was the poetic . 
the New Dispensation.

The Mecca says: "Psychic Poems.” •J*|| 
That erudite critic, Win. Emmett») Colemans.

”To all lovers of good poetry this book is confl«'-1 
dcntly recommended.” x
Will Carlton: “I have read with great inter-

<est.”
Sarah Thorpe Thomas, tho Humanitarian 

says: “A most exquisite bouquet ♦ • • •the 
thoughts echo and re echo through the deepest 
recesses of my heart. I have some word of 
praise for every page.”

The author says in the dedication: “To those 
whose thoughts and longings reach into the 
unseen Land of Souls, this handful of aspho
dels, mixed with common Howers, is offered 
hoping to give rest and pleasure while waiting 
at the way stations on the journey thither. ” .

Price, Jl.00. For sale by ......... .......

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio. ]

FOREIGN AGENTS: ......... . .
H. A. Copley, Cannlngtown, London, Eng.
W. II. Terry. Melbourne. Australia.
A Volume ot 500 large pages, treating very 

nterestlngly 11 Idle. Death anil Immortality, 
Clairvoyance. Spirit Phenomena, Etc. as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated exponent of 
Theosophy. 1’rlee. 81.50. .

THE MISSING LINK
IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

By A. Leab Underhill, of the Fox Family.
Jntereatlnff and valuables! a history of thb begin

ning of Modern. Spiritualism, by one of tbe For Str 
ters. STBTagca, 16 Illustrations. Including portraits of 
the Fox Famll). History of tbe Hydesville rapplnga, 

! aa related by oye-vrltncaaes; remarkable and well-at- 
lea ted mantfealatlona; the "expoaurea." etc. Hand. 

I aomely bound In cloth, But few copies remaining, 
rubliabera' price, 11.so. We will send the book ooaV 

' raid tor 11.40.
| ORIGIN OF SPECIES, ' 

By ne&na of natural «election, or the preservation of a favored race In the atruggle for life. By Charlef
1 Darwin. Gilt top, cloth bound. Thia book It. tat 

grandest achievement of modern scientific thought
I Passed through many editions

In Enyllih, has been translated Into almost all the 
iangw(pa of Europe, and has been the oubject of 

feV.ewe' pamphlets and separate books than any 
S tS volu’P®,of tb® ago. Most of the peat scientist« 
?iii* ~f,Vn,1tMpporl bls position. The thought of 
toil ook hat become a part of the common Inherit- 
“ ‘ «tbo race. For sole at thia office. Price 76 eta.

1st, and, though he still preaches every
thing good there is in Universalism, he 
is ready at any time when he can be 
spared from other duties to go out Into 
the by-ways and hedges, and tell thé 
people why he is a Spiritualist. Bro. 
Carney does not see fit to leave the Unl- 
versalist church, for in their differences 
from other denominations ho Is still a 
Univcrsalist, nnd the Universalists are, 
with o' very few exceptions, liberal 

( enough tn accept .his pervlces . even 
though they know he knows of Spirit-

Tlie World’s Sixteen Saviors, 
Or Christianity before Christ. By Kersey 
Graves. New and startling revelations in re
ligious history which disclose' the Oriental 
origin of all the doctrines, principles, precepts 
ana miracles of the Christian New Testament, 
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of its 
sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This 
wonderful and exhaustive volume will, we are 
lertain. take high rank as a book of referonca 
In the field which the author has chosen for it. 
Printed on white paper. 380 pages. New edition, 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author
Price 81.50. Postage, 10 cents.
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This department is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing, compels the answers to be made In 
tho most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, arid the style bepomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting tor the appearance of 
Uieir questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
-and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place,-and all are treated with equal 
iavor. '

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex-
peeled. HUDSON TUTTLE.
txæxxæææxzæææzxæxxœsæxxxxxxxx^x

C. B.:' Q. Can you inform me ot re
liability of a party advertising to cure 
nervous troubles, obsession and insan
ity? He makes no charges but lets his 
patients pay when cured what they 
think it is worth.

A. We know nothing personal of the 
person mentioned, but on general prin
ciples, will affirm that no one can do 
-yhat this prospectus promises. The as
surance that there will be no charges 
/ until cure Is effected, is a delusive 
/ catch, and you will find that pay enough 

will be exacted.
If you have a case of "obsession” it Is 

quite sure to be “nervous disorder,” and 
for that there must be a cause which 
must first be removed. I have met with 
many cases of so-called "obsession," 
and although It may not be agreeable to 
say, Uie fact remains, that I have yet to 
meet Uie first Instance which could not 
be directly referable to perverted or dis
ordered passion, by which the nerve 
force is' depleted atid what may be 
called ‘ sexual Insanity dominant It 
hiay be a palliative, and a welcome ex
cuse to make a scapegoat of "obsessing 
spirits," and thus escape responsibility, 
but 'the responsibility remains never
theless, and the cure must be applied 

/by self-control and cannot be furnished 
ready-made by self-lauded schemes of 
others.

M. D. Stacy: Q. What is the weight 
of a million gold dollars?

The United States gold dollar weighs 
25.8 troy grains, or a million dollars in 
avoirdupois weight 3,685.8 pounds. The 
contrast with silver is great, for a mill
ion dollars of the latter would weigh 
68,929.9 pounds avoirdupois. A ton of 
silver has 37,704.84 dollars. A ton of 
gold 602,799.21 dollars. A cubic foot of 
gold weighs 1203 pounds, 10 ounces. A 
cubic foot of silver. 625 pounds, 13 
ounces.

E L. Ray: Q. Should I ask a friend 
death to deliver a message to 

some friend, after his death, could he 
deliver the same?

1 A. Such a message would be faith
fully carried, but It is possible that the 
spirit to whom It was to be delivered- 
might not be easily found. If you 
should Bay to a friend starting on a 
journey to England, take this message 
to a certain friend you have there, 
■without a direction as to town or city 
where that friend might b.e found, you 
would impose a duty which might be 
impossible to perform. In the vastness 
of the spirit world, unless the spirit to 
whom the message was sent, at Umes 
came into your personal sphere, there 
would be great difficulty In finding a 
given individual. If the spirit does at 
times come near you, then you can by 
earnest thought give the message your
self. The spirit will receive it though 
you may be unconscious of its so doing.

A. C. Lantz: Q. Will the Socialist 
movement be in possession of the pow
ers of the government of the United 
States in the year 1908?

A. The student of the history of po
litical , parties becomes aware of the 
great difficulties attending the Inception 
of a new organization, and will scarcely 
be ready to grant that it would be pos
sible to bring such a radical change in 
four years. Not only to organize a 
party, but on such grounds of public 
policy that it would be acceptable to the 
majority of eighty millions of people, Is 
a task for a generation. If a socialistic 
party were thoroughly organized and in 
the field, the coming presidential con
test, with a socialistic condidate, it Is 
not within the bounds of probability 
that he would receive a single electoral 

. vote. This Ib not saying that Social
ism as understood by the best informed 
of its advocates is not true, or the best 
policy, but it is saying that the people 
at large do not understand it, and are 
not educated out of the old ruts in 
which government H9s run. Is it pos
sible that In four years a radical change 
can be made in the minds of the peo
ple? If-this is to be brought about, 

; then socialism must first be relieved of 
; |:he obloquy brought on It by its ill-ad- 

• ■ vised and ranting exponents, who make 
it synonymous with nihilism and an
archy. The newspapers now published 
in its interest must give more space to 

1 InstrucUng their readers in whut soclal- 
i ism Is and is not, than to berating the 

government with treasonable froth. 
The unions will have to stand with all 
citizens on the platform of law and not 
on force;’ to which they now so readily 
resort, and socialism will have to put 
better men to its front, than have made 
themselves so conspicuous.

And now as we are in the prophetic 
■business, let us say further that the 
lawless element of the unions do not 
understand the temper of the American 
people, when they resort to force. The 
existence of government depends on tire 
laws being obeyed, and the consensus 
of public opinion is that they must and 
ehall be obeyed. You may modify or 

■ change the laws, that Is the right of ev
ery ciUzen to assist in this by petition 
and vote, but no Organization has a 
right to defy the law as it exists. Some

' time the unions will go too far, and

fotce will call out force, and the social
istic movement will be retarded for 
many a year. What should be gained 
by evolution—growth—is attempted by 
revolution.

All the gains of socialism must be by 
steady, onward growth. Can socialism 
otter anything better than the postoffice, 
which takes a letter to the-furtherqst 
limits of Alaska for two cents, and ip 
extending itself by rural delivery and 
by growth becoming everything the 
people can ask for?

Can it offer anything better than the 
public schools, i>ald for by all the peo
ple, and giving the best of educaUon, an 
education such as was never in the his
tory of the world furnished absolutely 
free? '

Can it offer any better way ot keeping 
up the public highways, bridges, etc., 
than is now pursued by the united peo
ple?

Socialism will be victorious if it seizes 
the opportunity and cultivates this 
growth in the right direction.

M. A. J.: Q. I am.a Spiritualist, yet 
a member of the Baptist church, and 
tpke an, active part in the Ladies’ Aid 
Society, I feel the presence of my 
lost ones, and cannot give them up, yet 
of late there is a feeling coming over 
me when I go to church or Aid, that 1 
am doing what I ought not to do. I 
want to do tho Master’s will, Do I 
weaken the power which enables my 
spirit friends to approach me by this 
course?

A. It Is a hard struggle to break 
away from the belief, associations and 
friendships of early life, and unless a 
principle is involved, It is not a duty to 
make the sacrifice. If one grows out of 
these beliefs, and fully understands 
how erroneous and misleading they ore, 
he may reach a point where all the at
tachments and associations of the past 
will be as noUdng to the consciousness 
of freedom, and the glorious prospect 
from the heights gained, and the lifted 
horizon. Perhaps by continuing to work 
with the sisters of the church, for a 
time at least, thoughts may be thrown 
out at appropriate occasions that will 
lead them to new views of the purposes 
of life and consequences of death. Such 
service may not be done in any other 
manner. .

But when one reaches this Btate.of 
self-quesUoning, the new ideas quicken 
the conscience, and demand open ex
pression and to be lived by, it is diffi
cult to go on in the old path and give 
tacit support to that which is felt to be 
wrong. We have no doubt that this 
correspondent will find that the mem
bers of her church are more favorable 
to the teachings of Spiritualism than 
she now thinks they are. It is the 
name that in most cases frightens away. 
Thoughts and ideas need not be labeled. 
Policy and discussion are good allies In 
establishing the truth. To lock horns 
with everyone whom we ’thlnk in error 
destroys our Influence tad power to 
lead. The genUe Suggestion is more 
powerful to convince than stern com
mand. The “Master” always leads to 
the truth, by the truth, and for the 
truth, and his voice is the voice of the 
innermost conscience. When thlB 
speaks the soul can find no rest until it 
fashions the conduct of life to-its-dic
tates. •

A Strange Dream.
What are called prophetic dreams oc

cur to me only when I am about to 
awaken from a long night’s sleep. 
Sometimes they come for instruction, 
sometimes as a warning against danger 
and sometimes to convince me of an er
ror and show me the inconsistency of 
my course, or, perhaps, as an exhorta
tion to amend my conduct or to check 
unprofitable thought and desires.

•For instance, it for some days previ
ously I had allowed myself to desire 
some selfish advantage, such as wealth, 
public applause or fame, I would dream 
that my hands were soiled by contact 
with ordure, and I would awaken with 
horror and disgust. Indeed, I know 
pretty well now what is Intended by 
the symbols; various as they are I rec
ognize the significance of each, and thus 
am greatly profited by instrucUon com
ing through dreams.

Those dreams which are intended to 
point out emphaUcally-Tiow wrong my 
judgment or conduct 1b, are sometimes 
terribly alarming and shock me by their 
intense condemnation of my thought or 
course, and from them I learn how im
portant it is (in view oi the soul’s truth, 
duty and responsibility) to walk clrcum- 
specUy and never violate “conscience.”

I have long since learned that the 
way from error to truth is not an easy 
one to travel, and that much discipline 
must be endured before we became fit 
to mingle with “just men and women 
made more perfect" in another and 
better world.

The life of the man of Nazareth Is a 
symbol of the life of man and woman of 
all time, of every nation and every tem
perament; the variations of individual 
cases do not alter the rule. The jour- 
neyings of the children of Israel from 
slavery to Pharaoh, to the passage 
through the sea and the worship of 
IdolB in the wilderness, are all shadows 
of the life of man. Belief in the letter 
kllleth the spirituality of the churches, 
but the spirit would give them life. 
But "great is Diana," and still greater 
the “golden calf.” The advance of 
truth is blocked by the pride of religion, 
some people worship self and call it 
God.

The following Is not a very remark
able dream, but it was to me very vivid 
and left a strong Impression. It will be 
noUced that It does not condemn those 
who believe in law or nature; It merely 
illustrates.

October 29, just before awaking I had 
a strange dream. I thought an angel or 
spirit stood before me. She wore a long 
robe the color of which resembled 
brown, and it was literally covered with 
geometrical figures. She spoke to me:

“I shall come for you soon,” she said, 
“and I thought I would call on you to 
let you know.”

“How soon will you come for me?” 
I asked. .

“In about ten days,” she replied.
“I thank you,” said L "I am ready to 

go at any time.”
As we were about to separate a 

thought struck me: .
“I beg your pardon, madame. Allow 

me to ask, do you believe in God?”
“Oh, no,” she replied. “I believe In 

natural law, like Mrs. A. and Mr. B„” 
and she named several persons whom I 
knew to be good clUzens.

“Ah, then, madame,” Bald I, “you need 
not come for me. We would not be con
genial. I believe in God, and therefore 
could not go with you; but I thank you 
for the interest you have taken in me.”

Then we parted.
Sturgis, Mich. THOS. HARDING.

"Healing, Causes and. Effects/’ ¡B» 
SV. P. Phelon, M. D. Price 60 cerile.

“Hw Shall I Become a Medi-
11 ■: Uni,' Fully Answered

. A.

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
4wnt& Send to Mr. Tuttle,-Berlin Heights, O.

SPIRIT MATERIALIZATION
A Notable Instance Occurs In Bos

‘ ton, Mass.

Reading the various accounts of spir
it manifestations and spirit materializa
tions as reported by others in The Pro
gressive Thinker, leads me to feel as 
though I desired to say something as to 
what is occurring In the so-called Hub.

The city of Boston has riot been be
hind in the abundance of evidence of 
spirit power and presence as portrayed 
through tho chosen instruments of the 
spirit world, and for many years has 
been abundantly blessed with the man
ifestations thereof; and it has been my 
fortunate privilege for many years past 
to attend many of the seances that 
have been held by various mediums to 
convey to humanity tho blessed knowl
edge of spirit materialization, where the 
world is made aware not oply of “the 
gates ajar,” but that Hie glorious por
tals thereof are thrown "wide open, and 
the two stages of existence—mortal and 
spirit—mingle freely with each other in 
a blessed reunion.

As in the days of jcsub in the past 
the world was blest with a wave pf Pen
tecostal power of the spirit, go are we 
even now living ainiduie times of an
other Pentecostal Era of Spirit Power; 
and as the former days of Pentecostal 
power were In connection with the pres
ence of Jesus, so is the. present pente- 
costal.power and outpouring of the pow
er of the spirit also in connection with 
Jesus, and is indicative of the second 
coming of Jesus in power and with 
great glory, as the fulfillment of his 
promise that lie would return again; 
and I would suggest, let not humanity 
remain blind to the signs and tokens, 
with which the world Is pregnant to
day.

Modern Spiritualism is the second 
coming of Jesus; moreover, It is the 
closing period of the cyclic messianic 
era of which Jesus was the Messiah; 
and Is also the opening period of an
other cyclic messianic era that will 

¿have Its representative Messiah on 
earth, who will become more and more 
recognized as such as time rolls on. 
Such, at least, is the testimony of those 
in spirit life who are wise and far ad
vanced in spiritual truth, and can fore
see and foretell events of the future as 
well as possessing a knowledge of the 
past. .

But, Brother Francis, how a person 
will sometimes wander far away from 
what they start in to write about- Now, 
I will return to my original intention.

During recent years I have attended 
numerous seances of Mrs. H. S. Stans
bury, and also Mrs. A. Spaulding, in 
Boston; both of whom aro true and sin-
cere mediums, and' at whose seances it 
is no unusual occurrence for two, three 
or even four materialized spirits to be 
outside of the cabinet at the saíne time 
conversing with their mortal friends; 
they also go through the process of ma
terializing their forms outside of the 
cabinet in various parts of the'seance 
room; even, two at a time side by side, 
in plain view of all to perceivb; also de
materializing in plain view, gradually 
diminishing in size until completely 
dissolved from view into the very at
mosphere itself, from whence they had 
originally emerged in the process of 
materialization.

During the few minutes they remain 
with their mortal friends, they not only 
reveal Uieir identity by giving their 
names, but in their conversation such 
truths and Information are imparted as 
carries conviction that they are just 
who they represent themselves to be.

I recently attended a seance at Mrs. 
A. Spaulding’s, 51 Rutland street. Bos- 
'ton,arid desire to reíer 'to! che iricldfeift1' 
in particular that occurred there; rind 
will relate it under this heading, viz.:

An Illuminated Ancient Atlantlan.
During the seance, a spirit of majestic 

stature and commanding presence is
sued from the cabinet, dressed in 
black, and a loose flowing robe adorning 
him that had a golden illuminated bor
der all around It, while the entire robe 
was dotted with illuminated spots, and 
as he would wave the robe with his 
hands the spots would change in size, 
form and brightness until they finally 
became brilliantly illuminated stars.

Then extending his right ririn hori
zontally from his side, he waved it up 
and down two or three times, and as he 
did so an Illuminated aura issued from 
his hand like rays of light and formed 
an illuminated space of, I should judge, 
about five feet square, and this square 
space was perfectly alive, bo to speak, 
with rays of light darting here and 
there with Indescribable rapidity, yet 
commingling harmoniously with each 
other. Imagine if you can a hundred 
shafts of lightning darting with light
ning-like rapidity over the entire sur
face of this flve-feet-square space until 
every inch of it was a mass of living, 
darting light in motion, and you will 
see It as near as I can describe it; then, 
instantaneously, this beautiful space of 
darting light resolved itself into the 
form of a materialized lady spirit ar
rayed in robes from which radiated this 
supernal light, and remaining standing 
thus a few moments she advanced to 
the side of the other spirit; and thus 
they stood, man and woman, and in a 
few moments retired to the cabinet

After the seance, I was informed that 
they were Atlantlan spirits of the long- 
lost continent of Atlantis, who had but 
recently came to Mrs. Spaulding’s spirit 
band and announced themselves as 
Yarma (or Yermah) and Mona, but 
that they áre very reticent as to why 
they have come or what may be their 
Intended mission. Such revelations 
are awaited with interest. ¡

Persons who witness the spirit ma
terializations of the present time can 
easily realize the truthfulness of the 
ancient manifestations of a similar na
ture as related in biblical historical 
records; and not only spirit materiali
zation, but all of the varied manifesta
tions of the “gifts of the spirit” that 
are recorded in ancient history, are 
now being duplicated and reproduced 
throughout the world in as great If not 
greater power than in ancient -biblical 
times in the time of Jesus; in fact it is 
recorded of Jesus that he gave utter
ance to the statement that "greater 
things than I do shall ye also do."

JOHN WESLEY HOWLETT 
Mansfield. Mass.

“The Commandments Analyzed." By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passage::, showing great in- 
congruitles. Price 25 cents

"Death, Its Meaning and Resulte.” 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events In . the au-

Oloth’ 600 P“®60- u‘ 
rastratecU SL2o. ......... ............

"Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth." ' By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal'to reason' 
and man's highest aspirations. Á plea 
for juotlce and equality in all th& reía- 
tlonsof life between men and! wotnen, 
Oloth. 70 cents; leatherette. BOcentá

Tho Commandments Analyzed,'price 
25 cents. Big Bible Stóriés, cloth, 50 
cents. - For sale at this office. ’ < • ■

"Why I, Am a Vegetarian.” By j. 
Howard Mooro. - An address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. -'Price, S5 cents. . .

FARMER Rl<«(CBICÁGO. LAKE «ELEN, FLA.
Some Excellent itlons Through

His Med|yri)BhIp.

Farmer Riley, the' materializing me
dium, is in Chlcogoia'gaiffiand has been 
giving a series of skancep'iat the homes 
of different frlendssln ,thb city. An iu- 
teresüng one was hSId Utt the Rem
brandt Studio Iast-<ff«esday, a number 
of the company being Witnesses of his 
phenomena for that flrat : time. The 
forms that appeared! were strong, per
fectly developed Imifigurei and feature, 
differing widely ono.ftomjtha. other, in 
size, build,dress andj gemerai appear
ance. Seven of thsi forms dematerial
ized in view i>f the otraleroat the cur
tain. ? - :

At intervals, -vigorous - writing was 
heard on slates left. in. the email, dark 
room used as a.cabinet. They were 
handed out by a spirlt to the one in the 
circle for whom they were intended. 
The messages, on being, compared, 
showed a variety of hand-writing.and 
gave something of pergonal interest to 
the person addressed, .

Mr. Riley préfaces :Á|b materializa
tion with what he cálls¡ à, dark-room se
ance, which is of particular Interest to 
those unfamiliar wlth |t#is class of phe
nomena.

The company sat abbu( a. table in a 
darkened room, wjtli han.ds touching 
upon the top of thg. table. Almost -in
stantly touches were felt from apirft 
hands, sometimes geptly and caressing
ly; again with considerable force, jerk
ing coat collars, picking the ladies' 
sleeves and pulling ÒUt hair-combs and 
ornamental bows, sijmétimeg carrying 
them about touching u)'e hands or faces 
of the members of the circle before re
turning them to theit- original place or 
depositing them upon tl>e table.

A fur collar worn by one lady was 
taken from her shoulders,, touching the 
faces of all in the circle, and deposited 
on the bead of one of the gentlemen. A 
fancy pillow was carried about in the 
same way, as was also a bunch of vio
lets taken-from the dress of a lady and 
passed rapidly under the noses of all 
present so they coulfi be felt and 
smelled.

The writer received a fine magnetic 
treatment in answer' to a request. She 
plainly felt two hands ‘move up and 
down the spine several times, then pass 
in front over the lungs, imparting a 
strength and glowing warmth that was 
restful and sustaining, and different 
from the touch.of any mortal hand. 
The table was lifted-'to-a considerable 
height from our midst and a chair 
drawn from under one of the ladles and 
replaced as deftly as possible.

Meanwhile any number of raps were' 
heard on the table, quesUons answered 
by them and lights floated about. A 
trumpet lying in the centre of the table 
was lifted, carried around the circle, 
tapping different ones, on the head, 
hands or breast. Numerous raps were 
heard upon it and the vibrations in it 
were so plainly feltgUiatlit seemed to 
be a living creature.^ <in

Riley sat as one of rthe> circle, ills 
hands being held by. ithoso1 sitting on 
either side, but therb waémo shadow of 

doubt in the mlndal of; those present 
that the work could Jie- Unit of any but 
the Invisible but powerful spirit intel
ligences of his band. What has been 
told, and more, occupied no more than 
from fifteen to twenty minutes, and ft 
would have taken many pairs of hands 
to accomplish whatjthey did simulta
neously. , .

If Robert Hale cou)(i witness such ex
hibitions of power $pd-intelligence as 
are given in these ^olep ¡and the full
form materializations that,follow, there 
i^PW.rkSpnfiqS^ftdciw.oiidpubtLleftidn: 
hfs, dr any rqs^omble mind-, as-to the 
posslblnty..of Producing',genuine phe
nomena. . . -u ..

When asked why he did not try for 
the Sl.OOQ offered, Mr. Riley said he did 
not like thp principle of betting or mak
ing a wager on the gifts of the spirit. 
He had made it a rule during his fif
teen years of successful mediumship 
never to sit for anyone who had made 
a wager, however sqigll, upon the re
sults to be obtained.. He added, “If 
Mr. Hale wishes to bp .convinced there 
are good mediums in the west who can 
give him genuine materialization, if he 
wishes to see mine, hp can come where 
I am at much '.------ less. cost than the
amount offered. Should I go there and 
succeed in convincing him, there would 
still be the great world' of skeptics out
side who would be just as incredulous
as ever. They would. not take his 
word for what he saw any more than he 
is now ready to take the testimony of 
thousands of just as intelligent people 
as himself, who are thoroughly con
vinced that genuine spirit forms can be 
and are being materialized in many se
ance rooms over the broad land. 
THERE IS NOT THE LEAST QUES
TION THAT MUCH COUNTERFEIT
ING HAS BEEN AND IS NOW BEING 
DONE AS A MEANS OF REVENUE, 
blit a counterfeit alwavs suggests a 
genuine somewhere. He can find it for 
much less than $1,000 if he will seek 
it conscientiously and with a mind open 
for truth.” . AGNES PERRY.

Chicago, Ill.

OVER AND OVER.

“Just the same thing over and over!” 
But that is the way of the world, my 

dear;
Over and over, over and over. 

Old things repeated from year to 
year! -

Hear what Hie sun saith: "Patient still, 
The vaulted heavens I climb and 

climb, 1
Over and over with tireless will, 

Day after day till the end of time!
"Never a pause and never, a rest;

Yet every morning .the earth is new, 
And ever the clouds ij the golden west

Have a fresh glory^hinlng through.” 
Hear what the graae saltjif “Up the 

hills , J ; Oil
And through the ofthSrd#! creep and 

creep, »
Over the meadows ahd Wfiire.the fills 

Laugh in the Bhadllfrb ¿&ol and deep.
"Every spring it is. just Uie same! - 

And because it Is, fogm sure to see
The oriole’s flash of yividfflame . 

In the pink-whlte ^oomref the apple 
tree.” 0...

Hear what dear LoviiSditlfr' "Oh, I hear 
The same old storj”bveP4nd over;

Mother and maiden ycat bryear 
Whisper It still-to tffiild nhd lover!

IK”" .169"But sweeter It grow^,ffqtoi age to age, 
The song begottenmo.lQBg ago,

When first man cama|o hfeheritage, 
And walked wlth texl the even 

. glow.” • — Jplia C.l(. Dorr.
"Principles of Light and Color." By 

E. D. Babbitt, M. D.)-LL. D. A truly 
great work of a1 manto mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists ahbuld delight to 
honor. Thd result ot, years of . deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are' here gathered 
and- made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. MedlCtU me^fespheliUIy, and 
scientists, general reaflera anil students 
of occult forces wUl-flnJ instruction of 
greatvalue and-interest.'^, largo, four- 
pounfl.' book, strongly.‘boynjl, and! • con- 
tainlng beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. - Trice, postpaid, 
$5. It is a woBdsrful Work tad you Will 
be delighted with it- •■1 -

s®'

Notes From Southern Cassadaga Camp.

It is almost impossible to keep up 
with the arrivals as so many come only 
for a day or two and are off again. 
Those who visit Florida for the sake of 
visiting places ot interest are placing 
bur-winter camp upon the list, and 
some declare their intention of spend
ing Uie season Here another year.

Frof. Peck gave his last lecture for 
the season on Tuesday. Subject, “The 
casting out of the unclean spirit and the 
coming of seven others more unclean 
than the first. The lesson to be learned 
was the emptiness of life and the neces
sity of someUiing to take the place In 
every swept and garnished soul. Do 
not tear down without rebuilding. 
Prof Peck stayed over a day to take 
charge of another entertainment for the 
benefit of the association, and although 
there was but little time for practice, 
the Wednesday evening entertainment 
was a very enjoyable affair. Prof. 
Peck has been ably seconded in all his 
efforts for the betterment of the camp, 
and some who have never stood before 
the fooUights before deserve praise for 
courage and helpfulness, .

Mrs. Coffman gave'the seance on 
•Wednesday afternoon for the Ladies' 
Auxiliary, and Thursday spoke from the 
subject, “Give ye what ye have,” and 
spoke especially of sympathy and In
spiration. She followed her address 
with tests; she has several phases, but 
the blindfolded ballot test seances 
seem to be the favorite although the 
writer feels her little Indian guide gets 
very near the hearts of those who are 
fortunate enough to secure a message 
from her. ■

W. J. Colville was gladly welcomed 
upon his return from Jacksonville and 
Saturday afternoon gave a most in
structive lecture from the subject: 
What has Spiritualism to offer in the 
place of other beliefs? What does it de
mand of us? and what is its future?” 
His address fully answered the queries, 
and was clothed in Uie most beautiful 
language and abounded in good com
mon sense.

Sunday morning Mrs. Cottman spoke 
upon the Spiritual Manifestations of the 
Past and Present, and declared that 
present phenomena gave ub faitli in the 
history of the past, and because these 
things do occur now they are only rep
etition of what has been, for the law is 
always the same.

Sunday afternoon Mr. Colville sang 
with great power, "Rocked in Uie 
Cradle of the Deep," mid followed the 
song with an address upon the follow- 

,ing subject: What is the essential dlf- 
fayence between Spiritualism and Chris
tianity; another, Between Spiritualism 
and Buddhism; another, Between Spir
itualism and Theosophy? He said the 
different subjects might be blended into 
one universal, religion. He spoke of 
th« inconsistency of any religion that 
would shut up all its good spirits in 
some far-away heaven, and leave the 
doors of hell wide open for devils to 
swarm at pleasure and psychologize the 
sensitives of earth, lie felt the doctrine 
pernicious that would give such power 
to evil and limit the divine in the hu
man. Mrs. Coffman followed his lecture 
witli a seance.

The masquerade ball on Tuesday eve 
would do credit to a city gathering; al
though crowded, all was orderly and a 
very enjoyable evening was spent. The 
beautiful silk quilt was drawn by Mrs. 
C. C. Bacon, of Lake Brady,' Ohio, and 
all rejoiced that our honored friend re
ceived it; while the writer was very 
glad to be the possessor of a very beau
tiful pillow made and donated to the.so- 
cl^y. W'Mrs: Haviland, of Marshall
town, Iowa.

Mr. Colville’s classes begin Monday 
morning at 10 o’clock; and continue 
every week day until the close of the 
camp.

Two very enjoyable evenings (Satur
day and Sunday )have been spent in the 
dedication of Uie cottages of President 
Bond and Vice-president Hilligoss.

Saturday evening, although it ha!d 
rained all day, found Uie Bond cottage 
full, even the porches being occupied. 
People came from DeLand and Lake 
Helen and contribuUons of flowers and 
fruits were many and most artistically 
arranged by Mrs. Bond and her daugh
ter, Mrs. Maynard Bond. Dr. Hilligoss 
was chairman of Uie evening, and after 
Uio song "America,” introduced the fol
lowing friends who voiced words ot ap
preciation for their honored host and 
hostess and congratulations that in 
their Southern home they had not only 
the respect and love of those by whom 
they were surrounded, but were fortu
nate enough to have their children near 
them, as three boys (or men) are here 
and Eva, their arisen daughter is their 
watcher and helper. The speakers 
were Mrs. Coffman, Mrs. Twlng, Mrs 
Wheeler, Mrs. McDonald, Mr. Conant 
and Dr. Joseph Sherman. Mr. Colville 
then gave a most beautiful address and 
ended in poetic language by naming the 
cottage Rainbow Villa.

Delicious refreshments were served; 
and then all repaired to the Pavilion 
where a band from DeLand awaited 
them, and those Who desired spent 
some time in the merry dance, Presi
dent Bond and wife and most of the eld
erly people joining in.

Sunday evening a large number gath
ered wt the cottage of Dr, Hilligoss and 
wife when a like service was observed, 
barring out the last part. Their cot
tage is very beautifully finished and 
furnished, and roomy, and was packed 
with friends who wished to do honor to 
them. President Bond presided and in
troduced Mrs. 1 wing, and read regrets 
from Mrs. Coffman at her inability to be 
there, and congratulations for the occa
sion; then Mrs. Wheeler, Mrs. Conant 
Mr. Hopkins, Mrs. McDonald and as the 
evening before, Mr. Colville spoke, and 
named the cottage "Spruce Pine Villa.” 
Vice-president Hilligoss responded most 
feelingly, as did President Bond upon 
the previous eve.

Mr. and Mrs. Horace Kellogg have 
the sympathy of all; they have received 
news of their son Burt passing away 
suddenly at his Grandfather Kellogg’s, 
In Cleveland, Ohio, March 4. Owing to 
Mr. Kellogg’s poor health they will re
main, hero unUi ft is a little warmer 
north. CARRIE E. S. TW1NG.

OEW6flTE6HlM
r BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

Tht«I«»new”C«i«chl«in" In tto lull «onia of th« 
word. There haiu yet appeared In the world of 1th 
era! literature nothin? Itlco this rnoui wonderful Utile 

■ book or rewon. B. F. Powell, tho well-known author, 
the roriowor turn critic, «eye: “The remarkable thin« 
about tin« ■Catocblam' 1« that It tolls tho truth." It 
deal« with tho" Question« of Ood. ImmortaUty—tha 
Creed», the Clergy, the Church, Prayer did BalraMon. 
Join« ano ble Teaching, tho Growth of tho Chrlitlan 
Berlptnres, and many other philosophical, eolontiao 
and ethical quciltona with tho utmost candor, ecur 
eaoaudolearnew. jas pages. Cloth TSoi paper, Wo

। “The Present Age and inner Life; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi- 
fled and. explained.” By Andi ew Jack
son Davis. . We have a few copies ol 
this 1 work by . the celebrated seer.

। "Child Culture, According to tho 
Laws of Physiological Psychology ' - and 
Mental Sug^egHon.” By Nowton N. 
R/iddoIl. .A )3to3t,1b?ee'llent work lor all 
who b&Vh the ear®-, or training of qhll. 
draa. Price -.
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Harmonies of Evolution (Florence Huntley), 
THE QREAT PSYCHOLOÜICAL CRIME, . 
The Dteam Child,. f... - ............. ......
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fVol. II.
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These works have made a profound Impression on the most advanced 
progressive Intelligence of the age. In the field of Psychical Research it can bo 
said truthfully that they have created a veritable “Cyclone” of interest and dis« 
cussion. Their subject matter and simplicity of expression make them intensely 
interesting and fascinatingly attractive to every one who can understand the sim
plest English. They have made simple and clear the most difficult problems of 
human life, and carry a special message to all who love the truth.
The Great Psychological Crime—Con

tents—Part I.
Psychological Crime; New Defini

tions; Pertinent Admissions; What Is 
HypnoUsm; The Deadly Parallel; Man 
and His Two Organisms; Physiology 
and Pathology of Hypnotism; “Auto- 
HypnoUsm,” a Misnomer; “Suggestion,” 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp
notist?
Part II.

A Risk and a Duty; Other Definl- 
Uons; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle 
Involved; “AutomaUc, Physical Medi
umship” Impossible; Neither a “Gift” 
Nor a “Power”; The Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship and “Affinity”; Medium
ship and Emotionalism; Mediums and 
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan
ity.
Part III.

The Genesis of "Hell”; The Way of 
Death; In Perspective; Individual Im
mortality; On Wliat It Depends; Self
Control, the Application; The Line of 
Despair and tho Powers of Darkness;

The Law of Spiritual Gravity; Admoni
tions and Suggestions. •

a
Supplemental.

The Value of “Theories"; Differences 
and Distinctions; ~Transmigrations 

Reincarnations 
- . . Self-PerpetuationS

Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual Extinction; Pay. 
chlcal Reinvesture. '

Transubstantlation; 
Metempsychosis;

Harmonics of Evolution—Contents.
Preliminary Statement; There Is No 

Death; Life After Physical Death la 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Hero 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop« 
ment and " -a Common Purpose;! 

Method and Pur« 
- • -- Genesis of Physical
Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution;! 
The “Law of Natural Selection”; Tha 
Natural Law of Selection; A Question 
in Science; The Completion of an Indi» 
vldual; Masculine Will and Femlnina 
Desire; The Struggle for Happiness,1 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Iritul. 
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat
ural Science Corroborated; Natural 
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorces 
True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon« 
ics, Ethics.

The 
pose;

Scope, 
The

Handsomely Bound. |
' Send for Circular. | 

Address all orders to < 
THE INDO-AMER1CAN BOOK CO- 

19 to 27 North Kedzle Ave., Chicago.

IMPORTANT REFLECTIONS.
In Reverence to Spirit Life and the Des

tiny of Man.

For the sake of witnessing to that 
which to me is realized truth, 1 will 
lay aside feelings Uiat would hinder me 
from making known personal experi
ences of the most sacred character, and 
1 will express what the spirit world has 
taught me relative to reincarnation.

Desiring truth for its own Bake, I 
gave up, some ten years ago, the pur
suits of earthly pleasures, and by liv
ing a life of spiritual devoüon 1 strove 
to lift myself above the passionate and 
selfish elements of mortal existence in 
order to become attuned to tho higher 
realms of spirit Uto, and iu order to live 
in close communion with mighty souls 
of wisdom and love who live beyond 
the coniines of falsehood and error. I 
felt Uiat Uie spiritual nature must be 
attuned to universal love and to purity 
of thought and affection, like that of the 
more developed souls, if it would seek 
to know the companionship of beings 
living on the higher planes. After five 
years of devotion, to my ideal of spir
itual development I began to be con
scious of the spirit side of life. While 
my body slept I would function con
sciously as a spirit in the spirit world. 
The wonders and- glories of the spir
itual world began to unfold more and 
more, as I learned its laws and worked 
to heal and uplift spirits coining from 
earth life. I became acquainted with 
angelic beings of great power and wis
dom, called Masters in the spirit world, 
who I learned had been drawing me to
ward the higher life and who were help
ing me to awaken and develop my soul 
powers.

Then I realized that I as a soul had 
known and been associated with those 
beings for ages ; that the consciousness 
of my personality was but a very small 
part of the consciousness possessed by 
the soul; that during a period of 2,500 
years my soul had entered into birth as 
a mortal personality six times, for the 
sake of bringing truth to humanity, and 
in each one of these incarnations had 
the aid and co-operation of these Mas
ters; that by so doing the soul, which 
is a germ of Divinity, has been develop
ing its spiritual muscles and bringing 
into expression on the lowest plane 
powers of will and love that will ulti
mately give it the degree of Mastery 
as an archangel of God, an executor of 
the will of the eternal Father. Oh, the 
glories of this blending of mortal with 
immortal nature no pen of mortal can 
describe; my spirit is never clouded by 
the spirit of earth, because the light of 
the Father-Mother God fills my soul and 
mind with ineffable joy.

Now for five years I have been living 
this double existence of spirit and mor
tal, healing and teaching on both 
planes, and during this time I have 
found the motive of these Masters to be 
so noble and so pure, and their insight 
into the mighty workings of the spirit 
of God so profound, and their advice 
and guidance so valuable on all planes 
that I place their teachings in a very 
exalted position, and when I find an
other teaching that contradicts what 
they have taught me and demonstrated 
to me while I have been in the spirit 
state, I naturally begin to question in 
order that I may see if there are any 
defects in the doctrine as it has been 
revealed to me, because truth only is 
valuable. An error, no matter how 
beauüful it may appear, is useless to 
humanity.

There are so great a number of ways 
of development of individual spirits and 
so many different temperaments and 
needs on the part of progressing spirits, 
that we cannot lay down a rule which 
shall be the way every spirit shall pro
gress. Souls have free will and ac
cording to their will and desire will 
they -seek to progress. The spirit of 
God is liberty to all souls and allows 
each and every one to seek hia own 
method of expression, thus giving-birth 
to infinite variety. If a soul seeks, to 
Incarnate once or a dozen times, that is 
his privilege, for through what he de
sires to do will his own natural pro
gression take place. Freedom is a 
mighty, principle in all planes of exist
ence. But because one soul finds 
growth and power by reincarnating 
does not prove that all 'shall be under 
the necessity of reincarnating. The 
ancient Hindus saw the truth of rein
carnation In a narrow way, and then 
turned their metaphysical minds to 
evolving a theory based on isolated 
cases, and from their mortar concept 
came the dogma of reincarnation; from 
their belief in the need of an avenging 
justice, they evolved the doctrine of 
Karma. ’

It has been stated by an opponent ot 
reincarnation that "tho life, which Is 
(not) the soul, exists within thé genii 
previous to its entering the egg; Hint 
the toother has nothing lit all to do with 
creating the life principle; sho merely 
sustains and. cherishes -a life oi eoui 
while it Is 'developing enough to enter

soul or the germ of a soul lived and ex< 
Ibtod within the blood of the male pai*> 
ent, and the male parent breathed it iff 
from Uie ethereal atmosphere.” Thia 
approximates Uie truth as it has been 
shown to me, except that I would use 
the word personality for soul, and state 
that the female egg fertilized by the 
male germ has as much influence in tha 
malting of a personality as the male 
principle; that the male and female 
mental attributes are blended into the 
creation of a new personality. And the 
mother has an incalculable influence 
over Uie forming personality during the 
period of gestation.

Again I quote: "After developnienC 
and growth, also after birth, the germ 
can no more go back and become s 
germ again Uian a chick can go back 
into its shell. Nothing goes backward; 
All things go forward, and thus, rein« 
carnation is an utter impossibility."

It is not stated, so far as I know, that 
the personalty evolved from the germ 
goes back into a germ again. The pro
cess as it has been shown to me by tha 
Masters is like this: The personality! 
created by the parents Is in the imaga 
and likeness of the mortal parents, par« 
taking of their mental powers and at
tributes, and if there were no additional 
power given to the personality it would 
never transcend the limitations of its 
parents’ mind. But this personal mind 
draws to Itself an evolved soul from tha 
spiritual world, which becomes attached 
to the forming personality at the tima 
of quickening, and according to its 
evolved power, whether strong or weak, 
musical or mechanical, refined or ma« 
terial, determines in a large measure to 
what direction the personality shall ba 
different from Its parents. It is limited 
in many respects by the laws of mortal 
heredity, unless its personality learns 
of the spiritual potencies within its 
own being and develops them to tha 
overcoming of the mortal limitations; 
This evolved entity that reincarnates 
holds within itself the potencies of thd 
highest state that it has polarized 
from, within it is the’ image and like
ness of Divinity, and in Its upward pro
gression this golden germ of God-power 
wih eventually gain the ascendency 
over all the attributes accumulated 
from mortal experience, and subordin
ate them to its wise purpose.

For the sake of clearness I will usa 
a personal illustration: My personal
ity is not a reincarnation; it came from 
mortal parents. I as a personality did 
not exist previous to my physical con
ception; and the personality and soul 
that reincarnated in this form did not 
become limited in consciousness to tha 
limitations of my personal mind. He, 
my higher self, holds in his conscous- 
ness all the knowledge he has gained 
through a long past of mortal and spir
itual experience, and when I am free 
at night from the limitations of thia 
mortal brain my consciousness is blend« 
ed with his (my soul) and we are one. 
And if after years in the spirit world 
should again desire to take up a phys
ical body as an instrument for phys
ical expression, I would not lose my 
present consciousness thereby, but I 
would be bound to remain in connection 
with that body during its life time, and 
as far as physical expression goes, I 
would be limited by the thoughts and 
feelings of that personality; but my 
own consciousness could still communi
cate with the angelic world, and in a 
large degree retain connection with its 
light and wisdom, and this accumulated 
wisdom would be the voice of intuition 
to my personality.

Those who would ridicule the truth of 
reincarnation hold before us the idea 
of an intelligent spirit going back into 
a Hottentot, an Esquimaux, an African 
or an animal in order to show the ab
surdity of the doctrine of reincarnation! 
Their ridicule is all very well, if di
rected against the old Hindu theories of 
réincarnation and karma which hava 
been galvanized into life by the spir
itual wave of the present time. It 19 
not taught from the spiritual world at 
the present time that man re-enters tha 
animal form or even seeks réincarnai- 
tion in a form below his last Incarnai- 
Uon. It would be contrary to reason 
ahd spiritual attraction for an Intelli
gent spirit to even associate with tha 
lower races of humanity, much less iff- 
carnate among them, unless he felt led 
to become a savior to them and could 
find no other way.

My, teachers are all Hindus, but they 
do not teach truth as It is taught 
among the Hindus on the earth plane;] 
to them the ancient teachings of trans
migration, karma and asceticism are 
but grotesque images of truth evolved 
from mortal ignorance.

But this subject Is too large for one 
arUçle. I shall contribute more of my < 
experience in à future article if it la , 
acceptable to He editor of this paper. . - 

. ' WALTER.DE VOE.< .j-
6027 Drexel Ave,,. Chicago. «

■ "In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. À,
Bland, 
helpful

Interesting, - instructive and 
Spiritually uplifting. Clottf

^«¡he outer world; Umt life which. Is the

Vound; price $1. ■ : 1 ■
"Handy Electrical- Dictionary." A|' 

practlciil handbook of roferonco, con« 
tatnlng definitions ot ovory used elee» 
trlcal term or phrase, frico 05 conta, j

WALTER.DE
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LETTERS FROM SPIRIT-LIFE
Lincoln and Washington Send Messages 

of Good Will. •

My j;ood friends, with joy do I greet 
you. once more. I wish to say to you, 

‘that my spirit message, which was so 
well received by my earth friends, the 
publication of which made many hearts 
rejoice iu both worlds, for the opening 
wide of this door between the seen and 
the unseen, allowing the easy passage 
of the denizens of tlie spirit world to 
t-heir friends upon the earth plane, ls: 
much appreciated and enjoyed. And 
when you find a psychic, whose unfoldr. 
meat is capable of sensing our near 
presence, and of giving utterance to our 
thoughts, it is both a blessed joy and 
privilege to return to earth, and to entdr 
tlie presence of such a gifted soul.

My few words of addj ess to night are 
for two reasons: First, to express my 
gratitude aud, appreciation of this de
lightful method to control, and, second, 
to Introduce to you my friend, the noble 
•epirlt of my friend and co-worker, 
George Washington, who accompanied 
'me here to-night. He will try to say a 
few words to you, and if your time Is 
not too limited, he may succeed in giv
ing a message to the world. I desire 
greatly to repeat the pleasure of my for
mer attempt, when you can spare me 
•for that purpose, some of your valuable 
■time and vitality. The good old song 
of "Auld Lang Syne,’’ my dear lady, you 
played at the request of my friend, 
•George Washington, and you had many 
ppirit listeners to your sweet music. 

‘Ah! you live very near the spirit world 
®nd have many unseen visitors every 
•day in your quiet home. Now I will 
witlidraw, and give place to my friend.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
A Communication from George Wash

Ington.
This is indeed a great pleasure, and a 

wonderful privilege to return once more 
to this little planet, called earth, where 
I once resided in a fleshly form, and 
lived my allotted time, till my life-work 
was complete. I repeat, my friends, 
•these words, the privilege is great, and 
the pleasure is keen, to return once 
more to earth, and to voice my thoughts 
through the receptive brain of this psy
chic, with whose organism I can come 
in close rapport. Not a ripple mars 
the perfect harmony which I find in the 
peaceful atmosphere of this quiet se-. 
ance room, every thought-wave whose 
vibrations 1 sense is full of peace and 
love for all humanity. Now that I have 
gained such perfect control, may I be 
allowed to still further tax the time and 
vitality of this sensitive, and send a 
message forth to the children of earth, 
replete with the ripened experience of 
my many years of progressive life in 
the spirit land? With many thanks for 
the courtesy/ I will now address the 
general public through your organism. 
A Message to Earth, from the Arisen

Spirit of George Washington.
Though many long years have passed 

upon the earth plane since I enjoyed a 
residence among you all. think not for 
one moment, ye dwellers in the terres
trial world, that I have ceased to regard 
with interest, your plane of material ex
istence. Deem it not impossible or ex
traordinary that 1 have been an active 
and useful guardian and protector of all 
the interests of Humanity and helped to 
guide and direct the many important 

' phases of your spiritual growth and un
foldment. From this side, the realm of 
causes, the trufe Home of the Soul, 1 
have given my aid in the formation, de-
velopmçnt and progression of the laws

the appellation, "Father of His Coun
try," I truly appreciate and endeavor 
now to truly deserve that beautiful 
tribute by my earnest, active work here 
in the spirit spheres, in the protecting 
love and®vatchful care I am constantly 
sending back to the children of earth. 
Ah! how clearly from my home above, 
do I Bee* the need of earth people for the 
protection of a father’s loving care! 
The Infinite Father of all the Universe 
doth choose from his loving family of 
progressive, aspiring souls in these 
higher spirit spheres, certain fitting, de
veloped spirits, as instruments of His 
Power, to guide and influence the loving 
children on the earth .plane.

• Many inspired teachers, the poets, 
philosophers, sages, and those who, in 
their humble walks of life, live the pure 
Christ life, are the chosen ones of the 
Infinite Father, as they do their ap
pointed work nobly, and live the true, 
unselfish life of tlie Spirit, they uncon
sciously shed a radiance over the unde
veloped portion of humanity, and bless 
and purify all souls who recognize 
their, true worth and useful lives.

There are those upon earth who truly 
live the Christ life, and they are the 
chosen teachers to whom the wonderful 
medium., Christ himself, from his high 
place in the heavens above, sends down 
to them loving waves of thought force, 
which purify, and strengthen them for 
their qhosen work.' With what differ
ent views I now regard religion upon 
earth. My broader vision, my enlarged 
field of labor enables my spirit eyes to 
pierce the deep mists of superstition 
and ignorance, which have so long en
veloped the world in darkness. Some 
of the grandest truths are tlie simplest, 
and easiest understood. “Except ve be 
as little children, ye cannot enter the. 
kingdom of heaven." The simplicity of 
lite is one of its greatest charms, when 
rightly understood. There are many 
souls upon the earth plane who are liv-. 
ing truly the life of the spirit, and who 
have reached to the heart ot things, 
and found tlie pearl of great price. Re
ligion, to all such souls, is in daily liv
ing a pure, unselfish life, in “doing unto 
others as you would have others do 
unto you.” Their daily lives are earn
est prayers, whose incense ascends to 
heaven above, and adds constantly to 
the glorious beauty of the spirit land. 
In the world of politics, when true re
ligion shall sweeten and purify the 
lives of those who actively engage In its 
engrossing pursuits, when treachery 
will give place to honest dealings with 
one’s fellow-men, when ambition will 
give place to the highest, noblest aspi
ration, when honor will be given to the 
truest and noblest men who are en
dowed by nature with the best gifts, 
which make them the right men for the 
right place, the men best fitted to fill 
the presidential chair, and the same 
rigid rule be applied to others who seek 
high offices, then your country will be 
ruled aright.

Improvement is needed everywhere, 
In everything concerning the interests 
of earth. Better men, better laws, 
purer motives, nobler zeal, and active, 
unflagging work in every direction is 
necessary for the uplifting and better
ment of humanity.

But the spirit world both sees and un
derstands the needs of humanity. Our 
annual spiritual convention forms the 
laws, guides the affairs, and superin
tends generally, all the Important af
fairs on the earth plane.

But I hear you say, “Why, then, are 
they so faulty? Why this discord, this 
seemingly backward road of retrogres- 
sipn ? Why so much warfare, and such 
a general disturbance over the whole 
globe?"

Ah! my many earnest Inquirers, your 
earth vision Is necessarily limited and

STOMACH
TROUBLES

CURED
ii you ,uBerfr»m PysMpsta, SlMaach, liier, w Boud 

Trouble ol my kmd. recd jhl» llbäial oller. IT 
WILL iE WOBT« [«NEY TO YOU.

»sä 8

cried th» dlynUou, regulate add

Do you suffer from 
dyspepsia, indiges
tion, or stomach, 

o; bowel trouble 
ot uiy Kindi If you do. 
why not let ui euro you I 
Wo du pot iuuu ilrlp 
you by doiins you with b 
ilrctijf. kilmuUilug Bodo 
pad BhuVard Compound, 
or potent ''Dyspopila 
Fill." tmeb thliigi will 
itiuudole sud coto tom- 
puunly. Lot tn tho end 
will only Uniate end 
furth«r weaken tho al
ready dUostcd and weak- 
on cd membranes. We 
Will Completely and Fer- 
manrslly Cure Yun. Wo 
will go to the very foun
dation of your trouble, 
will remove the cmubcj, 

' lUcnglbcji and lout» up 
the aflccUd membranes.

...--------- tlrtii^thcn the bowel«, and
.it«« you a» itrong and hearty at you evur wojo. Wo could give 
ou Uatiuioidal« by Iha IbouiAiia of tboiu we bavo cured of 

•toHuch trouble» in all fonn» g»d eUgci, but they would not 
t-it to you v.h&t the treatment will do'for YOU. The only bb- 
<4<tte proof is in the tMLutureni lltclf. and knowing tho von. 

, derfut Curej wo tavu* made for oilier», and believing that we 
nave a treatment th*l will Pcnllholy Cure any ta»r, no matter 
how complicated or long »landing or itaw. inany b»vo failed in 
th® pail, that wo will tend a full two week»'treatment to any 
euftorer deilrlug to give It a trial. Many aro cured by this tell 
treatment alone. Wby not u>eko a trial or It younelf »nd loam 
Fhat it will do for you I it I< t'rrc. AddrtM Dr. feobla 
^lituto of Health, 03 Malo St., Battle Creek, Mich.

growth. Without these dissensions and 
confltctions in human life, there would, 
be nothing gained, no victory won. 
Otherwise, all would be stagnation, 
death. In your manly, heroic efforts to 
gain freedom, liberty, the world is grow
ing stronger, better, more spiritual, and 
you are fast nearing a new dispensa
tion, when the light of a true and 
broader religion will so brightep with 
its radiance the whole world, when war
fare will cease, and peace will reign, for 
spiritualized man will have climbed to 
tne glorious heights of unselfish love 
and purity, and the “New Kingdom" 
will be received with acclamations of 
joy by the children of earth, who will 
then realize more fully the perfect love 
and goodness of the Infinite Father of 
all.

Millions of arisen spirits are eagerly 
watching with joyful pride, the splrltqal 
unfoldment and purification of human
ity. Tho two worlds are so closely 
blended that it is as one, and daily, 
hourly, are they coming nearer and 
nearer together, so closely entwined 
that the thoughts from either side will 
be heard as clear as öür audible tones 
at present. The day will come yet upon 
the earthplane, when spirits will be-' 
come visible to the mortal eyes as $ a 
daly, common occurrence. Oh! ye den
izens of earth, receive and accept my 
message as a prophetlo utterance, from 
the ripened spirit of the “Father of H1b 
Country.” ■

GEORGE WASHINGTON. 
Through Ella F. Porter, Medium.

' HCMSCOPES
SclenÜÛûallr ftwiratoeana reliable. Captain G.W.
■Walrond. 1510GfemarriäEU Denver.Col.. Katm

«EMBBÂfîDT. rtlüuiöblp. Scaiiech 
luilaue, fdiieutlbuiil.icbaneSclul. Thursdays. S11. 
u>. Uli Coitace-Grovv'iivt., Chicago.

LILLIW ROCKWELL, 
flcìoxjtlùe Life Meader-Und Hcalvr. Send 25c. and 
flute of birth lü’8R Emmet St., Chicago.

H N. KINKEÀD. AWMPHT PSYCHIC. Clli- 
V» elea TueadSy, ThttYwluy, Saturday, 8:30 p. in. 
LaaletP OlrcJe 5Thnrtuay,. 3:30 p. in. Readings 
dally, 3250 Wate&h' aV-é., Chicago. .. . -

VFTAT.TrPV Edited by Walter Do Voo. is 
t A-LzxUIJL-x .filled V/ith heuHug, uplifting 

truth gleaned trc»r<ihb fields of everlasting life. 
It rekindles tlibXUtal'fiame la the soul. Published 
bi-monthly aiCQ£7 UneXol Ave., Chicago. 26c per 
year . 7*7ti

Mrs. J. Conant Henderson,
Formerly “Barnier of Light” Medium. Trance, 
Buuinees. Psychometrlbl,. Readings by loiter, fl.
Addrees Box alt, Kingston, Mobs, 751

VOGEL’S ORCHESTRA
AND BAND.

Full Dreas of Uniform. Victor Vogel, Manager 
and Leader. Music furnished for all occasions, 
Dance music a epoclalty. Give us a trial and we 
will guarantee you entire satisfaction. •

Office and Residence, 4217 Champlain Ave. .
Telephone Oakland Jin, >■ ' 7W

FRED. P, EVANS,
- . The Soled Psychic for

Judependent t Slate Writing and 
Clairvoyance,

Hub recently left New’York, and Ib now located at 
1112 Eddy St.. Ban Frsfacisco.-Cal. Send etaiup for 
circular on MediumBlUp.

A FREEZODIAC HOROSCOPE, 
Or your Lite aud Clikradtor, Send your blrthdato 
and 8 Btanipa noBtagv Bud 1 will mall you entirely 
PHBB A TEST HOHOSOOPE ot your llfo, or send 
me®c. (Blainpe), aud I will ulao eend you un Ae- 
tro-Ineplrational portrait ot the nereon you ahould 
lovo aud a copy ot my Oceult Magazine ot Won- 
deraand Myatenee- I advise on business, lovo 
mid marriage. I have pleaaed thouaunde, and 
will strive to please you. Address, Shagren, box 
2152 T, San Francisco; Cal,

The New and the Old,
Oy the World’s Progress in Thought. By Moses 
Hull. An excellent-work by this veteran writer 
and thinker. Price!. 10 cents. ■

In Tune with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Wltbla vouraelf ilea the cauecof whaiover.enten 
into your life. To come into the full reallzatloiiof 
your own awakened interior powers, la to bo able to 
condition your life inexact accord with what you 
Would have It.-—From Title-Page.

• CONTENTS—I. Pre)adci JJ. The Supreme Iract of 
the Universe: UI- Theiiupreiue Fact or Human Life; 
IV. .Fullneaa of Llfei-Bodlly Health and Vigor; V. 
The Secret. Power antt Effect of Love;-VI. "Wisdom 
and Interior Illumination; VIL The Realixadunof 
Perfect Peace; VIII. Cuming Into fullness of ¡tower; 
IX. Plenty of Alt Tbtaga—The Law of Prosperity; 
X. How Mon Have Become Prophets, Seere, Sages, 
and Saviors; XL The IhtBic Principle of AU Religions 
—Tho Universal Relfgtan: Xll. EnteriugNow iuto 
the Realization of tha LUglient Riches. For sale at 
this office, Price, poatDAll tl.23.

velopm^nt and progression of the laws narrow, which causes you to &sk such a 
of the many material forces needed for | question. It is good and necessary for 
the enlightenment, of humanity. The ¡humanity to pass threugh these eras of 
honor.given mo by the children of earth : conflict .
since my departure to the higher life, • Without a struggle, there could bo no

Tow CoiafrffiWtoia 
To the Mediums’ Fund in the 
N. S. A. Treasury, be it large or small, will 
do more good than a donation to any othev fund 
upon the books of the Association. Every me
dium, every speaker, and in fact every man and 

1 woman who loves the cause of Spiritualism 
should swell this fund with their gift. The ap
peal of Mrs. Longley is just and timely. If our 
cause is worth sustaining these dear old pioneer 
workers who have become invalids at their posts 
are worthy of our sweetest kindness and tender- 
est care. Let us help our helpless mediums, and 
prevent their dependence upon the common

DOUBLE YOUR SALARY
KiiOWAvhat you are Leal fitted for.

GET ON THE! RIGHT ROAD
Dou t follow one course when your efforts should 
lie directed lu another. I cau tell you what voua- 
lion you are bestHtted for. - •

My free book, ••Character in HandwriUop,” la 
the result of thirty yeara practical experlqucu und 
bard and careful study. It tells what you should 
know'. Send 4 cents to help pay postage.

. ‘UDIS HENRIQUES, 202 Qumo Bldg.. Tuhdo, 0. 1

THE SPEAKING DIAL
. A. Woadorf ul spiritual luventlou
Gives names, .d^tes and circumstances. Speaks 
lu various languages; answers mental Questions; 
convincing the moat skeptical. Has come to prove 
immortality and spirit communion. Develops all 
phases of inedlumsLlp. Muguetlzed by powerful 
spirit band. Read what tho late Hon. I. Donnelly 
said of the Speaklug Dial. Diols now, (1.50. Sona 
for circular and testimonials. Enclose atainpfor 
reply. F, J. DEMPSEY. Inventor, 2317 .Columbus 
ave.,Minneapolis, Mlnu.- • • • -

DON'T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, Ibe only psychic .wonder living, 

that U6ci the spiritual X-ray without^.ny loadlug 
symptom to direct, find locates all internal diseases. 
A trial will coiivlnca you, Nervous ' exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both ¿exes .successfully treated, us hun
dreds can testify. * Send name: axe, .sex, complexion 
and 10 ccnts la stainps, and reoolve a correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES U LOUCKS,
LocXBpx lilt - ' Stoneham. Mwa.

Annie Lord ¿Chamberlain's Card.
Dear friends, y6u 04« greatly help me care for 

my blind flitter, Jeuffija. L Webb, one of tho earl? 
WBt mpaluniB now«dn the form, by writing a letter 
to a Bplidt friend?-Bend'll tome with il, and I will 
Ary and set reply by independent writing or wblB- 
I^rd'^a8s.reaa ^rS’ A,un^e Chumberlaiu, MU-

Avoid Psychological Crime,
Study Clairvoyance.

J. C. F. GBUMBINE’S BOOK on “How to Un
fold the Clairvoyant Vision, Pierce the Veil of 
Bense. See and Converse with Spirits. Enter at 
Will the Spirit World, Become a Seer.1*

PRESS NOTICES.
“Your work is marvelous, epoch-making."—Lil

lian Whiting, Boston Correspondent to Chicago 
Inter-Qcean.

“Admirably unfolds the law and nature of Clair
voyance.’’—Chicago Inter-Ocean.

“A remarkable book. Originality and depth of 
thought, combined with perspicacity, character
ize every page. It is evident in every sentence 
that tbls voluine is the offspring of inspiration.’’— 
The Progressive Thinker.

“I consider the book on Clairvoyance a most re
markable and practical work on development. It 
liurmoiiizes well with the Hermetic Schools of 
Philosophy, in which I learned the mysteries of 
adeptshlp. — Prof. Geo. W. Walrond, Astrologer.

“It is the best work on the subject of Clairvoy
ance thus fur. and points out an alluring goal of 
true spiritual development.’’—Mind, New York 
City.

••It is a revelation.’’—Light. London, Eng.
Reduced price, f 1.50. Send now.

DIVINATION,—How to read the past, present and 
future, practice magic and become a Rosicru
cian, Ms. Series, Cl.

AURAS AND COLORS-How to get at the aura 
and find your color, und understand color vi
brations. *7L wonderful work. Price, 50 cents.

PSYCHOMETRY.—How toread the soul of things. 
. A most practical book. Price, 50 cents.
EASY LESSONS in Psychometry, Clairvoyance 

and Inspiration. Price, 50 cents.
REALIZATION, or How to Become an Adept 

Price, 25 cents
J. C. F. G RUMBINE,

1285 Commonwealth Ave.. Boston. Mass.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
fiend three two-cent stamps, look ol 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease wlll be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call

6.MLTER LYN«
_ THB EMINENT .

Healer anil
. Gifted Psychic. 

health restored 
By Common Sense Methods

For the Cure of Mental 
and Physical Ailments,

Dn Ynn NapAUU lull I1UUU lean help you. I Will fit your 
,\nprHnlo< Wf» to . Clairvoyance and
UpuULUUlUO spiritimalatanceal yourowu
homo will, the Improved melted pebble lenee. to ‘ 
see near and at a distance. Please write for Illus
trated circular, ehowlny styles aud prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision aud impaired eyeslxlit. I guarantee to lit 
your eyes, ana cafe delivery by mall.

It. F. POOX.K.

OBSESSION CUBED.
0 I
£ For Free Diagnosis of Disease^

»end five two-cent stamps, age, name.
sex and own handwriting.

th <3 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. III.
-B.F. POOLE.—DearSlr: Your Magnetized Melt

ed Pebble Spectacles received. I am delighted. 
They are perfection in every way. '

Sincerely youra, Alonzo Thompson, 
- Fullerton, neb.

FRANK N. FOSTER, 
Th© Noted Peychlc for 

Spirit FhotooraDhu 
Bend name und address for circular. Bittinge by 

mull. 61 S, Diamond St.. Grand Rapids, Mich.

Am WHIPS“®“ 
rent discussion of religious problems. The au
thor by illustrations and a plunsiphere (1 repre
sentation of the celestial sphere upon a plane 
with adjustable circles), traces most of the 
myths which lie ut tho base of Christianity to 
their origin in sun and star worship. The 
astronomical facts given possess great value, 
the illustrations rare and curious. The book is 
bound in only one style—heavy boards. Price 8i.

RADIANT ENERGY
to Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 

'California. This book treats upon anew branch 
of research into tho laws of nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer of the modern as- 
trologicnHiteraturewill surely come with great 
interest. Price, cloth. 11.76.

Modern

READINGS AND BUSINESS AD
VICE 11.00 and two stamps.

Address 781 Eighth St., 
Oakland, Cal

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
lathe oldtii oni moal ai&c»»ofel Spirliail Pbyalclaa 

aow in practice. Ela cure« are
THE MOST MARVELOUS

oft bl» age. Hla examtnatlona ore correctly mode, 
and free to all who send him name, age, »ex and loci 
of hair, and six cent« lu atampa Ho deeau*l aak for 
any leading aymptom. A clairvoyant doean’t need 
any. H» poalthely cures weak mon. Addieu

J. 8. LOUCKS. M. D.,
Bloaeham. XUaa.

"The Romance of Jude. A Story of 
the Life and Times of the Nazarene «•.■ ■J 
His People." Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An Intensely in
teresting book. Neatly bound in cloth 
and gilt. Only 60 cents.

“Continuity of Lite a Cosmic Truth.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work ot 
a Strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
Important subject Price, cloth, |1.

"Koradlne. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot." In the form of 
an entertaining story, it contains les
sons which every girl should know. 
Price, cloth, $1..

“An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath- 
ollc Conspiracy Detected and .Exposed?'. 
“Romanism Exposed." > ■ Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, authpr of Startling 
Facts. Price 10 cents each, or two ftw 
15 cents.

The Deuefonment of the Spirit 
After Transition; By ¿he late M. Faraday. The 
origin of rellgfdhs, and) their Influence upon the 
mental development df the Luman race. Price, 
10 cento.

THREE SEVENS Ä°' Ä 
Phelons. lUuetratfnfc the' Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price, eoih; 81~2o.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.''"
By the Editor ot the National, with Préfaça 

and Notes by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with 
views of the old Paine Homestead and Faina 
Monument, at New Rochelle; also portraits of 
Thomas Clio Rickman, Joel Barlow, Mary Wok 
Btonecraft, Madame Roland, Condorce, Brissot, 
and the most prominent of Paine's friends iu 
Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents. __ s

Carpentry 
and Joinery
A Practical
Manual.
Just Published
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&
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By Fred T. Hodgson,

&

E3FTt ought to be a pleasant duty 
to care for those whose lives have 
been sacrificed upon the altar of a 
truth as palpable as is that of the

charity of a cold and prejudiced world. Send
your contributions to Mrs. M. T. Longley, Sec- f c, s+ „ „
J J 'XT n * /»AA r» 1 n -n -vrr” 1 r ’ . eternal truth of Spiritualism. It 
retary IN. b. A., b00 ra. Ave. S. L.. W ashington, is a shame to have to acknowledge 
D. C., and do not delay. f“ M*"«

for their support when afflicted.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent ot ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. All In excess 
of ten Unes will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
.words constitute one llne-J

Mrs. Margaret Vickers Murray en
tered spirit life, March 1,1904, from her 
home near Calamine, Wisconsin. She 
was was a confirmed Spiritualist of over
forty years, being one of the pioneer 
Spiritualists of Southwestern Wiscon

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
It is enough th- say this 60 page pamphlet is 

written by MoSta Hulk Price 15 cents.

THUMBSCREW AND RACK.
Torture Implements-employed in the 15th and 

16th centurion, ior thtr promulgation ot Chris
tianity, with .plctorial'lllustratlons. By Gecrae 
E. Macdonalal l?rlce.;10 cents. •

The: JW tìì Hie XiÄ Deluge.
By JaaneiLM, McCann. MA'ôômbïote and'over-

IVlAflUlVltìT, 

His Birth, Character and Doctrine.

M. O..A.A. —
Tho well-known Technical writer. Uis one of 
the best works ever turned outby him. Copi
ously illustrated with diagrams aud llgiu'es, 
malting the most Intricate problems' simple, def
inite and easily understood. 1’rlce, 41.00.

BY EDWARD GIBBON.
Thle Is Xc. 6 of th« Library of Liberal Closifca. n 

Is conceded to be historically correct, and so exact and 
perfect In every detail gm to be practically beyond the 
reachof adverse crIUclani. Tbl, work will be found 
Intensely intercating. Price, 23c. Sold at this office.

9 Bible Story ortho zine thinks of him. Price. 4 cents; twenty-five 
Tice«!4D cent». copies for 50 cents. v

whelming,refluatlou..ol 
Deluso. Price»'15 ceffi».'

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS
It is important when a meeting Is 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notice» of all meetings being 
held hero in public halls at the present 
time.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
612 Masonic Teniplo every first and 
third Thursdays of tho month; after
noon session at 3 o’clock. The ladies 
furnish refershments. Supper served 
at 6:16, including'tea and coffee. Even
ing session at 7:30. Questions pertain
ing to spiritual themes, answered by 
the guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond ; name poems given to strangers. 
Mrs. 8. J. Ashton, assistant pastor.

The Spiritual' Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. JL S. Ray, pastor.

The Spiritual Research will meet ev
ery Thursday evening at 144 South Al
bany avenue^ southeast corner Colorado' 
avenue, beginning's! 8 o’clock sharp. 
All are invited to attend. Good me
diums in attendance.

Chuch of the Spirit. Spiritual serv-

Sixty-third street, every Sunday even
ing at 8 o'clock. Conference In the af
ternoon ¿at 3. The Ladles’ Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday afternoon at 
same number.

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature hold services at 
Nathan's Hall, 1566 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue, Sunday even-
Ings, 7:30 p. m. Mrs, W. F. 
macher, pastor.

The Church of the Psychic 
holds services at Wilcox Hall,

fichu-

Forces 
corner

At Pennville, Ind., on the morning of 
Feb. 26. 1904. tlie silent messenger 
came as a blessed angel of release ttf 
Charles H. Rose, aged 56 years. For 
the past year he had been a sufferer of 
several paralytic strokes. He leaves a 
wife and three little girls. He was a 
kind husband and father, and a firm be
liever In Spiritualism. Funeral serv
ices held at the late residence, conduct
ed bv Mrs. Elmira Jones.

A FRIEND.

Beulah Marie, the Infant daughter of 
Mr. George Newcomer and wife, passed 
to spirit life, Feb. 29, 1904. The serv
ices were conducted by Rev. L. M. Oles, 
of the Psychic Research Society of Al-
legheny, Pa. L. M. OLES, JR.

■ Passed to spirit life, Mrs. L. A. Barr, 
- Lyon Sta., Pa., on Sunday, Fob. 28. 
। This estimable woman was greatly at- 
■ fileted with bodily suffering. Her free-, 
.flora from pain and entering Into the 

bliss of spirit life, life forever with the 
>,waiting dear ones, was an occasion’ of 
. more joy than sorrow to tlie ones left 

,Hon this earth1 sphere. Mrs. Barr re
peatedly said her last years wore her 
happiest. She attributed the cause to 
her knowledge nnd acceptanco of Spirit- 
nallsm. Circumstances-did not permit 
her knowledge of tho phenomena, but in

i
i
i-

sin. She was a lovely type of woman 
hood, broadly liberal. She was medium-
istic and ever willing to teach those de
siring a better knowledge of tlie philos
ophy she loved so well. Services were 
conducted at her home, Botany Cottage, 
and at Union Grove Cemetery, March 3, 
1904, by the Rev. T. H. Gilbert, curate 
of the Episcopal church.

. CORA R. MURRAY.

Sunday morning, March‘6, Mrs. Jen
nie Norris Toft, of Ashtabula, passed 
peacefully to the higher life, at her 
home in Saybrook, a'suburb of Ashta
bula. The funeftil services 'were con
ducted on. March 8, by Rev. Elizabeth 
Schauss, of Toledo, Ohio, and the re
mains were placed in the family bury
ing plot at Saybrook. Sister Taft pre
vious to her becoming a Spiritualist had 
for many years been a faithful- church
worker, but when the moment of trial 
camo the old belief could not stand the 
test; It had no consolation to. offer that 
could give enduring comfort, and so It 
was that sho was led into the Investiga
tion of Spiritualism, and had for marly 
years enjoyed the unspeakable peace 
and comfort that comes from tho under
standing of its beautiful truths.

• ELIZABETH SCHAUSS.
"Origin of Life, or Where Man Cornea 

From." "Tho Evolution of tho Spirit 
from. Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows."1 its philoflophy sho was v«ry hoppy.

Her friends here and there rejoice with By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 cents. 
, Ser, ■ . MRs. KATE WEAVER, -ror sale at thia odes.

"Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixon, 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives ffhd anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it. 
Cloth JI. For sale at this office,

"Beyond the Vali.” A Sequel to 
“Rending the Vali." Being a compila
tion, with notes-and explanations, of 
narrations and illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific and personal verification of 
“What We Shall Be,” and . a code of 
ethics, requisite to the most speedy re
alization of the highest and purest fe
licity attainable In the- future llfq^jL 
very remarkable book. . ¡Large, , octavo, 
500 pages. Price, $1.75, -. .. - ■

“The Life Booklets." . . By Ralph 
Waldo Trine. Three daintily beautiful 
little books, finely adapted for holiday 
presents. The titles are,-. "Character, 
Building by Thought Power,” "Every 
Living Creature," and "The- Greatest 
Thing Ever Known.’’ The matter Is of 
high-toned spiritual „character, and ol 
helpr. I purpose.., Proco 35 cents each, 
us.” By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable 
for health. Price 25 cents.- ■ '■. :

"OosmiauHyruu. Book.” ..JI collection, 
of original and relectcd-hymns, for lib
eral and ethical. Bocletlos,. for schools 
and the home; compiled by.L. K. Wash
burn,, Ibis, volume, .meets, a public 
want. It comprises 258: choice .selcc- 
.ions ot poetry and music;, embodying 
the hlftMt moral s^ntltnept,.and free 
torn all Bbctaiianliffl. ;^t0 50 cent«.

ices are held at 839 North Clark street, 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Psychometric 
reading and messages given to all at
tending, through Wm. Fitch Ruffle, 
psychic.

Light and Truth Spiritual Church, 501 
W. North avenue. Wicker Park Hall. 
Meetings every Sunday afternoon, 2:30.

The Christian Spiritual Union Church 
now holds meetings at Becker Hall, cor
ner State and Forty-fourth streets. 
Mrs. L. J. Vaughn and Mrs. Lucille De 
loux, test mediums.

The Spiritual Besearcn meets every 
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, in 
Van Buren Opera House, corner of 
Madison street and California avenue. 
Good music and. singing. All are In
vited to attend.

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mts. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. -i Services held every Sun
day. . and Thursday evening , at 8 
o’clock. Tests ami music at every ser
vice. •

The Hyde Pafk*tlccult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o'clock, at Allianch Hall, between Kim- 
bark and Monroem avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pUBs thsudoor. The best tal
ent avallablbilwlll ibe secured for all 
meetings. To'. spread the truth is the 
object of thift Society. Address ail com
munications to Mbs; Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secifetttry/560 East 55th street.

The Metropolitan Spiritualist Society 
holds servlc<M'ievery Sunday at 8 o’clock 
In St. GeorgCto Hall, 3337 State street. 
Good speaking, teats and music. Pas- 
udr, Mrs. MOggle tgWaite. Residence, 
3148 Indiana nvenun.. •

The GermfttpEngiish Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30-in Brandt's 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
•Wednesday evening at 7:30 in Garfield' 
Tumer.Hall, corner of Garfield and Lar
rabee,streets; Emil T. Vans,'lecturer; 
Frank Joseph, medium;. ■ .
i New.- Thought /services conducted by: 
Julia M. Learnered, nt;7:30 o'cloak ev-

Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The ball number is 361
363 East’43d street. Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland. ■

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services 
every Sunday in Hall 309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. Sunday-school at 10 
a. m.

The Second Church of the Soul meet« 
in Van Buren Opera House, Madison 
street and Calirornla avenue, every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. * Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
spirit messages, assisted by other me
diums,

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Sunday afternoon at 
2:30 sharp, at Phoenix Hall, 324 East 
Division street, near Sedgwick street 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p. m., and lecture and 
tests at 8 o’clock. Mrs. M. A. Burland, 
pastor.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. -m., at Atheneum Building, 26 
Van Buren street. Mrs. May Elmo, me
dium. Tests and good speaking. All 
are welcome. • ■ -

The Rising • Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds a-meeting every Sunday after
noon at 2:30 and 7:46, at No. 378 S. 
Western avenue,- Star Lodge Hall.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue,, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
.Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Woodlawn Spiritualist Society 
will-hold services at 6209 Madison ave
nue, Sundays at 2:30 and 8 p. m. Prof 
J. E. Smith gives tests and spirit mes
sages. W. H. Mohlan, president; Prof. 
J. Er Smith, pastor
i Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr
heit, meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o’clock in Wicker Park Hall, 601 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th;‘Loll and Mrs. J. Villroak.

The'Unlversal Occult Society holds 
its meetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first 
street, Hall “C,” every Sunday after
noon and -evening, the Hon. Robert Gil- 
ray,- pastor. The renownea 'medium, 
Charles. J. -Peterson, psychic. ’ • Confer
ence. at 8 p. m. Regular service at 8
p>. in» - .. .

. . First German Spiritualist Society on
.pry Sunday .©veiling, at 720 West Madb- tho West Si<)e.' Meetings every Sunday 

son street, thlrcl floor.. . at 8 p; m. in Garsolman's Hall, cpmer
; Churph ofcLtlto „Spirit Communion, Ashland.afijtiue nfid’W. 13th street.' . 
KonwoodJinB,®08 ..Cottage Grovo'ave- । The Church irf' Higher forces holds
nue. Conference and BiesBagcs at'3 p. its meeting m Douglas "Hall,. Indiana 
m.; lecture at 8 p. m; Messages by Hi ave and 88th street, every Sunday at 
F.iCnatesandot*““— •—*- —  ................... .

The Bnglm 
meetings at

i. Good music. ■■ 3 and 8 o'clock. The reliable paVchle; 
•irltual-Unton holds Mfe,G»WsAi0ie«i; srJU give spirit mes
s’ Hall, 628 West «tes®.«.'(feme1 ahd feam the truth.

The Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
Human Life,

With Character Readings of Per
sons Born Upon tlie Cusp.

The principles found in this voluma are both 
a science ana a religion, for a better and a far 
happier humanity. It points to the planets as 
an index to the human character and liability 
to diseases: also gives the gems and colors suit
ed to temperaments evolved under certain plan
ets. But the author, ELEANOR KIRK, lays 
special stress upon the fundamental principle 
that "All maladies known to man can be entire
ly dominated, forever cast out, by those who 
realize that mind is the master und body tho 
servant.'’ Price, cloth, 11.00,

Force and Matter SJffasss 
book. A profound work upon a profound sub» 
ject. Price, cloth, 81.00.

THE SOUL OP THINGS: , 

Or Psychometric Renoarcbes and Discoveries. 
By Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book it 
is as fascinating as a work of Action. The 
reader will be amazod to see the curious facts 
here combined Insupiiortof this power of the 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as 
day, and throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by lime. Price. 81.50. In three volumes, 
cloth bound. 61.50 each. Postage, 10c per copy. 

A Conspiracy Againstthellepublic 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author ot "History 
of the Christian Religion to the Year 200,“ etc. 
Price, paper, 25 cents.

THE 60LDEN RULE
It Expresses a Fallacy in Diction.
“The science of logic reduces sound 

reasoning to certain rules, and when 
any of these rules is violated, a logical 
fallacy Is the result.’’

"The corrupting influences of super
stition and theology are powerful to ar
rest development.”

“They mistake the point, who, in dis
pute, try to prove what the opponent 
does not deny.”

I may know what he means by a godly 
life, I cannot deny the charge. I have 
worked for open Spiritualism. He hides 
behind a closed door order, with a Chris
tian name. If that is godliness, 1 yleWt 
the holy palm to him. He says 
organized and helped to carry Into lirac- 
tlcal operation the Order of the Golden 
Rule at Madison, Wisconsin.’ It is a
secret one, after the manner of the Ma
sons, only very much milder. A mild 

Taking no thought for to-morrow has ' > requireiE Without such
blighted the minds of millions. iL”,Ht11“"”?1 a man o£ thfe.fre^ °ut8^e

Judge not, lest ye be judged, means ^ 'lc. can have a ray of its light. On
• jo. J page 4 of the constitution it reads: Wejudge not at all.

Read by the spirit and not by the let
ter, applies equally to the learned and 
the unlearned, the old and the young, 
the wise and the foolish.

Do unto others as you would have 
others do unto you, constitutes you the 
judge of the wants of all the others, 
compels you to treat tlie sensible and 
fanciful, grave and gay, preacher and 
player alike, because you are free to 
indulge your wants separately and sing
ly, without regard to age, sex or con
dition. You not only ignore others’ 
feelings, but it forces you to do so. If
your wants are the opposite of 
wants of others, no matter.

There are circumstances where 
Golden Rule is beautifully applied.

the

the 
In

cases of distress, and help is given, it 
is noble; but the Rule Golden is un
qualified, is without limitations or 
boundaries, is expressed in the broad
est sense. Under it, little children have 
the right to do anything to you that 
they would have you do to them. The 
foolish, ditto. How often we hear the 
expression, "He is his own worst en
emy.” He is still free to offend and in
sult others because he is only doing 
what he wants them to do to him.

“There are natural prejudices or 
strong emotions and passions of mind, 
which forcibly pervert the intellectual 
views.”

Brother N. B. Freeland, in No. 738, 
The Progressive Thinker, says: “If a 
criminal, being tried before a jury, was 
shown to be .of exceptionally bloody 
cruelty, and beastly heartlessness, the 
Golden Rule would compel every juror 
to acquit him, because every juror 
would wish the defendant to do the 
same to him, regardless of the question 
of guilt or innocence. It would compel 
the acquittal of every criminal placed 
on trial.” There will still be those that 
“have eyes to see and see not.”

Brother J. Rigdon, in No. 737, The 
Progressive Thinker, intimates that 1 
lack spiritual mindedness. The Pope 
is superlatively spiritual minded. The 
Jesuits fall next Into line. Those of 
least sense use the term most flippant
ly. The term is vague at tlie best If

believe Spiritualism is true; that there 
is no death, and to promulgate the doc
trine of Spiritualism do adopt tlie fol
lowing constitution.” On page 12, the 
By-Laws say: “Any person shall be 
eligible to active membership into the 
order who shall signify his or her belief 
in the doctrine of the Golden Rule, and 
who shall evince an earnest desire to 
carry out the principles for which this 
order is formed.” As has been seen, the 
order is formed to promulgate Spirit
ualism. Before a stranger to Spiritual
ism has the least chance to investigate 
it, he must swear to promulgate it. It 
is a psychological crime against nearly 
all of the mortal world, and the entire 
spirit world. No one that reads the 
constitution critically, before joining, 
and who is not already a Spiritualist, 
could think for a moment of going in. 
I think Bro. R. would not now be a 
Spiritualist had there been no other 
avenue to Spiritualism than through 
the mystic portals of his order.

Ostensibly Brother Rogers’ “Order of 
the Golden Rule” is to promote Spir
itualism. Really it is an obstacle to its 
expansion. He is a truly godly man.

E. W. BALDWIN.
Madison, Wis.

Í

the term is used in the sense of 
ness, one may have a fine mind 
lack both good sense and sound 
son.

Dr. J. H. Randall, in No. 739,

fine- 
and 
rea-

The
Progressive Thinker, says he "believes 
sound argument can be adduced show
ing Mr. Baldwin's position untenable, 
and-that he is in error.” Then follows 
an extended address, without a word 
taking up my reasoning and trying to 
prove it erroneous'. . Forty-nine-flftieths 
of the address is what I do not deny. 
Had he named the address, Progress of 
Evolution and Developing. Socialism, in
stead of the Golden. Rule, it would be 
masterly and profound. I .wjll extend 
my- reasoning. Formerly the Doctor 
was à medium and an enthusiastic Spir
itualist. Then he urged others to In
vestigate Spiritualism. He is changed 
now. He has organized a “Church of 
tho Golden Rule,” with the motto, "One 
world at a .time.” To be. consistent and 
practice the Golden Rule, ho will ad
vise all the Spiritualists to wash their 
hands of it; advise the heathen to give 
it a wide berth, and.ndvlse everybody-to 
shun, tho Spiritualist/papers as they 
would so much poison, .

In the same issue of .The Progressive 
..Thinker,.Brother Wm..H.- Rogers says:
I am "wanting-iu thoso qualities which

A Prominent Spiritualist Passed to 
Spirit Life.

On the 8th of February, 1904, Gilbert 
Sherman passed from his cozy home in 
Coldwater, Mich., to the life beyond. 
He came to this world April 15,1814, in 
Wayne county, N® York, and at the 
time of his death had nearly reached 
his 90th birthday.

Born in the cabin of the pioneer, his 
young life environed by wind, wave 
and stately forest, he grew to early and 
vigorous manhood. At 20 years of age 
he emigrated to Michigan, then a terri
tory, and began the battle of life In the 
wilderness. His untiring industry, fru
gal habits, large moral and intellectual 
endowment, brought to him rapid suc
cess. He later emigrated to Indiana, 
and then to Missouri, where he carried 
forward extensive business operations 
and held many offices of public trust, 
which he discharged with the utmost 
fidelity. His first wife having died in 
1869, he married Miss Mary C. Disler, 
and moved from Missouri back to Cold
water, Mich., where they lived to the 
date of his death. :

Gilbert Sherman was a strong and 
commanding figure, intelligent, honest, 
temperate and industrious. His creed 
in all the dally walks of life was abso
lute justice to all; his religion, to be 
good and to do good. Men trusted him 
and believed in him because he was 
hones't and sincere in his conviction.

He was an ardent Spiritualist. Death, 
to him was simply transition to a 
higher life. Long and patiently did he 
wait for the hour of his deliverance. 
His passing takes from this world a 
strong character who lived to work and. 
mold the best part of the last century, 
and -witness the birth of the new.

His,funeral services were conducted 
by the Odd Fellows of which order he 
warf.a member, and Hon. A. A. Millnes 
delivered an oloquest and touching ad
dress. , , . XXX ,

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
In Regard to IL By Ex-Judge Abram

.— ---- - --------UH;‘Dalley. Demonstrates futility ana
are found in the'man living the true' inadequacy of Hudson's explanations of 
godly life.” As he fails to explain that spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents.
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The Heavens. Such Being the Case, Every Spiritualist should Contribute Sompthifig to Sustain Those Mediums who have worn themselves out in behalf of
our cause. Common humanity, common decency, the angel world, and the ordinary s&nse of duty demand that our aged and infirm workers should be cared for. Read
Mrs. Longley’s appeal on the second page, and let it touch the strings of your purse as wpll as of your heart. Do not wait to do good by your will Do it right now.
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INTRICATE DESTINY. THE PHILOSOPHY OF MODERN THOUGHT,A NEW GOD.

And it is just as natural for spiritual beings in all

THE LAW OF NATURE.

ity; a consummation that nature
C. H.

IDEAL AND REAL
Life,

EVERY DA^À

IF WE KNEW.IB

the reason.

IB

rei

lOl

»I

thousands of 
ascertain that

would 
move 

unfold- 
an en

ríes in.
Elkhart, Ind.

worlds, visible and invisible, to sympathize arid eon 
seiously respond soul to soul, as.it is for music to re-

- The man who resists a tendency will 
not have to regret a habit. .. r . .-

years ago. Nor can we

The Wonder Puzzle of Existence. Errors of Theism—Superiority of Egyp
tian Deity—Woman Coming to 

the Front.

Like angels on the Wfiuf?
Each turning found a salili svtëet face 

As beautiful as near; "T (« ’

a church, ! 
; Bible that 
Protestant

church, because I cannot find arfy ade
quate reason for accepting lithe boliofa 
about It of either.—MAJ. gavteft’

that is taught by the Qi 
cannot accept thè idea.; 
Is -taught by the ortffi

Comparisons Between the Ideal 
and the Real.

glo- 
M.

that idealistic life, existence 
hardly be desirable. As we 
along life’s journey the gradual 
mont of that superior state is

pamphlets, "there are here persons 
who left the earth lite '

,m..

“The golden age lies onward, not behind, 
The pathway through the past has led uS up. 
The pathway through the future willTead on 
And higher. We are rising from the b.east 
Unto the Christ, and human brotherhood.”

Tho only effective crlŒÎ! L öf a poor 
fllAion-ie tha creÿtlon^à better one. 
T cannot aaeéptABecim' t tffie Bible

Dr. J.'M. Peebles Scintillates at San Diegos California

In its delicious Now, is-' a „ ' . .. ....... u -
And so It.turns from usl’h.nd g<5fe

Away in sad disdain; ? ..
Though we would give ouMlves for it,

It never comes again,' " ’ <
Yet, every day has |trààwn|

Its noontide and 1 tn avo;’ ;
Live while wo llvoi-lsfifjng'Sod thanks;

He will not let Uslwfe^o, ' „ • ■
—Dinah Mulo :hsCralk.

I

,The unanswered puzzle of existence 
is the culmination of all human thought. 
The fearless thinker will inquire: from 
whence? to where? He would question 
the imperial stars that fleck tlie dome 
of heaven and glow silent through the 
night, then returning to himself, with 
awe realize how impervious is the 
shadow that surrounds the question of 
destiny. Man came because he could 
not |ielp coming. But that is no argu
ment. The same can be said of a dog 
or a horse. All are creatures of cir
cumstance. All are here not because 
of any previous individual desire to be, 
but in consequence of Ilie propelling 
drift of correlated events. They are 
helpless to come as they are to go. 
Each entity comes out of the depths 
with conscious surprise at its own pres
ence, and recognizing its helplessness 
to shape its course or choose its being. 
It lives in a fortuitous relation to the 
time and events into which it has been 
projected—a wondering and dazed per
sonality, unable to fathom the begin
ning of its course or penetrate the vail 
that conceals the mystery of future 
time.

Paine, from the other life, recently 
said to Mr. Burr, "I know that 1 am 
here and that I exist. 1 am not certain 
that 1 shall always do so.” Faraday 
says . in onp of his communicated 

any soul has ever become extinct. But 
this is speaking for a very narrow mar- 
glp. Thousands of years Is not for 
ever. But from analogy we can believe 
that If in time the soul should wear 
out, its extinction will not be by any 
sudden collapse. The factors that com
bined to raise it into an independent 
existence required millions of years of 
tiansmutation and active construction 
to produce that result, and the effect 
from dead matter is so confirmed and 
prodigious that the waning to uncon
scious nothingness will be by slow and 
very prolonged decline. We need not 
dread or mourn over it, for if it is to 
be so it will be as Inevitable as that our 
jef locks turn white with age.’’

Nowhere does nature halt and make a 
final rest. The order of the universe is 

..change. Some vaunting soul may aver 
progression. But we have not seen 
•enough to know if that boast can hold

Our knowledge would have to bo 
olnnisclent to maintain that view. But 
change is constant and everywhere en
dures. Slow or swift, broad or deep, it 
permeates all things, everywhere opér
âtes, and reigns supreme. It is illogical 
to believe that it will not affect the 
soul .qfter It has thrown off its material 
covering. We cannot conceive of 
thought as unassociated with motion 
and motion Involves change. What the 
nature of the dlscarnate changes may 
be ultimately, we cannot conjecture..

If thé soul had its origin in fortuitous 
relations, it Is none the less precious on 
that account. That it has always exist
ed as some theorists recently declare, Is 
to- me an unthinkable proposition. 
They further assert, that if this be not 
thè case, if it had a beginning, it must 
necessarily have an end, and because of 
such reasoning they assert It had no be
ginning but always existed. There is 
no reasonable basis for such a belief; 
for no one knows by speculation If this 
necessarily follows. No one knows by 
what law a decarnated soul survives 
one hour. We know by frequent dem
onstration that a soul does maintain a 
continued Intelligent personality, but 
the requirements of prolonged exist
ence we are Ignorant of. But if such 
life can be maintained for years, why 
not for an indefinite period longer? To 
begin with, we have no evidence what
ever that we had an existence through 
all the past. If it were so we do not 
In any manner realize it, which is equiv
alent to not being at all; and that of 
which we have no knowledge whatever, 
has no existence for us. Every soul 
has a birth or starting point; every 
life in fact from fish to man, or from 
bug to bird. For every living thing is 
the culmination of desire and love. 
The commingling of the electric pulse 
of sex marks a new era in the universe; 
for it is the birth of a new individual'

It is a grand thing to have an ideal, 
a vision of possible attainments; to re
alize that there Is something superior to 
the present condition of life, and that 
it is possible to attain unto that ad
vanced state. Without the incentive 
that comes from catching a glimpse of

: couragement to advance; there is not 
enough revealed to dazzle and bewilder 
us with its glories, for that would nul
lify if not actually destroy the Inspira
tion that is needed for advancement.

But after all in our efforts to solve 
the intricate and perplexing problems 
of life ive have to come back to the solid 
ground of reality and deal with them as 
thev actually exist. The parent or 
teacher, however anxious they may be 

■ to have their child or pupil receive in
struction and become a proficient 
scholar In the higher branches, knows 
that while its mental development is 

■ only adapted to kindergarten Instruc
tion, it, would be folly to undertake it on 
mote advanced lines. ~

Life has not developed un to Its pres
ent state by a few convulsive efforts, 
but through .the'slow and many times 
palnful process trf.evolutionary growth. 
The hardened crust of old conditions 
was not easily burst asunder, giving the 
soul a greater freedom than it formerly 
enjoyed, but energy was needed, and of 
that kind which Intelligently under
stood what was needed, and realized

DR PEEBLES’ DEDICATION ADDRESS AT THE 
OPENING OF THE SPIRITUALIST TEMPLE.
“How amiable are thy tabernacles, 0 Lord of 

Hosts!” exclaimed the inspired psalmist. And how 
beautiful is this new temple, conceived in the higher 
life, materialized by human hands and now being ded
icated to the worship of God—dedicated to the men
tal, moral and religious unfoldment of the soul—ded
icated to the dissemination of that spiritual truth 
which demonstrates a future existence, describes the 
encircling spheres of the after life, comforts and 
brushes away the mourners’ tears, seeks to hasten the 
coming of the Kingdom of Heaven and breathes the 
spirit of peace on earth and good will towards men.

Spiritualism is the direct antithesis of materialism. 
The materialist strives to account for this magnificent 
universe through the interaction of matter and force 
—nothing more. The Spiritualist accounts for this 
living throbbing universe of life, love, and order, with 
its thronging intelligences through spirit, essential, 
immutable, infinite—in a word, God, who is the em
bodiment of consciousness, life, love, purpose and 
will.

“PNEUMA HO THEOS”-“Spirit is God,” said 
Jesus, and they that worship him in spirit and in. 
truth, God being spirit, ami man being made evolyed 
in the image of God (which image is consciousness, 
life and intelligence) he is necessarily u spiritual be-

spond to music, or love to the divine principle of love. 
This is the bnsie foundation of Spiritualism, center
ing, you see, in God, and by reflection the moral con
stitution of man. Its phenomena are the scaffoldings 
useful in the building of the temple, useful to con
vince such materialists as Prof. Ilaso, Judge Ed
monds, Robert Dale Owen and others to a knowledge 
of future existence; useful to bring.messages from tlie 
loved ones whose white feet press the evergreen 
shores of immortality.
. God has never'left the world without Bibles, angel 
ministries, and spiritual marvels as witnesses to a fu
ture existence. Our Old and New Testaments abound 
in prophecies, visions, trances, and using Paul’s 
words, “the discerning of spirits.” If neither God 
nor his love have changed, why should not these man
ifestations occur now? Did not Jesus say, “These 
signs shall follow them that believe,” and “greater 
works than these shall ye do.”

The chain of spirit ministries is complete from 
Isaiah to Socrates, from Socrates to Jesus, from Jesus 
to Joan of Are, from Joan of Arc to the "Wesleys, 
from the Wesleys to the Fox family (a family of 
Methodists in Hydesville, N. Y.). These ministries 
called “Modern Spiritualism,” are not new. "Dr. 
Adam Clarke, the great Methodist Commentator, in 
commenting upon Saul and Samuel, said: “I believe 
there is a supernatural and a spiritual world in which 
human spirits both good and bad live in a state of con
sciousness. I believe that any of these spirits may, 
according to the order of God, in the laws of their 
place of residence have intercourse with this world 
and become visible to mortals.”

The most distinguished souls of the past and the 
brainiest men of the present believe in an intercom
munion between the world’s visible and invisible. 
Personally I have sat in the seance room with Judge 
Edmonds of New York, Sir Wm. Crookes of London, 
Leon Favre, the Consul General of France, Victor 
Hugo and others illustrious in science and literature.

THERE IS A COUNTERFEIT-A VULGAR AU
THENTIC SPIRITISM-AKIN TO OLD TESTA
MENT NECROMANCY THAT DIVINES FOR 
GUINEAS, HUNTS FOR COAL MINES AND 
SCHEMES FOR PELF AND OCCULT POWER TO 
COMPASS SELFISH ENDS. WITH THIS I HAVE 
NO SYMPATHY. IT IS THE OPEN GATE TO OB
SESSIONS AND DEMONIAC INFLUENCES.

True Spiritualism rightly and religiously inter
preted—I speak for myself only—is in perfect conso
nance with the Christianity of Christ. It is in spirit 
catholic rather than iconoclastic—constructive rather 
than destructive. It seeks to build up no new and 
narrow sect. It would padlock no conscientious lips. 
It would establish no iron-clad creed, Roman or Cal-

vinistie; it would ruthlessly demolish no cathedral, 
nor would it do violence to any ipan’ij deep religious 
connections. These are now, in. 4po£toliG times, 
“diversities of gifts.” Each shield, pe; fully ; per
suaded in his own mind; .feeling tjiat.we (ire brothers 
all, and that love, love to God and |ove to man, are 
greater, according to Paul, than faith or hope.

This twentieth century is one of . mighty opportuni
ties. Research, evolution, growth lb everywhere man
ifest. Franklin’s kitestring was teeeniiligly. a small 
matter, and Newton’s falling apple wap a smaller one. 
Joseph’s dream of the coming Jesjjs (liq not create a 
ripple upon the Jewish mind, but in less than ¡100 
years it shook imperial Rome to its foundations. Mod
ern Spiritualism, a child of the skies an<J pronounced 
over fifty years, a “nine days’wonder,”} is steadily, 
rapidly merging into energetic and substantial man
hood, It is in this and in foreign Ihnds putting on a 
rational, religious and regal, maturity. It is acknowl
edged to have become a power. It is a long-way on 
the road from the platform militant to the truth tri
umphant. No truth ever perished. No.true Spiritual
ist ever reeanted. Men outgrow . tlfeir childhood 
Creeds. Old theologies die; Calvinism is encoffined, 
awaiting burial, and yet around those flattered vases 
mosses hang and odors of some lilies ding.

Spiritualism enwraps and encourages all reforms. 
It teaches that man is a morally responsible being, 
and having pow’er of choice, he is punishable in the 
line of cause and effect for his vices, and rcwardable 
for his virtues. Divine punishment is disciplinary. 
Men as moral agents are the architects of their own 
fortunes. We make our own heavens and'our own 
hells. The good man ever carries tlie kingdom of 
Heaven within him. Christ, the illunnnating princi
ple of Jesus, the spirit descending dovejis still preach
ing to imprisoned spirits. .God is inffpi|ely and un
changeably good. The door of mercy ip never shut to 
your guilt. “To your tents then, 0 Israel.” Seance
rooms, 0 Spiritualists, make the weekly home circle 
an altar of religious devotion. Let the voice of prayer 
he'there heard. Angels-aud,archangel^ pray; demons 
in hades ridicule prayer. Prayer is aspir^pjjrfan up
lifting of the soul to the good, the true ancUthe Inn
nite Oversoul, whom the inspired Johnjmjd isdiove.-*"-

We are living in exciting , trying' tifiiesf' ’ Wars are 
raging in the East. Great crimes are approaching us, 
Are we ready? The tares must be burned. The 
times demand consecrated temples like this we are 
now dedicating, demand consecrated mCn and women, 
consecrated hearts, consecrated wealth, consecrated 
energies, more and better educated speakers, larger 
society libraries, more missionary enthusiasm, and. 
more beautiful temples like this over whose doors I 
would see inscribed in letters, of love,; "POME IN” 
Come all ye that labor and are heavy'laden! Come 
ye who are sa4 and broken-hearted! Comq, mourners,' 
and hear messages from the loved that have left the 
fireside home! Come all ye dishcarteni?d;and discon
solate and here lay your burdens down! .Come, 0 ye 
young, while the red is upon the lip, andicome, 0 ye 
aged, whose white hairs are already silvery with the 
celestial light of immortality! Come all ye that seek 
sweet rest and the baptism of the new -life! . Come! 
for these temple doors swing outward ah& swing in
ward free to all. . x

Standing half entranced this moment"i upon the 
Mount of Vision, adown the ages I see d.oubt giving 
place to faith, and faith giving place to knowledge, 
i see tyranny dying upon the plains of freedom. I see 
error giving place to truth; vice to virtdes; bigotry to 
tolerance, and grating discords to divinest.harmonies. 
I see rising before me a new heaven and g new earth. 
I see waxing harvests and the gatherin^'in of golden 
sheaves. I see consecrated temples like, this, in all 
lands, crowned with the luminous words, UNIVER
SAL BROTHERHOOD AND ETERNAL PROGRES
SION, and what is a thousand times more glorious, I 
see walking in this renewed Eden of pehce the living 
Christ, the Christ of the ages, and I hifar the words, 
“SEEING THE TRAVAIL OF MY SOUL, I AM 
SATISFIED.”

the strength of the forces that were ar
rayed in opposition to the ideal which 
was to be attained.

In the political, social and religious 
struggles that were needed to lift hu
manity out of its lower levels, on to a 
higher plane of life, this fact had to be 
kept in mind, that while the vision was 
idealistic, to be successful in attaining 
unto that state, human society must be 
ready to deal with the actual, according 
to its present state of development.

When our Revolutionary forefathers, 
inspired by the high ideal that was pre
sented to them in their announcing the 
truth that all are created equal as far 
as the right to life, liberty and happi
ness, knowing that that announce
ment was in antagonism to the estab
lished systems, and in the face of the 
arrogance and assumption of special 
privileges by the British government, 
would it have been doing justice to the 
cause of human liberty and right, ac
cording to the highest conception of the 
moral law, if they in their anxtettfwto; 
peace had submitted to the-aggressive 
tyrAnny oF'the British government? 
That it would not hive been right will 
be apparent tOievdry-one' who intelli
gently studies the law of cause and ef
fect. However high their ideal, there 
was the actual, and the problem had to 
be solved; and sentimental . .ideas, of 
what mankind should be In their deal
ings wlthhach' other, could not bring 
the needed iolfition. > It had to bo 
solved qhcording to the present dovelop- 
niqht of life. .

Ideal in time becomes the reality,

and moving on before as a pillar of light 
it is leading life upward to higher 
planes of existence. It must always be 
something superior to the real or it 
ceases to become idealistic. It is not 
the idealists that are the dreamers; 
they are the most practical and potent 
forces in the advancement of life. The 
dreamer is lacking the Inspiration of 
idealism, and contented with the anti: 
quated systems, has no desire to 
change, supposing that perfection has 
been attained; but not so, when one 
height has been scaled there appears 
others in advance. This is eternal pro
gression, to realize the fact tnat we 
never will arive at that spot where life 
will cease to unfold to us greater 
beauty and glory. - ■

Human history is replete with in
stances where individuals have felt the 
inspiration of a great ideal, and finder 
the leadership of those souls who were 
dominated by those advanced thoughts, 
human life, in its political, social and re
ligious phases was lifted up to a hlglter 
level. They were the explorers yfhOse 
mission,it was to open up what té the 
vast majority of humnn’IMite was a 
misty shadowland, and was not to be 
explored. The possible Is steadily en
croaching on tlie impossible, a broaden
ing of tho boundary lines of human-un
derstanding and' power, and- placing,W 
man life where it rightfully, .-belongs,' 
where ft can have moya peiffeétf do
minion over tho forces : of nature, to 
which it Is now subject. i\ ,•>*.

HAMILTON DE GRAW.
. Shakers, N. Y. , • —

Every day hath its dawrf, >
Its soft and silent eve", •' 

Its noontide hours "of bliss or ¿ale;,
Why should wfi gfievd? >

Why do we heap huge nSiundsiof years 
¡Before us and behind/^ *

And scorn-the-Httle di

Because it is so small- 
We will not see it oleäp- , ..

We will not clasp it as.flraies, 5 
And klss its Ups and IJrow;

We will not bathe our vwfled'w

Theism in all its ramifications is the 
greatest impediment to human progres
sion. Its adherents are blinded by 
creedal errors of idolatrous faith, par
alyzed by old-time customs and preju
dices, so ingrained in their nature. The 
religious bigot’s idea of religious lib
erty for religious people, but not for In
fidels and Atheists, whose solid facts 
and sound arguments the myrmidons of 
error cannot meet and refute.

What cgn theological teachers know 
or teach on a subject they admit is un
known and incomprehensible? The 
wisest god-believers confess this, yet 
they descent on the subject with vast 
assumption of knowledge, ana make 
claims that rest upon their own asser
tions. Their arguments amount to noth
ing more than' wild speculations and 
conjectures Imaginary fabrication 
and the chewing of old theological 
husks, all in defiance of reason. They 
talk and write on God's laws, God’s will, 
love, wrath, mercy, omnipresence, om
nipotence, etc.—all of which are as
sumptions and unproven assenions. 
The human mind is lost in bewilder
ment and confusion in contemplation 
of this mqss of incomprehensibility, and 
so it is not surprising that Theism pro
duces insanity.

Thelsts are divided and sub divided 
into hundreds of distinct orders and 
sects—some believe In one god, some In 
two and some in three gods, making a 
unity or dually or trinity, according to 
their several conceptions of a deity, 
pthers believe in many gods, each pos
sessing distinctive attributes, while an
other order of Thelsts teach that god Is 
al! things.

The Pantheistic god is the biggest 
one ever Invented—so big that he in
cludes and absorbs all other gods and 
all things, animate and inanimate, on 
the face.of .the earth. This is the high
est attainable degree of folly and ab
surdity - in. theistic beliefs; yet people 
believe anything In the name of relig
ion if you tell them they will be damned 
If they don’t.

• The Egyptian god, Osiris, Isis and 
.Horn?, representing father, mother and 
child,, symbolized by ,the triangle, is a 
tripitÿ 'that approaches some degree of 
consistency—matural. :,p,ractlcjl-. ond- 
withln thé limit of comprehensibility. 
Till?-Christians;- In -constructing’ their 
theology pre'tfended to imitate this trin
ity with three male pertonb,. "Father,

• Son and Holy Ghost,” which made of it 
a pitiful farce. The intent Was to rule 
out the woman, for that did not agree 
with their ideas of a deity, it is true 
they believe in and recognize “The 
Mother of tlod," but she does not belong 
to "The Holy Trinity." That would 
spoil it. We are truly glad that the 
modern woman is getting her eyes 
opened to see-how the Christian relig
ion has degraded and enslaved her.

Now, it would be a new idea and en
terprising project if a new sect of The- 
ists should spring up to outrival and 
surpass the dhreé-headed god theory of 
the trinitarlans,..l)y dividing God into 
four equal parts for a quadruple deity; 
and call it a quartet, or a qiladruped, or 
a quadruplicate. They they would be 
prepared to do things on the square; 
and this would be no more out of order 
than other things, even more absurd, 
done in the hamfe of religion.

The question as to whether the new 
God be male or female or a mixture of 
the two, could be settled by a Grand 
Council. They .might oompete-success- 
fully with all the old religious dogmas 
by putting a woman in it.

Woman is coming to the front admi
rably in these niùdern times, and when 
she gets to the front completely the old 
vagaries of religion will finally disap
pear. And this will be a fairer and far 
better world to live in when she shall 
freely exercise her natural moral pow
ers for the redemption and salvation of 
humanity from error. Ignorance, super
stition. ' ■

We have observed that some modern 
god-believers recognize a wonderful god 
—noncommittal as to which god it is, 
yet it is either male or female, or both, 
or neither to suit the Occasion. They 
show devotion'to their ideal deity by re
taining all its good qualities, while they 
reject all its bad attributes, thus mak
ing a new god out of the old one. We 
do not know by what authority or arbi
trary rule they thus change the face of 
Theism, nevertheless, tills is a hopeful, 
encouraging sign of progression.

Theists have no proof of a god, but 
seek 1» carry their point by assumption 
and vehement assertion, working upon 
the awe, fear, credulity of humanity by 
threats of dire disaster, punishments 
and curses for disbelief; and have 
charged opponents with infidelity, blas
phemy, sacrilege. .

The rudest fetishism has its fables, 
and no nearer thé truth is the more pre
tentious. The Christian God is an en
largement of the savage’s ideas, the 
ideal of maii from a subjective thought 
made a personal being. Labored expla
nations are incomprehensible to man. 
These views originated when man was a 
savage—being conclusions from errone
ous understanding of nature, matured 
into dogmas which fetter and pervert

The god-question, in the mystery of 
its .insolvability, has sharpened the 
sword i>f antagonism, and what the rea
son failed to maintain has been con
tested on the field of battle. The mod
ern mind has. to some extent, broken 
the shackles of 'its theology and is free.

A. H. NICHOLAS.
■ Summerland, Cal.

I recognize the Importance of the re
volt-from-the aWfuL dogma’ of predes
tined happiness for the few .and damna
tion for1 the many. Slowly but surely 
the: dreadful barrier of this old belief is 
being lifted from the heart of humanity; 
—■Whittier.: • : • . . ■ "

. Be long us we love, we serve.- Be long 
as -we are loved by1 Others; I would al
most say we are Indispensable; and no 
man is useless while he has afrlond.—- 
Robert Louis Stevenson. .

"The cuckoo of philosophy has suc
cessfully laitj.her egg in the nest of 
theology." This statement by a mod
ern writer is suggestive. It presup
poses the presence of the principle of 
life and where a seed is deposited there 
is the possibility of an unlimited ex
pansion. If 1 might first be allowed to 
bow to the clergy so as to bring in the 
conditions of toleration 1 would add to 
the statement by saying, when the 
young cuckoo grows up there will be no 
room tn the nest for the other broods.

Pointed prophecies with pricks that 
pierce do more to hinder than hasten 
promising events. The wise man there
fore watches with a keen eye the turn 
in the wheel of evolution and whatever 
of prediction is found in his declara
tions, if rightly understood, will mean 
help rather than hinderance to those 
even who are the most conservative and 
faithful in their worship of the anti
quated. '

A complete or entire egg means a 
seed-principle. A seed is enveloped in 
shade; where there is a shadow there 
is a substance. Substance is but the 
phenomena of an inner working prin
ciple or power; that power is every
where. IT HAS BEEN STATED THAT 
IF A TREE SHOULD FALL IN THE 
FOREST AND THERE WAS NO EAR 
TO HEAR, THE FALLING OF THE 
TREE WOULD MAKE NO NOISE OR 
SOUND.

In the abstract the statement is true, 
must be true, because noise or sound is 
the vibration of air on the drum of the 
ear. .

Then again it might be stated that 
I he tree in the forest did not exist, if 
there was no eye to see it. If it were 
possible to remove the eye, tlie tree 
would still exist as tlie phenomena of 
life principle, but as that life is every
where and cannot be annihilated and is 
the origin of all eyes and ears as well 
as trees, there is no power In the uni
verse to destroy either the one or the 
other. . ■ ■

There is no existing power to destroy 
life- or to remove it from a given point. 
The principle of life fills all space. A 
certain form of phenomena which mani
fests life may be removed, but only to 
give place to another form. The lower 
is subject to the higher. The higher 
cannot be displaced but by the still 
higher. This piust be so. Thought can 
.nof.fiQjH>q|ye of a, thing wjfich hqa no 
existence '■•éxpélHñg -the ■ everywhere 
present principle of life. The strong 
man armed who keepeth his palace Is 
not only expelled by a stronger than he.

I have said that substance is but tlie 
phenomena of an Inner-working power, 
and that power is everywhere present. 
Nature abhors a vacuum, and there
fore never makes one—more correctly 
speaking never permits one.

To help the ordinary reader to a clear 
conception of Important fundamental 
principles, let us turn to the word 
vacuum in Webster. There may be 
found the noun pointing to the word 
supra. Turn then to the word supra, 
the Latin preposition signifying above, 
over or beyond, continue to follow the 
line of the adjective until you come to 
the word Superlapsarlan, from the 
Latin supre, above, lapsus, fall. Then 
read the full definition—"One of that 
class of Calvanists who believe that 
God's decree of election determined 
that man should fall, in order that the 
opportunity might be furnished of se
curing the redemption of a part of the 
race. The decree of salvation being 
conceived of as ¡former, before or be
yond, and not after or following the 
lapse or fall.”

Opinions such as that expressed In 
said quotation could only be formed in 
the absence of knowledge of natural 
law, which governs the universal prin
ciple of life and is an eternal principle 
behind all phenomena.

The Idea of an arbitrary and vindic
tive power creating an indllvdual out of 
a grain of sand or a particle of matter 
and breathing into the same the breath 
of life that the individuals thus created 
without any choice of their own might 
be destroyed or subjected to eternal 
suffering, is too gross and crude to bear 
thoughtful investigation for a moment 
without the idea tumbling to atoms.

There can be nothing more contrary 
to natural law than the thought of the 
infinite principle of life destroying or 
planing for the suffering of part of it
self.

It is a well established fact in science 
that all life Is one, and that the infinite 
principle of life fills all space.

It takes Infinite space to hold infinite 
spirit. ■’■■■■

If a portion of life could be destroyed 
the remaining could no longer be the 
Infinite. This is conclusive evidence 
that nature not only abhors a vacuum, 
but cannot permit one. '

There are certain things that God the 
Infinite spirit cannot do. God cannot 
lie, and as an old farmer very thought
fully said, God cannot make a two-year- 
old colt In a minute.

Neither can God destroy life. God is 
life, God is law, God is love. These 
are principles eternal and indestructi
ble. These principles can never suffer. 
They can never die. Tho spirit of lite 
in the mortal body is in tlie first stage 
of Individual existence. The child in 
the first grade at school Is not suf
ficiently advanced in knowledge to un
derstand the why and wherefore of 
problems being grasped in higher 
grades nor the far-reaching purpose of 
the discipline of the'school. Those who 
witnessed the late fire In the Chicago 
theater where six hundred, or over, hu
man beings were subjected to condi
tions resulting in the change called 
death, were horrified at what they be
lieved to be a dreadful destruction of 
life. There was no destruction of life. 
Life is indestructible. There has never 
been a single Individual life lost since 
the world was first inhabited.
' .For. the. development of the race it 
was necessary that a shroud of dark- 
ndss.'should be wrapped arpund each In-: 
dividual' with just enough. light for’ do-- 
velopment. • It is thus wlth> every form 
of life with,. 1 • . -

"Here and there a glint or gleam • 
■ To moderate the gloom."

All life is thus developed.
The negative conditions are absolute

ly necessary for the development of tha 
life principle.

The knowledge of natural law now 
being attained to by the race is lifting 
the gloom by unwrapping the shroud. 
The continuity and indestructibility of 
life are now understood as fixed facts.

There are no accidents in lite. Acci
dent presupposes something unforeseen 
and unprovided for; such cqnnot be un
der a perfect law behind which stands 
infinite wisdom, power and love.

The unforeseen and unprovided for 
can be found only in the budgets of 
finite governments.

If there are no accidents the reader 
may raise the question, where does the 
human responsibility point cease and 
the divine law begin? Tho divine law 
Is expressed without beginning or end, 
it Is infinite and therefore Includes all 
things. But what about the neglect, 
oversight or wilful act of the indi
vidual? What of the man who plans for 
the destruction of the steamboat or 
passenger train?

Infinite provision covers everything. 
It cannot be that Infinite Intelligence 
was unaware of the coming event of the 
Chicago theater fire. Now, .if it was a 
disaster in our acceptation of the term 
and Infinite Intelligence knew of its ap
proach and failed to give warning so as 
to obviate the same, then God or good
ness is to blame for the disaster.

This cannot be so.
Infinite goodness cannot be to blame 

for anything.
If through a deliberate act on the part 

of some individual the fire occurred, 
that individual must suffer according to 
the measure of his violation of law. 
Whore there is no law broken there can 
be no suffering. When we say the in
nocent suffer with the guilty we make 
a statement which has no basis In 
sound philosophy. Such a statement 
may appear true, but can only so ap
pear to the mind that has not yet dis
covered tho even poise of divine govern
ment.

When such a discovery is made men 
will not bo punished as our human laws 
now punish, but will be educated so as 
to assist them to'a higher plane and 
will be left to learn obedience through ' 
the chastisement of divine law in the 
remorse of their own spirits. This is 
tlie only natural retribution and is ac
cording tp the divine plan.

. The logical mind ' apprehending 
soilfid' philosophy must ever discri jnip- 
ale between the suffering which results 
in deformity of spirit through personal 
disobedience to divine law and the 
trials which come through the disobedi
ence of another. The former suffer^ as 
the evil-doer, the latter is the Christ 
suffering. They are distinct, yet both 
tend to' ultimate good.

Knowing all things and making pro
vision for all so that all things work 
together for the good of all is the prin
ciple of the divine law behind which 
stands Infinite wisdom, power and love.

WM. STRONG.
Hamilton, Canada. .

The sweet birds sing their -songs of 
: : love ■ ...

. To the birdlings in their nest;
They sing to them the love of God, 

, Within their feathered breast.
The birdlings hear and soon repeat 

Their melodies of glee; :
They love the God of nature 

In that dear old sheltering tree. .
They build their nest a model home 

From nature’s bounteous store, .
Possessing now, material 

They never owned before.
All nature to their needs responds, 

They gather with delight;
They know no God or peasantry 

Their happiness, to blight. '
Now step across the.border-line .

And view the creature man;
Made in God’s own image, 

Christened ruler of his plan.
Instead of love's sweet melodies, 

You hear the wail for rest;
The famished mother's darling babe 

Lies starving at her breast.
Oh, Nature! Sweet abiding grace, 

Why have we from thee strayed;
And brought about this sad unrest, 

When all thy laws are staid?
We see thy bounties everywhere, 

In every land and clime, 
Extended to thy creatures free, 

For all thy wants sublime.
The laws of nature never change. 

In any time or age;
Her offer to the last born babe, 

She offered to the sage. .
So learn the lesson she doth teach;

Her rules are strict but true;
You must conform to nature’s laws, 

She cannot come to you.
THOMAS H. FARMER

Braddock, Pa. •

There are gems of wondrous brightness 
Ofttlmes lying at our feet,

And we pass them, walking thought
less

Down the busy crowded street;
If we knew, our pace would slacken— 

We would stop more oft with care, 
Lest our careless feet be treading 

To the earth some jewel rare.
If we knew what hearts are aching

' For the comfort we might bring;
If we knew what souls are yearning 

For the sunshine we could fling;
If we knew what feet are weary 

Walking pathways roughly laid, 
We would quickly hasten forward, 

Stretching forth our hands to aid.
If we knew what friends around us 

Feel a want they never tell—
That some word we’ve lightly spoken 

Pained and wounded where it fell, 
We. would speak in accerts tender 

■ To each friend we chanced to meet; 
iWe would give to each one freely 

Smiles of sympathy so sweot.
-. —Frank L. Stanton.
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During the month of February we vis
ited rour.locq.1 societies, .served the 
Michigan ' State Association at its mid
winter meeting held at Jackson, Mich.,, 
did the preliminary work of the Indiana 
State Convention, and helped to com-: 
plete the organization. , ;

The Michigan ' mid-winter meeting 
was a very successful one in point ■ of 
numbers in attendance and in'the;pros- 
entation of the philosophy and 'phenom
ena of Spiritualism- Thé work of the 
mediums and speakers present was of 
the highest order and of the most con
vincing character. Much good for our 
cause and the cause of organization was 
accomplished.

We visited Sturgis where we held 
four meetings. We succeeded in char
tering this society with tire Michigan 
State Association. This society Owns 
tire oldest Spiritualist church in -the 
world. Hitherto this society has held 
aloof from the state and national organ
ization; but now that they come to see. 
tlie great good that is being done by 
these organizations they have gladly 
swung into line and taken a charter 
with the Michigan State Association. 
One by one societies as well as individ
uals who have not favored organiza
tion are coming to see the mighty im-
portance of organized
.work for Spiritualism.

At Flint, Ind., we found 
clety that we organized

cooperative

the little 80- 
thtee years

■4"
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TEMPLE DEDICATION LAKE HELEN, FLA.

Jie Illuminates Our Columns With Scintillating îhouglit
MIND RAISED UP FROM MATTER.

By Professor Edgar L. Larkin.

And pow comes good Brother Geo. W. Lewis, A. M.,' 
hailing from San Francisco, with a. two-column article 
■in The Progressive Thinker, for Feb. 27, in an en
deavor to shake up the solid Echo Mountain, and the 
Lowe Observatory. And Brother Francis, up at 40 
Loomis street, Chicago, goes on dreadfully, saying: 
that it is a trenchant, well-reasoned criticism.”, _The 
trouble came because, just an astronomer committed 
the ippardonable'“Great Psychological Crime” of 
writing in the “psychic way.” , And this.is a mystery 
—why psychologists do not like astronomers to write, 
about mind. One would think that explorers of the 
siderial universe would be the very ones able to “cut 
mind out of space,” and bring it to the earth all ready 
for use. Mr. Lewis opens up by writing, “Had the

ago, still active; it has only a dozen , 
members, yet it has held regular meet- , 
ings once in two weeks ever since It ' 
was organized, besides holding an occa- 1 
sional meeting in a’ public hall when- i 
ever they have been able to secure a 
Jiublic worker.

This little society has paid its dues ’ 
and taken up a collection once each i 
year for the benefit of the N. 8. A. It ( 
has never deemed it a hardship, but a 
Jjrivilege to thus help the good causa 1 
along. It has lost one or two of its 1 
most active members by their passing 
to the higher life but they have never 
become discouraged in the good work. J 
The members will see to it that no' one 
of their society is buried by an ortho
dox minister, but when one shall pass , 
to tlie higher life a Spiritualist funeral 
with a competent Spiritualist minister 1 
will be in attendance to comfort the 
friends and carry out the wishes of the 
arisen one. Some other societies 
might profit by emulating its methods.

The Lafayette (Ind.) society that we 
organized recently, is doing nicely. It 
has leased tlie Unlversalist church of 
that place for one year, and when we 
were there they were having it re-pa
pered and refitted. The members are 
working hard to place Spiritualism on 
Its proper plane and to lift it out of the 
disrepute into which the “fortune-teller" 
fakirs have dragged it. The cause is 
safe in the hands of tills society and 
will bo vindicated and defended, while 
ts teachings will be properly presented 
to the public through the efforts of its 
members. .

We stopped at Elwood, Ind., and held 
a seance on our way to Anderson, Ind., 
meeting with some of the good friends 
there, and then went on to tlie State 
Convention.

The Indiana State Convention which 
was held at Anderson, Ind., Feb 26 to 
28, Inclusive, was a grand gathering of 
tho representative Spiritualists of the , 
state. It wa^ a very harmonious con
vention and most excellent work was 
done. Among other things the foliow- 

-ing by-law was adopted:
Art 11 of the By-Laws of the Indiana 

State Spiritualist Association—Sec. 1. 
The president shall appoint one super
intendent for each congressional dis
trict in the state. Said appointment to 
be approved by the board of trustees.

Each superintendent shall have the 
supervision of his own district under 
the authority and direction of the said 
board of trustees and shall co-operate 
with the president in missionary work, 
and. together shall devise ways and 
means by which missionaries may be 
employed in his territory.

Sec. 2. The superintendents are au
thorized to visit and encourage socle
ties, assist in organizing new ones and 
arrange dates for missionaries.

Sec. 4. Superintendents shall make 
quarterly reports to the secretary ot 
the state board of trustees of the finan
cial and spiritual condition of the so
cieties under their respective chargee.

Sec. 5. The superintendents shall 
report to the president the presence of 
any person or persons in their respect
ive districts known to them to be un
worthy of confidence, or impostors do
ing or attempting to do business as 
physical or mental mediums or both, or 
teaching or attempting to teach the re
ligion of Spiritualism.

Sec. 6. It shall be the duty of the 
president upon the receipt of such In
formation to forward to all of the su
perintendents a copy of the same, to
gether with instructions to the superin
tendents to make copies of the same 
and to forward them to the secretaries 
of the societies under their charge, to 
the end that the public as well as the 
Spiritualists and our genuine mediums 
may be protected.

With this provision ot the by-laws 
properly carried out, societies may be 
kept alive and made stronger, new 
ones will spring into existence.

Quarterly meetings in which the so
cieties of a district may participate will 
be inaugurated, mass-meetings and con- 

1 ventions held, circuits arranged with, 
good speakers and mediums placed 
upon them, and many other good 
things may be done to carry the work 
into every part of the state.

The appointing of superintendents, as 
this by-law provides, will be a great 
help in driving out unscrupulous per
sons who disgrace our beloved cause, as 
provisions are made by which they may 
be published to every society in the 
state. This may be carried to every 
part of the United States and our cause 
freed from them and the innocent peo- 

1 pie protected. .
| We are receiving letters from differ
ent parts of the country telling of the 
awful havoc these fakirs are creating in 
our ranks. Some of them have the 

' ‘‘gallrt to announce themselves as N.
i S. A. missionaries, which ’according to 

law, makes them candidates for the 
; penitentiary. '

•- Here is an extract from one of these 
| letters.' "This city has been overrun 
I with frauds and self-styled mediums.
'■ Last fall Dr.

A Gala Day for the Spiritualists of San 
Diego, Cal,

Notes From Southern Cassadaga Camp*

PERSON/VL
M/YGNETISM

article been written by a layman, it would have re
ceived the ridicule of the general public.” This 
never struck me, for the one universal testimony of 
the history of man is that every discovery, without a 
noted exception, has not only met ridicule from the 
“general public” but intense ridicule, invective and 
scorn, from those who displayed A. M., LL. D., B. S., 
etc., in several prominent cases. Thus Benjamin 
Franklin’s original paper on lightning rods was ex
cluded from the Philosophical Transactions,and fierce 
denunciation was hurled at his devoted head.

Young’s proofs of the undtilatory theory of light 
was abused by the Edinburg/Review as follows: “It 
contains more fancies, more blunders, more unfound-, 
ed hypotheses, more gratuitous fictions, all upon the 
same field, and from the fertile, yet fruitless brain of 
the same eternal Dr. Young.”

Thomas Gray, by the same scientific journal, was 
declared insane because he said railroads could be 
built and operated, and suggested that he be thrust 
into an insane asylum. Scientific men testified -that 
no locomotive could exceed twelve miles per hour; 
and ocean steamers were declared impossible. Even

Sunday,’March u; was truly a gala 
day for tho Spiritualists of San Diego, 

_________________ as it was the occasion of the dedication 
mattep.for they have inertia, tlie inUil’ent property of
matter,. 1 r. I taxed the capacity of the auditorium,

Entire millions of human beings for centuries, be-1 but it was estimated that fully two 
iieved that mind existed befteind-ter; and at; this ^^ned
point, Jt could go on writnigAin hjjurs per day toy a | plainly ev|,deuced by th® smiling faces 
ygar,. searching the labyrinths‘and’mazes 6f Vedanta, I of the officers and members of tho so- 
Samkhya, Yogi, Nyaya, llimiiinSttJfiVaistKhika and I ciety, for jtewah the materialization df 
other,primeval-Aryan philoappMeg m them exploya- l0^,^e8^°^d^
ions of thought, human mefitahty-and soul, and then I solo by Master Bernhard Lydick, ac

he ho "nearer the origin of mind than in the beginning, componied by Miss Clark, our regular 
Nor matter. Which begah iii^t/or’Wt'hbf both came organist after which, invocation was 
to a Wiping simultaneous, Wether either ever j/^'a Pay1, ‘president of the 
ha,d a begipnmg; or whethermind wasimade out ot Busy Bees, in & felicitous manner and 
matter, or matter out of min'd, are .questions unknow-1 in behalf of that auxiliary, presented 
able in the present state, of the. human mlfid. . the furnishiugs .of the. auditorium, to the

B« a hi, “ W
covered germ burst forth from mental heat, ihe ray I A beautiful symbol in shape of a floral 
shot across them.” “ The existent sprang -frbm that ] key, composed of white carnations, was 
which existed not.” Grand Hynfin of .Creation Rig presented to.the guiding spirit inteiu- 
V„j„Y 79 - ■ gences having charge of the First So-
vcuu A. iz, , • . ■ . ■ ’ ■*; . ,,, I ciety, which was responded to through

Here in the infancy of man, it was thought that I ^0 organism of Mrs. Lilly M.,Thiebaud. 
made the germ of the universe burst-forth. How the I In addition to the music of the regular 
“covered germ” came to be is notinentioned, and no choir, which was really excellent, sev- 
„.1 •_ -n eralsoloswererenderedbyMlssRus-allusion IS made to proof. sell, one of San Diego’S sweet singers,

Here, is the venerable Aryan Hindu law-giver I and a fino mandolin, duet by the Misses 
Manu’s account of the beginning. Nothing is done I Beck, -who are expert performers on 
in universe building until Deity inakes himself visible teese instruments, their lovely music to mind. Thus, “He, whom the mind alone can con-1 ^Xgreatly t0 the en3oyment of toe 
ceive, whose essence eludes the external organs, who Th0 OpeniDg address, catholic and 
has no visible parts, who exists from eternity, conciliatory in tone and spirit, was de
even He, the Soul of all Beihgs, shone forth «vered by Dr. J. M. Peebles, who al- 
hr ” "From. ' Swe»e Soul Ho
drew forth mind, existing substantially, though I i0Di und following the usual custom, he

the Academy of France hurled ridicule (it the-great 
astronomer, Arago, for saying there could be an elec
tric telegraph. Fossils of animals in solid stone, mill
ions of years old,'-were declared to be special crea: 
tions, ail at once. Chloroform, hypnotism, all reforms 
in medicine, met with withering calumny; and the list 
may be extended. The theory advanced that mind is 
a phase of matter is not new, it is as old as Hindu phi
losophy.

Mr. Lewis writes: “For while the assertions in sup
port of his propositions are numerous, his evidence is 
most conspicuous by its total absence.” True, for 
none living among men know what mind is, and there
fore all proof is impossible. By far the ablest psy
chologists that ever lived on earth were the mighty 
philosophers of India; they reveled for thousands of 
years in the most critical analysis of mind, and failed 
utterly to find what it is. One theory put forth by 
them was that mind is unutterably refined tenuous 
matter. No trace of proof was offered. The atom 
of hydrogen is so minute, that if the minds of men 
should become perhaps one thousand times more 
acute, they, then, would be unable to begin to think of 
its smallness. But J. J. Thomson has indicated that 
there are bodies of only the one-thousandth of thq 
mass of the hydrogen atom. He gave the name—cor
puscle—to these bodies, and the entire world of sci
ence adopted it. The most refined speculations of the 
Hindu sages, did not ascend to this division of mat
ter. They are beyond the infinitesimals of any math
ematical order. They are now known to be electric
ity itself, pure and simple, or to be filled with it to sat
uration. ■

Again, Mr. Lewis says: “But he fails to intimate, 
even, how matter, though divided into infinitesimal 
particles, can be transmuted —‘raised up’—into 
mind.” The reason for this omission is, I do not 
know what mind or matter is. Yet, I now believe and 
have believed from my boyhood, that mind is incon
ceivably refined matter.— .

He asks, “Is there any evidence in support of his 
proposition ? ” Not that I am aware of; still my belief 
that mind is matter is now stronger than it was fifteen

(giving his name)'
camo; sent, so he said, to organize. He 

I had a line hall three nights. He was
'full’ each night and . then had 'jjtn- 

!■ jams’; called It ‘obsession’; then left
the city. There is a Dr.------— now oh
trial, brought on requisition (from an-, 
other state)’for swindling;' who was 
here posing as a clairvoyant p.nd trance 
medium. Tie got hums ranging from 
$100 to 5600 from several parlies hero 
.whom he made believe he could tell 
thorn where largo sums of money were 
hurled. And so of some? of . the phe-

The days and the week at Lake 
Helen, Florida, have been all too short! 
to compass the work we wished -to ac
complish. The services upon Thursday 
and Saturday were well attended and 
the work .divided between Mrs. Coffman 
and Mr. Colville. Mr. Colville’s won
derful power of inspiration is bringing 
out many to hear him from the sur
rounding country, as well as the ex
cursionists who make this one of their 
stopping places, and his gift of song is 
also a great addition to the .meetings, 
and our own singers, ^ligs Whitney, 
and Miss Salinas, whether they, are 
needed In concerts or to assist in plays, 
they are always ready and most willing
ly accede to all requests. We were 
very fortunate to have their assistance 
in the absence of the one engaged.

Mrs. Coffman is mailing manytrlends, 
and in both public and private work is

How Prominent Men Develop This ' 
Power and Use It to Influence; 
Others—Women, Too, Adepts In, 
This Mysterious Art. '

A Reporter Makes Astounding 
Discoveries — Secret Methodsj 
Which Charm and Fascinate 
the Human Mind. *

High Priests of the Occult Reveal) 

Jealously Guarded Secrets ot ■ 
Years—A Wonderful New Book 
by Prominent New York Men.

Shegiving help to those who need Jt. She 
is very versatile, being used by her

unperceived by sense; immaterial, and before mind or dedicated the new temple to all holy 
the reasoning power, He produced consciousness, the us®8 and to GoA .
internal monitor. From Aryoxi, Hindu, the Laws of I more Inclined on his part to
Manu. dedicate the temple solely to the uses

. . Literature does not present anything to compare I and needs ot humanity instead of the 
'with this. It was committed tQ writing at least 1,500 I God,B' “ estimation God had ai- 
B. C„ and Max Muller shows that the text was memo- who made one ot
rized for centuries before the invention of writing, I the best speeches of tlie day, empha- 
and after being considered too sacred to be written. I sized the fact, that Spiritualism and 
Thus 'Deity produced consciousness before reason. Spiritualist were unalterably opposed 

a j xi • /• n. i au u -a .aJ «« to the shedding of blood, and henceAiid this: Before them both, Ho-¿produced Soul, or I enemies to all war, and it was his 
the first expansion of the Divine’¡ Idea.” Laws of earnest conviction that above all things 
Manu Book I. Not a verse in the fifty-four Bibles of else we should dedicate our temple to 
mankind 'ever mention the word pr,oof, and no relig- Pe^®' ,
ion ancient or modern contains an intimation of proof, I old-time1 worker of National city, 
And strange to relate, since Mr. Lewis replied tame, I expressed her satisfaction with the cui- 
I have looked over great books o«'psychology, mak-1 mlnatlon ot our plans, and rejoiced that 
ing intricate research into .¡every known ramification hVQrbrairaD<raJ3 . . ,. , , ,, , ,. . _ vere illness as to, be able to Join in the
of mmd, and m no book, was the slightest notice given I thanksgiving and festivities of the day. 
of proof. Therefore, whemimy ■ critic asks for any I The closing speech was made by the 
hint of proof that “Mind is rinsed to from matter,” I well-known medium and all-around 
at once collapse. Were he to^k n/f for proofs of any ™1*er> tT-ii1
religious belief whatever, I wwld swoon again, rlhus lugs oI spiritualism.
no proof has ever been found for any historic relig- During the exercises President Buss 
ion; yet the millinos keep on believing, and always I very feelingly referred to Capt. Fei- 
»m i Mi™ ».ny thinrfUt«.My »f x“.

proof. Ihe vast works of Kant, Spinoza, Hegel, Du-1 donations, including the ground on 
gald Stewart, Sir William Hamilton1, Herbert Spencer, which the temple stands, founded the 
McCosh and all other psycllbligsfe, and logicians I nucleus of a house or temple of our 
rear their colossal fabrics, n?)t on proof, at all, but on ^caMttgh We’Sm of

Intuitions of the Mma. i; _ Mrs. Thleband. On more than one oc-
In my ignorance of the nature of-mmd or its cause, I caslpn has he expressed his satisfaction 

I always when taking up a book-pii psychology, fall I teat while in the physical form he was 
to theorizing strivip^ IftfefelfetJwses^.will he" as^tle

account for the ,facts, noted. .aln'.wiese imaginings, 11 frlendaon ,thls occasion that he had lost 
found it easier to think that mind was made of mat-1 none of his interest in the upbuilding of

minutes ago, when I began writing this note. No 
shadow even, of proof has ever been given to me that 
I have a soul, still, I persistently and obstinately be
lieve that I possess one. With ever-inereasing obdu
racy, I now believe that this soul is made'of matter. 
Baek of this belief, I have forty centuries of the most 
profound, occult, esoteric, arcane, and refined litera
ture and philosophy of the Golden Age of India, in its 
antiquity. .

Countless millions of human beings have lived and 
died in the belief that mind,soul, spirit, thought, ego, 
all are composed of matter. Literature teems with the 
term, “spiritual body,” the word “body” meaning an 
object made of matter. Else the words “body” and 
“object” could not be used. However this belief of 
vanished millions does not make the doctrine true. 
No combination of microscopes mentioned by Mr. 
Lewis, will ever be able to see a corpuscle, but, they 
are known to exist. If the metal in a one-grain phar
macist’s weight be expanded so that its particles 
should fill an ordinary room, the rarity would be far 
beyond human comprehension, but let it be divided 
so'that its corpuscles will fill sixty-six cubic miles of 
space, then all concepts formed in the brain of man 
concerning the tenuity are utterly useless. Yet, this 
was the state of matter now in the sun and planets 
when expanded to distance, half-way to our nearest 
neighbor.

Mr. Lewis is in a worse condition than I am, for he 
comes right out and quotes Oliver Lodge thus: 
“Again, speaking of the ether, he says: ‘Substance it 
may be, matter it is not.’” Here is an assertion 
wilder than any that has appeared in history before. 
The words read * ‘ substance is not matter. ” No trace 
of proof is offered, no distinction is given between the 
words, and no hint is given that proof exists. The lit
erature of the occult world in all ages, presents re
peated accounts of mind moving gross matter. State
ments have been made under oath that weights, fur
niture, and human bodies, have been lifted into tho-air 
by mind. . .Whole books are now appearing here and' 
in Europe on “thought power.” Electricity is de
fined as “power,” “force,” energy,” “mode of mo
tion,” “activity,” and the like, but it is also known to 
be matter, for its ultimate Thomsonian corpuscles, are

nomenal medium .whqhWbboeh hero; 
they hhyo hten detected at fraud, or 
drunk. This.has glken Bpifltuallsni.il.. 
bad odor,' and made thq moro Jntelil;, 

; gent people very skeptical.’.’ '
The above Is a fair feamplo of'tlibaa- 

I jettors, though t----- . ’ ' “ ‘some o£ them toll tuo I

story in detail; causing tears to fill, 
one’s -eye^ whllo reading them. Socie
ties arty rutted, peopWtobbcd,. cheated 
and deeelvqd’.by these land pirates .and 
all In the hjuiiô. of our.bcautiiul .Spirit-- 
uallsm.. , .? .

’'Let the Spiritualists of every state 
(issoclqjloix appoint-siipejlntendonta to; 
look aftoftholr-lntcreste in ., their- nl- 
letted 'districts, and thus, help to -froo 
ourselves from this condition -which 
threatens the, ruin of tho good work of 
Spiritualism- in. many localities.

1 ELM SPRAGUE AND WIED, ’ 
" N. S. A. Missionaries.

guides for different manifestations, and 
has entertained and instructed .many 
by her mediumship, both 011 th0 plat
form and among those who surround 
Her. ■ Mr. Colville received a letter from 
abroad not long sipce and handed it to 
her to psychometrize before he 
opened It, and she at once brought out 
the main ideas contained In the letter 
without hesitation. Upon opening the 
letter the statements were verilled by 
its contents.

On Tuesday the service took the 
form of a funeral service at the same 
time that Burt Kellogg’s funeral serv
ice was being held in Cleveland, Ohio. 
We gave notice last week of his pass
ing out and it comforted ids father and 
mother to listen to consoling words 
here when their heart's desire was to 
have been where they could once more 
see the "garment of llesh” that had 
become so dear to them, although we 
felt sure his spirit was with us. They 
were very brave, and all were thankful 
that they knew the veil was very thin 
between their boy and them.

Among the amusements of Die week 
has been the old folks gathering. They 
were the honored guests of the Ladies’ 
Auxiliary. Mr. Wheeler, of Massachu
setts, and Mrs. Cole, of Michigan, 
dressed in the style of “ye olden time,” 
declaring themselves over a hundred 
years old, shaking hands with Wash
ington's only remaining "body serv-

ter, than that matter was manufactured from mind, tho cause in this sunny land, and de- 
Many wise Aryan psychologists thought for centuries I ^tb^n^11*£pe8 and Promlses 
that the latter is. the simplest. Mathematicians do I auxiliary, society, too much
not think, they have proof unless they can get the praise can not be bestowed upon the 
clutch of mathematics on the case. A Iddge, stock .“®us? ..J® ,.t*ielr. “am®,company, society or club, haslawfl’and by-laws, little I ^ismS ^ftte

minor rules. Now mathematicians revel in the tact new temple auditorium as well as tem- 
thàt.the law of gravity of Newton and the three laws pie hall-‘ ■
of Kepler, are rock-hewn mathematical laws of Na- I , The building is 40,by 60 feet in size, 
ture But some stupendous discovery may be made, I ‘Bapca^yr VasXge^unny^ffi5 

besides which these majestic laws will dwindle to I dows and is lighted; throughout by elec- 
mere by-laws. The entire universe of what may be I tricity.' The auditorium is seated with 
termed finer forces, or finer matter,' awaits explora- comfortable opera chairs, the floor 
tion.‘ Some deny its existence, while others of finer ¿J ^00/containing tee“^
minds, already see its eneffable majesty approaching, I row of seat'sJjoing the same height of 
iike à ship out of mist. Beware Of calling for proof, I the rostrum, affording unobstructed 
it is immense, for all that has happened on this planet I vW °f the speaker. The lower room 
under the heads of metaphysics,, religion, psychology, ¿the^Bidetht
theosophy, philosophy, logic, and hypotheses m gen- rostrum, while in, the rear are closets, 
oral, havo no trace even, of proof.- kitchen and a library of more than four

We live in a universe so inconceivably large, and I hundred volumes, while a stairway 
.whose works require such vast periods of time for I ^X with toe auditorium abova8 C°n’ 

their consummation, that the entire existence of man I a lyceunfis constantly maintained 
affords a mere glimpse. He gazés a moment on the which is now under the supervision of 
stupendous scene and dies. How would a microbe I a8d^Sotor’ an(di a
that lives but one hour, be able to write a history of g00d fesulte’has lately been formed*urn 
the world? All that we know or.think we know may I der the leadership of William Thurber, 
be so insignificant, that it should not be brought for- I This is auxiliary to ihe regular society 
■ward in any case as proof. Proof iffIhis world is ^toereXte“ 
scarcer than radium and hard to get. When secured I pleasing episode of the dedication 
it is seen to be immense. I will be glad to fall in with I was the receipt of a telegram of con- 
anybody in person or by mail Who has knowledge gratulation from J. Shaw Gillespie, 
hHRod on absolute nroof ' I PreaIdeat tee state association,based on aDSOiut p . I æ110 Présent officers and board of di

I wrote t Alcoholic find other, poisons acting on I rectors are as follows: c. A. Buss 
brain cells can disturb, distort and.finally destroy the I president; Mrs. c. A. Dodge, vlce-pres- 
rnind.” Mr. Lewis quotes this and adds one of the ¡dent; T. J. McFeron, secretary; M. D. 
most remarkable sentences éver-pHrited':“This asser- ¡^k^d p1 F^idT^ffirtingtht list 
tion is simply gratuitous.” Now I hereby assert that I |vary j^ber of tee board^s a worker 
I have seen human minds destroyed by alcohol. and all are harmonious in devising

Mr. Lewis refers to the experiments of Professor I ways and means to increase the useful- 
Bose in the University of Calcutt^here he.poisoned ^X^^Sles 
a human nerve and an iron wire witn alcohol, cocaine, I josophy which ever pretends to demon
oxalic acid, etc., and the nerve refused to convey Sen-1 strate thé continuity of life.
sation. and so did the iron—that'isy it refused to carry I Many sacrifices have been made and 
eleetrieitv when noisoned. - ’ much hard work P0rf°rmed by theeieetncny wnen poisoneu.__ ____ ________ friends in their determination to own a

. Mr.-Lewis says : These experiments amount to this I bome of their own, and while all have 
anclnothing more. Streams of éleéiriCity course hlong. willingly performed their part accord- 
the nerves of the human body,‘inff in like manner I tog to their ability, and while it is true’ 
electricity flows oyer the> barsutS WhStt t^cwperatloToF 
chlorpform and poisons ha.ve the some effect upon the I rank and file, it is but just that 
electric current, whether itilcirbùit be over a human I great credit be given to President c. A 
nerve or a bar of iron. ’ ’ In reply, Lwill say, I know it. Bu8a> r°r his faithfulness and untiring

The article, “Mind Raised Up From Matter,” was ceK coMummation.r PlanS to a 8U°’ 
BùbJîfihed in the hope that somq^dy would be in-1 Notwithstanding the dedicatory ser- 
duceito begin the study of thqi,^onder of all ages, I vices which were an addition to the reg- 
the -occult philosophy of the aiment Hindus. Its “tar iprogram, a good-sized audience as

u eninrtlI Xaudlawheo Win M “th“roB^m 
greait-rlipidity. I only wished. tOTjjjirry it along. But f0rAtho. month: of. March, while your 
llpwridiculous to calif or proofof [¿pything under the I serlba-wlir. attempt to hold the fort 
heads of mind, religion, philosophy or metaphysics of witothe National. Avenue Society, any kind’. ’ . •WA»#.LARKIN. - b ° “C8"d’

■ Lowe'Observatory; Echo Mpuntain,-Cal,- I ■•’.’i - ; will c. HODGE
■ ____ '.................................. . ' • ■ t I Tl^e-Willard. .. v

I < 1 ' ! mo è lin ' 1 '» 1... • -
Wo Will 8eijd.you Fro^n^.^repald 

a bottle of Veraol-PalthMtotik (formerly 
known ■ as Vernal Saw' Palmetto Berry 

’ Wine). Only- ono dobO’A’'<lay 'perfectly 
cures indigestion,.constipation, -kidney, 
bladder- and-prostate; ■ Bond at 

,o$qot and herconvinced that “there 18'a 
curpfpr all'Stomach’tfMtbW,'depressed1 
cdndltlon& of mucous-* membrane, ■ In*' 
eluding catarrh in the head, stomach', 

bowels and ttlwy itusgoJiiSii --".......
Rcmomber, you’ get’lMfiolutely free 

by sending a poktal fes'Vfernal Remedy 
- Co., 462 SonctmUulldfii'g.'Bliitalo, N. Y.

ant” and declaring ho was "most a 
boy side of them.” The very old peo
ple, like children of to-day, kept 
things lively. They wanted to dance 
"money musk” and "French four," and 
put some ginger into it and aided by tho 
other costumed friends they put in 
plenty of steps, just as folks used to 
when they were young, and what was 
the surprise of the officers of tho La
dies' organization after "tho woman In 
white” had discoursed upon "Ghost 
Land” from whence she came to have 
the old people who were sitting beside 
the improvised fire place with a stand 
near them, upon which a lighted tallow 
candle gave out its dim light, call out in 
no feeble tones, asking, "if they were 
not going to have something to eat.” 
Tho ladies were fortunate enough to 
havo anticipated the request, and 
at once served old-fashioned twisted 
fried cakes, cheese and coffee. It was 
no easy matter, for the crowd was 
large, but all entered Into the spirit ot 
the occasion with a zest that would 
have put to shame the dainty appetites 
and desire for sweets and salads of the 
present day. Our mediums, Mrs. Coff
man, Mr. Colville, Mrs.- Witter, Mrs. 
Stephens and Mrs. Bartholomew, gave 
readings and earned quite a nice sum 
for the society.

The president of tho Ladles’ Auxili
ary made a plea for funds and over $40 
was raised in money and enough sub
scribed for our new dancing pavilion, 
to swell the sum to over a hundred dol
lars.

It was the first public plea made for 
money at Southern Cassadaga this year. 
Whatever has come into our hands has 
come for amusements and benefits re
ceived, and an equivalent has been re
ceived every time.

Another pleasant affair of recent 
date was the celebration of the birth
day of the three Marys, at Hotel Cassa
daga-Mrs. Stephens, of Washington, 
Mrs. Brown, of Philadelphia, and Mrs. 
Baker, of Kansas City. The writer was 
made chairwoman of the affair, and 
calls for speeches were responded to in 
a most pleasing manner. Prof. Peck, 
Dr. Hilligoss, Mrs. Coffman, Mrs. Mc
Dougal, Mrs. Wheeler, Mrs. Buchanan, 
Mr. Wheeler, Mr. Birkhauser, Mr. Hop
kins and others responded in a very 
happy way, and then the three Marys 
made their speeches. Mary of Wash
ington, spoke of her desire for in
creased usefulness and a willingness to 
use her gift for the betterment of hu
manity. Mary of Philadelphia, one 
whose life is devoted to the best there 
is in Spiritualism and expressed 
thanks that in a place so far from home 
that day of days should be remembered, 
and we who knew thought she was 
longing for the sound of a child’s voice 
from Philadelphia, who would say, "Let 
me kiss you, grandma.” And the 
queenly Mary of Kansas City, with head 
snow-crowned, spoke but little, only 
words of thanks, but we knew the au
thor of Ruby Dane and other books and 
poems blessed the friendp, who thought 
and spoke so kindly of her, while her 
husband who came here looking for a 
healing power, has found it in the resin
ous air and balmy breezes of our beau
tiful South land. Ice cream, lemonade 
and cake were served, and willing 
hands assisted Mrs. Sage to make all 
delightful and joyous for the “Three 
Marys.”

On Wednesday, under the manage
ment of H. A. Budlngton, one of the 
most enjoyable occasions of the season 
occurred. It was an old folks’ concert. 
The costumes did credit to the Ingenu
ity of the performers, and every part 
was a credit to the participators. It 
netted the association a nice sum of 
money.

Mr. Colville spoke on Sunday morn
ing and the the writer in the afternoon, 
and was followed by Mrs. Coffman 
with tests. -

CARRIE B. S. TWING.

A wonderful new book entitled “Suo 
cess and How to Win It and The Secret 
of Power," has just been issued at am 
expense of over 55,000 by one of th® . 
leading colleges of the City of New 
York. This book is from the pens ot- 
the ablest specialists of modem times. 
The author gaye away the. copyright on 
condition that 10,000 copies should ba 
distributed to the public free of charge, 
The Columbia Scientific Academy la 
now complying with this contract, and 
until the edition of 10,000 copies is ex
hausted you can get a copy of this book 
absolutely free. This book is profusely 
Illustrated with the most expensive 
half-tone engravings. It is full of won 
derful secrets and startling surprises, 
and it thoroughly explains the real 
source of the power of personal influ
ence. It fully and completely reveals 
the fundamental principles of success 
und influence in every walk of life. The 
hidden mysteries of personal magnet» 
ism, will-power and scientific character
reading are explained in an intensely) 
interesting manner. Two secret meth-) 
ods of personal Influence are described, 
which positively enaules any Intelligent' 
person to exercise a marvelous influ
ence and control over anyone whom he 
may wish. These methods are entirely 
new and have never before been mad® 
public. A reporter has tried them per
sonally and cun vouch tor their won
derful power.

This book also describes absolutely 
certain methods by which you can read 
the character, secrets and lives of ev
ery ono you meet. No one can deceiv® 
you. You can tell what vocation is 
best for you to follow. You can know 
the secret power by which minds of hu
man beings are charmed and fasci
nated. The newest, latest and best sys
tem of physical and mental culture and 
magnetic healing is fully explained and 
illustrated by beautiful half tone en
gravings. No such book has ever be
fore been published. No such wonder
ful Information has ever beioro been
placed in the hands ef the public. On

No earnest thiffltef will borrow fro*® & 

rhnripn 1 hlm6olf— I tam.-JJuller. ‘'
(Jhnries Kingsley - I href delilsh, ¿he' sage is no

The great men pt thq .eafth are but better than thd’fbol, and only rather 
markings tones, on thp road.pt. human-1 more dangerous.—Froude.
Mi. they ffte flifests of its 'religion.— I .- He wears hlsiaittiibut ¿us thh fashlon
Mazzini. .‘ I of bls hat; it ever «henges with tho

Htera duties-need;.not speak sternly. I next)blopk.—Shalwneare.
i’S, W?*®. te®,todn5®r I . An alMtnan'showo his spirit by gen- 

worshiped the still, small voice..—Do-1 ti0 ■¿ords dud respliito actions. He; Is
, I neither hot nof, tlmid^-Chccterfleld,

And when one sees that all religions 
and all ethics, even the oldest known, 
have, like all language and all science 
and all philosophy and all existing spe
cies of animals and plants, been slowly 
evolved from lower and ruder forms; 
and when one learns that there have 
been many Christs, and that the evi- 
dpnee pt, the life of Jesus is very slight,' 
Arid itha.t all,the acta: and words of 
■Jedus had . been anticipated by other 
teachers long beforedhe OhrMtlair cra,- 
thbn it Is borno.ln uponone’s. mind that 
the historic basis .4>ft Christianity- 'is 
Very frail. And- when one-realizes' that: 
the Christian theology, -besides being- 
borrowed from older religions,. Is- man
ifestly opposed to-reason- and to facts,1 
then ono reaches a stale of ¡pjlnjL which’ 
entitles tho orthodox Christian to call 
one an infidel, and, to make it unpleas
ant for one, to the glory of God. That
la the position in which l etami at pres*

account of the mighty power and influ
ence placed in one's hands by this book 
tlie legislature of the State of New York 
debated whether or not the state ought 
to permit its promiscuous circulation; 
but it was finally decided the good it 
would accomplish would greatly over
balance tho ill and its distribution was 
not Interfered with.

Not long ago John D. Rockefeller, the 
richest man in America, said in talking 
to a Sunday-school class that he attrib
uted his success in life largely to his 
ability to Influence others. Lincoln, 
Lee, Napoleon and Alexander the GreaX . „i 
ail won fame and renown by their wonjyf». 
derful power of personal influence.., 
Jay Gould piled up millions by the sama- - 
power. J. P. Morgan organized the 
Billion-Dollar ‘Steel Trust and enriched 
himself by millions simply by his mar
velous ability to Influence others. 
There are to-day thousands of men with 
twice the brains and education of Mr. 
Morgan who are practically paupers. 
They had the ability to organize s trust, 
hut they had not sufficient power of per
sonal influence, j’eisonal influence, 
will power, stamina—call it what you 
will—has from the création of man 
been the subtle force that has brought 
wealth, fame and renown w those who 
were fortunate enough to possess it.

This strange mysterious influence is 
inherent to every human being. By 
the late methods explained by the New 
York specialist in human culture any 
intelligent person can develop a won
derfully magnetic personality and learn 
how to read the character, secrets and 
the lives of others in a few days’ study 
at his own home. You can use this 
marvelous power without the knowl
edge of your most intimate friends and 
associates. You can use it to obtain lu
crative employment, to secure an ad
vance in salary, to win the friendship 
and influence of others, to obtain a 
greater share of happiness from life. 
You can be respected, honored and be
come a leader in your community.

If you are not satisfied with your 
present condition and circumstances; if 
you long for greater success and more 
money; If you aro not able to influence 
others to the extent you desire, the re
porter would advise you to write at 
once for a free copy of the great work 
now being given away by the Columbia 
Scientific Academy.

Mrs, R. C. Young, of St Indiana St-, Lawrence, 
Kan,, recently sent for a copy of the book, Af
ter carefully examining hand testing the meth
ods of personal Influence on her friends and as
sociates sho makes the following statement In a 
letter to her friend: “The instructions given by 
tho Columbia Scientific Academy have been 
worth to mo more than all the previous reading 
of my life. I wish every woman in this country 
could read tholr grand book."

Fred Perklus, of South Haven, Mich, says, "I 
have been In great demand since I have read 
the work of the Columbia Scientific Academy. 
People are amazed and mystified at the things I 
do. I believe I could make a day reading 
character alone it I was to charge for my ser
vices. If any ono would have told me I would 
receive so much information I would have) 
thought him crazy "

Mrs. M. Effie Watson of Martinsville, Ind, 
says: "Could I hays bad access to such informa
tion in past years I could have avoided many 
misfortunes. The work of the Columbia Solen- 
tiflo Academy shall be my guiding star the re
maining days of my life."

If you will send your name and ad» 
dress to the Columbia Scientific Acad» 
emy, Dept. 242D, 1941 Broadway, N. Y. 
the above book will be sent to you abso
lutely free, postage prepaid. On ac
count of the great expense involved ini 
preparing this book the Columbia Sci
entific Academy requests that only peo
ple who are especially interested write 
for a free copy—only those who really 
desire to achieve greater success and 
better their condition In life.

The slanderer Is like one who flings 
dust .at another when the wind is con
trary; tho dust does but return on him 
who threw it. The virtuous man eòa" 
not be hurt, and tee misery that the ■ 
other would inflict comes back on him- ’ ' 
self.—Buddha. ,

1 ' Débt causes much failure; make’it s ; 
rule to sffehd no dollar until you fiavi ' 
carnod it. Bishop Fitzgerald. 1 , '

Never in the history, of. the world. < 
were there so many grand opportunltlei - 
ier success .os no.w-T-Mar^ A.„ Liven , 
more. . ................... .. . .

No failure can come to the rlgbteoui - 
man.—A. Z. . ■ ■ . • ,

To succeed one must work.—Blzhoj 
Samuel Fallows.. . ■ . ■ ■ . •

I have no genius; It is only patient), Justice is tho constant desire and ef-1 as Boon a3;’ijrò,bayo ditooveréd .I.he | ent—Rebort Blatchford. , . ,. ..--I. -1 uuvo no gemuti; m is oniy patienq
fort to rendöri every man hie duo.—Jus-1 need torpeur, joÿ or. sorrow we aro no I Stock gambling is Jhe curse of-tho I concentrated toll that' gives me sua 
tintan. ■**' ' ! longer Its aòrte,“but Its lords.—-Lowell, ’ age.—Andrew Carnegie. •cees.—-Sir Isaac Newton.
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4 Very Instructive and Scholarly Presentation of an 
Important and Remarkable Matter Pertaining

to Catholic Church History. .
To the Editor: The existence of this 

female pope has been denied by some 
and doubted by others; but it is a re
markable fact that of the scores of 
writers who admit that she was duly 
elected and performed all the functions 
of a pope for two and a half years, not 
one is an enemy of Rome, and quite a 
few of them are numbered among her 
most faithful adherents. Moreover, 
there is positive evidence to sustain 
Dr. Hofer that a belief in her existence 
“prevailed in the Christian world from 
the Sth century to the Renaissance.”

Joan was a learned English woman, 
and fell in love with a monk of the 
Monastery of Fuld. To be near him, 
she assumed male attire and joined the 
Order. The lovers finally fled to 
France, returned to Germany and at 
last opened a school In Athens. Here 
the monk died, and Joan went to Rome, 
still attired as a man, and opened a 
school, which was patronized by the 
nobility. When Leo IV. died, in 852, so 
great was her reputation for learning 
that she was elected to succeed him.

It must be remembered that in those 
days, and for 200 years thereafter, 

\ popes were elected by the combined 
, clergy and people, as we now elect our 
*> -2public officers; and also, the fact of a 

person not being a priest did not debar 
- him from the position, as many popes 
J and bishops were simply deacons or 

\ even laymen, when elected, and were 
■ consecrated priests after their election.

There is a peculiar circumstance 
about this election of Joan. In all the 
early records Leo IV. is stated to have 
reigned from 847 to 852; then there is 
a hiatus of two and a half years, when 
Benedict III. is elected in 855. This 
hiatus never has been explained, and in 
the 17th century, for the first time, the 
reign of Leo IV. is extended to 855. It 
was during this hiatus that Joan 
reigned.

There is still another peculiar and un
plained circumstance. Up to the 13th 
century there had been 20 popes (in

. eluding Joan) bearing the name of 
’ John, and only 19, provided she never 

reigned. When Pedro Julian! was 
elected in 1276, he assumed the name 
of John XXL, and all the earlyrecords so 
style him. He reigned only one year, 
and three years after his death, it was 

• changed to John XX. Then It was 
changed back to the old number, and 
the other Johns, from number 9 to 20, 
were put back one number. This left 
number 20 without a pope, bo they en
tered an anti-pope to fill the hiatus. 
There must have been some reason for 
all this, and 1 intend to find it out.

The story goes on to say that Joan 
fell in love with one of her cardinals, 
with the usual result, and one day 

' t while on her way to say mass in the 
‘ Church of St. Clement, she was seized 

with labor pains and delivered of a male 
child in the street. The populace stoned 
mother and child to death, and a chapel 

' was built on the spot with the following 
Inscription: "Papa Peter Patrum Pep- 
erit Paplssa Papellum.” Thereafter, 
though this street was the most direct 

i leading to the church, all religious pro
) --.cessions avoided it and took a round- 

'b way, through a narrow, uncleanly 
ST’SifJSt to reach the church of St. Clem
, ent, at that time the principal church 

In Rome, named after one of the first 
popes. A statue of a woman holding a 
child, was also erected there; it bore 

. the inscription "John VIII., an English- 
• woman,” and there is abundant test!- 

mony to prove that It remained till 
Sixtus V. (1585-90), owing to the scan
dal having reached foreign lands 
through the pilgrims, had the street

as does Platina in his history, about 
1460; and also Ricobaldo in his “His
tory of the Popes,” dedicated to Sixtus 
IV. (1474). So does Father Stella in 
his history (1507), and as late as 1550 
the story was recited In the Mlrabllla 
Urbis Romae, a guide to the City ot 
Rome for Pilgrims; and the very spot 
where the tragedy took place was 
pointed out. Adrian VI. (1522, inter
wove the story in a theological trea
tise, in which, while admitting Joan to 
be "true pope,” he argues that it was 
a trial, sent by God, to test the church. 
As late as 1575, the Franciscan, Rloche, 
speaks of Joan, and if I had space, I 
could quote about 30 other papal writ
ers to the same effect.

It is an historical fapt that the bust 
of Joan was in the Cathedral of Siena 
with the busts of other popes, and it 
was placed alongside of the bust of 
Leo IV., as his immediate successor. 
Theodoric of Nelm, papal secretary, tes
tifies that he saw it there in 1413, with 
the inscription, “John V1IL, an English
woman." Pius IL, 1458, who was a na
tive of Siena, gives the same testimo
ny. In one of his amorous letters writ
ten while he was secretary of the Coun
cil of Basle, that elected Felix V., he 
comments on the escapade of Joan with 
the Cardinal in language that Is unfit 
for publication.

Though Siena gave three popes to 
the church in the 15th and 16th centu
ries, the bust was still Exhibited till the 
time of Clement VI1L, (1592), when, 
owing to the sneers of the Reformers, 
the inscription was removed and the 
name of Zachary, who was suposed to 
have been pope in 741, was substituted. 
This change caused comment, for it was 
the only bust of a pope, on exhibition, 
prior to Uie 11th century, so Alexander 
VIL (1655), who, also, was a native of 
Siena, had it removed and broken.

The papal historian, Father Pagi, 
says he went to Siena in 1677 to in
quire about this transaction. None of 
his Order, the Minorites, would give 
him any information, for fear of threat
ened excommunication. Finally, an old 
Sacristan of the Cathedral, pointed out 
where the bust used to stand, and told 
him of its change to Zachary and final 
destruction.

The explanation and excuses offered 
by papal writers, are as Important links 
as the above direct testimony. St. 
Antoninus (about 1460) says that "dur
ing this woman’s pontificate, Christ was 
the head of the Church. Cardinals Ba
ronins and Torrecremata agree that it 
proves the "divine institution” of the 
papacy, else it would not have survived 
the disgrace. Jesuit Cardinal Bellar
mine argues that as the church sur
vived a woman pope, it would survive 
an heretical pope. Cardinal Domenico 
Jacobazzl consoles himself by claiming 
that because Joan acted as pope for 
over two years, bad ordained b!shopst 
administered sacraments and per
formed all the duties of the papal of
fice, and everything she did was valid, 
it was a visible manifestation of the 
care God had for his church, because,
says he, "She (Joan) was, most cer
tainly an emissary of the Evil One.”

Some papal writers attempt to ex
plain matters by making damaging ad-Ì-
missions. They say the story originated 
in the election of John IX. by the cour
tezan Theodora; or of John X1L, by 
another prostitute. They are willing 
to admit that Joan was the mistress of 
Leo, or that she was his wife and at his 
death, acted as pope for two and a half

closed and the statue removed to 
church, where it now poses as 
Virgin and child.

This is the story handed down

the 
the

by

years, pending the election of 
cessor. Or that during his 
from Rome, she had acted for 
same as Lucretia Borgia did

his suc- 
absence 
him the 
for her

—...

from the Spirit IRealmg
Spirit Garble Petersil# t

' ■ ■ ____________ . ■ 1 t>

While on Earth Mr. Petersilea was a medium.¡for the 
transmission of important letters from tho^e long 
in spirit life. Now, having become a ’freed spirit 
himself, he will convey his best thoughts through 
the mediumship of his devoted wife, and -we are 
sure they will prove interesting to our readers.

Letter Number Two—Interview With 
Franz Liszt.

My eyes soon fastened on the man I 
had come to see. There he stood on a 
raised dais, directing, guiding, and 
beating out the time and rhythm of the 
music; and I recognized much of it as 
being of bls own composing, the very 
music of bis own soul.

“Grand old man” my soul exclaimed. 
“I will soon join you at that business. 
Once more we w.ill be united, my dear 
old Liszt.” My father’s eyes met bls. 
A look of recognition passed between 
them. He glanced at me. My soul 
leaped up, and his eyes flashed, and, 
shortly thereafter, he called another to 
take his place, and came down toward
uB. He grasped my hand. 

Ah, ha!” he exclaimed.
you have come.

'At length
How glad I am to see

you, my dear old boy! When did you 
leave the earth? What brought you 
here? Why, really, you should not
have come so soon,” he went on.

"Well, never mind y^ur .wife," 
Liszt. "Play more—pipy more!

said 
It

takes me back in memory, to your early 
days on earth—to those days when you 
played for me when my earthly life 
was fast ebbing away. Flay! play!” 
he commanded, and I played; commenc
ing with his rhapsodies and, at last, 
playing Lucia De Lammermoor.

“Bravo! Bravo!" he exclaimed. 
"Why, you do better now than half I 
have in my spiritual orchestra.”

“Will you not play lor me?" I asked.
will Improvise," he answered, 

play very little cut and dried music, 
leave that to my pupils, now.” 

He played, and I sat enraptured.

“I
I

I

to thipk that a musician, of any promt- J truth, and you find that the teachings 
nence, had no fight to be a Spiritualist; of the so-called Infallible Church are, in 
and when 1 went to California, my pros- ' 
pects were nearly blighted; but I would 
have met starvation rather than have 
given up that which I knew to be true.
O, my old friend! Come out with me 
into the ligflt of the new dispensation.”

“If I were to do so,” said Liszt, “1 
should be obliged to give up the cathe
dral, and my choir and orchestra there- 
This would be a great sacrifice," and 
his face worked convulsively. "But 
Petersilea, I have long cherished secret 
doubts of the Infallibility of the church, 
with its pomp and pride, its pope, bish
ops and priests. Your father and my
self have held long confabs together, 
and, really, I have sometimes been
more than half convinced that he was 
right; and, now, here you come, itesh 
from earth, bringing the same news, the 
same ideas.” \

“If you give up the cathedral, cannot 
we go forth and form a very large and 
grand orchestra of our own, entirely on 
a new basis?”

"We might," he 
“but musicians, as 
gressive in their 
they have so little 
minds being given 
clusively."

said reflectively; 
a rule, are non-pro
religious opinions, 
time to think, their 
to music almost ex-

papal writers. If it be true, and from 
the accumulated testimony of these 
writers there seems to be no room for 
reasonable doubt, then Rome’s claim 
to Apostolic Succession is broken and 
the missing link is Joan. Carinal Von 
Dollinger practically admits this, tor 
he quotes from Hase & Kist that in 
855 an edict was issued from Rome as 
follows: “Let no one presume to say 
a word about the fact of a female 
pope.” But, about 1280 the restriction 
was removed, and this is the time 
when the number of John XXL was 
changed just as I have pointed out.

The corroborative testimony is vol
uminous, but space limits will confine 
me to a few. Anastasius, librarian of 
Adrian II (867), whose work is said to 
be "the most ancient collection known 
of biographies of the popes,” places 
Joan in the list as successor of Leo 
IV. Surely, this historian should 
know, as he was living in Rome at the 
time, Joan was pope. As he compiled 
the list for the use of Adrian, is it fair to 
presume that he would give Joan such a 
position unless she had occupied it? 
And what object could Adrian have in 
allowing such a fraud, if it be a fraud? 
Many popes were scoundrels; not one 
of them was a fool.

Marlanus Scotus, about 1060, gives 
her history and says: "To Leo IV. 
Bucceeded Joan, a woman, who held the 
Bee 2 years, 5 months and 4 days.” 
Rather explicit. Bishop Otto of Frey- 
slngen (1158) mentions her in his list 
of popes as “John Vili., a woman,” and 
in the edition of 1513, the name is still 
retained. The Dominican monk, Ste
phen, Chaplain to Alexander IV. (1254), 
says he wrote his book, "Seven Gifts 
of the Holy Ghost,” at the express 

\ command of the pope. It is "A history 
I of the popes and emperors in the form 
| of a dry, mechanical, and utterly un- 
( critical collection of biographical 
I notes.” He mentions her as “John Vili. 
| an Englishwoman."
\ Martinus Polonus, Archbishop of 
(Cosenza (1278), who is called “The Ex- 
tóuslve Historical Instructor ot the 
(Catholic World,” recognizes Joan as 
‘‘true pope.' As. he was papal chap
lain and penitentiary, his work Is of
ficial. In their quarrel with Boniface 
VIII. (1294), the Dominicans boldly 
quoted Joan to thè pope, and he not 
only did not deny the fact, but bowed to 
the Order, fearing an investigation 
Which might deprive him of his powers. 
Moreover, many writers of that day 
speak of her, and in one instance, 
at least, she is represented us hanging, 
with her cardinal lover, at the entrance 
of hell, in punishment for having dese- 

। crated . St. Peter’s chair. ■
At the Council of Constance (1415) 

that deposed John’XXIII., Huss in de
fending himself, claimed^ that os the 
church had .been ruled Ify a woman it 
“had no real pope;’’ that the chain was 
broken, and no pope was needed. At 
the same Council, the Franciscan,, De1 
Rocha read n treatise on the same sub- 
jget,. anil .Gerson. Chanc'Tlor of- the 
University of Faris, the dominant fig- 
we at the Cornell, quoted the papacy 

. Of Joan to prove that the church cbuld 
Ferr in matters-of fact.- ■

-, Martin 4o Franc, secretary to Nich
es y. _aA447>, mentions Joan as-pope;

father, Alexander VI., but none of them 
deny that she was enrolled among the 
popes, as Uie immediate successor of 
Leo IV., just as 1 have quoted from the 
early writers.

Well, notwithstanding the great care 
Go dtakes of the church, It was re
solved that the thing should not happen 
again If human ingenuity could prevent 
it, and the ordeal of the “pierced seat” 
wa slntroduced. Two large stones were 
prepared, one hollow and the other 
solid. On his coronation day the pope 
—to be—was first seated on the hol
low one, and two priests, especially se
lected, advanced, and having examined 
him, gave a preconcerted signal. Then 
the pope moved to the solid stone, 
whero he was presented with his re
galia. This is absolutely historically 
correct.

The Dominican, Robert D'Usez, as
sures us, as an eye-witness, that this 
ceremony was performed at the conse
cration of Nicholas IV. (1288). Jacobo 
D’Angolo describes it at the consecra
tion of Gregory XII. (1406). He says 
that the two priests, after the exami
nation, cried out, "Testículos habet,” 
and the clergy and people answered, 
"Deo Gratlas. ’ William Brevln says 
the same about Sixtus IV. (1471); Ber- 
nadino Corio tells us the same about 
Alexander VI. (1492). So, the exami
nation must have been imperative, oth
erwise in this last case, it would seem 
a work of supererogation.

Archbishop Glampetro Valeriano Bol- 
zanl, member of the court of Leo X. 
(1513), at express, command of the 
pope, published a •‘work in which he 
gives the most minute details of the 
ceremony. He says it took place open
ly In the gallery of the Lateran Church, 
before the assembled people. The re
sult was declared aloud by the examin
ers and then entered in a register. This 
work was published In Rome, with pa
pal privileges and was dedicated to 
Cardinal de Medici. Consequently, It 
Is official. The latest trace of this cere
mony, that I have met, is the testimony 
of Lawrence Bauck, who affirms that it 
was performed at the consecration of 
Innocent X. (1644).

So it is evident that such a ceremo
ny was performed, and as all my quoted 
authorities are papists, I cannot 
cpncelve of any reason why they 
shquld falsely testify to' the deg
radation of their church. I submit 
that they form a chain of evidence that 
will require more than a simple nega
tion to break, and also, that whether 
Jesus be a myth or not, has nothing to 
do with the subject. We are confront
ing a condition that no mere theory can 
upset, not even that of the numisma
tist quoted by Mr. Burr.

Even the theory of Jesuit Hardouin, 
that the monks of the Middle Agefl 
forged much church literature, and the 
works of the Pagan poets and philoso
phers,,, does not and cannot disprove 
the existence of this female pope. ; To 
put. it in a nutshell, the papal church 
claims primacy and jurisdiction, based 
on Apostolic succession, and I have, at
tempted-to,prove:by her own testimony 
tjiat her claimfl. are fictitious. <

. . . CHAS. MCARTHUR,
.•<..............■- : 1341 Bedford ave.

, Brooklyn, N. X.. •• ■>.n .

“Why did you not live out your days 
there, as I did ? 1 did not expect to see 
you here for years to come. But you 
shall play—you shall play to your 
heart’s content. That’s what you want, 
I know; and you shall play right here 
in this, my own grand orchestra; that’s 
what you would like, would not you ?” '

I was so overwhelmed by my emo
tions that I had not been able to speak, 
but had stood wringing and shaking his 
hand.

“That is just what I should like, my 
dear old friend," I replied; "but 1 am a 
little weak, just now. Cannot we go to 
your own private home and play and 
talk as we used to do?”

"We surely can, and will," he an
swered. “Come! There stands my lit
tle home," and he pointed it out to me. 
It looked like a quiet restful place In
deed, and we were soon Inside its 
doors.

It must be borne in mind by the read
er, that all my conversation with Franz 
Liszt was in the German language, and 
that in writing this, I translate It Into 
English, as I am not writing particular
ly for the German nor Hungarian na
tions, but for the American public. My 
father said that he would leave us now, 
for awhile, as he was needed elsewhere, 
but would return for me as soon as I 
should again require his services.

I found Liszt’s spiritual home a quiet 
bower of beauty, and here but one mu
sical instrument, and that one a grand 
piano, liner than any I had ever yet 
seen on earth, but I will not now de
scribe it. . i

"Your fingers are Itching for that 
keyboard, I know,” said Liszt, with n 
smile. "Come, let us hear you play."

1 hesitated. Could I play? I had not 
been able to play for two or three 
months before leaving my material 
body, and an awful horror and despair 
had seized me when I found that I 
could not. I looked at my hands and 
then at the piano, and lastly, at Liszt.

"Do you think I can play?" I asked. 
"Try it," he said laconically.
"What shall I play?"
“What was the last piece you ever 

played on earth?” he asked.
"Chopin’s Impromptu, No. Two," I re

plied. “My wife would not let me play, 
fearing it would hurt me in my weak 
and half paralyzed condition, but I stole 
away into the parlor, when she was not 
looking, like a bad boy, and played the 
Impromptu. It was short and I finished 
it before my wife had time to come in 
and stop me. That was the last time 
my earthly fingers ever touched the 
keyboard, and that Impromptu the last 
I ever played. This was late in the af
ternoon, I remember, and I was in this 
life before morning."

“Well, let us hear that Impromptu. 
If you ended your earthly career with it, 
you might as well commence your spir
itual musical career with it.”

And so I seated myself and played it.
"All right,” said Liszt. “You find 

that you can play here as well as 
there?”

I turned and said: “How well I re
member when I came out from the par
lor, feeling a little guilty, like a disobe
dient boy, asking my wife If I had 
played it well? and how her reply now 
rings through my soul: 'Why, Carlyle,’ 
she said, ‘I think It sounded as well as 
I ever heard you play.’ This pleased 
me and I forgot my disobedience in her 
commendatory smiles. Poor darling! 
It was the last she ever heard me play 
on earth. Oh, that her spiritual ears 
were opened, that she might hear me 
play, here in this bright world.”

will not attempt to describe iL Earthly 
language fails.

“There,” he said, as he finished; 
“that may be called Earthly Memories. 
You recognized it as such, did you not?”

"I did, and you worked the theme 
out and Up, pathetically, brilliantly and 
grand, You are Franz Liszt still, 1 per
ceive, for your former works run 
through your playing, as the works of a 
boy can still be perceived running 
through those of the man.”

"Individualize! Individualize!” he ex
claimed. "Never lose your own individ
uality.”

“No, that would he impossible,” I re
plied.

“And copy as little as possible after 
another," lie ejaculated.

"I have always said that to my own 
pupils,” 1 told him.

“Now,” said he, “ I want you to join 
my orchestra, and play in the cathe
dral."

A lady now brought in cake and wine. 
Franz would not have milk nor water, 
as my father had done, but wine. The 
lady retired and we were again left 
alone.

“Now,” said Liszt, “I want to have a 
long talk with you, just as we used to 
in the olden days on earth. You were 
a queer chap then, to be sure. You 
would insist that you did not believe 
the church to be right. How is it with 
you now?"

"I do not believe the church is right, 
and It puzzles The to think that you are 
still an abbe, as I see you are by your 
dress. How can you still believe in the 
old way, after being in the spheres so 
long?"

"And why not?” he asked.
"Because you have not found things 

at all as the church represents them to 
be,” I answered. “You have seen no God, 
no heaven, no hell, no devil, no purga
tory, but, instead, this beautiful life 
within eternity."

"Because I have not seen God, is no 
proof that he does not exist. Because 
I have not sounded the depths of hell, 
Is no evidence that others, may not have 
done so; and, as for the devil, he dare 
not approach one who wears the cross 
of Christ—one who Is a servant of the 
Most High, as I am.”

"And you still believe the church to 
be right?" I asked.

"Yes, most emphatically!" he replied.
"Strange," I murmured. "We run 

together In music, but diverge widely 
in our religious opinions.”

“You have not yet told me what your 
opinions are,” he said.

"On earth, they called me a' Spirit
ualist.”

"And what do the Snirltualists be
lieve?" he asked.

-

"They believe in communing with 
spirits, in eternal progression, in spirit
ual spheres, and that as a man dies on 
earth he wakes the same in the spirit 
world, neither good nor bad, neither in 
heaven nor hell.”

“What about purgatory, and the dif
ferent states and conditions within it, 
from out of which he must rise through 
his own endeavors and contrite peni
tence, and the masses and prayers ot 
his friends and relatives on earth; also, 
what about the communion of saints? 
Saints are spirits, are they not?”

"Certainly,” 1 replied. "Still, there 
is a wide difference between the belief 
of the Spiritualists and that of the 
church. I used to think that all who 
died and went to the spirit world, would 
at once see that they had been wrong 
and immediately think as the Spiritual
ists do. But I find that I was mistaken 
Yes, even before I left the body, Profes
sor Denton wrote, that the Catholic re
ligion held sway in the spirit life to a 
great extent; and I now find his words 
to be true.”

“I doubt not,” said Liszt, "that your 
Spiritualism worked you much harm in 
the earth life?”

"Yes, it injured my reputation some
what," I replied. “The world seemed

“That is also true of the earth life,” 
I said. "My sympathies are not with 
the church of Rome; consequently I do 
not care to join your orchestra at the 
cathedral. I long ago determined to 
consecrate my life, and all my powers, 
toward the promulgation ot that which 
I know to be true; and nothing shall 
cause me to swerve from my purpose. 
I promised my wife, years ago, that I 
would use my musical talent as a means 
of propelling the truth; and I will not 
now use It toward helping on the con
tinuation of old errors."

"If 1 were to give up my choir and or
chestra at the cathedral, I fear that par
ticular organization would go to smash. 
It is the music—and my music at that— 
which holds that particular church to
gether. I am the Abbot there, and the 
monks and priests all do my bidding; 
bqt, to tell you the truth, I am but half
hearted about It. I try to throw my 
whole soul into it, yet I am conscious 
that it really is but the shadow of my 
former self, from which I have uncon
sciously slipped, and you are waking 
me up, as from a dream. But, Carlyle 
—son of my heart—tell me more."

“Well, then, 1 shall have to com
mence at the beginning; and you, 
Franz Liszt, great composer and musi
cian that you are, must condescend to 
become my pupil.”

"And, why not?” he said. "I am not 
ashamed to become a pupil, if thereby 
I gain the knowledge of that which you 
suppose to be true—that which you say 
you know to be true. But, I am very 
curious to know how you know it to be 
true.”

"Well, then,” said I, “ I will relate to 
you my story. My father has just left 
us, has he not?” Liszt bowed assent. 
"Ho Is a spirit as you are, and as I, too, 
now am, but in his earth life, he did not 
believe that there was a life after the 
death of the mortal body. I did not 
share In my father’s belief after I 
reached manhood, but joined the Epis
copal church —Church of England—not 
so very different from the one you are 
now Immersed in. Well, my father at 
length died, as it is called on earth, and 
not many months after that event, he 
seized every available opportunity to 
let me know the truth. He wrote hun
dreds of messages and a number of 
books, and identified himself so com
pletely that it was Impossible for me 
to doubt. I will not now go into the 
details of all that he wrote, but you 
now know, as I also know, that he did 
'write, and my father never wrote any
thing that was false or misleading. He 
as you know, is the soul of honor and 
truth. He wrote out all that would ever 
happen tome In my earthly life; and as 
time went on, all was verified. Nothing 
failed. Then he wrote philosophical 
treatises; and I have thus far found 
what he wrote to be true. Now what I 
wish to convey is this: If I, on entering 
this life, find all my father said of this 
spiritual life to be true, and you, on the 
contrary, find that what the church 
taught on earth is false, how can you 
still cling to that which you must know 
cannot be true?”

"I have not, thus far, thought that it 
might not be true.”

“But you have not found anything 
true, according to the teachings of the 
church. How do you reconcile this 
within your own mind?”

"By thinking that I am in ah interme- 
dlate state: You may call it purgatorv 
if you like.” °

“But as you are now, is not at all as 
purgatory is represented bv the 
church.”

"Ve1ry true>” he replied; "but I have 
thought that the church may have been 
mistaken in some things." •

"The church claims-.infallibility. If 
it has made such great mistakes, as you 
certainly find that it has, may it not be 
entirely mistaken?”

J cannot think that,” answered 
Liszt.

“If 1 find, on coming here, that my 
rather has written me nothing but the

the main, utterly false, why not come 
out from it and join my father and my
self in this which has proven strictly 
true?”

I could see that Liszt was wavering 
between truth and error.

“It is hard,very hard," he said, “to 
give up all my former habits and be
liefs. The style and grandeur of my 
life, and position in the church and at 
the cathedral, suit me to a charm. Oh! 
I cannot, cannot give them up; and, 
yet, I very much doubt if the church is 
altogether right."

"You know it is not right!" I ex
claimed, a little hotly I fear, for much 
of earth was still upon me.

“I do not know it,” he said, rather re
sentfully ; "and 1 have been In this life 
much longer than you have, and was a 
much older man when I came here. 
Then, how do ¿ou presume to teach 
me?”

I saw my mistake.
"I beg your pardon, my old friend. 1 

should have spoken more respectfully. 
But my father, he came here before 
you, moreover, he was very nearly 
your own age, and you were once fast 
friends and co-workers in the earth life. 
He introduced much of your grand mu
sic to the world, and you recommended 
his Plano System to your pupils, and to 
the music teachers in Germany at 
large; surely, what he has to say must 
bear some weight with you"

"Your father is one grand man, but he 
runs to philosophy, more even than to 
music, while I run to music and let the 
philosophy take care of itself. 1 
thought, at one time, that you were all 
music, but you seem, like your father,
to be running after philosophy." 

"No, dear old friend," 1 said.
are surely mistaken. 1 am all

“You 
music,

and I do not philosophise or reason 
much, but my soul emphatically tells 
me that thus and so is the truth. I lis
ten to my own soul and not to the 
teachings of the church; and thus it 
was and is with my father. The spirit 
of man ever points toward its guiding 
star, the soul. But you have allowed 
the pomp, pride, and grandeur of the 
church to dim the light of your own 
soul. Oh !my dear old friend. Let your 
own soul shine forth in its native brill
iancy, undimmed by the error of false 
teaching,” and I wrung his hand, while
tears welled to my eyes, for I 
Franz Liszt.

"May be you are right,” he

loved

said,
much moved. I will think it over, and, 
perhaps, we can start something grand 
on our own account. Your father shall 
moralize while we make the music, eh?”

"If he so desires. We can find thou
sands to join us, cannot we?" I asked.

“In music, yes; but musicians are not 
philosophers, you know."

"Still, we are not obliged to be tied to 
old error," I said. "I believe if you 
leave this cathedral, that you will carry 
the most of your musicians with you 
and find a much larger, grander scope 
and position among the brighter and 
more advanced spirits. 1 feel as 
though you were In chains here- 
chained to tills church—chained to this 
cathedral—and when your chains are 
broken you will soar to immeasurable 
heights." ;

"Do you, really?” he asked, much 
pleased. "Well, I will think it over; 
and, perhaps, by the time you visit me 
again, I may bo ready to join you. 
Bring your father along, also. So you 
will not join my orchestra?"
■ "No.,” I answered. “I cannot, it 
would be taking a step backward, and 
how could I over look my dear wife in 
the face again. I have promised her 
that I will go onward and discover 
truth as fast as possible and, returning, 
transmit it to her.”

"Then, after all, you are being led by 
a woman? I thought it was your father 
who led you.”

"My father leads the way, but 
hand clasps that of my wife, and 1 wm 
never let go that dear hand—no, not 
throughout eternity.”

Liszt threw himself back in

my
will

bis
chair with a long-drawn sigh.

"And I," he said, "renounced woman, 
have looked upon her as a step below 
me In the scale of being, I suppose 

’ ’ call that anyou and your father, will 
error?"

"Decidedly," I asserted.
worst possible errors."

"But the church urged 
nanced it.”

"One of the

and counte-

u “Yes, to its eternal shame," I replied. 
“Its priests are obliged to renounce wo
men. Its hierarchy is built on a false 
foundation and will surely totter and 
fall. Yea, even when it considers itself 
the strongest. It will vaunt itself and 
grow large, but the hand of woman, 
whom it has eternally wronged, shall’ 
be the one to undermine its base, and 
the whole structure will topple and 
collapse. Man and woman must walk 
hand in hand, for all that man builds 
without her must fall—and now I must 
return to that dear wife, who is still 
within the mortal form. My father said 
he would call for me, but tell him that 
I could not wait longer, and can go and 
come now without his aid—that is, I do 
not particularly need him when visit
ing my wife. Adieu! Adieu!”

(To be Continued.)
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THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OB

Dial f lanchene
This Instrument Is substantially the 

same as that employed by Prof. Hare in 
his early Investigations. In its im
proved form it has been before the pub
lic for more than twelve years, and In 
the hands of thousands of persons has 
proved Its superiority over the Plan
chette, and all other instruments which 
have been brought out in imitation, 
both in regard to certainty and correct- , 
ness of the communications received by 
its aid, and as a means of developing 
mediumship.

Do you wish to Investigate Spirit
ualism? .

Do you wish to develop Mediumship?.
Do you desire to receive communica

tions? ...............

The Psychograph is an Invaluable as- 
Bistant. A pamphlet v/th full # 

directions for tlie • ’
FORMATION OF CIRCLES AND CUL

TIVATION OF MEDIUMSHIP
with every instrument. Many who were 
not aware of their medlumistic gift, 
have, after a few sittings, been able to 
receive delightful messages. A vol
ume might be filled with commendatory 
letters. Many who began with it as an 
amusing toy, found that the intelligence 
controlling it knew more than them
selves, and became converts to Spirit
ualism.

Capt D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., 
writes: "I had communications (by the 
Psychograph) from many other friends, 
even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown In the old yard. 
They have been highly satisfactory, 
and proved to mo that Spiritualism is 
indeed true, and the communications 
have given my heart the greatest com
fort in the severest loss 1 have had ot 
son, daughter, and their mother."

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings 
have made his name familiar to those 
interested in psychic matters, writes as 
follows: "1 am much pleased with the 
Psychograph. It is very simple in prin
ciple and construction, and I am sure 
must be far more sensitive to spiritual 
power than thé one now in use. I be
lieve It will generally supersede the lat
ter when its superior merits become 
known."

Securely packed, and sent postage 
paid from the manufacturer, for $1.00. 
Address ■ .

HUDSON TUTTLE, !
Berlin Heights, Ohio. !
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Hudson Tuttle
Library of Spiritual Literata.

tit'Is wit to pick h Tock: and steal 
horse, but wisdom to let It alone.

a

GONE, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN.
Mrs. L.-A. Barr passed to the higher 

life from her late residence in Lyon Sta
tion, Pa., Sunday, Feb. 28, .aged 61 
years.

She had been a zealous orthodox 
church worker, being at the head of all 
literary work. About eight years ago she 
learned the beautiful truths of Spirit
ualism, and thereafter spent the happi
est days ot her life. She was no phe
nomena hunter, although she enjoyed 
the little manifestations she witnessed, 
but never tired studying the grand 
philosophy, and seldom lost an opportu
nity to expound it to unbelievers, and 
many a hungry soul was comforted by 
her opening their eyes to the truth.

She was a regular subscriber to The 
Progressive Thinker, and contributed 
many beautiful poems thereto. She 
said The Progressive Thinker was her 
Bible, and all through her great suffer
ing she derived much solace from its 
pages.

She leaves a husband and five chil
dren, and while we mourn the loss of a 
good, faithful, self-sacriflcing wife and 
mother, we rejoice that she is free from 
her suffering, and is happy with her 
many loved ones in the spirit realm, 
and we have the blessed assurance tbat 
shd is near us, and will be our guardian 
angel.

After lingering many months with 
the dreaded disease, consumption, she 
had a beautiful.passing over? '

The following-is her own production, 
which she requested to be sung at her 
funeral: . • •

....... A Midnight Reverie.. .
I sat at-.ike open window. .. - 

When the night was calm and still, 
As I wrapped mycloaicnboutme;--

• The alr.was slightly chill.' ' 
■Twas »near the hour of midnight, •

. My -eyes werc-.vpld of sleep; - : 
For the current of pain which I suffered

Had caused these eyes to weep.
I gazed at the peaceful moonbeams, 

And, oh, they mocked my.plight;
I wished my free spirit were floating 

Into the realms of light.
Again I tried to slumber,

When my pain was at Its best, 
But my downy bed could not hold me, 

No rest, no rest, no rest.
Just then a sad reflection i >.

Stole o’er my mind and heart, > r .
As the past loomed up before mev ‘ 

But I bade the thought flephri." ’
I thought of all the thousands

Of suffering human kind):
How they shrouded with i^lpuda and 

shadows,''
Bo long they grieved anfljplned.’;

My heart went out in pity ‘
For thé millions in distress, .

When I tried to lift my burden 1 
Its grievous weight seemed less.

And now I see In the distance j. 
A mellow, shimmering light, . .

And round it the loved ones gather, 
All robed in glittering white. '\

They are beckoning me to'^asteii, 
To step across the tider >

Away from all pain and sori-ow, "
Into my home of light. '

Farewell my own dear lovefl ones, 
Oh, do not weep for me; .

My spirit Ib often near yow ■ • 
Although you cannot see. .

I’ll watch for your home-coming, 
On yonder verdant plain;.■ ?. ■

Rejoice that I’m free from sufljerlng, 
Rejoice, we'll,meet again. -

MRS- B. R. OWINGS,
St. Louis, Mo.

I

A Daughter.

No rook is so hard : but. that a little 
wave ip.ay beat admission In a thousand

The Depravity of Man,
8eems to be the one absorbing 

thought of to-day. Some talk about the 
fall of man”—that Adam and Eve 

sinned. That kind of chaff will not 
catch many progressive minds of this 
day and age. Man in his original state 
was pure and innocent. Although he 
has all the attributes of nature in him, 
yet from birth on this material plane 
is a creature of circumstances, and is 
controlled altogether by the conditions 
surrounding him, both seen and unseen. 

We will first lay our premises and 
then we will have a foundation to work 
upon, and to accomplish anything we 
must strike at the root of all evil. Then 
let us make haste and strike at the root 
of this evil called Depravity.

If man would build up a clear intel
lect, he must be careful how he poisons 
his intellect, and take care of his own 
personality by cultivating a sense of 
honor to himself, and also by living 
upon the proper foods, to be in a 
healthy state, and not polluted with all 
kinds of diseases. This is a study well 
worth attention. -

If we live upon the animal we will 
naturally attract such a force (or con
dition) around as we are in ourselves. 

_ There must be some safeguard 
throw naround mon to protect him. 
In throwing .that safeguard around We 
must be careful in the material we use. 
One should not expect protection from 
a lot-of brothels/ Surely one would not 
expect protection from a pack of hun
gry wolves. That being, the case, we 
must not tempt the wojtyes. No one 
can bo in a good condition to develop 
his finer senses If he revels on the an
imal plane.

“he must work out his own salvation” 
and realize that life is not an empty 
dream, but a great reality. When he 
is fully cognizant of all these facts, and 
has learned the lessons of attraction 
and detraction, the more rapid will be 
his development out of this depraved 
condition into a higher plane of life, 
where he will be a bright and shining 
light. J. M. BARTSCHERER.

Dayton, Ohio.

years.—Tennyson. ^Man !? î116 noblest work of creation, 
, but an in-■< There was a noble way, In. former I TO.JJ0’ automaton, 

itimds,'- ot saying things simply, and yet1. bmng, and his day of grace 
saying them proudly.—Irving, • ln hls own °r in other words,saying them proudly.—Irving,

fl VERY 
IMPORTANT CALL 

IS MADE.
A GENEROUS OFFER, AND A CALL 

TO SPIRITUALISTS.
To the Spiritualists at Large:—A 

generous offer has been made by- a 
prominent Spiritualist in this city to 
give ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS to 
the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. 8. 
A., for the benefit of aged and needy 
mediums, provided the Spiritualists at 
large will contribute another Tnousand 
Dollars to the same relief fund by the 
first of June next The N. S. A. is now 
paying out a large monthly sum In pen
sions to worthy mediums: the calls for 
aid increase and the fund is constantly 
being depleted. Let every generous 
soul who has not already done all possi
ble for this worthy object, kindly send 
contributions, large or small, to tlie fol
lowing address, each will bo acknowl- 
odged with thanks.- 'The generous man 
who makes the offer dosires’to be un
named to the public. . ' ■■' .

MARY T. -LONGLEY, ■ 
- - > N. S. A. -8flcretary.

8W Pennsylvania avenue R. E,.- Waah- 
Ington, D. C.

STUDIES IN THE 0UTLYING>IELD3 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts In its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from them arise to thei 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents. .
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, ?1. : ; :

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF 
MAN.

.. Containing the latest in vest ¡gallons 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price $1. ’ '
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT 

OF THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods of 
Catholicism to "Uncle Tom’s Cabin?' 
Price, 25 cents. /
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story ot 
evangelization and free thought, it is 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets of 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Price, 
30 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to ; form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual
ists. Their testimony. Eight-page 
tract for mission work. Singles copies, 
5 cents; 100 for $1.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL. '
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of the author, 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE. ’
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con-

■ -ithout other assistance. Price, 
. by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex* 

pfcBB-chai’ges unpaid...............
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA*

i ..... TIONS. ... ,
'For humhno education, with plan oi 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests, 
ByEmma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cent»

All books sdnt postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, ‘ '

’»«rlln Heights, Ohio*.

a
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FROM THE N. 8. A. HEADQUARTERS 
WASHINGTON, D. C. !

The trail of the Trickster Gang 
Illinois.

Geo. W. Lewis, A. M., Thinks It Un
proven.

“MIND FROM MATTER."

' /I

?...

ton, D. C. , _ . ____ _
A Correction In Regard to the 

Family.

PERTINENT REFLECTIONS IN REF
ERENCE TO THE STATUS 

OF OUR CAUSE.

OUTSPOKEN WORDS.The Annual Meeting
Of Illinois Spiritualists

' Will Be Held at

Tuesday and Wednesday, April 5 and i, 1904. 
Three Sessions pallu.

Forenoon Conference on vital Questions free 
to all. Afternoons and evenings devoted to In
spiration aud Oratory, Music and Messages.

Watch for Programs. Remember dates. In
vite your friends.

GEO. B. WARNE, Prest. Ill. S. S. A. 
Ella Johnson Bloom, Secy.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
Published Every Saturday at 40 Loomis Street,

J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor
Entered al tha Chicago Poitotflca aa Semd-Clara Mail«

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION :
Tub PiiooHBssrvB TbinkebwUI be furuisbod 

until further notice al the following tema, lit-
variably iu advance: 
One Year.................
bis Months.............
Thirteen Weeks,......
Single Copy,............

» oo 
60cta 
25c la 
be 14

BEMITTANOES:
Remit by Postoffice Money order, Registered 

Letter or Draft on Chicago or New York. It 
costa from 10 to Ibcents to get checks cashed on 
local banks, so do not send them unless you 
wish that amount deducted from the amount 
sent. Address all letters to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill.

TAKE HOUCK.
tSTAt the expiration of subscription, If not re

newed, the paper la dlacontmued. No bills 
will be sent for extra numbers.

iSTlf you do not receive your paper promptly 
write ua, and any errora in address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis.

0TWhenever you desire the address of your 
paper «changed, always give the address ol 
the place to which it has been going or the 
change cannot bo made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is J2.

Church Theatricals.
Grace Church, Denver, has an. up-to- 

date pastor, the Rev. Chris B. Reisner. 
“Chris” wanted to start a revival, and 
he had his own ideas about methods. 
Some clergymen, most clergymen 
when they see their church hanging 
fire, and the pew^ thinning out, Bend 
for an “evangelist,” one engaged in the 
business of saving souls, and hold pro
tracted meetings. They call in neigh
boring pastors of all denominations, 
unite in prayer, and get up a “storm 
center" of hypnotic influence, which 
takes away the senses, overrides resist
ance, and brings the stiff-necked unbe
lievers and scoffing heretics to the anx
ious seat. When the cyclone passes, 
before thé recovery they divide the 
spoils, the central church gaining the 
lion's share.

The Rev. Chris wants to bag all the 
game. He sees bow theaters and wine 
rooms prosper, and hits on their way of 
doing business.

One day a few weeks ago, tire good 
people were startled by a new use of 
the city bill boards. They saw a flam
ing “eight-sheets”' announcing a pro-
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Redeeming a Homan SooJ. from the Dark Slums of Vice.
It Is Kindness, Charity, Deeds of Benevolence' and' 

Kindly Assistance to the Young that Count |n the 
Spirit Realms.—To Do Good Should Be the Alm of, 
All Spiritualists. >i
Two months ago a dirty, slangy, rag-tag; to-day a 

clean-faced, neatly clad, polite boy. Two months ago 
a quiet, careless, moody youngster; to-day an enthusi
astic, studious, ambitious lad. '

Two months ago the victim of conditions which he 
heeded too little to think of delivering himself; to
day surrounded by all the luxuries and comforts that 
a large fortune can buy.

if they were sacred; he stood at a distance to look at 
4he pictures on the walls; he shrank from tumbling 
into the big, downy bed placed in Mr. Van Vlissin- 
gen’s room especially for him; he sat away in the cor
ner to avoid talking—he was still the Julius Wiltrax 
of Canal street and of Hanson Park.

Then the barber got hold of the lad. He was intro
duced to the bathtub. The clothier fitted him with 
several new suits. The hatter displaced the little torn 
cap and the “dago” hat with a natty fedora. His 
grimy sweaters were thrown away, and he was given 
an overcoat to keep him warm.

TAKE NOTICE.
All book« advertised In the columns 

of The Progressive Thinker are for sale 
at this office. Bear this In mind.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit- 
uallst Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an- 
•wer all attacks in the secular or relief 
lous press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when ai attack 1b made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Arcana of Spiritualism.
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

Do you wish to assist in the publica
tion of a revised edition of this book! 
If so, by subscribing for it now, you will 
receive a copy at less price than it will 
be sold for after publication. Price not 
desired until the book is ready for de
livery. Please send your address at 
once if "you desire to assist.

320 octayo pages, finely bound in 
muslin. .

Price to subscribers, ?1, postpaid.
Address

HELP FOR THE ’ 
SICK AND 

INFIRM MEDIUMS

té

A gentleman who is a close reader of 
The Progressive Thinker, asks “who 
conferred all the' degrees and titles of 
Doctor, Professor, Honorable, or Rev
erend, which I see paraded in your col
umns? Are not you Spiritualists over
fond of claiming honors not legitimately 
won, but self-assumed by the wearer? 
Again, 1b it not distressingly poor taste 
for the one who is really entitled to use 
any one of them to sign himself “Doc
tor" John. Smith, “Professor" Thoipas 
Brown, or to advertise himself in print
ed matter he himself puts out as “Hon
orable” Timothy Titcomb? A magnetic 
healer should not write himself down a 
Doctor of Medicine; a police court law
yer has not the same right to "Honor
able" as a governor or member of con
gress, or judge on the bench. I lately 
heard of one in ybur ranks who wears 
the title of “Professor" because he was 
formerly a dancing master. One of 
your “Reverends" is a Prince of Profan
ity and Obscenity and credited with be
ing a past master of falsehood; one of 
your “Doctors," I hear, holds a sheep
skin from a defunct West Bide diploma 
mill. Respect will be .accorded your 
cause when your people have more of 
the real thing and less of pretension. 
Genuine merit does not have to blow its 
own horn to secure its deserts. Amen!"

We are glad to note the organization 
of a new society at Bloomington, Ill., 
self-named the Spiritualists' Associa
tion of Bloomington, auxiliary to the 
State Association. Deaths, differences 
and Indifference long since sounded the 
requiem of the older local organization 
In that city, whose few remaining mem
bers became weary of, or faint-hearted 
in, efforts to spread Spiritualism in 
their own community. Mr. and Mrs. E. 
W. Sprague secured forty-one charter
members of the new body, whose offi
cers are: President, G. J. Erdman; vice
president, Lawson Bradley; secretary, 
Mrs. Mary B. Bradley, 725 W. Jackson 
street; treasurer, Wm. Bumgart. Trus
tees : W. H. Clarke, Mrs. Francis David
son, Mrs. B. D. Freed. Many of the

List of Contributors—Sympathetic and 
Tender Hearts Touched—Concerning 
Law Against Mediums. ' ।
To the Editor:—I am now ready 

make my first report of progress, in th« 
matter of collecting from the Spiritual« 
lets at large the Bum of one thousand 
dollars by the first of June, that we mas 
secure the other thousand dollars that 
has been generously promised to the N. 
S. A. for the Mediums' Relief Fund. Aa 
has been before stated, the National As
sociation is paying seven mediums tha 
sum of twelve dollars a month, each, to
wards their support; we would be glad 
to extend the list to take in many more 
who are in need of aid, but not till tha 
fund Increases can this be done. Dur
ing the present week, we added anothen 
aged medium, a resident of this city, td 
the 11bL This beneficiary is eighty-twa 
years of age and has no one to look tc 
tor aid but the N. 6. A. This would 
have made the eighth on our list in ad» 
dltlon to the complete support of Dr, 
Slade; but we have just learned of tha 
transition of one of our pensioners, Mrs. 
Kendall, of Massachusetts, and we hav< 
today forwarded the sum needed fol 
the burial of her remains. Thus tin

Two months—the last two months—have seen this 
transformation of Julius Wiltrax, whose father is 
locked up in the county jail, sentenced to the penitem 
tiary for a quarter of a century for the murder of lit
tle Paul Paszkowski, and whose mother has returned 
to the dirty neighborhood which held out some sort of 
a welcome to her when she came to America eleven 
years ago, and which is her refuge now.

But fate in the form of Peter Van Vlissengen, a 
wealthy bachelor clubman, has snatched the hoy from 
the dark little world he knew and placed him in a big
ger and brighter world, to which his eyes are opening 
wide. The Julius Wiltrax of to-day is as little like 
the Julius Wiltrax of two months ago as the blossom 
is like the bud. The bud of life his bursted and the 
bloom has quickly opened.

The Transformation. .
Julius Wiltrax who was but a dozen years of age 

last Christmas, is the central figure in one of the most 
unique sociological experiments ever made. Within 
him new influences have been set to war with lifelong 
training, books have been given him with which he 
may rout his childish ignorance and teach him to for
get his gutter slang. His rags have given way to fine 
clothes. His truthfulness and his honor have been 
put to fest and the boy has not been a disappointment.

Mingled curiosity and indignation caused Peter 
Van Vlissengen to begin this remarkable experiment. 
About eight months ago John Wiltrax, the father of 
Julius, was convicted of the murder of G-year-old 
Paul Paszkowski. The confession of Julius, Mr. Van 
Vlissengen believes, caused the conviction. Before 
the boy made his confession he had been in the hands 
of the police for two weeks; he had been separated 
from his father and mother and from all who knew

_ These things alone worked a miracle in transform
ing the appearance of the boy, and it at once worked 
a wonderful change in his habits and manners. He 
became more polite and deferential. He grew fond 
of the mirrors. Within a week he began to give much 
time and attention to his personal appearance.

No mention of the murder of Paul Paszkowski was 
made to Julius, Instead of talking much to the boy 
Mr. Van Vlissengen gave him several books to read. 
The only stories he had read were those in the first 
and second readers in the public schools, and when, 
he fell upon a simple story of adventure he eagerly 
read through the book. He took an interest in other 
children, the children of the story books. His little 
bit of selfishness soon disappeared. He became talk
ative, told of the boys he knew who knew no world 
-further than the public school or the woods beyond 
the suburb. He grew sympathetic, and then he began 
to grow ambitious.

Julius was taken each day to Mr. Van Vlissingen’s 
down town office. He saw other boys at work, and 
for the first time in his life he asked if he, too, could 
not “get a job.” He said he believed he could earn 
$3 a week. One day Mr. Van Vlissingen spoke to the 
boy: ...

“Julius,” he said, “what would you buy if I should 
give you some money 1”

“I wouldn’t buy anything,” Julius answered. “I 
would save it until I got a lot of money like you’ve 
got.”

During the short two months since the rescue of 
this boy he has shown a wonderful mental growth. 
At first he was somewhat dull. To make him under
stand it was necessary to speak to him the simple lan
guage, using in a large measure the speech he best 
understood, which was the rough speech of the bar-

tracted meeting at Grace Church. At 
tlie top was this pertinent question In 
letters big enough to be read blocks 
away: .

HOW'S YOUR HABITS?
Revival Meeting at Grace Church 

NOW!
Stirring Singing. Short speaking. A 

Home-like Church!
Chris B. Reisner, Pastor.

It is needless to say the church was 
filled to overflowing, and where there 
is a crowd, revival work flourishes. A 
crowd draws a crowd. There is mag
netism in a crowd which only wants a 
tactful leader to direct. The scheme 
was successful, and next year Chris 
will have a call from “God” to a larger 
church, or Grace will raise his salary! 
No empty pews with such advertising.

Cannot Spiritualists who complain ot 
the meager attendance at their meet
ings learn a lesson? Not long ago we 
were informed by a noted lecturer that 
he traveled something over one hun
dred miles to an appointment in a large 
city, when engaged by a society of long 
standing. It was Saturday and as he 
approached the city, a newsboy came 
through the car with the leading paper 
published in tlie city to which he was 
going. He bought a copy, to see the

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Height«, Ohio.

WAKE UP! ILLINOIS.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, the 

■widely known missionaries of the N. S. 
A., ore now ready to work for the pro
mulgation of Spiritualism by organizing 
local societies of Spiritualists In Illi
nois. Let general advantage of their 
availability be taken at once. Do not 
delay in communicating with them at 
Rochester, Indiana, until further notice.

The time will soon be gone and your 
opportunity lost if you dally with inde
cision. Get out of the graveyard of in-, 
difference. GEO. B. WARNE,

President Ill. S. B. A

A Dearth of Good Hymns.
A committee of the Methodist church 

has been attempting a revision of the 
hymn-book, with the design of incorpo
rating some new material. After a long 
and exhaustive search, it has concluded
that for the past twenty-five years not 
a single hymn has been written worthy 
of a place I The old and solemn hymns 
have become out of date, and nothing

iiour he was expected to appear, not for 
a moment doubting that the meeting 
was advertised. In vain he looked 
down the long column of church an
nouncements and miscellaneous meet
ings. Not a line was there to Indicate 
his coming. He thought there must be 
some mistake, or that the engagement 
had been canceled, and of course was 
troubled thereat. But he was reassured 
when he found the president of the so
ciety awaiting him at the depot. Such 
attention always stirs the heart of the 
itinerant, and he ventured to inquire 
about the “notice” conspicuous by Its 
absence. “Oh, we don’t advertise our 
meetings tn the papers any more," said 
the amiable president. "There are four 
papers and it costs a dollar each, and 
we think that it is all-sufficient to an
nounce in our meetings those to fol
low.”

It is needless to say that the attend
ance was light, and this same president 
complained of the want of Interest of 
the people, and the difficulty the society 
had in maintaining the meetings! ' A 
very little expense in properly advertis
ing would have filled the hall, for hun
dreds of people would have been glad 
to hear the speaker, had they known of 
his coming. It is not the cause that lan
guishes. There is no Want of interest 
It is the way it is presented.

has come to take their place. Fancy 
singing by the choir has taken the place 
of congregational singing which united 
the congregation at the throne of grace. 
It has been suggested that songs set to 
rag-time music would be most attract.

' ive.
A high authority accounts for the de

cadence by the doubts and spirit of in
quiry, which has unsettled that trusting 
faith which is necessary for the enthus
iasm which must be the fountain source 
of sacred song. When the tide of 
thought is questioning the creeds, it is 
not promotive of hymns expressing or 
in praise of these creeds.

_ Whatever explanations may be of
' fered, tho fact remains that no new 

hymns are written, and thè“ old-ones 
that thrilled the souls of the past gener
ation, are falling to please. There is no 
longer use for “Hark! from the Tombs," 
and such horror-thrilling verse. The 
esthetic taste rebels against the child
ish rhymes of Watts, and Sankey melo
dies and Moodey eloquence are at a dis
count Altogether Instead of being 
cause for lament it should be for re 
jolclng. The church is moving ahead. 
Unconsciously the creeds are being out
grown. Those who expect new hymns 
to take the place of the old, will bo dis
appointed for these once popular hymns 
were expressions of ideas and faiths, 
which onco questioned never - will re
turn. And tho new Ideas which are de
rived from knowledge aro destructive 
to abject worship and praise.

him. Van Vlissingen, who became greatly interested < 
in the murder trial because of the fact that an 11- 1 
year-old boy’s confession, secured after so long a I 
time, had been used as evidence, believed that method । 
of securing evidence dangerous to justice and danger
ous to the child confessor,

How the Task Was Begun.
When John Wiltrax was sentenced to the peniten

tiary Mr. Van Vlissingen resolved to take the boy, to 
develop his mind, his sense of honor, his respect lor 
the truth and his love for justice and then to learn 
from him, if possible, whether his confession had been 
a lie or the truth. The boy has all along contended it 
was a lie, told to secure his mother’s release and to 
unite him with her.. '

Mr. Van Vlissingen is a bachelor, about <38 years . 
old. He had lived for a long time at the Chicago Ath
letic club. He knew he must change his place of'liv
ing to carry on his experiment. He was not' in a 
hurry. He went at the task deliberately. He saw 
the boy sent to the John Worthy school, but he kept 
close track to him. When eight months had elapsed 
he went to the school and asked to take the boy away-. 
The boy, hesitatingly, and with a good many misgiv
ings, went with him.

Then began the experiment which has resulted, in 
two months’ time, in the transformation.

His Former Environment.
• Julius Wiltrax was not a waif of the streets, al
though he may be said to have once been a child of 
the slums. For several years he lived on Canal street. 
He has never known any other home than the rooms 
back of a saloon, the kind of a saloon where Polish 
workingmen gather at night, the kind of a saloon to 
which children of the neighborhood are sent to buy 
beer. When John Wiltrax sold his saloon on Canal 
street and moved to Hanson Park he became a little 
more prosperous, but he never was well-to-do. His 
family lived in the three small rooms at the rear of the 
bar-room, and Julius, who had never slept in a bed un
til he was taken to jail, lay each night on a blanket 
thrown in a corner of the “parlor.” The boy was 
sent to school intermittently. He could spell his way 
through the stories in the second reader when he went 
to live with Mr. Van Vlissingen.

At home Julius was a good boy among his kind. 
He was slangy, dirty, devoid of neatness, and shunned 
rather than sought study. He played around the bar
room and greyj/ealloused to what he saw there, to the 
drunkenness, uie fighting, the profanity. On the sur-

room. But it is not that way now. He has augment
ed his vocabulary wonderfully, and he uses words 
that are new to him and uses them rightly. Of course, 
some of the slang words still cling to the boy. He 
says “t’ing” for thing, and when talking rapidly says 
“diit” fer that, but taken all in all the transforma
tion of this boy’s speech is as complete as the change 
in his appearance. .

Gained the Boy’s Confidence.
Mr. Van Vlissingen’s first object in experimenting 

with Julius was to gain his confidence, to make him 
feel that he was among friends, to show him that it 
was for his own and his parents’ welfare that he had 
been lifted out of his old life and dropped into the 
new. When he did come to appreciate this and had 
proved by his actions that he is the mental equal of 
Jioys born of a much higher station, after he had more 
than two-thirds of a year to reflect upon what his con
fession had probably done toward convicting his 
father, Mr. Van Vlissingen began adroitly question-
ing him concerning the events preceding and follow
ing the murder of Paul Paszkowski. The hoy de
clared his confession was a lie. His memory was per-

face it appeared to affect him little. He was not 
bright, nor yet inordinately dull.

Such was the nature of the boy two months ago.
When Mr. Van Vlissingen took Julius he went to 

live with his mother, at 2735 Indiana avenue. The 
home has all the luxuries that money can buy—books, 
pictures, comforts of every kind. At first the new 
surroundings awed Julius. He handled the books as

feet, lie described every event in minutest detail. 
And that he was, even in his old environment, sensi
tive to every impression has been shown by his clear 
remembrance of the little as well as the important in
cidents.

Despite the great change that has come over the lad 
and the fact that he realizes that he owes his trans
formation to the wealthy man with whom he now 
lives, Julius wants to return to his old home in the 
rooms back of the saloon in Hanson Park. He wants 
his father and mother with him, and though too 
young to appreciate fully what he means in saying it, 
he says he would work hard all the rest of his life to 
prevent any harm befalling his father, and mother. 
When he looks straight into the eyes of the person to 
whom he is talking and says he would go to live in the 
worst part of the city if his parents must go there, it 
is evident that he means it, for this changed child is 
apparently far more sincere and earnest than the ma
jority of the boys of his age. But if his father does 
not escape his sentence he will remain with Mr. Van 
Vlissingen, who says he is willing to help him.1

As a sociological experiment, Mr. Van Vlissingen 
regards his work “as a success. The boy has been able, 
he says, in two months’ time to break the bonds that 
held him to a narrow life, and has taken to thinking 
and talking of something to do. His views of things 
have changed as greatly as his lifelong training will 
allow them to change in so short a time. That his new 
environment has had an unusual affect upon him 
there can be not the slightest doubt. The boy had the 
goodness in'him from the first; it has taken this new 
mode of living in new surroundings and under new in
fluences to bring it out.

The above from the Chicago Inter Ocehn contains a 
most beautiful Divine lesson, which all Spiritualists

members are recent converts to Spir
itualism and bring to the work the 
freshness of enthusiasm and the fervor 
of devotion to the truth. Possibilities 
of great usefulness await them. Keep 
active, maintain harmony, shun all 
fakirs, and the society’s mission will be 
enduring.

The trail of tho trickster gangs runs 
over all Illinois and their methods have 
done more to dishearten local workers 
and kill organized efforts than all other 
reasons combined. They leave disgrace 
in their wake, while honest investiga
tors are disgusted and drop their Inter
est But you must not say anything 
about it? Just keep still and allow the 
wolves to fatten while they throttle the 
last vestige of respectability that at
taches to the cause of Spiritualism.

Shall spirit messages be taken from 
our public platforms? This is one of 
the questions forging to the front for 
consideration in the near future. Divis
ions are already noticeable among our 
earnest and thoughtful workers In re
lation to its. If done two classes of 
mediums will be responsible for It— 
those who use tips, advance agents, 
obituary notices and blue books to sup
ply them, and those who wink at such 
things and work side by Bide with 
known deceivers without protest. We 
commend to all message mediums 
Aesop’s little story: “A certain man had 
a goose which laid him a golden egg 
every day. Being of a covetous turn ho 
thought if he killed his goose he should 
come at once at the source of bls treas
ure. So he killed her and cut her open 
and great was bls dismay to find her in
side was in no way different to that of 
another goose.”

GEO. B. WARNE, M. D.

good work 1b going on. Our beneficial 
ries are grateful and appreciative, an4 
we feel that we are not only blesslnj 
them, but that everyone who contribi 
utes to this work is also blessed by IL

Some of the letters we receive with 
the contributions to this fund are beau 
tlful. One elderly lady, who Is herselj 
on inmate of an “Old Ladies' Home," 
wrote, that in sending ten dollars to th< 
fund, she felt it a privilege; that sh< 
would send more, but all she has left it 
a sum to bear the expense of cremating 
her body when the spirit takes Its flight!

Another aged friend, now ninety-foui 
years old, who has a home with her ref 
atives, sent us the only three dollarl 
she had, saying she could put it to nq 
better use than to have some poor me 
dlum benefited by it. A gentleman in 
a Home in Pennsylvania, sent his dollat 
with a good word for the work. Bweel 
little Alice sent fifty cents tor hersell 
and “Precious," and wrote, "I sold mj 
chicken for 23 cents, and put that iq 
with the money.” Surely these souls 
must be blessed with good thoughts and 
happy dreams, who have unselfishly 
done what they could; to one and all« 
we send our hearty thanks. Our com 
tributlng list stands as follows:

Friend In Old Ladles' Home.
Chas. Bolton, «10; Helen A. Haddox, 
810; Thomas C. Smith. «15; J. R. Fraw 
ciB, ?5; T. B. Wait, $5; Harmony Circle) 
South Buffalo, 85; Win. Schroeder, $5; 
A Friend, Hamburgh, Iowa, 85; E. W, 
Brooks, 85; Geo. Seifert, 85; Mrs. P. 13 
M. Dunn, 85; S. A. George, 85; Samuel 
J. Day or Way, 85; Mrs. A. J. Mintuii| 
85; Mrs. M. B. Sprague, 83; Mrs. E. J- 
Woodward, 82; S. A. Tallmadge, 821

can read with profit. DIVINE WRIGHT.
Idolatry and Dementia.

Rev. George S. Cable, a Baptist cler
gyman of Cincinnati, has become de
mented through too close application to 
the study of the Bible. For years he 
has never been seen without the book. 
—Ex.

Is it any wonder that a person who 
receives that book, with all its errors
and crudities as the inspired word of 
God, has lost his mind That person 
who believes this little earth is the cen
ter of the material universe; that stars 
and sun were made expressly to illumi
nate It; that the whole was constructed 
out of nothing in six days; that the or
der of creation was as told in Genesis; 
that, man and woman, and all the ani
mal tribes, in fact, were created and 
named as there stated; that a universal 
flood covered the whole earth and the 
highest mountains; add so on to the 
end of the book with impossibilities, is 
certainly on the highway to dementia 
or insanity. -

To teach sudh narrow conceptions of 
Deity, and such falsehoods so inconsist
ent with modern knowledge to youth, 
instead of being meritorious is highly 
censurable. To say, “It repented God 
that he had made man, and it, grieved 
him to his heart," is to lower that char
acter to a level with the age in which 
it was written, and beneath the cul
tured thought of d ten-year-old child of 
to-day. ■ :■ ■ „

And then to hug that book to the 
breast, as we have seen it done in tho
pulpit, with the declaration that evory- 
thing between the lids Of th« egcred vol-

BjS searching tho old learn the new.—•

ume was Inspired by God, is sickening, • 
may we not say disgusting.

Here is a news paragraph, only a few 
days from Alaska Read It, ye credu
lous vulgar, who believe this earth and 
all the vast universe was called into 
being less than 6,000 years ago:

Dawson, Alaska, March 8, 1904.—The 
complete form of a mastodon has been 
discovered at Hillside, on Quartz creek, 
near here. It was imbedded thirty-eight 
feet in the earth, and a steam thawing 
plant was necessary to unearth it The 
hair and the skin are in a perfect state 
of preservation, although the. flesh is 
somewhat decomposed, and the big 
tusks, which remain fastened to the 
skull, are in good condition. It is esti
mated that the skeleton’s value is about 
850,600, os there ore only one or two of 
them in existence in as good a condi
tion as this. The body was buried in 
an old channel, in the zone of ‘ almost 
perpetual frost, which accounts for its 
preservation.

That mastodon inhabited that frigid 
zone, back in that ancient time when it 
waa ■within the tropics. The preserva
tion of its flesh shows that the change 
from.a tqrrld to a frozen zone was al
most immediate. That change may 
have occurred,, for aught we know to 
the contrary, a million years ago, or 
even a hundred times, that number. So 
long ns it remained frozen, if a thou
sand millions years, It would -be. pre
served without decay, just us the fossil 
In the rock is preserved, and which

an almost eternity of years since its 
change from a mollusk to a fossil.

They who have brains to think will 
see why [ intelligent clergymen can no 
longer present (the Bible as the Word of 
God to । cultured audiences. And they 
will understand why the acceptance of 
its teachings produces dementia.

An Honest God.
I congratulate Brother Jamieson on

his admirable letter in The Progressive 
Thinker, -No. 747, March 19. Although 
no further probf is necessary, I want to 
“add mj*’ testifiiony” as Christians say. 
Christians hays developed many things 
that we Team from and profit by, with
out endorsing.their errors, or aping 
their follies. It is true that Spiritual
ism, so Tar as'tny knowledge of it can 
testify, taught'-'naturalism almost with
out exception; from the very first 
Some supernatural mysticism has taint
ed it since Theosophy, Christian Sci
ence, and various occult systems have 
cast their shadows within its domain. 
But to-day, as ever, the intellectual con
cept of unmixed Spiritualism is unquali
fiedly opposed to supernnturallsm. I 
distinctly remember reading that ex
pression of Andrew Jackson Davis, "an 
honest God is the noblest work of man,” 
at least ten years before I over heard 
of Robert G.. Ingersoll. And for 
years before his first lectures appeared 
In print, I quoted tho expression from 
Davis in public and private. I have 
many times informed admirers of la- 
gorsoll wlio quoted the expression au an 
evidence of his (superior genius that A.

years before the great agnostic was 
known to the general public. There are 
many things, often quoted by Agnostics, 
and supposed to belong to their school, 
which have been borrowed from writers 
and speakers in Spiritualism. So, too, 
the “New Thought” people fancy they 
are leading the world. But there is 
hardly a thought they put forward, 
with so much self-satisfaction, that was 
not familiar to Intellectual Spiritualists 
forty and fifty years ago. In all the 
mystic teachings, and occult classes, In
cluding Theo'sophic lectures, that have 
had a part In the intellectual diet at 
Lily Dale, I have never heard anything 
that was new to advanced Spiritualists. 
But each speaker and teacher presents 
the truth in his or her own way, and 
the stamp of the individuality may 
make It seem new to those not familiar 
with the personal shadings of the 
speaker. Bro. Jamieson la growing; 
and he'll get the whole benefit of Spir
itualism some time. His criticisms are
helpful. LYMAN 0. HOWE.

Many items of Interest to speakers, 
mediums and the public are crowded 
out this week. The large circulation of 
The Progressive’ Thinker ( Is well 
known to those who travel over the' 
country, hence they send their notices 
to this paper alone, desiring to reach 
tho largest number of readers possible.

tells the ßasne story as the mastodoiBj J. Davis utteisâ ihnse words many

Temporal laws rather punish men 
when they have transgressed than form 
them to he such as transgress Beldom- 
esL-Mlltas.

Prof. Larkin, of: Lowe Observatory, 
states that substantially matter 1b 
transmuted inti mind. Mr. Lewis, In 
The Progre/ ,ve Thinker, No. 744, 
doubts, on the ground that Prof. L. fur
nishes insufficient proof. Is it not pos
sible after all that Prof. L. is substan
tially right?

In some of Charles Dawbam’s recent 
articles In The Progressive Thinker I 
think he demonstrates a big lot of the 
proof. He shows that all action of 
matter is mind, but is not so called till 
after reaching a certain stage. At least
I so Interpret him. Others may read 
him differently. I think Mr. D. and 
the Prof, are substantially in agree
ment I would take issue with the 
Prof, in his expression. I think mind 
is nothing but motion, as all phases of 
chemistry are nothing but motion. If 
this is right then matter could not be 
transmuted into mind, since transmu
tation means changing one substance 
into another substance. I think thought 
is only motion. The latest text books 
on Modern Psychology make this view 
ot thought and mind very clear. In 
this view, thoughts are not things.

As the name of thing is sometimes 
applied to motion, Jt would thus be 
right to call thoughts things. So, defin
ing transmutation as changing the na
ture of things, and allowing things to 
be other than substance, then my issue 
with the Prof, would no longer be an 
Issue.

It was long since scientifically dem
onstrated that matter is not inert. This 
means that matter has life, as, in the 
broadest sense, there would be no mo
tion without life. There would be no 
so-called natural law without life being 
Involved. When it was first pro
nounced that sound and heat were mo
tion it was as astounding as it is now 
to state that mind is motion. It was 
first thought that electricity was a 
transference of an unthinkably fine 
substance. It is now taught that it is 
the motion of ether, as mind is the mo
tion of air, and wave the motion of 
water.

Modern Psychology makes It very 
clear, by elaborate experiment and rea
soning, that, with no brain, there would 
be nothing of the kind of motion de
nominated mind.

Hudson Tuttle, in the "Arcana of 
Spiritualism,” says, “the Spirit life is 
an Infinite prolongation and evolution 
of this.” It Is not thus at all strained 
to think the spirit brain an evolution 
of the physical brain.

The five senses were long ago re
solved Into feeling. There is good au
thority to the effect that feeling is mo
tion, of myriad types, each type having 
a special name. Change the position of 
sitting, or lying, and it will -change the 
thought wave.

Another high authority says, "voli
tion is the essence of mind." Almost 
any person can feel within himself that- 
volition is motion. .

The attraction and repulsion of the 
atoms Is no more specific and definite

John H. Kramer, 82; Lucy W. Hough tom 
81.50; Mrs. Nettie Johnson, 81-50; A 
Friend, 81; Julia Bunker, 81; August 
Kleine, 81; Chas. Holkirk, 81; Mrs. A, 
C. Headley, 81; Arthur Peiffer, 81; T. C, 
Millard, 81; Mrs. 8. S. Rockhill, 81; El- 
Hughes, JI; A. J. Brooks, JI; Mrs. T. J» 
Schneltzer, 81; Mrs. C. H. J. Bowem“'^ 
Geo. L. Ralston, JI; David Frollck'J ' 
C. H. Phelps, 81; A Friend, Provided 
R. I., 81; Abner Sisson, 81; John Lynch', 
81; Alice and Precious, 50 cents; Aj; 
Friend, 50 cents; Mrs. Speck, 25 cents;| 
E. Bsorcious, 25 cents; Two Friends, 15 
COOLS

Mtb. Zoller and Mrs. Williams, two ol 
our good mediums of Washington, wlttt 
other talent, gave a public benefit for 
the Mediums' Fund, at Wonn’s Hall, 
March 10, from which we realized the 
sum of 812-13; this sum added to tha 
amount of foregoing contributions 
makes a total of 8138.78.

We are greatly encouraged, and wa 
feel that u all who can, will send ac
cording to their means, and it other me
diums in different cities and towns, will 
also hold a benefit Beance or meeting 
for this fund, that the required sum of 
one thousand dollars will be in our 
treasury by the last of May. Please, 
friends, do not delay, but send your con
tributions on as soon as possible. Mr. 
Ralston, whose donation appears in oun 
list, sends a dollar each month for tha 
mediums’ Fund; the one noted is tha 
first from him since the thousand-dollaq 
collection was started.

Now concerning the recent rtatemenl 
of a law to drive mediums from Wash
ington, our legitimate mediums are nofl 
molested, nor do they fear; they ara 
pursuing their work as formerly, non 
will they be troubled. The new law la 
to reach the sharpers whose doings ara 
nefarious, and who are no part of Spir
itualism and its works; one or two have 
been run out of town, and all decent 
people are glad that they have gone.

MARY T. LONGLEY, I 
N. S. A. Secretary. ' 

GOO Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Washing-

Foil

Jan.To the Edtor:— In your Issue of 
9, is an article by Mr. Titus Merritt, 
purporting to give a short history of tho 
Fox family, which is endorsed by Mr« 
Hudson Tuttle, and which we think 
somewhat misleading In conclusion.

Mr. Merritt says Ann Leah Fox was 
thirty-four years old when the spirit 
rappings were first heard at Hydesville, 
on March 31, 1848. The ages of the 
other girls we admit as correct.

In Mrs. Ann Leah Underhill’s booh 
called The Missing Link in Modern 
Spiritualism she says, “at this time, 
1848, I was little more than a child." 
Farther on she says, ‘‘when I was mar
ried I could count fourteen, years and 
five months.”

Her husband's name was Fish. Sha
“I was twice a widow before I

On page 230 she
says she was married to Calvin Brown, 
September 10,1851. Calvin Brown died 
May 4, 1853, his age nearly 29. Sea 
page 252. On page 292 she says, “Mr. 
Underhill and I were married on tha ' 
2nd day of November, 1858.” Now it 
Mrs. Underhill knew what she was talk
ing about she was iff her 28th or 29th. 
year when she married Mr. Underhill.

But it Mr.- Merritt was right, she 
must have been in her 45th year. I 
have always been a great admirer of 
the. Fox family from the start to finish. 
Ann Leah speaks in glowing terms of 
her father and never a word of drunken 
or gambling habits. He was an exem
plary man, being class-leader in the M. 
E. Church. ■

There is a small bond of Spiritual
ists here, but we are not organized. 
We have no medium near here, so we 
have to be contented to read The “Pro
gressive Thinker. We think it a great 
intellectual feast We hope sometime 
In the near future to seo a medium and 
a lecturer here. I am 73 years old.

■ CHARLES S. LAMB. 
Morey, Missaukee Co., Mich. .

than is the same law in individuals. 
E. W. BALDWIN.

Madison, Wls. ....... ..
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Temporal laws rather punhih men 
when they have transgressed than form 
them to be such as transgress seldom- 
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And then to hug that book to the I sand millions yqars, it would be. pre
breast, as wo have seen it done in the served without decay, just as the fossil 
pulpit, with the declaration, that every- In Ute rock is preserved, and which

into the big, downy bed placed in Mr. Van Vlissin- 
gen’s room especially for him; he sat away in the cor
ner to avoid talking—he was still the Julius Wiltrax 
of Canal street and of Hanson Park.

The trail of the Trickster Gang 
Illinois.

FROM THE N. 8. A. HEADQUARTER®
WASHINGTON, D.C. ¡

pictures, comforts of every kind. At first thë new 
surroundings awed Julius. He handled the book® as

ing him concerning the events preceding and follow
ing the murder of Paul Paszkowski. The boy de
clared his confession was a lie. His memory was per-

I congratulate Brother Jamieson 
his admirable letter in The Progressive 
Thinker,'.No. 747, March 19. Although 
no further proof is necessary, I want to 
"add mÿ’testimony” as Christians say.

PERTINENT REFLECTIONS IN REF
ERENCE TO THE STATUS 

OF OUR CAUSE.Redeeming a Human Soo, from the Dark Slums of Vice.

many timen’ Informed admirers of In-, 
gorsoll wtio quoted tho expression as an

.... . ... . .................... .........................evidence ©i hi® superior genius-that A.
mag between the lids of thg sgcred vol-1 tails tlio aasas story as tho intótodoffia 6® X Davie Uite^sS átae words many
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The Annual Meeting 
Of Illinois Spiritualists

’ Will Be Held at

SICK AND
INFIRM MEDIUMS

Tuesday and Wednesday, April 5 and 6, 1904.
Three Sessions Dallu.

Forenoon Conference on vital Questions free 
to all. Afternoons and evenings devoted to In
spiration and Oratory, Music and Messages.

Watch for Programs. Remember dates. In
vite your friends.

GEO. B. WARNE, Prest. Ill. 8. 8. A. 
Ella Johnson Bloom, Secy.
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A gentleman who is a close reader of 
The Progressive Thinker, asks "who 
conferred all the degrees and titles of 
Doctor, Professor, Honorable^ or Rev
erend, which I see paraded in your col
umns? Are not you Spiritualists over
fond of claiming honors not legitimately

List of Contributors—Sympathetic and 
Tender Hearts Touched—Concerning 

Law Against Mediums. ।
, x a - ., । To the Editor:—I am now ready tg

won, but self-assumed by the wearer. I mate my first report of progress, in thl 
Again, is it not distressingly poor taste I matter of collecting from the Spiritual« 
tor the one who is really entitled to use j6ta at large the sum of one thousand 
any one of them to sign himself “Doc- dollars by the first of June, that we ma» 
tor” John Smith, “Professor” Thoipas gecure the other thousand dollars thag 
Brown, or to advertise himself in print- fias been generously promised to the N> 
ed matter he himself puts out as “Hon- g. a. for the Mediums' Relief Fund. Aa

Two months ago a dirty, slangy, rag-tag; to-day a 
clean-faced, neatly clad, polite boy. Two months ago 
a quiet, careless, moody youngster; to-day an enthusi
astic, studious, ambitious lad. '

Two months ago the victim of conditions which he 
heeded too little to think of delivering himself; to
day surrounded by all the luxuries and comforts that 
a large fortune can buy.

Two months—the last two months—have seen this 
transformation of Julius Wilfrax, whose father is 
locked up in the county jail, sentenced to the peniten
tiary for a quarter of a century for the murder of lit
tle Paul Paszkowski, and whose mother has returned 
to the dirty neighborhood which held out some sort of 
a welcome to her when she came to America eleven 
years ago, and which is her refuge now.

But fate in the form of Peter Van Vlissengen, a 
wealthy bachelor clubman, has snatched the boy from 
the dark little world he knew and placed him in a big
ger and brighter world, to which his eyes are opening 
wide. The Julius Wiltrax of to-day is as little like 
the Julius Wiltrax of two months ago as the blossom 
is like the bud. The bud of life his bursted and the

. - .. ■ I bloom has quickly opened. •when they see their church hanging I v x
fire, and the pewK thinning out, send The Transformation. .
tor on “evangelist,” one engaged in the juuus Wiltrax who'was but a dozen years of age 
busings of saving souls, and hold pro- Jast christ the central fi in one of the most 
tracted meetings They ^llln ne^h- un sociolo’ ical eXperi>nent3 ever made. Within 

center” of hypnotic Influence, which training, books have been given him with which he 
takes away the senses, overrides resist- may rout his childish ignorance and teach him to ior
ance, and brings the stiff-necked unbe-1 get his gutter slang. His rags have given way to fine 
lievera and scoffing heretics to the anx-1 clothes. His trutlifulness and his honor have been 
ious seat When the cyclone passes, put to test and the boy has not been a disappointment, 
before the recovery they divide the Mingled curiosity and indignation caused Peter 
spoils, the central church gaining the I Van Vlissengen to begin this remarkable experiment, 
lion’s share. About eight months ago John Wiltrax, the father of

The Rev. Chris wants to bag all the I Julius,, was convicted of the murder of 6-year-old 
game. He sees how theaters and wine paui Paszkowski. The confession of Julius, Mr. Van

Church Theatrical».
Grace Church, Denver, has an up-to- 

dats pastor, the Rev. Chris B. Reisner. 
"Chris” wanted to start a revival, and 
he had his own ideas about methods. 
Some clergymen, most clergymen
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Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit- 
uallst Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an- 
•war all attacks In the secular or relljf 
Jous press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when «a attack Is made, giv
ing date and name of paper.. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Arcana of Spiritualism.
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

Do you wish to assist in the publica
tion of a revised edition of this book? 
If bo, by subscribing for it now, you will 
receive a copy at less price than It will 
be sold for after publication. Price not 
desired until the book is ready for de
livery. Please send your address at 
once if'You desire to assist .

320 octavo pages, finely bound in 
muslin. „

Price to subscribers, $1, postpaid.
Address HUDSON TUTTLE,

Berlin Height», Ohio,

Then the barber got hold of the lad. He was intro
duced to the bathtub. The clothier fitted him with 
several new suits. The hatter displaced the little torn 
cap and the “dago” hat with a natty fedora. His 
grimy sweaters were thrown away, and he was given 
an overcoat to keep him warm. '

These things alone worked a miracle in transform
ing the appearance of the boy, and it at once worked 
a wonderful change in his habits and manners. He 
became more polite and deferential. He grew fond 
of the mirrors. Within a week he began to give much 
time and attention to his personal appearance.

No mention of the murder of Paul Paszkowski was 
made to Julius. Instead of talking much to the boy 
Mr. Van Vlissengen gave him several books to read. 
The only stories he had read were those in the first 
and second readers in the public schools, and when, 
he fell upon a simple story of adventure he eagerly 
read through the book. He took an interest in other 
children, the children of the story books. His little 
bit of selfishness soon disappeared. He became talk
ative, told of the boys he knew who knew no world 

i further than the public school or the woods beyond 
the suburb. He grew sympathetic, and then he began 
to grow ambitious.

Julius was taken each day to Mr. Van Vlissingen’s 
down town office. He saw other boys at work, and 
for the first time in his life he asked if he, too, could 
not “get a job.” He said he believed he could earn 
$3 a week. One day Mr. Van Vlissingen spoke to the 
boy:

“Julius,” he said, “what would you buy if I should 
give you some money?”

‘ ‘ I wouldn’t buy anything, ’ ’ Julius answered. ‘ ‘ I

rooms prosper, and hits on their way at I viissengen believes, caused the conviction. Before 
doing business. I fjie boy made his confession he had been in the hands

One day a tew weeks ago, the good I ^le pOjjce for f,w0 weeks; he had been separated 
people were startled by a new use o£ from hig father and mother and from an who knew 
the city bill boards. They saw a flam-1 yan -yiissiiigen, who became greatly interested 
Ing "eight-sheets”- announcing a pro- -n murder becauge of th(J faet that an n. 
tracted meeting Ü. Gra^ Church At ld boy>8 confession secured after Bd long a 

XS U M » «video» Wieved Uat „««hod 

aw of securing evidence dangerous to justice and danger
' ' ’___ ous to the child confessor.

HOW’S YOUR HABITS? ’
Revival Meeting at Grace Church I How the Task Was Begun. ’ -

NOW! I When John Wiltrax was sentenced to the peniten-
Stlrring Singing. Short speaking. A I ^¡ary Van Vllssiiigen resolved to take the boy, to 

H°^e!lkn wh,JrCr r> «to. I develop his mind, his sense of honor, his respect for 
Chris B. Relau r, . L]je truth and his love for. justice and then to learn 

It is needless to say the churclr was ^.om -j, pOgajb]e whether his confession had been 
filled to overflowing, and where there a or truth ,fhe boy ha£) ft]1 along contended it 
“ad;sreI1Vcro:dOr"XeTmai was a lie, told to secure his mother’s release and to 

3“ lXCrtodd13C11 The Xme "m! V^ VBXg^ is a 

was successtul, and next year Chris old. Hehad lived for a longtime at tfie Chickgo Ath- 
wlll have a call from “God” to a larger letic club. He knew he must change his playe of liy- 
church, or Grace will raise his salary! ing to carry on his experiment. He was not’ iff a 
No empty pews with such advertising, hurry. He went at the task deliberately. He saw 

Cannot Spiritualists who complain of tbe boy gent to tbe jobn Worthy school, but he kept 
fisSa iXnrNoVloniago we close track to him. When eight months had elapsed 
were informed by a noted lecturer that he went to the school and asked to take the boy away-, 
he traveled something over one hun- The boy, hesitatingly, and with a good many misgiv- 
dred miles to an appointment In a large higs went with him.
BtandtoT iw^SaturtÄd^he I Then began the experiment which has resulted, in 
approached the city, a. newsboy came I two months time, in the transformation.
through the car with the leading paper Former Environmentpublished in the city to which he was I JUS JI ormer jsnvnonmem.
going. He bought a copy, to see the . Julius Wiltrax was not a waif of the streets, al

though he may be said to h^once been a child of 
was advertised. In vain he looked I the slums. For several years he lived on Ganal street, 
down the long column, of church an- He has never known any other home than the rooms 
nouncements and miscellaneous moet-1 bacb Qf a ga]oon. the kind of a saloon where Polish 
^¿oXa h“äS£ ä w°rk?g“T gatkert,at tJle k?d of a 3°!t0 

, some mistake, or that the engagement I which children of the neighborhood are sent to buy 
’ had been canceled, and of course was I beer. When John Wiltrax sold his saloon on Canal

would save it until I got a lot of money like you’ve 
got.”

During the short two months since the rescue of 
this boy he has shown a wonderful mental growth. 
At first he was somewhat dull. To make him under
stand it was necessary to speak to him the simple lan
guage,'using in a large measure the speech he best 
understood, which was the rough speech of the bar
room. But it is not that way now. He has augment
ed his vocabulary wonderfully, and he uses words 
that are new to him and uses them rightly. Of course, 
some of the slang words still cling to the boy. He 
says “t’ing” for thing, and when talking rapidly says 
“dat” fer that, but taken all in all the transforma
tion of this boy’s speech is as complete as the change 
in his appearance. , .

Gained the Boy’s Confidence.
Mr.-Van Vlissingen’s first object in experimenting 

with Julius was to gain his confidence, to make him 
feel that he was among friends, to show him that it 
was for his own and his parents’ welfare that he had 
been lifted out of his old life and dropped into the 
new. When he did come to appreciate this and had 
proved by his actions that he is the mental equal of 
Jjoys born of a ranch higher station, after he had more 
than two-thirds of a year to reflect upon what his con- 
fessioffdiad probably done toward convicting his 
father, Mr. Van Vlissiligen began adroitly question-

. ’ ’ ■ w .r w v w w a — a— — — . _ . — —.. . ,
orable” Timothy Titcomb? A magnetic hag been before stated, the National As« 
healer should not write himself down a I sociation is paying seven mediums the 
Doctor of Medicine; a police court lew- gum of twelve dollars a month, each, la
yer has not the same right to "Honor-1 wards their support; we would be glad 
able” as a governor or member of con- I to extend the list to take in many more 
gress, or judge on the bench. I lately who are in need of aid, but not till the 
heard of one in ybur ranks who wears fund Increases can this be done. Dur« 
the title of "Professor” because he was ing the present week, we added anotheu 
formerly a dancing master. One of I aged medium, a resident of this city, tql 
your “Reverends” is a Prince of Profan- the UsL This beneficiary is eighty-twU 
ity and Obscenity and credited with be- years of age and has no one to look to 
ing a past master of falsehood; one of for aid but the N. S. A. This would 
your “Doctors," I hear, holds a sheep- I have made the eighth on our list in ad» 
Skin from a defunct West Side diploma dition to the complete support of Dr, 
mill. Respect will be .accorded your Slade; but we have just learned of the 
cause when your people have more of I transition of one of our pensioners, Mra 
the real thing and less of pretension. I Kendall, of Massachusetts, and we havi 
Genuine merit does not have to blow its Ji^^y forwarded the sum needed foi 
own horn to secure its deserts. Amen I” the burial of her remains. Thus th«

We are glad to note the organization seed work is going on. Our beneficia 
of a new society at Bloomington, Ill., I ries are grateful and appreciative, an4 
self-named the Spiritualists’ Associa- Jf® feel 'va ar® not 0I? ^ 
tion of Bloomington, auxiliary to the ^em but that wwyone who> eontrlfc 
State Association.. Deaths, differences I th» w«1 tus
and indifference long since sounded the „ n^HhiiHnn« fund amhmn 
requiem of the older local organization laT who iThS
in that city, whose few remakingmem- lX’’¿S
bers became weary of, orfMnVhearted mat ¡n sea(iing ten dollars to th« 
in, efforts to spread Spiritualism in £ d Bhe felt 1(. prlvilege; that Bh< 
their own community. Mr. and Mrs. E. woul’d Bend morft but all Bhe haa lett 1( 
W. Sprague secured forty-one charter- I a gum Pear expense oj cremating 
members of the new body, whose offi- ber body when the spirit takes its flight! 
cers are: President, G. J. Erdman; vice- I Another aged friend, now ninety-tout 
president, Lawson Bradley; secretary, years old, who has a home with her reB 
Mrs. Mary B. Bradley, 725 W. Jackson attve8> sent U8 the only three dollar« 
street; treasurer, Wm. Bumgart. Trus- ahe had, saying she could put it to nq 
tees : W. H. Clarke, Mrs. Francis David-1 better use than to have some poor me 
son, Mrs. B. D. Freed. Many of the dium benefited by it. A gentleman is 
members are recent converts to Bplr- a Home in Pennsylvania, sent his dollar 
itualism and bring to the work the with a good word for the work. Sweet 
freshness of enthusiasm and the fervor little Alice sent fifty cents for hersell 
of devotion to the truth. Possibilities and “Precious,” and wrote, ’’I sold mJ 
of great usefulness await them. Keep chicken for 23 cents, and put that in 
active, maintain harmony, shun all with the money.” Surely these soul« 
fakirs, and the society’s mission will be must be blessed with good thoughts and 
enduring. - happy dreams, who have unselfishly

The trail of tho trickster gangs runs done what they could; to one and aJlf 
over all Illinois and their methods have we send our hearty thanks. Our con»

WAKE UP! ILLINOIS.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, the 

■widely known missionaries of the N. 8. 
A., are now ready to work for the pro
mulgation of Spiritualism by organizing 
local societies of Spiritualists In Illi
nois. Let general advantage of their 
availability be taken at once. Do not 
delay in communicating with them at 
Rochester, Indiana, until further notice.

The' time will soon be gone and your 
opportunity lost if you dally with inde
cision. Get out of the graveyard of in-, 
difference. GEO. B. WARNE,

President Ill. S. B. A.

A Dearth of Good Hymns.
A committee of the Methodist church 

has been attempting a revision at the 
hymn-book, with the design of incorpo
rating some new material. After a long 
and exhaustive search, it has concluded 
that for the past twenty-five years not 
a single hymn has been written worthy 
of a placet The old and solemn hymns 
have become out of date, and nothing 
has come , to take thAir place. Fancy 
singing by the choir has taken the place 
of congregational singing which united 
the congregation at the throne of grace. 
It has been suggested that songs set to 
rag-time music would be most attract- 

v ive.
A high authority accounts for the de

cadence by the doubts and spirit of in
quiry, which has unsettled that trusting 
faith.which Is necessary for the enthus- 
lasm which must be the fountain source 
of sacred song. When the tide of

troubled thereat. But he was reassured I street and moved to Hanson Park he became a little 
dety ^ünghTrn a?“pol Su^ more prosperous, but he never was welbto^do. gs 
attention always stirs the heart of the family lived m the three small rooms at the. rear of the 
itinerant, and he ventured to inquire bar-room, and Julius, who had never slept in a bed un- 
about the "notice” conspicuous by its I x« he was taken to jail, lay each night on a blanket 
XS ÚXX ~re” sZ thrown in a corner of the “pa^r.” The boy was 
the amiable president. "There are four I sent to school intermittently. He could spell his way 
papera and it costs a dollar each, and I through the stories in the second reader when he went 
we think that it is all-sufficient to aq-1 ^.0 j|ve Mr. Van Vlissingen.
“ou“5e ln our meetings those to fol-1 home juliug waB a g00¿ boy among his kind.

It Is needless to say that the attend-1 He was -slangy ^ dirty, devoid of neatness, and shunned 
anee was light, and’this same president I rather than sought study. He played around the bar- 
complained of the want of interest of I r00m giewAaHoused to what he saw there, to the hSPtaPm^tatoiSng“Ml 'A drunkenness,Sghting, the Profanity On the sur- 

very little expense in properly advertís-1 face it appeared to affect him little. He was not 
ing would have filled the hall, for hun- bright, nor yet inordinately dull.
dreds of people would have been glad I was nature of the boy two months ago. 
hte Xing. K not tte Suse toauan- When Mr. Van Vlissingen took Julius he went to 
guishes. There is no Want of interest live with his mother, at 2735 Indiana avenue. Ine 
It is the way it is presented. I borne has all the luxuries that money can buy—books,

gyman of Cincinnati, has become de-1
mented through too dose-application to 1 ume was inspired by God, Is sickening, • 
the study of the Bible. For years he I may we not say disgusting.
has never been seen without the book. I Here is a news paragraph, only a tew 

I days from Alaska. Read it, ye credu-
Is it any wonder that a person who I ions vulgar, who believe this earth and 

receives that book, with all its errors I au the vast universe was called into 
and crudities as the inspired word of being less than 6,000 years ago: 
God, has lost his mind That person I Dawson( March 8> 19O4._Th0 
who believes this little earth is the cen-1 cQjjpjgtg form of a mastodon has been 
ter of the material universe; that stars discovered at Hillside, on Quartz creek,

feet. He described every event in minutest detail. 
And that he was, even in his old environment, sensi
tive to every impression has been shown by his clear 
remembrance of the little as well as the important in
cidents.

Despite the great change that has come over the lad 
and the fact that he realizes that he owes his trans
formation to the wealthy man with whom he now 
lives, Julius wants to return to his old home in the 
rooms back of the saloon in Hanson Park. He wants 
his father and mother with him, and though too 
young to appreciate fully ,what he means in saying it, 
he says he would work hard all the rest of his life to 
prevent any harm befalling his father, and mother. 
When he looks straight into the eyes of the person to 
whom he is talking and says he would go to live in the 
worst part of the city if his parents must go there, it 
is evident that he means it, for this changed child is 
apparently far more sincere and earnest than the ma
jority of the boys of his age. But if his father does 
not escape his sentence he will remain with Mr. Van 
Vlissingen, who says he is willing to help him. ‘

As a sociological experiment, Mr. Van Vlissingen 
regards his work as a success. The boy has been able, 
he says, in two months’ time to break the bonds that 
held him to a narrow life, and has taken to thinking 
and talking of something to do. His view® of things 
have changed as greatly as his lifelong training wUl 
allow them to change in so short a time. That his new 
environment has had an unusual affect upon him 
there can be not the slightest doubt. The boy had the 
goodness in' him from the first; it has taken this new 
mode of living in new surroundings and under new in
fluences to bring it out.

The above from the Chicago Inter Ocehn contains a 
most beautiful Divine lesson, which all Spiritualisis

done more to dishearten local workers trlbuting list stands as follows: 
and kill organized efforts than all other Friend in Old Ladles’ Home, ?10; 
reasons combined. They leave disgrace Chas. Bolton, $10; Helen A. Haddox, 
In their wake, while honest Investlga- I $10; Thomas C. Smith, $15; J. R. Fram 
tors are disgusted and drop their inter- cis, $5; T. B. Walt, $5; Harmony Circle^ 
est But you must not say anything South Buffalo, $5; Wm. Schroeder, $5; 
about it? Just keep still and allow the A Friend, Hamburgh, Iowa, $5; E. W, 
wolves to fatten while they throttle the Brooks, $5; Geo. Seifert, $5; Mrs. P. H 
last vestlgo of respectability that at- M. Dunn, $o; S. A. George, $5; Samuel 
taches to the cause of Spiritualism. L Day or Way, $5; Mrs. A. J. Mintunj

Shall spirit messages be taken from ?5! Mrs. M. B. Sprague, $3; Mra. E. J. 
our public platforms? This Is one Of W<x>dward, $2, S. A. TaUmadge, $2; 
the questions forging to the front for H^Kramer $2, Lucy W. II g to
consideration in the near future. Dlvis- J,1-,6®1.1*1?: ¿i -?1 Aum
ions are already noticeable among our fh ¿h Holklrk $1’’ MnT
earnest and thoughtful workers In re- ¿01!Igr’
latlon to its If done two classes of SlUwd $1; V 8 8. Shi, $1;
mediums will be responsible for it- j. BrookB( ?i; Mrs. T. p
those who use tips advance agents, lt^ '?1 Mr3> c H_ j. Boweai^ ■ 
obituary notices and blue books to sup- Geo L R^ton, $1; David FrollcuV ' 
ply them, and those who wink at such c R pbeips A Friend, Provided
things and work side by side wlto R , Slsgon ?1; John LyriSt^
known deceivers without protest We -1. ^lc0 and precious, 50 cents; A,"’.. 
commend to all message mediums Friend B0 cent8; Mrs. Speck, 25 cents¿j' ' ' 
Aesop’s little story: “A certain man had E BgOrciOUg( 25 cents; Two Friends, 15 
a goose which laid him a golden egg centg
every day. Being of a covetous turn he Mra. Zoller and Mrs. Williams, two oi 
thought If he killed his goose he should our gOod mediums of Washington, with 
come at once at the source of his treas- ot.her talent, gave a public benefit fot 
ure. So he killed her and cut her open the Mediums’ Fund, at Wonn’s Hall, 
and great was his dismay to find her In- March 10, from which we realized the 
Bide was in no way different to that of gum of $12.13; this sum added to the 
another goose.” amount of foregoing contribution®

an almost eternity of years since -its 
change from a mollusk to a fossil.

They who have brains to think will 
see why [intelligent clergymen can no 
longer pyesent^the Bible as the Word of 
God' to jtjultured audiences. And they 
will understand why the .acceptance of 
its teachings produces dementia.

and sun were made expressly to illuml-1 near here. It was imbedded thirty-eight 
nate it; that .the whole was constructed feet'in the earth, and a steam thawing 

: out of nothing in six days; that the or-1 Ptont necessary to unearth it. The 
thought is questioning the creeds, it is Ider of creation was as told in Genesis; Mttou^tae^flMh.18'!6
not promotive of hymns expressing or that-man and woman, and all the anl- StaSXart the big 
in praise of these creeds. • * •« ~ • - - -— —« - —1 - --- " ■ -......................... -

, Whatever explanations may be of
" fered, the fact remains that no new 

hymns are written, and the" old. ones 
tha,t thrilled the souls of the past gener
ation, are failing to please. There is no 
longer use for “Hark! from the Tombs,” 
and such horror-thrilling verse. The
esthetic tasto rebels against the child
ish rhymes of Watts, and Sankey melo
dies and Moodey eloquence are at a dis
count Altogether Instead Of being 
cause for lament, it should be for re
joicing. The church is moving ahead. 
Unconsciously the creeds are being out
grown. Those who expect now hymns 
to talee tire place of tho old, will be dis
appointed for these once popular hymns 
were expressions of ideas and faiths, 
which onco questioned never > will re
turn. And tho new ideas which are de-
rlve 
to a

B 
Jap

named as there stated; that a universal I skull, are In good condition. It Is esti
flood covered the whole earth and the I mated that the skeleton’s value is about 
highest mountains; and so on to the ?&0'00®> M^ero

J»>. «„ I them in existence in as good a condl-end of the book with impossibilities, is I yon y]10 body. waa t)Urjed in
certainly on the highway to dementia | an old channel, in the.zone of ' almost 
or Insanity. . - 1 perpetual frost, which accounts for its

To teach such narrow conceptions of I preservation.
Deity, and such falsehoods so inconslst-1 That mastodon inhabited that frigid 
ant with modern knowledge to youth, I zone, back In that anclont time when it 
Instead of being meritorious is highly I was within the tropics. The preserva- 
censurable. To say, “It repented God tion of Its flesh shows that the change 
that he had made man, and It, grieved I frofix a torrid to a frozen zone was al- 
him to his heart," is to lower that char-1 most Immediate. That change may 
acter to a level with the age In which I have occurred, for aught wo know to 
it was written, and beneath Hie cul-1 the contrary, a million years ago., or 
turod thought of a ten-year-old child of I even a hundred times that number. So

Christians have, developed many things 
that we 'learn from and profit by, with
out endorsing .their errors, or aping 
their folHes,' It is true that Spiritual
ism, so-far as'iny knowledge of it can 
testify, MiughUmaturalism almost with
out exception; from the very first 
Some supernatural mysticism has taint
ed it since Theosophy, Christian Sci
ence, and various occult systems have 

’cast their shadows within its domain. 
But to-day, as ever, the intellectual con
cept of unmixed Spiritualism 1b unquali
fiedly opposed to supernaturalism. I 
distinctly-remember roading that ex
pression of Andrew Jackson Davis, “an 
honest God is the noblest work of man,” 
at least ton years before I ever heard 
of Robert G. Ingersoll. And for 
years before his first lectures appeared 
in print, I quoted the expression from 
Davis In public and private. I have

years before, the great agnostic was 
known to the general public. There are 
many things, often quoted by Agnostics, 
and supposed to belong to their school, 
which have been borrowed from writers 
and speakers in Spiritualism. So, too, 
the, “New Thought” people fancy they 
are leading the world. But there is 
hardly a thought they put forward, 
with so much self-satisfaction, that was 
not familiar to Intellectual Spiritualists 
forty and fifty years ago. In' all the 
mystic teachings, and occult classes, in
cluding Theo'sophlc lectures, that have 
had a part in the Intellectual diet at 
Lily Dale,. I have never heard anything 
that was new to advanced Spiritualists. 
But each speaker and teacher presents 
the truth in his or her own way, and 
the stamp of the individuality may 
make it seem hew to those not familiar 
with the personal shadings of the, 
speaker. Bro. Jamieson is growing; 
and .he’ll get. the whole benefit of Spir
itualism some time. His criticisms are

Many items of interçst to speakers, 
mediums and tho public are crowded 
out this week. The large circulation of 
The Progressive Thinker' is well 
known to those who travel over the 
country, hence they send their notices 
to this paper alone, desiring to reach 
the largest number of readers possible.

GEO. B. WARNE, M. D. makes a total of $138.78.
__ _ , I We are greatly encouraged, and wfl M rnmr «■ i TTrn «« feel that l£ all who can, will send a& FROM M ATTFR ” cording to their means, and If other me.• Il vlH H1J111 Lil» I (fiuma different cities and towns, will 

—-- I aigo hold a benefit seance or meeting
Geo. W. Lewis, A. M., Think» It Un- for this fund, that the required sum ol 

nrnven one thousand dollars will be in our
■ ‘ treasury by the last of May. Please,
—— friends, do not delay, but send your cow

Prof. Larkin, of Lowe Observatory, trJbuUons on as soon as possible. Mr. 
states that substantially matter 1b xaigton, whose donation appears in oua 
transmuted inf? mind. Mr. Lewis, in 1118t> sends a dollar each month for th® 
The Progref' ,ve Thinker, No. 744, mediums’ Fund; the one noted 1b th« 
doubts, on the ground that Prof. L. fur- firat from him gince the thousand-dollafl 
nishes Insufficient proof. Is it not pos- collection was started, 
sible after all that Prof. L. Is substan- Now concerning the recent etatemeni 
tially right? of a law to drive mediunis from Wash

In some of Charles Dawbarn’s recent ington, our legitimate mediums are noi 
articles in The Progressive Thinker I molested, nor do they fear; they are 
think he demonstrates a big lot of the pursuing their work as formerly, non 
proof. He shows that all action of I will they be troubled. The new law is 
matter is mind, but is not so called till to reach the sharpers whose doings are 
after reaching a certain stage. At least- nefarious, and who are no part of Spin
I bo interpret him. Others may read itualism and its works; one or two have 
him differently. I think Mr. D. and I been run out of town, and all decent 
the Prof, are substantially in agree- people are glad that they have gone. , 
ment I would take issue with the MARY T. LONGLEY, I
Prof. In his expression. I think mind N. S. A. Secretary,
is nothing but motion, as all phases of 600 Pennsylvania avenue 3. E., Washing, 
chemistry are nothing but motion. If ton, D. C. I
this is right, then matter could not be . «„ n,narri to the Fogtransmuted into mind, since transmu- A Correction In Regard to the row 
tatlon means changing one substance Family,
into another substance. I think thought To the Edtor:—In your issue of Jam 
is only motion. The latest text books 9, is an article by Mr. Titus Merritt, 
on Modem Psychology make this view I purporting to give a short history of the 
at thought and mind very clear. In I Fox family, which is endorsed by Mr« 
this view, thoughts are not things. I Hudson Tuttle, and which we think 

As the name of thing is sometimes I somewhat misleading in conclusion.
applied to motion, it would thus be Mr. Merritt says Ann Leah Fox was 
right to call thoughts things. So, defin- thirty-four years old when the spirit 
ing transmutation as changing the na- Tappings were first heard at Hydesville, 
tore of things, and allowing things to °n March 31, 1848. The ages of th« 
be other than substance, then my issue other girls we admit as correct.
with the Prof, would no longer be an la Mrs. Ann Leah^ Underhill s bo B 
Issue. I called The Missing Link in Modern

It was long since scientifically dbm- Spiritualism she says, “at this tim^, 
onstrated that matter is not inert. This 11848- 1 was 
means that matter has life, as, in the I Farther on she says, when I was m 
broadest sense, there would be no mo- ried I could,count fourteen years and 
tion without life. There would be no Ave months. . Rh I
so-called natural law without life being Her husbands name wmF 1 • 
involved. When it was first pro says, I was twice a, b i 
nounced that sound and heat were mo I was twenty-four. nrmlL (
tion it was as astounding as It is now aaya sh? I?oki^VtiivVnRmwn died i 
to state that mind is motion. It was September 10,185!. Calvto_Brown died j 
first thought that electricity was a May 4, 1853 his age nea y . Sea ( 
transference of an unthinkably fine P®S® 252. On Pae® 292 so y > ;
substance. It is now taught that it IB yn,,de5hlUnrn4„vAmhX ixkr" Now it' 
the motion of ether, as mind is the mo J“*1 ’hat sh'o waa tal!6

M U.. »ouon .. ‘ j

oi .ss'.°Sp.”X id’s 

ESBF“"“

of this.” It is not thus at all strained behlB clasa'leador ln Ue
eV01Ut‘°n There a'small bond of Spiritual« 

fTho five1 m£eTwere long ago re- pts here, but we are not organized, 
sowed into fS.,WThere isBgooS au- We have« no. mgflum 
thority to the effect that feeling is mo Tinker 1 W^Uik*it a greiU
tion, of myriad types, each type having SC hoT)o
a special name. Change:the position of InTho nei^ futae to see aPmediSnanS

if'wag’’- “4,t w“' a"w’ »iSnSssriMyS's.“*
«twuy sayo. -von. 

tion 1b the essence of mind. Almost I 
any person can feci within himself that volition is motion. tAan Is the same law inlndlvlduals.

The attraction and repulsion of the I < . . 13. W- BALDWIN, i
atoms Is no more specific and definite I Madison, Wls. w
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f /‘But there is a spirit in man and the inspiration of 
¡the Almighty giveth them understanding.”—Job 32:8

Phenomena attending individuals of the human 
’ ¡family demonstrate that there is more to man than 
the flesh and blood that becomes tangible to us. Mind 
is claimed to be the result of sensation, but then there 
is something more than the physical organism that 
manifests thought. We have had occasion to demon
strate that there was an unseen universe existing 
dose abóut us, and yet beyond our reach. So we 
shall find if we investigate far enough that there is 
an unseen person with every person we come in con
tact with, that this body is only the medium that con
nects us with the tangible world. Indeed, some of 
the phenomena of personalities would indicate that 
,we are a multiple of personalities, each independent 
.of the other.

Some writers have assumed that mari is composed 
of at least seven distinct personalities, and that jn 
some cases these personalities are so disrclated and 
'distinct as to be uncognizant of each other. But we 
have no disposition to discuss this phenomena of al
tered personalities. There are more common phe
nomena that will answer our purpose.

Elihu’s statement that there is a spirit in man and 
“the inspiration of the Almighty giveth him under
standing,” was his apology for attempting to answer 
Job when his aged and scholarly comrades had failed. 
He intimated by the expression that there were other 
sources of information than that reached through the 
schools; that when a rapport was once established be
tween heaven and earth, the soul might grasp intelli
gence hitherto inaccessible to it.

A SUBJECTIVE SELF WITHIN US.
The statement, “There is a spirit in man,” is the 

point I want to demonstrate in this chapter. To do 
this I shall commence with the most simple and yet 
thé most unobserved of customs—handshaking. We 
shake hands as one of the courtesies of society with
out a realization of the relation it places us in to each 
other; yet we realize that there is a closer courtesy 
in handshaking than in other forms of civility, be
cause of our effort to avoid handshaking with dis
agreeable persons. But we never question why we 

■ treat different individuals different, nor do we stop 
to think there is a subjective self within(us, that has 
reasons for refusing this courtesy to one set of people, 
and favor it to another. His ideas as to his reasons 
for so doing are very .confused and unsatisfactory; 
yet there is a reason, although he does not quite un
derstand what it is. And when we come to analyze 
it we find it difficult to harmonize it with material
istic views of the relations of individuals to each 
other. When two persons shake hands with each 
other, they exchange certain portions of themselves, 
and carry what they have received away. Now when 
the elements of two are antagonistic, the one who is 
most spiritual of the two. suffers annoyance from the 
contact. This we call, Magnetism. Psychical ema
nations would probably be a better definition.

We found in the case of Mons. deRochas’ experi
ments that a sublimated body extends beyond the 
person for a distance of nine feet, more or less, and 
that it holds such relations to the nerves, that some 
very sensitive persons are sensitive to any disturb
ance to any part of it. This is still more pronounced 
in the relations between the sexes, each sex being able 
to distinguish the presence of one of the opposite sex, 
when they approach each other.

, l am not laboring to show spirituality by this illus- 
„-•tnition, but to demonstrate that we have sensations 

beyond the physical — something beyond the mere 
material, a sublimated sense that we are loth to rec
ognize. We generally form our estimate of others 
from our acquaintance with them, after we have had 
opportunity to draw conclusions from their deport
ment and behavior, but often long before we have 
had opportunity to weigh men and women, some of 
the more sensitive of us have formed a proper esti
mate of their characters at the moment of first meet
ing, and if all have not done so, it is because the sub
jective self has been so subordinated by the positive 
self that we are disabled for that duty.
¡WONDERFUL WORKINGS OF THE SUBJECTIVE 

SELF.
. This subjective self is not subject to the laws of the 
physical; it can go out and measure characters with
out being placed to the inconvenience of accumula
ting a lot of testimony pro and con upon the subject, 
because it goes into the inner nature of the individual 
and gathers up these elements which go to make up 
the individual; sorts them out, estimates their bear
ings upon each other and strikes a correct balance. 
It also demonstrates that there is a spirit in man, 
which has cognizance of facts independent of the 
senses.

This occult power may be carried so far as to en
able one person to think through the brains of an
other, making the other speak his thought, and per
form his will. This is now, incorrectly, I think, called 
(hypnotism. I say incorrectly, because hypnosis 
means sleep, whereas often no person is . so wide
awake as one in this superior condition. They not 
only have the ability to express the thoughts of an
other, but they may see long distances, and tell what 
is going on at different places. This demonstrates 
that our brains are instruments or tools of thoughts, 
just as the organ is an instrument of music. The 
music is not in the organ, but in the mind of the 
musician.

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM THINKS.
Mind and brain are not co-related parts, belonging 

to each other, for .there may be a brain without a 
mind, but when the mind is in action there is a waste 
going on in the brain, just as there is a waste" of sul
phuric acid and zinc in the development of electricity. 
But the wear on brain is not from the secretion of 
thought, but the expression of thought. We think 
through our brains, and as the Niagara wears away 
the rock over which it runs, so .we wear or dissolve 
the elements composing our brains.

It is now conceded that the nervous system thinks; 
that is, we may think through our nervous systems, 
as we do through our brains.

■ We co-ordinate all our actioris from the medulla.
It is true that the medulla U ruled by the cerebel

lum, and the cerebellum itself, in a few instances in 
the human family, by the cerebrum,-though I am 
sorry to say those who show a deference to tho rea
soning faculties are likely to be ufipopular.

With man there are perceptive faculties placed im
mediately above the eyes which guide much of the 
action of the braffi. In a reptile, whose brain is only 
'double the size of the spinal cord, there aro only 
two little dots where the perceptivfes should be— 
enough to lead it out of danger ; but with an inver
tebrata there is no specialized brain of any kind, yet 
it; too, shrinks from danger, showing that its brain 
is not centralized, and yet there arc the almost imper
ceptible molecules of mind, of which I-havo spoken 
in my chapter on Inorganic Life.
;■ READING WITH THE FINGERS,
' This is demonstrated also in tho fact that in cases 
of the loss of one organ, another performs tho double 
duty of responding in placo of the eliminated organ. 
The blind hear more, ,and tho deaf see more and 

' Quicker, than those witli both these faculties. And 

in case one has neither faculty, tho soul yet finds 
means of both expressing itself and coming in con
tact with the outer world. .

Hudson Tuttle in his Philosophy of Spirit and the 
Spirit World, relates the following instance of the 
ability of a lady to read with her fingers : .

“Mr. Sanby relates an instance of a young friend 
who had the regular functions of the nervous system 
overthrown by the sudden news of the death of her 
father. During the attacks peculiar to the disease 
thus induced, which is known to physicians as-the 
protean order, she possessed all the powers of the 
somnambulist; the extraordinary powers communi
cated to the other senses by the temporary suspen
sion of one or two of them, are beyond credibility to 
those.who do not witness it; all colors she'can dis
tinguish with the greatest' correctness by night or 
day; and I may safely say on any part of her body 
as well as her hands. She can not only read with 
the greatest rapidity any writing that is legible to 
us, music, etc., with the mere passing of her fingers 
over it, whether in a dark or light room (for her 
sight is for the most part suspended under the par
oxysm), but she can read any book or writing by 
simply placihg her hand on the pages.”

The hand liere assumes the part of the eye. It sees 
and synthesizes the letters of the alphabet and con
veys the intelligence thus received to the brain, and 
thus communicates it to the world outside. This we 
call psychometry. From this we have only one step 
to thought transference or mind reading, which is 
only soul communication. I believe I may say that a 
majority of the people of this world have this faculty 
to a greater or less extent,and if they wouldbutsearch 
within, instead of casting their Jaith upon the idle 
tales of another, they would find it. We subordinate 
our souls and our spirits—aye, even our manhood to 
the teachings of another, instead of keeping the inner 
chambers of our minds and spirits swept and gar
nished. If we should brush some of the cobwebs 
from the Great Within we should possibly be able to 
find the pearl of great price. _

LAURA BRIDGEMAN—HER REMARKABLE 
. CAREER.

Laura Bridgeman is a case in point She was com
pletely blind and deaf. No sound ever reached her 
ear ; ho object ever greeted her sight. She was com
pletely shut out from the outer world. To her this 
world was without form and voiceless as herself. Her 
magnanimous and philanthropic teacher says of her:

“As soon aa she could walk she began to explore 
the rooms of the house. She became familiar with 
forms, density, weight and heat, of every article she 
could lay her hands upon. An attempt was made to 
give her knowledge of arbitrary signs by which she 
could interchange thoughts with others. There was 
one of two ways to be adopted : Either to go on and 
build up a language of signs which she had already 
commenced herself or to teach her the purely arbi
trary language in common use ; that is, to give her a 
sign for every individual thing, or to give her a 
knowledge of letters by combinations by which 
she could express her ideas of the existence, and the 
mode and condition of the existence of anything. The 
former would have been easy, but very ineffectual; 
the latter difficult, but if accomplished, very effectual. 
I determined, therefore, to try the latter.”

After some explanations as to how he made known 
the elements of sound, and bringing her to under
stand how certain combinations meant a definite 
thing, he continued: •. ; :

“Hitherto the process had been mechanical, and 
the success about as great as teaching a dog a variety 
of tricks. The poor child sat in mute amazement, and 
patiently imitated everything her teacher did. But 
now the truth began to flash upon her; her intellect 
began to work; she perceived that here was a way 
by which she could, herself, make up a sign of any
thing that was in her mind, and show it to another 
mind, and at once her countenance lighted up with a 
human expression. It was no longer a dog or a par
rot; it was an immortal soul eagerly seizing upon a 
link of union with other spirits. I could almost fix 
upon the moment the truth first dawned upon her 
mind, and spread its light to her countenance. I saw 
that the great obstacle was overcome and henceforth 
nothing but patience, perseverance and plain, 
straightforward efforts were to be used.” -

At the end of a year a report of the case was made, 
from which we select the following extract :

“It has been ascertained beyond a possibility of a 
doubt that she cannot see a ray of light, cannot hear 
the least sound, and never exercises her sense of smell 
if she has-any. Thus her mind dwells in darkness 
and stillness as profound as that of a .closed tomb at 
midnight. Of beautiful sights, sweet sounds, apd 
pleasant odors, she has no perception; nevertheless, 
she is happy and playful as a lamb, a bird, and the 
enjoyment of her intellectual faculties, or the acquire
ments of a new idea, gives her a vivid pleasure, which 
is plainly marked in her expressive features. In her 
intellectual character it was plain to observe an in
satiable thirst for knowledge and a quick perception 
of the relation of things. In her moral character, it is 
beautiful to behold her continued goodness, her keen 
enjoyment of continued existence, her expansive love, 
her unhesitating confidence, her sympathy with suf
fering, her conscientiousness, truthfulness and hope
fulness.”

Hudson Tuttle, in mentioning this case in his 
Psychic Science, says:

“Her spirit was locked within her body without the 
least contact with thé world through the most ùseful 
senses; yet she not only thought in the same manner 
as thoâe who possess these senses in perfection. If 
thought depends on the senses, then the quality of 
thought should change when deprived of the senses. 
It is true that when thus fettered in expression,it does 
not escape the limitations of its surroundings, yet in 
the struggle we see the indication of the limitless pos
sibilities of the spirit when these are cast aside.”

THE SPIRIT AND THE PHYSICAL BODY.
If mind grows out of sensation, and probably it 

does, it is evident in this instance it is not dependent 
on sensation. After all, may we riot be mistaken as to 
the mind being an extension of sensation? May it 
not be possible that sensation is a tactual connection 
between the mental and the physical? Our souls 
lookout into the world through our eyes, take in the 
conflicts of the world through our ears, and ascertain 
its hardness, softness, solidity, or its relative rela
tions by the sense of touch. And when wé lose all 
our sensations but touch our fingers become as the 
attaena of the’groveling insect that feels its way- 
through the world. Thus the fingers become to us all 
that all the five senses are.

Yet as I have already intimated, the five senses are 
not. all there is. of us. As the elements of .the body 
extend beyond the body, so is it demonstrated 
the spirit may ■ go out -of the material and 
take cognizance of things out of reach of physical 
sight or hearing. And if the mind can receive 
and. record events at a distance from the body,, 
then the theory of sensation as a primal cause for all 
our.intelligence has been removed. * I do not say that 
the mind, may not have been developed in the first 
place by the senses, but I dlnim that having thus de
veloped itf may pass to that high condilion as to be in-

dependent of the ¡senses. Further, I do not claim 
that mind may exist independent and apart from 
organic structure, but I do hold that it is not at all 
dependent onour curaate structures for its existence. 
I believe that there, is a sublimated and finer interior 
to everything tpngjVlo to us. If by physical I am to 
be understood those things tangible to us, and by 
spiritual those elements in nature which we cannot 
gauge or .measure by physical things, I will say there 
is a spiritual .to everything physical. That we do 
not discern it, i argues nothing against its existence, 
as I have shown in another place. If such is the ease, 
then there may be a duplication of our senses to cor
respond. Now we know that we have just such a 
duplication of at least some of our senses, as we have 
clairvoyance, clairaudience, psychometry, eto. I do 
not know but it would be superfluous for me to try 
to establish the existence of these duplications of the 
senses, as almost any whose reading has extended be
yond the fashionable, trashy literature of the day has 
read something on these lines. -

PREDICTED THE GREAT FIRE IN PARIS. ..
Most of our readers will remember the Bazar de 

la Charite fire in Paris, May 4th, 1897. On that day 
at Vouziers, France, a Dr. G. was called to see a peas
ant woman living out of the village a short distance. 
It was about 4 o’clock when he reached his patient’s 
bedchamber, and he remained there some 25 or 30 
minutes. The woman was very low and he had no 
hope of saving her. There were present several 
women. The woman seemed to be in a stupor, and 
about 20 or 22 minutes after 4, as the doctor was about 
leaving, roused up, uttering a loud cry, a cry of 
horror and agitation and began to talk very rapidly.

“Oh, mon Dieu,” said she, “It is on fire; yes, fire! 
And they do not see that it is burning; they see it 
not yet. Oh, the unfortunate ones. It is burning 
under the floor and they know nothing of it. Now it 
is bursting into flames. The poor women,’ they are 
rushing to the door. Not that way—you cannot get 
out that way; there is no door there. The poor young 
girls, all so beautifully dressed. Save them! Save 
them! They are on fire.”

The peasant women as she repeated these words 
stated she was out of her head. “She sees purga
tory, and there are great rich dressed ladies there, 
beautifully dressed. ’ * But she contiued:

“Save them! They are all crowded together there 
in the corner. There is one whose hat has just caught 
fire, and there is another. Oh, all their skirts are in 
flames. What cries. And all that mass who are falling 
one on top of another. They could save themselves so 
easily there—just over there—there is a door there. 
.They have fallen in a pile across the door and they 
are all ablaze. ' It is raining flames. Great drops of 
fire are falling on them, the ceiling is giving away. 
Oh, those who are' in tlie room behind them—they 
cannot see how to get out; they are rolling over each 
other, piling on top of one another. The poor woman 
—drag her out! For God’s sake, drag her out!” 
The scene lasted thus for five or six miutes, then she 
said: “The whole place crumbles and disappears in 
flames.”

About 5 o’clock she died. About five minutes be
fore she died the doctor left, and that night repeated 
the story to several parties'. The next day, when the 
Paris paers came, the whole story was there repeated 
confirming what the dying woman had so faithfully 
described. This woman had never been to Paris in 
her life, and Iqjew nothing about the existence of the 
BazaV’d& ja Cliarite,.'yet shp described it and a fire in 
it as it was actually taking place.

I have already referred to psychometry, but I want 
to bring up some evidences of it. It is not necessary 
that I should, for there are sensitives in every com
munity where there are several hundred people who 
have the ability after a short time experimenting, to 
take a scrap of manuscript, and simply by holding it 
in their hands, describe the character and idiosyn
crasies of the writer, diagnose hL disease, if he has 
any, and give many points of identification of him. 
S. B. Brittan, in his thoughtful work, entitled “Man 
and His Relations,” relates the circumstance of a 
negro who got killed on ice by being thrown violently 
from what used to be called a whirl-go-round, against 
a cake of ice, and killed:

“Among the persons who witnessed the accident,” 
he says, “was . a physician, who, the same evening, 
.had occasion to prepare some pills for a lady of very 
delicate organization^ and withal exquisitely suscep
tible of the magnetic influence. Several persons were 
in the "office while he was compounding the medicine, 
to whom he related all the circumstances of the acci
dent on the river; at the same time he was shaping 
the pills in his fingers. The doctor sent the pills to 
his patient, who took them on retiring for the night. 
The lady had no knowledge of the accident, but .on 
falling asleep, had an unusually vivid dream, which 
she related on the following morning. She was on 
the ice, and in the midst of a great company of per
sons, who were amusing themselves on skates, and 
otherwise. In the crowd she observed a negro seat
ing himself on a revolving sled, and she declared he 
was instantly killed by being thrown violently against 
a cake of ice.”

It doesn’t matter whether the materialist admits 
that this lady received this intelligence psychometri- 
cally, or had read the doctor’s mind, which after all 
is the same thing, it demonstrates that our senses 
are not the only- avenues of intelligence. When a 
person says, he Will only believe what he can dem
onstrate to his'senses, he confesses himself a bigot. 
The man who will deny everything beyond his com
prehension, thus claiming that he has reached the 
limit, making boundaries of his own information, be
yond which he assumes no other person has ever gone, 
dr can go, assumes he has reached the limit of investi
gation, and any one professing to have adverse evi
dence, is either-an idiot or insane. Usually they deny 
all facts prese'nted?'tb them and refuse to put them
selves in a wa^to obtain facts. " They discover a rela
tion between mind71 and brain, therefore when the 
brain dissolved the'fnind ceases.. Thus their conclu
sions are all jumped at. I want to say here, and I 
shall try to explain it in another place, that the his
tory of everyieventi is-impressed on objects in the 
neighborhood whefd-it occurred, and may be read as 
readily by the'psychoinetrist as Jesus read the history 
of the Samariign woman at the well.

A SU$ERI0R WORLD ABOUT US.
It was not ffiy intintion when I commenced, to write 

this chapter tpb'riiyj forward so much testimony op 
the subject, hut just to show that there was enough 
about us, very common matters, too, to show that 
while we may live in a world of sense, there is a supe
rior world all about us. The matters I have been re
ferring to arc,too well established to require that 
further-evidence should be produced. If any one will 
take up any annual Report of the Society for Psychical 
Research, ho will find abundance of evidences on tho 
matters herein considered and attested beyond ques
tion. Tho person who lays claims to scientific attain
ments and refuses io read this periodical.is taking 
more credit on himself than he is entitled to.

But there is. another kind of evidence, to which I 
wish to refer nt the risk of being sneered at by that 
pseudo wise class who continually congratulate them
selves over tli6'sup6?iority of their attainments. That 

is dreams, I don’t mean all dreams, or even thehalf 
of our dreams, but I do mean to say that occasionally 
men and women dream of things that are sometimes 
remarkably correct; and in their dreams they visit 
places and are seen at the places they visit by other 
parties. The following was reported to The Progres
sive Thinker a few years ago:
REMARKABLE STATEMENT BY MR. WARD-. 

WELL.
“My brother, who is a Methodist clergyman, now 

stationed at Castine, Maine, relates one instance that 
has occurred in his life, in a manner substantially as 
follows:

“ ‘While attending the Divinity School at Cam
bridge, Mass,, some twelve or fifteen years ago, I left 
my folks at Bucksport, Me. During my absence my 
family had moved from the house where I had left 
them to another in a different section of the village, 
a house I had never entered. I retired to bed one 
night, and, as I supposed, fell into a sound slumber. 
Immediately I found myself, as I supposed, going 
somewhere, and came suddenly to a full realization 
that I was on Elm street, in Bucksport. I passed by 
the Congregational church, cast my eyes up to the 
town clock on the Methodist Church, and it being 
moonlight distinctly saw that it was nearly 11 o’clock. 
On the opposite corner I met three lady acquaintances 
whom I saluted with the courtesies of the evening, 
and passed on to the house to which my" family had 
moved, went in, passed upstairs, looked at the chil
dren quietly sleeping in bed, in which my wife' slept, 
awoke her, and sat upon the side of the bed and 
talked with her. My return to Cambridge appeared 
much to me as my going away. I was going some
where and soon realized that I was wide awake. The 
experience was too real to forget, so I wrote my wife 
next day a full account of it. Now my wife had had 
a dream the same night, and a most singular coinci
dence connected with it, and wrote me next day an ac
count of it, our letters relating to the same affair 
crossing each other on their way to and from Bucks
port. She wrote that I came home, and she found 
ipe standing beside her bed, as she awoke, and that I 
seated myself on the side of the bed, and we talked. 
The next morning Annie H. came in, and the first 
thing she said was, ‘ ‘ Where is V1 ’

“ ‘In Cambridge, I suppose, replied my wife.
“Miss H. playfully remarked: ‘I know better. He 

saw me coming and has hid to give me a scare.’
“‘Why,’ said my wife, ‘he certainly is not at 

home.’
“ ‘I don’t care what you say,’ continued Miss H., 

‘I know he is at home, for N., G. and myself were re
turning home quite late from a call, and we saw V. 
coming, down here on the corner of the street, and 
spoke to him, and I'm going to find him if he is in the 
house.’ •

“Well, she didn’t find me, because I was not there. 
But I would like to have this matter explained. I 
dreamed I was in Bucksport, Me., two hundred miles 
distant from where I actually was. I spoke to three 
persons on the street; these three persons recognize 
me, and one speaks of it to a fourth, who dreams she 
saw and talked with me. Was I there? or was I 
not?”

It is a question whether this was all a dream, since 
all his experiences are corroborated by the statements 
of three waking persons, and another who had reason 
to believe she was awake. This case does not stand 
alone, as I could multiply cases if it were necessary, 
all going to show that something in man may go out 
in our sleep and may appear at great distances from 
the physical body.

_ These phenomena must be explained by the mate
rialist in harmony with his theory. As we are will
ing to meet him on his own ground and discuss the 
matter from his own evidences, so he-should be will
ing to meet us on our evidences. If men may pro
ject themselves and become objective apparitions at 
a distance, then a physical body is not necessary to a 
continued existence. If the spirit or double may ex
ist out of the body for an hour or half an hour, why 
may it not continue eternally 1

THE LYCEUM BANNER.

The Lyceum Banner of late unfurled, 
wish might float o’er all thf 
world,

To teach the truth to all the young 
Of every kindred race and tongue.

We know that every girl and boy 
Its truthful teachings would enjoy 

For. none more zealous seek for truth
Than hungry-minded eager youth. ,

The lyceum is the wisest means 
For teaching children in their teens—

When older grown they’ll not depart
From facts and truths they learned 

by heart
They need just such a lesson tract , 

To teach them how to think and act,
And soon we’ll know, by style and man

ner,
What children read the Lyceum Ban

ner. ; ,
To make each child more wise and 

kind, ■
It seeks to stir both heart and mind;1 

To help each grow, instead of shrink, '
It tries to make them feel and think;

To educate is not to stuff— ’
To memorise Is not enough;—

Each child is but a helpless elf 
Until it learns to think itself, “-

The Banner kindly shows the way 
By which each one its part may play,

But when the way is clearly shown, 
The part it plays must belts own.

Long may the Lyceum Banner wave, 
Upheld by zeal both true and brave;.

And may its work to make all free 
Be crowned with glorious vlctoryl

—Dean Clarke, in The Progressive Lyy 
ceum, J. W. Ring, Editor.

RESTORES EYESIGHT.
Spectacfes a Tfiino of the Past,

‘ActlM," a Marvelous Dlicovery That Cures AH 

Affliction, ot the Bye and Ear Without 

Cutting or Drugging, \

A marvelous discovery has been made by that 
Scientist and Inventive Genius, Prof. W. Ki 
Wilson. He has invented a restorer known ai 
“ •» through which all afflctlons of tQ

eyes and ear, such as blind»1 
ness, granulated lids. ca|t; 
araets, sore eyes, deafness 
etc.. are cured withoutcufe, 
Ung or drugging. It Isa' 
simple contrlvance.knowi 
as the Actins Pocket BaV 
Very, and through It th* 

. .. . patients cure themselvei
in the privacy of their own homes. It not only 
abolishes the butcborleB and torturous meth* 
ods practiced by oculists, nndaurlsts, but at th# 

vgame thne perfects a positive and lasting cum
Rev. W. 0. Goodwin, Molino, Kansas, writes t 

“My honest opinion of “Actlnu” is that it Is one 
of the most marvelous discoveries of the ago. 0 
saved my eyes from an operation.”

jY* Harwood, Springfield. Muss., says 
that “Acttna” cured him of dearness of nlni 
years* standing.

Mr. A. L. Howe, Tully, N. Y., writes: “Actin*? 
has removed cataracts from both my oyea» K 
can read well without my glasses: am slxw 
five years old.

Robert Baker, Ocean Park, Cal., wrltest **1 
should have been blind had I Not used^Actln*.*'

A party of prominent citizens have organized 
a company known as the New York and Londofi 
Electric Association, and they have given this 
method so thorough a test on hundreds of cases 
pronounced Incurable and hopeless that thej 
now positively assure a cure. “Actlna” Is seal 
on trial postpaid. If you will call or send youf 
name and address to the New York and London 
Electric Association, Dept T.B., 020 Walnut St. 
Kansas City, Mo., you will receive, absolutely 
free, a valuable book-prof. Wilson's ‘•Treatlsa 
on the Eye and on Diseases In General,” and 
you can rest assured that your eyesight on] 
hearing will be restored, no manor how many 
doctors have failed.

NEW INVENTION! 
Write fbr oew booklet, Spechl Offer tbt* month, Oof 
Dew Qakker Folding Vapor Bath Cabinet*, fluart 

produced. Everybody delighted. Enjor a* 
home Tor 8c each all the marvelou*c!«au*Ing, 
Invigorating, curative effeota of the fataou* 
Torklih Bath*. Open the 6,000.000 *Mn 
pores, puriflei the entire eyatem. Beal* Hol 
Spring*. Prevent« di**a*e. Save« Dr. bllli. 
Cured thouiand*. Naturae dntglaw rrnedj 
for cold*, grip, rheumaUim, aehe«, palu, 

«4./U. lid.., <rod,l,
children * dbeuee aud feaala Illa. Outran.Uod. Bent on 80 d»Ti' trini, ¿100 to |tOQ 

------------- ------->.wv-* month. ttlttmen, manager*, generu agent*. 1004 profit, 
WORLD MFO.CO., 82 World Sumo, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

A SECOND THOUGHT.
The morning after the last issue of the Truth Seeker 

had gone to press we received the following letter 
from our Postmaster:

“Office of the Postmaster, New York, N. Y., 
“February 29, 1904.

“Publisher of the Truth Seeker—Dear Sir:—Re
ferring to previous correspondence relative to the 
mailing of your publication to Canada, I beg to in
form you that the Hon. First Assistant Postmaster-.. 
General directs this office to advise you that the ap- 

*peal made in your letter of thè 28th ultimo has been 
determined in your favor, and to accept for mailing 
copies addressed to Canadian destinations, provided, 
of course, such copies are not otherwise unmailable on 
account of any article or advertisement the circula
tion of which is forbidden in the domestic mails, and 
the publication does not violate the copyright laws of 
Canada.

“Appropriate instructions have been issued, and 
the copies may be presented for mailing as second- 
class matter at your convenience.

“.Very respectfully,
C. VAN COTT, Postmaster.

“Per E. M. Morgan, Assistant-Postmaster.”
We are glad that the Hon. Robert J. Wynne has so 

thoughtfully considered the case, for it seems that the 
matter did not leave his office at all. The Truth 
Seeker has never violated any law or regulation of the 
postoffice of this country, and we do not see why or 
how it can be lawfully thrown out of the mail. What 
the Canadians do is, of course, beyond the cognizance 
of this government. Their postal laws are still more 
peculiar than ours.

There is no more to be said as to the matter as af
fected by the action of the Washington post-office au
thorities. At the request of a foreign official they did 
us an injustice and have repaired it. Something, how
ever, may well be said of the Canadian officials. The 
Hon. William Mulock is now Postmaster-General of 
Canada. He is empowered by the Canadian law to 
refuse mail privileges to any journal he sees fit. There 
are quite a number of journals published in this coun
try to which his department refuses mail privileges. 
But that suppression, we have learned, does not sup
press. Those journals can be found in all the cities 
and towns where the demand for them justifies the ex
pense of sending them to Canada by express. The ab
surdity of prohibiting them is apparent. But to in
clude the Truth Seeker among that class of publica
tions is still more absurd, and we have asked the Hon. 
William Mulock to rescind the order of his predeces
sor, Sir Adolphe Caron, as to this paper. When we 
receive his answer our readers shall know what it is. 
—The Truth Seeker. . . .

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY O1L8. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Ecrema and all Skin aud Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book, Bent free. Address

DR.-BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

TLe abova Is the number ot the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first pag«^ 
right band corner. If this number oor- 
responds with the figures on your wrap, 
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at th* 
right band corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the numbes 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up ta 
date. Keep watch of the number ai 
the tag of your wrapper. .

ASPHODEL BLOOMS,
AMD

Omer OHerlnos
.. BY ■. ■

■. A man cannot have an idea .'of perfection in .another 
which ho was never sensible of in himtelf.—Steele. .

Gratitude is the fairest blossom which springs from the 
soul, and the heart of man knoweth none more fragrant.
—Hosea Ballou, - '

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

This volume contains a selection ot 
the best poems of this gifted author and 
storyettes contributed by Clair Tuttle 
In her charming style. There are 285 
pages, with six full-page Illustrations, 
including photogravures of the author: 
and Clair Tuttle." It is bound in blue 
with aluminum embossing. Many of 
the poems are especially adapted for 
recitations.

The author needs no Introduction to 
the spiritual public. Her songs are 
among the best in spiritual literatura 
Epes Sargent said of one of her poems 
that it was the ^¡jial of anything In the 
language, and that she was the poet of 
the New Dispensation.

The Mecca says: "Psychic Poems.”
That erudite critic, Wm. Emmetta 

Coleman: “To all lovers of good poetry 
this-book Is confidently recommended."

Will Carlton: “I have read with great 
Interest:"

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanity, 
rían says: “A’most exquisite bouquet 
* * • * the thoughts echo and re-echo 
through the deepest recesses of my 
heart I have some word of praise tot ■ 1 
every page.”

The author says In the dedication: 
“To those whose thoughts and longings 
reach into the unseen Land of Souls, 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with" 
common flowers, is offered hoping to 
give rest and pleasure while waiting at 
the way stations on the journey 
thither.”

Price Jl.OO. For sale by
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio. "
Foreign Agents: . •

H. A. Copley, Canningtown, London^ 
England. ; .

W. H. Torry, Melbourne, Australia,

- »'
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OUR TEN BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL PREMIUM
BOOKS.

at Fulton, N. Y."me

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

B. R. A.friends and neighbors.

Mrs. Mercy Catlin left the earthly 
casket, Feb. 27, in Concordia, Kansas, 
aged 85 years. A spiritual funeral, well 
attended marked the respect in which 
the dear old lady was held by her

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only-will be inserted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.)
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..GENER/H, SURVEY
THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 

DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

IÎÎÎÎÎ*

CONTRIBUTORS.-—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby.. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is.no reason why they should be' 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to Impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The PfbgressiveTblnker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid I7ork, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion. In the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written „plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 

1 generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Hem is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name ahd address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer, rhe Items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast Into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

Take due. notice that Items for this 
page In order to insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may bo oast 
into the waste basket.

VICTOR VOGEL'S ORCHESTRA 
AND BAND.—First-class \music fur
nished on all occasions. Office and res
idence, 4217 Champlain avenue, Chi
cago, Ill. Telephone Oakland 1111. 
Mr. Vogel 1b a well-known Spiritualist 
of Chicago and a natural born musician. 
His orchestra will be most excellent at 
dances and entertainments given by 
Spiritualists,, and will add much to the 
interest of the occasion. As a special 
feature of his musical work, he intro
duces many original novelties—imita
tions of birds, etc.

We are having Sunday afternoon meet
ings for the public, and expect to have 
a great many interested by the time the 
guides are ready to open the other se
ances to the public. There are many 
mediums here before the public to-day, 
who can5t give as good results as are 
being obtained by these people in their 
home seances. Spontaneous manifesta
tions m the homes are a prominent 
feature of the growth here. My stay 
here’la for an indefinite time, but am 
open to engage for camp-meetings tor 
the coming season.”

Mrs. Elsie Hornbeck’s address 
1806 Colfax street, Evanston, Ill. 
is Frances E. Willard's medium.

Mrs. Lily LeSieur writes :"At 
next Band of Harmony meeting, 
sonic Temple, hall No. 512, April 
afternoon and part of the evening

is 
She

our 
Ma
ith, 
will

Star- 26,

Whea writing fbr tins paper 
ase a peu or typewriter.

TAKE NOTICE,
All books advertised in the columns 

of The Progressive Thinker aré for 
sale at this office. Bear this la mind.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

ALWAYS GÏVB YOUR FULL NAME
AND ADDRESI 
TICES AND Gi

SN SENDING NO 
NICATIONS FOR

PUBLICATION OTHERWISE THE1 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET. ‘

OÜR PREMIÜM BOOKS. te.

To the Spiritualists of Illinois, Wiscon
sin, Iowa and Missouri.

We expect to turn our faces west- 
ward'March 1. We desire to hear from 
societies and individuals who would 
like our services.

Please write us at once if you would 
like our services,or we may have passed 
you by before we hear from you. Ad
dress us until March 10, Rochester, Ind. 
Home address 618 Newland avenue, 
Jamestown, N. Y.

E. W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE, 
, N. 8. A. Missionaries.

MISSIONARIES’ NOTICE.—All mail 
for E. W. and C. A. Sprague, the N. S. 
A. missionaries, should be addressed for 
the present as follows : No. 725 West 
Jackson street, Bloomington, 111.

Marguerite St. Omer Briggs is open 
to receive calls for societies for April, 
May and June, or for camp engage
ments, as speaker, psychometrist and 
message medium. Can be addressed at 

j 415 Thirteenth street, Beaver, Falls, Pa.
Dr. N. F. Ravlin, of Baltimore, is open 

for camp-meeting engagements, and 
with societies for the coming season. 
His labors In Baltimore as pastor of the 
First Spiritual Church, will close the 
last Sunday in May. Address 308 
North Green street, Baltimore, Md.

Bangor. Me.—Following a union re
vival held by several ministers of the 
Holiness society, Beal's Island, Jones
port, Is reported to be in a state of re- 
liglous frenzy and fanaticism that 
threatens to result in the loss of many 
lives. One man who rowed over from 
the association to Jonesport said prep
arations were being made to kill a num
ber of children as a sacrifice, the pa
rents believing they had the power to 
restore them to life. Several deputy 
Bheriffs and numerous citizens have 
gond to the island and will remain 
there until the excitement subsides. It 
is declared that the people are destroy
ing their watches, rings, jewelry and 

~ other articles of ornament. The store
keepers are throwing away their cigars 
and tobacco and various animals are 
being sacrificed, all at the dictates of 
the ministers, who say that unless this 
is done all will be damned. A cat and 
dog were slaughtered, recently and 
their blood scattered about the build
Ing of worship. Mrs. Beals, a member of
the flock, arose at a meeting and de

be devoted to hearing from the mem
bers and interested friends, telling us 
of their experiences, how they earned 
a dollar, to contribute to the Band of 
Harmony. We have had a good at
tendance all winter despite the severe 
weather we have had for several 
months; only a few more meetings be
fore vacation. Don’t miss our dollar 
party, as it is one of the best meetings 
of the year. Our friends will please 
bring refreshments as usual.”

Jennie C. Paine write: “Mrs. Tillie 
U. Reynolds, state missionary, came to 
the society at West Potsdam, N. Y., on 
the 13th of February, where she re
mained ten days, giving five lectures in 
the Methodist church at that place. 
Her lectures were well attended. I wish 
everyone could hear Mrs. Reynolds, as 
she leaves such good impressions be
hind her. We are hoping to have her 
with us again in the ‘good old summer 
time.’ ”

Emily E. Philp writes: “The Engle
wood Spiritual Union held a social test 
circle at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Speight, on Saturday, March 12. It 
was largely attended. A fine program 
was rendered. A number of mediums 
were present and many messages were 
given. Then refreshments were served. 
We are preparing for an Indian camp
fire and council, to be held at Hopkins' 
Hall, 528 W. Sixty-third street on Sat
urday, Mar. 26. All are cordially wel
come. Admission, 15 cents. Come and 
have a pleasant evening. Dr. J. O. M. 
Hewitt will speak for us on March 20 
and 27.”

Mrs. Stella Nicum writes from Day
ton. Ohio: "Mr. W. V. Nicum spoke for 
the Dayton Spiritual Society; Sunday, 
March 13; his subject, ‘The man who 
Is to be." A large, enthusiastic, and re
sponsive audience was in attendance. 
The society is in a prosperous condi
tion. The president, Frank M. Brown, 
announced that he had secured the Gor
man Hall, a larger and better place for 
meetings. Mrs. R. S. Parkess rendered 
beautifully two solos which were great
ly appreciated and enjoyed by all. Mr. 
Nicum will again address the society, 
Sunday, March 20.”

Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, vice-president 
of the Illinois State Association, writes 
President Warne under date of Feb. 19, 
from Dunedin, New Zealand: "The the
ater In Melbourne, seating two thou
sand, was packed to the doors ~each 
night, and they told me they were the 
largest meetings they had had for over 
twenty years. I speak here next Sun
day. This is a Scotch town altogether, 
about 48,000. The following two Sun
days I speak in Wellington, which is 
the capital of New Zealand, and the last

establish some method by which this 
can be done. I will submit this plan: 
Let every place where Spiritualist meet
ings are held have a small contribution 
box put up, plainly to be seen and plain
ly labeled, bo people would know its ob
ject; then very few persons would fail 
to drop in a cent, a dime, or a dollar, or 
even more. Now I believe this plan 
could be made successful; if Spiritual
ists will agitate this subject and bring 
it to a focus a good work can be accom, 
plished. Why not?”

DOINGS IN TEXAS:—Mi's. Laura B. 
Payne, vice-president of the Texas 
State Association of Spiritualists and 
one of the most energetic workers in 
the ranks of spiritual workers, has been 
making a tour of the north and central 
parts of Texas and has pleased the peo
ple wherever she ministered, with her 
eloquent and logical lectures. Mrs. 
Alice Baker and son Milton are doing 
acceptable work in Dallas. Mrs. Isa 
Wilson Kayner, state missionary, Is do
ing thoroughly satisfactory work in the 
southern part of the state. Other sec
tions of the state desiring her services 
should address Secretary LeRoy Hutch
ings, Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Tpxas. Dr. J. M. Temple has also re
ceived missionary certificate from the 
State and is doing a work that ta highly 
commendable; he has lately been in 
Beaumont, the great oil center, where 
some weeks ago Mrs. Kayner organized 
a society, and the people speak In high 
terms of his message work. - The socie
ty in Galveston, where President John 
W. Ring presides, is making elaborate 
preparations for a celebration of the 
anniversary—bazaar and entertain
ments, March 31 and April 1 and 2. Do
nations for the bazaar should be ad
dressed to Mrs.*H. Heyne, Spiritualist 
Temple, Galveston, Texas.

Oscar A. Edgerly’s engagements as 
made for the next six months are as fol
lows : During the month of April he 
will speak at various places in New 
England. For May he will serve the 
First Spiritualist Society of Hamilton, 
Ontario. During June he will fill en
gagements with the First Spiritualist 
Society of Conneaut, Ohio. From July 
24 to 28 Inclusive he is engaged with 
the Freeville (N. Y.) camp association. 
From July 31 until August 28 inclusive, 
he is engaged to act as chairman at 
Grand Ledge, Mich., camp-meeting. 
September 3 and 4 are engaged with 
'the Wentworth (Ohio) association at 
Its Grove meeting. Mr. Edgerly still 
has the first three Sundays of July at 
his disposal. He will be pleased to hear 
from societies desiring to engage a 
trance speaker and test medium for the 
season of 1904 and 1905. Home address, 
29 Public Square, Lima, Ohio.

are not asked [whether wo came from 
Wall street o^whetlier we dressed in 
fine clothes, or whether we came over 
in our rags. Another Baptist minister 
preaching a funeral sermon, said: 'The 
friends of the dead one are around the 
corpse. You ought not to weep; ybur 
friends are allround you.’ "

Hans Mettke writes from Philadel
phia, Pa.: ‘‘Fo)(owlng a very strong im
pression, I wriQ to ypu to thank you for 
your excellent; papef, in which 1 have 
enjoyed amongst many other articles, 
the story of Mrs. Ida L. Lewis, with 
whom I correspond and who has be
come a very dear sister to me. The 
letters of Carlyle Petersllea are fasci
nating to me, because I am also a mu
sician, a teacher, as well as a per
former on cello, piano, and with voice 
(baritone), and am a great admirer of 
Liszt, whose spirit is with me occasion
ally, as I have been told. I look for
ward with great pleasure to the next 
number, which will tell us about the in
terview between Liszt and Petersllea in 
the great cathedral. Looking through 
a musical magazine from Boston I saw 
the notice of Petersllea’s passing away 
June 11, in Troplco, his home near Los 
Angeles. Nothing can please me more 
than such news from the spirit realms 
about the arisen masters in music. I 
wish you the very best success with all 
your efforts for the good of humanity, 
and shall always speak the best word 
possible for The Progressive Thinker, 
which I remail to a poor friend In Los 
Angeles. May the good angels help you 
in your work and remove all obstacles
to success.”

REED’S LAKE CAMP.—Sadie 
rick writes: “The many friends 
attended the Reed’s Lake Camp

Her- 
who 
last

Sunday I am at Auckland. I sail for.mo uuLn, a, woe »<• a qsunaay 1 am at AucKiana. i sail lor,
dared that she had been told by the Su.-- -America on March 18, and will be Mi
preme Being to kill her baby. The
meeting thereupon broke up amid riot
ous scenes. Mrs. Beals was committed 
to an insane asylum.—Detroit Times.

E. W. White writes from Columbus, 
Ohio: “Mrs. White and myself are here 
for the month of March, and are open 
for engagements in Michigan for April. 
Communications may be addressed 
either in care of the General Delivery, 
this place, or to our home address, 292 
Harrison avenue, Detroit, Mich.”

Mrs. A. B. Strozier writes: "Mrs. Isa 
Wilson Kayner, of Chicago, held meet
tags at Willis, Texas., March 7, 8, 9 and 
10. The hall was crowded and great in
terest was manifested by all present.

-, Her occult powers are great Every
one was fully satisfied with her read
Ings. We are anxious to have her with 
us again.”

, A protest against the appropriation of 
any money for chaplains in the service 

1 of the United States has been made to 
the Senate by James Seldon Cowdon, of 
524 Tenth street Northwest. The peti
tion has been laid before the Senate by 
President pro tem. Frye, and referred 

■ to the Appropriations Committee. . Mr.
Cowdon “protests against the appropri- 
atlon of any public money for apy relig- 
lous purpose whatsoever, and especially 
against- the pay for chaplains.” He en
closed a circular of the Washington 
Secular League, calling for “the com
plete separation of church and state.’’-— 
Washington Post.

Fifty-Sixth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism, at the Spiritualist Temple, 
Galveston, Texas., March 31 and Aprll- 
1 and 2. “Freezing a Mother-In-Law.” 
"Dr. Cure All.” Bazaar each afternoon 
st 2:30 o’clock. Appropriate tableaux 
each nights Afternoon admission, free; 
night admission, 25 cents;

Correspondent writes: “The 56th an- 
versnry of Modern Spiritualism will be 

■ celebrated at U. V. U. hall, bv the First 
Spiritualist Society of Findlay, Ohio, 
with music, and flowers as an offering 
to our loved ones gone before. Frank 
T Ripley, the old-time worker, under 
the control of his guides will deliver the 

'• anniversary address. The Spiritualists 
of. tile surrounding towns have been In
vited. Celebration will'occur bn Sun
day," March 27, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.” 
•J. M.-White writes from Creighton, 

Mo • “Last fall I paid a visit to this 
Blane and held a few meetings with 

' Shod results. On.my return here I find 
‘'' that the friends have gone to work with 

d good strong doveloplhg Circle, and 
■ are meeting-with- excellent-xesults. thus 
’ ’ giving ’thb value of tho honjo circle.

-  — — — — • • — —
Chicago about the 15th or 20th oi April. 
The Australians are years behind the 
times, and lack in physical and mental 
development. The Americans are far 
ahead of them. They have the good 
sense, however, to know this and every
body has high ideas of America. Vege
tation here is simply marvelous and the 
climate in New Zealand all you .could 
desire. I am keeping my eyes open to 
learn all 1 can. 1 feel I live a year in a 
day and a lifetime in a month."

J. H. Clark writes from Spokane, 
Wash.: “The First Society of Spiritual
ists have elected the following officers 
for the ensuing year: President, Mrs. F. 
French; first vice-president, Mr. An
derson; second vice-president, Mrs. M. 
E. Connell; secretary, G. H. Clark; 
treasurer, Mr. J. French; trustees, Mr. 
Watkins, Mrs. F. Jqnnes, Mr. J. Poull, 
Mr. F. Nitzell and Mr. F. W. Butts. 
Mrs. Florence Heckman, of Tacoma, 
Wash., has lectured for one society for 
the past two months, and is still with 
us. She is a first-class speaker and has 
given the bfest of satisfaction. She will 
remain here indefinitely. All societies 
wishing a thorough spiritual worker 
will do well to correspond with her. 
Address her at Metropole Block, Room 
K, Spokane, Wash.’’ ,

Mrs. A. A. Averill writes: “The 
Lynn (Mass.) Spiritualists Association, _ 
Alex Calrd^M. D., president, will cele-' 
brate the fifty-sixth anniversary of the 
advent of Modern Spiritualism at Cadet 
Hall, on Sunday, March 27. Exercises 
will be continuous from 12:30 to 10 p. 
m. Children’s lyceum will hold their 
session at 12:30; at 2:30 Mr. and Mrs. 
G. W. Kates, assisted by Mrs. Dr. Caird, 
Mrs. Mamie Helyett and.. Mrs. Maud 
Litch; entertainment by children from 
the lyceum at 4; supper at 5 ; song ser
vice at 6; concert by Chase's orchestra 
at 6:30; regular service with Mr. and 
Mrs. Kates, speakers, fit 7:30. .Other 
ipeclal features will be arranged later. 
No efforts will be spared to make this 
one of the finest anniversaries ever 
held by this society. ■ Mr. and Mrs. 
Kates are the speakers for. this month 
and the first Bunday in April, and are 
attracting largo audiences by the excel
lence of tlielr work,. both In- lectures 
ind communications.” .

. J, 8. Taylbr writes from.-Cheshire, 
Ct.; "I rfeod an Item in The Progressive 
Thinker, relating'to sick and disabled 
mediums; .thatthey.hhonld.boprovided 
"or. A suggestion jvas made that if ev- 
3ry Spiritualist in the United States 

1,vould give,one. cent; each, a"good work 
vould be accomplished. Now, let Spir
itualists get a move o'n themselves and

Mrs. M. A. Morrell, of Kent, Ohio, 
writes: “I have just read Dr. Bland’s 
beautiful book, Tn the World Celestial,’ 
and I wish to express my high appreci
ation of the grand truths contained 
therein. May the author long be spared 
to spiritually Illumine the pathway of 
blind and starving humanity. That 
book is destined to do a great work in 
enlightening the world. Heaven speed 
the day when its grand truths shall be 
spread broadcast. I shall pass this 
book around among the preachers. One 
has already said he would be delighted 
to read it.”

S. J. Bliss writes: "We as Spiritual
ists have resurrected an Interest in the 
Spiritualists society in Lansing, Mich., 
once more, and hope we may keep up 
the same in the meetings. ■ Dr. Marvin 
has kindly given his services as speaker 
for the past three Sunday evenings. 
Mrs. Fuller, of Grand Rapids, has been 
with us two Sundays, giving tests from 
the rostrum. Her messages were re
markably .correct. She gave every 
name correctly, and the cause of death. 
The meetings were very well attended. 
Mrs. Richard Spencer, trumpet medium 
of Grand Rapids, Mich., gave a trumpet 
seance with good results. Thirty-nine 
people attended. Rev. Stocking, among 
many others, received some very con
vincing messages' from spirit friends. 
Mrs. Spencer went from here to Grand 
Ledge to fill an appointment there. She 
made an engagement to be here at Lan
sing the first of April to give a seance, 
two evenings."

The First Spiritualist Society of 
Galesburg, Ill., is a newly organized 
body and auxiliary*to the State Associa
tion. Ffteen members are enrolled 
upon its charter application, and they 
associated themselves together for 
work witliout going to the trouble and 
expense of having a missionary of 
either the state or national associations 
come upon their field for that purpose. 
This spontaneity of their effort is an 
example for the unorganized Spiritual
ists all over Illinois and the nation. 
Single individuals can do little for the 
cause, but a few determined ones band
ed together soon attract attention, cre
ate interest, command' respect and gain 
a hearing for the truth. Mr. and Mi’s. 
Wm Weakley, of No. 38 North Pearl 
street, of the College City, are active 
promoters of this local movement. 
Slowly, surely and perseverlngly Is their 
rule of action. '

F. H. Rice writes from Boston, Mass.: 
“Thursday evening, March 10, will be 
long remembered by those present at 
the meeting of the Ladies Spiritualistic 
Industrial Society, ’there was present 
a large and very appreciative audience 
to listen to those who entertained. 
Among those whose remarks were both 
pleasing and instructive, were Mr. J. J. - 
Morse, wife and daughter, of London, 
Eng.; Dr. Huott, with some very satis
factory readings; the Misses Stewart, 
Blair and Murphy, with pleasing songs; 
Mrs. DIx with well-timed remarks and 
a poem; Mr. and Mrs. Scott whose ra
marks are always interesting, aiid 
Mrs. Chapin and Mrs. Whitlock. .Do 
not forget Mr.- C. E. Watkins and his 
illustrated lecture. Mar 17, and also the 
dance, March 24. On March 31, instead 
of the anniversary services being held 
by the society a supper will be served 
at the hall, from 5 to 7 p. m., to all 
those wishing to partake. All are cor
dially invited.” ■ '

J. S. Roberts writes from Louisville, 
Ky.: “I regard The ProgresslveThlnker 
as one of the best papers now published 
in the United States, giving the people 
Information of their condition in that 
life of which they had fothieriy been 
kept In such profound ignorance. The 
cause Is growing in our city. Even the 
ministers of the Christian churches are 
getting their eyes open. One preacher, 
a Baptist, in December last, asked him-, 
self a couple of questions in a- sermon/ 
and answered them himself as'.follows: 
'What. Is heaven,?’ he. answered by say
ing that it was a .figure of.-speech. 
Then he asked,’What Is hell?’ He aq-.
swered by. saying itlaialBO-a-.flgnre of

year, will, I believe, be sorry to learn 
there will be no camp there this year. 
The camp grounds and belongings are 
now In the hands of W. S. Gunn, the 
chief Promoter, and now largest stock
holder, who for reasons known only to 
himself, bos made It Impossible for the 
association to hold meetings this year. 
At a stockholders' meeting last month, 
Mr. Gunn personally stated that his Bon 
wished his withdrawal, wholly on ac
count of his health and advanced age, 
but that he was not pressing hlB claims 
in any way against the association, and 
wished us a successful camp the com
ing summer. The following Tuesday, 
contrary to his word, I, as secretary, 
was informed through an attorney that 
Mr. Gunn had ordered a foreclosure at 
once. A more beautiful spot could not 
be found in the state of Michigan, and 
last year on our opening day the 
grounds were dedicated to Spiritualism, 
and angel blessings were invoked in the 
name of Mr. Gunn's spirit wife and son, 
and now, I wonder, do angels weep? 
The brightest prospects were ahead of 
us, many letters were received making 
inquiries regarding camp this Bummer. 
Mrs. Gillespie, Mrs. Kaufman. Mrs. Wal
ton, and MrB. Cora L. V. Richmond 
were booked, ahd others in view; but 
1 am obliged to,cancel these dates. A 
street car line 1b surveyed right past 
the gate, consequently envious eyes 
were on us, and this may explain, a rep
resentative of Chautauqua has been 
over the grounds, apd in correspond
ence for some time concerning them."

Dr. Ballard writes: "At the Church of 
Higher Forces, Indiana avenue and 
Thirty-flfth street, last Sunday evening, 
many new faces together with the regu
lar attendants and members listened to 
the first of three lectures to' be 'given 
by Mrs. A. E. Palmer on the subject, 
‘The New Creation.’ Mrs. Palmer Is an 
Intelligent and fine off-hand speaker. 
Conditions were put right by the beau
tiful music dispensed by the Caldwell 
family. Our medium, Mrs. Grace Ait
ken, gave many soul-stirring tests. An
other one of those sociable socials was 
given at our medium’s home last Satur
day night. The parlprs were filled to 
overflowing. The usual programme, 
consisting of psychic and palm reading, 
music, etc. The next social occurs on 

; the 26th Inst. Recognizing the master
ly manner In which the editor of The 
Progressive Thinker is endeavoring to 
life the veil of skepticism and bigotry, 
some kind of a move should be insti
tuted to force the paper Into the unwill
ing homes, especially where dwell the 
young, for through the young can be 
demonstrated the truths of spirit coin- 
munlon. How many worn-out and 
wearied hearts could find solace in this 
cold, selfish world, could their eyes be 
opened to our beautiful philosophy that 
they might come in touch with their 
dear loved ones who have passed to the 
home unclouded with selfishness. The 
happiness to be derived from the con
viction that those who have preceded 
us across the dark river known as 
death, is beyond mortal man to under
stand or to estimate. Nature every min
ute of our life is endeavoring to force us 
to take advantage of the situation, and 
still there is the procrastinating indif
ference that has deprived many a heart
broken mother and disconsolate wife 
from again holding communion with 
their loved one. I wish it were In my 
power to make everyone understand 
here what they must understand after 
their transition, the truthiulness of the 
life hereafter and the return of the'spir
it to this earth’s plane. I would not 
rest until I had gathered every living 
human being within.-the folds of our 
beautiful faith. AU roads lead to a 
spiritual meeting eyery Sunday after
noon and evening, including our own 
church.” ■

Mrs. Alice Gehring, the well-known 
mediuih, writes that after April 1 she 
will locate in Denver, Colo. Her home 
address will be given, later on. Mrs. 
Gehring is regarded, by. many as a most 
excellent slate-writing, and trumpet me
dium. ,.y; I, ■

■ I). A. Richardson, of . St. Joe Station, 
Ind,, criticises the actions of lecturers 
and trumpet meftlumsi'i because their 
prices are so high that the friends 
there cannot well raise the amount to 
secure their serjices. ;He thinks they 
ought to come dftwn, ln<prlce somewhat

Lorenzo Worthing writes: “The offi
cers of the Sunapee Lake Spiritualist 
Camp-meeting Association, N. H., met 
in Knights of Hqnor ball, on Hanover 
street, Manchester, Nl H., Feb. 28, to 
make arrangements ^ their annual 
camp-meeting, atu Blodgett’s Landing, 
N. H„ the coming, season. Tne officers 
are: President, John Gage,.of Henniker, 
N. H.: vice-president, Mrs. Effie I Web
ster, Lynn, Masa.; secretary, Lorenzo 
Worthen, of Hillsboro Br., N. H.; treas
urer, Mrs. Harriet Comstock, of New
port, N. H.; business committee are 
Thomas Burpee, of Sutton, N. H.; H. E. 
Gove, of Riverdale, N,, H„ and Mrs. 

’ Harriet Comstock, of Newport. N. H. 
Everything looks for-Bucoess ’for the 
coming camp-meeting, and.-al! are in 
harmony to make lt successful.” : ’

:D. Parker .writes . from Stoneham, 
Mass.: "I am pleased to see.you take 
some notice of the Cathoics. v I am 

r glad,there. Ib-one paper that-Is. not run 
by. the pope.- We,are coming,to pretty 

■ serious times, I think the school .ques
tion will be the mofit Important one in 

. 'Uia.mextQ?resldentiaLelectton; Ij,think
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^Archbishop Ireland la laying back ¡and
speech;' that when we die we go dowh I easing wood. -Ho wjil-w'alte up-beferh 
or we go up, and when'we get there, we ’ the ceavetttion." j "

J. Iliff Mettler writes from Great 
Falls, Montana: "Where Is Farmer 
Riley, W. W. Aber and many other bo- 
called and widely-advertised materializ
ing mediums, that they do not accept 
Hale’s offer of $1,000 for just one spirit 
form. Such an opportunity as this 
should not be alowed to pass without 
being accepted, unless, unless the rea
son is that they know they are unable 
to deliver the goods. It is proper that 
they make an explanation of their rea
sons for the benefit of the readers of 
The Progressive Thinker.”'

James T. Whitehead writes: “Why 
does not some medium grab the $1,000 
of Mr. Hale, of Los Angeles, Cal., by 
presenting a genuine materialization? 
Every medium holds seances for pay. 
Why is it that all will avoid large pay 
when it is offered. Mr, Hale's offer is 
no bluff, it is no bet, it is simply an of
fer for some medium to hold a seance 
at his home. Any materializing medi
um will hold a circle if at least $25 is 
guaranteed as a compensation, if re
sults are obtained. Then why kick 
when $1,000 is offered? Why will not 
some medium simply ‘try?’ It looks 
suspicious—no one willing to try to 
‘capture’ the $1,000, while so many are 
obtaining from $10 to $15 every night 
they hold a seance.’

Peter J. Loeb writes from Brooklyn, 
N. Y.: “The Society of Sacred Com
munion will hold its first services on 
Easter Sunday evening, and every Sun
day thereafter at 1246 Redford avenue, 
opposite Halsey street. Our good sis
ter, Miss E. C. Resch, yopng and gifted 
medium, will demonstrate spirit return. 
This society will have the Bible as its 
foundation, and In connection with the 
church, there has been a Cross and 
Crown Aid Society formed to support 
the work. The doors will be thrown 
open to the public. All will be wel
come.” '

Dr. Beverly writes: "Our monthly 
party will be at Lakeside Hall, Satur
day evening, Mar 26. Our booths have 
been nearly all taken, and you will 
have your choice of some of the finest 
psychics in the city, to give you a free 
reading from 8 to 9, when the dancing 
will begin, and Vogel’s orchestra-will 
discourse their finest Lunch will be 
served in the dining-room above. Prof. 
Smith, the fun-maker, will be present 
also. Mr. Hurlburt, the ‘funny man,’ 
Dr. Hall, from Columbus, Ohio, will 
make you laugh. Little Gracie will 
give specialty dances; also Florence 
Daniels, our angel singer, will give 
some fine sketches and special music. 
All this beautiful program we have pre
pared to entertain you for the small 
sum of 25 cents.”

Dr. G. Lester Lane writes from Bos
ton, Mass.: "With all my soul I wish 
you gigantic and nobly-earned success.”

H. F. Coates writes: "Sunday, March 
27, will be devoted to celebrating the 
anniversary of Modern Spiritualism at 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Our programme will consist of 
speeches by different ones, music and 
recitations.. We expect a good time, 
both afternoon and evening. Our hall 
is large. You will find a welcome. 
Come.”

Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: "The Hyde 
Park Occult Society was highly favored 
with a flne.talk from Walter DeVoe, on 

‘the 6th of March, and Dr. Agnes Ches- 
,ter, See on the 13. We need more of 
such new-thought speakers. They will 
wake the people up and set them think
ing. On March 20, Mr. Marsh stirred 
up the. ideas, , and gave a fine lecture. 
Qn Mar. 27, Dr. P. M. Harmon will oc
cupy-the rostrum, and probably will an
swer . questions. : Services every ? Sun
day-evening at 7:45 at 323 East 55th 
street. • . . .... ■ ■

W. H. Pelkey writes from Iowa: "1 
have-heard more or less talk among 
the Spiritualists; and -have seen occa
sional mention in The Progressive 
.Thinker, regarding , having a camp

i meeting during' all or a part of the 
time during the St. Louis Exposition; 

(ttt some point near i-the >fair grounds, 
■Now Uiat-woryone is making definite 
pirn regarding their visit to St. Louis

the

the

the
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this summer, 1 think it is time that it 
should be known to all Spiritualists ex
actly what Is to be done regarding this 
matter, and I believe the oest way to 
have it known to all is through The 
Progressive Thinker.” There was some 
talk of having a Spiritualist camp
meeting near the St. Louis Fair 
grounds, but the project, we have been 
Informed, has been, abandoned; the at
tractions at the Fair will be too great 
to make a success of any camp-meeting.

N. A. St. Clair writes from Toronto, 
Canada: "A very successful Quilt So
cial was given by the Ladies’ Auxiliary 
of the Toronto Spiritualist Association, 
on the 24th ult., netting a handsome 
sum for the benefit of the Association. 
The entertainment was given under the 
direction and leadership of Mrs. Nettie 
Holt Harding, whose unsparing efforts 
made it a complete success. Mrs. 
Harding is now serving the Hamilton 
(OntJ Society during the month of 
March. An innovation in connection 
with the recent funeral of the late Mrs. 
A. W. Sparling was a marked feature in 
the history of the Toronto Spiritualist 
Association. A union service was held 
at the residence of Mr. Sparling, com
prising the Methodist and Spiritualist 
services. Notwithstanding the marked 
contrast, the Spiritualist service 
proved very Impressive, appropriate 
and acceptable to the large and mixed 
(orthodox and Spiritualist) assem
blage present. Mrs. Nellie S. Noyes, of 
Boston, serves the T. S. A. during 
March and April. She has met with a 
cordial reception, and Is having excel
lent success. The association would be 
pleased to hear from mediums who de
sire engagements for 1905; also from 
test mediums who desire an engage
ment for July and August, 1904.”

H. D. Barrett, president of the N. S. 
A., paid Chicago a flying visit a few 
days ago. He has been lecturing at 
Toledo, Ohio.

Dr. G. B. Warne, president of the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association, 
and vice-president of the N. S. A., will 
lecture in Buffalo, N. Y., next Sunday.

Mrs. Sarah A. Walters writes: "I 
would be pleased to make engagements 
with societies wishing a speaker and 
test medium. It is essential that they 
address me at once. I will also offici
ate at weddings and funerals. Address

Mrs. Emma Benjamin Knapp of Crys
tal Lake, Ill., beloved wife of T. M. 
Knapp, passed to the realms above, 
March 10. She was laid to rest at Oak
ridge Cemetery, Chicago, Ill., March 12. 
Her age was 65 years.
. A short- time before she passed away 
she told those gatherd at her bedside 
that she had a vision of her home be
yond. She said there was a straight 
path over a dark mountainous way, 
with great chasms of darkness on both 
who cannot give as good results as are 
end was a glorious bright place, and a 
gateway all illuminated and sparkling. 
People glorified were passing In. She 
said,' "I walked straight up to the gate
way; then a gentle voice said, ’Not yet; 
you must wait just a little longer before 
you enter.’” She entered the gateway 
just a few days after this beautiful vis
ion, was'shown her.

If a mon is to'achtevo ultimate suc
cess he .must be willing to forego imme
diate-enjoyment.—Rev. J. F. Peters. •

. Success1 Implies Joy. in your work— 
arid joy .means' better work. to-morrow. 
—Elbert Hubbard. ,

CRITICAL
For the Benefit of Seekers After Signe 

and Wonders,

Seldom do I take part In conlrovctdjx. 
In your very Instructive paper of late 
In various issues we read views con
demnatory of materialization. 1 get 
tired of hearing about the would-be-con
vinced people. From my extended ex
perience and I have spent 750 evenings 
with this particular phenomena, I would 
not go across the street to convince 
anyone. I have so stated. Progress 
goes on just tho same. The trouble 
with the American people is this, all 
that they can see Is matter, or as the 
boy says, "as far as his nose.” Read 
Laura Fixen’s article In March 5th Is
sue of The Progressive Thinker; it 
will give you something to think about. 
I personally told Mrs. Fixen when she 
asked me about that country (Austra
lia), the people out there are intellect
ual and became Spiritualists by read
ing its philosophy, and therefore have 
an intellectual understanding of the 
truth. That is why 2,000 people will 
go and listen to a speaker. Out here, 
all the people think about is a ten
cent show, or some physical seance, ma
terialization, etc., and these very peo
ple have to go to a circle of seance once 
or twice a month in order to be contin
uously Spiritualist (or, rather, spirit
ist).

My advice to mediums is to pay no 
attention to the would-be know-lt-alls, 
but educate your visitors in tills, the 
grandest philosophy In the world, and 
let your test and other so-called Spirit
ualists, sit and cultivate mediumship 
for four or five years themselves, then, 
see if they would pay any attention to 
these challenges of $1,000.

Study the various books upon the 
subject, read your spiritual papers, and 
philosophize with yourself, and then 
you will not be like the boy at school, 
when he is studying histology; he tells 
his teacher that he can’t see what use 
It has In a study of medicine, but when 
he studies it out for himself he finds 
his mistake, and so you will find that 
when you have done some hard think
ing, you will not expect your mother to 
materialize with the old-fashioned 
skirt, store teeth and pox marks and 
thousands of other nonsensical things;' 
but rather listen to their teaching, and 
their Individuality. Let us continue to 
be students always, and not demand a 
medium to do something of which phil
osophy you don’t know anything.

I am a lover of truth and I don’t ad 
vocate fraud but no man or woman can 
understand Latin in one week, or any 
other subject. Give a medium the 
benefit of your doubt, if you are dissat
isfied, sit in your own home, with your 
family, then perhaps you will feel 
more kindly towards mediums. Your 
readers must know materialization is 
true, that has been scientifically 
proven. Once a fact, always a fact 
don’t care how many frauds your read 
ers have found; what everybody wanta 
to know, are the various phenomena ol 
Spiritualism true?

By reading our philosophy yo 
understand why Spiritualism is, 
ing throughout the civilized worl

DR. LOUIS H. FREEDMAN. 
Chicago, Ill.

How Some of Oar Readers van 
Make Money,

Having rood of the success of some of your 
readers selling Dish-washers, I have tried tho 
work with wonderful success. I have not mado 
loss than t®.00 any day for tho last six months. ■ 
The Mound City TJlsh-washer glves good satis
faction and every family wants one. A Indy can 
wash and dry tho dishes wtthout removlng her 
gloves and can do tho work in two minutes. I 
got my sUmple machine from the Mound City 
Dish-Washing Co., of St. Louis, Mo. I »sod ft 
to take orders and sold 12 Dish-washers the first 
day. Tho Mound City Dish-Washer Co. will 
start you. Write them for particulars. Ladles 
can do as well as men. Joint F.M

Thou art poor indeed if thou art not 
stronger, than • thy -poverty.—J tunes 
Allen. ’
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This department Is under the man
agement of .

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal-hear, 
ing compels the answers to be made ip 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit: 
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the’ appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space, given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor, s.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
’ anonymous letters. Full name and ad

dress must be given, or the letters will 
not bo read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 

.correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex-

HUDSON TUTTLE.pected.

„ x, . jugglery. How easy, is shown by the
Felix: Q. Is tire theory ot Sub- many mjjrg wij0 have succeeded for a 

lective and Objective Minds, of Dr. longer or shorter time in passing off the 
Hudson, generally accepted by sclen- most blundering tricks for genuine 
tlflc men? _ spirit appearances. The genuine me

A. Dr. Hudson was by no means the djum camiot be jnjured ¡n health, by 
originator of this hypothesis. In varl- temperate use of this phase, but we 
ous forms it has been advocated under have seen the wreck of health in those 
various names in explanation of psychic Wh0 practiced deception, presumably 
phenomena which could not be other- from the nervous strain and anxiety ex
wise accounted for. He elaborated the perienced by the constant fear of ex
conjectures of his predecessors and for- posure.
mutated an hypothesis which was The reaSons why materializing medi- 
scized with avidity by those who were ums do not accept the offer of the Los 
opposed to_Spirltualism, not for its scl- Angeles parties, is for each one to state, 
entifle value, but because by It Spirit- hut jf genuine, it Is a duty they owe to 
ualism could be plausibly explained. themselves and the cause to at once ac- 

The theory of a Subconscious Mind CCpt, with the revervatlon that essential 
as distinct from the common or Object- conditions must be complied with. If 
ive," has no foundation in science, and ¡he offer Is not accepted, they must un
in the form presented by Dr. Hudson, (jerstand that before the tribunal of the 
has not been received by scientific men worid alld an Spiritualists, they con- 

I,art of science. vjct themselves. The challenge is
1 here is a subconsciousness as has straightforward and honest, and should 

been explained in preceding numbers of bs ukea ln the game irJL lf mato_ 
The Progressive Thinker. Its origin is rialization is possible, here is an oppor
n the nerve centers outside the brain, tunlty t0 set the fact befor0 tbo wol.1(1 

In Ure reflex system of nerves and this and sllenC6 opp0Sition.
is fully accepted by^BCientlsts. This Is, ¡a useless to hedge and plead ex
however, entirely distinct from the by- cuses. -There are no excuses. If the 
pothesis under consideration. challenge Is not taken, materialization

It must be borne in mind that if the wm disappear from the evidences of 
spiritual origin of the manifestations Spiritualism.
be admitted, Uiere is nothing for the There have been many offers before, 
hypothesis as presented by Dr Hudson mada ln antagonism, and Imposing at 

vto explain, and no reason for Its being. start conditions which would nega- 
Its purpose is to explain them by other (¡vo successful results. This, however, 
Uion spiritual means and if it falls in |s by fair-minded men, who are willing 
this it Is superfluous. to give the amount to be convinced.

The enemies of Spiritualism were Tbe medium who accepts, should de
waiting and praying for a weapon mand that one-half tlie members of the 
wherewith to destroy it, and this sub- seance be Spiritualists, or friends, who 
conscious mind, intangible as moon- -would take no further part than give 
shine, a name covering with mystery magnetic support, and assure a correct 
and Ignorance, which the masses do not report of the test. The conditions to be 

cannot understand, gave the most imposed should be settled beforehand, 
v ra^Iauslbie and effective to their hands, with tlie understanding that several se
, m Because of this It has been exploitered, ances are to be held, that conclusions 

Mtravagantly praised and pushed into, may not be'hastily reached because of 
~~ /notoriety, not because it has. its foun- -failure at first. '■

datibn in‘science or has been accepted jf the manifestations attending the 
by scientific men. Medium Aber, be as reported, some of

. . - « te® least which occur at his every se
A. A. B.: Q. I notice in advertise- ance, would win the prize and demon- 

ments of medicines for the cure of car strata the possibility of the appearance 
tarrh, and some other diseases, there of spirit forms.
are representations of the microbes or ’ _ _ _

Are these representations, _. . „ .... ,, ....Three Days’ Mass-Meeting at St. Paul,germs, 
truthful?

Q. We presume this correspondent 
refers to the illustrations which call ai
tention to advertisements of “patent meeting of the Minnesota State Spirit
medicines.” If so, nothing could be ual Association, held in St. Paul, Minn., 
more untruthful and misleading. There February 26, 27 and 28, 1904, is now a 
are germs of disease, and microbes, thing of the past, but the grand, beau- 
but there is nothing in the realm of life tiful and uplifting thoughts that were 
ake the beings represented by these un- expressed by the different speakers will 
scrupulous advertisers. The pictures live through all eternity, and I feel from 
are drawn from imagination, and are as the remarks that I heard expressed that 
arrant deceptions and frauds as the they have been the means of starting 
remedies. - a large number to realize the grand

—■.— truth that the cause of Spiritualism is
Medium: Q. I have received a clr- trying to bring to the people.

sular letter, promising to develop me 
Into an extraordinary medium in ten 
lessons, for which I am to give one dol
lar each. The writer says that he can 
do this for any one, and teach any one __ _____ _ _ _______ ___ tent. Christian Science is trying to
how they can control any one they steal our thunder, the churches are dis-
please. Can he fulfill these promises? turbed over our work and influence, but

A. There is no doubt about his be- I also believe there are as many In
Ing able to develop any one credulous spired men in the pulpits to-day as in 
enough to trust Him, out of the ten dol- Spiritualism." ■
lars, but as to his developing medium- Mr. Joseph P. Whitwell expressed the 
ship by a series of lessons, he prom- thought that Spiritualism teaches fear- 
ises what In its very nature is impossl- lessness, teaches its adherent to grasp 
ble. If it were possible to teach any the value of true manhood, it taught its 
one how to control whomever they de- children the natural consequence of 
sired, it would be criminal to impart wrong-doing, the value of right-doing 
that knowledge to those who would use and that of good life really brings hap- 
it for selfish and the lowest purposes, piness.
Fortunately there Is no such knowl- ’ Mrs. Lowell gave the lecture in the 
edge to impart, and those who adver- afternoon, and her remarks were strong 
tlse that they have this power and can and to the point
Impart it to whoever pays them for it Mr- Will J. Erwood, of La Crosse, 
promises what they know they cannot Wls., was with us and delivered the lec- 
perform. tures at the three evening services,

-------- and this good, true co-worker should
Archibald Scott: Q. I have received certainly be loved and appreciated by 

a circular of a promising mining scheme all Spiritualists, for he is doing a grand 
and the offer of stock at a price, which work. His subject for Friday evening 
if it advances as the prospectus prom- was Spiritualism, World-Wide and 
Ises, will be a bonanza for me. Do you World-Old. -He dwelt at length on the 
know anything about the-------- Co? moral and, ethical side of Spiritualism.

A. We omit the name of this Won- Saturday evening he lectured on “The 
derfully promising company which influence of environment on the evolu- 

, may or may not have a claim staked out Bon of .character,!’and his Sunday even
in the mountains which hedge in the ing lecture, was on ,"Gleams of Immor-

• Arctic circle. On general principles, a tality.” - ; .
mine that is valuable does not’ go beg- The other speakers were Mrs. Joseph 
ging for stock buyers. A prospective P. Whitwell, Mrs. Asa Talcott, Mrs. C. 
mine, may If in honest hands, develop D. Prüden and Mrs. Carrie Tryon. Mrs. 
great wealth, and the stockholders reap Eva. McCoy, of.Marshalltown, Iowa, was 
large reward for their Investment But with us and gave/mesages and readings 
In this case, they take the risk of the every evening, and her work is so well 
mine proving valueless. It is a game of known that it needs no comment. The 
chance, and more often than otherwise other mediums that gave greetlngswere 
the claim proves worthless. Such an Mrs. E. Sauer, Prof. Zeno, Mrs. Jacobs 
enterprise may be perfectly legitimate, and Brother Erwood. .
Some one locates a claim, which he To me the most impressive service
thinks Is promising. No one knows or was the Children’s Lyceum, but as 
can know Its value until it is worked. Brother Erwood said he would writea . ..w~— — — . . . . . — _
The development costs money, and he an article upon this point, I will say
sells stock to raise the means to sink a 
shaft. If rich ore is struck those who 
purchase shares find their investment 
profitable. If nothing more than’bar
ren rock is reached, they find the bal
ance on the wrong side. They bet on 
the result and lost. To one honest 
transaction there are many fraudulent.

“ftoW Shall I BeconiG a Medi-
• - '•<—V. ’-•■ J'..’ ’’«• -«<•. • ‘ i A ■ ■- :. • ■- n, - -. , . .

;; uni/’ Ftilly /Vnsw'Gi'ed
Jn ^lediumshifi and Its1 . Conditions'
and Cultivation,” by Hudson; Tuttle. Price 35 
Bants. Send to Ml Tuttle, Berlin heights, 0, .

The property exploiter«!, may be an 
abandoned Bhatt, or a claim contested. 
A company is chartered, and the capi
tal placed at millions of dollars as the 
value of a claim or claims mat may not 
bo, worth a nickel.. The promoters 
never, intend to develop the mines. 
Why should they engage in the uncer
tain business of mining when they hold 
in their hands the certainty of selling 
the stack to the dupes who believe 
their flowery prospectus and flattering 
promises? If is such stock that is of
fered for half par price with the guar
antee that in/six months or. a year it 
will be at par, and not a share sold for 
less! In vain will tlie purchasers of 
such stock await dividends, paid from 
the sale to other dupes. The money re
ceived goes into the promoter’s pocket, 
pot to, the development of the property. 
The stock is worth less than the good 
sheets of paper used in printing,. The 
most amazing thing is that any person 
with ordinary sense, can be inveigled 
into throwing away their money in such 
schemes of transparent rascality.

If tills correspondent has an attack of 
“get-rlcJhquickT fever, and has so much 
money Ije does not know what to do 
with’It, we know of no way In which he 
can rid himself of it more quickly, and 
at the same tlm,e cure faimpelf of the 
fever;

. J. L. C,: Q. Can dematerialisation 
Of spirit forms be simulated by trick
ery? Is this phase of mediumship in 
any way detrimental to health? Why 
do not honest materializing mediums 
accept trip otter made by the Los 
geles parties?

A. With the conditions, which 
demanded by most "materializing 
dlums” complied with, there is no

An-

are 
me- 
bar-

rier imposed to deception, and the sim
ulation of spirit forms Is the easiest

Minn.
Dear Sir:—The three days’ mass-

The mass-meeting was .opened with 
conference conducted by Mrs. G. D. 
Prüden, and in her remarks she said: 
"I believe in Theosophy to a certain ex

that it certainly was an educator.
■ . i : G. P. FOLLET, Secy. 

Minnesota State. Spiritual Association.
■ ; * ...........—’i-i^ ,'------------- *
We do ..not believe immortality be

cause we have proved it, but we fordver 
try to prove it because we believe it.— 
Martineau- , r ; : . • .

æ-J

A Great Literary Light Sdntfflaies This
Week

IJ-

. • ...
6ABATIER ON RELIGIONS QF AU- 

THORITY—MR. ‘ SMITH’S' COM
MENT ON THE REMARKABLE 
BOOK —POINTS RAISED THAT 
WILL ATTRACT ATTENTION EV
ERYWHERE AMONG THE GREAT 
THINKERS. ::■«
Momentous [as pet forth, by Mr. Gold- 

win Smith in the N.Y. Sunjls the crisis 
in the history of man when'all authori
tative religion, consecrated tradition 
falls him, and he is left.to work out by 
his own reason the problem of his ori
gin, state and destiny. With k the re
ligions of authority would pass away the 
whole order of Spiritual guides; leav
ing, as the departure of the’ elei'gy cer
tainly would,, an ,incalculable void not 
only in our theological, but ^¡pxyr,moral 
and social system. To such a crisis, 
however, according ' to M; Sabatier's 
work on "Religions of Authority,” to- 
the importance of which you have call
ed my attention, we have come. -

The days of all the religions of au
thority, in M. Sabatier’s opinion, are 
numbered. He appears to think that 

tion, an imposing and fascinating ritual, 
a legendary antiquity founded on a 
mythical list of early popes. It still 
commands the allegiance of masses like 
the Italian peasantry, who can believe 
In the miracle of St. Januarlus and the 
Holy House of Loretto, or the crowds 
of pilgrims to Lourdes so vividly paint
ed by Zola. Of educated adherents it 
retains few, of scientific adherents al
most none. It offers in these times of 
religious confusion and perplexity a 
tempting haven to the weak and doubt
ing mind. It has in its own despite 
.gained in spiritual character and re
spectability by severance from the ten;- 
poral power. As aq anti-revolutionary 
Influence it is rather regarded with com
placency by the conservative statesmen 
of Europe. Guizot seemed to have this 
feeling about it But now, loaded with 
such a burden of historical memories as 
weighs on the character 1 of no other 
power, from the foundation ■ of the In
quisition and the massacre of the Albi
genses down to the persecution of the 
Huguenots, it is going Into its last 
struggle against reason and progress. 
In its Syllabus it bids defiance to liber
ty of conscience and of opinion, to the 
right of the state, to the great gains of 
and principles of modern civilization. 
It has consummated its pretensions by 
the usurpation of infallibility and Its 
defiance of fact by proclaiming the Im
maculate Conception.- It is in the far 
tai hands of the Jesuit or of ambitious 
priests like Manning and fanatics like 
De Malstre. Catholics who keep terms 
with reason, such as Montalembert, La- 
cordalre, and the seceders from the 
Council of Rome, have morally with
drawn from it and are under its ban. 
The holiest and highest of Catholics of 
former days would now be almost here
tics and in danger of having to do peh- 
ance for absolution. Once more let It be 
said that the Papacy is not the Catholic 
Church, nor is tie Catholic Church the 
Papacy. The Papacy is.an Italian usur
pation, always ln,Itidlan,Ji’an4s.r'..BapM' 
theocracy1 Is tire creation of Hilde
brand. The Patriarchs of the two im
perial cities, Rome and Constantinople, 
had a natural supremacy, which in the 
case of the Patriarch of Rome .was en-. 
hanced by the tradition of empire with
out being overshadowed by the pres
ence of the imperial power. , The 
authority of Gregory . the. Great was 
spiritual ' and moral. ' He ' did ... not, 
like Hildebrand, aspire ' to. theoc-. 
racy and proclaim his supremacy 
over all the powera of the world. ¿Un
less we keep this distinction lit yiew, 
a great body of truly Christian charac
ter and life which, never ceased to-ex
ist within the pale of the Papacy , may 
otherwise be confounded with, the ac
tion of anti-Christian ppwer.” . , ”

That the Papacy was not the whole of 
the Catholic Church wo have a remind
er In another religion of authority, Wjlth 
which M. Sabatier does not deal. „The 
Eastern Church, now mainly represent
ed by the Church of Russia, has from 
the beginning remained separato from 
that which is represented, by,'the Pa
pacy in spite of an éfiforcèd; transitory 
and nugatory act of sùbmis'iori. , In this 
case the authority is largely .national, 
the identity of ChUrch and State in 
Russia being complete, ¿'o that the 
Procurator of the Holy Syfiófl Is a very 
important Minister of State. The 
Church is Holy Russia, and "Holy Rus
sia is the Church. The immobil
ity of the system verges or torpor. 
Naturally, those 'who break away from 
it break away with a vengeance. The 
orthodoxy of Pobyedonoetseff gives 
birth to heterodoxy in Tolstoimnd some
thing more than heterodoxy . In Kropot
kin. Here also the incipient forces of 
dissolution may be seen,' '

Yet another religion of authority un
noticed by M. Sabatier Is Anglicanism, 
the religion of the State Church of En
gland. A State Church thattafEngland 
is' in the fullest sense of the, term.. Its 
doctrines and ritual are an amdjgam of 
the personal bias of Henry Vili., who 
died half a Catholic, though in revolt 
against the Papacy; .the policy Of his 
executors; a new aristocracy which 
looked for support to the party of prog
ress against the ancient nobility; and 
that of the opportunist statesmen of 
Elizabeth, which was one. of theological, 
compromise. In the history ‘ of the 
Church of England the several elements 
of its composition predominate in turn: 
first the Genevan, which gives birth’to 
'the Lambeth Articles and thè 'delega- 
’tion to the Calvinistic Synod-of Dort; 
then, under Laud, the Catholic; -again, 
after a lohg period of torpor, the Gene
van or evangelical; and now once more 
in a large section of the clergy the 
Catholic, though a small section is ra
tionalist. The authority In this case is 
the Parliament, which òrlglnàljy i’set- 
tied the system without any‘teal regard 
to Convocation, but in those times it
self was Anglican, whoreas it istaow 
made up of men of all religioriB find of 
none. Buch a state of things;:« the 
Church of England 1b a-spiritual body, 
cannot last long. She may bd forced 
to break her political.bonds;-and'disso
lution will ensue. ■ <■. : -

Practically tire most lmportantióf the 
subjectswith Which Mr BabatlerihatlB is 
the Protestant authority, that df the 
-Bible. -He seems-, fully : to embrac'd the 
judgments qf. critlclsin/ lltorai’y find-his
torical. < ' -. M e:-.'-' J-i g-L’Ii'.V’..
-’tin what condition do we actually 

find the .text ,of thqoPld Tantataent 
Scriptures. Instead--.pf\ the chotnbgene- 
Ity-formerly attributed dQtthempweflnd> 
In. the historic books. fi fabric- Woven of. 
documents yet mor©-. ancient;-'.whose 
vaii-colorod threads are' ea'?|lg’distin
guishable, making ¡clear tbatetha«Pen
tateuch, and the boolm ofi - Joshua, 
Judges, Samuel and ¿Kings i assumed 
their present form at a Veryphrts.djite,

■i, 
:iA' 
mi. 
b

w.
<a 1 
io- ’

—------- - ■ ir ■: jó ■ ■■-' - '
Furthermore, tfhati)&-i medley of disar
rangements do we9t!fid fit -the prophe- 
cíes of '■ and Jere-
mlah, to spèfik ' óffly’ ài' those whose 
want .òf conhectiòn'lB ¡visible' to (he un
aided eye!' ■iSWhà!tji;Ìsl“Ìhé'-'book of 
Psalms, if hot the” Psafter bf tlie Jew
ish synagogue, made !’iip' of hymns of 
very different periods, "aireaiiy gathered 
into earlier collections? What shall we 
say under thisrlica!<f-'r>f Pfóy.érbs'lnd' 
the entire ' Solò'dbSfc 'lli|;éi;ature, ^off
shoots of whlell'are'ftfund’down tp'tlie 
second century- befbré' our era?" (p. 
w

M. Sabatier abandons ip plain terms, 
tire supernatural flótìpA’ óf thè Bible 
and confèsse^ that It Hi rio'kmgef the 
Infallible rule- o't religtous thought, the; 
oraelé of absolute and’;’ etèffial truth. 
Yet-’he treats it still aS the great ail
ment and support of spiritual life. He 
says that It "continues to discharge à 
double and" essential function in the 
life of churches, families and individ
uals, that it is ho-Ionger a code, but 
remains a testimoni; -is no longer a 
law, but is a means of grace; does not 
prescribe tire sciéfltlflo formulas of 

tain of Christian knowledge.” ' Luther, 
he says, and Calvin.tised tlio Bible free
ly as spiritual food- wlthout blliliolatry;
Luther disparaging the Epistle of 
James, Calvin looking askance on the 
Apocalypse. To which It might be re
plied, in the first place, that Luther and 
Calvin brought with (hem confirmed 
convictions from their previous relig
ious state; in the second place, that 
they were not common men. Simple' 
souls can hardly be expected to make 
use of a great course bf literature as 
food for spiritual appetite developed 
within themselves,' irijéotlng into it 
their personal thought^ and emotion. 
They want'authority, ór at least a pos
itive rule such as they believed they 
hud in the Bible, believing It to be 
throughout the inspired Word of God.

How, after the admissions which M. 
Sabatier has made, Vuûi he continue to 
speak of “the Bible”'at all? How can 
Ire persevere in treating as a book that 
which is in fact a Collection of books, 
Independent of each' bther and varying 
greatly in character-?’spirit and value? 
The Old Testament ffi’the whole of an
cient Hebrew literature bound up to
gether. The idea òf God differs mate
rially in different parts’ of it. The God 
of Genesis is anthrofibmòfphlc, and the 
special deity of a phtrlarchlol family. 
The God of Joshua^ând "Judges is In
tensely tribal, sanctlbnlng 'ln tho Inter
est of the tribe whoiesalwjmassacre, as 
in the case of the Ganaanftes; treason, 
as in the cose of Raliab;''assassination, 
as in the case of'"Si8èHi; inflicting 
plagues upon all tlreEgyptiaiis to make 
Pharaoh let the favdred tribe go. This 
deity and the deity1’ who-’1 makes Ba
laam's ass speak, diffio .sends a lying 
spirit to Ahab, whof’makis bears kill a 
party of boys for mttckiiltf Ellshfi, is a 
conception surely lllwer’1 than that of 
Deity In the second ’Isaiah,'- in Amos, in 
the more spiritual Psalms. The 
Psalms are manifestly "‘by different 
hands. The sphrit/df some of them is 
gentle. and‘ beautWui. ■ TIAt of- others 
ils ¡tire -reverse}.) MrtrJ verdi te lain

An attempt-baa been' r&d® to' impart 
unity to the collection and’at the same 
time to explain away Its moral difficul
ties and give it as a whole the charac
ter of a progressive revelation by the 
help of that universal key, the princi
ple of evolution. But no process of 
evolution camreally be discerned. In 
the latest books of the series, those of 
Ezra and- Nehemiah; there reigns the 
narrow6St'triballsm;ta tribalism which 
commands the Hebrew’to put away his 
Gentile wife. Of the-book of Esther it is 
only necessary to say that It is the 
source of the feast of Purim.

If the Hebrew literature Is divested 
of the character of révélation, is it cer
tain that we owe It more, morally and 
spiritually, than we'owe"'the Greek? 
The Greek Pantheon, of-course, is mor
ally low, though sunny 'and inspiring to 
art. But the deity of Socrates, though 
Indistinct and hardly personal, is sub
limely moral. In thé Hebrew literature 
there is, on the whole, not much of ten
derness or affection. We have Ruth, It 
is true, we have the friendship of David 
and Jonathan, and some other touches 
of humanity. But théte is no parting 
of Hector and Andromache. There Is 
no Antigone or Alcestls. There is noth
ing like the sentiment of the Greek epi
taph in which the dead wife says that 
of the two babes which she bore her 
husband, one she keeps with her as the 
pledge of his love, and thè other she 
has left to be the prop of his old age. 
Sternness, amounting often to grimness, 
seems to be the general tone of the Old 
Testament ■ ‘

Then, upon what prtnciple would M. 
Sabatier say, if belief in a supernatural 
revelation Is to be discarded, are we to 
bind up the New Testament with the 
Old. The Deity and 'the religion of the 
Old Testament are tribal, and tribal 
they remain to the last The God of 
the Chosen People might be destined to 
extend his sway over fill the nations of 
the earth; but He would still be the 
God of the Chosen People, The God of 
the New Testament is the equal Father 
of all. The son of- thé carpenter at 
Nazareth would, of-óotìrtìe, accept un
critically the sacred books of His na
tion with their traditional Interpreta
tions. But It was not: froifl the narrar 
tive of the plagues,of£Egypt or of the 
slaughter of the Canaanites that he 
drew HIb ideas of ttib fatherhood of 
Gofl and the brotherlióoa teaman. If the 
religion-of the New Téstai&ént owed its 
birth to' that of the-iGld tBbstament; it' 
was rather by repulstamthttil by prodüc-’ 
tion: Of the alleged proèffecles of Je-’ 
sus in the Old TestaMent,v6rltlclsm has 
entirely disposed. ’ x®hh liÿirit ' of the 
Old Testament cruoîifed' tltëf Teacher of 
the New. Nothing dear or fa
miliar to us than thd Bllflé as it is. 
Great indeed would be tlftl wrench of 
parting with it. YetTSOthiaft surely can 
be less rational thajaivVolulne in which 
certain portions of H®>ierBtalstory and 
literature are bounffiffip aiPtdentical in 
source and spirit wtth. Sermon op 
the Mount "Hfi'O ;.b-■ . -

For my own part,H flhtttefd' prefer to 
rest the claims of ’GUrÎàtfâfaity ' to seri
ous and unimpassioned: db'nsfdoratlon, 
no'more ón anything ¡mystical’ or-oso;' 
torlo than on anything supernatural, 
but ratheron tho evMencoOf the char
acter,- morab and soffiai, which Chris
tianity has - produced,- and the’i’olatton- 
of that charactor to thelprogress of hu
manity, These are facto’riot less -ftor- 
taln in their-way thaniflny that can bo 
submitted to tho invesflgatlon"of sci
ence. - ,c, - GOLDWIN SMITH.
.- ------- -

Careful mnd • wflttffe ’fefterillop'-'to the1 
simple and small 'things ’Of llfb not only 
fits' us for groat and suédoBsfuI wbrks. 
but by psychic and’ocbult law places 
us Jn the 'path of greabwofta.-^Frank 
Harrison. . ’

LESSONS OF THE PAST.
By Which- Spiritualists of the-Present 

Should Profit.

Without, having madq à llfojitiidy qf 
church history or being able to trace all 
the ins and outs, all the windings and 
turnings of ecclealasticlsm. yet there are 
certain main facts well known, certain 
historical’ features which are generally 
recognized! and accepted by the gen
eral readér; 'especially-by those who 
have been reared under orthodox influ
ences, and who upon arriving at the. age 
of maturity, Have made some examina
tion, for themselves, of the faith which' 
had been ' taught ' them às infallible 
truth, which to doubt or to question 
was sinful ttocl dangerous—those who 
have read just the ordinary works in 
circulation; for; :mid against the claims 
of orthodoxy.1 Of course by depending 
on desultory reading, one is quite liable 
to get their history Very much mixed, 
especially in church' matters, where 
there are so nïahy contradictory state
ments made by the different sects in 
the -Christian world.’ Yet ' I wish’ to 
make just A rough -sketch of the Case, 
as it has corn'd- down to’nie, and if I
am in'error in any Important point, it 
will be remembered that I am not pre
tending to be any authority in the mat
ter, and perhaps some of our Spirit
ualistic reverends will kindly set me 
right '

It is generally ; understood that, at 
the dawn of the Christian era, the early 
Christians were a plain, unworldly peo
ple, very much in earnest, very zeal
ously intent upon following the teach
ings of their great leader, who had de
clared his kingdom was not of this 
world, and whose doctrines and pre
cepts were in marked contrast to the 
practices and religious systems of the -__ . ______ . - . ... . Mediumship and “Affinity”; Medium
people among whom ho and his follow- Bbjp and Emotionalism; Mediums and 
ers uvea. - - -i-helr Motives; Mediumship and InsanIt is also believed, that they suf- uy 
fered great persecutions, and that great '
efforts were made to silence and sup- Part III.
press them, in spite of which they pros- The Genesis of "Hell"; The Way of 
pered and multiplied until, it being Death; In Perspective; Individual Im- 
found impossible to destroy them or mortality; On What It Depends; Belf- 
tlieir faith by'open measures, the Ito- Control, the Application; The Line of 
man Emperor, Constantine, either pre- Despair and the Powers of Darkness;
tended to, or really did become a con
vert to Christianity,

This, of course, made their relig
ion at once popular.' Whereupon 
this new and powerful convert to Chris- . A. A. Finney, trumpet medium, of
tlanlty proceeded to convert Christian- Grand Rapids, Mich., spent a week with 
ity to his kingdom of this world, and the our little society here and held three 
Christians, Instead of continuing to be very satisfactory seances. Mr. Finney, 
the plain, persecuted people, zealous of Hke other trumpet mediums, requires 
good works and Christian lives, became total darkness for the seance, but in re
tire persecutors -and murderers of peo- turn as proof of genuineness he has one 
pie of other faiths—became proud and of the circle hold both of his hands
pompous, and assumed many priestly 
titles.

Soon there was a pope. There were 
cardinals and bishops and archbishops, 
reverend and very reverend fathers. 
All were intrenched behind the power 
of the state, and priestcraft thus in the 
Saddle, proceeded to ride. Articles of
faith, labeled infallible, were die- dltion of the atmosphere.
tated to men, and men were compelled The society here has just entered 
to subscribe to them or suffer torture upon the second year in the work and 
and death. All freedom of thought and have leased the reading rooms for an- 
of speech among Christian nations, bo- other year. The society are not work- 
called, was gone. Many rites and cere- ¡ng for new members so much as they 
monies, copied mainly from older forms are their own development and unfold- 
of religion, were Instituted under new ment "Soul perfection” Is their 
names, and the Roman and Greek Cath- motto. One member has developed 
ollc churches were fully armed and clairvoyance and others are making 
equipped for their foul work of crush- rapid strides along the line of other 
ing human freedom, retarding the on- phases. One member is working entire
ward march of mankind and robbing ly on the plan of independent work, 
the world of the forward Impetus which free from so-called “control,” and while 
the spiritual teaching of Jeeus had given the unfoldment Is perhaps a little 
}t. Instead of pitting up the pword, as slower than that of the "controlled,” he 
hp .ksul .counseled, the . church un- is more than satisfied with the results 
sheathed-the-sword, and the blood and obtained.
carnage ta Christendom of the last Among other things he has gained ab- 
nineteen hundred years are the fruit solute control of self in so far as world-
of that tree. ]y passion and pleasures are concerned,

Instead of "Letting their light shine,” is curing himself of chronic diseases of 
their light became the darkness of the many years’ standing, and Is able to 
ages, and "How great was that dark- throw off colds, etc., In a day’s time, all
ness." .
“Vainly, that, ray of brightness 

above, ■
That shone .around the Galilean
The light of hope, the leading star of for one whose whole thought is for selt- 

love, . . gratification, however. The first law
Struggled the darkness of that day to followed is “Thou shalt not kill,” and In

break.” following it he partakes of no meats or
But it Is beyond the power of man to animal fats, for the'eating thereof is 

annul the divine law of progress, and equivalent to the killing. This law is 
through suffering humanity has Strug- conscientiously adhered to even down 
gled painfully up to a new dispensa- to the smallest of living creatures, and 
tion, which has been ushered in under It cultivates a veneration and love for 
the name-of Modern Spiritualism. The all life, and makes the second law, 
people of the new faith-have been and “10ve thy neighbor as thyself,” an easy 
still are, like the early Christians, a one follow. The strongest stimulant 
despised and persecuted people, but the that Passes his lips is milk. A twenty- 
ne wlight Is still shining and penetrat- four hour fast once each week gives the 
ing to the darkest, corners of Christen- vlta' organs renewed strength. Deep 
dom, bringing mew hope and joy to the breathing lightens the burdens of a 
world. Mankind- has outgrown much whole day. His highest aim is to use 
of its fear. The power of the the Powers thus attained In labor for 
priesthood has waned, and a fair humanity, for humanity’s sake alone, 
opportunity now exists to utterly break The tobacco habit was lifted at the 
and throw off Its shackles. Will that very first sitting of the society’s circle,
opportunity be improved? Yes, if men and aI1 010 Petty vicea “d habits have 
are sufficiently developed to appreciate Ie^ one hy one until the soul is almost 
the blessings of freedom to the extent absolute master of the body, and his 
of paying Its price, which is, now and theory is that when that mastery is 
always, "Eternal Vigilance." complete all things else divine will fol-

The enemies of free thought are le- low la quick succession. This develop- 
gion. They are vigilant and are ever ment has been going on for about a 
exerting themselves to the utmost to now, and in this time he has la- 
retain their power over men. Not only bored on an average of about eleven 
is this the case in the old orthodox hours a day where noth brain and mus- 
churches, but with some who came cIe are In constant action (Is a foreman 
out of them and joined the ranks of Printer) and is healthier and stronger 
the New Thought people. Marching tban he has ever been before. He is 
under the banner of Spiritualism are very sensitive to thoughts and condi- 
some, who do not seem willing to re* Hons surrounding him at all times, and 
linquish the old priestly prestige. To av01<is inharmony as far as possible in 
simply remain on equal footing with the his daily life. His watchword is to pre
mass of humanity—to be only one of Pare to live—not to die.- .. .. 0> v. JLABOYTEAUX.the common brotherhood of man, does 
hot seem to satisfy their ambition.
They are plaintively asking “Why can’t 
I have iny title of Reverend?” They 
are insidiously striving to bring in the . _ . ___ ..
rites and ceremonies of a rotting and learn that we have another good mar 
dying eccleslastlcism—to Inoculate the terializing medium in the person of Mr. 
growing young giant of the new age Emmet Forbush, of 105 Quimby .street, 
With the Same virus that caused the Grand Rapids, Mich. He is a young 
decay of Spiritualism among the early man, age thirty-one, and lives with his 

’ Christians.. The same lust of power sister, Mrs. Nora Gillett.
find greed‘ of 'material, wealth that On the evening of Feb. 10, my wife 
Caused thé loss'of Spirituality so early and -1 attended one of his, seapces at 
in1 the Christian era is at the bottom the home of Mr. and Mrs. James Chap- 
of such wôrîr. . pell, corner of Alpine and Fifth Streets.
' When Jesus said, “YecannotserveGod The lamp was turned partly down 
and mammon," he' uttered a sacred and set on the floor behind the sitters, 
truth that will Toreve; hold good, and K giving a good light. . 
Spiritualists wüuld remain the “Light A dork curtain was hung over the 
of the world”—If their desire is to kitchen door; the medium sat In a rock- 
bless and free hiimanlty from the dark- ing chair in the kitchen; three men and 
ness and superstition In which they seven women sat in a semi-circle in the 
have so long’beep groping, they must sitting-room, facing the curtains or 
not put their new wine Into the old kitchen door. ' .
church ’hbftibs. " However popular Songs and melodies on a little mlïsic 
churchlonity taqy be, however firmly in- box alternated with the aimeorfince of 
trenched behind thé power of thé state, çpirlt forms. • .
Spiritualists cannot afford to adopt its About fifteen différent full spirit 
hypocritical' practices nor to-masquer- forms appeared. Some Were recog
ade in its'bedraggled rags.If there be nized as relatives and acquaintances of 
those who “Lovo gre6tings'ln the mar- thé sitters; other forms were, guides of 
ket placehta-to "bo cfilled Rhbbl or Rev- the medium; Tho spirit forms Were 
erend, and-^> make long prayers to be full from head to foot; taOst of the 
heard Of 'men,” better than to walk forms wore ladles, dresséd "in white gnr- 
humbly among-men and to suffer, if monts; some were tall and' sômé werb' 
need be; fffi1'tire truth’s and humanity’s short. - ‘y: '7
sake, lot-then!1 ' go’back to'tho old The spirit forms would Hold ôà to 
church-whore-they really belong. each inside of tho curtaihs'toh’Btei» put 

■ ■ - H,A. BTOCKBY. as far as thoÿ cotild;'some would swing
* Seattle’,! Whs1iiflgtonf’! - ■ for out Ono form flopped 'out'far,
—    —, ■ enough to touch the fitters' bn: their 

! Win rfither-'thaù-drive: • Bo nJ ways, heads and’ BhoUIdorb;' this' Spirit was 
polite. • Btfjfranji; iïrw.otàtad'aut.' Bé^ one of the medium’s côntrolé’and; could 
ware o'f the-llattercr. Be'discreet, un- talk louder and longer-than'tlio others, 
affected, éÿrcM find cheerful. Be slow We could'aoé'tho forms qulckly’disap- 
to promise VMfto'fo'perform. Andrew peiir downward, on tpei'flbbM. ', ", xne nomeucst rangui 
It Green. - Jha medium eaaie'outofhla'traiic0v'ictioa mt Is the truth.

THE' HARMONIC SERIES
Harmonies of Evolution (Florence-Huntley), 
THE GREAT PSYCHOLOqiÇAU CRIME, - 
The Dream Child, - • ■ ■ •• • - «...............

‘ These works have made, » profound impression on the most advanced and 
progressive intelligence of the age. In the field of Psychical Research it can b« 
said truthfully that they have created a veritable “Cyclone” of interest and dlq. 
oussion. Their subject matter and simplicity of expression make them intensely 
interesting and fascinatingly attractive to every one who can understand the sim
plest English. They have made simple and clear the most difficult problems of 
human life, and carry a special message to all who love the truth.
The Great Psychological Crime—Con- The Law of Spiritual Gravity; Admont- 

tents—Part 1. ' tlona and Suggestions.
Psychologlcal Crime; New Defini

tions; Pertinent Admissions; What la 
Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man 
and Ills Two Organisms;- Physiology 
and Pathology of Hypnotism j “Alito- 
Hypnbtism,"’ a Misnomer; “Suggestion," 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism' and the 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp
notist?
Part II.

A Risk and a Duty; Other Defini
tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle 
Involved; "Automatic, Physical Medi
umship” Impossible; Neither a "Gift” 
Nor a "Power"; The Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom;

Spiritualism In Reading, Mich.

throughout the evening. Physical man
ifestations are very strong in his circles 
aside from the trumpet work. The re
sults of his seances are very mystify
ing to the skeptic. A fourth seance vAas 
attempted but owing to a rain storm, 
had to be abandoned as no manifesta
tions were obtainable in the heavy con

dark- throw off colds, etc., in a day’s time, all
without the use of medicines or stimu- 

from lants. Writes Inspirationally upon sub
jects he knows nothing about. The 

lake, course of development is rather rigid

A Good Materializing Medium.
Every Spiritualist will be glad to

Vol. I., $2.00 i 
yoj. u.,. top 
......... 75

Supplemental.
The Value of “Theories"; Différence 

am}. Distinctions; Transmigrations 
Transubstantiattou; RelncarnatlftfiS 
Metempsychosis; Self-Perpetuationj 
Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im,' 
mortality; Individual Extinction; Pay, 
chlcal Reinvesture. '

Harmonics of Evolution—Contents.
Prelimlnary Statement; There Is Na 

Death; Life After Physical Death la 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Hera 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop
ment and r - -
The Scope, 
pose; The

a Common Purpose;) 
Method and Pur

. . — Genesis of Physical
Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolutions 
The "Law of Natural Selection"; Tha 
Natural Law of Selection; A Question 
in Science; The Completion of an Indi
vidual; Masculine Will and Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle for Happinessfl 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intui
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat
ural Science Corroborated; Natural 
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorced 
True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon
ics, Ethics.

Handsomely Bound, 
Send for Circular.

_ Address all orders to 
THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO.

19 to 27 North Kedzle Ave., Chicago.

somewhat exhausted and said lie felt 
like coming out of a deep sleep. -

1'he sitters were satisfied and well 
pleased. . *

Mr. Forbush is a nice young man, 
having no bad habits; lie Is moral and 
upright. He regards his mediumshlo 
as a spiritual gift from the angel 
world, to be used to enlighten and com-' 
fort humanity. We are glad that he la 
a medium of whom we all can be proud. 
He would be pleased to attend camp
meetings H. E. MARTIN

Grand Rapids, Mich.

A Tribute of Love.
A much beloved, noble, broad-minded 

lady has passed from nur ranks; we 
feel her loss keenly, and ill the respect 
that we can pay her is 1J r due.
ln®or“ Int° the higher7 life, March 1, 
1904, Mary L., beloved wife of Edwin BL 
Mozart. She was a true worker con
sistent in her belief in God and immor
tality, and she welcomed the end with
out fear. Although having everything 
to live for, when she felt the change an- 
proaching she called her devoted com
panion by a tender name and said: “I 
think that this is death creeptag over 
me," and with a few Instructions, and 
loving good-bye, she folded her hands in 
peace.

0, how beautiful the faith that 
bridges over the waters of Lethe. Hen 
funeral was conducted under strict 
Spiritualistic belief in every respect 
Three able speakers gave comforting 
addresses; sweetest music did much in 
calming bereaved hearts that will so 
deeply miss a noble benefactress. Aa 
she lay in a most elaborate casket with 
her silver-crowned head resting on the 
finest embroidered pillow, gowned in 
the softest shade of purple satin, a van
dike of point lace, hands encased in 
■silken silvery gloves, so delicate in tex
ture, that the nerveless fingers like 
folded Illy leaves shown through in 
their long repose. The canopy under 
which she lay (as well as the casket, 
etc.,) was in the same shade of purple 
glow that the setting sun leaves upon 
the twilight’s bosom with his last kiss. 
The pink and gold room in which she 
lay was literally banked with flowers 
in designs of every conceivable beauty 
that loving friends could fashion.

They have laid the casket with its 
precious form away 'mid ever blooming 
roses and rare flowers, where birds 
sing their gladsome songs in morning's 
first ray, and the sun in golden gleams 
kisses the dew-laden grasses, where the 
daisy hides from the amorous breeze to 
waft her loving glances up to God. How 
sweet the thought, to die and know that 
the form In which we so long have tar
ried will be tenderly and lovingly cared 
for, and beautifully dressed for its long 
sleep! No believers save the Spiritual
ists, bury their loved ones in such 
sweet simplicity and glorious faith. 
They know that, “though dead, they 
have never died.” .
Death sought a home of love -

To bear away its dearest prize, 
He whispered like a cooing dove,

She answered him in sweet surprise. 
Flowers rare with fragrant breath

Were scattered o’er her silent bod; ' 
While roarly tears from eyes bereft,

Baptized the dear beloved dead.
Be calm, dear soul, rest In peace 

And know an angel guards thy beds
Weep no more but seek release

In love, she wreathes around thy 
head. '

She sings of love and immortality
She breathes the truths in glad rw 

' train; •
Of a reunion in the'yet "To-Be.”
' When the Jasper gates swing wide 

again. . ,
Rose L. Bushnell DonnEUy. 

San Francisco, Cal.

BOOK REVIEW.

The Yoke. A Romance of the Days 
when the Lord Redeemed the Children 
of Israel from the Bondage of Egypt 
By Elizabeth Miller. The Bobbs-Merrlll 
Company, Publishers. Indianapolis, 
Ind.

A romance of much power, on the 
subject of Israel’s bondage in Egypt, as 
related In the Old Testament. Because 
of its biblical foundation it appeals pan. 
ticularly to the religious classes.

The Greek Philosophers In the Evo
lution .of Ethics. Socrates, Plato and 
Aristotle. By Prof, James H. Hyslop.

In arrangement and analysis Prof. 
Hyslop’s lecture, shows the work of al 
master in literpry .stylo, and in- fila 

'chòsen .field os.a/tepcher- of’ ethics; 
Tiio student will fipd tho subject finely, 
and clearly elucidated. ,,.

Tho vol (lino Is ’ pifblished tor tha 
Brooklyn Ethical Association, by Chas. 
M.’Higgtós $ Q6., New York, Chicago 
and London. Qllt top, hondsoipoly il
lustrated. Price J2. . , ,

. « I • • - • . .. ~ j •” J . •
7’he homeliest language carries don« ’
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HIS BLOOD BOILS WITH INDIGNATION.
fl

OPEN LETTER TO PROF. HYSLOP.
Prof. Hyslop—My Dear Sir:—My father was a law" 

yer residing at Warren, Pa. At the age of 16 I com
menced reading law during school Vacations, intend
ing to follow law as a profession, but a boy chum was 
a telegraph operator, and while associating with him, 
I almost, without any particular effort, found myself 
a telegraph operator.
- As operators were scarce in the early 60s, I was. of
fered a position as operator at’Langdonstation, 
just south of Erie, Pa., which I accepted, and gradual
ly lost sight of my intended future law practice, and 
drifting west became a railroad and telegraph man
ager. .

During the year at Langdon’s I boarded with 
farmer Langdon, a good, honest fariner, g descendant 
of John Langdon of Revolutionary famé.
• Three of his daughters were spiritual mediums at 
one time, but upon my arrival in April, 1865, the 
power had left the two older daughters, and the third 
was then what is known as a trance^ clairvoyant and 
clairaudient medium.

AVliat I experienced during the year in that farm 
house would take a large book to write.

From that time to the present I have never lost an 
opportunity to acquire knowledge, whether in the 
fields of astronomy, geology, chemistry, electricity or 
phenomena.

I have spent many thousand dollars in time and 
, money in my investigations, merely because I desired 

to know the truth.
Now, when I read the writings of these men calling 

themselves professors of psychology, and psychology 
is the science of soul, my blood fairly boils with indig
nation.

I crave the opportunity to get one of them cornered 
before a jury of minds trained to weigh testimony.

They remind me of walking dictionaries. They 
invent words applying to things that exist only in im
agination.

‘ The late Dr. Hudson, with his theory of subjective 
self, is a fair example.

Think of it, a subjective self; that is irrational, the 
origin of ail good as well as evil, a connecting link be
tween man and divinity and also a representative of 
the devil.

As president of this company my business takes me 
into many states and I travel extensively.

Wherever I go I challenge every priest, preacher or 
' professor 1 meet. I never met a man I could not hu
miliate by simply asking him questions. In turn I give 
them the privilege of questioning me for a week or a 
month if they so desire.

A certain spirit that controlled the Langdon girl in 
3865, and I have been friends all these long years. 
She has materialized to me over thirty times? and usu
ally with sufficient strength for me to talk ’to her.

I have a Hindoo friend who claims he lived 900years

ago. I presume I have held 3,000 interviews with 
him. ‘ He has materialized to me some five or six 
times. ' ' ' ’ ..

I can go into a room of half a dozen .strangers, and 
in thirty minutes have a table tipping. ■ ’liban make a 
speaking dial with a jack-knife, paste-board, pen and 
ink, and tack to the table, and intelligent communica
tions can be obtained. ■■ ■ j
v After getting the table well started I dan leave it 

myself,-and it will continue to work for .those present 
as long as my Hindoo (spirit) friend remains to work; 
it for them. .Under favorable conditions, he has at re
quest overturned a table with two men sitting on it. >

Before my wife passed away four years ago, 
through the mediumship of a speaking'dial, we had: 
almost daily interviews with our spirit friends for 
years, and particiilarly with my Hindoo friend on phi
losophy and occult science. . -

In 1878,1 retired from railroad and telegraph busi
ness and took up medicine and chemistry.

Now there are men who are'more periphrasti?, and. 
have command of a much larger vocabulary of high- 
sounding scientific (so-called) tvords than I, bnt upbir 
actual knowledge of theSnalerial and .tho occult l am 
ready at all times to meet on five minutes’ notice any 
living person. I am prepared to scientifically demon
strate every claim I set up. But herein lies a proviso: 
You could not demonstrate a problem in algebra to a 
a man who had never studied that branch of mathe
matics.

It would be equally difficult to demonstrate an oc
cult problem to a person who has no conception of oc
cult laws. ....

Now, what arouses my indignation is, that these 
men who pose as professors of psychology, show by 
their writings and reports, that they are densely ig
norant on the very subject they seek to be known as 
experts.

I despise a humbug wherever found, whether 
preacher, priest or professor.

I never made one dollar out of it and never care to. 
I would disdain to accept compensation for witness
ing to the truth of a fact so sacred.

This letter is not intended as a criticism, either 
upon Prof. James or yourself, as I believe you are 
both on the right track, but you have many difficul
ties, such as ignorance and prejudice to retard you at 
every turn. . .

While I ctm go out on the street and challenge any 
preacher or priest upon my own responsibility, it 
would hardly be the proper thing for you to do; they 
would hustle you oft' to an insane asylum, and 
promptly appoint your successor.

You, of course know the class of humbugs I am 
after, and if you have any one in particular in mind at 
present you can send them this letter as a challenge 
from me. E. D. TITUS,

Minneapolis, Minn. - ‘ M. D. Ph. G.

Catarrh Cured
■ ri- n 71»'! n—

Hyoy Sutter train SaHrsB la asy lurm, Asthma. Eras' 
fhtlb, or any VungiMcatam read this liberal 

oker K BUhORTU MONEY TO YOU

»toiWX*'

THIS TREATMENT FREE
- Dr. J. M. Peebles, the noted specialist in Catarrh 
aud Bronchial troubles has found a SURE, bpeedy. 
and Permanent Cure for Catarrh. It not ouiy 
quickly relieves and permanently cures Catarrh 
buigtvcbBiniQ&tiustaiH'rahcf iu Asthma, Bronohms, 
and ah Thruai aud Luiig-Trouble». 11 completely remove* thi^ 
diitMAtroin'lhoiyitcia »nd make* thedbcasod tksuc* like new. 
Mr*. WeAvor)ltML.at Seattle. Wa»I» , ^vrit»» — ”1 »uffcred from 
ibai dreadfuldl»ea*o eaiarrh, for twenty >car*. end found noth- 

from the Aral Aad-in ABhurltlme wm entirely cured. \ou have 
rendered mo a treat Lleiklng, and 1 recommend your treatment 
tii9*l highly to tlio*e having catarrh.'-' We could give you tc«ti- 
luonialt by the thousand of thuvo wo have cured of Catarrh and 
Bronchia) trouble* In al] form* aud *Uec> but they would not 
teliyou what the Ucatuicnt will do for X«u.’ Tho only altolule 
rroof It In the troatmentitselt aud believing tlmt it will Patil- 
iriy.l'ure any cue of CaUrrh no matter how lony •landing'

1.UWm.uy treoliucnl.Inyill ••nd 
A full Iwo week* Ireahueni CrtHt Dr. i’eeblc* Medicated Air In- 
Jialer to any.tutlurer wlihlijf-totry-lt. Many are cured by this 
tc»t treatment alone. Why Ooi make a trial of It youraelf and 
laarnwhatitwlllduforyouf IT IS HIKE. Addie*« Dr. Feeble» 
luUtuUof Health, £3 MadlwaSt. Battle Creek, Mich.

SPIRITUALÍST MEETINGS.

*- I" f

They Are Genuine at One Time and Fraudulent at Another.
VARIOUS MATERIALIZATION PHASES.

The Part Which Catholic .Spirits Play in Deceiving 
People.

The article from C. AV. Stewart in a recent Pro
gressive Thinker, lacks but one thing:—the full recogr 
niti'on o^the vvorfcmf opposing spirits "who purposely 
control the medium to deceive, or rather, .use the.pn- 
.consciou? medium to. plily false. . . \ ... .

, Peahaps some of my personal experiences will illus
trate what I mean—my own experiences and those 
with which I have been connected.

Some years since I attended three seances of a ma- 
totalizing medium that I have never heard accused of 
fraud. In one of those seances a 'Spaniard material
ized who had been educated for the priesthood but 
died before taking orders. On the other side he met 
one of his teachers who had begun to be skeptical 
while here and under his influence, he—this Spaniard 
—had repudiated .the Catholic church, and was then, 
as he said, the control of the gentleman who had in-

press. 1 secured about half enough for this purpose, 
and then everything stopped so far as the press was 
concerned, and I had only the small press on which I 
can print only one page at a time for njy 24-page 
monthly, but I kept it a going, doing nearly all the 
work myself, till the volume was completed. It 
nearly took my life, but I conquered so far as that 
was concerned. . , ,j.. ••

Nearly "alT of our okT Spirithalistaknow of the me
dium of the Roekieg, John-BrtJwn. While in Clintbn;’' 
Iowa, nearly " twenty years ago, I had some corre
spondence with him, in which he expressed his deep 
sorrow because of the tendency among Spiritualists 
to conform to church methods, a subject on which we 
fully agreed. Some of those letterscmay be found 
in the book compiled for him by , J,, S.' .Loveland. 
While'wondering that Leonid get ho more responses 
for the press, I picked up this book and read one of 
John’s letters, commencing with:

“I have been trying to write to you for several 
days, but have been prevented by opposing influ
ences: they seem afraid of you, and try to keep every
thing from you.” " ■ '

It Is Important when a meeting 1b 
suspended, that' notice be given us, so 
that inquirers (any nut be mislead. We 
want new notices of nil meetings being 
held hero In public halls at the present 
time. .

The Band ot Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
612 Masonic Temple every first and 
third Thursdays of the mouth; after
noon session at 8 o'clock. The ladles 
furnish refersbments. Supper served 
at 6:15, including tea and coffee. Even
ing session at 7:30. Questions pertain
ing to spiritual themes, answered by 
the guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond; name poems given to strangers. 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton,- assistant pastor.

The Spiritual; Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday ut 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. 8: Ray, pastor.

The Spiritual Research will meet ev
ery Thursday evening at 144 South Al
bany avenue, southeast corner Colorado 
avenue, beginning1 at 8 o’clock sharp. 
All are invited to attend. Good me
diums in attendance.

Chuch of the Spirit. Spiritual serv
ices are held tat 830 North Clark street, 
at 2:30 and'7:30 p. m. Psychometric 
reading and-messages given to all at
tending, thrdtigh ,Wm. Fitch Ruffle, 
psychic.

■ Light and ?ruth0Bplrltual Church,”50T 
W. North aVenuCp Wicker Park Hall. 
Meetings eviiry Sunday afternoon, 2:30.

Church of: the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings evCry Suftday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee;^venue, near North 
Paulina street? Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

The Metropolitan Spiritualist Society | 
holds services every Sunday at 8 o’clock 
in St. George’s Hall, 3837 State street. 
Good speaking, tests and music. Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggio Waite. Residence, 
3148 Indiana avenue.

The German-English. Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted . and : Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 7:80 in Garfield 
Turner,^lall, corner of Garfield and Lar
rabee streets. Emil T. Vaas, lecturer; 
Frank Joseph, medium.............

New Thought services conducted by 
Julia M. Learnered, at 7:80 o'clock ev
ery Sunday evening, at 720 West Madi
son street, third floor.

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 3 p. 
m.; lecture at 8 p. m. Messages by H. 
F. Coates arid others. Good music.

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings, at Hopkins’ Hall, 528 West 
Sixty-third street, every»Sunday even
ing at 8 o’clock. Conference in the af
ternoon at 3. The Ladies' Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday afternoon at 
same number.

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu. 
dents of Nature hold services at 
Nathan's Hall, 1565. Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue, Sunday even
ings, 7:80 p. m. Mra. W. F. Bchu- 
macher, pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361
863 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services 
every Sunday in Hall 309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. Sunday-school at 10 
a. m.

The Second Church of the Soul meet« 
in Van Buren Opera House, Madison 
street and Calli^rnia avenue, every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
spirit messages, assisted by other me
diums.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. in. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street.

The Church of Higher Forces holds 
its meeting in Douglas Hall, Indiana 
ave and 35th street, every Sunday at 
3 and 8 o'clock. The reliable psychic, 
Mrs. Grace Aitken, will give spirit mes
sages, Come and learn the truth.

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds a meeting every Sunday after
noon at 2:30 and 7:45, at No. 378 S. 
Western avenue. Star Lodge Hall.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at Atbeneum Building, 26 
Van Buren street. Mrs. May Elmo, me
dium. Tests and good speaking. All 
are welcome.

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Sunday afternoon at 
2:30 sharp, at Phoenix Hall, 324 East 
Division street, near Sedgwick street. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Woodlawn Spiritualist Society 
will hold services at 6209 Madison ave
nue, Sundays at 2:30 and 8 p. m. Prof 
J. E. Smith gives tests and spirit mes
sages. W. II. Mohlan, president; Prof. 
J. E. Smith, pastor

6. WALTER LYNN
VKH K&IINEN’i

Healer and
Gifted Psychic.

HEALTH RESTORED 
By Common Sense Methods

Avoid Psychological CiM

For the Caro of Mental 
and Physical Ailments.

■ ------------- ■

OBSESSION CUBED.

For Free Diagnosis of Disease, 
•end five two-cent stamps, agta name, 
sex and own handwriting.

READINGS AND BUSINESS AD
VICE 11.00 and two stampa

Address 784 Eighth St., 
Oakland, Cal

DOUBLE YOUR SALARY
Know what you arc best fitted for,

GET ON THE RIGHT ROAD
Don't follow one course when your efforts should 
be directed iu another. I can tell you what voca
tion you are best fitted for.

My free book, "Character In Handwriting.” is 
die result of thirty years practical experience and 
hard and careful study. It tells what you should 
know. Send 4 cents lo help pay postage.

' LOUIS HENRIQUES, 202 Queen Bldg., Toledo, 0.

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHS,
Send your own photograph, or lock of hair, and 

receive three finished plt-iurt** of twine loved onea 
that h5vc piibbed to the beyond and are unxioua 
to reach you.

Mr. and Mre Nermann: -My heartfelt thanks for 
proof received a few days ago. We recognized 
three of our children, a niece who I had not been 
for 87 years, and three friends. May God bless 
you and yoiir noble bund for the joy you have 
given us. Fraternal.y yours, G O. Meiitz. Darl
ington, S. C.

Independent slate-writing, tablet writing and 
readings by mail; sealed questions answered. 
For particulars address, with stamp.

MR. & MRS. A. NORMANN,
2721, Elliott av. So., Minneapolis, Hluu.

Permanently located.

FRANK N. FOSTER, 
The Noted Psychic for 

Spini FhowaDhu 
Send name and address fur circular. Sittings by 

mull. 81 S. Diamond Si.. Grund Rapids, Mich.

%

Study Clairvoyance.
J. C. F. GRUMBINE’S BOOK on “Huw to Du- 

fold the -Clairvoyant Vision. Pierce the Veil 
Bouse, bee and CuuverBo with Spirits, Enter aft 
Will the Spirit World, Become a beer.”

PRESS NOTICES.
“Your work Is marvelous, epoch-making.’’-lill- 

Han Whiting, Boston COrrvBpoudent to Chicago 
lutcr-Ocean. .

“Admirably unfolds the law and nature of Clair
voyance.’’--Chicago Inter-Ocean.

. “A remarkable book. Originality and depth of 
thought, combined with perspicacity, character
ize every page. It is evident in every sentence 
that this volume is the offspriug'of inspiration.”-» 
The Progressive Thinker. •

“1 consider the book on Clairvoyance a most re
markable and practical work on development. Ji 
harmonizes well with the Hermetic Schools of 
PlulOBpphy, in which 1 learned the mysteries Of 
adeptship."-Prof. Geo. W. Walrond, Astrologer.

‘ It is the best work on the subject ot Clairvoy
ance thus far. und points out an alluring goal Of 
true spiritual devclupment.”-Mlud, New York 
City.

"Il is a revelation.”—Light. London, Eng*.
Reduced price, 11.60. Send now.

DIVINAilON.-How to lead the past, pruBenland 
future, practice magic and become a Rosicru
cian, Ms. Series, $1.

AURAS AND COLORS—How to get at the aura 
and find your color, und understand color vi
brations. A wonderful work. Price, 50 cents.

PSYCHOMETRY.—How to read the soul of things. 
A most practical book. Price, 60 cents.

EASY LESSONS in Psychomctry, Clairvoyance 
and Inspiration. Price, 60 cents.

REALIZATION, or How lo Become an Adept» 
Price. 25 cents

J. C. F. GJIUMBINE, 
1286 Commonwealth Ave.. Bouton. Masa.

HOROSCOPES
ScionUflcall v.accurate and reliable. Captain G.W. 
Walrond, 1610 Gleuarm St.,, Denver. Col., Bat 1890.

REMBRANDT,
unique, educational, beneficiai. Thuraduyb. 8 p. 
m. 8114 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago.

n N. KINKEAD. TKUMPBT PSYCHIC. OIR- 
y • eleb Tui-bduv. Thursday. Saturday, p. in. 
Ludleb’ Circle Thurbday. 3:30 p. in. Readings 
daily, 3250 Wabash ave., Chicago.

ViTAljmV Walter De Vue. IsV1AAU111 tilled with healing, uplifting 
truth gleaned from the fields of ev.erlastfug life. 
It rekindles the vital tfaine in die soul. Published 
bi-monihly at 6U27 Drexel Ave., Chicago. 25c per
year 747tï

HOW TO UNFOLD VOUB PSYCHIC POWERS 
ui home, or Huw tu develop lite beal within 

you. We will bend you two iubtruriion bouklata 
and delineate your poBBlble phabeu of mud Him* 

Bhlp. al) for 25 centB. Mr«. Dr. J. A. Bllb-j, <8 4 
Lindell Buul., Si. Loute, Mo.

LILLIAN ROCKWELL,
Scientific Life Reader and Healer. Send 12c. and 
date of birth to bl4 Emmet St., Logan Square L. 
Station. Chicago. ’

Mrs. J. Conant Henderson,
Formerly "Banner of Light" Medium. Trance, 
Businrss, PsycliuinetriM. Readings by letter. |1.
Address Bux 215. Kingston, Mass. 761

VOGEL’S ORCHESTRA
AND BAND.

Full Dreya or Uniform. Victor Vogel, Manager 
and Leader. Miiaio fiirniaLed for all occabionb, 
Danccmuaica apeuialty. Give uh a trial and we 
will guarantee you entire tiaiibfacilon.

Office and Residence. 4217 Champlain Ave, 
Telephone Oakland 1111, 7411

(

Ha Yah NppA Anal/u 1011 liuUU I can help you. 1 Will tit your 
CnppHpfpc t’VKS by t’lalr''«va'><--« ul111 
OUuULdblCo spirit aHBlHtanceat your own 
home with the Unproved melted pebble lense, to 
Bee near and al a dlHtance. Please write for Illus
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vlBlon and Impnlntd eyesight. 1 guarantee to tit 
your eyea, and safe dell very by mall. _U. K. B*<><>LiKS»

43 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. HL
B. F. POOLE.—Dear Sir: Your Magnetized Melt

ed Pebble Si>eeiaclo8 received. I am delighted. 
They are perfection in every way.

Sincerely youra, Alonzo Thompson,
Fullerton, Neb.

Hto all sufferers

This25cBoxoi Elmo Baciatine

DR. J. S. LOUCKS 
lathe oldut and noat fnccMfihii Spiritual Fiiyilolti 

now in practice. Hli cures are
THE MOST MABVELOLS 

of thia age. III! examinations are correctly made, 
and free to all who aend him name, age, aex and lock 
of hair, and aix cents in auinpa. He doesn't ask for 
any leading symptom. A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. He positively cure« weak men. Addiesa

J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D„
tloaehaiu. Uaaa.

DON’T READ THIS.
Franco« L. Loucks, tho only piycblc wonder Jlvfnr. 

that moi the iplrltual X-ray without any icadlu» 
tymptom to direct, and locates all internal dlaeaaeCv. 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exliauatlon ant 
lost vigor of both sexes successfully treated, at inFKVr •< > 
dredican testify. Bend name. Me, tex, complexion** X-flgl 
and 10 cents in stamps, and receive a correct dlagno* 
all of your case free, worth dollars to you. Addreu,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
ßtODohtm. Mut.

To prove that it is the greatest remedy In the world for the cure of all
.This Boocot STOMACH, HEART AND

StomádiHeartwid Nerve Cure

NERVE TROUBLESSent FREE to All

Neither ignorant nor de-church power will be over.

Lafayette. III.Elmo Chemical Co. :

o¥ow CoMriWtoiffl

ent brainsj and yet the laws which govern thes.emani-

COUPON No. 140
Cut out this couporfand send It with your name 

and address'to the._F.lmo Chemical Co.. Des 
Moines. Iowa, for afree25c box of Elmo Cactarine.

Bangs Sisters, 
PHENOMENAL PSYCHICS.

Independent Writing Sittings dally from 0 a. m, to 
5 P, m JLIfe Size Spirit Portraits a 9pe. 
cifHty. Send four cents In stamps for booklet, 
664 W Adams, Chicago Telephone Ashlann IVli,.

FRED. P. EVANS, 
The Noted Fuychlc for 

Independent Slate Writing and
Clairvoyance, '

Has recently left New York, and is now located at 
1112 Eddy St.. San Francisco, Cal. Send aiamfe for 
circular on Mediumship.

selves.” .
This influence held me for several days, and I wrote 

what I after put in pamphlet form under the title of 
“The Folly of Worship, or the Curse of Godism.” I 
did not sign my name to it, but put it out as ftorn the

Lock Box 1214.

vited me to the seance. They may well be afraid, for when,. the bottom
This spirit, while standing in full view of the other truths which'! teach, are understood apd applied, all

■ members of the seance, told me that there was more K........- : --- '1-
opposition to Spiritualism on the spirit side of life 
than here; that the Catholic church there was prompt
ing the ehurch here to do all in its power to perfect 

' materialization inside its own lines while at the same 
time hunting up susceptible persons on the outside 
and developing them as mediums, giving genuine 
manifestations at one time and fraudulent at another.
This for the purpose of destroying any confidence in 
Spiritualism, but, if they could once accomplish such 
perfect materialization as Jennie Leys sought, the me- 

,,dium sitting on the platform, and the materialized 
spirit addressing the audience, then they would pro- 

■ claim to the world that the ehurch materialization
was of God, and all outside of it.of the devil.

. .1 think it was at the last seance of the three that 
• 'the manifestations took place which illustrated the 

power of spirits to deceive if they so choose. The 
cabinet was double, having a partition through the 
middle and a door to each department. As we faced 
the cabinet, the medium took her seat in the, to us, 
left side of the cabinet, and the manifestations oc
curred at the other end, the door on the left being 
closed, and the other opening and closing as occasion 
required. At this seance the spirits made their own 
light, no other being in the room. The door stood 
open and it was perfectly light inside that end. of the

signing spirits can bewilder mortals more.' .
John was so much more annoyed by those opposing 

influences while living with his first wife ..than after
ward, as she was a Spanish Catholic. . •■■■

Old Spiritualists also know the history of Jennie 
Leys—how she was obsessed by a Cathjjiic priest for 
years. Well at one time those obsessing Catholic 
spirits came to John in disguise and told him if he 
would go to Los Angeles he would set Jennie Leys 
free. Filled with the desire to do this’ he hastened to 
Los Angeles, but alas; he found it to be but a trap to 
get him in their power. He did not even get to see 
Jennie, but there was a poisonous magnetism thrown 
upon him that nearly killed him and would quite, had 
not one of his spirit friends controlled a San Fran
cisco medium and sent him a prescription that neu
tralized their poison and saved him. .

Well, when I read the words written’so long before, 
“They seem to want to keep everything away from 
you.” I realized that they had in some way gotten 
hold of the lines and stopped the coming of the press 
fund : but long the road that has no turn. I have not1 
given up the press; I shall conquer yet In the mean- 
timethe magazine must rest till I get it.

One more experience. Somewhere about twenty 
years ago, there came to Clinton, Iowa; where ! was 
then publishing Foundation Principles, a woman who 
was speaking on the labor question. I was acquainted 
with her, knew what her views were, and when she

Cut out the Coupon
To give every sufferer from Stomach, Heart 

or Nerve Trouble uh opportunity to test our 
preparation in their own case without expense, 
we will send a 25c box of Elmo Cactarine 
FREE to all who cut out this coupon and 
send it with their naine nnd address to the

ELMO CHEMICAL CO., Des Moines, Iowa.
This offer is unconditional, and will not 

place you under obligations to anyone. We 
have a remarkable preparation and have such 
great faith in its curing powers that we will 
send a box free to everyone to prove to all 
that Elmo Cactarinë is the greatest remedy in 
the world for the cure of all Diseases of the 
Stomach, Heart and Nervous System. Thou
sands of people, many who were considered 
incurable, and others who had tried all other 
preparations without being benefited, were 
restored to perfect health from the use of this 
medicine. You, too, can be cured. Send 
for a free box today and satisfy yourself of 
this—it will cost you nothing to do so.

WHAT ELMO CACTARINE HAS DONE.
Cactarine Cured These People.

Marshalltown, Iowa, 
Sept 23, 1903. 

Elmo Chemical Co., 
Des Moines, Iowa.

Dear Sirs: I take pleasure in 
acknowledging the benefit I re
ceived from the use of Cactarine. 
1 have only taken one box and 
the effect was like magic. It is 
worth its weight in gold to any- 
Ofie who has heart trouble.

MATTIE JOHNSON.

Eltno Chemical Co.
Gentlemen: The box of medi

cine received In good condition. I have taken all the tab
lets and they have done me lots of good. My heart feels 
better, my stomach and bowels are In good condition. 
Cactarine is the best medicine 1 have ever taken.

Yoiir friend.
MRS. ELIZABETH MAULEY.

The box of Heart Tablet« was received in good condi
tion several days ago. After using them as per directions 
I feel great relief.

I have recommended your tablets to a great number of 
my friends who are suffering from Heart Disease, and I 
intend to recommend them as long as I live.

Yours sincerely, BENJAMIN SMITH.

Elmo Oaotarine will do the same lor you as It has 
for those ueople. Try It and see.

Large doses of Elmo Cactarine, 100 doses in box, Price $1.00 per box. 

Sold with a Written Guarantee to Reftind the Money if It Fails to 
Benefit. Send for free box to ELMO CHEMICAL CO., Des Moines, la.

What Elmo CACTARINE will Do
The prescription from which Elmo Cac

tarine is manufactured was obtained by 
Elmo Chemical Co. from one of the lead
ing Stomach, Heart and Nerve Specialists 
in the world, who originated and used this 
preparation in his daily practice for many 
years, enabling him to cure thousands of 
chronic sufferers from Stomach, Heart and 
Nervous Diseases and restore them to per
fect health. Since obtaining this prescrip
tion from this famous specialist the Elmo 
Chemical Co. have sent samples of this 
preparation to leading physicians and suf
ferers all over the world. In every instance 
remarkable results have been reported; in 
some cases complete cures were obtained 
with this sample. In no case has it ever 
failed. Send for a sample and try it.

ELMO CACTARINE CURES
Stomach Diseases, Dyspepsia, Fermenta
tion, Sour Stomach, Aids Digestion. Cures 
Heart Diseases, Palpitation, Shortness of 
Breath, Irregular Pulse, Fainting and 
Dizzy Spells, Smothering Spells, Rheuma
tism or Neuralgia of the Heart, and pre
vents death from heart failure. Cures 
Nervous Diseases,Weak, Irritable Nerves, 
Sick Nervous Headaches, Nervous Pros
tration, tones up and strengthens the entire 
nervous system. A few doses give imme
diate relief. Try it at our expense.

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Denr friends, you can greatly help me care for- 

my blind alater. Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl- 
lebt mediums now in the form, by. writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me with and I will 
try and get reply by Independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil
ford Mass. '

A FREE ZODIAC HOROSCOPE
Of your Life and Character. Send your birthdate 
and 8 stamps postage and I will mail you entirely 
FREE A TEST HOROSCOPE of your life, or send 
me26c. (Btampsi. anil I will also send you an As
tro- InHplrational portrait of the person vou should 
love and a copy of my Occult Magazine of Won
ders and Mysteries. 1 advise on business, love 
and marriage. I have pleased thousands, and 
will strive to please you. Address, Shagren. box 
2162 T, San Francisco, Cal,

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age; name and tho leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed, 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
231) North Sixth St.

San Jose, Call

cabinet.
I sat where I could see the whole of the end of the

cabinet, and as I looked back to the lighted cabinet, . .. . ... .
after looking away a moment, I was startled to see stood before her audience and talked’so much about 
what looked like a fac simile of the dress the woman God and his judgments, I was 'disgusted, for I knew 
wore when she shut the door on herself at the begin- it was done, for effect. At the close of her lecture, $. 
ning of the seance. Upon looking more closely, it strong influence came upon me and I walked up to her 
seemed to me that this garment was not quite the and said:; ‘ The working people will never secure jus- 
shade of the one worn by the medium, but I counted tice till they let go of God and take hold of them-shade of the one worn by the medium, but I counted 
the buttons on the sleeve, three in number. Just then 
the seance closed, and the medium came out the other 
floor looking like one just waked from a sound sleep.

I went to her, took her hand, said, “Well, you abe 
baék again,” noticing at the same time that the sleeve .
at the wrist of the hand I held had two buttons in- spirit side of life. I first published it in the paper, 

’-stead of three, and the dress really did seem of a little Eleven hundred of the pamphlets were scattered, 
different shade from the one seen in the cabinet. I Some fifteen years afterward I read in »Lucifer an 
'then carelessly stepped to the cabinet, finally went extract from that same pamphlet, or anew edition, it 
inside, and without seeming to do so, examined the being claimed that it was written by á well-known 
place where I had seen the dress hang. There was no medium under control, when her eyes were so sore
place to hang even a pocket handkerchief. The next .she could not see to read. I went to a pile.of F.Ps., and 
mornifi'' I met all those who were at the seance, three found that so far as the extract was, concerned, notz8> 
besides'myself, and talked with them about the mat- word had:been changed. I wrote to the medium and 
ter No one had seen what I saw, and the reply I re- received no reply, but I heard no more of. hef pamph-. 
ceived from the spirit friends was that ih^'had pur- let. Some six' months before this I,had ffell á very 
noselv shown me this'-to teach me how,fiasi)y..Bpirits, strong, desire to ;re-pubjish the pamphlet, bijiUailed--.tO' 
could give tlie-appearance of fraud, if' they-sb chose, do so, aiid had the dame ideas been given in different 
I accebtefl this explanation, as’the medium eopld have phraseology,-1- should have .thought that (the^ontrol, 
no nossible motivé' 'fQr faking off her'.wraplper and failing with me,.had gone to her, but.it could‘hardly 
fcaúirlnír'it' iifpl'áiii diglit. ‘ If Spiritualists as a bbdy hav.e been given exactly the same through ttfO-differ- 
wero as anxiow'tp get at bottom truths as they are to ent brains; and yet the laws winch govern the^e mani- 
nn^rth fraud rthey would not be the vidims^f spirit testations are so little understood-it ib hardly safe to 
'frnüdd ris they'now'ófteñ arc." ; r . .! j ,.m . -

• . The roaders'pf The Progresare Thinker will re-
pass-judgment. . v•

lllB .. ............................................ r ----- n . ,¿effibW ^orTByear a8°.t°Set 11 Gordon job too long an article. LOIS WAISBROQKER.

The Christian Spiritual Union Church 
now holds meetinjg! at-Becker Hall, cor
ner State • and,. Forty-fourth streets. 
Mrs. L. J. Vaughh'tand Mrs. Lucille De 
loux, test mediums." ■ ■■ ■

The Spiritual ifeearen meets every 
Wednesday afteitaotm at 2 o'clock, in 
Van Buren -Gjperaf House, corner of 

' Madison strani andi California avenue, 
0ood music :tad alnging, All -aro In
vited to attendi I - 1-v 1 

1 . The UnivertJM OdSult Society 'holds 
Its meetings at No!'J7 East Thlrtydlrst 
street, Hail "O;” eV/fry Sunday • after
noon and evefilng, tfie Hon. Robert Gll- 
ray, pastor. iThe ’ fenownea medium, 
Charles J. Pe'fbrso&i^psychlc. -Confer
ence at 3 p. dig Regular service at 8

To the Mediums’ Fund in the 
N. S. A. Treasury, be it large or small, will 
do more good than a donation to any other fund 
upon the books of the Association. Every, me-

P Ttie Light oiihe-"iruth society meets dium, • every speaker, and in fact every man and 
woman-who loves the cause of Spiritualism 

tests at 8 o’clftik^ .^rs. M. A. Borland, should swell this fund with their gift The ap- 
Spiritual Cfihrch, :dt,lclit und . Wahr- peal of Mts. Longley is just and timely. If our 

belt, meetingSiveryffiunday evening at 1 . i it*
s o’clock in wickeriPark Han, 501 w. cause is worth sustaining these dear old pioneer 
North avenue.' Lecture and tests by . . . . ° , 4 .

.Mrs. Th. Lon and Mts. j. viurtak. workers who have become invalids at their posts 
of oursweetest kindness and tender- 

.o^ook”'TlMs^Uwtateveryise® $st Lei us.Mp pur helpless mediums, and
. The- Hyde Park OccultiSooiety. holds prevent their dependence upon the common 

. oldockv at.'Aliiauoo Hall; between 'Kim- chariiy ioi a cold arid prejudiced world; Send 
bark and-JUonns»nsvsuues,... Jackson . , .,,.„,6 a...i : -Ar. . ti«' • m' t -'•■i ■' i: Ci ''

park cats pas» tta dtxnv The best tai- yourjCQhtrioptions to Mrs.... M. T. Longley, Sec- 
%ttLth\l8 the retary N, S..A., 600 Pa. Ave. S. E« Washington, 

objectgSthttsooUr. A^ddrobsalb.com- itj','« J J .-j;, - ■ r 1
.do HOt delay». . • ’ .. ;i1’1.■ !•eMW.'aswo -vW-'i»n »J fltronw®« 7 ' ' J

THE SPEAKING DIAL.
A Wonderful Rplrltna! Invention

Gives names, dates and circumstances. Speaks, 
in various languages: answers mental questions; 
convincing the most skeptical. Has come to prove, 
immortality and spirit communion. Develops all 
phases of mediumship. Magnetized by powerful 
spirit band. Read what tho late Hou. L Donnelly 
said of the Speaking Dial. Dials now, 11.50. Send 
forclrcular and testimonials. Enclose btatnp for 
reply. P. J. DEMPSEY Inventor, 2817 Columbus 
are.. Minneapolis, Mino.

MILLER’S MAGIC MIRRORS
Are peerless in every respect, worth ten times, 
the price asked for them, to unv one Interested In 
the wonderful gift of clairvoyance. In the first, 
sittings lights and clouds will appear and In their 
trail will follow all that can be wished for in that, 
phase of mediumship. If von have read books 
trektlng on the subject (how to become Clairvoy
ant and have failed) you will comprehend their 
teachings better after having used one of our Mag
ic Mirrors. as they will cultivate the mind and 
depth of vision. These mirrors are chemically 
treatedand very powerful But will state em
phatically they are not rendv-made Clairvoyance,, 
to falsely represent that which Is not. but an 
honest, easy road to success in modlunisnlp. Our 
Magic Mlrrur Is recommended by Mr. Frank T. 
Ripley, one of lour leading lecturers aud platform 
lest mediums. Write for circulars and testimo
nials. Price, 13. W. H. MILLER. P. O. Box IC9, 
Canton. Ohio.

INDUCE ;
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for Titi

Progressive Thinker. -t
Now is the time to extend tlie circuia, 

tlon ot The FroBi,es8i»e Thinker. < It. ’ 
will contain Occult' *nd Spiritualistic- 
news with which every one should bn. . 
familiar. No other paper, published on- 
Ihls earth contains such a vast amount 
pt-matter, so well adapted to. enrich the- 
ialhd. fiend in a subscription now. -



To decorate the beauteous earth—

ïljc IJrogrcösitu' ïliinktr

Hei' Principles /We Rapidly Being Incorporated into the Teachings of /VII Religions Denominations, but so Long 
as Humanity is beiiefitted we need not. fear for the absorption and death of our cause. 'But we must push along with the world’s progress and mingle our truths with the 

business and social precepts of mankind, by spreading our literature before the world. . jEach can do his best and all together can do much. Scatter Spiritual Literature. ■
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THE WISDOM OF PASSION CALIFORNIA.
OAn Evangelist Who Was Controlled by 

' a Spirit.

A CURIOUS INCIDENT.
• . ■ 1 ■

Observe well the labors of the spirits 
on 'the immortal planes nearest Earth, 
and by mortals, and how these labors 
ore jointly conducted, yea, pushed for
ward zealously in the conditional fields 
and vibratory force streams.

It is something wonderful to behold 
this force, thought, and substance in
teractivity so largely for' selfish pur
poses, that the truth must be brought 
to the comprehension of man.

’ We are pleased to see Earth’s stu
dious ones searching for the causes of 
the many hitherto mysterious effects 
realized upon Earth. They learn slow
ly but surely, something of universal, 
as well as specific operations of forces 
wherein obtain causes that are sure 
to produce corresponding effects. At 
present, man’s attention is turned upon 
the many labor projects in progress and 
new. ones constantly Inaugurated under 
thè rules of joint labor or stock com- 
paples, etc. „ All these labor projects 
are/heavlly shaded, those in the mind, 
and material realms, with personal am
bition and selfish objects, by those pos
ing as leaders, who, as a rule, are art
ful to gain a following, and do many 
tilings and make unwarrantable prom
ises to succeed in their efforts or en
terprises which, owing to these facts 
are classed as Illegal, for the reason 
tliat such leaders ■ and their associate 
helpers become usurpers of force 
streams and force lines established tor 
universal, not specific or selfish opera
tions. This causes grievous difficili- 
ties for the masses ot Earth’s people 
therefore those In authority on such 
planes of manifested life where tbo 
trespasses are committed, are In duty 
bound to call a halt and rectify such 
pursuits by reversals ot said force 
streams and vibratory activities. The 
changes thus wrought affect all hu
manity to some extent, but in particu
lar all those who by their vibratory 
registrations, are numbered as contriti-

To the Editor:—I have but recently 
entered tlie ranks of Spiritualism, hav
ing progressed from the narrowness of 
orthodox teaching. •

From my childhood I had been an en
thusiastic worker in the church, having 
traveled as on evangelist through much 
of the eastern section of this country 
and England.

I jiave become a Spiritualist from re
ligious convictions, and I must; say 1 
was one to all intents and purposes long 
before I left the church. The last time 
1 spoke from an orthodox pulpit, 1 took 
for my subject, Luke 1:74-75; “That he 
would grant unto us that we being de
livered out of the hand of our enemies, 
might serve him without fear in holi
ness and righteousness before him all 
the days of our life."

I think I must have been controlled 
that evening by a very broad-minded 
spirit influence, for Instead of calling 
my fellow-creatures poor hell-deserving 
sinners, grovelling worms of the dust, 
and that every foot of this beautiful 
planet is cursed by sin and cursed by 
God, doomed to burn and melt with a 
fervent heat’’—Instead of all this, I felt 
that the earth is glorious and beautiful, 
had been for ages and for aught human 
minds could tell, would be for ages to 
come.

I have a remembrance that I realized 
on that occasion as never before a sense 
of the divinity of my own soul, and 
theirs, and that instead of beating my 
breast crying, “Have mercy upon us 
miserable sinners,” we should stand up 
and thank God for what we are; look
up without fear, and know for a cer-

utors to 
objects, 
schemes 

menta.

said force streams for selfish 
or rather, to further the 
of the leaders of such move-

We declare positively, that all move
ments that induce or compel adherents 
or business associates, as the case may 
be; to use much will power and specific 
thought to deny and to affirm that 
■Which suits their leader’s purposes, be
come in time detrimental to all the peo- 

'.PWHind In particular to those asso
ciated with such movements. Here we 
class "Christian Science,” "Mental 
Science,”. all branches of so-called 
“■Success” movements; all branches of 
so-called Divine or Mental Healing 
that have selfish ends in view, etc. All 
pursuits where force unions are made 
Úse of and force currents monopolized 
for any selfish object or gain, are il
legal, and therefore a detriment pro 
and con, that is, to leaders and those 
led, etc.

Now to qualify—said force streams 
and force lines are in operation for 
the benefit of all the people, the same 
as sun and air. When they are drawn 
upon for supplies and uses, those who 
do so, can with such knowledge how 
tó draw and use such substances and 
forces, benefit others only by making 
their labors the labor of love and their 
services to others free of monetary 
considerations; then it is rated as work
ing in accord with universal rule and 
for the weal of humanity.

Bear in mind, healers and workers 
in these fields of services to humanity 
are entitled to a living, but it should be 
given them as free-will offerings, not 
as charges, because the one course 
brings blessings, the other is illegal and 
brings troubles in its wake. Then, 
too,-be it ever borne in mind, that in 
strictly physical labors, whether con
ducted by one proprietor or corpora
tions, it is illegal to conduct such en
terprises other than on . strictly busi
ness principles, according to world’s 
rules. Spiritual and monetary force 
streams are separately operated and 
legal only on their own lines. We.wish 
not to be understood that these lines 
can be changed by the thought and will

tainty that the possibilities .for holy 
and righteous living are within our
selves, that as long as we grovel in the 
dust, we will see nothing but its un
sightliness, and a fearless looking into 
the laws that govern us, will elevate us 
and our conceptions of God.

Needless to say, the "sermon" did not 
suit the brethren and the official board 
of that particular church has not waited 
upon me since, having heard that 1 have 
"become tangled up with them Spiritual
ists,” as one of these worthies has it. 
They have come to tlie conclusion that 
I have "fallen from grace,” and are 
praying that I might be reclaimed be
fore it is too late; and that I might be 
rescued as a "brand from the everlast
ing burning." They have pleasantly sit
uated me, have they not?

Oh! but I could tell them that I never 
lived in as close touch with the Infinite, 
and I never loved my fellow-creature or 
desired their spiritual upliftment as 
much as I do since becoming a Spirit
ualist, and to this end 1 am working.

A dear friend gave me the most 
beautiful gift I ever received In my life. 
It was nothing less than The Progress
ive Thinker, which comes to me regu
larly every week, and for which 1 look 
eagerly. I do not see how any Spirit
ualist can do without it.

Acting upon the thought that if Spir
itualism is so good to me. it Is good for 
others, I have been advancing its cause, 
and I do not know of any better way 
than getting all I can to subscribe for 
The Progressive Thinker. I have many 
promises, but as all cannot subscribe 
at the one time, I do not wish to keep 
those who give their names first, waiting 
for others. I have, therefore, con
cluded to senH them in as they come to 
me. In the Second Spiritual Church of 
BaltVnore, we are working earnestly to 
teach the religion of Spiritualism, and 
all who desire to help us by sending us 
literature for distribution can do so by 
addressing

MRS. L. ROBINSON. 
Second Spiritual Church, 663 West Sar
atoga street, Baltimore, Md.

output of any small or great num
, her pf mortals thus active for any pur
pose, but these force streams can be pol-

i-
•
l-

luted by unfit thought directed to the 
Spiritual when really the objects de
sired are material and selfish. The 
material or monetary currents cannot 
really be polluted in any such sense, 
but they become clogged, over-crowded, 
then the tracers mark each one’s 
thought and force output, the account
ants return reports to the acting rulers 
on such planes and if any movement 

. has .in such wise usurped in excess of 
¿- legal ratios, then such movements can 
v be arrested as stated, and this results 
V in failure.

MRS. M. KLEIN.
Van Wert, Ohio.

( . . THE COLOR SOUL.
''Does not .the beauteous rainbow hue 
Why soul with love and strength imbue 
As out upon the cloud-mist wall 
Thè sun-rays in effulgence fall 
And blend all colors in a scroll, 

- ;n emblem of the Color Sobl?
.’ho scans a crimson sunset sky 

, .nd purple clouds that linger nigh 
Without inbreathing from the view ■ 
Some strength to soul and body, too, 
As something drawn from out the whole 

. Of Nature's charming Color Soul ?
Who looks upon a sunlit sea 
In all Its blue-green majesty 
And draws not nearer to Its shore 
To watch the waves, aqd hear the roar, 
And senso tlie colors as they roll 
Up from the water’s Color Soul?
Who looks upon the-springtime- bloofn 
When flowers burst from Winter’s tomb, 
Or oht upon tlie hillside green, 
And sees not thro’ this mortal screen 
The thing divine he would extol,. 
Knows not sweet Nature’s Color Soul.

„DR. T. WILKINS.

• Temporal laws rather punish men 
When they have transgressed than form 

fem to bo such as transgress seldom- 
L—Milton. .

A Voice in the Air Gave Warning.
Here is an incident that none can im

itate; no sleight-of-hand performer can 
duplicate It; none can insinuate fraud. 
It was a genuine phenomenon; it saved 
a life. .

I have often heard this Incident nar
rated by my wllfe and her father who 
were witnesses. It happened in the 
summer of 1871 when she was a girl at 
home with her parents, who lived near 
Potterville, Mich.

At the breakfast table, her father, 
Samuel Lesher, now living at Mance
lona, Mich., said he was going to the 
saw mill, half a mile distant, to move 
some lumber from its side out into the 
road. He ate in a hurry and left'the 
house. Just then he felt a touch on his 
shoulder and a voice in air said: "Don’t 
go near the mill to-day, for you are in 
danger of your life.” He .looked all 
around, but could see no one near him. 
He went on to the stable still deter
mined to get his team and to remove 
the lumber.

At the bars or gate, he felt a similar 
slap on his shoulder and the same 
warning words were repeated in the air 
above his head. . He looked around 
searchipgly, but could see no-one, In 
a field near by, he went to work culti
vating potatoes.. At noon, he told his 
family about his warning experience. 
In the afternoon, he continued his work 
near by.

About the middle of the afternoon, he 
was resting and talking with a neigh
bor about the warping voice. Sudden
ly a loud explosion was heard. The ex
plosion shook the house and frightened 
the inmates.' The daughter ran out and 
asked her father if it was an earth
quake • H^ told her that the sawmill; 
and boiler had exploded. The result 
was that the saw-mill had been thrown 
over on the lumber that Mr., Lesher 
wanted to move out Into the road. If he 
had been working there, he woud have 
been in danger of his life. As it was, 
the engineer was killed and the saw
mill was In ruins.

• -From whence camo that warning 
voice? ■

Next Sunday evenink, March 6, Mrs. 
Jennie Martin will speak at ■ Lincoln 
dub hall. You are invited tit hear a liv
ing witness of that phenomenon which 
none can duplicate.—H. E. Martin in 
Grand Rapids Post. •

The man who resists a tendency will 
not have to regret a habit.

A Review by Helen Campbell, Author of 
“The W’iat-To-Do-Club,” “Mrs. Hern
don’s income," “Miss Melinda’s Op
portunity," “Prisoner of Poverty,” 
“Roger Berkeley's Probation," “Wo
men Wage-Earners," “In Foreign 
Kitchens," Etc.
Now and then in the flood of print 

pouring from the presses, never In bo 
strenuous , and overwhelming measure 
as In the opening of the twentieth cen
tury, comes a book of another order; a 
personality of its own, distinct and ab
solute; a word that crystallizes thought, 
and points out clearer pathway for ev
ery thinker to come; a book as to which 
thé Instant word will be that in which 
Walt Whitman summed up bls own:

“Camerado! this is no book?
Who touches this touches a man!"

For surely It is no’ bookish pedant 
■bringing us deductions from other 
men’s thoughts, but a clear brain for 
bls own, and eyes quickened to see the 
meaning of thoughts and the world that 
bolds them.

So It is that in "The Wisdom of Pas- 
sjon," we find something absolutely 
new In the handling of a theme dis
tinctly philosophic and easily smoth
ered under technical handling. „But the 
author though perfectly familiar with 
technical methods, dismisses them with 
a breeziness tliat compels a smile from 
the severest stickler for ancient form. 
He knows books but they are on the 
whole accidental factors. The real, 
thing lies deeper than books, and he 
proceeds to demonstrate this thesis in a 
manner that compels respectful hear
ing from even the most determined ad
versary. He is in haste, and the super
abundance of material can by no means 
be condensed to fit the apportioned 

.space. It bubbles and bolls over reck
lessly, but one forgives the occasional 
looseness of method, in the charm and 
truth of the work as a whole. It is es
sentially constructive thinking; a book 
as vital in modern psychological sci
ence as the work of Lester Ward or 
William James. He is artist, but im
pressionist rather than Pre-Raphaelite, 
and a maker of epigram and aphorism 
as he pursues his reckless way, annihi
lating old traditions, and sowing wise 
sayings broadcast. ,

“A study of the human soul." We 
have never before had exactly this 
thing. A studyof the human soul and 
Its passions; of their powers, relations 
and influences, and their methods of 
making or marring the man in whom 
they dwell. To this explorer the soul 
is a mental unity of passions, using pas
sion as an expression of a mental force 
of the soul. The subliminal self is to 
him a large portion of the soul’s work
ing equipment, and one’of his noblest 
chapters, "The Passions of the Proph
ets,” is an illumination on the way the 
prophets and poets have journeyed. 
Deepest of all contentions the book 
holds—most vital in its bearing on the 
new science Sociology—is his insist
ence that its foundations must be laid 
in a broader psychology. "The hope of 
the race,” he tells us, "lies in the deep
er study of tlie divine laws of the indi
vidual soul and in its intrinsic moral 
worth rather than in the progagatlon of 
the interpretations and beliefs of old 
books.”

No living psychologist has so closely 
touched the very heart of the matter, 
and the brilliant, audacious, yet also 
reverent writer, since he feels and owns 
all that is noblest in the human soul, 
has given us in this unique book some
thing so abounding in suggestion that 
he may well make others with fuller 
handling of many a point now barely 
Indicated. We welcome this in the psy
chological field, above all in an hour 
when the psychological laboratory 
thought Is uppermost; and thought ma
chinery threatening again the place of 
the “hand-made” natural product. We 
are lost in the details of the laboratory. 
This writer leads one out to the open 
and “a plain public road,” sweet airs 
blowing from the everlasting hills be
yond, and blue sky and sunshine for all 
that world over which soul was made 
ruler—lost for a time full knowledge of 
how best to rule, and now again sees 
the way open—the reconquering of tile 
kingdom sure!-

HELEN CAMPBELL.
[The Wisdom of Passion, by Balva- 

rona, Mystic Book Company, Boston, 
Mass., 12-mo. 250 pages. Illustrated; 
three portraits; Emerson, Byron,Hosea. 
Red cloth, gold title, $2.]

Let Nature Cure Your Cold.
It is much better- to prevent having 

colds by eliminating broken down tls- 
tueB of the body by exercises, diet and 
proper bathing than to have to sneeze 
and blow It out in what is termed a 
cold. It has been proven by soldiers, 
hunters afid those exposed to the'rigors 
of h winter climate that if they do not 
overload the stomach, and do take con
siderable exercise in the open air, 
they are free from colds. While If they 
are housed In for any length of time, 
eat heartily and exercise but little, 
they are stricken down with the Influ
enza or cold. Nature wishes to cast off 
the effete matter of the system' and 
takes this course to do it.

When one gets a cold, what 1b the 
usual method of procedure? A dose of 
quinine, the Bitting down quietly by a' 
stove, or the going to bed. Then’ they 
must eat heartily “to keep up their 
Btretikth,” as they say, and If they have 
no appetite, which Is usually the case, 
some fancy dish to tempt the palate 
must .be concocted by the cobk. It 
would never do to fast! .Ther would 
die, sure, if .they missed one meal—and 
to skip : two or three. Never! .

Now, let me tell you how to Jet na
ture cure your cold. ; First of all, stop 
eating. If after you. skip two or three 
meals you have a > ravenous appetite, 
eat sparingly of nutritious food—fruits 
and whole wheat (graham), bread pre
ferable; drink¿plenty of water. Take 
exercise in the open air, breathing In 
deeply as you-walk the first few Bteps, 
then exhale the next few. -It is best to 
count throo or four ns you inhale and 
tho same as yoit exhala This draws 
in plenty .of oxygen, which burns up the 
broken-down tlsBueo, Titko $ warm

It Is Beautifully Portrayed by Victor E. Southworth, in Common Sense Advocate.
THE GREAT COMPANIONSHIP OF THE WORLD-

A fact of the utmdst^jpportance concerning human 
life is that indiyidRal^Uxist by one another and for 
one another. Society f^hot an artificial grouping of 
otherwise unrelated factors. The human being could 
never have developed into a “human” being had he 
not first been a social being. It is through the mu
tuality of his life’s experience and endeavor that he 
has achieved progress.

It takes all men, aiic] all sorts of men, to make a 
man. The same common clay is moulded into each of 
us. The same universal Elements are somewhat vari
ously commingled. .Caesar and Cudge, Jesus and 
Judas grew out of the siime stock. There is even more 
than a spiritual equality among the most diverse peo
ple—there is spiritual identity.

'1'he wholesome life Is established in the unity of 
man and in the unity of nature. It leaves no place 
for separation. The wholesome is that which includes 
all. The individual pan attain the perfect life not by 
disassociating himself from .the mass, but by coming 
into wholesome relation with the mass. No man can 
do justice to himself until he stands helpfully, nat
urally and in freedom toward all men. Neither can 
he do justice to anomer or to society save as he has 

■ maintained a healthy4 self-regard.
To thoroughly live means the lifting of one’s life 

beyond the limitation of self-consciousness into the 
realm of world-consciousness. It means the placing 
before us of no standard of excellence to which all 
the world is not eligible. ‘

TO TOOROUGHLY LIVE IS TO 1IAVE NO PRI
VATE SCHEME OB; PLOT, NO DESIRE OR EX
PECTATION OF GAINING FOR OURSELVES A 
HEIGHT INACCESSIBLE'TO OTHERS. IF WE 
ARE LIVING THE WHOLESOME LIFE WE WILL 
RECOGNIZE EVERY ACT OF SELF-REGARD AS 
A SOCIAL SERVICE, AND EVERY SOCIAL SER
VICE THAT WE DO AS AN ENRICHMENT OF 
OUR OWN BEING.

Someone has said, an^ it is my thought over again. 
“The most coinplete'ffhd perfect form of selfishness is 
the most complete afad’ perfect form 'of altruism.” 
Human individualities Indistinct- -centers of con
sciousness in the one'4i^.Ju§t as-there are different 
nerve centers in the ofae'-physieal organism. We are 
individuals, not as opposed to one another, but as in
clusive of one another. There is no possibility of 
gaining any real advantage for one’s self, save as our 
aetibn is conducive to the good of all. . And if we 
attempt wisely and generously to give ourselves in 
loving service to others we are actually bettering our 
own condition. " ■

Humanity is one man. There is something of all 
men in each of us. AIL seeming antagonisms of in
terest exist only because of our misconceptions as to 
what constitute our troje interests. In the long run 
what serves one serves all; yes, and in the long run 
what degrades one degrades all. -

As we come to understand that life is an infinite 
and eternal unity we see that quite independently of 
any man's disposition or choice he always acts in liv
ing relation with the whole. By necessity, whatever 
he does serves the purposes of the world, even when 
he is most wilful and blind in his action. As the 
theologians would say: ’ “And God shall make the 
wrath of man to praise Itim. ” So all human conduct, 
whether it be the deed of a saint or of a scamp, enters 
into the world’s life helpfully. The noble action is a 
positive factor, the false action is a negative factor. 
The one helps directly, the other helps by contrast 
and indirectly. '

There is nothing utterly wasted or lost—nothing 
that is not in time turned into good results. The one 
man. by his heroic life, gives the world an inspiring 
example; the other, in the very act of folly or ignor
ance, gives tlie world a warning example. It all 
counts in the rounding out and fulfilling of human ex
perience. . ' •

In the great companionship of the world there are 
no non-eommunicants.- No one is of no account. The 
weed has undiscovered virtues, and is a weed only be
cause we have failed'as yet to rightly interpret its 
meaning. - t

There are splendid ..qualities in the wild apple. 
Even as it is, at certain seasons of the year and un
der certain conditions^Thoreau tells us, it is prefer
able to any of its more ¿distinguished rivals. So often 
we find excellent trafts of character, elements of 
strength and wild, virtues in the savage and in the 
criminal: ipd there hopeless specimen.

The unity of life,' tE^; solidarity of the world, is not 
man-made, nor does iftwaitifor our recognition of it 
in order that it may b#come)operative. It is a living 
principle that holds hymanity together in spite of the 
perversity and stupidity pf -fblks. -Even the frightful 
devastations of war have :feen more than good in 
ways undreamed of hyl'tye ¿combatants. And no so
cial or economic systeffij however seemingly merciless 
in its operation, has bjeii wholly mistaken. The se
verities and enormitieSithatiyafe a necessary outcome 
of the present systemsibf 'private profit are not to be 
looked upon as altogether fruitless. They are an in
cident of social deyelpphienii; they are the groaning 
and travailing precedent td;the birth of a new order.

Society moves forwhrd .toward a condition which 
..will satisfy the reasonable and righteous demands of 
all its members. The ideal oh not to be attained out
wardly and by force, butthrough the gradual bring-

ing of the people into a consciousness of their true re
lation to one another.

It is a fact that the outer life is but a reflection of 
the inner spirit; and the prevailing social and eco
nomic conditions, the laws and customs of a people, 
are at any time a true measure and test of man’s 
average development. The improvement of the out
ward condition follows upon, and is a result of, the 
raising of the standards of life in the public mind. 
Whether the people are sufficiently definite pnd 
agreed as to what is most desirable in social life that 
desire is certain to be realized.

It is equally a fact that every improvement in out
ward conditions reacts upon the inner life of a peo
ple. The heart of man responds gladly to the touch 
of beauty, and the whole life is invigorated by kindly, 
helpful and humane associations. ’

First, the outward conditions are determined by 
the spirit of man, and being steadily improved to 
meet his inward requirements they react to stimulate 
all that is best in his nature. So that we have a bal
ancing of man and his environment—a swinging of 
the pendulum between the inner and the outer life, 
the center of equilibrium being established neither in 
the-caprice of man nor in the weight of. circum
stances, but in the blessed sovereignty of natural law. 
_ The psychic life of nature, like the physical life, 
is always a readjustment, the balancing of extremes. 
Nothing can endure save as its existence is according 
to the requirements of justice. The universe is a per
fect harmony—a balam....g of part with part—no sin
gle atom being neglected, no simple process discred
ited. It is a system of exact compensation. No life 
in nature is made subordinate more than another. 
The sun is impartial. The earth receives all with 
equal welcome. Mutuality is stamped upon the face 
of life. . • ' ■ ' .

And so human society fends toward this final ad
justment; the words of man are to be conformed to 
the works of nature, and only so can they be success
ful in the best sense. The wholesome life will be 
found to be the common life. There will be in human 
relations the same balancing of part with part, the 
same impartiality, the game mutual aid, that are 
everywhere seen in the outward world.

Good, better, best, are terms which can be used 
only to express relative conceptions; but there is an 
absolute principle of goodness that that which is best 
for one is best for all. And toward the full realiza
tion of that principle the life of the world surely 
tends. . . ‘

The;last word of social science is but. an echo of 
the cry of every human heart, and that cry is for 
fellowship. The mutuality which is stamped upon the 
face of nature everywhere is the deepest and most, 
irresistible impulse of the human soul. Nothing can 
satisfy the growing life of man that does not contrib
ute to the common good. And this is as it. must be, 
or the integrity of natural law would be violated and 
the universe proven a lie.

Every act of injustice is, in the last analysis, -an 
insanity. Every cruelty, every hateful impulse, every 
wilful deception, every threat of violence, every lust
ful desire, every mere self-indulgence at the cost of 
another’s happiness, is all tjie same as if an idiot were 
to beat his head in rage against a wall. We do not 
know any better or we would not continue one mo- 
meut a life of mutual antagonism.

Let me impress upon your mind the fact that hu
man society is not an experiment; it is not dependent 
upon any chance event or turn of events; it. is not a 
matter of man’s preference, as if we had power to 
thwart the universe or to add anything to its com
pleteness. The true life of man is as much subject to 
natural law and is as perfectly an outworking of the 
universal life as is the growth of a blade of grass or 
the swing of a planet.

There is no peradventure or perhaps as to what the 
common life of the world is growing toward, or into 
what condition it will ultimately arrive. The future 
society is already established in nature, its main lines 
of development are everywhere indicated, and its 
final realization is inevitable.

The clearing up of human consciousness will mean 
the fulfillment of justice in public affairs. The hu
man heart beats to the tune of universal well-being. 
Every healthy manly instinct, every noble passion, 
every true desire is a prophecy of the day when the 
sun in all its course shall pour its warmth and light 
into open, loving hearts, and peace and good will 
shall encircle the globe.

Justice is certain to follow human intelligence, the 
reign of love is certain to result from the increase 
and building up of the wholesome life.

This is life’s beautiful meaning—that it shall grow 
the most superb individuals, not for their own sake, 
but for each other’s sake; not to stand apart in soli
tary grandeur, but that out of the sharing of each 
others’ lives there shall grow .without limit a per
fect companionship. “The base of all metaphysics,” 
as Whitman says, that which underlies all systems, all 
philosophies and all religions—“is the dear love of 
man for his comrade, the attraction of friend to 
friend.” .

It is provided for by an eternal necessity that you 
and I and all men everywhere should be lovers. In
difference. toward one another is lack of life; hatred 
toward one another is a hindrance of life; but love, 
love is the triumph of life.

A Worker's Letter from Los /Angeles,

Having watched the columns of The 
Progressive Thinker since the otter of 
one thousand dollars by Mr. Robert 
Hale and Mr. Cherry, to be given to any 
materializing medium who will come to 
?<U„nC t?'?nd l’roduee one genuine mate- ‘ 
rlallzed form; and not seeing an accept
ance by the many who claim to be able 
to produce this demonstration, many of.' 
us are led to wonder, why this silence’!

We have many noted mediums claim-1 
ing this phase, among them Mr W W 
Aber of Kansas City. Why cannot he ' 
hold up the Banner of Truth, and con-; 
sent to visit California, and lift the 
many of Los Angeles Spiritualists out 
of the mire of doubt into which they 
have fallen as to this phase, not only by 
tlie Elsie Reynolds exposure, but by the 
many other impostors who find Califor
nia’s clime so congenial for their nefa
rious work.

The writer is personally acquainted 
with Mr. R. Hale and Mr. Cherry, and 
will vouch for their honesty and earn
estness in the cause of Spiritualism.

It is true Mr. Hale has reached that 
point or state of bitterness that many of 
us have attained, by having been duped.

Now 1 will make this offer: "If there 
be anv of these noted mediums that we 
read such glowing accounts about in 
our spiritual papers, who would care to 
visit Los Angeles for the purpose—not 
to procure the $1.000, for that is minute
ly small considering what is at stake, 
viz., the proof that there is genuine ma
terialization. In view of this I will of
fer my parlors while they are here, and 
aid them in every possible way so’that 
a harmonious cicrcle can ne selected 
from the best of our Spiritualists, and 
also from the rank? of our many honest 
investigators.

It will not be required of them to pro
duce a form, if conditions should not be 
just right, at the first seance. We can 
try, try again. .. :

Los Angeles is a beautiful city; and 
the climate about perfect at this season 
of tlie year. With the many other at
tractions, the writer will vouch for, not 
only a profitable time to the medium, 
but one of the most enjoyable visits im
aginable.

There are excursion rates now on for 
March and April and also th.i fore 
part of May, $33 from Chicago'! which I 
feel can be procured, as one brother 
suggested, by contributions from Spir
itualists at large. This, then, would 
leave the party free from an outlay as 
to railroad fare. . Some will say, This 
savors of a challenge, and even if the 
medium were willing the guides or con
trols would object, etc. Nonsense! 
Any spirit not sufficiently interested to 
help clear the track of the refuse that 
has been placed upon it. by such as have 
visited Los Angeles is not worthy or 
recognition. : .

The right kind of spirits who act as 
helpers are just, as is the right, kind ot 
Spiritualists—ready at all times to 
stand fi» truth. :

We have many honest workers in this 
city, each doing a work, yet like many 
others, we have divided ourselves until 
we have at least six Sunday services in 
as many halls, and just about the same 
spirit of “I am better than thou” exist
ing among the workers; yet. with all 
this Spiritualism is growing, and what 
we fall to do in proving man is immor
tal, the New Thoughtists and the many 
other cults, including the churches, aro 
bringing about.

The writer has somewhat neglected 
the Spiritualist rostrum, growing weary 
of this ceaseless demand for tests.

As a rule our secular press is net fa
vorable towards our ism or mediums, 
yet recently three of our papers gave . 
quite a lengthy report of a lecture deliv
ered before the Progressive Club by the 
writer. This proved to me that, hu
manity can be reached outside of our 
spiritual halls.

I received a letter in answer to one 
of condolence and sympathy I sent to a 
friend who lives in my home city, Ev
ansville, Ind., and who lost five rela
tives in the Iroquois theatre, in Chi
cago, that dreadful holocaust; among 
them her son, and daughter, Miss Essie 
Muir. As they were Presbyterians I 
felt my letter would not have the spir
itual comfort, as I spoke of the near
ness of these loved ones, and conveyed 
in verse the words of sympathy from 
the influences surrounding me. What 
a joy it was to me to find in her reply 
that of all the letters or words of con
dolence sent out to her in tills sorrow, 
my letter afforded her the greatest 
comfort. She says: “I read over those 
lines every night before retiring and 
have copied them for each of onr rela
tives, and sent them also to inv dar
ling Essie’s friends. It was she who 
was taken for a Red Cross nurse and 
sent to the hospital where she passed 
out two weeks alter.” So we see, dear 
friends, the good we all can do as the 
days are going by, with this gift that is 
of God.

MRS. M. EMILIE KRATZ.
Los Angeles, Cal.

SPRING IS COMING.

bath at night, rigorpusly. rubbing and 
slapping the flesh with both hands after
drying with rough .towel. This will 

and washcause increased circulation 
off .the material which mill!« ns of little
pores have been casting ftff ... .

- Try lt. my friendu, anfiqjfb r you liavo 
rjd your system of tho;infll med condi
tion, strlvo hard not?tjt> got It . clogged 
up bo again. Reform yow diet, In
crease yonr exercise,' breathe plenty of 
pure air day and night tjml bathe fre
quently. You will then laugh at colds, 
and go out into flod's pure air in all

kinds of weather, and fear no evil ef
fects. •

A cold bath taken each morning will 
act as a tonic and greatly facilitate the 
above directions-as prevontatlves. For 
beginners, it is best not to bathe the 
whole body at once, but take it in sec
tions, thoroughly drying and rubbing as 
you go along. Take one pound of sea 
salt, one ounce each of ammonia (in 
chunks) and camphor gum, Pour boll
lug water on, when dissolved strain and 
add ù little to bath water each morn-
ing, UDA BRIGGS BROWNE.

It needs but little pondering to see 
that the great poet of the future will 
not be afraid of science, but will rather 

■ seek to plant his feet upon it as upon a 
rock.—John Burroughs.

.There can be no real success in petty 
meanness.—filshop Huntington.

To learn anything, and bo successful 
in It, wo must do that thing, to learn 
shipbuilding, the best way is to help 
build ships.—Lewis Nixon, Shipbuilder. 
- No station is so high, no power so 
groat.no character so unblemished, ns to 
exempt mon fr?m the attacks of rash- 
sees, mallco or envy.—Investigator,

The gentle spring is coming, 
There is gladness in the breeze,

We can see it In the bearing 
Of the grand old leafless trees-

A divine unrest Is stirring 
The verv soul of all, ‘

And a joyous, happy feeling 
Will answer to the call.

The little rootlets feel It 
Under winter’s bed of snow,'

And they say to one anothei: 
“It Is nearly time to go

“And brighten up the dear old earth 
That kept ub snug and warm

Down In her tender bosom, 
Bo free from cold and storm.

"We must soon be getting ready,
After all this quiet rest,

To don our Easter garments
And appear our very best.

We must each one have a bonnet,
Or a crown and some nice frills

Her valleys and her hills.

DeWitt,' Iowa.
EMMA M. HARRINGTON,

6plr.lt
groat.no
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Denounces Spiritualism as
a Maniac-Making Religion.

Dr. John D. Quackenbos Declares Spiritism Is a Foe into hypnotic contact through the approximation of 
to Psychology and Intellectual and Moral Progress the physical bodies they tenant can exchange 

.: .. - - - - — . i o f’nnlinn'i! irlntiii Imnwln/l irt» /‘ODVlP.i 1ODS. SllLf-thoughts, feelings, ideas, knowledge, eonviotions, sug- 
... gests the possibility that minds temporarily separated 

To the Editor of the New York Herald:—The infer- and to j)urpOse disearnate. in natural sleep or in 
ence that has in some quarters been drawn from my hypnosis, or even in states of reverie—transliminal 
statement in the Herald of Feb. 21 regarding the ........ ” ” 1 '■ • —

—Compares It to Devil Worship of East.

piano work of Mrs. McAllister Spence?, viz., that it is 
a genuine manifestation of so-called spirit possession, 
is vitally at fault and prompts me to define more care
fully the difference that exists between her theory of 
spirit control, of direct action upon her body by spir
its outside of herself, and the position of psychology 
as to the possibility of simulation by her transliminal 
self of the gifts and power of expression that once 
characterized* great musicians no longer ip the flesh,

I do not accept possession by outside intelligences 
as an explanation of Mrs. Spencer's work. Provided 
the facts of her life are as given by her friends, she 
does it all herself. The interesting question is, Where 
and how does she receive her inspiration? Is it possi
ble for her transliminal self, in its cosmic or extra- 
planetary life, to recognize disembodied souls as in
dividuals, to enter into fellowship with them and ap
propriate such of their talents as her taste may ap
prove, for expression in her object life? Can her su
pernormal gifts be thus explained? Mrs. Spencer 
herself is a spiritist and accepts as an'incontestible 
fact that the most conspicuous tenet of this faith, 
viz., that objective man can, under certain conditions, 
hold communication with spirits who have left the 
mortal form. She further believes in/’impersona
tion,” or possession by unseen intelligences, and so 
explains her musical improvisations.

Now, while psychology admits the possibility of 
communication with spiritual personalities, it offers 
a very different modus communieandi. It has ad
vanced the doctrine that “different consciousnesses,

selfs, free to traverse the world and its purlieus— 
may communicate without reference to. space limita
tions and are mutually impressed, exalted and re-
fined. ;_

Reasoning analogically, we are warrapted in the 
inference that communication with extra-human in-

o
BOOKS OF TOE DAY

WE REPRODUCE A LETTER AL
LEGED TO HAVi BEEN WRITTEN 
BY » MRS. ELSIE REYNOLDS, IN 
WHICH THE METHODS USED BY 
THE SO-CALLED MATERIALIZING 
MEDIUMS0ARE[[LAID BARE. WE

REPRODUCE EXACTLY THE FIRST 
PAGE OF THE LETTER, AND THE 
HANDWRITING IS SIMILAR TO 
OTHER PRIVATE LETTERS AL
LEGED TO HAVE BEEN WRITTEN 
BY HER. THOSE WHO HAVE COR-

RE8PONDED WITH HER CAN COM
PARE THE HANDWRITING, AND 
COME TO THEIR OWN CONCLU
SIONS. THE LETTER WILL SET 
HONEST SPIRITUALISTS ALL OVER
THE WORLD TO THINKING 
NEVER BEFORE.

AS

- ...
or different aggregates or states of consciousness, 
may combine and interpenetrate, somewhat analag- ( 
ously to what theologians mean by the communion of , 
souls.” Every educated person is aware that a given 
transliminial self may communicate automatically . 

' with'other human transliminal selfs by what is known | 
as telepathy, the direct communication of one mind . 
with another, at a distance, otherwise than through . 
the normal operation of the recognized sense organs 
—that is, without the use of words, sounds, odors, 
looks, gestures or other material signs.

Telepathy is a form of mystic perception and im
pression which inheres in animal nature and charac- 
teriz.es certain methods of brute communication. Re
cent experiments have proved moths and other in
sects to be capable of thought transference so far 
reaching as to impress their fellows miles away with 
a knowledge of their existence and whereabouts. It 
is well known to whalers that a catacean struck by a 
harpoon has power instantly to convey information 
of the presence of an enemy to a spouting school a 
mile distant, so that the individuals composing it im
mediately disappear below the surface. Some twelve 
years ago the late Austin Corbin purchased twenty- 
live thousand acres of farm and wood land in Sulli
van county, N. II., and stocked the estate liberally 
with corvidae. In 1897 it was predicted that the ex
tinct carnivores whose natural food is venison would 
return to the region. ■ '

Recently Austin Corbin, Jr., reported the presence 
of a family of pumas, or mountain lions, in the park, 
and other observers have discovered the lynx (both 
rufus and canadensis) in evidence. By what mys
terious power of cognition did the great cat, a cen
tury vanished from this region, become aware of the 
presence of deer and elk in Blue Mountain Park? I 
suggest the theory of a telephathic communication— 
the radiation of subtle waves of cognizance from the 
mass of fear entertained for their traditional enemies 
by a community of four thousand animals of the deer 
tribe—to fugitive panthers in the Alleghanies, or in 
remote areas of the Green and Adirondack moun
tains.

If brutes possess this inscrutable power of com
munication, and exercise it for their benefit, it cannot 
seem marvellous that a professional trance-medium, 
in perfect training, should be able to project her 
transliminal self indiscriminately or with method in 
her ecstasy, force her way subjectively into the pene
tralia of selected human minds, and so possess her
self of information calculated to confuse, deceive or 
otherwise impress her investigators. For has such a 
medium ever revealed anything that did not exist 
either in her own consciousness or in the conscious
ness of some person present, or in the consciousness of 
some living human being not present at the seance?

None will deny that the laws governing such tele
pathic intercourse, the question as to the extent of 
its prevalence among the living and its possible ex
tension into the world of the dead, are of supreme 
concern to humanity. The fact that minds brought

telligence is as possible as with kindred transliminal- 
selfs. Such is the position of psychology, which pro
claims to-day the existence of every human being in 
two distinct spheres of eonsciousness~an objective, 
or normal (a mere fraction of his nature), in which 
he is known to his earthly associates, in which he 
takes cognizance of the outside world and conscious
ly carries'on the ordinary business of life; and a sub
jective, transliminal (across the threshold), or super
normal,,in which he is capable of acting independent
ly of a physical environment and at a distance from 
his physical body, in which, as the image of God, Jie 
intuitively apprehends, possesses supernormal infor
mation and power, reigns supreme over functions of 
body and motions of mind and is obnoxious to the 
touch of other higher spiritual agencies that have ac
cess to him in the transliminal world-alone. ,

Thus psychology postulates a plane of meeting, if 
meeting be possible between the embodied and disem
bodied, infinitely higher than the level of the seance,

Further, to the skirts of Spiritism is pinned a re
volting religion comparable to the devil worship ot 
the Eastern Hemisphere.. It thrusts à female prin
ciple into the Godhead. It flouts the divinity of 
Christ, interpreting Jesus as a healing medium and 
losing sight of Him in a throng of benevolent dai
mons. Its teachings regarding marriage are subver
sive of all respect ofr the sacredness of sex, and free 
love is its ideal of social happiness.

Spiritism is a foe to all intellectual, moral and ma
ternal progress. It thrives because of its pretence to 
satisfy the most intense longing of human nature, 
the craving for a re-establishment of objective rela
tions with the departed. But we have no evidence 
that the spirits of the dead are concerned in its phe- 
nonibna. The idea of intercourse with disearnate 
friends through the machinery of the seance is repug
nant to reason. Aside from the fact that if the com
munications be accepted as messages from the souls 
of the righteous dead such belief cannot be recon
ciled with an exalted conception of the powers of dis
embodied spirits-, we are confronted with the equally 
significant fact That the intellectual status of all cir
cles is foisonless and low.

Psychology, on the other hand, in its most ad
vanced positions, is perfectly consistent with Chris
tian belief. Compare its dignified and rational theory 
of soul intercourse with the teaching of the Church 
as to the communion of saints—that all.the member^ 
of the Church visible are mystically united in Christ 
with one another and with the members of the Church 
invisible, having spiritual fellowship in common; and, 
in addition thereto, fellowship or communion with 
God in faith and love and prayer. Thus. Christianity 
makes the living and the dead one blessefl society/ 
loving and worshipping the same Lofd ; we remeni; 
bering them and they remembering us; we living in 
the blessed hope of meeting and recognizing them m
the life of the world to come.

The New Testament is silent as regards the possi
bility of our direct communication with the dead. Its 
attitude here is negative, just as it is in regard to all 
scientific .law. The Bible was not written, to teach 
men physical science or psychology. They are left to 
explore these vast fields at will, and the coming cen
tury will disclose wonders far beyond »ny yet dis
closed. We know nothing as yet. We have gathered 
a few large pebbles at the water’s edge of'the great 
tarn of the future; its vast reaches of sands are yet 
to be sifted in the interest of humanity. And man is 
as much at liberty to question nature in ethereal 
spheres as to seek her secrets in the laboratory or 
read her laws in the heavens. The discovery of a new 
star or chemical element or micro-organism is of ab
sorbing interest, but such interest pales into insig
nificance beside that involved in an opening of the 
way to a perfect comprehension of man’s relationship 
to Deity, to destiny, to his disembodied fellows and 
to other spiritual personalities that are not of this 
fold. JOHN D. QUACKENBOS,
Member of the London Society for Psychical Re

search, member of the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science, etc.

MRS. ELSIE HORNBECK.
She Addresses the Members of the Frances Willard 

Circle.
As it has been impossible for me to answer all the 

personal letters I have received in regard to this cir
cle work, I take this method of reaching as many of 
you as 1 can. Nearly all of you take The Progressive 
Thinker, and they who do not ought to subscribe for 
it. at once to keep in line with the onward march of 
this movement. I have, been greatly encouraged by 
the results of last year’s work, and am inspired to 
continue striving for even greater results. Many of 
our members have been developed into active me
diumship. and all who have been faithful and per
sistent have been benefited by sitting in our circle. If 
the work depended upon me alone, or any mortal, it 
would not be a success. Our invisible helpers are 
guiding'us on to greater heights of spirituality and 
broader fields of truth. We are conscious of a 
mighty, strong,power in our midst, and that to bless.

Now, I would like to hear personally from every 
one of you who reads these lines, letting me know of 
what benefit the circle has been to you, and if you 
wish to continue your membership, as it has become 
necessary to reorganize and appoint the leaders for 
the several divisions of the entire circle.

In a letter lately received from one earnest brother

WHAT AM 17

‘011! great eternal infinite. 
The great unbounded whole, 

Thy body is the universe, 
Thy spirit is the soul. ;

If thou dost fill immensity, 
It thou art all in all, 

If thou wert here before I was, 
1 am not here at-all... -

How could I live outside of thee? 
Dost thou Oil earth and air?

There surely is no place for me 
Outside of everywhere!

If thou art God and thou dost fill 
Immensity of space;
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herself looK'tall Gy standing on her tip 
toes (OH God-If anyone should see this)

band and married about a year ago. 
She has -twin boys about 7 years of age 
and a girl about 12, each living. Tell 
her she has friends by the name of 
Martin In Spt, her mother's name is 
Martin, It you catch Mrs. Cobb ever in

and jumps, put as his mother, throws 
her arms arouniTiim and call him “my 
dear ’bo^.’fl^TheF’let |“Madam'!ihifi soul 
nfate conteiitonut-ybuT height. « This in .
the bright r robes. Never mind his public, tell her there is a Dr. Niclos or 
“tongue” he don’t mean anything. Let ‘ ' ...............
him suck. By all means let lonely 
come if called for. I don’t 'know who
Howard is, unless you mean Sawtell 
Howard. Don’t take any Hall for mate
rialization, Nd!'No! No! Allen could 
get a crowd all right but it would hurt 
you. Do you m$an Lester of Sawtell? 
Of course he Is all right and a firm be
liever. A' little ’skeptical. . Will bear 
lots of taffy. Sb will Will Stewart 
Yes, let Lilly come and sing. Always 
say Elsie sent per. Don’t pay Taylor 
unless you are-obliged to, especially, 
Laura, if you' Have ever been intimate 
with him. If he presses you for It, pay 
him and ten tell him to do his worst. 
If he threatens to write you up, or if

Nicols comes to her, you think a hus
band. Large, portly man, rather Ilgfai; 
complexion, side whiskers. He says, 
wife, wo were happy together and I am 
glad you are happy now. Died in Kan
sas City, I believe rather suddenly. 
Say, there is a small old man comes 
with hini who says, I know Dr. Nicols 
prolonged my life. Mr. Little is his 
name. Wife in Pomona. Tell her also 
she has a gentleman friend in Spt. by 
the name of Reynolds. He was her first 
husband and he says our dear girl is 
happy. She is married and I think liv
ing in Boston.; Mrs. Cobb was very 
anxious for him to come out as a plat
form test medium. I don't know 
their names. Tell her a young man by 
the name of Eddy Golding comes to her,you toink-he-will, tell him you have a . . _

very particular-friend on one of the pa- a tall dark complexioned man, looks as
’ .............. ■ ' If he passed out with consumption. Oh

An answer to the above can be looked for from the 
editor at large. .

pers, who will publish anything you 
wish to tell him of his woman and [cer
tain words omitted.—Editor.] The 
| word omitted.—Editor.] man Kidd is 
not dead, noris he‘her husband. She 
may now remember him. He attended 
my seance. 16 years ago and I thought 
they were quite friendly; but let her go 
to thunder. The less attention you 
give to such cattle the more they will 
think of you. The whole family were 
[words'.omitted.—Editor.]. Her hus
band and one of her sons have been in 
rows with women, but say nothing. 
I’ve not heard yet from “Annie.” Don’t

yes! He says you married him to 
Daisy on his death bed. Say Eddy says

care. Say! don’t speak of Presta or 
Lindsey, nor inentlon their names.

PSYCHIC LIGHT; THE CONTINUITY!
OF LAW AND LIFE. By Mrs. Maud 
Lord Drake. The Frank T, Riley Pub« 
Co., Kansas City, Mo. Price, $1.50.
This work, consisting of GGO pages, 

neatly bound in cloth, is a marvel of ex
cellence. Mrs, Drake is wetl and favor« 
ably known in every part of toe United 
States, and the experiences and inch 
dents of her remarkable career ora 
graphically written. A medium from 
childhood, the manifestations given ill 
her presence are wonderfully impress
Ive, and will hold your attention 
through toe entire book. It will tell 
you something of the following: At
tends a Funeral in Spirit; Animals 
Clairvoyant and Clalraudlent; A Pair of 
Slippers Walk Up Stairs in Day Light;' 
Catches the Music Box in Mid Air; Chi
nese Seance; Child Medium; Christ IS 
Coming—Christ Is Here—a Vision;! 
Colored Seance by Washington’s Ex
clusive 400; Faces on Frosted Window 
Glass; How Spirits Talk; Locates 
Buried Money; Money Materializes in 
the Air; Murdered Woman' Reports.. 
Her Death; Silver Brick Presented to 
the Medium; Spiritual Faculties, and so 
on and on through the 600 pages; every 
page full of spiritual meat An excel-, 
lent book for church members as well 
as Spiritualists.

AFTER HER DEATH; THE STORY 
OF A SUMMER. By Lilian Whiting. 
Little, Brown & Company, Boston, 
Publishers. Price $1.
Anything that emanates from the 

mind of Lilian Whiting possesses great 
value. “After Her Death” will prove 
especially interesting. She wisely 
claims that when the spiritual being 
that has lived a certain period here 
slips out of its physical body, and is 
free from material clogs and lamenta
tions, the readjustment in a number of 
ways is made. Those who still remain 
in this world, are far more truly recog
nized; some have been unduly appreci
ated; some have been underestimated. 
The risen spiritual being, now being 
able to discern spiritual states, and tot 
adjust all to a new scale of values, re
arranges his loves and friendships, so 
to speak. In fact here is a type of the 
judgment day.

are you going to hold your next in Los 
Angeles. Anderson, Eh? You charge 
your regular 50c and don’t let a lot of 
deadheads in, and take up your own col
lection-too. Look out for Anderson’s 
married daughter upstairs and for his 
son also. Johnson is very rich. Has 
a (certain word omitted.—Editor.] of a 
sister-in-law living with them. She 
struck at a spirit once when she— 
Johnson—and Anderson were having a 
private sitting and said “she has on a 
wig” M-----had her put out, you bet.
Bowman went you bet, forced out. He 
had hurt himself, the old hypocrite. 
Try to get Mrs. Mills to your Seance 
from Santa Monica. Chase will be 
with her. Ask for Uncle Billy. I got 
the finest chicken dinner to-day and I 
made it myself and told Frank I wished 
you were here to help us to eat it. Say 
Laura, did you ever have any experi
ence with chickens? Frank and I are 
thinking of going into it this fall. I’ve 
always wanted a congenial companion 
with me. one who could help me with 
the work, and each put in a little capi
tal and work in unison. I believe we 
could get along together, don't you? 
We would never see anybody but our-

I have Daisy’s-father with him now.,selves here, anti 1 don’t want to. Ask
Name Brooks, San Diego. me anything you want, only be careful.

A Mrs. House is always in the Hall, Find Lewis if you can, in directory, and 
whose husband I think is dead. Mrs. let some of their friends take you there 
Perkins is her daughter and is always and get in with them. You could give
there. Throw out some-common names 
to them. Say you hear the name of 
Barnes. He is always there. You can 
bring Mother or Father.' George San
ford always comes in late. He has a 
Book out called Inspirational Poems of 
Truth and Humor. He has a father In 
Spt. James wife Spt Laura Augusta.

jiuuauy, uur uicixLiuix lucu Don t give them too straight. Say, on
'He who laughs last, laughs best," waif the platform stands a middle aged me- 

‘ ..........................dlum sized woman, rather gray or light
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THE LIFE RADIANT. By Lilian Whit
Ing. Little, Brown & Co., Publishers, 
Boston. Price, $1.
The author sets forth in beautiful lan

guage that the Life Radiant is that 
transfiguration of the ordinary daily 
events and circumstances which lifts 
them to the spiritual plane, and sees 
them as the signs and the indications 
of the divino leading. Every circum
stance thus becomes a part of revela
tion, and to constantly live in this illur 
minated atmosphere is to Invest all ex
periences with a kind of magical en
chantment. Life prefigures before us a 
spiritual drama in which we are at once 
the actors and the spectators.

In this book Miss Whiting alms to 
portray a practical ideal for daily living 
that shall embody the sweetness and 
exaltations and faith that lend enchant
ment to life. It Is, in a measure, a log
ical sequence of "The World Beautiful,” 
leading into still diviner harmonies. It 
is calculated to render the soul in har
mony with the universe. It is truly an 
inspiration.

he says: “I am sitting every Thursday evening as 
usual. I, however, missed three evenings in the last 
three months, which was very much against my will, 
but unavoidable. I am really more interested in 
Spiritualism now than ever, being able in a measure 
to see the wonderful amount of good it is doing the 
darkened world.” ..

Now, brothers' and sisters, let us be faithful to our 
Thursday evening meetings, keeping the appoint
ment we have made with the higher intelligences to 
admit them within the sacred portals of our homes 
that they may bestow upon us by their .presence, 
health, strength and happiness. Let us prepare the 
circle room in advance, making it clean and attrac
tive, with flowers and growing plants; also let us pre
pare our minds for our spiritual communion by ban
ishing all unclean, impure, obscene and doubting 
thoughts, knowing that in the communion with higher 
intelligences “our redeemer liveth.” I thank you 
all for your encouraging words, and here pledge my
self anew to do all in my power to advance the 
Frances E. Willard Health and Developing Circle. I 
hope to hear from every member of the circle as soon 
as possible, for there are new developments in which 
all should have a aharfc- We also extend a cordial in
vitation to all who wish to join the circle to write to 
me, who am always your loving sister in spirit,, 
\ ELSA HORNBECK.

1806 Colfax street, Evanston, Ill. -

till I come, by that time he will be tired 
of her. If npt, let him go. Be friendly 
with Brower when you see him, but 
don’t help hlifl. Tell him you have al-

hair pompad'ore, and her name is 
Browning. She was from President of 
Truth Seekers. Let her entrance you 
and then talk as beautiful as possible toways heard Elsie speak so highly of _

him. Don’t let, him know you heard all, and let her say the angels took my 
‘ ” while in the Seance at Browers, butfrom me. Tell him Broskle told you

and I that he would take B- place
and he could never get in there again, 
that Hail, was his friend and backer. 
He did say.it to.Frank and I, but make 
Brower think he said it to you and I. A 
little lie won’t hurt. I’ve an object sure. 
So George has quit; well I expect the 
poor old fellow ¡i.s tired. Let him rest. 
Oh, I wish I could give you tests, but! 
can’t, Go,.to. MiS-. Augusta Ferress, in 
the Grand Pacific and get her to give 
you some on Truth Seekers. She is 
true and a lady; In case she would be 
afraid I -yjiir sqfld her a note by you. 
Don't neVer let'This J---- - know I ad-

don’t say that) just as I always wanted 
to go.' God Bless Brower and Ethel 
Brindle. Don't never mention my name. 
Bring a wife to some one by name of 
Stevens. Throw the name out then 
give a wife. That is ail I can think of 
now. Go there often. I’ll try to think 
of more as I can think, of them. Say, 
here is ah old lady and gentleman, big 
people and old. They say they want

them so many tests in the hall. Never 
let on you know me. Tell me how you 
did at the Hall and how you are making 
it in Sawtell. Good bye Laury, God 
bless you.

Your loving friend,
Yes, I got the papers. Keep the ar

ticle I sent about Browers. If Taylor 
raises a row tell him you have a letter 
he wrote me from Napa that Is a regu
lar blackmailing thing, and that you 

■ know some of his friends in San Fran
cisco, a lady who keeps « bakery on 
2nd St? Doty and go to one of Annie’s 
Seances, but don’t say anything to 
Lindsey, and don’t help her. Be 
friendly. I don’t know Oakly. If lule 
comes make him pay, then bring an In
dian to dance with him. .
State of California,

THE NATURE CURE BY PHYSICAL' 
AND MENTAL METHODS. Illus
trated. A Bridge from the Old to the 
New. The Dawn of a New Day In 
Medical Practice. By M. E. Conger,^, 
M, D., Assisted by Mrs. Rosamond cS 
Conger, M. D. The Educator Publish^? 
Ing Co., Chicago, III. Price, bound In' 
fine English cloth, $2; in neat, sub
stantial cloth, $1.50.
This work presents in a plain concise 

manner home treatment for nearly all 
the diseases to which the human frame 
is heir. The author says:

“The light is turned on to objection
able medical mysteries, latln prescrip
tions, dogmatic theories and dangerous 
experiments of the present expensive 
medical practice.

“Every pains has been taken to make 
the leading points so plain that all, 
young and old, may easily understand. 
Condensed facts, short, clear-cut para
graphs are some of the attractive feat
ures of the Nature Cure.

"The new and better methods of cur
ing the sick and preventing disease, 
have never been so clearly stated In 
plain English for the plain people, as 
Nature Cure.

“Stripped of mystery and deception, 
the study and practice of medicine can 
be carried to success in every intelli
gent home. Nature Cure will lead the 
way to certain Success.

“The best medical practice Is the one 
that will cure in the least time 

.With the least risk and expense.
Nature Cure is a true exponent of 

the practice of medicine as defined,

f

ss.

and stands squarely upon truth 
demonstration, rejecting theories 
experiments wherever health and 
are endangered.

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH.

and 
and 
life

Sci-

Jaak to know they are together In Spt. 
life) Jt will be recognized, even if he 
is not there. They always attended. 
She died first and he married a young 
woman .which hurt their living son. 
Give these tests just; as I tell you. 

. ...... ......... ri _______ ______  ___  Mary Oliver comes to her husband. I 
of Minpie (lurry in Truth S—- and can’t think of anything more.
if an old Ady recognizes It tell her it is Yes! move away, from there by all 
her grandl'fchilii0Ldled several, years »means.' Then when you want to write 
ago, 3 ori yearfc old. If a young wo- or .anything else and any of the boxes

vised you to leave there. She is sick 
all the timp, poor soul. Give the name

County of Los Angeles.
Robert Hale, being duly sworn de

poses and says that the above is a true, 
correct and exact copy, according to 
the best of his belief and' understand
ing of the same, of the original letter 
sent by Elsie Reynolds, materializing 
medium, from Los Gatos, dated June 
1st, to Laura M. Hyland of Sawtelle, 
State of California, and that the said 
copy has been carefully compared with 
said original by me.

ROBERT HALE.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, 

this 4th day of November, 1903.

man acl 
mother ■

__ _ ___ ____ *____ ___________ _________ [Seal.] BEATRICE WILKINS, 
¡knowledges it it wTli be° her comes' you can 'keep 'stlil and tell Notary Public in and for the County of 
■who goto, divorce from her bus- them ’ you were out or; asleep. Where Los Angelfes, State of California.

Then I am God, think as you will, 
Or else I have no place.

And if I have no place nt all, 
. Or.lf I am here. 
Banished I surely cannot be, 

For then I’d be somewhere.
Then I must be a part of God, 

No matter if I’m small, •
For ifTfttn' nbt part of God

■ Then there’s no God at all. .. 
LODIS H. GROPP.

. Hamilton, Ohio.

There was a noble way, in former 
times, of saying things simply, and yet 

. saying them proudly.—Irving. •

An Essay on "The Mouth.”
A teacher asked a school boy to pre
pare an essay on "The Mouth,” and the 
boy handled too subject as follows:

“The mouth Is toe front door of. too 
face; it Is the hot-bed of toothache and 
too bung-hole of oratory. The mouth Is 
the crimson aisle to toe llvdr; It id toe 
fountain of patriotism.: and'-the tool
chest for pie. Without the mouth the 
parson would be a wanderer on the face 
of the earth, and go down to n dishon
ored grave. It is the home of the un
ruly member, thè tongue, it is the gro
cer's friend, toe orator’s pride, the dea- 
iiat'8 tope.’’—Truth Bieker.

}tThere is a Cure
for every’iiombiSi trouble, including all 
forms of IMiéeâBon or dyspepsia, ca
tarrh of stomach and flatulence in stom
ach and This remedy has
never failçd ,to cure the most distress
ing and stttbbori' cases.

This remedy will cure any case of 
constipation, to stay cured, so that you 
are free from that trouble in a week.

The name qf . this remarkable remedy 
is Vernal Palmettona (formerly known 
aB Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wine).

Any reader ¡6f The Progressive 
Thinker may.’ have a small trial bottle 
of Vernal Palmettona sent free and pre-

Ohlo Spiritualists. Attention!
The sixth annual convention of the 

Ohio State Association of Spiritualists 
will be held in the city of Columbus, 
May 27, 28, and 29, in the Board of 
Trade auditorium. Three, sessions will 
be held daily during the entire conven
tion. All societies are earnestly ro 
quested to send their full-quota of dele
gates, ahd Individual members are 
urged to be present in person. Busi
ness of importance is to como before 
the convention, In which every Ohio 
Spiritualist IS Interested.

■ Locarsocietles and members desiring 
to offer amendments to the constitution 
must file the. same with the secretary

paid by writing to Vernal Rcmeÿ Com: prior to April 25,-1904. ns nono can. be 
paüy, 452 Seneca Building, Buffaío¡“N. legally- acted: upon, received after that 
Y. It cures catarrh of toe’Btomach, flat- date. >
Ulence, indigestion, constipation of too “ ‘................ ....  . . Full particulars regarding program, 
bowels, congestion of. the kidneys, and. etc:, will be given in a future issue ol 
inflammation of toe bladder. One dose ” '''
a day does too work quickly, thorough
ly and poimanently. •

This remedy for sals by all leading 
taggtetiu 1 ■ , -

4
? to

The Progressiva Thinker.
. It. O.’BAIRD, Secy., > 

By the President: > Elyria, Ohio. 
CARRIE FIRTH CURRAN, 
. K3 intea avenue, Qhlo, 
l ' W I r / + * "

An infallible-book is an impossible 
conception, and to-day no one really 
believes that our present Bible is such 
a book.—Dr. Lyman Abbott .

'TIs too much proved that with de
votion's visage and pious action we do 
sugar o’er the devil himself—Shak- 
speare.

Religion counteracts morality and 
universal philanthropy in so far as it 
Bets men against each other by divers
ity of doctrines and theories of - belief, 
thus fostering and nourishing'the worst 
impulses of human nature.—Buchner,

Some of us are too- ambitious; we 
want,.perhaps to make the world hap
pier'—whereas we should - bo content 
with the endeavor to mako a single in
dividual less -■ unhappy.-^-R; DlmBdale 
Stocker. • . • ■

Success implies joy in your work— 
and joy means better work to-morrow. 
—Elbert Hubbard; •

. <The pnoslons, like heavy bodies down 
jfwWSa, one® in sntótoa, moyo them- 

n® ground but the bot-

entifically Examined and Carefully 
Described. By C. W. Lead beater. 
Theosophical Book Concern, Chi
cago. Price, $1.50.
This book comprises 502 octavo 

pages, in clear print, durably bound in 
cloth. The subject matter, pertaining 
to the spiritual nature of man and the 
immortality of his essential being, is of 
deepest interest and intense import to 
all thinkers, whether Materialists, Spir
itualists or Agnostics. Mr. Leadbeater 
1b widely and favorably known as a lec
turer and author. He presents the 
views of the advanced Theosophist, In 
a clear and kindly manner, entertain
ingly and instructively elucidating the 
subject from the theosophical stand
point. The special chapters are de
voted to: Some Misconceptions About 
Death. The Evidence for Continued' 
Life. Religious Misconceptions. Our 
Attitude Towards Death. The Facts as 
They Are. Some Examples of Astral 
Life. Astral Surroundings. The De
sire Elemental. An Extension of Con
sciousness. The Work of the Helpers. 
Astral Visits. Visits Just Before 
Death. Thought-Bodies. Apparitions 
Announcing Death. Those Who Re
turn to Help. Those Who Need Help.' 
Those Desiring to Atone. The Earth
bound. Hauntings. Apparently Aim
less Apparitions. Less Frequent Types. 
Astral Impressions. How to Meet a 
Ghost. Classification of Spiritualistic 
Phenomena. Personal Experiences. 
The Utilization of the Medium’s Body. 
Clairvoyance in Spiritualism. Partial 
Materialization. Miscellaneous Phe
nomena. Visible Materializations. Our 
Attitudb Towards Spiritualism. The 
Heaven World. Th J Nature of the Evi
dence. How Clairvoyance is Developed'.1 
Index. The Objects of the Theosoph
ical Society.

‘ TWENTIETH CENTURY. GUIDE TO . 
PALMISTRY. By the Zanclgs. Pro- 
fesBional Palmists and . Demonstrators 
of Telepathy or Thought Transference, 
Price $1. The Hennebery Co., Publish
ers, Chicago. This book contains 
about all that can be kpown in the way 
of instruction pertaining to palmistry 
or reading character by the hand. '

\ (Continued ou page 7^ y
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"threshing straw
Consideration of Dr. Caiid's Article.

\ reference to Dr. Caird’s article In 
l, Issue of March 12, I can agree with 
tho most that lie states, but when he 
says, “Doesn't it seem a pity to waste 
bo much time disproving the Bible ami 
exposing the old fallacies," he seems to 
carry the idea that a belief in the Bible 
and the creeds that have grown out of 
it, is a thing ot the past; tliat so few 
now believe it it is u waste of time to 
disprove it. He does not seem to be 
aware of the fact that a majority of or
thodox Christians to-day would look 
upon any person as a rank infidel who 
■would dare to say that the Bible is not 
the infallible word of God, and would 
stare at a man with unfeigned surprise 
if he would say that he did not believe 
the Bible to be inspired.

Go into any of our churches, and 
hear them talk about "God’s word," "we 
read in God’s word so and so," etc. 
That does not Indicate by any means 
that a belief in tbe Bible and old ideas 
or "old" fallacies" is a thing of the past.

I have noticed this tendency of some 
Spiritualist and free-thought writers to 
assume that old creeds and religious be
liefs are played out; that so few people 
now believe in tlie Bible that it is 
“threshing straw” to mention it If 
these writers will calmly consider the 
number of liberals and Spiritualists as 
compared to the millions who still ad
here to the orthodox churches and to 
the Bible as tlie word of God, they will 
see that there is a wonderful amount ot 
“straw” to be "threshed” yet before the 
world will be converted either to Spirit
ualism or materialism, and even then, 
if all were converted to these two isms, 
the Materialists would have to free the 
Spiritualists from their "superstitions" 
and “old fallacies” with regard t.g a fu
ture life.

Now, I believe It Is not best, In the in
terests of Spiritualism, to radically at
tack the Bible or other religious be
liefs, in introducing the philosophy of 
Spiritualism, because I recognize the 
fact that a majority of the church mem
bers of all denominations still believe 
in the Bible as the word of God, and it 
such persons should finally be con
vinced of tlie truth of Spiritualism, one 
of the hardest things for them to do is 
to give up the Bible as the word of God, 
and Jesus as a savior. We can see this 
tendency in such advanced Spiritualists 
as Moses Hull, Dr. Peebles, and others 
who have come from the churches, and 
herein is tlie reason that some speakers 
“come with the Bible in their hands.”

If a speaker has come from Material
ism, lie generally discards the Bible, 
rites, ceremonies, fads, superstitions, 
prayers, etc., but if he has conje from 
any of the orthodox churches, lie drags 
in the Bible, baptism, prayers, christen
ing ot children, and other forms and 
ceremonies of the churches. Herein, 1 
think, is the main reason for tlie di
verse teachings of speakers on the spir
itual rostrum.

In all ages new religions have bor
rowed forms, ceremonies, traditions and 
customs from the old, and spiritualism 
is no exception. It is copying more and 
more of the rites and ritualism of the 
churches. In the main I think this Is 
against the cause. If there is any truth 
in Spiritualism, it certainly stands out 
"clear cut,” clearly defined, standing 
alone on the plane of science and truth, 
and should not sink its individuality by 
borrowing forms and ceremonies from 
tho churches. Like the "pyramids,” it 
should rise above the plain, firmly 
poised on its own base.

For fifteen‘years I have been investi
gating Spiritualism, reading papers and 
books devoted to the subject, with oc
casionally a little phenomena thrown In, 
but like the mariner at sea, I have 
been drifted hither and thither by ad
verse winds and currents until I do not 
know just "where I am at.”

Arlington, Ohio. SUBSCRIBER.

AN ARKANSAS CATECHISM.

Something a Great Many Would Like 
to Know.

What does Spiritalism teach?
What is the gender of Spiritualism?
Does Spiritualism teach scientifically, 

or does Spiritualism teach religiously?
Is Spiritualism a creed born of re

ligion?
If so, what is the creed of Spiritual

ism, and what is Spiritualism?
From a religious standpoint Splrit- 

uallsm cannot be called a religion. Re
ligion is of the singular number, and 
hence Spiritualism, at best, could only 
be designated as a creed of religion. 
To say all religions is incorrect. We 
should say, all creeds of religion—the 
Jewish creed, Greek creed, Roman 
creed. Mahometan creed, Episcopa
lian creed, etc.

If Splritualilsm is a creed, why not 
say the religous creed of Spiritualism? 
And why not support the God of the 
creeds named?

Why do the teachers of Spiritualism 
talk of an infinite Intelligence?

What is an infinite intelligence?
Is infinite supreme?
Is intelligence knowledge?
What is intelligence? '
What is infinite?

. Is the Czar the infinite intelligence of 
• the Greek creed, and the Pope the in
i’ finite intelligence of the Roman creed?

Is there any intelligence beyond the 
head of the creed? Is intelligence in
finite? •

If creeds have developed anything 
beyond intelligence, what is it?

Who 
evolved 
gence?”

What

or what creed invented or 
the words "Infinite Intelli-

is religion? What does re-
ligion teach?

Can there be a true and a false re
ligion? How are we to distinguish be 
tween the true and the false in relig
ion or the creeds?

What Is tlie gender of religion?
Whp.t is the occasion of so many 

creeds?
Has any one ever discovered a key 

for us Ignorant folk, that would guide 
us aright? If so, where can that key 
be procured? Is it a product of evolu- 

i tlon? If so, can any one, not an evolu- 
'tionist, become an heir?
i - DR. GEORGEAN MILLER.

Diamond, Ark.I • - ■ -

. STOP THE PAPER.
■ ■ . o --------
"I’ve stopped the paper, yes, I hev;

I didn’t lijce to do it, 
But the editor got too smart. 

And I ailovF he’ll rue it.
a man as pays his debts, 

' And I won’t be insulted, . -
So when an editor gets smart - 

■ I want to be consulted.
Hook his paper eleven years, .

An’helped him all Lcould, sir, 
An’ when it comes to dunnln’ me,

I didn’t think ho would, sir.. - ...
But that he did, an’you can bet 

It made me hot as thunder.
Says I, Till stop that sheet, I will, 

If the cussed thing goes under!’
I hunted up the measly whelp 

An’ as for his cunnln’ caper
I paid eleven years -an’ quit! .

Yes, sir. I’ve stopped his paper!" 
\ v-Exchange.

rf.-

NOTES FROM O, «, BROOKS.
Wanderings and Work In Vailous 

Fields.

1 believe in iny last letter J spoke ot 
my wanderings while in Ohio, but had 
not finished with the state. I began my 
work for the independent Society in 
Toledo the first. Sunday in February. 
The name “Independent” means that 
they are independent of the state asso
ciation, and, if I am correct, are also in
dependent of-.the National. To my 
mind, Independence is all right in some 
ways, but when it comes to the society 
work it would seem to me a far more 
effectual work could be done by a union 
of all our forces. There is need enough 
for concentrated action along our lines, 
and too long have many of our societies 
stood aloof from each other, thus crip
pling the work that might otherwise be 
done. Mr. Dowd is president, Mr. 
Lynch is secretary, and Mr. Huffman, 
treasurer. . _

The society met in what Is known as 
Memorial Hall, an annex to the G, A. 
R. building. It is a large hall, and dur
ing the severe weather we have had, 
waq never warm, keeping many persons 
away who would otherwise have attend
ed. So the society secured another 
hall, better equipped for their work in 
every way, and moved into it the first 
Sunday in March. I have not learned 
what kind of success they have in their 
new quarters. There is a lyceum held 
from one until two o’clock, not large 
but doing the best they can with the 
materials on hand. The society holds 
a social once a month to help defray the 
expense of the meeting. They have 
had, as all societies have had this^wln- 
ter, the disadvantage of severe weather 
and dangerous sidewalks, making It un
safe for many persons to be out, and 
causing on the part ot the officials a 
great deal ot extra work. The Inde
pendent Society could not exist were it 
not for tlie help it receives from the 
few who give it a financial backing. 
This society is purchasing a lot in a 
good location, Intending to build a tem
ple as soon as possible, and I hope and 
pray they may soon have a temple to 
meet in. While I was with them I or
ganized if Ladies’ Aid which will,do.a 
most effectual work. 1 trust, though, 
the day is not far distant when the so
ciety will upite with the state society, 
and thus add to Its Influence and power.

Toledo Is the home of Mrs. Curran, 
the president of the state society. Mrs. 
Curran has been more than busy In get
ting the scattered forces together, and 
organizing them to do effectual work. 
If the Spiritualists of Ohio will rally to 
Mrs. Curran, they will build up tlie 
cause of Spiritualism in Ohio, so that 
it will make a showing to the world and 
take its place as a reform movement 
and a power for good in the world.

There are some conditions in Toledo 
that I wish were otherwise—some who 
need to feel there Is a high, a spiritual 
line of work, and a work tliat will be 
done In the broad light of day.

While there I was called upon to offi
ciate at the funeral of an old-time Spir
itualist, Mr. Griffith, who passed away 
at the home of his sons. Mr. Griffith 
was full of years, and ripe for the har
vest.

I visited Port Huron, Mich., at the 
home of my friends of many years—Mr. 
and Mrs. J. H. White—who are ever 
ready to aid In the cause of Spiritual
ism. Mr. White has long been identi
fied with the cause in Michigan—one 
time the honored president of Haslett 
Park Camp, then for many years presi
dent of Island Lake Camp, giving of his 
time and means to help build up both 
camps. He was also president of the 
Society at Port Huron, but the society 
Is not doing anything, at present. :

Port Huron is the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Renwick. Mr. Renwick is a well- 
known materializing medium, and many 
there are who to-day rejoice in the 
knowledge of spirit return through his 
instrumentality. On my way to Toledo, 
I stopped over one night to visit my 
friend, Mr. C. H. Harvey and family, ot. 
Detroit. Mr. Harvey was at one time 
president of the Flint society. Mr. Har
vey was not at home, but I enjoyed my 
visit with the son and daughter. In the 
evening we went out and called on Mrs.. 
Kate Cleveland, a well-known-medium 
who has many waan friends all over 
the land. 1 found she has not changed 
any, Is the same Kate Cleveland of 
yore, and has her ever genial spiritual 
adviser and the friend of so many. I 
did not have the time to call on others 
of our workers there, but I learned that 
the cause is moving on in the hands of 
different mediums—-Mrs. LaGrange and . 
others whose names have slipped my 
memory.

The next week I was called to Mil
waukee, Wls., on a matter of business, 
thus making my stay in Toledo some
what broken. On my way to Buffalo 1 
stopped off at Collingwood and visited 
my friends, Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Ruggles, 
he being known as the popular con
ductor on the Lake Shore road. I held 
a parlor meeting at their residence. I 
then stopped at Painesville, Ohio, and 
held two meetings at the parlors of 
Mr. Smith, so well-known all through 
Ohio and at Lily Dale. I also stayed 
one night at Conneaut, Ohio, and met 
the young friends who were invited by 
Mrs. Catifman (who was speaking for 
them) to spend an evening with her 
at the home of the president and his 
wife, Mr. and Mrs. S. Mahaffy. A most 
enjoyable time was passed.

Saturday I started for Buffalo, N. Y., 
where I was to speak for the month of
Febrttary. 1 was met at the 
Mr. Byrum, who took me to 
hospitable home of Mr. and 
and her sister, Mrs. Darch,

depot by 
the ever 
Mrs. Ey 
where 1

have been most royally entertained and 
made to feel at home. ■

I began my labors Sunday morning, 
February 2 in tlie worst storm of rain, 
slush and water that could be con
ceived of; I had while in Buffalo the 
worst weather of the season. The at
tendance has been better than one 
could expect with the horrible weather. 
I found the society in a peculiar condi
tion. During the month the temple 
has been sold, and tlie society now pays 
rent for what was hoped at one time to 
be their own. Mrs. Matteson who has 
done so much for the society fa!t she 
could no longer carry the burden of the 
temple, and no one can blame her. The 
society is now trying to. purchase the 
Unitarian church on Delaware Avenue, 
a very fine building, complete in every 
respect. It is to be hoped they will 
either secure that or some other build
ing suited to their work, 1 organized a 
Ladles' Aid which will do a good work 
in the future. Two entertainments 
were given while I was there which 
were well attended, yielding a hand
some sum—one literary, the other a 
card party, supper and dance. ‘

On the 8th of February, I assisted in 
holding a state meeting at Tonawanda, 
N. with Mrs. Atcheson. Mr. Rich-' 
.ardson, the state president, was sick, so 
I. presided anc| delivered the address. 
Mrs. Atclieson followed with her 
marked spiritual delineations and tests. 
In spite of the severity of the weather 
there was a very large attendance, and 
I hope good was done. ■
. Tuesday, the 16th, I spoke In East 
Aurora, N. •¥., for the society there. 
This is the homo of Mr. H. W. Richard
son, tlie state president, and of Elbert 
Hubbard, ■ Idld not have time to visit 
the various meetings hold in ‘different 
parts of the society, or attend any of

Jxom tbe Spirit IRealme
Spirit Garnie Bbetersil^a.

While on Earth Mr. Petersilea was a me®unj for the 
transmission of important letters from those long 
in spirit life. Now,, having become a freed spirit 
himself, he will convey his best thoughts through 
the mediumship of his devoted wife, and we are 
sure they will prove interesting to our readers.

Letter Number Three. stood, that my father’s spirit was our

3MSæs»

Now, dear friends and readers ot The 
Progressive Thinker, I returned to my 
wife, She had just retired to her bed, 
and was in a state between waking and 
sleeping, aud that means that tne spirit 
Is partially freed from the body, and as 
my spirit came en rapport with hers, 
she saw all that had passed between 
me and my old friend, Franz Liszt; she 
also saw, pictured within the ether, 
Liszt and myself as we came forth from 
the cathedral. -

"Ah! Carlyle,” she exclaimed, “al
though, in your last days on earth, you 
lost your former prestige, and was held 
in contempt by many, on account of 
your spiritual belief, you have been 
able already to help one of the greatest 
and grandest of musicians; besides, a 
former pupil; and who can tell the vast 
amount of good you may still be able 
to do?” • .

This was her always. Prestige, 
pomp, show and glitter held no charms 
for her.

“Truth—truth! Carlyle,” she would 
say. . “We can afford to starve, but not 
to forswear that winch we know to be 
true. But the angels will not let us 
starve. I feel sure of that. If we work 
faithfully for them, they will see to it 
that we are provided for.”

While I am on tilts subject, I wish to 
tell the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker a story, if-agreeable to the ed
itor of that grand and good paper. But 
if he does not think it best to publish it 
why, he can cut it out. ™

Some few years ago while I was still 
In the mortal form, my wife had an ex
ceedingly lame wrist. It had been 
sprained, then rheumatism set in, and 
she was in great pain and Buffered con
tinually with it. At last it became so 
had that she could not use it, and I con- 
eluded to send her to Long Beach, to a 
sanitarium there, where colored glass 
was used as one of the healing agents. 
We already owned our home In Glen
dale, together with six acres of land— 
that is it belonged to my wife In her 
own right—more than enough, as I 
thought, for any musician to own, as, of 
course, I could not work the land. But 
we both loved our home although the 
land gave us little or no return.

Every day, after taking her treat
ment at the Sanitarium, my wife would 
go down on the pier, at Long Beach, 
and sit in the pavilion, to Inhale tho 
mild air that came sweeping across the 
Pacific.

Now, I would like It to be well under-

guardian angel, my wife being very 
susceptible to ills influence. Every 
day, when my wife was seated calmly 
on the pier, my father would come to 
hen—she seeing him plainly with her 
Inner vision—and say, as he pointed in 
a certain direction; “Go right over 
there and buy a house lot.”

"Oh, no; that would not- -be wise,” 
said she. “We have already more land 
than we can possibly take care of, and 
Carlyle Is not In a position now, to pur
chase more land. It would be a most 
foolish thing to do, I am sure.”

But the next day, and the next and 
so on, the same command would be 
given: "Go directly over.,there”—aff he 
pointed—“and buy a house-lot.”

Every Thursday I went down to see 
my wife, and how she. was getting on, 
so, when Thursday came, I went down 
as usual. I found my .wife on the pier.

"Do you know, dear,” she said, after 
our greeting was over, “that your 
father Insists that we shall go over 
there"—as she pointed—“and buy a 
house-lot." ’
. “Why!” I exclaimed, “that would be 
suicidal. I have no money, just now, 
to buy It with, and we have already 
more land than we know what to do 
with. The land we have is already 
sinking us, I fear." ,

"That Is just what I said to your 
father; and I think as you do; but he 
Insists."

“Well, I shall not obey thus' time," 
I said. "It may be a deceiving spirit."

“No,” she answered; "no, it is really 
your father. I know him and cannot* 
be deceived."

"Well, I shall not do so foolishly as 
to buy land that I do not want, and 
really should not know what to do 
with; moreover, I have no monpy to 
buy it with."

This settled tlie matter, is I thought, 
but as we went up from the pier, we 
passed a real estate agent's office, and 
just as we were opposite It, I was 
whirled about and forbad, against my 
will, to enter this office and ask the 
agent what good house-lots he had for 
sale? He briskly told us that he had a 
good many; but one in particular that 
he was obliged to sell that very day, at/ 
the owner must have the money; and, 
strange as it may seem, the house-lot 
was situated on the very spot where my 
father had pointed. The lot was to be 
sold very cheap, for tlie owner wanted 
the money badly. Now,' I had no money 
with me, and thought It best not to buy 
the land; but the agent said he would

get the money,for me at the bank, pro
viding 1 paid a little more, This ho 
did; and I bought the lot and deeded it 
to my wife. .

Great God! how my heart rises up lu 
gratitude, as I now .think of, it.

t hought tlie lot; the next year we put 
up a neat little gem of a cottage, and 
for a year or two we went down there 
during the hot season and were much 
invigorated and refreshed—and now 
comes the test and cream ot It all. If 
I had not obeyed my father's voice, my 
poor wife ¡would now be helpless In her 
old age and without the means of sup
port. I have passed upward, as you 
know, and all know what fearful ex
penses attend such transitions. If my 
wife had nothing to depend upon but 
the homestead, all would have been lost 
by becoming deeply involved; but, my 
poor wife, in tlie midst of her deep 
grief, and with the help of my father, 
turned herself adroitly, built another 
cottage on the same lot of land, and is 
now living in comfort by renting the 
two cottages, which gives her what she 
needs, besides enabling her to keep the 
dear old homestead.

Oh, how sad it would be for hqr, at 
her age, to part with all that had been 
dear to us both—and now, right here I 
want to say a few words concerning me
diumship, “The Great Psychological 
Crime" to the contrary.

I know the gift of mediumship to be 
divine, the grandest and best power 
ever given to mankind. Without it 
man would be scarcely higher than tlie 
brute creation; in fact, it is tlie one dis
tinguishing trait that raises him above 
the lower animals. Without it he would 
sink into barbarism. It Is the only lad
der by which he climbs into heaven. 
The ladder it is said that Jacob saw, 
was the ladder of mediumship. On this 
ladder the angels—which means the 
messengers—ascended and descended. 
If one can find any other ladder by 
which angels ascend and descend to 
benefit mankind, I, for one, would like 
to know it. Mediumship instead of 
leading downward, forever leads up
ward. That there are bad spirits, I do 
not attempt to deny; there are also bad 
men and women; but a right-minded 
medium need not.be beguiled, no more 
than a right-minded man or woman 
need be beguiled by bad men and wo
men. ,

I might have been beguiled to enter 
the cathedral with Liszt; but. Instead, 
I tried to lift him out of the mire of 
false teachings.

If a bad spirit comes near a medium 
and tempts him or her to do wrong, say 
to that spirit, as Jesus is said to have 
done: “Get thee behind me, Satan;” or, 
get thee gone, for I will not listen to 
anything that is not right. But the bet
ter way, to my thinking, is to say to 
that spirit: "This which you tempt me 
o do, is entirely wrong. I will not de- 
;rade myself by doing it, but as you are 
lot capable of directing me aright, al
low me to direct you; and then teach 
hat lower soul the right way—show it 

.he way to the heavenly light. Perhaps 
on earth It had no opportunity to be
come good; perhaps it had been a 
drunkard or a child of the slums. Be 
kind to it as you would to one of the

same on earth; teach it and shC it the 
right path. , v

All spirits are teachers, and all per
sons ought to be. The spirits are for
ever teaching those below them, and 
men and women of earth should teach 
those below them.

There are two points in this narrative 
that I would like to clear up; for, some
times my control weakens a little, or 
I myself forget or overlook them.

Some may ask, how it was that I 
found an orchestra in a cathedral? My 
reply is this: In Franz Liszt’s early 
days, it was customary to have a sym
phony orchestra in large cathedrals. 
This custom has since been discontin
ued, as larger organs have been manu
factured and come into use; but this 
did not please Liszt. He often said to 
me, while in the mortal body, that the 
right place for a grand symphony was 
the church; and when he entered spirit 
life he found manv cathedrals supplied 
with a grand orchestra, which pleased 
him much; and his own was one of the 
largest.

The other point is this: Some of my 
distant relatives have wanted to know 
if I left any real estate in California? 
To them, if their eyes chance to fall 
upon this, I want to say: The home
stead, from the first, was deeded to my 
wife. When I bought the little proper
ty in Long Beach, my father’s voice 
whispered In my ear: "Be sure and 
deed this to your wife;’’ which I did, to 
my great joy now that I have left her 
down there so desolate. But for my 
father’s still, small voice, she might 
not now have a place to lay her head— 
moreover, I gave her a bill of sale to all 
my personal effects, together with the 
copy rights of my books; and I would 
like to advise all those who desire to 
leave anything to tbe cause ot Spirit
ualism, to gjve deeds, in full, before 
they leave the mortal body, taking life
leases In return. Do not make wills 
.that can be broken. 1 have found spir
its here who were very unhappy be
cause their wishes in this direction 
were not carried out. '

In regard to tlie symphony orchestra, 
I will relate that, when I was a young 
man, in Germany, while at the Leipzig 
Conservatory, I desired very much to 
practice on an organ. The only one 
available was in a church. Very early, 
cold, winter mornings, I went to this 
church to practice; and I want to tell 
you all how the organ bellows was man
aged. A flight of steps led up to the 
handle of the bellows, the man who 
worked tbe bellows would run up this 
flight of stairs, seize the handle of the 
bellows, swing himself off and allow 
his weight to carry the handle down, 
and while it was going back, run up the 
stairs, ready to seize it again and carry 
it down in tlie same way. I used to 
pity the man so much that ^1 could 
scarcely play. And so, between my 
sympathy for the man and my own half
frozen fingers, my hour of practicing 
was not a very pleasant one—and that 
poor man had to blow that bellows for 
a dozen or more pupils like myself.

Liszt was some fifty years my senior, 
so all can judge, by this, how it was In 
his early manhood and why an orches
tra was needed.

(To be Contnued.)

THE PSYCHOGRAPH'
OB

Dial FlaoGheue.

LIFE NOT A FAILURE.

It Is Portrayed as Grand and Glorious.
To the Editor:—So much has been written and so 

many theories have been advanced in regard to the 
origin and destiny of man and of life, spirit force and 
intelligence, that many have been led to think and 
form opinions quite different from those of earlier be
liefs. '

In my hours of meditation I have arrived at certain 
conclusions in regard to the forces of nature and the 
vast universe of matter, and I will endeavor to pre
sent my ideas in as few words as possible to convey 
to my readers the thoughts sought to be expressed.

Eternal progress is the law of Nature. I cannot 
conceive of a beginning of time. We may go hack in 
thought for billions and billions of ages, and yet we 
are no nearer the morning of time; and 6o with space. 
We may journey with the,speed of thought to the 
most distant star, as we think, and yet beyond and 
beyond tho universe extends, and we know that there 
can be no end.

I cannot conceive of a beginning of or creation of 
one particle of matter or spirit in all this vast uni
verse. The elements of all life and force never had a 
beginning and can have no end. Nothing can be lost, 
and nothing added to. The laws of nature existed 
eternally, and thus could not have had a Creator or 
jawmaker. '

The First Great Cause, so-called, can not exist, be
cause there was no first. Matter, force, spirit, design 
and life never had a starting point, and can have no 
end. ■

There is no circumference or .center in Nature, and 
it is a mistake to talk of, or pray to, the Great Cen
tral Source of power. The forces of Nature, attrac
tion and repulsion, positive and negative principles, 
inhere in all substance, and are the agents and build
ers of all worlds, all forms and all the orders of life 
that we behold. ,

Life exists in matter ip alT its forms; in the ani
mal, the tree, the grass and in the millions of insects 
and germs so minute that no eye can see them, and all 
of this living spirit is endowed with intelligence, in a 
degree, from the lowest up to man.

The subject is so boundless that perhaps no mind 
can draw the line between matter and spirit, or trace

the life spark in matter through all the gradations 
wjiiph. t^is immortal germ has passed, through lower- 
l'qr/ns>up to man, the positive and negative forces 
.through .the male and female producing the individ
ualized human being, which is the highest expression 
of life that we know anything about—a soul with 
infinite capabilities!!

We perceive a tendency through all life and mat
ter towards a higher and more harmonious condition 
—not always continuous, but in waves, seeming at 
times to retrograde, but all progressive when under
stood. Man being a part of Nature and the product 
of this unfolding, is governed by the same law he has 
inherited, and must rise to higher and higher condi
tions, just as positively as the planets are compelled 
to follow their course around their central sun. Life 
experience is an eternal school Towards a wider 
knowledge and more harmonious being; and as pro
gress is eternal, so our life in the limitless future, must 
continue to take on new experiences, forever and for
ever. .

It is not necessary that we should all travel the 
same road of progress. There are millions of roads 
that lead up and around and through the hills of 
knowledge and beauty. This .. continuous learning, 
with a loving companion, will constitute one of the 
great pleasures of life. When we have outgrown all 
selfishness, it will be a joy to help our less developed 
brother man and sister woman to more harmonious 
conditions. -

If in the great future we could become perfect— 
that is, if we could know all that the vast universe 
of space contains now or ever will contain—then life 
would become a failure. No more to learn—stagna
tion, monotony, death! No! we must continue to un
fold and gather in by experience all we come in con
tact with, for life is eternal activity.

Think of the unlimited possibilities in the future 
for each of us. We may, indeed wonder and doubt, 
and ask, who am I ? What am I ? Where will L be in 
a thousand or million years hence? Will our loved 
ones be with us? Will love, beauty and satisfaction 
fill us continually with unutterable joy forgyermore?

Yes, that is the only rational answer. LifeTs not a 
failure! Life is glorious I J. M. MATHEWS.

San Francisco, Cal.

APOSTROPHE TO TIME.

Through countless ages on thy course, 
0 Time! thou stayest not thy flight 
Of years! One moment heedest not. 
The sad’ning tears of grief or pain! 
Thine everlasting march of davs 
Rolls swiftly on o’er birth and death 
Of worlds; whose age, a million years 
Mark but the dawn of life began!
Thou turn’st not back thy stoic face 
Nor easiest yet one pitying glance 
On downcast millions of the earth 
Whose only crime is honest strife 
By sweat of brow, by toil, by pain, 
Their children’s hunger to appease, 
And shiv’rfng bodies shield from blasts 
Of wintry winds which moan through 

walls
Of lowly hovels whets they sleep!
Thou easiest not one backward glance 
Upon the scene of cheerless homes 
Before whose black and tireless hearth, 
With visage pale and wan is seen . 
The children dear on bended knees 
Before their mother plead for broad! 
Thou stayest not when deep despair 
Rests on her soul; and heart cords rend 
At sight of death beheld upon 
The face of darlings dear!
Nor yet is moved thy heart of stone 
When frenzy to her brain doth fly, 
And prostrate on the frozen hearth 
Before her starving children diesit
0 TimeiThy marble heart beats not 
A throb of love for one sad soul 
Bowed down in grief through weary 

years!
HARRY CLINTON GOODRICH.

NOTICE OF ANNUAL CONVENTION.
The seventh annual convention of the 

New York State Association of Spirit
ualists will be held on Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday, June 3, 4, and 5, at Empire 
Hall, corner North Salina and West 
Genesee streets, in the city of Syra
cuse, N. Y. There will be good speak
ers and phenomenal mediums; choice 
music under the direction of the Syra
cuse society. A list of speakers and 
mediums will be published later. All 
earnestly and cordially invited to at
tend. Individual membership, 51 per 
year. HERBERT L. WHITNEY, 
. Secretary.
727 Monroe street) Brooklyn, N. Y.

the many circles, as my time was fully 
taken. Dr. Eddy holds a prominent po
sition at the temple, where he has on 
sale all of the spiritual papers, also re
ceiving subscriptions for the same, as 
well as many books on Spiritualism. 
He also receives subscriptions for The 
Progressive Thinker, which has such a 
wide Held of influence and is regarded 
as the standard of excellence by people 
who are even but slightly acquainted 
with tlie various journals or Spiritual
ism. Mrs. Murtha, ot Baltimore, is now 
filling an engagement with the society, 
and Is feeding the spiritually hungry 
with her excellent tests. .

I leave Buffalo, Saturday, March 12, 
for Williamsport, Pa., then tho next 
week on to Philadelphia, new fields of 
labor to me, there to meet new forces 
and come in touch with new conditions. 
But everywhere I go I shall bear tho 
message of Spiritualism, knowing .that 
it will uplift the race when rightly un
derstood.

I am the well-wisher of all in the 
thought of spiritual unfoldment. ■ • ,

G. H. BROOKS.
114 President street, Wheaton/Uis.

Tlie only effective criticism of a poor 
religion is tho creation of a better one.

1 cannot accept tho idea of the Bible 
that io taught by the Catholic church, I 
cannot accept the idea of tho Bible that 
is taught by tho ■ -orthodox Protestant 
church, because I cannot find any ade
quato reason for accepting the bollefo 
about It of either.—M. J. Savage,

iè

ZJbe Essence ot life is Divine.
- J

■ t< orr ... ■ ■ '
Fair are the flowers arid the^hlldren, but their subtle suggestion Is fairer; 
Rare Is thefooeburst of dawn, but the secret that clasps It Is rarer; 
Sweet the exultance ofisongF but the strain that precedes It Is sweeter, 
And never was poem^et wPft but the meaning outmastered the meter.

Never a daisy that gwws tOlt a mystery guldeth the growing;
Never a river that flojiys ,but a majesty soepters the flowing;
Never a Shakspeare tjjat scared but a stronger than he did enfold I 
Nor.ever a-prophet fflfetell^but a mightier seer hath foretold him.

■ ■■ = ■■■. ■ . . - ,G j’-u'-1 lOJ .' • ■ . ■ ■ ■ ■

Back of the canvas that thPb'ps, the painter la hinted and hidden;
Into the statue that bJ^eath$‘,the soul of the sculptor Is bidden; 
Under the Joy that Is felt lie the Infinlte'lssues of feeling;
Crowning the glory , revealed Is the glory that crowns the revealing

Great are the symbols of belhg, but that which Is symbeled Is greater;
Vast the create and beheld, but vaster the Invised creator;'
Back of the sound broods the silence, baok of the gift stands the giving 
Back of the hand that receives thrill the sensitive nerves of receiving.

Space is as nothing to spirit, the deed Is outdone by the doing;
Tho heart of the wooer Is warm, but warmer the heart of the Wooing;
And up from the pits where these shiver, and up from the heights where those 

■ shine, -■ - ■ ■ ■< ■ '• •• . . ■
.Twin voices and shadows swim starward and the essence of life Ie divine.

• . >~Rlchar0 Realf.

fl VERY 
IMPORTANT CALL 

IS MADE.
A GENEROUS OFFER, AND A CALL 

TO SPIRITUALISTS.
To tho Spiritualists at Large:—A 

generous offer has been made by a 
prominent Spiritualist in this ' city to 
give ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS to 
the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. S. 
A., for the benefit of aged and needy 
mediums, provided the Spiritualists at 
large will contribute another Thousand 
Dollars to tho same relief fund by the 
first of June next. Tho N. S. A. is now 
paying out a large monthly sum in pen
sions to worthy mediums; tlie calls for 
aid increase and the fund is constantly 
being depleted. Let every generous 
soul who has not already done all possi
ble for this worthy object, kindly send 
contributions, large or small, to the fob 
lowing address, each will bo acknowl
edged with thanks. The generous nfan 
who makes tho offer desires to bo un
named to the public.

MARY T. LONGLEY, ' 
N. B. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. H., Wash.
Ington, D. 0. .

I have ne genius; it Is only pr.tiont, 
concentrated tall ■ that gives mo suc
cess.—Sir Isaac Nawlon.

)»

Thia instrument is substantially th« 
game as that employed by Prof. Hare in 
his early investigations. In its im
proved form it has been before the pub
lic for more than twelve years, and In 
the hands of thousands of persons has 
proved its superiority over the Pion- 
chetto, and all other instruments which 
have been brought out in Imitation, 
both in regard to certainty and correct
ness of the communications received by 
its aid, and as a means of developing 
mediumship.

Do you wish to Investigate Spirit
ualism?

Do you wish to develop Mediumship? 
Do you desire to receive communica

tions? *
The Psychograph is an invaluable as

sistant. A pamphlet with full 
. directions for the

FORMATION OF CIRCLES AND CUL
TIVATION OF MEDIUMSHIP

with every instrument. Many who were 
not aware of their medlumlslic gift, 
have, after a few sittings, been able to 
receive delightful messages. A vol
ume might be filled with commendatory 
letters. Many wiio began with it as an 
amusing toy, found that the intelligence 
controlling it knew more than them
selves, and became converts to Spirit
ualism.

Capt D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y, 
writes: "I had communications (by tlie 
Psychograpl) ) from many other friends, 
even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. 
They have been highly satisfactory, 
and proved to me dial Spiritualism is 
indeed true, and the communications 
have given my heart the greatest com
fort in the severest loss 1 have had of 
sou, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings 
have made his name familiar to those 
interested In psychic mailers, writes as 
follows: “I am much pleased with the 
Psychograph. It is very simple in prin
ciple and construction, and I am sure 
must be far more sensitive to spiritual 
power than the one now in use. 1 be
lieve It will generally supersede the lat
ter when its superior merits become 
known.”

Securely packed, and sent postage 
paid from the manufacturer, for $1,00. 
Address '

HUDSON TUTTLE;
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

PUBLICATIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle
Library of Spiritual Literature.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain tlie vast array of facts iu its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from them arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man's spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents,

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and In the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. Air ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered.. . Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, $1. ' .

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF 
MAN.

Containing the latest investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price $1.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT, 

OF THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods of 
Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” 
Price, 25 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought.- It is 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets of 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Price, 
30 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual
ists. Their testimony. Eight-page 
tract for mission work. Singles copies, 
5 cents; 100 for ?1.25.

. FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms ot tlie author, 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautltully bound. 
Price ?1.
s THE LYCEUM GUIDE. .

For the home, the lyceum and socie
ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price, 
56 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid. ’ •
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA.

TIONS. - >
For humane education, with plan of 

tho Angell Prlzo Oratorical Contests. 
By Emffia Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, ' 

Berlin Heights, Ohio, j
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THE UNSEEN WORLD.

SEEKING THE TRUTH.
At Warwick Hall. Kansas City, Mo.,

C. W. Leadbeater lectured on’The Un

ical deductions from the law of vibra
tion. He Bald, in part:

lea.

so."

C. W. Leadbeater Presents His Views
of the Sarne.

unimportant force. It is seen ia a man.

Brother Hutcheson in Ills thesis has
confounded “vital energy,” that pre

that makes kings ot men.
Vitality is inane, it sways no sceptre;

reels the raveled ends of their influ

bly Is the limitation of mau's immor
tality.

gator,

EB&ES

The Annual Meeting
Will Be Held at

Tuesday and Wednesday, April 5 and 6,1904
Three Sessions Dalli]

Forenoon Conference on vital Questions free 
to all. Afternoons and evenings devoted to In
spiration and Oratory, Music and Messages.

Watch for Programs. Remember dates. In
vite your friends.

GEO. B. WARNE, Prest. Ill. S. S. A. 
Ella Johnson Bloom, Secy.

Mass Meeting Programme.
fTUESDAY, 10:30 A. M—Blue Parlor— 

Social Greetings. Informal Talks. 
Committee Reports.

2 P. M.—Tho Progress and Prospects of 
Spiritualism.—Moses Hull.

Spiritualism an Emancipator of Men.— 
Will J. Erwood. .

Readings by Mrs. C. Kirchner, Mrs. A.
Gifford, Mrs. Susie Dill, and Will J.
Erwood. '

8 P. M—A New Presentation of an Old 
Truth.—Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond.

Spiritualism a Science.—C. W. Stewart. 
Readings by Mrs. May Elmo, Mrs, Josie 

K. Folsom, Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss.

WEDNESDAY, 10:30 A., M.—Mediums’ 
Conference: Are spirit 'guides re
quired for unfoldment 6f an Individ
ual's highest psyehjo powers? Is 
subjective control necessarily injurl- 
ous to the medium? Opened by Mrs. 
Mattie E. Hull, R. Gllray, Mrs. M. A. 
Burland, R. S. Ray, Mrs. W. F. Schu-

2

mâcher, Mrs. Jennie 8. Adams, Will 
J. Erwood', Harry J. Moore, Mrs. Nora 
E. Hill,- C. W. Stewart, Chas. A. 
Eichler.
P. M.—Address.—C. W. Stewart.

A Practical Consideration of Mediumship
0. F. Short of New York Attempts to Explain Spme

Mysteries That Often Confuse the Nev/ Investi

There are many persons who seek but find not;^sk, 
but receive not, and becoming discouraged they aban
don any further pursuit, while others find rewardt.and
satisfaction.

That spirit messages arc often VAGUE, TWISTED, 
CONTRADICTORY, OR EVEN FALSE, NEED NOT
BE DENIED.

'While no one can sanction all this, still there are
some reasons for it that should be considered. How 
to explain to some degree, and to find out who and 
tv hut should be censured fur these difficulties, is the 
purport of this letter. _
• 1. The mistake is often made by applying the laws 
of material science to explain spiritual affairs,

2. Those souls living on a low material plane 
should consider that between them and the high

a mouse, and in the robust growth ol
Jonah’s gourd. Life, proper expires
with the last death-bed sigh, ami is
dissipated in nature’s great conserva

times, our ups and downs, the fights and lootraces?
the answer is: “Oh, no, 1 can forget. I must iorget 
these things, or I can make but poor progress in the... . . . .
new life. 0, maybe sometime 1 can get into the earth
condition and recall them if you insist that I must do

A great mistake is made by asking gloomy, un
happy questions like the following: " ' _
member how you suffered ? Don’t you remember how 
jve all cried? Did we do right to put that headstone 
at your grave? Don’t you want us to still wear 
mourning and to visit your grave every day and put
floweis on it? etc.

seen World,” and explained in a simple
way the nature ot the astral body and
tho theory x>t tlieosophv, based on log

"Theosophical teaching on tho sub

tory of energy.

sides over the growth ol an oak, an ox,
and an infant, with Hie god-like mind

wields no influence. Nature has hung

Don’t you re-
ject of the unseen world la very much
more precise and definite than that
which we usually receive from current
religious teaching in England and Amer-

We hold that there ¡B an unseen
world, and that it is around us here and
now, and not far away from ub, and
that it remains unseen simply because

the mind of man, as Jupiter did the
harp of Orpheus, on the promontory of
a atar, to make music lor the world.

Men live in their children; and Fate

ence, and weaves them Into the fabric
of the world's civilization. This possi

Now, dear, stupid souls, instead of these being the
fust things they wish to hear from us, they are the
very last.

Great capital is sometimes made, and wonder ex
pressed, that spirits do not or cannot parade for our 
pleasure all their earthly experiences. As a partial 
explanation of this difficulty, bear m mind the sug
gestions of vibratory science. .

We mean this, that knowledge gained under the 
slow, weak, sluggish vibrations of earthly , life is 
eclipsed when the spirit brain vibrates a million or so

most of us have not yet developed the
senses by which It can be perceived;
that for those who have developed 
these senses tho world is not unseen, 
and not unknown but is entirely within 
reach, and can bo explored and investi
gated as may be desired, precisely as 
any country here on earth might be if

Immortality was brought to light by
the alleged resurrection of Jesus, yet
bis followers are full of doubting 
Thomases. Spirit return may now be

Our Future.—Harry J. Moore.
Address.—Mrs. E. Schauss.
Readings by Mrs. Wm. Hilbert, Mrs. 

। Nellie Kusserow, Mr. R. S. Ray, Mrs. 
' E. Schauss.
WEDNESDAY, 8 P. M.—Foregleams of 

Immortality.—Will J. Erwood.
The Religion of Spiritualism.—Mqsee 

Hull. >
Messages by Mrs. Josie K. Folsom, Mrs. 

E. Schauss, Will J. Erwood.

Musical selections afternoons and 
evenings under direction of Madame 
Bourgeois.

Come early to secure seats.
Admission: Mornings, free; after

noons, 15 cents; evenings, 25 cents.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
Published Every Saturdiy at 40 Loomis Street, 

• J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor
Entered it the Chicago FuHflce it Second-Ctaea Mailer
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A CORRECTION.
Curious mistake^ sometimes occur in 

a newspaper office. One did happen 
last week, under tho head pf "Out
spoken Words,” on the fourth page. Dr. 
G. B. Warne’s name appeared at the 
end of the article—a mistake on the 
part of the printer, we regret to say. 
Our Reporter alone is responsible for 
tho article,.and not Dr. • Warne. The 
wrong "line!’ was placed at the bottom 
of the article.,

Obsolete Revivalism.
Just at the présent time an extra and

realms of spirit existence is a wide and almost, im
passable chasm. To convey earthly knowledge intapt .- , 
into spirit consciousness is no easy matter. How times more rapidly, just as you cannot see the rapid- 
often questions are unwelcome, out of place, and dis-, ly revolving wheel. ... . ,. j. ,
tasteful to the spirit who makes but slight or indif-: Spirit messages are possible when the medium s 
ferent replies. Then again, some ask a deep question brain goes up to a high vibration and the spirit s 
or secret of the heavenly world that is forty years brain slows down to touch it. This contact makes 
ahead of our present attainment. Little pains are communion possible, brief, irregular, faulty, frag- 
taken to answer such paltry puzzles. Furtherqiqi’e,. mentary, yet precious. The longer and the stronger 
curiosity, pretense or selfishness may prompt the in- this union of the two minds can be maintained, the 
quirer. Spirits knowing all this, make vague replies, more clear, the more valuable, the more reliable such 
or evade it altogether. ■ ■ messages become . . ...

Often we think it most important that we know ” x
certain things, while they see that it would be better

better verified than in the case of the 
Nazarene, yet tne world is full of ag
nostics.

As a working theory, to prove immor
tality, the labor of Spiritualists should 
be commended. Every religion on earth 
is founded on spirit communion. Splr- 
itualism is earnestly trying to prove the 
basis of these religions true. Ortho
doxy should treat Spiritualism with en
dearment, instead of fighting it with

only the possibilities of human con
sciousness were more fully developed. 
This very suggestion implies that there 
are additional possibilities—that as we 
usually know it, it is imperfect. We all 
know that some people have greater 
powers of sight and hearing than oth
ers, and therefore that there 1b consid
erable possibility of variation in con
sciousness, We know that there is 
much that the keenest sight can never 
reach unaided—that there are whole 
worlds of minute life, revealed to us by 
the rhlcroscope, which are far beyond 
the grasp of ordinary human senses. 
But our senses are limited in another 
direction. We cannot see the very air 
that surrounds us, our senses would 
give us no indication of its existence, 
except that when it is in motion we are 
aware of it by the sense of touch. We 
cannot see any matter in the gaseous 
condition unless it happens to have a 
brilliant color, as chlorine has.

“All Information, of whatever kind it 
may be, which reaches us from without 
by means of our senses, must come to 
them in the form of vibrations. We 
see by vibrations of the ether; we hear 
by vibrations of the air; and if you will 
study this question from the scientific 
point of view you cannot but be struck 
by the fact that our eyes are capable of 
responding to only a very limited num
ber of these vibrations—a mere handful

fire.
Alliance, Ohio.

L. L. LAMBORN, M. D.

AN IMPORTANT QUESTION.
Is mediumship injurious?
That depends; * person will be in-

jured by 
light.

Is the

sitting too long in the sua-

sunlight injurious and to be
carefully avoided?

Water is injurious if one stays in it■ ■ — —
No very great estimation can now be placed on or

dinary messages. We only pursue this way because 
_iaiww<;xeu. we think we believe that greater success.in the future

Sometimes we are arrogant, dictate and command will be realized, and messages of surpassing value will 
as though they were servants and we their masters, be forthcoming from the higher spheres to all per
In that ease they never make haste nor take pains to sons who become spiritually minded 
gratify our vanity. ■ . Few appreciate the great effort it requires for

It is a mistake to suppose that they are all wise,. spirits to come to us at all. They come, swinging and 
infallible, perfect in knowledge and morals. This ac- swaying like a leaf m. the freeze, almost helpless, 
counts for many failures, for they are yet human, and easily moved or hypnotized. They are in such close 
may not be any wiser or moral than we mortals, and rapport with the instrument that their messages be- 
hence many mistakes are made. They, like we, judge come colored by the medium's sentiments. All strong 
things from their point of view, and to expect all likes, dislikes, sentiments and wishes, that an answer 
truth from one standpoint is a folly. *We should re- will be so and so these strong currents of thought 
member that« they are wise on certain matters; to affect the spirit, and all these mind currents are 
push them out of the special lines, and expect per- more in power and influence than the spirit can en- 
fect knowledge on other matters is neither rhyme nor. counter, and it reflects them back again, so that often 
reason; we Se*; hack what we send forth. These irregular re

Ignorance of the laws of mediumship accounts for suits are a natural effect and not the evil intent of the 
much confusion. A perfect harmony must obtain be-, spirit visitor. . .
tween the spirit and the medium. A musical spirit What investigators receive in the seance room is 
can manifest through a musically talented medium, not all spirit, nor all medium, nor all sitters, but is, as 
So of the poetic, the artistic, etc. To expect an ex-', we’might say, a compound result, and it requires 
alted visitor to display these surpassing qualities,;much judgment to discern just how much of it be- 
through a coarse, sordid, ignorant instrument,Us a long to the spirit alone. By this time we should un
great absurdity. To give a fine mechanic old,- dull, derstand that the spirits use the elements of । 
tools, you eannot expect the finest results. • .¡ strength to enable them to manifest. Ignorant of this,

How often we approach, the seance, not to have a.; one will cry out, **011, that was not my mother came, 
heart to heart talk with the loved ones, but, “Lhave that was the medium’s voice I heard.” This explains 
just come to get something. I am in trouble. I ¡want« all that. Or they will say of a materialized spirit, 
to learn about that trade. Can I marry? or get-a din “Oh, that was not genuine; didn’t resemble her at all 
vorce? or how can I make a big deal and cheat thq( —not a bit! It is all fraud! Not remembering that 
other fellow? That answers are so conflicting and.: the body which they expected to see, has long since 
unprofitable is no great wonder. ' < ' : gone to dust and this new one is constructed from the

It should not be forgotten that vast quantities of available elements that may be at hand. The writer 
earthly knowledge is of no value in spirit life-r.often trusts that these random thoughts will give to some 
more of a hindrance than a help. This knowledge is,'more rational ideas of viewing the matter and assist 
put aside and spirits aro in nd 'haste itoTgathbrUt!up them jn phtaipuig the best results possible, 
again, even if they have the power to do so. Whefo ., ‘ C. F. SHORT,
we ask them, “Oh, don't you remember all our high New York City. t .

unanswered.

too long.
Hold your head 

hour and you will 
jured.

Shall we refuse

under water for an 
be considerably in

to have anything
more to do with water?

The best of food will injure one if 
taken at too frequent intervals or in too 
large quantities.

Shall we discard all food because 
hundreds die every year from the ef
fects of overeating?

Personally, I have found mediumship 
the reverse of injurious. From the

Remit by Postofflce Money order, Registered 
Letter or Draft on Chicago or New York. It _
costs from 10 to IB cents to get cheeks cashed on concerted effort is being made by.evan
local banks, so do not send them unless you f b
wish that amount deducted trom the amount gellcal ministers to arouse a revival 
sent, Address all letters to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 I furore in Chicahto Conversions by the . Loomis Street, Chicago, m. . turore in cntcago. uonvet aeons u/
______________________ ____________ ■■----- 1 thousand are hoped and prayed for. As 

take noticei_I a powerful and efficient means to this ,
^"iiowed, the paper ¿'d«»1« desired end, the Rev. J. Wilbur Chap-' 

win be sent tor extra numbers. man, as reported in the press, recom-
^ivrie^s,<Midtanyienors1hJ>acldrtoS0wifltbe that preachers should preach,

promptly ^rrected, and missing numbers more about hell.
^Whon?™ you desire tho address of your It is simply a recurrence of the olden 

paper ichanged, always give the address ol revivalists plan of frightening sinners 
theplacoto which It has been going or the . „_fptv Hterallv Bearingchange made. I into tne ura oi stu-eiy, meituiy

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES. teem into the church and heaven. 
The price of The Progressive Thinker I The time was when this method was 

per year to-foreign countries is ?2. Very effective in “adding to the church 
■ ; 1 "  ......... —~ ■ — such as should be saved.”

SATURDAY, APRIL 2, 1904. No doubt'there are many, very many 
- , ■ • ■ -------- -.........— sinners who “should be saved,” and.

TAVE KlfiTinC Chicago has its full quota of that sort.| |||y | |b I Perhaps one could notchy a brickbat or
All booka advartlaed In the column# dornick in the street without hitting 

of The.Progressive Thinker are for sale one of that class. Nor would It be safe 
at tnls office. Bear this in mind, j to hurl a missile into a congregation of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
church members during “divine serv
ices,” under the assurance that no mis
erable sinners would be wounded.

Edltor-at-Largo for tho National Spirit- But, really, is Dr. Chapman bo bu- 
ualist Association. perbly ignorant of the progress of hu-

‘ Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an- man thought, as not be aware of the 
•wer all attacks in the secular or relig- fact that the old time evangelical con- 
lous press on Spiritualism. Send him cept of hell has been left In the cob

, otfnoir in made elv- webed pigeon-holes of memory—almost clippings when a., attack Is made giv I forgott^n= wholly obsoiete except to 
Ing date and name of paper. Address I a «elect” non-progressive preach- 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio. , ers of wbom he is a type? ’

. _______ As a Methodist minister wisely re-
. . ' • ■> >■ marked: “We may preach the old docArcana of Spiritualism,

■■ If one inquires. Why is this thus? the
A Manual of Spiritual Science and answer is, the people have outgrown

Phiinannhv the °ld dogmas, and have lost Mth inrnuosopuy. hen Uj0 preacj!er8 of damnation.
. . . 7. , I Free thought and Spiritualism are

Do you wish to assist in the p ubllc - leavenlng thinking minds with their en- 
tlon of a revised edition of this book? H htenlng humanizing, healthful 1m- 
If so, by subscribing for It now, you will _pega 
receive a copy at less.price than it will v • 
be sold for after publication. Price not I a° more 11 
desired until the book is ready-for de
livery. Please send your address at 
once If you desire to assist. . .

320 octavo pages, finely bound in I ord Herald, in a recent communication 
muslin. I concerning the Hon. Bourke Cockran’s

Price to subscribers, $1, postpaid. return t0 congress from New York, af- 
Address HUDSON TUTTLE, u e of many yearBj wrltea

Berlin Heights, Ohio. oratorJcal .
' 1 ’ ' ~ I “Mr. Cockran has said i>f himself that

Speaks In a Trance-Like Condition.
A correspondent of the Chicago Rec-

A False Claim.
We have recelve.d a pamphlet, a cler

gyman the author, in which he main
tains President Lincoln was a Christian 
—a believer in the dominant religion. 
A gentleman who knew Abraham Lin
coln very well, a strong anti-slavery 
man in those times, and well posted in 
political affairs, has just made the 
statement over his own signature, in 
which he asserts with positiveness that 
when Mr. Lincoln was first a candidate 
for the presidency, there were twenty- 
one orthodox preachers In Springfield, 
Ill., persons who knew the afterwards 
martyred president well, and save just 
one lone, solitary preacher who voted 
for him, all the rest voted against him, 
else did not vote at all. Apd why this 
action? Because Mr. Lincolh was rec
ognized as an Infidel. The truth’is, he 
was an inquirer,.and probably a Spirit
ualist, for we have positive proof that 
he was a frequent attendant at Spirit
ualistic circles. The clergy of Spring
field were conscious of this fact, hence 
ther opposition to him.

It is closely bordering on the ridicu
lous to see the clergy writing books to 
prove Mr. Lincoln a Christian because 
he occasionally used Christian phrase
ology when writing or speaking to the 
multitude, after having opposed him so 
violently. Similar phraseology can be 
found in the writings of Thomas Paine, 
and yet no churchman has yet claimed 
him as a member of his faith.

A Questionable Requirement Proposed.
Chancellor McCracken, of the New 

York University, proposes to make the 
qualification of the admission of fresh
men to the university, a diploma from 
some Sunday-school, certifying that the 
holder knows bv heart the Ten Com
mandments, the Sermon on the Mount, 
a church catechism'Of some'klqd, and a 
score of the Scripture Psalms, and the 
best classic hymns. He offers to join 
any association of universities and col
leges that will demand these as an en
trance requirement. .

• Years ago a commission was appoint
ed in one of the Eastern States to In-

courageous champion of every just 
cause, whose pen has wrought great 
good in the cause of human emancipar 
tion and progress. He adds: “Dr. 
Bland is one of the most learned and 
successful of the liberal medical prac
titioners of the age, and the author of 
numerous books.scientiflc.philosophical 
and literary. As secretary of the 
American Medical Union, he is In fra
ternal touch with the physicians of all 
schools in every state, and many doc
tors have read his spiritual book be
cause he wrote It, and have been so pro
foundly Impressed by It that they at 
once began to Investigate the phenom
ena of Spiritualism, with the result, as 
a rule, they get tacts, proving the con
tinuity of life, which as scientists they 
cannot resist.” Perhaps no book of thevestigate the penitentiary, and ascer- _

tain how many of the convicts had been age has been more generously treated 
attendants on Sunday-schools in their ’ iU ° ------ ' 1 '
youth. It was found 95 per cent of 
those who were doing penal,service to 
the state had been attendants on Sun
day-schools.

With this experience should such a

by the press. So far as we have knowl-
edge, no literary critic has attempted to 
wrjte It down, which is another remark
able fact, considering the attitude to
wards Spiritualism of many newspaper 
writers. The skeptical critic pro-

out of possible millions. The same ■ 
thing precisely 1b true of the sense of J 
hearing—it can respond to only a very 
small number out of the possible 
sounds. So we see at once that there 
is here a possibility of extension; that 
if a man could learn to use and respond 
to more of these vibrations, the field of 
his consciousness might be indefinitely 
extended.

“What are the conditional possibili
ties, and how can they be obtained? 
Obviously they Ue along the line of 
learning to respond to a large number 
of these vibrations which bring to us all 
our knowledge of tnls outer world. But 
the finer vibrations affect finer matter, 
and that seems beyond our reach. It 
seems to be, but in truth it is not. For 
man himself is a far more complex be
ing than is yet recognized by the ma
jority, and he contains within himself 
a great deal of this finer matter, mak
ing for him a body not generally recog
nized among us, though perfectly well 
known to medieval writers, who de
scribe it under the name of ‘the astral 
body,’ and also to writers of antiquity, 
as for example to St. Paul, who called It 
the spiritual body. (I. Cor. xv.)

“Now if a man can learn to use this . 
finer matter within himself, and to ob-1 
tain vibrations through it, Instead of 
only through the denser matter, then 
he can respond to impacts coming from 
the world of finer matter without him, 
and so become conscious of much that 
is at present hidden from his eyes. The 
power to do this is latent in every man, 
but only a few as yet have developed it.

"Of course our first question would 
be, what do they see, these explorers In 
a new realm of nature? What news do 
they bring to us who as yet are blind to 
these higher things? The answer is 
happily of the most encouraging char
acter. They tell us that this developed 
faculty widens thel£_ horizon enor
mously, that it not ofrfy gives them a 
veritable world of novel information 
about natural processes, but that It also 
supplies them with information of the 
utmost value with regard to many prob
lems which have agitated the minds of 
man, through long ages, mysteries of 
life and death which cannot but be of 
the keenest interest to all. The pos
session of this higher sight at once set
tles forever many questions about 
which the majority are still arguing— 
such, for example, as that of continued 
life after death.”

time I became fully conscious of my 
mediumship up to the present I have 
steadily gained In strength and ability. 
Twice I have got up from a sick bed at 
the command of a spirit friend, and 
since the last time have steadily gained 
in health. I challenge anyone who 
knows me to show that I have deterlo; 
rated morally during the time.

Judging by my own experience I as
sert boldly that any medium who de
sires to receive and give only good, who 
puts out of his or her soul all hatred, 
envy, fear, jealousy, every impure 
thought, and all greed of gain, has ab
solutely nothing to fear.

Our inspirations come from the plane 
to which our aspirations ascend and 
the spirits that come to us when alone 
are drawn by the law of attraction. 
By our most earnest desires and not by 
our words and acts we not only build 
our future habitations and decide our 
future destiny but also decide our .spir
itual companionship. "Love worketh 
no ill.” "Love seeketh not (exclusive
ly) own but another’s good," and it 
never Injures nor destroys.

Envy, lewdness, anger, hatred, fear, 
covetousness—thoughts of such nature 
harbored in the mind tend to destroy 
one both mentally and physically, and 

I to draw influences of an Injurious na-

recommendation be required of stu- noiinces it a fiction, of course, "but a 
dents who are about entering our great "beautiful fiction.” That brilliant ed- 
schools of learning? On the contrary itor, Dr. W. C. Cooper, of the Medical 
it would seem as if a good moral char-' Gleaner, says: “It lifts the reader into
acter would be better than Bible or 
church learning.

enchanting realms. Everybody should

IV À VC I ID I III IMftIC when he Is stimulated by a great conIT AKE vl ! ILLlHvlu. gregatlon, and by a topic that greatly
-»r- ««a ivr™ -w w Snramie the Interests him. he speaks almost in a

K«l?aa^HnHoaP Of Snirltuitilsts6 in Hit to have made a confession. Every stu- tocal societies of SplrituaBsts in im q{ oratory and of orators>
»viuftWHte6b^taken at once Do not knows well enough what that trancelike 
availabilityJ>e taken at once, do' conditl0I) ,s_the mental faculUes over- 
n^hp«Mr^Xn^ntilfuiteerM?ice. stimulated so that the senses them- 
^^rh^tìme^wlìfsoón’be gone amd°^>ur selves seem completely, subordinated, 
AnTnrhinHv Yost ^f°vou daily with inde- an approach almost to cerebral condl- 
E Get out of the grawyard of Im tion.that may be .likened to momentary 
a ?GEO BVVARNE delirium. Mr. Cdckran says that in his difference.- : GEQ. B. WARNE,1^^ fllght8 nQ audIence

rres \ I identifies no face. He hears no sound
. ■ . . « « । . ■■ and is unconscious even of the modula-

« u »-«a tions of his voice. If he only had the■ A Grand, Good Movement. I gena0 o{ ]lumor which with Beecher was
' The spirit which shows itself In con- alwayS pre3Qnt, and sometimes over
centrating capital In great trusts, by mastering, these unconscious flights of 
which thè Smaller fry are barred from ortaory might be worth preserving as 
competition, has now taken possession some of Beecher’s sermons are. , A1- 
of the churches, and they are proposing I‘X^t^posX a power^f wit aSd 

to double up,.unite several churches certainiy a gift of humorous comparison. 
With one clergyman to preside over the I that is pleasing and really the chief 
united church, he performing the du- qualification for his coveted association 
ties which usually devolved on several, with those who are cultivated, never- 
wbiin thev who are retired it Is pro- thelesB that gift Is eithei suboidinatod While they whonre reureu, it is pro- ; iorgott0n when h0 BpenkB earnestly 
Burned, are to bo driven into ot’1®Nfln<l in that selt-forgeltul state which 
fields of labor. The claim is: loo many describes ”.............

. -ministers are working for small sala- And vet there aro those even Spirit?rlos, and congregations are too small.’’ A»u yet more aro loose, even, »pint-
1 Tho probabilities are, the Lord lino I uallstB, who deny that there is any such 
, "called” too many Into his service to tiling as inspirational speaklhg. or- 

make It profitable for all of tliemrhence trance conditions. .
the necessity of weeding out the most . ; —.—;—-..
unproductive. Success to the move- Lessons aro for our learning rather 
fsient, say we. j thkn our Hklng. ’

À Retrograde Movement.
A writer In the Southern Churchman 

is seemlngly^lstressed at the tendency 
of the Episcopal church to fall back 
into Catholicism. He skys :

“The ritualists have made havoc with 
the Protestant Episcopal Church. They 
have contended for and obtained the 
freedom to Introduce into this church 
the robes, the ceremonies, and the doc
trines of the Çhurch of Rome. They 
are building on this sandy foundation a 
large part of the spiritual temple of the 
Protestant Episcopal church. The rapid 
progress which was being made by the 
Protestant Episcopal church before the 
commencement of the Oxford move
ment was checked by it for long years, 
and a great deal of what is now called 
“progress’ is on this sandy foundation, 
as was shown by Bishop Lee of Dela
ware before his death.

It is not the Episcopal church only 
that Is adopting the methods of thé old 
Roman church, but ail the older Prot
estant sects seem to be vlelng with 
each other to see which can adopt the 
greatest number of the practices of that 
church without being swallowed up by 
it. i These Imitators of the parent 
church have read history to little pur
pose if they have forgotten theflogrant 
crimes,the old church was guilty of 
which led to the great Reformation.

So long as we love, we serve. So long 
as we are loved by others, I would al
most say wo are indispensable; and no 
man is useless while he has a friend.— 
Robert Louis Stevenson. - • .

I recognize the Importance of the re
volt from the awful dogma of predes
tined happiness for the few and damna
tion for tho many. Slowly but. surely 
the dreadful barrier of tills old belief is 
being lifted from the heart of humanity. 
-¿Whittier.

To the Readers of The Progressive 
Thinker.

Dear Brothers and Sisters:—I have 
been for some weeks engaged in pre
paring a review of TOThe Great Psycho
logical Crime.” Ad I took at the mat
ter the articles'in the Symposium were 
hurriedly written, and failed to go to 
the bottom principles which are in
volved In genuine mediumship and hyp
notism. This I think 1' have done; but 
it has cost me weeks of reading and 
study. If there js a demand for such à 
review I shall b» glad’to publish it It 
will not merely'fiieet the arguments of 
the criticised work but will state, con
cisely the true philosophy of both me
diumship and hjtonotisifi, and will, 
therefore, be. of value Independently of 
Its refutation, of tje book reviewed. I 
have not made, an.' accurate estimate of 
the cost but. feel sure that it can be 
sold for twenty-five cents per copy. 
This is to ask the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker,, not to. subscribe, bdt 
to write me^heir.opinion as to the de
sirability of ' Buch of publicatibn. As to 
my ability ,and thoroughness you are 
good judge^n' ;a

Address me at Summerland, Cal.

read this beautiful-book, and believe it; 
for even though it be not true, a sweet 
illusion is better than a bitter truth.”

Is Life Immortal?
. In The Progressive Thinker of March 
5, W. H. Hutcheson, of Montana, In a 
labored article attempts to prove that 
abstract life is immortal. There is no 
doubt but life, the vis vitae, under fa
vorable environments, is continuous on 
earth. '

The mammoth and the mite, the tree 
and the toad, continue to live in their

The 'great men of the earth are but 
marking-stones on the road of human
ity; they are priests of its religion.— 
Mazzini.

offspring. .
The important question is, does the

ture. Get the soul filled with love for..,, . ;i;,. 
humanity, the love that Is tender, merjg>t*i^ 
ciful, helpful, patient and compassion- ' 
ate, and you have within yourself a cre
ative power—a power that strengthens, 
vitalizes and builds up, and you draw to 
yourself those intelligences that will 
help to strengthen you, that will broad
en your views and bring beauty into 
your life.

Spiritualism when rightly understood 
Is seen to be the real good, the vitaliz
ing power in all religions; take that 
away from them and you have left but 
a worthless husk.

Spiritualism is bo broad, so deep, so 
high, so full that It meets every de
mand of the soul.

When I had the “orthodox” religion, 
I was always soul hungry. Its Injustice 
and deficiencies impressed themselves 
painfully upon me even then, and I was 
always reaching out for something to 
get hold of. but since I got Spiritualism 
into my soul as welbas my head, I have 
found what I so long sought in vain. I 
have got hold of the something I 
grasped after. I have learned what it 
is to find a heaven here and now in the 
midst of the most adverse conditions. 
I have found "the peace that passeth 
understanding," “the joy unspeakable 
and full of glory.” Radiant spirits 
have come and talked with me as I 
have been about my household duties, 
and they always leave me stronger, 
wiser, nobler, purer for their blessed 
presence. If our earnest desire is to 
obtain good results that we may give 
good we may rest assured that the good 
will come to us.

Bethel, Vt. MRS. I. L. LEWIS.

Stern duties need not speak sternly.
soul, spirit, or mind persist as a con-«He who stood firm before the thunder 
setous entity after death? worshiped the "still, small voice."—Do-

' The life principle Is an intangible and bell.

BECOMES ANOTHER MAN FOR MONTHS.

hj. s. LOVELAND.
’■  ---- sv—.».tri» ■ < ’------------------- ■

BQOIGREVIEW.
. '■ ' : '

In the Wc/rid Celestial. By Dr. T. A. 
Bland.. Published1 by the author, Chi
cago. Prlcei ’ - ■ •

Dr. Bland® Wutlful Spiritualistic 
book, “In-tite World Celestial,” has al
ready reached its third edition, and the 
sales are still’increasing, which proves 
that those who read it recommend it to 
others; that it Is as B. O. Flower said 
of it in the Arona: "A remarkable book 
is true; remarkable in its realistic and 
•vivid revelations of scenes and condi
tions in the spirit spheres; for .tho 
charming romance of the two worlds it 
contains, and . for-the grand lessons in 
the ethics and .philosophy: of Spiritual
ism running through it like threads of 
gold.” It 1b . Also remarkable, os he 
says, for its authorship, Dr.-Bland- be
ing widely known throughout America 
as one'of the most honest, sincere, 
fearless and thoughtful men . of> our 
time, and one of the most scholarly; a

Startling Case of Dual Personality Is Disclosed When
Charles Du Bois Regains Memory of Past.

Quincy, Ill.—A marvelous case of dual personality 
has been disclosed since-the arrival in Quincy, Ill., a 
few days ago of Charles Du Bois, who is 28 years old, 
and whose family home is in Gibson City, Ill. "He be
came, figuratively speaking, another man for several 
months until the memory of his previous life came to 
hiin suddenly, while he was acting as a common sea
man on a ship. The story of his experience is sup
ported by plenty of evidence.

Du Bois went to Louisiana seven years ago to work 
oh a rice plantation. Five years later he and another 
young manj named Albert Carlisle, agreed to run a 
rice plantation, on shares near. Gueydan, La. One 
Sunday morning in June; 1902, DuBois says he got in 
his buggy to go to church in Gueydan. While on the 
way he suddenly dropped out of existence so far as 
his memory was concerned. When the memory of 
his former career returned he was 400 miles from the 
United States coast and was on the full rigged sailing

perforin subsequently was strange to him, though he 
was informed that he had done seaman’s work satis
factorily while he was in his other physical state.

DuBois says the mate told him that ■he, Du Bois 
had gone aboard the Endymion at Pensacola, I la., on 
the afternoon of Aug. 18, 1902, and together with a 
German, a Frenchman, and two negroes had signed as 
sailors before the mast. DuBois found his own signa
ture on the ship’s books, though he had not the slight
est recollection of having penned it.

The mate also told DuBois that the latter had acted 
in a peculiar manner, but that it had not occasioned 
much comment. The Endymion, after discharging 
her cargo at the Madagascar port, went to the island 
of Reunion and next to Rangoon, British Burmah, and 
finally, after several delays and trying experiences, 
dropped anchor in the harbor of Leith, Scotland, on

ship Endymion, bound for Diego, Suariez,’Madagas
car." The vessel was flying the Russian flag, but Swed
ish was mostly spoken on board and the captain’s 
name was Peterson. . t

When DuBois recovered his former self a storm 
was raging and tho right side of his jaw was paining 
him. A lurch of the ship had sent him sprawling on 
thé deck. The shock of the fall had caused him to 
regain the memory of his career, but at the same time 
he was bewildered by his strange surroundings and 
by finding himself a seaman. ■■ : ■ . ■

lie was attempting to collect his thoughts when the 
mate of the ship ordered him to make fast the sails, 
but the work seémed so new to him that he required 
in«tructions. Every task which he was ordered to

Dec. 1 last.
DuBois says he was paid $145, and he made haste to 

return to his home in Illinois. He reached New York 
Dee. 14, and .is now at Quincy, where his sister, Mrs. 
R. O. Beadles, lives. He had written to her from Mad
agascar, and had told her of his remarkable experi
ence.

The only clew that DuBois has regarding his where
abouts between that Sunday in June, 1902, when he 
started for church in Louisiana, and Aug. 18, follow
ing when he woke to his former self on board the En
dymion, was the information given-to him by the Ger
man, who shipped as seaman with him at Pensacola. 
The German told Du Bois that he first saw the latter 
working on a fishing smack. They met and became 
friends soon after.. .. . , . "

The only other experience.that Du Bois ever had.in 
tho way of memory leaving him was a couple ol 
weeks before his long disappearance). He says he wae 
Gueydan, La., and then, all was blank until.he iquud 
himself on a pier in Galveston, Texas.—Chicago Inter
Ocean, -
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When I arrived there in the Spring of 
1865, to take charge of the telegraph

rect teachings of Jesus, however, seem to be well pre
served in 'the essential teachings to the disciples and 
in the Sermon on the Mount and in the Lord’s

and writing words that pierce like' a sword all forjns 
of error that are in the world. You have a man in

Manifestations Occurring in the Earlier 
Days.

cussion among orthodox circles.
The old doctor, farmer Langdon and
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Our lives are all dual—an outer, an 
inner,
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The cycle is passed; the nations have been warned, that the Christ of all truth and love is considering 
The .Star of Empjre no longer can be said to be west- to-day.
ward, for it has encifeled the globe. _ This is the great period between the “motion” and

Now what are''you-;Jo do with the spirits in prison the “rest” of the cyclic deluge, and the world is suni
' ’ ’ '' ' ’ angels. They do not
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of other cycles in which they could find improve
ment, which they had not found upon the earth be
fore. But all this, of course, was veiled in the mod
ern church. Not only did the early Christian Fathers
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j “He went and visited the spirits in prison.”
The explanation which lollows by Peter is: That 

those who were disobedient in the days of Noah were 
imprisoned, or were “spirits in prison.”

“Noah,” in the real interpretation, means the ter
mination of a cycle, it is interpreted as ^motion” or 
“rest.” These two words are entirely opposite to or 
nt variance to each other L- gleaning; but the word 
really means the completion, the fulfillment of the 
cycle or “covenant.” The ark (arc) is the covenant, 
or is the portion of the circle which is described by 
the great astronomical revolution around the central 
sup, and, therefore, was known as a period, a glacial 
period. ...■■■

Such as were not ready for the Dispensation that 
preceded the Noachian cycle, yet were approximate
ly ready for the teachings of Christ, were evidently 
the ones whom Jesus visited. _

During the three days, says the early church tradi
tions, that Jesus’ body was in the Sepulcher his spirit 
.visited the'spirits in prison. Undoubtedly the early 
church had ymyA different records of’these events 
from those trau’vted into the New Testament, which 
are very meager. It means that during the time, or 

‘ portion of the cycle, that there is seemingly the sus
pended animation of. the Christ-life, the spirits that 
do not come out of the darkness fully, yet'might be 
ready as they are enlightened and the many spirits

Rule: ” ‘ ‘ Do unt o others as ye would that others should 
do unto you,” but “A new commandment I give unto 
you,, that ye love one another.” It is the returning 
of good for evil. The overcoming of evil with good. 

. What Christian church to-day decries the prepara
tions for war? Very few. What Christian nation to
day withholds its preparations for war! Of the 
eleven nations that submitted their claims against 
Venezuela to arbitration, to the great international 
arbitration, only three were ready to go to war about 
their claims, and those three who were so ready to go 
to war were the first to receive consideration. Are 
great international arbitrations to be intimidated by 
war-like nations? Are we, then, to consider that this 
great desideratum of the twentieth century to abol
ish war is impossible?

Of course it is a great thing to have eleven nations 
willing to arbitrate. But if it was a large matter 
would they arbitrate?

The Czar of Russia is anxious for the disarmament 
of nations. Has his nation.disarmed? The Whole of 
Christian Europe and Christian America are prepar
ing for war. Those nations not actually engaged in 
war are making preparations for war, and these, as 
said before, when the great cataclysm comes that is 
now approaching the earth, will be the “spirits in 
prison.” .

Those who are. disobedient in the days of this Noah, 
this cycle, this state of motion, this interval of rest be-pass into spirit life without the knowledge, technical

ly, of spiritual things, yet who would be ready if it „ . -
reached their human understanding, such are ready has been spoken. Many souls have responded to that 
to come out of their spirit prisons in spirit life. truth; have refused to wage war. Many of the early

Of course, “spirits in prison” do not mean that Christians were elevated above the spirit of national 
• they are behind any bars, holts or in dungeons, but or individual strivings; many people who have dis- 

the conditions or states that accompanied them into sented from the “regular" Christian churches and 
spirit life. According to the Soul Teachings, and evi- have objected to warfare: George Fox and the 
dently according to the early teachings of Christian- Quakers, Mother Ann Lee and the Shakers and a few 
ity, no great new steps can be taken in spirit life, but non-resistents that have been scattered throughout 
the spirit, if one is ready (having been in error) for Christendom who object to wars of aggression or 
enlightenment can, know of its error after the body even wars of defense. William Lloyd Garrison jn his 
lias passed to the earth as well as before. anti-slavery . agitation recommended no striving.

fl’lie visiting of the spirits in prison, of course, could Count Tolstoi is a “non-resistant,” though speaking 
not have been in mockery; it must have been to do 
them good, to give them encouragement, to tell them

prison on Ellis Island (at this speaking John Turner 
was still held a prisoner) in this “frde” country of 
this “free" nation, who is a non-resistant, but he 
calls himself an “anarchist.” The Christians were 

of the church suppress it, but it did not form any por- anarchists in their early days; they sowed the seeds 
tion of the education of the Christian teachers after of dissension that spread among the people and sep
............  ' ' ----- . — । ara|.ed jjjgm from {he established church in Judea.

who have -fastened these wars, these ambitions these moned by the great visiting angels. They do not 
desolations upon the human race! The spirits in stand upon the towers of ships to watch which battle- 
prision that because of their selfishness and self-seek- ship shall go down; they do not stand with generals 
ing cry out for more Wars: who take the least of their along the front of armies to sec which army shall be 
subjects to wage? war against other nations, and send victorious, but they stand where the great white pin
their m/'st enlightened ones to Siberia! There is a ions of mercy and loyeipreva'il, following with love 
Siberia m every nation. in the wake of the armies, following with messages of

AU tlis ijLiina tlui Ue vi iting of spirits was not comfort to those bereft, following with whatever 
for that daj’ and that time alone. People who are shall summon nations to a thought concerning that 
“almost persuaded' to be Christians; people who which is higher arid better than greed or selfish gain, 
are almost ready to give up self-seeking and all this Do you suppose the Ghrist-spirit was with the em- 
selfish striving: people who are not. Vindictive, who peror of Germany when he thanked God for his and 
understand that wrong, and wrong-doing bring their God’s success in battle? Do you suppose the Christ- 
own penalties, understand that if these could be gath- spirit is with Russia or Japan—Russia knowing the 
ered who are scattered over all the earth, there would Christ, Japan bending the knee to the gentle teaching 
be but a Noacliian handful; there would hardly be of Buddha Gautama—or that either Christ or Buddha 
more than those'enumerated as being “saved” in the bear the standard of those contending armies?
Ark. . / . _ .. Humanity grows apace, and the Christ-spirit is

This Great Covenant’was pot'a utpral thing; this vjsitjng those in prison, whispering to such as have 
Ark of Safety was lio material thing. . The great prin- |jeen disobedient through fear of the truth, teaching 
ciples of life that were carried forward in pairs were tjlose wljQ are rea(Jy to ]je taught; and out of the 
hot literal animals, but the Great Siderial Promise maelstrom of war and the cataclysm of the elements 
that nothing should be lost that was essential to hu- C01tte forth those who are'ready. On the watchtowers 
man beings and to the bearing forward of things time, or descending into the caverns of human 
essential to life. That is.the ‘ Ark orrhe Covenant, d0ULt and fear these Amgels of the Mighty Messenger 
and that is what it will be in the next glacial period. visit tlie Eartll to-day.

But how manyisplrits will there be! Not only those If your nation was ca(le(J to arms to defend its pos. 
who are disobedient to what they intellectually un- sessions in the orjent, would you respond? Some of 
derstand, and what-they morally profess to teach, “Yes-” some of vou say- “No.” But who-
but those who stultify their convictions over and over ^Gr WOuld respond isaspirit in prison. Disobedient to 
again. Ihey are the spirits m Prison to-dy- , the primal law of your nation’s existence.' We say it

If Jesus came upon the earth at this moment to 1 would gay it to th(j head of the nali(m if 
preaching the Godlen Rule to the leaders of weyhad the^ehance. We would say it to every legis-
and those who raise armies and those who supp y the .q the nation We now, that if Washillglon> 
armaments of war, hoa-many followers would। he Jeffergon or Lincoln wcreyhere in bodily, form they 
have? Can you count them? We can. The one „K out of the Orient, you have noth.
hundred and forty-four thousand, that is the sym- . , . ... .. Orient ”
bolie number in this dispensation; the external Kab- . . . , ’ f „ “qn;rifq in nrisoh”
alistie record of those who are ready for the Christ Yet the chains and gyves of the Spir ts in p son

• - - - - are upon the nation, and the people ieel, and are
made to believe, that they are patriots when they are

by special train to Cjpress J Awn Conus 
twy, wherv the closing remarks were 
made by Madame Montague. Prof. 
Evans and his wife took hill charge of 
the funeral arrangements and relieved 
the bereaved husband of that painful 
duty. Mr. and Mrs. Mozart had been 
happily married for the past 32 years, 
and after years of hard work had ac
cumulated a comfortable fortune, and 
had retired from active business Just a 
few months prior to Mrs. Mozart's tran
sition. Her husband did everything in 
life as well as In so-called death to re
lieve the sufferings as well as gratify 
the desire of his beloved helpmate.

Now is the time to extend the clrcultu 
tlon of The Progressive Thinker. It 
«-ill contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Send in a subscription now.

Success is continued, earnest and en
thusiastic attention to some branch of 
human effort.—A Mystic Adept.

O brother, why fumble and stumble 
and grumble through life? That is not 
the way to success.—Ananda.

By No Means Until “ACTINA”, 
Was Discovered.

the first or second centuries of the Christian era. All 
the education in those centuries was borne forward 
orally, The first disciples and their descendents 
taught orally. Paul was the only scholar among the 
disciples, and his education being from Jewish 
sources. The teachings of Peter were more direct 
and simple, as were those of John and some of the 
other disciples; but their teachings were not pre
served because they were not in scholarship equal to 
Paul. Therefore we have the Pauline interpretation 
of Christianity instead of those’ of Peter, John and 
James. Of course, Luke was also educated, but a 
great deal of the history is thrown in doubt. The di-

passes through the
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Ninety-five per cent of all cases of deafness 
brought to our attention Is the result of chronio

No rock Is so hard but that a little 
wave may beat admission in a thousand 
yearn.—Teimyjon.

only slaves.

They were those who declared the principles of self
government. Jesus enunciated that the spirit itself 
must be pure before there can be purity of expres
sion, of action. Everything penetrated to the .life of 
the individual, yet to-day these Christian nations are 
talking and teaching as if their kind of Christianity 
is that which will save the world.

How will they be saved when the “Prince of 
Peace,” the great teacher of Olivet, summons those 
who have really followed him? Will these kings be 
summoned? Will the Emperor of Russia, the head 
of the Greek Church, be summoned? Will all the 
kings and rulers and heads of the Romanish church 
be summoned! Albeit, some shining lights have 
hoped to establish peace under the dome of Saint 

Prayer. Peter’s. Albeit, some have sung and taught like
But this subject of the Spirits in Prison is very Savanarola, who taught as others have in their days, 

seldom alluded to in orthodox Christian pulpits, be- bringing hope and light, as did one in the church 
cause it implies a possibility of a change after death who followed Garibaldi (“ergo Bassi ) and gave 
to .those who never heard the name of Jesus, which is great hope to humanity. These will be summoned. 
Mot.in accordance with the teachings of modern Evan- But sueh as h$ve placed arms jn the hands of other 
gelical Christianity concerning the soul. Because, of Christians to destroy other peoples, such as have 
course, as far as dates are concerned you must place made almost every foot of the soil of Great Britain 
the Noachian deluge far antecedent to that in which the battle ground for two conflicting Christian 
the Jewish and Christian interpretation has fixed this churches, such as have destroyed Italy and Spain, 
period. You must make of this literal fact a cycle, and given France over to dissensions unspeakable, 
Then you must understand that these cyclic up- such as now wait with eyes like birds of prey for 
heavals are periodical, and that they aré also accom- the results in the far Orient to see what morsel will 
panied with great spiritual outpourings, and that the be parceled out to them, such as in this western land 
“Spirits in Prison” of one cycle become those that who have not the strength or courage of the great 

’ ‘ ........................ ..... ' light of freedom and prosperity to lift their voices

or for the Noachian period or whatever be the sym
bol of the period of time in which a truth is stated. 
And all'the rest are in prison. Those criminals whom 
you send to jail-many of them less criminal than 
the larger criminals who are free as far as your jails 
and penitentiaries are concerned—those whom you 
send into the other world by the scaffold are not the 
limit of the “spirits in prison;” perhaps not as much 
imprisoned as those who sent them there; but every 
human life, every one upon the earth at this moment ~ _
who has hatred or revenge, or seeks a'ggression for will be here. Who will be ready for the Ark ot 
spoil, or desires selfishly that to possess which will Safety? Who will say, not one of these little ones 
endanger another; every one who engages in traffic have I slain? And Christ, the Great Spirit ot all 
which by so doing robs another; any one who is the Truth: Jesus, Buddha, Zerdhurst, whomsoever and 
victim of fear, or hatred, or malice; any one who whatever he may be, will look above the^nations of 
lives in a selfish house of pleasure, any one who is the earth and-pity the “Spirits in prison...............
self-seeking, anyone who is over self-righteous, any- " ... ..............
one who seeks salvation selfishly is in prison.

There are those on the verge of a change. It was

By and by the'great strife will be upon you; by 
and by the war will spread; by and by you will seek 
to retrace your steps and cannot, and the great hu
man cataclysm will be precipitated, as the great phys
ical cataclysm is being precipitated. Then the 
“mountains of safety” and refuge will be hidden 
from your sight. Then the great period of reckoning 

’ Who will be ready for the Ark of

catarrh of the throat and 
middle ear. The air pas* 
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop
ping the action of the vi
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 
cure Is impossible. The Uv 
ner ear cannot be reached - 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the inability of aw- 
rists or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there is < 
scientific cure for deafness 
and catarrh is demonstrat
ed every day by the use ot 
Actlna. The vapor current 
generated in the Aotind 
Eustachian tubes into the

are released to a truth, probably, in the next.
, That is, all the disobedient Christians to-day, vtho 

make war, who do injustice to their fellow men, but 
who know better, through the commandments and 
teachings of Jesus, are to be and are spirits in prison, 
and will not be released until the next great cyclic 
change. •

The people who were disobedient in the days of 
Noah, in that cycle which preceded the great glacial 
cataclysm—the Noachian deluge—were no more dis
obedient to the primal laws of Moses—to the law of 
loving thy neighbor as thyself, than are Christians 
disobedient to the primal law of the Golden Rule, or 
the returning of good for evil, which is the essential 
teaching of Christ. It is not simply the “Golden

Farmer John Langdon came from old 
Puritanical stock. He was a descend
ant of John Langdon of revolutionary 
fame. He lived four miles south of 
Erie, Pa., at a flag station. In early days 
known as Langdon’s Station.

One summer day in 1862, his eldest 
daughter was sitting at a chamber win
dow of the large, old-fashioned farm 
house, reading the life of Mary, Queen 
of Scotland. She heard a rapping near 
her, and at first supposed it was some 
of her younger brothers or sisters play
ing a joke, but upon looking about she 
found no one present Upon resuming 
her reading, however, the tapping upon 
the cover of her book would commence.

Becoming nervous, she went down 
stairs and related her experiences to 
her mother. When both returned, the 
phenomenon was repeated, and they be
came alarmed and made a hasty retreat, 
and upon being joined by the grand
mother, they returned again to the At
tack. The old lady had been reading a 
few months prevlous'an account of the 
Rochester rappings, when she declared 
it to be spiritual rappings.

They commenced asking questions, 
when the spirit influence claimed to be 
thtit of the queen, whose life the girl 
was reading. -From that time on the 
manifestations increased, the two older 
daughters being able to produce all 
sorts of crude phenomena, such as table 
tippings, rappings, etc. Quite a sensa
tion was created in that Quaint, old* 
fashioned farming community for two 
Or three years.

Old Doctor Heath lived at Corry, Pa., 
about thirty miles southeast of Erle. 
He had for many years been a Method-, 
lit preacher; but suddenly developed 
iiito a trance, clairvoyant, clalraudlent 
and inspirational medium, and was lec
turing periodically through northwest
ern Pennsylvania. He was invited to 
go‘to Langdon’s; and Anally arrange
ments were made for his making regu
lar monthly visits there. /-

During one of his seances, at the 
close of a lecture, the third daughter ot 
farmer Langdon was controlled by a 
spirit «lying the name of Katy-

hosts of angels if there were no fortresses, no guns 
there. There is no nation in the world or combina
tions of nations that would attack a country strong 
enough to say, “I will have no part nor parcel in 
these wars of aggression and conquest,” but these are 
the disobedient children in the day§ of the new 
Noah, and the great “Ark of the Covenant” that is 
being formed, and the circle, or that portion of the 
circle that is being described by your solar system 
brings you to the period of reckoning. -

a predecessor of the present Czar of Russia who re
ceived an illumination which came in the form of the 
liberty of the serfs; it came in the form of a knowl
edge of spirit communion; it came in the form of a 
promise for added freedom, and that promise was 
fulfilled; but the present Czar, with all his horror for 
war, is impelled by the precedent of his nation and 
his generals and advisers in places of power, so that 
he is unable to follow-the precepts of his conscience. 
But they will be fbUpwed for him. Meanwhile, the 
spirits of those wliose bodies are imprisoned in Si
beria must be fulfilling their work. Their bodies will 
be set free. A great northern nation will arise, as if 
from the- halls of Odin, and set free those marvelous 
and wondrous minds, some of whom have been wait
ing for more than half a century to .see the light of 
daw. ...................... .... .

How shall you visit the spirits in prison? Maudlin, 
sentimental women, who cannot bear the slightest 
thing that is offensive, visit the courts to gaze upon 
the criminals and hear the testimony against them, 
who would not touch a Magdalen upon the streets 
with the hem of her garment, or do aught to visit 
those really imprisoned in sorrow and shame. The 
world goes mad over some fictitious sentiment, while 
the great under-current of continued human sorrow 
is neglected. A billion of people die scattered over 
all the earth, and no one mourns, excepting for their 
especial friends. . A fire produces mourning foi; the 
city and the nation^but who cares for the Japanese 
woman and children, the Russian women and chil
dren, the women and children of all the world that 
are sacrificed when their sons, fathers and husbands 
go down to battle? These are the “spirits in prison

Driven by the storms of war; driven by the selfish
ness of human striving, and driven by the storms of 
the elements are many, and knowing that such as are 
well nigh ready may be waiting to hear the voice, can 
vou wonder then that the Christ spirit visited those 
’in prison? Can you Wonder that the messengers of 
that Hallowed Light find it difficult indeed to seek 
and find the prisons.of those who are in darkness? 
Do you wonder that the voice of truth is not more 
willingly received? Do you wonder that the Earth, 
moaning and groaning for what it has not, is not en
lightened enough to perceive what it seeks?

Oh! the great truth of Olivet! If that could de
scend through the intervening ages to the disobedient 
of the past Noachian deluge, so may the light of that 
perfect love at last reach the souls that are in dark
ness to-day: the kings and rulers, the mighty men, the 
leaders of armies, the advisers of war and the crea
tors of war, may they at last be reached.

When the great cycle shall again be completed, and 
the Orient is the Occident; when that which you now 
call the “New World” shall be the old world; when 
up from the mighty East shall spring a new strong 
nation that will put to flight thesp ancient aggressors; 
when the New Dawn or New Light appears there as 
well as here; when the wide (long sleeping) eyes of 
the Orient shall awake; when the pulsing tides ot 
this great wonderful human destiny shall reach their 
shores again, and the new lands along the sea shall 
be peopled with a new race that will drive these bar
barous (un)Christian nations from.the face of the 
earth; then will the Christ-spirit visit the spirits m 
prison those who were disobedient in the days of the 
Great Republic of the Earth that had an opportunity 
to lead the people of the earth in ways of peace, but

middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
as it passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) in the 
Inner ear, making them respond to the slight
est vibration of sound. Actlna has never failed 
to cure ringing noises in the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom for years to be completely cured In 
only three weeks* use of Actlna. Actlna alsi 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weal 
lungs, colds and headache; all of which are dl 
rectly or indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna U 
sentón trial postpaid. Write us aboutyoui 
case. We give advice free, and positive prooi 
of cures. A valuable book—Professor Wllson’t 
loo pago Dictionary of Disease, Free. Addresl 
New York & London Electric Association, Dop 
i. 929 Walnut Street, Kansas City. Mo.

World Mfff. Co.

breed squaw; at least she claimed it, 
but her medium described her as hav
ing little ofc the Indian blood in appear
ance, being small, slim, and of a French 
cast of countenance. ‘

Katy, however, was one ot the fam
ily. Almost dally for a year that 1 
boarded with farmer Langdon, I had in
terviews with Katy in some form. To 
make a long story short, from that time 
to the present, 39 years, Katy .and I 
have been good friends. She material
izes almost every time I attend a mate? 
riallzing seance, upon which occasions 
I sometimes take her by the hand and 
introduce her to those present. .

Since The Great Psychological Crime 
has caused so much comment, there 
were certain phases of the phenomena 
experienced at Langdon’s, that may be 
of interest to the student of occult sci
ence, and to which I desire to refer at 
some length. x "

When Katy commenced controlling 
this medium she could not speak Eng
lish, and the family were nearly a year 
in teaching her. '

While Katy was the medium's regu
lar guide, several other spirits often 
controlled her, among them an-Indian 
preacher whom we called Wahwollo-, 
way. Another was this same grand
mother who had in the meantime 
passed into spirit life.

Another peculiar phase was the pres
ence of a spirit who would give no 
name; was always smiling, and always 
told lies. The peculiarity ot his lies 
was that they were always harmless, 
and- based on some truth.

For instance, one day I was in Erie, 
about three o’clock in the afternoon, 
aid while passing a music store saw a 
guitar in the window that struck my 
fancy, and I bought it, leaving it there 
until train time, about 5:30 p. m.
I About the hour I was buying the 
guitar, this “black-eycd. fellow," as we 
called the spirit, by his request, ap
peared to the medium at Langdon's, 
and told her I was in Erie buying a

were not told for the purpose of decep
tion, but more for the fun of keeping us 
guessing from day to day as to what 
coming event .he was giving us a left? 
handed warning of, as they were of al
most daily occurrence.

Another peculiar phaSe of the phe
nomena was the periodical visits of the 
spirit of a Frenchman. His story was, 
that during the French-Indian war, he 
and a party of Frenchmeal were retreat
ing from a point in New York state, 
near Buffalo, to Pittsburg, Pa. Upon 
reaching the Langdon farm, which was 
at that time heavily timbered, they

Katy was a typical, hight-hearted, bab- 
-bling squaw, always laughing and al
ways ready to help cheer up and cause 
one to forget sorrows and disappoint
ments.

I was raised at the romantic and 
dreamy old orthodox town of Warren, 
Pa., sixty miles southeast of Erie. Spir
itualism in those days was an unknown 
factor. My father, visiting me at Lang
don’s during that year, became inter
ested in the subject, and arranged for 
Dr. Heath to deliver a lecture at War
ren soon afterwards, causing much dls-

The above le the number of the pres
ent Issue ot The Progressive Thinker, 
ns printed at the top ot the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you aro requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the nuiubes 
of Progressive Thinkers issued upto ' 
date. Keep watch of the number an 
tfce tag of your wrapper.

sinner,
soul has yet seen, the soul ot an

other,
friend though the dearest—nor 

father, nor mother.

were bo hotly pursued by the Indians The old doctor, farmer Langdon and 
that he buried a pot of gold near a his wife, have long since passed into 
spring between two large trees. spirit life. About three years ago I had 

They retreated to French Creek, an interesting interview with all three 
built a raft, and floated down to Pitts- through the mediumship of a, speaking 
burg, when pressing business called dial. The medium married an old-line 
him back to France where he died be- Presbyterian, and to/please him she 
fore having an opportunity to return gave up mediumship. . They moved to 
and dig up his gold. Michigan and her husband is to-day one

Upon taking possession of the medl- of the prominent meh of that state, 
um he would urge us boys to go with Her medlSmlstic power, however, has 
him and help him find the gold. To left her. I often visit them at their 
plehse him we would arm ourselves home, spending several days, when we 
with picks and shovels and go to the talk over old times/,whètf Katy also 
place indicated. The land had been makes known her preserve in various 
cleared off, thé ground ploughed, and ways, although she\no linger controls

Through all of the years, ’tis but sym
bols we’re using,

And signs of the soul sometimes are 
confusing.

Not strange then, that shadows of mis
understanding, '

Envelop our. days, and are sternly com
manding

The reasons for acts that are truly in
tended -

To serve but the best—and by con
science commended. .

Nor wonder it Is, that we grow faint 
and weary.

Nor wonder, indeed, that the world

Where Peace that is perfect Invites us 
to enter. .

As victors we gaze through the path- 
ways wp’ve taken,

The shrine We have reached, Is forever 
unshaken. ■ ■ ■ . ■

Rejoicing in strength, and In courage 
untiring, ■ . ■

We welcome each day, with a joy all-in
spiring;

And take up its tasks, and its multi
form duties,

And turn them to blessings, and eter
nal beauties. ■

Chicago, Ill. ELLA DARE.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS,
AMD

Other OlieriiiQS, BY

■where there had been a spring was only her former medium. . ~r
a swampy, sloping piece of ground cov- Oh, ye preachers^Loh, ye priests—oh, And aims that ,wero, nignest 
ered with.an orchard in place of a for- ye professors of psychology and men of stamped as degraded.
est. Only two old rotting stump's were science, forty yeari,ago; „that farmer’s hunger and thirst for the pride and 
left. While controlling the medium he wife knew more of "psychology, of the the pleasure ; - '
wpuld walk over the ground trying to future existence of man, than ail of you The outer woria holds as the rarest of 
locate some particular spot, the most put together. uo treasure " "
likely to prove the hiding-place of his Poor old Doctor Heath, because he ’
treasure. transcended them In power and knowl- We cry for life’s playthings, Its toys
- • ■ — ... ............................. and its bubbles, . . , ,

And when, we possess them, bewail
During the summer at different times edge, they called hipi crater.

we dug; a trench, probably ten feet long Tho priesthood circulated the same 
and three feet wide to thq depth of one stories about Chript- unflbthey caused 
or two feet. The ground was hard his own mother to belleve it, and hay- 
ajay mixed with gravel, and boy-like, we Ing greater power they wont still fur- 
would soon become discouraged , and ther and crucified pirn upon the cross, 
stopwork. ... ■ E. D. TB1U8, M. D., Ph. G.-

piano. They knew I was not buying a 
piano, but the medium’s mother said,

There tvas something peculiar in his 
manner. Pondering over the subject In. 
after years, I have come to the- conclu
sion that he was an earth-bound spirit, 
or in a state the Catholics would term 
purgatory. He was slow of speech, dig
nified, and there was something In his You can by reading each weelt 
manner that indicated a species of In- Th0 Progressive Thinker. The'Philo- 
sanity. Ho may . have burled money, ophy. and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
and may not, but he seemed to be under «henomona ft contains each week, la 
the delusion that-he had, and that his the marvel-of the age. No one can af- 
future progression depended upon its tord.to be without the paper. Ite pries 
belngtound. . . . is within the reach of all.

On the other hand, the lying spirit - ?------- —-- -... . .. — ....... . ...... .. • . . .
“I guess Ed must be buying some kind i whom we called the. "little ; black-eyed If a man Is to achieve ultimate buc- 
of mtiblcal instrument.” . Ispirit," was just the reverse. He was cess he must be willing to forego,imme- 

These white lies, ns I will coll them, always smiling and ready ror a joke, dlato enjoyment.—Rev. J. F. Peters.

them as troubles. >
O, set in our souls is a light that is 

burning, " .
A light that will lead to the power of 

discerning " ■
The secret of life, and its harmonic 

forces—
The inner and outer, in alternate 

courses. >
A school of the spirit, well classed, and 

well graded, , •
Where none of the lessons are lost or 

evaded, . .
This earth-life presents us, and bids us 

accept.them,
Nor can wo refuse them; nor can wo re-
7 ject them; ■. .
Through sorrows and trials we pass to 

life's center.

Transition of Mrs. E. H. Mozart—A 
Modern Funeral Service.

Mrs. E. H. Mozart, a Spiritualist well 
known throughout the United States 
and Europe,, passed to the higher lite, 
March 1. The funeral services held 
over her remains at her late residence, 
1424 McAllister street, San Francisco, 
Cal., on Friday, March 4, were beautiful 
in the extreme. The elegant lavender- 
covered copper casket was placed in the 
Gold Room of her late elegant man
sion, where her remains were viewed 
by many hundreds of her friends. Ex
quisite flowers in great profusion, 
among which purple and white predom
inated, were in evidence everywhere, 
and all the usual signs of mourning 
were replaced by beautiful symbols of 
Immortality. A canopy of purple lace, 
surmounted by a dove, covered the 
casket, the pall bearers wearing white 
ties and lavender gloves. The services 
were conducted by Prof. Fred P. Ev
ans who had been a personal friend of 
the family for nineteen years. He was 
ably assisted by Madam Montague and 
Mrs. Lillie. Prof. Evans, after paying a 
touching tribute to his departed friend, 
gave a masterful and scientific exposi
tion of the principles of Spiritualism, 
explaining the mysteries of so-called 
death and of spirit return and com
munion.

"Flee nfl a Bird” was then sweetly 
sung by Miss Broderick. Madame 
Montague delivered a beautiful ad
dress, after which Mr. Ogllrlo sang 
"Abide With Me." Mrs. Lillie closed 
with a touching address that brought 
tears to the eyes of her hearers as well 
as to herself. “Nearer, My God,” by 
Mr. Ogllrie concluded the homo cere
monies, Prof. Hoffman presiding at tho 
organ, About fifty friends proceeded

This volume contains a'selection of 
the best poems of this gifted author and 
storyettes contributed by Clair Tuttle 
in her charming style. There are 285 
pages, with six full-page illustrations, 
including photogravures of the author 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound in blue 
with aluminum embossing. Many of 
the poems are especially adapted tor 
recitations.

The author needs no introduction to 
the spiritual public. Her songs are 
among the best in spiritual literature. 
Epes Sargent said of one ot her poems 
that it was the equal of anything in tho 
language, and that she was the poet of 
the New Dispensation.

The Mecca says: "Psychic Poems."
That erudite critic, Wm. Emmette 

Coleman: ‘"Jo all lovers of’good poetry 
this hook is*confidently recommended."

Will Carlton: ‘T have read with great 
interest:’’

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanita
rian says: "A most exquisite bouquet 
• * ♦ * the thoughts echo and re-echo 
through the deepest recesses of my 
heart. I have some word of praise for 
every page."

The author says in the dedication: 
"To those whose thoughts and longings 
reach into the unseen Laud of Souls, 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with 
common flowers, is offered hoping to 
give rest and pleasure while waiting at 
the way stations on the journey 
thither." . ;

Price. J1.00. For sale by
HUDSON TUTTLE,

' Berlin Heights, Ohio.
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.. GENERAL SURVEY..
THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, ;

DUiNQS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER. ¡

CONTRIBUTORS—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any ubseitlons 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom ol expression, be
lieving that the cause ot truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an ai ticle may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that Tho ProgressiveThinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion iu the paper, all other re- 

■ qulr.ements being fayorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper,

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item Ib cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

. TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer, rhe items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

To the Spiritualists of Illinois, Wiscon
sin, Iowa and Missouri.

We expect to turn our faces west
ward March 1. We desire to hear from 
societies and individuals who would 
like our services.

Please write us it once if you would 
like our services, or we may have passed 
you by before we hear from_you. Ad
dress us until March-10, Rochester, Ind. 
Home address 618 Newland avenue, 
Jamestown, N. Y.

E. W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE-, 
N. S. A. Missionaries.

Take due notice that Items for thia 
page in order to insure insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket.

VICTOR VOGEL’S ORCHESTRA 
AND BAND.—Firet-class music fur
nished on all occasions. Office and res
idence, 4217 Champlain avenue, Chi
cago, III. Telephone Oakland 1111. 
Mr. Vogel is a well-known Spiritualist 
ot Chicago and a natural born musician. 
His orchestra will be most excellent at 
dances and entertainments given by 
Spiritualists, and will add much to the 
Interest of the occasion. As a special 
feature of his musical work, he Intro
duces many original novelties—imita
tions of bird«, etc.

Albert Goldman writes from London, 
England, to Wm, Richmond, of this 
city: "I-thank you very much for your 
great kindness jn sending, me Mrs. 
Richmond’s luminous discoùrse, Can a 
Soul Die? Also a copy of The Pro
gressive Thinker containing a second 
one, Spiritual or Psychic Phenomena. I 
can only say they are very welcome, 
and I appreciate very highly youf good
ness in sending them to me. This Pro
gressive Thinker is a wonderful one. 
Is It not strange that In London there is 
no place where this periodical literature 
is kept?” ' ••

M, E. Hazzard writes: "Spiritual ser
vices that are held every Sunday even
ing at the home of Mrs, M. p. Hill, 320 
Flournoy street, are well attended and 
much interest is taken in them, and 
there Is great good being done. There 
are Wednesday evening circles for de
velopment, and circles Friday after
noon. All are helpful and commend-
al Mrs. T. B. Maben gives beauti-

When wniing for this paper 
use a pen or Typewriter.

•ALWAYS GIVE YQUH FUIJL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO

TAKE ROTICL
All books advertised in the columns 

of The Progressive - Thinker are for 
solo at this office. Bear this in mind.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning, i Bear this In mind. ,

TICES AN
PUBI ICAI

UNICATIONS FOR 
rHERWISH THEY

WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE
WASTE BASpTj i

MISSIONARIES’ NOTICE.—All mail 
for E. W. and C. A. Sprague, the N. S. 
A. missionaries, should be addressed for 
the present as follows: No. 725 West 
Jackson str-eet, Bloomingtsn, Ill.

1 John L. Milnor, of Marshalltown, 
Iowa, desires the address of Charley 
Wynans, the medium.

The Englewood Spiritual Union held 
a social and camp fire in Hopkins’ Hall, 
528 West 63rd street, on Saturday even
ing, March 26. There was music, mes
sages and refreshments."

H. Hanson, of tlie Soldiers’ Home, 
Cal., writes to us, picturing the agony 
of a "Starving Soul,” and portraying the 
horrible condition of those who lead an 
Intemperate life.

The /regressive Spiritual Society 
held anniversary services of Modern 
Spiritualism, on Sunday, March 27, at 
183 E. North avenue, near Burling 
street, at 2:30 and 8 p. m. Speaking 
by D. W. McKenna and others; mes
sages by Mrs. Howes, Mrs. Ella John
son Bloom aud Mrs. Hilbert, pastor of 
the church. The society will give a 
card party at 204 Burling street (near 
Center) on Tuesday, March 29, at. 8 p. 
m. All are cordially invited to come 
and have an enjoyable social time. 
Prizes given to the best players. .

Mrs. C. Schwalm will hold consecra
tion services at No. 523 Belmont ave
nue at 3 p. m., on April 3.

Mrs. A. Sexsmith writes: "The Rising 
•Sun Spiritualist Mission wilt hold spe
cial anniversary services at Star Lodge 
Hall, 378 So. Western avenue., on Sun
day Anril 3. A snecial feature of the 
afternoon will be the Spiritualist christ
ening of five children. In the evening 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond will deliver 
the anniversary address. An extended 
vocal and instrumental program has 
been arranged. We cordially invite all 
Spiritualists, skeptics and investiga
tors on this occasion.”

R. N. Kerr writes from Glenlock, 
Kansas: “A Scott Bledsoe, president of 
the Kansas State Spiritual Association, 
gave us a splendid address at Glenlock 
Hall, on Feb. 29. We hope to have him 
and his excellent wife, Mrs. Bledsoe, 
with us again.”

Theodore Frank writes from Louis
ville, Ky • “Spiritualism, a Science, a 
Philosophy and a Religion, was the sub
ject of a discourse by Mrs. Annie 
Throndsen, speaker of the Church of 
Spirit Communion, Louisville, Ky., to a 
large attendance at last Sunday’s serv
ice Her lectures have aroused inter
est in and about Louisville, also across 
the river, as we now have several mem
bers recently joined our society^ from 
New Albany, Ind.”

In Boston is Annie Abbott, the psy
chological marvel. At one of her per
formances there ten men held on to a 
biliard cue, with another man seated on 
top of it, and yet she lifted it from the 
floor by simply placing her hand 
-against it. A juvenile in the audience 
was singled out and requested to stand 
in the aisle, and after instructions from 
Miss Abbott to look steadily at her and 
concentrate his attention on tlie idea 
that he could not be lifted from the 
floor, an athletic-looking man failed to 
budge him.

ful and helpful messages from the 
realms unseen."

C. E. Heills writes from San Fran
cisco, Cal.: In looking over list of books 
I find that I have nearly all of them, 
and if I could not replace them, L 
would not part with them at any price. 
I am more than pleased with the inde
pendent policy of your paper, and would 
not be without it, and will have It as 
long as I can raise a dollar."

Each Sunday morning at the same 
time throughout the country, which Is 
10 o’clock Boston time, there is concen
tration of thought with the view to in
fluencing the minds of those who are in
different or slightly Inclined to the be
lief that vivisection is wrong. It is the 
theory of theosophists that sympathetic 
thought may be stirred in persons by 
concentraton of thought, on the part of 
the theosophists along tho lines on 
which it is desired that the persons 
shall think. In accordance with this 
theory, also the theory that all life is 
sacred, theosophists in this part of the 
country set their minds for ten minutes 
each week in opposition to the practice 
of vivisection. This will continue every 
Sunday morning for an indefinite time, 
or until it is felt that the cause has 
been won.—Boston Journal.

Mrs. E. A. Magoon writes from 
Worcester, Mass.: "The late sympo
sium that created so much effort and 
interest, imparting a more intelligent 
conception of spiritual mediumship, will 
no doubt be fruitful of much good and 
lasting results. There is another sub
ject of general Interest and importance. 
It involves a crime of no small magni
tude. 1 allude to the crime of legallz- 
ing murder, or capital punishment. 
Who is to bear the blame for the cruel 
and barbarous custom? When Is there 
going to be enough civilized and en
lightened people to abolish the heath
enish practice?” '

The Alliance (Ohio) Daily Leader 
says: “Mr. Harry J. Moore, of Chicago, 
was greeted with Intelligent and appre
ciative audiences yesterday, both morn
ing and evening at the Independent 
church. Mr. Moore lectured last even
ing on the ‘Communion of Saints,’ and 
for over an hour held the undivided at
tention of the large audience. Some ot 
the ideas, brought out and made com
prehensive during his discourse were as 
follows: Mr. Moore took the position 
that what is called special providence 
could be more intelligibly understood if 
viewed from the standpoint of spirit im
pression than it could be if viewed as 
one having been impressed by God of 
the impending danger. A spirit could 
impress one not to go upon a train and 
thereby become the means of saving a 
life, but if God would impress a person 
and not the rest of the passengers who 
got aboard the train that was after
ward wrecked with great loss of life 
he would become partial and he would 
then immediately lose that dignity that 
must characterize the Deity. Another 
thought brought out during the lecture 
was that bodies of supposed dead peo
ple should be kept until the only infal
lible proof of death, which is mortifica
tion, puts in its appearance before the 
bodies are disposed of, and then Mr. 
Moore suggested that providing the de
ceased had been willing, that their 
bodies should be cremated.”

feront phases of the truth, which, after 
reading, always leaves the impression 
of wishing I could., know how nearly 
true certain theories ’are—then, more 
often than not, in comes our Progress
ive Thinker, relating some real experi
ence, answering all those very ques
tions upon which I had bo much desired 
more light. In this way alone tlie pa
per is proving to be an educator to me, 
(as well as my family) broadening my 
views and thoughts upon all the ques
tions of most vital interest of the day.”

That hypnotism is recognized by both 
the legal and the medical professions 
was the conclusion arrived at by the 
Medico-Legal Society at its meeting at 
the Waldorf-Astoria,-Néw York. Dr. J. 
Thornton. Sibley read a paper on "The 
Philosophy of Hypnotism." He con
tended that the subject of hypnotism 
was acted on through suggestion of the 
hypnotizer. He gave a history of hyp
notism under its various titles of mes
merism and clairvoyancy. Therapeut
ics, he maintained, was aided by hyp
notism. He had practiced hypnotlftn 
himself tor the last ten years, and 
found that It had been beneficial to his 
patients. Anybody, he said; can resist 
hypnotism with a mental effort, made 
at resistance. Suggestion was the base 
bi all hypnotic power, and suggestion 
need not be of voice alone, but by gest
ure or even look. Many people, he de
clared, made themselves ill from auto
suggestion. In hypnotism the objective 
mind is under subjection, while the 
subjective mind remains active.

H. E. Martin, of Grand Rapids, Mich., 
writes: “Beginning with tlie first Sun
day in February, Mrs. Jennie Martin 
end Mrs. Addie Baldwin have been 
speaking alternately tor the Grand 
Rapids Spiritual Society, and each has 
spoken one Sunday in March. Dr. O. 
W. Knowles speaks on the 20th of
March; he is a clairaudient and a
clairvoyant, and can give very good 
messages and tests from the platform. 
He has earned his honors. Mrs. Jen
nie Martin is a psychometrist, sensing 
the soul and intellectual nature of peo
ple and gives her readings and mes
sages from the platform. She senses 
people’s thoughts and feelings especial
ly when directed to her; and by the 
aid of a controlling spirit having the 
same psychometric sense, she can read 
the character of a person. Mrs. Addie 
Baldwin can give poetry and has the 
promise of becoming a good speaker 
and public singer.”

Charles A. Kiehl writes from Will
iamsport, Pa.: “Brother G. H. Brooks, 
of Wheaton, Ill has just closed an en- 
gament with the First Church of Spir
itualism that was productive of much 
good. In addition to his talents as a 
speaker and medium, we found in Mr. 
Brooks those characteristics which lead 
people toward a more favorable opin
ion of Spiritualism. We were much im
pressed by his warm words of praise 
for the workers in the cause of Modern 
Spiritualism, as well as his efforts to 
create a greater interest in the spirit
ual press, and the earnest manner in 
which he advocated lyceum work. 
Spiritualists realize the importance of 
a proper spiritual training lor the 
young. The lyceum is a bright prom
ise for tbe future welfare of our cause, 
and greater activity should be manifest
ed in this indispensable branch of ev
ery well-regulated society that aims to 
do the greatest possible amount of 
good. We are at all times happy tp 
greet, and sorry to part with - those 
who strive for the advancement of ev
ery effort to further the cause of Mod
ern Spiritualism, which means a price
less helpfulness to all humanity.” '

Mrs. M. B. Lang writes: "The lec
ture given at Harmony Circle hall, Sun
day evening, March 13, through our in
spired pastor and message-bearer, Mr. 
Chas. S. Hulbert, was very able. The 
subject being ’God,’ it was proven to 
the audience that God always was and 
always will be the spirit of Man. Mr. 
Hulbert's developing circles held at his 
home, 54, Morgan street, are well at
tended, and all who go there are well 
repaid. Our vice-president, Mrs. M. E. 
Lane, of 215 Virginia street, was at 
Akron again last Thursday, Mar. 17.

ualism in its ’ball, -Sunday, April J, 1904. 
It was intended tq hold them on the 
27th ol MarpJ). bqt sickness of our mu
sical directafjcompelled a change in the 
date. We haye ty-pinged a fine pro
gram—good .^peakers, good mediums, 
fine music, yith elevator service. The 
ladies ol tliq .Pearl. Children's Lyceum, 
assisted oy rpe iaciips oi mo West Sldo 
Progressive Lyceum, will serve light re
freshments. q. The.;, afternoon will be 
given up to .the . lyceum work as the 
Pearl Children’s Lyceum, 1180 Pearl 
street, is under the protecting care ol' 
the East End Society. The West Side 
Progressive Children's J.yceum having 
been invited, will join In the afternoon’s 
entertainment. A email admission, fee 
will be charged; the proceeds going to 
both lyceums equally after expenses are 
paid. The Pearl Lyceum is the young
est in tlie city, but will compare favor
ably in every respect with the other ly
ceums. We cordially invite the public 
to come and see what we are teaching 
the children, and see whether it is good 
or not. ‘ Our , children come from 
homes that are strangers to Spiritual
ism, but their parents say , that they 
learn nothing but good there. Let us 
build up and not tear down in future. 
What a good tiling it would be If each 
one would be content to do their very 
best and let others do the same."

Scribe writes: “As there is no organ
ized society at McKeesport, Pa., the 
management of the meeting has fallen 
on the shoulders of Mrs. C. Lawton, 
whose ability is-proven in the tact that 
for three years they have held regular 
meetings. Mr. and Mrs. Briggs have 
been invited to unit© their forces With 
them and look favorably on the proposi
tion. The McKeesport Daily News 
says: ‘The closing meetings of the Mc
Keesport Spiritualists in Haber hall, 
were held Sunday. The meetings were 
expected to be the last held in this city, 
but arrangements have been made for 
the use of the hall in the postoffice 
building and services will be conducted 
there next Sunday evening by Mrs. Me- 
gogney and Mrs. Dr. Sophia, both of 
Pittsburg, who conducted the opening 
meetings in Haber's hall and took part 
in tlie closing serylces there. The meet
ing last Sunday afternoon was ad
dressed by Dr. Briggs and Mr.' Welsh, 
president of die Beaver Falls society, 
in tho absence of Dr. Day, who was ill. 
Eleven mediums were present during 
the day. In the evening the hall was 
filled and many were turned away. The 
McIlroy orchestra furnished music dur
ing the services and tlie Americus Male 
Quartette rendered a number of selec
tions. During the- evening an address 
was made by Mr. McClure.’ "

Mrs. Emma M. Nutt-Moore writes 
from’ Muncie, Ind.; "Harrison D. Bar
rett, President of the N. S. A., lectured 
in the court hpuse, the 16th and 17th of 
March. An interested audience greet
ed him. The'Independent bociety of 
Spiritualists holds'Services in. G. A. R. 
hall. It has had Dr'. Hewitt of Chicago, 
and Mr. Mendenhall’of Muncie, this sea
son as their speakers. For the past 
two Sundays,! have been serving the 
society as speaker and medium. I have 
the months o^May'and June open. 1 
would be pleased to hear from societies 
wishing a speaker and medium for 
these months.,’ Address me as follows, 
No. 321 Easf' Jacld.on street, Muncie, 
Indiana.” ’

The Havana Post, Cuba, has the fol
' towing- “Havana has two interesting 

visitors at the present time in Mr. B. B. 
Hill the inventor, of the rubber stamp, 
and now of the B. B. Hill Manufacturing 
Company, of Philadelphia. Mr. Hill Is 

' accompanied- by his daughter, Mrs. M. 
E Cadwallader, who is a very Interest- 

■’ ing and cultured lady who has traveled 
all over the civilized world. She is very 
much interested • in Havana, and says 
that it reminds her very much of Italy. 
The narrow streets, the churches, the 
architecture, the different shades of 
color, all appear like some of the an
cient cities of Italy. Mrs. Cadwallader 

. and Mr. Hill were received by Presl-
dent Palma yesterday."

Mrs. Rozetta Gott writes that "this 
vear has opened with pleasure for the 
Wellington, (O.) Spiritualists. Mrs. 
Baird of Elyria enrolled us on her list, 
and since then we have had many 
treats In lectures, tests, etc. We have 
also secured a charter. We have-had 
tho pleasure of listening to Mr. Jenney 
and Mrs. Schauss. find those who have 
not heard them must count it ns a loss. 
Mre, Baird nnd Mrs. Curran Illumined 
our paths with light, also that noblo 
worker, Mr. H. D. Barrett, whoso lec
tures were pearl and gold."

i

Rolla Stubbs writes from Long Lake, 
Minn.: “Lake Minnetonka Spiritualist 
Society is to dedicate its temple Sun
day, April 10. It is to be dedicated by 
Miss Whittle and Mrs. Sauer of St. 
Paul, missionaries for the State Spirit
ualist Society. We expect other me
diums and friends will attend the dedi
cation; Regular trains leave Union de
pot for Markville over the short line to 
Hutcheson, at 5 p. m. We expect the 
regular Sunday train will be put on by 
that time; leave Union depot at 10 a. 
m. Sunday. Anyone coming, ask for 
round-trip ticket to Markville, 50 cents; 
ten rides, 52.25, good.for the summer 
season. Ten can ride one way on a 
ticket; or five, round trip, and come 
cheaper.” •

Two districts in Ulster, Ireland are in 
a state of great excitement owing to the 
supposed supernatural visitations. In 
the house of a farmer named Thomp- 
son„who lives near Carriekmore, Coun
ty Tyrone, some extraordinary happen
ings are alleged .to have occurred. On 
several nights stones and bricks have 
been hurled through the windows and 
churns, milk pans, and other utensils 
have disappeared from the dairy, 
though the door has been locked and 
strict watch has been kept both by the 
Thompson family and their neighbors. 
In a district called Qullca, in County 
Uavan, uneai’.thly noises heard at night 
for weeks past have reduced the inhab
itants to a state, of terror. No one will 
stir out after dark. ■ ■ .... -

Harry J. Moore is now . located at 
5900 La Salle street, ■■Chicago. Mr. 
Moore may be addressed at any time In 
carp of .this office and his. mail will bo 
forwarded to him wherever he may be.

Mrs. Grace C. Mlildagh writes, from 
Camden, N. ¥.:■ “.The • Progressive 
Thinker is looked forward to in our 
homo every week, with tho.joy of a com
ing, real, living angol of Truth. Bound 
volumes upon-psychic subjects, many 
times, present so many theories of dlf-

She was kept very busy through the 
day giving readings, and held a large 
circle in. the evening. She has made ar
rangements to go there once In two 
weeks for the next three months to hold 
meetings and give tests at the home of 
Mrs. N. W. Flint, who is an earnest 
worker in spreading the light of Spirit
ual truths. There is a broad field of 
work at Akron and the surrounding 
towns. The people are ready and anx
ious to investigate in this work.”

The Journal of Sandusky, Ohio, says: 
“Harrison D. Barrett, of Boston, now 
filling his eleventh term as president of 
the National Spiritualists Association of 
the United States and Canada, deliv
ered his first lectures at the Spiritual 
Science hall, Sandusky, Sunday after
noon and evening. Mr. Barrett says 
that the national association is com
posed of 21 state associations, the so
cieties in the United States numbering 
about 300. The estimated membership 
of all the organizations in the United 
States and Canada is 250,000. Michigan 
has more legally organized societies 
than any other state. Ohio has only 25 
societies. The association is now rec
ognized as a religious body, the same as 
all sects of the Christian faith. It has 
a licensed ministry and is building 
churches throughout the country. Over 
110 structures are now owned and 20 
of these were erected during the past 
five years.- There are at present 325 
ministers. There are about 10,000 me
diums.” . ,

C. W. Leadbeater has been lecturing 
In St. Louis, Mo. Speaking of life 
after death, he says: “We usually give 
far too much thought'to death, but the 
teaching of Theosophy enables-ub to 
view it in its true proportions, simply 
as a passage from one stage of life to. 
anothef stage- Thé old classical say
ing, ’Mors janua vitae’ (death is the 
gate of life’), is literally true, for that 
is exactly what it is—a gate Into a ful
ler and higher life. We must realize 
that on the other side of the grave, as 
well as on this, the same great eternal ■ 
law of divine justice prevails, and that 
we can trust as implicitly there as here 
to the action of that law with regard 
both to ourselves and to those whom we 
love. If we believe at all in a God, who 
is a loving Father (and no .ono who has 
the sight of the higher planes of nature 
can for an instant doubt tills), wo must 
realize that a fate which, like death 
comes to all alike, cannot.have in it 
aught of evil for any, and that whether 
we are in this world or the next we 
must be equally safe in his hands.”-

C. H. Figuers writes: "The East End 
Spiritual Society, 1749 Superior street, 
Cleveland, Ohio, will hold its anniver
sary exercises-commemorative of the. 
fifty-sixth anniversary of Modern Spirit.-

John C. Hemmeter writes from Cleve
land, Ohio: “True Spiritualism Is vindi
cated, notwithstanding th© tricky ele
ment.it. hap. 4g,,4tu. ,ranl<s- Saturday 
evening, Marpii,. 13,¡p. basket surprise
party was held, composed ot a number 
of Spiritualists at the residence of Sis
ter Lena Wolff, No. 177 Auburn street, 
Cleveland, Ohio, the purpose of which 
was to congratulate her upon her 
emerging from her divers court pro
ceedings with flying colors; and at that, 
unassisted (except by a few lay mem
bers) ; notwithstanding tlie N. S. A. and' 
the O. S. A., including a number of me
diums in this city were requested to 
lend an assisting hand by opening their 
purse-strings, and even at the latter's 
request, at a meeting held at the writ
er's office, by representatives . of the 
divers societies located in this city, 
your correspondent was requested to 
draw up twelve or more subscription 
lists, and deliver to the several mem
bers to solicit funds to defend her suit, 
and trfore particularly our cult, but not 
one farthing was received by reason of 
said subscription lists, except that in
visible gas called air, and when in mo
tion, wind. As your space is limited to 
correspondents I must proceed to the 
point: Mrs. Wolff wag known in her 
last court (circuit, composed of three 
judges) trial as plaintiff in error vs. 
the State of Ohio, defendant in error, 
and was a proceedings in error to re
verse tli© judgment ot the Court of Com
mon Pleas and the Police Court of this 
city. The judgment in the Police 
court was a judgment of conviction, and 
that was affirmed by the Common Pleas 
Court. Her prosecution before the po
lice court was under taken under our 
Revised Statutes, Sec. 7017-4, and that 
section, so far as applicable to her case 
reads, ‘Whoever shall represent himself 
to be an astrologer, a fortune teller, 
clairvoyant or a palmister, shall be 
guilty of a misdemeanor,’ etc. The 
presiding Judge (Marvin) in delivering 
the court’s syllabus, amongst other 
matters stated: ‘This case has some cu
rious features about it. It invoves, 
among other things, the question what 
is meant by’'represent' and what- is 
meant by a 'fortune teller.’ It certain
ly was not the intention of the legisla
ture to include every one who repre
sented himself to bp a spirit medium, 
else that would have been included in 
words. Spirit communications are held 
very sacred by some .most excellent peo
ple. Judgment is reversed and the po
lice court as well. " The proceedings 
will be dismissed.’ ’’- f

C. Walter Lyiln writes from Oakland, 
Cal.: “It has beep raining here for the 
last four or fivd weeks almost con
stantly. No ddnger*bf a dry season in 
Northern CaliR(fnia,6And We ar© almost 
at the point of prayffig for a respite. 
Down at Los-Angelas they prayed in 
the churches fbi- raih several weeks 
ago and got ariii)rinkle. Up her© we 
were ‘wicked,''SappSi'ently, and forgot 
to pray, and hhve lffia almost a deluge. 
Warm weathefl, 'hdwfiVer, and prospects 
good for a prosperous'year.” .

Lida A. Rowxi,<wfit®| from Findlay,O.:

AU are invited to a ■'fid from all little 
surrounding towns

Theodore Franck secretary of tlie i 
Chui ch of Spirit Communion, wiltca ' 
ui&touiagingiy of cm tain acprcU ot 
Spiritualism in ijouisvlllt, Ky. Ue con- । 
eludes his communioation as follows: ;
Finally, a few faithful -workers were 

assembled by a Mrs. Annie Throndsen, . 
formerly of Toronto, Canada, aud cour- । 
ageously she ventured to exalt our 
grand cause so long subjected to the 
ridicule of the public and the ministry. 
This last effort has resulted in one of 
the most prosperous societies that ever 
existed in our city.”

Mrs. A. Sexsmith writes: “The Rising 
Sun Spiritualist Mission held \ special 
services on Sunday evening, March 20, 
at Star Lodge Hall. A special program 
was arranged for tlie occasion, it being 
necessary to occupy the large hall to ac
commodate tlie crowd, as the attend
ance, was close to 300. The lecture by 
Brother Thos. S. Warner was brimful 
of spiritual food, and was delivered in 
his usual masterful manner. After the 
lecture he was ordained a Spiritualist 
pastor by Dr. Geo. B. Warne, president 
of the Illinois State Spiritualist Associa
tion. The ordination was very impress
ive and was all that could be desired 
from a spiritual standpoint. The new 
pastor was congratulated by all the offi
cers and workers present of the state 
association and the Mission. The pres
ident, officers and members of the Mis
sion are proud of Brother Warner, and 
are desirous that he continue in the 
grand work in the future which he~so 
ably accomplished in tlie past. The 
Rising 9un Spiritualist Mission cele
brated in a fitting manner its first prize 
maskball, on Saturday evening, March 
19, at Star Lodge Hall. The upper and 
lower halls were filled with 700 Spirit
ualists who enjoyed themselves hugely. 
The costumes were very fine, and the 
prizes were of a high and valuable char
acter, and were appreciated by all who 
won them. The entertainment feature 
was Well arranged and the speakers 
and mediums were at their best. Some 
very fine vocal and instrumental selec
tions were rendered. Great credit is 
due our worthy president and the com
mittee who arranged the whole affair, 
it being a grand success both in a so
cial and financial way.”

Lawson Bradley writes from Bloom
ington, Ill.: "Our good missionaries, 
Mr. and Mrs. E. W..Sprague, have been 
with us and held five good meetings— 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. 
Friday evening they organized a socie
ty. We started out with forty mem
bers, all’ very enthusiastic. Sunday 
morning and evening, they held two 
more meetings, and it has notjieen our 
good fortune to listen to anything so 
good before. They are surely very 
fine. W© hope to increase our mem
bership much more. We have elected 
Mr. J. G. Eidman as president, and he 
is a very d' ,ent worker for the cause, 
and we as members will help him to the 
best of our ability. We held our first 
regular meeting to-day. Brother Wm. 
Shafer read one of Mrs. Richmond's 
short discourses, which was very fine. 
Brother and Sister Sprague have gone 
to Decatur, Ill., to organize a society 
there. We hope to have them with us 
soon for more meetings. This city, 
like many others, has had its share of 
frauds and people who profess to be 
be able to do almost everything; that is 
tlie worst thing Spiritualism has to con
tend with. We hone to be able to have 
the genuine mediums hereafter.”

Otto E. Kropp writes: “The next 
meeting of the Chicago Spiritualists 
League will be held at the residence of 
Mrs. M. A. Burland, 3019 Vernon ave
nue, on the evening of Monday, April 
4, 1904, at 8 o’clock." __

Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: "The Hyde 
Park Occult Society will celebrate the 
anniversary of Spiritualism on April 
3rd. Dr. Geo. B. Warne will lecture. 
We will have a fine programme and 
good music. Come and let's make it a 
regular love feast. Mrs. Klein will be 
on hand to give us messages from our 
friends on the other Bide. Meeting, at 
7:30 p. m., 323 East 55th street.”

Mrs. M. Henry, secretary, writes: 
"On Saturday evening, March 19, The 
Ladles’ Auxiliary connected with the 
Universal Occult Society, held its third 
social under its state charter, at the 
residence of the ¡»resident, Mrs. Daven
port, 3138 Rhodes avenue. About forty- 
five were in attendance. Messages, 
tests and palm readings were given by 
good mediums. Refreshments were 
served. All appeared to enjoy the even
ing. Our next social will be held at 
Mrs. Davenport’s on Saturday evening, 
April 2. All are welcome. We now 
have our constitution and by-laws, and 
would be pleased to welcome the ladies 
as members of our auxiliary.”

Arthur S. Prentice writes from Buf
falo, N. Y.: “Among the many Spirit
ualist societies that are engaged in pro
mulgating the grand truths of spirit 
communion, not the least is the little 
church on Allen street in Buffalo, N. 
Y., which is so ably presided over by 
Dr, F. O. Matthews, the pastor and me
dium. So earnest and excellent has 
been bls work that from a congregation 
of a score two years ago, at nearly ev
ery meeting our church is filled to 
overflowing, and so eager are tlie peo
ple to learn the beautiful truths of our 
grand religion that we shall soon have 
to enlarge our present church or get a 
new one. Many of our people came for 
the first time out of curiosity, but were 
so much interested that they have 
dropped th© old ideas and have accept
ed the indisputable facts which tlie me
diumship of Dr. Matthews has given 
them. Long may our good pastor be 
permitted to administer to his people 
and may the grand teachings of Spirit
ualism become widespread until every 
human being shall know of and accept 
this natural religion. A Buffalo paper 
says: ‘An enjoyaole musical entertain
ment was held at Rev. Dr. Matthews’ 
chapel on Allen street last evening, con
sisting of songs and recitations. The 
entertainment was a complete success. 
The proceeds are to help defray ex- 
penss of the church.’ ”

Agnes Tuttle writes from Berlin

"We engaged Jp. Frank T. Ripley to 
speak for us the month of February, 
and we were so ’pleased with his work 
we engaged him for, the month of 
March, and the hall IB crowded so there 
is not even standing-room, and many 
have to be turned away. We are trying 
to procure a larger ball so as to ac
commodate everybody. Mr. Ripley’s 
lectures are very Interesting and in; 
jitructive while his messages are fine. 
He is doing a good work here. We are 
arranging to hold Anniversary services, 
and expect _to, celebrate th© 56th Anni
versary of Moderri Spiritualism .■ in a 
way that, will .do credit to our little 
church; and .bring.back to th© mlnds:of 
all those tiny nttld'splrit raps that were, 
hard at Hydesville, N. Y., so many.

l¿.

good mother, Emma Rood Tuttle, will 
be glad to learn that we relieved tho 
suffciing of many with the simple rem
edy of sweet oil. 1 lecture In Toledo, 
Ohio, every Sunday in April, and will 
soon greet. my friends aud co-workers 
In Uncle Sam's own country.’ ”

HOW ¡ GREW TALL

Dr. Ballard writes: “Mrs. E
Palmer, last Sunday night, gave the sec
ond of course ot three lectures on The 
New Creation, at the Church of Higher 
Forces, Indiana avenue and 35th street. 
Each and every one became willing cap-'- 
tlves to the subject, aud the charming 
mannerisms of the talented little lady, 
with the astronomical delineations, 
held the close attention of the audience 
for a quarter of an hour. The lady is 
distined to become very popular, ' so 
those who wish to get a seat had better 
not tarry by the wayside. Our services 
commence at 8 o’clock p. m. Our re
liable and gifted little psychic, Mrs. 
Grace Aitken, gives spirit messages ev
ery Sunday after the lecture. A pro
gressive euchre party, consisting of 
members and friends of our church, 
will be entertained at the residence of 
Mr. and Mrs. Aitken, on Saturday even
ing, April 2. Although I am not in a 
position to say who will speak for us 
next Sunday, yet I can assure our 
friends the rostrum will be occupied by 
an interesting speaker,"

W. N. Walker writes from Middle
port, N. Y.: “Recently I participated in 
a most remarkable performance of 
spirit power. We attended an exhibi
tion given by a frail-looking young lady 
and manager. Six powerful built men 
were Invited to come to the platform, 
and assist in the exhibition, myself 
among the number, and all skeptics 
as to her power. Taking an ordinary 
wooden rod, about six feet long, and 
two inches in diameter, the manager 
raised it about five feet from the floor, 
the rod being level with tlie same. The 
young lady then placed her open palm 
against the end of the rod. We were 
then requested to lower her end of the 
rod until tlie same reached the floor, if 
possible. Three men bore down on the 
rod next to the young lady, and three 
placed their shoulders under the other 
end of it. Then began a most energetic 
exhibition of human strength on the 
part of the men, but to no avail—the 
rod was as unyielding as a piece of 
masonry. A chair was then raised by 
her manager, the front Bide ot which 
she touched with the ends of her 
fingers. Three men were requested to 
place the same on the floor. Placing my 
hands on the back of chair while the 
same remained suspended In midair, I 
was lifted off the floor.”

Aug Recht writes from Brooklyn, N. 
Y.: "The Society of Spiritual Truth 
holds its regular services every Sunday 
afternoon at Crosby Hall, Brooklyn. 
This month fine speakers and test me
diums have been heard from its ros
trum. On Sunday, Mar. 20, Dr. Wyman 
lectured and Mrs. Henderson of New
ark, N. J., assisted Mr. Rasmussen in 
giving spirit messages."

Will C. Hodge sends us a photograph 
of the new Spiritualist Temple at San 
Diego, Cal. It is indeed fine, and no 
wonder the Spiritualists there enthuse 
over it.

H. F. Coates writes: "A large and en
thusiastic audience greeted Mr. T. W. 
Sherk at Kenwood Hall, Sunday even
ing, March 20. His subject, 'The Fu
ture Life’ could not help but Instruct 
and interest all. Mr. Sherk will occupy 
the rostrum Sunday evening, April 3, 
with an Easter address. In the after
noon Mr. H. F. Arnold will address us. 
The church of the spirit communion is 
making the greatest effort to give the 
people who are seeking for truth that 
which will satisfy them. Our attend
ance never was better.”

CHARLES BROCKWAY, platform 
test medium, lately from varlqus points 
in Michigan, where he created great ex
citement among the Spiritualists, some 
sustaining him; others trying to sup
press him, and some ca])lng him the 
greatest medium of the age. He is so 
regarded by Mr. Lant, of Detroit, Mich. 
Now that he is in Chicago, he will hold 
a meeting next Sunday evening at 
Kimball Hall, corner ot Wabash avenue 
and Jackson boulevard, when Spiritual
ists can pass judgment upon him, in re
gard to his merits. Admission free. 
Test him with questions securely 
sealed. • ; .

Rev. T. S. Warner will lecture Sun
day evening, April 10, for the Rising 
Sun Society. '

Mrs. Catharine McFarlin, a most ex
cellent and efficient worker in the ranks 
of Spiritualism, has been employed dur
ing March with the Spiritualist society 
of Battle Creek, Mich. She would like 
to correspond with any society wishing 
a speaker for the coming months. She 
will also answer calls for holding par
lor. seances or public meetings during 
midweek any time when not engaged 
with the societies' work. She is also 
open for camp engagements, both for 
lectures and entertainments. She can 
furnish the best of reference. Letters 
will reach her addressed to 5G Willow 
street, Battle Creek Mich.

Mrs. M. A. Borland, Light ot Truth 
church, writes: “The meetings at 47th 
and Cottage Grove avenue are growing 
in number, and they will be held there 
during the summer months. Tests 
given at each service. All good medi
ums welcome. Bring your lunch to con
ference, 3 p. m„ and stay, as there is 
always a social time between services, 
and the pastor is there to interest you. 
Violet Club social every second and 
fourth Wednesday evening; good lunch 
and music, and many mediums, at tbe 
home, No. 3019 Vernon avenue, second 

' flat.”
John A, Hoover writes: "I am an in

valid, seventy odd years old, and have 
been a devotee to tlie spiritual cult for 

- fifty years. The Spiritual Universe and 
. the Spiritual Telegraph,(i were among 

the first papers I took, spreading light 
. on our heaven-born philosophy; since 
i then I have taken many-of the leading 
, spiritual papers, both German and Eng
. llsh, and never torn one nor kept a 

copy on hand, but sent them on to do

A Startling Story Which Will In
terest All Who Are Short.

■ . . ------------------ )

The Height of Either Sex Caul 
Quickly Be Increased From Two 

to Five Inches. These Mar
velous Results Can Be Ac
complished at Home With

out the'Knowledge of j 
- Your Most Intimate

Friends.

The Free Book Tells You 
All About It.
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MR. R. LEO MINORS.
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Inventors, Scientists anil pliyslelnns have for 
years been trying to llml some method whereby 
the height of an individual could b i Increased 
and up to the hist few years have met with fail
ure. It remained for a comparatively young 
man, Mr. It. Leo Millges by name, to discover 
what so many others had failed to do.

Mr. Mlnges resides In Rochester, N. Y., and 
has devoted the best part of his life In studying 
and experimenting on the Carillage, and his 
great efforts have at last been crowned with 
success. A large company, composed of Roch
ester's leading citizens, 1ms been formed for the 
purpose of placing Mr. Mlnges' discovery and 
inventions before the public, st) that now it is 
possible for any lady or gentleman who la 
short to increase her or It Is height from two to 
live Inches. These results are absolutely guar
anteed.

Mr. Mlnges has successfully used his method 
on himself, and lias grown from a short, stunt
ed boy to a handsome, robust man of six feet one 
Inch in height. Thousands of people living lit 
all parts of the world are using Ids method with 
equally as startling results. Let us send you 
the absolute proof of i he ahovi’ MateinentN. We 
have just Issued a beautiful illustrated book en
titled •'The Secretsof BowtoGn-wTall ” which 
contains information that will surprise you. 
Ten thousand of these remarkable books will bo 
given away absolutely free of charge In order to 
introduce them. If you fail io revel ve a ropy you 
will always regret It. This great book tells how 
Mr. Mlnges made his wonderful discovery. It 
tells you how you can Increase your heightand 
build up the entire system. It contains the pic
tures andstatementsof many who have used this 
method. After you receive thi> book vou will 
thank us the longest tlav von live for having 
nl>iw111> 11> <•,.>i      . iu..  .... . >.placed wli liln your i-i-ai-h this greaiopportunity, 

Ileineiiiber. a postal card will bring It to you? 
very door, all charg.'s pn-iialil. AH correspond- 
enco strictly contlileinlal and sent In plain en
velopes. 11 yon wish a free copy ol Oils booli 
and the proof of our claims, write today. Ad. 
dress THE CAKT1LAUECO., Dept. SU1< Roc!
ester, N. Y. ■
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Heights, Ohio: “I send a few extracts 
from a letter received by me from Mrs. 
Marian Carpenter, of Detroit, who with 
her husband, has been spending the 
winter in Cuba, thinking your many 
readers may.be Interested in these es
timable workers in the Spiritualistic 

"field. ‘Garvet, Cuba, March 9.—To
morrow we leave for Havana, where w.e 
will remain one week, sailing on the 
19th, homeward bound, via St. Louis. 
We are delighted with the climate, and 
have built a little winter home, sur
rounding it with young trees, ■ palms, 
lemon, grape fruit and orange," which 
will welcome us on our return next 
year. We have organized a society in 
tills small town, with twenty active 
members. We have elected officers ’and 
have christened it ’The First Spiritual 
church.’ I have lectured every Sunday 
except two' since leaving home, to large 
and enthusiastic audiences, many 
American tourists-listening for the first 
time to a lecture on Spiritualism. The 
natives are Inclined to be cruel. There 
is much work to be done along the lines- 
of humane education. Oxen are driven 
with long, sharp prods,, and it Is no 
uncommon sight to see horses with one 
ear. A fly lays an egg in the ear 
which hatches out a grub; that eats 
into the flesh, causing the poor beast
untold agony, and often disfigurement.

■ DR. ESPANTO, 
Mexican Indian Specialist, 
Trouts all Clironle, Nervous aiid Private Diseas
es by tho Ancient Asloo Indian System,. Send 
photograph! ago: detect birth: married orologio; 
full nanus and address in own handwriting. En
close Wota. Tho written dlagiioBts of yolir ciiee-- 
Klvon by Dr. Esnanto’s spirit band of Indian heal
ers, Wil! bo mailed you at onco.and photo returned. 
The 60 cents required la only tolteop away trlflorn. 
and svili bo remitted on flrnt order for treatment. 
Don't nogleot a chronic .dleimeo. -Write NOW to 
I»«. BMPANTO, -Nowutoad & Loo Ave's. SU

years ago, and. Wought-such comfort, untold agony, and often disfigurement.
and blessings to so many. Mr. Ripley I !• could:not sleep nights.until I found a ____________ _ _____
Is to deliver • the -anniversary address, remedy; and-I think you as well as your i Louin,mo. - (Aiinxiinsa, »im.)

mission work among the Gentiles; I ' 
dare say that 1 spend hundreds of dol
lars in this way for postage."

The Sandusky (Ohio) Register has 
the following: "A largo and intelligent 
audience which completely filled Spirit
ual Science hall, greeted Frank T. Rip
ley last evening upon his return visit. 
His spirit guide delivered an instructiv© 
and entertaining lecture on ‘Medium
ship,' which was followed by a number 
of . spirit messages, some full of com
fort and consolation to the bereaved 
mother who had been separated from 
her child, while others produced smiles, 
as they brought up recollections of 
days long ago, when gray-haired veter
ans of the civil war went gaily to the 
front. The satisfaction which was ap
parent as the audience slowly filed out 
showed that Spiritualism has gained 
many adherents in this city during tho 
past winter. Mr. Ripley will give sonie 
more messages from the other shore 
after the concert at the same hall this 
evening.”: .

Robert Schmiiss, secretary . of tbe 
Psychic Research Society, Rockford, 
Ill., advises officers of the Illinois State 
Association^ that Dr. J. H. Reynolds, 
who crowded Grand Opera House of 
that cty, on Sunday evening to witness 
tricks done by himself and band of me
diums, is a "first-class fakir” from tho 
stand point of genuine Spiritualism. 
Western cities of tills and neighboring 
states will probably be visited by him, 
perhaps under an other name. Spirit
ualists should rouse themselves to ac
tion because many communities believd 
such fellows represent all there is to 
Spiritualism. A Rockford daily said of 
Reynolds: “Fully 500 persons were 
turned away from the Grand Sunday 
evening, who were unable to obtain 
seats for Dr. J. H. Reynolds and his 
company of ‘mediums.’ It has been a 
long time since a lecture or entertain
ment has attracted the interest of this 
advertised 'open light seance' and be
fore the box office opened at 7 o'clock 
no less than 200 persons were in line. 
Tho crowd gradually Increased until 8 
o’clock when Fire Marshal Thomas or
dered the doors to be closed to prevent 
crowding in the aisles. Every seat in 
the house had been sold. Dr. Reynolds 
gave an interesting entertainment in 
magic. He opened with a slate-writing 
trick in which a ‘message’ was obtained 
from William Shakspeare. The slate 
was passed down to the audience for an 
examination and later an evident be
liever in Spiritualism was seen passing 
out of the door with tlie slate carefully 
tucked under one arm. A look at th© 

'message proved that the handwriting 
of the bard has greatly improved and 
that he is now using first-rate 20th cen
tury English. Later Dr. Reynolds per
formed a number of seeming impossi
ble feats while within a cabinet. A1 
committee consisting of Hon. Harry 
Woolsey, Harry Norris, Will Prentice 
and John Oberg was selected by thé au
dience to see that the ‘medium’ was tied 
hands and feet and securely gagged. 
They reported the work well done, end 
yet bells were rung and harps were 
played by an invisible power. Dr. Rey
nolds courted the closest investigation 
but the committee was unable to expose, 
the tricks, Dr. Reynolds himself does' ■ 
not pretend to have assistance from th© 
spirit world but many in the audience 
seemed to take his work seriously and 
believe in the. presence of spirits. As 
an entertainment it was very good but 
as a lecture or demonstration in psy
chic phenomena it was nil. It was a 
good proof of the value or newspaper 
advertising, however, lor no other 
moans of exploiting tho .entertainment' , 
was used.” . . . . ;
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Those works have made a profound impression on the most ad vane ol
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A Recitation by Arzella C. Clay, of 
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Wq do not believe immortality be- 
catiao we have proved it, but we forever 
try to prove It because we belieVo it— 
Martineau. -

Tins department is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Handsomely Bound. |
Send for Circular. ।

Address all orders to '
THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO-
19 to 27 North Kedzle Ave., Chicago.

Harrison; Peckham is an Episcopalian, 
and Day’s father is reported ' '

$2.us 
2.03

75

or Europe. Our principal aim is to send them out a&< 
nearly as possible at actual cost price. ,

Lastly, all of these TEN valuable Premium Books 
here announced are sent out, all postage prepaid for 
$3.10,something never before equalled in this country

Any eight of thq ten Premium Books you mav or
der, price $2.65. '■:■"•■■■■’■.

Any nine of the ten Premium Books you may order 
price $2.90. ’

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made.in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to thin 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
wiUi waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write Jette— of in
quiry. The supply of matter i Iways 
several weeks ahead of. the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to walthls time and 
place, and all are -treated with equal 
favor. ' ' -

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full naihe and ad
dress miiBt be given, or the letters will 
not he read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively .large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give, what
ever information I am, able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex-

THE 'PROGRSSeWB TM^KBR
Wm to send a copy of every number to 
every editor tn the United States, Can 
ada and Mexico, and to all prominent 
ministers of the gospel, who would be 
able to calculate the influence that 
would be thus excited? All cannot be 
supplied, but those who favor this idea 
might send a copy to one or more min
isters, aud thus do what they can tor 
the work. ■

Geo. ■ Adkin, South Dakota: Q. I 
live much .alone and the scenes of my 
past life rush in oil my memory like a 
flood. They are bo vivid they seem re
alities of the present. During sleep it 
Ji the same with dreams.

A. This correspondent as he writes, 
has almost reached the age assigned to 
man, and has from an active life with
drawn ag he says living "much alone." 
It Is usual in the decline of life for the 
past to become more vividly remem
bered than passing events. The plas
tic mind was more susceptible to Im
pressions, and now the thoughts not be
ing occupied on the present revert to 
the past. If the mind Is kept actively 
engaged in events of the day, If it con
tinues to grow and acquire, it will not 
have occasion for retrospection.

When most men retire from the busi
ness in which they have engaged all 
their lives, they have no thoughts of 
anything else, and the past furnishes 
the only material. Their mental devel
opment Is narrow and one-sided, and 
outsldb of their business they are men
tal dwarfs. This falling into the retro
spection of age may be and should be 
avoided. The mind should be Interest
ed and engaged In work of some kind, 
and new Ideas and new projects taken 
up, so that the hour will be too full to 
allow of reversion to things of the past.

Never was there a more harmful Idea 
than that generally entertained, that 
the object of living is to gain a compe
tency, and then retire into inactivity 
and enjoyment. The gaining of a com
petency is carried on at. such high pres
sure and hot haste, that the Individual 
becomes unfitted for enjoyment when 
the retiring point is reached. There is 
no present or future for such, only the 
past in which to revel. Men. who stay 
in the harness of business, even the 
most • exacting, live longer than those 
■who gain a competency and retire. 
Probably they are happier. Of those 
jvho retire, it may be said ot nine- 
tenths of them, "died early of ennui.” 
fetter it is to take the race with less 
pressure, go Blower, and stop at times 
by the way as a picnic excursion, to 
rest, recuperate, and enjoy companion
ship and the scenery.

A. Roslaud: Q. Ab a reader of Tho 
Progressive Thinker, 1 have a few 
questions to aste Is there any law de
termining how much a developing me
dium may charge for developing an
other medium? If one has engaged a 
developing medium and quits for an
other, will he become insane or Ob, 
sessed? Has the developing medium 
power to call back the controlling spirit 
and keep it away from one seeking de
velopment?

A. These questions tell a story of 
“ways that are dark and tricks that are 
vain.” A person anxious th become a 
medium meets with a “developing me
dium," who promises for a good round 
sum, to “develop him into a great me
dium." The developer does not make 
good his promise and tlie subject trans
fers his allegiance to another. Then 
the first threatens to make him crazy, 
and send a spirit to "obsess” him and 
to keep away the spirits he would con
verse with. .

A more villainous scheme never was 
concocted to extort money from inno
cent credulity. That, "developing me
dium” should be placed behind the bars 
of a penitentiary until reformed, if pos
sible to reform one so utterly lost as to 
play upon the dearest and most sacred 
affections for sordid purposes.

Of course the price a medium may 
charge is not fixed by any law. If such 
service can be rendered it is above 
price, and should no more be sold than 
the sunshine. But here arises the ob
jection. The claim that anyone has the 
power to “develop” mediumship In an
other is not true. That anyone by me
diumship can bring spirits to “obsess" 
another, or has power over spirits to 
keep them away, is not only untrue, but 
an infamous He, manufactured and em
ployed to hold the victim in the slavery 
of fear and extort his money. Persons 
making such claims and Jn the name of 
Spiritualism extorting exorbitant fees 
for promises they know they cannot 
perform, are not mediums—they are 
ghouls. They should be shunned as the 
most loathsome and slimy creatures are 
passed by.

Sextus: Q. Are lynchings Increas
ing in number?

A. The number of lynchings has re
mained with remarkable regularity, 
nearly Die same from year to year, and 
this, notwithstanding the increase in 
population, which if considered,,makes 
the ratio much less. The year 1903 
shows a great decrease from the year 
preceding, 90 cases being reported 
against 135 for 1901. The - following 
table has been compiled for the years
since 1885, 
1885—134 
1888—142 
1891—192 
1894—190 
1897—166 
1901—135

1886—138 
1889—176 
1892—235 
1895—171
1898—127 
1902— 96

1887—122 
1890—127 
1893—200 
1896—131
1899—107 
1908— 90

During 1902 and 1903 there were no 
lynchings, in the states of New York, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania, or the New Eng
land States. The crimes for which the 
penalty was inflicted were first murder, 
and second assault. Although the ne
groes are less than one-tenth of the 
population, more negroes suffered than 
whites.

P. F. A.: Q. Please state through 
The Progressive Thinker the religious 
belief of the Justices of the United 
States Supreme Coutr?

A. The Congressional Directory 
which gives their biographies, does not 
say a word about their religious belief 
or affiliations. Evidently as the mate
rial for such biographies is usually fur
nished by the persons interested, they 
are not anxious to shout from the 
house-top their belief. Hence the ques
tion is difficult to answer. From 
sources that are probably reliable, the 
following statement has been compiled : 
Chief Justice Fuller, Episcopalian; As
sistant Justice Harlan, Presbyterian; 
Brewer, Congregationalist; White and 
McKenna, Catholic; Holmes, raised a 
Unitarian, now independent; Brown is a member of the Board of Trustees of 
the Church of the Covenant, the Pres
byterian church attended by President

pers devoted to Spiritualism printed in 
the Dutch language? How many in 
France?

A. Twenty spiritual magazines,' 
weekly, fortnightly and monthlies, are 
published in France. These are edited 
by tlie best talent and have eminent 
men and women on the list of contribu
tors.
....In Holland Spiritualism has made 
rapid strides. There are three journals 
published in that country. "The Op de 
Greuzen Van Twee Werelden,” (on the 
threshold of two worlds) has been for 
twenty-seven years under the manage- 
.ment of that eminent literary person, 
Mme. Elise Von Colcor. The “VJ'eek- 
blad Gewijd Aan de Studie Von Het Bo- 
venzinlijke, (weekly journal dedicated 
to the study of the higher life) edited 
By Dr. C. de Jong. It is a weekly, six- 
page folio. Lastly, the “Het Toekom- 
etig Leven” (The Life to Come), fort- 
Aightly, 16 small folio pages.

From these we learn that circles meet 
every week in Utrecht, Amsterdam, 
Rotterdam and The Hague, and able 
lectures ate given.

: ' Peter WIckstrom: Q. Would it not 
be- a good idea to send a copy of The 
Progressive Thinker to every minister 
in the United States? la there any 
book or pamphlet Containing the most 
striking facts of spiritual' manifesta
tions that could be distributed for mis
sionary purposes? .
' A. 'There has not been any such 
book or pamphlet published. As for 
the project of sending The Progressive 
Thinker to all clergymen, it would be 
one of the most effective schemes to 
propagate the new phllosàphy of life. 
If there was a fund, such as .the Hu
mane Society furnishes the publisher of 
'“Our Dumb. Animals,” which enables

Sunday, Nov. 1, found me speaking 
for the first time to the Spiritualist As
sociation of this city to a constantly in
creasing audience and after nearly five 
montlis lecturing and giving spiritual 
messages each Sunday and Wednesday 
evenings, I find a greater interest mani
fested than at any previous time.

New Orleans is a historic city and 
many places of interest to be seen. No
vember 1. the day set apart in New Or
leans as sacred -to the dead, the win
dows in Royal street are aglow with 
wonderful beaded wreaths and flowers, 
wax and paper flowers, enriched with 
various mottoes so that at All Saints’ 
time they may rival one another in the 
beauty, the variety, and the skill of 
their productions, for unique among the 
cemeteries of the United States' are, 
those of New Orleans. Owing to the 
dampness of the soil which long ago 
caused the authorities to agree that 
burial beneath the earth was unsani
tary and impracticable,, the custom here 
of burying above the ground has 
brought to the assistance of nature all 
the graces which money and art can 
combine in producing to make fair and 
beautiful the resting places of the so- 
called dead, and so everywhere the 
cemeteries breathe the lesson that all 
still live, that there is no death, what 
seems bo is transition.

The tombs are built of brick or mar
ble or granite and consist generally of 
the vaults with a crypt below for the 
reception of bones. The vaults are 
carefully cemented to prevent the exha
lation of decaying animal matter. 
Sometimes, as in the old St. Louis cem
eteries, the tombs are built in tiers 
along walls of extraoardlnary thick
ness; these walls surround the ceme
teries and are called ovens. As years ■ 
pass on and. deaths multiply in a fam
ily the vaults are needed for the recep
tion of other bodies; the slabs are then 
removed from the tombs, the old cof
fins broken up and burned, and the re
mains of the dead deposited in the 
crypt. In this manner a long series of 
burlals may talee place In a single tomb. 
The custom here of decorating these 
graves on All Saints day with the most 
beautiful flowers both natural and oth
erwise is a beautiful one, but somehow 
we could not help' thinking that crema
tion would be the fair better way to dis
pose of the'dead'bodies, aid to'scatter 
flowers along life's pathway would'be 
more appreclatlve but such is life and 
we have to make the best of it -

As this ts a Catholic .city, or nearly 
so, theré is a' great chance for. improve
ment along many lines, and' through 
the law of evolution it will come.

We visited St Roch's cemetery and 
shrine whore It is claimed many have 
been healed.of their spiritual and phys-' 
Icàl inflrmitiésjmany. wonderful cures 
have' been said, to have been performed 
at thisishriner and - A large', pile of 
crutches were left behind to.show- ’•■the 
efficacy of their faith' and hope;; : :

We also wlsltèd the Army of Tennes
see monument to Albert Sidney John-

In ‘Mediumship and Its Lav^s, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation,” by Hudsoù Tuttle.,. Price 3& 
^ents. Send to Mr.- Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 0.

fcton At the entrance to the vault 
stands a marble statue ot an orderly 
calling the roll, tho burial vault la the 
heart ot the mound contains a tablet to 
the memory ot General Johnston on 
whit’i is inscribed Dimitry's famous 
epitaph; said to be one of the finest 
mortuary inscriptions tn the English 
language. Within the mound, along 
with many ot the soldiers he led, Ues 
the body of General P. G. T. Beaure
gard, the great Confederate chieftain.

As during the past two years 1 have 
spent a considerable portion of , my 
time in the South, I teel that I am hot
ter .qualified to Judge of the true condi
tion of the Southern people; and as per
sonally I have visited the tombs of the 
illustrious dead of both armies I have 
arrived at this conclusion that we as a 
people learn the lessons of life through 
sad experiences, and I shall, hope that 
with increased knowledge which is 
power we shall settle all our differences 
in the future through arbitration, and 
when the roll call sounds for us that 
our name shall be inscribed on the 
right side pf the ledger.

So many places of interest I hardly 
know where to commence or leave off, 
as this city is composed of many for
eigners, with different habits and cus
toms, but all seem to be law-abiding cit
izens and enjoy themselves in their own 
way.

The great carnival or Mardi Gras was 
considered a great success and for one 
week was given up to the festivities of 
the occasion—thousands flocked here 
from all-portions ot the country to see 
the grand parades, attend the balls and 
other places of amusement; the floats 
were simply beautiful and expressed 
much and were well worth seeing—but 
among all the places of interest I have 
visited, too numerous to mention, noth
ing has interested us so. much as the 
cause of Spiritualism'. But few work
ers here seem to feel any Interest in the 
public work, but there are a few who 
are as the salt of the earth, and are do
ing all they can to advance the cause, 
and the crowds who have come out to 
listen to our philosophy and receive a 
spiritual message, have cheered the 
hearts of the faithful. A law here pre
venting mediums from advertising has 
been a hindrance in many ways, but it 
has also had the effect ot keeping out 
some of the professional ones who have 
in the past caused our cause to be 
greatly misjudged, but we hope In time 
things will adjust themselves and right 
come uppermost and justice done.

We are now making preparations to 
celebrate the 56th anniversary of Mod
ern Spiritualism and anticipate a pleas
ant time. I shall expect to return to 
Detroit in the' near future. The 
weather here dufing-the entire season 
has been delightful, flowers In bloom all 
Winter and not one day this season but 
we could look out upon the Square and 
see every seat occupied. This is really 
the land of sunshine and flowers; and 
I shall be loth to turn my back upon 
these beautiful scenes, but duties call 
me and I must respond.

I have written this long article in an
swer to many letters of inquiry regard
ing the city, its climate, and our cause 
in general, hoping that as this |b my 
second article of tlie season, Brother 
Francis will kindly publish.

REV. NELLIE 8. BAADE.

RUNNING COMMENTS
¿1 I •

■ ' ■ ■ ' j i c • ■ "
Something for Spiritualists to Consider.

A PROPOSITION FROM W. W. ABER.
To the Editor: "A gentleman from 

Los Angeles, Cal., Robert Hale, has of
fered $1,000 to any medium who will 
bring to view a genuine materialized 
spirit.

Since you have called the attention 
of Spiritualists to this fact I communi
cated it to Mr. W. W. Aber, and he au
thorized me to say through the col
umns of. your live and efficient ¡paper, 
that he invites Mr. Hale to come to 
Kansas City, Mo., (3422 E. 10th street) 
with the money, and remain ten days or 
longer (if necessary.) He will allow 
him to rent a room and prepare it as he 
likes with a cabinet which excludes the 
light, In which Mr. Aber 1b to go, sub
ject to the most scrutinizing personal 
examination by a committee approved 
by both parties concerned.

If, at the first, second or third seance 
a genuine materialized spirit appears 
outside the cabinet, male or female, 
Mr. Aber is to receive one thousand 
dollars, and he will allow Mr. Hale to 
deduct therefrom all his expenses in
curred on his trip to and from . Kansas 
City, back to Los Angeles.

Conditions are simply means for the 
accomplishment of purposes. The 
means required for materialization are 
honest intentions on the part of all con
cerned ; a harmonious circle of eight or 
ten, equal or nearly equal males'-and 
females, an earnest desire for truth, a 
kind and gentle disposition towards all, 
and an earnest desire for honest en
deavor. Light must be excluded from 
the seance room except' sufficient for a 
full, clear and deliberate view of the 
materialized forms.

In transfiguration, the spirit can be 
touched, and it manifests the character 
of the one it claims to be. It is the me
dium transformed; but in true material
ization, the medium remains in tho cab
inet while the spirit is outside. The 
visible substance is a combination of 
the magnetic aura of the circle focal
ized in the cabinet together with the 
elements from the atmosphere and 
those drawn from the medium, so ma
nipulated by the spirit chemist as to be 
made visible to mortal sight The spirit 
cannot be touched by mortal hands, and 
is instantaneously dissipated by the 
light of day.

This explanation is necessary to 
show how Indispensable the requisite 
conditions are. Mr. Aber is not willing 
to break up the conditions established 
in Kansas City; and as Mr. Hale says 
nothing about details, nor who aré to' 
prescribe conations, such uncertainties 
are very unsatisfactory.

Now Mr. Hale has an opportunity to 
make an exhaustive investigation. Let 
him come. He will be received with 
due courtesy and assured fair treat-

The purification 4>£ Spiritualism de
pends upon the fidelity ’toi the laity. 
Mediums cannot with pVtidence openly 
aid 111 that Herculean task. They in
vite misuiiderstaiiffiag olktheir motives 
and are charged Witìv prefeasional jeal
ousy. The greater-'1 the1 jiercentage of 
honest’médiums so'much smaller will 
be the manilostaitons di'envy. Genu
ine workers know no i1 bls ft i they 
welcome rear demonstrations through 
any fellow worker.'-Tnliÿ glory in the 
triumph of tlie truth instead of in that 
of the Individual. >U> ’

A medium writesQne If you aay a 
word against their nefarious work you 
are condemned and blacklisted over 
the country by mem any uy many so- 
called Spiritualist^—lotterà are sent 
ahead of us to look-tout for and not ad
mit us to any of their* seances. So you 
see if you want to maintain any stand
ing In a society where you know fraud 
is perpetrated you have to keep still 
and let the tares gi'ow’witli the wheat.”

All of the statement of the writer is 
true and beyond question. Secrecy, 
cunning impudence and ignorance are 
the chief wepponh of. the tricksters. 
They excite prejudice against any me
dium they wish to blast, and do not 
scruple at falsehood to attain their end. 
The gang is misleading many well
meaning Spiritualists into doing their 
dirty work for them. Tlie awakening 
timo Is sure to coma and vengeance will 
be visited upon the offenders whose cry 
is only give ub a living and the devil 
may take care of the (ruth. ,

“You will be all right when you have 
gotten into the inner circle—your suc
cess will be assured.” Bo said a well- 
known medium and, late camp-meeting 
official to a new worker etili in the early 
days of mediumship, and who believes 
that her work is a sacred calling. “So 
you really mean there is an inner circle 
for mediums?" queried the auditor, 
“Certainly there is,” was the answer, 
and the first speaker’^ record qualities 
him to testify on that point.

A friend writes: "B,eaver Falls (Pa.) 
has passed througli an experience this 
winter which has been the means of the 
society closing—one was a trumpet me
dium;- the other a materializing medi
um from Allegheny. Illinois is not the 
only state overrun with faklrii." There 
is noted a rapid riud remarkable in
crease in the number of trumpet medi- , 
ums. Just connect .'.with that incident 
the fact that the demand for materiali
zation is on the decline— like Borne of 
South Water street’s eggs, it is becom
ing stale. The Tln,jjorn phase1 is not 
necessarily a spiritual Inflow, or over
flow. Chicago has a materializing me
dium, who, in priva).© is said to hold 
death ends all—does not believe in lite 
beyond the grave. ' .

Chicago Spiritualists are Just now 
having their attention' called to a new, 
or else a relocated,, “Mpply house," 
whose quite tasty dard mds: “Radium 
—Medium’s ParSpfiehmlia—Crowns, 
Belts, Hands, Heads. Velft and Full-size 
Figures all illuminated' With the new 
Radium light. Will appear, gradually 
float about room quid disappear. All 
work confidential."1' Here is an oppor
tunity to realize thè'melancholy aspira
tions of childhood; /eVereone can now 
become an angel anâ wlui the angels 
stand, a'cfown u pop.1 hid 'forehead and a 
harp within h'|s haftd. At thè same 
time he may béconfo an angel to some
body else. No wings, but only a pocket
book required. '' '

A letter-before iffé reais: “You no 
doubt'read Mr. Kind's article in The 
Progressive Thinker prdfeirig' tip the 
MèiCóy’Chtóe 'cdmblnaiifiiFgoîng ‘litidé? 
the name of the ‘BâTdwlnsj'from''Cleve
land, Ohio; tolio havo had înanÿ ex
posures—yet'some think'them honest." 
Had supposed the "Baldwins" wéré pro
fessional showmen and at last accounts 
"he" was hunting for à competent fe
male partner who 'would taboo "all 
thoughts ot marriage and confine her
self strictly to business. A woman 
named McCoy, with“ a male partner, 
were features of the Island Lake 
(Mich.) camp the season before the last 
one until the first-named ran up against 
an examining committee of ladles and 
as a result no show'Was given and in
jured Innocence in petticoats departed 
in high dudgeon. Last Beason the 
same name bobbed up at the Chester
field camp and passed the orciai com
mittee. Remember a ' great 'deal of 
gauze can. be compressed into small 
compass. It your materializing medi
um is a woman have a lady physician 
assist in the preliminary examination.

Here is another quotation, “Yes, test 
hunters for platform" workers have ex
isted and I have known of some of the 
so-called test mediums using them, and 
if reported correct, missionaries for the 
N. S. A. are not exempt from said criti
cism.” If the writer'can furnish any 
proof of such work by the missionaries 
named, I will promise him that it shall 
be brought to the attention of the official 
board of the N. 8. A., and an investigar 
tion made. Fakirs and falsifiers are 
twin offspring of selfish natures. Mes
sage mediums are not alone to blame 
for existing conditions, serious though 
they are. The greed < of laymen, for 
messages seems insatiable. How many 
would be content with- just the output 
of genuine power? Who is as willing 
to pay the circle fee when he gets noth
ing as -when he receives something? 
Why crowd our instruments to despera
tion? What can ypu expect from' a 
sponge after once wrung dry? It must 
have a chance to reabsorb. The qual
ity of the supply is ; often dependent 
upon the character of the demand. .Be 
willing to pay the ';maedium whether 
something or nothing,.'comes to ybur- 
self. GEO. B; WARNE.

tolllgence, but by the principles of life 
or being Inherent In every particle, pro
duce constant activity which in time 
will change the structural compound. 
As it is, it is giving off every hour the 
results of its inherent potentialities, for 
no one touches a piece-of granite or 
steps upon it but draws from its un
recognized life something of that Ufo; 
no earth lies upon it tliat is not impreg
nated with its outgoings, its aural force. 
All plants within reach of it partake ot 
its principles, and even the lichens 
which cover it draw life force from it. 
■rue air coming in contact with it Is 
also affected chemically by it; and this 
is so little thought of, so little studied, 
but an intelligent investigation of tlio 
silent forces of nature, a seeker after 
the underlying reasons of things, will 
find these statements true; and if true 
of granite, it is true of all aggregations 
of force by whatever names they be 
known, or of whatever construction, 
even to the keystone of the cosmic 
arch, man himself.

This that we call life is
"Full manifested everywhere;
But templed man, in you."

Then from the analytical point of 
view, as shown by the- granite and 
the comprehensive glimpse at all man
ifestations, can we not glean-enough 
to bring answer to the question. Is Life 
Worth Living? ;

To begin with, it must be lived. We 
cannot avoid it. We cannot evade it, 
cannot annihilate it. We must be be
cause we are.

But you argue the question of change. 
Yes, change does come, but the infer
ence from known facts is that individ
ual life never ceases; that the crystalli
zation kinown as man, the highest type 
of intelligent energy, never knows any 
change that destroys the individualiza
tion; that ascends the scale of exist
ence but to find that change of relation 
only increases power of usefulness, 
widens fields of expression, opens out 
still further vistas of opportunities and 
inducements to seek for more and still 
more, until they are justified in saying 
man is infinite. Good reason, then, has 
he for saying he is the highest expres
sion of Deity, and this does make Life 
Worth the Living.

MRS. M. A. CONGDON. 
Washington, D. O.

“All for Jesus! All for Jesus! All my 
being’s ransomed powers,

All my thoughts and words and doings, 
all my days and all my hours." 

Thus, within a curtained window, sang 
a woman's voice so sweet,

While without, upon the pavement ot 
the cold deserted Btreet,

All unconscious In . the darkness, 
drenched by slowly falling rain, 

One (once quite as pure and tender) 
had succumbed to cold and pain.

Homeless, friendless, without shelter, 
she had wandered all the day,

TUI at last in sheer exhaustion prone 
upon the ground she lay.

There a late pedestrian found her, 
stooplngclose her features scanned, 

In the dim light turned upon her from 
the lantern in his hand;

'Twas a face of wondrous beauty, 
marred, ’tis true, by want and 
shame,

But the stranger bending o’er her 
looked in pity, not in blame.

Some one singing! Clearly, sweetly, 
comes the voice above the storm, 

“All. for J^suq!" Stooping quickly, see! 
., he Hits' the.dripping form;

Up the steps he swiftly bears her, paus
Ing scarce to think before

'Neath his touch the bell’s loud sum
mons brings the singer to the door. 

"Madam, see! I found her lying fainting 
on the pavement near,

And just then I heard you singing, so”— 
said he—"I brought her here.”

But alas! no ray of pity shines within
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progressive intelligence of .the age. In the field of Psychical Research It can b» 
said truthfully that they have created a veritable “Cyclone’’ of interest and dis. 
eussions Their subject matter and simplicity of expression make them intensely 
interesting and fascinatingly attractive to everyone who can understand the sim
plost English. They have made simple and clear the most difficult problems of 
human life, and carry a special message to all who love the truth.
The Great Psychological Crime—Con

tents—Part I.
Psychological Crime; New Defini

tions; Pertinent Admissions; What Is 
Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man 
and His Two Organisms; Physiology 
and Pathology of Hypnotism; “Auto
Hypnotism,” a Misnomer; “Suggestion,” 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith'; Post
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp
notist?
Part II.

A Risk and a Duty; Other Defini
tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle 
Involved; “Automatic, Physical Medi
umship" Impossible; Neither a "Gift" 
Nor a "Power”; The Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship and "Affinity"; Medium
ship and Emotionalism; Mediums and 
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan

Part III.
The Genesis of "Hell"; The Way ot 

De^th; In Perspective; Individual Im
mortality; On What It Depends; Self
Control, the Application; The Lino of 
Despair and the Powers of Darkness;

The Law of Spiritual Gravity; Admonl-X 
tions and Suggestions.
Supplemental,

The Value of “Theories”; Difference# 
and Distinctions,■ Tranav .'.nUonfl 
Transubstantiation; Relnck 'iUona 
Metempsychosis; Solf-Perpeluatlon; 
Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual Extinction; Pay. 
chical Reiuvesture.

Preliminary Statement; There Is No 
Death; Life After Physical Death la 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Hera 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop» 
meat and a Common Purpose;) 

and Pur- ,
; --------- of Physical
Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution;! 
The ‘Law of Natural Selection”; The 
Natural Law of Selection; A Question 
in Science; The Completion of an Indi
vidual; Masculine Will and Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle for Happiness;) 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intui
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat
ural Science Corroborated; Natural 
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce;) 
True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon., 
les. Ethics.

J. T. McColgan, M. D., a prominent 
physician,..and a firm believer in mate
rialization, recommends Mr. Aber. ; He 
says: : . ' .

“Let me kindly suggest a plan to Mr. 
Hale by which he can save nine hun
dred dollars and get better results than 
by attracting all the fake mediums in 
the country to Los Angeles, in the hope 
'of beating him out his money.; Let him 
slip off from home, not telling anyone 
where he is going and visit Kansas 
City incognito; attend Mr. Aber's se
ances for one week—not as a . fraud 
hunter, but as an honest searcher for 
ti;uth. Let ho one know anything what
ever concerning his antecedents or his 
dead relatives or friends, and if some of 
his Spirit friends do not come to him 
that he can unmistakably identify and 
call him by his given and surname, and 
unasked give him stronger tests ot their 
identity than' he could frame, he will 
have a different experience to mine un
der similar conditions. I am not per
sonally interested in Mr. Aber,, but cite 
hlm because he is nearer to Lp's An
geles than .any other psychic I have 
tested thoroughly and found genuine; 
I have seen numbers of people there 
from all parts of ‘tlie country arid never 
saw one failure togot satisfactory man
ifestations'.” , ...

The answer to t^e jirg^ will ba the 
'answer to the Bec£>nd,.Jquestion, we 
think. ■ jg- > gtr- .
■ Life Inheres in eiyery ¡^om; no sub
division can be m%da: twit will leave 
any particle, howflver.( infinitesimal, 
without life. All (¿¡Energy (only an
other name for God^; req^y for expres
sion; but is Ihoperaj^ve pptil impulsed 
to express. By impression I mean 
showing itself in agjiionvj-ior achieve
ment. The whole history of the known 
universe is based ¿pomitois premise, 
and the demonstrations p; that we call 
nature sustain the OTeinifii.

Nature is undembod W comprising 
all that offers itseji .14" cosmos, and 
every demonstration ofJ^nergy is a 
demonstration of napireJJ1'

Another fact coffnecteil with the 
above is that every atpm has intelll- 
gence-exactly in atcordance with its 
needs. . . ■ ■ . . .

■ Achievement is bjr,energy In action 
toward a given point; that point 
reached the energy either holds itself 
to Its attained purpose , tor tlie prolonga
tion bf its usefulness there or through 
dlslntegratloh prepares' the way for a 
change In usefulness., Nothing rests 
in absolute Inactivity.. In the alembic 
of the infinite, change ¿3.eternally going 
OIK ■ ■ ■■ : ■: ? .... . . ■'

The solid granite criist of oiir gloho 
has never been in. perfect rest Its 
combined atoms have, dona and are do
ing their work, their chemical combina
tion, not through or by an. outside to-

those starry eyes,
As thè stranger pleads, “In mercy, let 

me in before she dies!”
“No,” she said, “you cannot enter, up 

the street another square,
Round the corner stands a refuge— 

they’ll receive her—takeher there."
Has he heard aright, he wonders, 

waiting just a moment more,
Yes, she draws her silken garments 

round her, bows, and—shuts the 
door!

Shocked, amazed, the kindly stranger 
to the refuge wends his way,

And within Its peaceful shelter soon his 
helpless burden lay.

Here kind women gather round her, lov
ing hands work with a will.

But just once she moves her eyelids— 
shivers—gasps—and then is still. :

And they stand with solemn faces si
lently around the bed.

While the matron softly whispers, 
“ 'Twas too late, sir, she is dead."

Yet awhile the stranger lingers, gazing 
on that lovely face;

Of her past, death’s icy fingers have not 
left a single trace;

Not one mark, or sin or sorrow stains 
the whiteness of her brow,

Whatsoe'er her life’s dark secret, none 
can ever read it now,

But his thoughts go all unbidden to the 
home adown the street,

Where securely rests the singer with 
the voice so clear and sweet;

And the matron heard him murmur, 
” ’Tls indeed a bitter fate!

Had she meant what she was singing 
. would it then have been too late?”

Oh, my Sisters! warmly sheltered, in 
your homes ablaze with light,

Know you not that souls are dying,

near your door perhaps to-night?
Know you not tliat all around you lives 

go out in siu and shame,—
Lives that you, perchance, might rescua 

by one action in “His name."
"All for Jesus!" listen, sisters: He who 

died upon the trre.
Says to us, “As you have done it unto 

these, 'twas unto me.”

BOOKS OF THE DAY.
(Continued from page 2.)

TREATMENT BY HYPNOTISM ANO 
SUGGESTION; or Psycho-Therapeut
ics. By C. Lloyd Tuckey, M. D., 
Aberd. New York: G. P. Putnam's 
Sons. Price, $3.
This is the fourth edition, revised and 

enlarged, 376 pages 8vo, of a most valu
able and standard work, by an acknowl
edged authority and expert in the sci
ence of healing by hypnotism and sug-: 
gestlon. The method of treatment by 
suggestion is clearly and exhaustively 
considered, and Illustrated by descrip
tions of numerous actual cases in the 
author’s personal experience. The 
work will be found a valuable auxiliary, 
to physicians in ameliorating and cur
ing the mental and physical ills of their 
patients, and is worthy of most careful 
study not only by physicians, who 
should be thoroughly Informed in the 
nature and methods of curative hypno
tism or suggestion, but also by all stu
dents of hypnotism who desire to thor
oughly understand the subject. It is a 
valuable mine of Information to all who 
consult its pages.

If people knew what the future had In 
store for them the chief charm of exist
ence would be lost.

OUR TEN BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL PREMIUM 
BOOKS.

An Opportunity Never Before Offered on This Earth 
to Form the Nucleus of a Splendid Library Along 
Spiritualistic, Psychic and Ethical Lines of Thought 
—A System of Humanitarian Work Originated 
Solely by The Progressive Thinker.
Remember, please, that it costs ten cents to get a 

personal cheek cashed at a bank in Chicago. If you 
send a personal check, add ten cents to the amount 
sent. '

Remember, please, that we have only two books 
which we send out now for 25 cents each. We cannot 
allow you to select any other book or books in their 
place.

Remember, please, that you are not entitled to any 
of the Premium Books unless you send in with your 
order a year’s subscription to The -Progressive 
Thinker. '

Remember, please, that the safest way to make a 
remittance is to secure a postal order.

Remember, please, that these books are used ex
clusively as premiums, the editor desiring no profits, 
his sole object being to do a' HUMANITARIAN 
WORK ALONG SPIRITUALISTIC, PSYCHICAL 
AND ETHICAL LINES, hence they are not for sale 
to the trade. '

Remember, please, that mistakes and trouble may 
be avoided by dealing direct with this office, instead 
of through a news agent.

Remember, please, that all of our Premium Books 
are neatly and substantially bound in cloth, and are 
an ornament to any library. -

Read our Premium Offer, AND DO NOT WRITE 
TO US FOR ANY OTHER TERMS. You must send 
$1 for The Progressive Thinker when you desire one 
or more premium books. Please bear this ip mind.

Every person who sends in a yearly subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker can have until further no
tice, the following books for 25 cents each: “The 
Religion of Man and Ethics of Science,’’ by Hudson 
Tuttle, and “Seers of the Ages, or, Spiritualism Past 
and Present,” by Dr. J. JML Peebles. Both exceeding
ly valuable, and though widely different, each one 
fills an exceedingly important niche inithe literature 
of Spiritualism. ' - •

If you order only one book, and'that one neither of 
the books mentioned above, the price is 50 cents.

If you order two books, and neither of them the 
above mentioned, the price ,is 90 cents.

We have TEN Premium Books only, and you’can 
select them as follows: ’• .

Any three of the ten Premium Books you may or
der, price $1.10. ................ , • . ;

Any four of the ten premium Books you may order, 
price $1.50. . ■ ■

Any five of the-ten Premium Books you may order, 
price $1.80. —

Any six of the ten Premium Books you may order,
price $2.10.

Any seven of the ten Premium Books you may or
der, price $2.35,

1—The Encyclopedia 
Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia 
Spirit World, Vol. 2.

3—The Encyclopedia 
Spirit World, Vol. 3.

4-Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mundane and 
per-Mundane Spiritism.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occultism.
6—The Next World Interviewed.
7—The Occult Life of Jesus.
8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands.
9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of Science.
10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past and 

Present.
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE REMITTING.

When you send in your subscription to The Pro
gressive Thinker, carefully look over the books whiehJ 
you desire in this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable. They are intensely interesting. They, 
are elevating in tone and will do you good. In re-‘ 
mitting do not fail to enclose a dollar for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Sending out these premium books, however, at the 
prices , we do, does not reduce the price of the sub
scription of the paper, apparently or otherwise, a sin-1 
gle cent, for that cannot be afforded for less than one 
dollar per year, in view of the fact that we publish’1 
such a vast amount of reading matter, much morn 
than any other Spiritualist paper now published. J

In conclusion, bear in mind that the postage on t 
these ten premium books is about ONE DOLLAR, 
leaving this office only $2.10, illustrating the great' 
bargain you are getting—an oportunity to form the, 
nucleus of a valuable library, the like of which was 
never known before on this material plane.
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To Clubs of ten or more we offer the following 

terms to each One: The Progressive Thinker one' 
year, and ONE of the following books, $1.15: “Tho . 
Religion of Man and Ethics of Science”; “Seers of ., 
the Ages; or Spiritualism Past and Present”; “A’ < 
Wanderer in the Spirit Lands”; “The Encyclopedia ! 
of Death, and Life in tho Spirit World,” Vol. 3. ■ The ' 
ono .who gets up the Club will be.entitled to the.paper 
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among our list of premiums.. <

Address all orders to : ' ■
J. R.' FRANCIS, ’ 

40 Loomis St., Chicago* III, ¿
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K' Charles Dawbarn on thè Center of Creation.
THE CENTER OF CREATION.

Part Third.

The scientist now recognizes that every form is 
bnilt uj) of units. Everything that happens is the 
action of a unit. Alan of to-day is learning.that oven 

'his thoughts are molecular, and can travel through 
space. The mysterious protoplasm is a collection of 
units, working intelligently together for a conlinpn 
purpose. So are our bodies, and every organ in them. 
We next recall as another faet that personality is 
merely a form, through which intelligence is telling 
its tale to our sense. Yet further, every form is al
ways composed of a number of units that can be torn 
apart. So every' personality is in its essence an un
certainty. - It may stand like a pyramid, inpide and 
outside our time life, but one day it drops apart, and 
the personality vanishes. '

The human personality may grow hoary With age, 
or break up in its youth. It may inarch, with its units 
a little differently arranged, through the gateway of 
death, and build its home across the divide. It may 
boast' its own immortality, and call it an eternal 
truth, but it is only eternal as a city is eternal, for 
every form is an aggregation of units, each perfectly 
independent. The city will remain a eitv only so long 
as new inhabitants are attracted to it, but it is built 
Up of forms, some mere bricks, others in human shape.

Those who have cared to watch recent recorded 
scientific revelations must have noted the curious case 
of Miss Beauchamp, reported for the English and 
American Society for Psychical Research by a 
learned physician and specialist of Boston, Mass. 
The whole account is marvelous in every recorded de
tail, but the one point to note herein is the appear
ance of “Sally,” who claimed to be a portion of Miss 
B. at her birth, but had been unable to come to the 
surface and express herself in earth life until released 
by the nervous shock experienced by Miss B. It hap
pened in that ease that this hidden self was a rather 
wicked part of the mortal lassie, who was thus the 
gainer by its suppression. But it might as easily have 
been a real good sliver off the original block. If the 
reader realizes that a personality can be thus broken 
up, he will perceive that that means that a person
ality cannot be eternal, and possibly may not be very 
lasting. Spirit Return teaches us that the personality 
usually or often outlasts death, but presently, if the 
spirit be progressive, changes until any direct talk 
With a mortal becomes impossible.

The writer claims as sufficiently demonstrated that 
the personality, of which we are so proud, is nothing 
but ,a collection of eternal and indestructible units, 
each of which is t|ie only real being worth talking 
about as neighbor to neighbor throughout eternity. 
The bull’s-eye may have been hit by Nature when 
shooting at her target, and man may have as a conse
quence, popped out. That only makes him the best 
collection of units that has yet appeared—so far as 
we know.

We will not dispute the Wallace contention that 
pianhood is possibly very scarce as a celestial com
modity, and that he needed very peculiar conditions 
before he could make his appearance, but that is as 
far as we care to go in that direction. Intelligence is 
just as much present in every other speck of Cosmos, 
and therefore Nature is hitting other bull’s-eyes in 
her own way, and producing other personalities with

which, in nil probability, we could no more exehiinge 
thought than we can with the ant, .

It is perfectly useless discussing the kind of per
sonality out wrought by Intelligence under those 
other conditions. If we recognize, as proved by Mr. 
iWallnce, that it cannot possibly resemble man, that is 
the end of it for us. But, all the same, these facts 
present us with a great thought.

There are many manifestations of intelligence, any
one may inflence another, even if the personality be 
absent. A man may pride himself on his intelligence, 
but if he associates with a number of others, the. 
united intelligence is not that of his own, but some
thing better or worse, as the ease may be. And the 
intelligence of a city or nation is not the personal in- 
telligenee of the single citizen. It does and approves 
acts the single citizen would not do or approve. The 
influence of a great intelligence of, this kind may be 
unseen, but it is tremendous all the same. Now when 
w,e remember that every unit in space is also an in
telligence, it seems startling,. /When , we .gaze at the 
myriad stars forpiing our Mjlky Way, and realize 
their vast distance, it seems as if their presence or 
absence would amount to little for us. But when we- 
remember that even the most distant has energy 
enough to print itself on the photographic plate we 
can realize that the total influx of energy must be 
enormous And when we further remember that in
telligence is always associated with energy, and that 
it could only reach us combined with substance, we 
recognize that the combined influence upon earth life 
must be beyond mathematical computation. And if 
we further reflect that each one of those distant 
globes has and exerts intelligence in proportion to its 
mass; we realize yet more that the inflow of speh Cos
mic' influence upon our little earth is, and must be 
enormous. But all the same, as we have seen, the per
sonalities wielding such intelligence may not be able 
to exchange a single thought with us, any more than 
with the white ant, our neighbor.

The truth as the result of such studies seems to be 
that man must not allow’ himself to become disheart
ened by finding himself alone in the universe, as a 
■non: or feel badly because he himself has no assured 
personality on which a Celestial Life Assurance Com
pany would take much of a risk.

Still man realizes that, in some way he cannot com
prehend, the united intelligence of his units is build
ing up a grander and grander manhood. That man- 
iiood exists for him as a personality. Whatever the 
ultimate fate of that personality, he knows it outlasts 
the grave. Even if chips fly from the block at birth, 
or at death, it seems certain they all become once 
again, a united whole, somewhere and at some time 
in the eternal history.

The personality we may meet hereafter may be 
fuller and grander than that of our loved one here, 
but we shall not cry for it to be diminished that wc 
may recognize it. We shall accept that, and every 
other change that comes to us as a law of Nature. 
And if manhood, here and hereafter, is to stand alone 
so long as its personality lasts, there are enough of us, 
Brother Wallace included, to make our bull’s-eye a 
Garden of Eden, and without a snake in it. Give us 
time enough for that and we won’t complain when 
the unit gathering breaks up—if it does.

' (The End.)
CHARLES DAWBARN.
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SPIRITUALISTMEETINGS.
It la Important when a meeting la 

auBpended, that notlte be given ub, bo 
that Inquirers maynot be mislead. We 
want new noticed ot all meetings being 
held hero In public-halls at the present 
time.

The Bond ot IRtrmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple every first and 
third Thursdays of the month; after
noon session at 3 o’clock. The ladies 
furnish refershments. Supper served 
at 6:15, including tea and coffee. Even
ing session at 7:30. Questions pertain
ing to spiritual themes, answered by 
the guides of Mra. Cora L. V. Rich
mond; name poems given to strangers. 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton, assistant pastor.

The §fiirltual Unity ; Society holds 
meetlngWvery Supday nt 3-and 7:30 p. 

4n. at 207 Lincoln ¿Venue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor.

Chuch of th'e Spirit. Spiritual serv
ices are held at 83|) North Clark street, 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p. in. Psychometric 
reading and messages given to all at
tending, through Wm. Fitch Ruffle, 
psychic.

Light and Truth Spiritual Church, 501 
W. North avenue, Wicker Park Hall. 
Meetings every Sunday afternoon, 2:30.

Central Spiritual'Church will hold 
services every Sunday afternoon at 
2:30 sharp, at ‘Phofinix Hall, 324 East 
Division street, near Sedgwick street 
Conducted by Mr. ¿fad Mrs. Howes.

Church of Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee ¿venue, near North 
Paulina street' Mifa. J. DeLong, pastor.

The Metropolitan Spiritualist Society I 
holds services every Bunday at 8 o’clock 
In St, Gcoige’s Hall, 3337 State stieet 
Good speaking, tests and music. Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Residence, 
8148 Indiana avenue.

The German-English Society Bund 
:der Wuhrholt No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 m Brandt's 
Hall, 152 E, North avenuo, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 7:30 in Garfield 
Turner Hall, comer ot Garfield and Lar
rabee streets. Emil T. Vaas, lecturer; 
Frank Joseph, medium. :

New Thought services conducted by 
Julia M. Learnered, at 7:30 o’clock ev
ery Sunday evening, at 720 West Madi
son street, third floor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins' Hall, 528 West 
Sixty-third street, every Sunday even
ing at 8 o’clock. Conference in the af
ternoon at 3. The Ladies' Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday afternoon at 
same number, '

The Spiritualistic Church of the Btn. 
dents of Nature hold services at 
Nathan's Hall, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue, Sunday even
ings, 7:80 p. m. Mrs. W. F. Bchu. 
macher, pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 4.3d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361
363 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services 
every Sunday in Hall 309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. Sunday-school at 10 
a. m.

The Second Church of the Soul meet« 
in Van Buren Opera House, Madison 
street and Caliiurnla avenue, every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
spirit messages, assisted by other me
diums.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street.

The Church of Higher Forces holds 
its meeting in Douglas Hall, Indiana 
ave and 35th street, every Sunday at 
3 and 8 o'clock. The reliable psychic, 
Mrs. Grace Aitken, will give spirit mes
sages. Come and learn the truth.

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds a meeting every Sunday after
noon at 2:30 and 7:45, at No. 378 S. 
Western avenue. Star Lodge Hall.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at Atheneum Building, 26 
Van Buren street. Mrs. May Elmo, me
dium. Tests and good speaking. All 
are welcome.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The 'Woodlawn Spiritualist Society 
will hold services at 6209 Madison ave
nue, Sundays at 2:30 and 8 p. m. Prof 
J. E. Smith gives tests and spirit mes
sages. W. H. Mohlan, president; Prof. 
J. E. Smith, pastor

6. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Healer and
Gifted Psychic. 

health restored 
By Common Sense Methods

For the Cure of Mental 
: and Physical Ailment«.

OBSESSION CURED.

- For Free Diagnosis of Disease, 
tend five two-cent, stampa, age, name, 
eex and own bandwriting.

READINGS AND BUSINESS AD
VICE $1.00 and two etamps.

Address 781 Eighth St., 
' Oakland, Cal
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cfowana, at 523 Bel-

HOROSCOPES
Scientifically accurate and reliable. Captain G.W. 
Walrond. 1610 Glenarm St., Denver. Col., Est 1890.

San Leandro, Cal.
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The Tobacco Habit.
50000 CUKES LAST VEAK. :

Anyone Can Have a Prescription Free by
Sending Stamped Envelope.

Mrs. J, Luster, 812 Stale St., Den Moinco. la, lias 
«recovered a harmless remedy iuv the tobacco 
habit which cured her husband In 16 days, after 
beiuif a slave to the weed for over 80 years. Il cun 
be given secretly and is harmless. Mis, Lester 
will send the prescription free to any one sending 
stumped envelope to pay postage, .

ELTON E. HEDItlCK, 
asthoxooeh.—Vocation, business specula
tion, matrlniony changes, travel, till affairs ot 
life. Fee 12.00 Semi data of birth as near tho 
hour as possible. Address, 2021 Heading Howl. 
Clncltmati, Ohio. ' 5 „5

REMBRANDT
unique, eclucaiionuh beneficial. Thureduye, 8p. 
lit. Hill Cottage Grove Ave., Chknico-

G *1’ K'NKKAD. TBUMPHT PSYCHIC. OIR.
T Al®1“? Thursday. Salurdav, 8:30 ». tn,

i banleu Circle Tltursduy, 8:110 p. nt. Beadlnga 
dally, IBM Wnbaslt ave.. dhleago.

! VITALITY rn11?11 'YllltSr Do Vo0' is i tilled with healing uplifting
I T, utV Ironi the ileitis of everlasting life.

>.lt 1>eklu,iI,t81118,yilal llaiue iu the son). Published 
I bi-monthly ut 6027 Drexel Ave,, Chicago. 2&c per 
' J'ear Wit

TRUMPETS.
The infallible Fibre Trumpet isguarauiecd 

better than metal. No. 1.—36x6 in.—insulated top 
and bottom. Cardinal colored enamel, »1.60. No. 
2,11.25. 88 x< inches, plain, with no insulation, 
brown color. Pamphlet with instructions for all 
kinds Of development will be mailed on receipt o 
12 cents in fitumps. Trumpets will be sent oi.’ 
receipt of price. Manufactured by
JAN. NliWTON, liorr St., Toledo, O.

trow TO UNFOLD YOUH PSYCHIC POWER!) 
.Ho,w 10 duvelop Ihu beat within 

An, ' !n bt“11 you }"'u men-ucUon booklets 
und delineate your possible phases of inedium- 

n Mr“- "r. J. A. Bliss, 43StLindell Bout, St. Louts, Mo.

BRAVING TO THE GOD OF WAR TO BUTCHER 
THE OTHER FELLOW.

A “sinner” who had been wrestling with his sins 
at the penitent form of a revival meeting, startled 
fhe assembly bp jumping high in the air and,shouting, 
"Hurrah for God!’’ . ,

Alexeieff. the Russian commander in the Far East, 
Is a rival of the jumping convert. In order of the 

’day recently issued to the Russian troops, the mili
tary leader speaks of God as having always upheld 
the arms of Russia, and concludes his little sermon 
to the army with a characteristically military utter
ance: “God be with us—hurrah!’’ or its Russian 
equivalent. ■

• The same old prayer! Surely if God took any no
tice at all of such blatant hypocrisies, He would be 
desperately tired of the whole miserable, cowardly 
business. Hasn’t Russia millions enough of poor 

:.wretches.eo offer as “food for cannon” without im
ploring the assistance of an unseen helper?

A more honorable prayer was that of a Scotch sail
or, who was faced on one occasion by a huge polar 
bear. Opening Ins knife, his only weapon, and grasp
ing firmly, he thought a prayer might help him, so he 
hurriedly uttered the following words:

Oh1 Lord, I dinna’ trouble ye often, but ye see me, 
an’ ye see this bear. Oh! Lord, if ye winna’help.me, 

. dinna’ help the bear; and if ye’ll help neither ane nor 
the ithor, ship’ by an’ see fair play, for this’ll be a 
inaist awfu’ fecht. Amen.

The Isracilitcs are reported to have found “Jah” 
useful in their blood-spilling, land-stealingcampaigns. 
He worked in their favor with hailstones and thun
der; stopped the “sun;” breathed poison on Sen-, 
nacherib; made wqlls fall on armies, and turned on 
floods. । _ ■

But there was a distinction with a difference in 
those days. Jah was not the only god prayed to. He 
was one'of the crowd; he had to uphold his dignity,4 
or Dagon, or Baal, or some other divinity would claim 
the victory. ... . ■ ■■■,.: ,

Now, however, things are .changed, and warring 
nations generally pray to the same God!.. Which is 
extremely awkward for the Deity. ■ .

Bocds prayed to the. same God ns-the British/but 
word defeated. Some one had to win, and the.most 
Capable army did it. It was prayer plus power; then 

‘ w};v pray at all, for the forces of prayer being equal, 
it was the power which decided the struggle. .

■ Now, here we find Russian.playing the same game. 
“O, God, bless us, curse the Japs. We are right, they 
are wrong. Direct our bullets, explode our shells, 
sharpen our bayonets, repair our warships. God
help, us! Hurrah for God!”

Is not all this business contemptible? Is it nofr- a 
survival of the times of grossest savagery, When men 
called in the princes of the power of the air»to aid 
them scalp each other? Surely Russia is barbarous 
to do such things. ' ' '

The papers tell us that “many Russian .politicians, 
among them men whose penetration and energy have 
often been admired in Western Europe; have ad
dressed themselves to the Far East erifjjs after a pil
grimage to the shrine of the Virgin of Kazan or the 
wonder-working St. Seraphim. And more than one 
general bound for the seat pf war has, before starting, 
been blessed with the highly venerated icon‘;of some 
Russian saint, in the miraculous efficacy of which he 
has the profoiindest belief. ' .

“Russian officers and soldiets under, orders for the 
front attend a service before they leaver to pray for 
the untimate success of their arms. Special prayers 
are read; the one most generally used is, “Blessed be 
God, holy and immortal. Have mercy upon us. Our 
cause is a just .one; therefore, let us all pray to the 
Lord that He may strengthen our arms in order that 
we may gain a victory over' our enemies,, with all 
their Wiles.” ■' .

“The service is not a lengthy one, rarely lasting 
more than twenty minutes. Frequently, before set
ting out for the Far East, Russian.priests sprinkle the 
soldiers with holy water, and many believe that the 
rite renders them invulnerable, or at least goes far 
to protect them from bullets.” . •

Oh 1 barbarous, to call upon .the Father of the Prince 
of Peace—or is it the Prince himself ?—to commit 
wholesale murder! For surely it is .nought else— 
“who can fight'against God?” .. -

Icons? Holy water? Virgins? Saints? Hum
bug! England smiles at the credulity of the Russian 
— — and does exactly the same when she is going to 
war. "•

Is it not time that the Fathfer of Love was left out 
of this brutal sport? ' '

Has not the day come when men should say as they 
take -off their coats to fight, “Oh! God, we know we 
are breaking Thy laws of love, we know we are for
getting Thy noblest teachings, we know we cannot 
expect Thee to approve of our brutish conduct, but 
we are going to give the other lot a hiding—if we can. 
Oh! Father: you taught us by the example of earth’s 
best, by long suffering, by the stripes of tyranny, that 
.this war is the most insensate folly, that this blood
shed is rabid madness, that this cut-throat Scramble 
f op wealth is raging lunacy; but, Father, we are bent 
on fighting, and will fight. We do ask your help— 
we know we cannot expect it—“Thou art Love,” but 
we have no time.for that just now—we mean to fight, 
and win—if we ban. ■

It wll be long before the Archbishop of Canterbury 
utters a prayer like that. But Phariseeism is easy 
when it is well paid, and so Iqng as a' nation is in
clined to endow a church for praying to God for vic
tory. for upon her arms, so long will creatures be 
found to waste their wind in. unholy supplications to 
the God of Peace.—The Two Worlds.

. Gratitude is the fairest blpssom-which springs from the 
soul, and the heait of man knoweth none more fragrant.
—Hosea Ballou. ■ ■

A man cannot have an idea of perfection in another 
which tyc was never sensible of in himself.—Steele.
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heart From Over the Way." Send 25 coms fora 
copy to Lucio A. Mackenzie. Sea Breeze, Fla.
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«T»«. STOMACH, HEART AND
Stomach.Hear! Mid Nerve Cure

LILLIAN ROCKWELL,
L.lib Reader und Healer. Send 12o. and 
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Spectacles spirit uttulalance at your owe 
borne with the improved melted pebble leuse. to 
see near and at a distance. Please write for ill us
trated circular, showing styles und prices. Also, 
my enlrit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and impaired eyesight. I guarantee lo fit 
youreyesj und safe delivery kjnna.1

43 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Ill.
B. F. POOLE.—Dear Sli“ Your Magnetized Melt

ed Pebble Spectacles received. I um delighted.
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Ur. Sharpe's Celery Chewing Gun, Co wants 
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/!., "'T ,01.' "J'“1 answer. Arllele of

ALdr..i;,”i !?'w Iui-ko Income.
Audies. 115 Wayne eneet. Detroll. Mich..

DU. SH AHl'U CHEMICAL CO.

They are perfection in every way. _ .
Sincerely yours, àlonzo Thompson,

Fullerton, N^b.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
IlthO oldut m4 œmI isoeeieful BpIrltuM Pbyalolau 

bow in pricilc«. Hb cureasre ,
THBMO8T MARVELOUS 

oftbla age. Hie examinations are correctly msde. 
and free to all who send him name, ago. sox and loch i 
of hair, and six cents in stamps. Be doesn’t ask for ’ 
any leading symptom. A clairvoyant doesn't need t, 
any. He positively curea vrouk men. Address

J. 8. LOÜCK8, M. D., ,'
BtoaoUam. Hais. A

FRANK N. FOSTER,
The Noted Psychic for

Spirit FhoHKiraiihu
Senti nume.und addrcHs torcirculur. Sluimre by 

mail. VI Fitzhugh Bt.. Grand Rapids, Mich.

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.'
Dear friends, yon 'can greatly help mo euro for ; 

my blind Hlater. Jennie L. Webb. one of the earl- ; 
lest mediums now In the form, by writing a leitei; , 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me with II, and twill ,j 
try and gel reply by Independent writing or whis
pers. Address Nra. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil-

VOGEL’S ORCHESTRA
AND BAND,

Full Dithb or Uultoi-ni. Victor Vogel, Mauagoi 
aiul Lvaik-r. Moule luiiilHlu-d for all occauioua, 
Dane« Iiniale a h|M-.-lall,v. Give uh a trial and wtl 
will Kuaratitee you cutin: a.itlaflu-Uoii.

OBk-<- and Kealtlt-iict-, 1217 (.■l.aiuplani Ave.
Telepbone Oakland Illi, 7W

ford Miibb.

Mrs. J. Conant Henderson,
Formerly "Hanner ot Light" Medium. Trance, 
BubIhchh. Paychunietrlsl. Readings by letter. 11. 
Address Box 215, Kingston, Mass. 761
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BnddM>7«ntt*i‘fy; Be“'1 “i"”’ SBI’ oonipl.xloa 
and 10 «onta tn ,lampa, und receive a correct diagno- 
au of your caie tree, worth dollars to you. Addrew,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

EC ® T0 ALL SUFFERERS

Fc Tils25cBoxoIEImoCactarine
To pre« that It Is the greatest remedy In the world for the cure of all

NERVE TROUBLES

Lock Box 12U. Stoneham. Masi.

FRED. P. EVANS,
The .Voted Pnycbln for T

Independent Shite Writing and 
Clairvoyance,

In "iddv'i1,5,I?,“ I??w Yi>rk- “,"1 i» »ow located at 
11. Eddy bt. ban Francisco, Cal. .Send stamp for 
circular on Mediumship. stamp ior

Cut out the Coupon
To give every sufferer from Stomach, Heart 

Of Nerve Trouble an opportunity to test our 
preparation.jn.th.eir own case without expense, 
we will-sënd a 25c box of Elmo Cactarine 
FREE to all who cut out this coupon and 
send it with their name and address to the

ELMO CHEMICAL CO., Des Moines. Iowa.
This oiler is unconditional, and will not 

place you under obligations to anyone. We 
have a remarkable préparation and havesuch 
great faith in its curing powers that we will 
send a box free to everyone to prove to all 
that Elmo Çactarine is the greatest remedy in 
the world for the cure of all Diseases of the 
Stomach, Heart-and-Nervous System. Thou
sands of people, many who were considered 
incurable, and others who had tried all other 
preparations without being benefited, were 
restored to perfect health from the use of this 
medicine. You, too, can be cured. Send 
for a free box today and satisfy yourself of 
this—it will cost you nothing to do so.

WHAT ELMO CACTARINE HAS DONE.
Cactarine Cured These People.

Marshalltown. Iowa.
Sept. 23. 1903.

Elmo Chemical Co.. ■ 
Des Moines, Iowa.

Dear Sirs: I take pleasure in 
acknowledeing the benefit 1 re
ceived horn the use of Cactarine. 
I have only taken one box and 
the effect was like magic. It is 
worth its weieht in cold to any
one who has heart trouble.

MATTIE JOHNSON.

Elmo Chemical Co.
- Gentlemen: The box of medi

cine received in good condition. I have taken all the tab* 
lets and they have done me lots of good. My heart feels 
better, my stomach and bowels are in good condition. 
Cactarine Is the best medicine 1 have ever taken.

Your friend, 
MRS. ELIZABETH MAULEY. ;

Elmo Chemical Co. : Lafayette. III.

COUPON No. I4O
Cut out this coupon and send it with your name 

and address to the'Elmo Chemical Co.. Des 
Moines, Iowa, for afret25c box of Elmo Cactarine.

The box of Heart Tablets was received in good condi
tion several days aco. After using them as per directions 
I feel great relief.

I have recommended your tablets to a great number of 
my friends who are suffering from Heart Disease» and I 
intend to recommend them as long as I live.

Yours sincerely. BENJAMIN SMITH.

Elmo Cactarine will do the same lor you as it has 
for these oeople. Try it and see«

Large doses of Elmo Cactarine, 100 doses in box, Price $1.00 per box. 

Sold with a Written Guarantee to Refund the Money if It Fails to 
Benefit. Send for free box to ELMO CHEMICAL CO., Des Moines, la.

The Ghristlan Spiritual Union Church 
now holds meetlngsiat-Becker Hall, cor
ner State and 'Forty-fourth/ streets. 
Mrs. L. J. Vaughn , and Mrs. Lucille De 
loux, test mediums. ■" - .

. The Spiritual Kesearcn meets every 
Wednesday afjternoojii at 2 o'clock, in 
Van Buren OOera sHouse, corner of 
Madison streepand »California avenue. 
Good music ¿Oil staging. AU are In
vited to attend^

The Universal;Occdlt Society holds 
•Its meetings atliUo. ‘w East Thirty-first 
street, Hall "Oft: every Sunday after
noon and eventag, Hon. Robert Gil- 
ray, pastor.- T}ae rfipownea medium, 
Charles J. Peterson, ¡psychic. Confer
ence at 3 p. m., iiRegi^lar service at' 8 
p. m. ••

The Light of>ihe<T<tyth Society meets 
each Sunday atthq northwest corner of 
47th street aniLCcrt^ige Grove avenue. 
Conference at-i p. rqj and lecture and 
tests at 8 o'cloqkl Mils. M. A. Burland, 
pastor. •

Spiritual Chi||tch, hicht und Wahr
heit, meeting ey6ry Sunday evening at 
8 o’clock in Wicker Park Hall; 501 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll nnd Mr$. J. Villroak. >

The Hyde Parle Qccult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at Alliance'Hall, between Kim- 
berk nnd Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass thejdoor. The best tal
ent available will bo secured for all 
meetings. To spread tho truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mra. Ina AvCross, corre
sponding secretaryn5G0 East 55th street.

Church- of tho ¡Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hull, ¡4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 3 p. 
m.; lecture at 8 p. nr, Messages by H. 
F. Coates and others. Good music.

A KSÏ ZODIAC HOROSCOPE
Of yotir Life and Character, Send vour birilidata ERFpi"»!;'0;.'“’'?':ind 1 "1" '"»‘i rvu Siv 

A HOROSCOPE of your Mie .or Bend 
me „,>u. iHtinnps». and Î will also mmd von an Ah- 

rA,lo»^Voriraltüf the dghou you should 
Jou. .tut la.copy of my Occult Magazine of VYon- 
• niiß m\dnÄn 1 a,lyH,i 0,1 tiUiiimHH, lovq 
¿î h , 1 iuve PHtaFfd ihotiHatJdH, and

What Elmo CACTARINE will Do
The prescription from which Elmo Cac- , 

tarine is manufactured was obtained by | 
Elmo Chemical Co. from one of the lent.- 
ing Stomach, Heart and Nerve Specialise ! 
in the world, whooiiginated and used this 
preparation in his daily practice for many , 
years, enabling him to cure thousands o.: - 
chronic sufferers from Stomach, Heart and 
Nervous Diseases and restore them to per
fect health. Since obtaining this prescrip- 1 
tion from this famous specialist the Elmo 
Chemical Co. have sent samples of this 
preparation to leading physicians and suf
ferers all over the world. In every instance 
remarkable results have been reported; in 
some cases complete cures were obtained : 
with this sample. In no case has it ever 
failed. Send for a sample and try it.

* ELMO CACTARINE CORES
Stomach Diseases, Dyspepsia, Fermenta
tion, Sour Stomach, Aids Digestion. Cures 
Heart Diseases, Palpitation, Shortness of 
Breath, Irregular Pulse, Fainting and 
Dizzy Spells, Smothering Spells, Rheuma
tism or Neuralgia of the Heart, and pre
vents death from heart failure. Cures 
Nervous Diseases,Weak.Irritable Nerves, 
Sick Nervous Headaches, Nervous Pros
tration, topes up and strengthens the entire 
nervous system. A few doses give immo- 
diate relief. Try it at our expense. '

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock ol 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power. ,

Mrs, Dr, Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. ;

Sail Jose, Cali ,

the speaking dial. I
A Wondcrral Spiritual Invention 1 

Gives names, dales and circumstances Sneaks 
In various languages: answers menial questions- 
convincing the most skeptical. Has conto Io prove 
immortality and spirit communion. Develops air 

of medlumslilp. Magnetized by powerful 
spirit band. Read what the late Hon. I Dounellv 
said of the Speaking Dial. Dials now-, li.50. Send) 
forclrcular and testimonials. Enclose stamp fir 
reply. P. J. DEMPSEY Inventor, 2817 Columbus 
ave.. Minneapolis. Minn. ™

I

Yow CoWrBWtoiti
To the Mediums’ Fund in the 
N. S. A. Treasury, be it large or small, will 
do more good than a donation to any other fund 
upon the books of the Association. Every me
dium, every speaker, and in fact every man and 
woman who loves the cause of Spiritualism 
should swell this fund with their gift. The ap
peal of Mrs. Longley is just and timely. If our 
càuse is worth sustaining these dear old pioneer 
workers who have become invalids at their posts 
are worthy of our sweetest kindness and tender- 
est care. Let us help our helpless mediums, and 
prevent their dependence upon the common 
charity of a cold and prejudiced world. Send 
your contributionstyo Mrs. M. T. Longley, Sec
rotary N. 8. A., 600 Pa. Avo. 8. E, Washington, 
D. C., and do not delay. . '

Bangs Sisters,
PHENOMENAL PSYCHICS.

Independent Writing Slltlnrs dally Iron. 0 a. m, ta 
H P, ,ni. l*lrc Size Spirt. Portrait, a Spe.

MILLER’S MAGIC MIRRORS
Are peerless In every respect, worth ten tlmea 
the price usKed .or them, to any one interested In 
the wonderful glft ot clairvoyance. In the first 
siltings .ghls mid cloture w111 appear and in their 
trail will iollow all that can be wished for in that 
phase of mediumship. If you have read books 
treating on the «ubject (how to become Clairvoy
ant and have failed) you will comprehend their 
teaching» belter after having used one of our Mug- 
lcMl. 1019. .is they will eulilvato the mind and 
depth of vision. These mirrors are chemically 
treated and very powerful But will state em- 
phaticHlly they are not ready-•made Clairvoyance, 
to falsely represent that which Is not, but an 
honest, easy toad to success In mediumship Our 
Magfc.Mirror is recommended by Mr. Frank T 
Ripley, one of [our leading lecturers and platform 
test mediums. Write for circulars nnd testimo
nials. Price, 13. W. H. MILLER, p. O Box 169. 
Canton. Ohio.

The Mysteries-Magic.
J. C. F. GRUMBINH’S

Occult Books reveal the mysteries, not only of 
tho universe but the soul. The Hale of this book 
Is increasing year b.v year, because as standard 
books they stand the standard tests. Mediums, 
seers, adopts universally recommend them- Why? 
Because tho author knows what he Is tnlltlnir 
about. You will not fall if you follow the teach
ings. They Illuminate.

CLAIRVOYANCE.—How lo penetrate tho Arca
na: to see spirits, enter spirit world, commune 
with tho angels, pierce tho veil of matter nnd 
sense. “Your work Is epoch-making'’—Lilian 
Whiting. ,"A revelation. ’—Light. London- Eng. 
Price, (cloth-bound) 11.60: reduced from 12-00

AURAS AND COLORS—With exhaustive dic
tionary of color meanings. A unique book for 
unique people. Price 60 cents

PS YOHOMETRY—Tho firstand only book which, 
teaches Ilie science so that you cun practice IL « 
Price. 60 cents .

EASY LESSONS in Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psyehomelrr. Price. 60 cents.

REALIZATION—How to enter the super-cort* 
OclouHnebft nnd bo a Yogis. Price. 26 cents. .

DIVINATION—A Ms. series on howto divine! 
hidden things, find lost treasures» become & 
oecr. Price. 11.00. , ' 1 • .

HOW. TO REMEMBER PAST LIVES-A Ms.' 
series on this fascinating subject. Price, 11.00.

Bond fur Prospectus of “Tho College of Divine. 
Science nnd Realization of Divinity." Reduced 
tuition. Tho only one of lie kind In tho world. ~

J. G. F. GRUMBINE, ‘
l;iS5.Coniiiionwc»Ith Avo^ ■ 

Boston. Mass, \
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THE TRICKING ELEMENT IN OUR 
RANKS CONSIDERED.

-;.v

Suffering should leave a legacy 
ability to sympathize. . .

.Men of shiftless habits are never 
immovable character.

It. is no use singing “sunshine" 
your life is all moonshine.

■ :-t r. v-’.l T

SPIRIT VOICES
On the Morning of May 12, 1899.

found
argued,

the 
be
the

A Letter From the Edltor-at-Large to 
the Kansas City Star.

-IlilÄ... 'JJ
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PLEA FOR PURITY. MATERIALIZATIONS.

One Way Pointed Out to Eradicate the 
Weeds That Have Taken Root 

in Our Cause.

David Haynes Gives His Experience 
as Follows with Helen V. Fairchild, 
Having First Carefully Examined all 
the Conditions and Finding No Loop, 
hole for Fraud.

fter Principles /Vie Rapidly Being incorporated into the Teachings of All Religious Denominations but sn I nnrt
busines^and ^¡11 precept U T ^“id E^lT “T i/1 al°"S WOr‘d’S °Ur tniths with th<5

=----- --------------------------’ y P s our literatme before the world -jgaeh can do his best and all together can do much. Scatter Spiritual Literature.
VOL. 29.

CHICAGO, ILL., APRIL 9, 1904.

. Awakened from sleep, I heard a spirit 
Voice, not speaking directly to me, but 
to other, spirits who evidently held dif
ferent views on the subject of reincar
nation which they were discussing. 
This voice in clear tones took tire lead 
thus:

"Souls are not repotted as some wise
acres put it, nor are they remodeled 
like old clothes; they are eternal form 
systems and continue to exist eternally, 
b.ut, some human souls are not 1m-
lyoved through earth life as the imma
nent law requires, owing to lack of con
genial system reciprocity, which bars 
out the legal supplies needed for soul 
and general improvement. This condl- 

. tion of Individual defects cannot other
wise be made good, than by the needed 
experiences and the quality of sub
stance in such grades of correspond
ence as the immanent law calls for this 
condition.

"These natural facts not being under
stood by mortals, are not complied with 
in too many human lives. This then is 
the cause tliat necessitates the return 
of such individual souls to don another 
earth form through which these defi
ciencies can be made good and the soul 
thus rendered strong for Its endless 
progressive pursuits and enjoyments.

“Individual evolution is only possible 
step by step in the regular order of gra
dations. When any grades of needed 
experiences are missed, the steo must 
be retraced as above said, so that the 
march onward can be pursued in the 
Iqgal order, nor is this rated as retro
gression. It Is all governed by the 
strict rales of progression.

“These processes frequently appear 
paradoxical, yet are they truly pro
gressive and the watchword is ever on
ward, nor is there any loss to the Indi- 
v|dual entity. What has been ac
quired on one tour is to the individual’s 
credit, and marked on his individual 
chai t of being and all farther knowl
edge gained is added to this, nor is 
there ever a change of sex or indlvid- 
ual self-hood. The real self or ego sur
vives all changes and endures forever, 
unaltered in aught but acquired wis
dom, strength and perfect Individual 
form. This Is truth.”
j,Then another spake thus: “So be it 

fnep, but observation teaches and veri
fies this, that there are really millions 
of mortals out of system harmony so to 
pay, thus not reaBy In harmony with

■hpr people and things, yet possessed 
strong will and persuasive ability 

-irough which they seek to enlist the 
~ sympathy of others to aid them in ways 

and things where individual efforts can 
prevail to Accomplish what is sought 
for. Is ’such help beneficial and per
manent? Please explain.”

The other answered: “No; such help 
is not permanent, and it is lack of com
prehension of the nature of the cause or 
causes by the parties pro and con. The 
records show clearly that those who in 
such wise seek help and those who give 
it sympathetically, are persons of such 
diverse desires and motives, that in 
most cases such incongenial sympa
thetic associations interlock them con
ditionally, so that in a measure they 
partake of each other’s natures and 
faults, etc., and therefore share the 
penalties for misconduct; and it is al
ways shown in the records that those 
showing kindness to those in fault, are 
weaker in system strength and will 
power mostly, and become therefore, 
the sufferers for the real culprits who 
by their will power and cunning have 
gained a mastery over them while en
listing their sympathies. This is abso
lutely wrong, and although it is rectified 
later on, it is a waste of time in life’s 
pursuits and a detriment to individual
progression. If this were rightly un
derstood, much time and trouble could 
be economized. Millions of mortals 
are crying for help, yet are not willing 
to learn and comply with rules of life 
and conduct that would insure the need
ed help.

"Too many mortals are depleted In 
minds and bodies by reason of nurtur
ing hate toward other persons and 
things. This is sickness and the cure 
for it is a change of thoughts and mo
tives, so that the healing balm can be 
inducted into the mind and mechanism. 
The mental or divine healer can assist 
such persons in this change of mind, by 
a change of vibratory currents directed 
upon them to pass through the mind 
and body; but persons so assisted, must 
have faith in such a healer and follow 
closely the advice that is given, other
wise permanent help is impossible. 
Jesus himself could do his mighty 
■works only in keeping with this rale or 
law, wherefore he said so often, “If you 
beliteve” and “Thy faith hath made thee 
whole.” Faith serves as a means to at
tach the outgoing soul fibres to other 
souls through whom strength and heal
Ing balm can be drawn from the central 

\ system or God, if you will. This in
sures health and is a success, as long 
as those superior soul relations are not 
broken by a relapse into former bad 
habits, in whch case, former ailments 
would also return and are, in all such 
cases the Individual’s own to suffer out. 
This is justice.

MRS. M. KLEIN.
; Van Wert, Ohio.

A WEATHER PHILOSOPHER.

I’s thankful foh de weather, : .
.’Case when It stahts to snow, , 

It's Bumpin’fine to think about
In summer’s meltin’ glow.

I’s thankful foh de Augus’ heat, 
’Case in de winter’d blast

You knows de summer's boun’ to come 
. An’ dat de fros’ can't last

I’s thankful foh de weather, 
-Although de comfort’s small, 

It’s better foh to git it bad .
Dan not hab none at all.

■ —Washington Star.

Tho world is continually growing bet
ter to all who are honestly trying to 
make it better.—Everett McNeil.

A fool in revolt Ib infinitely wiser than 
'he philosopher forging a learned apol- 

far his chains.—Rosgltto.

A Minister Rending Asunder the Shackles That Boufti 
in a Church.

Spiritualism and Liberalism go hand in hand in dis
seminating truths that finally seek expression in the 
orthodox fold, and the result is a mental, moral and 
spiritual eruption that causes no end of excitement, 
and which ultimates finally in great good. Mr. Fisher 
is a magnificent specimen of manhood, bright in 
intellect, eloquent as a speaker, and well rounded 
out spiritually, and he will walk from that darkness 
of a heathen pulpit into the full light, joy and glad
ness of the freethought rostrum.

LIBERAL THOUGHT IS PREACHED 
AND PANDEMONIUM RULES—AN 
EMINENT MINISTER OF THE 
GOSPEL KNOCKED OUT BY 
THREATS WORSE THAN THAT 

- OF THE PUGILISTS—“GOD IS NOT 
A SUPREME BEING IN SOME 
SHROUDED PARTS OF THE UNI
VERSE, RULING EVERYTHING, 
WE MUST GET AWAY FROM 
THAT DOGMA—GOD IS A SPIRIT 
WITHOUT FORM OR PARTS, AND 
THEN THE PIOUS MEMBERS 
RAISED HELL, AS PRESENTED 
BY THE CLEVELAND LEADER.

-■ ■ ■ y -in
His Views on the&Bible.

“Many of our orthodox .friends swear 
by the Bible. They rgfui It and believe 
it from cover to cover,, eyery word, ev
ery punctuation. There Was a religion 
long before the Bibl^iwas written. 
Christ never wrote a. litie ¿or a word of 
the Bible. He had nothing to do with 
it. Its adherents say ydu' must believe 
every word in the todk <£r you will be 
damned. As for myself, ¿would rather 
be damned. t

At this point the suppressed feeling 
began to take form and there was no 
restraint People ‘fidgeted in their 
seats. :

"What I want is liberty.’’ the minis
ter shouted. “Yon can tajk about your 
LL. D.’s, etc., but what | like best is 
the plain m-a-n, math 4 say to the 
church, "Prove you havejthe truth be
fore you compel me to utjer your shib
boleth.' I am sure I would be damned 
if I believed In some of the doctrines 
of Luther, Wesley, ands Knox. The 
quicker some of the men'that are now 
in the church get out .of 'dt the better 
it will be for the church.”''

A tempestuous pastorate, of less than 
live months, came to a dramatic end 
at the Franklin Avenue Congregational 
Church, yesterday morning, when Rev. 
J. Alford Fisher attempted to preach 
his farewell sermon.
,,T?.ev- Mr- Fisher, whose subject was 
Liberty,” had fairly entered upon his 

discourse and had repeated some of the 
utterances that had led the church dea
cons to request his resignation a few 
days ago, when Deacon Thomas Hen
derson arose and requested the pastor 
to cease talking. Previous to this, the 
words of Rev. Mr. Fisher had moved 
about half of the audience—his friends 
—to applaud him.

A Sensational Scene.
This precipitated the scene that fol

lowed. There was applause, mingled 
with hisses and cat-calls; part of the 
audience arose, some attempted to 
leave the church, others rushed for
ward to the pulpit. Members of the 
congregation became engaged in wran
gles over the situation; some deplored 
it, others supported the minister; some 
shook his hand and gave words of en
couragement, others denounced him.

Amid the confusion Rev. Mr. Fisher 
stood the victim of mingled emotions. 
He waved his hand and sought to re
store order. At length he compelled 
quiet, and brought the service to a 
close, while many were still asking 
him to go on with his sermon.

Rev. Mr. Fisher is not orthodox. He 
does not claim to be. His defense is 
modernism.’"His congregation learned 
this several Sundays ago. At once 
he had opposition from the orthodox 
members of his church. They could not 
listen to a man who believed that God 
did not exist, in person and in fact as 
a supreme being. One who did not be
lieve in the Bible In toto and literally 
was not to be countenanced In the lit-

tie brick church at the corner of Frank
lin and Waverly avenues. The mem
bers began to talk. The deacons shook 
their heads. At first there was an 
awakening, then meetings, then action. 
Thore was, however, a division of sen
timent. The new preacher
friends and followers. The friends

’ then pleaded. Ill feeling 
sprang up. The opposition, being in 
the majority, finally took action. Rev. 
Dr. Fisher, who came among them last 
November, was asked to resign. The 
situation was laid before him. His 
resignation was tendered last week.

Liberty,” His Topic.
As a farewell sermon the minister an

nounced that on Sunday morning he 
would discuss "Liberty." The subject 
was strikingly significant. There was 
a good attendance at the morning ser
vice in consequence, about 300 persons 
being present.

At this there was applause by the 
friends of the preacher., As soon as 
the commotion had sphsidéd William 
Faragher, the sexton of tue church ac
companied by his wife and Mrs. Hall 
who was sitting in a rear seat, arose’ 
Ihe women picked up thejr wraps and 
walked out of the Chfirch. The audi
ence were disturbed and Were looking 
back. There was a considerable move
ment and It looked as if Others would 
walk out, but no more did. Mr. Fara
gher hesitated but a mdinent and walk
ed to the front of the chlirch. There 
he held a conversation ivith Deacon 
Henderson, in which he ijequésted the 
deacon to make a protèst5 in behalf of 
the members. This c'oni-ersation di
rected attention to that portion of the 
church. The minister; stopped in his 
sermon and, facing thé two men 
asked: -, ’

“Go on, go on,” came the appeal from 
various parts of the church.

"No, no; stop, stop!” shouted the op
position.

“Go on, go on!”
A part of the congregation arose. 

Some pressed forward, others walked 
toward the door, but they did not pass 
put. Members became involved lb 
heated arguments. The situation was 
intense and feeling was high.

The Minister Speaks.
“Brethren," and the voice of the min

ister rang out above the tumult. "1 
want to meet you before you leave. I 
want to shake your hands and give you 
god-speed. I want to meet my friends. 
I wish they would come forward. Dea
con Henderson said I am a lie and a 
fraud, and that I imposed myself upon 
this church. I want to say that I come 
here upon the recommendation of good 
men, and those recommendations were 
accepted and I was accepted. I was 
recommended by President Bradley, of 
Grinnell; President Northup, of the 
University of Minnesota; Rev. Dr. Cox, 
of Bethany Church, New York; by Rev. 
Dr. Creegan, head of the American Mis
sionary Board; Rev. Dr. Pen!man, of 
the Ravenswood Congregational church, 
Chicago; Rev. Dr. Morgan Wood Is my 
friend. He recommended me, and there 
are scores of others.”

"You are too far ahead of them; 
that’s the trouble with you," shouted 
some one' from the middle of the 
church.

"Morgan Wood is an advanced think
er and preacher," said another.

With this the disturbance came to 
an end, as did also the services. For

James L. Dow, in No. 747 of The 
Progressive Thinker, brings to the 
front a very important subject in his 
article on fraudulent manifestations. 
His logic Is excellent and the remedy 
which he offers would be very effective 
If applied. There Is but one obstacle 
in the way, and that is that Spiritual
ists are a great deal like Christian Sci
entists—they will not apply the rem
edy.

There is no problem before Spirit
ualists at the present time more fraught 
with consequences than the elimination 
of fraud from our ranks. In fact, no 
religious organization of whatever name

SPIRITUALISM AND 
JOSEPH SMIT#.

Editor Kansas City Star:—I presume 
you will allow the other side to present 
its views on a question which deeply 
affects at least three millions of believ
ers in the doctrines of Spiritualism.

Mr. Stead may be somewhat erratic, 
but his honesty and courage in attack
ing what he believes to be wrong, and 
defense of what he has come to take as 
truth cannot be questioned. His fear
lessness has at times brought even im
prisonment. Nor can the brilliancy of 
his thought or the prescience with' 
which he has forecast the future be 
otherwise than given the high praise he 
meritfl. In a daring moment he Inves
tigated spiritual phenomena, and found 
that his hand was moved to write with
out his thought or control. It wrote 
messages purporting to come from 
"Julia,” a spirit, who in this life had. 
been dear to him. This spirit gave an
swers unknown to him, and told him of 
events he know nothing of. Tjie ar
ticle in the Star gives an explanation of 
this as follows: .

“Had Mr. Setad been of a scientific 
turn of mind he would have known that 
the phenomenon he described was fa
miliar to psychologists as ’automatic 
writing’ and that his ‘spirit’ was super
fluous. The explanation Is merely that 
the subject is In a semi-hypnotlo condi
tion in which parts of the brain mani
fest an activity Independent of the gem 
eral consciousness. In some unex
plained way the rebellious brain cells 
are able to conduct themselves fairly 
rationally and dig up all sorts of forgot
ten ideas, and impressions. Mr. Stolid 
had undoubtedly secured, years before, 
the.information .of which, his hand 
availed Itself, in answering questions, 
but he had forgotten it."
. This theory is ■ another, form of Dr. 
Hudson’s “subconscious self,” and 
Prof. QuackenbOB' "transllminal" self. 
This theory is as yet only an hypotho- 
sis, a speculative guess. It Is assumed

Thore was a general feeling of sup
pressed anxiety and expectancy 
■ Rev. Mr. Fisher conducted the open
ing sermon as usual. The choir, sang, 
the congregation repeated the Lord’s 
prayer, the collection was taken, the 
bcripture lesson read, prayer offered 
and the text announced. The text was Second Corinthians 11L 17-“WhereZ 
spirit of God is there Is liberty.” After 
the reading of the text there was a solo 
and the minister began his sermon. 
I here was a rustle among the congre- 

peopl® sat up straighter.
Liberty was the first word of the 

sermon by toe pastor, “liberty — that 
beautiful child of the ages,” Rev Mr 
Fisher continued. "It Is the spirit of 
everything; It Is the man. God is not 
a lapr?“,e. be!ng’ in some shrouded 
parts of the universe, ruling everything. 
We must get away from the dogma.

S wlP*rlt’ 7itbout b0(1y. form or 
parts. We must worship him in the 
spirit and in truth. The child of the 
twentieth century has pictured God as 
some being in a remote part of the 
universe, thinking, ruling, watching.

in. th© Christian world thorp is nnt 
liberty. If a man does not follow and 
conform to the shibboleth of the 

18 not recognized and is re
strained, and enslaved. ‘Man’s inhu
manity to man’ has made countless 

knoyr what political liberty costs. Blood flowed 
as water in the civil war. He who 
binds the body in slavery Is not to be 
®°™Pared to the man who shackles the 
mm« rand says you must think as he 
tbinks, and say as he says. I would 
],atbe.r- be the humblest peasant and

♦ ,8quaIor. but think for myself, 
than to be the highest potentate in the 
church and be a slave to its doctrines. :

i”3611 de“>onstrated, when there 
bas not been an attempt at demonstra- 

y068. not. even meet the re- 
1 for u?eo k* °i. a work*ng hypothesis," 

i fa , har“°nize the facts which 
it attempts to unitize.
. That there is an “unconscious self,” 
beneath the everyday conscious, that is 
infinitely keener of memory, and under
standing than the conscious mind, may 
serve as an explanation, but is against 
the decision of common sense. If it 
™er® ‘T’tbe best self 18 ior the most 
or the time dormant and useless, and 
it were better if this lower being were 
a.t the front. Mr. Stead is one of thou
sands who write in the same way. He 
is capable and his opinions on other 
matters are quoted far and wide, whv is 
b®5capabl® °i.arrlvlnB at a correct 
conclusion in his own case? He was 
not in a semi-hypnotic condition," as 
this writer understands that state, but 
himself, perfectly conscious in all his 
senses.

Of course It is easy to explain phe
nomena by a combination of assump
tions, as that tae “automatic writer ’’ 
Is a ’semi-hypnotic,” and writes only 
the ideas undoubtedly secured years before," but that he has laid aw^ 
such ideas is an unproven assertion, 
and until It is proven the theory Is 
valueless, and it is a gross misrepresen
tation to say that it Is "scientific."

The phenomenon called automatic 
^¿.0 »e' rl8 not “familiar to psycholo
gists. it was unknown until present
ed by Spiritualism, which gave It Its 
name and forced it on the attention of 
the so-called psychologists.; The inves
tigation of these psychologists has been 
intensely partial and with the object to 
prove its non-spirltual origin by any 
means which gave the least prospect of 
success, *

It must bo acknowledged that thus 
far they cannot boast of having settled 
the question. If. Mr. Stead were alone, 
wo might conclude that he was'mis- 
taken. Ho.is not alone. There are 
thousands of others, some of whom far 
exceed him.in.'the messages written. 
For, example, take Mrs. Underwood, au
thor of. a work standard among Spirit
ualists, "Automatic Writing.” Sho is a 
highly cultured literary woman. Her . 
husBhd an RgqosUo philosopher, loo-

"is there any trouble) gentlemen?" 
Mr. Henderson arose: to,1 his. feet 
“In' behalf of the man)y inefi and 

decent women..of this :$hdreh';” he 
&an, “I ¡ want to. protest ‘agflinst 
sayings of this man.” •. “ F. '

1 Excitement Was' license.
“Sit down, sit down',“, ¿touted Dea- 

room'f0kfl McKay» from.- across .the

“Sit down l.’b Shouted A rqd-fafced man. 
«mJ. w111 not»”Mr.Hendorspn answered. 
Th s man,” pointing at Rev. Mr. Fish

er, came here .as a lie and a fraud. 
He came upon his good l^oks? Poor 
fellow, I am sorry for him! He should 
be in an Insane asylum. He was asked 
to leave this church becaus.e he is not a 
man. He has no mind; ]}e is unkind 
and unbearable. He stands here and 
insults the men who built this little 
church.”

"Sit down, sit down, keep still!" were 
the shouts hurled at Mr. Henderson. 
But he continued, and pointing his fin
ger at the minister said: “You are a 
disgrace; a disgrace to the'membership 
of tills church.” , ■

“Now let us show liberty- and a kind 
spirit,” said the minister, speaking for 
the first time. Facing tjie congrega
tion, with his arms foldfedfand looking 
Mr. Henderson in the eye, Jie had heard 
the charges of tne deacon?-

"I believe that under ?the circum
stances it would be wlsey to here end 
this sermon, which appears to be so 
offensive to some. I take it there will 
be no services to-night.” .

“There will not,” said ;)Mr. Hender
son. . \

“Brethren, I will not'attempt to con
tinue the sermon, but I would be glad 
to meet you all before I leave.” Tho 
minister stopped. &

' turer and editor. She lòuijd by experi
ment she had this gift;. She and her 
husband held seances, they.two only be
ing present Her hand -moved and 
wrote answers to quesfjònfl on philo
sophic, religious and•’ scientific sub
jects, most profound, gave messages' 
from various spirits, In.fheir character
istic style and exact hanilvj'ritfng, with 
dates, names, etc., wlfihfi' she could not 
have ever heard or in any way known. 
Ihe book contains these, answers, mes
sages, and specimens of’haiid-writing, a 
close study of which must'convince an 
impartial reader that their spiritual or
igin is the only tenable "explanation..

As for the connection of automatic 
writing with Mormonism, tit certainly 
has the merits of-originality, and to 
those who have studied Spiritualism 

thems?lves acquainted with 
the life of Joseph Smith, it Sfièms far
fetched and unwarranted. Tire writer 
says: . t

"All of which is merely incidental to 
the modern explanation^W Book of 
S10™0“' , Briefly this Is i’thtti- Joseph 
Smith partially hypnotized, himself by 
gazing into a crystal—ifhich Jie called 
Urim and Thummin’-jtìid.thà he dic

tated the book precise^ ds ®. Stead 
wrote the answers torèìiestlans under 
the Influence, as ho snpppqetf; of the 
spirit, ‘Miss X.’” ‘ • ■

is there the least eyiderico that 
Smith ever used a “cryrtal’l or'was self
hypnotized, or wrote i'autòmbilcally?” 

lucre is none whatever ¡Tinimost au
thentic statements have been mhdeand 
substantiated as to his- fiianneir’of writ- 
lns- ■ . , ..

According to the writer M the article 
under review, Smith was‘grossly illit
erate and, an epileptic; ‘facts which as 
he admits, .“have always ffiado tho ex
planation of the Book of Mormon rather ' 
difficult., But he. ad.de: “Smith was 
epileptic anfi so easllydlàffie to go into 
trances,.. , And moro^i'thfKhandwritlng 
of some .of the ‘revèlatfóijB’ whiph he 
wrote himself suggests^ha character
istic, typo pl. the sflml-Wpnotized • per
son.” , .. v
,'iThose who. have ) investigated the 
tronco state and epileptic, well, know ■ 
that, the two aro tho Antipodes of each 
other. Epilepsy ib a strictly organic 
anfi functional ailment,.and there is a

several minutes Rev. Mr. Fisher re
mained at the pulpit shaking the hands 
of his friends, and receiving their con
gratulations and assurances of support. 
The opposition were at the rear of the 
church. Conversation- and argument 
took the place of shouting and hissing. 
Ten minutes later the church was 
emptied and closed. Rev. Mr. Fisher 
went to his home. He pleaded with his 
friends to make little of the incident.

, Rev. J. Alford Fisher was born and 
reared in Philadelphia, Pa., and comes 
from one of the old families of that 

He was taught the Heldelburg 
catechism ■ In the' .ibid - Reformed 
Church. When sixteen yeaVs of age he 
was forced, against his will, into the 
ministry. He attended the Pennsylva
nia State Normal School, and became 
a teacher. Later he attended Colgate 
University, at Hamilton, N. Y., and the 
Chicago University, of Chicago. Al
though he began preaching when six
teen years of age, his first charge was 
at Dwight, Ill,, in 1888.

He immediately attracted attention, 
and went to Plymouth Church, of Oma
ha, Neb. • In 1890 he succeeded Rev. 
Dr. Scudder in one of the prominent 
Brooklyn, N. Y., churches, where, with 
the exception of one year during the 
illness of his wife, he remained until 
he was given the Cleveland charge last 
November.

I would not accept another pastor
ate, he said to a Leader reporter yes
terday, "although I could not get one 
now, after this has occurred; but I do 
not want a pulpit. I shall now enter 
the lecture field.

My household goods are partially 
packed, and we shall move to Oberlin 
at once. I will make that my home, 
and educate my children in Oberlin 
College.”

Rev. Mr. Fisher has prepared four 
lectures. They are : “Looking for a 
Man,’ “Liars, . Sweet and Bitter,” 

a Smile or Laugh and the 
World Laughs With You,” and "Tramps 
Cranks, and Dudes.” He will lecture 
under the management of the Rldpath 
Lecture Bureau, of Chicago.

total suspension of the intellectual pro
cesses, while the trance is one of in
tense activity, if Smith was an epilep
tic he could not. have been in trance or 
even made approach to that state by 
self-hypnotism. I have been in inti
mate contact with the movement known 
as Modern Spiritualism almost from its 
advent. I have examined messages 
g^ven automatically by a great number 
of persons, yet I have never recognized 
anything in these voluminous writings 
suggesting this "characteristic type of 
the semi-hypnotized person." What is 
it. It would be Interesting to have a 
clear description. It would be an addi
tion de novo to psychology, i have 
seen hundreds of these • writings and 
compared them with the handwriting of 
the persons, from whom they professed 
to come as spirits, and in most in
stances, they were so alike as to be in
distinguishable. Even to the spelling 
and .use of capitals the similarity was 
preserved. ,

I have had many communications, ar
ticles for publication and volumes writ
ten by my own hand, which, whatever 
may have been the moving power, I am 
as certain, as of my existence, did not 
come from my sub-conscious self

The claim of spiritual origin may be 
denied, but thus far it is the only ex
planation that explains.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
■ Edltor-at-Large N. 8. A.

. The true man never lets his living 
stand in the way of h|s life.

No good is found-tn a difficulty by the 
man who crawls around'it. ■
. A little vim in religion is worth a lot 
of vision,
- Heart keeping is the secret of happy 
housekeeping.

The self-conceited are bound to suffer 
from solitude. .. ,

Justice Ib the constant desire and ef
fort to render every man his due.—Jus-

or nature has ever had a problem be
fore it of such vital importance to its 
future welfare as the one we have now 
to consider.

When dealing with frauds it must be 
remembered that their most lucrative 
customers are those who are just be
ginning to investigate our phenomena, 
but who understand practically nothing 
of our philosophy. This makes it dif
ficult to abolish dark circles by warning 
Investigators not to patronize them, for, 
as a rule, they consider it all fraud 
when they begin to investigate, and 
later go to the opposite extreme and ac
cept everything as genuine, or else re
tire disgusted.

If investigators would first study the 
philosophy of spirit-communion and 
then investigate as to its truth they 
would hot hunger so much after the 
marvelous, and there would be far less 
chance for the frauds to wax fat.

But Instead of this the ordinary In
vestigator does not understand the first 
principles of m_edlumship. He wants 
astonishing phenomena, and he gets it 
—but not through spirit power. Spirit 
phenomena are rar less sensational and 
far less certain than the imitation. 
THE INVESTIGATOR, WITH FEW 
EXCEPTIONS, NEVER SEES A SPIR
ITUALIST PAPER OR BOOK, AND 
—REGRETABLE FACT—SOME BE
COME CONVINCED OF THE TRUTH 
OF THE PHENOMENA, BUT NEVER 
STUDY THE. PHILOSOPHY, AND 
THESE ARE THEf ONES WHO UP
HOLD THE FRAUDS, and prevent the 
more .philosophical -Spiritualists from 
bringing to a succesful Culmination 
their efforts to cleause our ranks • of 
the derogatory fiends who, while they 
may occasionally make a gullible con
vert to our cause, yet drive away doz
ens for every one they bring.

The evils of fake mediumship have 
been made plain to every thinking 
mind, what we now need is concerted 
action and a systematic plan to drive 
once and forever these CRIMINALS 
from the path of earth's grandest re
ligion.

At one of her seances, the mediunf 
standing at least eight feet from thq 
cabinet, said:

Mr. Wetherbee, your daughter is 
coming to see you,” and immediately, 
the curtains of the cabinet, that we had 
thoroughly examined a few minutes be
fore, parted and a little girl, seemingly 
about eight years old, walked out in 
plain view of the circle, and it was 
light enough to read the common print 
of The Progressive Thinker. Sha 
walked to her aged father and mother! 
and took a hand of each in her own. 
and talked with them of her home in 
earth life, which she had left forty, 
years before, and told them of her 
brother who had gone to spirit life 
after- she had. All she said to them 
was confirmed by Mr. Wetherbee tome 
after the circle.

The medium said to a man sitting at 
the right of me, “Senator Morrell, your 
daughters are here to see you.” She 
led him to the center of the circle and 
the curtains parted and three young la
dles walked out of the cabinet, and 
went up to tbelr father, kissed him 
and he them, and the tears coursed 
down his cheeks as they talked of their 
once happy home on earth before con
sumption claimed them for its victims 
one after the other.

। Every medium, whether for physical 
or mental phases, should be obliged to 

. undergo a strict examination by a com
mittee of “fraud hunters’’ appointed by 
each state association, and approved by 
the N. S A. Let this committee be 
composed of Spiritualists of good stand
Ing, who have never posed as mediums 
for lucrative purposes, and who have by 
long Investigation become well versed 
In the methods by which fraudulent 
manifestations are produced, and also 
in the conditions required for the pro
duction of genuine phenomena.

Then, let all true Spiritualists peti
tion to the proper officials for the pass
age of laws to prevent any medium not 
endorsed by the N. S. A. from holding 
circles or meetings for the presenta
tion of Spiritualistic phenomena, charg
ing an admission fee therefor. Thus 
and thus alone, can Spiritualism be 
made the perfect religion that it should 
be, for when the frauds can no longer 
charge for their work, they will soon 
cease to attach themselves to Spirit
ualism, while the genuine mediums will 
be far better paid for their work than 
is now the case.

Such an ordinance will aiso have a 
tendency to prevent undeveloped me
diums from going before the public be
fore they are amply qualified to give 
convincing manifestations, although 
they would be at liberty to give their 
services free and in that way grow pro
ficient in the practice of their gifts. 
Thus the unsatisfactory mediums who 
obstruct rather than aid the advance
ment of the cause would be kept in 
their proper places instead of coming 
before the public before they are ca
pable of giving convincing evidence. 
It would also prove to the world that 
Spiritualists are not upholding fraud, 
but that we are earnest in our desire 
to make Spiritualism an exemplary re
ligion. But while Spiritualists endorse 
those who are afterward proven to be 
frauds, the skeptic cannot help but sur
mise that the remainder are also 
frauds.

Investigators, and old Spiritualists 
as well, will continue to patronize dark 
circles and materializing mediums of 
uncertain quality until we strike at the 
root of the evil and compel all mediums 
to be up to a certain standard before 
they make mediumship a business 
Then Spiritualism will be what it 
should be—a respected, influential pow
er in the realm of religion and morals, 
and science as well. ■

„ , GEO. B. FERRIS.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

, Mrs. Fairchild sat an empty chair 
in the midst of the circle and came to 
mo and said: "Mr. Haynes (how did 
she know my name?), your little daugh
ter is coming to you," and as I took the 
chair the curtains parted and the only 
little girl my wife and I ever had 
walked out in materialized form and 
came to me, putting her little hands in 
each of mine, and said, "Papa, I am 
very glad to come to you. This is dif
ferent from anything we knew about 
when I went to spirit-life from Hart
ford by scarlet fever one Sunday morn
ing when 1 was a little four-year-old 
girl. I am sorry for brother Charlie 
that he lost his health after he had, 
worked his way through Yale College 
without any help, and had worked up 
to a good position as teacher in New 
York, and made many friends, and 
had a nice Wife and little two-year-old 
girl, and life looked bright to him, and 
then to have tue cough come on him 
and have to leave all his kind friends 
and give up his good position that he 
had worked so hard to gain, and have 
„ bis wlfe anI little &irI and go 
2,000 miles to Colorado Springs to sa've 
his life from consumption, and with lit
tle prospect of ever coming back in this 
me; it was hard for him; give my U5ve 
to him when you write to him; tell him 
t will be all for the best. Give my 

love to Danie (the other brother that 
was a small boy and dangerously sick 
when she left mortal life, but had since 
she passed on grown to man’s estate, 
and has been secretary in a bank here 
in Middletown for the last 20 years) 
and mamma,” (Amanda, as she used to 
call her mother in her earth life.)

As I was clasping those little mate
rialized hands in mine with all the love 
of a father for the only little daughter I 
ever had, she could hold the form no 
longer, and gradually settled down to 
the floor, dematerializing as she went, 
in plain sight of us all.

The idle man is the devil’s cushion.— 
Bishop Hall. .

It does not take very much to con
vince the man who wants legislation to 
regulate the religion of the country, 
that he is a successor of the prophets. 
—American Sentinel.

Many a man thinks he is looking at 
truth when he is only looking at .the 
spectacles ho has put on to se»it with. 
—Drummond. ■

> He who rebels against conscience 
ruins character. •: ...

Man alone is and shall bo our god.— 
Feuerbach. ■. . ■■

Where all are selfish, the sago is no 
better than the fool, and Aniv rather 
more dangerous,—Froudo.

- — .
w?u,1.d like to ask doubters of true 

materialization, who had a greater mo
tive to learn if that was the truth, or 
all a fraud, than the father of that little 
girl, and do you think that being: in my 
normal condition,and on the alert to de
tect any fraud that I would not have 
held on to those little hands had they 
been those of a confederate, and be
side, how did that little form that stood 
pelore me, and whose counterpart had 
laid in its little grave over a hundred 
miles from Boston, where we then Were 
ior, 20 or more years, have those mih- 
ute facts concerning that brother and 
what had transpired after 1 shook 
hands with him, as I then supposed, 
for the last time, In this life, a few 
nays before I went from here to (Mid
dletown) to Boston on business, and 
quite unexpectedly had that experi
ence with the medium, Mrs Fairchild, 
and when the little spirit form said
Tell him it will be all for the best ” 
It is now susceptible of proof, as that 

young man, my son, has written me 
at east once a week from Colorado 
bprings for the past eighteen or twenty 
years, and I usually get his letters 
every Monday morning and write him 
every Sunday. This, longer than I in- 
rcufletl narrative of facts, can be tested 
ir desired, as bls name is Charles W. 
Haines, and a foremost lawyer and a 
member of the Bar Association at Col
orado Springs; office at rooms 64 and 
66 Bank Block, and P. O. Box 46. I 
had several other very strong tests of 
the Truth that materialization is real 
in several of Mrs. Fairchild’s circles, 
while in Boston years ago. She has 
been In New York, California and Aus
tralia, and her home is now In Denver , 
Col., and continues to demonstrate the 
truth to those really honest In seek
ing for it.

Thanking you for your efforts to 
spread the Truth and doing missionary 
work with The Progressive Thinkers as 
fast as I get time to read them, I re
main ever,

Fraternally yours,
D. H. 

Middletown, Conn.
------------ -J--» . ._________

Respectability may be quite different 
from rlgheousness.

He who loses no love for others loses 
all life for himself. ■

Platitudes against sin are as harmful 
as applause for sin.

Success is full of promise till mon get 
it; and then it is last year's nest from 
which the bird has flown.—H. W. 
Beecher.

When wo are out of sympathy with! 
tlio young, then I think.our work in this 
world is over.—Qoorgo MacDonald. ,
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THE DARK SEANCE DEFENDED 
WITH CONSUMMATE SKILL.

Notable Examples Where Spirits Have 
Materialized, From Forty to Sixty 
Appearing in an Evening, and Writ
ing Over Five Hundred Words In a 
Minute. .

get out of the cabinet without breaking 
loose from his bonds which always re
main unchanged. Other tests equally 
crucial may be applied. ■

And now come from the cabinet in
rapid succession all the way from forty 
to seventy-five spirit forms, male and 
female: tie latter arrayed in dazzling 
white, giving names, and are recog
nized by those to whom they come, and 
conversing with them; some write with 
a degree of rapidity of FIVE HUN-

To the Editor:—An article appears In 
No 747 of your enterprising and excel------ ------------- ------ - __
lent paper, the purpose of which is to jjred WORDS IN A MINUTE; write 
eet forth the reason for the decline of ’-----------------------  ---------""
spiritual organizations. The writer 
seems very anxious to see the cause of 
Spiritualism advancing, In which he 
has the sympathy of all Spiritualists.

He specifies four things necessary 
for its advance that must be main
tained. The first is: "To teach and 
prove that mankind has an intelligent, 
Conscious existence after the change 
called death.” This being granted, the 
•Second 1b: “To teach and prove that 
those who have passed through that 
change can* and do communicate with 
those still in the flesh in an intelligent

long messages on a typewriter, and do 
many other things equally marvelous.

and reliable manner.”
: In regard to this he says: They 

must satisfy the inquiring mind that 
they are honest.” To whom “they re
fers is not quite clear unless it be the 
mediums, as appears below, for he tells

. U “THERE ARE VERY FEW COM
MUNITIES IN THIS COUNTRY THAT 
HAVE NOT BEEN VICTIMIZED BY 
FRAUDULENT AND UNPRINCIPLED

THE REVIVAL OF LEARNING
Did It Begin In Italy After th? Four

teenth Century, and In England : 
About the Year 1500.

Portraits are painted in oil on canvas, 
with the most exquisite skill in from 
five to seven minutes, without brush or 
pencil, besides many in crayon recog
nized by the visitors.

In this brief review, it 1b not possible 
to note all the objections the writer 
sets forth. He leaves tlie impression 
that Spiritualism Is liable to be 
swamped, or at least degraded below 
respectability by “being flooded with 
fraudulent mediums who are supported 
by Spiritualists.” Much of thé fraud 
has Its rise on the spirit side of life, 
The only criterion one has is his rea
son; but we know so little about condi
tions for truthful communications, that 
we are often misled, which a better 
knowledge would correct. This cry of 
fraud leaves the impression that it Is a 
very dangerous thing, and that Spirit
ualism is tainted with It; and therefore 
it can not be respectable.

E. J. SCHELLHOUS.

“The Rise of English Culture,' by 
tho late Professor Edwin Johnson, M. 
A., a book of 637 pages, is now pub
lished by Williams and Norgate, Lon- 
Idou, and by Putnam's Sons, New York. 
The principal previous works of the 
author are “Antiqua Mutes," 1887, “The 
Rise of Christendom,” 1890, and “The 
Pauline Epistles," 1893. ■

“All the mass of references have 
been verified by a competent librarian," 
says tlie widow of Prof. Johnson In a 
letter to me, and she adds: “Whoever 
may differ from the conclusions cannot 
be other than astonished at the enor
mous amount of reading gone through 
by the author.”

The scholarship and competency of 
the author cannot be questioned. He 
was the son of a Congregational cler
gyman. Being a studious and thought
ful boy and under influences of a Puri
tanical cast, he drifted, scarcely know
ing how or why, toward the pulpit. 
One of his tutors in training him for 
the ministry was Dr. William Smith, 
Johnson won three scholarships and 
ook his M. A. degree in classics at 
the London University. Years after
ward the aged Dr. Smith wrote of him 
as one of the most distinguished pu
pils he ever had. One of hls college 
friends writes: "Few men were so

only most meagre, but fabulous from 
first to lust. atuMilted with trifles that 
are of no Bervicj - to tlio modern in
quirer. j

it is imposslbre to discern the state 
of the buildings ut the accession, of 
Henry VIII., 1509. Dean Stanley has 
to confess with a sigh that its inmates 
as tradition Jias. !|il’!ted us to believe, 
gence of Ghristlwidm. _

There was a time when the sole Intel-
leotual occupation ot the monks ap
pears to have consisted in the “Peren
nial Praise?’ or chanting the Psalter, 
and in thxf "‘Prayer without ceasing.' 
To the end of the fifteenth century the 
Bible was zfinow^ only In the form of 
short lessons, or detached books.

It is difficultj to conceive how the 
Benedictine architecture could have 
come into being at anything like the 
early epoch commonly supposed. There 
are experts in architecture who are 
persuaded that we have nothing so 
enormously old jn England or the West 
a straditloii has invited us to believe.

Assuming, then,'that the Order of 
St. Benedict coujd not have been 
founded before some time in the thir
teenth century, we may also assume 
that the following age saw thé begin
ning of the great missionary enter
prise in Sicily1, France, Spain, England 
and Germany. They acquired land, 
they built monasteries, and they helped 
to set up thé Papal monarchy. The 
Pope was the grand Caliph of the Naza- 
reans. '

: 5VM, HENRY BURR. 
(To b$ Continued.)

LAKE HELEN, FLA. THE ASTRO RELIGION

Notes From Southern Cassadaga Camp.

The regular session of the Southern 
Cassadaga Camp closed on Sunday, 
March 20, and- the last week now 
seems like a hurried dream. The last 
as well as the first Wednesday after
noon seance was tendered the Ladles' 
Auxiliary by Mrs.' Minnie Brown, of 
Philadelphia, and although many had 
gone away, the attendance was much 
larger than at the beginning of the 
meeting, and all appreciated the kind 
services of our sister.

Mr. Colville’s morning classes, as did 
all his work, continued in Interest, and 
his generosity was unparalleled, for not 
only did he donate the funds received 
from his classes for .the benefit of the 
association, but he also gave a percent
age to them from . every book sold, 
which was no small number.

Mrs. Coffman's work was on differ-

Ab Elucidated by J. C. F. Grumbine.

A religion of the stars or a religion 
which has its foundation, symbolism 
and kabal in astrology is by no means 
a modern discovery or revelation. Mod
ern science has done a good deal in

cally are the measure of the universe^ 
the body of God. This body, the uni
verse, is tlie temple of the soul, ths 
spirit of the living God. The basla 
therefore of all knowledge and under« 
standing of science and religion la win« 
dom, implanted in the soul of maa 
where God is. It is not in numbers oa 
letters, in forms or symbols, save aa 
they conceal the cabals of divine mys
teries which can only be read by OMI

MEDIUMS.” . .............. ,
How fraud can injure truth, it is hard

to conceive. It 1b said that hypocrisy 
Is a compliment paid to truth; bo fraud 
is a virtual confession of the genuine

• which it assimilates. Re tells us that । 
"Hundreds of fraudulent "mediums all 
over the country have been exposed 
who were receiving the patronage and 
moral support of Spiritualists; and I 
am sorry to say that most of them have 
been exposed by outsiders." This is 
rather hard on the Spiritualists, that 
outsiders should have to come to the 
rescue and protect them from fraud.

It seems that the organized societies 
are perpetrating these frauds, or are 
particeps crimlnis in them; for he 
Bays: "A large number of mediums 
who are showing through the country 
under the auspices of the spiritual so
cieties, at the different places where 
they hold their seances, are producing 
the phenomena by fraud.”

If the phenomena can be produced by 
fraud, how can we tell the difference?

Again, the writer says:
"There is no sense or excuse for Spir

itualists upholding and supporting 
fraudulent mediums, and thereby bring
ing disgrace upon the whole cause."

If there is no sense in it, and it is 
carried on to such an extent, then there 
is no sense in Spiritualists. There is no 
doubt of the honesty and sincerity of 
the writer; but it seems that his feel

. Ings are so wrought up to a pitch of In
dignation in hie zeal for thecause, 
that his imagination has been called to 
bis aid.

But his greatest grievance is: 
"These fraudulent mediums have so 

disgraced the cause that at the pres
ent day Spiritualists have no social 

' standing among the better classes.”
That is to say, because some persons 

1 claiming to be mediums have been 
■proved to be frauds, "thousands who 
believe in the fundamental principle 
of Spiritualism , are found connected 
with the various churches throughout

AN EXPLANATION
It Relates to the Members of the 

Family.
Fox

To tho Editor:—I will endeavor to 
explain the discrepancy between my 
statement In your issue of Jan. 9, and 
page 30, In the Missing Link, that our 
friend, Chas. S. Lamb, of Michigan, re
fers to in your Issue of March 26. Mr. 
E. E. Lewis, an educated gentleman re
siding in Canandaigua, N. Y., heard of 
the phenomena occurring at Hydesville, 
he was impressed that it was a matter 
of sufficient importance to investigate, 
and accordingly went to Hydesville, 
reached there April 11, interviewed the 
mother, the father, the son and brother 
and many of the neighbors, had it sign
ed by them, and early in May, 1848, 
Mrs. Ann Leah Fish visited Mrs. Little, 
hls neighbor in Rochester, was surprised 
when Mr. Little brought in hls house 
a proof sheet of the pamphlet of said 
statements, it being the first Mrs. 
Fish had heard of what was occurring 
at her parents’ at Hydesville. This 
pamphlet was considered so correct, 
that it was copied in the Missing Link, 
except the paragraph which gave a pob- 
itive clew to the ages of Margaret and 
Cathie, which we found Mr. Lamb ad
mits 1b, or may be correct. Mrs. Un
derhill, like many fine ladles, tried very 
hard to conceal her age, and It is not 
likely she would give it more than it 
really was, and at one interview, with
out my asking, stated that she was 20 
years older than Margaret, and then 
went on to explain why, that her fath
er, was angry at her mother, for as
serting her rights in family matters, 
and went away for about twenty years, 
sent .money home by mail or messenger 
to support the.family, and during this 

; absence he became addicted to the ex

deeply loved and respected at college 
as Edwin Johnson; for while he was al
ways an original and daring thinker, 
he never willingly wounded the suscep
tibilities of those who differed from 
him.

He became a pastor at Forest Hill, 
near London, in 1865, and later at Bos
ton, Lincolnshire, in 1870, where he 
preached for nine years. In 1879 he 
was appointed Professor of Classical 
Literature by the council of his college 
in London, Henceforward be became 
a constant worker in the British Mu
seum and other libraries. After eight 
years he was left free to devote his 
whole attention to literary pursuits. 
He then began his great work of re
search into the origin of Christianity. 
The first result of his inquiries appear
ed in his “Antique Mater," published 
anonymously. A copy of the book was 
sent to me by J. M. Wheeler, of the 
“Freethinker," who requested my judg
ment upon it. 1 answered, “Good as 
far as it goes." The unknown author 
was not yet “out of the woods.” He 
soon became convinced that the actual 
writers of Church and Gospel histories 
were not ancient.

Canon Westcott had remarked of St. 
Jerome that he seemed to write in a 
Sixteenth century" manner. Professor 
Johnson became convinced that nearly 
all of the writers belonged to that

Henry B. Lord—One Man's Influence.
In answer to a phone call and a tele

gram, I left home Monday, March 21, 
to meet the friends of Henry B. Lord, 
of Genesee, N. Y., and celebrate his 
emancipation from the bondage of mor
tality. Mr. Lord will be 84 years old 
April 30, proximo. He has been almost 
alone in the free advocacy of Spirit? 
ualism in that thriving town of two to 
three thousand souls, where costly 
churches abound, ' and superstition 
reigns. A State Normal School gives to 
the village a Special imporatance; but 
such schools are almost wholly doml-

the country, for the reason that they 
do not want to be socially ostracised by 
the better classes of the community.”

Our friend wants the Spiritualists to 
have a better standing, and he thinks 
that concealing tlie truth for the sake 
of popularity is nothing wrong.

If Spiritualism were as popular as 
the churches the people would tumble 
over one another to get into its ranks; 
but this throng would be for popularity, 
and not for the sake of truth which is 
not to be served, nor is the cause ad
vanced by popularity.

But it is the dark seance that fills the 
writer with indignation. In his opinion 
it is the bane of the spiritual cause. It 
is an old and accepted saying that 
“Men love darkness rather than light 
because their deeds are evil,” and this 
sentiment is associated with all things 
done in darkness. He who objects to 
the dark seance must be able to tell all 
about light; as darkness being the ab
sence of light, light must be necessary 
to the production of all spiritual phe-

cesslve use of liquors; not a prostrate I 
drunkard, but kept his system satur
ated with it. After being away some I 
19 or 20 years there was a reunion, and 
Margaret and Cathie were born after 
the reunion. The plate on Mrs. U.’b 
coffin did not give her age. The mon
ument in Greenwood Cemetery, Lot No. 
13,694, Sec. 172, Lawn Path, does not 
give any clew. The burial certificate 
says 72. Some months after her state
ment as regards age, talking with Mar
garet, without my saying what Leah 
had said, also stated there was about 
20 years difference between herself 
Leah. It Is not at all likely if Leah 
was only 10 or 16 years older, shewould 
have said she was 20 years older. I 
remember her saying at this Interview, 
“Neither my husband nor adopted 
daughter, Lillie, know exactly my age. 
I only give it to you approximately. 
The main object of this interview is 
to show how my sisters came by their 
intemperate habits." She thus said, 
“My impressions are that I shall de-

nated by tlie dogmas of theology, and 
the Influence of creeds and their ortho
dox expounders. They are not, osten
sibly, sectarian schools, but the ruling 
spirit nourishes and supports the ideals 
and authority that make for Intolerance 
and proscriptloii'1 One of the strongest 
factors in controlling and suppressing 
free thought: and free speech, is the 
love of popularity, and cowardly cring
ing before the Autocracy of deceased 
public opinlorii There are, in all prob
ability, hundred#-ot thousands of be
lievers in the central truths of Spirit
ualism, who never mention it, lest they 
should evoke a frown or sneer from the 
vain pretenders And unreasoning devo
tees of the popular faith. But the in
fluence of ONE-MAN, whose life pre
sents a noble example, 'and commands 

period. r respect afln contfdence, makes a deep
“The Rise of Christendom" was treat- I an(1 perm&’nenf,: impression on the 

ed by few with the consideration it de- whoIe conjfaunity.
served. The historian, Froude, read it I guch ¿'man whs Henry B. Lord, of 
with the closest interest, and asked Genese0( n. Y. He was modest, earn- 
the author to call upon him, which he I estj (¿q sftcere, and all who 
did, and a correspondence between ]tnew hlnvlionorSd his free, frank ad- 
them followed. A few in America ap- vocacy of 'Spiritualism, while most of 
predated the work, and regarded it as thein be]g ¿loot,.and doubted. Some 
one of the century. I time ag0 be'read’of a medium for slate-

"The Pauline Epistles," a later book, I wr|ting. lie invited some critics, and 
of 152 pages, has had a fair circular I Btuj)biwn gireptlcS. to test the medium, 
tlon. I have read it seventeen times, I£ they dl#c(>verOT any trick, or recelv- 
and “The Rise of Christendom,” 510 ed no Wri't?lng, or, g6t unsatisfactory 
pages, thirteen times. results, he would pay the bills.'' Ao

And now I proceed to state Borne of I cordingiyex COftSnittee prepared two 
the an.thpr’B startling . affirmations, rimflre'd ¿Jd, sealed them, put-
Many of' them have appeared in his tlng privntfe"StaihpS 'in huch' 'ways 
prior publications. I give them as far I mad0_ it impossible that the slates 
as practicable in the exact language of I couid be”bpeniid without 'disturbing the

ent .lines, but she gave out good 
thoughts in her lectures and interested 
many in her mediumship. ;

The last Sunday was a red letter 
day and Mr. Colville's guides touched 
the high water mark of spiritual truth, 
and Interested both old and young.

The afternoon service consisted of a 
symposium of the different speakers 
and the president and vice-president of 
the association. President Bond intro
duced former Vice-president Hilligoss, 
as president of the Southern Cassadaga 
Association.

One of the surprises of the afternoon 
was a great surprise to the writer, for 
Vice-president Bond, in the name of the 
management, presented her with a lib
eral sum of money, for services ren
dered,-and she in turn handed half of it 
to President Hilligoss as an aid in the 
building of the-new amusement pavilion 
soon to be erected.

The evening was devoted to the 
usual love feast in which many took 
part.

Friday afternoon the annual election 
of the Ladies Auxiliary occurred, which 
resulted in the election of Carrie E. S. 
Twing as president; Mrs. Eva Carri- 
gue, of Pawtucket, R. I., and Mrs. M. E. 
Clark, of Elmira, N. Y., as vice-presi-

confusing and mystifying the average ' 
intelligence by Its technique, terminol
ogy and speculations, in short by its 
advocacy of the gospel of agnosticism 
and misunderstanding. True it has 
given us tho university in place of the 
oracle at Delphos, high-sounding words 
and phraseology for the simple intui
tion of truth, physics for metaphysics, a 
learned atheism or hollow materialism 
for a revealed religion, astronomy for 
astrology and chemistry for alchemy. 
It has given us seventy-five known (?) 
elements for one unknown (?) element 
—spirit. It has given us evolution for 
understanding, progress for happiness, 
experience for wisdom and sensation of 
an infinite variety for peace. What a 
wonderful achievement, what a colossal 
pyramid of egotism, and all in the 
name of science!

Now comes Professor Graetz, of Ger
many, in an article on the Manchener 
Neuste Nachrlchten, with a formidable 
array of facts to refute the atomic the
ory. He shows that the phenomena of 
radio active bodies and their emana
tions disprove the very existence of the 
molecule upon which the whole induct
ive structure of modern science from 
premise to conclusion has been built 
The atom, therefore, becomes a fable. 
This is Indeed amusing, if not pathetic 
to one who has neither been swept off 
of hls feet by the dazzling claims of 
modern science or made dizzy or silly 
by tlie merry-go-round of an eat, drink 
and be merry life, which science or
dained and created with its own sanc
tion as the end or existence. It is trag
ical to one who recalls how many gen
erations have been falsely educated to 
worship only at the altar of this oblig
Ing God! It is all too bad when you

who has the key. God giveth the key 
to the one who has gained the victor/ 
over the dweller on the threshhold.

[ J. Cj. F. GRUMBINE,

IOWA NEWS
Vivid Object Lesson at Council Bluff*.

si

the writer: . seals. ...................... .. ......
At what epoch wpa the chronological I They were Sent to the medium, and 

scale, Anno Domini, laid down? I I wnen they came back, Mr; Lord called 
point to the Era of Publication, about I together ‘the committee, who examined 
1480 to 1620; it was not known to gen- I th0m carefully and decided that they 
eral scholars about 300 years ago. I jjad nof been opened. They opened

I have not been able, to ascertain I them, and ■ found their questions an- 
when the important abbreviation A. D., I SW0red, and messages and names writ
er A. C., came into use, but it was hard- I fen that had not been thought of or

nomena.
Light is both a mechanical and a 

chemical force, and always acts on 
some form of matter. The photographer 
goes into a dark room to develop hiB 
plates, but that does not prove that 
photography is a fraud. Spiritual phe
nomena have their rise in the action of 
spiritual forces whose vibrations are 
infinitely more rapid than are those of 
light—too rapid for physical sight, and 
wherever light is, its vibrations being 
material, overcome the spiritual vibra
tions when coming in contact with 
them. At all events, except in rare 
cases, conditions made on the material 
side of life have not been sufficiently 
favorable nor strong enough to over
come the grosser material force of light. 
Because of the lack of knowledge on 
this subject, many false conceptions 
are entertained. He asks: “What has 
been the cause of Spiritualism getting 
this undesirable reputation?” He at-

part for spirit realms long before you, 
and then you can publish what I give 
you, if you choose.”

The exact age of Mrs. Underhill is 
of little importance, the valuable les
son given humanity by Dr. Franklin 
and Dr. Fay, and kindred spirits, 
though their instrumentality is of 
great importance, and millions bo re
gard it. In the near future I will ex
plain how I was chosen to hear the 
minute history of this family,

Yours fraternally,
TITUS MERRITT.

ly before the sixteenth century. I hinted at In any- of their questions, 
1 fail to trace the principle of Justi- and were correct. It was Mr. Lord's 

ficatlon by Faith beyond Luther; it is I tlme now_ he accepted it all with
in fact the innovation of hiB time. out display, and skeptics ceased to ridl-

There was no talk of John White- cuie) confessing' it a mystery beyond 
cliff and hls connection with Bohemia their depth. This leaven is working 
until the eve of the great Schism, and qUietly. " ' "■ '
no talk of either of the "Wiclifs” until There was a large attendance at the 
the reign of Henry VIII. (1509-1547). fUI1eral, and manifest a ’
The name allegorical and ideal, signifl- row ^at this good man 
cant of a strong body of reformers in share in the affairs
certain colleges and religious houses. nig wied counsels

Hallam (177-1859) finds that In Italy sympathy, and kindly
the ignorance was very great in the I passed behind’ the veil,

I middle of the fourteenth century, so presB nves jn- memory and will bless
that “a man, supposed to be learned, community for many years. He
took Pluto and Cicero for poets.” 1one daughter—Mrs. Coverdale—

I Petrarch (alleged to be of the four- one«-Bister, • who, though a good 
teenth century) was "the first real re- I uaptist, draws comfort from her broth- 
storer of polite letters," the aspirant er-3

debts; Mrs. Eliza Philbrook, of Lake 
Helen, secretary, and Mrs. Mary Mac 
Garvey, of Hamilton, Canada, us treas
urer.

The Ladies’ Auxiliary, with the earn
est help of their brothers, have placed 
in the treasury of the main association 
the sum of five hundred dollars, and 
have on hand in property consisting of 
two sewing machines, tables and fur
nishings for bazaar over ninety dollars, 
and in money thirty-eight dollars.

We are thus explicit because a great 
many of your readers have more or less 
interest in the result of our work, ns 
those who have given 10 cents, a collar, 
a doylie, or any kind of a gift, have 
helped to accumulate this fund. There 
has been but one evening when funds 
were solicited, but many of the campers 
have helped to earn it in the seance, the 
entertainment, or tlie social dance, and 
in drinking good lemonade at 5 cents a 
glass. Again we thank you all.

At the close of the election of officers 
the president voiced the suggestion of 
Mrs. H. S. Kellogg that the ladies have 
a rose garden that they might beautify 
the platform, and add to the beauty of 
the camp. Before the session closed 
over twelve dollars were contributed 
for rose bushes, and also the promise of 
all the fertilizer necessary for their 
rapid growth, o

Saturday morning was the election of 
officers for the association, which re-' 
suited in the re-election of the old 
board. As it stands now Dr. Hilligoss, 
of Cincinnati, Ohio is president in place 
of Mr. Bond; E. W. Bond, of Wlllough- 

.by, Ohio, vice-president; H. SXTwlqg, 
of-Westfield,,N. Y., secretary and treas
urer; Mrs. J. D. Palmer, corresponding 
secretary ; F. E. Bond, of DeLand, Fla., 
A. A. Butler, Bucksvllle, Ohio, H. M. 
Clark, East Jaffry, N. H., trustees.

The president’s report showed that 
the present season had been the most 
successful, of any In the history of tlie

think of the millions of dollars wasted 
upon the youth who if living or dead 
must now unlearn what they learned at 
Oxford, Heidelberg and Harvard! Too 
bad—yes, wicked—when you think 
that our boasted Protestantism began 
the infidel, agnostic, atheistic revolt 
during the middle ages, when the three 
or four great universities at Prague, 
Genoa, Wittenberg, held the candle of 
Illumination under a bushel to cherish 
u will-o’-the-wisp of human opinion, 
when Rosicrucianism, occultism, and 
mysticism were ridiculed very nearly 
out of existence, and when the so- 
called established religion came in

In writing to The Progressive Think
er concerning the status of the New 
Philosophy here. In this growing city 
of 30,000 or more people, I will say, in 
the first place, that the First Spiritual
ist Society holds a regular Sunday af
ternoon meting in Justice Duren's of
fice, under the presidency of John Ham
mer. The gatherings are rather well 
attended. C. O. Kempster, the learned 
Englishman, has general charge of the 
exercises, and is assisted from time to 
time by various mediums and lecturer». 
A Thursday evening meeting is held 
weekly at Mrs. Martha Rudd's, on 
North 20th street, where we will ob
serve the anniversary also, according 
to our custom including a suppen 
spread.

It will be edifying to Spiritualists It 
I make a brief reference to a startling 
event that transpired lately, partly 
within the pale of our little organize, 
tlon. Henry W. Abbott, of Oakland, 
California lectured and gave de
lineations in Omaha and Council Bluff» 
recently. He finally wound up here, 
and became dangerously 111. His lec
tures here drew increased andlences, 
and a larger hall was thought of. Mr. 
Abbott was well attired, and apparently 
in good health and doing a satisfactory 
business. He clupg rather closely to 
tlie scientific side of things, and 
claimed to have obtained more than 
ohe patent on chemical and mechanical 
devices. Hls remarks on the develop
ment and effects of color and light in 
different human temperaments, in con
nection with form, and his personal 
readings of individuals in hls audiences 
were vivid and new. His research in 

, nature coincided with Spiritualism and
Theosophy. Some of his scientific

vogue.
Well—the race of life is not to the 

fleet of foot, nor the clever of brain, 
nor the cunning of heart, but to the 
one who divines or understands. One 
should perhaps weep crocodile tears at 
tlie foolishness, egotism and brazen ef
frontery of church and state, and still 
cringe in pagan servitude before the 
august authority of the wiseacre uni
versities that peddle tlie latest scien
tific novelties and discoveries just fresh 
from the laboratory, before a gaping 
crowd of callous youth, and who in all 
truth cannot be blamed for not know
ing tlie truth when mankind would 
rather be scientific or subtle than wise.

Briefly the astro religion cannot be 
held responsible for human ignorance 
and perfidy. That the Chaldean, Baby
lonian and Egyptian hierarchies should 
know as much of the universe as the 
school of cardinals or the archbishop of 
Westminster or even Oxford or Har
vard is hard for the modern antiquari
ans or archeologist to admit, but it is 
an. unvarnished fact That . Ptolemy 
should have known ail that Galileo, Co
pernicus and Newton discovered, and 
whose system (geocentric so-called) 
should have been superseded by the he
liocentric, is but a trick of language, a 
play upon the words astrology and as
tronomy. That the ancients over two 
thousand years before Christ, knew the 
number, orbits and area of the planets, 
their distance from each other and

demonstrations Included the use of a 
vacuum cup and apparatus for com 
denslng the sun’s rays and showing 
their effects. He left these, as I am 
told, with Dr. A. O. Mudge, in this city. 
Mr. Kilmer, also of Council Bluffs, 
says they are worth $100,000.

Prof. Abbott was a fearless thinker, 
and loved nature as thoroughly as did 
Francis Bacon, who declared that each 
of her cracks and crannies is crammed 
with secrets. While he swung clear of 
old theology, and "gazed far back Into 
the awful depths of eternity,” and saw 
the unknown beyond the known; while 
he delighted his audiences, and carried 
them Into realms of far mystic experi
ence; still be may not have weighed 
the sayings of Socrates, that human 
beings care not for philosophy.” Yet, 
Mr. Abbott continued to draw crowds 
here, while a few individuals clung 
closely to his Bide, and he seemed at 
times to be an avatar as well as later 
pathfinder. No other speaker was 
thought of when he was present, as I 
have also heard said of a once distin
guished American.

But, alasi the picture changes. The ... 
Master of Ceremonies shifts the cui’^- 
tain, and we are all taught again tn
we live in a world of tragedy. Th.

■V

DISCONTENT.

A man In his carriage was riding along,

tributes it to dark seances.
He now asks: “Has not a large ma- 

jorlty of cases where an attempt has 
. been made to see whether the phenom

ena produced in the darkness were 
fraudulent or genuine, proven to be 

■ fraudulent? Has there been any, or 
many, of these cases proven genuine?

The answer is that all I have attend
ed, which have been many, except one 
so-called materializing seance, and that 
was easily detected, were genuine man
ifestations, and so far as I know this is 
the experience of many Spiritualists 
with whom I have conversed on the 
subject. He says that:

“It 1b the next thing to impossible to 
get strictly test conditions m a dark

A gayly-dressed wife by his side;
In satins and laces she looked like 

queen,
And he like a iring in his pride.

A wood-sawyer stood on the street 
they passed, .

The carriage and couple he eyed, 
And said, as he worked with his saw

a

as

on
■ a log, •

"I wish I was rich and could ride."
The man In the carriage remarked to 

hls wife,
' One thing I would give if I could— 

I’d give my wealth for the strength and

seance. , , ,
-. On the contrary, it is the easiest 

thing in the world to get test condl- 
tlons especially in materializations.

i IF THE MEDIUM REFUSES ANY 
. REASONABLE TEST YOU MAY BE 
I SURE THERE IS TRICKERY ABOUT 

IT; AND NO HONEST INVESTIGA
.. TOR WILL GO ANY FARTHER WITH 
HIM; but if ho willingly and cheer
fully submits to any reasonable tost, 
there is ample opportunity to put the 
matter beyond any possibility of fraud. 
The cabinet is open for free inspection; 
there is no place for concealment of

: masks or drapery; Ao medium is will
Ing to be disrobed; there is no possible 
chance to got Into or out of the cabinet 
without detection, and no possible e: 
trance by anyone into the seance roo: 
without being noticed, and the room 

' outside of tlie cabinet is light enough 
to plainly distinguish facos and forms 
in -every part of it. Tho medium is 
powed to the carpot, and to the curtain 
In the back part of the cabinet; hls 
coat sleeves sewed to the knees of!hio 
pantaloons and hls hands J 
ftwr, making It tapofeslblo for hlffi to

health
Of the man who is sawing the wood.”

A pretty young maid, with a bundle of 
work, 

Whose face as the morning was fair, 
Went tripping along with a smile of de

light, 
While humming a love-breathing air.

She looked on the carriage, the lady she 
saw, 

Arrayed In apparel bo fine,
And said In a whisper, "I wish from my 

heart
Those satins and laces were mine."

The lady looked out on the mold with 
her work,

So fair in her calico dress, 
And said, “I'd relinquish, position and 

wealth
Her beauty and youth to possess.”

Thus it is in the world; whatever our 
lot, ’ ■ ....

Our minds and our time we employ 
In longing and sighing for what we 

have not, 
Ungrateful for what we enjoy.

. . . —Truth Seeker.

reverend sor- 
was no more 
of this outer 
and generous 
nature, have 
but their im-

after pure Latin. 1 while in Getlesee, I was royally en-
Hallam ought to have seen how tertained at the-attractive home of J.

slight were tlie grounds for crediting A Newton, a prominent merchant, and 
the existence of the writings of Pet- the air of intelligent refinement was 
rarch long before Erasmus. Not a I a charm that lingers in my conscious- 
book from the library which Petrarch I ness a morning dream in heaven, 
is said to have collected and to have q-w0 Eong) ¡md a daughter, at home, 
left behind him, has come down to us. and one son and two daughters in New 

The belief that classical learning re- york Yonkers, all engaged in pro- 
vived in Italy toward the end of the ! fe3S|ona} studies; or pursuits, while 
fourteenth century is vague guess- those at home ate honoring the State 
work eked out by Invention. School, and rapidly rising to make

The Latin Bible texts show a grad- their mark upon the world. The day 
ual improvement in the acquisition of wa8 iOy0iy. The balmy breath of 
that language, and the best "historic spring sweetries^, the landscape with 
compositions" of the monks all date I prophecies of bloom and love; and the

I from the late fifteen^» and early six- I grave whore we left the sacred dust, 
teenth centuries. seemed like a' hallowed shrine in a

I Among the incredibilities copied by 1 Qar(i0a 0f Paradise. Tenderly, tear
! Hallam Is the story of Italian universi- fully, we turned' away, knowing that 
I ties founded in the fourteenth century I noble man, whom we sought to hon- 
I and immediately dying out; of decrees I or wag not reposing in that narrow bed, 

for the establishment of professorships I buoyant ¿nd happy ¿nd radiant 
of Greek and Oriental tongues, which I with lov6 'and j.0joiclng. •

I “remained a dead letter;” and the ex- ' „LYMAN C. HOWE.
I latence of some ten persons in Italy I jjq Libefiy. Street, Fredonia, N. Y. 

who could read Homer In the time of • i -, w \1. ,_
P There was no Gfeék in Western Eu- The ^usejp Beaumont, Tex.

I rope during the Middle Ages. Our I Varloua'httetopts to organize Spirit
chief authority, L. Aretino, nays, In an I ual società» herehave resulted In fail- 
oft-quoted sentence, that Greek had I ure In yeaiA gontfhy, but as a result of 
been lost In Italy for 700 years; in Mrs. Isa Wïlson Khyner’s efficient work 
other words, 700 to 1400. ’ (Texas State Missionary), a society

I The monks, according to the tèsti- was formal and^charter applied for, 
.. * with abourthlrty1 members. Mrs. Kay-

ner’s work’’has tìfeen good. She held 
four meetlflfes in' the U. O. W. hall, and 
accomplished moire with the people for 
Splritualràifi thatt has ever been done 
in the cltf of Bàtumont. Her lectures

mony of their own writers, were pro
foundly ignorant and indisposed to 
learning at the end of the fifteenth
century.

That a solitary monk here and there 
took it into his head to write history, 
when there was no class of readers or
listenors to appreciate It, is 
those absurdities which, well 
ered, leads to the detection 
whole system of Action.

We do not bellev'o-Immortality, be
cause we have proved It, but we forovor 
try-to prove it because'we bollevo It.— 
Martineau. . I

Loyalty to others must characterize 
ono who aspires to reach any. of tho 
higher standards of success.—Johh De 
W1U Wnor. j

one of 
consid
er the

of Rabit is probable that the mass 
blnlcal writing which was brought to 
the Italian printing presses during the 
Revival of letters had boon mainly tho
work of the preceding hundred years. 
The Rabbins had considerable knowl
edge of Latin and Greek. ■

Tho Rise of tho Synagogue in South
ern Europe preceded the Rise of Chris
tianity. But the Jewish chronologers 
had no means of knowing the exact 
antiquities.

No Benedictine monastery over pos
sessed "thirteenth-century” monu
ments. That of Westminster, like all 
the rest, derives its sanctity from the 
belief that It is the sopulctíro of paints 
and princes. Yet its Burial Register 
begins in 1606,' nnd not until late in 
the fifteenth, century did its Prior be
gin to traca Its history from tho founds 

। tlon to tite Year 1880-tv chh>tilcl<% sxot

have drav

camp, for after paying off an old in
debtedness of nearly five hundred dol
lars, and all the expenses of the season, 
there remains in tlie treasury a larger 
sum than ever before.

A very large amusement pavilion is 
contemplated, and an amount almost 
sufficient for its completion is sub
scribed, and plans are being drawn by 
a contractor, so we hope by the next 
camp season there will be plenty of 
room for suppers, dances, etc., and 
good rooms for the Ladies’ Auxiliary to 
do their work in.

Hotel Webster (near the camp) re
ports tlie largest patronage of any sear 
son. and upon the grounds there has 
been at times all that could be cared 
for as the enlarged dining-room has 
been overflowing upon Sundays, and 
had a fine patronage during the week.

Mrs. Fisher the proprietress of the 
dining-room, gave a reception to over a 
hundred people on Monday evening. 
The guests spent the evening in the 
dance hall and, partook of refreshments 
in the dining-room which were very 
nice. Mrs. Fisher Is deservedly popu
lar here.

A contractor told the writer this 
morning of six new cottages already 
proposed for occupancy next season.

The business prospects of LakeHelen 
bld fair to make us a great center of In
dustry. The Bond Lumber Company, 
of which Vice-president Bond Is a mem
ber, has completed a deal of the pur
chase of fine pine timber land to pro
vide for the use of the great crate and 
box factory erected last year. This

lany skeptics. It is
now realised by fin, that Spiritualism Is 
on a solld’founda^bn in- the Oil City, 

John Writing,'’president of Texas 
State Assofclatlon; was present tmd 
helped the organization on the 23d of 
February, the/palatial home of the
true Spirliilhllst, Jftrs. W. S. Akin, Leb- 
brty avenue.“Many friends gathered 
together and what is now known aS the 
First SplrltualisLOhurch of Beaumont 
was organized,' tollbwed by a social, and 
Mrs. L. S. Gardner, one of tho oldest 
mediums In T.exarf,gave .one of hor ma
terializing meetings, which.. provdd 
pleasing to all. ‘ On tho eve of Mrs. 
Kayner’s work,hero, she received the 
charter and presented It to the society, 
and at the Bamo. tlffio sho Introduced 
Dr/J. M. Tempi*,''who followed Mrs.
Kayner, as slip had to go to some other 
place. AU 'wcfh loatli.to seo Mrs. Kqy- 
nor leave. Shp carried with her the

will necessitate the opening of branch 
railways to this center. The first one 
assured is to Lake Ashby, a beautiful 
sheet of water about 8 miles from the 
camp. It is a fine place for fishing and 
will awaken new interest in the lovers 
of that sport

There is also a certainty of a plant, 
for the manufacture of brlclc from 
Florida sand and lime being established 
here or in the near vicinity, with 
Frank E. Bond as president, and Rob
ert Bond as secretary and treasurer. 
This brick is made by a German pro
cess, and has been thoroughly tested. 
It will make this the centre of three 
large Industries—the starch factory, 
the crate and box factory, and the ini
tial plant of the Sand Lime Brick Co., 
of which live plants are contemplated 
In tlie state by the same company.

Wo were all saddened by the passing 
out of Mrs. Fannie Root, on Wednes
day last, and yet we ought not to have 
been for she longed for release. Fu
neral services were conducted by the 
writer. Her friends all desired to pay 
tribute to her as. friend and sister. She 
had lived, six winters in Florida and 
had lived in a most beautiful place 
among the roses. They were around 
her in lifo and in death also, for Dr. O, 
B. Webster and his wife with some 
help, made her grave a resting-place of 
beauty. No trace of earth showed, and 
we loft the body where . the mocking
birds wore singing, knowing hor spirit 
was free. On tho evening of the 27th, 
by inviting twenty-two -• people, the 
samo number cho would have had in

from the earth, their diameter and ra
dius is a fact which I can prove to any 
student of science open to conviction, 
a knowledge which they concealed In 
a kabala and symbology which the 
modern world has pooh-poohed.

The astro religion which was phallic 
only in a, transitional stage, just as 
any conception of a god becomes hu
man for the same reason, was symbo- 
logical and allegorical. Its triune di
vision was the natural sequence of the 
one spirit or life dualized for expres
sion and manifestation as Is shown in 
the relation of the sphere to its diam
eters, the soul to its male and female 
embodiments, the universe to its mag
netic and electrical polarity, unity to 
division as is further illustrated by 
I equals % plus % first power, or I plus 
1 plus 1 equals 8, or % equals 1 plus 2 
equals 3. This problem is the problem 
which is qualitative rather than quan
titative and lies at the core of a mys
tical interpretation of mathematics and 
of that branch of it called numbers. 
Of course superficially and actually one 
(1) is never greater than its parts, but 
is equal to them, yet if the odd and the 
even parts of anything compose tlie 
thing, the dlstinictlon being only a phe
nomenon of form by polarity but not a 
difference in essence, then duality plus 
oneness affords the mystic key to the 
meaning of those arithmetic processes 
such as addition, subtraction and multi
plication which express but never in
crease or decrease the original integer, 
God—-the one, indivisible, unchanging, 
eternal spirit

professor fell sick, and found a con
genial resting place at Dr. Mudge’s 
house, where he experienced the great 
change called death; on the 12th of 
March, after ten days’ ot illness, hls 
malady being tuberculosis, his age 54.

Aboott’s funeral occurred here on 
March 17th, from Lunkley’s chapel; in
terment being in Walnut Hill Ceme
tery. The Spiritualists conducted the 
services, Mr. Kempster making an ad
dress and Mrs. Belle Hicks performing 
on the piano. Wilson Duncan, by re
quest, sang, "Some Sweet Day, By and 
By.” No relatives of the professor 
could be found by telegraph, and as he 
had no visible money at the time of his 
going, the funeral was at the expense 
of the public, in the main. The Lunk- 
ley undertaking establishment was un
usually courteous. Only some Inci
dental expenses in connection with the 
funeral was borne by the Spiritualist 
society here. This object lesson can 
not fail to teach its lesson to traveling 
speakers and scientific wanderers. He 
who teaches, said Epictetus, has no 
home, and only the sky for his roof. 
Years ago a Spiritualist lecturer de
clared in my hearing, as a result of his 
efforts on the road, that he could not 
further afford to lecture for an aver
age remuneration of 40 cents a night. 
So closes this object lesson, which 1» 
generously held up by the writer here
of before the gaze of lecturers. Yet, 
Mr. Abbott lived as long as the emi
nent Margaret Sullivan, of Chicago, or 
Shakespeare, of England. Let us think 
of the good he did, and forget what 
other may have been his experience.

Prof. Abbott stated that his wife and 
only child were not living. H1b re
ported possessions on the Pacific coast 
are conjectural. The Spiritualist so-

r

nor leave. Slip carried w>tn nor uio her family If at homo, most beautiful 
best wishes aniUtoes of a speedy

* - ’ ‘ ' .¿IRS, S. TAYLOR. ■ I She has many friends herp. Maw 
' Begsmont, ‘ \WW9 S®4 <5«1,ic!oUfS

The trinity therefore is an intuition 
of the law and nature of the one, both 
in esse and posse—in essence and 
form.

The Ancients perceived this and so 
applying the canon divided the uni
verse Into the empyreum, the ether, 
and the. sublunary world or God, the 
universe and man.. The upper .triad or 
three steps corresponded to the lower 
triad as symbolized by the sun, the 
moon and the earth, or father, mother 
and son or daughter. The perfect 
number ten (10 the diameter of a 
sphere placed on the left side of the 
sphere, mark the steps of the Jewish 
Sephlroth as immortalized in the 
cabala, the 8 times , 3 plus 1 equals 10, 
or the 3 plus 7 equids 10, or (1 plus 2) 
plus (3 plus 4) equals 10, the latter be
ing the number of the trinity plus the 
seven planets, or the sublunary world 
(in the light or shadow of the empy
reum) plus the ether as symbolizing 
the seven planets, according to the 
Egyptian system, viz., Saturn, Jupiter, 
Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury and the 
Moon. This cosmological scheme be
came tlie basis of the Jewish Thora or 
Law, and chrlstology. Upon It all re
ligions were woven as upon a loom and 
by it the Inner world of reality or spir
it, God, If you choose, was, is, and ever 
will be prefigured, multum in parvo,. 
The holy oblation is a cosmic allegory, 
astrologically understood, of the body 
of God as spread out in space and the 
man oxoterlcally and the soul esoterl-

monts. .
And now. dear readers, this Is the 

last for this season from the Southern 
Cassadaga from this scribe. ’

«JARRIE ID. 0. TWING.

cieties here are composed entirely ot 
poor but industrious persons—a class 
that is free of commercialism and its 
strange infirmities. The truth still re
mains that genius is the offspring ot 
poverty and labor, and that no favored 
son of fortune ever gave to the world 
an original idea. '

J. M. HOLLIDAY. 
Council Bluffs, Iowa.

A

fl VERY 
IMPORTANT CALL 

IS MADE.
GENEROUS OFFER, AND A CALU 

TO SPIRITUALISTS. '
To the Spiritualists at Large:—A 

generous offer has been made by a 
prominent Spiritualist in this city to 
give ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS . to 
the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. S. 
A., for the benefit of aged and needy 
mediums, provided the Spiritualists at 
large will contribute another Tnousand 
Dollars to the same relief fund by tho 
first of June next The N. S. A. is now. 
paying out a large monthly sum In pen
sions to worthy mediums; the calls.for 
aid increase and the fund is constantly 
being depleted. ' Let every geneioua 
soul who has not already done all possi
ble for this worthy object, kindly solid 
contributions, large or small, to the. fol
lowing address, each, will be acknowl
edged with thanks. Tho generous man 
who makes the offer desires to be un
named to tho public; ' .

MARY T.‘ LONGLEY, ( 
N. 8. A. Secretary-.

600 Pennsylvania avenue 8. E., Wash« 
ington, D. O.

No rook is so hard but that a li.ttlt / 
wave may beat admissfoa in a thousand 
years.—Tennyaon» . . . -
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Fish may be all right as brain food

, April 9,1904.

Religious Interference a Restraint of Marriage.
THE QUESTION OF MARRIAGE. principles of the complete separation 

of State and Church, there is an anom-
Critically Considered from a Religious aly ln Ule matter of marriage. For the 

- ° purpose only of solmnnlzinng marriagesStandpoint by. the New York Sun.

We print to-day the form of an agree
ment proposed by a Roman Catholic 
Church at Pittsfield, in Massachusetts, 
which must be signed by any person 
not a Roman Catholic who desires to 
be married to an adherent of that faith 
and by one of its priests. The stipula
tion is tliat the marriage Is to be indls- 
soluble, except by death, and that chil
dren born of the union are to be 
brought up In the Roman Catholic 
faith.

We have also receiyed from one of 
the editors' of a forthcoming volume of 
the very learned and authoritative 
“Jewish Encyclopaedia” thA proof
sheets of Its article on "Intermar
riages.” Passing -by the Biljlical pro
hibitions of marriages of Jyws and 
Gentiles, or idolatrous races, we come 
to the law and practice as concerns

a priest or minister is xnade a civil 
magistrate; yet, in practice, he refuses 

• to perform the ceremony unless the 
! marriage is permitted by the rules of 

his church, even when the parties are 
eligible for marriage under the law of 

- the State. In other words, a magiste
rial function whose performance is 
made obligatory in the case of magis
trates generally is treated by the min
ister as merely discretionary with him, 
according to his religious conscience. 
This is an anomalous state of affairs.

The remedy would be in a require
ment that the legal marriage should be 
before a wholly civil officer only. 
Thereafter the pair united could sat
isfy their consciences by getting the 
blessing of a church on their union. It 
is questionable if such change would 
not tend to give greater significance to 
the religious ceremony and additional 
solemnity to entrance into the estate

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER ■2-^.        11111 1 in »i«ii«ii um — «     

jfvom tbc Spirit IRcalms
Spirit Catigle [petersilea.

While on Earth ,Mr. iPetersilea was a medium for the 
transmission bf important letters from those long 
in spirit life. Now, having become a freed spirit 

. himself, he will convey his best thoughts through 
the mediumship of his devoted wife, and we are 
sure they will prove interesting to our readers.

Letter Number Four.

J„W°uId llke t0 a81t tbe readers of 
The Progressive Thinker, how any- 

could have been known of this 
higher life, without mediumship—and 
the unconscious trance medium at that?

Allow me to go back, In memory, to 
niy earty days In the city of Boston— 
and the city of Boston is a fair type of 
other cities.

QStty A'

hFnnril™»8' «““«eh so that it can real, for we are not clothed by the 
be understood by my wife and others. I flesh. y
A.laret.cw“I,uny o£ spirits band to-1 Now, I have described to you. by ut

terly controlling my wife, just how 
these things are accomplished, telling 
you that which she, of herself, could not 
tell you; and I have told you the truth 
as far as I myself can comprehend It; 
and 1 think I understand It very well.

Now, when this beautiful building 
and the same with all others—is looked 
at through this beautifully colored, lu
minous atmosphere, or ether, you must 
all perceive that it is transcendently 
beautiful. And, pray, let me ask you, 
how this knowledge could be gained if 
it were not for mediumship?

Mediumship is the jewel in the crown 
of knowledge. Be careful that you do 
not tear It out and destroy it—you of 
earth who think you know more than 
the spirits or angels and can teach 
them what to do and how they ought to 
do it.

,, ■ UftUU LU',
gethmv They come out from homes 
which they have already erected. They 
are usually inspired or led on by a dom- 
ment spirit; one, or more, who desires 
to rule and take the lead; one, or more, 
whose mind Is set in a certain channel 
or groove that seemingly nothing can 
change. Do not suppose for a moment 
that coming here into spirit life 
changes a very set and dominant mind 
at once; quite the contrary. Now 
popes, cardinals, bishops, and most of 
priests, remain for long periods of 
time, many of them, just where they 
were when they left the earth; they 
still want grand cathedrals; they still 
dasire to be popes, cardinals, bishops 
priests, and so on; and, so desiring^ 
they do as they do on earth, collect 
about them a large concourse of spirits 
who are non-progressive and still be
lieve as they did on earth. Now these 
spirits assemble together, all intent on 
erecting a great cathedral with all its 
show, glitter, and pomp. The dominant 
leader has In his mind about what he 
would like. He describes it to the peo- 
pie about him, and even projects tlie 
image of it into the ether from his 
mind, for the ether reflects like a 
mirror the thought image projected Into 
t. Now when the people perceive this 

Image, they give a great shout, and im
mediately every mind, in sympathy, 
projects a corresponding image toward 
the first outlines already there; and 
each mind adds new beauty and cloth-

Jt. “ntilit stands a beautiful, re-

THE PSYCHOGRAPHclaimed: “Oh, Carlyle! how can 
things be—how can these things 
in thin air and we here on this 
not perceive them?”

Now, such would be the question that 
the most of the world would ask; and 
how, let me ask, could the world know 
unless it were for mediumship? Now 
it is impossible for my wife or others to 
know, unless by entrancing and con
trolling them we write or speak it to 
the world. My wife not being a speaker 
but a writer, my father and I by en
trancing and controlling her will be, 
and are, able to write how our buildings 
are constructed and why it is that those 
within the mortal form are not able to 
perceive them.

these 
exist
earth OB

Dial Fianciiette
When in earth life, I often had inex

perienced pupils, who came to me 
knowing nothing of music whatever; 
and many of them would commence by 
first informing me that they wanted to 
understand music and become as per
fect in the art as I was; they had heard 
me play and thought it must be a 
very simple tiling to learn, as it ap
peared to be no effort to me. And then 
they would proceed to Instruct me Just 
bow they wanted me to teach them, and 
just what I should do in the matter. 
They did not want to commence with 
the a, b, c, of music, but that I should 
show them, at once, just how I played 
those beautiful sonatas they had heard 
me perform.

“Oh, it must be so easy—for you do 
not seem to make anything of it at all."

I generally listened to them until 
they got through; then 1 usually said: 
"Well, which Is to be the pupil, you or 
I? If you understand music, and can 
tell me all about it, and how I ought to 
instruct my pupils, I will become your 
pupil. But, if, as you say, you know 
nothing of music and have come here 
for me to teach you, then, as I do un
derstand it, you must become my pu
pil, and allow me to Instruct you in the 
right method whereby you may become 
perfected in the art of playing."

This Instrument Is substantially thd 
same as that employed by Prof. Hare in 
his early investigations. In Its im
proved form it has been before tlie pub- 
“.e f?r m°re than twelve years, and im 
tne hands of thousands of persons has 
proved Its superiority over the Plan- 
chetto, and all other instruments which,'

<been bl?uSbt out in imitation, 
b ui in legard to certainty and correct
ness of the communications received by, 
its aid, and as a means of developing 
mediumship. *

Do you wish to investigate Spirit
ualism?

Do you wish to develop MedlumshlpZ 
Do you desire to receive communica

tions?
The Psychograph Is an invaluable as- 

siBtant. A pamphlet with full 
directions for the

FORMATION OF CIRCLES AND CUL> 
TIVATION OF MEDIUMSHIP

In my early youth 1 had never heard 
°f trance mediumship, and all persons 
with whom I came in contact, who be- 

6ved 1“ a life after death at all, be
lieved just what they were taught at 
the various churches. Thèse churches 
all differed on doctrinal points to be 
sure, yet all believed in a personal male 
God, seated in heaven on a throne, judg
ing tlie quick and the dead, surrounded 
by angels clothed in white, singing 
praises, playing on harps of gold and 
wearing crowns of gold.

To be sure there were the Unitarians 
and Universalism. They differed but 
little from the others except In the mat
ters of hell-fire and the devil. These 
they repudiated, but still held to the 
male God, the great white throne, the 
angels clothed in white, the harps and 
crowns; and the very first that I ever 
heard, or knew to the contrary wad 
through the lips of an unconscious, 
trance medium; and that medium,when 
not In the trance state, believed de
voutly as «ip churches did; and without 
this unconscious trance condition noth
ing could ever have been known of this 
higher life. It was mediumship, and 
unconscious trance mediumship which

.F P16 truths concerning 
.------------ ---------- this life, to the lower world; and in the

At the same time, equally as painful name of all that is good do not «raV 
--------------- ----- to destroy that which h^s given ll^t 

and truth to the world.
It seems to me that those who are 

trying to destroy mediumship are 
matricides, trying to murder the 
dbih°h) °f. H‘elr belne’ ior to me
diumship belongs the honor of giving 
birth to all the light and truth you have 
concerning the higher life beyond that 
which I previously mentioned as being 
taught by the various churches; and 
now, as I am here in this higher life I 
niubis0 8boY,1you h?w « is accom- : 
plished. I will mention one instance in 
my own experience here. After I had 
written my last message through the ' 
hand of my wife, and she, after coming 
back to her normal selfhood, had read ■ 
it, she, like many other trance medi- !

marriages of Jews and Christians—who oi matrimony. The churches ought to 
are described as “not identified Gen- be left free in the exercise of their re-
tlles, but regarded as proselytes of the ligious conscience; but the State, all 
gates.’" Such marriages were first society, has an Interest in marriage 
prohibited by the Christian Emperor which is not less than that of those 
Constantius In the year 339, under pen- who enter Into the relation.
alty of death, afterward affirmed by 
church councils; but state interdlc-
tions, ceased, with the removal of the 
disabilities of the Jews. .

The Church and Marriage.
To the Editor of the Sun—Sir: I am

The present state of Jewish law on much Interested in tha- subject of 
the subject seems to be somewhat in "mixed marriages" set forth editorially 
confusion. The “Great Sanhedrim,” and by communication in the Sun. 
convened by Napoleon In 1807, made Isn't it illegal and unconstitutional 
marriage between Jews and Christians ior any Church organization to put a 
valid when concluded in accordance restraint upon marriage, which is the 
with the civil law, but forbade their very base and superstructure of all 
solemnization by Jewish rites. In 1844 K°od government? Especially is this
the Rabbinical Conference of Bruns- so in this country of ours, founded on 
wick declared that “the marriage of a ” ' ............... .
Jew with a Christian woman or with
any adherent of a monotheistic religion 
is not prohibited if the children are per
mitted bv tlie state to be brought up in 
the Israelitish religion”; but a Jewish 
Synod at Leipsic, in 1869, opposed In
termarriage as “injurious to the peace 
of the home and to the preservation of 
the Jewish faith.” One representative 
of "Reformed Judaism” has contended 
that such intermarriages are under the 
prohibition of that school, but another 
is emphatic in maintaining that they 
are permissible.

In the countries where marriages be
tween Jews and Christians are more 
frequent the statistics given in this cy
clopaedia show them to be less than 10 
per cent. In countries yet under me-

religious liberty—the right to worship 
God according to our own consciences.

For example, a Catholic or a Protest
ant who does not marry according to 
the rules of his church, though in ac
cordance with the laws of the country, 
is to all intents and purposes boycotted 
by the Church by direction of its au
thorities. Among sensitive persons, 
women particularly, no severer punish
ment could be inflicted than excommu
nication from the privileges of the 
Church in which they have been reared.

must be the renunciation of that love

diaeval conditions they are still rarer. 
In New South Xvales, however, accord
ing to the census for 1901, such inter
marriages are nearly as many as those 
within the faith, or 686 to 781. We do 
not find any statistics for the United 
States, but general observation indi
cates that the “mixed marriages" are 
many here numerically, though appar- 

- ently they have greatly diminished rela
tively since the beginning of the Jew
ish Immigration, which has brought to 
us something like a million Jews within 
the lost twenty years. As our Jewish 
population Increases, by the addition of 
strictly Orthodox Jews almost wholly, 
there Is observable an increasing ten
dency to preserve and emphasize the 
peculiarity of the race.

.. Meantime, as we have already point

. ed out, the Pan-Anglican Conference of 
Bishops of the Episcopal Church at 
Washington has uttered Its admonition 
against marriages with Roman Catho
lics under the required agreement that 
children of the union shall be brought 
up in that faith. Even marriage with 
Protestants not of the Episcopal church 
s strenuously opposed by a school of 

the Episcopalians or by individuals 
prominent in it.

This brings us to the consideration of 
a letter from a correspondent printed 
in a neighboring column. He argues 
that all this religious interference Is In 
restraint of marriage, and consequently 
against public policy and sound morals.
By what right,” he asks, "does a 

church, organization demand conces
sions from an individual who is no part 
ol that organization and does not rec
ognize its authority?” The legal val- 
d,Ly a carriage, however, is not at 

all affected by its having been con
tracted in the face of such religious 
prohibition. Nobody is compelled to 
render obedience to a church in the 
matter of marriage. If he obeys the 
laws of the state it Is sufficient.

It cannot be denied, however, that In 
this country, with its constitutional

which is the basic principle of the Very 
best we have in government. Again, 
by what right does a Church organiza
tion demand concessions from the in
dividual who is no part of that organi
zation and does not recognize its au
thority?

We have laws against the restraint of 
trade; is it not more necessary to have 
laws against the restraint of marriage?

Men and women should be free to 
marry as they please and to rear their 
children as they may decide between 
them. It is no business of a Church 
organization to do more than lend its 
aid in a general way to the highest de
velopment of the family. When it seeks 
by punishment that brings suffering 
and disgrace to its members to compel 
submission to its rules, it becomes a
conspiracy —a criminal conspiracy — 
and the whole power of the government 
should ' ‘ -
vidual

stand 
In his

New York,

ready to defend the indi
guaranteed rignts.

LIBERTY.
Feb. 24.

“Mixed Marriages.”
We have received from Pittsfield, in 

Massachusetts, the subjoined form of 
agreement, which all non-Catholic ap
plicants for dispensation to contract 
marriage with members of the Catholic 
Church are required to sign:

I, the undersigned, not professing the 
Catholic faith, wishing to contract mar
riage with ---------- , a member of the
Catholic Church, propose to do so with 
the understanding that tlie marriage 
bond thus contracted is Indissoluble, 
except by death; and I hereby covenant 
and agree that after our marriage ——- 
shall be permitted the free exercise of 
the religion according to -— belief, 
and that all children of either sex, born 
of our marriage, shall be baptized and 
educated in the faith and according to 
the teachings of the Roman Catholic 
Church. I furthermore promise that no 
other marriage ceremony than that by 
the Catholic priest shall take place.

cathedrals, houses, arbors, and so forth 
and to eat and drink; as I had written 
that my father had placed before me 
milk, grapes and bread, and Liszt had 
also placed before me cake and wine— 
or at least the lady who attended him 
had; and my wife, as she read it, ex

THE TRUTH WANTED.

An Oregonian Finds Fault With the 
Contradictory Teachings of the Spir
itualist Rostrum Workers, and Fully 
Endorses the Golden Rule.

To tlie Editor: 1
Why is Spiritualism under ban and 

without honor among the cultured, 
moral and thoughful multitudes of our 
land, and all lands?

I’m aware a variety of reasons are 
offered as solutions of the vexing prob
lem confronting us. The army of frauds 
and tricksters living and fattening at 
the expense of credulous ignorance ac
counts in part only for the bad odor 
surrounding the cause.

I will1? - 'frjst one other disorder
that ha. •_/ ys^ted 
thoughtful .Si', ¿jtlgators. 
Interminable variety of 
and volubly expressed 
Spiritualistic teachers,

thousands of 
I refer to the 

opinions held 
by would-be 

in the press
and on the platform, as to essentials 
and non-essentials of true Spiritualism.

The majority of cultured, thoughtful 
persons in all civilized lands look upon 
physical death as a grim monster to be 
personally and Individually encoun
tered in the more or less distant fu
ture; and also that some sort of Spirit
ual preparation is necessary to success
fully meet the coming foe. We invite 
them to Absorb our printed wisdom and 
platform vaporings. They come to our 
proffered feasts hoping to receive at 
least a few crumbs of the bread of life, 
and lo! they are treated to a, hodge
podge of wisdom and folly, truth and 
vain-glorying to nauseate the soul.

■ The people ask for bread and re
ceive, instead, stones of all sizes, hues 
and angles.

To know that my spirit friends talk 
to me does not necessarily make me a 
Splritua'list. I may have this knowl
edge; and still be a grasping, swindling 
villain, a thief and robber, and when 
tho .mortal coll Is shuffled off I will as 
surely land among my ilk in the slums 
and.dungeons of spirit-life, as that wa
ter will find its level.

The sickening twaddle so often 
heard, that death always, lands the 
passing spirit: on a higher plane. Is all 
damnable rot, and tho Spiritualist who 
Is hanging his life on that order of up- 
liftnient is leaning on a false support 
nnrt piercing himself through with 
many sorows. -

Signed in the presence of 
----- day of-------- -, 19—. this

ST. JOSEPH’S CHURCH, 
Pittsfield, Mass.

briefly to the valiant onslaught by E 
W- Baldwin upon The Golden Rule, and 
all those who dare to criticise his opin
ions concerning the value of the same. 
Truly here we have a man with the 
courage to fight the gods. I think it is 
well understood by Spiritual (not car
nal) thinkers, that The Golden Rule is 
an exalted natural law, growing out of 
our universal brotherhood, and for the 
government of the human brotherhood 
as one well ordered- family. I am in 
harmony with the intent of this law 
when I am a? careful of my neighbor’s 
personal rights as I would have him 
careful of my good name and belong
ings.

Only the spiritually blind will fail to 
see that were all people governed by 
this natural law, locks, Jails, bolts and 
bars would be things of the dark and 
barbarous past. But, says the kicker, 
this is all ideal—utopian moonshine' 
To the man who is looking for a chance 
t? ba?£',b*8 neighbor it may seem so. 
But that many in all ages have .with
out effort, kept the law, proves that it 
is not a false light, but a divine truth, 
me fact of its announcement as a rule 
for human intercourse and guidance by 
all the great leaders of mortal progres
sion since history's dawn should be a 
notice to shortsighted mortals to take 
heed lest we stumble to our fall over 
to us, are unpalatable truth. ’

„ J- RIGDON.Salem, Oregon.

°ur brotber should bear in mind 
Uiat whi e there emanates from certain 
Spiritualistic rostrums ridiculous "va
porings," there are many other ros
trums in our ranks whereon most beau
tiful, logical, philosophical and eloquent 
lectures are given, FAR SUPERIOR 
TO ANYTHING THAT EMANATFq 
FROM THE PULPIT OF ANY OF THE 
CHURCHES. The speakers may differ 
In opinion; they may contradict, each 
other, as they do on the subject nf 
're-incarnation,” and yet the central 
truth they all advocate is grand and 
soul-elevating, and valuable beyond 
computation,.*» '

The worst blasphemy is that of pro
fession without practice. /

No condemnation of wrong is so ef- 
feclive as the condemnation of right.

The friends we Can never lose are the 
ones we say we have lost in death.

ta this connection I wish to refer if a man lint bom Ä aurt with

Now it must be obvious to all, that 
spiritual beings cannot, and do not, 
dwell within the ether, or ethereal at
mosphere, without that which is equiv
alent to buildings and homes—that we 
do not, like wild cattle or sheep, roam 
In herds or flocks within tlie ethereal w;----------  "™uulL'i >e-
atmosphere; in fact, the art of erecting .1, , tbo“Sbt ^age within the ethe- 
beautiful temples and homes, origl- atmosphere—but this image, if 
nated with the angels and within the ” '
ether, before it was given down to man- 
and only as he perceived and became 
sensitive to spirit control, was he able 
to build such temples and homes on the 
earth; the higher giving to the lower 
and not the lower to the higher A 
baby cannot teach its mother, but’ the 
mother must teach the child. A dog 
cannot teach his master, but the master 
can teach the dog. Man cannot teach 
the higher angels, but the angels can 
teach the man; and now I, together 
with the aid of those who are higher 
than myself, will try to write out, 
through the hand of my wife, how it is 
that we can erect cathedrals, halls, tem
ples, homes, and magnificent buildings 
of all kinds, which are eternal and in 
the heavens, or ethereal zones and 
spheres that surround the earth; yea, 
even after those spheres are left be
hind—for the angels dwell not in the 
spheres that are near the earth and 
move with it—but after they reach an 
altitude where the earth does not at
tract and hold the spheres through the 
law of gravitation. AU must be aware 
that such an altitude must at length be 
reached.

Of course I have never been there 
yet, my self, but there are angels who 
visit us and teach of those things

Now, as an example, we will taltadhe 
cathedral within which we found Franz

'»• 1 ">'• ter more taSlw-
so much more beautiful that it even 
cannot be compared to the one that we 
visited In Cologne when we were trav
elling in Europe and I was in the mor
tal body—yet, in the main, it was some
thing like it

. _, *------- v I.U4O linage, 11
left to itself, would at length slowly 
vanish. Skilled artisans must now be 
employed to make it permanent and 
solidly objective; and so all kinds of 
artisans and workmen are brought into 
requisition. They cannot build with 
wood and stone as on earth, but they 
must understand the chemical composi
tion of such things, and they must form 
ethereal, chemical compounds, where
with to clothe the thought image. The 
workmen must band together and form 
a compound resembling stone, for the 
th|So6tff the,8tructure; but, of course, 
this is an ethereal, spiritual substance 

nevertheless a substance, yet too fine 
for the mortal eye to perceive. Then 
there are marble workers and workers 
In wood. There are also architects 
with their architectural designs. 
There are carvers of Images in wood

d, J“afble' a11 brlnS‘“g some 
beautiful object, from their own mind 
wherewith to embellish this grand ca
thedral; then come the artisans In 
bronze silver and gold, and those who 
understand how to compound crystal; 
and lastly, the painters and jewelers, 
and the cathedral stands a tiling of 
beauty, decorated with beautiful works 
of art, gilded and bejeweled within and 
without.

with every instrument. Many who were 
not aware of their medlumistic gift, 
have, after a few sittings, been able ta 
receive delightful messages. A vol
ume might be filled with commendatory 
letters. Many who began with it as aniXi i «1 ------- uegou wiui jv as anNow, when those of earth undertake amusing toy, found that the intelligence 

to tell the spirits and angels—the controlling it knew more than them- 
arisen ones, the higher ones, those who -- ■ • 
do know about the spiritual life through 
experience—just how and by what 
methods they shall Instruct those yet 
within the mortal form who do not 
know, they are reversing the natural 
order of things, and putting themselves 
in the position that some of my pupils 
did, when they commenced by telling 
me how and by what methods 1 should 
instruct them.

•—•••*•0 nue« uiuiu Liiaji ineni« 

selves, and became converts to Spirit, 
uallsm. 4

It will be impossible to go into all

Now the musicians are called for, and 
some of the greatest and grandest join 
themselves to the other spirits, and 
bring their musical instruments, which 
are constructed in the same manner 
but by a smaller band of spirits; then 
a grand organ is built, and when all the 
gardens and fountains are completed 
the struqfure is as substantial and real 
to the spiritual sight and sense as are 
those of earth to the material sight and 
sense; and music is as real to us as the 
music of earth ever was; yes, far more

The higher must teach the lower and 
not the lower the higher.

I wish to say a few more words re
garding the thought Images projected 
into the ether. You, in earth life, pre 
pare a sensitive plate and take the re
flected image of an object or a sitter; 
then, you, by the aid of chemicals, fas
ten the reflection upon the plate. The 
ether is like the sensitive plate. A 
thought image is projected into it, and 
reflected by it, and then spiritual be
ings do as you do, set the imago 
through their knowedge of chemistry, 
or the chemical properties required for 
that purpose. One is no more wonder
ful than the other, when once under
stood.

(To be continued.)

Capt D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., 
writes: "I had communications (by tha 
Psychograph) from many other friends 
even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard'. 
They have been highly satisfactory, 
and proved to me tliat Spiritualism Is 
Indeed true, and the communications 
have, given my heart the greatest com
fort in the severest loss I have had o£ 
son, daughter, and their mother."

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings 
have made his name familiar to those 
interested in psychic matters, writes as 
follows: "I am much pleased with ths 
Psychograph. It is very simple in prin
ciple and construction, and I am Bure 
must be far more sensitive to spiritual 
power than the one now in use. I be
lieve it will generally supersede the lat
er when its superior merits become 

known.”
Securely packed, and sent postage) 

paid from the manufacturer, for $1,00. 
Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

TRIUMPH OF SPIRITUALISM
True Mediumship Versus Fraud—Com

pensation for Mediums.

The few advocates of Modern Spirit
ualism in the early days of its life were 
looked upon as lunatics; were despised 
for tlieir faith; and few people of re
spectability could be found who were 
willing to examine into the facts con
nected with the alleged phenomena, for 
fear of the reproach of the unbelieving 
community. Since that period of time 
it has extended with a rapidity unpre
cedented in the annals of the world, 
until it has become a power in society. 
People whose education and genius 
have fitted them for occupying the 
highest stations in life, have sacrificed 
all positions of earthly aggrandizement 
for the sake of this great truth.

The day for raising the cry of hum
bug or delusion has passed away; and 
the application of these terms to this 
subject rebounds upon its enemies and 
covers them with shame. The theories 
that educated men have sent forth to 
account for the phenomena have only 
rendered their-authors ridiculous in the 
minds of intelligent people. It is very 
strange if they believe evil spirits can 
come to do evil on this earth, that good 
spirits will not be permitted to come 
to effect good purposes. We believe 
both these propositions.

In view of the rapid spread of our 
cause and the heterogeneous character 
of its adherents, it would be impossible 
to give an adequate idea of the mass of 
evidence in favor of genuine Spiritual
ism and reliable mediumship. Various 
phases of deception, fraud and fanatl-
cism from time to time have appeared, 
but these things should be no cause for 
alarm. The truth shines out with 
greater luster by contrast. The sifting 
process exerts a healthful Influence on 
the dissemination of the highest and 
purest forms of Spiritualism.

Thousands of mediums have been 
continually tested by skeptics, and a 
vast majority of those who investigate 
become converts. It is natural to ex
pect that some deception, real or ap
parent, must exist in such vast opera
tions. But if the whole thing were de
ception, as is alleged by ignorant op
ponents, then millions of Intelligent 
people are guilty of the worst species 
of fraud. And who are these deceiv
ers? Our sisters, brothers, mothers, 
fathers, children and most intimate 
friends and kindred. What can be the 
purpose of such wide-spread deception? 
Of the thousands of mediums in this 
country, how many have made money 
by it? The evidence goes to show that 
comparative few made a living, while 
many have lost money, friends, reputa
tion and worldly advantages? of all 
kinds — setting aside all possibility of 
gain.

Then, is vice or fraud so intrinsically 
attrtactive that the best human beings 
would wllfullyjacriflce their honor, 
fortune andTrlends to sustain an un
popular falsehood? It is-of little use 
to detail facts—we can all see for our
selves. As a general rule mediums are 
poorly paid, and there is no chance for 
them to get rich. K

The world suffers’from a dearth of 
kindness, sympathy and friendship, 
which are foundation principles of pros
perity. It as much effort were put 
forth to cultivate these that Is exerted 
to get money, nearly everybody would 
bo good, and there would bo no poverty.

I want to give a little experience 
here In my lino of work. For eighteen 
yeaxa 1 have been a writing medium

and contributor of the Spiritualist 
press, freely giving my best labor to 
the world without pay. It gives me 
pleasure to do it, therefore I take great 
interest in it, and I have assurance 
that readers appreciate my literary 
w<yh- I write by mental impressions, 
yet the work is not wholly impressional, 
for I depend on my knowledge of facts 
to some extent. For several years I 
have endured great psysical suffering, 
almost to the point of despair—a crip
pled invalid and Indigent, living on a 
county stipend, scarcely sufficient for 
frugal living, and I have done some 
begging.

There is little danger of mediums re
tiring to live on the interest of their 
lecturing funds or fruits of labor, and 
their income taxes never trouble them. 
Some are sustained—others are not; 
some receive fair compensation, which 
s well, for they earn it in real service 

to humanity, tenfold more valuable 
than the ministry of theologians who 
receive high salaries for preaching 
error to the people.

Large cash prizes have been offered 
to tricksters who would give such test 
facts of intelligence as are revealed 
through mediums—such tests to be 
given under similar conditions to those 
employed by the mediums; or to simu
late precisely the practices of genuine 
mediumship. But no successful com
petitors for such prizes have appeared.

The railing world at “the insanity of 
Spiritualists,” the cry of “ humbug and 
fraud, the denunciations of the pulpit, 
axe all waxing feeble. The sneers of 
tb® Press are subsiding; and the pity, 
which some good people have expressed 
for the deluded Spiritualists,” has been 
transmuted into admiration for the in
tellectual power displayed upon our ros
trums. Those who seek to learn, listen 
with wonder and delight. The facts 
upon which spirit communion are clear
ly stated, and the philosophy deducti
ble from the facts so clearly presented 
that a new world of thought unfolds 
before the seekers, for which their 
souls have long yearned to know, and 
for which theology-forbids them to search.

Spiritualism is so many sided that it 
is an inexhaustible theme of discussion 
mnong those who have the ability to 
think for themselves. Its phenomena 
are or should be of\the same interest 
and value to scientists as are the phe
nomena of the animal, vegetable and 
mineral kingdoms. Its science can be 
learned as exactly qs the demonstrated 
tacts of chemistry/, geometry, astron
omy. Its philosophy gives the only 

explanation of life here and here
after. Its religion takes us Into the 
realm of duty, utility and relates us to 
our fellow-beings, ^n all these depart
ments is an Infinity variety of topics 
upon which thinking people can reflect

/lf.etlm8 «®d .always, find more 
truth to learn. ,

In all cases of vfell developed me
diumship there Is conclusive proof that 
there is added powers,-Increased knowl
edge, clearer conception: of principles, 
a more divine philosophy and compre
hension of.higher and grander truths. 
While we know there are black* sheep 
In the fold who dishonor the name of 
Spiritualism, we also know of the in
estimable good it has done, the bless
ings it has wrought, the grand uplift
ing, helpful service it has been to 
copnUess thousands, and is destined 
yet to bo to mankind through coming

Think of the home circles throughout 
the land where onco sufidered family 
ties, are again united through the boon 
of mediumship, where grief is as. 
suaged, hearts are blessed and life 
made joyous In t&® mlizatlon of the

fore °f th® "loved ones gone be

An important feature of the Spiritual 
Movement is the admission of woman 
to an equal position with man, an ex
periment no longer doubtful. Some of 
our best speakers are those whom Paul 
denied the right to speak in church, 
and whom the church has almost uni
versally excluded.

Many people are still looking and 
praying for the coming of a New Era, 
while millions are already enrolled tin- 
“e< ,?e, banner and in the ranks of 
¡spiritualism, which is The New Era. 
1 hey are happier and better for having 
been introduced into practical knowl- 

splrlt c°mmunion,' and know 
that life has become a more important 
reality by a knowledge of its Intimate 
connection with the life hereafter.

A. H. NICHOLAS.
Summerland, Cal.

Plea for an Aged Couple Who Have 
Lost Their Home.

£be Editor:—The Progressive 
thinker has failed to make its appear
ance, and I am reminded that possibly 
my time is out, and if the paper is to 
be a weekly visitor the next year I 
must send in one dollar, which 1s dirt 
cheap for the amount of good reading 
matter it contains, and above every
thing else I do not .want to be classed 
with those Spiritualists who are too 
stingy to pay one dollar for a paper 
that has the intrinsic value that yours 
has.

Daniel L. Hains and wife, of Frank
lin, Neb., stopped over at our house a 
week last Sunday and spent the day 
with us They were returning from 
their visit from Ohio. They went away 
last August. About one month after 
they left their house was struck by 
lightning and burned to the ground 
and 15 or 20 tents that belonged to the 
Spiritualists, for camp-meeting pur-

Brother Hains-and his wife are both 
veteran Spiritualists, both of Quaker 
origin. What can be said of one can 
be said of the other. I believe Mr. 
Hains is one of the most honorable men 
I ever knew. Through his and her ef
forts the Spiritualists have been able 
to have a camp in Franklin the last 
eight years. He has reached his 80th 
year, and she only a few years behind 
him. A mortgage of $300 was on the 
house, and it was insured for that 
amount. Of course that money went 
LC?n,M1 tbe mortsage. They hive 

about four acres of ground with some 
fruit, but no house or -money to build 
There was a number of debts that he 
had made in his efforts to keep the 
camp going, and he gave his word he 
would see they were paid, which fell 
upon him to do; but it was necessary 
to put the mortgage on his home to do 
„,.^Noy theIr 01d “S'® they are left 
without a home.

There is an effort on foot to build 
him a house. I think about $175 has 
been raised by his friends. I have been 
requested by the Spiritualists to write 
¿“’s ,f any ona desires to
help BrotW‘Hains in any way, to to 
build his house, if will be thankfully re
ceived. Any aid may be sent direct to 
D. L. Hains, Franklin, Neb.

rn , „ DR- E. T. SPENCER.Riverton, Neb
I have no genius; It is only patient,^ 

concentrated toll that gives mo su<> 
ccsb.—Sir Iqaac Newton. -

No earnest thinker will borrow from 
others that which ho has not already, 
more or less, thought out for himself.— 
Charles Kingsley,

A

SIR EOWIN ARNOLD.
Tribute Given Through Mrs. Cora L. 

V. Richmond, March 27, 1904.

Perhaps there could be no better op
portunity than the present for paying 
our tribute to a life that has just gone 
out of earthly expression in London, 
England. ’

You as a people came to the apprecia
tion of Emerson many years after his 
greatest work was done. Halt a cen
turyTrom now the English-speaking 
world will appreciate Edwin Arnold.

Too great a man for the age in which 
ne lived; too ripe a scholar in all essen
tials of real scholarship—although hon
ored and decorated by the late Queen 
of England the English-speaking na
tions do not know what they owe to Ed
win Arnold.
.uTb?.1)?oms of the Orient, especially 
the Light of Asia,” opened up to Eng
land and America the first conception 
of the scholarship and religions of In
dia. Other Oriental subjects have been 
interpreted by him, and it was because 
of these works that the character of the 
new thought concerning the Orient that 
has permeated the Occident has been 
possible.

There has never been a more liberal
izing influence In tlie world than this 
meeting of the Orient and the Occident 
through the interpretation of a genius 
Small scholars hesitate to call Sir Ed
win Arnold great. We consider him the 
poet, the English poet of this age

other Interpreters 
did, the religions of the Orient as pa
gan, he, of course, encountered the op
position of ecclesiastical Great Britain 
and of the missionaries sent from 
Great Britain and America into the Ori
ent to teach the people there something 
besides the true Interpretation of relig
ion. Those missionaries did not Chris
tianize the Orient one-tenth part as 

Arn_old bas Oriental- 
J?ed *8tendom. To-day the voice of 
Buddha and the voice of Jesus are more 
nearly side by side than they have been 
in the history of the world. They will 
continue to grow nearer as time goes 
on and bigotry grows less, and the per
ception of the public grows in knowl- 
UfF °1 thG SPlrit °f the true Orl®ntal

ou£ with the achievement of 
great Oriental scholarship, he gave unto 
the Interpretation of Buddhism a won- 

'£u!’ lumlnous and poetic power. But 
as If to rebuke his theological critics, 
and to bear forward triumphantly his 

Lf° “d, interpretations, he has given to 
the Christians a better Interpretation of 
Christ in the Light of the World," than 
any other poet, or any priest or theolo- 
glan has ever given; and the essential 
spirit of the Christianity of Christ is 
that tlie story is made to be related by 
Mary Magdalen. The one essential 
principle of the Christianity of Christ is 
loving-kindness: "Neither do I condemn 
you. What Christians have failed to 
interpret of this spirit, he has inter
preted In “The Light of the World ” 
which is the life orchrlst. ’

As we say: Fifty years from now peo
ple will be commemorating the blrthdav of Sir Edwin Arnold. This Is becS 
to a certain extent, people aro prepared 
for the soul-teachings because of this 
better interpretation of tho religion of 
the Orient and the religion of Jesus- 
which was essentially derived from thi 
Orient ... . ;

Human science is an uncertain guess.

FUBLIGflTIONS
. OF

Hudson Tuttle
library of Spiritual Literature.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from them arise to ths 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents«

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT ANDt 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, $1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OR 
MAN.

Containing the latest investigations! 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price $1. ’
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT) 

OF THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods oi 
Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.'» 
Price, 25 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling_ psychological story oj 
evangelization and free thought. It Is 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets of 
the Convent” is to Catholicism. Price. 
30 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual
ists. '£heir testimony. Eight-page 
tract for mission work. Singles copies, 
5 cents; 100 for $1.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of the author, 
and some of the best popular songs with1 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price |1. .

For the home, the lyceum and socie
ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rooiï 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a; 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price, 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA» 

» TIONS.
For humane education, with plan ofl 

tho Angell Prize Oratorical Contents. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents, 

. All books sent postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE,,Publisher,

Berlin Heights, Ohio,
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A Remarkable Premium Book
“The Great Debate Between Rev, Moses Hull 

and W. F. Jamieson,” It is a most remarkable 
book, elegantly and substantially boui^d in doth 
and printed on the best ¡paper It fills an impor
tant niche in the Spiritualistic and Occult Libra
ry, and every Spiritualist should have it.
library will not be complete without it. It will 
charm you to read it. It will enable you to an
swer all the arguments ever made against Spir
itualism. It is rich with pertinent criticisms by 

I the scholarly Mr. Jamieson, and philosophical 
replies by Mr. Hull, and ean but interest both 
believers and disbelievers.

HUD8ON TUTTLE.
<., —

Bdltor-at-Large for the National Spirit- 
~ . uallst Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when • attack Is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Should Be Kept In Mind.
When we read Gen. 3:8, of “the voice 

of the Lord God walking in the garden," 
and further on holding a tete-tete with 
Adam, Eve and the serpent, do we not 
at once conceive in the mind an ordi
nary man, an exact counterpart of 
Adam himself, clothed like him with 
the habiliments of mortality. Gen. 6, 
introduces God to Noah, and we find 
them face to face In conversation, a 
man with infinite power, though repent-

Modernized Methods of Creeds.
Through all the early years of Chris

tianity, after its recognition by kingly 
power, Its effort was to make converts 
to its faith by the exercise of force. 
Says Mosheim, authority no Christian 
can controvert, Part 2, Chapter 5, Sec
tion 8. of his Ecclesiastical History:

“About the commencement of the 
13th century Innocent III. sent legates
extraordinary into the southern prov
inces of France to extirpate heresy, in 
all its modifications, without being at

Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

Do you wish to assist in the publica
tion of a revised edition of this book? 
if so, by subscribing for it uow, you will 
receive a copy at less price than it will 
be sold for after publication. Price not 
desired until the book is ready for de
livery. Please send your address at 
once if you desire to assist.
' 320 octavo pages, finely bound la 
muslin.

Price to subscribers, $1, postpaid.
Address HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

WAKE UP I ILLINOIS.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, the 

widely known missionaries of the N. S. 
A., are now ready to work for the pro
mulgation of Spiritualism by organizing 
local societies of Spiritualists In Illi
nois. Let general advantage ot their 
availability be taken at once. Do not 
delay in communicating with them at 
Rochester, Indiana, until further noUce.

The time will soon be gone and your 
opportunity lost if you dally with inde
cision. Get out of the graveyard of in
difference. GEO. B. WARNE, 

President Ill. S. S. A

’M.

ant, is before us, the hero of the flood. I BcnJpUlous in the adoption of such 
And tbe same in chapter 9. In chapter methods as might seem necessary to ef- 
11 we find this same man coming down feet his salutary purpose. * * * These 
“to see the city and the tower, which spirits champions mflicted capital pum 
a. om. b««." a.»
planning how to defeat them, confound-1 argumeilt_ From them the formidable 
lug their language and scattering them od[OUB tribunal, called the Inqulsl-

Coming to Tholp Sense*. "
For ages has tha eerdlil nightmare of 1 

a literal hell froz^ or burned to a state 
of paralysis the mind oi man. No 
greater curse could have come upon the 
human race than that of a belief In a ' 
"hike of fire” for the punishment of the 
evil -doers ¿ter death, it made ma
niocs and biillt our asylums. I,t has 
made strife between nations, between 
kindred andiinstltuted a godhead of tyr
anny and hate, auger and revenge; 
made demons of spine and whimpering 
cowards of pfhors. But that could not 
always last The human brain Is be
ginning to work, aiid man is awaking to 
a sense of independence and reason, as 
Is exhibited In the case following, 
taken from the secular press of this 
city:

“Hell, Here and Hereafter."
Such was the subject of the sermon 

by the Rev. Frederick C. Priest at the 
Church of the Redeemer.

“ 'Tell men of hell,’ said a noted re
vivalist to a large gathering of Chris
tian ministers , and workers recently 
held In this city.

"Very well, I will tel! men of hell. 
Hell, figuratively speaking, exists in 
this world in many places, In many 
lives, under many conditions. In a sim
ilar sense hell probably exists in the 
immortal world,

"But hell, literally understood as a 
place or state of endless misery and 
torture in the immortal world, under
stood as it is commonly understood 
through popular preaching, we have no 
good reason to believe exists or can ex
ist in the Immortal world. It exists and 

. can exist only in the imagination. It 
, Is the creation of heathenism and Is the 
, most horrible and accursed lie engraft
. ed by ignorant or designing theolo 
. glans and others upon the fair religion 
i taught by Jesus Christ.”

abroad over all the earth, lest they be- tion, derived its origin.
came gods and usurp his throne, I "From this period dates the com

In chapter 13 of Genesis, we find this mencement of the dreadful trlbimal of 
, , _ ______ T.__a antar the Inquisition, which in this ana tnesame character, designated Lor , - followlng BUbdued such a prodig-

ing into a compact with Abram, in ioufj muItltude oI heretics, part of whom 
chapter 16:7, an "angel of the Lord," were conVerted to the church by terror, 
found Hagar and her child in the wll-1 and the rest committed to the flames

A Letter From India.
Writing from Dhun Castle, Byculla, 

Bombay, India, to the editor, lately re
ceived. J. A Balfour, Esq., a distin
guished author, and a near relative of 
the Prime Minister of Great Britain, 
Bays:

"We had a very bad period of plague 
last cold weather, the mortality running 
very high, equal to 400 a day during the 
height of the epidemic. This, of course, 
1b chiefly among the native population.derness, bidding the fleeing second wife I without mercy.' _______ _____ _ _

of Abram to return to her mistress. In Buch were the Instrumentalities of I The Europeans are not much affected, 
chanter 18 the Lord appears to Abra- the church to gain a footing in its in- though several died last season. We 
ham, whose name had been enlarged, in fancy, to which even Protestants have I have now^ur moMoon, or^ralny s^ 

the form of “three men,” and these I succeeded. I cold weather begins, and with it tho
“three men“ representing the Lord, and The Reformation in the 16th century, I plague Bteadily increases until it 
further on in the chapter are called headed br Martin Luther, Interrupted I reaches its height, then gradually sub-

Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism.
On Thursday, March 31, was cele

brated the 56th anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism in every city and town 
where enough Spiritualists exist to hold 
services; and even in family circles the 
day was held sacred to the memory of 
the dawning of this new era. Each an
niversary is now looked forward to by 
Spiritualists as the Christian world 
looks forward to Easter Sunday: as the 
celebration of the resurrection, or the 
dawning of a new light. The Pro
gressive Thinker joins the world of 
spirits and Spiritualists in the highest 
expression of glad tidings of great joy 
for the "Dawning of the Morning When 
the Mists Have Cleared Away."

0

Is Spiritualism a Maniac-Making Religion Î
Reply of Hudson Tuttle, Editor-at-Large, Nat’l Spiritualists Asso’c’n,

Editor New York Herald:—The -at- < 
Ude by John D. Quackenbos in the Sun- 1 
day Herald, of March 13, wherein he 1 
denounces Spiritualism as "Devil wor
ship," Is so vindictive and unjust in its i 
assertions, so slanderously untrue, that < 
a reply Is demanded to set the matter i 
right before the world. It would take 1 
entirely too much space to examine Mr. ; 
Quackenbos’ assertions in detail, and I i 
shall take up only the most salient i 
points.

First, of the name, he says "Spirit
ism,” for the purpose of sUgmaUzing 
the movement which has been known 
from the first as Spiritualism, and is so- 
called by all Spiritualists. The Na- 
Uonal Spiritualists Association is not a 
Spiritist organization. The name is 
chosen because it is in direct opposi
tion to materialism, and best expresses 
the spirituality which every Spiritual
ist accepts as an ideal to be realized in 
the conduct of life.

It is not fair to prejudice a cause un
der discussion by giving it an oppro
brious name, a name which its adher
ents regret as misrepresenting. It is 
the method of attack of a shyster, rath
er than a man of science.

Mr. Quackenbos admits the possibil
ity of spirit influence. He introduces 
Mrs. Spencer as a type of mediumship. 
She is a wonderful sensitive expeclally 
for the expression of music. She most 
earnestly believes she Is controlled by 
spirit friends. There are thousands 
like her, having had similar experi
ences, and they all believe, even think 
they know that spirits communicate 
with them.

"Not so!" exclaims Mr. Quackenbos.
"Now, while psychology admits the 

possibility of communication with spir
itual personalities, it offers a veiy dif
ferent modus communicandi. it has ad-

cal, everyday life, he adds, what may 
be taken as his definition of “translim
inal,” “and a subjective, transllminal 
(across the threshold), or supernor
mal, in which he is capable of acting In
dependently of a physical environment 
and at a distance from his physical 
body, in which, as the Image of God, he 
intuitively apprehends, possesses super
normal information and power, reigns 
supreme over functions of body and 
motions of mind and is obnoxious to 
the touch of other and higher spiritual 
agencies that have access to him in the 
transllminal world alone.”

The Spiritualist would translate this 
sentence into simpler form. He would 
say that man has a physical body, gnd 
a spiritual, and the spiritual Is able at 
times to take cognizance of spiritual be
ings, and exercise its spiritual powers

States who were made Insane by Spi 
Itualism. My observation leads me tn 
suppose that there may be one per cent 
of truth in that statement’’

From these accurate statistics, relig
ion is responsible tor seven times as 
many cases of insanity as Spiritualism, 
and yet we generously say that it is not 
a “maniacal religion,” because people, 
possibly on the verge of Insanity from 
other causes are affected.

As for the assertion that “Spiritism 
(Spiritualism) is the foe to all moral, 
intellectual and material progress," It 
is erroneous to falsehood. Colonel 
Stanford, of California, was a life-long 
Spiritualist. He claimed that he was 
assisted by spirit influence and advice 
in his vast undertakings. He accumu
lated one of the largest fortunes on the 
Pacific Coast. By direct spirit advice 
he founded the university which bearsand perceptions. As St. Paul says, 

there is a natural body and a spiritual I the name of his son in spirit life.Mrs.
body. Stanford was with him in his work, and

If this “transliminal," Is as "the Im- after his death completed the plan they 
age of God" with man, are the “trans- had mutually agreed upon. His Spirit? 
liminals” of "the moth," and "great I uallsm was not a "foe” to his material 
cat," also images of God? I progress, and wealth was never put to

Such Is the pitiable theory advanced I better use.
to take the place of spirit influence, A column might be readily filled ।
which Mr. Quackenbos grants as pos- with the names of men and women,
sible! leaders In the walks of literature, Scl-

It is not of moment how he explains ence and the affairs of the world, begin- 
the phenomena, for his is only one of I ning with Sir William Crookes, Wal
scores of others which have come and I lace, Weber, Fichte, Wm. and Mary 
gone since the advent of Spiritualism. Howitt, Flammarion, Hiram Powers, 
It is his libelous charges that demand I Alex Aksakof, Prof. James, who have 
attention. Prof. Myers, a member of become believers In the phenomena 
the same Psychical Research Society, a and philosophy of Spiritualism.
man without a peer In his department The bravery of Mr. Quackenbos, to 
of investigation, after years of study, I oppose this army of thinkers who are 
unreservedly endorsed what Mr. Quack- at least his equals In patience of re- 
enbos condemns. Prof. Alfred R. Wal- search, honesty of purpose and clear-

Lord. They fixed up that little matter this forcible method of making recruits I siding until May or June, when it re- 
with Sarah so she became a mother at to the faith. It has been succeeded, laxes again until the heat.of summer is 

,■ . , „nd with the passed. Its course occupies from six ton!nety- „ . ... b<X 1 the parent church and with the I month8. At present the deaths
Passing to chapter J.9 and it was two 1 reformers, by taking advantage of tne I this scourge number about 14 or 

angels" who represented the Lord to I Ignorance of infancy, to instill into its I jg per day jn tjjls city alone. The mor- 
toot, and finally rained brimstone on I undeveloped mind the damnable creeds I tality during tho height of the epidemic 
Sodom and Gomorrah. I which unprejudiced intelligence every- is about 20,000 per week! We seem to

The word angel seems synonymous where repudiates. Sunday-schools to have got quite used to it 
with spirit. Peruse the Bible narra- indoctrinate innocent childhood with I ta^peoUMynChing, ¿at feL-fuiTdmn- 
tives, carefully throughout the volume, I the dogmas of the church have been a))]Q |j]ot on th0 fair fame of your coun. 
and is it not possible spirits are every- found a more powerful instrumentality try. Such a thing would never occur 
where meant by the terms Lord, God, I jn making converts than was the stake, on British soil. May he succeed, 
when not applied to idols? Certain it the fagot and the flame, for now the Twenty centuries have not succeeded in 
:s, we hope Uiat the Great Spirit of Na. heretlc8, nearly all of them, have to out- ^»8 XSd S clvK 
ture, in whatever form it may be en- gr0W the swaddling clothes of infancy tion? echoes of these
throned, was not guilty of all the pecca-1 Qjyfl childhood before they can form any i revolting scenes come to us even here, 
dillos and gigantic crimes related in jUSt conception of this life or the com- May your President succeed in this 

I the Bible, as performed, else directed, ] fng onei B0 strongly are ancient idol 1 good and noble work. What are the 
by him. Indeed it would greatly lower faiths interwoven with their mother’s Christian pulpits doing? They send 
our regard for spirits if we b^vedit mllk lnfo their natures. ¿is toui
was they who drowned the world, burnt —-------- . . - . ----------- 1 -h[ngt May America wipe this shame-
Sqdom and Gomorrah, hardened the Another Idol Toppled Down. fnl record from her good name.” 
heart of Pharaoh so he would not let An(J now another re])glous Jdol hM ---------- -- -----------------
courseXt tto stighter togTgo^^ faflen, smitten to the dust by the strong Much to Commend In All Religions. 

I devised the XXat as ^method to hand of the "higher criticism,” applied I President Hall, of Union Seminary, 
avoid the consequences of sin; os “Lord with fearless Irreverence. I an institution of learning where Prot-

The Fakes and Barnacles In Our Ranks.
The fakes that have fastened them- I 

selves like barnacles on the ranks of 
Spiritualism are gradually being ex- I 
posed in all sections of the country. 
"Peek-holes” in the celling over the cab- I 
inet and rostrum, the grabbing of “splr- 
its,” and other methods have laid bare 
their work. Of course they hate The 
Progressive Thinker with all the venom 
their tongues and vile natures can com
mand, and during the entire time of the 
paper’s existence they have heaped 
mountains of abuse upon it, and the re
sult has been that The Progressive 
Thinker IS NOW THE MOST PROS
PEROUS OF ANY OF THE SPIRIT
UALIST PAPERS PUBLISHED IN 
THIS COUNTRY OR EUROPE. ITS 
CIRCULATION IS BY FAR THE 
LARGEST, ITS SIZE THE GREAT
EST, AND ITS INFLUENCE IS KEEN
LY FELT IN OUR RANKS.

Whenever you hear any of these fake 
mediums abusing the editor and his pa
per, you may rest assured that there is 
rottenness in their nature and prac
tices somewhere, and they should be 
avoided as so many reptiles.

We are the true and devoted friend of

of hosts” instructed his servant: As stated in the Chicago Record-Her- I estant preachers are made, Bays:
“Now go and smite Amalek, and utr I a]d xpngTim in Bunyan’s 'Pilgrim’s "Christian missionaries must learn to 

terly destroy all that they have, and ’ , religious cad ’’ declared approach the ethnic religions of India
spare them not; but slay both man and with a more generous appreciation of
woman, infant and suckling, ox and I Dr. Albion W. Small, professor of soci- I merit8 >>
sheep, camel and ass.”-I Sam. 13: 3. I ology and dean of the graduate schools Not o£ on] but aU these 

It was not even a good spirit that in the University of Chicago, before . . . _ TRiamlsm nrevaflsgave such directions but the same des- conference of Bantist ministers at countrIes where Islamism prevails
Ignated “the Lord God of Israel," Josh. °^Te o£ m m h greater appreciation should be awarded.
10:40, “So Joshua smote all the country Itlie university, rroressor Bmaii, w Travelers invariably report favorably 
of the hills, and of the south, and of the 1b A doctor of divinity, further stated I moral8 oI Mohammedans. In-

| vale and of the springs, and all their that the character of Pilgrim, usually temp6raDCS ls unknown among them. 
I kings; he left none remaining, but ut- held up to youth as an ideal of Chris- PiPrtrVmnn of our acauaintance whoterly destroyed all that breathed, as tlanlt/ according to his belief was not clerffyman of our acquaintance who

the Lord God of Israel commanded.” ~ ’ journeyed through Egypt and Palestine
I It was a demon God that made such a lype oi imnsuamry ar an. gome forty years ago, returned and re

commands, for a very base devil only “Pilgrim wm simply living to save ted to hig church in our hearing, 
cnnlrf hHve instructed Moses Num. 31: his own dear, little, selfish soul, and he1 °I 17 i8_ mstructea moses, num. ai. elge/, de_ I that for many dayB In succession while

“Now therefore kill every male I olared Dr. Small. “The pulpit utter-1 on shipboard on the Mediterranean, or 
among the little ones, and kill every ance that we hear so often about no I while journeying by land, almost exclu-
woman that hath known man by lying man being able to be a Christian until I sively companioned by Mohammedans,
with him; but all the women-children, he can stand on his own feet and work 1 de saw no intemperance, no gambling,
that have not known a man by lying out his own salvation is one of the most I no licentiousness, heard no profanity,
with, keep alive for yourselves.” I unfortunate things ever said from the flve times a day, on sea or land, the 

We question if there is a spirit in all pulpit This Is the sort of man that I worsi!ipers of Allah fell upon their
the boundless universe, if clothed with Pilgrim was. and he was no hero. knees, and declared "Allah is Allah,
infinite power, would debase himself by "Times have changed in religious I there ig no Goj.but Allah, and Mahomet 
giving such a command. It was the In- matters, and religion Is now recognized I iB hi9 prOphet.” He greatly admired 
famous priests who professed to re- ad religion in all positions of life. We I these people, and on his return home al-
celve such commands from God who are squeamish in implying that anyone I ways 6pC)ke of them with great warmth,
were alone responsible for the infamy, is not a Christian, and in the new demo- If Christians would hunt among Mo 
This proposition is strengthened when racy of religion actors and preachers hammedans, Brahmans, Parsees, Bud- 
we learn, verse 35, that there were form mergers to further their business. I dhlgta or devotees of Confucius for 
“Thirty and two thousand persons in “The theory of life after death savors I their real virtue8t instead of magnify- 
all, of women that had not known man less of truth to twentieth century peo- I in mgjj. dlBbeilef in a virgin-born God 
by lying with him." Verse 40: The pie than it did to their predecessors lnt0 a vlce they would find much 
Lord’s tribute was thirty and two per- Moral standards are being substituted I t0 commend, 
sons,” and these, verse 41, were deliv- for ritualistic religion, and men are de- ’
ered unto Eleazar the priest, as the mandlng a religion that shows results I -------- ........-

vanced tho doctrine that “different con- [ 
sclousnesses, or different aggregates of I 
states of consciousness, may combine ■ 
and interpenetrate, somewhat analo
gously to what theologians mean by I 
the communion of souls.” Every edu
cated person is aware that a given 
transliminal self may communicate au
tomatically with other human transllm- 
inal selfs by what is known as telep
athy.” -

In plain words we can read the 
thoughts of others.

“Transllminal” is a term with a so
norous scientific sound, so freshly 
coined, that It Is not in the Century 
Dictionary. We have to guess at the 
meaning, and suppose It is equivalent 
to the older terms “subliminal self,” 
and “sub-conscious self,” which have 
been paraded before the public, as 
though they were full explanations of 
spiritual phenomena although the exist
ence of such states of consciousness or 
unconsciousness, has not been proven, 
and Is entirely speculative.

This “transllminal” not only ac
counts for mediumship, and other psy
chic manifestations, but for many of 
the strange actions of animals, says 
Mr. Quackenbos. Telepathy is by no 
means confined to man.

"Recent experiments have proved 
moths and other Insects to be capable 
of thought transference so far reach
ing as to impress their fellows miles 
away with a knowledge of their exist
ence and whereabouts.”

But this Is as nothing to the story he 
repeats of the slxteen-thousand-acre- 
park Austin Corbin established in the 
mountains of New Hampshire and 
stocked with various species of deer. 
Mr. Quackenbos says that Corbin was 
told that the extinct carnivore would

lace, Sir William Crookes, and scores ness of reasoning, with his unsupported 
of others, equally eminent, endorsed opinion, and the language of a zealot, 
the genuineness of Spiritualism. Mr. 1 rather Gian the calm impartiality of 
Quackenbos has a right to his opinion, science of which he professes to be an 
but he has no right to libel those who advocate, is a manifestation in psychol- 
chance to disagree from him. I quote: I ogy which we commend to his earnest

"Further, to the skirts of Spiritism is consideration.
pinned a revolting religion comparable There is not a moral precept that 
to the devil worship of the Eastern Spiritualism does not aavocate, not 
Hemisphere. It thrusts a female prlncl-1 one It conflicts with, or ignores. Its 
pie into the Godhead. It flouts the dl- Ideal character is toe angel unselfish 
vinity of Christ, interpreting Jesus as a even to "doing all for others." They 
healing medium and losing sight of who accept It and make it a part of 
Him in a throng of benevolent dalmons. I their lives cannot otherwise than make 
Its teachings regarding marriage are for righteousness.
subversive of all respect for the sacred- If Mr. Quackenbos’ assumption be 
ness of sex. and free love is its ideal of true it only accounts for the psychical 
social happiness.” . phenomena. The equally Important,

I know not what "Spiritism” teaches, known as physical, as rappings, moving 
but I know that when these charges are I of physical objects, appearances, etc., 
made against Spiritualism they are remain unexplained. Even the psy- 
false in every word. They aro asser- chical portion Is explained too well, for 
tlons, supported only by opinion, and if the "transliminal" Is able to receive 
not the least attempt Is made to sub- Impressions from others in the body, 
stantiate them. They stand as an in- why not from spiritual beings? Mr. 
famous libel on the fair name of mill- Quackenbos grants this as , a logical 
Ions of men and women, many in the conclusion. '
front ranks of art, literature, science A medium receives communications 
and statesmanship; an infamous slan- purporting to come from spirit friends, 
der on the National Spiritualist Asso- Spiritualists say he is able to do so bo 
elation, which composed of delegates cause sensitive to such Influence. Mr. 
from state associations, a body of men Quackenbos says it is through and by 
and women the peer of any organiza- means of the "transllminal." There is 
tion, is endeavoring to sustain and ex- the same causes, the same effects.“ 
tend the causa There 1b only a difference In name.

The accusation of pinning a "revolt- We eliminate the equation to its slm- 
Ing religion" of the "Eastern Heml- plest terms and there remains, Trans

. sphere" to the skirts of Spiritualism is liminal— Impressibility— Mediumship, 
obscure, but probably refers to theoso-1 HUDSON TUTTLE,

. phy, which Spiritualism repudiates, and Editor-at-Large National Spiritualist 
which has been its bitterest enemy. Association. .

। About the "female principle” to be —,------- ----------------—
. thrust into the Godhead, after fifty TEXTS CREDITED TO THE SAVIOR. 
; years of closest connection with the 

honest mediumship. Particularly are 
we the friend of those mediums who 
have worn themselves out In working 
for the cause, and we are untiring in 
our efforts to raise funds for them bo 
that the remainder of their lives can be 
spent in peace and comfort. The N. S. 
A. will bear testimony to the great in
fluence The Progressive Thinker has 
exerted in this direction.

' This paper has been and Is now sus
tained by a vast body of advanced spir
its who see the barnacles in our ranks, 
and the bad influence they exert Their 
wise counsel started the paper, and 
they have nobly sustained it for fifteen 
years.

Strange Conversions.
What is the incentive which leads the 

clergy, particularly Episcopalians, to 
abandon their pulpits; and cast their 
destiny with the Catholics? Years ago 
wo knew a Baptist clergyman, while In 
a drunken debauch, send for a Catholic 
priest to baptize him, which was done, 
probably to the satisfaction of all con
cerned; but in these last days such con- 
dltlons aro rare, and doubtless did not 
ihfluenco Rev. Dr. Do Costa, the latest 
acquisition wo have noticed .from tho 
Episcopal to the Catholic faith. .

Lord commanded Moses.” now rather than theories that have to I Figures Don't Lie,
Read these facts, ye simpletons, who do with a far-off condition. The church . f phnr„h attendance bv theinsist that “the Bible is inerrant,” and lB bound to lose prestige in all particu- c®n8“s 01 ,

that the Lord God of that book is the lars that assume it is an end in itself, I Church News Association, vvas taken in 
Supreme Ruler of the universe. We re- and ministers—who must exist because New York on the. 15th ult Arrange- 
peat: It was only the basest of demons, every man must have a vocation—will ments for the census had been taken in 
qnd those too mean for even the fabled ge into the shops and mediate between I advance and no doubt the clergy did 
hell at that, who could be the author of i- - ---------- --------,------ I • -
such damnable crimes against human
ity.

While churchmen continue to main
tain that every statement between the 
two lids of the Bible was inspired by

O brother,, why fumble and stumble 
and grumble through life? That is not 
the way to success.—-Ananda.,
•We seldom realize it, but very fro- 

fluently the reason wo have no use for 
I people Is because they will not .allow 

themselves to housed.—Puck

7

the laborers and employers.'

Real Worth Not Appreciated.

their level best to have full attendance 
on that day. AU denominations, includ
ing the Catholics, engaged In the rlval-

God these facts, and hundreds 
them, cannot be printed too often.

like

A Futile Effort
The new pope has lately issued an

encyclical to the heads of the Catholic 
hierarchy In America, wherein he de
clares the first duty of the church Is “to 
win men back to a belief in God."

We are glad to assure his worship 
that in this country there is no quarrel 
between the true God and the people. 
The principal God adored by Catholics, 
and the one the pope wants all men to 
worship, it is claimed, was born of a 
virgin. Many of the American people 
are too well informed to believe that an 
immaculate maiden ever gave birth to a 
God, or even a human child. It Is one 
of the impossibilities of nature, hence 
his holiness Is wasting his talent when 
urging us to lie reconciled to him. Tho 
God developed in planets and suns; in 
beasts and birds; in tree and flower; in 
sunshine, shade and storm; in the thun
der's roar; the earthquake shock; and 
In the multitudinous operations of na
ture marked by change, receives the ad
oration of every thoughtful mind. It is 
tho artificial gods, man made, and 
priestly Imposed on us, against whom

A Congregational church, in Cleve-1 ry_ The results showed nearly one- 
land, Ohio, does not appreciate educated I fourth of the population were church
thought Last November, Rev. J. A goers. Hadrflot the numbers been in
Fisher, .formerly connected with the creased by extra-^effort tod rivalry, 
late Rev. Dr. Scudder, of Brooklyn, N. each sect making qs good a display as 
Y., accepted a call to the Cleveland pul- possible to advance its own interests, 
pit Two Sundays ago, during his dis- what would have been the result? Prob
course in which he referred to the re- ably not orie-half is many as reported, 
cent archaeic discoveries, and the reve- Women in '¿21 thdwchurches predoml- 
lations of the higher critics, he incident-1 noted, constitutingtoearly three-fourths 
ally mentioned tae Bible as a church fetich. The whole pool of superstition 1 Churches611''“
was agitated its entire depth. A dea- I Strange all-it nia^y Seem, the foreign- 
con arose, and declared the preacher I born greatly outnumbered the native- 
had gained his place in the church by bam. 591 ;ni

return and destroy the deer. Now It is 
reported that a family of pumas have 
taken up their abode in the park.

How is this explainable? An ordi
nary man, an ignorant hunter, would 
say that there was nothing extraordi
nary in a puma being found In those 
mountain fastnesses, nor that finding 
herds of deer, It stayed where food was 
plentiful.

Mr. Quackenbos is a psychologist, 
and ordinary explanation does not sat
isfy him. He forgets an axiom of sci
ence, to always take the lesser cause if 
consonant with the facts, rather than 
the greater. He says:

“I suggest the theory of a telepathic 
communication—the radiation of subtle 
waves of cognizance from the mass of 
fear entertained for their traditional en
emies by a community of four thousand 
animals of the deer tribe—to fugitive 
panthers in the Alleghenies, or in re
mote areas of the Green and Adiron
dack mountains.”

Just think of it! A puma in the Adi- 
rondacks catching the thought waves of 
fear from the deer in Corbin’s park in 
New Hampshire! It has been supposed 
that hounds followed the track by 
smell. Oh, no, smell is .superfluous— 
says Mr. Quackenbos; it’s the hound’s 
“transllminal” that enables him to fol
low. Well, what of this “transllminal," 
if the track is cold? A hound might 
stand a few feet from a dozen if they 
were concealed and have no intimation 
of their presence.

His reasoning reminds me of advice 
given me by a darkey who had come 
North from Virginia where he had been 
a useful servant in caring for dogs and 
horses at fox hunts. I remarked that 
there had not been a fox on the farm 
for years, and doubted if there re-

Spiritual movement, I confess 
never head of it before.

Of Jesus Christ, Spiritualism 
almost exactly the same view 
Unitarians.

that I

takes 
as the

German Professor Has Collected Say
Ings Not Found in Gospels—Inherent 
Evidence That They Were Uttered 
By Christ to His Disciples. .

Of the charge that it annuls the Ba- professor Harnack, a widely-known 
credhess of marriage, it has been stock and liberal professor of theology in the 
in trade of opposers for half a century, University of Berlin, Germany, lias 
and although repeatedly shown to be made a collection of the sayings of 
false is constantly reiterated. In the I Christ that are not contained in the 
books which are considered standard New Testament, but which he main- 
by Spiritualists as the works of Davis, [ tains must be genuine on the strength 
Edmunds, Brittan, Hardinge, Dr. Crow- internal evidence. Some of these 
ell, Hull, Peebles, and others, there Is sayings are:
not one word in opposition to marriage, “it is more blessed to give than to re
but always it is sustained, and purity in ceive,” although it is not in the gospel 
its relations inculcated. I it is noted by 'St. Paul as having been

In the five great papers in the United gald by Christ.
States in its support, the three In Eng- -‘jje ¡s guilty who troubles the spirit 
land, th.e two in Australia, the twenty- oj }its brother." This is from fragments 
five In France, the five in Germany, the of tile gospel to the Hebrews, quoted by 
three in Holland, the four in Italy, year gt. jerome: : '
by year the highest, purest, most splr- “you should never be joyful save 
itual morality is advocated. I briefly wuen you behold your brother in love.” 
quote from “Religion of Man and Eth- -The seeker shall not rest until he 
ics of Science," a book which has sold findSi am} when he finds he shall be as- 
many editions, and voices the belief of tonished.”
Spiritualists.

“Love is not free, nor can it be.”.... 
"The highest form of marriage, as 
taught and exacted by the Christian 
church, endures until death. Vastly 
higher and purer is the ideal which ex
tends this union into the infinite future 
where every stain of earthly passions 
shall perish, and soul be drawn to soul 
by the holiest love.” P. 312.

There are not as many divorces 
among Spiritualists as among those 
who do not profess its belief. Queen 
Victoria was so fully persuaded that 
Prince Albert was with her, although 
dead, that she held herself sacred to

mained one in the county.
“I can teU you how to have 

enough here," he replied.
“How T’ I asked, interested.

foxes

false pretenses, because he claimed to ] The New York Sun,'in concluding its 
be a minister of the gospel. The ex-1 report ot this cbnäjls, which it gave at 
cltement became intense. The pulpit I length, said?0 ■ I*’ ' ■
was vacated. In great- confusion the I “The statistics, ÄS’ n whole, are a re
congregation arrayed itself in factions; I peated demonstration of the fact that 
one side sustained the pulpit, the other I in New York, as in London, more than 
the deacon. I three-fourths of-tlie population are neg

A fetich is something made the object lectful of public religious worship.” 
of superstitious worship. Received as I And yet this one-fourth of the popu- 
tho inspired "Word of God,” how far lation are ambitious to control the poll-
short docs the Bible -become in tbe I tics, the education and the destiny of 
hands of orthodox churchmen what tho I tho nation. Mid make all tho world sub- 
domlnle claimed It is. Towrite or speak ject to their views.; ’ .
disparagingly of the holy book, " 
barbarous teaching as revealed
Old Testament, is . deemed by 
little short of blasphemy.

or its 
in the 
many,

intelligence revolts, and no pope or
A handful 

bushel of leni
priest can win us book to their love or Good deeds ring^ck 
,even belief in Umm. like aboil.—Richter-

lite Is worth c 
leorge Herbert.

Eat at your own table as you would 
eat at the table of a king.—Confucius.

Without earnestness there is nothing 
‘o bo done in Ufer-rGootha .

The older a man geta the more dealr-
.r through heaven I Urte things lie es» think of that la too 

8 late to do.—tesk.. - ,

“Jest git a lot of hounds, and have a 
meet once a month, and chase over the 
fields like wrath, and there’ll be foxes 
to burnì Alius see plenty of foxes 
after a hunt!” -

The poor fellow was ignorant of the 
law, but he was sure of the fact, and 
Mr. Quackenbos could have explained 
that, getting together a lot of horses, 
hounds and excited men and women, 
and racing over the field would put all 
Into the "transliminal” state, send off 
waves, which would flow into the 
“transliminal" of all the foxes, near and 
far, and they would never have a mo
ment's rest till they found themselves 
within the limitations of my farm!

Now so far is this thought transfer
ence from being general, that when it 
iB indicated the circumstance is regard; 
ed worthy of mention. In the continu
ous contact of people with each other 
in the business of life, even when to 
know the real thoughts of each other Is 
of vital consequence, how rarely aro 
the victims of misplaced confidence 
saved by thought reading? It is possi
ble, it may occur, but it Is rare. ■ Pa
rents have sought for lost children for 
years, and not a "thought wave" cattie 
to relieve their anxiety, They have 
met sack children grown out-of rocol- 
leatfen, without recognizing them. I 
- sa-ylng that man Ites s. physl-

him. In this devotion Bhe met the 
hearty approval of all Spiritualists. If 
the teachings of this “demon religion” 
is so terrible, it should appear in de
monic lives of its receivers. There 
should be an increasing ratio of crimi- 
inals. The charge has been made and 
I collected the reports of nearly all the 
penitentiaries and prisons of this coun
try and Canada and found that in all 
the vast army of criminals therein con
fined, not a single one was set down as 
a Spiritualist!
■ Of cases reported, nearly 90 per cent 
hail in early life been under religious 
Influences. And yet we. aïe not so un
just and uncharitable as to hold relig
ion responsible. ( For the startling 
charge that Spiritualism is a “maniac
making religion,” the character of its

“I shall choose out the good. Those 
are the good whom my father in heaven 
has given me.”

“In that which I find you therein shall 
ye be judged.”

Speaking to one who was at work on 
the Sabbath:

“It thou knowest what thou doest 
thou are blessed; if thou knowest it 
not then are thou accursed and keep- 
est not the law."

“Who is near me Is near the father;1 
who is far from me is far from tha 
kingdom.”

“Hast thou seen thy brother? Then 
has thou seen God.”

Professor Harnack comes to tha 
conclusion that these sentences are so 
varied and cover so large a field in eth
ics and religion that there is no reason 
to suppose that the four gospels con
tain anything like a complete account 
of Christ's sayings or teachings on any „ 
one branch of morals or religion. That 
much of what he said and did is for
ever lost to the world he is quite cer
tain. He believes that at the time tho 
four evangelists lived there was an im
mense amount of material to choose 
from which Is now lost, and this being 
so, the extraordinary similarity of all 
four accounts raises suspicions which It 
1b exceedingly difficult to allay.

believers are In evidence. If It is, then 
they should exhibit a much larger per
centage of insane than non-believers. 
Mediums as a class should show 
marked mental aberration.

Is this a fact? Is there more insan
ity among Spiritualists than among 
churchmembers or the world at large?

Dr. Eugene Crowell, at the time pres
ident of the'Edison Light Company of 
New York, secured reports’ of fifty
eight of the leading asylums for the in
sane in the United States. Of the 23,
328 inmates tho cause assigned for 59 
was Spiritualism, and for 412 to relig
ious excitement.
J Dr. Nichols, Superintendent of the 
Government Hospital for the Insane, at 
Washington, D. C., in which nearly a 
thousand patients are inmates, said: "I 
See a paragraph attributed to Dr, 
Forbes Winslow, Is going the rounds of 
tho newspapers, stating tlult there ore 
tew thousand lunatics in the United

/

NOTICE OF ANNUAL CONVENTION.
The seventh annual convention of the 

New Yorii State Association of Spirit, 
ualists will be held on Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday, June 3, 4, and 5, at Empire 
Hall, corner North Salina and- West 
Genesee streets, jn the city of Syra^ 
cuse, N. Y. There will be good speak
ers and phenomenal mediums; choice 
music under the-dlrectlon of tho Syra
cuse society. A list of speakers and 
mediums will be published later. All 
earnestly and cordially invited to at
tend. Individual membership, per 
year. HERBERT L. WHITNEY, 

Secretary. .
727 Monroe street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

If a man is to achieve ultimate suc
cess ho must be willing to forego imme
diate enjoyment—Rov. J. F. Peters.

If people knew what the future had In 
store for them the chief charm of exist
ence would bo lost. " . ¡f

Goods are among the least ot tho ro L.
■wards o! goodness, . ¿J
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/ftobern Spiritualism
1 have taken for my subject this afternoon: What 

tire the signs and aspects of Modern Spiritualism, anc 
¡why does Spiritualism, as a religion, differ from any 
(other formulated religion of the past?

The word Spiritualism implies more to us, a deeper 
meaning to the thoughtful mind than the name of any 
other ism known to man. There are reasons for the 
knowledge that it involves, there are foundations 
Upon which its theorems are based, there are bases 
upon which rest, like the eternal truths of the uni
verse, its laws. Its scientific aspects are many, be
cause it belongs to, is a part of, and evolves the intel
lectual propensities of the human race. It is the in
nate force of the mind, the domination of the spirit, 
the exercise of intellectual faculties of a kingdom 
over which human reason holds entire sway.

1 Spiritualism does not belong to the religious world 
nlone, as religion is commonly interpreted; it does not 
belong to that world which is classified as above or su
perior to the every-day life of man. It involves the 
physiology of his body; it involves the air that he 
breathes, it involves the forces of nature; it involves 
the universe of which he is a particle correlated to 
every other particle consisting the universe. He must 
bring out this universe, of which he is a lesser part, 
its potencies. He is the instrument upon which every 
force of nature is exercising its power; he is the ele
ment through which is shining the majesty, and great
ness, and divinity of a higher and holier law that be
longs to human nature than has ever before been 
brought into the realm of religious thought.

■ The religion of man is supposed to be the intellect
ual part of his being. The higher element or strata 
,<>f his existence. It is the spiritual consideration or 
conception of holy thoughts, and holy things, and 
tholy laws, but Spiritualism belqngs to the world as a 
scientific truth, because its religion is incontrovert
ible. It penetrates every condition, every element, 
every particle, every force, every law, that inheres, or 

, ’dominates, human life. It has no realm by itself. It 
is not separated from earthly things; it is not brought 
down and separated from spiritual things, but it re
duces to spirit every condition of life that prevails in 

Í' ’Xwhole creating worlds. There is nothing in this 
in.iverse that cannot be reduced to spirit, to ether. 
There is nothing in this universe but that can be re
duced to its primeval condition, and it shows in its 
reduction the domination of a divine, straight-for- 
¡word, sfraight-earrying law, and that law is so direct, 
and it applies to every condition of life so clearly, so 
definitely, so really, that you cannot escape its be
hests, try as you may. You may pervert the course, 
as you make a ray of light shine upon you obliquely, 
by interl ering with its direction. It may be diverted 
from its course, or perverted from its application, as 
you divert a stream of water, carrying it out of its 
channels into any course you may select, but it will 
reach its ultimate. Pervert it, or divert it, as you 
please, it will reach the culminating point to which 
the law directs, without variableness or shadow of 
turning in the ultimate. The rocks that are bound 
upon your hillsides can be reduced to gas, they can 

. be reduced to spirit. The trees, every fibre of which 
they are composed, can be reduced to ether. The 
grasses, the grains of sand, the dwellings in which 
you live, every condition of the material world, can 
be reduced to spirit, and obedient to its inherent law. 
This much for the spiritual relationships of the mate
rial world to the spiritual nature of man.
_ It has been said by the scientist that gold, in mak
ing its own light, and submitted to its own law, can be 
refined or reduced to a condition that it is no longer 
gold. This is not true; it may be reduced to the gases 
that compose gold, and those gases may be scattered, 
or diverted from the law of cohesion by which they 
are brought together, and they may not be constituted 
into the globules of gold, but the elements themselves 
cannot be destroyed by any scientific application, or 
any law, that is known to man. However, those ele
ments can be brought together, subject to law, and it 
is possible, when you have reduced these materials to 
their primary gases, that you may bring them back to 
their legitimate manifestation.

Every particle of matter that is composed in the 
human body belongs in this realm of the outer world. 
You have every element gleaned from the material 
life expressing itself through your physical body, and 
the laws by which that physical body is dominated,

j-\VaWS ?!’e (;XPrcss’ng themselves through your 
different manifestations, are as spiritual in their ap
plication, s are the laws that dominate your spiritual 
thought, your bodies are but tho instruments, they 
are but the organs manipulated by your own spirit
uality, They are but the elements through which the 
expression of your spiritual life is being given to the 
world about you. Fiske said, in his wonderful ser
mon on “Evolution,” “When I look to the world, and 
see what it has brought forth as its fruits, I can look 
to Eternity, and believe that the possibilities of that 
Eternity are beyond my concept.” Why? Because 
there is nothing in the universe so low but that it has 
entered it, and become a part of human life.

Now then, what is it that spiritualizes these parts? 
What is it that elevates, that purifies, that clarifies, 
that adjusts all these parts to each other. It is the 
spiritual law of life, the spiritual force of the uni
verse, the spiritual potency of matter, a mind coher
ing in that which is best and noblest, showing that 
from the foundation the germ is evolving out of the 
lesser, the greater, the grander, the mightier, the 
nobler, the diviner law, the diviner life.

Dr, Abbott said: “The man who does not believe 
that the grains upon the shores of the ocean are not 
spiritual manifestations, the nian who does not be
lieve that the tree that is upon the top of the highest 
mountain, that sends forth its branches like a pro
tecting arm, the man who does not believe that the 
horse I drive is not a product of spiritual law» I want 
nothing to do with intellectually.” What does he 
mean? He means that the spiritual life that mani
fests itself in tho one, adjusts itself to the needs of the 
other, and relates the whole, and through this the 
world is unified, and this conception runs back in old
en times, way back into the history of Paganism, for 
out of it we recognize the unity, and the unity signi
fies a whole, and the parts of which this whole is com
posed, is that which makes the universe. That uni
verse is one, and it takes all there is in nature, in man, 
in heaven, and earth, in spirit, and in matter, to make 
them found in one. Thus the universe was named, 
whether men conceived of the great unity of life or 
not. It was named as many authors seem to foretell 
the events of a coming time from an inner conception, 
and as they call it, without a reason. Shakspeare 
said, “There are sermons in stones, and books in run
ning brooks, and good in everything.” What does 
that mean ? It means that there is a lesson. No, it 
means that there is a law, and there is no law of which 
man can conceive, unless that law expresses itself, un
less it defines itself. There is a law in stones, a lan
guage that speaks, that tells the story of their exist
ence, that tells the formation, that speaks their his
tory, that defines the law, that inheres their being. 
Tells the great story that is formulating itself 
through the expression of that law in men. There 
are sermons in stones, whether Shakspeare knew of 
such a thing as psychometry or not, no man can tell. 
Iherc is a law back of all this, that seems so narrow, 
and so limited, whose limitations we can compass, 
that is greater than our intellects can define, and what 
is that law ? The law of human intellect, and man has 
never sounded its depths, or its heights, but it lives, 
and it must in future ages reveal itself. Men speak 
more frequently than they realize more profound 
words of wisdom than they are able to fully measure. 
There is in this wonderful language of the material 
world the history of all you say. God, or law, or 
spirit, or good, or divinity, or whatever name ’you 
choose to employ, this inhered life writes itself upon 
everything that is. The man who conceived of the 
form of this article of furniture (table on platform) 
has left the impress of his mind upon it, those who 
have handled it, who have laid their hands upon it, 
who are using it, have left their daguerreotype upon 
it, and as time advances they will see those lives, and 
they will preach the sermons that words do not utter 
to your understanding.

_ Psychometrists will tell you of the formation of 
the rocks, the elements of which they are com
posed. They will go down into the depths of the 
earth, and will separate the different strata one from 
the other. They will tell you of the wonderful 
growths of life that have been made manifest, and 
they will tell you that the wonders of nature have 
written themselves upon everything that has been left 
in their order in the formation of this world And 
what do you find? It is the science of life, it is the

HUNTING FOR THE ONE TRUE CHURCH.
THE TRUE CHURCH.

To the Editor:—I send you copy of a 
poem, “The True Church." given me by 
a friend; the author is unknown. It 
may interest the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker.

HAMILTON DE GRAW.
; Shakers, N.Y.

The True Church.
, I asked a holy man one day,
i ''Where is the one true church, I pray?”
' "Go round the world.” said he, "and 

search,
। No man hath found the one true 

church.”
I I pointed to a spire cross-crowned,
1 "The church is false," he cried and 

frowned.
, But murmuring he had told me wrong 
I pointed to the entering throng.

; He answered, "If a church be true
: I, It bath not many, but a few." 

^Around the font the people pressed, 
And crossed themselves from brow

\ breast.
to

; >, "A cross,” he cried, "writ on the brow 
' . In water. Is it Christ’s? Look thou,

i Each forehead frowning, sheds it oft. 
¡.Christ's cross abides through scowl and 

. scoff.”
' Then looking through the open door, 
I saw men kneeling on the floor.
¡Faint candles by the daylight dimmed, 
Like wicks by foolish virgins trimmed. 
¡Fair statues of the saints In white
'As now their robes are in God’s light 

, Gun ladders dropped aslant, all gold, 
Like stairs the angels trod of old. 
Above, below, from nave to roof 
Ho gazed, and said in sad reproof, 
"Ains! who is it understands 
£>od.’s temple was not made with 

hands.”
iWe walked along a shaded way,
Beneath the apple blooms of May,

H lectiire;<H>eIivereb bç
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science of evolution, of,-the spiritual evolution of the 
universe, the science of the wonderful growth of 
mind, and who dares to say that anything that can 
write its own history,: has no mind, has no intellect, 
is subject to no law, cannot define its powei’, cannot 
speak its language, cannot convey its meaning to the 
world, and carry its usefulness out of the wants of 
mankind. i .

If man was so siiperiqr to the universe of which he 
is a part, or if he, was So separated from it that he 
lived wholly independent of it, he might then consider 
that the laws were not legitimately united which gov
erned both. But science has forged the link, that 
time or change cannot break. It is the chain of prog
ress, the chain of development, the chain of divine 
growth, the chain of spiritual history, that is writing 
itself upon every particle of matter, upon every 
thought, every deed, upon every impulse of human 
life. The spiritual aspects of Spiritualism are those 
which govern these conditions.

Mpdern Spiritualism has by no means confined itself 
to the seance room; it has not limited itself to a single 
message from an individual spirit to a friend. Spirit
ualism is by no means measured by these messages. 
Spiritualism means the Spiritualism of all life, and 
we must know what that Spiritualism is, and we must 
know it by the scientific relationships that bear be
tween mind and matter. Now then, inasmuch as we 
have reached this point, let us see how Modern Spirit
ualism has involved this universe. In the astronomy 
of this solar system, we find an elliptical circle. Why? 
Because all nature grows in circles, develops in cir
cles, the grain of the tree is circular. The tree is cut, 
and you measure its age by its rings. You measure 
the age of your ox by the rings on its horns. You
measure the age of the rock, and a geologist can teÜ 
you by the rings of the various strata that belongs to 
its life. All nature has moved on and on in circles, 
religion has developed itself in a circular manner. 
Philosophers, scientists, mathematics, everything, has 
evolved this wonderful eternal progress of moving in 
a circular progressive manner.

Spiritualism, according to its language, and its 
manifestation, not only involves these laws, and mani
fests them in the figures through which you receive 
your manifestations from the higher life, when you 
are not conforming to a new law, not to a new prin
ciple, but to a fixed law that is as eternal as God, and 
belongs to all the past, as well as all the future. That 
circle is circling about all the world. You have in 
your atmosphere the oxygen, and hydrogen, and ni
trogen. The nitrogen, if extracted from its compan
ions, would become to you a poison. The carbon of 
your bodies in passing off would never be neutralized, 
if it were not for these conditions of the air. The 
water that you are drinking is composed of hydrogen 
and oxygen. The light through which you see is the 
wonderful medium through which is passing the les
sons that God is writing upon all nature. The dark
ness is the seance room of the universe. All these 
conditions are incident to the development of the in
herent laws of the life of man, as well.as thé inherent 
laws of the life of nature. ' ‘

Spiritual manifestations have involved all these 
conditions, from the earliest intelligent language that 
has come from the spiritual world. You will find 
there have been outlined to your mind the conditions 
of a spiritual existence that was composed of matter, 
sublimated, and spiritualized, and created, according 
to the conditions of human existence. These condi-
tions belong to no one, but all. They are a part of 
everything. They constitute the universe. ' Spirit
ualism in its language has required all the elements 
of nature through which it has communicated itself to 
the intelligence of man. It has utilized electric force. 
It has made better individuals. It has concentrated 
that force upon the nervous organization of man, and 
has spoken its lessons through those tributaries to the 
great world without us.

Spiritualism has used the universe as an instru
ment through which it has defined itself. What has 
been the result? Mental telegraphy, spiritual com
munication. It is just as spiritual when it is from 
mind to mind, as if you were in the other country. It 
is just as spiritual if you send the message of love, or 
condolence, or sympathy, to a friend away from you 
on the. earth, as it is from the spiritual world. It is 
as spiritual if they bring you the message upon the

electric vibrations that are going from you out to 
every other human being, as is the spiritual message 
that you will sit around a table to accept. Telegra
phy is as spiritual, only it is reduced to the conditions 
with which you are familiar, but when you stop to 
think, it has been interpreted to you that the spirit is 
what you do not see, a spirit is what you do not hear, 
a spirit is something outside of you, yourself. Did you 
ever see a spirit, did you ever hear a spirit, did you 
ever know anything of a spirit, independent of the 
universe through which it utters itself to you? Never. 
The vibrations of sound, the undulating waves upon 
which sound is conveyed, are as necessary to the ut
terance of the voice of a spirit, as-they are to your 
voices, and who speaks through you. Who speaks? 
the lips are not the sounds, the vocal cords are not the 
sounds, the whole organization of man is not the 
speaker. It is his spirit that tells the story, and 
speaks the word of life, not death.

Thus the world is moving on. In spiritual photog
raphy, what is the law there. There is the same ne
cessity for conditions, as there is in material photog
raphy. You who turn up your noses at ■ the condi
tions, remember, were it not for the conditions of 
light, you would never know the" starry skies above 
your head. You would never trace the pathway of a 
comet. You would never know of the wonderful sys
tems that are formulating, and the new worlds that 
are creating about you in this system. Conditions are 
individual, and in spiritual photography it is neces
sary that the camera upon which the picture is taken, 
through .which it shall be reflected, must be as care
fully adjusted, and as obedient to the law, and must 
carry out those vibrations of light and shade as truly 
as the science that prevails amongst men on earth.

Spiritual writing, what does it involve ? Spiritual 
writing involves not only the action and operation of 
the spiritual line, but it involves the obedience of the 
body, of the matter of which this body is composed, 
that shall obey the mandate of that spirit.

Spiritual rappings, what is it that induces them? 
It is as obedient to a scientific law, as is the tick of the 
telegraph; it is composed of the same conditions, inci
dent to the production of those sounds, as the bat
teries through which the electric forces are sending 
your messages that have girdled the world, and thus 
every manifestation of spiritual life is as scientific in 
its interpretation, in its application, as any law that is 
involving the mysteries of earth. The spiritual 
forces are in each condition, and the adjusting of 
these forces brings to you the wonderful results that 
tell you of the eternity of souls. Spiritualism is a sci
ence. No man can comprehend its lessons, until he 
has studied carefully the messages it sends him, and 
those messages encompass the world. No man can 
know what Spiritualism implies, from its modern 
standpoint, until he has made a study of himself. 
The particles of matter that compose his body are just 
as important to the embodiment of its spirit, as are 
the particles of matter that compose the body of 
Jupiter or Mars. It is as important that he should be 
held in his spiritual life by the same law by which he 
maintains his specific gravity, as that he shall be held 
by fifteen pounds to every square inch of his physical 
body. . It.is as. important that these laws shall domi
nate his life, and the science of Spiritualism involves 
every known science that can manifest itself to our 
understanding. It speaks its own language, it tells 
its own story.

When you stop to consider; there has never been a 
physical manifestation of progress, that has not been 
accompanied by a spiritual utterance of development. 
The communication that came at Hydesville was in 
close companionship to the telegraph that came to 
Morse. The wonderful mental telegraphy that has 
been talked of, and dreamed of, and has been working 
amongst men in the last deeade, has wrought out by 
mental telegraphy the connection of mind to mind. 
Why? Because the elements of this universe are 
alike, are akin to each other, and are as important for 
the transmission of thought in the one instance as in 
the other, and let me tell you, friends, that the X-rays 
that look through wood and stone are only the phys
ical clairvoyance that is comparable to the spiritual 
clairvoyance that looks into your heart, or hearts. 
Thus the spiritual world is here, and you are in it 
and of it, you are one of the grains that form the 
whole, the unit, of the universe.

■ My friend replied, "He aims a blow 
To strike the sins of long ago, 
Yet shields meanwhile with studied 

phrase
The evil present in these days.
Does God in heaven Impute no crime 
To prophets who belle their time?" 
We walked along among the tombs, ~ 
The bees were in the clover blooms. 
The crickets leaped to let us pass 
And God’s sweet breath was on the 

grass.
We spelled the legends on the stones, 
The graves were full of martyr’s bones, 
Of bodies which the rack once brake, 
In witness for the dear Lord's sake. 
Of ashes gathered from the pyres 
Of saints whose souls fled up through 

fires.
I heard him murmur as we passed, 
“Thus won they all the crown at last 
Which men now lose by looking back 
To find it at the stake or rack.
The stake and rack have gathered 

grime
God’s touchstone is the passing time.” 
Just then, amid some olive sprays 
Two orioles perched and piped their 

lays,
Until the gold beneath their throats 
Shook molten in their mellow notes. 
Then from the church a tuneful psalm 
Rolled forth upon the outer calm.
"Both choirs," said I, "are In accord, 
For both give worship to the Lord." 
Said he, “The tree-top song, I fear, 
Fled first and stralghtest to God’s ear. 
If men bind other men in-chains, 
Then chant, doth God accept the 

strains? . -
Do loud-lipped hymns his ears allure? 
God hates the church that harms the 

poor.”
Then rose a meeting-house In view 
Of bleached and weather-beaten hue.
Where plain of garb and pure of heart 
Men kept the church and world apart, 
/Ind satin waiting for the light

And came upon a church whose dome That dawns upon the inner sight. 
™ Nor dl(1 yex silent airBore still the cross, but not for Rome.

We brushed a cobweb from •' 
And. gazed within the sacrcu

uo

"Do prayers," he said, "the more avail 
If murmured nigh an altar rail? ' 
Do.’tongues that taste the bread and 

wino ■ ' .
Speak truer after by that sign?
Poes water sprinkled from a bowl ’ 
Wash any sin from any soul? - 

(The very priest In gówn and bands 
Hnth 'ylng Ups and dirty hands." 
"Ho Bt -alis no error,” answered I. ■ 
"Ho as. \tho living all must die.

' ffhe detu vill rise and both are true, . 
wíióleaomo doctrines, old not 

I' ’ aew.”

With any'sound of hymn or prayer. 
But on their Ups God's hand was 

, pressed . ‘
And each man kissed It and was 

.. blessed. ■ .
I asked, “Ip this the true church then?” 
"Nay," answered he, “a sect of nien. 
And sects that lock their doors in 

: pride; . . ' ■
Shut Gqd and half his saints outside.
The gates of heaven, the scriptutea 

■ ■ 'say, ■ ■ . . ■
Stand open wide by night and day. 
Whoso, shall enter hath no need 
To walk by either church or creed. 
The true church showeth mon the way.

The false church leadeth mein astray.’ 
Whereat I still more eager grew 
To shun the false and find the true. 
And, naming all the creeds, I sought 
What truth, or he, or both they taught. 
Thus, Augustine: Had he a fault?
My friend looked up to yon blue vault 
I said, "The circle is too wide.” 
“God’s truth is wider," he replied. 
And Augustine on bended knee 
Saw just the little he could see.
So Luther sought with eyes and heart 
Yet caught the glory but in part 
And Calvin opened wide his soul, 
Yet could not comprehend the whole. 
Not Luther, Calvin, Augustine 
Saw half the vision I have seen." 
Then grew within me a desire 
That kindled.;?.'’ 'Same of fire.
I looked upoVii-i's-.j^rend brow 
Entreating, Twa;-^.-.3who art thou? 
When by the light that filled the place 
I knew it was the Lord’s own face. 
Through all my blood a rapture stole, 
It filled my body and my soul.
I was a sinner and afraid,
I bowed me In the dust and prayed, 
0! Christ, the Lord, end thou my 

, - search
And lead me to the one true church. 
Then spake he, not as man may speak, 
“The one true church thou shalt not 

seek.
Behold It is enough," he sold, 
“To find the one true Christ, its head." 
And straight he vanished from mv 

sight •
And left me standing in the light

Ohio Spiritualists, AttentlonI
The sixth annual convention of the 

Ohio State Association of Spiritualists 
will be held in the city of Columbus, 
May 27, 28, and 29, in the Board of 
Trade auditorium. Three sessions will 
be held daily during the entire conven
tion. All societies are earnestly re 
quested to send their full quota of dele
gates, and Individual members are 
urged to be .present in person. Busi
ness of importance is to come before 
the convention. In which every Ohio 
Spiritualist Is interested. .

Local societies and members desiring 
to offer amendments to the constitution 
must file the some with the secretary 
prior to April 25, 1904. as none can. be 
legally acted upon, received after that 
date. . '

Frii particulars regarding program, 
etc., will be given in a future Issue of 
The Progressive Thinker.
„ . R. C. BAIRD, Socy.,
By the President: . Elyria, Ohio- 
CARRIE FIRTH CURRAN,

123 Indiana avenue, Toledo, Ohio.
No man has any spiritual blessing 

that he can keep to himself..
In the divine scales a dime 

weighs more than a dollar,
often

THE SPEAKING DIAL
Most Satisfactory In Holding Communi

cation With the Spirit World.

In my letter to Prof. Hyslop, pub
lished In a late issue of The Progress
ive Thinker, I incidentally referred to 
the use of a speaking dial.

This has brought out many letters of 
inquiry concerning its merits.

As I am looking after several busi
ness enterprises and cannot spare the 
time to do all justice, and as all Spirit
ualists and students of the occult are 
Interested In any subject that promises 
a more complete communion with 
friends passed over, I will give my 
views on the subject for the benefit of 
all.

I will start out by saying that it Is 
the most satisfactory form of communi
cating with spirit friends I know, pro
viding it is properly developed.

Another thing in its favor is, it will 
give good results to an average of at 
least three out of every five persons, es
pecially those of ages- between 12 and 
40. The best results are obtained 
through the mediumship । of young 
girls. ,

A better idea will obtained If I 
give my own experience. Several years 
ago I concluded to develop” one. My 
wife and myself held:a sitting of about 
80 minutes every evening for about 10 
days before we could.detect any move
ment of the table, and at first the force 
was so weak we were, doubtful as to 
whether it was not our own muscular I
movements Every,, evening 
after the force grew.(stronger and the 
communications became more clear un
til at the end of threefmonths it worked 
to perfection. ”,

During the following three years we 
used it almost doily,-jçnd tç go into all 
tho details would require. । stoo much 
space. The peculiarities of that man-

friends you meet every day. In a short 
time you will know the moment a
strange spirit commences to work 
dial. ■ ■

4. In operating a speaking dial 
medium is not under control and 
personality of the medium Is not

the

the 
the 
re-

fleeted in the communications received.
5. The best and most satisfactory 

communications are obtained when the 
sitter’s mind Is occupied with some 
other subject, such as conversation 
with some one present upon some other 
subject.

For instance, when working the dial, 
I ask a question, and while the spirit is 
recording the answer, I usually turn 
and enter Into conversation with some 
one present upon some other subject, 
until another person announces the an
swer.

If I undertake to read the answer my
self as fast as It Is given, my mind in
terferes and the answer is more than 
likely to come jumbled.

6. The force that enables communi
cation, is the will power of the spirit 
The will power of the sitter will retard 
communications where over-anxiety is 
permitted.

I have demonstrated this by experi
ments. With certain persons sitting 
opposite me at a table I can by exert
ing my will power, cause a table to tip 
or move In any direction. For this rear 
son the sitter’s mind should be diverted 
while the spirit Is responding and writ
ing out an answer to a question.

Should a person rig up a speaking 
dial and expect it to prove a regular 
telephone, they will be mistaken.

It will probably respond to their
there-1 touch within a few days, hut it requires 
' - from two to six months to fully de

velop it, and after being developed cer
tain rules must be complied with if 
clear and pleasing communications are

ner of communication, however, I de
sire to touch !upon rather than what 
actually occurred. ...

1. You can "talk -.back," an the old 
lady said. You can ask questions and 
hold a long Interview of ono or two 
hours, if you desire. Have a stenogra
pher present and take down long Inter
views on almost any subject. ■

2. If you are doubtful as to the iden
tity of the spirits with whom you are 
communicating, you can put thorn on 
the "quiz," and compel them to prove 
their identity, either by tests or their 
personal peculiarities, >-r .

8. No two spiritualities work tho 
dial in the same manner. The indi
vidual peculiarities are as marked as 
tho handwriting or voice .«£ your

obtained.
It requires three years to become an 

expert mechanic or to master almost 
any department of knowledge or pro
fession, and It requires three months to 
perfect the workings of a speaking dial.

. H. D. TITUS, M. D.
Minneapolis, Minn. .

How n Woman Paid Her Debts.
JI am out er d«bt, ttanka to the Dtih-washe» 

‘hreo months I have Dindo W00,(XK)5®miigjDisli-waaher. I never saw 
anrtMnssoU BoeasUr. Every family needs a 
pish-Vnuher trad tviUbuy ono when shown How 
beahUf ally It will wash and dry the family dish- 
$? a two nilnuteB., I sell from my own bouso. 
Each piBh-waahor sold brings mo many order«.

’ ttT0 w»h»I without wotting thehands. TbM Is why ladles want the Dim-wash
er. rplvo my experience tor tho benefit of any 
one who may wish to make money easy. I 
W Jiy Dlsli.wasbars from the HmiuAOtty DfNh-U'nflllw»» r!rt. Ma avZZ

Mediumship Has Made Him .Healthy.
In your paper of March 5th, there is 

an article headed, “Information Wanted 
in Reference to Mediumship and Its 
Effects."

I was a believer In Spiritism and 
Spiritualism 25 years before witnessing 
any phenomena. In 1882,1 commenced 
attending seances, mostly of the social 
kind, and reading the literature of 
Spiritualism, and making a scientific 
study of it. In a few months I began 
to occasionally feel waves of spirit 
thoughts and feelings, which increased 
till I was satisfied that a band of work
ers wanted to use me as on instrument 
of a good work. Then I considered the 
question of its desirability. To be en
tirely absorbed in it as some mediums 
were, I would not be. My health had 
declined so that all my work was done 
with more or less Buffering. .

I finally formulated a proposition to 
human beings who were real persons 
in my judgment—not shadows. Every 
word was carefully weighed. “If there 
Is a band of spirits who want to use me 
and will raise my health to that condi
tion that most of the time, I shall work 
with a relish, as in younger days I 
will do it without material interfer
ence with my business or social rela
tions."

Mark the meaning of those words. 
I expected that it must I* a small de
gree interfere with my business and 
social relations. I would do, not such 
work as I chose, but “your” work. Ever 
since I have held that agreement as 
binding as any I ever made with peo
ple in earth Ufa

Two years from that time I found 
that I was working with the same joy 
in activity that I did in boyish sports 
or work when a young man. I frankly 
acknowledged to my spirit co-workers 
that they had performed their part of 
the agreement Henceforth, I was mor
ally bound to perform mine, with as 
strong a moral obligation as can ba

Since then it has been a joy to live 
though several times I have with the 
co-workers figuratively gone down into 
hell and brought up some person lost 
In vice and oarthllness, and in a stu
por, and incapable even of conscious
ness, and raised him to a soul-living 
an active and useful spirit-life. More 
than half of my shore of the work has 
been subjective; a smaller share ob
jective.

. Yet I ain farther from being a phys
ical or mental wreck than when I com
menced, 22 years ago. -

,,, H. M. CANKIN.
Greenville, Mich.

«><“” A1? .hlB fa,th but M the foBhfon 

, , ' next block.—ghakspeare.

lO

Anent Materialization. a, 
xJwoultl1!^ to say to 
Mr. w. 1'. Jamieson one thing: He may 
convince weak-kneed SplritualiBta (and 
“'’.‘»to ^res a fig whether he does or 
fohmx _ I,, aliaatlon,or even tho

of ei^rits, is not true. He may 
SttinS becauB0’ Spiritualist
Bitting on the fence, ready to come 
down at any body's beck or call are not 
worth the dynamite to Mow them up/to 
the cause or to any other truth. But 
there is a clasa he cannot teach—and 
they are growing—that know the truth 
of materialization for themselves. Thia 
is a class who were mostly born, not 
made mediums. This is a clans to whom 
cabinets or audiences, or, seemingly 
even conditions are not necessary. The 
writer is among them. I am not a pub
lic medium—never was, never expect to 
be; but have friends among those who 

to have more.
That in places there are frauds must 

be true. It is in the market, in politics, 
m religion, in science, and even investl- 

among toemBolves. But for all that, fraud is not universal 
Honesty is not dead, nor does it even 
Bleep. There are mediums among this 
..iv ,,class.' Materializing mediums. 
All hail to them! They will live and 
their names go down the ages long, Jong 
after their detractors are burled in the 
dust of oblivion.

The reason is manifest Materializa
tion and the return of spirits in every 
form—for it is protean—is a truth. 
Truth is immortal. It is untruth that 
does not survive.

A. F. ANDERSON.

Success is continued, earnest and en
thusiastic attention to some branch of 
human effort—A Mystic Adept

RESTORES EYESIGHT.
Spectacies a Thing of the Past.
Actlna,” a Marvelous Discovery That Cure« AH 

Afflictions of the Bye and Ear Without 

Cutting or Drugging.

-------- ’I
RH elo5* discovery has been made by that 

tovontlve Genius, Prof. W. ”
Wilson. 'Hejias Juvenled a restorer known u 

" ■ —■ Which all «tactions ot ths
eyes and ear, such as blind
ness, granulated lids, cat
aracts, soreeyes, deatnois, 
etc., uro cured wlthoutout- 
tlug or, drugging. It Is a 
Bimplocontrlvunce.knovm 
us the Actina Pocket Bab* 
tory, uud through It th« 

..____ , patient« cure them»elvai
th?lr own homes. It not only

Sd21i?rnMl„t'i?>?Ulch?.r1e3 “Ud torturous meth
ods practiced by oculists, and aurlsts, but at th* 

■nit1 und lusting cur®,
♦’M? K/if’ ?’ Moline, Kansas, writes!

My honest opinion of “Actina” is that It Is one 
of the most marvelous discoveries of the atto II 

£rom an operation.”
♦¿ThT Jr I?,arwoo<l, Springfield, Mass., sayi 
that Acting” cured him of deafness of niiJ 
years' standing.

Mr. A.L. Howe.Tully, N. Y., writes: “ActlniR 
nas removed cataracts from both my eves, t 
can road well without my glasses; am sixty* 
■to years old.
ovSmV Bah®r« Ocean Park, Cai., writes: “I 
should have boat blind had I Not used”Acllna.,* 
z. Prominent citizens have organized
a company kioWn as the New York and I^oudon 
"loctric Association, and they have given this 
method so thorough a test on hundreds of cases 
pronounced Incurable and hopeless that they 

a cur?; “Actina” is sen) 
on trial postpaid. If you will call or send you> 
, Janie and address to iho New York and London 
Electric Association, Dept. T.B., 029 Walnut St.. 
Kansas City, Mo., you will receive, absolute!/

IaluabU book -Pror. Wilson's'-Treatise 
on the Eye and on Diseases in General,” and 
¡rou pan rest assured that your eyesight and 
<leaving win be restored, no matter how many 
doctors have failed. 7

Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcer«, 
Eczema and all Skinand Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address - 

DR.'BYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

Th» above la the number of the pre*, 
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker. 
m printed at the top of the first page» 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then tho time you have paid for hu 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the numbee 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up te 
date. Keep watch of tho number Oft 
too tag of your wrapper.

Vour
INDUCE

Neighbor to Subscribe for The 
Progressive Thinker.

Now Is the time to extend die circuit 
tlon of The Progressiva Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Send In a subscription now.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS,
AMD

Other Oîîerlnos,BY . ' ' ; - '■
EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

This volume contains a selection of 
the best poems of this gifted author and 
storyettes contributed by Clair Tuttle 
in her charming style. There are 285 
pages, with six full-page illustrations, 
Including photogravures of the author 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound in blue 
with aluminum embossing. Many of 
the poems are especially adapted for 
recitations.

The author needs no Introduction to 
the spiritual public. Her songs are 
among the best in spiritual literature. 
Epes Sargent said of one of her poems 
that it was the equal of anything in the 
language, and that she was the poet ot 
the New Dispensation.

The Mecca Bays: “Psychic Poems."
That erudite critic, Wm. Emmetts 

Coleman: "To all lovers of good poetry 
this book Is confidently recommended.”

Will Carlton: "I have read with great 
interest:”

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanita
rian soys: "A most exquisite bouquet 
• • * * the thoughts echo and re-echo 
through the deepest recesses of my 
heart. I have some word of praise tor 
every page." ,

The author says in the dedication: 
"To those whose thoughts and longings 
reach Into tho unseen Land of Souls, 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with 
common flowers, Is offered hoping to 
give rest and pleasure while waiting at 
the. way stations on the journey 
thither.” . .

Price ?1.00. For sale by
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Haights, ohlí»



/Iboòern Spiritualism a , -Ju . (Site. ft. IP. IRussegue, Sptingfielb.Abass
L have taken for my subject this afternoon: What 

are the signs and aspects of Modem Spiritualism, and 
(why does Spiritualism, as a religion, differ from any 
¡other formulated religion of the past?

The word Spiritualism implies more to us, a deeper 
meaning to the thoughtful mind than the name of any 
other ism known to man. There are reasons for the 
¡knowledge that it involves, there are foundations 
Upon which its theorems are based, there arc bases 
upon which rest, like the eternal truths of the uni
verse, its laws. Its scientific aspects are many, be
cause it belongs to, is a part of, and evolves the intel
lectual propensities of the human race. It is the in
nate force of the mind, the domination of the spirit, 
the exercise of intellectual faculties of a kingdom 
over which human reason holds entire sway.

। Spiritualism does not belong to the religious world 
alone, as religion is commonly interpreted; it does not 
belong to that world which is classified as above or su
perior to the every-day life of man. It involves the 
physiology of his body; it involves the air that he 
breathes, it involves the forces of nature; it involves 
the universe of which he is a particle correlated to 
every other particle consisting tlie universe. He must 
bring out this universe, of which he is a lesser part, 
its potencies. He is the instrument upon which every 
force of nature is exercising its power; he is the ele
ment through which is shining the majesty, and great
ness, and divinity of a higher and holier law that be
longs to human nature than has ever before been 
brought into the realm of religious thought.

■ The religion of man is supposed to be the intellect
ual part of his being. The higher element or strata 
.of his existence. It is the spiritual consideration or 
conception of holy thoughts, and holy things, and 
holy laws, but Spiritualism belqngs to the world as a 
scientific truth, because its religion is incontrovert
ible. It penetrates every condition, every element, 
.every particle, every force, every law, that inheres, or 
dominates, human life. It has no realm by itself. It 
is not separated from earthly things; it is not brought 
down and separated from spiritual things, but it re
duces to spirit every condition of life that prevails in 

liiwhole creating worlds. There is nothing in this 
iuiverse that, cannot be reduced to spirit, to ether. 
There is nothing in this universe but that can be re
duced to its primeval condition, and it shows in its 
reduction the domination of a divine, straight-for- 
word, straight-carrying law, and that law is so direct, 
and it applies to every condition of life so clearly, so 
definitely, so really, that you cannot escape its be
hests, try as you may. You may pervert the course, 
as you make a ray of light shine upon you obliquely, 
by interfering with its direction. It may be diverted 
from its course, or perverted from its application, as 
you divert a stream of water, carrying it out of its 
channels into any course you may select, but it will 
reach its ultimate. Pervert it, or divert it, as you 
please, it will reach the culminating point to which 
the law directs, without variableness or shadow of 
turning in the ultimate. The rocks that are bound 
upon your hillsides can be reduced to gas, they can 
be i educed to spirit. The trees, every fibre of which 
they are composed, can be reduced to ether. The 
grasses, the grains of sand, the dwellings in which 
you live, every condition of the material world, can 
be reduced to spirit, and obedient to its inherent law. 
This much for the spiritual relationships of the mate
rial world to the spiritual nature of man,
. It has been said by the scientist that gold, in mak
ing its own light, and submitted to its own law, can be 
refined or reduced to a condition that it is no longer 
gold. This is not true; it may be reduced to the gases 
that compose gold, and those gases may be scattered, 
or diverted from the law of cohesion by which they 
are brought together, and they may not be constituted 
into the globules of gold, but the elements themselves 
cannot be destroyed by any scientific application, or 
any law, that is known to man. However, those ele
ments can be brought together, subject to law, and it 
is possible, when you have reduced these materials to 
their primary gases, that you may bring them back to 
their legitimate manifestation.

Every particle of matter that is composed in the 
human body belongs in this realm of the outer world. 
You have every element gleaned from the material 
life expressing itself through your physical body, and 
the laws by which that physical body is dominated,

V?®Jaws ^at are'expressing themselves through your 
different manifestations, are as spiritual in their ap
plication, s are the laws that dominate your spiritual 
thought. Your bodies are but the instruments, they 
are but the organs manipulated by your own spirit
uality. They are but the elements through which the 
expression of your spiritual life is beiug given to the 
world about you. Fiske said, in his wonderful ser
mon on “Evolution,” “When I look to the world, and 
see what it has brought forth as its fruits, I can look 
to Eternity, and believe that the possibilities of that 
Eternity are beyond my concept.” Why? Because 
there is nothing in the universe so low but that it has 
entered it, and become a part of human life.

Now.then, what is it that spiritualizes these parts? 
What is it that elevates, that purifies, that clarifies, 
that adjusts all these parts to each other. It is the 
spiritual law of life, the spiritual force of the uni
verse, the spiritual.potency of matter, a mind coher
ing in that which is best and noblest, showing that 
from the foundation the germ is evolving out of the 
lesser, the greater, the grander, the mightier, the 
nobler, the diviner law, the diviner life.

Dr. Abbott said: “The man who does not believe 
that the grains upon the shores of the ocean are not 
spiritual manifestations, the nfan who does not be
lieve that the tree that is upon the top of the highest 
mountain, that sends forth its branches like a pro
tecting arm, the man who does not believe that the 
horse I drive is not a product of spiritual law. I want 
nothing to do with intellectually.” What does he 
mean ? He means that the spiritual life that mani
fests itself in the one, adjusts itself to the needs of the 
other, and relates the whole, and through this the 
world is unified, and this conception runs back in old
en times, way back into the history of Paganism, for 
out of it we recognize the unity, and the unity signi
fies a whole, and the parts of which this whole is com
posed, is that which makes the universe. That »ni- 
yerse is one, and it takes all there is in nature, in man, 
m heaven, and earth, in spirit, and in matter, to make 
them found in one. Thus the universe was named, 
whether men conceived of the great unity of life or 
not. It was named as many authors seem to foretell 
the events of a coming time from an inner conception, 
and as they call it, without a reason. Shakspeare 
said, “There are sermons in stones, and books in run
ning brooks, and good in everything.” What does 
that mean? It means that there is a lesson. No, it 
means that there is a law, and there is no law of which 
man can conceive, unless that law expresses itself, un
less it defines itself. There is a law in stones, a Inn, 
guage that speaks, that tells the story of their exist
ence, that tells the formation, that speaks their his
tory, that defines the law, that inheres their being. 
Tells the great story that is formulating itself 
through the expression of that law in men. There 
are sermons in stones, whether Shakspeare knew of 
such a thing as psychometry or not, no man can tell. 
There is a law back of all this, that seems so narrow, 
and so limited, whose limitations we can compass, 
that is greater than our intellects can define, and what 
is that law ? The law of human intellect, and man has 
never sounded its depths, of its heights, but it lives, 
and it must in future ages reveal itself. Men speak 
more frequently than they realize more profound 
words of wisdom than they are able to fully measure. 
There is in this wonderful language of the material 
world the history of all you say. God, or law, or 
spirit, or good, or divinity, or whatever name you 
choose to employ, this inhered life writes itself upon 
everything that is. The man who conceived of the 
form of this article of furniture (table on platform) 
has left the impress of his mind upon it, those who 
have handled it, who have laid their hands upon it, 
who are using it, have left their daguerreotype upon 
it, and as time advances they will see those lives, and 
they will preach the sermons that words do not utter 
to your understanding.
. Psychometrists will tell you of the formation of 

the rocks, the elements of which they are com
posed. They will go down into the depths of the 
earth, and will separate the different strata one from 
the other. They will tell you of the ' wonderful 
growths of life that have been made manifest, and 
they will tell you that the wonders of nature have 
written themselves upon everything that has been left 
in their order in the formation of this world. And 
what do you find ? It is the science of life, it is the

’ science of evolution, of,the spiritual evolution of the 
• universe, the science of the wonderful growth of 
I mind, and who dares to say that anything that can 
' write its own history, has no mind, has no intellect, 
• is subject to no law, ctonot define its power, cannot 
i speak its language,- cannot convey its meaning to the 
। world, and carry its Usefulness out of the wants of 
■ mankind. 1 ■ ■
• If man was'so superior to the universe of which he 

is a part, or if liA ’was so separated from it that he 
' lived wholly independent of it, he might then consider 

that the laws were not legitimately united which gov
erned both. But science has forged the link, that 
time or change cannot break. It is the chain of prog
ress, the chain of development, the chain of divine 
growth, the chain of spiritual history, that is writing 
itself upon every particle of matter, upon every 
thought, every deed, upon every impulse of human 
life. The spiritual aspects of Spiritualism are those 
which govern these conditions.

Modern Spiritualism has by no means confined itself 
to the seance room; it has not limited itself to a single 
message from an individual spirit to a friend. Spirit
ualism is by no means measured by these messages. 
Spiritualism means the Spiritualism of all life, and 
we must know what that Spiritualism is, and we must 
know it by the scientific relationships that bear be
tween mind and matter. Now then, inasmuch as we 
have reached this point, let us see how Modern Spirit
ualism has involved this universe. In the astronomy 
of this solar system, we find an elliptical circle. Why ? 
Because all nature grows in circles, develops in cir
cles, the grain of the tree is circular. The tree is cut, 
and you measure its age by its rings. You measure 
the age of your ox by the rings on its horns. You 
measure the age of the rock, and a geologist can tell 
you by the rings of the various strata that belongs to 
its life. All nature has moved on and on in circles, 
religion has developed itself in a circular manner. 
Philosophers, scientists, mathematics, everything, has 
evolved this wonderful eternal progress of moving in 
a circular progressive manner.

Spiritualism, according to its language, and its 
manifestation, not only involves these laws, and mani
fests them in the figures through which you receive 
your manifestations from the higher life, when you 
are not conforming to a new law, not to a new prin
ciple, but to a fixed law that is as eternal as God, and 
belongs to all the past, as well as all the future. That 
circle is circling about all the world. You have in 
your atmosphere the oxygen, and hydrogen, and ni
trogen. The nitrogen, if extracted from its compan
ions, would become to you a poison. The carbon of 
your bodies in passing off would never be neutralized, 
if it were not for these conditions of the air. The 
water that you are drinking is composed of hydrogen 
and oxygen. The light through which you see is the 
wonderful medium through which is passing the les
sons that God is writing upon all nature. The dark
ness is the seance room of the universe. All these 
conditions are incident to the development of the in
herent laws of the life of man, as well as the inherent 
laws of the life of nature. :

Spiritual manifestations have involved all these 
conditions, from the earliest intelligent language that ' 
has come from the spiritual world. You will find : 
there have been outlined to your mind the conditions * 
of a spiritual existence that was composed of matter, ' 
sublimated, and spiritualized, and created, according i 
to the conditions of human existence. These condi-

■ electric vibrations that are going from you out to 
every other human being, as is the spiritual message 
that you will sit around a table to accept. Telegra
phy is as spiritual, only it is reduced to the conditions 

- with which you are familiar, but when you stop to 
think, it has been interpreted to you that the spirit is 
what you do not see, a spirit is what you do not hear, 
a spirit is something outside of you, yourself. Did you 
ever see a spirit, did you ever hear a spirit, did you 
ever know anything of a spirit, independent of the 
universe through which it utters itself to you? Never. 
The vibrations of sound, the undulating waves upon 
which sound is conveyed, are as necessary to the ut
terance of the voice of a spirit, as they are to your 
voices, and who speaks through you. Who speaks? 
the lips are not the sounds, the vocal cords are not the 
sounds, the whole organization of man is not the 
speaker. It is his spirit that tells the story, nnd 
speaks the word of life, not death.

Thus the world is moving on. In spiritual photog
raphy, what is the law there. There is the same ne
cessity for conditions, as there is in material photog
raphy. You who turn up your noses at the condi
tions, remember, were it not for the conditions of 
light, you would never know the’ starry skies above 
your head, You would never trace the pathway of a 
comet. You would never know of the wonderful sys
tems that are formulating, and the new worlds that 
are creating about you in this system. Conditions are 
individual, and in spiritual photography it is neces
sary that the camera upon which the picture is taken, 
through which it shall be reflected, must be as care
fully adjusted, and as obedient to the law, and must 
carry out those vibrations of light and shade as truly 
as the science that prevails amongst men on earth.

Spiritual writing, what does it involve? Spiritual 
writing involves not only the action and operation of 
the spiritual line, but it involves the obedience of the 
body, of the matter of which this body is composed, 
that shall obey the mandate of that spirit.

Spiritual rappings, what is it that induces them ? 
It is as obedient to a scientific law, as is the tick of the 
telegraph; it is composed of the same conditions, inci
dent to the production of those sounds, as the bat
teries through which the electric forces are sending 
your messages that have girdled the world, and thus 
every manifestation of spiritual life is as scientific in 
its interpretation, in its application, as any law that is 
involving the mysteries of earth. The spiritual 
forces are in each condition, and the adjusting of 
these forces brings to you the wonderful results that 
tell you of the eternity of souls. Spiritualism is a sci
ence. No man can comprehend its lessons, until he 
has studied carefully the messages it sends him, and 
those messages encompass the world. No man can 
know what Spiritualism implies, from its modern 
standpoint, until he has made a study of himself. 
The particles of matter that compose his body are just 
as important to the embodiment of its spirit, as are 
the particles of matter that compose the body of 
Jupiter or Mars. It is as important that he should be 
held in his spiritual life by the same law by which he 
maintains his specific gravity, as that he shall be held 
by fifteen pounds to every square inch of his physical 
body. _ It is as important that these laws shall domi
nate his life, and the science of Spiritualism involves 
every known science that can manifest itself to our 
understanding. It speaks its own language, it tells 
its own story.

When you stop to consider, there has never been a

Anent Materialization.
w? :~~I woujd llke »ay to
Mr, w. F. Jamieson one thing: Ha mav 
convince weak-kneed Spiritualists (and 
no one cares a fig whether he does or 
not; that materialization, or even tho 

18 not U’ue- He way 
^tin^n^r becauB0' Spiritualists 
sitting on the fence, ready to come 

H an7 body’s beck or «a11 are not 
worth the dynamite to blow them up. to 
the cause or to any other truth. But 
there is a class he cannot teach—and 
K.^.6??>wAng-that know truth 
of materialization for themselves. This 
is a class who were mostly born, not 

Tbls’s a ^ass to whom 
cabinets or audiences, or, seemingly 
even conditions are not necessary. The 

a®011® them, i am not a pub.
J12iuw—never was, never expect to 
be, but have friends among those who 
are, and hope to have more.

That In places there ore frauds must 
be true. It Ib In the market, In politics, 
in religion, in science, and even investi
gators might find it among themselves. 
But for all that, fraud is not universal 
Honesty Is not dead, nor does it even 
sleep. There are mediums among thia 

,r dass, materializing mediums. 
All hail to them! They will live and 
their names go down the ages long, long 
after their detractors ore buried in the 
dust of oblivion.

The reason is manifest Materializa
tion and the return of spirits in every 
form—for it is protean—is a truth. 
Truth is immortal. It is untruth that 
does not survive.

A. F. ANDERSON.

Success is continued, earnest and en
thusiastic attention to some branch oi 
human effort.—A Mystic Adept.

RESTORES EYESIGHT.
Spoetaci a Thing of the Rast,
Actlaa," a Marvelous Discovery That Cures AH 

Affliction, of tho Bye and Bar Without 

Cutting or Drugging,

?lsco'’«I7 has been made by that 
Scientist »Ud Inventive Genius, prof. W. a 
Wilson. He has Invented a restorer known as

” "" * which all afficUons of ths 
eyes and ear, such as blind, 
ness, granulated lids, cab. 
araeis, sore eyes, deafness, 
etc., are cured witboutouU 
tlug or drugging. It is » 
simple contrivance,known 
os the Actlna Pocket Bat
tery, and through it th*

. .Patients cure themselves ®^h’ privacy of their own homes. It not only 
Jifflha butcheries aud torturous meth
ods practiced by oculists, and aut ists, but at ths

niv 1 Po’Hlv» and lasting cure,
> ®°“1'v1u. Molln«, Kansas, writes!

My honest opinion of '‘Actlna” is that It Is out 
of the most marvelous discoveries ot the age. 11 

irom operation."
.J?. .?XBarwood, Springfield, Mass., say» 
that Actlna cured him of deafness of nluS 
years’ standing.

Mr. A. L. Howe. Tully, N. Y„ writes; ’’Acting« 
nos removed cataracts from both my eyes. I 
can road well without my glasaes: am slxiyt 
■TP years old.

Hoibert Baker, Ocean Park, Cal., writes: ‘1 
should have bosh blind had 1 Not used''Actlna.'1 
* ■" Purty O( prominent citizens have organized 
a company known as the Now York and London 
Kle«trie Association, and they have gl 
method so thorough a test on hundreds of cases 
pronounced incurable and hopeless that they 
?“YJ0,sUlv,1y.iasy« 1 curo’ "Actlna" Is sent 
on trial postpaid. If you will call or send yout 
tame and address to (be Now York nnd Londo» 
Electric Association. Dept. T H.,021) Walnut St.. 

Kansas Oily, Mo., you will receive, absolute^ 
free, a valuable book Pror. Wilson's '’Treat 
ou tho Eye and on Diseasea In General 
vou pan rest assured that your eyesight 
.leantig will be restored, no matter how man* 
Aootora have failed.

;lven thia

HUNTING FOR THE ONE TRUE CHURCH.
THE TRUE CHURCH.

To the Editor:—I send you copy of a 
poem, “The True Church.” given me by 
a friend; the author is unknown. It 
may interest the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker. :

HAMILTON DE GRAW.
; Shakers, N. Y.

The True Church.
I asked a holy man one day, 
''Whore Is the one true church, I pray?” 
"Go round the world." said he, “and 

search,
! No man hath found the one true 

church.”
i I pointed to a spire cross-crowned,
I “The church Ib false,” he cried and 

frowned.
But murmuring he had told me wrong 
1 pointed to the entering throng.

। He answered, “If a church be true 
t It hath not many, but a few.” 
, Around the font the people pressed, 
And crossed themselves from brow to 

breast.
> "A cross,” he cried, “writ on the brow 
In water. Is it Christ’s? Look thou,

i Each forehead frowning, sheds It off. 
I .Christ’s cross abides through scowl and 

scoff.”
Then looking through the open door, 
I saw men kneeling on the floor. 
¡Faint candles by the daylight dimmed, 
Like wicks by foolish virgins trimmed. 
Fair statues of the saints in white 
As now their robes are in God’s light 
Sun ladders dropped aslant, all gold, 
Like stairs the angels trod of old. 
Above, below, from nave to roof 
Hd gazed, and said in sad reproof, 
“Alas! who is it understands
God’s temple was not made with 

hands.”
iWe walked along a shaded way, 
Beneath the apple blooms of May, 
And came upon a church whose dome 
Bore still the cross, but not for Rome. • 
We brushed a cobweb from •’ io 
And gazed within the sacreu .
"Do prayers,” he said, “the more avail 
If murmured nigh an altar rail? ' 
Do tongues that taste the bread and 

’ wino ■ .
Speak truer after by that sign?
Poes water sprinkled from a bowl 
¡Wash any sin from any soul? • 
Tho very priest in gown and bands . 
Hath 'ling lips and dirty hands.” 
“Ho a;'ales no error,” answered I, 
“H<S so?\tho living all must die. ■ 
ffiiie <ica 'all rise and both are true,

¿¡(Bata- wnuleaome doctrines, old not 
’' new."

My friend replied, "He aims a blow 
To strike tbe sins of long ago, 
Yet shields meanwhile with studied 

phrase
The evil present in these days.
Does God in heaven impute no crime 
To prophets who belie their time?” 
We walked along among the tombs, ' 
The bees were in the clover blooms, 
The crickets leaped to let us pass 
And God's sweet breath was on the 

grass.
We spelled the legends on the stones, 
The graves were full of martyr’s bones, 
Of bodies which the rack once brake, 
In witness for the dear Lord’s sake. 
Of ashes gathered from the pyres 
Of saints whose souls fled up through 

fires.
I heard him murmur as we passed, 
“Thus won they all the crown at last. 
Which men now lose by looking back 
To find It at the stoke or rack. 
The stake and rack have gathered 

grime
God’s touchstone Is the passing time." 
Just then, amid some olive sprays 
Two orioles perched and piped their 

lays,
Until the gold beneath their throats 
Shook molten in their mellow notes. 
Then from the church a tuneful psalm 
Rolled forth upon the outer calm.
"Both choirs,” Bald I, “are In accord, 
For both give worship to the Lord.” 
Said he, “The tree-top song, I fear, 
Fled first and stralghtest to God’s ear. 
If men bind other men in-chains, 
Then chant, doth God accept the 

strains? . -
Do loud-lipped hymns his ears allure? 
God hates the church that harms the 

poor.”
Then rose a meeting-house in view 
Of bleached and weather-beaten hue. 
Where plain of garb and pure of heart 
Men kept the church and world apart, 
And sat in waiting for the light 
That dawns upon the inner sight. 
Nor did they vex the silent air 
With any sound of hymn or prayer. 
But on their lips- God's hand was 

. pressed
And each man, kissed It and was 

blessed. •
I asked, "Is this the true church then?” 
"Nay,” answered he, "a sect of men. 
And sects that lock their doors In 

pride;
Shut Gqd and half his saints outside. 
The gates of heaven, the scriptures 

■■ say, ■
Stand open wide by night and day- 
Whoso, shall enter hath no-need 
To walk by either church or creed; 
The true church showoth men the way.

The false church leadeth men astray.' 
Whereat I still more eager grew 
To shun the false and find the true. 
And, naming all the creeds, I sought 
What truth, or he, or both they taught. 
Thus, Augustine: Had he a fault? 
My friend looked up to yon blue vault 
I said, “The circle is too wide.” 
“God’s truth is wider,” he replied. 
And Augustine on bended knee 
Saw just the little he could see.
So Luther sought with eyes and heart 
Yet caught the glory but in part. 
And Calvin opened wide his soul, 
Yet could not comprehend the whole. 
Not Luther, Calvin, Augustine 
Saw half the vision I have seen ” 
Then grew within me a desire 
That kindled like a flame of fire. 
I looked upon his reverend brow 
Entreating, Tell me, who art thou? 
When by the light that filled the place 
I knew it was the Lord’s own face 
Through all my blood a rapture stole, 
It filled my body and my soul.
I was a sinner and afraid, 
I bowed- me in the dust and prayed, 
0! Christ, the Lord, end thou my 

, search
Arid lead me to the one true church. 
Then spake he, not as man may speak, 
“The one true church thou shalt not 

seek.
Behold It is enough," he said, 
"To find the one true Christ, its head.” 
And straight he vanished from my 

sight •
And left me standing in the light

Ohio Spiritualists, Attention!
The sixth annual convention of the 

Ohio State Association of Spiritualists 
will be held in the city of Columbus, 
May 27, 28, and 29, in the Board of 
Trade auditorium. Three sessions will 
be held daily during the entire conven
tion. All societies are earnestly re 
quested to send their full quota of dele
gates, and individual members are 
urged to be .present in person. Busi
ness of Importance is to come before 
the convention, in which every Ohio 
Spiritualist is interested.

Local societies and members desiring 
to offer amendments to the constitution 
must file the same with the secretary 
prior to April 25, 1904. as none can bo 
legally acted upon, received after that 
date. . ,

■ Fun particulars regarding program, 
etc., will be given in a future issue of 
The Progressive Thinker.
„ . _ , R- C. BAIRD, Secy.,
By the President: Elyria, Ohio.
CARRIE FIRTH CURRAN,

123 Indiana avenue, Toledo, Ohio.
- ' ........ " 1 ■IT - f . ■

. No man has any spiritual blessing 
that he can keep to himself......

In tho divine scales a dime often 
weighs more than a dollar,

tions belong to no one, but all. They are a part of 
everything. They constitute the universe. Spirit
ualism in its language has required all the elements 
of nature through which it has communicated itself to 
the intelligence of man. It has utilized electric force. 
It has made better individuals. It has concentrated 
that force upon the nervous organization of man, and 
has spoken its lessons through those tributaries to the 
great world without us.

Spiritualism has used the universe as an instru
ment through which it has defined itself. What has 
been the result? Mental telegraphy, spiritual com
munication. It is just as spiritual when it is from 
mind to mind, as if you were in the other country. It 
is just as spiritual if you send the message of love, or 
condolence, or sympathy, to a friend away from you 
on the earth, as it is from the spiritual world. It is 
as spiritual if they bring you the message upon the

physical manifestation of progress, that has not been 
accompanied by a spiritual utterance of development. 
The communication that came at Hydesville was in 
close companionship to the telegraph that came to 
Morse. The wonderful mental telegraphy that has 
been talked of, and dreamed of, and has been working 
amongst men in the last decade, has wrought out by 
mental telegraphy the connection of mind to mind. 
Why? Because the elements of this universe are 
alike, are akin to each other, and are as important for 
the transmission of thought in the one instance as in 
the other, and let me tell you, friends, that the X-rays 
that look through wood and stone are only the phys
ical clairvoyance that is comparable to the spiritual 
clairvoyance that looks into your heart, or hearts. 
Thus the spiritual world is here, and you are in it 
and of it, you are one of the grains that form the 
whole, the unit, of the universe.

Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Bent tree. Address - 

DR.'BYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo

ITh# above Is the number at the pre», 
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, aa printed at the top of tbe first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the numbee 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up ta 
date. Keep watch of the number os tike tag of yonr wrapper.

THE SPEAKING DIAL
Most Satisfactory In Holding Communi

cation With the Spirit World.

In my letta®. to Prof. Hyslop, pub
lished In a late issue of The Progress
ive Thinker, I incidentally referred to 
the use of a speaking dial.

This has brought out many letters of 
inquiry concerning its merits.

As I am looking after several busi
ness enterprises and cannot spare the 
time to do all justice, and as all Spirit 
ualists and students of the occult are 
Interested in any subject that promises 
a more complete communion with 
friends passed over, I will give my 
views on the subject for the benefit of 
all.

I will start out by saying that It is 
the most satisfactory fohn of communi
cating with spirit friends I know, pro
viding it is properly developed.

Another thing In Its favor is, it will 
give good results to an average of at 
least three out of every five persons, es
pecially those of ages- between 12 and 
40. The best results are obtained 
through the mediumship • of young 
girls. i >

A better Idea will be .obtained If I 
give my own experience. Several years 
ago I concluded to develop' one. My 
wife and myself held;a sitting of about 
80 minutes every evening for about 10 
days before we could-,detect any move
ment of the table, an£ at first the force 
was so weak we were doubtful as to 
whether It was not our oyp muscular I 
movements Every,; evening there-1 
after the force grevf.,Btronger and the 
communications became more clear un
til at the end of three, months it worked 
to perfection. ;u . ..

During the following throe years we 
used it almost daily,.(md t? go into all 
the details would require^ ¡too much 
space. The peculiarities of that man-
ner of communication, however, I de
sire to touch upon rathoy than what 
actually occurred. <

1. You can “talk ■back,” as the old 
lady said. You can ask-questions and 
hold a long Interview of • one or two 
hours, it you desire. Have a stenogra
pher present and take down long Inter
views on almost any subject.

2. If you are doubtful as to the iden
tity of the spirits with whom you are 
communicating, you can put them on 
tho "quiz,” and compel them to prove 
their identity, cither by* tests or their 
personal peculiarities. -

3. No two Spiritualities work the 
dial.in the same manner. The -indi
vidual peculiarities are as marked as 
tho handwriting or voice -c£. your

friends you meet every day. In a short 
time you will know the moment a
strange spirit commences to work 
dial. '

4. In operating a speaking dial 
medium Is not under control and 
personality of the medium is not

the

the 
the 
re-

fleeted in the communications received.
5. The best and most satisfactory 

communications are obtained when the 
sitter’s mind is occupied with some 
other subject, such as conversation 
with some one present upon some other 
subject. •

For Instance, when working the dial, 
I ask a question, and while the spirit is 
recording the answer, I usually turn 
and enter into conversation with some 
one present upon some other subject, 
until another person announces the an
swer.

If I undertake to read the answer my
self as fast as It Is given, my mind in
terferes and the answer is more than 
likely to come jumbled.

6. The force that enables communi
cation, is the will power of the spirit 
The will power of the sitter will retard 
communications where over-anxiety is 
permitted.

I have demonstrated this by experi
ments. With certain persons sitting 
opposite me at a table I can by exert
ing my will power,cause a table to tip 
or move In any direction. For this rear 
son the sitter’s mind should be diverted 
while the spirit is responding and writ
ing out an answer to a question.

Should a person rig up a speaking 
dial and expect it to prove a regular

' telephone, they will he mistaken.
I It will probably respond to their 
I touch within a few days, but it requires
from two to six months to fully de
velop it, and after being developed cer
tain rules must be complied with if 
clear and pleasing communications are 
obtained.

It requires three years to become an 
expert mechanic or to master almost 
any department of knowledge or pro
fession, and it requires three months to 
perfect the workings of a speaking dial, 

. E. D. TITUS, M. D.
Minneapolis, Minn. .

Haw a Woman Paid Her Debts.
ham out of debt, thank» to the Dish-washer 

PMt three months I have
anything sell so easily. Every family nooda a 
2i““T 0M wh«a “town How 
beataUfully it will wash and dry the family dish
es In two minutes, I sell from my own house, 
Each Dish-washer sold brings mo many orders, 
ThoAlahdS are washed without wotting the 
hands. That Is why ladles want the Dish-wash- 
<*• * Rive my experience. for the benefit of any 
pnowho.may wish to .make money easy. I KsuftMnss £ Isftst

Mediumship Has Made Him Healthy.
In your paper of March 5th, there is 

an article headed, “Information Wanted 
in Reference to Mediumship and Its 
Effects.”

I was a believer in Spiritism and 
Spiritualism 25 years before witnessing 
any phenomena. In 1882, 1 commenced 
attending seances, mostly of the social 
kind, and reading the literature of 
Spiritualism, and making a scientific 
study of it. In a few months I began 
to occasionally feel waves of spirit 
thoughts and feelings, which increased 
till I was satisfied that a band of work
ers wanted to use me as an instrument 
of a good work. Then I considered the 
question of its desirability. To be en
tirely absorbed In it as some mediums 
were, I would not be. My health had 
declined so that all my work was done 
with more or less suffering.

I finally formulated a proposition to 
human beings who were real persons 
in my judgment—not shadows. Every 
word was carefully weighed. "If there 
is a band of spirits who want to use me 
and will raise my health to that condi
tion that most of the time, I shall work 
with a relish, as in younger days, I 
will do it without material interfer
ence with my business or social rela
tions.”

Mark the meaning of those words, 
I expected that it must 1« a small de
gree interfere with my business and 
social relations. I would do, not such 
w.ork as I chose, but "your” work. Ever 
since I have held that agreement as 
binding as any I ever made with peo
ple in earth life.

Two years from that time I found 
that I wqs working with the same joy 
ln/activlty_, that I did in boyish sports, 
or work when a young man. I frankly 
acknowledged to.my spirit co-workers 
that they had performed their part ot 
the agreement. Henceforth, I was mor
ally bound to perform mlna, with as 
strong a moral obligation as can be.

Since then it has been a joy to live 
though several times I have with the 
co-workers figuratively gone down Into 
hell and brought up some person lost 
in vice and earthllness, and in a stu
por, and Incapable oven of conscious
ness, and raised him to a soul-living 
an active and useful spirit-life. Moro 
than half of my shore of the work has 
been subjective; a smaller share ob
jective. ■

Yet I am farther from being a phys
ical or mental wreck than when I com
menced, 22 years ago.

„ ... H’ M- CANKIN.
Greenville, Mich.

■ . .. KT,Qi p «pi, 1,..,^.,^—' . .

Ho wears fats faith but as tlie fashion 
of his hat; it ever changes with tho

Vour
INDUCE

Neighbor to Subscribe for Th» 
Progressive Thinker.

Now is the time to extend the circuit, 
tion of The Progressive Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Bplrltualistlo 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Send in a subscription now.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS,
AMD

Other Oîîerlnos, BY
EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

This volume contains a selection ot 
tlie best poems of this gifted author and 
storyettes contributed by Clair Tuttle 
In her charming style. There are 285 
pages, with six full-page Illustrations, 
including photogravures of the author 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound in blue 
with aluminum embossing. Many ot 
the poems are especially adapted for 
recitations.

The author needs no introduction to 
the spiritual public. Her songs are 
among the best in spiritual literature. 
Epes Sargent said of one of her poems 
that it was the equal of anything in the 
language, and that she was the poet of 
the New Dispensation.

The Mecca says: “Psychic Poems.”
That erudite critic, Wm. Emmette 

Coleman: “To all lovers of good poetry 
this book Is confidently recommended."

Will Carlton: "I have read with great 
Interest: ”

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanita
rian says: "A most exquisite bouquet 
* * * • the thoughts echo and re-echo 
through the deepest recesses of my 
heart. I have some word of praise for 
every page.”

Tho author says In the dedication: 
“To thoso whose thoughts and longings 
roach Into tho unseen Land of Souls, 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with 
common flowers, Is offered hoping to 
give rest.nnd pleasure while waiting at 
tho way stations on tho journey 
thither." .

Price1 $1.00. For sale by t
HUDSON TUTTLE,

,, ■ Benin Height«, Ohio»
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here for some time, at 606 
street.”
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; I THE SPIRITUALISTIC} F1ELD-ITS WORKERS 
I DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
is alone responuible for any assertions 
or statements be may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
in ving that the cause of truth can be 
a, st subserved thereby. Many of the 
uentiments uttered in an a-i'ticle may. be 
alametrlcally opposed to his belief, yet 
mat is no reason why they shouldbe 
ei npressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space Is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
lu hand, however much we might desire 
w do bo. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
<o impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgresslveThinker 
is set un on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all COPY. to in 
sure Insertion in the paper,■a11 “H*» re
quirements being favorable, should. be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS."—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will In all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
Fess; otherwise many itemB,?v,or?'dnp® 
crowded out. Sometimes a tllirnty'1'a® 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re- 
aulre. .. .. _

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to Bay that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer, rhe Items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

' KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

Wo go to pres» early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind. .

When writing for tills paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO 
PICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTEBASKET.

Mary Steine, and other local mediums. 
These mediums are well qualified, and 
give the light and truth ot our spiritual

but few individuals who have control of 
their own personality. The majority 
are swayed by external influence. Mor
tals are excitable beings, therefore,
priestcraft arid pulpit orators have held

Take due notice that Items for thia 
page In order to Insure insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket.

VICTOR VOGEL’S ORCHESTRA
AND" BAND—First-class music fur-

give uie ngni ana truiu or our upuuuoi ------------- --- —- - ■. ,philosophy to starving humanity. Just sway over the iwnds of ^ People in 
hpforA making the trin to Cuba, we th® past. Why? Because in older to 
were assisted by our beloved sister and work out their plan of salvation they 
Jo worker Rev. Marian Cmpenter, have, as it were,toy thought, speech 
whom we expect to have again in the '°°ki gesture and the ¡mererwave o 
future. Tests follow that astonish as hand, cast a mesmeric influence ovei. 
well a® convince the most skeptW." ^^XThypnitism. These phys-

Dr. Louis Schlesinger is now nt Oida- Jcal gensationg my be empioyed to 1m- 
homa. The Oklahoman of! that. city f wben an
Bays: “Dr. Schlesinger claims that his foUoWB Qr inipressi0)1 haa 
object is to benefit mankind in Ringing been lnto the mlnd by the an-
liome to them spiritual truth the pow- exhortations of the priest or
er of the other world where those gone mlnl8ter o£ the 08 el sucb action is 

| before’ are happy and contented. There | guggesUve hypnotiSm.’-
H. F. Coates writes

nished on all occasions. Office and res
idence, 4217 Champlain avenue, Chi
cago, Ill. Telephone Oakland 1111. 
Mr. Vogel 1b a well-known Spiritualist 
of Chicago and a natural born musician, i ¿¿f - - _ BvDlains the । — - -
His orchestra will be most excellent at 18 : now and »• F- Coat®8 writes: “The Church of
dances and entertainments given by 1 «« will give Spirit Communion celebrated the
Spiritualists, and will add much to the ^dta« to allX nror and suffer 56th anniversary of Modern Spiritual
Interest of the occasion. As a special free leadings toal I thepror ana suner at K6nwood Hall< 4308 
feature of hla musical work, he Intro- 11»B> and asks the rich for a dona ion I Qn)Ve ayenUe_ Our baji waa beautiful- 
duces many original novelties—Imita- a?p?ati?*?_au™thereh°B build- *Y decorated for the occasion, and we 
tions of birds, etc. Iff SnbSlsts." In I ¿d one of the largest audiences which
--------------------------------------------------- order to find out the exact truth in re- ^“xigYj^n’d’to te\nown as*a Sffir 
The public press speaks favorably of I gard to the prospective “Temple" or to xher® and to V6 a8 a Sp. 
our services. We expect to remain "Home" for Spiritualists in Chattanoo- tyalJst\^Our 8?rvl?S
- - ' — Linden ga, „ wrote to Mr. W. A. Weigel, who 8b°rt addresses by different mediums

I replies as follows: "I have inquired «« ?«r city, messages, recitations, and

MISSIONARIES’ NOTICE.-All mail 
for E. W. and C. A. Sprague the N. S. 
A. missionaries, should be a-ddreBaedfor 
the present as follows: No. 726 West 
Jackson street, Bloomington, III.

James E. Campbell writes from Den
ver, Colo.: "The Spiritual Church of 
Truth, leading society of Denver, 1b 
closed for an Interval, through critical 
Illness in the family of its noted pastor, 
Mrs. Virginia Bryan, who was compelled 
to cancel her engagement and return to 
Chicago. This announcement is made 
with deep regret, as Mrs. Bryan was 
fairly started upon a most successful 
administration. Her lectures were of 
the very highest order, and with her 
own charming personality, was rapidly 
winning the hearts of the people, who 
tender her their most affectionate sym
pathy.”

B. G. Sweet writes from Kansas: "1 
now have the ten premium books, and 
I Intend to keep on adding to my Hbra- 
ry so long as you offer Buch very lib
eral premiums to subscribers to The 
Progressive Thinker and I am able to 
pay for the same. I am sure that no 
Spiritualist can afford to be without 
The Progressive Thinker and the excel* 
lent premium books that you almost 
give away to your subscribers. How 
many among the regular readers of The 
Progressive Thinker would be willing 
to take ten dollars, and be deprived of 
the paper for one year? Surely, I 
would not”

Mrs. Eva McCoy, one of the finest 
test mediums in the state, will be heard 
In a lecture, Sunday evening, followed 
by tests. Those who have heard Mrs. 
McCoy should avail themselves of this 
opportunity of hearing her. She will 
be favorably remembered by many 
from a former visit here about a year 
ago .—Des Moines (Iowa) News,

Dr. G- N. Hiliigoss, president of the 
Indiana Spiritualists Association, has 
been elected president of the Florida 
State Association of Spiritualists. Dr. 
Hiliigoss Ilves in Cincinnati and will be 
a candidate soon for the position of 
president of the National Association. 
—Indianapolis (Ind.) Star.

Rolla Stubbs writes: “The Lake Min
netonka Spiritualist Association has 
.postponed the dedication of its temple 
till May. Announcement will be given 
Ir.ter."

Nemo writes from Spokane, Wash.: 
"A great many non-Spiritualists are 
warm friends of The Progressive 
Thinker, and wish it well all along the 
line. Say, that "Witch Story” in No. 
747 is a ‘liun,’ isn’t it? and it amply jus
tifies the proud base Une, ’The Pro
gressive Thinker leads the procession.’ 
Mr. Tuttle's answers to querists are 
very interesting. They are honest and 
fearless. Those in No. 748 are first- 
class from all points of view, and it Is 
Buch fearless opinion that is creating a 
rapidly increasing interest in Spiritual
ism. Why doesn’t Mr. Aber try for the 
Çl,000. 1 am not fully satisfied con
cerning the truths claimed for Spirit
ualism, but am almost persuaded. 
Long life to The Progressive Thinker.”

Ings. Some time ago a medium came 
to our city, died very suddenly and pen
niless. Brother Roberts, realizing the 
stigma If sho were burled by the city 
authorities, took charge of the Rineral 
and generously paid the expenses.”

F. P. Lint informs us that Mrs. Inez 
Wagner and Mrs. Etta S. Bledsoe, of 
Topeka, Kansas, held public meetings 
in Atchison, on Bunday afternoon and 
evening, April 3.

D. A. Morrill writes from Grand Rap
ids. Mich.: “Tlie New Thought Spirit
ual Society celebrated the 6Gth anni
versary of Modern Spiritualism, March 
27, in Good Templars’ hall, 23 S. Divis
ion street. This was also the first reg
ular meeting of the society, having or
ganized March 20. The hall was beau
tifully decorated for tlie occasion, and 
the meeting .was well attended. Mrs. 
D. A. Morrill conducted the services, 
and will occupy the rostrum during the 
month of April. There will be one ser
vice each Sunday at 7:30 p. m. An aux
iliary will be formed, and the ladles will 
soon meet for that purpose.”

B. T. Bradburn. Pike County’s Judge, 
writes: “The past ten years that I have 
been Identified, more or less, y/lth poli
tics have convinced me that something 
ought to be done to cleanse and purify 
the ballot box. There is no reason why 
this inalienable right of voting should 
not be extended to women. The an
cient arguments and objections hereto
fore urged against her were and are 
unsound and entirely obsolete. Pres
ent conditions demand her services ev
erywhere, and where she Is presentV * V»» j -w- .1,1 * — — — --— -  < ■ - —

. . ..... i _ i both vocal and instrumental music, there is unmistakable evidence of puri-The members are justly proud of their I about Dr. LouIb Schlesingers intention , rontinued attendance and In- I ty. Why not then throw down this 
pastor. Services are held in the Mac- I to build a Temple in Chattanooga, but £erea£ wblcb jg manifested, I am I man-created barrier and open the fran-
cabees’ Hall every Sunday evening. I cannot find anyone w110 nrornnted to say that our cause is pro- chise to her unrestricted and unlimited?Mra. Atcheson In her bright and inter- thing yarding It Some of the Spirit- PJ^PtedIto saythW.owcausem p<> u m
estlng lectures gives out much knowl- I uallsts do remember about his being b$ welcome to our services which are I trouble of any character, who Is It that
edge of the grand truth of life beyond I here some five years ago, and at the Sunday." I brings cheer and sunshine into his life,
the grave and spirit return, and follows time we saw a statement similar to the wilnrin Kavner writes from bits him up and Inspires him to greater
the lecture with spirit messages, bring- enclosed in one of our dally papers. I Mrs. Isa Wilson KayMr writes from endeavor? It lg th0 wlfe motber and
Ing comfort to many sad hearts and I My wife and friend went to see the man Beaumont, Texas. I shall soon return Blster> Qur natlon mourns to.day from
providing the skeptic with much food who seems bo liberal to the Spiritual- toB5’alvestem for Mry ba® e the corrupting Influences of the dema-
for thought. Three seances for the ists of Chattanooga, but they were vbry cises at the Spiritual Temple. I hav ogU0 and ward pontician, or as we
benefit of the society have been held disappointed because he would not give been working since I last wrote you | puller.’ Who shall
during the month ot March, which them any satisfaction on the subject." from Bowie In Gaston Houston tote growtog menace to pub-
were well attended." H. F. Leighton writes: "On Thursday Willis, lu£ th0 He decency? Nothing in my mind, but

Mra. Alice Gehring writes from Den- evening, March 24, Mrs. William Hll- . ■ y . . ® Tb the conquering influence of the women

permanently located at 210 West Sec- Spiritualism at tlie rooms of the Theo- Si,PPPaH their socletv and lower the standing of our women, but
one avenue, Denver, Colo. I will be Bophical Society in Freeport, Ill. It was “’ “ake a BU®®®BS u a on the other hand. I hold that It would
ready to work after the first week in highly appreciated. We hope In the ®P Jo _ to tend to elevate man, and that both
April. I hold my meetings here on near future to form a society under the cu 010 11 sexes would meet upon that middle
Wednesday, Friday and Sunday even- direction ot Mrs. Hilbert." a‘ ’ ground of higher and purer ideals. In
Ings. I feel sure I will enjoy this at- I a Buffalo (N. Y.) paper says: “About “F®-„“.o I other words' u 18 Il0t a <IueatJon of lc>w- 
phere. The day I arrived here I saw four hundred Spiritualists and others .ine r irat uornen num erlng gtand|ng of women, but m’ore
people watering their lawns." gathered last evening In the First Uni- I Properly one of elevating man.”

We learn from the Record-Herald tarian Church, the Church of Our Fath- avenue Sunday March 20. The I Mrs- Sexsmith writes: "On Sunday, 
that by the decisive majority of 316 to er, on Delaware avenue, near Huron . tL afternoon was musical I March 27, The Rising Sun Mission had
269 tlie chamber of deputies, at Paris, I street, and celebrated the 66th annlver- P de]lterarv. «elections in elocution and I for its speaker, Brother J. McFarland. 
France, passed the government bill for sary of the beginning of Modern Spirit- . solos beine rendered followed by I The hall was filled as usual with a very 
the suppression of all forms of teach- ualism. Leo Manger, president of the nnnfir on original Buirit demon- I attentive audience to listen to the re
ing by the religious orders. This sup- I First Spiritual Church opened the througb tbe f^x sisters, and marks of our good brother. He 1b an
plements the work begun by the former meeting after a selection by the choir. Wheeler of La Crosse. The advanced worker .in our cause. He hod
premier, M. Waldeck-Rousseau, in 1901. I He briefly explained the purpose of the I eveni program consisted of the usual many grand experiences to relate. Our 
The first law suppressed the unauthor- gathering and then Introduced the I con„recatlonal slnrfnc. announcements I Mission has closed Its charter with 126 
ized teaching orders, which had for a main speaker. Dr. George B. Warne, of iecture and testa bv Mrs. Wheeler members, and we therefore feel greatly 
long time carried on their vocation de- Chicago. Dr. Warne Is the vlce-presi- b e]1 11)ted ¿nd wbos^ encouraged."spite the lack of legal sanction. The dnet of the National Association of I
new law does not make any distinction I Spiritualists, and has gained some re- I ™g IavoraD1y
between authorized and unauthorized nown throughout the country as a . . I fnkp.s nlace Thursday afternoon and
congregations, but sweeps away the speaker for the creed. He told of the W. H. Hart writes from Allegheny, . Anrli 7 Masonic Temnle' Hall
whole fabric of teaching by religious or- remarkable spread of Modern Spiritual- Pa.: It affords me great pleasure to even! J'“118®®“p
dera, thus in effect substituting the. sys- I ism, and prophesied that as those now send you Easter greetings from the 512. Come rad tell “8 X the Band 
tern of state schools for those hereto- without the pale came to realize the members of the Independent Order of Harnmny The ladies will nlease
fore conducted by the ordera. The bill, convincing demonstrations on which Free Thought Bible Spiritual sts of Al- M Hannony\ The ladies will pleas
which still has to pass the Senate, the belief rests and the beauty uplift- egheny, Pa We are gradually ncre^- bring luncheom Supper »¿6.15. We
though no very serious opposition to It ing goodness and consolation to be Ing in number and our dearly beloved ar® Bur®
is anticipated there, forbids all teach- I found In the communion with the spir- pastor, Mrs. Emma Wadsworth Foster, I «me telling our experiences. Don t
iner bv religious orders In the territory its of those who ha.d p&ssed from their Is doing & grand work. She h&d for tlie •of^France proper and provides for the earthly forms. Spiritualism will spread subject of her lecture, March 20, What Jessie S. Petit Flint writes: The
suppression within ten years of all or- even more rapidly than in the past. H. Spiritualism has done to benefit man- First Spiritual Union of Corvalis Ore
dera actually holding an authorization W. Richardson of East Aurora, presi- kind. Her large and intelligent audl- gon, observed the 66th anniversary oftc> te“h An amendment which wm I dent of the New York State Associa- I ence listened with marked interest to I Modern Spiritualism, on Sunday, March
carried despite the wishes ot Premier tion of Spiritualists, and W. H. Bqch, every word. After her lecture she gave 27, by serving cake and coffee at the

- - • -1 editor of the Sunflower of Lily Dale, messages from-spirit loved ones. Peo- close of their afternoon meeting. A cor-
made short addresses on Spiritualism, pie who had been skeptics in the past dial invitation was given to the whole . .... ... I-----------XI— X-------------- Thjg wag a

Combes, renders the measure inappli- editor of the Sunflower of Lily Dale,

In a sensational petition filed with . 
the district court at Waterloo, Iowa, 
George D. Anton charges that the last 
will and testament of his father, Philip 
Anton, was made under hypnotic In
fluence, and that it should be set aside. 
The estate of Philip Anton is a large 
one, worth thousands of dollars. 
George Anton, acting for other mem
bers of the family, claims that a broth
er, William Anton, shortly before the 
death of his father secured hypnotic In
fluence over him and dictated the will 
which was filed by the senior. In the 

. will the other children of the family 
are almost left out, and the will is de
dared untrue and unjust by the peti- 
lion Serious charges are made in nu
merous places In the petition, and the 
trial of the case will be waited with in
terest.

Nellie Turner, secretary, writes from 
Niagara Falls: “The First Spiritual So
Ciety of Niagara Falls is still flourish
ing Our pastor and president, Mrs. A. 
G. Atcheson, of Buffalo, has served this 
society for the past twenty-one months, 
and she has proved herself a very able 
and willing worker In the ciuse so dear 
to us all. Under her influence the so- 
clety has been enabled to rise above 
the tide of opposition which every 
-Struggling soclety.Jias to contend with.

W. D. Noyes writes: "The first two 
Bundays in March we held Spiritual 
services in Binghamton, N. Y., to small 

; Audiences. There are not many of our 
people there, and they are not flnan- 
dally able to employ a-speaker. The 
Inst two Sundays of March we conduct
ed services in the G. A. R. HaH 
Scranton, Pa. Tho first meet ng was 
small. Tho last service, March 27, the 
hall was filled to the doors, and those in 
attendance listened to our 56th anniver
sary discourse. Scranton has had no 
Spiritualistic services for years, and 
j&e friends fits ansious for us to stay.

one, except common sense, and who in 
addition to our takes do more injury to 
our cause at tlie present time than it 
can recuperate from in twenty-live 
years to come."

Will C. Hodge writes from San Diego, 
Cal.: "We have just closed our anni
versary meeting, with a large attend-, 
ance and much enthusiasm. The lyce
um and our young people did nobly.”

Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: "On Sunday 
evening, April 10, Axel Guftafson will 
lecture for the Hyde Park Occult Soci
ety. Subject, Psychometry. That is 
something we all want to learn about; 
so should all hear him. Service at 7:46, 
No. 323 East 66th street. Mrs. Kline 
gives psychic manifestations. We will 
also hold another progressive euchre 
party bn Tuesday evening, April 12, at 
the Club Room, 474 East 66th street, 
near Greenwood avenue. Six prizes, all 
hand-painted China, will be given. 
Game promptly at 8. Please remem
ber the time. Score cards will be 26 
cents.”

Correspondent writes from Los An
geles, Cal.: “The First Spiritualist Mis
sion of Los Angeles, auxiliary of the 
California State Spiritualist Associa
tion celebrated the 66th anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism at Eagles’ Hall, 
Los Angeles, March 27. Services began 
at 2:30. Inspirational poems were de
livered by Mesdames Le Roy, Davis and 
Sullivan. Addresses were delivered by 
Mesdames Hammond, Bryan-Conley, 
Lenont of Seattle, Konkler, Pennington, 
and Dr. K. D. Wise. Tests and spirit 
messages were given by Mesdames 
Boise, Hammond and Bryan-Conley. At 
6 o'clock a free luncheon was served 
and circles formed. At 8 p. m. the sec
ond service opened with singing by the 
congregation from The SpirltualWreath 
song books. Addresses were delivered 
by Mesdames Newcombe, Kratz hate 
Hoskins, Mr. Sullivan and Dr.'Chesbro, 
Tests and spirit messages were deliv
ered by Mesdames Pennington, Lenont, 
Kratz and Maud Chesbro. The duets 
by Prof. Sullivan and wife and tlie 
songs rendered by the quartette were 
highly appreciated at both services. 
Every one had such a good time that 
the word harmony became unnecessary 
to be spoken of. In the afternoon the 
hall was well filled, while in the even
ing great crowds were turned away for 
the want of standing-room.”

Mrs. Hilbert, pastor, writes: “The 
Progressive Society held a meeting in 
its hall, corner of North avenue and 
Burling street, on Sunday evening, 
March 24, 1904, to commemorate the 
66th anniversary of Modern Spiritual
ism. It was a very enjoyable affair 
and consisted of quite an extensive 
program. The hall was filled to over
flowing. The stage was profusely deco
rated with an abundance of the choicest 
flowers. Mr. H. H. Hill, our worthy 
president, managed the program. He 
opened the meeting after prayer by the 
pastor, with a few brief and appropriate 
remarks; then introduced Mr. D. W. 
McKenna, the speaker of the evening.

Interestlng Incidents In Connection 
With Obsession.

In speaking of so many kinds of ob
session in your wonderful paper, I have 
this to Bay on tlie subject: I am a me
dium, and I talk to all kinds of spirits 
—that is common spirits. I dofl’t claim 
to call great souls, but' I do communi
cate with many. I get some wonderful 
messages, and my experience is tills:

When an evil spirit claims my atten
tion too long It has something to com
municate that is very Important. For 
an example, a friend I "knew in earth 
life kept coming and would hot let an
other spirit say one word for a long 
time. The man’s name was Luke. I 
will not give his surname for fear hla 
earth friends might see this article. So 
I said: “Luke, what kind of a place over, 
there where you are?"

He said: "It is some»"- that will 
not wear out.”

"Well, how about that lake of flre the 
preachers tell us about?"

"There is no flre in it, but It is pretty 
tough, though."

Just then I had a caller, and went to 
the door.

I am cialrvoyr.nl. I see the atmos
phere full of spirits, of all sizes; and 
kinds. Some of them have great white 
beautiful crowns, and some are bare* 
beaded and apparently poorly clad. 
When my caller left, I stood looking out 
of the door. I Baw a man and woman. 
The man had his arm around her waist, 
and she had her arm on his shoulder, 
and her face bo close to his they almost 
looked like one face. They were sailing 
around, appearing bo happy, like a 
feather on a light breeze, and some dis
tance behind them were five or tlx 
bareheaded men, seemingly trying to 
catch up. Their movements were ex
actly like a fish trying to go up stream 
against a strong current. When they 
would almost catch up, the couple 
could sail out of reach easily, and still 
continue their loving embrace. It 
struck me all at once that Luke was 
trying to explain. I went back to my 
room and called, "Hello, Luke, 1b that 
you?”

"That me out there among them
bareheaded men. Did you know me?"

"No, I did not see you plain enough.” 
"Well, it was me, old Luke. 1 want 

to tell you something. When I was on 
earth I had all the sweethearts, but 
over here the other fellow has them. 1 
tell you, it is tough.”

He went on to explain why it was so 
hard for hm. He confessed to me that 
he had killed a stock-buyer shortly 
after the war, and spent the fifteen hun
dred dollars he had found in his pock
ets, in riotous living. He then begged 
me in the most pitiful manner to pray 
for him. I prayed to God to release 
him, as he was a victim of environ
ment of the war of ’61-’65 In a few mo
ments after I commenced to pray, the 
influence took my hand once more and 
commenced to write, saying, "1 feel bet
ter. That will do." He has never 
bothered me since.

MRS. E. C. LEWIS.
Mrs. Lily LeSieur writes: "I wish to 

remind our friends about the fl party.
Mr. McKenna’s subject was 'Birth, 
Growth and Fruition of Modern Spirit
ualism. Mr. McKenna is a very logical, 
forcible and eloquent speaker. He has 
the happy faculty of using beautiful in
spired poetry in his speeches. He did 
full justice to himself and the occasion. 
Following Mr. McKenna was a neat 
little poem rendered by Miss Harris, fit
ting for the occasion. Mrs. W. J. Howes 
spoke briefly and appropriately and 
then proceeded to demonstrate toe 
truth of spirit return. She gave tests 
and spirit messages, all of which were
recognized and well received. Dr.
Freedman was next introduced and
rendered a beautiful solo. He was

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All In excess 
of ten Unes will be charged at tlie rate 
ot fifteen cents per Une. About seven 
words constitute one line.)

mier was careful to point out in the Some demonstrations with messages said at the close of this remarkable congregation to remain.
final debate this does not affect the from spirits, were made by F. Corden I meeting that they could no longer I surprise to the people, as it was the
power conferred on toe government by White of Lily Dale, and Mra. J. A. doubt toe fact of spirit return. The work of a few members and friends. A
the law of 1901 of closing such schools Murtha, of Baltimore, prominent me- Spiritualists of Allegheny have met most enjoyable time was had. The
in thn colonies ° diums” many of the mediums, but up to dale day was marked by toe absence of all

, ,, , . Tnmp(. MPwtnn writes from Toledo consider none quite so charming and discordant elements. Never have weTheo Franck writes from Louisville, James Newton writes :from Totedo, disposition as our felt more harmony prevail than on this
Ky.: “Considerable interest is now be- I Oh o As read The Progressive I Emm& w Jg & occagion „
ngs^d we^lrat toe Churchtf “X world to know toat/Toledo, Ohio, is not Aeldfor good mediums and we will Mrs. A. E. Sheets will return to 

K Communion oyf this/city, m toe audi- in any way in toe bUground as to the ^^^^“dlumi’we dotog well and ?r?d V’
ence shows a continuous increase in at- grand and beautiful phenomena of ma- ma:n.ylocal mediums are doing,well and desires all mall Bent. Her improve
tendance, also more Intellectual con- terialization. Mr. J. B. Johnson, of our adding new converts to the ranks. ment we are glad to learn, has been 
cernment. Mr. Wm. Sharp, of New Al- city, has many phases of physical Louise E. Zimmerman writes from El- quite marked of late, and Bhe feels that 
banv Ind opened the service with an power, but has not used them for a pe- mira, N. Y.: ‘ The usual services are be- in time she will be able to re-enter p'ub- 
Impressive prayer. Immediately after- riod of seven or eight years. On March ing held at the First Spiritualist lie work Her heartfelt thanks are ex
ward Mr. Throndsen sang an inspiring H he entered toe cabinet at 8 o clock p. I Church in this city, and the Interest I tended to the many friends whose let- 
solo ’ The conditions were in perfect m. Mr. D. A. Herrick, speaker and continues. Oscar A. Edgerly has closed ters cheered and helped her. Ithasnot 
harmony as toe speaker Mrs. Annie I message bearer for the Independent his two months’ engagement, which has been possible for her to reply to all, but 
Throndsen stepped upon toe platform.” Spiritual Society for this month, at- I been one continued feast to his listen- I all have been appreciated, and will be

Mr« rnt’hnrine McFarlin was called tended and assisted on the outside, era, and gone to the Eastern states with answered later.
’.mm Tinttio Cmpir MlPh on ac- I During the seance nineteen beautiful toe best wishes and God speed of those' Mrs. Lottie Colleen writes from Jack- 
ac tba »»rinno iiina«« nf hPr spirits came to toe curtains of the cab- I he has left and their hope of a return I sonville, Fla.: “I have spent a very

mxihxr «ns «11 moil win rP!>Ph her at I ¡net, varying from little girls to ladles in the future. Educationally and scl- I pleasant season here through some of
puinviaw Minn nntii fnrthPf> notice and gentlmen In full form. One beau- entlfically do his controlling intelli- our friends who reached our city from 
riainvie ’ “ ’ tiful spirit lady came to her sister in gences sound toe depths and point to the Southern Cassadaga Camp, en route

Geneva, N. Y.—It .was announcea £ub atyre Of a nun, and was handed a the heights of the philosophy of Spirit- to their northern homes, Mr.-W. J. Col-
Saturday by R. G. Chase, one or tne beautiful bouquet of carnations and a I ualism and the ultimate brotherhood of I ville being among the number. He very
trustees of the proposed William bmitn roge by tbe gjg£er she took it in her man. May he be spared for many kindly gave us a lecture March 22, at
College for women, that Mr. smith, hand and thanked her for It, and then years tb come as one of Lights shed- I the auditorium of toe Woman’s Club, on
toe founder of the college, had deciaea stepped back to the curtain in view of ding toe rays of Truth along the dark- Mental Therapeutics. We had a very
to abandon the scheme, at least tempo- ab and dematerialized, and taking with ened pathway of seeking humanity, good attendance. The mayor of the
rarily. Mr. Smiths plans to round a l ber tbe dowerg. There was not a par- I March 27 was observed as Anniversary I city introduced toe speaker. All pres-
college here were made public last sum- tlcle ]eft be geen ¡ntend to I Day. The usual Thursday evening ent expressed their pleasure In having
mer. It was to be somewhat on tne bave sucb COnditions for our medium as message and test meeting was held attended such a spiritual feast. Mr.
plan of a Spiritualist institution ana to protect and cherish this beautiful Tuesday evening, Brother Edgerly leav- Colville closed with one of his itnpro-
was to be located ln Smith Park, Castle | £rutih’> ing the city immediately after toe serv- vised poems, toe subjects for which
Heights, one of the finest locations in ePPrPt!lrv writPR from Snokane lces- Thursday, Anniversary Day were given him from people in the au-
the city. The plans called for one mas- B®“retary writes irom apoaane, „ observed bv a select circle dlence After tne lecture the sneakeraivo hntminc- the cost of which would Wash.: “The new thought forces In this P1°P, ’ was onservea ny a select circle omnee. Alter tne lecture tne speakersive butiaing, tne cost or wmen wouia ... doAidosiv nctivo w« nrP on of friends at the residence of Brother with a party of friends repaired to toe

and Sister Rhodes, an_d greatly enjoyed home of Mrs,Ingram, i very estimable 
let to S. W. Woodruff of Buffalo, aid I _ .??fg f Trutb Btrongiy to the I by a11 Present. Mra. Kate R. Stiles, of lady, who had prepared a feast of good 
the excavation work was finished and P_ P conf rented toy a great Boston, Mass., serves the church during things. The evening was spent in a 
fanOrThe founding^of' toe roltege many obstacles during toe past ten the month of April. May the good most enjoyable way, each one receiving 
fall; Ine rounaing or tne college succeeded in holdinc work go on In all climes.” a fine reading by Mr. Colville. Among
because oTthe objectedwhichTJas open Pacific Hall for accws by toe gen B. E. Riggs writes: “I wish to inform those Present at the banquet were Doc- 
founded Th! original idea of Mr I eral public each Sunday evening. A the readers of The Progressive Thinker tor and Mrs Julia E. Hyde of L ly Da e, 
Smith was to establish a college on lib- stranger in toe city, and unsupported, in regard to the work being done by N. Y., who have been spending toe win- 
Sm ta was Af but doggedly I stuck to my task until I Mrs. Emily D. King, of Girard, Mich, ter in our city, and although just here
eral Unes for toe higher education of but aoggemy j «uckto my sbe bafl labored long and ^roeBtly for for rest and recreation and not In pub-
tuttoiTwas to have been toe providing umns of your paper that Spokane has the upbuilding of Spiritualism in her aeye«^'eaa they have ac-
Of amffie onnortunitv for nsvchic re- an orgnized Temple of Mental Science, immediate vicinity, organizing societies complished a great amount of good in 
searTand the stady of? obscure mem with 21 strong, active members, and and other auxllla^ work to promote I their own quiet way, reaching many 
tai nhenomena. our «st is growing each passing week. 1 the goof cause. She holds meetings at hearts.

n "(to, I..t mAAtb We shall charter under the state law, her own home, and at such times she Mrs. Amanda Coffman writes from
Dr. Beverly writes^ Our last month-I open a c.rculatlng ]lbrary| anfl pugh mg I has a house fuil of earnest seekers 419 Crescent avenue. Grand Rapids, 

ly Lm ft win work steadily forward, with open plat- after the truth. The meetings are held Mich.: “I have juBt returned home
next will be held at Lakeside Hall, cor- form to public speakers upon tbe I at intervals of three weeks, and during I from my winter’s work, and expect to 
neP 3?t„?.lr„e<At„an*AI!l1i a«n«a o'?“ i I Hifos of Inner and spiritual unfoldment the summer, grove meetings will be I stay there until camp season opens. On 
urday evening, April zs. uur anni- and trutb j gha]1 agk the 8U t of beld near ber Home. She Is an inspira- I account of our home camp not going to 
yTk M«™ I all the earnest thinkers who read your tional speaker of a high order; her I be held this season, I have the first
decorations, etc., were fine. Many chil- I er Jn the Ijne o£ papers and guides are both eloquent and scholarly, three Sundays not taken. I would be

J^rnm1U2 to re n aew thought periodicals to help us She is a lady of high moral character, pleased to hear from societies needing
these ail-day m 8 i spread toe public educational work. As a speaker She stands in the front a speaker for those dates. 1 will an-
m., during toe month of April. Our I donatioa win be gladly received ranks, and Is called Upon for many swer calls for funerals within a reason
meetings are Increasing In interest. anfl placed ln tbe ball ior tbe uge ol mlies around to' deliter funeral dis-1 able distance of Grand Rapids. Address 
BAwfrynfUthfi sniHtd Manv^ ar^ tbe Public- Our officers are. W. Simon courses. Mr. ahd MrA. King ore pio- me, or phone—Bell Phone 2098.”

are Lni rafJ Charles, Temple president; J. E. Childs, neers in toe spiritual’¡cause In this vl- Arzella C. Clay writes "The Anniver- 
«rP »wnkeneri to new lirilt vice-president; B. D. Burlingame, sec- clnity and have- done much gratuitous gary exercises were decidedly interest

ed troth Two autoJobfles ¡topped retary and treasurer. Meeting place, work, and are worthy of more encour- lng in Grand Rapids, Mich. Eloquent 
ft the hall Sundav to sXreTickSs for Paclflc Hal1' 814% Riverside avenue, agement than ■ s usually accorded to addresses were delivered by Dr. J. C. 
Ferner Rllef’B sXee He hw 1 held I sP°kane> Wasb- Donations to aid our workers in tolsil ne of thought.” Batdorf and C. W. Fellows. Fine mes- 
three nrtaatelv for our neonle and will temple v{ork <»n ^addressed to W. The fifty-sixtlf anniversary of Mod- sages were given by Dr. W. O. 
hnis nne mere before he leaves the I simon Charles, 510 Third avenue, Spo-1 ern Spiritualism-was celebrated by the Knowles, Mrs.'Belle Fuller and Mrs. 
nitv win manifeatatione are wonder- I kane- wbo "will gladly place such In our Lynn (Mass.) Sbirltufiists Association I Emellss Blake. An inspirational poem 
fn/and everv one feels he is honest and I temple library for free circulating pur- in Cadet Hall, itt a maimer appropriate I was given by Mrs. C. H. Hinckley, 
nineere in all he does We are bound P°ses- In one year W6 sba11 bu'ld and and befitting tlte occasion, and the ser- I Sickness and calls to other flblds kept 
to «PP.ire the heat talent nosalble alone own our own PubUo temple. This we vices were attended by a large and ap- many away. Mrs. Amanda Coffman and In ItaeJofpsych^^ Aid our - worthy I preclative audtence.- i)r. ” - ----------
vince toe people of spirit return.” wont.

Mrs. Lou Schwenessen writes from I Captain Geo. W. Walrond's lectures 
Muncie, Ind.: "The Independent Spirit-1 and test meetings at 612 Glenarm 
uallst Society of. Muncie engaged Dr. J. street, Denver, Colo., have been crowds 
O. M. Hewitt, of Chicago, for toe month cd throughout the season. Mr. Wal- 
of February, We were • well pleased rond writes ub that he intends taking 
with his, work; consider him a man of a vacation for the purpose of tonlng_up 
fine mind. His lectures were deep, and health and renewing his strength. His 
yet he made them so plain a child meetings will be suspended between 
mlcht understand.” | May T and September 1. He will attend

■ ' . | to his professional mall order work ns
i usual. All orders for astrological charts 
and business advice should be ad
dressed to P. O. Lock Box 201, Denver, 
Colo. .

Vine H. Hickox writes from Niagara 
Falls, N- Y.: “Strange though it may 
seem to the average mortal, there are

compelled to respond to a generous-en
core. His wife played his accompani
ment on the organ. Mrs. Ella Johnson 
Bloom, secretary of the Illinois State 
Spiritualists Association was next on 
the program. Her guides took her 
completely under control, and one of 
them delivered a short scientific dis
course on Spiritualism. Her little guide 
then gave spirit messages. She is al
ways a favorite with her audience. Her 
tests were given in such a unique man
ner as to cause many ot the spectators 
to laugh and enjoy themselves im
mensely. Miss Hile then gave a very 
nice recitation which was very well re
ceived, after which Dr. Freedman dem
onstrated his gift of spirit healing. He 
is also a general practitioner, a gentle
man and a scholar. Miss Magdaline 
Biel then gave a recitation full of 
pathos. This closed the exercises of 
the evening. The occasion was a very 
enjoyable one. Your pastor feels high
ly complimented by its success. We

On February 8, Mrs. Deborah Davis 
passed to the higher life from her own 
home in Elk City, Kansas, at the age of 
79 years, after an illness of eight weeks. 
She had been a subscriber to The Pro
gressive Thinker and a reader of spirit
ual literature, and received much com
fort and consolation in the beautiful 
truths taught therein. She was a prac- 
tlcal Spiritualist, living to help others.

A DAUGHTER.

Passed to spirit life. Elliot Vinton 
White was born in Genesee county, N. 
Y. He came to Findlay, two years ago 
from Chautauqua county, N. Y., his 
home for many years, and where he 
was a pioneer. He has been a Spirit
ualist since the Rochester knockings; 
has read much in spiritual lines; also a 
reader of The Progressive Thinker. Ha 
was a man of deep thought and always 
ready to lend a helping hand. Services 
conducted by Frank T. Ripley.

COR.

i»«n»u.u«o u.uu»euvu. Dr. Alex Caird, W. V.,Nicum were not present; we 
once a resident of Chicago, is the hon- I greatly missed them as they form Im- 
ored president of the association. portant links in the fraternal chain of

A member . writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: "In this city last October was 
organized the First Church of the Soul. 
Services are hold every. Sunday even
ing at 7:45, at .46 Grand River avenue. 
Mrs. Laura L. Crawford is.president, as
sisted by the vice-president, Mrs. Jen
nie Line, Mrs. Minnie Shadow, Mts.

W. S. Woods writes from Kokomo, Spiritualism. . The banquet was a suc- 
Ind.: "The Spiritualist Science Society cess! among the ladles who furnished 
hero has engaged Frank T. Ripley for I liberally for our comfort were Mra. Og- 
the Sundays of April, and have secured I den, Mra. L. H. Austin, Mrs. J. Lindsey, 
a large hall, and look forward to a good I Mrs. Hinckley, Mrs. Grey, Mrs. Sadie 
attendance” > . I Herrick, Mrs. Lou Johnson and others.

Samuel Isaac writes, under date of W®
April 2: "A. P.Roberts, the well-ltnown ^1“'* f®,artdl L’ DavlB
medium, has been obliged to remove I yet on tb0 slclc 118L
from Milwaukee to Denver, on account I John C. Hommeter writes from Cleve-
of his wife’s poor health. Brother Rob- land, Ohio: “I want to do our cause the 
arts has always been a friend to me-1 most possible good that I can, even at a 
diums and others in needy olrcum- sacrifice of certain would-be inspira- 
stances. His Friday. circles were al- tional speakers claiming to be con
ways well attended, and many a skeptic I trolled by Jesus Christ, Demosthenes,

are going to have another entertain
ment at Heiser’s Hall in the near fu
ture, at which time we expect most of 
the same talent .with us again, and 
some new ones. We are doing all in 
our power to advance tlie cause.”

Etta F. Cowan writes from Almond, 
Wis.: “A small but intelligent audience 
greeted Mrs. Frances Wheeler of La 
Crosse, Wls., In Almond Opera House, 
March 20. She was listened to with 
marked attention. The lecture was fol
lowed with tests which were clear-cut 
and convincing. In the evening friends 
gathered at the home of Mrs. J. S. Cow
an and held a parlor meeting, which 
was enjoyed by all. Monday was de
voted to readings, and could she have 
remained longer would have found 
much more to do. Mrs. Wheeler is a 
refined and cultured lady, a worthy In
strument of the noble cause she advo
cates and ought to be kept constantly 
before the public. She came to us a 
stranger (being sent to (is by our hus
band, who passed to the higher life, De
cember 29, 1903) and left us with the 
bonds of friendship forever firmly 
linked.”

R. F. Little, president writes: “Am 
pleased to state that the Seattle Spirit
ual Association (or First Spiritual So
ciety) is gratifyingly prosperous, and 
our anniversary was a very great suc
cess.” '

J. M. White writes from Creighton, 
Mo.: “On the evening of March 31, a 
celebration of the 66th anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism was held at the 
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Hansen, un
der the auspices of the Golden Sun Cir
cle. The members of the G. 8. Circle 
sat down to an elegant repast and 
afterwards an audience of the most 
prominent citizens of the town assem
bled to see and hear. A song was ren
dered by mejtnbers of the circle, fol
lowed by a select reading and Golden 
Chain exercise from the Lyceum 
Guide. A brief history of the Hydes
ville demonstrations was given, fol
lowed by psychometric readings and an 
Inspirational poem on ’Secret Societies,’ 
was rendered by the writer, subject be
ing given by a gentleman in the audi
ence. The room was tastily decorated 
with evergreen for the occasion and 
many expressed a desire to attend the 
lyceum that we Intend organizing next 
Sunday. After the exercises the guests 
expressed great pleasure at having 
been present. The Golden Sun Circle 
expects to be able to open the develop
ing circle here to the general public. In 
a few weeks as their medium is making 
rapid progress in his unfoldment. We 
are going to keep on with the good 
work here as long as wo remain in mor
tai form.” ...

March 7, Rev. G. C. Love, president ot 
the State Spiritualist Association of Or
egon, was called to Grant’s Pass to offi
ciate at the funeral service of Mrs. Ly- 
rena Weaver. Mrs. Weaver was 61 
years old and passed to higher life from 
typhoid fever. She was truly a good, 
pure-minded, unselfish woman, and 
leaves to mourn her departure for the 
higher life, two brothers and three sis
ters. There were many floral offerings 
and many friends assembled at the res
idence of her sister, Mrs. Wright, to at-
tend the funeral on March 8. X.

Mr. Louis H. Kropp passed to spirit 
life, January 21, 1904. He was well 
known in Hamilton, Ohio, as being a 
Spiritualist. His age was 43 years.

Passed to spirit life, on March 12, 
1904, at the home of Dr. A. O. Mudge, 
338 West Broadway, Council Bluffs, la., 
Dr. H. W. Abbott, of Oakland, Cal. He 
was a lecturer on Spiritualism, theoso
phy, and the effect of light and colors 
on the human system.

C. O. KEMPSTER.

Passed to the higher life, at the home 
of his daughter, Mrs. D. A. Wallace, In 
McMinnville, Oregon, March 1, 1904, 
Lewis P. Pond, aged 86 years. He 
passed away a believer in Spiritualism. 
He was a member of Clackamas County 
Society for many years, and a member 
of the I. O. O. F. over sixty years. It 
being his request the remains were ere-
mated. MRS. D. A. WALLACE.

Edwin Humphrey passed to spirit life 
March 10, after many months of suffer
ing. His wife, a well-known medium, 
and himself were both earnest workers 
in the spiritual cause.

WILLIAM CASS.
Sycamore, Ill.

Passed to spirit life, Feb. 13, 1904,
Mrs. Harriet P. Bicknell, 
mother of Mrs. L. Clemlnes,

beloved
738 W.

Madison street. Mrs. Bicknell had been 
a Spiritualist for many years, and lived 
its teachings of truth and love. The 
many beautiful flowers were tokens of 
love given by her many friends. The 
funeral service was conducted by Mrs. 
M. A. Burland.

Mrs. Hannah M. Winters passed to 
spirit life, March 24, at her residence, 
400 Moffatt street, Chicago. Services 
conducted by the Rev. Wm. B. Norton.

Passed to a higher life, from her, 
home In Florence, Ohio, March 21, Mra. 
Georgia E. Durand, wife of Capt. George 
Durand, of pneumonia. The funeral 
was held in the Congregational church, 
on the 23rd, Hudson Tuttle officiating. 
Never was the "Spiritualism that spirit
ualizes,” more eloquently or vividly pre
sented. Mrs. Durand, as the speaker 
said, furnished by her spiritual life an 
appropriate text, ■ better than could be 
selected from' the books of the world.

htuj found the truth at these gather-' St. John; In fact by every imaginaryJgeon.

The devil never tempted a man whom 
he found judiciously employed.—Spur- • To accept good advice is but to. 

oroaae one’s own ability.y-Goothn.
in*

cialrvoyr.nl
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A Risk' and a Duty; Other Defini
tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship

very valuable. They are Intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tone 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
not fall to enclose a dollar for The Pro
gressive Thinker. .
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NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and tire style becomes thereby as- 
sertlve, which of all things is to bo dep

' recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in- 
qulry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. .

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad- 

= dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of tills department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Albert Tappert: Q. Is the living 
principle that evolves the offspring re
ferable to the father or mother?

A. Perhaps no belief ever was 
fraught with more ruinous conse
quences, than the entirely false idea 
that offspring owe the debt of existence 
to the father. It is a very ancient be
lief, and Is incorporated into the tex
ture of the Bible, appearing in all the 
customs and sacred laws. By it the 
mother became the obedient slave of 
her lord and master, with no rights 
over her child, which belonged to the 
father, as entirely bls, as a part of him
self. It was a belief, formed In a sav
age age, by men absolutely ignorant of 
the laws of lite, and has come down to 
the present, reflected in legal enact
ments which even now discriminate 
against the mother. For all the ages 
of the past It has degraded woman, and 
held her in bondage as the inferior, who 
had no rights in her children. Even 
her suffering was charged against her 
as a just punishment, for the tempta*- 
tlon of the first mother, In far-away, 
mythic Eden.

A knowledge of anatomy and physiol
ogy, -of recent years, has shown how 
mistaken were the old authorities, and 
how vicious the laws which have been 
enacted. The germ of every living be
ing is produced, and sustained until it 
has independent life, by the mother. 
No fact in biology is more perfectly 
demonstrated than this, and it sweeps 
away all the accumulated errors of the 
past on this most vital subject

All that can be claimed for the fath
er, is the contribution of some subtle 
force, as yet indeterminate, of direction 
and modification, in the processes of 
growth.

C. W., Wilkesbarre, Pa.: Q. What
is meant by direct and alternate elec-, 
trie currents? Is the direct bn. alternat

ing current used in the arc lights?
What Is the use of a transformer?

A. The electric battery, acting by 
continuous chemical decomposition of 
its plates gives a continuous and direct 
current gf low potentiality. Electricity 
generated by electro-magnetism which 
is used for motive power and light, gen
erated as it Is by an armature passing 
over a magnetic coil, the current being 
reversed twice at each revolution is 
necessarily alternate. This is recti
fied by a commutator so that the cur
rent is made to pass through the con
necting wire in one direction. The 
current which flows from the electro
machine is of high potentiality, which 
gives it power to overcome resistance 
and be conducted to a distance without 
loss. But In this form it is not adapted 
for application as a motive power. By 
the transformer its potentiality is di
minished and in the same ratio its vol
ume increased. This may be illus
trated and understood by comparison 
to a head of water. The high po tential 
may be placed at a pressure of twenty 
feet, and if the gate is opened the 
water soon rushes out exerting great 
force. Now if the head is lowered to ten 
feet the water flows more slowly, the 
force is less, and the time of its exer
tion lengthened. The potential of light
ning acting instantaneously is almost 
inconcelvabla If It could be subjected 
to a transformer its tension let down 
and its volume Increased, the instan
taneous stroke might be prolonged into 
hours of continuous work. The cur
rent of high potential is conveyed to 
the station where it is to be applied and 
there transformed Into a larger volume 
of lower potential, which is gauged to 
the work it is given to perform.

The alternate current is employed for 
the arc light, being less destructive to 
the carbon electrodes.

J. R. Lees : Q. How shall I proceed 
to gain a patent? And the cost?

A There are many lawyers who ad
vertise as' patent solicitors, but proba
bly there does not exist a more un
scrupulous class of sharks in the busi
ness world. The charges they make 
depend on the gullibility and means of 
their victims.

. I The government fee for a patent is 
I thirty-five dollars, and it should be, as 

intended by early legislation, all that is 
'demanded to secure'an inventor his 

rights.- But it has become the rule for 
< patent officials to ignore the very work 
; for which they are supposed to hold 

their places, and receive their pay. 
■The inventor, if he makes n personal 
application, is put aside and never 
reached. If he expects a hearing he 
.must -apply through an attorney. The 
attorney will charge five or ten dollars 
for making a preliminary examination, 
which means a comparison of the new 
invention with all of .like character on 
which patents have been granted, to 
.Ind out if it has not already been se
cured.

I If the field is clear, drawings, model, 
and specifications are made, by the so
licitor, and forwarded to Washington, 
with fifteen dollars. If the patent is 
granted, the other twenty dollars is 
paid. The solicitor's fee of reliable 
agents for the entire work, in cases

where extra labor Is not required, Is 
forty dollars. Patent sharks, however, 
make this fee all they think their vic
tims can bear.

Now as to patents, an Inventor al
ways thinks he has a gold mine in his 
invention. He may have, ' but the 
chances are ten to one that he has not. 
More than ten to one, or twenty to one, 
for not that proportion of inventions 
that are not losses to their Inventors. 
There are several hundred patents on 
churns, for instance, and yet the old 
“dasher” holds Its own, and for all
round purposes is not approached by 
the complicated substitutes. Washing 
machines, trusses and every fancy 
crook contrivance, from improvements 
in impossible flying machines to butter 
ladles. Hard-earned money is wasted 
and great anticipations go to naught in 
the majority of these schemes, which 
are not worth the paper on which the 
patent deed is printed.

The “improvements” on harvesting 
machinery, covered by patents, run into 
the thousands, yet how few have stood 
practical test, and are now embodied in 
the perfected machines.

This correspondent asks for further 
advice. If he really has something, 
easily adopted, labor-saving, and in- 
Musically valuable, he may be justified 
in taking the means provided for pro
tecting his rights.

D. L. Scott; Q. Is the prophecy of 
Napoleon tp be fulfilled? '

A. This is the celebrated prophecy 
of the great Napoleon referred to: 
“Within the next one hundred years, 
the world will be either Cossack or Re
publican.”

The San Francisco Call has a cartoon 
where before the crowned representa
tives of Europe backed by “Uncle 
Sam," the hand of the great warrior 
writes this fateful sentence. It has 
been frequently quoted, having prestige 
from its high source. It is called up by 
the war waged between Russia and 
Japan, which would appear to make a 
revision of the prophecy necessary, so 
that it would read: “The world is to be 
either Russian or Japanese.” The Rus
sian Empire has none of the resistless 
strength given it by the fancy of Napo
leon. Its strategy overwhelmed his 
forces, and practically caused his ruin. 
It was natural for him to overestimate 
its power. Republicanism in the un
congenial soil of Europe has been slow

pressed by concessions of their robber 
rulers. There Is no indication of a 
conflict between the autocracy of Rus
sia and Republicanism, and the proph
ecy Is wide of fulfillment, in fact the 
trend of events is farther and farther 
from its fulfillment

To the Spiritualists of Wisconsin, 
Greeting:

Your attention Is hereby called to the 
fifth annual convention of the Wiscon
sin State Spiritualist Association, to be 
held in Whitewater, Wisconsin, April 
18,19, 20 and 21, 1904.

Tho Morris Pratt Institute Associa
tion has placed the beautiful auditorium 
in the Morris Pratt School Building at 
our disposal, thereby providing us 
with one of the finest halls in the city.

A first-class array of talent has been 
secured for the convention, thus assur
ing all comers a most interesting and 
profitable sojourn in the beautiful city 
of Whitewater. Among those who will 
participate in the exercises are Prof. 
W. F. Peck, of St Louis, Mo., who is 
widely known as a powerful and elo
quent exponent of the Spiritual philos
ophy; Rev. A. J. Weaver, the able su-
perjntendont of the Morris Pratt School, 
for many-years a foremost worker, in 
the cause of Spiritualism; Rev. Moses 
Hull, whose reputation as an orator and 
logician is world-wide, and Mrs. Mattle 
Hull, the well-known writer and lec
turer. Aside from the above workers, 
Mrs. Francis D. Wheeler, of La Crosse, 
WIs., will be the message bearer, bring
ing greetings from the loved ones “Who 
have gone before,” at each regular 
meeting. Mrs. Wheeler’s work is of 
that class which brings conviction and 
comfort, and needs only to be heard to 
be appreciated.

Monday evening, April 18, a reception 
will be tendered the delegates and vis
itors, in the beautiful hall referred to 
above. ^Tuesday and Wednesday morn
ings and afternoons, and Thursday 
morning business session will be held 
for the transaction of state business; 
Thursday afternoon a memorial service 
will be held, in addition to which, the 
faculty and students of the Morris 
Pratt Institute will present an excellent 
program, which in itself will be a very 
attractive feature.

Hotels are all within a short distance 
of the convention hall. Those especial
ly to be commended to visitors, are Ho
tel Walworth, which will be headquar
ters, rates $2 per day, and Hotel White
water, rates JI per day.

Important matters will be considered 
at all sessions, and it is imperative that 
all Spiritualists who .have the good of 
the cause at heart, be in attendance. 
Come and aid in the deliberations and 
general work of the convention. It 
will give you an opportunity to attend 
the regular meetings Tuesday, Wednes
day and Thursday evenings, in which 
the above mentioned workers will pre
sent the philosophical, ethical and phe
nomenal side of our progressive relig
ion.

For further information write Will J. 
Erwood, secretary, La Crosse Wis. 
Don’t fail to attend; the convention 
needs you and you need what you will 
get there.

REV. NELLIE K. BAKER, 
President W. S. S. A. ' 

WILL J. ERWOOD,
Secretary W. S. S. A.

MAN IS A GOD.

Silently falls eve’s mantle gray, ... 
After the sun’s descending ray— 
Sinks ’neath the glowing horizon 
Denoting that the day Ib done. 
The mantle gray deepens in hue, 
The whirling worlds roll into view, 
Luna’s bright face, the queen of night, 
Reflects on earth the Sun-God’s light 
The human spirit like the sun 
Illumes our mental horizon.
It animates our form of clay, 
Unfolding slowly day by day. 
Its transformations form a chain. 
Each link one step to higher plane. 
Man is a spirit on this earth,, 
He is the same after new birth. 
The inspired seers clearly saw 
Endless progression is the law 
To spheres of light man will attain; 
Soul consciousness he will retain 
Ever seeking an ideal goal 
No limitations bound the.soul 
No obstacle to bar his rise 
He is a God in paradise.

. HENRY M. EDMISTON.

“flow Shall I SeGonie a Medi 
tun/’ Fully Arnsweted

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws. Its Conditions 
.and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
nents. Send to Mr. Tuttl^ Berlin Height^ 0. '

The Editor-at-Large has constant 
calls to defend the walls from the at
tack of be’Jlgerents. The Devil who 
was leader in the solid forces of the 
churches, has been displaced by “the 
translimina) self," a goblin of the fancy, 
set up to lead the forlorn hope.

Only the tour-corners red school
house preacher now prates of the devil. 
“Subconscious," and “translimlnal," 
sound scientific and grandiloquent, as 
though they meant something, although 
there is not a vestige of a thought or 
explanation behind them.

After tills experience, it is refreshing 
to come suddenly on a sermon, from a 
thoroughly orthodox pulpit endorsing 
everything Spiritualism claims, even it 
It is labeled by another name. .

Frank DeWitt Talmage has taken the 
place of his father, and his sermons are 
reported for the press syndicate after 
the same manner. Not as audaciously 
brilliant as the first Talmage, he Is 
more sincere, thoughtful, and reliable. 
T. DeWitt Talmage was at heart a Spir
itualist as proven by his discourse on 
Heaven, which was thoroughly Spirit
ualistic. He, it is true, allowed love of 
high-sounding phrases and bizarre ex
pressions to betray him into the style 
of the negro orator, and copy the ob
scurity of John the Revelator, yet after 
this rubbish was cleared away, there 
was little to be objected to.

But, the pity of it!—he was a moral 
coward. After this sermon, he preached 
many others to destroy its effect, and 
prove he did not mean what he said; in 
fact meant the exact opposite.

We may hope the son has more back
bone and common honesty, and will 
stand by his words.

In a recent sermon Frank DeWitt 
Talmage took an up-to-date subject for 
his text, and treated it in an up-to-date 
manner. It was “Divine Telepathy." 
Twenty years ago all the doctors were 
fighting mesmerism, as an unmitigated 
fraud, and all the clergy, as the work of 
the devil. Now the doctors are trying 
to have laws created making it crim
inal for anyone except doctors to dab
ble in the wonderful thing, and giving 
them exclusive right to use it, and the 
clergy are employing It to Interpret the 
scriptures!

Ah, yes, the “world do move!”
"Divine Telepathy," with Rev. Tal

mage means Spiritualism. It is the 
rose under another name. It Is true he 
Is slightly mixed In his terms, and not 
clear in expression. He puts God In 
the place of spirits, while his Illustra
tions prove that spirits have the place 
ho assigns to God, yet for a young con
vert, all these slight failures to grasp 
the entirety, is pardonable. He hag 
good intentions, but his theological 
phraseology, the old, worn rut his edu
cation confines him to, holds him fast, 
and he applies the old phrases to the 
new ideas which gives him a double 
meaning, one to the church believer 
and quite another to the Spiritualist

Telepathy has been receiving the at
tention of some of the most capable 
minds of the age, and has become a 
popular word. It means the Influence 
of one mind over another, near or far 
removed. It also means the influence 
of mind over-mind in the sense pf all 
minds in the Univèrse collectively,' hat
ing an Influence on every Individual 
mind. Talmage uses it in the broader 
sense of God having this influence over 
the minds of men in the body or out of 
it. He says:

"As in the material world, so in the 
mental and spiritual world, there are 
facts and phenomena which we know to 
be certainly true, though we can not ex
plain them. We must recognize ra
tional results as such, although we can 
not tell the ‘why’ and the 'wherefores,’ 
nor the causes which produced these 
results. . For Instance: We are nearly 
all ready to grant the power of human 
telepathy, or the Influence of one hu
man mind upon another human mind 
even at a distance. Sitting in public 
meeting some night, you exercise the 
power of will upon a person, and soon 
he will turn round and look at you, al
though that person could give no ’ ra
tional reason why he turned and 
looked. Indeed, so powerful sometimes 
is this influence of one human mind 
over another that many students of 
criminology have come to the belief 
that some murderers who wield the 
dagger or aim the pistol may be merely 
the helpless and pliant instruments of 
unknown criminals, who have impelled 
them to commit their murderous deeds 
Mesmerism, hypnotism, bewitchery en
chantment, are merely long names de
fining this mysterious power which al
most everywhere in the intellectual 
world is beginning to be recognized, 
and men are asking whether it may not 
sometimes dethrone the supremacy of 
the individual will."

Again: “As one human mind has an 
influence over another human mind we : 
also know, that there is a spiritual tel- ' 
epathy. A subtle, mysterious Influence 
which the other world exerts upon our 
own. Visional messages, as direct and ! 
unmistakable as that which came to 1 
Peter upon the housetop of Simon’s 1 
house in Joppa, may also come to us." !

If there Is a "spiritual telepathy," of ' 
what use Is it, or how was it discovered 
if spirits do not use it? If they do, then 1 
what difference is there between the ‘ 
belief of the son of “the great preach- ! 
er, and Spiritualism? 1

Further he continues: “When God 
speaks to man, he speaks to him when 
he is rational, when he is wide awake 
when his senses are on the alert, not 
when he is cooped up In some dark de
ceitful retreat of a Spiritualistic me-' 
dium, or when he is tossing about on 
his Couch at midnight in, uneasy slum
ber, as the result of his digestive or
gans having been overloaded. There 
is a vision of the spirit which comes 
from God, and one that Is, 'like the 
nightmare, the product of our own 
brain under the disturbance of physical 
or mental conditions. There must be 
careful discrimination, lest we accept 
foolish fancies and mischievous im* 
pulses as the voice of God. That which 
is born of the flesh is flesh, and that 
which is born of the spirit is spirit

Substitute "spirits" for God, and 
there is advice and a message which 
Spiritualists may take with profit The 
"communications" “born of the’ flesh” 
should be discriminated from those 
"born of the spirit" Oh, that there 
wore a sure test by which the impres
sions of appetltes.and desires could be 
absolutely distinguished from those 
from ¡spiritual sources.

“What right has a man to Imagine 
that ho-can: got a vision from God by 
using tho Bible as a fetish or an amu
let opening it at random, and expecting 
tho first verso his eye falls upon to bo 
God’s judgment In reference to-some 
undecided matter,, ns I have known in 
my own experience of two or three-poo 
pie being in the habit of doing? ■ What 
right has a man. when in doubt about 
any matter, to go to a. fortune-teller, or 
to a sorcerer, or a professor of divina
tion, and to regard the voM a pro

fesslonal charlatan as’th!?Voice of God”
Again substitute “spirit,-“ and we may 

pertinently ask the j gatge questions, 
adding, why when limbaftrfhe means of 
receding such inii.ugRCo-<(within liirn-

The-meaning Tatojagebjias in mind 
of “Divine Telepathy,!’-.may be better 
gained by the following.-quotations:

“Divine telepathyysap -.with Peter, is 
often manifested witft <• Gwi’s children 
after some great trial og sorrow, or 
earthly misfortune (nhan come upon 
them. When the casketejs placed In 
the home it is apt tonbeufelt, as Christ 
appeared unto Mary on the first .Easter 
morn. It is very apt to be manifested 
vividly in times of bereavement, as it 
came to my companion with whom I 
journeyed through the Holy Land.

“How to explain thlq manifestation I 
know not. I would give you the simple 
facts, and let you judge for yourself. 
We were enroute from Beirut to Ath
ens, by way of Smyrna, it waa about 
3 o'clock in the morning, I was awak
ened by my companion sobbing in his 
berth.- ‘What is the matter, Troub?’ l 
asked. ‘Oh,’ he answered, ‘something 
has happened at my bister’s home. I 
had such a strange vision about it. I 
was not asleep, but this vision has
come upon me as an overwhelming re
ality.’ ‘Nonsense, m^n!’ I answered* 
'you are not a fanatic, are you? You 
were asleep, and hadia.bad dream; that 

s 8 allL 1 did not believe in God’s vls- 
ions then as I do navy- My friend said 
nothing; but that vision made such an 
impression upon him that he took note 
of the time and the latitude and the 
longitude we were tljten in. From Ath
ens we went directly home. So over
powering was his conviction of the re- 
ity of that vision, that’ instead of going 
at once to his Philadelphia home, he 
stopped first at a friend's residence not 
far from where he lived. ‘How are the 
folks I’ he asked. The friend answered, 
‘What, did you not receive any mes
sage lately? Why, your sister lost both 
her twin boys in one day. They both 
died of diphtheria within an hour of 
each other.’ My friend asked the time 
They died about the same time the 
wonderful vision came to him in the 
middle of the Mediterranean Seo. I 
ask you not to give a human interpreta
tion of that manifestation. You can 
not. I cannot. From a human stand
point, was not that vision very strange’ 
Can you interpret if from any super
natural causation? ’’

“By divine telepathy we know what 
. God wants us to dojn a spiritual way, 
, the same as Capt. Votmt, an old Call- 
( fornla trapper, knew God wanted him 
. to do some thing in a' physical way. 
t Rev. Dr. Bushnell tolls' this incident In 
■ of vS sormons.^s it once was told 
, . vlm„by the bard* Westerner: One 
■ “ F?1 IC?pL Yount H yl|lon. It was 

midwinter, and he jaw ^company “f 
bestormed emlgrants’ p'orfs'fling in the 
mountains from cold) and hunger. 'He 
noted,’ said Bushnelij ‘theRvery cast of 
the scenery, marked .by »long perpen- 
dlcular front of white refek cliff He 
saw the men cutting off tfhat appeared 
tree tops, rising oub of t#deep gulf of 
snowdrift, and he noted-the very feat
ures of the personsVand -rtho look of 
their particular dresf.’. Well, to shorten 
a long story, Capt. Younti the following 
day told one of his-«rlendB about this 
“roam, and he described-toe scenery of 
the place where theajmigrants were im
prisoned In the snowi >ThA friend said, 
. xonnt, I taowiwtamb ttmtmfia'ce ft you 
describe. It is in the irts&oii Valley 
pass of the .Sierras.'. I have seen in 
that valley the scenery jiidt as you have 
described It.’ What did Capt. Yount do? 
He realized that this was a vision sent 
OY God. It was a summons to a rescue. 
Although his friends laughed at his su
perstition, he collected a party of men 
and went a long journey of 150 miles In 
midwinter to Carson Valley Pass, and 
there they found a company of perish
ing emigrants,, in exactly the position 
the vision had pictured them.”

Has the preacher forgotten “guardian 
angels, and are not their coming and 
going, the “Divine telepathy?” That Is 
the idea he conveys, and has at heart 
and simply covers up with his phrase 
ology. “

Then he says witli fueling, and it re
quires no eloquence to enforce Its ac
ceptance: .

“The divine telepathy comes to the 
despised man's home as frequently as 
it does to the ruler’s' palace. Who was 

^.th? h?uae wh6re he had 
this divine vision? He was Simon the 

He was In all probability the 
most despised man in all the coast cap
ital at that time. Among the Jews, the 
dealer in cured hides of-animals was 
looked upon as a social-outcast; The 
harlot, the murderer, the insurrection
ist, were more respected than he The 
condemned criminal might be pardoned 
of his crimes, even though he was the 
thief who waylaid the poor man on the 
road to Jericho; but the tanner’s calling 
was never forgiven.” -

was rIgbt wlt11 apostles, it 
is jight novq and under name of Divine 
‘“fluence is constantly -being manifest- 

U IE th 8 be so- aoii.it is not denied, 
why the constant objection that spirits 
would not come to njany who claim to 
be mediums because of their inferiority 
in social caste? If God comes to a tan
ner, the most despicable and outcast of 
society, why should'“ a'spirit object to 
using the same? -!

“dlTlne ^¿ath?’ of our an
gel friends comes to the'mdst despised, 
and lowliest home. J it comes to the 
outcast, the forsaken, for the angels’ 
loving cars n() distInction j
benediction. - ’

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Editor$.t-Large N. 8. A.

' WOO Free ^lal $pkages 

of Vernal Palmettopti (fonmerly known.
Sav PalnWtto:<Borry Wine); 

will be given hway this month, and if 
you ever suffer fro% condbipa'tion, indi
gestion, stomach troublepdcidney diffl- 
nril<^k5atarrb -bladder, painful 

euafgeaent ofrtbo prostate 
cinrtos m ould 8q0:thlltl you ore in
n graniJ freeo-dfstrlbution.It will not cost you ajcentv Simply send 

“A ad^g®s ib Ure Vernal 
v0,‘ 452 SejieeaiDulWing, Buf-

cine is gent e, sooting n$hd . healing. 
Nearly all druggist keep it for stfl, 
but if you want to try it free, just sit 
down now and write to this company 
for a sample. a. ■ 1

--------- ——-lai , . ■ : ■
To succeed one must'work.—Blshon 

Samuel Fallows. /
An able mon shows his spirit by gen

tle words and resolute actions. Ho is 
neither hot nor tlmid.-^-Chesterflold. *

As soon as wo have discovered the 
need for our joy or-sorrow-wo aro -no 
longer its serfs, but its lords.—Lowell.

It is wit to pick aJqck and steal a 
horse, but wisdom to let it alone.

Nqver in tho history of the world 
wore there so many grand opportunities 
for success as now.-r-Mary- A, Liver*

■ , „ , ----------------------- MW

THE HARMONIC SERIES.
The active principle of the universe, 

whiclpj of course, is the life-principle— 
for motion constitutes life—Is what we 
have been pleased to term, or what 
may be known by the terms: God, Jove, 
law, or spirit (Intelligence understood, 
tor the final effect, man, proves the nar 
turo of the cause from which he orig
inated). '

The passive principle we have named 
matter. Thus we speak of spirit and 
matter when we refer to the two enti
tles one positive, the other negative.

We know that friction produces elec
tricity. Thus we may imagine that the 
friction of the two elements, or prin
ciples—spirit acting on matter, the pos
itive on the negative—has produced a 
third: a universe of electricity, which 
we take to be the medium element be
tween spirit and matter, or the agent 
for co-operation, as magnetism is the 
agent for co-operation between Individ
ualized spirit and man (Spiritism),

Material life (materialization) is the 
result. As in the macrocosm so in the 
microcosm. The coalition of the posi
tive and negative produces new mate- 
teriallzatlons — electricity (or magne
tism when softened by contact with 
flesh), acting as the medium element 
for the introduction of spirit (life Indi
vidualized) into the new creation.

Mediumship, then, is a condition, and, 
when favorable, permits of the co-oper
ation of spirit and matter—whether it 
appertains to the universe or to its in
dividualization—suns, planets, or hu
man beings. And among the latter, 
when conditions are favorable, it per
mits of the co-operation of spirits and 
mortals. But as magnetism Is the 
needed adjunct to produce these condi
tions, we may infer that electricity 
plays the same role In space. And as 
Individualized spirit or Intelligence is 
enabled to cooperate with and even 
control mortals for their personal and 
others’ benefit, why should not univer
sal spirit or intelligence control plan
ets for their good or for that of their 
inhabitants? But as electricity may 
be needed to furnish or make the con
ditions, is it not possible that the sun's 
which are grand electrical force-cen
tres, become the agents for such ef
fects? What a mortal medium Is to a 
spirit, then, a Bun is to God or universal 
Intelligence. Is It a wonder that some 
of the ancients worshiped the sun? : 
They did what many are doing to-day 
for light or comfort—appealing to their : 
mediums as the channels through 1 
which this light or comfort must flow 1 
from the intelligences beyond or be- i 
hind them. .

God’s medium, the Sun! Man’s me
dium, the circle or battery established 
for that purpose. Electricity, God’s co
operative principles; magnetism the 
spirits’. And as the sun furnishes the 
needed principle, so does the mortal 
medium (or sensitive, as it is this 
principle which qualifies him in accord
ance with the word), for phenomena, 
each to Its kind.

But what gives the mortal this pre
rogative? As spirit is the active prin
ciple and matter the passive; and man 
a combination of both In his normal 
state, he must rise above the normal 
to become a medium or sensitive; (for, 
otherwise every mortal would be a me
dium, which we know is not the case).

Now, to rise above this state, or be 
by nature of the supernormal order, the 
individual must possess a larger per- 
qentage of spirit to matter in his com
position—a superior spiritual to mate
rial vibration In his make-up, though 
not necessarily freed from materiality or 
animalism. A mortal may have nu
merous forces or principles, each ex
pressing a virtue, a passion, a habit, a 
desire, a good or bad quality—spiritual 
and material sensibilities. But as soon 
as the former, in the aggregate exceed 
the latter, he becomes a medium, at
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tracting electricity from nature to the 
extent of this excess. He thus has a 
surplus of nature's medium principle 
embodied in himself, and which surplus 
is utilizable for the operation of spirits. 
His so-called mediumship then Is prac
ticable to the extent of this supernor
mal quantity of electricity—which, 
however, is converted into magnetism 
in connection with a human lifeentity— 
and we may apply the adjectives ac
cording to the phenomena accruing in 
his presence or through him person
ally, whether of a so-called physical or 
mental order. '

Materialization, slate-writing, tests, 
Inspiration, etc., depend upon condi
tion, within the medium. As his forces' 
per se characterize the man, so the rela
tion of these forces to each'other chan 
acterlze his mediumship, just as the re-’ 
lation of elements towards eac!? other 
produce different effects. In that»re
spect a medium also becomes a chem
ical laboratory.

Now, whether a mortal is bom thfis, 
or elevates himself to this superior 
spiritual state by personal effort, is in
different. But whether medium or not, 
all his forces must attain a superior 
spiritual vibration over its material or 
negative vibration to make him a per
fected spirit. And while mediumship 
is a good aid towards this perfection, 
all who practice temperance and jus
tice may rise to the same superiority— 
temperance in all things to preserve the 
vital force needed for the up-building 
of the spirit, and justice to inherit a 
harmonious vibration with spirit or 
God, which constitutes the happiness 
all are seeking; for senuallsm weakens 
the immortal part of man (as it often 
does the mortal) and selfishness or in-

justice darkens it. both in understand
ing and appearance.
bln develop a perfect, that is, a 
healthy spirit body, and understanding 
of its surroundings is the alm of life 
here. As mortals already we are seek
ing power and light, but we fail in our 
mission as mortals If we acquire it un
jus ly or unspirltually. No man can 
gather too much knowledge or do too 
much unselfish good; and it is through) 
these two that heaven, so-called, is 
reached—that being the mediumship of 
salvation for the human soul.

ARTHUR F. MILTON.
Charleston, S. C. .
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You can do it by reading each woeM 
The Progressive Thinker. The Philo 

I ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena it contains each week, !■ 
the marvel of the ago. No one can af
ford to be without tho paper. Its pried 
Is within the reach of all.

Nothing blinds (he soul quicker than' 
winking at sin.

Debt causes much failure; make it a 
rule to spend no dollar until you have 
earned it. Bishop Fitzgerald.

No failure can come to tho righteous 
man.—A. Z.

Don t count what has been taken 
from you; count what you have left, 
and be grateful. ■

Borrowing is the first step to failure*' 
admirers forsake the borrower and 
creditors curse him—George C. Lori
mer, D. D.
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6.—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
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। The Spiritualists of Denver gathered 
together in Howes’ Hall, Sunday, March 
27, to celebrate the 56th anniversary o£ 
Modern Spiritualism. The hall was 
crowded, and we were favored by hav
ing that grand worker, Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, preside. She never did better. 
1 he rostrum was covered with flowers, 
and the musical program was excellent. 
This made harmonious conditions, and 
the advent of Modern Spiritualism was 
handled in a masterly manner. It was 
shown how Spiritualism has liberalized 
all denominations. No one hears now’ 
of infant damnation, hell fire, eternal 
punishment, and such teachings given 
from the pulpits these days, and it is 
not so long ago that we were made to 
believe that salvation could not be had 
outside of the church.

Spiritualism is the only religion that 
can prove what it teaches—while oth
ers talk about Immortality and resur
rection when Gabriel blows his horn, 
Spiritualism gives the evidence of the 
continuity of life.

The profusion of flowers brought 
forth the highest inspiration of the 
guides of the medium, and the most 
beautiful thoughts were given in this 
connection. A great many said they 
had never heard anything so beautiful, 
and the writer, who has been in the 
ranks for thirty years, can add his testi
mony to theirs and say that in all his 
experience he has never heard before 
such elevating and ennobling thoughts 
expressed by any speaker.

The good conditions were also mani
fested in the messages given after the 
lecture. Thirty-four clean and clear 
tests were given, and all fully recog. 
nlzed. Many an anxious soul was 
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WHAT CAN YOU DO?

This old world hasn’t time to stop...... ..
. That It may learn your name; -
It doesn't, care a rap about , •

Your blue blood or your fame;
The only thing this old world cares 

About concerning you,
Is simply this one thing, to-wlt:
• “Well, sir! What can you do?” *

•—ColumlWB -Journal.

no other religion could 
i A- splendid feature in connection 

with these demonstrations was that 
fully one-half of those receiving mes
sages were skeptics, but honest skep- ■ 
tics, and freely admitted that they 
could not account for the messages 
from their spirit friends and relatives 
in any other, way than that they were 
able to return and make themselves 
known.

The musical program arranged by 
Prof.Jtf. T. Close and wife deserves es
pecial mention.

Prof. Oscar Mayo first favored us 
with a piano solo, which was fully ap
preciated by the audience. Mrs. Mertle 
Moore followed with the favorite song, 
For All Mrnlty.” This called forth 

enthuslastlr applauBo and was greatly 
enjoyed, fcf. Close and wife closed 
with one ofvihelr favorite selections 
which ore always pleasing.

We expect to celebrate many annlvor- 
sarles of Modern Spiritualism in Den
ver, but all agreed that we. would al
ways look back with pride and pleasure 
to the celebration of the 66th annlver-

There Is no wealth but character, no 
security but brotherhood, no salvation 
but knowledge, and no supremo, court 
but the enlightened conscience of mart. 
~Herbert N. Casson.
- The chief object of all good govern« 
ments should bo the protection of all 
the natural rights of their constituent 
members.—Alexander H. fitojhOM,
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THE INVISIBLE WORLD.
Abatract of Lecture Delivered Before 
, Church of Spirit Communion, Sun- .

'day, March 6, 4308 Cottage Grove
Avenue, by Dr, J. H.-Randall. ■ • • •

Few people from their general con- i 
duct do not appear to have a very just 
ooheeption of the realm of life in which 
we live. It is only a short time ago, 
comparatively speaking, that some of 
the more intelligent men arrived at 
that state of consciousness in which we 
are made to realize that we live, move 
and have our being in constant contact 
with a world of invisible forces and 
personalities. Notwithstanding the 
marvelous evolution of our knowledge 
during tlie past two hundred years, 
there is yet a vast proportion of man
kind. that cannot grasp the idea of the 
existence of any world except that 
which is tangible to us throughout 
physical senses. Among ub, however, 

- there are some men and women bo con
stituted as to fully realize our dual na
tures, and the two worlds, the visible 
and the invisible, in which the moments 
of our consciousness and unconscious
ness are passed. We may more fully 
reaize the spiritual features of this con
ception by briefly considering a few 
facts in physical science.

We will suppose an ordinary class of 
perosns studying chemistry, and that 
our lesson and experiment for the hour 
is to learn something of the nature of 
hydrogen gas. If we placed a glass 
jar filled with this gas before people 
of ordinary Intelligence they would say 
there was nothing in it. If we took a 
jar before our class to prepare it as a 
receiver, as we held It up all would see 
and generally say, “There is nothing in 
it.” Tlie statement with reference to

curtain, shutting tait the Great Un
known, even as tlie veil in the Jewish 
temple abut out. the holy of holies, in 
the tiniest speck of animate life that 
thé microscope reveals to us in the drop 
ot water, to the last and growing work 
of God’s creation—man. In the whole 
vast range what wondrouB power, beau
ty and harmony. •

Look at the flowers. Do they not re
veal to us that they have come from an 
invisible to this visible state of being? 
Their colors and fragrance stand out as 
our bodies and souls stand out in the 
great arena of nature. Each with its 
own personality in the world of forms, 
and at the threshold, through the quali
ties of their fragrance, of the invisible 
world, as we through the qualities of 
our intelligence, our memories and af
fections, are at the threshold of that 
world by virtue of our spiritual natures,
under which we 
exist.

and all other things
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the jar of gas, and the jar of air is not 
true. For though these elements are 
not visible to our sight, yet they exist. 
To get a receiver for gas which will be 
separated from other elements, we 
must displace the air from tlie jar, so 
we fill it with water and invert it with 
its mouth under water. In another jar 
we put a few ounces of water and some 
scraps of zinc, to which we add hy
drochloric acid, and insert a cork, 
through which we pass a tube long 
enough to extend into the water direct
ly under the mouth of our receiver. Be
fore we bring tlie zinc and acid togeth
er there is no visible activity in either 
of them; but as soon as they are

With so much to remind us in the 
visible world of the forces behind it 
that we do not see, is it not natural 
that we conclude that there are ex
periences yet to be realized not dream
ed of in any formulated philosophy? 
And surely we must admit that there 
is no system of religion which intimates 
life beyond the grave so acceptable and 
self-evident as that suggested to ub in 
the phenomena of Spiritualism. And 
there is no more mystery about its va
rious phases through which we are 
made conscious by the frequent visits 
of our departed loved ones, and the in
terest they take in our welfare, than 
there is in the physical science phe
nomena of chemistry, and the wonders 
of the myriads of the. heavenly bodies 
which the astronomers can tell us all 
about for a year, quarter or half cen
tury, or any period of time. In the fu
ture.

So when we reflect that the persist
ence of an intuitional concept of the 
unseen guided men for ages, before the 
real facts of the nature of the heavenly 
bodies in space and their nature and 
relation to each other could be demon
strated, we have great cause tor encour
agement from what we have realized by 
spirit communion, that the time will 
come when the reality of immortality 
will be as clearly understood by all men

hi the Groat Subject of Reincarnation. ;

Having studied Spiritism in Fiance 
during the early ’60s, I am naturaBy in 
elined to believe in'reinctu-natlon.'Sut I 
do not pretend to know much about it. ; 
During tlie last forty years I have, half . 
a dozen times, taken up the study ol 
Spiritualism, each time hoping that 1 
would get a knowledge of the coudi- 
tlons we will find beyond the tomb, and 
yet I Bin not further advanced to-day 
than I was when I first commenced my 
studies. ,,i

Yes! one thing I have found out; lit
tle consolation it brought me, however. 
I found out that the spirits of the de
parted itnow. as a rule, very little more 
about this subject than I do myself. 
Otherwise, why should spirits manifest 
ng through French, German or Spanish 
mediums teach reincarnation wnue 
spirits manifesting through English and 
American mediums teach the opposite 
doctrine? - J ,

I need light, I need knowledge, and I 
turn to The progressive Thinker for 
help. ’ ■ ■ .

I was told some time ago that the sub
ject of reincarnation was being dis
cussed through its columns and I have 
sent in my subscription.

If I judge by the article of Mr. Fer
ris in the first number that I have re
ceived, the discussion on this subject 
cannot have gone very far, because the 
writer gives opinions and makes asser
tions, but presents no arguments. At 
least, I am disinclined to class under 
that head the simile between a spirit 
and a set of parallel lines, and also the 
conundrum about the elevated angel in 
the body of an ignorant “Bosjesman.” 
However, as a beginning the article is 
a very good one; and I hope that all the 
readers of The Progressive Thinker 
who can say a word on this subject will 
come out with it.

For the benefit of those who, like me, 
are for the first time approaching tills 

1 subject, it would be a very good thing if 
1 Mr. Ferris would give us an idea of the
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The Metropolitan Spiritualist Society 
holds services every Sunday at 8 o'clock 
in St. George’s Hull, 3887 State street. 
Good speaking, tests and music. Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Residence, 
3148 Indiana avenue. .......

New Thought services conducted by 
Julia M. Learnered, at 7:30 o’clock ev
ery Sunday evening, at 720 West Madi
son street, third floor. -

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; anG every 
Wednesday evening at 7:30 Tn Garfield 
Turner Hall, corner ot Garfield and Lar
rabee streets. Emil T. Vaas, lecturer; 
Frank Joseph, medium.

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins’ Hall, 528 West 
Sixty-third street, every Sunday even
ing at 8 o’clock. Conference in the af
ternoon at 3. The Ladies’ Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday afternoon at 
same number. Harry J. Moore, lec
turer.

The Spiritualistic Church of the Bto- 
dents of Nature hold services at 
Nathan's Hull, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue, Sunday even
ings» 7:80 p. m. ■ Mrs. W. F. Schu
macher, |

The Church of tlie Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Cb'unplain avenue and 43d street, every 
S._ day. Conference at 8 p. m. Lee-
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sex and own handwriting.

READINGS AND BUSIN ESS AD 
VICE $1.00 and two stamps.

Address 784 Eighth St., 
Oakland, Cal

and 
the 
the

women, as the eclipses are now by 
astronomers, and the existence ot 
gases by the chemists.

ELTON E. HEDRICK, 
ASTBOLpeKB.—Vocation, business specula- 
lion, matrimony, changes, travel, all affaire of 
life. Fee 12.00. send date of birth as near the 
hour as possible. Address, 2621 Reading Road. ' 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 776 *

REMBRANDT dlumship. Sconce«0 
unique, educational, beneficial. Thursdays, 8 p. 
m. 811* Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago.

(4 N. KINKEAD. TRUMPET PSYCHIC. OIR- 
den Tuesday. Thursday, Saturday, 8:80 n. in. 

Ladleo’ Circle Thursday, 8;8U p. m. Readings 
dally, 8250 Wabash ave.. Chicago.

ViTATITV Vx Walter De Voe. is ’ A A2UU1X 1 tilled with healing, uplifting 
truth gleaned from the fields of everlasting life. 
It rekindle« the vital flame la the soul. Publluhed 
bl-inonlhly at 6027 Drexel Ave., Chicago. 26c per
year Kill

brought together we see the most en
ergetic action. We cannot see the 
chlorin gas nor the hydrogen gas that 
are tied together forming the acid, but 
in the presence of the zinc, as if it 
wore a long lost friend, and hydrogen 
set free starts to hunt another affinity; 
rushes through the tube, forces its way 
tnrough the water, crowds the water 
from the receiver and takes its place. 
Having witnessed this phenomenon we 
know it is there, yet the space to the 
sense of sight, which it occupies, is 
transparent.

But we want another test; also we 
want to know more of its nature. We 
Blip a bit of window glass over the 
mouth of the receiver under water and
tar nit up, light a sliver ot wood and 
plunge it into the body of the hydro
gen gas which extinguishes tlie blaze 

We bring a blaze to the sur-at once, 
face of the hydrogen and It ignites,
burning with a blue blaze, which .-we
* look very sharp to see; as ithave to
burns, which we call the oxidation of 
hydrogen, we discover drops of water 
that form on the sides of the gas re

Dying and Returning to Life.
Relatives and friends of a worthy oc

togenarian dwelling in an Auvergne 
village have been passing through a 
variety of emotions, and it is a ques
tion whether the excitement is as yet 
quite at an end. They have been alter
nating between the hope that hls life 
might be saved and grief at hls death. 
At the present moment he has officially, 
so to speak, shuffled off his mortal coil, 
but it seems to be an open question 
whether he may not come around 
again. The good man had already on 
two memorable occasions amazed his 
mourners by returning to conscious
ness as hls body was on the point of be- 
jng consigned to the tomb.

The other evening he took another 
solemn farewell of those among his 
kith and kin who were gathered around 
his bed. When he appeared to have 
drawn his last breath preparations 
were made for his burial. The sup
posed corpse was attired in his Sunday 
raiment, the gravedigger had been

ceiver. We know that two invisible 
, elements have united and brought tato

tangible to our senses of sight, feeling 
and taste. In this experiment we call 
"Elementáis" from the "vasty deep" of 
great nature, before Invisible to us, 
into the realm of visible activity.

What we have pictured here of-three 
or four "Elementáis" identified with In
organic chemistry, which may be read
ily demonstrated by the "Black Ait" of 
the chemist, might be extended to cov
er hundreds of experiments that would 
render visible many forces and person
alities that make up the world Invisi
ble.

Previous to the time of Euclid, the 
most profound philosophers in this 
world generally held the opinion that 
there was no such thing as "Absolute 
Truth.” .The affirmations of the cause 
of things, and of being, in the physical 
world, made by one school of philoso
phers, was constantly disputed and 
overturned by another. All school con
ceding that there was no criterion for 
truth" for the guidance of human con
sciousness. But Euclid, Galileo, Kep
ler and Newton, with an army of other 
men with intellectual powers above 
those of the great mass of the people,
succeeded in making material demon
strations of great abstract principles 
which have carried conviction to all 
reasoning beings of the absoluteness of 
tlie laws of the universe. To the ordi
nary person these principles are invisi
ble; he cannot carry them in thought.

warned that his services would be re
quired and the bell of the little church 
had already begun to toll, when the old 
gentleman suddenly pulled himself to
gether, and, siting up, asked for a glass 
of cordial. His son and daughter, who 
■had just arrived from Paris, In brand 
new sable garments, and bringing with 
them a colossal wreath, were in the 
room at the time, and as soon as their 
father had refreshed himself be jested 
with them about the innocent trick he 
had played them, chatting away in high 
good humor. He inquired with consid
erable display of interest about the fu
neral preparations, and the whole fam
ily went to rest that night much re- 
lleved in its feelings.

During the following day the octoge
narian was so lively that his children 
arranged to make their journey back to 
Paris on the morrow. In the evening, 
however, after partaking of some coffee, 
into which, at jpis request, a wee drop of 
brandy had been poured, the old man 
fell backward insensible, and the vil
lage doctor, who had been summoned in 
hot haste, declared that there could be 
no mistake about it this time, and that 
he was really dead. As, however, no
body in the village feels by any means 

। convinced that this is the case, the gen
, oral opinion being that he has simply 
■ fallen into another trance, no prepara
i tlons are being made for his interment, 
I nor will they be commenced unless un
’ mistakable signs of death are noticed. 
■ —Paris Correspondent London Tele 
- graph.

line of arguments he claims have been 
presented pro and con reincarnation by 
the spirits themselves.

It disincarnated spirits are as intelli
gent as incarnated ones, they ought to 
be able to settle easily and quickly that, 
to us, troublesome question. Nothing 
more easy, I should say, tor the expon
ents of the single life theory than to 
bring their opponents to witness the 
birth of a spirit and kill the reincarna
tion theory then and there. Or again, 
why don’t they take a census every ten 
years and prove the increase of popula
tion? '

Are the spirits without knowing that 
a want of system and unity in their 
teaching impairs the value of those 
teachings? It really seems so. If oc
casion presents itself, 1 may at some fu
ture time attempt to explain this 
strange condition. I have no time to 
do it now. Besides, I do not care to pre
sent too broad a side to the attacks of 
the opponents of the single life theory.

Where also did Mr. Ferris find the re- 
incarnationists teaching that elevated 
angels do reincarnate in the body of 
bushmen? They say it is true that 
sometimes the spirits reincarnate un
der conditions lower than those of pre
vious existence, but then it is claimed 
to be the case only when those spirits 
need certain experience to be found 
only through those conditions.

Again, Mr. Ferris asks, “Why the va
rious stages of development from the 
South African savage to the highest

The

°’er—
season was winter, now dreadful 

and drear— *
country Siberia, ot which many 

have fear.
soldiers are Russians, all hardy 
and brown

Who’ve been in the field till they've 
won great renown;

An order has come, to this soldier band 
To march o’er the lake, says the stern

Full

The

The

command;
two and twenty miles, across this 

frozen plain.
frigid air is fearful—makes life 

seem all in vain,
summons must be honored, ’tls a 

soldier's life

ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361
363 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services 
every Sunday in Hall 309, Masonip Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. Sunday-school at 10 
a. m.

The Second Church of the Soul meet« 
in Van Buren Opera House, Madison 
street and Calitornia avenue, every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
spirit messages, assisted by other me
diums.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman's Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13 th street.

The Church of Higher Forces holds 
its meeting in Douglas Hall, Indiana 
ave and 35th street, every Sunday at 
3 and 8 o'clock. The reliable psychic, 
Mrs. Grace Aitken, will give spirit mes
sages. Come and learn the truth.

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds a meeting every Sunday after
noon at 2:30 and 7:45, at No. 378 S.

Whether retreating;from the foe, or 
mingling in the strife;

Midway on the march, a dreadful storm 
arose

Of furious howlingiwlnds, and thickly 
driving snows,

No life could it withstand, its currents 
must congeal ,

And everything must perish, that has 
sense to feel,:

The fury of the storm shut out the light 
of day

And every soldier perished, amid the 
wild dlsplay-L

Alas! no help; could1 reach them, from

And
the distant shore 

in one brief hour their sufferings, 
had passed forevermore.

■ O. W. BARNARQ.

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS

Western avenue. Star Lodge Hall.
Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society 

will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at Atheneum Building, 26 

“ ' Mrs: May Elmo, me-Van Buren street, 
dlum. Tests and 
are welcome.

The Woodlawn

good speaklog. All

Spiritualist Society 
at 6209 Madison ave-will hold services

nue, Sundays at 2:30 and 8 p. m. Prof 
J E. Smith gives tests and spirit mes
sages. W. H. Mohlau, president; Prof.

But there are others who can.
Most of us readily understand what 

a triangle is; but very few of us grasp 
the diversity of use it is to the human 
mind In enabling it to reach into the 
invisible, so as to make tangible far 
away bodies, and make their relations 
to one another known to us; and to 
construct in space the tent dwelling, 
temple, ship, engines, cars, musical in
strument, any kind of a machine 
needed, any fabric, and determine in 
the mind’s eye, and fix it upon paper 
in form to be intelligent to some other

FIFTY-SIXTH ANNIVERSARY 
MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

Again we pause to think 
Again we joy to tell 

Of this new glorious light
Which on our pathway fell.

Oh, how we groped to find 
The truth of future life, 

To know if there was rest
Beyond earth’s sorrowing strife.

And light broke in at last— 
The light of Truth divine— 

And true to nature’s laws, 
Must ever on us shine.

And now the world’s ablaze

men, so that the activities necessary 
for Its materialization may be put in 
motion and kept so until all the ele
ments from the invisible have been 
united into tho form desired.

If we want to know when an eclipse 
Is going to take place we consult an 
almanac, and it takes place invariably 
according to the account there given. 
The principle by which it takes place 
!b Immutable. Man did not Invent It; 
he discovered it, and from the sources 
of his being he was endowed with an 
understanding that enabled him to com
prehend It. This principle, with many 
other principles that we employ to get 
foreknowledge of an eclipse, or ot any 
other important phenomena, relating to 
heavenly bodies and the elements visi
ble and invisible, is called trigonome
try, or tho properties of the triangle. 
Applied to the planets, comets, meteors, 
-we call it astronomy; applied to guide 
the course of a ship, we call it naviga
tion; when we use the rule and com
pass and figures to draft plans, we call 
It geometry. The architect and sur
veyor cannot do anything at their call- 
jng. without it. It is a vital living 
force—the soul of science; an eternal 
truth. The triangle Is the Image of 
the principle which without It would be 
imperceptible. In thousands of ways It 
reveals to human reason and conscious
ness tho permanence of the invisible 
world, the reality of force and its in

' destructlbleness, as -well as the Immor- 
tallty of that force of all forces, which 
interprets all the rest of them the hu- 
^From the standpoint of science inter- 
toreted by Spiritualism, O, Nature, how 

' ftiarvelouB is thy workl. In the drop of 
Bev/ that glitters on the bosom of a 
Sower, in the mysterious waves of light --- .

jjrapo the earth Ja a shimmering ambluoa- Burna. .
« - ’ ’ 1 . “ r
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type of Anglo-Saxon, if we have all be
gun at the same time?" I could with 
fairness pass the question back to him 
and say: Why tnose variations, if we 
have just come out of the hand of an . 
absolutely just Creator? But I think 
I can do better. Those variations are, 
I believe, a strong point in the line of 
arguments presented by the reincarna- 
tioniBtB in support of their theory.

I do not claim to be qualified to pre
sent their side. I read very little and 
I do not remember having read any
thing on this subject, but I fancy their 
explanations are something like this: 
We commenced our existence at the 
lowest possible stage of animal life. 
All created alike In every respect, and 
with just enough intelligence or in
stinct to feed the body and reproduce 
our species. We started so low in the 
scale of life that we were not even ca
pable of desceming between pleasant 
and unpleasant environments. We 
roamed around in search of food with
out even the shadow of a will to guide 
our steps.

But God having made us capable of 
acquiring knowledge and ultimately of 
developing intelligence and spirituality, 
we soon began to notice that in some 
spots food was more plentiful than in 
others, and we learned to hunt and 
find those spots, those having found 
food in abundance at the start progress
ing, naturally, more slowly than those 
who had to hunt hard to supply their 
need. These last soon discovered, too, 
that when two or more had to live off 
of a scanty supply of food the share of 
each Individual was thereby reduced. 
There again is another cause of inequal
ity in the process of development.

The hunt for rood first, and for com
fort later on, has developed ingenuity, 
while the scarcity of food and of those 
things we deem necessary to our bodily 
comfort, has developed selfishness and 
criminal feelings in some and good feel
ings in others.

Following these lines, a book could

With modern view—new thought— 
Each finds some ray of truth

Which this new light has brought.
Oh, sweet communion now 

With friends gone on before. 
Who tell of their bright homes 

. And progress evermore.
Oh, let ub all rejoice 

This anniversary day, 
That Spiritualism shines so bright 

O’er all our earthly way.
We know we’re spirits now 

Within the body’s thrall, 
For we can live the law of love 

Which Is the Hie of all.
Oh, let us all be angels, 

Or messengers of light 
To bring their glorious message/ 

From higher spirits bright.
Let ub make our lived so bright 

An honor to our cause,
That all shall see this light, 

And come to learn its' laws.
Our fear of death has-Jeft us, 

And fear of hell is gone, 
While Progress is our watchword 

And love-our joyous-song.
sarah Stone rockhill.

Alliance,'Ohio.

be written explaining the

It Ub important when a> meeting li 
suspended, that notice be given us, bo 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new .notice« of all meetings being 
held here In public halls at the present 
time.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple every first and 
third Thursdays of the month; after
noon session at 3 o'clock. The ladles 
furnish rofershmenta. Supper served 
at 6:16, including tea and coffee. Even
ing session at 7:30.. Questions pertain
ing to spiritual themes, answered by 
the guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond; name poems, given to strangers. 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton, assistant pastor.

"various

DR. ESPANTO, 
Mexican Indian Specialist, 
Treats all Chronic, Nervous and pflv'LunnD“s;“"d 
es by the Ancient Azjtec Indian System bud 
photograph; age: datjSbtbirth;married o BlnKlv. 
full name and address lu own hand» 1 11ng. Kn 
close Nets. The written dlagnos s ot y o r s 
given by Dr. Esnauto’e spirit band of Iiidla Miu 
era, will be mailed you ai once.and
The Ml cents rcuulrod Is only tokeep aw y 11 , “• 
and will be remitted on lire! order fo luiim ■ t 
Don’t neglect a chronic UlsHlst-. Wille NOW lo 
DU, KMPANTO, NeWBteml A Lee Ave#,oi. 
Louie, Mo. (All redings, 11.00.)

HOW TO UNFOLD YOUR PSYCHIC POWERS 
ut home, or How to develop the best within 

you. We will Bend you two instruction booklets 
and delineate your possible phases of medium

ship, all for 26 cents. Mrs. Dr. J. A. Bliss, *3 de 
Lindell Bout, St. Louis, Mo.

LILLIAN ROCKWELL,
Scientific Life Reader and Healer. Send 12c. and 
date of birth to 81* Emmet St., Logan Square L, 
Station. Chicago.

Bargains for Booklovers
A well known collector offers book« from his 

private library, lor one-third to one-half their 
value. These bouks relate to Spiritualism, Oc- 
uulilbin, Memory, Beauty. Animal Magnetism, 
Hypnotism, Healing, Physical Culture, Self-Cul
ture. Etc. State your wants and enclose stump 
for itst to Dept. P. T. *1, National Inst, of Science, 
Chicago. Ill, 752

WANTED
Dr. Sharpe's Celery Chewing Gum Co., wants 

men or women representatives everywhere. Bus
iness dune ou cash busis. Only those possessing 
means to pay for goods need answer. Article of 
merit. Ready sale. Possibility of large income.

Address 115 Wayne street, Detroit. Mich..
DR. SHARPE CHEMICAL CO.

FRANK N. FOSTER, 
The Noted PBychic for 

SDlrlt FhotooraDhu 
Bend name and address fur circular. Sittings by 

mail. VI Fitzhugh St.. Grand Rupida, Mich.

J. E. Smith, pastor
The North Star Spiritual Union holds 

services at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday ut 7:30 p. m. 
Iffs. E. J. Hanson, pastor.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at Alliance Hall, between Klm- 
bark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is too 
object of tills society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street.

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr
heit, meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o'clock In Wicker Park Hall, 601 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Villroak.

The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p. m., and lecture and 
tests at 8 o'clock. Mrs. M. A. Burland, 
pastor.

The Universal Occult Society holds 
its meetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first 

■ street, Hall “C,” every Sunday after
noon and evening, the Hon. Robert Oil
ray, pastor. The renownea medium, 

■ Charles J. Peterson, psychic. Confer-

The Spiritual Unity Society hold« 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor.

Chuch of the Spirit. Spiritual serv
ices are held at 839 North Clark street, 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Psychometric 
reading and messages given to all at
tending, through Wm. Fitch Ruffle, 
psychic.

Light and Truth Spiritual Church, 501 
W. North avenue, Wicker Park Hall. 
Meetings every Sunday afternoon, 2:30.

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Sunday afternoon at 
2:30 sharp, at Phoenix Hall, 324 East 
Division street, near Sedgwick street 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 3 p. 
m.; lecture at 8 p. m. Messages by H. 
F. Coates and others. Good music.

The Progressiva Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session, Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

stages of development,” etc. I can do 
no more than Indicate their probable 
start, here.

The foregoing Is, I believe, a sufficient 
answer to Mr. Ferris’ question, “Why 
should we be Incarnated?” etc. But for 
fear some one should not see the point, 
I will say that the relncarnationista do 
not believe that we have been created 
the Intelligent beings we are now. We 
have, I believe, as stated above, grown 
so from the zero point of Intelligence.

By the way, how does Mr. Ferris be
lieve the spirits are created? Are they 
the result of union between the male 
and female spirits, or are they created 
by God every time an ovum Is fecund
ated? If the latter, God must be kept 
very busy even if this planet is the only 
Inhabited one In the whole universe; If 
the former, why do spirits Incarnate on 
this earth when It seems to be admitted 
by all Spiritualists that facilities for de
velopment and capabilities of enjoy
ment are greater in the other world 
than they are in this?

You see queer questions can be asked 
by the relncarnationista as well as by 
the other side, and I sincerely hope that 
until some light is thrown on this sub
ject the exponents of the two theories 
will keep on asking and answering ques-

Eloquence 1b in the assembly, not 
merely in the speaker.—William Pitt.

Great mischiefs happen more, often 
from folly, meanness and vanity than 
from the greater Bins of avarice and

tlons.
■Peoria, Ill.

G. P. RBNEZET.

The infallible Fibre Trumpet is guaranteed 
better than metal. No. l.-3Gx5 in.-insu »ted top 
and bottom, cardinal colored enamel. J1.5U. No. 
2,11.25. 83 x * inches, plain, with no insulation, 
brown color. Pamphlet with instnirtluns for all 
kinds of development will he mailed on receipt of 
12 cents Lu stamps. Trumpets will bo sunt on 
receipt of price. Manufactured by 
JAS. XKWTOJi, Dorr St., Toledo, O.

VOGEL’S ORCHESTRA
AND BAND.

Full Dress or Uniform. Vidor Vogel, Manager 
and Leader. Music- furnished for all occasions, 
Dance music a specialty. Give uh a trial and wn 
will guarantee yon entire sailbfactitm.

Office and Residence, 1217 Champlain Ave.
Telephone Oakland 1111, 7*u

r, V . And Better Kye.Icl.tT
DO Toil 11600 I can ».el,»:you. I Will 111 your 
C.l—otar eyea by Clali-voyaneo and 
oOGCtaC 68 spirit assistance al your own 
ho&ewlth the improved melted pebble lense to 
seo near and al a distance. Please wi-lie Im Ilins
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
my spirit method ot Ireatlnx that restores los 
vision and impaired eyesight. I guarantee to tit 
your oyes, and safe delivery bin

*3 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Ill
B. F. POOLE.—Dear Sir: Your Magnetized Melt

ed Pebble Spectacles received. I am delighted. 
They are perfection in every way.

Sincerely yours, A

DON’T READ THIS.
France» L, LouckR, the only psychic wonder living, 

that uses the spiritual X-ray without any leading 
symptom to direct, and located all internal dfauaaei. 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both sexes successfully treated, as bun* 
drods can testify. Send name, ago. sex, complexion 
and 10 cent« In stamps, and receive a correct dlagno* 
sis of your case free, worth dollars to you. AddreM,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
Lock Box 121*. Stoneham, Maas.

FRED. P. EVANS 
The Noted Psychic for _ 

Independent Slate Writing and 
Clairvoyance,

Has recently left New York, and Is now located at 
1112 Eddy fit.. ban .Francisco, Cui. Send stamp for 
circular on Mediumship. ...........................

ence at 3 p. m. Regular service at 8 
p. m.

The Spiritual Besearcn meets every 
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, in 
Van Buren Opera House, corner of 
Madison street and California avenue. 
Good music and singing. All are in
vited to attend.

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and music at every ser
vice. '

The Christian Spiritual Union Church 
now holds meetings at Becker Hall, cor
ner State and Forty-fourth streets. 
Mrs. L. J. Vaughn and Mrs. Lucille De 
loux, test mediums.

DR, J. S, LOUCKS
IiUa oai nod »ioce*ff«l Spiritual Fbyiialaa 

aov Ln practice. Hi» curee ere

THE MOST MARVELOUS
Mtbli «go. ex»mIn»Mon, aro correctly 
•nd free to all who »end him name, age, aex and lock 
•f hair, and alx cenU in itampi. He doein'l mi for 
any Uading symptom. A clairvoyant down l Deed 
any, fie poiltlveiy cure« weak men. Address

J. 8. LOUCKS, M.
Stoneham, Maas.

Annie Lord Chamberlain's Card.
Dear Mends, yon can greatly help me care tor 

my blind Bister. Jennie L. Webb, one of the carb 
lest mediums now Ln tho form, by writing a ktler 
to a spirit friend. Send It to me with 11, ami I will 
try and gel reply by independent writing or whis
pers Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil
ford Masa.

Mrs. J. Conant Henderson, 
Formerly ''Banner of Light" Medium. Trance, 
Business. Peychometi 1st, Headings byleiici . il. 
Address Box 215, Kingston, Mass. <ol

MRS- DR- DIXON, SEER. MAIL DIME AND 
Birthdate. Answers 8 questions. At Lake

side Hall. Sundays. 3:10 p. m. Readings dally, at 
44 E-8lsl St., Chicago, Ill. 761

NICHOLAS BECKER.
Do you want proof of a future life? Do you. want 

to communicate with your spirit friends? Do you 
want to know about your futnre? Send own wrlu 
Ing or lock of hair and $1.00. Dixon, Ill.

MARY E. CONNELL.
Reading by mail. $1.06, with three questions. Own 
hand-writing. Boom K., Metropole, Spokane. Wn.

CHAS. BROCKWAY,
Clairvoyant. Trance and Business Medium. Pub
lic seances every Sunday at 8 p, m., Kimball Hall, 
Wabash ave. and Jackson b’lv'd, Admission free. 
No collection. Private readings dally. Office 27* 
Michigan ave. 763

Yow Cotóribtóioo

Give a boy address and accomplish
ments and you give him the mastery of 
palaces and fortunes where he goes.— 
Emerson.
' No evil propensity of. the human 
heart is so powerful that it cannot be 
subdued by discipline.—Seneca.

It Is better to be unborn than, un
taught, for ignorance is Uiq jwt of mis- 
tartuae,—Plato. ' ‘

A FREE ZODIAC HOROSCOPE

Of your Life and Character, Send your birthdate 
and 3 stamps postage and 1 win mail you entirely 
FREE A TEST HOROSCOPE of your life, or send 
me 25c. (stamps», and I w111 also send you an As
tro-Inspirational portrait of the ptrson you should 
love and a copv of my Occult Magazine ot Won
ders and Mvsieries. I advise on business, love 
and marriage. I have pleased thousands, and 
will strive to please you. Address, Shagren, box 
2152 T. San Francisco. Cal,

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock ot 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will bo diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call
A New Spiritual Song
heart From Over the Way.“ Send 25 cents lor u 
copy io Lucie A. Mackenzie. Sea Biceze, 1 la.

WARDEN II. ADAMS,
Phenomenal Letter Psychic. 36 Seventh Ave., 
Brooklyn, N Y- Sealed letters read and answered 
through spirit power. Conditions; Send, sealed 
thoroughly, four names of spirit friends, and four 
questions, same to be answered by spirit power, 
and returned as sent; also a small lock of join, 
hair, separate. Fee $2.00, which will be gladlyre- 
funded if reading la not satisfactory. <53

THE SPEAKING DIAL.
A Wonderful Spiritual Invention

Gives names, dales and circumstances. Speaks. 
In various languages: answers, mental questions; 
convincing the most skeptical. Has comedo prove 
-immortality and spirit communion. Develops all 
phases of mediumship. Magnetized by-powerful 
spirit band. Rood what tho late Hon. I. Donnelly 
said of the Speaking Dial. Dial» now, 11.60. Send 
forclreular and testimonials. Enclose stamp for 
reply- P- J- DEMPSEY Inventor, 2817 Columbus 
ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

TO THE SICK.
I extend my Brotherly hand and earnestly re

quest that each and every reader of thib paper 
write for mv Free BOOKLET on Cures bj 
TURF'S FORCES. I have cured thousands In 
all parts of the United States, and nearly every 
jortand entry in the world. I have good news, 
or 30 days only, to all sick people-whelher rich 

omoor Write this very minute, as this opportun- 
1W may never comedo you mglm, Audrey

Bangs Sisters
PHENOMENAL PSYCHICS

Independent Writing Siltings dally from 9 a. m, to 
6 p, in Hie Size Spirit Portrait« a “ 
cialtr. Send lour cents In stamps lor booklet. 
Kt W. Adams, Chicago. Telephone Ashlann l'J12.

To the Mediums’ Fund in the 
N. S. A.aTreasury, be it large or small, will 
do moreigoa$ than a donation to any other fund 
upon thmbobks of the Association. Every me
dium, every -¡speaker, and in fact every man and 
woman who» loves th^ cause of Spiritualism 
should svf ell »this fund with their gift. The ap
peal of Mfs. Bongley is just and timely. If our 
cause is vtorth sustaining these dear old pioneer 
workers whoihave become invalids at their posts 
are worthy I of our sweetest kindness and tender- 
est care. Let us help our helpless mediums, and 
prevent their dependence upon the common 
charity of1 a cold and prejudiced world.- Sene 
your contributions to Mrs. M. T. Longley, Sec
retary N. S. A., 600 Pa. Ave. S. E., Washington, 
D. C.s and do not delay.

Union City, Mich., U.S. A.

MILLER’S MAGIC MIRRORS
Are peerless in every respect, worth ten times 
the price asked for them, to any one interested in 
the wonderful gift of clairvoyance. In the first 
sitilngs lights and clouds will appear and In their 
trail will follow all that can be wished for in that 
phase of mediumship. If you have rend books 
treating on the subject (how to become Clairvoy
ant and have failed) you will comprehend their 
teachings better after having used one of our Mag
ic Mirrors. as they will cultivate the mind and 
depth of vision. These mirrors are chemically 
treated and very powerful But will state em
phatically they arc not ready-made Clairvoyance, 
to falsely represent that which is not. but an 
honest, easy road to success in mediumship. Our 
Magic Mirror is recommended by Mr. Frank T. 
Ripley, one of lour lending lecturers and platform 
test mediums. Write for circulars and testimo
nials- Price. 33. W. H. MILLER. P. O. Box 169, 
Canton. Ohio,

EF"It ought to be a pleasant duty 
to care for those whose Ilves have 
been sacrificed upon the altar of a 
truth as palpable as is that of the 
eternal truth of Spiritualism. It 
Is a shame to have to acknowledge 

I the neglect of this duty by begging 
I for their support when afflicted.

The Mysteries—Magic.
J. C. F. GBUMBINE’8

Occult Books reveal tho inystei les, not only of 
the universe but tho houI. Tho sale ot thia book 
Is increasing year by year, because as atondara 
books they stand the standard tmns. Mediums, 
seers, ndepU universally recommend them. Why! 
Because the author knows what he is talking 
about You will not fall if yon follow the teach
ings. They illmninaie. ......

CLAIRVOYANCE.—How to penetrate the Arca
na; to seo spirits, enter spirit world, commune, 
with tho angels, pierce the veil of matter nnd, 
Benso. ’’Your work is epoch-making' — Lilian, 
Wlilting- "A revelation. ’—Light. London. Eng., 
Price, (oloth-bound) IL60: reduced from <2.00

AURAS AND COLORS—With exhaustive dic
tionary of color meanings. A unique book for 
unique pcoplo. Price 60 cents . . .

PSYCHOMETRY-Tho flrstaud only book which 
leaches tho science so that you can practico IL 
price, 50 cents .

EABY LESSONS In Inspiration Clairvoyance ana 
Peychometry. Price. 60 cents.
• REALIZATION—How to enter the super-corn 
eciousncBB and bo a Yogis. Pi lco. 2.» contó

DIVINATION—A Ms. sortea on how to dlvlnq 
hidden things, find lost treasures, become ft 
“how to'Sembmdbh past livks-a mb. 
ncrlea on tide fnsolnntin» BUbJoot.P^o, «L0&

Send for PronneoluB of "Tho CoIIcbo of Dlvin, 
Science and Rcullznltbn.ot Divinity." Reduco<|, 
tuition. The only one of Its kind In the world.

J. O. F. URÜMBINE, 
1283 Commonwcnlth Avo^ 

Boston. Mazo.
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L. Read These Ringing Words From the Pen of One of Spiritualism’s Greatest and Noblest Representatives.
As a system of universal eclecticism, accepts truth wherever found, and has no word of scorn, no sneer for any other, however 

9 false. The pure precepts of the past will Remain forever, for they rest on the eternal foundation of man’s relationship to man,
and cannot perish. Their interpretations may be false ] they may be misunderstood, and new light give them an entirely different meaning. Spiritualism may interfere 
with many darling beliefs of the churches, but never with the truth. The record of its .-progress in the last fifty years is that of the intellectual advancement of mankind. 
Spiritualism is without day or year, or limit of duration—Hudson Tuttle, in “The Arcana of Spiritualism,” soon to be re-published; see editorial page, first column.
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-THE ENVIRONMENTS f

■ OF HEREDITY O

WHAT NEXT? SPIRIT RETURN

s
There Are More Powerful , Forces 

. Shaping Life's Destiny.

j
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ó
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If it were not so, if the environments 
of our heredity were tlie most potent 
forces of life, then that life which we 
at present see manifested in such a 
wonderful variety of forms would not 
exist; it never would have advanced 
beyond the primitive types. The lus
cious truits and beautiful flowers that 
have been evolved from the primitive 
ojxps, were brought to their present 
State of' perfection through the opera
tion ot a law superior to hereditary in
fluences. They are the product of 
man”s inventive genius working in har
mony with that great law of progess. 
Lett to reproduce under the primitive 
system of life they would not have been 
perfected, because there the law of 
hereditary influence was dominant and 
they had not the power of themselves 
to advance to that state where they 
could come under a highed law. Man
kind understanding in somemeasurethe 
operation of that higher law applies 
it and the result is productions supe
rior to any that exist in the wild state. 
Whether in the animal or vegetable 
kingdom, there is an inherent force 
when Intelligently directed that en
ables life to overcome the law of hered
itary environment and advance to that 
state where from out of the old types 
and races new ones are formed so much 
superior to the old tliat they would 
seem to be new creations. Geology 
tells us that once in the remote past 
the highest types ot the human race 
were the cave men who, not having 
developed to a state where they could 
construct habitations, 'occupied those 
which nature had already formed. But 
there was something in the make-up of 
those prehistoric humans that antici
pated the coming of such types as a 
Washington, a Lincoln, an Emerson. 
It was there In those undeveloped types, 
knd must as the ages roll on be more 
perfectly revealed. It can not be 
weighed, chemistry cannot analyze that 
Inherent force. Man’s Intellectual ma
terialism at tlie present time cannot 
comprehend its power. But the human 
race is coming to a realization of the 
fact that those spiritual forces do ex
ist, and to make any permanent ad
vancement hereditary influences must 
bf’ome secondary.
r^i.e human race has at present only 

A- faintest comprehension of the glo
rious inheritance that awaits its higher 
moral development; when it can feel 
that tlie Biblical promise is something 
more than a myth, that the truth of 
that promise is being realized, and that 
it shall have dominion over all of the 
material forces of life, Instead of as 
at present being dominated by them. 
In what we call the lower types of hu
man hie there is a mighty struggle go
ing on, antagonizing the forces of her
edity, and though at present not out
wardly apparent, will in time make it- 
sell, inanitest in more advanced types. 
History has on record many Instances 
where for the sake of material gain 
an effort was made to keep down to 
the lower levels the expanding energies 
of races that were prepared to rise to 
higher ones, and the result was, ex
plosions that shook to tlie very founda
tion the civilization of the oppressors. 
That force is irrepressible and when it 
is ready to move, hereditary Influences 
are powerless to restrain. It has 
brought the human race up to its pres
ent plane of civilization, and Is dili
gently working, preparing lite to take 
another step forward. Instead of tlie 
goal having been reached, the journey 
is comparatively just begun, and the 
coming civilizations of the world will 
be as much superior to the highest oues 
of the present, as they are superior to 
the races that have not yet emerged 
from barbarism.

While the advancement of those hu
man types which are down on what 
we term the lower levels of life, is an 
absolute certainty, the law of physical 
heredity would in its operation, and 
without interference from a higher law, 
tend to keep them down to the lower 
levels, but the destiny of life is up
ward. There is a law of spiritual her
edity, the existence of which is proven 
from the fact that life with all of its 
inherited tendencies pertaining to the 
physical and mental planes of being 
is dominated by spiritual forces which 
enable the individual being, however 
low the plane on which their life may 
be existing, to advance to higher gra
dations.

Hereditary influences, when they 
have formed an alliance with those 
higher spiritual forces, are made more 
potent in their efforts to pass down 
th.e .line more desirable traits. Those 
spiritual forces recognizing and accept
ing the good that heredity has to offer; 
but when it asserts that the boundary 
line established through hereditary in
fluence is supreme and must not be 

> passed over, even it Is set aside, su- 
(perseded by superior forces. There is 
’.something in the law of destiny, an 
(energy that does not let life feel sat- 
i|sbed only as it is advancing.
; ''Not enjoyment and not sorrow,

Is our destined end and way, 
But to act that each to-morrow, 
Finds us further than tb-day.”

HAMILTON DE GRAW. ' 
Shakers, N. Y.

An Essay by Mrs. F. C. Cramer, Read 
Before the Spiritual Science So- 

clety, of Rockford, III.

KEEP TO YOUR ORBIT.

Keep to your orbit; scatter not 
. . force

your

IÌ&.

di'

- In devlous ways; each star that gems
-. the'night • M • /

Moves on its separate and appointed 
: ' course; , ■ ,

: Unswerved while centuries down and
- take their flight. .- -

Mad comets wander purposeless thro- 
space,

And meteors waste themselves like
• - . aimless. souls, ■
Be not ot these—but keep to your fixed 

place,
■ Nor spend your strength upon too 
v. .'-many goals. ; ■ .
| .* —Ella Wkeeler Wilcox.

Many Ideas and opinion have been 
fostered and expressed upon this sub
ject. While no positive evidence can 
be adduced to prove the existence or 
non-existence of a God, we should take 
reason tor our guide in forming our 
opinions pertaining to this as well as 
all other subjects. „

Those who take the book or combi
nation of books called the Bible, as 
their infallible guide, or the true and 

' indisputable record of a remote past, 
of which they have no proof, have been 
taught from childhood to regard it as 
an inspired word of'a great being that 
is termed God, and believe him to be 
the embodiment of perfection, and the 
creator of all things, both animate and 
inanimate. They believe he created 
man in his own image, and pronounced 
his work good, but later, realized thpt 
he had made a mistake, for man did 
not remain good, but became disobe
dient and sinful, and then God was 
grieved at heart, and repented that he 
had made man. '

Think of it, an all-knowing, an all
powerful being, making a mistake so 
serious, and being grieved and repent
ant in consequence. But after due con
sideration, he decides to exterminate, 
not only mankind, but all tlie beasts of 
the field, the creeping things and the 
fowls of tlie air, and thus endeavor 
to make amends for, and rectify the un
fortunate error he had made in creat
ing man. The method of extermina
tion decided upon was that of drown
ing; so, according to the story recorded 
in the so-called infallible book, the Bi
ble, he sent a great flood upon the earth 
to destroy all his unfortunate, helpless 
creatures, that he once pronounced 
good—with the exception of a favored 
few. These were saved in a huge boat 
constructed for the purpose, according 
to directions given by God himself.

According to the story, the rain de
scended for forty days and forty nights, 
and the earth was hidden by a vast sea 
of water, and not one living creature 
could escape it, excepting those that 
were safely housed within the ark. 
But, notwithstanding his first failure 
in creating man, and the consequent 
necessity of bringing about this whole
sale destruction of all life upon, the 
earth, he made a second attempt to 
people the earth, to multiply, and in 
course of time, they and their off
spring had again peopled the world. 
So, also had the animals saved in the 
Ark along with Noah and his family, 
multiplied and Increased in numbers, 
until tlie earth was again teeming with 
animal life.

Now, it would appear to any reason
able mind that through the experience 
gained by his first attempt and failure 
in producing man, this so-called being 
possessing all power and all knowledge, 
would, in making the second attempt, 
be better able to perform his work in 
a manner that would produce the de
sired result—namely,perfection in man
kind. But was this result attained? 
Was man any better, any less sinful, 
any nearer perfection after the flood 
than before? You will say with me, 
“No.” The work was again a failure. 

‘For the second time God was disap
pointed with his own work, and real
ized his failure in producing tlie kind 
of man he wished to inhabit the earth.

Now, in the same book, the Bible, 
that records these stories about the so- 
called God’s attempts and failures in 
creating man as he would have him to 
be, we are also told that he is a per
fect being, who possesses unlimited 
knowledge, wisdom and power. I 
would ask, are not these contradictory 
stories? Could failure and disappoint
ment be the result of the work of an in
fallible being?

But, we will proceed to examine and 
are told how God proceeded in an en
deavor to redeem man from the pitfalls 
of sinfulness into which he had fallen. 
This story tells us that God conceived 
the idea of producing a son, or accord
ing to the doctrine of the Trinity, 
which is accepted and taught by the 
majority of adherents to the orthodox 
faith, he himself, would enter into tlie 
body of an infant, and be born into the 
world as the child of a maid, and so
journ upon earth for a' time, teaching 
and preaching to his unruly, disobe
dient children, and holding out to them 
what is now termed the “plan of re
demption.” . ’
This plan was very simple, and con

sisted in believing that this child, who 
was called Jesus, was both God and 
the son of God, and that through his 
suffering and death, mankind should 
be redeemed from sin and saved from 
the eternal torture which he-had pre
viously provided for his wicked chil
dren of earth, but those who could not 
believe this should be consigned to end
less torment, there to Intensely suffer 
throughout a never-ending eternity. I 
would ask, Is this a reasonable thing 
to believe—that through the suffering 
and death of. another, an innocent one, 
we should be extricated from punish
ment* for our sins, and be permitted 
to enter into a state of perfect happi
ness, there to exist forever, .while our 
brother man, who is no more sinful 
than we, shall be forever subjected to 
the most cruel torture, because he is 
not able to believe what he has been 
commanded to believe—cannot accept 
the so-called plan of redemption.

We Spiritualists have no such God or 
plan of redemption. We take .reason 
for our'gulde, and the teachings of our 
departed loved ones, who have passed 
out of this Initiatory life into'tbe-great 
beyond, who come back to us and tell 
us of their life beyond the grave; They 
bring us information that contradicts 
the unreasonable stories recorded in 
the Bible. They tell us that heaven 
and hell are conditions of happiness 
and unhnpplness tliat we make for our
selves, and tliat no Jesus or any other 
person can redeem us from the punish
ment.wo deserve for ..the wrongs tvb 
have done, wo must redeem ouraelveo. 
As we bow* wo shall reap, And we Jie-

Have them, for this is reasonable and 
just.. If we are living a good and pure 
life, while sojourning here on the earth 
plane,'as our inner teacher, conscience, 
tells us, we should live, never wronging 
our fellow-man by word or deed, we 
need have no fear of hell, either in this 
life or the life after leath. But if we 
heed npt the admonitions of the voice 
of conscience, and live a life of sin and 
selfishness, we make for ourselves a 
hell or a..condition of unhappiness, both 
in this and the future life.

Every good, pure, unselfish thought 
and act brings its own reward. Every 
evil, selfish thought and act brings its 
own punishment. We do not believe 
that an angry, revengeful God admin
isters punishment to ub, but that it 
follows as a natural consequence, and 
result of wrong-doing. Neither do we 
believe that our punishment or unhap
py condition must continue forever. 
This would be contrary to the law of 
progression, through which we believe 
we have an opportunity to overcome 
the evil in our natures. .

Our spirit friends tell us that life 
after death is one of continued progres
sion and advancement, and that those 
who have attained to a more advanced 
state ot progression assist the weaker 
and unprogressed ones to overcome 
and rise above their evil inclinations. 
Thus we understand that we will all 
have a work to do, the grand and glo
rious work of uplifting our fellow-man, 
while we also unllft ourselves. This 
we should also do in our present state 
of existence. The more of selfishness 
and sin we can overcome and outgrow 
in ourselves, .and assist our brother and 
sister, through influence and example, 
to do likewise, the better are we fitted 
and prepared to enter Into a more ad
vanced state or condition in the life 
beyond the grave.

We should all realize that we have an 
influence which we may wield for good 
or bad, as we may desire, over those 
with whom we come In contact, We 
should remember that to a certain ex
tent we are our brothrer’s keeper, and 
it should be our highest alm and en
deavor, both by precept and example, 
to do that which will uplift rather than 
degrade our fellow-beings.

Spiritualists do not rely upon a book, 
or a combination of books, as their 
guide, written at various times and in 
various places, by many different wri
ters who express many different opin
ions. Our information comes through 
those who have gone to see what is be
fore us all, and it not a matter of belief, 
but of absolute knowledge. Thejr 
Statements regarding the conditions of 
the future life do not correspond with 
those of the Bible, and we prefer to ac
cept theirs for they are more reasona
ble and just. We have no proof that 
the Bible is an Infallible work, and that 
the strange and unreasonable state
ments therein contained are absolutely 
true, but we know that our friends and 
loved ones who have gone out into the 
other life, whose Integrity and veracity 
we never had cause to doubt, while in 
earth life, would not come back to us 
to deceive and mislead us. Not one of 
them has ever told us of an endless 
hell, nor of a God seated in pompous 
splendor upon a great white throne, 
surrounded by those who have been re
deemed from sin by the death of an
other, with harps in their hands, with 
nothing else to do but sing and play 
harps, and promenade the streets of 
gold throughout an endless eternity. 
This would certainly be monotonous in 
tlie extreme, and by no means desira
ble.

The Bible tells us that this so-called 
God will answer prayer, and that what
soever we may ask in faith, we will re
ceive. I will relate an instance that 
was brought to my observation through 
the newspapers, and also through the 
information given me by an acquaint
ance who was visiting in the city m 
Texas at the time of the occurrence of 
what I am going to relate.

It was midsummer, and a long con
tinued drouth extending over a vast 
area of the state, was causing great 
destruction to the growing crops of this 
section. Many weeks had gone by 
since a drop of water had fallen upon 
the scorched and sun-baked ground. 
All vegetation was suffering for water. 
Much of it was injured beyond repair. 
The prospects of a bountiful harvest, 
that were manifest early in the season, 
were gone, and the Industrious hus
bandman began to despair. His hopes

which no cloud had Appeared for 
weeks. .- >

LET THE REPUBLIC SIDE WITH 
CHRIST.

A GRAND AND SOUL-ELEVATING 
TRUTH.

Eagerly he 
time, and he 
was growing

watched it for a short
soon .discovered that it 
a 'little' in ’ dimensions.

Jubilant over this, he, soon attracted 
the attention of the assembled audi
ence, and they also eagerly and hope
fully watched the little cloud, as it 
came nearer and grew.larger in propor
tions, and being exultant over this un
mistakable indication 'and evidence ot 
an answer to their prayeEp, they again 
fell to their knees and began a gen
eral outpouring of, gratitude and 
thanksgiving for the approaching rain
cloud. And as thejr voices blended in 
out great exultant expression of praise, 
the cloud came nearer and nearer, and 
grew larger and heavier and darker, 
until it had spread out dver. the heavens 
and the blue sky hitherto cloudless 
for so many weeks, was' how hidden 
from view, and great:was the rejoicing 
of that assembled crowfl. The rain be
gan to descend, and all felt that with 
it came the descent of God’s love and 
mercy in granting thgt for which they 
had just offered their, humble petitions. 
The great overshadowing cloud grew 
heavier and blacker and a brisk wind 
began to blow, which became stronger 
and stronger, until it was evident that 
a fierce storm would., soon be upon 
them.

The rejoicing of those good people 
was suddenly changed Intfl fear, though 
the most trustful ones tried to feel that 
all would be well, and endeavored to 
quell the fears of those who expressed 
more fear than faith. . But the winds 
howled about them, and they were soon 
obliged to realize that {key were in the 
midst of a dangerous Btormua verita
ble tornado. The churcfl edifice in 
which they were assembled, shook 
upon its foundation, arid in ¿ few sec
onds more the roof was ¡uplifted and 
carried away by the great,power of the 
wind. The rain whlch.’^vag now falling 
in torrents descended Jipon ibe unpro
tected crowd. t

Frantic with fear of what next might 
come, the screams ofij somel, and the 
wild praying of others-,could,be heard 
above the boisterous nojpe of tie storm. 
But the wind still ra^ed' in its wild 
fury, and the walls began to tqtter, and 
soon a great .portion, unable to,bear the 
strain longer, collapsed, Jurying be
neath the debris many qf ^hnsn helpless 
people. Consternation now reigned su^ 
preme, and the hitherto/ truthful, hope
ful, prayerful people, were suddenly 
plunged into the sea of'bitter anguish 
and despair. Though the much-cov
eted rain had at last descended upon 
their arid fields and dying vegetation, 
it was accompanied by a destructive 
fdree, far more powerful and far-reach
ing in its work of destruction of lite 
and demolition of property than the 
rain could be in the salvation of the 
crops of the field, for the work of de
vastation was not confined to this 
church edifice, and those unfortunate 
victims buried beneath its.fallen walls, 
but many of their homes Were destroy
ed, and their fields flooded and vegeta
tion ruined.

Oh! why had their praters been so 
cruelly ansewerd? Why had their 
trusted, . loving, merciful r father sent 
this terrible calamity upon them? They 
could not understand it. . Think you, 
my friends, that this raiq and accom
panying storm that wrought so much 
destruction in its pathway and brought 
death to so many of those iievout, pray
ing people was an answer to their 
prayers? I do not believe that any 
God or devil had anything-whatever to 
do with it, but it came ail a result of 
natural causes, through the workings 
of the laws of nature, just as everything 
else in nature Is produced. Had the 
much-needed rain only come to those 
Buffering, drouth-stricken people, they 
and the Christian world- would have 
regarded it as a special ’dispensation 
and blessing sent by theit God in an
swer to their prayers, blit as it was 
accompanied by the destructive force 
of the wind, and its disastrous work of 
devastation and suffering,, they would 
not like to give God creditl but in real
ity, it all came from the |ame source, 
or was produced by the ¡same cause, 
through ¡-.the workings of 'the laws of 
nature.

Personally, I do no t,bdlieve in the 
existence of a God or Devil; If we ac
knowledge the existence of these two 
mythical beings, we must admit that
the dbvil is the more powerful of the

for good returns for his labor and ex- two, for is It not evident that there is
penditures in planting and cultivating 
his crops were almost abandoned. 
Many things had been planned and 
hoped «for, based upon the prospect of 
a bountiful harvest. Many were the 
prayers that had been offered up in 
silence to their just and merciful God, 
the supposed maker and giver of all 
things, for that gift which at this time 
would be to them the greatest of bless
ings—a copious rainfall. But thus far 
their prayers had availed nothing, and 
tlie situation was daily growing- more 
and more serious. Relief must come 
soon, or all vegetation perish, and great 
suffering and privation follow In con
sequence. So, it was decided by some 
of the most devout believers in the ef
ficacy of prayer to cajl the good people 
together In a great concentrated effort 
in offering up their petitions to the 
throne of mercy, for the much-needed 
rain. A time and place were appoint
ed for the assembling of this suffering 
section.

Many came together promptly at tlie 
appointed hour, and no time was lost 
in beginning to offer up their petitions. 
Prayer after prayer was rendered in 
the-most humble manner to the . groat 
so-called ruler of the universe, beseech
ing him to send upon them a special 
dispensation of his great- power and 
love and mercy, by granting the one 
great blessing they so much needed 
and desired. And while thus engaged 
in 'this humble devotion with great 
faith and .hope tliat in a short tl'ipe 
their petitions might, bo granted, some 
one in the assembled crowd observed 
In. the dim distance a very small' float, 
Ing, fleecy clóud, a mèro speck .in that 
vast expanse: of clear, blue ■ sky, in

more bad than good in the world, more 
wrong-doing than rightidolng? When 
we look about us and liehbld the wick
edness of all kinds, and are compelled 
to witness the selfishness .displayed 'by 
mankind in their dealings-anflnssocia- 
tlons with each other, and are obliged 
to see and know so milch of, the low, 
vile, degraded, .debauchery flhd licen
tiousness of every description,; sur
rounding us upon every.handl' is it. hot 
evident that the poweCOf sin is-strong- 
er than the power of good, orjin other 
words, is not the Boiftlied ¿evil, the 
supposed author of sin,, more,,powerful 
than the so-called God,'the,supposed 
author of good?

Why, let me ask, did pod„create a 
devil, or permit such at wicked being 
to exist and forever bft;i)I8 enemy and 
competitor? Why. doe's' he pjace such 
a being in our midst, ’and permit him 
to go about like a roaring' Hon; seeking 
whom he may devour, Itfell-knowlng be
fore that mankind would, .yield to this 
tempter ho placed favour midst? Is 
there a human parent, who is Bane, that 
would permit a wicked^person to min
gle with their children. .Well knowing 
they would bo 'Influences, by .this per
son to do the wicked, things he had 
commanded the mnotjto'1 do, and be
cause they yielded, 'cruelly torture 
them forever? No sane .parent, could 
be guilty of such cruelty and injustice.

Ah! it is far easier for me not to be- 
Heve in the existence t>f any, (Jod than 
to accept the generaA-Seliof as,gleaned 
from the Bible. If tfi^e be ‘a God, ah 
-banish all wlckednes^rem pur midst? 
Why, I.s there so -muolrfstWering in tho. 
world,-If there, is a'-n&flson that can 
prevent it'? Why is disease and

pestilence? Why must we helpless 
people of earth be visited by the de
structive cyclone and tornado? Why 
must we have floods and drouths to 
destroy the fruits of our labor, and 
bring great privation and Buttering In 
consequence? Why the great destruc
tion of property and loss of life by the 
lightning’s flash? Why did not this 
supposed being of unlimited power ar
rest the angry flames and prevent the 
awful suffering and agony of the six 
hundred unfortunate victims in the re
cent horror in the burning of tlie Iro
quois theater in the city of Chicago? 
Why tlie intense suffering and loss of 
both human and animal life by freez
ing during the recent severe weather 
extending over a large area of our 
country? Tell me not there is one 
whom you call merciful, who has unlim
ited power, yet does not use it to pre
vent the awful things that are taking 
place almost daily in our midst.

MRS. F. 0. CRAMER.
Rockford, Ill.

The Hgsh of Public Opinion Brought 
Forth by the New York Sun.

THE BEAUTIFUL HILLS.

Oh, when and where shall I gain them, 
My beautiful hills of rest?

They Ue afar in the cloud-land 
Of an unknown mystical west.

Their slopes are covered with blossoms 
More fair than the Eden tree,

Nor earthly showers have dimmed 
those flowers

Through Time and Eternity.
Dreaming, I see their beauty 

And rush to their glad embrace,
Till a dead white mist comes ghost

like,
As I.seek them far and wide.

And waking I weep, and wander 
Again in the endless quest,

Through the world of men seeking 
again

My beautiful hills of rest.
There's a little brook runs downward 

With its silvery flow and fret
And he whose lips shall touch its waves 

Shall all of his griefs forget.
One tall palm like a jewel 

Gleams green upon the crest
And the summer moon is deep aswoon 

On my beautiful hills of rest.
I hear them singing and calling— 
. My friends on the other side— 
And my heart bounds high in greeting 
As rS€®irthem-far and wide.
Th’ey clasp me, claim me, and hold me, 

Their wandering, earth-bound guest, 
Till the vision flies when the morning 

skies
Break gray o’er the hills of rest.

Oh, when and where shall I find them—

We have received a printed copy of a 
sermon preached at Grace Episcopal 
Church on the second Sunday in , this 
month by the Rev. Dr, Huntington, the 
rector. It is “a plea for Christian legis
lation in the matter of polygamy and 
divorce," and is marked throughout by 
a moral earnestness which commands 
respect.

Simply as an argument, however, the 
sermon is not unassailable. It makes 
assumptions which are not always sup
ported by facts. For instance, Dr. Hunt
ington contends that "the duty of the 
Republic” is to “take Christian ground.” 
“Let the Republic side with Christ,” he 
exclaims, “even though secularists lose 
their temper and all Agnostla protests." 
But what is the law laid down by Christ 
"as spokesman for Almighty God?” It 
is thus read by the rector of Grace 
Church: "Christ utterly discounte
nanced polygamy, and sanctioned di
vorce only for one cause.”

Now. of the religious communicants 
of the United States, aggregating some
where towards thirty millions, or less 
than two-fifths of the total population, 
about one-third are Roman Catholics, 
who deny that Christ sanctioned di
vorce for any cause. Of the remaining 
two-thirds, practically all the Protest
ants, with the exception of loss than a 
million Episcopalians, believe that 
Christ permitted divorce for more than 
one cause, or for the cause of desertion, 
besides adultery; and this belief is ex
pressed in the statutes concerning di
vorce in every State of the Union ex
cept South Carolina and New York. In 
this country there are also more than a 
million Jews who reject the authority 
of Christ to lay down any law "as

A Beautiful Story of Spirit Return, or 
How a Spirit Mother Was Attracted 
to Her Son on Earth, After Being 
Several Years in Spirit Life.

On January 31st, 1897, James Lang
tree, a bellboy at the Pilgrim Hotel, 
517 Chestnut street, St. Louis, Mo., told 
Mrs. A. E. Babcock, one of the guests, 
that he thought some spirit was al
ways around him. and he asked Mrs. B. 
to heli> him find out if such is tlie case. 
He being an uneducated boy, but hou- 
est, Mrs. B. wished to help him all in 
her power, and told him to come to the 
room some Sunday morning, and then 
she would find out for him. He came 
the following Sunday, and wim him 
came the spirit of a lady and her daugh
ter. Amelia Bauer, our spirit friend, 
told us that the lady was tail, had blue 
eyes, and light hair. The spirit lady 
then said, talking through Amelia Bau
er, that her name was Mary Cavanaugh, 
and the daughter’s name was Jane 
Cavanaugh, and that they were the 
mother and sister of this boy Lang
tree, and that his name was not Lang
tree, but James Cavanaugh, and that 
he was left an orphan, and that the 
lady that took him was not kind to 
him, and that he was taken away from 
her and put into an orphan’s home in 
New York City. His father was a bad 
man, and she did not live with him. He 
went west selling wine, and ran with 
bad women. He passed to spirit life 
about 1887.

The boy then asked, "What nation
ality am I?"

“Your mother was Irish; your father 
French on his mother’s side. You are 
an American and was born in Cincin
nati, Ohio. I am so glad 1 have found

spokesman for Almighty God." The
you, my son. I have been around you 
a long time. ' .

The hills of my spirit home!
The lilted glades and the silver seas 

With their pearl white wreaths 
foam. "

I am heart-sick, home-sick, weary, 
To clasp to my aching heart

Mormons, of course, believe that the 
Divine law permits and requires polyg
amy. “All Agnostic protests” that the 
law both as to polygamy and as to di
vorce is a purely human and conven
tional rule; and the population of that 
realm of unbelief is undoubtedly great, 
though it cannot be assumed that it in
cludes all or even a majority of the fifty 
or more millions of the American peo
ple who are classified as outside of re
ligious communions.

Let the Republic "take Christian 
ground and not be afraid to say that it 
takes Christian ground,” says the dis
tinguished rector of Grace Church. 
What have the million Jews already 
here to say about that and what will the 
many millions more who will be here a 
generation hence have to say? More
over, as we have shown, tlie vast ma-

_ 1 was attracted to you
while you was in church at Trenton, 
III., about 1897. I like the lady you 
are going with. She is a good woman

of

The friends who bide on the other side 
In my beautiful hills of rest.

For I know beyond any doubting
That the visions of night are sure.

My home stands there in the summer 
land

To last while the stars endure.
One day I shall find it, claim it,

When coffined and calm—and blest— 
They’ll say, “She is dead,” when my 

soul has fled
To my beautiful hills of rest.

BEATRICE ST. GEORGE.

THE TRUE RICHES.

Who loves the most Ris 
most;

Who Joves the least 'tls 
least.

he possesses

he possesses

Indifference is ignorance, i 
Informs with falsehoods.

and hate 
. Love the

teacher is
Of all that’s true. Love gives us sole 

dominion
Of all that we can hold of earth or sky 
Save as the beasts.
We cannot understand save as we 

love;
We can not even see, save as we love.
Who owns most of the valleys, hills and 

woods,
The streams, the grazing flocks? 'Tls 

the same man
Who owns most of the sunsets, clouds 

and stars.
And who is he? ’Tls he who loves 

them most.
For only by the measure of his love 
Can he discern their perfect loveliness, 
And know the joys of their companion

ship.
Who owns the priceless pictures? Only 

he
Who through his love can feel the 

thought they hold.
Nor title-deeds nor gold can give pos

session
Of aught most worth possessing. Only 

love .
That gives all can receive all in return.
Who are the poor? For one whose 

, flesh is starved,
The thousands starve in spirit, in

proud mansions 
And humble huts alike.

worse,
And which is -f ■■ V '

To own a shriveled purse or shriveled 
soul? •

The want from which mankind Is suff’- 
ring most .

Is want of love; and yet where one 
man strives

For riches and dominion had through 
love,

The thousands strive to feed upon, the 
' husks.
"Love God and ono another." No false

* fable, ; -.
Nor crackling, thorns of foolish rhetoric
Is Christ’s commandment, but the way 

to riches
Which have no power to purchase sin 

and woe; ' . : -
Which thieves take not .away, nor 

. years destroy. .
CLARENCE A. BUSKIRK. :

Princeton, Ind.- ; . . • •

"Fine-spun thoughts cannot vibrate in 
unison with coarse-grained • tissue.— 
Anon, ' . '

jority of Christian believers in the
United States deny that Christ laid 
down any such law of divorce as Dr. 
Huntington attributes to him. What 
will they have to say? So far, the 
American people have said in their leg
islation in all the States, except two, 
that there is no Divine prohibition of 
dlvirce lor more than one cause, while 
one-third of the organized Christian be
lievers deny that Christ allowed di
vorce for any cause, but rather estab-
llshed matrimony as a sacrament 
soluble only by death.

Dr. Huntington would have this 
public proclaim its establishment

dis-

Re- 
on

“the New Testament of our Lord and 
Savior Jesus Christ" and make Its laws 
In strict accordance with the principles 
there laid down.- But what are those 
principles? Christendom is split into 
two great and radically conflicting di
visions because of disagreement as to 
them. We print to-day, for example, a 
letter from a distinguished Roman 
Catholic ecclesiastic, in which he ex
plains tliat if a Catholic who had been 
divorced, even for the one cause which, 
according to Dr. Huntington, was “sanc
tioned” by Christ, should get married 
again by the learned rector of Grace 
Church, he would subject himself to ex
communication—he would be anathema.

Nowhere else than on the Christian 
ground, says the Grace Church rector, 
can the State find "sure footing," "here 
it can tread firmly and with full confi
dence.” But how can the State estab
lish itself on that ground when Chris
tians themselves differ so radically as 
to the “sure footing,” how can it take 
any decided position on the question 
without violating our fundamental 
principle of the separation of Church 
and State and offending tlie religious 
conscience of a great part of its citl 
zens?

and you had better marry her. All 
your relatives are now in the spirit 
world."

P. S.—This boy married the lady, as 
his mother suggested. She was a 
chambermaid in Pilgrim Hotel. They 
are' both doing well, the boy having a 
good position at'Lemp’s Brewery, St. 
Louis, Mo. . .

On Feb. lltb, 1897, Mrs. Cavanaugh 
came again, and requested us to write 
to the Foundling Asylum, New York 
City, saying the boy must have been 
brought to that asylum by a Mrs. Lang
tree, she giving her own name instead 
of Cavanaugh. The child was not tak
en to the asylum to keep, but to take 
care of. There should have been ?30(J 
taken with this child. The mother 
died in the meantime, Is the reason 
the child was not called for. The 
mother of this boy was married when 
18 years old by a priest in New York 
City, giving birth to a. boy and girl. 
The boy was born in December, 1873. 
The mother would be now about 4« 
years old. There should be a record 
of this boy, as money was left him 
from his father's side in the old coun
try. :

Mrs. Cavanaugh again thanked the 
spirit girl, Amelia Bauer and her 
friends on earth for bring her and her 
son together, saying, "0, my son, I am 
so glad I have found you. I will watch 
over you now, that you may grow bet
ter and prosper.”

Mrs. Babcock, wrote the letter, and 
received this reply, showing the mother 
was right about this boy being her son. 
Foundling Asylum of Sisters of Charity,

175 East 68th street, New York City.
Mrs. A. B. Babcock, Pilgrim Hotel, 

St. Louis, Mo.—In answer to yours of 
Feb. 28, I will say our books show that 
on the 28th day of May, 1881, a male 
child (the name given him was James 
Langtree) was brought to our home. 
He was sent west and was adopted 
through our agent, to Jacob Myer, of 
Trenton, Ill.

Yours respectfully, 
SISTER LAURA VINCENT.

The above is one of the many true 
visits and records of strange spirits 
visiting our home. We are not profes
sionals, and never under any circum
stances take a cent for what we give.

A. G. BABCOCK.
Pilgrim Hotel, St. Louis, Mo. '

NOTHING WILL DIE,

REAL WEALTH.

Let money-makers scheme and soulful 
dreamers dream;

The form of man must live and house 
the soul supreme;

Must have its food and clothes and 
shelter on this earth,

And aid the spirit in its growth and 
higher birth. .

Let men of earth toll on In greed till 
they are gone,

They cannot always keep their souls in 
pawn, . .

And while they gain and hoard their 
gold—the God supreme— .

The lasting wealth can but be gained 
through love, life’s dream.

Unlasting, frail and weak the wealth 
the selfish seek;

When Death at last Imprints his stamp 
- upqn the cheek, 
The soul in prison looks for light and 

life beyond, above,
And to the dreamer last appeals for

; higher, lasting love.
Were( this wee earth the whole of 
:• . the human soul
Would need no aspirations, need 
. ■ higher goal,

life

no

No higher life, no hope for growth be
' : yond the tomb; ■.

Just birth and toll to breathe and be, to 
", face one doom. ■ . .

. ’ . DR. T. WILKINS.

. To accept góod'advlco is but to 
proase one’s own ability,—Goethe.

In

When will the stream be a-weary of 
'flowing

Under my eye?
When will the wind be a-weary of blow

ing
Over the sky?

When will the clouds be a-weary of 
fleeting?

When will the heart be a-weary of 
beating?

And nature die?
Never, oh! never; nothing will die;

The stream flows, 
Tlie wind blows, 
The cloud fleets. 
The heart beats, 
Nothing will die. 
Nothing .will die; 
All things will change, 
Thro’ eternity. 
’Tls the world’s winter; 
Autumn and summer 
Are gone long ago; 
Earth is dry to the centm 
But spring, a newcor • 
A spring rich and s 
Shall make the win. 
Round and round, 
Thro’ and thro’, 
- Here and there, 
' Till the air

And the ground 
Shall be filled with life anew.
The world was never made;
It will change but It will not fada 
So let the wind range;
For even and morn -

■■ Ever will be
Thro’ eternity.

Nothing was bom; .
Nothing will die; • , ~ 
All things will change. . . ..

—Tennyson. -



Reli^on? jjl Authority.

Lorain, Ohio. E. V. MORSE.

that even students from theological col-

DESIGN-
An Agnostic View of the Subject.

some of distinction, have abandoned 
the profession; that more are restrain
ed, only by temporal considerations;

I never 
have he-

different being It is from what earth 
people ever dreamed it could bp. l am 
ethereal. I am of a more subtile, clear, 
refined character than any of the finer

lleved that I am as I see myself now. 
Body!—no it is only a house that I live 
in. Truly that is all that it is. I seo 
now my real self is in it. Ah! what a

The Noblest Title to Which One Can 
. Aspire. Well, the wonder of it all! 

knew before! 1 would not

A Spirit Gives His Views in Regard to 
the Same. I

THE FUTURE POSITION OF THE 
4 CLÇflGY,
. —i----- - . '

Mr. Goldwlditemith on-the Vitality of

Are you a man? Are you a woman? 
This question comes to us forcibly in 
all its true significance aud breadth of 
meaning, and though we put forth our 
best ellorts in search of the key which 
will open the lock of this problem, the 
answer only comes to us in fragments. 
However, we will do the best we can to 
gather them together, and present them 
to you as a whole, in such shape, you 
will, at least, be able to arrive at some 
satislactory conclusloti"for yourselves.

We have frequently heard the expres
sion used, “He is a man among men,” 
or, "She is a woman among women.” 
My friends, to what grander or more no
ble title could you aspire, than to be 
called a "man” or a “woman,” iri the 
true sense of the word?

Were you president of the United 
States, King or Queen, over vast do
mains and’millions of subjects, and can 
not lay claim, honestly, to the title of 
“man" or “woman,4’ you are traveling 
on a lower plane of development than 
tho poor, humble pauper who can. The 
former, who sits in high places, dwell- 
-Ing in the midst of earthly wealth and 
ease, who, by the raising of a finger, or 
glance of the eye, cause all noise and 
turbulance to cease; who ride forth In 
their rich,’ beautiful carriages, whose 
highly polished surfaces reflect the 
faces and forms of their subjects and 
citizens; who scrape, bow and acclaim 
with loud voices the honor and esteem 
in1 which they are held.

This, and much more, might be added 
io present them to you beautified and 
lifted high in the proud station which 
they fill, beyond the common cares, 
woes and sorrows of their subjects; 
and yet, if they do not posses in their 
hearts and minds that most noble of ti
tle—“Man and "Vvoman”—their posi
tions are a sham, their lives a failure.

• To one, who stands upon the outer
most edge of wealth, pomp and pag
eantry can view, with mind untram- 
moled with thoughts of jealousy or self
ishness; who look with clear-seeing 
eyes on this tinsel show, passing on like 
a fleeting vision to the ultimate of Its 
earth’s last journey, through the gates 
of so-called death, into the vast mys
terious beyond, to be.forgotten and un
known as time rolls on. The humble 
and lowly of station as well, by this 
great law of time, dealing with one and 
all alike, high or low, rich or poor, are 
being hurried swiftly along, no favors 
shown to the moment when the last 
good-bye will be said, the last kiss im
pressed upon the cold lips, and from 

\ the eyes the last look of love and recog
nitton shine out from their clouded vi
sion, the last breath flutters from the 
body, and the spirit goes out into the 
ethereal immortal realms beyond.

There, In God's bountiful domain, 
and soul-entrancing music, vibrating 

' the ethereal atmosphere, echoing from 
< court to court, will be found the answer 

written upon the tablets of time, In the 
tears of anguish we have drawn from 
the eyes of -those we have oppressed 
and injured, or written in letters of 
gold, in the midst of a halo of glory, 
for the joys we have given those we 
have protected and helped, and find 
those titles superseding all earthly ti
tles annexed to our names, "Man” and 
“Woman.” Lofty and beautiful senti
ments spring from many a human mind, 
fleeing from the abode of impurity in 
which they dwelt, parting company 
from-thelr deceased companions of in- 
iqulty, and gone out on their mission of 
charity and good will, to find a more 
cleanly and purified atmosphere in 
which to live. No mind can become so 
impregnated with the poison of wrong 
living, but it will at times emit sparks 
of bright and shining light, from th’at 
divine flame planted within, and awak
en the desire from its slumberipg condi
tion, to want to lift itself up from its 
lowly place in the scale of degradation, 
and rise into a higher and purer atmos
phere of action and mentality.

I believe like attracts like, and that 
the drunken individual feels 111 at ease 
with the sober, and seeks his own in
ebriated companions. Likewise, the 
one who lives upon the higher plane of 
purity of thought, has become truly 
sensitized and imbued with a divine 
love and reverence for God and admira
tion for nature, shrinks from those who 
dwell upon the lower plane of derision 
and blasphemy. Yet, my friends, don't 
you know the saint to-day may be the 
sinner to-morrow, and this life’s jour
ney upon which we have started in an 
embryo state, the spirit dwelling in the 
mortal body, trudging onward, ever on
ward, full of anxiety, restlessness and 
concern, groping at times in the dark 
shadows and slums of lowly condition, 
now coming out for a time into the open 
of God’s sunshine arid purity of thought, 
back into the cloudy fogs of uncertain
ty, ambling on, ever on, to the end of 
earth’s pilgrimage.

Let us try and have more light than 
shadows, and enthuse our minds with 
the thought to do the best we can. To 
so live, we will each and every day, by 
our kindly acts, pure and noble 
thoughts, come nearer to our lofty ideal 
of being a true man, or a good woman, 
whichever the case may be. This life 
is made'up of the littles, and the small
ness of things, and those fragmentary 

, parts adhering together, create the 
vast, the whole, grand and magnificent.

Ah! how many illustrations we can 
call to mind to exemplify those littles, 
which in the separate integral parts of 
their individual selves are not worthy 
of apparent notice, but how they grow 
and enlarge when they come into con
junction with others of their kind, 
compel our respect and command us 
to deal with something mighty and Im
portant. Let us make a few compari
sons:

Look out upon the desert plains at 
tho smooth, sandy surface. How it 
glistens,shines and scintillates from the 
rays of'God’s beautiful sunlight. • .A 
cloud .appears in the sky, another, arid 
then another, they are seen hurrying 
from all sides until the heavens are 
canopied .o’er with a dismal dark pall 
of gloom. Gusts of mind start up here 
and there, from the North, South, East 
and West, gentle at first, like children 
of-Spring, gaining strength every mo
ment, which in their raging might and 
power, are sweeping and howling o’er 
the land like giants let loose, carrying 
in their strong grasp small particles, 
throwing them here and there in rills, 
hills and mountains. Those lofty domes 
which have reared their majestic peaks 
asplrlngly towards heaven, so grand 
and Imposing to look upon,» flung to
gether by the mighty forces of nature, 
are composed of, what?—"little grains 
of sand.’’ Likewise, the calm ripple op 
tho surface of the ocean’s boson, be
comes the mighty wave of- huge 
strength, force and power when the 
winds lot loose, and- pile them up into 
huge masses of crested foam, madly 
chasing, jostling and toppling o’er each 
other, heading .towards the shore to 
beat themselves with spent strength.in 
thunderous roar, upon tho rock-boun'd 
coast, or fall with sullen sound upon 
the sandy beach—-“little drops of wa
ter.”

!. , Ro H is, my friends, these lesions of
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the “littles" are being taught us each 
day, plainly showing the true principle 
of force and energy, rightly and profit
ably applied, can compel the smallness 
of things to evolve and grow into larger 
and greater.

We are all citizens of these United 
States; taken separately, we are'weak, 
but as a whole we compose one of the 
greatest and grandest countries upon 
the face of the globe. Let us deal 
with the present and take care of the 
"littles" round and ab^ut us, in doing 
our duty by helping some one in sor
row by a kind word of sympathy, some 
one in need of a little help, scattering 
our smiles here and there, doing our 
share to ease the burden resting upon 
aching shoulders, and lifting the veil 
of sorrow from many a pale face, and 
drying the tears from eyes that only 
look out into the world with grief.

While here, let us live more in tho 
present, and do our duties here and 
now, Don’t, worry so much, figuring 
and striving to solve and know the mys
terious future of your lives, but con
tent yourselves in holding firmly, and 
true, to the present, and do your duty 
as you find it. Surely, in taking care 
of the “little deeds" of the present, so 
small, so common, they are liable to be 
neglected and overlooked, in our far
away-search of tile great events which 
will happen in our future state. Come 
back from the ethereal fields of celes
tial vision, in the beautiful realms be
yond. Come back to the things which 
concern your present state, dealing 
with the material earth and physical 
body. Take good care of that physical 
temple, the body, that house in which 
dwells your beautiful spirit, constantly 
trying to impress you with thoughts, 
to live nobly and grand, here and now, 
and all will be well in. the future. 
Wrinkle not your brow, nor make your 
head ache, in trying to solve the prob
lem of to-morrow, next week, next 
month, but hold yourself to your duty 
as men and women, here and now. One 
second in the past Is history, one .sec
ond in the future is mystery; only the 
present is ours to control.

Sit not in listless mood, with folded 
hands, dreaming of the many grand 
and mighty deeds you would do if you 
had wealth in abundance. Sit not in 
idleness In fancy view, picturing your
self, seeing in your mind’s eye the 
many beautiful edifices you have raised 
for the benefit of humanity. Listen not 
to the voices of fancy which applaud 
you from the dim vista of dreams, not 
based upon reality. Wake up from 
dreamland, through exerting that God
given will power, and resolve to your
self, “I will go out and search for the 
things I can do in the present, and per
form my duties faithfully and well," 
and you will find your pathway lit up 
through life by the small lamps of wis
dom you are filling with the oil of 
kind deeds and noble acts, and kept 
burning with the-bright flame of love 
to illuminate you upon your journey of 
progression in the future. '

Take care of the little things of the 
present, to your utmost ability, and you 
are storing away the fragments and 
pieces, which, in the future—the mys
terious future—when you and I have 
solved the mystery of death, you will 
find they have resolved themselves Into 
a grand, noble, substantial spiritual edi
fice in that beautiful ethereal land be
yond. Then you will know and realize 
that most noble and precious of all ti
tles, the only true and lasting, when 
your dear friends, gone on before, wel
come, caress arid greet you with words 
of love and praise and hear them say; 
"You have lived the true life of a man" 
—"You have been a good, noble wo
man.”

WILLIAM HENRY DARBEY.
Toledo, Ohio. ’

A correspondent recently favored the 
readers of The Progressive , Thinker 
with a series of articles, by which he 
seeks to show want of design, and 
hence that there is no designer.

I fail entirely to see the verity of the 
suppressed premise.

This subject of design has occupied 
my mind from infancy. The argument 
should be that the object sought for 
in the thing done, has not been at
tained. '

In advance, let me say I am not con
tending that there was, or is a designer. 
I am agnostic on that subject, but I do 
contend that the mere fact that the 
animal kingdom is imperfect in any 
part of its construction, is no proof 
of want of design. The suppressed pre
mise in the argument of the writer, 
then, is where there is a designer, the 
thing designed should be perfect.

Now, If there Is an intelligent de
signer, we must first ascertain what 
his design was.

Suppose that in the present Russian- 
Japanese war the Japs should con
struct a huge gun so that on firing its 
pieces would fly in every direction, and 
for miles, with disastrous effect, and 
that they should in some land battle 
appear to flee from the Russians, leav
ing this gun upon the field, and that it 
should then explode, killing and wound
ing many of the Russians, would that 
show a defect in the gun? I am not 
meaning to insinuate that the animal 
defects may be designed for vicious or 
calamitous ends, but to intimate that 
seeming imperfections may have been 
designedly wrought In furtherance of 
this view, it Ib Important to meditate as 
to the end which the thing designed 
is meant to reach. Suppose a man to 
have been sb constructed that his teeth 
would never ache nor decay; the rela
tion of aesophagus and trachea' such 
that no unpleasantness could ever re
sult; that even food should always be 
at hand when needed, etc., through the 
entire series of so-called defects - enu
merated by our friend; in short, sup
pose man to have been created perfect. 
Ib it necessary to call attention to the 
fact that no move, no action on his 
part would be necessary? He would 
be a mere living thing without object 
or purpose. The sensitiveness of his 
teeth alluded to incites him to keep 
thein clean; ever to-be mindful of the 
kind of food he takes; even the liability 
to strangle In the act of deglutition is 
a constant reminder. His liability to 
dyspepsia and other stomach diseases 
set him a task to perform.

• Now, will any one doubt that the en
tire course of evolution is brought 
abopt by perpetually occurring necessi
ties? The finely chiseled hand is an 
advance from the like member of lower 
animals, The former rude member was 
insufficient to fulfill the nicer wants as 
they arose. The sightless fish in the 
mammoth cavo was never annoyed by 
the rays of tho sun, hence Its eyes 
were never developed;- In short, there 
is nothing to prove that the defects 
mentioned by the writer were not de
signed , .for ;.our . further development 
and evolution, To these In part we 
may bo indebted for being1 living,■ enbr- 
gotio beings. . -

1 B. R. ANDEpSON,
Concordia, Kan. - '

W MAI SELF. Á Brilfelt Intellectual Light Sheds Its 
Rayj 01 a Putrid Mass of Creedalism

To tho Editor of] tl;c New York Sun: 
gaseous substances that aye known to gestii MarCh BUg’
earth’s chemists. man comnX^ a clcrgy'No wonder I’am spellbound to find to
myself looking at myself, and this most question mbl/mnmnhh?^ °n' °PGnei1 a

No one doubts that the clergy have hith
erto been and' are still a vitai element 
of our social Organization. But if M. 
Sabatier is-right in-holding that the 
days of every'reHMon of authority are 
numbered, there will be an end of 
course, of ail-dogma, all creeds/ all 
articles of relig'-i, all established rit- 
u?*Ua * ordinations,, rind consequently 
of the existenefe cif the clergy as spe- 
cjaiiy appointéd keepers and dispensers

ness of its intense reality upon me.
There are the eyes—I . suppose I 

should say my eyes; but they are not 
my real eyes, they are only instru
ments or parts of my house mechanism. 
I use them to see earth things only. I 
use them not to see the finer, the real, 
the spiritual, those who have moved 
opt, arisen, the glorious landscapes, 
such as those, can see who become 
aware of their inner and finer nature, 
titeir real selves.

Now I will tell how I live In this 
house and accommodate myself to it. 
I am the shape of my outer self, but, 
oh! so perfect, fitting and filling every 
part of it; clear and transparent, 
Every muscle, joint, nerve, organ, 
hands, feet, hair and eyes aré of the 
same color of those in my house, and 
features the same. I can look out of It 
anywhere. I can put my real hands to 
any part of It.

I know and sense obstacles long be
fore my body comes in contact with 
them. ■ My house is perfectly clear to 
me. It is lighted up with q perfect 
light, and I can see that it is in good 
repair. How I dislike to have it torn 
or -xirred.

Why, I have actually grown and de
veloped my perfect form in this house, 
and never realized it before; strength
ened and rounded out the beautiful 
lines of my imperishable self. I ab
sorb and appropriate the.finer particles

However, if the dissolution । of 
religious , organization must. present
ly come. The signs of are visible. 
Thereis disturbance in all the churches, 
even in the Church of Rome, though in 
her case it is more easily hidden from 
view than in the case of any one of the 
more democratic churches. There was 
a considerable abstention of prelates 
from the Council of Rome which af
firmed the Infallibility of the Pope. 
There is a conflict, evident, though 
half smothered, between the Jesuit or
der and the party of conscience. In 
the Protestant churches we have hot 
theological debate, futile heresy trials, 
desperate attempts to revise creeds, 
of which the stubborn dogma defies re
vision, and to put a liberal construction 
on anathemas, the authors of which 
meant exactly what they said. Even 
ritualism is probably in great measure 
a phase of doubt flying from itself. 
Clerical consciences are pricked,' as is

... -----—u.ol,ol,DC1B the conscience of the young man who
of religious truth. The churches them- at the same time assures us that with- 
selves apparently'must be closed, or "in his knowledge many »clergymen, 
handed over ¡to secular use. A vast ................  ‘ '
chasm will be -felt- in our social life.
If mans conception of hls.origin, state 
and destiny is totally changed, we must — ----------r--—  ........-__ _— —•
expect a revolution-in his general state leges are renouncing ordination, and 
to follow. ■ ■•; that those who enter the ministry from

The revolution. If it is to come, will.......................
probably be more sudden In the United 
States than elsewhfere; 'because among 
your people there Is, wltn special ac
tivity o fmind/a general level of edu
cation and intelligence over which new 
ideas and sentiments spread like the 
tide running in over a flat. Yet .even 
m the United States; though religious 
belief may have been Jqsing Its hold, 
it seems that the ch’ufches are still well 
filled and the contributions have not 
fallen off. We hod a' startling account 
the other day-of tho prevalence of 
heathenism attended by moral collapse 

/h« rural districts 'of Rhode Island.
... - - - -----  - — “u*- this apparently there were local

of the food my house needs for repair; causes. In Catholic countries, Italy and 
also the sunshine and the gentle breeze France, while intelligence almost uni
as it fans the quivering air. versally Is free thinking, simple ianor-

I have been asleep. I have awakened 
with that Intense energy .that the strong 
child only knows after bis sleep. I am 
more than ajlve! All vibrations are 
as known currents to me. Here, se
curely encased in my body-house, im
mortal!—my real self. Yes, surely.

Ah! now- I know; knowing, I will 
watch my thought waves, protect my
self from those who send the swift 
darts of enmity, and describe for you, 
if you will listen to me, the form, feat
ures and appearance of your friends 
on, the other side, and will tell you the 
words that their spirit voices vibrate 
to me In that etheric zone wherein they 
dwell. I will also tell you some of the 
wonders that I found.

I forgot to state that I never wink 
with my real eyes; they adjust them
selves telescopically to objects at any 
distance, even to canons of miles away; 
and while my house is resting and be
ing repaired for the coming duties of 
the day, I look to the terrestrial 
spheres and examine countless realms 
of boundless worlds and spheres, and 
there 1 receive wisdom and subtile last
ing impressions that I store away in the 
secret, innermost repository of my inner 
self, so that when 1 shall finally lelive 
this house, I shall not be uninformed 
as to the way I shall take to reach 
those remote shores. Thus While en
cased I see and examine with my tele
scopic, telepathic, inner finer vision 
where countless, boundless worlds are 
rolling in the grand symphony of na
ture’s eternal, unlimited spaces, and the 
fresh song of the morning is ever heard. 
More countless than the sands of 
earth’s shores are those systems of 
worlds appearing in the canons of dis
tances: even to my far penetrating 
sight they appear not as in. sunlight, 
but in a soft, clear, perfect light, and 
tinted as the finest steel, engravings 
known to mortals, perfect in form and 
outline; only 1 cannot stop uppn them 
to examine them. This is not my privi
lege; it is only for me to see and learn 
the ways and paths that I may safely 
tread them when I leave my earthly 
home.

My work here is not finished. I must 
perfect myself more. 1 must look and 
see that my inner self is matured and 
strengthened by the magnetism of 
mother earth, so that when the final 
preparations are complete I can go and 
leave no residue behind that will serve 
me in-that higher home.

My friends, I wish to tell you this, 
as I see and know it. You are just like 
myself, only you don’t know it. This 
you will all find out when the time of 
your journey bursts upon your inner 
spiritual vision.

Here a voice said to me, “Your 
friends helped you write this.” I am 
impressed that they have a deeper and 
a far more reaching object in view than 
perhaps appears to the reader, viz., to 
show me what, where, who, and how

versally is free thinking, simple Ignor
ance still believes and will probably 
continue for some time to believe in 
the Pope, St. Januaries and the Immac
ulate Concéptioii.'.'-Even in Protestant 
countries there ‘are masses which 
though they are e'dueated in compari
son with the masses Tn most Roman 
Catholic countries; and will still take 
the Higher Criticism a long time to 
reach. Social-'-'habit and Uie feeling 
that church-going'-is respectable will 
last long. So Will tile political con
servatism whioh’dpholds wnat has been 
coarsely called'the “Black Police."

In England, th& State Church, dis
tracted as It is, and1 though a large sec
tion of the educated classes has ceased 
to believe Or .pretend to believe in its 
doctrines, 1st upheld-from a mixture of 
social and cpolltictü motives. I have 
known one ifistandh, at least—I think 
more than none of the building of 
churches frjim such motives by men 
who had fefiobneed Christianity. This 
is a practical illustration of the say
ing of GlbbOtt thdt’ al! religions were 
to the peoplotoqualiy true, to the phil
osopher equally falbfe, to the statesman 
equally useful. Id

the universities are usually the weak 
and poor in intellect, stronger minds 
going off Into Other callings. The last 
statement, if correct; Ib ominous, ,sli)ce 
it implies that the spiritual leadership 
of the people is falling, intellectually, 
into unfit hands.

The consciences of the clergy, who 
have actively to. teach, preach, and 
lead in prayer, must be more disturbed 
than those of the laity, who have only 
to sit or kneel through the service, 
The conscience of the Protestant pas
tor is likely to be piore disturbed than 
that of the Catholic priest, whose in
dividuality is generally lost in the per
formance of an ordained rite. The 
Idea which seemed to float in the minds 
of Renan and Matthew Arnold, that the 
people might be left in blissful ignor
ance and that the clergy might adapt 
their ministrations to it, Involves a 
sacrifice 1 of the clerical conscience 
which could never be seriously pro
posed. ■

You note the manifest tendency of 
the clergy generally to glide from the 
work of the theological pulpit and re
ligious ministration Into that of philan
thropic leadership, 1 and to concern 
themselves less with the life to come 
and more with tne life that Ib. This is 
a natural transition. The combination 
of the two offices is not new, though 
the proportion of the secular and phil
anthropic to the theological has been 
signally increased. Nor, if spiritual 
life is a reality and the essence of 
Christianity is true, is there anything 
to forbid the professional union of a 
spiritual pastorate on a rational foot
ing with a congenial leadership in good 
works. Unltarianism has almost come 
to this already. However, there is a 
veil, It must be owned, over the imme
diate future, the raising of which aged 
eyes are not likely to behold.

<• GOLDWIN SMITH.

Man aia Sub-Creator and a Typical 
Egoist,'or Mind as an Arbitrary Ruler 

Over the Empire of Government

the real self Is; 
and unfolds, and 
supreme master 
own destiny.

Eldora, Col.

•dwells, lives, grows, 
may and can be the 
and guardian of its

A. J. R.

FOR YOUR BETTER SELF.

The blight of the' frost may descend on
the tree, ' ’

And the leaf arid the flq,wer may fall 
and expire, ' 1 .

But ever and ever love blossoms for
Die, _ • . .

As I sit in the silence and gaze In the 
fire. —J. W.' Riley.

Health is Your Heritage.
It you feel sick; depressed and irrl-' 

tated, if your food disagrees With you, 
if you are constipated, if1 you suffer 
from catarrh or kidney and bladder 
trouble, you are not getting what yoir 
are entitled totràt'of life. ’ There is no 
reason why you'should not be'restored 
to a life of perfect health and useful
ness.- There is a cure for you and it 
won’t cost you a cent to try It. The 
Vernal Remedy Company have so.much 
confidence in their superb remedy, Ver
nal Palmettona (formerly known as 
Vernal Saw Palmetto, Berry Wine), 
that they are willing to send, free and 
prepaid, to any reader of The. Progress
ive Thinker, that writes fòt it, a trial 
bottle. ' You can try and t.es.t absolutely 
free of all charge. We advise every 
reader to' take advantage of this gener
ous offer and write to-day to The Ver
nai Remedy Co., 462 Seneca Building, 
Buffalo, N. Y. . ,

Nothing is so much to be feared as 
fear. Atheism may, comparatively, be 
popular with. God.—Thoreau.' ..

A handful of good. life is., worth a 
bushel of learning.—George Herbert.

The street is full of humiliations to 
the proud.r-Emijrson. ; . .

. Good deeds ring clear through heaven 
like a hell.—Richter.; .. .

He wears his faith but as tho fashion 
of Uis hat; it ever changes with the 
jioxt block—Shakspoare.

0 brother, why fumblo and stumble 
and grumble through lite? That is not 
the way, to success.—Ananda,

This prominent argumentative thread 
interwoven in the wool of human inter
ests, is forcibly bfbught to our notice, 
by the discourse ''of the Rev. Heber 
Newton, on “Training of Thought as a 
Life Force," and in which the creative 
process seems to have been especially 
employed in thé manufacture of a dis
proportionate percentage of by-prod
ucts, and from whiph is evolved the 
questions of the relative ' standings of 
egoism and altruism, as modern de
velopments Of man-as a moral and so
cial being! " “ "

In the idealistic trendings of argu
ment, in the discourse considered, the 
unfolding pages of intellectual develop
ment seem to have been rolled back
ward to the shadowy, Intuitive plains 
of thought, as it flourished in the palmy 
days. - . ■
Of Confucius, of Jehovah; of Brahma, 

of Siwa; ’
Of Isis, of Osiris; of Horus and of 

Ra*1' . .
Arch-angels, Fetibh demons; Fairies 

from thgJLai(d of Nod;.
And of - hundreds, if not thousands, 

other Tutelary Gods.
In spite of,-and in disrespect to, the 

modern in-rush1 Of science and practical 
scientific thought, giving to immature 
childhood the intellfectual scintillations 
and acumen, in broad mental concep
tions, more4'than-equalling the pre- 
medleval sage and philosopher, the 
Rev. Heber Newton; and a generous fol
lowing of Newtonlzed intellects, have 
succeeded, within perhaps a single gen
eration, in inciting a deplorable stam
pede of the theological units, on a half 
mad, half blinded «chute; backward to 
the dreamy occultism of a primitive, 
indolent inteliectùàlity. ■ • .

The subject essence ofthis discourse 
is contained' in thè following quotation 
from Mr. Newton’e argument; and is 
selected, in the i main,. .because it bo 
fittingly represent^ .in ,a new mantle, 
and on a igfxlern7 pedestal, < the long- 
slnce SclenÇâàliçtt^red. idol of a semi
civilized -reUgÎouû gppeh. The quota
tion is as ’igUpjysj." "God creates thé 
universe, flrgt pf tajl by thinking it; 
as every mtta create his world around 
him, by Rrsb of. all,thinking them, into 
being in hiSjffivii'inmd.’’ .

What an artìglijfr' of logic! What 
an inversion of tlièi man of natural creai 
tion and dejfjlopjnept! What a sacri
fico of philpBophy. tp. mythological oc
cultation! What bartering of the 
fruits of a’h^ji-ehrajd realism,' for the 
husks of a SMutàMouB Idealism! Both 
Gods and i^mi .erpete their own envi
roning worlçÆ or with impunity effec
tually sever tiic great subjective from 
the punltlvo''objc<etUe! . WI;at a mira
cle of all'mjrà'clesr. The Intellectual 
factors of semnije apd education have 
already delegated,',to'environments tho 
great qirlme facfbriàip of a creator's 
compliment'; . Aà . ntt tattial héritage, 
arbitrarily suhjëiitpa to'environs, man, 
all the way along fims posed ' as the 
CREATED; but by this modern artist, 
each individua! is, p/pturôd 'as indepen
dent in matters .of Ills own creation; 
creating," ownlfié, unliking a world - bÿ 
and for himself nS1 a. product of his own 
ephemeral inlnd.’. .'
. Tims, then; mjist-tliq ^upposdd man 
bo robbed: of hid Acknowledged and 
earned capacity ; .shórh of all licensed 
excuses Tor lii^.jllioriipómlngs, and of 
all sources ïràjnyWlitëh ‘ ho mhlit of 
should 'receive, objeciWefy,’'forcò for 
his mentality, and! cause for his con-

ance Is non-effective; parentage im
poses no obligations; organic law need 
not be respected. In fact, environ
ments become but playthings, and the 
potency, of universal law is, at option, 
stood-off” by this wonderful man.
His mind is directed or impelled by 

what? Environs, which should be-con- 
sidered as products of his mental force 
could supply him with no mental em 
ergy; direct no particular or general 
phase of mental conduct, would be in 
no wise causative, and would vibrate 
not from the causative to the effective, 
but from the effective to nothing.

And again, what is the nature of this 
world around him” that man is said 

to create, and how does he control it? 
Does he encompass himself with le
gions of fetich demons, faery spirits, 
or tutelary gods, and force environing 
antagonisms into estates of love and 
servitude, like his weirdly pretentious 
barbarian ancestors, or does he employ 
the more economic method of subject 
hypnotism? On this point, though a 
vital one, the instructions of. the in
structor fail to Instruct. But we will 
not be thereby discomfited, though 
there is a great dearth of literature on 
this and kindred subjects, that, if sup
plied, would leave a perpetual shower 
of information in their wake. But 
words are not argument, for words, 
even, when properly arranged, express 
ideas only; a group of ideas, properly 
arranged, express but simple facts- a 
series of facts and their relations, prop
erly arranged, express knowledge, and 
no more;- and finally, a system of knowl
edge, or knowledge systemized, judi
ciously selected, expresses wisdom; the 
climax of human Intelligence; but 
words alone, or even abstract Ideas, do 
not carry the understanding direct onto 
the plane of human wisdom.

This "world around him,” that man 
Is said to create, might be, in its ideal 
conception,.but a mental picture; and 
by considering the mentality as a prod
uct of Itself only, can we realize that 
the thing created thereby, is absolutely 
a product of such an Independent unit. 
Literally rendered, such argument ad
vises ..us that .we have full liberty, and 
in fact an endowment of duty, to ren
der the agonizing, cries of the afflicted 
as sweet music to oiir ■ souls; thereby 
cutting us off from such obnoxious mis
eries of. our intruding brother man, and 
thus establishing ourselves in an iso
lated and happy estate of human ego
tism; wherein,-under the old human 
plan, we would assimilate, to a degree, 
the miseries of our fellow-being,..and 
partially experience such environing 
conditions, as conditions native to our 
own-organisms, thereby generating hu
man sympathy, followed by charitable 
conduct, extended in profitable justice, 
to the benefits of a fellow-man, and the 
great cause of human ethics.,

And again, is ft possible that by a 
temporary freak of the will, impelled 
by an artificial cause, we can look with 
joy upon the. hollow eye and sunken 
clieok of starvation’s countless victims?1 
Or can we, barring all objeotivo reali
ties, generate. In our mental workshop 
alone, a beautiful Juno morning, with 
Ite .associated birds, and brooks and 
flowers, .out of the real and tangible, 
bleak and blinding storrqs of the frost- 
liliig, with its snow-and-lco-clad hills 
and: vales,.' at ¿December’s fading twi
light? . It might be said that there lies
latent In the intellect of man a quail

----- fixation by which can bo developed such 
duct. Intellectual or physical Uilioritr mental pictures would feebly .repro-

sent a spring-time, at a time when, the 
ego, hi unison with the balance of as
sociated nature’s environs, is actually 
experiencing the chilly blasts of tho dy
ing year; but could the mortal ego reap 
and actually experience from such 
spontaneous and fanciful mind dreams, 
and in tha regular order of nature’s 
course convey such hallucinatlonal phe
nomena to the crucible of the human 
soul?

Newton’s God, Immortal, incompre
hensible, unknown, has created a uni
verse, the comprehensible nature of 
which, to those who ought to most 
fully comprehend It, aud their sub
tile relations thereto, is coar se aud ma
terial, barren and unsatisfactory; the 
fountain-head from which all terrestrial 
miseries have quaffed. This has been 
accomplished by, the application of a 
great infinite mind to what? Nothing. 
He thought it into existence in his own 
mind. We have finally learned that 
thought, or "to think," is a transitive 
verb, and that we do not think of 
things, but actually think them. There 
was an infinitude of nothing, and an 
infinite mind thought it into everything, 
and so we have the'universe. \

Apparently, that his assertions may 
have the force of argument, before the 
the common minds, he simplifies it by 
enthroning ail men as creators; but 
having no more material worlds that 
may pose as mortal products for his 
mortal Gods, he must, it seems from 
necessity, intend in his non-instructive 
instructions, that the individual birth- 
to-death, and thence spiritual, out-into- 
an-inflnlte-eternity life experiences of 
each vital unit, is the “world around 
him," that each mortal intelligence, by 
fickle impulse of mind, has woven into 
his web of life.

The rights of human inquiry inspires 
us to ask. from what marvelous and oc
cult sources have the Heber Newtons 
of the past obtained tho knowledge that 
all was once both chaotic and nothing, 
or that all is now orderly and some
thing. Let such revise their experi
ences, and the arbitrary empiricisms ac
companying them, and with caution, re
port again to their world of students, 
how much of this universe, this human 
cosmos, has sprung up at the directions 
of the index hand of design, and how 
much has been thrust upon them, and 
especially for them, in spite of the last 
and Intensest human efforts, helmed by 
the fraternal hand of human purpose.

The law of physical inheritance, al
lied with the designingless warfare of 
environs, projects upon the plains of 
life, a conscious automata, and gives 
to Buch, discordant organisms, Inferior 
mental enlightenment, brutal and car
nal passions, etc., at the very genesis 
of life’s responsibility. Nature, by vir
tue of such laws,-and mechanical ef
forts are thrown in and around her 
varlgated subject organisms, endows 
some with weak bodies, some with 
strong bodies, but not one with a per
fect body; unfolds some with dull in
tellects, some with bright intellects, but 
none with infallible intellects; some 
void of either instinct or reason, with 
but a bare consciousness; some devel
oped to a sublime consciousness, but 
none to psychic infallibility. Yet this 
Heber Newton, with one Isolated flash 
of thought, would make all these divers 
subjects of the adversity of Nature's 
perpetual and irresistible crasli of en
virons, the creators of their own des
tiny, the infallible directors of their 
own welfare.

To what -foolish purpose, O fallen 
warrior, comes to thy bleeding side that 
red-crossed angel of love, and hope and 
cheer? You are your own world-build
er; she builds none of it.

Why, O blushing lover, allow the 
soul’s cardinal throbbings to disturb 
your peaceful breast, when impulsed by 
the radiant smiles of thy psychic af
finity? You, rather, should rebuke 
such psychic advances of this afflnite 
being. Such comes from without; you 
build your world from within.

If all is subject to the impulses of 
thy deific attributes, O wonderful man, 
where operates the potency of thy 
would-be intellectual teachers; where 
indices the efficacy of thy moral in
structors ?

All that thou need’st is just thine 
own subjective self, most marvelous 
creature and creator.

Meanwhile, what disposition will you 
make, O modern prophet, of the count
less demi-gods of personified nature? 
of the co-ordinate figure-heads of an
cient theology? What will become, O 
Astrologer, of the terrestrial subjects of 
thine Asjtral Gods? Where, O Aescula
pius, is the recognized potency of thine 
Alchemic doses? Where, O Christus, 
are the victims of thy sword; the fruits 
of thy vineyard, the compensations for 
thy cross? Where, O Shepherd, are the 
lambs to be fed?

In spite of the combined potencies 
of environs and inherent laws, in the 
higher creations of mental organisms, 
this literary prince, by one subtile 
stroke of his pen, in the transparent 
garb of logic, has both virtually ele
vated man to the miraculous dignity of 
self-creator, and lowered him to the 
base puerility of self-created; thus forc
ing the inference that, henceforth, all 
human interrelationship must be un
taught; soul intercommunion—unrecog
nized; spiritual interdependence — un
known; all dead—ignored—forgotten.

And finally, let us ask our informant 
in this one great philosophic career of 
human life, at what time in this serious 
unavoidable race with dissolution’s 
grim horseman; In this protracted 
plunge down the gauntleted lane of 
life's dim and fickle uncertain
ties, this mingled pain-and-pleasure- 
charged ego commences, under full po
tency and responsibility, his world
building career. Tell us, O marvelous 
instructor, when is this finite spanned 
universe; this mortal cosmos abandon
ed as completed?

Does it begin when the brawny man 
pf iron frame and mature mentality has 
already passed through the genetic ex
periences, and is held in wonder’s sus
pension on the brink of a new uni
verse? .

. Is It when the companionships of gay 
youth lead from bright .highways, dowp 
to dark and still darket valleys oi Im
morality,when golden showers of an
cestral wealth constantly glisten In his 
hopeful pathway, or when the mental 
endowment of a bright. intellectuality 
indices the road to wisdom and to 
fame? ' -

Is it when plump and laughing baby
hood first writhes In fever’s merciless 
tentacles; In accident’s gory maws; Or 
In starvation's"horny clutches? Or is 
It when the fitat gasp of life Inforins 
him by its omnipresent first flash of 
pain, that the great prime ’ necessity, 
“breath of life,” is his first antagonist, 
and vibrates throughout his ever sensi
tive organism, the first clangs of na
ture’s discordant lingers?

, And lastly, when is this wofld’hoiri- 
pleted? When can the Anal verdict of 
the infallible judge, tho supreme god
head, be pronounced upon /the . com
pleted, egoistic labors of»these, his 
subaltern gods ? Not while conscious
ness lasts; not untll'both' memory and 
mental concopts ai'é destroyed; then all 
is destroyed. ...... .■■■■■.

Or, these Individual creators, being 
the embodiment of a. trueegoism, 
their labors being of and for them
selves exclusively, creating their. own 
woilfls only, their responsibility must 
fall within tho boundaries of their own 
special IntwestB, thus barring the jus-

ties and necessity of a hand that would 
punish. Make all, or any part of tha 
soclo.lntellectual universe creators of 
tiieir own woilds, and you make them 
creators of their own destiny, if not 
also creators of their own origin. You 
miuie them at once, both free moral and 
physical agents, and also assembled 
types of a GENUINE EGOISM Thus 
banishing all traces or shadows, either 
ISM. man W “ ultrahl‘wan ALTRU- , 
h(^ad tilus.,we will leave the divine, 
mlt?ggrC?at on oi eS°1Btio Gods, and 
then egoism; and as before, continue 
onward toward the harmonious realms 
of a pure altruism; where are all others 
belpto create the world of the one 
worId?ofXtSe?ln6.tO

beams irom soul to soul throughout the 
WORLD.iDflnitU(le °f “ ALTnuISTIC

- The Golden Calf Illustrated.
To tae Editor:—I am somewhat 

vrith-the mteres??d’ BkeP°culated, etc., ' 
a Mnuine mtrn ' la?lUg yOur hflnd ul)on 
a ^pnujne medium by sending the “gold, 
en calf” after him as a sort of bM 
fheie 1b no doubt that the medium 
that gets the $1,000 will bp as well ad
vertised as the most renowned patent 
laatrxx n »niu i. . feeldejl calf" will 
can an crooke<i. that wecan all travel to conviction. I was

o ,y.ear.8 to be a Spto that my friend d a.S°rt of vague ldea 
other reJ ?8 would ial1 over one an
other trying to get into the Spiritual-' 
but thevkrtidftr 1 became convinced, ' 
but they didnt; and my infant idraa are slowly expanding. W ,
enICMf”rm on^“VMC6d tl,at the "Gold'S 
iha i J.i 8 ot tke main rounds in 
the ladder of fraud or perhaps the 
whole ladder itself, and if gold is to 
cure fraud, it would be well to give it in homeopathic doses. There is To party 
that wants to butcher this calf, unless 
it is the socialist, hang his bide in some 
museum and have a glorious feast upon 
a hlS CaoSi Truth wiU never soar M 
a bird so long »a it is held under the 
hoof of the "Golden Calf.” “it won’t 
pay the preacher." We will never 
tlwrnsr.Srbl,e8 hl th‘8 C°Untliy by voting

This last sentence is short, but alas' 
1 have betrayed my polities.
w>mtBiOlnn lnedluin Bets this $1,000, 
in, atth Jlere t0 hlnder me from think
ing uiat an immense advertising 
scheme is on foot. I am as skeptical of 
vin nn “ *a}, llas tbe S1'000 118 I am with the medium.

We aie not to blame for our skenti- 
rMhil.™1?1 h^B Br<>"’“ UP 'ViU1 US from 
childhood, and we may take on more of 
it than we can well carry and become 
non compos mentis.

This man that has the $1,000 to give 
t<>a medium may become convinced ot 
the truths of Spiritualism; the few that 
witness it may also be convinced, but it 
■s too much money for tbe conviction of

He had better lay It out to help 
butcher the “Golden Calf,” tbe primal » 
cause of fraud.

The basic fabric upon which society 
now rests is being weighed in the bal
ance and will be found wanting.

This put me in mind of the words ot 
i rof-Denton in “Our Planet":

“The old must pass away that the 
new may come in.

"So passed away, with the Permian 
formation, old oceans, old islands, old 
shells, old fishes.”

The old fishes are beginning to smei A - '
and speed the day when they will ¿g -*.sa 
covered overby a more just, and better ’'i,- 
agc ™ n S’ D’ nulton.

San Diego, Cal. -

I would exbort you to refuse the of
fered shelter, and to scorn the base re
pose, to accept, if the choice be forced 
upon you, commotion before stagna
tion, the leap of the torrent before the 
stillness of the swamp.—Tyndall.

Neman has any spiritual blessing 
that he can keep to himself.

In the divine scales a dime often 
weighs more than a dollar.

We do not believe immortality be
cause we have proved it, but we forever 
try to prove It because we believe it_
Martineau. '

Human science is an uncertain guess 
—Prior. ’ ‘

I have no genius; it is only patient, 
concentrated toil that gives me suc
cess.—Sir Isaac Newton.

Without earnestness there is nothing 
to be done in life.—Goethe.

PIW PHeCure pn 
WNO MONEY?“ 
Till You’re Satisfied DIA
Forget All Other So-Called Cures. 
This is genuine. It really does the 
work and you can test it at our ex
pense. It is an apparatus for gradual 
dilation and is a healing agent. It first 
removes the inflammation, stops the 
pain, then cures by removing the cause.

Thousands of testimonials. Cures 
nine out.of ten cases—all those curable. 
Grateful people who have suffered un
told torture are glad to testify to the 
good of Pl-co-dia. We can better 
afford to send it without money, prove 
its goodness before asking a cent, than 
to ask you to take our word for it. Just 
send your name and mention this paper 
and the date and you will get all the 
proof any reasonable person could ask. 

THE PIGODIft GO., 112CHlcAao.!<lg"

fl VERY 
IMPORTANT CALL ;

IS MADE. »
A GENEROUS OFFER, AND A CALL

- TO SPIRITUALISTS.
To the Spiritualists at Large:—A 

generous offer has been made by a 
prominent Spiritualist In this city to 
give ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS to 
the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. S. 
A, for the benefit of aged and needy 
mediums, provided the Spiritualists at 
large will contribute, another Tnousand . 
Dollars to the same relief fund by-the •’ 
first of June next. The N. S. A. is now; .. 
paying out a large monthly sum in pen- !.. 
slons to worthy mediums; the calls for- 
aid increase and the fund is constantly p 
being depicted. Let every generous 
soul who has not already done all possi
ble for this worthy object, kindly send 
contributions, largq or small, to thp fol
lowing address, each Will bo acknowl
edged with thanks. Tho generous man 
who makes the offer desires to be un
named to tho public.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. 8. A. Secretary. : 

000 Pennsylvania avenue B. 0., Wash
Ington, D. 0. ...
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uid It Begin In Italy After The Fourteenth Century, and 
in England About the Year 1500?.

Further citations from Professor 
Johnsou’s “Rise of English Culture.”

The exposure of monkish fraud by 
the learned Jesuit, Jean Hardouln 
(1846-1729), is the most remarkable 
event that has occurred in ecclesiasti
cal literary annals. He was a libra
rian. In 1690, as he tells us, he began 
to suspect fraud in the writings 
ascribed to Augustine and his contem
poraries. In 1692 he detected the 
whole system devised In the fourteenth 
century and carried out thereafter. He 
Insisted that it must be a Jesuit who 
should detect and expose these frauds, 
because there was no other Catholic 
family that had not been imposed upon 
by spurious writings under the names 
of distinguished men. The points 
which he made against the old Bene
dictine writings have never been an
swered and are indeed incapable of be
ing answered. Having pursued a dif
ferent path of inquiry from him, I am 
able to say that I can confirm him by 
having arrived at similar conclusions.

Hardouln maintained that Christian
ity had no authentic documents save of 
the Vulgate Bible, the decrees of the 
Council of Trent, and a few coins.

Tho weakness of Hardouln’s position 
as n scholar was in maintaining the an
tiquity of the Vulgate, at the same time 
that he denied tlie antiquity of the 

-alone the Vulgate is known to us. But 
Hardowln was a spirit; he must beg 
the question at some point.
Hardouln was certainly right when 
he declared that the age In which he 
lived was the first truly critical age 
in the course of church history. .

The earliest known catalogue of the 
books in the monastery of Monte Cas- 
Bino 1b of the time of Paul II., 1464
1471; the next dates from the time of 
Clement VIL, 1525-1534.

I have no hesitation in pointing to 
the period 1464-1534 as, roundly speak
ing, the first great period of Italian 
Benedictine literature. Whatever had 
been produced before that time was 
most Blight in point of quantity and of 
no Importance to the historical stu
dent.

Montfaucan, the great Benedictine 
Paleographer (1655-1741) -preserved a 
silence on the subject of Dante’s “Di
vine Comedy,” which Father Tost! ad
mits to be inexplicable, had the ex
istence of the MS. been known to him. 
The “Divine Comedy" bears strong in
ternal evidence in parts of having been 
written by a clerk Imbued with that 
widespread antl-papal feeling which led 
to tlie Reformation.

The legends of earlier libraries melt 
away before the admitted fact of the 
late origin of the libraries in Venice, 
in Paris, Canterbury and Oxford. No 
collection of books worthy of the name 
of an English library. In modern accep- 

. tation of the term, existed until the 
time of Str Thomas Bodley (1544-1612). 
. - The scheme of Benedictine literature 
was begun close upon the time when 
a collection of books Is known to have 
existed in the cloister. In the next age 
Intense curiosity Is felt among the in- 
qulring monks and friars to read the 
book which Is a novelty in the world— 
I mean the Bible.

For the first time, late In the flf- 
teenth century, a knot of monks In 

-Monte Cassino are busy In writing 
works which are to be issued by-and- 
YdCwlth the names of Paul the Deocoh, 
TPeter the Deacon, Paul the Monk, and 
many others. The ecclesiastical names 
ot Peter and Paul are beloved in Monte

Lutheran books, and the study of The
ology must have been very limited 
among them until after the Council of 
Trent. 1 .

The sermon on the Mount is a Bene
dictine composition. The blessing on 
the poor in spirit is the blessing of the 
life in the doister. It is Benedictines 
who say that all other philosophy is 
wisdom of this world and folly with 
God. They put into the mouth of in
carnate God tlie commendation of pov
erty. They make their .apostle Paul ex
hort men to become fools that they may 
be wise. x

The friars at Merton College during 
the Revival of learning felt the neces
sity of cultivating a little of the science 
that was current They selected the 
old English name of Bacon for the 
designation of their ideal or idol schol
ar. They wrote short tracts on astron
omy, alchemy, mystical, theology, etc., 
which they ascribed to one or the other 
of their Bacons, for they had two of 
them. They drew up a catalogue of 
their scholars and referred them to an 
earlier age. But they made so much 
noise about Bacon that scholars began 
to believe there had been such a wiz
ard, the miracle of the thirteenth cen
tury. And yet at the end of the reign 
of Henry VIII, (1547), ony thirty of 
these poor tracts could be produced. 
Roger Bacon’s Opus Magnus" was not 
forthcoming. From tlie pens of Oxford 
and Paris students his writings were 
greatly swollen in bulk. Not until the 
time of Queen Elizabeth (1558-1603).,
did men begin to hear of a 
system of science under the 
name. ■

(To Be Continued.) 
WM. HENRY

A

complete 
Baconian

BURR.

MOST REMARKABLE VISION.

A Lady Sees the Spirit of Her Babe, 
Accompanied by a Lady Who Had 

Passed to the Realms of Souls.

To the Editor:—I will relate what I 
believe to be a genuine case of mate
rialization that happened here. Mrs. 
Cora R. Bloom is a neighbor lady, and 
with her husband and two children 
live here on a small farm. She makes 
no claim to having any mediumlstic 
powers, and is not a Spiritualist, but
Is a member 
this Is her 
words:

"Our third

of the M. E. Church, and 
experience in her own

child was bom on Aug.
10th, 1901, and lived only twenty-one 
days. After this I would lay awake 
nights while my husband was asleep 
and cry for my babe, and wonder where 
it was, and It seemed to me that death 
had ended all with It. But about two 
months after baby was burled, I awoke 
one night as usual with the thoughts 
of it uppermost in my mind, when sud
denly I saw Mrs. Steams (a neighbor 
lady who had passed away about a year 
previous), with my babe in her arms, 
In space, just above the bed and hold
ing It so that 1 could plainly see its 
little face. I saw both just as natural 
as life. I gazed on them for a few sec
onds, when they vanished. I had no 
feeling of fear, but on the contrary, I 
felt satisfied about baby, and ever since 
then I have felt that it was all right 
and in good care.”

GEO. E. CORPE.
Cove, Oregon.

Spirit Cariale gSetersílel "
While on Earth Mr. Petersilea was a medium for the 

transmission of important letters from those long 
in spirit life. Now, having become a freetf spirit 
himself, he wilk convey^ his best thoughts through 
the mediumship of his devoted wife, and \ye are 
sure they- will prove interesting to our reacts.

Letter Numtier Five.

In speaking of the cathedral, and 
how It was bullded, reminds me of the 
pictures that my wife and Mrs. Had
lock saw on plain writing paper, by 
pinning it up where the light would 
strike through the paper. After the 
description of how the pictures were 
made visible, was published in The 
Progressive Thinker, I received quite 
a number of letters, saying that the pic
tures were caused by the inequalities of 
the paper; but I am happy to say that 
such was not the case. There were 
hundreds of pictures seen on one email 
sheet of paper, and all were beautiful 
fapes of spiritual beings. While look
ing at them intently, many would dis
appear and others take their places. I 
was controlled by Denton to write out 
how they were produced; and I now 
find that he wrote the truth, They 
were thought pictures, just as the ca
thedral was a thought picture. Denton, 
just as he wrote, stood behind my wife, 
and threw, or sent ■ out, his thoughts 
and the paper focused and reflected 
them as they went vibrating onward. 
My wife'being a sensitive could really 
perceive them; oesides, many ot those 
pictures were the photographic im
pressions of spiritual beings that were 
actually present, standing at a proper 
distance so that the reflection of the 
image would appear small.

The scientific Denton was eager to 
try this experiment, and Mrs. Hadlock 
and my wife were excellent mediums 
for the purpose. This episode, at the 
time, deeply Impressed and Interested 
me. It was also written, by Denton, 
that in some such way as this, the 
great fact of Immortality, and the pres
ence of unseen beings would be fully 
established. Belief Is one thing, and 
actual, scientific demonstration, is an
other; and when once immortality is 
demonstrated and scientifically proven, 
the matter will forever be set at rest, 
and there can never be any more 
doubts, no more than there are now 
about electricity, the X-ray, or the 
newly discovered radium.

“I fear not.” he answered.
“And are not all the hosts of heaven 

able to destroy such monstrous errors? 
I thought the heavenly , spheres were 
stronger, and had the power to govern 
such things on the earth.”

“There is only one way to do so,” he 
said; “and that is to enlighten the 
minds of mankind, especially on relig
ious subjects. What can be expected, 
when children are taught church dog
mas, and might, which is war, is taught 
to youths, before they are old enough 
to do a great deal of thinking for them
selves? Mediumship is the only rem
edy; for, how else can it be known on 
earth that the Romish church is not 
right? It is only by obtaining a knowl
edge of the heavenly spheres that 
church dogmas can be refuted—and 
how can anything be known of the 
spheres except through mediumship? 
How would you have ever known but 
that my former ideas when on earth, 
the ideas that I myself instilled into 
your mind when you were, a child, how 
would you have known but they were 
true, and that death ended all, unless I 
had not actually forced my writings
upon you from the spirit 
trolled and forced them 
against your will power, 
times even obsession had

world, con- 
upon you, 
and some

to be resort-
ed to? Spirit control, possession, and 
obsession, are all right when used for 
the right, to give truth to mankind and 
uproot and destroy error. But, here is 
Denton’s laboratory. Perhaps we may 
find him within." $

And, sure enough, there he was, en
gaged in some kind of chemical analy
sis. He arose as we entered and came
forward to greet us. 
not unknown to him. 
me at once, but I had 
face to face before to 
He grasped my hand 
warmly:

“Welcome, my dear

My father was 
He recognized 
never met him 
my knowledge.
and shook

professor,'

It

he

Of course, as I had been so deeply in-
terested in these thought pictures, L man-
was anxious to meet Denton person
ally, here In the spirit life, and hold 
converse with him. I asked my father 
if we might not pay him a visit?

"Certainly," he answered; "and, no 
doubt, Mr. Denton will be very glad to 
meet you as an unfettered spirit.”

"Does he know that I have left my 
body?” I asked. .

’’I think it very likely. He keeps 
himself pretty well informed of all that 
takes place on earth, for he hopes to be 
able to be the one to demonstrate ethe
real photography, and Is watching 
sharply for the right kind of medium

said with a pleasing smile. "And so 
you nave joined the great majority, I 
see? Truly, I did not expect you here 
so soon—feel sorry that you did not 
pay more attention to natural laws and 
stay in the body the allotted time of

You did not listen to your wife,
it seems, and I did not listen ito mine,

Cassino; they took thir 
spot.

Paul the Deacon is the 
of the Anglo-Saxons. ■

A monkish biographer 
(1458-1464), reports that

rise on that

first to write

or Paul II. 
tli ere was a

club or guild of young men in Rome 
.who regarded the orthodox faith as 
“resting- on certain tricks of saints, 
rather than true testimony,” and a say
ing is put into the mouth of the genial 
and secular-minded Leo X., 1515-1521— 
Jesus Christ." .

The great law-giver, St. Benet, con
stantly cites Scripture in his Rule. 
Generally he cites the Vulgate, but 
sometimes the Septuaglnt. Father 
Hatten has pointed out that St. Benet 
does not always follow the Gospel in 
his allusions to persons in Gospel tftne, 
e. g., when he makes the Publican say, 
"Lord, I am not worthy, sinner that 1 
ain, to lift my eyes to Heaven.” The 
explanation given is that St. Benet in
fers these words from what St. Luke 
says. The true explanation is that the 
Rule and the Gospels were the produc
tion of the same Order; and the Rule 
may have been composed at a time 
when the text of the Gospels was not 
yet fixed; or, again, the Benedictine lit
erature was constructed upon the sys
tem of sentences, and a series of "Says 
he,” or “It is written ” were gradually 
made the property of named, yet ideal 
persons. .

The Christian Scriptures from which 
the Benedictines deduce all their sys
tem, were by them fitst deduced from 
the Scriptures of the Synagogue. By 
him “who brings out of his treasury 
things new and old,” is meant each 

■ Abbot of the Order who is skilled in the 
Divine Law.

After St. Benedict came Casslodore, 
who is made to declaim vaguely on 
Divine learning, Dionysius ExiguuB 
(the small), a great Scriptural scholar, 
St. Gregory the Great, all the product 
of the Benedictine Round Table.

The Gregorian system of Biblical in
terpretation, with all its artifice and 
false science, shows how impossible it 
was for the monk to admit the common 
people to the unaided perusal of the 
Scriptures.

The distinguished allegorlst is made 
to admit that he understands neither 
Hebrew nor Greek, he is content with 
tho Italic and the new “version of Je- 

Irome.” In other words, the Gregorian 
(Style Is late fifteenth or early sixteenth 
(century; the time when our ancestors 
(began to hear of this Pontiff who had 
'sent Augustine and other Benedictines 
|o these shores, and a variety of other 
novel "histories.” - .
' Bede, first heard of as an ancient 
monk of Warmouth in the early Tudor 
time- (about 1500 or later), and exalted 
to Venerabillty during the same period, 
duly succeeds in the illustrious Roll, in 
turn duly pointing to Greek and Latin 
scholars in the South and North who 
preceded him.

Then St. Boniface and his coterie of 
imaginary Benedictines of a monastery 
near Oxford make their appearance- 
all luminous Biblical men In dark ages, 
when the Bible bed never been heard 
of/ ■

Later imaginary Benedictines nil 
drink from the same fountain, the writ
ings of Saints Augustine, Ambrose, Je
rome and Gregory. ' .

When we arrive at Trlthemlus (1462
1516), Abbot of Spanhelm, we find him 
in nliter conflict with slothful monks, 
who nro not to oe induced to study the 
Scriptures nor any other nooks. Jie 
calls' them "frogs."

The monks were forbidden to read

LEADING QUESTIONS.
WHICH WAY ARE YOU PULLING?

Some Thoughts That Scintillate With 
Divine Light, and Which Should

Cause Each One to 
the Purest and

To the Editor:—The

Aspire for 
Best.

enclosed clip-
ing, from the Detroit Evening News 
(Which Way Are You Pulling?) is very 
suggestive and full of thought, both 
from a political and religious stand
point.

To me . it Is a sermon in itself, and 
it may awaken a thought in some other 
sleeping soul If of enough Importance 
to place in your columns.

As ever a well-wisher for your suc
cess in the cause of Free Thought, and 
public discussion of : all subjects,

. J. P. RUSSELL. 
Grand Ledge, Mich.

Which Way Are You Pulling?
There are in this world two sets of 

forces—one set pulling down, the other 
pulling up.

The homes, the churches, the ethical 
societies, schools, art museums, the 
higher drama, the social settlements 
are pulling men up, putting more light 
and joy In human lives and increasing 
the sum total of the world’s happiness.

Arrayed against these benign agen
cies are the forces of greed, appetite 
and passion which, through all time, 
have pulled men downward.

Every man and woman Is influenced 
more or less by both of these forces. 
He yields more often and more readily 
to the one with which he is most In 
sympathy. Habits, purposes, ideas, as
sociations all are tendrils, or tentacles, 
by which one or the other of these 
forces gain hold on one.

As times change these forces assume 
new shapes, new phases, new names, 
but through all th ' -,, > and under all 
conditions they are substantially the 
same—the one animated by love, the 
other by greed; the one working for the 
great brotherhood in which there shall 
be a common glory and a common joy, 
the glory of good deeds, the joy of a no
ble self-respect; the other animated by 
a selfishness that is ready to see hu
manity damned, root and branch, 4f it 
can only “put money in the purse” and 
attain to the gratification of the lust 
for place and power.

We are not only influenced by these 
forces, but we blend into them and be
come part of them. Our every action 
is a force for good or evil in some other 
soul.

It is a fearful, unending battle, of 
vital and far-reaching results, and it is 
the first business of every one to ask 
himself the questions:

"Which side am I on?” . ■
“Am I with the forces which diminish 

the sum of human joy and dwarf the 
world’s manhood, or am I on the side 
of those forces which flood the world 
with gladness and promote the char
acter which is the basis of all true civ
ilization?” . '

It 1b purely a question of love or self
ishness, of manliness or unmanlinesb, 
of the kindly human interest that would 
live for the brotherhool, or the stupid 
brute Indifference that would find its 
supreme satisfaction in its own miser
able greed.
■ No matter how unimportant you may 
seem to bo in the world’s affairs you are 
a vital force one way or the other.

Which way are you pulling?

through whom to give it to the earthly 
plane. He Is an exceedingly busy man, 
an untiring worker here on this plane 
as well as for the earthly plane. I 
think we shall find him, either at his 
laboratory, or at a scientific college not 
far away. He lectures, and has
classes, at the college when not en
gaged In trying to demolish popery.”

i-

“Has he tried to destroy tlie cathe
dral wherein we found Franz Liszt?”

“He.has tried very hard to enlighten 
many of the votaries belonging to It, 
who insist that they are right and he is 
wrong.”

“The Romish church is fast gaining 
ground in the United States,” I said. 
“My wife and I often talked of It sor
rowfully, but always ended by saying 
that, probably, we should not live long 
enough to meet the terrible crisis 
when it came. Father, will there be 
such a crisis as we feared?”

“So far as I can tell the future,” he 
replied, “there will be; and the streets, 
within the cities, will yet flow with the 
blood of the so-called heretic. History 
repeats Itself, and the slimy octopus 
has already wound Itself in and out, 
and all about, the\freestates of Amer
ica; yes, and whatMi/left of the Prot
estants will yet join hands with the 
mother church, as an aid and ally to 
destroy what they are pleased to call 
atheism and infidelity together with 
the new spiritual movement."

"Cannot this be averted?"

so we both paid the forfeit and left 
them to mourn in sorrow and Ipneliness 
our early departure from earth.”

"Ah, yes, Mr. Denton," I replied. “I 
am now well aware of my folly, but It 
Is the old, old story of spilled milk,” 
and I smiled at him.

"Brother,” he Bald, as:he pressed my 
hand; “we were both headstrong, but 
let us try to mend matters as. well as 
we can. We may be able to make the 
spilled milk good, after all.”

"I know what you mean,” ;-I said. 
"You mean that I can now retrieve my 
error by learning all -that one can 
about this life,' and by«iontr<flllng my 
wife to write, thus make ■ 'amends; in 
part, at least.”

"Precisely! You are an apt,, pupil, I 
see.” • : ir'

"Mr. Denton,” I said; "I have often 
heard my wife speak of you. She ad
mired you greatly in her younger lite. 
She attended very many of your lec
tures, and as you have controlled much 
ot the writing, what more natural than 
that I should greatly desire to meet 
you face to face?”

"Nothing could be more natural," he 
said, “and here I am, what there is of 
me. Not as large as 1 might be, am I?"

I laughed as I replied: “Choice goods 
are usually in small packages.”

"What ot yourself, then?” he asked, 
quizzically. "Perhaps musical vibra
tions Increased your size to their pres
ent proportions? Be that as it may, 1 
am small In size, while you are large, 
and our souls are as different aq our 
mortal bodies were, or as our spiritual 
forms now are. But, my brother, ! love 
you—have loved you since I first was 
brought en rapport with you. I knew 
you well, when we were both in the 
earth life, often met you on the street, 
or in the old-time horse car, and attend
ed some of your concerts, that I might 
hear the great piayer play; but this is 
the first time I have ever spoken to
you, I think.”

"Yes; you were more fortunate 
knowing me. I unfortunate in

in 
not

knowing you. I hope now, that our 
friendship and brotherly love will be 
mutual.” 1

‘‘Amen!” he ejaculated. "And now I 
know that you need my help.”

"I need all the help 1 cau get,” I said. 
"I want to work. I am eager to work. 
I want to know just how to work, and 
what to do. My father, here, is doing 
all he can for me; but he, like myself, 
understands that in unity there Is 
strength, and congenial minds must 
band together in order to accomplish 
any great work. I want, very much, to 
join my forces with yours, and others, 
to help give light and truth to the lower 
world.”

“In order to do that," he said, one 
must first understand light and truth 
in their various bearings. That which 
appears to one to be true, to another 
seems false. I never did care much for 
theories: Facts, facts were what I 
wanted and what I still want. How 
does that strike you, my brother?”

“There are things that I intuitively 
know to be true, which I never did, and 
do not now, reason about. My wife 
used to tell me that I always jumped at 
things,just as I jumped at music, but 
that I always jumped directly into 
truth. What have you to say to that, 
Mr. Denton?

Mr. Denton squared himself and 
looked at me Intently.

“I think your wife jumped directly 
Into tlie truth herself when she said so. 
Light and truth seem to radiate all 
around you. You are the soul of har
mony, or a soul that radiates the har
monies of nature, and light and truth 
are among the great harmonies. I 
delve among the facts, while you rise 
into the harmonious region.”

"Do not flatter me, I beg. I would 
also like to grasp facts that I might as
sist in giving them to the earthly 
world. However much I may intuitive
ly know these facts, I must learn to 
demonstrate them to others—like mu
sic which I have always known within 
my soul, yet was obliged to learn all 
the facts or technicalities of it before 
I could demonstrate It to others. Mr. 
Denton, you are one who can teach me 
all facts wherein you are pleased to say 
you delve.”

“Well, come to my lectures, will 
you?”

echoed, and flung them back to her 
with added strength and vigor. And, 
thus, we grew together; and, through 
actual experience, I have learned the 
great fact, that the female is the equal, 
in all respects, of the male. And until 
tho lower world recognizes and admits 
this fact, there can be no justice, no 
balance struck, and wr.ong and error 
will abound."

"You are right,” said Denton, “and I 
tried my utmost, when on the earth 
plane, to show to that world the great 
Importance of holding the female 
equal with the male. My wife was the 
first to initiate me into the mysteries of 
creation. She, it was, who taught me 
how to read the secrets of the past, the 
present, and the future; but for her, my 
eyes might have remained blinded to 
spiritual things until I stepped into 
them from out my mortal body; and It 
grieves me much, when 1 look back into 
tlie earthly life, to find my name con
tinually quoted, disassociated from 
hers. Ah, would that the world, in 
speaking of' me, would cease to say, 
Professor William Denton; but, in
stead, would say, as I nearly always 
did, William and Elizabeth Denton—or, 
to be still more correct—Elizabeth and 
William Denton. Why should the fe
male half of the one sink out of sight 
and be forgotten, while the male half 
is forever kept before the public gaze, 
as thought he were the all In all—as 
though the female did not exist? The 
great war god, Yahve, was a male. 
Well, let the war-gods be males, but 
why the* God ot the Spiritualists should 
still be a male, passes comprehension. 
Occasionally one, a little more cour
ageous than another, rises up and 
prays to his or her Father-Mother God; 
but that Is of rare occurrence. It is 
still the great he God with most of 
them. They never write or speak of 
God except as he. The great He still 
dominates, and while Ulis Is so the 
lower world will still wallow in wars, 
in political intrigues, in hell-fire, and so 
on."

"Before coming here,” I said, "1 
thought the study of cnemlstry be-
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"Most certainly, 
please me more."

Nothing could

longed entirely to earth. How is 
that I find ¿¡ritual beings engaged 
this study, still?"

“That we may know all that may 
known concerning it," he replied.

it 
in

be 
"If

"Bring your friend Liszt, along with 
and stubborn nature," I said. Do you 
think, Mr. Denton, that he will ever 
perceive truth as we see it?”

“That is somewhat owing to his set 
and stubborn nature," I said, "o you 
think, Mr. Denton, tht he will ever per
ceive truth as we see It?”

“Possibly not,” he answered. “I 
think It will be a long time before he 
gives up the personal male God—the 
dominant male God.”

“What fact do you base your belief 
upon?” I asked.

"The fact that he, himself, is a dom
inant, stubborn, male personality, who 
will not yet, nor for a long period of 
time to come, allow that females are, 
in all respects, equal to males.”

“There!” said I, “you have hit the 
nail squarely on the head. That is one 
of the facts that you have brought to 
light by delving for It.”

"And how does it come about,” he 
asked, "that you are In possession of 
tills fact without delving for it? You 
must have been taught, or imbibed the 
idea in youth, that women were Inferior 
to men, especially as you received your 
education in German schools. Did you 
jump into that fact also?”

"Ah, Mr. Denton. You nave me a 
little on the hip there. No, I must ad
mit that I did not jump into that great 
truth.”

"Did you delve for It, then?”
"No, I neither delved for It 

jumped into it."
“Well, how did you obtain it?”

nor

‘ "Through experience," 1 replied. "I 
lived it.”

"How so?" he asked, with shining 
eyes. . . . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■- ■■■ - ■- - ? 7 ■■

”1 met and married my own true 
other self, and found by actual experi
ence, that my wife was my equal In all 
respects; that one-half was the entire 
complètement of the other; that to
gether we were the rounded soul—the 
twain that made one flesh—or, in other 
words, that the female half cannot be 
small and the male half large. They 
must perfectly and evenly balance 
each other. The male must not domi
nate the female half of himself; but, 
hand in hand they must walk together.”

“But how about the music?” he 
asked. "Your wife was not a musi
cian?” ■ :

“No, but my music found a perfect re
sponse in her soul—her soul echoed
and flung it back to me in all. its purity

spiritual beings had not continued to 
study chemical laws, and the results 
of the action of those laws, there never 
would have been a spiritual rap; there 
never would have been spiritual phe
nomena of any kind; there never would 
have been a materialization; there 
never would have been levitation, for it 
is by the action of these laws, and 
through understanding the chemical 
laws of attraction and repulsion, that 
these things have been accomplished. 
Now, if there were nothing to be at
tracted nor repelled, there would be 
nothing to study. So you perceive, by 
this, that we still work with, and 
through matter, although it be attenu
ated and refined. You find that you 
still have a body, do you not?”

“Most certainly," I answered. "I 
have a body as real to me r.ow, as my 
mortal body was on earth; and it is a 
material body, too; It is matter in an 
attenuated and refined condition; and 
my soul, myself, still dwells within it. 
This state of things pleases me much.”

“Then you need not be surprised 
that we still have matter, in a refined 
and attenuated state, that we can 
study aud analyze, as chemists of earth 
do matter In Its more condensed state. 
But such terms really ought to be 
changed. To us, now and here, earthly 
matter is coarse and exceedingly 
porous. To us it does not appear con
densed. It is our finer, more ethereal 
substances that seem condensed. Our 
finer substances pass directly through 
the coarse, porous substances of earth
ly matter. You are well aware, I think,

This instrument is substantially tht • 
same as that employed by Prof. Hore in 
his early Investigations. In its im
proved form it has been before the pub
lic for more than twelve years, and in 
the hands of thousands of persons has 
proved its superiority over the Plan
chette, and all other instruments which 
have been brought out in imitation, 
both In regard to certainty and correct-. 
ness of the communications received by 
its aid, and as a means of developing 
mediumship.

Do you wish to Investigate Spirit
ualism?

Do you wish to develop Mediumship? 
Do you desire to receive communica

tions?
The Psychograph is an invaluable as

sistant. A pamphlet with full „ 
directions tor the

FORMATION OF CIRCLES AND CUL>
• TIVATION OF MEDIUMSHIP

with every instrument. Many who were 
not aware of their medlumlBtlc gift, 
have, after a few sltilngs, been able to 
receive delightful messages. A vol
ume might be filled with commendatory 
letters. Many who began with it as an 
amusing toy, found that the intelligence 
controlling it knew more than them
selves, and became converts to Spirit
ualism.

Capt D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., 
writes: "I had communications (by the 
Psychograph) from many other friends, 
even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown In the old yard. 
They have been highly satisfactory, 
and proved to me that Spiritualism is 
Indeed true, and the communications 
have given my heart the greatest com
fort in the severest loss I have had ot 
son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings 
have made his name familiar to those 
interested in psychic matters, writes as 
follows: “I am much pleased with the 
Psychograph. It is very simple In prin
ciple and construction, and 1 am sure 
must be far more sensitive to spiritual 
power than the one now in use. 1 be
lieve it will generally supersede the lat
ter when Its superior merits become 
known."

Securely packed, and sent postage 
paid from the manufacturer, for $1.00, 
Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.
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that the finest, most subtle of sub-I-
stances, even on the earth, are the 
most powerful, and through chemical 
action and affinity bring forth the most 
wonderful results. So, I am still at my 
old tricks, you see, finding out all 1 can 
about these fine subtle laws,"

“Mr. Denton,” I said, “ will you go 
with me to visit my wife, and help me 
to write through her? 1 also, want to 
be your pupil, for I am determined to 
learn all I can about these very Import
ant and most interesting subjects. My 
wife, as you know, is a great sensitive, 
and I am determined to continue my 
work through her.”

“With pleasure,” he replied. ”1 will 
help you all I can; and 1 am glad to en
roll one_more soul among my list of 
helpers. -We are all needed to help on 
the cause of truth.”

My father and I now took our leave
of this grand man, for the time being, 
knowing full well that we should meet

and beauty and the talents which she) again, and often. ......
possessed, my soul echoed, and re-1 (To be continued.)

Hudson Tuttle
Library of Spiritual Literature.

Anniversary at Seattle, Wash.
We held our anniversary on Sunday, 

March 27, as It was more convenient-tor 
us at that time. It was the best and 
most enjoyable of any previous occa
sion in our experience.

The exercises commenced with the 
Children’s Lyceum at 1 p. m., with sing
ing and recitations, under the leader
ship of our very worthy pastor, Mrs. 
Loie F. Prior.

The meeting opened with President 
Little in the chair, who gave a prelim
inary address, setting forth the object 
of this the 56th anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism, and its origin, founded by 
the Fox sisters in 1848, at Hydesville, 
N. Y. 'After a brief discourse he gave 
way for those who were to follow.

The first speaker to occupy the ros
trum was Mr. Oyston, an old friend and 
co-worker with W. J. Colville, the noted 
speaker and traveler, who is so well 
known to us all. He gave us a very 
able address.

Mrs. Hibner then gave us a beautiful 
discourse under inspiration, which was 
loudly applauded.

Mrs. Spalding, an old veteran in the 
work in Seattle, was. next called upon, 
and did credit to herself. ■

A change in the program was then 
made, and a solo was very beautifully 
rendered by our organist, Mrs. Mason. 
After being so hlghy entertained by 
Mrs. Mason, Mrs. Esther T. Bosley, well 
known for many years in Seattle and 
the northwest, did herself credit in ren
dering a very excellent poem entitled, 
“Going Into the Silence,” following a 
brief address. •

Our pastor, Mrs. Prior, gave the clos
ing address of the afternoon, which I 
considered, was in tune with the Infi
nite.

Following her remarks a very hearty 
response was given In the collections 
received from the audience,.. after 
which the meeting was dismissed.

At 8 p. m., our spacious hull being 
packed to the doors, President Little 
opened with preliminary remarks, after 
which Walter H. Hall, vice-president, 
entertained us wlth'a very fine address.

P. C. Mills, ex-presldent of the State 
Association, was present- during the 
session. He is an old war horse in the 
cause of Spiritualism, and a very, en-

thuslastic worker, and when he gets on 
his feet you may look for good results.

Last, but not least, comes Brother 
Hull (not Moses Hull), an old.'ex-minls- 
ter of the orthodox church, and it does 
one’s soul good to see a man stand up 
In his true colors and announce his al
legiance to the cause he espouses. The 
spirit of a little daughter told him that 
she was not dead, but still lives, and 
that turned his attention to Spirit
ualism. .

The closing address was. reserved for 
Mrs. Prior, and she held the audience 
spellbound, lost to everything on this 
material plane, to soar .away to the 
spiritual realms beyond..

Seattle, Wash. A. V. ROSS.

Cleveland, Ohio.
The East End Spiritual Society, 1749 

Superior street, C. H. Flguers, presi
dent, held anniversary ■‘■exerci'des Sun
day, April 3, 1904. The afternbon was 
given up to the Children’s Lyceum, and 
a goodly sight it was t<f see some fifty 
children marching into1 the TihJI flags 
flying, and singing “Mairchln^ Through 
Georgia.” The little people did nicely, 
and the officers -and leaders di'this Ly
ceum have done nicely1 and 'Well. Mrs. 
Florence Barber, as R&der Hid drill
mistress, outdid herself! and Jtbo much 
praise cannot be given Tier f6r her un
tiring devotion tp Lyceilm wbfrk. The 
singing, readings, etc.,'if thb,,children 
were of a high order. ?At thS'close of 
the long program unlimited Quantities 
of cake and cream andioflee wai serv-’ 
ed—free to the childreji. Aiice sum 
was netted above all expense'^!1 It was 
good to be there. TheivenlHg’s exer
cises were very interesting. Tho music 
furnished by Mrs. Hatou, Mrs. Mulder, 
Mr. Phil Harter, Mr. Butts .and little 
Julia Thyret was of a very lilgh order, 
and was thoroughly eiljoyed by tlie 
large crowd, which filled the hall, so 
beautifully decorated with palms, potted 
plants, cut flowers, and the national 
colors, artistically draped. Mrs. Bar
ber gave an unusually fine reading, Mrs. 
Fred W. Martin, of Elyria, O., gave a 
most instructing and Interesting lect
ure, and Mr. D. M. King, the veteran 
Spiritualist, of Maple Dell Camp, was in 
his best inspiration, and gave us many 
good things.' Tho test work wes good,

every one being recognized. Mrs. S. 
Jennings, medium, Mrs. C. H. Flguers 
consented to try for Independent voices, 
and so the hall was darkened. Many 
voices were heard, several at one time. 
Several spirit voices were readily rec
ognized by those to whom the voices 
spoke.

This was one of the moil successful 
anniversary meetings ever held in 
Cleveland, and the utmost harmony 
prevailed. All were sorry when the 
last message had been given and the 
benediction pronounced. Arrange
ments have been made with the Maple 
Dell Camp trustees to have the last 
Sunday in July, 1904, set aside for 
Cleveland Children’s Day, under the 
auspices of the East End Spiritual So
cieties, and a hearty invitation is ex
tended to all sister societies within 
reach to meet with us on that day. 
Fine musicians, good speakers and mes
sage-bearers have been secured for that 
day, and we expect to make it the ban
ner day of the season. For further par
ticulars address D. M. King, Mantua 
Station, O., or C. H. Flguers, Suite 12, 
The Quinby, Euclid avenue, Cleveland, 
Ohio. C. H. FIGUERS.

The devil never tempted a man whom 
he found judiciously employed.—Spur
geon.

It does not take very much to con
vince the man who wants legislation to 
regulate the religion of the country, 
that he is a successor of the prophets. 
—American Sentinel.

Many a man thinks he is looking at 
truth when he is only looking at the 
spectacles he has put on to see it with. 
—Drummond.

Success is full of promise till men get 
it; and then it is last year’s nest-from 
which the bird has flown.—H. W. 
Beecher. ' ■

Where all are selfish, the sage is no 
better than the, fool, and only rather 
more dangerous.—Froude.

No rock is so hard but that a little 
wave may beat admission in a thousand 
years.—Tennyson. ■ ■ >

He who rebels against conscience 
ruins character.

Man alone is and shall, be our god.— 
Feuotbach.

COMRADES.

We were such comrades,
My father and I, 

Wherever he went found me, too, near 
by.

Comrades, such comrades.
He was a farmer.
My hero and king. :

Whatever he said was just the right 
thing.

Comrades, such comrades._ ■ ■ v ■ ... ■ .
Whatever he did,
I stood, "his right band”— 

Master or slave to adore or command.
Comrades, such comrades.
"Where Is the daughter?"
And mother would say, ' 

“Gone with her father, be where'er it 
may,

Comrades, such comrades.”
"Two boys together”—
And such quiet fun.

The old farm our kingdom. From "sun 
to sun,”

Comrades, such comrades.
Sugaring, planting,
And making the hay, 

Harvesting, logging, together all day.
Comrades, such comrades.
But one day he went
Where I could not go— 

And they laid him to rest under 
snow.

My comrade—my comrade.
They sold the old farm— 
Now, ofttimes. I lie

the

With my head on his grave—my heart 
in the sky—

But comrades, still, comrades.
And death does not part—
In spirit we talk— •'

Hand in hand, as of old, together we 
. walk.

Comrades, such comrades.
FLORENCE GROW PROCTOR.

Fitchburg, Mase. .

Who on earth at this day would pre
tend to settle any scientific question by 
a text froth the Blme?—R. G. Ingersoll.

Respectability may be quite different 
from rlgheousness. 1

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain tlie vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from them arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and In the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All. ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, |1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF 
MAN.

Containing the latest Investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price $1.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT 

OF THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods of 
Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin." 
Price, 25 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought. It is 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets, ot 
the Convent” Is to Catholicism. Price, 
30 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual
ists. Their testimony. Eight-page 
tract for'mission work. Single a copies, 
5 cents; 100 for $1.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL. -
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of the author, 
and some of the best popular songs with, 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socle' 

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price, 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA’ 

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan ofl 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests, 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents,

AU books sent postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, , 

- Berlin Heights, Ohio.
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Do you wish to assist in the publica
tion of a revised edition of this book? 
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in. ,—r—.> ---- , .... . ......... .... . >,„nrtrA>i Tomis, a Roman outpost, near tbd^mou^ of (he Danube, ad

dressed to Graeciuus in Rome, a»rt datod, according to our

CB’-Wbiwiver you deslro the address of your 
paper .ehaiigeil, always give the address ol 
the place to which It has beoh going or the 
change cannot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

ner year to foreign countries Is 62.
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IWIshai Ëicry Saturday at 40 t.uumlj Stiect.

S, R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor 

tubisi nt ha Chleaxa Fv.Wiic# m Swaoi-Clm Ratlir

, REMITTANCES:
Betnit by Postofflco Money order, Registered 

Letter or Draft on Chicago or New York. It 
costs from 10 to IScouts to get chocks cashed on 
local tanks, r.o do not send them unless you 
wish that amount deducted from tho amount 
sent. Address all letters to J. It. FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Ilk ■

TAKE NoiiCtli
637"At the expiration ot sutacrlptlon, it not re

Hewed, the paper Is discontinued. No bills 
will be sent tor extra numbers.

. .April 16, 1904.

A Remarkable Premium Book

It

pages, entitled “The Empire and Worship of Augustus 
Caesar, derived from recent studies in the great Libraries 
and Archaelogical Collections of Europe, including a New 
Chronology of History, by Alexander Del Mar, Late Director 
of the United States Bureau of Statistics; United States 
Representative at the International Congress at St. Peters
burg, Russia, in 1872; American Delegate to the Interna
tional Congress at Turin; and late Delegate to The Hague."

Mr. Del Mar is the author of numerous voluminous publi
cations in which Ancient History and Numismatics are in-
volved. We learn that, practically, for twenty years he has 

tSTIt you do not receive your paper promptly , . , , , , . . ,,
write us. and any errors tn address will be given his whole time to original research in the great Libra- 
EnmiVV/rSii'0103' w,d ulu“1>ei'a rles and Coin Collections of Europe. Hia books have been . bumaicu giiiub. . . '■

-----  ---------------------- reviewed at length and commended by the ablest of English,

Edit'or-at-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
Clippings when a •- attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

WAKE UP! ILLINOIS.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, tho 

Widely known missionaries of the N. 8. 
A., are now ready to work for the pro
mulgation of Spiritualism by organizing 
local societies of Spiritualists in Illi
nois. Let general advantage of their 
availability be taken at once. Do not 
delay in communicating with them at 
Rochester, Indiana, until further notice.

The time will soon be gone and your 
opportunity lost if you dally with Inde
cision. Get out ot tlie graveyard of in
difference. GEO. B. WARNE,

President 111. S. S. A

A Good Thing.
Evidences of progress are witnessed 

In many of the evangelical churches. 
Instead of alluring sinners to church by 
feasting them on tlie “grace of God,” as 
in ye olden time, they are now advertis-

Sermons one a half to two hours in 
length were common. Short intermis
sion at noon was allowed, after which 
the learned preacher again engaged in 
his task, and held his audience in dur
ance until the day waned; an evening 
firayer meeting followed to allow the 
deacons an opportunity to -be heard.

Think of apple and pumpkin pie, 
choice cakes and hot coffee, substituted 
in place of a cold church "seventeenth- 
ly" iu the sormons. and the choicest 
music human genius can devise in place 
of "Ohl Hundred," which greeted us in 
our boyish days.

Let the glorious work go on, until ev
ery chinch will have its dining-room and 
kitchen whole the stomachs can be fed 
as well as the souls. :

French and American critics. The learning displayed in 
their pages entitle them to a high place with American clas
sics, as the author is a native of New York, born in 1886.

Learned scholars have been laboring tor many years to 
find a reliable account by ancient historians of a character 
which Impinged on history about the year 1 of pur era, and 
who tor several hundred years thereafter was worshiped as 
a god. Christian writers insist that this person was a Ju
dean peasant, born at Bethlehem, who ministered for a short 
period to his people, and was crucified as a disturber of pub
lic tranquillity, about A, D. 29. Others have maintained he 
was a reflection of the sun-gods, like Mithra, Apollo, Bac
chus, Osiris, Serapls, etc. No one brought that ripe scholar
ship, that command-of ancient learning, nor has given such 
protracted researches to the task as has the Hon. Alexander 
Del Mar, and no one has accomplished such a successful re
sult as he. Graduating at a Polytechnic, and educated as-a 
Civil and Mining Engineer, notwithstanding hlB Christian 
faitfi he was unwilling to sink great truths out of sight 
which he discovered in his investigations in the interest of 
his church. The “Worship of Augustus Caesar," and num
berless quotations from hundreds ofsanclent authorities con-

chronology, A. D., 15, or shortly itfter -Hie death and ascen
sion of Augustus, The writer ofj this ¿fetter was: no less a" 
person than the poet Ovid, or Pujsliusqyidius Naso, a noble
man of the equestrian order, theini58 years of age and, as hia 
other writings testify, in tlie fulUpossesslon of his faculties.
Quoting:.. .

“ ’Nor is my. piety unknown:this distant land sees a 
shrine of our Lord Augustus erected in my house. Together 
with him stand his Bon and wife (Ilfs' priestess), deities

■scarcely less than our Lord himself ‘ As oft as the day 
arises, bo often do I address my prayers to them, together 
with offerings of frankincense. Shouldst thou inquire, the 
whole of Pontus will confirm my words, and attest my sin
cerity; nor Is my religion less known to strangers. » * * ” 
Though fortune is not equal to my inclination in Buch duties, 
I willingly devote to this worship such means as I command. 
* • * Caesar! Thou who art summoned to the gods above, 
thou, too, from whom nothing can be concealed, thou know- 
est this to be true! In thy place among the stars, fixed in 
the arch of the skies', thou hearest my prayers, which I ut
ter with anxious lips!’ _

“This evidence does not stand alone. Throughout all of 
Ovid’s Letters, of which 36 remain? to us, throughout all of 
his Elegies, of which 50 remain, throughout all Lis Fasti, of 
which six entire books remain, he repeatedly addresses'the 
i^ien living Augustus as God, or the Son: of God, the Great 
Deity, the Heaven-born, the Divine, the'Beneficent, the Just, 
the Long-suffering, the Merciful,God, ,. ' i .

"It may serve the purposes of perversion to explain this 
away; it may afford a refuge for obstlnacy.or delusion to 
dismiss It with affectations of Incredulity or contempt; but 
this is no answer to the fact; for fact it unquestionably is, 
not alone upon the testimony of Ovid but upon that also of 
numerous other intelligent, respectable and even illustrious 
witnesses, that it'to say, the testimony of Virgil, Horace,

To tho Editor:—With your kindly 
?eimission, I um ready to make my sec
ond repoit to tho public througa your 
.allied paper, of the contributions to 
toe N. 8. A,. Mediums’ - Relief . Fund. 
Contributions previously mentioned 
gave a total of 8138.78. Up to present 
titne, March 31, we have received, since 
last report, 6156.70, as follows:

Dr. B. Anna Schermerhorn, 610; Hen
ry M. Edmiston, 610; 1. L. Taylor, 610; 
g. C., 610; J. R. Francis, 65; Cecilia 
Nelson, 65; Mr. and Mrs. Louis Fouts, 
55; Mary T. Longley, $5; Psychic Re
search Spiritual Society of Richmond, 
Ya., 65; Mrs. Z. A. M. Allen, 85; Marla 
McGuinness, 65; H. C. Fulcher, 65; 
Mrs. Geo. Fellows, 65; Mrs. Bigelow, in 
memory of her father, 8. Howe,55; Ann 
Rice, 85; B. Dorscher, 65; 8. N., 65; 
Major U. S. A., 85; Cash, Worcester,
82.60; Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Gates, 62; 
Sarah J. Storks, 82; Geo. A. Davis, 82; 
Mrs. 8. S. Sutton, 82; James H. Taylor, 
52; A Seeker, 82; Mia, L. A. Manning, 
62; G. L. Watson, 81; E. F. Avery, 81; 
D. Winkler, 61; M. Betz, 81; Mrs. 
Briggs, 61; A Medium and Spiritualist, 
81; L. Steinborn, 61; Homer B. Austin, 
61; Mrs. Louise Crawford, Jl; Friend 
In Michigan, Ji; Chits. Baumann, 81; 
Widow's Mite, Kansas City, 81; A. B., 
Decora, 81; W. E. Hurst, 81; Ellen For
ster, 61; John M. Musselman, 61; Har
riet Crafts, 61; Jas. Barber, 81; Lotela 
and Nannie 81; T. S. A., Truth-seeker, 
61; Clarrlssa H. Mullens, 81; D. Edson 
Smith, 61; Albert Tappert, 81; A 
Friend—F. D. E„ 61; Chas. Hangartner, 
61; Robert Hayle, 81; Lewis B. Morse, 
81; Jacob Hey, 81; J. H. Brotherton, 
61; Martin Pearson, 50 cents; 
Friend, -25 cents; A. Denerean,

book, elegantly and substantially bound in doth 
and printed on the best paper It fills an impor
tant niche in the Spiritualistic and Occult Libra
ry, and every Spiritualist should have it. Your 
library will not be complete without it. It will 
charm you to read it. It will enable you to an
swer all the arguments ever made against Spir
itualism. It is rich with pertinent criticisms by 
the scholarly Mr. Jamieson, and philosophical 
replies by Mr. Hull, and can but interest both 
believers and disbelievers.

also through these columns—we appre
ciate the aid they give.

Some one has asked why we do not 
build a home for mediums, instead ot 
paying them a monthly pension; our re
ply is, that it Is impossible to raise 
money for a home—-we have tried It; a 
home calls for a large expenditure of 
money, it must have a matron and 
other care-takers; it is impossible to 
get the money to carry on a home on 
even a small scale. We also find, that 
the mediums prefer to remain outside 
Buch an institution, and either do for 
themselves on the pension allowed, or 
live with their friends, with that 
amount; the most satisfactory plan we 
have found is the pension one. Please 
help tl/e N. 8. A. to keep it afloat. Your 
contributions—large or small, will be 
thankfully received by

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue 8. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

NOTICE OF ANNUAL CONVENTION.
The seventh annual convention of the 

New York State Association ot Spirit
ualists will be held on Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday, June 3, 4, and 5, at Empire 
Hall, comer North Balina and West 
Genesee streets, In the city of Syra
cuse, N. Y. There will be good speak
ers and phenomenal mediums; choice 
music under tlie direction of the Syra
cuse society. A list of speakers and 
mediums will be published later. All 
earnestly and cordially Invited to at-

cents; G. W. Macatee, 20 cents.
This list with the former, makes up 

a total of 8295.48. We have a little 
more than seven hundred dollars to 
raise before—or by the first of June, In 
order to secure the thousand dollars 
promised for the Mediums' Relief Fund 
by our friend who is nameless. Please, 
dear friends, those of you who have not 
contributed, send in your donations at 
once for this noble work. If every Spir
itualist would Bend just what could be 
spared, whether a dime or a dollar, we 
would soon have the fund well filled, 
and toe good work ot caring for the 
Bick and destitute would be greatly in
creased, We notice that most of the 
contributors so far, are those who are 
always to the front, those who have al
ways sent their donations when any 
call has been made for aid in our good 
works, but few names are among those 
who are helping us to raise this fund, 
and yet, it would seem as if every Spir
itualist would be glad to send some
thing towards the support of aged and 
homeless mediums. One lady has do
nated five dollars In memory of her as
cended father; it others would remem
ber their loved ones in spirit Ute and 
do something in this line, we are sure 
that the angel world would approve. A 
number who Bend to us are in straight
ened circumstances, some are veteran 
soldiers, many aged and near to tho 
other life; we thank them all—by let
ter, when wo have their address, and

An Extraordinary Manifestation.
~ To the Editor: I have just finished 
reading Daniel W. Hull's splendid ar
ticle in The Progressive Thinker, and it 
encourages me to give a little more of 
my own experience in tlie occult realm. 
I was all alone in Uie darkness of the 
early evening, as is customary with me 
since my husband’s departure to the 
higher and better world, when I became 
conscious of his material presence. I 
did not see him with my eyes, but 
reached forth my left hand, and passed 
it slowly all over his materialized 
form. The form was soft as though it 
had no bones, but what surprised me 
more than anything else was tho fact 
that I could see him distinctly with my 
hand, and not with my eyes, for 1 was 
in darkness. It was a peculiar experi
ence, one that had never happened to 
me before. The longer I moved my 
hand over his form the plainer I could 
see him—that is, with or through my 
hand, not with my eyes. I related this 
experience to one or two friends, but 
dared not tell many for fear they might 
think me insane. But it seems, by Mr. 
Hull’s letter, that others have hail tho 
same strange thing happen witli them.

MRS. CARLYLE PETERS1LEA.
Garvanza Slation, No. 1, R. F. D., Ix>s 

Angeles, Cal.

and modern, are cited, with the shelves they occupy tn the 
British Museum; so that neither the learned nor unlearned 
can be misled by him.

Passing over the early chapters, so full of interest to 
scholars, giving an account ot ancient eclipses, and their 
cycles; the ancient years of ten months, of four months, and 
even of one month, or moon; the astrology of the Divine 
year; the Jovian cycle and worship; a voluminous account 
of ancient eras; passing other interesting chapters, among 
which are Chronological problems and solutions; forgeries 
in stone, etc., he concludes with “The Messiah.”

Hon. Del Mar shows that Julius Caesar, on October G, B. C. 
48, arrived in Alexandria, Egypt; that he remained in Egypt 
till March; that following the example of Alexander the 
Great, he permitted himself at the winter solstice, A. U. 706, 
to be deified In the temple of Jupiter Ammon. On bls return 
to Rome Julius Caesar was hailed by the priests as the Son 
of God. He was presented with sacred vestments, with a 
sacred image of himself to be borne in his chariot, with a 
sacred throne and a sacred bed. To mark the sacred char
acter of his residence it was surmounted by a steeple. On 
occasions In the exercise of his high pontifical office he ap
peared in all the pomp of the Babylonian costume, in robes 
of scarlet, with the crosier In his hand, wearing the mitre 
and iJeariug the keys. Il was these claims to divinity which 
probably led to his assassination. After his death it was 
asserted that he ascended to heaven. Augustus, his adopted 
son and successor on tlie Roman throne, paid him the rever
ence due to God the Father. .......... .

Passing much history, of which we have:given a very brief 
outline, then, quoting from pages 307 to 316, omitting por
tions to economize space:

“When the tremendous commotion caused by the death of 
Julius Caesar had spent itself in civil wars, and in the firm 
establishment of the Messianic religion and ritual, Augustus 
ascended the sacred throne of his martyred sire and was in 
turn addressed as the Son of God, while Julius thereafter 
was worshiped as: the Father. The flamens of the sacred 
college erected and consecrated to the worship of Julius 
Caesar, a magnificent temple at Rome, and for its services, 
as well as-for those of the provincial temples which might 
be consecrated to the same god, they organized a body of 
priests called the Julii, or Julian!. This priesthood was not 
abolished until in the 6th century, full six centuries.”

Passing several pages:
"Augustus had the address to cause his own worship to be 

added, to that of Julius. The latter was now Impiously ad
dressed as the Supreme Being,” the former became the Son 
of God, and as such he is announced upon his coins and 
other monuments. But this did not last long. Even the 
Son of God did not appear to be a title sufficiently exalted to 
suit the devotees of Augustus; and in numerous contempo
rary Inscriptions, both in Rome, Greece and Asia, he is 
termed Deos, or Theos, which means not the Son of God, 
nor one of the gods, but the living god, the Creator, Optimo 
Maximo However, Divus Fllius Aesar and Qulrinus seem 
to have been the titles by which Octavius himself preferred 
to be called.” * * * * *

“The worship of Augustus was not, as the ecclesiastical 
schools have Insinuated, a mere lip service, a meaningless 
mode of saluting the sovereign pontiff, an effusive form ot 
adulation or flattery to tho emperor of Rome; it was the wor
ship of a person who was believed to be supernatural, om
niscient, all-powerful and beneficent, the re-incarnation of 
Qulrinus, the Son of the God Apollo and of the wife-virgin

“What is Insisted upon is that Augustus Caesar, by his 
contemporaries, was believed to be, and was actually wor
shiped as a god; with bell,'book, candle, steeple, frankin
cense, rosary, cross, mitre,, temples, priesthood, benefices 
and ritual; In short, with all the outward marks of supersti
tion, credulity, piety and devotion. There is nothing impos
sible about this; and the evidence of this worship is bo valid, 
circumstantial and overwhelming, that to refuse assent to it, 
18 tb puf reason out of court altogether.. The Witnesses are 
not phantoms, the wild creations of .credulous minds. Their 
writings are not anonymous patchworks,, undated, unlocated 
and unsigned; they do not stand unsupported by archaeol
ogy, Inscriptions, coins, calendars, or .popular customs; on 
the contrary, they are corroborated and buttressed by all 
these classes of evidence. The witnesses are men of repu
tation. Their writings are among 'the, masterpieces of the 
world, which it would be impossible to Imitate and difficult 
to alter without detection, whllsi the monuments which sup
port them are numbered by myriads and are found in every 
conceivable locality, from the Roman stabs in the mosque ot 
Ancyra, to the coins rescued from burled Pompeii; both ot 
which, as well as a vast number of other inscriptions and 
coins, proclaim .the divinity and universal worship ot Augus
tus throughout the Roman world'.. "J

• “And mark this: In actual history great events do not oc
cur alone. They appear neither unliferalded nor unsung. 
Minor events start forth to presage tii’em; others proclaim 
their occurrence; still others attest aftd exalt their signifi
cance; whilst a numerous progeny otofacts remain behind 
to corroborate their appearance:upon the world's stage and 
to definitely mark their,mps. . T£e prpsages ot the Augustan 
incarnation were the previous .assumptions of divinity by 
Alexander the Great, the Ptolemies, the Selucldae, Demet
rius Pollorcetes, the Arsacidae, Titus Quinctlus Flamlnius, 
the abortive attempts ot Scipio, Sylla, Sertorlus and Pompey, 
and tl^e successful one of Julius Caesar.

“It was the bestowal of Caesar’s empire, spiritual and tem
poral, upon his adopted Bon Augustus, that directly led to 
the worship of the latter. The assumption of divinity by the 
various soverigns and heroes mentioned, are historical facts, 
which no amount of sophistry can belittle or set aside. 
They are the historical circumstances that presaged and led 
up to the worship of Augustus. In false history arid false 
philosophy there is no such evolution. Take for example 
the incarnations ot Nebo-Nazaru, Hesus, and Sallvahana. 
What preceded these fictions? Nothing. What accompa
nied them? Nothing. What followed them? Nothing, but 
other fictions. What evidences of their occurrence exists 
within two hundred years ot the time assigned to them?- 
None whatever. What valid evidence,’at any time? None 
at all They are myths of the cloisters, unconnected with 
any real event, fabricated centuries after the date assigned 
to them; and supported only by forgery, imposture and al
terations of the calendar. » • • ’ .

“When the tremendous commotion caused by the assassi
nation of Julius Caesar had spent itself in civil wars and in’ 
the firm establishment of the Messianic religion and ritual, 
when Aotium was won, and Egypt and. Asia were recon
quered, Augustus ascended the throne of his martyred sire 
SON OF GOD; whilst Julius .was tacitly, worshiped as the 
SON OF GOD; whilst julius was tacitly worshiped as the 
FATHER. Most of the ancient books were now destroyed; 
the writers of the old school were executed or banished;' the 
republican calendar was altered; and a conclave of hlstori-

Maia; the god whoso coming was foretold by the Cumaean ^ns and “Ythologieal poets was encouraged and rewarded, 
sibyl, whose sway was to extend ever the whole earth; who rewrote ths history o£ Rome and ereoted for Posterity a 
whose conception and birth were both miraculous; and body of elegant fiction and imposture, which nineteen centu
whose advent was to usher in the golden age of peace and rles o£ £lave not ye£ au®ced to wholly overthrow or 
plenty, and to banish sin forever." Such was his character 
in Rome. In Greece he was worshiped as Dionysos; in

Be happy over something every day, 
for the brain is a thing of habit; and 
you cannot teach it-to be happy in a 
moment if you allow it to be miserable 
for years.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

He who loses no love for others loses 
all life for himself.

Platitudes against sin are as harmful 
as applause for sin.

When we are out of sympathy with 
the young, then I think our work in this 
world is over.—George MacDonald.

The Idle man is the devil’s cushion.— 
Bishop Hall.

We seldom realize it, but very fre
quently the reason we have no use for 
people is because they will not allow 
themselves to be used.—Puck

The older a man gets the more desir
able tilings he can think of that Is too

other parts gives, rise to quite different .sensations—sounds '.. 
In the ear, taste in the mouth, tickling in the tactile nerves, 
etc. ■ ■' ... ,

We know that different colors depend upon particular ve- 
ioc'.iies.of the waves of ether, gathered together by the op
tical, apparatus of the eye, which impinge upon the retina, 
affecting, the optic nerve and giving rise'to sensations or 
conscious, states that appear objectively as colors—blue, 
green, violet, etc. In some persons, vibrations, as/different in 
velocity as those that commonly cause redness and green
ness awaken identical sensations, and they cannot therefore 
distinguish between them. . :. :

As some animals are sensitive to motions of the air that 
to human ears produce no sound whatever, so do the eyes of 
some creatures respond to vibrations of ether, that are be
low or above the luminous limits of: the human eye. if a 
creature can see in the dark—i. e., where it is dark to tho 
human eye—the optic nerve of that creature is affected by 
etheric vibrations to which the human eye does not respond, 
it is luminous for that creature when it is dark for man, 
because luminosity is a sensation, not an objective thing.

Heat, too. Is a sensation. The word heat indicates how 
our body, or anything external to the body, feels—how It af
fects our consciousness. Conceived objectively, it is a mode 
of motion, which is only one of the factors necessary to pro- . 
duce heat, the other being an organism in which the motion 
gives rise to the sensation that we: distinguish by the term 
“heat.” ... ■ : : .

Vibrations of air and ether occurred millions of years be
fore there was eye or ear on this globe, and those vibrations 
were doubtless external factors in developing these organs.

But only as auditory nerve was evolved was there sound; 
only as the optical apparatus was developed was there light. 
Pulsations of air do not constitute sound;: undulations of 
ether do not constitute luminousness; emanations of par
ticles from a flower do not constitute fragrance. Atmos
pheric vibration is one of the factors in producing sound; 
etheric vibrations are essential to sight, for in their absence ' 
the eye and optic nerve In time become functionless and dis
appear, as in the cave fish; and the presence of material 
particles in the air is necessary to excite the sens of smell.

If air animals were to be destroyed, the vibrations of air 
and ether would continue to affect the earth, producing in
numerable changes on sea and land. But without conscious
ness and the organs through which it is differentiated in

I have not for many years regarded materialism as having 
any valid philosophic basis. What first turned my mind 
from it as a system of thought was consideration of the psy
chology of the senses as presented below. Whai we know 
beyond airdoubt Is mental, not material. Coglto ergo sum. 
I think, therefore I am. We know phenomena only as facts 
of consciousness.

Sound, light, heat, and all the so-called qualities of mate
rial bodies, such as fragrance, sweetness, etc., arc usually 
thought of as objective realities. They are conceived as ex
isting per se; as dependent in no way upon consciousness; 
as affecting all organisms, but remaining the same whether 
cognized or not. This view is not confined to the ignorant; 
it is held by many, perhaps by the majority of well-educated 
people, and by some who are instructed in science and are 
accustomed to close observation and careful thinking in 
their special fields of thought. In some cases it requires 
years for such persons, even after the correct view has been 
presented to them, to outgrow the popular conception.

Only those who possess the power of abstract thinking 
can grasp readily the philosophic idea that we know phe
nomena only as affections of consciousness. No one who by 
thinking'has reached this conclusion can ever escape from 
it, for it amounts to a demonstration and is seen to be a log
ical necessity of philosophic thought. Yet the average mind, 
which dwells mainly on things concrete and has but little use 
for abstraction, must think that the external world is abso
lutely just what it appears to be to eye and ear and sense of 
touch. Say to such a person that where there Is no ear 
there Is no sound, and where there is no eye there is no 
light, and he will probably reply triumphantly that there was 
light on-thia planet long before man or any sentient being 
batt appeared, and that cataracts roared and thunder rever
berated through the heavens long before there was any ear 
to hear such sounds. .

For the benefit of those whose thought is not clear on this 
subject, a few illustrative statements are submitted with the 
hope that they may help some readers to free themselves 
from the slavery of a method of thinking that is as crude as 
the conclusion to which it leads are superficial and unphllo-

THE RESURRECTION.

eradicate. . ..- . . ■ ■ ■ .• • — ■ - . ■ . ■ —. • ■ ■ _ 
“These statements are not mere opinions; they are based

Pretty Good. Demonstration by. an Or
thodox Minister.

At tho Fountain Street Baptist 
church, Grand'Rapids, Mich., tho Rev. 
J. Herman Randall spoko on “Tlw

. a

progressing through tho years of earth
ly life." . . tn

tlons may blow down trees and buildings as well as co-oper
atewith the soil in causing the growth of vegetation; but 
sound, being a Sensation, requires not only the objective fac
tor, vibrations of air, but the subjective factor also-con- 
sclousness, which Is somehow affected by the vibrations

We know and distinguish objects by the states ot con-

Bad Boys Make Bad Men.
Rei Robt Paddock, at the late an

nual meeting of the Prisoners’ Aid As
sociation in Washington, told tlie “Story 
of a Bad Boy” who was up to all man
ner of deviltry, tne leader of a class of 
other bad boys whom he was initiating 
into crime He told of a three hours’ 
personal struggle with him in his own 
house, caught in the act; how he suc
cumbed to greatci physical force, and 
premised to try to be good. He told of 
tlie boy’s trials and relapses, and his 
final triumph The Reverend Doctor 
concluded his narration with the state
ment: :

’ That boy is now studying for the 
priesthood, and I should not -Ue sim
plified if in the course of time he fills 
n B'shop’s chair ’’

It is apprehended other “bad boys” 
■ have reformed and ascended the same 

ladder Rev Paddock’s is climbing. 
Don t tiust them.

A New Cure for Appendicitis.
The Itch for notoriety affects the doc

tor more than any other class. They 
are forbidden by their "code of ethics" 
to advertise, and hence they take 
means to get before tlie public by some 
.crank notion. The latest is of a 
“learned professor,” who has discov
ered a sure cure for dyspepsia and ap
pendicitis.

"These maladies,” he says; "are due 
to our unnatural habit of walking up
right. Therefore, to avoid thorn, it is 
but necessary to walk on all fours as 
our ancestors used to do when they- 
stepped down from their perch—the- 
troo;" (

Pursuant of this new method, this 
doctor has fitted up rooms, and 1b be
sieged with applications of patients, of 
which it is reported he already has a 

. largo number both male and female. 
They practice in the rooms which serve 
for training, four times a day and walk 
on their hands and foot, keeping the 

•knees stiff, twenty minutes at a'time. 
If this “learned professor,” or anyone, 
will explain what relation appendicitis 
has'to. Indigestion, or to man’s erect 
posture, tho application.of this method 
would bo more, apparent Thore Is, 
however, no connection whatever, and 

.tying ft red string around tho toes 
’ would be as effective. The hitherto un
known doctor Ims been cxplolterod 

, world-wide, and will not be heard, from 
'Again, nor his “wonderful discovery."

Egypt as Th minus ; in Iberia and Gaul as Aesar, or Hesus; upon evidences so valid, so numerous and so convincing that 
and in Germany as Baldir; for all of these titles and many th®? would triumphantly withstand the severest scrutiny of 
others will be found on his monuments, or have been pre- a court of law-” .
served by his biographers. The importance of the revelation will justify this lengthy

“The most effective reply that can be made to those bls- extract, but the whole book must be. read, and profitably re- 
torlans who hâve ignored the worship of Augustus—and read, to grasp the important facts lticontalns,?the price of 
who, when they have not concealed Its evidences, have which is 83 by mall, and may he ordered through G. W. 
passed them over, or sought to belittle them—is to read a Brown, M. D;, Kilburn Avenue; É^clifoÿd,' Illiinols.

■ '¡IS. Jh - • . ... \

sophic. .
Vibrations of air communicated to the sense of hearing 

(tho acoustic nerve) give rise to a sensation. That sensa
tion is called “sound.” Without a nerve of hearing there 
can be nd sound. Of course the air vibrates whether or not feonng, there would be no sound and no hearing, no luml- 
thare be any living, organism present, and the aerial vibra- nousness and no seeing, no fragrance and no smelling.

A Noble Example.
George E. Weiss is not a millionaire 

in wealth but he is in heart In his 
circle of acquaintances te-a deserving. 
medium who is in, want. Mr. Weiss 
has translated Hudson Tuttle’s Philos
ophy of Spirit and tne Spirit World, and 
has just received a package of the book 
from the Leipslg publisher, as his com-, 
pensation as translator. The entire 
procoeds of the sale ot these he without 
reservation donates to this worthy me
dium. The price of tho bound copies is 
61.25; of the paper, 75 cents. Mr. 
Weiss is now busily engaged In trans
lating the Arcana of Spiritualism, from 
Advance sheets, for the same publisher. 
Hifl address is 1188 Bodford • avenue, 
Brooklyn, N. Y, . ■ -. ■ • • :

Meaning ot Resferreetlon,” taking for Ruai body.ta. The'.'belief to-dav of men 
his theme the words of Ckrlst, “I am Bnd womeq who jjave given thought to 
the resurrection and the life.” this mattep Is that in each man is the

In part the speaker said: “TaWng the. physical and spiritual bodies, and that 
history of all peoples and all nations, this spiritual, bodyrjs endowed with the and the creeds of various-religious so- spiritual senses.4,ls thephyslcalbodv 
cletles, there has always been a belief with the pUreicaSensesT - 
in a resurrection at some distant day, . «■This r«<snrrpntinn i- .
when the souls of mankind should once BOm_ a
more Inhabit their earthly bodies and wh!t>h is tnWno B°inething
■appear at the judgment seat of Christ ev6rv (lflv aF oi us
This belief was that of tlie Persians, o.® Ypperand was later that of the Jews. From SmffiX nf n^bdu0i the b^r 
them it passed on to tlie.Chrlstlan peo- rfesnrrnrHm?nrntiFv ?Ur .n^ures I'M® 

- - i osurrectiojiiiprocess Is going on within
us. The. spiritual -body is a thing eter
nal, and when .wo,lay aside our earthly 
frame, the spiritual body passes on to 
the sphere toward Which it has been

pies and has in one form or another 
been embodied in the creeds of the dif
ferent sects. Through eighteen hun
dred years it lias been one of the funda
mental beliefs of religious people and it 
has only been within the last century 
and particularly within the last quarter 
ot that century, that theologians and 
thlnldng people have given concen
trated thought to the future life and to 
the true meaning of tho resurrection. 
Christ never taught; St. Paul, the great 
apostle of therosurrectlon never taught, 
the Bible never taught that the soul 
and the earthly body should be reunited 
in1 one grand resurrection day. In that 
masterly epistle St. Paul has said, ‘it Is 
Bown a natural body. It-is raised a spir-

■ An infallible book Is an impossible 
conception, and to-day. no ono really 
believes that our present Bible Is such 
a book.—Dr. Lyman Abbott. ;
• Some of us ‘are too ambitious;1 we 
want, perhaps, to make the world hap
pier—whereas wo.should ■■ be content 
with the endeavor, to make a single in
dividual less .unhappy.—-R. D. Stocker.

through the nerve of hearing.
Just as there is no fragrance In a rose—the word frag

rance” standing only for the sensations produced through 
the sense of smell by emanations from an object that wo 
know only by the way it affects us-so there is no sound in 
a ringing boll except as the waves of air, externally pro
duced, excite the auditory nerve and cause the sensation we 
call "sound.” The quality of the sound depends upon the 
quality, size and shape of the bell, as well as upon the man
ner of ringing It, because upon these depends tho kind of vi
brations which through the nerve of hearing cause the sen
sation of sound..

- Thore is no musical quality in a violin; but one who feels 
“the concord ot sweet sounds” may play on tho instrument 
in a way that will arouse "music in tho soul/’ because he is 
able to produce those vibrations which through the sense of 
hearing cnuse agreeable conscious states. So with light (or 
lumlnouBness)—which is psychical, not physical. This is n 
sensation produced by the action of waves of other upon tho 
retina and fibres of the optio nerve.. It may also bo produced 
by a blow, or by electricity, which while it causes luminous 
phenomena through the eye, when brought in contact with

sclousness which, through the senses, they produce in us. 
What things are in themselves, apart from their effects upon 
ub and from the conscious states to which they give rise, we 
do not know. The external world, as we conceive It through 
our forms of perception and modes of thought, may have no 
resemblance whatever to the absolute reality. Between the 
internal and external order there is congrutty, but resem
blance cannot be affirmed.

The conclusion of all psychological analysis is, as Huxley 
says, "that all phenomena are, in their ultimate analysis, 
known to us only as facts of consciousness." As that close, 
analytic thinker, George Henry Lewes, said: "Whether wa 
affirm the objective existence of something distinct from ths 
affections of consciousness, or affirm that this object is sim
ply a reflection from consciousness, in either case we de
clare that the objective world Is to each man the sum ot his 
visionary experience; an existence bounded on all sides by 
what ho feels and thinks; a form shaped by the reaction of 
his organism. The world Is the sum total of phenomena* 
and phenomena are affections of consciousness with external 
signs." The "external signs" are material things (so denom
inated), mere symbols of reality, necessarily associated with 
the senses and with sensation. . Our most certain knowledge 
is not ot matter, but ot mind; Indeed, our knowledge iB(com 
lined to '‘facta of couBclouBness.” . - . ■

B. F. UNDERWOOD. ,
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Elucidation of the Science anò 
g^biloeopbç of âpsçcbic dealing

To Dr. J. M. Peebles, by the First Spiritualist Society of 
Ban Diogo, Cal.:—While greatly pleased at your rapid recov
ery irom pneumonia and delighted with your re
cent two months' Sunday evening lectures, filling our new 
temple with barely an exception, to Its utmost capacity, we 
ask you to further oblige us by stating the exact status ot 
your firm’s difficulty awhile since with the United States 
jiostoffice department.

All the dailies in San Diego referred to this case, and some 
of the journals on the Pacific coast, bitterly prejudiced 
against all forms of "psychic treatment,” heralded the 
court’s decision against your firm, mentioning the members' 
names, with a sort of vicious gleefulness. And inasmuch as 
Helen Wilman’s (Mrs. H. W. Post, Florida) mails have been 
stopped, and she pronounced "guilty” by a jury, with sev
eral, other indictments against her; and inasmuch as other 
psychic physicians, "mental healers," are being unjustly ar
raigned, and as we believe, persecuted, we feel as Spiritual
ists to ask you officially, what is to be the outcome ot those 
Indictments and persecutions by one-sided, meddling United 
States officials? What are the underlying motives?

Some of us have known you, Doctor, for over forty years 
personally, or through your books, press articles, and essays, 
and we feel that we have a moral right to know the exact 

-facts concerning your firm’s trial and its lessons, for the ben-
efit of others. C. A. BUSS,

President First Spiritualist Society, San Diego, Cal.
T. J. Me Ferron, Secretary. . ~ -
Lyman C, Howe and several other writers and workers in 

the field of psychic science, or angel ministries, after reading 
in secular journals that our “mails had been stopped,” wrote 

■ tor a reliable statement from me to appear in the liberal 
press. But the whole matter was so alien to my nature that 
I remained silent. But now at this belated hour, since the 
matter has taken on an official aspect, I am necessitated to 

’ speak through the press. Briefly, then: -
1. Our malls were not stopped for a day nor an hour.
2. Newspaper reporters, especially of the “yellow Jour

nal" cast, are such exaggerate™ or inveterate liars, that the 
public is often temporarily deceived.
\ 3. Our business, I repeat, was “not stopped” for a mo
ment, and our company was never doing so well as at pres
ent.

In all ages and under all skies advanced thinkers having 
the courage of their convictions, have been either misunder
stood, or murdered. The world's progress has never been 
carried forward by those who mistook stupidity for right
eousness, nor by those whose mental horizon was bound by 
the five senses and inspired by a selfish, political pull.

Socrates, bom 470 B. C., the great thinker aud reasoner, 
was accused of corrupting the youth, violating law and im
piety towards the gods. He was arraigned, tried, convicted 
and" legally murdered. And yet, it was the court and Jury 
that died, while Socrates lived and still lives a shining glory 
of the ages. '

Plato the idealist, dialectician and poet-philosopher, ten 
.years a disciple of Socrates, was bitterly persecuted and 
threatened in his home city. Later he was arraigned, in
dicted, imprisoned and sold as a slave. Amlceria, a Cyrene, 
purchased and freed him that he might continue his aca
demic lectures.

Anaxagoras born at Claxamone 500 B. C., studied at Ath
ens ip its most stirring era, the dawning age of Pericles. 
Originally wealthy, he said upon becoming poor: “To philos
ophy I own my worldly ruin, and to it my soul’s wealth and 
prosperity.” Accused by jealous conservatives of impiety, 
political and religious heresies he was indicted, tried, pro
nounced guilty and condemned to die. But through the elo
quence of Pericles, his death sentence was commuted to im
prisonment, and later to banishment.

Polycarp, the early martyr, brave as conscientious, was by 
Herod of Smyrna, in the sixth year ot the reign of Marcus 
Aurelius, 167 A. D., arraigned, and perished by being placed 
in the midst of a mass of combustibles and burned to death. 
His alleged crime was disobedience to law. His tomb may 
be seen a little to the west of the city of Smyrna to this day, 
honored alike by Christian and Mohammedan. The martyrs 
live. The hands that kindled the fires perish or are remem
bered in infamy. •
. Hypatia, the brilliant daughter of an illustrious Alexan
drian mathematician, was in the year A. D. 415 falsely ac
cused of dangerous and irreligious teachings. And in an 
outbreak against Lire Governor of the city, she, the classical 
lecturer was accused, arraigned, mobbed and murdered by 
some Infuriated monks.

Dante, the soul of early Italian poetry, born 1255 A. D., in 
Florence,, was for his liberal views imprisoned and banished 
in 1302; but his name and popms live.

John Bunyan, author of Pilgrim's Progress, born 1620 A. 
\D., was charged among other things, with- disturbing the 
-worship of the Lord’s saints on the holy Sabbath. He was 
arrested, proven guilty and imprisoned for twelve years in 
Bedford jail, England.

Galvani, born 1737, famous for his experiments with elec
tricity upon the muscles of dead frogs, for his original 
thoughts, for his broad catholic views, and refusing to vote 
allegiance, was persecuted and dismissed from the great Bo
logna university.

Wickliffe, a graduate of Oxford, born 1324 A. D., was, be
cause of his advanced thoughts and their expressions ex
pelled from this famous Institution of learning.

Tyndall born i486, was a graduate of Cambridge. He was 
charged with new ideas and false doctrines, and accordingly 
was arraigned, pronounced guilty and burned.

. ChrlrJapher Columbus, born 1440,mathematician and Amer
ica’s discoverer, was arrested, proven guilty and sent back 
to Spain in chains. He died in poverty.

Gaiueo (1564-1642) was the first to employ lenses as to 
show that the milky way was formed of separate stars. He 
also taught in Rome the rotation of the earth upon its axis 
and its passage around the sun. For these astronomical 

■ facts and the elucidation of other scientific problems, he was 
hunted, arraigned, found guilty, imprisoned and tortured 
When seventy years of age.

Louis Kossuth, born in 1802, a liberalist and an orator, 
was arraigned for his liberal views and their open advocacy. 
He was long imprisoned in an Austrian dungeon.

Ann Lee, born in Manchester in 1735, taught liberal 
Quaker views, and spoke in tongues when entranced. She 
was arrested and imprisoned in Manchester, England. With 
Elder F. W. Evans, I once visited the gloomy old cell in 
which she was imprisoned.

Joan of Arc, born in 1411, a country girl, a heroine, a here
tic, a soldier, a psychic, hearing voices from the unseen, and 
through them saving the French crown, was vlllified and ac
cused of sorcery and sedition. She was arrested, tried, con
victed and burned at Rouen, France.

Elijah P. Lovejoy, bom 1802, in Maine, believed In free 
thought, free speech and a free press. Because of his ad
vanced and liberal views in regard to human rights, he was 
mobbed, his press destroyed and himself murdered by an 
angry mob in Alton, Ill.

Alexander Campbell, bom 1788, an Independent thinker, 
and founder of that prominent denomination known as “Dis
ciples." was arrlgned in Scotland and imprisoned.

Wm. Lloyd Garrison, bom 1804, Was a regal-souled man by 
nature. He believed in principles rather than policy or pop
ularity, believed in liberty without regard to race or color; 
and accordingly was arraigned, tried, convicted and impris
oned in Baltimore. He was also mobbed in Boston.

Mesmer, born in Meersburg, 1733, founder of the science of 
mesmerism, often called animal magnetism, and later hyp
notism, was misrepresented, misunderstood, persecuted, 
called a charlatan and hunted through the courts of Europe. 
He was also accused of being “in league with the devil” 
while mesmerlcaliy curing the Bick in Paris and in a Vienna 
hospital.

Such have been the perils, persecutions and imprison
ments of the world’s advance guard—such the perils of the 
shining lights that glitter and glow all along the historic 
ages. Which of the world’s prophets has not been stoned? 
And yet, being martyred they become immortal on earth
being dead they yet speak In tones eloquent as those that 
seraphs use—tones that neither courts nor jurors can silence.

Fortunately we are living in the 20th century, when church 
and state and political clubs no longer fry nor roast heretics 
in science, in religion, or for the practice of psychic healing. 
Official hirelings only accuse, indict and persecute nowadays 
in the name of law; forgetting all too’ often that congres
sional and state legislative enactments are not necessarily 
law. Pronouncing them unconstitutional a little later is 
abundant proof. That only can be law which is based upon 
principle, the eternal prlclple of absolute right and justice 
and equity. All of the foregoing may be considered but pre
liminary to reply to the San Diego society's questions.

As previously stated our malls were not stopped, nor was 
our regular medical business interfered with. This was the 
gist of the indictment—the alleged "devising of a scheme 
with Intent to defraud the government through the malls.” 
And yet, every member of this firm was not only a regular 
physician, but a most hightoned, honorable citizen, morally 
Incapable.of fraud of any kind. This was and is universally 
acknowledged.

WHAT THE CAUSES OF THE DIFFICULTY?
The causes assigned for the arraignment .vlere a series of 

published and mail-distributed advertisements relating to 
psychic diagnoses and psychic treatment, present and ab
sent, which it was alleged misled and deceived patients and 
people. And it may as well be said right hero that those of
fensive, spread-eftgle advertisements were not conceived nor 
gotten up by the "firm,” but by a professional city adver
tiser, who evidently more solicitous about his ten per cent 
than statements of exact truth, incited the trouble. My 
name was invariably signed to these "ads" and that, too, 
gjjon 1 was thousands of miles away In foreign lands.

WHO WAS RESPONSIBLE? .
Responsibility implies self-consclousnesB, volition and pur

pose. And these indicate that man is morally capable of 
acting knowingly, rationally and intentionally. I was not at 
any time the. business manager of our firm. And I state now 
and for all time, that I never conceived, never wrote, never 
published and never circulated one of those advertisements 
for which the firm was arraigned. On the contrary I not 
only objected, but protested again and again against some of 
them. The following are among the many proofs at my 
command. ■

Dr. Ell F. Brown, a distinguished physician and author in 
our employ for several years, and a witness for the prosecu
tion, wrote me from Los Angeles .under date of September 
23rd, 1903, thus: .

“I wish to state to you what I know regarding the adver
tisements of your business at Battle Creek, Mich. I know 
that you came to me as a member ofyour corps of physicians, 
and made earnest protests against the character of the ad
vertisements put out by the advertising agent, especially 
such statements as the following: 'Dr. Peebles, that wonder
ful healer, has discovered the secret of the soul,’ etc. You 
never conceived of such a thought regarding yourself, never 
made such a pretense, and expressed yourself In the most 
positive manner as displeased with such advertisements. I 
further know that you endeavored personally to have these 
objectionable advertisements corrected. I know this objec
tion to the advertisements to have been made by you, for 
such protests were made in my. hearing.

“I gladly make the above statements, hoping to correct any 
misapprehension on the part of your friends regarding these 
advertisements, which were so repulsive to yourself.

ELI F. BROWN, M. D."
Mr. A. Herbert Greene, an upright, clear-headed and schol

arly young man, writing under date of October, 24,1903, says:
“Though now a clerk in the Central National Bank, Battle 

Creek, Mich., I was with Dr. Peebles much of the time tor 
eight or nine years, and for the last tour years, all of the 
time, as traveling companion, private secretary and stenogra
pher and typewriter (the latter covering the time ot his 
trouble with the postal laws) and I positively know that the 
Doctor did not write nor sanction the advertisements upon 
which the Indictment of the ‘firm’ was based. And he was 
ignorant of their contents until his attention was called to 
them by friends. As soon as Dr. Peebles was aware of these 
extravagant ‘ads,’ such as 'the great, mighty healer,’ ‘the dis
coverer ot the secret of the soul,’ etc., he vigorously pro
tested against them.

"A little later, through myself, he called his partners to
gether, including Dr. Brown, to his rooms (I being present), 
and again he very strenuously objected to the publishing of 
these ‘circus-like ads,’ as he called them. And both Doctors 
Bobo and Greene assured him that they should be changed. 
•This was along the last of November, 1900.

“A few weeks after, when the firm’s advertiser in the west 
camo to the city he was brought to Dr. Peebles' library room, 
when the Doctor again strongly protested against the style 
and some of the contents of the published advertisements. 
Being present I heard the full conversation upon the sub
ject. The Doctor also seriously objected to having, without 
his knowledge, sentences, paragraphs and ads. injected by 
Kastor or any one, into his essays upon ‘psychic science? I 
make these statements voluntarily; and I know there is not 
the least moral guilt resting upon Dr. Peebles concerning 
those ‘advertisements’ causing the postofflee-difficulty.

“Battle Creek, Mich.
"A. H. GREENE, 

Clerk Central National Bank.”
P8YCHIC POWER—PSYCHIC DIAGNOSIS—ITS TRUE 

MEANING.
Psychic is from Psyche, meaning in the Greek, "Soul," or 

mind, the vital principle, and 1b allied to and the essence of 
psychology, the science of the mind; its attributes and 
forces. Hence, Webster, Johnson, the Standard ■Dictionary 
and others thus define psychic.

1. "Pertaining to the finer operations of the mind, or to 
occult phenomena attributed to the mind; mind influences 
over matter.”

2. “Pertaining to the mind or .soul, mental as distin
guished from the physical forces.”

Psychic power, then, Is soul power, mind power, interior 
perception, supersensuous perception. This God-given 
power senses the physical and mental constitution, the ema
nating spheres of man in both sickness and health.

Psychology is now taught in our foremost colleges and 
universities, generally using the text-book of Prof. James of 
Harvard University, as the standard work. These scholarly 
definitions prove that psychic diagnosing and psychic treat
ment relate to the mind, the conscious, rational, cultured, in
tuitive mind,—the super-sensitive soul, rather than to mat
ter or to old dust, burled books, prescriptions and outgrown 
superstitious theories of- the 16th and 17th centuries. Con
servative Bourbons never advance, however, and are seem
ingly angry If others do.

Psychic treatment in its broad, all-embracing relations, in
cludes such agencies as the electric battery, animal magnet
ism, mesmerism, hypnotism, mental healing, metaphysical 
healing, divine healing, psychometric healing, Christian sci
ence healing, telepathic healing, suggestive healing, clalr- 
voyance healing, absent healing, auto-suggestion, musical 
therapeutics, faith, prayer, etc., these, all these come under 
the broad general head of psychic treatment, of psychoses, 
because the underlying principle, or force, Is mind; and all 
conscious mind-forces, when reduced to the last analysis, re
late to, and are derived from God,—that God whom Jesus 
called “Spirit,” whom Proclus called "Causation,” whom Al
fred R. Wallace terms the "unchangeable Supreme Mind,” 
and whom a great modern seer pronounced over a genera
tion ago, “The Great Positive Mind,” and whom I denomi
nate the Infinite conscious life, and presence of the universe, 
in brief, that God in whom we “live and move and have our 
being.”

Accordingly, as a physician, I insist that my medical col
leagues as well as myself have a moral and legal right to use 
one or all of the above-named methods, as the highest judg
ment may distate. None of these powers are supernatural. 
And certainly, every well-read, competent physician uses, to 
a certain extent, mind-psychic power, both in diagnosing and 
prescribing. A corpse cannot diagnose, neither can a semi
idiot—though strutting about with a diploma.

THE PSYCHIC BRAIN.
The late Prof. J. R. Buchanan, M. D., a medical college pro

fessor, the discoverer of psychometry, and pronounced by 
The Arena, one of the “twelve great men of the world,” says 
in his psycho-sarcognomy, “It must be remembered that the 
cerebrum is the psychic brain, the cerebellum the physio
logical brain, and the optic lobes the Intermediate, or psycho
physiological brain. The psychic brain gives sufficient char
acter to guide the Intellect, and is the seat of psychic influ
ences functioning through the law of vibration.” Highly ed
ucated French and English physicians testify in their re
cent works to the same scientific truths. And this reminds 
me of Prof. Blankard's psychoscope, which It is said, (I have 
not personally tested it) cognizes the rapidly-rushing flow 
of thought-waves, something as the spectroscope makes vis
ible the color-waves, and as another delicate instrument 
measures sound-waves, and is something upon the same prin
ciple of wireless telegraphy. Thoughts are refined, ethere
alized forces, and when projected by the will, induce out-
flowing 
science,

it-waves. And, as we have, upon the basis of
■waves, light-waves and invisible life-waves, so

emanation Biwrou^dlngior flowing out from every object in Our firm has done a clean, straightforward and honorable 
nature—from atoms to'ennds from sands to buub. It is Vis- business from the first. Some of the advertisements (not 
Ible to only the visual organs of the most susceptible. It written by myself or the firm) were unfortunate,—were un- 
was discovered, ojjathpr emphasized, by Baron von Reich- intentionally "misleading," and on this hinge hung tho whole 
enbach or Germany, ant) called by him od, or odyno forco; case. The ads said that "Dr. Peebles would diagnose the 
and force is that imtency which is expended in producing, or cases sent to the office,” and ho did diagnose the most com
in resisting motion!1 This odie force—this subtile emanation Plex of them, but there were other psychics—mark, other 
envelopes the crystal, the magnet, the flower, the tree, and psychics and physicians as employes connected with our of- 
every human belijg. Th,e rose throws out a delicious aural flee that did some—in fact, much of the diagnosing, and pre
odor. The Australian Eiicalyptus exhales a gum-scented, scribing, for instance, Dr. Brown. When I was In Florida for 
health-imparting hura. JIThe keen-scented hound follows the a short time in winter, I diagnosed every case sent to me, 
fox’s tracks, not from-the shape of the foot-print, but from and promptly returned the same to our office. But because 
the aural effluence.left du the tracks. These aural emana- I did not personally and psychically diagnose every case, 
tions are now scientifically demonstrated. For instance, the though it were but a stubborn corn on a man’s toe, this 
eminent M. Jodko, of France (see Papers in L’lnitlatlon) us- great United States government, through its jury, pro
ing the Rumkorf ?<joll -'in connection with Sir William nounced the firm "guilty.”’
Crookes’ tube, has made various aural impressions upon ex- . ~ nT|,_B
tremelysensltivesurfac.es. He further declares that he has uintu utALUKS,
made more than three thousand experiments with different Helen Wllmans Post's recent conviction and sentence to 1m- 
persons, and has been enabled to establish the following prlsonment by a Florida court is a similar case in point, 
facts: . She advertised “absent treatment,” as do all the New

1, The existence of a specific emanation proceeding from Thought journals. And thousands upon thousands will tes- 
the human body, and differing according to individuals and tlfy that they have been cured—that they received full value 
their dominating temperaments. for their money; then where is the fraud. The editor of

2. "That certain óbjepts, such as plants, flowers, crys- “The Universal Republic" wisely says: '
tais, magnets, and human bodies, so manifest these aural “The idea of calling'absent treatment’fraud, when all the 
emanations that under proper actinic conditions they can be newspapers and magazines advertise patent medicines (the 
photographed. base of which is constituted of alcohol) that make drunkards

3. "These aural emanations vary according to the condl- by the thousands each year; not to mention thousands of 
tion of health to such a degree that they may reveal (sev- other dangerous remedies advertised, that destroy health 
eral days in advance) a disease which is about to show Itself, and kill thousands, shows the partiality and villainy of law 
and thus indicate the particularly weak point in the organ- when administered by politicians rather than by cultured 
ism.” This excels the Roentgen ray, that photographs broadminded jurists.” ’
through h.uman flesh and other solid substances. ampoicam moi'ce

4. "When the hands of two persons are presented to the amuhican juhiub.

sensitized plate with fingers in.opposition to each other, the It was as far back as 880 that Alfred the Great estab- 
dlrections of the emanations are quite different, especially llshed the jury system on its present basis. Early in Amer- 
when the persons áre repugnant to each other,” so that aside lean history it was transferred from the Mother-country to 
from physiological’and pathological diagnoses, we may ob- this. The system has always had its stern opposers. Many 
tain the most complete psychic condition through the Bub- of the most astute aud distinguished Jurists ot the past cen- 
tile auras of invalid persons. tury have seriously questioned the wisdom of the jury in the

Sir William Crookes, the Illustrious chemist, scientist and interests of justice, and evidently for the following reasons, 
Inventor of the radiometer, etc., says, "There is an emana- expressed or implied:
tion of fine, flossy mervo-aura completely enveloping like a 1. The jurors may consciously or unconsciously, be preju- 
mlst the whole human structure." This aura, or atmos- diced, and so fail, in bringing in a just, unprejudiced verdict, 
phere, is an influence positive or negative, health-giving or 2. They may be influenced by heredity, social and relig- 
polsonous. There aré persons of my acquaintance so sens!- ious forces. What a farce to talk about “Jury trials by our 
tive to poison that if they step within a certain radius of a peers!” What a burlesque In the word peers! The Jury 
clump of poison ivy, with tire wind blowing towards them, that sat in our case should have been cultured physicians, 
their hands and faces, without contact, will become psychologists ontologists, pathologists, medical professors, 
poisoned. - ' and eminent specialists In psychology. And attorneys should

Prof. Elmer Gates, scientist, biologist and auturglc pay- be not only Intelligent men thoroughly read in law, but they 
chologlst, residing near Washington, D. C., and whose labo- should be candid and conscientious, striving for the victory 
ratory I have visited, has taken the fluids, the breaths, and of truth only. As I sat in the court-room (It was my first
the Invisible auras of persons, aud by crucial experimenta
tions, has shown the brain moods in the chromatic scale, 
shown the psychic effects of anger, or envy, and of various 
other emotions connected with temperaments, brain cells 
and bodily diseases. .1 adduce these testimonies and testi
monies of the learned, to unmistakably demonstrate the na-

experience) listening to the wrangling of the lawyers over 
points of law, reminded of Jesus' words, "Woe unto you, ye 
lawyers! for ye lade men with burdens grievous to be borne, 
and ye yourselves touch not the burdens with one of your 
fingers.” “

3. They may be semi-hypnotized by the flowery oratory,
ture and philosophy of psychic outputs and the odylic auras, and twisting pleas of a one-sided, if not unprincipled at- 
their influence, and especially their relations to the psychic torney.
powers which (with the leading symptom) we use In dlag- 4. They may not be the candid, scholarly, moral peers of 
nosing disease. Mark well—through these auras we come those whose litigating cases they are privileged to sit upon, 
into sympathetic relation with the temperaments, organs and 5, They may not be educated, cultured, or intellectually 
specific formations affecting Invalid persons, and so physl- competent to analyze evidence and so exercise a fair, impar- 
cally sense—psychically know and read their diseases. And tial judgment upon the law-case under consideration; and 
this psychic power, marvelous, scientific and rational, Is a upon subjects above their comprehension.
matter of demonstration. It is In keeping with Roentgen's 6. They may be biased, if not largely swayed In their 
X-ray, with clairvoyance, and in consonance with the higher Judgments by the well-meaning charge ot the court, 
medical science of1 the most eminent savants: It is based "Though jurors (says a very high legal authority) need not 
upon a rock as immovable as the pillars of Hercules. be bound by the direction ot the judge as to the weight,

-r-ncimuai me at a niaTAMrc value and materiality ot the evidences submitted, neverthe-TREATING INVALIDS at A DisiANUt.. are a]m08t invariably Influenced by the Impress
Psychics, having' established an aural relation with their ive charge ot the Judge." Heartily do I wish judges were 

patients, through the leading symptom, the auras from their more fully aware that there is an unseen court before which 
letters, and signatures they magnetize. They impulse the they must appear sooner or later, and they themselves be
thought They—I speak—I voice the word; that is to say, 1 judged. The decisions of this upper court are unalterable 
use this God-given psychic power, prayerfully projecting, because absolutely just, and yet, as merciful as just.
breathing from my1 soul's depths earnest, health-giving
thoughts, And thoughts; remember, are spiritual activities,
refined ethereal ized realities—polarized points of force, 
piercing outward and upw,ard to the very heavens. In effect, 
these subtile thought-influences are as Immeasurable as they

THE JURY MAKE-UP.
In our trial two of the jurors were carpenters and ten 

were farmers; and undoubtedly good ploughing, wood-chop
ping, corn-husking, sheep-shearing, hog-fattening, cattle
speculating farmers; but what did they know about psychoare potential. . _ . . . _ .

As a sample of gpsent thought-treatment, permit me to sis; Reichenbach’s od-force; M. Blondeit’s luminous rays 
give verbatim G. H-.Tokatlian’s affidavit. We had hundreds from nerve and muscle; magnetic polarity; the increase of 
of similar cases wliich ‘the prosecution (the District Attor- the venous circulation by electricity; Tesla’s electric waves,
ney) kept from coming before the Judge. the vibratory transference of thought; the subtle potency ot

"55 Bazar Arasta, Smyrna, Asia Minor, May 15,1901. the finer forces; the psychic auras and the mind radiations 
“Dr. J. M. Peebles:— It,is with great pleasure that I notify In absen treatments through suggestion and prayer! What, 

you of the wonderful cdre'pf my terrible chronic headache, I again x.-w. did these jurors know about these invisible psy- 
which Had troubled’W for the last four years. I consulted chic potencies? Nothing—literally nothing! And yet, peo- 
five doctors here, And'-’tried medical and hydrotherapic pie talk of being "tried by their peers!” ■
treatments with.no avail. Upon putting my hand on your While the matter of psychic power was before the court,
letter, as you ordered, I felt a prickly magnetic feeling go and I was being cross-questioned by the Government attor
all over me at once. ney, he asked me among other things it he had "this power"

"I heartily thank you for your kindness, which caused me 
to realize the omnipotence of spirit, which hitherto had been
quite a puzzle to my mind. Yours very gratefully, 

“G. H. TOKATLIAN."
THE IDEAL FIR§T, THEN THE PHYSICALLY REAL.

a

—psychic power. My prompt reply was, "You have but very 
little of it, owing to your lack of moral and spiritual unfold-
ment.”

"How do you know?" he impertinently asked.
My quick response was, "I know by your looks." No man 

having such a horizontally round head, considerably flat
tened at the top, and such a crimson face, could have muchThoughts, ideas, precede results. Columbus thought of _

land across the waters in the far-off West. The thought was psychic power, and what he did have would be of a coarse 
a seed-thought, and the harvest was the discovery of the material nature.
New World. Thoughts annihilate space. I can think—can 
impulse a thought just as instantaneously to Australia as to 
my library across my room. Good thoughts, changing the . _ . _ . .
vibration of the patient’s aura, are winged-messengers of consciously, possess in varied degrees. Its potency depends 
health and harmony. The psychic, aflame with thought- upon organization, habits, character, aspiration, will power, 
force, rouses the patient’s will. He changes the vibrations and faith in God, for all power through the multi-measureless 
from fear to hope and faith, and reminds, recalls the Mas- chain-links of causation, originates in God. Psychic power

THE POTENCY OF PSYCHIC FORCE.
Psychic influence is something that all, though perhaps un-

ter’s command, “I will—be thou clean!"
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND ABSENT TREATMENT.

is that mighty force, then, which wins battles, rears empires,
turns the tide of history, and through its potent electrifying 
forces, molds the leading, energizing forms of all clvlliza-

Marconi’s wireless telegraphic Impulses flash to Europe, tions. But none of these places above-mentioned, gamblers’ 
or may girdle the globe with lightning speed; but thoughts, dens, or jury boxes, are in my opinion, the proper places to 
impelled by psychic power, far outstrip them. Marconi em- witness that searching psychism which heals, vivifies, and 
ploys the physical air as a medium for communication, while beautifies life—no places to witness true depth of Insight, 
psychics use the luminous and frictionless interstellar ether, magnanimity of soul, exact justice, ennobling virtue, or any 
which, infinitely finer, Interpenetrates the atmosphere, and sort of heroic purity.
fills all the starry, worlds above that glitter and swim in 1 question if any of these jurymen had ever heard of Nl- 
these vast astral Immensities. . kola Tesla’s transmitting tower at Wardenclift where elec

Prof. Dolbear, of Tufts’ College, Boston, assures us that trjc wavcs ore transmitted, girdling the globe. And where 
“science is continually penetrating the laws of the universe, “intonations and modulations of the human voice will soon," 
and revealing its mysteries," * * * and that “all about us is this writer says, “be made to leave their impress upon this 
a finer universe unperceived except where some develop- wnole planet.” Here science leads us to the very door of "ab- 
ment of the intuitive powers perceived it by means of the genj treatment.” And the inspired Nazarene opened this 
finer sight and hearing of the psychic sense.” door nearly 2,000’years ago. See Luke’s record of the Cen-

Marconi discovered the remarkable fact that his signals turion’s "sick servant.” Here was absent treatment. Jesus 
were transmitted more rapidly and at a greater distance by not enter the house, though evidently not very far away, 
night than by day. Light implies force and friction. Sound “gay the‘Word,” said the centurion. The word was said, 
waves, we know, suffer slightly when moving against a gale. an(j the vibration touched the aural-sphere of the sick serv- 
Accordingly, Prof. Joly of Dublin, suggests,that in Marconi s aaj aa(j jje wag healed. It was absent treatment. And if 
signaling the etheric waves encounter in sunlight a contrary jesus Christ, born of woman, and who ate, slept, drank, was 
ether-drift, inducing slight retardation. But this Is not circumcised, “learned obedience," refused to. be called 
proven to be the case in the transmission of human thought- “Good,” should appear in Florida to-day, or other states,
Impulse, which, as aforesaid, is an active, potent force, in
stantaneously flashing, influencing, causing such vital and 
chemical changes in sensitives and the sympathetically re-

we have thought-waves vibrating through the interstellar 
ether, such healing and harmonizing influences that, where 
there is a receptive temperament, they result In restoration 
to health.

WHAT IS PSYCHE, OR MIND?
' It is that part of our conscious being which thinks, wills, 

rêasons, hopes, and aspires to immortality. It is the orig- , 
inating power of the Ego, the conscious spirit within, Imply
ing intellect, intuition, cognition, conception, .apperception, 
reason, judgment. '.This, or rather, these are the psychic 
powers that I, employed in diagnosing, disease, and all well
read and cultûred physicians, (in a measure) necessarily do 
the same. No one can properly diagnose by feeling the 
■pulse alone. This only' indicates agitation, excitement, a 
higher or a lower condition of vitality, etc. The tongue is 
not an infallible index to the disease, nor is pain a guide to 
the location of a lesion; the pain may be in the superior and 
Inferior maxlllaries, as in lock-jaw, but the cause, "perhaps, 
was from a nail thrust Into the heel. Psychic diagnosis goes 
below the objective into the subjective—(he unseen, and 
there traces the Inciting causes to their legitimate effects.

Many old-school physicians In diagnosing, never go be
yond the physical—the anatomy and visible physiology of 
the body.. They heedlessly pass by heredity, temperament, 
psychological inharmonles, mental Influences, and other un
seen environments, and hence their frequent and sometimes 
disastrous failures. But the highly educated physician with 
psychic power, while properly considering the physiology, 
the pathology, the temperaments, the mental tendencies, the 
psychological influences, with the leading symptom, and 
what is more important, the aura or the aural emanations 
from tho handwriting, goes deeper. Jie sits down and crit
ically diagnoses the case, as he would carefully dissect a ca
daver. He goes to the fountain-heads, tracing tho recondite 
causes of the lesions.. Ho consciously senses both the phys
ical and mental derangements of tho invalid. In brief, ho 
knows. Tho soul, tho intuitive mind, the conscious spirit, 
does not reason out problems. It knows by and through the 
psycho-sensations—knows by Instantaneous deduction, and 
so his diagnoses Beem at times almost miraculous; and yet, 
they are in perfect harmony with natural law.

AURAS AND THE PSYCHIC POWER OF HEALING.
It is an established fact, denied by no scholar of repute, 

or adept in psychology and physics, that there is an aural

sponsive, as to develop that harmonlal condition which we 
denominate health.

UNSEEN CAUSES AND THEIR EFFECTS.
A pebble-stone, dropped into a calm, placid lake, starts a 

wave outward, which widening, widening, particle Impinging 
upon particle, reaches, say philosophers, the farthermost 
shore. So psychic power, will power, projects, not a pebble
stone, but a thought into the great oceanic, all-permeating 
realm of ether, causing a vibratory wave, a psychic health
impulse to touch the sensitive aura of the patient; and thus, 
bo kindle the energizing, .vitalizing fires of life within, as to 
produce in tissue and circulation, those physiological 
changes called health; and often thought, Inspired by the 
prayer, of faith, does-it Almost instantaneously.- There may 
be thought epidemics. When the Raider Frederick was 
suffering with that cancerous difficulty with the throat, it 
was published thatffieariy half of Germany had sore throats. 
Many have died of tabled when not touched, but only fright
ened by mad dogs. b'

Certain individual«, gifted with psychic force, with strong 
personal magnetism','carry the very elixir of health in their 
presence. The magnetitfthands of such abound in healing 
balm. Their voicestare musical therapeutics. Often, a phy
sician’s kind-hearted wood or encouraging smile does in
finitely more than bfB'piUSiand nasty powders.

This, being the fitst time in an active public life of oyer 
sixty years, that I was ever in a courthouse as complainant, 
defendant, juror or’witndss, I greatly, in one sense, enjoyed 
the trial. The cross-firing of the lawyers reminded me of 
Jesus’words, “Woh tatoiyw lawyers,” etc.
’ 7 NOTHING PROVEN. .

In this law case' not a particle of direct proof was pro
duced showing an *iintent to defraud.” Opinions and infer-, 
ences are neither facts nor demonstrations. In the trial, not 
a letter of complaint was shown to have been received by the 
Battle Creek postmaster—not a penny was proven to have, 
been received from’any person or persons for diagnosing 
their cases—not a dollar-was received and retained from 
patients dissatisfied with their treatment. The money paid 
from such so far as wo know, was promptly returned. This 
was proven by our check stubs. • ; . ;

. Whore, then, you ask; waa tho fraud? Where the “Intent 
to defraud?” Can there possibly be a fraud without injury? 
John Doo, hunting huthes-foreat, shot at a doer and (tilled a 
man. Was ho guilty, there being uo “Intent" to. murder? ;

Syrian clad, and engage as he did In Palestine in psychic 
healing, mental healing and absent healing (sometimes fail- 
Iffg to cure, see Mark vi:5), he would be arrested, Indicted, 
convicted and imprisoned.

There’s a case somewhat similar to the above recorded in 
the third chapter of Acts of the Apostles, where Peter In 
healing the lame man, "fastened his eyes upon him.” That 
was psychic treatment. And then Peter took him by "the 
right hand” (the right hand Is positive) and lifting him up 
he leaped and walked.” Paul heard "voices” speaking out 
from the unseen. He fell into a trance. He healed the sick 
an<l upon one occasion said, "Wherefore I put them in re
membrance by the putting on of my hands.” For this and 
for his moral independence he was 'pronounced by the 
“court” of his time, "a pestilent fellow,” "a disturber of the 
peace," and accordingly he was arrested, arraigned, indicted, 
persecuted, imprisoned. And from the fullness of his soul 
he wrote thus to the Corinthians: "In journeyings often, in 
perils of waters, in perils of robbers, by mine own country
men, in perils in the city, in perils among false brethren. 
Five times received I forty stripes save one; once was I 
stoned; thrice was I beaten with rods.” In Philippi Paul 
was whipped by the orthodox of Jews, "thrust into the inner 
prison and his feet made fast in stocks.” He further wrote, 
"We are troubled on every side, yet not distressed; we are 
perplexed, but not in despair, persecuted but not forsaken, 
cast down, but not destroyed.” -

It is said that history repeats Itself; and the above is a 
fair illustration of the history of reformers in the agone 
times from Socrates to Paul, from Paul to Hypatia and from 
Alexandrian Hypatia to.the talented Helen Wllmans Post’re- 
cently “sentenced” in Florida for advertising and practicing 
psychic or mental treatment and “long distance treatments." 
The judge in putting a rope around her neck, figuratively 
speaking, found, or will find the other end fastened to his 
own neck in duo time. Her case was promptly appealed to a 
higher court. This was well.

A portion of-our firm wished to appeal our case to the Ap
pellate Court. If done, the decision would no doubt have 
been reversed; but I strenuously opposed the appeal. I did 
not want the thought in my mind—did not want the sus
pense—the worry. I do not fancy lawyers, lawsuits, politics- 
appointed jurists, fightings nor wars of any kind. "Agree 
with thine adversary quickly,” Baid the Nazareno, in that 
great sermon on the mount ,

Though a jury of ordinary plodding farmers sitting on a 
law-case involving tho occult, of tho psychic merits of which

(Continued on seventh pago J

ON APPROVAL ' 
Don’t Neglect Piles-They Lead 
to the Deadly Uuucer. My New
Three-told Absorption Treat

ment Promptly Helleves
Even Most Malignant

Cases.
I want to sond every sufferer from pile::, ulcer, 

assure, prolapse, tumor«, eonstlpatlou, or other 
rectal weakness, my NewThree-toIil Absorption 
Curo iLudmy New Book, In color«, about rcotal 

(AU l)lalu wrapper.) It you are 
satlslled with the beueflt from my treatment, 
sond me Oao Dollar. It not semi nothing. You 
decide. .

My treatment euros by absorbing tho jrrowtha 
and healing tho membrane. It is bringing curea 
where everything else has railed. It Im’s cured 
oases of 80 aud 40 years standing. That Is why I can afford to send It on approval. y

Hero’s what you get with
out paying a cent In advance: 
I. One tube of my Absorp
tion Plasma, with my new 
Keetul Applicator, which 
heals all Itching and sore
ness, 2. Oue package of my 
Mueo-Eood Cones, which 
cure constipation and Hour- 
Ish the membrane. 8. Ono 
package of my Pile Pills, 
which remove tho causes of \

0. W. (IN riECN M n pues imd constipation, mak- 
ll.O.Ei-Prtikinl n,d. c“!'.6 permanent, ft 
leal University of Ohio yuu have piles,or the itching, Ei-iirn»» I) i ' b'U-uffig feeling,which show, 
mmi™ « 1 ‘at llje dreaded disease is
niiu w J ,CO8I’ J'0» nothing to try my rem- 
nr/’inim-T6 d<!Iar ls lltllB t0 *,ay ileured. Send 
V?JkOny'v>»)!«““"“ -ffi tlll! bv. Van 
mim! Cw!.uk? *1®’ MaJeiille Building, Jackson, 
mien, write today.

DEAFNESS CURED i 
--------- « 

By No Means Until “ACTINA”! 
Was Discovered.

Klaety.fivo per cent or all cases of deafness 
brought to our attention le the result of chronic

s®

is®

passes through the

catarrh of the throat and 
middle oar. The air pas
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop
ping the action of the vi
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 
cure is impossible. The in
ner ear cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the inability of au
ric ts or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there is a 
scientific cure for deafness 
and catarrh isdemonetrat- 
ed every day by the use of 
Acllua. The vapor current 
generated In the Actlna 
Eustachian lubes into the

middle oar, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
as It passes through tho tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hummer, anvil and stirrup) In tho 
Inner ear, making thorn respond to the slight- 
eat vibration of sound. Actlna has never fulled 
tn cure ringing noises In tho head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom for years to be completely cured In 
only three weeks' use ot Acllua. Actlna also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lungs, colds aud headache; all of which are di
rectly or Indirectly duo to'catarrh. Actlna Is 
sent on trial postpaid. Writs us about your 
oase. Wo give advice free, and positive proof 
of euros. A valuable book-Professor Wilson’s 
UtO page Dictionary ot Disease, Free. Address 
New York & Loudon Electric Association, Dup. 
L #28 Walnut Street, Kansas Clly, Mo.

a Dav\ < Cl UClj VUK
■IIMJfl v abiolutoly sure; wo

furnleh lbs work and teicb you free, you work In 
the locality where you live. Send ua your addren and wo will 
explain Ilie buiinet« fully, remember we guarantee a dear profit 
of iJforevervday’i work,dbsoltiloly »uro. Write al onro.
EOUL UAJiUFACTtKlAU CO., Box I I 43, Uetrolt,Mldx.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Bkinaud Fcmal" Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address 
DR.’BYE,KX?Kank City, Mo.

The above la the number of the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
ua printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid tor has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tho 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch ot the number oo 
tte tag of your wrapper.

Your
INDUCE

Neighbor to Subscribe for The 
Progressive Thinker. .

Now is the time to extend the clrcula, 
tion of The Progressive Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter bo well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Send in a subscription now.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS,
AMD

Other Oîîerlnos, 
BY

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE,

This volume contains a selection of 
the best poems of this gifted author and 
storyettes contributed by Clair Tuttle 
in her charming style. There are 285 
pages, with six full-page illustrations, 
including photogravures of the author 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound in blue 
with aluminum embossing. Many of 
the poems are especially adapted for 
recitations.

The author needs no introduction to 
the spiritual public. Her songs are 
among the best In spiritual literature. 
Epes Sargent said of one of her poems 
that It was the equal of anything in the 
language, and that she was the poet of 
the New Dispensation.

The Mecca says: “Psychic Poems."
That erudite critic, Wm. Emmette 

Coleman: "To all lovers of good poetry 
this book Is confidently recommended.”

Will Carlton: “I have read with great 
Interest:"

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanita
rian says: “A most exquisite bouquet 
• • * »..the thoughts echo and re-echo 
through the deepest recesses of my 
heart. I have some word of praise for 
every page.”

The author says In the dedication:’ 
"To those whose thoughts and longings 
reach i Into the unseen Land .of Souls, 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with 
common flowers, Is offered hoping to 
give rest and pleasure while watting at 
the way stations on the journojr, 
thither.”

Price 51.00. For sale by ,
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio, j.

tremelysensltivesurfac.es
with.no


Nutt-
Moore, 321 East Jackson street.

for some time. F. W. MARTIN.

COR.
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the 
and

joyable repast was in evidence at 
close, and all went away satisfied 
happy.”

A spiritual seance was given at

George H. Gleason passed to spirit 
life, April 25, 1903, aged 84 years. He 
was a firm advocate of spirit inter-

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

course and enjoyed the ight it gave 
him.

Passed to the higher life, from her 
home in Muncie, Ind., Mrs. Cora Baker, 
aged 22 years. Funeral services con
ducted by Mrs. Emma M.

Las
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..GENERAL SURVEY
THE SPIRITUALISTIC) FI^LO-ITS WORKERS, 

DUÍNQS. ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be- 
lieving'that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer, rhe items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
tills office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

VICTOR VOGEL’S ORCHESTRA 
AND BAND.—First-class music fur
nished on all occasions. Office and.res
idence, 4217 Champlain avenue, Chi
cago, Ill. Telephone Oakland 1111. 
Mr. Vogel is a well-known Spiritualist 
of Chicago and a natural born musician. 
Hls orchestra will be most excelleht at 
dances and entertainments given by 
Spiritualists, and will add much to the 
Interest of the occasion. As a special 
feature of his musical work, he intro
duces many original novelties—imita
tions of birds, etc.

She made many pointed remarks of 
great truth one of which the writer re
members was as follows: ‘One can 
never become a true Spiritualist- until 
one is intellectually fitted to receive it, 
therefore we do not seek to proselyte.’ 
We also enjoyed the readings and reci
tations of Mrs. M. Garelle-Rouseana, 
well-known to the public as a teacher of 
elocution and oratory. In her own in
imitable way she recited her own com
positions, and aleo the ‘Angel Buglers,’ 
from the Progressive Lyceum. Mrs. 
Crall invited to the rostrum an old 
friend and Spiritualist, Mr. Charles 
Stangler, who made a few appropriate 
remarks on Modern Spiritualism. Mrs. 
Ida Burger and Mrs. Carrie Parkhurst 
gave convincing spiritual communica
tions, which were appreciated. An en-

MISSIONARIES’ NOTICE.—All mall 
for E. W. and C. A. Sprague, the N. 8. 
A. missionaries, should be addressed for 
the present as follows: No. 725 West 
Jackson street, Bloomington, Ill.

ANNOUNCEMENT—Harrison D.Bar- 
rett is located in Syracuse, N. Y., for 
the months of April and May. He will 
be pleased to fill week evening engage
ments within easy distance of Syracuse 
upon reasonable terms. Address him at 
once for dates and rates. Send all let
ters to Harrison D. Barrett, P. O. Box 
462, Syracuse, N. Y.

Mrs. Alia Thurman writes from Las 
Vegas, N. M.: “I have been here three 
months with good success, giving sev
eral lectures in private homes. This 
would be a splendid town for some 
good lecturer and test medium to locate 
and start a society. Plenty of follow
ers, but no leader. To get along in a 
Catholic country, means not to antago
nize them, but to unify the forces wher
ever the opportunity presents Itself. 
Then they will be your friends. I’ve 
learned long ago that love is the fulfill
ment of the law, and the only thing 
that will overcome opposition. 1 have 
made many true friends and converts 
here among the Spanish people, who 
are devout Catholics, and some advised 
with their priests concerning their 
visits with me.”

At the rooms of the Light and Shad
ow club, Milan, Italy, a musical opera, 
which purports to have been dictated 
by spirits, was produced a few days 
ago. The two sons of the Italian Sen
ator, Bordonaro, who are totally ignor
ant of music and composition, were 
used as mediums to obtain both the 
music and the libretto from the spirit 
world. A long time and many seances 
were required to write tne opera, as 
note after note and word after word 
was dictated to the mediums by sup
posedly departed musicians in the pres
ence of a committee of Spiritualists and 
scientists of Palermo. The title of the 
opera was “11 Travolti,” which means 
"thrown over,” and its execution was 
placed in the hands of a quartet of 
opera singers, accompanied by a pro
fessor at the piano. The music, how
ever, is not very attractive, its principal 
feature being melancholy, recalling 
here and there some of the composi
tions of Wagner and the other dead 
musicians in the midst of a monoto
nous succession of cadences, which pro

, duce a general feeling of lassitude. A 
large and select audience attended the 
extraordinary performance.—The Inter 
Ocean.

Sign your name and address to your 
Items, or they are liable to be thrown 
into the waste basket. Here is one 
from Dana, Ill., without any signature: 
"Mrs. Pemberton, of Bloomington, Ill., 
has been here a week during which 
time she held public circles in a dozen 
or more homes and gave many private 
seances during her stay. Mrs. Pember
ton is a fine trumpet medium and the 
results were such that all were well 
pleased and many who had never had 
an opportunity to witness such phe
nomena and were skeptical as to spirit 
communications, were fully convinced 
thereof. Mrs. Pemberton will move to 
Peoria In a few weeks.

An extraordinary case of sleep walk
ing is reported of a young servant girl. 

■ She went to bed the other night In her

oee & pea or typewriter. ■

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not .later than the previous Satur
day morning. -Bear this in mind-

' "MWAVi «MS WtJR NAJg®
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING.NO- 
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION. OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND»«Ti^m WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET. ,

Vegas, New Mexico, on the evening of 
March 30, at the New Optic hotel by 
Mrs. Alia Thurman. The occasion was 
the 56th anniversary of Modern Spirit
ualism. About forty were present and 
as many more were turned away for 
lack of room. Mrs. Thurman spoke for 
an hour and a half on subjects apper
taining to Spiritualism suggested to her 
by the audience. The line of her 
thought was that Spiritualism does not 
contradict any creed, but that it lies be
hind all creeds. The three topics espe
cially discussed by her were: 'Do We 
Know One Another on the Other Side?’ 
‘Are Our Friends Around Us and Do 
They Communicate with us?' ‘What is 
the Value of Spiritualism?’ After the 
lecture Mrs. Thurman gave clairvoyant 
tests.

E. C. Waldren writes from Chesaning, 
Mich.: “The Spiritual Society of Ches
aning, Mich., held an anniversary meet
ing at their hall on the 31st of March, 
it being the 56th anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism. We had a splendid time. 
Mr. H. J. Hopkins read an article from 
the Banner of Light which was appreci
ated by all. We also had a warm su
gar social and refreshments served, and 
an experience meeting all in the same 
evening. We expected to have Mrs. La 
Grange, of Detroit, with us, but she 
could not get here on account of the 
washouts on the Michigan Central rail
road, which were numerous on every 
railroad in the state. We are to have 
her on the 21st and 22nd of April, and 
invite every one to come and help us 
enjoy the love feast which we are sure 
to have.”

Mrs. Asa Talcott says: "You can't 
find two Spiritualists that think alike; 
every soul agrees with itself. This is 
mental independence. When the angel 
world touched the button, and opened 
to you those broad avenues, it freed 
your mind. God’s mysteries are mys
teries no longer when you have learned 
the A B C of Spiritualism. And, as we 
stand here to day, reaching out over 
the natural life, each drinking in what 
comes to him we appreciate the signifi
cance of this anniversary. You under
stand that you, and each of you, is part 
and parcel of the Master Mind. We do 
not hold nor adhere to a personal God, 
but It is a principle pervading every
thing living, or inanimate, even the 
stones or flowers—the divine is there!”

Theodore Franck writes from Louis
ville, Ky.: "On Sunday evening April 3, 
a large attendance was present at the 
meeting held at the Church of Spirit 
Communion. ‘Some Reasons Why’was 
the topic chosen by Mrs. Annie Thrond- 
sen for this service. Considerable in
terest was aroused by her brilliant 
ideas, and her tests were extremely re
markable.”

F. P. Lint writes from Atchison, Kan
sas: “On Sunday, April 3, Mrs. Etta 8. 
Bledsoe and Mrs. Inez Wagner from To
peka, Kans., were here and organized a 
society with twenty-three charter mem
bers. The following officers were elect
ed: F. P. Lint, president; Mrs. Anna C. 
Jones, vice-president; C. H. Burrows, 
secretary; Mr. J. J. Leapson, treasurer. 
Mrs. Bledsoe's speaking was enjoyed 
very much by all parties present, and 
the two trumpet seances held by Mrs. 
Wagner were attended well and gave 
perfect satisfaction. We feel here that 
there is no better trumpet medium in 
this part of the country than Mrs. Wag-

employer’s house at Roughton, Sussex, 
England. Wlien she woke up she found 
herself on" Mousehold Heath, Norwich, 
eighteen miles away. On a former oc
casion she took another night walk In 
her sleep, waking up to find herself 
fully dressed in Cromer, several miles 
away from where she had gone to 
sleep—New York Herald.

L. J. Baker writes from Sawtelle, 
Cal.: “The Church of-the New Era, un
der the management of Its pastor, Mrs. 
Florence White of Boston, Mass., cele
brated the 56th anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism in a way commensurate 
with that sublime event. In the after
noon that peerless champion of human 
liberty, Rev. W. C. Bowman, of Los An
geles delighted a large and apprecia
tive audience at the hall by hls foren
sic eloquence and many telling hits and 
witty sayings. Many other speakers 
and mediums of note were present and 
assisted by speaking and giving plat
form tests to the delight of all present. 
In the evening was had La Fiesta de los 
Flores in all that the name implies, 
with a speech from Dr. Daniel Hull, of 
Los Angeles, followed by recitations, re- 
freshmente, music and a dance.' Thus 
e-’ded the celebration, the memorable 
day and the’56th anniversary of Mod
ern Spiritualism, in this beautitul city 
by tho sea.”

■ Mrs. L. Robinson writes: "Anniver
sary exercises were hed in the Second 
Spiritual Church of Baltimore, Md., 
March 27. The lecturer of the evening 
was Mrs. Marie Crail, widely known as 
a sincere Spiritualist and reliable medl- 
"ton. Her discourse was listened to and 
appreciated by an intelligent audience.

Class along philosophical lines that is 
intensely interesting. We shall hold 
all-day meetings during April, begin
ning at 2:30 p. m., and continuing till 
10 p. m., with only a few moments for 
lunch, which is served in the dining
room above. T wenty mediums attend
ed our last services so that plenty of 
talent is always on hand to demonstrate 
the wonderful truths that we present in 
so pleasing a manner to the Inquiring 
puglic. Remember, at our next month
ly party, Saturday evening, April 23, 
free readings will be given before the 
dance to all who buy a ticket of admis
sion, which is only 25 cents. We shall 
also have a fine musical program to 
end with a Ghost Dance, which will be 
conducted by Prof. Ellis. Eight couples 
will be attired as ghosts and drilled in 
movements that will astonish and de
light all. They will lead the grand 
march in which all Will take part; then 
all who wish will dance till satisfied. 
These novel parties are attracting 
many to investigate and enjoy the bene
fit of Social and psychic experiences.”

The Des Moines Register says: 
“Louis H. Mott, the Montana wife mur
derer, did not keep his promise. Spir
itualists, Theosophlsts and the other re
incarnated ‘lets’ must be seriously dis
appointed. Mott was hanged a week 
ago in Missoula. He knew this was in
evitable, yet he sent word to Represen
tative Dixon that he would meet him in 
Washington at 10 o'clock Sunday even
ing, sixty hours after the execution. A 
dispatch from Washington states that 
Mr. Dixon sat in hls apartments, wait
ing, until long after 10 o’clock, but no 
Mott appeared. ‘He will be welcome if 
he comes,’ said Dixon, at 9:58. ‘Before 
whisky wrecked him, Mott was a 
mighty fine fellow. When retiring time 
came and Mott had not arrived, Repre
sentative Dixon retired, leaving word 
that he was to be called the moment 
Mott arrived, but he slept peacefully all 
the night. Mott failed to put in an ap
pearance. And yet there were doubt
less some who expected the executed 
man to keep hls word. He was a for
mer Iowan and lowans are usually so 
punctual and painstaking. But the 
odds were heavy against Mott.”

W. H. Leidigh, of Villa Ridge, writes: 
"The Truth Seekers’ Association cele
brated the 56th anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism on Easter Sunday, at our 
hall by our annual basket dinner and 
lyceum exercises. We had a nice time. 
The hall was covered with flags and 
flowers, and a nest of colored eggs that 
were distributed to the little ones, and 
the crowd was amused with recitations, 
etc. Dr. D. D. Clark, the noted psychic 
teacher of New Orleans, gave two lec
tures—first of Spiritualism; second on 
Magnetism. We are very sorry for the 
brother and fellow-worker. He lost his 
help-mate, she falling asleep in the spir
it at Jackson, Tenn., March 4, and 
placed in her mausoleum at The 
Mounds, III. It was her request to be 
placed above the ground. She was a 
great worker in the fields of advanced 
thought, psychic science and the Spirit
ual philosophy. She was the founder 
of the Psychometric College ot New Or
leans, La., pastor of the First Spiritual 
Temple, and author of Psychic Revelar 
tlons, missionary for the Southern Spir
itual Association (appointed by the 
late Rev. Samuel Watson), and or
dained minister of Spiritualism."

Somebody siiids san article from 615 
Massachusetts avenue, Cambridge, 
Mass., but dogq-not ^ign Hls name.
I J. E. Bowes!. writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: “The'^rstiifhurch of the Soul, 
46 Grand River avedue, held memorial 
services on Easter.evenlng at 7:45. A 
good program? larlgaiand attentive audi
ence, chair di&pedja memory of Mr. 
Doyle, of Lansing, d Mich., a pioneer 
Spiritualist who built for himself a liv
ing monument by -purchasing a beauti
ful home for mediums and endowing it 
with a large spin for running purposes 
in Lansing. He passed into higher life 
February last. 1 Several mediums and 
clairvoyants assisted In the services. 
Our pastor, Mrs. Laura L. Crawford, is 
a psychic of no small ability. Her tests 
are clear and convincing."

A horrible dream foretold to Mrs. 
William Sprevln, wife of William Spre- 
vin, living at 218 Superior street, De
troit, Mich., a passenger brakeman on 
the Detroit division of the Lake Shore 
railway, that she would receive some 
shocking news. A few hours after Mrs. 
Sprevln arose next morning a messen
ger knocked at the door and handed 
her a telegram. With trembling hands 
she tore open the yellow envelope, and 
read: "William Sprevln seriously in
jured. Removed to St. Vincent’s hls- 
pital in Toledo.” "Oh! I knew it!” she 
cried, and sank sobbing on a sofa. This 
sudden outburst awoke a little 2-year- 
old baby boy, and he started to cry. 
Mrs. Sprevln carried the baby into the 
home of his grandparents, who live in 
the front part of the cottage, and took 
the next train to Toledo. Sprevln had 
passed away a few minutes before his 
wife arrived. “I feared something was 
going to happen,” sold Mrs. Sprevln. “I 
had such a strange dream. I could not 
sleep, and I spent the long hours cry
ing. First I was In a church and all 
the people were looking at me, then 
again I was working In a factory. This 
all seemed so queer to me, and all of a 
sudden I woke up.”—Chicago Inter 
Ocean.

F. E. Donaldson writes: “The Light 
of Truth Church, holding services at 
Thurman Club Hall, comer Cottage 
Grove avenue and 47th street, Mrs. M. 
A. Burland, pastor, held anniversary 
service last Sunday evening. Through 
the energy of Mrs. Field, the hall was 
tastefully decorated with American 
flags and flowers, which was a sermon 
In themselves. A control of the pastor 
gave a discourse from subject suggest
ed by the audience, after which fol
lowed an interesting prophetical talk by 
Dr. J. McWilliams, [n hls usual edifying 
way. Vocal selections and recitations

blood-curdling apparition that stam
peded Repp and as a. result thp stoker 
position has been twite more vacated. 
At pt esent Motonnan John Plaskett, 
who claims to be familiar with the an
tics of ghosts and who says that spec
ters have no terror for him, has been 
feeding tho furnaces of the big plant 
and whether or not he will fall a victim 
of the ghost-seeing habit remains to be 
seen.—-La Porte, (Ind.) Herald.

E. J. Schellhous writes from Kansas 
City, Mo.: “In my negligence I omitted 
the name of tho medium to whom I re
fer in ray communication published in 
The Progressive Thinker of April 9. 
As inquiries have been made to me, 
will you kindly notice the omission? 
The medium’s name is W. W- Aber, of 
Kansas City, Mo.”

E. E. Carpenter, president 6f the M. 
S. S. A., writes as follows from Detroit, 
Mich.: "The writer would ask you to 
publish the following In behalf of the 
Michigan State Spiritualists Associa
tion, correcting a report which has been 
extended quite recently, referring to 
the collection of money for the Medl- 
urns' Home, at Lansing, Mich. It has 
been reported that E. W. Sprague, the 
National Missionary, Is receiving forty 
per cent of Ute money collected toward 
the Mediums’ Home, for his services 
while in our state. I want to say that 
Mr, Sprague has never received one 
penny of the donations collected for our 
Mediums’ Home; in fact he, Is not re
ceiving the charter fee for organizing 
societies. Mr. and Mrs, Sprague have 
done much to advance the interests ot 
tlie state association, and the cause 
which they represent, without receiving 
one dollar from our association in the 
way of any percentage of money col
lected, and I would add for the benefit 
of those who feel it convenient to as
sist the state association at this time 
financially, It would be greatly appre
ciated by the same, as we have had con
siderable extra expenses owing to the 
severe winter at our home, and we are 
in need of funds. I thank all in ad
vance for any assistance which they 
can furnish. Kindly send all donations 
to Miss Rena Chapman, state secretary, 
Marcellus, Mich.”

Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: “Dr. J. M.

ner. Her seances are certainly fine 
and her test work is unusually fine. To 
societies or any. parties interested, we 
can certainly recommend Mrs. Bledsoe 
and Mrs. Wagner as being honest and 
capable in their line of work, and they 
are mediums whom you will not need to 
apologize for in any way.”

Superstition sometimes runs runs 
wild, as sét forth by the Chicago Chron
icle: "The power of thp evil eye per
sists after death in the case of Mike, 
former pet cat of the Auditorium hotel, 
now a stuffed feline, according to Mrs. 
Everett McAllister of Elgin, Ill., who 
attended the grand opera frequently 
the last two weeks and met with mis
fortunes on account of Mike. Mrs. Mc
Allister stopped at the Auditorium on 
each trip to Chicago. Each time she 
entered the hotel the. first object her 
eye encountered was stuffed Mike, eye
ing her from his perch on the balus
trade. The first night after seeing 
Mike she lost her purse, the second she 
lost her boa, both at the grand opera. 
The third time she lost her keys, and 
the fourth she collided with an automo
bile in Wabash avenue. ‘I am not a su
perstitious woman,’ she complained to 
Clerk Shaffer. 'I don’t believe In omens 
or in Christian Science or Mormonism, 
but just thè same that dead cat of 
yours is too much for me. She has the 
glassy eye and she has me on the run. 
I never experienced so much misfor
tune strung together. I didn’t mlnd the 
purse nor the boa nor the keys, but 
when I got bumped by the automobile I 
made up my mind that cat was my hoo
doo.'” ......

Dr. Beverly writes: "The Spiritual 
Science Society is having a boom, and 
many aro becoming convinced of tho 
power of the.spirit to 'heal and help. 
Walter DeVoe conducts a Question

Frank Anlauf writes from Oklahoma 
City: "The First Spiritualist Society of 
our city celebrated the 56th anniver
sary of Modern Spiritualism very fit
tingly, April 3. Our hall had been very 
nicely decorated for this memorable 
event and no effort had been spared by 
our lady co-workers to make the hall In
viting and comfortable. The program 
presented consisted of addresses by our 
president, C. C. Henderson; vice-pres
ident, Mrs. H. Hammon and also Dr. J. 
H. Randall, of Chicago, who is at pres
ent a guest of our city, in an acceptable 
and pleasing manner, interspersed with 
songs by the audience and quartette, 
and some beautiful solos by our gifted 
baritone, Treasurer G. W. Anderson, as 
well as recitations. Everybody seemed 
to be very much pleased and will this, 
our first effort at entertaining long be 
remembered by all. Mr. and Mrs. H. 
P. Harvey, of Maquoketa, Iowa have 
come among us and made arrangements 
to make this beautiful city tneir future 
home. The sister is a splendid psychic 
and trance speaker, a noble hearted 
lady, well known to many readers of 
this paper, while her husband occupies 
the honored position of mayor of the 
above-named place. Having just taken 
possession of their new home, Sister 
Harvey could not be present at our cel
ebration, but hopes to make-up for it 
at future occasions. Our society has 
had regular services every Sunday 
evening since its organization in Janu
ary, but has been somewhat hindered 
in its good work for lack of sufficient 
mehns to engage reliable mediums and 
lecturers. The members, however, 
hope to overcome this by a good steady 
pull by every one of them and all to
gether.”

The Tel eharmonic Company of Balti-’ 
more, Md., has been formed for the pur
pose of furnishing music in households. 
The houses will be wired the same as 
for electric light, and whenever a sub
scriber wishes to hear a certain piece 
of music he pushes a button and listens. 
Households can be filled with stirring 
music in the morning to arouse the oc
cupants to begin their day’s work or at 
night to lull them into peaceful slum
bers. It is only a question of time, it is 
declared, when this service will be fur
nished commercially, just as gas, elec
tric light, water and telephone service 
is now supplied. The invention is a ma
chine for producing every primary vi
bration known to the human ear. These 
range from the minimum vibrations 
that can be heard sixteen a second to 
the maximum of 8,000 vibrations a sec
ond.

"August Recht writes: "The Society 
of Spiritual Truth, Crosby Hall; Brook
lyn, N. Y., observed the 56th anniver
sary of Modern Spiritualism, April 3, 
with appropriate services, Dr. Wyman 
lectured, his subject being Modern Spir
itualism. We were pleasantly sur
prised to And In the audience, Mrs. Wil
kins, who arrived recently from Boston. 
Mr. Rasmussen asked her to assist, 
which she kindly did; and in such a 
manner as to leave no doubt as to the 
wonderful power of her intelligent lit
tle guide. She next gave several inspi
rational songs while under control. She 
was well appreciated. We hope that 
she will make her home permanently in 
Brooklyn.”

Query? Are the Carnegie libraries 
throughout the country to be made sec
tarian? Some “Secular League” people 
of Washington proposed to present a lot 
of books to the city library which was 

■ built by Mr. Carnegie, and the offer was 
accepted. When it was found that the 

I books were the works of Ingersoll, 
; Paine, and Voltaire tlie library authorl- 
i ties hemmed and hawed, and the books 
. are not "yet upon the shelves of the 11- 
r brary, and aré not likely to bo.

were then given, after which Violet 
(Mrs. Burland’s Indian control) gave a 
number of messages which brought en
couragement and love from our risen 
ones. A number who had remained In 
the hall from the conference meeting in 
the afternoon to attend the evening ser
vices, were treated to musical descrip
tions by the pastor under control of Dr. 
Miller and others.. Spiritualists, in 
whom has been created a hungering 
after food conducive to the growth of 
the divine in man, fluids much that en
lightens, and builds up, in the lectures 
given by the controls of Mrs. Burland. 
The audience .is gradually increasing, 
and the desire,,pf our members, that a 
congregation in keeping with the na
ture of the talent displayed by the pas
tor and controls, will soon be realized.”

Cora Fuller Williams writes from 
Vicksburg, Mieh.: "The faithful who 
have kept the camp-fire burning 
through the Ibiig; Obld winter months, 
arranged an anniversary meeting for 
April 8, which was fairly well attended, 
and a pleasant day was enjoyed by all. 
The morning session opened with mu
sic, followed by short speeches. Then 
all were Invited to partake of a bounti
ful Easter dinner prepared by the ladies 
of the society. At 2:30 the meeting 
was called to order by President Baker, 
and after a selection of music. Dr. Al
varado was called upon for an inspira
tional poem, to which he most graciously 
responded. Mrs. Dorothy Newton of 
Kalamazoo, then addressed the meet
ing in one of her best efforts, presented 
in well chosen language. Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Darling cheerfully responded to 
the call for music and several songs 
were rendered by them in a pleasing 
manner. The Inspirational poems by 
Dr. Alvarado lifted, our minds above 
selfishness and led us to thoughts of a 
truer and better living for humanity. 
The friends again partook of a feast for 
the physical man, which closed the 56th 
anniversary of Modern Spirntuallsnt.”

J. H. Clark, of' Spokane, Wash., 
writes: "The 56th anniversary of Mod
ern Spiritualism was duly celebrated by 
the First Society of Spokane, Wash., 
March 31, in the Ehlie Hall. Meals 
were served at noonand evening. Cir
cles and test meetings were the order 
of the afternoon. We all went to the 
Unitarian church for the evening meet
ing, the hall being too small to suit the 
people. A fine program waq given. 
Mrs. Flora Heckman gave a fine lec
ture. She has closed her engagement 
with our society and returned to Taco
ma. She has made only friends since 
she came among us, and we recommend 
her to all societies wishing a true, hon
est spiritual worker. Mrs. E. B. Layson, 
of Medical Lake, not being able to be 
with us, sent her best wishes with $5, 
for which the society Is truly thankful.”

The superstition that the ghosts of 
the poor unfortunates, who meet violent 
deaths, return to haunt the scenes of 
the untimely demise, is playing no 
small part at present in the fluctuation 
of the firemen market In the Michigan 
City Electric Company's power-house. 
Since the tragic death of Timothy No
lan, the engineer who was accidentally 
shocked to death on'the night of March 
6, at the elected plant, no less than 
three firemen have abandoned their po
sitions in the. powerhouse because of 
“seeing things it night," says the News. 
The trouble began a few nights after 
Nolan’s death, preplan Lee Repp, who 
though familiap.¡for .¿pany years with 
the multitude or superstitions common 
among sailors, paving ¡for several, sear 
sons been connected with various ves
sels as a stoker, h$d never before 
placed any crefjence(1ln any of tho 
weird beliefs, wjiB thejfirst to fall prey 
to what is belayed (o be the ghost of 
Engineer Nolan,., Repi) says that the 
third night oftgr’ Nolpn’s death and 
while he was passing through the elec
tric light plant Ipe accidentally touched 
a live wire thaj,tflhocked him severely. 
He claims that ¡when Ije recovered from 
the shock hesay? the,.ghost of the dead 
engineer directly In front of him. The 
sight unnerved him and he turned away 
quickly to relieve hlmpelf ot that awful 
creepy feeling that stole over him and 
seemed to make thol'blood run cold in 

। his veins. But as ho whirled about the 
. apparition changed position and for the 

remainder of the night the awful spec
; ter was at his elbow. Do what he 
i would ho could not free himself of It 
, and before morning Repp was on tho 
• verge of mental collapse and on tho fol
i lowing day he severed his connection

Peebles, the veteran Spiritualist worker, 
will lecture for the Hyde Park Occult 
Society on Sunday evening, April 17. 
Subject, ‘The Wonders and Lessons of 
Travel.’ Spiritualists all know they 
will hear something good, so come and 
let us give him a good welcome and 
God-speed as he passes through on his 
way home to Battle Creek from Califor
nia. Services at No. 323 East Fifty
fifth street, at 7:45.”

R. C. Baird, secretary, writes . from 
Elyria, Ohio, calling the special atten
tion of Ohio Spiritualists to the follow
ing: "The time for our convention at 
Columbus is drawing near, and it is 
hoped that all societies working under 
state charters will remit per capita tax 
(which amounts to 25 cents per mem
ber for each society) as soon as possi
ble. Individual membership costs but 
one dollar a year, and all friends are 
urged to become members. Do not

Nellie 8. Baade writes from New Or
leans, La: "The anniversary of Mod
ern Spiritualism was celebrated in the 
city to the satisfaction of all concerned. 
Remarks by. the president, vice-presi
dent and secretary were well received. 
Recitations by Louise Muller and Mabel 
Henry added much to the occasion, 
with special music and a hall so finely 
decorated—simply a tiling of beauty 
and a joy forever. We gave the regular 
address of the evening and followed 
with spiritual messages, which brought 
much pleasure to the recipients. We 
shall complete our present engage
ment with this society June 1, after 
which we shall be free to engage with 
other societies in need of our services; 
also at camps, tunerals or weddings. 
Address me at 634 South street. New 
Orleans, la.”

Virginie Barrett writes: "1 wish to 
say to the friends and those desiring 
my services that all mail will reach me 
if addressed to 835 Broadway, Indianap
olis, Ind. I woud like to hear from 
some good test mediums for missionary 
work.”

Copies of a remarkable will left by 
Col. C. M. Strader, U. S. A., retired, who 
died at St. Joseph’s hospital in Philadel
phia, have been received by several 
prominent business men of Louisville, 
Ky,, friends of the dead man. Col. 
Strader, after directing, that all hls 
debts be paid, requests that his body be 
cremated at Philadelphia, and the 
ashes taken to Louisville, ills birth
place, there to be scattered on the 
waters of the Ohio river. “If after this 
process," reads the will, "the angel Ga
briel, for whom I have all due respect, 
can with trumpet arouse me from 
the dead, he is a ‘darling,’ and I will 
take off my shadowy hat to him. I will 
pass away believing in no other deity 
than that which is specified by Pope as 
being 'the first great cause—least un
derstood, believing that my first duty 
is to my fellow man and that he who 
lives this life in justice to his people 
and follows the precepts of Him who 
said, ‘Love thy neighbor as thyself’ has 
nothing to fear from tlie hereafter—no 
matter what It is. With best wishes to 
you all and ‘drink hearty.’ ’’

The Spiritualists of Sawtelle, Cal., 
most cordialy endorse the ministrations 
of Mrs. Florence White, who has been 
employed there tor some time as a plat
form test medium and speaker.

educational center, prominent in wiiicli 
is our own Morris Pratt institute, an in* 
stitutlon which is unique from the fact! 
that is . Is practically the only one of 
tho kind in the world, and which you 
will enjoy visiting. The convention! 
will be held in the beautitul hall of tha 
Institute.

Aside from the business features, (H
fine program has been prepared, which; 
will not fail to edify alj comers. Prof. 
W. F. Peck, of St. Louis, Rev. A. j«
Weaver, Cora L. V. Richmond, Rev« 
Moses Hull, Mrs. Mattle Hull, Mrs, 
Frances D. Wheeler and others will, bei 
In attendance and take part in the ex« 
ercises every evening and Thursday at- 
ternoon. These meetings will be brim
ful of good things. Come out and Show) 
your loyalty to the cause. ’

If you have not received personal no* 
tices of the convention, send for clrcu* 
lar.

We will have a fine musical program; 
prepared under the direction of Mrs. 
Sanford. A reception to visitors and 
delegates Monday evening, at the Pratt 
Institute; lectures; oratory in its high
est form; messages from your loved, 
ones; royal good fellowship—what 
more can be asked?

Remember the dates—April 18, 19, 2(1 
and 21, 1904. WILL J, ERWOOD,

Secretary W. S. 8. A.
1834 Pine street, La Crosse, Wis.
Note:—I wish to say to my many 

correspondents that your letters and 
communications will be answered 
shortly. For the past five weeks I have 
been so thoroughly under the control 
of the "grip” that I have been unable to 
attend to all my work. Be patient a 
little longer and you will receive the 
responses that are your due.—W. J. E..

Notice to Societies.
To those societies and camp-meeting 

associations requiring such services as 
I can render, 1 would say, 1 have the 
month of July and the latter part of 
August open for engagements, and 
would be pleased to submit terms. 
Would also consider proposals for a 
portion of the coming fall and winter 
dates, Would much like to hear from 
the western states as I contemplate a 
trip in that direction.

WILL J. ERWOOD.
1334 Pine street. La Crosse, Wis.

with the electric.company. Since 
time three other firemen have aeon.

that 
the

wait for ^’personal appeal from your 
secretary, and then deluge him with 
business at the last day, as the coming 
convention is to be a 'rouser,' and a 
great amount of important work must 
be done from now till May 27. A full 
program will appear through these co- 
umns later.”

Mrs. Lily LeSieur writes as follows 
about the Band of Harmony Dollar-ex
perience-party, held April 7, at Masonic 
Temple hall, room 512: "We had an un
usually large gathering, and several out 
of town visitors, among whom were 
Moses and Mattie Hull, Mrs. Clara 
Stewart, of Morris Pratt Institute, and 
Mr. Erwood of La Crosse, Wis. We ap
preciated their kind words of greeting. 
Our members and many friends were 
generous with their dollars; some of 
them had a struggle to find a way to 
earn them; others were given their dol
lars. Only one more meeting this sea
son at our hall; that will take place on 
the 21st of April, which is the occasion 
of our pastor’s birthday (Mrs. Rich
mond). We wish to make this meeting 
one to be long remembered, as we must 
bear in mind we shall not have her with 
us always. Any one wishing to bring 
a dollar that missed our party yester
day can have the pleasure to do so. 
Moses Hull congratulated us that we 
had been able to retain our pastor for 
nearly thirty years in Chicago. Baby 
Boyd was christened and also given his 
name poem. Receipts of the evening 
were over sixty-five dollars.”

Mrs. L. R. Robinson writes from Bal
timore, Md.: “The Progressive Thinker 
is worth many times the subscription 
price, and every reader should feel in 
duty bound to place it in the hands of 
their friends."

Mrs. Alice Baker writes from Dallas, 
Texas: "Sunday, April 3, the Truth 
Seekers' Society of Dallas, Texas, held 
anniversary services. Our hall was 
beautifully decorated. All honor to our 
worthy secretary, Mrs. G. W. Quinn and 
daughter. Our musical program was 
fine, giving a helpful Inspiration to the 
speaker and medium, the writer and 
son, Master Milton Baker. The audi
ence was all that could be desired. At 
the close we felt to say, Success, the 
angels are rejoicing. The evening of 
March 11, we were completely sur
prised by a goodly number5 of our so
ciety and friends coming in upon us— 
they said to lb us, which they effectual
ly did; but we would joyfully stand an
other Ibing like it. These social gath
erings are an inspiration and encour
agement to a speaker and medium, We 
are open for engagements for mid-wéek 
meetings, and to officiate at funerals. 
Address me at No. 213 Bryan street, 
Dallas, Texas.”

A letter from Detroit says: "The an
niversary did not pass without fitting 
observance in this city. The first grand 
meeting was held on the 27th,' at the 
hall of the Spiritual Workers, 333 Mich
igan avenue, and a fine program ar
ranged for the afternoon and evening, 
with decorations, music and rejoicing. 
Mrs. Mary Jenkins of Windsor, has 
been pastor of thia society most of the 
past winter. She and Mr. Jenkins are 
ever present on all occasions to help 
along in every way. They hold free de
veloping circles at their home in Wind
sor every Monday evening, which are 
often very largely attended and always 
Interesting and instructive. The 
Church of the Soul held fine anniver
sary services last Sunday to a crowded 
hall. * The Brotherhood of Light cele
brated Es Day, on March 31, by reading 
the spiritual record of this event as 
given in Oahspe, with remarks and ex
periences, closing with music and a 
fruit collation. The Church of the New 
Thought held special Easter services, 
with a floral-two-baby baptism, before a 
very large audience. The Brockways 
have given up their home on Columbia 
street. Their work the past winter 
here has proven a real revival in Spir
itualism through remarkable psychic 
tests and readings.” ,

Frank T. Ripley, speaker and mes
sage medium, is serving the First So
ciety at Kokomo; Ind., for April. He 
can be engaged for the Sundays of May 
and June on liberal terms. Mr. Ripley’s 
permanent address Is Tipton, Ind., P, O. 
Box 826. He seems to be giving excel
lent satisfaction with his lectures and 
teste. ' ... . ■ . : .;. ■

Alice B. Stockham, 70 Dearborn 
street, Chicago, writes: "Vrilla Hights, 
Summer School of Metaphysics, will 
hold its seventh annual session, begin
ning June 19, and continuing until the 
middle of September. Vrilia is delight
fully and permanently located at Will
iams Bay, Wls. The old woods on Lake 
Geneva were beloved by the Indians, 
and here while one enjoys peace and 
rest, he also, through association, med
itation and teaching, realizes the One
ness of All Life and becomes conscious 
of spiritual powers. The freedom 
from care, and the simple life close to 
the very heart ot Nature, contribute to 
the joy and knowledge of the Divine in 
man—a veritable recreation. A sum
mer, or even a few days, at Vrilia de
velops health of body, strength and 
power of mind and spiritual conscious
ness. Address me for circulars and 
particulars.”

Mrs. Mattie E. Hull lectured last Sun
day for Mr. Coates' society. Her lec
tures are always excellent.

Mrs. F. D. McCormick, of Billings, 
Mont., wants mediums and lecturers to 
address her with a view of visiting that 
section of country. '

Spiritualists generally, take notice. 
Claude Whiteside writes from 720 Ga. 
avenue, Chattanooga, Tenn.: “1 seo 
from a late number of The Progressive 
Thinker that Dr. Schlessinger is asking 
the rich for donations to build a temple 
at Chattanooga.' He is not building a 
temple, and I don’t think he intends to. 
He is giving them hot air. He is put
ting his money in real estate, and has 
some three or four houses he receives 
rent from, ?60 to $65 a month; that is 
the kind of temple he wants the Spirit
ualists to build for him. I wish the ed
itor to write to P. R. Albert and he will 
give the public all the information they 
want about the Schlesinger temple in 
Chattanooga.”

John W. Ring writes from Galveston, 
Texas: “We had a most delightful time 
at our anniversary celebration, three 
days and nights, and a full crowd for 
each service. Dr. J. M. Temple, who is 
now located in Houston for one month, 
Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner who continúes 
to do most satisfactory work as State 
Missionary and our devoted worker and 
sweet singer, Mrs. Laura B. Payne, 
were with us. The first night, Thurs
day, March 31, we had regular anniver- 

.sary services and appropriate tableaux, 
‘Where Have the Souls of the Beautiful 
Gone,’ and ‘Close of Day.’ The next 
night we continued our bazaar and had 
a farce, ‘Freezing a Mother-In-Law,’ as 
we did also Saturday night. Many 
friends from a distance kindly sent ar
ticles, for our bazaar and we most heart
ily appreciate the thoughtful assistance. 
April 3, we had our annual memorial 
service when we decorated chairs In 
memory of the loved ones gone higher. 
The service was well attended and de
clared to be one of the most comforting 
and truly beautiful services we have 
had for some time. So Spiritualism 
fills our life with useful activity and we 
scarce have time to tell of what is be
ing done for each week affords more 
and more to be done. We are now plan
ning for a nelaborate observance of 
May Day, and I am sending the pro
gram to the various lyceums through 
The Progressive Lyceum, which by the 
way, is gradually increasing in support. 
Mrs. Laura B. Payne is now located in 
Beaumont, where they have just organ
ized a society, and certainly showed 
good judgment to secure the services of 
so capable and devoted a worker to go 
forward with their plans. May success 
attend them as I hope it may all earn
est workers.” .

(Continued on page 8.)

PA8SED TO SPIRIT LIFE, ’

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Jines 
only will be Inserted free. All in excess 
ot ten lines will be charged nt the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line. J

Passed to spirit life, Mrs. Benjamin
Fanning, from her home in Clarksfleld, 
Ohio, in the 75th year of her age. A 
life-long Spiritualist, she departed 
with sweet assurance that she would 
meet those gone before. The funeral 
was held on March 30, Hudson Tuttle 
officiating. » • •

John McClusky, of Ashland, Ohio, 
passed to the higher life, March 18, 
1904. He was one of the veteran work
ers in Spiritualism and in the past 
made many converts to the cause. Fu
neral services were conducted by tho 
writer. MRS. E. SCHAUSS.

Mrs. Susan C. Byer Hurlbert passed 
to spirit life, March 13, 1904. She was 
born May 4. 1846, at Haverstraw, N. Y. 
She came to Colorado in the year 1871; 
Her long residence in Denver has made 
her widely known. She Is survived by 
her husband and son, Geo. Hurlbert, , 
and the Rev. W. E. Mansfield, EvangeN-ji'1 ¡ÄaJ 
1st of this society. Resolutions 
condolence were extended to ouij 
worthy co-worker. .

REV. D. C. BLINN.

Passed to spirit life, on April 3, Eliz
abeth C. Hart, of Oberlin, Ohio. Miss 
Hart had just passed the allotted three 
score ten, and has lived in the county 
all her life. Reared in the Disciple 
faith, she later affiliated with the M. E. 
church, but has since the passing of her 
father, a little over thirty years ago, 
been a convert to the teachings of Spir
itualism, being a member of the Pro
gressive Spiritualists Society of Elyria, 
at the time of transition. Burial took 
place on April 5th, writer officiating. 
Miss Hart was beloved by all who knew 
her for her kindly sympathies and 
other sterling qualities, and her pres
ence in the material form will be felt 
by all her friends and acquaintances 
and is a direct loss to our society. She 
was ready and fully prepared to enter, 
the new life and her influence and ex
ample will endure, and remain with us

My husband, J. H. Manning passed to 
spirit life, March 30, aged 80 years. 
His knowledge of spirit return and his 
high sense of honor in right living, car
ried him out into the spirit realm with 
that confidence that never wavered. 
Our loss is his great gain.

MARIE O. MANNING.

The. 
sition 
Jones

world beautiful has a new acqui- 
in the passing out of Fannie L.
Root, who began her earthly ex

perience, June 20, 1832, in Loraine, O., 
and her heavenly experience, March 23, 
1904, at Lake Helen, Florida. Besides
her husband, Capt. Henry Root, she 
leaves three daughters, Mrs. Fannie E. 
Meyers, of Lake Helen. Mrs. Esther L. 
Robinson, of Loraine, Ohio, and Mrs. 
Maude Bosworth. Peace conquered 
pain, and Io, the victory is hers. The
services 
writer.

were conducted by the
CARRIE E. S. TWING.

IMPORTANT.
To the Spiritualists of Wisconsin.

For the last time before our Wiscon
sin State Spiritualist Convention con
venes in Whitewater, I wish to call 
your attention to the necessity of at
tending that convention, and partici
pating in the work to be done there. 
At no time in the history of Spiritual
ism in this or in any other state has 
there been greater need of hearty co
operation among all Spiritualists who 
are striving to advance the cause they 
profess to love. The advancement we 
make 1b an Infallible indicator of the 
degree of interest we take In the move
ment as a whole. ‘

We, as Individuals, should remember 
that if we are at all interested in the 
cause of Spiritualism, and humanity, 
our interest cannot be wholly local; And 
that wo must seek to nid pur own local
ity, by assisting in the work at large, 
and this you, or we, cannot do as well 
anywhere, as by attending the conven
tions of our respective state associa
tions. These ore not the conventions 
of one man, hor yet ot one woman, but 
of all ns its deliberations are for the 
good of all; For this reason wo should 
make an effort to attend. •

.Whitewater is a beautiful place, an

David Felter passed to the higher life 
from his home at Warsaw, ,Ind., at the 
age of 63 years. Brother Felter was 
raised a Spiritualist, and often said he 
wanted no orthodox minister to officiate 
at his funeral, so his obsequies were un
der the auspices of the Spiritualists of 
Warsaw, and the oration was delivered 
by the writer.

HARRY J. MOORE.

March 30, 1904, Cynthia Adeliq
Streeter, a Spiritualist for fifty years, 
passed to the higher life from the homa 
of her daughter, Mrs. P. B. Stitt, at 
Mantua, Ohio, aged 78 years. She mar« 
ried Chas M. Streeter, Aug. 25 1851, 
and was the mother of seven children, 
six of whom, with the husband, survive 
her. Funeral conducted by Dr. D. M. 
King.

Mrs. Rhoda M. Holliday died at her 
home in Mantua, Ohio, March 24, 1904, 
aged 74 years. She was born In 
Scrimpie township, N. Y., and married 
Albert Holliday about fifty-five years 
ago. Seven children and the husband 
survive. She has been interested in 
Spiritualism over fifty years. Funeral 
services conducted by Dr. D. M. King.

Temporal laws rather punish men 
when they havo transgressed than form 
them to bo such as transgress seldom, 
cat.—Milton. . . . ' .
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This department is under the man
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HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.
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NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made In 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of In
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait fris time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. ■

NOTICE.—No attention Will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex-
peded. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Investigator: Q. How is it to be 
explained, if the manifestations are de
pendent on laws and conditions which 
must be observed, that they place at 
different seance rooms under diverse 
and opposite conditions’

It has been my experience that all 
male spirits materialize In “full dress." 
Is this characteristic?

What is the use of the so-called "bat
tery,’’ formed by a few persons sitting 
in the front seats surrounding the me
dium?

A. It may be accepted as funda
mental that every form of manifesta
tion depends on specific laws and con
ditions- which must be observed. It is 
possible these may be unknowingly 
complied with, even when apparently 
disregarded. The genuine medium will 
not demand the same conditions as the 
fraudulent. The latter will allow only 
of such tests as will not prevent the 
simulation of the phenomena. In this 
manner the conditions under which 
manifestations are given at different se
ances may be antagonistic.

Spirits do not show themselves inva
riably In a “dress suit.” Such a "suit" 
is the exception. A score of spirits 
have appeared at a- seance, not one ap
parently arrayed in that manner.

The "battery,” formed by a circle of 
friends has an important influence in 
assisting the manifestations. But in 
the fraud circle It has an entirely dif
ferent purpose. It forms a protecting 
wall of defense to the so-called medium. 
It is formed by the most credulous, or 
assistants, selected by the “medium,” 
who keep the too inquisitive at a dis

: tance and allow only those who can be 
trusted to approach. Before we gener- 
allze and draw conclusions, it is the 
first rule of Science to make sure of the 
facts. Be sure that the so-called tacts, 

.are facts and not misstatements. No 
two facts in the universe ever disagree, 
or in any way conflict. If there is con- 
flisUon one or the other ot the opposing

■"ordt'As," is an error. ' --
eed«‘is correspondent prides himself in 
tps exactness of statement and observa
tion, and yet he comes to the conclu
sion that all spirits materialize "in full 
dress, in which he probably stands 
alone of the thousands who have seen 
“materialization," in as many varied 
garbs as there were appearances. It 
may be a fact In bls own experience, it 
is not in that of others. Hence his con- 
elusion is not true.

. D.B., Nebraska: Q. What of Col.
H. S. Olcott and his connection with the 
Theosophical Society.

A. Col. Olcott came into’ public no
tice by his reports of the Eddys, being 
sent by the New York Graphic to in
vestigate the remarkable manifesta
tions said to he taking place at their se
ances. His report was of the most bi
zarre and flashy character and as unre
liable as a fairy tale.

He there met the notorious Blavat
sky, and forgot his family of a wife and 
children in the "karma” of that wily 
tartar. The pair went to New York, 
where with other congenial souls the 
Theosophical Society was started, to 
conserve the divine wisdom of the Hin
du fakirs, and instruct western civiliza
tion in its mysteries.

One of the most active assistants was 
Mr. Judge, who was a willing tool. .

The character of this man may be 
known by the following Incident. I at
tended a meeting of the Anthropolog
ical Society in New York City, at which 
he was announced to speak on Theostf» 
phy. In his lecture he said that at the 
founding of the society, they had, some 
dozen in all, met to discuss the adop
tion of a constitution. While they were 
conversing there appeared in their 
midst a Hindoo dressed in a light blue 
garment He placed a roll of paper on 
the table, and disappeared as mysteri
ously as he came. They examined the- 
roll, and found it to be the constitution, 
which, brought by a mahatma, they of 
course at once adopted. That evening,, 
in conversation with a friend I related 
this part of the lecture. With a laugh 
he replied, “I was one of. the original 
founders of the society, although I soon 
saw that It had nothing for me. I at
tended the meeting at which the constl- 

I tutlon was adopted, and there was 
) some heated discussion, but no Hindu, 
j or mahatma. That part is a dream." 
) Judge became president of the Amer- 
/ ican branch, after Blavatsky had taken 
) Olcott to India, a very good clearance 
I for his deserted wife and family..
'. There they founded another society, 
and were flourishing on the good rupees 
their dupes dropped into their treasury... 
tJTie cdmlng and going of "mahatmas” 
Was of daily occurrence, and a post- 
pffice was established, and these spirit
slaves brought letters even from Thibet, 
the last place in the world to look for 
heavenly things. The wonder was her- 

i aided, and Theosophy boasted Of its 
wonder-works. The Psychical Research' 
society became interested and sent Dr. 
Hodgson to India, to learn the truth. 
Blavatsky had blundered In allowing 
her servants to know too much, and not 
paying them well. Dr. Hodgson was al
lowed by the housekeeper to examine,

and he found out the secret worMnga 
of the drawers or cabinet by which the 
bungling feat was performed, and re
ported in detail to hie society. It was 
the death of the mahatmas. Not a let
ter thereafter was transmitted from 
Thibet, or anywhere else. Blavatsky 
smoked more, swore more, and at last 
went to join her “karma” in the be
yond, Olcott is at tho head of tne In
dian society, which, like the whole 
movement, exists largely on paper.

The character of these three leaders, 
Blavatsky, Olcott and Judge, have im
pressed the whole' movement. It has 
been an attempt to rlvive dead ideas, 
and force them on the world by the old 
method of the tricks of the wonder
worker. While extolling the sublime 
purity and morality of their system, 
they lead a life of selfish gratification, 
shameless dishonesty andv neglect ot 
duty. .. .

A. M. Rich: Q. Is It true, as so 
often stated, that all laws of our gov
ernment are founded on the Bible?

A. In thé days of Puritan supersti
tion many laws were enacted directly 
from the Bible, and the struggle of civ
ilization has been to erase them from 
the statute book. There are précious 
few laws now that have their source in 
the Bible. The “Sunday laws,” in some 
states are all that remain, and these are 
almost universally ignored. The law of 
the Old Testament, was an eye. for an 
eye, a tooth for a tooth—vengeauce 
through the Jaw. The command of the 
New Testament is submission, charity, 
love. If a robber takes your coat, give 
him your cloak; if he strikes you on 
one cheek turn the other.

There is not a lawot this country which 
is founded on a text of the Scriptures. 
The Mosaic Code was for the rule of a 
priesthood, and the most despicable 
tyranny as far from our government as 
night from day.

The laws of Rome, embodied and 
handed down in the Justinian Code, are 
the source of all laws. To this must be 
added the evolution of what is called 
common law which is really the growth 
of experience, coining up through the 
ages since the Anglo-Saxon race began 
its career.

When it is claimed that all laws are 
founded on the ten commandments, 
given to Moses oy God himself, It may 
be said in reply that these are not orig
inal with Moses. They were given, by 
singular coincidence in the same man
ner by another God, or God by an
other name to Zoroaster, the Persian 
law-giver, before Moses’ time.

. A government with its laws founded 
on the Bible would be an unbearable 
theocracy, the most despicable form of 
tyranny. Grant that the rulers have 
delegated power’from God, their sub-
jects become slaves without tlie right 
to think for themselves.think for themselves.

Anniversary at San Diego, Cal.
An all-day union meeting of the San 

Diego and National City societies was 
held at the Temple, Sunday, March 27, 
commemorating the 50th anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism.

From 10 until 11 a. m., a fine program 
was rendered by children of the lyceum, 
after which the young people’s society 
held the rostrum until the closing ot 
the morning session. Tables were set 
in lyceum hall and a very enjoyable 
hour was spent in sampling the many 
good things provided for the occasion.

At 2 p. m. a large and enthusiastic 
audience assembled In the auditorium 
where, for three solid hours, music, 
speech and song held the attention of 
the friends and even then many were 
loth to depart. Ten-minute speeches 
was the order of the day ar.'.‘. .the first 
to respond was J. M. Peebles, who is 
.about to take his departure for an .east
ern clime■ ; with the probability .of an
other trip around the world. He was 
followed by President Longshore and 
Mrs. Mullen, of National City, President 
Sippel and J. H. McPheeters of Na
tional avenue, Mrs. Morrill, of Chula 
Vista, President Thurber of the Young 
Peoples’ Society, C. A Buss, Mrs, Thle- 
baud, Mrs. Clark, Will C. Hodge and- J. 
L. Dryden. A most gratifying and ap
preciative feature of the occasion was 
an exceedingly fine and' original poem 
by Col. Dryden, written expressly for 
the anniversary and entitled “Out ot 
Darkness Into Light.” This poem held 
the undivided attention of his audience 
and we hope to see it in the columns 
of Tho Progressive Thinker, as it is al
together too good to be confined to our 
local society. . •

The question has often been asked, 
"Who will take the place of our old 
workers, as they one by one lay their 
armor down and pass to the invisible 
expression of life?” In a measure at 
least, this problem is being solved by 
the San Diego society, for wo are begin
ning to reap the result of faithful and 
persistent work in the lyceum. The 
Young People's Society is largely the 
legitimate outgrowth of the lyceum, 
and when Spiritualists everywhere will 
seek to interest and care for their chil
dren as do the various church organiza
tions, we shall develop speakers and 
mediums at home and not be dependent 
upon talent from abroad.

Already do we note the beneficent .re
sults of owning a temple of our own, 
with its freedom from mixed magnet
isms of every description, and the 
closer bond of sympathy with' each 
other and with our invisible helpers 
and friends. '

With a clean place for meeting and 
made attractive for both spirits and 
mortals, and with one of the most har
monious societies it has ever been my 
fortune to associate with, the First So
ciety of San Diego is in a position to do 
effective work in razing the strongholds 
of superstition and to present the 
claims of.Spiritualism to an ever-widen
ing circle of investigators in a satisfac
tory manner. With kindly greetings, 
and good will to societies and to the 
workers everywhere, , ,

, WILL C. HODGE.
The Willard. '

COURAGE. Z

If days were always dawning, 
And hearts would cease .their longing— 
You say you could be happy, you are 

, sure.
Just count your blessings often, 
It.will help yoti care to soften, J 
And make It much more easy to endure.
There are those whose daily crosses 
Are much heavier than your losses, 
AU the years you have been passing 

' through this life.
Then let us never weaken, s-n
But smile and help to strengthen
Others growing weary,in the strife.

■ • . —-Georgiana Rogers.

With passive .disregard-of others’ 
claims goes active encroachment on 
them.—Spencer. - - —

"ffroW Shall I Become a Medi 
um/’ Fully Answered

1 , In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
I». and Cultivation,”, by Hudson Tuttle» Price 35 
Kücents. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 0.

l. r
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they knew no more than African Hot
tentots know ot Algebraic equations, 
pronounced the firm “guilty," there was 
no sentence passed tor nearly a year, 
and then it was a fine of less than one
fourth the maximum, that might, nave 
been imposed. Thinking people gener
ally who know the high character and 
moral standing ot the firm, and several 
attorneys thought and still think from 
the standpoint of equity there was 
really no case against us. Technically, 
considering the journalistic exagger
ated advertisements -under flaming 
headlines of the "Discovery of the 
soul’s secrets," etc,, I think there was, 
but morally, justly, there was not.’lt 
seems to me absolutely unjust and 
would be so considered in equity, for a 
person, or for a firm to be held respon
sible - for newspaper advertisements 
which they did not write, nor endorse 
after they were written. Law so-called, 
which is not based upon justice, equity, 
principio and Immutable right, is not 
in the highest sense law. '

I desired, and expressed the desire to 
plead personally my own case before 
the court Our Ideal attorney thought 
this would be'rlght and proper, but self
sufficient Chicago- thought differently. 
In any similar case I should be; gov
erned by my own convictions.

It should be remembered that during 
this trial it was not shown that a sin
gle person or patient had lost a dollar 
by our firm, and our Battle Creek post
master had not received a letter of com
plaint concerning us. Not any of our 
cures, thousands of cures at our com
mand, were allowed by the court to 
come before the jury.

WHERE THE FRAUD?
“Where, then, did the fraud come in," 

you ask. You will ask again, and again, 
and wonder while you ask, when you 
see the whole proceedings in print, as 
they were stenographlcally reported. If 
our firm or their families had manufac
tured a medicine for peculiar diseases 
and advertised them through thè U. 8. 
malls under the signature of a “dead 
doctor,” there would have been a clear 
case of fraud. Cowardly, whimpering 
Adam, concealing himself in Eden’s 
bushes, said: “The woman gave me to
eat of the tree and I did eat.” The 
double pull of politics and women’s 
skirts have saved, temporarily saved, 
many an official from the deserved 
clutch of justice. Notes may outlaw, 
but grave charges do not.
WHAT THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES?

Personally I am a physician of physi
cians, standing by virtue of graduation 
and post-graduate courses the peer of 
any physician in the country, and what 
is more, I am an American citizen with 
the undisputed right to “life, liberty 
and the pursuit of happiness;" and the 
pursuit of happiness with me consists 
in literature and in treating and curing 
the sick. And speaking for myself 
■(and not my medical assistants) 1 will 
In the face of congresses and courts, 
judges and juries’ of Incompetents, 
treat the sick by precisely what means 
I think best, which implies psychic, 
magnetic, electric, homeopathic, hydro
pathic, mind, faith, prayer, will-power, 
suggestion—I repeat I will treat the 
sick, the insane, the obsessed in any 
way that my judgment dictates. To 
this,end, Justice Peckham, of the U. 
S. Supreme Court, says in a decision 
relating to a case of psychic or mag
netic healing:

“There can be no doubt that the in
fluence of the mind upon the physical 
condition of the body is very powerful, 
and that a hopeful mental state goes 

.far In tnany cases,-’not'only to alleviate, 
but ’even-to aid vëry' largely • in cure of 
an illness from which the body may suf
fer. Just exactly to what extent men
tal condition affects the body, no one 
caq accurately and definitely say. One 
person may believe it of .far greater ef
ficacy than another, but surely it can 
not be said to be a fraud for one person 
to contend that the mind has an affect 
upon the body and its physical condi
tion greater than even a vast majority 
of intelligent people might be willing 
to admit or believe. Even intelligent 
people may and indeed do differ among 
themselves as to the extent of this men- ’ 
tai effect. ■

"Because the complainants might or 
did claim to be able to affect cures by 
reason of working upon and affecting 
the mental powers of. the individual, 
and directing them toward the accom
plishment of a cure of the disease un
der which he might be suffering, who 
can say that it is a fraud or a false 
pretense or promise within the mean
ing of the statutes? How can anyone 
lay down the limit and say beyond that 
there are fraud and false pretenses?”

What shall psychic, magnetic and 
mental healers do? Continue to heal. 
If official bigots imprison you continue 
to heal while you pace the dungeon 
floor. -Continue to fight for'the right 
Continue to be martyrs, and that 
though the cross be built and fires be 
kindled. Every thorn on Jesus’ brow 
budded and bloomed into blossoms 
fadeless and Immortal. Facing, defy
ing the old fugitive slave-law of Judge 
Taney’s time, I aided many a slave on 
his northward way to freedom, and I 
am proud of It.

Yes—continue the fight, you who are 
young—you who-stand upon the plane 
of rebellion against the wrong. Con
tinue the moral fight for medical free
dom, O brave, royal-souled compeers! 
The scales may turn against you to
day in some petty court, but to-morrow 
you will ride in the chariot Of victory. 
No truth ever dies. Misfortune often 
proves to be a fortune a littlé'later. It 
is useless to burden the atmosphere 
with laments. Storms. purify the air. 
It is-the shadow that frightens, rather 
than the substance. Pessimism is the 
kin of cowardice. Many of the ..most 
painful phases of life lead up to the 
richest spiritual unfoldings. The corn 
dies in darkness before.it sprouts up 
into the sunshine of an hundred fold.

The world moves. Progréss is in the 
air. Truth is imperishable, and the re
demption, if.not the canonization of.the 
psychically persecuted,’ draweth nigh,

Our .mails .were ’not stopped for ah 
hour—our business was not destroyed,, 
and our prospects were neVér,.so.brlght,' 
The efforts to crush us aroused the 
sympathies of our friends and our pa
tients, who knew that it whs .morally 
impossible for us to “devise, a scheme 
to defraud" our fellow-men," The prop
osition bore‘tho outstanding earmarks 
of a most monstrous lie. 'It showed the 
serpent’s, sting of envy. It was abso
lutely unthinkable in the estimation of 
all those who knew us. , ' 
"The man recovered from the bite—, ?
The dog it was—that died."
. Our medical work has been and is go
ing oh just the same, only that it in
creased with some adverse journalistic 
advertising. No persecuting pigmy 
hiding behind petticoats, or prescribing 
through the ghost of a dead doctor; can 
shackle my limbs, paralyze my brain, 
chill my zeal, blunt my pen nor padlock 
my lips. As openly, as conscientiously 
I shall continue . to practice -psychic 
healing, thus exercising my ; psychic; 
mental; magnetic gifts—call them by 
what names , you .may. .They were ■ 
heaven-given, and, so help me God and 
good ministering angels,. I will use 
thorn' in treating the sick in body and 
mind—use them when, whore, and Just 
ns I please, which it is unnecessary to

Proceedia^ ÿ tte Mass Meeting of tie 
lililW State Spiritualist Association

. . ....... . ,-V/ U ■■■-. ----- ------ '• ' ■ ■
Tuesday morning fiesfifon was pleas

antly enjoyed by tlatagatteriiig hosts of 
Spiritualism in visiting tfffd introducing 
each other, from about IV. o’clock until 
.11:20, when the president called the 
meeting to order, and after a few words 
of greeting called ¡uton Will J. Erwood, 
Moses Hull, Clara Stewart, Mr. Ham
mond, of RocltfordRUI.,iB S. Lloyd, ot 
Genoa, Mrs. Davenprg-t, Mte. Beverly and 
others, who spoke BKOtdai ot greeting 
and encouragemenb'ifnd-.good cheer for 
the outlook of the causel'liim their vari
ous standpoints, and the forenoon ot tho 
first day of the mass-meeting was one 
ot harmony and enthusiasm.

Afternoon Session.
Mme. Bourgeois ant} her sister, Mrs, 

Turnoch, favored the audience with a 
piano duet as an opeiifng number upon 
the program, anq they, certainly threw 
out an inspiration‘that; remained in ev
ery music-loving sou| throughout tho 
service. '

President Warns read à poem as a 
prelude to the lecture And Mrs, Mattie 
E. Hull offered a forclble and beautiful 
invocation, after which Miss Alice 
L’Hommedieu sang ’'Thé Quéen ot 
May,” with “The Four Leaf Clover” as 
an encore, which was sufficient to show 
in the start that her music was appre
ciated. ' , - ;

Moses Hull delivered the first lecture 
of the afternoon froml.the text, "What 
Hath God Wrought?! ..aid the enthusi
asm manifest by tné, audience at the 
many good points l}g ' made indicated 
that the people still,know a smart argu
ment, and that Modes,still knows how 
to present the truths’of Spiritualism in 
a way that few’ can fpijtate. He is still 
“Our Moses” with the .people, and may 
he live to work upon the spiritual ros
trum for another and Indefinite period 
of years. ‘

Vocal duet, “Is There Room Among 
the Angels," by Master Enoch and Ma
thilda Turnoch. These children sang 
very sweetly and the audience showed 
their appreciation for their effort.

Will J. Erwood, secretary of the Wis
consin State ‘Association, spoke upon 
tho subject, "Spiritualism the Emanci
pator of Men.” The speaker was labor
ing under an affliction'that made it an 
effort for him to"èxôrqés himself as he 
wished to, but‘he dJliWred a good dis
course nevertllfeless.'-

Vocal solo, "In thlfQarden of Sleep," 
by Miss L’Hoinmedieli, was sweetly ren
dered. » , Ji«--

Readings were-given ' by Mrs. C. 
Kirchner, president dt'thé Rising Sun 
Mission; also Mrs. Æ Gifford and Mrs. 
Susie Dill, ot thé same society'.
. Evening Éeflfdon.

Mme. Bourgeois affd Mrs. Turnoch 
rendered a beautiful>01hno duet to open 
the evening meetingiquîd’iWeie followed 
by a poem, read by MT. Wllrne, entitied 
"Step Forward.” J

Mrs. Fallis sang aubeailttful song en
titled “Mamma's Love Sohfe," which in
deed carried the affluence^ away on a 
tour of the celestial Wo'rldi’ffnd she was 
called emphatically b§r everyone to sing 
an encore, which was alstBflne.

Mrs. Richmond dtfiivofbd the dis
course of the evening from the theme, 
"A New PrescntatioiUbf an-Old Truth." 
There is no need toistaXeAn part what 
this eloquent speakdf dattiT as In time, 
no doubt, the wholeIdisobhrse will be 
published. M .

Mrs. Faille rendered aqqther beauti
ful solo, '.'Appear. ,&t ^y Lattice,", 

hiblt the true.range-.of i.liftr .'excellent 
voice. . ■• ... p j.., ■ ; :

Readings, were .given from articles 
handed up fyy the audience by Mrs. May 
Elmo and Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss.

Wednesday Morning Session.
Conference opened at the appointed 

hour, ,and Mrs. Mattle E. Hull began 
the discussion in her^ever-forceful and 
logical terms, taking- a conservative 
ground, upon the subject before the 
meeting, “Are Spirit, Guides Required 
for the Unfoldment qf’an Individual’s 
Highest sPsychical Power?” Tile dis
cussion was a continuation of the delib
erations started in The Progressive 
Thinker Symposium Upon the Great 
Psychological Crime. Mattie believes 
in spirit guides, but hot in surrender
ing her entire individuality, to spirits 
upon this side or upon; the spirit side of 
life. Complete subjugation Is a crime 
against self, she claims.,

Mrs. Richmond spoke upon the side 
of spirit control and considered that 
“wise and capable spirits never control 
people who are not worth controlling." 
Her ideas were not combatively ex
pressed, but she certainly took a philo
sophical view of the matter and her ev
ery word was well appreciated. «• 
‘ R. Gilray, a lawyer, spoke, and took 
the ground that there is no such thing 
as perfect independence, that every hu
man being is dependent upon some 
other, or upon some condition in life. 
He is a forceful speaker.- He-sees dan
ger in mediums not keeping in the right 
conditions and under .the right aspira- 

.tions. He explained; much regarding 
the matter of obsession and produced 
evidence in support of his logic. •

Will J. Erwood believes in independ
ence so far as is possible, but amicable 
co-operation with the higher influences. 
He believes in raising ourselves up to 
the level of those whpmi;,.wp wish to 
have lead us, get into,jtfiefr sphere in
stead of drawing them , down to our 
level. .

Afternoon Session.
The conference was’fiimtinued in the 

early hours of the afternoon and short 
speeches made by MreJ'Hlil,- Mrs. Bur- 
land, Mrs. Staynpr-Afiims, and others.

* A vocal solo by Mr¥. “Fallis opened 
the regular services ¿f the’taernoon.

.Mrs. Mattie E. HtiH aiSSvered the 
first discourse In'fiiridwiiWiSial philo
sophical way.’ ’ ’’ E JA

Mrs. Fallis sang a ■fs618|9'ana Mrs. 
Schauss delivered ¿cfirderul address,' 
taking her’theme fftm'"tM audience: 
“Spiritualism.”-, . f19' ™ - ' “ • • 

, Piano solo by Jli&ci. 3BourgeoIs,“ a 
beautiful selection.- * ;.'-: ,9D : ’

R.- Gilray spoke ujfeh aS9’ important 
theme in words of greit Wength and 
his points were reldWt Wthe ‘inter
ests of the cause of WpfriYSMism; his 
earnestness is that bfift ¡aWer pleading: 
at the bar of Justi<RJcfor'1an innocent 
client' .8e<<. ‘ ' ''

Mrs. Hill began’ 'tlte’;tbfft' work and 
was followed by'MriJWeillff» Kusserow.

A telegram from II1. D.lwBarrett, in 
Syracuse, N. Y„ was^ceiM and read, 
ns follows: "Greetings to Xhe conven
tion. All hall to Truth’s revival! .Vic
tory for right! •Spirijuansm’fprovor!’’’

. Evening.Seston..
Opened with congregational singing, 

a poem, road by Mr. Warne, and a beau
tiful vocal solo and encore ' by Misu 
Allco_L’Hommedieu. -v'J;r

Letter received-from IC. W. Stewart,

say, will be for thp physical benefit and 
the grand anoral upllfting'niid unfolding 

■of our common humanity, ’i - ”
3. M. PEEBLES, M. D, 

Battle Crook. Mich.

of Bt. Louis, explaining the reason for 
his absence and that of Mrs. Josie K. 
Folsom, was read. They ' were each 
upon the program, but neither catae.

Will J. Erwood delivered the first ad
dress of the evening upon “Fore
gleams of Immortality.”

A beautiful splo. entitled "Rock Me 
to Sleep, Mother." was sung by Mrs. 
Fallis, and it sank so deeply into the 
souls of the audience that she was 
called back and sang, “Life Is Real, 
Life Is Earnest." .

Moses Hull spoke upon "The Religion 
of Spiritualism," and must have had an 
especial supply of cheer In his soul, for 
he kept the audience with either a 
smile upon their faces or In a roar of 
laughter and hand-clapping most of the 
evening, telling illustrative and appro
priate stories.

A vocal solo was sung by Miss Alice 
L Hommedieu, and Mrs. E. Bchauss 
gave psychometric readings from the 
platform, which proved eminently satis
factory.

Convention Jottings.
The Spiritualists sent in from Rock

ford, Ill., to represent the cause in that 
city, are filled with a spirit of enthusi
asm for a better and purer Spiritualism, 
and are devoting much energy toward 
organizing home circles and educating 
the young into the work. It is a good 
move, but in this work they must be 
mindful of right conditions.

That kindly-faced old brother, Hiram 
Eddy, of DeKalb, was in his usual place 
at the meeting. Though a quiet man, 
he is a constant one in the work.

Moses and Mattie Hull were as full 
of smiles and humor as ever and were 
greeted warmly as they filed into the 
morning session. They are splendid 
proof that “so long as the spirit is 
young the mind will remain in tune 
therewith."

The floral decorations of the rostrum 
were magnificent, comprising palms 
roses, lilies, and beautiful plants, and 
it was clearly observable that Spiritual
ists are lovers of the beautiful, by the 
floral decorations worn upon the’lr 
clothing throughout the audience.

An amusing Incident occurred when
ever the president called upon people 
in the audience to place articles to be 
psychometrized upon the platform. He 
asked for "about eight” articles and re
ceived almost , enough- to start a small 
department store, and the second call 
in the evening, created almost a stam
pede, so hungry are the people for tests 
and messages from their friends who 
are gone. These reading held the audi
ence, at least those who were getting 
the readings or hoping for them, until 
a late hour of the night.

Col. Freeman’s familiar face ap
peared in the ball doorway and tho au
dience for the Tuesday evening ses
sion; a little late but still on deck.

Mrs. Clara Stewart was on hand and 
in evidence to do her share of the work.

Mrs. Davenport promises better work 
in the future.

So few of the old landmarks remain 
to tell the tale of pioneer days in Spir
itualism it seems almost lonely to at
tend these meetings, with so many 
strange faces to look into. This re
minds us of passing time and the beau
tiful ascension of the spirit of man, and 
the meeting and reunion over In the 
next sphere of life.

Dr. Juliet Severance was on deck 
Wednesday, “slightly disfigured, (us 
sho says, by having been singed almost 
bald); but still In the ring.”

We must accord to- Mme Bourgeois 
the praise of a well arranged musical 
program for the mass-meeting, and not 
only does she deserve praise for the ar
rangement, but for the most beautiful 
songs rendered by real artists. “Mam-
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These works have made a profound impression on the most advanced and 
progressive intelligence of the age.’ In the field of Psychical Research it can be 
said truthfully that they have created a veritable “Cyclone’’ of interest aud dis
cussion. Their subject matter and simplicity of expression make them intensely 
Interesting and fascinatingly attractive to everyone who can understand the sim
plest English. They have made simple and clear the most difficult problems of 
human life, and carry a special message to all who love the truth.
The Great Psychological Crime—Con

tents—Part I.
Psychological Crime; New Defini

tions; Pertinent Admissions; What is 
Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man

The Law of Spiritual Gravity; Admoni
tions and Suggestions.
Supplemental. .

The Value of “Theories”; Difference« and Distinctions; TransmlScn*. 
Reincarnation; _____  _________ __ ____  Condftinn^i8 B; . .^^Rerpetiiationjj 

a Lexicological Libel; independent Sug- mortality; Individual ExUiSufo6“1 
Jtestlon, a Fact; Hypnotism and the chical Relnvestare EiUnctIon:

"ee Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? r "
A“v-«Ration of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp
notist?

and His Two Organisms; Physiology 
and Pathology of Hypnotism; “Auto
Hypnotism," a Misnomer; "Suggestion,"

Part II.
A Risk and a Duty; Other Defini

tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle 
Involved; "Automatic, Physical Medi
umship” Impossible; Neither a “Gift” 
Nor a “Power”; The Destructive Prim 
clple in Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship and “Affinity"; Medium
ship and Emotionalism; Mediums and 
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan
ity.
Part Ilf.

The Genesis of "Hell”; The Way of 
Death; In Perspective; Individual Im
mortality; On What It Depends; Self
Control, the Application; The Line of 
Despair and the Powers of Darkness;

its effective rendering, and all her solos 
were roundly applauded by all. Miss 
L’Hommedieu was also obliged to fur
nish encore, as did Mrs.\ Fallis, and 
Mme Bourgeois and her sister, Mrs. 
Turnock, with their piano duets, and 
Master Enoch and Mathilda Turnoch. 
The people do not tire of the appear
ance of Mme. Bourgeois upon the mu
sical programs of our meetings. She 
ought to have all of this class of work 
she can do, and says she is open tor 
such engagements.

Mrs. E. Schauss, a comparatively new 
or late acquisition to the rostrum work 
In Spiritualism, and a very warm 
friend of The Progressive Thinker, was 
an active worker in the mass-meeting. 
She is a missionary for the Ohio State 
Spiritualist Association, and is a genu-
ine psychic. DR. T. WILKINS.

Don’t count what has been taken 
from you; count what you have left, 
and be grateful.

Borrowing is the first step to failure; 
admirers forsake the borrower, and
creditors curse him.—George C. 
mer, D. D.

No evil propensity of the

Lori-

human
heart is so powerful that ft cannot bo 
subdued by discipline.—Seneca,

It is better to be unborn than un
taught, for ignorance is the root of mis
fortune.—Plato.

Eloquence Is in the assembly, not 
merely in the speaker.—WilliamPitt.

Great mischiefs happen more often 
from folly, meanness and vanltv than 
from the greater sins of avarice and
ambition.—Burke.

Nothing blinds the 
I winking at sin.

ma’s Love Song" by Mrs. Fallis,brought
tears to many eyes in the audience with 1 winking at sin.

PREMIUMS.
OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USE

FUL PREMIUM BOOKS.

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus of 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual
Istic, Psychic and Ethical Lines of 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro
gressive Thinker.
Remember, please, that it costs ten 

cents to get a personal check at a bank 
In Chicago. If you send a personal 
check, add ten cents to the amount sent.

Remember, please, that we have only 
four books which we send out now for 
25 cents each. We cannot allow you to 
select any other book In the list at that 
price.

Remember, please, that you are not 
entitled to any of the Premium Books 
unless you send In with your order a 
year’s subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker.

Remember, please, that the safest way 
to make a remittance is to secure a pos
tal order.

Remember, please, that these books 
are used exclusively as premiums, the 
editor desiring no profits, his sole ob
ject being to do a HUMANITARIAN 
WORK' ALONG SPIRITUALISTIC', 
PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES, 
hence they are not for salé to the trade. 
. Remember, please, that mistakes and 
trouble may be avoided' by dealing' di
rect with this office, instead of through 
a news agent -

Remember, please, that all ot dur 
Premium Books are neatly and substan
tially bound in cloth, and are an orna
ment to any library. •

Read dur Premium Offer, AND DO 
NOT WRITE TO US FOR ANY OTHER 
TERMS. You must send $1 for The’ 
Progressive Thinker -when you desire 
one or more premium books. - Please 
bear this in mind.

Every person who .sends in a yearly 
subscription to The Progressive Think» 
er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book-can make his-selection from the 
following list: ■
.1. The .Great Debate-Between Rev. 

Moses Hull and W. F. • Jamieson, our 
leading Premium Book .this year.- ‘ ■

2. Vol. 3 of the» Encyclopedia1 of 
Death, and Life im the ^Spirit World:’■

3. A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands.
4. Seers of the Ages, by Dr. J. M.

Peebles. . .. ■ ■
READ THIS CAREFULLY. '

If you order only one book, and that 
one neither Of the books; mentioned 
above, the price is 40 cents each? ■ ■ 
■'Wo have only ELEVEN Premium 
Books, and you can select from thorn as 
follows: •
- Any two of tho Elevon Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of tho Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.
7 -Any four of ,tho v Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of tho Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.80, 

■ Any six of tho Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.10. '

Any seven of tne Eleven Premium 
Books you may, order, price $8.35, __ ¿

Mr

Harmonies of Evolution—Contents. '
Preliminary Statement; There Is No 

Death; Life After Physical Death la 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Hero 
ment1^er Common Develop
The1 » Common Purpose;:
Ihe Scope, Method and Pur-
???e; 1110 Genesis of PhysicalThe;"LSwB<?fNU?1 of Ev°iution *

7 Oi Natural Selection”; The 
Natural Law of Selection; A Question 
thinsThu Completion of an IndL 
Deske- S'“ ¡WIU and Neminlna 
Desire, The Struggle for HanninM«»! 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intni* tkm; The Spiritual Basls^vV^ 
uial Science Corroborated; Natural 
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Dlvorce-I ksUEthicsrlaee' Mathematic0, HarmoJ 
ictj, 2-jLnics.

Handsomely Bound, j
Send for Circular. I

tub i>uA«rJss a 1 orders to ' 
‘NDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO-

19 to 27 North Kedzie Ave., Chicago. *

Ohio Spiritualists, Attention I 
convention of the 

w 111l>«^?1VS?iJlaU0n Of Sl)lritualists 
Mav 27 2R nn) 90Ciiy of c°lumbus, May 27, 28, and 29, In the Board of 
?5a/ft ,a“dl,(:oril,D1' Three sessions will 
Gon an lr ?U,r.fng tlle ei,tire “nven. 

on. All societies are earnestly re 
quested to send their full quota of dele
gates, and individual members are 
urged to be present In person. Busi
ness of importance is to come before 
the convention, in which every Ohio 
Spiritualist Is interested. '

soclel.les and members desiring 
!lle constitution must file the same with the secretary

prior to April 25. 1904. as none can bfc 
legally acted upon, received after that 

nfn U|J nIi’airtlcu,lars reEar,1|ng program, 
etc., win |)e given in a future issue o£ 
The Progressive Thinker.

~ R. C. BAIRD, Secy., 
By the President: Elyria OhioCARRIE FIRTH CURRAN*

123 Indiana avenue, Toledo, Ohio. '

KEEP POSTEO
In Current Spiritualistic and Occull 

News.
You can do It by reading each weels' 

The Progressive Thinker. The Phllo- 
opby affd the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena it contains each week, 1g 
the marvel of the age. No one can af
ford to bo without the paper, its price 
Is within the reach ot all.

. 1 Debt causes much failure; make It a
soul quicker than rule to spend no dollar until you have 

earned It. Bishop Fitzgerald.

Any eight of the Eleven Premium Anniversary Exercises In Denver, Colo. 
Books you may order, price $2.65. „ • ■. ...- ’ - ■ ■ i The Spiritualists of Denver gathered

together in Howes’ Hall, Sunday, March 
27, to celebrate the 56th anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism. The hall was 
crowded, and wo were favored by hav
ing that grand worker, Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, preside. She never did better. 
The rostrum was covered with flowers, 
and the musical program was excellent. 
This made harmonious conditions, and 
the advent of Modern Spiritualism was 
handled in a masterly manner. It was 
shown how Spiritualism has liberalized 
all denominations. No one hears now ■ 
of infant damnation, hell fire, eternal 
punishment, and such teachings given 
from the pulpits these days, and it Is 
not so long ago that we were made to 
believe that salvation could not be had 
outside of the church.

Any nine of the Eleven Premium I 
Books you may order, prive $2.90.

Any ten of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Lastly, all of these ELEVEN Premium 
Books here announced are sent out, all 
postage prepaid, for $3.35, something 
never before equalled in this country or 
Europe. Our principal aim is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
cost price.
OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS

FOR $3.35.
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

and

and

and

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6-—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 

REMITTING.
When you send in your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in , 
this list, and send for’them. They are 
very valuable. They are intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tone 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
not fall to enclose a dollar for the Pro- 
gresslve Thinker.' . ..

‘ Bending ofit these premium books, 
however, at the'prices we do, does not 
reduce the price of the subscription of 
the paper, apparently or, otherwise, a 
single cent, for that cannot be afforded 
for less than one dollar per year, in 
view of tlie fact that we publish such a 
■Vast amount of reading, matter, much 
mtire than any other Spiritualist paper 
now published.

■ In conclusion, bear In mind that the । 
postage on these ‘Eleven Premium 
Books Is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving ■ 
this office only $2.22, Illustrating the , 
great bargain you are getting—an op-, , 
portuhlty to form the nucleus of a valu
able library, the like of which was never 
known before on this material plane.

Address, all orders to • ।
. J. R- FRANCIS,

40 Loomle Street, Chicago, Illinois.
. ■——— . ■. ■ ■ ■ , j

; WHAT CAN YOU DO? I

This old world hasn’t time to stop
That It may learn your name; ■: . . 

It doesn’t care arap about ; ,■ .. . ;
Your blue blood Or your fame; 1 |

Tho only thing this old world cares '
About; concerning you, ■ 

Is simply this ono thing, to-wlt! ' , 
".Well, BlrJ. What can you do?” '

. _ '-Columbus Journal. .

Spiritualism is the only religion that 
can prove what it teaches—while oth
ers talk about immortality and resur
rection when Gabriel blows his horn, . 
Spiritualism gives the evidence of the 
continuity of life.

Ihe profusion of flowers ' brought 
forth the highest inspiration of thé 
guides of the medium, and the most 
beautiful thoughts were given in this 
connection. A great many said they 
had never heard anything so beautiful, 
and the writer, who has been in the 
ranks for thirty years, can add his testi
mony to theirs and say that in all his 
experience he has never heard before 
such elevating and ennobling thoughts 
expressed by any speaker. -

The good conditions were also mani- 
tested In the messages given after the 
lecture. Thirty-four clean and clear 
tests were given, and all fully recog
nized. Many an anxious soul was 
brought nearer the spirit world and 

'given unmistakable proof of spirit re
: turn, also receiving the consolation and 
comfort that no other religion could '

.Tu sPtendid feature In connection 
with these demonstrations was that 
fully one-half of those receiving mes
sages were skeptics, but honest skep
tics, and freely admitted that they 
could not account for the messages 
from their spirit friends imd relatives 
in any other way than that they were . 
able to return and make themselves 
known. • :

The musical program arranged'by 
Prof. M. T. Close and wife deserves es- 
peclal mention.’ . '

'Prof. Oscar Mayo first favored us 
with a piano solo, which was fully ap
preciated by the audience. Mrs. Mertlo 
Moore followed with the favorite song. 
’ For AU Eternity.” This called forth 
enthusiastic applause and was greatly 
enjoyed. Prof, close and wife clo’sed 
with one of their favorito selections 
which are always pleasing. ■

We expect to celebrate many annlver- 
sarles of Modem Spiritualism in Den
ver, but all agreed that we would al
ways look back with pride and pleasure 
to tho celebration of the 56th annlver-
vary. F. N. BURK.

There is no wealth but character, no 
■security but'brotherhood, no Salvation 
but knowledge; and-no supreme court' 
but Uie enlightened conscience of man 
—Herbert N. Casson. . ■

The chief object of all good govern 
menta should be the protection of al- 
the natural rights of their constituent 
members.—Alexander H. Stophens. -.-
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STOMACH • SPIWTUALIST MfiEHNGS..

TÄMJBLES
CUREDDiego, California, March 31^ 1904

al 3 p. m. in Garaelman’s Hall, cornerDo you suffer from

Um, or bowol trouble

•Selected. . .1

Micblguu ave. 763

having with u&i Mr. Bach,, editor of the। having wltn u»i wur. uacn,, eoitor oi me 
Sunflower, of Lily Dale, who delighted 
the audience in his very interesting

OBSESSION CURED.

Yow Coimtrtatìoim
To the Mediums’ Fund in the
N. S. Ad) Tneasury, be it large or small, will

'Twas I,"

1

IB a shame, to have to acknowledge

For Free Diagnosis of Disease, 
■end five two-cent stamps, age, name, 
sex and own handwriting.

GENERAL SURVEY.
(Continued from page C.)

Sts,?«Si

Address 784 Eighth St., 
Oakland, Cal

J. E. Smith gives tests and spirit mes- 
j sages. W. H. Mohlan, president; Prof.

For the Cure of Mental 
and Physical Ailments.

NICHOLAS HECKER.
Do you waut proof of u future life? Do you want 

to communicate with your spirit friends? Do you 
want to know about yuur future? Semi own writ
ing or lock of hair and fl.UI. Dixon. Ill.

CHAS. BROCKWAY,
Clairvoyant. Trance and Business Medium. Pub- 
Uceeanees every Sunday at 8 p. m.. Kimball Hall, 
Wabash ave. and Jackson b'lv'd. Admission free. 
No collection. Private readings daily. Otlice274

READINGS AND BUSINESS AD
VICE $1.00 and two stamps.

MRS. MAGGIE WAITE
Reading by mall. 11.00, Business advlcs a »pcclalty. 

8148 Indiana avo. Cblcaxo, 111.

are welcome.
The Woodlawn Spiritualist Society 

will hold services at 6209 Madison ave
nue, Sundays at 2:30 and 8 p. m. Prof

ELTON E. HEDRICK, 
^Hltop^K.-Voealitm. business specula- 
lie' toa11 Ilie. Foe U00 bond date of birth a« near the 
few Addre““' “31 ltod“*

1! you »utter Irtæ ibwssla, Ucmsct. Liter, or Bowel 
Trouble el sta kin{¿«»4 Ulta liberal slier. If

■■■>■: wiuast vesTH homey to you.

C, E. Watkins Medical Co.
Send your name iu full. age. «ex and leading 

eyiuptom, and we will dlngnoae your caue

Wo will bIbo aend our monthly paper

•“LIFE AND HEALTH,”
Free to all who send us their name and addresa, 

Send all lellera (or the preaeut to

C. E. WATKINS MEDICAL CO., 
120 Emery st., Portland, Me.

Mrs. J. Conant Henderson, 

AddreBB ilox 216, KlnK»l0’u, Mas». m

perfect th« tileeslioa, regulate and »Uenglhcu the bowel», end . **,
make youMdrcngPiKl hearty a» you ever ware. We could clvo 1 T -r^ o-uV «»oMr
you lojtlmonleli l>y tfio thouiand t.t those wo havo cured of i v- -U» DIU4VU, putiiut
»lornach trouble» In cU form» cud »lege», but they would not Tlia WnTth Star finlritiinl TTnlnn bnldqUUtuyuu what the Iroatincut will do for YOU. -Thooulv ab- *ilG MO1U1 toWr »pintURl UDlOn llOIQB
■elute proof 1» in the treatment iUelf. and knowing the Won- 1 services Ht Pen S Hall. 1646 Milwaukee 
derfal Cprc» wo havo made fur other», and LcHeving that «• ! ATT£xrv Hnndn v nt 7 • Qn « m
have a treatment that will i'o»lt|»eJy i'uro eoy eue, no roatlw • aVGUUe, GVGry bUDUay at, (.OU p. ID.

dyapipniu iadige». Ashland avenue and W. 13th street.
II.0.“? Trie Rising Sun Spiritual Mission

»

fé48 » Out of Darkness, tato Light * 1904
Anniversary Poem by J. L. Dryden, Read Before the first Spiritualist Society, San

invocation. .
Eternal Presence! Living Power! Thou Great, . 
Self-existent Source of Mind and Matter! ' 
Nothing exists but Thee, for thou art All;
And in and from Thee all things are. Goodness 
Infinite Thou art. Therefore, the Universe 
Contains nothing In which no good is found. 
In prayer to Thee we oft-times sin; because, 
In thought, we separate ourselves from Thee, 
Who art our very self. Thou, our Father
Mother art; and Thyself in us the Son, 
The Christ, the God made manifest in man 
As Man. And no one can attain to Thee ■ 
Except the Christ be born within himself. 
When God awakens in the Soul of Man 
A full self-consclouspess of His existence, 
Then there will be no further Death; for He, 
Himself, the living God, forever dwells 
In Man. Arid he who strlves'to And God,. 
Must seek for Him in spirit and in truth . 
In his own holy temple in himself. • 
To Him, the Christ, the God in Man, we pray; 
And, praying rightly, we fulfill our prayers. 
For rising up to Him, we are Himself, 
And ourselves grant that which we ask of Him.

“ MARCH 31, 1848.
Hall ! happy, natal day! Hail to the hour 
Which brought to our creed-darkened world 
Surcease of blind belief, and gave instead 
The glad assurance of established truth! 
That freed our souls from Doubt by living proof 
Of Immortality beyond the grave.
Hall to the gentle rap ! that voiceless code 
Of words unspoken, yet revealing things 

■ No mortal eye hath seen nor tongue proclaimed!
Hail to the spirit touch—that magic key. 
Which opened wide the gates of pearl, and bridged 
The yawning gulf which creedal Ignorance 
Has digged ’twixt earthly and angelic homes. 
With joy we hail thy fifty-sixth return! 
And, in this temple-home, which mortal hands 
Have reared, and grateful hearts devoted to 
Service of Spirits, and the soul-upliftment 
Of Earth’s children, we would here, and now, 
Swell the angelic chorus—“Peace on earth;
Good will to Men ; and Heaven to earth brought down," 
Which this—our Christmas day—has ushered in.

" ‘Day after day we think what she is doing ' 
In those bright realms of air.

Year after year her tender steps pursuing, 
Behold her grown more fair. . ,

‘“Not as a child shall we again behold her; 
'For when with raptures wild,-■■■ .

In our embraces we again enfold her, 
She will not be a child;

" ‘But a fair maiden, in her Father’s mansion. , 
Clothed with celestial grace; 1

And beautiful with all the soul’s expansion, 
1 Shall we behold her face,'
“Papa, the infant form you loved and lost 
Just sixteen winters gone, contained the germ 
Of sentient and Immortal Angelhood;
And greets you now in Spirit Womanhood.” 
“My child! My darling, soul-loved child!” I cried. 
"I thank the God and Father of iis all, 
That now I see—not dimly, as in shadows- . 
But face to face in noontide splendor. • ‘
Now know I, not in part, but once for all, 
That Death is swallowed up in Victory;
And Immortality is brought to light, 
Through our own loved ones gone before. 
Now I find the true meaning of these words—
" ‘There is no Death; what seems so 1«.. ■

This life of mortal breath
Ib but a suburb of the Life..Elysian, 

Whose portal we call Death.
‘“There is no Death! An angel form '

Walks o’er the earth with silent tread.
He bears our best loved ones away, 

And then we call them dead.
“ ‘Born into that undying life, 

Our friends depart, but come again.
With joy we welcome them—the same, 

Except in strife and pain.
‘“And ever near us, though unseen. 

Their dear immortal spirits tread;
For all the boundless universe 

Ib Life. There are no dead.’

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
in Van Buren Opera House, Madison 
street and Calltornia avenue,; every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Mr. Shaeffer 
will lecture, answer questions and give 
spirit messages, assisted by other me
diums.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday

oiwy kindt it joud», holds a meeting every Sunday after- 
ImJ noon at 2:30 and 7:45, at No, 878 S, 

I Western avenue Star Lodge Hall
•<Roti ntavatd 0ouii>ound, Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society 
Tiiir“‘»“a. ihiwTi'i wi'l 1101(1 meetings every Sunday at 8 
.iiiuuuu «ud ■» Im-1 and 8 p. m., at Atheneum Building, 26 
wi’i cni/i.mlt’ liid Van Buren street. Mrs. May Elmo, me- 
twihi. »«ta. iu« .i. dium. Tests and good speaking. All 

. ready dkeausd and weak- ‘ ° °

Tne Universal Occult - Society holds 
Its meetings at No.177 East Thirty-first 
street, Hall “C,” every Sunday after
noon and evening, the Hon. Robert Gll- 
ray, pastor. The renownea medium, 
Charles J. Peterson, psychic. Confer
ence at 8 p. m. Regular service at 8 
p. m.

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened' by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o'clock. Tests and music at every ser
vice.

The Christian Spiritual Union Church 
now holds meetings at Becker Hall, cor
ner State and Forty-fourth streets, 
Mrs. L. J. Vaughn and Mrs. Lucille De 
loux, test mediums.

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street, Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

A FLJCe
FOR

The Tobacco Habit.
60000 CURES EAST YEAR.

Anyone Can Have a Prescription Free by
Sending Stamped Envelope.

?12,stutu SI., Dub Molnea. la, han 
uiBCBvauu a haruiliiss remedy for the tobaeco 

S ‘ Yb ? ! 1H:‘‘ huubaiui In 15 day», after
b!; .is1110 ,.or ovtrlKl yearn. It can
Suit y “I!it ,la baruilcBB, Mi-b. Lester
ie ¿Sd..t,h?.VAe“e.rlpI10u i,ce 10 «'W we »eudlittf 
stamped envelope to pay postage,

MARY E. CONNELL.
himd-'w’i'ui’nl!111« •’■•“i "hj1 liu'ce uucslloiis. Own 
uium willing, Huoui K.,Mcirupolc. Spukuue. Wn.

Fer* 
taaufiplly Cure Yuu. Vo 
f11’ ll" "7 
Qatloii pf yuur trouble, 

•“ will remove the cause», 
innstlhu «nd Uno up 
the effected membrane».

how complicated or long »Undlpg or how many havo failed iu 
th« pa»t, that we will wild a full Iwo week»' treatment to any 1 
•uSenr 4Mlrln» lo »1« Its trial. B.»r ... cared J, Oil. tail : 
treatment alppe. -U by net mnko a trial of it youraclf and learn 
>liat Ita'vlll do for you? Il 1« Free. . Addrc*» Dr. Poobltf 
WMtutf ot Uealtb 2h H«ln St., Baitlo Creek, Mich. r ,

MARCH 31, 1904.
'Twas early Spring: “The Summer of All Saints,” 
By Acadian peasants called. That season 
Beautiful; when, leaving his wintry bed 
Deep In the Scorpion’s southern lair, the sun 
Again his upward journey takes to mount 
His northern throne, driving the Frost King, 
With his chilly breath and icy fingers, back 
To his frozen lair. A dull and drowsy 
Stillness filled the limpid air. Like Arabs, 
Great sea-fogs silently their tent-like curtains 
Folding up, stole softly out across the 
Restless ocean, lifting the misty gloom 
And shadows from fair Coronado's face. 
Tb westward, Loma reared his stony crest, 
Upon whose outer point the ancient pharos 
Stands: a stately structure once, whose beacon 
Light guided the mariner’s course, as erst 
The fiery pillar led the wandering Jews. 
On grassy slope, that downward bends to kiss 
The rippling waves on mild Pacific's shore, 
I sat me down, as long ago in fair 
Judea’s land, the Son of God refreshed
His o’er wrought mortal frame beneath the palrns 
Of favored Galilee. Within a bower, 
Whose heavy thatch of leaf and fragrant bloom 
Sheltered from noonday sun, and filled the air 
With rich perfume, there came to me the joy 
Of peaceful solitude. Repose, delicious, 
O'er me crept, and with new life my Inner -

■ Senses thrilled. 1 slept, or seemed to sleep. 
For, while in quiet rest my mortal frame 
Was locked, the soul within both saw and heard 
Things that no mortal eye hath seen, nor tongue

: Of mortal ever clothed in human speech. 
Methought within some gloomy castle cell 
Or cavern, where Cimmerian darkness reigned, 
Myself Imprisoned was. The darkness, cold 
And relentless, that me compassed round, ■ 
Filled me with terror. My shrinking spirit 
Yielded to anguish and affright. 1 scarce 
Knew what I feared, or why cast down my soul 
Should be. Before my spirit vision passed . . 
The drama of this mortal life—a^sad 
And meaningless mystery. Of Lite and Death; 
Time and Eternity; Heaven and Hell— - 
I caught no pleasing views. In bitterness 
I cried aloud: Why this obscurity?
Oh, who, and what, and whence am I ? and why 
Am I imprisoned here? Is life a blank?
An empty dream? A passing show? Does Death 
End all? When the weary eyelids close, the 
Hands are folded o’er the pulseless heart, and 
On the marble brow of those we love the 
Burning farewell kiss is pressed, Oh, is that all? 
Is there no message from the dread unknown? 
No beacon light? No cheering ray of Hope? 
No well-known voice of loved ones gone before?

“A change came o’er the spirit of my dream.” 
As thus in darkness, doubt and fear I groped, 
Methought 1 heard from distant heights above 
A sweet voice calling me in tenderest tones: 
“Papa, come up higher. Come where I am.” 
Intently gazing toward the spot from whence 
Issued the welcome sound, methought the walls 
Of darkness seemed to melt away; and light, 
Strange and ineffable, came creeping in 
As ruddy dawn heralds the rising sun. 
Before me stretched a scene magnificent.
Not steep and rugged cliffs, whose beetling crags 
Defy our mortal effort to surmount;
But gentle elevations, one above .
The other, rising like garden terraces, 
Crowned with living verdure,—trees, fruit, flowers, 
Murmuring brooklets—all that heart could wish. . 
No golden city saw I, with its gates 
Of pearl, its jasper walls, and watchful guard 
Admitting or rejecting whom he pleased. 
But, town and country blending all in one, 
I viewed the city-less and country-less 
Land of Beulah—home of the pure and blest. , 
Beautiful homes; not jostling side by side,
As those in man-invented cities are; 
But widely-spaced, with grassy lawns, and trees, 
And flowery walks adorned the landscape near; 
While far bevond, in stately grandeur rose 
The beautiful hills where the blest have trod, 
Since the years when this earth was new; 
Where our loved ones gaze from the fields of God 
On the vale we are journeying through. 
As if on the wings of thought, or strong desire, 
I scaled the rising slope with ease, and stood 
On royal eminence. And In the pure 
Celestial atmosphere, my vision seemed 

• To find nor bound nor limit to the grand 
And matchless beauty that around me lay. 
A maiden, radiant and ethereal, 
Approached, to whom my speech I thus addrest: 
"Methought I heard some loved one calling me; 
CariBt tell from whence and whom It came?” " 
She said, “who saw and heard you In distress 
And darkness, and now ask to comfort you.” 
“The voice I heard addressed me In the sweet, 
Trustful speech of child' to parent. Your years, 
Grace and unfoldment, scarce seem to befit 
The infant child of mine who doffed her robe 
Of clay ere twelve short months had spanned for her 
The measure of earth-life.” Thus she replied: 
"Do you not know that in our spirit realm, 
As in your natural world, Progression is 
The law of life? This spirit life and home, 
Tholigh unseen and unkenned by mortal sense, 
Ib but an onward step In the grand march . 
Of man’s development. Great Nature’s laws 
Reach from the seen to the unseen. And as 
The mortal child evolves from infancy 
To mature growth on earth, so here; the bud, 
Transplanted from the parent tree, obeys , .
The same great law of spirit growth. Have you 
Forgotten what your own loved poet says:

"But, my dear child, in this glad reunion; 
This brighter, clearer view of Life and Death, 
What of my long-kept faith and blind belief? 
The creeds of Calvin, Wesley, Knox, wherein 
My parents trusted, and devoutly stamped 
Their Impress deep upon my youthful mind— 
Were they all wrong? From human sources drawn?“’
"Nay, nay. Not all. For since Goodness Ib God, 
And God is AH in All, in the universe 
Nothing exists in which no good is found. 
In all your creeds dim rays of Truth are hid.
‘‘ ‘Full many a gem of purest ray serene 

The dark unfathomed caves of ocean bear.
Full many a flower Ib born to blush unseen 

And waste its sweetness on the desert air.'
“That book you love so well—the Bible called— 
Whence men their creedal inspiration draw, 
Holds in its esoteric depths rare gems 
Of truth celestial veiled in Orient lore.
But on its rugged surface ride the fleets 
Of man-made Articles of Faith, and Creed 
Theology, tossed and driven by the 
Winds and storms of wordy strife; conflicts o’er 
Man's self-derived opinions. The letter 
Of that book It is that kills. The spirit 
Giveth life. And from the surface letter, •
Builders of creeds have shaped their doctrines, while 
Truth, a living Spirit, like deep ocean 
Currents, glides underneath the symbols of 
The Hebrew Script. Upon the surface waves 
Sectarian councils wrangle and dispute 
About the kelp and sea-grass floating on 
The surface, heeding not the priceless gems 

■ Of Truth In the unfathomed caves below. .
For centuries mankind has lived in fear 
Of Gods, of Death, Judgment and fiery Hells, 
Cringing before some priest-made Juggernaut. 
E’en yet your, creedalist adores a god 
In whom the form, features and weaknesses 
Of mortal man are leading attributes.
Though changeless called, this man-made deity • 
Is swayed by love and anger; passion and 
Remorse; loves sacrifice; repents; relents;
Changes his mind and readjusts his plans. 
Most cruel; most unjust belief of all;
This kind and loving Father of all men, 
Slaughters His first-born, only sinless child, 
To save His sin-cursed offspring from His wrath.” 
"But, my dear child,” I said, “can God be just 
And not protect Himself—His glory—from 
The stain of sin? Was it not better one 
Should die than the whole human race be lost?” 
"Ah! father, when you free the Infinite ■ 
From finite attributes and weaknesses, 
No need will be for sheltering God from the 
Attacks and calumnies of feeble Man.
The luckless wight who aims to blot the sun 
By casting foulness in its face, himself 
Receives the stain when backward it returns. 
Know this: God’s attributes are perfect, and 
His glory infinite. Naught can thereto 
Be added, and nothing therefrom withdrawn. 
Your sinful thought, or word, or act, upon 
Th’ escutcheon of God’s honor leaves no blemish. 
Nor does your sacrifice of firayer and praise, 
And bleeding victims, one jot or tittle add 
To a glory perfected in Eternity.
Your human courts dare not absolve from guilt, 
By wreaking vengeance on a guiltless victim. 
And shall Man more just be than his Creator? 
Vain Man; scorning to yield allegiance to 
Aught save his own self-derived intelligence, 
Goes blindly on ¡.madly rushing in where -
Angels fear to tread, brings upon himself 
The dire results of his own wrongful acts, 
And calls them judgments from an angry God. 
The Christ, whom creedalists delight to honor, 
And proudly follow—lagging far behind— 
Thus reveals the Law of Compensation: 
‘That which ye sow, that must ye also reap.
On thistles, figs grow not; and men cannot 
From thorny brambles gather luscious grapes.’ 
The hand that contacts fire must suffer pain, 
Whether it be philosophers or babes.
The soul that yields to sin must bear the hurt 
And scar until the pain-producing cause 
Is overcome and slain. Each law divine 
Bears in itself the just award each act 
Has merited. Thus each and every one 
In his own bosom keeps the great record 
Writ by the angel of his Higher Self.
Conscience, the God within, in judgment sits. 
Approval or dread doom pronouncing, as 
Each passing act of life is good or ill. 
Not all the man-mado saints, or angels, Christs 
Or gods in the wide universe combined 
Can work atonement for a single sin.
For he who soweth to the flesh, must of 
The flesh corruption reap. Remember this: 
’Though Christ, in Bethlehem, a thousand times be born. 
If not within thyself, thy soul Is all forlorn.
The cross on Calvary thou lookest to In vain 
Unless, in thy own life, it be set up again.’ ” 
She ceased to speak. The vesper song of birds 
Chanting the close of day awoke me. My dream 
Was done. But joy! it was not all a dream. •

My darling child, who/as a mortal babe 
First came like sunshine to our earthly home, 
Then, like a sunbeam,tqulckly faded from >, 
■Our sight: and now, from realms celestial, 
Comeet as an angel fair, filling with ■
Peace and happiness my declining years,— 
Oh, pardon this, my feeble* effort, 
To embalm In verse the thoughts and messages 
Which from thy loving heart welled forth in speech. 
-But poorly versed am I In'splrlt lore.
And, mayhap, have but clumsy utterance given 
,To the celestial truths thou didst impart.
BUt, be its merit small or great, oh, give 
My work thy benediction, I implore. .
Upon the pinions of celestial love .
Bear it to other souls that grope in gloom. 
Bring light, and joy, and peace to others, such , 
As thou bringest to mine own saddened soul.

'• 'She Is not dead, the child of our'affection; .
But gone unto that school .

Whore she no longer nbeds our poor protection^ 
‘ For Christ himself doth rule. •

•In that great cloister's stillness and Beduslon;
By guardian angels led— ___

Safe'from temptation; safe from Bias pollution, 
§ ghe lives whom wo call dead.

At a meeting of the Catholic Holy 
Name Society in Boston, Judge Joseph 
J). Dillon, who was one’of the speakers, 
said that he “believed that the day was 
not far distant when the public schools 
would be controlled by the Catholic ele
ment as they are now controlled by the 
Protestant, and he stated that when the 
Catholic church did control the schools 
the first thing it would do would be to 
restore God to the schoolroom.” By 
having “God in the schoolroom” Judge 
Dillon and other Catholics mean that 
the catechism will be taught. The pre
tense that the Catholic church has the 
custody of God and can move him Into 
the schoolhouses as soon as thpy get 
control of education Is rather ludicrous. 
It is a strange conceit, too that God 
does not come into the schoolroom with 
the Bible, which he wrote himself, but 
does with the catechism, which was 
compiled by priests. When God goes 
in, in the Catholic sense, education will 
go out.—Truth Seeker.

A Visitor writes from Indianapolis, 
Ind.: "Being in the city on Sunday, 
April 3,1 was Induced to attend the ser
vices at Die First Spiritualist Church, 
corner New York and Alabama streets, 
where I had the pleasure of listening to 
a discourse by Mrs. Allie Buhland, of 
1224 North Senate avenue. Her sub
ject was, ‘Souls’ Redemption.' Ab we 
followed her ¡in her flights of eloquence 
it seemed that the veil between the two 
worlds was lifted^ permitting us to 
catch a glimpse of the beauties and 
grandeur of the other side. The lecture 
was followed by bests given by Mrs. E. 
V. Jackson, of Grand Rapids, Mich., 
who is now stopping at 137 S. Noble 
street this city. ¡Her tests were of a 
nature that brought peace and comfort 
to the minds and ¡hearts of those for 
whom they were intended.”

Nellie Turner writes from Niagara 
Falls, N. Y.: ‘<On the evening of April 3, 
the First Spiritualist Society of Niagara 
Falls celebrated the 56th anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism. The hall was well 
filled.. We were especially favored by

talk on Spiritualism. Mr. A. G. Atche- 
son, of Buffalo, favored us with a reci
tation as did little Florence Bailey. Mu
sic was furnished by Miss Clarkson and 
Master Roy Emory, which was fully ap
preciated. Our pastor, Mrs. Atcheson, 
followed with spirit messages, all being 
fully recognized. The members desire 
to extend their thanks to all who helped 
make our anniversary service so enjoy
able.”

Mexican Indian Specialist, 
Trent8 all Chronic. Nervous and Private Diseas
es by tho Ancient Aztec Indian System. Send 
photograph: ago: dateof birth: married or single; 
full iHime and address in own handwriting. En- 
cloBG'COctfi. The written diagnosis of your case
given by Dr.Efipanto’s spirit band of Indian heal
ers. will be mailed you atonce.nnd photo returned. 
The 60 cents required Is only to keep away trlflers. 
and will be remitted on first order for treatment. 
Don’t neglect a chronic disease. Write NOW to 
DR. KSPANTOa Newstead & Lee Ave's, St. 
Louis. Mo. (All rodlngs, 11.00.)

DR. ESP ANTO

Mrs. E. J. Hanson, pastor,
The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 

regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at Alliance Hall, between Kim- 
bark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address,all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street. 
. Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr- 
helt, meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o’clock in Wicker Park Hall, 501 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Villroak.

The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p. m., and lecture and 
tests at 8 o’clock. Mrs. M. A. Burland, 
pastor.

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 3 p. 
m.; lecture gt 8 p. m. Messages by H. 
F. Coates and others. Good music.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins’ Hail, 528 West 
Sixty-third street, every Sunday even
ing at 8 o’clock. Conference in the af
ternoon at 3. The Ladies' Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday afternoon at 
same number. Harry J. Moore, lec
turer.

The Metropolitan Spiritualist Society 
holds services every Sunday at 8 o’clock 
in St. George’s Hall, 3337 State street. 
Good speaking, tests and music. Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Residence, 
3148 Indiana avenue.

New Thought services conducted by 
Julia M. Learnered, at 7:30 o’clock ev
ery Sunday evening, at 720 West Madi
son street, third floor.

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 In Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 7:30 In Garfield 
Turner Hall, corner of Garfield and Lar
rabee streets. Emil T. Vaas, lecturer; 
Frank Joseph, medium.

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature hold ■ services at 
Nathan's Hall, 1566 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue, Sunday even

tings, 7:30 p. m. Mrs. W. F. Bchu- 
, macher, pastor.

The Lauren of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number Is 361
363 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

The Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor, holds services 
every Sunday in Hall 309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. Sunday-school at 10 
a. m.

The Church of Higher Forces holds

MHS. PH. DIXON, SEEK. MAIL DIME AND 
Dirth date. Answers 8 tjuestluns. At Luke

side Hull, Sunday«, 8 JU p. in. Readings dully, at 
44 E. 81st St., Chicago, Ill. 761

The infallible Fibre Trumpet 1« guaranteed 
better than metal. No. 1.—30x5 in.—insulated top 
and bottom, cardinal colored enamel. 11.50. No. 
2, SI.26. 88x4 inches, plain, with no InHUlatlon. 
brown color. Pamphlet with instructions fur all 
kind« of development will be mailed on receipt of 
12 cent« in stamps. Trumpet« will'be «ent on 
receipt of price. Manufactured by
JAS* NEWTON, 4B3 Voir St., Toledo, O.

hn Yntt Npprl Andl/v lull IlGull I can help you. I Will lit your 
CnnnF-infnt eye» Vy Clairvoyance and
OUuuLdbluO spirit assistance at your own 
home with the Improved melted pebble lense, to 
Bee near and at a distance. Please write for Illus
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision mid impaired eyesight. 1 guarantee to 111 
your eyes, and safe delivery by mail.

11, V. POOtaE.
48 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. III.

B. F. POOLE.—Dear Sir: Your Magnetized Melt
ed Pebble Spectacles received. I am delighted. 
They are perfection in every way.

Sincerely yours, Alonzo Thompson,
Fullerton, neb.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
lithe elieet tad n>o*t BBOcMsfui Splrltaal Phyilclen 

adw in prictlc*. Hit cure» ere 

THE MOST MARVELOUS
Oftbti age. Hla examinations are correctly made, 
and Tree to all who tend him name, age, »ox and lock 
of heir, and tlx cents In »tamp»,. He doesn’t ask for 
any leading lymptoin. A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. He positively cure» weak meu. Address

J. 8. LOUCKS, M. E>„
dloaoham. Mass.

A New Spiritual Song With sheet mu- 
coSv^onmlft Way." Send 25 cunts fora 
cop} to Lucio A. Mackenzie. Sou Breeze, Flu.

WAliDIìN li. ADAMS,
Ita-swtlr IXV z<... , . 36 Serenili Ave..thrmlllV1 uh' u ' remi limi imewered
} Z,l,?i Ce'e'illonb: Seuil, Bellled
...‘.i.'.uut.! ,y.’.iour buuiub ul »pirli IrlemlB, and four 
u n ,1? ;.“'lu be “«»wered !>>• Hplrlt power, 

1 Ub “eiH: albo a Binali look olyour 
ìumùÌi i ,7‘ ai ,2 00' whlch wl11 bb vludly re- 
lundcu li leudlni; le noi nutiBiuetury. Ibi

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPH,
l,1'lock o' b«'r, und thni LAvlr Urea Home loved ones

t rmu'l, ? .n“bLd 10 l ‘C bL'>u"11 “lld ,lru UM'»»» iu iumi; JOU.
?“d ,Mr“,Normmm:-JIy Imnrtfell ihanlm fur 

pi oof leceived a few days ago. We rucomiizud 
lorW l:h Hd.‘ie“' “ "hO 1 h,ld 1,01 Bei!“ 
loi a? yeais. and three friends. Muy God bless 
you and yuur noble band for the joy you havu

‘“»“‘■«•rhhw, tablet welting and 
iSi... h 1>,Y Bt’Hlwl questions answered, 
but particulars address, with stump

S721 O MRS. A. NORMANN,HT31, Elllotl av. So., MlnneapollB. Minn.

VITALITY 511 W“1"r D,J Voe' 18 ’ i-*-¿I"*-*! A X filled with heullntf iinllftlm? 
truth gleaned from the Helds of everlasting life. 
It rekindles tho vital flame in the soul. Published 
bl-momhiy at W27 Drexel Ave., Chicago. 2Sc per 
yuai 747lf

riOW TO UNFOLD YOUR PSYCHIC POWERS 
wT.'im'' "i!"’ 10 t»L-vvlop Ilin buBl within 

n» t'। h he,,d two liibti’uuiloi) booklets 
2 „,.i> POBHlble pham:» of medium
snip, nil for ¿6 cents, Mrs. Dr. J. A. Bliss 13 As 
Lindell Boul., St. Louis, Mu. - ’

Bargains for Booklovers.
„A"!?1 <’“|l>'<-'tur offors books from bls
private library tor one-third to one-half their 
va ne. These books relate to Spiritualism, Oc- 
V*. Be.ut.v. Animal Magnetism,
Hypnotism. Hedling, Physical Culture, Self-Cul
ture hie. State your warns and enclose stamp 
for list to Dept. p. T. <4, National Inst, of Science, 
Chicago, III. 762

WANTED,
Dr. Sharpe'» Celery Chewing Gum Co., wants 

men or women repreBenlatlve» everywhere. Hus- 
mens done on cash basis, Only those poHSe.HHing 
means to pay for goodh nvttd answer. Article of 
merit. Heady sale. PoHsIblllly of larire Income.

AddreBB 115 Wayne HU...... Detroit. Mich..
DR, SHARPE CHEMICAL CO.

DON’T READ THIS.
France» L. Loucks, the only piycblc wonder living, 

that uses the spiritual X-ray without aoy loading 
symptom to direct, and locate» all Internal dlauases. 
A trial will convince you. Nervous exhaustion and 
lost vigor of both sexes sucoosifully treated, ui bun- 
tired» can testify. Bend name, age, sex, complexion 
and lu cents tn stamp», and receive a correct diagno
sis of your case free, worth dollar» to you. Addrew,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
Lock Boi 12H. Btoneliiim. Mail,,

FRANK N. FOSTER,^
The Noted Psychic for

spini FhotoaraiJiiij
Bond nume and àddrcKH forcirculnr. Slttinga by 

mali. Ul Fiizhugh 8t.. Grand Rapida, Mich.

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Denr friends, you can greatly help mb-care for 

my blind sister. Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl* 
lest medium« now In the form, by writing «a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me with 11, and I will 
try and get reply by Independent writing or whis- 
ficre, Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil
ord Mass. .

its meeting in Douglas Hall, Indiana 1 
ave and 35th street, every Sunday at 
3 and 8 o’clock. The reliable psychic, 
Mrs. Grace Aitken, will give spirit mes
sages. Come and learn the truth.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple every first and 
third Thursdays of the month; after
noon session at 3 o’clock. The ladles 
furnish refershments. Supper served 
at 6:15, including tea and coffee.' Even
ing session at 7:30. Questions pertain
ing to spiritual themes, answered by 
the guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond; name poems given to strangers. 
Mrs. S. J. Ashton, assistant pastor.

The Spiritual Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor.

Chuch of the Spirit. Spiritual serv
ices are held at 839 North Clark street, 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Psychometric 
reading and messages given to all at
tending, through Wm. Fitch Ruffle, 
psychic.

Light and Truth Spiritual Church, 501 
W. North avenue, Wicker Park Hall. 
Meetings every Sunday afternoon, 2:30.

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Sunday afternoon at 
2:80 sharp, at Phoenix Hall, 324 East 
Division street, near Sedgwick street 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

6. WALTER LYNN
THE EMINENT

Healer and 
Gifted Psychic.

HEALTH RESTORED 
By Common Sense Methods

FRED. P. EVANS,
Tlie N'ol*<l Psychic for

Independent Slate Writing and 
Clairvoyance,

Has recently left 'New York, 'and Is now located at 
1112 E<l<ly St.. San Francisco, Cal. bend ataiup for 
circular on Medluniship. .

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and tho leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

Sau Jose, Call

THE SPEAKING DIAL.
A Wonderful Spiritual Invention

Gives names, dates and circumstances. Speaks 
in various languages: answers mental questions; 
convincing the most skeptical. Has come to prove 
immortality and spirit communion. Develops all 
phases of mediumship. Magnetized by powerful 
spirit baud. Read what the lute Hon. I. Donnelly 
said of the Speaking Dial. Dials now, fl.5U. Send 
forclrcular and testimonials. Enclose stamp for 
reply. P. J. DEMPSEY Inventor, 2817 Columbus 
ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Sangs Sisters
PHENOMENAL PSYCHICS.

Independent Writing Sittings dally from 9 a. m, to 
6 p, m. Lire Size Spirit Portraits a Spe. 
elnltg. , Send four cents In stamps for booklet, 
6M W. Adams, Chicago. Telephone Ash Inna 1912.

The battle royal in the human soul Is the cravlz.g for.spir
itual against material' gratification—mental against physical 
enjoyment,—Anon.

Temporal lews rather punish mon when they havdi trans
greased than form them to be such an transgress Boldomeat. 
r-®Uton> ' ,

do moréagopd than a donation to any other fund 
Upon thecbooks of the Association. Every me
dium, eweryiispeaker, and in fact every man and 
woman iwh» loves the cause or Spiritualism 
should s^elbithis fund with their gift. The ap
peal of Mrs.:lLongley is just and timely. If our 
cause is worth sustaining these dear old pioneer 
workers who have become invalidi at their posts 
are worthy of our sweetest kindness and tender
est care. Let us help our helpless mediums, and 
prevent their dependence upon the common
charity of a cold and prejudiced world. Send 
your contributions to Mrs. M. T. Longley, Sec
retary N. S. À., 600 Ps^. Ave. S. E., Washington. 
D. and do not delay* ‘

MILLER’S MAGIC MIRRORS
Arn peerless in every respect, worth ten times 
the price asked for them, to any one Interested in 
the wonderful gift of clairvoyance. In the first 
sittings lights and clouds will appear and tn their 
trail will follow all that can be wished for in that 
phase of mediumship. If you have read books 
treating on the subject (how to become Clairvoy
ant and have failed) you will comprehend their 
teachings better after having used one of our Mag
ic Mirrors, ns they will cultivate the mind and 
depth of vision. These mirrors are chemically 
treated and very powerful But will state em
phatically they arc not ready-made Clairvoyance, 
to falsely represent that which Is not, but an 
honest- easy road to buccbhs in mediumship. Our 
Magic Mirror is recommended by Mr. Frank T. 
Ripley one of lour leading lecturers and platform 
test mediums. Write for circulars and testimo
nials- Price. 13. W. H. MILLER. P. O. Box 109, 
Canton. Ohio, •

BTlt ought to be a pleasant duty 
to care for those whose lives have 
been sacrificed upon the altar of a 
truth as palpable as is that of the 
eternal truth of Spiritualism. It

o The Mysteries-—Magic.
J.O. F. GRUNBINE’S

Occult Books roienl the mysteries, not only of- 
the link erso but the soul. The Halo of this book 
is Increasing venr b.v your, because as standard 
books they stand the standard tests. Mediums, 
soors, adopts universally recommend them. Why? ■ 
BoCmise the niilhor knows what he Is talking* 
about You ill not fall If you follow the loach- 
ings. They Hliimlnnte. _ ...

CLAIRVOYANCE.-How to penetrate the Arca
na: to see spirits, enter spirit world, communo 
with the angels, pierce the veil ot matter und 
sense. "Your work Is epoch-making’ —Llllim 
Whiting- “A revelation. ’—Light. London, Eng, 
Price (cloth-bound) 11.60: reduced from 12.00, ,

AURAS AND COLORS-WIlh exhaustive die? 
tlonnry of color mennlnga. A unique book fop 
unique peonlc. Price 50 cents.................................. ■

PSYCHOMETRY-TheflrBtnnd only book whi|Mi 
tenches the bcIouco so that you can practlco'lt. 
Price, 60 cents . _ . , .

EASY LESSONS In Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psyohotnetry. Price, 60 cents.

REALIZATION—How to enter the snper-con- 
Bolonsuoss and bo a Yogis. Price. 2ft cenU. .

DIVINATION—A Mb. serie» On how to dlvlnov 
hidden things, find lost trcauuren, become a 
Boer. Price, il.00. -

HOW TO BBMHMBBR PAST L1VES-A Mo. 
Borleo on tills raiiolnntlnn subject. Price. 11.00. -

Smut lor Pronpocliie of “Tho College of Divine 
Sciencemul llonllznilon of Divinity. ' Ilednco». 
tuition. Tho only,one of Un Iclnil In the world,

J. C. F. «RUMBINE,
1 1285 Coinnioinvcnltji Avo., 

Boston. Mass.

[. M0 <* oimmv, I.V hutv uv uvnnvvriWM^v 
' | the neglect of this duty by begging 

I to t^elr support when afflicted*


